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Save this catalog. 
You can order 

any toy on pages 433 
through 607 

from now until 
July 30, 1971. 

— 

USE SEARS “SHIP-A-GIFT” SERVICE—SEE РАСЕ 267 

INDEX BEGINS ON PAGE 255 | SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19132 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back 



To add fun to your holiday shop- 

ping, we've "asked" Winnie- 

the-Pooh to entertain you here 

on the cover and on other 

pages of this year's Wish Book?" 

To add economy and convenience to 
your shopping, we've packed this edi- 

tion with hundreds of exceptional val- 
ues and new gift ideas, all right at your 

fingertips, as handy as your phone. 



Wish Boo 
Sears forthe1973 - 
Christmas Season 
There's so much to see in this year's Wish Book®.. 

so many great values, so many new and interesting # 

gift ideas, plus some fascinating "performances" 

by Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends = 

Winnie-the-Pooh Dress. 

described on роде 157 
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BEA EN E ано rie ic : FROM ANY SEARS CATALOG . 

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA 19132 * just call Sears and say you want to place a catalog order“ 
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Sears 
Wish Book for the 1974 

hri Season 

+ „833- 5338 
Sales Merchant Owned and Operated by 

G. Halterman 
109 S. Second .. 

Odessa, MO 64076 

Winnie-the-Pooh Dress 
described on page 169 
(and the stuffed 
PoohiBear is on page 167) 

There's special Christmas fun 
with Pooh and his friends: и 



Wish Book for the 975. 
Christmas Season 

Photographed at the site 

of the “National Christmas Trep," 

Washington, D.C. 

TIE INDEX BEGINS ON P. ix GINS O 5 5 _ EASY TO SHOP BY PHONE 26 d 
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., EAS ROM ANY SEARS CATALOG 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19132 BOS « ‹ call Sears and say you want to place a c satalog order 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your 

Save This Catalog . o any tov, book or phono make Sears Catalog or Retail shopping e 

froi now until August 13, 1976 "rete! t е 

эи can also apply by phone for a Sears Credit Card 
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|Sears| Wish Book for the 1976 Christmas Season 
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Nightgown 
sold on page 56, 

Pajamas on page 61, 
Stuffed Toys on page 73 

\ 

INDEX BEGINS ON PAGE 279 

Save This Catalo 
423 through $e 
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| Boys' and Girls’ Nightwear 
sold on jes 178 

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. IT'S.SO EASY TO P BY PHONE 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your. Money Back FROM ANY SEARS CATALOG 

Save This Catalog , . . you can order any item pub y ware" place 9 БР pra! 
on pages 8, 9, 14 thru 17B and 423 thru 598 

from now until August 31, 1978 о! Sears Ctedit Card 
) 5 c В ріпа easier yet 



P. ears 
..-WHERE AMERICA SHOPS 

| “Wish Book forthe ЛОГА Holiday Season 

Infants’ Velveteen Suit and Dress sold on page 192 

INDEX BEGINS ON PAGE 323 

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back 

Save This Catalog... you can order any item 
оп pages 437 thru 606 from now until August 31, 1979 
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on pages 497 through 648, and pages ears Catalogs..Just call Sears an 
through 669, at 1979 prices until August SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. say you want to place a catalog order 
31, 1980 unless stated otherwise. All other Satisfaction Guaranteed You can also apply by phone for a Sears Credit Card 

prices in effect until JANUARY 31, 1980 Sibu Money Back to make Sears Catalog or Retail shopping easier yet 
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Sears 

, hh Spook, for the 9 Christmas Ceaser 
The answers to real economy and convenience 

in your holiday shopping are right here in The Wish Book®. . . 

price cuts, exceptional values, great new gift ideas—over 15,000 items 

in all, every one of them just a simple phone call away 

Grampa and 
Gramma Dolls 
sold on page 20 

Save this catalog. 
You can order 

any toy 
on pages 4 
through 190 

from now until 
August 11,1972 



Playskool's "Tyke Bike" 
for only 54.97 ??? 

What's so special about a Tyke Bike? Just about The 17%x14%x18-inch Tyke Bike has a large con- 

everything. Like the easy steering, bright colors, toured plastic seat only 8 inches off the ground 

smooth rounded edges and rugged wood frame. just right for 1 to 3-year-olds. They'll steer the 

It had to be tough, because toddlers don't just chrome-plated handlebars and glide on blow-mold: 
ride a riding toy—they touch and turn and bounce plastic wheels. There are even "grown-up type" 
and pound it. But this little bike can take it all plastic grips with streamers. Toddlers just board the 

It looks pretty special, too, with its bright, happy B t along and discover their world 

colors and bold "jungle-spotted" seat. 79 C 4726C— Partly assembled. Wt. 6 Ibs. $4.97 

DON'T MISS our other great values in Riding Toys . . see pages 94 and 95 

4 [Sears] «scs 
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Fisher-Price's 
"Play Family School" 

for only 58.85 

There are swings to swing, a bell to ring, clock 
hands to turn and a merry-go-round that goes 
'round. All it needs is a child to make it go. For 
lesson time, there are blackboards, desks, chalk 
and an eraser. For recess, there's a gym set, 

merry-go-round and slide. 

22? 

When school's out, the 12x10x1274-inch school 
closes up. Store the magnetized alphabet and 
numbers in their special puzzle-trays or attach 
them to the lift-up roof, near the handle. It's all 

durable wood and colorful plastic. 

79 C 44545C—Shipping weight 8 Ibs... $8.85 

DON'T MISS our many other great values in Pre-School Toys . . see pages 58 thru 95 



Mattel's “тые 
Stunt Rider" Set 
for only :2.97 ??? 

Watch that rough-rider streak down the track, whiz 

'round the loop-the-loop and head for the daredevil 
jump ramp. Then—LOOK OUT—he takes off, leaps 
through the air and lands on the other ramp 

The die-cast metal RRRumblers cycle is realistically 

detailed. No "fuel" needed just start it downhill and 
it GOES! Cycle, removable driver, 16 feet of plastic track 
ramp, loop, clamp and joiners are included 

49 C 58044— Shipping weight 2 pounds Set $2.97 

Mattel's "Hot Birds" 
Ün-Target" Set 

for only :3.97 ??? 
YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 

where you find all the right answers 

for holiday shopping 

You're the pilot approaching the runway. Set the die-cast 
metal "Hot Birds" plane on the flight deck, take aim, and 
down the skyline it soars, making a realistic Astro-zoom™ 
sound. Flip over the targets as you land 

Or set target base on its side, attach one of the space 
capsules, and make the plane scoop it up and bring it in 
Plane, deck, 30-foot skyline, 5-foot vinyl runway, target 
base, 2 capsules, clamp and hooks included. 

49 C 54742—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. Set $3.97 

DON'T MISS our many other great values in Toys for Boys . . see pages 142 thru 173 

6 [Bears] 3% 
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Milton Bradley's "Voice 
of the Mummy" Game 

for only :6.74 ??? 
without battery 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
..where you find all the right answers 

for holiday shopping 

Press the button and this wild suspense game really talks 
to you. The “mummy” voice gives directions at random, 
so every game is different. Two to 4 players cross the 

“perilous” 3-dimensional board. Your expedition may be 
delayed or you may discover the fabulous “jewels” and 
win. "Jewels", temples, board, pawns, die incl. Ages 8 to 
adult. Uses 1 "C" battery, not incl., order pkg. below. 
49 C 65311—Shipping weight 3 pounds $6.74 
49 C 8406 —"C" Batteries. Pkg. (6). Wt. 12 oz. Pkg. 1.19 

Parker Brothers’ 
"Masterpiece" Game 
for only :3.44 ??? 

Suddenly you're involved in a tense, thrilling international 
art auction. You may get a million-dollar painting for a 

bargain or lose a fortune on a forgery. The “richest” 
player at the end wins. 

Handsome equipment includes a framed Rembrandt- 
style playing board, 24 full-color miniatures of famous 
paintings and 30 million dollars in play money to bid 

with. Exciting for 3 to 6 players, ages 9 to adult 

49 C 65286— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz.. $3.44 

DON'T MISS our many other great values 
in Games for everyone in the family . . see pages 102 thru 118 

"Жї [Sens] 7 



Mattel's "Baby Tender Love” 
for only *6.99 ??? 

Every day's a busy day for Baby Tender Love. First, there's feeding time—she's always hungry—so this 

drink ‘п wet baby comes with her own bottle. Then it's bathtime . . she loves to be scrubbed and splashed, 

you know. When she's done, just dry her off, dress her in her lacy playsuit and booties, and brush her 
rooted hair. She's made from a special vinyl foam so she feels incredibly like a real baby. 14 in. tall. 
49 C 31526—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces $6.99 

8 [Sears] дек“ DON'T MISS the other great dolls in the Baby Tender Love family . . see page 26 
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Ideal's "Movin' Groovin’ 
Crissy or Tressy" Doll 

for only 38.74 ??? 

YES! RIGHT HERE ІЛ THE WISH BOOK 
..Where you find all the right answers for holiday shopping 



The Movin' Groovin' Group 
15-inch dolls with twist-turn waists . . 
swing their shoulders around and their 
long hair tosses from side to side 

1 Velvet looks so pretty 
and poseable, she al- 

most seems alive. She has 
sparkling eyes, silky hair 
that grows to her waist 
and smooth vinyl skin. 
She's 15 in. tall, jointed, 
and all dressed up in a 
ruffled mini party dress. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 С 35101.......... $8.44 

2 Cricket loves to model 
and pose . „апі no won- 

der! Isn't she lovely with 
her bright eyes, creamy 
vinyl skin and shiny hair 
that grows to her waist. 
She's wearing a mod mini 
dress, 15 in. tall. Jointed, 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 С 35103. $8.44 

тайа Dade scans by байта ине аса Gom 
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Movin’ A 
Groovin’ 
Velvet 

17 inch beauties by Ideal 

dii, T 

MIA by Ideal 

s67” 

Mia's coming to play with 
you all dressed in a sporty 
playsuit. She has beautiful 
hair that grows to her 

ist; jointed vinyl body. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

49 C 35097 $6.97 

EACH 

Wis 
(3 and 4 ) So pretty . . with their delicate features 
and cascading hair. They have smooth vinyl skin, 
big bright eyes and growing hair, Fully jointed; 
1734 in. tall. Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

З Kerry . . dressed for play in a perky play set. 
49 С 35098....... к $7.97 

4 Tressy . . all dressed up in a high-fashion mini. 
49 € 35122 " . .$7.97 

For Cricket, Velvet and Mia 
Includes 2 pairs of shoes 
and 2 pairs of long boots. 

Shipping weight 5 oz. 
49 C 31164. $1.89 



Change their 
from a short bob © 
uriously long. Just 
each doll's tummy, 
her hair and watch it 
"grow". A knob on her - 
back winds it short again. 

For Tressy, 
Crissy and Kerry 

Fim, 

Hair Dryer with 
bonnet, hose . . 
it really works 

$299 zs 
For any Ideal 
"growing hair" doll. 
(Doll поё incl) 
Actually blows air. 
Plastic. Uses 2 
“АА” batteries, ог- 
der pkg. below. 

Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49 С 31177...$2.99 

"AA" Batteries. 
Pkg, of 6. Wt. 6 oz. 
49 C 8402-Pkg. 99c 

1 Hob Nobbler . 
49 С 31166—Wt 

. 2-pc, maxi suit 
7 oz. $2.94 

Grape Drape . . a swingin’ suit 
with dress, coat and scarf 

49 С 31167—Shpg. wt. 7 oz, . $2.94 

Drenched Trench 
raincoat with scarf, 

49 С 31169—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 

midi-length 

Hair Setting Kit 

$34 without 
battery 

$2.94 

Jean Machine . . mod pants, tunic, 
sweater and belt. 

49 С 31171—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. .. $2.94 samir warmer” with 8 rollers and acces- 
.. great for any Ideal “growing 

hair doll. Includes “hair spray", comb, 
"mirror", hair decorations and 

Plastic "warmer" lights curlers with a 
soft glow to simulate heating process. 
Uses 1 “АА” battery, order pkg. above. 
49 С 31175— Shpg. wt. 8 oz... -Kit $3.49 

The Snuggler . . hooded maxi. 
49 С 31172— Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $2.94 

Surf's Up . . a bright bathing 
outfit with long beach coat. 

49 С 31168—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $2.94 

NOTE: Dolls, shoes not incl, with outfits obove 

Shoe Wardrobe 

n $189 
set 

For Crissy, Tressy or Kerry . . 2 
pair of shoes, 2 pair of long boots. 
49 С 31165—Wt. 8 oz...Set $1.89 

94 
each 

Fashions for Cricket, Velvet and Mia $ 

Glad Plaid . . cheery plaid dress 
with pleated skirt. 

49 C 31159—Shpg. wt. 7 oz.. ...$2.94 

Beachnik . . dotted beach robe 
with belt only. Swimsuit not incl. 

49 C 31161—Shpg. wt. 7 oz... .. $2.94 

9 Ruffled Up . . frilly pajamas with 

5-inch Kim with 
growing hair . . 
from Uneeda 

$ 3? 

Give Kim's ponytail a gentle 
pull and it grows. Give it a 
tug and it's short again. 
Jointed vinyl doll wears a 
pert mini-dress, shoes and 
panties; comes in a vinyl 
carry case with 3 extra out- 
fits. bridal gown, mini-dress 
and slacks set, Curlers, comb, 
brush included. Wt. 9 oz. 
49 С 35118........ Set $3.99 

Kim, caso. 
and wardrobe 

11-їпсһ Valerie 
with Growin’ 
Pretty Hair 

$ 5” 

Pull her ponytail and it 
grows beautifully long; give 
it a tug and it's short again. 
Comb and style her hair 
brush, comb and rollers incl. 
11-0, jointed vinyl doll 
wears a ruffled party dress, 
shoes and socks. 

Shipping wt 
49 C 35069. 

1 Ib. 8 oz. 

$5.99 

2-doll $ 
Case 

Vinyl case with plastic 
handle and metal clasp, 
12x6x20 in. high. Hanger 
bar and hangers incl. 
Accessories not incl. Buy 
it the easy wa 
by phone. Shpg. wt. 31bs, 

.$3.99 

$499 
Clothes Rack 

79 С 35031С...... 

Trunk 

Vinyl trunk with shelf, 

Accessory $ 5” 

тйрй pace scans by dima тина са com 

mod ruffled bottoms. 
49 С 31162— Shpg. wt. 7 oz.. 

10 Smarty Pants . . sporty slacks set. 
49 С 31163—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $2.94 

NOTE: Dolls, shoes not incl. with outfits above 

- -$2.94 

Molded plastic rack with 2 see-thru 
vinyl garment bags. About 14x10x18 
in. high. Shoes, clothes not included. 
49 С 31176—Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz... . $4.99 

«oss [Sears] 11 мр 



Corinne from alo Cremona 
The 15-inch Italian beauty with luxurious hair 

you can style almost any way you can imagine 

Choose Corinne dressed in any of these high-fashion outfits 

ch signorina has g 
es, sunglasses, 
oted hair and com 

vinyl and polyethylene. 
Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

Lovely Corinne in maxi-skirt, 

jacket and boots 

49 C 32059 

Corinne с with a 
fabulous pants suit and 

shoes. 
49 C 32061... ..$6.99 

Isn't Corinne cute in her 
mini dress with vest and 

long boot: 

49 С 32057...... 

4 Corinne wears a fringi 
pants suit, scarf and shoes. 

49 С 32058........... $5.99 

5 Corinne in culottes; shoes. 
49 C 32055... . $5.99 

Pretty Corinne wears a pert 
mini dress; boots. 

49 C 32056. а $5.99 



1 p 
Growin’ Pretty Hair ` 

«5999 

Barbie's all dressed up in 
an elegant pink satin for- 
mal You can style her 
hair at any length . . it 
grows beautifully long. Or 
give it a gentle tug and it's 
short again. Add either 
hairpiece. 1134-inch vinyl 

MATTEL'S 
Hair Fair 

Hair wardrobe “$ 
includes 1 vinyl 
*'Barbie-size"" 
head with short | 
rooted hair, wig- | 
let, ringlet, pony- 
tail, extra wig, 
accessories. 
49 C 31027— yi 
Wt. 4 oz.. .$2.94 

For Barbie, Francie 

and all their friends 

j 
> 

Barbie Action Beauty Scene 

From $59 without 
MATTEL Batteries 

It’s a super “dressing room” with light-up 
make-up mirror and a working hairdryer . . 
it actually blows air through hose and bon- 
net. Styrene wall panel has a decorative 
"mirror." Plastic chair and “built-in” table. 
Partly assembled. Uses 2 “D” batteries, 
order pkg. below. Doll not included. 
49 C 31111—Shpg. wt. 11Ь.......... $5.99 

Package of 6. 
pg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz..Pkg. 1.49 

IBA Habe scane by diitimas: 

Bera GROWIN' PRETTY HAIR 

EE 
ADD BRAIDS 9» 

CHANGE HAIRDOS or a curly wiglet for STYLING BOOKLET 

from short to long with a sophisticated new look shows you how to 

a gentle pull create dozens of styles 
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3 FRANCIE vwith Growin' Pretty 
Hair in a glamorous Gift Set 

For beautiful dreaming . . Francie comes with a. 

sheer gown, lace-trimmed peignoir and matching 

slippers plus mirror, comb, brush and more. 11-inch 

vinyl Francie has hair that "grows" . . give it a tug 

and it's short again. 2 hairpieces included. Comes 

wearing a shimmering pink party dress (not shown). 

Doll has bendable legs. 
49 C 30841— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz... . . .....Set $8.99 

Francie with Growin’ Pretty Hair. Doll only. In party 
dress (not shown), 2 hairpieces. 
49 C 30839—Shpg. wt. 1 1Ь..................- $5.99 

“ 

ue $e 

E [43 

B 

Outfits for FRANCIE 

1 Midi Plaid dress; shoes. 3 Frosty Fur . . mod fur- 
Shpg. wt. 6 oz. look coat; boots. Ship- 

49 С 31156........-$1.99 ping weight 6 oz. 
49 C 31155... . .....$1.49 

2 Midi Duet outfit with Olde Look maxi dress, 

dress, long vest and apron, shoes. Shipping 
shoes. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. weight 6 oz. 

ay 49C 31157.........$2.99 49 С 31158....... .53.49 

NOTE: Dolls not included p: 
with outfits above. — 



The "Sun Set"... Malibu Barbie 
^ friends for only 51.94 each ??? 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
. all the right answers for holiday shopping 

9, Barbie's Glamour Group . . 
with party dress, mini 

dress, nightie, sundress and 
coat plus shoes, panty hose 
and other accessories. 

Shipping weight 3 ounces. 
49 С 31053......... Set $3.99 

(1 and 2) Glamour Group | 
plus Malibu Barbie. Separately 
latal $3.93. See descriptions 
above and at right. Wt. 11 oz. 
49 С 31138......... Set $4.93 

Note: Colors and fabrics of 
outfits on both pages may vary. 

Save :1 ї 
when you buy апу 
Malibu girl with 
her wardrobe 

Only 342. 

EY 

Guia pagi scans by deisimas mised com. 

1 Malibu Barbie. 1134-10. 
bendable vinyl doll in 

swimsuit. Twist 'n turn 
waist. Rooted hair. Towel. 
49 С 30826 —Wt. 8 0z..$1.94 

Barbie's Fashion Bouquet 
. - jacket, mini, pants set, 

nightie, dress, accessori 
49 С 31054—Wt. 3 oz.. .$3.99 

( 1 and 3 ) Fashion Bouquet 
plus Malibu Barbie. Separ- 
ately total $5.93. See above. 

Shipping weight 11 ounces. 
49 С 3114.. ......Set $4.93 

Vp AA 

swimsuit. Twist "n turn 
waist; rooted hair. Towel. 
49 С 30827—Wt. 8 oz. $1.94 

Francie's Pretty Power . . 
pj's, jacket, dress, skirt, 

vest, blouse, accessories. 
49 С 31057 —Wt. 3 oz.. .$3.99 

(4and 5) Pretty Power plus 
Malibu Francie. Separately 
total $5.93. See above. 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. 

49C31141........Set $4.93 

6 Malibu Skipper. 9-in. 
bendable vinyl doll in 

swimsuit. Twist "n turn 
waist; rooted hair. Towel. 
49 С 30828—Wt. 7 oz.. .$1.94 

^ 

Skipper's "Young Ideas" 
- - coat, dress, shorts set, 

suit and accessories. 
49 C 31023—Wt. 3 oz...$3.99 

( 6 and 7 ) Young Ideas plus 
Malibu Skipper. Separately 
total $5.93. See above. 

Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
49 С 31139. .Set $4.93 

IN 



ү 

without doll 

Malibu Ken. 12-in. tall 
bendable vinyl doll. 

Wears sporty swim trunks. 
Blonde molded hair. Towel. 
49 C 30837— Wt. 14 oz. $1.94 

Ken's "Casval All-Stars." 
Trousers, shirts, jacket 

and accessories. Doll not in- 
cluded. Wt. 3 oz 
49 С 31058 Set $3.99 

айай Dade scans by cieisinasnmisetedimical Gom 

Barbie and her friends 

on the 

Sand Buggy 
33 89 

10 Sports Car with jazzy plastic body, 
steel axles, 2 bucket seats and white 

wall tires. About 20 inches long. From 
West Germany. 
49 С 31036—Wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. $3.89 

11 Sand Buggy . . isn't it sensational? 
Has a bright plastic body, steel 

axles, 2 bucket seats and white wall 
tires. 20 in. long. From W. Germany. 

49 C 31037—Wt. 3 Ibs, 8 0z.......$3.89 

19, Sun 'n Fun Buggy . . a battery-pow- 
ered sportster that starts moving 

with a flick of the gear shift. Two bucket 
seats rock dolls as they breeze along. 
Buggy can go straight ahead or swing 
around in circles. Has a flying whip 
antenna; plastic body, 13 in. long. Uses 

2 “D” batteries, order package below. 
49 C 31113—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... . . . $7.99 
"D" Batte: Package of 6. 

49 C 8405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 ол... $1.49 

18 Barbie's Country Camper with pop- 
out tent, table, chairs, luggage rack 

and more. 19 in. long truck has sliding 
door, pop-out front window. Vinyl 
79 € 31123C— Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. . . . $9.77 

Note: Dolls not incl. with cars above 

MATTEL'S Sun 
'N Fun Buggy 
$7? 

without batteries 

17 Casual Scene . . 
jacket, sweater, 

pants; shoes. Wt. 6 oz. 
49631134 ..... $2.85 

Night Scene . . 
18 Tuxedo, dickey 

Note: Dol! not incl. 
with outfits above. 



"as LIVE ACTION 
GO-GO GROUP 
With special loose-jointed waists so 

they can really dance and sway. 
Rock their “touch 'n go” 

stands and watch ‘em swing. 

15 ] Each has jointed arms, legs, 

1 Live Action PJ; long rooted hair. 
49 C 30834-Shipping wt. 14 oz. $4.97 

Live Action PJ Gift Set. She comes 
with a fringed costume plus mix'n 

match pants, skirt, blouse, extra boots. 
45-грт record included. 
49 C 30843—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz..... Set $8.99 

ON 

STAGE 

You set 
the remote 
controls 

for fast or 
slow dancing 

$399 

without 
batteries Live Action PJ 

Gilt Set 

Set any Live Action doll on this 
motorized stage you control the 

tempo. Has three 45-rpm records, 
Plastic stage uses 2 “D” batteries, 
not incl., order pkg. below. Doll not 
included. 
49 C 31174—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

“D” Batteries. Package of б. 
49 C 8405—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. Pkg. $1.49 

$3.99 

тырса Seance by ийнан Кай bani 

: irbie 'n Friends 

vinyl. Fringed suede-look outfits. Buy them the easy way—order by phone. 
elbows, knees, and loose-jointed waist, All 

3 Live Action Ken; molded hair. 
49 С 30835—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib., ..$4.97 

4 Live Action Christie; rooted hair. 
49 C 30836—Shpg, wt. 14 02... $4.97 

live Action Barbie; long rooted hair. 
49 С 30833—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... $4.97 5 

Gallops..even 
sounds like a real 

pony 

Make Dancer trot along, making 
hoof-beat sounds as she goes. 
Holds 2 action pose 
and races. Plastic pony has sad 
dle, bridle. Doll not included 
49 C 31114—Wt. 2 Ibs.. . ..$5.99 

rears 

Fashion 'N Sounds 

Outfits plus 99 Bom idi, $2399 өн 
For any 11)4-in. doll (not incl.) 

6 Country Music. . midi dress, 
boots, shawl; record. 

49 C 31116—Wt. 4 oz. $3.99 

7 Festival Fashion . . blouse, 
skirt, vest, boots; record. 

49 C 31117—Wt. 4 oz.. . . $3.99 

Groovin' Gauchos . . blouse 
purse, boots, pants; record. 

49 С 31118—Wt. 4 oz. $3.99 



Walking 
D 

Was $4.97. Strollin’ swingin’ Jamie. 
Press her back and she moves her arms 
and legs and turns her pretty head. 
She has bendable legs; bouncy rooted 
hair.1134 in. Vinyl. Dress; boots., 
49 C 30812—Shpg. wt. 15 oz... $3697 

puppy 
cluded. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 С 30813. ...Set 57.99 

Cunioa pane scans by айй карагас poen 

Barbie 
Boutique 

An elegant fashion 'n wig 
shop . . over 1% feet long. 

Folds for easy storage 

A really mod shop with 
clothes rack, “mirror,” shelf, 
wig block, shoe rack, display 
counter . . even a Barbie 
mannequin. (Other accesso- 
ries not included.) Brightly 
decorated shop has a chair 
for customers, too. Opens to 
2234x18x18 in. high. Vinyl 

Buy it the easy way— 
order by phone. 

Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 
79 С 31129С..........57.99 

Jamie and Barbie love these 
CASES and PLACES 

Jamie's Penthouse 

With furniture, molded “fireplace” 
‚. even a “view.” Opens to over 2 ft. long 

Jamie's luxury apartment opens up for 
fun. There's a comfortable den with 
couch, table and chair, and a bright 
dinette with table and chairs. Vinyl 

Q? 

case opens to 6x13x26 in. long. Plastic 
furniture; handle for toting. Holds 4 
dolls and accessories (not included). 
79 С 31122C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. . .$9.99 

m Doll and accessories 51°? 
зз not included 

Barbie Case holds 
one 1134-in. fash- 

ion doll and acces- 
sories. 10x3x12 in. 
Vinyl. Hangers, 
drawer, handle. 

v Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49 C 30468. . .$1.97 

ian 
Goodies Galore . . so many accessories 

For Barbie and friends: Hangers, heels, skates, boots, 
purses, hat, sunglasses, tennis racket, ball, "mirror," 
“phone” and more. 
49 С 31073—Shipping weight 2 ounces... .. Set $2.99 



"BARBIE TALK” “Y'm called 
ie” Р More Talkers It's a gabfest get-together EE Christie' 4 More Talker 

when these 5 great talkers Let's dance 

say their 6 fun phrases 5199 

(1 а 
when you pull the talking 
All vinyl; 1134 in. tall; bendable 
legs. With casual outfits. 

T Talking PJ. Rooted hair. 
49 С 30736—Wt. 12 oz. $5.99 

2 Talking Ken. Molded hair. 
49 C 30373—Wt. 1 1b...$5.99 

MATTEL'S Barbie- 

size Fashion Show 

Cold Snap . . furry-trimmed 
midi coat with high boots. 

49 С 31146—Wt. 3 oz... . .$1.99 

6 All About Plaid . . fringed 
skirt, shawl; sweater, shoes. 

49 С 31173—Wt. 2 oz... . .$2.74 

Satin Slumber . . pretty pj's, 
satin-trimmed robe; slippers. 

49 С 31144—Wt. 4 oz.. $2.74 

Fun Рог. . fur-like midi coat; 
boots, belt and hat 

49 С 31147—Wt. 2 0z.....$2.74 

Gaucho Gear . . bright 
gaucho pants, vest, hat and 

flowered blouse. Boots, purse. 
49 C 31143—Wt. 6 oz... . . $3,44 

Magnificent Midi . . stun- 
ning coat, dress, hat and 

boots ensemble 
49 С 31145—Wt. 7 oz.. ...$344 

Silver Serenode . . shim 
mering gown with long 

furry stole, gloves; shoes. “Mi- 
crophone.” 
49 C 31148—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $3.44 

12 Bridal Brocade . . elegant 
gown, veil, bouquet; shoes. 

49 C 31142—Wt. 7 oz $3.44 

19] 13 18 PlasticHangers. Wt. 2 oz 
49 С 31035....... Pkg. 99c 

NOTE: Dolls not included with 
outfits above, 

Talking Barbie 5@°° 
Gift Set 

Barbie loves her swingin' jump- 
suit and fur-trimmed coat. She's 
even got shoes and purse to 
match. 1124-inch bendable vinyl 
Barbie says 6 fun phrases when 
you pull the talking ring. Comes 
wearing a swimsuit and midi 
beach robe. Rooted hair. 

CUT 5| Now $10.87 
without doll 

Mattel's Sleep "N Keep Cose . . the fun way for Barbie and P J Was $11.87. Barbie lively 
to travel. Washable vinyl case opens into a pretty bedroom with ^ Livin' House. Furnished dining 

i all decorations and roomy closet. 2 doll room, den, bedroom and porch. 49 C 30847 — Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $8.99 Dui араса Bi вало агага а SINT їп. open. Folds for à Tolking Barbie only . . in swim- 2 snap pockets for extra storage. Snap lock; handle. 17x3x13 in. storage. Vinyl. Dolls not in- 
suit and midi beach robe. high. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. cluded. ‘ 18 [Sears] 25. 49 c 30015—Wt. 12 ог... .$5.99 49 С 31149— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 ог................ $6.99 79 C 310290—Wt. 5 Ibs. $10.87 
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“Living Dolls” . only $3.96 each ??? 

24 

Poseable 
LIVING 
SKIPPER 
with her 
elegant 
Gift Set 

OU 62 =. 

= ^. As poseable as you 
pos 4 e. are.. Living Skipper 

tate O^ with a pert party 
dress, velvet coat, 
shoes, 94-in. vinyl 

Accessory sp? doll has curly rooted 
Pak hair. Wears a sun- 

For any well-dressed suit. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
1il£in. fashion doll; 49 C 30823-Set $6.99 
stylish heels, flats, ] Living Skipper 
stockings, purse and only; in sunsuit. 
belt. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 
49 C 30682. . . Set $1.99 49 С 30822..... 53.96 

Guia pane scans by chaisimax кайдаа M Som 



“Nobody is more > fun than GRAMPA* and GRAMMA 
++ such good listeners 

Joyce Miller created the whole 

happy collection 

of GRAMMA toys . . And you'll 

find them only at Sears 

1912-inch 

TALKING 

GRAMMA 

keeps you 

company 

Two cute cotton Outfits 
for 16-inch Gramma .. 
a checked dress and a 
long nightgown. From 
Hong Kong. Dolls not 
included. Wt. set 4 oz. 
49 C 34029. . . Set $1.99 16-inch Rag Dolls $249 each 

They're such a cute couple! Each has a soft cotton body and a big, 
happy smile. Gramma has yarn hair; Grampa's hair is screen-printed on. Each wears a bright cotton print outfit. From Hong Kong 
49 С 34019—16-inch Grampa. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz $3.49 
49 C 34006—16-inch Gramma. Shipping weight 11 ounces 3.49 
49 C 34007—20-inch Gramma. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. 4.99 

country place with 4 rooms 
to explore and a lovely yard. 
here are 23 pieces of snap- 
Btogether plastic furniture so 

Сап decorate Gramma's 
any way you like. 

self-standing fam- 
of 4 ind. Vinyl house 

Popens to 18x15x14 in. high 
(79C94045C-Wt.8 Ibs. $80.99 

Ж, 
+ Viel e Pr ere CUT $I Now $13.99 a | 

: = 2 CUT $s] Nows3.99 Was $14.99. Gramma's Rocking Chair. Sit on А ; ЕБ without battery Gramma's lap. .she has a comfortably padded М 
2 cotton apron that Mom can take off to wash. Was $4.99. Gramma’s Sewing Set with real, battery-powered Store toys and trinkets in the apron pockets ic scissors. Make apron, kerchief, potholders, slippers and more. si haa ЫЕ Сална is mode of g Material, instructions incl. Uses 1 “D” battery, order pkg. below. Mol wood aad brightly ‘painted. Mesures 4tb- 

49C 1203—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces... . . Set $3.99 19x145¢x24 inches high. 
20 г 49 C 8405—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 11b. 80z......Pkg. 1.49 79 С 9002C—Shipping wt. 7 Ibs... . $13.99 
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Elegant Beauties 
by*Furga of Italy^ 
For Signora Furga, creating beautiful dolls is a family tradition. 

} No wonder the gowns are so lavish, the hairdos so 

fashionable and the craftsmanship so impeccable. 

It's a matter of pride. 

Little Signorinas 

from Furga 
ў 

$799 
each . (1 thru 4 ) Our finest dolls . . with hand-arranged hairdos, creamy vinyl skin and mag- 

ам nificent clothes. Each has rooted hair, jointed body, frilly lingerie and shoes. 

1 Cloudia “floats” down the aisle in her breath Stefania appears in a swirl of 

taking lace gown and veil. She wears dainty rufiles and checks. Her blonde 

gloves and carries a lovely bouquet. 18 in. tall ringlets peak out from under the 

( 5 thru 8 ) It’s darling Tilly and Tina . . the 7 inch cuties from 7 Shippi ei »unds x all. 
Italy. Each has shiny rooted hair, go-to-sleep eyes, a jointed '9 C 32054C- Shipping weight 4 pounds. ..$18.00 ^ wide-brimmed bonnet. 18 in. tall 

79 С 32052C —Wt. 5 Ibs.. . . $25.00 

soft vinyl body and sensational Furga-designed outfits. Shoes pA Sandra looks radiant in her rich, ruffled gown 

included with each doll. Shipping weight each 7 oz. accented with soft feather trim. Her silver 4 Carlotta looks lovely in a vel 

(5) 49 C 37094— Blonde Tilly in a mod jumpsuit $2.99 blonde hair is swept up in a smooth bun, She vet gown with sheer ruffled 

(6) 49 C 37099— Brunette Tilly in ks and sweater 2.99 wears a high-fashion black collar necklace and sleeves, hem and “parasol.” Feath 

(7) 49 C 37098— Blonde Tilly in a swingin slacks set 2.99 carries a sheer handkerchief. She's 22 in. tall er-trimmed bonnet. 15 in. tall. 

(8) 49 C 37097— Brunette Tina in a perky dress 2.99 79 C 32053C- Shipping weight 6 pounds...$30.00 79 С 32051C— Wt. 4 lbs... . $20.00 
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‘They walk, dance, work or play ."Action*Dolls DOING THEIR 

Р, 

Pose any Rock Flower Doll 
on its record and see it “go”, 
All 5 dolls have stands that 

fit short-spindle record players 

тайа paQe scans by cieisimasnisetedmical com 

“Rock Flower” Dolls 
for only $1.74 each ??? 

(1 thru 5) They’re named and modeled 
after a real singing group . . each doll 
comes with her own 3314-rpm record. 
Each has a plastic stand that fits right 
on the record just turn on the 
record player and watch doll swing 
around. These groovy dolls are 644 in 
tall, poseable vinyl. The girls have 
pretty rooted hair, sunglasses. 

lilac in mini-dress, tights, boots. 
49 C 37092—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $1.74 

Q, Rosemary in midi-dress, boots. 
49 C 37093—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $1.74 

Q Heather in jumpsuit, scarf, shoes. 
49 C 37091—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $1.74 

Д Doug in mod costume. Molded hair. 
49 C 37127— Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $1.74 

Ej Iris wears a bright gown 
49 С 37126—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $1.74 

(4 and 5 ) Doug and Iris with records 

plus deluxe record with 6 group songs 
49 C 37083—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. Set $4.66 

^" 

Rock Flower Case 

$19 

Opens to a 14х9х2-іп. stage with 
play “mike”, “speakers”. Vinyl. 
49 C 37122—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 

Blanket Baby 
Thumbelina 

6 She wiggles like a real baby 
_™ when you pull her string. 

. Soft cloth body; vinyl arms, 
legs, head; molded hair. 9 
inches tall. Blanket. included. | 
49 С 35096—Wt. 10 oz.. . $5.99 

In-A-Minute 
Thumbelina 5655 

7 Stirs, frets, even pounds 
the table when you pull her 

string. Soft cloth body; vinyl 
arms, legs and head; rooted 
hair, 9 inches tall. High chair, 
accessories included, 
49035095- Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $6.85 

MATTEL'S 
Baby Love Light 

» . She'll hold your hand 
and her eyes light up 

585 sts 
This 15-in. baby has light-up 
eyes and a soft “handshake.” 
Cloth body; vinyl head; root- 
ed hair. Uses 2 “D” batteries, 
order pkg. below. Wt. 31bs. 7 oz. 
49 С 35085............. 

15-inch Play 'N Jane 

51255 шу 
Sit her down, set the trigger 
and she'll play horseshoes, 
basketball or  tic-tac-toe. 
Vinyl doll has long rooted 

18-inch Bizzie Lizzie 

3145 аша 
Attach Lizzie to power pack 
and she'll iron, dust and 
sweep. She's soft vinyl with 
shiny rooted hair. Plastic 

hair; comes with plastic power pack, ironing board, 
chair and game equipment. duster, sweeper. Uses 2 “Р” 
Uses 1 * battery, order batteries, order pkg. below. pkg. below. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
79 С 35088C $12.85 49 С 35089. . $14.85 
49 C 8412—Alkaline “D” Batteries. Pkg. of 4. Wt. 11b. $3.29 49 C 8411—Alkaline “С” Batteries, Pkg. of 4. Wt. 8 oz, 2.49 $1.99 



y 

Ventriloquist Dolls 

(1 thru 3 ) Open and close mouth by 
pulling strings in back of neck. In- 

Hold her tiara 
and make her 
do a ballet 

e struction booklet included. Each has 
vinyl head, hands; cotton stuffed 
body; wears jacket, trousers, shoes 

M 1 Danny O'Day, 30 in. tall 
49 C 36011—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs..$8.85 

Baby Walks 9, Ventriloquist Friend, 24 in. 
MATTEL'S Аер cle pics 49C36012-Wt.2 Ibs. 4 oz... . $7.99 

Baby Dancerina „ог both 3 Charlie McCarthy, 30 in. tall 

425 Mo) 49 C 36013—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.. .$9.97 

6 5 Record, (not shown). 3334-rpm. In 
" " structions, routines; skit booklet incl. 

ГЕ бш dares еза dE. MP | 2 49 C 36014—Shpg. wt. 150z.. ...$2.99 

her toe dance, pirou- press the other and the С 
ette, head spot and puppy yelps and frol- 
bow. This 11-inch vinyl ics; press both and they 
ballet star has blonde walk together. 11-inch 
rooted hair. Wears а vinyl doll has rooted 
ruffled blue costume hair. 3-in. vinyl pup. 
and comes with a 3335- Detachable plastic air 
rpm record. tubes. Japan. 

Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 
49 C 35021......$6.99 49 C 35072. . Set $5.99 \ 2 

(4 thru 9 ) Fully jointed puppets, 10 to 12 
in. tall. Advanced puppets Pinocchio and 
Cinderella аге ceramic composition; 
others are wood. Boy and girl have 3 
strings; mother, father have 5. Cross bar 
keeps strings tangle-free. 
(4) 49 C 36009-Cinderella. Wt. 1 1b.$6.99 

(5) 49 C 36006-Mother. Wt. 1 Ib... 4.99 
(6) 49 C 36005—Girl. Wt. 15 oz... . 2.99 

(7) 49 С 36007—Father. Wt. 1 lb.. 4.99 

(8) 49 С 36004 —Воу. Wt. 15 oz.... 2.99 

(9) 49 с 36008— Pinocchio. Wt. 1 lb. 6.99 

without 
batteries Clothes. 

for Sheryl 

^ ч 

ААС V Small Shots Twin Set 
y Я 2 00115 skate down the slope 

and race over 6 ft. of track 

t 4 $3 
с> 

Housekeeping $ 4? 

10 Wardrobe includes 
a pretty sleep set, 

dress, pants, play set, 
hangers, mirror and 
comb. Wt. 6 oz. 

Sheryl with Supermarket 

for only $15.98 ic. 
This 334-inch boy and ~ 

49 C 32581...5е $3.99 Supermarket only. Has rotating Sheryl only. 14-in girl whiz down the slope 

Į] Cleaning kit in- counter, ringing register, motor- — vinyldollpicksthings on removable roller 

cludes decorated ized check-out stand, shelves, up with her mag- skates. Then .. WATCH 

wall, 12 inches high: cart and "groceries." Uses 2 "D" — netized right hand, OUT . . they collide 
play“vacuum,” broom; batteries (not included); order grasps with her left Winner goes through the 

dust pan, bucket; and package on opposite page. hand. Wt. 3 Ibs. detour wall. Vinyl dolls; 

predam 49 С 35116— Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 02.9.99 — 49 C 3512. ....$6.99 clothes, track, signs. 

Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. Sheryl with Supermarket. Separately total $16.98. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. ET 

49 C 35119. .Kit $4.99 79 C 35087C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ......... 949.98 49 С 37084. .. .Set $3.99 | v od 

Tinni Date Scáne by айалы нен ысы Down 

"Crash" through 
the finish gate 
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Really Big 
20-inch t 

^ a "listening" 

TALKERS А A? Q 

For twice the fun.. 

TALKING 

TWOSOME 

TV's lovable 
BOZO THE CLOWN 

“Ww, 
15-inch $ L699 so ony оша you Ж 

talking Bozo at Sears 
. . 9, “What are you doodly-do-do- take dolly 

doing?" *"Yowie-kazowie!" 
jokes this fun-loving circus fel- 

e low. Just pull his talking ring 
ee 4 to hear 10 funny lines. Bozo's 

got a roly-poly broadcloth body, 
15 inches tall. A smiling clown 
face and floppy yarn hair make 
him hard to put down. 
49 € 35108—Wi. | Ib. 8 oz. $5.99 

a walk" 

This floppy, 20-inch-tall cloth 
Bozo listens to every word 

you say. His soft vinyl face grins 
in a big painted smile. 
49 € 34021—wWi. | ib. 4 oz. $4.99 

Division of 
Operation Bootstrap, Inc. 

є sould you £u 03-08. Vike to 
play?" 

“The devil made me 
buy this dress” 

7. 
-* 

TAMU FLIP WILSON У; SN The sweetest 16- America's favorite чума 
: ^ ана 
inch doll you'll ever funny man with 10 AO to you | 

find . . so soft to hug — rib-tickling lines, each ‘ К and hold. She laughs, one better than the last [^ 
MRS. cries, says 18 "now" — ,. just pull his talking PAJAMA че жар phrases..pullhertalk- ring. 15!4inch cloth j BAG 

ing ring. Cloth body, body has Flip in a mod TALKER "echa vinyl hands and head suit on one side, mini- nice friend with rooted natural skirted Geraldine on 2 A e hair style. Wt. 2 Ibs, other. Wt. 2 Ibs. i 
49 € 34009 $5.99 49 с 34026. . $5.85 5057 

This 16-inch 
“sleeper-keeper” 
tells 8 bedtime 

secrets . . just pull her talking 

wes Mattel's DROWSY says 11 sleepy phrases 
5921“ $ 5% 

Buffy's favorite doll, Mrs. 

ring. By day, her full flannel 
skirt holds your pajamas. 
Vinyl head. 
49C35081— Wi. 15 oz. $7.99 

тарала эел к айарын ыа айй 

Beasley, can be yours, too! 
She says 10 kindly phrases 
just pull her talking ring. A 
huggable 22-inch cloth body, 
vinyl face, rooted hair. 
49C3579— Wi. 3 lbs. 4 oz... $9.87 
—— 

This sleepytime gal can barely keep her painted eyes open, but she wants to keep on talking. Says 11 bedtime phrases when you pull her talking ring. Cuddly 1514inch cloth body; vinyl head, rooted hair. She's dressed for dreaming 
in a pink flannel sleeper. 
49 С 3164—Shipping weight 2 pounds... . ` $5.43 



RAGGEDY ANN and ANDY ..., $1 499 
SLUMBER BAGS кап 14 

( 1 and 2 ) These long-time friends of wee folk now be- 
come fun naptime and nighttime companions. Soft, cot- 

ton-padded pillow heads have smiling silkscreened faces 

wool yarn hair. Youngsters up to 4 feet tall can snuggle in 
soft-quilted cotton bodies, stretch down to the fect. Side 
zipper. Dry clean. Each 20 in. wide, 54 in. long. Wt. each 
5 15. Buy them the easy way—order by phone. 
(1) 79 C 34027C—Raggedy Ann Slumber Вар... $14.99 
(2) 79 С 34028C—Raggedy Andy Slumber Bag... 14.99 

Musical 
Rag Dolls 

Bob 'n Betty play 

a merry tune 

Gingerbread Playmates 

nod to soft lullabies 

Each 3259 

( 5 and 6 ) Country-fresh kids will 
entertain you with a folksy tune. 
Bright-eyed brother and sister both 
have imported music boxes inside 
just wind their keys. Soft, stuffed 
fabric bodies, yellow yarn hair, look- 
alike peasant gingham outfits. Each 
14 in. tall. Wt. each 1 Ib. 
(5) 49 C 3667—Bob n $2.99 
(6) 49 С 3666— Betty. . 2.99 

Cutioa pase scans by dheisimasimuselecindc d pow 

each $399 
(7 and 8 ) Plump gingerbread peo- 
ple make such lovable playmates . 
wind keys and they nod their heads 
as imported music boxes play sweet 
lullabies. Both stand 12 inches tall 
with rayon plush bodies, ric-rac 
braided trim and locked-in button 
eyes. Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib. 2 oz 
(7) 49 С 34005— Boy -..$3.99 
(8) 49 C 34004—Girl .. 3.99 

ПУ Py 

In 4 sizes 

and musical 
version, 

tool 

@ ХЗ? AND АЛӘ GOV 
prove love is never old-fashioned 

3 Raggedy Ann. The beloved best 
friend of little girls for generations. 

Her tousled red yarn hair, floppy cot- 
ton body and locked-in button eyes 

make her absolutely irresistible. In a 
provincial print dress, white apron. 
49 C 3580—15 in. Wt. 13 oz. $2.94 
49 C 3583—20 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. 4.89 
79 С 34001C—31 in. Wt. 4 15.... 9.77 
79 С 30621C—38 in. Wt. 5 Ibs... .15.99 

Musical Raggedy Ann. Wind-up music 
box ..she'll play a happy nursery tune. 
49 C 3629—15 in. Wt. 1 Ib. $4.65 

Д Raggedy Andy. This big-hearted 
fellow is а hero to the little people. 

He wears blue cotton trousers with 
snappy white buttons, checked shirt, 
jaunty cap. Friendly locked-in button 
eyes, soft cotton body, yarn hair 
49 C 3592—15 in. Wt. 13 oz. $2.94 
49 C 3603—20 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. 4.89 
79 С 34002C—31 in. Wt. 4 Ibs.... 9.77 
79 С 30739C—38 in. Wt. 5 Ibs... .15.99 

Musical Raggedy Andy. For a cheery 
nursery tune, wind up his music box. 
49 C 3630—15 in. Wt. 1 Ib... $4.65 
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THE WET SET 
Baby dolls to wash, dry and dress.. 
they're a big splash with little girls "Talking Baby Tender Love $ 

for only $9.43 ??? 
“Living Baby Tender Loves 

for only $12.85 ??? 
"Mommy, wash baby?" 

ks this 15-inch charmer. 
She loves to take a bath. 
And you can splash her all 
you like . . water won't 
hurt her special voice unit. 
Pull her talking ring and 

Pick her up, hold her . . she feels she says 8 random sayings. 
almost alive. Her arms and legs Drink "n wet doll is soft 
are loosely jointed . . so you'll vinyl foam; has rooted 

. @ have to help her ait up) Son tis hair. In dress and panties. “Nit 
she'll tumble over like a real baby. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 7 oz ite, б 
She's made from a soft vinyl foam 49 € 31606 $9.43 hite, 

tall er ае 2, Layette for Baby Tes. Mommy 
wears a lacy. dress, ЭМИИ ИШ der Love or Talking -— 
booties. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 15 oz. Baby Tender Love . . play- uu авд, 
49 C 31607 $12.85 suit, dress, sleeper, hang- 52 

ers and more. Wt. 6 oz. ae 
1 bovette for Living Baby Tender 49 C 32518 Set $3.99 A v 

UE ^X Love . . with cozy robe, soft £ 
Z pajamas, dress, diapers, hangers, 3 

mirror and comb. 
49 С 32562—Wt. 6 oz. Set $3.99 

Don't miss Sears great low price 

on Baby Tender Love . . see page 8 

Rub-a-dub-dub 
these Dolls 

Drink 'n Wet 

i Littl by Ideal was $9.99. Feed her from her bottle, give her a Layette Baby : 5 Put her in her tub (or yours) and bath, then dress her in one of her cute $59 ү. 
y 7 she splashes her arms and turns outfits. This 17-inch baby is 
y Now her head. 14-inch plastic baby has fun. She's soft, jointed vinyl with This inch drink 'n wet dol 
ls rooted hair; comes with robe and pretty rooted hair and go-to-sleep eyes. has soft, jointed vinyl arms and 8.99 | diaper. Uses 2A” batteries, not — Inc. a snuggly robe, diaper, dress, legs, and pixiesstyle rooted hair. 
Ием incl., order package below. romper and booties. Soap, sponge, bottle Wears a playsuit and booties; 

2 79 С 350230—Wt. 4 Ibs... $8,99 and plastic tub also included. Buy it the has pretty dress, robe, romper, 
"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. easy way—order by phone. bottle and more. 
49 с 8402—Wt. 6 oz...Pkg. 99c 79 С 31583C—Shpg. wt. 31bs.....$6.99 49 С 31582—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $5.99 

ндөй pace scans by chaisimasamuselecimic M com 



5 friends who love to 

TALK ’N TALK ’N 

ae XM | TALK ’N TALK 

T “Timey Tell” 
for only 11.85 ??? 

Learn all about time 
\ ‚. Set her “watch,” pull 

her talking ring and 
Floppy 12-inch 

be she'll tell you the hour 
Bean Bag Dolls 

Ш 
avs ee or dinner 

Baby Beans 

$299 
each 

( 1 and 2 ) They'll sit up, plop 
over . . you can even make them 
stand on their heads. They're 
stuffed with styrene pellets and 
expanded styrene foam to make 
them super poseable. Washable 
vinyl heads and hands. Soft 
brushed nylon tricot sleepers. 12 
inches tall. 

Booful Beans. “pull ber talking ring. What a great 
49 С 35083—Wt. 2 Ibs. . . $3.99 playmate! She fae ы Drie eee — 

9, Bitty Beans. rooted hair, a jointed vinyl body and 
pratend “watch 

49 C 35084—Wt. 2 Ibs. . . $3.99 the silliest freckles. Wears a lacy party 
or you, too 

dress, shoes and socks. 
49 € 35015— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... . 

Chatty's Wardrobe includes a cozy 
sleep set, dress, sweater, hangers, a 

comb, brush and mirror. 
49 С 32561—Wt. 6 oz...... Set $2.99 

.$9.85 

> 17-inch Timey not only 
tells you the time you’ve 
picked . . she suggests what 
to pl t 4:00, for in 
stance, she suggests having 
a tea party; Timey comes 
with her own service-for-2 
tea set. She has loads of ac- 
cessories . . something for 
each hour. She's jointed 
vinyl; has long rooted hair; 
play dress. Says 12 sayings 

B in all. Wt. 4 Ibs. 3 oz. 
Р 49 C 35078... $11.85 

(4 

ООО! LA! LA! E c : 

Two tenen Each cutie knows 8 fun phrases 
beauties (5 thru 7 ) How they talk when you pull the 

from France talking rings. All bave silky rooted hair. \ 

199 5) Pretty-Talk Tracy . . a cuddly rag doll with 
Mas cloth body and vinyl head. 11 in. tall. 

(3 and 4 ) Such pretty mademoi 49 С 35067—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz.. . . . . $4.99 
selles with their creamy vinyl skin, 6 Tiny Chatty Baby . . so cute in her jacket 
bright go-to-sleep eyes and silky and booties. Jointed M суду 1 in. 
rooted hair. Each wears a fringed 49 C 35017— Shpg. wt. 15 oz.. .$5.99 d 

poncho, slacks, shoes and ribbon 
Shipping weight each 12 oz. 
(3) 49 C 32062-Orange hair $4.99 
(4) 49 C 32063-Brunette.... 4.99 

10-im. Talking Buffy with her o rag 
doll, Mrs. Beasley. Buffy’s jointed vinyl. 

49 С 30421—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.,..... Set $6.99 
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Our Finest 
DRINK'N. WET 
BABY DOLLS 

come nestled in a snuggly blanket, 
a cozy bunting or a soft pillow 

Butterball 
with pillow 
$g 

! Butterball with Blanket and Layette 
Scrub and splash this bubbly baby doll . . then dry 

.7* her off and dress her in one of her cute outfits. Lay- 
ette includes a gingham checked dress with matching 
coat and bonnet, cozy as, diaper, hair brush, 
baby powder and puffs. Or just wrap her in her blanket 
and feed her from her bottle. Butterball has creamy 
vinyl skin, go-to-sleep eyes and rooted hair. Jointed 
body. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
49 С 31651—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz...... 

13-inch Butterball with pillow 

2 Feed her from her bottle and put her to sleep atop 
her lace-trimmed pillow. She has soft vinyl skin, 

go-to-sleep eyes, rooted hair and a jointed body. 
Wears a frilly knit dress and matching diaper, 
49 С 3165—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 ог......... $8.99 

14-inch Bunting Baby 
3 Isn't she adorable, snuggled in her bunting? She 

comes with a matching jacket, bonnet, flannel 
diaper and, of course, her bottle. Has go-to-sleep eyes, 
molded hair and jointed vinyl body. 
49 С 31649—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz........ $5.99 

14-inch Fair Baby with fringed blanket 
4 She's completely irresistible ‚ . with her delicate 

features, shiny rooted hair and big go-to-sleep 
еуез. She's gowned in a sheer, flowing christening 
dress and wrapped in a crocheted blanket. Comes with 
slip, diaper, socks and bottle. Jointed vinyl body. 
49 С 31648—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 о2...... $12.99 

‘Siete pase beans by иййаака Дт 



Adorable 14-inch Twins $999 

by Italo Cremona ach 

Aren't they just about the cutest brother and sister 

dolls you've ever seen? Their blue go-to-sleep eyes 
peek up at you from beneath long, long lashes. Give 

them a hug . . each doll has а soft cloth body; vinyl 

arms, legs and head. They're fully jointed; 14 in. 

tall. Each has pale blonde rooted hair and wears a 
cute play outfit. From Italy, Wt. ea. 1 lb. 7 oz. 

Baby Brother. 
49 C 31608... 

Р, 

Little Sister. 
49 C 31609 $8.99 

y 
7 

^ 

Snuggly-soft pink 'n white 

Baby Dolls from France 

17-inch 10-inch 

Toddler Baby 

$99» 4” 

She looks so sweet in Б Ob-so-pretty baby 

her playtime topper has bright go-to- 

and leggings set. She has — sleep eyes, blonde root- 

such long rooted hair, go- ей hair and a soft cloth 

to-sleep eyes and a shy — body. She has vinyl 

smile.Isn'tsheadorable? arms and head and 

She has a soft cloth comes wearing a snug- 

body and creamy vinyl gly sleeper, bonnet and 

arms, legs and head. 17 bib. Buy her the easy 

..$8.99 

[>] 

inches tall. —order by phone. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. Wt. 11 oz. 
49 C 31638 .$9.99 49С 31614 $4.99 

Gütsioa paQe scans by deisimacndiseledimical iom 
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Curtained Crib 
with 

covered casters 

Ws 

] Pull back the sheer cur- 
tain and rest your favor- 

ite doll in this sparkling, 
scrolled crib. Move it from 
room to room—it has real 
easy-roll hooded casters. 25x 
1034x22-inch high metal crib 
comes with pillow and a 
mattress. Partly assembled. 
Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 С 335550. .$7.99 

ттүү, үү | 

Виу сгїһ 
with doll (2) or (3) 

SAVE 53 now 519.98 

% 

Lovely 17!/-in. Baby 
Dolls by Furga 

$ 1 4? 

(2 опа 3) Life-size and so 
realistic . . with their blue go- 
to-sleep eyes, shiny rooted hair 
and delicate features. Each has 
a cuddly cloth body; vinyl 
arms, legs and head. They're 
wearing playsuits with frilly 
pinafores, bonnets and booties. 

Shpg. wt. each 3 Ibs. 
(2) 79 3161C-Blonde. . $14.99 
(3) 79¢31611C-Brunette 14.99 

Crib (1) with doll (2) or (3) . . separately total $22.98. 

79 С 31656C2— Crib plus blonde doll (1 and 2). Wt. 8 lbs... 

79 С 31657C2—Crib plus brunette doll (1 and 3). Wt. 8 lbs... 

..$19.98 

. 19.98 

ALY „+ 

two beautiful 

Baby Dolls 

to cuddle 

From 

and treasure 

.. and an 

elegant Crib 

мө 

wey 

vw 

Vy 
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“Мата” 
“Рара” 

usg? 

BABY DOLLS 
What do they do? 

"Call out" or "coo", 

How do they feel? 
Almost like real. 

1 This 20-inch baby looks so special in her soft, sheer 
christening dress. Tilt her and she calls out for 

“Mama” and “Papa.” Set her on her lace-trimmed satin 
pillow and she'll close her go-to-sleep eyes. Has soft vinyl 
arms, legs and head; and a polyurethane foam-filled body. 
Pixie-styled rooted hair. Slip, diaper and booties. 
79 € 31653C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . . ++ $8.99 

Q Baby Tweaks is 19 inches tall. She has shiny rooted 
hair, “bright button eyes,” a soft polyurethane foam 

filled body and vinyl arms, legs and head. Give her a hug 
and she “coos” softly. Wears а frilly topper, slacks and 
booties. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
79 С 31652C—Shipping weight 4 pounds $6.99 

3 This 14-inch baby cries out for “Mama” when you tilt 
her. She’s wearing a lacy dress with diaper and booties. 

Has a soft polyurethane foam-filled body; vinyl arms, 
legs and head. Curly rooted hair, go-to-sleep eyes. 
49 С 31654— Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. $4.99 

2 Great Wardrobe Sets 

for any 10 to 22-inch 
Baby Doll 

Playtime Set 

Set includes dress, coat, 
hat, playsuit, creeper, 
pants, hangers, comb, 
brush and mirror. Dolls 

not included 
For 10 to 11-inch dolls. 
4932563— Wt. 6 oz. $3.99 

For 12 to 13-in. dolls, 
49032564— Wt. 6 oz. $3.99 

For 14 to 15-in. dolls. 
49C32565— Wt. 6 oz. $3.99 

For 16 to 17-in. dolls. 
49C32566—Wt. 7 oz. $4.99 

For 18 to 19-in. dolls. 
49C32567—Wt. 7 oz. $4.99 

For 20 to 22-in. dolls. 
49C32568—Wt. 7 oz. $4.99 

Naptime Set 

Set includes granny 
gown, cozy sleeper, 
sacque and pants, pj's, 
bottle, soap, towel, cloth 
and more. Dolls not in- 
cluded. 

For 10 to 11-in. dolls. 
4932569 —Wt. 6 oz. $3.99 

For 12 to 13-in. dolls. 

49C32571-Wt. 6 oz. $3.99 

For 14 to 15-in. dolls. 
49C32572-Wt. 6 oz. $3.99 

For 16 to 17-in. dolls. 
4932573—Wt. 7 oz. $4.99 

For 18 to 19-in. dolls. 
49032574—Wt. 7 oz. $4.99 

For 20 to 22-in. dolls. 
49032575—Wt. 7 oz. $4.99 

Stroller for Dolly 

Push dolly along in this 
rugged metal walker. 
There's even a handy 
play tray and bright 
beads to keep her en- 
tertained. Walker is 
15x9x19 іп, high, Plas- 
tic wheels, Sent partly 
assembled. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 С 33046. .....$2.99 

Steel Trunks 5 
with drawer 
and hangers 

Plenty of room for dolly 

and accessories. Has a 
rugged wood frame, nickel- 
plated hardware, plastic 
handle and ribbon tie. 

14x7x7-inch Trunk. Snap 
lock. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
49 C 33535..........$4.99 
18x8x8-inch Trunk. 2 snap 
locks. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 
49 C 33536... $5.99 

14-inch Trunk 
$4? 



Drink 'n Wet 
Baby Janie 

She's 13 inches tall and 
as cute as can be. 
Comb or brush her 
bouncy rooted pony- 
tails, Then lay her 
down and she'll close 
her bright go-to-sleep 
eyes. Wake her up and 
Íeed her from her bot- 
tle. She wears a cotton 
topper and panties. 

Vinyl. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 С 30786. .....$4.99 

A division of 
Operation Bootstrap, Inc. 

Cuddly 

Li'l Souls 
6inch 10-inch 
$189 | $919 | 

each each 

(8 thru 11 ) Soft cloth- » 
body rag dolls with ' 
natural-style yarn hair. wp = 

Malaika 
Her name means 
angel in Swahili 

4° 

15-inch Malaika looks 
so chic in her glamo- 
rous pantsuit and gold- 
color headband. She 
has a rooted natural- 
style hairdo and pose- 
able vinyl body. Shoes 
incl. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 С 32066. .....$4.99 

Dreamy 
Dee Bee 
$6” 

Tuck this 16-inch baby 
in her cozy blanket or 
snap on the tote strap 
and go traveling. She 
has pixie-style rooted 
hair; cuddly cloth 
body; vinyl head, 
hands. Wears a sleeper. 

Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 C 31639. 

10-inch Dolls in mod 
"slogan" sweatshirts. 
Movable arms and legs. 

Sis. Wt. 10 oz. 
49 C 34022. ..$2.19 

9 Wilky. Wt. 10 oz. 

49 С 34023. ..$2.19 

6-inch Dolls in dress or 

snuggly sleeper. 

1 Natra. Wt. 6 oz. 
49 С 34024. . .$1.89 

ll Coochy. Wt. 6 oz. 
49 С 34025...$1.89 6.99 

Gitai рабе scans by сайид йаа асай com 

Drink ?п wet 
r Baby June 

Choose your favorite 
outfit and hairdo 

( 1 thru 3 ) Each 14 in. tall, with silky 
rooted hair; polyethylene body. Bottle incl. 

1 June in pajama set. Bouncy ponytails. 
49 С 31598—Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz.. . . . $4.99 

9 June in party dress. Pixie hairdo 
49 С 31597—Wt. 1 lb. 10 oz.. . . . .$4.99 

3 June in coat and hat. Auburn hair, 
49 C 31596—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... ..$4.99 

Angel 

Baby 
A doll as sweet 

as her name 

14-inch Angel Baby is 
so much fun. Brush and. 
comb her rooted hair; 
hug her soft vinyl, 
fully-jointed body. 
She's wearing a fluffy 
pram suit with match- 
ing bonnet; panties, 
shoes and socks. Has 
bright go-to-sleep eyes. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 С 31655. .....$7.99 

ec 

4 

Outfits for Angel Baby (Dolls not included) 

(4) 49 С 32576—Lace-trimmed Party Dress. Wt. 4 ол..............$2.99 
(5) 49 С 32578—" Jingle bell" Topper and Leggings. Wt. 4 ог..... 1.99 
(6) 49 C 32579—Snuggly Pajamas with elasticized feet. Wt. 4 oz.. 2.49 
(7) 49 С 32577—Velvety Playsuit with cotton blouse. Wt. 4 0z..... 2.99 
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“Lifts up fora 

тайый раб scans Dy йаа 

20-inch Rock 

HIGH CHAIR- 
STROLLER 

It's a sleeper, a stroller and a lift-up 
high chair all in one. Attach the floral 
print canopy and tote bag and go for a 

walk. Has a molded plastic seat, tray, 
footrest, wheels; tubular steel frame; 

yl cover. 16x9x29 inches high. 
hipped partly assembled. 
Shipping weight 7 pounds. 

79 C 33047С...... ee T.) 

rs "A TUS 
кунт 

Stroll Carriage-Cradle 

Buggy converts to. 
а rocking cradle 

This multi-purpose coach can become a rocking cradle, a 
handy car bed or the prettiest carriage in town. Body and 

hood together detach for a spring-action cradle with 
tubular legs. Molded plastic body, wheels; tubular steel 
frame. Fold-down vinyl hood has a frilly lace curtain. 
Carriage measures 20x10x24 in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 C 33048C—Shipping weight 7 pounds... . $9.99 
NOTE: Dolls not included with any item on this page. 

Molded plastic 
body on carriage, 

Ш 

Stroller with play 
tray and footrest 

1 18-inch Buggy has molded plastic body, 
fold-down vinyl hood and tubular steel 

frame. 18х10х21 in. high. Plastic wheels, 
spring suspension. Partly assembled. 
79 С 33012C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs... .$5.99 

Sleeper-stroller has reclining back, plas- 
tic tray and footrest. Detachable canopy, 

tote bag. Vinyl body; tubular steel frame. 
Plastic wheels, 10x17x28 in. high. Partly as- 

the easy way, order by phone. 
49 C 33011—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 2 oz.. .. .55.99 

N y 

B 

gue 

Buy both 
Stroller and Buggy 

Save #[ only $6.98 

З Fold-away 18-inch Vinyl Buggy has steel 
frame, metal pusher, plastic wheels. 18x 

8x23 in. high. Partly assembled. 
49 C 33051—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz....... $3.99 

Fold-away Vinyl Stroller has detachable 
tote bag, canopy, steel frame, metal pusher 

and plastic wheels. 9x10x25 inches high. 
Partly assembled. 
49 C 33049—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. .$399 
( 3 and 4 ) Buggy, stroller, Separately $7.98. 
49 С 33055—Wt. 4 lbs. 12 oz.. ... Set $6.98 



Our finest Carriage.. 
a full 22% inches long.. 

and fully equipped with 
storm shield, tote bag 
and spring suspension 

Bedding $799 
Set 

Fits any carriage 
on these 2 pages 

Frilly 3-piece set in- 
cludes ruffled cover, 
pillow and cushiony 
mattress. 

Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 C 33027. Set $2.99 

511° 

Join the strollin' scene in this stylish 
carriage, complete with cloth storm | 
shield, fold-down hood and a handy 

[4 tote bag. Super-size molded plastic body, 
wheels and tires; tubular steel frame. 
2234x11x26 in. high. Unassembled. Why 
not pick up the phone and order it? 
79 С 33053C—Wt. 8 Ibs.. .......$11.99 

JAG NOTE: Dolls not included wi ^ „7 
any item.omthis page. * 

A Folding Vinyl Carriage 

with spring suspension 

for only $7.77 ??? 

Carriage folds 
down for 

compact, easy 
storage 

Pamper dolly with a 
spring suspension ride 
in this big 21-inch 
carriage. Has an easy- 
care vinyl body and 
hood in a bold Scotch 
plaid. Tubular steel й |. 
frame. Hood folds) 1 
down; carriage folds 
away. 21x10x30 іп. 
high. Partly assembled. 

Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 С 33052C $7.77 

Rock-a-bye Stroller holds 2 dolls 2 2 q 
After your walk, just lift out the molded plastic body for G 
a handy car seat or dolly rocker. Elegant 2-dolly sleeper- 
stroller has fringed canopy with a “peek-a-boo” window 
and a removable tote bag. Tubular steel frame; vinyl 
cover; plastic wheels. 16x11x32 in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 C 33054C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. . $11.99 2 



Snuggly 3-piece 

Bedding Set 

s]? 
4 

Ruffled rayon pillow, cover 
and cuddly blanket. Three- — — 
piece set fits most doll .— 
cribs, carriages, cradlesand _ 
beds Sears sells. Cover 
about 



Sturdy Tubular 

Steel Furniture 

Pretty dining, play 
and bath things 

for dolls 
up to 24 inches tall 

High Choir. Vinyl-covered molded plastic seat, 
footrest, plastic tray. 15x15x29 in. high. 

79 С 33544C— Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $4.99 

6 Ploypen. Nylon net sides, print hardboard 
floor. 24x15x19 in. high. For most size doll 

79 С 33546C— Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. $4.99 

Bathinette. Water-tight basin; hose for easy 
empty. Hinged vinyl lid lowers for dressing 

table use. Overall 24x17x33 in. high. Unassembled. 
79 € 33545C— Shipping weight 7 pounds $5.99 

Feeding and _ $799 
Bath Sets ©" 2 

Dont | Bu both 

Miss | Feeding and Bath Sets 

This | SAVE *1 wow *4.98 
20-piece Feeding 9 18-piece Bath Set. 

Set. Dining delights Make dolly's bath 

Frosty White Set 

For dolls up to 
20 or 24 inches tall 

NUES © р R ERER for dolly .. baby bot- тоге fun with a nurs- 

Bunk or Twi s. Cotton print pcs point dolly’ les, sterilizer, dishes, — ci , soap. cotton 

Lahe included. 21x12x22 in, high as bunk. О Sturdy white vinyl, cotton print over wood- E eMe рели ate We CHOR PR 
Holds dolls up to 20 in. tall. Unassembled. supported chest, 18x10x9¥4 inches ане more. Shpg. wt. 11b. — more Shpg. wt. 13 oz 

тс sastao- Shinning и 79 С 33557C—Shipping weight 9 Ibs...... $6.99 49 С 33558. . Set 52.99 49 C 33559. ..Set $2.99 

sod ah VON Cradle, A delight Ts Feeding Set (8) and Bath Set (9). Sep. $5.98. 

2 emer s pes pillow 1 Кен pex pole. 49.0 3356 re. мы! Ib. 3 Ge Set $4.98 

back. 12x13x28 in. For Рос dolls p 09/24 in. tall 26x14x18 inches high. Doll not included. — 

79 с 33513— Partly assembled. Wt. 7 Ibs. $8.99 — 79 C 33512C— Unassembled. Wt. 9 Ibs. 
мш [Sears] 35 
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14-inch 
Teddy $ 5” 

Twisting, Turning 
Teddies 

Flexible jointed arms, legs and head 
(1 and 2 ) Soft acrylic plush bears; fully jointed. From Austria. 

1 16-inch Teddy. 

Lost Zhan 

State color number 6-brown от 29-gold | ү 49 € 40906H—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces $6.99 

2 14-inch Teddy. State color number 6-brown or 29-gold. 
E 49 C 40904H—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces + $5.99 

9-inch Teddy (not shown). State color number 6-brown or 29-gold. 

$3.99 49 € 40902H—Shipping weight 11 oz. 

Teddies 
that Teach. 
with outfits to 
tie, snap and 

buckle 

$0999 

Busy Betsy is a 15-inch bundle 
of acrylic plush. Teaches all 
about buckling, tying, and snap- 
ping. Fully jointed so she can 
sit or wave her arms. Wears a 
bright cloth apron and shoes 
Button eyes. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
49 С 40198 $8.99 

Busy Buster is 15 in. tall and all 

soft acrylic plush. He teaches 
buckling, buttoning, zipping, 

tying and snapping. Jointed 

arms and legs: colorful play 
suit and shoes. Button eyes. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
49 C 40196 $8.99 

mec———É— 

Poseable Bears 
. put their paws in position 

and there they stay 

(З and 4 ) These cuddly 17!-inch bears are 
kinda stuck on themselves. They have special 
Velcro® system paws that stick like magic to 
their brushed cloth bodies. They have the 
brightest plastic eyes and cute button noses. 
From West Germany. 

Furri Burri . . with special paws that stick 
together or stick on his brushed cloth ears, 

face, chest and feet. His soft acrylic plush “fur” 
makes him extra cuddly. 
49 € 40913—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. ..$9.99 

Burri . . with a completely brushed cloth 
body that makes him super poseable 

49 C 40912—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz., $8.99 

Smokey 
the 
Bear 

*4” А 

Even though he's so famous 
Smokey still keeps his sweet dis 
position. He's snuggly acrylic 
plush and bluedenim .. 15in. tall 
Has a forest ranger shield and 
plastic hat. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz 
49 € 40179 $4.99 



A 30-inch 
Bull . . Olé! 

Ке 

Go ahead, give him а hug. You 
won't hurt him 'cause this super- 
size playmate is all soft rayon 
plush . . a full 30 inches long. 

He has bright plastic eyes and 
a friendly felt smile. He's sure to 
liven up any tot or teen room. 

Like everything else in Sears 
it’s so easy to order by 

telephone. 
Shipping weight 9 pounds. 

79 С 40655C. ............$9.88 

(1thru3) Cute little cradle-mates 
with washable terry cloth bodies, bright 

felt eyes and winsome expressions. Lov- 
able enough for tots or teens. 

"qi Muffins the Monkey . . 834 inches 
tall with long tail, bows andan ear-to- 

ear grin. 
49 C 41108—Shpg. wt. 12 oz... ...$5.44 

2 Cheddar the Mouse . . 9 in. tall with 
big ears, long tail and bright bows. 

49 С 41102—Shpg. wt. 12 0z...... $5.44 

3 Honey the Bear . . 934 in. tall with 
soulful eyes and decorative bows. 

49 C 41104—Shpg. wt. 12 02...... $5.44 

Citai pace scans by cieisimigsmiseledimical aom 

4 Angora Cat . . 26 in. long and soooo 
elegant. She has long acrylic “fur” 

and her own comb. 
49 С 40078—Wt. 2 Ibs........- ..$7.99 

Lonesome . . doesn't he look wistful 
with his sad eyes and floppy ears? 

He's a 14-inch bundle of acrylic plush. 
79 С 40285C—Wt. 2 ІЬз.......... $7.99 

Thomas . . a cuddly acrylic plush pup. 
49 С 40793—1114 in. Wt. 8 0z..$2.99 

49 C 40792—20 in, Wt. 1 lb. 14 oz.. 5.99 

7 Croaker . . а soft acrylic plush frog. 
49 С 40796—16 in. Wt. 8 oz... $3.99 

49 C 40795—24 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 6.99 

ы = 

Ride-on 20-inch $488 
Roller Donkey 

Take a ride on this bright plush-covered burro. Hold onto 
his colorful plastic bridle and scoot along. He's soft acrylic 
plush with comfortable cotton padding. Has plastic casters 
on wood base. He's 22 in. high; 20 in. long. 
79 С 40127C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. .. . . 

CUT 53 ww $16.99 

$6.88 

A big nighttime and naptime favorite . . 
it's a SLUMBERCHUM™ 

Was $19.99. Great George. The St. Bernard for children up to 534 ft. 

tall. His “fur” is cotton-backed Malden Mills acrylic pile. His soft 

pillowhead is polyurethane foam padded. Quilted cotton lin ottom 

filled with acrylic batting. 26x68 in. long. Side zipper. Dry clean. Puppy 

(6) not included, order at left. 
79 C 4066C— Shipping weight 8 pounds... . . , $16.99 
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MUSICAL ANIMATED ANIMALS 
All the creatures are stirring $7388 $ 499 

.. even the mouse to 
(1 thru 5 ) Just wind the key and these soft, cuddly animals “соте alive." They nod to and fro as they play a 
lullabye tune. Each contains an imported music box. Soft felt features; bright bows. 

Wumsie Mouse . . 12 in. high. Has dreamy 
plastic eyes and a snuggly acrylic plush body. 

49 С 40494— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz.. .. , $4.99 
9, Red Bird . . 10 in. long, "flies" beneath a long 

ribbon. Acrylic plush body; plastic eyes. 

5477 

9-in. Elephant. Soft acrylic plush; plastic eyes, 
49 С 40493— Shipping weight 13 ounces. 

4 10%-in. Drooper Dog. Rayon plush body. 
49 C 40491— Shipping weight 13 ounces 

5 12-in. Bull. Gentle acrylic plush; plastic eyes 

53.88 

53.88 

49 С 40177— Shipping weight 1 pound 

nite ES 

CHIME TIME 
Shake 'em, hug 'ет.. 
they jingle and chime 

Gingerbread Boy . . 12!4 in. tall and so 
cuddly. Jingle-jangle acrylic plush body; 

bright plastic eyes; felt hat. 

49 C 40325—Shipping weight 11 ounces. $2.99 

7 Casper the Friendly Ghost. . 1314 in. tall 
and too cute to be scary. Rayon plush 

body chimes "n chimes. Big plastic eyes. 
49 C 40324—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $3.99 

8 GIANT Snake . . 60 in. long and so gentle. 
Shake his head and hear him chime. Has a 

soft acrylic plush body; felt features. 
79 C 40404C— Shipping weight 3 pounds. $3,99 

Tita paQe scans by dieisihiasnmiselediwical com 

14-inch Sleepy Suzy 

9 Was $4.99. Animated 
doll stretches and moves 

as imported music box plays. 
Acrylic plush body; vinyl 
face. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 с 40309......... $4.49 

Musical Sleepy 

Cut 10% 

Dolls 

11-inch Snoozy Suzy 

]( Wes $2.99. She chimes 
softly when you give her 

a hug. Soft blue acrylic 

49 C 40492— Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz... $4.77 

Musical Teddy Bear 

$3 74 

This lovable bear will play 
a soft lullaby for you when- 
ever you turn his wind-up 
key. He's very good-natured 

just look at that friendly 
grin. He's 11 in. tall; soft 
acrylic plush with a vinyl 
snout. Bright bow. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 C 40326. . $3.74 



LASSIE 
She's 
2 ft. long.. 
and looks so 
much like real 

Go ahead—pet her. Lassie has a shaggy collie-colored 

coat of long-pile acrylic to make her soft and squeeze- 

able, Beautiful flocked vinyl head is finely crafted. 

She’s about 24 inches long, 

79 C 40405C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. .... ...$7.99 

Zippy the Chimp 

$6” 

He’s such a friendly fella 
with his big grin and shining 
eyes. He's 15 in. tall and 
has furry acrylic plush arms 
and head. Zippy wears re- 
movable overalls, T-shirt 
and a comical hat. Has a soft 
cotton body and vinyl hands, 
face and shoes. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 С 40165......... 

PLUSH PALS 54. 
$ Cuddly Crab . . 16 in. long, and so soft you can 

use her for a pillow. She has 10 arms, so she’s 
really ready for a hug. Acrylic phish body; button 
eyes and a felt smile. Wears a big bow. 
49 C 40286—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 02...........- .$4.99 

Д Perky Pig . . a 12-in. long cutie with a daisy atop 
her head. She's huggable rayon plush with big 

button eyes and a bright satin bow. 
49 C 40287—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib .$4.99 

Ej Friendly Lion. . 1 in. tall with button eyes, acrylic 
“fur,” and a shaggy yarn mane. Has a pompon 

nose and felt tongue. Wears a cheery bow. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 40178—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $4.99 

Gutaloó Dane Scant by chides ананы ый pon 

Qus Talkers 
for only *7.44 each 

VES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK. . 

all the right answers for holiday shopping 

22? 

Giant-size Talkers 

Bugs Bunny says 11 
silly phrases when 

you pull his talking ring 
He's 24 inches tall, and 
holding a vinyl carrot 
no wonder he’s smiling 
Acrylic plush body; vinyl 
face. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz 
49 C 40147 $7.44 

9 Woody Woodpecker 
fun phrases 

when you pull his talk- 
ing ring. He's 17 in. tall; 

says 12 

has cloth body; vinyl 
head; felt top knot 

Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz 
49 C 40426 $7.44 

"ip Mae 
a 

Humpty Dumpty . . 
2 talkers in 1 

АЙ 

From Mattel. One side is so 
happy but the other's sooo 
sad. Pull the talking ring 
happy Humpty says 4 

phrases; sad Humpty says 4 
Cloth body, 17 inches high 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz 
49 C 40427 ..$7.88 

Dont Miss This 

CUT $I Now $8.88 

Was $9.88. Curli Pup has fuzzy white hair you can brush and set 

Pull her talking ring, she says 10 happy phrases. 13 1. acrylic 

plush body: plastic foam curlers ss 

49 C 4006- $8.88 rcx [Sears | 39 Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz 
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$599 | $39 

] Drum Majorette. Bright red and white one-piece cotton corduroy dress with matching hat and white plastic spats. Decorative 
tassel on visored hat. Maximum fabric shrinkage 1%. State S, M or 1. 
Baton not included, order below 
49 С 14954F—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $5.99 

Balanced Twirling Baton. !4-inch steel shaft, heavy chrome 
plating. 26 inches long. Baton comes with a handy cover 

Twirling routine folder included. 
49 С 66414—Shipping weight 12 ounces $1.99 

Fairy Princess. Acetate slipper satin gown with white nylon lace 
trim and detachable lace sleeves. Sparkling tiara and matching 

star wand included. State 5, M or L 
Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all 

49 С 14953F—Shipping weight 1 pound $6.44 
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Nurse's Uniform. Poplin fitted dress with 
apron, matching cap. Navy twill cape, 

red binding. Cotton. 3 medical emblems. 
State S, М, L. Kit not incl., order below 
49 С 14951 F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib $5.99 

Nurse's Kit. Incl. stethoscope . . over 100 
pieces. (Shown on pg. 65.) Hong Kong 

49 C 44525—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz $3.99 
6 Bridal Outfit. Rayon satin gown, net veil 

tin headband, imitation pearl necklace 
ring set, bouquet. State S, M or L. 
49 С 1495F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $6.44 

Was $6.77. Ballerina. Popcorn knit 
elasticized acetate satin. Nylon net tutu 

State S. М. or L. (Hat Box sold on facing pg 
49 C 14981F—Shpg. wt. 12 oz $6.43 

. where 

SIZE CHART 
for all costumes 

on these two pages 

SIZE HEIGHT (inches) 

Small 36 10 4034 inches 
Medium aC 
Large 

to 50% inches 

Children grow fast 
measure and be sure 

See the size chart in 
the Big Book 

Indian-style 3-piece Princess Outfit. 
Vest has bonded vinyl front panels 

with 4-inch fringe trim. Brown cotton 
twill skirt has vinyl fringe. Deluxe 
headdress with multicolored feathers, 
Chain and buttons. State S M or L 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz 
49 С 14952F $7.77 

Q Indian-style 3-piece Chief Outfit. 
Vest is made of bonded vinyl front 

panels with 4-inch trim. Brown cotton 
twill trousers with zipper fly and vinyl 
fringe trimming. Each leg has tepee 
shape cutout. Deluxe headdress with 
multicolor feathers. Button chain 

State S. M or І. 
49 С 14957F—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. $7.77 



dreams come true 

10 Hishway Trooper. Was $7.77. Enforce 
the law in a gray and red cotton shirt and 

pants (fabric shrinkage only 1%). Plastic cap, 
s, whistle, metal badge and handcuffs. 

S, M or L) 
49 C 14995F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $7.33 

1 косе Driver. Recapture the thrilling ex- 
citement of the Indianapolis 500 in a 1 

piece cotton jumpsuit with patch pockets, 

zippered front. Fabric shrinkage 1%. Em- 
broidered emblems. Molded plastic safety hel 
met, vinyl and foam padding inside, chin strap. 
State S, M or L. 
49 C 14956F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... . -$6.99 

19У. 5. Marine. Ready for parade review 
Regulation-look cotton uniform with cap, 

belt, insignia. (Fabric shrinkage only 1%.) 
Pants have elastic back. 
State S, M or L. 
49 C 14994F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... . -$7.77 

‘<table paod beans тои 

Batman. Adventuresome outfit with cot- 
ton pants and back-button shirt (fabric 

shrinkage 1%). Plastic belt with buckle, tie-on 
cape, hood, mask. State S, M or L. 
49 C 14993F—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $5.74 

Superman. Out-of-this-world costume for 

a big crime fighter. Red and blue cotton 
suit with official emblem. Fabric shrinkage 
1%. Pants have elastic waistband. Tie-on 

cape, plastic belt. State S, M. or L. 
49 C 1499F—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $5.99 

15 Army Fatigue Uniform. Prepare for field 
or jungle maneuvers. Green Sanforized® 

cotton (fabric shrinkage 1%). Jacket has 
insignia, stripes and name tag. Trousers 
have bellows pockets, zipper. Cap. State S, M 
or L. 
49 C 14996F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. ....$7.77 

See Size Chart on opposite page 

Miss Tressy Look-Alikes 

16 Brunette Wig. Shim- 
mery 13-in. little girl Wig only 

wig of modacrylic fiber hair 
with versatile 18-inch 
"switch." Form-fit nylon 
stretch cap. Washable. 
49 C 1354-Wt. 10 oz. $6.99 

17 УУ! Shoulder Bag. 
Fringed. 16 inches long. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 С 14051.........$2.99 

18 Vinyl Hat Box. Opens 
to 1934x314x10 inches. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 С 14052 ........ . $3. 

19 Уну! Vanity Case. 
Simulated mirror, 

comb, brush, more. Opens 
to 20:20:10 inches 
49 C 14054-Wt. 2 Ibs. $4.99 Í 18) i 
90) Viny! Train Case. 

Open, 11x73gx13 in. 
Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz. 

49С14053......... $4.99 

x-) с [0] 

i Astronaut 

without 
batteries 

9] Astronaut Suit. One-piece silvertone cotton twill 

jumpsuit (maximum fabric 5 age 1%). Large 

pockets, zipper front, astronaut insignia. Cap. 

49 C 14991F—Stale S, M or L. Wt. 1 1Ь........ $6.74 

22 Astronaut Helmet. Break-resistant plastic dome, 
pretend headphone. Fits all sizes. 

79 с 53062C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. .........- $4.99 

99 Astro Beacon. White beam, blinking white light, 

pkg. page 49. 914 
49 C 50506—Shipping weight 10 oz. 



An Electric Zig Zag Sewing Machine 
with Case for only $19.99 ??? 

order Batteries separately 

| Larger, better constructed, easier to manipulate 
| than last year's Zig-Zag . . at the same low price 

All-new zig-zag sewing machine has heavy-duty motor and die-cast q head for longer life. Remote control foot pedal and adjustable 
tension make it easier to operate. With plastic carry case, sewing 
light, on/off switch, 2 spare needles, threader, 3 dress projects 
for 11}9-in. dolls. 8-pc. sewing kit contains pin cushion, pins, = thimble, tape measure, 2 spools of thread and safety point scissors, > Sews different length stitches, changes from zig-zag to chain and 2 straight stitch. Uses 2 “D” batteries (not incl.) . . order pkg. below. 
12х8х10 in. high. Safety plug adapter is UL Listed for 110-120-v., 
60-с. АС. 

49 С 1234— From Japan. Shipping weight 6 lbs... ... .. Set $19.99 

Both Electric Sewing Machines operate on elec- 
tricity, "D'' battery power, or by hand . . you can 
sew anywhere. Safety plug adapter converts 
120-volt household current to safer 3-volt. Com- 
plete with 1177-Inch doll pattern cut-outs, prac- 
tical sewing accessories and carry case. 

Straight-Stitch Machine with Case 
With die-cast head, foot pedal control, di 99 
attached carry case for more work room ont 

without batteries 
For junior seamstresses, a sewing machine with heavy-duty motor 
and head so it can stand up under continuous use. Foot pedal con- 
trol and tension control make it operate smoothly. Sewing light. 
Entire plastic case is permanently attached—you'll never misplace 
it. 914x334x744 inches high. Machine comes with 2 dress projects 
for 1114-inch dolls, 2 spare needles, needle threader, 8-piece sewing 
kit. Uses 2 “D” batteries not incl., order pkg. below. Safety plug 
adapter is UL Listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. 
49 С 1233— From Japan. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz... .. .. Set $14.99 

Sewing 

Basket 

д”? S 

Fully-lined hand-woven basket. Spool tray 
holds needles, threader, tape measure, 
thimble, blunt scissors, thread, ABC’s of 
Sewing book. 814x7x4 in. From Taiwan. 
49 C 1222—Wt. 1b. 4ог..... $2.99 

p without Hand-operated Machine 
Only 8.77 ‘sis . . ideal for a beginner 

for a Battery powered $166 
Sewing Machine 3 set 

Sturdy, steel sewing machine. Sews 
even, no-ravel chain stitches. Suction 
cup feet attach to any smooth sur- 
face. 744x3x5}4 in. high. Includes 
thread, needle, threader, one dress 
project for 11!£inch dolls. From 

Our lowest price in 5 years for a battery-powered 
sewing machine with case. Sews tight, no-ravel chain 
stitches. Plastic carry case, steel head, extension table, 
sewing light. 1014x4x614 in. high. Thread, 2 needles, 
threader, 2 dress projects. Uses 2 “D” batteries (not 
included), order package below. From Japan. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. 49 С 1232-Shipping weight 2 lbs. 10 oz......Set $8.77 dmm «Rs hates ee 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of four. d 
49 C 8412—Shpg. wt. 11Ь........... ..Pkg. $3.29 сени Кышты Ax Ei Projects. 

42 [Sears] "ie 49 С 1230—Wt. 4 oz.. . Package 99c 
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Ready-to-make Sew Simple’ Doll Wardrobes.. 
with pre-cut pieces and step-by-step instructions 

Yass bee ке 

1 Merrily Mod. The latest 
fashions. Sew 2 dresses, 2 

skirts, 2 blouses, 2 pants ош- 

fits, coat, poncho, panties. 3 

prs. of shoes, 6 hangers incl. 

49 C 1242-For 11 Y4 -in. dolls. 
49 C 12421-For 6%-in. dolls. 
Wt. set 602.....- Set $3.99 

} E 

lovely 

towels 

дой pace scans by cheisimaxmiselecimic йй 

Merrily 
Mod 

Note: Dolls ar not included. See Tressy and her friends 

on pages 9-11; and find Barbie, Ken and friends on pages 13-19, 

Terrific wardrobes 
to fit 11%-inch 
Barbie and pals 
or 6%-inch Dawn 

and friends 

2 Wedding Bells. Lovely 
outfits for the big day. 

Sew bridal gown, veil, brides- 
maid gown, stole, formal 
gown, panties. 3 prs. of 
shoes, 6 hangers included. 
49 С 12425-For] 1⁄4 -in. dolls. 

49 C 12426-For 6YÀ-in. dolls. 

Wt.set 6 о2....... Set $2.99 

BETSY ROSS NEEDLECRAFT KITS 

Beginning 

For Barbie and her 
11%-inch friends 

Snapoy 79 
Separates $277 

Informal outfits for fun and action 
wear. Sew 3 dresses, 2 blouses, 
skirt, nightie, panties. 3 pairs of 
shoes, 6 hangers included. 
49 C 12424—Wt. 6 oz. . .Set $2.79 

For Skipper, Fluff and 
their 9-inch friends 

› 79 mum $272 
Even junior misses want to be 

fashionable—let them join the 

trendy pre-teen scene. Sew 4 

dresses, skirt, blouse, pajamas, 

panties. 3 pairs of shoes, 6 hangers 

included. 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 

49 С 12423—Wt. 6 oz.. .Set $2.79 

Beginning 

For Tressy, Velvet or 
any 15 to 17%-inch doll 

tus 332 
Join the smart set. Pre-cut pieces 

for school, town and party dresses, 

jumper, blouse, bell-bottom slacks, 

vest. 6 hangers incl. 
49 C 1414—Wt. 6 oz... Set $3.99 

бе. LA 

For Ken, Brad or 
any 12-inch fella 

st 
For the dapper look for that lucky 

guy. Sew 2 shirts, slacks, jacket 
and pajamas. For formal wear— 
tuxedo jacket and trousers, cum- 
merbund, bow tie. Shoes, 6 hang- 
ers included. 

Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
49 C 12427........... „Set $2.99 

Cross-Stitch 

3 Serves as ап introduction to 

cross-stitch embroidery. Set in- 

cludes material to make 7 towels or 

napkins, “Рау of the Week" designs 

—plus colored thread, embroidery 
hoop. Self-threading needle makes 

threading easier. Instructions. 
Shipping weight 13 ounces. 

49 С 12412... ..Set $2.79 

$ дЫ each set 
7 Needlepoint 

Go creative—needlepoint’s fun 

and easy to complete. Set' in- 

cludes canvas material to make pil- 

low face or wall decoration, con- 

temporary butterfly design, em- 
broidery yarn, frame. Large-eyed 
needle makes threading easier. Step- 

by-step instructions. 

49 C 12411—Wt. 13 oz. 

ora 

Set $2.79 
вки AEDSLG 



Our Largest Set 

79 pieces of break-resistant 
plastic in a modern pattern 

d p 
Serves 4 

Brightly-patterned set includes covered 
teapot and sugar bowl, creamer, 8 cas 
serole dishes with covers, platter, salt and 
pepper shakers, 4 butter dishes, lazy susan. 
4 plates, cups, saucers, goblets, knives 
forks and spoons, 6 kitchen utensils with 
holder, 4 napkins and 6 pieces of fruit 
49 С 10261—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz Set $4.99 

Gutalod debe Scané by didici cic al Dod 

'50-piece Pede 

sugar bowl, creamer, 4 knives, forks 
Deeply rippled edges highlight di 
sign on 4 plates, saucers. 4 cups, 

pepper shakers, 6 kitchen utensils with holder 
49 С 1026—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz Set $5.44 

Antique Tole . . 59 plastic pieces 
Set includes copper-look covered teapot and 

butter dishes, knives, forks, spoons napkins. 
49 С 10262—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz Set $2.99 

5. 41 piece Porcelain Tea Se 
-. they're as pretty as Mommy's fine china 

Rosebud $ 99 
. Serves 6 

1 Modern in the classic mold Bold 
a really elegant pattern any 

hostess would be proud to own. рше white 
Porcelain set includes 514. inch 

UE high teapot with cover, creamer, 
T covered sugar bowl;6 plates, cups, 
M г. б plastic knives, forks 

Я нә 

with silver-look tea service $ 5# 
Metalized silver color gleams on covered teapot, 

spoons. 
e floral de- 

soup dishes, 2 covered vegetable dishes, 3 covered pots, salt and 

sugar bowl, creamer, 6 cups. 6 plates, saucers, goblets 

teol > 

Moderne $ 1 99 
serves 6 

contemporary shapes 
and colors are set against а 

background and 
rimmed with more color. Porce 
lain set includes 54-inch high 
covered teapot, sugar bowl with 
cover, creamer, 6 plates, cups, 
saucers. 6 plastic knives, forks, 
spoons. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 4 lbs. 3 oz: 
49 С 10047....... ~ -Set $4.99. 

Only 2.86 
for a 32-piece 

THIS | plastic Mug Se 
Our lowest price in 2 years for any service 
for 6. Bright plastic set decorated with alpha 
bet letters reat for casual entertaining Six mugs hold 6 ounces of your favorite beverage. 6 plates, knives, forks, spoons, tea 
pot with cover 

Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 
49 С 10263 Set $2.66 

26-piece Set with metal plates 
Set includes 4 metal plates, cups, saucers ac cented with matching gourmet symbols. Plastic pitcher, sugar bowl, creamer, 4 knives, forks, spoons 49 C 10043—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. Set $2.99 





Don t Buy Georgian Townhouse 

Miss | with Doll Family 
This | Save 'l .. ому *II. 98 

Stroll down our dream street and pick out 

your favorite 
house . . 

Decorator Furniture . . 



(ILLUSTRATED ON 
OPPOSITE PAGE) 

Georgian Townhouse 
French windows and front door 

swing open and closed 

1 The showplace of our street is this 
deluxe 2-story townhouse with 

raised molding framing the stately 
front door and high French windows. 
Decorative lanterns, shutters, flower 
box, climbing vines and shrubbery are 
printed on house exterior for extra 
beauty. A spacious interior is furnished 
with 13 pieces of molded plastic furni- 
ture. Back yard has a large play area 
with pond surrounded by flagstones. 
Vinyl estate measures 20x1934x174 
inches high when open. Folds to a 
compact carry case. 
79 C 9410C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... . $10.99 

2 Doll Family. 5 plastic people bend, 
turn, twist or stay in any position. 

Wear cotton, rayon clothes. 3 to 5 in. 
tall . . fit all houses on page. Hong Kong. 
49 С 9402—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $1.99 

House and Family when purchased 
separately total $12.98. 
79 С 9415C2—Wt. 7 Ibs. . . Set $11.98 

Rambling Metal Mansion 
with 6 furnished rooms 

3 Early American house has simu- 
lated brick trim and shutters dec- 

orating the front. Plus a lovely out- 
door terrace with awning on the 
second story. Kitchen, living-dining 

area, nursery, bedroom, bath and 
utility-laundry rooms are filled with 
30 pieces of plastic furniture and 
“lived in" by a plastic family of 4. 
House measures 26}4x9x15 inches 
high. Unassembled . . directions incl. 
79 C 9403C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs... $5.88 

Modern Vinyl House 

4 Two-way exposed "brick" fire- 
place brightens the kitchen and 

adds rustic charm to the living area. 
Printed-on balcony makes the 2nd 
story bedroom look even larger. 
Rooms are furnished with 16 pieces 
of molded plastic furniture. House 
1614x18}4x1034 inches high when 
open. Closes for easy toting. 
49 C 94016—Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 ог... $5.88 

Bright Metal Cottage 

5 Cape Cod cottage has 2 attic 
dormers and colorful flower boxes 

lithographed on front. 12 pieces of 
plastic furniture inside. 4-member 
plastic family “owners” have a cat, 
dog and family car to take them into 
town. 2-story house 94x1134x103¢ 
inches high. Handle on roof for easy 
carrying. Unassembled. 
79 С 9408C—Shpg. wt. 4 15... $4.77 

$7989 
Set 

Plastic reproductions of fine 
decorator furniture are arranged 
against colorful printed back- 
ground walls. Scaled to accom- 
modate dolls up to 614 inches tall. 

6 Modern Living Room Set. 
49C9411-Wt. 10 oz. Set $2.89 

17 Spanish Dining Room Set. 
499412-Wt. 10 oz. Set $2.89 
Tropical Bedroom Set. 
49C9413-Wt. 10 oz. Set $2.89 

Cutie page scans by deisinas misce cH pun 

72-piece set includes food, 
2 shopping carts, scale, cash 
register and play money . . $7799 
folds to a compact carry case 

Tabletop Supermarket Set 
This modern, convenient supermarket is completely 
stocked and ready for business. Fill your shopping 
carts with steaks from the meat counter, bread from 
the pastry shop, milk from the dairy section. Weigh 
fruits and vegetables on the scale, then head for the 
checkout counter. Pay with play money. Vinyl case 
2944x18x164 in. when open. Dolls not incl. 
79 С 94025C— Shipping weight 4 pounds. . ..Set $7.99 

Action 
Townhouse 

e With battery-operated 
elevator 

e Converts into three 
1-story buildings 

e Folds for storage 

without battery 

What a great place to "live"! There are 6 large rooms furnished 
with 35 pieces of modern plastic furniture, private patio and pool out 

back. Red and white plastic units measure 14x3x13 inches high 
when stacked. Needs 1 “С” battery, order package below. 
79 C 9406C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. .. А 58.49 
49 С 8406—"C" Batteries. Pkg. ої б. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. ....Pkg. 1.19 

Our largest 
Doll House 

Metal Mansion has $ (077 
7 rooms and 100 

pieces of furniture 

Luxury colonial mansion has a simu- 
lated brick front, white siding, green 
shutters and a large bay window in 
the living room . . plus a lovely cupola 
and spacious breezeway that separates 
the family room from the rest of the 
house. Inside, the 7 spacious rooms 
are furnished with lightweight plastic 
furniture you can move from room to 
room. Plastic family of 4. House 
measures 38x9x15 inches high. Un- 
assembled . . directions included. 
79 C 9404C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs...$8.77 
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Great swirls 
and curls for 
little girls in 
fashionable 

easy-care wig 

and falls 

Juliette" Hair Styling Salon 
Natural-looking rooted nylon hair you can 
wash, set, comb and style like your own 

Everything you need to create beautiful 7? 

set 

Deluxe light-up mirror vanity with 
heat rollers for glamorous little gals 

Coiffures . . vinyl mannequin head mounted 
on stand, 12 rollers, 12 clips and brush 

Pretty mannequin with flirty open-and-close eyes lets you practice all your 
favorite hair styles . . long Grecian curls one time, perky love-knots the next. 
Comes with headband and hair net. Plastic stand rotates a full circle to sim- 
plify setting. Store clips and rollers in base with no-mar friction cups. Styling 
brush incL Overall 11 in. high. Get this bit of Christmas shopping done— 
just dial Sears and order it right now. 
49 C 1352—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces.. Set $7.99 

Сой abe scans by cheisimasduselecimicil conn 



Hair Flair with 
Child-size Wigs and Falls 

Carefully constructed with stretch net backing 
and natural-looking fibers 

{SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

Our Finest Fashion Wig 
Smooth and shimmery 13-inch wig 

of modacrylic fibers professionally 88 

styled to look lovely on little girls 

1 Layered ash blond wig swings naturally in popular, parted 
DebTeen™ fashion. Modacrylic fiber hair is stitched to 

form-fit nylon stretch cap . . just like adult wigs, but sized 
smaller to fit young ladies comfortably. Curl is permanent . . 
never needs setting. Just rinse in water, dry at room tempera- 
tures and wear. With styrofoam wig block. 
49 С 1353—Shipping weight 14 ошпсез................. $6.88 

Pick a pretty look for play . . 

Dont Miss This 
CUT 7% Now $5,43 

each 

Long 13-inch Wigs . . choose blonde or brunette 

2 Were $5.88. Smooth nylon hair you can wash, set and 
wear in super styles. Form-fit stretch cap, elasticized head 

band for perfect fit. Styrofoam wig block, hairnet. 
49 C13402—Blonde 49 С 13403—Brunette 
Shipping weight each 14 ошпсез................ Each $5.43 

11-inch-long Curly Blonde Wig 54% 
8 Bouncy short style is so much fun! Washable nylon hair is so 

easy to set and curl in flattering fashions. Form-fit stretch 
cap bas elasticized headband . . adjustable fit. 
49 С 13532—Shipping weight 8 ошпсез................. $4.66 

19-inch Fall in blonde or brunette $344, 
4 Washable nylon hair sets and curls in so many styles. Top- 

stitched cap sized to fit young girls comfortably. Bow. 
49 С 13404—Blonde 49 С 13405—Brunette 
Shipping weight each 8 оџпсеѕ............... Each $3.44 

NOTE: See child-size “Тгезву" wig on page 41. 

Dont Miss This 

CUT 8% Now $3.67 

Yellow and White Daisy 

Vinyl Wig Carry Case 

Was $3.99. Take wig or fall travel- 
ing with you. Any hairpiece and 
stand on opposite page fits hex- 
agonal shaped case, 1534 in. high. 

79 с 1335C—Wt. 2 lbs.. ....53.67 

Deluxe Kenner 
Easy-Curl Set 

With ttt түне, 59+ 

Little ladies can look in a lighted 
Б шо and aet thee heir with heated repe 
rollers just like mothers do. Table-top ENS 

$ 

vanity with drawers of high-impact 
plastic holds 8 rollers, 10 clips, more 
(included). Heat from one 100-watt 
light bulb (not included) warms rollers, 
lights mirror. Overall 12x9x7 in. high. 
Handle for carrying easily. Hair styling 
booklet. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60- 
cycle AC. 
79 С 1330C—Wt. 5 Ibs....... Set $9.43 

Cubo pace scans by chistes кайыс conn 

Eight rollers warm in 
Kenner roller-warm- 
er. Operates on one 
60-watt light bulb 
(not included). 
Plastic. UL listed 
for 110-120-v., 60-c. 
AC. Clips. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 С 1364......35.84 

Glamorous Vanity Set $Q? witout 
with Hassock TS 

Little girls feel so feminine with a vanity set of their very own. Cream-colored 
plastic vanity on sculptured-look legs has polished make-up mirror that lights up 

like mother's. Side drawer holds very special treasures. Plastic hassock top lifts 
to store additional things. Vanity measures 26x12x33 in. high. Assorted beauty 
supplies included. Mirror lights, uses 2 “D” batteries . . order package below. 
79 C 13812C—Unassembled. Shipping weight 10 pounds.............Set $9.99 

"D" Batteries. 
49 C 8405— Package of 6. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. ....... Pkg. 149 

Colorful 3-pc. 56? 
Zodiac-print Luggage 

Signs of the zodiac foretell happy traveling with shiny 
wet look vinyl luggage. Set includes zippered train 
case, hat box and suitcase; 434, 11 and 12 in. high. 
Brown, pink, green and yellow signs on white. 
79 С 14042C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . . Set $6.99 

Carry-all Trio $399 

Holiday travel poster patterns put a merry, mod 
look on this white vinyl luggage set. Hat box and 
suitcase zip open and closed. Tote bag has snap 
tab closing. Cases are 14, 13 and 834 inches high. 
Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy 

to order by telephone. 
79 С 14041C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . .Set $3.99 



Bake a batch of 

old-fashioned treats in 

that really work 

Special SEE-THRU windows 

let you watch the whole 

baking process 

m 
buih 

A See-thru Electric Corn A Spinning Electric Cotton Candy 
Popper for only $5.66 ??? Machine for only $9.44 ??? 
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Big 13%-inch Country Oven 
with thermostatic safety lock 

bakes 2 pies, 2 cakes or 

2 sheets of cookies at once 

12-piece Set includes $ 99 

food mixes, utensils = 

Sold only at Sears 

1 Bake the kinds of goodies grandmothers are famous for in 

this turn-of-the-century style oven of heavy gauge steel. 

Little girls love the look of polished steel burners, ornately 
designed silver gray plastic trim and legs. Easy-to-bake 
mixes included for Dutch apple cake, pound cake, coconut 

frosting, blueberry muffins with a pan holder, cake pan, loaf 

pan, muffn tin, teaspoon, cook book, instructions. Cake 

plate shown not included. 

Large capacity oven, 9x8x13}4 in. high, operates on heat 

from one 100-watt light bulb (not included). With new 

thermostatic safety lock, oven won't turn on until door is 

locked; door won't open until hot baking temperatures on 

the inside cool. Outside never gets too hot for little fingers. 
UL Listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it. 
79 € 1002C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. . ........Set $14.99 

8V5-in. Oven has see-thru top 

burners to watch baking, 

new thermostatic safety lock 

15-piece Set includes $ 88 

mixes, utensils o 

2 Bake an assortment of delicious desserts in this bright 

red and white oven of high impact plastic. Set includes 

mixes for a cake, frosting, pie, cookies. Also a cake pan, pie 
pan, pan holder, cookie cutters and sheet, teaspoon, cook 

book, instructions. 7x7x8}4-inch high oven operates with heat 

from one 100-watt light bulb (not included). With new 

thermostatic safety lock, oven won't turn on until door is 

locked, door won't open until hot inside temperatures cool. 

Outside never gets too hot for little fingers to touch. UL 

Listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 C 1005— Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $8.88. 

Watch Popcorn Popper 
pop a pint in 4 minutes 

Sold only at Sears 

3 Out of little corn kernels burst big, fluffy pieces of 
‚. watch it happen through the clear plastic 

bubble dome. Just preheat popper, pour in kernels and 
wait . . only takes 4 minutes! Heat supplied by a 100-watt 
bulb (not included). Includes popper, 3-oz. bag of pop- 
corn kernels, tablespoon, 6 bags, instructions. Overall 
diameter 9 inches, 12 inches high. UL Listed for 110-120- 

volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 С 11025—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 о2...... Set $5.66 

Cotton Candy Maker spins 
sugar into delicious candy fluffs 

4 Now you can enjoy treats you get at the circus right 
in your own home. Clear plastic safety cover clips on, 

turns to gather whirling cotton candy on plastic sticks. 
Set includes candy maker, package of sugar, teaspoon, 
4 winding sticks, instructions. 11}¢-in. diameter, 8}4 in. 

high. Spinner needs 2 “Р” batteries (not incl.) . . order 

pkg. below. UL Listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 60 watts. 
49 C 11026— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz... .... Set $9.44 
“р” Batteries. Package of six. 
49 C 8405—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz........ Pkg. $1.49 

—— 

'24 mixes, tasty pastry delights, 
9 utensils for little homemakers . 

A”, 

Make the family's favorite pastries . . 
just follow the simple word and picture 
baking instructions on the back of every 
package. Set includes mixes for German 
chocolate cake, Dutch apple cake, honey 

Complete with pans and utensils sized 
just right for the mixes and the junior 
chef to use . . cake, loaf and muffin 
pans, pie plate, cookie sheet, rolling 
pin, gingerbread man cut-out, teaspoon 
and cookbook. All the help a little girl 
needs for perfect pastry baking. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 
49 C 10022. ~. Set $4.99 

All Aluminum Cook and 
Bake Sets by Mirro® 

soo sa 0399 
21-pc. and 19-pc. Sets also available 

Sturdy, shiny cookware sized to fit play - 
kitchens. All sets include cake pan, loaf 
pan, cookie sheet, cutters, frying pan, 
measuring cup, and more. 
36-рс. Set (shown). Includes kettle. 
49 C 10234—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz...... $3.99 
21-pc. Set. Incl. roaster, double boiler. 
49 C 10236—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. . $2.99 
19-pc. Set. Includes pie pan, sauce pan. 
49 С 10235—Shpg. wt. 11Ь....... $1.99 

Food Mixes and 
Utensil Sets 

65-pc.Set $88 
(shown) 

10-pc. and 20-pc. Sets 
also available 

65-pc. Food Mix ond Utensil Set. 
49 С 10031—Wt. 4 Ibs. 11 oz, 38,88 

20-pc. Food Mix ond Utensil Set. 
49 C 10143—Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz...$2.99 

10-pc. Food Mix Refill Set. 
49 C 10144—Wt. 14 ounces. $1.99 

Make Sno-cones in 
5 yummy flavors 

with Frosty Sno-man 

$ 4" 

Frosty Sno-man cranks out 
crunchy sno-cones from ice cubes 

. you pour on your favorite 
syrup. Plastic machine, 7}4x5}4x9 
in. high. With 5 syrup flavors, 
bottles, 5 paper cups, funnel, 
Sweet Shop sign, hat and apron. 
49 C 11019—Wt. 3 Ibs.. .Set $4.74 
Sno-cone Refill. 5 flavors, 20 cups. 
49 C 11021—Wt. 5 oz.. . . Pkg. 99c 



New! All-in-one Country Kitchen 
. . sold only at Sears 

Sink has a faucet with real running water . . 4 pretend 
range burners, oven and ventilating fan in hood 

have on-off knobs . . wall clock has movable hands 

"There's lots of play action in this smartly styled kitchen. Just press down 
on the sink faucet—water runs out and drains into basin below, ready to 

recirculate again. Knobs turn to “work” range burners, 2-compartment 
oven, ventilating fan. Lower oven and refrigerator doors swing open to 
reveal large interiors, Plastic towel rack on side. Made of sturdy corru 
gated fiberboard and wipe-clean plastic. 16x28x36 inches high. 
79 С 1109C— Unassembled. Shipping weight 11 pounds. $13.99 

17-piece Sink Set. Includes plastic dish rack, drainboard, dishpan 
measuring cup and spoon, soapdish, funnel, sponge, apron and more. 
49 C 13251—Shipping weight 1 pound Set $1.99 

2-speed Blender 

with push-button 
E control panel 

gg <H! 

& 
blades spin, 7 

base lights up 
ОРЕД without batte 
“LOW Mix a “milkshake” or бх a “float 

Blades spin high, low, off at the touch of 
а button. Plastic. 10 inches high. Uses 
2 “Р” batteries, order pkg. below. Japan 
49 C 11054— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $2.99 

“р” Batteries. Package of 6 
49 C 8405—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... . Pkg. $1.49 

Gataioa gabs Scane by йй наны ы pow 
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They're only make believe, 
will 

very ow 
fixing 

Come right in.. 

appliance 

to protect 
Complete 

your 

n your house 

gauge steel section 

instructions 

me 

but each 

thrill the 

Double-oven$ 99 
Range T 

She'll have 
turning the knobs, opening 

meals and having her 
kitchen to putter around in 

have rolled 
floor. 

for snap-together assembly 

Unas 

ange has double oven: 

thru window, raised 
stic burners, control knob: 

Simulated vent over 

18x15x36 in. high. 
in. Utensils sold on ne 

79 C 1195C— Wt. 181 

upper oven 
page 

$13.99 

Range with Blender or Mixer 

ove. set $1598 
Shipping weight each set 20 pound 
Range, blender separately $16.98 
79 C 1194C2 Set $15.98 

Range, mixer separately $16.98 
79 С 1193C2 Set $15.98 

Convertible Food Mixer . . 
head, bowl detach so you 
can use it as a portable 

metal b ers $7399 
whirl around 

without batteries 

Just flip the switch and metal beaters 
will “mix” up your favorite treats, 
Mixer head tilts back on stand, so 
е to remove bowl. Plastic 
inches high. Uses 2 “D” batterie: 
order package at left. From Japan. 

Use your phone if you want to order 
it the easiest way of all. 
49 C 11052—Wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. $2.99 



this all Steel Play Kitchen is just your size 

Assembly is 
easier, quicker 
because major 

parts lock 
together with 
snap-in tabs 
that need 

no bending 
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99 Refrigerator-Freezer $ 
without Double Sink 11”. 

Turn оп the chrome-plated swivel faucet and 
water stored in plastic reservoir flows into 

twin basins. Pull stoppers and it empties. 
Roomy storage cabinet below sink has full 
color pictures of all your kitchen needs litho: 
graphed on. 18x15x28 inches high. Blender, mixer not incl. 
79 C 1199C—Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs. $11.99 79 C 1196C—Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs. 

Save 5% to 10% when you buy any set ) 

9 Storage Cabinet 

Cabinet has ample storage space inside 

plus counter space for fixing meals. Back 
panel shows push-button intercom system. 
Cabinet doors open to reveal pictures of 
household products. 18x15x28 in. high. 

see facing page. 
$9.99 

142. 
Refrigerator-freezer has all the latest conveniences. Freezer 

compartment is equipped with a real-looking ice maker that 
dispenses plastic cubes when you push a button. Refrigerator 
compartment has a vegetable crisper with sliding door. Both 
compartments have 3 shelves. Side-by-side doors show pictures 
of food on shelves. 18x15x36 inches. Food not incl. . . sold below 
79 С 1198C—Shipping weight 21 pounds 

with ice maker 

$14.99 

Range and 
Refrigerator fi 

за $2608 | 

1 
Price when purchased sepa- 
rately totals $28.98. 

Shipping weight 39 Ibs. 
79 С 1190C2 Set $26.08 

— 

o 
1? 

Pop-up Toaster 

Press lever down to "toast" . . release 
lever and “toast” pops up. Metal and 
plastic pretend toaster has simulated 
temperature control knob, wood sides 
and handles. 74x4 inches high. 
49 C 11058—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. $1.99 

Tta pae scans by dieisthiasnmsetedimical com 

Range, Sink, 

Refrigerator 

З-рс. Set $3687 

Price when purchased 
separately totals $40.97. = 

Shipping wt. 53 Ibs 
i 79 С 1191C3.. . Set $36.87 

€ 

Refrigerator Foods 

Store these life-size plastic foods in 
your refrigerator and you'll always be 
ready to cook up а healthy meal. Set 
includes box of eggs, hot dogs, cheese, 
butter, milk and pop bottles. 
49 С 13252—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.. Set $1.99 

Range, Sink, Cabinet 
and Refrigerator 

issa $4586 
Price when purchased sepa- 
rately lolals $50.96. . 

Shipping weight 67 Ibs. 

79 С 119204. . .. Set $45.86 

25, 

Kooky Cooks . . pots with personalities 

Smiling, winking polyethylene set includes an 8-inch diameter frying 
pan, 8-inch high coffee pot with lid, two 51-inch diameter saucepans 
with lid, spoon, spatula, 2 cardboard eggs and 2 pancakes. 
49 C 10092—Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $3.99 

"ж [Sears 53 



Dont CUT sl 

Battery-powered 
Vacuum Cleaner 

Watch "dust" balls 

travel through plastic 

hose and base as 

this powerful vac 

does its job 

Was $5.99. So much more fun than an 
ordinary "pretend" vacuum cleaner . . you 
can actually see the suction action as plas- 

tic foam balls (included) are picked up 
and whirled through hose and base. Just 
flip the handy on-off switch. All-plastic 
vac has light blue hose, base; red hood 
Rolls easily on rubber wheels, 6x6x734 
inches high. Partly assembled. Uses 3 “D” 
batteries, order package at right. Japan. 

Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 1304—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz... $4.99 

Deluxe 
Mary Proctor 
Ironing Set 

* Play Iron has 17 simulated 

$ 514 

steam vents, adjustable fabric 
dial, easy-to-grip handle 222 

* Ironing Board adjusts to 22% inches high — Y 

Hot pink enameled steel set turns ironing time into fun time. Iron isactually 80% the 
size of an adult iron. Play cord with suction cup plug makes it look even more real. 
Ironing board is sturdy, wobble-free and features the famous Proctor steam-vent top. 
About 30 inches long. Height adjustment operates at the touch of a finger for standing 
or sitting position. Includes bright candy-striped cover and pad. 
79 С 13238C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. . ; 
49 C 13239—Iron only. Shipping weight 1 Ib 

‚ Set $5.74 
. 144 

11-piece Cleaning Set 
with storage closet 

5299 

АП your housekeeping needs are 
packed in a sturdy utility closet 
you can use for permanent stor- 
age. Set includes 26-inch long 
plastic carpet sweeper that really 
picks up the dirt, “magnetic” 

plastic fiber broom, dustpan, 
floor mop, utility brush, hand 

duster, sponge, dustcloth, bar of 
soap and plastic ruffled apron to 

keep you clean. 
79 С 13232C-Wt. 2 Ibs. Set $2.99 

Gutsiod раба scans by dieisthiacndsetediwical com 

Sears Kitchen 
of the Future 

Inspired by a real 
futuristic kitchen 
previewed at the 
1970 World's Fair 

It's one super unit 
with 6 “‘working”’ 
appliances that turn 
right to you at the 
touch of a button 

PUSH a button 
to start Karosel 
turning . . release 
button and it stops 
where you want 

PUSH a button 
to start each 
appliance "working" 

PUSH a button 

to stop the action 

"Sold only $ 
NONE without 

batteries 

"The most exciting, colorful, convenient and complete 
kitchen ever! 6 counter-high compartments contain mini- 
action appliances . . 6 cabinets above hold all your 
kitchen supplies. Picture-phone and computer are printed 
on center spindle for more pretend fun. All-plastic unit 
is 934x9x1234 inches high. Operates on 2 “D” batteries, 
order package below. From Japan. 

Doll not included. Order below. 
79 С 11649C—Shipping weight 4 pounds.......... $9.99 

1 Strollin’, swingin’ Jamie. Save $1. Was $4.97. Just 
press her back and she moves her arms and legs and 

turns her pretty head, even her knees bend. Jamie wears 
a bright, belted knit dress and boots. 1134 inches tall. 
Vinyl, with rooted hair you can comb. 

Shipping weight 15 ounces 
E ORG RODE oe ee, rs xai Now $3.97 

"р" Batteries. Package of б. 
49 С 8405—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz...,....Pkg. 149 



SEL KITCHEN 
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has front-l у dox 

and built-in clothes 
basket th 
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WASHING MACHINE 

DISHWASHER 

with jet-action re 
spind 

plastic dishe 

SINK 

has modern faucet 
on top . . lighted storage 
compartment underneath 

REFRIGERATOR 

lights up to 

roomy interior divi 
into 4 sections 

2-BURNER OVEN 
a built-in 
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E " arte and crafts t 
Sew up a fun Design your own 
picture with wall decorations 
Sew Design with Foil Art 

Sew easy . . with these 2 Make a flower plaque, 
pre-punched cards. owl plaque, a mush- 

Sew a fish, owl, butterfly, тоот plaque or a design 
kitten and large geo- of your own. Set has 
metric picture. Set has crinkly foil, board, glue 
cards, needles, 12 bob- апа black enamel paint. 
bins of colorful thread.. ^ Everything you need 
everything you need. plus instructions. For 
For ages 6 to teens. ages 7 to teens. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49 С 22684... .Set $3.99 49 C 22683... Set $3.99 

% € Indian- 
АЯ style 

Bead 
i Craft 

Make belts, medallions, 
headbands and more 

Pretty bead projects. . fun to wear 
or give as gifts. Set includes leather 
stripping and buckles for mod belts, 
ring wire, seed beads, large colorful 
plastic beads. Also metal frame bead- 
loom, needle, threader, thread and 
illustrated instructions. Ages 7 and up. 
49 C 22356—Wt. 1 ]b. 8 oz..Set $4.66 

Carousel Knitter 

Knit a cozy scarf, hat . . even a skirt . . with 
this plastic knitter. It extends up to 20 in. 
long. Yarn and instructions included. For 
ages 8 through teens. 
49 С 22308—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. Set $4.99 

ыраа Tr — sen 

oda 
Create jewelry or 
a bead "bouquet" 
with Bead Craft 

Make a wild 
mod-patterned 
Pom-Pom Rug 

Make а bracelet, 4 Choose the snowflake, 
headband, belt, chok- butterfly or love-and- 

er, flowers . . or design peace design . . or whip 
your own creations. Set up one of your own. Set 
incl beadloom, needle, has blue, pink and green 
wire and 8 bags of color- pom poms, 18-inch back- 
ful beads. Everything ing cloth, glue and in- 
you need plus instruc- 
tions. For ages 6 to teens. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 С 22682... Set $3.49 

mold. 11x14 in. ea. 

Florcl. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

6 Owl. Wt. 1 lb. 12 

Colorful plushwire inserts easily into the special 
plastic foam board to create 2 happy Peanuts 
pictures. Laminated decorative burlap back- 
ground. Plushwire, 8x10-in. boards, safety cut- 
ter and instructions. 
49 С 22735—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... Set $3.99 
Peanuts characters Q197! United Features Syndicate, Inc. 

(5 and 6 ) Ind. burlap 
backing, non-toxic acrylic 
paints, brush, white glue, in- 
structions, papier máché and 

oz. 
49 С 22287..... Set 3.99 

structions. Fun for ages 
6 to teens. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 с 22685. . . .Set $5.99 

Peanuts? Plush Point 

(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

Dip-A-Flower 
Form a whole bouquet 

.. no heat needed 

$ 59 

7 It’s so easy to create lustrous, 
glass-like flowers . . just shape the 

wire and dip it into the liquid plastic. 
Flower hardens instantly on contact 
with air. Set incl. wires, stamens, two 
8-oz. cans of liquid plastic and more. 
Everything you need plus instructions. 
For ages 12 to adult. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 14 oz. 
ДӘС 22869. oro er Set $5.99 

Touch ’n Tuck 
Tapestry by numbers 

99 99 $222 to $ 
(8 thru 11 ) Make a tapestry without 
& needle; use coded tucking board, 
tucker, plastic frame and yarn. 

8 Winter Countryside. 16х13 in. 
49 C 23082—Wt. 1 1Ь........54.99 

9 Golden Palomino. 162133 in. 
49 С 23083—Wt. 1 Ib. ..... $4.99 

10 Playful Kitten. 1014x934 in. 
49 € 23085—Wt. 1 1Ь.......,2.99 

1 Covered Bridge. 1014x914 in. 
49 C 23084—Wt. 1 1Ь....... $2.99 

Fabric Ате“ 
3-D Wall Hangings with frames 

+45 to 56° 
( 12 and 13 ) Happy pictures with 
cotton covered plastic foam forms. No 
sewing or gluing required. 

1 Raggedy Ann and Andy©.11x14in. 
49 C 20541—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz...$6.99 

13 Mickey Movse©. 12x9 inches. 
49 C 22434—Wt. 10 о2....... $4.66 

Mickey Mouse ©1971 Walt Disney Productions 

ооб; мети! Co: Ine. 

Paint-by-numbers Sets 

2.paintings $749 
in а set 

[14 thru 16 ) Lovely 12x16-in. paint- 
ings you'll be proud to hang or give as 
gifts. Coded boards, brushes and 22 
paints incl. with each set. 

и Daily Double. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 С 22463............. Set $2.49 

15 Winter Splendor. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 С 22464............ Set $2.49 

16 Noture’s Delights. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 С 22465............ Set $2.49 

3 paintings $299 
in 1 set 

1 Тһе Pet Set . . а playful pup, 
spirited colt and a restful deer . . 

all waiting to decorate your room. 
Set incl. three 8x10 in. coded boards; 



Old-fashioned Christmas 
Ornament Kits 

Paint-by-number 
pre-cut wood ornaments 

30 $ 4? 18 $ 3? 
piece set piece set 

30-ріесе Set. Paint your own delightful ornaments . . they're made of 
genuine pre-cut Philippine mahogany, 3 to 8 in. high. Printed on both 
sides to make them easy for young artists to follow. Kit includes acrylic 
paint, brush, sandpaper, cord hangers and illustrated instructions. 
49 С 22582—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 

18-piece Set . . same as above, but with 
49 C 21815—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

Paint your own 
3.D wood ornaments 

high, of genuine pre-cut Philippine mahogany. Kitine 

et oe E исши ies sequins. Guide lines are printed on о т - 
Glue, brush. cord hangers and illustrated instructions. — 
49 € 22601— Shipping weight 2 pounds 2oun 



Big Toy Box 
from Sears! 
шз 319? 

inches high 

It's the brightest box we've ever seen! A smiling clown 
Jeans against the candy striped corner pole, a happy rag 
doll grins at you—there's a drum, choo-choo train, car 
and telephone, too, on a rich green background. Made of 
extra-durable wood and hardboard with hi-impact plastic 
trim and top. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 € 9006L—Shipping weight 15 pounds. ....... $19.99 
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Here, and on 
the next З pages SL 
THE TOYS Mere чер 
THAT BABIES = 
INVENTED 

Sears 4 
GOLDEN ; 
WONDER AU 
OF GROWING.. 

nlavthi play 141 
for early childho: 

A unique series of toys developed by 
studying what, when and how babies learn 

In 1968 Dr. Esther P. Edwards, former Associate Professor at the Eliot-Pearson 
Department of Child Study at Tufts University, and her colleagues began re- 
viewing all available research and commentary in the field of early childhood 
development. Their goal? To develop a series of original play materials which 
would encourage children to develop at their own rate, to their full potential 
The result? Sears exclusive Wonder of Growing Playthings. 

Each toy has been designed to give challenge and satisfaction to the child 

lo give the child a sense of achievement as well as the motivation to explore. 

Each toy has been designed to provide multiple activities for the child. As the 
child develops, he learns to use the toy in more complex ways. Each series of 

toys has been organized in a flexible sequence which fosters the child's move 
ments through successive stages of growth 

The Wonder of Growing Book 
by Dr. Esther P. Edwards 

An attractive, informative guide to the entire 
program. The 128-page hard-cover book explains 
the normal development of a child from birth to 
three years of age . . highlights each toy and its 
purpose . . and helps you select the right toy at 
the right time for your child. While learning 
about learning, you'll see the progress your child 
is making and share in his joy of discovery. 
49 С 44564—Shipping weight 10 ounces. . .$1.95 



SERIES 

1 
Starting from 

Wonder of Growing Book. A guide to the 
entire program. See details on facing pg. 
Crib Plaque. 1034x734-in. plastic butterfly 
hangs inside crib. 8 patterned cards fit into 
wings; provide changes in environment. 
Crib Mobile. The sun, moon, stars provide 
eye-catching variations in form and color. 

— WES Patterns become friendly, learnable. 
T! Plastic; ceiling hook. Wt. 2 Ibs. 9 oz. 

| 49С 44551— Book, 2 toys in Series $4.99 

Starting from 
6 months 

imulat: " 
~ Starting from 

development, 3 months 
touching 

and grasping 

Coordinator Crib Gym. Katya nce ball aad analiet Жай Т ara (НЫН d 

SA VE when you buy 
a combination of 

series . . see page 61 Smooth 
49 С 44552—Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces... 
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Smart Cart. A treasure of de- 
vices to fascinate and challenge 
baby. It's a pull toy . . a turn- 
ing toy that makes noises . . a 
standing toy with knobs, but- 
tons, a sliding door, secret 
drawer, mirror, hidden funny 
face, jack-in-the box, music 
wheel. Plastic: 8 ибх. i 
My Do-It Pocket Book. 
wonderful way to introduce 
baby to the world of books. 
Each of the6 clear plastic pages 
is a pocket which can hold any- 
thing baby likes to look at—a 
picture of mommy, a flower, a 
mirror or 10 full-color card- 
board picture inserts included. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 
4944554-2 toys in Series.$6.99 

Starting from 
9 months 

a 

Starting from | 
. 15 months | 

Superhound's Busy Day. This delightful, wipe-clean plastic book 
tells a story about the senses. Superhound sees, smells, tastes, 
touches and hears many things as he travels through a farm, 
woods and busy city. Reverse side of the 41-inch long book 
shows a panoramic view of where he's been. 
Superhound. From his squeaker nose to his gaily colored tail, 
this happy hound will fascinate your inquisitive toddler. He 
rolls along on sturdy wheels taking with him a host of fun things 
to do. His back is a sorting box with 3 differently shaped open- 
ings and 6 blocks to fit through them. Blocks are retrieved by 
lifting the lid. His tail is a cone with 4 bright, graduated rings 
to stack. Plastic; 14 inches long. 
49 С 44556—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 2 loys in Series... $6.99 

Lookand Learn Shape Books 
and Posters. Toddler's first 
set of 8 "real" books has 
simple story lines and lots 
of baby animals, children, 
homes, numbers, and nur- 
sery rhymes. Two 14x20- 
inch double-sided posters. 
of wipe-clean plastic show 
4 colorful scenes to encour- 
age vocabulary growth. 
Blox Box. Set of 13 building 
blocks has enormous play 
value. Sizes are related. 
Colorsare bright, with each 
size block a different color. 
Largest block is hollow and 
open on both ends so small- 
er blocks fit into it and 
disappear . . tilt big block 
and smaller ones tumble 
out. Durable molded plas- 
tic; rounded edges. 
2 toys in Series. 
49 €44557-Wt. 5 Ibs. $9.99 

Starting from 
12 months | 

Elephone. A very special phone to talk to and 
cuddle and love and learn from. Plush elephant. 
has a trunk that holds the receiver, a plastic 
numbered dial that turns and “rings” like the Fe y Train. Challenging push-pull toy can be 
real thing. 10 inches tall. 
Bowls and Balls. A jaunty man in a top hat 
when stacked . . a set of nesting cups. Offers 
unlimited ways to explore space. 6 color-coded 
balls can be poured into canisters through 
funnel and hole in side of container. Plastic. 
8x6 in. Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. 
49 C 44555—2 loys in Series............ $8.99 
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stacked or nested, taken apart and put together 
in many ways. Smaller pieces disappear down 
holes, only to be found again. It's a form puzzle, 
construction toy, problem solving toy and toy 
train. Plastic. 914x434x6 inches. 
Color-Look-Books. 3 plastic-coated cardboard 
books teach colors with red, yellow: blue plastic 
see-thru windows. Stories about each color relate 
to child's own experiences. Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. 
49 C 44558—2 loys in $етїез............. $8.99 



Furthers 
language 

growth and ei 2e ~~~ Starting from 
of form, space 30 months 

Starting from 

24 months So-Big Action Puzzle. 39-in. tall Mr. Bear—he's as big 
as your child, maybe even bigger. Yet he's not hard 
to put together. Made of strong cardboard with 8 

large interlocking pieces, 3 smaller takeout pieces. Illustrates 
motion, Arms, legs move because they're jointed. 
cause librory ond Record. 4 concept books teach child 

and-effect "| about numbers, ABC's, wild animals, farm animals. 
relationships 4 story books entertain with tales about real-world 

cities, farms, home, jungle, as well as the world 
of fantasy. 45-rpm record has songs to be acted out. 
49 C 44562—Wt. 5 Ibs. 11 oz. ..2 toys in Series $7.99 

Water Works. What does water do? Why does it flow? What 
is a bubble? Child learns by experimentation. He'll squeeze 
water into bulb and let it out . . pour it through funnel, 
over water wheel and into cup . . watch it spray out of re- 
ceptacle with holes. Parts can be removed and rearranged, 
16x93, x314-in. plastic case attaches to tub or wall. 
49 C 44559—Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 02........... 1 toy in Series $5.99 

Stimulates 

Starting from Акы 

33 months dramatic and 

group play 

Play Center. What fun for the imagin- 
ative child! It can be sat in, crawled 
through, peeked into or out of, built 
one way—moved—then built a differ- 
ent way. Four bright, sturdy 36x48- 
inch corrugated cardboard panels lock 
together to form any struture. 

Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
1 toy in Series $5.99 

Starting from 
27 months 

Categorizes 
objects 
by size 

shape, volume 
and color 

Pick and Play Object Puzzles. Three 9x12-inch puzzle panels 
show detailed scenes of city, farm and home. Eighteen 3- = 
dimensional plastic pieces fit into panels to complete puzzles, E 
or stand on their own for separate play. 
Nest "n Build Blocks. Largest block of all is the container 
(with lid) for 8 color-coded rectangles, triangles, cylinders 

in varying sizes. All are hollow; 2 triangles fit inside a square, 
2 squares fit inside rectangle. Made of sturdy plastic. 
49 С 44561—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 15 oz.. ...2 toys in Series $6.99 

uy a combination of series SAVE $3 to $10 

Сой pane scans by йй кайсы poen 

Save $3.00 on Combination of 
Series 1, 2, 3, 4. Separately total 
$27.96. Wt. 9 Ibs. 2 oz. 

49 C 44565—Combination$24.96 

Save $5.00 on Combination of 
Series 5, 6, 7, 8. Separately total 
$34.96. Wt. 12 Ibs. 1 oz. 
49 C 44566—Combination$29.96 

Save $10.00 on Combination of 
Series | thru 12. Separately total 
$89.88. Wt. 49 Ibs. 
79 € 44573C—Combination$7 9.88 
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2 pages of Record Teaching Toys 
.-“friends” who sing, play games and, most important 

of all, teach children the skills they want to learn 

3» 
Snowpuff 
the Rabbit 

* Teaches lacing 

and tieing 

Makes toilet training 

easier and more fun 

for your child and you 

| 2” | * Teaches buttoning, 

| Includes а shiny badge fm  countinotofour | Кулу сезе 
that tells everyone, 2 | 
“I'm potty trained” p T^ 

Open the washable, book-like wr 
storage case and meet Potty 
Pal. On her 33}4-rpm record 
she delights children with 
songs and rhymes about how 
easy it is to be potty trained 
. . keeps them busy by asking 
them to help her get dressed 
in her vinyl stick-on clothes. 
Flip record over, and Potty 
Pal explains how to put on 
and take off cotton training 
pants (incL). For mothers, 
there's a pamphlet with in- 
formation and advice on how 
to help the child achieve suc- 
cess quickly and with mini- 
mum frustration. For ages 1 [4] КЕ - 

Teaches Teaches how to Teaches how to work to 4. 
49 C 16072— Wt. 9 oz.. $2.99 zippering buckle and unbuckle locks and latches 

Let these furry, funny animals teach your child the basic skills. Each animal comes attached 
to a washable, book-likestorage case. . includes а 3344-rpm record thatentertains child, 

Dining 7] involves him and encourages him to accomplish his learning objective. Just imagine how 
SS proud he'll be when he has mastered each important skill all by himself! 

qs 1 Snowpuif the Rabbit teaches left from Д Gogo the Kangaroo teaches zippering. 
right, multiple counting, lacing and tieing. 49 С 16225— Ages 3-5. Wt. 8 oz.. .$1.99 

= e .99 49 C 16071—Ages 3 to 6. Wt. 8 oz. $i 5 Chubby the Squirrel teaches uA 

2 Buttons the Puppy teaches buttoning. 49 C 16226—Ages 3-5. Wt. 8 oz.. .$1.99 
49 С 16073—Ages Ж .....91:99 * Su educi de G Pepper the Mouse teaches how to work 

3 Kelly the Pony teaches how to snap. locks and latches with a key. 
49 С 16224—Ages 2 to 4. Wt. 8 oz.....$1.99 49 С 16227—Ages 3-6. Wt. 10 oz... .$1,99 

4901499 ,.here comes the Circus Train Boom, jingle, tweet—it's 
Fun дате Sammy Sound 

teaches shapes =. у 

Elvira Elephant and 2 
her circus friends take 

LEG Teaches 10 
дегш рту clowns magica! sounds 

and funny animals on Sammy's a super penguin, 
their 3334-rpm record. alright . . full of sounds that 
Child learns to place are pure delight. He has a 
vinyl stick-on shapes clacker, rattling beads, things 
in blank areas of circus that go z-z-z-i-i-i-p, a tummy 
pictures to finish the that's a drum, a bell for a 
game. 4 cardboard pic- hat, a beak that whistles. 
tures, each 9x12 inches. He even explains his mar- 
Buy it the easy way— velous sounds on his own 
order by phone. Shpg. 3314-rpm record. Plastic;11x 
wt.1 Ib. 8 oz. 11x4 inches. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 C 16229........ $1.99 49 C 16228............ $2.99 
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Easy Words 
Lively tunes, catchy lyrics 

and fun games fascinate your 
child while they teach - 

$ A [3) 
Take your preschooler on a sequenced learning 
adventure that begins by teaching him how to 
distinguish sounds and letters, and ends when 
he’s learned how to group words into sentences 
and read. Each vinyl and cardboard book- 
storage case includes а 3314 rpm record child 
can follow all by himself. For ages 4 to 8. 

Easy Words 1. Horace Van Der Yap comes My record teaches you how My record teaches you how My record teaches you how. 

Thais apon. 
"ч 

marching into your home to teach 4 words to build words to build more words to build and associate words 
and 4 basic letter sounds to the beginner. 
49 C 16521—Shipping wt. 11 oz..........- $2.99 

2 Easy Words 2. Tad the Frog tells a story of 
how he grew up as he teaches 7 words. 

49 С 16522— Shipping wt. 13 oz...........$2.99 

Easy Words 3. Charlie Chompo has 8 
items in his school bag to learn about. 

49 € 16523— Shipping wt. 15 oz... $2.! 

4 Easy Words 4, Polly Teacher has a game 
board, 8 word cards and pictures that teach 

how to blend sounds to read words. 
49 С 16524— Shipping wt. 13 oz... 

Easy Words 5. Sasprilla Cat is a sly one 
with a puzzle and wheel that teach how 

word position changes meaning of sentences. 
49 С 16525—Shipping wt. 13 oz...........$2.99 

6 Easy Words 6. Puff the Sentence Train 
takes child on an adventure trip that 

teaches how to group words into sentences. 
49 C 16526—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $2.99 

Combination of Easy Words 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. My record teaches you how My record teaches you how My record teaches you how 
Save $2. Separately total $17.94. to read words to understand words to group words 
49 С 16527—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs....... ..Set $15.94 

Easy Letters 
Your child learns to recognize 
alphabet letters from picture 

cards in front of him 

$4 99 My record 
each teaches 

y-d--r-j-i-v-t 

Easy Time 
Hurry the Hare sings his way through the day 

as he teaches the minutes and hours on a clock 

My record 
teaches 

Ib-k-h-m-8-0-w-z 

EasuTime 
4 т "Ln 

My record 
teaches 

Q-n-s-p-e-c-l-u 
Learning to tell time was never this much fun before! Turn on the 3314 
rpm record and hear Hurry the Hare tell how he spends the hours of his 
day . . as child listens he moves the snap-on plastic clock hands around 
Tarry Turtle's tummy. Flip the record over and Hurry uses Mr. Sun to 
show how the long hand on clock always points to number of minutes after 
the hour. Finally, Hurry sings about hours and minutes combined as he 
rounds up his friends for a party. Vinyl clock- k-storage сазе. Ages а. 
49 C 16369 — Shipping weight 12 ошпсев..... 
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Letter sounds come through loud and clear when these friends sing them 
out. As child listens to 3324 rpm record, he learns to pronounce and recog- 
nize letters. Vinyl cases; cardboard letters. Ages 3-7. 

(9) 49 С 16353— Picnic Pals. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 C 16354— Se! of 3 above. Wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. Sep. total $5.97 
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LITTLE LEARNERS’ TOYS 

A bag full of 110 Wood 
Blocks for only *4.44 ??? 

ay 
ey 

old or 9, these are the blocks 
for him. Each block is 134 
inches thick, so even the 
tiniest builder can grasp it . . 
made of straight grained 
wood that is virtually in- 
destructible. Each set con- 
tains 10 different shapes. 72- 
piece set also includes a wide 
wedge-shaped ramp. 
36-piece Set. Wt. 7 lbs. 6 oz. 
49 C 44528. Set $7.99 
72-piece Set. Wt. 16 lbs. 
79 C 445290...... Set $12.99 

Blocks build children's minds, imaginations, e of balance and finger dexterity as well as 
houses, roads, towers and cities. That's why Little Learners has filled this 12-inch tall cotton 16 Wood Blocks inside a sturdy Wagon 
drawstring bag with so many blocks—a total of 110, in 11 different shapes, 4 non-toxic colors Боо а {сйс а 
And all have smoothly sanded surfaces and rounded corners. Happy building comi ат dou Jm 
49 C 44539— Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. Set $4.44 blocks plus a wood wagon that does double duty. It's 

| 4? 

Take-apart Tool Bench 
He'll be one happy toddler when you give him 
this versatile plastic tool bench. He can take 
it apart and put it together again with wrench, 
screwdriver and hammer . . store tools in tray 
underneath when he has finished building. 
He cven learns colors and shapes as he puts 6 
assorted blocks into their proper openings. 
Includes 44 nuts, bolts, joiners. 1414x1034x 
914 inches. From West Germany. Why not 
pick up the phone and order it? 
49 C 44494—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz..... . $4.99 
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Keyhouse to learning $299 
.. match colors, shapes 

It’s no secret that a bright, simple toy like this can 
stimulate your child's desire to learn colors and 
shapes and how to match them. Object is to unlock 
6 doors with proper keys and insert 12 different 
shaped blocks into openings in house. Includes 1 
master key. Plastic; non-toxic. 734x734x7 in. Japan. 
49 С 44519—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz...... $3.99 

a riding toy when you insert dowels . . a storage box 
for blocks when play-time is over. 17x1234x5}4-inch 

wagon has squeakless wheels, pull cord. 
49 C 44571—Shipping weight 9 lbs.. .. .. ... Set $8.99 

Puzzle Clock.. 
teaches how to tell time 

Challenges child to figure out relationship of min- 
utes to hours as he fits red discs over green ones. 
Green numbers designate hours, red numbers are 
the minutes. Child moves clock hands as he com- 
pletes the puzzle. All plastic; with easy-to-read 
numbers in gleaming gold-color. 10x7 in. Singapore. 
49 С 16389—Shipping weight 10 ounces. ..... 51.49 

ds 

Stand-up Wood Puzzle 
..6 big pieces 

for little fingers 

What kind of puzzles do 2 to 5 
year olds like? The kind that have 
easy-to-grip wood pieces and 
bright, non-toxic colors . . that 
stand up by themselves when as- 
sembled and show a happy crew 
and ship "sailing" out to sea. Six 
%-inch thick pieces make a 734x 
13%-inch high puzzle. 
49 С 44542—Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz...$2.99 

1299 



make learning a joy 

Easy Talk 

Explains each picture $ 499 
without 

by a simple rhyme battery 

rhyme favorites. Sturdy molded plast 
Uses 1 “С” battery, order package below. Japan. 
49 C 16368—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 C 16397—Set of 2 Talking Neighbors. Wt. 3 oz. 1.49 

49 C 16399— Set of 3 Talking Letters. Wt. 4 oz. 

49 C 8406—"C" Batteries, Package of 6 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 

Cash Register really works! 
Ring up sales . . give receipts 

"Whether it's to keep track of his lemonade 
profits, allowance or pretend money, this is 
the sturdy cash register your youngster will 
need. Push one of the 13 numbered keys and 
amount of sale pops up, bell rings. Push lever 
and bottom money drawer opens. Side arm. 
holds a pencil and pad of paper so your young 
businessman can give his customers their re- 
ceipts. Steel; 734 inches high. Comes with a 
bank of plastic coins and paper money. 
49 С 16409—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 о2........ $3.49 

Rhyming Dictionary 
teaches sounds and 
builds vocabulary 

$ 4? 

Give your preschooler a head start 
at easy reading and alphabet learning 
with this picture dictionary. Each 
key has picture and word on it—press 
key and rhyming word and picture pop 
"up. Plastic; 10x8x234 inches. Japan. 
49 С 16395—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz....... $4.99 
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Easy Talk makes fun listening for the preschooler. 
in cassette, point dial, press button—it’s so easy he can 
do it all by himself. Comes with a set of 3 cassettes (24 
pictures and rhymes) that illustrate and teach 12 nursery 

7x6x3M inches. 

Package 1.19 

Press tab.. up pops 
the rhyming word 

Snap 

$4.99 

Talking Neighbors Talking Letters 

Set $149 Set $199 
of2 of 3 

1.99 

Oe 
4+ 

Extra set 

Bell rings . . answers flash on screen 
when you question Computer Tutor 

It’s the age of computers, and this one has been 
specially designed to give picture and word answers 
when youngster "programs" it. Comes with a set of 
12 tiles (24 questions) that teaches relationship of 
numbers. Child puts rigid plastic tile in place and 
presses button . . bell rings and answer on screen 
shows a specific number of items plus the written 
form of the number. Then question tile pops out 
automatically. Plastic; 11x634x4 inches, Uses 3 “С” 
batteries, order package above. From Japan. 
49 С 16367— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 ог....... $4.99 
49 C 16407— Set of Arithmetic Tiles. Wt. 12 oz.. 1.49 

Deluxe Doctor 

and Nurse Kits 
. over 100 pieces of 
equipment in each 

convenient carry cas 

у 
$323. 

Professional-looking kits include stetho- 
scope with amplifying diaphragm that 
“picks up" strong heartbeats, miniature 
microscope that magnifies, blood pressure 
tester with gauge that registers when air bulb 
is squeezed, thermometer, record charts, pre- 
scription blanks and much more. Hong Kong. 
Doctor Kit. Packed in 13x10x2-inch plastic 
attache-style carry case with safety latch. 
Includes doctor armband. 
49 С 44526—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz.....$3.99 
Nurse Kit. With smart-looking 13x7x5-inch 
vinyl shoulder strap carry case. Includes 
nurse apron, cap, plastic silverware, plate, 

sick tray with play food. 
49 C 44525—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 ол......$3.99 
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Fisher-Price “Play Family" Toys .. a colorful world 
for your child to “live” in and learn from 

Play Family Play Rooms for only $6.99 77? 
YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 

. all the right answers for holiday shopping 

A whole house full of 
furniture and family to 

move from room to room 
as you play make believe 

Durable hardboard base and room 
partitions serves as guideline for 
setting up the furniture, But after 
that, it's up to your child to move 
all of the 29 wood and plastic 
pieces anywhere in the “house.” 

Group includes a 4-member fam 
ily plus Fido the dog; 2 wingback 
chairs, love seat, coffee table, TV 
stereo for the living room; table, 
4 chairs, sink, refrigerator, stove 

for the kitchen; tub, wash stand, 
toilet, scale for the bath; 2 twin 
beds for the bedroom; and table 
with umbrella, 2 chairs, pool, 
barbecue grill for the patio. 1534x 
1156x414, inches, 

Phone ordering's a quick and 
easy way to buy it. 

49 C 44438—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $6.99 Sold only at Sears 

[ table, ; 
double bed. "Wood aad plastic house and its contents fold 
into а 1529934834 -іпсћ carry case. 
79 С 44298C Shipping weight 6 Ibs.. ...... 

| L^ <. Play Family Farm 
Open barn door and hear the ''moo-moo'' sound 

Wood, plastic barn and silo is a fun place for this farmer and his family to work. There's 
farm equipment to take care of—tractor, trailer, fence, watering trough, detachable 
yoke for hitching trailer to horse. Plus 10 farm animals with movable parts. Silo top 
lifts off, hayloft door opens. 11x84x734-inch barn has carry handle. 
49 C 4431—Shipping weight 5 рошйв...............................+++-...- $9.74 
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Grease rack 
cranks up-down 

Play Family Action Garage 
Put "'super-speed" car into elevator, turn crank 

—STOP gate lowers, bell rings, 

elevator takes car to top parking level. 

Car automatically comes out of elevator 

and speeds down the garage ramp 

{ Get. ready for action-packed fun with this sturdy hardboard 
| and plastic garage. 2-level garage comes with 4 cars and 4 

family figures to “drive” them, 3 separate cranks let child make 
this garage really work. Crank on side of elevator moves it up 
and down. Crank on front of parking area rotates disc and lets 

you take color-coded car to its proper parking space. Another 
crank raises and lowers grease rack. Gas pump has a removable 
hose. 1744x11x15}4-inch garage has non-toxic finish. 
79 C 44299C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $9.74 

Play Family Fun Jet $ 
Final call for passengers 

Hinged door lowers to form ramp so 4 family members can take their 
seats. 2 pieces of luggage are in the rear compartment. Pilot watches 
left and right, plastic plane ‘takes a; whirring sound эа:еЫЗАДИЙЫ i 
along on 6 tires, 13}4x614x1134 inches long. 
49 С 4430— Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces. .......... a S447 
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Marry-go-round twirls 

Turn crank 
to move 

shopper and cart Magnetic Action 
Supermarket 

Sold only $ 99 
at Sears 

Child turns crank to move shopper and cart up and 

down aisles..puts groceries into cart..cranks cash 

register to record the "sale" at check-out counter 

Bright, modern supermarket has a complete stock of miniature groceries plus 
3 shoppers and a check-out girl. Just fasten shopper to a cart and turn the 
crank. Shopper follows magnetic track as you help her decide what to “buy”. 
When you get to the check-out counter, just put groceries into a bag and help 
"ring up" the sale. 14x11x3-inch market. Molded plastic, chipboard. Japan. 
Like everything else in Sears books, it’s so easy to order by phone. 
49 C 44509— Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces 1 $4.99 

A, 

Slide 

m 
Turtle's head bobs 

Sold only 
at Sears { 

$ T 

School on Wheels 
Bell rings when school is pulled 

. comes with 3-piece playground and school bus 

Miss Teach-It stands behind her desk to instruct the 3 pupils seated in front of 

her. While out on the playground, 7 more young people are having lots of fun on 
the whirling merry-go-round, bobbing turtle and slide, Alert driver watches 
traffic from his bus as he waits to “drive” students home from school. All pieces 
fit into schoolhouse so child can pull them with him . . stop anywhere to play. 
1414x12x5 incheshigh. Plasticand metal school haslithographed walls Hong Kong. 
49 C 4408—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces . $7.99 
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Music Box ^ Donald Duck plays 

a merry tune JN Record Player 
hi ` Needs no batteries, has no 

needles to break . . yet it 
then pop playslikeareal phonograph 

he goes to *655 
e 

pieces A terrific first phonograph for pre-schoolers. Just place unbreakable record on 
turntable, wind the knob and music box in tone arm starts to play. 4-inch 

sold ony $7j 99 speaker gives clear sound. Plastic case has on-off h, large carry handle, 
at Sears stores 5 records (10 songs) included in back. 9x9x4% inches high. 

49 C 44567—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces............ sess 685 

Oh that Donald Duck—he 
just loves to entertain little Chime Ball and Beads 4% 
girls and boys. Tum the 
crank and the fun begins. её» > Hobby horses and swans rock back and forth, 
Music box plays tune, then Ф pe, hidden chime makes musical sounds as 6 
Mot a ilis Donald ` plastic ball rolls and floats, always ending 
flies apart. To put him to- — > € tight side up. 22 snaplock beads are made of 
gether again, just stack the ©. squeezable, washable polyethylene; 134 inches. 
6 plastic pieces—it's easy D in diameter, 43 inches long when linked. à 
Donald stands 13 inches high. g? 49 C 4159—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz.. . Set $4.49 4 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz 
49 С 44097 $2.99 > 

Donaid Duck) Wall Oisney Productions POP 

$ nm 

mU EA 
N 

{ [4] $ 585 [5] $ 3* 

Change-a-Tune Piano. Imported box plays “Pop! 
Goes the Weasel,” “This Old Man," or “Тһе 

Muffin Man.” Child selects tune by turning dial on 
side of piano, then strikes any key, in any sequence, 

J and tune plays. Wood case with plastic keys. Mea- 
sures 834x516x734 inches high. 

N 1 n A 49 C 44318—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 9 0z...... $5.85 
И ДАУ, 

Lu od / 5 Music Box Clock Radio. Plays “Hickory Dickory 
^ = Dock" . . picture story passes across window . . 

$749 у Mo /,) clock hands revolve when you wind the knob. Hands 
Pop-up Music Boxes ee N. s also turn manually. Plastic case734x2 14x514 in. high. 

: D 49 С 44568—Shipping weight 14 oz...... 33.94 
Turn the crank and hear a happy tune. Then—just when you're least A 7 6 
expecting it—up pops your favorite character. 6-inch metal boxes; & 6 Musical Teaching Clock. Wind knob. Music box 
wood handle cranks. Characters inside have cloth bodies, styrene heads. л ч EN plays “Grandfather's Clock” while clock hands 
(1) 49 € 44434— Cat-in-the-Hat. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. ..$249 yo. 16] and face revolve, revealing pictures of preschooler 

(2) 49 C4571—Clown. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 249 — Pp activities. Hands also turn manually. Wood case 
(3) 49 € 44325— Snoopy. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz 249 ad 614x31x10% inches high. Sturdy plastic handle. 
;noopyQ United Features Syndicate, Inc. $4°° 49 C44319—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14.02... ...$4.99 

gus BUTTON 
„ЕАМ м Push Button Farm 

| | ae : Listen to the animals . . watch them 
© move as this farm comes to life 

when you push the buttons 

$ 5% 

It's exciting to learn about farm life with this talking, moving 
farm. Child just pushes the button with the picture of animal he 
wants to see and hear. Hen clucks as she comes out of hayloft door, 
farmer drives tractor down ramp, cow moos as she lowers her head 
to eat, duck quacks as she pops out of her nest in the silo, pig oinks 
and lamb goes "baa-aaa" as they come out from behind sliding 
barn doors. Plastic; 9x9x11 inches high. 

Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
49 € 44051—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces. ........ . .$5.64 

йө page scans by dieisihiaxmisetediwical com 
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An "Answer Me” Talking 
Phone for only $3.99 ??? 

.. rings till you answer 
it. . lift the receiver, “caller” talks to you 

It's new! A toy telephone that actually rings until you answer it 
—and only Sears sells it. Just turn on the switch to start it ringing. 
Answer it and you'll hear one of 8 recorded messages. When you put 
receiver down, phone rings again. Plastic; 7x7x434 inches high. From 
Japan. Uses 1 “С” battery, order package below. 
49 С 44515—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz... . 

49 С 8406—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of б. Shpg. wt. 12 oz....Pkg. 1.19 

Talking Mattel-O-Phone 

$7788 
without 
batteries 

Just slip in a record and push a button 
to talk to your favorite Mother Goose 
characters. 5 double-sided records carry 
40 conversations with pauses to give 
you a chance to respond to caller. Hi- 
impact plastic; 844x5Sx4 inches high. 
Uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. 
49 C 44569— Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. ..$7.88 

An "Answer Me” Picture 
Phone for only $7.99 ??? 

.. phone rings . . 
you can see and 

hear *'caller'"" when 
you answer it 

What fun! Insert cassette and 
the phone starts ringing. Lift 
receiver and see caller 
screen as he talks to you for 
full 12 seconds. Replace 
ceiver, cassette pops up. I 
cludes 2 nursery rhyme 
settes. Plastic; 8х5%{х93%{ in. 
high. Japan. Needs 1 “D” bat- 
tery, order pkg. below at left. 
49 С 44516— Wt. 3 Ibs.. .$7.99 

Set of 4 Nursery Cassettes. 
49 С 44535—Wt. 15 0z...$1.49 

Set of 4 Animal Cassettes. 
49 C 44536—Wt. 15 ол,..$1.49 

97328 
8 

Mattel's Future Phone 

"153 
batteries 

Voice comes through the receiver, a 
bright picture is projected on the screen. 
2 phone discs give 40 laugh and learn 
conversations—just insert disc and push 
the buttons. Plastic; 834 inches high. 
Uses 3 “D” batteries, order package 

below at left 
49 C 44478—Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 ог... $15.99 

87 
"et See'nSayToys $[744 Super See 'n Say Toys $Q985 without 

. . just pull the ring each .. push in pointer each battery 

Mattel's Talking Clock 
Set the hands—it tells the time 

Bright clock face has large, easy-to-read numbers 
and a clear voice that tells you the time at 5 
minute intervals—just set the hands, turn the 
dial 4x14x14inch styrene clock has molded 
handle. Uses 1 *D" battery, order pkg. below. 
79 C 16024C—Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. +++ -$9.87 
“D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 С 8405—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz....Pkg. 149 

Сой ade scans by йай анаа com 

(1 thru 4 ) Set pointer and pull ring to hear 
them talk. 10 in. self-standing plastic case. 
1 Bee Says. 26 letters with pictures, words. 

49 C 4509— Shpg. wt. 2 lbs..... .....9544 
9) Mother Goose Says. 12 nursery rhymes. 

49 С 44682—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs..... ...$5.44 
3 Farmer Says. Names, sounds of 12 animals 

49 C 4508—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs......... -$5.44 

4 Winnie-The-Pooh Says. 12 fun phrases. 
49 C 44482—Shpg. wt. 2 1Ьз......... $5.44 

( 5 and 6 ) Set pointer, press. Each song plays 12 
seconds. Self-standing plastic case 1334 in. 
high. Uses 1 *D" battery, order pkg. at left. 

5 Sing-a-Song. Sings 12 nursery rhymes. 
79 С 44323C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. .......$8.85 

Dr. Seuss Zoo. 12 delightful songs about 
Dr. Seuss character favorites. 

79 С 44429C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs...........- $8.85 
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Bird pops out, 
clock hands move . . 

Musical Koo-Koo 

New Surprise Box 
. . characters pop right up 

T Musical Koo-Koo. Pull the ring—funny little bird 
moves in and out, clock hands rotate while music plays 

Winnie-the-Pooh theme. Attaches to crib, playpen or 
wall. Plastic. 9144x11x2% inches wide. 
49 C 44123—Shipping weight 1 pound. $4.39 

Q Busy Bath. Just pull lever up and down. Carousel 
twirls, seesaw turns, wheel spins, Pooh sprays water. 

Non-toxic plastic: no loose parts. 1414х1014х41 in. high. 
49 C 44447—Shipping weight 2 165. 1 oz ..$5.84 

Surprise Box. Push button, slide lever, turn knob, 
move dial, flick switch—each time a familiar Pooh 

character pops up. Plastic. 1514x714x31% inches high. 
49 C 44444— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 5 oz. $4.99 

Sears | «sv» 
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Winnie-the-Pooh 

Musical 
Busy Box 

Musical Merry-Go-Wheel. Just wind it 
once and it will entertain baby for 1 hour. 

Soft Pooh figures rotate automatically while 
music plays Brahms Lullaby once every 5 
minutes. The gentle start and stop motion of 

the figures and soothing music keep baby's 
sight and imagination busy. Attaches to crib. 
Plastic. 1134x519x14 inches high. 
49 С 44446—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz... . 
49 С 44445—Non-musical. Wt. 2 Ibs. 

$7.99 
22:09699 

Ej Winnie-the-Pooh See 'n Say. Simply point 
3-dimensional Pooh bear to any of his 

friends, pull the ring and hear them talk to you. 
12 different phrases in all. Seli-standing plastic 
case. 214х1094-іпсћ diameter. 
49 C 4482—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs $5.44 

Busy Crib Gym 

- ̀  

[A 

Musical Busy Box. Ten intriguing gadgets to 
hold baby's interest. There's a music box that 

plays Winnic-the-Pooh song when baby turns the 
knob. Doors and drawer to open, telephone dial 
that clicks, car to race, clock that turns, a winding 
windmill, TV knob with changing pictures, squeak- 
ing horn, reflector and spinning color wheel 
Attaches to playpen or crib. Non-toxic plastic, 
with no loose parts. 1214x314x16 inches wide. 
49 С 44165—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz...........$6.99 
49 C 44121 —Non-musical. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 4.99 

Busy Crib Gym. Tug on handle—merry-go- 
round with Pooh figures rings chimes as it turns 

round and round. Strong webbing supports gym 
in crib, playpen. Plastic. 824x8x1514 in. wide. 
49 C 44443—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. 



Merry-Go-Ro 

Chatter Box. Four 2-sided records slip into this 
bright vinyl case and play 8 different stories 

about Pooh and his friends. Each 33-second story 
is a special adventure whose words you can follow 
in the 7x24-inch fold-out book. 5x334x2-inch case 
has a strap for carrying and a pouch to hold all 4 
records. Uses 1 “D” battery, order pkg. below 
49 C 44547—Shipping weight 1 1Ь........... $5.99 
“р” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 8405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 02......... Pkg. 149 

2 Merry-Go-Round. Winnie-the-Pooh and his 
friends go up and down and round and round 

while the imported music box plays a merry tune. 
Just wind the knob on top. Plastic, with nylon gears 
and heavy steel winder shaft. 9-inch diameter. 
49 С 44492—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 9 oz... .......- $3.99 

йй Dace scans by айпа йаа са Gom 

E nd 1922 

Chatter Box 
plays 8 “Pooh” 

stories . . 
includes story 

folder so you 

can follow along 

5099 
without. 
battery 

3 Musical Wristwatch. Wind the dial—music plays 

Pooh’s theme song and clock hands turn. Hands 

can also be turned manually for teaching child how 

to tell time. Large numerals on 134x2-in, plastic face. 

49 C 44548— Shipping weight 4 oz. 

Д Musical TV. Plastic and wood TV plays a tune 
as Winnie and his friends "come-to-life" on the 

7-inch revolving screen. Turn the knob to wind—it 
can't be overwound. “Click-click” channel selector, 
sturdy plastic handle. 10x9x334 inches. 
49 C 44491—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 ог........... $4.99 

5 10-piece Puzzle. Teaches association and coor- 

dination as child takes it apart, puts it together. 

Large, smooth wood pieces; non-toxic paint. 9x12 in. 
49 C 44549—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz.. .$1.89 

Winnie Nie 
юо, 

Play Doh® Activity Set 
ido sea 

Wind-up Ge-tar. Toddler size ge-tar has a 

strong braided neck cord, nylon strings and а 

music belt that plays “The Bear Went Over the 

Mountain" when you turn the crank. High-impact 

plastic case. 123(x2U/£ex6 ‘Ae inches. 
49 С 44489—Shipping weight 11 ounces.. . .$1.99 

1] Play Doh Activity Set. Mold 3-dimensional 
Pooh people and pretty decorator designs, then 

press them onto scenes in the 16-page story book- 

let . . it’s so simple and so much fun! Set includes 

six 2-oz. cans of Play Doh, 6 character molds and 

stamper, 12 decorator molds with plastic cylinder 

and plunger, 6 fold-up boxes, cards, paper. 

49 C 16461—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. .Set $3.99 
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Q Tt's a super tunnel, a perfect 
playspace for you and your 
friends. It’s rugged enough to 
beleftin the back yard through 
all kinds of weather. Or great 
for rainy day fun when you put 
itin your basement or rec room. 
Winnie-the-Pooh print vinyl 
covers 24-inch diameter hoops 
made of strong tempered spring 
steel. Tunnel folds to an easy- 
to-store 2-inch thickness. 

72-inch long tunnel. 
79 € 90136C—Wt. 7 lbs.. .$7.99 

108-inch long tunnel. 
А 79 € 90135C—W tt. 9 Ibs.. .$9.99 

$7799 

C pe m. = 

— "Wh 
Special vinyl is 

flame-retardant . . washable } 

12-inch long tunnel 

аб 377 
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Sit-on Softies 
(1 thru 3 ) Oh that Pooh bear, he’s а 
charmer. With bright locked-in button 
eyes, pompon nose and a happy grin on 
his face. Made of the softest acrylic plush 
pile and plumply padded, so he’s extra 
comfy, too. Phone ordering's a quick 
and easy way to buy him. 

Rocker. Climb on rock back and 

forth—Pooh can take it. He has a 

wood base that makes him extra sturdy 

Embroidered “vest.” 19in, long, 16in. high. 

79 С 40158C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. $7.99 

Ш 
E" 

Ride-on. Pooh's got sturdy plastic 

casters to take the two of you every 

where. Embroidered cotton "vest." 16 
inches long, 18% inches high. 

Td 79 С 40155C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. $7.99 

Hassock. Round, plush Pooh—he's a 
sweetie. 14!4-in. diam., 11 in. high 

79 C 40154C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $6.99 ^ 
еә 
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=="  Pooh's a SLUMBERCHUM™ 
With a soft pillow head and 3117? 

comfy body to snuggle up in. . 

Grinning Winnie just seems to be saying, Won't you cuddle up with me?" His friendly face has 
locked-in button eyes and a round felt nose. His coat is soft, cotton: backed acrylic pile. Quilted 
cotton liner and bottom filled with acrylic batting. A long zipper under his chin lets you roll him up into a large pillow with carry handle for easy traveling. He's 21x61 inches long. . big enough for anyone up to 414 feet tall. Use indoors only. Dry clean 
49 С 4079—Shipping weight 5 pounds. $17.99 

Bath Tub Toys 
Three Men in a Tub. Rub-a-dub-dub, put these men in your tub. They'll float and roll across the waves while the metal bell on 

top the tub’s wire “mast” rings. Delightful butcher, baker, candle stick maker float in or out of their 64-inch diameter tub. Plastic 49 € 44326—Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces. ...... $3.27 

Musical Showboat. Wind it up and it plays a lively tune as it 
paddles merrily across the bathtub. Paddle wheels propel it 

Break-resistant plastic boat has musical mechanism that plays 
""Camptown Races." Waterproof. 6x61%x121% inches long. 
49 С 44157—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces... $3.99 

6 Squirting Fish. Just squeeze and put him under water to fill him 
up..squeeze again and the water squirts out a hole in his mouth. 

Foam rubber. 5/4x534x12 inches long. 
49 € 44618—Shipping weight 10 ounces. -$1.99 



Playskool's "Dapper Dai 
“Dressy Bessy” for only 55.85 ea 

It's fun to learn 
how to dress with 

these helpful friends 

if you want to order them the 
easiest way of all. 

Shipping weight each 15 oz. 
49 С 16188—Dapper Dan. $5.85 
49 С 16187— Dressy Bessy. 5.85 

Extra Outfits for Dolls 

1 Stormy Weather. 
49 C 16432—Wt. 8 oz...$3.99 

Q Cowboy Dan. 
49с 16433—Wt. 4or.. 3.99 

a Party Time. 
49 С 16444—Wt. 4 ог... 3.99 

4 Mother's Little Helper. 
49 C 16443—Wt. 4 oz... 3.99 

5n | ical Ci gam M Pillow Talkin' Buddies Musical Circus 

" Je Tus Pony Rocker 

ma ‚ gives your little 
dos" а ones a chance 

. M f i to be active 

1 э» 

. Soft as pillows and 
full of fun sayings 

[4 

Here's a pony to be proud of. Bright, colorful and equipped with a Swiss 
music box that plays Brahms Lullaby. Plastic streamers and wooden 
spinners on front bar keep baby fascinated as he rocks back and forth. 
Double safety straps hold him securely in his seat. Made of high-impact 
plastic that's easy to wipe clean. 173€ in. high, 12 in viis 2734 in. long. 
79 С 44056C—Shipping weight 7 pounds... . .. К ees $8.99 
79 C 44619C—Non-musical Rocker. Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. ............. 6.99 

$499 OW are 

\ $349 4 tou today? 
Jingle Bell Rocker "Tote-around toys are bright and huggable and soft enough to take to bed. 

» Only 434 inches from floor to saddle, Both have cloth covered bodies filled with cotton. Sold only af Sears. 
ÍN so even tiny tots can climb on. Bell 
0) у on nose jingles as baby rocks. Made of Radio. Repeats 8 phrases—pull the Phone. Pull the ring and hear 10 

h A , pinto-painted wood with hand grips. ring. Carry strap is shaped like arms delightful phrases. Hand unit lifts 
> 19 inches long. Shipped unassembled. and hands. 4x3x6 inches high. off. 8x6x5 inches high. 
& / 49 C 4427—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 ог......53.49 49 C 44143—Wt. 11b.........$3.99 49 C 44069—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $4.99 

rex [Sears] 73 
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—Down—Forward and Backward 
Animal Tractors are battery powered to really move! 

Crank tilts head 

@ 
NOTE: Items (1) thru (S) 

made in Japan 

Construction Crew 

( 3 thru 5 ) Were $3.99 each. Flip their on-off 
switches to start 'em moving. Plastic animals 
use 2 “С” batteries, order pkg. below 

Shovelnose Dinosaur. He's a dynamic power 
shovel. Hand cranks raise-lower neck, bend it 

at middle, open-close moutb. 9x6x434 in. 
49 C 4107—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. $2.99 

Д Buckethead Giraffe. He has a 1-о-о-оп reach, 
claw scoop that opens-closes with fingers. Hand 

cranks raise-lower neck and scoop. 9x6x4 44 inches. 
49 C 44108—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. $2.99 

Dumpy Hippopotamus. His mouth is a bull 
dozer . . his back a dump truck. Hand cranks 

raise-lower mouth, truck box. 1034x734x4 in. 

49 С 44106—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $2.99 
Crank raises scoop тоск box "C" Batteries. Package of 6. 

49 С 8406—Shipping weight 12 oz... ..Pkg. 1.19 

These Raceways deliver а иса 

Pump accelerator 
1 to spin 

friction-powered 
energy wheel 
inside tunnel 

. . car shoots out 

SUPER SPEEDWAY 
Ready, set, go—2 cars race to a thrilling finish 

T 
Adventure . . thrills . . exciiement— 
you'll feel them all as you and a 
Íriend race these miniature metal 
racing cars around the big figure-8 
track. Each player places his car 
at starting gate and pumps ac- 
celerator. Starting gate pulls back 
and cars go zooming around track. ~ 
Players control speed by pumping 
accelerators at moment cars go 
thru tunnel. Lap counters over 
tracks record up to 30 laps, then 

Automatic gate releases both 
cars at once . . stops cars 
when the race is finished 

сыра pani Scané by йй найы ысы com 



LIVE DRIVE" 

by Mattel 

. sounds and scenes of 
6 exciting vehicles on 

1 full-instrument dashboard 
. just insert a record 

to start the fun 

captain of the country's 

driver of a fire engine, speedboat or spaceship. Just get behind 
the dashboard, insert 1 of 3 two-sided records and make believe. Plastic dashboard 
has steering wheel, switches, buttons, moving gauges. Records play 33 seconds of 
real action sounds for each of 6 vehicles. Colorful 6-scene screen. 1634x11x734 
inches. Needs 1 “D” battery, order package at right 
49 C 4448—Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

You're a Grand Prix race driver . . the pilot of a plane 
newest submarine . . 

Firebird 99 
Like a real sports car, the sound 
changes from a growl to a roar 
as you shift the 4-speed gears 

Turn the key and “drive” off. Sporty gear 
shift moves from first gear to second to 
third and into high gear . . sounds like 
you're really moving, too. Plastic dash. 
board has rear view mirror and horn that 
honks. 10x7x634 in. Uses 2 “D” batteries, 
order pkg. at right 

Like everything else in Sears books, it's 
зо easy to order by telephone. 
49 C 44594B8—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $6.99 

62° without 
batteries. 

Busy Driver 
10 activities to keep toddlers happy, 

Here's a dashboard that looks like Daddy’s 
and gives the young set so many things to 

do. Blow horn, turn steering wheel, open 
door to glove compartment, move wind 
shield wipers, look at rear view mirror and 
simulated clock, turn large ignition key 
which is attached. Plastic; 17x814x7 inches. 
49 C 44133—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz.. . $4.85 

Pull lever back, then 
release to send car 
racing ground track 

Ricochet Raceway 
Watch out! 2 race cars on 1 track 
—try to keep them from crashing 

The first car is off, the second follows closely behind . . you regulate the speed of both 
miniature metal cars with the accelerator trigger. The challenge is to keep both cars 
streaking round and round the winding track without crashing into each other. " 
Colorful apre ME үстү Hace jM West Germany. 
79 C 44514C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ........... maaana a -$4.99 
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TOYS THAT RUN, 
HIT OBSTACLES, 

REVERSE 
- ы HEMSELV ES 

Locomotive 
Smokestack smokes 
. . headlight glows 

. whistle sounds 

Just put in 2 “D” batteries (order package below) and watch this 
puffer-1 belly locomotive chug away. Changes course each time it 

structed of steel. 10 inches long. Nonctoske finish, From Jepan, 
49 C 4435— Shipping weight 1 

Waddles to and fro, 
stretches her neck 

and quacks 
Was $4.99. She's a little bit wacky. 
With 2 “С” batteries (order pkg. 
below) you can make her go. Changes 
course when she hits an object. 
Plastic. 7 inches high. Japan. 
49€ 44692 Wr. 1 Ib. 5 oz... $3.99 
49 C 8406—"C" Batteries. Package of 6. Wt. 12 oz. 

Tic-Toy Clock 
Wind with key and 

watch the gears move 
as this clock keeps 

time for up to 14 hours 

$ 4” 

It's fun to learn to tell time 
with this fascinating plastic 
clock. 8-inch diameter face has 
large, easy-to-read numbers 
and a see-thru dial so you can 
watch gears work while clock 
ticks. Adjustment of pendulum 
helps clock keep accurate time 
for about 14 hours after each 
winding. Teaches colors, im- 
proves manual dexterity as 
child removes 24 color-coded 
parts and puts them together 
again. 11 inches high. Includes 
instructions to operate, take 

apart and reassemble. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

49 C 16489. $4.99 



d BUILDING SETS 
; Each set sold only at Sears 

or Set.. it really m 

the freig 

Dump 
nto loader 

on platform 

Load 
nto waitin J 

transport tru 

ET 248 $Q87 
pieces 

Includes all this . . snap-together plastic blocks, wheels, 
axle bricks and conveyor belt 

"There's no end to the action scenes you can create with this exciting new set. 
Install the conveyor belt in factories, loading docks, large buildings to move 
“people” and "packages" from place to place . . put wheels on transport truck 
and cars to start them rolling. Blocks fit securely together . . can be easily taken 
apart. 
49 С 16455—248-ріесе Set. Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce......Set $8.87 
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Our Largest Set 

the only set that include 
garage with overhead door, 

miniature car and roof tiles 

536 $()99 
pieces 

What a super set—handsome roof tiles add a realistic finishing touch 

to r projects, “working” garage door iature car and wheels add 

the action. Sturdy plastic blocks c n various siz and bright 

mi 

colors. Just press together—pieces fit securely, yet come apart easily 
49 C 16094—536-piece Set. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz. Set $9.99 

24 v 

244 $ 499 335 $4799 

Vou get a lot of pieces for your money when you buy these special 
Enough plastic pieces to make eral structures at one time 
wheels to make your tra sportation vehicles really move. Just 

ogether to create a world of fun. Even helps develop skill 
nd manual dexterity 

49 C 16096—244 се Set. Shi; 

49 С 16095—335-piece Set. Shipp 

weight 2 lbs. 1 oz Set $4.99 

ng weight 2 pounds Set 6.99 

Cities of the future glow 

and change colors 
when you build them with 

Astrolite" 
er 200 crystal clear 50255 
es plus light base set 

ng building set ever! Make spa 
power plants, entire cities . . then spin the color wheel 

t them up. Set has over 200 all-plastic construction pieces 
ng building rods, domes, flat platforms, curved rods, con 
and a completely assembled 1334x1334-inch high light 

base with electric cord. Needs 25-watt bulb, not included. UL 
listed, 110-120-volt, 60 cycle AC. 

Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
79 C 16066C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. Set $9.85 



Just insert pegs in memory wheel and vehicle 
starts, stops, turns, backs up, takes off again 
on course you "program" 

180 piece Set $Qy77 „тол 
builds car, truck, fire engine batteries 

Build a buggy with a “brain.” Plastic Loc Blocs™ snap together on a 
9-inch chassis to create any number of body styles. Sporty see-through 
engine hood holds the memory wheel that drives car in thousands of 
driving patterns. Gleaming gold-color metalized trim, flashing turn 
signal lights, fast-moving rubber wheels make your customized car 
something really special. Needs 2 “C” batteries, order package below 
From Japan 
49 € 16457—180-piece Set. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $9.77 
49 C 8406— "C" Batteries. Package of 6. Shpg. wt. 12 oz.. .Pkg. 1.19 

GIANT Building Blocks 
fit on a musical pull-along base 

51 piece set $ 4% 

It's a building toy, musical toy and pull toy all in one . . child builds 
blocks right on top of the 9x14-inch rubber-wheeled musical base, then 
pulls it with him wherever he goes. Made especially for pre-schoolers 
plastic Loc Blocs are big enough for little fingers to grasp . . easy to 
snap together. Non-toxic. From Japan 

Phone ordering’s a quick and easy way to buy it 
49 € 16456—51-piece Set. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz Set $4.66 

m—H— р 

Build a pioneer town with 

Lincoln Logs 

600 piece set 

4 са 512° 

"Those rugged, exciting days of the Old West will come to life again as you build 
with Lincoln Logs. Sets include 34-inch thick stained wood logs of various lengths; 
plastic gables, chimney and roof pieces; instructions. 
200-piece Set . . makes 1 large cabin with fence. 
49 € 16109—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ошпсез..................... Set $4.99 

400-piece Set . . makes 4 cabins with parts left over. 
49 C 16107—Shipping weight 9 рошпфз......................... ..Set $8.99 

Set . . makes 6 cabins with parts left over. 
79 С 16458C—Shipping weight 10 рошмф.........................- Set $12.99 

Tinker Toys 
322 piece Set 486 piece Set 

$ 4? 6° 

Build any number of structures with these colorful wood and plastic 
pieces. Idea book shows simple to complicated models. 
49 С 16148—322-piece Set. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 € 16147—486-piece Set. Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

$319 Motor with Pulleys 

without Motor with pulleys adds action to Tinker 
| attenés Toys. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order package 

N below 
49 C 16149—Shpg. wt. 13 ол... $3.49 
“р” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 с 8405—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg. 

4, 



Play Stone Set 
Sold only at Sears 

Make 6 big 24x35-inch posters .. 
Colors burst, expand, ripple and run 

.. then stop at heavy black lines 

Sold only $7299 
at Sears 

Color-burst painting lets you put lively psychedelic 
flair to pop-art posters and a United States wall map 
like you've never done before! Just squeeze color 
drops on specially prepared paper, watch them 
change, caper wildly to fill the space. They only stop 
spreading when they come to the black “resist lines.” 
Set includes 6 giant 24x35-in. posters, five 1-ounce 

bottles of non-toxic Dream Drops paint, eye dropper, 
paint brush. Posters make fantastic wall decorations Phas Pumper 
cm Play-Doh Set - 49 С 16439— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 12 oz.. .Set $3.99 

оаа la E-BRITE (9) (9; 
p i fè 

DeLuxe Lite-Brite with new, larger pegs { 7 
іп square and triangular-rectangular e 

Shapes, screen lock, picture guide T^ è 

8” 

Create glowing pictures and patterns with 312 plastic Blow-Ups ё 
pegs in 7 vibrant colors. Use the 16 pre-printed pic- 
ture sheets as guides or make original designs on 
16 blank sheets included. New built-in front panel 
has on-off switch, picture guide slot. To make pic- 
tures, position peg screen over guide sheets on plastic 
1334x854-inch frame with non-skid rubber feet. Turn 
on light. Pegs glow as you insert them. 2 peg screens, 
4 peg boxes. Uses 25-watt light bulb (not included) 
UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 C 16445—Shipping weight 4 lbs. Set $8.97 
Deluxe Refill Kit. 216 large pegs, 12 pictures. м 
49 С 16446—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz.....Kit 2.77 EEL 

Lite-Brite with 400 square $£°97 

pegs in 8 glowing colors 
Use plastic pegs to make pictures on plastic 1334x 
934-in. frame. 16 pre-printed picture sheets, 6 blank 
sheets for originals. 2 peg screens. Uses 25-watt light Instant Paper 
bulb, not incl. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC * 
49 С 16233—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz. Set $5.97 
Lite-Brite Refill Kit. 384 pegs, 24 pictures. 
49 C 16293—Shipping weight 9 oz. Kit 277 

Etch-A-Sketche $285 
Draw designs, geometric shapes, sketch pictures with- 
out a pencil or pen! lines, circles, diagonals magically 

Cumioa pane scans by cheisimasnmisebeciudcM poen 



(ILLUSTRATED ON 
FACING PAGE) 

Press out permanent, 
paintable farm figures 
up to 3% inches high 

from self-hardening 
Play Stone 

28” 

Mold your own fun farm friends, 
let dry overnight, then paint in 
bright, sunny colors, From 6 real- 

cows, fence, bucket, pig, water 
trough, boy, girl. Precision-engi- 
neered press is simple to operate 
уде Күбөнү үшү Play 
Stone, 4 pots of paint, 2 brushes, a 
farm play mat, too. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 С 16462. $8.99 

Play Stone Project Kit. Two cans 
of Play Stone, tray of paints, 3 
sculpting tools, instruction idea 
book. Use with farm press or 
create original figures. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
49 С 16345............... 51.99 

Pump handle 
. . Watch Play Doh 

form Flintstone 
characters 

$ 5 

Just fill pumper with Play-Doh, 
attach a mold, pump the handle. . 
out comes a Flintstone playmate 
for you»Figures air dry in bright 
colors, Six molds, four 6-oz. cans of 
Play-Doh (red, blue, yellow, white 
colored). Plastic 1634x1254x434- 
inch machine, instructions. 
49 C 16459—Wt. 5Ibs...... $5.94 

A zoo of balloon art 
animals to blow up, 

tissue paper and glaze 

$39 

Take a ор; breath and blow а 
basic balloon shape. Add styro- 
foam to form other features, then 
wrap round and round with “plas- 
ter-fabric” gauze. Glue on colorful 

А tissue paper for bright and bubbly 

Just add water to paper 
maché mix. . shape and 

paint animal friends 

he 

instructions, 
_ 49 C 16034—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... $2.49 

‘tains paQe scans by сайи зт аа om 

S Peanuts Picture Maker 
ЧӨ for only 54.64??? 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK — 
all the right answers 

for holiday shopping 

1 Super-size set has 12 specially designed plas- 
tic picture cards to draw perfect Charlie 

Brown, Lucy, Linus and Snoopy characters . . 
27 poses each. Add cartoon backgrounds from 2 
textured background plates. Vises пазнан 
in picture maker, follow lines, remove, 
Plastic drawing board, ЖҮРЕ мма. 

Four colored pencils, pen, paper. 
49 С 16048—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz... . .Set $4.64 
Peanuts characters ©1971 United Features Syndicate, Inc. 

Standard Picture Makers $265 
( 2 thru 4 ) Six specially designed plastic cards 
come with each plastic drawing board, 8х 
1634x174 in. Four colored pencils, pen. paper. 

2 Hot Wheels. Draw and design 216 different. 
speedway racing cars. 

49 С 16502—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 о2.......... Set $2.65 

3 Barbie Fashion Designer. Pose Barbie in 216 
costumes. 

49 С 16503—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz........... Set $2.65 

4 Borbie ond Doncer. Draw Barbie in many 
costumes with her horse. Country scenery. 

49 C 16501—Wt. 11b. 2 о2.......... Set $2.65 

61-piece 
Super Spirograph 

creates bigger, more 

intricate shapes 

$ “an 

Draw millions of ovals, squares, trapezoids, clovers, detailed geo- 
metric patterns with 54 curved and straight sections that snap 
together. Super square makes right angle for more symmetrical 
designs. Pens, pins, paper, baseboard, illustrated design book. 
49 С 16144—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz..... „Set $4.97 

Refill. Large baseboard, paper and design drawing guide. 
49 С 16295—Shipping weight 11 ounces.......... .Kit 1.69 

29-piece 

Spirograph 

Уу 

‚ just hold the pen and follow the path Create unlimited designs . 
the perfectly meshed wheels take. Set includes 18 wheels, 2 rings, 2 
racks, 4 colored pens, baseboard, paper and pattern book. 
49 С 1616—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 

Refill. Baseboard, paper and illustrated drawing guide. 
49 C 16299—Shipping weight 6 оцпсез.................. 

Mattel's Linewinder "4? 

New computer toy plays games on special game boards, winds out 
"Square World" pictures by following special number codes, draws 
free-hand, too. Turn 2 control cranks to operate 11}¢x10x234-in. 
Linewinder. Includes 11 double-sided picture 
suse sheet; ie fle tgpel pans СЕ panels, Fus Pindar banks 
49 С 16478—Shipping weight 12 ounces. ................ Set $4,99 

New! Magnetic 
Spirograph 

Just turn the crank to create 

beautiful designs with 

up to 4 colors at a time 

A Spirograph made so simple even a 
pre-schooler can make 4-color designs. 
Just insert paper, set one of 5 design 
gears in gear plate, place colored pens 
in penholders, turn crank and magically, 
gears will follow the magnetic force 
around the paper. Change gears for 
variety of patterns. Incl. 4 colored pens, 
paper, easy-to-follow design book. Spiro- 
graph serves as storage carrying case. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 16341—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz...... $3.97 
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Table has wipe-clean vinyl-covered top. 
Chairs have padded seats and backs 

267 18 
Sold only at Sears. 30-in. round tabletop has bonded-on vinyl 
covering in vivid marine blue with white plastic molding. 
Chrome-plated tubular steel frame and legs. 201% in. high. 
Seats and backs of folding chairs cushioned with polyure- 
thane foam, Vinyl surface with floral pattern color coor- 
dinated with table. Seats 12x10x12 in. from floor. Doll. 
dishes not included. Shipped by motor carrier or express. 
So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

5-piece Set. 30х30х201%-іпећ high table and 4 chairs, 
79 € 90131N— Partly assembled. Wt. 41 Ibs... . . Set $28.99 

3-piece Set. 30x30x2014-inch high table and 2 chairs. 
79 € 90026N— Partly assembled. Wt. 31 Ibs. Set $18.99 

„1 Noe: 

. NS 
E So light, even a child 

3-piece Set an fold it 

Contemporary Flair 
Wipe-clean tabletop . . strong, 

comfortable, molded plastic seats 

ee 
Be the hostess with the “mostest.”’ Vinyl tabletop has burst 
of gold-color flecks on white background. High pressure 
laminated vinyl top resists spills, lasts longer. Tubular steel 

e and legs finished in bronze-color enamel. Table stands 
high. Folding chairs have white shaped seats. 12x10x 
from floor. Partly assembled. 

5-piece Set. 36x24x20-inch high table and 4 chairs. 
79 € 90132L— Shipping weight 35 Ibs........ .. ..Set $19.99 

3-piece Set. 24x24x20-inch high table and 2 chairs. 
79 € 90133L—Shipping weight 22 Ibs. rr Set $12.99 
79 € 90134C—Extra Chair. Shpg. wt. 6 165......Еасһ 4.99 

Solid Hardwood Set 
Maple-finished colonial style with practical, 

stain-resistant tabletop, gracefully turned legs 

"29". 

Great for parties, games or homework. Tabletop has plastic coating—lets you wipe 
spills and spots clean with a damp cloth. Sturdy 28-inch diameter table stands 
21 inches high. Metal bolts give added support and durability. Two rounded back 
captain's chairs with 1144x12-inch seats stand 1214 inches from floor. Partly 
assembled. 3-piece set shipped by motor carrier or express. 
79 С 90116N—3-piece Set. Shipping weight 29 15...... cose esse Set $29.95 
79 € 90117C—Extra Captain's Chair. Shpg. wt. 7 lbs....... .Each 7.99 



*Dazzling Daisies" 
Fun Furniture 

Bench seats open so you 
can store toys inside 

Booth-type Bench and Table Ensemble. Table and 2 benches finished in blue 

and white lacquer with a screen-printed “Dazzling Daisies" design. Con 
structed of wood and hardboard (not wood). 3444x2114x184-in. high table. 

Each bench seats 2 youngsters comfortably. Benches make excellent toy chests, 

too. Plenty of storage space (324x16x14 inches) beneath blue vinyl-upholstered 

seat: plastic foam padding. Friction hinge on seat lets child open it easily. 
Backrest is 26 in. high. Dishes, toys not included. 

79 € 90091L—3-piece Set. Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 50 Ibs... . . Set $29.99 

9, Bench only. Same as those above. Toys not included. Partly assembled. 
79 € 90092C— Shipping weight 17 рошпфв..................- Each $12.99 

White finish Maple finish $ 10? 

25-inch Musical Rocker 
has decorative headboard 

Your child rocks gently while listening to 

ported music box play a favorite lullaby. Re 

made of solid hardwood and smoothly finished with 

non-toxic materials. Stands 25 inches high overall 

with a 10х12-їпсһ seat. Seat is 9% inches high 

the im 

Features lathe-turned front legs, gracefully shaped 
arms and rocker runners. Partly assembled 

79 C 90028C— Walnut finish 

79 € 90081C—Whhite finish 
79 € 9008c— Maple finish 

Shipping weight each 7 pounds Each $10.99 

nee—— — ай 

M 

$2.9” 

Bookshelf Chest. Matches bench and table set. Unit is constructed 
of hardboard (not wood) and reinforced with strong wood framing. Two 

large shelves display knick-knacks, books and favorite toys while large chalk 

board sliding doors conceal storage area behind. Stands 32x18x3314 inches high. 

Unassembled. Toys and other accessories not included. 
79 € 90093L— Shipping weight 24 pounds 

Set of 2 benches 
and table 

4 Magnetic Bulletin Board. Includes 6 magnetic plastic daisies for use as note 
holders. Green steel surface can also be used as chalkboard. Backed by 

hardboard (not wood). Wood frame has white finish. 19x25 in. long. 2 
79 C 16185C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. . 

ту *6.99 
for Toddler 
ocker 

Spindle-back 
21-inch 

Rocker 

with maple 

finish 

Features extra-wide 10x11!4-inch seat. Stands 21 
inches high overall. Seat 814 inches high. Solid hard 
wood rocker has attractive non-toxic finish, floral 

silk-screened design—adds beauty to any room 

56.99 79 С 90029C—Shipping weight 6 pounds 

pex [Sears] 81 



кы Encourage your students to learn 
with this comfortable Home Study Center 

Walnut-grained hardboard Desk 
has sliding doors, 2 roomy shelves 

jJ "Junior Executive" Study Desk. 3734x 
1934-in. top provides large work area. 

Bright square tubular aluminum legs. 2234 
in. high. Chair not included, order below. 
79 С 9005L—Unassembled. Wt. 25 Ibs. $17.99 

2 Armchair. Polished aluminum frame folds 
fof easy storage. Blue vinyl covered 

padded seat, back. 12x13x22 inches high. 
79 С 90052C—Shpg. wt. 5 ІЬв......... $4.99 

d es 
Desk Blotter Set. Features handy 16x 
21-inch desk pad, blue vinyl and card- 

board blotter with gold color trim, attach- 
ed base with pen, 3x5-inch memo paper 
holder, letter opener. Handsomely styled 
79 € 16485C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. . .Set $3.99 

4 World Globe. Full color lithoed metal 
with meridian lines. 9-inch diameter. 

49 С 1836—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz.....$2.49 

Metal Deskette with 
brightly colored 

magnetic letters 

and numbers 

au 

Deluxe deskette with inclined metal working surface—your child learns spelling and 

numbers with greater ease and fun. Black surface, 1544x1234 inches. 1 inch high in 

front, 4 inches in the back. 36 capital letters, 36 lower case letters, 37 numbers. In 

3-dimensional polyethylene with permanent magnets. All colors are non-toxic. 
49 С 16454—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

82 «x 
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$4.99 

Geography Puzzle 

. + world map on one 

side, USA on other 

$ I^ 

Great help when trying to learn names and 

locations of foreign lands and all 50 states. 
Both colorful maps are cut on state or na- 
tional boundaries. Fiberboard puzzle pieces 
mounted on wood. Measures about 14x20 
inches. Ages 7 to 13. 
49 C 16163—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $1.99 

Wall-mount 
Spacesavers 

d ч 1? 

Dont Miss This 
Buy Desk with Bookcase 

SAVE 10% опу *18.88, 

Each unit includes two 2-ft. metal standards that fit directly 
onto wall. Wood and hardboard with walnut-grained finish. 
Drop-front, 2-tier wall desk has large 27x19-in. work area. 
Desk closed, 27x7 14x13 in. high. Wall bookcase has 2 roomy 

4x21 inches high. Partly assembled. So easy 
to buy when you just use the phone 
shelves. 2 

79 С 90118C—W oll Desk. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. $11.99 
79 € 90119C—Wall Bookcase. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 8.99 
Desk and Bookcase. Separately total $20.98. 

79 С 9014L—Shipping weight 22 Ibs 318.88 

Just set the dial, press 
the keyboard and it types 

26 capital letters plus numbers 

$6? 

Diol Typewriter. Little folks will “go” for this new bright- 
colored play typewriter. Types all capital letters, numbers, 
punctuation. Steel and plastic. Uses standard-size typing 
paper. Indudes ribbon and instructions. Machine measures 
1034x834x33 inches high. From England. 
49 С 16486—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces. ..... $6.99 



keys respond to the youngest fingers yet 

they're strong enough to make 5 carbons 

* Types small and capital letters, 
punctuation marks 
and numbers 4 

* Made of high-impact plastic 
with steel mechanical parts 
. . flip-up top for easier, 
more thorough cleaning 

*] ( э? ъс 
with machine-molded Se Да ; com 
plastic carrying case “oy - 

1625. 
Give your young student а great incentive to do homework. Feather- 
light touch-type keyboard has capital and small letters arranged in 
same order as adult machines. Keys handle 80 characters, including 
punctuation marks and symbols . . pica size. 9-inch carriage with 
return lever, automatic ribbon reverse, backspacer and paper adjuster. 
Machine measures 1034х11х5 inches high. Matching machine-molded 
plastic carrying case snaps securely shut. Buy this typewriter the 
easy way—order by phone. 
49 С 16303—With case. Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49 C 16078— Without case. Shipping weight 5 Ibs.. 

$19.97 
16.97 

Extra Ribbons for Holiday typewriter above. Blue. Package of 2. 
49 C 16137—Shipping weight 2 ounces. ....... ees Pkg. $1.59 

SECRETARY TYPEWRITER 
514^ types capital letters, numbers, symbols 

21251 | $Q99 
with case without case 

STUDENTWRITER Easy-to-read capital letters, arranged in standard keyboard sequence. 28 

has built-in spelling guide . . patur pm 
Takes full size paper, standard 34-inch ribbon. From Japan. types capitals, numbers, symbols 49 C 16448—With case. Shipping weight 9 pounds 1 ounce. $12.87 

Colorful 56-character typewriter makes learning to spell more fun. Pic- 49 C 16447—Without case. Shipping weight 7 pounds 8 ounces 9.99 
tures of common objects appear in lens opening in top cover for child to 49 C 16449—Cose only. 1114x1314x434 in. high. Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz 2.99 

identify and spell. Spelling can be checked by lifting bottom of lens cover. 
28 typing keys, 2 shift keys. Line space lever, margin ruler, space bar Extra Ribbons for typewriter above. Package of 3 . . two black, one red. 
and ribbon reverse. 11х11х53$ in. high. Plastic. Ribbon, 2 picture rolls 49 С 15279— Shipping weight 2 ounces Pkg. $1.89 | 
included. From Japan. Takes full size paper. 
49 С 16453—Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces... $14.88 хэ, [Sears 
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Just insert cartridge, 
push a button, and 
pictures move from 

frame to frame 
„. push second 
button to rewind 

g tory 
for only $5.65 each ??? 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
. . all the right answers for holiday shopping 

Dont Miss This 

CUT 5I wow 54.99 
without bath 

Remote-controlled Tell-A-Story 
Viewer and 2 cartridges 

Wos $5.99. Includes "Little Red Riding Hood," and 
"Sleeping Beauty." Colorful pictures are accompanied by 
the story in words. Removable plastic cartridge measures 
814x534 x13 in. Open unit easily to insert another roll. Light 
from back of set filters thru story roll to produce an illumi: 
ted full-color picture. Set measures 8x334x10 in. high. Plastic 
and metal. Uses 2 “ atteries, order package below. 
49 С 16151—Shipping weight 1 lb. 13 oz. ......Set 

Set of 4 Extra rolls. Wos $1.29. “Cinderella,” "The Three 
Bears," “William Tell," “Nursery Rhymes." 

ipping weight 5 oz. Now Set 99c 

Tells story as child follows along and learns to read. Each book 
has washable, tear-proof pages. Each measures &x234x1l inches 
high with 18 pages and full sound effects. Plastic and vinyl. Phone 
ordering’s a quick and easy way to buy them. 
49 C 16339— Friends of Dr. Seuss—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 оз..........$565 
49 C 16082— Mother Goose—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. . . 545 

49 С 1615—Speak Up, Charlie Brown—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. .... 5.65 
49 С 16338—Fairylale Favorites —Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.. 5.65 

his own show. Projector has specially designed lens system. 
—can АНУ d image up to 140 times actual size. Includes 10 multi-purpose 
interchangeable slide discs for animation and unique visual effects. Plastic, 
143x714x334 in. high. Uses 4 “D” batteries, order package below. 
49 С 16328—Shipping weight 8 ойпсез.......................... Set $4.94 

See Bugs Bunny 

Archie 

asy Show Movie Projector 
snap in cartridge and turn handle . . run film. $^ х. 
апа over, forward and backward, fast or slow Md 

о threading or rewinding—you can't make a mistake with this pro- 
безот. With § exciting black and white movies Hi-impact plastic 

Projector 9x2x6 in. high. Uses 3 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. 
49 С 16463—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. .........Set $7.94 

Sets of 2 full-color Cartridges. 

Scooby Doo in "Who Ghosts There", Motor Mouse in “Drag Chase." 
49 С 16464—Shipping weight 5 ошпсеѕ.................. Set $3.49 

Lancelot Link in “Chimpies” and Bugs Bunny in "It's Magic." 
49 С 16487—Shipping weight 5 ошпсез.................. Set $3.49 
49 С 8405—"D" Batteries. Package of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... Pkg. 1.49 

тайса — Àe——nÓ— 



Fairytale characters “соте to life" with color films you can see and hear 

SHOW ’N TELL PHONO-VVIEWERS 
developed by General Electric “You can do anything 

if you think about it 

hard enough” 

Show ’N Tell 
with 11-inch diagonal viewing screen 

• Focus lever gives sharp, clear pictures every time 

• 4-speed record player with built-in 45-rpm adapter i, Y ie 

and 4-inch speaker plays records of all sizes 

A storytelling theater to delight children of all ages. Phono automatically plays the story and music 
that go with each color picture frame. Just put on a record, slip film strip into slot and flip on switch 
Older children and teens play their own records on 4-speed player with speed selector switch 
crystal cartridge. synthetic sapphire needle. Solid state construction means no warm-up wait 
Built-in cooling system helps prevent over-heating. Bright green polystyrene carry case; 13x12x11 
in. high. UL listed. 110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC. Includes one picture sound program. Use 
phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all 
79 С 16378C—Shipping weight 13 pounds $37.95 
49 С 16504—Replacement Stylus. Fits both sets. With synthetic sapphire needle. Wt. 1 ол... 125 
49 С 16505—Replacement Lamp Bulb. Fits both sets. For bright screen image. Wt. 1 oz 1.50 

Picturesound* Programs for GE Show 'N Tell® Phono-Viewers $12. 

Famous storybook characters and classic Walt Disney creations delight children with adventure- 
filled stories and tunes. Each program includes film strip plus one 7-inch, 33%4-rpm unbreakable 
record with story on one side, children's song on other. Shipping weight each 4 ounces 

49 С 1641— Three Little Pigs. -.9149 49С16422—Јаск and the Beanstalk... $1.49 
49 € 16411— Pinocchio 149 49 C 16423—The Three Bears... ....... 149 
49 С 16412—Cinderella 149 — 49C16425—Little Red Riding Hood.... 1.49 
49 С 16413— Peter Pan 149  49C16426—Hansel and Gretel. . 149 
49 C 16414—Snow White. . 149 49С16429—А Christmas Carol ‚149 
49 С 16416—101 Dalmatians 149  49C16435—Bambi....... 149 
49 € 16417—Mickey Mouse. 149  49C16436—Dumbo.... ‚149 
49 С 16418—Donald Duck.. . 149 49 16437—Sleeping Beauty . .149 

. 149  49C16438—' Twas the Night Before 
1.49 Christmas. ......- 2. 149 

. 149 Ман Disney characters © Walt Disney Productions 

49 С 16419—Mary Poppins. . 
49 С 1642— Winnie-the-Pooh. 
49 С 16421— Wizard of Oz. . 
"Registered trademark General Electric Co. 

m—'— 

One of Sears 
Little Learners* 
toys that prove 

learning and fun 
go together 

Compact í е 

Show ’N Tell” 26 0) 
6-inch diagonal screen Я $ 215 

with 2-speed record player 

Full-color pictures timed to words and music enter 
children of all ages. Just put on record, slip film 

о slot and turn on switch. Phonograph plays 
all 33% and 45-rpm records. 2-speed player has 
crystal cartridge, synthetic sapphire needle, 45-rpm 

adapter, 4-inch speaker. Instant warm-up with solid 
state construction. Built-in cooling system. Overall 
Mod magenta and orange polystyrene case; 11x 
1114x794 in. high. UL listed. 110-120 volt, 60 cycle 
AC. Includes one picture sound program. Order 
replacement stylus and lamp bulb at left. 
79 С 16377C—Shipping weight 11 pounds... .$27.95 

"He JUST KEEPS SMILING 
AND WALKING BY... WHATS 
HE UP TO, MARTHA 2^ 

ка [5 



Adjustable 
Double Easel 
with paint, 
chalk, other 
art supplies 
..two can paint 

at the same time 

4 i 
wooden easel featuring twin 
16x24-inch TruBlu® chalk- 
boards. Both sides adjust so 
youngsters of different heights 
can use easel at the same time. 

There’s a deep box-type 
utility trough on one side; 
grooved chalk tray on the 
other holds supplies designed 
to encourage budding artists. 

Set includes 4 jars of tem- 
pera paints, palette, 2 mixing 
pans, paint brush, 2 artist 
clips, chalk, eraser, crayons, 
paper, 48-inch high frame sent 
partly assembled. Put it to- 
gether in minutes without 
tools. Buy it the easy way— 
order by phone. Sent motor 
carrier or express. Wt. 15 lbs. 
79 C 90078N .Set $12.99 

Use "Squeegees" 
to spread paint 
. Child's hands 

stay clean 

Fun ’N Fit Puzzle Pets $ 99 
Three-dimensional put-together toys 

Even the smallest tot can assemble the big pieces of these solid wood- 
look plastic play pals, All 6 inches high in bright, non-toxic colors. 

12° McHowl. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 Т. Tardy Turtle. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 С 44628............. $2.99 49 C 44627. . $2.99 

E. E. Normous. Wt. 2 lbs. P. J. Hoot. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
86 [Sears] rcs Рт Гуті +. 2.99 еса 2.99 

Gütsiod padre scans by dieistasmiselediwical com 

Adjustable 
Tripod Easel 
with paints, chalk, 

crayons, accessories 

36? 

Dual-purpose, 16x24-inch green chalkboard holds draw- 
ing paper for junior artist, becomes an actual drawing 
board, too. Sturdy bright red, tubular metal legs adjust 
to various heights. Wood trough holds supplies . . 4 jars 
of primary tempera paints, 2 mixing tins, brushes, palette 
with water colors, chalk, eraser, crayons, tracing stencil, 
drawing paper. 42 in. high. 
79 С 90125C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. Set $6.99 

Squeegee Fingers 
Clean and easy finger-painting fun 

without bottles to tip, 

paper to wet, messy hands to wash 

ps 
Just squeeze paint from pre-measured packets onto dry 
paper or plastic tray, take Squeegee and swirl, glide, circle 
in pretty designs or pictures . . no messy fingers. Transfer 
from tray by placing blank paper over art, lifting. Makes 
duplicate copies if you want. Includes 2 Squeegee Fingers, 
16 packets of washable paint (4 colors), tray, instructions. 
Snap-on top forms handy storage unit. 
49 С 16488—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz............ $2.99 

Disney Folk Playtiles 

Make mosaics of Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, 
Pluto, the whole Disney gang with plastic pegtiles in 
3 basic shapes and 4 bright colors (336 in all). Big 
934x1134-inch board is mounted into an inclined 
plastic table easel. Full color instructions included. 
49 С 44596—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. $2.93 
©1971 Walt Disney Production 

Oy 



Three-way Table Desk 
. . it's a chalkboard, peg board and 
magnetic spelling board all in one 

5% 

Versatile wood desk helps youngsters develop drawing, spelling, coordina- 
tion skills. Learning aids include chalk, eraser, 36 plastic alphabet letters 
with magnets, 20 pegs, wood hammer, storage bag. 153¢x12x1014 in 

79 € 1603C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. з ce $5.94 

Let's Play School 

2272 

Fun-filled learning activities 
include 834x11-inch chalk- 
board, chalk, eraser, picture 
flash cards with letters and 
numbers. Plus a pencil, cloth 
flag with stand, ruler, safety 
scissors, paste, construction 
paper, report cards, diplo- 

Paint wipes off 
enamel surface 

Play Center Desk 
Combination chalkboard, рр 

pegboard and enameled drawing board 

Closed, it's a chalkboard with easy-to-read numbers and alphabet. Open, 
it's a peg table with 36 gear-disc alphabet pegs. Reverse side of chalkboard 
has outlined figures on white enamel for painting. Console has pegboard 
and clock with movable hands. Steel frame, durable plastic bucket style 
seat. With chalk, eraser, paint set. About 30x21x28 in. high. 
79 С 90099C—Unassembled. Shipping weight 13 pounds. ........... $13.99 

mas, crayons. 
49C47914-Wt.1lb.14oz. $2.99 

Double-sided 
magnetic 

spelling board 
reverses with a 

|2 
2° 

А шыр ол flip to“write-on” Decorative Chalkboards 
$()99 ] Reversible Easel-type. Green side decorated with two-color border, re- chalkboard verse side is black. Flip over to change sides . . adjusts to any angle. Dent- i É - resistant hardboard has clear-finished wood frame. Tubular aluminum stand Learning to spell 2 fun with 72 magnetic alphabet letters to arrange with cross brace. Chalk, eraser. Board 23x17 in. Overall 27x41 in. high. 

оп a steel surface. Chalk and eraser encourage writing and drawing on "in : ‘ping a К 
reverse chalkboard side. Big 36x24-inch board stands on sturdy tubular dade nor Sat Macros net rn daha eae lg ones steel legs with plastic-capped ends. Overall 50 inches high. Partly assem- 9, Wall-style. Green hardboard with maple-finished pine frame. Chalk and bled. Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it eraser included. Overall 25x19 inches. Mounting clips included. 
79 С 90127L—Shipping weight 13 рошпдз......................$9.99 79 С 16127C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. ......... meu ....82.99 

Gutsiod pae scans by diaa miednica Gom 



; Toys from TV's Romper Room" 
.. the world's largest kindergarten 

Teach coordination, stimulate imagination, and develop a sense of 

achievement. All are sturdy toys designed to make learning more fun 

“Moe the Monkey" 
Board Game 

for only $3.83 ??? 
YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 

. . all the right answers for holiday shopping 

p 

f Big 18-inch 
f Punch- 

Ball 

Hold the rubber band in your hand and knock the Punch-Ball as far as 

you сап. . it'll fly right back to you, anxious to be hit again. Vibrant yellow 

Punch-Ball inflates to a full 18-inch diameter. Heavy-duty rubber. 

49 С 4792—Shipping weight 2 ounces...... Рус АКМ 99¢ 

Gingerbread Game™ 

A puzzle-game 44 
for preschoolers $3 

Children take turns pulling the 
candycane on the side of the cottage. 
It disperises one of 24 different 
shapes. If the piece fits into his 
gingerbread man, the child places 
it in its slot. If it doesn’t, he 
it back inside the chimney. First one 
to fill the man wins. 744x9x10 inches. 
Plastic. 2 to 4 players. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 647945... e eres $344 

A board and action game all in one. Each player gets 10 peanuts 
(marbles) with his “peanut bag.” As players move around the board, 
they must either feed Moe peanuts—or take peanuts from one of 
Moe's hands by choosing Eeny, Meeny, Miny,or Moe. First player to 
get rid of peanuts wins. 18x13x2 in. 2 to 4 players. 
49 C 47944— Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces 2.4383 

Musical Block Clock™ 
Match a block tothe $ £86 
clock and music plays 6 

То make the clock hands turn and music 
play, child must put the proper-shaped 
block into the matching hole as it appears 
on the clock, Block then drops through 
for use next time that shape comes up. If 5 
blocks are placed correctly, clock plays 
“The Farmer in the Dell". 13% inches 
high. Plastic. 
49 C 47946—Wt. 2 lbs. 13 oz.. .. ~. .. $6.86 

Romper 
Stompers™ 

\ Happy Jack® 
,\Punching 

Clown 
s]? 

ME чч 
Play Scoop-A-Loop™ *1?7 Toss ball with Catcho® sticks 
Blue and yellow scoopers of high- Child throws cage-ball into air and 
impact plastic are lightweight and catches it with Catcho stick. Two 
easy to handle. Each is 11x6 inches sticks are 11 in. long. Red cage- 
wide. Plastic ball, 4-in. diameter. ball 8-in. diameter. Polyethylene. 
49 C 47923—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.. .$1.97 49 C 47922—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... $1.47. 

| Preschoolers love the challenge Hit him with a right . . knock dac - bs 

as they learn balance and coordi- 
nation. Yellow polyethylene 
stompers (5x314 in. wide) with- 
stand even adult weight. Adjust- 
able plastic hand-hold cords. 

Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
49 С47921............,-.. 99¢ 

re 
Citai pae scans by dieisthiacnmiseledmical com 

him to the floor; Happy Jack bop 
bag pops up for more. Colorful 
Romper Room clown stands 35 
inches high . . just the right size 
for punchin’. Made of inflatable 
heavy-duty vinyl for constant 
play. Bottom weighted with sand. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 С47924............... $1.97 

Мг. Magnet Man™ You can make Mr. Magnet look 
happy, sad or silly. Start with 
his metal head and add any com- 
bination of the 24 magnetized 
plastic accessories. Store pieces. 
inside can. 1034 in. high. 
49C47911—Wt. I Ib. 4 ог. $3.76 | 

ы EE] 



Play Stove and 
Dishwasher Set 

$ 4?* 

Burners, pots аге color and 
shape matched . . includes 2 puzzle- 

baking trays, mixing utensils 

Red, blue, green and magenta pots fit into color- 
matched make-believe burners on this non-electric 
Kitchen Queen Play Oven. Play clock and burner 
knobs make sound when they're turned. Two cookie- 
baking trays (which are really take-apart puzzles) 
fit into the oven section. Storage cabinet and mixing 
utensils included. Dishwasher has make-believe dish 
racks and tabletop working area. 5%х12Мх9% 
inches high. Plastic. Hong Kong. 
49 С 44522—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz... . Set $4.94 

Coin Changer 
$ 4^? 

Helps your "banker" 

learn colors and shapes 

Child learns eye-hand coordi- 
nation. 24 coins are 4 differ- 
ent colors and denominations 
with engraved geometric dè- 
signs, so child must match 
both design and color to get 
each coin in the appropriate 
slot. Then he's ready to make 
change by dispensing coins 
one at а time. 101x614x714 
in. high. Large storage draw- 
er. Non-toxic plastic. 
49044111 №1. Hb. 1102. $4.49. 

Cash 
Register 

"Rings up" nursery 

rhyme pictures 

$ 5 

Each key is a different color 
and number. Press, and nurs- 
ery rhyme picture pops up 
behind clear plastic window. 
То open drawer, turn crank 

- bell rings and picture drops 
back into place. Wood con- 
struction with wooden coins. 
Non-toxic finish. 815x634x 
7% inches high. 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz. 
494438. ........... $549 

ОЕР 

Kindergarten 
Kitchen 

$9?» 

with play foods, pots, 
а clock that ticks . . 

even a pop-up toaster ! 

"Cook" pretend foods in pots and 
pans on the “burners.” “Bake” 
plastic cookies in the oven. Set 
the ticking clock so you don't 
overcook. Colorful plastic stove 
has storage compartment and 
see-through door. 1614x74x1544 
inches high. 

Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
79 C 44047C. .. .......Set $9.99 

Dont Miss This 
CUT 12% Now 4.03 

Plug ‘n’ Play 
Switchboard 

Complete "calls" by matching 
color-coordinated plugs 
to holes in switchboard 

Was $5.49. Child picks up receiver with coiled cord, presses touch-type 
buttons, and listens to bell tones. He selects one of 5 geometrically-shaped, 
color-coordinated plugs and finds the appropriate opening on bright yellow 
switchboard. Matching signal pops up when right connection is made. Push a 
button and cords automatically retract plugs. Plastic. 1114x5%4x8% inches 
high. From Hong Kong. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
49 С 44101—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ошпсез................... 

100 Number and $399 
Alphabet Blocks set 

Introduce your child to the exciting world of 
words and numbers. Soft wood blocks have 
deeply embossed letters on two sides, printed 
letters and numbers on the other four. 
Rounded corners help protect children. Col- 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 C 4684 

Disney Puzzle Blocks $499 
make 6 pictures s" 

What fun it is putting together these 6 Walt 
Disney color picture-puzzles. Each side of 
wood cube is part of a different picture. 
Stack the blocks correctly and see Mickey 
Mouse and all his friends. 8x2x614 in. high. 
From West Germany. 
49 C 44523—Shpg. wt. ! Ib. 10 oz. Set $1.99 
Май Disney Characters Walt Disney Productions 



Design a freeway or build a skyscraper with these easy-to-grip 

Motor-driven vehicles| 
ES glide over grooved 

plastic blocks 

plastic blocks . . car, plane and train bodies in each set 

10!-рс. Set with 
2 motor-driven bases K~ 

99 $4.99 
$ not | motor-driven base 6 Sten 

76-pc. Set with 

ROAD BLOCKS 
Sold only at Sears 

Blocks remove 
easily 

to expose tunnels 

Mattel's Pick-A-Path 
Guide the wiggly bead "worm" 
up and over and through blocks 

$ 4% 

Follow the black tracks and guide the 
elasticized 30-bead “worm” through paths 
you design yourself. Plastic tray holds 12 
hardwood blocks . . 2 with no tunnels have 
clear varnish finish, 4 with straight tunnels 
have orange finish, 6 with curved tunnels 
have yellow finish, 
49 C 4461 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 о2.....$4.43 

A child's imagination creates kooky animals, soaring buildings, speedy 
race tracks . . colorful Road Blocks let him build them. Bright multi 
colored blocks of extra-durable plastic last through years of construction 
All have special grooves forming tracks for 3}4-inch motor-driven vehicles 

no matter which way they’re put together. Helps develop creativity and 
coordination in boys and girls ages 3 and up. 
101-piece Set. 32 blocks, 64 joiners, plus car, train and plane bodies 

Two motor bases. Needs 2 *AA" batteries (order package at right) 

Road Block Accessory Set. With 
15 plastic blocks, 45 joiners 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 

49 С 4420 Set $2.99 

Vehicle Accessory Set. Includes 
car and airplane bodies, one 
motor base. Needs one “АА” 

For the right “combination,” place 6 blocks 
of different shapes and colors in their 

79 C 44105C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 

76-piece Set. 
motor base. ^ 

24 blocks, 48 joiners plus car, train 
eeds опе 

90 [Sears] «x 
Сой pace scans by cheisimax mise conn 

' battery (order package at right) 
49 C 44104—Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces... 

Set $8.99 

and airplane bodies, one 
"AA" Batteri 

Set $6.99 

Tot Grand Piano 

15 keys color coded to music 

$ 2° 

Youngsters learn to play their favorite songs 
by matching color notes in the included 
music book with colored keys. Sturdy ply- 
wood with ivory color finish. Screw-in plastic 
legs. Metal tone bar with wire rods. Overall 
114%x11x6 inches high. 
49 C 66535—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz...... $2.85 

Baby Grand Piano 
25 keys with color-coded chart 

$ 4” 

Children learn to match colors and play the 
tunes they sing on their very own piano. 
Two full octaves of 25 plastic keys including 
sharps and flats. Mahogany-finish plywood. 
Screw-in plastic legs. Cast iron tone bar with 
metal rods. Color song book, key chart. 
Overall 1314x1234x534 inches high. 
49 € 66507—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $4.97 

battery (order package below) 
49 С 4421—W1. 6 oz. Set $2.99 

Package of 6. 

49 C 8402—Wt. 6 oz. Pkg. 99c 

places in the door to open safe. Storage 
compartment inside and on top for blocks. 
Plastic. 454x5%4x7% in. high. 
49 C 4521—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz.....$2.87 

So simple 
for child 

to operate 
just slide 

record in slot 
push lever 

Battery-powered 
Mini-Phonograph 

Slide special record in slot $ 149 
switch lever to play without 

Sturdy plastic case encloses all operating parts. Includes 
4 two-sided records of favorite nursery rhymes and 
songs; 474 in. in diameter. Each plays 2 minutes, then 
shuts off automatically. 534х514х216 in. high. Styro- 
foam® plastic storage box. Uses 1 “D” battery (order 
pkg. below). Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 16141—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. ‚4449 
Set of 8 more Records for mini-phonograph. 
49 C 16142—Shpg. wt. 8 ounces -Set $1.69 

49C8405-"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 ол. Pkg. 1.49 



/* B. 10 wood Nesting Blocks 
eg stack up to 33 in. high 
kag -all nest into largest 

block for storage 

$799 
set 

Perfect for teaching your 
child size relationships. 
Tots build with them, stack 
them. Decorated with Walt 
Disney cartoon characters 
kids know. Colorful, non- 
toxic blocks are 5М to 1- 
inch square, fit neatly one 
inside the other. From West 
Germany. Wt. 2 lbs, 
49С644624...... Set $2.99 
Walt Disney characters © 
Walt Disney Productions 

Store blocks into largest 
block after play 

Keep your eye on the ball 
as it rolls right, left, down and out 

thru the maze of passageways you've designed 

Cubes ’N Tubes 

„28 plece Set yu 99 аре $ 4” 

A totally new toy to stimulate your child's imagination and creative ability, develop coordination 
Snap the tubes and cubes together to form a variety of shapes, unlimited combinations. Start the 
multi-color ball at the top and watch it go through the maze. Colorful non-toxic plastic parts. For 
ages 4 to 9, Buy it the easy way—order by phone 

Pot'n $7999 
Spoon 

Child drops 6 wooden blocks of 3 different shapes 
into matching holes in lid. Big plastic spoon to 
scoop out blocks, 10-inch diameter plastic pot. 
49 С 4462—Shipping weight I Ib. 100z... . . . .$2.99 

Inner scene “comes to life” 
(1 and 2) Push the plunger to wind up top. Metal and 
plastic. 744-in. diameter, 9 in. high. West Germany 
1 Busy Highway Top. Watch 2 trucks and a jeep race 

49 С 44592—Shipping weight 1 pound $2.49 

Action Circus Top. Watch a train chug along while 
animals pop their heads in and out the train cars. 

49 C 44593—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz $2.99 

Сй раб scans by айпа йаа са com 

29-piece Set with hand-crank elevator lift. Includes 16 
cubes (21% in. square), six S-in. tubes, two 10-in. tubes, 
2 balls, 2 sets of support clips. 
49 C 44623—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. 

Sort 'n Load 
Truck Depot 

Help 3 dump trucks with moving wheels and 
removable drivers load at the depot. Includes 
12 colorful balls in different sizes, cargo hopper. 
Giant spiral gear “magically” sorts balls by 
color and size. Musical conveyor belt, 3 storage 
bins. 3 spring-loaded chutes load trucks in 
stalls and catapult them down the exit ramp. 
Metal and plastic. From Japan 
49 C 44543—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 1 oz. Set $5.76 

Set $7.99 

Happy 
Hoppers 

Roll toy, see colorful 

little people pop up 
and down inside. Un- 
breakable plastic 
housing, wood base. 
Plastic balloon 
wheels, safety knob. $ 
9х434х734 in. high. 
18-in. handle. 

Wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. 
49 44634... . $2.76 

Corn Popper EY 
Push toy, wooden 
"popcorn" balls pop 
against see-thru ace- 
tate dome. Safety 
knob. 874x634 in. 
high. 18-inch handle. 
For ages 1 to 3. 

Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49 C44621..... $2.64 

Ib. 15 oz 

2% 
S 

= 

22-piece Set. 14 cubes (24% inches 
square), four 5-inch tubes, two 10-inch 
tubes, ball, 1 set of clips. 
49 С 44622—Wt. 1 Set $4.99 

lh 



Dont Miss This 

CUT $I Now 83.99 

Take them near 
or take them far, these 

kinky 3 are quite bizarre It lights 
your way Was $4.99. Colorful Yink, Gink and Zink 

in the follow you in a zany link. Pinwheel “tires” spin 
dark in crazy designs as the characters bob and sway. 

Each detaches from his platform, and the plat- 
forms interchange. Pull-handle squeaks as you 
squeeze it. 1634 inches long. Plastic. Based on 
Dr. Seuss illustrations. Designed by Don Poynter. 
Yellow, pink, orange. From Japan. 
49 C 44368—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. ....... $3.99 

4 
M 

This beautifully-detailed locomotive pulltoy has a powerful “beacon” 
headlight that brightens your path at night, Even the engineer's bell “dings” 
as you steam down the track. Extra-heavy-gauge molded plastic. 944x534 in. 
high. Flashlight bulb incl. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. Hong Kong. 
49 C 44524— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces, $1.99 
49 C 8405 —"D' Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Shpg. wt. 1 . 149 

z = ; 
, y Frisky Frog 

"tnos mca to о loves to sit up, 
jump and croak 

Creative 
Coaster 

/ 
hi y, / 

\ / Horn beeps . . wagon clickety- Эге 

„А rA e clacks as it rolls along. Steering 
ee column swings forward for pull- 

L) ДӨ ing. toy, backward for pushing or Squeeze the big plastic bulb and Frisky springs into 
9" —— riding it. Wooden wagon is action. “Grumph, grumph" he says as he does his funny 

loaded with 18 plastic blocks of tricks—short jumps, long jumps . . or just sitting up. 
7 different shapes, and 6 wood Frisky's made of non-toxic, durable plastic, and is 

dowels to fit through them. Big 434x6x in. long. Buy him the easy way—order by phone. 
red “balloon” tires, yellow plas- 49 С 44636—Shipping weight 12 ounces......... $2.86 
tic seat. Steel axles. 1934x 1 
1634x134 inches wide. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
MERTE OR $7.73 

2 ee Chatter Phone. . School Bus .. Little family and 

CHAT the original with driver Fido love to ride 

pull-toy telephone and 7 kids in their Mini-Bus 

This bright little phone with a As the driver looks left . . then right, seven Mom, dad, junior, sis . . even 

smile chatters and rolls its eyes "school children" load and unload their little pooch fit inside this 
when it’s pulled. Turn dial and through the hinged door. Engine goes sun-roofed mini-bus. They're 

bell rings. Wood with red plastic “brumm-brumm” when you pull the bus. easily removed, too. Hard- 

receiver. Balloon-style plastic Load up the whole gang and take them wood figures, plastic bus. “Еп- 

wheels. Non-toxic colors. Elas- wherever you go! Wood and plastic; gine" goes putt-putt when you 

ticized fabric cord. 634x7 }4x4 in. non-toxic colors. 13x534x414 in. wide. move the bus. 4x3x6 in. 

49 C 4436—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz...$2.29 49 С 44328—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz.. .$3.99 49 С 4433-Wt. 11 oz..... $2.94 92 [Beara] ne 
Tatai Dade scans by бидай com 



Playskool's *"Tykeworld 
Lock-Up 200" 

for Only *II.44 ??? 
YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK.. 

.. all the right answers for holiday shopping 

Play "Mechanic" 
. . includes tools, even a spare tire 

TakeApart Car $999 
A take-apart, put-together car with wood-peg driver and friend. Plastic 

screwdriver, wrench, and jack fit into the top deck of the trunk. Motor 

trouble? Lift the hood and remove the motor block for repair. Flat tire? 

Take the spare out of the trunk, jack up the car, remove the flat, and put 
the spare on. Or take the bumper, body, wheels—the entire car apart and 
see if you can put it together again. Wood and plastic body with molded 

tires. 834x534x17 inches long. 
49 C 44458—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ошпсез............... $5.99 

All the fun of a real zoo! There's a large 4-door cage that’s 934x934x534-in. 
high. Removable hardboard panels divide the cage into 4 triangular rooms. 
Hook latches secure the 2 sliding doors; the other 2 doors have sliding bolts 
and swing open. 103(x5x8X(-in. high traveling cage has removable wheels, 
partitions that slide up or down, and doors that lower to become ramps. 
Cages have birchwood bases, polypropylene-plastic bars, doors, and latches. 
The lion, giraffe, bear, elephant, and hippopotamus all have plastic heads that 
are hinged to their realistic bodies. The gorilla has gangly arms that rotate. 
1534x1834-in. set-the-scene board helps child stage the action. For pretend 
тоо visits, there are 2 cars and 4 people of plastic. 
79 C 44469C—Shipping weight 7 рошпйз.................... Set $11.44 

Pound one peg into the top, 
another “pops” out the end 

Go on a play vacation with this family of 4 Nok Out Bench 

Play Camper sQ 97 A 

Take a trip, camp, rearrange furniture, or have a barbecue with this 21- Most popular of all wood pounding toys. 
piece set. The right side of the camper lifts up and folds back on the roof 12 pegs in all . . 6 stored on the bench 
to expose the attractive interior, decorated, with table, 2 chairs, sofa surface and 6 in the channel within the 

hide-a-bed, sink, stove, cabinet, TV set—all movable. A step ladder bench. Helps teach coordination. 10x 
reaches the two bunks above the driver. Includes patio layout, hammock, 454x434 inches. Non-toxic colors, Like 
barbecue, garden umbrella, 2 wood dowels. Put the patio layout along- everything else in Sears books, it’s so 
side the camper and have a picnic! 1834x73¢x8 inches high. Plastic, easy to order by telephone. 
wood. 4 wood play people. Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. 
49 C 44457—Shipping weight 5 рошпдз....................- Set $9.97 49C44584.... ens $2.86 

Load and unload freight car 

with a working crane you operate 

Magnetic Crane Train 

of solid hardwood 

3” 
Be an engineer and a loading boss with this 
3-car set. Use the rotating crane to lift cargo 
from the freight car to the “loading dock.” 
Freight car carries 8 metal-cored barrels that 
attach to the crane's magnet. 23(x334x20 
inches long. 18-in. cord. From West Germany. s d NA 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 
49 C 4459. ...... керүү ҮС] - ev 

Magnelized crane Take-apart engine 
lifts play “cargo” for "tune-up" 

‘Staind Dade scans by ceisthiaxmdselecimical on 



> 9 ..help the pre-schooler develop 
Ride m Toys strength, balance, and coordination 

ATV Explorer 

Rugged indoor-outdoor 6-wheel 
"all-terrain vehicle" has a steer. 
ing wheel that turns both the 
front and the rear tires for maxi. 
mum maneuverability. Push 
button horn really “honks” and 
knob on the roof activates a 
*motor sound." Equipped with 2 
removable workmen that sit be 
hind the clear windshield, Plastic 
metal parts. 1814x10x13 in. high. 
79 C 44579C—Wt. 9 Ibs.. .$12.99 

Tiny Bike . . with "'stay-upright" 
built in side balance wheels 
on front and back Hitch a ride with your 

friends from Romper Room For just after preschool, just before real school . . a bike 
just like the “big kids" ride. Beautifully detailed with 
spokes, pedals, chain . . even a sleek “banana seat." Color- Ha -go-luck 
ful plastic streamers on the handlebars flutter as you ride. | P b тй y 
Made of one-piece rugged plastic. Blue with white trim, nchworm 
24 inches long. Seat height is 1134 inches. 
79 € 44572C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2s $4.99 

is a great friend to have 

All you do is rock in the saddle, 
and he creeps along to wherever 
you want to go. Inchy's a bright. 
green with yellow wheels, saddle, 
and derby hat. He's even got 2 
sturdy horns on his saddle so 
you can keep your balance. Holds 
up to 65 pounds. 36x5x19 inches 
long. Plastic. Buy him the easy 
way—order by phone! 
79 C 47949C—Wt. 10 Ibs. $11.94 

Mini 
Cycle 

$ 6? 

Mr. Do Bee Rider" . . even 
has antennae and wings 

Your, favorite little guy from 
Romper Roomis the most lovable 
riding toy you could wish for. He 
rolls in all directions on his casters 
and can be ridden both indoors 
and out. Mr. Do Bee is 1714x11x 
13 inches long, and he's bright 
yellow and black with red 
“shoes” and yellow "gloves." 
Plastic with metal frame, wood 
handles. You'll love buzzin" 
around on Mr. Do Bee! 
79 С 47947C—Wt. 4 1з... .$8.99 

Happy Giraffe helps 
the beginning walker 

$ 7 85 

Animated walker-chair encourages the coordi 
nation and confidence of the tot that’s taking 
his or her first few steps. By holding on to the 
back of the chair, child gains assurance and 
balance. Chair is а “ride-em” toy . . child can 
sit in it and propel himself with his feet. It's 
even great for TV viewing. Sturdy wood con 
struction, blue molded wheels, nylon "reins." 
Yellow with red spots. Non-toxic colors. Seat 
is 8 in. from floor. 1716х914х20 in. high overall. 
79 € 44041C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $7.85 

Mini Cycle . . with big bike styling 

Toddlers really love the snazzy hi-rise handlebars, vinyl 
grips with streamer, banana seat, and roll-bar on this 
mini cycle. Sturdy tubular steel frame with red plastic 
seat, plastic simulated woven basket, and wide, durable 
plastic wheels. Seat height is 8 inches. Overall, this little 
beauty stands 17x10x14 inches high. 
79 С 44398C— Shipping weight 7 pounds. ...... $6.99 

Be sure to see the m | 
Й PLAYSKOOL ТҮКЕ BIKE 
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Fun is having a playworld 

your own size 

SUPERMARKET 

- mm 
My Own Supermarket . . 

ready for business with 

counter, cash register . . even stamps 

ud: 

Colorful market includes all the accessories and conveniences you 
need. 18x8-in. shopping cart has 2 plastic wheels. Shelf unit is 
20x47 in. high, has four 8-in. deep shelves with grocery items 
lithographed on each shelf. Checkout counter measures 24x15!4x 
27 in. high, cash register with sliding drawer, play coins, trading 
stamps: storage compartment for bags on side of counter and 
handy wall phone. Made of sturdy corrugated fiberboard printed 
in red, green and blue. Unassembled 
79 € 90139C—Shipping weight 11 pounds $7.76 

It tips, it rocks, it twists, it spins across the floor! 
Use it just for fun or as a lightweight rocker, TV seat, 
‘even a beach chair. Made of rugged polypropylene 
plastic that won't scratch ог mar mom's floors. 
Measures 18x11x22% inches high. So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone. 
79 С 90128L—Shipping weight 6 pounds...... $4.69 

‘liebe pase Scans by а йаа ай Gani 

Storybook Playhouse .. 

Dont Miss This 

CUT “І лои 8.99 

Small King 
Riding Toy 

Was $9.99. Easy to drive indoors or out 
Child turns crank on tower with one hand, 
which activates the drive chain and makes 
the front wheel turn. With the other hand, 
he turns handle in direction he wants to go. 
Tower is on a revolving base and turns in a 
complete circle, so cart can be driven by a 
right or left-handed child. Vehicle body 
is sturdily constructed of automotive-type 

steel with a bright blue baked-on enamel 
finish. Rubber back wheels, non-mar plas- 
tic front wheel. Seat height 4! inches. 
Overall, 13x21!4 inches long. Fully as- 
sembled. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
79 С44691............. . $8.99 

forward, backward, 
left or right. even 

with cut-out windows, 

shutters, and Dutch door 

$9 

A pint-size family of 4 can play in this 48x45x62-inch high house 
of rugged white corrugated paperboard. Red door with 48-inch 
high opening, red shutters and mailbox, big red and yellow tulip 
garden and blue tile roof. Interlocking pieces simplify assembly 
—instructions included. Furniture not included 
79 € 90025C—Shipping weight 14 pounds $8.89 

Buy Supermarket and Playhouse together. Sep. $16.65 
79 6 90138C2— Shipping weight 26 pounds Both $84.98 

Hand-cranked 
play-cart goes 

turns a complete 
circle 

95 



Works as a 
JIG SAW 

Dont Miss This 

CUT 1.11 now 1.88 

MATTEL POWER SHOP. 

Was $12.99. Just plug it in, and the Power Shop is ready to worl 
to help you turn out cars, boats, tractors, airplanes and man; 

other toys. Runs on 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC, UL Listed. Lath 
tool stays stable, “off” switch keeps motor from burning out 
Strong all-metal construction. Set includes 4 tools-in-1 unit, drills 
saw blades, sanding discs, tool bits, patterns, balsa and pine wood 
glue, kits for making toys, and instructions. Unit is 1644x6x74 

inches high. Buy it the easy way . order by phone. 
49 С 16468—Shipping weight 9 pounds 8 ounces. . . . Set #М„8@ 

Wood Refill Kit . . to make even more great toys. 

49 € 16469—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces... .... Kit $1.9 

і 

only at Sears . . Look at all you get: 
TOOLS: * 30°-60° triangle; 45*-45* 

e Hammer; 4-way sai VAM NM, сарага great start with this complete 
Copii ith3 blades: Pencil, pegtoan workshop. Tool rack has silhou- 
ee nu ead оок; ettes to help keep everything їп 

= 
LS 

a 
“2%, WUES 

"The junior craftsman can get a 

In.x634-in. wood chisel; 
* Forged slip-joint pliers; 
• T-inch block plane with 
adjustable blade; 

+ 4} 1псһ awl; gear-driven 
hand drill with 9 bits, 
carry case. 

ACCESSORIES: Protrac- 
tor; 4%-inch "C" clamp; 6- 
foot folding rule; adjust- 
able compass with pencil; 

* Square with 90*-45* 7-in, 
rule and built-in level; 10 
sheets of sandpaper; 

* Approximately 100 mis- 
cellaneous nails and 

Screws; 

* Big 24-page instruction 
and project booklet. 

PROJECTS: Wren house 
and book rack kits are in- 
cluded as “starter sets.” 

its place. The 17x32 inches 
long solid pine workbench has an 
inlaid Masonite Presdwood work 
area. Overall height 44 inches. 
Steel wood-working vise is 
mounted on front of bench. 
Shipped partly assembled. 
Bench, Tools and Project Kits. 
79 С 16466C—Wt. 29 Ibs. $23.99 

Bench, Project Kits only (no tools) 
79 € 16467C—Wt. 21 Ibs. $12.99 

Tabletop jigsaw . . Styrofoam® plastic panels, patterns 

Cut out 'ofoam plastic rabbit, airplane . . anything you like 
with Saf-T-Saw. Won't cut fingers. Incl. 22 Styrofoam sheets, pat 

terns, decorations, glue. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below 
49 С 16475—Shipping weight 2 pounds. $4.96 

Extra Styrofoam, 36 pieces, each 6x4x%¢ inches thick. 
49 С 16476—Shipping weight 8 ounces. Package $1.16 

Power Mite Mini-Tools . . 
mini-replicas of Dad's power tools that cut, saw 
and drill balsa wood and Styrofoam® plastic . . 

Sears Power Mite Workshop $7799 
with Sabre Saw зол 

Power Mite Workshop Set. Equipped with a versatile Sabre Saw (2%х3 
inches long) that has an extra metal blade. Just plug saw into battery. 

powered bench outlet. // cannot plug into any other kind of outlet anywhere. 
Outfit includes die-cast metal carpenter square, hammer, screwdriver, С. 
clamp, vise, wrench, building materials. Comes with complete instructions. 
Uses 2 “D” batteries (order package below) that store under plastic bench 
top. 11x536x874 inches high. 
49 С 16471—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. . . Set $7.99 

Tools sold below will not work without power-source workbench above. 

D. Power Drill. With 3 different-size metal drill bits. 2x2% inches long. 

49 € 16472—Shipping weight 8 ounces. . 
Circular Sa 
included. 215х234 inches long. 

49 С 16473—Shipping weight 8 ounces. ..$249 
Materials Kit (not shown). Styrofoam® and project plans 
49 С 16474—Shipping weight 2 ounces Kit$1.19 
“р” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 8405—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. . . Pkg. $1.49 

96 [Sears | к 
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Cut through large pieces of material. An extra blade is 
$249 



e Here's a nifty kit that in- 
A starter-set for cludes a hammer, saw, pliers, 
the mini-builder screwdriver, tri-square, ruler, 
Handy Andy® carpenter's pencil, and sand- 

‘ool Kit paper. Convenient steel carry 
case is 14x5x214 inches high. 

1922 Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 ox. 
49 € 16477... ....Kit $2.99 

Handy Andy® tool belt keeps 
Top grain leather tools right at your side for 

Fool Belt easy access. Fully-equipped 
with 5 tools with hammer, ruler, pliers, 

screwdriver and flashlight 

$449 that uses 2 “Р” batteries. 
Fits up to 2434-in. waists. 

without batteries 49016366-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $4.49 

POWERLINE 
Erector Sets 

e Exclusive wide-beam girders are over 1 foot 

long for building really massive structures 

e Motorized models work by remote-control . . 

choose the electric or battery-powered model 

460-plece 430-plece 
$ electric $ 99 battery 

power (without power 
set battories) sot 

Hundreds of steel plates and parts let you take on the extra big 

projects. Use your imagination to create a futuristic space station. 

Or design a lift bridge, a coal tipple, a giant crane. . many others! 

And all will really work. Both sets include Sears “Powerline” 

wide-beam girders for added strength, stability, and authenticity. 

Each girder measures 114 inches wide and over 1 foot long. All 

pieces are precision cut, fit, and finished. Nut and bolt assembly. 

Electric-powered Set. Study the basic principles of engineering 

with this giant 460-piece set. Comes with plug-in transformer for 

steady, reliable power, Hard-working 3-speed motor lets you move 

forward, reverse, stop and start. Dual-action gear hoist ensures 

efficient lifting operations. Transformer is UL Listed for 110-120- 

volt, 60-cycle AC. Instruction book. 
49 C 16075—Shipping weight 9 pounds...............Set $19.99 

Battery-powered Set. (Not shown.) 430-piece set includes 
3-speed motor with on-off, forward and reverse control unit. 

Install the dual-action gear hoist for lifting operations. Instruction 

manual included. Uses 2 “D” batteries (not included). Order 

package below. 
49 C 16067— Shipping weight 7 pounds 5 ounces. .... Set $15.99 

Alkaline “О” Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 C 8412—Shipping weight 1 pound.................Pkg. $3.29 

арй работал by н наны Кай 

Control unit for 
battery-powered set 

D 

A woodworking set with ever 
> to build your own fun-to- 

e Enough wood, hard 

Realistically brawny 
1%-inch wide Girders 

Ferris wheel 
rotates 

illustrated handi 

Includes hammer, saw, coping saw, 

bird feeder, spice rack, mail holder 
and boat, Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, 12 oz. 
49 С 16365....... 

supplies for 3 complete 
» Blueprints for 8 projects E 
* All necessary carpentry tools 

o Easy-to-read fully- — _ 
Book : 

Build a toolbox, 

trisquare, ruler, sandpaper, and +. 

nails. Step-by-step blueprint in- е2 
structions make it easy to build а 
toolbox, shelf, puzzles, birdhouse, Е 

S a wallsholf, AND ++» Set $4,99 some fun puzzles! 

Bridge raises. 
and lowers 



Folding Wooden 

High Chair 
for your doll 

Built of kiln-dried lumber 
finished with all corners 
rounded. Fully assembled, 
folds flat for storage. Nat 

ural color. 9 in. by 20% in 
Seat 6 in. wide. For doll up 

12-inch Tynie 

to 18 in. tall (not included 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 

49 С 33554 $1.99 

Drinks 
n 

Wets 1 Pink and White 
Doll Stroller 

This little doll stroller is 
striped like candy cane. 
Vinyl cover and canopy 
wipe clean. Strong steel 
frame. Detachable canopy. 
Folding construction. 16x 

10x25 in. high. Seat is 9 in 
high. Partly assembled. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 

49 С 33028...... $1.99 

Baby Tynie comes with her own nursing bottle and 
blanket. She's dressed in bed jacket, 
booties. Jointed vinyl body, molded h; 
49 С 31585—Shipping weight 12 ounces 

Ring-a-Ding 

Cash Register 

Bead Craft Kit 

Ы = 
Fisher-Price Pocket Radios 

Music boxes play as scenes pass 
by. Wood case, plastic speaker 

Each is 4% inches high 
] Twinkle, Twinkle Little Stor 

49 C 44488—Wt. 9 oz.. .$1.99 
Happy Birthday 
49 C44629—Wt. 8 oz 1.99 

Dont Miss This 

Cut «1 ло 1.99 

Rocket-Plane Launch Set 

Wes $2.99. Blast-off your own 
jet or rocket ship with air-pres- 
Sure thrust. 28-in. hose attaches 
air tank to launching pad. Tubu- 
larcardboard and plastic. 7 inches 
long. From Japan. 
49 € 50071-Wt. I Ib. 4 oz. $1.99 

98 [Sears] 2%. 
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Loom, beads, thread, needles, in- 
structions and designs included. 
49 € 20438—W1. 13 oz. Kit $1.99 

Bike 
Basket 
and Bell 

Woven vinyl basket with handles, 
flowers . . straps on. 10x714x6% 
in. deep. Metal bell, hardware. 
49 € 88509—Wt. 14 oz... .$1.99 

Amazing Thread-A-Ball 

Bright plastic stitching ball 
teaches eye-hand coordi 
colors as halvesare joined. 534-in. 

49 C 44633—Wt. 9 07......$1.99 

Bag of Letters 
that includes 93 plastic letters, 
? tracks, word list and bag. 
49 € 16494—Wt. 1 lb. 9 oz. $1.99 

an alphabet set 

Bell rings, drawer opens. Play 

coins incl. Plastic. 7!4 in. high. 
49 € 16189—Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. $1.99 

Mini-Croaker 

A funny litile plush “frog” that 
fits your hand. Like his big broth- 
ers on page 37, but 5 in. long. 
49 C 40797—Wt. 8 oz......$1.99 

Design with Spirotot 

A preschooler's Spirograph. In 
cludes all necessary materials. 
49 € 16047—W1. 13 oz.....$1.99 

4-in-1 Craft Kit . . create colorful pictures 

Floral Tea Set 

Complete service for 3 includes 
cups, saucers, plates, knives, forks 
spoons plus covered tea pot, соу 
ered sugar bowl, creamer. Blue 
and white motif. Plastic 
49 € 10016—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $1.99 

“Rags 'n' Jeans" set. Two 15-in. 
dolls, many ultra-mod fashions. 
49 €1299—W't. 1 lb. 4 oz. $1.99 

Fun Fair 

Values 

rice 
Peek-A-Boo 

Block 

Squeeze bulb, lid pops open, figure 
jumps up, then disappears. Syoxáx 
4% in. Plastic, wood. 
49 С 44355—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. $1.99 

Rotaword . . when you spell 
the word, you draw the animal 

It’s great fun spelling an animal 
and drawing him at same time. 
49 С 16495—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 02...$1.99 

“mae 

Use sand, glitter, oil and felt to make beautiful pictures that you can be truly 
proud of. Kit includes picture panels, brushes, glue, complete instructions 
and packets of material for the particular art 
49 С 22793—Shipping weight 11 ounces Kit $1.99 



Powerful 

Wind-up 

"Super 

Tractor” 
Wind-up Snowmobile 

This authentic-styled plastic snow- 
mobile scoots over all terrain. Has 
sparking tail pipe, chrome-plated 
parts, permanent key. 9-in. 

49 С 58118—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $1.99 

This 8!4-inch long plastic tractor has a powerful 
motor for super-climbing; permanently-attached 

key, sparking smoke stack 
49 С 58117—Shipping weight 1 lb. 5 oz... . . $1.99 

Magic 
“8 Ball" 

“Predicts” the future. Ask a question, flip the ball 
over . , and the answer appears in bottom window. 
49 С 50093— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 ол....... $1.99 

Slide-A-Boggan 

Lightweight blue polyethylene 
slider measures 18x42 inches long. 
Goes fast on light or heavy snow. 
49 C 85098—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $1.99 

Football Helmets 
Bright red or blue 

Colorful plastic helmets have white center stripe 
and double-bar face-guard. Foam-plastic padded at h 
neck, forehead and ears. Headband кдр \ 
634. Not recommended for regulation pla; p 
49 С 29355— Blue— Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. E $1.99 
49 С 29316—Red—Shpg. wt. 11b. 2 oz. Each 1.99 | 

Floppy-eared 

2 Slinky Pals 

Slinky Jr, and 13-inch Slinky 
Cater-Puller. They wiggle, they 
s-t-r-e-t-c-h. Spring steel, plastic. 
49 C 50085— Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. $1.99 

No-Peekie Hidden Maze Game 

Close lid, roll the ball. The less you 
peek, the 
49 С 65585— Shpg. wt. 10 oz... . $1.99 

higher your score! 

Cutsiod Dade scuns by deisihiatniseledmical oon 

Mickey Mouse* 
Gumball Bank 

my dividends. 944 inches high. 
49€51163-Wt. 11. 4 oz. $1.99 

Refill. 150 extra gumballs. 
49 С 51166—Wt. 13 oz... . . 99c 

ahtzee 

The exciting dice game of skill 
and chance. Get certain com- 
binations to win. Two or more 
players. Scorepad included, 
49 С 65084—Wt. 13 oz. $1.99 

VN 

Spudsie 
the 

Hot Potato 

Wind up, toss him as he buzzes, 
then rings. Player holding him 
is out. Plastic. 634 in. long. 
49 С 65172-Wt. 1 Ib, 4 oz, $1.99 

Super Wonder Window 

Place a picture on one side 
of the magic window, a blank 
sheet of paper on the other. 
Look through window and 
the picture appears . . like 
magic. All you do is trace 
what you see. Set includes 
window, (914x7 in.), 6 pic- 
tures, crayons, 4 assorted 
felt-tip pens, instructions. 

49 С 16154— Wt. 1 Ib. $1.99 

A mystifying scientific demonstra- 
tion of Newton's law of action and 
reaction. Set balls in motion and 
watch the opposite reaction, Steel, 
plastic. 344x414x514 inches high. 
49 € 65421—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $1.99 

Medical Kit 

Play doctor or nurse right at home 
with this medical kit and bag. 59 
different pieces. 
49 С 44527—Shpg. wt. 13 oz. $1.99 

inch long plastic with 
rod to keep puzzle to- 
gether. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
49 С 65499...... 51.99 

Donald Duck* 

Puncho 

You couldn't have a 
more perfect sparring 
partner than Donald 
He never hits back— 
yet never gives up. 
Tough inflatable vinyl 
with weighted bottom. 
Збіп. tall. Wt.21bs. 402. 

49 C 29325 $1.99 
*Disney characters 
€ Walt Disney Productions 

spaniel or 
a friendly 
schnauzer 

(no choice 
of styles) 

Jumping Dog 

Wind up a cuddly canine and 
he'll hop around on all fours 
or in a begging position. Rayon 
plush body. Schnauzer or spaniel. 
Choice of styles not available. 
8 inches long. From Japan. 
49 C 41083-Wt. 9 oz. Each $1.99 

Dont Miss This 

UT +I мои +], 99 seiner, 

plastic. 7 inches high. Uses 2 
"AA" batteries (not included). 
Order package, page 101. 

49 5103-Shpg. wt. 12 oz, $1.99 



Junior KARATE ROBOTS 
glide speedily along; fall 

when they hit objects, but 

won't stay down 

YOUR CHOICE 

NA 

Buy Both 

Save '[ 
only *4, 98, 

100 [Sears] kosto 

ттт 

You control their movements by remote - 
control . . jaws snap, eyes and mouth glow 

as they lumber along 

BOXING BRUTES 

back on their feet 
after a knockdown 

YOUR 
CHOICE 

$ 2: 

r | Buy all 3 
Save ‘l 

only *5.87| 



Buy sets of 2 

SAVE‘) 
Only *4. 98 is. This 

(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

Dinosaurs right out of history 

(Y and 2) You can stage the meeting of 2 of the 
fiercest dinosaurs that ever walked the earth, 
Push the remote control button . . they walk 
forward or backward. All plastic. Each uses 2 
“р” batteries, order package below. 

] Tyrannosaurus. 8x4x6 inches high. 
49 С 53038—Shpg. wt. 12 oz....Each $2.99 

Q, Triceratops. 9х4х4 inches high. 
49 € 53039—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... . Fach $2.99 

Dinosaur Set of 2. Sep. total $5.98. 
49 € 5304—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 11 oz.. Set $4.98 

African and Asian animals of today 

{ 3 thru 6 ) The rhinoceros, hippopotamus, lion 
and black leopard . . four of nature’s most 
impressive animals . . go forward and backward 
when you push the control button. Plastic. Each 
uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. 

Rhinoceros. 7x5x4 inches high. 
49 € 53042—Shpg. wt. 13 oz... Each $2.99 

Д. Hippopotamus. 7x5x4 in. high. 
49 € 53041 —Wt. 11b. Loz.. . . . . Each$2.99 

Rhino and Hippo Set. Separately $5.98. 
49 С 51023—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz.. Set $4.98 

5 Lion. 8x4x4 inches high. 
49 € 51021—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... Each $2.99 

Block Leopard. 8x4x3 inches high. 
49 € 51022—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... Each $2.99 

Lion and Black Leopard Set. Separately $5.98. 
49 С 51024—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 120z.. Set $4.98 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 € 8405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... ..Pkg. $1.49 

Junior KARATE ROBOTS 

(7 and 8 ) These little fellows dash forward on 
non-mar rubber wheels. Turn a backward som- 
ersault as their long arms rotate, pushing them 
back up from a fall. They even “fight” each 
other. Rugged plastic with rubber stoppers to 
cushion falls. Each uses one “C” battery, order 
pkg. below. 3x5x6 in. high. 

(7) 49 € 51014— Blue. Wt. 13 oz.. ... Ea. $2.99 

(8) 49 С 51013—Red. Wt. 13 oz... . . Ea. $2.99 

Blue ond Red Robot Set. Separately $5.05. 
49 C 51018—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz..Set $4.98 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 8406—Shipping wt. 12 0z..... Pkg. $1.19 

BOXING BRUTES 

(9 thru 11 ) These sports-minded animals are 
always in “training.” Stride forward, fall when 
they hit an obstacle . . arms rotate to push them 
back up again. They even “fight” each other. 
Rugged plastic. Each 5x3x6 in. high. Each uses 
two “AA” batteries, order below. 
(9) 49 С 51016—Bear. Wt. 11 oz. $2.29 
(10) 49 € 51015—Dog. Wt. 11 oz. . 229 
(11) 49 С 51017—Мопкеу. Wt, 11 oz.. .. 2.29 

Bear, Dog and Monkey Set. Separatel $6.87. 
49 С 51025—Shpg. wt. 2165.1 oz... .Set $5.87 

ЧАА" Batteries. Package of б. 
49 С 8402—Shipping weight 6 oz... . „Pkg. 99¢ 

айар page scans by абидин Gom 

Dont Miss This 
CUT 'I Buy two 
Now SAVE *I 

4.99 «^ | Only *8.98 
without batteries without batteries 

I| 

& m 

Swinging, somersaulting 

Karate Robots 
( 12 and 13 ) Were $5.99 each. Sold only at 
Sears. Knockthemdown,theyturnabackward f 
somersault and use their long, wrench-shaped — |* 
arms and ratchet wheels to get back up. Even 4 
"fight" each other. About 7 in. tall. Plastic, 
with rubber stoppers on back to cushion falls. 1 
Each uses 2 “С” batteries. 
(12) 49 С 5101—Red. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $4.99 

(13) 49 € 5102—Blue. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz... .. 4.99 
Red and Blue Robot Set. Separately $9.98. 
49 € 51012—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz Set $8.98 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 8406—Shipping wt. 12 oz.. . „Рик. $1.19 

He's down Arms rotate He's up again 

Dont Miss This 

CUT'2 Now *5.99 sine, 

Giant 13-inch Robot 
You control him by remote control 
walks forward, backward, and in a 

circle while his eyes flash 

Was $7.99. 
cal sound, and his eyes flash as he walks along, 
swinging his arms. You control his movements 
by flipping 2 switches on the remote control 
attachment. Made of metal and plastic. A full 
13 inches high. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order 
package below. 
49 C 5104—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz $5.99 

his robot emits an eerie mechani. 

“D” Batteries. Package of б. 

49 C 8405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz Pkg. $1.49 

Wacky Wheel 
54” eee, 

Races around, falls down, gets back up 
the weirdest wheel you ever saw 

Turn this wild new wheel on and it darts away, 
spins around as it picks up speed . . watch out, 
it might even c after you. Measures 7 

inches in diameter; made of non-mar plastic. 
Uses two “D” batteries, order package above. 

To order the easiest way, look in your phone 
book white pages under “Sears, Roebuck and 
Co., Catalog Sales” for number to call 
49 € 51011—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $4.99 



Super Bowl Electric 

Football 
Conference Champions clash 

inch gridiron 

includes an exciting. 
Sepaga history of all 6- ^ 

uper Bowls. 

Sold only at Sears. Recreate the excitement of the mighty Super Bowl as the NFC's Dallas 
Cowboys and the AFC's Baltimore Colts meet head-on. You be the coach . . you call the 
plays. Metal field vibrates to set plastic players in motion. Exclusive 3-tiered grandstand, 
side rail, and one-piece goalposts with “protective padding" create a realistic atmosphere, Set 
includes an automatic timer, magnetic first down marker with movable chain, 6 felt foot- 
balls and 4 goal-line flags. Instructions and player identification numbers included, Both 
teams are in their official colors, UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 € 65083L—Shipping weight 11 pounds.. . . 

gest ane " 

e 

Quarterbacks kick, pass, and carry the ball. . 
players block, tackle or receive the ball 

A a *à 

ша z = ; à s: 1 ў Jets and Raiders meet 

Lions and Rams compete $11” {кз вше INT DOE ot, .099 
on 32x18-inch field 88 

These two perennial NFL powers have quarterbacks that throw, kick and carry the Action-posed plastic Jets and Raiders “do battle" on this colorful metal 

ball. Realistically painted plastic players come in 5 action poses. Vibrating coil under Both quarterbacks pass, kick, and carry the ball. Game includes 
metal “бе ets players moving down the field. Set includes automatic t ^ automatic timer, magnetic down and yard markers, vibrating coil 

movable magnetic down and yard markers, goalposts, clip-on grandstand and 6 felt clip-on grandstand and six felt footballs. UL listed, 110-120 volt 
footballs. Instruct jooklet. UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 60-cycle AC. F e ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it 

79 С 65602C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $11.99 79 € 65545C —Shipping weight 5 pounds. 4 $8.99 

Strategy Game 
U call each play . . Pr 

Selector tells the res Sure- 

Shot 
CUT 10% now $3.97 Baseball 

$ 99 Electric 

14 CUT 7% Now $6.44 | Baseball 
Use actual NFL playbook . . 34 offensive 
DATEI eenia Was $6.97. “Pitcher” throws fastballs or chan Was $4.44. One player turns knob to h 
PORRO TUAE MERE E E ups . . "batter" bunts or hits away, then runs to ball . . the other tries to catch it as it pops 
uations. Pass, run, shift line. . blitz! Play first. Outfield arm tosses ball to beat the runners. over fence. Move your players around 
against the пе К. 1434x874-in. plastic frame. Vibrator coil and lever devices. 20x20-inch metal bases. 18x18-inch plastic “field,” players, 
49 C 65594—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz... . $14.99 field. UL listed, 110-120-volt. 60-cycle AC baseballs and instructions. А 

102 [Sears ] 552 79 С 65072C—Shipping weight 5 pounds... $6.44 79 C 65544C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. .. . $3.97 
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Professional Hockey 

with all these features: 

e Automatic side-mounted puck-drop for 
delayed-action face-offs . . it slides 

anywhere along the ''boards"' 

e Goal signal button pops up 
automatically when a goal 
is scored . . push button down 

.to eject puck 

Snap-together 
79 C 65091L— Shipping weig! 

| -79065588L-Floor Model (at right). Wt. 1 
Extra Player Sets. (Fit only 
4965577-West Division ( Spee 
49065584-East Division (36 pes.). 

Hockey game 
with legs 

e 

Pro-League Hockey 

with roving goalies and 

automatic puck drop 

10” 
CUT 10% Now *3. 97, 

dola-style scoreboard with Was $4.44. A simplified introduction to the excitement 
and action of real hockey. Hand-controlled knobs make 
the 4 players skate, pass, and shoot. Score 10 goals and 

you win! 12x18-inch plastic rink, 2 marble“pucks”” 
49 C 65561— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. .. $3.97 

Shoot from almost 
any position on the 
20x12-inch court 

Our new polypropylene plastic players А 
Sure-Shot "skate" along slots in this 33x16-inch "n 

hardboard and metal rink. You control , d 
Hockey steel rods that make Toronto and 

Montreal players shoot or pass, Gon. : R 4 
delayed 2 4 3 

— f action center face-off, movable goalie 
Wooden and roller pucks let you vary 
the type of game. Snap-together a: 
sembly 
79 C 65101C—Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. $10.99 

Bas-Ket $397 

Real action for “cage” fans of all 
ages. Play alone or with up to 6 
players. Sink shots using six lever 
controlled flippers. Paperboard 
court surface. Game includes 

scoreboards, fold-down net Ба: 

kets, plastic ball, and rules. 
49 C 6502—Wt. 2 Ibs, 12 oz. $3.97 

Сайа page scans by dieisihiasnmiselediwical Gom 

. 

Sure-Shot Basketball 
Was $4.44. Pull down the shooter's arm 
to lob the ball up to the basket. Your 
opponent pulls lever to raise his guard's 
arms, block the shot. Timing’s impor 
tant! 15-in.-high basket, 2 balls. Plastic 
49 C 65568— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $3.97 

Pro League Basketball $13” 

Six plastic players move on slide-action gear mechanisms that 
y ntrol. Each team battles for possession of the ball. When 
опе of your men maneuvers the ball into a scoring hole, pop your 
shooting button. Two points! Metal, plastic. 29x16 in. 2 balls. 
79 б 65236C— Shipping weight 9 pounds. $13.99 
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• Flashing light 

* Automatic scoring 

e Flipper, 5 steel balls 

* Clear plastic top 

Dont Miss This 
CUT +3.14 Now #12. 85 3. 

Blast-Off Tabletop Pinball 
Was $15.99. Run up the score as you orbit the earth. When 
scoring bumpers are hit, light flashes and score registers on 
dial. Metal, plastic. 27x13x19 inches high. Uses 4 "D" 
batteries . . order package below. Sent partly assembled. 

312.85 79 € 65451C— Shipping weight 11 pounds. ........ 

Alkaline "D” Batteries. Package of 4. 

104 [Sears] ьо ̂  49c8412—Shpg. wt. 1 lb... .Pke. $3.29 
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Electric Pinball 

Kicker lever 
helps keep bail 

in play 

Bell rings as 
ball smacks 

а bumper 

Be a real “pinball wizard" right in your own home. Fire the steel 
ball into the maze of metal scoring bumpers. A myriad of lights flash 
as your hand-operated flipper helps keep the ball in play. “Direct hit” 
into the scoring chute lights up one of the bonus panels. Machine 
has clear plastic cover, plastic legs and body. 5 steel ball 
partly assembled. Stands about 31x16x45 inches high. UL 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. 
79 С 65102L—Shipping weight 25 pounds. . . ‚ $23.85 

ipped 
ted for 

Arcade Tabletop Pinball 
Has lights, bell and automatic scoring 

10” = 
Ball hits bumpers, score tallies. Spring-trigger 
ball shooter. Hand-operated flipper helps keep 
ball in play. Metal. 26x13x16-inch high assembly 
with clear plastic top. 5 steel balls. Uses 4 “D” 
batteries .. order packageat left. Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
79 бО E E TE $10.99 

(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

54-in. Pool Table 
with the size, feel 
and action that 
develops real 

shot-making skills 
Was $49.99. Sturdy 54x30x30- 
inch high table with automatic 

ball return, built-in dual-dial score- 
keepers, and !4-inch-thick composi- 
tion bed. The red billiard cloth sur: 
face, same type found on our more 

expensive tables, provides a smooth, 
true roll. Live-action bumper cush. 
ions. Tough molded plastic frameand 
end panels, Tubular aluminum legs 
fold for compact storage. Adjustable 
leg levelers. Included are fifteen 114 
inch numbered balls and cue ball 
all of solid plastic. Triangle and two 
40-inch rubber-tipped wood cue 

sticks. Partly assembled. Shipped by 
motor carrier or express. 

Shipping weight 36 pounds. 
79 C 65014N...... Set $44.99 

Sturdy 40-inch 
Metal Pool Table 
with adjustable 

leg levelers 

Scaled down to fit in a child's 
room or living room . . it’s only 

40x21x28 inches high. Steel frame 
with automatic ball return, magnetic 
scoring markers. Tubular steel legs 
with hardboard end panels fold for 
storage. Plastic leg levelers. Cloth 
covered %4-inch hardboard playing 
surface with plastic bumpers, molded 
pockets. Sixteen 1-inch solid plastic 
balls, two 27-inch plastic cue sticks, 
rack. Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 15 pounds. 
79 С 650771 б $19.99 

Fold-Away 30-inch 

Metal Pool Table 

Wood-grain finished steel frame 
with plastic corners and pockets. 

Legs fold for easy storage. Cloth 
covered hardboard playing surface 
with rubber bumpers. Automatic 
ball return, 30x17x26 inches high 
Sixteen solid plastic 1-inch balls (15 
numbered, cue ball), two 24-inch 
rubber-tipped wooden cue sticks 
Molded triangular ball rack and rule 
book included. Use your phone if you 
want to order it the easiest way of all 
79 С 65138C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. $14.99 

30-inch Tabletop 
Pool Table 

Child-size pool table has steel 
construction with a rich inlaid 

look wood grain design. Cloth-cov- 
ered hardboard surface with mag 
netic scoring device. Fifteen 1-inch 
numbered pool balls and cue ball are 
molded plastic. Two 24-inch rubber. 

tipped wood cue sticks. Ball rack 
30x18x3 inches high. 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
79 С 65098С.... è $9.99 



A 54-inch Pool Table 
with rigid /2-іпећ bed 

Cut $5 to only $44.99 77: 

natic 
Return 

in Dual Di 

$19” 

50-inch Pool Table with 
sturdy, handsome hardwood frame 

$35? 

This beautiful, furniture-look pool table can turn a dull basement, 
den or family room into an exciting game room. Rich lacquer finish 
Smart green billiard cloth covers the %-inch particle board bed and 
rubber cushions. Protective plastic rails. Convenient ball return also 
makes a handy place to store balls. Adjustable leg levelers help provide 
flat, true-rolling playing area. Heavy duty wood frame legs keep table 
rigid. Set includes 2 deluxe 36-inch hardwood lacquered cues. 15 
numbered balls and cue ball are 14-inch solid plastic, 50x25x29V in 
high. Partly assembled. Sent motor carrier or express. 
79 C 65163N—Shipping weight 39 pounds $35.97 
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A 125-Game Carrom Board 
plus revolving stand for only $6.85 ??? 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISHBOOK 
- . all the right answers for holiday shopping 

tnt i l. Aj 

Play 125 games including 
Chess, checkers 
and ten pins 

Sold only at Sears 

Ready, aim and flip out your white shooters to send the scoring rings 
into pockets for points. Reversible board lets you play many other Se 
games. Board is 26x26 in.; natural finish 3-ply plywood with dovetail E 
Corners, net pockets. Wood frame. Revolving wood stand 26 in. 
high. 2 cues, rule book, carrom rings, tops, numbered discs, flies, 
score tab. 109 pieces. Up to 4 players, any age. 
79 С 65288C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. . -Set $6.85 

Package of 30 extra plastic Carrom Rings, Includes rule book. 
49 C 65149—Shipping weight 8 ounces. .. Box 99c 5 

Strength Tester Carrom Bumper 
Ring Game Board 

d is : 

the highest point 
bell will ring. The 

Shoot ringe harder you hit, the 
across bumi higher 
and Into pockets bou 

to keep score. 50- 
ev ee MS 

Fast moving pool-type game has mallet, pans: Up to 
3-ply plywood board; 26x26 in. муын, И АЕ, 
Wood frame has natural finish. 
2 hardwood tipped cues; 5 red, 5 H Ё F { 

Kik-it 
Skittles 56° 

Puff Ball 
Squeeze rubber-bulb air-puffer to send cork ball 
to goal Keep score with sliding tallies on wood 
frame. 4 other games too . . Ten Pins, King Pin, 

|; Play knock-down Skittles or hockey-like Kik-it 

For Skittles . . spin top, it ricochets through holes to 
topple pins. Put in kick-sticks . . score goals or block for 
Kik-it. Wood board; end nets. 30x14x4 in. g pair EUR Shipping weight 11 poundk С .99 Рий Skee Ball, Puff Putt. Hardboard playing sur- к асса I ру MOS тру трата | 106 [Sears] rw 79 C 65284C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. .....$6.99 
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*4” 

Wall Ring Toss 

4°? 

3 Toss your rings to the 
red-white-and-blue, 

American-made wall quoit 
game includes a 1534x 

hooks and 5 non-marking 
rings for scoring. High 
score wins. For ages 4 to 
adult. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. 
4965418. .... „Set $4.99 

Magnetic Toss 

$ 4” 

Д Score points as you 
throw magnetic darts at 

wall-mounted target. 1734x 
17%-in. steel target is 

Paddle Pool 

With swinging paddle, try to bat ball into 
opponent's goal. Player with most shots in 
opponent’s goal wins. Up to 4 players. All 
plastic. 1 ball, 4 paddles included. 1834x 
18}4x4-in. playing surface. . 
79 С 65562C—Shpg. wt. 3lbs........ $4.85 



17%-inch 
Board with 

pegs 

24-inch 
Clown 

Mount 
15}-inch board 

on wall 

17%-in. board with 
magnet-tipped darts 

Pin-resetter Bowl 

Make strikes, spares, splits . . hit the pins, they flip up . . 
Squeeze the dual-action pin reset and you're ready to roll 
again. Ball returns through metal housing. 434-in. plastic 
pins, 3-in. rubber ball. 16x16x6 in. high. 
79 € 29365C—Shipping weight 5 pounds.. ......... $5.29 

talo Debs Scine дысын ы wa 

without 
battery 

Seal Pom-Pom Game $ 6° 
Can you shoot the ball into the moving basket? 

Load your cannon with a ball and aim at seal's basket as he “wanders” around game 
board. Player with most balls in basket wins. 1634-in. round metal game board comes 
with 4 plastic cannons, 32 balls and 1 battery-operated seal. Uses 1 “С” battery, order 
package below. Up to 4 players, ages 5 and up. From Japin, 
79 С 65018C—Shipping weight 4 pounds........ cessere $6.85 
"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 С 8406—Shipping weight 12 ounces ... ......... wee ou s sev ACRES ACER) Pkg. 1.19 

Clown 'n Spoon 

Game 
Put ball in spoon and 

"feed" the moving clown 

$ 

Use spoon to pick a ball out of 
the basket in the clown's arms 
. . then try to put the ball into 

the mouth of the moving clown 
before your opponent. If you 
get them all in, you're the 
winner. 1634-in. diam. metal 
playing arena with plastic 
parts. 4 spoons, 32 balls. Clown 
uses 1 "C" battery, not in- 
cluded; order package above 
Up to 4 players, ages 5 and 
up. Japan 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

79 С 65073C sees $6.85 

Dont Miss This 
CUT 7% Now $277, 

Pom-Pom Game 
First one to flip 7 

balls into basket wins 

Wes $2.99. Each player gets 7 
plastic balls in different colors. Up 
to 4 players start at the same 
time, and keep shooting until first. 
player gets 7 balls in the basket. 
He wins. Metal platform is 12 ii 
in diameter and has 4 spring-ac- 
tion levers. Plastic basket. For 
ages 4 and up. Like everything else 
in Sears books, it's so easy to order 
by telephone. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49С65277............ -$2.77 



Fire your spring-action shooter to 

knock the ball into your opponent's goal 

° е 

ast the Battle Ball toward the goal with your shooter. But watch out! You and your opponent each 
a ly "n balls and the play is fast-moving . . you'll have to reload while you're firing. 

x Game board is 1734x35 inches long. Made of plastic and metal. 

S 
À 

Racing Tops $4? 
Collide 

Sold only at Sears 

and race across the course 
These tops battle and bang each other all along the 
race course. The last spinning top wins the race. 
1534x1534-in. board. 4 tops, 4 starters. Plastic 
49 С 65081— Japan. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz.. .$4.99 

Wing It $ 233 
Set up the range and targets; then load a chip 
and “Wing It." 2 launchers, 40 chips. Plastic. 
49 C 65194—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 5 о2....... $3.33 

108 i Ben] 
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Sold only at Sears 

Karate Tops 673° 

Spin and bump . . last one up wins 

Spinning tops try to knock each other out of arena. 
Includes 2 ratchet starters, 4 plastic tops. Molded 
plastic arena is 1244x1244x24 inches high 
49 C 6549— Japan. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz $2.59 

from 
Parker Brothers 

eR 

ак 

Balls collide, take crazy bounces 
empty your end and you win! 

Gnip Gnop 52°? 
You and your opponent whack the keys to 
shoot ballsthrough thecenterringsintoeach 
other's side. When one player empties his 
side, he wins. Plastic. 714x534x19 in. long. 
49 € 65189—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... $3.99 

Uf 
Top the Top 

by Ideal 

9235 

а 

Compete with friends to see who can balance 
the most spinning tops on one another. Ad- 

vance all the way up to the crown to Top 
the Top. Any number can play. Plastic. 
49 € 65197—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 oz....... $2.94 

N Whirl Out 
/ Га EZR by Milton Bradley 

oep 
Y t + , 

NA) f 
«5 29 

. 9 

NUN 
p 

Spinner tells you where to place your marble 
on plastic Whirl Out wheel. To win, get all 
your marbles on the wheel . . but if it starts 
spinning, marbles will tumble out and you'll 
have to start all over again. 13 inches high. 
49 € 6518—Shipping weight 2 1Ьв..... .$3.99 

Ride the Rods 
A challenge to your 

We: coordination and 
CN dexterity. Spread the 

D $ 3? free end of the rods, 
гар then squeeze . . watch 

the steel ball ride the 
Ж, rods uphill. The high- 

er the climb, and 
drop, the higher your 
score. 1894x794 

= 
= 

» inches wide. Metal, 

RIDES ROPS л 
1 "n Shpg. wt.2Ibs.602. 

49 С 65289... . $3.99 



Challenges 
"Bock 'em Sock 'em" Robots 
by Marx for only $8.39 ??? 
YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 

.. all the right answers for holiday shopping 

Remove disks one at atime. Be careful, 
or this happy fellow will topple from 
his 2-ft. high perch. Spinner tells which 
color discs to remove from pegs. Plastic. 
For 2 to 4 players. Ages 7 and up, 
49 C 65029—Wt. 11b. 602... .... 

Dont Miss This 

CUT 11% Now$2.97 

Buckaroo by Ideal 

Was $3.37. Pile on shovel, hat or pick.. 
if it's too heavy, mule will kick. Player 
adding last pieceis out of game. Plastic, 
9 inches high. For 2 to 4 players. 
49 € 65476—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. $2.97 

Kerplunk $997 
by Ideal 2 

Takes a steady hand 
and keen judgment. 
Players remove sticks 
from holes in tower 
carefully to avoid caus- 
ing marbles to fall. 
Fallen marbles score 
against players, low 
score wins. Plastic. 2 to 
4 players. For all ages. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
49 С 65113...... $2.97 

Oh, Nuts! $297 
by Ideal 3 

Peek and bluff as you try to 
collect 3 marbles of same color. 
Game includes 20 plastic "nut 
shells" and glass marbles, spin- 
mer, tree trunk, 4 nutcracker 
trays. A “nutty” game for 2 to 
4 players. Ages 5 to 12. 
49 С 65366-Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. $3.97 

Gutsioa page scans by лайга malecia com 

You're 

in control 

of every blow 

. even KO's 

These sturdy fellows are just as 
quick as you are, You handle the 
controls as boxers in the ring— 
feint, shift and look for an open- 
ing. A quick jab to the opponent’s 
jaw sets off a spring mechanism 
that pops his head up.. you're a 
winner by a KO. 

Press his head down to begin a 
new game. Plastic boxers are 1224 
in. tall. Plastic ring measures 20x 
17 inches. For 2 players. Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone, 
79 С 65119C—Wt. 6 lbs... $8.39 

Dont Miss This 

CUT 5% Now *2.82 

Wrestle Around 
Was $2.97. 4-handled plastic ring 
serves as arena. Each player places one 
of his color-coded marbles into bowl, 
and at signal, tries to keep marble 

from falling through center hole. Last 
one with marbles wins. 2 to 4 players. 

Catapult Ба! $^ 99 
Into holes. 

Each of the 12 segments of the plas- 
tic base can catapult ball to the 

other side. Players score when they 
succeed in flipping ball through a 
hole in an opponent’s segment. 
citing action! Ages 7 to 14 

49 C 65457—Wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz...$2.82 49 С 65124—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz... $2.99 

— i 277 
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Beat the Clock $39 Hands Down $397 

Quick Shoot 

Shoot marbles $2 99 
into goals 

Use trigger-type gun to 
shoot marbles into chan- 
nels and score. Winner is 
player who wins 3 rounds. 
Plastic. 2 to 4 players. For 

all ages. Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
$3.99 49 С 65496......,. 

Marblehead 
by Ideal fi 1 

ГА ak 
NS 

by Milton Bradley 

Players pick a card to determine 
their stunt and time limit. In- 
cludes clock timer, blindfold, 
paddle, cups, balls, cubes, discs, 
hoops and more. Accomplish 
over 50 different stunts. 2 or 
more players. Ages 10 and up. 
49 С 65461—Wt. 2 lbs... . $3.97 

by Ideal 

Draw a card, make a match. 
Then—quick!—hit the hand. 
Last hand down loses a card 
and a match. Largest number of 
matched pairs wins. Plastic. A 
fast and exciting game for 3 or 4 
players. Ages 7 to adult. 
49 € 6507-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 ог..$3.97 

Poke plastic head with your 
finger and watch the marbles 
stampede. Winner is player 
with most marbles when head 
is empty. 2 to 4 players. 
49 С 65363—Wt. 3 Ibs, $4.37 
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Radar Search 

by Ideal 

Use the "radar scopes" to try to stop the spy ship 

$ 4° ios 

Action on the high seas. The "dangerous" spy, atmed with mock anti- 
radar, tries to get his ships from headquarters to Austin Bay or Grant's 
Quay and back again. Can you capture him? You can tiack him with the 
mock radar indicator in your helicopter. The odds are even . . buzzer signals 
the capture. Two-sided 11x13-inch plastic set has scanner with compass 
dial, illuminated radar screen and playing field map on either side, tipped 
cables and tracking pieces. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order package below. 
Excitement and thrills for youngsters ages 8 and up. 
49 C 65495—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 C 8405—“D” Batteries, Package of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 

Slip Disc 

all $4 

Try to guess which 
pegs hold your 

opponent's discs . . 
Last disc up wins 

4 
| | 

j 

Pull the spring-action pegs on both 
sides of the 11x12-inch plastic playing 
box . . and discs fall off, roll down 
chute. 2 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 С 65535—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ....$4.33 

Roll capsules into 
the spinning chamber 

Last top 
up wins 

Battlin 
ИД Tumble Bumble 

Set up barriers on your side of board; oppo- 
nent does the same. Then—using magnet— 
guide steel ball through opponent's maze. 
For ages 10 and up. Plastic, 14x11 in. 
49 С 65493—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... .......$3.97 

Suspense Games by Milton Bradley 

147 дл 

Go after the secret plans . . don't get caught 

Prowl from room to room inside enemy headquarters, but don't set 
off the security alarm. First player to complete the secret mission 
wins. For 2 to 4 “agents,” ages 8 to 14. 18-inch plastic board, cards, 
tokens, dice. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order package at left. 
49 С 65162—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . 05477 

Stay Alive $299 
Be the last player with marbles 
on the board. Pull the right lever 

2 to 4 players, ages 7 and up. 
Plastic board and 20 marbles. 
About 13x13 in. 
49 С 65174—Wt. 2 lbs. . . .$2.99 

Be sure to see 
Milton Bradley's 

"Voice of the Mummy" 
Game sold on 

page 7 

pin-ball 
DAI dE See-saw game 
Brothers 

“Shoot” the metal balls across the see- 
saw into opponent's goal and score. 
2134 in. long. Plastic. For 2 to 4 play 
ers, ages 6 and up. 
49 C 65233—Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz.. . . .$3.97 

Pick a number 
and see how many 
times you must pump 

Pull ring and send tops spinning $397 
into the arena . . tops meet and col- 
lide ’til only the winner is left. For 2 
to 4 players, ages 4 and up. 14-inch 
plastic arena and 6 tops. 
49 C 65342—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. $2.85 

110 [Sears] nx 
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Slide capsule down the ramp 
‚. it's weighted to turn over ’n 
over into turntable, 2 to 4 
players, ages 7 to 14. Plastic, 
13 in. wide. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 С 65126............. 53.97 

Kaboom 57 94 
Tension mounts as balloon 
grows until—Kaboom! For 
ages 5 and up. 15-inch long 
plastic pump machine, bal- 
loons incl. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 € 6503..............$3.97 

he falls it's back to the top. 
For ages 4 and up. Plastic, 
17x11 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
49 С 65458.... 



Grand Prix 

5199 

Race down 4 feet of track 

Cars zoom down the track and around the 
daredevil figure-8 turns. Set includes 5 cars, 
3 interchangeable steel “engines”, extra tires 
and 17}4-inch long plastic raceway. 
49 С 65058—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. . .Set $1.99 

Car Pow by 
“МАТСНВОХ”® 

oa 
Саг races toward 
the pendulum car 

CRASH — il hit, pen- 
dulum car files apart 

Will the car make 
it. . or will it hit 
the spring-wound 
pendulum? 

h ing game that any number can 
play. Take turns sending the Superfast car 
down the ramp toward the break-apart car 
on the swinging pendulum. Will it get past. 
or—Car-Pow! Pendulum car flies into 3 
pieces. Just reassemble it, wind up the 
pendulum and try again. Plastic stand is 
18x6x18 in. high. Comes with 1 die-cast 
metal “МАТСНВОХ” Superfast car. 
49 С 65592—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.....$4.97 

"MATCHBOX" is the registered trademark 
owned by Lesney Products & Co., Ltd., England 

Zig and zag and 
try to zoom.. 

one wrong move and 
you'll drop too soon 

Zig Zag Zoom by Ideal 

Roll the colored balls ‘round and ‘round down 
the ramp ’til they reach the big score hole at 
the end. Count up points to find the winner; 
any number can play. Ages 7 and up. 22-inch 
long ramp; balls. Plastic. 
49 С 65125—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib............ $3.33 

Citai Dade Scans by йаа йена Gov 

Chase Game 

d iwi without 

Catch up with your opponent 
. . hit his bumper and score 
a point . , then switch tracks 
and zoom away. 

Both cars are controlled by 
either player, so stay alert 

As the cops close in, the bad guys try to sidetrack them. But 
the cops switch to another track and bang bumper of other 
car to score. For ages 6 and up. 38x24-inch plastic board, 
cardboard buildings, 2 motorized plastic cars with on-off 
switch. Uses 2 “С” batteries, not incl., order package below. 
79 С 65024C—Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs... AR 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 С 8406—Shipping weight 12 ounces.........Pkg. 1.19 

Bump your opponent's 
car.. knock it off 
the track and 
score points 

Your cars zip around the track, just like the real ones at amusement parks. But look out—opponent 
may change his car's path at any time and SMACK! He hits your car and scores. Metal and plastic, 
about 38x24 in. 2 plastic cars with on-off switch use 1 “C” battery each . . order package above. 
79 С 6556C— Unassembled. Shipping weight 5 pounds. ............. «$7.99 

Rebound by Ideal 

$597 

Two teams or two players compete to 
score 500 points by rebounding color- 
coded roller pucks into the high score 
areas. 33x12-inch plastic board, 8 ball- 
bearing pucks. For ages 10 and up. 
79 € 65181C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs... . .$5.97 

Power Flip $379 
Marble Race Game 

Finger-tip flippers raise sections of track to 
zoom marbles around 5-ft. track. Automatic 
lap-counter stops game when there's a win- 
ner. 29-in. long plastic raceway and 4 steel 
marbles. For ages 6 and up. 
49 С 65234—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz..,... $3.79 



A table-tennis partner 
that never gets tired . . 

returns all your serves . . 
just adjust speed and elevation 

Play Back 56” ss 

Improve your table tennis game with this battery- 
operated “partner.” Just hit the ball against the 
screen, it drops down, rolls down the ramp and goes 
into the pitching mechanism. Ball is returned auto- 
matically. Set includes paddle, 3 balls, plastic mesh 
net, vinyl screen, metal table and pitching mecha- 
nism. 24x10x20} inches high. Uses 2 “0” batteries, 
order package below. From Japan. 
79 € 65012C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.. 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 8405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 8 ол.......... Pkg. $1.49 

Practice hitting 
bail to your 

Play Back partner 

Ball falls 
and rolis down 

ramp into 
pitching 

mechanism 

Pitching 
i.) mechanism 

tosses 
ball back 

automatically 

Monte Carlo Bingo 

Just turn the cage and one number 
is automatically selected until— 
Bingo! Game includes 16 bingo 
cards, 7-inch high metal cage, tally 
board and bingo balls with numbers. 
Ages 8 and up. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 С 65462. . 

Time 
Bomb 

From Milton Bradley. Toss it 
"round, but if it “bangs” while in 
your hands, you're out. Any num- 
ber can play; ages 4 and up. Plastic. 
49 C 65026—Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. .$2.97 

© M2 [Sears] 
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Stadium Checkers 
Turn the ring and try to get your 
marbles in the center first. Game in- 
cludes a sturdy plastic 10-inch diam- 
eter "stadium," and loads of 
marbles. For 2 to 4 players, ages 
8 and up. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
49 С 6516.. + $249 

^ $429 
Dynamite Shack 4 

From Milton Bradley. Put on the 
big, fumbly thumbs and try getting 
rid of all your sticks before the wind- 
up pop-off roof “explodes.” Incl. 
shack, 4 thumbs, sticks. For 2 to 4 
players, ages 7 to 14. 
49 С 65399— Wt. 2 lbs. 8 ог... $4.29 

Fits on a 
card table 

and rules, 

Chase puck through 
archways and score 

a goal 

This table-tennis 
ball never gets lost 

Indoor-Outdoor 
Tiny Tethered Table Tennis 
Was $7.79. A fast, exciting game you can play 
almost anywhere. The standard-size table tennis 

ball hangs on a bouncy rubber cord that’s at- 
tached to a flexible steel wire, Wire rises up over 
the 24x32-inch long hardboard table top. Set also 
includes 2 tethered balls, net, brackets, 2 paddles 

79 € 65397C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs.. . .Set $6.99 

Match Point Tennis 

Fast, competitive action 
every minute with this 
miniature tennis game, 
Just flick one of the 
levers—you can actually 
aim them—and send the 
ball over the net to 1 of 2 
scoring cups. Each play- 
er can block shots with 
racket. 20x12-in. court, 
2 rackets, net, score- 
board and ball, 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 С 6523... ..94.99 

Foto-Electric 
Football 
6” 

Takes strategy to score. 

Select your own offensive 
or defensive plays and 
move the viewer to find 
out the results. Game in- 
cludes a spinner for kick- 
ing, run-backs and pen- 
alties. 

Paperboard "stadium" 
is 18x13}9x13 in. high. 
UL listed for 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 
79 C 65021C..... $6.99 

Box-Hockey 
6 

Send wood flying 
across the “rink,” 

the archways 
and into the “net.” Stay 
alert . . your opponent 
may block your shots or 
steal the puck. Incl 
24M&inch wood rink, 2 
plastic-tipped sticks and 
puck. Buy it the easy 



_ Can you get all the 
Ants in the Pants? 

220 

Each player selects 4 jumping ants of 
one color, Press the ant's tail and he leaps 
in the air. Land all your ants in the pants 
first and be the winner. 
Game requires minimum skill for excit- 

ing competition, All molded plastic. Pants 
measure 9x5x13 inches high. For 2 to 4 
players, ages 4 and up. 
49 С 65375—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $277 

Watch out or you'll 
tip the lid . . 

Don't Cook Your Goose 

$291 

Spin the dial to see what color goose goes 
on what section of the lid. Be careful . . 
the lid gets shaky when lots of geese are 
on it. When the lid tips, the last player 
to put a goose on has to take all the geese. 
First player to get rid of all his geese wins. 
2 to 4 players, ages 4 and up. Plastic. Buy 
the easy w order by phone. 
49 С 65469—Shpg. wt, 1 1Ь.......... $2.97 

Get the magnetized 
sallors aboard ship . . 

Don't Go Overboard 

$327 

Select 4 magnetized sailors of one color 
and roll the dice to see which section of 
the 16-inch plastic ship he has been 
“assigned.” Some sailors have magnets 
that will attract . . but others will repel, 
and then it’s—Man Overboard! Get all 
your sailors aboard first and win. For 2 to 
4 players, ages 4 and up. 
49 C 65186—Shpg. wt. 13 oz. $3.27 

Don't Spill the Beans 

Drop all your beans into the shaky pot 
without spilling it and win. For 2 to 4 
players, ages 4 and up. Plastic pieces. 
49 С 65164—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz......... $2.87 

stain Duos Seance ty ciuilia йык ӨЙ 

Twister 

From Milton Bradley. Spin 
dial to find out where to place 
band or foot. Sounds easy, but. 
as players move into each 
other, it's tough to keep your. 
balance. First to fall loses. 24- 
spot washable vinyl sheet is 
6x43$ ft. long. For 2 to 4 
players, ages 8 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz. 

1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 С 65177...... es 

х T 7 Parker Brothers 

Dont Miss This hill climb game 
CUT 14% Now 32.97 

Careful . . Don’t Break the Ice 
Take turns knocking out “ice blocks" . . but look out. One square, any- 
where on the board, holds the man. The player who dumps him into the 
“icy waters" is out. “Frozen lake" is made of individual plastic blocks, 
suspended on a 9x9x4-inch frame. Plastic playing pieces, Exciting fun 
for 2 or more players, ages 4 and up. 
49 С 65376—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces............ + $3.33 

Bug Out 

28 
It's a pretty cagey game. Таке 
your hook and try to snatch 
the bug out—but stay alert. 
Even if you have the bug half- 
way out, someone else can still. 
grab him away from you. 
Hooks, bug and 11-in. high 
cage are sturdy plastic. For 2 
to 4 players, ages 5 and up. 
From Parker Brothers, Wt. 

. race marbles 

to the top 

Snoopy and the Red Baron 
by Milton Bradley 

Was $3.47. Snoopy is under 
attack! One player (villainous 
Red Baron) fires marbles at 
Snoopy. Other player (Snoopy) 
fends off blue marbles and lifts 
doghouse roof fast enough to 
catch white ones. For 2 play- 

Des ers, ages 7 and up. Plastic. 19 
ES in. long. Wt. 2 lbs. 

49 С 65475........... $2.97 

Hurry Up 

$397 

Push your marbles ‘round the holes to 
top of the hill, First one up wins. For 2 
to 4 players, ages 9 and up. 15-in. high 
hill. Plastic. 
49 С 65182—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... . .$3.97 

Sandlot Slugger 

From Milton Bradley. Put ball 
on batting tee, aim “Sam” so 
fielders can't catch it, and push 
button. Spin dial to see if you go 
for a single, double, triple or 
homer. Player with most runs 
wins. Any number can play; ages 
5to 14. Ind. 12%-in. plastic 
mechanical batter, tee, base 
runners, board and plastic ball. 
49 С 65112—Wt. 3 lbs.. .. .$4.94 



Clue. Was $3.65. Investigate spooky old mansion, 
find weapons, suspicious characters and clues to solve 

mysterious crimes. For 3 to 6 players, ages 8 and up.¢ 
49 С 6505—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces..... 3.44 

Q Risk. Exciting game of strategy and world conquest. 
Players control armies that sweep across foreign terri- 

tories, capturing as they go. Takes a combination of luck 
and skill to win. 450 army pieces, cards, 6 dice, colorful 
world map board. For 3 to 6 players, ages 10 and up. 
79 С 65147C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . . += $5.96 

Wild Life. To save the wild animal kingdom from extinc- 
tion, players safari to Africa, search the world over for 

rare species to keep in the zoo. Board, money, cards, dice, 
chips, storage tray. For 3 to 5 players, ages 7 and up. 
48 С 65278—Shipping weight 3 lbs. cece eee $8.99 
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Dont Miss This 

CUT 5% Now 33.44 

Dont Miss This 

CUT 13% Now 32.99 

vati 

Which Witch? Was $3.47. Bewitching trio 
of spooks controls destiny of you and your 

friends. Get into the circle, break evil spell 
3-D board. 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 12. 
49 C 65564—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. . $2.99 

Barnabas Collins. Junior vampires try to 
build “glow-in-the-dark” skeletons, bone- 

by-bone. A coffin, 4 scaffolds, 4 skeletons, 8 
vampire stakes, spinner plus a set of spooky 
vampire fangs. 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 14. 
49 С 65455—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz $2.85 

Mystery Date. Just for girls . . try to as- 
semble a groovy dating outfit for the mys- 

tery man behind the door. Four possible out- 
fits, 4 possible dates, but be careful . . one 
man's a drag. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 14. 
49 С 65035—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. ....$2.85 

: 
Game 

UT Secret admire 

Brune ds 

See Parker Brothers 
Masterpiece Game on page 7 

€] Ovija Board. Ask the Mystifying Oracle your ques- 
tions about love, school, money, the future, anything. 

Indicator glides to “yes” and “по” answers . . spells out 
the longer ones. For 2 players. Fascinates entire family 
49 C 65051—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz $2.85 

Concentration. New edition of a favorite family game. 
Match gift cards to reveal sections of the picture-word 

puzzle one-by-one ’til someone correctly deciphers the 
saying. Exclusive plastic Rolomatic puzzle changer has 60 
different puzzles, 30 prize cards, 30 numbered plastic 
slides, over $17,000 in play money. For 2 to 5 players, 
ages 10 and up. 
49 С 65037—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 ог.........$3.86 

Double 9 Dominoes. Popular game of numbers for 
generations. 55 finished hardwood dominoes, 2x1x 54 

in. Two or more players can match luck, math skills. 
49 С 65152— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. ..... ..$2.49 



Dont Miss This 

CUT 5% Now $4.4] 

10 tife- Was $4.65. The Wheel of Fate takes you 
through this 3-D world. With 8 autos, $7 mil- 

lion in play money, 32 play insurance policies and 
stock certificates, 24 "Share the Wealth" cards. 
For 2 to 8 players, ages 9 and up. 
49 C 65034—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 5 02. ...... $4.41 

]] Sorry- Classic pursuit game with 2 sets of rules, 
easier one gives children an equal chance to 

win. Two to four players, ages 6 and up. 
49 C 65052—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs..........-. $3.39 

12 101 Game Chest. Handsome leather look case 
holds 101 games . . checkers, chess, Chinese 

checkers, pick-up sticks, dominoes, many more. 
49 C 65546—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz... .. Set $6.47 

13 Scrabble.® Board, 100 alphabet tiles, 4 racks. 
For two to four players, ages 8 and up. 

49 С 65053—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 о2......... $3.97 

Titii pace scans by cheisimas-musetechmicad poen 

PARKER BROTHERS 
Heat state 

NOW 
Only 

$3.39 

14 Battleship. Was $3.87. 10 authentic-looking 
plastic ships battle on 2 separate game boxes. 

For two commanders, ages 8 and up. 
49 C 65183—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. ‚..%3.67 

15 Aggravation. Each player maneuvers 4 marbles 
around board, trying to send opponents back 

home. For 2 to 6 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 C 65036—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz............$2.39 

6 Parcheesi. A backgammon game of India played 
for over 4 centuries . . still a favorite! For 2 to 4 

players, ages 6 and over. 
49 С 65054—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. .......... $3.49 

17 The Black Experience. Trace the progression of 
Black people, their contributions in America 

from slave ships (1619) to 1971. For 2 to 6 players, 
an education for the whole family. 
49 C 65578—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz... ......$2.94 

Dont Miss This 

CUT 5% Now $3.67 

= 
[20] Deluxe Monopoly $599 

8 Afro-American History Mystery Game. 
Travel the course of Black history by 

piecing together 4 historical puzzles, an- 
swering questions from 36 fact-filled cards. 
Rules adaptable to young children. For 2 to 
4 players . . all ages enjoy. 
49 C 6546—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 о2...... $4.99 

19 Standard Monopoly. Our lowest price 
in 5 years. Buy, sell and swap real estate, 

railroads, utilities. 2 to 8 players. 
49 C 65039—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. . $3039 

20 Deluxe Monopoly. Partitioned plastic 
banker’s tray holds money, houses, title 

cards conveniently. For 2 to 10 0 players. 
79 С 6501C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.. E 
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The “OPERATION GAME" *^Pre-school 
by Milton Bradley 
for only $3.66 ??? 

without batteries. 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
.. all the right answers for holiday shopping 

Candy Land $ 
by Millon Bradley 

3% 

Requires only a knowledge of basic colors to play. Folding 
playing board, 64 color and object cards. Three girl and 3 
boy playing pieces. 2 to 6 players, ages 4 to 8 
49 C 65422—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 13oz............$3.44 

No reading . . ideal for pre-schoolers, Spin dial to fill garden 
with food. Beware . . some spins bring pig out to gobble 
food. Vinyl mat playing surface. 2 to 4 players. 
49 € 65285—Shipping weight 1 Ib, 2 02.,......... $344 

NS 
Patient has hilarious ailments . . your job is to operate. You probe to remove patient's E 
funny bone, spare ribs and other parts. If you goof . . nose lights up, buzzer sounds. Ages 

Fleep House 6 and up. Uses 2 batteries (not included). Order package below 
49 С 65028—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. $3.66 $7949 

49 € 8405—"D" Batteries. Package of 6. Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. Pkg. $1.49 2 

м from Parker Brothers 

TV Bingo . . uses $785 
TV pictures instead of numbers 

An exciting new game, so easy to play. 
Players call out images on the TV 
‘screen which match their bingo cards, sq ma the chi А Includes S different fully illustrated Drop a Fleep the chimney; then try to guess where 

^ 5 " the Fleep is hiding. Each door opens to see if you guessed ah a id hat Ee right, High impact plastic. 16 Fleeps. Ages 3 to 6. 
2 to 8 players, ages 4 to 12. осна 49 С 65512— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

^ / 49 € 65133—Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz...... $2.85 

$249 

Dont Miss This 

CUT 10% пн 4.49 

y^ Make a glass 
vanish, a pin 
float. . 14 ready- 
to-do-tricks 

>E A 
Was $4.99. All props (except coins, pins, toothpicks) 
included. Complete with detailed instruction booklet. 
Plastic and cardboard parts. Ages 10 and up. 
49 С 65542—Shipping weight 1 pound...... Set $4.49 

S116 [Sears] x 
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6 Card Games 
Hours of fun and play 
with 6 “old favorite” 
card games. 45 cards 
and rules for each game. 
Eachdeck hasown plas- 
tic storage box. 
Shipping wt. 11b.2oz. 

49 65105. . Set $1.99 

Scrabble for Juniors 

$597 

Start vocabulary building 
early. Pictures and words 
on 2 sides. 100 letter tiles. 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 
and up. Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 С65055.......... $2.97 

Go to the Head 85 
of the Ciass 22 

by Milton Bradiey 

860 questions and answers 
in 3 age categories: Junior, 
Intermediate, Adult. First 
to graduate wins. 2 to 9 
players, ages 8 to adult. 
49 C 65241-Wt. 2 Ibs, $2.85 



Jungle Safari Game by Ideal e 

Spin the spinner and capture an animal, Put him in your compound cage 

and don't let him escape as you continue your hunt. Vinyl game board. 

A hunters, 9 animals of colorful plastic. 2 to 4 players, ages 4 to 7. 

49 C 65573— Shipping weight 2 pounds 13 ounces. .....-.-+-- +++ -44.99 

3D Ply quus A п. game board. X N 

99 
Indoor-Outdoor Game Set 4 

Plastic-coated table and 2 stools with over 100 games 

Games galore! Checkers, Pyramid, Dial Bingo and many others. Solidly 

constructed corrugated fiberboard (not wood or hardboard) game table and 

2 stools are plastic-coated with stain-resistant finish. Just wipe clean with 
damp cloth. 30х1816х1304 -іп. table folds flat for easy storing. 9!4-in. high 

stools support up to 200 lbs. Use table on the beach, for auto trips, picnics, 
e with game parts and instructions 

packed in a plastic bag for storage. Unassembled, Buy it the easy way— 
order by phone 
79 С 65567C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 

or indoor play. All games come comple! 

Set $4.99 

Even little boys and girls who can't read or count are able to play. Two 

pictorial spinners decide player's move. 24 beautifully formed hand- 
painted plastic animals, each pair with storage bin. Cardboard ark. 

49 € 65202—18 in. long. Ages 3 to 6. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 ол....... 

x 

Deluxe Cootie 
ca 

Roll the dice to see who puts the Cootie together first and wins the game. 

- Set includes 6 complete Cootie bugs, 78 colorful plastic parts in a bright 

new „ Ideal for big families and party fun. 2 to 6 players. 

_ 49 C 65198— Shipping weight 15 ounces..........-. E E 

Tension $319 

А quick action reflex game. Sturdy 
plastic board features a unique 
Spin-O-Matic color indicator. Dis 
card your color discs before your 

opponents by placing them in 
empty color wells that match the 
color appearing on the Spin-O 
Matic. 2 to 4 players. 
49665201 —Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. .$3.49 

Trouble $t 

Don't keep out of this “Trouble.” 

Headache 525 

^ chase-capture game. Give 
your opponents a headache 
by capturing their men 
Thrill-packed family game 
for2 tod players. Press-action 
Pop-O-Matic cube shaker 
For ages 6 and up. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 C 65199 $2.64 

This | :2.77 

Chinese Checkers 

^ 2 ч 99 The chase is on for 2 to 4 players i 
Bible Game $329 Your America $2’ ТЫ RECO MEM eie WAK Was $2.99. Reverses for regular 

Educational for all faiths. Meet Exciting and educational. Answer and move your “men” around bed s 1 in dde Named 

а GoodSamaritan..crossthe River questions about American history playing board. Land on opponent hold 60 marble зыка, 

Jordan .. or lose your "silver" to and famous Americans, move peg and he goes back to start. Sturdy Japan. Wt zs Ts 608 

(а 
Сар Белае y манаска ont 

across scorecard. Over 300 ques- 
tions and answers. 2 to 4 players. 
49 € 65497—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs..$2.99 

plastic game board, 1034x1015x2 
in. high. For ages 5 and up. 
49 € 65368—Shpzg. wt. 1 1Ь...$2.64 

49 С 65143 

кж | Sears 

$2.77 
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Test your skill with (Aurora) Skittle Games 

Now you can "bowl" 

at home . . . anytime! 

Skittle #699 

Bowl 6 

The thrills and excite- 
ment of real bowling in 
a portable “alley” that 
sets up anywhere. In 
cludes high-impact 
plastic base, wooden 

pins, ball and pole, 
metal chain. Rules and 
score pad incl. Base is 
22x22x2% in. high 

Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 С 65231С 56.99 

Ве ап Stands $0044 

All-Star..with — t5" 5 
Skittle 
Baseball 

Swing the magnet and 
ball out over the field. 

ihrer Zero-in on one of the 9 twist to pool you can play almost anywhere “hit” slots, then pop 
inging ball takes the place of a cue stick the button behind 

home plate to drop ball. 
Incl. scorepad, base. 
runners. 193¢x1934x 
2% in. Plastic. Wood 

Skittle Pool 
A space-savin 

'c use a $ 

Even Mom and Dad will want to join in the fun. Just position the cue ball on the "magic сше” in front of the swinging ball and chain. Take aim at one of the 10 num bered plastic pool balls, To shoot, pull the swinging ball back from the metal arch 
and let it go! Plastic playing table is covered with real felt and has automatic ball 
return and scoring counter. Triangular ball rack included, Plastic, metal. 23314x2334x pole 3 334 inches high. So easy to buy when you use the phone Shipping wt. 3 lbs 79 С 65099C—Shipping weight 10 pounds $14.99 79 С 6513c 55,44 

Skittle Tennis 

А It's like playing 

Skittle paddle tetherball 
Score Ball Two can play Skittle 

tennis without a net 

56” Foam ball is tethered 
to a pole on an elastic 

Just like Skee Bal string. Players try to 
nock bal! all the way і he pei rcade 

Pane Renny Arca” around the pole in op- 
Each player gets Sshotsperround. The ^ ponent's direction 
object is to send a ball up the ramp Plastic. Wooden pole 
and into one of the scoring slots. High 33х33х36 in 
impact styrene. 32}4x1434x1034 іп Shipping wt. 3 Ibs 
79 С 65275C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $6.99 79 С 65312C . 35.44 

Sint. me Alley ба By changing inserts you can play shuffleboard, 
ring toss, obstacle pool, skill ball, horse 

bowling, car and horse racing 
Shi 

All on one Gameboard . . . 
8-in-1 Alley Game 

sq? 

There's plenty of action for 
the whole family built into i this single alley . . just change 
the colorful inserts on the base 

for any one of eight exciting Toss Across it's i activities. Plastic and woo 
tic-tac-toe with bean bags |. accessories for playing the | games. Natural wood and Was $9.43. Up to 8 people can play & hardboard alley, with gravity 

ball return and bell . . folds 
for storage. 52x1134x2314 in 
high. Buy it the easy way 
order by phone. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds 
79 С 65541C. $8.99 

Toss your bean bag at one of 9 rotating 

squares on the plastic playing field. Each 
square has a blank, “Х” an 'O" side 

up 3 "X"s or “O"s in a 
row wins. Field is 19x19-in. 8 bags. 

79 С 65365C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs... $8.94 

First to turi 
CUT 5% Now 58.94 
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Cute little Gina has a vinyl 
head with rooted hair, painted 
eyes, and polyethylene arms, 
legs and body. No choice of 
dress color. From Hong Kong. 

11-Piece Tea Set 

This toy tea set includes 
tea pot with cover, sugar 
bowl with cover, creamer, 
cups and saucers, Plastic. 
From Japan. Wt. 1 lb. 

Snap-on Beads 

Washable and squeezable 
plastic beads are brightly 
colored to delight baby. 
From Hong Kong. 

Shipping weight 6 ounces. 

Humming Top 

Pushing down plunger sets it 
humming as it spins. Bright 
multi-colored metal top is 8 
inches high. From West 

Train Set 

Colorful mini-train set in- 
cludes: engine and coal tender, 
tank car, boxcar, flat car with 
2 vehicles. Molded plastic. 
20x2 in. high. W. Germany. 

94c 49 С 52036—Wt. 7 oz.....94¢ 49 С 50136...... 

Milk Bottle, Pegs, 
Squeaker Hammer 
Baby learns eye-hand co- 
ordination with pegs, 9 

in. milk bottle, stays hap- 

Rag Doll 

This happy little gal is 
1134 inches tall and has 
a snuggly cloth body. 
From Japan. py with squeaking ham- 

Shipping weight 3 oz. mer. Non-toxic plastic. 
49 С 50133........ 94c — 49C50161-Wt. 5 oz. 94c 

See-Through 
Telephone 

Plastic phone lets child 
watch gears turn and bell 
ring as he dials, 9x8x3-in. 
From Singapore. 
49 C 52049-Wt. 6 oz. 94c 

Umbrella and Bag 

16-inch long umbrella 
attaches to bag. Pink, 
orange and black flow- 
ered vinyl; wood. From 
Hong Kong. Wt. 7 oz. 
49 С 50135......... 94c 

Educational Zoo 

12-pc. zoo features hand- 
painted animals with 
backgrounds of their nat- 
ural habitats. Plastic ani- 
mals are 1 to 3 in. long. 
49 C 52048-Wt. 6 oz. 94c 

U.S. Map Puzzle 

Official Rand-McNally 
map of the U.S. shows 
capitals, boundaries, etc. 
When completed, puzzle 
measures 24x14-inch. 
49 C 53069—1 Ib. 402.94c 

той Dade Scans by debita йаа Cont 

Set 94c 
Germany. Shipping wt. 7 oz. 

s 946 49 C 50166. 49 С 50146.. 

Low-priced 
Favorite 

"TOYS 
Cc 

each 

Binocular- 
Periscope Set 

Secret-agent binoculars 
and periscope are made 
of plastic, with plastic 
non-prismatic lenses. 8 
in. long. Hong Kohg. 
49 С 50145-Wt. 10 oz.94c 

Toss Game Play Rings 

Multi-colored plastic 
rings stack 10 in. high. 
Base rocks to and fro. 
From Hong Kong. 

Shipping weight 7 oz. 
49 С 50147...... 

Tap-A-Ball 

Pop the levers and try 
to get the 5 colored 
balls in their matching 
slots. Plastic. 7x3x4 in. 
high. Hong Kong. 
49052029-Wt.8oz. 94c 

Just squeeze handle of 
catcher and ball shoots 
out. 2 plastic balls and 
catchers. From Hong 
Kong. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 С 50143....... 94с 

Puncho 

Knock him over, he 
pops back up. 26 inches 
tall; inflatable vinyl. 
Bottom weighted with 
sand. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 С 50097.......94с 

Big Beat Guitar 

Plastic guitar really 
plays. 19-inches long. 
White and gold color. 
Has 4 nylon strings. 
Hong Kong. Wt. 8 oz. 
49 С 50142........ 94с 

Hurricane Lantern 

Plastic with glass lens, 
wire handle. 7 inches 
high. Uses 1 “D” bat- 
tery (not included, see 
pg. 116). Hong Kong. 
49052028-Wt.1202.94c 

49 С 52102— Wt. бог. 

1П1%-іпсћ 
Dump Truck 

Sturdy plastic truck 
hauls and dumps. Blue 
and gray. Deep-tread 
tires. From West Ger- 
many. Shpg. wt. 15 oz. 
49 С 50116.........94с 

6-Car Racing Set 

Spring-gate sends 3 
racers down "track" 
when chute opens. 3 
racers, 3 mini-racers. 
10x9x2in. W.Germany. 
49 C 52099-Wt.602.94c 

Silly Putty 

The genuine silly stuff 
that stretches like taf- 
fy, bounces like rubber 

1 even picks up pic- 
tures from comic strips. 
49 C 53065-Wt.4 oz.94c 

ксзкм 
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Rock 'n 

L4 Roll 
S fü Sold only at Sears I 

P$ 2 a7 ч d 2 

Тірру 
Turtle 

Sold only at Sears 

Sears Plastic 309 
Playground Delights 

. . indoors or out 

the fun never sets 

Fun Forms 
Sold only at Sears d 

Step "n Slide 

$655 
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(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

Playall™ 
Colorful plastic pieces 
that interlock to make 
dozens of rugged toys 

With a little imagination, you're on a 
teeter totter, a slide, a horse, or even under 

a tunnel. It's easy . . just arrange the pieces 
into any shape you want and get ready for 
hours of fun. Side inserts let you hold on 
There are no rough edges . . sturdy poly- 
ethylene won't mar furniture, won't rust. Each 
piece is about 28 inches long, 12 inches wide and 
10 inches high. Buy it the easy way—order by 
phone. 
3-piece Set. Blue, orange and green. 
79 € 89415N—Shpg. wt. 23 Ibs..... -Set $19.99 
2-piece Set. Orange and blue. 
79 C 89414L—Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs..... Set $13.85 

Rock 'n Roll 

Big 3-piece ball becomes 
many happy toys 

Sold only at Sears 
Psst! We have a big plastic "'just-for-fun'" 
surprise for you . . so come on let's have a 

ball. Roll along on a huge wheel, swing on a 
stand-up rocker, crawl through a big “donut” 

you can even set a table for your friends. Of 
course there’s more, but we'll let you discover 
that for yourself. 24-in. diameter ball snaps 
together easily. 

79 C 89416N—Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs...., .Set $22.99 

Tippy Turtle 

A big plastic play companion 

Sold only at Sears 

$ He's friendly, happy, gentle and gay 
and most of all he loves to play. Climb up, 

slide down his back or flip him over and sit in 
his lap . . you can almost rock him to sleep. 
331%4x20x16%-in. high 
79 с 89412N—Shpg. wt. 11 15.......... $9.99 

Step ’n Slide 

Climb the steps, slide down or crawl 
through the "tunnel". Bright orange-col- 

ored slide made of rugged plastic has no 
sharp edges. 28x1514x191% in. high. 
79 € 89404N—Shpg. wt. 10 ТЬз..........6.85 

Fun Forms 
Sold only at Sears 

5 You can climb through a tunnel, walk on a 

fence, or ride on a stand-up rocker. Three 
bright, creative plastic shapes interlock easily 
to build just about anything you can imagine. 

17x13x18-in. high. 

This beautiful Colt 
talks to you . . 

Sold on 99 witout 
"xd 319 Бабку. 

Jd Let this strawberry roan 
take you back to the old 

West. He even talks . . just 
push the button on his blanket 
roll; says 10 phrases. Frame 
adjusts saddle height from 23 
ET in. Mese Poly. Frame of (1) 
s и оду iam роя and (2) adjusts. 

тате; non-mar plastic “feet. as child grows 
Steel springs. Partly assem- * 
bled. 45x2014x32 inches high 
overall. Body, 28 inches long. 
Uses 1 “C” battery. 
79 с 89008L-Wt. 21 Ibs. $19.99 

Alkaline “С” Botts. Pkg. of 4. 
49 C B411-Wt. 8 oz. Pkg. $2.49 

Fury Palomino is 
a big 38 inches long 

He “runs” like the wind, and can't wait to take 
you for a ride. Frame adjusts to change saddle 

height from 29 to 33 inches. Molded of polyethylene 
with western-style saddle, blanket, vinyl reins. 
Tubular steel frame has plastic end caps to pro- 
tect floor. Sturdy steel springs. Partly assembled. 
50x24x47 in. high overall. 
79 С 89005N—Shipping wt. 33 Ibs... . ao $28,99 

Spirited young Mustang in 
popular 26-inch size 

3 Handsome buckskin horse is sized for children 
from one year up. He’s 26 in. long, and saddle 

is 24 in. high. Has realistic blanket, reins and 
saddle. Polystyrene body can take a beating and 
washes easily. Tubular steel base and steel springs. 
Plastic “feet” protect floors. 40x2244x31 in. high 
overall. Partly assembled. 
79 € 89002L—Shipping wt. 17 Ibs... 

24-inch long Palomino 
for younger riders 

50°» 

Beautiful golden pony is just the right size for a 
little cowboy or cowgirl. 17-in. high saddle. Hi- 
impact polystyrene body is durable and wash- 
able. Tubular steel frame is 3344x17 in. Non- 
mar plastic “feet”. Partly assembled. 

79 С 89413C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs........Set $7.99 79 c 89001C—Shipping wt. 11 Ibs.........$9.99 

Aerobat New “Galloping” Bronc 
Wes $16.99. Roll back and 1 
DRM A elena . . rolls as you ride 

Acrobat is egg-shaped so you Sold only 51 387 
control the roll. It even has at Sears 

footrests and slots for hands. 
ў 

Smooth tangerine-colored MA rock ра Ce 

polyethylene goes indoors or тїш] Palomino s! opp NA 
out. About 35x29x12-in. 
wide. Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs. 
79 C89403N....... 

SHIPPING NOTE, BOTH 
PAGES: All items ending in 
“N” (as 79 C 89403N) sent 
motor carrier or express. 

айай pae scans by dieisihiatniselediwical com 

mar balloon-type polyethylene wheels with 
heavy-duty lock-clutch coaster action. 
Rugged polyethylene body is durable and 
washable. Sturdy steel frame. 24x14x27-in. 

overall. Sure-grip handles for better control 
and easier riding. 
79 € 86054N—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs.. ...... $13.87 

Back and forth 
rocking action 
moves 

forward 



"Plasticast" Casting and 
Embedding Set for only $8.99??? 

Preserve your treasures 
in clear plastic blocks 

Design and create decorative jewelry and im- 
pressive paperweights. Just mix the liquid plastic 

and hardener, pour into mold and let jell. Add object 
to be embedded, cover with another mix and set. Has 
5 master molds, 8-cavity jewelry mold, 1-pt. liquid 
plastic, hardener and 6 jewelry settings. Also ferns, 
shells, tweezers, measuring cups, buffing and polish 
ing compounds, wet-dry abrasive paper, mixing 
sticks, instructions and an 18x20-in. plastic work 

sheet. Use under adult supervision. 
49 C 20067—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $8.99 

Plasticast Refill. 2 pints of liquid plastic. Hardener. 
49 C 20269—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. Pkg. $3.99 

9, Plosticast Extra Molds. 4 floral-type molds 
49 С 22386—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. . Set $4.99 

Extra molds 
for coasters, 

spoon caddie: 
and napkin 
holders 

[2] s 99 

Create op-art in seconds . . Art-A-Matic “a velleris 

Just squeeze out paint, flick on plastic 
turntable and make splashy mod paint- 
MM HIM ана Hottie 
of “hot color" non-toxic paints, 3 mat- 
board frames and 25 art boards (5x7 in.). 
Uses 2 “р” order pkg. below. 
49 С 20059—Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz.. . Set $4.66 

Refill Kit. Four bottles of non-toxic 
paint and 36 artboards (5x7 inches). 
49 С 2138—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz... .. Kit $1.99 

“D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 С 8405—Wt. 1 Ib. 8oz....Pkg. 1.49 

CUT *1.14 Now $7.85) 

Mosaic-style Crystal Art 

Was $8.99. Make beautiful sun-catching 
window decorations . . just pour crystals into 
metal frames and bake in the oven. There's 
less mess because the solid crystals “melt” 
and harden in the frame. Set has 6 frames 
(dog, fish, butterfly, flower, cat, grapes), 
6 containers of plastic crystals, hanging 

Drop plastic crystals into molds and bake wire and more. 4 to 6-in. high frames. 
49 С 20475—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. ..Kit $7.85 

Citai pace scans by йшй зт айе киса com. 
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Candle Creations 
* All candles can be softly scented 

* Each set has complete directions 
for simple candles or colorful 
special effects 

ADD coloring to 
melted wax 

TAKE out when cool ADD wax, press Түлү Re eret 

T decorative molas $799 
plus equipment 

imagine. Set includes 434 Ibs. of wax; 6 pellets 
of non-toxic coloring; reusable molds; wicks; 
wick rod; and sandalwood scent. Mix colors 
for different shades or special marble effects. 
Boiling pan with long handle and spouts also 
included. Instruction booklet gives illustrated 
directions and dozens of candle-making de- 
signs. Ideal for ages 8 through adult. 

..Set $7.99 

Refill Kit . . 3 Ibs. wax; 36 in. of wicking. 
49 С 22635—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs....... Kit 1.99 

When cool, take out POUR wax into mold 
and add wick and PAINT 

4 novelty molds $ (^. 
plus equipment 

Д Mold and decorate а wide-eyed owl, a 
primitive Tiki statue, a decorative mush- 

room or a colorful square taper candle . . they 
make such distinctive decorations or fun gifts. 
Set includes 4 reusable molds; 2 Ibs. of wax; 
wicks; special melting pot and assorted scents. 
posed wax paints are also included. In- 

Everything you need to create 
© delightful candles. Ideal for ages 8 through 
adult. Use under adult supervision. 

Holiday Candle 
Refill Kit 

Use with set (4), above. Extra molds, wax, 
wicks and paints for making a jolly Santa 

Claus, Snowman and Christmas tree candle. 
Incl. 2 Ibs. of wax; 4 wax paints; 3 reusable molds; 

wicks. No scenting. Use under adult supervision. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 С 22407—Shipping weight 5 Ibs... Kit $4.99 

‘States pao scans by Bieisthiasnisetediwical com 

Make lamps out of 
Wood Wagon Kits 

right out of the Old West 

$ 4” with loh fixture 529 without 
light 

1 Rustic wagon lights up under the beige cot- 
ton cover. Just assemble pre-cut redwood and 

pine pieces. Beige plastic wheels. 7 inches high. 
Uses 40-watt bulb (not included). 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. 
49 С 22585—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 ол....... Kit $4.99 

Covered Wagon without light. 

i with ight fixture $3 

2 Old-time stagecoach is topped with a decors- 
tive light. Preprinted beige shade, cord 

trim. Beige wheels. Uses 40-watt bulb (not 
incl). Assemble pre-cut redwood and pine 
pieces. About 12 in. high. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 C 21852—Wt. 1 lb. 7 oz.. Kit $5.49 

Stagecoach without light. 634 inches high. 

49 C 21851—Shpg. wt. 15 ол......... 49 C 22636—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 oz.. . . . Kit $3.99 

6-in-1 Craft Kit "4 
Make jewel box, “flowers,” 
doll clothes, decorations 

A really versatile kit. Make a lovely jewel 
'n gem box adorned with imitation gems; 
whip up some doll clothes with the Cherry 
Pie Knitter; decorate a headband, bracelet 
and barrette with Flower Pops; or make 14 
colorful paper flowers. Take wood sticks 
and create a picture frame and wagon 

planter; or do coaster and mat projects with 
Millie Mats. 6 boxes . . everything you need. 
49 C 22492—Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz..... Kit $4.99 

5-in-1 Craft Kit 
Make pictures, coasters, 
bank and leather projects 

"There's so much to do . . you can make а 
handsome leather comb case, coin purse and 
key caddy; 2 mosaic tile coasters; and a 
log cabin bank. Or try the Hootin’ Owl yarn 
and burlap picture and Happy Pup felt 
picture. All materials are included along 
with instructions. 5 individual boxes. 
49 C 22384—Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz... . . Kit $3.77 

Stack ant "houses" 
any ayey you like 

Connect the escapeproof styrene 
houses with special vinyl tubing. 
Set has 6 modules (534x414 in. 
high) with built-in magnifiers, 
sand, food, eye dropper, feeder, 
tweezers, instructions and cou- 
pon to send to factory for ants. 
49 C 20146—W t. 2 Ibs. Set $4.99 



Genuine Leather and Split Suede Kits 
Pieces are pre-cut so projects are easier to make 

$499 
Top-grain Leather Kit makes 9 gifts 4 

Pre-cut leather pieces are punched, ready for lacing. Make billfold, key case, pen and pencil case, 
44-inch wide belt that fits waists up to 36 inches; 3 different coin purses, bookmark, comb case with 
comb. Includes lace, lacing needle, illustrated instructions. Keys, pencils not included. 
49 C 21811—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces ^ 

w 
Moccasin Kits 

1 Suede Steerhide Leather Hopi-style Boots. All ages love the soft, 
sporty look and comfort of fawn color moccasin boots. Pre-cut 

parts with !/g-inch attached foam rubber insoles, waxed thread, 
rat needle, shoe laces, instructions. Girls, women state shoe size 

0. Boys, men state one size larger than regular sise. Belt $299 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. . ............... Kit $5.49 Kit ка 

2 Sueded Split Cowhide Moccasins. So easy to make, so much fun Make a bold buckle 
to wear. Palomino tan color pieces are pre-cut and ready for you belt, top-grain cowhide 

to sew together with tan cotton laces. Attached simulated leather leather you wear for 
insoles. One pair, plus instructions in each kit. years. Rich brown, 
49 С 21861—Child’s Medium (sizes 1114-1334). Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $2.99 1-in. wide belt. An- 
49 С 21862— Child's Large (sizes 1-3). Shpg. wt. 8 oz. X tiqued brass-plated 
49 С 21863—Child’s Extra-large (sizes 334-5). Wt. 8 oz. metal horse shoe buck- 
49 С 21864— Teen's Small (sizes 5-6). Shpg. wt. 10 oz. . le. Fits waists to 36 in. 
49 С 21865— Teen's Medium (sizes 7-8). Shpg. wt. 10 oz. SUPINE wt. 1 Ib. 
49 C 21866—Teen’s Large (sizes 9-10). Shpg. wt. 10 oz. . 49 C 22833. .....$3.99 

Fringe Shoulder $ a 4 % | > 
Bag and Headband Fringe Pouch Bag $ 499 

with Medallion = 

Extra-long fringe swings from chest- 
nut brown sueded split leather bag. 
Suede pieces are spot and wrinkle re- 

Chestnut brown sueded split leather 
parts are spot and wrinkle resistant . 
pre-cut, punched, ready for stitching. 
Bag 94x13 in. Shoulder strap adjusts 
to 40-in. Headband fits all sizes. Brass- 

ARLE ROE, 

lated metal “D” ri А f ; sistant, pre-cut, punched, ready to iia one Hil stitch. Bag 7103 in. Cowhide neck- 
49 C 21814—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. Kit $6.49 lace medallion parts, ponybead trim. 

Waxed thread, needle, instructions. 
49 C 22824—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. Kit $4.99 

йй pad scant by diaaa зт нае иса Gom 
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Jewelry 
Enameling Kit 

Makes 15 А like. a Sized 
pieces without 

Dont Miss This 
CUT :2.89 Now’G.99) 

Vac-U-Form Toy-Making Kit 
by MATTEL 

4 Was $9.88. Mold colorful plastic sheets 
into fun toys and games, comic buttons 

Vac-U-Form Refill. 90 colored plastic sheets. 
49 C 22611—Wt. 8 oz. Was $2.49.. Pkg. $1.99 

Gemstone Jewelry Kit 
Over 25 semi-precious stones, 
for free-form and inlaid jewelry 

V fad 

5 Make beautiful baroque jewelry you'll love 
to give as gifts or wear yourself. Morethan 

25 jewelry-size gems, 50 miniature gems . . in- 
clude amethyst, obsidian, rose quartz, jasper, 
others. Select stones to glue in each setting. 10 
bell caps, 2 key chains, 2 necklace chains, 
bracelet chain, cuff links, tie bar, 3 castings, 
glue, instructions, plus a sparkling geode of 
зн (ро Se) to display or use 

eight. 
өс 22505—Shpg. wt. 10 ол....... Kit $4.44 

Climate-controlled 
Mini-Mini Hothouse 

„ cacti ые 
Peta ra ne zr ы 

6 Watch seeds and cuttings spring up from 
даносам. стопа сосонии 

MEME киа no messy 

tray in sunny window. (D) Separate bloks and 
(Е) transplant to pots or outdoor garden. Over- 
all 123x83x53 in. high. 10 different seed 
packets, two transplant trays, instruction 
book, planting guide. UL Listed for 110-120 
volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 С 22782—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. ...... Kit $7.99 

E | 
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Tumblestones 
A complete rock polishing kit 

Use toothpick with electric tumbler, jewelry 

ae settings, assorted ''gem'' stones 
op art effects 

Apply ceramic 
glaze to je 

+ 

Gem Workshop 
Grind, shape and polish jade, tiger 

eyes . . 12 semi-precious stones in all 

S-speed electric 
gem-making machine, 

exclusive quick 
wheel release button 

ing, custom-made gems for jewelry or 
iful domed cabochon and emerald cuts 
sre-sliced, ready for final shaping and 

-speed lapidary wheel in high-impact 
plastic case has }4-horsepower motor, 2 interchangeable 
grinding and polishing wheels, 3 grit self-adhesive 
sanding discs, polishing pad, polish. Kit includes 12 
slabs of semi-precious gems, 5 jewelry settings, scorer 
and template for outlining shapes. UL Listed for 110- 
120-v., 60-c. AC. Buy it the easy way—order by phone 
49 C 22491—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs ere Kit $19.99 

Gem Workshop Refill Kit. 18 gemstone slabs, 2 grinding 
and polishing wheels, 10 jewelry settings, more. 
49 C 22516—Shipping weight 8 ounces Kit $4.99 rcox [Sears ]125 
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2-octave 
Electric 
Organ 

with 24 keys 

$ 24? 

Portable tabletop 
model with 6 major 

and 6 minor chords. 
Volume control lever 
Brown wood-color cab. 
inet and music stand of 
high-impact plastic, 
23x12x7 inches high 
Instructions, song book 
included . . match keys 
to song book numbers 
to play. Wt. 14 Ibs. 
79 С 66405C. -$24.97 

126 [Sears] eoe 

Тра Dade Scans by йт иаа Gon 

4 swinging plastic and metal instruments 
with a groovy wood-grained finish 

Sold only at Sears 

3-octave Electric Organ 
with plastic cabinet that looks like wood 

. . just switch it on, adjust volume, match keys 
to songbook numbers and start to play 

ort, 4707 t 3777 
Keyboard features 37 full-size black and white keys, volume control. Six major and six minor chords give a wide range of harmony. High-impact polystyrene construction with rich woodgrain texture. 2914x1214x30 in. high Comes with a set of 4 wooden legs and matching upholstered bench. Seat 

measures 17x13x15 in. high. Instructions and one song book. 
79 С 66409L—Shipping weight 36 pounds........ н $47.97 

vithout bench or legs. 
hipping weight 22 pounds. а А -$37.97 

Set of 3 extra Music Books. 45 songs in each book. Everybody's favorite tunes: 
“Sentimental Songs”; “Christmas Carols”; “Folk and Country." 
49 € 66524—Shipping weight 14 ounces. й Set $3.99 

NOTE: 
Electrical items on page UL Listed for 110-120-volt, 60. cycle AC. 

Trap Drum Set 
with bass, snare, 
tom-tom and 
special effects 

514” 

Pound out the beat 
on 20-in. diam. bass, 

9-in. snare and б-п. 
tom-tom drums. Reso 
nant tone block, break- 
resistant beating sur. 
faces and heavy-duty 
pedal and beater. In 
cludes 7-in. cymbal, 
cowbell and triangle. 
About 29x12x32 in 
high when set up. 2 
drumsticks, instruc 
tions. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 € 66413L.....$14.97 

Guitar 
with nylon 

precision gear- 
matic tuning 

s977 

Gears help keep it 
tuned longer. 3 

metal-wound strings 
and 3 nylon strings for 
a resonant sound. High 
impact styrene with 
laminated simulated 
woodgrain face. Guitar 
measures 10%%х3%х 
3114 inches long. Pick, 
music book, instruc 
tions, 33-rpm tuning 
record. 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 C66411C $8.97 



tch notes just т 

К 1 49-кеу Spinet Piono. Children can develop 

natural musical talents, learn to play their 
favorite songs on this precision instrument. Full- 

width keys: 4 octaves; chromatically tuned for 
greater range. Heavy cast iron tone bar with 
precision ground alloy steel tone rods provides 
full sound. Color-coded song book and key chart 
included—make it easier to learn simple tunes. 

Sturdily constructed of maple-stain-finish ply- 

wood. Gracefully turned wood legs rest on foot 
blocks. Piano measures 31x13x24 inches high. 

Matching bench has convenient lift top and 

storage compartment . . sturdy hardwood ply- 

i wood construction. Measures 15x9x13 inches 

Baby Grand Pianos high. Shipped by motor carrier or express. 
Piano and bench are made of hardwood 79 С 66636N— Shipping weight 38 lbs. . . . .$39.95 

with lustrous woodgrain finish. Keys in 
clude both sharps and flats. Sturdy metal 2 
tone rods and wire music stand. Includes 
music book to aid in playing. From 
Japan. Buy it the easy way—order by 
phone. 
Was $11.97. 36-key Piano with bench. 
Piano 1434x19%4x20% in. high. Bench is 
10 in. high. Partly assembled 

79 С 66664C—Wt. 9 lbs... $8.87 

46-key Piano with bench. (Not shown.) 
Piano 1714x2114x20% in. high. Bench 
is 10 in. high. Partly 
79 € 66673C—Wt. 13 Ibs, 

(2) 
Three octave 

37-key Spinet Piano 
with see-thru 

front panel, bench 
$2455 

Dont Miss This 
CUT *3.10 Now*8. 87 

36-key Piano 

37-key Spinet Piano. Plastic see-through 
front panel allows view of tappets striking 

tone rods. Metal tone bar. 3 octaves, chromati- 
cally tuned. Hardwood plywood construction 
finished in walnut. Wood legs 2234x10%x201%4 
in. high. Color song book and color key chart to 
simplify learning. Matching bench, 1134х634х10 
in. high. Shipped motor carrier or express. 
79 € 66674N—Shipping weight 22 Ibs... . . $24.85 

25-key Spinet. Cast-iron tone bar. 2 octaves, 
chromatically tuned. Wood and hardboard 

construction finished in gold-color and black. 
Overall 16%4x1014x184%4 in. high. Bench meas- 
ures 9x5x834 in. high. Music book included. 
79 € 66523L—Shipping weight 15 lbs... ..$12.85 

Folk Guitar 
produces full, 

resonant sound 

(6) 

20-key Accordion 

$ ris 

Wood Zither 

$6" 

Instant music maker for all 

18-note Colored Chime Xylophone 

$ 4 

4 Eighteen colored tubular steel reeds pro 

duce clear, chime-like resonant tones. 
It’s 29 in. long ages—song charts placed 
with a natural 

Made of walnut-finished wood with three 
plastic legs. Complete with 2 wood mallets. 
Color-coded music book makes it easier to 
play complete songs. About 1814x1 1x5 inches 
high. From Japan 

Like everything else in Sears books, it’s 

so easy to order by telephone. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

49 С 66401.... . 

йй page scans by deisimasnmdiseledmical com 

$4.99 

under strings let you play imme 
diately. Guitar has 16 metal 
strings and geared tuning. High 
gloss finish on wood body. In 
cludes 10 song charts, tuning key 
playing pick and extra strings. 
16x9x2 inches. From Italy 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 С 66418 $6.99 

Features 8 bass buttons for 
rhythm. 12 white and 8 black 

keys. Opens to about 16 inches, 
closes to 11x914x6 inches wide. 
Arm and hand straps, song sheet 

incl. Rugged shock resistant plas- 
tic with silver color trim. Pearl- 

ized body. From Italy 
49 C66417—Wt: 2 lbs. 7 oz. $7.99 

wood finish; veneer 
front, back. 3 wire, 
3 nylon strings 
Shoulder cord, tun- 
ing pegs; zinc-plat 
ed tailpiece. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 С 665330. .$3.99 кж [Sears] 127 



33V-inch long guitar 510° 

steel-reinforced neck 

1 Here is a guitar with the big sound for that 
big beat. 6 metal strings, metal tailpiece and 

metal gear tuning give it profession on 

ared tuning means once strings are tuned 
they stay set longer. Cu y body of molded 
plastic. Rich sunburst finish. Music book, in. 

structions, 33-rpm tuning record, shoulder cord 
and pick included. For really big sound, order 
amplifer below 
79 € 66604C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs $10.99 

Amplifier 

[3] 79? và; 

26-inch long 56° 

steel model 

Q Looks like a real electric instrument, yet 
it produces that familiar twangy sound with 

out electricity. Cutaway body and a narrow 
neck make it easier to play. Strong steel body 
with handsome brown and gold-color sunburst 
design, 6 steel strings, simulated tone controls. 
Geared tuning helps guitar stay tuned longer 
Shoulder strap, pick and instruction book incl 
Japan. For big sound, order amplifier below 
79 С 66597C—Shipping weight 3 lbs. $6.99 

Amplifier. Adds sound power to guitars above. Pickup has suction cups to attach to any hollow 
body guit 

49 С 66635 
49 C 8407 

‘sete Bade ал ————'Y 

Volume control, Transistorized. Doubles as “mike.” Battery not incl., order below 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces $7.99 

6-volt Battery for amplifier above. Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces 119 

Just match numbers 
in song book to numbers 

Оп key board 

Detach legs and 
music stand for 

easy travel 

Festival Electric 
Organ from Italy 
37 keys . . 3 full octaves 

and so easy to play 

You'll start enjoying the full sound of its 37 
keys, 6 bass reeds and 6 bass chords almost 

immediately. Heavy-gauge steel reeds for clearer 
resonance, Volume control. Cabinet made of sturdy 
Cycolac plastic. Wood legs that attach to 4 small 
feet are removable for table top play. Organ mea. 
sures 31x1234x3014 inches high. Comes complete 
with detachable music stand and matching plastic 
bench with vinyl top and wood legs. Seat measures 
about1634x1014x16%4 in. high. 2 music books 
beginner and advanced. Order set of 3 advanced 
music books below. UL Listed; 110-120-v.,60-c. AC. 
79 € 66415L—Shipping weight 26 Ibs. $44.95 

Set of 3 extra Music Books. Advanced level 
49 C 66416— Shipping weight 11 oz.....Set $2.99 



(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

Drum Up 
А Good Time 

Phase 11 Drum Set 

3 big drums, break-resistant 
heads, and а hissing cymbal 

5 Get with the big beat with this professional- 

like drum set. Break-resistant Lyf-LonTM 
plastic heads on large bass drum, side snare 

drum and large tom-tom . . give uniform re- 

sponse. (Plastic heads resist temperature changes 

more effectively than animal-skin heads.) Set 

comes complete with two iridescent-coated 
cymbals . . one is the hissing cymbal. 

Heavy-gauge steel bodies, resonant wood 

The Psychedelic, Flashing 
Light Drum Set 

heads, 2034-inch diameter bass drum with 9- 

inch diameter snare-type drum and 6-inch diam- 

eter tom-tom included in set. Steel frames. Pro- 

fessional designed tone block and bell. 14-inch 

hissing cymbal. Two 10-inch drum sticks and 

two wire brushes. Heavy duty foot pedal. 

Bracket inside bass drum holds 100-watt bulb 

(not included). 6-ft. cord with flasher attach- 

ment UL listed for 110-120- volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Ages 6 and up. Partly assembled. 

79 € 666711—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. ....Set 92.99 

Out of this World Drum Set 
with hissing cymbal 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
79 € 66663L 

Professionally styled Snare Drum 

with throw-off snare strainer 

Adjustable Му!аг® plastic 
head for fine tuning 

513° 
Blend fine tone and crisp 
response for really great 
percussion sounds. Drum 
has beautifully trimmed 
plastic shell. 14-inch diam- 
eter, 614-inch deep drum. 
Sturdy steel tripod stand 
adjusts to various playing 
heights. Set comes com- 
plete with balanced 15- 
inch wood drum sticks and 
instruction book. Ages 6 
to 15. Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 7 lbs. 
79 € 66634C. . . . Set $13.99 

Cutsiod pae Scans by салайа йде аса com 

*Go-anywhere" Cassette Player 
Delivers exceptionally full-bodied sound, uses 
same Philips-type cassettes as adult players 

Take it 
to the 
beach 

Bring it 

Carry it 
wherever 
you go 

Use with batteries or plug it into 

wall outlet with adapter, below 

186, 
Here's the go-anywhere, play-anywhere portable cassette 

tape player. Complete with “play,” "stop," and volume 

control. Has F.F. (fast forward) lever to advance tape 
rapidly. Durable plastic housing, 6x2}4x10 inches high. 

Plays cassettes listed below—also uses longer playing 
cassettes, Runs on AC adapter 49C66422 (or 6 “С” bat- 

teries, order 2 packages below). From Austria. 

49 С 6676—Shipping weight 3 рошпйз............ $18.99 

Alkaline "С" Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 C 8411— Shipping weight 8 ounces... . . .. Pkg. $2.49 

Adapters for cassette tape players 

UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 524-14. cord, plastic housing. Japan. 

Fomole-Plug Adapter. For cassette 
player 49C6676 above. Also former 
model 49-6666. 
49 С 66422—Shpg. wt. 10 oz... . $2.99 

Pre-recorded 
Cassettes $196 
by AMPEX E Ed 

Dont | Buy any two 
Miss | Save 5% 
This [Only *3.72 

So easy to operate. 
Just slip in cassette, 

close доог. . and play 

Male-Plug Adapter. For other cassette 
players (models 66765 and 6670). 

Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
49 С 66402............. oe $2.99 

Play for 12 to 15 minutes. Sealed in durable plastic. 4x2}4x}4 in. thick. Wt. ea. 2 oz. 

Each $1.96 .. 

49 С 66714-Super Groups. Rascals, Cream, Bee 

Gee's, and Iron Butterfly . . one song each. 

49 C66715—Creedence Clearwater Revival. 
Fortunate Son; Feeling Blue. One other. 

49 C 66716—Led Zeppelin. Whole Lot of Lovin’; 
Heart Breaker. Two others. 

49 с 66724—360°. Brooklyn Bridge, Lovin’ 
Spoonful, Ohio Express, 1910 Fruitgum Co. 

49 C 66766—James Taylor & Original Flying 
Machine. Night Owl; Rainy Day Man. 2 others. 

49 € 66767—Jimi Hendrix. Freedom; Езу Rider; 

Astroman. One other. 

49 € 66768—5th Dimension. Loves, Lines and 

Angles; Time and Love. Two others. 

4966769—Creedence Clearwater. Who'll 
Stop the Rain; Traveling Band. Two others. 

49066771—The Association. Along Comes 
Mary; Cherish; Windy; Never My Love. 

Two separately lotal $3.92. Buy ony 2 for $3.72 
49 С 66783—Three Dog Night. Joy lo the 
World; Sunlight. Two others. 

49 С 66773—Jomes Taylor. Fire and Rain; 
Sweet Baby James; Steamroller. One other. 

49 С 66774—Led Zeppelin. Immigrant Song; 
Celebration Day; Gallows Pole. One other. 

49 € 66775—Neil Diamond. Kentucky Woman; 
Solitary Man. Two others. 
49 C 66776—Partridge Family. I Think I 
Love You; I’m on the Road. Two others. 

49 с 66728—Romper Room Laughing Book and 
Safety Book verses; Princess and the Pea. 

49 € 66729—Pvff, the Magic Dragon. 1 more. 
49 С 66731— Pinocchio; Sleeping Beauty. 
49 C 66747—Black Beauty; Puss and Boots. 
49 с 66748—Thumbelina; Peter Pan. 
49 C 66779— Wizard of Oz; Big Brown Bear. 
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Big Sound Electric Phonographs 
nt start” solid 

amplifiers 

balance . 

Plays stereo (or monaural) 45 and 
3334-rpm records so you hear each 
stereo channel separately and 
clearly. Floating ceramic stereo 
cartridge with synthetic sapphire 
needle is gentle even on your finest 
stereo records. Metal tone arm has 

finger lift. 45-rpm adapter. 

Record case stores 
titty 7-In. records 

Сөй page scans Буйтай нае иса com 

329? 

Separate speaker controls regulate sound for perfect 
. low-distortion amplifier for clearer sound 

Rubber-padded turntable of chrome-plated 
steel. Plastic dust cover protects 1434x9}4x 
5-in. player. Each in, ferro-ceramic 
speaker enclosed in accoustically treated 
cabinets, 10x63(x4 in. deep. Plug-in con- 
nections extend speaker units to 8 ft. apart 

Plastic housings, metal trim. 
79 С 66762C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs.. ..Set $29.99 

4-speed 

Phonograph with 
5 records and case 

12. 476 

Plays 78, 45, 3334 and 16-rpm rec- 
ords. Two synthetic sapphire- 
tipped needles—one for 78 and one 
for LP. Large 5x3-in. speaker gives 
full hi-fi sound. Bass/treble tone 
control speed selector. Plastic 
turntable with built-in 45-rpm 
adapter. Fiberboard (not wood or 
hardboard) case is washable, scuff- 
resistant. 1234x1034x5¢ in. high. 
Fiberboard record case, 754x434x 
7% in. high. Five pop-favorite 45- 
rpm records tostart your collection. 

79C66427C-Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $24.76 

Player closes into 
ап ensy-to-tole case 

Phonograph only. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 
49 C 66429 A $22.76 

Compact 4-speed 

Record Player 

Al 8” 

You can play any standard record 
you have . . 4 speeds to choose 
from: 78, 45, 3334 and 16-rpm. 
Plastic turntable has rubber dots 
so records cannot slip, built-in 45- 
rpm adapter. 

Synthetic sapphire-tipped needle 

plays monaurally both mono and 
stereo records. 234-inch speaker 
delivers full, clear sound. Speed 
selector. High-impact plastic case 
has modern, sleek design. 12x10x4 
inches high. 
49 C 66425—Wt. 5 lbs... ...$18.99 

NOTE: Electric Phonographs UL 
listed; 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 

“Close ‘n Play” Phonograph 
by Kenner for only $6.88 777 

without batteries 

1-ѕрееа Battery-operated Phonograph 

An excellent first phonograph for kids—it’s so easy to oper- 

ate. Just place 45-rpm record on turntable, press “on-off” 
switch and close lid. Needle attached to lid . . tone arm sets 
itself at start each time lid is closed. Comes with synthetic 
sapphire-tipped needle, Lightweight plastic case, 9x9x414 
inches high. Uses 3 “D” batteries, not included, Order pack- 
age below. But it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 С 66461—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. . .. .$6.88 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 8405—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. .Pkg. 1.49 

4 
Plastic record rack 
holds 10 records 

Closes into an 
gasy-lo-tole case 



5616 zs 
2-octave Portable Organ 

“Go-everywhere” organ has 25 color-coded keys, 25 brass reeds. Red plas- 
tic case 14x6x514 in. high. On-off switch. Color-coded music booklet in- 
cluded. Uses 3 “D” batteries . . order package below. From Japan. 
49 C 66591—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces. ASE 
49 C 8405—"D”" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... . Pkg. 1.49 

$3 

29-inch Guitar has wood fiber 

Trumpet Piano Xylophone sound chamber for deep tone 

Make music with 17-in. metallic Piano has 21 color-coded keys. Wood, mood rumming inging Р songs. 

finish gold color plastic trumpet. with plastic top. Xylophone has 12 Pici by His See e uM a Roy, Dale ai acl prre 

Has 8 different colored valves, color-coded chime steel reeds. Plastic ong guitar. Made of wood fiber, finished in ivory color with maple-toned 
8 tuned reeds. 38-song booklet base. Measures 1434x1134x3 in. high. shading. Six strong wire and nylon strings for longer-lasting dependability. 

held by plastic lyre. Two wash- Color-coded song book, 2 plastic mal- Plastic pegs and colorful shoulder cord. Instructions included. 

able mouthpieces. lets, 3plasticlegsincluded. From Japan. экы рае аа is cea TINO. ces cons $3.49 

49 C 66424-Wt. 1 Ib. 1007. $3.44 49 С 66403—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs... . $4.99 

1 Peanuts Parode Drum. Play 
while marching to your own 

beat. “Peanuts” characters deco- 
rate side of rugged steel parade 

А drum with snares and plastic 
tsa carrying strap. 11-inch diameter 

Peanuts® drum, 9 inches high. Break-resist- 

49 C 66692—Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. .$4.44 

me United lures Syndicate, Inc., 1960 

Q Snoopy Trap Drum Set. The 
“Peanuts” gang’s favorite dog 

decorates this drum set. Complete 
with 16-in. diameter bass drum, 
tom-tom and tambourine. Metal 
bodies, break-resistant plastic 
heads. Includes ""Peanuts"banner, 
two 12-in. wood drumsticks. Over- 
all height 21 in. For ages 4 to 12. 
Unassembled. 
79 С 66426C—Wt. 6 lbs.. Set $5.97 

United Festures Syndicate, Inc., 1969 
Give a child $444 

the gift of music 42. 
Each set has 15 delightful 45- 
rpm records . . 734x734x734-in. Rhythm Band with All-American 

high fiberboard case with han- 5 instruments Marching Band 

dle holds up to 50 records. 157 tees 93° 
Children's Records 

Assortment of 15 favorite 
stories, songs and games. 
49C66697-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $4.44 

It’s fun for the whole Start your own band 
group. Set contains 7-in. — with a plastic kazoo-type 
plastic rim tambourine, trombone 
pair of 7-in. metal cym- 
bals, 5-in. metal triangle 
with striker and holder, 
wood tone block and 
mallet, and a double 

Christmas Records 

Assortment of 15 Christmas 
and special occasion songs. 

jingle clog. 

49066421-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $4.44 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

49 C 66691 . Set $5.97 
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"Za Z0000M" Play Engine 
by Marx for only $3.99 ??? 

У 
Batteries sold separately 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
.-all the right answers for holiday shopping 

Roll along with the mighty sound of a battery-operated “motor”. It 
adds a new thrill to bike riding. Single-cylinder case made of hi-impact 
Styrene plastic mounts almost anywhere. Dial lets you set it for a sound 
from a timid idle to a mighty roar. Even has а muffler screw to hush the 
sound. Uses 2 “D” batteries; order package below. 
То order the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages under 

“Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales” for number to call. 
49 С 88511—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces............,....$3.99 
“D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 С 8405—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces........ s... Pkg. 149 

Add exciting motor sounds 
to your bike, trike or pedal car 

Ta 
Fasten to frame 

of bicycle 

Fasten to rear 
brace of tricycle 

Attach to rear of 
pedal car 

Steel 
Coaster Wagons 

with non-toxic fire engine red 

enamel finish 

"500" Wagon. Double-disc steel wheels 
with ball-bearings are designed to give 
extra-smooth ride. Sturdy steel construction 
withstands rough treatment. Big 10x1.50- 

inch puncture-proof tires with push-on hub 
caps. Fit-grip handle for extra comfort. 
36x1744x419 inches deep. Sent unassembled. 

Shipping weight 30 pounds. 
79 С 855116... А $11.99 

"400" Wagon. Nylon-bearing wheels have 
SléxilS-inch semi-pneumatic tires for 
cushioned coasting. Measures 34х1514х4 
inches deep. Sent unassembled, 

Shipping weight 24 pounds. 
79 C 85512C. .$9.99 

with ball-bearings 

1? The "400" 
with nylon-bearings 

mes 

Dont | only $17. 74 
Miss | for а Wooden 
This | Stake Wagon 

Converts to a coaster wagon 
. . just remove the wooden side panels 
Finest hardwood side panels are weather-protected 
with varnish. Semi-pneumatic 10x1.50-in. tires and 
nylon-bearings that never need oiling. Parts are 
smoothly finished. Steel chassis, double-disc steel 

` wheels with push-on hub caps. Fit-grip handle, Green 
finish. Roomy 36x16}4x944-in. high. Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 35 pounds. 

Citali page scans by dieisiniaxzmisetedwical on 

Sears best 
13-inch 

Converta-Bike 

1 The king of the sidewalk 
bikes. This one has a 2- 

coat flamboyant yellow with 
lime overspray finish . 
gleaming chrome-plated 
“sissy” bar, hi-rise handle- 
bars and fenders. Glitter 
vinyl banana saddle, anti- 
slip grips and streamers. 

Rear coaster brake gives 
better control—coast with- 
out pedaling, or stop quickly. 
Easy-pedaling  nylon-bear- 
ing wheels with 154-in. semi- 
pneumatic tires. Removable 
5-in. training wheels. Partly 
assembled. Wt. 25 Ibs. 
79 С 87513L.........$24.99 
13-in. Bike without coaster 
brake. Wt. 25 lbs. 
79 С 875161... $19.99 

Standard 13-inch 
Converta-Bike 

Easy-riding bike has tub- 
ular steel frame with 

cobra fenders, white enamel 
semi-hi-rise handlebars, 
black vinyl hand grips. 
Black metal saddle; white 
trim. 15¢-in,  semi-pneu 
matic tires on nylon-bearing 
wheels. Removable 5-inch 
training wheels. Yellow 
Partly assembled 
79C87511C-Wt. 24 lbs. $16.99 

10-inch 
Chain-drive Bike 

Easy-pedaling bike has 
gleaming chrome-plated 

hi-rise handlebars and cobra 
fenders. Vinyl streamers. 
154-in. semi-pneumatic tir 
on nylon-bearing wheel 
Red striped tires, Metal 
saddle. Removable 4-inch 
training wheels. Hot red. 
Partly assembled 

Shipping weight 20 Ibs 
79 С 87509C $14.99 
NOTE: Before ordering be sure to 
see How to Order Correct Size on 
page 134, 

GT Scooter 

has 

ball-bearing 
wheels 

Modern “sports” styling fea- 
tures hi-rise handlebars 
Long lasting 834-in. semi- 
pneumatic tires. Body 
bright red enamel finis 
steel parts for durability. 
Flip-down stand, sure-grip 
foot brake. 35x32 in. high. 
Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 13 Ibs. 
79 C85515C.......... $6.99 



Move out on our best 13-inch 

Sidewalk Converta-Bike 

24” 
with coaster brake 

han + Bost 

Has everything from rear 
coaster brake to racy 

ichrome-plated ''sissy bar'' 

and twin tubular crossbars 
Converts from boys' 

to girls' style by 
removing crossbar 

Standard 13-inch 
Converta-Bike 

16" 

Wild, new chain- 
driven speedster 

. sold only at Sears 

237 
Flashy “two-wheel- 
er” has double tu- 
bular steel frame for 
added strength and 
direct chain-drive as- 

molded plastic tires; 
simulated mag-type 
wheels, 

Chrome-plated hi- 
rise handlebars; 
chain guard. Deep 
embossed black plas- 
tic saddle. Flam- 
boyant red; yellow 
overspray. Partly as- 
sembled, Wt. 25 Ibs. 
79 С 875151... $23.99 

тарб райо кешл by айаны Кайа 

Whitewall 1,75-in. pneu- 
matic tire, chrome-plated 
trim on rim and fork; pad- 
ded blue and white seat of 
wipe-clean vinyl . . adjusts 
from 37 to 43 in., tilts up or 
down. Partly assembled. 
So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone. 

Shipping weight 16 Ibs. 
79 C B8004L........ $24.88 

Wide 20-inch wheel 
. . deluxe 

pneumatic tire 

5] Ta 

A real challenge to 
your skill as you speed 

along, make quick turns, 
or even balance in one 
place, Sporty features in- 
clude chrome-plated trim 
on rim and fork; pneu- 
matic 1.75 tire and red glit- 
ter banana seat of wipe- 
clean vinyl . . adjusts from 
31 to 37 inches, tilts up or 
down. Sent partly as- 

sembled. 
Shipping weight 13 Ibs. 

79 С 88005С........ $17.85 

16-inch wheel 
with flat tread tire 
for better control 

s974 

6 Snappy, looking сусе 
has 16-in. ball-bearing 

wheel . . greater safety be- 
cause you can start slow, 
speed up as you gain skill 
and confidence. Vinyl-cov- 
ered banana seat has black 
trim; adjusts from 27 to 
32 in. 1,75-in, semi-pneu- 
matic tire . . rugged steel 
red tubular fork. Sent un- 
assembled. 

Shipping weight 12 Ibs, 
79 C88001C........ $9.74 

Sturdy Steel Balance 
Poles for all unicycles 

2069 oe 

7 Chrome-plated poles 
help you gain confi- 

dence. White finger grips 
and end plugs. 40 inches 



Sears Bike and Trikes 
. » for beginners моне! мнен" 

BIG RIG 5] 3 
Sold only at Sears . . all-terrain 
vehicle with truck-like styling 

Durable truck-trike has extra-wide tires for real “dig-in” trac- 
tion, Sturdy steel tubular frame, molded construction-type 
steering “wheel” and big molded plastic bucket-type saddle. 
10}4-inch front wheel; 7-inch rear wheels have nylon bearings 
for easy, quiet pedaling. Construction yellow, green, white and 

ith b lated Cobra black trim. Vinyl pedals. 26 in. long; 24 in. high. 
|; nylon-bearing rear wheels with large metal hub 79 С 87031L—Shipping weight 15 pounds... . . EMAIL 

Flamboyant orange finish. 

79 С 87055C—10-inch front wheel. ...... cesse 
Shipping weight 19 pounds. E 1 

79 С 87056C—13-inch front wheel Dont Miss This 
Shippi ‘ight 22 pounds. $, * 79 C 870576 1-inch front wheel ; p" CUT ‘1 Now*6.77 

Molded plastic 

Tough Trike 

Was $777. Ideal for pre- 
schoolers 2 to 4. Simulated 
headlight andspeedometer, 
twin-fork hi-rise handle- 
bar. Molded plastic wheels 
on steel axles. 8-inch diam. 
front wheel; 534-in. rear 
wheels, 22 in. long. West 
Germany. Partly assem- 
bled. Green, Wt. 7 Ibs. 
79 С 87001C. . 56.77 

/ Trike with 
frame styling 

saddle. Flamboyant yellow and 
green overspray finish. . 

10-inch front wheel. 
79 С 87046C—Wt. 17 Ibs... . $9.66 

12-inch front wheel. 
79 C 87047C—Wt. 18 lbs... 10.66 

-. 16-inch front wheel. 
79 € 87048L—Wt. 22 lbs... 12.66 

NOTE: All trikes and bike on 
this page, except (79 C 87001C 
above) have tubular steel frames; 
vinyl hand grips, pedals; adjust- 
able saddles and semi-pneumatic 
tires. Sent partly assembled. 

Dump Trike 

. all the fun of 
a tricycle and 

a dump truck too 

n des 

How to Order Correct Size 

TRIKES 

Fi Crotch 
s Ball of Foot ^ 

в-10-їпсһ | 15to17in. | 2to3 
12-13-inch | 171020 in. | 2to4 
16-inch 19 to 21 in. 3405 Sold only at Sears ыыы н у 

Easy-to-reach handle allows child to remain seated as he » Training Bike SIDEWALK BIKES releases dump cart. Sturdy steel frame; chrome-plated Was $10.99. Sturdy, good-looking—a perfect Front Ciis | Average — semi hi-rise handlebar and front fender. 8-in. front tire; first bike. Metal frame has semi hi-rise handle- Wheel Size | Ball of Foot | Age 
6L4in. rear tires. Simulated spoke wheels. Bright red; bars, vinyl hand grips, metal saddle. Nylon-bear- 10-inch 12 to 16 in. 2to3 
white saddle. 2514 in. long. From Spain. ing wheels with 154inch semi-penumatic tires. 13-inch | 15 to 20 in. | 3 and up 79 С 87019C—Shipping weight 9 pounds $7.99 Removable 4 inch training wheels. Bright red NOTE: Add exciting motorsounds 

e enamel finish, gleaming white Cobra fenders. to any bike or trike. See page 132 134 [Sears] kee 79 С 87501C— Shipping weight 16 Ibs... .. . $9.99 for the Za Zoooom Play Engine. 

Сой pae scans by pieisthiacmdselediaical Gom 



Take a fun field-trip with Sears *Forest Friends" 

.. animal decorated Activity Centers 

5-ride animal-theme 
With a buddy swing, 2 swings, $ 99 

glide ride, 7-foot slide and 
even a “forest” tent 

Enough room for 7 youngsters to ride and slide. Climb the steps, sit on top 
platform, give a push and “WOOSSH” you're heading down the smooth 
T-ft. slide. Share the fun with a friend on the buddy swing or glide ride; 
both have 2 plastic seats. Enjoy thrilling rides on the 2 swings . . they're 
steel reinforced plastic for added strength. Or, just relax in the water- 
resistant “forest” tent . . makes a perfect club-house too! Four 734-ft. 
long legs; 834-ft. long top bar. 2-in. tubular steel frame with multi-colored 
baked-enamel finish. Base area about 9x12 )$ ft. 
79 С 72152N—Unassembled. Shipping weight 94 18.............. #47. 

Shaded Steel Sandbox 

Pretty and rugged 16” 

Colorful water-resistant canopy provides shade for four “diggers”. 
Heavy-duty steel construction with smooth slat seats. Multi- 
colored baked-enamel finish. It's 30x4434x45 inches high. Unas- 
sembled. Sand not included. 
79 С 71508C—Shipping weight 34 pounds. .........---..- $16.99 

Tahad cee by a a 

Міпі- 888 Playcenter 
With а swing, slide, shaded 
picnic table and chalk board 

А toddler's delight! Plastic swing seat is steel reinforced; has chain protectors and 
safety strap. 43¢-ft. steel slide with slat platform. 4-seater picnic table has а 
canopy; chalk board has a clock face, chalk, eraser. Baked-enamel finish. 5x8-ft. 
base area; 58 in. high overall. Use indoors too. For ages 2 to 5. Unassembled. Sent 
motor carrier or express. 
79 C 72153N—Shipping weight 58 pounds. 



A 42-inch Jaguar 
Sports Car with so many 

"details" for only $17.9977? — e, 

French. 
horn honks 

Pedal-powered Sports 
Car is filled with fun 

There's working action all around 
with this roguish beauty. Pack up 
the trunk and take off. Nestle com- 
fortably in the vinyl padded seat. 
Tough polypropylene body shrugs 
off bumps . . stays new-looking, MN. 
too. Nylon bearing wheels. 5-posi- 
е) " with Molded All steel Шз pedal tatit Map peck: ЕЛЕ ERST 

ets їп doors. Steel axles, steering 
mechanism. Partly assembled 
79 C 86084L—Wt. 19 Ibs... .$17.99 
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{SHOWN ON FACING РАСЕІ 

Molded plastic Super 

Cycle with banana seat 

Sold only at Sears 

This sassy pedal-driven 
three wheeler has exciting 

motorcycle styling. Realis- 
tically detailed “motor,” ex- 
haust pipes and rugged 9-in. 
plastic tires. 1234-in. high 
seat. 25x14x1834 in. overall. 
West Germany. 

Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 
79 С 860331......... 58.99 

Pinto Pedal Car 
with rugged steel body 

2 Hop behind the wheel 
and cruise down the side- 

walk. You'll get a smooth 
ride on the long-wearing, 
molded rubber tires. Has 8- 
inch metal wheels, steel hub 
caps and nylon bearings that 
never need oiling. 33x9x15 
in. high. Partly assembled. 
Shipping weight 23 pounds. 
79 С 86089С.........$13А4 

Gulf Gas Pump 

. . gallons register 

as bell rings 

3 Crank the pump and fill 
er up or check the “air” 

in your tires. Realistically 
detailed with extra long 
“gas” hose and “air” hose 
with pressure indicator. Dur- 
able plastic. 18x11x6 in. 
high. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 C 88507 oo $344 

Sleek and Sporty 

Stingray has a 

molded plastic body 

Sold only at Sears 

‘The young sportster's 
favorite. 37 in. long pedal 

car has simulated hood 
latches and molded plastic 
tires with silver-colored hubs. 
Steel axles and steering 
mechanism, Pedals adjust 
for easy "driving". Partly 
assembled. 

Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 
79 C 860474........... $9.87 

Heavy molded plastic 

Dune Buggy with 

4-inch wide rear 
racing wheels 

Was $12.77. From its 
colorful decals to its 

sporty hub discs, this 3334- 
in. long pedal car is a young 
racer's delight. Rugged body; 
steel axles and steering 
mechanism. Adjustable easy- 
pedal action. Polyethylene 
plastic wheels; rear wheels 
are oversized racing slicks. 
Partly assembled. 

Shipping wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 C 8600%......-. 511.77 

SHIPPING NOTE: All "№" 
items (as 79 C 86008N) sent 
motor carrier or express. 

Citai Dade Scans by didaa ledina Gom 

Tractor only 

3:26? 

Dont Miss This 

Buy Tractor with Trailer 

SAVE #4 опу $29.98 

( 6 and 7 ) Separately $33.98. Ball-bearing chain 
drive for smooth, easy pedaling. Tractor has big 12-in. 

semi-pneumatic tires on rear; 8-in. dual front wheels 
with molded rubber tires. Adjustable seat. Even has 
4 spark plugs with "wires". Mustang orange with 
black, white trim; 38x24x27-in. high. Trailer has 7x 
3%-іп. molded plastic tires. Mustang orange with 
white trim; 23x11 in. wide. Partly assembled. So 
easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
79 С 86081N2—Shipping weight 51 Ibs. Set $29.98 
6 Tractor only. 

79 С 86008N—Shipping weight 40 lbs. . . . . 26.99 

Т Trailer only. 
79 C 86066C—Shipping weight 11 lbs. 

'Tough plastic Tractor 

and Trailer 
. . over 4 feet of fun 

Ов? 

This bright red and green combo is 
ready for any hauling job. Easy 
pedal-drive tractor has big 9-in. 
plastic and rubber tires. 14-in. high 
seat, deep-dish steering wheel and 
silver-colored "motor". 26x15x2134 
in. high. Molded trailer has 634-in. 
plastic tires. 2634x14x934 in. high. 
From West Germany. 
79 С 86041L— Wt. 14 Ibs. . Set $9.87 

47-inch Steel Sold only at Sears 

Earth Mover 

with working dump 319» 

From its stylish grill to its dump body this light 
yellow construction vehicle is a real workhorse. 
Ball-bearing pedal drive for smooth, easy riding. 
Tailgate drops when dump is activated. 8-in. 
wheels. 47x17x1334-in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 С 86092L—Shipping weight 34 pounds.. . .$19.99 

with bell, 2 ladders 

T7 

"This bright red truck is ready for any emergency. Has 
rear platform, plastic ladders, chrome-plated bell, and 
Sin. wheels. Adjustable pedals. 40x15x1334-in. high. 

79 С 86091C—Shipping weight 28 pounds... . ...$17.99 
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"Ihe years most exciting ‘rechargeables’ are 

LOOK THEM OVER 

Super-wide rac 

ted forward and reverse 
n most models 

The fun car of the bea 
takes to the sidewalks - 

LECTRA II 
DUNE BUG 

y un 

Move out at 2 mph or shift into reverse 
ith its bright styling and realistic details, this built-for-action dune bug 

is in a class by itself. Steers like a real car with stick-shift forward and 
reverse lever and deep-dish steering wheel. Step on the accelerator and go. 
Sleck and sporty hi-impact plastic body has simulated bug-eye lights and 
molded plastic tires. Rugged 31x16x9-inches high chassis supports up to 
150 pounds. Rechargeable 6-volt battery is secured under the seat. Re- 
charger; battery guaranteed for 6 months; see facing page. Partly assem- 
bled. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 € 86501C—Shipping weight 18 pounds. $27.85 

Answer the ringing phone to learn the location 
! of the next “emergency,” shift into drive and you're off Go ahead! 

Check out that wild “engine” 

BELL TELEPHONE LECTRA IV Reise up on re 
eee TRUCK SCREAMER DRAGSTER  °““ 

*385 „ла. $3495 
Dash-mounted telephone keeps you in touch with the “office” as you drive forward or reverse at 2 mph. Hi-impact plastic body supports up to 150165; — Here's a “way-out” styled dragster with wacky footrests that will delight any has deep dish steering wheel, 16¥¢-in. removable ladder, simulated headlights, ОЧЕ racer. Step on the "hot foot" accelerator, go forward or reverse up to 2 fuel gauge and cable reel. Mag-type wheels; molded plastic tires. 34x18x18!4 mph - . even raises up for dramatic “wheelies”, This 31x1644x13%4-in. high inches high. Recharger; battery guaranteed 6 months, see facing page. Phone dragster is fully equipped with deep-dish steering wheel, realistically detailed aay, са ыас кын ше ури ie "engine" . . it even has ап air scoop. Super-wide tires are molded plastic. Tough upra ihr py ‹ > hi-impact plastic body supports up to 150 pounds. Recharger; rechargeable 79 686519N— Partly assembled. Shipping weight 25 pounds. HORS 6-volt battery guaranteed for 6 months, see guarantee on facing page. Battery Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 4 is secured under the seat. Partly assembled. 138 49 8411—Shpg. wt. 8oz.................Pkg. $249 79 € 86503L— Shipping weight 20 pounds. ...... MU SOME ..$34.85 

n———————À 



waiting for you here at the Sears Showroom 

CHECK THE EXTRAS 
e Simulated ome mag-type wheels 

with super-wide tires on most models 

* Hi-impact plastic body shell guards 

against nicks and dents . . helps keep 

your car looking factory new 

CONSTRUCTION 
BUGGY ACCESSORY 
$3485 $ 5” 

Buy both 

SAVE #3 
Only $40.84 

(1 and 2 ) Separately $43.84. Looking for a rugged all-purpose 
construction vehicle? This unit sports a front-loading dump that 
really works and а 1534-in. crane with controls for arm and hook. 
Supports up to 150 Ibs. Goes forward or reverse at 2 mph. Re- 
charger; battery guaranteed for 6 months. 32x16x16in. high. 

79 С 86515L2—Shipping weight 19 pounds.......... Set $40.84 

Construction Buggy only. (With 9 Crane Accessory only. 
dump, battery, recharger). Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 

79 С 86513L—Wt. 18 lbs.. ... $37.85 79C 86514C.... 

(3) 49 C 88506—Plastic Hard Hat. Fits all sizes. Wt. 13 oz. 

$5.99) 
1.69 

* 

«е 

You'll be ready for any safari 

or even a quiet ride down the block LECTRA III 

SEARS JEEPSTER POWER BIKE 

21° а 10007 E 
BATTERY GUARANTEE X LI d 789 

Need a vehicle that take it when the road - ор on the simulat: ег seat, press the accelerator and breeze 

EU acr аав gets G-voltrechargeable battery QUA опе at 2 mph. Gleaming chrome-plated handlebars and sissy bar 
rough? Sears economy-sized Jeep has а 2334x12}éx  anteed for 6 months against 1. “ Е т ^ 
1214-in. high rugged plastic body with molded plastic electrical failure, or ед for highlight the hot lime finish. 2934x1834x2034-in. high body is 

wheels. Authentically-styled Jeep has simulated head- free replacement. rugged hi-impact plastic; supports up to 150 Ibs. Molded plastic 

lights, radiator, and a deep-dish steering wheel. knobby tires. Recharger; 6-volt battery is guaranteed for 6 

Travels along at 2 mph ... just step on the accelerator. Replacement Battery. Super months. Partly assembled. 
Forward only. Holds up to 100 lbs. Recharger; re-  Power® battery fits all Sears 79 С 86502C—Shipping weight 18 pounds. ........------- $29.85 

chargeable 6-volt battery guaranteed 6 months, see and Eldon Poweride recharge- 

guarantee, right. Partly assembled. able cars. Spill proof. NOTE, BOTH PAGES: 
79 C 86516C— Shipping weight 13 pounds.....$21.85 79 C86523C-Wt. 3 ]bs....$7.99 ^ Rechargers UL Listed; 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC тж 139 

<, 
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А Includes: Hi-impact plastic wheels (8-in. front, 9. 
_ rear), steel axles, complete steering parts, full-sized pat- 
- terns, bolts, screws, assorted hardware. 

handle- 
bars. Bright green, black trim. 2726х9х2024 in. high. 
79 € 86053N— Partly assembled, Wt. 13 Ibs.. ..$10.77 

New at Sears! Drag Champ 
Pedal Go-Cart 

Zips around on big 834-inch plastic wheels with mag- 
type covers. Bright red plastic seat and grill on 
chrome-plated tubular steel frame. Deep-dish steering 
wheel with horn and S-position pedal adjustment. 
3614211432134 in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 C 86086C— Shipping weight 16 15. . $14.99 

Gütsioa Dade scans by айта тине иса com 

lew! 
Go-Cart Racer Kit 

by Marx 
Sold exclusively $99 

at Sears 

All you supply is the lumber and labor 

.. and its off to the races 

Sleek go-cart racer is a do-it-yourself project that 
can be completed with ordinary hand tools, Just lay 
full-sized patterns on wood and cut with handsaw . . 
you can even design your own custom body. 51x23x25 
inches high, when made from pattern. Varnish or 

paint finished racer and you're ready to roll. 
79 С 86058C—Shipping weight 9 lbs. ..... Kit $9.99 

510* 

‘Sold only at Sears 

асла with big 16-in. front wheel 
wheels. Low-slung suspension 
lus rear "saddlebag," detailed 

real engine sound. Adjustable 
Steel frame, Bright red 

high. Part 

Tot-size 
Battery operated 

Locomotive with bell 

Locomotive can also be used as a foot-powered 
ride-on toy. Rugged plastic. 28x834x1124 in. high. 
Black; red, gold-color trim. Order battery below. 
79 С 86522C— Shipping weight 8 lbs... .......$8.88 
6-volt Battery. Up to 8 hours service. 
49 С 8407—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 0z............. $1.19 

(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGED 

Dont 
Miss 
This 

Only 119.85 
for a 50-inch 
X-I RACER 

Grand Prix-styled body 
with pedal assembly that 
adjusts for child growth 

For sleek, race-car styling and 
performance look to Sears 

Formula X-II racer . . it’s in the 
winner's circle. Hi-impact plastic 
body has deep-dished steering 
wheel, detailed dashboard, padded 
“bucket” seat and even a custom- 
like rear "engine" with 8 simu- 
lated intake pipes. Rugged steel 
chain-drive provides real “dig 
power to rear wheels. Giant 8-in. 
front, 9% in. rear molded plastic 

acing" tires on silver-colored 
hubs. With 8 colorful race-car de- 
cals, 50x25x17 іп. high. Partly 
assembled. 
79 с 86052N—Wt. 18 Ibs. 919.85 

Thunder Chopper 

3-wheel dragster 
with rear "racing" tires 

2 Big, low-slung chopper has a 
hi-impact plastic body with 

contoured seat and sissy bar. 
Chrome-plated chopper-type han- 
dlebars. Heavy-duty chain assem. 
bly gives positive action to 814-in. 
front, 8-in. rear plastic wheels for 
easy pedaling. Silver-colored hub 
discs. 34x14x23 inches high, Partly 
assembled. 
79 C 86051N—Wt. 11 Ibs, $16.99 

2-wheel Cycle 

Molded plastic body; 
removable training wheels 

3 Makes a perfect “first two- 
wheeler” bike. Body and wheels 

of rugged linear polyethylene. 
Working parts of metal. 1114-in. 
wheels; detachable training wheels 
with rubber tires. 35 in. long. Part 
ly assembled, 
79 C 86039C—W't. 12 Ibs. . . $11.87 

Sears Chopper 

One-piece plastic body 
with Dune Buggy styling 

This sporty 3-wheel chopper 
has a rugged linear polyethyl- 

ene body to resist nicks and dents. 
Simulated headlight, exhaust and 
hubs are silver-colored. 934-in. 
front, 74 -іп. rear plastic wheels. 
Steel axle. 35x1334x20% in. high. 
Partly assembled. 
79 С 86059C—Wt. 8 lbs.. ....$9.99 

Mini-Chopper 

Molded plastic body 

with "rake" angle handlebar 

5 Wild little speedster has hi-rise 
chrome-plated handlebars with 

simulated shock absorbers. Padded 
contour seat. 9-in. front, 8-in. rear 
plastic wheels. Chrome-plated roll 
bar. 25x14x17 in. high. Partly as 
sembled. Allow 10 lbs. postage”. 
79 С 860431. $8.88 
*Per postal regulations. 

Shpg. Note: "№" (as 79 C 86052N) 
sent motor carrier or exp. 



Take the lead with easy-pedaling 

chain-drive Speedsters 
Tough molded plastic body 
for maximum strength 

Heavy-duty steering assembly 

for easy handling 

All drive parts covered 

for safety and neat styling 

strap. ri 
49 С 88508—Shp 



Competition-sized !7-scale Racers 

йм custom | Eldon’s 25 foot Double 
mes Bank Race Set Buggies 

= 274 8-piece Bridge Set Ра 
i Big roadway can be rearranged into various courses for 

* plenty of sports car action and excitement. Take high 
E banked turns at nearly full speed without spinning out. 

Set includes two 5!4-in. long molded plastic cars, two 6- 
volt speed controls that plug into track. Lap counter, 
fences and bridges add realism. 36 pieces of plastic and 
metal roadway, nylon supports, decals, screwdriver and 
instructions. 6-volt power pack is UL listed for 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC. To order the easiest way, look in your 
phone book white pages under “Sears, Roebuck and Co. 
Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
49 € 96091 —Shipping weight 11 Ibs. 8 oz.. . .. .Set $27.99 

Lap-counter 
keeps score 

Power Pack 
and 

Speed controls 

3 E Layout fits about V32-scale racer N 5x9-foot area 
shown actual size 

Layout fits about 
5%x3)4-foot area 

8-piece 
Bridge Set 

Eldon's !4?-scale Cars, Accessories 
(1 thre 6 ) Cars for Sets on this page. High RPM Dyna 
Mite® motor, detailed plastic and metal body. Simulated 
chrome trim, rubber tires. Each about 51 in. long. 

Shipping weight each 5 ounces 
(1) 49 С 95144— Camaro $4.44 (2) 49 € 95141— Stingray 1444 V^? scale (3) 49 € 95142—Mustang. .... 2" 2 (4) 49 € 95147—Super Bug. ........ 2 544 Eldon's Dune Buggies roar "147° (5) 49 С 95145—Dune Buggy.................... 444 over 13-foot course (6) 49 С 95146—Snowmobile....... 544 Blast down the straightaway, into the hairpin turn, and over 

the bridge for another lap. 514-in. buggies have whip antennas 
and decals so you can dress 'em up. Set includes 26 pieces of 
plastic and metal track, two speed controls, start and finish 49 € 95133—Curred Track. Shpg. wt. 602.....Pkg. 149 flag. Fence, bridge set, two cars, screwdriver and instructions. 49 € 95151—Speed Control. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. Each 1.88 €. 6-volt power pack is UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-c., AC. 49 С 95217—47 Hop-up Kit. Wt. 5 oz... .Kit 1.19 142 [Sears] issis 49 С 95091—Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 12 oz. Set $14.88 

Trock and Accessories for Sets on this poge. Metal and 
plastic. Track sold in packages of two. 
49 € 95152—Straight Track. Shpg. wt. 8 oz... . .Pkg. $1.19 

Тр page scans by айпа аиа con 



deliver big raceway action in your home 

Revell's 30-foot Hi-Bank Raceway develops twice 
the power of any set we sell for full-speed runs 

thru the nearly vertical 240? bank turn 

$33” 

Super-hot Firebird 400 and Cougar GT-E 
streak down the 8-foot straightaway into 
the high banked turn. 54-inch long cars 
have high RPM 12-volt motors for all-out 
speed. Two plug-in speed controls with built- 
in brakes for life-like action. 

Set includes 32 pieces of plastic and metal 
interlocking roadway, piers, supports and 
fences. 12-volt power pack is UL Listed for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Shipping weight 16 pounds. 
79 С 95034С... . - Set $33.99 

Power Pack 
and two 

speed controls 

Revell's 145-scale Cars 

(1 thru 3) Cars for Road Race Set above. Each has high-torque, 
high RPM motors for super fast acceleration. Long-lasting 
gear assemblies for smooth performance. Detailed one-piece 
bodies, plastic and metal. Each about 5% in. long. 

(1) 49 С 95111—Camaro SS (2) 49 €95115—Stingray 

(3)49c95112—Mustang 2 + 2 

Shipping weight each 5 ошпсез................. Each $4.99 

Dune Buggy . . has special suspension for realistic “bounc- 
ing” action. High RPM motor and long-lasting gear 

assembly deliver fast, smooth acceleration. Detailed plastic 
body; measures about 5 inches long. 

To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white 
pages under "Sears, Rocbuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for 
number to call. 
49 с 95117— Shipping weight 5 ошасез................ 35.99 

тай Dade ел M" 

“No wiring" plug-in 

1/32-scale ra 
shown actual size 

Hi-detailed 
stock cars 

terminal section 

Layout fits about 
Tx4-foot area 

Eldon's Bi-level Race $ 9? 
Set with 18% feet of track 1 1/32 scale 

Feel the action as the Porsche and Ferrari sweep around the 
bi-level course heading into open straightaways and grueling 
turns. Set includes two 514-in. long cars and two plug-in speed 
controls. 32 pieces of plastic and metal track, bridge and fence 
sets, decals, screwdriver and instructions. 6-volt power pack is 
UL Listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle АС 
49 € 96121—Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 12 oz. - -Set $19.99 

Lap counter 
in track 

keeps score 

Power Pack 
and two 

speed controls 
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“Big-time racing excitement in a small space.. 

Two trigger-act Spood Controis tion Russkit 
and 18-volt 

power pack 

‘Automatic lap-co 
keeps score lor each lane 



yours with-HO-scale*Road*Race Sets 
(ILLUSTRATED ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

Aurora's A/FX HO cars hit 
760 scale m.p.h. down 17% ft. 

of four-lane raceway 

$3 4” 

HO racing hits high gear as these four A/FX cars 
race over extra-wide roadway . . track can also 
be made into 35-foot two-lane layout. Four 234- 
inch long cars are plastic and metal, have power- 
ful motors, sponge rubber tires and independent 
front wheels. Set includes 47 track sections, 
bridge supports, lap counters, flags, guard rails, 
fence and signs. Four speed controls. Four-lane 
layout about 7x344 feet wide. 20-volt DC power 
pack is UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 
49 C 95261—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 12 oz........ $34.99 

Extra HO-scale Track. Design your own layout. 
9-in. track sections lock together. Black plastic; 
metal conductors. Sold in packages of two. 
49 С 95192— Straight. Shpg. wt. 5 oz.. Pkg. $1.19 
49 С 95193—90* Curve. Shpg. wt. 8 ог. Pkg. 1.19 

HE ООЕ$! 
A ORIVERS LICENSE / 

Aurora HO A/FX Racers 
and Hi-performance Kit 

(1 thru 6 ) Each car is equipped with a powerful 
A/FX motor . . track tested at over 760 scale 
mph. Super-wide sponge rubber tires. Detailed 
plastic bodies. Brushes, pickup shoes, mag-styled 
wheels, low-friction gears, clear windshield. 
plastic and metal car about 234 in. long. 
(1) 49 C 95241—A/FX Ferrari 612 
(2) 49 C 95242—A/FX McLaren 
(3) 49 С 95243—A/FX Charger Daytona 
(4) 49 С 95244—А/ЕХ “Too-Much” 
(5) 49 С 95245—A/FX Turbo ""Turn-On" 
(6) 49 C 95246—A /FX. Camaro 7-28 
Shipping weight each 2 ounces........ Each $2.99 

Service and Hop-up Kit. (Not shown.) Every- 
thing for top performance and looks. Special 
screwdriver, tires, slicks, pickup shoes, speed oil, 
gears, decals, booklet on how to soup up cars. 
49 C 96072—Shpg. wt. 13 о2.......... Kit $2.99 

Aurora's Stock Racers Set . . A/FX 
HO cars speed around 24-ft. track 

26” 
Cars “fly” around bi-level raceway, through the 
Monza banked turn and into the straightaways. 
Includes 31 pieces of plastic and metal track. 
Guard rails, bridge supports with flags, lap 
counter. Two 234-in. long A/FX cars . . Dodge 
Charger and Camaro Z-28; track tested at over 
760 scale mph. Two hand-held speed controls. 
Layout about 7x334-ft. wide. UL listed 18-volt 
power pack for 110-120-volt, 60 cycle AC. 
49 C 95219—Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. 4 oz... ..... $26.99 

Aurora Pro Controller 
Squeeze trigger of pistolgrip 
speed control to move car ahead. 
All-metal frame, circuit breaker. 
Vents for cooling. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 C 95191........... Each $2.47 

Citai Dade scans by dieisihiasnmisetedwical com 

? 

"Hi-Bank Raceway” by Ту co 
for only $19.99 77? 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
. . all the right answers for holiday shopping 

There are 23 feet of track and two hot 
Tyco Pro GT's just waiting to “burn” it 
up. Hit the “gas” and they rip down the 
6-ft. straightaway, slide through the 40° 
hi-bank curve ready to take on the chal- 
lenging “S” curve, Set includes 33 pieces of 
plastic and metal track. Two 23-in. long 
cars and two pro-style speed controllers. 
Bridge set, guard rails with flags, corner- 
ing aprons, and braking markers. Layout 
about 4x8 feet long. UL listed. 18-volt 
power pack for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 С 96081C—Shpg. wt. 10 lbs.. .. $19.99 

Accessories 

(7 thru 10 ) Each plastic and metal Tyco Pro car is equipped 
with the “hot” HT-50 motor and brass pan chassis . . power up to 
20-volt DC. Wide rubber tires mounted on mag-type wheels. 
Brushes and pickup shoes. independent front wheel suspension. 
Hi-detailed snap-on bodies; each about 234 inches long. 

(7) 49c95256-""Trick Truck” (9) 49c95254-Funny Camaro 

(8) 49с95253-Ваја Dune Buggy (10) 49C95251-Chaparral 
Shipping weight each 12 ошпсез................... Each $2.99 

Tyco's 13-ft. 
Over and Under Road Race 

Tyco® HO Cars, 

40° Hi-bank 
provides 
realistic 

stide-action 
cornering 

9 
Chicane Adapter Track. (Not 
shown.) 2 pes. form 9-in. double 
squeeze. Connects to all HO track. 
49 С 95257—Wt. 4 oz... .Pkg. 99c 
Hop-up Kit. (Not shown.) Includes 
rubber front tires, rear slicks, “О”- 
ring front wheels, axles, nuts. 
49 C.95215—Wt. 5 oz.. . Kit $1.99 

Thrilling action on Chicane squeeze 
. . only one car can make it through 

Was $13.99. Thrilling HO racing with tricky curves, straight- 
aways and 2 chicanes. Two 234-inch long Tyco Pro race cars. Set 
includes guard rails with poles and flags, pier set, and 2 speed 
controls. 2x6 foot track layout. UL listed. 18-volt power pack 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 С 95132C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ....... . $12.99 
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With HO Electric Trains you can build big 
- db o 

9-unit 
Diesel Freight 

Unload 
ack” at terminal 

TYCO’ sthe 

8-unit 4-6-2 Pacific 
Locomotive Freight 

Burlington 
Diesel Freight 

Remote-control uncoupling track "Piggyb nd truck terminal 

with (2) "Pacific freight" with (2) "Pacific freight" 

diate pase еле by ———m 



railroading empires in small places 

TYCOHOS 
Electric Trains 

(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

9-unit 

F-9 Diesel Freight 

$39” 

Complete with track and 
freight yard equipment 

1 This detailed Santa Fe freight 
with automatic accessories de- 

livers plenty of play action. Includes 
powered and dummy diesels; 3 
loaded flat cars; box car; hopper car; 
caboose; ore dump set; remote-con- 

gate; “piggyback” unloading dock; 
24-pc. set of detailed signs and poles. 

Includes 23 sections of track with 
rerailer, for a 63x4S-inch double 
oval; two manual switches. 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC,UL Listed power 
pack with circuit breaker. Plastic 
and metal. 
79 с 98061C—Wt. 11 Ibs. Set $39.99 

Bachmann HO 4-unit 
Diesel Freight Set 

F9 Santa Fe diesel locomotive has 
8-wheel drive, operating head- 

Lifelike HO-scale 
Railroad Town 

Complete with over 25 ft. of track 

only 2x2x4 ft. high when separated for storage 

Layout separates 
into 4 sections 

Sections stack 
for easy storage 

+24? exu 
Everything you need to build your own railroad town is included in 

this hand-painted, 16 square-foot Lifoam® layout that separates for 
easy storage. More than 20 feet of over and under track are laid in a 
roadbed which gives a realistic train sound. Accessories include 3 

modern suburban home kits, 6 assorted trees, lychen for bushes, over 

diam. circle. Power transformer 50 traffic and construction signs, utility poles and billboards, Set comes 

with circuit breaker is UL Listed, complete with glue and nails. 4 feet x 4 feet. Shipped by motor carrier 

110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. or express. 
49 C 97131—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $14.99 79 С 96062N—Shipping weight 9 pounds. 

light. Boxcar, gondola car with a 
load of gravel, caboose. Cars are 
high-quality plastic and metal, 
weighted for authenticity. Incl. 12 
pieces of curved track with plug- 
in terminal, rerailer to make 36-in. 

&unit 4-6-2 Pacific 
Locomotive Freight 

529°? 

Remote control uncoupling 
and Piggyback Set 

2 You get a lighted Pacific loco- 
motive with long-haul tender; 

hopper car; box car; pulpwood flat 
car; “piggyback” flat car with 2 
trailers, truck cab, truck terminal, 
and sign; flat car with tractor load; 
and caboose, Uncoupling track has 
push-button controller. 14 sections 
of track including rerailer, making 
45x36-inch oval track. UL Listed 
power pack with circuit breaker, 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Plastic 
and metal, Phone ordering’s a quick 
and easy way to buy it. 
49 С 95228—Wt. 6 Ibs... .Set $29.99 

6unit Burlington 

Diesel Freight 

195 
Powered Бу lighted 

GP-20 Locomotive 

Here's a loaded freight train 
that measures a full 27 Де inches 

long. Set includes GP-20 Burlington 
locomotive with operating head- 
light, a flat car with 3 bulldozer- 
type tractors, refrigeration car, 
hopper car, a gondola car with pipe 
load, and an eight-wheel caboose. 
45x36-inch oval layout (13 track 
sections plus а rerailer). Plastic and 
metal Power pack is UL Listed, 

HO Locomotives 

and Railroad Cars 

Д Асо Century lighted 
Diesel Locomotive with 

stainless steel handrails, 
authentic road markings. 

Shipping wt. 12 oz. 
49 C 95247...... $9.99 

lighted Mikado and 
Tender Locomotive, 2- 

8-2, with die-cast boiler 
and parts, Wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
49 С 95202..........519.99 

6 Чомеа 4-6-0 Old 
Timer Locomotive and 

Tender. Highly detailed 
scale model has rich brass 
trim, 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49С 95195........ .513.99 

17 Remote-control Freight 
Unloading Boxcar Set. 

Workman, crates, platform 
and controller included. 
49 С 95209—W1. 10 oz..$5.99 

B Four Freight Car Set. 
Realistically detailed 

set consists of а “50-ft.” 
truck carrier flat car, cable 
reel car, chemical tank car 

HO Layout 

Accessories.. add 
the “authentic” 

touch to your set 

Was $4.99. Lighted 
Freight Station. A 

hand-decorated, fully as- 
sembled structure with 
workers, cargo included 
49096037-W1. 8 oz.$4.39 

10 Was $4.99. Operat- 
ing Crossing Gate. 

Gate drops as train ap- 
proaches, automatically 
raises after cars clear. 
Works anywhere on lay- 
out 
49096038-W1. 5 о:.4.39 

( 11 thru 13 ) Extra 
Trackand Switches. Con- 
vert your basic layout to 
a variety of shapes, sizes. 
1 Remote Control 

Switch with Lighted 
Controller. 
49 C 98023 Let turn 
49 C 98024—Right turn 
Shpg. wt. eo. 4 oz. Eoch $4.66 
19, Straight Track. 9-in. 

sections. Pkg. of 4. 
49098033-Wi. 4 cz. Pig.99¢ 

Don't | Cut 
Miss | 12% 
This Now 54.39) 

110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. and a stock car. 13 Curved Track. 18-in. 

Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 4 oz. Shipping weight 1 Ib. radius. Package of 4. 
49 C 96063.............- Set $19.99 49 C 95208. ....... Set $4.99 49098034-W1. 4 ог Pig. 99c 147 
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6-unit Set 
has die-cast 

metal locomotive 

* 29? 
Powerful steam-type locomotive lights way for 
tender and 4 cars. Metal Grand Trunk and Western 
2-4-2 engine has working headlight, smokestack. 
Hopper, plastic tender, gondola, flatcar and ca- 
boose. 27x45-in. oval layout; 4 straight, 8 curved 
track sections plus uncoupling unit. 2 figures, 2 
canisters (not 5 as shown), smoke fluid. 50-watt 
transformer UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 € 97105C—Shipping weight 9 Ibs. » $29.99 

‘Saisie pase Scans by анаа Кай ӨЙ 

BIG “027” Freights 
thunder down the track 

6-unit Set 
has metal 

Santa Fe Diese! 

29. 
Massive red and silver-color Alco Diesel A roars 
along with operating headlight. Set includes: box 
car, gondola, tank car, hopper, and caboose. 70x27- 
inch figure eight layout with 5 straight and 12 
curved track sections plus push-button remote 
track and 90° crossover section. 2 figures, 3 can- 
isters. 50-watt transformer is UL listed, 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 С 95204C—Shipping weight 9 lbs... ..... $39.99 

The freight train 
of tomorrow... 

Speedrail Set 

*G 

Modernistic freight train zips 
along at super speeds as it 

hugs the single rail. So stable, 
it will never derail . . even at 
top speed. The powerful met- 
al and plastic engine pulls 
plastic streamlined box car, 
flat car and gondola. Big 
18x44-inch elevated figure 
eight layout hasa see-through 
tunnel. Set comes complete 
with 39-piece trestle set. 16- 
watt Power Pak is UL listed, 
110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Use 
your phone if you want to 
order it the easiest way of all. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
79 С95265С.......... 39.99 

SN 
5-unit Set M 

plastic and metal 
locomotive 

"0" 
Nickle Plate Road steam engine with working 
headlight hauls 4 plastic cars. Plastic and metal 
0-4-0 locomotive pulls slope-back tender, Burling- 
ton gondola, Union Pacific flatcar with stakes, and 
Nickle Plate caboose. Set includes: 2 straight, 
S curved track sections for a 27x36-in. oval layout. 
25-watt transformer with circuit breaker is UL 
listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 С 97101C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs........ $19.99 

Accessories 
for 027-gauge 

Train Sets 

90-watt Transformer. 
Controls for speed, direc 

tion, whistle. UL listed, 110. 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC 
49 € 97087-Wt. 4 lbs. $23.99 

90* Crossover. Wt. 6 oz. 
49 С 98055 $2.29 

Manuol Control Switch. 
Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib. 

49€98054-Right turn. $4.49 
49 98053-Left turn... 4.49 

( 4 and 5 ) Track Sets. Раск. 

ages of 4. Wt. pkg. 8 oz 

4) Curved Track. 10 in. long. 

49 С 98052.. Pkg. $1.39 

(5) Straight Track. 9 in. long. 
49 C 98051 Pkg. $1.39 



A motorized Parking E 
and Service Plaza that 
folds for easy storage 

for only $6.99 ??? 
batteries, cars sold separately 

* Push-button elevator takes cars to level you want 

* Working grease rack raises or lowers cars 

* Plenty of parking space for 10 mini-cars > 

* Multi-action service station 

Just press the button to take the elevator 
up or down; flick the lever to dispatch 
cars right or left into the parking stalls. 
You can park and service so many mini- 
cars in this combination garage and 
parking plaza. Made of sturdy plastic; 
measures 13xl4iéxiSié-mches high. 
Uses 1 “С” battery, order below. Made 
in Hong Kong. Order car sets below or 
on pages 154-157. 
49 С 57009—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $6.99 

Folds to less than 4 inches 
"C" Batteries. Package of 6. deep for easy storage 

49 C B406—Shpg. wt. 12 oz..Pkg. 1.19 

Kifesize “МАТСНВОХ’'® 

Transporter Set 

9-in. Transporter has operating tailgate 
and car ramp. Includes: Alpa Carabo, 
Road Dragster, Hot Rod Draquar, and 
Rat Rod Cougar. Die-cast metal. 
49 C 54718—Wt. 1 Ib, 3 oz... .Set $4.99 

FE P. 
4 т y CM C 8 
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9-piece Superfast 54° 

Race 'n Rally Set 

Includes Wild Cat Dragster, Racing Mini, 
Beach Buggy, Formula I Race Car, Dodge 
Charger, Ford Capri, Mod Rod, Hot Rod 
Jeep and Gruesome Twosome. Doors and 
hood open. Each about 2 to 3-in. long 
49 с 54722—Wt. 1 Ib. «+ Set $4.99 

CUT #1 Nows4.77 

Double Loop Race Track 
with 2 Superfast racers 
and dual 12-foot tracks 

Was $5.77. Two “MATCHBOX” racers 
wait at the starting gate until you push the 
lever . . then watch out. Down the inclines Flag announces. ‚7 

they blaze . . through the "dangerous" loop- mL as ^ 

the-loops . . and on to the finish gate. Poly- 
ethylene tracks have built-in curbs; can be 
connected to make one daring 24-ft. course. 
Die-cast metal cars have spring suspension, 

low friction mag-type wheels. About 234-in. 
long. Incl. plastic clamp, 2 loop supports 1 
finish gate, 10 joiners. 1 catalog. England. 

79 C 54603C—Wt. 4 Ibs.........Set $477 

owned by Leener Products & Cos Uid England P. 

"MATCHBOX''* 
Collector's Case 54,92 cars 

34-in. long stand-up case holds up to 72 
mini-cars . . ideal for storing and carrying. 
Plastic lift-out trays protect models. Scufi- 
resistant vinyl case has handle and nickel 
plated locks. 3 viewing sections, clear 
plastic windows. 1234x10x4 in. closed. 
49 C 54509—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. $4.99 

not incl. 
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"MATCHBOX"'* Steer-N-Go 
It's a race against time as you di 
“steer” the cararound the road- 
way . . timer signals end of race met 

As the 3-speed base spins, turn the steering wheel or hit the 
brake to keep the car going on its scenic course. Colorful plastic 
and metal. Measures 19 inches wide. With 1 "MATCHBOX" 
car, 3-speed shift, lap counter and ignition key. From Japan. 
Uses 4 “Р” batteries (not included), order pkg. below. 
79 € 54611C—Shipping weight 7 pounds... ...... ee $14.99 
Alkaline "О" Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 C 8412—Shipping weight 1 pound.............. Pkg. 3.29 

the Nylint Construction Crew 

(1 thru 3) Each vehicle has baked-enamel finish, 
detailed cab interior, wrap-around windshield and 
deep-tread semi-pneumatic tires. 

1 Cement Mixer. 1634 in. long. Drum revolves as 
wheels move . . tilt platform to unload. 

49 С 58105—Shipping weight 4 Ibs......... $5.99 

2 Dump Truck. Hauls and unloads with tilt- 
action dump. 1334 inches long. 

49 C 58104—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 1 oz....$3.99 

3 Road Grader. 16 in. long. Fingertip steering... 
blade raises, lowers, tilts and pivots. 

49 С 58106—Shipping weight 3 lbs... .. .... $4.99 

3-piece Construction Set 

Separately $14.97. Dump truck, mixer, grader. 
79 С 54595C—Shpg. wt. 11 lbs. ....Set $11.97 

3-piece Construction Set 
of heavy gauge plastic 

599 

This durable yellow and green construction trio is ready 
for any building job. The big 15-inch long dump truck 
loads and unloads . . cab doors can be opened or closed. 
11-inch long master crane has crank-operated hook with 
extendable arm that pivots for easy lifting. 11-inch long 
road grader has oversized tires and a lever-action scoop 
that raises or lowers. From West Germany. Use your 
phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
49 C 58103—Shipping weight 4 pounds. .. ..... Set $5.99 



tackles the toughest jobs 
Big action-machinery 

Grader . . a real multi-action earthmover. “Blade” raises, 
lowers, tilts and swings either way to 5 positions. Tandem- 

pivoted rear wheels; deep-tread tires. Yellow baked enamel 
finish. Measures about 16x614x514 inches high. 
49 C 54008—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces ..$3.99 

9, Elevating Scraper . . over 2 feet long . . is ready for a real 
workout. Load and unload sand or gravel on the crank- 

powered rubber conveyor belt. Unit retracts into folding posi- 
tion, opening hopper for dumping. Yellow baked enamel finish 
and massive heavy-duty deep-tread tires. Drive unit pivots for 
easy steering. Measures about 25x6x8 inches high. 
79 С 54067C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. . .. . ..$8.49 

Bulldozer . . scrapes and moves “tons” of dirt. Big "blade" 
moves to 4 easy-set positions. High gloss yellow baked 

enamel finish. Wide sure-grip tracks have heavy traction 
lugs on solid wheels. Measures about 14x8x7 4 inches high. 
49 C 54458—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces. .......$5.49 

Dump Truck . . big and strong enough for a child to ride. 
A rugged brute with massive deep-tread tires. Carries a 

big load but has smooth balanced action for easy raising and 
dumping. Enclosed cab. Yellow enamel. 17x63(x9 in. high. 
49 С 54058—Shipping weight 5 pounds 9 ounces. .......$5.39 

Street Roller . . really smooths out the rough roads. Rear 
swivel joint provides steerability and easy handling. Com- 

plete with steering wheel, air filter, stack, rear grill and big deep- 
tread tires. Yellow and orange baked enamel finish. Measures 
about 1634x7x734 inches high. 
49 C 58038—Shipping weight 4 pounds. БҮКҮ, 

6 Michigan Crane . over 3 feet long. Use the powerful magnet 
to clear the construction area, then attach the scoop. Bucket 

picks up a full load, swings to unloading area and trips open 
automatically when raised to top of boom. Sturdy boom 
raises and lowers by a positive stop winch; folds for easy stor- 
age. Enclosed crane cab swivels in a full circle on a wide plat- 

form. 6 deep-tread tires. Yellow baked enamel. With boom 
extended back, 37x7x10 inches high. 
79 С 54459C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. ............. $7.85 

тараран écae by di idle dd наны А coni 

of heavy-duty steel 
a 

Michigan Jumbo 
Crane with magnet 

and scoop 

Sold only at Sears 

"E 
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Sears NEW Push- Button Construction Fleet 

.. gets the action 
moving with the 
touch of a finger 

Sears 

without 
batteries 

These durable plastic trucks are ready to roll 
« . just press the button and they take off СЕ 

circle. Pour on the action with the hi-rise dump 
truck or cement mixer . . they unload auto- 
matically. Press the button; crane truck's arm 
extends a full 10 in. . . hand-crank operates hook. 
Each has deep-tread rubber tires, clear plastic. 
windshield, simulated chrome grill, dual horn. 
Each uses 2 batteries, order below. Japan. 

1 Dump Truck. 54 x43(x934 in. long. 
49 С 58004—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. . .$4,99 

2 Cement Mixer. 634x51x93 in. long. 
49 С 58006—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz... 4.99 

Crane Truck. 43x43x10 in. long. 
49 C 58005—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz... 4.99 

Dump Teuci 

Crane or Cement Mixer 

THIS | Save $1 опу $8.98 

‘Dont Buy Dump Truck with 
Miss 

Cement Mixer. Separately $9.98. 
batts., order above. 

49 C 5812—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz... . „Set $8.98 

Dump Truck and Crane. Separately $9.98. Each © | uses 2 "C" batteries, order above. 
49 € 5811— Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz Set $8.98 

Céient Murer 

Crane Teich 



Cut $I 
Now 13.99 

without batteries 

Sears Giant 27!4-inch Crane 
towers over the BIG JOBS 

Massive 30%-in. arm revolves for maximum “reach” 
Was $14.99. Build miniature cities and shopping centers. Or use crane to lift up 
mini-cars and other toys and place them where you want. Rotating clam bucket 
can pick up load from almost any position. Set also includes five modular build- 
ing units, hook, basket. Plastic crane with metal posts is 3034x103(x27!4 in. high. 
Partly assembled. From Japan. Uses 4 “D” batteries. Order package below. To or- 
der the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages under "Sears, Roebuck 
and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 

79 С 54239C— Shipping weight 6 pounds. vee 13.99 
49 C 8412—Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 4. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ...Pkg. 3.29 M 

2 $399 mam! | {dul 
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Look at all 
you can do by 

у remote control 
j i А Р * Swing horizontal frame ў 
, БЕЛДЕ around in complete circle. 

КА ee Al * Move block and tackle 
Zi iN forward and backward ài 

e Lower tackle and rotate — 
| claw to pick up objects 

Buy complete Set 

Save s/ 
only $9.97 

Load and haul sand with this 14-piece 
Structo Road Construction Set 

(1 thru 3 ) Separately $10.97. Husky bulldozer digs and deposits sand into 
giant loader. Hand-crank conveyor lifts and empties load into hopper. As - P 
truck moves under hopper, it trips lever and sand unloads. Steel dump truck da 
is 1334 in. long . . press lever and box raises; tailgate swings open. Steel 
bulldozer is 12 in. long . . raises to 3 positions and unloads. 15-in. plastic 
sand loader adjusts to 7 heights. 13-in. plastic hopper. 10 road signs. 
79 C 54068C—Shipping weight 10 pounds......................Set $9.97 

1 Dump Truck only. Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 2 Sand Hopper and Loader only. 
49 С 5408................. 53.49 49 С 54006-Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. .$3.99 

3 Bulldozer only. Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. 
49.656109. .. 2... ese nes ^ .. 349 
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New programmed parking 
for mini-size cars 

Load or unload cars 
by inserting coded 

coded card into card . . elevator 
— automatically 

AEN brings parking stall 
you choose down to 

Gondola revolves entrance 
to stall 

you selected 

Sold only at Sears 

50°? 

cars and batteries sold separately 
Pull lever 

car moves out 
of parking stall 

The most modern computerized parking garage in mini-car city . . holds up to 8 
“MATCHBOX”, HOT WHEELS®, or other mini-cars. It's easy and fun to load 
ог remove parked cars . . numbered card brings the car you want down to the entrance 
on a ferris-wheel type elevator . . spring trigger moves car out at bottom. Made of 

sturdy plastic; 10x104x17 in. high. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. йи: 
79 С 57027C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . 

Batteries. Package of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. 

The busiest фе? 
кырг — Service Station 28255 « , 
узо, } | eject car in mini-car city <2 " 

6-piece Car Set. Indudes BP gas tank 

Levers do the truck, wrecker truck, Volkswagen Camper, 
work for you Ford GT, Honda with trailer, Mercury sta- 

B tion wagon. Die-cast metal, 
$ 44 49 C 54713—Shipping weight 13 oz. Set $3.44 

- A ie cars sold separately TA 

N to 
This rugged plastic station ( ^ СС 

A offers all the services of the 4 Me P inspect car : Г & 
on turntable stations that Dad goes to, v 

= Р then scoots саг back into 6-piece Cor Set. Includes Lotus Europa, 
traffic. Clear plastic roof lets Lamborghini Marzal, Ford GP6, Porsche, 

Pump rings, you see detailed interior i dials turn Jod detaile > Volkswagen 1500 and a Mercedes ambulance. 
1134x8x5 in. high. Japan. 49 C 54714—Shipping weight 13 oz.. Set $3.44 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. “MATCHBOX” is the gistered tradem: 
49 С 5839............$4.44 owned by Lesney Product 
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jon-packed remote-control Mini- 
Transporter Cut 2 to only $7.99 77? 

Order batteries, cars separately 

Push a button and drive 
forward or reverse .. 

OU 
Ramp lowers 
for unloading 

CO 
Tailgate 

drops down 

Cab unhooks 
and moves out 

Side wheels lower 
to raise trailer 

Sold only ot Sears. Was $9.99. Miniature car buffs will be fascinated by this all-action, remote-controlled ` 

auto transport truck . . hauls up to 14 "MATCHBOX"$, HOT WHEELS or other mini-cars. Cab and 

trailer are sturdy high-impact plastic with rubber tires, detailed cab interior, and even a rear-view mirror. 

Hooked together, cab and trailer are 1434x4x41¢-in. high with tailgate up. 
The 6-button plastic remote-control unit has a 334-ft. cord. From Japan. Uses 4 "C" batteries (not 

included), order package below. Cars not incl. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 С 5804—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 2 $7.99 

49 С 8406—“C" Batteries. Package of 6. Shipping weight 12 oz. 

E SHOE Show 'n Go Teams 

PPRP 
Nuperfast Car Sets 

Show Team 

6-piece Car Set. Includes Baja Dune Buggy, 4-ріесе Antique Car Set. Includes 1911 Ford, 1914 4-piece Cor Set. Includes Torero, Splittin’ 

Iso Grifo, Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow, Ford Stutz, 1906 Rolls-Royce and a 1930 Packard Victoria Image, Turbofire and Silhouette with matching 

Zodiac, Slingshot Dragster, Dodge Dragster. All cars are made of die-cast metal. England collector's buttons. Die-cast metal. 

49 C 54704—Shipping wt. 13 oz. Set $3.44 49 C 54723—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. Set $5.44 49 C 54701—Shipping wt. 10 oz. Set $2.88 

> fh , 2 
с А 

п s 
cars сап be used 0 MH <A ot. А 

All these Сато r or Computer [LU 4 1 , thi 

Mini-Transpo x, p ы 
je. 

Garage on opposite P49 Go Team 
i re die-cast 

АМ cars in sets a ол 4-piece Саг Set. Includes Beatnik Bandit, Hot 

iece Car Set. Includes Rolls-Royce, Volks- etal and 2 to 3 incl Heap, Corvette, Python plus collector's buttons. 

wagen 1600, Pininfarini, Mercedes 230SL. m 49 C 54712— Shipping wt. 10 oz. Set $2.88 

Lamborghini Miura and Guildsman. x 
49 С 54705—Shipping wt. 13 oz... .Set $3.44 БЕК (Sears | 155 
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vehicles 
not Included 

$ 8” 

Folds into a compact vinyl case 

Sold only at Sears. After a busy work day, this mini-city really 
“comes to life" in the dark. The big parking lot is surrounded by 
glow-in-the-dark highways and modern buildings. Layout opens 

to about 26x36x714 in. high; closes to 14x18x4 inches. 
vacuum-formed plastic and heat-sealed vinyl 
79 С 57049C— Shipping weight 4 pounds 

“МА' 

[o 

a 

Folds into a compact vinyl case 

$ 8° 

Sold only at Sears. You'll have "acres" of fun with 
this complete mini-farm. Barn lid snaps open. 26x36x 

6*4 inches high when open; 14x18x4 inches closed. In- 
cludes farm house, lakeside cabin on the shores of a 
realistic lake, roadways, overpass, and much more 

vehicles 
not included 

Made of vacuum-formed plastic and heat-sealed vinyl. 
79 € 57048C ht 4 pounds $8.99 Shipping weig! 

Cute pacer scans by chistes nisebeciudcM йй 

arry-case opens to a big 26x36-inch 

“MATCHBOX? CITY GLOWS in the dark 
Carry-case opens to a 26x36-inch metropolis 

with skyscrapers, roadway and a 

age for storage 

“MATCHBOX” Superfleet . . 
12-vehicle Road Set 

ва 

5 8-wheel tipper, Mercedes, fire engine, Chief's car, a Ww e Made oí police car, garbage truck, kennel truck with 4 ». 
plastic dogs, Mack truck. Jeep. Continental, boat dis P 

58.99 and trailer, Setra mini-bus. 2 to 3 in. die-cast metal 4 w & 
49 С 54719— From England. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. Set $6.66 by 

CHBOX" COUNTRY 

"spread" with silo, windmill and 

a barn for storing vehicles 

"MATCHBOX" $ 499 
9-vehicle Farm Set 4 

Turning combine-harvester and 
tractor with hay trailer. Superfast 
horse van, cattle truck, pony trailer. 

unimog, field car, and pick-up truck 
2 plastic cows, 4 ponies. 2 to 3 in 
die-cast metal. From England. 
49 C 54721—Shpg. wt. 14 ог... $4.99 

14 feet of 
over and under 

roadway 

CUT :7 Now *9.99 

2-Lane “MATCHBOX” Motorway 
complete with 2 Cars 

Was $16.99. Race your “MATCHBOX” cars 
around the 2-lane track . . put rows of cars on 

each lane. There's 14 ít. of over-and-under 
roadway. 20 adapters for other “MATCHBOX” 
cars, a power pack, 2 hand-grip speed controls. 
2 die-cast metal cars included. Plastic track 
sections make а 3314x63-inch layout. UL Listed 
power pack (110-120-v., 60-c. AC). Variable 
speed hand controls. From West German 
79 € 54593C—Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 59,99 



VES! RIGHT HERE 
IN ГНЕ EN BOOK 

HOT WHEELS Ontario Team 

“pit Grew Buttons 5288 
Add to your Hot Wheels collection with 
this four-car set that comes with collec 
tor's buttons featuring each car. Group 
includes one each of the following: Lola 

T, Ford Mark IV, Chaparral 
st metal, 3 in, long. Hong Kong. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces, 
49 С 54711 Set $2.88 

[^w № 

HOT WHEELS Indy Team 

$ 255 

Stage your own "500" with these sleek 
e cars. Set includes: Lotus M 
zagle™, Brabham™ Repco 
y M turbine. 3 inches long 

Die-cast metal. From Hong Kong 
49 C 54702—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Set $2.88 

4 Indy Cars, 
Matching Buttons 

Сайа pane scant by шна йаа oni 
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Streak through hairpin 
turns and lane cross- 
over as you race your 
HOT WHEELS Cars 
down Hazard Hill 

Sold only at Sears 

$99?» 

Watch the 2 competing c: 
(included in set) “roar” down 
the treacherous turns of Haz- 
ard Hill, switch lanes halfway 
down, then thunder down the 
straightaway to the “finish 
line." Metal cars; plastic track, 
trestle. About 23x23x15 іп 
high. Unassembled. 
79 € 54426L— Wt. 6 lbs. $9.99 



Dont Miss This 
CUT 3 к» 1.99 

without batteries On h^ A 

Gears keep battery-operated 
vehicles moving in any position Plane and Rocket defy gravity . 

climb steep track hills 
inside, outside, even upside down 

ving switch 

ee, Grippidee-Gravidee 
Colorful plastic pieces snap together easily 

e Stop and start switches put you in control 

Was $14.99. Keep cars going on identical or separate 
tracks with revolving switch. You can build track in a Rotary Bucket 

automatically Tipa venicle variety of ways. Includes 16 curved; 5 straight track, re- 
п À i , to inside тос volver switch, 2 turn bases, rotary device that turns upside 

down, space dome with spinning antenna and Apollo rocket 
and plane (each 41-in. long). Unassembled. From Japan. 

Automatic Uses 4 alkaline “C” batteries, order pkg. below. 

upside down 

жни 79 С 54238C—Shipping weight 4 рошп5......5еї $11.99 
Alkaline “С” Batteries. Package о! 4. 
49 С 8411—Shipping weight 8 ounces. . . Pkg. $2.49 Automatic turn base reverses 

vehicle's direction 

Air stewardess 
walks up 

and down aisle 
as engine roars 

Drive Fire Engine to 
the blaze . . raise, lower $(99 ont 
ladder by remote control . . battery-operated with see-through cabin 
Drive engine forward, back it up, even turn it by remote You're the pilot of the jumbo 747. Push the lever forward and the plane "taxies" ahead, 
control . . “fireman’s” head turns in the direction of the push lever backward and the air stewardess walks up and down the center aisle. When lever 
truck. Push button and ladder raises, lowers, even turns is in center position, the engine roars as the stewardess walks about. Made of high impact 
in a full circle. Hi-impact plastic: 5x6x12 in. long. Japan. plastic; 13х6х1514 in. long. Japan. Uses 2 “C” batteries, order pkg. below. 
Uses 4 “С” batteries, order pkg. above, at right. Buy it the 49 С 58003—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces. $5.99 
easy way—order by phone. 49 € 8406—"C" Batteries. Package of 6. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 С 58002—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 6 о2...... .$9.99 

а = 
— 

UN as 

$499 
Friction Fire Engine 6 rise Г 

Race to the sc h this detailed fire Friction-powered 30-in. — $7799 
ace to the scene with this detailed fire старон 7 

engine pumper . . hand-crank siren and bell 

announces the emergency. Made of hi-impact Make deliveries to car dealers along the way. Supervise the unloading 
plastic. Engine measures 410х416х1316 action . . pull tailgate down to unload upper and lower ramps. Realistic- 
inches long. From Japan. looking with simulated headlights, rubber tires, detailed cab interior. 

pping weight 3 Ibs, 2 oz. Plastic: 74x434x30 in. long. Three 7-in. long plastic cars. From Japan. 
49 C 58061 А 56.99 79 € 54248c—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 4 ол............... Set $7.99 
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Eldon's Run-a-bouts put you in control 

Starts, stops, turns, 
scoots all around 
at your command 
from 6 feet away 
, just pump the 

hand control 

Touch Command uses air pressure 
to operate DUNE BUGGY by remote control 

Sold only at Sears $3” bat 

Just press hand control plunger to operate this sporty dune buggy. Ні 

impact plastic body „l chrome-color trim, antenna, ls. 

Rubber tires, U: eries, order pkg. below. From Јара! 

49 С 54246— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 
49 C 8402—"'AA" Batteries. Package of б. Shpg. wt. 6 о: 

From stock-car drags to daredevil leaps .. Sears mini-car 

games deliver all the thrills 



ALL NEW SSP RACERS 
with the Gyro-Wheel Power System 

.. the fastest accelerating 
speedsters around 

Cycle Stunt Set 
with adjustable hill climb 

Sold only $ 7 99 
at Sears 

“Hot” SSP™ bikes really ZOOM by as they 
streak up the hill. Make the 36 in. “hill” as 

меер as you want . . or make a jump track. Two 
7-іп. plastic cycles; 4-section “hill” track. In- and 
structions with “stunt” games. Pull to Start 
49 С 54661—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz.....Set $7.99 

Insert 
Power T-handle 

Eliminator vs. Railbird 
Drag Race . . cars catch 
drag chute at finish gate 

$ 8“ 

2 You can almost smell the rubber burn as 
these two wild dragsters take off. Listen to 

the engines "wind up" up to 12,000 rpm’s as 
the cars head for the finish gate . . winner snags 
the drag chute. Set includes two 8-in. long plastic 
dragsters, 18-in. wide plastic finish gate, drag 
chute and 2 hooks. 
49 € 54708—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz..... .Set $8.44 

99 
each SSP Gyro-Wheel Racer Sets 5 

(3 thru 5 ) Detailed plastic speedsters race along 
at “daredevil” speed . . can be used on either set 
With Power T-handle. 7 to 81% inches long. 
3 Bonneville and Blazer Bikes. 

49 С 54699—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. Set $4.99 

4 Can-Am and Sidewinder Racers. 
49 € 54707—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Set $4.99 

5 Jet Star and Black Widow Dragsters. 
49 С 54706—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. . ..Set $4.99 

SSP Carrying Case $355 n 

Plastic “engine” case 
holds up to 6 SSP rac 
Hinged "valve cover 
open showing three stor- 
age compartments on 

each side. Measures 13x 
10x13 inches high 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

49 С 54709 $3.85 

curl 

The car with a "brain" . . 

Amaze-a-matic Volkswagen 

with extra customizing parts 

Was $5.99. Pick a card programmed 
with the directions you want the car to 
take, feed it into car and away it goes. 
Indentations on each side of card put 
this motorized 8-in. long plastic car 
through a variety of maneuvers. 12 Mystery $499 „а, batteries 
road signs, 5 pylons, 6 pre-programmed Police Car MO cards, 6 blank cardboard cards (pro- 
gram your own). Uses 2 "AA" bat- 
teries, order below. 

Hits objects 
reverses itself 

Revolving light flashes and siren sounds 
49 € 54241—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 0z..... $4.99 11!4-in. metal саг goes on its own course, or set direction you 
"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. want. Rubber tires. Uses 2 “Р” batteries. order pkg. below. 

49 C 8402—Wt. 602......... Pkg. 99c 49 € 58071—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. р 
49 С 8405—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
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5-pc. Set 

Ionk Sports Set 
Sold only at Sears 

Hi-detailed steel sportsters are ready for 

any season. 8}4-in. long Volkswagen has 
steering wheel, front and rear seats, and 
bumpers. 6}4-in. Beach Buggy has divided 
seats and an all-weather simulated canvas 
top. 8}4-in. Pick-up Truck has snap-open 
tailgate. All have lifetime tires, and can tow 
the snowmobile with 8-in. trailer. 
49 C 58057—Wt. 4 Ibs. 15 oz. Set $7.49 

'S? 
Extra-large die-cast 

aluminum replicas of 
famous farm vehicles 

ik John Deere Combine. Au- 
thentic scale replica is 6x 

876х131 in. long. Manual 
steering action. Chain drive 
turns auger and reel when 
wheels turn. Spout swivels, 
Durable, green baked-enamel 
finish body; clear plastic wind- 
shield. Shpg. wt, 3 lbs. 11 
49 C 54598. $8.99 

2 Ford 8000 Tractor. A full 
74x13 in. long. Real front 

end steering and knee-action 
front wheel movement. Au- 
thentically scaled body has 
blue baked-enamel finish. 
49 C 58102—Wt. 7 Ibs.. . $7.99 

International Harvester 
Equipment Farm Set 

of sturdy die-cast metal 

Ps spe 

They really work. Authentic scale models of 
famous farm equipment. Tractor is 8 in. 
long, 514-in. wide 3-bottom plow. 8}4-in. 
wide double disc, 6}4-in, wide harrow, 8-in. 
long wagon. Baked enamel red, white finish. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 С 54627C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... . .Set $7.99 

Safari Hunt Set 
with Sturdy Bronco Truck 

$599 те 

Bring ’em back alive in this rugged steel truck and 
trailer "cage." Truck has bucket seats, flip-down 
windshield, chrome-color grill, bumpers, hub caps, 
and even a snap-action tailgate. Two-wheel trailer 
has sliding rear gate for easy loading. Both have 
baked-enamel finish . . 22-in. overall 9 hand- 
painted, plastic African and Asian wild animals. 
49 С 58048—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 13 oz. Set $5,99 

Citai Dade scans by йшй ине сай com 

Race Set 2 b 
with 2 launchers апа steep-bank 

turn-around ramp 

$ $2 with 
2 cers 

Sold only at Sears 

Two spring-powered hand launchers send 
cars speeding into the plastic ramp and 
back they come. Tonka-Tote Strip Whip 
and Super Snoot hot rods, 3-inch long cars 
have high-speed tires and axles that reduce 
friction for extra-fast travel .. steel and poly- 
carbonate construction. 6 ег 
flags. Ramp is 11x17x934 in. high. 
49 С 54657—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz. Set $7.87 

«mm 
ZZ7E Set °) 

Four high-speed cars with snap-on clip that 
attaches to belt, pocket or cap for easy 
carrying. Includes Strip Whip, Super Snoot, 
Beach Buzzer and Scream 'n Demon, About 
3 in. long. Steel and polycarbonate. 
49 С 54715—Shpg. wt. 7 oz... .... Set $2.99 

t 8 x 
: ЖОГУ 

Heavy-gauge steel Cattle Truck $ 
and Horse Trailer 

Five animals travel first class in this truck-trailer set. Covered horse trailer 
has gate that lowers to form ramp for horse and colt. Ford pickup farm truck 
has removable stake sides for transporting bull, cow, and calf. The drop- 
down tailgate helps in loading. Trailer hitch. Non-marring tires, Green and 
white baked-enamel finish. Plastic animals. 19!4 in, long overall. 
49 6 54069—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ошпсев.............‚,. Set $7.99 



New! Sizzlers^ 
“California 500 

Fat Track" Race Set” 
for only $13.99??? 

without batteries 

YES! RIGHT HERE 
IN THE WISH BOOK . . all 

4-car 
Starting Grid 

Lap Computer 
‚ counts up to 100 laps 

for each car 

the right answers for holiday shopping 

Wide-open racing excitement. Fat Track lets four Sizzlers 
race side-by-side or even pass as they head down straight- 
aways and into high-bank curves. Includes 2 Sizzler cars, 
“Juice Machine,” lap computer, starting grid, 12-ft. oval plastic 
track layout. Uses 4 “Р” batteries, order pkg. below. 
79 С 54649C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. .. ....... Set $13.99 

T-pc. track forms 
12-ft. oval 

To recharge, plug 
“Juice Machine" hose into side of car Big "O" Layout only. 12-foot oval track layout. Plastic. 

79 С 54648C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . 

Dont Miss This 

CUT 7% Now s[,85 
without batteries 

Squeeze the 

FAS буул Sizzlers Juice Масһїпетм 

for “S" turns Was $1.99. Plug “hose” into 
Sizzlers to charge it up in 90 sec- 
onds. Plastic; 634 in. high. Uses 
4 “Р” batteries, order below. 

Dont Miss This 

CUT $5 Now 34.87 

rechargeable Sizzlers Car 
and hand brake 

Be sure to see Mattel's 
"RRRumblers Stunt Rider Set” 

and “Ної Birds On-Target 
Set" on page 6. 
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it runs 2 to 4 minutes. Set 
also includes 16 ft. of track, 
2 curves, S-curve, brake, 
trestles, Uses 4 “D” bat- 
teries, order зы at right. 
Shpg. wt. 5 
79 С 54109С....5е: $4.87 

Low, Low Price $773 
for Motorized Sizzlers p 

(1 thru 8 ) Each has rechargeable battery. 
Charge on Juice Machine or Power Pit 
.. runs up to 4 minutes. Each 3 inches 
long. Plastic body. 
(1) 49 0 54261—Ford MK IV 
(2) 49 € 54262—Angelino M-70 
(3) 49 C 54263—Mustang Boss 302 
(4) 49 С 54264—Firebird Trans-Am 
(5) 49 C 54688—Straight Scoop 
(6) 49 С 54265—Revvin' Heaven 
(7) 49 С 54689—Live Wire 
(8) 49 С 54266—Но Head 
Shipping weight each 4 oz.. ... . Each $2.73 

without batteries MEC eon f 49 C 54267—Wt. 8 oz... 91.85 

cadmium battery. Just charge D" Batteries. Package of 6. 

Atlantic Oval with for 90 seconds at the battery- 49 C 8405— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg. $1.49 

operated Juice Machine and 

Recharge cars in 90 seconds $ 
at Sizzlers Power Pit 

Just plug Power Pit in and set it next to track. “Hose” 
fits into side of car or Hot Line engine . . special dial 
measures the sizzlers recharge. 12}4x5x334-inch plastic 
housing. UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle АС, 
49 C 54268—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 ол... 

without 
car 

Vinyl Collector's Case . . holds 48 HOT WHEELS. 
Plastic storage compartments. Са not incl. 

49 С 54626—10x6x6 in. Wt. 2 Ibs.. ^. $2.99 

10 Speed Shop Carrying Case. Cut $2. Was $5.99. 
Looks like a service garage. Incl. lube gun, wheel 

wrench, extra engines, pipes, racing wheels, stripes and 
numbers. 13x6x8 in. high. Reinforced vinyl. 
49 C 59151—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz......Now only $3.99 



ШИШ HOTLINE New Power-Charged Trains .. 
' Sizzlers “Juice Machine" or “Power Pit*" 

ase provide power for hi-speed action 
"Juice Machine" on special "no-rail" track 
recharges engine 

in 90 seconds 

4-Car Great Freight" Set - 
With 2 switches, 18 ft. of track 

and Juice Machine™ 

"135. 
Charge engine at Juice Machine and you're ready 
to roll. . runs up to 6 minutes. engine pulls 
box car, gondola and caboose. Includes 12 straight, 
10 curved track sections; 10 joiners, train brake. 
Metal and plastic. Uses 4 “D” batteries, order 

Left and right 
Switches change 
train from main 

line to side package below, чугу. trick 79 C 56008C—Shipping weight 6 lbs.. . .. Set $13.85 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 C 8412—Shipping weight 11b. ...... Pkg. 329 

HOT LINE Rail 

Signal Tower 
1 Stops or reverses speeding train. Operates 

manually or order Rail-Router below for 
automatic use. Plastic; 7x3x4 in. high. 
49 С 56017—Shpg. wt. 4 02............$2.49 

Big Tipper™ with Train Brake 

2 Brake stops gondola car under hopper for 
loading. Includes 4-in. track section. Oper- 

ates manually or order Rail-Router for auto- 
matic use. Plastic; 5х3х5 in. high. 
49 C 56011—Shpg. wt. 6 о2........... $249 

Rail-Router?* 
3 Makes your HOT LINE accessories auto- 

matic . . just attach unit for remote touch- 
control. Plastic. 
49 C 56015—Shpg. wt. 4 02............ $1.69 

45? Curve Track. Package includes four 
flat curve plastic sections. 

49 С 56013—Shpg. wt. 10 oz..... .Pkg. $1.69 

Quick-Switch Pok. 1 right, 1 left switch. 
Manual or attaches to Rail-Router above. 

49 С 56014—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.......Pkg. $2.49 
Stroight Track. Package has six 2-ft. 
plastic sections and 6 joiners. 

49 С 56012—Shpg. wt. 10 oz... . . .Pkg. $1.69 

3-Car Hot Line 
High-Tail Hauler™ Set 

Beginner set for those who already own $7785 
a Juice Machine or Power Pit Recharger set 

Speed Chief engine, gondola and caboose zip around 12 ít. of plastic 
track . . runs up to 6 minutes on one charge. Includes 8 curve, 6 straight 
track sections and 7 joiners. Juice Machine, Power Pit sold on opposite 
page. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
49 C 56007—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces... .. ... .. .. +4 Set $7.85 

SNAKE* vs. MONGOOSE* 
Wild Wheelie Drag Set 

. cars do real “wheelies” 

“= Cars catch drag chute 
UN at the finish line 

«+ flag announces 
the winner 

Matchmaker™ 
starting gate flashes green 

for start of game 
[7] ( 7 and 8 ) Two metal dragsters line up 

at signal tower; move out on green light. 
With “wheelie” take offs, cars head 
down straightaway, through finish gate $385 
to pop drag chutes at the end. 32 feet set 
of plastic strip track. 
49 C 54301—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. . .Set $9.85 

17 Big Belter® and Matchmaker™ only. 
For Hot Wheels cars, cycles. Plastic. 

49 C 54307—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. .. . .. $3.85 
8 SNAKE and MONGOOSE Dragsters 

only. Metal. Package of 2. Big Belter® 
49 C 54716— Shipping weight 4 ounces. booster for 
Pkg... $1.99 off-the-line action zet [Sears] 163 
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Tos Facts about Refractor Telescopes 
Modern refractors are much improved All our Refractor Models include an erecting 

: prism that makes the normally inverted image 

versions of the model Galileo built in 1610 appear upright. The refractor's design makes it 
A large "objective lens and a smaller easy to use for terrestrial viewing 

ғ 

"Eyepiece" 

"Finder- "eyepiece" lens mounted in a tube gather, 300x, 240x and 200x Models have a wide-angle 

scopa is; magnify and focus light directly into your finder-scope for aiming the main telescope at 

E. eye. How much light from faint stars can 

j be gathered depends on the size of the 

small, celestial bodies quickly and easily. 

300x, 240x and 150x Models feature the new 

" ч AS ж sun projection screen which displays a sharp solar 

objective". Magnification can be varied image for individual or group viewing without 
by changing the “eyepiece” endangering the observers' eyes. 

Sun Projection Screen 

300X Refractor Telescope 
with professional-type 
equatorial mount . . 

a flexible, extra-stable mount usually found 
only on models costing $100 and more 

$ 49” 

Zero-in on the moon, stars, even an airplane with the 
finderscope . . then use the rack-and-pinion focusing to 

get a crystal-clear image. Deluxe equatorial mount and 
micro-motion adjustment make it easy to track objects 

Both 300X and 240X 

one neve moving vertically, horizontally . . even diagonally. Mag- 
different lenses: == nification is 41, 82, 150 or 300-power for inverted astro- 
2X Barlow, nomical viewing, and 62 or 225-power with an upright 
1.5X erector, image for terrestrial viewing. Main lens is 60mm achro- 
moon filler, matic-coated, with a 900mm focal length. Sturdy 52-inch 

metal tripod has an accessory tray that securely holds 
extra lenses and eyepieces, Sun projection screen attaches 
for safe solar viewing. 39 inches long by 57 inches high. 
Metal, glass, plastic. Owner's manual included. From Japan. 
79 С 24104C—Shipping weight 14 pounds. . ,. .... $49.99 

5X finder scope, 
6mm and 22mm 
eyepieces. 

ар!!! 

150X Refractor 
Telescope 

1.5X erector lens 240X Refractor with N 
sensitive micro-adjustment and 6mm eyepiece 

Д 
99 $39” / $19 

Look at all the professional-type features: S-power sighting scope lines You'll feel like you're in outer space when 
up the object; sturdy 52-inch high adjustable metal tripod keeps scope you look at the moon's craters, Saturn's 
steady; and micro-motion knob allows the fine adjustments necessary rings, etc., through this 100-power invert- 
to keep the object centered as it moves. There's even an accessory shelf ей, 150-power erected refractor telescope. 
on the tripod to hold lenses not in use. Wide range of magnification: 32, Objective lens is achromatic coated 50mm 
63, 120 or 240-power for inverted viewing: 48 or 175-power for upright objective with 600mm focal length. Sun 
viewing. Main lens is achromatic-coated 60mm objective, 700mm focal ^ projection screen for safe solar viewing. 
point. Rack-and-pinion focus adjustment. Sun projection screen pro- — Metal mount and tripod chain. 24-inch plas- 
vides for safe observation of the sun. Metal scope, plastic trim. 30 in- tic tube. 40-inch wood tripod. From Japan. 
ches long. Japan. Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
79 С 24098C—Shipping weight 13 рошэдз.................... $39.99 79С241465С.................. $19.99 
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200X Refractor 
spots details on 

the moon and planets 

5 eyepiece lenses included: 
sun filter, 10.5mm, 22mm, 

3X Barlow, and 1.5X erector 

528° 

Locate subject with the finder-scope, 
then sharpen the focus with rack and 
pinion adjustments. Magnification 
ranges from 32, 64, 96 or 200-power 
for inverted astronomical viewing, to 
48 or 100-power upright image for ter- 
restrial viewing. Erector lens increases 
power 50%; the Barlow lens iriples 
magnifying power. Achromatic coated 
main lens has 60mm objective with 
700mm focal point. 49-inch wood tri- 
pod. Steel swivel mount locks in any 
position. 27-inch metal scope, black 
plastic trim. From Japan. 
79 С 24103C—Shp&. wt. 9 Ibs, ., .$28.99 

30-power 
Hand-size 
Telescope 

$399 

Survey the area or gaze at your favor- 
ite planets with this refractor scope. 
Precision-made 30mm objective lens 
is coated for clearer viewing, White 
enameled aluminum tube. Length ad- 
justs from 10 to 14 inches, From 
Japan. Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
49С24107................--.-$3.99 
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Facts about 
Reflector Telescopes 

Like Isaac Newton's first reflector designed in 
» models use a specially-ground mirror to 

gather light and reflect it into an "eyepiece". The 
eyepiece's location near the top of the tube makes 
the reflector easier to use for viewing the sky. How 
well the mirror can. concentrate the faint light of 
distant stars is determined by the mirror's diameter. 

200X Reflector 
Telescope with 
precision-ground 

3-inch mirror 
for sharp viewing 

316? 

All-steel mount locks 
in any position; 

telescope on metal 

tripod stands 

four feet high 

You'll be able to see the moon's craters, Saturn’s rings . . even the 4 largest moons of Jupiter with 

this giant reflector scope, Booster lens steps up the basic 80-power all the way to 200-power, All- 

steel mount locks in place when you sight your target, then rack-and-pinion focusing sharpens the 

image. 3-in, precision-ground glass objective mirror, Tube is treated cardboard with a synthetic 

coating. 33-in, long scope stands a full 48 inches high on tripod. Includes а 12-page illustrated 

instruction manual with Close-up photos of the moon so you can identify what you see. 

79 С 24156C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. а 4 $16.99 

150X Reflector 
Scope has 22-inch 
diameter mirror 

511° 

This model has a booster lens that 
increases its basic 60-power to 150. 
power. All-steel mount locks in 
any position; rack and pinion fo: 

cusing for clear viewing; 2}4-inch, 
reflecting optical system. 29-in. ¥ 
long cardboard scope with metal 
trim stands over 3 feet high on 
metal tripod. Includes 12-page 
illustrated instruction book. 
79 С 24158C— Wt. 5 lbs. $11.99 

40-power Portable 
Telescope with 
Shoulder Strap 

56?» 

Here's a perfect model for field 
trips or campouts. Its adjustable 

shoulder strap lets you carry it 
comfortably wherever you go. 
Smooth rack and pinion focusing; 
19-in. cardboard tube has metal 
trim and a 234-in. precision ground 
mirror. Instructions, moon chart. 
49 C 24157— Wt. 2 Ibs. $6.99 



Dont Miss This 
CUT*2 лои 14.88 

without batteries 

Funtronics 
Create your own telegraph, 

p.a. system, AM radio receiver, 

and many more useful devices 

Was $16.88. Delve into the fascinating 
world of electronics . . construct 30 
projects by assembling the parts and 

Some of the attaching wires to master unit. Set incl. 
many exciting printed-circuit 4-transistor amplifier, 
projects you transistorized transmitter circuit, 
can build: inter- — phonographpick-uparm with sapphire- 
com, telephone, tipped needle cartridge. Printed circuit. 
amplifier, Биг. hoard with phase switch, motor part glar alarm, pho- DOM OTACA та НЬ; 
nograph. (All much тоге. Uses 4 “АА' 
necessary tools ап one 9-volt batteries. Order pkgs. 
are included . . at right. 
по soldering.) ^ 79 C240810—Wt. 4 Ibs... Set $14.88 

Dont Miss This 

CUT ‘I Now'7.84 
without batteries 

Electric Build-It Set 
Make a burglar alarm, 

bike horn, electromagnet, 
traffic signal . . 30 more! 

Was $8.84. Manual shows you how to 
build a 2-speed dune buggy, motorboat, 
and many other fun projects. Set in- 
cludes 2 motors, working panels, buzzer 
unit, tools, bulbs, wiring and etching 
tool. Metal and plastic. Uses 2 “АА” 
and 2 "D" batteries. (Order pkgs. at 
right.) 
79 € 240820—Wt. 3 Ibs.....Set $7.84 

Lectron 

524° ties 

Build 3 different radios, burglar 
alarm, electronic organ, and 50 

other projects with magnetic cubes 
that need no wires or tools 

No electronic know-how is needed with 
Lectron. Just pick a project to build . . 
80-page manual shows you how to 
arrange see-through cubes on 8x11-in. 

| metal plate. Plastic and metal. Uses опе 
Each cube is a circuit or 9-volt battery—order pkg. at right. 0,1¥F | component, Match their tops. Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

= to diagrams in the manual LOC ES MM Kit $24.99 

Two- Crystal 
Transistor Radio 

Radio Set 
95 

wm 2" 
ifhou! batter à К oe An easy-to-build radio that uses the 

The perfect kit for the amateur meteor- 
ologist. Predict temperature, wind velocity 

and precipitation. Take readings indoors and 
make your forecast. Flashing neon lights on 
board show wind speed, direction. Wired 
electrically to anemometer and wind vane unif? 
outside. 100 feet of wire. 

Includes barometer, sling psychrometer, rain 
gauge. forecasting manual, cloud chart. Low-amp. 
power cord plugs into any 110-120-v., 60-c. AC 

outlet. Unassembled. 
49 € 24043—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. .Kit$9.99 

Battery Shop 

49C8402-"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. б 02....99c 

49C8403-9-Volt Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wto8 oz., . 88c 

49С8405-“®” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 802. $1.49 

Dial Telephone Set 99 wi 
works like an intercom 39 ы 

* Lights up, rings when someone calls 

This kit tunes-in on the entire AM band and works 
оп 9-volt battery (order package above, right) or 
solar energy. Includes parts, earphone, solar cell, 
manual. Plastic panel is 6x414x14-inch deep. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49 С 24071.. Peas veces es Kit $4.95 
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same type circuitry Marconi used for the 
first radio transmissions. Tunes АМ 
broadcasts. Complete with crystal diode 
for clear sound . . it won't wear out 
Plastic panel 6x414x14 inches deep. Ear 
phone included. Needs no batteries. 
49 € 24072—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. . .Set $2.95 

Have your own "private line" with this 2-phone set. 
You can talk from room-to-room, indoors-to-outdoors . . 
almost anywhere, because you get approximately 33 feet 
of wire. Rugged styrene telephones each ring and light. 
up when called by the other. Phones are 8x7x4 inches 
high. Uses 4 “D” batteries—order package above. 
From West Germany. 
49 C 24148—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 3 oz....... Set $9.99 



= ta 

J^ | Monitors all Citizens Band stations 
PA . . transmits to other stations 

and walkie-talkies 

A $ atterios 
Astrex Base Station 16” sold separately 

Portable 8-transistor base station tunes in all 23 Citizens Band channels. 

Super crystal controlled transmitter lets you transmit to other stations or 

walkie-talkies on channel 14. Built-in speaker, microphone and antenna. 
Special power-saving audio circuit. Uses 6 “D” batteries—order from 
“Battery Shop” on facing page. 10x4x4}4-in. Plastic 

49 C 24099—Shipping weight 3 pounds $16.99 

NO LICENSE REQUIRED 
| 
| 

x | 
Battery-powered Walkie-Talkies | 

and Base Station on this page | 

transmit on Citizens Band Channel 14 | 

Play Walkie Talkie Set 
with 30 feet of wire 

$ 4? without 
batteries 

This walkie talkie tandem 
is great for passing messages 
on “secret” missions. Grey 
and silver color styrene 
cases are 3x2x7 im. high. 
Each has a speaker-micro- 
phone and a simulated an- 
tenna. Set uses 6 “С” bat- 
teries—order pkg. below. 
West Germany. Wt. 1 lb.1 oz. 
49 С 24147....... Set $4.99 
"C" Batteries Package of 6. 
49C8406-Wt. 1202.Pkg.$1.19 

Slim-Style Phone Set 
Talk from room-to-room 
with these handsome 

red telephones 

A child-size intercom system 
that really works! Bell rings 
when the other phone “calls.” 
45 feet of cord. Metal, plastic. 
8x334x414 in. high. Uses 4 
“C? batteries—order pkg. 
above. Japan. Wt. 2 lbs. 1 oz. 
49 С 24109......... Set $7.66 
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TransTalk 700 Walkie Talkie 

Send and receive 
messages up to 
34 mile away 

can *| 25 
without battery 

Great for hikes and outings. 
Lightweight receiver-sender 
. . crystal controlled for 
sharp transmission. Solid- z 

state circuitry means instant | e 

power . . no warm-up time. "i 

Volume control, on-off switch 

cuit extends battery life. 6x 
234х134 inches. Uses one 9- 
volt battery—order package 
below. From Japan. Use 
your phone if you want to 
order it the easiest way of all. 

Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib. 
49 C 24011..... Each $12.99 

9-Volt Batteries Pkg. of 2. 
49 С 8403-Wt. 8 oz..Pkg. 88c 

Send and receive 
messages up to 
X mile away 

$Q99 

27 
Carry it anywhere . . chat 
with friends! Solid state 
circuit with crystal con- 
trolled transmitter and re- 
ceiver. Volume control, on- 
off switch, talk-listen but- 
ton. 35-inch telescopic an- 
tenna. Plastic and metal, 
6x1Xx234 inches wide. 
Uses one 9-volt battery 
(not included). Order pack- 
age directly above. Japan. 

Shpg. wt. each 12 oz. 
49 C 2401..... Each $9.99 

Sears Has а 
Credit Plan 

to Suit 
Your Needs 
See Big Book 

or ask 
for details 



GOLDEN SCIENCE 
LIBRARY 

Full-color hardbound texts 
developed exclusively for 

Sears Golden Science Lab Sets 
- E by the science editors of 

"E the Golden Books 
texts are far more than “recipe” books . . they explain and illustrate how the 

experiments are performed and relate them to basic scientific principles. 
н Title Родез | Cotolog No. |  Shpg. wi. 

BIOLOGY 
LABORATORY SET 

Probe the fascinating $ 99 
mystery of life 19 

Use the manual and dissecting kit in this set to 
investigate the world of plants and organisms. Big 
48-page full-color book guides you through the science, 
Dissecting kit has recessed tray for neat and efficient 
work, board, pins, scissors, needles, scalpel, and 
spatula, 18 specimens—6 dry, and 12 in screw-top 
jars with odorless preservative. 

Set also includes ifying stand, aquatic net, 
sieve, 3 PYREX® test tubes with holder, rack and 
brush. Whetstone, tweezers, blotting paper, diatoma- 
ceous earth, water gardening material. Two specimen 
cups and stirring rod. 

Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 13 oz. 
ЭВЭЭШ... үл Set $19,99 

GEOLOGY LAB 
AND FIELD SET 
Explore $ 99 

our changing earth 4 

An introduction to the study of our changing planet. 
Learn about the interior of the earth using the geolo- 
gist’s tools and manual. Full-color 80-page manual 
directs you in your studies; gather rocks and minerals 
using your geologist's pick . . jolly balance (measures 
specific gravity), streak plate and other materials 
help you identify them. 

Set includes magnifying stand, 28 rocks and miner- 
als including gold ore, 4 fossils, alcohol lamp with blow 
torch, 2 PYREX test tubes with rack, holder and 
brush. Eyedropper, spoon, 2 cups, tweezers, glass tub- 
ing, stirring rod, and boxes and vials of test materials. 
49 С 24059—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 14 oz. „Set $14.99 

CHEMISTRY I 
LAB SET 

A first look at chemistry — $4799 
with 8 chemicals, 2 test tubes 6 

Learn the basic principles of chemistry while perform- 
ing interesting experiments. Set indudes 48-page 
full-color hardbound manual, 8 bottles of chemicals, 
2 PYREX brand test tubes, tube rack, holder and 
brush. Also an eyedropper, funnel, filter paper, 
alcohol lamp. Corks, measure, stirring rod, red and 
blue litmus paper. 
49 С 24053—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 3 ол.......... Set $6.99 

Note: Sears science sets should be used 
under adult supervision 
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CHEMISTRY IV 
LABORATORY SET 

1 Explore such fascinating areas аз food and 
textile testing and the growth of plants. Even 

break light down into its component colors using 
the spectroscope. The 96-page full-color manual 
prepared for this set contains basic information 
аз well as hundreds of experiments, and has full 
background data and illustrations. 

Set also includes such useful equipment as a 
centrifuge, PYREX brand 25-ml flask and beaker, 
PYREX brand graduated test tube, and a hydro- 
ponics planter for growing plants in water. Even 

has а 3-shelf steel work tray for an orderly home 
lab. Also, 32 chemicals, 9 PYREX test tubes, 2 
racks, test tube clamp and brush. Alcohol lamp 
with tripod, blowtorch, molecular kit, beam scale, 
chemical rocket, wash bottle, Funnel eyedropper, 
corks, glass tubing, plastic spoon measure, stirring 
rods, microscope slides and much more. 
79 € 24029C—Shipping wt. 14 Ibs... . .Set $24.99 

CHEMISTRY 111 
LABORATORY SET 

2 Advanced experiments include materials for 
treating water pollution; rocket and chemicals 

for exploring jet propulsion principles. Set includes 
а 96-page, full-color manual; 24 chemicals; steel 
work tray with shelves; 25-ml beaker; 6 P' X 
brand test tubes (5 regular, 1 graduated); rack, 
holder and brush. Alcohol lamp with blowtorch 
and tripod stand; wash bottle; funnel, eyedropper; 
litmus paper; corks; rubber and glass tubing; 
chromatography paper; tweezers; 2 microscope 
slides; beam scale; much more, 
79 С 24055C—Shipping wt. 10 lbs, . .. . Set $19.99 

CHEMISTRY II 
LABORATORY SET 

Perform precision experiments with this set 
that includes a beam scale for careful measure- 

ments. Set also has a 48-page full-color illustrated 
manual, and a steel work tray with shelves that. 
keeps your work area neat and orderly. 

You get 16 bottles of chemicals, 4 PYREX 
brand test tubes with rack, holder and brush. Also 
eyedropper, funnel, alcohol lamp, filter and litmus 
paper. Rocket for propulsion experiments, corks, 
measure, stirring rod, glass tubing, and iron 
powder. Buy it the easy way . . order by phone! 
49 С 24054—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 5 oz... . . Set $13.99 

MICROSCOPE 
LABORATORY SET 

4 Discover the world of cells and microorganisms 
with this quality microscope set. Turret turns 

for 3 magnifications most often used in lab work— 
45X, 90X, and 180X. It has rack-and-pinion 
focusing and precision-ground glass lenses for 
clean, sharp images, Also included is the 48-page 
full-color illustrated manual written especially for 
use with this set. 

Includes mixture to grow protozoa. 4 blank 
slides, 1 four-part prepared slide, shrimp eggs, and 
diatomaceous earth. 2 PYREX brand test tubes 
with rack, clamp and brush. Dissecting equip- 
ment, magnifying glass, microtome, much more. 
49 С 24057—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 3 oz... . . Set $14.99 

Microscope only. 45, 90 and 180-power. 
49 С 24149—Shipping weight 2 pounds... . .$6.99 



Vith colorfully-Illustrated, easy-to-follow manuals designed 

у educators to develop a step-by-step understanding of science 

ааваа 

a cueMisTRY iv 324p? 
Does all the experiments of the smaller 

sets plus dozens more . . using centrifuge, 

spectroscope, magnet, beam scale, 32 

chemicals and 9 test tubes 

Mee u 313? 
"Burn" iron, make magic ink .. over 380 ex- 

- periments with 16 chemicals, 4 test tubes 

Look in on the 
invisible world . . 

MICROSCOPE SET 

990 
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a revolving turret PLUS 
rack-and-pinion focusing 

Dont Miss This 

CUT АЛ Now * 43,88 

600-Power Scope with 

twist-zoom lens and 
lighted substage 

Was $14.88. View specimens 
through 3 objective lenses—10X, 
20X, and 40X on revolving turret. 
10X thru 15X eyepiece zooms 
manually. Rack-and-pinion focus- 
ing produces sharperimages, Down: 
stop prevents slide breakage. 
Strong metal frame has brown 
enamel finish. 9 inches high. From 
Japan. Uses 2 “AA” batteries— 
order package below. 
49 € 24034—Wt. 3 Ibs... $13.88 
"AA" Batteries. Package of б. 
49 C 8402—Wt. 6 oz... .. Pkg. 99c 

Both of these HIGH-POWERED 
MICROSCOPES 
have 3 objective lenses, 

v. 

Dont Miss This 

CUT *I now +5.99 

300-Power Model 
has metal frame, 

clip-holder for slides 

Was $6.99. For beginners. 
Revolving turret gives 3 
views to analyze organisms 
and specimens that the un 
aided eye could never see. 
Lenses mounted on turret 
are 100X, 200X, and 300X 
Clip-holder keeps slides se- 
curely in place while you view 
them. Strong metal frame 
has plastic substage. 714 
inches high. From Japan. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49 С 24033 55.99 

60 Prepared Slides $ 
of actual specimens 
Professionally prepared and labeled 
slides for microscopic study. Set 
includes: Butterfly, Honey Bee 
parts (legs, wings, antennae, eyes 
Tiny Creatures (ants, fruit fly, 
spiders, and more), Bacteria (strep- 
tococcus, bacillus, mycobacterium), 
structure of Blood (human, dog, 
horse, etc.), and Sea Life (scales, 
spicules, egg, and more). Japan 
49 С 24037—W t. 14 oz.. .Set $4.88 

AM 

Kit for preparing "1" 
your own slides 

Materials for preparing 25 glass 
mounted slides. Includes bottle of 
Canadian balsam and methylene 
blue used to mount and stain speci 
mens for easier viewing. In storage 
box lined with expanded plastic 

Rock Identification $ 77 
Computer 11 

Identifies over 125 commonly-found rocks and min 
erals. Perform tests to determine a rock's luster and 
true color; test its hardness with brass and steel rods 
use balance mechanism to measure its specific gravity 
Program data into computer . . identification card is 
released with information about rock. Plastic. About 
12!5x6x10 in. high. Includes 48 cards, 10 rocks. 
49 € 24077—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 5 oz. Set $11.77 

ANATOMICAL KITS that show the 

Science Kit 

4 77 

А great visual aid for the young science buff. Kit features а cut-away leopard frog that is larger than life and letter-keyed for instant recognition of vital anatomical elements. Also included are models of an alligator, rattle-snake, box turtle, lizard and chuckwalla, Brown and ivory plastic Stand is 12x8x18 inches high. Unassembled 49 С 24023—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz Kit $4.77 

(Use chemicals with care). Japan 
49 С 24036—Wt. 11 oz... Kit $1.99 

Pollution Test Kit. . ii 
over 30 activities 
related to saving 
our environment 

Instruction manual 
shows youngster 
how to detect pol- 
lutants in air, water 
and soil. Ages 8-14. 

Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 C 24106... .$6.99 

wonders of the human body 

Visible Man 

or Woman Kit 

$477 

(Тата 2 ) 16-inch scale 
models. Transparent 

WE “skin” letsyoustudy bones, 
muscles, detailed organs 
All pieces аге plastic . . easy 
to take apart and reassem 
ble. Illustrated manual and 
base are included. (Woman 
includes optional parts to 
show the internal condition 
at7thmonthof pregnancy.) 
Shipping weight each 

1 pound 12 ounces 
(1) 49C24045-Man...$4.77 

(2) 49C24078- Woman 4.77 

дой pane scans by chaisimaxmiselecindcM айп 

Build a Skeleton 
.. that glows 

1:20 

Learn the names of all 
206 bones and what 
they do. Finished model 
stands 15 in. high on 
display stand. He hangs 
on wire between illus- 
trated panels that ex- 
plain the skeletal sys- 
tem. Glows in the dark 
when exposed to light 
Made of durable sty 
rene. Instructions in 
cluded. For ages 9 and 
up. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz 
49 C 24046. . . Kit $249 

Life-size Skull 
has movable jaw 

$ 29 

Realistic plastic replica is 
HM the same size and color as 

а real skull . . even has 
similar texture. Detailed 
inside and out, it features a 
removable skull cap and 
spring-action lower jaw 
Glows in the dark after 
being exposed to light. Tl- 
lustrated assembly instruc- 
tions, display stand in 
cluded. Approx. 8 inches 
high. For ages 10 and up. 
Shipping wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 
49 24047......Kit$249 



BIG SCALE 
Plastic Models 

M» $59» 

1 AMT American LoFrance Ladder Chief. 
Magnificently detailed. Over 16 in. long; 

operating turntable, ladders, jacks, vinyl tires, 
detailed chassis. Over 300 parts. 
49 C 22406—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. Kit $7.99 

MPC Mack DM 800. 16-in, long cement 
mixer has V-8 engine, opening hood, turn- 

able drum, working chutes, detailed interior. 
49 C 22436—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 9 oz... .. Kit $5.99 

(3524 

3 Revell'sChopped Hog. 124 in. long; chrome- 
colored engine, pipes, hi-rise handlebars, 

wheels, Rubber tires; steerable front wheel. 

49 С 22906—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. Kit $3.88 

4 MPC Honda АТС. 734-in. long with 3 giant 
balloon tires. Detailed chrome-colored engine. 

49 C 22932—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib..... Kit $2.44 

— | j 

$599 

Monogram's GOIN' BUGGYTM, 11 in. long; can 
be built as a customized Volkswagen bug or a 
wild dune buggy. Body shells remove, you can 
build both cars. Racing slicks; custom engine. 
49 C 22513—Shpg. wt. 13 oz... Kit $5.99 

Parachute 
Rocket 

2-stage 
Missile 

Use water and air 99 
to power 5-Rocket Set 54; 

Fill rocket with water . . then attach it to launch 
pad. Air pressure sends it 150 ft. or more. Set 
includes 3 single-stage rockets, 1 parachute 
rocket, recovery capsule, 1 staging rocket. 

Launch platform, hand launcher attached; fun- 
nel. Plastic rockets 6 to 12 in. long. 
49 С 22955—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 o2..... .Set $4.99 
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“Snoopy and the Red Baron” 
Snap-together Sets for only $2.44 ??? 

ach without batteries 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
. . all the right answers for holiday shopping 

Big plastic models have ''no-glue" 

assembly . . they're a snap to make 

( 5 and 6 ) Snoopy in his Sopwith Camel battles the 
Red Baron in his Fokker tri-plane. Snap-together plas- 
tic models have detailed engines, twin machine guns, 
motorized propellers. Each uses 1 “АА” battery, order 
package below. Each about 6}4x8%4x7 14 inches high. 
(5) 49 С 19024—Snoopy (6) 49 C 22371—Red Baron 
Shipping weight each 13 ounces... . .. .. Each $2.44 
Peanuts characters © United Features Syndicate, Inc. 1971 

g motorized Models let you 

New Wankel Rotary Engine Kit 

Pistonless engine has operating $ 4 44 

rotary cylinders, spark plugs fire рел 

7 Realistic see-through replica of the revolutionary smog- 
free Wankel engine. Fully operable model is 10 in. long, 

in 6-color molded plastic. With miniature motor and metal 
parts. Uses 2 "AA" batteries, order pkg. below. 
49 С 22385—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz.......... Kit $4.44 
49 С 8402—“AA” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 6 oz... .Pkg. 99c 

The V-8 Engine Kit 

Spark plugs fire, rods and pistons $385 
i move in clear engine block Relies Ak 

8 Build a detailed model of the power plant of a real auto- 
mobile. Action parts—from fan belt to rocker arms, 1414 

in, long, in 4-color molded plastic. Miniature motor and 
metal parts. Uses 2 “С” batteries, order pkg. below. 
79 С 2339C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ......... Kit $9.85 
49 C 8406—“С” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 12 oz.. „Pkg. 1.19 

Visible Auto Chassis Kit 
is over 3 feet long 
. . gears, brakes, “1G ais 

clutch actually work de 
Everything works. Springs, shocks, wheel linkage perform 
like actual parts. Plus parts to install V-8 Engine (above). 
Motor, plastic parts. Uses 3 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. 
EE M e pode ..-. Kit $16.99 у 
"p" tteries. Package 6. З 

49 С 8405— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz............ Pkg, 149 км [Sears] 171 



“GAS-POWERED” MODELS by 

la 
Cut power for landing Фа for take-off 

A little more 
gas to taxi 

with control throttle 
%7 actually does "wheelies" 

> Б| Dragster cuts speed, 
stops with automatic 
parachute release 

11° 
without sta 

battery, accessory kit 

, " Dune Buggy 

‚ “GAS-POWERED” MODELS by TESIORS $12? 

Honda ATC „тюй starter 
егу, accessory kit — > 

АЗ” ; й 7 Cd 2 
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(MODELS ILLUSTRATED ON FACING PAGE) 
Order starter kit, battery separately 

Dune Buggy and Baja Bug race up 
steep hills, zoom over rugged terrains 

( 1 and 2 ) Enclosed .049 gas engines with 40:1 gear 
ratios power Cox cars across any terrain, even mud 
and sand without stalling. Steerable front wheels go 
right, left, straight ahead. Throttles control speeds. 
Fast recoil starters. Semi-pneumatic vinyl tires, mag 
type wheels, chrome-look accessories. Preassembled 
plastic bodies, realistically detailed 

] Dune Buggy. Metal roll bar, windshield frame 
49 € 20622—7x5x12 in. long. Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. $13.99 

Q Воја Bug. A true desert racer with insignia 
49 € 20621—7 Vox6x 1314 in. long. Wt. 3 Ibs. $13.99 

Chopper Trike . . 3-wheel motorcycle 
roars down most road surfaces 

3 Shock-absorbing nylon front tire, rear drag slicks 
let cycle do “wheelies”, go straight, right, left 

Throttle controls speed losed .049 engine has 

40:1 gear reduction, recoil starter. Pre-assembled 

plastic body, mag-type wheels, realistic “sissy bar.” 
49 € 22711—516х314х1414 in. long. Wt. 2 Ibs. $13.99 

“Inverted gull-wing'' Corsair 74 
guided by throttle control 

Cox rubber band assembly makes this preassembled 
plane ideal for beginning pilots’ rough take-offs 

and landings. Throttle control regulates speed, flight 
manuevers. Powerful .049 engine has spring starter. 
Plastic body. Control handle, lines included. 
79 € 20306C—1834x514x15 in. long. Wt. 3 Ibs. .$12.99 

Lightnin' fast Dragster takes 
an automatic parachute to stop it 

5 Drag strip racer has authentic semi-pneumatic 
tires, rear racing slicks. Operates on taut Dacron® 

polyester line with parachute that deploys realistically 
shuts off engine, stops car. Powered by .049 engine 
with 4:1 gear ratio. Plastic body. 
49 С 20623—514x3%4x14% in. long. Wt. 2 Ibs. . $11.87 

Accessories for Cox “Gas” Engines 

Starter Kit. Wire, clip, wrench, 14-pint fuel 
49 € 22853—Shipping weight 1 1b. 
Fuel. One pint. Custom blend for Cox “gas” engines. 
49 C 22854—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. $149 

Starter Battery. 1'/g-volt. For starting engines. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. $1.39 

Order starter kit, battery separately 

Kit $2.99 

Honda ATC . . "super grab” rear tires 

6 Free-running bike bounces over any terrain with 

soft pneumatic tires. Precision engine has variable 
speed control, high torque gear drive, recoil starter 
Shrouded engine, sound silenced. Plastic body. 
49 С 22701 —5Vox5x8!4 in. long. Wt. 3 Ibs. $8.99 

Dune Buggy . . high torque gear drive 

7 Rugged buggy streaks across sand, even shallow 
water. Enclosed precision engine has recoil starter, 

low gear ratio . . sound silenced. Adjustable steering 
Soft pneumatic tires. Plastic body. 
49 € 22703—714x6x14 in. long. Wt. 3 Ibs. $12.99 

Air Racer does stunt, speed flying 
Detailed 142 scale model of the famous PSId 
Mustang. Durable lightweight construction. Muf- 

fled engine has 2-position RotoMatic® starter. Extra 
line, 2 props included. Plastic body 
49 C 22702—14x444x12\% in. long. Wt. 12 oz.. . .$6.99 

Accessories for Testors “Gas” Engines 

Starter Kit. 15-рі. fuel, wire, clip, wrench. 
49 С 22704—Shipping weight 12 oz. _ Kit $1.99 
Fuel. One pint. Custom blended for Testors engines. 

49 € 22705—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 99c 

Starter Battery. 114-volt. For starting engines 
49 С 2259—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. $1.39 

Gutsiod pace scans by cheisimas nalsetecindcal. conn 

Dont Miss This 
~ (CUT *1.50 Now* 28.49 

Mighty Steam Roller puffs steam, 
goes forward or reverse 

Was $29.99. 
Con! 

Warning: Steam en- 
gines and pellets not 
to be used by small 
children without 
adult supervision. 

many. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49с20%.......... ... 89.44 

Burn and Print 20-pc. Set 

Six wood plaques plus $ 4° 
stamp pad to transfer designs 

With this set you can burn designs, monograms 
on plaques, then print them on stationery or 
any flat surface. Design-A-Matic tool has 3 
different tips. 6 basswood plaques, stamp pad, 
wrench, 6 handles, emery paper, glue. UL. 
listed for 110-120 volt, 60 cycle AC-DC. 

49 C 21831—Shpg. wt. 13 02........ Set $4.99 

Beginner's 17-pc. $299 
Wood Burning Set 

Ready-to-finish printed designs on 6 basswood 
plaques. Electric pen has overpoint. Transfer 

volt, 60-cycle AC-DC. 
49 с 22706—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Set $2.99 

Extra Wood Plaques for any set 

Printed designs on 14 white basswood plaques 
, „use with any wood burning set. 314x5 in. each. 
Shipping weight 15 ounces. 
49 С 2156................... «ese Set $1.99 

Wo3317.99. Whistling Steam Engine with 
valves. 

6 Projects 
to complete 
plus plaques 

coasters. 

water colors, 
more 

Deluxe 88-piece Wood 
and Cork Burning Set 

sg? 

Build a birdhouse, tie rack, bookends, 

nails. Carry-storage case. UL listed, 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle, AC-DC. 
49 € 1973—Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz..... Set $8.99 
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Your own inflatable pony $4799 
thatloves to bounce around 

Preschoolers’ ride-a-horse has realistic western 
styling richly embossed on its heavy-duty 
polyvinyl chloride body. Hoppity inflates to 
14 to 16-in. diameter. Has automotive-type 
valve for inflating with a hand pump or at a 
service station. Safety hand-grips help keep 
child steady on horse, Sent deflated. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
ADC 293185) cui. cs 
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flates to 14 to 18-in. diameter 
for kids; 18 to 20-in. for adults. 
Made of heavy-duty polyvinyl 
chloride with air valve for in- 
flation by hand pump or at 
service station, Safety ring. 
Shipped deflated. 

Red Boll. Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 C 29281 $5.99 

Jump 'n Float 
Stoot 

diameter diameter 
$7 97 3147 

On land it's a trampoline, in 
water it's a raft. Heavy-duty 

rubber truck-type inner-tube has 
a metal air valve. Bottom and top 
covers made of rugged cotton 
duck. Securely harnessed with 
strong web supports. Zipper 
closure. Deflates to compact size 
for easy storage. Ages 4 and up. 
Sent deflated. 

4-foot diameter. 
49 C 29245—Wt. 10 Ibs... . $14.97 

3-foot diameter. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 C 2922 ..87.97 

оо 

Pogo Sticks 
` and 
Stilts 

n 

1 Pogo Stick holds weights up to 150 pounds. For ages 6 to 12. 
48 inches high. Adjustable spring tension. Baked enamel 

finish on steel tubing. Vinyl handle grips with plastic streamers. 
Slip-resistant foot pads and tip. 
79 € 2908C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. «a a $48.97 

Pogo Stick with Countmeter. Automatically records each 
jump. Holds up to 250 pounds. Bright zinc-plated tubular 

steel frame. Nylon bearing with friction-free spring. Grooved 
rubber foot pads and tip. 42 inches high. Vinyl hand grips. 
79 С 29236C— Shipping weight 8 pounds. . $10.99 

Pogo Stick for all ages; holds up to 250 Ibs. Slip-resistant 
foot pads and tip; vinyl handle grips with plastic streamers, 

High tension triple-tubular steel construction with friction-free 
spring for strong support. 48 inches high. 

79 С 29059C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. : .$7.99 

Steel Stilts have adjustable footrests. Raise 10 to 16 inches 
off the floor. 5 feet high. Rubber tips. Enamel finish. 

79 C 2916C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. Pair $4.97 

Space Walkers $4” 

Like walking on the moon, Dual springs keep you bouncing . . 
center stabilizer keeps you upright. Put them over your shoes, 
adjust length of plastic straps. Lace up band. Red enamel finish 
on steel foot, baseplates. Rubber bumpers protect Mom’s floors. 
49 C 29067—Shipping weight 4 pounds 6 ounces Pair $4.74 



Hit ‘em hard. . knock ‘ет down.. 

Porch: Mes 
they'll just bounce back for more. 

Weighted bottoms keep these 

inflated vinyl characters upright 
Plastic balls inside 
Scatterbrain's head 

bounce when hit 

i о Ш 

Y 

Т Bamm-Bamm. Barney Rubble’ little dynamo from 
“The Flintstones” stands about 34 inches high. 

49 C 29058—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.. 

Frosty the Snowman. Belt beeps, eyes blink. 52 in. Д Bullwinkle. From his TV show to you. 36 in. 
49 С 29351—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, 4 oz. oe $3.99 49 С 29338—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 02....... $1.99 

Fred Flintstone. Bla nose squeaks! 5016, Mg.) Р scl oe ино a A Е Yogi Bear. Boo-Boo's buddy. 50 in. tall, Squeaky nose. 
: 49 C 29333—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 10 oz... ...$2.97 49 С 29237—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 10 oz.. + $2.97 Scatterbrain, Give this goofy guy a poke, he gets 

“all mixed up". Plastic balls in his see-through 
head scatter, belt beeps, eyes blink. 48 in. 
49 С 29319—Shipping wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz. ....... ..$3.99 

[Т | 

Batman. Caped Crusader's belt beeps, eyes blink. 52 in. 
49 С 29317—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. ..$3.99 

aA 

Bozo the Clown. Squeaky nose. 48 inches high. 
49 С 29057—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $2.64 

Two-way 

Punching Bag 

$897 

= 
d 

Inflatable Marble Court Set of 4 Boxing Gloves а s Punching Bags Use as a floor puncher 
that grows with child It's a floor $329 $ 3? 

loves 

9 Was $4.99. Floor Puncher. Height 
adju s from 33 in. to 43 in. Metal 

or wall model adjusts from 34 to 42 in. 

Or hang it from the wall Big 45-in, diameter court of Soft vinyl boxing e ы Kes Ped 
smooth fabric has no lumps for young “sparring part- ао раа dus Helps develop coordina- 

ч a nish. 12-in. vinyl bag with 
or bumps to spoil shots. ners”. Fully padded е tion and speed гейехез. 
Marked off for regulation throughout with fabricated n асе ane! шарои De Sturdy steel frame, sim Marked o egulation ^ throughout with fabricate : dy steel frame, sim- 
play. Court surrounded by hair. Strong nylon lacing 79 С 290620—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.. $4.47 ulated leather bag. 
lightweight, easily inflated at the wrists. For ages 5 to () Wall Model Puncher. Swivel Shipping wt. 10 Ibs. 
vinyl ring. Comes complete 8. Japan. Buy them the mounted 12-іп. vinyl bag hangs 79 C 291156 $8.97 $ 
with bag of marbles. Forages еаѕу way—order by phone from 16-in. ring with steel wall sup 2, 
5 to 12. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 о. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. port. Valve needle, instructions. 
49 C 29083 $3.99 490 29286 Set $3.99 79 С 29336C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs....$4.99 как [Sears | 175 
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Automatic Umpire 
. . counts every 
strike you throw 

Fire one in there! Throw 
‹ Pitch-Back Net a strike and it registers on 

the  "catchers glove”, 
" Sturdy steel; 1734x1034 in. 

Fast rebounds with high. Attaches easily to 
every pitched ball . . any Pitch-Back Net (not 

improve your incl). Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
pitching and fielding 49 С 29352.........$2.99 

38х38 inches 38х56 inches 66x72 inches 

$ 4^ Fed d P 

Hurl a knuckle ball into the strike zone . . this tough nylon net returns them 
all. Great way to strengthen your pitching arm and sharpen your control. Ad- 
justable colored tape marks strike zone. Excellent for fielding or batting prac- 
tice, too. Adjusts to return fly ball or grounders. Tubular steel frame with live 
action steel springs. Unassembled. Ball not included. 
79 С 29098C—Square model, 38x38 in. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $4.85 
79 С 2911—Rectongulor model. 38x56 in. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 2744 
79 С 2920C— Jumbo size model. 66x72 in. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. 11.99 

Ice or no ice, 
goalie and forward 

get plenty of action 

2-man 

Hockey Trainer 
SQ?” 

Set up goal on ice or pavement 
and you're ready for a fast-moving 
game of hockey. Sturdy tubular 
steel frame with strong cotton and 
nylon twine net. 

Goal measures about 37x37x18 
inches deep. Set includes molded 
plastic puck, one goalie stick and 
one forward stick . . both are made 
of solid hardwood and are about 
46 inches long. Unassembled. For 
ages 7 and up. To order the easiest 

way, look in your phone book 
white pages under “Sears, Roe- 
buck and Co., Catalog Sales" for 
number to call. 

Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
79 € 290991............ Set $9.97 

йшй раб scans by сайи йаа а com 

All-season 
Sports 

Set 

10” 
Exercise all year ‘round with 
this sports set. There's plenty 
of court action with this stan- 
dard-size pebble-grained bas- 
ketball, 18-inch steel hoop 
and cotton net. 

Field sports equipment in- 
cludes а regular-size football, 
plastic kicking tee, junior field- 
er's glove and a standard-size 
baseball. Inflating needle in- 
cluded in set. Basketball and 
football sent inflated 

Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
79 С 292890. - .. Set $10.79 

New! Junior 
Baseball Set 

$ 4” 

You're all set for plenty of 
baseball thrills . . cowhide 
leather glove is perfect for 
scooping up grounders or pull- 
ing in those pop-ups. Red 
plastic batting helmet is rub- 
ber padded at front and back 
+. fits up to size 634. Standard- 
size ball. From Japan. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 С 29353.........Set $4.99 

New! 

Big Kicker 

©? 

Practice soccer, play dodge 
ball or kick ball. 9-foot rope 
swivels at base . . won't twist 
or knot. Fill 1434-in. wide 
plastic base with sand or 

water. Durable 734-in. plastic 
ball. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs 
79 С 29354С............$7.99 

Safety-tipped 
Archery Set 

1977 
Pull back on the 42-inch 
fiberglass bow, aim, let go.. 
it's a bulls-eye! Set has two 
bows, eight 18-in. wooden 
arrows with suction-cup tips 
and a big 16-in. hardboard 
target. Plus 2 arm guards, 
finger tabs and imitation 
leather quivers. Wt. 4 Ibs. 
49 С 29356........ Set $3.97 

Zipees® . . indoor and outdoor skating fun 

$287 Zip along on smooth running hi- 
impact plastic wheels . . they're 
self-lubricating and a full inch 
wide for better support. Skates 
“grow” with your child . . shoe 
sizes adjust from 8 (junior) to 
334 (regular). For ages 2 to 7. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 C 29248............ Pair $3.87 



in one 

11 Fun Games 

Everything from Shuffleboard, 
to Darts, to Golf, to Bowling 
with automatic pin setter 

$ 99 
set 

Fun for the whole sports-minded family. Play Shuffleboard 
with 4 pushers, 8 discs. Dart toss has 4 suction-cup darts, 
target. Bowl with two 5-in. plastic balls and a steel and plastic 
pin setter that resets with a press down action. Try “Bounce 

the Checker”, Tic-Tac-Toe, Checker-Pitch and even golf. 
Have a race with 4 cars, 4 horses, or 4 airplanes 
Printed linoleum flooring is 2x12 ft. long. 
79 C 29113L—Shipping weight 15 pounds 

Push down 
< whic _ < 

Pee-Wee 
Football Set 

$ [799 

High-impact plastic helmet will 
soften the blow for your little one 
while he learns to play. Has chin 
cup and double-bar face guard; 
soft-padded at neck, forehead and 
ears. Fits head sizes up to 6%. 
Plastic shoulder pads protect 
young tacklers. Imitation leather 
football, kicking tee. Ages 6 to 10. 
Not for competitive sports. Ship- 
ping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. 
49C2912..... seven co Set $5.99 

Automatic 
Football Player 

$Q? mx, 
Set ball on tee, push button . . 
player kicks it as far as 12 feet. 
Metal base 914x734x2 in. Plastic 
body; vinyl head, arms. 3 plastic 
footballs, 434 in. long. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries . . order pkg. below 

Get this bit of Christmas shop- 
ping done—just dial Sears and 
order it right now. 

From Japan. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
796 6554С...............39.99 

“D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49C8405- Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg. $1.49 

‘tales Dade scans by dieisthiatmiseledimical com 

Stands 
20 inches tall 

and kicks 
like a pro 

all plastic 

Set $13.99 

Great Play Outfit — 
for your football hero - 

5 red 
Dive set 

hemmed bottom. Shoes, 
socks, football not included. 
Not for competitive sports. 
Sises Small(44-45 in. high), 
Medium(48-49 in. high) 

Wt. ea. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. Set $8.88 



These detailed riders help 

the Old West come alive 

Jane West 

and Flame 

$564 

Frontier gal outfitted to ride her 
horse, Flame. Jane's 11 in. tall, fully 
jointed to sit, stand, or ride. Comes 
with 2 skirts, 2 vests, 3 hats, riding 
gear (25 items). 13-in. high horse has 
saddle, bridle. Plastic. 
49 С 59056—Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz.. .$5.64 
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Johnny West апа 
Thunderbolt 

$564 

Dressed in chaps and spurs, fully 
equipped to ride and camp, cow- 
boy Johnny's ready for the range. 
He's 1134 in. tall, fully jointed to 
take any stance. Over 21 pieces of 
campfire and personal gear in- 
cluded. Jaunty 13-in. high horse 
has saddle, bridle. Plastic. 
49 C 59055—Wt. 3 1Ьз. 4 oz. $5.64 

Frontier 
Trail-Blazer 

21 cowboys and Indians swivel 

at waist and head for life-like 

action poses .. ranch house, stage, 

color layout sheet, more included 

59% 
The “Wells Fargo” stage must go 
through . . “Dry Gulch” frontiersmen 
defend their log cabin outpost from 
“Medicine Bow” Indians. Pliable plas- 
tic human figures, 214 in. high, swivel at 
waist and head in action-poised stances 
. . all color molded. Horses pull stage on 
wheels. Full-color 18x36-inch cardboard 
layout sheet provides a natural setting 
for cactus, trees, totem pole, wigwam, 
corral figures. Made in Great Britain. 
49 С 591965—Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz.. Set $9.99 

Fort Apache 
Indians surround the fort. Man your 

posts. Recreate historic drama with 

39 action-poised soldiers and Indians 

ee 
Relive the action-packed days of the early 
western frontier. Activity centers around 

the snap-together, 19x26-inch plastic log 
stockade, printed metal supply building and 
stable. Hinged doors swing open and close. 
Carefully detailed figures of molded plastic 
are about 234 inches high. Set also includes 
a shooting cannon, field supplies, wigwam, 
totem pole and horses. Buy it the easy way— 
order by phone. 
79 С 59072С ipping wt. 5 lbs.. ... .$5.99 

Fully equipped warriors capture 

the glamour of centuries past 

Armored Knight 
and Horse 

s6** 

Armed for battle, 1134-inch tall warrior of 
the medieval age mounts his 13-in. high 
horse. Fully jointed knight has movable 
arms, legs, head. Equipped with shield, 
flag standard, armor for knight and horse 
(17 pieces in all). Plastic. 

Shipping weight each 3 15. 4 oz. 
49 C 59052—Silver color Knight, horse $6.44 
49 C 59051—Gold color Knight, horse 6.44 

Viking and 
Horse 

$64 
Dressed for battle, 8th cen- 
tury Northman stands 1134 
in. tall. He's fully jointed 
with movable head, arms, 
legs. Authentically detailed 
clothing, weapons (20 pieces). 
13-in, high horse. „Plastic. 
Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 С 59138.... ..56.44 



King Arthur's Castle 

12” 
Drawbridge lowers, fearless knights of the Round Table charge 
across the moat, armed to fight the foes of the King. Molded 
plastic set lets you relive heroic battles with 11 detailed knights 
(Not 13 as shown) and 5 horses, 24 to 3 in. high. Snap-together 
castle, 20x20x18 in. high; large courtyard with water well and 
trapdoor leading to dungeon deep within the realistic rock forma- 
tion. Castle displays coat of arms, flag. West Germany. 
79 С 59128C— Shipping weight 7 pounds. .. 

Brave knights in shining armor 
fight for the 

fortressed mansion and dungeon 

Set $12.99 

Set of 20 Action-posed Knights. Six on horseback, 14 on foot 

All color molded plastic, 3 to 414 in. high. Great Britain. 
49 С 59139— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. Set $4.99 

20-piece Armored 
Knight Set 

Western Town 127 
һа! 

overed wagor 
Snap-together hotel-saloon, store, city 

figures . . a stagecoach 
and bank with 30 Wild West 

owboys and Indians 

Recall the rip-roaring days of the 
Old West when bold men like 
Wild Bill Hickok marshalled the 
towns, captured outlaws, kept 
peace. Molded plastic set of bright 
ly colored figures, 234 to 3 in. high. 
Super-sized buildings, about 834x 
834x6 in. high. Doors open, roofs 
come ой. West Germany 
79 С 59195C— Wt. 5 Ibs. Set $12.99 

сыра Dabs scane by айй нарыны ыы pon 

lé-piece Cowboy and Indian Set. 

Recreate the confrontations of the 
exciting Wild West with action-posed 

Also in 

are a horse-drawn covered 
frontiersmen and Indians 

cluded 

wagon, an Indian wigwam and totem 

pole. All non-toxic, color molded Colorful 16-piece 
plastic figures, 3 to 414 inches high. J ME. Cowboy and Indian Set e 
Made in Great Britain 
49 С 59203—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. . . $4.99 & ==: [Sears 



Scout $466 ми 
Helicopter + йл» “6.1. Joe Action nd 

Adventurers" : amy emergency. Helicopter is scaled to fit 
G.I. Joe; carries him to high adventure. Big 

2 2 2 see-through windshield gives Joe a clear 

| priced so low ??: mem snaps secti easy assembly . . has 

YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK \ Эс 59039- Shipping weight 21м... ио 
.. all the right answers for holiday shopping 

Talking These 
Commander 11%-inch 

$ 499 heroes are b 
| 4 ready for 

This 11%-inch any 
leader gives iesi 

the commands Hs 
that move the 2 

adventure team 5 
into action 

Wears blue der m 
1 Commander СІ shirt and pants, 

Joe gives eight boots, "AT" dog t 
appropriate com- shoulder holster, р 
mands when you pull tol. Plastic; red hair, 
his dog tags. He beard 
wears green jacket Shpg. wt. 11 oz 
and pants, boots, 49 С 59159.... $2.99 
shoulder holster and 
pistol, The plastic Wears tan fatigue 
body has life-like shirt and р 
brownhairandbeard. ^ boots, “АТ” dog tag, 

ittheeasyway ^ shoulder holster, pis- 
order by phone. tol. Plastic; black 
Shpg. wt. 10 oz. hair. Shpg. wt. 11 oz 

49 C 59229. $4.99 49С 59126 $2.99 

Fantastic Freefall 

Mo iion 
Forced to bail out . . quick pull the rip 
cord! Set includes boots, orange coy- 
eralls, helmet, Mae West life vest 
with flashlight, parachute with case, 
blinker light. Shipping weight 1 
pound 4 ounces. 
49 С 59123.............. Set $5.99 

Spy Mission 

149? zz 
Mission completed . . row to safety. 
Includes French-style sweater and 
pants, boots, knit cap, life raft, oar, 

BEscape from Danger Danger Alert radio with earphones, blinker, came- 

Sold only $399 without Sold only $399 without G ытта аа nator, sub- 
t ©. t batteri ES Se 49 C 59153—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Set $4.99 

Enemy's r irail.. have Signal your position . . get away ИШ ллы, a 3 do move q Just inflate fast! G.I. Joe sends Morse Code on ot 
the rubber raft and his signal flasher. Then, for quick a = “get-aways,” use the Life-Line 

with grappling hook. Uses 2 “AA” 
batteries, order pkg. below 
49 C 59076—Wt. 13 oz. .Set $3.99 

Joe's ready to 
rapids. Or, if he's pu 
land, he can jump on 
plastic escape vehicle 
speed to safety 

Shipping weight 13 oz "AA" Batteries. Package of 6. 
Фс 59174 Set $3.99 49 C 8402—Wt. б oz.. .. . Pkg. 99c 

Eight Ropes $99 without 
of Danger TAE 

There's the chest buf weit, odopus is 

near. Look out! Diving suit and helmet, 

$ 19 without is Surprise G.k Joe 
Treasure gleams . . he's in the clear. But, 
wait! SHARK!! Aqua sled, scuba suit, 

"weighted boots, belt. Oxygen pump, mask, swim fins, air tanks, spear gun, 
hose, compass, chest, coins, map, octopus. shark, treasure chest, coins. Plastic. 
49 С 59175—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. ..Set $5.99 79 С 59065C—Wt. 4 Ibs... . . .Set $7.19 
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СИТ $2. Nows5.99 
without batieries 

Billy Blastoff Set 

Was $7.99. Blast off with Billy and 
Walking Robbie Robot. Plastic part- 
ners power space rocket . . explore 
rugged terrain in lunar crawler and 
lift articles in the deluxe grabber. 
Equipment powered by built-in back 
jet packs that use 2 “АА” batteries 
(order pkg. below). 

Includes play radioactive material, 
push cart, walkie talkie, lighted radar 
scope and strange flying device. Plas- 
tic parts. Billy is 434 in. high. 
79 С 59062C—Wt. 4 Ibs. ...Set $5.99 
"AA" Batt Package of 6. 

Billy Blastoff 

$99 without 
batteries 

Space scout walks and 
powers all Billy Blastof — § 
vehicles and accessories. 9° 
Jet pack uses 2 "AA ee 
batteries (order package 
above). Plastic. Mea- 
sures 434 inches high. 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 
49 € 59156. 

a 

Sea Devil Set $88 zio: 
Commander Carter explores the seas 
. . but look out! It's Kretor the alien 
creature on Zark, his shark-like ve- 
hicle. Control commander with hand 
compressor as he rides Sea Jet or 
Aqualander . . dives, swims, surfaces. 
Sea motor. Plastic. Uses 1 “AA” 
battery, order above. Hong Kong. 
49 С 59037-Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. .Set $8.88 



Carry-case 
barn is 

13Xx8Yx10 
inches high 
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50-piece Farm Set 

with carry-case barn 

$585 

Open side of carry-case barn to 
find a bustling 18x25x1214-in 
high farm scene. Barn has hayloft 
and stalls; silo and rear doors 
open and close. Set up fences or 
let animals roam around the 
"grounds." Plastic stake truck, 
combine, tractor. Plastic figures. 
Vinyl barn has handle. Plastic 
animals from Hong Kong 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz 
49 € 59106 Set $5.85 

Busiest station in town 
fill-ups to repairs 

20-piece 
Auto Center 

$59 

All steel station features plastic service 
accessories, lift-up lube rack, 3 pumps, 8 
portable service parts, 5 attendants. 3 
metal cars with free-rolling wheels. Turned 
edge steel base. 26x141x12 in. high. Ramp 
for roof parking, 3-dimensional sign. 
79 € 59197C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. $549 

30-piece Farm Set 

with metal barn 

132 

Large metal barn, 

tractor, plow, disc 
manure spreader. 

of plastic 
Wt. 3 Ibs. 14 oz. 

49 С 59211 

15%х 
95х11 in. high. Includes 

mow 
shovel, fork and 6 pieces of 
fence. Family of 3 and ani 
mals complete scene. Made 

Set $3.99 

The Big One 
214-piece Farm Set with giant 

metal barn, operating 

haylift, animals and equipment 

‘a? 

Action centers around the 22-in. platform 
with all-metal barn and silo. 6 farmhands 
‘hitch up” rake, disc and harrow or help 
you load produce into the 3-level open 
back barn. Pick-up truck and jeep simpli 
fy your chores. Chicken coop, stockade 
and “barbed wire” fences house some of 
the 42 barnyard animals. Crops and 
accessories are 3-dimensional plastic. 
22x17x12 in. high. Unassembled. Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone. 
49 С 59779B—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.. .Set $8.85 

rake, 

PREHISTORIC P 
9; c 

57-piece $5? 
Prehistoric Set 

Complete play set—prehistoric animals 
and cavemen in a natural setting of rocks, 
caves, pools. 16 in. long, 6% in. high. 
Realistically detailed. Unbreakable plastic. 
Booklet on prehistoric animals. 
79 С 59199C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs........$5.99 



s AM Radio 
and Phonograph 
15 dual-powered 
operate anywhere 

Radio-Phonograph 
plus 10 records 

Ў Radio and 
,, Phonograph 

Eo" :30* 
- Hear your favorite sounds in your fa- 

Lc worite places . . play 45 or 337, rpm 
records or AM radio anywhere. Works 
оп 4 "D" size batteries (incl.) or AC 
house current for dual convenience. 

Instant-play solid state chassis for 
"long life. Separate tone and volume 
controls. Four-inch speaker. Phono- 
graph with long-lasting synthetic sap- 
phire needle protects your records. 
AM radio features easy-to-read 

‘slide-rule tuning. B ferrite core 
antenna. plastic; protective 
cover. 12х1334х3% in. deep. UL listed 
for 110-120 volt, 60 cycle AC. Japan. 

57 C 3242—Wt. 6 lbs. 12 07....$29.50 

Radio-Phonograph above with 10 
ir 45-rpm s. 

57 C 32427C2—Wt. 8 lbs. ....$30.50 

AM Portable Radios. . 
designed to fit palm or pocket 

Precision slide-rule tuning 

$11” 
Big 3x2-inch speaker. Solid 
state chassis. Built-in ferrite 

rod antenna. Thumb-wheel con 
trols. High impact black plastic 
2% х4% х1% inches. Earphone, 
battery. Handy carry strap. Gift 
boxed. Hong Kong. 
57 С 22331—Wt. 13 oz $11.95 

Clear sound 2%-in. speaker 

$999 

9) Solid state chassis for long, reli 
able performance. Built-in an 

tenna. Black plastic cabinet with 
vinyl carrying case. 2% х5% х1% 
inches. Earphone, battery. Gift 
boxed. Hong Kong 
57 C 22101—Wt. 14 oz $9.99 

Convenient Carry Case 
$629 

З Good sounding 2⁄-inch speak- 
er. Solid state chassis for in- 

stant sound. Clear vinyl carry 

et 2%x4%4x1% inches deep. Bat 
tery, earphone. Gift boxed. From 
Hong Kong. 
57 C 2205 1—Wt. 9 oz $6.99 

Dont | only $3.99 
Miss | for this AM 
This | Portable Radio 

Full-size Phonograph 

boasts separate volume 

and tone controls, 
5-inch oval speakers 

Phonograph Phonograph 
only plus 10 records 

539% 5409 
5 Get rich, full sound instantly 

with reliable solid state chassis. 
Plays all speed, size records. (45-rpm 
adapter included.) You can really 
stack up the records on the full-size 
changer. Floating ceramic cartridge 
with synthetic sapphire needle pro- 
tects records with gentle stylus pres- 
sure. Automatic last record shut-off. 
Rugged molded mustard-yellow 

plastic cabinet measures 15%x 
8% х15М inches (closed). UL listed. 
57 C 32524C—Wt. 13 lbs. ...$39,50 

Phonograph above plus 10 popular 
45-rpm Records. 
57 C 32529C2—Wt. 14 lbs.. . $40.50 

Personal-size Phonograph 
with compact “Mini” Changer 

Phonograph Phonograph 
plus 10 records. оту 

$ 295 $ 305° 

Portable convenience combined 
6 with good performance. . rug- 
ged solid state chassis for instant ac- 

tion. Plays all size, speed and style of 
records (45-rpm adapter included). 

This Wishbook makes your 
dreams in home entertainment a 
reality... see pages 288-293 and 

298-300 
for more phonographs. 

radios and stereo music systems. 

Fully Automatic Monaural Portable Phonographs 

. . you get 10 popular 45-rpm records for just one dollar more 

Floating ceramic cartridge. Synthet- 
ic sapphire needle. High perform- 
ance 4x2-in. speaker; full-range vol- 

о ume control. Automatic last record 
in. speaker. 2%x4%x1% in. Ear shut-off. High impact aqua-color 

phone, battery incl. Hong Kong. plastic cabinet measures 6x13x11 

57 C 22021—Wt. 1202. ....$3.99 inches deep (closed). UL listed. 
57 C 3250—Wt. 9 lbs.. $29.50 

Phonograph above with 10 popu- 
Records. 

30.50 

4 Solid state chassis in a sturdy 
black plastic case. Compact de- 

sign that fits in pocket or palm. 2- 

ne——————á 



These 3 Children's Phonos play all records . . even STEREO 
* 45-rpm adapters twist-up e Padded metal turntables 
e Synthetic sapphire needles e Integrated circuitry 

Two speakers . . one 

mounted at each end 
- . for 2-way sound 

. „апа you get tone 

and volume controls 

"ө $ 2 450 

m$ 26% 
No annoying wait for 
warm-up with this in- 

stant play chassis, Built 
with integrated circuits for 
high performance and de- 
pendability. Plays all rec- 
ords monaurally . . evert 
stereo. 

с sapphire 
needle. Molded turntable. 

Plastic laminated chip- 
board construction . . two- 
tone aqua blue. 12% 
x14x6% inches high. 
Shipping wt. 9 Ibs. 4 oz. 

57C32362........$24.50 

Phono plus Set of six 45- 
rpm Records from below. 
No choice. Wt. 11 Ibs. 
57 C 32369C2 .....$26.00 

Single front-mounted 4-inch speaker. . 
plus both volume and tone controls 

me $195 3; 

2 Instant play chassis, dependable integrated cir- 
cuits. Plays all records monaurally. Dual-point 

synthetic sapphire needle. Plastic laminated chip- 
board construction . . polka dot top and green bot- 
tom. Padded turntable. 10% x12%x6% in. 
57 C 32342—Shipping weight 8 pounds ...$19.50 
Phono plus Set of six 45-rpm Records below. 
57 C 32349C2— No choice. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $21.00 

CUT $1 Now $14.88 

3 Phonograph only was $15.95. With top- 
mounted 4-inch speaker, volume control. De- 

construc- 
_ tion . . multicolor top, red bottom. 5%х12%х10% 
in. high. 
57 сє чл 71bs.20z. .$14.88 
Phono plus Set of six 45-rpm Records below. 
57 C 32309C2— No choice. Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. $16.49 

ELECTRICAL NOTE: Phonos UL listed fer 1 10-120-volt. S0-cycie AC 

Mother Coose Favorite: 

45-rpm Record Sets plus $198 
Rack. .25 tunes in all 

Six records plus cardboard record rack 
Puff the Magic Dragon. Plus 24 others. 
57 C 5850—Shipping weight 12 oz. .. $1.98 
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. And 24 more, too. 
57 C 585 1—Shipping weight 12 oz. ..$1.98 
Mary Poppins. Includes 24 other favorites. 
57 C 5852—Shipping weight 12 oz. ..$1.98 
Sesame Street. Youngsters' TV favorite. 
57 C 5838—Shipping weight 12 oz. ..$ 1.98 
Mother Goose Favorites. All-time classics. 
57 C 5854— Shipping weight 12 oz. .. $1.98 

Gilsiod Dade scans by deisihiaxmiseledimical com 

Songs by TV's popular 5219 

MISTEROGERS 2 
MISTEROGERS knows that each and every 
child is a very special person . . that's why he 
makes songs to help youngsters learn and grow 
He not only talks to children . . he listens to 
them as well on each 33'/-rpm record. 

Songs on these albums are recorded directly 
from his popular national television program 

Each record explains how everyday things 
work . . even introduces foreign languages. 

TES 
95850 "Let's Be Together Today" .. Б7С 

"Won't You Ве My Neighbor?" Б7 С 95851 
"Josephine the Short Neck Giraffe"57 C 95852 
You Are Special" 7 C 95853 

Place of Our Own" 7 C 95854 

Shipping weight each 12 ounces... . Each $2.79 

= 
WAT boomy 

Winnie n. Pooh 

Storybook Albums of $272 

Disneyland Favorites 

“The Aristocats.” Recorded from soundtrack 
57 C 5942—Shipping weight 1 pound ...2.79 
"Winnie the Pooh and the Blustery Day." 
57 C 5944—Shipping weight 1 pound ...$2.79 
“Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.” Classic 
57 C 5945—Shipping weight 1 pound ...$2.79 
"Bambi." Complete story from the soundtrack 
57 C 5946—Shipping weight 1 pound ...$2.79 
“Bedknobs and Broomsticks.” Bewitching! 
57 C 5949—Shipping weight 1 pound ...82.79 

Favorite Tunes $398 
Record Sets 

Each set includes five 33//,-rpm records. 
Mother Goose Favorites. Plus the Alphabet 
Peter Pan, Wizard of Oz, others 
57 C 5833—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. Set $3.98 

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. Plus Mary Poppins 
Dr. Doolittle, Charlie Brown, others. 
57 C §834—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz Set $3.98 



. . just for Children 

PUZZLE ALBUMS 
Favorite kid's stories on the record 
jigsaw puzzle on back of the jacket 

12 3 for $450 

New at Sears . . great gift idea. Each jacket 
back is a 25-piece full-color jigsaw puzzle that 
goes along with the theme of the long-playing 
33%-rpm record inside. Just think of how 
much fun . . and how educational . . it will be 
for your child to assemble the puzzle as he 
listens to all-time children's favorites such as 
Pinocchio, Mother Goose and 8 others. 

Puzzle Album Title Cat, No. 

“Pinocchio and His Friends” 57C95889 
“Mother Goose Songs” 57C95891 

“Little Red Riding Hood” 57С95892 
“Three Little Pigs” 57095893 
“Cinderella”, “Snow White" others|57C95894 
“Aladdin and the Magic Lamp” |57C95895 
“Doggie in the Window” 57C95896 
“Goldilocks” 87095897 
“Lullaby and Goodnight” 57095898 
“Folk Songs throughout the U.S.A."|57C95899 

Shipping wt. ea. 12 oz.. Ea. $1.59; 3 for $4.50 

The World of Let's Pretend $749 
on 33%-rpm record albums n 

“Cinderella”, “Twelve Dancing Princesses”. 

57 C 95861-Shipping weight 12 ounces.$2.49 
"Beauty and Beast”, “Princess Moonbeam”. 

57 C 95860-Shipping weight 12 ounces.$2.49 

“Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp” and 
“Dunbar the Magician”. 
57 C 95864-Shipping weight 12 ounces.$2.49 
“Rapunzel”, “East of the Sun—West of the 
Moon". 
57 C 95865-Shipping weight 12 ounces.$2.49 
“Hansel and Gretel”, “Three Golden Hairs”. 

57 C 95871-Shipping weight 12 ounces.$2.49 

"Snow White and Rose Red" and “The 

Queen Who Couldn't Make Spice Nuts”. 
57 C 95862-Shipping weight 12 ounces.$2.49 

"Sleeping Beauty” and “The Goose Girl”. 
57 C 95866-Shipping weight 12 ounces.$2.49 
"Jack and the Beanstalk”, “Faithful John". 
57 C 95870-Shipping weight 12 ounces.$2.49 

тараран жаы йл аайы аА Conk 

Youngsters can stack 

up to six records on this 
Automatic Stereo Phonograph "sy $4950 оа 5 (50 

Plays all records . . 45-rpm adapter included. 
Solid state. Volume control for each 5-in 
speaker. Tone control. Dual-point synthetic 
sapphire needle. Plastic-coated, woodgrain 
cabinet: 7х15%х12% in. with dust cover. 

Monaural Music . . dancing lights 

15:260" эша 4280 
Green, red, blue lights. Plays all. 
speaker. 
Synthetic 
net, 1214x1044x6¥% in. 
57 C 3238—UL Listed —W t. 8 Ibs. 

Phono and ten 45-rpm Records. (No choice) 

FURRY FACE 
45 rpm record holder 

$549 

Each speaker: 934x774x4*4 in. UL listed. 
57C32801C-Shipping weight 17 pounds.$49,50 

Phono with ten 45-rpm Records—no choice. 
57 C 32807C2—Shipping wt. 18 Ibs.. . .$50.50 

P —X: 

Stackable Record Chests 

$1495, 2 tor $2850 

Totes 45's safely . . hides them dur- 
ing storage. Nylon, non-shedding fur 
can be combed . . comb is included 

Twist handle and head removes 
to reveal 45-rpm adapter-type rec: 
ord holding post. Holds 60 records. 
Eyes form any expression. Wipe 
clean with damp cloth. Gift boxed. 
57 C 5603—Shipping wt. 2 lbs.$5.49 

Use just your imagination and any combination of 

the four colors to make a personalized record and 
storage center. Each sturdy chest holds up to 100 al- 
bums. Sliding doors. Removable record dividers. 
Each wood-framed hardboard chest measures 23Vsx 
19x15% inches deep. Unassembled—use only screw- 
driver to assemble. 
57 C 8531C—Red 
57 C 8532C—Blue 
Shipping wt. each 16 lbs. 

57 C 8533C—Yellow 
57 C 8534C—Green 
Each $14.95; 2 for $28.50 

Phonograph and Record Stands 

1 Stores up to 75 records. Brushed steel 
finish with walnut-grained top. Strong, 

large-size molded wheels add portability . . 
make it easy to take fun from room to room. 

23%4x11%4x2044 in. high. Unassembled. 
57 C 3202C—Shipping weight 13 Ibs.. .$9.95 
9 Stores up to 60 records. Steel construc- 

tion, bronze-color finish. Walnut-grained 
covering on pressed board top. Stationary 
model—no wheels. 17\х14х21% inches high 
Unassembled. 
57 C 3200C—Shipping weight 8 lbs... . .$6.95 

€: 

б. 
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A Portable Cassette Player-Recorder with 
single-lever control for only $24.95 77? 

Cassette Player-Recorder $2995 
with push-button controls 

Unit with 3 pre-recorded cassettes $3445 

This battery-operated unit converts to AC operation (adapt 
er sold below) . . lets you play and record anywhere. Record 
ing level adjusts automatically. Solid state instant play chas- 
sis means long life. Good sound from 2%-in. speaker. Molded 
high-impact plastic cabinet: 9% х5% х2% in. deep. Mike, ear- 
phone, blank cassette, batteries included 
57 C 3415 1—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces $29.95 

Recorder above with 3 pre-recorded cassettes. 

57 C 34157C2—Shipping weight 5 pounds $34.45 

AC Adapter. For recorder above and recorder at right 
57 C 34992—Shipping weight 12 ounces $6.50 

Vinyl Carrying Case. For recorders above and at right 45 
57 C 34985—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $7.50 Unit with. pre-recorded cassettes only $29 

C-60 (1-hour) Blank Cassette. Standard audio quality Р 
57 С 3487—Shipping wt. 6 oz Each $1.19; 12 for $12.96 Works on batteries or buy AC adapter at left for dual convenience . . you can play 

and record anywhere. Play pre-recorded cassettes or record voice letters. . even а 
music album. Recording level adjusts automatically for best sound. Solid state 
chassis means instant sound and long life. Sensitive mike included for voice record- 
ing. Earphone, batteries, blank cassette. Sturdy molded cabinet measures 
10% х6х2%. іп. deep. Japan. 

Order AC adapter and black vinyl carry bag at left. 
57 C 3413—Recorder. Shipping weight 4 pounds............-......+ ($24.95 
57 C 34137C2— Recorder with 3 cassettes. Shipping weight 5 lbs. ......... 2945 

Get your FREE copy of 
nt and Electror 

General Catal 

Home 
Entertainme 

See yoi 
Store 

om Tom 

Buy 8-pc. Drum Set 

Save $2.8! only $49.95 

] Separately total $52.76. Boasts fea- A 
tures usually found in higher-priced sets 
chrome-plated hardware, drums with 

hardwood shell construction. Plastic drum 
heads, adjustable tuning lugs. Base drum 
(10x16 in.) with wood hoops, foot pedal, dis- 
appearing legs. Snare drum (4x10 in.) with 
throw-off strainer and stand. Shell-mounted 
Tom Tom (6x9 in.) and brass cymbal (10-in. 
diam.) Sticks, brushes, instrument. 
57 C 26513L2—Japan. Wt. 25 lbs. . $49.95 

[a] $2995 (4) $29% 4; 
ъ=” Ы 

Beginner's Drum Set 
snare drum with practice 

pad and cymbal on stand 

4 Durable plastic head on 
snare drum. Nickel-plated throw 

ainer and snares. Blue sparkle 
2 7-piece Drum Set. As above, but 

without tom tom. 
57 C 26512L—Shpg. wt.21 lbs. . $37.88 

10-in. brass cymbal on stand. Includes sticks, 

brushes, instructions, and adjustable snare drum 
and cymbal stand. Japan. Order carry bag below. 

Shell-mounted Tom Tom. Same as 
described above in (1). 

57 C 2611—Shipping wt. 4 lbs.. .$ 14.88 57 C 2607 1—Shipping weight 12 Ibs $29.95 

д Black Vinyl Carry Bag. For set above. 
186 9 5 57 C 26421—Shipping weight 2 lbs. $2.95 

рй pade scans by dieisinacnisetediadcal conr 



Walkie-Talkie 
with powerful 

100-milliwatt chassis 

complete with battery 

.. ready to operate 

Each $13% 

2 327^ 
Keep in touch with a friend up to 1 
mile away . . or more". Great for 
hikes, hunting or fishing outings. 
And it's small enough to carry in 
your pocket . . just 5%х2%х1% 
inches deep. 

Precision crystals installed at 
the factory. You're preset for in- 
stant voice contact on CB channel 
5. АП silicon transistors operate at 
peak efficiency wherever your fun 
takes you. Includes one integrated 
circuit (IC) for greater dependabil- 
ity. These circuit features mean 
good performance when you need 
it. 

Plastic case with telescoping an- 
tenna. Self-contained built-in 
speaker mike. Japan. Order 2 for 
complete system. 

57 C 7205 1—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 7 oz. 
Each $13.95 .... 2 for $27.50 

NOTE: ‘Range based on transmis 
sion over flat terrain. This walkie 
talkie is the most powerful you can 
use without an FCC license 

йай Dade scans by diame weselecedcel Gom 

Music Gift Shop 

1 Package of 3 Marine band 
Harmonicas. . А, C and С 

keys. Feature 20 brass reeds and 
10 holes. From West Germany. 
Each boxed. 
57 С 25881—Wt. 12 от. Pkg.$6.99 

2 Hohner Blues Harp Harmoni- 
ca. Key of C. 20 reeds, 10 holes. 

Plastic case. From West Germany. 
57 C 2595—Shpg. wt. 3 от. .$3.49 

3 Kratt Super 48 Chromatic 
Harmonica. Key of C. With 48 

brass reeds, plastic valves. 12 
holes; 3 octaves. Case. 
57 C 259 1—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $9.95 

Echo Harmonica. Double-sided 
tremolo instrument with 32 

double holes. Key of C, G. 64 reeds. 
Nickel-plated covers. Box. From 
West Germany. 
57 C 2594—Shpg. wt. 6 от. .$6.95 

5 Soprano Recorder. Key of C. 
Baroque fingering, 2 double 

holes. Pearwood . . leak resistant 
cork joints. Includes carry bag, 
swab, fingering instr. From Israel. 
57 C 2527 1—Wt. 7 oz. ..Set $5.95 

6 Brass Bugle. Regulation in- 
strument. Key of G, slide 

change to F. Mouthpiece with 
chain holder. Includes carry bag 
and instructions. 
57C2501-Shpg. wt. 13 oz. .$11.95 

Flower Tambourine. Plastic 
head, ring. 5 jingles. Red or 

blue . . no choice of color. Japan. 
57 C 2639 1—Wt. 11b. 2 oz. .$2.95 

Concertina. Features 20 am- 
ply-spaced bass buttons and 40 

individually-mounted accordion 
reeds. Wood frame. Beautiful red 
pearl finish. Aluminum mecha- 
nism. Air release button. With ad- 
justable leather strap and instruc- 
tions. Measures 7%x7% in. Opens 
to 16 inches. From Italy. 
57C25141-Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $29.95 

Standard-sire Ukul Rose- 
wood fingerboard with inlaid 

position markers for easy chord- 

ing. Nylon strings for softer strum- 
ming. Natural finish mahogany 
body. Measures 6%х2%х21 in. 
long. Includes pick and instruc- 
tions. From Japan. 
57 C 1255 1—Shpg. wt. 21bs.$6.95 

10 Super-size Baritone Ukulele. 
Rosewood fingerboard; posi- 

tion markers for quick finger ac- 
tion. Nylon strings. Natural finish 
mahogany body. Measures 
10%x2%x29%in. long. With pick, 
instructions. Japan. 
57 C 12561C—Wt. 4 lbs. ..918.95 

ll Bongo Set. Includes 5%-in. 
and 6-іп. goatskin head bongo 

drums: Plus 2 hand-painted ma- 
racas and 2 hardwood claves. In- 
cludes instructions. Mexico. 
87 C 2603—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. . $6.95 

12 Hand Drum. Popular for 
dance rhythms, rhythm ac- 

companiment. 10-in. plastic head. 
Japan. 
57 C 269 1—Shpg. wt. 13 oz, $4.49 187 



VIEW-MASTER 
3-dimensional Stereo Viewers put you 

right in the center of the scene 

~a. 
VIEW-MASTER 

sli о each scene. Touch bar for RUNI "li js w V нА 
plastic, Vses? “С” batteries, order below. Ih 1 tack,  actnes. 

3€9755—Shipping weight 8 ounces... .. $1.59 
Viewer with-4 reels. 3 reels "Snoopy and the Red Baron," 1 extra. 
reel, 28 scenes. 
3 С 97503—Shipping weight 12 ounces. A (48307 
Viewer with 7 reels. 49 brilliant colored scenes. 6 reels cartoon 
favorites, and one special subject reel. 
3€9754—Shipping weight 12 ounces. ... $4.59 

Project your favorite View-Master Reels on the wall 

View-Master Theaters include lighted projectors, 

unlighted viewers, slides and carrying case 

De Luxe View-Master $ 89 
Theater 16 

Featuring Littlest Angel (2 reels), Rudolph the Red Nosed 
Reine Raggedy Ann and Andy (2 reels), 
Snoopy and the Red Baron (2 reels), Lassie Look Home 
ward (2 reels). Total 70 scenes, 10 reels 

Outfit includes 2-dimensional 100-watt projector with 
£:2.8 lens for big screen viewing. Black plastic body 
Unlighted stereo viewer, black vinyl plastic case. 
3€ 9725—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 10 oz Outfit $16.89 
Projector only. 110-120-v.: 60-с. AC 
3 € 9783—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 
Extra 100-watt Projector Lamp. Code CDK/CEA 
3C8683—Shipping weight 6 ounces 

Walt Disney 12” 
Theater 

Set includes 10 reels, 70 3-D scenes, featuring Mickey 
Mouse, Donald Duck, 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. Set 
includes 2-dimensional 30-watt beige plastic projector 
with f:3 lens, unlighted plastic 3-dimensional stereo viewer 
Red vinyl plastic carrying case. 
3 € 97506—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 15 oz. Outfit $12.49 
Projector only. 110-120-v., 60-с. AC 
3 € 9785—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 11 oz $9.49 
Extra Lamp for Projector. Code BVR 
3 € 8682—Shipping weight 4 oz 
Disney characters G Walt Disney Productions 
Peanuts characters ©1966 United Features Syndicat 



3c97183 

the 8 
Christina Story 

3 C 97383 m 3c97362 
ELI 

IRUDOLPH 

( je | 1 

3097223 3С 97232 3C9740 3C97204 
‚20 reels E 

140 scenes 
Shop here for exciting $450 

each 
View-Master® Reels ү 

modern M 
changing of the Guard at Buckingham 
palace, the vastness of the United States and 
other wonders of the Old and New World, 
Outfit includes reels, 3-D lighted viewer, 
plastic library chest. Uses 2 "С" batteries 
sold on facing page. 
3 C 97011—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz... . Outfit $8.88 

Library Chest. As illustrated but in assorted. 
colors. No choice. Plastic. 
3C 9770—5x514x8 їп, Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $2.19 

Special 7-reel Packs in 3-D 

49ViewMaster $P 19 each 
color scenes pack 

3 € 97911—America's Scenic Wonders 
3 € 97912—Animals of the World 
3 € 97913—Our Natural History 
3 С 97914— Foreign Scenic Wonders 
3 € 97915— Fred Flintstone and Friends 
3€ 97916— Disney Cartoon Favorites 
3 € 97917— Disney Fairy Tales 
3€ 97918— Children's Fables 

3 С 97919- Disneyland and the Magic Kingdom 
3€ 97921— Television Cartoon Favorites 

3 С 97925—New! Television Showtime, 2nd Ed. 
3 С 97924— Instructional Sports 

Each catalog number below is for one packet with 3 reels; total 21 color scenes. Postpaid. (Wt. 3 oz.) 

ILLUSTRATED 
30€97183—Disney on Parade 
3 С 97381— The Littlest Angel 
3 € 97536—Peanuts® 
3 С 97382— Night Before 

Christmas 
3 € 97225- The Partridge Family 
3€ 97362—Winnie the Pooh 
3C 9787—Rudolph 
3 C 9713—The Love Bug 
3 С 97132— Lassie Look Home- 

3 € 97372— Peter Pan 
3 € 9733— Heidi 
3 С 97479— Daniel Boone 
3 € 97317— Goldilocks 
3 97533— Casper the Friendly 

Ghost 
3 С 97108—Land of the Giants 
3 € 9750— Barbie's World Trip 
3 С 97094— Banana Splits 
3 € 97095— The Hardy Boys 
3 € 97142— Ringling Brothers 

3 С 97373— Rocks and Minerals 
3C97145— Fish Life 

3 С 97146— History of Flight 
3 С 97611—Wild Birds 

3 € 97619— Prehistoric Animals 
3€ 97617— Children's Zoo 

3C 9761— Butterflies 

3 97615—Strange Animals of 

the World 
3€ 97138—San Diego Zoo 
3 € 97188— Marineland, Pacific 

ward Circus 3 € 97964— Marineland, Florida 
3 97514— Flintstones 3 € 97222—Moses and the 3€97196—The Pyramids and 
3 € 97092— Julia Plagues of Egypt Egypt 
3 € 97383— Christmas Story 
3 С 97532—101 Dalmatians 

3€97361— Wizard of Oz 

3 € 97223— City Beneath the Sea 
3 C 97232— Raggedy Ann and 

Andy 
3 С 9740— Bambi 
3 € 97204- Instructional Football 

CHILDREN'S FAVORITES 
3 € 97507—Snoopy and the 

Red Baron 
3 € 97659— Santa's Workshop 
3 € 97129— Casper's Ghostland 
3 € 97388— Dennis the Menace 
3 € 97311— Pinocchio 
3 € 97365— Beep, Beep the 

Road Runner 
3C 97334— Tom and Jerry 
3 € 9736— Alice in Wonderland 
3 € 97229— The Little Yellow 

Dinosaur 
3 C 9741—Mother Goose 
3 € 97333— Popeye 
3 € 97376— Mary Poppins 
3C97104—Superman and the 

Computer Crook 
3 € 97093—Nanny and the 

Professor 
3 C 97364— Jungle Book 

3 € 97851—Noah's Ark 
3 С 9730—Snow White 
3€ 97528—Mickey Mouse 
3 € 97318— Cinderella. 
3C 97237—Mickey Mouse, 
Donald Duck and Goofy in 
“Clock Cleaner" 
3 € 97238— Pinocchio, Lady 
and the Tramp, Snow White 
3€97231—Million Dollar Duck 
3€97227—Bedknobs & Broom- 

sticks 
3 C 97184— The Aristocrats 
3C 97177—Adventureland 
3C 97118—Fantasyland 
3 € 97203— Ice Follies 
3C 97103—Auto Daredevil Show 

Wild Animals of the 
World 
American Indian 
Instructional Baseball 

uto Racing 
3 € 97209— Motorcycle Racing 
3 € 97214— Little League World 

Series 

SCIENCE AND TRAVEL 

3C97228—Balance of Nature 

3C97901—7 Wonders of the 
World 

3097226—Holy Land, Israel 
and Jordan 

3  97235— Grand Canyon River 
Expedition 

3 С 97161— Carlsbad Caverns 
3 € 97889—Great Smokey Mtns. 
3 С 97655— Niagara Falls 
3 € 97486— Black Hills 
3 € 97393— Pennsylvania Dutch 

Country 
3 € 97813- Colonial Williamsburg 
3 € 97171— Yosemite National 

Park, California 
3  97727— Cape Cod and 

Plymouth 
3 97793— White House 
3 C 97101—Alaska 
3 С 9709— Canada 
3 С 97156— England 

3 € 97193—Germany 
3C 9712—Hawaii 
3 С 9719—Holland 
3€9716—Ireland 
3€ 97001— Mexico 

3 € 97386— South Vietnam 
3 € 97185— Switzerland 
3 € 97236— Venice, Italy 
3 € 97262— Japan 
3 € 97395— Yellowstone 
3 € 97394— San Francisco, Calif. 

Shpg. wt. each pack. 4 oz. Pack $2.19 3€97531— Bugs Bunny 3 с 97099-Apollo Moon Landing 3 С 97239—ShakespeareCountry 
NOTE: АЙ ЗО View Master reels 3 C 97131— Smokey the Bear 3 C 97147— Probing the Past 3 С 97189— Chicago 
fit Talking View-Master, Page 190 3 € 9720— Lancelot Link 3C97114-KennedySpaceCenter 3 С 97653—New York, 

Peanuts characters ©1088 United Features Syndicate 3 € 97201— Captain Kangaroo 3 С 97657—Man in Space Manhattan 
Disney characters QWalt Disney Productions 3 С 97202— Liddle Kiddles Meet 3 С 97371— Prehistoric Life MR 

йрй раб scans by йи йаа on 

the Kiddles 3 € 97369—Our Planet Earth Араб 



Stereo LALKING View-Masters 
..slip in reel .. press sound button.. LOOK and LISTEN! 

3 C 97738 

a ч 
3C97745 3C97834 
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тарб pase Sens by Guristas ины КА ӨЙ 

© 1966 United Features Syndicate. Disney chorocters © Wolt 

While each one is narrated, wonderful scenes 
spring to life before your eyes in exciting full- 
color 3-D. As much fun as the movies . . as 
educational as a travelogue. DeLuxe gift pack 
comes with plastic talking View-Master plus 
six talking reels (42 scenes), for full stereo 
viewing. 

See Mother Goose Rhymes, Popeye, Apollo 
Moon Landing 1969, Scenic USA, Birds of the 
World, Switzerland. 434x8x5 in. Cardboard 
storage canister, metal top. Uses 2 “С” bat- 
teries. Order below. 
3 € 9786—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz... . .$13.97 

battery. Wt. 2 oz.... Ea. 19c 

for a Talking View-Master 
with 1 reel 

Look at this price . . you not only get exciting 
View-Master stereo viewing in full color . . but 
sound as well at this low price. Also can be used 
for viewing any regular View-Master reel you 
may have. Set comes with sturdy plastic View- 

2 “С” batteries 

Master 4*4 inch 
wide, plus 1 reel 

jeep, 8 inches long, 5 inches 
scenes). Gift boxed. Takes 

sold above 
3 € 9773—Shipping weight 2 pounds .. $9.97 

Packets for Talking View-Master 
Exciting 3-D color pictures plus sound. 

Every available talking packet is listed here 

ILLUSTRATED 

3 С.97736—5поору and the 
Red Baron 

з € 97781— Disneyland 
3 С 97746— The Flintstones 
© 97738— Wizard of Oz 
С 97819—Bambi 
C 97817—Aristocats 
С 97832—Night Before 

Christmas 
3 С 97814—The A B C's 
3 € 97835— Rudolph the Red 

Nosed Reindeer 
3 € 97745— Casper's 

Ghostland 
3 € 97834—Raggedy Ann 

nx ату 

3 
3 
3 
3 

3c 97824—Inetactional 
Football 

NOT SHOWN 
3 € 97815—Airplanes of the 

World 
3 € 97816—American Indian 
3 € 97818— Balance of 

Nature 
3 € 97821—Beep, Beep the 

Runner 
зс $7822 оаа к 5 Zoo 
3 € 97823— Christmas Story 

с 97826—Mexico 
С 97827—Mickey Mouse, 

Donald Duck and 
Goofy in Clock 
Cleaner 

3 с 97831— Moses and the 
Plagues of Egypt 

3 € 97833 —Numbers and 
Names 

3 С 97836—Superman 
3 € 97837— Wonders of the 

Deep 
3 С 97838—Grand Tour— 

Africa 
с 97839— Grand Tour—Asia 

3 С 97841—Grand Tour— 
Central and South 
America. 

з С 97842—Grand Tour— 
Europe 

3 € 97843—Wonders of our 
National Parks 

3 € 97731—Alice in 
Wonderland 

3 € 97734—M other Goose 
Rhymes 

3 € 97808—Seven Wonders of 
the World 

3 € 97733— Jungle Book 
3 € 97786—Scenic U.S.A 
3 € 97732— Cinderella 

Bree! DEE 
packet 

3 € 97801—Apollo Moon 
Landing 1969 

з € 97806—Prehistoric Life 
3 € 97735—Smokey Bear 
3 С 97737—Snow White 
3 С 97751—Popeye® 
3 С 97752—Bugs Bunny 
3€ 97762—Little Drummer 

Boy 
3 С 97763—Noah’s Ark 
3 € 97771—Canada 
3 € 97782—Grand Canyon 
3 С 97783— National Gallery 

of Art 
3 С 97784—New York City 

htseeing 
3 С 97785—Niagara Falls 
3 € 97787— United Nations 
3 € 97788— Washington, 

D. 
3c зто тъ hiteHouse 
3 € 97794—Y ellowstone 

National Park 
3 € 97802— Birds of the 

World 
з € 97803—Our Planet Earth 
з € 97805—Physics—Matter 

and Energy 
з С 97774— Vatican City 

3 с 97825— Little Yellow зс 97809—Wild Animals of 3 С 97772—The Holy Land 
Dinosaur the World 3 С 97773—Switzerland 

3-reel packet. (21 scenes.) Postpaid. Shipping weight each 5 ounces. ...... ...Packet $2.95 

Tolking View-Masters will accept regular View-Master reels; talking View-Master reels cannot be used in regular View-Master. Peanuts characters 
Disney productions. Popeye characters © 1963 King Features Syndicate. 



Double wall body for safety . . low 

profile for rapid downhill speed 

50°» 

Race down the snow in this zinging new toy. Dual 
running surfaces strengthen structure, aid maneuver- 
ability. Forward position hand grip in good position 
for safety, control. Hole in front of sled for rope at- 
tachment. Forward footrests help in guiding—feet are 
3 inches above bottom surfaces. Racing red polyethyl- 
ene, 11x20x40 inches long. Seat, 16 inches wide. Sent 
motor carrier or express. 
79 € 85009N—Shipping weight 12 pounds, . . $9.99 

Push-Pull Baby Sled 
Handle swings over .. you can push along or 

> pull baby up hills 

So easy to swing handle 
from back-push to 
front-pull position 

Push-pull Sled. Take baby snow riding with less work and more fun for you. Bright zinc- 
plated steel tubing handle swings easily from front-pull to back-push position . . and it's 

bowed at base to clear baby's arms. Red enameled steel frame, varnished hardwood top. 
Overall 13x30 inches long. Seat, 6 inches high. (Cushion not included, order below.) 
79 C 85001C—Shipping weight 11 pounds 

Baby Cushion. Let baby ride in padded comfort on push-pull sled above. Padded blue 
vinyl cushion, with leg and laphood, holds baby in place while it helps protect from wind 

Tow Rope 

Nine-foot long polyethylene rope. 
Use with any sled. Yellow. 

s] Shipping weight 3 ounces. 

49 C 85062.. " * 99c 

2-passenger model 271 Miss This [CUT 51.55 Now*I5.44. 
3-passenger model 

SNO-BEE* 
Rugged steel body, cupped runners, padded seat 

Wide, ski-action runners are cupped to grip even crusty or unpacked snow. 
High-rise inverted U-shaped steering bar with curved plastic “victory- 
striped” shield to help protect against wind and flying snow. One-piece 
padded seat. Gold and white enameled steel frame. Unassembled. 
7985003C-2-passenger. Was $13.99. 1634x18x5114 in. long. Wt. 21 lbs. 12.99 
79C85004C-3-passenger. Was $16.99.1634x18x6314 in. long. Wt. 26 lbs. 15.44 

айр рано арлеу — — 

and snow. Vinyl straps secure pad to sled. 10x21 inches long. 
49 С 85002—Shipping weight 1 pound. 

99° 3 Boby Sled Guord. For baby's extra protection and 
safety. Fits any sled. Metal clamps attach guard securely 

to sled. Hardwood sides and slatted back with weather-resist- 
ant finish. Snowflake decorated back support. 
49 C 85067—Shipping weight 2 pounds............... $3.64 

UT*1.00 Now $12.99 
Dont Miss This 

CUT *1.33 Now $6.66 

SNOW MOBILE SLED 
Molded polyethylene body, grooved-to-grip skis 

Was $7.99. Take off down the hill in this mini Snow Mobile . . styled just like 
the adult-driven models. Has simulated tractor tread on both sides of the 
detailed body. Footrest steering bar with white foot grips. Bright yellow with 
black and silver color trim. 13x10x35 inches long. Ages 3 to 7. 
79 C 85005C—Shipping weight 7 рошпйз............................ 56.66 



the fast trackers . . 
Sears hardwood-deck Sleds 

Sparkling chrome-plated 
steering bar with 
vinyl hand grips 

Floating steering unit 
for better control 

Full-length deck boards 
for complete support 

Gleaming 4-coat finish: 
‘over select hardwood deck 

Heavy-duty 
shock absorber knees. 

55-inch 45-Inch 41-inch 
5085 1775 $655 

@inch 56-inch 48-inch 
5]. 455 $1355 ЫЙ br 

OurFinest.. . 
with chrome-plated 

bars and rails 

$ 85 
66-inch 

Smooth varnished hardwood deck with blue- 
enameled steel racer-runners. Vinyl hand grips 
on steering bar for extra safety. Flying wedge 
steering bar makes steering fast and accurate. 
Red and blue trim. Buy it the easy way— 
order by phone. 

Catalog No. | length |Knees| Shog. wt. | Price Baby Sled Guard fits any sled. Helps keep baby in 
N | 66in. | 8 | 1S1bs. | $15.85 Fully turned up place while sledding. Guard has hardwood sides and 

Sears fine quality sled with varnished hardwood deck 
and rails. Floating steering unit gives better control. 
Red enameled steel runners with turned-up safety heels 
and heavy-duty knee supports, 

Catalog Number | length | Knees | Shipping wi. | Price 
79 С 85079L 59-inch 6 14 Ibs. $10.85 
79C85084L | Ssinch | 6 | 13169. | $9.85 
79 C 85083L 45-inch 4 10 Ibs. 7.85 
79 C 85082L 41-inch 4 9 Ibs. 6.85 

79 85093L | 60-in. | 8 | 14 ibs. 14.85 safety heels slatted back. Metal clamps attach guard securely to 
79 С 850920 | S&in. | 6 | 13 Ibs. 13.85 sled. (Illustrated on page 191.) 
79 C85091L | 4&in. | 4 | 11 Ibs. 11.85 49 С 85067—Shipping weight 2 pounds.......... $3.64 

SHIPPING NOTE: "№" items (as 79 C 85094N) Tow Rope 99: Padded blue vinyl Baby Cushion with leg and lap- 
are sent by motor carrier or express. hood, holds baby in place while it helps protect him. 

Strong 9-ft.long polyethylene tow {гот wind and snow. Vinyl straps secure pad to sled. 
rope. Use with any sled. Yellow. 10x21 inches long. (Illustrated on page 191.) 

zd 49 С 85062—Shpg. wt. 302....99c 49 85002—Shipping weight 1 pound. ......... $3.99 

Save this Catalog 
You can order Toys on pages 4 to 190 

from now until August 11, 1972 

OBOY! CHRISTMAS 
CAN LAST "TIL SUMMER ! 

You'll want toys year 'round for: Shop the way that's quick and easy for you: 

* Birthday gifts, party favors and party gifts By phone . . see pages 363 to 365 for number to call 

• Seasonal outdoor equipment. Rainy day games By mail . . use the order blank in this book 

« Replacement parts, refills and accessories In person . . at the Catalog Sales Office near you 
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Hardwood Skis 

Ski 'n Skate Snow Shoes with Ski Poles 

$ 4? 

Fun for children 3 to 10 years of age. Grooved red metal shoes (18 
in. long) glide smoothly over new fallen snow. Plastic straps adjust 
to hold feet securely in place. Includes two 27-inch wood ski poles 
with plastic straps and snow rings. 

Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by 
telephone. 
49 С 29065— Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ошпсев............ $4.79 

5-foot Ski Set . . 
Adjustable grooved for smooth tracking 

Shoe-top Sleekly styled from selected hardwood 
Ice Skates with permanent taper and camber . . ski 
they “grow” keeps its shape, Handsome black color. Steel 

At А harness has adjustable toe and steel cable 
with with spring release. Metal heel plate. 40-inch 

your child wood poles with plastic grips. For ages 8 to 12. 
79 С 29359C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs....... Set $9.99 

4Y-foot Ski Set 4-foot Ski Set 
Q For ages 6 to 10. Selected Q For ages 5 to 9. Selected 

hardwood with blue finish. hardwood with heavy-duty 
Adjustable steel foot harness. spring and strap harness. Red. 
40-inch wood poles with plas- — 36-in. wood poles with plastic 
tic snow rings. snow rings. 
79 С 29358C—Wt. 7 Ibs. $6.99 79 € 29357C—Wt. 6 lbs. $5.99 

det 

A comfortable yet snug fit . . and they really last. Double runners 

for smooth gliding, better balance. Cadmium-plated steel resists 

rust. Plastic tops with laces. Ages 2 to 7. 
49 C 29243— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 ол.....................$3.49 

Dont Miss This 

CUT I wow *5.99 25-inch Snow Disc Thunderbolt Toboggan 

$ 4” 

Concave disc twists, turns, slides, spins 
and twirls as it coasts downhill. To turn 
smoothly, simply guide it by shifting your 
weight. Made of strong, yet lightweight 
fiberglass, Sturdy polypropylene hand 
straps for stability and safety. Sporty 
orange color, 25-inch diameter. 
79 С 85058C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $4.99 

Тайыр pad scans by йи аы аса Go 

$ 3° 

There's plenty of room for two youngsters 
on this big 4-ft. long snowboat. Tough 
linear polyethylene withstands bumps 
*rHighside" design for fast downhill sled- 
ding . . protects little fingers. 17 in. wide. 
4 sturdy handles. Red. Allow 10 lbs. 

postage (per postal regulations) 
79 С 85095L $3.66 

36-inch Ski Sled with wide 
ski-bend runners for deep snow 

Was $6.99. Sweep down steep bills. Ruggedly built ski sled of 
selected Canadian sugar maple. Ski-bend wood runners are extra 
wide; prevent bogging down in deep snow. 4 steel knees. Canada. 

79 C 85007C— Shipping weight 6 pounds............... $5.99 
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Portable Striking Bags for indoor-outdoor use 
. - both with wide, tip-resistant platforms 

and adjustable height 

Overhead model 

77. O?° 

1 Helps improve timing, reflexes and coordi- 
nation. 22-inch diameter steel rebound 

ring and 2-piece plated swivel mounted on 
7¥%2-ft. two section galvanized steel pole. 

Height adjusts over 4-ft. Steel base 14У:х46х1 
inch. Red color. Side braces give increased 
post support. Molded vinyl striking bag st 
up to plenty of pounding. White with black 
stripes. Set can be used with body bag (order 
below). 
6 С 1445N—Shpg. wt. 42 Ibs. $29.95 

Save $3.84 on Combination . . set above, mitts 
(6 C 1425), body bag (6 C 1435C) below 
6 C 1446N3 — Shpg. wt. 50 lbs. $39.95 

9 Body Bag. Vinyl covered foam rubber bag 

Joe Louis 

floor model 

39?» 

Rugged пуіс 
vinyl striking bag mount 

ed on adjustable spring-steel 
rod. Tough enough to take a 
real pounding. Height ad. 
justs from 34 to 42 inches . 
just raise it as your child 
grows. Rod is bolted to die 
cast steel base. Large, tri- [3] 
angular shaped hardwood 
floor platform allows wide 
spread stance. Black and gold- 
color bag. Get this bit of 
Christmas shopping done— 
just dial Sears and order it 
right now. 

Use with set above. 
6 C 1435C — Shpg. wt. 7 а... 

Our finest wall-mounted Striking 

Bag Outfit. Tough cowhide bag 
with non-chafing inner seams, taped to 

prevent bladder wear and air leaks. 

Adjustable height platform. Pro-style steel 
grip in mitts keep fists firm 

186 [Sears] 2ш 
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Dont Miss This 
Buy Outfit SAVE *6 

(4 thru 6 ) Leather Bag, Vinyl Mitts, Adjustable 
Platform total $35.85. Complete out- 
fit priced $2 lower than in 1970 Wish Book. 

Platform. Hardboard rebound drum ¥s in. 

support bracket. Height adjusts 9 inches. Black. 

outs бич D i дет lined with vinyl coated 
nylon fabric for better shape retention. Double 
riveted hanger strap. 12 in. long. Black. 

Striking Mitts. Heavy vinyl, padded backs. Steel 
palm grips help maintain a firm fist. Elastic 
cuffs. One size fits all. Black. Japan. 
6 C 1424L— Outfit. Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs. ......... 529.95. 
(4) 6 C 1421L— Platform only. Wt. 18 Ibs. . 17.95 
(5) 6 С 1422 — Bag only. Wt. 1 Ib. 4.02. 
(6) 6 С 1425— Mitts only. Wt. 8 ог... 

Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
$9.89 6С 1443C..............,,89.99 

for Platform, 
Bag, and Mitts 

Complete starting outfit helps youngsters develop improved timing 
and reflexes. Heavy gauge steel platform with 19 inch diameter 
steel rebound ring. Sturdy overhead support brackets. 2-pc. swivel 
plus rubber shock cushions. Rugged, non-stretch vinyl striking bag 
absorbs a real pounding. Nylon lined and stitched for durability. 
Double riveted hanger strap. Vinyl striking mitts have padded 
backs, elastic cuffs for snugger fit. One size fits all. Buy it theeasy 
way —order by phone. 
6 С 1423C — Shipping weight 10 pounds. ......... 3 set 15.44 

SHIPPING NOTE: 
“N” items (as 6 C 1445N) sent by motor carrier or express. 

Joe Louis Boxing Gloves 

Heavy-duty expanded vinyl. Fully pad- 
ded backs, cuffs, thumbs. Elastic stretch 
cuffs. Gold color palms, black backs. 
Adult. For ages over 12. 
6 C 1439—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог... 

Youth. Ages 9 to 12. 
6 C 1438—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 402... ...Pair $5.29 

Child. For ages up to 8. 
6 C 1437 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. . . . . Pair $4.49 

2-pair Set. 1 child, 1 adult size. 
6 C 1441 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 ог... Set $10.24 

2-pair Set. 1 youth, 1 adult size. 
1442—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz... Set $11.00 

'air $6.29 



vinyl jacketed mean 
ing sleeve gives smoother denm 
firmly. Protective end ti 
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IMPORTANT NOTE: If vnuvol pain or disease exitis, consult 
‘your physician belore ordering exercise equipment. 

110-pound Barbell Set with 

rotating sleeve for smooth lifts 
31655 

Includes two 15-pound, four 10-pound, four 5-pound black-color plates. 
One-piece 68-inch barbell bar with rotating plastic sleeve. Locking 

collars hold plates securely in place. Wrench and instructions included. 

Sent by motor carrier or express. 
6 С 1552N2-— Shipping weight 112 pounds. Set $16.88 

25-Ib. Jr. Barbell Set . . short 38-inch bar 10° 

is much easier for children to handle 

Ted Williams. Meets the need of youngsters for a lighter weight level 
and a bar that's easier to control than full size bars. Set includes four 
5-pound interlocking vinyl coated plates. 38-inch zinc-plated tubular 
steel bar. Wrench, exercise book included. 
6 C 1558C — Shipping weight 26 pounds. . . Set $10.45 

ра Babe Seine by a Dodd 

with 

right answers 

Our finest Weight Bench 

5-position tilt back adds exercise variety, 

padded leg lift bar helps condition 

thighs and legs . . plus it has 
our softest, thickest foam padding 

P 
 Barbell-Dumbbell 

for holiday shopping 

14 interlocking plates 
for only $19.88 ??? 

YES! RIGHT HERE 
IN THE WISH BOOK . . all the 

Heavy duty angle iron and tubular steel frame supports up to 500 pounds. De- 

tachable barbell support arms swing out and adjust in four stages from 38-58 inches. 

Polyurethane foam padded bench covered with easy-to-clean green vinyl. Baked-on 

enamel finish. Bench ís 24x23x69 inches long. Sent unassembled. Barbells not 

included. Sent by motor carrier or express. 
6 C 1568N — Shipping weight 60 pounds. ...559.00 

PCBMK. 
AEDSLG 



Metal players pass, skate, and shoot for the goal as you push, pull, or twirl 
control rods. It's thrilling, high pressure hockey and you're right in the 
thick of the action. Automatic goal judge shows goals and end of periods. 
Puck ejector sends puck back into play after goals. Pull your goalie and add 
a sixth shotmaker for exciting “power-play” hockey. Overhead scoreboard 
shows score and league standings; side-mounted board shows penalty and 
game time. Handsome metal table has tubular steel legs, wood-grained 
panels. 38/2x22x30-in. high. Canada. 
6 C 25875N— Shipping weight 18 pounds. $24.95 

Extra Players. Hockey is even more 
fun when you have league competition. 
Set includes 12 complete teams of 
metal players in brightly colored uni- 
forms. Use with table above. Canada. 
6 C 25876 — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $4.99 

Player movement while plays are in progress! 

Thrill-packed Electric Football Game 

Executive Command Control® lets you direct 329?5 

Table Soccer 
$ 49? 5 

1 Extro-large Table Soccer with 26x49-inch playing area. You'll 
enjoy lots of rapid-fire action as two determined soccer teams 

battle it out. It's easy to play . . just push, pull and twirl chrome- 
plated telescoping rods to make players kick or block the ball. 
Each team has 11 plastic players 47: inches tall. Hardwood table 
stands 32 inches high. Full size wooden goal area. Metal legs keep 
table steady. Partially assembled. From Italy. 
6 С 25886N — Shipping weight 32 pounds. ......... 9 

2 Standard-size Toble Soccer is 18Y/x34-inch overall. Just twist 
chrome-plated telescoping rods to make players kick or block 

the ball. Plastic players measure 3/2 inches tall. Wooden table 
stands 281/2 inches high. Folding metal legs. 
6 С 25885L — Shipping weight 18 pounds. . ....... 

549.95 

Mini Table Tennis Table 

Great for today's modern apartments, 
or anywhere space is a problem 

Table is a mere 2/2x4¥/2 ft., but you enjoy same kind 
of lively fun a full sized table gives. Bouncy, smooth 

Magnetic control rods move players to give play flexibility and bruising 
realism not possible in conventional electric football games. You're in 
complete command as the play unfolds . . direct offensive and defensive 
running backs to run, block, tackle, and reverse. You direct the players 
of your choice. Attractive wood-grained finished metal; game 38x21x32 
inches. Pro-style goal posts, yardage markers, end zone flags, and realistic 
scoreboard help recreate colorful atmosphere of a championship game. 
UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Panel style legs. Canada. 
6 C 25878N — Shipping weight 17 pounds. ^ ...$29.95 

Сой pane scans by chicas nisebecin cM pon 

Ya-in. thick Plyblend® top gives great ball action. 
Collapsible 1-in. tubular steel legs adjust to 24 or 
30 in. Green non-glare finish is pre-striped. In- 
cludes 2 balls, 2 paddles with pebbled rubber faces, 
net. Like everything else in Sears Books, it's so 
easy to order by telephone. 
6 C 26045N — Shipping weight 30 Ibs. $19.77 

NOTE: "N" items as (6 C 25875N) shipped by 
motor carrier or express. 



Our Best 

Playback Model 

Table Tennis Table 
Pivot balanced top means exceptionally 
easy set-ups and take downs because 

you lift less table weight 

у. inch top 5/,-inch top ¥,-inch top 

44° 7 54° 7 64° 7 

This table is always ready to be your practice partner 
just tip up one end and you're ready to polish serve, 

slam and volley skills. Smooth Plyblend® tops of 
resin filled particle board give lots of bouncy action. 
Triple-coated, non-glare green finish is pre-striped. 

Sturdy 14-inch tubular steel leg: p table steady 
Heavy-duty casters mean easy handling. Steel apron 
helps stop warping. Official size 5x9-ft. playing area. 
Paddles and net not included. 
6 C 25921N—¥s-inch top. Shpg. wt. 135 lbs. 544.97 
6 C 25922М- ®«-їпєһ top. Shpg. wt. 150 Ibs 54.97 
6 C 25923N — *,-inch top. Shpg. wt. 175 Ibs. 64.97 

Dont | only $29.97 
Miss | for a regulation size 
This Table Tennis Table 

Has a built-in bonus..unfastened it's 2 
handy 5x4/2-ft. utility tables. Sturdy braced 
metal legs fold for quick set-ups, take-downs. 
Stableply top of compressed wood, resin is 
*a-in. thick. Triple-coated, pre-striped finish 
of non-glare green. 30 in. high. Paddles, net, 
balls not incl. 
6 C 25975N — Shpg. wt. 125 Ibs. . :2997 

Vinyl Buffet Toble Cloth (not shown). Plastic 
foam backing. Embossed pattern, white. 
Measures 6x11 feet. 
6 C 96041 — Shipping weight 3 Ibs. . ‚56.99 

7 v 

2 v 

NOTE: Tables sent 
motor carrier or ex- 
press 

W 

Tournament-quality Ta- 
ble Tennis Balls by 
Halex®. These top 
quality balls are made 
to give lots of bounce 

and stand up to the 
most demanding action. 
Package of six. 

Shipping wt. 2 oz. 
6 C 26124 
Pkg. . . . $1.49; 3 for $3.99 

тыра Habe Scant by йй нара ыы Coen 

Economy Table Tennis 
Set. Four paddles with 
pebble-grained rubber 
faces to put spin on the 
ball. Comfortable wood 
handles. Includes 60 
inch net, 2 balls, 2 
clamps and rule book. 
From Hong Kong. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz 
6 C 26051 Set $3.97 

Deluxe Table Tennis Set 
You get four 5-ply paddles 
with handsome polished 
walnut handles and peb- 
ble-grain rubber faces for 
putting lots of spin on 
ball. Includes 66-in. net, 
2 clamps, 4 balls, rule 
book. 

Shipping wt. 4 lbs. 
6 C 26052 Set $5.97 

Professional-quality xj pe 97 

Table Tennis Set 
Extra-resilient foam rubber backing gives 
these four 5-ply paddles much livelier 
ball action than ordinary paddles. And 
pebble grained rubber faces help you put 
lots of spin on the ball. Leather grips give 
a firm, sure grip, yet stay comfortable 
even during the fastest flurries of action 
Sturdy clampe, 72-in. net, 6 balls, rules 
incl 
6 C 26055 — Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. Set $12.97 



4-player Dart Set $3855 

Traditional 20-point dart game in sun-bright colors 
on front side, poker-hand game on reverse side of 
¥a-inch thick paper-wound board; 18-inch diameter. 
Masonite Presdwood® backstop in handsome brown 
woodgrain pattern; protects wall from straying darts; 
measures 36x32 inches. 12 brass darts with steel 
points and sturdy plastic flights; each 5 inches long. 
Rules included. From England. 
6 C 26249N — Shipping weight 8 pounds. Set $8.88 

1 We $5.69. Fiber gloss 42- 
in. bow, 15 Ib. drow. Solid 

6 C 27004C — Wt. 2 Ibs...... -$4.99 

200 [Sears] mz% 
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4-player Dart Set 5656 

Brightly-colored, traditional 20-point dart game 
on front, poker-hand game on reverse side of 
¥«-inch thick paper-wound board; 18-inch diam- 
eter. Paperboard wall cabinet in a rustic brown 
woodgrain pattern; complete with dart racks 
and tray insert for board. 12 brass darts with 
steel points and plastic flights; each 5 inches 
long. Rules. From England. 
6 C 26246C — Shipping weight 7 pounds... .. Set $6.66 

З Fiber gloss 54-inch bow with 
25-pound draw. Solid color re- 

curved limbs with rubber grip; for 
i . Da- 

Dart Boards bound with steel score high 

in looks and durability 

3-player Dart Set 7° 

Brightly-colored, traditional 20-point game on 
front, baseball game on reverse side of 5в- 
inch board; 18 inch diameter. 9 brass darts 
with steel points, plastic flights; each 5 inches 
long. Rules. From England. To order the 
easiest way, look in your phone book white 
pages under "Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog 
Sales" for number to call. 
6 C 26214C — Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. Set $4.44 

Novice bowmen can easily develop basic 

skills with these Target-Archery Sets 
Bow limbs recurved and tapered for light-pulling, smooth-flowing draws 

Д Sisal Target. Use with 
bows under 35-1Ь. 

draw-weight. Slip-on 24- 
in. targetface. Wood 

ipod, Shpg. wt. 5 Ibe. 

5 Cedor 24-inch Arrows 
for use with all bows 



$497 
Jarts . . Save 12% 

Was $5.66. Recommended for 2 to 
4 adult players. Simply toss jarts 
underhand trying to stick them 
within plastic target ring . . close 
counts until your opponent lands 
closer. Jarts have brightly colored 
plastic fins, detachable gold- 
colored metal shanks and points. 

Set includes: four jarts (2 red, 2 
blue), two yellow target rings, two 
extra fins, and rules. 
6 C 12511—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. ...Set $4.97 

m—— — 

а 
нарлар 

New! Lawn Billiards 319"? 

Utilizes the playing principles of table pocket-billiards. Set in- 
cludes: two 3954 -іпсћ cues of Уз-їпсһ tubular stee! 
grips; maple-wood cue ball affixed to tip of each cue. Уз inch tubular 
steel frame around 50x96 inch playing area; 6 pocket-wickets. 15 
numbered maple-wood balls each 3 inches in diameter, epoxy- 
finished in solid and striped colors. Steel ball rack. Rules. 
6 C 12369C — Shipping weight 16 pounds... ............- 

Simple-skill sports become 

relaxing competition at backyard 
barbecues or park picnics 

<=, 

lastic handle 

Set $19.77 

4-player Horseshoes 655 

A folksy clanging, resounding over the 
years —the traditional ringing of steel 
against steel. Heard in parks, back- 
yards, wherever people gather to test 
their pitching skills and enjoy hours 
of easy-going exercise. Official size 
and weight set includes: four drop 
forged steel horseshoes, each weighing 
2/2 Ibs.; painted (2 silver, 2 blue), and 
numbered; two steel 24-inch stakes. 
Rules. 
6 C 12355C — Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs... . Set $8.88 

кышы EESTI 

4-player Posy Pitch 4°? 

Played similar to horseshoes —a skill- 
ful fling sails your posy over the stake 
for high score. Set includes: eight 
plastic posy discs in four daylight 
fluorescent colors (purple, red, green, 
and yellow); two bright orange plastic 
target rings with metal anchor stakes; 
two yellow plastic center stakes; rule 
booklet. Get this bit of Christmas 
shopping done—just dial Sears and 
order it right now. 
6 C 12521C — Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... . . Set $4.97 

6-player Croquet Set 

Was $10.95. Includes: six colorfully 
striped hardwood mallet heads with 
24-in. screw-in handles—varnished 
for long wear; six compressed-maple 
balls, each 3 in. in diameter—color- 
coded to mallets; ten steel wickets; 
two striped goal posts; sturdy hard- 
wood rack, tubular steel uprights, 
Rules. 
6 C 12384C — Wt. 10 Ibs. 8039.95 
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Combination Badminton-Volleyball Set. Plenty of action in either of these 
competition games — running, leaping, stretching to return an arching volley 
or a net-high slam. Backyard, beach, or park picnics— it's fast, exciting fun 
for singles, doubles, or group play. 

Set includes: 4 precision-balanced rackets of durable 3-piece laminated 
hardwood; nylon strings on countersunk frames; rubber-grip handles. 2 
plastic shuttlecocks. Rugged vinyl volleyball, official size and weight; 
inflating-needle. Tape-bound, tarred net 11/2х20 feet long. Tubular aluminum 
?/s-in. poles, 6 ft. high installed. Stakes, slides and C Instructions. 

Whether whipping the tetherball 
volleyball for a scoring spike, it's 

fast-action for the lively crowd in any age group. 
Set includes: Rugged vinyl tetherball and volleyball —both official size 

and weight; 7'/2-foot cord on tetherball; inflating-needle. Tape-bound net 
2 feet wide x 20 feet long. 20-gauge tubular steel poles 1'/z inches in diam- 
eter; when installed in 10-inch ground sleeves 3-piece pole stands 8 feet 
8 inches high and 2-piece pole stands 6 feet high. Instruction booklets. 

6 C 12311C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. 

PAR-4®. A smashing drive downs a target and 
you're only three well-placed shots away from 
winning; but your opponent can reset your target 
as he downs his own —every shot counts. 

Set includes: Two 32-inch clubs— oversized, 
molded polyethylene heads contoured for left and 
right-hand swings; natural finish wood shafts 
with embossed handles. Four polyethylene balls, 
each 3 inches in diameter, Steel stand with four 
3-inch pivotal targets. Red and blue. 
6 С 12389C —Shipping weight 6 pounds. . - $9.95 

202 [Sears] 5: 

$9.88 

CHIP-IT®. An outdoor game that combines the 
fun features of croquet and golf and can be 
played in any size area you choose—design a 
9-hole course around natural terrain obstacles, 
adding a few of your own. 

Set includes: Four 32-inch clubs—oversized, 
molded polyethylene heads contoured for left or 
right-hand swings; natural finish wood shafts 
with embossed handles. Four polyethylene 
balls, each 3 inches in diameter. Five steel 
arches with numbered flags for a 9-hole layout. 
Red, yellow, orange, and blue. 
6 С 12388N —Shipping weight 7 pounds. ........59.95 

Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy 
6 C 12564C— Shipping weight 13 pounds... ... E 

PADDLE-PITCH®. Oversized paddle and giant 
shuttlecock add new dimensions of fun to bad- 
minton; or combine paddle and whiffleball for 
close-in, fast-action baseball games. Paddle 
designed to give amazing rebounding-action. 

Set includes: Two 2-ft. paddles — nylon webbing 
spring-mounted on 13x14 in. aluminum frame; 
9-in. handle. One polyethylene shuttlecock 
approx. 5 in. long. One polyethylene whiffleball 
3 in. in diameter. Tapebound l'/sx20-ft. net. 
Galvanized 5% -іп. tubular aluminum poles stand 
5 ft. high installed; stakes, guy ropes. 
6 C 12215C — Shipping weight 5 pounds. ...88.97 



VES! RIGHT HERE IM THE WISH BOOK 

all the right answers for holiday орип 

Heavy-duty | $999 

Tetherball Set 8 
Tubular steel 13/,-inch pole stands rigid 

through years of tough competition 

Built to take mounds of punishment served-up in 
explosive doses of tugs, slams, and jolting pole- 

benders common to all exciting tetherball contests. 

Set includes: scuff-resistant vinyl ball — official size and { 
weight; inflating needle. -foot nylon cord; rein 
forced ball-hook. 3-piece 19-gauge pole, zinc-plated to 
resist rust; stands 8 feet 8 inches high when anchored 
in 10-inch tubular steel ground sleeve. Instruction 
booklet. Get this bit of Christmas shopping done 
just dial Sears and order it right now. 

6 C 12554C — Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
:n———B A 

58.99 

Heavy-duty 

Volleyball 

Set 

2 

Made to withstand the 
roughest net battles. Set 

includes: Vinyl volleyball— 
official size and weight; in 
flating needle. Tape-bound, 
tarred net 2 feet wide by 20 
feet long. Two 3-piece, zinc- 
plated tubular steel poles 
each l in. in diameter; two 
10-inch ground sleeves (top of 
net is 7 feet off the ground 

when poles are installed). 
= Instruction booklet 
м Shipping weight 9 pounds. 
* 6 C 12582C $7.99 
м Volleyboll only. 
» Shipping weight 12 ounces JES [5] 
b ue em Soccer-kickball 555 
ha Б Official size and weight ball built to last on 

- gravel as well as turf tough butyl rubber 
bladder is nylon wound for shape retention, and 

Tm protected by a water and scuff-resistant, pebble- 
Zany-action Octo-Bal® $397 4) grained rubber cover. Inflating needle included 

From Hong Kong 
Kick or throw this 8-sided ball and it f N ea / 6 C 12337 — Shipping weight 1 pound. $5.88 
spins, tumbles, jerks and jumps in every 

direction, finally coming to rest with an ii 
even number from 2 to 16 facing straight up; 
youngsters use math processes of addition, 

multiplication, or division to determine 
score—learning becomes part of the fum. 
Scuff-resistant red vinyl shell inflates to a 
bouncing 872 inches in diameter. Includes 
inflating needle and rules for suggested 
games. 
6 C 12339— Shipping weight 1 pound 

p" 

$3.97 
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Four Square Ball 3 59 

6 A high bouncer for lively playground fun 
Red pebble-grain cover of two-ply molded, 

laminated vinyl has long wearing scuff-resis- 

tant and water-resistant qualities. 82-inch 
diameter. Includes an inflating needle and rule 
booklet for suggested games 
6 C 12565—Shipping weight 1 pound $3.59 

PCOKM 
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A warp-free SLATE BED, cushion-back 
100% wool cloth, and lively rubber cushions - 

give our Caravelle the ls 
finest ball-action Nu an E 
we've ever 

offered on a 

6-ft. table 

Bed stays flat and true 53 9% 
without bed levelers 

You get а ¥4-inch thick slate bed on this table, and no 

other bed material tops slate for maximum stability, 
lasting smoothness and hairline accuracy. Our finest 
cloth . . woven to a close nap for minimum fri rub- 
ber backed for better control of ball spin. Bed stays level 
supported by extra heavy-duty frame and hardwood legs 
Vinyl web drop pockets. Woodgrain plywood sidewalls, 
vinyl top rails, sculptured legs. Includes two 57-in. ramin 
wood cues; triangle; bridge attachment; sixteen 2'/s-in. 
Belgian phenolic balls. Playing field 324x642 in.; over- 
all 444/4x76¥2x82 in.; carton 48х81х14 in. 
6 С 25201N2 — Shipping weight 366 pounds. 5349.00 
Vinyl Table Top for pool table above. 
6 С 25204N — Shipping weight 70 pounds. .... $39.95 

Our handsome 
woodgrained 
Vinyl fable op 
fits right over 
this pool table 
to convert it 
to buffet use 

Space a problem? These compact-size tables help solve it. 
Our 6-ft. pool tables need 23% less floor space than huge 8 foot models. This means you can put one 

in rooms as small as 9x12 feet and still have 3 feet of playing space around the table for cueing shots. 

The 6-foot Holiday 
smooth play action, 

solid steel bracing Our first time ever for a 
*69? 5 Rebound Pool Table with an extra- 

smooth, extra-stable solid slate bed 199° 

You'll get lots of good ball action from the ¥2 -inch composition 
bed on this table. Extruded rubber ci n ^ A solid slate bed Уз-їпєһ thick gives this table smoothness, stability and ball action not 
accurate rebounds. Green cotton billiard cloth. Sturdy s possible on rebound tables without slate beds. Green 100% wool cloth means smooth 

egs and rugged steel bracing help keep table rolling play action. Lively rubber cushions and molded rubber rings on metal bumpers 
Includes two 48-inch cues; set of sixteen 2 h for springy consistent rebounds. Wood panel legs with spanner bracing help keep table 

plastic triangle; bridgehead; instructions. Playing field is steady, Pearlized plastic inlay markers on woodgrain plastic sidewalls. Vinyl padded 
6842x344 inches. Overall 38; x6*4, inches. Carton is ball returns operate quietly ^ 

74x39x7 inches. Includes two 48-inch cues; ten 2s inch molded plastic balls. Playing field, 30x45 inch 
20292068 Shipping miht 08 онак 59995 overall 39У:х54хТУз inches. Carton 42x57x10 inches. 

6 C 25235N — Shipping weight 200 pounds. NT) $199.50 

NOTE: Pool tables sent by motor carrier or express 



Sears Automatic Ball Return . . sensiti 

5-zone scoring area challenges 
experienced golfers, yet it's 

extra-wide to return a 
beginner's near n 

Exclusive Sears 
Advisory Staff 

\ Putting Trainer 

11295 

This all electric Putting Trainer gives 

you much more realistic practice than 

regular trainers . . has a real, full size 
All electric Ball Return, Mat and Trainer Guide. Separate prices total $12.98. 

cup like a regular green What nicer gift for your favorite golfer than a chance to shave some strokes 
from his game. Set combines the realistic ball action of a bent grass green 

Convenient. automatic ball return and realistic full-sized with a convenient automatic return. Simply set ball on the trainer guide and 
cup help you develop and keep a good putting stroke that start putting. Five-zone scoring device measures your accuracy. Mat is 
just might do great things for your golf score. The 9 foot green polyurethane foam . . 9 ft. long, 12 in. wide. 110 volt AC. Includes 
polyurethane foam putting mat runs like a regular green. instructions on putting; family games. Club and ball not included. Get this 
Ball return sends sunken putts rolling back to you . . some- bit of Christmas shopping done — just dial Sears and order it right now. 
thing no regular green could ever do. Trainer guide gives 5 C E294 CERE SETA OI, воена ARS 5:998 
correct alignment. Club, ball not included. 110-volt AC. 6 C 82942 — Ball Return only. Instructions included. Shpg. wi. 2 ibs . 798 
6 C 82946C — Shipping weight 4 pounds . Set $12.95 6 C 82943— Mat and Trainer Guide only. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. Baz. ..... 

El Dorado 
7-club Golf Set with 

handsome vinyl golf bag 

75 

Set includes numbers 1 and 3 
woods; numbers 3, 5, 7 and 9 
irons plus a blade putter. 

Woods. One-piece molded 
epoxy heads on steel shafts 
help give better power and 
distance without cracking or 
splitting. Men’s have a lustrous 
black polyurethane finish, 
women's have a blue finish. 

i Irons and putter. Triple chrome- 
5-piece Youth Golf Set.. a pied steel Бой, WAD, МӘ. 
great start for a young "pro blasted faces for better bite and 

accuracy. Comfortable non-slip 
32 395 rubber grips add club control 

Bags, Accessories. Roomy ball 
and shoe pockets. Men’s: black 

These clubs are proportioned to the size and with black trim. Women’s 
weight of youngsters up to 5 feet 2 inches tall, so 
learning fundamentals becomes easier. Clubs 
feature good quality comfortable leather grips 
and chrome-plated steel shafts. 

Set includes number 2 wood; numbers 3 and 5 
irons plus putter. Wood is 37 inches long, and 
longest iron measures 34 inches. Plaid cotton 
duck golf bag with zip pocket. 

For right handed golfers only 
6 C 8098C — Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 523.95 

тырса ал йн анны Кан conn 

red with white trim. Stretch 
vinyl gloves, 3 balls, 10 wood 
tees. 

Men's right handed. 
6 C 82701L— Wt. 14 lbs. $47.95 

Men's left handed. 
6 C 82702L— Wt. 14 lbs. . .. 647.95 

Women's right honded. 
6 C 82703L— Wt. 14 Ibs. ....947.95 



Any Sleeping 

Bag on this page 

Party 

К 
B. 
DT Patcnwore_ 

ime Sleeping Bags . . warm, bonded polyester insulation 
stays cushiony soft and plum; 

to keep you comfortable all night long 

(1 thru 4 ) Just cuddle down and enjoy the cozy resilience . . bags make 
colorful companions at slumber parties, camps and dormitories. Bright 
cotton print covers and cozy cotton liners may be washed or dry cleaned. 
Full length separating zippers work smoothly and dependably for quick 

л Bag may be used as bed quilt or comforter. Reversible. Bags 
asure а full 33x75 inches for plenty of sprawl-out sleeping room. In- 

s matching duffle carrying case. Like everything else in Sears books, 
y to order by telephone. 

Indian Blanket Design. Bright print bag makes your little Indian the 
star of any slumber party "pow-wow." Gold-color liner. 

6 С 70344C- € ight 5 pounds. . СЕР 

Patchwork Design. Perky, pretty patches of flowers and cats . . all опа 
bright cotton cover. Orange cotton liner. 

6 C 70345C — Shipping weight 5 pounds. . . . $14.99 

Gingham Daisy Design. Dozens and dozens of dainty red and yellow 
daisies bloom on a blue cotton cover. Green cotton liner. 

6 C 70343C — Shipping weight 5 pounds. $14.99 

4 Sayings Pattern. Cover in vibrant shades of pink, blue and orange printed 
with the words of history's great men and today’s personalities. Shake- 

speare, Longfellow, Woodie Guthrie and others share thoughts that help 
make life a little more meaningful. Pink liner. 
6 C 70346C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . . 2914,99 



Sleeping Bags with warm, body-cushioning 

insulation and non-rusting, 

Warm Night Youth Bag. Acrylic insulation quilted between olive- 
color cotton cover and plaid liner gives comfort in weather above 

50°. Bag is 37x65 inches long, with 32-inch zipper for quick zip-ins 
Ties into roll. Hand wash 
6 C 70003— Shipping weight 5 pounds 10 ounces. $7.97 

9 Cool Night Bag with self-contained carry pack. Lightweight 
^ bonded polyester insulation retains heat evenly without cold 
spots, while surrounding you with cushiony resilience. Single top 
and bottom insulation layer for cool weather sleeping. Gold-color 
cover of 50% rayon, 50% cotton. Cozy striped cotton flannel liner. 

Full-length zipper with weather stripping to lock out chilly breezes 
Bag may be rolled up and tucked away into sewn-on head flap for 
self-contained carry pack. Wash or dry clean. 
6 C 70091C — Adult Size. 34x75 inches. Shipping weight 8 Ibs. $17.99 
6 С 70057C — Youth Улу. 34х67 inches. Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 15.99 

Cool Night Bag with dashing tie dye stripe. Bonded polyester 
insulation gives even heat retention and soft cushioning. Single 

top and bottom insulation layer for sleeping in cool weather. Tie dye 
striped cover, blue solid color liner of 100% cotton. Full-length 
zipper with weather stripping. Buckle straps keep bag in compact 
roll. Wash or dry clean. 
6 C 70092С ~ Adult Size. 34x75 im 
6 C 70058C — Youth Size. 34х67 inch 

Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 517.99 
hipping weight 7 Ibs. 15.99 

Camper's Kit 

314^? 

A handy package of camper's neces- 
sities including a canvas knapsack 
to carry and store your gear. One 
quart aluminum canteen and cover 
fit on adjustable web belt. Steel axe 

with rubber grip, canvas sheath. 
Steel blade knife with sheath. 5- 

piece mess kit with knife, fork and 

spoon. Compass. Japan. 
6 C 74215C — Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. ..Kit $14.99 
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smooth-zipping aluminum zippers 

f 
(2] 

л? 

Adult size 

Roomy, lightweight Packs 
and Frames . . keep gear 

handy and weather-protected 

Bright navy blue nylon Bag (7x15x21 inches) is 
divided into top and bottom compartments . . treated 

for water repellency. Nylon drawstring on top com- 

partment; and covered, nylon zippers on bottom compart- 
ment, 4 side pockets and top outside pocket. Tie rings 
let you anchor extra gear. 

Nylon tie-down cords on wide storm flap give extra 
wind protection. Map pouch on flap. Anodized alumi- 
num, illustrated at left, U-frame (1472х33 іп.) with 
adjustable nylon backbands, shoulder pads, waist band. 
Nylon weld seams keep frame rigid. Japan. 
6 С 79095C —Shipping weight 5 pounds. $22.99 

Handy khaki Packbog of heavy water repellent 
cotton duck has big 14x21¥2x5¥4-inch main cavity 

plus two side pockets and one outside pocket for carry- 
ing plenty of outdoor essentials. Lightweight aluminum 

L-frame with shelf has sturdy welded construction. 
Adjustable back straps. Get this bit of Christmas 
shopping done —just dial Sears and order it right now. 
Japan. 
6 C 79096C — Shipping weight 4 pounds. 



All-weather Youth Tents 
Water repellent . . showers can't spoil the fun 

о $32 50 sins 92099 
] Outside aluminum frame pitches quickly. Zippered nylon screen door; 

screen window for refreshing ventilation. Tie-down window flap and 
canopy. Sewn-in floor. Green with yellow trim, 
7x7 foot. 12x19-in. screen window. 
6 ounce cotton driN roof and sides, 
4-oz. cotton sheeting floor. Center 
height 5 ft. 6 in., 4 foot eaves. Shpg. 
wt. 19 Ibs. 

6 C 78065C. Au $32.50 

2 Carry Cose for 7x7 foot tent. 
6 C 78629 — Wt. 14 ox. $3.98 

3 Aluminum Canopy Poles 2 per pkg, 
6 C 786 i3C — Wt. 2 Ibs. Pkg. $5.99 

9x9 foot. 21x36-in. sereen window. 
Roof of 6.74 oz., walls of 6 oz., and 
floor of 4 oz. cotton drill. Center 
height 6-ft. 8 in., 5-ft. 1 іп. eaves. 
Shpg. wt. 31 Ibs. 
6 С 78058L . + $39.99 

Carry Case for 9x9 foot tent. 
6 C 78091— Wt. 2 Ibs. $9.49 

Frame Case for 9x9 foot tent. 
6 C 78093 — Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 56.99 

5x7-foot Pup Tent 
comfortably sleeps two campers 

18" 
* Sturdy, water repellent cotton drill resists mildew 

* Full sewn-in floor helps keep out pesky insects 

4 Nylon screen door for cool ventilation . . zips down center. Sewn-in floor. 
Water repellent finish means camping fun, rain or shine. Tent sides and 

top of 6-oz. cotton drill, 4 ounce cotton sheeting floor. Green with yellow door 
panels. Center height 3 ft. 6 in. Stakes, ropes incl. 
6 C 78059C — Shipping weight 12 pounds. . $18.49 
(5) 6 C 78629 — Тел! Case. 7.68 oz. cotton duck. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 3.98 
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“Play Tents 

ren 919° 

Pyramid Тепе. . 

color-matched Sleeping Bag 
Aluminum wire frame 
down door flap. Yellow roof, door flap 

water repellent. 4-ft. 6-in. base; 3-ft. 4-in. center height. 

6 C 78048C — Shipping weight 5 pounds $11.99 

needs no stakes. Cotton fabric. Tie- 
rust colored sides. Not 

Bag has cotton shell with bright Indian-style design. Navy color 
vinyl bottom, yellow-orange cotton liner. Warm, bonded acrylic 

insulation. Tie strings for side closure. 30x58 inches. Hand washable. 
6 C 70084 — Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces. $7.99 

Tepee Tent . . indoor-outdoor fun 
7. 99 

On sunny days outside use wire stakes and ropes for pitching; in- 
side, suction cups and ropes keep tent taut. Sturdy cotton sheeting. 
4¥2-foot center height; 42-inch sides. Red and yellow with Indian 
design. No floor, not water repellent. Canopy poles included for 
outside use. Get this bit of Christmas shopping done —just dial Sears 
and order it right now. 
6 C 78035C — Shipping weight 4 pounds. 37.99 



Jor indoor, -fun 

/ | Only 515.99 for 
t | | aig indoor 

| Play Tent with 
quick-pitching 

fiber glass frame ???, 

Big 4 foot center height and 41/2 foot square 
base mean plenty of play room for a camper 
and his friend. Outside frame sets up easily 
indoors without stakes or ropes to slow you 
down, Sewn-in floor helps prevent scuff marks 
indoors. 

Tent made of sturdy cotton sheeting with 
attractive red and blue alternating panels. 
Door zips open and closes smoothly and easily 
Not water repellent. Buy it the easy way 

order by phone 
6 C 78031C—Shipping weight 6 po $15.99 

Он... 
КАШ ms 

ISH I REALLY MT. EVREST/ 

Our new Play Tent. . 

drum shaped and roomy 

11-32? 

Center height 3 feet 8 inches, base diameter 5 

feet. Tubular polyethylene frame sets up easily 
indoors or outdoors on sunny days . . no stakes 
or ropes needed. Includes 3 printed signs and 3 
blank cards for naming your own tent head- 

quarters. Tie-open door. No floor. Bright blue 
sides and sunny yellow roof. Sturdy cotton 

sheeting. Not water repellent 
6 C 78047C — Shipping weight 7 pounds 513.99 
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This Football takes the 
rough-stuff boys dish out, 
because it's cut from 
top-grain cowhide .. 
same tough leather 
used on pro-league 
footballs 

youth size or official size 

Your choice: "d 19 

Top-grain cowhide Football available in youth size so young hands, too, can 
develop a confident, controlled fee! for the ball. Pebbled aero-spin cover for 

better control on passes and kicks; double-strand Dawhide® lacing plus a double 
cotton twill lining and rubber valve bladder mean the ball keeps its sha 
through seasons of rugged football action. Inflating needle included 
6 C 2432—Youth size. Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. $7.19 
6 C 2446 —Oyficia! size. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 7.19 

The “Passer”. Select top-grain cowhide football pattern-cut and finished to 
pro-league specifications. Aerodynamically balanced for pin-point passing 

accuracy; special tanning process gives a tacky feel to the ball—aids in finger- 
tip control, whether passing or receiving. Butyl rubber bladder. Double cotton 
twill lined for shape retention; double-strand Dawhide® lacing. All seams sewn 
with waxed linen thread; valve and lacer holes ruggedly reinforced. Tough 
leather resists scuffing. Official nd weight. Inflating needle included 
6 C 2447 — Shipping weight 1 pound. $9.95 

3 Split-cowhide Football. Butyl Pebtex Football. Pebbled surface 

bladder; doubl cotton-twill vinyl with cotton backing has a 
lined for shape ention; double leather-like feel to it. Buty] bladder, 

cotton lacing. Official size and weight double cotton lacing. Official size and 
Inflating needle included. weight. Needle included. 
6 C 2451— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. $5.19 6С 2457—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 52.99 

Place-kick Set. Plastic toe attaches to your shoe with rubber heel band 
helps you meet the ball squarely for booming accuracy off the plastic 

kicking tee. Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it 
6 C 2427 — Shipping weight 8 ounces 

AEN Uu) 

Red, White and Blue Footballs 71 
Your choice of Rubber or Leather 

6 Molded-rubber. Scuff-resistant pebbled-rubber 
cover and special interior reinforcings combine 

to give excellent surface and shape retention for 
seasons of play—butyl bladder reinforced with 
hard plastic nose cones, then wound with nylon 
to form a super-strong shape-holding carcass. 
Permanent molded-in colors. Official size and 
weight. From Japan. 
6 С 2453— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 ог... 

Cowhide leather. Buty! bladder; double cotton- 
twill lined for superior shape retention; double 

cotton lacing. Colors tanned-in for permanency. 
Official size and weight. 
6 C 2452— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. ...........$7.49 

Top-grain cowhide Soccer Ball . . pre-tested 

English butyl bladder gives lively ball action 

107 8 Seuff-resistant pan- 
eled cover built to 

take kicking, pounding 
and general abuse 
rendered a soccer ball 
between goals; pre- 
tested bladder holds its 
shape in roughest ac- 
tion. Official size and 
weight. Inflating needle 
included. Pakistan. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. 
6 C 2466. -..810.97 



In a complete Football 
Uniform he’s a colorful 
flash of action on every play 

* Pro-styled uniform includes 
helmet, shoulder pads, 

jersey and pants 

* Recommended in 

competitive play for 

boys up to 70 pounds 

"HS 

Shoulder Pads with rubber-padded 
interior and tough fiber mold caps 

He's ready for rough and tumble competition 
when suited-up in a full uniform designed for 
the comfort and protection of young pigskin 
enthusiasts. Impact-absorbing shoulder pads 
adjust in front and back for the best possible 

fit. Rugged high-impact plastic helmet has 
rubber-padded interior, pro-style "T-bar" face 
guard and adjustable padded chin-strap for 
desired head protection. 2.75-oz. cotton drill 
pants have thigh guards and protective pad- 
ding at hips, kidneys and knees. Colorful 4-oz 
cotton jersey has ¥4-length sleeves with col- 

(order Letter and Numeral Kit on 
page 213). Shoes and socks not included (order 
shoes below right or see Fall Big Book for athletic 
socks and an additional selection of shoes) 

To order the easiest way, look in your phone 

book white page: 
Co., Catalog Sal 

Waist sizes: S 
match. When ordering state size S or M. 
(1)6 C 24307F — Red 
(2) 6 C 24313F — Orange 
(3) 6 C 24311F — Green 
(4) 6 C 24309F — Blue 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. Uniform $11.94 

/ ed, White and Blue All-purpose 
f bf Shoe for colorful 1 
„Т footwork in football, 

baseball, or soccer 

fj Soccer-type vuleanized rubber sole; safety 
rubber studs eliminate spiking. White vinyl 

uppers with red and blue reinforcing stripes. 
Cushioned sock liner. Cotton laces. Japan. Avail- 
able in "D" med. width only. State full size; if half 
size order next size larger. Sizes 1D, 2D, 3D, 4D, 5D, 
6D, 7D, 8D. State size. 
6 C 11731F — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 9 oz. $4.99 

Сой pane scans by cuisines muselecimcM pvo 



Football Uniforms for boys 
Stronger helmets, thicker padding, and heavier 

fabrics than in our 7O Ib. uniforms 

Football Helmets 
recommended for boys 

up to 95 Ibs. in weight 

$499 

(1 th 9) Rugged one-piece 
construction of Cycolac® plastic 

contoured to deflect blows. 
Double layers of shock-absorb- 
ing polyurethane foam pads 
across forehead and back; 
foam cheek pads give snug, 
comfortable fit. Rubber-padded 
crown. Vinyl chin strap. Sturdy 
plastic T-bar helps protect 
nose, mouth, jaw. Fits head 
sizes 6/2 to ТУ 
(1) 6 С 24347— White, purple 
(2) 6 C 24341 — Orange, black 

(3) 6 C 24339 — Gold color, green 
(4) 6 C 24345 — Red, white 

(5) 6 C 24335 — Blu. 

(6) 6 C 24349 — White, green 

(796 C 24333 — Red, black 
(8) 6 С 24343.— Silver, blue 
(9) 6 C 24237 — Blue, white 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. . ...$4.99 

Football Helmets recommended for $729 
boys up to 105 Ibs. in weight eoch 

(10 thy 13) Contour of one-piece, high-impact Kralastic® shell 
designed to deflect any blow. Thick, shock-absorbing polyurethane 
foam padding throughout — vinyl-dipped for easy cleaning. Forehead 
and back pads grooved to let air through for added head comfort. Long 
cheek pads give firm, comfortable fit; 6-point cotton-web crown sus- 
pension cradles head for greater protection. Vinyl-pad chin strap. 
Vertically reinforced T-bar gives added face protection. Sizes S(6* 
64), Mt67s-), L(TVs-TV4). State size S, M, or L. 
(10) 6 C 2425F — ite (11) 6 C 2439F — Blue 

) 6 C 2440F — Gold-color (13) 6 C 2438F — Red 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. $7.29 

14 Molded shell lined High-impact plastic $499 
with ^ sani-sealed 

polyurethane foam pad- Shoulder Pads 
ding—vinyl-dipped for 4 
easy cleaning; pads 
doubly thick at shoulder 
caps (critical impact 
points) Adjusts to fit р 

various  body-builds— Ж. 
cotton lacers in front P Va 
and back plus elastic n 
underarm straps. Y Hd: 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 1 oz. 7 
6C2418..... $6.99 



Complete Uniform 
includes: Helmet, 
Shoulder pads, 

veighing up to 105 Ibs. = 
Select single pieces from a “stadium” of 

colors or buy complete uniform and save 

Complete Uniform and helmet 
for boys up to 105 Ibs. 

Save 53 "AE 26 

Complete Uniform and helmet 
for boys up to 95 Ibs. 

Save $2 510° 6 

Complete Uniform including helmet for 
boys weighing up to 105 Ibs. Choose from: 
helmets (10 thru 13)—State key number and 
size; shoulder pads (14); jerseys (15 thru 
23)—State key number and size; pants (24 
thru 26)—State key number and size, State in 
sequence shown [example: 6 C 24217V — 
helmet (11)L; shoulder pads (14); jersey 
(17)M; pants (24) L]. 

6 C 24217V —Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 9 oz. $21.26 

Complete Uniform including helmet for 
boys weighing up to 95 Ibs. Choose from: 
helmets (1 thru 9) —State hey numb 

Choose your Football Jersey 2 99 der pads (14); jerseys (15 thru 23) — State 
from an All-star roster of colors key number and size; pants (24 thru 26) 

Slate key number and size. State іп sequence 

( 15 thru 23 ) Was $3.29. Sanforized 8-oz. cotton. Numbers not included; shown [example: 6 C 24215V — helmet (9); 

order kit below. Chest sizes S(28-30), M(32-34), L(36-38). State S, M, or L. shoulder pads (14); jersey (18)M; pants 

(15) 6 C 24269F — Orange, black (20) 6 C 24267F — Red (26)8] 
(16) 6 С 24263F — Green (2116 C 24277F — Blue, red 6 C 24215V — Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs, 9 oz $19.96 
(17) 6 C 24139F — Red, blue (22) 6 C 24148F — Green, gold color 
(18) 6 C 24261F — Blue (23) 6 С 24273F — Purple 

(19) 6 C 24271F — Silver, blue 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. Each $2.99 

Game-pants with 
protective-pads 

Letter and Numeral Kit 
for jersey and helmet 

2 19 

Kit includes: for front, back, 
and sleeve designations on 
jersey—6-inch and 2-inch 
number-patterns (0 thru 9), 
1¥s-inch alphabet-patterns, 
and 12x18-inch cotton flannel 
iron-on cloth; and for helmet 
—two 1¥2-inch stick-on num- 

6” 

( 24 thru 26 ) Rugged cot- 
ton twill shell with sewn- 
in plastic pads at hips, 

ine, and kidneys; sewn- 
in quilted cotton knee- 
pads; and removable 
plastic thigh guards. 

Waist sizes: S(22-24); 
M(26-28); L(30-32). When 
ordering state S, M, or L. dee 
(24) 6 C 2416F — Gold color { 

ber-sets (0 thru 9). (25) 6 C 2417F —G ] z 

Shipping weight 5 oz. (28) 6 C 2415F — White / s Si 
6 C 2434. +38219 Shipping wt. 1 1Ь.......$6.99 5 pei 

тйрй Dade scans by cheisihiasniseledimical com 
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Portable 

free-standing 
Basketball Goal 

Adjusts 6 to 10 ft. high 
play basketball just about 

anywhere at the 

right height for you 

35% 
Telescope to 6 ft. and roll it 
away for storage. Casters fold 
over frame for grounding; 
comes with 4 galvanized 
metal stakes to provide prop- 
er stability 

Painted backboard of Ys- 
inch thick marine plywood; 
29x40-in. Ys-inch steel rim 
with cotton net. 

Heavy-duty galvanized tu- 
bular steel pole, 12-inch steel 
risers. Shipped unassembled 
Instructions included 
Shipping weight 67 Ibs. 

6 C 1881N -...835.00 

Shipping Note: "N" items (as 
6 C 1881N) sent motor car. 
rier or express. 

45 [2] 
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Our Pro-caliber 

Basketball 

Built with two 
vinyl covers 

for longer wear 

indoors or out 

11 50 

OFFICIAL 

Five эт, 

Scuff-resistant pebble-grain outer cover fused to under cover . . that's a double 
vinyl cover . . just like in pro balls. Raised seams deliver superb fingertip control, 
Buty! bladder is nylon-wound іп an ICOSAHEDRON® infinite pattern winding 
on computer controlled machines . . gives the best balanced, strongest carcass 
possible; nylon is triple-twisted for strength, heat-stretched to eliminate elasti- 
city. Official size and weight. Inflating needle i 
6 C 1818— Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

rugged butyl bl 

ncluded. 
$11.50 

Collegiate-style Basketball. Single cover 
of durable pebble-grained vinyl. 60- 

pattern computerized nylon winding over a 
ladder. Official size and weight. 

E Inflating needle included. 

а Basketball with 
j; Only *7.66 for 

molded-in colors 

6 C 1812— Shipping weight 2 pounds 59.87 

9 Rookie Basketball. Rubber cover is vulcan- 
ized to the nylon-wound carcass. Official 

size and weight. Needle included. 
6 C 1810— Shipping weight 2 pounds 54.95 

Red, white, and blue colors 

molded into the vinyl cover 

to stay bouncing-bright 

Wos $7.90. This is the basketball for the 
flashy score on every court. Pebble-grained 
vinyl cover is vulcanized to carcass. A rugged 
butyl rubber bladder is wound with nylon for 
the best possible shape retention. Official size 
and weight. Inflating needle incl. Japan. 

7.66 

Backboard with rust-proof hardware 
and all-weather polyethylene net 

Oil-tempered Masonite Presdwood® finished 
with baked-on non-glare enamel to provide 
better weather resistance. All hardware is 
vinyl-dipped, rust-proof. Premounted ¥- 
steel goal. 12-loop polyethylene net. Back- 
board 35x48 inches high. ¥4 inch thick. 
6 C 1866N — Shipping weight 46 Ibs. .. . Set $30.95 

Vinyl-dipped steel Mounting Brackets 

3 Post or vertical wall mount. Two ЗУз-їп. inside 2 
diam. "U" bolts. 

6 C 1862— Shipping weight 13 pounds. $7.99 
Slant roof mount. Fits roofs of all degrees of [L.X 
steepness. Nuts and bolts not included 

6 C 1864C — Shipping weight 15 pounds. ‚..$7.99 | 

6 С 1802— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. ЎЫ 

6 С 1859N2 

Backboard 

with cotton net 

Masonite Presdwood® is oil 
tempered, enamel finished to 
resist weather. Mount Уз -іп. 
steel goal after board is up. 
35x48 in. high. Ув in. thick. 

Shipping weight 46 pounds. 
Set $20.95 

[o 
А. 



* IF I GET SKATES, MR. WILSON, 
TLL BE ABLE TO GET HERE 
A 207 QUICKER/” 

Tendon guard 
extends 2-in 

Scuff-resistant 
toe is squared- 

off to avoid 
cramped feet 

Extra welding 

adds strength 

to footplate, 

Roller Derby Street King® $599 
Skates with composition wheels 

] Step right into these sidewalk skates and lace 
them up..no keys or clamps to fuss with. 

Twenty ball bearings per wheel deliver a smooth, 
fast ride. High-cut vinyl uppers are easy to clean 
just wipe with a damp cloth. Composition rubber 
soles. Hugging heel counters help prevent slipping 
heels, mean better traction. Axles and foot-support- 
ing trucks are steel. 

Medium width only. If regular shoe size is full 
size, order usual size. If half size, order next full 
size larger. Black. Uppers made in Taiwan. Youth 
size 12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8. State size 
6 C 23106F —Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

$ 
Rough'n tough Hockey Kings with rugged steel wheels 99 

Built for maximum protection and support for youngsters' feet. Steel wheels stand up to the 

bumpiest cement and keep rolling smoothly because of 6 heavy-duty ball bearings. Black vinyl 
uppers with brown vinyl trim need no polishing. Double-layer reinforced eyelets mean extra 
strength for comfortably secure lacing. Double-layer back stay is contoured for a better fit at the 

heel and around the ankle. Composition rubber soles. Steel axle and foot-support trucks. 
Medium width only. If regular shoe size is full size, order usual size. If regular shoe size is half 

size, order next full size larger. Youth sizes 1, 2 4, 5, 6, 7. Slate size when ordering. 
6 C 23152F — Shipping weight 5 pounds. $5.99 

Keyless ZIP-FIT Sidewalk Skates 
with cushion-soft sponge-rubber ankle straps 

skate 
Foam rubber padded toe clamps 

Rubber-tired wheels won't mar floors . 
indoors or out 

Steel wheels. Big metal toe piece takes 
plenty of wear . . holds all widths of shoes, 

Trainer Skates. Steel wheels. Laced leather 
toe strap and ankle strap. Steel frame ad- 

justs 67а to ВУз in. No key required. 
6 C 23109 — Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . . $1.99 

Д. Economy Sidewalk Skates. Rubber cushioned 
trucks. Each steel wheel rolls on 8 ball 

bearings. Adjustable toe clamps. Steel frame 
adjusts ТУз to 9% inches. Key included 
6 C 23111—Shipping weight 3 pounds. $2.99 

Cushion Dade scans by cieisthiasnaiselediwical com 

all kinds of shoes. One size fits all . . just lift 
the quick-adjust clamp and slide to your size. 
Steel frame adjusts from 7*4 to 97: inches 
long. Adjustable leather strap with sponge 
rubber cushion. Sixteen ball bearings per 
wheel for smooth skating. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces 
6 C 23122 $3.97 

adjust for secure fit, even on sneakers..no key 
needed. Push-pull steel frame adjusts from 8 to 10%4- 
inches long. Foam rubber ankle pads on adjustable 
leather strap. Each wheel rolls on 16 ball bearings 
Gold color with red trim. 
6 C 23141— Shipping weight 5 pounds. $6.99 

pcem 



INew from SEARS 

“Firefly kates " nu 
for sparkling rink-skating fun 

е е 

517°° f | in 

Color-bright Rink Skates 
with Naugalon® vinyl uppers 

need no polishing . . stay 

bright with easy-wipe cleaning 

Tough Naugalon® uppers need no polishing. All the color is 
impregnated in the upper so you can wipe them clean with a 

damp cloth and the glistening color will be as bright and full of 
“fire” as ever. 

Single-action cushion chassis delivers side-to-side action. 
Each smooth-rolling plastic wheel has 16 ball bearings. Foot- 
plates are lightweight aluminum. Polyurethane foam padded 
tongue for comfortable secure lacing. Heel counters help pre- 
vent your heel from slipping. Composition rubber soles. So easy 
to buy when you just use the phone. 
Women's and girls' sizes. Available in "B" medium width 

only. Sizes 4B, 5B, 6B, 7B, 8B, and 9B. See size chart on facing 
page before ordering. Please state size 
6 C 23331F — Red Fireflys. Shipping weight 8 lbs. d $17.99 
6 C 23333F —Gold-color Fireflys. Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 17,99 

216 [Sears] rcs 
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WOMEN’S and GIRLS’ 
RINK SKATES 

Double-action chassis delivers forward-backward 

and side-to-side response in the semi-precision skates 

1 Semi-precision means concealed cone bearings that never 
touch each other. This delivers more control than in the loose 

ball bearing type skates below. Leather uppers flex with skating 
action. Sponge rubber padded tongue. 

Lightweight aluminum footplates. Built-in toe stops. Long 
inside arch supports. Heel counters help prevent feet from slip- 
ping. Composition sole. Get this bit of Christmas shopping done — 
just dial Sears and order it right now. 

White. "B" medium width only. Sizes 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, and 10B. 
See size chart below before ordering. Please state size. 
6 С 23389F — Shipping weight 8 pounds. . . 

Forward, backward and side-to-side maneuvers 
are easier with double-action cushion chassis 

2 Each smooth-rolling plastic wheel has 16 ball bearings. 
Polished aluminum footplates are exceptionally lightweight. 

Toe stops. Leather uppers. Polyurethane foam padded tongue. 
Composition rubber soles. Hugging heel counters help prevent 
feet from slipping. White. "B" medium width only. Sizes 6B, 7B, 
BB, 9B, 10B, and 11B. See size chart below. State siz 
6 C 23317F — Shipping weight 8 pounds. .. . 

Side-to-side action chassis 

3 Sixteen ball bearings in each plastic wheel. Aluminum foot- 
plates, toe stops. "Wipe-clean" vinyl uppers. Polyurethane 

foam padded tongue for comfortable, secure lacing. Composition 
rubber soles. Heel counters help prevent foot from slipping. 

White. "B" medium width only. Sizes 4B, 5B, 6B, 7B, 8B, and 
9B. See size chart below before o pud late size. 
6 C 23315F — Shipping weight 8 pounds. . 

4 Rink skate Case. A really handy way to tote your skates. Blue 
vinyl covered plywood frame. Plastic handle. 2 locks, keys 

included. Nickel-plated hardware resists rust. Measures 134x 
16Y4x6 inches deep. Holds one pair of skates. < 
6 C 23069 — Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 оцпоев.................... $5.94 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Your Needs 

See Big Book or ask for details 

GIRLS' SIDEWALK SKATES 

Standard-size composition wheels 

5 Double row of ball bearings in each wheel. White vinyl up- 
pers. Composition rubber sole. Medium width. If shoe size 

is fall's size, order usual size. If shoe is half size, order next full 
size larger. Girl's sizes 12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Uppers 
from Taiwan. State size when ordering. 
6 С 23107F — Shipping weight 5 pounds. ..........................4 55.99 

Oversize composition wheels оп а wide track 

6 Each wheel rolls on a single row of 16 ball bearings. Wide- 
track trucks mean more stability. White vinyl uppers. Cush- 

ioned insole. Composition rubber soles. Uppers from Taiwan. 
Medium width. If shoe size is full size, order usual size. If 

shoe is half size, order next full size larger. Girl’s sizes 12, 13, 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. State size. 
6 C 23105F — Shipping weight 5 рошпёв............................ $9.79 

HOW TO DETERMINE SHOE SKATE SIZE: 

NOTE: If you plan to wear heavy socks, order next full size larger. 
Order skate size shown (only if that size is available in the shoe 
skate that you want). 

Your reg Your regular shoe size 
shoe width J32] а Java] 5 |575) ө |67217 [7a] в |8V2] 9 |9'зто ova pivap [n3 

MEN'S: Order 5 F [ee baion 
B (паг). 4D jai юр 6D 00 |! 1D зто p20 eon es с | ШШЕ 120 
Е (wide). . |40 |5D| 50 |60] 60 [7t D| 80 |9! ВЕН пто р20 |120 

WOMENS: rere siate size bow 
АА (пог). 4B |48] SB [5 в! 78 d pa 88) 98| ову 108| 108] 118) 1 V 

В (теа). ls 58 [s| s 2 эв [ов ров) nef nej nef 
D (wide). в | 5в [os| 66. se el voe ion] el 16 

Citai Dade Scans by йб тийеби Gom 

MEN'S and BOYS' RINK SKATES 

Top-quality semi-precision skates with double cushion chassis 

for forward, backward and side-to-side maneuvers 

17 Semi-precision skates provide excellent control and minimal wheel play. 
Cone bearings are concealed so that they never touch each other, never 

deliver undue friction. Leather uppers are soft and supple. Sponge rubber 
padded tongue. 

Highly polished aluminum footplates are lightweight to make skating 
maneuvers easier. Built-in toe stops. Long inside arch supports. Heel counters 
help prevent slipping feet. Composition rubber sole. 

Black. "D" medium width only. Sizes 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, and 12D. See 
size chart at left before ordering. State size when ordering. 
6 C 23289F — Shipping weight 8 pounds. : 2e + 829.99 

Double cushion chassis deliver 

forward-backward and side-to-side response 

Each plastic wheel rolls on 16 ball bearings. Polished aluminum foot- 
plates. Toe stops. Leather uppers. Polyurethane foam padded tongue. 

Composition rubber soles. Heel counters help keep foot in place. 
Black. "D" medium width only. Sizes 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, and 12D. See 

size chart at left before ordering. State size when ordering. 
6 С 23217F —Shipping weight 8 pounds. DERE TG MERE 

Single action chassis with side-to-side movement 

Sixteen ball bearings make each plastic wheel roll smoothly. Footplates 
are lightweight aluminum. Toe stops. Vinyl uppers with polyurethane 

foam padded tongue need no polishing. Composition rubber soles. Heel coun- 
ters hug heel, help prevent foot from slipping. 

Black. "D" medium width only. Sizes 4D, 5D, 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D, and 10D. See 
size chart at left before ordering. State size when SERE 
6 C 23215F — Shipping weight 8 pounds. . Я 814.99 



GIRLS’ 
WOMEN?’ 

ау Nc Ee 
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Girls’ Skating Dresses 
of machine washable 
2-way stretch nylon 

Indoor-outdoor skating dresses make ісе 
skating year-around fun. One piece leotard 

styling with full circle skirt sewn on at dropped 
waist. Traditional boat neck. Full-length sleeves 
push up to ¥s-length if you wish. Double layer 
crotch lined with soft cotton. Back nylon zipper 
from neck to dropped waist. Machine wash, med. 
Girls’ dress sizes S(7-8), M(9-10), L(12-14). State 
S, М, or L. 

Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
6 C 95971F — Navy blue 6 C 95972F — Red 
Еасһ...................$9.99; any 2 or more, each $9.50 

Women’s and Girls’ Ice Skates 

Naugalon® vinyl uppers 

2 Zinc-plated Japanese steel blades, hardened 
and tempered to hold an edge. Polyurethane 

foam padded tongue. Composition rubber soles 
reinforced with a steel shank. Heel counters 
hug heel. Arch supports. Backstay is tapered to 
fit snugly at the ankle. 

Women's. White. "B" med. width. Sizes 5B, 6B, 
7B, 8B, 9B. See chart below. State size. 
6 C 10301F —Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 2 ounces. . . ..$10.95 

Girls’. White. Medium width only. If regular shoe 
is full size, order usual size. If regular shoe size is 
half size, order next full size larger. Girls' sizes 
1, 2, 3, 4. Please state size. 
6 C 10139F —Shipping weight 3 pounds... . $9.95 

Naugalon® vinyl uppers with 

cotton flannel lining for comfort 

3 For women. Hardened and tempered Japanese 
steel blades. Tongue is polyurethane foam 

padded. Composition rubber soles. Heel counters 
and tapered backstay mean a better fit at the heel 
and around the ankle. Arch supports. 

White. "B" medium width. Women's sizes 5B, 
6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, 10B. See chart below. State size. 
6 C 10306F — Shipping weight 4 pounds. .........$13.79 

Leather uppers with foam insulation 
make these Skates extra warm 

Д For women. Our finest Canadian Sheffield 
steel blades are nickel-plated to hold a true 

edge. Split tongue is foam rubber padded. Strong 
steel shank reinforces the composition rubber 
soles. Double-stitched tapered backstay comforms 
to ankle and leg. Built-in arch support. Heel coun- 
ter helps keep heel in place. 

White. “B” med. width. Women’s sizes 6B, 7B, 
ВВ, 9B, 10B, 11B. See Women’s Skate chart below. 
Please state size when ordering. 
6 C 10309F — Shipping weight 5 pounds. 31879 

Beginners' Skates with vinyl uppers 

5 For girls. Zinc-plated steel blades. Composition 
rubber soles. Heel counters. Unlined. White 

with red trim. Japan. Medium width only. If 
regular shoe is full size, order usual size. If half 
size, order next full size larger. 
Single Blade. Skating action like adult skate. 
Girls’ sizes 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. State size. 
6 C 10135F — Shipping weight 2 pounds. ...........83.97 

Double Blade. The wider base of support makes 
balancing easier to learn. Girls' sizes 10, 11, 12, 
13, 1, 2, 3. State size when ordering. 
6 C 10132F — Shipping weight 2 pounds... . $3.97 

HOW TO DETERMINE WOMEN'S SHOE SKATE SIZE 
If you plan to wear heavy socks, order a size larger 

Your regular shoe size 

Yor oat [s [sta love 7 | ee |+» Jo D 

Order size below only if listed with individual item 
AA (narrow) |... | 58| 58/68 |68|78| 7В|8В | вв) ову 9B | 108 | 108 
B (medium)..|58 |68| 68| 78 | 78] 88/88] 98| эв пов/тов | rie | ne 
D (wide)... [6B |68 | 78 | 78 | вв | 88 | 98 | 98 | 108 poe [rie | 118 



ICE SKATES 
for men and boys 

Naugalon® vinyl uppers need no polishing 

1 Hardened and tempered Japanese steel blades are 
zinc-plated. Polyurethane foam padded tongue. Com- 

position rubber sole reinforced with steel shank. Heel 
counters keep heel in place. Arch supports. Double-stitched 
backstay is tapered for a better fit 

Men's. Black. "D" medium width only. Sizes 6D, 7D, 8D, 
9D, 10D, and 11D. See chart below. State size. 
6 C 10201F —Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces. $10.95 

Boys’. Black. Medium width only. If shoe size is full size, 
order usual size. If shoe size is half size, order next full size 
larger. Youth sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. State size 
6 C 10129F —Shipping weight 3 pounds $9.95 

Naugalon® vinyl uppers lined with cotton flannel 

2 For men. Japanese steel blades are hardened and tem- 
pered. Tongue is polyurethane foam padded. Composi- 

tion rubber soles. Heel counters and tapered backstay mean 

a better fit around the ankle. Arch supports. 
Black. "D" medium widths only. Men's sizes 6D, 7D, 8D, 

9D, 10D, 11D, 12D. See chart below. State size. 
6 С 10206F —Shipping weight 4 pounds. $13.79 

Rugged leather uppers foam-insulated 

for extra warmth . . Sheffield steel blades 

For men. Nickel-plated Canadian Sheffield steel blades 
hold a fine edge. Split tongue is foam rubber padded for 

comfortably secure lacing. Heavy lock-stitched composition 
rubber soles are reinforced with strong steel shank. Double- 
stitched tapered backstay, heel counters and arch supports 
are all built into this boot to give you a better fit 

Black. "D" medium width only. Men's sizes 6D, 7D, 8D, 
9D, 10D, 11D, 12D, 13D. See chart below. State size 
6 C 10209F —Shipping weight 5 pounds. $18.79 

Beginners’ Skates with low-cut vinyl uppers 

4 For boys. Zinc-plated steel blades. Composition rubber 
sole. Heel counters. Unlined. Black with red trim. From 

Japan. Med. width. If regular shoe is full size, order usual 
size. If half size, order next full size larger. 

Single Blade. Almost like skating in an adult skate. Boy's 
sizes 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. State size 
6 C 10125F — Shipping weight 2 pounds. $3.97 

Double Blade. The wider base of support helps ankles adjust 
to skating. Bo sizes 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. State size. 
6 C 10122F — Shipping weight 2 pounds. $3.97 

HOW TO DETERMINE 
MEN'S SHOE SKATE SIZE 

Н you plan to wear heavy socks, order o size larger 

Your regular shoe size 
Your Regulo „ 
Shoe Width | ШЕШШ 

Order shoe skate size below only if listed with individual item 
в ютен) |5060 eo 7D [70 0 | ао 9b] 90] 100 | 100110 110/120 : 
een, Foto dP od sole ice e rie [n ro han Ice Skating Accessories 

(wide) | 7D} 7D |80|8D |9D |90 | 100/100} 110) 110 [120 озо 

tede  jro|zo|eo|s ba ы aa lind шы Б Skate Shorpener. Fully adjustable for figure 

6 Skate Tote. For all sizes. Rubberized rayon. 
6 C 10081—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 o2.......... $297 
Ankle Supports. Foam rubber, canvas covered. 
Sizes S(shoe size to 4), M(men's 5-8, women's 

5-10), L(men's 9-13, women's 11). State S, М, L. 
6 C 10096F — Shipping weight 3 ounces. . .......Pair$1.29 

8 Skate Socks. 65% Orlon* acrylic, 33% Herculon® 
olefin, 2% Lycra® spandex. Sizes S(6¥2-8), M 

(8%2-10), L(10¥2-13). State S, M, L. Wt. 4 oz. 
6 C 95961F — Navy blue. . .» Pair $1.50; 2 pr. for $2.78. 
6 C 95962F — Red. ... „Рајт 1.50; 2 pr.for 2.78 

Q Pom-pon. Fuzzy ball of yarn with happy bell in 
the middle. Sewn-in strings. Pkg. of 2. 

6 C 10055 — Shipping weight 4 ounces. .......... Pkg. 99¢ 

10 Blade Guards. Plastic. Fits all sizes. Pkg. of 2. 
6 C 10091— Shipping weight 4 ounces. ...... Pkg.99c 

‘Reg. DuPont TM. 
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With this Rink Outfit you can turn your own 
backyard into a family skating center 

* Join ends of aluminum 
wall, slip in liner 

* Flood with water and 
let it freeze 

Complete circular $ 99 16-feet 

Rink Outfits in 4 sizes rink 

Use on level ground. For longer rink life, buy an extra 
plastic liner, use over liner supplied. 

Complete 16-ft. diameter Rink. 4-inch high wall. 
6 C 10816— Shipping weight 6 pounds. ^ $7.99 
6 C 10817 — Extra 16-ft. liner. Wt. 2 Ibs. . 499 

Complete 20-ft. diameter Rink. 6-inch high wall. 
^ 6C 10821—Shipping weight 11 pounds. . . 2o $1497 

6 C 10822 Fxtra 20-ft. liner. Shpg. wt. 3 Iba. ...... 6.99 

Complete 24-ft, diameter Rink. 6-inch high wall. 
6 C 10824C — Shipping weight 13 pounds. 519.97 
6 С 10825— Extra 24-ft, liner. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. .. 899 

Complete 28-ft. diameter Rink. 6-in. high wall. 
6 C 10828C — Shipping weight 21 pounds. . $29.99 
6 C 10829— Extra 28-ft. liner. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. ...... 18.99 

Order this giant 32x40-ft. Liner 

build your own wall 

28?» 

$^ Instructions included for constructing wooden 
|; E | = wall. Building materials for wall not included. 
BN } = Liner shipped by motor carrier or express 

| ^ 6 C 10836N — Shipping weight 29 pounds. $28.99 

Street Hockey Equipment 

Street Hockey Puck. Regulation 

Ice Hockey Equipment 

(бапа 7) Hockey Goals. Tubular aluminum 
3-in. diam. by 1-in. Plastic. 

6 C 10655 —Shpg. wt. 3 ог............. 39с 

Q Street Hockey Ball. Non-bounce 
plastic. 2¥«-in. diameter. 

6 C 10658 —Shpg. wt. 2oz........ .57c 

3 Gocl. Sturdy rust-resistant metal 
frame. Nylon netting. 36x36x18 

in. deep. Sent unassembled. 
6 C 10631C — Shpg. wt. 21bs. .........94.99 

(4ond 5) Street Hockey Sticks. 
Sturdy ash handle. Durable molded 
plastic blade stands up to pavement. 
Д 53-inch long Straight Blade. 

6 С 10674C — Shpg. wt. 2ibs......$3.49 

5 43-inch long Goalie Stick. 
6 C 10679C — Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. .... $4.97 

сара Babe Scane by йасин ы cow 

frame, nylon net. Shipped unassembled 

6 Junior-size. 434/2x36 inches high. 
6 C 10578C — Wt. ea. 3 Ibs... . $9.97 ea.,2 for $17.94 

17 Official size. 6x4 feet high 
6 C 10544L— Wt. ea. 6 Ibs. . . .$21.89 ea., 2 for $39.78 

8 Official-size Puck. 1x3 inch diam. Rubber. 
6 C 10557 — Shipping weight 5 oz. 40c 

( 9 thru 11 ) Sticks. Ash handle, elm blade. 
Goalie Stick. 5-ply blade. 52 in. long. 
6 C 10508C — Shipping weight 2 Ibs 54.97 

( 10 and 11 ) Curved Sticks. Glass-wrapped blades. 
2-piece handle. 53 inches. Shpg. wt. each 2 Ibs 
(10) 6 C 10504C — Shoot from $3.97 
(11) 6 C 10502C — Shoot from deft. 3.97 

Youth Slap Stick (not shown). Hardwood handle, 
elm blade. Laminated for strength. 44 in. long. 
6 C 10501C — Shipping weight 2 pounds 81.17 



. . the mark of a pro is Bobby Orr's 
autograph on full size tendon guards 

Boys' "Youth Men's Model with 

League" Model rugged leather uppers 

with 
long-lasting *19°° 

vinyl uppers 
Top grain leather uppers with split 

1 3 97 leather trim and decorative stitching. 
Felt-lined hard box toe construction 
Zine-plated steel blades. Full-size 
autographed tendon guard for added 
protection. Long arch-supporting coun- 
ter. Sueded cotton lining with cush- 
ioned insole and tongue. Blades from 
Japan. Shoe made in USA. 

See "How to determine size" chart 
on page 219. In "D" (medium) width 
only. Men's sizes 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 
11D, 12D. State size. 
6 C 10437F — Red and black 
6 C 10438F — Gold-color and black 
Shipping weight 5 pounds. ...........19.99 

Yellow and black uppers, cushioned foot bed. Hard 
box toe, zinc-plated steel blades. Full-size auto- 
graphed tendon guard. Arch-supporting counter. 
Blades from Japan. Shoe made in USA. 
Medium width only. If regular shoe size is full size, 

order usual size. If regular size is half size, order 
next full size larger. Sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 
6 С 10456F — Shipping weight 3 pounds, . . ..$13.97 

Men's and Boys' Hockey 97 
Skates with vinyl uppers Boys + . . 

dus Suit up like a Pro in your 
Youth-league Hockey Outfit 

Brown leather trim, top-grain leather toc 
Zinc-plated Japanese steel blades. Tendon 
guard, arch-supporting counters. Lined. 

Boys’. Medium width only. Sizes 1 3,4 

Slate size when ordering 
6 C 10431F — Shipping wt. 3 Ib. 89.97 

Men's. "D" (med.) width only. Sizes 5D, 6D, 
7D. 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D. See "How to deter 
mine size" chart, pg. 219. State si 
6 C 10432F — Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 2 oz $12.99 

Protective Hockey Equipment 

Ovtfit includes jersey, ponts, sox Boys’ Hockey Helmet. Molded 
polyethylene plastic. Made 

with polyurethane foam padding 
to absorb shocks. Fits boys to 
age 12. Imported from Canada 
6 C 10582 — Shpg. wt. 9 oz $3.97 

Q Boys’ Shoulder Pads. Full 
^ size cotton covered pad with 

Molded plas- 
aps. Imported 

adjustable harne: 
tic protective c 
from Canada. 
6 C 10703— Shpg. wt. 6 oz 56.97 

3 Youths’ Elbow Guard. Vinyl 
For youths to age 14. Im 

ported from Jamaica. Pkg. of 2 
6 C 10542—Shpg. wt. 1002. $3.97 

Hockey Garter. One-in. waist 
band. Adjustable. Canada. 

6 С 10573— Shpg. wt. 3 oz $2.29 

5) Mouth Guard. Molded nylon 
Fits any helmet with strap 

Imported from Canada. 
6 C 10576 — Shpg. wt. 2 oz 51.97 

Citai pace scans by dieisthiacmdseledaical com 

6 Youths’ Pro-style Gloves. For 
boys 12 to 15 years. Leather 

palm, plastic re-inforced rolls on 
back. 13 in. long. Jamaica 
6 C 10513— Wt. 1 Ib. 12oz. . .Pr. $9.97 

е) Youths’ and Boys’ Gloves. 
Leather palm. Padded, with 

protected thumb, cuff. Jamaica 
11-inch. Youths 8 to 14 years. 
6 C 10525 — Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz Pr. $6.97 

10-inch. For boys to 8 years. 
6 C 10512— Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Pr. $4.97 

Shin Guards. Molded plastic 
with wool felt padding. From 

Canada. Package of two. 
Youth Guard. 162 in. long 
6 C 10536 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $4.97 

Men's Guard. 19¥/2 in. long. 
6 C 10537 — Wt. 1 Ib. 4oz 56.97 
Boys’ Guard. 13 in. long. 
6 C 10535 — һр. wt. 12 oz.....$3.97 

() Hockey Suspenders. Elastic 
webbing. Adjustable 

6 C 10571 —Shpg. wt. 3 oz. $1.97 

and gloves. Jersey, pants and sox 
are 100% cotton.. machine wash- 
able, medium temperature. Gloves 
are vinyl with split leather palm, 
molded cuff and protective padding 
on back of hand. Pants have cotton 
pads with removable thigh guards. 
Skates, shoulder pads, shin and 
elbow guards not included. Order 
entire outfit by waist size. 
NOTE: Add 4 in. to child's waist to 

allow for padding underneath, then 
order from these waist sizes. Sizes 
5024-26 іп.); M(28-30); L(32). State 
S, M, or L. 
6 C 10612F — Gold color/black outfit 
6 C 10611F — Red/blue outfit 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 



Youth 

Ski Outfits 

GT-90 
Laminated 

Skis 

29° 5 П 

set with 5-foot skis. 

1 Metal tip and tail protectors, 
wood bottoms. Steel edges help 

improve control Red finish. Full 
release cable bindings. Proportioned 
steel poles with leather straps, alu- 
minum and rubber rings. Japan. 

‘Set with 372- оо? Skis. 
6 C 67017C — Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. . Set $14.99 

Set with 4-foot Skis. 
6 C 67018C — Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. . Set $16.99 

Set with 4'/;-foot Skis. 
6 C 67019C — Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. . Set $18.99 

Solid 
Hardwood Skis 

*14°° 

set with 3'/2-foot skis 

Polyethylene base seldom needs 
waxing. Metal tip, tail protectors. 

Inter-locking segmented steel edges 
for control. Step-in bindings with 
swivel release toe, full release heel. 
Runaway strap. 42-in. steel poles 
with molded rubber grip, leather 
strap. Blue color. Japan. 

Set with 5-foot Skis. 
6 C 67023C — Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. Set $29.95 

Set with 5'/1-foot Skis. 
6 C 67024L— Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. Set $32.50 

Aluminum Ski Poles. (Not shown) у= = ring. Leather strap. Measure 
armpit to floor, order closest length. Lei 
6 C 67702CF —Siate length of poles. Shipping weight 3 pounds... . 1 

: 36 in., 39 in., 42 in. 
+4397 

Buckle Boots 

matches width of ski 

Youth 

Parallel sole 

for better control. 

Buckles save par- 
ents time because 
children can put 
these boots on 
properly without 
assistance. 

"123 

These boots have rubber uppers with foam rubber padded lining 
and padded tongue for extra comfort. Hard rubber sole won't 
curl. Black water repellent finish. From Japan. Available in 
medium width only. Order only if your feet are medium width. 
3-buckle Boot. Sizes 1M, 2M, 3M, 4M. State size. 
6 C 68121F —Shipping weight 4 pounds. $12.97 

4-buckle Boot. Sizes 4M, 5M, 6M, 7M, BM. State size 
6 C 68122F — Shipping weight 4 pounds. А $12.97 

Youth Laced Boot 

Rubber upper with hard rubber 
sole that won't curl. Foam rub- 
ber padded lining and padded 
tongue for skiing comfort 
Water repellent, black finish. 
Japan. In medium width only 
Order only if feet are medium 
width. Sizes 10M, 11M, 12M, 
13M, 1M, 2M, 3M, 4M, 5M, 6M 
State size when ordering. 
6 C 68101F —Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. .$7.97 

Socks and Mitts 

Cowhide Tow Mitt. Two 
layers of cowhide in palm 

plus reinforced stitching. Rayon 
fleece-like lining. Sizes S(6); 
M(6¥2-7); L(7¥a). State size 
6 C 95988F — Shpg. wt. З oz. ..$3.95 

4 Ski Socks. Seal brown. 44% 
Herculon® olefin, 26% 

Orlont acrylic, 30% textured 
olefin. Machine wash, med. 
temp. One size fits all. 
6 C 95955— Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
Pair. $1.50; 2 pair for $2.86 

Reg. DuPont TM 

Rugged hardwood construction makes these Toboggans extra tough 
5) Seven hardwood slats are sealed against moisture. 

22 [Sears] 
Citai pade scans by dieisiniacmiseledmical om 

Three full-length raised runners and steam-bent 21 
hood. 17 inches wide. Includes rope for steering. 
6 C 68936N — 6- foot size. (4 riders) Shpg. wt. 17 Ibs. . ...... 
6 C 68938N — 5-/oot size. (6 riders) Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs. . . 

Toboggan Pads 

6 Pads made with 1¥2-in. thick polyurethane foam 
core. Vinyl cover. Red and blue. 14 in. wide. 



(Тапа 2 ) Boy's and Girl's Ski Parkas. Smart cadet collar (5 and 6 ) Boy's and Girl's Stretch Ski Ponts. In-the-boot 
Apres Ski with nylon hood rolled up inside. Two front zipper pockets styling. Water-repellent finish. Front zipper closure. 

one with handy lift ticket tab. Two-way heavy-duty Маде of 59% rayon, 41% stretch nylon. Machine wash- 
Boots front zipper. Water-repellent nylon outer shell with 3- able, medium temperature. Japan. Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16 

brighten ounce* bonded polyester insulation for extra warmth. See Ski Pants Chart below before ordering 
Nylon inner shell. Adjustable belt helps seal out wind. 

youngsters Machine washable, medium temperature. From HongKong. [у Striped Pants. Navy blue and red. State size 
Sizes S, M, and L. See Parka Chart below 6 C 94358F — Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz $15.95 

1 Solid-colored Parkas. State S, M, or L when ordering rod cor Pun ахирша лере 
6 C 94854F — Powder blue 6 C 94855F — Orange б С 94961F —Shipping weight 11b. Sos. $11.95 

г 6 C 94853F — Navy | Boy's and Girl's Warm-up Pants. May be worn over 
Shipping weight 1 pound. $16.95 regular pants for cold days. Water-repellent finish 
9 Racer stripe Parkas. State S, M, or L when ordering. makes them great for wet spring skiing. Elastic waist 
€ 6с 94851F—Navy; red stripe 6 С 94852F —Red; white stripe With Velcro® closure. Nylon outer shell with 3-oz.* poly- 
Shipping weight 1 pound 51695 ester insulation and nylon lining. Machine washable, 

medium temperature. Hong Kong. Sizes M(12-14); L(16- 
Boy's and Girl's Chair Coat. The long ski coat with side 18), State М or L when ordering. 
seam zippers and two-way front zipper for full freedom 6 C 94871F — Navy, red, w 6 C 94872F — Red, white 

of movement and comfort. Detachable nylon hood, inside ^ shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. ans 
goggle pocket. Two front zipper pockets . . one has handy 
lift ticket tab. Water-repellent nylon outer shell with 3-oz.* Boy's and Girl's Stretch Ski Pants. Over-the-boot styl- 
polyester insulation. Nylon inner shell. Machine washable, ing with front zipper closure. Water-repellent finish. 
medium temperature. Hong Kong. Sizes S, M, and L. See Майе of 53% rayon, 43% stretch nylon, 4% spandex 
Parka Chart. State S, M, or L. Machine washable, med. temp. Japan. Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16. 

High-top pull-on boot has аху 6 C94859F —Gold color бее Ski Pants Chart below. State size 

slip-resistant vulcanized sole Shipping weight 1 pound. $17.95 6С 94862Ғ —Navy 6 C 94863F — Red 

that's waterproof. Acrylic i Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. $18.95 
Ski Hat. Made of navy acrylic with colorful contrast- 
ing stripes. Machine washable, medium temperature. 

One size fits all. 
6 C 95434 — Shipping weight 3 ounces. $2.99 

uppers with bright red, white, 
and blue vinyl trim. 8¥2 
inches high. Phone ordering's 
the quick and easy way to 
buy them. Available in medi- Boy's and Girl's Ski Parka size chart 

um width only. Sizes 13, 1, 2, Order this size Chest A 
3, 4. State size. S ( 81010) 28-30 inches. 

Shipping w wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz M (12 to 14)... 3 
6 C67969F...... $9.99 U 081018. 887 

Boy's and Girl's Stretch Ski Pants size chart 

104 to 118. 
57 to 75 pounds 
76 to 103 pounds ^ "wig based v 

104 to 129 pounds ү 
^ amount of material used 

to insulate о 34x45 inch area of fobric 

сайра ай by caidas — 



-22-caliber Rifles 

224 
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Complete Tennis Outfit with s 
racket, cover, press, balls 

9?» 

A great gift for the beginning player. Medium weight, 
6-ply wood racket with reinforced shoulders, 4*-in. 

grip and countersunk nylon strings. Pressurized can of 
three tennis balls with long-wearing covers. Rubberized 
red and blue racket cover with snap-flap ball pocket 

Hardwood press helps prevent racket warping. Racket 
from Japan. 
6 C 12184C — Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

Lightweight Golf Cart 14 28 

A must for every golfer. Lightweight steel construc- 
tion makes this cart extremely portable. Just push a 

button to fold away easily into car trunk. Pre-lubricated 
bearings on 10-inch wheels mean easy rolling. Adjustable 
rubber-padded bag brackets. 
6 C 82309C — Shipping weight 16 pounds. $14.50 

Outfit $9.99 

Adjustable 3-section Pool Cue %995 

Perfectly balanced pool cue with some gift-worthy 
extras: remove the handle section and this good- 

looking cue changes from a 57-inch length to 52-inch 
length. Weight can be adjusted to your preference . . if 
you like a lighter cue, simply remove one or both of the 
removable 1-ounce weights. Made of especially warp-re- 
sistant ramin wood from Taiwan. Black and silver color. 
6 C 25438C — Shipping weight 2 pounds. $9.95 

3-gun Rack 

Handsome display with 
built-in safety . . when 
24-inch wide ammuni- 
tion drawer is locked, 
guns are locked. Wal- 
nut finished hardwood 
with felt-covered gun 
rests to protect guns. 
23x26 inches wide. Keys 
included. Sent unas- 
sembled. From Japan 
So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone. 

Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 8 oz. 
6 C 21213. .........59.99 

[4] Single-shot 32955 

Aio; 97088 

4 lithaca 49 Single-shot Saddlegun®. 
Hardwood stock with lustrous wal- 

mut finish. A welcome safety feature: gun 
cannot be fired until fully cocked by 
hand. Chambered for .22 short, long or 
long rifle shells. 18-in. barrel, 34 in. 
overall. Actual wt. about 572 Ibs. 
6 C 53041C — (Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.).........$29.95 

Sears Auto-load. High-luster walnut- 
finished hardwood stock. Positive 

locking bolt safety. Bead post front sight, 
adjustable rear sight. Clip holds 10 long 
rifle cartridges only. Grooved for scope. 
Precision rifled. 20-in. barrel, 40Уз in. 
overall. Weighs about 5⁄4 Ibs, 
6 C 52813C — (Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs.) ....$39.88 

Great Gift Ideas for 

To the slopes in style! 
Nylon Ski Gear Bags 

hold everything you'll need 

512°» 4° 99 9 

( 6 and 7 ) Extra heavy duty nylon bags make 
you look like a professional skier en route. All 
seams are nylon stitched, with heavy-duty 
zippers and vinyl trim. Red, white, blue. 

6 Boot and clothing Bag. Vinyl-lined water- 
resistant bottom compartment for boots, 

top section for clothing. Perfect for golfers too. 
24х11У2х12 inches high. From Japan. 
6 C 68716C —Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs..... Saanen dneni $12.99 

4 Ski Bog. Full-length zipper lets you pack 
all size skis. Tie straps for poles. Accepted 

by airlines for flying ski trips. Adjustable 
carrying strap. 82 in. long. From Japan. 
6 C 68717 —Shpg. wt. 11b. 202.......... $4.99 

TR VII Fish Call attracts 
fish in 3 different ways 

50° 5 

8 One of the most fantastic fishing aids 
you've ever tried! А11 you do is drop plastic 

transmitter into water. From control box in 
your hand, you can send fish-attracting sound 
waves out into the water; you can release а 
scent into the water that's practically irresist- 
able to fish; and you can flash a light that 
arouses fish curiosity. May be used in fresh or 
salt water. Includes control box, 2 penlite 
batteries, line, fish scent pellets and sound 
transmitter. Instructions. Control box Ix1Vsx4 
in. Check with State Conservation or Wildlife 
and Fisheries Dept. before ordering. 
6 С 39247 — Shipping weight 10 ounces. ..... ..89.95 

RESTRICTIONS ON THE SALE 

OF GUNS AND AMMUNITION 

Sears will accept any order for guns or 
ammunition by phone, but not through 
the mail. Orders must be picked up in 
person at a Sears Catalog Sales Store or 
Retail Store. Ammunition may, but guns 

may not, be ordered or picked up out- 
side of the state in which you reside. 
We will not sell any guns or ammuni- 

tion to anyone under 18 years of age 
(however, some localities do require a 
higher age) Sears does not sell any 
ammunition for use in hand guns to 
anyone under 21. Proof of required age 
must be shown at time the order is 
picked up. All sales subject to Federal, 
State and Municipal laws. 

GUNS AND AMMUNITION 
SHIPPED PREPAID 

Sears pays all transportation costs from 
the catalog order plant to your pickup 
point, which is either a Sears Catalog 
Store or Retail Store. 



the sports-minded family 

wi 4. 
p" — $349 

Dart Board 

Calendar 

It's a 12-month calendar and 
a whimsical decision-maker. 
Handsome 8-in. black plastic 
frame houses styrofoam dart 
board that holds 1 of 12 re- 
placeable targets (1 for each 
month). Complete with 3 
two-in long gold-plated darts. 
Target designations аге 
"Back to work”, "Demand 
raise", etc. 
6 С 26294— Wt. 1 Ib, 8oz...$3.49 

m————— 

FISH САЦ 

34? 

Roomy, handy 

Sports Carryall 

Handsome bag is great for all sports 
gear..even swimming, because 
rugged vinyl construction resists 
moisture from inside and outside 
Made with re-inforced hard bottom 
to stay in shape and stand up to hard 
use. End-to-end zipper makes every 
corner of the bag easily accessible. 
Plastic handles are firmly attached 
15 inches long, 11 inches wide, 9 
inches high. Red, white and blue. 
6 С 15205 Shipping wt. 3 Ibs $4.99 

Top grain 

leather 

Baseball 

Glove 

30? 5 

With emblem of 
your favorite 

Major League Team! 

What a thrill your young pro will get 
every time he uses this fielder's glove 
with his favorite team's emblem on it! 
Team name appears in two places. 
heat-set into the preformed pocket and 
sewn on the adjustable wrist strap. 
Durably constructed to give him years 
of enjoyable play. Corktone steerhide 

the kind of leather that can really 
take it. Horsehide lining is smooth, 
supple and comfortable. Pocket is 
pre-formed, so there's no way he can 
break it in wrong. Snap action rawhide 
lacing means it'll grab nearly any ball 
he can get hold of 

Multi-laced barrel web trap. Ad- 
justable thumb loop lets him custom- 
ize his glove to fit his hand. Contin- 

uous rawhide lacing. Fully nylon sewn 
throughout for longer wear. Use your 
phone if you want to order it the easiest 
way of all. For right handed throwers 
only. When ordering, please state number 
for team emblem wanted. 
N6 C 16101H —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $9.95 

302-piece Fishing Kit 

you need to enjoy this pleasant pastime. Complete with 

League Model 

ua У 

Gano ep pl 

Choose from 12 great teams! 

601 
Baltimore 
Orioles 

602 
Boston 
Red Sox 

604 
Cleveland 
Indians 

608 
Minnesota 

Twins 

612 714 
Washington Cincinnati 
Senators Reds 

717 
Atlanta 
Braves 

719 720 
Philadelphia Pittsburgh 

Phillies 

everything е 
Two reels. Open-face Hawk Spinning Reel plus a closed-face Astro spin 

casting reel. Both reels prewound with monofilament line. 
Two rods, one pole. 5'/-foot 2-piece, fiber glass spinning rod with 10- 

inch cork handle. 4-foot 1-piece, fiber glass spin casting rod with cork- 
inlaid plastic handle. 6-foot 2-section bamboo pole. 

Tackle and gear. Tackle box for 6 lures, 2 vinyl worms, 6 cork hook 
guards, 2 nylon leaders, 48 BB shot, 12 clincher sinkers, 6 snap swivels, 
trolling rig, 2 plastic floats, 200 Falcon hooks, 6 snelled hooks, minnow 
scoop, stringer, scaler, fishing book. 
6 C 33659C — Shipping weight 5 pounds. PRAG 



Only $28.95 for a 20-inch 
Boys' Bike with spyder styling ??? 

B YES! RIGHT HERE IN THE WISH BOOK 
[a . . all the right answers for holiday shopping 

Citai pae scans by deisthiatmasetedimical com 

M Really move out on this 

Speedometer-tachometer-mileage meter 

Measures speeds to 40 mph, mileage to 9999.9 on 
3-inch dial. High-impact black plastic unit mounts 
on handlebar stem. From Japan. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
6 C 48806.— For 16-inch front wheels. Ж? $5.99 
6 С 48803—For 20-inch front wheels. 5.99 
6 C 48804 — For 24 and 26-inch front wheels. 5.99 

The GREMLIN .. 
a 20+16-inch beauty with 

metallic paint job, billboard 

tires and “flaming stack" 

*59»5 

Wheel around on this hand- 
some three-speed with 20x 
2.125-in. cheater slick tire 
and 16x1¥s-in. front mini- 
wheel. Scoop fenders and 
bright frost lemon-lime 

paint job for a custom look. 
Chain guard looks like a 
“flaming stack". 

Shift lever for the 3-speed 
gears on frame console. 
Front and rear caliper 
brakes have handlebar- 
mounted levers. Vinyl- 
covered padded banana seat 
is white with lime glitter 
trim. Chrome-plated sup- 
port bar, rims, and sprocket. 
Reflectorized fork ^ and 
pedals for added safety. 
Adjustable leg reach. 
6 C 47686N — Wt. 40 Ibs.$59.95 

Boy's 20-inch 

Spyder Bikes 
Padded banana seats, high-rise bars, 
and the brightest paint jobs around 

1 five-speed Spyder. Lean into the pedals and feel the 
rear cheater slick move you out fast. Then tap the 

smooth stick-shift through five-speed derailleur gears 
for easier pedaling on all terrains. 

Lemon-lime frame with shamrock green overspray, 
and bright, chrome-plated scoop fenders. Black and 
lemon-lime glitter vinyl banana seat rests on chrome- 
plated support bar. Front and rear caliper handbrakes. 

Bold billboard tires . . 20x2.125-inch rear; 20x1.75- 
inch front. Chrome-plated rims, chain guard and spoke 
protector. Reflectorized fork and pedals for added safety. 
Adjustable leg reach. 
6C 47694N— Shipping weight 47 pounds. $59.95 

Three-speed Spyder. Show your colors! This speedy 
spyder has bright red frame that’s set off with white 

scoop fenders and vinyl banana seat. Bold blue rally 
stripe runs the length of seat and both fenders. The three- 

speed gears help make pedaling easier. Console-mounted 
lever for easy shifts. 

Rear 20x2.125-inch cheater slick tire gives you plenty 
of traction . . 20x1.75-inch front tire. Dual caliper hand- 
brakes mounted on chrome-plated high-rise handlebars. 
Chrome-plated rims, sprocket, support bar. Reflectorized 
fork and pedals for safer riding. Adjustable leg reach. 
Bike radio not included . . order on page 229. 
6 C 47684N- Shipping weight 47 pounds. 549.95 

9 Single-speed Spyder. Gleaming gold-color with white 
rally stripe on front and rear fenders. Knobby 20x 

2.125-ineh rear tire and regular 20x1.75-inch front tire. 

Black padded vinyl banana seat on chrome-plated support. 
bar. Chrome-plated handlebars and rims. Coaster brake. 
Adjustable leg reach. Reflectorized for extra safety. 
6 C 47664N — Shipping weight 39 pounds. 537.95 

NOTE: All bikes on these two pages sent par- 
tially assembled . . you need only install pedals, 

handlebars and seat. All are shipped motor 
carrier or express. 

Boy's 204-16 

Screamer Bikes 
Two-wheeled “‘dragsters” with sloped, 
double-bar frames and front mini-wheels 

Д Five-speed Screamer 1. Styled like a wild dragster 
with slope-down yellow frame with red overspray. 

Five-speed derailleur gears get you where you're 
going fast. Coil spring shocks on front and rear. Rear 
tire is 20x2.125-in. billboard cheater slick; 16x1.75-in. 
red-line mini-wheel up front. Viny] seat. 

Dual rear hand-brakes mounted on taped butterfly 
handlebars. Console shift lever with parking brake. 
Chrome-plated scoop fenders. Adjustable leg reach. 
Reflectorized fork and pedals for extra safety. 
6 C 47548N — Shipping weight 54 pounds............. 579.95 

5 Three-speed Screamer 2. The great looks of the 
Screamer 1 above, but has a 3-speed transmission 

with console-mounted shift lever. Wild yellow and 
red frame without front or rear shocks. Vinyl seat. 
Dual handbrakes, no parking brake. Reflectorized 
fork and pedals. Adjustable leg reach. 
6 С 47724N — Shipping weight 48 pounds. . .......... 1 568.95 

6 Single-speed Screamer. A real mover with daz- 
zling lemon-lime and green paint job. Chrome- 

plated fenders. "Flaming stack” chain guard, black 
and lemon-lime glitter vinyl seat. Chrome-plated 
handlebars with glitter grips. Knobby 20x1.75-in. 
rear tire, 16х1%в -іп. front. Coaster brake. Reflector- 
ized fork and pedals, Adjustable leg reach. 
6 C 47678N — Shipping weight 38 pounds. $48.95 



Single-speed 
Screamer 
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3-speed 

Screamer 2 

'68" 
5-speed Screamer 1 
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Girls’ 20-inch*Bikes 
All with comfortably-padded banana seats 
and easy to grasp, high-rise handlebars 

Racing-styled Spyder 339?5 

Q Wide white racing stripe sets off scoop fenders of 
this raspberry-colored mover. Knobby 20x2.125- 

inch rear tire and mid-weight 20x1.75 inch front 
tire put plenty of rubber on the road for traction and 
sure maneuvering. Rear coaster brake. White vinyl 
banana seat; vinyl basket with bright plastic 
flowers. Chrome-plated power-grip handlebars, 
wheel rims. Reflectorized fork and pedals for added 
safety. Adjustable leg reach. 
6 C 47565N2 — Shipping wt. 41 pounds. ............839.95 
6 C 47564N— Bike without busket: Shpg. wt. 39 Ibs... 37.95 

Red, white and blue $ 95 
racing-striped spyder 44 

3 Bold and bright! Wide, blue racing stripe 
runs the length of both white scoop 

fenders and vinyl banana seat. White frame 
with blue overspray. Vinyl basket lets you 
tote things as you ride. Chrome-plated 
power-grip handlebars with glitter grips. 
Easy-rolling 20x1.75-inch white line tires. 
Reflectorized fork and pedals for added 
safety. Adjustable leg reach. 
6 C 47566N — Shipping weight 41 Ibs. ......44.95 

A 

5 White, pink vinyl И Natural Willow Bas- 

Basket. 8x14%2x8 in. ket. 9%x13Yax8 

deep. Korea. Wt. 2 Ibs, inches deep. Europe. 
6 С 48484............ 53.49 Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 

6 C 48476.........: $2.99 6 White vinyl Basket. 
вх147ах8 inches deep. g 

From Korea. Wt. 2 lbs. 
White Willow Bas- 
ket. 9/2x13%2x8 in. 

deep. Flower garland. 
Europe. Wt. 2 lbs. 

тарб раштан иййаака 

Dont [опу $28.95 
Miss | tor a Girl's 20-inch 
This | Spyder Bike 

An outstanding valueon a stripped- 
down spyder that you can acces- 

sorize to suit your tastes. Frame has 
blue metallic finish. White vinyl 
banana seat perched on chrome-plated 
support bar with large rear reflector. 
Rear coaster brake. Knobby rear tire 
and regular front tire are 20x1.75- 
inch. ^ Chrome-plated ^ power-grip 
handlebars. White painted wheel rims. 
Reflectorized fork and pedals for added 
safety. Adjustable leg reach. 
6 C 47616N— Shpg. wt. 38 Is. ....'28.95 

Flower-bright turquoise Spyder 547° E 

Ride sharp and sassy on this bright-colored spyder 
with flower-spangled vinyl basket and seat. Chrome- 

plated scoop fenders and chain guard add extra flash. 
White line 20x1.75-inch tires give you great traction. 

Bendix rear coaster brake lets you stop more safely 
and surely. Chrome-plated power-grip handlebars with 
glitter grips. Reflectorized fork and pedals for added "ис 
safety. Adjustable leg reach. 
6 C 47713N— Shipping weight 48 pounds. ............. f $47.95 



Easy-pedaling 20-inch and 24-inch 

^Youth*Lightweights 
f 

5549" 
20-inch Boys' 
Lightweight 

39" 
3 Single-speed bike with yellow and red double-bar 

frame looks custom made. Full size front sprocket 
lets you really move out on slim 20x1¥s-inch tires. 
Rear Bendix coaster brake stops you fast. Chrome- 
plated scoop fenders, circular chain guard, rims, hubs 
and handlebars. Padded black vinyl lightweight saddle. 
Reflectorized for added safety. Adjustable leg reach. 
6 C 47533N-— Shipping weight 38 pounds. . +++ $39.95 

Boys’ 24-inch 

Lightweight 

Girls’ 24-inch 

Lightweight 

3-speed 

$ 59? 5 

3-speed. Strong double-bar frame with turquoise and 
yellow finish will surely be the brightest on the block. 

Wheel around easily with 3-speed gear system . . shift lever is 
mounted on chrome-plated lightweight handlebars. Front and 
rear caliper hand brakes. Bright chrome-plated fenders, circu- 
lar chain guard, wheel rims, sprocket. White padded vinyl 
saddle and flowered vinyl basket. 24х13 -іп. tires. Reflector- 
ized for added safety. Adjustable leg reach. 
6 С 45525N— Shipping weight 50 pounds. . . d $59.95 

2 Single speed. As above, but 1-speed, no front hand brake. 
6 C 45515N — Shipping weight 44 pounds. ee 9.95 

This Radio clamps 
and locks to. your 

bike . . you cán 
leave it safély 

attached //. or 
сауу it away 

(4 and 5) Sleek racers with yellow 
and orange double-bar frames, smooth- 
working derailleur gears. Lightweight 
24x1¥%s-in. tires. Padded vinyl saddles. 
Chrome-plated handlebars, hubs, rims 
and chainguards. Reflectorized for 
added safety. Adjustable leg reach. 

4 10-speed. Center-pull hand brakes 

with dual position hand levers. 
Stem-mounted shift levers. White- | 
lettered billboard tires. | 

Enjoy music, sports, or news wherever you go with this red, 6 C 45593N — Shpg. wt. 50 Ibs. $72.95 

white and blue bike radio. Mounting piece attaches per 
manently to your handlebars. Radio is clamped on by flip- 
ping lever on bottom. Mount lets you secure it to your bike 

with lock and keys included. A horn and reflector are built. 

5-speed. Single front caliper brake 
and rear drum brake. New semi- 

drop handlebars. Head-mounted shift 

right in. Volume and tuning controls for entire AM band. NOTE: All bikes on these two pages sent lever. Blackwall tires. 

High-impact plastic case measures 4x5'/4x4 inches. Uses partially assembled . . you need only install 6 C 45583N — Shpg. wt. 50 Ibs. 564.95 

3 "C" batteries, not included. Fits all bikes. pedals, handlebars and seat. All are shipped EG 

6 C 48146— Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. $13.99 motor carrier or express. AEDSUS 

тйрй pae scans by cista nadisetedaical com 
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Our newest First Bike..boy's 

“MINI-BIKE” 
Oversized 3% in. inflatable tires 
plus detachable training wheels 
make this. bike 
practically "tip-proof'* 

Spyder Seats with back bar 

(1 thru 3) Give your bike flashy spyder 
styling with one of these glitter-bright seats. 
Comfortably padded with vinyl cover. Plus 
24-inch chrome-plated back-bar. Fits all 
bikes. Hardware included. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
(1)6 C 48993C2 — Red. «$4.99 
(2) 6 C 48991C2—Gold-color. . . . 499 
(3) 6 C 48992C2 — Magenta. 4.99 

Хо ©, 

I Some, 

Re 
Deluxe Generator Light Set throws a 
brighter, stronger beam than ordinary 

bike lights because it uses the same stan- 
dard 12-volt, 6 watt bulb found in automo- 
bile headlights. Even has high and low 
beam. Easy replacement, too . . get bulbs at 
any gas station. Chrome-plated. Includes 
red tail light, spare bulb and generator; 
mounts on rear fork. Fits all bikes. Japan. 
6 C 48111 — Shpy. wt. 2 Ibe. Set $4.99 

The 12';-inch wheels make balancing easier yet it has the leg 
reach of a standard 16 inch bike. Tires with all-terrain styling 
are extra light for easier pedaling by the beginning rider. Mus- 
tang orange frame with chrome-plated fenders and chain guard. 
Molded black vinyl saddle. Chopper style handlebars give it a 5 Steel Bike Lock. Extra strong 6-ft. vinyl- 
sporty look. Sure-action coaster brake in rear hub. Pneumatic coated cable. Tensile strength 2800 lbs. 
12'/2x3'4-inch tires. Training wheels and hardware. Leg reach Very difficult to cut. Heavy-duty key lock, adjusts from 19 to 23 inches. keys included. 6 C 47825L — Shipping weight 30 pounds. $34.95 6 C 48715 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 94.99 

Апу 

6 Bike Light. Use 2 "D" size bat- 9 Mileage Meter. Shows mileage 12 Streamered glitter Grips. Vinyl 1 Rear-view Mirror. Measures 2Узх 
teries (not incl). Hong Kong. up to 9999.9. Mounts on front grips, multicolored streamers. 5V2 inches. From Japan. 

6 C 48010 Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... Each $1.89 ^ wheel, From Japan. 6 С 49301—В!ше 6 C49303—Gold-color 6 C 48645 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Ea. 99c 
= y Shipping weight, each 2 oz. 6 С 49302—Red 6 C 49304— Magenta 

Т Revolving Safety Light. Use 3 6 C 48812—20 in. wheel. .. Each $1.89 2 in pkg. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Ea. pkg. 99c Glitter Tape, Plug Set. 7-yard roll. 
D” size batteries (not incl) 6С 48813—24, 26.in. wheel.Each 1.89 Improves visibility. 

6 C 48086— Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. ..Each $2.99 13 Spyder Tail Light. Use 2 "D" bat- 6С 49331—Blue 6 C 49333 Gold-color 
: = 7-in. Bicycle Reflector. Japan. teries (not included). From Hong 6 С 49332— Magenta 6 C 49334 — Red 

Combination Chain Lock. Vinyl 1077 48633 Wt 120z. ..Each$1.99 Kong. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 2e .- Each set 99c covered chain. 36 inches long. 
From Hong Kong. 6 C 48084 — Shpg. wt. 110z.....Ea.$1.39 
6C48714- Shpg Wi. 11b... Each$1.99  ]] 24m. Spyder Seat Back Bar. 1] Electric Horn. Use 2 "D" size bat- 

Shiny chrome-plated steel re- Д Trumpet-style Нот. Chrome- teries. Mounts on handle-bars. 
iv sists rusting. plated. Hong Kong From Hong Kong. 

acm 6 C 49144C — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.Each $1.99 6 C 48240 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Еа. $1.19 6 C 48301 —Shpg. wt. 10 oz. Each $1.19 
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FIRST BIKES ;. 9 
Both with training wheels -= 

for teaching balance plus “> 
tires that can never go flat 

Boys' or girls' :32 95 

(a 

* 

*20°5 

These 16-inch First Bikes These 20-inch First Bikes 

convert for use by boys or girls "grow" with your child 

p^ 9 Just raise the center bar and it becomes aboy's (5 ond 6) Bikes have full-size seat posts and 
b. bike. Lime-green bike with coaster brake, handlebar heads you can add full-size seat 

E training wheels. Flat-proof 16-inch tires. Chrome- and bars (not included) as child grows. Fully- 

i plated handlebars. Metal seat. pneumatic 20x1.75-in. red-line tires. Glitter 
6 C 47873L — Shipping weight 31 pounds. $24.95 trimmed seats. Chrome-plated rims and handle- 

bars. Coaster brakes. Training wheels. 
Д Lower the center bor to make а girl's bike. 

Bright red beginner's bike with silver-color Г; Girl's Bike. Turquoise frame and saddle 

glitter vinyl banana seat. Flat-proof 16-inch red- 6 С 47636N — Shipping weight 42 pounds. . $39.95 

line tires. Training wheels. Chrome-plated spyder 
handlebars, fenders. Coaster brake. G Boys Bike. Red frame and saddle. 
6 C 47874L — Shipping weight 31 pounds. $28.95 6 C 47626N — Shipping weight 40 pounds. $39.95 

SHIPPING NOTE: All “М” items (as 6 С 47626N) shipped motor carrier or express. 
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Take the fast-trackers down.. 

Hardwood-deck Sleds in 8 sizes 

Our finest 

sioe 154% 15 516%! 
Chrome-plated bars and rails. Vinyl : — ———— 

hand grips оп steering bar for extra aaka | tenan [мнен] re 
safety. Flying wedge steering bar 79 м 85094N | 66-in.| 15 lbs. | $16.61 
for fast, accurate steering. Varnished 79 м 850931 | 60-in.| 8 [14 Ibs.| 15.52 

oo 

khardwood. deck. Blue enameled steel 79 N 85092L | 56-іп. 13 lbs.| 1436 

racer-runners. Red, blue trim. 79 м 850911 | 48-1 111 16в.|_12.36 CE 

Flying Arrow 

Sleds 

56 E F| $099 їй $1099 
Fine quality sleds. Varnished hardwood deck and Cat. No. Length | Braces [shoo. эм! | Price 

rails. Floating steering unit is more flexible, gives 79 М 85079L 6 [14 Ibs. |51099 
better control than rigid assembly. Red enameled 79 М 85084L 6 |13 1Ь8.| 9.99 
steel runners. Turned-up safety heels. Heavy-duty 79 М 85083L 4 |10 lbs.) 799 

braces underneath 79 N85082C | 41-іп.| 4 | 91bs| 699 

Thunderbolt 4-foot Toboggan 

Tow Rope 34 

Strong 9-foot long poly- Plenty of room for two youngsters. Tough linear poly- 

ethylene tow rope. Use ethylene withstands bumps. 4 sturdy handles on top to 
it with any sled or to- protect. little fingers. 17 inches wide. Red. 
boggan. Yellow. Allow 10 pounds postage (per postal хобан. 

Shipping wt. 3 oz 79 М 850951................‚.......+--++++++- 74 

49 N 85062 .. .99c 

OBOY! CHRISTMAS 
CAN LAST ‘TIL SUMMER ! Save this Catalog 

You can order Toys on pages 409 to 601 

from now until August 17,1973 

You'll want toys all year ‘round for: Shop the way that's quick and easy for you: 

© Birthday gifts. party favors and party gifts Ву phone see pages 251-10 253 

* Seasonal outdoor equipment for number to call 

Rainy day games By mail _. use the order blank in this book 

* Replacement parts, refills and accessories In person . . at the Catalog Selling Unit near you 
"99 Sears 367 
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Push-Pull Baby Sled ҸЕ Baby Cushion $417 
Let baby ride in padded д. " І \ fort on the push-pull sled at Helpful swing-over handle 9 left. Padded blue vinyl cushion, makes it easier to with leg and laphood, holds baby 

П f in place while it helps protect take ba by sleddi ng is from wind and snow. Vinyl straps 
secure pad to sled. Measures 
10x21 inches long. 
49 N 85002—Wt. I Ib. .... $4.17 

Baby Sled Guard $379 
For baby’s extra protection 
and safety. Built to fit any 

sled. Metal clamps attach guard 
securely to sled. Hardwood sides 
and slatted back. Durable weath- 
er-resistant finish. Snowflake-dec- 
orated back support. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 N 85067.. $3.79 

Mount handie on front 

Take baby show riding with less work and more fun for you. Bright zinc-plated 
steel tubing handle swings easily from front-pull to back-push position . . 
bowed at base to clear baby’s arms. Red enameled steel runners, varnished hardwood top. 13x30 inches long. Seat, 6'⁄ inches high. (Cushion not included, order above, right.) Partly assembled; instructions included. 
79 N 85001C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. . Now, even baby can enjoy the fun of tobogganing! Tough molded 

polyethylene body with raised seat, safety strap and crack-resistant 
molded handle. Sent pre-assembled. 13'/,x6'/,x30-inches long. 
79 N 85026C—Shipping weight 5 pound: - $6.73 

Pop-a-Wheelie Sled 
..just lean back and go 

Stger it like 
a real snowmobile 

For extra fun, 
coast downhill on 

back runners . . with 
„front end in the air 

1761 

Simulated 
tractor treads 

Sculptured bucket 
Seat and adjustable 

footrests 
Steer it left or right with the footrest steering bar . . it permits 
child to keep a tight hold on the handle. He'll have the look and 
feel of real snowmobiling excitement! Veer left, right. . soar Has strong tubular steel frame, vinyl hood to down a hill . . grooved-to-grip skis slice through the snow! Ex- deflect cold wind and protective runner-tip covers rp at apa model rain det оду ЧК Streak down hillsides on mod dragster-styled sled. Beautiful red flame racing inches long. To order the easiest way, look in your phone book decoration. To do wheelies, just lean back in vinyl seat . . foot-steered front white pages under “Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales” for runner lets you take curves easily. Non-toxic enamel paint. the number to call. 79N 85028C—18'/4x14'/,x60% in. long. Shipping weight 22 pounds ...%17.61 79 N 85005C—Shipping weight 7 pounds .............. $6.99 

368 
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Ski 'n Skate 
Snow Shoes 
with Ski Poles 

Children 3 to 10 years 
get the "feel" of 

skiing. sliding down 
slopes. . even skate 

across plains 

Grooved aluminum shoes glide smoothly over new-fallen 
snow. Strong, rustproof aluminum, 18 inches long. Plastic 
straps adjust to hold feet securely in place. Includes two 
21-inch wood ski poles with straps, snow rings. Use your 
phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
49 N 29396—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces Set $4.79 

Easy skating for 
beginners, ages 

3 to 6 years 

Double metal runners slotted to extend to desired length. Plas- 
tic body, metalized “engine.” у 

Fits shoe sizes 6-10'⁄ junior. 
49 N 29394—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. ....... .Pair $4.46 

Snow Discs 
Here come the kids, 

Just shift your 
weight to 
control 

direction 

Aluminum 

$399 
Strong aluminum, precision formed for maneu- 
verability. Rolled edges. Flush riveted hand grips 
keep hands inside. Diameter 26 inches. 
79 N 85059C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $3.99 

‘Catalina D30d scuns bv chrieimas nesotechnical cont 

ў spinning. sliding, whirling 
~and turning down the slope. 

Strong, lightweight, high-impact fiber glass. Stur- 
dy polypropylene hand straps for stability and 
safety. Diameter 25 inches. Orange. 
79 N 85058C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. ... 59429 

Hardwood Ski Sets 
in 4 lengths for children 

[2] 6 to 12 years old 7 - ES 
24 Top of ski 

should reach 
top of wrist. 
See below. 

Spring: 
release 
tatoty 

bindings 

Our 5 and 5'/,-foot Ski Sets feature 
spring-release safety bindings plus 

grooved bottoms for smooth traction 

3 Selected black finish hardwood skis 
have permanent taper. Adjustable 

steel harness bindings, spring release. 
1 4100. Grooved bottoms as at right. Se- Metal heel plates. 40-inch wood poles 

lected hardwood, blue finish. Adjustable " (зг: н 
steel harness binding. 40-inch wood poles with with plastic grips, snow rings. 

plastic snow rings. 79 N 20359C—5-foot Ski Set. 
79N29358C-Shipping wt. 7 Ibs......... $7.17 Shipping wt. 8 Ibs. .......... Set $10.36 

79 N 2936L—5 foot Ski Set. Allow 10 

Ibs. postage per postal regs.. . Set $10.95 
What Size Skis? See picture above. 
Shorter skis for beginners; longer ones for 
experienced skiers. For greatest comfort 
and safety, use ski boots. à 

9 foot. Grooved bottoms as at right. Select- 
ed hardwood, red finish. Heavy-duty spring 

and strap harness binding. 36-inch wood poles 
with plastic snow rings. 
79N29357C-Shipping wt. 6 ЇЬ8......... $5.99 

4-foot 
Toboggan 
with soft 
vinyl pad 

$799 

Fiber Glass 
Holds 2 small children. Tough linear polyeth- 
ylene. Polyethylene rope lines, plated front-end 
chains. Vinyl pad. Blue. 48x18x9 in. high. 
Shipped motor carrier or express. 
79 М 85027N—Shipping weight 6 lbs, -. $7.99 

$499 

«cou [Sears] 369 
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WOW! A Pitch-Back 
= for pitching, batting 

and fielding practice 
38x38 in. 38x56 in. 66x72 in. 

$485 $ 744 $1199 

Fire a fastball or a slow knuckler into the strike 

Automatic Umpire 

counts 3 strikes. 
a perfect backstop for batting practice. He's out! 1 Adjusts to return fly ball or LOIS for Ж уон thijW a SWISH! Up and into the Net 

ling practice, Adjustable colored tape marks ike 3t reat Basketball, backboard with goal and " б, strike, it registers on the + $1999 EEUU]... “catcher's ore” Stor pole help you sharpen your game Set 
dy steel; 17'4x10% in. 
wide. Attaches easily to 
Pitch-Back Net (not 
incl). Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 
49 N 29352 ..... 

springs. 
79N29098C-Square. 38x38 in. Wt. 5 Ibs. .$4.85 

Rectangular Model. Measures 38x56 in. high. 
79 N 2911C—Shipping weight 9 pounds . $7.44 
Jumbo-size Model. Measures 66x72 inches high. 
79 N 2920C—Shipping weight 12 Ibs. ...$11.99 

This outstanding outfit gives you everything you need for year- 
round basketball fun. Red, white and blue ball is regular size 
and weight. Standard steel goal and no-tie cotton net attach to 
the 32x24-in. fan-shaped backboard. Just mount hardboard 
backboard on the 5-section steel pole with brackets included. 
Basket height adjustable up to 12 feet. Unassembled. 
79 N 29393L—Shipping weight 31 pounds......... Set $19.99 

Racket-Wack by Marx 
New indoor-outdoor game 

for tennis fans $433 

Perfect for tennis lovers who hate chasing missed shots. You 

Set includes goal. 2 hockey sticks. 
puck, plus vinyl practice target poster i $1 26 

_ Now you can add more realism to street or ice hockey games . . tough nylon net serve . . foe returns on first bounce—score like table tennis. over rust-proof aluminum frame takes hardest shots. 4-color target poster has 4 Plastic crossbar is 54 in. long, 7%, in. high. 60-in. rubber tether cutout target areas. Two 44-in. hardwood sticks, 3-in. plastic риск. . holds 5'/-in. inflatable vinyl ball, 2 rackets incl. 79 М 29391C—Goal size 42x18x36 in. high. Shipping weight 6 Ibs. . . . . . Set $12.68 49 N 29408—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 2 oz. ........... Set $4.33 
xi i: 

ZOOM! New Dune Buggy Safety-tipped 
Beginner's Skates Archery Set 

with pretend $397 
headligh set 

oru Pull back on the 42-in. fiber- New idea in beginner's roller skates . . glass bow, aim, let go. . it’s a 
look and sound like a car—for use in- 
doors or out. White plastic straps keep 
feet buckled in. Mag-type wheels turn 
on noiseless nylon bushings. Tough 

bulls-eye! Set has 2 each; 
bows, arm guards, finger tabs, 
imitation leather quivers. 
Eight 18-in. wooden arrows plastic skate adjusts from 6'⁄ to 87, in. with suction-cup tips and 16- long. No key needed . . slotted screw g d in. hardboard target. Ages 8 can be turned with coin. Ages 2 thru 6. and up. Wt. 4 lbs. 

49 N 29392—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. Pair $4.52 49 N 29356 ........ Set $3.97 
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Wall-mounted 

Striking Bag 
and Mitt 

Outfit 

5] 569 

An inexpensive way for kids and adults to help build 
improved timing and reflexes, Rugged, non-stretch 
molded vinyl striking bag takes a real pounding . . lots 
of fast bag action too because of 2 piece swivel mount 
ing. Sturdy overhead brackets support heavy gauge 

atform and 19 inch diameter rebound ring. 
Vinyl striking mitts have padded backs and elastic 

cuffs for a snug fit. One size fits all. Why not pick up the 
phone and order 
6N 1423C—Sl oping weight 10 pounds Set $15.69 

Boxing Gloves 
with thick Padding 

to help protect 
your hands 

Low as 

$490 «: 

Tough expanded vinyl. Fully 
padded backs, cuffs, thumbs. 
Elastic stretch cuffs. Gold-color 
palms with black backs. 

Adult (ages over 12 years). 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. 

6N 14154 ...$6.94 

Youth (ages 9-12 years). 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

6N 14153.. .%5.73 

Child (up to 8 years). 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. 

68N14152..........-.... $490 

Free-standing 

portable 
Striking Bag 

$999 
Tough nylon-stitched vinyl strik- 
ing bag attached to whippy spring 
steel rod . . adjusts from 34-42 in. 
high. Rod bolts firmly to die cast 
steel base. Extra-large hardwood 
floor platform in a wide-based tri- 
angular shape allows wide spread 
stance. Black bag. 

Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
6м 1443C.. ...$9.99 

Culsiod pane scans by снапах чесна com 

. „adjustable height . . easily portable 

big 19 inch diameter rebound ring. Two section pole adjusts 
from 4-7 
color. Tough, 
for the fast action us; 
White with black stripes. 
6 N 1445L—Shipping weight 42 pounds $31.45 

6м 1435C— Vinyl Body Bag only 

Height of 
the heavy-duty 

platform 
adjusts 9 inches 

Our best 
Wall-mounted 
Striking Bag 

Outfit 
Includes 

adjustable platform, 
top grain cowhide bag 

and pro-style mitts 

Buy Outfit Save $7 Bag is 
double stitched 

for remarkable 
shape 

retention ‘Separately 
total 537.08 

(1 thru 3) Includes Bag, Platform and Mitts. Punch away the day’ 's frustrations as 
bag helps improve your timing and reflexes. This bag can take it . . welted seams, 
double stitched, lined with vinyl coated nylon fabric for outstanding shape retention. 
Soft cotton taping on inner seams helps prevent chafing that may cause bladder wear 
and air leaks. Black color. Swivel mount assures fast bag action. Steel overhead brack- 
et supports hardboard rebound drum (23-in. diam.; *4-inches thick). Heavy vinyl mitts 
with padded backs and snug fitting elastic cuffs. Palm grips in mitts help keep fists 
firm. One size fits all. Black color. Japan. 
6 м 1424C2—Outfit. Shipping weight 20 pounds ..*29.99 
(1) 6м 1421L—Platform only. Shipping weight 18 Ibs. 18.59 
(2) 6N 1422— Bag only. Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 14.25 
(3) 6N 1425—Mitts only. Shipping weight 8 ounces 424 

Our best Free-Standing Striking Bag 

$ 315 

Striking Bag апа Platform. Sturdy 7 
steel pole with metal side braces lend: 

ft. galvanized 
ady support to 

sures 14'4x45'4x1 inch. Orange 
1 striking bag is swivel mounted 

y found only with wall mounts. 

teel base m 
molded 

Vinyl Body Bag. Cotton fiber fill. Shown with pla 
described above (platform not included). Shpg. wt 

Buy 4 Piece Outfit Save $4 
Body Bag. Striking Bag. Platform, Mitts 

s $4200 
Includes Striking Bag and Platform (6 № 1445L), Vinyl 
Body Bag (6 № 1435C), and Striking Mitts (6 № 1425). 
6 N 1446N3—4 Piece Outfit. Shipping wt. 50 lbs. ....$42.00 
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051988, 
bench 

A great low price for a 
TIO-pound Barbell /Dumbbell Set 

with quick-releasing collars 
and no-clang interlocking plates 
The trim, active "Look of Life" is today's style, and regular 
exercise is where it's at. This set can help in a big way. Grip 
Sleeve firmly . . as you lift, it rotates to follow your natural 
hand movement allowing a smooth, unified lift. Уіпу! jacket- 
ed plates interlock for steadier lifting. 

Includes: 68 in. weighted steel bar; six 10 Ib., four 5 Ib. 
four 27,1. bronze-color plates; two 15-inch dumbbell bars; 
six collars; family exercise course booklet. 
6 № 15223N2—Shipping weight 112 pounds .Set *19.88 
Extra 25 Ib. Plates for above. (not shown) As plates above. 

per box. Shpg. wt. 51 lbs......... Box $13.29 

Men's and women's Dumbbell Sets 

1 Men's Set. Tuck these 1-piece dumbbells into your desk 
at the office or use them at home . . they store away easily 

after you've completed your exercises. Quiet polypropylene 
casings won't mar desks or floors. Bronze color. Each dumb- 
bell weighs 5 pounds. Two dumbbells per box. 
6 N 15106—Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 10 oz. ........ Box $8.24 

2 Ladies’ Princess Smart Belles® Use for a muscle-toning 
workout then tuck them away. One piece dumbbells with 

quiet, no-mar casings of white polypropylene. Wt. 3 Ibs. ea. 
6 N 15107—2 per box. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 5oz. ....... Box $7.30 

372 Is 
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Twist-on collars grip 
bar like a vise to hold 
all plates firmly in - 

place . . yet they twist 
off quickly without 
troublesome tools 

110-Ib. Barbell-Dumbbell Set 

Price is low, yet this is a balanced, 
precision weight set. Includes four 

5-pound, four 10-pound and two 15- 
pound polypropylene jacketed plates. 
Rotating plastic sleeve over one piece 
68 in. barbell bar promotes smooth lift- 
ing. Two 15-inch dumbbell bars, six 
locking collars hold plates firmly in 
place. Includes wrench, instructions. 

color. 
6 N 15224N2—Wt. 112 lbs. Set $16.88 

25-pound Barbell Set 

4 This Ted Williams set starts your 
child out with a 5-Ib. lift then lets 

him work up to 25 Ibs. Great for the 
ladies, too. Includes four 5-1Ь. inter- 
locking plates with red vinyl coating. 
Five-pound, 38 inch bar blue tubular 
steel is short and easy to handle. 
Wrench, instructions. Bench not incl. 
6 М 15233C—Wt. 26 Ibs.. . .Set $10.70 

NOTE: ^N" items (as 6 N 15224N2) 
sent by motor carrier or express. 



This Slant Board concentrates 
workload directly on your 

Stomach muscles for faster, 
more effective muscle toning 

in less time 

Ted Williams Brand. An excellent way to 
do a toning and firming sit-up is on a slant 
во that the stomach takes 70% of the stress 
(rather than the back). 

Locking center leg braces of steel and 
white nylon leg strap allow greater con- 
trol. Soft Уз-їп. thick polyurethane foam 
padding over Уз-їп. thick press board con- 
struction. Bright red vinyl cover comes 
clean with a damp cloth. Board 20x622 in. 
long. Sturdy 1-inch diameter tubular steel 
frame with blue enamel finish baked on. 
White polyurethane foam knee bar, white 
vinyl foot caps. Unassembled. 
6 М 15154L— Shipping wt. 24 Ibs. -$19.50 

Support up to 
400 pounds* on 

this rugged 
Weight Bench 

Heavy duty tubular steel with blue enamel 
finish baked on. Easy-clean vinyl cover 
over soft, polyurethane foam padding on 
bench top. Barbell support arms . . 35 in. 
high. End tips on legs help protect your 
floor. Bench measures 10x42x16 inches. 
Barbells not included . . see opposite page 
for selection. Unassembled. 
6 N 1527C —Shpg. wt. 24 lbs. . .. $15.39 

*NOTE: All bench capacities refer to 
combined weight of user and barbell. 
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Leg lift bar and 5-position 
adjustable tilt back let 

you do more exercises than 
with any other bench we sell 

Inclined Barbell Pres! 
(above) helps develop 
muscles of chest and 
Shoulder. Seated Rowing 

helps 
strengthen 
arms, back Inclined Lateral 

Raise (below) 
also helps tone 
these muscles 

Leg Raise with 
weights helps 
stomach and 
thigh muscles 

Front Leg 
Extension 

helps develop 
thigh muscles 

Leg Curl aids 
hamstring 
muscle 

(back of thigh) 

Our best Weight Bench holds 500 pounds* 
Fully 20 inches longer and 1073 inches wider than any other bench we sell for more back support and 
greater comfort. Barbell support arms swing out of the way for unrestricted performance of pullovers, 
lateral raises and standing exercises. Support arm height adjusts in four steps from 38 to 58 inches. 
Soft, thick polyurethane foam padding covered in red and white vinyl. Double padded leg lift bar. Heavy 
duty frame of tubular steel with blue finish baked on. End tips on legs protect floor from scratches. 
Measures 23 inches wide by 69 inches long by 24 inches high. Sent by motor carrier or express. Un- 
assembled. Barbells not included. 
6 М 15251N— Shipping weight 60 рошдв.......................................... уез. $64.00 

е 
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This wood-frame racket 

Starter Set is great 

for a beginning 
player.. 

includes racket, 

cover, press, 

Everything you need to begin playing! Well-balanced 
racket with medium-size grip helps a beginner develop 
control. Strong wood frame is 6-ply, with oval face, 
reinforced shoulders, and multi-ply nylon strings. 
Racket from Japan. Set comes complete with rubberized 
red racket cover with snap-flap ball pocket, hardwood 
press, and pressurized can of 3 tennis balls with long- 
wearing covers. Balls from England. 
6 М 12184C — Shipping weight 4 pounds. . .. Set $9.99 

Target Archery Set 

$888 

Fiber glass 54-inch bow 
with 25-pound draw. Solid 
color. Recurved limbs. 

Rubber grip for secure, com- 
fortable hold. For left or 
right-handed shooting. Dac- 
ron* polyester string. Four 
24-inch cedar arrows. Plas: 
tic armguard, finger tab. 
and quiver. _ Bull’s-eye 
target face included. In- 
structions. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
6 № 27008C 58.88 
"Вед. DuPont Т.М. 

Four-player 

ins 
601 508 

di 
Dodgers Indians T Braves Phillies Mets 

717 719 718 716 604 

N 

This 
top grain 

leather 

features the 
emblem of his 

favorite team j 
$1153 

Give him a special surprise . . this official major league model glove 
with pro team's name heat-set into pre-formed pocket and sewn 

into adjustable wrist band. Made to stand up to seasons of sandlot 
ball durably, dependably: Made of tough corktone steerhide, and 
lined in horsehide for soft suppleness. Fully nylon sewn seams mean 
long wear. Pre-formed pocket; flex-action rawhide lacing means 
it'll grab nearly any ball he can get hold of. Adjustable thumb loop 
for best fit. Continuous rawhide lacing. For right-handed throwers 
only. Buy it the easy way —order by phone 
6 М 16101H— State number for team emblem. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. б ог. $11.53 

Heat-reflecting Space Blanket 
.. pack fits shirt pocket 

* Reflects back up to 9096 of your 
body heat, to help keep you warm 

* Ideal for the sportsman who 
faces cold weather 

$688 
Lightweight, windproof. and waterproof, 

Plastic film this blanket has many uses—for sports- 
Fiber scrim men, use as wrap-around while hunting, 

fishing. Use as extra blanket for camping, 
as ground-cloth, windbreak, or wrap- 
around for outdoor stadiums, etc. 

Remains flexible at temperatures down 
Plastic film to 60°F, below zero. Easy-to-clean. Grom- 

Dart Set meted corners. 56 by 84 in.; folds down to a LUI) $Q99 Constructed with heat-reflect mere 8 by 5Ya by 1 in. Red reverses to HIE 8 ing aluminum film fused silver color. 

Traditional 20-point dart 
game in sun-bright colors 
on front side, poker-hand 
game on reverse side of 4 
inch thick  paper-wound 
board. 18-inch diameter. 
Masonite Presdwood® back. 

~ P stop in handsome brown 
PLAYER Ё woodgrain pattern helps 

CASA B lI protect walls from straying 
darts. Dart-holders on top 
Backstop is 36x32 in. 12 
brass darts with steel points, 

sturdy plastic flights; each 
5 in. long. Rules incl. From 
England. 
6 М 12494N — Wt. 8 ibs. . .$8:99 374 

Taio pane scans 6v caaleiniat mersetochnical cont 

between plastic sheets 6 М 72343 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. $6.88 

Three-gun Rack 

$999 

A great rack to display your guns in! 
Handsome display, with built-in safety . 
when 24-inch wide ammunition drawer is 
locked, guns are also locked. Walnut- 
finished hardwood, with felt-covered gun 
rests to protect guns. Measures 26 inches 
wide by 24¥2-inches long. Key included. 
Sent unassembled. From Japan. 
6 М 21213— Sbpg. wt. 9 lbs. 6 oz. ...$9.99 

SHIPPING NOTE: "N" items (as 
6N12494N) sent motor carrier or express. 



When unbolted, 
table becornes two 

utility tables 

Great low price for a regulation-size Table 
Tennis Table with non-glare top. It's an of: 
ficial-size, 5x9-foot or, unbolted it becomes 
two, 5x4'/-foot utility tables. Double-braced, 
zinc-plated, 1*/ D -inch steel legs fold for com. 
pact storage. */-inch thick Plyblend* top is 
resin-filled particle board. Green. Striped. 
Steel apron helps prevent warping. 30 inches 
high. Order nel, paddles below. 
6 М 25973N—Shpz. wt. 105 Ibs....*$29.95 

Table Tennis Sets 

1 Deluxe Set. Four strong, 5-ply paddles 
with handsome walnut-finish handles. 

Pebble-grain rubber faces give good ball con: 
trol. Complete with regulation-size 66-inch 
net, two adjustable table clamps, four table 
tennis balls, and rules. 
6 N 26052—Shipping wt. 5 lbs. ...Set $6.29 

2 Championship Set. Four of our best 
pebble-grain rubber faced paddles . ‚ help 

you put spin on the ball, for fast-action play. 
Vinyl grips stay comfortable, even during 
long games. Complete with two adjustable 
clamps that lock net tension automatically, 
72-inch long net, eight balls, and instruction 
booklet. Shipping M 5 Lei 
6м 26054 . Set $12.97 

Table Tennis 
Balls 

Top-grade plastic, re- 
inforced seams, accu 
rate weight. Gives lots 
of bounce, stands up 
to demanding action, 
Pkg. of six. 

Shpg. wt. pkg. 1 oz. 
6N 26128 ..Pkg. 97c 
Save 24с;3 pkgs. $2.67 

Tatai page scans by chrisinias nmrietertwical oon 

Catapults ball back with accuracy and automatic spin 

Table Tennis Table 
with playback feature 
Always a ready practice partner . . 

regulation-size table tilts up 
and bolts into position so you 

can polish strokes 

"Roll and fold" feature makes 
table ideal for tight storage 
problems—folds up much 
tighter than most, to a com- 
pact 10-inch width, then rolls 
away on casters. 

Yrinch У, Hcl Yeinch 8 & $3998 | w $4998 | г $5998 
What fun to find on a Christmas morning! Table provides hours of fun for youngsters . . and adults! 
Resin-filled particle board gives bouncy action—and the thicker the board, the livelier the ball action. 
Triple-coated striped green finish is non-glare. 1'/4-inch tubular steel legs are double-braced for steadi- 
ness, Steel apron surrounds table, helps prevent warping. 

Regulation-size 5x9-foot playing area; 30 inches high. Table folds to a compact 10 inches wide by 60 
inches long by 56 inches high; rolls away on casters. Order net, paddles below and left. Unassembled. 
6 N 25912N—"inch thick. Shipping weight 130 pounds . .$39.98 
6 N 25913N—"/inch thick. Shipping weight 147 pounds . 49.98 
6 N 25914N—%inch thick. Shipping weight 165 pounds . . . 59.98 

The Dick Miles Table Tennis Paddle 

because it's constructed with a smooth rubber surface 

A smooth surface—with pebbled side inverted, and covered 
with sponge—is the key to fastest returns. Fine-quality pad 
dle is designed for serious play—it's just like the model Dick 
Miles, of the U.S. team, used to win in his recent match 
against China. English style, with wrapped leather grip to 

absorb moisture during strenuous play. Strong, 5-ply wood, 
with a thick 2 millimeter sponge surface. Japan. 
6 N 26104—Shipping weight 12 ounces $6.78 А 

NOTE: ^N" items (as 6N25973N) sent motor carrier or express 9% [Sears] 375 



NHL Trophy Cup Hockey 
extra large 50x25 inch 
playing area, roving goalie, 
3-dimensional players 

Sears Exclusive 
handsome 

replicas of every 
trophy cup an 

NHL star or team 
can win 

Realistic Rov- 
Ў ing goalie 
= moves back and 

v. forth in front of 
net to block 
even angled 
shots. . much 
more effective 
defense. greater 
realism than or 
dinary hockey 
games 

t > Three - dimen- 
Э sional Players 

of rugged mold- 
ed plastic. . not 
just flat pieces of 
painted metal 
Make exciting 
play action come 

М alive $3185 

"Three-dimensional plastic players pass, skate and shoot for goal as you push, 
pull or twirl sensitive control rods. Even goalie x: back and forth in front. 
of the net, so players cover all sections of the “ice.” Puck is easier to keep in 
play . . action is always fast and furious. е sport official uniforms of 
Chicago Blackhawks and Boston Bruins in bright molded-in colors. Sliding 
score counters at each end keep track of goals. Plastic trophy replicas on 
handsome display mounting show how recognition is given to stars and 
teams. Big illustrated booklet explains trophy and its history. Table with 
tubular steel legs, wood grained panels. 50x25x34 Gu) assembled. 
6 № 12595N—Shipping weight 37 pounds . . ‚531.85 

NOTE: "N" items as (6 N 12595N) sent motor carrier or express. 

Electric Table Football Game 

Executive Command Control* rods let you direct player 
movement magnetically while plays are in progress. Con 
trol players of your choice . . vibrating playing field puts 
players in motion then you make them run, reverse, block 
and tackle by operating two control rods. Attractive wood- 
grain finished metal . . 38x21x32 in. 24 players (including 
passer and kicker). Pro- 
end zone flag: alistic scoreboard. UL listed: 110-120. 
volt, 60 cycle Panel style legs. Partially assembled. 
6 N 1259 1L—Shipping weight 31 pounds .. $22.44 

Speed-Hockey 

Table Game for fast 
two player competition 

Pick up a wooden hock 
еу stick, give one to the 
competition, and you're 
ready to star in an excit- 
ing NHL hockey show- 
down. Plastic blocks in 
front of goals serve as 
defensive goalies, and 
players battle it out by 
trying to angle or bank 
their shots around block 
and into net 

Sturdy table with tu 
bular steel legs mea- 
sures 48x30x29 inches 
overall. 2 sticks, 2 pucks 
included. Partially as 
sembled. Wt. 33 Ibs. 
6 N 12593N ....519.99 

Our Best Table Soccer Game 

Extra large 26x49-inch playing field 
makes room for lots of rapid-fire ac 
tion. Easy to play . . just push, pull or 
twirl telescoping rods to make players 
kick or block the ball. Each team has 11 
plastic players 4*/-inches tall. Hard- 
wood table 32 inches high. Full size 
wooden goal area. Metal legs keep table 
steady, fold for storage. Partially as 
sembled. Italy. Use your phone if you 
want to order it the easiest way of all. 
6 М 12585N—Shpg. wt. 32 Ibs. .$47.99 

Carpet Pool $1499 

Same playing principles as table pocket 
billiards. Sturdy %-in. tubular steel 
frame assembles easily without nuts or 
bolts . . forms a 36x72-in. playing area. 
Complete with 6 pocket wickets. In- 
cludes two 36-in. wooden cue sti 5 15 
numbered plastic balls (1°/,-in. diam.), 
cue ball, plastic triangle and rules. 
6 М 12368C—Shpg. wt. 12 lbs. . $14.99 



Nylon-wrapped 
Billiard Cues 

40-INCH 

$195 
each 

48-INCH 52-INCH 

$295 $395 
each each 

SAVE 5% 
when you buy 2 

7 

Y 40-INCH 

2 for $370 

 авамсн 

2 for 50 

52-INCH Our most popular space saver 

2 for $750 ool Table . . now in 5 and 6-foot sizes 

x $5988 6-foot $6995 

dua i y Small in size. yet sturdy steel legs and rugged steel bracing hold this table steady 
ne piece ramin wood cues for all types of shots. Balls bank accurately off lively extruded rubber cushi 
correctly balanced for a then roll smoothly over the ¥2-inch thick particle board bed surface. Low friction 

proper stroke. Nylon wrap- billiard cloth of bright green cotton. Includes two 48-inch cues, set of 16 molded 
ped handle provides a firm plastic balls, triangle. bridgehead, instructions. Sent partially assembled with 
grip ee rubber butt bolt-on legs detached 

p. From Taiwan 
Shipping weight 1 pound 

6 N 25481C — 40-inch 
Each $1.95. ....2 for*3.70 6-foot. Playing field 341/4x682 in.; overall 38Vax72x69/4-in. Includes 2¥s-in. balls. 

6 М 25206N — Carton 41x74x8 in. Shipping weight 96 pounds. $69.95 

5-foot. Playing field 285кх5714 -іп.; overall 30x60x5!¥10-in. Includes 194 -іп. balls. 
6 N 25205N — Carton 34x62x7 in. Shipping weight 79 pounds. $59.88 

6 N 25482C — 48-inch. 

Each $2.95..... 2 for*b.60 

EX LJ ло ROOM FOR FULL SIZE TABLES? 
Compact tables on this page make pool practical in almost any room. Extra easy to move, set-up, store. 

$8995 

ard tat 
Rebound Pool Table 

Green billiard cloth of 80% wool. 20% nylon covers 

a Ya-inch particle board bed on this table for 
smooth rolling play. Wood grain finished frame, 
metal trim. Sturdy woodgrain panel legs give 

у support; fold under for storage. 
Four leg levelers. Two end ball returns double 

as storage гас x45-inch playing area; over- 
all 35x44x31 inches. Includes two 48-inch cues, 
ten 2¥Ya-inch red and white molded plastic balls, 
chalk and rules 
6 N 25005N — Shipping weight 117 pounds. 589.95 

Pecos 
MKOGAE 



Street Hockey 
Equipment 

n 

SAVE *1.72 on 
5-pc. Street Hockey 

Combination 

Б ДЕ 
Separately 5 1 299 

$14.71 Combination Volleyball-Badminton Set 
Action-filled entertainment in the backyard, on the beach, on family outings. These А two competition games give you plenty of exercise, too . . running, stretching. leaping pba sass ali e to return an arching volley or a net-high slam. Great for singles, doubles or group play. pagg tnr rai etel Set includes: 4 precision-balanced rackets of durable 3-piece laminated hardwood; 

(3), one goal (4) two 48-inch nylon strings on countersunk frames; rubber-grip handles; 2 plastic shuttlecocks. н iP agen MR EE Rugged vinyl volleyball, official size and weight; inflating needle. Tape-bound, tarred аю ааа net, ТУзх20 feet long. Tubular aluminum *4-inch diameter poles, 6 feet high installed icin eke: gamit enm el for volleyball: 8 ft. 8 in. high for badminton. Stakes, slides and ropes. Instructions. 
py tapas cie 6 М 12311C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. Set $9.99 
of fun 
6 М 10682C — We 101bs......°12.99 

Goolie Mask. High-density 
polyethylene mask with poly- 

urethane foam cushions inside to 
protect face. %4-іп. wide elastic 
braid straps adjust to fit most head 
sizes. Great for street or ice play. 
6 М 10677 — Shpg. wt. 6 oz. $4.87 

9 Street Hockey Puck. Plastic 
Regulation 3-in. diam. Canada. 

6 М 10655 — Shpg. wt. 3 ог. 39c 

Street Hockey Ball. No-bounce 
plastic ball shoots, passes like 

puck. 2%-inch diameter 
6 М 10658—Shpg. wt. 202. 59c 

Junior Hockey Goal. Sturdy 
rust-resistant metal frame 

Tough nylon netting. Sent un- 
assembled. 36x36x18 inches deep. 
6 N 10631C — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. . $4.99 

(5 апа 6) Street Hockey Sticks. 
Sturdy ash handle. Durable molded 
plastic blade 
5 48-inch Straight Stick. 

6 М 10681C — Wt. 2 lbs. ..... $2.57 6-player Croquet Set 4-player Horseshoes 
53-inch Straight Stick. Fun for young and old alike. Includes 6 и ng and old alike. Includes6 А folksy clanging, resounding over the 
6 N 10674C—We. 2 Ibs. $290 colorfully striped hardwood mallet  years—the traditional ringing of steel А qvem heads with 24-inch screw-in handles, against steel . . in parks, backyards, wher- Goalie Stick. G2 ee ee varnished for long wear; 6 compressed. ever people gather to test their pitching 

maple balls, each 3 in. in diameter— skills and enjoy hours of easy-going exer- 
color-coded to mallets; 10 steel wickets; cise. Official size and weight set includes; 
2 striped goal posts; hardwood rack 4 drop forged steel horseshoes, each weigh- 
with tubular steel uprights. Instruc- ing 27/2 lbs., painted (2 silver, 2 blue) and 
tions. Shipping weight 10 Ibs. numbered; 2 steel 24-inch stakes. Rules. 
GN AZINE T Creer ced Set$9.955 6 М 12355C— Shpg. wt. 18]bs......... Set $9.83 378 
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RED 
WHITEAND, 

BLUE 
Tetherba et .. set it up in your Heavy-duty 

backyard for hours of outdoor fun Tetherball Set 

Installs easily with 10-inch tubular ground sleeve. And you don’t need lots 
of room to play . . only а 20-foot diameter circle around the pole. Set in- $ 99 
cludes: Scuff-resistant white vinyl tetherball—official size and weight; in- 
flating needle. 714-foot nylon cord; reinforced ball-hook. 20-gauge 3-piece 
tubular steel pole, 114 inches in diameter; zinc-plated to resist rust; stands 

8 feet 8 inches high anchored in 10-inch ground sleeve. Instructions included, Built to take all the punishment | 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. you can dish out . . tubular steel 
6 М 12553C— Shipping weight 8 pounds... . $6.99 1%-inch pole stands rigid 

through years of tough competition H 

$599 1 Installs with 10-in. tubular steel ground sleeve 
or for a more solid base of support order with 

“Quick Anchor" (below). Fast action in a small 
space . . you need only 20-ít. diameter circle for 
this fast-paced game for all ages. Ball whirls toward 
you—bat it back before it winds too far around 
post. And this heavy-duty set can take years of 
fast-action slams and tags. 

Set includes: scuff-resistant vinyl ball—official 
size and weight; inflating needle; 734-foot nylon i 

Е 

| 
4 

me Rubber Volleyball 

Great playing action on 
any surface, in any weather 

Red, white and blue rubber volleyball with rugged 
2-ply construction for more uniform balance. 
Twelve panels give greater all-round strength. 
Official size and weight ball built to last on any 
surface indoors or out. Water and scuff-resistant. 
Includes inflating needle. Japan. 

cord; reinforced ball hook. 3-piece 19-gauge pole, 
1M inches in diameter, tapers to 134 inches at 
bottom to accommodate Sears new “Quick Anchor” 6 N 12336— Shipping weight 12 ounces $5.99 
(described below). Pole is zinc-plated to resist rust 

$629 and stands 8 feet 8 inches high 
Я 62 р Rules and instruction booklet included. Get this 

Rubber Soccer-Kickball bit of Christmas shopping жже НЕ dial Sears 
and order it right now. 
6 N 12566C— Shipping weight 8 pounds... i... $8.99 

Save $1.00 on Combination Tetherball Set ̂ UE and 
Quick Anchor (2). Separately $11.98. 
6 N 12569C2— Shipping weight 12 pounds. . 

For fast-action play on gravel or turf 

Official size and weight ball built to last on any 
outdoor surface. Tough butyl rubber bladder is 
nylon-wound for greater shape retention and all- 
round durability. It's protected by a water-and 

scuff-resistant, pebble-grained rubber cover. In- RASA d : 

flating needle included. From Hong Kong. qm "n ї 
6 N 12337— Shipping weight 1 pound... 56.29 ЧГ Xa “Quick Anchor" 

9, Gives any 13 inch diameter 
pole a solid base of support 

without the mess and incon- 
venience of pouring concrete. 
Drive steel “Quick Anchor" into 
ground, slip in 15-inch ground 
sleeve (incl) and then pole . . 
it's anchored securely, rigidly. 
6 н 12558—Wt. 4 lbs. . $2.99 

ш [Sears] 379 

Four-Square Kickball 

Great for kickball . . other fast-paced games 

This multi-purpose ball is a high bouncer for lively 
playground fun. Red pebble-grain cover of 2-ply 
molded laminated vinyl has long-wearing scufi- 
resistant and water-resistant qualities. 814 inches 
in diameter. Includes an inflating needle and rule 
booklet for suggested games. 
6 N 12565—Shipping weight 1 pound. $3.59 
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Portable 
free-standing 

Basketball 
Goal 

$3540 
Adjusts from 7 feet to 
an official 10 feet for 
growing youngsters 

Stands up to enthusiastic 
backboard battling by back- 
yard ballplayers because of its 
1%s-in. galvanized steel pole 
and steel bracing. Rolls and 
stores on big, rubber tires 
galvanized metal anchor 
stakes prevent rolling while 
in use 

Painted backboard of *4-in. 
Masonite Presdwood® is 30x 
40 in. ¥s-in. steel rim, 8-loop 
cotton net. Unassembled. In- 
structions. Recommended for 
6 to 12 year olds. 
6 М 1881N— Wt. 50 Ibs... $35.40 
Note: "N^ items (as 6 № 
1881N) sent motor carrier or 
express. 

This Outdoor 
Backboard sports 
a Weatherguard 

sealed finish of ; 
baked-on enamel 

Vinyl-dipped rim and 
no-rot polyethylene net ~ 

add even more weather 
protection u 

T Masonite Presdwood® backboard 
first oil-tempered to minimize 

warping and cracking then covered 
with a weather-resistant seal of baked- 
on enamel. Measures 35x48 inches 
34 inches thick. Premounted *-inch 
rim speeds installation. Includes 12- 
loop net. Vinyl dipped steel rim. 
Brackets not included 
6 М 1866N— Shpg. wt. 43 Ibs. . ...Set $31.90 

2 Replacement Goal ond Net set. 
Vinyl-coated steel rim.. ¥s-in 

thick. 12-loop cotton twine net. 
6 М 1871C— Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 56.69 

Replacement Net only. 12-loop nylon 
6 М 1829— Japan. Wt. 8 oz. $2.69 

Backboard with cotton net 

$2159 
3 Masonite Presdwood® backboard, 

Main. thick .. oil tempered and 
enamel finished to resist weather. 
Measures 35x48 inches . . Y2-in. steel 
rim. Includes 12 loop net. 
6 М 1859N2 — Shpg. wt. 44 Ibs. $21.59 

Heavy gauge steel Mounting 
Brackets and Poles 

( 4 and 5 ) Backboard Mounting Brack- 
ets. Heavy gauge steel gives firm, 
stable support. Vinyl dipped hardware 
for resistance to wind and weather 
Box of 2 

For wall or post. 2 U-bolts included 
6 М 1862 — Wt. 13 Ibs. Box $8.29 

5 For slant roof. Bolts not included 
6 М 1864C — Wt. 15 Ibs. Box $8.29 

Backboard Mounting Pole. The 
strongest. most massively rigid 

support we offer. Three section galvan- 
ized steel pole is 3V in. in diameter. 
15 ft. long. Use with bracket (4) above. 
6 № 1876N—Shpg. wt. 72 Ibs. $41.79 

Leather 

Basketball 
Shoes .. NBA 

approved 

$1149 

£N 
Premounted 
rim flips up. 

for quick, easy 
installation 

Thickly cushioned insoles and ankle zone help ease foot-pounding 
punishment throughout an extended game. Lightweight uppers of 
supple top-grain leather bend to prevent pinching. Whether you 
want to fast break or brake fast, court-gripping rubber outersoles 
provide traction that converts desire to action. White with black 
reinforcing stripes; rugged nylon stitching. Japan. D medium width 
only. Sizes 80, 8'/D, 9D, 9D. 10D. 102D, 11D, 12D. B. C and D 
width order regular size . . E width order half size larger. 
6 М 11807F — Shipping weight 2 pounds. $11.49 



Now in 5 new color combinations 
. and at the same low price 

CUT 12% 
. . our most popular 

indoor-outdoor Basketball 

j ep 
| Red, white 

| and blue color él 

| Was 199 

[4] Red and 
[3] "white 

п 

Green and 
white 

Built with rugged pebble grain rubber cover 

A championship lineup of colors molded right into tough, scuff-resistant covers, so Hie and 
balls keep their winning look even when used on abrasive outdoor court surfaces. 5] white 
Rugged butyl rubber bladder wound with nylon for good balance and shape 
retention. Cover vulcanized to carcass. Japan. Official size and weight 

(1) 6 N 1802—Red-white-blue (4) 6 N 1803—Green-white 
(2) 6 N 1804—Blue-gold (5) 6 N 1808—Blue-white 
(3) 6 N 1805—Red-white (6) 6 N 1807—Red-gold [6 Red and 
Needle included. Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces $6.99 «С 10) gold 

Our finest Basketball "A ЖУУЛУУ _  _ 

$518 

Sports Carryall 

Tough enough for rough outdoor 

play, but with the balance and 

feel of expensive leather indoor balls 

y Each Five Star ball starts with a butyl rubber bladder wound with 
50% more nylon than Collegiate-style ball below. Before winding, 

nylon is triple twisted for strength and heat stretched to resist elas- 

ticity so this ball keeps its oficial size and weight. 
Computer-controlled winding assures uniform carcass coverage, 

equal balance and strength in every direction. Finally, 2 vinyl layers 
vulcanized to carcass give superior shape retention and scuff resistance. 
Raised seam contours and pebble-grained finish allow finger-tip con- 
trol. Needle included. 
6 N 1818—Shipping weight 2 pounds. $11.85 

$1185 (7) 

та 

——— 
OFRICIHIAN 

SEARS 

Tuck exercise clothes, shoes, even oe 
wet swimsuits into this jaunty Collegiate-style Basketball. Computerized nylon winding over a " ~ 

tri-color bag . . vinyl construction rugged butyl rubber bladder gives interior balance and shape-re- SEARS / CEARD 
resists moisture inside and out- 
side. Reinforced hard bottom re- 
tains its shape. End-to-end zipper 
for easy access to every corner. 
Firmly attached plastic handles. 

taining strength. Pebble-grain vinyl cover vulcanized to carcass pro- 
vides good scuff resistance. Official size and weight. Needle included. 
6 N 1812—Shipping weight 2 pounds. $9.87 

Rookie Basketball. Scuff resistant pebble grain vinyl cover vul- 

Measures 11x15x9 inches. canized to sturdy nylon-wound butyl rubber bladder . . no dead 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. spots or ballooning. Official size and weight. Needle included. 

6 N 15205 $5.18 6 N 1810—Shipping weight 2 pounds $4.95 $495 (9) твог, [Sears] 381 
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Daisy 
lever- 

action 

BB Guns 

1 350-shot Repeater. Plastic stock; steel 3 
barrel and cocking lever; gravity-feed. 

Front and rear sights. 31 inches long. 
6 N 19009 C—(Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.) 

700-shot Repeater. Plastic stock and 
forearm. Steel barrel; barrel loading port; 

gravity feed. Front and rear sights. 34'/, 
inches long. 
6 N 19012C—(Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.) 

А BB Guns and Ammo shipped pre- 
paid ‚ Sears pays all transportation 
costs from the catalog order plant to your 
pickup point, which is either a Sears Cata- 
log Sales Store or Retail Store. 

.$6.88 

Safari Mark | Repeater. Concealed cock- 
ing lever serves as trigger guard. Steel 

barrel. Woodgrained plastic stock and fore- 
arm, checkered pistol grip. Contoured load- 
ing gate for Daisy BB tubes. Spring feed 240- 

$9.75 

shot magazine. Cross bolt safety. Adjustable 
rear sight, ramp front. 34"/, in. long. Includes 
53x32-in. poster of animals of Africa. 
6 М 19049C—(Shipping wt. 3 lbs.) $11.95 

4 Red Ryder 700-shot Repeater. Com- 
plete with saddle ring, leather thong, and 

the famous Red Ryder Lariat signature 
burned right into the wood stock. Under bar- 
rel rapid loading port. Gravity feed. Post 
front, adjustable rear sight. 35 inches long. 
6 М 19048C—(Shipping wt. 4 lbs.) $14.95 

BB Gun Targets, BBs and Pellets 

5 Target Gallery. Non- 
electric target gallery 

has targets that move as 
you hit them, no batteries or 
electricity needed because 
you reset them yourself. 
Gallery includes 60 assorted 
ducks (paper), for targets 
plus 2 extra background 
scenes. 7 hits on side duck 
targets before resetting. 
16 4x1274x7 iin. 
Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 

6N 19284 ....... .$11.99 

6 Moving target gallery 
with electric motor. In- 

cludes paper targets—dis- 
played, plus extras. Has 24 
floating ducks, 6 bell-ringer 
(stationary), and 4 revolv- 
ing side targets. Steel with 
corrugated cardboard back- 
drop. Heavy duty motor; 
extra drive band included. 
17'/x13x6 in. deep. 110-120 
v. AC, UL listed. 

Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 
6N 19283 ... ..$15.95 

Box of 5000 BBs. 
(Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 5 oz.) 6N 19314 Box $3.49 
Box of 1500 BBs. 
(Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 oz.) 

EN 19313 Box $1.19 
Match-grade BBs. (Not shown.) 
515 per box. (Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz.) 

6N 19315 Box $1.19 

CO: Powerlets. Box of 5. 
(Shpg. wt. 4 02.) 

6м 19282°.......Вох%129 
.177-cal. Pellets. (Not shown) 

ШЕЕ 500. Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. Metal 
6N 193 Box $1.99 

IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO PARENTS: Sears will not sell or deliver Air Guns to any person 
under 18 years of age. In states where the law allows the sale of air guns to individuals under 
18, parents may make such purchases from Sears for their children. 
Orders may be placed by phone. but not through the mail. You must pick up your order in 

person at a Sears Catalog Sales Store or Retail Store. Federal gun registration is not required. 
All sales subject to state and local laws. 

рестарт sb secant чт? 

BB Guns and 
Air Rifles with 
1-уеаг immediate 

replacement guarantee 

The "Centennial" 
lever-action BB Repeater 

$1895 

10 This handsome replica of the old west saddle 
gun has an attractive gold color finish on re- 

ceiver, forearm cap and buttplate. Stock and fore- 
arm of rugged plastic with walnut grain look. 
Two way lever action takes less effort—cocks 

halfway on forward and half way on 
Before gun can be fired the hammer must be 

just like on a real lever-action rifle. Au- 
thentic side-port loading; under barrel magazine 
holds 40 BBs; spring-forced feed. Adjustable buck- 
horn rear sight with ramp front sight. Overall 
length 39 inches. 39 
6 М 19052C—(Shipping weight 5 pounds). $18.95 

The "EI Dorado" 
combination BB Repeater 
and single-shot Pellet Gun 

$2495 == 
11 You control power of each shot by number of 

pumps of the extra-long lever on this bolt-ac- 
tion rifle. Fires BBs from 100-shot reservoir or 
-177-cal. pellets one at a time. 

Gold color receiver. Stock, forearm of walnut 
grained plastic. Cross bolt and open bolt safety. 
Adjustable rear sight, ramp front sight. 37⁄4-in. 
long. For scope iption see item (12) below. 
6 м 19072C—Rifle only. (Wt. 51bs.)...... $24.95 

Save $1 when you buy rifle and scope combi- 
nation. Separately total $33.94. 
Rifle with 4X scope. 
6N 19372C2—(Shpg. wt. 6lbs.)........ $32.94 

12 4X Scope. */,-inch diameter metal tube. Cross 
hair reticle. Adjustable eyepiece. 

6 М 53902—Shipping weight 14 ounces ....$8.99 

“The Citation” 
gas-operated BB Repeater 

13 Wood-grain look molded plastic free-style 
stock and gold color receiver make this gun as 

great looking as it is shooting. Semi-automatic CO, 
system delivers full power with each shot. Each 
CO, cylinder delivers 100 shots. 200 shot reserve 
magazine. Adjustable rear sight, ramp front. Cross 
bolt safety. 377, in. long. For scope description see 
item (12) above. Order CO, (9) at left. 
6 N 19062C—Rifle only. (Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.) $24.95 

Save $1 when you buy rifle and scope combi- 
nation. Separately total $33.94. 
Rifle with 4X scope. 
6 М 19362C2—(Shpg. wt. Slbs.) ......... $3294 

Ted Williams BB gun Guarantee: Should any 
defect in material or workmanship occur during 
the fet year from ame TA petua; еко Е 
а rs store іп the U.S. and we will геј 
tee of charge. 

eie | 



; > N The 

; ` Centennial 

octagonal Steel 
tapered 

20-inch 
barrel 

Full 
Monte Carlo 

stock and 

cheek piece 
plus white line 

butte plate and 
pistol grip cap 

Our most powerful air rifle has the easiest 

pumping action ever in a Sears gun because 

it has a more efficient compressed air 

power system plus an extra-long pumping 

lever for better leverage 
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Men's and Boys' Rink Skates 
Double-action chassis for forward-backward and 

side-to-side maneuvers, cone bearings, leather uppers 

T Concealed cone bearings never touch each other . . smoother rolling and bet- 
ter control than ball bearing skates below. Semi-precision plastic wheels. Dou- 

ble-action chassis allows smoother turns. Leather uppers flex to help prevent 
pinching. Sponge rubber padded tongue allows snug yet comfortable lacing. 
Lightweight aluminum footplates. Built-in toe stops. Long inside arch supports. 
Heel counters help prevent foot slippage. Composition rubber sole. Black. 
“0” medium width only. Sizes 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 12D. See size chart at 

right. Please state size. 
6 N 23289F—Shipping weight 8 pounds ..$29.99 

Double-action chassis for easy maneuvering . . 

smooth rolling ball bearings . . leather uppers 

2 Each rugged plastic wheel rolls smoothly on 16 ball bearings. Lightweight 
footplates of polished aluminum. Supple leather uppers. Polyurethane foam 

padded tongue. Toe stops. Composition rubber soles. Heel counters help keep. 
feet from slipping. Black. “D” medium width only. Sizes 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 
12D. See size chart at right before ordering. Please state size. 
6 № 23217F—Shipping weight 8 pounds ........ я ..$23.99 

Side-to-side action chassis, vinyl uppers 

3 Sixteen ball bearings in each plastic wheel. Easy-care vinyl uppers wipe clean 
with damp cloth. Aluminum footplates. Toe stops. Tongue, padded with poly- 

urethane foam allows comfortably tight lacing. Composition rubber soles. Heel 
counters. Black. “D” medium width only. Sizes 4D, 5D, 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D and 10D. 
See size chart at right before ordering. Please state size. 
6 N 23215F—Shipping weight 8 pounds ..$15.39 

Women's and Girl's 
Rink Skates 

Double action chassis for side-to-side and 
forward-backward maneuvers . . cone bearings 

4 Concealed cone bearings don't touch each other, minimizing 
friction, for a smoother, better controlled ride than skates be- 

low. Semi-precision plastic wheels. Double action chassis means 
smoother turns. Leather uppers give flexible ankle support. 
Sponge rubber padded tongue for tight yet comfortable lacing. 
Aluminum footplates. Built-in toe stops. Long inside arch sup- 
ports. Heel counters help prevent foot slippage. Composition sole. 
White. “В” medium width only. Sizes 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, 10B. State 
size. See size chart. 
6 М 23389F—Shipping weight 8 pounds ................ $29.99 

Double-action chassis for easy maneuvering . . 

smooth-rolling ball bearings, leather uppers 

5 Plastic wheels roll smoothly on 16 ball bearings. Lightweight 
footplates of polished aluminum. Leather uppers. Polyure- 

thane foam padded tongue. Toe stops. Composition rubber soles. 
Heel counters help keep feet from slipping. White. 

“В” medium width only. Sizes 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, 10B, 11B. See 
chart below. State size when ordering. 
6 № 23317F—Shipping weight 8 pounds 23.99 

Side-to-side action chassis, vinyl uppers 

6 Sixteen ball bearings in each plastic wheel. Easy-care vinyl 
uppers stay bright with damp cloth cleaning. Aluminum foot- 

plates. Toe stops. Tongue padded with polyurethane foam to al- 
low snug yet comfortable lacing. Composition rubber soles. Heel 
counters, White. ^B" medium width only. Sizes 4B, SB, 6B, 7B, 8B, 
9B. See size chart below before ordering. Please state size. 
6 М 23315F—Shipping weight 8 pounds ................ $15.39 

7 Gold-color Skate Case. Sturdy plywood frame, scufí resistant 
vinyl cover. Protective metal corners, firmly attached plastic 

handle, nickel-plated hardware. Two locks give plenty of security. 
Keys included. Holds 1 pair. 13'/,x16*/,x6 inches. 
6 м 23073—Shipping weight 4 рошпд................... $5.94 

8 Red, white and blue Skate Case. All plywood veneer with 
handsome vinyl cover. Tongue and groove closure helps keep 

out dust, dirt. Reinforced corners and firmly attached plastic han- 
dle. 2 locks add security . . keys incl. Holds 1 pair 13x16x7'/-in. 
6 м 23074—Shipping weight 4 роштіѕ................... $7.99 

Girl's Sidewalk Skates 
gu Skates with steel wheels. On, laced and ready to go in sec- 

‚ no keys to lose, no clamps to fuss with. Heavy gauge 
Pan wheels with ball bearings to smooth your ride. Easy-clean 
vinyl uppers. Composition rubber soles. Uppers from Taiwan. 
Medium width only. If shoe size is full size, order your usual size. 
If shoe size is a half size order next full size larger. Youth sizes: 12, 
13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Please state size. 
6 N 23103F—White. Shipping weight 5 pounds ........... $5.99 

0 Skates with oversize composition wheels. Greater stabili- 
ty than most ordinary skates because wheels in both front 

and rear pairs are set wider apart. 16 ball bearings per wheel. 
Vinyl uppers; comfort-cushioned insole. Composition rubber 
soles. Uppers from Taiwan. Med. width only. If shoe size is full 
size, order your usual size. If shoe size is half size, order next full 
size larger. Youth sizes: 12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Stale size. 
6 N 23 105F—White. Shipping weight 5 pounds ........... $9.79 

HOW TO DETERMINE SHOE SKATE SIZE 
NOTE: if you plan to wear heavy socks, order next full size larger. Order skate size shown 
in chart. but only if that size is available for the skate you want. 

Your regular shoe size 
Wee repo EE Iru {10и [t [tw width nu 

isted with individual item 
B (nar) EXCITET p Н [3E] $0 | 30 100 | 110 | 110 | 120 [120] 120 
D (med) [ib HEHHE 90 Е 100 | 110 | 110| 120 
E mee) |an] 50 50 110 | 120 | 120 

ES DU Se зө» э i wih a as 2 
AR(nar) рв LT E] зву 98 | 98 [108 ив | 118) 118 
В (тей) 5 5 в se [se| se | зв |е | 106 | tis | ue us 
0 (wide) |48. зв |æ] әв [io |108 | 118} ie] | 



J Firefly Skates 
add a bit of sparkling color 

to your rink skating fun 

$1Q79 «i 
Girls' sizes 

Color-bright Rink Skates 
with Naugalon* vinyl uppers that 

need no polishing . . stay bright and 
shining with easy-wipe cleaning 

Shimmering color won't wear off these uppers . . glitter flecks are 

locked in by a tough layer of crystal clear vinyl. Polyurethane 

foam padded tongue allows comfortably secure lacing. Built-in 
heel counter helps prevent foot slippage that might cause loss of 
control or blisters. 

Single action cushion chassis for easy side-to-side maneuvering. 
Each plastic wheel rolls smoothly on 16 ball bearings. Aluminum 
footplates and chassis-mounted toe stops are color-coordinated 
with uppers. Durable composition rubber soles. Women's and 
girl's sizes. Available in “В” (medium) width only. Sizes 4B, SB, 
6B, 7B, 8B, and 9B. See size chart on facing page before ordering. 
When ordering, state size, 
6 м 23331F—Red Firefly. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs... . 
6 N 23333F—Gold-color Firefly. Shpg. wt. 8 
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ZIP-FIT Skates n 

E Slip them on any shoe 

B in a jiffy. . need no key 

for adjustment 

Челн 

Comfortable foam 
rubber ankle pad 

Toe pieces with foam 
padding hold tight. . 
even on sneakers 

Outdoor Zip-fit Skates $397 
with steel wheels 

Just lift the quick-adjust clamp and slide to your size shoe . . one size fits 
all. Steel frame adjusts from 7', to 9'/, inches long. Adjustable leather strap 
has sponge rubber cushion. Big metal toe piece takes plenty of wear . . 
holds all widths of shoes, all kinds of shoes, no key needed, Rugged steel 
wheels stand up to rough outdoor use and feature ball bearing construction 
for smooth skating. Red plaid strap pad. 
6 N 23122—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces ...........,..... .$3.97 

Rubber wheels reduce 
noise, absorb shocks 

Trainer spo 

Skates 
n £u 

Ideal for the young ones . . Indoor-Outdoor Zip-fit Skates $699 Np. sed frate а from 0M. with rubber wheels 3 1 to 8% inches long. Steel 
) wheels. Ў One size fits а. . push-pull steel frame adjusts from 8 to 10%, inches. Rubber х E Laced leather toe strap tired wheels roll smoothly, quietly on ball bearings. Red plaid ankle pads and leather ankle strap. No cushioned with soft foam rubber. Adjustable leather straps. Foam rubber ` key required. padded toe pieces adjust for a secure fit . . no key needed. Skates hold tight \ Shipping weight 2 lbs. . on any shoe. Gold color. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 6N 23109 $1.99 T 6 N 23141—Shipping weight 5 pounds . . ...$6.99 

Hockey Kings* . . specially built for street hockey Boy's Outdoor 
ShoeSkates | 

1 Built with an extra strong chassis that stands up to the roughest 
hockey games. Steel wheels roll smoothly on heavy-duty ball 

bearings. Black vinyl uppers with brown vinyl trim. Tendon guard 
for extra protection plus a squared toe. Double-layer eyelets for 
secure lacing. Double-layer back stay contoured for better fit at heel 
and around ankle. Composition rubber soles. Steel axle, foot sup- 
port trucks. 
Medium width only. If regular shoe size is full size, order usual 

size. If regular shoe size is half size, order next full size larger. Youth sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7. State size when ordering. 
РӨ м 23152F—Shipping weight 5 pounds ..... $9.69 

Roller Derby Street King* Skates 
with rugged steel wheels 

2 Just step into them and lace them up . . no keys or clamps to 
fuss with. Steel wheels roll smoothly on ball bearings. High-cut 

vinyl uppers are easy to clean, just wipe with a damp cloth. Сотро- 
sition rubber soles. Hugging heel counters help prevent slipping 
heels, mean better traction. Axles and foot-supporting trucks are 
made of rugged steel. 
Medium width. If regular shoe size is full size, order usual size. If 

half size, order next full size larger. Black. Uppers made in Taiwan. Youth size 12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8. Slate size. 
6 N 23102F—Shipping weight 5 pounds . ..$5.99 
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GET YOUR FREE COPY 
of Sears New 

Featuring the widest 
selection of winter-time 
sports equipment and 

SEES REN accessories in our 

Skiing Equipment history 

Toboggans and other 
winter-fun accessories 

Figure skates and 

; Snowcruiser & ice fishing outfits - 

clothing and accessories 

Hockey skates, uniforms 
and equipment 

$1299 $659 

Nylon oxford Ski Gear 

Bags hold everything 

you need to go 

to the slopes in style 

TO SAVE TIME . . pick up your cépy at any 
Sears Catalog Selling Unit 

OR ASK FOR YOUR COPY .. when you place your next 
merchandise order 

OR MAIL COUPON . allow 3 weeks for delivery 

(1 апа 2) Heavy-duty nylon bags. 
Seams nylon stitched. Heavy-duty 
zippers, vinyl trim. Red, white, blue 

Mail coupon to 
address of 

Catalog Order Plant 
nearest you 

Please send me the NEW 

1 Boot and clothing Bag. Water 1972 Winter Sports Catalog 39 N 7562 

repellent coating inside bag. Bot 
tom for boots, top for clothing. Nylon 
handle. 24x11'4x12-in. Japan. 
6 м 68716— Wt. 4 lbs. 8 02...$12.99 

Sear 

Q Matching Ski Bag. Nylon shell 
for all sizes of skis. Tie straps for 

poles. Accepted by airlines for flying 
ski trips. Water-repellent coating in- 
side bag. 82 inches long. Imported 
from Japan 
6 N 68717-Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 202. $6 59 

s. Minn. 55407 
Pa. 19132 

Seattle, Wash. 98184 SP Sears 387 
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Men's 

and Boys' 
Ice Skates 

ope vinyl uppers . $995 
Hardened, tempered Japanese steel blades боз 

1 Zine-plated hollow-ground, Japanese steel blades. рй 
thane foam padded tongue. Composition rubber sole. Arch- 

supporting counters. Cushion sock lining. Black. 

Men's. “D” medium width. Sizes 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, and 
11D. See size chart, below, before ordering. 
6 N 10201F— State size. Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces.$10.95 

Boys’. “D” medium width. If shoe size is full size, order usual size. 
If size is half size, order next full size larger. If normal size is wide 
width, order next size larger. Youth sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
6 N 10129F— State size. Shipping weight 3 pounds......... $9.95 

Rugged leather uppers with 
polyurethane foam insulation $1879 

3 For men. Top-grain leather. Nickel-plated hol- 
low ground, tempered, polished Canadian Shef- 

field steel blades hold a fine edge. 2-piece form fit- 
ting tongue. Heavy lock-stitched composition rub- 
ber soles. Reinforced toes, arch-supporting counter. 
Cushioned sock lining. 

Black. “D” medium width. Men's sizes 6D, 7D, 
8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 12D, 13D. Buy it the easy way 
—order by phone. See size chart below. 

wit 

4 insole. 1. 

Please state size when ordering. to skating. 
6 N 10209F—Shipping wt. 5 lbs............ $1879 ӨМ 10122F 

5 Ankle 
to 4) 

S, M, or L whe 
6 № 95961F—N. 
*Reg 

T 

DuPont TM 

WOMEN'S SHOE SKATE SIZE 
И you plan to wear heavy socks. order a size larger 

Beginner's Skates . . 

Naugalon? vinyl uppers 
lined in cotton flannel 

2 Hardened, hollow ground, tempered Jap- 
anese steel blades, zinc-plated. Polyure- 

thane foam-insulated. Rubber soles. Arch- 
supporting counter. Arch supports. Black. 

Men's. “D” medium width. Sizes 6D, 7D, 
8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 12D, 13D. See size chart 
bel 

$1379 

6 М 10206F—State size. Wt. 4 lbs.. . .$13.79 
Boys’. “D” medium width. Sizes 1, 2, 3, 4. 
See size chart below, before ordering. 
6 N 10126F— State size. Wt. 3lbs.. . . .$11.69 

$397 
h low-cut vinyl uppers 

For boys. Composition cemented outsole. Cushioned 
imported blades. Black with red trim. Taiwan. 

“D” med. width. If regular shoe size is full size, order usual 
size. If regular size is half size, order next full size. 

Single Blade. Almost like skating in an adult skate. Boys’ 
sizes 12, 13, 
6 № 10125F— 

Double Blade. Wide base of support helps ankles adjust 

1, 2, 3. State size when ordering. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. ........... $397 

Boys' sizes 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. State size. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. ........... $3.97 

Supports. Foam rubber, canvas covered. Sizes S(shoe size 
M (men's 5-8; women's 5-10); L(meu's 9-13; women's 11). 

State S, M, L. Package of 2. 
6 М 10096F —Shipping weight 3 ounces .Pkg. $129 

Skate Socks. 65% Orlon* acrylic, 33% Herculon* olefin, 2% 
Lycra? spandex. Sizes S(6:4-8); M(8%-10); L(1014-13). State 

n ordering 
avy blue. Wt. 2 oz.. . Pair $1.50: 2 pair $2 78 

Skate Sharpener. Fully adjustable for figure and hockey skates. 
Abrasive stone gives sharp edge. Metal. Measures 3!4x3!x11% in. 

6 N 10077—Shipping weight 9 ойпсез..................... $129 

Plastic Blade Guard. Fit all skate sizes. Pkg. of 2. 
6 N 10091— Shipping weight 4 ounces. . Pkg. 99c 

MEN'S SHOE SKATE SIZE 

Your regular shoe size Your regular shoe size 
Your regular] T Your Reg T |, shoe wm Ье es] в isui9 том | 11 shoe уйн 5 [5%] 6 ^| в je's| 9 faw» | 10 how 

Order size below only if listed with individual item Order. fare below only t th individual ste 
AA (narrow) БВ | 6B | 6B! 78|78| 88 |88| ЭВ | SB|TOB|1OB| 118/118 B (narrow) GE 60| во | 80/90) o0 бо noo ДИЙ 
8 (medium! |58 |68|68| 78| 78| BB |BB| 98 | эв 108 |108) 118 |118 D (medium! во | 6 8D [80|90| 9o|100|/100|11!D|1 
б мде! fos [68 |78| 7в|ев| 86 [o8 | 96 ЕВ 1oB[118| 118 E (wide! .. БО Е зо Во | 8 |эрјао[100[100(110(110(12 

388 Sears ‚гасом 
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SHOWN ON PAGE AT RIGHT 

Leather uppers . . 

insulated for extra warmth 

$1879 
For women. Exira warm. 
Top grain leather. Our 

finest Canadian Sheffield blades 
are nickel-plated, hollow ground, 
tempered and polished to hold 
a true edge. 2-piece form-fitting 
tongue. Composition rubber 
soles. Reinforced toes and arch- 
supporting counter. Cushioned 
sock lining. 

White color. Available in 
"B" medium width only. 
Women's sizes 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, 
10B, 11B. See skate size chart, 
below, before placing your 
order. State size 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
6 N 10309F ..$1879 

Naugalon® Vinyl Uppers 

$Q95 Gu 

10 Hardened and tempered, 
zinc-plated, hollow ground 

Japanese steel blades hold an 
edge. Polyurethane foam pad- 
ded tongue. Composition rub- 
ber sole, reinforced with steel 
shank. Arch-supporting coun- 
ters. Cushion sock lined. White. 

Women's. “B” medium width. 
Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. See chart. 
State size. 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, 2 oz 
6 № 10301F ............$1095 

Girls’. Medium width only 
Sizes 1, 2, 3, 4. If regular shoe 
size is half size, order next full 
size larger. State size 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
6 N 10139F ..$9.95 

Beginners' Skates 
with vinyl uppers 

$397 

11 For girls. Composition 

cemented outsole. Cush- 
ioned insole. Imported blades. 
White, with red trim. Taiwan. 
Medium width only. If regular 
size is full size, order usual 
size. If half size, order next 
full size larger. 

Single Blade. Skating action 
like adult skates. Girls' sizes 
12, 13, 1, 2. State size. 
6 М 10135F— Wt. 2 lbs.. .$3.97 

Double Blade. The wider base 
of support makes balancing 
easier to learn. Girls' sizes 10, 
11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. State size. 

Shipping weight 2 esr 
6 N 10132F .... 3.97 

( 12 and 13) Accessories. 

19 Skate Tote. Rubberized 
rayon. For all skate sizes. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
ЭЛИНИ ОРОТ. $2.97 

13 Pom-pon. Fuzzy ball of 
yarn with bell in middle. 

Sewn-in strings. Pkg. of 2. 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. 

6 N 10055 Pkg. 99c 



qw 

Ice Skates with 
cotton flannel lining 

ч for comfort 
- and warmth . . 

plus soft Naugalon* 
vinyl uppers 

that resist 
water, and 

need no 
polishing 

Po 

a 

№ 

7 

Girls’ Womens" 

$1179 51379 

Hardened, hollowground Japanese tempered steel blades. Tongue is polyurethane foam-pad- 

ded for soft comfort. Composition rubber soles. Heel counters and tapered backstay—for 

better fit at the heel, and around the ankle. Arch supports. Reinforced toe. White. 

Women’s. “B” medium width. Sizes 5B, 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, and 10B, See chart on opposite page 

6 М 10306F—Slate size. Shipping weight 4 pounds . . eee 

Girls’. Medium width. Sizes 1, 2, 3, 4. If regular shoe si iain on ct al si ae 
6 N 10136F—State size, Shipping weight 3 pounds . .. 1.79 

Girls' Skating Dress j 
Indoor-outdoor dresses 

make skating year-round fun 

$1799 

3-piece skating outfit with at- 
tractive gold turtleneck body 
shirt and matching gold tights 
of 100% rib-knit nylon. Top 
has zipper from back of neck 
to dropped waist. Snap 
crotch. Perky red jumper of 
85% Orlon* acrylic and 15% 
polyester has flared skirt. 
Quilted pattern on bodice and 
simulated pockets. Machine 
wash, medium. 

Girls regular dress sizes 
S(7-8); M(9-10); L(12-14). 
Please state S, M, or L. 
6N95974F-Wt. 14 oz. $17.99 
"Reg. DuPont Trademark 
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Order this giant rectangular 32x40-foot Liner 

Make your 
backyard 

into a family 
skating center 

this winter 
with this 

Rink Outfit 

$799 
16-foot rink 

$2899 

апа build your own wall 

1 Complete circular Rink Outfits in 4 sizes. Use on level ground. 
For longer rink life, buy an extra plastic liner, use over the 

liner supplied. Join ends of wall, slip in liner; flood with water 
and let freeze. 

Complete 16-ft. diameter Rink. 3Ysinch high aluminum wall. 
6 N 10816— Shipping weight 6 pounds. 59 57.99 
6 М 10817— Extra 16-1. liner. Shpg. wt. 2Ibs....... ^. 499 
Complete 20-ft. diameter Rink. 52-inch high aluminum wall. 
6 М 10821— Shipping weight 11 pounds. ......... $14.97 
6 М 10822— Extra 20-f.. liner. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 699 
Complete 24-9. diameter Rink. 6-inch high aluminum wall. 
6 N 10824C — Shipping weight 13 pounds. $1997 
6 М 10825— Extra 24-ft. liner. Shpg. wt. 41Ьв................. 899 
Complete 28-9. diameter Rink. 6-in. high aluminum wall. 
6 N 10828C — Shipping weight 21 pounds. * $29.99 

6 № 10829— Extra 28-ft. liner. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs... . . 18.99 

2 32x40-foot Rectangular plastic Liner. Instructions included for 
constructing wooden wall. Goals and building materials for 

constructing wall not incl. Shipped motor carrier or express. 
6 N 10836N— Shipping weight 26 pounds. ...... ..$28.99 

Rugged hardwood construction makes 

these Toboggans extra tough 

6-foot 8-foot 

$2439 $2959 

Toboggon. 7 hardwood slats have been sealed to resist moisture. 
3 full-length raised runners and steam-bent hood. 17 inches wide 

Includes steering rope. 

6 М 68926N.— 6-foot size. (4 riders.) Shpg. wt. 17 Ibs. 524.39 
6 N 68928N — &-foot size. (6 riders.) Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs. 29.59 

Д. Toboggan Pad. 1%з-їпєһ thick polyurethane foam core. Vinyl 
cover. Red and blue. 14 inches wide 

Size Fits Toboggan Catalog Number Shpg м. | Ре 
40. feet. . .6 feet. 6 № 69086 .. 3 pounds... |... $4.99 
672 feet. ...8 feet... 6 N 69088С... А pounds... 6.99 

recom, NOTE: Toboggans sent motor carrier or express 

‘Gaining pane scans by claisimatmuseteciwdcid pom 

Help protect your 

young “hockey star” 
from bumps and bruises 

with Sears 

Protective Hockey 

Equipment 

Boy's Shoulder Pads. Full size cotton 
covered pads with adjustable harness. 

Padded arms for bicep protection. 
Molded plastic protective caps. Fiber 
arches for a better fit. From Canada. 
6 М 10603— Shpg. wt. 6 oz $4.97 

6 Youth's Elbow Guard. Padded molded 
plastic cap. Rugged preformed vinyl 

cover. Fits up to age 14. Imported from 
Jamaica. Pkg. of 2. 
6 М 10542— Shpg. wt. 10 oz. Pkg. $3.97 

Youth's Bobby Orr Hockey Gloves. 
Cuff and double thumb feature built- 

in molded plastic shielding. Padded 
rolls on fingers, thumb, cuff, backhand. 
Red, white, and blue vinyl covered back- 
hand, cuff, and binding. Gray suede 
leather ventilated palm. 1274-іп. Nylon 
lacing. Taiwan. Stick not incl., sold below. 
6 М 10613— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. бог 56.97 

8 Shin Guords. Molded plastic with 
wool felt padding. Adjustable buckle 

straps. Canada. 167 in. long. Pkg. of 2 
6 М 10536 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Pkg. $4.97 

Protective Hockey 

Equipment Set 

$1249 
Youth's Set includes helmet, gloves 
ond shin guards. Shock absorbing 

high density plastic helmet with poly- 
urethane foam padding. Adjustable. 
Gloves are vinyl with split leather palm. 
molded cuff and protective padding on 
back of hand. Shin guards are molded 
plastic with thick, shock absorbing wool 
felt padding. Adjustable straps. 162 
inches long. Helmet, shin pads from 
Canada. Gloves from Jamaica. 
6 N 10617 — Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. Set $12.49 

10 Official-size Puck. 1x3 inches. Made 
of rubber. Canada 

6 М 10557— Shpg. wt. 5 oz 40с 

Hockey Sticks. All have ash handle, elm 
blade. (11 thru 13) have fiber-glass 
wrapped blades. 2-piece handle. 53 
inches long. Canada. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs 

1] Neutral Stick. No curve. 
6 N 10503C Each $2.97 

12 Left pro-style-curve stick. 
* 6 м 10502C Each $3.97 

3 Right pro-style curve stick. 
6 N 10504C Each $3.97 

14 Goalie Stick 5-ply glass wrapped 
blade. 52 in. long. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 

6 М 10508C Each $4.97 

(15 ond 16) Hockey Goals. Tubular 
aluminum frame, nylon net. Sent as- 
sembled. 

15 Junior Size. 43'/2x36 inches high. 

6 М 10578C — Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
Each. $9.99: 2 for $17.98 

16 Official Size. 6x4 feet. 
6 М 10544L— Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 

Жайы. eie een СРЕ 522.28: 2 for $39.99 



Choose your Hockey Jersey 
from this variety 

of “pro-style” colors 

$ 569 
(1 thru 7) Jerseys of 6095 rayon and 40% 

cotton in a wide selection of color combina- 

tions. Chest sizes 
36), XL(38). State S, M, 
ing. Hand wash, warm. 
(1) 6 N 10737F—Red and white 
(2) 6 N 10731F—Red and black 
(3) 6 N 10734F—Orange and black 
(4) 6 № 10736F—Light blue and gold 
(5) 6 N 10735F—Green and white 
(6) 6 N 10733F—Blue and red 
(7) 6 N 10732F—Black and yellow 
Shipping weight 8 ounces 

Hockey Skates 
Boys' Men's 

$997 $1299 

Black vinyl uppers and reinforced 
top-grain leather box toe. Zinc 
plated Japanese steel blades. Ten- 
don guard. Composition sole. 
Lined. Cushioned tongue. 

Boys'. Medium width only. Sizes 
1, 2, 3, 4. State size when ordering. 
6N 10431F—WL 3lbs. ...$9.97 

Men's. “D” (med.) width only. 
Sizes SD, 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 
11D. See “How to determine 
Size" chart, page 388. Slate size. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 2 oz. 
6N 10432F ...... $12.99 

Cutslod pace scans by dihias masekedwich vm 

26-28), M(30-32), L(34 
„ or XL when order 

$5.69 

Bobby Orr Signature 
Hockey Skates for 
Men and Boys 

Full size tendon guard: 

reinforced for added pr 

and support plus 

tongue cushioned 

for extra comfort 

s 

ion 

51397 | 51519 
Handsome red, white and blue up 
pers of Naugalon® vinyl that needs 
no polishing, wipes clean with a damp 
cloth. Rugged top grain leather toe. 
Full sized reinforced tendon guard 
with Bobby Orr signature. Zinc-plat 
ed Japanese tempered steel blades. 
Cushioned tongue. Lock-stitched 
composition sole. 

Boys’. Medium width only. If regular 
shoe size is full size, order usual size. 
If regular size is half size, order next 
full size larger. Sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. State 
size when ordering. 
6 N 10401F—Wt. 3 lbs. $13.97 

Men's. See "How to determine size" 
chart on page 388. In “D” (medium) 
only. Men's sizes 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D, 
10D, 11D, 12D. State size. 
6 М 10425F—Wt. 5 lbs. $1579 



Colorful 
Indoor Play Tents 

. . ideal for 
camp-ins, parties 

and 
club meetings 

392 |Sears| 259%: 

Cut pane scans by caida пис pin 

(1and2) Dome-style Tents 

These tents fold flat for temporary 
Storage. . . just compress sideways and 

place against unused wall 

(1) Cotton Tent 
FABRIC: Durable 3-ounce cotton sheeting. 
SUPPORT: Inside frame of lightweight fiber glass 
and wood sections. Folds compactly. 
DETAILING: Flap-style door. No floor, 
DIMENSIONS: 3x3'2-ft. base; 3-ft. 6-in. center. 
SHURE INFORMATION: Not water-repellent; 

t intended for outdoor use, 
81 N 77317C—Blue, yellow. Wt. 4 КЕЗ .$14.99 
6 М 77318C—Rust, gold. Wt. 4 Ibs. .... 14.99 

(2) Nylon Tent 

FABRIC: 1.3-ounce nylon. Red and blue. 
Биресе Inside frame of lightweight fiber 
and wood sections. Folds Зен p 
DETAILING: Flap-style door. No floor. 
DIMENSIONS: 4'ax4'-ft. base; 4-ft. center ht. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Not water-repellent; 
mot intended. 
N 75509 Shipping weight 31... 619.09 

(3) Our best Dome-style Play Tent 

Zippered door flap plus a sewn-in 
floor that helps keep carpet clean 

and protects against scuff marks 
folds flat for temporary storage 

FABRIC 
Durable 1.85-ounce nylon in alternating panels 
of bright red and yellow 
SUPPORT: 
Inside frame of fiber glass and wood sections 
that separate for compact storage. 

ILING 
pered door flap. Sewn-in floor helps keep 

tent in shape, kids clean. 
DIMENSIONS 
4! ax4Uz-foot base; 4-foot center height. 
OR ING INFORMATION: 
Not water-repellent; not intended for outdoor use. 
6 N 77307C—Shpkg. wt. 4 Ibs. $24.99 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 



ALL BIKES ON 
THESE TWO PAGES 

ARE 
REFLECTOR- 
EQUIPPED 

FOR 
BETTER VISIBILITY 

SEE PAGE 394 

Move out for a smooth ride on this bright red bike with the sleek spyder styling. 
Support bar and power-grip handlebar are chrome-plated to resist rust. Black 
vinyl banana seat. Rear coaster brake delivers smooth stops on any terrain. 
20x1.75-inch rear tire really hugs the road. Mid-weight 20x1.75-inch front tire. 
White-painted rims front and rear. Pedal to seat span adjusts from 24 to 32 
inches. Reflectorized for greater visibility. 
6 N 47656N—Shipping weight 38 рошпдв......................... 329.95 

* Speedometer • Tachometer 
* Mileage Meter. . glowing fluorescent dial 
Large hooded 3-in. face means fine calibration, greater ac- 
curacy. Shows speeds up to 40 mph, mileage to 9,999.9 
miles, wheel rpm's. Racer-style dial mounts on handlebar 
stem, drive wheel on front wheel hub. Black high-impact 
plastic housing. Instructions, fittings incl. Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
6 м 48819— For 16-in. front wheel $6.49 
6 № 48815— For 20-in. front wheel ............... 6.49 
6 М 48816— For 24 and 26-in. front wheels 6.49 
6 N 48817— For 27-in. front wheel Wen. 649 

ER 
A: 

T Transform your Spyder, youth 

or adult lightweight into a sleek 
+ racing bike with this 
E Lightweight Conversion Kit 

Spyder with 
Conversion Kit 

Everything you need to give your lightweight or Spyder a new look. Kit in- 
cludes: racing-style handlebar, two racing-style pedals (not shown), 2 black 
racing plugs and 7 yards of black handlebar tape, black padded racing saddle 
with coil spring support for a smoother ride. Fits most bikes. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
6 М 49045—Shipping weight 4 pounds 10 ounces 

392 pasos See Big Book or ask for details 
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5-SPEED SPYDER 
Our finest, fastest 

Boys’ 20-inch Bike 

Five-speed derailleur lets you 

DOUBLE your speed 
as you gear up from 1st to 5th 
without pedaling any faster 

$5095 
1 S-speed Spyder with gear ratios from 34 to 68, pedals 

easily over all terrains. Lemon-lime frame with sham- 
rock green overspray and chrome-plated scoop fenders. 
Black and lemon-lime glitter vinyl banana seat, padded for 
extra comfort. Front and rear caliper handbrakes. Billboard 
tires . . 20x2.125-inch rear; 20x1,75-inch front. 
Chrome-plated support bar, rims, chain guard and spoke 

protector. Pedal to seat span adjusts from 24 to 32 inches. 
Reflectorized for better visibility. Get this bit of Christmas 
shopping done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 
6 М 47694N—Shipping weight 47 pounds.......... $59.95 

A NOTE ABOUT GEAR RATIOS 

LOW GEAR, as in a car. is for starting out and hill climbing 
Tires revolve fewer times for each time you pedal. This 
means resistance is minimal and pedaling is easier. 

The lower your lowest gear is, the easier your starts and 
hill climbing will be. 

HIGHER GEARS increase the number of times tires revolve 
for each time you pedal. Shifting through the gear ratio 

range will allow you to increase the speed of the bike with- 

out pedaling any faster 

The higher your highest gear is. the faster your bike will go 
with a minimum amount of pedaling. 

SHIPPING NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES 
All bikes are sent motor carrier or express in “long packs" 
wheels fully assembled on frame. You need only install seat, 
pedals, handlebar and kickstand. Most Sears Catalog Sales 
Offices will arrange for assembly of your catalog-ordered 
bike for only a small service charge. 

20-inch, single-speed 
Boys' Spyders with banana seats 

and high-rise handlebars 

2 For a fun-filled ride, take to the road on this brilliant magenta 
Spyder with white rally stripes on front and rear fenders. 

Matching magenta banana seat is padded vinyl for a softer, less 
bumpy ride. Blackwall front and rear tires; 20x1.75-inch knobby 
rear, 20x1.75-inch regular front. 
Chrome-plated support bar, high-rise handlebar and rims resist 

rust. Rear coaster brake. Pedal to seat span adjusts from 24 to 32 
inches. Reflectorized for better visibility. 
6 м 47668N—Shipping weight 39 pounds ...... $42.99 

3 The free spirit Spyder . . a blaze of red, white and blue with 
gleaming chrome-plated fenders. White circular power chain 

guard looks sharp and helps keep pants cuffs away from chain, 
Blue padded vinyl banana seat trimmed in white gives a smooth, 
comfortable ride. 20x2.125-inch rear cheater slick tire grabs the 
toad. 20x1.75-inch whiteline front tire is narrower to reduce fric- 
tion. Rear coaster brake. Rust-resistant support bar, rims and 
high-rise handlebar with white grips. Pedal to seat span adjusts 
from 24 to 32 inches. Fully reflectorized to make you more visible 
when riding. Like everything else in Sears books, it’s so easy to 
order by telephone. 
6 М 47677N—Shipping weight 42 pounds............... $47.50 



All dome-style and 
tunnel-style tents on 

these two pages can be 
moved while set up. . . just 

pick up tent and go 

(4) 
Tunnel Tent 

Cut 53 

19, 39 $16?? 

Reduced from our 1975 Christmas Book. 
FABRIC: 1.8-ounce nylon. Blue and yellow. 
SUPPORT: Inside frame of lightweight, sturdy polyvinyl tubes. Folds compactly. 
DETAILING Тирмен ои саса ан n EE 
carpet from 
DIMENSIONS; 33x56-inch long base; 33-inch center height. 
сорвана INFORMATION: Not D DM not intended for ouldoor use. 

}08C—Shipping weight 4 pounds His 

FABRIC: 5-gauge orange vinyl. 
SUPPORT: Wooden poles, guy lines. 

IE pu in center with draw strings . 
tightly when used as tent, ties snugly over child's ven 

used as a poncho. 

DIMENSIONS: 4 ft.x4 ft. 10 in. 24-inch center height. 

ORDERING INFO: Not intended for outdoor camping. 
6 N 77325C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ....... $8.88 

стай pate cae caidas аш аЙ 

Rugged, water-repellent 
Outdoor Tents 

Reduced from our 1976 Spring Big Book. 
FABRIC: Blue nylon walls, white cotton drill roof. Flame-resistant.* 
SUPPORT: Outside aluminum frame. ABS plastic stakes. 
DETAILING: Polypropylene floor, nylon screen door. Tie window. 
DIMENSIONS: 8x8-ft. . . . sleeps 4. 6-ft. 1-in. center; 4-ft. 1-in. eave. 
ORDERING INFO: Canopy poles sold below; ropes not included. 
6 N 77223L—Shipping weight 16 pounds . .............. 954.88 
(6 and 7) Cases. For tent above. (8) Canopy Poles. Alumi- 
1.5-0z. cotton drill. Wt. 2 Ibs. num. di^ E not 
ЫҢ СА $10.90 incl. Pkg. of 2. 3 lbs. 
7)6N78193-Framecase.. 8.90 6N78613C. "Pia. $9.99 

(9) 5x7-foot 
all-cotton 

Pup Tent... 
sleeps two 

adults '9 
13999 va 

FABRIC: Blue 6-oz. cotton drill walls that “breathe” for comfortable 
ventilation. Water-repellent and flame-resistant.* 
SUPPORT: Two 2-piece aluminum poles, ABS plastic stakes, ropes. 
DETAILING: Sewn-in floor, nylon screened door with zipper. Tie- 
down storm flaps on door. 
DIMENSIONS: 5x7-ft . . . sleeps two adults. 3-ft. 6-in. center ht. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. Order duffel bag (10) ESTEE) rere 
6 м 77218C—Shipping weight 12 pounds 

10) Duffel Bag for pup tents. 7.5-oz. cotton di 
A N'78629- Shipping weight 14 ounces на oe eeenavaneeees $6.99 

e (11) 5x7-foot 
all-cotton 

Youth Pup Tent... 
sleeps two 
children 

$1999 

FABRIC: Blue 4.5-oz. cotton. Water-repellent, flame-resistant.* 
SUPPORT: 2, 1-pc. wooden poles. Wire pin-hook stakes, guy rope. 
DETAILING: Sewn-in polypropylene floor. Tie-flap storm door. 
DIMENSIONS: 5x7-ft . . . sleeps 2 children. 3-ft. center height. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. Order duffel (10) separately above. 
6 N 7715 1C—Shipping weight 8 pounds 
*Flame-resistant fabric designed to self-extinguish 

$19.99 
омеа from flame. 

eua 393 



Soft. padded banana seat 
for a more comfortable ride 

xm 

Heavy-duty 

Support bar 

Front and rear 
caliper brakes for 

smoother stops N 

Rust-resistant 

chrome fenders 

- =, 

5-position stick shift 

easy-to-reach 

for fast shifting 

Friction reducing. 

narrow-width front tire 

5-speed derailleur lets you 

adjust wheel to any of 

5 ratios from 34 to 68 for 
easiest possible pedaling 

Extra-wide cheater 
slick rear tire for 

dig-in traction 

5-speed Screamer | 
with 20-inch rear tire 

16-inch front tire 

Low-slung needle-nose frame with 20x2.125-in. rear cheater 
-in. front tire. . both redlines. Frame- 

mounted stick shift for easy shifting of the 5-speed deraill- 
eur. Gear ratios from 34 to 69. Dual rear caliper handbrakes. 

4 to 33'/, in. Reflectorized. 
$79.95 

Ж 

seat span adjusts from 25 
6 N 47537N—Shipping weight 48 pounds 



All equal-size 
bags on these 
two pages 

can be zipped 
together for 
a double bag 

mwe. SLEEPING BAGS FOR 

Party-time Bags with 
cartoon character 

print covers 

Clear vinyl duftel for 
ali bags on this page 

34x69-inch Sleeping Bags (1 and 2) 
have 2 pounds of heat-retaining 

polyester insulation and soft cotton cover 

INSULATION: 2 pounds of heat-retaining polyester, 
CONSTRUCTION: Cotton cover with coordinated 8077 acetate, 20%, ny- 
lon tricot liner. Insulation quilted to stay smooth, retain heat. Full 
length separating zipper lets you zip two bags together. 
DIMENSIONS: 34 inches wide, 69 inches long. 
CARE: Hand wash, warm temperature. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order clear vinyl duffel bag (6) separately at 

34x64-inch Sleeping Bags (3 thru 5 ) have 2 pounds 
of polyester/acrylic insulation and an acetate 
blend tricot cover that's soft and comfortable 

INSULATION: 80% polyester, 20% acrylic. 
CONSTRUCTION: Colorful, patterned tricot cover with coordinating 8077 acetate, 
20% nylon tricot liner. Insulation quilted to stay smooth, retain heat evenly. 
Full-length separating zipper lets you zip two bags together. Sewn-on carrier ties. 
DIMENSIONS: 34 inches wide, 64 inches long. 
CARE: Hand wash, warm temperature. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order clear vinyl duffel (6) resp below. 

right for convenient storage. (3) 6N 70406C—Supermant print. Shipping weight 3 lbs. 12 oz. . $14.99 

(1) Mickey Mouse* print (4) 6 М 70405C—Casper, the Friendly Ghost print$. Wt. 3 lbs. 1202. . 14.99 
6 М 70403—Shipping weight 4 pounds 5 ounces . . ...$14.99 (5) 6 N 70236C—Batmant print. Shipping weight 4 lbs. 7 oz. ......... 14.99 

2h Scooby Doo** print. 
6 N 70404—Shipping weight 4 pounds 5 ounces . . $14.99 
* Walt Disney Productions **Hanna-Barbera Enterprises, Inc. 

(6) Clear vinyl Duffel. For all bags on this page. Drawstring tie. 
6 М 70368—Shipping weight 4 ounces... ... Ч ...79с 
161974 National Periodical Publications, Inc.  $Harvey World Famous Comics. inc. 

INSULATION: 1% pounds of 
mixed synthetic fibers. 
CONSTRUCTION: Colorful 
“Dutch square" print cotton 

Our lowest cover with coordinated nylon 
liner. Insulation quilted to stay 

price this year smooth, retain heat evenly. 
Full-length separating zipper 
lets you zip two bags together. 
Sewn-on carrier tie strings se- 
cure bag in compact roll. / 
DIMENSIONS: 33x65 in. long. 
CARE: Brush and air dry. . . 
washing not recommended. 
ORDERING INFO: Order vinyl 
duj м (6) гесу Tes 

ipping weight 4 Ibs. 
6N 70401C ..........59.99 

for any Party-time 
Sleeping Bag 

33x65 inches long with 
1'/, pounds of synthetic fiber fill 

Only 5099 

paLsom 
CKOGAJE 394 
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Sharp Spyder styling 
from their high-rise 

handlebars to the 
banana seats 

Girls' 20-inch single-speed Spyder 

Gleaming chrome-plated fenders resist rust 
rear Cheater slick tire holds the road 

Move out on this red, white and blue free spirit. 20x1.75-inch rear Cheater slick tire; 
20x1.75-inch whiteline front tire. Vinyl banana seat is padded for extra comfort. Bright 
chrome-plated rims, fenders, handlebar and support bar resist rust. White circular power 
chain guard. Rear coaster brake. Bike may be ordered with white woven vinyl basket with 
gaily-colored plastic flowers and leather buckle straps (basket from South Korea). Pedal to 
seat span adjusts from 24 to 32 inches. Reflectorized. 
6 М 47578N2— Bike with Basket. Shipping weight 43 pounds . 
6 N 47577N—Bike only. Shipping weight 41 pounds . 

$49.50 

47.50 

- ja Fender racing stripes 
pe and knobby tire add a 

С \ "racer" look to this 
hi “7 j^ dog. 20-inch single-speed 

| - X 

$4,495 zs. 
Knobby 20x1.75-inch knobby 
rear tire and 20x1.75-inch mid- 
weight front tire put plenty of 
rubber on the road for good trac- 
tion, easier maneuvering. Rear 
coaster brake. White vinyl ba- 
nana seat sets off the bright tur- 
quoise frame. 

Bike may be ordered with white 
vinyl basket with pretty plastic 
flowers (from S. Korea). Pedal to 
seat span adjusts from 24 to 32 in. 
Reflectorized. 
Bike with Basket. Wt. 41 Ibs. 
6 м 47558N2 ..$44.95 
Bike only. Shpg. wt. 39 Ibs. 
6N47568N .............42.95 394 [Sears] ties. 

Санйоп pane scans by chisintas-imusetechmicil codi 

Girls" 20-inch single-speed Spyder 

А girls’ bike you accessorize the way you like. . add a 
basket (below) or radio (page 393). Blue metallic finish 
with white vinyl banana seat. Rear coaster brake. 
Chrome-plated support bar, handlebar. 

Front and rear tires are 20x1.75-inch on white paint- 
ed wheel rims. Reflectorized for better visibility. Pedal 
to seat span adjusts 24 to 32 inches. Why not pick up 
the phone and order it? 
6 N 47616N—Shipping weight 38 pounds ..*29.95 

All Sears bikes are 
fully reflectorized . . you can 

be seen from any angle 

дө | 
Reflective name 

plate and red 
rear reflector 

Two amber 
reflectors on 
each pedal 

Reflective strip. 
on each side 
of front fork 

Woven vinyl Bike Baskets 

( 1 and 2) Colored Baskets. Mount easily with buck- 
led leather straps. Water-resistant vinyl baskets are 
splashed with gaily-colored plastic flowers. Both are 
8x14'/,x8 inches deep. Fit all bikes. Imported from 
South Korea. 

White and pink-colored Basket. 
6 М 48484—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. .....$3.99 

All-white-colored Basket. 
6 N 48485—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. . 2.99 

3 Natural willow-look Basket of water-resistant vi- 
nyl. Mounts with buckled leather straps. Measures 

9'Ax13'/x8 in. deep. Fits all bikes. S. Korea. 
6 N 48492—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz. ..... $2.99 



. . folk, country and rock instruments 

Guitar Outfit 
Features 6-string standard-size Guitar 
PLUS neck cord, vinyl carrying бад, 

pick and playing instructions 

$2495 
plus Amp (A) 

зо 70^, 

0 
on Guitar (C) 
with Amp (A) 

Separately $, 90 
total 

$105.90 95 Complete folk guitar outfit includes 
everything a new guitarist needs to 
learn to play well. Standard-size 
guitar has six steel strings on easy: 
grip fingerboard. Thin-line neck for 
easy cording. Adjustable wooden 
bridge lets you vary the height of 
all six strings . . changes playing 
action to suit your style. Hardwood 
neck resists warping thanks to en- 

closed steel rod reinforcement. 4 in: 
laid position markers. 

Sunburst amber-color finished 
top is hardwood; dark cherry-red 
color hardwood body and back. 
Styled pick guard and decorative 
sound hole. Measures 36'4x 
13V4x3*4-inches high. From Korea. 
Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
57 C 1218C 52495 

$ауе #15 
оп 

this Banjo 

was $69.95 
in our 1975 354195 

Spring Big Book 

6-string Guitar made by 
Harmony for Sears 

© Grand Concert body size for 
increased resonance and tone 

“How-to-Play Guitar” 
Book and Record 

Learn guitar basics with this instruction 
book and 45-rpm record. 
57 C 86907—Shpzg. wt. 10 oz. $5.99 

* Elegant rosewood fingerboard 

6-string Student-size 
Guitar Outfit 

Includes quitar, neck cord. 
pick, bag. instructions 

$1995 
Respected Harmony name means you're get- 2 You get everything a beginning player 
ting a guitar that gives you rich, deep sound needs with this outfit! The guitar has 

and fine craftsmanship, Six steel strings on easy- six steel strings on easy-grip fingerboard. 
grip fingerboard are tuned with precision ma- Four position markers. Hardwood neck is 

i chined heads. Slimline neck lets you chord easily. reinforced with enclosed steel rod for warp- 

Denim-look Cases for Acoustic Guitars Genuine rosewood pin bridge and fingerboard. resistance. Dark cherry-red finished hard- 
Hardwood neck is warp-resistant, thanks toen- wood top; matching hardwood sides and 
closed steel reinforcing rod. Six position markers. back. High gloss finish. Decorative sound 
Handsome spruce-grained hardwood top; sides hole trim. Contrasting white plastic pick 

and back аге a contrasting dark brown finished guard. Measures 34!2x115sx3!4-inches 
hardwood. Decorative sound hole trim. Pick deep. Includes instruction booklet, black 
guard. Guitar measures 39%x15¥%x3%4 inches vinyl carry bag, neck cord and pick. Korea. 

(2] 

including 1 
bridge '[* 

Denim-look vinyl on chipboard. Order case that exceeds all 
guitar measurements A thru E above. Wi. 7 pounds (except 

13262L, 6 lbs.). If mailed, take 10 lb. rate, see 

"Case | Case | Case | Case е 
length A| length B | width C | width D 
3844 | 18% | 10% | 14 " ile . $62. 12381C— ~ ie 519.95 
2 | 21% | 12 16 5 | 570 13272L| 1195 ап et анато тама MES 57 C 12381C—Shpg. wt. S bs. s. 
42 | 184 | 12% | 16% | 6 [57C13282L| 1195 сааат 439.95 395 
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Yi M Available in a wide selection of sizes and 
patterns, specially designed for the younger set 

Funny Bags with 
crazy covers 

Each $ 1 199 

Clear vinyl Duffel 
for use with all bags 

on this page ‹ ; УХ =. 

(7and8) 34x68-inch Bags 
Two pounds of fluffy polyester insulation 

and acetate blend tricot cover 
INSULATION: 2 pounds of heat-retaining polyester. 

CONSTRUCTION: 80% acetate/20% nylon tricot cover with coordinat- 
ed 80% acetate/20% nylon tricot liner that's soft and comfortable. In- 
sulation quilted to liner and cover to stay smooth, retain heat evenly. 
Full-length separating zipper lets you zip two bags together. 
DIMENSIONS: 34 inches wide, 68 inches long. 

CARE: Hand wash, warm temperature. 

ORDER INFO: For convenient storage, order vinyl duffel bag (12) at right. 
(7) 6N 70425C— Dog Chow print." Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 02...$17.99 
(8) 6N70422C—Elephant print. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. 17.99 
*Ralston Purina 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone 

Cutuoa sace scans by cheisimasimasetecinicd pom 

(9thru 11) Mid-size 33x70-inch Bags 
Large enough for growing teens 2 pounds of 
fluffy polyester insulation and soft cotton cover 

INSULATION: 2 pounds of heat-retaining bonded polyester. 

CONSTRUCTION: Colorful printed cotton cover with coordinated brushed 80% acetate/ 
20% nylon tricot liner. Insulation quilted to cover and liner. Full-length separating zipper 
lets you zip two bags together to form a double sleeper. Sewn-on carrier tie strings. 
DIMENSIONS: 33 inches wide, 70 inches long. 
CARE: Hand wash, warm temperature. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: For convenient storage, order vinyl duffel bag (12) below. 
(9) 6N70411C—Denim Graffiti print. Shipping weight 4 Ibs, 8 oz. ... $17.99 
(10) 6N 70424C—Varoomm print. Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 oz. . 17.99 
(11) 6 N 70423C—Benji print. Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8 oz. .. 17.99 

(12) Clear vinyl Duffel. For all bags above. Drawstring. 
7 N 70368—Shipping weight 4 ounces . 79c pens 395 



Boys’ ог Girls 
Bike without 

Basket 

Boys’ and Girls’ 24-inch 
Single-speed Lightweight 

with rear coaster brake 

Sharp double-bar frames with bright paint jobs; 
boys’ bike in lemon-lime and green, girls’ in tur- 
quoise and yellow. Flashy chrome-plated fenders 
on both styles. Rear coaster brakes for fast, se- 
cure stops. Slim 24x1*/-inch blackwall tires. 
Rust-resistant chrome-plated handlebars, circu- 
lar chain guards, wheel rims and sprockets. Re- 
flectorized so you're more visible as you ride. 

Padded vinyl saddle, black for boys' bike, 
white for girls’. Pedal to seat span adjusts from 
29'/, to 33'/, on boys’ bike, 26°/, to 30*/, inches on 
girls’. Girls’ bike may be ordered with woven vi- 
nyl basket with gaily-colored plastic flowers 
(basket from South Korea). 
6 М 45573N—Boys' Bike. Wt. 45 lbs. ....$49.95 
6 М 45516N—Girls' Bike. Wt. 42 Ibs. .... 49.95 
Girls' Bike with Basket. 
6 N 455 19N2—Shipping weight 44 lbs... 51.95 

SHIPPING NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: All 
bikes are sent motor carrier or express in “long 
packs” . . wheels are fully assembled on frames. 
You need only install seat, pedals, handlebar and 
kickstand. Most Sears Catalog Offices will ar- 
range for assembly of your catalog-ordered bike 
for only a small service charge. 

Mounting piece bolts to handlebar, 
just unlock radio to take it along 

Cataig рап scant by clrisimas mursetechncul con 

YOUTH 
LIGHTWEIGHTS 
with 24-inch lightweight tires 

gears and our best center-pull caliper handbrakes 

10-speed derailleur gears from 29 to 86 make shifting precise . . accelerating easier. Center-pull 
brakes grip wheels evenly for smoother stops and less tire wear. Handlebar- mounted dual-position 
brake levers. 24x1°/,-inch blackwall tires on 17-in. steel free spirit frame. Chrome-plated circular 
chain guard, spoke protector, wing nut and wide flange front hub. White taped racing handlebar 

This 24-inch Boys' 10-speed sports our finest derailleur 97750 

helps you cut wind resistance. Black padded vinyl racing saddle. Pedal to seat span adjusts from. 
29'/, to 33'/, inches. Fully reflectorized so you're more visible. 
6 М 45595N—Shipping weight 45 pounds. ....... csse nnn $77.50 

You get 2 braking 

systems for smooth 
stops on this Girls" 
24-inch, 3-speed 

Rear coaster brake and rear 
safety handbrake. Handlebar- 
mounted brake and shift levers. 
Gear ratios from 49 to 92. White 
pearlescent-finish frame. Blue 
fenders with white racing stripe. 
24x1¥,-inch whiteline tires. 
Chrome-plated handlebar, 
hubs, rims. Vinyl seat. Pedal to 
seat span adjusts from 267, to 
30°, inches. Reflectorized. May 
be ordered with white woven vi- 
nyl basket with colored flowers 
(from South Korea). 

Bike with Basket. 
6N45529N2-Wt. 46 lbs.966.95 

Bike only. 
6N45526N-Wt. 44 Ibs. . $64.75 



Autoharp and Case $ 5 995 
You can play this Autoharp the very first day without reading a note 
of music . . simply press the clearly marked chord tabs and strum 

105 easy and fun to play. Just follow the simple instructions included with the autoharp . . match 
the chords on the music (most popular sheet music is marked with chords) to those on your 
autoharp, then press the chord tabs and strum. 3 octave chromatic scale. 36 steel strings. 15 
chords: G major, G minor, G7; F major, F7; A minor, A7; B-flat major; C major, C7; D major, D 
minor, D7; E-flat major, E7. Hard maple construction. Aluminum chord bar won't warp. Includes 
vinyl-on-chipboard case with protective cloth lining, 28-page instruction book with 21 pages of 
songs, tuning key, 4 picks. Autoharp measures 354x1174x23*4 inches deep. 
57 C 25681C2—Shipping weight 14 pounds 

Autoharp Christmas Music Book. 87 popular carols from all countries. 123 pages total. 
57 C 4611— Shipping weight 11 ошпсев........................... 

40-reed Concertina 

A high qui 

dle and lo: 
inches . . 
structions 
57 С 2515—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. .... 

Chord buttons are specially designed 

to work easily—won't stick 

$4995 
ality concertina at a really low 

price, Two octave instrument has 10 bass 
and 10 treble chord buttons, amply spaced 
for easy playing. 40 steel reeds. Air release 
button. Wood frame covered with red pear- 
lized plastic. Handy leather carrying han- 

cking strap. Measures 713x714 
opens to 16 inches. Playing in- 
included. Germany, 

$49.95 

Learn to play an instrument 
These Kits include the instrument, learn-to-play record, instructions 

$599 

Kit with Drumsticks 
Learn Rock 'n' Roll drum 
rhythm plus several different 
percussion effects . . the easy- 
to-follow instruction booklet 
tells you how. Snappy jazz se- 
lections on long-playing 33%- 
rpm record are great for im- 
provisation, playing along. In- 
cludes two professional-quality 
hardwood drumsticks. 
57 C 86906— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $5.99 

396 
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Kit with Recorder 
You can play the Recorder. Il- 
lustrated booklet explains how 
to read sheet music and play re- 
corder . . includes exercises and 
50 tunes. Exercises are played 
on 33'4-rpm record, too . . you 
practice along to learn notes, 
rhythm. Includes Yamaha So- 
prano Recorder. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
57 C 86908 .................81099 

510 
Kit with 

Hohner Harmonica 
Play the Harmonica. Lesson 
book and 33'4-rpm long- 
playing record teach you to 
read sheet music and the tech- 
niques for forming notes. Rec- 
ord includes practice-along 
music for various levels of 
skill. Includes Hohner Marine 
Band Harmonica. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
57C86902 ......... $10.99 

Harmonicas 

1 Bandmaster Chromatic Harmonica. Play a full 214- 
octave scale . . both whole, half-steps. Key of C. 48 

brass reeds. 10 holes. 5*4 inches long. E. Germany. 
57 С 2597—Shipping weight 1 pound . . $14.95 

2 Bandmaster Tremolo Harmonica. Double-sided with 
32 double holes for tremolo sound, echo effect. Keys of 

С, С. 64 brass reeds. 4!4 in. long. E. Germany. 
57 C 2598—Shipping weight 1 pound ... 

8 Bandmaster Standard Harmonicas. Set of 3. Each 
has 20 brass reeds. 10 holes. 4 їп, long. Two in key of C, 

one in key of G. E. Germany. 
57 C 2599—Shipping weight í pound 

+» $9.95 

„Set $7.95 

Brass Bugle 

chain holder. 1534 inches 
long. Includes carrying bag 
and complete playing in- 
structions. 

Shipping weight 
57С2501............. .$1995 

Rhythm Pack 
5 Set includes 7-inch head- 

less tambourine, two 7- 
inch cymbals, 5-inch trian- 
gle, tone and mallet block, 
wrist bells. Get this bit of р: 22, 

just dial Sears and order it 
right now. 

6 Set includes bongo 
drums with 5*4 and 6- 

inch goatskin heads, hard- 
wood bodies. Also, 2 gourd 
maracas and 2 hardwood 
Claves (not shown). Easy-to- 
follow instructions. 

Play this Triola by 
matching colored keys 

with song book 

Enjoy hours of musical 
fun—even if you can’t 

read a note of music. This 
sturdy plastic triola has 12 
color-coded keys. Just 
match the keys to the color- 
coded music in the song 
book (included). With a lit- 
tle practice you can play 
any song. Imported from 
East Germany. Shippi 

57C25961 .... 



PARTY-TIME SLUMBER BAGS 
Great for slumber parties, camping or dorm. . . fluffy polyester 

insulation helps make these bags warm enough for summer sleep-outs 

* Bags stay bright and fluffy 

even after repeated washing 
ө Easy to store eachbag ө Separating zippers let you 

comes with its own duffle zip two like bags together 

Cutiod pane scans by cuisines тие аасы com 

33x75-inch Bags 
2% pounds of polyester insulation and 
include a 13x17-inch matching pillow 

Each $ T 999 

INSULATION: 2*4 pounds of bonded polyester. 

CONSTRUCTION: Happy patterned cotton cover with coor- 
dinated acetate/nylon tricot liner. Full-length separating 
zipper lets you zip two bags together to form a double sleep- 
er. Sewn-on carrier ties for easy roll-up and storage. 
DIMENSIONS: 33 inches wide, 75 inches long. 

CARE: Hand wash, warm temperature. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Includes clear vinyl duffle and 
13x17-in. pillow with cotton cover, polyester fill. 
(1) 6 N 70407C—Patch work quilt pattern 
(2) 6 N 70432C—PEPSI6* design pattern 
(3) 6 N 70431C—Neon floral pattern 
Shipping weight 5 pounds 5 ounces . 
"Reg. Т.М. Pepsi-Co. Inc. Used with permission 

Use as an accent 
pillow when folded 
into decorator cover 

(4and 5) 
Extra-long 33x80-inch Bags 

3 Ibs. of polyester fill roll up into 
decorator cover for a cozy accent pillow 

cach $2499 
INSULATION: 3 pounds of bonded polyester. 
CONSTRUCTION: Gaily patterned cotton cover 
with coordinated acetate/nylon tricot liner. 
Full-length separating zipper lets you zip two 
bags together for a double bag. Bag folds up 
into decorator cover for a large accent pillow 
for bedroom or den. 
DIMENSIONS: 33 inches wide, 80 inches long. 

CARE: Machine wash, warm. Tumble dry. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Includes clear vinyl duffle bag for storage. 
(4) 6 N 70444C— Paisley print 
(S) 6 N 70445C— Daisy print 
Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces $24.99 



16 and 20-inch FIRST BIKE \ 
With detachable training wheels | 

and tires that can't go flat 

For Girls. . 16-inch "SUGAR ‘N’ SPICE" 

Spyder-styled banana seat sprinkled 
with gaily-colored flowers. 

Our first beginner’s bike especially for little girls. Double-bar 
frame with flamboyant turquoise finish. White vinyl basket 
highlighted with flowers wipes clean with a damp cloth. Flat 
proof 16-inch whiteline tires. Rear coaster brake for smooth 
stops. High-rise handlebars, fenders chrome-plated to resist 
rust. Detachable training wheels. Reflectorized. 
6 N 47876L—Shipping weight 31 pounds ... $33.50 

For Boys. . 16-inch "TRAIL BIKE”. . chopper-style handlebars 

and long, wide cycle-style saddle for a fast, smooth trail bike look 
These 20-inch First Bikes $4495 
“grow” with your child 

$2995 Bikes have full-size seat posts and handlebar heads . . add full 
size seat and handlebar (not incl.) as child grows. Pneumatic 

Other trail bike features include raised front fender and simulated baffled-cycle muf- 20x1.75-in. red-line tires. Glitter-trimmed padded vinyl seats. 
fler. Smooth-action coaster brake. Muffler serves as a chain guard to protect pants Chrome-plated rims, handlebars. Smooth-action coaster brake. 
cuffs. Studded 16x1%⁄4-inch semi-pneumatic tires can't go flat. Gleaming chrome-plated Detachable training wheels, Reflectorized. Adjustable leg reach 
front hub, chopper-style handlebars and support bar with imitation springs resist rust, Boy's style has red frame and saddle; girl's style is turquoise. 
Training wheels and hardware. Reflectorized. Why not ж up the phone and order it? 6 N 47626N—Boys'. Shipping weight 40 pounds... . $44.95 
6 М 47883L—Shipping weight 32 роцпйз.................................. 6 М 47636N—Girls’. Shipping weight 42 pounds 44.95 
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Reflectorized Bike Safety Light 

2-sided light straps on with Velcro® fastener 
. looks like a circle of light as you move. 

Plastic. Uses 2 “C” batteries, 
6 N 4804 1—Japan. Shpg. wt. 302. ...$2.39 

“D”-size batteries. 1.5-volt. 
34 N 4663—Wt. each 4 02......... 2 for 48c 

Deluxe Generator Light Set 

Generator is turned by spinning bike wheels to 
produce 12 volts of electricity for the lights. 
Chrome-plated to resist rust. High and low beam 
headlight is 3%, inches in diameter. Generator 
unit and red plastic tail light mount next to rear 
wheel. Fits all bikes. Extra bulb included. 
6 N 4811 1—Japan. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ...... $6.29 



=- You can play these Double Keyboard Reed Chord Organs 
Christmas Day without reading a note of music 

18 CHORDS MELODY 
One finger plays an entire Numbered melody notes in 
chord. Pre-set chord buttons songbook make it easy. You 
are lettered . . you just match match melody-note numbers 
letters in songbook to letters to numbers above the right- 
оп the chord buttons. hand keys. Play beautiful me- 

lodies instantly 
RHYTHM 

Complement your favorite 
melodies—choose from 6 
exciting rhythm back- 
grounds including: latin, 
Jazz, fox trot, waltz. rock and 
metronome. 

Mediterranean 
style organ has 

4 VOICES 

$2 5995 

Double Keyboard Reed Chord Organs 
Both organs have 18 pre-set 

chords and 6 amplified rhythms 

1 Contemporary-styled Organ. Your whole family will enjoy 

combining melodies with favorite background rhythms. 
Start with the upper keyboard and chord buttons—soon, with 
the instruction booklet that’s included, you'll be making your 
own chords. Rhythm section has its own volume control plus 
tempo (speed) control. Foot pedal controls keyboard volume. 
All sound electronically amplified. 69 full-sized keys. 18 one-fin- 
ger pre-set chords (6 major, 6 minor, 6 sevenths). Durable stain- 
less steel reeds. Wood-grained vinyl-covered hardboard cabine- 
try with walnut finish. 5¥-foot cord. AC power input just 60 

watts. UL listed for 120 volts, 60 Hz. AC. 3314x36x16%4 in. deep. 
57 C 47133N—Shipping weight 77 pounds ..$199.95 

2 Padded Bench. Matches contemporary-styled organ (1). 
Walnut-grained hardwood. Padded brown vinyl-covered 

top. Hinged lid; music storage beneath. 2014x251 iei in. erp 
57 C 47231C—Shipping weight 16 pounds ....... $29.95 

Mediterranean-styled Organ. Has all the features of organ 
(1) above plus 4 voices to enrich the tone quality . . horn, 

string, diapason (church organ) and tremolo tab for vibrato ef- 
fect. Distressed pecan finish. 33%4х36х16% in. 9598 
57 C 47165N—Shipping weight 80 pounds . . ..... $259.95 

4 Padded Bench with panel-style legs. Matches Mediterra- 
nean-styled organ (3). Distressed pecan finish. Padded black 

vinyl-covered top, storage beneath lid. 19! жаз ES in. deep. 
57 C 47211C—Shipping weight 27 pounds . . +++ -$29.95 

Contemporary 
style organ 

$ 1 9995 

Single Keyboard Reed Chord Organ $999 5 
SONG BOOKS with full-to-floor console 

for chord organs 6 A reat value at a really low price. And it's easy to play 
$ 89 . you can play with two fingers. Match letters above 

289 chords and numbers above keys to songbook included. 37 
full-size keys, 18 pre-set chords (6 major, 6 minor, 6 sev- 
enths). Precision-engineered plastic reeds. Pedal controls 

Save 10% keyboard volume. Walnut-grained vinyl-covered hardboard 
when cabinet (buy matching bench below). Measures 

в booka 31M%4x3254x15% in. deep. 54-8. cord. Draws just 60 watts, 
AC. UL listed 120-v., 60 Hz. AC. See “N” suffix below. 

Any 3 for $780 57 C 4717N—Shipping weight 67 pounds. . ...........999.95 

T7 Matching Bench. Walnut-grained hardwood. Fabric- 

5 For any chord organ with 12 to 40 covered top matches organ grille cloth. 17x19x12 in. 

chords. Music coded to match letters on 57C4718—Shipping weight 10 lbs. 4 oz. .... wo $19.95, 

chord buttons and numbers above keys 
found on all chord organs. Single Keyboard Reed Chord Organ 

. . includes matching padded bench $5995 

8 Even a beginner can play this organ using only one fin- Favorite Christmas Carols... . 0 
So 57 C47611 ger of each hand to match lettered chords, numbered 

Loved кка: keys to included songbook. 37 full-sized keys; 18 pre-set 
ERR UEM chords. Rotary volume control. Precision engineered plastic 

57 C 47651 reeds. Walnut-grained vinyl-covered hardboard with black 
ngs 57 C 4768 accents. Black vinyl-covered padded bench top. 

31 4x33 V2x13 inches deep. UL listed 120-volt, 60 Hz. AC. 60 
watts. 7-foot cord included. 
57 C 47053L—Shipping weight 44 Ibs. $59.95 

SHIPPING NOTE: See “N” suffix 
information, page 276 397 

Great American Songs 
Yeliow Rose of Texas. 
| Love You Truly . 

57C4768 
57C4769 
57C47701 
57С 47711 

Organ and 
bench set 

PB.ScO MKDGAEL WE es ог. Each 6288; — Any 3 for $7.80 

Cutslo pae scant by chrisimias ттен нас com 



Wrangler" 
Sleeping Bags 

Full-size 33x76-inch Bags (1 thru 3) 
have rugged cotton denim shell and 

3 pounds of fluffy polyester insulation 

Each $ 1 19 eee 

INSULATION: 3 pounds of polyester. 
CONSTRUCTION: Long- wearing cotton denim shell, acetate/ 
lon tricot liner that's soft and comfortable. Heat-retaining insula 
tion quilted to shell and liner. Full- 100-in. zipper separates 

lets you zip two bags togeth per weather stripped to 
help keep drafts out, body heat in. Tie straps for rolling bag. 

DIMENSIONS: Measures 33x76 inches long. e 
CARE: Hand wash, warm temperature, impen ORDERING INFORMATION Gur 1977 Catalog Order duffle (4) separate below. ГАБОН tor 

hpg. wt. 6 lbs. 9 oz. Mobile Homes, аў N 70131C—Denim blue with red liner ч posted inen 
(2) 6 N 70132C—Denim blue patch print with red liner Vehicles and 
(3) 6 N 70133C—Buckskin brown with brown liner ... i Camping . . ask for 

FREE copy at 4), Clear Vinyl Duffle. Drawstring closure; wipes clean, s Catalog 
Gh 70880 Shippin weight d ounces. ..79 ОА КЕ: 

Lil Wrangler* Junior-size Sleeping Bag 

$1197 
INSULATION: 2 pounds of polyester. 
CONSTRUCTION: Acetate taffeta shell, soft acetate/nylon tricot liner. 
Liner and shell quilted to color-coordinated insulation. Full-length 
separating zipper lets you zip two bags together . . . weather stripped 
to help keep drafts out. Tie strings for rolling. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 33x64 inches long. 
CARE: Brush clean, air dry. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order duffle (4) separately above. 
6 N 70402C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces 



The 16-inch Lightweight 

A single-speed, styled just like a racer 

with racing-style saddle, handlebar and tires 

Lightweight hot green frame sports a center bar that can be re- 

moved to make it a girl's bike. Racing-style saddle is padded. 
Non-inflatable 16x17/, in. semi-pneumatic tires. Taped handle- 
bars. Simulated gear shift, Circular-style chain guard and short- 
ened fenders are chrome-plated. Coaster brake. Pedal to seat span 
adjusts 257/, to 33'/, in. Detachable training wheels. Reflectorized 
6 N 47882L—Shipping weight 30 pounds р ....934.95 

Hot blue 
Convertabikes 

Raise center bar and it's a boy's bike. A great bike for any 3 or 
4-year old. Blue bike is trimmed with white on pedals, detachable 
training wheels, grips and saddle. Rear coaster brake for smooth 
stops. Non-inflatable 16x1*/-inch blackwall tires can't go flat. 
Chrome-plated handlebar, metal seat. Reflectorized. 
6 N 47881L—Shipping weight 30 pounds .... 827.95 

SHIPPING NOTE for both pages: Bikes sent by motor carrier or 

express in long packs . . wheels fully assembled on frame. You in- 
Stall seat, pedals, handlebar, kickstand and training wheels . . or let 
your Sears Selling Unit do it for a small service charge 

Culsiod pane scans by стаз тиенен ког 

16-inch CONVERTABIKES 
All 3 easily convert to boys’ or girls’ styles 

. include detachable training wheels 

| 
} | 
| 

The FREE SPIRIT. . sleek Spyder styling with 

high-rise handlebar and comfortably padded banana seat 

Just lower the center bar and it becomes a girl's bike. Your 3 and 4-year olds will 

love the bright red free spirit frame with the silver glitter mini-banana seat . . 

padded for their riding comfort. Rear coaster brake is easy to work and delivers 

smooth stops. 16x1°/,-inch semi-pneumatic tires are non-inflatable so they can't go 

flat. Chrome-plated high-rise handlebars resist rust. White grips with blue and red 

streamers. Pedal to seat span adjusts from 25'/, to 33'/, inches. Detachable training 

wheels. Reflectorized. 
6N 47877L—Shipping weight 30 pounds ...$33.50 

| Bike Book Bags 

Roomy 14x14-inch bag of polyester and cotton slings 
onto your back like a back pack. Cotton web back 
straps. Bright silk-screen design. Seams are double- 
stitched for greater durability. 
6 N 48568—Butterfly 6 М 48566—Kissie face 
6 N 48567—Sun 6 N 48565—"Ride on" 

{ Shipping weight 4 ounces ............ $2.99 



Portable Goals 
Convert any flat area 
into a ball court. . 

M wheels let you roll 
goals out of the way 
when game is through 

Was *59.99 
in 1975 

Spring Big Book 

$ 055 
аду сш 

Was *135.00 
in 1975 

Spring Big Book 

5005 

1 Goal with 3 support poles. Rebound action 
matches most permanent goals. 10-ft. high. Offset to 

let you drive thru on lay-ups. White painted backboard 
of Yin. thick hardboard (35x48 in. wide). Three heavy 
galvanized steel poles (154-in. diam.) with cross bracing. 
For stability, base platform holds weight (not incl., use 
cement blocks). Steel zin. rim with 8-loop cotton net. 
Two steel anchors help prevent unwanted movement. 
6C 1891N2—Unassembled. Wt. 125 Ibs. 99.8 

Adjustable Goal with 1 support pole. Great for the 
youngsters—height adjusts every 6 in. from 7 to 10 

feet. White painted %-in. thick backboard 30x40 in. 
wide. Steel 34-in. rim with 8-loop cotton net. Galvanized 
steel pole (154 in. diam.) with steel bracing. Four anchor 
stakes for stability. For players 6 to 12 years old. 
6 C 1881N—Unassembled. Wt. 50 lbs. 439,88 

Permanent 
Backboards 

j Save *20 

E DID 
Hardboard Backboard, 1-in. thick, with Bracket. 
Official size (35x54 in.). Thick board gives great 
rebounding action. Universal Easy-Mount™ 
bracket included—adapts to mount on roof, wall or 
pole. Non-glare finish counters rain and sun. Fold- 
up, 5%-іп. steel goal with baked enamel finish and 
12-loop cotton net. Assembly instructions i 49:85 
6 С 18767N—Shipping weight 80 pounds . 549,95 

Hardboard Backboard, %-in. 
thick. Size 35x48 in. Enamel 
finish. Steel !-in. rim with cot- 
ton net. Order bracket below. 
6 C 18755N—Wt. 30 Ibs. . $19.99 

Bracket for wall or pole mount. 
6C 18762—Wt. 13 Ibs. ...$1449 

Bracket for slant-roof mount. 
6 C 18764C—Wt. 16 lbs, ..$14.49 

Cutsiod расе scans by стаз marsetechnical com 

T6 C 1837 
Green and white 

Handy Carry-all for sporting 
gear—with the emblem and 

colors of a favorite NBA basketball team 

$759 

n HGC 1836 - 

bullets 

Purpie and Red and white 

Fabric-backed vinyl flexes to hold bulky көр, Wrapa- 
round heavy-duty zipper makes packing and unpacking 
simple. Waterproof vinyl protects contents from the 
weather. Strong, durable Masonite Presdwood® bottom. 
Tough injection-molded handles. 

Metal "feet" extend bag's life and keep bottom off wet 
floors. Double-stitched with rugged nylon thread. Official 
NBA team insignia in official colors on both sides of bag. 
10x14x9 inches high. Order by number under insignia. 
Shipping weight 2 рошпдв......................... $7.59 

oz 
armis т AX TOTMAN 

Our Best Basketball 

Cut $2.12 $1388 
3 Was $16.00 in Spring Big 

Book. Our 5-star ball has a 
tough vinyl cover vulcanized to 
nylon-wound, butyl-rubber 
bladder. Windings are triple 
twisted, heat stretched and 
coated with vinyl so ball retains 
its official size, weight. Inflating 
needle incl. 
6C 1818—Wt. 2 lbs. .....$13.88 

4 Inflating Pump. Needle. 
6C 1884—Wt. 1202....$299 

H6 C 1838 
Orange and blue 

Red/white/blue 
Basketball $688 

5 Color molded right in for 
permanence. Rubber cover 

vulcanized to nylon-wound, bu- 
tyl-rubber bladder. Official size, 
weight. Needle. Taiwan. 
6C 1802—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. .86.88 

6 Our lowest price of the 
year for any Basketball. 

One-star ball. Tough vinyl cov- 
er vulcanized to nylon-wound, 
butyl-rubber Eye eS 
size, weight. Inflating 
8C 1950 We 11b. 86 ste "M. 89 
NOTE: For "N'" items (as 6 C 
18755N) see "N" suffix note p. 276. 



Roller Derby Sidewalk Shoe Skates 
Over-the-ankle lace-up design plus wider wheel 
chassis for better support and more control 
than clamp-on sidewalk skates EN 

| , 

Our lowest price 
in 1976 for 

any Sidewalk Shoe Skate 

$699 

Street Kings Skates with solid 
color vinyl uppers, steel wheels 

WHEELS, BEARINGS: 1%-inch diameter steel 
wheels with 6 loose bearings per wheel. 
SHOE CONSTRUCTION: Vinyl uppers (from Tai- 
wan) with cotton sateen lining. Cushioned insole. 
Composition rubber sole. 
CHASSIS CONSTRUCTION; Single rubber cush- 
ioned steel chassis. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFO: See Chart 
and Note below. Medium width only. State size. 

Solid Black. Sizes 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
- Royal Kings Skates 6 N 23102F—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. ...... $6.99 
with striped vinyl Solid White. Sizes 12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 

uppers, steel wheels 6 N 23103F—Shipping weight 5 lbs. . ..... 6.99 

HEELS, m 1%-inch steel wheels with 6 loose 

STRUCTION: Vi 1 [e ) with cotton sateen lin. гал) sal 2 
Cushjoned insole: Composition rubber sole. 

IS CONSTRUCTION: Single rubber cushioned steel chassis. 
, ue 501085 AND ORDERING INFO: See "How to Determine Skate Size" 
Ч jote for all Skates" below. Medium width only. State sise. 
" Whe vit oun асси vies Saes 12 TY 2G SATA 

2 NO e | pounds Rs 

e ptr 231 167- Shipping weight pounds ̂ 

Cut 5:1 = $10% 
Royal Skates with p vinyl uppers and 

smooth-rolling composition wheels 
Reduced from our 1976 Spring Big Book. 
WHEELS. BEARINGS: Indoor, outdoor рош wheels are faster, quieter, better handling than 
steel wheels. Each wheel 174 inches in diameter with 16 loose bearings. 
SHOE CONSTRUCTION: Easy-clean vinyl uppers (from Taiwan) lined with cotton sateen. Cush- 
ioned insole. Composition rubber sole. 
CHASSIS CONST.: Single rubber cushioned steel chassis helps absorb shocks, adds stability. 
SIZES, COLORS AND ORDERING INFORMATION: See Size Chart and Note for all Skates below. 
Medium width only. Sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. State size. Shipping weight 5 Pounds. 
6 № 23112F—Blue and red/white stripes ...... 
6 N 23113F—White and red/blue stripes . 

HOW TO DETERMINE If your correct shoe size is: 
YOUR SKATE SIZE If your correct 11712]129413| 12] 1| 14]2]272]3 82] 4| 474] 5 [52] 61674] 7 | 74] 8| 84] ә |9y2]10] 102 | 1 1 | 1 4] 12 

Skates are sized to be worn width is A 
ler this skate size: with one pair of thin socks. If 4 n 

you plan to wear heavy Men's B,C. D 4 |а 5 |5| 6 |е 7 |7| 8 [ао | 9 | 10]10] 11 |11] 12 
socks. order next larger Women's AA, A, B 4 |4| 5 |5 6 |67 |7| 8 |S| 9 | 9 | 10|10].... 
skate size. Use chart at right Boys’. Girls" 
io determine your correct Narrow, medium . | ....|12| 13 |13 2 [2| 3 lal 4 lal 5 [s| e lel 7 [7| в 
skate size but order only if Men's E, EE 53 pensis ҖЕ а [s| 5 [e| 6 [7| 7 јав 0 
that size is available in the Women's D. C 4 |5| 5 |6| 6 |7| 7 јав 
skate you want. Boys’, Girls’ 

Wide ............] 12 [13] 13 1 3 4 |5| 5 [6| 6 |7| 7 [81 8 

398 Lv NOTE FOR ALL SKATES: For reliable performance, the wheel axle bolts and nuts should be periodically checked for tightness 

Citai pads scans by deisihiazmiselediwical com 



Putting Game lets you 
"play" drives, ap- 
proaches and putts.. 
all with putter! 

Tally scores just as in 
regular golf 

Includes 12x80-inch 
Turfam® mat, back- 
stops, ball-position 
markers 

Putting Trainers with 
automatic ball return 
Full-size natural cup model 

duplicates cup on green 

Help him perfect his putting accu 
racy and stroke right at home! Elec- 

tric trainer helps develop a stroke that 
stands up under pressure. “Pop-up” ball 
return in cup sends ball back. 5-zone 
scoring grid. Change roll of green by 

Flat “сир” model . . save 

when you buy set 

Separate prices total $12.98; save 
$3.00 when you buy return, mat, and 

trainer guide. "Push back" ball return at 

end of cup. 5-zone score grid. Trainer guide. 
1x9-ft. green polyurethane foam mat 
110-v. AC. Instructions. Ball, club, not incl. 

placing objects underneath 
guide shows correct alignment 

Cross-section of mat 
shows how closely it 
approximates well-kept 
green on actual course Instr. Club, ball, not incl 

6 N 82946C — Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs 

зотон 

Youth Starter Set 
with 

4 Clubs, Golf Bag 

$2 495 

Why not start a youngster out with 
his own set of clubs? Proportioned 
to the size and weight of youngsters 
up to 5 feet 2 inches tall— helps 
them learn easier. Good-quality, 
comfortable leather grips and 
chrome-plated steel shafts. 

Set includes number 3 wood; 
numbers 3 and 5 irons, and putter 
Wood is 37 inches long: longest 

Game provides hours of fun . . and helps you improve your 
putting skill, too. Object throughout game is to sink ball 
in the first of six cups. Directions printed inside each cup 
tell where on mat to place ball for approach and putt shots 

Sink ball in first cup for best-positioned lies: miss and 
ball drops in any rear cup, which penalizes you with poorer 
lies. First hole is played as par 4. each successive par is 
set by the winner of previous hole. Roll of green can be = 
shaped by placing objects underneath flexible green mat— кокк Mig ЧАШ cotton - pa У uck golf bag has zippered pocket. increases difficulty as you improve. Instructions included. MD AK Баз апае pol 
Putter and ball not included HERR. NOH EU КЕЕ" oni 
6 М 82505N-— Shipping weight 7 pounds $11.99 ANE NES ы NOTE: All “М” items (as 6 М 82505N) 

sent motor carrier or express. 

Cutalon pane scans by chrisimas masetechnl 

Trainer 
1x9-ft 

green polyurethane foam mat: 110-v. AC 

Set $12.95 

Buy it the easy way — order by phone. 
6 N 82944—Set. Wt. 3 lbs. Вот. $9.98 

6 N 82942 — Boll Return. Wt. 2 Ibs. 7.99 

Mot, Trainer Guide. 
P6 N 82943 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz $4.99 

Adult Starter Set 
with 7 Clubs, Golf Bag 

Buy Combination, Save $3. 

ZALUJE} 

53999 

Set includes numbers 1 and 3 woods of molded 
epoxy; men’s in mahogany finish, women’s in 
blue 3, 5, 7. and 9 irons, plus putter 

Separately 
totals 
$43.83 

Numbers 3, 

with chrome-plated steel heads and sand-blasted 
scored faces. All clubs have step-down steel 

shafts, rubber grips; men's brown, women's blue. 
Vinyl bag has ball and shoe pockets; in black 
6 N 82713C2— Men's right-handed Clubs, Bag 
6 N 82712C2— Men's left-handed Clubs, Bag 
6 М 82714C2— Women's right-handed Clubs, Bag 
Shipping weight 15 Ibs. Save $3.84. Set $39.99 

6 N 82707C — Men's right-handed Clubs only 
6 N 82708C — Men's left-handed Clubs only 
6 N 82709C — Women's right-handed Clubs only 
Shipping weight 7 pounds. Set $33.84 
6 N 82201C — Golf Bag only. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. $9.99 



Putting Game 
исе with wali) 
grass-like mat, ~@* 

2 hills, 
1 water hazard, 
.1sand trap 
A fun family game 

that will help | 
improve putting skills 

Putting Trainer 
Full-size, cup-type $1299 

ball return and mat 

Improve putting accuracy at home. 
Cup-type, plastic ball return features 

automatic "pop up". Five-zone scoring 
grid. Polyurethane foam, 1x9-ft. mat has 
a guide that shows correct alignment 
Roll of green can be changed by placing 
objects underneath. Six-ft, cord. 120 w 
UL listed, 110-v.. 60-Hz., AC. Instruc- 

tions. Ball, club not included. 
6 C 82946C —Wt. 4 Ibs. Set $12.99 

Mat only. 

6 C 82943—Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz 54 99 

2 "Push-back" type Ball Return. 
Use with mat above. Plastic. 120 w 

UL listed. 110-v. 60-Hz. AC 
6 C 82942—6-ft. cord, Wt, 2 Ibs. $7.99 

Cross-section of mat shows 
how closely it approximates 

well-kept green on actual course 

7-club Е! Dorado II Starter Golf Set 
$3988 Without ih) \ ые» 

bag 

( 3 and 4) Incl, 1 and 3 woods; 3 
5, 7, 9 irons and putter. Men's clubs 

have hardhitting laminated wood 
heads, walnut-color finish. Ladies’ 
clubs have molded, warp-free epoxy 
heads, blue finish. Irons, putter 

have chrome-plated heads. Step- 
down steel shafts with rubber grips. 
(3) 6C82701C-Men's right hand set 

6C82702C-Men's left hand set 

(4) 6C82703C-Ladies right hand set 

Shipping wt. 8 Ibs. Set $39.88 

Mens’ Sets—black/ white bag.* 
6 C 82737C2 — Right hand clubs 
6 C 82738C2 — Left hand clubs Hazards include опе 
Shipping weight 14 Ibs. $48.87 sand trap. 2 “hilis” 

Ladies’ Set—red/ white bag.* binder 
6 C 82739C2 —Wt. 14 lbs. $48.87 

* See bag description below 

This family fun game includes 12x80-inch Turfam ® artificial grass mat, back- 
stops, ball position markers plus 1 sand trap, 2 "hills", and 1 water hazard. 
Object of game is to sink ball in first of six cups. Directions inside each cup tell. 
you where on mat to place ball for approach and putt shots, Sink ball in first сир 
for best positioned lies; miss and ball drops in any rear cup, which penalizes you. 
with poorer lies, First hole played as par 4. each successive par is set by the win- 
ner of the previous hole. Roll of green can be shaped by placing objects under- 
neath mat. Putters and ball not included. Buy it the easy way —order by phone. 

— 
Vinyl Golf Bags 5-piece Youth Golf Set Adjustable-length Putter 

(Sand 6) Heavy-duty vi- Set includes #2 wood, 3 and 5 irons, putter Can help you master accurate putting. Also 
nyl wipes clean with damp and vinyl golf bag. Clubs have pro-style good to teach your children responsive 
cloth. Holds 9 clubs. Pock- compesition grips and chrome-plated steel putting feel. Shaft adjusts to comfortable To adjust. knurled 
et for balls, access, Padded step down shafts, Perma Lac® jet black life- reach for ages 3 to adult. Well-balanced Coupling / 
shoulder sling. time finish on wood. Sand-blasted faces, reg: center shafted head, Blade design for both peor. 
(5) 6C82216C — Black/white ulation scoring on irons. Bag has zip pocket right and left handers. Aluminum shaft. уко” К: 
(6) 6C82219C—Red/white for balls. Right handed only. Rubber grip for comfort and control. securely N ea 
Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. .. Ea. $9.99 6 C 8048C —Shipping weight 8 Ibs........ $29.88 B C 82611—Shpg. wt. 2108. ....... ... 8699 M d pen 

‘Catalina Dane scans y иы ICEMAN 



(1) "Deluxe" Wood Board 
BOARD: Sturdy wood board with natural 
finish. Measures 21% inches long, 514 
inches wide, 34 inch thick. 
CHASSIS. WHEELS: Die-cast aluminum 
trucks. Smooth-rolling composition wheels, 
2-inch diameter 1316 inch wide. 16 ball 
bearings per wheel. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt, 3 ШЕ 8 oz. 
6N23514..... :...48.88 
(2) "Number '76" Board of rugged, flexible polypropylene 
BOARD: Hot yellow color. Measures 24 inches long, 51⁄4 inches wide, 5% inches thick. 
CHASSIS, WHEELS: Die-cast aluminum trucks. Red polyurethane wheels grip the 
ground. Each is 2 in. in diameter, 1*4 inches wide, contains 16 ball bearings. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 N 23519—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ..$12.79 

(3) "Big Red" Extra-large Polypropylene Board 
BOARD: 28 in. long, 8 in, wide, 3% to % in. thick. Textured lettering on top. 
CHASSIS, WHEELS: Die-cast aluminum trucks. Clear polyurethane stoker wheels are 2 
in. in diam., 1% in. wide for stability, turning ease. 18 Dali bearings per wheel. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 N 23521—Shipping weight 4 pounds . . $19.99 

(4) "Crysta-flex" Board of high-impact, flexible Plexiglas® plastic 
BOARD: Handsome transparent board measures 2314 in. long, 5% in. wide, М; in. thick. 
CHASSIS, WHEELS: Die-cast aluminum trucks with double rubber cushions for added 
flex. Polyurethane wheels are 2 in. in diam., 154-in. wide. 18 ball bearings per wheel, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
6 М 23506—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces . .$19.99 

(5) "Rainbow" fiber glass Board our most flexible, responsive skateboard 

BOARD: Solid fiber glass. Measures 24 in. long, 5% in. wide, ¥ in. thick. Flying geese 
silhouette enhances textured rainbow colored top surface. 
CHASSIS, WHEELS: Adjustable double action die-cast aluminum trucks. Blue polyure- 
thane stoker wheels each 111⁄6 in. wide, 2 in. in diam. with 16 bearings. 6-in. rear track. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
6 N 23522—Shipping weight 3 pounds 5 ounces. . ..$21.99 

Zip-fit skates slip over your shoes. . . length adjusts 
without keys so you're ready in just seconds 

First Skates 

D, (e) $349 Outdoor Skates 

$589 Indoor ousoor $089 

WHEELS: Rugged 17-inch diameter, non- 
ball bearing, steel wheels can take lots of 
outdoor use. 
FRAME. STRAPS: Push-pull adjustable 
steel frame. Laced leather toe piece and 
leather ankle strap adjust for a snug fit. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: One size ad- 
justs to fit all sizes from 6*4 to 815 inches in 
length. See “Note for all Skates” on page 
398 before ordering. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
6N 23109 $3.49 
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WHEELS, BEARINGS: Heavy-duty steel 
wheels measure 174 inches in diameter. Each 
wheel contains 8 long-life ball bearings for 
smooth skating. 
FRAME, STRAPS: Push-pull adjustable steel 
frame and toepiece. Adjustable leather ankle 
strap with foam rubber cushion. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: One size adjusts 
to fit all sizes from 774 to 9¥2 inches in length. 
See “Note for all Skates" on page 398. 

shipping wet Mo 3 ES 8 ounces, 
6N23 $5.89 

WHEELS, BEARINGS: Quiet-rolling 174-inch diameter composition 
wheels are sturdy enough to take outdoor use, yet won't harm in- 
door floors. 16 long-life loose ball bearings per wheel. 
FRAME, STRAPS: Adjustable steel frame . . . just loosen screw un- 
derneath, push or pull to desired le: tighten screw. Red vinyl- 
coated toe piece adjusts for secure fit. Adjustable leather ankle strap 
with white foam rubber ankle pad. 
ORDERING INFO: One size adjusts to fit sizes from 8 to 1034 in. in 
length. See “Note for all Skates,” page 398. 
6 N 23129—Shipping weight 5 pounds $9.89 
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Our exclusive TR VII Fish Call attracts fish 
with light, sonic sound, and attractor pellets 

Tackle Box 

Six cantilever-action trays, 36 roomy 
compartments. (Open view above right). 
"Tongue and groove construction. Safety 
latch helps prevent spills. Cycolac® plas 
tic, red, white and blue leather-like finish. 
Stainless steel hardware won't rust. 
15x8x8'/, in. 
P6 N 34431—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $9.99 

Rod Holder 
The proper way to store rods is to hang 
them, eliminating tension that could ruin 
them. Hardwood plaque mounts on wall; 
hardwood included. Holds up to 5 rods. 
Fruitwood finish; 18x6 inches. 
P6 М 39028—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. .....$5.95 

Actual photo, taken 
during tests conduct- 
ed by Jacques Cous: 
teau's group compa- 
ny, the Center of Ad- 

eio t vanced Marine Stud- 
Filleting Board, Knife Set ies, in Marseilles 

Call operates 3 ways for maximum effectiveness—emits sonic sound and light, 
and includes attractor pellets. Especially effective when all 3 techniques are 
combined, since all fish are not attracted by the same method. 
To use, simply drop clear plastic transducer into water. One battery sends 

out sonic sound waves; seven-point selector dial allows you to choose desired 
sound frequency from 10-100 C.P.S. Second battery activates light. (Bulb is 

Deeply grooved board has metal power France. Documented 
jaw to keep fish from slipping . . frees 
both hands for filleting. Styrene construc- 
tion for easy cleaning . . won't hold odor 
24x6 in. Knife designed to help both nov- 
ice and experienced. Leather sheath. 
P6 М 39029C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. Set $7.95 

302-piece $ 129? 
Fishing Kit 

Complete with everything you need. 
Two reels. Open-face Hawk spinning reel; 
Closed-face Astro-spin casting reel. Both 
prewound with monofilament line. 
Two rods, one pole. 5'/;-foot, 2-piece, fiber 
glass spinning rod with 10-inch cork han- 
dle, 4-foot, 1-piece, fiber glass spinning rod 
with cork-inlaid plastic handle. 6-foot, 2- 
section bamboo pole. 
Tackle and gear. Tackle box for 6 lures, 2 
vinyl worms, 6 cork hook guards, 2 nylon 
leaders, 48 BB shot, 12 clincher sinkers, 6 
snap swivels, trolling rig, 2 plastic floats, 
200 Falcon hooks, 6 snelled hooks, minnow 
scoop, stringer, scaler and fishing book. 
Shipping weight 4 Pounds. 
P6N33681C $12.97 

‘Catalog pate scans by chaisintat-masetecimicl com 

results prove that TR 
VII Fish Call attracts 
fish. Immediately be 
fore this shot was tak- 
en, there were no fish 
in call's vicinity. Min- 
utes after call went 
into operation, these 
fish swarmed to area. 

Electronic 
penlite batterie 

* Sounds a beeper, flashes light when 
fish swim thru electronic depth pattern 

* Quick check of dial tells you 
the depth of fish 

516900 

With use, you'll soon be able to tell type of bottom 
you're over, identify a school of fish or a single 
one, and recognize what type of underwater obsta- 
cles are near. Can be pre-set to beep at certain 
depths for fish-finding or as a navigation aid. 

Reads to pinpoint accuracy up to 120 ft.; reads 
up to 240 feet under favorable conditions. Effective 
even thru ice. Compact, 6x8'4x6'/, in. high . . 
weighs less than 5 Ibs. without batteries. Complete- 
ly enclosed, splash-proof plastic case. Transducer, 
gunwale mounting bracket. Runs on 2 six-v. dry 
cell batteries; not incl.—see below. 
6 М 62777C2—Shipping weight 7 Ibs. . . .$ 169.00 

Batteries. Lantern-type, 6-volt. Heavy-duty. 
Same as Eveready 509, Ray-O-Vac 941. 
34 М 4667—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz......$1.19 

guaranteed for lifetime of fish call.) Non-toxic pellets included. 
Use in both salt and fresh water. While fish call will successfully attract fish 

to your area, you still must use your skill to catch them. 
transistorized. Control box is 1x1'/.x4 inches. Operates on 2 
included. “Secrets of Successful Fishing" booklet and instruc- 

tions included. NOTE: For legality in your state, check with Wildlife and Fish- 
eries or State Conservation Departments before ordering. 
C6 N 39247—Shipping weight 10 ounces. . . ` . $9.95 

Electric Smokehouse 
lends delicate 
hickory flavor to 

food. . smokes and 

cures as much 
as 20 pounds of 

fish, fowl, or 

meat in 10 to 
12 hours 

$27% 

* Features hooks for hanging meat, fish 
chrome-plated grills for cleanliness 

* Gives uniform heat through smoke vents 
* Operates on regular house current, with 

250-watt heating element 

Precision-built aluminum smoker with baffled interi- 
or for ruggedness, insulation, and high heat reten- 
tion. Easy front-loading unit will delicately flavor 
hors d’oeuvres in 2 to 4 hours. Flavor pan holds 
enough hickory for one or two hours of smoking (see 
small inset above for covered in-use view). 

Operates on 115-volts. A.C. current; U.L. listed. 
Includes 2-pound box of hickory chips, instructions 
and recipe booklet. Measures 11'/,-inches wide by 12 
inches long by 24'/,-inches high. 

Shipping weight 18 pounds. 
РЄ М 39235C 

Extra Hickory Chips for Smoker Taba 5 К. ро 
P6 № 39236—Shipping weight 5 pounds 

$27.95 



Shoulder pads 

Wish Jf Book 

vaiue 
Our lowest price in 5 years 

for any 4-piece Football Outfit 

$9929 == 

(1 thru 4) Pro-styled outfit consists of helmet, jersey, pants and shoulder pads. 
One-piece helmet of high-impact Cycolac® plastic has double layer of polyurethane 
foam padding at cheeks, crown. Sturdy plastic double bar face guard helps protect 
nose, mouth, jaw. idded chin strap adjusts. Collegiate-striped jersey is bright 4- 

ounce cotton duck with *4-length sleeves. (Ready to number; order Letter and Nu- 
meral Kit below). Pants of ounce cotton drill have thigh guards plus padding at 
hips, knees, kidneys. Shoulder pads have rubber-padded interior and tough fiber 
mold caps, adjusts in front and back. Socks, shoes and ball not included. Pants jersey 
mach. wash, warm (not hot) water. Order by pants waist size; S(22-24 inches) and 
M(26-28). State letter size S or M, not number size. 
(1) 6 C2477F—Blue (2) 6 C 2476F—Red 
(3) 6С 2478F—Black (4) 6С 2479F—Aqua 
Shipping weight 4 pounds $ 

Includes helmet, shoulder pads, 
jersey and pants 

Outfit $11.29 

Letter and Numeral Kit for jersey and helmet 

Letter or number your uniform to match 
your favorite pro league player. Kit in 
cludes: for front, back and sleeves of jersey; 
6-inch and 2-inch number patterns (0 
thru 9), 2-inch alphabet patterns, and two 

12x18-inch cotton flannel iron-on cloths. 
For helmet; two 1Vz-inch stick-on number 
sets (0 thru 9), 1!4-inch alphabet pat 
terns. Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
6С 2460 Kit $2.99 

Catalog bane scans by биык westolochnical Com 

Game Pants with high- 
impact absorbing padding 

$750 

( 5 thru 8 ) Cotton twill game 
pants have protective quilted cot- 

ton padding plus sturdy plastic 
pads for extra protection at hips, 
spine, kidneys and thighs. Hand 
wash, lukewarm water; drip dry. 

Waist sizes S(22-24 inches), 
M(26-28), L(30-32). State letter 
size S, M, or L, not number size. 
(5) 6C2415F—White 
(6) 6 C 2489F—Red 
(7) 6C 2417F—Gray 
(8) 6 C 2416F—Gold color 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. . Each $7.50 

Shoulder Pads with double 
padding at stress points 

$700 

These rugged shoulder pads 
are made of a high-impact 

molded plastic shell with sani- 
sealed polyurethane foam pad. 
ding to help absorb the bumps 
and shocks of the game. Vinyl 
dipped for durability. They ad- 
just to fit different body builds 
with cotton lacers in front and 
back. Elastic underarm straps 
help give them a comfortable fit. 
So easy to buy when you just use 
the phone. 
6 С 2418—Wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz. ...87.00 



Rink Skates 
with unlined 

leather uppers and 
loose ball bearing wheels 

$3388 

Rink Skates by Roller Derby 

Save 53 when you buy Skate Case with апу 
skate on this page (see listings with each skate) 

51188 

Helps make it easy to Vies A protects them when 
not in use. Holds one pair of зка! 
CONSTRUCTION: Plywood dem with red, white and blue 
cover of apu duty vinyl. Metal corner pieces. Red enam- 
eled metal edges. Plastic handle. Metal tongue and groove 
closure. Key lock, 2 clasps. 7x15%x12% in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Case only. 
6 N 23074—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 12 oz. 

Case 
alone 

511.88 

WHEELS, BEARINGS: 2V4-inch diameter plastic wheels. 16 loose ball 
rings per wheel let wheels roll smoothly on or off floor. 

SHOE CONSTRUCTION: Full grain leather uppers for lasting com- 
fort and fit. Unlined. Polyurethane foam padded formed tongue for 
a comfortable fit, Composition rubber soles. Heel counters, Built-in 
rubber toe stops for full-control braking. 
CHASSIS CONSTRUCTION: Double cushioned with two rubber pads 

r axle. Lightweight polished aluminum soleplate. Adjustable king 
bolt helps control skate response. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFORMATION; See Skate Size Chart, 
“Note for all Skates” on page 398. before ordering. State size. 

Men's Skates. Black. D(med.) width only. Sizes 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
6 N 23217F—Shipping weight 8 pounds $33.88 

Men's Skates with Case. Separalely total $45.76. 
6 N 23055F—Shipping weight 13 lbs, 12 oz. . $42.76 

Women’s Skates. White. B(med.) width only. Sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
6 N 23317F—Shipping weight per pair 8 pounds ..933.88 

Women's Skates with Case. Separately total $45.76 
6 N 23054F—Shipping weight 13 Ibs. 12 oz. $42.76 

So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone. 

Rink Skates 
with easy-cleaning 
vinyl uppers and 

loose ball bearing wheels 

$2 188 

WHEELS, BEARINGS: 24-inch diameter plastic wheels. 16 friction- 
cutting loose ball per wheel. 
SHOE CONSTRUCTION: Easy-! [ю-Чеап, ууу! uppers. Unlined. Poly- 

foam fo fora ortable fit. Compo- 
sition rubber soles. Heel Counters, juilt-in rubber toe stops. 
CHASSIS CONSTRUCTION: ec cushioned with one rubber pad 
e . Lightweight polished aluminum soleplate. Adjustable king 

lt helps control skate response. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFORMATION: See Skate Size Chart 

Dance Skates with leather-lined Elk-tanned 
cowhide uppers and precision wheel bearings 

WHEELS, BEARINGS: Pro-size 2%.-in. plastic wheels, 14 precision bearings рег 
wheel, sealed in two units of 7 each for maximum control. 
SHOE CONSTRUCTION: Full grain Elk leather uppers with leather lining. Polyure- 
thane foam padded formed tongue. Composition rubber soles. Long heel counters, 
built-in beveled rubber toe stops. 
CHASSIS CONSTRUCTION: Double cushioned with two rubber pads per axle. Die- 
cast aluminum soleplate. Adjustable king bolt. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFO: Size Chart and Bi " ud Wie 798 size, 
6 N 23292F—Men's. Black. D med. width, sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 
6 N 23392F—Women's. White. B med. width, sizes, 5, on Lt p o 
Shipping weight per pair 8 pounds 
6 N 23052F—Men's Skates /Case. Sep. total 361. 87. Wt. 13 Ibs. 12 oz... . 
6 N 2305 1F—Women's Skates/Case. Sep. total $61.87. Wt. 13 Ibs. 12 oz. - 

PBLSOM. CKDGAJE 

.Pair $49.99 

..858.87 
. 58.87 

Gutsiod pade scans by ннн ааттанан Cont 

and “Note for all Skates" on page 398. State size. 

Men's, Boy's Skates. Black. D(med.) width only. Sizes 5, б, 7, 8, 9, 
10, 11, 12. 
6 N 23215F—Shipping weight per pair 8 pounds . . ..8$21.88 

Меп, s, Soy, з Skates with Case. Separately total $33.76. 
7F—Shipping weight 13 Ibs. 12 02. .. .$30.76 

Women s, Girl's Skates. White. Available in B(medium) width 
ly. Sizes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 

SN N. 23315F—Shipping weight per pair 8 pounds 
Women's, Girl's Skates with Case. Separately total $33.76. 
6 М 23056F—Shipping weight 13 Ibs. 12 02. ............. $30.76 



This football is cut 
from top-grain cowhide 
(just like the pro's!)— 
then, it's double lined 
and double strand laced 
for the rugged strength 
necessary to withstand 
seasons of rough play 

1 Top grain cowhide. Choose between official 
Size or youth size (designed to give the right 

"feel" of the ball to youngsters as they grow into 
official size). Both sizes have pebbled aero-spin 
covers, designed to deliver good control on kicks 
and passes. Double lined with heavy cotton twill, 
double strand Dawhide® laced to hold shape. Rub- 
ber valve bladder. Inflating needle included. 
6 N 2432—Youth size. Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 02. ..$7.19 
6 м 2446—Official size. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8oz.. 7.19 

YOUR CHOICE: 

vane $^7]9 
Official size 

y Ted Williams brand top grain cowhide. Pat. 
tern is cut, finished to pro-league standards: 

balanced aerodynamically for better spin, to give 
you greatest passing accuracy. Specially tanned 
for positive grip and control. Triple-lined for better 
shape retention, longer wear than others on page. 
Butyl bladder. Double strand Dawhide* lacing; 
sewn with tough waxed linen thread for strength. 
Valve and lacer holes reinforced. Scuff-resistant. 
Official size, weight; inflating needle. 
6 м 2444—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $10.00 

3 Split leather cowhide. Made of cowhide, like 
our best—gives you the heft and feel of leather. 

Double cotton-twill lined; double cotton laced. Bu 
tyl bladder. Official size, weight. Needle. 
6 м 245 1—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. . $5.19 

4 Pebtex cover. Cotton-backed vinyl, pebbled 
like leather. Rubber valve bladder. Plastic 

laced. Official size, weight. Inflating needle. 
6 м 2457—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 oz. ..$2.99 

Bj Was $7.49 last Christmas. Red, white and 
blue split leather cowhide. This bright ball is 

not only a spiraling mass of color in the air . . it's 
also highly visible. Tough leather takes plenty of 
wear and tear . . colors tanned-in deep—for per- 
manency. Butyl bladder. Double lined, in durable 
cotton twill, to retain shape; double cotton laced. 
Official size, weight. Inflating needle incl. 
6 м 2452—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. ....*6.99 

6 Place-kick Set. Helps you meet ball squarely > 
for accuracy off plastic kicking tee. Attach plas- 

tic toe to your shoe with the rubber heel band. 
Phone ordering’s a quick, easy way to buy it. 

Set $1.19 

Vv 
6 N 2427—Shipping weight 8 ounces . М 

браде ? з” үе, 
@ 

Red, white and blue Black and white 
All-purpose Sport Shoe Soccer Ball 

99 $1139 » Ге. m 
n Panels of top-grain cow- Soccer-type vulcanized rubber sole with safety - 

studs of rubber to help eliminate spiking. deer e roit 
White vinyl uppers feature colorful alternating "s oye deh hen 
stripes of red and blue; helps reinforce shoe for Кее сүс San ba: 
extra strength. Cotton laces. Taiwan. [ ive. Pre-tested English bu- "D" medium width only, Stare ID, 2D, 3D, í tyl bladder gives lively 

7 В wv ball action. Official size 4D, 5D, 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D. When ordering, state X 4 t : 
usual sise, if usual size is full sise. If usual size is . V and weight. Inflating nee- 
half size, order техі size larger. If usual width is E. dle. From Pakistan. 
width, order next size larger. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
6 N 1173 1F—Slale size. Wt. 2 Ibs. ......64.99 6N 2466. $11.39 

Cutalod ране scans by снапах masetechmicil com. 



for kids up to 
ту 

One-piece Helmet $688 

( 1 thru 6 ) These rugged helmets of Cyco- 
lac® plastic are contoured to deflect blows. 
Shock absorbing polyurethane foam pad- 
ding is double-layered for thickness across 
forehead and back. Cheek pads fit snugly. 
Rubber padded crown with adjustable vi- 
nyl chin strap. Plastic "T-bar" helps pro- 
tect nose, mouth, jaw. Helmet comes with 
its own numbering kit so that you can 
number your helmet yourself. Helmet fits 
head sizes 64% to 7% 
(1) 6 C 24243—Purple 
(2) 6 C 24244—Black 
(3) 6 C 24246—Green 
(4) 6 C 24248—Red 
(5) 6 C 24247—Aqua 
(6) 6 C 24242—Blue 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... 

Save 10% 
when you buy any 

Helmet with matching Jersey 

KE 
Combination of any color helmet 
(items 1 thru 6) and matching jer- 
sey (items 7 thru 12) sold separate- 
ly below. Jersey chest sizes S(24- 
26), M(28-30), L(32-34), XL(36- 
38), XXL(40-42). State letter size 
S, M, L, XL. or XXL not number size, 
6 C 24225F— Purple 
6 C 24226F—Black 
6 C 24228F—Green 
6 C 24227F—Red 
6 C 24229F—Aqua 
6 C 24224F—Blue 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
Combination . . $12.38 

Nylon mesh Jersey $688 Mad numerals 
(7 thru 12) Strong yet lightweight, these 100% 
nylon mesh jerseys have two-way stretch for 
comfort and freedom of movement. Quarter- 
length sleeves with color-contrasting striping. 
Look great on the field as well as off. (Note: jer- 
seys are not pre-numbered. Letter and Number 
Kit sold on facing page lets you add your own 
personal touch.) Machine wash, warm. Chest 
sizes S(24-26), M(28-30), L(32-34), XL(36-38), 
XXL(40-42). State letter size S, M, L, XL or 
XXL, not number size. 
(7) 6C 24217F—Purple 
(8) 6C 24218F—Black 
(9) 6С 24221F—Green 
(10) 6 C 24219F—Red 
(11) 6 C 24222F—Aqua 
(12) 6 C 24216F—Blue 
Shipping weight 8 ounces 



One dual-position 
lever applies 
rear brake first to 

cut chance of 
front wheel lock-up 

Was *139.00 

$419” 

Only at Sears... 
a Men's 27-inch 10-speed 

Racer with hydraulic brake 
plus SyncroMesh'" derailleur 

Reduced from our 1976 Spring General Catalog. 
SPEEDS. Me Peres derailleur M wide 

r ratio of to for fast aling and tour- 
Es ease on hills. Stem-mount gear uei 
BRAKES: Hydraulic braking system for smooth, con- 
trolled stops. One dual-position brake lever lets you 
brake from either racing or touring position. 

WHEELS, TIRES: Wide flange front hub adds strength to 
front wheel. White reflective stripe on 27x1'4-inch gum- 
wall tires helps make bike visible at night. 
ш, DE vel SADDLE CUR black tjack 
rame of tweight temi steel acing-style han- 

dlebars with taping kit. Chrome-tipped front fork marks 
this as a precision bicycle. Spring-mounted black racing 
saddle. Recommended for leg lengths 29 to 32 inches. See 
How-to-Measure Note on page 403 before ordering. 
COMPONENTS: Sealed beam headlight—our brightest 
bike light included. Comes with generator, taillight and 
wiring. Skid-resistant rat trap pedals. Set of wide angle 
reflectors, see Reflector Note on page 403. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See “N” Suffix Note on page 
276. Sent partially assembled, see Assembly note on page 
403 before ordering. 

Shipping weight 48 pounds. 
6N47235N.. 

Dependable Shift SyncroMesh™ MA hydraulic braking 
derailleur while по pull wires 
stopped to stretch out 

pedaling forward of alignment 
puts bike into inst new gear moisture 

Deluxe Tool and 
Emergency Kit 

KIT CONTAINS: 3 multi- prpose Raci [ 4 peed ' 
wrenches with tire en t аы ip i side-pull calip me 

iver, if handbrakes | 

ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 

6N 49495C ...Kit $14.99 

SPEEDS: 10-speed derailleur with gear ratio range of SPEEDS: 10-speed derailleur with wide gear ratio range of a 
37 to 96. Shift levers on down tube. low 38 to a high 100 for easier hill climbing and fast cruising on 
BRAKES: Side-pull caliper handbrakes with single- Ње straightaways. Shift levers mounted on down tube. 
position brake fevers. BRAKES: Side-pull caliper handbrakes for smooth stops. Sin- 
WHEELS, TIRES: 26x1%-in. blackwalls. gle-position brake levers. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: 21-inch steel | WHEELS. TIRES: Front and rear blackwall tires measure 
frame with bright yellow finish. Racing style handle- 27x14 inches wide. 
bars with tapi kit. Black vinyl racing saddle, Rec- FRAME. HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: 21-inch steel frame with 

б ommended {ог leg lengths 29 to 32 inches. See How- bright yellow finish. -style handlebars with taping kit. 
Nylon Bike Cover to-Measure Note on page 403 before ordering. Black vinyl racing saddle. Recommended for leg length 29 to 

FABRIC: Doi i * COMPONENTS: Rat trap pedals. Set of wide angle inches, see How-to-Measure Note on page 403. 
Бүл gible ee an reflectors, see Reflector Note on page 403. COMPONENTS: Rat p pedals. Set of wide-angle reflectors 
SIZE: Shaped to fit most bikes with ORDERING INFORMATION: See “N” Suffix Note on — included, see Reflector Note on page 403. 
touring or racing-style handlebars. age 276. Sent partially assembled, see Assembly ORDERING INFORMATION: See “N” Suffix Note on page 276. 
Weighs 12 oz., packs to 4x6x3 in. Fas- ote on page 403. — Sent partially assembled, see Assembly Note on page 403. 
tens to bike with ties. Japan. 6 № 4745 1N—Shipping weight 44 pounds .$74.99 ӨМ 4749 1N—Shipping weight 49 pounds .......... $79.99 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

іррі ight 12 ounces. 
6N48596 So easy to buy when you just use the phone. SOME 401 

m— m—— 



Football Clothing for boys 
weighing up to 70 pounds 

Buy complete 4-piece outfit or 
choose helmet/jersey combination 

$1229 | $577. 
(1 thru 3) He'll be a colorful flash of action when he wears 
this uniform, consisting of helmet, jersey, pants and pads. 
Shell helmet designed for funloving, rough and tumble play: 
One-piece high-impact Cycolac plastic, with double layer of 
shock-absorbing polyurethane foam pads at cheeks, crown. 
Sturdy plastic “T-bar” helps protect nose, mouth, 
{ие padded chin strap for desired head protection. “Col 
legiate-striped jersey is bright 4-oz. cotton duck, with 3⁄4- 
length sleeves. (Order Letter and Numeral Kit on page 403.) 
2.75-oz. cotton drill pants have thigh guards plus protective 
padding at hips, knees, kidneys. Impact-absorbing shoulder 
pads have rubber-padded interior and tough fiber mold 
caps: adjust in front and back 

ocks and shoes not included. (Order shoes оп page 400, or 
see Fall Big Book for sock and further shoe selection.) Waist 
sizes S(22-24); M(26-28); jerseys match. State S or M. 

Four-piece Outfit. Incl. helmet, jersey, pads, pants. 
(1) 6 N 24367F—Blue (3) 6 N 24365F—Red 
(2) 6 N 24369r—Green 
State S or M. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. .. $1229 + 

Helmet and Jersey Combination. 
(1) 6 N 24353—Blue (3) 6 N 2435 1—Red 
(2) 6 N 24355—Green pw 
One size fits all. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

Helmets and Helmet/Jers 
weighing up to 105 pounds 

FOR PANTS. 

SEE PAGE 403 

* Helmets have more padding. and stronger, thicker plastic shell $999 
cotton jerseys are heavier, more durable than those above et 

(4 thru 7 ) Colorful striped jerseys of 8-oz. Sanforized* cotton are ready to number; see kit, 
е 403. S(28-30); M(32-34); L(36-38). Shell helmet is one-piece Kralastic® plastic, to 

help absorb blows. Six point cotton web crown. Polyurethane foam padded; m cheek pads. 
Grooved forehead, back pads allow ventilation. Vertically reinforced T-ba: x padd chin 
strap. Mug pen foi for easy cleaning. Helmet sizes 5(6%,-6°/,); M(67/, -7\/,). State 
jersey sise helmet size S, M, L. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. В oz. 
(4) 6 № 24127V— Purple (6) 6 N24128V—Red 
(5) 6 N 24129 V—Blue (7) 6 N 24131V—Green 
Save 51c on combination! Separately total $10.50 Set $9.99 

Helmets alone. State S, M, L. Shipping ws eight 2 pounds . 5 3 7.29 
6 М 2425F—White — 6 N 2438F- 
6 N 2439F—Blue 6 N 2440F—Gold 

"CEI pase scans by EAA азтан 



Football Uniforms for 
ne-up to select from 

Football Helmets 
of rugged one-piece 

Cycolac® plastic 

$ 499 

(1 thru 10 ) For boys up to 95 
pounds. Contoured to deflect 
blows. Shock-absorbing poly- 
urethane foam pads double- p 

WISH BOOK, 

EN Separate 
prices total $22.18 

19 uniform 

layered for thickness across fore- 10] Y 

head, back; cheek pads fit snugly, 
SAVE $2.22 on complete comfortably. Rubber-padded 

Uniform—helmet, shovlder pads, crown. Vinyl chin strap adjusts 
to fit. Sturdy plastic T-bar helps 

В protect nose, mouth, jaw. Fits jersey and pants hend sizes 635 to Ти. 
For boys weighing ор to 95 pounds. Choose your own (1) 6 N 24335-Blue, red 
combination from items at right: helmets (1 thru 10)— (2) 6 N 24345-Red, white 
State key number; then shoulder pads (23); jerseys (11 (3) 6 N 24343-Silver color, blue 
thru 22)—State key number and size; and pants (25 (4) 6 N 24349-White, green 
thru 28)—State key number and size. When ordering, (5) 6 N 24341-Orange, black 

state in sequence, as listed above. (For ex., 6 N 24215V— (6) 6 N 24329-Blue, gold color 
helmet (2); shoulder pads (23); jersey (18) M; pants (7) 6 N 24347-White, purple 
(27) S.) Buy it the easy way—order by phone. (8) 6 N 24337-Blue, white 

6 N 24215V—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 9 oz. .Uniform *19.96 (9) 6 N 24333-Red, black 
Tik: (10) 6 N 24339-Gold color, green 

402 [Sears | жишк Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. . .$4.99 
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Dome-style Indoor PLAY TENTS... Quick pitching 

e Walls of bright, sturdy cotton sheeting e Door zips open and closed smoothly 

e Sewn-in floor helps prevent scuff marks e Tent moves easily without repitching 

Our best selling dome-style 
Play Tent has 4'/2-ft. sq. base 

and 4-ft. center height 

$1799 

Lots of fun times ahead in this roomy indoor 
play dome. Plenty of space for young "camp 
ers". Not water-repellent. 
6 м 78031C—Red and blue 
6 н 78043C—Green and white 
Shipping weight 5 pounds 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Most Every Need 
See Big Book or ask for details 

Water-repellent Outdoor Tents 
7x7-foot Umbrella Tent has big 5-ft. 4-in. center height 

and walls of sturdy 6-oz. cott 

* Outside aluminum frame for easy pitching 39 

1 Budget camping for two adults. Nylon 9 Carry case for 7x7-foot tent and 
screen window at rear and zippered ny frame. Made of rugged 7.5-ounce cot- 

lon screen door. Four-foot eaves.. Protec ton drill. 18x46 inches. Green color. 
tive door canopy for shady relaxation (ог 6 м 78629—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $4.99 

| der canopy poles at right). 'wn-in floor 
Water-repellent finish. Stakes, guy ropes — Canopy poles for 7x7-ft. tent. Extend 
included. Blue and yellow. to 8 ft. Aluminum. Set of 2. 
6N78227C—Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs. $39.99 — 6N78613C—WL. 3 lbs. Set $5.99 

ао Habe scans by айас ний com 



Why professionals 
choose footballs 

of top-grain cowhide 

Top-grain leather includes the outer- 
most layer of the hide and this 
layer resists tearing, abrasion and 
puncture better than any other. Split 
leather, while still strong, does not 
include this outer layer. 

The official 
NFL Football 

$2888 
Wilson's top-grain leather NFL model . . picked by the pros 
because it can take getting booted, thrown and pounced on 
by about the biggest guys you can find. Rugged butyl blad- 
der surrounded by a three-ply lining of the finest twill . . 
cross-grained and bonded so the ball holds its shape. Top- 
grain cowhide cover has tanned-in tacky feel with deep peb- 
ble texture for secure grip. Lockstitched with Dacron* poly- 
ester thread. Linen inner lace plus double leather outer lace. 
Valve and lacer holes reinforced. Balanced aerodynamically 
for spin and passing accuracy. 
6C2442—Shipping weight 2 pounds .... 
"Registered DuPont Trademark 

..$28.88 

Sears split-leather cowhide Football 

Rugged split-leather cover with 
embossed grain is double lined in 
durable cotton twill to hold shape 
needed for accurate passing and 
kicking . . all securely stitched 
over a strong butyl bladder. Offi- 
cial size and weight. Double cot- 
ton laced. Inflation needle incl. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
6С2451........................86.98 

Lowest price since 1973 for апу 
official size and weight Football 

$ 755 

Sturdy cotton-backed Pebtex® 
vinyl has pebbled leather-like 
surface for a good grip. Rubber 
valve bladder and plastic lacing. 
Ball is official size and weight. 
Leather-brown color. Inflating 
needle included. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
6C 2453 $3.88 402 Ed 

Catalog ране scans by cieisimas тизе киса! con 

Top-grain cowhide Footballs have 
built-in strength for long life 

Ted Williams Football 
Pattern-cut and finished 
to pro-league standards 

$1250 
Specially tanned tacky non-slip finish means 
sure grip and an easy throw . . aerodynami- 
cally balanced for spin and passing accuracy. 
Top-grain cowhide cover lockstitched with 
waxed linen thread and triple-lined with du- 
rable cotton twill for shape retention and 
longer wear. Double strand Dawhide® plastic 
lacing. Rugged butyl bladder. 

Reinforced valve and lacer holes for extra 
strength. Official size and weight. Inflation 
needle included. Get this bit of Christmas 
shopping done—just dial Sears and order it 
right now. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
6C2447 $1250 

This official size and weight 
top-grain cowhide Leather Football 

Cut *1 
Last Christmas $ 89 official 
was *10.89 size 

Choose the official size and weight 
ball or the youth size designed for 
younger players. Pebbled covers for 
good control on kicks and passes. 
Double cotton twill lining. Double 
strand Dawhide® plastic laces for 
shape retention. Rubber valve blad- 
der. Inflating needle incl. 

Official Size. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
6C2446 $9.89 
Youth Size. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 
6C2432 $9.89 

Top quality Soccer Balls 

Rubber Soccer-Kickball. Official size and 
weight designed for any outdoor surface. Butyl 
bladder nylon-wound for shape retention. Wa- 
ter, scuff-resistant pebble-grained rubber cov- 
er. Needle included. From Taiwan. 
6 С 2464—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 

les 
bd 
$1399 

$6.99 

Official-size leather Soccer Ball. Top-grain 
cowhide cover resists scuffs. Rugged double 
stitched seams. Pre-tested English butyl blad- 
der designed for the roughest use, Inflating 
needle included. Taiwan. 
6C2467—Shpg. wt. 11... $13.99 

Boys' Sport Shoe 
For football, baseball or soc- | 
cer. 22-cleat molded rubber 

Accessories 

Ball Inflating Pump. 
Steel construction. In- 
flating needle incl. sole. Wipe-clean Naugalon® vi- 

Shpg. wt. 12 oz. nyl uppers, white with red/blue 
6С 1884 . ...9299 stripes. Cushioned sock liner. 

Cotton laces. D (med.) width | 
only. B, C and D widths, if usual ¢ 
Size is full size, order usual size 
in D width shown; half sizes or- 
der next full size larger. E width 
order next size larger. Sizes 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. State size. 
6C 11732F—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $5.45 

Place-kick Set. Plas- 
tic kick tee. Plastic 
toe-piece attaches to 
shoe with rubber heel 
band. 

Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
6C2427..... Set $1.19 



Black vinyl 
racing saddle 
is padded and 

spring-mounted 
for comfort 

24-inch, 10-speed Racer 

Perfect for the shorter youth 
or the petite miss 

49955 
Шады уры piece dius 
range to luces pedaling effort for 
faster Кала еши: [EIL 2 faster 
cruising on the s! ways. Easy-to-reach 
stem-mounted shit Fevers. 
BRAKES: Front and rear side-pull caliper 
handbrakes grip both sides of wheel 
for quick, smooth stops. Dual-position hand- 
brake levers let you brake from either racing 
or touring position. 
WHEELS, TIRES: 24x1%4-in. blackwall tires 
front and rear. 
FRAME MAMDLEBARS SADDLE 19-inch 
lightweight. rame with eye-catching 

b ith їарї ii bl E ex Boys’ ars with taping kit; black tape for Boys 
Model, white ta for Girls’ Model. Padded 

racing le; on Boys’, white on 
Girls’ Model. Recommended for leg lengths 
26 to 28 inches. See How-to-Measure Note on 
page 403, 
COMPONENTS: Rat trap pedals have skid- 
resistant surface. Bike is equipped with a full 
set of wide-angle reflectors. See Reflector 
Note on page 403. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
See “N” Suffix Note on page 276 before order- 

Beatie SO al 
free spirit ШШШ 
ара: У] 

Dual-position 
brake levers 

Rattrap : ing. Bike sent partially assembled, see 

pedals have n bly Note on page 403. 

skid-resistant 6 N 45553N—Boys' Model 

surface [ 6 М 45563N—Girls’ Model 
Shipping weight 46 pounds . ........ $99.88 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Most Every Need 
See Big Book or ask for details 

Reduced from our 1975 Christmas Book. 
SPEEDS: 10-speed derailleur. Gear ratio range of 
low 29 to a high of 86. Stem-mount shifters. 
BRAKES: Side-pull caliper handbrakes with single- 
position brake levers. 
WHEELS. TIRES: 24x1%4-inch wide blackwall tires 
front and rear. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: 19-inch steel 
frame with Hot Mustard color finish. Racing-style 
handlebars with taping kit. Espresso brown racing 
saddle. Recommended for leg lengths 26 to 28 in., 
see How-to-Measure Note, pg. 403. 
COMPONENTS: Rat-trap pedals. Set of reflectors. 
See Reflector Note, page 403. 
ORDERING INFO; See "N" Suffix Note on p. 276. 
Partially assembled, see Assembly Note, p. 403. 
Shpg. wt. 46 Ibs. 
6 М 45506М........ . Was $83.99; Now #79,99 

Phone ordering's the quick 
and easy way to buy 

- - Develop biking skills on 
this Evel Knievel-- 

MX Challenge Course є 

Set up course and race against the clock. Helps develop speed, control, turning and 
stopping skills. Completely portable, can be set up in most paved driveways. 

KIT CONTENTS: Timer (shown on left), 3 different obstacles, twelve 13-inch high 

plastic pylons, two stopper ball eed. one plastic ball, complete instructions for 
let course and contest variations, booklet on biking safety and skills. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 N 48763C—Shipping weight 5 pounds ................ 

арб pase scane by duda найы КА cont 

Combination 
Citizen's Band and 
AM Bike Radio 

Receives AM radio, plus 
all 23 CB Channels 

and lets you transmit 
on CB Channel 14 

$2999 

CONTROLS: On/off/volume 
switch. Separate CB/AM and 
channel/station selectors. 
Transmit button. 6%-inch 
coiled antenna. 
CONSTRUCTION: Black plastic 
case 54%x814x4"% in. Mounts on 
handlebar, detaches easily, has 
built-in handle for easy take- 
along. Safety reflector on back. 
Hong Kong. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: No 
license required. Uses six “С”. 
cell batteries (not incl., order on 
page 512). Fits most bikes. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
6N48158 $29.99 

in 1976 for any 
Bike Radio 

CONTROLS: On/off/volume 
dial. AM station selector. 
CONSTRUCTION: Silver-color 
plastic housing with black dial 
measures 3% in. in diam., 242 
in. high. Mounts on handlebar, 
detaches for use as portable. 
ORDER INFO: Fits most bikes. 
Uses one 9-volt battery (not in- 
cluded, order on page 474). 

ipping weight 9 oz. 
6м48141............#9.79 



Complete Football 

Outfits with such color 

and flash he'll feel 

as proud as the 

"Rookie-of-the-year" 

pads, jersey and pants 
Includes helmet, shoulder $ Н” 

Watch your rookie score 
4 with pride ав he evades 

Dad's tackles on Christmas 
morning. Rugged high-im- 

) pact plastic helmet has pro- 

style "T-bar" face guard. Im- 
pact-absorbing shoulder pads 
adjust in front and back for 
best fit possible. Colorful cot- 
ton jersey has %-length 
sleeves with collegiate type 

Rubber-padded shoulder pads stripes.Football pants of rug- 
with tough fiber-mold caps ged cotton twill.Order letter, 

number kit on facing page. 

Pants have thigh guards and protective padding at hips, kidneys and 
knees. See Fall Big Booh for athletic socks and football shoes (not includ- 
ed). Outfit is recommended for boys up to 70 pounds. Get this bit of 
Christmas shopping done—just dial Sears and order it right now. Waist 
sizes: XS(20); S(22-24) and M(26-28). Please state size XS, S or М 
(1) 6N24301F—Red (2) 6N24303F—Blue (3) 6 М 24305F—Green 
Shipping weight 4 pounds : Outfit $11.95 

Football Helmets in popular $ 499 
pro-team colors 

(4 thru 9 ) Now you can wear a football helmet in your favorite team color. Rug- 
ged one-piece construction of easy-to-clean, NFL-approved Cycolac* . . a plastic 
developed to give greater protection. The “T-bar” face guard is styled just like the 
pros wear . . protects your nose, mouth and jaw. A thick, double layer of shock-ab- 
sorbing foam padding provides soft cushion comfort as well as excellent protection. 
Cheek pads help provide a snug, comfortable fit. Adjustable, padded chin strap. 
Helmet is recommended for competitive play for boys up to 100 pounds. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. One size fits all head sizes from 6% to 7%. 
(4) 6 м 24331—White (6) 6N24341—Orange (8) 6N 24335—Blue 
(5) 6N24337—Ram'sBlue (7) 6N24339—Gold (9) 6N24333—Red 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ошпсев...............................- ...4.99 

telón page scans by cristas тийе иса com 



/s weighing up to 95 pounds 
e Buy pieces separately, or save when you buy complete outfit 

Я) 

Choose your Football Jersey $321 
from this all-star roster of color 

( 11 thru 22 ) For boys up to 95 Ibs. Sanforized® 8-02. cotton. 
3¢-length sleeves. Striped and ready to number (order kit sepa- 
rately below). Chest sizes S(28-30); M(32-34); L(36-38). 

Please state S, M, or L when placing order. 
(11) 6 N 24268F — Orange, black (17) 6 N 24277F —Blue, red 
(12) 6 N 24263F — Green (18) 6 М 24267F —Red, white 
(13) 6 М 24279F —Red, black (19) 6 N 24148F— Green, gold 
(14) 6 N 24255F — Gold, green (20) 6 М 24259F — Block, white 
(15) 6 N 24261F—Blue 121) 6 М 24273F —Purple 
(16) 6 N 24257F—Columbio blue, royal — (221 6 М 24271F—Silver, blue 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. $3.21 

Shoulder Pads . . double- 

thick at critical points < 

99 For boys up to 95 Ibs. High- 
impact plastic molded shell 

lined with sani-sealed polyure- 
thane foam padding. Vinyl-dipped | 
for easy cleaning with damp cloth. 
Shoulder cap pads are double thick. 
Adjusts to fit different body builds 
with cotton lacers in front and back; 
elastic underarm straps. 
6 М 2418—Shpzg. wt. 2 Ibs. 1 02.$6.99 

sioki EUEN Letter and Numeral Kit 
34r S45! for jersey and helmet 

Letter and number your uni- | wy $ | 
form exactly as you like. Kit = 

includes: for front, back and sleeves Padded Game Pants 699 4 
of jersey—6-in. and 2-in. number 
patterns (0 thru 9), 134-in.alphabet (25 thru 28 ) For boys up to 95 Ibs. also 105 Ibs. Plastic pads at hips, 

spine, kidneys; quilted cotton knee pads; removable plastic thigh guards patterns, and two 12x18-in. cotton 
flannel iron-on cloths; for helmet Cotton twill. Waist sizes S(22-24); M(26-28); L(30-32). State S, M, L. 

two 1%-in. stick-on number sets (0 Q5 6 N 2416F— Gold color an 6 N 2415F —White 

thru 9), 134-in. alphabet patterns. eed Ceci 081 6 N 2489F Red 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. Shipping weight 1 pound : ge $6.99 

6 N 2460 Kit $2.81 шшк [Sears | 403 
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To pitch. just 
snap together 
4 fiber glass 

tension rods 

Our lowest price in 4 years 
for a dome-style Play Tent 

es N5 ALUE] 

КБЕ | \ Only 
and 

) 
3-foot sit садд | 
height | | 

M it 

Hours of make-believe fun in store in 
side this bright blue dome-style play 
tent . . just use your imagination! Not 
water-repellent. Solid blue color only. 

6N78015C—Wt. 3 Ibs. $14.99 

5x7-ft. cotton drill Pup Tent 

6-ounce cotton drill tent has 3-ft. center 
ht. Tie flap door has nylon screening. 

Water-repellent finish, sewn-in floor. Two 
1-pc. wood extension poles. Stakes, guy 
ropes. Order case (5) below. 
6N78142C—Blue. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. .. $18.99 

5 Carry case for (4) above. Cotton drill. 
6N 78629—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $4.99 

Cutsoa pane scans by cuisines maseteciwdcd pom 

slide rods 
thru outer 

A big 5-foot 
7-inch square base 
and 4-foot 10-inch 

center height 

/Last Christmas 
yellow and red 

There's plenty of room inside this tent to hold those 
"top secret" club meetings or cozy tea parties. Indoor 

tent is not water-repellent. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs, 

6N78011C— Yellow and red 
6N78166C—Green and white 

i 

5x7-foot nylon Pup Tent 

6 Center height 3 ft. 6 in. Zippered nylon 
screen door has tie-down storm flaps. 

Nylon screen window in rear. Coated nylon 
fabric is water-repellent. Sewn-in floor, re- 
nforced seams. Includes aluminum exten- 
sion poles, stakes, guy ropes, carrying case. 
Orange color. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

8N79145 $24.99 

$19.99 
19.99 

Tepee-style 
indoor-outdoor 

Play Tent 

$1099 

Suction cups, ropes 
for pitching indoors 
- . outdoors use wire 
stakes, guy ropes. 
314-8. sq. base, 4-ft. 
center ht. Yellow 
cotton sheeting with 
Indian design. Not 
water repellent. 
Canopy poles for 
outside use. No 
floor. Wt. 4 Ibs. 
SN 78035C ....$10.99 399 



American 
Conference 

National 
Conference Official NFL 

Licensed Products 
with your favorite 
team's emblem 

REDSKINS 

Sport Carry-all $759 

Fabric-backed waterproof vinyl flexes to hold bulky gear . . helps keep 
gear dry inside or holds wet gear while staying dry outside. Heavy-duty 
wrap-around industrial zipper lets you pack and unpack easily 
stands up to rugged use. 11x15x9 inches high. Full Masonite Presd- 
wood® bottom. Break-resistant injection molded handles. Metal feet ex- 
tend bag's life and help keep bottom off wet floors. Double stitched with 
rugged nylon thread. Official NFL insignia of your favorite team ap- 
pears on both sides. See Charts below. Order by catalog number next to 
team name. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds vows ve $7.59 

Foam Seat Cushions 2 „ш $500 j 
Provide soft comfort as well as a clean dry sitting space at indoor or 
outdoor sporting events, even circuses and parades. And don’t forget 
the beach, pool or patio, and picnics. At home when not in use they 
make great recreation room decorations, Each cushion measures 
1412x15x134 inches thick. Authentic emblems of your favorite NFL 
Teams are printed in full color on front with solid color on back. Poly- \ 
urethane foam cushion with sturdy vinyl cover that cleans with a damp 
cloth. See Charts below. Order by catalog number next to your favorite 
team. Package of 2. 
Shipping weight per pkg. 1 pound 4 ounces .-.. Package $5.00 

4 
American Conference National Conference 

TEAM NAME CARRYALL T CUSHION TEAM NAME | canya T CUSHION 

Miami Dolphins -6C 15288 T6 C 62235 Dallas Cowboys 6 C 18261. ..|.... T6 C 62227 
New England Patriots .6C 15285...|....6C 62237 Atlanta Falcons C6C 15287.. .|....C6 C 62221 
Baltimore Colts |...H6C 15281,..|...H6 C 62222 New Orleans Saints .....|....C6C 15267...|....C6C 62238 
Kansas City Chiefs |. HEC 15268 C6 C 62233 Chicago Bears H6 C 15271.. .|....C6 C 62224 
San Diego Chargers |. ..C6C 15262 C6 C 62246 Green Bay Packers 6C 15272...|....H6 C 62231 
Houston Oilers |...C6C 15266. ..|...C6 C 62232 Washington Redskins 6 C 15286. ..|.... T6 C 62248 
Cleveland Browns |...H6C 15276 -C6 C 62226 Philadelphia Eagles H6 C 15279. . .|....H6 C 62243 
Buffalo Bills |....6С 15284 H6 C 62223 New York Giants |.....6С 15283. . .|....H6 C 62239 
New York Jets |...T6C 15282 H6 C 62241 St. Louis Cardinals + T6 C 15275 C6 C 62245 
Pittsburgh Steelers ]--..6C 15277 H6 C 62244 Detroit Lions H6 C 15273 C6 C 62229 
Denver Broncos |...С6С 15269 C6 C 62228 Minnesota Vikings 6C 15274 16 C 62236 
Cincinnati Bengals |...H6C 15278 C6 C 62225 Los Angeles Rams 6C 15289 T6 C 62234 
Oakland Raiders ]:...8C 15264 H6 C 62242 San Francisco 49ers H6 C 15263 C8 C 62247 

„ [Bears] 403 
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20-inch Single-speed Spyder Bikes 

Convertabike with chrome-plated 
fenders and detachable training wheels 

$5795 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Easy-to-use rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Tires a stable-riding 20x1.75 
inches wide. Detachable training wheels help 
youngsters learn to balance quickly. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Bright red 
steel frame with chrome-plated fenders. Top bar 
raises or lowers for a boy or a girl. . . ideal for 
handing down bike from one child to another. 
White viny! handgrips on high-rise handlebars. 
White vinyl banana seat. Recommended for leg 
lengths 23 to 31 inches. See How-to-Measure 
Note below. 
COMPONENTS: Block pedals. Set of reflectors 
included, see Refector Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See *N" Suffix Note 
on Page 276, Sent partially assembled, see Assem- 
bly Note below before ordering. 
Shipping weight 38 pounds. 
6 N 47628N 

HOW-TO-MEASURE 
To determine your proper 
leg length, measure (wear- 
ing the shoes you normally 
wear when cycling) the dis- 
tance from your crotch to 
the floor. Sears bicycles may 
be adjusted for slightly long- 
er leg lengths by raising 
height of bike seat and han- 
dlebars. 

ASSEMBLY NOTE: Sears bicycles are sent partially 
assembled with assembly instructions. Tools required for 
assembly are: 2 open-end adjustable wrenches, 1 phil- 
lips-type screwdriver and 1 blade-type screwdriver. 

If you prefer, most Sears Retail Stores and many Cata- 
log Stores will arrange for assembly of your catalog-or- 
dered bike for only a small service charge. 

REFLECTOR NOTE: All Sears bicycles include a set 
of wide-angle reflectors that provide 360° of reflector 
protection, regardless of what angle headlights shine on 
bike. Meet all Federal requirements. 

For a full selection of bicycles and 
bike accessories, see Sears Big Book. 

m——RÉE—————" 

With brightly painted 
frame and fenders 

$4999 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Reliable, easy-to-use coaster brakes. 
WHEELS, TIRES: 20x1.75-inch tires front and rear 
for a stable ride. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Steel frame with 
AES Pink finish on Girls' Model, Light blue 
finish on Boys' Model. High-rise handlebars with 
black vinyl handgrips on Boys' Model, white grips 
on Girls’ model. Vinyl banana seat . . . blaci 
Boys’, white on Girls’ models. Recommended for 
leg lengths 23 to 31 inches. See How-to-Measure 
Note below before ordering. 
COMPONENTS: Block pedals, black on Boys' 
Model, white on Girls' Model. Set of wide-angle re- 
flectors, see Reflector Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See Suffix Note 
on page 276 before ordering. Sent partially assem- 
bled, see Assembly Note below. 
6 N 47535N—Boys' model 
6 N 47545N—Girls’ model 
Shipping weight 39 pounds............... $49.99 

- 

Generator Light Set 

$1199 
CONSTRUCTION: Chrome-plated 
steel headlight mounts on stem. 
Taillight and generator mount on 
rear of frame. 31/4-іп. wide high/low 
beam light. 1Vz-diam. t. 12- 
V., 6-watt generator. Japan. 
ORDERING INFO: Partially assem. 

iring instr. included. 
Ib, 13 oz. 

99 6м ipine weight Б 13 $11 

With shimmering metalflake 
finish, chrome-plated fenders 

$5995 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Dependable rear coaster brake provides 
easy-to-use stopping power, 
WHEELS, TIRES: 1.75-inch front tire and 2.125 
knobby tread rear tire on Boys’ Model; Whiteline 
1.75-inch tires front and rear on Girls’ Model. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: Steel frame with 
light blue finish on Girls’ Model, maroon finish on 
Beye. Chrome-plated fenders. High-rise handlebar 
with vinyl ge. Padded vinyl banana seat is ma- 
roon and white striped on Boys' Model, floral print 
on Girls' Model. Recommended for leg lengths 23 
to 31 in., see How-to-Measure Note below, 
COMPONENTS Block pedals Set of wide angle re- 
flectors, see Reflector Note below, 
ORDERING INFORMATION; See “N” Suffix Note 
on peat 276 before ordering. Sent partially assem- 
bled, see Assembly Note at left below, 
6 N 4798 1N—Boys’ model 
8 N 4799 1N—Girls' model 
Shipping weight 40 pounds .............. $59.95 

Phone ordering's a quick 
and easy way to buy 

Speedometer/ 
Odometer 

Speedometer shows speed 
to S0 mph, re-settable 
odometer gives mileage to 
99.9 miles. 
CONSTRUCTION: Black 
lastic case. 3-in. diameter 
lack face dial with easy-to- 

read green and white 
Universal tire drive. 
gear, cable incl. 

ORDER INFO: Fits most 
bikes, Wt. 11 oz. 
6N48842. ..$12.99 

rive 

Woven 
Plastic Basket * 

CONSTRUCTION: TEA 
in. deep. White polyethelene 
with colorful plastic flowers. 
Straps to handlebars. From 
Korea. 
ORDER INFO: Fits most 
bikes. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
6N 48486 



Extra-rugged Football T 

Outfits in 9 color Р 

combinations so he сап . Y 

wear his favorite 24 

collegiate-team colors 

Get a stronger helmet, thicker padding, longer-wear 

fabrics than our other outfits—and these are 
recommended for larger-size boys. . up to 105 pounds 

SAVE $2.20 when you buy complete outfit: $ 52 

Helmet, Shoulder Pads, Jersey, Pants Outfit 

Watch your young quarterback jump with joy when he sees his very own football 

outfit. He'll have safer football fun, too. Outfits include helmet (number 10 be- 
low); shoulder pads (number 11 below); pants and jersey in his favorite team 
colors. Order letter-number kit separately below. 

Jersey numbers not included. See our Big Book for socks, shoes. Outfit is 
recommended for boys up to 105 pounds. When ordering complete outfit, please 
use outfit catalog number below and state sizes: helmet first, then jersey, then 
pants. (See individual items at bottom of page for size.) 
6 N 24282C2V—Outfit with green-gold jersey (4), gold pants (7) 
6 N 24285C2V—Outfit with orange jersey (3), white pants (8) 
6 N 24283C2V—Outfit with blue jersey (6), white pants (8) 
6 N 24281C2V—Outfit with red-blue jersey (1), white pants (8) 
6 м 24284C2V—Outfit with green jersey (2), white pants (8) 
6 м 24288C2V—Outfit with blue jersey (6), gold pants (7) 
6 м 24287C2V—Outfit with off-white jersey (5), gold pants (7) 
6 м 24286C2V—Outfit with off-white jersey (5), white pants (8) 
6 N 24289C2V—Outfit with red-blue jersey (1), mH pae (7) 
Shipping weight 6 pounds . . Outfit $21.52 

» П 

(1 thru 6 ) Collegiate-style Jerseys. 
sizes: S(28-30); М(32-34); L(36-38). у Зе в, Mork. 
(1) 6N24139F—Red, blue (4) 6N2414! 
(2) 6N24263F—Green 
(3) 6N24265F—Orange 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. . 

(7 and 8 ) Collegiate-style Pants of rugged cotton twill. - 
Protective padding at hips, spine, kidneys and knees. Waist 
sizes: S(22-24); M(26-28) and 1430-32). When ordering, please 
state sizeS, M or L. 
(7) 6 N 2416F—Gold (8) 6 N 2415F—White 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 59 
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Domeatyle Indoor Playtents you сап Bitch 

Our largest Youth Tents offer greater 
< headroom, more sleeping area and 

ALL-WEATHER Ҹ Gm better ventilation than tent on page at right 

TENT / ‘ 5 7x7-foot $3250 9x9-foot $3999 

5 Big zippered nylon screened door and nylon screened window 
help keep fresh air pigra: for a more comfortable interior. 

Tie-down window flap and door canopy add weather protection. 
Outside aluminum frame simplifies and speeds pitching. Water re- 
pellent finish. Sewn-in floor. Green with yellow trim. 

7x7-toot Tent. 12x19-inch window. Roof, sides 6.0-oz. cotton drill, 
4.0-oz. cotton sheeting floor. Center 
6 м 78065C—Shipping weight 19 

9x9-foot Tent. 21x36-inch window. Roof of зы walls of 
6.0-ounce, and floor of 4.0-ounce cotton drill. Center height 6 feet 8 
inches, 5 foot 1-inch eaves. 

| 6N 780581—Shipping weight 31 pounds . . 

Tent Case for 7x7-foot. 
6 N 7862! weight 14 ounces. . 

6N78091 Tent AME wt. 2ibs. . 
6 М 78093— Frame Case for 9x9 ft. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

Aluminum Canopy Poles. For T. left. Package of 
N irri e pla mite танам. "es 5499 



Denim-look CAMP EQUIPMENT 
Designed exclusively by Wrangler? for Sears 

ing bag is as tough 
ell of 50% 

cotton denim, 50% pol: ists pilling 
Bright cotton bandanna print liner. Heat 
taining insulation (70% polyester, % 

mixed unknown fibers) is quilted to shell and 
liner. Bag n ures 34x77 inches long, has 
full-length 100-in. zipper so you can zip two 
bags to; . Carrier ties. Machine wash, 
warm. Vinyl duffel not included, order on op. 
posite page. Shipping wt. 7 Ibs 
6н 70136C—Blue, red liner m+.» -919.99 
6N 70137C—Red, blue liner .......... 1999 

The Wrangler* 
nylon Pup Tent 

acking. Denim 
blue nylon fabric has red contrast stitching. 
Sewn-in floor of coated polypropyl 
helps К 

screen window with tie-down flap measures 
12x12 in. Two aluminum extension poles 
separate into 2 sections for easy backpack 
ing. Incl. plastic stakes, guy ropes. 

6N77121C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $39.99 

Nylon case for (2) above. (Not shown.) 
Blue color. Drawstring top. Japan. 
5N79131—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. s. 85.89 

Denim Ruck Sacks 5 $999 
(3 and 4) Roc 
want on the trail. Solid blue cotton denim outer with red 

and rugged just the feature 

contrast stitching; vinyl lined to help keep your gear dry 
when it rains. One large flap compartment with buckle 
Adjustable shoulder straps 

З 13x16x5-inch Sack has 2 side zip-compartments 
6N79211 pping weight 1 pound 6 ounces ..%17.99 

11%x14x4Yrinch Sack has 1 flap compartment with 
buckle only. 

6N79206—Shipping weight 14 ounces 

Get your FREE copy 
of our 1974-75 

WINTER SPORTS 
CATALOG 

Packed with hockey and| 

skiing equipment plus 

clothing and accessories| 

for all kinds of winter fun.| 
Pick up your copy at an 

Sears Catalog Selling Unit 

or ask for one when youl 

place or pick up your order, 



All 

ome-style 
tents on this 
page can be 

moved without 
repitching 
just pick up 

Our best Dome-style Play Tent 

ө Zippered door flap for extra privacy | * Sewn-in floor p against scuff marks 
helps keep clothes clean and helps hold 
tent rigidly in shape 

re best 2499 
height 

Hours of fun ahead for your imaginative young 
ster in this roomy indoor play dome. Lightweight 

inside frame consists of fiber glass and wood sections 
that separate for compact storage. Durable nylon 
fabric in alternating panels of bright red and yellow. 
Sewn-in floor. Zippered door flap. Tent is not water 
repellent and is not for outdoor use. 
6C 77307C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 524.99 

These Dome-style Play Tents 
fold flat for temporary storage 

(2 and 3 ) Just compress tent sideways and store against wall when 
space is needed—no need to remove frame, sets up full size again in 
seconds. For compact storage and carrying, lightweight inside frame 
of fiber glass and wood separates into sections. Rugged fabric of 
100% nylon. Flap-style door. No floor. Tents are not water repel. 
lent and are not intended for outdoor use. Buy it the easy way—or- 
der by phone. 

Red and Blue Tent. 4'2-ft. square base, 4-ft. center height. 
6C 77303C—Shipping weight 4 pounds ....819.99 

3 Bright Blue Tent. 3!4-ft. square base, 3 ft. center height. 
6 С 77301C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 51499 

об рабе эсш Trsetochiiceliront 



20-inch Single-speed 
Motocross-look Bike 

(3) Evel Knievel 20-inch Bike 
with simulated fuel tank 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Reliable, easy-to-use coaster brake. 

WHEELS. TIRES: Wide flange strengthens front 
hub. Knobby tread tires measure 20x2.125 in. wide. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: Cycle-style 
white steel frame, simulated fuel tank, front, rear 
shocks. Velvet black handlebar with white crossbar 
pad. Padded black vinyl saddle. For leg lengths 23 
to 31 in. See How-to-Measure, pg. 403. 
COMPONENTS: Evel Knievel number plate. Black 
block pedals. Set of wide-angle reflectors, see Re- 
flector Note on page 403. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See “N” Suffix Note 
on page 276. Sent раан assembled, see Assembly 
note on page 403 before ordering. 
6 N 45709N—Shipping weight 45 lbs. ...$88.95 

404 

m——— БЙЙЙ 

$6995 
20-inch, Single-speed 
Motocross-look Bike 
with plastic fenders 

(4) Evel Knievel 
16-inch Sidewalk Bike 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Rear coaster brake. 

WHEELS, TIRES: Detachable training wheels 
help youngster learn to се. 16-inch punc- 
ture-proof knobby-tread front and rear tires. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Steel frame 
with white finish. Molded plastic simulated fuel 
tank. Chrome-plated handlebar with black 
aep White vinyl motocross-style saddle 
with red, blue and gold trim. 

COMPONENTS: Evel Knievel number plate. 
White block pedals. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See “N” Suffix 

Motocross-look Bikes on these 2 pages include 
frames and other components for regular bicycles and 
are not intended for stunting or off-road use. 

(1) Motocross-look Bike 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 

BRAKES: Rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES: 20x1.75-inch knobby tread tires. 

FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Steel frame with 
bright yellow finish. Heavy-duty front fork. Flat black 
handlebar with cross brace, cushion grips. Padded 
black vinyl banana seat. Recommended for leg lengths 
23 to 31 in. See How-to-Measure Note on page 403. 
COMPONENTS: Number plate. Block pedals. Set of re- 
flectors, see Reflector Note on page 403. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See “М” Suffix Note on 
page 276. Partially assembled, see Assembly Note от 
page 403 before ordering. | 
6 М 45705N—Shipping weight 40 Ibs........$59.95 

(2) Motocross-look Bike with fenders 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Easy-to-use rear coaster brake puts stops at 
your feet. 
WHEELS, TIRES: 20x1.75-in. knobby tread tires. 

FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Flat black steel 
frame with red plastic fenders. Heavy-duty front fork. 
Handlebar with crossbrace, cycle-style handgrips. 
Padded black vinyl banana seat. For leg lengths 23 to 
31 in., see How-to-Measure, pg. 403. 
COMPONENTS: Number plate. Rat trap pedals. Set of 
‘reflectors, see Reflector Note on page 403. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See “N” Suffix Note on 
page 276 before ordering. Sent partially assembled, see 
Assembly Note on page 403. 
6 N 45702N—Shipping weight 43 pounds ... $69.95 

[7] - 
(5) Evel Knievel Motocross Conversion Kit 
CONTENTS: Black steel motocross-style handle- 
bar, pad for cross brace, two white waffle hand 
grips. Evel Knievel number plates, decals. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 N 48751C—Shipping wt. 5 Ibs. ....Кі $12.99 

(6) Evel Knievel Motocross-style Saddle 
CONSTRUCTION: White vinyl cover with silk- 
screened red, white and blue trim. 1-inch thick 
раша foam padding. Painted black steel 

», tubular steel saddle brace, 191% in. long. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
6 N 48752—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 802......$10.99 

(7) Evel Knievel Polo Saddle 
CONSTRUCTION: Contoured ign. White vinyl 
cover with em! red, blue and gold-color pu 
tern. 1-in. thick polyurethane foam padding. Black 
painted steel base and seat clamp. 14 in. long. 
ORDERING INFO: Clamp fits $4 to 74 in. post. 
6 N 48753—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. $8.99 

(8) Evel Knievel Fender Set 
SET INCLUDES: Two fenders of white molded 
plastic. Two adhesive-backed red, blue and gold- 
color vinyl decals. Front fender 314x16 in., rear 
fender 314х21 in. 
ORDERING INFO: Fit most high rise bikes. 
6 N 48762—Shipping weight 5 oz. ....Set $2.99 



Boys' 24-inch 
Lightweight 
Spyder 

500 

tg 

Precision-built 10-speed Racer 
with 2 1-inch lightweight frame, 26-inch tires 

4 Wide 36 to 93 gear ratio range gives you top performance 

whether on hills or straightaways. Dual shift levers mount- 
ed on lower-front frame. Derailleur gear changer gives 
smooth, reliable action. Chrome-plated rear spoke protector 
ring helps prevent over shifting. 26x1%-in. racer whitewall 
tires. Front and rear handbrakes designed for positive stops. 
Convenient brake levers on handlebars. 

Black vinyl racer saddle. Gold-color frame. Wrapped racer- 
style handlebars for a surer grip. Adjustable leg reach. 
6 N 47405N—Shipping weight 40 pounds ... .$59.75 

26-inch Lightweight Bike with 3 speeds 

5 Get a 48, 66, and 88 gear ratio for smoother starts, easier 
cruising. 26x1%-in. tires really move. Double braking with 

a rear coaster brake plus front hand brake. Double safety fea- 
tures, too, with rear reflector and front headlight (uses two 
"D" batteries, not included, pkg. of 6 sold on page 436). 

Black vinyl covered saddle matches black frame. Chrome- 
plated handlebar adds flash. Snap spring carrier holds books 
and packages. Adjustable leg reach. Austria. 
6 М 47102N—Shipping weight 46 pounds .$47.97 

404 Sears 9 



. move easily without repitching 

Our largest Dome Playtent has a 

5 ft. 4 in.-square base for 8 square feet 
more play area than tent shown 

on page at left. . and it's 9 inches taller 

Lf 

К xl a / 
No troublesome stakes or ropes to Slide rods through tunnel-style 
mess with . . just snap together fabric loops sewn to outside 

4 fiber glass tension rods corners of playtent 

Want to move it? Just pick up 
whole tent and go. No need to 

disassemble and repitch 

bend rods to apply tension 
and slip into tubular aluminum 

top fitting. You're all done! 

(1 thru 4 ) Big, roomy playtents with plenty of play area for young "campers" 
and their gear. Walls of sturdy cotton sheeting sport eyecatching alternating col- 
or panels in vibrant hues. Sewn-in floor helps prevent scuff marks indoors. Door 
zips open and closed smoothly. Not water repellent. 
Dome Tent with 4'/,-foot base and 4-foot center height. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
(1) 6N78031C—Red and blue .$16.99 
(2) 6N78042C— Blue, orange and gold-color 
(3) 6N78043C—Green and white .. 

Dome Tent with 5-foot 4-inch base and 4-foot 9-inch center height. 

. 16.99 55 $1999 
(4) 6N78011C—Yellow and red. Shipping weight 6 pounds $19.99 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
See Big Book or ask for details 

ee P ess Tepee style 
indoor-outdoor 

Playtent 

+799 
| * 

- | 

Plenty of room for 2 young camper: $1849 Suction cups and ropes give sturdy pitching support indoors . . out- 
in this roomy 5x7-foot Pup Tent doors on sunny days use wire stakes and ropes. Big 4'/,-foot center 

$ К ight and 42-inch si 1 l . Bright yellow sides of 
8 Cool ventilation because of big nylon screened door . . zips down center. ангаа н ad шу ERE ib ас 

Full sewn-in floor helps keep out pesky insects. Water repellent finish ed for Ontalde zac. Not water лере TU ordenthe eset way, 
means rain-or-shine camping fun. Top and sides of 6-02. cotton drill, 4-oz. look in your phone book white pages under “Sears, Roebuck arid 
cotton sheeting floor. Center height 3 ft. 6 in. Stakes and ropes included. Co, Catalog Seles” for number to«all. 
6 М 78059C—Green and yellow. Shipping weight 12 pounds .. $18.49 6 N 78035C-— Shipping debt i pounds dec ..$7.99 

Tent Case of 7.68-ounce cotton duck. 
(9) 7 N 78629—Shipping weight 14 ounces : $3.98 405 

Culsiod pate scans by ciaisimas masebeciwical cod 



*14??.. 
included 

These bright bags are filled 
with 2 pounds 4 ounces of 

polyester fibers and 
measure 33x75 in. long 

(1 and 2) Cozy "n colorful bags with 
polyester insulation, bonded to main- 
tain shape, provide warmth. Each 
33x75-inch bag has 100-inch zipper so 
you can zip two together. 100% cotton 
covers and liners make these bags hand 
washable in warm water. Carrier ties 
secure bag in roll for storage, travel. 
Clear vinyl duffel is not included , , or- 
der separately below. 

15 Pink and Green Circle print, bright 
pink liner. 

6N70373C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. $1499 

2 Sayings pattern, solid blue liner. 
6 М 70386C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. .$14.99 

Clear vinyl Duffel. Ideal for storing. 
Duffel has drawstring tie. Fits all stan- 
dard-size sleeping bags. Wipe clean. 
6N70368—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. nee 

Our lowest price of the year for any 
Party-time Sleeping Bag 

M, sg99 
(3 and 4) Choose a bag with a littie 
personality . . whimsical rag doll print 
or tacklin' tough football pattern. 2 
pounds of warm synthetic insulation 
quilted to 100% cotton covers and stur- 
dy liners of 80% acetate and 20% ny- 
lon. Insulation won't shift or mat for 
even cushioning, heat retention. Each 
bag measures 33x65 in. long and has a 
27-in. zipper for in-and-out ease. Brush 
and air; washing not recommended. 
Carrier ties secure bag in roll. For stor- 
age, order clear vinyl duffel above. 

Football pattern, solid brown liner. 
3 6N 7037 1C—Shpzg. wt. 6 Ibs. $9.99 

Rag doll print, solid color liner. 
4 6 М 70372C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 36.99 

Our lowest price this year for a Youth : 
Sleeping Bag with 2 pounds of synthetic insulation | / 

Only $299 This low-cost sleeping bag has 2 pounds of mixed synthetic fiber insulation . . Only 7 
quilted to prevent matting and cold spots . . plus a vinyl bottom to help seal 
out ground moisture. Yellow nylon cover and beige liner. 28-inch aluminum 
zipper for ease of entry. Bag measures a full 33x65 inches long . . plenty big 
for most young campers. Brush and air; washing not recommended. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. 
6N70078 57.99 

CGütiod pane scans by dheisimasmuseleciudcd vom 



To move, 

dio 1051 pick up 
tent and go `. 9 

A idi = 

Tunnel-style Play Tent 
e Sewn-in floor helps prevent scuff marks 

* Door-flap entrances at each end 

$ 1999 

4 There's plenty of room inside this tent to hold those “top secret" club meetings or 
cozy tea parties. Tent has center height of 33 inches, base measures 33 inches 

wide by 56 inches long. Rugged tent fabric in bright yellow and blue stripes. Frame of 
sturdy polyvinyl tubes. Tent can be moved without repitching. Tent is not water 
repellent and is not intended for outdoor use. Get this bit of Christmas shopping 
done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 
6C77308C—Shipping weight 4 рошпфв.................................... $19.99 

Our lowest price since 1973 
for any Tepee-style Play Tent 

5 Suction cups and ropes give 
sturdy support indoors . 

~y 

v. "outdoors on sunny days use 
wire stakes and ropes. Four- 
sided tent has big four-foot cen- 
ter height and 3!2-foot square 
base. Use wooden canopy poles 
outside for shaded “porch”. 
Bright yellow cotton sheeting 

with red Indian de- 
sign. No floor. Tent is not water 
dnd is not intended for 

6C78035C. Seer gg 

Sears Has Croate Pian to suti е 
See Big Book ог gak Tor йе, zd 

f recepere ner everest serere cmm 

Water-repellent 
Outdoor Tents 

Umbrella Tents Cut °Б 
1975 Fall 1975 Fall 

Big Book was *69.88 Big Book was *48.88 

vt 5549 | 143^ 
6 Outside aluminum frame for easy pitching. Roof and walls of 

sturdy 6-oz. cotton drill. Nylon screen window at rear and zip- 
pered nylon screen door. Sewn-in floor. Protective door canopy (or- 
der canopy poles (9) separately below). Water-repellent. Flame-re- 
tardant*, Stakes and guy ropes included. 

9x9-ft. Tent. Sleeps 3 adults. Center height 6 ft. 5 in.; eave height 4 
ft. 8 in. Order tent and frame cases below. 
6C77226C—Shipping weight 29 pounds... $64.88 
(7) 6C78191—Tent Case. 1.5-ог. cotton drill. Wt. 2 Ibs. ....... 1090 
(8) 6C78193—Frame Case. 7.5-oz. cotton drill. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8.90 

7x7-ft. Tent. Sleeps 2 adults. Center height 5 ft. 4 in.; eave height 4 
ft. Tent, frame store in carry case (12) sold fee below, 
6C77227C—Shipping weight 16 pounds...... 543.88 
9 Aluminum Canopy Poles for 9x9-ft. and 7x7-ft. tents. Adjust 

from 5 to 8 feet. Package of two. 
6C78613C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ..Pkg. $9.99 

5x7-foot 
Pup Tent with 

full sized sleeping area 

0 Center height 3 ft. 6 in. Zip- 
pered nylon screen door 

has tie-down storm flaps. Blue 
6-oz. cotton drill fabric is water 
repellent. Sewn-in floor. Rein- 

forced seams. Includes wooden 
extension poles, stakes and guy 
ropes. Flame-retardant.* Order 
carry case (12) below. 
6C77228—Wt. 10 lbs. $28.88 

$2888 

5x7 -foot 
Pup Tent with 

tapered back design 

ll Center height 3 feet. Tie 
flap door. Blue. 6-02. cot- 

ton drill fabric has water-repel- 
lent finish. Sewn-in floor. Two 
one-piece wood extension poles. 
Stakes, guy ropes included 
Flame-retardant.* Order carry 
case (12) below. 
6C77141C—Wt. 7 lbs. $18.88 

12 Carry Case 18x46 in. long. 

Green 7.5-oz. cotton drill. 
6 С 78629—Wt. 140z... . . $6.99 
*Tents are made with flame-retardant 
fabric which is designed to self-extin- 
guish when removed from flame. mick [Sears] 405 



20-inch, single-speed 
Motocross-look Bike 

with heavy-duty frame and 
shock-absorbing spring suspension 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Wide flange adds strength to front hub. 
Deep wrap-around tread on 20x2.125-inch knobby tires 
helps provide extra traction for fast starts, sharp turns. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Heavy-duty steel 
frame with welded-in reinforcement. Trailing-link front 
suspension helps smooth out rough rides. Flat black 
frame, steel front fender, plastic rear fender. Heavy-duty 
front fork. Motocross-style handlebar with padded cross 
bar, waffle hand grips. ickly-padded black vinyl mo- 
tocross-look saddle, Сый springs on saddle support bars 
help absorb shocks. Recommended for leg lengths 23 to 
31 inches. See How-to-Measure Note on page 403. 

COMPONENTS: Number plate. Rat trap pedals. Set of 
wide-angle reflectors, see Reflector Note on page 403, 
ORDERING INFO: See “N” Suffix Note on page 276. Sent 
partially assembled, see Assembly Note on pote 403. 
8 N 45704 N—Shipping weight 45 pounds . . . . . $89.88 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Most Every Need 
See Big Book or ask for details 

20-inch, single speed Motocross Bike 
with heavy-duty mono-shock frame 

to handle the jolts of off-the-road use 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Dependable, easy-to-use coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Wide flange front hub for added strength. Hea: spokes 

and rear stand uj cities aad pubis Nes 4 
for deep-biting traction. 

FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Heavy-duty steel ше with yellow finish. 
allows frame to flex and center-mounted shock abso: 

and rims front 
tires measure 20x2.125 inches wi 

motocross handlebar with pad, waffle 
saddle helps you handle the bum ‘iding. freie on for leg 

tank for Wat 
real cycle look 

work with rear 
shock absorbers 

то smooth 

-around | 
knobby tires holds traction 

even in sharp turns 

This 20-inch Motocross-look Bike has 3 speeds to make pedaling easier 
when you're going up hills or dashing down the straightaways 

SPEEDS: 3-speed hub with gear ratio range from a low 38 to 68 for fast cruising. Cycle-style twist-grip 
gear shifter lets you change gears without changing hand position. 

BRAKES: Easy-to-use rear coaster brake for reliable stops. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Wide flange front hub for added strength. Road-gripping knobby tires. 20x2.125 in. wide, 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Heavy-duty steel frame in black finish with motocross-style fenders 
and simulated gas tank. Spring suspension front and rear absorbs shocks to smooth your ride. Padded 
cross bar on motocross-style handle! ar Padded black vinyl saddle for riding comfort. Recommended for 
leg lengths 23 to 31 inches, see How-to-Measure Note on page 403. 
COMPONENTS: Number plate. Rat trap pedals. Set of reflectors, see Reflector Note on page 403. 
ORDERING INFO: See “№” suffix Note on pote 276. Sent puan assembled, see eim Note, d 403. 
6 N 45707N—Shipping weight 47 pounds .............................. 08.95 

Single-speed version of bike above. Same features a asó N 45707 but with 1- ше hub. 
6 N 45727N—Shipping weight 47 pounds ........... 

ун Center-mounted 
coil spring 

absorbs shocks 
rber cush from tront 

and rear 

lengths 23 to 31 inches, see How-to-Measure Note on page 403. 
COMPONENTS: Number plate. Rat trap pedals. Set of wide angle reflectors, see 
Reflector Note on page 403. 
ORDERING ORATION: See "N" Suffix Note, on page 276 before ordering. 
Р: Note, on page 403. 
6N45 OBN- Shipping weight 42 pounds We ws kb QV T) co еъ обо УЗ © ..$99.99 

For a full selection of 
bicycle accessories, 
see Sears Big Book. $5: [Sears] 405 

m— ————— 



SPEEDOMETER. . 
TACHOMETER. . 

ODOMETER. . 
all three in one 

3-inch diameter dial 

$69 

Shows speeds to 40 miles per hour, mileage to 9999.9. 
Stem-mounted. Hi pact plastic housing. Fittings. In- 
structions. From Japan. 
6 м 48803— For 20-in. bikes. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. ..$6.49 
6 М 48804— For 24 and 26 in. bikes.Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. .$6.49 

Pricedtebe Was $34.88 
ao здө 



Bags (1) thru (6) 

insulated with soft 

and fluffy polyester 

These two bags have 

1212% more insulation 

to make them warmer 

and softer than those 

on page atright 

Fluffy matching QQ "ior ana 
duffle bag 

are included 

(1 and 2) Happy colors enliven this 
thoroughly comfortable bag .. a wel- 
come companion at slumber parties, 
dormitories, and camp. Insulated with 
2 Ibs. 4 oz. bonded Fortrel polyester, 
then quilted and resin-treated to retain 
shape and fluffy resilience 

A full 3: inches of stretch-out 
sleeping room. Bag reverses to striped 
side, too, for a different look .. and 
longer wear. 100-inch zipper allows 
bag to open flat or zip together with 
another bag. Carrier ties sewn in. Pil 
low stuffed with Fortrel® polyester. 
Cotton cover, cotton liner. Machine 
washable, warm; or dry clean. Match- 
ing duffle bag carrying case included. 
Buy it the easy way —order by phone. 

Red apple design. Blue and red 
striped lining; matching pillow 

6 N 70356C — Wt. 5 Ibs. $17.99 

Pink, green floral print. Pink, green 
striped lining; matching pillow. 

6 М 70357C — Wt. 5 Ibs. $17.99 

Look at this low price 
for an acrylic-insulated 

Sleeping Bag 
e^ ve ES 

Sungloss pattem. Insulated 
with 2 pounds acrylic insula- 
tion; resin-treated for shape 
retention. 33x75 inches. 100-in. 
zipper allows 2 bags to be zipped 
together. Cotton cover, green 
cotton lining. Hand washable, 
warm. Carrier ties; no duffle 
bag or pillow. 
6 М 70351C- Wt. 51bs....*9.99 



These fluffy, polyester-insulated 

bags are warm enough to use 

outdoors on those 

sleep-out summer nights 

Bags on this page 
have 21/5 pounds of 
polyester insulation, 

and include matching 

duffel bags 

Each $179? 

( 1 thru 4) Snuggle up in one of these party-perfect bags 
designed for dreamy slumber fun. Insulated with 2 
pounds 8 ounces of bonded polyester. Brightly patterned 
cotton covers and solid-color cotton liners. Bags mea- 
sure a full 33x75 inches long and have 100-inch alumi- 
num zippers so you can zip two together, or open flat for 
use as a comforter. Carrier ties sewn in for easy roll-up. 
Color-matched duffel bags included. Hand washable. 

1 Pre-Centennial print in red, white and blue. 
6 м 70383C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. $17.99 

2 Psychedelic print in green and blue 
6м 70384C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. $17.99 

3 Animal print in pink gingham checks. 
6 N 70347C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. ......917.99 

4 Polka-dot print in gold and brown. 
6 N 70385C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. ......%17.99 

CGuniod pane scans by cheisimas киде pvo 



Wish f Book 

for any 
Wrangler’ Sleeping Bags 

e Durable full-size bags 
measure 33x76 inches long 

e 3 pounds of polyester insulation 
provides warmth without bulky weig 

e Weather stripping at zipper helps 
keep drafts out, body warmth in 

without 

(1 thru 3) These bags are as tough as their name! Long-wearing 
hell of 6-oz. cotton denim. Colorful 100% cotton liner. Heat-retain- 
ing polyester insulation is quilted to shell and liner. Full-length 100- 
inch zipper lets you zip two bags together. Carrier ties secure bag in 
compact roll for carrying or storage in vinyl duffle (not included, 
order separately below). Bags are hand washable at warm tempera- 
ture; line dry. Shipping weight 7 pounds. 

(1) 6C 70136—Denim blue with red bandanna print liner ...*16.79 

(2) 6C70142C—Denim blue patch print with red liner . . 16.79 
(3) 6C 70137—Persimmon red, blue bandanna print liner 16.79 

4 Clear Vinyl Duffie. Drawstring closing. Wipes clean. 
6 C 70368—Shipping weight 4 ounces . 79с 



16-inch First Bikes 
With easy-to-use coaster brakes 
and detachable training wheels 

to help your child learn to balance quickly 

YOUR 
CHOICE $4599 

Motocross Style 
handlebar with 
padded crossbar 

and quilted 
banana saddle 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Dependable coaster brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES: Knobby tread tires 
measure 16x15 in. wide. Detachable 
training wheels. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE 
Steel frame in hot red finish. Black 
motocross-style handlebar with pad- 
ded crossbar. Comfortable black 
quilted vinyl banana-style saddle. 
COMPONENTS: Plastic number plate 
straps to front of handlebar, Black 
block pedals. Chain guard with yel- 
low accent circles sprocket to help 
keep pantlegs free. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Bike 
sent partially assembled, see assembly 
Note on poge 403. Wt. 31 lbs. 
6N 478881. ; $45.99 

Sears Hasa 
Credit Plan 
to Suit Most 
Every Need 

See Big Book 
or ask 

for details 

Be sure to see our 16-inch 
Evel Knievel Motocross-look 

Bike sold on page 404. 

Motocross style 
with simulated 
front shocks, 
tank look and 

MX-style saddle 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Coaster brake for simple dependable braking. 
WHEELS, TIRES; Road-gripping 16х15%-іп. knobby tires. 
Detachable training wheels. 

saddle. Plastic racing fenders. 
COMPONENTS: Plastic number plate straps to frame. 
Black block pedals. Green chain guard. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent partially assembled, see 
Assembly Note on page 403. 
6 N 47832L—Shipping weight 36 pounds .......$45.99 

Spice... 
with 
decorated 
banana saddle 
and fashionable 
whitewall tires 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Easy-to-use coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: 16x1*4-in. thinline whitewall tires. Detach- 
able training wheels add stability for the beginner. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Strong tubular steel frame 
with aqua blue finish. Chrome-plated semi-highrise handle- 
bars, streamers attached to handgrips. Padded white vinyl 
saddle with colorful floral design. 
COMPONENTS: White block pedals. White vinyl basket 
(South Korea) attaches to front handlebar. Chain guard. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent partially assembled, see 
Assembly Note on page 403. 

Shipping weight 31 pounds. 
BN47889L. 7... л 

Start bicycling habits early with 
this beginner's bike. 
SPEEDS: Single sj 
BRAKES: Coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Puncture- 
proof 16x154-inch tires. Detach- 
able training wheels help your 
child learn to ride. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SAD- 
DLE: Red-finish steel frame be- 
comes a boy's or girl's model by 
raising or lowering center bar. 
Chrome-plated handlebars with 
decorative streamers on hand- 
grips. White plastic saddle. 
COMPONENTS: White block 
pedals. Chain guard. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Sent partially assembled. See 
Assembly Note om page 403 be- 
fore ordering. Shpg. wt. 3 
6N 47891L 



BIEEBOARDMIRES 
announce the GREMLIN 

55» 
1 Three-speed 20 +16 

Gremlin. Easy-to-reach 
shift lever with console right 
on the frame. Bold, white let- 
ters on cheater-slick 20x2.125- 
inch rear tire and the 16х1%- 
in. front mini-wheel. Front and 
rear caliper brakes have han- 
dlebar-mounted levers. 

/ Frost lemon-lime frame. Vi- 
/ nyl-covered banana seat is 

| white, lime glitter trim. 
/ || Chrome-plated support bar, 
fe power-grip handlebars. Bright 

| 3'4-in. rear reflector. Adjusta- 
[| ble leg reach. Shpg. wt. 40 lbs. 
| 6 М 47685№ $55.95 

| 9 Single-speed 20+16 
Gremlin. As above but no 

і | shift lever or stickshift console. 
A different dual braking sys- 
tem: Bendix coaster brake plus 
rear caliper brake. Frost lemon 
frame. Shpg. wt. 38 Ibs. 
6N47675N . 

5-speed 207 16 Screamers with 
low-slung needle-nose frame 

Standard Screamer. Cheater-slick 20x2.125- 
in. rear tire, front 16x1.75-in. mini-wheel . . 

and they're both redlines. 5-speed derailleur with 
a 34 to 69 gear ratio range. Stick-shift mounted 
on the frame console. Dual rear caliper brakes 
with brake levers mounted on handlebar. Two- 
tone yellow with dashing red overspray. Yellow 
taped butterfly handlebars, chrome-plated 

scooped fenders for flash. Jet black vinyl covered 
banana seat has chrome-plated support bar. Re- 
flective pedals and a 3%x1%-in. rear reflector 
built right into the seat. Adjustable leg reach. 
6 N 47539N—Shipping weight 48 lbs. .... $67.50 

4 Deluxe Screamer. Not only do you get all the 
honest-to-drag styling that's on bike above, 

you also get built-in rear coil shocks and a torsion 
spring front suspension for extra-smooth riding. 
And that additional lever on the console is the 
parking brake for real "drag control." Wild! 
6 М 47538N—Shipping weight 48 lbs. .... $79.50 

NOTE: Bikes on these two pages only need seat, han- 
dlebars. pedals, any accessories installed. Converta- 
bikes, as above, plus center bar, training wheels, front 
wheels. Sent freight (rail, truck) or express. 406 Sears 08% 

ТҮТҮКТҮН 



INDOOR bags (1) thru (6) are 

so well insulated they 

can keep you warm even 
OUTDOORS on summer nights 

Any Sleeping Bag 
on this page 

$1499 25 
(3 thru 6 ) Cozy, soft sleeping bag: gift that's 
not only fun, but adaptable, too, because it's usable 
throughout the 
Two pound 

warmth — anc 
that it holds its pla 

33 inches by ches, with a 100. 
inch zipper that allows bag to be opened out fla 
or zipped up with r to form a doub 

Cotton liner and cover. Bags are machine w 
able at nperature, or dry clean 
rier t : matching duffle b. 

è for ne е! and storage se from the 
colorful array below. Lik 
books, it's во 

Q Pennsylvania Dutch Squares. Done up ir 
colored traditional patte 

6 N 70358C — Shipp 

Д Bandanna Design 
terns decora 

6 N 70359C — 8I n 5 Ib: $14.99 

5) Highway Sign Design. Blue, yellow and red 
s gaily cover bag. Blue liner. 

6 N 70361C — Shipping weig > $14.99 

> Patchwork Quilt Design. Orange, brown, green 
and yellow patches. Orange liner 

6 N 70345C — Shipping weight 5 $14.99 



Colorful comfort for slumber 
parties, camp or dorm 

e So easy to care for. . these e Want double-size comfort? e You get stretch-out 
bags stay clean and bright Full length 100-inch zippers sleeping comfort. . bags 
even after repeated machine let you zip measure a full 33 inches wide 
washing two sleeping bags together and 75 inches long 

Our warmest Party-Time 
Bags on this page have 
3 pounds of insulation 
and include duffels 
PLUS a pillow 

Each $1999 

(5 thru 7 ) Sleep bright in bags that are warmer, fluffier 
than those on opposite page. 3 pounds of resinated poly- 
ester insulation won't shift because it's bonded for even 
heat retention and body cushioning . . provides snug 
comfort all night long. Cotton covers and liners. Machine 
wash, warm temperature. Sewn on carrier ties for easy 
roll-up and storage, Incl, color-matched cotton duffel. 

5 Indian pattern in orange, rust and red with coordi: 
nated solid-color liner, Matching polyester pillow. 

6 № 70348C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ... . $19.99 

Floral gingham print in pink, blue and green with 
pink checked liner. Color matched polyester pillow. 

6N 70382C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ..........$19.99 

Patchwork pattern in brown with matching checked 
liner. Color-coordinated polyester pillow. 

6 м 7038 1C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $19.99 

М 2 
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Our lowest price 
this year for any 

Party-time Sleeping Bag 

Only 5039 
еасһ 

( 1 апа 2) Choose whimsical rag doll print or tacklin" 
tough football pattern. 1 lb. 8 oz. of warm, synthetic fiber 
insulation. 100% cotton covers and sturdy on liners 
quilted to keep insulation smooth. Bags have 27-inch 
zippers for in-and-out ease. Brush and air; washing not 
recommended. Carrier tie secures bag in roll. For stor- 
age, order vinyl duffel (6) at right below. 

Football Pattern with blue liner. 
6C 70241C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. ...$9.99 

2, Rag Doll Print with pink liner. 
6 С 70242C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. . . 9.99 

$ Cut *1 
our lowest price 
this year for any 

33x65-in. Sleeping Bag 
1975 Fall Big Book $ 99 

was $8.90 

This low-cost sleeping bag has 2 lbs, of mixed 
synthetic fiber insulation . . quilted to prevent 
matting, cold spots. Vinyl bottom helps seal 
out ground moisture. Yellow top cover and 
beige liner of 100% nylon. 28-in. aluminum 

i zipper for ease of entry. Brush and air; washing 
not recommended. For storage, order clear vi- 
nyl duffle (6) at right. 
6 C 70078—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 37.89 

Сарой pace scans Dy cieisimas maselechnical conr 

All measure 33x65 in. . . an ideal size for youths 

These PAR IG E 
are filled with 2 pounds of 
fluffy polyester insulation 

each $1 299 

(3 thru 5 ) Youth-size bags in eye-catching prints that will add to the fun of any 
slumber party. Colorful print covers and coordinating solid color liners both of soft 
tricot (80% acetate, 20% nylon). Polyester insulation is quilted to stay smooth. 
Full-length 92-inch zipper lets you zip two bags together. Sewn-in carrier ties se- 
cure bag in roll for carrying. For storage, order protective clear vinyl duffle bag (6) 
sold separately below. Machine washable at warm temperature; line dry. Get this 
bit of Christmas shopping done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 

3 Batman and Robin action print with bright blue liner. 
6 С 70236C—Shipping weight 4 pounds .....................--.+-+ $1299 

4 Woody Woodpecker and Friends adventure print with green liner. 
6C 70238C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus? poster print, yellow liner. 
6 C 70237C—Shipping weight 4 pounds ........« secre $1299 

G Clear Vinyl Duffle. Ideal for storing. Drawstring tie. Bag not incl 
6C 70368—Shipping weight 4 ounces ....-. siiis et 78c 



Floating steering design with Strong Northern hardwood deck 
flexible 2-piece nose helps boards run full length of sled 
give you better direction control to support your body Turned-up 
than а rigid steering design back 

runners 
for smooth, 
rounded 
edges 

44-inch 

$1288 

54-inch 

$1688 

Shock-absorbing 
braces of 
heavy-duty steel 

Steel runners are grooved 
for speedy tracking. . . 

NEW AT SEARS. . .a blunt. thick front weather-protected with 
bumper of smooth steel to help baked enamel finish А 
cushion your legs from the impact of ЕІ g A үу Sl d 
pulling your sled too close yın rro e S 

. most sleds have just a thin front edge 

CONSTRUCTION: Steel frame: New at Sears . with red baked enamel finish. DIMENSIONS, AGES, ORDERING INF 
blunt, thick front bumper of smooth steel . Steering: Floating steering design with flexible 2- INFO: All sleds are you se i бш Se m the impact of pulling йесе nose for better direction control. D ide, 0⁄4 in. эр з "N" suffix, page 276. 
your sled too close. Steel runners are ey for eck: Kiln-dried Northern hardwood deck and 
speedy tracking and turned up at ends, Braces are rails are coated with weather-resistant varnish. 
made of benny "блу эма to. ep SDN bopa Strong hardwood deck boards run full length of 

steel parts are weather-protected sled to support your body. 

Poly Sled 
Sleek race car design for 

fast action and easy steering 

Push-Pull Baby Sled 
Swing-over handle lets 

you use sled like a 
carriage or wagon 

CONSTRUCTION, DIMENSIONS: Tough high-density polyethylene body . . . 
red with race-car decal. Hand hold, grooved traction marks . . . steers easily 
with foot pressure. Measures 34x16 in. wide. Seat height, 4 in. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
79 N 85077C 

seats 1t02 children 

Cut o 52.00 
when you buy 
(1) with а 

m vul $ 19° 
set 

(1) Baby Sled. (2), Baby Cushion. Shields 
CONSTRUCTION, DIMENSIONS: апа cushions baby from winter 
Steel frame: Steel runners s grooved wind and bumps. 
and turned up at ends. -du CONSTRUCTION, DIMEN- 

baked. mu finish steel braces. Red SIONS: Blue vinyl pad ties to 
on runners, braces. Handle: Swing- sled. 101%4x9¥/x20 in. 

Reduced from our 1975 Chrisimas Book. over tubular steel handle is zinc plat FOR AGES: 1 to 4 years. Deck: Varnish hard- CONSTRUCTION, DIMENSIONS: Tough linear polyethylene body . Sod Е аьа п dri ORDERING INFO: We. 1 Ib, 
smooth surface to give you fast sledding speed. Red with 4 plastic һап: in, wide eat height. $34 in. 49 М 85002........... $5.89 
En ae ea in. ng; со зве 010.2 children, FOR AGES: 1 to 4 years. Sled (1) with Cushion (2). 

“ААЛА М ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. ORDERING INFO: Wt. 13 Ibs. ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipping weight 3 Ibs. If mailed takes 15- 79 N85001C—Wt. 12]. $1599 79N 85004C ....Sct 19.88 
VON BSOSL. Рае 276. 
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[Sears 6j 
SPORTS CENTER 

presents.. ..à Converta-Bike 

with Spyder Screamer styling 

16-in. rear tire and 
13.in. front mini-tire 

both permanently ''flat-proof 

29" 
16 + 13-inch Converta-Bike. For boys 
or girls . . remove center bar for girls’ 
bike. Sloped-down drag.strip frame has 
chrome-plated fenders. White glitter vi 
nyl mini-banana seat with chrome-plat 
ed support bar. Junior power-grip 
chrome-plated handlebars. Semi-pneu- 
matic 16x1%-in. rear tire, front 13x156. 
in. mini-wheel never go flat. Safety de- 
signed coaster brake. Adjustable leg 

réach. Training wheels included. 
6N 479021. lamboyant red frame 
6 М 47901L—Flamboyant yellow frame 
Shipping weight 30 pounds $29.95 

І АМИ YA CANT 
| GET Y Blk ойн 

16-inch Converta-Bikes with training wheels included and tires that can't go flat 

1 Center bar is added to convert to a boy's 
bike. Semi-pneumatic 16x1%-in. tires stand 

up to nails and broken glass. Coaster brake. 

Flamboyant turquoise frame, chrome-plated 
fenders. Junior banana seat covered with white 
glitter vinyl. Chrome-plated support bar. Junior 
power-grip handlebars are chrome-plated. Rear 
reflector. Adjustable leg reach. Training wheels. 

6 м 47872L—Shipping weight 31 lbs. $29.95 

m——E—————AÀÓ 

9, Just lower the center bar for a girls’ mod- 
el. 16х1%-іп. redline tires are semi-pneu 

matic . . can’t go flat. Coaster brake. 

A real Spyder with a flamboyant lemon-lime 
frame, chrome-plated fenders. White vinyl 
mini-banana seat with chrome-plated support 
bar. Junior power-grip handlebars chrome-plat 
ed, too. Adjustable leg reach. Training wheels. 

6 N 47866L—Shipping weight 30 lbs. . . . $27.95 

Lower or remove the center tank . . it’s that 
easy to make it a girls’ bike. Semi-pneumatic 

16x1%-in. tires won't go flat. Coaster brake. 
Flamboyant magenta frame with bright white 

fenders. One-piece metal seat and post are ma- 
genta to match the frame. Chrome-plated handle- 
bars. Adjustable leg reach. Training wheels. 
6 м 47816L—Shipping weight 30 Ibs. $23.33 

А998 Sears 407 
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Bonded polyester insulation lends cozy 
warmth and resilient body cushioning 

to these outdoor Sleeping Bags 

Younsze $1599 | даныш $1799 
(1 thru 3) Forget about cold spots due to matted insulation . . bonded polyester 
provides uniform cushioning and even heat retention for cool night sleeping. 
Weather-stripped full-length zippers for easier bag entry. Buckle straps help keep 
bag in compact roll. Machine wash or dry clean. 

1 Striped. Jaunty 2-tone blue and yellow striped cover, blue liner of 100% cotton. 
6 N 70087C—Adult. 34x75 inches. Shipping weight 8 pounds ...... $17.99 

6 М 70088C— Youth size, 34x67 inches. Shipping weight 7 pounds ... 15.99 
Indian Pattern. Orange, gold and red cover; gold-color liner of 100% cotton. 
6 N 70093C—Adult. 34x75 inches. Shipping weight 8 pounds .. . $17.99 

6 N 70094C— Youth size. 34x67 inches. Shipping weight 7 pounds 15.99 
Solid Color. Yellow cover of 50% rayon, 50% cotton. Striped cotton liner. 
6 N 70091C—Adull, 34x75 inches. Shipping weight 8 pounds . .... $17.99 

6 М 70057 C— Voulh size. 34x67 inches. Shipping weight 7 pounds ..... 15.99 

Nylon Hiker Pack with 

roomy pocket, padded 

* shoulder straps 

Urethane coating lends water 
repellency to rugged nylon 
construction. Adjustable pad- 
ded shoulder straps cushion 
sensitive shoulder areas. Tie- 
down storm flap protects 
gear. Pocket on flap with 
straps. 17x14x7 in. Japan. 
6 N 79135—Wt. 2 lbs. .$5.99 

Sears |RSS 

Cutalod pace scans by deisimasmusetechnical com 

Warm-night Youth Bag 

Cold, clammy ground won't ruin a night's sleep in this bag 
because vinyl bottom helps seal moisture out. Insulation of 2 
pounds unknown fibers (textile by-products) quilted between 
olive color cotton cover and plaid liner helps keep you com- 
fortable in temperatures above 50°F. 32-inch aluminum zipper. 
Hand wash. Measures 37x65 inches. 
6 N 70003—Shipping weight 5 15. 10 oz. ............. $6.99 

Camper's Kit. . includes knapsack 

51499 
А handy package of outdoor essentials 
including a canvas knapsack to carry and 
store your gear. One-qt. aluminum can- 
teen and cover fit on adjustable web belt, 
Steel axe with rubber grip, canvas sheath. 
Steel blade knife with sheath. 5-pc. mess 
kit with knife, fork, spoon. Also includes 
compass. From Japan. 
6 N 74215C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. Kit $14.99 



4-piece 
Football Uniform 

for boys 
up to 70 pounds 
Includes helmet, shoulder 
pads, jersey and pants 

JALUE) 
ЖТТ 

ме a little 
met, jersey, pants and pads. Shell helmet of 

ac$ plastic with dc er of polyurethane 

; wx No lower 
price since 
1970 for 

yy a complete 
4-pc. outfit 

( 1 thru 3) When he looks 
harder. Outfit consisting o! 
one-piece high-impact Cyc 
foam pads at cheeks, crown. Sturdy plastic face guard helps 

mouth, jaw. Adjustable padded chin strap. Collegiate-striped jersey is bright 

4-ounce cotton duck with 34-length sleeves. (Ready to mumber; order Letter 

Numeral Kit on facing p ants of 2.75-ounce cotton drill have th 

guards plus padding at hips, knees, kidneys. Shoulder pads have rubber-pad 
ded interior and tough fiber mold caps; adjust in front and back. Socks, shoes 

not included. 
Order by waist size in inches S(22-24) and M(26-28). State sise S or M. 

(1) 6 N 2477F-Blue (2) 6N24 (3) 6 N 2479F-Aqua, orange 

Shipping weight 4 pounds ......... e -Outfit $11.49 

404 

pro he just can't help but coi 

tect nose, 

Сашок scane by йй уралы com 

Contoured to deflect blows . . one-piece Helmets 
of rugged Cycolac® plastic 

$579 

(4 thru 12) Shock-absorbing polyurethane foam pads double-layered 

for thickness across forehead, back; cheek pads fit snugly. Rubber pad- 

ded crown; adjustable vinyl chin strap. Plastic “T-bar” helps protect 

nose, mouth, jaw. Helmet fits head sizes 642 to 71%. 
(4) 6 м 24343—Silver color, blue (9) 6 N 24349—White, green 

(5) 6 N 24345—Red, white (10) 6 N 24339—Gold color, green 

(6) 6 н 24335—Blue, red (11) 6 N 24333—Red, black 

(7) 6 N 24347—White, purple (12) 6 N 24337—Blue, white 

(8) 6 N 24327—White, aqua, orange 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces ............. Sere т, ) 

Shoulder Pads . . double thick at stress points 

$699 

High-impact molded shell lined with sani-sealed polyurethane foam 

padding. Vinyl dipped. Adjusts to fit different body builds . . has cotton 

lacers in front and back plus elastic underarm straps. 
6N2418—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ошпсе....................%6.99 



Oe ee EN a ee aen ТО 

e BONDED POLYESTER e GREAT FOR SLUMBER PARTIES, 
INSULATION won't lump CAMP OR DORM. . warm enough 
or shift. . stays smooth for outdoor use on those 
for even, all-over warmth summer night sleep-outs 

Clear vinyl 
Duffel Bag 

Dur lowest price 
Since 1973 far any 33x75-in. 

Party-time Sleeping Bag 

3" 
1 Insulated with 2 pounds of bonded polyester. 

Bright criss-cross pattern on 100% cotton 
cover. Solid color liner of soft nylon acetate. 
Hand washable at warm temperature, hang to 
dry. Carrier ties secure bag in roll for storage. 
Clear vinyl duffel not included . . order separate- 
ly below. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
6C 70245C—Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 88 
9 Clear Vinyl Duffel. Ideal for storing or car- 

rying any standard size sleeping bag. Draw- 
string closing. Wipe clean. 
6C 70368—Shipping weight 4 oz. 79с 

408 Кл 
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4 Vt. ski set 

408 

m— ——— " 

$1599 

These 

Learning 
Snow Skis 
for young beginners include poles Ё 

don't require ski boots R 

$1399 
4-It. ski set 

$1099 
3-It. ski set 

(1 thru 3) 
Learning Snow Skis. 

Start enjoying one of today's most popular 
winter sports. Turn your backyard hills 
into ski slopes and slalom courses. Skis ad- 
just to fit all sizes of shoes, boots. 

SKIS, BINDINGS: Selected hardwood lami- 
nated to colorful high-pressure plastic for 
durability and style. Grooved bottoms for 
traction when hill climbing. 

Equipped with rotating toe piece that 
will quickly turn to release foot in case of 
fall. Spring: release bindings of long-lasting 
plated steel make skis easy to adjust to all 
sizes of shoes and boots. 
POLES: Skis (1) include molded fiber glass 
poles with plastic wrist straps, molded vi- 
nyl grips, snow rings and blunt tips. Skis (2 
and 3) include sturdy hardwood poles with 
braided cord wrist straps and plastic snow 
rings. Blunt ends. 

(1) 4¥%-ft. long Skis. 

Blue. 40-inch long fiber glass poles. 
FOR AGES: 11 to 14 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
79 N 85204C 

(2) 4-ft. long Skis. 
White. 36-inch long hardwood poles 
FOR AGES: 7 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
79 N 85203C 

Set $15.99 

..5е $13.99 

(3) 3-ft long Skis. 
Red. 30-inch long hardwood poles. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 N 85202C Set $10.99 

So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone. 

Just call Sears and say 
"Charge It". . . see раде 277 

Coasters 
spin, slide and whirl 
you down the hills 

(4) Molded plastic Coaster. 
CONSTRUCTION, DIMENSIONS: 
Bright red molded plastic. 27-inch di- 
ameter. Two plastic hand holds. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: If mailed 
takes 15-pound rate; see page 276. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 
79 М 850571. $4.87 

Aluminum 
Coaster 

$597 
d Molded 

T lastic 
‘oaster 

$487 

(5) Aluminum Coaster. 
CONSTRUCTION. DIMENSIONS: Sil- 
ver-color aluminum. 25-inch diame- 
ter. pee б turned edges. 2 heavy 
web hand h 
FOR AGES: 3!4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: If mailed 
takes 15-pound rate; see page 216. 
79 М 85063L—Wt. 3 lbs. ....85.97 

Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy. 

You'll learn the feel of real skiing 
when you slide over snow | 
standing up 

Sno Boats™ 

7,$299 

(8) Mini-Skis. Winter fun for begin- 
ning skiers. 22 inches long. 
CONSTRUCTION, DIMENSIONS: Red 
polyethylene mini-skis have ad- 
jJustable white nylon strap. . . one 
size fits all boots, shoes. Top has non- 
slip tread; bottom has shallow tread 
for traction when hill climbing. Each 
measures 22x4x' inch deep. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Order poles below. 
49 N 85062—Wt. 11b. 8 oz.. .$4.99 

(7) Sno Boats™ , 
skis, 14% inches loi 
CONSTRUCTION, DIMENSIONS: Red 
polyethylene Sno Boats have adjust- 
able white nylon strap . . . one size 
peers de а n 

ttom for speedy sliding. le- 
sign helps keep snow off ankles and 
feet. Each 14'2x4'ax1' in. deep. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Order poles below. 
49 N 85064—Wt. 13 oz. .$2.99 

. snowshoe-like 

Two 34-inch long ski poles of polished aluminum 
are corrosion-resistant. Polyethylene handles, 
wrist straps, snow rings and blunt tips. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 N 85066C—Shipping weight 1 Ib... . -$3,99 



The Gremlin. . 
our first 20+ 16-inch 

girls' Spyder 

$4 95 inctudes 
basket 

] Girls, keep pace with the 
boys on this single speed 

mover. 16x1%-in. front mini- 
wheel, big 20x2.125-in. rear 
cheater slick . . BOTH tires 
shout white raised billboard 
letters. Frost lemon frame with 
"mock shock” up front. Flam- 
ing stack chain guard with fir- 
ery red inserts looks like a rev- 
vin' exhaust pipe. Chrome-plat. 
ed scoop fenders and power- 
grip handlebar. Frost lemon 
and black vinyl covered 
banana seat, chrome-plated 
support bar. Bendix coaster 
brake plus rear caliper hand 
brake with easy-reach hand 
grip. Rear 3-in. diameter re 
flector. Adjustable leg reach 
Flower-fun vinyl basket is 
8х14%х8-іпсћез deep. 
6 N 477 15N-Wt. 38 lbs. $48.95 

20-inch Spyder 

FRIS == 
This sporty, single speed 
bike moves out on 20x1.75- 

in. front tire, knobby tread 
20x2.12 r tire. Get posi 
tive stopping action with rear 
coaster brake. Flamboyant 
raspberry frame, matching 
raspberry fenders with white 
racing stripes. Chrome-plated 
power-grip handlebar. White 
vinyl covered banana seat has 
chrome-plated support bar 
Bright 3-in. diam. rear reflec 
tor. Adj. leg reach. 8x14 ax&in 
white vinyl basket with flower 
trim. Austria. Wt. 47 lbs. 
6 N 47563N2 

5-їп. re 

1-speed 20-inch Spyder 

chrome-plated pow 

seat. Bright rear reflector 
Adjustable leg reach. Е 

raction 20x1.75 tires. Coaster brake. Flashy 

grip handlebars, support 
bar, and fenders. White vinyl covered banana 

amboyant green 
8x14'^x8-inch white vinyl basket. 
6 N 47706N—Shipping weight 47 lbs. . 
6 М 47705N—Bike only. Wt. 45 Ibs. 

Sears 
SPORTS CENTER 

presents.. .. à Bike Shoppe just for girls 

42°. 
basket 

3-speed 20-inch Spyder $5322 Includes 
basket 

1-speed Junior Spyder 

4 Flower-decorated white vinyl-covered seat 

20x1.75-in. tires are white-walls. Even the 
8х14М x&-in. basket is white. Action twist shift for 
3-speed hub. Front and rear handbrakes with 
asy-reach handlebar mounted levers. Turquoise 

frame. Chrome-plated fenders, support bar, pow. 

er-grip handlebars. Adjustable leg reach. 
6 N 47719N—Shipping weight 41 Ibs. 

Grows with your daughter! Removable train- 
ing wheels. Standard-size head, seat post let 

you replace Jr-size seat, power-grip handlebars 
with full size ones. Coaster brake. 20x1.75-inch 
tires can't go flat. Turquoise frame. Leg reach ad- 
justs. Austria. 6x9x6-in. vinyl basket Korea 
6 М 47569N2—Shipping weight 39 Ibs. . . .$39.95 
6 М 47633N— Bike only. Wt. 37 lbs. $38.95 

..$42.39 
. 39.75 $53.95 

Important Note for both pages: Bikes assembled except for seats, handlebars, pedals, accessories. Convertabikes sent with 
408 Sears Ж%% 

тетүү атте 

center bars, training wheels, front wheels also detached. All bikes sent freight (rail or truck) or express 



Your little girl will love to care 

for these special Baby Dolls 
TINY TEARS found only at Sears.. 

Only ' (Us s you'll love their low prices 

LITTLE 
4 BABY 

TENDER LOVE 
Only 3599 

Baby's First Tiny Tears 
Cries real tears 'til you 
pick her up . . She's a 

13inch soft vinyl baby 

give hera bath. . she's all soft vinyl with molded 
hair and loves to be splashed. Her own bottle 
and two modern Pamper diapers are included. 
49 N 3152—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz... $5.99 

Little Baby Tender Love® 

. . just 11 inches tall 

. . With lifelike soft skin 
and shiny hair you can comb 

Q Splash her, bathe her, dry and dress her . . 
then give her a big hug. She's made from 

a special vinyl foam so she feels incredibly 
like real. She even comes with her own comb 
so you can style her hair. Dr 
lace-trimmed topper and matching panties. Buy 
it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 3159—Shipping weight 11 oz...... 



for boys up to 95 pounds 

/ (21 
b ^ y Jerseys of 8-ounce cotton 

Game Pants with high "e $ 00 twice as thick as any other we offer 

impact absorbing padding 7 ( 17 thru 26 ) Choose your fav ie кые order 
separately below). Short sleeves. Sanfori achine wa 

( 13 thru 16 ) Plastic pads at hips, spine and kidneys; in chest sizes S(28-30), M S, Mor L. 
quilted cotton pads; plastic thigh guards. Cotton twill. Ca uli 
Hand wash, lukewarm water; drip dry. Waist size in s Blue, red 
inches S(22-24), M(26-28), L(30-32). 19 Maroon, gold 
(13) 6 N 2415F—White (15) 6 N 2417F-—Gray 20 Purple, white 25) 6 N 24295F 
(14) 6 N 2489F—Red (16) 6 N 2416F—Gold color Red, white 26) 6 N 24291F 
State S, M or L. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. Each $7.00 ng weight 10 ounces $3.99 

vV- Led ties те 

Nylon mesh Jerseys 
for men and boys 

$7750 

( 27 thru 30 ) Ideal for warm 
weather wear ghtweight 

nylon mesh two-way stretch 
double-fab- 

ric should er-length 

s. White stripes and neck 
эг casual wear. (Note; 

for con 

Sa Ta Ауур 

Letter and Numeral Kit 
for jersey and helmet 

Letter, number your uniform exactly as you 

like, Kit includes; for front, back and sleeves 
of jersey—6-inch and 2-inch number patterns 
(0 thru 9), 1%4-inch alphabet patterns, and 

two 12x18-inch cotton flannel iron-on cloths; 
for helmet—two 14-inch stick-on number 
sets (0 thru 9), 134-inch alphabet patterns. 
6 М 2460—Shipping weight 8 oz. $2.99 

аюб pace scans by citimar нҮн сова 



e SO EASY TO CAREFOR е FULL-LENGTH 100-INCH ZIPPER 
. . these bags stay bright lets you zip two 33x75-inch 
and fluffy even after 
repeated washing 

These bright bags with 
3 pounds of polyester insulation 
include a clear vinyl duffle bag 
PLUS a 13 x 17-inch pillow 

1197 
(3 thru 8 ) Snuggle up in one of these party-perfect bags. 
Each has a gaily-patterned cotton cover with coordinating 
cotton liner. Sewn-on carrier ties for easy roll-up and stor- 
age in clear vinyl duffle (included). Each bag also comes 
with a matching cotton-cover pillow with springy polyester 
fill. Bags and pillows can be machine washed at warm tem- 
perature; hang to dry. Get this bit of Christmas shopping 
done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 

3 Indian print in rust, brown and red. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

6C70271C $19.99 

4 Floral gingham print in pink, blue and green. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

6C70272C . $19.99 

5 Crazy quilt pattern in brown, yellow, green, orange. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

6C70273C $1999 

6 Story book patch print in pink, blue and green. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

6C70276C $19.99 

7 “I Like You" Apple pattern in red, yellow and green. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

6 C 70275C ..... ..$19.99 

8 Denim patch print in blue and red. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

6C70274C .. : M 

Сайа pace scans by cheisinias-narsetechnical conr 
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bags together for double-size 
Sleeping comfort 



Sears Binoculars give true color images without distortion 
HERE'S WHY: 
* All lenses are color-corre: 

aligned, optically ground and polished 
will not give rings of de 

e viewed with a 

eptive color 

brighter than 
non-coated lens 

nter focusing plus right eye adjustm 
adapts to almost all eyesight 

7x50mm 

$3299 

10x50mm 

$3699 

Standard 
Angle 

Binoculars 

Cut *2.11 
„nsss 52777 

(1) Standard Angle 7x35mm Binoculars. 
Reduced from our 1976 Fall Big Book. 

OPTIC SYSTEM: 7-power, 35mm lens. Field of vision is 
367 feet at 1000 yards. 
FRAME, CONSTRUCTION: Black vinyl on cast alumi- 
num frame. Lens covers. Vinyl case, two straps. Actual 
weight 18 oz, 5% inches long. From Japan. 
ORDERING INFO: Instructions and lens cloth incl. 
3 М 2500C—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. ....Now $17.77 

(2) Standard Angle 50mm Lens Binoculars 
FRAME, CONSTR: Black vinyl on cast aluminum. Lens 
covers, Vinyl over cardboard case, straps. Japan. 

7-power, 50mm Lens 
Actual weight 36 ounces. 7 inches long. 
OPTIC SYSTEM: 7-power, Sümm lens. Field of vision is 
376 feet at 1000 yards. 
ORDERING INFO: Instructions and lens cloth incl. 
3 N 2503C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. ..... $32.99 

10-power, 50mm Lens 
Actual weight 36 ounces. 634 inches long. 
OPTIC SYSTEM: 10-power, 50mm lens. Field of vision 
is 299 feet at 1000 yards. 
ORDERING INFO: Instructions and lens cloth incl. 
3 N 2504C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. .....$36.99 

~ 10 thru 30-power 

51688 
(7) Hand-held 10X-30X Spotting Scope (8) 
Rotate magnifying power control on barrel to 
zoom. For long distance use. Great for nature 
study and limited astronomical use. . . not 

Wide Angle Binoculars 
(3) Wide Angle 8x20mm 

Compact Binoculars 
Take them anywhere. Fit in purse or pocket. 
OPTIC SYSTEM: 8-power, 20mm objectives. 
Field of vision is 431 feet at 1000 yards. 
РЕ I Die-cast aluminum 

covers. Vinyl carrying case, stra] 

Actual wt. 8V4 oz. 3 in. long. From Japan. d 
ORDERING INFO: Instructions, lens cloth incl. 
3 N 2517C—Shipping wt 11b. ...... $39.99 

(4) Wide Angle 10x50mm 
High pee a Binoculars 
Вет for long-distance use. Particularly 
eatae fo for marine use and ni nature study. 

it for easy carrying. 
onic ers SYSTEM: 10-power, 50mm objectives, 
Field of view is 367 feet at 1000 
FRAME, CONSTRUCTION: MM fiber 
glass-reinforced plastic frame. Rubberized ob- 
pease caps. Lens covers. Vinyl simulated- 

ther case, strap. Actual weight 2014 
ounces. 64 inches long. J 
ORDERING INFO: Instructions, lens Чо incl. 
3 N 2529C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 

(5) Wide Angle 8x50mm Binoculars 
For spectator sports and general use. 
OPTIC SYSTEM: 8-power, 50mm objectives. 
Field of view is 430 feet at 1000 yards. 
FRAME. CONSTRUCTION: Die-cast aluminum 
frame. Rubber eye cups. Lens covers. шеп 
simulated-leather сазе, ар. t 34 
ounces. 5% inches long. From Japan. 
ORDERING INFO: Instructions, lens cloth incl. 
3 N 2515C—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs... $42.99 

(6) Wide Angle Binoculars, Manual Zoom 
FRAME, CONSTRUCTION: Die-cast aluminum 
frame. Zoom lever. Fold-down rubber eye- 
cups. Standard-thread tripod adapter. Vinyl 
simulated-leather carrying case, strap. Japan. 
7 thru 15-power 35mm Lens 
Actual weight 41 ounces. 514 inches long. 
OPTIC SYSTEM: From 7 thru 15 power. 35mm 
objectives. Fully amber-coated optics reduce 
glare. See 370 ft. at 1000 yds. at 7- ener) 
ORDERING INFO: Instructions, lens cloth incl. 
3 N 2536C—Shipping wt. 4 lbs. ..... nc 99 

B thru 17-power, 50mm Lens 
Actual weight 44 ounces. 61, inches long. 
OPTIC SYSTEM: From 8 thru 17-power. 50mm 
objectives. Fully amber-coated optics reduce 
glare. See 312 ft. at 1000 yds. at ore 
ORDERING INFO: Instructions, lens cloth incl. 
3 N 2537C—Shipping wt. 5 lbs,......$78,99 

Spotting Scopes 
High-powered. . . let 
you zoom in clear, 

sharp images 

Tripod-mount, Table Model 
20X-60X Spotting Scope 

Wide range of magnification allows you to “sweep” an area. 
Then, rotate magnifying control to zoom. High-powered, 

B thru 17-power 

Tripod-mount 
20 thru 60-power 

$6999 

Wide angle 

Standard angle 

Compact 

$3999 СЮ 

ч Ihtweight. 
х50тт 

54499 

Manual Zoom 
7 thru 15-power 

Manual Zoom 

"тв SS 

eta 

suitable for spectator sports. 
OPTIC SYSTEM: Coated 30mm objective lens. 
10 thru 30-power. 140mm focal length. 
FRAME, CONSTRUCTION: Die-cast aluminum 
with silver-color lacquer finish. Black polyeth- 
ylene end caps. Built-in mount fits standard tri- 
pods. 1 ft. long. Vinyl carrying strap. Japan. 
ORDERING INFO: Instructions incl. 
3 N 4401C—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ......... $16.88 

gives you clear views of the heavens or distant landscapes. 
OPTIC SYSTEM: 6-element ocular lens, 60mm objective lens. 
Coated achromatic lens. 20 to 60-power. 300mm focal length. 
FRAME. CONSTRUCTION: Die-cast aluminum, white lacquer 
finish. Lens cap. 20%; in. long. All metal tripod adjusts 184 to 
23 in. in height. Micro-adjustments for altitude and azimuth 
control. From Japan. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Instructions included. 
3 N 4406C—Shipping weight 5 pounds . $69.99 

юни 409 
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includes as many Spyder-choices as boys have 

26-inch Lightweight $4,355 [ro 
Three speed. Handlebar-mounted shift lets you 
pick a 50, 66, or 85 gear ratio. Lightweight 

26x1%-in. front and rear blackwall tires whisk over 
pavement. Front and rear handbrakes . . pull han- 
dlebar-mounted brake levers for double stopping 
action. Vinyl-covered saddle padded for comfort. 
Chrome-plated handlebars, wheel rims, hubs, 

sprocket add flash. Black frame, white trim. Aus- 
tria. Natural willow basket 9%х13%х8-іп. deep. 
6 м 47279N2—Shipping weight 47 lbs. ....943.88 

20-inch Converta-bike $3 544. 
Q Single-speed. Add center bar (incl) and girl's 

model becomes boy's bike. Glitter vinyl mini-ba- 
nana seat. Junior power-grip handlebars and scoop 
fenders are chrome-plated. Coaster brake. 
The 20x1.75 front and rear tires can't go flat. Re- 

movable training wheels. Striped vinyl 6x9x6-inch 
basket from Korea. Magenta frame. 
6 м 47516N2—Shipping weight 42 pounds .$35.44 
6 № 475 15N— Bike only. Shpg. wt. 40 Ibs.... 33.95 
6 м 48488— Basket only. Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. . 149 



On these two page. 

"*WETSET. 
scrub em,splashem, 

Drink ‘n wet 

Layette Baby 

comes with her 

own wardrobe 

$599 

L This 14-inch baby has 
soft, jointed vinyl arms 
and legs, and rooted - 
hair. She wears a frilly 

g playsuit and booties. 
“7, эй Dress, romper, bottle 

and more. Wt. 1 b. 8 oz. 
49N31582 $5.99 

13'/-inch 

Tiny Tears 

$699 

She drinks 'n cries real tears * 
just pick her up and her tears will E 
stop. Has 2 Pamper® diapers; i 
bottle. Soft vinyl body; rooted 
hair. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. J 
49N3150 7 $6.99 ^ 

Tiny Tears Fold-away 
Travel Bed with hood and 
tote straps. Vinyl and hard- 
board, 12 in. long. (Doll not 
included.) Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 33573 $4.41 

ehe eez тага baby 
drinks, wets and cries real tears 

Catalog page scans by 



Top-grain cowhide Football 
with tanned-in tacky feel 

to improve your grip 

Sears top-grain 
cowhide Football in 

official and youth sizes 

Official size 

Official size 

$1089 

Youth size 

$089 

Choose between offi- 
cial size (and weight) 

or youth size (designed to 
give youngsters the right 
“feel” of the ball while 
growing into official size). 

Get Place Kick Set for only wisn d ] 
25c when you buy it with our v ALUE ^ 
best Ted Williams Football |“ Separately S 200 
(You save 78% on total 

the Place Kick Set) A 2.94 

Ted Williams® football pattern cut and finished to pro-league standards: 
balanced aerodynamically for spin and passing accuracy. Lockstitched 

with tough, waxed linen thread and triple-lined with twill for shape retention 
and long wear. Rugged butyl bladder. 

Double-strand Dawhide® plastic lacing. Valve and lacer holes reinforced. 
Official size and weight. Inflating needle included. 
6м 2447—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces . $1175 

Why professionals 
choose footballs 

of top-grain cowhide 

Top-grain leather includes 
the outermost layer of the 
hide . . and this layer resists 
tearing, abrasion and punc- 
ture better than any other. 

Split leather, while still 
quite strong, does not in 

Cutiod pane scans by cheisimas muselectmicd pom 

ms footed - place-kick set (described below, at nen) 

Football 
covered in 

Pebtex® vinyl 

Sturdy ball of cotton- 
backed vinyl has peb- 
bled leather-like sur- 
face for good grip. 
Rubber valve 
Plastic laced. Ball 
measures official size 
and weight. Leather- 

color. Inflating 
needle included. Like 
everything else in 
Sears books, it’s so 
easy to order 
phone. Wt. 1 Ib, 4 oz. 
EN 2457 ..........$4.49 

clude this outer layer. 

$12.00 

chance to haul in a pass or kick 

Pebbled covers designed 
to deliver good control on 
kicks and passes. 

Double-lined with 
heavy cotton twill; dou 
ble-strand Dawhide® 
plastic laced to hold shape 
for accuracy. Kubber 
valve bladder, Inflating 
needle included, 

Official. Wt, 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
6N2446 $10.89 

Youth. Wt. 1 1b. 4 oz. 
6N 2432 $9.89 

Sears split-leather cowhide Footballs 

(3 and 4 ) Official size and weight. Rugged butyl bladder. Double-lined 
in durable cotton twill to hold the shape needed for passing and kicking 
accuracy. Double cottton laced. Inflating needle included. 

3 Our best selling Football. Great visibility helps give you every 
red, white and blue ball becomes 

Official size a spinning mass of color. Colors tanned-in deep for permanency. 
$789 6 М 2452—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $8.89 

Natural color Football. 
6 N 2451—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $7.89 

Multi-purpose F 
boys' Sport Shoe | 

Rubber 
cleats 

For football, baseball or soccer. 22-cleat mold- 
ed sole for good traction. Wipe-clean Naugalon® 
vinyl uppers need no polishing . . white with red 
and blue stripes. Cushion sock liner for comfort. 
Cotton laces. D (medium) width only. B, C and D 
widths: if usual size is a full size, order usual size 
in D width shown; half sizes order next full size 

Place-kick Set Line 

Helps you meet ball square- 
ly for accuracy. Rugged 
plastic kick tee. Attach plas- 
tic toe piece to your shoe 
with the rubber heel band. 

Ball Inflating Pump. Steel 
construction. Inflating nee- 



Introducing s " 
a new game "Pong" TV Table Tennis 

тот with all the action and sound 
you find in commercial games 

-GAMES costing hundreds of dollars more 
TELE- emmes An outstanding 3 9*5 

Fast-paced games low price. . only 
you play on your own TV 

Tap action button to start the game, then twist knob on control panel to ma 

“paddle” dash vertically and smack the “ball” back to your opponent. Quick, 
vitch to VHF antenna terminal 

le from control panel into change-over switch and tune in channel 3 
or 4. Works with any size black-and-white or color TV. Four “Р” batteries includ- 
ed. High-impact control panel 101x514x414 inches high. TV not included, 

> 6 С 25796C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $98.95 
Designed for Sears by Atari— AC Power Adepter. Converts 120-v. household current to low DC voltage. UL 

one of the leading makers listed. 110-120 volts, 8 watts, 60 Hz. AC. Includes twenty-foot cord. 
>, С 25792—Shipping weight 1 of electronic games 6 hipping weight 1 pound 

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY: F: 
P. ту game if 

warranty 
Center thr 

ACTION SPEEDS UP 
AUTOMATICALLY 

After 4th and Bth volley 

the speed of the "ball 

increases automatically 
to challenge your skill 

Y 

SCORE SHOWS UP 
ELECTRONICALLY 

Scores from 1 to 15 flash 
on screen after each point 

and in color (if you 
have a color TV set) 

YOU HEAR THE 
SOUND OF ACTION 

Every time electronic "ball" 
hits "paddle" or sideline. 

you hear a beep 

RELIABLE 
SOLID-STATE CONTROLS 

Each player controls 

"paddle". Console 
uses little power 

operates on low-cost, 

low-drain batteries 



Rechargeable ila | ̂H | N = 
Executive Calculator. . . 

the thinnest we sell 

Ge ыа  _ 
box. recharger; 
adapter included 

alculator measures just 5! 
t won't bulge your pocket or purse 

Shown here in its actual size 
and Yeinch thick so 

ФИ? EXECUTIVE 

CAPACITY, MEMORY: Large, 8-digit green-color display. 4-key memory. 

ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS: Adds, subtracts, divides and multiplies, Does repeat addi- 
tion and subtraction. 
SPECIAL KEYS AND FUNCTIONS: Square-root key and percent key. Floating decimal. 
CONSTRUCTION: Black aluminum and plastic, 5%%х2%х\ in. thick. Japan. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Rechargeable batteries, AC adapter/recharger included. 
Recharger UL listed for 110-120 volts, 60-Hz. AC. Uses 3 watts. 6-foot cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Leatherette (not leather) presentation box and calculator 
carrying pouch included. Complete instructions. 
3 N 5848C—Shipping weight 2 pounds . 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

$24.85 

Adjustable Calculator Stand $ 199 
This stand is compatible with hand-held calculator models only, Black 
plastic, 7x3 inches high. 3 Position adjustment. Folds for storage. 

7 ING INFORMATION 
410 [Sears] 259%. 3 N 4015—Shpg. wt. 5 oz $1.99 

m—MÓ——Ó— M 

AC adapter/recharger 
and case included 

Rechargeable Scientific 
Calculator with Scientific Notation 

$2985 

CAPACITY, MEMORY: 8-digit green-color display. Memory gives auto- 
matic grand totals. Interchange display and memory numbers. 

ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS: Add, subtract, multiply and divide. Does 
repeat addition and subtraction. Chain and mixed functions. 
MATHEMATIC FUNCTIONS: Calculate natural logarithms, antilogs. 
Convert to scientific notation. Keys for reciprocals and square roots. 

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS: Compute sine, cosine, tangents (also 
arc), their resultant expressed in either degrees or radians. 
SPECIAL KEYS AND FUNCTIONS: Pi key. Automatic constant and full 
floating decimal. 

"odd CTION: Black plastic body, 5x27 

L INFO: Rechargeable battery, AC adapter /recharger іп 
cluded. pers UL listed 110-120v. AC. 3 watts. 6-ft. power cord. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Vinyl carrying case, instructions УГ 
3N5813C—Shipping weight 1 pound 9.85 

1-in. From Japan. 

A great low price 
for an Eight-digit 
Calculator with 
4-key memory 

$1485 
batteries. 

included 

CAPACITY, MEMORY: Bright, easy-to-read 8-digit green-color dis- 
play lighting. 4-key memory. 
ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS: Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides. Re- 
peat addition and subtraction. 

SPECIAL KEYS AND FUNCTIONS: Percent key. 
CONSTRUCTION: Black plastic body, 5x274x1-in. thick. Japan 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: 3 “AAA” batteries included, order 
below. For AC use, order AC adapter 3 N 5839 sold below. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 58025C—Shipping weight 1 pound $14.85 

Mallory Duracell® AAA-size Batteries 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 М 8969—Shipping weight 1 ounce Each 69c 

Just say "Charge It” when you phone your order 

see page 276 
„= 

AC Adapter 

Converts AC house current for use in calculator. UL list- | 
ed for 110-120 volts, 60-Hz AC. 5 watts. 6-ft. cord. Ja- 
pan. Fits 3 N 58025 sold above only. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
З М 5839—Shipping weight б ounces $3.85 



SPORTS C Г 
ГУИ .. Slumber Sleeping Bags that 

are also-"wall posters". . by 
exclusively for Sears 

Such "works of art" you'll want to keep them on display—as quilts for your 
bed—or sew on cloth loops and hang like wall posters. 

"Joker" . . screen-printed to achieve a single 51 88 
big over-all pattern plus extra-vivid colors. 

Outer cover and blue liner are 100% cotton. 34x75 inches long. А 
doubles as pillow case. Machine washable, medium. 
6 N 70334—Shipping weight 5 pounds 

"Galaxy" . . space ship after space ship 
gliding over bonded acrylic insulation 

zipper. Outer cover and bright 
ing tote is also a handy pillow case. 34x75-in. long. Hand wash med. temp. 
6 М 70335—Shipping weight 5 pounds $14.44 

Tote Case. An extra tote case is great for hair rollers, records, and paja- 
mas. 100% cotton. Mach. wash med. temp. Available in Galaxy print only 

6 м 70337—Shipping weight 3 ounces $2.09 

"Cosmic Clown" . . the micro-bopper Junior-size Bag $ 44 
with bonded acrylic insulation 

For the youngest Peter Max fans. Full length separating zipper. 100% 
cotton outer cover, green liner. 34x60-in. long. Matching tote. Hand wash. 

6 N 70336— Shipping weight 4 pounds 9 ounces 2 $11.44 

Sears 5“ 



A page filled with © 

Tender Love Dolls 
Each incredibly soft. life like 

and cuddly..its a 
family trait 

See 
Tearful Baby 
Tender Love 

change her moods 

Face her forward and she'll 
greet you with а 

shy little 
grin 

Turn her head to one side 
and she'll smile 

ll-inch trickle down 
Tiny Baby her cheeks. 

Tender Love 

$499 

This little charmer loves to take 4 
bath .. wash her, dry her off and 
dress her in her cute play suit. Then 
give her a big hug . . she's all soft 
lifelike vinyl, from her dimpled 
toes to her molded hair. Buy her 
the easy way . . order by phone. 
49 N 3158— Shipping weight 7 0z.$4.99 

Wardrobe Set for 
Tiny Baby Tender Love 

Includes dress, jacket, 
sleeper, bonnet, hangers, 
more. Wt. 2 o2. 
49 N 32585. .... Set $1.99 

Note: Wardrobe 
~ above also fits 

le Baby Tende: 
Love bete 4094 Sears| 411 

Р = 2 { 
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DOLPHINS 
T6N 15288 

ral American 
Conference 

On this page. . official 
NFL-licensed products 

National 
Conference 

T6N 15261 

N6N 15284 

\ 

BEARS 

C6N 15271 

oREEN Ba, 
еј 

PACKERS d $789 

each 

Sport Carry-all with your 
favorite NFL team’s emblem 

* Fabric-backed vinyl flexes to hold bulky gear 

* Wrap-around zipper lets you pack, unpack easily 

Waterproof vinyl . . helps keep gear inside dry, holds wet gear while 
staying dry outside. Full Masonite Presdwood® bottom. Heavy-duty 
industrial zipper holds bag-bulging gear. Break-resistant injection- 
molded handles. Metal “feet” extend bag's life and keep bottom off 
wet floors. Double-stitched with rugged nylon thread. Official NFL 
team insignia in official colors on both sides of bag. 11x15x9 inches 

BROWNS RAIDERS 

NFL Seat Cushion 
National Conference American Conference 

оп one side on the other 

t Save 10% 

#199 we | wo 
buy two or more 
or more 

Makes e eat a soft seat whether at the stadium, on a 
picnic or on a boat. Polyurethane foam measures a comforta. 
ble 134 inches thick; vinyl cover wipes clean with a damp 
doth. Easy-carry handle, 14Y9x15x1% inches. 
6N62262—Wt. 8 oz. Ea. $1.99; 2 ог more, ea. $1.79 

Cuni pane Scans by йлы muselectadcM cor 

high. Order by catalog number under insignia 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 

The official NFL Football 

Wilson's top-grain leather 
NFL model . . picked by 
pros because it can take get- 
ting booted, thrown and 
pounced on by about the 
biggest guys you can find. 
On top of the rugged bu- 

tyl bladder go 3 plies of the 
finest twill . . cross-grained 
and bonded so ball holds its 
shape for passing accuracy. 
Top-grain cowhide cover 
combines a tanned-in tacky 
feel with deep pebble tex- 
ture to help secure your 
grip. Dacron* polyester 
thread joins panels with a 
firm lockstitch. 

Linen inner lace plus dou- 
ble outer lace of rugged 
leather. Valve and lacer 
holes reinforced. Balanced 
aerodynamically for spin 
and passing accuracy. 
6N2442—Wt. 2 lbs. . .$28.50 
* Registered DuPont trademark 

$2850 



Wish f Book $ 

vaiue Sa ve 90 when you buy 7-foot Pro-style 
Hockey Game and Rebound Pool Table together 

Get both for just $10 more 
than the price of Hockey Game alone 

Rebound Pool Table 
alone 

$9995 

1 7-foot Pro-style Hockey Game. Attack and defend with hand. 
held goalie. Ricochet shots off sides at incredible speeds. Strike 

puck into your opponent's goal and score! 
Puck floats on cushion of air . . there's almost no friction to slow 

it down, Powerful blower motor forces air through tiny holes in 
surface of table to lift puck. 

Play area 39x79 inches of high-pressure plastic laminate over par- 
ticle board core. Particle board cabinet has woodgrain vinyl lami- 
nate plus anodized aluminum top rails and plastic end caps. Pedes 
tal legs braced for stability; include leg levelers. 
Two goalies, 4 pucks and assembly/rule manual incl. On-off 

switch, 65 w., 115 v., 60-Hz. АС, UL listed. Six-ft. cord. Overall 
A4VAx8414x30 in. high. Partially assembled . . legs, motor detached. 
6 C 25134N—Carton 86x46x9 inches. Wt. 175 lbs. ..9269.95 

Rebound Pool Table. Hit balls into pockets using bumpers as 
cushions. Use almost anywhere, only 35x50x30 inches high. 

Play area 30x45 inches of *4-inch thick particle board . . Slatene® 
sealed and covered with green billiard cloth that's 75% wool, 25% 

Ш 
nylon blend. Woodgrain vinyl laminated cabinet of 34-inch thick Hockey Gems particle board. Hardwood legs with leg levelers. Rubber cushions i 

К and bumper rings on plastic bumpers. Includes ten 24-inch molded 5 
plastic balls, two 48-inch cues, chalk and assembly/rule manual. $2699 
Carton 36х51х11 inches. Partially assembled, legs detached. 
6 С 25014N—Shipping weight 132 pounds $99.95 

Save $90 when you buy both Hockey Game (1) and Rebound Pool 
Table (2) together. Separate prices total $369.90. 
6C 25149N2—Shipping weight 307 pounds . 9279.90 

Pro-style Hockey Game 
Speeding puck floats on a cushion 
of air forced through table surface 

Five-foot Six-foot uu $8995 | A Y] 7095 
3 Hand-held goalie . . smack puck into your opponent's goal and score. 

Blower motor forces air through tiny holes in play area to lift puck. 
Woodgrained vinyl laminate on particle board cabinet. High-pressure 
plastic top laminated to particle board core. Pedestal legs with levelers. 
Include 2 goalies, 4 pucks, assembly /rule manual. On-off switch, 65 watts, 
115 volts, 60-Hz. AC. UL listed. Six-foot cord. Partially assembled, you 
just attach legs and motor. 
Five-foot game. 60x30x30 inches overall, play area 5714x2714 inches. 
6 C 25146N—Carton 62x32x7 inches. Shpg. wt. 100 Ibs, ......... $89.95 
Six-foot game. 72x38x30 inches overall, play area 67x33 inches, 
6 C 25133N—Carton 74x22x9 inches. Shpg. wt. 150 Ibs. . . . -. -$179.95 

‘ising pane scans by chritimar ЕП ИЙСЕН non 



Total remote capability lets you get messages from any phone 
VOX (voice actuation) gives extended recording time 

иломагс тумна BAT 

Cameras and 
Photographic Equipment in our 

1976-77 Camera Catalog. . . 
ask for yo 

free copy at you 
Sears Catalog Selling Unit 

REMOTE CONTROL FUNCTION: Dial number of recorder. Use remote key to signal 
recorder thru phone. Messages play back automatically and can be played back 
more than once. Remote key can reset cassette to beginning for additional call capac 
ity. To preserve recorded calls, use remote key and hang up. Recorder then takes 
calls to end of tape, Outgoing messages can be up to 20 seconds long. 
VOICE ACTUATION (VOX) FUNCTION: Permits the caller to speak for as long as 
the tape records, without arbitrary time limits. After caller has stopped talking, the 
unit will sense the absence of voice and hang up. Messages can be very long or 
short and abrupt. This function operates for incoming calls only. 
CONSTR: Black plastic. Silver-color trim, walnut-color accents. 9x12x4 in. high. 

зев бата тамоти 90 

jomplete with $ 95 
60-тіп. cassette 

CONTROLS: Start button. Electronic light-emitting diode incoming call light. Мі. 
ctophone jack. Dial for these functions: playback, answer, announce, rapid-re 
wind. On-off volume dial. Hidden fast-forward, rapid-erase and cassette ejection 
lever. Vox switch and fixed-time control. Remote key unit included. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Twin solid-state amplifiers. UL listed for 110-120 
v. at 60-Hz. AC. 25 watts, 6-ft. power cord. APCM or F.C.C. approved. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Record-A-Call® plugs into any telephone company 4- 
prong extension jack. Standard phone company charges grels for installation of jack 
when required. 60-minute cassette and instructions included. 
3N 59936 Shipping weight 12 pounds $299.95 

AM/FM RADIO 
and HOME = = 
INTERCOM Entrance 

SYSTEM CELE 
Offers instant "around the house” 

communications for safety and security 
.. .Orrelaxing background music. 

$ QQ with з remote units. entrance 
Station. master station 

3 remote stations 

System includes one master station with AM/FM radio and intercom controls, three 
indoor remote stations and one entrance station. You can answer the entrance station 
from any indoor remote station or master station. Room monitoring capability lets you 
keep tabs on baby's room or sick room. AM/FM radio programming automatically 
silences when operating intercom controls. 
CONSTRUCTION, DIMENSIONS: 
Master Station . . . Beige plastic cabinet, walnut-grain front. 834х172х3\М in. deep. 
Indoor Stations Beige plastic cabinets. 734x5!4x2 inches deep. 
Entrance Station. . . Weather-resistant housing, beige-color. 5x4V4x2!4 inches deep. 
INSTALLATION: АП system stations will mount on wall surface no wall cut-outs 
required. Special system cable may be suríace-run to eliminate pulling wires through the 
walls All necessary hardware and 120-ft. long cable included. 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: AC-powered transformer, UL listed for 110-120 v. 60-Hz 
AC. 25 watts. 6-foot long power cord. System can operate up to 12 indoor remotes and 
up to 4 outdoor remotes. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Complete instructions included. 
3 N 3535C—Shipping weight 11 pounds 

Master station/radi 

Outdoor Remote Station 

$1 599 

Similar in appearance to indoor remote 
station 3 N 3537, but has weather-re- 
sistant housing and speaker for out- 
door use. Beige-color. 7x5!4x2 in. deep. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
З М 3539—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 

$189.99 

Intercom System without AM/FM radio. Function similar to system 3 N С above, 
except without AM/FM radio. Includes 3 indoor remotes, 1 entrance remote, amplifier, 
120 feet of cable, all hardware and instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 3545C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $99.99 

Accessories for Intercom Systems above. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: й 
3 N 3537 —Ехтга Indoor Remote Station. Shipping weight 14 oz. Ea. $13.99 
3 N 3541—Extra Entrance Station. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. Ea. 13.99 
3 N 3543—Extra 120-ft. long Cable. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 14 oz. 15.99 

$15.99 

саша раш Scant by chides ниен ар 



Daisy Bright 

Slumber-Sleeping Bag 

Д Purple and blue daisies, 
matching sun flowers, 

and little white forget- 
me-nots . . all on the cotton 
percale cover. Fluffy poly- 
ester insul Light blue 
cotton percale liner. Full 
length separating zipper lets 
you use this as a bed quilt. 
Reversible. 34x75-in. Tote 
case doubles as pillow case. 
Machine wash, medium. 

Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
6 N 70321 



by wants Mama. How do I know? 

When I tilted her forward, 

> told me so. wo? 

on ndn, Р 
14-inch curly-haired Baby Doll - 

$499 
Cuddle her in your arms . . rock and tilt her and she cries 
"Mama." Set her down and she'll close her go-to-sleep eyes. She 
has a cuddly polyurethane foam-filled cloth body; vinyl arms, legs 
and head; rooted hair. She wears a party dress, diaper, booties. 
49 м 31692—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces .......... $4.99 

She comes 

with a 
rocker to 

ride in 

ium 
20-inch Baby Doll ( ith a bow, Shes 18 m tali 

5899 Бы 
How lovely she looks in her long, flowing gown! „ше 
Tilt her forward and she calls out softly for her — f NC E 12-inch drink 'n wet Lullaby Baby 
“тата”; tilt her backward and she cries “papa”. 4 
Set her on her lace-trimmed pillow and she'll close P NEN She moves to and fro likea — $, 499 
her go-to-sleep eyes. real baby as she plays Brahms Lullaby 

Her arms, legs and head are all soft, creamy vi- 
nyl, and she has a cuddly polyurethane foam-filled 
cloth body. A bright bow decorates her pale blonde tall charmer is all vi Шу joi 
rooted hair. Slip, diaper and booties complete her S She drinks and tried е with ier: es outfit. She's life-size . . 20 in. tall e bottle. She's dressed in lace-trimmed 49 N 3169—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. ...$8.99 j checked pajamas; booties. Buy it the easy 

way—order by phone. 412 Nia 49 N 31694—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 02....54.99 

This cutie moves slowly and plays a music 
box tune when you pull her string. 12-inch 

Саной mace scant by chieira тоси rom 



Our best Football Uniforms..rugged enough for 

Save 52 when you 
buy the Complete Uniform 
pants, jersey, pads, helmet 

Complete 4-piece Uniform. Choose from items ( 1 thru 23 ). 
Buy all 4 pieces at one time and save $2.00. Jersey, pants, shoulder 
pads and helmet ordered at the same total $20.56 . . í 
ordered separately total $22.56. To order | 
save, state the four individual item numbers wanted, sizes in 
volved and lower price for each 

lete uniform a 

~_ 

Jerseys of 8-ounce Sanforized* cotton 
. . twice as thick as any other we offer 

(1 thru 9) Choose your favorite team's colors. Striped and ready to number (order kit 
separately below). Sleeves are ?/,-length. Machine wash, warm. Chest sizes in inches S(28- 
30), M( 32-34), L(36-38). State S, M or L. Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
(1) 6 C 24265F—Aqua, orange (6) 6C 24148F—Green, gold 
(2) 6 C 24277F—Blue, red (7) 6 C 24259F—Black 
(3)6C F—Green (8) 6 C 24273F—Purple 
(4) 6 C 24261F—Blue (9) 6 C 24271F—Silver, blue 
(S) 6 C 24267F—Red 
Jersey as part of complete uniform (see story at left). ........... $3.36; Jersey alone $3.59 

m Ta 
F| i25] 

Маа 

Jerseys of nylon mesh knit fabric 
( 24 thru 27 ) Two-way stretch . . '/-length sleeves, double 
shoulders for durability. White neck trim. Great for casual wear. 
(Note: Jerseys are not pre-numbered. Order letter and numeral 
kit, separately, below.) Machine wash, warm. Chest sizes S(30 
32-in.), M(34-36), L(38-40), XL(42-44). State S, M, L or XL. 
(24) 6 C 24207F—Red (26) 6 C 24208F—Gold-color 
(25) 6 C 24205F— Purple (27) 6 С 24206F—Blue 

Shipping weight 8 ounces Each $6.75 

Letter and Numeral Kit 
for jersey and helmet 

98 Letter, m: 
you like. K 

niform exactly as 
: for front, back and 

sleeves of jersey— . and 2-in. number pat 
terns (0 thru 9), 1 alphabet patterns, and 
two 12x18-in. cotton flannel iron-on cloths; for 
helmet—two 1'/,-in. stick-on number sets (0 
thru 9), 15/,-іп. alphabet patterns. 
6 C 2460— Shipping weight 8 oz. Kit $2.89 

сино pand scans by cuisines musetecimicM com 



8-foot 
Shuffleboard Game 

An enjoyable 
game of skill and 

concentration for 
players of all ages. 
Play in teams or 

in singles 

$1 1995 

$0995 

5-foot Pro-Style Hockey Game 
f 

Challenging 
games of skill 

for the 
whole family 

puck fic ono 

$0995 

Rebound Pool Table 
An entertaining take 

into pockets using bu 

$ Pro-Style Hockey. Hand-held goalie . . strike puck into op- Rebound Pool Table. Slatene® sealed 34-in. par Shuffleboard Game. Walnut 
ponent's goal and sc A !4-HP blower motor forces air ticle board bed. 75% wool, 25% nylon green bil look vinyl laminated particle 

through tiny air holes in 2 n. play area to lift puck. Wood liard cloth. Molded rubber cushions, rubber rings on board cabinet, plastic laminated par 
grain vinyl laminated par! oard cabinet. White high-pres- plastic bumpers. Woodgrain vinyl laminated particle ticle board play surface, legs. Incl. 8 
sure plastic laminate top over particle board core. Furniture — board cabinet. Tapered metal frame legs, leg level metal shuffleboard discs, instructions. 
style legs, leg levelers. Incl. 2 goalies, 4 pucks, assembly/rules ers. Two 48-in. cues (order extra cues on page 410), ten Play area 88x16 in., overall 
manual. On-off switch, 65-w., 115-v., 60-Hz., AC. UL listed. 6-ft. 2*4-in. molded plastic balls, Play area 30х45 — 97145x23*4x29! in. Сш. 102x27x9 in. 

cord. Overall 60x30x30 in. Partially assembled, legs detached. in., overall 35x50x30 in. Partially assembled. Partially assembled, legs di hed. 

6 М 25125N— Carton 62x32x7 іп. Shpg. wt. 100 Ibs. $9995 — 6N25004N—Carton 36x51x11 іп. Wt. 132 Ibs, $99.95 — 6N25129N—Shpg. wt, 115 1bs.$119,95 

Fun for two or four. . push, 
pull or twirl telescoping rods to 

3-player make 414-іп. tall players" 
Dart Set pass, kick or block ball. Two 

teams, each with 11 plastic 
$7788 “players” 

Walnut finish plywood cabi 
net with bolt-on steel legs. Play 
field 2314х48 in., stands 34 in 
high. Chrome-plated tubular 
steel rods with plastic grip han 
dies. Center ball return. Two 

Traditional 20-point dart game of 54-inch paper-wound 
board. 18-inch target with wire dividers. Paperboard 
wall cabinet has woodgrain pattern, with dart racks and 
tray insert for board, Includes nine 5-inch darts with 
brass barrels, steel points, plastic flights. England. 

6 м 26247C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $7.88 

rules manual. Partially assem: 
bled. Italy. Carton 50х29х7 in. 

Shipping weight 50 pounds. 

408 [Sears] t82! 6 м 25889N $29.95 
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Boards lay atop 
card table 

version of table 
at left 

Separate reversible 
top converts table to: 

«т 
Cut 20 

Б Game Chest with 
на bed an playing boards that fit 

Bridge Rebound Pool Table 
1975 Spring Big Book Рени at left 
was*219.95 

57005 

Handsome wood-grained finish top forms a dining table that seats eight. Top reverses to form a cloth-covered card 
table with convenient chip trays and glass holders. Top and cabinet of reinforced polystyrene structural foam, Warp- 
resistant pool bed of 34-in. thick, Slatene® sealed particle board. Rubber cushions and bumper rings give sharp rebound 
action, Hide-away ball return and storage box. Particle board base with molded polystyrene feet. Table 52 inches in 
diameter and 29 inches high. Two cues, ten molded plastic balls and assembly /rules manual included. Partially assem- 
bled with base detached. Sent in 2 cartons—largest measures 5319x53!2x6 in. 

6 25701N2—Shipping weight 135 pounds ............. А $199.95 
6 25702N2— Table with %4-inch thick Italian slate bed. Shipping weight 205 pounds 1299.95 

$4995 
You get materials to play more than 
а dozen different games—roulette, 
backgammon, chess, checkers, black 
jack, baccarat, poker, acey deucy, 
bowling game and others. Three 
4514-in. wide octagonal Masonite 
Presdwood® game boards make huge 
playing area. Plastic case holds rou- 
lette wheel, chips, dice and other 
game pieces. Instructions included. 
See “N” suffix note, page 276. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
6С 25852N2 

Dining 
Table 

$49.95 

m. 9-foot Shuffleboard Game 
A challenging test of 
skill that requires just 
the right "touch" 
to win 

1975 Spring Big Book $ views" $9995 

Rugged particle board construction. Wal- 

Table Soccer Game $1 7900 
Strong and stable to take vigorous play 

nut-look, vinyl-laminated cabinet with Exciting, fast-paced fun. Push, pull and spin movable rods to make your 
tough plastic-laminated playing surface. players block, pass or kick the ball. Eleven 4-in., full-painted players on 
Furniture-style wood legs with eight metal each team. Big 2434x4034 in. mica-laminated "field". Solid %-іп. plywood 
shuffleboard discs. Rules included. Play cabinet. Covered with durable plastic laminate. Stands 31 in. high. Double- 
area 15x96 inches. Overall size, 109%х braced, furniture-style legs provide rock-steady support. Chrome-plated tu- 
23%х29М in. high. Partially assembled bular steel rods with rubber handles. Center ball drop, end ball return. Four 
with legs detached. Carton 111x251⁄4x9 іп. Бај, two score counters, assembly/rule book. Partially assembled with 
Why not pick up the phone and order it? legs detached. Taiwan. See *N" suffix note, page 276. 
6 С 25129N—Shpg. wt. 115 lbs. ....#98.95 6 C 25166N— Carton 28x50x9 in. Shipping weight 65 Ibs. $179.00 

Catalog раве scans by chrisimas.masetechnical сот 



NFL LICENSED PIN-UP BOARDS, 
WASTEBASKETS, PENNANTS, BOOKS 

AND ACCESSORIES 

(1) Pin-up Boards 
Shows your favorite NFL team in play action. 
CONSTRUCTION: Made of fine grade !4-inch cork on *s-inch 
fiberboard backing. Screen-printed with official National 
Football League emblems using official team colors. Each 
measures 17х23х5% inches thick. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order from chart below. 

(2) Wastebaskets 
Ideal for a youngster's room. Can be used for storage to help 
keep those stray toys and games out of the way. . . can even 
be used as an umbrella holder. А great finishing touch for the 
den or family room in your home. 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-gauge metal, 10!4-in. diameter, 30- 
quart capacity. Screen-printed with the official helmet and col- 
ors of the NFL team of your choice. Stands 19 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order from chart below. 

(3) Pennant Sets 
Brighten up your room with this colorful array of decorative 
pennants. Set pennants up in a circular, square or rectangular 
pattern to enhance present decor. 
COMPOSITION: All 28 NFL teams and their official colors, 
each emblazoned on a 5x12-inch synthetic felt pennant, plus 
one large 12x30-inch pennant of your favorite team. 
CONSTRUCTION: Small pennants made of 3314% polyester, 
331477 rayon, 33429 mercerized cellulose. The large pennant 
is made of 100% polyester. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: When ordering, be sure to order by 
the name of team that you want on large pennant. You will receive 
large pennant of specified team plus small pennants of every 
NFL team. Order from chart below. 

(1) Pin-up Board (3) Pennant Set 
а wt. 3 ib 
ch $4.88 
NS 

Baltimore Colts C3 N 66254C 
Buffalo Bills C3 N 66255C 
Chicago Bears N 662 
Cincinnati Bengals C3 N 06257 
Cleveland Browns C3 N 66258C 
Dallas Cowboys FN 
Denver Broncos C3 N 66259 
Detroit Lions ©з N 66261 
Green Bay Packers 
Houston Oilers 
Kansas City Chiefs 

Los Angeles Rams | 
Miami Dolphins 
Minnesota Vikings 
New England Patriots 
New Orleans Saints 
New York Giants 

New York Jets 
Oakland Raiders 
Philadelphia Eagles 
Pittsburgh Steelers 
St. Louis Cardinals 
San Diego Chargers 

San Francisco 49ers 
Seattle Seahawks 
Tampa Buccaneers 
Washington Redskins 

(4) NFL "Quarterbacks" Book $479 
Story of 12 quarterbacks plus an 8-page section on how 
to play quarterback. Features Ken Anderson, Terry 
Bradshaw, Joe Ferguson, Bob Griese, James Harris, Jim 
Hart, Bert Jones, Dan Pastorini, Jim Plunkett, Kenny 
Stabler, Roger Staubach, Fran Tarkenton. Hard cover 
edition. Illustrated with fine color and black and white 
photographs. 96 pages. Size: 84x11 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
3N 1209 Ea. $4.79; 2 or more Ea. $4.29 

(B) NFL "Linebackers" Book $479 
Story of 12 linebackers plus an 8-page section on how to 
play linebacker. Features Bill Bergey, Robert Brazile, 
Fred Carr, Joe Federspiel, Randy Gradishar, Jack Lam: 
pert, Willie Lanier, Isiah Robertson, Jeff Siemon, Jim 
LeClair, Randy White and Stan White. Hard cover edi 
tion. Illustrated with fine color and black and white pho. 
tographs. 96 pages. Size: 80х11 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: $325 box 
3 N 1224—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz $479 (7) NFL Helmet Push Pins $3 

31444 Twenty-eight push pins in the official colors and insigni- 
6) NFL Encyclopedic Histo as of all the NFL teams. Authentic miniature replicas of 
(6) Усор ry $14 the 28 NFL team helmets. Make a league standing chart " " s bal Covers major names and events in professional football out of your cork board. 

from 1892 to 1920, when first professional football asso- 0010 Your сон 290 
ciation was founded, and up to 1973. Hardcover vol. CONSTRUCTION: Push pins made of molded polysty was n 973. Hard-cover rene. Pin shaft made of heat-treated high carbon steel. 
Size: Ое то ана: Get edhe E MEN ORDERING INFORMATION: 
ORDERINGNFORMATION 3 N 6622—Shps. wt. box 5 oz. Box $3.25 
3N 1210—Shpz. wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz. $14.44 Buy the easy way—order by phone. 
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P точит 
Бшш EST 

Why wait 

for spring? 

Dome Al 5?» 
Play Tent 

oungsters can enjoy warm- 
weather fun right in their 
own home with this colorful 
indoor-outdoor tent. No 
ropes or stakes to struggle 
with . . outside frame keeps 
tent taut. Sewn-in floor 
helps prevent scuff marks in- 
doors. 

Cotton sheeting fabric. 
asy-open zippered door. 
ot water repellent. 414-ft. 

square base. 4-ft. center 
height. Red and blue al- 
ternating panels. Order car- 

All-weather Youth Tents 1522. 

7х7 -foot Youth Tent. Great for exciting 
adventures. There's 49 sq. ft. of sprawl- 

out sleeping space. Outside aluminum frame 
pitches quickly. Big 12x19-in. nylon screen 
window plus zippered nylon screen door. 
Tie-down window flap and canopy. Sewn-in 
floor. Water repellent. 

6-oz. cotton drill roof and sides. 4-oz. cot- 
ton sheeting floor. Center 5 ft. 6 in. high. 
Eaves 4 ft. high. Green, yellow trim. Order 
case and canopy poles at right. 
6 N 78065C—Shipping wt. 19 Ibs... . .$32.95 

412 [Sears] "ost 

2 Carry Case. Cotton drill. Drawstring. 
6 н 78629—Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. .$3.99 

3 Canopy Poles. Aluminum. Pkg. of two. 
6 N 78613—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. .. Pkg. $4.99 

4 5x7 -foot Pup-style Tent. Sewn-in 4-oz. 
cotton sheeting floor. 6-oz. cotton drill 

sides and top. Water repellent. Zippered 
nylon screen door. Green with yellow panels. 
Stakes and ropes included. Order case (2) 
above. 
6 N 78059C—Shpg. wt. 12 1Ьє.......$17.99 

rying case (2) below. 
Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 

6 н 78031С... 

Fiber glass 
frame fits 

inside 
double- 
stitched 
seams, 

joins at 
top 

Camper's Kit. Great for back- 
yards, overnight camping and 
week-end outings. Adjustable 
web belt for use with a 1-qt. 
aluminum canteen with cover; 
compass; steel axe with rubber 
grip and canvas sheath; steel 
blade camp knife with sheath; 
5-pc. mess kit; knife, fork, 
spoon. Canvas knapsack. 
Japan. 

Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
6 N 74215C. ...Kit $10.99 



14-inch Little Luv 

. . tip her forward and 

—Oh—hear her cry 

$999 

She's as cute as сап be in her la 
strawberry-checked playsuit. She 
wears her blonde rooted hair in a 
swirl of side curls, topped with a 
big hat. Shoes and socks included. 

Hold her and rock her, but if 
you tip her forward she'll cry out 
in her soft little voice. She has a 
cuddly cloth body; vinyl arms, 
legs and head; and go-to-sleep 
eyes. She's 14 in, tall. Shipping 
weight 1 pound 5 ounces. 

To order the easiest way, look 
in your phone book white pages 
under "Sears, Roebuck and Co., 
Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
49N 31703 $9.99 

1 Drink *n Wet Bunting 
Baby looks so cozy in 

her fleecy bunting, Give 
her a squeeze and she'll 
coo. Feed her from her 
bottle. . or give her a 
bath. Jointed vinyl body, 
rooted hair, and go-to- 
sleep eyes. Jacket, hood, 
diaper incl. Wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. 
49N31702 .......86.85 

Catalan Dane scans ty chaidinat waredleiciedcsl con 

Button No 
bundle of joy, with her 

turned-up nose and shy 
little smile. She'll coo soft- 
ly if you squeeze her. Button 

Soft cloth body, vinyl Nose 
head and bright go-to- 
sleep eyes. Wears a lace- $497 
trimmed cotton topper. Р 

Shipping weight 12 oz. 
49 N 31701 

Shh! She's sitting up but she's so-0-0-o sleepy. Little by 
little she nods her head, closes her eyes and falls onto her 
pillow . . fast asleep. Pick her up and she's wide awake. 
Turn her over and give her a pat . . set her down and 
she's off to sleep again. Works without batteries. 

Adorable 

12-inch 

Baby Dolls 

. Shes a 

$497 

Lazy Dazy with her own pillow 55 09 

She'll close her eyes and 

fall s-l-o-w-l-y asleep when 

you set her down . . she's 

LAZY DAZY 
А squeezable, 

12-inch 

flip-flop 

doll 

She has a cloth body with creamy vinyl hands and 
head, shiny rooted hair and sparkling blue go-to-sleep. 
eyes. She's wearing a snuggly sleeper with matching 
pillow for nap-time. 
49 N 35059—Shipping weight 2 pounds .......$5.99 

Cipi and Cipa 

by Furga 

Just 6 inches tall. . so 
tiny they'll fit in your 
hand or travel in your 
pocket 

5299 
(3 and 4) Two little 
signorinas from Italy 
with go-to-sleep eyes, 

rooted hair, jointed vi 
nyl bodies, and lovely 
Furga outfits. 

3 Brunette Cipa in 
chic coat-dress 'n 

hood. Wt. 6 oz. 
49 N 37146....53.99 

Blonde Cipi in 
cozy sleeper and 

cap. Wt. 6 oz. 
49 N 37147 $3.99 



Game Pants with $6 
impact-absorbing padding 

( 10 thru 13 ) Plastic pads at hips, spine and kidneys; quilted cotton 
knee pads; plastic thigh guards. Cotton twill. Machine wash, warm. 
Waist sizes in inches $(22-24), M(26-28), L(30-32). State S, M, or L. 
(See facing pg.) Shipping weight 1 pound. 
(10) 6 C 2416F—Gold-color (12) 6 C 2415F—White 
(11) 8 C 2417F—Gray (13) 6 C 2489F—Red 
Pants as part of 4-pc. uniform, $6.33 Pants alone, $6.99 

B =d т; 

EZ 

ы "X 
BY 4 IK 

ED 
Shoulder Pads . . double $699 
thick at critical points 

M High-impact plastic molded shell lined with sani-sealed poly- 
urethane foam padding. Vinyl dipped. Adjusts to fit different 

body builds with cotton lacers in front and back; elastic underarm 
straps. Buy pads as part of 4-pc. uniform. See story on facing page. 

ipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce. 
Pads as part of 4-pc. uniform, $6.33 ...6 C 2418—Pads alone, $6.99 

Football Uniforms for boys 

weighing up to 70 pounds 

Our lowest price | N\A 

in 3 years р 

for a complete зиз 

4-piece ovtfit s 

(29 thru 31 ) He'll be a colorful flash of action when 
he wears this outfit consisting of helmet, jersey, 
pants and pads. Shell helmet of one-piece high-im 
pact-Cycolac* plastic with double layer of polyure 
thane foam pads at cheeks, crown. Sturdy plastic 
face guard helps protect nose, mouth, jaw. Adjusta 
ble padded chin strap. Collegiate-striped jersey is 
bright 4-02. cotton duck with */,-length sleeves. (Or 
der Letter and Numeral Kit on page 418.) Pants of 
2.15-02. cotton drill have thigh guards plus padding 
at hips, knees, kidneys. Shoulder pads have rubber- 
padded interior and tough fiber mold caps; adjust in 
front and back. Socks and shoes not included. 
Order by waist size in inches S(22-24) and M(26- 

28). State S or M. 

Four-piece Outfit. Includes helmet, jersey, pants 
and shoulder pads. State S or M. 
(29) 6 C 2476F—Red (31) 6С 2477F—Blue 
(30) 6 C 2478F—Green 
Shipping weight 4 pounds Outfit $11.49 

саша Dao sconé by иййаака ыйсы pm 

Brightly-colored 
football Helmets 
of one-piece Cycolac* plastic. . 
contoured to deflect blows 

(15 thru 23) Shock-absorbing polyurethane foam pads double- 
across forehead, back; cheek pads fit snugly. Rubber-padded crown; adju: 
chin strap. Plastic “T-bar” helps protect nose, mouth, jaw. Fits head si sizes Chee Ship- 
ping weight 1 pound 4 ounces, 
(15) 6 C 24335— Blue, red (20) 6 C 24347—White, purple 
(16) 6 C 24345—Red, white (21) 6 C 24337—Blue, white 

(22) 6 C 24333— Red, black (17) 6 C 24343—Silver-color, blue 
(18) 6 C 24349— White, green (23) 6 С 24339—Gold-color, green 

-Helmet alone, $4.99 
(19) 6 C 24331—White, aqua. 
Helmet as part of 4-pc. outfit (see story on facing page), $4.54 

ub ded 

; Sue 
Complete C 

nclude 
jersey 

and shoulder pads 



Play these 12 games. . electronic dot "players" race, spin, block, even ski on TV screen 

can control Me sev 
id horizontally. An action 

he puck . . “’English’’ control 
(e "c your opponent. 

UDvaob v" Ele ectronic Game 

M d $0995 Opposition tries to 
SERES cai all be duplicated — шин pass, check, defend 
sey™ by ^ Attaches easily to any 18 to 25-inch (diagona 

to create own electronic playgro Face off and aim for the goal . . shoot 
the puck past the defender and score 

black 

and white or col 
me switch to the antenna terr 

er Controls to the M. 
lenna-game s 

le tennis, turn on yot 
d into the 

To set the game up, attac ntenn 
r TV set. Conne 

Master 
d. To p 

an unused station and insert a printed circuit Game C. 

plug 
15-foot cord prov 

powered Master Control to activate two player lights and ле 
games use designated Game Cards and plastic Game Overl: te 
Control lets you control the speed of the game, the Player Cor ts YOU 
control the action. Plastic control units, two 5-foot Player Coi 
“С” cell batte 

C6 N 25795C—Sh 
les booklet. Television not inc s, instructions/r 

ping weight 12 pounds 

Lively 4'/2-inch tall players" € 
keep miniature soccer ball in $ 1 99" 95 

action on this Table Soccer Game 
Capture the excitement of s T 
fast-action competition. Push, pull or 

s and kick the ball. Twenty-two plastic 
Vg-inch field. 

nallenge your op} 
telescoping rods to m 

your “players” to block, p 
"players eleven on each team, compete on 2 

net ywood cah Pecan finish 1-inch thick 
high. Chrome-pla 

venient end ball returns. Can be p 
he d tubular steel rods ha 

iyed t 
legs stands 33 inc 

SHIPPING NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: iter 

m—  — ———; 



The Holiday Pool Table—steel-braced to 
provide lasting family entertainment 

ray 

Dynasteel™ construction . . full-length 
steel bracing under the bed for 
enduring strength and stability 

Each Table includes / 
cues, ball E 
bridgehead. triangle. 

6-foot size 

m $8888 : 

va u e on any one of these 

items when purchased 
with any table at left 

Wish J Book Save 33% | 

| 
элю $1 0888 245 $1 2888 А 1 
With 22% more playing With 34% more playing E 

area than 6-foot area than 7-foot 

Solid Vzin. thick particle board bed is Slatene® sealed against moisture to help maintain flat, warp-free 
surface. Woodgrained vinyl-laminated particle-board cabinet with furniture-style wood legs. Metal top 
apron trim with woodgrain finish. Rubber cushions, Professional-style ball drop pockets. Bed and leg 
levelers. Includes two 57-inch (52-in. оп 6-ft. table) ramin wood cues, 2%-inch molded plastic balls, 
triangle, bridgehead, chalk, and manual. Part mbled. / d 

Vinyl Pool Table Cover. Fitted elastic 
box corners. From Taiwan. 

For 8-foot tables. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
6 C 25658—Alone $7.59... With table $4.99 

L For 7-foot tables, Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
x9 inches | € 6 C 25657—Alone $7.59 ..... With table $4.99 
x9 inche Y IN | 140 For 6-foot tables. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 

TIU 6 C 25656—Alone $7.59 ..... With table 4.99 

Corner Cue Rack. Holds 10 cues. Struc 
Я m ТРИ tural foam base, top with metal support 

h and one 40-inch cue. Ramin wood. diis 24х10%4х9% in. Unassembled. Wt. 4 Ibs, 

iru: 6 C 25772—Alone $14.99 ... With table $9.99 
FULL 6-MONTH WARRANTY: workmanship. This warranty service is available ў s Store or Service Cent hout З Adjustable Cue. Adjusts to 44, 52 or 57 
the U.S in. and 15 to 23 oz. Ramin wood 
IMPORTANT NOTES: Playing Area: Allo g e . Ivory-colored plastic inlay 

: A ап. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
е опе $14.99 .. With table $9.99 

Delivery: Tabl 

Installation: 



m 

(1) Baseball Pennant Set Desk Sets with Snoopy Reproduction Steel Shelving Brighten up your room with 
this colorful selection of decora- 
tive baseball pennants. Set pen- 
nants up in a circular, square or 
rectangular pattern to enhance 
the present decor of your room. 
Or make your wall into a league 
standing chart. A great gift idea 
for the sports fan. 

COMPOSITION: All 24 major 
league teams and their official 
colors, each on a 5x12-in. syn- 
thetic felt pennant. Pennants 
consist of 4 polyester, V4 rayon 
and !4 mercerized cellulose. 

These denim-look desk sets will add a 
contemporary touch to anyone's desk. 
Each piece has a "Snoopy" character 
engaged in different activities. 
CONSTRUCTION: “Canvex” paper imi. 
tation canvas material with a simulated 
denim-look texture. 

(2) 4-piece Desk Set 
COMPOSITION: Desk blotter, 15x22 in. 
Address and phone book, 814x6 in., 
with 42 pages. Memo box, 614x44x14 
in., with 175 sheets of paper. Pen stand 
and ball-point pen. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 

(3) 2-piece Desk Set 
COMPOSITION: Memo box, 
6 Ax4V4xV4 in., comes with 175 
Sheets of notepaper. Pen base and 
holder. Ball-point pen also incl. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz. 
3 N 6309—Set of 2.....Set $4.99 

(4) 3-piece Desk Set 
COMPOSITION: Chunky pad of 200 
sheets of paper with cover, 
4¥ox3%x1% in. Address book, 
8V4x6 in., with 42 pages. Pencil cup, 
4\лв in. high, 3%¢-in. diameter. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 2 lbs. 

CONSTRUCTION: Steel. Adjustable shelves 
adjust every 11⁄4 in. End caps on posts. 

FINISH: Blue-denim-look shelves, inset pan- 
els on posts. White enamel posts, frame. 

(B) 3-shelf Unit 
3 shelves, 1 adjusts. Unit 30x24x10 in. deep. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 6271C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. . . $10.99 

(6) 3-shelf Unit with enclosure 

Top section, 24x24x10 in. deep, has 3 shelves, 
1 adjusts, Enclosure with 2 sliding doors, 
metal zipper-look pulls. 15x23x84 in. deep. 
Unit 42x24x10 inches deep overall. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 6273C—Shpg. wt. 16 lbs. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Set of 24 pennants. 
3N 4829—Wt. 5 oz. $3.49 

3 М 6342—Set of 4 Set $8.99 ЗМ 6308—Set of 3 Set $6.99 
Peanuts Characters) United Features Syndicate, Inc. $19.99 

White woodgrained Home Study Center 
(7) Two-drawer File 
CONSTRUCTION: Particle board, % and 1% in. thick, covered with 
white woodgrained vinyl. 2 file drawers, ea. 137&x1174x5!4 in. 
igh, with ¥s-in. thick hardboard back, bottoms. Drawer stops. 
‘ood handles. File 15746x141⁄46x2834 in. high. 

ORDERING INFO: Unassem., instr. incl. Hardware incl. 
3 N 6034C—Shpg. wt. 30 lbs... 5 

(8) Corner Desk 
CONSTRUCTION: White woodgrained vinyl over V4-in. thick par- 
ticle board. 2 cabinets, 24x14x28% in. high. Double sliding-door 
cabinet, brass-color handles, 22x1334x14*4 in. high. 2 shelf spaces, 
еа. 22x13%x10 in. high. Pencil drawer, 12%x11"x2¥ in. high. 
36x24-in. top. 48% in. from corner to cabinet end. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassem., Hardware instr. incl. 
3 N 6167N—Shpg. wt. 74 lbs. ^ 

(9) Desk Chair 
CONSTRUCTION: White woodgrained hardwood frame, seat, 
back. Seat 16x1634«x16 in. deep. Back 14x15 in. wide. Black vinyl 
over !?-in. polyurethane foam padding on seat. Measures 
29V4x16x18V4 in. deep. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassem., instr. incl. Hardware incl. 
3N 6168L—Shpg. wt. 14 ]bs.* $19.9! 
"If mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate see p. 276. 

(10) 267Zin. high Typing Table for efficient typing 

CONSTRUCTION: White woodgrained vinyl over 54-in. thick раг. 
ticle board. Hidden storage drawer, 16х10х15% in. high. Cord slot. 
Copy shelf, 12x14 in. long. Table 1634x24x34v/ in. high with top. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassem., instr. incl. Hardware incl. 
3 N 3068L—Shpg. wt. 45 lbs. 

$19.95 

$54.95 

12x14 inch 
copy shelf 

fits on either 
side of table 
Top conceals 
typewriter 

$32.95 

Сй nade scans by сайта тй зайсан com 



Sears 6 
SPO! У J 44 . rr 

P.. а "space station 

for young explorers 

Enjoy out-of-this-world fun with a 5-foot 

diameter Space Capsule Tent plus Man on Moon 

Wall Poster. . add a matching Space Bag 

.. Of such unusual interest, 
this Tent was selected as 
a feature of our special 

opening section .. page 13 

06 

Space Capsule Tent 516 99 Matching Space Bag TM 

Q Play sleeping bag completes junior's 
LAM outfit. Top of 100% spun bonded 
polyester. Vinyl fabric bottom. Bonded 

acrylic insulation. 10096 cotton liner. Tie 
strings for side closure. 30x58 inches, Red 

Indoor-outdoor Play Tent has inside 

aluminum frame. 100% 

ter. Roll-up flap door. White 
U.S.A. emblem. Not water repellent. 5 ft 
high. Includes 24x37-in. poster 
6 М 78045C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $16.99 white and blue. Hand wash. 

(2) 6N78044C-Poster only. Wt.80z. 2.00 6 М 70082—Shpg. wt. 4 lb. 4 oz $7.44 
Helmets not included. . see page 

YES,1 CAN READ. 
CAN YOU WRITE? 

Indoor-Outdoor 
Teepee Tent 

84227 

| А fun tent for young little braves . . offers 
i | hours of excitement. Outside, use wire 

kes and ropes; inside, suction cups hold 
ropes to keep tent taut. Made of sturdy 
cotton sheeting. 4%-ft. center height with 
42-inch sides. Canopy poles included. Not 
water repellent. No floor. Red and yellow 

Wa dK. | color with In ign on side 
. 6 N 78035C g. wt. 4 lbs. $7.99 

m————— PH 



Genuine Leather Footballs 

Here's why the Pros choose 
genuine leather footballs 

(you will too!) 

* No plastic substitute can match the heft 
and feel of real leather for passing 

You'll get a firmer grip 
and absorbency make it less "slick" 
easier to handle, especially under 
wet or cold playing conditions 

* Tough cowhide resists 

wear and tear outlasts 

vinyl through rough use 
for plenty of hard 
football action 

1 Our best selling football . . split leather cow- 
hide. Now in both official and junior size. Red, 

white and blue . . makes a spiraling mass of color 
in the air for exceptional visibility 
Tough leather takes plenty of wear and tear 

colors are tanned-in deep for permanency. Butyl 
bladder. Double lined in durable cotton twill to re 
tain shape; double cotton laced. Ball comes with 
inflating needle. 
6 C 2452—Official size 
6 C 2454—Junior si. 

pg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $7.69 

hpg. wt. 1 Ib. 649 

(2 and 3 ) These balls are made of top grain leath 
er. . ће toughest part of the cowhide . . more du 
rable and scuff-resistant than split leather balls 

9, Top grain cowhide. Choose between official or 
youth size (designed to give youngsters the 

right "feel" of the ball while growing into official 
size). Pebbled aero-spin covers are designed to de- 
liver good control on kicks and passes. 

Double lined with heavy cotton twill; double 
strand Dawhide* plastic laced to hold shape. Rub- 
ber valve bladder. Inflating needle included. 
6C 2446—Official size. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $7.89 

6C 2432— Youth size. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 749 

420 recom KDGAE 

сао pae scane bv атасан com 

leather's texture 

Official size | Youth size 

5789 $749 

Official size Junio e 

$ T 69 $649 

3 Ted Williams* top grain cowhide ball, ap 
proved by Buddy Young. Pattern cut and finished 

to pro-league standards: balanced aerodynamical: 
ly for spin and passing accuracy. Specially tanned 
for positive grip and control. Triple-lined for shape 
retention and long wear. Butyl bladder. 

Double strand Dawhide® plastic lacing, sewn 
with tough waxed linen thread. Valve, lacer holes 
reinforced. Official size ht. Needle. 
6C 2444—Shipping weight t Ib. 8 oz. $1000 

4 Split leather cowhide. The heít and feel of 
leather but with embossed grain. Double cot- 

ton-twill lined; double cotton laced. Buty! bladder. 
Official size, weight. Needle. 
6C2451—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $5.99 

5 Place-kick Set. Helps meet ball squarely for 
accuracy. Plastic kick tee. Attach plastic toe to 

your shoe with the rubber heel band. 
6C2427—Shipping weight 3 ounces 

[5] 

Official size 

$1099 

Official size 

$599 

Football covered $299 
in Pebtex* vinyl 

Sturdy ball of cotton-backed vinyl has a pebbled 
leather-like surface for a good grip. 

Rubber valve bladder. Plastic laced. Ball is offi- 
cial size and weight with a leathery brown color. 
Inflating needle included. Phone ordering's a quick, 
easy way іо buy it, 
6C2457—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 5299 

Red, white 
and blue ec 

all-purpose > 
Sport Shoe $ 

$499 

For football, baseball or soccer. Vulcanized rub- 
ber sole with safety studs of rubber to help elimi- 
nate spiking. White vinyl uppers feature colorful 
alternating stripes of red and blue. Cotton laces, 
From Taiwan. D(medium) width only. Sizes 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. When ordering, state usual size if 
usual size is a full size. If usual size is a half size, 
order next full size larger. If usual width is E, order 
next size larger. Stale size. 
6C 11731F—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8oz. ...... $499 

Black and white Soccer Ball 

glish butyl bladder for 

$1 199 

Panels of top-grain £g * 

lively ball action. Offi- 
cial size and weight. А 
Inflating needle. Im 
ported from Pakistan. 

cowhide are scuff-re 
sistant. Pre-tested En 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
6C 2467 .........$11.99 



The Holiday Pool Table gives you the ruggedness o 
Dynasteel? construction and the warp-resistance 

of a Slatene? seale bed..you also get the big 
playing areas you need to test your shooting skills 

"^ 

You'll find a size here that fits 
almost any room, almost any budget 

гасом те | kocar 

m— ———— 

Wall-mount Cue Rack 

$1088 
] A well-organized storage space for 6 cues and 16 

balls. Cues slide easily into place. Walnut-fin- 
ished hardwood rack measures 27x3/2x32!4 inches 
high. Unassembled. 
6 М 25764C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $1088 

Two-piece wall-mount Cue Rack 

$599 
p Handsome furniture-style hardwood rack can be 

positioned anywhere on the wall. Top has rubber 
clips to hold 8 cues, bottom has butt-rests. Top and 
bottom pieces each measure 21 inches long. Mount- 
ing screws included. 
6 М 25763—Shipping weight 3 pounds $5.99 

SHIPPING NOTE 
“N” items (as 6 М 25248N). see page 266 

6-foot 

$9995 

Dynasteel® construction uses full-length steel bracing under the bed 
helps give the table lasting strength and stability. The 2-inch thick parti- 
cle board bed is Slatene® sealed for warp and moisture-resistance to help 
maintain a smooth and flat surface. Woodgrained vinyl laminated particle 
board cabinet has double-panel steel frame legs that are braced for stabili 
ty. Green billiard cloth of 100% cotton. Extruded rubber cushions. Quiet, 
high-speed ball returns, plastic pocket liners. Bed and leg levelers. In. 
cludes two ramin wood cues, 2!4-inch molded plastic balls, triangle, 
bridge, chalk, manual. Partially assembled. 

6-foot-Table. Play area 341/4х681%-іп.; overall 38V2x72x31 in. 52-in. cues. 
6 М 25246N— Carton 74x41x8 in. Shipping weight 96 pounds $99.95 

7-foot Table. Play area 38x76 in.; overall 42!2x80!/2x30 in. 52-in. cues. 
6 М 25247N—Carion 86x47x8 in, Shipping weight 140 pounds $119.95 
8-foot Table. Play area 44x88 in.; overall 481/5х9215х30 in. 57 in. cues. 

6N 25248N—Carlon 97x53x8 in. Shipping weight 165 pounds $129.95 

Set of 4 matched Cues. Two 57-inch; one 52-inch, one 40-inch. 
6 N 25451C—Ramin wood. Taiwan. Shipping weight 5 Ibs. Set $12.97 

GUARANTEE: During the first six months. we will repair table, free of 
harge, if defective in m. ial or workmanship. 

IMPORTANT NOTES Playing Area: Allow at least 3 feet of playing 
room on all sides of the table f 9 all types of shots 
Carton Size: Measure halls, doorways and Is to allow for carton 
clearance. Allow at least 6 linear f. maneuvering space at beginning 
of stairways 
Delivery: Tables delivered at regular rates: into your home o 
Sent with legs detached 
Installation: Can be installed in your home 
Check at your nearest Sears Retail Store oi 

most areas of the country 



TETHERBALL 
Sets up in minutes 

for hours of outdoor fun 
Yellow Red, White and Blue 

Tetherball Set Tetherball Set 

$997 $1 0?9 

( 1 and 2 ) Keep your eye on the ball when it whirls 
toward you . . bat it back before it winds too far around 
the post. These rugged sets can take years of fast-action 
slams. Sets up in just a 20-ft. diameter circle. 

Each set includes an official size and weight tetherball of 
scuff-resistant vinyl with reinforced ball hook, a reinflating 
needle, plus a 7*2-foot nylon cord. Three-piece 19-gauge 
pole of tubular steel is 1*2 inches in diameter and stands 
10 feet high. 10-inch long tubular ground sleeve holds pole 
securely. Pole and ground sleeve are zinc-plated to resist 
rust. Rules and instruction booklet included. 

Yellow Ball Set. 
6 С 12572C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ......... . $9.97 

Save $1 on Combination of Tetherball Set (1) and 
“Quick Anchor" (3). Separately total $13.96. 
6 C 12573C2—Shipping weight 13 pounds . 512.96 
2 Red/White/Blue Ball Set. 

6С 12576C—Shipping weight 8 pounds .........$10.99 
Save $1 on Combination of Tetherball Set (2) and 
"Quick Anchor" (3). Separately total $14.98. 
6 C 12579C2—Shipping weight 13 pounds ........ $13.98 

when you buy either Tetherball Set 
(1 or 2) with “Quick Anchor” (3) 

"Quick Anchor" gives a more solid base of support Separately* 1 3.96 Separately*14.98 9 the 10-in. ground sleeve included in the sets sem § 96 | sa $ 98 above. Drive steel "Quick Anchor" into ground, slip in 15- and "Quick and "Quick € in. ground sleeve (incl.) and then pole. Your tetherball set Anchor" (3) Anchor" (3) is anchored securely and rigidly for tough competition. 
8С 12558—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz. ....... #389 

Combination Volleyball and Badminton Set 
4-player Horseshoes 

The folksy clanging of steel against 
steel will resound as people of all ages 
gather to test their pitching skills. Offi- 
cial size and weight set includes: four 
drop-forged 2^4 Ib. steel horseshoes, 
painted (two silver-color, two metallic 
blue color), and numbered; two 24-in. 
steel stakes. Set of rules incl. 
6С 12442C—Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs, .$9.99 

Catalog pane scans ty нак ПОП ИЙСЕ: ТОП 

Our lowest price of the 
year for any Dart Set 

Brightly-colored target in numbered bullseye 
pattern. Flocked composition board with 
plastic dividers has 17-inch diameter and is 
М inch thick. Includes nine 5-inch darts, 
three each yellow, blue, green. Darts have 
steel points, plastic "feathers" and are lead 
weighted for truer flight. 
8С 26207C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ....... 34.88 

4-player Croquet Set 

A leisurely paced family favorite. Set 
includes 4 colorfully striped varnished 
hardwood mallet heads with 24-in. 
screw-in handles, 4 compressed maple 
balls, each 3-in. diameter—color-coded 
to malle! steel wickets; 2 striped 
goal posts; hardwood rack with steel 
uprights. Instructions included. 
6С 12374C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. ..Set $9.99 

These two competitive games give you plenty of entertainment. Great 
for singles, doubles or group play. Set includes: 4 steel shaft rackets 
with 5-ply laminated frame and one-piece molded plastic throat, nylon 
strung. Rubber-grip handles; 2 plastic shuttlecocks. Rugged vinyl vol- 
leyball, official size and weight; reinflating needle. Mesh net measures 
149x20 ft. Three-piece tubular aluminum %4-in. diameter poles, 5 ft. 6 in. 
high installed. Stakes, slides, ropes and game instructions included. 
Rackets and net from Taiwan, shuttlecocks from Italy. 
6 C 12435C—Shipping weight 8 роџпіѕ.............. «+ a „Set $10.88 

Multi-purpose 
Four-square Kickball 

Great for kickball and other 
fast-paced games. A high 
bouncer . . gives lively action. 
Red pebble-grained cover of 2- 
ply molded laminated vinyl has 
long-wearing scuff-resistant 
and water resistant qualities. 
Measures 8%; inches in diame- 
ter. Includes reinflating needle 
and rules. Phone ordering’s a 
quick and easy way to order it. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
6C2465.. $3.99 
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Pin-up Bulletin Boards. . . 
useful and decorative 

(1thru 3) Jute burlap Pin-up 
Bulletin Boards 

CONSTRUCTION: Jute-burlap surface. 
%-inch fiberboard backing. Painted 
hardwood frame. 18x24 inches wide. 
Mounting hanger attached to backing. 

(1) Country Cousin Pin-up Board 

ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3 N 6615C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. ...$5.39 

(2) Lemon Frog Pin-up Board 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 6641C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. ... $6.49 

(3) Merry Mushroom Pin-up Board 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3 М 6623C—Shps. wt. 4 Ibs. . 
(4) Stop Sign Board 

CONSTRUCTION: Red cork veneer, 
white letters. 34-in. fiberboard backing, 
mounted hanger. 23 in. across. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 66049C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 

(5) Oak-framed Cork Board 

CONSTRUCTION: Cork veneer with 34- 
inch fiberboard backing. Hanger 
mounted on backing. 1-inch wide unfin- 
ished oak frame. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
See "N" suffix note, page 276. 

.96.49 

.$4.99 

*if mailed, takes 15-6. rate, See р. 276. 

(6) Raggedy Ann and Andy 
Framed Bulletin Board 

CONSTRUCTION: Fine-grained cork 
veneer. %-inch fiberboard backing. 
Mounted hanger. High-impact %-in. 
thick styrene frame. 2434x18% inches, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 М 6605C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
Raggedy Ann © Bobbs-Merrill Co.. Inc. 

(7 thru 10) Felt Pin-up Boards 
CONSTRUCTION: Rayon and wool felt 
over %%-їпсһһ fiberboard. Painted finish 
hardwood frame, 74-inch thick. Mount- 
ed hanger on back. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

$5.49 

Сайа page scans by dieistmasmisetediwical onm 
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(11) Pushpins for Bulletin Boards 
100 plastic pins with steel shanks. As- 
sorted colors. From Hong Kong. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 6607—Wt. 4 oz. ..Pkg. $1.59 

(12) Blue Jeans Pin-up Board 
CONSTRUCTION: Cork veneer with 34- 
inch fiberboard backing. Mounted 
hangers. Silk-screen design in red, 
white and blue. 1134x2914 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N6618C—Wt. 3 lbs. 

(13 thru 16) 

$4.99 

Executive Game 
Boards 

CONSTRUCTION: Cork veneer on %- 
in. fiberboard. Silk-screen design. 
Mounted hanger. Measures 12x18 in. 
Each board includes five miniature 174. 
in. steel/plastic darts. Also use them as 
pushpins. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
(13) "Roulette" Game Board. 
3 N 66063— Wt. 11b.80z......93.7 
14) "Black Jack" Game Board Р 
N 66062—Wt. 1 lb. 8 ог. 
UE “The Bandit" аа Board 

6606 8 oz. $3.7 
(16) “Craps Gains Board. 
N 66064—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $3.79 

(17 thru 20) Colorful Cork Boards 
CONSTRUCTION: Cork veneer on %- 
inch fiberboard. Silk-screened designs. 
Mounted hanger. 18x24 in. wide. 

(17) Snoopyt Cork Board 
ORDERING INFORMATION, 
3 М 66038C—Wt. 3 lbs. 
Peanuts character 
G United Features Syndicate. Inc 
18) Winnie-the-Pooh Cork Board 
tyrene plastic frame, *4-in. thick. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
3N 66026C—Wt. 4 Ibs. 

(19) Budweiser Cork Board 
ORDERING INFO: Not available in Vir- 
ginia because of state laws. 
3 N 66031C—Wt. 3 lbs. $4.99 

20) United States Cork Board 
tyrene plastic frame, 58-іп. thick. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 66046C—Wt. 4 lbs. 

$4.99 

$5.49 

$5.49 

Sears Hasa 
Credit Plan 
to Suit Most 
Every Need 

See Big Book 
or ask 

for details 



Vinyl 
Golf Bags 

pr 
: and Women's 

Racquetball 
Racquets 
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Hip-roof Tackle Box 

Gift Ideas for Sports Enthusiasts 
(18nd2) Vinyl Golf Bags 
CONSTR: Pro-style vinyl golf bag with three-stay 
construction. 8-in. гош top: Molded bottom. 
Padded shoulder strap. Full back pocket with 
zipper opening, zippered pro ball pocket. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Wt. 7 Ibs. 
(1) 6N 82205—Bronze-color 
(2) 6N 82268—hRed and black. 

(3) Aluminum Golf Cart 

Reduced from our 1978 Spring Big Book. 
CONSTR: Lightweight tubular aluminum. 
12x1.375-in. wire spoke wheels. Fully-padded 

bracket, die-cast adjustable curved handle. 
Folds to store. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
6 М 82336C—Shpg. wt. 16 lbs. . . . Now £24.99 

(4) Rod and Reel Combo 

ROD: Tubular glass. 2-pc. construction. 6 ft. long. 
REEL: Zebco Model 33 spin-cast. Wide-range, 
spring-loaded drag. Rust-resistant stainless steel 
covers for protection. Silent, selective anti-re- 
verse. Warning click for bait fishing. Easy- 
change non-corrosive spool prefilled with ap- 
prox. 100 yds, of 10-1Ь. test DuPont Stren® 
monofilament line. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 М 33245—Shipping weight 1 pound .$19.99 

(Sand6) Leach Swinger 
Racquetball Racquets 

FRAME: Sturdy fiberglass and nylon frame. Re- 
inforced open-design throat. 
STRINGS; Fine quality nylon strings. 
HANDLE: Plastic pallet handle with leather grip. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Wt. 12 oz. 
(5) 6N 12006—Men's Вед... 
(6) 6N 12124—Women's Blue 

$19.99 
. 19.99 

(7) Hip-roof Tackle Box 
CONSTRUCTION: Brown and tan high-impact 
styrene plastic shell. Eight ABS plastic cantilev- 
ered trays swing up and out for easy access to 
tackle. 38 com ents. Trays are plastic worm 
and bait-proot. Rust-resistant solid brass hard- 
ware. Two plastic recessed handles. Measures 
14x11x94¢-inches high. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
T6 № 34478C—Wt. 9 lbs. 4 oz. ........ $14.99 

(8) Fielder's Glove 
Reduced from our 1978 Summer Sale Book 
CONSTRUCTION: Top-grain cowhide surface, 
split leather lining. Adjustable little finger. 

losed trap. Hinged pad. Tan. For baseball. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Imported, 

For right-handed throwers 
6 N 16182—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. .Now $13.99 
For left-handed throwers 
6 N 16183—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 120z. .Now 13.99 

(9) Tennis Bag 
CONSTRUCTION: Deluxe expandable vinyl 
that’s easy to clean. Hardboard bottom inside. 
Detachable racquet cover, side pocket for rac- 
quet. Metal feet. Plastic handles. White with red 
and blue trim. 
DIMENSIONS: 16x6x14 inches high. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
6 N 12165—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. ....... $9.99 

(10) Wilson Johnny Miller Golf Balls 

Reduced from our 1978 Spring Big Book. 
CONSTR: Rugged, pro-quality golf balls with 
sturdy triple construction . . . a solid center, 
wound, then covered with rugged Surlyn® ion- 
omer resin. Meets USGA sj ications. White. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Pkg. of 12 balls. 
6 N 82168—Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. ...Pkg. now $8.99 

(11) Red, White and Blue Basketball 

Reduced from our 1978 Spring Big Book. 
Ball is official size and weight. Imported. 
CARCASS: Nylon-wound butyl rubber bladder 
for good balance and shape retention. 
COVER: Pebble-grain rubber with colors molded 
in. Stands up to abrasive outdoor courts. Vulcan- 
ized to carcass. Red, white and blue. 
ORDERING INFO: Inflating needle included. 
6 М 1802—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. ...Now $7.89 

Buy the easy way—order by phone. 



Choose a 

BABY SISTER DOLL 
. there's опе at just the 

right "age" for you 

(1 thru 3) These beautiful babies are so appealing. Each bas soft vinyl 
arms and head, go-to-sleep eves and rooted hair. They wear cozy knit 
pram suits and snuggly matching hats. 

1 25-inch Baby . . as big as a 2 18-inch Baby, cries like a real 
one-year-old. . tilt her and baby when you tilt her. Cloth 

she calls for “mama.” Cloth body. Боду. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
79831699C—Wt.41bs..$14.99 49N31698 Заза $12.99 

3 14-inch Angel Baby . . she’s all dressed up in a snuggly knit pon 
cho, pants and cap outfit. Shoes, socks. All vinyl. For 4 to 10 year 

olds (not recommended for children 3 yrs. old and under). 
49 N 31697—Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces ..... $7.99 

Outfits for 14-inch Angel Baby (Doll not included) 

(4) 49 N 32604—"Happy clock" Topper and Leggings, Wt. 4 oz. $2.39 
(5) 49 N 32605—Lace-trimmed Party Dress, Bonnet. Wt. 4 oz... 2.51 
(6) 49 N 32606—One-piece lace-trimmed Playsuit. Wt. 402. .... 2.51 
(7) 49 N 32607 —"Teddy Bear" Pinafore; Dress. Wt. 4 oz. 251 

(8) 49 N 32608—Cozy full-length Nightgown. Wt. 4 oz. 1.99 

Note: Shoes and socks not included. Order doll (not incl.) above. 

Two Super 

Wardrobe Sets / 
for any 10 to 3 

é Р, 22-inch doll 

Playtime Set Naptime Set 

Set includes 4 dresses, coat, bonnet, hangers, diapers, and more. Set includes pajamas, gown, robe, sl sacque, bonnet, and тоге, 
49 N 32591—For 10 to 11-іпсћ dolls. Shipping we 
49 N 32592—For 12 to 13-inch dolls. Shipping weight 6 ounces 
49 N 32593— For 14 to 15-inch dolls. Shipping weight 6 ounces 
49 N 32594— For 16 to 17-inch dolls. Shipping weight 7 ounces 
49 N 32595— For 18 to 19-inch dolls. Shipping weight 7 ounces 
49 N 32596— to 22-inch dolls. Shipping weight 8 ounces 

414 [Se i 

49 N 32597—For 10 to 11-inch dolls. 
49 N 32598—For 12 to 13-inch dolls. 

49 № 32599—For 14 to 15-inch dolls. £ 
49 N 3260 1—For 16 to 17-inch dolls. 
49 № 32602— For 18 to 19-inch dolls. S 
49 N 32603—For 20 to 22-inch dolls. < 

nipping weight 6 ounces $3.99 
ipping weight 6 ounces 3.99 

upping weight 6 ounces 3.99 
ping weight 7 ounces 4.99 
ping weight 7 ounces 499 
ping weight 8 ounces 499 

ause of small size of items, these set: 

аа паа эсап by сй жашка гай Coda 



Bonded polyester provides uniform 
heat retention and soft, even cushioning 

Youth size $ 1 6?9 Adult size $ 1 899 

(1 thru 4) Colorful covers and liners аге 100% cotton. Full-length weather-stripped 
zippers. Adult size bags have 3 pounds of insulation; youth size bags, 2 pounds 10 ounces 
of insulation. Straps secure bags in roll. Machine wash or dry clean. 

1 Striped. Gold and black striped cover with solid gold-color liner. 
6 C 70171C—Adult, 33x75 inches. Shipping weight 8 pounds . К 

6С70172С— Youth size. 33x67 inches. Shipping weight 7 pounds 

2, Car Tag Print. Sporty red car tag pattern cover with solid green liner. 
6 С 70165C— Adult. 33x75 inches. Shipping weight 8 pounds . 

6C 70166C—Youth size, 33x67 inches. Shipping weight 7 pounds 

З Indian Pattern. Orange, rust and red cover with solid rust-color liner. 
6 C 70093C—Adult, 33x75 inches. Shipping weight 8 pounds . 

6С 70094C— Youth size. 33x67 inches. Shipping weight 7 pounds 

4 Plaid. Attractive blue plaid cover is lined with solid blue-color cotton. 
6 C 70168C—Adult. 33x75 inches. Shipping weight 8 pounds . 

6C 70169C— Voulh size. 33x67 inches. Shipping weight 7 pounds 

CAMP-TIME 
SLEEPING BAGS 

Outdoor bags for men and boys.. 
insulated with heat-retaining polyester 



FIRST BIKES.. for cycling tykes 
Sport 16-inch wheels with tires that can't go flat, 

sure coaster brakes, and detachable training wheels 

free spirit ШИШЕ 
атаа] 

* Convertabike—crossbar 
converts for use as boy's or 
girl's bike. 

SUGAR 'N' SPICE * Bright "free spirit" 
TRAIL BIKE © Pretty vinyl basket colors on seat, frame, 

@ Sharp cycle styling— included—decorated chain guard and streamers 

saddle, wheels, handlebars á with flowers to match 
even simulated shocks saddle 

and muffler © Girl's style with 
@ Wraparound chain guard double-bar steel frame 

helps keep cuffs out of chain 

Trail Bike. Looks like a scaled-down version of the real thing. All that’s lacking 
is a one-child-power engine. Cycle-style padded vinyl seat. Chopper-style han 

dlebars with black grips. Chrome-plated front wheel discs, fenders, support bar, 
and chain guard. Diamond-tread tires look eager for some “hard ridin’ ". Rugged 
tubular steel frame with double-coated hot orange enamel finish. Sure coaster 
brake. Reflectors included for pedals, rear, and side. Training wheels. 
6N 47883L—Shipping weight 32 pounds „ў ^ 5 $38.99 

2 Sugar ‘n’ Spice. A sweet little bike that'll bring out the smiles this Christmas. 
White vinyl saddle and basket (from S. Korea) gaily decorated with flow 

Double-coated hot aqua finish over tubular steel frame. Chrome-plated, semi-hi- 
rise handlebars. White vinyl grips with streamers. Puncture-proof, 16-inch tires 
with white stripe. Easy-to-use coaster brake. White pedals include reflectors. Re 
flectors for rear and side, Detachable training wheels. Buy it the easy way—order 
by phone. 
6N 47893L—Shipping weight 32 pounds ...... ү 538.99 

Free $рїгїї®. Sleek spyder styling in patriotic "free spirit” colors. Chrome-plat i 
3 ed, high-rise handlebars go straight thru to wheel hub. White grips with red and UTE CON CHAP 
blue streamers. Chrome-plated fenders and support bar. Double-coated hot red 
finish over steel frame. Puncture-proof 16-inch tires. Colorful vinyl padded saddle. A fine little bike that can have your child balancing on two wheels 
Crossbar converts for girl or boy. Reflectors for white pedals, rear and side of bike. in no time. Center bar raises or lowers for boy or girl. Hot grape 
Dependable, easy-to-use coaster brake. Training wheels. finish over steel frame. Plastic saddle. Vinyl grips. Reflectorized 
6N47879L—Shipping weight 30 pounds ......... OT CEA 22. $38.99 pedals, rear and side. Chrome-plated handlebars. Puncture-proof 
NOTE: Bikes sent partially assembled. You install seat, pedals, handlebar. front wheel. tires. Training wheels. Direct drive. 
reflectors and training wheels . . or let Sears Selling Unit do it for a small charge. 6 М 47885L—Shipping wt. 30 Ibs. $32.99 

арр scane tv иайда Кай cont 



BRAND 

Easiest 
pumping action 
ever ina Sears gun. 
compressed air 

hie "El Dorado” BB Repeater 
UQUUE) and Single-shot Pellet Gun 

Rifle without Scope 

Cut °6 
Rifle with Scope 

Cut 8 
1975 Fall $ 1975 Fall $ Farm Book 29 Farm Book 2994 

was $34.95 was $47 94 

“El Dorado" Rifle 
1 You control the power of each shot by using one to ten 

pumps on the lever. Bolt action. Fires BBs from 100- 
shot reservoir or load and shoot . 177-caliber pellets one at 
a time. Gold-color receiver. Stock and forearm of walnut- 
grained plastic. Cross-bolt safety. Adjustable rear sight, 
ramp front sight. 37 in. long. Rec. for age 16 and over. 

P6 C 19072C -Rifle only. (Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs.)........... $28.88 
P6 С 19372C2- Rifle with Scope (2) below. (Wt. 7 Ibs.) .. 539.94 

4X Scope 
2 %a-inch diameter metal tube. Cross-hair reticle for 

precise sighting. Adjusts internally for windage, cleva- 
tion. Eyepiece adjusts for near or far sightedness, Ring 
mounts included, 
P6 C 53902—Shipping weight 9 ounces ..............-. $1299 

MESSAGE TO PARENTS: Sears wil! not sell or deliver Air Guns to any 
person under 18 yrs. of age. In states where the law allows the sale of 
air guns to individuals under 18, parents may make purchases from 
Sears for their children. Orders may be placed by phone. but not 
through the mail. You must pick up your order in person at a Sears 
Catalog Sales Store or Retail Store. Federal gun registration is not re- 
quired, All sales subject to state and local laws. 

Electric Target Set. Test skills on moving and 

fixed targets. Traps BBs, .177-caliber pellets. For 
all CO, or air guns. Constructed of heavy gauge steel 
with corrugated cardboard backdrop. Extra paper 
targets incl. 110-volt, 60-Hz.. 15 w. AC, UL listed. 
13x17¥2x6 in. 5-ft. cord. Like everything else in 
Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
РӨ С 19283C (Shipping wt. 9 lbs.) 

4 Box of four 127;-gram Daisy CO, Jetts* 

$19.95 

cartridges. 
P6 C 19293C — (Shipping wt. 8 oz.) Box $1.89 

5 Box of 5,000 Ted Williams BBs. 
P6 C 19314—(Shpg. wt. 4Ibs. 5 ол.)....... Вох $599 

6 Box of 1,500 Ted Williams BBs. 
P6 C 19313—(Shpg. wt. 11b. 302.) Box $1.69 

Т Box of 500 .177-caliber Daisy Pellets. 
РӨ C 19305—(Shipping wt. 11 oz.) .. .Box $2.69 

All Air Rifles and Ammo shipped prepaid . . Sears 
pays all transportation costs from Catalog Distri- 
bution Center to your pickup point, which is either 

a Sears Catalog Sales Store or Retail Store. 
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LEVER-ACTION AIR RIFLES 

Authentic Old West 
receiver assembly 
complete with 

le ring 

The "Centennial" 
Lever-action 
BB Repeater 

$2 388 
This handsome reproduction of 
the old west saddle gun has an 

attractive gold-color finish on re- 
ceiver, forearm cap and buttplate. 
Stock and forearm of rugged plastic 
with fine walnut wood grain look. 
Two-way lever action takes less 

effort—cocks halfway on forward 
and halfway on backstroke. As a 
precaution, the hammer must be 
cocked by hand before gun will fire. 
Side-port loading. Under-barrel 
magazine holds 40 BBs. Smooth 
action spring-forced feed. 

Adjustable buck-horn rear sight 
with ramp front sight. Rifle mea- 
sures 39 inches long overall. Recom- 
mended for ages 10 to 15 with adult 
supervision. 

(Shipping weight 5 Ibs.) 
P6 C 19052C $2388 

Daisy Lever-action 
BB Guns 

T Low $9 88 з 
ux 

as shot 

350-shot. Steel barrel 
and cocking lever. Grav- 

ity feed. Plastic stock. Front 
and rear sights. 31 in. long. 
Recommended for ages 8 to 
10 with adult supervision. 

P6C19009C-(Wr. 3 Ibs.) $9.88 

10 700-shot. Steel barrel 
and barrel loading port. 

Gravity feed. Plastic stock 
and forearm. Front and rear 
sights. 3472 in. long. Rec- 
ommended for ages 10 to 15 
with adult supervision. 
P6C19012C-(Wt. 318.) $13.88 
ll Red Ryder 700-shot. 

With saddle ring, leath- 
er thong and the famous 
Red Ryder lariat signature 
burned into the wood stock. 
Under-barrel loading port. 
Gravity feed. Post front 
sight, adjustable rear sight. 

P6C19048C-(Wt. 4 Ibs.) $ 

Classic octagonal barrel 

35 in. long. Rec. for ages 10 — 
10 15 with adult supervision. — 

with under-barrel 
magazine 



(1 and 2) Polly Pal Crewel Kits 
COMPOSITION: 14x14-inch linen 
crewel fabric with outline; 100% 
acrylic yarn; crewel needle; full-color 
insert; stitch chart; instructions. Pil- 
low and frame not included. 

(1) "Polly at the Stove" Kit 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3N 43118—Wt. 6 oz. Kit $2.19 

(2) "Polly at the Pump" Kit 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
3N 43121—Wt. 6 oz. Kit $2.19 

(3) Polly Pal School Lunch Kit 
with insulated vacuum bottle 

COMPOSITION 
Lunch Pail . . Strong steel with litho 
graphed Polly Pal design in lead-free 
inks. Snap latch and handle 
854x4x6% inches high. 
Vacuum Bottle . . High-impact poly: 
ethylene plastic. Foam-urethane in- 
sulated. 8-ounce capacity 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 43117—Wt. 2 lbs. Kit $4.79 

(4), Polly Pal Carry-all Tote 
50% polyester, 50% cotton. 14x17 in. 
ORDERI NG INFORMATIO! 
3 N 4571—Wt. 5 oz. $3.79 

(5) Polly Pal Wastebasket 
Durable sheet metal with 3 colorful 
Polly Pal prints. 16-quart capacity. 15 
inches high, 10V-in. diameter. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 М 4586—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $4.99 

баша Deos scan by caidas КҮҮНҮ 

(6) Polly Pal Cork Board 
Cork veneer on ¥-inch fiberboard. 1- 
inch wide plastic frame, mounted 
hangers. 18x24 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
3N 66039C $5.49 

(7) Polly Pal Musical Jewelry Box 
When opened, box plays familiar 
tune and small ballerina revolves. 
Wood covered with white simulated 
leather. Embossed design. Triangular 
plastic mirror in lid. Snap latch. Box 
18 6x4! 4x3!4 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. 

3N43115 $3.99 

(8) Polly Pal Desk Organizer 
Holds small objects such as pins or 
favorite objects. Sturdy plastic. 4 
drawers. Polly Pal insert on top re 
moves so child can place a picture or 
photo inside. 374x4x5*4 inches 

RING INFORMATION. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. 

3N43114 $2.99 

(9) Polly Pal Coin Bank 
Hand-painted papier mache. Remov 
able stopper. 5x3x8 inches high. 

weight 1 p 
з N 43103 

PLUV L COORDINATES 

(10) Polly Pal Book End Set 

Hand-painted papier mache. Each 
6x4) 4x1 in. high 

ING INFORMATION: 
hipping weight 2 Ibs. 11 oz. 

3N 43104 Set $5.98 

(11) Polly Pal Pencil Well 
Hand-painted papier mache. Mea 
sures 6x2'x8 inches high. Pencils 
not included. 

veight 1 Ib. 4 Shipping 
3N 43102 

(12) 

2. 
$2.99 

Polly Pal Write-on/Wipe- 
off Memo Board 

Just write on the plastic surface 
wipe off with damp cloth or 3 
6 selí-sticking tabs. Ink ре 

ink. String attacher and 
12x18 inches. 

ipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz 
3N 6606 $1.99 

(13) Polly Pal Deluxe 6-piece 
Hair Care Set 

ic hand-held mirror, plastic 
styling comb, plastic hair brush, 
two satin-finish hair bows, orna- 
ment box with plastic-tip bobby 

(14 thru 20) Polly Pal Desk items. 
These decorative desk items add that person- 
al touch to your child’s room. Constructed of 
paper stock over heavy paper board 
(14) Polly Pal Autograph Book. 
96 colored pages. Snap lock. 6x44 inches. 
ORDERING IN 
3 N 43113—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

(15) Polly Pal Brag Book 
Hol 24 photos, 3'2x3!4 in. wide. 

INFORMATION: 4%х4 in. wide. 
3N 43107 Shipping weight 3 oz. 89c 

(16) Polly Pal Writing Kit. 
30-sheet refillable indexed pad phone book. 
ORDER INFO: 8'2x6' in. wide, 15 envelopes. 
3N 43108—Shpz. wt. 14 oz. Kit $2.79 

(17) Polly Pal Pad and Pencil. 
50-sheet refillable pad. 
OR G INFORMAT. 
3843109. реми Soz 99c 
(18) Polly Pal One-year Diary 
One day to a page. Sturdy lock, 2 keys. 

434x4 in. wide. 

99c 

N: 4x4! z-in. wide. 

3N 43111—Shpg. t. 7 oz. $1.99 

(19) Polly Pal Telephone Book. 
4 indexed page in. wide. 

3N 43106— Shpg wt 4 oz. $1.19 

(20) Polly Pal Desk Pad. 
Tm blotter has Polly Pal design on 2 sides. 

INFO: 12x21 in. wide. 
3 N (43105C— Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 53.79 
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Skateboards for everyone 
Choose the one that's right for you: 

Trick riders require boards with shorter wheelbase, 
medium to extra flex, plus kicktails, like (1, 2. 3) 

Beginners need economical and versatile boards like 
(4 and 5) to help learn all basic maneuvers 

(1) The Snake Skateboard of fiber glass/nylon 
with die-cast aluminum trucks 
and urethane wheels 

BOARD: Extra-flex black nylon and fiber glass board 
with kicktail and raised toe for freestyle and trick 
riding. Orange grip tape to give steady footing. 
Board 516 in. thick, 23% in. long and 614 in. wide. 
TRUCKS: Wide-track die-cast alum. with steel axles. 
Two rubber cushions per truck help absorb shocks. 
Riser pads between truck and board give added 
wheel clearance. 14!4-in. wheelbase, 6-in. track. 
WHEELS: Made of orange urethane with 18 sealed 
ball bearings per wheel. Measures 154 inches wide 
and 2316 inches in diameter. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 М 23566—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 1 oz. $24.95 

(2) The Crysta-flex Il! Skateboard of acrylic 
with die-cast aluminum trucks 
and urethane wheels 

BOARD: Extra-flex dark blue translucent acrylic 
plastic for freestyle and trick riding. Kicktail to aid in 
trick maneuvers. !4 in. thick, 237/6 inches long, 5% 
inches wide. 
TRUCKS: Wide-track die-cast aluminum with adjust- 
able king bolts and two shock-absorbing rubber 
cushions each. 14'2-inch wheelbase, 654-inch track. 
WHEELS: Of urethane with 18 sealed ball bearings 
per wheel. 2 in. wide, 214-іп. diam. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
6 N 23573—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

(3) The Sting Ray Skateboard of 
polypropylene with die-cast 
aluminum trucks and urethane wheels 

BOARD: Medium-flex red polypropylene board with 
kicktail for trick riding maneuvers. Measures from 
14 to 54 in. thick, 237 in. long, 654 in. wide. 

Wide-track die-cast aluminum hangers. 
ing bolts. 144-inch wheelbase, 6*5-in. track. 

WHEELS: Urethane. 18 self-contained ball bearings 
per wheel. 2 in. wide, 2% in. in diameter. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 N 23583—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 

(4) The Scamp Skateboard of 
polypropylene with stamped steel trucks 
and urethane wheels 

BOARD: Medium-flex green polypropylene board 
with modified kicktail for beginning ridi Measures 
from М to Vz-inch thick, 2154-in. long, $ . wide, 
TRUCKS: Stamped steel hanger with adjustable king 
bolts. Two rubber cushions per truck help absorb 
shocks. 13-inch wheelbase, 454-inch track. 
WHEELS: Urethane with 18 self-contained ball bear- 
ings per wheel. Measures 1'-in. wide, 2-in. diam. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 N 2359 1—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 

(5) The Tom Cat Skateboard of 
polypropylene with molded plastic trucks 
and urethane wheels 

BOARD: Medium-flex blue polypropylene board for 
beginning riders. Meas. /2х195%х553 in wide. 
TRUCKS: Molded plastic. Steel axle. One rubber 
cushion per axle. 12*5-inch wheelbase, 4%-inch 
track 
WHEELS: Urethane with 18 selí- contained ball be 
ings per wheel. 11/2 inch wide, 2 inches in diameter. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 N 23593—Shpzg. wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. 

$19.95 

$14.95 

$9.95 

.$7.95 

(8) Knee Pads (7) Elbow Pads 
Red and white elastic ray- 
on knit for flexibility and 
comfort. Polyethylene 
foam padding provides 
extra protection. 
ORDERING INFO: One size 

felt and rubber foam pad- 

cap. Elastic armbands. 

fits all. State letter S, м: L, not 
Shipping weight 8 oz. number. Wt. 1 lb. 5 

6N23712 $650 6N23713F 758.99 

Gtsiod Dao scans by йи miseledimical com 
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Red and blue vinyl. Cotton 

ding. Polyethylene elbow 

ORDER INFO: Sizes S(7-in. 
long); M(8-in.); L(91 D 

Crysta-flex ll 

Sting Ray 
$1495 

(8) Skateboard Gloves 
Split cowhide back; pigskin 
palm, fingertips. Latex foam 
rubber padding helps protect 
palm. Velcro® wrist closure. 
Tan, gray. 
ORDER INFO: In sizes (8-814); 
M(9-915); L(10-1014), State 
letter S, M, L. not number. 
6N237 14F-Wt. 802....$9.99 

Skateboard 
Protective 

Gear 

(9) Skateboard Helmet 
CONSTR: 1-pc. polycarbonate 
shell, polyurethane/polyethyl- 
ene foam padding. MSS chin 
strap. Ventilation holes. 
SIZES, ORD INFO: Sizes: S(21- 
22% in.); M(2214-234 in.); 
1(23%-24 in.). State letter size 
S, М, or L, not number. Wt. 1 lb. 
6 N23715F $12.95 



14-in. Baby Brother $099 
Every family should have a brother 
to love. . and this friendly baby boy 
is so much fun to care for. He has a 
jointed vinyl body, go-to-sleep eyes 

and rooted hair, He's wearing a 2- 
pc. suit and booties, 1434 in. tall 
Italy. Buy it the easy way—order 
by phone. 
49 N 31686—Wt. 11b. 2 oz. $9.99 

Walker— 
Stroller $299 

Take dolly traveling in 
this rugged metal walker. 
There's a handy play tray 
and bright beads, Plastic 
wheels, Walker is 15x9x19 
in, high. Partly assembled, 
Holds dolls up to 18 in. tall. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N 33046. . $2.99 

on the 

This 18x12x21-inch high cradle is all sparkling scrolled 
metal Rocks to and fro on gracefully-shaped metal 
rockers. Partly assembled. Doll not incl. 
79 М 33562C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 

Саа pane scans bv сак танаас Comm 
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1 9-inch Wende Nurse, so 
in her uniform. 

She even has a play stethoscope. 
For after-hours, she has a bright 
mini with long wrap and boots. 
Jointed vinyl body. Natural-style 
rooted hair, Not recommended 
for children 3 yrs, and under. 
49 N 30858—Wt. 8 oz. Set $3.17 

2 Jo-Jo the Rag Doll . . 16 
inches tall “А so cuddly. 

She has a floppy cloth body and 
yarn hair. Wears a bright granny 
dress. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49 М 34034... ..56.63 

3 Boby Zuri, Her name means 
“beautiful” in Swahili, and 

Zuri matches up to her name. 
She has big brown eyes and a 
soft all-vinyl body, Bathe her 
and dress her in her playsuit. 13 
in, tall. 
49 N 31696—Wt. I Ib, 2 oz, $2.99 

4 Boby Janie comes with a 
comb so you can style her 

bouncy rooted bair. Lay her 
down and she'll close her go-to- 
sleep eyes. Then wake her up and 
feed her from her bottle. Dress 
her in her pretty play dress. 
Jointed vinyl body; 13 in. tall 
49 N 31695—Wt. 11b... . .. $4.95 

5 Handy Clothes Rack with shoe racks, 
hanger bar, plastic hangers. Teddy 

Bear design decorates sturdy hardboard 
side panels; wood racks and bar. Overall 
10x173% in. high. Clothes, access. not 
incl. Unassembled. 
79 н 33571C—Wt. 3 lbs..... $3.74 

Roomy Wardrobe Chest with sliding 
doors and a pull-out drawer. Store 

loads of doll outüts in the big closet; 
plastic hangers included. Hardboard 
chest has wood handles; plastic trim. 14x 
1614 in. high. Unassembled. Clothes, 
accessories not included. 
49 н 33572—Wt. 6 lbs, $8.25 $7.80 

Where it's at.. 

A DIVISION OF 
OPERATION 
BOOTSTRAP INC. 

SHINDANA 

Pretty storage 
units for doll 
clothes and 
accessories © (Accessories 

f not 
Included) 

7 Steel Trunk with drawer 
and hangers. Pack up all 

dolly's accessories for travel- 
ing or storage. Has a rugged 
wood frame, nickel-plated 
hardware, plastic handle, 
ribbon tie. Teddy Bear 
screened-on design. 

14x7x7 Ya-inch Trunk. Snap 
lock. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
49 N 33569. $5.45 

Jumbo 18x8Y2x8YA- inch [7] 
Trunk (not shown). As above, 
but bigger. 2 snap locks, 
49 М 3357—Wt. 6 lbs.. $6.23 

Sears 

5 

E o 
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PART)-TIME 
Colorful comfort for slumber parties, 

camp or dorm. . warm enough for 
outdoor sleeping on summer nights 

Our best-selling 
Party-Time Bags. . 

quilted with 
2 pounds 4 ounces 

of polyester insulation 

Each $ 1 199 

(3 thru 5) Happy patterns make these comfy 
sleeping bags a sure hit. Insulated with 2 Ibs. 4 
oz. bonded polyester, then quilted and resin- 

treated to maintain shape. A full 33x75 in, long 
with 100-in. zippers so two bags can be zipped 
together. Carrier ties sewn in. Pillow stuffed 
with polyester. Cotton covers and liners. Ma- 
chine washable warm, or dry clean. Matching 
duffle for storage included. 

3 Red apple design. Striped liner, pillow. 
6 С 70356C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. .........17.99 

4 Pink and green floral print. Striped liner 
and color-matched pillow. 

6 С 70357C—Shpg. wt. 5 15......... $17.99 Sleeping Bags with 2 pounds ¢ 1 499 
of polyester insulation each 

Pink and orange floral stripe. Pink liner 
(1and 2) Cozy "n colorful bags with resin-treat- — | Bright blue plaid. Solid-color blue liner. and color-matched pillow. 
ed polyester insulation, bonded to maintain its 6 C 70336C—Shipping weight 5 pounds .....$14.98 6C 70362C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs... $17.99 
shape, provide warmth. Bags measure 33x75 
inches long—each with a 100-inch zipper. Cotton 9 Highway sign design. Sturdy multi-colored cover 
liners and covers so they're completely washable with solid blue liner. 
or dry cleanable. Carrier ties secure the bag. Or- 6C70361C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . $1499 

der clear vinyl duffle al right. 6 C 70368C— Clear vinyl duffle. Shpg. wt. 5 од... 79c 

Just say "Charge it" when you 
phone your order . . see page 271 

Our warmest 
Party-Time Bags 

are quilted with 3 pounds 
of polyester insulation 

+192 
( 6 and 7 ) Forget about cold spots due to 
shifting insulation in these bags . . insulated 
with resinated polyester, quilted and bonded in 
position for even heat retention and body cush 
ioning. 33x75 in. long with 100-in. zippers so 
two bags can be zipped together. Cotton covers 
and liners for washing ease, or dry clean. Carri- 
er ties and duffle for carrying, storage. 

Our lowest-priced Party-Time Bag 
has bonded acrylic insulation 

Sunglass Pattern. Bright “mod” pattern highlights this sleeping bag. In. 6 Green floral print with green stripes. 
sulated with 2 pounds of bonded resinated acrylic insulation . . 33x75 Green liner. Color-matched pillow. 

inches. 100-inch zipper . . zip two together for double-size bag. Cotton 6C 70366C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs $19.99 
cover and lining. Hand wash, warm. Carrier ties, Фарс аон print: Pink, Ыса напо еа * 7 , blue 6C 70351C- hippins Welght 5 gOUDdS .. e eene Ie LADEN E 9.99 T EE oar с кы AUN 

MKOGAE 6 С 70367C—Shipping weight 5 lbs. . $19.99 
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out of your cycling adventures Lightweights 

grips add color. 

Boys’ 24-inch Bike with 10-speed derailleur gea 
Free and easy—if that's your style, here's the bike to suit it. Ten-speed derail- 
leur gears (29.2 to 85.7 gear ratio) keep you breezing along even with the breeze 
in your face, Stem-mounted shifting levers. Steel 17-inch frame, And hooray for 
the rich red, white and blue finish, Center 
two hand positions. Chrome-plated chain guard, spoke protector and hub 
flange. Taped racing handlebar. Padded vinyl saddle—pedal to seat span ad- 
justs 2944 to 33% in. Blackwall, 1%-in, wide tire. Reflectors included. \ 

45595N— Shipping weight 46 pounds. . 

hangers, Zinc plated steel, 

Adult 27-inch Racer with 10-speed derailleur gears 
and dual-position handbrakes 

Black cherry finish—a warm, exotic finish that looks as good as it sounds. 
hardware sets it off well. Ten-speed gearing (wide 38 to 100 

gear ratio) helps level out hills, Controls right at your fingertips—stem-mount- 
ed shift levers, handbrakes operate from two positions. Molded vinyl racing 
saddle. Taped handlebars. Steel 21-in. frame. Rattrap pedals, Pedal to seat 
span adjusts 324% to 3642 in. Blackwall, 1!4-in. wide tires. Reflectors incl. 
6N47439N— Shipping weight 45 pounds . 

Bikes on these two pages include this reflector assortment 
Wheel side 
reflectors 

T 

p sd Pedal 
reflectors 

9) 

m—É———U—MÀ" 

Girls' 24-inch Bike with 5-speed derailleur gears 
to help level out the hills 

Dazzling pearlescent white finish and chrome plated hardware 
make this bike a real beauty. Molded blue vi 

e-speed gearing (37.5 to 
ble at fingertips with stem-mounted shift lever. Side-pull caliper 
brakes give even stopping power. Pedal to seat span adjusts 27 to 
3144 in. Touring handlebars. Blackwall, 154-in. wide tire. Reflectors 
included. Buy it the easy way, order by phone. 
6 М 45561N—Shipping weight 44 pounds 

Light weight and extra gears help take the work 

saddle and hand- 
gear ratio) availa- 

«884.00 

Holds up to two bikes 

LI 

Folds down 
against bumper 

out pf the way 

Tier makes it so easy to take it with you. Fits most any 
bumper, folds compactly against it when not in use 
rear wagon door without removing carrier. Protective vinyl-coated 

Assembled—ready to mount. 
6 N 48548C—Shipping weight 15 pounds . 

эреп trunk or 

$22.99 

Tool Kit $1 399 
* =; Black vinyl bag attaches 

to back of saddle. Con- 
tains 3 multi-purpose 
wrenches (with tire-iron 
ends), a 6-in. adjustable 
wrench, pliers, tire pres- 
sure gauge, offset screw 
driver, tire patch kit, two 
valve caps, first aid kit 
and a plastic vial. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 11 oz. 
6N 49495 $13.99 

Light Set $969 
See and be seen at night. 
Headlight sends high or 
low beam—switch at top. 
Spring-loaded generator. 

Taillight, extra bulb, 
mounting hardware in- 
cluded. 12-v., 6-watt. Ja- 



One of America's most historical firearms 

THE MUZZLE-LOADING Auto-load Rifle 
58-CALIBER ZOUAVE RIFLE Cut "il ‘10 

Authentically reproduced for S 

$5995: 
‘scope 

by Antonio Zoli of Italy 

Micro-smooth bore, 
like you'll find on 

our high-powered rifles, 
provides superb accuracy A superb representation 

of Civil War gunsmithing 
in beauty, balance and 

shooting accuracy. . 
a rifle you can proudly 

display when not in use 

$12888 

A faithful reproduction inside and 
out, this fine rifle features a walnut- 
toned hardwood stock with con- 
trasting polished brass fittings, 

1 Ted Williams® Brand. Fires 15 long 
rifle cartridges as fast as you can pull 

the trigger. Tubular magazine with side- 
loading port holds 21 shorts, 17 longs, or 
15 long rifle cartridges. Solid hardwood 
stock and forearm finished in a rich wal- 
nut tone. 

Semi-pistol grip and serrated butt 
plate. Streamlined ramp with bead post 
front and open adjustable rear sight. 
Cross-bolt safety. Grooved for scope. 
Barrel measures 2042 in. long; rifle 39 in. 
long overall. Approx. weight 5 Ibs.* 
To order the easiest way, look in your s " ' patch box and case-hardened lock. 

^ Blued steel barrel 32% in. long h P ^ 
^ ns " 2, phone book white pages under “Sears, 
y, and is rifled for high shooting accu- Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales” for y racy. Shoots 58-caliber ball ammu- uude week: 

nition (not included). Three leaf Rifle only, (Shpg. wt. 6 Ње). 
rear sight and blade front sight. Ri- Policy S nes ne - 159.95 

Sears will accept 
any order for guns 
or ammunition by 
phone, but not through 
the mail. Orders must 
be picked up in person 
ata Sears Catalog Sales 
Store or Retail Store. 
Ammunition may, but 
guns may not be ordered 
ог picked up outside of 
the state in which you 
reside. We will not seil 
any guns or ammunition 
to anyone under 
18 years of age (however. 
some localities do require 
higher age). Sears does 
not sell any ammunition for 
use in handguns to anyone 
under 21. Proof of age 
must be shown at time the 
order is picked up. All sales 

fle measures 48!4 inches long over- 
all. Approx. weight is 9 pounds.* 
(Shipping weight 11 pounds). 
T6C51776C ....... $128.88 

Rifle with 4X Scope (2) IR Was $84.65. 
Scope ready to mount. (Wt. 7 Ibs.) 
P6 C 54305C2 о . .974.65 

2 Ted Williams$ Brand 4X Scope. 
Fits all .22s with grooved receivers. 

Internal windage and elevation adjust- 
ments. Achromatic lens system and con- 
stantly centered cross-hair reticle. Ring 
mounts included. %-in. diameter metal 
tube. Eyepiece adusts for near or far 

sightedness. 
P6 C 53903—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ... $1495 

Sears Has а 
Credit Plan 
to Suit Most 
Every Need Subject to Federal, State and 4 

Municipal laws. Guns and See Big Book 
Ammunition shipped prepaid Or ask 
to pickup points. a 

for details 

PEPA Single-shot Shotgun 
wus“) Available in 12, 20 or.410-gauge 

Cut'5 sz. 47% 
This finely crafted шна 12-gauge. Chambered for 2*4-in. standard or magnum 
features a special device that shells. 30-in. barrel; 46 in. long overall. Approximate 
prevents opening or closing of. — weight 6/2 pounds.* 
breech when hammer is — P6C51082C—(Shpg. wt.8lbs.) ............... $47.95 

Push release 

416 

сонной pane scans by cheisimasanusetecimicl com 

cocked. Also, the hammer 
must be cocked by hand be- 
fore the gun can fire. White 
line spacers highlight select 
Brazilian imbuia wood stock 
and forearm. Engraved steel 
receiver. Bead-type front 

easy 

20-gauge. Chambered for 234-іп. standard or-magnum 
shells. 28-in. barrel; 44 in. long overall. Approximate 
weight 61⁄4 pounds.* 
P6 C 51083C—(Shpg. wt. 818.) ... 347.95 
.410-gauge. Chambered for 24 or 3-i tandard or 
magnum shells. 26-in. barrel; 42 in. long overall. Approx- in front of 

trigger guard sight. Full choke. Spring-load- imate weight 51⁄4 pounds.* 
to open breech ed take-down forearm for —P6C51084C—(Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.) ............... $47.95 

Brazil. * Minor variations in wood density may cause weight to vary slightly. 



$399 
each or more 

Ay2 $988 

(4) Parker 
Luxurious 

3 N 3206—Pen only. Wt. 20z.......... 17.00 

Attractively : 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Ms 
3 М 3249—Pen/Pendi Set. Wt. 3 oz. ...$23.50. 
3 N 3250—Pen only. Shpg. wt. 202..... 11.75 

(7) Cross Soft Tip Pens 

See ak gli body aul 3 
ссн INFORMATION. 24. ү 

3 N 3270—12K gold-filled Each 1860 

We 30x. ...834.00 z 

nery and Pen Sets 
(8) "Note-maker" Trio Stationery Set 
Includes 50-sheet memo pad, 500 2x2 in. mini-sheets in five colors 
and 200 4x6 in. sheets of 4 color stationery. 2 scented pens. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N 41006—Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces .......Set $5.49 

{9) Line Graphics Note and Envelope Set. Includes 40 sheet tab- 
let and 20 envelopes. 10 folded notes with envelopes, 8 folded 
"thank you" notes with envelopes, 20 postcards and 1 felt tip pen. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 41008—Shipping weight 1 pound Set $3.88 

(10) "Seal-n-Send" Stationery Set. 20 sheets with 20 seals. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: One pen, gift box. 
3 N 41009—Shipping weight 7 ounces ‘ 

(11) Stationery with matching Scented-ink Pens 
Includes five retractable pocket pens in hot pink, red, turquoise, 
urple and avocado ink colors. Five ink fragrances: rosette, straw- 
eme ipicette, lavender and lemon-lime. 50 sheets of stationery, 

inches. 25 envelopes, 6x4 in. Both stationery and envelopes 
in pink, white, green, blue, yellow. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 М 3308—Shipping weight 13 ounces ...Set $2.99 

(12) Expresso® мра Pen Set. 10 pens. Body color matches 
ink color. Yellow, green, blue violet, pink, orange, turquoise, black, 
brown and red. Black vinyl case, 614x114x414 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 3383—Shipping weight 15 ounces . 

.Set $2.88 

Set $4.95 

(17) Crayola* Coloring Set 
COMPOSITION: 72 different color cray- 

Ons po RU book, drawing ons. u 
book, crayon саа: crayon ало 

Sketch Art Kits 
Expressive, creative 
educational. too. Each kit 
includes 3 fun-to-color 

posters and 10 coloring pens 
anyone can enjoy these 

adult coloring kits 
№ = 
COMPOSITION: Three 11x14-inch coloring posters 
with offset design. 10 coloring liquid crayon fine-line 
marking pens. Complete instructions included. 
TITLES, ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

(13) Examining the Liberty Bell/ 
Sea World/The City 

3 N 33084 3 Kit $3.39 

(14) Washington Crossing the Delaware/ 
Sunflowers in a Vase/Kaleidoscope 

3 N 33085 ..Kit $3.39 

(15) Signing the Declaration of Independence/ 
Carolina Parrot/Persian Tapestry 

e; ...Kit $3.39 
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(16) Historical Creativity 
Kit with Mural-map LH] wW 
and 6 posters. . . 

Color your way through 200 years of American history 

Decorate home or school with these historical posters. Each 
has a “mini” poster or section that detaches and glues to the 
larger mural-map. A great way to remember the Bicentennial! 
COMPOSITION: Large 21x30-inch Mural-map and six 17x22- 

аги explaining historical events. 20 ма- 
ter-color markers in or fine-line tips. One water-soluble 
Glue-stick (non-toxic, non-flammable). 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. 
SNIE- Е о ОЛУШ SEA PEUT S Kit $3.99 

"Charge It" if you wish. . . 
see Big Book or ask for details 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
weight 1 Ib. 9 oz. 

-Set $2.49 

(18 and 19) Artist's 
Colors Sets 

Firm, durable marker-tip won't spread, 
makes thick or thin lines. Ink is water- 
soluble, non-toxic. Practically odorless, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(18) 24-color Set 
3N 3306—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz.. ..Set $5.66 

(19) 48-color Set 
3 N 3307—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. Set $10.88 



The advantages of Composition 
polyurethane or рю a 
composition wheels: wae oY 

economical 

price 

Pro-size Dance Skates 
With lined leather 
uppers and precision 

bearing polyurethane 
wheels 

ума $6499 

Rink Skates, leather uppers, loose Rink Skates with vinyl uppers 
ball bearing polyurethane wheels and loose ball bearing wheels 

416 
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KATE NOTE: For narrow and medium widths, o 
dth and half sizes, or 

polyurethane 
wheels 

$2999 

size. For wide 
ger shoe size. Ska 

hoe size. heavy socks, order next 
uec 94749 

RINK SKATES by Roller Derby 
Polyurethane 
wheels for 
longer wear, 
smoother 
rolling and 
better traction 

(1) Pro-size full-precision Dance Skates 
with leather uppers 

NGS: Pro-size 26-inch poly. 
urethane wheels. 14 precision bearings per wheel, 
sealed in two units of 7 each for good control 

C CTION: Full grain elk-tanned 

leather uppers with leather lining. Polyurethane 
foam padded formed tongue. Composition rub- 
ber sole. Long heel counters 
c S CONSTRUCTION: Double cushioned 
with two rubber pads per axle. Die-cast alumi 
num soleplate. Adjustable king bolt. Rubber toe 
stops for full control when braking. 
SIZES, C RDERING INFO: See Skate 
Note, below left. State size when ordering. 
Men's Skates. Black. D(medium) width only. 
Sizes 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
6 N 23293F—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. $64.99 

Women's Skates. White B(medium) width 
only. Sizes 5, б, 
6 N 23393F— $64.99 

(2) Rink Skates with leather uppers 
WH ARINGS: 2-inch diameter polyure 
thane wheels. 16 loose ball bearings per wheel. 
SHOE CONSTR: Full-grain leather uppers. Un- 
lined. Polyurethane foam padded formed tongue. 
Composition rubber sole. Heel counters. 

NSTR ION: Double cushioned 
with 2 rubber pads per axle, Lightweight pol 
ished aluminum soleplate. Adjustable king bolt. 
Built-in rubber toe stops for full-control braking. 

COLORS, ORDER INFO: See Skate Note, 
ew if. Slate sion эйи ovdiving. 
Men's Skates. Black. D(medium) width only. 
Sizes 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
6 N 23219F—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. $42.99 

Women's Skates. White. B(medium) width 
only. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
6 N 23319F—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. $42.99 

CHASS 

(3) Rink Skates with vinyl uppers 
H NGS: 2-inch diameter plastic 

rubber composition or polyurethane wheels. 16 
loose ball bearings per wheel. 

TION: Vinyl uppers (import 
foam padded tongue. Compo: 

soles. Heel counters. 
5 STRUCTION: Single cushioned 

with one rubber pad per axle. Lightweight pol 
ished aluminum soleplate. Adjustable king bolt. 
Built-in rut lb. for braking ease. 

NG INFO: See Skate 
Note, below і State size when ordering. 

Men's and Boy's Skates, composition wheels. 
Black. D(med.) width. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 
6 N 23215F—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. $24.99 

Women's, Girl's Skates, composition wheels. 
White. B(med.) width. Sizes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 
6 N 23315F—Shpzg. wt. 8 lbs. $24.99 

Men's Skates, polyurethane wheels. Black 
D(med.) width. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 
6 N 23216F—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. $29.99 

Women's Skates. polyurethane wheels 
White. B(med.) width. Sizes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
6 N 23316F—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. $29 99 

Vinyl-covered Skate Case 
CONSTRUCTION: Ply- 
wood frame with red, 
white, blue cover of 
heavy-duty vinyl. Metal 
corner pieces for 
strength. Plastic handle. 
Metal tongue-and 
groove closure. Key 
lock. Two clasps 
7x15%x12'% inches 
high. Holds one pair of 
Skates. 

Wt. 5 lbs. 12 oz. 
= 6N23074....$12.49 



DOLL-SIZE HARDWOOD 

prices total 

style Set in $6.98 

inches tall Seashell Pink Bath Set plus Feeding Set 

18-piece Bath Set with nursery 20-ріесе Feeding Set with baby 

Contemporary- же - Separate $ Дэв 

1 Drop-side Crib with plastic “teething” rails, play discs and pretty tray, soap, cotton balls, wash bottles, sterilizer, dishes, spoon, 

plastic bumper. For dolls up to 23 in. tall. (Doll not included.) Moves cloth and more. Everything you bib, a roomy tote bag, make- 
easily on rolling casters. 25x16x20 in. high. Unassembled. need for dolly’s bath. Wt. 13 oz. — believe clock and more. Wt. 1 Ib. 
79 N 33563C— Shipping weight 10 pounds. . - i $0.99 49 М 33559.......... Set $2.99 49 Н 33558........... Set $2.99 

9) High Chair. Tray lifts up to seat dolls up to 20 inches tall. Long Поу кы NN TH n госта 98 ^ ? 49 н 3356—Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces. .. ......Sets %. 
turned legs are braced for support. 8x12x22 inches high. NOTE: Bath and Feeding Sets not led for childs м 

79 N 33564: Shipping weight 3 pounds $6.99 b ам ling not recommended for children 3 years old and under. 

8 Rocking Cradle with an 
Early American look. Has 

steam-bent rockers, turned 
corner posts and a charming 
print pad. It's 17x10x10 in. 
high. Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 5 lbs. 
49 н 33541........... $5.13 

Bunk or Twin Beds . . easy 
to convert. There's even 

а handy ladder. Has turned 
corner posts; print pad. As 
bunk bed: 17x10x15 inches 
high. Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 7 lbs. 
49 М 33543.... А 

5 High Chair with conve- 
nientlift-uptray and “old- 

fashioned” turned back posts. 
18 in. high. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 М 33542........... $449 

B Bunk converts to twin beds 

Caoa Dane эсап by chaisbmas msetechnicid com 



e Insulated with soft polyester—bonded in position 
to prevent shifting, matting and cold spots 

e Machine washable in warm water—10096 cotton covers 
and liners plus synthetic insulation mean easy care 

e Fashioned for stretch-out sleeping comfort—bags 
measure a full 33 inches wide x 75 inches long 

e Full 100-inch zippers add versatility. . open bags 
flat or zip two together for double-size comfort 

АП Sleeping Bags 
on this page come with 
color-matched duffles 
and fluffy pillows 



Girls? 20-inch SPYDER BIKES 
Sleek high-rise styling looks poised for action 

Single Speed 

* Chrome-plated fenders 
* Coaster brake 

$4,499 v 
A good-looking bike your little girl would love to call hers. Bright 
blue enamel-finish frame with gleaming chrome-plated fenders and 
rims. Dependable rear coaster brake. Adjustable bar supports all- 
white banana seat. White vinyl grips and pedals. Reflectors for ped- 
als, front, rear, sides. Blackwall, 1.75-in. wide tires. Basket not in- 
cluded, order below. 
6N 47591N—Shipping weight 39 pounds ......... +» $4499 

1N ( 
К \ | 

Junior \ 
SPYDER И 

-bil ) Converta-bike к 

Center bar raises to 
convert to boys' bike 

Training 
wheels 
included b / 0 

А great bike to learn on. Small enough for easy handling yet 
large enough to give years of riding pleasure. Bright red frame 
with glittering chrome-plated fenders. Dependable rear coaster 
brake is easy for youngsters to use, Small size banana seat and 
high-rise handlebars. White hand grips. Reflectors for pedals, 
front, rear and sides included. Center bar raises or lowers for a 
boy or girl. Pedal to seat span adjusts 18% to 21! inches. 
Blackwall, 1.75-inch wide tires. 
6 м 47628N—Shipping weight 37 pounds ................ $46.99 

Woven vinyl Bike Basket 

Gaily decorated basket adds fun and fancy to 
any bicycle. It's also practical—you'll find it 
useful to carry all sorts of things. Mounts 
easily with buckled straps. Made of water-re- 
sistant white vinyl with plastic flowers. Mea- 
sures 7x13x8 in. deep. From South Korea. 
6 Мм 48485—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 02. .......- $349 

$8400 уон 

Free Spirit. Bright spring-green frame—a beautiful color for spring 
Sparkling color for a bike. 

* Wraparound chain guard 
* Coaster brake 
* Six-position support bar 
© Beautiful acrylic finish 

Free Spirit®. Spirited red, 
white, and blue colo 
grace this bike. Gleamil 
chrome-plated fenders 

power provided by 
coaster brake. Colorir 

for pedals, rear, 
sides included. 
included, order at left. 

Get this bit of Christ- 
mas shopping done—just 
dial Sears and order it 
right now. 

Shipping wt. 40 lbs. _ 
6N47518N 

[end 
free spirit 

idest vi 

à Мад Ares t EV 

Ш) 



Other famous brand 
.22-caliber Rifles 

Ruger 10/20 Auto-load 

$7350 
1 Walnut stock. Cross- 

bolt safety. Fires 10 
long rifle cartridges semi- 
automatically. Rotary 
magazine. Plastic rotor 
and housing. Grooved base 
incl. for scope. Barrel 18У: 
inches; rifle 37 inchesover- 
all. Approximate weight 
5 pounds.* 

(Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.) 
РӨ С 53031С........ $7350 

Browning Auto-load 

34250 
2 Checkered walnut 

stock and forearm. 
Take-down barrel.. re 
lease lever, barrel twists 
off and separates into 19 
and 21-in. sections. Cross- 
bolt safety. Fires 11 long 
rifle cartridges semi-auto- 
matically or holds 16 
shorts. Tubular magazine. 
Drilled and tapped for 
scope. Barrel 22% in; 
rifle 37 in. overall. Ap- 
prox. wt. 5 lbs.* Japan. 
Why not pick up thephone 
and order it? 

(Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.) 
P6 C 53001С....... $142.50 

Browning Lever-action 

11495 
3 Walnut stock and fore- 

arm. Holds 15 long 
rifle cartridges. 17 longs 
or 22 shorts. Unique dis- 
connect safety system pre- 

vents firing until lever 
and breech close and pres- 
sure is released from and 
reapplied to trigger. 
Grooved for scope. Barrel 
20 in.; rifle 36*4 in. over- 
all. Approx. wt. 5 Ibs.* 

(Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.) 
РӨ C 53003С....... $114.95 

Ithaca Lever-action 
ithout. 511495 ч 

ath 512965 2 
Stock and forearm of 
American Walnut. 

Holds 15 long rifle cart- 
ridges. Won't fire until 
hammer seats fully. 
Grooved for scope. Avail- 
able with 4X scope (2) on 
facing page. Barrel 1842 
in.; rifle 39 in. overall. 
Approx, wt. 6 Ibs.* 
Rifle only. (Wt. 7 Ibs.) 
Р6 С 53143C ...... $11495 

Rifle with 4X scope. 
(Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs.) 

P6 С 53343C2..... $129.65 

*Minor variations in wood 
density may cause weight to 
vary slightly. 

Синай ране scans by chuttinias maratonia Com 

Gun Cabinets 

Cut *35 
12-gun Cabinet 

Last Spring was 5234-95 

199% 
10-gun Cabinet 

Last Spring was 5214-95 

Crafted of choice solid oak 
and oak veneers . . 
finished by hand for 

the rich, lustrous glow 
that distinguishes 

fine furniture 

Pe glass doors slide smoothly for 

easy access, help keep out dust 

ГА Roomy lower accessory storage area has 
separate lock for added security 

( 5 and 6 ) Ted Williams. Hand-finished to a deep. long-lasting shine 
that helps to preserve and protect the wood. Sculptured cube design 
doors have heavy brass-plated hardware with antique finish. Firearm 
compartment has glass doors that glide on plastic track. Separate locks 
on upper and lower compartments (keys incl.). Felt-lined stock rests and 
barrel racks help protect fine gun finishes. Hold guns up to 52 in. long. 
(Guns not incl.) Shipped fully assembled. See "N" suffix note, Page 276. 

12-gun Cabinet. Measures 10-gun Cabinet. Measures 
43%ax74x13¥2 inches deep. 37Узх74х13Уз inches deep. 

6 C 21255N-Wr. 130 10.199,95 вс 21251N—We. 120 10s $179.95 

€ Fully assembled. ready to hang 

ө Locking bar and drawer 

Cut 2 Cut 5*5 
zan [795 | «31995 

( 7 and 8 ) Crafted to duplicate the grain and hue of fine 
walnut, these racks are actually rugged polystyrene that 
can't warp or crack. resists scuffs, too. Drawer front pat- 
terned to duplicate fine checkering. Felt-padded barrel 
racks. Mounting hardware included. 

rå 2-gun Rack was $19.95. 26x5x19'4 inches high. 

6C 21126C Shipping weight 8 Ibs. ............. 17,95 

8 4-дип Rack was $24.95. 26x5x29 inches high. 
6 C 21128L-Shipping weight 10108. .............. $19.95 



(1) 3-piece Melwood Stationery Set 

COMPOSITION: Stationery caddy for memo poe pers 
and other small desk items; pencil well (penct! not incind. 
ed) and file chest that holds 3x5 inch file cards. 
CONSTRUCTION: Each piece is molded from strong, dura- 
ble thermoplastic in a handsome, hand-carved look design. 
Stationery caddy is 12x4x7 inches high. Pencil well is 2 x 4 
inches high file chest is 5¥x3¥ax4 inches high. The 
stationery set is available in walnut color. 
ORDERING: ачу амор 

ipping weight 3 pounds 10 ounces. 
3N41002 А Ha .Set $5.79 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

. ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N3635—Wt. 4lbs. .... 

ORDERING INFORMATIO! 
3N41001—Wt.30z.......... $139 

(4) Personalized Pencils 
20 pencils with cedar-wood shafts. № 
2 lead with regular eraser. Shaft coated 
with non-toxic r. Assorted colors 
with lettering in color. 

pure ма 25 агат 

Personalized Shoulder and Tote Bags 
(13) Personalized cotton-denim Shoulder Bag 
Tough denim fabric with zippered bag, outside pocket and 
two tuck4in side pockets. Tan leatherette name patch. 
ORDERING INFO: Print first name or 3 initials. Personaliza- 
tion letters in navy blue. See Shipping Note below. 
ЕЗ М 3633V—Postpaid. (Shpg. wt. 11 ounces) 

(14) Personalized Tote Bag 
Heavy-duty red reinforced canvas with natural color canvas 
straps. White leatherette name patch. 
ORDERING INFO: Print first name or 3 initials. Personaliza- 
tion letters in red. See Shipping Note below. 
ЕЗ N 41005V—Postpaid. (Shipping weight 14 oz.) 

(15) Personalized Backpack 

Heavy-duty reinforced fabric. Two pockets on front with 
accent stitching. Large, oval personalization patch. Strap. 
ORDERING INFO: Print first name or 3 initials. Personaliza- 
tion letters in navy blue. See Shipping Note below. 
F3 N 41011V— Postpaid. (Shpg. wt. 11 ozs.) $5.98 

(16) Personalized Tie-dyed Bag 
Heavy-duty fabric, reinforced and bound. Two large side 
Ockets with zip closures. Extra-large center pocket with 
lt closure on flap. Adjustable strap. Personalization oval. 

ORDERING INFO: Print first name or 3 initials. Personaliza- 
tion letters in navy blue. See Shipping Note below. 
ЕЗ N 41004 V—Postpaid. (Shipping wt. 15 oz.) $9.95 

SHIPPING NOTE FOR BAGS: Shipped from Lynn. Mass. 
factory. Allow extra time for delivery. No C.O.D.'s. please 

$3.98 

$4.98 

йшй рәсе Scans by chaisinas икасы pen 

than fancy tapes at right 
мер s 6 rolis—total 52 79 ches length 

(5 thru 7) Novelty Label Makers. 
Label making doesn’t have to be dull. Each Label Maker has 42-character dial. 
Hi-impact plastic construction. 5 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
(5) 3N 3624—Hound Dog (6) 3N 3625—Book Worm 
(7 3N3626—Easy Writer 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 

(8thru 10) Fancy Label Maker Vinyl Tapes. 
Choice of color and pattern. Lettering in white only. Roll 34x144 inches long. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
(8) 3N 39883—Blue/Green Dots (9) 3 N 3628—Gold-color Stripes 
10) 3 N 39882—Pink/Orange Daisies 
hipping weight each гой 2 ounces ror ed 

(11) Vinyl Tape. 
Pkg. of 6 rolls, each 34x72 inches long. Includes two rolls of each pattern: gold 
stripe, blue/green dot, pink/orange daisies. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
3N39875 .... 

Each $2.49 

...Roll 99c 

Package $2.79 

(12) Deluxe Label Maker Kit 

$599 
COMPOSITION: ¥%-inch Label Maker and two 
rolls of tape with storage case. 

CONSTRUCTION: Label Maker of ABS plastic. 
Tape made of vinyl. Sturdy mechanism per 
mits printing of large, crisp letters, numerals 
and punctuation. Prints, spaces and cuts with 
operation of one lever. e 

Kit 95.99 t 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 14 oz. 

3N 41003 



Fashionable warm-up Suits 
Attractively styled in comfortable, soft fabrics 

Men's also in white. 
jacket. rust pants 

(1 and 2) Men's Velour Suits 
FABRIC: 80% triacetate, 20% nylon 
velour for a soft, comfortable look. 

DETAILING: Jacket has zip front with 
shirt-style collar. Straight-leg pants 
have elastic waistband and inside flap 
pocket. 

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS: Machine 
wash, warm; tumble dry, 

SIZES, COLORS. ORDERING INFO: 
Men's Regular S, M, L, XL. See 
Chart below. State letter size. 

(1) White jacket with blue trim 
and matching navy pants 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
6 N 99135F $34.99 

(2) White jacket with 
rust and black trim, 
matching rust pants 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
6N99134F $34.99 

Women's also in blue 
ket and pants 

mn 

Women's silk-look 
polyester Suits 

FABRIC: 100% polyester tricot has 
the luxurious look of silk. 

DETAILING: Jacket has zip front with 
stand-up collar. Zippered chest pock 
ets. Pants have straight legs and left 
hip pocket. Imported. 
WASHING INSTRUCTIONS; Machine 
wash, warm; tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFO: 
Misses’ Regular S, M, L. See Chart 
below. State letter size. 

(and 4) 

(3) Green-mint jacket and pants 
with contrasting white trim 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
6 N 99133F $29.99 

(4) Powder-blue jacket and pants 
with contrasting white trim 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
6 N 99132F $29.99 

SIZE CHART FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S WARM-UP SUITS 

(5 and 6) Men's nylon-blend Suits 
FABRIC: 50% nylon, 50% triacetate, 
ideal for cooler weather. 
OETAILING: Jacket has zip front with 
shirt-style collar. Baseball-style design. 
2 front slash pockets, trim fitting knit 
bottom. Sraight-leg pants. 
WASHING INSTRUCTIONS: Machine 
wash warm; tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO: 
Men's Reg. S, М, L, XL. See Chart be- 
low. State letter size. 

(5) Cream jacket with navy 
and red trim, navy pants 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
6N99148F $49.99 

(6) Cream jacket with brown and 
orange trim, brown pants 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
6N99149F $49.99 

(7 and 8) Women’s acrylic Suits 
FABRIC; 100% tripleknit acrylic. 
DETAILING: Soft and colorful jackets 
have zip front and zipper pocket. 
Pants are slightly flared for at styl- 
ish look. Left hip pocket. 
WASHING INSTRUCTIONS: Machine 
wash warm; tumble dry. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING 
NFORMATION. 
Misses’ Regular sizes S, M, L. See 
Chart below, left. State letter size. 

(7) Kelly green with apple green 
and mint stripes 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
6N99146F $44.99 

(8) Orange body with melon, 
ecru and green stripes 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
6N99147F $44.99 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 

(89) Men's and Women's 
100% acrylic Knit Suit 

ORDER SIZE I Tx cao th fleece lining 
C if Е, IC: 100% acrylic. Men's Regular Chesrsize | v A 

Fis Sf din toStt.11in | Qn) | 34 46-48 DETAILING: Royal-blue jacket, white stripes 
Misses A, а T M on raglan sleeves; white front zipper, rib-knit 
Eis S ft 3n 198 ft 6 O94 cuffs. Elasticized hemmed bottom. Royal 
Beis поб n blue pants with white side stripes; inside zip 

per on each leg; elastic waist. 
WASHING INSTRUCTIONS: Machine wash, 
warm; tumble dry. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION 
Men's Reg. S, M, L, XL. 
Misses’ Regular S, M, L. See Chart, af left 

@ save This cataros!) 
| You can order items on pages 437 thru State letter size. 

| 606 from now until AUGUST 31, 1979 6 N 9932 1F— Men's. Wt. 2 lbs. 
L 6N99421F_Misses’ Wt. 1 1b. 6 oz. 

ORTS CENTER PORTS GENE aaa 
$19.99 / 
19.99 

тайыз ранет by иййаака аан ӨЙ 



FURNITURE 
..It looks so pretty 

Bedding Sets . . fit most Sears doll 
beds or buggies 

| ncial Set 
we 

t 

и 

. 3-piece 
Economy Set $199 
Includes а ruffled 
rayon pillow, match- " ing cover and mh еше з-ріесе Set $299 
blanket. Cover mea- Жы ud T 
sures about 13%2x17 This frilly set includes a ruffled cover, 
inches long. matching pillow and a soft padded mat- 

Shipping wt. 8 oz. tress. Cover: 13/2x18 inches long. 
49 N33026...Set$1.99 49 N 33027 — Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 

High Choir, with vinyl-covered A ar Steel F H а 
Se irr Ra pii Day. i j Tubular Steel Furniture 

15x15x29 in. high. Sent unassembled. i 555 .. for dolls up to 

79 М 33544C — Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $4.99 24 in. tall 

5 Playpen has nylon net sides, 
print hardboard floor. 24x15x19 

inches high. Unassembled. 
79 № 33546C — Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. ..... $5.17 

6 Bothinette has water-tight basin 
and hose for easy emptying. Hing- 

ed vinyl lid lowers for dressing table 
use. 24x17x33 in. high. Unassembled. 



Indoor-Outdoor 

PLAYTENTS 

Tepee-style Playtent 

$2299 $999 
4x6-foot Play Mountain Tent 

Suction cups and ropes give sturd: pitching support 

Here's a mountaineer-style playtent you can pitch anywhere . . indoors or outside, even on soft sand indoors . . outdoors on sunny days use wire stakes 

because it requires no stakes. Fiber glass support rods fit into reinforced tent corners. and ropes. Big 4-foot center height and 42-inch sides 

Sturdily constructed of 3-ounce cotton with sewn-in floor and tie down flap over door to help keep out mean а large play ares for your youngster and his 
ground moisture and pests. Plenty of space for two “campers”. . base measures 4 feet by 6 feet long. Front friends. Use the wooden canopy poles outside lor а 
center height is 3 feet 8 inches. Blue and yellow. Not water repellent. shaded “porch”. Sides and canopy are bright yellow 

6C 78165C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $22.99 cotton highlighted with red Indian design. Not water 

P v repellent. Phone ordering's a quick, casy way to buy. 
Just say “Charge it” when you phone your order. . see page 271 6 C 78035C—Shipping weight 4 pounds . 89.99 

Water-repellent 

ALL-WEATHER TENTS 

7x7-foot $2999 | Т 9x9-foot $4260 5x7-foot Pup Tent $1849 

mbrella Tent mbrella Tent for 2 campers 

Outside aluminum frame for quick set-ups. Zippered nylon screen door, 5 Sturdy water-repellent cotton tent has nylon screen door for cool ventilation . . 

screen window. Tie-down window flap and canopy. Sewn-in floor. Roof, zips open down center. Sewn-in floor helps keep out pesky insects. Tent sides and 

walls are 6-oz. cotton drill. Stakes. Canopy poles not incl.; sold below. top of 6-oz. cotton drill, 4-oz. cotton floor. Center height 3 ft. 6 in. Wood support 

7x7-foot Tent sleeps two campers. Window is 8x12'/, inches. Center height poles, stakes, ropes included. Avocado and gold. 
is 5 feet 6 inches. Eave height 4 feet. Synthetic sewn-in floor. 6C78059C—Shipping weight 12 pounds E ETBA 

6 С 78097—Shipping weight 18 pounds ain ah $29.99 

Tent and Frame Case. (Key (6) shown at right.) For 7x7-ft. tent above. 
6 С 78629—Shipping weight 14 ounces wres $3.98 

9x9-foot Tent sleeps three campers. Window is 16x41 inches. Center 
height is 7 feet. Eave height 5 feet. Sewn-in floor of 4-ounce cotton. 

TS trien 9S0 FREE CATALOG FOR CAMPERS 

Tent Case for above. Made of sturdy 7.68-ounce cotton duck. 
6 С 78629— Shipping weight 14 ounces А : $3.98 

6 C 78096C—Shipping weight 29 pounds . B 
(2 and 3) Cases for 9x9-foot tent above. Help protect tent and frame. » 

(2) 6C 78091—Tent Case. 7.5-02. cotton duck. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $9.49 For a complete selection of camping equipment 
(3) 6C78093— Frame Case. 7.5-oz. cotton duck. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ........ 720 get your copy of our 1973 "Accessories for Mo- 

mew Д. Adjustable aluminum Canopy Poles. For tents above. , bile Homes, Recreational Vehicles and Camp- 
424 ее 6 C 78613C—Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ..... . Package $4.99 ing" at any Sears Catalog Selling Unit g g g 



Boys' 5-epeed, 20 n 
Spyder Bikes 

Derailleur gears give you low gears! to 
really dig out, high gears for fast cruising 

(1 and 2) Five speeds—start out low, use high to fly. By pedal- 
ing at a constant rate you can double your speed as you gear up 
from Ist to Sth. Excellent derailleurs (Shimano “Lark” on (1), 
Shimano® “Eagle” on (2)) shift fast and smoothly. Fine side- 

tors for front, rear and sides. 

5-speed with sharply-styled 
“eliminator” frame 

* Quick trigger shifter on handlebar 
* "Free spirit&" wraparound chain guard 
* Six-position saddle support bar 

* Wide “cheater” slick tire on rear * 

58400 

Single-speed 20-inch Spyder deme rm nero rei 
with magenta finish plated hardware look even more brilliant. Sleek “eliminator” 

* Reddish-purple finish with matching padded banana saddle keep cuffs away from chain. Padded black vinyl saddle. Shifter » 

* Gleaming chrome-plated fenders and hardware moves derailleur through 35.7 to 71.4 gear ratio with just a flick 
* Dependable coaster brake is simple to use of of the thumb. Buy it the easy олоор 

6N47525N—Shipping weight 48 рошпдв................ $84.00 
$4499 

Here’s an economy bike with flamboyant acrylic magenta finish and plenty of great 
features. Sleek Spyder styling with high-rise handlebars and banana seat. Swept-back 
frame looks fast even standing still. Fenders, handlebars, rims, support bar all sparkle 
with chrome-plated finish. Support bar adjusts up and down—combined with adjusta- 5-speed with conventional 
ble seat post you get a wide variety of seat positions. Black block pedals. Zinc-plated streamlined frame 
steel kickstand. Black handlebar grips. Blackwall, 1.75-inch wide tires. Reflectors in- р 
cluded to warn drivers in front, at rear, or at sides. Get this bit of Christmas shopping * Stem-mounted shifter 
done—just pick up the phone, dial Sears and order it io now. * Knobby tires front and rear 
6N47581N—Shipping weight 39 pounds ............................. --.- $4499 $7900 

Bright yellow finish will look great in the sun as you cruise 
2 around on this beauty. VM rone 

Solid-state AM Swept back Spyder styling. Padded black vinyl saddle Stem- 
Bike Radio mounted shifter moves derailleur through 34 to 68 gear ratios. 

Road-gripping, 1.75-in. wide knobby tires front and rear. 
51289. 6N 47696N—Shipping weight 37 pounds . ............-.- seo | 

pe pa tubes to 
jar loose. Tough high- 

t plasti Ў ао Three-speed 20-in. Spyder with 
ЖЕ Тошок ана ЖО in-hub gears and trigger shift 

Clamps securely to bike— to handlebar clamp with * Sleek Spyder styling with high-rise 
sc atts Tag ee Sar Uses 9-v. handlebars, and banana seat 

A чун ои * Three speeds help you cope with the terrain 

«ж Hong Kong. 
F4 rs №® Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. $7599 

i = FL 6М№48147........... $1289 3 Candy-color magenta finish will make this bike stand-out in any 
rack. Three-speed gear ratios from 40.9 to 76.7 let you gear down Removes easily for Battery for above. un than aa 

going gets tough or gear up for speed. Chrome-plated fend- 
к orem Stara аа ers, rims, handlebars, support bar add sparkle to the bike. Front and 

rear side-pull caliper handbrakes stop bike evenly. Trigger shifter 
Combination shifts with just a flick of the thumb. Saddle support bar adjusts to 

three positions. Padded vinyl-covered saddle. Blackwall, 1.75-in. wide 
Speedometer, Odometer, tires. Reflectors for front, rear and sides. 

6 N 47585N—Shipping weight 45 pounds ..................... $75.99 

How fast are you going? How far have you IMPORTANT NOTE: Bikes sent in 4 * 
gone? This meter tells you—registers ong packs" with wheels fully 

assembled to frame. You need only install seat, pedals. handlebar, 
e A kickstand, reflectors and accessories. Most Sears s Saias Offices 

lutions per minute. Measures distance will arrange for assembly for a small charge. See "N" suffix page 266. 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Most Every Need 
See Big Book or ask for details 

Cutod pane scans by cheisimas maselecimicH pin 



биг lowest price this year for a 
Leg-lift Weight Bench with swing-out arms 

bench presses You can do 
leg lifts. 

incline dumbbell 
presses and many 
other exercises 

*NOTE: Ail bench capacities 
refer to combined weight 

of user and weights 

This 500-1b.* capacity weight bench has a S-position tilt back and a leg lift bar that greatly 
increase the effectiveness and number of exercises you can work on. Tilting back increases 
work load on chest and shoulders to help you tone them and build them up quickly. Leg lift 
bar lets you firm and strengthen upper and lower leg. Barbell support arms swing out of the 
way for unrestricted performance of pullovers, lateral raises and standing exercises. Sup- 
port arm height adjusts in four steps from 38 to 58 in. 

Comfortable polyurethane foam padding on gold-color vinyl bench top and on leg lift 
bar. Tubular steel frame with baked-on blue enamel finish. Plastic end tips on legs help 
protect floors. 10%2x49x16%4 in. Unassembled. Assembly instructions included. 
6 C 15254N2 — Shipping weight 65 pounds. See “N” suffix note on page 276. $68.99 

Weight Bench with 5-position back 

More effective exercise . . tilting increases 
work load on chest and shoulders $2988 

Supports 500 Ibs.* Bench top has poly- 
urethane foam padding covered with blue 
vinyl . . cleans easily with a damp cloth. 
All steel tubular frame with baked-on 
blue enamel finish. Plastic end tips on 
legs help protect floor. 

Bench measures 10 inches wide, 49 
inches long, 16 inches high. Weights not 
included. sold separately on facing page. 
Bench shipped unassembled. 

Shipping weight 27 pounds. 
6C 152461 ..... а ... 82988 

Ѕеагѕ Наѕ а 
Credit Plan 
to Suit Most 
Every Need 
See Big Book 

or ask 
for details 

Cutiod pade scans by cheisimas maseteciwdcil com 

Bullworker 2 

Just minutes a day helps 
build and tone muscles 
24 exercises, each lasts 

only 7 seconds 

$3950 

Lets you use isometrics and isotonics to 
help build and strengthen your body 

within a remarkably short period of time. 
And even better, you use only 60% of 
your strength so it helps take most of the 
work and effort out of bodybuilding. 
You work on chest, arms, shoulders, 
stomach, back, thighs and calves by ei- 
ther compressing the grips or pulling the 
vinyl-covered steel cables, A built-in 
power meter shows relative increases in 
strength. Made of chrome-plated tubular 
steel with a strong compressive spring in- 
side. Measures 347/2 inches long, weighs 
only ЗУз lbs. Includes complete exercise 
program. Use your phone if you want to 
order it the easiest way of all. 
6 C 15186C — Shipping weight 51bs... $39.50 

2 Caring Case for Bullworker. 
Vinyl. Zipper opening. Reinforced 

seams. Adjustable sling strap. Blue. 
6 С 15187 -Shipping weight 7 oz...... $299 

Tension-adjustable 
Exer-Gym* 

$2999 

Just set the 12-position dial to the 
amount of tension you want your 

muscles to work against, then exert 

strength against a pulley-like rope. Com- 
bines the advantages of isotonic exercise 
(your force against a movable resistance) 
and isometric exercise (your force against 
an immovable resistance). Helps provide 
a muscle-toning workout for biceps, fore- 
arms, waistline, hips and legs. Anodized 
aluminum cylinder, nylon rope and wood 
grips. Steel foot bar. Steel ring for wall or 
door mounting. Exercise book included. 
6 C 1589 —Shipping weight Sibs..... $2999 

$1858 

Tubular steel 

sembled. 

6C 1527C -Wt. 24 lbs. 

This Weight Bench 
supports up to 
400 pounds* 

with baked-on 
blue enamel finish. Polyure- 
thane foam padded bench top 
with blue vinyl cover. End tips 
on legs protect floors. Measures 
10x42x16 inches high. Unas- 

Build up 
biceps 

Build up 
chest 

Strengthen 
abdomen 

Sitting 
Bicycle 

IMPORTANT EXERCISE NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: Before starting 
any rigorous exercise program. it is recommended that you consult 
your physician for a complete check-up. Proper use of this exercise 
equipment, following all instructions carefully, may result in minor 
muscle soreness only. If other discomfort results, stop exercising 
and consult your physician immediately. 



Christmas Cards with or without your name imprinted.. 
Box of 25 cards, same design, 26 envelopes 

ORDERING INFORMATION: When or- 

Save 5% Save 10% JJ or grout of nanes уои узиле rei 

when you buy 2 when you buy 4 Gr 1-ine imprint available. -obe type 
or 3boxes of the same or more boxes of the same setting per box. Black only. Order 

your personalized Christmas cards 
design and imprint design and imprint before December 12, 1976, Sorry, no 

C.O.D. orders. See chart below and 
on page 419. 

S Each [2 0r 3| 4 o Уй. box 2 or3| 4 or Sae Without} With | Each ORE Sae ох |Without| with | Each [2 zh ке inside Verse я Мате | Name | Box [boxes] more | кеу inside Verse ^ Гог] Neme | Name | Box boses] more 

| Sincere good wishes for N56 184) 53.99/53.79| Merry Christmas and 3N56188| 53.99 $3.59 
the holiday season and p VERG Aus Best Wishes for the Мы юм 
the newyear Бахтат |5 [3N56185XV| 494| 4.69] 4.44 New Year ssi x 7t N56 189XV| 4.94| 

(2) Hope this is the Christ- May the Angels’ song of 
mas of your dreams их? 1 | 2 “peace, good will” be ураша es 

with you throughout 
(3) | May the јоу and peace 

of Christmas be with 
you today and always IS*uxr4 1 |5 

BN56173 the coming year six 7? 3N56187XV| 4.94| 4.69| 444 
(11)| May all your Christmas 

dreams come true and N56151 269| 2.55] 242 
(4)| Whatever you до... have} [3N56 144) 2.69| 255) may d i loo: у the New Year bloom. 

Cuca o ааты | Г DNESTEXV[ 364 зав with happiness suar a| 2 astio шын bu RAT 
Wishi the gladness| (| May the wonderful 3м56175 of Christmas whichis 1 | 1 (змевте2 3.99] 379] 359 

тү of rites 
with you throughout 

the New Year Sx7%| 1 E 3N56176XV| 
(6)| Wishing you a very [3N56148| 2.69| 255| 242 

hope, the spirit of 
Christmas which is peace, 
the essence of Christmas I3N56183XV| 4.94) 4.69] 4.44 
which is love 

Merry Christmas and - 65 
hi the Joy is the little things N5615! А New Year месел? 1 | 2 puse 149xv| 3.64] 3.45 Snowflakes, kind words Badabil M 

and children's eyes IS'ax7M] 1 6 I3N56161XV| 3.64| 3.45| 3.27 

Best wishes for the 3N56 162] 4 
Holidays and happiness ан 

the blessings of [3N56155 2.69| 2.55) 

3N56 156XV| Sueru 1 
(В) Wishing you the spirit a in the New Year sux 1 | 6 3N56163XV| 3.64) 345| 327 

of Christmas which is [3N56153 (15) To wish you the gift of 
Peace, the gladness of faith, the blessing of 3N56 166) 2.69| 255| 242 
Christmas which is hope and the peace Bee be 2a a ecce DRE 
оре, the heart о! |3м56154ХУ| 3.64 3.4! of His love at. 

Christmas which is Love |5%зх7 1 | 2 m Christmas and always ...| 5х7% | 1 | 5 SN56167XV) 3.64| 3.45) 3.27 

Cutiod pane scans by cuisines кирис con 
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simulated front shocks and 
fuel tank, MX-style saddle, 

waffle hand grips and 
knobby tread tires 

SPEEDS, BRAKES: Single-speed. Rear coaster brake for dependable braking. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Semi-pneumatic road-gripping 16x19*4-inch knobby tread 
tires. 5-inch black plastic detachable training wheels help youngster balance. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Flat black finish steel frame and steel high- 
rise handlebars. Black waffle handgrips. Green plastic fenders, Molded black 
plastic MX-look saddle. Simulated cycle-style fuel tank, front shocks. 
COMPONENTS: Black steel chain guard with white stencil. Black vinyl pedals. 
Motocross-style plastic number plates attach to handlebars and under saddle. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent partially assembled, see Assembly Note on 
page 414. See Warranty on facing page before ordering. 
é 47822L—Shipping weight 36 pounds . .$46.99 

Evel Knievel 16-in. 
Sidewalk Bike with 
simulated fuel tank 

SPEEDS: Single-speed. 
BRAKES: Rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: 16x1%-in. 
puncture-resistant knobby 
tread front and rear tires. 5 
black plastic detachable train- 
ing wheels help to balance. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SAD- 
DLE: Steel red, white and blue 
frame, MX-style chrome-plated 
steel handlebars, black plastic 
grips. White steel fenders, red, 
blue rally stripes. White vinyl 
MX-style saddle, red, blue, 
gold-color trim. Molded plastic 
simulated fuel tank. 
COMPONENTS: White steel 
chain guard with red and blue 
stencil. White rubber block ped- 
als are reflectorized. Evel 
Knievel number plate attaches 
to handlebars. 
ORDERING INFO: Sent partially 
assembled, see Assembly Note 
on page 414 before ordering. See 
Warranty on facing pase efore 
ordering. др wt. 31 un 
6C47831L .........$49.99 

Easy-to-use coaster brakes and 

detachable training wheels to 
help your child learn to balance 

YOUR 
CHOICE $4622 

iate 
Sugar n Spice with 

decorated saddle and. 
fashionable 

whitewall tires 

SPEEDS, BRAKES: Single-speed. Rear coaster brake for dependable braking. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Semi-pneumatic 16х15%-іпсћ thinline whitewall tires. Detach- 
able 5-in. plastic training wheels add balance, stability to the beginning rider. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Rose-colored steel frame. Chrome-plated steel 
semi-high-rise handlebars and fenders. White plastic жон. White vinyl ba- 
nana seat has floral design. Chrome-plated steel sissy bar on back of seat. 
COMPONENTS: Rose-colored steel chain guard, white stencil. White plastic block 
pedals. White vinyl basket (from South Korea) attaches to front of handlebars. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent partially assembled, see Assembly Note on page 
414. See Warranty om facing page before ordering. 
6 C 47869L—Shipping weight 31 pounds $46.99 

Our lowest price in 1977 
for any 16- inch Bicycle 

$3959 

SPEEDS: Single-speed. 
BRAKES: Rear coaster 
brake for dependability. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Puncture- 
resistant 16x154-inch semi- 
pneumatic tires. 5-in. white 
plastic detachable training 
wheels help child balance. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS 
SADDLE: Blue tubular steel 
frame convertible to boy's, 
girl's bike by raising or low- 
ering the center bar. 
Chrome-plated steel handle- 
bars with white plastic 
handgrips. White steel fend- 
ers. White plastic saddle. 
COMPONENTS: Blue steel 
chain guard with white sten- 
cil. White plastic pedals. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Sent partially assembled, see 
Assembly Note on page 414. 
v cen Yid page. 

pg. wt. 29 
6 C 47801L......539.50 
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51 hg. Barbell-dumbbell Set with 

"hh cast-iron plates ...more compact 

and more durable than 

polypropylene-jacketed plates 

Min. diam. rotating 
alurnimum sleeves help protect 

hands from blisters ~~ 
includes two 

dumbbell bars. 

Conversions 

1 kg = 2.2 Ibs. 
2kg 4 Ibs 
4 kg = 8.8 Ibs. 
6 kg = 13.2 Ibs 
8 kg = 17.6 Ibs 

10 kg = 22 Ibs. 

Save *3 on 
71 kg (156 Ib.) set compared $7695 
to sep. prices for 51 kg set 

and two 10 kg plates 

Save *7 on 
91 kg (200 Ib.) set сот 
to sep. prices for 51 ky 

and four 10 kg plat 

Includes two 
dumbbell 

a> bars 

Buy Barbell Си! Bar (4) 
with items (1), (2) or (3) Save 51 

Dumbbell Set with 
interlocking 

polypropylene- 
jacketed plates 

Save 51 
on 70 kg (154 Ib.) set on 90 kg (198 Ib. 

compared to separate | compared to separate 
prices of 50 kg set prices of 50 kg 

and two 10kg plates | and four 10 kg plates 

saa” | $59% 

Save 53 

Save $3 
Buy ! pr. children's 

‘and 1 pr. youth's gloves 
Sep. prices tot. 917,98 

6 51498 

B Digital 
Striking Bag Set Counting 

Jump Rope 
$7999 

[va 29 $989 

48 kg 
(105 Ib.) Barbell Set 
with polypropylene- 

jacketed plates 

$1949 

(1) Barbell-dumbbell Set with durable, 
long-lasting cast-iron plates 

BARS: 1-piece barbell, 66-inch long solid steel. 
Two 18-inch long solid steel dumbbell bars. 
PLATES: Black painted cast-iron plates. 
COLLARS: Two cast-iron barbell collars and six 
cast-iron dumbbell collars. All with adjustable set 
screws, Wrench (included). 
ORDER INFO: Includes instr. and weight training 
booklet. See Exercise Note on facing page. 
51 kilogram (112 Ib.) Set. 14 plates: four 1 kg, 
four 2 kg, four 4 kg, two 6 kg. 
6 N 15238N2—Wt. 114 lbs...........- $54.99 

71 kilogram (156 Ib.) Set. 16 plates: 51 kg set 
plus two 10 kg plates. 
6 N 15308N3—Wt. 159lbs. ......... $76.98 
91 kilogram (200 Ib.) Set. 18 plates: 51 kg set 
plus four 10 kg plates. 
6 М 15309N4—Wt. 204 Ibs. 497.97 
Extra 10 kilogram plates. 
6 М 15239L— Two. Wt. 45 lbs. . . $24.99 
6 М 15307L2—Four. Wt. 90 lbs. 49.98 

(2) Barbell-dumbbell Set with 
interlocking polypropylene-jacketed plates 

BARS: 72-inch long 1-piece steel barbell bar, two 
18-inch steel dumbbell bars, all with rotating alu- 
minum sleeves to help protect hands. 
PLATES: Silver-color polypropylene- jacketed 
plates interlock to help prevent shifting. 
COLLARS: 2 easy-to-adjust cast-iron barbell col- 
lars and four dumbbell collars all with set screws 
that adjust with wrench (included). 
ORDER INFO: Includes instructions and weight 
training booklet. See Exercise Note, facing page. 
50 kilogram (110 Ib.) Set. 8 plates; four 4-kg, 
two 6-kg, two 8-kg. 
6 М 15214N2—Wt. 112 lbs,........-..$27.99 
70 kilogram (154 Ib.) Set. 10 plates: 50 kg set 
plus two 10 kg plates. 
6 М 15293N3—Wt. 158 lbs. ..........444.49 
90 kilogram (198 Ib.) Set. 12 plates: 50 kg set 
plus four 10 kg plates. 
6 N 15294N4—Wt. 203 lbs. .. 459.99 
Extra 10 kilogram plates. 
6 М 15118L—Two, Wt. 45 Ibs.. $17.50 
6 М 15119L2— Four. Wt. 90 Ibs. ... 
(3) Barbell Set with 

polypropylene-jacketed plates 

BAR: 72-in. 1-pc. steel bar with rotating sleeve. 
PLATES: 6 black poly ү ета plates: 
two 6-kilogram, four 8-kilogram. 
COLLARS: 2 cast iron collars with set screws that 
adjust with wrench (included). 
ORDER INFO: Incl. instructions and weight train- 
ing booklet. See Exercise Note on facing page. 
6N 15112N2—Wt. 106 lbs. .$19.49 

(4) Barbell Curl Bar 
HOW ІТ WORKS: Helps develop tricep and bicep 
muscles; changing hand position on bar lets you 
concentrate effort on specific areas. 
CONSTR: 46-in. long bar of chrome-finished tu- 
bular steel. 2 inside and 2 outside cast iron collars 
have set screws; adjust with wrench (included). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Weights not includ- 
ed. See Exercise Note on facing page. Instr. incl. 

Shipping weight 7 lbs. 
6N 15138—Curling Bar only ........ $16.99 

Save $1. Buy Curling Bar (4) in combination 
with items (1), (2) or (3) sold above ... 15.899 

. 35.00 

So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone 

45) Striking Bag Set with bag. platform and mitts 
STRIKING BAG: Bladderless-bag. Red vinyl with black stripes. 
PLATFORM: Sturdy, zinc-plated angle-iron frame, silver-colored 
enamel finish; adjusts 6 in. up or down. 23!2-in. diam., 34-in. thick 
particleboard rebound circle. Steel ball socket swivel, Designed for 
16-in. center wall stud mounting. 
MITTS: Black vinyl with padded back, palm bar. Elastic wrist. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Inflates with needle (included). 
6 М 14173—Shipping weight 21 pounds ...............$29.99 

(8) Boxing Gloves 
CONSTR: Soft vinyl with padded backs, cuffs, thumbs. Pro-style 
palm grips. Elastic cuffs. Brown color. Imported. 
ORDER INFO: Not for adults. Children's gloves fit ages 9-1 
youth's gloves fit ages 12 and older. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. per pair. 
6N14153-Children's. Pr.$7.99 6N14154-Youth's. Pr.$9.99 

Combination 1 pair children's gloves/1 pair youth gloves 
6 М 14172—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 10 oz. .........2 pr. 714.98 
(7) Digital Counting Jump Rope 
CONSTR: Adjustable-length cotton rope, molded plastic handles. 
Ball bearing swivels in handles. Resettable counter in handle. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See Exercise Note оп facing page. 
6 N 15137—Shipping weight 1 pound .................. $9.89 



High Chair-Stroller 

It's a sleeper, a stroller and a lift-up high chair all in 
one. Attach the pink and purple butterfly print canopy 
with fringe, the removable shopping bag, and go for a 
merry walk. Attractive stroller has a molded plastic 
seat, reclining back, adjustable footrest, tray and 
wheels. Tubular steel frame with vinyl cover. 16x9x29 
inches high. Ages 2 to 6. Sent partly assembled. So 
easy to buy it from Sea . just use the phone. 
79 N 33037C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $9.99 

Folding 

Vinyl 
N Carriage 

with springs 
for only 

NES induced 

Pamper dolly with spring suspension ride in this big 
21-inch carriage. Has easy-care vinyl body and hood 
in bold Scotch plaid. Tubular steel frame. Hood folds 
down; carriage folds away for easy storage. 
21x10x30 in. high. Ages 3 to 7. Partly assembled. 
79 N 33052C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ....97.77 

418 |Sears| e 
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Stroller 
$59 > 

1 Its spring year-round 
with this 21x12x28-in. 

high stroller. Convert to а 
sleeper by reclining back. 
Removable canopy, play 
tray, molded step, plus de- 
tachable tote bag. Cheerful 
floral design. Tubular 
frame. Ages 2 to 5. Partly 
assembled. Wt. 4 lbs. 2 oz. 
49 N 33036 $5.99 

Versatile 
Rock ‘n 

Stroll 
Carriage 
Cradle 

$0999 

This pink butterfly-design coach becomes a rocking cradle, 
handy car bed or the prettiest carriage in town. Body and 
hood together detach for spring-action cradle with tubular 
legs. Molded plastic body, wheels; tubular steel frame. Fold. 
down vinyl hood; lace curtain. Ages 3 to 7. Partly assembled. 
79 N 33038C—20x 10x24 in. high. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. $9.99 

NOTE: Dolls not included with any item on this page. 

won IB 
$399 Buggy Eson 

$599 

Biss Save s. buy them both 
Buggy ALUE 
and 

Sleeper- Separately 5698 Stroller total *798 
ч "Snow flower" 

cover on 
plastic body 

рві frame 3 Foldaway 18-inch Vinyl Buggy has 
Lol steel frame, metal pusher and 

plastic wheels. 18x9x23 inches high. Ages 
Take your favorite 2 to 5. Sent partly assembled 
dolly for a ride in 49 N 33032—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 

this colorful 24x10x21 
in-highbuggy.Ad. 4 
justable folding hood. 
Tubular, plated spring 
action gear, handle. 
Ages 2 to 5. Sent part- 

$3.99 

Fold-away Vinyl Stroller has handy 
detachable tote bag, canopy, Mme 

steel frame, metal pusher and plastic 
wheels. 16x10x25 inches high. Shipped 
partly assembled. Ages 2 to 5. 
49 N 33033—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. $3.99 

ly assembled. 
Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. (3, 4 ) Buggy, Stroller. Separately $7.98 

79N33035C ..$5.99 — 49N33034-Wt.4 Ibs. 12 oz. .Set $6.98 



INDOOR-OUTDOOR PLAY TENTS..our easiest to pitch 
A child's delight on Christmas morning . . these colorful shelters make ideal playhouses . . 

plus they set up quickly and move easily without repitching 

Just snap 
together 4 
fiber glass 

tension rods slide rods 
through fabric 

loops on outside 
tent corners 

bend rods 
to fit into 

you're done! 

Tents (1) and (2) have 
47.1001 square base with 1 

э, 4-9. center height 

: $17?9 
IN 2 COLOR 

COMBINATIONS 

Tents (3) and (4) have N 
5.0, 7-in. square base with 
4-ft. 10-in. center height 

$2299 
IN 2 COLOR 

COMBINATIONS 

(1 thru 5) Dome Tents. Hours of enjoyment for 
your child . . these roomy tents have plenty of 
play area for young "campers" and their gear. 
Walls of sturdy cotton sheeting sport eye-catching 
alternating color panels in bright hues. Sewn-in 
floor helps prevent scuff marks indoors. Door zips 
open and closes smoothly. Not water repellent. 

Base 4% feet square. 4-foot center height. Ship 
ping weight 5 pounds. 
(1) 6C 78031C— Red and blue 917.99 
(2) 6С 78043C—Green and white 17.99 

Base 5 feet 7 inches square. 4-foot 10-inch cen 
ter height. Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 
(3) 6C 78011C—Rust and gold .. 52299 
(4) 6C 78166C—Green and white 2299 

Base 5 feet 10 inches square. 5-foot 4-inch cen- Our largest Playtent 
ter height. Shipping weight 6 pounds. 5-ft. 104п. square base with 26°? 
(5) 6C 78112C—Blue and white $26.99 5-ft. 4-in center height 

425 
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Trigger shifter 
shifts with 

just a flick 

of the thumb 

Side-pull 

caliper brakes 

provide sure, 
smooth stopping 

and 34 to 68 gear ratio 
< 

Five-speed with ‚чый 
Stem«mounted shifter 4 [ 

а" 
аге shift smoothly 

ver 36 71.4 ratios 

Single-speed “Free Spirit*" Spyder $6200 

Exciting red, white and blue acrylic colors help make this bike a real win- 
ner. Gleaming chrome-plated hardware sparkles in the sun. Quilted seat for 
easy ridin’. Full circle “Free Spirit” chain guard. Saddle support bar adjusts 
up and down. 6 positions. Dependable coaster brake. White-striped 
20x1.75-inch tires. Reflectors, kickstand included. 

See Important Note, facing page. 
6 М 47508N—Shipping weight 41 pounds ..........................862.00 

Bikes on these 2 pages include 
this reflector assortment: 

415 Or 
Сыйы 0366 Scant by йй wwedltctedcal com 



Б 
10 -1Ь. Barbell- Dumbbell Set 

а * n Easy to release, yet collars 

with interlocking plates hold interlocking 
plates firmly . . help ja bean yor Coors 

* To help keep your balance, plates 
interlock so they won't shift 

© Easy-to-release 
collars let you change 
plates in seconds 
without tools Set includes 

two 15-inch 
dumbbell bars 
and collars 

Training booklet 
Complete Barbell/Dumbbell 

Course 
included to help you get 
the most from this set 

4 Center rotating sleeve follows your natural 
hand movements as you lift for less chance of 

blisters. Vinyl jacketed plates won't mar floors. 
Includes one-piece 68-in. bar—long enough, 

strong enough to hold all 14 silver-color plates 
from this set plus up to 4 additional 25-1Ь. plates 
(sold below) to increase weight to 160 or 210 Ibs. 
Also includes two 15-Ib., four 10-Ib., four 5-Ib. 
and four 252-1Ь. plates; two 15-in. dumbbell 
bars; 6 collars, wrench and training booklet. 
6 C 15225N2—Shipping weight 112 lbs... Set $22.88 

Extra 25-Ib. Plates. Silver-color. Set of two. 
6 C 1535L-Shipping weight 51 Ibs. ...... Set $17.00 

100-1. Barbell Set $1888 
Rotating sleeve helps protect hands from blisters. Set includes two 1 5-1Ь., 

four 10-1Ь. and four 5-lb. у! jacketed plates. one-piece 68-inch bar. 

two locking collars, wrench and instruction booklet. 
6 C 15226N2—Shipping weight 102 pounds Set $18.88 

Family Exercise Equipment 

55-Ib. Barbell Set 
Speed-lock collars . . change 

plates in seconds without tools 

die Dark blue bar 62 in. long . . separates 
Ted Williams* Slant Board into two 31-in. sections for easy storage. 

More effective exercise . . puts sit-up Two 10b., е чы Ж, 2¥a-lb. 
effort on stomach instead of back меншш | pistes eee 2 - marring. non-clanging powder blue 
Softy thick 'polyorethsse fos peddiag vinyl. And. to help keep your balance, 

Pee аз, best: these plates interlock with collars so 
eel center braces; white nylon leg strap. they wont shift. Aluminum sleeve 
Nn ыы Tong: Чин ИЧ follows your hand motion to help pre- 

tubular steel’ frame with baked-on: bins ew; vent blisters. Exercise booklet incl amel finish. Knee bar padded with dense ырлыры ST карайы. 
polyurethane foam. Vinyl foot caps. 6C 1523512 $1795 ze 
6 C 15154L— Wt. 24 Ibs. Partially assem. . 52488 : pex 

Dumbbell 
Sets 

Two one-piece dumbbells with quiet, 
non-marring polypropylene casings. 
Bronze-colored dumbbells weigh 5 
pounds each. White dumbbells weigh 3 
pounds each. Two dumbbells per set. 
White. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs, 5 oz. 
6C 15107.... «=.» Set $9.99 
Bronze-color. Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. 10 oz. 
6C 15106. tees Set $1199 
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See actual card samples at all 
Sears Catalog Sales Stores, Au- 
thorized Merchants, and Catalog 
Sales Departments in Sears Re- 

(16] May the warmth and love that is all. 
around usat Christmastime fill your 
heart with joy, and shed radi 
over the year that lies ahead... 

spore Christmes 

May the blessings of Christmas 
always be with you 

Have yourself a merry 

When we count our blessings at 

Joy and Blessing be 
hristmastime and 

Throughout the New Vear 
Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year... 

‘ishing you ae winter 
ti 

Christmas memories. 

With warm and friendly wishes 
for a Merry Christmas and a 
bright and Happy New Year . 

(27) May the peace and joy of this 
holy day abide with you throughout 

CED [294 279 264 
һм зла зоз 287 
| —  [|9N56178XV | 393| 
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(29) 16-month 
“Have a 

Nice Day” 
Calendar 

$319 

Each page shows two children discovering nature's wonders. 
Pictures suitable for framing. Verse highlights illustration. 

date blocks. 16-month calendar for Sept. 1976 thru Dec. 

board back. Spiral-bound and hole-punched for easy hanging. 
Gift envelope included. 9¥x11% inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 575 1—Shipping weight 1 рошп@й.................. $3.19 

(30) Tennis Card (31) Photo Card 

104 pkg $149 10 4 pkg. $149 

Christmas card for the sports- Christmas design frames vari- 
minded. Illustration shows ous size . Easy to use 
Santa playing tennis. Full-col- “peel and place" adhesive. In- 
or with bronze highlights. In- — side verse: "Holiday Greet- 

ings and Good Wishes for the 
New Year." 514x714 in. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Pkg. 10 cards, 10 envelopes. Pkg. 10 cards, 10 envelopes. 
Shpg. wt. pkg. 8 oz. Shpg. wt. pkg. 8 oz. 
3N56125......Pkg.$149  3N56126...... Pkg. $1.49 
3ormorepkgs....Ea. 1.35  3ormorepkgs....Ea. 1.35 

-— 
(D 

s E Be К) / 
(32 and 33) $119 " 

Holiday Postcards 20 « pkg. 1 
Combine holiday greetings and personalized notes on these 
postcards. Full-color illustration on front. Back has space for 
you to write your own message. Rounded corners. 4!4x6 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Package of 20 pine 
(32 3 N 56128—Manger Scene. Wt. 
Price for one pkg. $1.19; 3 ог more р! 72 Pkg. $1.09 

(33 3N56127—Mery Стонес Wey pks. 4 02. 
Price for one package . .$1.19 
3 or more pkgs. ..... Ea. Pkg. 1.09 5н 



Boy's 5-speed Spyder Bike with 
wrap-around chain guard 
to help keep pant legs free 

SPEEDS: 5-sj derailleur has gear ratio range of 
35.7 to 71.4. Easy-to-reach trigger shifter on handle- 
bars. . . change gears with a flick of the thumb. 
BRAKES: Front and rear side-pull caliper hand 
brakes let youngster use front, rear or both’ wheels 
while braking. 
WHEELS. TIRES: Ground-gripping knobby tread 
tires. Front measures 20x1.75-inches wide, rear mea- 
sures 20x2.125-inches wide. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: Flat black steel 
frame and high-rise handlebars. Chrome-plated steel 
fenders. Black vinyl MX-style saddle is padded for 
comfort. Recommended for leg lengths 23 to 31 
inches, see How-to-Measure Note on page 414. 

COMPONENTS: Chrome-plated steel full circle chain 
gu helps prevent pant legs from catching in chain. 
lack reflectorized pedals. Set of wide-angle reflec- 

tors, see Reflector Note, page 414. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: See “N” Suffix Note on 
page 303 before ordering. Sent partially assembled, see 
Assembly Note on pg. 414. See Warranties below right. 
6 C 47526N—Shipping weight 47 pounds .$99.99 

price since 1975 for 
any 20-inch Convertabike 

Top bar up for boy’s, down for girl’s model. 
SPEEDS: Single-speed. 
BRAKES: Rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Blackwall 20x1.75-in. wide 
tires for smooth riding. S-in. steel detachable 
training wheels provide stability . . . help 
youngster learn to balance quickly. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Bright red 
steel frame, chrome-plated steel fenders. 
Chrome-plated steel handlebars, white vinyl 
handgrips. White vinyl banana seat, black trim. 
For leg lengths from 23 to 31 in., see How-to- 
Measure Note on pg. 414. 
COMPONENTS: Red steel chain guard, white 
stencil. Black rubber reflectorized pedals, set of 
оон reflectors, See Reflector Note, page 
14. 
ORDERING INFO: See "N" Suffix deua 303. 
Sent ary assembled, see Assembly Note, p. 
414. See Warranties аі right. 
6 C 47618N—Shpg. wt. 32 Ibs. ...... 353.99 
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20-inch Spyder Bikes for boys and girls 

N - 

Boy's or girl's single-speed 
Spyder Bike with rainbow-painted 
frame and chrome-plated fenders 

SPEEDS: Single-speed. 
BRAKES: Rear coaster brake for dependable braking. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Blackwall 20x17.5 wide tires on 
both models for smooth riding. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: Rainbow-painted 
steel frame with chrome-plated steel fenders. 
Chrome-plated steel high-rise handlebars. Vinyl 

ips; red on boy's, yellow on girl's model. Pad- 
ded vinyl banana saddle: black on boy's, yellow on 
girl's model. Recommended for leg lengths 23 to 31 
inches, see How-to-Measure Note оя page 414. 
COMPONENTS: Rainbow-painted steel chain guard. 
Reflectorized ic pedals; red on boy’s, yellow on 
girl's model. of wide-angle reflectors, see Reflec- 
tor Note on page 414. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: See “N” Suffix Note on 

Our lowest price in 1977 for 
any 20-inch Spyder Bike 

SPEEDS: Single-speed. 
BRAKES: Rear coaster brake, dependable braking. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Blackwall 20x1.75-in. wide tires. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: Bright blue steel 
frame and fenders. Chrome-plated steel high-rise 
handlebars with vinyl handgrips; black on boy’s, 
white on girl's model. Padded vinyl saddle; black 
on boy's, white on girl's model. Recommended for 
leg lengths 23 to 31 inches, see How-to-Measure 
Note on page 414. 
COMPONENTS: Bright blue painted steel chain 
guard. Reflectorized plastic ; black on boy's, 
white on girl's model. Set of wide-angle reflectors, 
see Reflector Note on page 414. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
See “N” Suffix Note on page 303. Sent partially as- 
sembled, see Assembly Note on page 414. See War- 

fate 303, Sent partially assembled, see Assembly 
ote on page 414. See Warranties below right. 

Boy's model. Shipping weight 39 pounds. 
6C 479: 85N 

ranties below. 

Boy's vM Shipping weight 38 pounds. 
6C479 

Girl's model. Shipping weight 39 pounds. Girl's model. Shipping weight 37 pounds. 
0CAJ986N. ....... doce sess 4 190 BBD — 8. C4708AN.... Leo eoe creen TE 44.99 

20а x сеа, шо: BICYCLE WARRANTY 
Tih ana ise § FULL 30-DAY FULL WARRANTY ON 
free spirit ШШШ п WARRANTY ON FRAME FOR 

: MECHANICAL USABLE LIFE OF BICYCLE RTE EAE SE ADJUSTMENTS For the usable life of bicycle. 

Top ber up tor 
уз (above. down] 
у gs (below) 

For 30-days from the date of 
purchase. when proper assem- 
bly and maintenance proce- 
dures detailed in the Owner's 
Manual are followed. Sears will 
perform, free of charge. any 
mechanical adjustments that 
эге necessary for proper oper- 
ation of the bike. when used in 

normal manner (which does 
not include use with a motor or 
for motocross). 

FULL 1-YEAR WARRANTY 
For 1-year trom the date of 
purchase. Sears will, free of 
Charge. repair or replace and 
install a replacement part for 
апу defective part of bicycle. 
when used in a normal manner 
(which does not include use 
with a motor or for motocross) 
If bike is used for commercial 
Or rental purposes. this warran- 
ty applies for only 30 days 
from date of purchase. 

Buy the easy way— 
order by phone. 

Sears will replace the frame. 
free of charge. should it fail at 
any weld point, when bicycle 
has not been abused and is 
used in a normal manner 
(which does not include use 
with а motor or for motocross) 
If bicycle is used for commer- 
cial or rental purposes. this 
warranty applies for only 30 
days from date of purchase 

Warranty service is avail- 
able by simply returning bicy- 
Cle to the nearest Sears Store 
throughout the United States. 

This warranty gives you 
specific legal rights and you 
may also have other rights 
which vary from state to state. 



Inclined 
ie @ 
raise 

> = 

“ Seated Inclined & 
227.2 kg s barbell 
(500 Ib.) сар. ** 

(400 Ib.) Weight Bench with 
capacity 5-position Stationary support arms and ‘adjustable 5-position tilt baci 

Weight Bench * tilt back 

$1999 $4399 
(1) 181.8 kg (400 Ib.) cap. Weight Bench 
CAP: 181.8 kg (400 Ib.) total of user and weights. 
CONSTRUCTION: Frame of 1-inch diameter tubular steel - e 
with blue enamel finish, vinyl leg tips. !z-inch thick ply- Padded double-bar leg lift for added exercise versatility 
wood bench top with polyurethane foam padding and blue 
vinyl cover. 35!4-inch high support arms. Bench measures 
10x42x16 inches high. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled; instr. incl. Weights not incl., 
order on faci ige. See Exercise Note below. 
6 № 1527C—Shipping weight 24 pounds ........$19.99 

(2) 227.2 kg (500 Ib.) cap. Weight Bench 
CAP: 227.2 kg (500 Ib.) total of user and weights. 
CONSTRUCTION: Frame of 1-in. diam. chrome-plated tu- 
bular steel; end tips on legs help protect floors. 5-position 
adjustable tilt back. !4-in. thick plywood bench top with 
рнк foam padding, brown vinyl cover. 37'z-in. 

igh support arms. 14x42x1644 in. high. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled; instr. incl. Weights not incl., 
order on facing page. See Exercise Note below. 
6 № 15232C—Shipping weight 26 pounds .$43.99 

181.8kg | 

(3) 272.7 kg (600 Ib.) cap. Weight Bench 272.7 kg 
CAPACITY: 272.7 kg (600 Ib.) user and weights. n 
CONSTRUCTION: l-in. diam. tubular steel frame with RN 7 (600 Ib.) capacity 
baked-on blue enamel finish; vinyl end tips help protect мчк pic i 
loors. 5-position tilt back lets you concentrate effort on -position tilt Бас! 

specific muscle groups. Plywood bench top with polyure- Е 
thane foam padding and tough tan leather ook davis and double bar leg lift 
er. Leg-lift bars polyurethane foam padded for comfort. 
35V zinch high stationary support arms. 18x48x24 in. high. $7 999 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled; instructions included. 
Weights not incl., order om facing page. See Exercise Note 
below. See "N" Suffix Note on page 330. 
6 N 15207N—Shipping weight 50 pounds. $79.99 

Bullworker 3 
Isometric Exercisers Strengthen MES 
for men and women Қ: dé "Uo" É minit 

The easy way to help tone muscles 
and stay in shape 

Men's Lady 
Bullworker Bullworker 

$4,199 | $3599 
HOW |Т WORKS: Just a few easy exercis- 
es each day gradually help you tone mus- 
cles in chest, arms, shoulders, stomach, 
back, thighs, calves. I compress grips 
or pull cables and hold for 7 seconds. Re- 
quires only 60% of your strength on each 
exercise for maximum results. Built-in 
power meter shows relative increases in 
stres 
CONSTRUCTION: Chrome- -plated tubular 
steel with strong compressive sp: in- 
side. Plastic grips, vinyl-covered steel ca- 
bles. Vinyl case with nylon zipper, rein- 
forced seams, adjustable sling straps. 
ORDER INFO: Exercise program incl. See 
Exercise Note below before ordering. 
Men's Bullworker. Blue case. 
6 N 15192—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $41.99 
Lady Bullworker. Red case. Helps build and tone muscles 

1 —Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.. ... $35.99 Jj in just minutes a day 6 М 15392—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 3 К 

EXERCISE NOTE: Before starting any rigorous 
exercise program, it is recommended that you 
Consult your physician for a complete checkup. 
Proper use of exercise apparatus. following all 
instructions carefully, may result in minor muscle 
soreness only. If other discomfort results. stop 
exercising and consult physician immediately. 

Phone ordering's a quick 
and easy way to buy 
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Deluxe Carriage . . 
holds even your BIG dolls 

2 inches long and so much like mommy's—it comes 

with spring suspension, tote bag and storm shield 

$1199 

You'll be the main attraction of the sidewalk lling scene 
with this stylish carriage. Comes complete with cloth storm 
shield, adjustable folding hood and handy detachable tote 
bag, all in woven royal blue. Roomy molded plastic body, 
wheels and tires; plated tubular steel frame. 22x11x26 inches 
high. Shipped partly assembled. Ages 3 to 7. Why not pick 
up the phone and order it? 
79 N 33053C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $11.99 

The Luxury Coach. . our largest 

© Extra-large 26-inch long body 

* Carriage covered with "wet look" vinyl 

* Stylish 15-inch diameter back wheels Rock-a-bye 

Stroller 

Rock ! doll to sleep 

or walk 2 dolls at 
the same time. . just 

put one in tandem seat 

$1199 

After your walk, just lift out 
the royal blue molded-plastic 
body for convenient car seat 
or dolly rocker. Elegant 2-dol 
ly sleeper-stroller has fringed 
canopy with a “peek-a-boo” 
window and a removable 
shopping bag. Tubular steel 
frame with vinyl cover; plastic 
wheels. Measures 16x11x32 
inches high nt partly as 

sembled. For ages 3 to 7. Why 
not order stroller the easy 
way from Sears—by phone. 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
79 N 33054C $11.99 

The finest Italian design 
and craftsmanship com- 
bine in this elegant bou- 
levard stroller. No ordi 
nary carriage . . this 

y will turn eyes 
when “little mommys” 
take their dolls for after: 
noon walks in the park. 

Black wrought iron- 
k suspension bars. 
1 hood; lace cur- 

ins. Snap-on plastic 
storm shield protects 
baby doll from showers 

. padded sides absorb 
bumps. Chrome-plated 
tubular metal handle. 
Unassembled; snap-on 
wheels. Ages 4 to 9. 

Shipping wt. 16 Ibs. 
79 N 33561L...$25.50 

ана pano scans by cuitimas тесни 



Boys' SPYDER BIKES with high-rise styling 

20-inch for high-spirited fun 

* Coaster brake and rear caliper * Rear drum handbrake with * Coaster brake 
hand brake for dependable stopping front caliper handbrake * Acrylic-finished frame 

* Glittery blue saddle with quilted top * Blue glitter vinyl saddle * Magenta vinyl saddle 

* Deluxe 6-position support bar * Acrylic-finished frame * Chrome-plated handlebar 

* Acrylic-finished frame * Chrome-plated support bar and support bar 

$5695 $4995 $3989 

1 “Free Spirit" frame finished in gleaming red and blue acrylic. Chrome-plated fenders 
and high-rise handlebar add to this bike's sporty good looks. Front tire is a 20 x 

1.75-inch blackwall with white stripe; rear tire is a 20 x 2.125-inch cheater slick with white Boys’ 20-inch 
stripe. Chrome-plated rims. Fi Bik: 

Sears exclusive white circular chain guard. Black block pedals. White handlebar grips. irst Bike 
Zinc-plated kickstand. FULLY REFLECTORIZED . . see page 429. Get this bit of With 
Christmas shopping done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 
6 С 47689N—Shipping weight 42 pounds .... EE SU ENS DNE хт $56.95 junior spyder 

9 Here's a bike any boy would love to see on Christmas morning! Brilliant blue acrylic 
frame glistens next to the chrome-plated fenders and high-rise handlebar. Glittery 

blue saddle and handlebar grips; saddle trimmed with white. 
Chrome-plated chain guard. Front and rear blackwall tires are both 20 x 1.75-inches. 

Black block pedals with amber reflectors. Zinc-plated steel kickstand. 
FULLY REFLECTORIZED. . see page 429. 

6 С 47583N—Shipping weight 41 pounds .......... Er REUS «= er ..$49.95 

3 Miles of fun ahead for the young man who has a terrific Spyder bike like this one. 
Flamboyant magenta frame with gleaming chrome-plated fenders and high-rise han- 

dlebar. Matching magenta chain guard. 
Front and rear blackwall tires are both 20 x 1.75-inches. The chrome-plated rims are 20 

x 1.75 inches. Magenta vinyl saddle. Black block pedals. Zinc-plated steel kickstand. 
Black handlebar grips. 
FULLY REFLECTORIZED . . see page 429. 

6C47581N—Shipping weight 39 pounds ..................... "ТОТО $39.89 - 

p Р Е Full-size posts for larger seat, handlebar (not 
Charge It” if you wish incl.). Red-line tires are 20x1.75-in. Coaster 
..$ee page 271 brake. Detachable training wheels. Red Frame. 

-— FULLY REFLECTORIZED . . see page 429. 
“ыў 6С 47626N— Shipping weight 39 Ibs. .. ..$46.95 
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Depth-Fish 
Flasher 

Your window to 
the underwater 

world beneath you 

$7988 
Pinpoints the depth of underwater structures—bottom, weeds, 
cliffs, slopes and fish. Reads depth up to 100 ft. Structures 
show up as red bands on non-glare dial. Head tilts to provide 
correct viewing angle. Single on-off switch is also the gain con- 
trol. Built-in interference filter. Completely portable—works 
on 12-v. lantern battery (not incl.) or two 6-v. batteries (not 
incl., order from page 550). Water sealed construction. Comes 
with suction-cup transducer mount, 15 ft. of cable. 
6N59512—Shipping weight 3 pounds 13 ounces ....... $79.88 

Fish and Game 
Electric Smoker 

Give your catch thet 
mouth-watering, 

hickory-smoked flavor 

$2488 
Aluminum smokehouse smokes as much as 20 pounds of meat 
in 10 to 12 hours . . flavors hors d'oeuvers in 2 to 4 hours. 
Features hooks for hanging meat and chrome-plated grills. 
Smoke vents provide uniform heat. Flavor pan holds hickory. 

Operates on regular house current with 250-watt heating 
element (115-volts AC; UL listed). Includes 2-pound box of 
pulverized hickory chips, operating instructions, recipe book- 
let. Measures 11'x12x24¥ inches tall. 
T6 N 39235C—Shipping weight 18 pounds ............. $24.88 
T6 N 39236—Extra hickory chips. Shpg. wt. 5Ibs....Box 299 

Rod 
Holder 

$699 
Attractive hardwood plaque stores rods by hanging—elimi- 
nating damaging tension. Holds up to 5 rods. Beautiful fruit- 
wood finish. Mounting hardware included. 6x18 inches. 
6N39028—Shipping weight 2 роипйз................ 

<> . Filleting 
24 Воага апа 

Knife 

5899 
Deeply grooved board with strong spring clamp helps keep 
fish from slipping . . frees both hands for filleting. Styrene 

construction. Filleting knife has leather sheath. 6x24 i 
8N 39029C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ............- 

Check out the fine gifts in our 
WINTER SPORTS CATALOG 

| е Skiing. hockey, skating equipment 
* Ski clothing patterned after 

Sears U.S. Ski Team designs 

Read about our newest sports advisor, hockey great Gordie 
Howe. Pick up your FREE copy at any Sears Catalog Selling 
Unit or ask for it when you place your next order. 

416 [Sears] 24 
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Portable Goal 
* So stable, rebound 
action matches 
most permanent 
goals 

* Just find the 
space and you have 
а game— goal rolls 
out of the way wher 
you're through 

Roll it out to the edge of the driveway— 
pair it with a goal on the garage, and you 
have full court play! Regulation 10-foot 

White painted of 

Adjustable 
Portable 

Goal 
ii 
|| 

| Goal grows 

| | 
| 
| 

with 
your future 
basketball 

star. . adjusts 
to 3 heights 
{7 to 10 ft) 

$5999 

One-foot offset 
lets you drive 
in on lay-ups 

Great for the youngsters! They'll 
enjoy hours of competitive play in 
their own driveway. And when 
they’re through, this goal rolls easi- 
ly out of the way on its rubber tires. 
White painted *4-inch thick back- 
board 30x40 inches high. 

Steel %-їпсһ rim. with 8-loop cot- 
ton net, Galvanized steel pole 1% 
inch in diameter with steel bracing. 
Four anchor stakes included. Rec- 
ommended for players from 6 to 12 
years of age. Sent unassembled—in- 
structions included. 
6N1881N—Wt. 51 lbs. ...... $59.99 



free ва — 24-inch Lightweights 
Кылалы са . . for the shorter youth or petite young miss 

Black vinyl racing —- 
saddle padded Dual-position 

and spring-mounted brake levers 

Z Boys’ 10-speed with 

- side-pull handbrakes 
a 
x $8399 „е... 

Gear ratios from 29 to 86 speed touring, ease pedal- 
Е ing. Easy-to-reach stem-mounted shift levers. 1714- 

Rat-trap pedals 4 a et in. steel frame. Blackwall tires 24x1% in. Pedal-to- 
have non-skid ус seat span 29 to 33 in. Reflectors, see Note below, 

With non-reflective tires. With reflective tires in- 
Has reflectors that — stead of reflectors that 
mount on spokes. See mount on spokes. See 
Shipping Note, facing Note om facing page. 
page. Shpg. wt. 46 Ibs. Shpg. wt. 46 lbs. 
6 C45506N ..48399  P6C45507N -888.99 

surface 

derailleur cuts 
pedaling effort 

Boys' 10-speed with smooth-action center-pull handbrakes 
Easy-reach handlebar-mounted handbr: and 

* Dual-position brake levers * Wide-flange adds strength to front hub stem-mounted shifter. White 17-inch steel frame. 

Center-pull handbrakes grip wheels evenly from both sides for smooth, easy stops. With conve- orome еї tendere Барса ЫШ БОШО 
nient dual-position brake levers you brake from touring or racing position. Easy acceleration and 26% to 30% in. Reflectors included, see Note below. 
precise shifting with 10-speed derailleur gears—29.2 to 85.7 gear ratios. Easy-to-reach stem- ч A 
mounted shift levers. Black vinyl saddle padded and spring-mounted for comfort. Smooth-rolling With non-reflective tires. With reflective tires in- 
24x1%-inch blackwall tires (non-reflective) on 17¥2-inch steel frame. Has reflectors that stead of reflectors that 

Strong wide-flange front hub. Rat-trap pedals have non-skid surface to help hold foot firmly in mount on spokes, See mount on spokes. See 
place. Pedal-to-seat span adjusts from 2634 to 30% inches to help you reach pedals comfortably. Shipping Note, facing Shipping Note on facing 
Includes reflectors and instructions for their installation. See Shipping Note on facing page. page. Shpg. wt. 44 Ibs. page. Shpg. wt. 44 lbs. 
6 C 45595N—Shipping weight 46 pounds ............................................. $99.00 6С45561н ........ 98899 РӘС 45562М....... $9399 

NOTE: Sears bikes include wide angle reflectors. They provide 360° of reflector р protection no matter 
from what angle headlights hit bike. Meet latest federal requirements 

ONLY AT SEARS. . 
a Generator Light Set 
with SEALED BEAM 

HEADLIGHT. . 
brighter 
than any 

other 
bike light we sell 

= ND s1877 
Extra light helps make sure you see and are seen at night. 
High-quality mirror-finish reflector won't dull because it's Tool Kit with first aid packet Nylon Bicycle Cover 

рекорт раар аран раст та Helps with upkeep and minor repairs and in- Triple-resin-coated cover of 
sition. High. high-output generator adds to brightness cludes handy aids for cyclists on the road. strong, tear-resistant nylon ox- 
айй reduces ch of bulb burnout caused by. Contains 3 multi-purpose wrenches (with tire ford cloth offers lasting protection 
(6-v., 6-w.). Small, compact and lightweight (polypropylene iron ends) . . 15 openings fit nuts and bolts on from dirt, dust and weather. 
headlight housing only 25% in. wide) . . great for all bikes, most domestic and foreign bikes. Also includes Lightweight and easy to carry 
{deal for. 10-speed Тис юс. EUM taillight housing. 6-inch adjustable wrench, pliers, tire pressure along . . only 12 ounces, folds to 
Hardware, wiring and асле inci. gauge, offset screwdriver, tire patch kit, 2 valve just 6x4x3 inches. 
6C48121—Shipping weight 1 pound $1899 caps, bandages, cleansing wipes and salt tablets. Fits most bikes whether they 

PRAM FOROS 2 Black vinyl bag attaches to back of saddle. Not have touring or racing handle- 
recommended for children under 12. bars. Ties securely in place. 

420 6 С 49495—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1102. ...... Kit $14.99 6 C48596—Wt. 1202. ...... $9.89 
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Gijt Wrap in 26-inch 
wide jumbo rolls 

Save 5% iwz 

99: | mme 94s, 

(6) Bold Stripes e tan Brightly e "ned 
u sq. ft. per го! ach roll 

рез with — 2514 ft long, 26 in. wide. 
per roll. Ea. roll 23% | ORDER INFO: See chart below. 

long, 26 in. wide. 
ORDERING INFO: 
See chart at right. 

Embossed Foil 
17 sq. ft. per roll. Each 
roll 8 feet long, 26 
inches wide. 
ORDERING INFO: 
See chart at right. 

Dots and Stripe 

ift Wr: i 
Each Gift Wrap Ensemble includes 4 rolls of assorted gift wrap $ 99 esch SEED SM Стоја of GE Wrep 

plus 16 hanks of ribbon and 10 enclosure cards ensembie $288 $199 Any 2 oF $189 
Gift wrap ensembles in fabric-like designs add distinction to your Christmas presents. set кнр: жю COMPOSITION: Ribbons and cards coordinated in color, style with wrapping paper. SOM EOSITION: Wrap апааа WI, 
Wraps. . . 4 rolls, each in a different pattern or color. Each roll is 60 in. long, 30 in. wide. o sopeciaily de DRE Mv. Шук and Ribbon . . . 10 notched hanks of ribbon to make five S-inch bows and five 4-inch bows. Plus, 6 M ME paag harara. Package ribbon hanks totaling 24 feet of 11⁄4-in. wide ribbon and 24 feet of 34in. wide ribbon, icd оова а Rech Тера... 10 chrome olor enclosure cards, 2 rolls 64x26 in. wide. ` "roll 48x30 inches wide. Total 

- Ribbon: 180 ft. of curling rib- 60 square (0 3NS533C—Gingham (2) 3 N S636C—Country Westem (3) 3 N 5531C—Plaid bon in red, green, gold-color. ORDERING INFORMATION 
ipping weight each 3 рошпдв..................... Tags. . 20assortedgifttags. З N 5558C—Wt. pkg. 21bs. Dep COM POLUM 3 ORDER INFO: We 21, Price for one pkg.....-$1.99 

Phone ordering's а quick and easy way to buy 3N5508C.. $2.88  20rmorepkgs....Ea. 1.89 
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(1) Single-speed 
Evel Knievel Bike with simulated 
fuel tank, cycle-style steel frame 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Dependable rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES: 20x1.75-inch wide knobby tires. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS. SADOLE: Sturdy white 
steel frame, raised fork. White plastic metal-braced 
“scrambler” fenders. Red, white and blue Evel 
Knievel design on simulated fuel tank and on pad- 
ded wedge motocross-style saddle. Black moto- 
cross-style handlebars with cross brace and waffle 
pe lack under-seat brace. Recommended for 
E lengths 23 to 31 inches, see How-to-Measure 

below. 
COMPONENTS Reflectorized black rubber pedals. 
Full-coverage chainguard with Evel Knievel de- 
sign. Number plate. Set of reflectors, see Reflector 
Note below. 
ORDERING INFO: See “N” Suffix Note, р. 303. Sent 
| mie assembled, see Assembly Note below. See 

cle Warranty, page 413. 
6 ri 45739N. A t weight 401bs. ...$69.99 

pasoume KDGAJE > 

Center-mounted 
coil spring 

absorbs shocks 
from front and rear 

(2) Single-speed Bi 
with heavy-duty steel 
frame plus wide-flange 

front hub for extra strength 

ТӨ 
S: Single speed. 

KES: Easy-to-use rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Wide flange front һи 
strength. Deep-tread 20x2.125-inch wide 
tires bite down hard, wra 
traction for fast starts and sharp t 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS. SADOLE 
ver-colored steel frame with brig! 

Measure Note below. 
COMPONENTS: Rat-trap 
chain guard. Number plate. 
tor Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See "N" Suffix Note on 
{ме 303. Sent partially assembled, see Assembly 

ote below. See Bike Warranty, №. 413. 
Shipping weight 45 pounds. 

6C45723N 

of reflectors, Reflec- 

$79.99 

(4) Single-speed Boys’ and Girls’ 
Bikes with flat black steel frame 

and banana-style saddle 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Reliable rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES; 20x1.75-in. wide knobby tires. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Flat black 
sto frame with yellow plastic fenders. Flat 

Note at right. 
COMPONENTS: Plastic pedals are black on 
Boys', yellow on Girls' model. Chain guard. 
Number plate. Set of reflectors, see Reflector 
Note oí 
ORDERING INFO: See “N” Suffix Note, page 303. 
Sent partially as assembled, see ber dd ote at 
right. See cle Warran! eue 
SO 45728 "model V 40 lbs. $59.88 
6 C 457291 7 model. Wt 40 bs. - 59.88 

edals. Full-coverage 

(3) Single-speed 
Bike with heavy-duty 
mono-shock steel frame and 
shock-absorbing spring suspension 

) 58999 

SPEEDS: ingle speed. 
. BRAKES: Reliable rear coaster brake. 

ith ры | cros: 
padd motocross-style saddle. С 

СОМРОМЕМТ S Number plate. Red full- coverage 
chain guard. сае rat-trap pedals. Set of reflectors, 
see Reflector Note be 
ORDERING | “М” Suffix Note, page 303. 

p y assembled, see Assembly Note below. 
See Bike Warranty on page 413. 
6 C 45748N—Shipping weight 45 lbs. $89.99 



Wish|Book Book 

— O -Led tare alue “Powermaster” 
- BB Repeater, 

shot 

“El “oe Сиё 53 Gun 
d. $3399 37° 
X. Cut 4 scope 
as 9% Save 

4398 53 xe i 
with scope. 

Du enia pumplaq qo. Separate prices total 52.98 
. compressed ai 

MUS. NR 5499 

Сгоѕтап® 
"Saddle Pal” 
COzpowered 
BB Repeater, 
single-shot 
Pellet Gun 

$2199 
Scope (2) 
also sold 
separately 

"Centennial" 
BB Repeater 

$2899 

Classic "Old West" type 
octagonal barrel 

Old West" style receiver 
with saddle ring 

Electric 
Target 

52999 

сизо page scans’ by drida warsetecinical com 

(1) “El Dorado" lever-action 
100-shot BB, 
single-shot Pellet Gun 

Reduced from our 1978 Hunting Book. 
LOADING: Pneumatic lever-action pump. 
Loads one .177 caliber pellet or 100 BBs. 
STOCK. FOREARM: Walnut wood-grained 
plastic; white liners. Monte Carlo cheek rest. 
RECEIVER. BARREL: Gold-colored steel receiv- 
er. Tapered steel barrel. Crossbolt safety. Ad- 
justable rear sight and ramp front sight. 
SPECS: 20-inch barrel, 37 inches long overall. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See Gun Policy, 
Warranty on р. 422. Recommended for age 16 
or older. Order pellets and BBs on facing page. 
Gun only 
6 М 19072C— (Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs.) 333.99 
Gun with Sears 4x Scope (2) 
6 М 19355C2— (Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.) ....*39.98 
(2) Sears 4x Scope 
OPTICS: 4x round-view lenses. Crosshair ret. 
HOUSING: Alum. 34-in. diam. Windage, eleva- 
tion adjust. Ring mounts for grooved receiver. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Imported. 
6 N 53988—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.... $7.99 

(3) Crosman® "Powermaster" pump-ac- 
tion 180-shot BB, single-shot Pellet Gun 

LOADING: Pneumatic forearm pump cocking. 
Vary power put. 1 to 10 pumps in air 
chamber. Visible loading reservoir holds 180 
BBs. Magnetized bolt picks up BBs, places in 
firing chamber. Also fires .177 cal. pellets. 
STOCK, FOREARM: Walnut wood-grain plastic. 
RECEIVER, BARREL: Zinc receiver, steel barrel. 
Adjustable sights. Crossbolt safety. 
SPECS: 19-inch barrel; 36 inches long overall. 
ORDER INFO: See Gun Policy, Warranty on 
page 422. Recommended for age 16 or older. 
Order pellets and BBs on facing page. 

Gun only 
6 N 19332C—(Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.) $37.99 

Save $3. Gun with Tasco® 4x Scope (4). 

6 N 19458C2—(Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.) ....#49.98 

(4) Tasco® 4X Scope 
OPTICS: Rectangular-view coated achromatic 
5 lens system, 30-30 reticle. 
HOUSING; Aluminum. ?4-inch diameter. Wind- 
age and elevation adjustments. Nitrogen fog- 
proofed. Shockproof. Haze filter and dustcaps. 
Ring mounts for grooved receiver. 
ORD. INFO.: Warranted by Tasco®, see p. 330. 
6 N 5395 1—Shpg. wt. 11b. $14.99 

(5) Crosman® "Saddle Pal" СО; powered 
16-shot BB, single-shot Pellet Gun 

LOADING: CO2-powered (1 cartridge includ- 
ed). Lever-action. 100 shots per cartridge. 
Holds one .177 caliber pellet or 16 BBs. 
STOCK, FOREARM: Walnut-woodgrain plastic. 
RECEIVER, BARREL: Steel. Crossbolt safety. 
Adjustable rear sight, fixed blade front sight. 
SPECS: 18-inch barrel; 3434 inches long overall. 
ORD. INFO: See Gun Policy, Warranty on f. 
422. Recommended for ages 16 or older. Order 
ammunition, CO; cartridges on facing page. 
6 N 19366C—(Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.) .$21.99 

(6) Ted Williams® "Centennial" 
lever-action 40-shot BB Gun 

LOADING: 2-way lever-action. Hammer must 
be cocked by hand before gun will fire, Side- 
port loading. Under-barrel magazine holds 40 
BBs. Spring-forced feed. 
STOCK, FOREARM: Walnut-woodgrain plastic. 
RECEIVER, BARREL: Steel. Gold-colored re- 
ceiver, forearm cap and butt plate. Adjustable 
rear sight and ramp front sight. 
SPECS: 19'-inch barrel, 38 inches long overall. 
ORD. INFO: See Gun Policy, Warranty om page 
422. Recommended for ages 10 or Air with 
adult supervision, Order BBs on p. 421. 
6 N 19052C—(Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.) $28.99 

(7 and 8) Targets for BB/Pellet Guns 
CONSTR: 18-ga. steel. Angled backplate. 

(7) Electric Target. Big Game or Shooting 
Gallery backgrounds. 6 bullseye bell targets, 4 
spinning targets. 2 bears, 8 swimming ducks, 8 
flying ducks and 16 assorted big game animals 
(moose, deer, wolf, panther). Instr. 
ELEC., ORDER INFO: 110-v. 60-Hz. AC. 15 w 
UL listed. 5-ft. cord. 13x17¥9x6 in. deep. 
6 № 19283—Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. $29.99 

(8) Mechanical Target. 5 duck targets; 2 
side ducks descend through 6 vertical posi- 
tions, 3 center ducks spin when hit. Instruc- 
tions, extra targets included. 
ORDERING INFO: 14!2x18'2x874 in. deep. 
6 М 19388—Shpz. wt. 10 pounds ....$19.99 



» ee, 
= “Grampa Gramma, Iloveyou den 

À see uou 
Just about everybody loves smile” 
Gramma? and Grampa? and their 
delightful accessories . . all only at Sears 

dud wiler Ота. 

It’s Grampa! One talks 

while the other listens 

15V-inch Talking Grampa has 10 fun sayings 
to tell . . just pull the talking ring. He's all soft 

cotton and wears a cotton outfit. 
49 М 34031—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... . ES $7.99 

Д 16-inch Non-talking Grampa . so lovable. All 
cuddly cotton with a bright cotton outfit. 

49 N 34019—Hong Kong. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib....$3.49 

16-inch Gramma 

$349 

Why is Gramma always 
smiling? "Cause she knows how 
much children love her. 

She's all soft, cotton, 16 in. 
tall, and comes dressed in a 
pretty print dress with apron 

and long pantaloons. She 
wears her hair up in a bun. 
From Hong Kong. 

Shipping weight-1 pound. 
49 N 34006............$3.49 

Outfits for 
16-inch Gramma 
‘Two cute cotton outfits 
. . checked dress and 
long nightgown. From 

Hong Kong. 
Shpg. wt. set 4 oz. 

49 Н 34029. . Set $1.99 Ка 

Gramma Cradle 
Holds dolls up to 

20 inches tall 

18-inch Talking Gramma 
1 “Tm quite a storyteller, you know" says Gramma . . and she's 

not kidding. She knows 10 happy sayings to tell you whenever 
you pull her talking ring. She has a soft cotton body and yarn hair. 
Wears a print dress, bright apron and painted shoes. 
49 N 35011—Shipping weight 3 pounds 10 ounces . . $9.99 1099 4 

Your dolls will feel like they're sleeping right in 
Gramma's arms with this old-fashioned rocking 
cradle. All wood construction with hardboard 
panel for extra support. Padded mattress keeps 

20-inch Gramma just listens $499 
2 Share your secrets with Gramma . . she won't tell a soul. She's 
allcotton . . wears a print dress, apron and pantaloons. Yarn hair. - 5 49 н 34007— From Hong Kong. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... . $4.99 dolls so comfortable. 21x19x22 inches high. 

24C—Sbpg. wt. 10 Ibs.......... See GRAMMA- inspired 79 М 335: Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $10.99 

Fashions on pages 14 and 1 ©) 1968 Sears, Roebuck and Co. T 

naris. 



10-inch Hand Puppets 
( 10 thru 12 ) Make them nod 
their heads, turn or wave. For 
child-size hands; ages 4-14. 

10 Panda. Acrylic plush. 
49N36015-Wt. 3 oz. .$4.99 

1 Monkey. Acrylic plush. 
49N36016-Wt. 7 oz. .$3.99 

12 Poodle. Acrylic plush. 
49N36017-Wt. 7 oz. .$3.99 

8-inch Scribbles 
put th 

finge 
chatk on her 

мр her write on 
her blackboard 

$333 

Her chubby fingers can hold 
a piece of chalk while you 
help her scribble on her 
blackboard. She has vinyl 
hands and a soft cloth body, 
8 in. tall. Chalk and black- 
board included. Ages 4 to 8. 
49N37 14 1-Wt.14 oz. $3.33 

‘Catalog page cane bw ciaritlmatmetetochilcal cont 

4's-inch Dressy 
Talk Doll Set 

and she whizzes 
back together 

Boy and girl dolls zoom ~ 
across 6 feet of track 

PUPPET PALS 

Puppets from England 

(4 thru 9 ) АП puppets are fully 
jointed; 10 to 12 inches tall. The ad- 
vanced puppets (Pinocchio and 
Cinderella) have ceramic-composi- 
tion heads; the others have wooden 
heads. Boy and girl have 3 strings 
to control them; mother and father 
have 5, For ages 4 and up. 

Shipping weight (boy and girl): 
15 oz. ea.; (all others) 1 pound. 
(4) 49 N36004—Boy ..... $3.42 

(5) 49 N 36007—Father 4.99 
(6) 49 м 36005—Girl ...... 3.42 
(7) 49 N 36006—Mother... 4.99 

(8) 49 N 36009—Cinderella 8.42 
(9) 49 N 36008—Pinocchio. 8.42 

‚ри! her apart 

‚3299 
From Mattel. Pull her feet 
and watch 'em whiz back up 
to her head as she says one 
of 8 phrases. Dress her in 
one of 7 cute dresses, Plastic Ё 
^n vinyl. Ages 3 to 7. t 
49N37149-Wt. 20z. $2.99 

Willie Talk 

DannyO'Day Charlie McCarthy 

Popular Ventriloquist Dolls 

( 1 thru 3 ) Open and close mouth by 
pulling strings in back. Each has vinyl 
head, hands, stuffed body, suit and shoes. 
Ages S-up. Instruction booklet. 

1 Willie Talk, 24 inches tall. 
49 N 36002—Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. ..$7.99 

2 Charlie McCarthy, 30 inches tall. 
49 N 36013—Shpzg. wt. 3 lbs, $10.27 

3 Danny O'Day, 30 inches tall. 
49 N 36011—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs... 8.99 

Record. 33'/, rpm. Instructions, skits. 
49 N 36014—Shpg. wt. 15 oz. $2.99 

Soft, sq 
Bean Bag Dolls 
flip 'n flop 
into most any 

position 

( 13 thru 15 ) They'll sit up, plop over . . you 
can even make them stand on their heads. AII 
are stuffed with styrene pellets and expanded 
styrene foam to make 'em super-posable! They 
have washable vinyl heads and hands; soft 
brushed nylon tricot sleepers. Ages 2 to 6. 

Cuddly Beans: Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. 
Bitty and Booful Beans: Wt. 1 1. 4 oz. each. 

(13) 49N37 143-14-inch Cuddly Beans . $6.44 
(14) 49N35083-12-inch Booful Beans .. 4.48 
(15) 49N35084-12-inch Bitty Beans ... 4.44 

X Е р 

Down, down the slope . . crash through the $399 
finish gate . . Small Shots Twin Set 

Two dolls race down the slope on removable roller skates. 
Then—WATCH OUT—they collide. Winner goes through 
detour wall. Vinyl 3%/,-inch dolls; clothes; track. ues 3108. 
49 N 37084—Shipping weight 1 lb, 9 02.........- Set $3.99. 

ДҮ [Sears] 421 



Quilted vinyl 
banana seat 

R 
spyder 

cWEAT, 

i 

M 

Boys' 

Five-position 

Stick shift lever 

co, OUPER SPYDE 
With FIVE-SPEED derailleur gears and 

N 
— 

Friction-reducing < 
nàrrow front tire 

Five gear ratios 
from 34 to 68 

help make 

pedaling easy 

36795 

Here's a hot little sport bike with a lot of style and 

performance features any young cyclist would ap- 
ргесіаќе, By pedaling at a constant rate, rider can 
double his speed as he gears up from ist thru Sth. 
Front and rear caliper handbrakes provide smooth, 
even stops. High-rise handlebar and deluxe 6-posi- 
tion support bar are chrome-plated. Frame painted 
bright orange; fenders and rims chrome-plated. 
Front tire is 20x1.75-inch billboard; rear tire is 

: 1 H t] 20x2.125-inch billboard. FULLY REFLECTOR- road-gripping rear cheater slick tire IZED. . see page 429. 
6 C 47695N—Shipping weight 40 Ibs. .........$6795 

— B Deluxe Generator 

Light Set 

$795 

Riding after dark requires 
@ added safety measures. 
М Make of them this light 

[ft set with a 3%-in. diam. 
/& | high and low beam head- 

light . . 12-v., 6-watt. Ex- 
tra bulb, taillight incl. Ja- 
pan. Wt. 1 lb. 13 oz. 
6C48112 $7.95 

Combination 
Speedometer, 

Tachometer and 
Mileage Meter 

$679 

Glowing fluorescent dial shows speeds up to 40 miles per hour, wheel 
revolutions per minute, and mileage up to 9,999.9 miles. Big hooded 
3-inch face with fine calibration, high accuracy. Dial mounts on handle- 
bar stem, drive wheel on front wheel hub. Black high-impact plastic 
housing. Instructions and fittings included. To order the easiest way, 
look in your phone book white pages under “Sears, Roebuck and Co., 
Catalog Sales” for number to call. 
6 C 48819—For 16-inch diameter front wheel 
6 C 48815—For 20-inch diameter front wheel 
6 C 48816—For 24-inch and 26-inch diameter front wheels 
6 C 48817—For 27-inch diameter front wheel 
Shipping weight each 1 pound 3 ounces ................... Each $6.79 

Gataloó pad scane by cddimar aoia Dom 

3-speed 20-inch Spyder 

* Glittery blue saddle 
of quilted vinyl 

* Rear side-pull caliper 
handbrake plus 
coaster brake for 
smooth stops 

$6995 

Chrome-plated fenders, high-rise handlebar. Bright red and blue “Free Spirit" frame. 
Front tire 20x1.75 in.; rear cheater slick 20x2.125 in. . . both with white dual bands. 
3-speed gears. FULLY REFLECTORIZED. . see page 429. 
6 С 47688N—Shipping weight 40 pounds ..... 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: Bikes sent motor carrier or express in “long packs” 
wheels assembled on frame. You install seat. pedals. handlebar, kickstand, accesso- 
ries. Most Sears Catalog Sales Offices will arrange for assembly of catalog-ordered 
bike for a small charge. 427 
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- Here's how simply these backboard: 

Attach 
Assemble bracket 

Easy-Mount™ to roof 
bracket Brackets 

included with 
backboards 

also fit 
wall or pole. 

Attach hang 
ers to back 

easily into of backboard bracket slots Simply hang ‘tighten - backboard down bolts on bracket 
and play bali 

( 1 and 2 ) Official-size (35x54 in.) backboards with 54-in. steel 
goals. Each includes a universal Easy-Mount™ bracket that adapts 
to mount on roof, wall or pole. Instructions included. 

1 Hardboard Backboard. One-in. thick “Pro-Board” gives great 
rebounding action. Non-glare paint finish counters rain, sun. 

Pre-mounted goal has baked enamel finish and 12-loop cotton net. 
6N 18767N—Shipping weight 80 pounds $54.95 

2 Polythermite™ Backboard. Our most weather-resistant back- 
board. Constructed of a structural polystyrene that not only 

counters rain and sun but combines light weight with great strength. 
Painted with non-glare, non-fade paint lab-tested by Sears. Vinyl- 
dipped goal and reinforcing plate. Polypropylene 12-loop net. 
6N 18777N—Shipping weight 56 pounds teeta eases + $9000 

Separate Easy-Mount™ Brackets 
( 3 and 4 ) Use with (5) or any 
backboard to make mounting sim 
ple (see illustrations at left). Vinyl- 
coated steel won't corrode. 

3 For wall or pole mount. 
6N 18762—Wt, 13 18. ...$12.99 

For roof mount (angle adjusts). 
6N 18764—Wt, 12 165, ...$12.99 

m ) Our best Basketball Put some color in your 
$ 1 250 — "m game with a molded-in 

Color Basketball Wound with triple-twisted nylon that's 
heat stretched to re elasticity . . so ball 
retains its official Each winding goes 
completely around the ball—computer- 
controlled process assures uniform cover- 
age and strength. 

retention and scuff re 
contours and pebble-g 
finger-tip control. Needle included. 
6N 1818—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. .. $12.50 

Our lowest price this season for any 
Basketball. Perfect for the “rookie” in 
your family. Pebble-grain cover is 
scuff-resistant . . vulcanized to butyl- 
rubber bladder, Bladder nylon wound 
for good size and shape retention. Gives 
well-balanced handling on any indoor 
or outdoor court. Ball is official size 
and weight. Needle included. 
6 N 1810—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz...4.89 

no $599 
(9 thru 11 ) Colors are molded into 
cover, won't wear off. Brilliant col- 
ors . . who said basketballs have to 
be just orange? Pebble-grained rub- 
ber cover can take outdoor court 
punishment. Butyl rubber bladder 
nylon wound for good balance and 
shape retention. Cover vulcanized 
to carcass. Needle incl, Taiwan. 
(9) 6 N 1802—Red-white-blue 
(10) 6 N 1804—Blue-gold 
(11) 6 N 1803—Green-white 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. ..Ea. $5.99 

Hardboard Backboard. Weather resistant 
Vein. thick Pro-Board (30x48 inches). Non- 

glare paint finish. Includes official size V4-in. 
steel goal with baked enamel finish and 8-loop 
cotton net. Use with Bracket (3) or (4) above. 
6N 18759N—Shipping wt. 35 lbs. .........$23.99 

6 Basketball Inflating Pump. Needle included. 
6N 1884—Shipping weight 12 oz. $2.19 

(| Replacement Goal and Net Set. Vinyl-coat- 
ed 5%-in. steel rims. Cotton 12-loop net. 

6N 1871C—Shipping weight 9 lbs. ........$1099 
6N 1829—Net only (nylon). Japan. Wt. 8oz. 3.19 

8 Backboard Mounting Pole. Three-section 
galvanized steel pole, 3¥4-in. diameter, 15 ft. 

long. Set in concrete (not included) as shown. 
6 М 1876N—Shipping weight 72 Ibs. +» $7100 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES 
For “N” suffix (as 6 N 18777N), 

see page 266. 

‘tates раб scans by йаа тине иис Gom. 



Smooth, quick hydraulic braking, bright sealed-beam headlight 
and gear changers you can pre-shift with the bike standing still .. 

only on this 27-inch 10-speed Racer..only at Sears 

Bnghter 
than any other 

bike light we offer 
Dependable hydraulic 

braking. . no pull wires 
to stretch and 

get ouf of adjustment 

sealed against 
dirt and moisture. 
One dual-position 
lever. . applies 
rear brake first 

to cut chance of 
front wheel lockup. 

derailleur 
bl won't 

damage 
chain 

or gears 

Reflector matches 
headlight design 

for a smooth, 
balanced look 

Rat-trap pedals have 
non-skid surface to 

help hold foot in place 

IRTANT ORDERI! 
AND SHIPPING NOTE: 

Bicycles with reflective tires 
may be required in New York 
State. Please check with local 

steel. Whi KU before ordering. 
sent ready to assemble. 

Wide flange front hub. Pedal to seat span 32 to 36 inches. instructions included. See "N^ 
6C 47235N—Shipping weight 48 I suffix note on pg. 276. 

Wish f Book 

value 

Our lowest price this season 
for any Tandem Bike 

This 27-inch 10-speed Racer 
has smooth center-pull handbrakes 

and weighs 6 pounds less than any other we offer 

2 Our lightest racer (32 pounds) also has our widest gear ratio range (31 
to 100) . . means not only easier pedaling but faster touring as well. 

Center-pull handbrakes grip wheel evenly from both sides for smooth, 
sure stops. Lugged 23-in. frame of ultra-lightweight steel alloy. Smooth 
shifting 10-speed derailleur. Lightweight 3-piece alloy crank. Dual-posi- 
tion brake levers. Rear brake cable concealed in top bar. Easy-to-reach 
stem-mounted shift levers. Chrome-plated rims and front fork tips. 
Strong, wide-flange front hub of lightweight alloy. Non-reflective gum- 
walls measure 27x1% in. Black vinyl saddle. Rat trap pedals with toe 
clips. Pedal to seat 34% to 3814 in. See Notes above and on facing page. 
6C.47445N—Imported from Austria. Shipping weight 39 pounds. 5109.00 

26-inch Tandem Bike 
Built for sharing years of fresh air and invigorating exercise . . twin 
top tubes make frame extra rigid; oversized hubs, spokes and rims 

help give added support to midweight 26x1.75-inch blackwall tires (non- 
reflective). Single speed. Rear coaster brake plus front handbrake. Den- 
im-look saddles padded and spring-mounted for comfort . . change height 
in seconds with quick-adjust handles. White steel frame. Pedal to seat 
span 30 to 34 inches. Overall, 83 in. See Notes above and аксу page. 
6 C 45932N—Shipping weight 72 pounds ..................... $119.99 

TAa pane scans иту чузун чет Com 



Five 3-dimensional decorations 
add cheer and animation to your packages 

Our Finest Gift Wrap Ensemble 

or elegant foils plus ribbons, bows and tags 
You get 10 rolls of heavy wrap in attractive patterns 5895 

This colorful collection will brighten Bows. . . 16 stick-on bows 
Christmas sn wi olay spi acces- to match paper 
sories designed to complement wrap. Ril +. „ Satiny- 

COMPOSITION: ¥einch wide, 18 feet long. 
Ууга disc ТЕ Tolls of quality paper total 944 bees cds Тардыы en 

ЧаеНуе patterns, each 60:30 in. wide. Five rolls ORDERING INFORMATION: 
are printed foil, each 36x26 in. wide. INS! wt 4 ibs. .......... 

Our lowest price 
this year jor a 
complete Gift 
Wrap Ensemble 

A 3 cards and seals all i xir sce ry oed tissue, bows, tags, in bright 
patterns. 

Wraps. . . 16 sheets of in 8 designs and 10 sheets of V5 ictor te Ber eio n da. нир 
Bows. . . 8 satiny-finished, stick-on bows in assorted colors. 
Decorations . . . 216 assorted seals, cards and self-stick tags. 

SIN 5857 Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces ARD DIL $3.49 

Colorful Gift Boxes 
Set of 6 folding boxes with 
Christmas designs. 
COMPOSITION: 2 robe box. 
es, 18x12x3 in. deep; 3 shirt 
boxes, 15x10x2 in. deep; 1 
lingerie box, 12x10x2 in 
deep. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
3N 5559—One set .$1.99 
20r moresets...Ea. 1.88 

аюб ронга үүнүү 

Capture the mood and 
memories of Christmas past 
in a colorful collection of 

дау gift wrap. 

COMPOSITION: 
Wraps . . . Six rolls of 
heavy coated paper in as- 
sorted colors and patterns, 
each 72x30 in. wide. Two 
rolls shiny metallic foil, each 
60x30 in. wide. Total of 8 
rolls for 115 sq. ft. wrap. 

Old-fashioned Christmas Wrap Ensemble 

Includes 8 rolls gift wrap 
plus matching bows, ribbons, tags 

$599 
Bows. . . 18 stick-on 
bows, 8 with matching 

Ribbon . . . Total of 72 ft. 
of *4-in. wide satiny-fin- 
ished ribbon in six colors. 
Tags. . . 18 assorted “old 
time Christmas” tags and 
enclosure cards. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shoe. wt, 3 Ibs. 

3N5514C....... $5.99 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 



This Motocross-look Bike 
has 3 speeds 

to make pedaling easier 
when you're climbing 

up hills or dashing 
down straightaways 

$1 1999 

EEDS: 3-speed hub with gear ratio 
range from a low 38 to a high 61 for fast 
cruising with reduced pedaling effort 
Cycle-styie twist-grip gear vhiiter lets 
you change gears without c z 
your hand position. 
BRAKES Reliable теат coa: 

S: Wide flange 
led strength Road 

inch wide knobby tires help 
tion for fast starts, sharp 

20x2.1 

turns. 

ish, ine color motocross sty 
and simulated gas tank. Spring suspen 
sion front and rear to absorb sh 
and smooth your ri 
bar on motocross-st 
Waffle hand grips. Padded black vinyl 
motocross-look saddle, Recommended 
for leg lengths 23 to 31 inches, see How 
to-Measure Note on facing page. 

E umber plate. Ex 
chain guard. Black rat-trap 

als. Set of reflectors, see Reflector 
page 414. 

assembled, see Assembly Note 
See Bike Warranty on pa 

Shipping weight 54 pounds. 
6С 45747N $119.99 

So easy to buy when you 
e the phone 

Сарой pace scans bv сайыт зей ам 

Wrap-around tread on 
knobby tires helps provide 

extra traction for fast 
starts, sharp turns 

Extended front fork 

Heavy-duty frame 
з reinforced 
for added 
strength 

Streak down the road with 
this sleek, smooth-riding 
CHOPPER-STYLE BIKE 

with extended front fork, 
special tire tread 

$7999 

gle speed. 

specially 
d traction fi 

y-duty hot-red and black ste 
e. Extende x provides t 
and feel of a real "Chopper". Hi-rise 

bars, E. 1 

k and hot-red 
toured and high bac 

“Chopper position”. Adjustable saddle 
bar. Recommended for leg lengths 23 t 

How-to-Measure Note, p. 4/4. 
TS: Black trap pedals 

plus set of reflec 
lector Note on facing page 

guar 
N” Suffix Note on 

ly assembled, see As 
к page. See Bicycle 

t. 54 Ibs. $79.99 || 



Daisy Pump and Lever-action Air Guns 
(1) Model 840 pump-action 350-shot BB 

Repeater and single-shot Pellet Gun 
LOADING: Gravity feed. 350-shot BB repeater or 
single-shot pellet action. Pneumatic single-pump- 
action cocking. Sliding loading door. 
STOCK, FOREARM: Strong molded wood-grained 
plastic. Checkered pistol grip, fluted comb, steel 
utt plate, grooved-grip forearm. 
RECEIVER, BARREL: Steel. Smooth-bore barrel. 
Sr hok safety. Post front, adjustable leaf rear 
sights. 
SPECS: 37% in. long overall; actual wt. 3% Ibs. 
ORDER INFO: Recommended for ages 10 or older 
with adult supervision. See Gun Policy and War- 
ranty on page 422. Order BBs and Pellets below. 
6 № 19068C—(Shipping weight 4 lbs.) ...$ 19.99 

(2) Model 25 50-shot pump-action Gun 
LOADING: Gravity feed. 50-shot BB repeater with 
pump-action cocking. 
STOCK. FOREARM: Molded wood-grained plastic. 
Monte Carlo-style cheek piece, checkered pistol 
grip, black butt plate, molded pump grip. 
RECEIVER, BARREL: Steel. Receiver has simulated 
engraving. Cross-bolt safety. Post ramp front 
sight, adjustable open rear sight. 
SPECS: 37% in. long overall; actual wt. 31% lbs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Recommended for 
ages 10 or older with adult supervision. See Gun 
Policy and Warranty, p. 422. Order BBs below. 
6 М 19045C—(Shipping weight 4 lbs.) ...$21.99 

(3) Red Ryder™ 700-shot lever-action Gun 
LOADING: Gravity feed. 700-shot BB repeater with 
lever-action cocking, 
STOCK, FOREARM: Stained hardwood with Red 
Ryder™ signature. Saddle ring, leather thong. 
RECEIVER, BARREL: Steel. Post front sight and ad- 
justable slot rear sight. 
SPECS: 35 inches long overall; actual wt. 4 lbs. 
ORDER INFO: Recommended for ages 10 or older 
with adult supervision. See Gun Policy and War- 
ranty on page 422. Order BBs below. 
6 N 19048C—(Shipping weight 4 lbs.) ...$ 19.99 

(4) 700-shot lever-action Air Gun 

LOADING: Gravity feed. 700-shot BB repeater with 
lever-action cocking. 
STOCK, FOREARM: Wood-grained plastic. 
RECEIVER, BARREL: Steel. Front and rear sights. 
SPECS: 34%; in. long overall. Act. wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Recommended for 
ages 10 or older with adult supervision. See Gun 
Policy and Warranty, p. 422. Order BBs below. 
6 N 19012C—(Shipping weight 3 Ibs.) ...$15.99 

(5) 350-shot lever-action Air Gun 
LOADING: Gravity feed. 350-shot BB repeater with 
lever-action cocking. 
STOCK: Wood-grained plastic. 
RECEIVER, BARREL: Steel. Front and rear sights. 
SPECS: 31 inches long overall. Act. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Recommended for 
ages 8 to 10 with adult supervision. See Gun Policy 
and Warranty on page 422. Order BBs below. 
6 N 19009C—(Shipping weight 3 lbs.) ...$11.99 

Air Gun Ammo and Accessories 

(6) Padded Denim Gun Case 
CONSTRUCTION: Blue cotton denim outer shell; 14 in. 
thick Tufflex& cellulose fiber padding; soft red bandana 
cotton lining. ¥%-length aluminum zipper. Sewn-in vinyl 
carry handles. Leather hand tab for easy storage. 
ORDERING INFO: For guns up to 39 in. long. Wt. 2 lbs. 
6 N 20186C— For guns without scope . -$7.9 
6 N 20188C— For gun with scope ... 

(7) Box of 1,500 Ted Williams® BBs 
ORDERING INFORMATION: (Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz.) 

6МЛ19313...................ьл EAR Ea v Box $1.89 

99 
.. 8.99 

(8) Вох of 5000 Ted Williams® BBs 
ORDERING INFORMATION: (Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 5 oz.) 
ТОЗАИ ОЛОТ Вох $4.99 

(9) Вох of 500 .177-caliber Daisy Pellets 
ORDERING INFORMATION: (Shipping weight 11 ounces.) 
6N 19305 Box $1.99 

(10) Box of 250 .22-caliber Daisy Pellets 
ORDERING INFORMATION: (Shipping weight 8 ounces.) 
6N 19328 .. ve pm ..Box $1.99 

(11) Box of four 12-gram Daisy CO? Jetts® cartridges 
ORDERING INFORMATION: (Shipping weight 8 ounces.) 
BN 19293C ........... ierra aiu Box $1.69 

йө Dade scans by dieisiniasnisetediaical Com 

Archery Equipment for Hunting and Recreational Fun 

(12) Blazer Compound Bow 
Archery Set with 
adjustable draw weight 

BOW: 45 to 60-1Ь. adjustable draw 
weight; 50% drop-off at full draw. 29 
to 31-in. draw. 2-wheel design with 
pivot assembly on limbs. Silver-col- 
ored finish fiber glass limbs. Hard- 
ened alloy handle. Weathergrip. Ar- 
row rest. Sight. Accessory insert. 48 
in. long overall. 43 in. axle to axle. 
ACCESSORIES: 4 aluminum arrows; 4 
hunting points, 4 field points. Bow- 
stringer, quiver. Glove, armguard. 
Camouflaged bow case. 
ORDER INFO: For right-handed arch- 
ers only. Instruction book included. 
Complete Blazer Archery Set 
6 N 27096C—Wt. 10165. .. 599.99 
Blazer Compound Bow only 
6 № 27099C—Wt. 4 lbs. .... $59.99 

(13) Comanche Compound Bow 
Archery Set 

BOW: 50-роџпа draw жей with 
50% drop-off, 28-inch draw . 2- 
wheel design with pivot assembly on 
limbs. Green-finished fiber glass 
limbs. Molded plastic grip. Arrow 
rest. 3 sight pins. 41 inches long over- 
all; 3634 inches axle to axle. 
ACCESS: 4 steel-tipped cedar arrows; 
2 for hunting, 2 for field. S; 
snap-off 2-pc. quiver; 3 
gets; glove; armguard, Instr. book, 
ORD. INFO: Fits right or left hand. 
Complete Comanche Archery Set 
6 N 27088C—Wt.61bs..... 549.99 
Comanche Compound Bow only 
T6 N 27066C—Wt. 41bs....$39.99 

Look at these great low 
prices on Compound 
Bow Archery Sets 

Family 
(14) Family Archery Set рали 
SET INCLUDES: 60-in. long fiber glass $1999 
bow (30-1Ь. draw weight) with check- 
ered grip. Dacron* polyester braided 
string. Four 28-in. target arrows. 
Quiver with strap. 16-in. circular tar- 
get. Armguard, cowhide tab and in- 
struction booklet. 
ORDER INFO: Fits right or left hand. 
6 № 27147C—Wt. 6 lbs..... $19.99 

(15) Youth Archery Set 
SET INCLUDES; 54-in. long fiber glass 
bow (draw weight 25 Ibs.) with re- 
curved limbs. Dacron* polyester 
braided string. Four 24-in. target ar- 
rows. Side quiver with belt loop. One 
12-in. circular target, armguard, tab 
and instruction bool 
ORDER INFO: Fits p or left hand. 
6 N 27137C—WL. 21bs. ....913.99 
"Registered DuPont trademark 

(16) Our lowest price in 1978 
for any Archery Set 5899 

SET INCL: 48-in. long Glassflex® bow 
20-lb. draw weight). Polyester string. 
hree 24-in. target arrows. Side quiv- 

er with belt loop. One 12-in. circular 
target, tab, instruction booklet. 
ORDER INFO: Fits right or left hand. 
6N27107C—Wt. 3 lbs. ...... 58.99 

(17) Archery Equipment Rack 
Reduced from 1978 Fall Big Book. 
CAPACITY: Holds up to four recurve 
bows (or 2 compound bows) plus 24 
arrows (not incl.). Storage drawer. 
Hanging knobs on sides for gloves. 
CONSTRUCTION: En Dor poly- 
styrene. Woolen felt padding. 
7x29x26 inches wide when assembled. 
ORD. INFO: Unassembled; instr. incl. 
6N 27256C—Wt. 11 lbs. ....#15.99 

(18) Arrowcatcher™ Target 
Reduced from 1978 Fall Big Book. 
CONSTRUCTION: 24-in, square mat. 
Slip-over face has 4-color circle on 
one side, deer target on other. 2 zinc- 
plated steel poles for stand. 34-ply 
self-healing material at center rein- 
forced with FiberFlex™ generic. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
Order extra target face below. 

Complete Target 
6 № 27478C—Wt. 7lbs...... $16.99 

Extra Target Face / 
6 № 27479C—Wt. 1202...... $3.99 | 



. . Proportioned size 

Professional qualit 
designed exactly like Sears adult ski clothing 

Yd equipment from thickly insulated jackets 

to laminated skis . . only the size is different 

(Топа 2 ) Boys! and Girls’ Ski Parkas. Smart cadet collar 

with nylon hood rolled up inside. Zip pocket on chest, two 
zip front pockets . . t tab. Two-way 

heavy duty front zipper. stant nylon outer shell. 
3.3-oz.* bonded foam-polyester insulation. Nylon lining. 
Machine wash medium temp. Hong Kong. S(8-10), 
M (12-14), L(16-18). See size chart below. 

one with lift ticl 

n 

1 Solid-colored Parkas. State S, M or L when ordering. 
6 М 94363F—Orange 6 N 94364F—Blue 

6 N 94365F—Navy 
Shipping weight 1 pound $15.95 

2 Racer Stripe Parkas. State S, M or L when ordering. 
6 N 94361F—Navy with red stripe 

6 N 94362F—Powder blue with navy stripe 
Shipping weight 1 pound. ....... e $15.95 

3 Boys’ and Girls’ Chair Coat. Cadet collar hides rolled-up 
nylon hood. Two front zip pockets . . one has lift ticket 

tab. Side seam zippers plus 2-way heavy-duty front zipper 
for comfort. Outer nylon shell is water resistant. Quilted 
3.3-0z.* bonded foam-polyester lation. Nylon lined. 
Machine wash med. Hong Kong. Sizes S(8-10), M(12-14), 
116-18). See chart below. State S, M or L. 
6 N 94366F—Navy 6 N 94367F—Gold color 
Shipping weight 1 pound. ...... cesses $16.95 

Д Boys’ and Girls' Warm-up Pants. For cold winter skiing 
and wet spring skiing, wear these right over your stretch 

pants. Elastic waist with Velcro® closure. Waist-to-ankle 
two-way zipper. Inside ankles vinyl reinforced to help pre- 
vent ragged cuffs. Water-repellent nylon quilted shell. 
3.3-oz.* bonded foam-polyester insulation. lon lined. 
Navy. Machine wash med. Hong Kong. Sizes S(8-10); 
M (12); L(14). State S, М or L. 
6 N 95052F—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. ... $19.89 

5 Boys' Striped Stretch Ski Pants. Front zip closure. 
Seamless stirrup. Body is 61% rayon, 39% stretch 

nylon, Stripe is 91% nylon, 9% spandex. Water repellent. 
Machine wash medium temp. Japan. State size 10, 12, 14, 16. 
6 М 94358F—Navy with red stripe 
6 N 94359F—Navy with light blue stripe 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. See chart below, at right. .$15.95 

6 Solid color Stretch Ski Pants. Seamless stirrup. 59% 
rayon, 41% stretch nylon. Water-repellent. Japan. 

Boys’. Front zip closure. Machine wash med. temp. State 
size 8, 10, 12, 14 or 16. See size chart below, at right 
6 N 94355F—Navy blue 6 N 94356r— Black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. . ........-..... $11.95 

Girls’. Left side zip closure. Machine wash med. temp. 
State size 8, 10, 12 or 14. See size chart below, at right. 
6 № 94351F—Navy blue 6 М 94352F— Black 
Shipping weight і pound 8 ounces ir $11.95 

"7 Ski Hat. Navy top and bottom with colorful bands in 
the middle. Acrylic. Machine wash medium temp. 

6 м 95434—Wt. 3 oz. One size fits all. .............$2.99 

8 Cowhide Tow Mitt. Two layers of cowhide in palm plus 
reinforced stitching in palm and thumb. Rayon fleece- 

like lining. State size S(6), M(634-7), L(734). 
6 N 95988F—Shipping weight 3 ounces. .$3.95 

Warm, cuddly, acrylic-lined 

APRES SKI BOOTS 

(9 and 10 ) Waterproof vulcanized sole has slip-resistant 
tread. Medium width. Sizes 13, 1, 2, 3, 4. 

Low-cut speed lace Boot. Black split suede, white 
acrylic trim. 44 in. high. Please state shoe size when 

ordering. 
6 N 67955F— Shipping weight 2 pounds. $9.99 

10 High-top pull-on Boot. Gray acrylic uppers, vinyl pip- 

ing. 834-in. high. State shoe size when ordering. 

6 N 67956F—Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 8 02............ $9.99 

1 Ski Socks. Seal brown. 44% Herculon® olefin, 26% 
Orlont acrylic, 30% textured olefin. Machine washable 

medium temperature. One size fits all. 
6 М 95955—Shipping weight 3 оцпсез.........,...- $1.50 

*Weight based on amount of insulating material used to insulate а 36x 
60-inch area of fabric. ‘ 
Registered E.l. DuPont trademark. 

‘tates page Scans by сайлана тине инса Gom 

Solid Hardwood Skis GT-90 Laminated Skis 
Multi-layered laminations Set 
for proper flex, camber, 2 75 Sih 
skiing response 541. skis 

Polyethylene base seldom needs waxing. 
Metal tip, tail protectors, Inter-locking seg- 
mented steel edges let these skis dig into the 
hill for control. Blue. Step-in bindings with 

эйр] й 5 inge. , Swivel release toe, full release heel. Run- 

raps. Aluminum and rubber rings. Japan. away strap included, 42-in. steel poles. 
Set with 3V2 -foot skis. Molded rubber grip, leather strap. Rubber 
6 М 67017C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.. .Set $13.99 ring. Japan. 

Set with 4-foot skis. Set with 5-foot skis. 
6 Н 67018C—Shpg. wt. 81bs...Set 15.99 6 М 67023L—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs.. .. Set $29.75 

Set with 4% -foot skis. Set with 55 -foot skis. 
6 N 67019C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs...Set 18.99 6 Н 67024L—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs....Set 30.75 

13% ins. 
Plastic base lets these skis smooth over 
snowy slopes. Metal tip and tail pro- 
tectors. Steel edges help improve control. 
Red. Full release cable bindings. Propor- 
tioned steel poles. Plastic grips, leather 

Aluminum Ski Poles. (Not shown.) Plastic grip, ring. Leather strap. Lengths: 36-in., 

39-in., 42-in. Stand, measure from armpit to floor, order closest length. 
6 Н 67701CF— State length of poles. Shipping weight 3 рошпйз.................- $4.94 

Leather Ski Boot with rubber sole 

12 Extra support from the leather construction and 
the 4 buckle closure. Inner foam padded and fully 

glove leather lined. Thickl, 
fortably secure fit. Snow- 
won't curl. Water resistant. Black. West Germany 
Order only if your feet are medium width. Sizes 2M, 
3M, 4M, 5M. State size when ordering. 
6 N'68113F—Shipping weight 4 pounds... . . . $22.00 

(13 and 14 ) Rubber Ski Boots. Foam padded lining, 
padded tongue for comfort. Rubber sole won't curl. 
Water repellent. Black. Japan. Med. width only. 
Order only if your feet are medium width. 

18 3-buckle Boot. Sizes 1M, 2M, 3M, 4M. 
6 М 68103F—Wt. 3 lbs. State size... ..... $10.95 

4-buckle Boot. (Not shown.) Sizes 5M, 6M, 7M, 8M. 
6 М 68102F—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. State size. ... ....910.95 

14 Laced Boot. Sizes 12M, 13M, 1M, 2M, 3M,4M, 
5M, 6M. Please state size when ordering. 

6 N 68101F—Shipping weight 4 pounds... ... . .$6.99 

Youth Ski Parko size chart 
“Order this size for Weight 
5 (810 10)... 1. 57 10 75 pounds 
M (C 1L: 131-32. inches. -.|. - 76 to 103 pounds 
LA E | 33-34-inches. ..|..104 to 129 pounds 

Youth Stretch Ski Ponts size chart 
Order this) Weis | Weight ] Boys | Girls 
size for size pounds | _inseom | inseam 

8. | 57 to 61... |. 23/0 40, 20% -in. 
10... | 1 6210 75..|. 24-in.. . Yi -in. 
12 | 76 to B9..|..25-in... ..|. .23%2-in, 
14 90 to 103. . |. .26-in.. ...|. -2434-in. 
16 [TE TOR NC AAA CHINA 



“These must be the most 

beautiful dolls in the world" 

ByFurga of Italy 
of оитѕе 

ретлестириу 

( 1 thru 6) These breath-taking t 
lavish gowns, hand-arrang 
tures. Е 
long lashes. Frilly lingerie, shoes 

ch has shiny rooted hair 

15-inch Fiammetta appears 
in a swirl of ruffles and dots 

A matching wide-brim hat tops 
her long curls 
79 N 32068C — Wt. 4 Ibs. $20.00 

Q 15-inch Angelico wears a 
long country-print gown 

with sheer blouse and petti 
coat. Daisies accent her braid 
79 N 32067C — Wt. 4 Ibs. $20.00 

3 15-inch Anita . . enchanting 
in her vibrant patchwork 

gown and shawl. Sprinkles of 
flowers trim her basket and 
decorate her blonde curls 
79 N 32069C — Wi. 4 Ibs. $20.00 

eauties are unforgettable with their 
d hairdos, creamy vinyl skin and classic fea- 

sparkling go-to-sleep eyes and long 
and doll stand included. Fully jointed 

18-inch Valentina is a sheer sen- 
sation in her ruffled chiffon gown 

with appliqued sunflowers and lace 
trim. Her large brimmed hat tilts over 
her long brunette curls 
79 N 3205C —Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $28.00 

Dj 22-inch Beatrice wears a ravishing 

ensemble with lace bodice, ruffled 
sleev flouncy petticoat and frilly 
parasol. Her long ringlets peek out 
from under her bonnet. 

79 N 3206C — Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. $35.00 

э 18-inch Claudia looks lovely in a 
long, flowing gown and veil with 

dainty gloves and a pretty bouquet 
79 N 32054C — Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $18.00 



Girls’ 

20-inch SPYDER BIKES 
with frames in high-flying colors 

* Acrylic-finished frame 

* Quilted banana seat 

* Rear drum brake 

* Acrylic-finished frame 

* Deluxe 6-position support bar 

* Coaster and rear side-pull brake 

* Rear slick tire è Front caliper brake 

$5695 $ 4995 

1 Free Spirit. Your little girl will always have somewhere to go with this red, white and 

blue winner! Chrome-plated fenders, rims and sprockets add a gleaming touch. But 
this bike's got a lot more going for it than good looks . . check out the road-gripping rear 
cheater slick tire and the rear side-pull caliper handbrake. And for even greater braking 
safety, there's also a rear coaster brake for sure, smooth stops. Power chain guard looks 
sporty and protects her slacks, too. Support bar adjusts to six positions. Optional white 
vinyl basket with flowers. Basket from S. Korea. 
FULLY REFLECTORIZED. . SE. ACING PAGE. 

6 С 47579N—Bike only. Wt. 41 lbs. .$56.95 6С 47589N2— Bike, basket. Wt. 43 Ibs. .$58.95 

2 Dazzling raspberry acrylic-finished frame with chrome-plated fenders and rims. Rear 
drum brake and front caliper brake assure smooth stopping. Standard size sprockets 

and chain guard. Support bar. Optional white vinyl basket with flowers (from S. Korea) 
FULLY REFLECTORIZED . . SEE FACING PAGE. 

6 C 47593N— Bike only. Shpg. wt. 41 lbs. 5 
6 C 47594N2— Bike with basket. Shpg. wt. 43 lbs. . 

3 Here's a bright blue bike any little girl would love to own . . chrome plated fenders and 
rims complement the lustrous enamel finish of the frame. Rear coaster brake for de- 

pendable stopping. Standard chain guard and sprockets. Blackwall tires. Support bar. 
FULLY REFLECTORIZED. . SEE FACING PAGE. 
Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 

4C47591N—Shipping weight 39 pounds ..... E ехе 

$49.95 
5195 

$39.89 

SHIPPING NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES. Bikes sent motor carrier or express in 
"long packs" with wheels fully assembled to frame only the seat, handlebars. 
pedals, kickstand and any accessories need to be installed 

pousco MKOGAE 
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Enamel-finished frame 

Banana seat 

Chrome-plated fenders 

Rear coaster brake 

53989 

Girl's 20-inch 
“First Bike" 
Features junior spyder saddle 

and detachable training wheels 

Full-size heads let you add larger seat and handlebar as child 
grows. Pneumatic 20x1.75-inch red-line tires. Glitter-trimmed 
padded vinyl seats. Chrome-plated fenders and handlebar. 
Coaster brake. Detachable training wheels. Light blue frame. 
FULLY REFLECTORIZED. . SEE FACING PAGE. 

6C47637N—Shipping weight 39 pounds $46.95 

p 
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Metal/Mineral Detectors 
Help you search out coins, gold nuggets, 

war relics, antiques and jewelry 

$26995 y 
Detector with 
headphones 

Sonsitive 
4%-\л. moter 
Indicator light 
for night use 
Fine-tune 
metal/mineral 
control 
Volume contro 
On-off and battery 
test switch 

cA Б Indicator J Van switch 
2inch 

i M speaker 

gue... 

mee 

ICTU AP ENERO: 

чуер” 

ары 1 Our best Ted Williams® Treasure Loca- 
tor. Turns lost into found faster than any 

other unit we sell . . it's our only one with two 
separate search coils plus sensitive fine tuning. 
Eight-inch coil ferrets out rings, coins and oth- 
er small objects with greater sensitivity to them 
than larger coils have; 10!2-in. coil has the 
power to find large, deeply buried things such 
as strong boxes or antique guns. Fine-tuning 
control lets you tune out soil mineral content 
that decreases a detectors sensitivity. Control 
panel features 4%-1п. find-intensity meter, 
speaker and neon find indicator light for night 
use. With headphones plugged in, speaker re- 
mains silent for privacy. Easy-to-carry . . only 
5 lbs. 2 oz. Aluminum housing. Solid-state cir- 
cuitry powered by fourteen 1!4-v. batteries 
(incl.). By White Electronics. 
6N 62746L—Shipping weight 10 lbs.* . 

1 
à 
f 

$269.95 

Find Ne 

Tuning Volume 
control control 

$5995 
with earplug 

Under ideal conditions. 

Сй Dade scans by cheistimaxauisetedwical com 

Detector with 
earplug 

Pe 

Р Our two most sensitive detectors find 
dime-size objects up to 6 inches away, 

larger ones up to 6 feet away: 

( 1 and 2) Transmitter /receiver circuitry sounds off only on a find . . remains 
silent otherwise so you can enjoy the serenity of an open field or abandoned 
farmhouse. To speed your search, these units adjust to detect ferrous metals 
(iron, steel) and/or non-ferrous metals (such as gold and silver coins and jewel- 
ту). And your search at the position that’s comfortable . . shaft length adjusts to 

fit your height, search coil angle adjusts to fit your reach. 

"See parcel post information. page 266. 

Ted Williams® Treasure Locator 
finds dime-size metal or mineral 
up to 4 in. away, larger up to 2 ft.t 

Speaker-meter 

The Treasurer™ by Ray 
Jefferson. Sensitive 10*2- 

inch search coil for both shal- 
low and deep searching. 
Easy-to-handle. . arm rest 
makes unit a natural exten- 
sion of your arm so you can 
search for long periods with- 
out tiring. Weighs only 34% 
Ibs. Sturdy plastic housing. 
Built-in meter shows intensity 
of find plus condition of bat- 
tery. Earplug silences speaker 
for privacy while searching. 

Solid state circuitry uses 
one 9v. battery (not included, 
please order from Big Book) 
Shipping weight 10 pounds.* 
6N62776L $119.95 

Six-inch coil . . great for coinshooting through mud, 
rock, wood or sand. With beat frequency oscillator cir- 
cuitry, speaker tone changes pitch-near metal or mineral. 
Comes complete with earplug that silences speaker. 
Easy to use on long hunts . . ultra lightweight at only 2 
pounds. Designed-in balance makes the unit rest easily 
in your hand. And if you search at night, you'll appreci- 
ate the neon find indicator. Rugged plastic housing. Sol- 
id state circuitry uses one 9-v. battery (not included). 
6N59611—Shipping weight 2 pounds .. -859.95 

eae 

Metal/Minoral Earphone 
Control jack 

Bear Target Archery Sets 
Include bow, arrows, quiver and target 

Green Bear 

56-inch bow. . extra length 
makes it draw and release 
smoother than bow at right 

for added accuracy 

Fiber glass bow combines 
long length with a light 25- 
pound draw . . helps make it 
easy for youngsters to build 
their archery skills quickly. 

Set also includes 3 cedar ar- 
rows, quiver, shooting tab, 
armguard, target and shoot- 
ing instruction booklet. For rt. 
or И. handed shooters. 
6N27103C-Wt. 3lbs. ..51295 а оа а 

Little Bear 
Forty-eight-inch bow with 
full working recurve (deep 
bends in the bow limbs) ; . 

puts greater power 

and accuracy in a short, 

easy-to-handle bow 

$2 895 

Bow has fiber glass strips 
laminated to select rock 
maple (chosen for its 
straight, strong grain). 
You get years of enjoy- 
ment from a bow that 
stands up to deep bending 
and resists warping due to 
temperature or humidity. 

Custom sculpted handle 
riser with thumb rest 
helps give you the accura- 
су that comes from a firm, 
steady grip. Bow has a 
twenty-pound draw, 

Set also includes 4 cedar 
arrows, quiver, arm 
guard, shooting tab, 16- 
inch target, instructions. 
For right handed shooters 
only. Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 
6N27104C $28.95 

Red Bear 

50-inch bow. . short and 
easy for a youngster to 
handle yet long enough 

for good accuracy 

Easy-to-work-with length 
and light (approx. 15-Ib.) 
draw . . this fiber glass bow 
makes an excellent way for 
youngsters to start building a 
sharp eye and steady shot. In- 
cludes 3 cedar arrows, quiver, 
target and instructions. For rt. 
or lt. handed shooters. 

Shipping weight 2 15. 
6N27102C ..... sor $699 



The 

Motocross 

Bike 
Built tough to handle 
off-street punishment 

. even from a 
vacant lot or open field 

Wish f Book 

in 1975 Spring Big Book 

$9, 9*9 
with non-reflective tires 

Why stop when the pavement does? This 
motocross bike lets you keep the fun and 
excitement hot even cross-country or on а 
punishing dirt track. To help you handle 
the jolts, thumps and jangles there's a cy- 
cle-style saddle. Deeply padded. Stitched- 
down vinyl cover. And it’s suspended be- 
tween seat post and support bar to help ab- 
sorb shocks. Handlebar has padded cross- 
bar and handgrips. Like a fine dirt bike, 
this one stands up to ruts and rocks using 
heavy duty steel frame with braced front 
fork, wide 20x2.125-inch knobby tires for 
deep-biting traction, 36 heavy-duty spokes 
per wheel, double-wall rims front and rear 
and wide flange front hub. Satin black. Re- 
flectors included, See Note below. 

With non-reflective tires. Has reflectors tha’ 
mount on spokes. See Shpg. Note, p. 423. 

6 С 45701N—Shipping wt. 4515. ..$98.99 

With reflective tires instead of reflectors that 

mount on spokes. See Shpg. Note, p. 423. 

P6 С 45711N—Shipping wt. 45 lbs. ..$103.99 

wish] BookN Motocross-look 
тине. Accessories 

Handlebar 

Wh bi 3 
$ а ve 1 Ü 06 pedi cra pes aad PR 

— à 

Бу) ese 
Hand Grips Number Plate 

Crossbar Pad 

Crossbar Pad. Polyurethane Number Plate. Flexible white plastic. 
LESE UI LEUR ETE 3 foam padding ! inch thick. Black 5 Installs with plastic straps (incl., drill 
olyurethane foam padding. Fits 20-inch — leathergrained vinyl covering is fab- 2 holes in plate to install). Includes 4 
Ва h-rise bikes with % to %-inch seat post. гіс backed for strength. Snaps onto — stick-on numbers (no choice) 

\ 22 -in. unattached support bar incl. handlebar crossbar. Wt. 4 oz. Set of 2. Weight 7 ounces. 
| 6C48981—Wt. 3 lbs. 802. Each $899 6С 48674 Each $259 6C48691—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. Each $1.79 

Saddle end \ 6 С 48981—When you buy any 3 or 6 C 48674—When you buy any 3 or 6 С 48691—When you buy any 3 or 
Sauer Har \ \ more accessories Each $8.09 тоге accessories Each 42.33 more accessories Each $1.61 

Y Y 2 Handlebars. Flat black finish of tough, 4 Handlebar Grips. Deep-cush- 6 Fenders. Gray plastic with black 
\ scuff-resistant epoxy. Welded steel con- ioned rib design. Rugged black vi- striping. Fit over any size bike tire. . 

struction—%-in. outside diameter. Installs nyl. Fit handlebars with ^4-in. outside ір in hot water and bend to curve of 
on conventional handlebar stem. diameter. Set of 2. Wt. 5 oz. your tire . . curve holds permanently. 
6 C 48672—Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. Each $5.29  6C48675 Set $139 6 C 48676—Set of two. Wt. 7 oz... Set $3.09 
8 С 48672—When you buy any 3 or 6 C 48675—When you buy any 3 or 6 C 48676— When you buy any or 
more accessories Each $4.78 more accessories Set $9.25 тоге accessories Set $2.78 

NOTE: Every Sears bike includes a set of highly visible wide angle reflectors 
Wide angle reflectors provide 360° of reflector protection no matter from what angle headlights hit bike. Meet latest federa 

requirements for bike reflectivity. Install quickly and easily, instructions included. 422 
ана trace scans by ена инке ийа. Com 
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ACTUAL SIZE TYPE 

Personalized King James Bible $695 $795 
This handsome Bible is thin and lightweight for easy coring yet contains 1202 
total pages of the old and new testaments and valuable Bible study aids. Text 
features all words of Christ printed in red with 17 full color cargoes Presenta- 
tion page, family register and spiritual printed on fine fy 
64-page conco) ice and subject index, 32 pages of Bible study helps. Gold-color 
page edges. Imitation leather covers, available with or without zipper. Personalized 
in gold-color letters, 8x5!/2x" inches thick. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Please print name wanted clearly when ordering. Sorry, no 
C.O.D. orders, please. Order from chart below. 

Type of Binding 
Black imitation leather without zipper ... 
Black imitation leather with zipper ...... 
White imitation leather without zipper . 
White imitation leather with zippe 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone 

Children's King 
James Bible $695 

Beautiful Bible bound in full-color illustrated cloth. Words of 
Christ printed in red; 17 color illustrations. Presentation 
dr family register and spiritual printed on parchment i 
per. 64-page concordance, subject index; 32 pages of Bi 
study aids. Blue stain page 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
З М 1950—Shipping weight 1 Ib. бог. .............96.95 

NOTE FOR THIS PAGE: King James Bible not offered for sale in 
Great Britain. 

8x5'gx"% in. 1202 pages. 

Bible Stories for Children 
(1) Ten religious Little Golden Books 
A fascinating collection of stories, songs and prayers, 

book, 6!2x8x!4 in. Box measures 814x1254x114 іп. 

Boys and Girls; Stories of Jesus; 

3N 1504—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

(2) The Children's Bible 
Written in a simple narrative style to delight children. 

by an editorial board of leading clergymen. 
512 pages, measures 714x10¥9x? in. 

3 N 2093—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 15 oz. 

(3) Bible Book and Phonograph Record Set 

life. Two long-playing 1 
simple narrative word for word and add sound eífects. 
Book contains 23 stories in 32 color-illustrated pages. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For children ages 6 to 12. 
3 N 1900—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. 

ара Deos Scant by айй кайа Coma 

colorfully illustrated and gift boxed. 24 pages in each 

TITLES: Hymns; I Think about God; Bible Stories of 
Heroes of the Bible; 

Noah's Ark; A Book of God's Gifts; David and Goliath; 
ре for Children; My Little Golden Book about 

ORDERING INFORMATION: For children ages 3 to 7. 
$4.79 

Full-color illustrations. Topically arranged. Appcoved 
‘ontains 

ORDERING INFORMATION: For children ages 3 ди 7. 
4.99 

Brings many Bible stories, such as The Creation, to 
records follow the book's 

Set $5.89 

The Living Bible 
Tree oj Lije 

Edition 

c 46 1285 $10^? 

Reduced from our 1975 Chrisimas Wish Book. 
This handsome edition contains a brief concordance, maps and 
16 pages of full-color illustrations to complement Kenneth Tay- 
lor's contemporary interpretation of the Scriptures. Clear, direct 
language plus many study aids help the reader to achieve a 
greater understanding of the Bible. Bound in padded black imi- 
tation leather, gold-color stamped. 1105 pages, 8%4x6x2 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 1940—Shipping weight 2 pounds $10.49 

The Living Bible . 
“The scriptures as they relate to our world 

(4) The Living Bible, standard edition 

wt. 11b. 7 oz. ... $9.99 

(5) The Way, Living Bible youth edition 
version of the Bible with con- 

temporary illustrations and aids for Bible 
'. Paperback. 1116 p., 84xS3 4x1! in. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
З № 1906—Shipping weight 2 lbs.. .. $6.49 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N 1994—Shipping 

Large size King J "'emiyBibie 9129» 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N 1951—Wt. 7 lbs. 402, ..... $12.95 

Easy-to-read large print Bibles 

(6) The Living Bible 
Kenneth Taylor's inspirational paraphrasing of the Scriptures for those 
who need or prefer reading in Ee type. Printed on strong but light- 
weight paper. 2,304 total pages. Brown Kivar™ woven paper cover, 
Book measures 9!4x6* «x21 inches thick. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 1945—Shipping weight 3 pounds 5 ounces 

(7) King James Version Study Bible 
Words of Christ printed in red. Contains 16 pages of full color illustra- 
tions, family record section, presentation page, maps and study aids. 
Black imitation leather cover. 1854 pages, 614x914x154 in. Gift box. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 1952—Shipping weight 3 pounds 10 ounces 

$1479 

$11.95 

(8) King James Version Bible with soft cover 

Lightweight, flexible soft-cover Bible for easy carrying. Words of Christ 
in red. Presentation page, study aids. 1854 pages, 914x614x134 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 М 1953 Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces. 
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$12999 
20-inch single-speed Motocross Bike 

with heavy-duty shock 
frame, spokes and rims 

20-inch single-speed Motocross Bike 
with wedge-style frame, 

girder fork and handlebars 

SPEEDS: Single speed with free wheeling hub. 

BRAKES: Front and rear side-pull caliper handbrakes. 
WHEELS, TIRES: 20x2.125-inch wide black knobby tires front and 
rear give excellent traction on sharp turns and for fast starts. 
Heavy-duty spokes and rims stand up to dirt-track punishment. 

FRAME. HANDLEBARS AND SADDLE: Ruby red finish on tough 
heavy-duty steel frame. Extra-strong front fork and handlebars are 
designed and engineered to handle the jolts of off-road use. Front 
and rear spring suspension. Black racing saddle. Motocross handle 
bar with crash pad. Comfortable black waffle handgrips. Recom. 
mended for leg lengths from 23 to 28 inches, see How-to-Measure 
Note on page 414. 

COMPONENTS: Black rat-trap pedals. Set of reflectors, see Reflector 
Note оя page 414. Full chain guard. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: See Suffix Note on gase 303. Sent 
partially assembled, see Assembly Note, page 414. See Motocross 
Bicycle Warranty a/ right before ordering. 

Shipping weight 53 pounds. 
6С 45742N $129.99 

Combination 40-channel 
CB Receiver/AM Bike Radio 
CONTROLS: Direct rotary tuning and volume. Slide CB/AM 
band switch lets you listen to important road and traffic infor 
mation, walkie-talkie broadcasts or AM programs. 

Our lowest 
price in 1977 
for any Bike Radio 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Easy-to-use rear coaster brake 
WHEELS, TIRES: 20x2.125 inch wide black knobby 
tires front and rear. Heavy-duty chrome rim and 
spokes handle the jolts of ruts and rocks. 

FRAME, HANDLEBARS AND SADDLE: Sturdy yel 
low wedge-style steel frame. Heavy-duty girder fork 
and handlebars built tough for action riding. Black 
racing saddle. Motocross handlebars with crash pad, 
comfortable black waffle handgrips. Recommended 
for leg lengths 23 to 28 inches, see How-to-Measure 
Note on page 414. 
COMPONENTS: Black rat-trap pedals. Set of reflec 
tors, see Reflector Note, page 4/4, Full chain guard. 

ORDERING INFO: See “М” Suffix Note on page 303. 
Sent partially assembled, see Assembly Note, page 
414. See Motocross Bike Warranty at right. 

Shipping weight 42 pounds. 
6C45715N $108.99 

MOTOCROSS BIKE 
WARRANTY 

0 days from the date of 
rchase. Sears will, free of 
arge, repair or replace, and 

nstall a replacement part for 
any defective part of this bicy 
cle, when used in a normal man 

ner (which does not include use 
with a motor). If the bike is used 

for commercial or rental purpos- 
es, thi$ warranty does not apply 

Warranty service is available 

by simply returning the bike tc 
the nearest Sears store through 
ош the United States. This war 
ranty gives you specific lega 
rights, and you may also have 
other rights which vary from 
state to state. 

$ 
Cut 53 $6” Speedometer / Odometer Woven 

Polyethylene 

Reduced from 777 Fall Big Book. 23 $999 Basket 
CONTROLS: AM rotary tuning and CONSTR.: 7x13x8-in 

Reduced from '77 Spring Big 
Book. Shows speed to 50 mph, 
mileage to 99.9. (Resetable.) 
CONSTR.: Black plastic case. 
3-in. diam. black dial, green. 

deep. Woven white 
polyethelene plastic 
Decorated with col- 
ored plastic flowers 
Straps to handlebars. 

volume dial. 
CONSTR.: Silver-color plastic hous- 
ing, black dial 3¥-in. diameter, 24- 
in. high. Mounts on handlebar 
(bracket incl.) and detaches for use 

CONSTRUCTION: 4x6x8-inch high red plastic housing, black 
dial. Solid state receiver for noise-free reception. Monitors all 
40 CB channels. Quick-release bike mounting bracket for use 
as a base station. Safety coil CB antenna incl. Hong Kong. 
ORDER INFO: Use 9 v. batt. (order below). Fits most bikes. 
6 C 48159—Shipping weight 1 pound ..$14.99 as portable radio. Hong Kong. white print. Universal tire South Korea. 
9-volt Battery. Heavy-duty ORDER INFO: Fits most bikes. Use drive. Hardware, instr. inci. ORDERING INFO: Fits 
34 C 4662— Shipping weight 2 ounces Each89c 9-volt battery (order at left). ORDERING INFO: Fits most most bicycles. 

Е 6C4814 1-Shpg. wt. 9 oz. bikes. Wt. 11 oz. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz 
[d Was $9.99 Now 96.99 6С 48842 39.99 6C 48486 ...52.99 

бено pani scant y chiritimas aeda com 
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appearance and 
. . available assembled or in lower-priced, easy-to-assemble kits 

(1) .58-caliber Zouave Rifle 
Reduced from 1978 Hunting Book 
LOADING; Muzzle-loading single 
shot black powder percussion ri- 
fle, Uses .58 cal. ball ammunition 
and black powder (not included). 
STOCK, FOREARM: Hardwood; 
stained walnut color on assem- 
bled rifle, unfinished on kit. Pol- 
ished brass fittings and patchbox. 
RECEIVER, BARREL; Case-hard- 
ened brass lock. Rifled steel barrel 
(blued on assembled rifle). 3-leaf 
rear sight and blade front sight. 
SPECS: 32'4-inch barrel; 484% 
inches long overall. Approximate 
weight 9 pounds*, 

ORDER INFO: See Gun Policy be- 
low, Imported. (Shpg. wt. 11 n) 
6N51776C Das HN 
Unassembled Kit. Inletted stock. 
All holes drilled and tapped. As- 
sembly instructions incl. Opera- 
tional when assembled. Imported. 

(Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs.) 
387.99 6N51791C 

(4) Ted Williams Auto-load 
22-cal. Rifle with Scope 

LOADING: Automatic tubular 
magazine fires 21 shorts, 17 longs 
or 15 long rifle cartridges. 
STOCK, FOREARM: Handsome 
walnut-finished hardwood. 
RECEIVER, BARREL; Steel barrel. 
Rust-resistant aluminum alloy re- 
ceiver. Cross bolt safety. Side 
ejection of spent shells. Receiver 
frost for scope. Open adjusta- 
le rear sight; bead post front 

sight. Removable trigger assem- 
bly for easy cleaning. 
SCOPE: Sears 4X scope; see Key 
(2) on page 420 for description. 
SPECS: 201% inch barrel; 39 inches 
long overall. Approx. wt. 5 lbs.* 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See 
Sears Gun Policy and Warranty 
below before ordering. 
(Shipping weight 7 pounds), 
6N54777C........... $49.99 

“Minor differences in wood density may 
cause weight to vary slightly. 
Full 1-yr. Warranty on Se: ind Ted Wil 

199511199 | 

(2) .50-caliber Hawken Rifle 
LOADING: Muzzle-loading single 
shot black powder percussion ri- 
fle. Uses .50 caliber ball ammuni- 
tion, black powder (not included). 
STOCK, FOREARM: Cherry wood 
stained walnut color on assem- 
bled rifle, unfinished in kit. Pol- 
ished brass fittings. Cheek rest. 
RECEIVER, BARREL: Steel. Rifled 
octagonal barrel (blued on assem- 
bled rifle). Hook breech. Hand 
engraved lockplate, hammer. 
"Set" trigger. Adjustable rear 
sight and blade front sight. 
SPECS: 28-in. barrel; 46 in. long 
overall. Approximate weight 8! 
pounds*, Assembled. 
ORDER INFO: See Gun Policy be- 
low. Imported. (Wt. 10 Ibs.) 
6N51778C ..,......$199.99 

Unassembled Kit. 1-pc. inletted 
stock. Holes drilled, tapped. Instr. 
incl. Operates when assembled. 
Imported. (Wt. 10 Ibs.) 
6N51779C .$139.99 

(B) Daisy .22-cal. Air Rifle 
Reduced from 1978 Hunting Book. 
LOADING: Lever-action, Loads 
one .22-cal. pellet at a time or 
uses 5-pellet clip, 5 clips included. 
STOCK, FOREARM: Of Monte 
Carlo design walnut-grain plastic. 
RECEIVER, BARREL: Brass barrel 
rifled for accuracy. Steel receiver 
and barrel shroud. Adjustable 
open rear sight; ramp front sight. 
Receiver grooved for scope. 
SPECIFICATIONS: 21-inch long 
barrel; 37% inches long overall. 
Approx. wt. 5 Ibs. 

ORDERING INFO: See Gun Policy 
and Daisy Warranty below, 

Rifle only (Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs.). 
Т6 № 19078C o $3699 

Rifle with scope 
Sears 4X scope; see Key (2) on 
fai d ‘ied for cone is 

ipping weight 6 pounds). 
T6N 19478C2 .........542.98 

Assembied 

45 caliber Kentucky Rifle $0099 

Muzzle-loading Black Powder Rifles. . . carefully crafted to give you authentic з 
balanced, accurate shooting 

Unassembled kit 
was *109.99 $87” 

Unassembied kit 
$7499 

(3) .45-caliber Kentucky Rifle 
LOADING: Muzzle-loading single 
shot black powder percussion ri- 
fle, Uses .45-caliber ball ammuni- 
tion, black powder (not included). 
STOCK, FOREARM: Walnut- 
stained hardwood on assembled 
rifle, unfinished in kit. Polished 
brass fittings. 
RECEIVER. BARREL: Rifled steel 
barrel for accuracy (blued on as- 
sembled rifle). Hand engraved 
lockplate. Primitive fixed iron 
rear sight; blade front sight. 
SPECS: 33'4-inch barrel; 50 
inches long overall. Assembled. 
Approximate wt. 9 lbs.* 
ORDER INFO: See Gun Policy be- 
low. (Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.) 
6N51765C........... $99.99 

Unassembled Kit. Butt plate in- 
stalled on inletted stock. Holes 
pre-drilled, tapped. Instructions 
included. Operational when as- 
sembled. Imported. (Wt. 10 lbs.) 
6N51766C $74.9 

(6) Sears single-shot 
12, 20, .410-ga. Shotguns 

LOADING: Breech action. 
STOCK, FOREARM: Hardwood 
with walnut finish. 
RECEIVER. BARREL: Steel. Take- 
down design barrel. Full choke. 
Auto. shell extractors. Movable 
left, right breech release tab. Bead 
front sight. 
SPECS, ORDER INFO: Approx. 
wt. бъз Ibs.* See Gun Policy, War- 
ranty below, (Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.) 
12-gauge. 30 inch barrel; 464 in. 
long overall. Fires 2*4 and 3 in. 
standard or magnum shells. 
6N51077C ........... $49.99 

20-gauge. 28 in. barrel; 44% in. 
long overall. Fires 234 and 3 in. 
standard or magnum shells. 
6N51078C.. ...$49.99 

,410-gauge. 26 in. barrel; 4214 
in. long overall. Fires 2% and 3 in. 
standard or magnum shells. 
6N51079C.. ..$49.99 

ims Guns: For 1 yr. from date of purchase, Sears will repair gun, free of charge. if defective in material or workmanship. Warranty service available by returning gun to nearest Sears store or Service Center throughout the U.S. This warranty gives you specific legal rights; you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. 
Full 90-day Warranty on Daisy Air Guns: For 90 days from the date of purchase, Sears will repair all Daisy Air Guns sold in 
this catalog free of charge if defective in material or workmanship. Warranty service available by taking gun to the nearest Sears 
store or Service Center throughout the United States. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other 
rights which vary from state to state. 
Crosman® Warranty Note: Crosman® air guns warranted by Crosman Arms. Inc. To write for free copy. see page 330. 

Sears Gun Policy. Sears will accept any order for air guns, firearms. ammunition by phone but not by mail. Orders must be picked up in person at Sears Catalog Sales Office or Retail Store. Air guns and ammunition may be ordered or picked up outside State in which you reside; firearms may not. Sears will not sell air guns. ammunition or firearms to anyone under 18 yrs. of age (however, some localities require higher age). In states where law allows sale of air guns to persons under 18. parents may make Such purchases for their children. Sears will not sell hand 
shown at time order is picked up. Federal 
laws: ALL GUNS, AMMUNITION SHIPPE! 

igun ammunition to anyone under 21. Proof of required age must be 
jun registration not required for air guns. All sales subject to Federal. State, Municipal 
PREPAID to pick-up point (a Sears Retail or Catalog Sales Store) 
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Women's and Girls’ 
Ice Skates 

Naugalon? vinyl uppers you don't polish 

For women and girls. Water-resistant, durable 
and they wipe clean. Zinc-plated Japanese steel 

blades, tempered to hold edge. Composition rub- 
ber soles. Arch-supporting counters. Cushioned 
tongue for comfort. Unlined. Steel shank. Shoe 
made in U.S.A. 

Women's. White. “В” medium width only. State 
5B, 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B. See chart at bottom of page. 
6 М 10301F—Shpg. wt. 4Ibs.40z........... $9.95 

Girl's. White. Medium width only. If your regular 
shoe size is full size, order usual size. If regular 
shoe size is half size, order next full size larger. 
State girl's size 1, 2, 3, 4. 
6 М 10139F—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . . . .$9.95 

Leather uppers . . scuff, tear resistant 

2 For women. Nickle-plated Canadian Sheffield 
blades for skillful figure skating. Skin-fit® lined 

insulation for warmth. Lock-stitched composition 
rubber soles. Arch supporting counters. Two-piece, 
cushioned tongue. Steel shank. White. In “В” 
medium width only. State size 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, 10B, 
11B. See chart at bottom of page. 
6 N 10309F—Shpg. wt. 4lbs.4oz.......... $16.95 

Speed-lace, top-grain leather uppers 

3 For women. One tug on the laces and your skate 
is on. Speed lacing is more flexible for improved 

ankle movement. Fully suede leather lined. Canadian 
chrome-plated Sheffield blades hold a better edge 
for more control. Two-piece cushioned tongue con- 
forms to foot. Heavy lock-stitched composition 
rubber soles. Arch supporting counters. Reinforcing 
steel shank, White. Made in U.S.A. 

In “В” medium width only. State size 6B, 7B, 
8B, 9B, or 10B. See chart at bottom of page. 
6 N 10331F—Shpg. wt. 4lbs.Boz.......... $19.99 

Beginners' Skates with vinyl uppers 
4 Zinc-plated steel blades. Composition rubber 

soles. Heel counters. Unlined. White. Japan. In 
medium width only. If regular shoe size is full size, 
order usual size. If regular shoe size is half size, 
order next full size larger. 

Single blade. Girls' sizes 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. 
6 № 10135F— State size. Shpg. wt. 21bs...... $3.99 

Double blade. Girl's sizes 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. 
6 N 10132F— State size. Shpg. wt. 2lbs...... $3.99 

Skating Accessories 

Pom-pom. Bright red and blue yarn. Happy 
jingle bell in middle. Sewn-in strings to attach 

to ice skate or rink skate. 
6 М 10055— Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 4 0z..... Pkg. 99c 

6 Blade Guards. Plastic. Fit all sizes. 
6 N 10090— Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 1 lb.. . Pkg. 99c 

7 Skate Socks. Lightweight for a proper fitting 
skate. “Wick” action draws moisture away from 

foot for comfort. 33% Herculon® olefin, 65% Or- 
lon* acrylic, 2% Lycra® spandex. Sizes S(614-8), 
M(814-10), L(1014-13). State S, M, L. 
6 М 95961F— Navy blue 6 N 95962rF— Red 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. ............ Pair $1.50 

8 Ankle Supports. Foam rubber, canvas covered. 
Sizes S(shoe size to 4); M (men's 5-8, women's 

5-10); L(men's 9-13, women's 11). State S, M, L. 
6 М 10096rF— Shipping weight 30z...... Pair $1.19 

9 Skate Tote. For all sizes. Rubberized rayon. 
6 М 10081—Shipping weight 1 pound. . . . $2.99 

"Registered 1. E. DuPont Trademark 

WOMEN'S SHOE SKATE SIZE CHART 
Order size only if it is available in item listing. 

Your regular shoe size 
Your regular З shes width 5 |56 |6 AE mje |» 9% | 10 | 10%) 11 

Order shoe skate size below 
АА (narrow). . . | 58 |58] 68 |58| 78 |78 | 88 | вв) 98) 98) 108 | 108 B (medium) . 58 | 68 [sB | 78 |78| ве (вв | эв | эв 108] 108) 118 | 118 

зв | вв |в | эв | vos | 108| 118/178 |... 



How should Corinne wear her hair? 

Any way you want! 

М; 

m^ ES 
LP FX ow 
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Little 6-inch 
Lella with 3 
extra outfits 
including a 
bridal gown 

go 
This mini-sized doll 
comes with her own 
wedding gown and 
trousseau. Set in 
cludes gown and veil, 
coat, country-style 
dress, scarf and a pol 
ka dot party dress. 

15-inch Corinne from Italo Cremona 

dresses for nearly every occasion 

in 6 high-fashion outfits 

Corinne plus outfit Outfit only 

$ 7°? each $4417 

(1 thru 6 ) Change Corinne's hairstyle as often as you change her outfit, Each of these Italian 
beauties has easy-to-style rooted hair, go-to-sleep eyes, sunglasses and comb. Jointed vinyl and 
polyethylene. Ages 5 to 10. (Outfits only: Wt. 10 oz. each). 

Little Lella has 
shiny rooted hair, go- 
to-sleep eyes, vinyl 
skin. Jointed, Italy. 

Shipping wt. 8 oz. 
49N37 148-Set $8.99 

NOTE FOR ALL 
ITEMS ON PAGE 

Shoes. 1 
Corinne in knit top, tights, 
skirt, hat, 

49N32072-Wt.11b.802.57.99 
49N3258-Outfitonly . 4.47 

Pretty Corinne looks so 
stylish in her knit top, 

tights, pant skirt and vest 
49N3204-Wt.1 lb.8 oz. $7.99 
49N32557-Outfitonly 4.47 

3 Corinne in long country: 
style gown. Buy it the 

easy way—order by phone. 
49N3207-Wt.1 lb. 8 oz. $7.99 
49N3256-Outfit only . 4.47 

4 Corinne dresses up in her 
elegant maxi-coat and hat. 

49N32073-Wt.1 1b.807.$7.99 

5 Corinne in mod slacks set 
and vest. 

49N3207 1-WL.1 1.802.87.99 

49N3257-Outfit only . 4.47 

6 Corinne looks super in her 
bright blouse, mini-skirt, 

boots and cap. 

49N32074-Wt.! Ib.802.$7.99 

49N32583-Outfit only 4.47 49N32582-Outfitonly 4.47 NOT recommended 
for children 3 years 
old and under 

Dolls with 
Growing Hair NS 

Just press doll’s tummy, pull our „© 

her hair and it grows. A knob буе (un 
on her back winds it short. we 

(7 thru 9) Change their hairdos 
from a short bob to luxuriously 17 '/xinch 
long. Pose them . . they're all Talky Crissy 
jointed vinyl. For ages 5 to 10. with growing hair 

says 6 phrases 

5 Ks 51299 
15-inch Dina with twist-turn 
swivel waist and sun-kissed 

blonde hair. Wears a sporty over- 
all sun suit and tie-up clogs. ч ik bora que 
49N35046-Wt. 1 lb. б oz. . $5.53 k ae her a question 

$ pull her ring, 17'/-in. 
8 17¥%rinch Brandi with twist- à Crissy may say "Why 

turn swivel waist, sun-kissed жы” Жы not?" or she may say 
blonde hair and a lovely tan. уат ТО I don't think so. 
She's dressed in a high-fashion $ : 97 1 die her tummy pull 

swimsuit and tie-up clogs. 1 er hair—it grows ‘n 
49N35045-Wt. 11b. 8 oz. .$5.99 $53 7 grows. Wears a long, 

55 elegant robe. Jointed 
9 17rinch Tressy wears a 51 16inch TEM vinyl. For ages 5 to 10. 

fabulous mini dress. She has Я 7ш 18 | вале Shpg. wt (256 
bright brown eyes, pretty black т Ш = 49 N 35131 ..$12.99 
hair and a sweet smile. А es 9$599 dM : 
49N35122-Wt. 1 lb. бол. $7.97 

Culslod paige scans by pirisimas-mrietechücal com 



Boy's and Girl's 

24-inch 

Girls' 3-speed 
with coaster brake and $7 175 M cache 
rear safety handbrake 

Handlebar-mounted brake and shift levers. Gear ratios from 46 to 81. White frame. 
Blue fenders with white racing stripe. Whiteline tires are 24x134-in. Chrome: plated 
handlebar, hubs, rims. Vinyl seat. Pedal to scat span adjusts from 2624 to 30% in. 
Optional white woven vinyl basket decorated with multi-color flowers. (Basket 
from S. Korea.) FULLY REFLECTORIZED .. SEE BELOW 
6 C 45526N— Hike only; Shipping weight 44 pounds $69.75 
6 С 45529N2—Bike with Basket. Shipping weight 46 pounds 71.75 

Fully reflectorized . . complete reflector package 
and installation instructions enclosed 

D 
и 

Amber White al front 
on pedals red at rear 

Radio and Horn $1 199 
for bikes 

Bumpy streets and bike paths won't bother 
this solid-state transistor radio. 105 your 
cycling companion; bolts to handlebar mount. 
Music, news and sports come in loud and 
clear on the full AM band. Tune in stations 
and adjust volume with dials on face of radio. 
Center button is.for the built-in horn. High 

impact plastic case is bright red and white 

with amber reflector on front. Measures 314x 
4x44 inches wide. Uses 3 “C” batteries, not 
incl. Fits all bikes. Can be detached for 
carrying or indoor use. Taiwan. 
6 C 48145—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $11.99 

Woven vinyl $299 

Bike Basket 

Here's a bike accessory that's decorative as 

well as practical. Mounts easily with buckled 

leather straps. Water-resistant white vinyl 

basket decorated with multi-colored plastic 

flowers. Measures 7 inches front to back, 
13 inches side to side, and 8 inches deep. 

Fits all bicycles. Imported from South Korea. 
6 C 48485—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. $2.99 

hes from mount 
for indoor u: 

Gutslod pans Scone by ийй нанына сый Coda 

LIGHT WEIGHTS 
Multi and single 

speed models 

Boys’ 10-speed with 

derailleur gears and center- $8 
pull caliper handbrakes 

Gears from 29 to 86 make shifting precise and accelerating casy. Handlebar- 
mounted dual-position brake levers: Blackwall tires are 24x134 inches on 17-inch 
red and blue frame. Chrome-plated circular chain guard, spoke protector, wing nut: 
and wide flange front hub. White taped racing handlebar. Black padded vinyl 
racing saddle, Pedal to seat span adjusts from 2915 to 3314 inches. 

FL Y REFLECTORIZED .. SEE BELOW. 
6 C 45595N—Shipping weight 46 pounds. . , . 

Single-speed $5195 
Lightweights with з]? ў 
rear coaster brakes 
Frames finished in flamboyant colors look spectacular next to gleaming chrome 
plated fenders and rims. Blackwall tires are 24x134 in. Coaster brake for smooth 
stopping. Touring-style handlebar is chomre-plated. Black block pedals. Padded 
vinyl saddle. FULLY REFLECTORIZED .. SEE ABOVE 
Boys’. Flamboyant lemon-lime color frame, black handgrips and saddle. 
6 C 45535N—Shipping weight 41 pounds. $51.95 

Girls’ Bike with basket of white woven 
vinyl; plastic flowers. From S. Korea 
6 C 45549N2—Shpg. wt. 43 Ibs... .$53.95 

Girls'. Flamboyant raspberry frame 
white handgrips and saddle 
6 С 45545N—WL. 41 Ibs. $51.95 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
See Big Book or ask for details 



Help develop your body 
while you sharpen timin 
reflexes and coordination 

Height of tyle palm 
platform 
adjusts 
9 inches 

striking contro! 

$3 495 

Wall-mount 
Striking Bag Set 

Includes adjustable platform 

heavy-duty vinyl bag and 
pro-style striking mitts 

| 
Red vinyl 

striking bag 

Set includes Bag, Platform, and Mitts. Valve-inflated 
bladderless striking bag of rugged molded vinyl. . red with 
black stripe. Inflating needle is included. 

Swivel overhead bracket supports particle board re- 
bound drum (23-inch diameter, 54 inch thick). Partially 
assembled, Height of heavy-duty platform adjusts 9 inches. 
Black enamel with contrasting yellow "target" ring. Heavy 
vinyl mitts with padded backs and snug fitting elastic cuffs. 
One size fits all. Black. Striking mitts made in Hong Kong. 
6м 14167C—Shipping weight 22 pounds Set $34.95 

Free-standing Striking Bag 

Develop your skill wherever you like with this portable 
striking bag. Tough nylon-stitched vinyl bag is attached to 
whippy spring steel rod . . adjusts from 34 to 42 in. high. 
Bag bladder designed to conform to shape of bag for good 
performance and longer bag life. Rod bolts firmly to stur 
dy die-cast steel base. Hardwood floor platform in a wide 
based triangular shape allows wide spread stance. Unas 
sembled. Black bag. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
6N 1443C—Shipping weight 12 pounds 511.99 

Save :1.00 22°" 

“child gloves, 
pair adult gloves 

Separately total 

*14.98 

+439 
1 pair youth gloves, 
1 pair adult gloves 

Separately total 

*15.98 

354/198 
| 14% 

cwo $599 | «49699 | sour $899 
Soft expanded vinyl gloves . . fully-padded backs, cuffs, thumbs protect the 
little puncher and his opponent. Pro-style palm grips. Elastic cuffs hug 
wrists for comfortable fit. Black with gold-color palms. Hong Kong. 
6N 14152—Child (up to 8 years). Shipping weight 1 lb; 3 oz. .....Pair $5.99 
BN 14153— Youth (ages 9 to 12 years). Shipping weight 2 lbs. ....Pair 6.99 
6 М 14154—Adult (ages over 12 years). Shipping weight 2 lbs. ....Pair 8.99 

2-pair Set includes 1 pair child 
gloves, 1 pair adult gloves. 
6N14171—Wt.3 Ibs.302.Set*13.98 

Boxing Gloves 

2-pair Set includes | pair youth 
gloves, 1 pair adult gloves. 
6N14172—Wt. 4 Ibs. ..Set 514.98. 

Сөй Dade scans by cheisinias тй айе иис Goi 

grips help your 

Soccer Equipment 

4-piece Youth Soccer 
Outfit includes Jersey, 

Pants, Shin Guards, Socks 

Jersey knit of 10077 cotton . . 
absorbent and airy for cool 
comfort; full cut for freedom of 
movement. UCLA-style inserts. 
¥-length sleeves. Red. 

Pants knit of 50% polyester, 
50% nylon. Elastic waist fits 
snug without binding. “Conti- 
nental cut" for free leg move- 
ment. White (not as shown). 

Shin Guards of spongy vinyl 
foam to absorb blows. Sani- 
sealed to stay clean. 

Socks with elastic body of. 
100% stretch nylon. Stirrup 
style. Red. Machine wash jer- 
sey, pants and socks with simi- 
lar colors and at warm tempera- 
tures. See Big Book for boy's soc- 
cer shoes, 

Order outfit by waist size in 
inches S$(22-24); M(26-28); 
L(30-32). State S, M or L. 
6N2468F—Wt. 2 lbs. ..$9.99 

Top-grain cowhide cover resists 
scuffing. Rugged double- 
stitched seams. Pre-tested En- 
glish butyl bladder for lively ac- 
Чоп, Official size, weight. Inflat- 
ing needle. Taiwan. 
6 N2467-Shpg. wt. 11b. ..$1299 

Ted Williams Multi-sport 
Shoe. Molded 22-cleat sole for 
ground-gripping traction. Rug- 
ged white leather upper has red 
side stripes. Reinforced toe and 
counter. Cushion sock liner for 
comfort even during long, hard- 
fought games. Nylon and poly 
urethane foam cushion quilted 
tongue and collar. 

Available in “D” medium 
width only. Sizes 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
State size, See Size Note below. 
6N 11792F—Wt. 1 lb. 9 oz.. $9.99 

NOTE: If your shoe size is B, C. or 
D width, order your correct size in 
D width, For E or EE width or halt. 
sizes, order next full size larger 

Beginner's 
Fishing Outfit for 2 

$1499 
Two reels: Mercury and Dol- 
phin spin casting reels; both 
with closed face, positive push 
button control and star drag. 
Designed to prevent line tangles 
at reel. Both come pre-wound 
with monofilament line. 
Two rods: 4-ft. one-piece fiber 
glass spin casting rods have 
plastic handle with cork inlay, 
one wire guide and tip top. 
Seven lures: Red and white 
spoon, plugette, nickle spoon, 
Channel Cat, Duke, 2 lifelike vi- 
nyl worms, 

Other items: 24 BB shot, 24 #8 
shot, 6 cork hook guards, 6 
snap swivels, 2 nylon leaders, 
12 clincher sinkers, 200 hooks, б 
snelled hooks, minnow scoop, 
stringer, scaler, 2 plastic floats. 
Tackle Box: High-impact plas- 
tic, 5x20x2% in. high. Incl. 

-size fishing booklet. 
6N33655C—Wt. 3 Ibs. .... $14.88. 

Black and white 
official size 
Soccer Ball 

31294 

($5 A Led utt 
Multi-sport Shoes `. 

ideal for football, 
soccer and 
baseball 

$999 



Motocross-look Bike* 
with working suspension 

on front and rear 
* Heavy-duty frame with 

welded-in reinforcements 

* Thickly padded crossbar 

* Wrap-around tread on 

20x2.125-inch knobby tires 

$8 899 

7 The most comfortable motocross-look bike 
we offer. Trailing link front suspension 

soaks up bumps, coil springs on saddle support 
bars help smooth out rough roads. And this 
bike has the thickest saddle padding on any 
motocross-look bike we offer. Flat black steel 
frame with bright green fenders . . steel front 
fender, plastic rear. Heavy-duty front fork. 
Waffle handgrips. Wide flange front hub. Rat 
trap pedals. Non-reflective tires. Reflectors 
incl., see note on facing pg. Partially assembled. 
See Ordering and Shipping Note below. 
6 C 45704N—Shpg. wt. 45 lbs. $88.99 

Motocross-look Bike* 
Has heavy-duty frame and 

wrap-around knobby tread on 
20x2.125-inch wide tires 

$ 7 899 with 
non-reflective 

tires 

8 Deep-tread knobbies bite down hard, wrap 
around tread helps hold traction even in 

sharp turns. Deep-cushioned motocross-style 
saddle smooths the ride. Soft waffle grips cush- 
ion your hands. Flat black handlebar has rug- 
ged crossbar brace. Heavy-duty front fork and 
wide flange front hub. Bright orange plastic 
fenders stand out handsomely against the sil- 
ver-colored steel frame. Rat trap pedals. Re- 
flectors incl., see note on facing pg. Partially as- 
sembled. See Ordering and Shipping Note below. 

With non-reflective tires. Has reflectors that 
mount on spokes. Shpg. wt. 45 pounds, 
6 C 45703N eo 7899 

With reflective tires instead of reflectors that 
mount on spokes, Shpg. wt. 45 pounds. 
P6 C 45713N $83.99 

Motocross-look Bike* 
Has heavy-duty front fork 

and 20x1.75-inch knobby tires 

$6 899 тол ае 

9 Knobby-tread tires add sure-footed trac- 

tion and stability. Padded banana saddle. 
Flat black steel frame. Red plastic fenders. Flat 
black motocross-style handlebar braced with 

rugged crossbar . . cycle-style handgrips. Rat 
trap pedals. Reflectors included, see note on fac- 
ing page. Partially assembled. See Ordering and 
Shipping Note below. 
With non-reflective tires, Has reflectors that 
mount on spokes. Shpg. wt. 43 lbs. 
6С 45702N " ..968.99 

With reflective tires instead of reflectors that 
mount on spokes. Shpg. wt. 43 pounds. 
P6 C 45712N .$73.99 

*NOTE: Bicycles on this page include frames and 
other components made to Sears standards for its 
regular bicycles. These bicycles are not intended 
for stunting or off-road use. 

IMPORTANT ORDERING AND SHIPPING 
NOTE: Bicycles with reflective tires may be re- 
quired in New York State. Please check with local 
authorities before ordering. АП bikes sent ready to 
assemble, instructions included. Please be sure to 
see "№" suffix note on page 276 

‘Catalog pane scans by EIENAME cont 



Coin and Stamp collecting . 

U.S. Coin-collecting Kits. 

COLLECTING! | 

Fine Heritage set for those who want to become the “serious” coin collector. 
COMP DITION Forty collector Lincoln cents dated from 1959 to 1975. Five 
coin 

, , and plastic box. ifier 
and deluxe coin checklist. 4 booklets: Welcome to Coin Collecting, Let’s Collect 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
—Shipping 3N 1817. weight 5 pounds ... ..$23.49 

Basic Outfit $699 
А оой in the rewarding hobby 

COMPOSITION: collector Lincoln 
cents. Three anre and plastic 
tubes, one each rin mount cents, пі 

Sor, 
3N 1818............ ~.. -Outfit $6.99 

World Coin Outfit $1 299 
Begin your world coin collection with this ba- 
sic outfit. A fun and interesting way to learn 
about other countries. 
COMPOSITION: 60 foreign coins selected for 
unusual quality, У, beauty 3 dear vi- 
nyl coin pages ытыс AK identifi- 
cation slides. Vinyl-covered 3-ring coin al- 
bum with 8 divider pgs. containing informa- 
tion TAL е coins and their countries. 3 
and 6 power magnifying glass, slide strips. 
Booklets: "197 Standard JS Coi Coin Catalogue 
and Scott's USA Coin Checklist. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
SN 1831—Wt. 21bs. 6 oz. . . Outfit $12.99 

Obsolete Coin Set 
Family of valuable coins no longer minted. 
COMPOSITION: Three silver pieces: Liberty 
Half-dollar, Liberty Quarter and Mercury 
Dime. Buffalo Nickel and Indian Head cent. 
Clear plastic case, 2x6x/, in. thick. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N 1822—Shipping wt. 6 oz. .... Set $9.99 

Bicentennial Coin Set 
Uncirculated coins honoring America's bicen- 
tennial anniversary. 
COMPOSITION: 1776-1976 Eisenhower Sil- 
ver-clad Dollar, 1776-1976 Kennedy Half- 
dollar, 1776-1976 Washington Quarter, and 
1976 dime, nickel and penny. Clear plastic 
case, бх2х% in. thick. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 1825—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. Set $5.99 

Lighted Coin Viewer 
Coins feed into viewer singly, move under 

ier, flip over and eject automatically. 
COMPOSITION: Viewer, coin value book, 

guide, checklist and instructions. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110— 
120 volts, 60 Hertz. AC. 6 watts, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
З М 18232—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ......... $9.99 

m—qm———ÓnO—— 

. fascinating hobbies of lasting value 

Presidential 
Coin 

Wall Set 

$1995 

For distinguished taste . . . our walnut-stained, wood-framed collection of 
presidential coins. Nine highly polished coins in good to extra-fine condition 
mounted on picture of the White House. Measures 8x10x1!4 in. thick. 
COMPOSITION: One Eisenhower Silver-clad Dollar, one Kennedy Half-dol- 
lar, one Washington Quarter, one Roosevelt Dime and one Jefferson Nickel. 
Four Lincoln cents: one wheat, one steel and two memo: 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent from factory in Evanston, Ill. Pay shi 
ping, handling from Distribution Center. Allow extra time. No С.О. 
ЕЗ М 1848—Shipping weight 2 pounds ‘Set $18.95 

(1) World Stamp Collecting Hobby Outfit 

Т RETE aes Di ep etie dn ‘coun! stamps. 
oat Cum hinges, booklet: 5 Stamp Collecting Tips. Album: 
1 Ax 10x 134 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 М 1809—Shipping weight 3 pounds 10 ounces......... Outfit $8.49 

(2) My Own First Stamp Album Hobby Outfit 
COMPOSITION: Vinyl-covered, 288-page album. Contains pictures and 
stories about the and countries of origin. Divider pages, 190 
world stamps, ifier, hinges, World Flag stamps, ‘and bool booklet: 

Album xk E thick. Collecting measures 1134x10x134 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 1810—Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces. ......... Outfit $4.88 

(3) U.S.A. Stamp Collecting Hobby Outfit 
Sales Illustrated vinyl-co т M tains stories of peo- 

events pictured on stamps. Stamps, , Stamp 

Stamps, 4 hist Pocket Stamp Catalog, 
Collecting Guide. measures 1134x10x154 in. thick. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
З М 1808—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces 

You can order items on pages 423 to 598 
from now until September 9,1977 

THIS Keep your Wish Book to order 

* Birthday gifts and party favors 

* Replacement parts and refills 
CATALOG 



(1) Girls' 24-inch Touring Bike 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Reliabie rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS, dus 24x1%-inch wide black- 
walls front and rear. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: 17-in. 
steel frame, yellow finish with red stripe 
on fenders. Chrome-plated touring-style 
handlebars, white vinyl handgrips. White 
vinyl touring saddle. Recommended for 
leg lengths 26 to 28 inches, see How-to- 
Measure Note, page 414. 
COMPONENTS: White block pedals. 
Chain . Set of reflectors, see Reflec- 
tor Note, page 414. 
ORDERING INFO: See "N" Suffix Note, 
fer 303. Partly assembled, see t Assembly 

vit 414. See Warranty, pieun 
A 547N—Shpg. wt. 43 lbs. $64.99 

(2) Boys’ 24-inch 10-speed Racer 

SPEEDS: 10-speed Shimano Skylark der- 
ailleur, 33-89 ratio. Down tube shifters. 
BRAKES: Single-position side-pull caliper 
handbrakes front and rear. 
WHEELS. TIRES: Front and rear black- 
walls measure 24х13% inches wide. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: 20-in. 
steel frame with TON finish. Racing- 
style handlebars, black taping kit. Black 
vinyl racing saddle. Recommended for 
leg lengths 26 to 28 inches, see How-to- 
Measure Note, page 414. 
COMPONENTS: Rat-trap pedals. Chain 
guard. Reflectors, see Note, page 414. 

ORDER INFO: See “М” Suffix aker Eal 
303. Partly assembled, see Assembly 

Our lowest price soon Note, page 414. See Warranty, page 413. 
in 5 years for | 6 C 45576N—Shpg. wt. 4515. 469.99 
any boys' 24-inch 
10-speed Racer 

(3) Boys’ Evel Knievel 24-inch 
10-speed Racer 

SPEEDS: 10-speed Shimano Skylark der- 
ailleur. 33-89 ratio, Stem-mtd. shifters. 
BRAKES: Dual-position side-pull caliper 

hanclicakes front and rear. SPEEDS: 10-speed Shimano Skylark derailleur. Gear ratio range of 33 
WHEELS, TIRES: Front and rear black- о 89 for reduced pedaling effort. Stem-mounted shift levers, 
wall tires measure 24x134 in. wide. — BRAKES: Front and rear side-pull caliper handbrakes. Dual-position 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: 19-in. — brake levers let you brake from either racing or touring position. 
a frame with white finish, Evel Kniev- — WHEELS, TIRES: 24x1%4-inch wide blackwalls front and rear. 

graphics. Racing-style handlebars, blue FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: 20-inch steel frame on Boys’, 18- pi it. White racing saddle with red. — inch on Girls’ with Mus e finish. Racing-style handlebars ШНЕК СаО Howe! fine Note on page 414. pe tg leg lengths 26 to 28 inches, see Eu leasure 

COMPONENTS: Rat-trap pedals. Refle- COMPONENTS: Rat-trap pedals have skid-resistant surface. Chain 
tors, see Note, p. 414. Disc chain guard. guard. Set of reflectors, see Reflector Note оп page 414. 
ORDER INFO: See “N” Suffix Note, E ORDERING INFO: See “N” Suffix Note on V 303. Bike sent partially 
303. Partially assembled, see Assembly ^ assembled, see Assembly Note, aft 414. See Warranty, f. 413. 
pete 414. See Warranty, page 413. 6 C 45508N—Boys' model. Shipping weight 39 pounds ....$79.99 
6 C 45539N—Shpg. wt. 41 bs. -$89.99 — 6 C 45509N—Girls' model. Shipping weight 44 pounds..... 79.99 

Look at this low price 
for our Boys’ and Girls’ 
26-inch 10-speed Racer 
with dual-position brakes 

$8999 
SPEEDS: 10-speed Shimano derailleur, gear ratio 
range of 36 to 97. Stem-mounted shift levers. 
BRAKES: Center-pull caliper brakes front and 
rear on Boys', center-pull caliper brakes front 
and side-pull caliper brakes rear on Girls'. Dual- 
position brake levers. 
WHEELS. TIRES: 26x1%s-in. wide blackwalls. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Hot-lime color 
frame is 21-in. on Boys’, 19-in. on Girls’. Black 
racing-style handlebars accented with lime perfo- 
rated tape kit. Racing saddle is black on Boys’, 
lime on Girls’. Recommended for leg lengths 29- 
32 in. on Boys’, 27-30 in. on Girls’, see How-to- 
Measure Note, page 4/4. 
COMPONENTS: Rat-trap pedals. Reflectors, see 
Reflector Note, ?. 414. Black chain guard. 
ORDER INFO: See “N” Suffix, 2. 303. Part. as- 
sembled, see Note, p. 414. Warranty, Р. p. 413. 
6 C 47487N—Boys' model. Wt. 49 lbs. .. $89.99. 
6 C 47497N—Girls’ model. Wt. 49 Ibs. .. 89.99 

Generator Light Set 

$999 
CONSTRUCTION: 344-inch wide chrome- 
plated steel headlight mounts on handlebar 
stem. 1!4-inch diameter chrome-plated 
steel taillight and generator mount on rear 
of frame. Switch controls 2-bulb high/low 
beam light. 12-volt, 6-watt generator. Spare 
bulb, wiring and mounting hardware in- 
cluded. Imported from BIDEN 
ORDERING INFO: Partially 
6c 48112—Wi 11b. 130... ҮГҮТ 

Wet n 

ida, 

| | | | 
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Prices Cut on all 8, 10 and 12-gun Cabinets on this page 

solid hardwood 
10-gun Cabinet 

in maple or walnut finish 

Cut *30 

1249.95 $219” 

(1) Solid hardwood 10-gun Cabinet 
Reduced from our 1978 Hunting Catalog. 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid hardwood in either maple or 
walnut finish. Hinged, locking double glass doors. 
Wool felt-lined stock rests and barrel racks. 
ACC. STORAGE: Separate locking compartment. 

DIMEN, ORDER INFO: Assembled. Holds guns (not 
incl.) up to 52 in. long. Cabinet зат in. 
deep. Storage area 13x34'2x11 in. deep. 
6N21153N—Walnut finish. Wt. 91 ibs. dr rd 
6N21154N—Maple finish. Wt. 91 lbs. .....2/9.99 

(2thru 4) Country-style Gun Cabinets 
Reduced from our 1978 Hunting Catalog. 
CONSTRUCTION: Walnut-finished pine, hardwood 
veneers. Hinged, locking glass doors, Antiqued hard- 
ware. Wool felt-lined stock rests and barrel racks. 
DIMENSIONS. ORDERING INFORMATION: Holds 
guns (not included) up to 52 inches long. 

(2) Unassembled. With veneer back panel. As- 
sembly with key-way clip metal fasteners (incl.), 
simple tools. Holes predrilled. Instr. incl. Imported. 
10-gun. 38x69x12 inches deep. 2 doors. Storage area 
measures 10х33х101% inches deep. 
6N21291N—Shpg. wt. 90 lbs. 5184.99 
B-gun. 32x69x12 inches deep. 2 doors. Storage area 
measures 10х27х101% inches деер. 
6N21288N—Shpg. wt. 80 Ibs. . 5169.99 

(3 апа 4) Assembled Cabinets 
(3) 12-gun. 43x70!2x12*4 inches deep. 2 doors. 
Storage area measures 12%4x4054x10%⁄ inches deep. 
6 N 21282N—Shipping weight 106 lbs. . . . . $279.99 
3) 10-gun. 37x7014x1214 inches deep. 2 doors. 
torage area measures 1234x34'/x10' inches D» 
6N21275N—Shipping weight 91 lbs. 
(4) 8-gun. 31x7012x1214 inches deep. 1 door. Stor- 
age area measures 1234x28'2x 10! inches дее] e» 
6 N 21271N—Shipping weight 76 lbs...... 6229.99 

m———'H—Á" 

In walnut-finish pine and hardwood veneers . . . available assembled 
or in lower-priced, easy-to-build, kit form 

10-gun Unassembled B-gun Unassembled 12-gun Assembled TO-gun Assembled 

Cut *15 | Cut *10 | Cut 20 | Cut 15 was 9239.99 
Was $179.99 Woes $299.99 Was $259.99 

(5 апа 6) Walnut-look 
Gun Racks 

CONSTRUCTION; Walnut-look mold- 
ed polystyrene is unaffected by tem- 
perature or humidity, Front of acces- 
sory drawer is patterned to simulate 
fine checkering. Wool felt-padded 
racks help protect gun's finish from 
nicks and scratches. Accessory draw- 
er lock also secures gun locking bar 
to keep guns in place. 
ACC. STORAGE: Separate locking 
drawer 4*4x2534x3' in. deep. 
DIMENSIONS, ORDERING INFO: As- 
sembled. Mounting hardware incl. 
& 4-gun. 5x28x26/, in. high. 
N21128C—Wt. 10 lbs....$1 

(6) 2-gun. 5x28x18'/ in. high. 
6N21126C—Wt. 8 lbs..... $14.99 

(7) Unassembled 6-gun Cabinet 
in walnut-finished pine 
and pine veneers 

CONSTRUCTION: Of solid pine and 
pos veneers with rich walnut finish. 

inged, locking glass door helps keep 
out dust and prevent tampering. Felt- 
lined barrel racks help protect gun's 
finish from scratches. 
ACCESSORY STORAGE: Separate 
compartment beneath racks. 
DIMENSIONS, ORDERING INFORMA- 
TION: Holds guns (not incl.) up to 52 
in. long. Unassembled; assembles eas- 
ily with key—way clip metal fasten- 
ers and dn tools. Pre-drilled 
holes. See “№” Suffix Note on page 
330. eri in. deep. 
Shipping, weight 50 pom. 

6N21287N . 

9.99 

Walnut-look Gun Racks 

4-gun 

$1999 
2-gun 

$1499 

$79.99 

244% 

8 gun Assembled 

Cut %10 

Our lowest 
Price in 1978 

for any 
Gun Cabinet 

57999 

WE 
“GRORTS CENTER 



Women’s, Girls’ 

Rink Skates 

Action adjustable trucks 

1 For women and girls. Fabric-backed vinyl 
uppers. Sixteen ball bearings with each plastic 

wheel. Composition rubber soles. Heel counters, 
cushioned split tongue. Nickle-plated steel foot 

plates. White. “В” med. width only. State 4B, 
5B, 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B. See chart, below. 
6 м 23303F—Shipping wt. 8 lbs.. .$12.69 

Double-action trucks plus toe stops 

For women. Fabric-backed vinyl uppers. 
Each plastic wheel has sixteen ball bearings. 

Composition rubber soles. Aluminum footplates. 
Steel arch supports, long inside counters, cushioned 
split tongue. White. “В” med. width only. State 
6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, 10B. See chart, below. 
6 N 23312F—Shipping wt. 8 lbs.. $19.99 

Quality semi-precision Skates 

3 For women. Top-grain leather uppers, leather 
oles. Double-action adjustable trucks. Each 

plastic wheel rolls on 16 concealed ball bearings 
Cushioned split tongue. Heel counters, arch sup- 
ports. Aluminum foot plates, built-in toe stop 

White. “B” med. width. State 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, 
10B. See chart, below 
6 N 23388F—Shipping wt. 8 lbs. $28.99 

WOMEN'S SHOE SKATE SIZE CHART 
Order only i size is available in item listing 

Your regular show size 
Your regular | 5 
shoe width 

wp os] [9] pos] 1 
Order shoe skate sire below 

АА (arrow) sa |в ee /вв |70 | ve | se | es | se | эв | oe | 108 
8 (medium). . . |58 |68 | 68 |78 |76 |88 | 86) 98 | 96 |108 | 108 
D wide) \вв [ев | 78 |a (вв |as (в | se | 108 | 108 

Sidewalk Skates 

for girls 

Steel-wheel Street King? Skates 

Each heavy-gauge steel wheel has six ball 
bearings. Vinyl uppers. Composition rubber 

soles. Heel counter. White. No keys to mess with, 
no clamps to come off. 

Medium width only. If your shoe 
size order usual size. If s! 2 
next full size larger. State girl 
4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 
6 N 23103F—Shipping wt. 5 lbs... . ...85.99 

Oversize composition wheels 

Each wheel has sixteen ball bearings for an 
extra-smooth ride. Widetrack trucks mean 

more stability. Vinyl uppers. Cushioned insole 
for added foot comfort. Composition rubber soles. 

White. 
Medium width only. If your shoe size is full 

size, order usual size. If half size, order next full 
size larger. Girl" 12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,6, 7,8. 
Please state size. 
6 N 23105F—Shipping wt. 5 lbs.. ....$949 

Handy skate carrying Case 

Makes carrying rink or sidewalk skates so 
easy. Vinyl-covered plywood frame. Nickle- 

plated hardware. Plastic handle. Twin locks. 
Key. 13%x164x6-in. deep. 
6 N 23068—Red 6 N 23069—Blue 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 8oz............$5.89 

itai pae Scans by dieisinianmiselediwical com 



Dolls with hair that GROWS and 
Change their hair from short to long . . just press doll's tummy, pull her hair and 

Weddi Il The ed. Ing Belles HAIR CARE ACCESSORIES 
FOR ANY GROWING 

Movin’ Groovin' Tressy and Cricket with twist-turn swivel waists . . HAIR DOLL 
dressed for a special occasion in glamorous Bride and Bridesmaid Gift Sets 

{1 and 2 ) Every day's a very special wedding day for these dolls. Dress them 
up, pose them and style their growing hair any way you wish. Swing their 

shoulders around— their bouncy curls toss from side to side. Vinyl. 

1 Cricket Gift Set with lacy 2 Tressy Gift Set with 

gown, mini-veil and bou elegant gown, veil and 
quet. 15-inch doll comes bouquet. 17}4-in. doll is 

dressed in a bright mini 
dress. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz 
49 N 35133... Set $9.79 

Bridesmaid outfit only, fits 

dressed in a satin mini dress 
for rehearsal. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

49 N 35132. . Set $9.88 

Bridal outfit only, fits any 

Hair Setting $ without s $349 battery 

any 15-inch doll. 1714-inch doll. Wt. 7 oz. Incl "curler warmer" with rollers. 

49 N 35135—W t. 7 oz..$2.08 49 N 35134 * $2.08 “hair spray", comb, brush, “mirror 

and hair decorations plus a hand 
styling booklet. Plastic “warn 
lights-up curlers to simulate heating 
process. Uses 1 “AA” battery, order 

pkg. below. Ages 5 to 10. 
49 М 31175—Wt. 8 oz... .Kit $3.49 
"AA" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 N 8402—Wt. 6 oz Pkg. 99c 

=w /, — 

ay OARS 
Doll's Hair Accessories include styl 
ing comb, pins, clips, rollers, hairnet, 
bows and other decorations. 
49 № 35042—Wt. 3 ог... .Set $1.99 

3 Crissy Way-out Wig Set incl. a 

curly layered wig, wig block and 
brush. Doll (shown below, at right) 
not incl. 
49 N 35127—W't. 8 oz. Set $2.41 

NOTE for all items on page: Not 
recommended for ages 3 and under. 



FIRST BIKES" FOR GYGLING TIKES 
.. sport 16-inch tires that can’t go flat, 

coaster brakes and detachable training wheels : 

YOUR CHOICE 

.. any of these 
3 bikes $3,495 

TRAIL BIKE 
* Chopper-style 

lebar and 
cycle-style saddle 

SUGAR 'N' SPICE 

e Spyder-style 
banana seat 

e Simulated 
baffled 
cycle muffler 

• Sleek Spyder styling with high-rise 
handlebar and 
banana seat 

e Flamboyant 
turquoise frame 

e Whiteline tires 

* Center bar adjusts for boy or girl 

* Bright red frame and 
white chain guard 

1 Free Spirit. Your little ones will love this sporty bike with its glittery mini-banana seat 
Rear coaster brake delivers smooth stops. 16x154-inch semi-pneumatic tires are non 

inflatable so they can't go flat. Chrome-plated high-rise fenders resist rust. White grips with 
blue and red streamers. Pedal to seat span adju 25% to 33% inches. Detachable 
training wheels. REFLECTORIZED. Phone ordering is a quick and easy way to buy it 
6 € 47877L—Shipping weight 30 pounds $34.95 

s fro 

Chrome 
olored 

Sugar 'n' Spice. Our beginner's bike especially for little girls. Double-bar fra 
fenders. Convertible center bar. White vinyl basket decorated with brigh 

flowers (from S. Korea). Flatproof 16-inch white-line tires. Rear coaster brake. F gh-rise 
handlebars, and fenders are chrome-plated to resist rust. Detachable training wheels ——, 
REFLECTORIZED. A; 
6 C 47876L—Shipping weight 31 pounds $34.95 к=: 

3 Boys’ Trail Bike. Simulated baffied cycle muffer serves as chain guard to protect pants y 
cuffs. Smooth-action coaster brake. Raised front fender. Studded 16x134-inch semi Convertabike 

pneumatic tires can’t go flat. Chrome-plated front discs and support bar resist rust. Training 
wheels and hardware included. REFLECTORIZED. $2895 
6 C 47883L—Shipping weight 32 pounds $34.95 

Raise center bar and it's a boys’ bike . . lower it, it’s a girls’ bike. A 

s. Y nstal great bike for any 3 or 4-year old. Blue bike with white on pedals, 
e detachable training wheels, grips and saddle. Rear coaster brake. 

Non-inflatable 16x154-inch blackwall tires can't go flat. Chrome- 

plated handlebars, sturdy plastic seat. REFLECTORIZED. 

6 C 47881L—Shipping weight 30 pounds - $28.95 

SHIPPING NOTE 

аюб pao Scane by cuitimar наны ысы pom 



2]58750 

ZJALUE 
Save 7.50 М... с 95 

when you buy Bench (2) :207.45 199 

with Pulley Attachment (3) 

Enjoy your own family physical fitness pro- Pulley Attachment (3) for a multitude of ex 
gram on this home exercise system. Com- — ercise possibilities. Weights not included. 

Paci = м р 
Sears| а bines our best leg-lift Weight Bench (2) with 6N 15256N2—Wt. 170 Ibs. Set $199.95 420 

Сай pads scunt by deisiimavaiseteciwical io 



Wish f Book 

value Save 20% on any of these 
3 accessories when you also 
buy a bike from this catalog 

Solid state AM Radio 
clamps to handlebar. . 

detaches to use as portable 
Bought alone | Bought with bike 

594° 571°! 

Big, easy-to-reach controls for 
volume and tuning put music, 
news and sports at your finger- 
tips. Plastic case clamps on han- 
dlebar, removes easily with 
thumb screw. White and blue 
case just 5x6x2 inches. Hong 
Kong. Uses one 9-v. battery 
(not included, order below). 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. 
6С 48147—Аіопе.........814.89 
6 C 48147—With Ыіке.....#77,97 

9-volt Battery. 
34 C 4675—Shpg. wt. 2 oz. handle e 

Combination Speedometer, Odometer, Tachometer 

Bought ЕЈ 99 $719 
alone 

Fluorescent dial on easy-to-read 24-inch face. Regis- 
ters speeds up to 50 mph, wheel rpm and mileage to 
9,999.9 miles. Black plastic housing. Instructions and 
fittings included. Order by bike's lire size. 

Bought 
with bike 

27 inches .. . 

0277 | we. $22! 
White with bright plastic 
flowers. Mounts with buck- 
led straps. Measures 7x13x8 
in. deep. South Korea. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 

Mounts 
^t 

Take it anywhere 
when you leave 

your bike just unplug 
remote button, snap 
walkie-talkie out of 

cradle and use built-in 
push-to-talk button 
Remote button stays 

on handlebar. 

$ 1 899 without 
27 batteries 

Remote button mounts near handgrip 
send or receive yet keep both hands on handlebars 

Bike Walkie-Talkie 

Wish f Book 

value, 
Save 10% when you buy a set of two 

2 Walkie-Talkies $ 34" 
in set 

Send and receive clearly even with walkie-talkie mounted on handlebar . . using the re- 
mote buton provides extra mike sensitivity and speaker volume. Black walkie-talkie and 
cradle of high-impact, pebble-grained plastic. Cradle mounts on handlebar, 8x1!/2x2!4-inch 
walkie-talkie snaps into it securely, Solid state unit operates on Citizens Band channel 14 
and requires no license. Includes volume control, on-off switch, talk-listen button and 
swiveling antenna. Uses two 9-volt batteries (not included, order under radio above). 
6C48152—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ....Each $18.99 — 6C48155—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. ....Set $34.18 

424 
Cutsiod vage scans by сита тизекч1ииса uon 

Boys' 20-inch 5-speed Spyder 
Five derailleur positions give you low gears to 

really dig out, high gears for fast cruising 
with 

non-reflecti $8999 „2 
1 Free Spirit. Pedal at a constant rate and you can dou- 

ble your speed as you gear up from Ist to Sth. Fine side- 
pull handbrakes stop you quickly and smoothly. Vinyl mo- 
tocross-style saddle deeply cushioned for comfort . . six-po- 
sition support bar lets you adjust to reach pedals easily. 

Chain guard wraps around sprocket to help keep pant 
legs free. Knobby-tread tires front and rear: front 1.75 inches 
wide, rear 2.125 inches for stability. Flat black steel frame. 
Reflectors included, see Note on page 422. See Notes below. 

Bike with non-reflective tires. Has spoke reflectors. 
6 С 47526N—Shipping weight 48 pounds............. 589.99 

Bike with reflective tires instead of spoke reflectors. 
P6 C 47524N—Shipping weight 48 pounds 

20-inch Single Speed Spyder 
with chrome-plated fenders 
Sparkling metalflake finish frame 

99 nonen $5899 «3 
2 Free Spirit®, Chrome-plated rims, handlebars and fend- 

ers make the shimmering finish on the steel frame even 
brighter. Thick saddle padding cushions and smooths the 
ride. Easy-to-use coaster brake. Boys' bike has maroon 
frame with maroon and white vinyl saddle—1.75-inch front 
tire, 2.125-inch knobby rear. Girls' bike has light blue frame, 
floral vinyl saddle and whiteline 1.75-inch tires front and 
rear. Reflectors incl., see Note on page 422. See Notes below. 

Boys’ Bike with non-reflective tires. Has spoke reflectors. 
6 С 47981N—Shipping weight 39 pounds. ....958.99 

Boys’ Bike with reflective tires instead of spoke reflectors. 
P6 C 47982N—Shipping weight 39 pounds 

Girls’ Bike with non-reflective tires. Has spoke reflectors. 
6. 47991N—Shipping weight 39 pounds. . . 958.99 

Girls’ Bike with reflective tires instead of spoke reflectors. 
P6 C 47992N—Shipping weight 39 pounds ........... $63.99 

20-inch Single Speed Spyder 
Brightly painted frame and fenders 

$4,899 «e 4899 «ds 
3$ Chrome-plated high-rise handlebars add sparkle. 

Smooth-action coaster brake puts quick stops at your 
Íeet. Front and rear tires measure 20x1.75 inches for good 
traction and stability. Boys' bike has handsome pacer blue 
steel frame and fenders with black grips, pedals and vinyl 
saddle. Peppermint pink steel frame with white grips, pedals 
and vinyl saddle on girls’ bike. Reflectors included, see page 
422. See Notes below. Like everything else in Sears books, it's 
зо easy to order by telephone. 

Boys’ Bike with non-reflective tires. Has spoke reflectors. 
6 С 47535N—Shipping weight 39 pounds............. $48.99 

Boys’ Bike with reflective lires instead of spoke reflectors. 
P6 C 47536N—Shipping weight 39 pounds ... $53.99 

Girls’ Bike with non-reflective tires. Has spoke reflectors. 
6С 47545N—Shipping weight 39 pounds............. $48.99 

Girls’ Bike with reflective tires instead of spoke reflectors. 
P6 C 47546N—Shipping weight 39 pounds ........... $53.99 

IMPORTANT ORDERING AND SHIPPING NOTE: Bicycles with 
reflective tires may be required in New York State. Please check 
with local authorities before ordering. 

ASSEMBLY NOTE: Bikes sent partially assembled. Sears Retail 
stores and most Sears Catalog stores can arrange for assembly of 
your catalog ordered bike for a small service charge only. Please 
see "N" suffix note on page 276. 

For a full selection of bicycle accessories see Sears Big Book. 
You'll find baskets, baby carriers, bike carriers for the car. storage 
equipment. touring bags. locks and chains. lights. safety flags, 
horns and a wide selection of replacement and customizing parts. 



Dumpy } 

WELING 
MUSICIANS 

Set of 10 Golden Story Books 
CONSTR.: Hardcover books, color Шиѕ- 
trations. 644x8 in. сеа Gift Бох. 

Delightful Books for 
little ones to enjoy 

‚ Bedtime Sto. 

ORDERING INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
3N 1536 Set $4.49 

(1) Tiny Tot's 6-book 
Library with 
Grow Tape 

Large life-like pictures bright- 
ly printed in non-toxic inks 
help baby identify objects by 
shape and picture. 
CONSTRUCTION: Thread- 
sewn plastic. Sticky finger- 
prints and candy smears wipe 
right off. Each! book has 12 12 
pages, 6%хб\ in, Paper tape 
Treasures 244x511 in. long. 

(2) Setof 8 Cloth Books 
A charming collection of full- 
color books that resist fading 

"Beh up to children's 
es printed in 

non tenet teach little 
ones to prende objects in the 
world around them. 
CONSTRUCTION: Durable 
cloth books are machine- 
washable. Each book mea- 
sures 5x5 inches, 6 pages. 

in England. 
TITLES: Train, Owl, Pussy 

(3) Sunny 24-book Library 
CONSTR.: Flexible cover. 24-page, 6x8-in. books. 
TITLES: Rusty, Farm Babies, When I Grow Up, 
Putt- I Traveling Musicians, Snow White, Gi- 
барр y, Dumpy, Humpty Dumpty, New 
Sri i foliday at с: Гара, Toby 
le A 
Donkey, Bobbie Hada a Nickel Sla] Spp. Jokes, 
Tangletown Tales, Little Fire Engine, Pul 
Littlest Elephant, Tut Tut Tales, ur 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
З № 1653—Shipping weight 2 pounds . .Set $4.39 
(4) Tiny Tot's 10-book Library 

Set of 10 Disney Story Books 
CONSTR.: Hard cover books, color illus- 
trations. 649x8 іп. 24 pages. Gift box. 
TITLES: Dumbo, Mickey Mouse's Picnic, 

Wow, My House, Pinky Pan- Cat, Ducks, Round About, Rosa alc 5 page books of durabla у pun Donald puck: а Тоу Szilbost, Snow 
eene e раис M TITLES: Baby's Zoo, Cuddly c Pla укн ыст Peter Pan, Winnie-the-Pooh and 

sah Little People, Objects, Toys and Ob; Tigger Too, Robin Hood and the Daring Shipping wt. 9 oz. Shipping weight 4 ounces. — dle Diddle, In the House, For Baby, Bab 2 3N 16301 .......Set $2.96 ЗМ 1574........5е:83.90 things Things Baby Sees, ORDERING MCN. NA 
ORDERING INFORMATION: FI 1440 PROS peer ree Set 94.49 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone. З М 1506—Shipping weight 9 oz. ..... Box $2.99 

І Г Bee|[w* Eggs Sleep Codes | | war DISNEYS ! 
Bi gt | к= E STORY LAND | Fun bition ee Fo 

(8) Disney 
(5thru7) Sets of 6 Wonder Educational Books Story Land 

Furnish basic information, help introduce children to reading. 320-page hard 
CONSTRUCTION: Hard cover, 24-page books measure Вхб\ inches. bound book includes 

more than 50 stories 
(5) Nature (6) Animals (7) Everyday Things from Walt Disney аз} Wi 
TITLES: Jungles, TITLES: Tigers, Bears, TITLES: Clocks, Cars, films. Illustrated (19) Winnieshe-Rook Activity Pack 
Mountains, Rain, The Bees, Eggs, Spiders, Homes, Teeth, Clothes, with color pictures. Children enjoy hours of play with р 
Sea, Snow, Fire. Elephants. 1014x734 in. COMPOSITION: Six coloring t aca gt 
P AD ES рыу ако ORDERING ALR oS ne icr fun. тее darem 

. wt. 2 Ibs. . 3 oz. 
Зато зм {зб 4.19. 31537... 7.0410. 3N 1421.85.79 toxic “Git box i crayons. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
З М 1563—Shipping weight 3 Boz. .... .$4.29 

(11) Bambi's Fragrant Forest Book 
be] Lepora the pungent 

tches of fragrant 

Wines - 
Poe, Save 9% 

when you buy any 2 books below наа ааваа 
strips and your can dis- 

a “m cover forest smells too. Hard 
з 27° rone 914х931 inches. 32 

(9) Touch Me Book 
Textured. 20 pages. 
ORDER INFO: 6x6 in. 
3 N 16305—Wt. 8 oz. 

ORDER VE Wt. 10 oz. 
3N 1438 ..$2.99 

(12) Walt Disney's Mickey 
Priceforone..... 42.99 Mouse Cookbook (14) Winnie-the-Pooh (15) Three Winnie- 
2 ог more Ea. 20 Let Moe Mouse, Donald Fragrance Book , the-Pooh Books 
10) Patthe Bunny Duck and other A scratch and sniff book — Winnie-the-Pooh in Tight 

aac oath, move acters teach your c ‘fat to in which Pooh and Piglet Squeeze, Winnie-the-Pooh 
20 pgs. 4x5! in. ' cook. Beginners can make find their way home by a zd SET s Birthday, 

ORDERING INFO: cookies, main dishes nose. Six fr: Winnie-the-Pooh 
3 N 16309—Wt. 3 such as Peter "Pan' s Pasta. child to smell. cover. CA cover. 

/ n dip Colorfully illustrated. Hard 32 pages. 9V4x9*4, in. 32 pages, 9!4x1214 in. 
1 cover. 8x11 in. 96 pages. ORDERING INFO: ORDERING INFO: 

ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. Еч 10 oz. 2 ibs. 
3N 1439..... 2 $479 зм 1425 ....... .$299 3N1408........ $3.79 

ио pace scans by ветна иенаси com 
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Æ lyingArrow Sleds 
Designed for all-around recreational 

sledding and for any size family 

Floating steering design 
with flexible nose helps 

in direction control 

Blunt, thick front 
bumper of steel 
cushions legs 
when pulling 
sled too close 

Shock-absorbing braces 
of heavy-duty steel 

CONSTRUCTION: Steel frame: Blunt, 
thick front bumper of smooth, chrome- 
plated steel . . . helps cushion your legs 
from the impact of your sled when you 
pull it too close. Steel grooved runners, 
turned up at ends. Braces of heavy-duty 
steel to help absorb bumps and shocks. 
All steel parts are weather-protected with 
red baked enamel finish. Wood parts 
have silk screen decoration. 
Steering: Floating design with flexible 2- 
piece nose iron helps give better direction 
control than a rigid steering design. 

Fast-moving fun is yours down any hill in these 

Sno-tandem 

Sno-fighter Jr 
б. М2 $997 

Caoa page scans by cuisines museteciwici com. 

cold temperatures down to —40 F. 

tough polyethylene Sleds 

(1and2) Lightweight 
polyethylene Sleds. . . 
designed to withstand 

Easy to pull sleds that are made for lots of 
winter use. 
CONSTRUCTION: Tough, high-impact poly- 
ethylene plastic. Sleds will withstand cold 
temperatures down to —40° Е. Wide runners 
for stability. Molded seat for good insulation 
against cold ground with high-back design 
for support. Front tow rope. Handbrakes for 

Turned-up back 
runners for 

smooth round 
Grooved steel runners. edges 
weather-protected with 

Deck: Kiln-dried Northern hardwood deck 
and rails are coated with weather-resistant 
varnish. Strong hardwood deck boards run 
full length of sled to support your body. All 
sleds are 23 inches wide, 6 inches high. 
FOR AGES: See chart below. 

SIZES. ORDERING INFORMATION: See “N” 

(4) All-wood 
Sno-boggan 

$997 Á 
4, 

0) 
7 

the dual purpose ої steering and braking. 
ORDER INFO: (1) See “N” suffix, pg. 303. (2) 
if mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate; see pg. 303. 

(1) Sno-tandem. Measures 44x22x9 inches 
high, seats an adult and child. Green. 
FOR AGES: B years and up. 
79 C 8513 1N—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 
e Sno-fighter Jr 
Measures 36x18x9 inches high. Orange. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
79 C 85123L—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 

$14.97 

-$9.97 

(3) Thunderbolt Toboggan with 
polyethylene body. . . 
seats 1 or 2 children 

Enjoy many hours of tobogganing fun with 
your friends on any hill. 
CONSTRUCTION: Tough, linear polyethyl- 
ene body. Smooth contoured suríace gives 
you fast sledding speed. 4 plastic handles. 
Measures 17x48 inches long. Seats 1 or 2 chil- 
dren comíortably. Red. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: If mailed, takes 
15-pound rate, see page 303. 
79 C 85095L—Shpz. wt. 3 lbs. ..... $4.97 

Use as a children's toy and for transporting light 
camping or winter sports equipment. Designed 
for two children. 
CONSTRUCTION: Selected Northern hardwood 
coated with weather-resistant varnish. 
36'2x1234x3!4 inches high. Polypropylene hand 
and tow rope included. 

FOR AGES: 4 to 11 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 C 85109 C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $9.97 

(5) Aluminum 
Coaster 

$597 
CONSTRUCTION: 
Silver-color aluminum. 
Turned edges. 2 web 
hand holds. 25-inch di- 
ameter. 

FOR AGES 
and up. 

ORDERING INFO: If 
mailed takes 15-lb. rate; 
see page 303. 
Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 C 85063L...$5.97 

313 years 



ABS plastic top. 

Strong, flexible 
atrylic foam core 
Fiber glass layers 
for strength 
Polyethylene base 

Step-pattern base 
lasts longer 

grips better than 
diamond-pattern base 

on ski at right 

Complete outfit 
includes skis, 
poles and 
bindings 

Complete outfit 
includes skis, 
poles and 
bindings 

(3) Folding Plastic 
Toboggans with 

vinyl-covered foam pads 
5 Yetoot size 8-foot size 

$3495 | $4695 
CONSTRUCTION: Impact-resist- 
ant polyethylene with highly-visi- 
ble bright orange color molded in. 
Tow rope included. Toboggan is 
18 in. wide; folds to 36 in. long. 
Comfortable 15%х26%х1-їпс| 
thick polyurethane foam pads are 
covered with tough vinyl. Foam 
pads fit into each section. 
SIZES. ORDERING INFO 

5 foot (3-rider size). 2 sections. 
\ 2 pads, If mailed, takes 15-16, rate, 

see Parcel Post Info, pg. 330. 
6 М 6893 1L—Wt, 14 lbs, $34.95 

8-foot (5-rider "S sections, 3 
pads. Shpg. wt. 16 Il 
6м 689321........... $46.95 

Cross-country 
Ski Outfit 

for Beginners 

$5995 

Cross-country 
Ski Outfit for 

Intermediate Skiers 

(4and5) Boys'and 
(1) Acrylic foam-core Skis for intermediates (2) Laminated-birch skis for beginners Girls’ Beginners Skates 
CONSTRUCTION: Acrylic foam core reinforced with layers | CONSTRUCTION: Laminated birch with air channels to with vinyl uppers and 
of fiber glass for flexible strength. Tough ABS plastic top reduce weight. Fiber glass layer for added strength. En- double steel runners 
and sides, white with blue trim. Waxless step-pattern poly- amel and lacquer finish in blue with red and white trim. 
ethylene base gives you good grip and better lateral stabili-  Waxless polyethylene base with diamond pattern for $595 
ty, longer wear than diamond-pattern bases. Imported. sure, stable grip. Imported. 
SIZES. ORDERING INFO: Order ski boots separately from SIZES. ORDERING INFORMATION: Order ski boots sep- E 
our 1978 Winter Sports Book. See How to Measure for Skis — arately from our 1978 Winter Sports Book, See How to Eus SOSER Ирне of wie. below. Ski sizes, in centimeters: 180, 190, 200, 210. Measure for Skis below. Ski sizes, in centimeters: 170, low cut. Cotton cloth lining. Ese 
Skis only. Order poles and bindings separately fram our 180, 190, 200, 210. let lacing, cotton laces. Composi- 1978/79 Winter Sports Book. State ski size when ordering. Skis only. Order poles, bindings separately from 1978/ tion rubber sole. Imported. 
C6 N 67116LF—Shipping weight 4 pounds $63.00 79 Winter Sports k. Please state ski size. BLADE: Double steel runners. 
Complete outfit. Includes skis, Nordic-norm bindings and Сб М 67118LF—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ...$49.99 SIZES. COLORS, ORDER INFO: poles; pole length proportioned to ski size. Please state ski size Complete outfit. Incl. skis, Nordic-norm bindings, See Skate Size Chart, page 425 for when ordering. poles; pole length proportioned to ski size. State ski size. size. Please state size. vie 2 Ibs. C6 N 67216L3F—Shipping weight 7 pounds......$74.95 Сб N 67218L3F— Shipping weight 7 pounds ..$59.95 (4) бігіз". White. Medium 

HOW TO MEASURE FOR CROSS-COUNTRY SKIS width. Sizes 10, 11, 12, 13, 1. 
On the chart at right. find the height and weight which most л. | 6N 10132F ............95.95 
closely correspond to your own. Your ski size will be found Height ift-in)_ | 4-9 | 5-0 | 5-3 | 5-6 | 5-9 Bias xe Medium 
beneath your height and weight. Those who are considerably Weight (Ibs.) 80 | 90 | 100 | 140 | 170 Sizes 10, 11, mu 
heavier than the listed weight for their height should order  Grger this 6N 10122F ....... .....85.95 Теге иик spei коры cue ctun ара оние ОК vro | seo | 190 | 200 | 210 
also wish to 

So easy to buy when you 
424 Just use the phone. 
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Boy's Hockey Helmet. Mold- 
1 2 ed polyetliylene plastic. Made 
with polyurethane foam padding 
to absorb shocks. Fits boys to age 
12. Imported from Canada. 
6 М 10582—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $3.95 

if 3 Men's Hockey Helmet. Mold- 
ed polyethylene plastic. 

Rounded edge to protect back or 
neck. Thick VEA: padding. 
Adjustable elastic straps. Fits all 
sizes. Imported from Canada. 
6 М 10519—Shpg. wt. 10 0z..$6.95 

424 Sears rcom 
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14 

15 

16 

Rookie 

of the Year 

complete 

Hockey Outfit 
for young 

hockey players 

$1 299 

1 Allows room for guards and pads. 
Machine washable, medium temper- 

ature. Skates, shin and elbow guards, 
shoulder pads not included. S 
Jersey. Hed with blue and white insert. 
Made of cotton. 
Pants. Blue; red, white stripe. Cotton. 
Padding. Removable thigh guards. 
Hockey Sox. Red, white and blue. 
100% cotton. 24 inches long. 
Glove. Red, white and blue vinyl with 
aoe leather palm. Molded cuff with 
thick protective pad on back of hand. 

Order complete outfit by waist size. 
NOTE: Order size 4 inches larger than 
waist to allow for padding underneath. 
Please state size wanted S(24-26 in.); 
M(28-30); L(32). 
6 N 10611F—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. .$12.99 

9 Hockey Stick. Hardwood. 30 inches. 
6 М 10507C—Shpg. wt. 12 oz... .49c 

Protective Equipment 

for hockey players 

6 М 10571 

Jamaica. 

6м 10! 

20 Hockey Garter. 

webl ^ Adjust. 36 in. Canada. 
—Shpg. wt. 4 oz....$1.99 

18 Youth Elbow Guard. Vinyl. 
Padding. Fits youth to age 14. 

6 М 10542—Shpg. wt. 8 02....53.97 
19 Boy's Elbow Guard. Vinyl оѓ two. 

Рада yrs. Jamaica. 
hpg. wt. 10 oz...$1.97 

lin. waist 
band. Adjust. buckles. C. 

. Fits to 12 

6 М 10573—Shpg. wt. 3 0z.. ..$1.99 

(3 thru 5) Hockey Jerseys. 50% cotton, 50% ray 
on. Hand wash in lukewarm water. Canada. NOTE: 
To allow room for pads, order jersey 4 in. larger 
than actual chest size. Sizes S(36-38); M(40-42) 
L(44-46); XL(48). State S, M, L or XI 
(3) 6 N 10645F —Red, black and white 

(4) 6 N 10646F —Blue, red and white 
(5) 6 N 10647F —Black, gold and white 

Shipping weight 14 ou $9.99 

(6 thru 8 ) Hockey Pants. Durable gabardine. Foam 
padding. Slip-in polyethylene molded thigh pads. 
Canada. NOTE: Order pants 4 in. larger than 
actual waist size to allow for padding underneath 
Sizes M(32-34); L(36-38). State M or L 
(6) 6 N 10568F— Black with white stripe 

) 6 М 10883F—Blue with white stripe 
(8) 6 М 10884F—Red with white stripe 
Shipping weight 2 pounds $9.99 

(9thru11) Hockey Stockings. 100% cotton 
From Canada. NOTE: If leg is 28 inches or less, ог. 
der 30-inch size. If more, order 38-inch size 

Q) Blue with red and white stripes. 
6 N 10642—30-inch. Shpg. wt. 6 oz $3.95 

6 N 10871—38-inch, Shipping wt. 6 oz 4.09 

10 Red with black and white stripes. 
6 М 10552—30-inch. Shpg. wt. 6 oz $3.95 

6 N 10564—38-inch. Shipping wt. 6 oz 4.09 

11 Black with gold and white stripes. 
6 N 10641—30-inch. Shpg. wt. 6 oz $3.95 

6 N 10566—38-inch. Shipping wt. 6 oz 409 

Mouth Guard. Moldednylon. 17 Hockey Suspenders. Elastic 21 Men's Shin Guard. Molded Fits any helmet with strap. j 
Imported from Jamaica. 
6 N 10576—Shpg. wt. 2 oz.. .$1.99 

Boys’ Shoulder Pads. Plas- 
tic. Cotton covered felt pad- 

ding. For boys to age 12. Canada. 
6 М 10553—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $5.97 

Men's Shoulder Pads. Full 
size cotton covered pad with 

adjustable harness. Molded plas- 
tic caps. Imported from Canada. 
6 N 10554—Shpg. wt. 1 lb...$9.97 

plastic shin and knee protect- 
ors; backed with thick felt. 191% in. 
long. From Canada. Package of 2. 
6 М 10537 —Wt. 2 lbs... . Pkg. $6.97 

29. Youth Shin Guard. Molded 
plastic, blue wool felt коше 

16% inches. From Canada. Package 

6 М 10536-Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. Pkg. $4.97 

Boy's Shin Guards. (Not shown). 
13-in. Plastic backed with felt. From 
Canada. Package of 2. 
6 N 10535-Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. Pkg. $3.55 

апада. 



GROWS and GROWS. 
it “grows.”’ A knob on her back winds it short. For ages 5 to 10. 

FASHIONS с n 

FOR 15-INCH DOLLS 
including Velvet, Cricket and Dina 

FASHIONS 
FOR 177-INCH DOLLS 

including Crissy, Tressy, Brandi 

All 3 outfits in 1 set 

in $475 
Weekender Set . . а perfect travel 
wardrobe including sailor outfit with 
slacks, blouse, scarf plus shorty night 
gown and robe for sweet dreaming. 
49 N 35136—Wt. 8 oz. Set $4.75 

All 3 outfits in 1 set 

s. shoe $475 

Go Mix and Match a whole great 
wardrobe set including a match-up 
jumper, blouse, overalls, polo shirt and 
hat plus a bright mini dress. 

49 М 35137—Wt. 8 oz. Set $4.75 

High Fashion Outfits 
For 15-in. dolls (not incl.) 

Designer Originals 

for 17'/-іп. dolls (not incl.) 
Blazering; skirt, blazer, dickey. у ГУ ЫА ЕН xr d 1 y ig; maxi-skirt, blazer, dick- 
49 N 35146—Wt. 8 oz. $3.66 Š 7 ey. Buy it the easy way—order by 

4 On the Lamb; wet-look coat, hat. phone. 2 
49 М 35145—Wt. 8 oz. $3.66 49 N 35144—Wt. 8 oz. 33.66 

8 Very Vanilla; maxi-coat, cloche hat. 
5 Dandy Denims; slacks, top, head Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

band. Shipping weight 7 oz. MN 32011 ; edle 49N35147. тз 93.66 

s Funky Feathers; jeans, top, neck 
6 Frontier Gear; midi coat and purse. lace. Shipping weight 7 ounces. 

П 49 N 32612—Wt. 7 oz. $2.94 49 N 32587 $2.94 

NOTE: Shoes not includec 1 Star Shine; mod midi-coat, scarf. 
with outfits (3 thru 19. 49 N 32588—Wt. 7 oz. $2.94 

= Shoe 95 Shoe $19 
Wardrobe 1 Wardrobe ~ 1 5 

For 15-inch dolls. For 17'/inch dolls. u$ i i taea esot ТЕЕ, AORTO Of Look-Around Velvet | Look-Around Crissy 

* shoes, 2 pair of loni shoes, 1 pair of loni = 8 р E „1р: g » 
к. VA boots. Ages 5 to 10. boots. Ages 5 to 10. M $467 $799 

Уә Shpg. wt. 7 oz. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. E. Ss 
r^ 49N31164..51.95 49N31165..$1.95 ( 11 and 12) They're so graceful and lifelike! Each 
4 turns her head, then her body, to look from side to side 

. . you control the movement. Or choose a pose and 
they'll hold it. Vinyl dolls have stylable growing hair. 

P : 
2-Doll Case has ^ Accessory Trunk 11 Look-Around Мече E 
hangers, hanger bar with shelf, storage bin, tall. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. in. tall, Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

~ incl. Accessories not hanger bar, hangers, AU AERE 4187 49N3509.....,..87.99 
incl. Vinyl case is “passport” tags. Vi- MODE? i 
12x6x20 inches high. nyl; 7x7x16 in. high. Note for all items on page: Items not recommended 
Ages 5 to 10. Shpg. Accessories not incl. for children ages 3 and under. 
wt. 3 lbs. Ages 5 to 10. Wt. 2 Ibs. 

! 79N35031C .$3,99 49N35107....$5.95 seat [Sears] 425 
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DRYER SPINS clothes dry 
in revolving basket 

Everything’s at your 

WASHER TUMBLES clothes Я fingertips. . 
in fast-wash cycle ^ the push of a 

button brings 
any of six 
appliances 
right to you .. 
another push 
puts that 

DISHWASHER “SPRAYS” E appliance 

; to work 

SOLD ONLY AT SEARS 

$1099 

Actually modeled after a 
real World's Fair Kitchen. 
of-the-future. The Karosel 
includes 6 miniature-action 
appliances plus 6 cabinets 
above them to hold all of 

SINK WITH LIGHT-UP your kitchen supplies. 
storage compartment This sturdy, all-plastic 

unit measures 9x9'/,x12%/, 
inches high. Operates on 2 
^D" batteries, order pack- 
age below. Japan. Ideal for 
children ages 4 to 10. 

Order Busy Barbie sepa- 
rately on page 433 . . order 
Karosel kitchen accessories 
separately below. Buy it the 
easy way, order by phone. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
х 79C 11649С 51099 

s 
"a NS Alkaline “D” Batteries. 

G N Package of 2. Wt. 11 oz. 
\ Push this 49 С 4653........Pkg. $1.39 

ytton to 
rotate unit and 

any of 
ing: 

722 
m пици ( CG 

REFRIGERATOR LIGHTS UP 
to show 4 sections inside 

& 1 

Karosel Kitchen Accessories $199 

Handy 60-piece set 
ble linens: plus 
49C 11641—SI 

NOTE 

includes tea set; pots. pans and utensils; ta 
e-believe canned goods and play foods 

weight 8 ounces Set $1.99 

[Sears] 431 
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110-pound Barbell-Dumbbell 

Set with 14 interlocking plates 
1 Enjoy at-home workouts with 

this complete barbell-dumbbell 
set. Regular exercise with this set can 
help keep you in shape. Center rotat- 
ing sleeve follows your natural hand 
movement as you lift for less chance 
of blisters. 

Vinyl-jacketed plates interlock for 
steady lifting . . help improve your 
balance by preventing shifting. Lock- 
ing collars hold plates firmly, can be 
removed quickly. 

Set includes 1-piece 68-in. steel bar; 
six 10-Ib., four 5-Ib., and four 2Vz-Ib. 
bronze-color plates; two 15-in. dumb- 
bell bars; six collars, wrench and two 
weight-training booklets. 

Shipping weight 112 pounds. 
6N15223N2. Set $26,99 

Extra 25-Ib. Plates. Set of two. 
Shipping weight 51 pounds. 

6N 1534L Set $14.50 

Our best leg-lift 
Weight Bench 

2 Enjoy the benefits of a gym- 
nasium workout right in your 

own home. This 500-Ib.t capacity 
Ted Williams weight bench has a 
5-position tilt back that changes 
work-load distribution to concen- 
trate effort on specific areas. Bar- 
bell support arms swing out of the 
way for unrestricted performance 
of pullovers, lateral raises and 
standing exercises. Support arm 
height adjusts in four steps from 
38 to 58 inches. 

Polyurethane foam padded, red 
and white vinyl covered bench 
top. Double-padded leg lift bar. 
Heavy-duty tubular steel frame 
with baked-on blue enamel finish. 
End tips on legs help protect floor 
from scratches. 
Our widest, this bench mea- 

sures 23 inches wide by 69 inches 
long by 24 inches high. Assembly 
and exercise manual, Weights not 
included. Unassembled. 
6N 1525 1N-Shpg. wt. 60 lbs. $87.50 

Pulley Attachment for our 
leg-lift weight benches 

Increase the variety of exer- 
cises you can perform. Pulley 

system helps develop arms, legs, 
shoulders, abdomen and back. 
Designed for use only with our 
leg-lift weight benches, Sturdy tu- 
bular steel frame with baked-on 
blue enamel finish. Base measures 
50х55 inches, unit stands 83 
inches high. Weighis not included. 
Unassembled. 
NOTE: Weight-pulley attach- 

ment is not to be used as a free- 

= 

THE LOOK OF LIFE 
Help maintain it with Sears Exercise Equipment 

Slant Board 
Puts sit-up effort on stomach 

instead of back 

4 Helps provide more effective 
muscle toning than a flat board. 

Lock-in center braces of steel with 
white nylon leg strap, Soft, thick 
polyurethane foam padding over 
hardboard, Red vinyl cover wipes 
clean with a damp cloth. 

Ted Williams Board is 17x43 inches 
long. Sturdy 1-inch diameter tubular 
steel frame has baked-on blue enamel 
finish. White polyurethane foam pad- 
ded knee bar. Vinyl foot caps help 
protect floor from scratches. Partially 
assembled. 
6N 15154L—Shpg. wt. 24 lbs, . .$29.00 

Exercise Mat 
Graded exercise program 

for men and women 

5 Polyurethane foam padded mat 
with a complete graded exercise 

program printed on it in white. Helps 
you progress through five levels of 
proficiency. Men's program on red 
side, women's on blue side. Both pro- 
grams have been developed by the 
President's Council on Physical Fit- 
ness. Ted Williams Mat measures 
40x72x1 inch thick. 
6N 15151L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.* .914.50 
"See parcel post information on page 266. 
NOTE: Before starting any exercise pro- 
gram, it is recommended you consult your 
physician for a checkup. 

6 Ted Williams? 25-pound Barbell Set. Start your young- 
ster out with a minimum 5 pound lift, then work up to 25 

pounds. Includes four 5-1Ь. interlocking plates with red vinyl 
coating. Five-pound, one-piece 38-inch bar of zinc-plated tubu- 
lar steel is easy to handle. Wrench and instructions. 
6 № 15233C—Shipping weight 26 pounds 

(7 and 8) Dumbbell Sets for men and women. Two 1-piece 
dumbbells with quiet non-marring polypropylene casings. Men's 
bronze-colored dumbbells weigh 5 pounds each. Women's white 

== 

$1450 

dumbbells weigh 3 pounds each. Two per set. 
(7) 6N 15106—Men's. Shipping wt. 10 lbs. 10 oz. 
(8) 6N 15107—Women's. Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 5 oz. 

9 4004Ь.ї capacity Weight Bench. Heavy-duty tubular steel 
with baked-on blue enamel finish. Rugged blue vinyl cover 

over soft polyurethane foam padding on bench top. Barbell sup- 
port arms stand 35 inches high. End tips 
your floor. Measures 10x42x16 inches. Unassemb! 
6N 1527C—Shipping weight 24 pounds 

10 Ted Williams Pro-style Skip Rope. Great way to help 
build up timing, coordination, endurance and stamina. 

Heavy-duty nylon cord 81⁄4 feet long. Plastic sleeve at center 
helps prevent abrasion of cord. Plastic swivel handles, 
6N 15137—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces 
TNOTE: All bench capacities refer to combined weight of user and barbell 

Our lowest price this 
season for any 110-Ib. 

on legs help protect 
led. 

$2049 

standing unit; must be attached to Barbell-Dumbbell Set 
An BOE beech fon mec: with rotating sleeve 

Shipping weight 110 pounds. This balanced, precision weight set includes four 5-Ib., four 10-lb. 6н 15282н.................. $119.95 and two 15-Ib. polypropylene-encased weights. Се CE bar- 
SHIPPING NOTE: For items with an bell bar has a rotating sleeve for smooth lifts. Two dum! bars, 
“N” suffix (as 6 N 15251N), six locking collars, wrench and instructions. Black. 
page 266. а 6N 15224N2—Shipping weight 112 pounds ...........Set*22.99 

Сой раба scans by ceisthiaxniselediwical com 
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BOB MATHIAS, the only man 
to win the Olympic Decathlon 
twice, is а member of the Sears 
Sports Advisory Staff. He helps 
design, test and approve Sears 
physical fitness equipment. 

А \—= 

Set $12.50 

Set $9.99 
Set 999 

$1250 



Trigger shifter 
changes gears with 
a flick of the thumb 

Motocross-style 
saddle deeply 

padded for comfort 

S-speed derailleur Wrap-around chain 
gears shift smoothly guard circles sprocket 

‘over 36.7 to 71,4 ratio range to help protect pant legs 

Flat black 
painted 

handlebars 

Side-pull 
caliper brakes 
provide smooth, 

quick stops 

Wacky Wheeels $229 s««: 
(4) 6C 48941—Super Snail 

(5) 6С 48944—Mag Wheels 
(6) 6 С 48943—Stars ‘n’ Stripes 
(7) 6C 48942—Beep Веер 

Colorful, whimsical circles that help drivers see you in daylight, 
shine at night when light strikes their 20 reflective dots. Polysty- 
rene plastic. Fit bikes and trikes . . fill the center of a 20-inch bike 
wheel. Install without tools. 
To meet some state laws, you may need to make a cut-out in 

your Wacky Wheeels for prismatic reflectors on bike wheels to be 
visible from both sides of your bike. Set of two discs. 

Сарйоп Баве scans by cleisimiat-asebechnicil con 

Shipping weight 3 oz. „Set $2.29 

„588 425 

20-inch 
Spyder Bikes 

20-inch Junior Spyder 
Convertabike 

* Crossbar raises or lowers so 
bike becomes a boys’ or girls’ model 

* Training wheels included 

A great bike to learn on. Small enough for easy 
handling yet large enough to provide years of rid- 
ing pleasure. And it's ideal for handing'down from 
one youngster to another because the centerbar 
raises or lowers for a boy or girl. Bright red steel 
frame with chrome-plated fenders. Easy-to-use 
coaster brake. White hand grips. Reflectors includ- 
ed for pedals, front, rear and sides. Pedal to seat 
span adjusts from 18 to 214 inches. Non-reflective 
tires a stable-riding 1.75 inches wide. See Shipping 
Note on facing page before ordering. 
6 C 47628N—Shipping weight 38 pounds ....$52.99 



Book and Record Sets let your child read while record ~ 
follows book word for word . . . bring characters to life ` 

Save 14% when ртт зот, 
you buy апу 3 sets rpm records. 

ORDERING INFO: State catalog num- 
Any 3 549 bers below. Shpg. wt. еа. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

each 

Wish Book 
VALUE, 

$640 
esch | OF тоге Price when you buy one set ..$5.49 

Any З or more sets . Each set $4.69 

Each page * us 3 N 1082— Treasure Island; Davy Crockett; 
o MG | | Swiss Family Robinson; Sinbad the Sailor; 

: 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. 

(1and2) Set of four books in comic art form, 
with 7-in. 45 records. and record are 
nized, including sound effects. Books measure 10x7 in. 

ж 1) Aaner ге, 2) Monster Hits 
EH Trek: sk: Patton Su- Man Thing Waren e: 

ORDER | INFO Wt. 
3N 1087. 

S N 1081—Mickey and the Beanstalk; 3 N 1080—Winnie-the-Pooh; Robin Hood; 
Thumper's Race; Dumbo; Br'er Rabbit and Tar Bedknobs, Broomsticks; Winnie-the-Pooh and 
Baby; Mickey Mouse the Brave Little Tailor. Tigger, Тоо; Winnie-the-Pooh Blustery Day. 

3 N 1083—The Ugly Duckling; The Ginger- 3 N 1090—Red Hen; More Mother Goose; 
bread Man; Grasshopper and the Ants; Bremen Lambert and the Sheepish Lion; Susie the Lit- 
Town Musicians; The Emperor's New Clothes. tle Blue Coupe; The Little House. 

gle Adventure: iia 
ry Hound; Yogi Bear. Alice in ТРАК 
ЁЗЕН INFO: Wt. 1 = ORDER INFO: Wt. 11b. 
3N 1047 ..... Set $4.39 3N1048.....Set $4.39 

55] Ge Poen long bli rd 
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3 N 1096—Peter and the Wolf; Three Little 3 N 1092— The Adventures of Bambi; The 
Pigs; Goldilocks and the Three Bears; Hansel Seven Dwarf's Diamond Mine; Pinocchio; 
and Gretel; Mother Goose Rhymes. Snow White; Sleeping Beauty. 

3 N 1000— The Story of Heidi; Alice in Won- 3 № 1084— Babes in Toyland; Little Hiawa- 
derland; The Story of Black Beauty; Cinderel- tha; The Story of Little Red Riding Hood; Ra- 
la; and The Jungle Book. punzel; and The Wizard of Oz. 

ws $4949 m 53 
Charlie Brown Dictionary 
Reduced from our 1974 Christmas 
Wish Book. 
This delightful 6-volume hard- 
cover Ан will introduce 
your beginning reader to a whole 
new world of words. 580 colorful 
illustrations of Charlie Brown and 
his Peanuts® gang complement 
2400 simple and clearly written 
lefinitions. Books: 85х11 in. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 5 lbs, 14 oz, 

3 N 1097—101 Dalmatians; Mary Poppins; 3 N 1086—The Haunted Mansion; Pecos Bill; 
Peter Pan and Wendy; The Aristocats; The Johnny Appleseed; More Jungle Book; Alladin 
Lady and the Tramp. and His Lamp. 

NOTE, BOTH PAGES: Disney characters © Walt Disney Productions 
Peanuts characters 

[ovi 
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Put Soari on the ski hills 
with these Beginners’ Skis 

Ideal for children 3 years and up. . . 
includes bindings and poles, 

ski boots not required 

Push-Pull Baby Sled 
Swing-over handle lets 

` you use sled like a 
carriage or wagon & 

3-ft Ski Set 

Save 53.00 
when you buy (1), (2) о” 

$ ly total “лз $2,498 
(1) Baby Sled 5 Baby Cushion 
CONSTR.: Frame: Steel run- hields and cushions baby 
ners grooved, turned upat from winter wind and 
ends. Heavy-duty steel brac- bumps. 
es. Red baked-on enamel fin- CONSTRUCTION: Blue 
ish steel parts for weather vinyl pad es to sled. 
protection. Handle: Swing- — 10%4х9%х20%; in. long. 
over tubular steel handleis FOR AGES: 1 to4 years. 
zinc-plated. Deck: Varnished ORDERING INFORMATION 
kiln-dried hardwood deck, 
тайз, 30x13 in, wide; seat, 644 39085002”... 

Skis (5 thru 7) 
all have side-to-side 
front toe releasable 

this means 

released laterally 
in, high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly as- 
sembled. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. 
79 C85001C ...... 

(3) Ski Poles 
CONSTRUCTION: Polished 
aluminum . . . corrosion-resist- 
ant. Polyethylene handles, wrist 
straps, snow rings and blunt tips. 
Two 34-inch long poles. 
SRS INFORMATION 

ipping weight 1 
79 C 85066C ........... $3.77 

ind Mini-Skis — | n 
inter fun for beginning skiers. 

CONSTRUCTION: Polyethylene 
with adjustable white nylon strap 
... .One size fits all boots and 
shoes. Top has slip-resistant 
tread; bottom has shallow tread 
for traction when hill climbing. 
Each measures 22x4x!4 inch 
deep. Color 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Order poles above. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C 85062 29477 

Culsibü pate scans by ceisiniatimasebeciwdcHl pom 

Sled (1) with Cushion (2). 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. 
79 C 85004C Set $24.88 

ат sides away from 

(5) 3-foot Ski Set with 
releasable toe bindings 

SKIS: Constructed of selected hardwood 
with bright yellow enamel over filled 
surface. Grooved bottom for traction 
when traversing hills. Plastic heel plate. 
Skis measure 3 feet long, 3 inches wide. 
BINDINGS: Equipped with front toe re- 
lease . . . allows foot to release lateral- 
ly in case of fall. Heel spring binding 
holds most shoes or snow boots secure- 
ly in place. 
POLES: Two hardwood poles with 
braided cord wrist straps, plastic snow 
ring. Blunt ends. Each pole measures 
30 inches long. White. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: This ski 
set is recommended for children with 
shoe length that is about 5 to 7% 
inches. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 C85156C............. Set $9.49 

ski for quick 
release in falls 

(6) 4-foot Ski Set with front 
releasable cable bindings 

SKIS: Selected hardwood with bright 
red enamel over filled surface. Grooved 
bottom for traction when traversing 
hills. Plastic heel plate. Skis 4% feet 
long, 3 inches wide. 
BINDINGS: Front toe release. . а 
lows foot to release laterally at sides. 
Lift front release cable bindings made 
of long lasting plated steel . . . makes 
taking skis on and off easy. Adjustable 
tension control. 
POLES: Sturdy hardwood poles with 
braided cord wrist straps, plastic snow 
rings. Blunt ends. Each pole measures 
36 in. long. White. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: This ski 
set is recommended for children with 
shoe hoe length that i: E Dum RA, to 8% 

Sse T ТРИ 

4Yrtoot 
Ski Set 

$1749 

(7) 4% ft. Ski Set, laminated skis, 
front release cable bindings 

SKIS: Selected hardwood with bright 
blue laminated plastic top for durabili- 
ty. Grooved bottom. Plastic heel plate. 
kis measure 4% feet long, 3 inches 

wide. 

BINDINGS: Front toe release. . . al- 
lows foot to release laterally at sides. 
Lift front release cable binding of plat- 
ed steel. Adjustable tension control to 
provide secure fit. 

POLES: Molded fiber glass with plastic 
wrist straps, hand grips, snow ring. 
Blunt ends, Each pole measures 40 
inches long. White. 

FOR AGES: 10 to 13 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: This ski 
set is recommended for children with 
shoe length that is about 9 to 10 inches. 
79 C 85204C—Wet 6 lbs. .Set $17.49 



(1 and 2) SHOE CONSTR: Tough split leather uppers with warm polyure- 
thane foam insulation, nylon tricot lining, leather-lined tongue. Long orthope- 
dic heel counter and reinforced toe for support, durability. Hook and eyelet 
lacing with cotton laces. Lock-stitched composition rubber/polyethylene sole. 
BLADE: Imported, nickel-plated, tempered steel blade resists corrosion. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO: See Skate Size Chart and Advanced Figure 
Skater's Note below before ordering. State size. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 
(1) Women's. White, "B" medi- (2) Men's. Black. “О” medium 
um width. Sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. width. eee, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) 
БМ 10106F.............82599 ON 10107F ............ 25.99 

(З апа 4) SHOE CONSTR: Wipe-clean Naugalon® vinyl uppers resist 
moisture. Nylon tricot lining over warm polyurethane foam insulation. Cush- 
ioned cotton sock insole. Long orthopedic heel counter and reinforced toe. 
Hook and eyelet lacing. Cotton laces. Water-repellent injection molded PVC 
vinyl sole. 
BLADE: Imported, zinc-plated, tempered steel. 
SIZES. COLORS, ORDER INFO: See Skate Size Chart and Advanced Figure 
Skater's Note below before ordering. State size. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz. 
(3) Women's. White. "B" medi- (4) Men's. Black. “D” medium 
um width. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. width. Sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, e 
MOLISE . .. soo es $1895 Ө6ӨМ10111Р.............. 18.95 

(5 апа 6) CONSTR: Naugalon® vinyl uppers, cotton cloth is Heel 
counter, reinforced toe. Hook, eyelet lacing. Cotton laces. PVC plastic sole, 
BLADE: Imported, zinc-plated tempered steel. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO: See Skate Size Chart and Advanced Figure 
Skater’s Note below before ordering. Please state size when ordering. 
5) Women’s. White. “B” medium width. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 
N 10307F—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces 

(5) Girls’. White, Medium width. Sizes 13, 1, 2, 3, 4. 
6 N 10137F—Shipping weight 3 pounds . 

(6) Men's. Black. "D" medium width. Sizes 5, 
6 N 10207F—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounct 
(8) Boys’. Black, Medium width. Sizes 13, 1, 2, 3, 4. 
6 N 10127F—Shipping weight 3 pounds .... 

SKATE SIZE CHART—Skates sized to fit over 1 pair of heavy socks. 
Your regular [414] 5]5 74] EVA EO УАШ ШЕЛЕН 
Shoe width Find ге order Skate Size below 

Men's[B s [s[e [67 [8 Je 9 [эро [от pipz [12 
= s Jele [7 ]8|8 ]9| 9 [iono [[т[2[12 
СЕРЕ [6 joj? [[# [8|9 Joo Domi [12 [12 

Your regular [45 ЕЛ 717177 ya Sv] 10 
vg Shoe width — |Find regular shoe size ароуе. . . order Skate Size below 

Women's FIXAT s [sje Јерә [7]8 [s[9 | 9]10 [ 10 
CD s [6/6 [7 [7 lele [ols |10110 

Your reg. | 82 9] УРА ЕЕ ЕА ЕИ КЕ ЕУ ШРИ DI vale 
Boys|Sh0e width| Find regular shoe size above . ._. order Skate Size below 
and |Narrow 1010 [rir [1212 [r3[13 [1 |22 1313 [аја [5 

биз мөдыт 10 [От [ripa [213 [13[ 1 [| 2 [23 [34 fals |5 
Wide 10 Trop [riz ү Дз [ra] 1 | ү? 128 [33% [45 E 

Advanced Figure Skater's Note: Advanced skaters may wish to order a size smaller than 
ndicated for a tighter. more professional fit 
Hockey Skate Note: For skaters with narrow width foot—order half size smaller than 
regular shoe size. medium width foot—order regular shoe size, wide width foot—order next 
halt-size larger than regular shoe size. 

Hockey Skates 
with vinyl uppers 
for men and boys 

мез $2195 

wv: $1995 

SHOE CONSTRUCTION: Ms cun Je ce vinyl uppers resist abrasion. 
Sueded vinyl lining. Fiber id авс toe. Extra-hard coun- 
ter provides ankle support. ашу pian foam padded tongue. 
Water-resistant composition sole. Black. 
BLADE: Zinc-plated steel tempered for hardness. 
DE ORDER INFO: Sized for medium weight socks. See Skate Size Chart 
nd Hockey Skate Note above. State size when ordering. 

pes 5. "D" medium width. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 
6 N 10443F—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 4 ол...................... $21.95 
Hist Medium width. Sizes 13, 1, 2, 3, 4. 

10442F—Shipping weight 3 pounds Rates CHE AREE 19.95 

(7) Blade Guards. Plastic. Fit all skates. In package of two. 
6 N 1009 1—Shipping weight 3 ошпсез................. Package $1.45 

Citai pagi scans by Heisiniasniseteciwical Gon 

Ice Skates for the 
entire family 

Adult’s Figure Skates 
with tough 

split leather uppers, 
polyurethane 

foam insulation 
and nickel-plated 

steel blades 

$2599 

Adult's Figure Skates Adult's and Children's 
with warmly insulated Figure Skates with 

vinyl uppers 

SPORTS CENTER 

425 



(1 thru 3) Sticks with ash handle, elm blade. 

1 Goolie Stick. 5-ply blade. M e 
6 N 10508C—Shipping wt. 2 lbs... + -$4.94 

2 Curved Stick. Glass-wrapped. 2-piece handle. 
53 inches long. Shipping wt. 2 2506 

6н ис бы from A . sr 
6 N 10502C—Shoot from . 

859 Shot" Stick. jus is wrap. з їп. 
N 10503C—Shipping wt. 2 lbs........- $2.94 

Youth's Slap Shot Stick. (Not shown.) Hardwood 
handle, elm blade. Laminated. 44 in. 
6н 10501C—Shipping weight 2 m 05117 

Youth's Pro-style Glove. For Le 12 to 15 
4 a "Lei ter palm . Plastic reinforced rolls 
on e Jamaica. 
6N 10513 —5hipping wt. 1 lb. 8 oz.. . Pair $9.97 

Б Youth's and Boy's Glove. Leather palm. Pad- 
ding. Protected thumb, cuff. Jamaica. 

11-inch. For youths 8 to 14 years of age. 
6 N 10525—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 о2........... Pair $6.87 

10-inch. For boys to 8 years of age. 
6 N 10512—Wt. 1 Ib. 4от............ Pair $3.97 

Official-size Puck. Made of rubber. 
6 М 10557—Shipping wt. 6 oz.. $ 

Practice Puck. (Not shown.) Soft rubber, 
6 М 10656—Shipping weight 3 ounces... ..... 49c 

Hockey Goals 

and 
Practice Target 

(7 and B) Tubular aluminum frame. Nylon net. Unassembled. 

уі Official-size Hockey Goal. 6 feet wide, 4 feet high. 
6 N 10544L- Shipping weight 6 pounds х Each $19.89 

Buy two and save ..2for 37.78 

8 Junior-size Hockey Goal. 4334 inches wide, 36 inches high. 
6 N 10578¢— Shipping weight 3 pounds. . ...Each $9.89 

Buy two and save... .. Wek 2 for 17.78 

9 Practice Target Screen. Helps improve aim. Polyvinyl. 
6 N 10632C—M easures 43x57 in. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs... . $6.99 

HOW TO DETERMINE MEN'S SHOE SKATE SIZE 
Read across chart on line with your regular shoe width 
to column under your regular shoe size and order skate 
size shown (only if it is available in item listing) - 

lor shoe size 

Your regular Ya Tio Novel manas 
shoe width Order shoe skate size below 
B (narrow! 3D] 70 |70480] 8D| 90| 90100] 110 [110/120 
D (тейит)... lol 17D] 8D Вор 9D| 10D. КОЕШ 120 |120) 
Е (тед. wide) i 80 Оор 11001 Шр; 1201 120 | -~ 

Etaio pagi scans by айпа йе Зина Gomi 

Hockey Skates 

for Men and Boys 

Comfortable 
Naugalon® 

vinyl uppers, 

hard box toe 

Men's Boy's 
* LESE | $07 

Brown leather trim on black Sitar Boy's. Medium width only. State 

Top grain leather toe. Zinc-plated ^ boy's size 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Japanese steel blades. Full size 6 М 10431F—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs... .$9.97 
tendon guard. Arch-supporting 

counters. Lined for comfort. Men: Men's. "D" med. width only. State 

See "How to Determine" chart at — size 3b, 6р, 7р, 8р, 9р, 10р, 1р. 

left, below 6 N 10432F—Wt. 4 Ibs. 2 oz... .$11.97 

Men's Hockey Skates with split leather uppers 
Brown leather trim on black uppers. Double-box toe of. Deeper 

10 во Zipcplted Japanese Stel blades. blade guard. Rubberized. cot 
iD cushion tongue. Arch supporti pee 

“D” medium Doe ly. State sise TD, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, See 
Se a 
6 М 10435F—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . . 

Men's Bobby Hull pro-style Hockey Skates 

1 Zip down the ice in these pro-style hockey skates with comfortable black 
grain leather uppers. тапа it leather lining with felt inner lining. 

Chromium-plated es id steel blades give йш: maneuverability. 
ULM Full size 

..$16.97 



The Telephone Talking Toddler 
Call her . . she'll pick 
up the receiver and 

start talking . . 
there's a phone 

for you, too 

$ 99 without 
batteries 

"RRRRing" goes her Lelephone when you push 
the button on your phone. Place her phone in 
her hand and this 11'/;-inch toddler will put 
the receiver to her ear, say one of 6 messages 

and then put the phone down 

She comes with 2 phones and uses one “AA 
battery (not incl), order pkg. below. Detach 
the air hose and cuddle her—she's jointed 
vinyl. For ages 4 to 11. Hong Kong 
49 М 35052 — Shipping wt, 1 Ib. 6oz 
49 N 8402 — AA Botieries, pkg. of 6 Wr 602 

$7.99 
Pig. 99¢ 

Baby Walks 
11-inch toddler 

loves to take a 

stroll with you А 

апа puppy, too 

Shell go for a stroll 
when you press 
air pump 
other pump and her 
puppy jumps and 
yelps: press both and 
they 

This 

her 
press the 

walk together 
ll-inch toddler 

" has a jointed vinyl 
body: rooted hair 
3-in. vinyl pup. De Oh, her teardrops are failing 
tachable air tubes —but its all right.. press 
For à 4 and up button on her back and she'll 
Japan. Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz raise her arms and wipe the 
49 N 35072... Set $5.99 tears away. This drink 'n tear 

baby is jointed vinyl. Rooted 
hair. Bottle incl. Ages 3 to 11 
49 N 3715— Wt. 4 oz. 54.39 

rooted hai 
Ages 4to10. Wt. 11b. 202. 
49 м 35064 

slippers. Wt. 8 oz 
49 N 35141 

17-inch Hi Dottie talks to you 

$1174. 

Just put her phone receiver in her hand, p 

Comes with a thou 
phone for vou 

up your receiver and squeeze it. she'll 
say one of 11 different messages. Uses 1 "D 
battery, not incl. (order pkg. below), Has 
jointed vinyl body. For ages 4 to & 

49 N 35048 — Shipping weight 4 Ib: $11.74 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 N 8405— Wt "m Pkg. 51.49 

Wardrobe for 

Hi Dottie 

$2 79 

Set includes a pretty CN 
party dress, cozy paja í 
mas, 2-piece play set se 
and har 

Shipping wt 
49 N 35057 

4 oz 
Set $2.79 

Pull the ring and her eyes. 
change color . . 

12%-inch 

"brown o 
г; vinyl body. 

56.90 

Gowns for Blythe 

Set of 3 long elegant 
gowns plus matching 

Set $4.98 

Dune Buggy Baby . . zooms forward 

or back . . even does wheelies 

$9099 ке Joll plus 

12-in. cutie rides in a remote-controlled bug 
gy: press button on her power pack 
waves at you as plastic car whizzes by. Uses 
3 "D" batteries (not incl.), order pkg. above 
Jointed vinyl: rooted hair. 
79N3507C — Ages 3 to 11, Shipping wt, 4 lbs. 9,99 

She 



Now you can take Barbie and 
three of her friends along 
wherever you go. And there's 
room inside this spacious 

= trunk for their wardrobes and 
accessories as well. Colorful 
vinyl trunk features carry 
handle and metal edging . . 
12x7x14 inches high. 

ipping weight 3 Ibs, 

à. You and your fashion doll 

x customers will love all the 
real working features of this 

——— 

SOLD ONLY - 
AT SEARS $999 p 

Mirrorlights up Young beauticians A for hair styling agree . . here's the fun 
way to keep your 11'/,- 

© Heir dryer inch fashion dolls’ hair 
neatly styled. Swivel 

p actually works chair moves doll from 
the play sink to the 

pres Open lighted mirror and back 
io eae a to the hair dryer with a 
keep styling fan that really works. 

A05. 5 equipment Salon includes table 
neat and tidy and play toiletries. Uses 

2 "C" batteries, order 
Chair swivels package separately be- 
for"washing" low. Durable plastic sa- 

i \ doll's hair in lon measures 10x10x12 
| the play sink inches high. Buy it the PETI 

play easy way—order by Loads of accessories for Bar- 
phone. bie and all her fashion doll 

It all works by Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz. friends. This fun-filled assort 
remote control дос 13049..........69.99 ment includes ice and roller 

skates, boots, heels, purses, 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. hangers, hat, sunglasses, ten- 
Package of 2. Wt. 5 oz. nis racket, ball, “phone”, an 
49C4654...... ТІ ісе cream “sundae,” 

к 49C31073-Wt. 20z...*1.99 

- m 

| ' 
ү NOTE 

Due to small size 
accessories, item 

432 [Sears | 058 

Guten pane scans by chicas тийе pun 



Built-in 
light helps 
you see 
the dirt 

Citai pae scans by dieisihias nmarsetediwical com 

PENSKE Dual Meter 
Sequential Analyzer 
* Performs 13 ignition and 

electrical test functions. 

* Two meters allow simultaneous 
readings of related tests 

$11899 
Solid-state printed circuits for dependability. Tests 
electronic and conventional ignition systems. Of- 
fers direct readings on 4, 6, 8-cyl. engines. Two 
in. D’Arsonval meters. Checks: alternator/genera- 
tor, voltage regulator, point dwell, diodes, battery. 
Plastic, aluminum case 11x14x6" inches. 

Scales: 0-1200, 0-6000 rpm; 0-70° dwell; 0-100, 
400 amps; 0-50 spark output; 0-50,000 ohms; 0-1, 
0-16, 0-32 volts; point resistance, diodes on good/ 
bad bands. Powered ud 12-v. car battery. Manual, 
color-coded detachable test leads, jumper wires, 
domestic, imported car spark plug adapters incl. 

Shipping weight 11 pounds. 
28N2121 .$118.99 

Just $6 more buys this Timing 
Light with Analyzer above 

Buy both Timing Light at left plus Penske Dual 
Meter Sequential Analyzer above and save money. 

Timing Light. (28-2115) Same features as 
Penske Timing Light at right but has spark plug 
adapters for domestic and foreign cars instead of 
inductive lead. Solid-state. Checks timing, distribu- 
tor action, centrifugal advance, governor action. 
Burnout-resistant circuit with automatic overload 
protection. Automatic reverse polarity protection. 
Chrome-plated. 11 in. long. Instructions included. 
Analyzer and Timing Light. 

Shipping weight 15 pounds 14 ounces. 
28N2139C2 ..... Я Set $124.88 

Powerful Car Vacuum 
with 3 attachments 3 1499 

Vacuum features extra-wide nozzle and remov- 
able upholstery brush to cover large areas. 
Crevice tool into narrow, hard-to-get- 
at places. Super suction created by powerful 
120-watt, 14,000-RPM motor picks up even the 
toughest dirt. Cord measures 16 feet . . lets you 
reach the most remote areas including the 
trunk. Built-in handle and light weight (only 5 
pounds) make it easy to use. Plugs into 12-volt 

lighter. ше lighter. 
High-impact plastic construction. All dirt 

whisked into removable, easy-to-clean bag. 
21% inches long, 5% inches high. Made in 
U.S.A. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 5 oz. 
28 М№6510................... ПОТЕ 51490 

Competition Helmets 

Cut*4 4155. $1499 
Lightweight, strong thermoplastic outer shell. Tri- 
lon-covered, Styrofoam® liner. Red or blue and 
white with black racing stripe. Adjustable chin strap. 
Raised side ridges minimize helmet "lift." Exc 
290.1 1966-71 specs. of American National Stan- 
dards Institute; approved by Safety Helmet Council 
of America. Sanctioned by Ámerican Motorcycle As- 
soc. for competitive racing. Meets Dept. of Trans- 
portation requirements. Sizes: S(654-674); M(7-7V4); 
LXL(7%-734). State sise S, M, LXL when ordering. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. 
28N75011F—Red............ енне $1499 
28N 75012F—Blue ... БАКИ: с 1499 

Child's Safety Helmet $1 299 
Full-coverage safety helmet for young riders. 
Rugged UL y outer shell, plastic foam 
liner. Exceeds 290.1 1966-71 safety require- 
ments. S.H.C.A. approved. Adjustable nylon 
chin strap. Fits children 4-11 years. ite. 

28 М 75003F—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 3 oz.$12.99 

New at Sears! 
PENSKE Inductive Pickup 
DC-powered Timing Light 

Clips anywhere on spark plug wire 
so there's no need to use spark plug adapters 

* Inductive pickup helps 
exclude extraneous 
electrical sources . . gives 
brilliant, steady flashes 

* Flash accurate to 
8000 RPM's 

* Inductive clamp for 
quick and easy usage 

Inductive clamp makes this timing light a real time saver . . there's 
no need to remove spark plug terminal and insert adapter. Ideal for 
cars with high energy ignition systems because direct contact with 
spark wire eliminates possibility of other electrical sources trigger- 
ing additional flashes. Prefocused lens gives pin point accuracy and 
is bright enough for daytime use. Solid-state transistorized circuit 
for dependability. Allows you to test 6 and 12-v. high energy igni- 
tion systems and magneto ignition systems in reciprocating and ro- 
tary engines. Powered by 6 or 12 volt car battery. 

You can check engine timing, distributor action, centrifugal ad- 
vance and governor action. Burnout-resistant circuit with automatic 
overload protection. Trigger switch permits Xenon flash tube to fire 
only when you need it. Automatic reverse polarity protection. Pol 
ished chrome-plated finish for durability and easy clean-up, Rubber 
nose cone protects barrel. Measures 11 inches long, 634 inc hes high 
and 7% inches wide. Comes complete with detailed operating in- 
structions. 
28N2138—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces ..... ... $44.95 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Most Every Need 

See Big Book or ask for details 

Save *6 Player, Tapes, Speakers 
when you buy 

Stereo Tape Player, 
Tapes and our finest 

ipi" mod 36993 
$ 

6'4-inch Speakers 75.83 

Set includes tape player, 2 speakers plus 2 RCA pre-recorded tapes. 
Tape Player: Starts automatically when you insert an 8-track car- 

tridge . . shuts off when cartridge is removed. Flip-away, dust- 
guard cartridge door is lighted for night-time use. h button to 
change programs instantly. Black vinyl dash plate with chrome 
trim. Slide-bar volume/speaker balance, tone controls. Pilot light 
shows when unit is on. For 12-volt negative ground systems. In- 
cludes bracket for easy mounting on floor, console or under dash. 
Measures 7 in. long, 5 in. wide, 2 in. high. Tape player from Japan. 
Two RCA pre-recorded tapes included. 

Speakers: High compliance air-suspension cone and 10-oz. ceramic 
magnets. Built-in tweeter. Weather resistant. 64-in. diam. Black vi- 
nyl and foam rubber padded grilles. Impedance; 8 ohms. Wiring 
instructions included. Speakers from Japan. Two in box. 
28 N 6320C3— Player, tapes and speakers. Wt. 13 lbs.Set $69.83 
28 М 6323C2—Player and tapes only. Shpg. wt. 8lbs......... 51.88 
28 М 6238— Speakers only. Shipping weight 5 pounds ...Box 23.95 



FIRST BIKES 
16-inch bikes with 

features that can help your child 
learn to balance quickly 

Your choice 
Any of 9 
these $ 9 
3 bikes each 

e Tires stay firm, can't go flat 

e Detachable training wheels 

e Easy-to-use coaster brakes 

Trail Bike 
• Chopper-style 

saddle and handlebar 

Sugar 'n' Spice 

* Gaily decorated 
banana saddle Motocross-style 

* High-back 
c -style saddle 

* Black motocross- 
style handlebar 

with padded crossbar 

1 Motocross-style. Black 
vinyl saddle padded for 

a smooth, comfortable ride. 
Wrap-around chain guard 
circles sprocket to help keep 
pant legs free. Bright red 

double-coat finish on sturdy 
tubular steel frame. Like the 
tires on a fine dirt bike, 
knobby-treads front and 
rear mean good traction and 
stability. Black comfort 
grips complete the black 
motocross-style handlebar 
and padded crossbar. Plas- 
tic number plate straps to 
front of handlebar. 
6C47888L-Wt. 32 Ibs, $43.99 

Trail Bike. Looks like 
scaled down version of 

the real thing. Trail bike- 
style vinyl seat, comfort 
cushion padding. Chopper 
style handlebar, black grips. 
Chrome-plated fenders, 
support bar, front wheel 
discs, wrap-around chain 
guard. Front fender perched 
high over the wheel. 

Ground-gripping knobby 
tread tires front and rear. 
Rugged tubular steel 

will be happy ti 
harg 

© Simulated baffle- 

style muffler 

3 Sugar ‘n’ Spice. Padded 
white vinyl saddle car 

ries a little lady in comfort 
and style. White vinyl bas- 
ket (from S. Korea) blooms 
with bright, cheerful flow- 
ers. Double-coat hot aqua 
finish over strong tubular 
steel frame. Wrap-around 
chain guard matches per- 
fectly. Chrome-plated, semi. 
highrise handlebars. 

White vinyl grips with 
streamers. White pedals. 

Buy it the easy way—or- 
; phone. 

Shpg. wt. Ib: 
6 C 47889 

* Tires with fashionable 
thinline whitewalls 



ctivity Boxes for hours of play 

Deluxe Activity Fun Chest with 
over 550 fun things for your child to do 

Your children will enjoy rainy days uL ied can 
the many indoor activities in this fun 

COMPOSITION: 17-piece press-out eben circus 

Eu pe t 
ШЕ dec ete Dm mente 

Scribbler Activity Box 
brass with ха. directed toward developing 
Mg pan e in reading, writing and draw- 

сЕ of fun a and learning. 
COMPOSITION: One dus drawing board, 1 magic 
learning board. May be wiped off for reuse, 14 2x15 in. 
each; 10 Wipe-off c RE MEG pad of paper, 
11%4x13% in.; total 272 pgs. of fun activi- 4 cop; 
ties for learning. In [С 14%x14%x1'¢ іп. деер. 
ORDERING INFO: For children ages 3 and up. 
3N 1561—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. $0z............ $i 

(1) 
(1) The Sesame Street Storybook 
ORDERING INFO: 63 клн: 
З М 1658—Shpg. wt. 1 $3. 
(2) Sesame Street 1, 2, $ үнөн 
ORDERING INFO: 63 расо 
З М 1657—Shpz. wt. 11b. 5 oz ВЕЕРА $3.88 
(3) Sesame Street A. 8, C Storybook 
Бе INFO: 65 BVAX113A їп. 47- Spe. wt 1.602... .---.83.88 
426 [Sears] 65 
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$688 
eleme 40 card 
deck ЗЇ есе Disney Sno Stow fei doli books б 

4 ; 8-1 Mr. Ri Pla; Pretend booke EN censores fo 36 
checkers and pachisi. Carrying 

ton, agree in. deep. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Not recommended for 

under 3 because of small 
УМ 1562— Shipping weight. rige CNET M $6.88 

Mickey Mouse Club’ Pack 
Your children will enjoy following the leader of the 
club in activities that are not only fun, but learning 
experiences as well. 
COMPOSITION: 3 books and one activit 
Seon tye ew e 40 pages; 1 sticker : 
[m à That Puzzle; Tell-a-tale story 

box of 6 non-toxic crayons. 
ORDERING INFO: For children ages 3 and © 
3 М 1565—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ............... $3.59 
"Disney characters® Walt Disney Productions. 

(4) Sesame Street Together Book Box 
z ries books ii Я gift Бох. d ose Ws 6348 іп. 

m Peor ia Niy A My Neighborhood, аму the 
уе 

ORDERING IN INFORMATION a 
З N 1431—Shipping wt. 1 lb. loz. ........ $2.99 

(5) Sesame Street 
rance Book. 

The Muppets struggle with 8 
and per- 
their 32 

pages, 9%4х9%/ їп. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N 1430—Wt. 120z. ..$2.99 

Practice-at-home 
Workbook Sets | 

for pre-school and | 

first grade children 

Twelve-book 
Pre-school Set 
Help your child grasp im- 
p ei stipes to make 

school work 
easier. pe doing. 
2-color illustrated pages. 
Flexible cover. Each book 
8х10\ in., 64 pages. 
TITLES: Count and Write; 
ABC Words; Count, Col- 
or, Play; Read, Write, 
Spell; Read, Write, Count; 
Numbers; Counting; Writ- 
ing; Read and Write 
About Animals; Around 
The World; What Is Big 
and Little; What Goes Up 
and Down. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 
3N 1585 $5.88 

Six book Pre-school Set 
The fun way to prepare 
our child for school. 
wo-color illustrated 
ages. Flexible cover. 

h book 8x10'2 in., 64 
pages. 

TITLES: Count, Color, 
Play: Bo pead, Solon Va: 

Write, 
Spell; uds hM and 
Activity Fun. 

ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
3N 1586 ........82.99 

Six-book Grade 1 Set 
Encourages pe: personal in- 
volvement in ills. 
Two-color illustrated 
ages. Flexible cover. 
ich 8x 1094 in., 64 pages. 

TITLES: Metrics, Time, 
Money; Fun with Wor 
Spell and Play; Fun with 
Writing; Beginning Arith- 
metic; Addition and Sub- 
traction. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Best Rainy Day Book Ever 
COMPOSITION: Creative projects 
such as greeting cards, mobiles, 
kites, airplanes, decorations. By 
Richard Scarry. Flexible cover. 
9x1014x54 іп. 176 pages. 

ORDER INFO: For ages 5 to 10. 
Shipping — 11b. 8 oz. 

3N 1545 293.44 

Best Rainy D; Book Ev. Py 
[ўе 

усон 

(6) Sesame Street Activity | 
Playtime activities геа the ac Sesame Set gang. 
COMPOSITION: 6 coloring books 472 | 
magic Bird's Play and Learn Storybook: Os- 
car's Little Golden Book: ó nom toxic crayons: Box | 
measures 13x8x2' inches deep. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: enas 3 and up. | 
3 N 1564—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 3 
"Sesame Street" is TM ol Children's Television Workshop | 



Party-time full-size 
Slumber Bags 

33x75 inches 2\/% pounds of polyester insulation 

ie to make a 
comforter BR | double bag 

Great for slumber parties or summer sleep-outs 
INSULATION: 2% lbs. polyester, resin-treated bonded fibers for added loft. 

NSTRUCTION: Solid-color liners of 65%, acetate 357 nylon brushed tri 
cot coordinate with gaily printed outers. CDI is weather-stripped to help 
keep out drafts. Bags have 2 carrier ties for easy roll-up except item (5) 
which has 2 hang loops for use as wall hanging. 

DIMENSIONS: 33x75 inches long. 

CARE: Hand wash, warm temperature. 

MATION: Includes clear vinyl duffel and 13x17 in. 
matching pillow with 6 oz. of polyester fill. 

6 C 70372—Star-quilt pattern cotton outer. 
6 C 70374—Indian pattern cotton outer. 
6 C 70377—Apple print cotton outer. 
6 C 70373— Little girl print cotton outer. 
6 C 70375— Lion print acetate/nylon tricot outer. 
6 C 70376—Overall print acetate/nylon tricot outer. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds 12 ounces : 



Fast-moving fun 

For snow “умп 
these sleds 

go-ing 
adventure 

brakes to slos 
you down and 

steer 

(2and3) 
Tough 

high-impact 
Polyethylene 
Sleds 

designed to 
withstand 

temperatures 
down to —40°F 

(4) 
Toboggan with 
polyethylene 
body 

seats | or 2 
children 

Aluminum 
Coaster 

Rolls up to 
store or carry 

Ride- a-Bog 
take it 

anywhere. 
holds 1 or 

2 youngsters 

426 
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Thunderbolt 

Racing Bob 

$2488 

Steering 
mechanism 
controls 
direction 

(1) Racing Bobsled for fast to- 
boggan-like sledding. Tow rope incl. 
CONSTR: Tough high-density polyeth- 

ne plastic. Wide track runners are 
ribbed for long wear. Double-insulated 
molded seat, Self-lubricating nylon 
steering mechanism, Orange. 383% in. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: If mailed, 
takes 15-pound rate, see page 330. 
79N85 145L-Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. $24.88 

(2 and 3) Polyethylene Sleds 
CONSTR: Tough, high-impact polyeth- 
ylene plastic. Sleds will withstand cold 
temperatures down to —40°F. Wide 
runners. Molded seat provides insula- 
tion, high-back design. Front tow rope 
included. Handbrakes. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: (2) See 
"N" suffix, page 330. (3) if mailed takes 
15-pound rate; see page 330. 
2) Sno-Tandem. 44x22x9 in. high. 
eats adult and a kid or 2 kids. Green. 

FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79N85131N—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. $15.96 

(3) Sno-Fighter Jr. 36x18x9 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Orange. 
79N85 123L—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $10.96 

(4) Thunderbolt Toboggan 
CONSTR; Polyethylene body. 4 plastic 
handles. Seats 1 or 2 kids. 17x48 in. 
long. FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Red. If mailed, takes 15- 
Ib. rate. See page 330. 
79N85095L—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs,..$5.44 

(5) Ride-a-Bog. 

CONSTR: Polyethylene plastic sheet 18 
x 60 in. loi eats 1 or 2 kids. Opening 
in front to hold on to. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49N85088—Wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. $1.99 

Downhill, 
cross-country 

feel like a 
pro flashing 

over the snow 

Adjustable 
foot and toe 

holder 

ankle securely 

(6) 25-in. diameter 
Aluminum Coaster 

CONSTR: Silver-colored aluminum. 
Turned edges. 2 webbed hand holds. 
FOR AGES: 31% years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: If mailed, 
takes 15-pound rate. See page 330. 
79 N 85063L—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.. $6.97 

(7) Downhill or Cross-Country 
Youth Skis and Ski Poles 

SKIS: Polyethylene plastic, 28 in. long. 
Skis are grooved and treaded to give 
extra control on downhill runs, extra 
traction when hill climbing. 
BINDINGS: Automatic adjustable snap- 
on toe shield to fit boot length 5 to 10 
inches. Adjustable nylon ankle strap. 

stic poles with left and right 
E, large snow rings. Poles 

have blunt tips. 2! hes long. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 85086—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $8.95 

(8) Baby Bob 
CONSTRUCTION: Polyethylene plastic. 
Molded design wraps around feet 
Molded-in seat to help protect from 
cold. Pull handle with plastic grip. Safe- 
ty strap. Cargo space behind seat, 
2x14! 2x84 inches tall. 

FOR AGES: 6 months to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 N 85127C—Wt 7 lbs. . $16.99 

(9) Cushion for Baby Bob 
CONSTRUCTION: Blue vinyl jersey 
cover over polyurethane foam. Fits 
Baby Bob, to help keep baby warm 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 85129—Shpg. wt. 11b....$5.89 

Baby Bob (8) with cushion (9). Save 
33.00 when you buy the set. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 
79 М 85135C 419.88 

Save 53.00 
when you buy Baby Bob (8), 

with Cushion (9) 

Separately total "nu $1958 

Baby Bob 
Cushion 



Boy's Sidewalk Skates 
Street King? Shoe Skates with durable 

vinyl uppers for easier cleaning 

* Heavy-gauge steel wheels take plenty of rugged 
wear and tear 

* High-cut uppers let you skate longer in comfort 

1 Step right into these skates . . no keys or clamps 
to fuss with. Heavy-gauge steel wheels with six 

\4-inch steel ball bearings give a smooth, fast ride. 
High-cut uppers give firm ankle support. Compo- 
sition rubber soles. Heel counters. 

In medium width only. If regular shoe size is full 
size, order usual size. If regular shoe size is half size, 
order next full size larger. State boy's size 12, 13, 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Black color. 
6 N 23102F— Shipping weight 5 pounds. . . ....$5.99 

Men's and Boy's Rink Skates 

Adjustable trucks pivot 10 degrees 

2 For men and boys. Adjustable rubber-cushioned 
trucks mean easier cornering. Naugalon® vinyl up- 

pers. Plastic wheels with sixteen *(,-in. ball bearings. 
Composition rubber soles. Tapered backstay, split 
foam padded tongue. Nickel-plated steel foot plates, 
Heel counters. 

In D" medium width only. State size 4D, 5D, 6D, 
7D, 8D, 9D, 10D. See chart below. Black color. 
6 N 23203F— Shipping weight 8 pounds. .. ... $12.69 

Double-action trucks and toe stops 

3 For men. Rubber-cushioned trucks are great for 
figure-skating, smooth cornering. Naugalon? vinyl 

uppers. Plastic wheels with sixteen *;s-in. ball bear. 
ings. Composition rubber soles. Polyurethane foam 
padded tongue. Polished aluminum foot plates. Steel 

Long inside heel counters. Built-in toe 
` * medium width only. State size 7D, 8D, 

9D, 10D, 11D, 12D. See chart below. Black. 
6 N 23212F—Shipping weight 8 pounds. ..... $19.99 

Top quality semi-precision Skates 
with top-grain leather uppers 

For men. Smooth-rolling concealed ball bearings 
(12 in each plastic wheel) never touch each other 
you enjoy good control for fancy skating. Cush- 

ioned aluminum double trucks are adjustable for 
good maneuverability. Long-lasting leather soles. 
Two-piece sponge rubber padded tongue helps elimi 
nate uncomfortably tight laces. 

Polished cast aluminum foot plates have built-in 
toe stops. Long inside heel counters. High-cut boots 

give ankle support for comfort. Wing-tip design. In 
"D" medium width only. State size 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 
11D, 12D. See chart below. Black color. 
6 N 23288F—Shipping weight 8 pounds. .....$28.99 

Skate Carrying Case 

Lets you carry skates easily. Vinyl-covered ply- 
wood frame. Nickel-plated hardware. Plastic han- 

dle. Twin locks. Key. 1314x16%4x6 inches deep 
6 N 23068—Red 6 N 23069—Blue 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. .......... $5.89 

HOW TO DETERMINE SHOE SKATE SIZE 

Read across chart on line with your regular shoe width 
to column under your regular shoe size and order skate 
size shown (only if it is available in item listing). 

“Your regular shoe size 

[е IDEE 
below 

R отон) |50 |60 50 | 70 70 [вй | 80 | 90 | 90 | roo 100 | 110 jrin [120 
* D (medium) | 60 | 70 |70 | 80|80 | зо | зо |100 | 100 | 110 | 110 | 120 [120 AG Sens rcu * twin) [ло |7o ab. eo o | so froo |тоо [110 | 110 120 | 120 
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15-inch Bab: 
starts talking when 

you kiss her 

"Kiss 

Baby Kiss 'n Talk $899 
knows 8 phrases 

Pull the talking ring, give her a kiss and 
she'll tell you a secret ..she knows 8 dif- 
ferent sayings. This 15-inch baby has a cud- 
dly cloth body with vinyl hands and head 
Shiny rooted hair, Wears a ruffled play 
smock. For ages 3 to 6. Why not pick up the 
phone and order it? 
49 N 35051 — Shipping weight 2 lbs. $8.99 

Gabbigale . . she repeats 
anything you say. . 
have her greet your playmates 

by name, 
or teach her 

Raise her arm, 
pull string and 

talk to Gabbigale 
"| love you" 

Lower arm, pull 
string, she repeats 

what you said 

$1599 is. 
She'll say whatever you want her to say . . even 
whistles and sings! 18-in. Gabbigale comes 
with a built-in tape recorder. She'll record and 
play back any short phrase. Lift her arm to erase 
and record again. Pull-string operation; uses 4 
"AA" batteries (not incl), order pkg. below 
She's jointed vinyl; rooted hair. Ages 5 and up. 
49 N 3505— Shipping weight 3 pounds. $15.99 

49 № 8402—"AA" batteries. Pkg. (6), Wt. 6 oz... . Pkg. 99c 

Санк pane scant by earitimar тосе cont 

Extra Outfits and Records $362 
(Doll not included) set 

The beat goes on . . with 21-inch Harmony. 
Just place a record disc into her "amplifier" 

and, as it plays, she'll move her hand and head 
to the beat of the song. One disc included. Uses 
2 "C" batteries (not incl.), order pkg. below. 
She wears a long dress with front slit. Jointed 
vinyl; rooted hair. For ages 5 to 10. 
49 N 35058 — Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 oz. . . . . $14.85 
"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 № 8406 — Shipping weight 12 ounces... Pkg. $1.19 

hip huggers, top; record 9, Rehearsal Rags 
Set $3.62 49 N 3514— Shipping weight 14 oz 

3 Bikini Beat 

49 N 35138— Shpg. weight 14 oz. 

bikini plus jacket; record 
Set $3.62 

Д. Meadowmusic..long “apron” skirt; 
blouse and record. 

49 М 35139— Shipping weight 14 ounces... Set $3.62 

*'Let's 
have а 
slumber 

Poseable. jointed 
1inch Cynthia knows 
comes with З record 

full of fun 

Extra Accessories and Records 
(Doll not included) 

б Happy talk with 19-inch Cynthia. Slip record dise 
into voice unit in her body—she talks about 

parties and games, Uses 1 "D" battery (not inel), 
order pkg. on opposite page. Wears a pert minidress. 
Vinyl body; bendable legs. Rooted hair. Ages 4 to 9. 
49 N 35049 $12.34 Shipping weight 3 pounds 5 oz 

6 Fashion Fun—coat. cap, boots, purse plus record 
disc with 12 phrases about shopping and fashions. 

49 М 35053— Shipping weight 7 ounces. Set $4.31 
17. School Fun— mini dress, vest, purse, shoes, plus 

record disc that tells 12 phrases about school. 
49 N 35055 — Shipping weight 7 ounces. Set $4.31 

Lively Fun— jumpsuit plus 12-phrase record disc. 
49 N 35054 — Shipping weight 7 ounces Set $4.31 
Hair Fun Pock—3 hairpieces; 12-phrase record; 
more. 

49 N 35056 — Wt. 8 oz. . Set $4.31 



Wow!! It's 
BARBIE'S FRIEND SHIP 

.. the only way to fly 

it's over 4% ft. long and so realistic . . 
includes kitchen, lounge, serving cart and 

dishes . . it even folds into a compact case 

Barbie and Ken 
travel the 

Friend Ship in 
Stewardess and 

Pilot Outfits 

Each outfit 

$297 «мә 
Barbie's up and 
away in this stylish 

outfit ensemble. In- 
cludes two blouses, a 
groovy vest, slacks, 
belt, a skirt and shoes. 

Shipping wt. 5 oz. 
49 C 31021 ,.......9297 

What a great value. An airplane for everyone in Barbie's world. United Airlines jet 
interior is so realistic the doors even open and close. Stewardess Barbie wears 
her vinyl smock as she wheels her serving cart down the aisle. She serves her 
passenger friends using 10 handy accessories. Friend Ship case measures a 
compact 14x12x13 inches high when closed, For children ages 4 and up. Barbie 

and her friends not included . . order them separately below. Like e 
else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
79 C 31243C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $8.77 

Ken’s really in 
command in this 

high-flyin’ outfit. In 
cludes shirt, tie, jack 
et, slacks, shoes, cap 
and flight log. 

Shipping wt. 5 oz. 
4931022 $297 

Busy Barbie and Ken 

actually hold objects 
in their hands 

rists bond: 
and tur^ 

(3 and 4) Such a low price. 
With open-and-closeable 
hands, twist "n turn waists 
and bendable legs; Busy 
Barbie and Ken seem al 
most alive. Each vinyl doll 
includes fi 
a "country" outfit 

3 Busy Ken is 12 in. tall 
has molded brown hair 

49C30022-Wt. 1002.$3.73 

Busy Barbie is 11' in 
tall; rooted blond hair. 

е accessories and 

Fully-furnished A-frame Ski Cabin 
easy living for 11'/-inch dolls 

The perfect vacation retreat for Barbie, Ken and all other 117/-inch fashion dolls 49C30021-Wt. 1007.53.73 | 
it’s so big they can even stand up inside. Plastic cabin measures 23х14\/,х20 » 

inches high and snaps together in a jiffy. Outfit includes table, chairs, sofa, has- NOTE: All items on page 
sock and fireplace EE ct 
49 C 94012—Shipping weight 4 pounds 5 ounces $6.99 dren ages 4 years and up 
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Two headbars give 48% 
more strength than 
single-headbar sets 

Six legs give 45% 
more weight support 
than comparable 
1-leg sets 

Jumbo Gym has both double headbar "n 
and six husky legs for 
stability and strength 

* Extra-wide, 4-rider Lawn Swing 

* Glide Ride * 8-foot Slide 

Fun for 
upto g 

youngsters 

* 2 Swings 

The 11-foot long double headbars and the six sturdy 
794-foot long legs make this jumbo gym set strong 
enough and big enough to accommodate 9 rollicking 
youngsters! Headbars and legs are of 2-in. diameter tu 
bular steel in blue and white baked enamel finish. 
The extra large, 36-inch wide lawn swing has plenty of 

room to let 4 riders stretch out and relax. Its metal seats 
have rolled edges. Seats of glide ride and swings are 
steel-reinforced, vent-cooled plastic. 8-foot galvanized 
steel slide (including platform but not distance from slide 
to ground) is 51 inches high at top platform, with flat 
tread steps and ladder brace to help prevent sinking. 
Gym is 7 feet high; base area measures 14x11! feet, 
Assembly instructions and hardware are included. 
79 N 72264N—Shipping weight 174 pounds $89.99 

Fun for 
up to 

youngsters | 

574995 кае 
Fun for 

up to 6 
youngsters 

$8499 „у, 

* Rugged four-leg double-headbar Gym 
Sturdy six-leg Pon x LI y or Glide Ride • 6V-foot Slide 

Single-headbar Gym * 2-rider Lawn Swing * 2 Swings 
* 2-rider Lawn Swing — * 6 Y>-foot Slide 

Choose set with glide ride or pony ride. Double head- 
bar gives both sets extra strength on top. Frames of 
2-in. diam. tubular steel in olive, white baked enamel 
finish. Vented, steel-reinforced plastic seats on lawn 

* Glide Ride * 2 Swings 

Seven lively little folks will enjoy hours of energetic play 
on this gym set with 9-ft. long headbar, Six wide- 

Fun for spread legs, each 714 ft. long, provide stability. Lawn 
swing, glide ride and swings all feature vent-cooled plas- 
tic seats, reinforced with steel. 614-ft. long galvanized 
steel slide (including platform but not distance from slide 
to ground) is 43 in. high at top platform . . flat-tread 
steps and ladder brace help prevent sinking. Frame of 
2-in. diameter tubular steel has dark green and white 
baked enamel finish. Overall height is 78 in.; base area 
12V2x8V4 ft. Assembly instructions and hardware incl. 
79 N 72284N— Shipping weight 106 pounds ....... $64.99 

ио page scans by ceisinas атина иса con 

up to 
youngsters 

All Sears Gym Sets are loaded 
with safety and comfort fea- 
tures, See next page for com- 
plete list of those features. 

swing, glide ride and swings. Pony ride of tough poly- 
styrene . . hangs from steel chains. Galvanized steel 
slide 616 ft. long (incl. platform but not distance from 
slide to ground), 43 in. high at top platform. Gym 6 ft. 
high; 7-ft. long legs. Base area 11 ft. 5 in. (or 12 ft. 5 in. 
with pony ride) by 10 ft. 5 in. Assembly instructions, 
hardware incl. 
79N 72298N-Gym with Glide Ride. Wt. 121 lbs. $74.99 
79 N 72297N2-Gym with Pony Ride. Wt. 116 lbs. 84.99 

x»: [Sears] 423 



when you buy any Skate and 
Case combination on this page 

(Combinations listed with each skate) 

Helps make it easy to carry skates, 
Protects them when not in use. Rug- 
ged reinforced plywood frame, metal 
comer pieces. Red, white, blue heavy 
duty vinyl cover cleans with a damp 
cloth. Plastic handle. Tongue and 
groove closure, key lock, two clasps. 
15V2x7x12'4 inches high. Holds one 
pair of skates. Wt. 5 lbs. 12 oz. 
6C 23074 Case only $10.95 

Dance Skates with leather-lined Elk leather uppers, 
precision wheel bearings for a smooth ride 

plus maximum control 

( 1 and 2) Precision-ground fully sealed bearings touch only wheel and axle— 
not each other . . eliminates friction and wheel “play”. Long wearing because 
bearings are concealed, dirt and grit are locked out. Built-in beveled toe stops. 
Pro-size 2344-in. plastic wheels. Double cushioned die-cast and polished alumi- 
num sole plate. Polyurethane foam padded tongue for comfortable fit, secure 
lacing. Long heel counters for arch support. Adjustable king bolt helps control 
Skate response. See Size Chart below before ordering. State size. 

(1) 6С 23292F—Men’s Black, D med. width, sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
(2) 6 C 23392F—Women's White, B med. width, sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
Shipping weight per pair 8 pounds ...........................- .Pair $49.99 

6 C 23082C2F—Men's Skates with Case. i Sep. total $60.94. Wt. 15 Ibs. . 558.94 
6 C 23051C2F—Women's Skates with Case. Sep. total $60.94, Wt. 151bs..... 56.94 

Rink Skates with unlined leather uppers have 
smooth-rolling loose-bearing wheels 

(Запа 4 ) Durable 21-inch plastic wheels roll smoothly on loose ball bearings. 
Lightweight polished aluminum sole plates are double cushioned for a smooth 
ride. Full grain unlined leather uppers with polyurethane foam padded tongue 
for a comfortable fit, secure lacing. Built-in toe stops. Composition rubber soles. 
Adjustable king bolt. See Size Chart below before ordering. State size. 

(3) 6С 23217F—Men's Black, D med. width, sizes 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
(4) 6С 23317F—Women’s White, B med. width, sizes б, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
Shipping weight per pair 8 pounds : Pair $29.88 

6 С 23055C2F—Men's Skates with Case. Sep. total $40.83. We. n Ibs. .- $36.83 
6 C 23054C2F—Women's Skates with Case. Sep. total 340.83. Wt. 15 Ibs..... 36.83 

Rink Skates with easy-clean vinyl uppers, loose-bearing wheels 

( 5 and 6 ) Smooth rolling 20-і. plastic wheels. Lightweight single cushioned 
aluminum sole plates. Built-in toe stops. Vinyl uppers wipe clean with a damp 
cloth. Polyurethane foam padded tongue. Composition rubber soles. Built-in 
heel counters. Adjustable king bolt. See Size Chart below. State size. 

(S) 8C23215F—Men's Black. D med. width, sizes 5, б, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
(6) 6 C23315F—Women's White, B med. width, sizes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 
Shipping weight each pair 8 pounds ....................... ..Pair $19.88 
6 C 23057C2F—Men's Skates with Case. Sep. total $30. эз. Wt 15 Ibs.. 526.83 
6 C 23056C2F—Women's Skates with Case. Sep. total 330.83. Wt. 15 Ibs. . 28.83 

HOW TO DETERMINE RINK SKATE SIZE 

Sized for one pair of thin street socks. To wear heavy socks, order next full size larger 
Order skate size shown but only if available in skate you want. 

If your correct If your correct shoe size is: 
width is: 3v44|4v4|5|5 el6/6 141717 128/814] 9 [94] 10| 104 Y 11112 

Order this skate size 
Men's B. C. D ct 8 |a] 9 | ан оаа ирг? 
Women's AA, A. В| 7 |7| 8 8| 9 |9|10]10] 11 111... 

Men's Е, EE в foj 9 [то[тојтт mun 
Women's С, D в loj 9 [1o] 10111) 11 ]..]....| 

Сардор tabe scant by Cras кайа асай com 
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ог more 

Aero programmed instruc- 
tion gives child training or 
review in basic skills. Indi- 
vidual use. Approved and 
used in schools. 
HOW IT WORKS: Exercises 
priced on index cards. 
ach card has window 

openings to write answers 
on slate. Turn over card 

. your answer appears 
next to printed answer. 
COMPOSITION: Slate with 
Mylar* polyester film, 
wooden stylus; 18 printed 
cards; 6 blank cards; 8x10- 
in. slipcase; instr. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. ea. 10 oz. 

3 N 1422—Sight Reading 
3 N 1426—Division 
3 М 1424—Subtraction 
3N! 
3N1 

4** | 

415—Addition 
413—Multiplication 

Price forone........ $4.88 
Any 3 ог тоге .Each 4.33 
*Reg. DuPont TM 

French and Spanish 
Chatter Games 

A fun way to pick up a foreign 
. For 2 to 6 players. 

HOW TO PLAY: Players at- 
tempt to complete phrase card 
and make a translation. 
COMPOSITION: 40 phrase 
cards; 4 sets of word-tiles; 6 
card holders; game bag; transla- 
tion key; instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 1502—French Chatter 
3 М 1503. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz... Ea. $6.99 

An2 $ оо 
or more „4° h 

Fun for all in the family 
who want to learn but prefer to play 

(1) The Rolling Phonics® Word Game m : 
Teaches spelling creases vocabulary, improves understanding of 
Hrsg our. Deer о аа 
COMPOSITION: Ten 1-in. plastic cubes with engraved letters and word 
parts; storage tube; instructions for 4 games. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For ages 5 and up. Wt. 6 oz. 
3 М 1074— Price for one $4.49; Any 2 or тоге............... Ea. $4.00 

(2) The Rolling Reader® Word Game 
Helps improve language and grammarical skills. Scientifically devised 
cubes form a sentence no matter how you toss them. 
COMPOSITION: 7 durable 1-in. Au cubes engraved with textbook size 
words; timer; storage tul 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For pem 5 and up. Wt. 4 oz. 
3 М 1073— Price for one $4.49; Any 2 ог тоге............... Ea. $4.00 

(3) The Rolling Sum-antics Game 
ientifically structured to develop a logical understanding of math. 

COMPOSITION: 10 large and durable 1-in. plastic cubes engraved with 
numbers 1 10; storage tube; instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For ages 5 and up. Wt. 7 oz. 
3 N 1072— Price for one $4.49; Any 2 or тоге............... Ea. $4.00 

Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy. 

Citai pae scans by айий нае аса com 

те Me Why 

Children's Educational Books and Dictionaries 
(8) The Answer Book 
Topics include le, an- 
imals, екет нс 
er, 82х11 in. 160 pgs. 
ORDER INFO: For ages 7 
to 12. Wt. 2 bs. 2 oz. 
3N 1568 ........ $4.99 

(8) Tell Me Why 
Incl. The Human Body, 
World Us. Hard- 
cover, 7x94 in. 480 pgs. 
ORDER INFO: For ages 10 
to 14. Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
3N 1569 ... $5.69 

MS M ERE 

$41? | A 

(13 and 14) 
studies on subj 

ible cover. 
ages 7 to 14. 

13) Titles include 
ild Animals, Dino- 

saurs, Birds, Insects, 
Wild Flowers, and 
Fish. 
ORDERING INFO: 
3 М 1434—Wt. 2 lbs. 
Priceforone...$4.19 
2ormore..Ea. 3.85 

тоо booka witk inapti 
cts ci 

book 48 pgs.; 814x11 in. For 

(10) More Tell Me Why 
Creatures Around Us, 
How It Hardcov- 
er, 7x9V4 in. 480 pgs. 
ORDER INFO: For ages 9 
to 14. Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
3N 1570 ........ $5.69 

(11) Dictionary 
Over 5000 entries, 600 col- 
or illustrations. Hardcov- 
er, 7%x11 in. 352 pgs. 
ORDER INFO: For ages 5 
to 9. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
3N 1567 ........ $6.79 

rae 385 
ildren find fascinating. 

14) Titles: Weather, 
ocks, Minerals, 

Trees, The Human 
Body, Stars, Science 
Experiments. 
ORDERING INFO: 
3 М 1435—Wt. 2 lbs. 
Price forone...$4.19 
2ormore..Ea. 3.85 

(12) Ten-book Happy 
Helper Library 

Lively text and illustra- 
tions. Hardcover, 634x8 
in. 24 pg. ea. Gift box. 
Titles: Words, Numbers, 
ABC, Sounds, Cars & 
Trucks, Dictionary, 
Horses, Counting, Ani- 
mal Dictionary, Who 
Comes to Your 

ORDER INFO: For 
3to 6. Wr 2b. бое 
3N 1412 
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Full-size Sleeping Bags 
for rugged outdoor use 

762x332 inches. . 
Camron* polyester insulation 

Haier op, 

$1999 - 
INSULATION: Fluffy Camron® polyester fiberfill for superb comfort. 
CARE: Hand wash, warm temperature. Line dry. 
DIMENSIONS: 33% inches wide, 7642 inches long. 

(1and2) CorduWroy™ Bags with 
3 Ibs. insulation 

CONSTRUCTION: Polyester corduroy 
outer. Acetate/nylon brushed tricot liner. 
Two ties. 
COLORS, ORDERING INFORMAT 
Order duffel below. 

Shipping weight 5 lbs. 5 oz. 
(1) 6C 70143—Brown 
(2 6C70142—Blue 

$19.99 
19.99 

(3) Bandana Patch Denim-look Bag 
with 3 Ibs. insulation 

N: Cotton outer. Red ace- 
п tricot liner. Weatherstripped 

zipper. Tie strings. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Order duffel below. 

hipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. 
6C70132 $19.99 

Bags (1) and (2) have stylish 

polyester corduroy outers 

(4) Buckskin-look Bag with 
3 Ibs. insulation 

CONSTRUCTION: Acetate/nylon tricot 
outer and liner in brown. Weather- 
stripped zipper. Tie st 
ORDER INFO: Order duffel below. 
6 C 70133—Wt. 4 lbs. 3 oz. 

(5) Blue Denim-look Bag with 
3 Ibs. or 4 Ibs. insulation 

CONSTR.: Polyester taffeta outer. Red 
bandana acetate/nylon brushed tricot 
liner. Two tie strings for roll-up. 

S ORDER INFO: Order duffel below. 
Bag with 3 Ibs. insulation 
6 C 70145—Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. 
Bag with 4 Ibs. insulation 
6 C 70144—Wt. 5 lbs. 8 oz. 22.99 

(8) Clear vinyl, drawstring Duffel 
6 C 70368—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

$19.99 

$19.99 



Designed for 
all-around 

recreational sledding 
and for any size family 

44-inch 

$1799 

54-inch 

(1) Flying Arrow Sleds 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel frame: front bumper 
of smooth chrome-plated steel. Steel grooved 
runners, turned up at ends, Heavy-duty steel 
braces to help absorb bumps and shocks. All 
pees poets are weather-protected with red 
baked-enamel finish. Wood parts have silk 
screen decoration. Steering: Floating design 
with flexible 2-piece nose iron helps give bet- 
ter direction control than a rigid steering de- 
sign. Deck: Kiln-dried Northern hardwood 
deck and rails are coated with weather-resist- 
ant varnish. Deck boards run full length of 
sled to support your body. Sleds are 23 in. 
wide, 6 in. high. 
FOR AGES: See chart below. 
SIZES; ORDER INFO: See “N” suffix, page 
330. Tow rope 2» incl. Order below, right. 

епт васее „н, | 0809 TET rice 
Win. | 4 | 3t07 N85011N| 10| $17.98 
$41n.| 6 |óandup|78N85012N| 12| 19.99 
581п. | 6 |óandup|79N85013N|13| 23.99 
бїїп | 8 |6andup|79N85014N| 14| 2999 

(2) Baby Sled 
CONSTRUCTION: Frame: Grooved steel run 
ners, turned up at ends. Heavy-duty steel 
braces. Red baked-enamel finish on all steel 
parts for weather resistance. Handle: Zinc- 
p tubular steel, swing-over style. Deck: 
arnished kiln-dried hardwood deck and 

rails, 30x13 inches wide; seat, 6*2 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Partly assembled. 
79 М 85001C—Shpzg. wt. 12 Ibs. ...921.99 

(3) Baby Cushion. Shields and cushions 
baby from winter wind and bumps. 
CONSTR: Blue vinyl pad ties to sled. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 4 years. 
ORDER INFORMATION 
101x914x201 in. long. 
49 N 85002—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $9.99 

Sled (2) with Cushion (3). 
ORDERING INFO: Shps. wt. 13 Ibs. 
79 N 85004C ..... Set $26.98 

steel runners 
protected with 
тате! finish 

Tow Rope (shown on sled). Durable 
polyethelene, weather-resistant, easy 
to attach. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 М 85003—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. 

(4) Speedy Sled 
CONSTR: Frame: Steel runners, brac- 
es painted red, Runners turned up at 
ends. Deck: Kiln-dried northern hard- 
wood varnished with silk-screened 
decoration. Steering: 2-pc. split nose 
design. 39x22'2x6 in. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 5 years. 
ORDER INFO: “N” suffix, p. 330. 
79 N 85005N—Wt. 8 lbs, ..$12.88 

(5 thru 7) Ski Sets 
SKIS: Hardwood with bright enamel 
over filled surface. (5) has laminated 
uve top. All have grooved bottoms 
or traction when traversing hills. 
Plastic heel plate. 21% in. wide, 
BINDINGS: Front-toe release . . . al- 
lows foot to release laterally in case of 
fall. (5), (6) have lift front release ca- 
ble bindings of ABS plastic . . . ad- 
justable tension control provides se- 
cure fit. (7) has heel spring binding to 
hold most shoes or boots securely. 
POLES: (5) molded fiber-glass, plastic 
wrists straps, hand grips. (6), (7) 
hardwood, braided wrist straps. Plas- 
tic snow rings, blunt ends, white. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(5) 4Vft. Skis, 40-in. poles. For 
ages 10 to 13 years. For children with 
shoe length 9 to 10 inches. 
79 N 85208C—Wt. 6 lbs. .. $18.99 

(8) 4-ft. Skis, 36-in. poles. For 
ages 6 to 9 years. For children with 
shoe length 7% to 8% inches. 
79 М 85197C—Wt. 4 lbs. ..$14.99 
(7) 3-ft. Skis, 30-in. poles. For 
ages 3 to 6 years. Recommended for 
children with shoe length 5 to 74 in. 
79 М 85156C—Wt. 3 lbs. ..811.99 

99c 

~ use sled like wagon or carriage 

Wish|Book 
сше 

Citai page scans by diana зт биис on 

Save 55.00 
when you 

buy (2), (3) 
Separately total $2 698 

$31.98 

È Swing-over 
handie 

hi 

Sleds and Skis for family fun 

Floating steering 
design with 

flexible hose 
helps ir 

directior 
contro! 

Tow Rope 
not included. * 
Order below. Blunt. thick front bumper of steel cushions 

legs when pulling sled too close 

low priced Sled 
is made with kiln- 

dried Northern hardwood 

These Learning Ski Sets for 
young beginners include poles. . . 

don't require boots 

44. Skis 34. Skis 

[6] $1499 $1199 

Skis (5 thru 7) | 
ave side-to-side | 

front toe | 
releasable | 
bindings for | 

Quick 

release 
in falls 

SPORTS CENTER 
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Men's and Boy's Ice Skates 

Soft Naugalon* vinyl uppers 
make this skate water-resistant 

. . wipes clean with a cloth 

For men and boys. А rugged skate that's 
designed to withstand rough treatment 

Hardened and tempered zinc-plated Japanese 
steel blades hold edge. Composition rubber 
soles. Arch-supporting counters mean à com- 
fortable fit. Polyurethane foam cushioned 
tongue. Double-stitched backstay. Steel shank. 
Black color. Shoe made in U.S.A. 

Men's. "D" medium width only. State size 6D, 
7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D. See chart, opposite page. 
6 М 10201F—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz. . .Pair $9.95 
Boy's. Medium width only. If regular shoe size 
is full size, order usual size. If regular shoe size 
is half size, order next full size larger. State 
boy's size 1, 2, 3, 4,5 
6 N 10129F—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. Pair $9.95 

Durable top-grain leather uppers 

9, For men. Comfortable uppers are scuff and 
tear-resistant. Nickel-plated Canadian Shef- 

field blades for extra-smooth skating. Skin-fit 
lined foam insulation throughout. Heavy lock- 
stitched composition rubber soles. Arc! 
porting counters. Two-piece form-fitting foam 
cushioned tongue. Double-stitched backstay 

Steel shank. Black color. Shoe made in the 
U.S.A. 

In "D" medium width only. Please state size 
6D, 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 12D, 13D. See chart 
on opposite page. 
6 N 10209F—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. . Pair $16.85 

Top-grain leather uppers 
and convenient speed lacing 

For men. Speed lacing lets you pull laces 
tight with one tug. Deluxe skate gives out- 

standing comfort and performance on the ice. 
Lined with suede leather. Chrome-plated Cana- 
dian Sheffield blades mean faster, smoother 
skating with more control. Comfortable two- 
piece form-fitting cushioned tongue. Heavy 

lock-stitched composition rubber soles. Arch 
supporting counters. Double stitched backstay. 

Steel shank. Black. Shoe made in U.S.A. 
In "D" medium width only. State size 8D, 9D, 

10D, 11D, 12D. See chart on opposite page. 
6 N 1023 1F—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. Pair $19.99 

Beginner's Skates 

For boys. А perfect learning skate . . de- 
signed for quick development of skill 

Choose either the single blade or double blade. 
Zinc-plated steel blades give good stability. Wa- 
ter-resistant Naugalon* vinyl uppers are easy 
to clean. Composition rubber soles. Heel coun- 
ters. Single-stitched backstay for support. Black 
color with handsome red trim. From Japan. 

In medium width only. If regular size is full 
size, order usual size. If regular size is half size, 
order next full size larger. 
Single blade. Boy's sizes 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. 
6 N 10125F—State size. Wt. 2 lbs. ....Pr. $3.99 

Double blade. Boy's sizes 10, 11, 12, 13, 
6N 10122F—State size. Wt. 2 lbs. Pr. 

Skate Accessories 

5 Ankle Supports. Give you extra support 
when skating. Foam rubber, canvas cov- 

ered. Sizes S(shoe size to 4); M(men's 5-8, wom- 
en's 5-10); L(men's 9-13, women's 11). State S, 
M, L. Package of two. 
6 М 10096F—Shpg. wt. 3 oz Pkg. $1.19 

6 Blade Guards. Help protect blades when 
carrying or storing skates. Plastic. Fit all 

sizes. 
6 N 10090—Pkg. of 2. Wt. 11b. .......Pkg.99c S ieu Бага 427 
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ALKATIVE 

She'll store your 
pajamas and keep 
you company, too 

Talking 
Baby Doll- 

15-inch Bozo 
the Clown 

“What are you doodly-do-do- 

“Wou 

take 
ld uou 
dollu 

and me for 
a walk?” 

Talking Celebrities 
“That’s 
a real 
rootin” 
tootin’ 
trick” 

22-inch 
Mrs. Beasley $599 $1084 
What a nice friend to have; 

Ш 
ШУ 

buy tr 

dress” 

туам 

find Goraldine 

15-inch Flip Wilson $585 
doing?” asks this fun-loving 
character. Pull his talking ring 

she has 10 happy things to 
say when you pull her talking 

It's Flip on one side, but turn it over and 
ring. She has 4 cuddly cloth there's Geraldine. Just pull the talking ring 

428 

Pajama Bag 

$ 7 99 

to hear 10 funny lines. Roly- 
poly cloth body, 15 in. tall. 
Floppy yarn hair. Buy him 
the easy way—order by 
phone. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

body, rooted hair you can 
comb, a kind vinyl face (with 
such a sweet smile!) Remov- 
able apron. Wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz. From Shindana . . a Division 

49 № 35108 . $5.99 49 №3579... ..$10.84 of Operation Bootstrap, Inc. 

1 She's sweet °п lovely . . 
tat practical, too. This 16- 46-inch T. M 

inch sleeper-keeper can keep -inch Tamu $599 attel's 99 
your pajamas in her full flan- says 18 phrases 5 Drowsy $5 
nel skirt. And she has 8 bed- 
time secrets to share when 
you pull her talking ring. She 
has rooted hair; vinyl head 
and hands. 
49N35081-Wt. 15 oz. .$7.99 

‘Catalog рап scans by сытар ишесе Cont 

“Cool it, 
baby” 

She's oh-so-soft to hug and 
hold. She laughs and says 
mod phrases when you pull 
her talking ring. Cuddly cloth 
body, vinyl hands, head, nat- 
ural-style rooted hair. From 
Shindana; Div. of Operation 
Bootstrap, Inc. Wt. 1 lb. 13 oz. 
49 N 34009 ........... $5.99 

So-o-o sleepy, her eyes are al- 
ways half-shut, but she wants 

to keep talking. Says 11 bed- 
time phrases when you pull 
her talking ring. Has a soft 
cloth body, 15 in. tall; vinyl 
head; rooted hair; snuggly 
flannel sleeper. 
49 N 3164—Wt. 2 lbs. . $5.99 

“1 wanna 
stay up” 

to hear 10 rib-tickling lines . . each one bet- 
ter than the last. All cloth. 
49 N 34026—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. . -$5.85 



Let's have a hand for 

MALIBU BARBIE 
and her FRIENDS j 

434 [Sears] 5:2" 
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Going 
Things 

(6 and 7 ) BIG 20-inch long cars of rugged plastic, West Germany 

(6) 48 C31037—Sand Buggy. Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz. $3.99 
(7) 49 C 31036— Sports Car. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 15 oz 3.99 

ATC Cycle.Plastic cycle measures 9 inches long. West Germany. 
49 C 31229—Shipping weight 12 ounces $333 

Barbie's Country Living Home 
So highly detailed, the 

doors even open and close 

АГЕ? 

E 
The 

Sun Set 
(1 thru 5) What a 
great Each sun 
tanned t'n Turn 
doll is ready for a trip to 
the beac All have 
bendable legs and a 
towel. . all (except 
Ken) include sunglasses. 
Each of the Malibu Girls 
has rooted blond hair 
Ken's brown hair is 

This 3-room vinyl house closes to serve as a doll case, too. 

Bedroom, kitchen and living room include bed, chairs, tables 
and sofa. Fireplace, tape deck, shelves, stove, sink and 
windows painted on walls, 13x11x15 inches high closed, 
79 031244C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $8.87 

molded. Each vinyl doll Spacious 3-doll Trunk ae 

comes with its own " 

swimsuit. Ideal for chil $487 5, Ж 
dren ages 4 to 12 > So compact . . yet зо roomy 

Has 3 doll compartments E 
hangers, hanger bar, drawers. Malibu Ken. He's 12 

in. tall, Wt. 12 oz. 
49 C 30837 51.97 Vinyl, aluminum. . 10x7x13 e 

in. high closed. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
Malibu Barbie. 11' 49 C30469 $4.87 
in. tall. Wt. 8 oz. NOTE: Due to small uU 

tems on page not reco 
mended for ages 3 and under. 49 C 30826 $1.97 

3 Malibu Skipper. 9 
in. tall. Wt, 7 о>. 

49 C 30828 $1.97 One-doll Case 

$197 
Room for one 11'-inch doll 
and her accessories (not in 
cluded). Vinyl case includes 
drawer and hangers 
10x3x12 inches high. 
49C30468-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $1.97 

Malibu Francie. 11 
in. tall. Wt. 8 oz. 

49 C 30827 $1.97 

Malibu P.J. 11⁄4 in. 
tall. Wt. 8 ог. 

49 C 30825 $1.97 



Every Gym Set in this catalog has these 

outstanding safety and comfort features 
Rugged tubular steel headbars and wide 
spread legs . . none less than 2-in, diameter. 
connected with heavy-gauge steel sleeve 

0-pound tensile test steel chains have 
nylon bearings 
Wide, flat-tread slide steps 

help prevent pinched fingers 

e Plastic covers conceal exposed bolts to 

help guard against cuts and scrapes 

e Lawn swing and glide ride top channels 
attach with U-bolts . . won't pinch fingers 

e Bottom brace on slide ladders to prevent sinking 

into ground . . keeps slide level 
e Plastic seats supported with steel braces 

Seamless, one-piece slide be f rust 

ant, galvanized steel . . rolled over 

and under frames . . no exposed sharp edges 

steel seats have rolled edges 
e Baked enamel finish resists rust 

Fun for 

up to 5 

youngsters 

Low-priced four-leg 
Single-headbar Gym 

* 5-foot Slide 

* Glide Ride 

* 2 Swings 

Only $3999 

Even at this low, low 
price, a sturdy gym 

set that 5 youngsters 
can enjoy. Headbar, 
legs of 2-inch diameter 
tubular steel, each 64 
ft. long. Orange and 
green baked enamel fin- 
ish resists rust. Glide 

\ ride and 2 swings have 
steel-supported seats of 
vented plastic to stay 
comfortably cool. Slide 
is 5 ft. long. Overall 
height 6 ft. . . base area 

Popular four-leg 
Single-headbar Gym 

* 2-rider Lawn Swing 

$5499 
* 6-foot Slide 

* Glide Ride * 2 Swings 9x8 ft. Assembly in- 

1 Seven active youngsters will have plenty of swinging, sliding and riding fun жеке к атсыз 
on this 73-inch high gym set in snappy blue and white “candy-striped” baked 

enamel finish. Hesdbar and legs ario rugged, Zn. diameter tubular steel. Head- PASS 266. Like every. 
thing else in Sears 

Fun for swings have cool, vented plastic seats, supported by steel. Slide is 6 ft. long HOOKS. it's so easy to or- 
up to 7 (including platform but not distance from slide to ground) with 35-in. high plat- дЫ, > h 5 

form. Base area 12х82/4 ft. Assembly instructions ipping wt. 63 Ibs. 

youngsters 79 н 7229 1N—Shipping weight 93 pounds 79 N 72267N.......$39.99 

Thunderbolt 
Grooved runners make Sears Att. Toboggan 

FLYING ARROW one of the 
fastest sleds on the snow 

45-inch 55-inch 

s99o|s] 299 |s1 399 

3 You'll have a mountain of fun streaking down snow-covered hills season after 4 
season on your Flying Arrow. Hardwood deck, rails and handle have varnish 

finish for long life. Floating steering unit gives you great sled control. Rugged 

grooved steel runners finished in red enamel with turned-up heels. Heavy-duty 
brace supports. Choose from three different sizes for great winter fun. 

45-inch Sied .. with 4 55-inch Sled . . with 6 59-inch Sled. . with 6 
braces. Ages 3 to 7. braces. Ages 6 and up. braces. Ages 6 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. Shpg. wt. 13 lbs. 
79 М 85083L 79 М 850841. $1299 — 79N85079L 

424 [Sears] «x 
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Aluminum 
Snow Disc 

$4,66 

Shift your weight to control disc as 
you come whirling and sliding down 

the slope. Strong aluminum, precision 
formed for maneuverability. Has rolled 
edges and riveted grips to keep hands in- 
side. Diameter, 26 inches. Ages 4 to 12. 

There's plenty of room for Б 
2 youngsters in this 

streamlined sled. Tough, red 
polyethylene body withstands 
all the bumps a rugged slope 
can dish out. 4 sturdy handles 
on top help protect little fin- 

gers. Sled, 17x48 in. long. 
Ages 4 to 12. Wt. 10 Ibs.* 
79 М 85095L $4.87 

79 М 85059C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. ..$4.66 

Plastic Snow Disc. Rolled edges, strong 
plastic handles. 27-in. diam. Red color. 

$9.99 79 М 85055L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.* $3.55 $13.99 

*See parcel post information in General Catalog 



d Indoor-outdoor Skates 
with rugged composition rubber wheels 

Quiet composition rubber wheels with easy-rolling long-life ball bearings are sturdy 
enough to take tough outdoor use, yet won't harm indoor floors, Help give you added 
traction and a smooth ride. Red vinyl padded toe clamps adjust for a secure fit. One-size 
fits all . . push-pull steel frame (see inset view) adjusts from 8 to 10*4 inches. White 
ankle pads cushioned with foam rubber. Adjustable leather ankle straps. 
6 C 23129 - Shipping weight 5 pounds... 

First Skates 

Ideal gift idea for the young 
ones on your Christmas list. 
These steel frame skates adjust 
from 6*4 to 8¥2 in. long in 
seconds . . need no key. Rug- 
ged steel wheels can take lots 
of outside use. Laced leather 
toe strap adjusts to fit snugly 
Leather ankle straps also ad- 
just. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 

6С 23109 $349 

саноа раве, scans by cheisimas-maseteciwicM. pom 

Zip-Fit Skates slip on in 
seconds for hours of fun 

adjusts 
without a 
key . . just 

loosen screw 
push or pull to 
desired length 
tighten screw f 

Steel wheel Outdoor Skates 
Buckle up and you're on your way . . no key needed. Steel 
frame adjusts from 7'4 to 97 inches . . just loosen screw 
underneath and push or pull to desired length. Adjustable 
leather strap with white foam rubber cushion across instep 
for added comfort. Metal toe piece fits all widths of shoes, 
even sneakers. Ball bearings for smooth, fast ride, Steel 
wheels take lots of rugged outdoor use. 

59 89 6 С 23119—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ............ $5.89 

Black Knight Sidewalk Skateboard with 
- self-contained fiber wheels will help make 

you king of the sidewalk surfers 

Self-contained wheels have enclosed ball bear- 
$999 ings for good control. Die-cast metal chassis 

G with wood-look finish measures 22 inches 

long. 6 inches wide and *4 inches thick. To 
order the easiest way, look in your phone book 

white pages under "Sears, Roebuck and Co., 

Catalog Sales" for the number to call 

6 C 23505—Shpg. wt. 3lbs. $9.99 

Save 33% 
on this 5-piece "Street" Hockey Set 

Sold separatel Set includes 2 Straight 

pricas ttl Y 57757 sticks. 1 Goalie stick. 

520-79 а hockey ball. and metal 
frame goal with net 

1 48-inch Straight Stick. Ash handle, molded plastic blade. 

6 С 10681C — Shipping weight 2 pounds $3.45 

2 48-inch Goalie Stick. Ash handle, molded plastic blade. 
6 С 10684C Shipping weight 3 pounds $495 

2 "Street" Hockey Goal. Rust-resistant metal frame, nylon net. 
6 C 10631C —36x36x18 in. high. Shipping weight 3 pounds 57.99 

“Street” Hockey Ball. Plastic 2*4 inches in diameter. 
6 С 10658—Shipping weight 2 ounces 95c 

Goalie Mask. High density polyethylene with polyurethane foam pad- 
ding to protect face. Adjustable elastic straps. 

6 C 10677 —Shipping weight 6 ounces 5495 
5-piece "Street" Hockey Set. 
6 C 10682C — Shipping weight 10 pounds 513.87 



CHESS . test your sit 
at making the right move 

w Cut 53 

tas $222,255 
с" Cut 3 
wos *29.95 526 95 

(1and2) Carved wood-look 
Renaissance Chess Table, Gothic Pcs. 
(1) Table with Chess Pieces 
Reduced from our 1975 Christmas Book. 
TABLE: Carved wood-look table, base. High-im- 
pact molded resin plastic. Table 20 in. high. Blow- 
molded top 22x22 in. Pla: area has tile look, 
inlay effect, 12%%х12% in. ns ares holds pieces. 
PIECES: Gothic cone chess pieces. Alabaster- 
white and walnut-look plastic. Weighted and felt- 
ed. King is 3*4 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Table unassembled. 
Shpg. wt. table and chess pieces 20 lbs. 
3 N 29306C- Table and Chess Pcs. Now 126.85 
Renaissance Chess Table only 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Pieces not incl, 
3 М 29299C—Shpg. wt. 1615. ....Now $22.95 
2) Gothic Chess Pieces with Folding Board 
laying surface measures 1414x1414 inches. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 2923—Wt set 3 lbs. Set $12.99 

Table only 

$1199 

Table with | Chess Pieces 
Chess Pieces | with Board 

$1 799| $799 
(3 and 4 ) Wainut-look Contemporary 

Chess Table, Gothic Pieces 
(3) Table with Chess Pieces 
TABLE: Walnut-look contemporary style table, 
base. Made of laminated plastic . . resists burns, 
scratches. Table 19% in. high, % in. thick. Top 
measures 20x20 in. Playing area 16x16 in. Plastic 
molding. Hardwood leg with walnut finish. 
PIECES: Gothic design chess pieces Alabaster- 
white and black plastic. Weighted and felted. King 
is 4 in. high. Pieces from Hong Kong. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Table unassembled. 
Shpg. wt. table and chess pieces 14 Ibs. 
3N "38083C-—Table, Chess Pieces $17.99 

Contemporary Chess Table only 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Chess pieces not incl. 
3 N 28084C—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs, $11.99 

4) Gothic Chess Pieces with Folding Board 
laying surface measures 1514x15^4 in. Pieces im- 

ported from Hong Kong. 
ORDERING INFORMATION; 
3 N 29272—Wt set 2 lbs. Set $7.99 

(5) Hand-carved Onyx 

Chess Set $3995 

BOARD: Hand-crafted of natural solid onyx 
stone. Highly polished. Inlaid black and grai 
white squares. Board about 1414x144 in.; al- in; closed 1414x714 in. 
most % in. thick. From Mexico. im Use mee n e S in 
PIECES: Aztec design pieces. Black and rown and off-white woodtone resin plastic. 
white. Handcrafted of natural solid onyx Weighted and felted. King is 2% in. 
stone, highly polished. King is 4 inches high. EDS INFORMATION: 

(8) Cavalier Chess Set $050 

BOARD: Made of м thick chipboard. Wood- 
ined finish. Folding Beare Open 14%4x14% 

Imported from Mexico. '308—Shpg. wt. set 2 Ibs. .....Set $9.50 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N 29104C—Wt. 20 lbs. Set $39.95 (9) Basic Staunton $299 

Chess Set AztecPieces (6) George Washington 
Като 1776 Chess Set $2999 io MER. qc. R 

You get a 16-page booklet that gives a histo- PIECES: Basic Staunton design 
ry of the pieces and basic rules. black and white plastic. oer Piece tel feed. 
BOARD: Made of !4-in. thick chipboard. King measures 2*4 inches 
Wood-grained finish. Board folds. Open ORDERING INFORMATION: 
161/5х161% in.; closed 1614x814 in. 3 N 29252—Shpg. wt. set 1 Ib. 1002..Set $2.99 
PIECES: Each piece antiqued to aged wood- 
like maple or walnut finish. All chessmen (10) Magnetic Chess, $449 
have historical significance to the American 
Revolution. The five-in. high King is George Checkers, Backgammon Set 

BOARD: Brown, white metal surface. Top is 
Chess and checkers board. of box is back- 

BOARD: Made of Ме-їпсһ thick 

Washington; Queen—Martha Washington; 
Bishop—Ben Franklin; Knight—Paul Re- 
vere; Rook—Liberty Bell with readable in- gammon board. Magnetic board folds. Open 
scription of Proclamation of Liberty. Six Ma in.; closed 734x414 in. Pieces fit neatly, 
pawns are minutemen; King's pawn is a Тү in cut-out storage area. From Taiwan. 
drummer; Queen's pawn a fifer. Molded of PIECES: Staunton design magnetic pieces in 
high-impact styrene. Figures are weighted brown and white plastic. is 2% in. high. 

dud hava Енес. Бехабсваі basis ACCESS.: Brown and white plastic checkers, 
pieces, dice, cube. 3 N 2875—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. Set $29.99 ORDERING INFORMATION: = S 

(7) Educator $ 3N 29247—Wt. set 1 lb. 1 02...,.... Set $4.49 

Chess Set $11 (11) 3-Dimensional 51199 = 
Each chess piece has its name imprinted on it Chess Set 
and the number of spaces it can move with 
arrows showing possible directions. Dia- You attack from above, eim and horizontally. 
grammed instruction booklet is included. Instructions for play are incl 
BOARD: Made of Me-in. thick chipboard. BOARD: ore ce DUM surfaces with 
Woodgrained finish. Board folds. Open black squares. Each 8x8 plated metal 
1614x161⁄ in.; closed 1612x814 in. "Total height 12 in. 
PIECES: Imprinted white and black plastic. PIECES: einer od En Black and psc m 

pieces. Wi King 2716 Weighted and felted. King is 34 in. high. 
ORDERING IN INFORMATION: ORDERING INFORMATION. 
276—Shpg. wt. set 4 lbs. ....Set $11.99 428 3 N 28088C—Wt set 3 lbs. Set $11.99 
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Indoor-Outdoor 
Cottage-style Play Tent 
Versatile tent is easy to set up 

- .requires no stakes indoors. 
includes stakes for outdoor use 

Has all the features 
of an adult tent in a 5x7-ft 

size made for children 

® Outside aluminum frame gives 
3-ft. eave height, 3V2-ft. center 
height for maximum headroom 

Cotton drill roof for 
“breathability” 
Two windows with tie-down 
Storm flaps 

© Sewn-in synthetic fiber floor 

© Water-repellent nylon walls 
L-shaped zippered door 
for easy access 

$3999 

FABRIC: Blue walls of urethane-coated nylon, 
white cotton roof. Water-repellent. 
SUPPORT: Lightweight outside aluminum 
frame, Stake and stake loop for outdoor use. 
DETAILING: Sewn-in synthetic fiber floor. 
Two large nylon windows with outside storm 
flaps. Fully zippered L-shaped door. 
DIMENSIONS: 5x7-ft. . . . sleeps 2 children. 

enter height, 3-ft. eave height. 
RING INFO: Order tent case (1) below. 

Shipping weight 15 Ibs. 
6C77407C $39.99 

(1) Tent Case. Green cotton drill. Adjusta. 
ble web carry strap. 28 2x10*2x13 in. high. 
6C78191—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 120z. .. $10.90 

Poles fit inside the mesh 
loops at bottom of the tent 

for easy set-up. . . по 
, WARRANTY NOTE À stakes are required indoors 

Sears speci 
or write for frei 

Rugged 
Water-Repellent 

Tents for 
Outdoor Fun 

5x7-ft. all 

Our lowest cotton canvas 
price in 1977 Youth Pup 

for any Tent with 
Cabin-style sewn-in 

Tent propylene 
floor 

FABRIC: Green and yellow nylon walls, white roof of 100% cotton. Water-repellent, flame resistant.* 
SUPPORT: Outside aluminum frame for easy set-up. ABS plastic stakes. 
DETAILING: 2 fiber glass windows, tie-down storm flaps. Sewn-in polypropylene floor. Zippered J-shaped door. 

$1999 
С: АП cotton canvas. Flame 
nt.* Fabric designed to self- 
uish when removed from 

T: Two 1-piece wooden 
rope and steel stake 
G: Sewn-in propylene 

DIMENSIONS: 6x8-foot base. . . sleeps 3 children. 5-foot 8-inch center height, 3-foot 6-inch eave height. storm door. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order tent case (1) and frame case (2) below. See Warranty Note above. x base height . 
6 C 77408C—Shipping weight 14 pounds leeps 2 ch геп. ft. center height. 

(1) Tent Case. Green cotton drill. Adjustable ATION: Order 
ORDERING INFORMATION z weight 7 Ibs 
6 C 7819 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces ............................у+уу ууу... “стик Restor ГТ, 
(2) Frame Case. Green cotton drill. Web carrying strap. 75x8-inch diameter. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
6 C 78193—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 

"Flame resistant fabric designed to self-extinguish when removed from fame. 

A patie scant te ENAA mancata chr 

(3) Duffel Bag. Green cotton 
Measures 18x46 inches 

Shipping weight 14 oz. 
6 C 78629 < ..$6.99 



TR Metal Detectors 
TR (transmitter/receiver) detectors signal 

only when they locate an object and you can 
tune them for silent running without 
sacrificing sensitivity. Plus they detec 
deeper and do not need to be retuned 

as often as BFO detectors 

(1 апа 2) feature discriminators 
that screen out junk objects, but 
not valuables like coins, jewelry 

Sears compact 
TR Detector by 

White's with belt 
or shoulder-mount 

control unit 

Our lowest price ever 
for any TR Detector with 

Ground Exclusion Balance control 

ony $2399? 

$3299 
without 
batteries 

Detector 
Headphones 

BFO Metal Detectors Let you 
BFO (beat-frequency oscillator) block out 

detectors are simpler background 

than TR detectors and sound noise 
а constant signal that varies 

in pitch when object is located 
$1499 

428 [Sears | S2. 

Citai aie scunt by антла тйс инса con 

(1) Sears TR Detector by White's with discriminator plus 
EXCLUSIVE Ground Exclusion Balance control lets 
you search without ground minerals reducing sensitivity 

CIRCUITRY: Transmitter/Receiver type. Solid state. Special “discrimi- 
nator” tunes out junk items like bottle caps, but not valuables. Exclu- 
sive Ground Exclusion Balance control compensates for mineral con- 
tent in search area to give you the most sensitive detector we offer, 
SEARCH COIL: 8-inch waterproof coil is adjustable . . . angles to search 
on flat or sloping terrain. 
SIGNAL SYSTEM, CONTROLS: Audio signal speaker, plus large visual 
meter indicate items down to a single coin. 24-inch headphone jack (see 
offer below). Four position switch for three sensitivity levels in discrimi- 
nator mode and one for Ground Exclusion Balance. Tuner for magnetic 
or non-magnetic items. Separate controls for on/off/battery check, vol- 
ume and discriminator tuning. 
CONSTRUCTION: Aluminum housing. Adjustable aluminum shaft lets 
you control height. Actual weight 4 Ibs. 10 oz. 
POWER: Uses fourteen 1.5-v. AA batteries (included). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See Warranty below. 
6 N 5964 1—Shipping weight 9 pounds $239.99 
Save $1 when you buy Detector (1) MA Detector Headphones (7) 
sold below. Separate prices total 8254.9 
6 N 59645C2—Shipping weight 775 Am $253.98 

(2) Sears TR Detector by White's with discriminator 
CIRCUITRY: Transmitter/Receiver type. Solid state. Special “discrimi- 
nator" tunes out junk items like bottle caps, but not valuables. 

SEARCH COIL: 6-inch, waterproof coil adjusts for angle. 

SIGNAL SYSTEM, CONTROLS: Audio signal speaker sounds when valu: 
able is located. 14-inch headphone jack (see offer below). Push button 
control simplifies tuning. Discriminator control. On/off /volume control 
and separate battery test with LED indicator. 
CONSTRUCTION: Aluminum housing and adjustable aluminum shaft 
lets you select height best for you. Actual weight 4 Ibs. 
POWE Uses one 9-volt battery (included). 

DERING INFORMATION; See Warranty below. 
é b 59644C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $99.99 

Save $1 when you buy Detector (2) with Detector Headphones (7) 
sold below. Separate prices total $114.98 
6 N 59647C2— Shipping weight 7 pounds $113.98 

(3) Sears shoulder or belt-mount TR Detector by White's 
CIRCUITRY: Transmitter/Receiver type. Solid state. 
SEARCH COIL: 6-inch waterproof coil is adjustable for angle. 
SIGNAL SYSTEM, CONTROLS: Audio signal speaker plus visual meter. 
V4-inch headphone jack (see offer below). Two controls: one for on/off. 
battery test and one for tuning. 

CONSTRUCTION; Aluminum case and adjustable shaft. Detector unit 
clips to belt or slings over shoulder. Actua] weight 3 lbs. 2 oz. 
POWER: Six 1.5v AA batteries (included). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See Warranty below. 
6 М 59636C—Shipping weight 5 pounds ..$109.95 
Save $1 when you buy Detector (3) with Detector Headphones (7) 
sold below. Separate prices tolal $124.94, 
6 N 59648C2—Shipping weight 6 pounds $123.94 

(4) Our lowest price ever for any audible Detector 
Maytronics Pocket Prospector. Use to search small areas. 

CIRCUITRY: Beat-Frequency Oscillator type. Solid state. 
SEARCH COIL: 5'4-in. long, vinyl-covered copper coil. Waterproof. 
SIGNAL SYSTEM, CONTROLS: Audio speaker, On/off tuning control. 
CONSTR; 2¥9x7x1% іп. deep p housing. Act. wt. 8 oz. Belt clip. 
POWER UNIT: Uses one 9-v, battery (not incl.) order on page 556. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Maytronics. Write for free copy, see p. 330. 
6 М 59619C— Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces .. . 414.99 

(5) Jetco Mustang BFO Treasure Detector with speaker 
CIRCUITRY: Beat Frequency Oscillator type. Solid state design. 
SEARCH COIL: 6-inch waterproof coil. Adjustable coil angle. 
SIGNAL SYSTEM, CONTROLS: Sound speaker with single control for 
on/off and tuning functions. No earphone jack. 
CONSTRUCTION: Rugged plastic housing with 32-inch long aluminum 
shaft. Actual weight is 2 pounds 5 ounces. 
POWER UNIT: Uses two 9-volt batteries (not included). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order batteries oF page 556, Warranted by 
Jetco.. . . write for free сору. . . see page 3. 
6 М 5962 1C—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

(8) Low-priced BFO Treasure Detector with earplug 
CIRCUITRY: Beat Frequency Oscillator type. Solid state design. 

RCH COIL: 6-inch waterproof coil. Adjustable coil angle, 
GNAL SYSTEM, CONTROLS: Signals through earplug (included). Sin- 

gle control for on/off and tuning functions. 
CONSTRUCTION: Rugged plastic housing with 36-inch long steel shaft. 
Actual weight is 2 pounds 6 ounces. 
POWER UNIT: Uses one 9-volt battery (not included), 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order battery on page 556. 
6 N 59622C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 

$32.99 

$22.99 

(7) Detector Headphones. Lets you block out background noise. 
CONSTRUCTION: Adjustable metal headband. Polyurethane foam-pad- 
ded ear pieces. High-impact plastic speaker cups. 6-ft. coiled cord. 
ORDER INFO: For all detectors equipped with '4-in. headphone E 
6 N 59625—Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz. $14.99 

FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY ON METAL DETECTORS. If, within 1 year from date 
of purchase. this metal detector fails due to a defe. 
simply return it to the nearest Sears Store 
t free of charge, This warranty gives you si 
other rights which vary from state to state 

4 you may have 



just a few minutes 
to turn your 

backyard into a 
family skating center 

Simply join two ends of aluminum 

wall, slip in liner 

flood with water and let it freeze 
. . yow're all set for skating 

1 Why not bring a winter of fun right outside 
your back door? Use on level ground for best 

results. For longer rink life, buy an extra plastic 
liner to use on top of liner supplied. 

Complete 16-ft. diam. Rink. 4-in. high wall. 
6 М 10816— Shipping weight 10 pounds. . . .$7.99 
6 м 10817-Extra 16-ft. liner. Wt. 2 lbs, 4 02. 3.99 
Complete 20-ft. diam. Rink. 6-in. high wall. 
6 м 10821—Shipping weight 13 pounds. . . $13.99 
6 N 10822— Extra 20-ft. liner. Wt. З lbs... 599 

Complete Circular Rink Outfits in 4 sizes VE 16400 
Rink 

Complete 24-ft. diam. Rink, 6-in. high wall. 
6 N 10824C—Shipping weight 15 pounds. .$18.99 
6 М 10825— Extra 24-ft. liner. Wt. 4 lbs... 899 

Complete 28-ft. diam. Rink. 6-in. high wall. 
6 м 10828C— Shipping weight 24 pounds. . $29.99 
6 N 10829— Extra 28-ft. liner. Wt. 121Ьв... 17.99 

Giant-size 32x40-ft. Plastic Liner. Instruc- 
tions included for building wood wall. Build- 

ing materials not included. 
6 N 10836N—Shipping weight 29 pounds.$28.99 

йай page scans by dieisimaisnmisetedimical com 

6 N 68936N—6 ft. size (4 riders). Wt. 17 Ibs. 
6 М 68938N—8 ft. size (6 riders). Wt. 21 Ibs..... 
4 Economy 6-slat construction. Two outer runners, 

HARDWOOD TOBOGGANS 

3 Pro-style 7-slat construction. 3 full-length raised 
runners, steam-bent hood. 17 inches wide. 

..$21.99 
25.99 

steam bent hood. 15 in. wide x 5 ft. long (3 riders). 
6 м 68915N—Shipping weight 14 pounds. ..... $14.99 
Б Toboggan Pads. Made with 1%-in. polyurethane 

foam core. Vinyl cover. Black color. 14 in. wide. 
Size | Fits Toboggan | Catalog No. Shog. wt. Price 

314 feet 5 feet 
4X feet | 6feet |6 М 69076С| 2 pounds| 549 
6м feet 8 feet. 

6 N 69075С | 1 pound | $4.49 

6 N 69078C| 2 pounds 749 

SNO-KARTS 

6 Enjoy breath-taking bob- 
sled thrills. Solid steel 

brake steering mechanism . . 
vinyl handles. Shell of tough 
linear polyethylene plastic. 
Polyethylene foot straps. 
Red with black trim. Canada. 

43-inch Avanti Model. 
6N69106N— Wt. 8 lbs. $19.89 

38-inch Super Model. 
6N69105N— Wt. 5 lbs. $14.89 

Order this giant 32x40-ft. 
liner only . . build 
your own wall. 

FUN-SKI 

a Just like a big ski—except 
you steer it! 7 plys of elec- 

trically bonded wood form a 
rugged, multi-layered ski. 
Steel handle steers front runner 
and pivots to any position . . 
easy for any child or adult to 
handle. Skid-resistant tread. 
Includes tow hook for use with 
snow cruiser. Red and yellow 
enamel finish. 12x48 in. 
6 М 69111L-Wt. 15 Ibs..$24.95 

NOTE: “N” items (as 6N69105N) sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 



Adapter 
hitch 

included 

= 

E Barbie Goin’ Boating Set 
P 
| ДЖ SOLD ONLY $599 
fa AT SEARS 

$, 1 Now Barbie and all her friends 
Pm L can fish from her two-seat. 15 

inch long plastic boat. Set in- 
cludes trailer, “motor”, two oars, 
fishing rod, tackle box and even a 
fish, Add adapter hitch to trailer 
so Country Camper (below) can 
pull Barbie's boat. Doll not in- 
cluded. Buy it the easy way—or- 
der by phone. 
79 C 31246C—Wt. 2 lbs. „Set $5.99 

% 

Save ‘I 
[ Д UE, 

W Separately 

total *13.86 

71288 
Barbie Goin' Boating Set 
(1) plus Goin' Camping 

Set (2) . . a must for those 
camping trips to the lake. 

Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 
79С31247С2.....*12.86 

Barbie's Country 
Camper 

Buy sets (1) and (2). . 

Such a low price for Barbie's BIG 19-inch long camper made of 
durable vinyl. Includes a handy sliding door, swing-out front 
window, tent, table, stools. Doll not included. 
79 C 31248C— Shipping weight 3 pounds *9.66 

Barbie and Ken 
Camping Outfits 

cach $297 sus 
(3 and 4 ) Barbie and 
Ken hit the trail in style 
with colorful outfits that 
include sleeping bag, 
backpack, jacket, slacks, 
shoes and the colorful 
cooking utensils. 

Barbie Outfit. Wt.5 oz. 
49031024 ......82.97 
Ken Outfit. Wt. 5 oz. 
49031025 ...... $297 

Cata pagi scunt by dieisthianiseledaical om 
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Holy smoke!! BARBIE'S 
GOIN' CAMPING 

Barbie Goin’ 
Camping Set 

7 lis not Only онг 

Such a low price. Barbie hits the 
road in her modified dune bug: 

gy with her very own tent-trailer in 
tow. At night, tent pops ир, . in the 
morning it folds compactly . . then 
Barbie's off to another camp 
ground. Set includes plastic dunef „2 
buggy with molded seats, trailer - 
with self-supporting vinyl tent, 
sleeping bag, stool, table, barbecue 
and cooking utensils. Tent-trailer 
hitched to dune buggy measures 18 
inches long. 
79 31242C—Wt. 4 Ibs. .Set $7.87 

Barbie's Campin 
Tent 

WISH 

MA 
Only dolis not 

included 

What a great value. Camping 

set includes big 15x 15x13-in. 
high vinyl tent, table, 2 

з, 2 sleeping bags, Баг 
grill and cooking 

utensils. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49C31249.........94.88 
NOTE: Due to small size. 
items on this page not rec- 
ommended for children 
ages 3 years and under. 

PBLSCOM KOGAE2 435 



Here's a complete exercise unit featuring: 

(&) Swedish Ladder (©) Indoor Cyclette 
Rowing Machine (0 Belt Exerciser 

HEALTH CENTER 
A great way to get 11 '/2-іп. dolls "in shape" 

$999 doll not included 

Your dolls won’t have to worry about staying slim and 
trim with their own private “health club”, Push lever 
on each plastic machine to operate. Exercisers clamp 
onto 11! in. plastic base. Ages 4 to 10. Japan. Not 
recommended for ages under 3 due to small parts. 
49 М 1379—Shipping weight 2 pounds -.....89.99 
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Turn crank 
clockwise 
or counte: 
clockwise t 
тошо. . stor 
cranking to 

Stop rotation 

KAROSEL KITCHEN 
Everything's at your fingertips 

turn a crank, bring any of 6 
appliances to you turn another 

to put that appliance to work 

Actually modeled after a real World’s Fair 
Kitchen-of-the-future. The Karosel, for your 
11inch fashion dolls, includes 6 mechanical. 
action appliances plus 6 cabinets above them to 
hold your kitchen supplies. 

Sturdy, plastic unit measures 10x7x13 inches 
high. Uses 2 "D" batteries (not incl., order pkg, 
below). Singapore. For ages 4 to 10. Order the 
Karosel Kitchen accessories below 
49 N 1179—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 10 oz. .$13.99 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46996—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. Pkg. $1.45 

Kitchen Accessories $299 
Handy 60-piece set includes plastic tea set; pots, pans 
and utensils; table linens; plus make-believe canned 
goods and play foods. Not recommended for children » 
under 3, due to small parts. 
49N 11641—Shipping weight 8 ounces .. .Set $299 

witch on light, then 
turn this crank to 

make appliance work 

Washer tumbles clothes 
in fast-wash cycle 

Oven "'roasts" food on 
revolving rotisserie 

Dishwasher "sprays" Sink with fight-up 
with jet-spin action storage compartment 

Dryer spins clothes Refrigerator lights up to 
dry" in revolving basket show shelf sections inside 



Sidewalk Shoe Skates made for 
Sears by Roller Derby 

New . . Royal King Skates 
with striped vinyl uppers and 

steel wheels 

5888 
Tough vinyl uppers with sporty stripes wipe clean 
with a damp cloth. Over-the-ankle lace-up design 

provides your youngster with ankle support and good 
control. Heavy-duty steel wheels and wider wheel chassis 
than clamp-on skates stand up to hard skating use . . 
provide better stability. 

Steel wheels with 6 ball bearings for a fast, smooth 
ride. Rubber cushioned chassis absorbs shock, helps keep 
wheels on the ground. Uppers from Taiwan. 

See Chart below before ordering. Medium width, sizes 
12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, 8. State size. 
Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

6 C 23117F—White, red with blue trim 58 88 
6 C 23116F — Blue. red with white trim... . 888 

Street King Skates 
with solid color 
vinyl uppers 
and rugged 
steel wheels 

$688 

Heavy-duty steel wheels ride 
on 6 ball bearings for fast, 
smooth ride. Wider chassis of 
shoe skates gives better sta- 
bility than clamp-on style 
saves wear and tear on young- 
sters shoes. Vinyl uppers wipe 
clean with a damp cloth. Com- 
position rubber soles. 

Uppers from Taiwan. See 
Chart below before ordering. 
State size. Medium width, 
sizes 12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 
7. 8. 
6 C 23103F - White 
6 C 23102F — Black 
Shipping weight 5 lbs. .... $6.88 

Cut ‘1.67 
ca, 088 

Royal Skates with striped 
vinyl uppers and oversize 

composition wheels , 
HOW TO DETERMINE SIDEWALK SHOE SKATE SIZE 

Sized for one pair of thin socks. If you plan to wear neavy socks. order next size larger. Order size 
Sixteen-bearing oversize composition wheels team up with the shown in chart but only if it’s available in the skate you want. 

wide wheelbase chassis of shoe skates for the smoothest, best Your regular Your regular shoe size 
handling sidewalk skate we sell . . faster than our steel wheel Shoe width 1152121121] 13] 13/3 | 1 | 1/2] 212v 3| 3/5] 4| 4/4 5 |59з16]6Уз1 7] 73/8 

skates. Sporty striped vinyl uppers lace-up snugly for good ankle Boys’, Giris’ our ERR. 

support . . wipe clean with a damp cloth. Cushioned insole. narrow. c " 
Composition rubber soles. Uppers from Taiwan. Pick up your medium 12[19 1191471212431 24] 415] 5 fey err pers 
phone right now and order this one! Boys’. Girls | | ‚| 

See Chart а! right before ordering, Medium width, sizes 12, 13, wale i2 113} 13 | 1 111212 13| 3|414[515{ 61617 |7 [вів 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Slate size. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. а 
6 С 23113 — White. red with blue trim 28 
6 C 23112F Blue, red with white trim $70. heu 429 

‘Catalina bane cene by chuleinias nredtochrlcalconY 



(1) Game Rug with $799 
Giant Checkers 

dL I nn зке 

uere em a te E 1 acrylic trim. acetate 
tricot к! Measures 27x27 inches. 
CHECKERS: Giant 3-inch diameter plastic checkers in red and black. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 М 29107—Shpg. wt. set 3 1Ьв........................... Set $7.99 

2 (2) Labyrinth II 
in blue $1399 

HOW IT WORKS: Maze game for one or 
more players. the two knobs at the 
tU to tilt the surface, guide the 

CONSTRUCTION: Walnut wood frame. 
Blue plastic playing field. 2 steel balls. 
Measures 11x11x2 inches high overall. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N28414—Wt 3lbs.......... $13.99 

(3) Tri-Tac-Toe $699 
HOW IT WORKS: Modern-look decorator 
piece lets you Pally tic-tac-toe three differ- 
ER ways: у REM CEU 

RD of all ages. 

CONSTRUCTION: Three clear plastic 
playing surfaces. 14 white edi 14 blue 

marbles. Steel posts. Plastic inserts. 
GV x6VAXT inches hi high. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N2837—Wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz. . 

(4) Computer Loops 5e. 
HOW IT WORKS: Try to remove 
from the rings. This difficult ge that 

man against the com- 
puter. The solution requires 170 pro- 
grammed moves. 

CONSTRUCTION: Outer frame in hand- Rebuild the tower by moving discs from. 
Td Danish walnut-í finished hard- peg to another EE. ee all = larger disc fom oe 
wood. Eight shiny steel rings. smaller one. Solid hardwood base, dowels and discs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Packaged in 34 Skidoo: the numbers so each row, column 
fap gift box. and diagonal totals 34. Also, 12 more M. 
3N 29405—Wt. 1302........... $5.49 Wits End: to take the ring off the 

walnut with 2 beads, nylon twine and brass ring. 
Phone ordering's а quick ORDERING INFO: Each puzzle is gift boxed. 
апа easy way to buy. 3 N 28243—Shpg. wt. set 1 Ib. 4 oz. ..... Set $5.99 

—> 
ў 10) Jumble® Puzzle Game $589 (12) Super $999 

e» d ( « DE ut 5 d Mastermind Game 8 
ш scram! wo! еш version. y > БВ р 

2ге [10] partners, head to head or de. Super Mastermind is a game of wits 
UE = COMPOSITION: 400 Jumble cards, 2 dice, score cards, in- 200 logic for the accomplished Mas- 

structions. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

27 JS 

КЕ ‹ 

| 4 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Citai pagi scans by diame maledice com 

(5) Scrambled Egg 
HOW IT WORKS: Clear egg is a three-di- 
mensional jigsaw puzzle. Scramble the 

and try to them. Ideal 
аз a paperweight and conversation piece. 
CONSTRUCTION: E 32 I 

Mind Benders and Games of logic for all ages 

die 
Save when you buy 
Any two or more 

$425 
each 

ГР 
== 

(6) Love Puzzle 
HOW IT WORKS: Mer Aap 
heart in center is a 
saw puzzle. Reassemble the puzzle, 
snap in retention pin and it's an attract- 
ive conversation 

Box measures 12x9x3 inches. 

З М 28138—Shpg. wt. 110.8 ог. .......... ----- -$5.89 Twelve 

(11) Scrabble® Duplicate 
Crossword Game 

Play solitaire or fya up to 10 players. Automatic eia per 
by determi er eliminates luck ining letter seq: кеке tions. E TED inches. 

must use on word sheets. Winner is payer with highest ORDERING INFORMATION: 
score after all letters are dealt out. 3N 2870—Wt. 11b. ......... $8.99 COMPOSITION: Automatic letter dealer, 100 letter cards, 2 
pads of Duplicate playing board sheets, score pads and in- Just call Sears 
structions. Box measures 147/4x97/4x3 inches. 

3 М 2872—Shpg. wt. 21Ьз. 8 02.................... 

locking plastic pieces. CONSTR.: of 33 interlocking 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift pest 2x2x2 in. cube. 
3 t 9 ounces. 328416 Wr ce Bor Gift boxed. 

еа, 8 oz. 
Be $4 50 Any 2 or more .. Ea. 44.25 Ea. $4.50; Any 2 or more .Ea, 54,25 

Puzzle Packs . . . fun for everyone 

(7) Skill Series 5499 

est your x the bal 
reru, Ae) : Just. cr 

COMPOSITION: Set of 4 puzzles. Op 1: Using spheri- 
transportan, BY, to cy ale tough goar 

arate and rejoin the two heart shapes without using 

id ihi 
if : É 
ih [gh Ta Te spinning by stroking 

with the wand. Then try try to reverse direction 
ORDERING INFO: Each puzzle is gift boxed. 
Shippi ight set 1 pound 4 ounces. ЭНЕДЕ АЛЛ лс Se 96.99 

(9) Wild Wood Series 5 
aati east Set of 3 puzzles. Tower of Ti 

termind player. For two players. One 
player sets up a code on the 
pponent ms to break the code. 

chances to break the code of- 
fer 59,000 variations of play. 
COMPOSITION: Raised plastic play- 
iog surface, in-board part storage, 
в astic ic pess, да 8 different colors, 

and instruc- 

5899 

and say "Charge It" 
$8.99 ...S$8epage 277 a 



Colorful Indoor Play Tents "сато paries 

nylon fabric 

4Yrtt. square base. 
4-ft. center ht. 

52499 

nylon fabric 
4Vzft. square base. 

4-ft. center ht 

$1999 

Dome-style and 
tunnel-style 

Tents can be 
moved while set up 

just pick up 
tent and go 

(1) Our best Dome-style Play Tent 
4x4 1-9. Water repellent. Zippered 

door for easy access plus sewn-in 

floor that helps keep carpet clean 

FABRIC: 1.7-oz. nylon in alternating panels of red 
and blue. Water-repellent. 
SUPPORT: Inside frame of polyethylene rods for 
easy set-up. Compress sideways for storage. 
DETAILING: Sewn-in synthetic fiber floor. Zip- 
pered door for additional privacy. 
DIMEN: 4! ax4Vz-ft. base. 4-ft. center ht. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 C 77406C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. ...$24.99 

(2) 4'%2x4'/rft. Dome-style Tent 
FABRIC: 1.5-oz. nylon. Red and yellow panels. 
SUPPORT: Inside frame of polyethylene rods 
sets up easily. Compress sideways for storage. 
DETAILING: Flap-style door, tie tapes. No floor. 
DIMEN: 4V3x4!-ft. base. 4-ft. center ht. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Not water-repellent, 
not intended for outdoor use. 
6 C 77405C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. ...$19.99 

(3) 22/.х42/,-Н. Tunnel-style Tent 
FABRIC: 1.5-oz. nylon/blue sides/yellow doors. 
SUPPORT: Inside frame of polyethylene rods for 
easy set-up. Compress sideways for storage. 
DETAILING: Synthetic sewn-in floor. Flap-style 
doors on each end for easy access. 
DIMENSIONS: 234x434-ft. base 234-ft. center ht. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Not water repellent, 
not intended for outdoor use. 
6 C 77404C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. $17.99 

Our lowest in 3 years 
nos one tone a Tent $999 

FABRIC: Polypropylene “Evolution П” won't snag, рш! or DETAILING: Large circular entrance for easy access. 
fray and resists stain and moisture to protect tent for long use. DIMENSIO! 3-foot, 2-inch base, 4-foot center height. 
Buckskin colored with Indian design. ORDERING INFORMATION 
SUPPORT: Inside wooden frame and wooden poles (included). Shipping weight 4 pounds 
Jointed for easy, compact storage. 6C77403C 3 те 39.99 

Taoa paa scans tw riai deal códi 



Vinyl Carry-all 
With your favorite NFL team 
emblem on the outside and 
a reinforced bottom inside 

CONSTRUCTION. Waterproof fabric-backed 
vinyl flexes to hold a lot of gear. Full Mason- 
ite® hardboard bottom inside, vinyl on out- 
side. Heavy-duty industrial zipper. Double- 
stitched with nylon thread. Metal "feet" keep. 
bottom off wet floors. Break-resistant injec- 
tion-molded plastic handles. Both sides have 
team insignia and team colors. 
DIMENSIONS; 14! 2x10x9! ? inches high. 
ORDER INFO: Order NFL team bags by cata- 
log number under insignia below. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds $7.99 

Phone ordering is à quick 
and easy way to buy 

M A M, 

ГА NFL 
American National 

| схрышмзӊ | Conference Conference 

6 N 15288 

DENVER 

BRONCOS 

C6 N 15269 

OLERS 

C6 N 15266 CO6 N 15286 

rs 

C6 N 15279 

C6N 15283 

BEARS 

CO6 N 15271 

ГУ 

CHARGERS. 

C6 N 15262 

Heavy 
sy packing. Dou 

Meta k 
| zipper f 

stitched nylon t 
bottom off we 

feet 

тайа bask scane by йак алайы аай Cod 

Nylon Carry-all 
Duffle-style bag with 

your favorite NFL team name 

CONSTRUCTION. Made of tough nylon fabric coated 
with polyurethane to help keep your gear dry. 
Strong, l-inch webbed carrying straps; white. Full 
length metal zipper. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 10x14 inches long. 

CARE: Machine wash, warm. 
COLORS, ORDERING INFORMATION: Order your 
favorite team from chart below, 
Shipping weight 5 ounces 

Tesm color 

Denver Broncos Orange | Blue 
Seattle Seahawks Blue Gray 
N.Y. Jets Green | White 
Cincinnati Bengals. .| Orange | Black 
Baltimore Colts Blue | White 
Cleveland Browns...| Orange | Brown 
Buffalo Bills Blue Red 
K.C. Chiefs Red Gold 
Houston Oilers Red Blue 
Miami Dolphins Orange | Blue 
Oakland Raiders Blaci Gray 
Pittsburgh Steelers .| Black Gold 
N.E. Patriots Red Blue 
S.D. Chargers Blue Gold 

L.A. Rams Gold | Blue 
Chicago Bears Navy |Orange 
Dallas Cowboys Blue | Gray 
Atlanta Falcons Red | Black 
Detroit Lions Blue | Gray 
N.Y. Giants Blue | Red 
Green Bay Packers.| Gold | Green 
Philadelphia Eagles | Green | Gray 
New Orleans Saints | Black | Gold 
Minn. Vikings Purple | Gold 
St. Louis Card. Maroon | White 
S.F. 49ers Red | Gold 
Wash. Redskins... -| Maroon| Gold 
Tampa Buccaneers ..| Orange | Red 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Most Every Need 
See Big Book or ask for details 



Animated 

Musical 
1 Gingerbread 

7$ TH 

[1] 

ч 
f hrs 

ә M 
ba 4 3 : 

F f і 

d A ly NOU AVDYDOL'S 
. S “ae Each comes іп 5 sizes . . some 

make music and some even talk 

Nod their Т Ji 
heads and # è 
play a 

tune 

$399 
each 

(1 and 2 ) Gingerbread people make such 
lovable playmates, you know. Wind keys 
and they'll move their heads as their music 5 
boxes play a soft lullaby. Each is 12 inches 
tall with rayon plush body, ric-rac trim and 

locked-in button eyes. Shipping weight each 
13 ounces. 
(1) 49N 34005—Gingerbread Bo; 
(2) 49 М 34004—Gingerbread Gir 

Roggedy Andy is a big-hearted hero to chil- 
dren. He has such friendly locked-in button , 

eyes, soft cotton body, yarn hair and a big grin. 
He wears cotton trousers with snappy white but- 
tons, a checked shirt and a jaunty cap. 
49 М 3592—15 inches tall. Weight 9 oz.. .. $2.94 
49 N 3603—20 inches tall. Weight 13 oz. 4.89 
79 N 34002C—31 inches tall. Weight 3 Ibs... 9.77 
79 М 30739C—38 inches tall. Weight 6 lbs.. 15, 

Musical Andy. Wind his music box, hear a tune. 
49 N 3630—15 inches tall. Weight 13 оз... $4.65 

Talking Andy. Pull string, he says 8 phrases. 
49 М 34036—18 in. tall. Weight 1 Ib. 4 oz.. .$8.55 

$3.99 
. 3.99 

6 Raggedy Ann proves love is never old fash- 
ioned. Her big locked-in button eyes, floppy 

cotton body, yarn hair and happy smile have en- 
and Bob 

play a chanted little girls for generations. She wears a 
ТАПА 2 provincial print dress topped with a white apron. 

1 49 N 3580—15 inches tall. Weight 9 oz... .. .$2.94 

49 N 3583—20 inches tall. Weight 1302..... 4.89 

79 N 34001C—31 inches tall. Weight 3 lbs.. 9.77 
79 N 30621C—38 inches tall. Weight 6 lbs.. .15.99 

Musical Ann. Wind up her music box, and she'll 
play you a pretty tune. 15 inches tall overall. 
49 N 3629— Shipping weight 13 ounces... .. .$4.65 
Talking Ann. Pull her string . . she'll say 8 dif- 
ferent phrases. 18 inches tall overall 
49 N 34035— Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz... . . $8.55 

/// M L » 

,, { Raggedy Ann and Andy e. 74 
ў ге: : Slumber Bags € е 3 

g ) САР an $1499 >s 
& (e: 7: T -f 

lusical 
Rag Dolls each 

E or 

( 7 and 8 ) These long-time favorite friends make such wonderful night- 
( 3 and 4 ) These country kids will enter- time and naptime companions. Soft, cotton-padded pillow heads have 
tain your little friends with a happy tune. smiling silk-screened faces and yarn hair. 
Both 14-in. dolls have music boxes inside , . Youngsters up to 4 feet tall can snuggle in the soft-quilted cotton 

just wind their keys to play. Each has a soft bodies. Side zipper. Dry clean. Each is 20 inches wide, 54 inches long. For 
fabric body, yarn hair and gingham outfit. ages 4 to 10. Shipping weight each 4 pounds. 
(3) 49 М 3667— Bob. Shpg. wt. 12 ог..$2.99 (7) 79 М 34027C—Raggedy Ann Slumber Bag. ..$14.99 

пх [Sears | 429 - 14.99 (4) 49 N 3666— Betty. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 2.99 (8) 79 М 34028C—Raggedy Andy Slumber Bag 

C53talo0 iano scans by cridia Arona 



Td like to find a 

BARBIE 
OU TFIT 

ize 

Do 
cludes 

Majestic Blue. Ruffled dress, 3 Garden Wedding. А white 5 Sunny Sleepin'. Dainty peignoir 

fake fur jacket, gloves, bouquet. gown, veil, colorful bouquet. and gown accented with lace. 
$3.97 49 C 31008—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. ...5$1.97 49 C 31012—Shpg. wt. 2 02,.....%1.29 

Т) 
49 C 31006—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 

2 Pink "n Furry. Jacket trimmed 4 Silk ‘n Lace. Lace-trimmed 6 Ballet. Two Outfits in One! A tutu 

in fake fur. . slacks, halter top. blouse tops a long, flowing skirt. and a leotard plus slippers, more. 

49C31009—Shpg. wt. 307....9197  49C31011—Shpg. wt. 3 oz, ...$1.87 — 49C31007—Shpg. wt. 5 oz......$2.89 

NOTE: Outfits on this page may vary in fabric and color. 
Not recommended for ages 3 and under. Doils not included. 

For Barbie 

The Stylish Scene. Bar 
bie's in the groove in her 
halter slacks, skirt, bl 
dress, jacket and 
49C31028-Wt.4 oz. 

For Barbie 

Fashion Glamour Group. 
Set includes two skirt- 
and-blouse combinations, 
two dresses, and a nightie 
for on-the-go Barbie. 
49C31031-Wt.4 07.32.99 Dress-ups Fancy Frocks Something Special 

for Ken for Francie for pos 
For Ken 

Each $ 197 

7 Dress Up Denim. 

Ken wears plaid- 
trimmed jacket, match- 
ing slacks and scarf. 

Shipping wt. 3 oz. 
49631015 $197 

Suede Scene. Fake 
fur trims Ken's jack- 

et. Matching slacks and 
handsome dickey. 

Shipping wt. 3 oz. 
49C31016 . $197 

436 [Sears] 5:2" 

m——— Кай bank 

Cheerlea de er. 
You'll shout about 

Francie's dress, boots, 
megaphone, more. 

Shipping wt. 5 oz. 
49C31019........52.99 

10 Red, White and 
Check. Francie's 

а country gal in this 
pretty gingham dress. 

Shipping wt. 2 oz. 
49C31038 $197 

io i$ $129 

outfit (11) 

11 Flower Fancy. For 
school, Skipper 

wears a pretty dress, 
vest and knee socks. 

Shipping wt. 2 oz. 
49C31017 ... $1.29 

2 Sleepover. Skip- 
per's 2-pc. pajama 

set with sleeping bag, 
cap, brush, and “cat”, 

Shipping wt. 5 oz. 
49 31018 $2.89 

Accessory Pak for any 

11',-in. doll: heels; flats; 
stockings; purse; belt. 
49C30682-Wt. 2 02,9179 

Casual All Stars. Jacket, 
dress shirt, sport shirt, 2 
ties, 2 pairs of slacks, 
shoes, socks, shorts, an 
"electric" razor and more. 
49C31058-Wt.3 2.52.99 

For Francie 

Pretty Power. Skirt with 
matching vest, blouse, 
belted jacket, pajamas 
with matching panties, 
party dress and more. 
49C31057-Wt.3 2.52.99 

For Skipper 

Young Ideas. Fake fur 
shorty coat, party dress, 
blouse, sweater dickey, 
walking shorts, shoes, 
Socks, panty hose, more. 
49c31023-Wt307.*2.99 



Set your doll's hair and style it too, 

real working parts make it easy to do .. 

ve BEAUTY SALON 
SOLD ONLY $1099 doll and batteries 
AT SEARS not included 

Mirror lights up 
for hair styling 

Hair dryer | 

actually 1 i І 
works т — f y | 

Barbie and Кеп _ 
Camping Outfits. 

Each $299 ena 

Drawers ( 1 and 2 ) Barbie and 
open and Ken hit the trail in their 
close to outfits . . each includes 

sleeping bag, backpack, 
jacket, slacks, footwear. 
For children ages 4 to 10. 

keep styling 

equipment 
tidy 

f 1 Barbie Outfit. Shpg. 
wt. 5 oz. 

E 49831024 .. 2.99 

2 Ken Outfit. Wt. 5 oz. 
49N31025 . 

x Chair swivels for 

2 po 
E Ў. 1 ($4 

| » AA! = 
УС ТА -= 

"washing" doll's: p by remote 0. © 

ro hair in play sink control 

~oar- 
It’s so easy to keep your 9 to 11Vzinch fashion dolls’ hair neatly 

a> styled. S el chair m. doll from play sink to the lighted mirror 
and back to the hair dry a fan that really works. Includes 
table, play toiletries. Uses " batteries, order pkg. separately 
below. Plastic salon is 10x10x12 in. high. Japan. Ages 5 and up. 
49 N 13049—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces $10.99 Ex 

Alkaline “C” Batteries. Package of 2. Barbie's: 
v 49 № 46997—Shipping weight 5 ounces Package $1.05 Sport Goodies 

REMEMBER! | 3 

You can order items on pages 425 to 593 | EUR acena fon 
| from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 | doll friends. Incl. snow 

| d skis, ski boots, ski poles, 
inf tennis racquet, tennis ball, 

shoes, golf bag, golf clubs, 
golf balls, swim fins, snor- 
kel, mask, jump rope, 
sunglasses, hat, more. 
Ages 4 to 10. Shipping 
weight 2 ounces. 
49 №30876............ $3.49 

NOTE: 
Due to small parts. items 
on this page are not rec- 
ommended for children 
under 3 years. 

Cut pace scans by chistes masetectwdcM pen 



Men's and Boys' 
Hockey Skates at 
budget prices 

Tough Naugalon® vinyl uppers 
designed like the pros’ 
resist abrasion and wear 

Men's sizes 

$1888 

Vinyl uppers clean easily with a damp cloth. Impact-resistant, built-in heel 
counters for strong support and hours of skating comfort. Heavy synthetic 
fiber felt-padded tongue for protection and comfort. Zinc-plated tempered steel 

Built-in protection and support. features of this Skate include full-size ten- 
don guards to help support and protect your ankle. Two-piece tongue is 
heavily padded with synthetic fiber felt for protection. Heel counters and 
rigid polyethylene toe piece resist. impact, improve fit and help skate shoe 
to keep its shape. Bauer Invictus blade is chrome-plated hardened Cana- 
dian steel . . holds a true edge. *4-inch length plastic sole is lightweight 
and non-absorbent. An extra layer of warm polyurethane foam padding 
backs the absorbent leather lining for added protection, Made in Canada, 
Men's sizes, D (medium) width, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. Size Note: Men B, 
С, or D width, order correct size in medium widths shown; E, EE width, 
order next larger size. State size when ordering. 
H6 C 10413F—Black. Shipping weight 4 pounds .................. $35.88 

Lowest price in 
two years for any 

Youth Hockey Skate blades hold their edges. Black. Medium width. See Size Chart below. State size. 
6 С 10443F—Men' 
6C 10442F—Boys' siz 

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 

3,4. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
$18.88 

15.88 Rugged vinyl uppers have hand- 
some two-tone black and white 

HOW TO DETERMINE 
MEN'S AND BOYS' SKATE SIZE 
(Skates sized to fit over one pair heavy socks) 

Yourreguar |13 1117 212и 3 [34[ * 44] 5 [ 54] © 
Shoe width ‘Shoe size above order Skate size below 
Narrow. Med. | ZT12|3]3]4*4T4T]T5 [5 

213|3[T«[«ap|sisiorer Wide 
T4|8]|84] 9 A | 10 | 10%] i1 [119] 12 Your regular 

shoe width Shoe size above order Skate size below 

Narrow. Med. 6178/9 |]9]10)/10] 11,11] sg 
Wide e [9| 9 ]|10] 1011 ГЕЛ ЛТ; 

[т YORK 

nylon n 
Жала са. Bag messures 12:21 loches long. Sip. wt. 1 Ib, 5 oz. 
нес 10921—Boston Bruins. Yellow, black trim 
H6 C 10884—New York Rangers. Blue, red/white trim 
H6 C 10922— Buffalo Sabres. Blue, gold trim . 
H6 C 10937—Philadelphia Flyers. Orange, black trim . 
H6 C 10942—Montreal Canadiens. Red, blue trim .. 
H6 C 10941—Chicago Black Hawks. Red, black trim . 

430 [Sears 
Talog pate scink bv chiefs wetolechnical con 

styling . . wipe clean with a damp 
cloth. Impact-resistant reinforced 
toe for protection. Hard rubber 
sole. Steel blades imported from 
Japan. See Size Chart а! left. Me- 
dium width. Sizes, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8. Slale size when ordering. Get 
this bit of Christmas shopping 
done—just dial Sears and order it 
right now. 
6C 10405F—Wt. 4 Ibs. ....#9.88 

x Men's sizes | Boys’ sizes 

A $1095|$995 

Authentically styled Hockey Jerseys for men and boys 
V-neck styling and color-contrasted detailing. 100% Orlon* acrylic with 
reinforced double-fabric shoulders for long wear and a comfortable fit. 
Hemmed at cuffs and bottom. Full-cut sizing adds to the great fit. Machine 
washable, medium. State letter size S, M, L or XL when ordering, not 
number size. From Taiwan and Hong Kong. 
Men's sizes. S(36-38), M(40-42), L(44-46), XL(48-50)-inch chest. 
H6 C 10878F— Black, gold НӨ С 10906F—Orange, black 
H6 C 10907F—Blue, gold H6 С 10905F— Blue, red 
H6 C 10904F—Red, black 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces $10.95 

Boys’ sizes. S(22-24), M(26-28), L(30-32), XL(34-36)-inch chest. 
H6 C 10877F— Black, gold H6 C 10903F—Orange, black 
H6 C 10909F— Blue, gold H6 C 10902F—Blue, red 
H6 C 10901F—Red, black 

..89.95 Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 
"Reg. DuPont trademark 



Chance and skill combine in these 

ГТЗ 

Oa $6 
= ag [] without batteries 

[1] dis m Eam » E 

MTS al ©8379 у 

Save 
*4. 51 

Compumatic® Football / basketball 
with hockey / baseball overlay 

Was 29.50 s24 99 

Backgammon 
...agame of 

strategy and skill 

43058, 

йай page scans by christi 



Youth-size 
Slumber Bags 

5и, $1499 -- 

^ 3 
Clear vinyl Duffel to make a ral age dope bog A ™ 
on these 2 pages 

Antique 
Airplanes 33x65 inches long with 11/, Ibs. 

of Camron® polyester insulation 

Only $999 

INSULATION: 1% pounds of plump 
Camron® polyester fiberfill. 
CONSTRUCTION: Colorful “diamond 
dot" patterned cotton cover in green, blue 
and yellow. Yellow coordinated liner of 
65% acetate, 35% nylon tricot. Insula- 
tion quilted to stay smooth and help re- 
tain heat evenly. Full-length separating 
zipper Aure rout zip two identical 
bags together. -on tie string for easy 
roll-up and carry. 
DIMENSIONS: 33x65 in. long. 
CARE: Brush and air out . . . washing is 
not recommended. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Order clear vinyl duffel (A) separately on 
opposite page for convenient storage. 
8C 70171—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $9.99 

Phone ordering's а quick 

and easy way to buy 

о! Accessories for 
Mobile Homes. 
Recreational 
Vehicles and 

Petticoats 
and Pantaloons 

424 

аан тага, scans by crisimas aceti асы com 



Racer with 
single-position, 
side-pull brakes 

seas $7499 

Lightweight 
1O-speed Racers 

24-INCH: ideal for the shorter 
youth or petite miss 

26-INCH: standard size for 
most family members 

10-speed derailleurs 
cut pedaling effort 

Skud-tesistant 
гатар 
pedals 

Speedometer/ Speedometer/ 
Odometer Odometer for 

fits most bikes 20-inch bikes 

$1299 
p to 50 mph, mileage to 99.9 

12-volt 
Generator Light Set | 

$999 

Б 4 
plated steel headlight 
hrome-plated steel tail- 
Deluxe 12-v., 6-w. gen 
re included. Imported. 
bled. 

ameter dial with 
tic case mounts 
Hardwa 

Black plastic case. 3-inch 
ial with green/ white letter- 

ve. Hardware and in re and 
Set $9.99 N. Fits most bikes. 

g. wt. 11 02. $12.99 
ont wheel only. 

$8.99 430 
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Barbies 
26 Camping-out Tent 

with picnic Н 
stools, roll-out the OUN SET 

Malibu Barbie ке 

and Friends $ e / E , $549 
spend the day Ж UN 

> at the beach 

-* 

f 

1 Barbie's Camping-out Tent. Camping kit іп. 
cludes big 15x15x13-inch high vinyl tent, ta 

Y ble, 2 stools, sleeping bags, bar-b-que and uten 
` sils. Ages 5 to 12. 

49 N 31231—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. Set $5.49 

The Malibu Girls 

(2 thru 5) Each suntanned Twist 'n Turn girl 
[3 comes with towel and sunglasses. Each has bend- 
b] 4 able legs and rooted hair. Barbie, Francie and PJ 

7 wear groovy 1-рс. swimsuits. Wt. each 5 oz. 
Skipper wears a mod 2-piece swimsuit. Wt. 4 oz. 
Ideal for ages 4 to 12. Buy them the easy way— 
order by phone. 
(2) 49 N 30827—Malibu Francie; 11 in. $1.99 
(3) 49 М 30828—Malibu Skipper; 9 in. 1.99 
(4) 49 N 30825— Malibu PJ; 11*/, in. 199 

The (5) 49 М 30826—Malibu Barbie; 11% in. 1.99 
Malibu Girls 
$199 NOTE FOR ALL ITEMS ON PAGE: Due 
T to small size, items аге NOT recommended 

for children under 4 years of age 

"ai 
À 

ve - 

"T 

Malibu Ken 
Gift Set | 

$499 ы Barbie's Mountain Ski Cabin $749 

Malib : Open up this super carry case and . . PRESTO . . it's а cozy mountain 
crebris cabin. There are bunk beds, a pretend fireplace, sleeping bags, table, chairs, 

snorkel, mask, fins, and bar-b-que and utensils. Sturdy vinyl case is 27x16x13 in. high, folds up for 
skim board. He's wear- storage or travel. Ste d Dod (not included). For ages 5 to 12. So easy to 
lir à bright Баки Tad: uy when you just use the phone. 
spaces gee er 49 м 31239—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $7.49 
sunglasses, Comes with 
his own towel. 12-inch pu 

able vinyl Ken has à 
molded hair, Ages 4 to Goodies Galore $299 f 
12. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz ^ : н — - For Barbie and her friends: skates, hat, - 2L, 4« 2 
49 м 30838..Set $499 sunglasses, tennis racket, ball, “phone,” 
Malibu Ken only. In boots, heels, purses and more. Ages 4 to M 
swim trunks. Wt. 8 oz. 12. =ч 
49 М 30837 .....$1.99 49м31073—5һрв. wt. 3 oz. ..Set $2.99 — 

аа ране scans by christmas шаба асы com 



“Quick Curl $ 4 44. 
Boutique ш ощ 

Barbie and her Quick Curl 
friends love having their own 
boutique chair, dressing table 
and mirror. Built-in closet and 
clothes rack offer ample storage 
space for accessories. When 
closed, vinyl boutique becomes 
а 4x7x13-inch high doll case, 
49 31245—Wt. 2 lbs. $4.44 

hipping wt. 4 oz. 

Barbie's 2-doll 
leep 'n Keep Case 

for storage 
_ or for play . . this 
Bi rere EA 

into a pretty bedroom 
with twin beds and 

_ colorful wall decora- 
- tions. Includes a 
‘roomy: closet, two doll 
compartments, hanger = 
bar with hangers, an j 
accessory shelf and 
two snap pockets for 
more storage space. 

Washable vinyl case 
measures 17x4x13 
inches high when 
closed. Dolls, accesso- 
ries not included. 

Wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. 
49 C31241........56.99 

m— —— —— 

Iliclans can practice styling 
rt’s content. Vinyl head 
hair . . change it using slacks, dickey, shoes. | 
tail and accessories, Shipping wt. 14 oz. | 

*1.94 49 C 30016 зз Фй 
= 

I wish I could style my hair like 

QUICK CURL BARBIE 
and her 

FRIENDS 
No water . . 

по heat..no mess.. 
just use comb, 

brush and curler | 
to change Quick Curl. 

hair styles 

Quick Curl Miss America $488 4 

Quick Curl hair and styling accessories are only the 
beginning. This 11'/-inch vinyl beauty's evening 
gown is accented by scepter, crown and “roses”, 
49c 30019—Shipping weight 14 ounces .......94.88 

rica? M © 1972 M. са Pages 

Change Ken's appear- | DL 
ance to match his 
mood. Add stick-on 
moustaches, beard or 
sideburns to match 
Ken's rooted, mod- 
length brown hair. 

Vinyl 12-in. doll 
s checked jacket, 

Each $373 

The Quick Curl Girls 
(1 thru 4) Style soft curls, a flip or ringlets all over. 
You can create any hairstyle . . and it’s so easy to do 
using curler, comb, brush, barrettes and colorful ribbons. 

Each vinyl Quick Curl Girl wears a beautiful long 
gown and has Twist 'n Turn waist and bendable legs. 
1 Quick Curl Skipper is 3 Quick Curl Kelley is 

9 іп. tall. Wt. 13 oz. 11% in. tall. Wt. 14 oz. 
49С30018........... $373 49С30012 228373 

Quick Curl Francie is Quick Curl Barbie is 
11 in. tall. Wt. 14 oz. 11% in. tall. Wt. 14 oz. 

49C 30017 .$373  49C30011.... 373 

NOTE: Items on раде for ages 4 and ир: boit 



Your BARBIE and FRIENDS 
Buy sets (1) апак can sun for a tan, 
Save *1.46 or camp in the woods. . 
fia even race ‘cross the sand. . 

БЫЛ OUTDOOR FUN dale 

Barbie Goin Camping Set 
(1) plus Barbie Goin’ Boat. 
ing Set (2) 

Fantastic low price 
«=. for MALIBU BARBIE 

iy » "e and FRIENDS 

шы ЛА МЕ 

ы M 

(4 thru 8 ) Suntanned 
Ken and Twist ^n Turn 
girls (all have bendable h 
legs) are ready for a trip | 

\ to the beach. All (except j 
trailer hitched to dune buggy Hit the Ken) have sunglasses. 
measures 18 inches long. fied dune buggy (at left) can pull Barbie's Each of the Malibu girls 
Shipping weight 4 pounds, boat. 1 has rooted blond hair 

79 N91242C iv o es Set $9.44 79N31246C— Shpg. wt. 2]bs.. ....Set $5.99. Ken's blond hair is mold 
ed. Each vinyl doll comes 
with swimsuit and tawel 

For ages 4 to 10. Barbie Camping-out Tent 

$5 77 cots not 4 Malibu Barbie. 111% 
inches tall. Wt. 8 oz. 

49.N 20828 +2.27 

Malibu Ken. 12 inches 
tall, Wt, 12 oz. 

included 

3 Set includes big 15x15x13-in. 
tri-color vinyl tent, table, 2 

stools, 2 sleeping bags, barbe- 
cue, cooking utensils. Use your 7 * 
phone if you want to order it IET г? 
the easiest way of all. Malibu Skipper. 9 
49N31249—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $5.77 6 tall. Wt. 7 ог. p 

49 N 30628 .........*2.27 

Malibu Francie. 11 in. 
tall. Wt, 8 oz. 

49830827.......*2.27 

ОД Malibu P.J. 114 
с Wes 

Barbie's $ 897 dolis not 
Beach Bus included 

The Goin’ $ Custom-look bus is styled like a Dodge 
Things van. Side folds down to make a sundeck, 

1 Back and roof open for easy play. Includes 
3 s 17 in D B 1 1 removable seat, surfboard, table with sun 

9 noui. TU MT umbrella, 2 folding beach chairs, dishes, 
dolls. Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz S ) pots and pans. Vinyl van measures 

49 н 30878........... 1114x814x19 inches high. 
pter 79 м 30852C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. ........5897 

1] АТС Cycle. 9 епрару NOTE: Items on page for eges 4 to 10. Not rec- 
49 N 31229—Shi $429 ommended for ages under 3. due to small parts. 



Oval Hockey 
Rink Outfits 

6-inch aluminum wall 

$3999 1550 

‘Lo assemble, all you need is level ground. 
Includes aluminum wall, clips, support 
stakes and liner. For longer life use extra 
liner over liner supplied. Hockey equip- 
ment not included. 

15x30-foot Rink. Shpg. wt. 24 Ibs. 
. Outfit $39.99 

6 € 10846—Extra liner. Wt. 8 Ibs.... 16.99 

20x40-foot Rink. Shpg. wt. 30 Ibs. 
6C10945C........... Outfit $49.99 

6 € 10847—Extra liner. Wt. 9 Ibs.... 25.99 

д Sears Has а Credit Plan to Suit Most Every Need 
See Big Book or ask for details 

Circular 
Rink Outfits 
$988 16-foot 

size 

Includes aluminum wall, clips, 
liner, hardware. For longer life, 
use extra liner over liner supplied. 

16-ft. diameter Rink. 4-in. wall. 
Shipping weight 7 pounds. 

6€10841......... Outfit $9.88 

Extra 16-ft. diameter liner. 
6 C 10817—Wt. 2 lbs...... $5.99 

20-ft. diameter Rink. 6-in. wall. 
6C10842-Wt. 10 Ibs. 12 oz. $15.88 

Extra 20-ft. diameter liner. 
6 €10822—Wt. 3 lbs...... $7.99 

24-ft. diameter Rink. 6-in. wall. 
6 € 10843-Wt. 12 lbs. 8 oz. $19.88 

Extra 24-ft. diameter liner. 
6 € 10825—Wt. 4 lbs......$9.99 

— 1 

Youth Ski Sets 
Include skis, bindings and poles 

Saber Skis designed for youngsters 
from 40 to 100 pounds 

Multi-laminated wood core for strength and flexibility. 
Polyethylene base with plastic painted top finish and 

black plastic painted sides. Butted interlocking steel edges 
provide good control. A BS plastic heel protector. Skis 5 feet 
in length. Mounted step-in bindings with adjustable ten- 
sion. Adjust to boot size in seconds. Aluminum poles pro- 
portioned to ski length. Molded hand grips for secure hold. 
H6 C 67364L—Shipping weight 10 pounds. ........ $29.50 

Skis for youngsters 
from 40 to 80 pounds 

Q, 506-1001 long skis have a strong yet flexible wood core. 
Speedy black polyethylene base needs little waxing. 

Blue plastic top finish; plastic top edges help protect finish. 

Interlocking steel edges for good control. Metal tip and 
tail protectors. Mounted step-in bindings with adjustable 
tension in toe and heel. Steel poles with molded rubber 
grips and steel and rubber rings. From Japan. 
H6 C 670241—Shipping weight 12 pounds. ........$18.50 

. there's 
a big 

selection of 
Winter Sports 

Apparel, Equipment 
and Accessories 
in our 1975-76 Winter 

Sports Catalog 
. „ask for your FREE copy at 

your Sears Catalog Selling Unit 

сено ране scans by cuisines museteciwicil com 

Save $5 when you buy 

Toboggan and Pad combinations 

6-ft. Toboggan and Pad 8-ft. Toboggan and Pad 

255299" | 5553419! 

Hardwood Toboggans 
and vinyl-covered Pads 

Toboggons. Six kiln-dried hardwood slats wi 
moisture-resistant vinyl and synthetic varnish 

finish. Steam-bent hood. Steering rope included. 
See “N” suffix, page 276 
6-foot Toboggan. (4 riders). 15 inches wide. 
6 C 68925N—Shipping weight 12 lbs........ $26.99 

8-foot Toboggan. (6 riders). 15 inches wide. 
6 C68927N—Shipping weight 16 Ibs........ $29.99 

Д Toboggan Pads. 114-in. thick shredded urethane 
foam. Vinyl cover. 1314 inches wide. 

AVA-foot size. Fits 6-foot toboggan. 
6 C 69096—Shipping weight 4 pounds. ....... $7.99 
6VA-foot size. Fits 8-foot toboggan. 
6 C 69098C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ...... $9.99 
Toboggon and Pod combinations. 
6 C 68935N—6-ft. size. Wt. 16 Ib 
6 C 68936н—8-Н. size. Wt. 22 Ibs.. 8 

ro [Bears] 431 



great family games 
(1) Pachinko Pinball Machine (Reconditioned) 

lever to send ! 

CONSTRUCTION: From Japanese Pachinko Parlors . . . deaned, 
lubricated and reconditioned. Unfinished wood frame, stand at- 
tached. Ashtray. 300 steel balls. 32x2014x8V4 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order extra balls below. 
3 N 2985L—Shipping 39 
3 N 2984—200 extra steel 

(2) Rolomatic Bingo 
rar ae UM BE anergy eens epg 
plastic balls. Plastic scoop. Bingo cards, plastic markers. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 М 2917—Shipping weight 4 

"bank" with 5 pay-offs that i 
tase 30 lay cule inst. Paoli. Ligh 

np INFORMATION: Order 2 “Р” batteries sold 
29284G—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 13 02. ............ 

эң nee mae iE. Ti 
"bank' tomatic model. High-impact 

m айт а TYaxS¥ax9" in. Japan. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Werl CU DAMES TT 
rec itane e408. .:.........;. $18.50 

pec: plastic case. ara high Japan 

(env ome ren hand. To dra: another w press 

bution High npect plastic case. SRE Japan. 
Myris INFORMATION: рне 2 "C" batteries sold below. 

3 М 8965—Extra “i Serios for (5). (8). ‘Wt. бот... 

(7) Skiddles 
Pull spins. Right gives grand slam. Walnut-fin- 
ce Аел board, pins, hu top. 28x14x3% in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N2818C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ................ $16.95 

fi Space Probe 

nanei hardwood i mesi roda Bie ball астара Бо 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 2813—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces .......... 95.99 

un ү pes knobs at to tilt surface, ин» ide ere low- once а 
frame. plastic EUER ball заз inches 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent postpaid. 
3 М 29305—(Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces) ....... $9.99 

(10) Compumatic® Football/Basketball Game 
E call the on charted area shows who won down. 

CONSTRUCTION. Potretyrene, унт чр А Plastic 
field, 4 batt. ‘ed 7 22x17x2 in. high. . Playing pieces, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: A 
3N2946- Reduced from our Book. Wt. 7 1bs.$24.99 

(11) Backgammon ani Guide Book 
CASE, зард Ac hardboard case, ope to 16х14х1 in. 

Mee ali ON: je -inch pROPE 1 
БИШЕ З Lv i guide book incl. 

GADERING NE INFORMATION: 
N292 74 gpl nt SU 2 ........-.-:- LT Set $8.99 
a M Travel В! топ Set 
CASE, BOARD: Padded brown vinyl fol Pat play to 
Erg in. deep. Closed rere ging сазе, оре 

е ig 30 2pr. magnetic туз жүзү pr. Mr uu dice, 

Ap eos INFORMATION. 
29366—Shipping weight 3 

re Deluxe Backgammon Set 
CASE, BOARD: Tan leatherette (not 
у ees и дир. Сия 

sewn-on points. 
COMPOSITION. 3 Жаса ore ү eei rn pr. plastic dice, 56-іп. plas- 
tic doubler. 2 with dice trip. Instr. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 29231C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ........... Set $29.99 

CASE. BOARD: Tan М; йау! panels inset in rubbed 
Бас рабе ое риро се. vinyl playine Bei 
COMPOSITION: ipe cesar cr tim paie 
ie tgs. ied О ed vus feline 

ORDERING 
SIN 203176 Shipping weight 4 pounds ТРЕ Set $19.49 

Cutie pane scans by christ nuisetecinici pom 

Let's Play Cards! 
(15) Solitaire Board 

Slotted board holds cards upright and 
in place. Slots for down cards and dis- 
m Deck of ong cards Me 

Book ways to pl ay DOCERE 
and queens, pu 

‚ four seasons and 

esc board with cardboard back- 
Measures 18x14x1 inches. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Зз м 28028—Wt. 21bs........$3.49 

(16) Automatic Card Shuffler 

Automatically shuffles one or two 
decks of cards quickly and with no 
delays. No switches or buttons to 
press. Just push the tray in and the 
cards automatically sh: Made for 
all standard card sets. See-through 
top. Measures 10x5x3!4 in. high. 
Cera INFORMATION 

sold at left. 
3 N 2864—Wt. 11b. 8 oz. ....99.49 

(17) Revolutionary Flag Card Set 

ferent authentic Revolutionary fig ferent authentic Revolu: 
reproduction. Each deck includes 
brief history of the flag featured. 
Playing cards enamel coated laminat- 
ed paper. Attractive metal and vinyl 
Ly сазе. rer Ieri i in. high. Set 

ODORE INFORMATION: 
3N28027-Wt 2 lbs. 4 oz. .Set $8.99 

(18) Revolving Poker Rack 
Revolving rack keeps chips neatly in 
place. - Mini- rack bas has 4 columns for 

storage. Clear plastic lid acts as a 
turntable b base. Attractive E is 
black -impact plastic. 100 
locking poker in red, танаа and 
blue are included. Rack measures 4 
in. diameter, 4 in. high. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 Мм 2865—Wt. 1 Ib. 1002. ...2.99 
(19) King Tripoley 

Ever-popular Tripoley game com- 
— the challenge of of Hearts, Poker 

rummy into the ^ 
E^ of Kings and свеза: pt 
nine can play at a time. 

Hal edis poeri as Eea 
in on polyurethane foam x 
nated vinyl. Board measures 27x42 
inches. Deck of cards, 200 interlock- 
ing poker chips, rules booklet incl. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 М 2848C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. .$5.99 

со Turntable Начай 
ite edition оѓ Гром game cont 

ining Hearts, Poker and Michigan 
rummy. You don’t have to stretch 
across the table anymore to place 
bets, collect winnings . . . just a 
touch of the finger and each player 
has access to any part of the game 
tray. Tray is mounted on ball bearing 
turntable. There is storage for cards, 
chips. Up to 9 can play. 
COMPOSITION: Injection molded 
plastic game tray measures 
14Y4x14¥4x2 in. of 200 in- 
terlocking plastic poker chips, in- 
structions included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 м 2827—Wt. 3 lbs. бог. ...$9.99 

"NOTE: Not for sale in Missouri. 
North Carolina, Wisconsin, 

Los Angeles County. 
or wherever prohibited by law. 

Credit Plan 
to Suit Most 
Every Need 

See Big Book 
or ask 

for details 

Q without cards. 
batteries 

six decks 

$299 [в 
without cards 



it thru 10) Perfect for slumber parties or overnight summer sleep-outs. ORDERING INFORMATION: Order from specification chart below. State catalog 
tly patterned outer covers have coordinating solid-colored liners. 2 Ibs. — mwmóer, shipping weight and price only when ordering. 

Slumber Bags with 2 Ibs. of insulation. . . 
specially sized and designed with colorful patterns for the younger set 

of fluffy Insulation for warm comfort. A Clear vinyl Duffel. For all on these 2 pages. Drawsi tie. 
CARE: Hand wash, line dry. C 70: 368 Shipping weight 4 osre guber ied ..99c 
Item Description Size Insulation 1 Ovter ner Prce 
(1) | Snow White* 34x69 in. Polyester Cotton Acetate/nylon brushed tricot 99 

(2) | Mickey Mouse* Polyester Cotton Acetate /nylon brushed tricot 14.99 

(3) | Antique Airplanes Polyester Cotton Acetate/nylon brushed tricot 

(4) | Pink Panthert Bonded polyester | Acetate/nylon brushed tricot | Acetate/nylon brushed tricot | 6 C 70456 | 4 Ibs. вог. | 
(5) | Petticoats/Pantaloon Bonded polyester | Acetate/nylon brushed tricot | Acetate/aylon brushed tricot | 6 С 70457 | 415. Воз. | 
(6) 33% х65 in. | Camron polyester | Acetate/nylon brushed tricot Acetate/ nylon brushed tricot 

(8) 
33% хб5 in. | Camron® polyester | Acetate/nylon brushed tricot | Acetate/nylon brushed tricot 
34x69 in. Cotton Acetate / nylon brushed tricot 

Wonder Woman** 

*Disney characters © Walt Disney Productions 16 United Artist Corp. Minisch-Geoffrey D.F 1964 M Roth Greeting Cards Inc. 1974 
HWarner Bros. character € 1971 Warner Bros Inc. 

пасее Cód" 

33% хб5 in. 
33%4x65 in. 

Camron® polyester 
Camron® polyester 

Acetate/nylon brushed tricot 

Acetate/nylon brushed tricot 

Acetate/nylon brushed tricot 

Acetate/nylon brushed tricot 

**€ 1976 National Periodical Publ.. inc. +1© Hanna-Barbera Énerpnses. Inc 

Superman 

"o 
Scooby-Doo 



(1) Racer with single-position, side-pull handbrakes 
DS: 10-speed derailleur with gear ratio range of 33 to 89 on 2 

7 on 26 inch. Stem-mounted shift levers. 
ide-pull caliper handbrakes with single position levers. 
Чи tires. See chart below for size. 

frame, see chart for size. Racing 
yle saddle; black. 

tand. Reflectors, see Note, р. 433. 

E Suffix, p. 330. Partially assembled, 
see Note, p. 433. See Bike Warranty, p. 433. Order from chart below. 

4 inch and 

style handlebars with em е ki Racin 
COMPONENTS: Rat-trap pedals. Кісі 

20 26 to 28 i | 24х12, | 6N45576N | 45 lbs, | $74.98 
21 29t032in. | 26х13, | 6N47479N | 46]bs.| 74.99 

(2) Racers with dual-position, side pull handbrakes 
EDS: 10 speed derailleur with gear ratio range of 33 to 89 on 2. 

36 to 97 on 26 inch. Stem-mounted shift levers 
ide-pull caliper handbrakes with dual-position levers. 

lackwall tires. See chart for size. 
HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Steel frame. Racing style handlebars with 

ng-style saddle; black on orange bike, blue on blue bike 
Rat- irap pedals. Kickstand. Reflectors, see Note, f. 433. 

Suffix Note, 2. 330. Partially assembled, see 
‚ f. 433. Order from chart below. 

4 inch and 

Blue [24i |Hi* | 20 EN 45528N] 5 | $88.98 
ме [2 Hers | 18 6 N 45538N | 46 88.99 

Orange [2з | His. | 20 [261028 in. [24x15 |6N 45508N 88.98 
Hers 18 |25t027 in.|24x 19. 6 N 45509N 45 88.99 

21 29 to 32 іп. | 26x 1*, GN47481NT 47 88.99 
19 | 27 to 30 in. | 26x 14 | 6N 47478N| 46 8899 

(3) Racer with dual-position, center-pull* handbrakes 
Center-pull brakes exert pressure more evenly than side-pull brakes. 

ed Skylark derailleur with gear ratio range of 38 to 100, 
stem-mounted shifter with black casing. 

BRAKES: *Center-pull caliper handbrakes on front and rear of His, front of 
Hers; side- -pull caliper handbrakes on rear of Hers. Dual-position levers. 

26x1*4-in. amberwall tires. 

Blue 

wi 
ommended leg lengths of 29 to 32 in. for His, 27 to 30 in. for Herst. 
COMPONENTS: Rat-trap pedals. Kickstand. Reflectors, see N p. 433. 

O: Red with flat black-tipped front fork. See S 
330. Partially assem., see Assembly Note, Bike Warranty, P. 
6N47483N- Ніз 26-0. ..9108.99 — 6N47493N- Hers 26-in. 

Wt. Ibs. 
$108.99 

Racer with dual-position, 

center-pull* handbrakes for more 
even braking pressure 

than side-pull handbrakes 

ble radio “imported 
TION: Fits most 

jd luded), order page 556. 
6N48141—Shipping weight 9 ош 

тарб pase beans by diia аайы аай 

without 
battery 

Our lowest price in 1978 
for any Bike Radio 

Cut 52 999 $99 

otary tuning and volume dials. 
Silver-color plastic housing with 

2-inches high. Mounts 
and detaches for use 

bikes. Uses 9- 

37.99 

Cee 
free spirit W KS 
Кыс Ык» = з ont 

24-in. single-speed Touring 
Bike with rear coaster brake 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES; 24x13 -in. blackwall tires. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS. SAU а, ыран {тате ps fondera. 
Chrome plated, -St with white vinyl grij 
раа "Recommended for leg lengths of PET 

low-to sec ire Note on page 43. 
COMPONENTS: White block pedals. Kickstand. Chain guard. Reflec- 
tors, see Reflector Note on page 433. 
SR ORD. INFO: Yellow, red on fenders. “N” Suffix Note, p. 
10. Sent led, see Note, ke атату, p. 433. semi-assemb| 
$i N 45547N—Hers, 24-inches. Shoe wt 4. ..$64.99 

Ta 
free spirit W 

while coasting or even stopped. 
SPEEDS: 10-speed positron derailleur with gear ratio range 
100. Easy- арат mounted shifter with index markings. 
BRAKES: Shimano rear disc brake plus center-pull caliper front brake. 
Dual-position hand levers. 
WHEELS. TIRES. 27x1! 4-in. blackwall tires. Wide front flange for add- 
ed strength to front wheel. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: 23-in, steel frame with chrome- 
tipped front fork. Racing-style saddle with taping kit. Black vinyl 
racing saddle. Recommended for leg lengths of 30 to 33 inches, see 
How-to-Measure Note on page 433, 
COMPONENTS; Rat-trap pedals. Kickstand. Set of Reflectors, see Re- 
flector Note on page 433. 
COLOR. ORDER INFO: Silver color. See “N” Suffix Note, p. 330. Sent 

assembled, see Assembly Note, Bike Warranty, p. 433, 
6 N 47449N—His, 27-inches. Shpg. wt. 51 lbs. ........-..9119.99. 

SPORTS CENTER 

Sears| 431 5E 



D sar go: 

THE GOING THINGS 3027 
(А Country Camper with tent, table, stools and more. Vinyl; 19 

їп, long. Swing-out front window: sliding door. Agent 12. 
79 DE 31123C—Shipping weight 3 pounds . 

уи 9) BIG 20-inch long cars . . each with rugged plastic 
Steel axles and 2 bucket seats. W. Germany. Ages 4 to 12. 

i9 49 N 31036— Sports Car. Shor. wt. 2 Ibs, 15 0z. .....93.89 
9) 49N31037— Sand Buggy. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. . 3,89 

10 ATC Cycle with workable steering mechanism, wide tires 
and bright decals. Plastic; 9 inches long. From West Germa- 

y. Ages 4 to 12. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
45 М 31229—Shipping weight 12 ounces . ..... - $3.31 

11 Sun “М Fun Buggy goes straight ahead or swings around in 
circles . . it moves with just a flick of the gear shift. Two 

bucket seats rock dolls as they breeze along. Plastic body mea- 
sures 13 inches long. Uses 2 “ “be batteries (not included), please 
order package below. 
49N311 зш ping weight 2 pounds .$7.99 
49 N 8405—“D” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 ib.80z....Pkg. 1.49 

NOTE: Ай items on page NOT recommended for children under 3 years of аде 

tation pane scans by chrisma nwrrelochnicnt cont 

These dolls sure have rhythm 

just rock their stands and they DANCE 

(1 thru 4) Each has jointed 
arms, legs, elbows, knees and 
waist to move and swing free- 
ly. All vinyl. Girls have rooted 
hair; Ken's is molded. Fringed 
outfits. Ages 4 to 12. 

Live Action Barbie. 
Shpg. wt. 13 oz. 

49 N 30833 $4,86 

Live Action Ken. 
Shpg. wt. 15 oz. 

49 N 30835 $4.86 
Live Action Christie. 
49N30836-Wt.1307.$4.86 

4 Cut $1. . Live Action PJ 
Gift Set. Doll with fringed 

outfit, extra pants, skirt, 
blouse 'n boots, plus 45-rpm 
record. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. T 
49 N 30843 .....Set *7.99 
Live Action PJ only. Doll 
comes with fringed outfit. 
49N30834-Wt. 13 oz. . $4.86 

| | 1 1 Skipper's 

Tomboy Tiff BE eem Swing-A- 

has swingin' | penc 

free arms | ym 

: Skipper with 

es, $471 ; swingin frae 
Set her on her ^ йс ovs 

Y якасосаи give 
ег a push and watcl Ч 

her go. Vinyl 9¥/-inch 5874 
Tiff has twist 'n turn nly ! doi 
waist, bendable head, 
arms and legs. Rooted 6 Skipper swings on her trapeze, swing or 2-seater 
hair. Wears jeans and glide ride . . or slide her down the "eer pole ride. 
atop. Wt. 8 oz. Ages 4 — Incl. one vinyl 9, . doll (shown standing on swing). 
to 12. Plastic 164-inch high gym. Ages 7 to 10. 
49N30859....94.71 — 49N 30857—Shipping weight 2 lbs, Set $8.74 

28: [Sears] 431 



“ While little ladies stroll’n chat, 
their dollies ride in comfort 

PUMPKIN CARRIAGE . . 
Flip folding hood up while 

baby snoozes . . flip it down \ а 

{о give her some sun : Бру m .! 

122" V. n 
» pe >, 

Ba me $397 "- 4 io e $ 12) 
Foldaways 3 pact 

3 Foldaway Vinyl Stroller. Д Foldaway Vinyl Carriage 
Canopy, detachable tote bag Body and hood feature yel 

and seat splashed with green, — low, green and white flowers 
yellow and white flowers. Steel and solid green trim. Steel 
frame, plastic wheels. 16x10x25 frame, plastic whe 20x 10x23 

inches high. Partly assembled inches high. Partly assembled. 
Ages 2 10 5. Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz. Ages 2 to 5. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 C 33033 $397 49С33032 $397 

Buy Both of the ALUE 
Foldaways . . 

Save ʻI ee ia 
(3 and 4) Foldaway Vinyl Stroller and Carriage. 
49 C 33034—Shipping 4 pounds 12 ounces Set *6.94 

Travel Carriage . . fold it up 
and take it 

PUMPKIN 

SLEEPER- 

2 STROLLER 
back 

reclines 

when it's 

time for 

dolly's \ 
\ 

nap ^ 

‚ a= € 

ў б 
A 9 Pamper your dolly with a ride in her own colorful, foldable 
» buggy. A bold Scotch plaid with solid red accents decorates 

vinyl body and hood. Tubular steel frame folds compactly 
for carrying and storage. Adjustable hood folds down to give 
baby some sun. Plastic wheels. 26x13x30 inches high. Sent 

assembled. Ages 3 to 

the easy way—order by phone. 
42C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $6.99 

'The Pumpkin Pair. . each $599 

1 Carriage. Take dolly for a ride in this col 9 Sleeper-Stroller. Spring lasts all ye 
orful buggy. Bright pumpkin body is with this 20x12x27-inch high stroller 

molded plastic with fold-down hood that Pumpkin play tray and handy step are Bedding Set for $299 
sports a pumpkin, green, yellow and white — durable molded plastic Кет НҮ 
floral print. Tubular steel, gear and handle, ^ Removable canopy, detachable tote Sears carriage 
plastic wheels. 24x10x22 inches high overall. bag and seat feature a bright pumpkin, _ Two clips hold yellow crepe 
Ages 2 to 5. Partly assembled. green, yellow and white floral print. Tu carriage cover and pillow in 
79 С 33035C—Shipping weight 5 ibs.....95.99 bular steel handle and frame, plastic place . . satin-bound blanket 

wheels. Partly assembled. Ages 2 to 5. warms dolly. 20x23 in. long. 
49C33036—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 20z....8599 — 49033057—Wt. 11b. ... 

B fie aah 
а pase Scane Бо налсан айкай con 



Your BARBIE and KEN in the Friend Ship will win 
to snow-covered slopes for a holiday fling.. 

SUN VALLEY VACATION 

Barbie and Ken 
go skiing 

in Sun Valley 
mountains 

Each $388 

Malibu Ken heads 
for the mountains in 

a red and blue ski 
Sweater, ski pants, ski 
boots, parka, goggles. 
skis and poles. This 12 
inch vinyl Ken has a 
suntan, molded blond 
hair and bendable legs. 

Shpg. wt. 13 oz. 
49 N 30818 $3.88 

Malibu Barbie trades 
sand for snow. 114% 

in. suntanned Barbie 
has a 1-piece jumpsuit, 

parka, ski-boots, gog 

gles, skis, poles. Vinyl 
Twist 'n Turn doll has 
bendable legs, long root 
ed blond hair. 

Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49N 30816 $3.88 

Cutiod рай scans by cheisimaxmaselectwdcM pin 

Barbie and Ken 
travel in Friend Ship 

Flight Outfits 

$299 

3 Barbie's up and away in this stew 
ardess ensemble. Includes 2 blouses, 

vest, slacks, skirt, belt, shoes. 
49 N31021—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

Each 
outfit 

dolis not 
included 

$2.99 

4 Ken sports a high-flying pilot uni 
form that includes a jacket, slacks, 

‘shirt, tie, shoes, cap and flight 10; 
49N 31022—Shpzg. wt. 5 oz. 

NOTE: For ages 4 to 10. items 
page not recommended for children u 
33 due to small parts. 

and her friend: 
case opens up a 

. order by phone. 

49 N 30819—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 5 oz. 

Friend Ship 
takes off 

for vacation 
trips 

$996 
dolls not included 

5 An airplane for ev- 
eryone in Barbie's 

world. United Airlines 
jet of vinyl and plastic 
opens to over 4% feet. 
Realistic interior design. 
Stewardess Barbie has 
vinyl smock, serving 
cart and 10 handy acces- 
sories. 

Friend Ship folds into 
a case that is 14x12x12 
inches high. 

Barbie and her friends 
are not included . . ог 
der them separately on 
pages 427 to 429 or page 
431. 

Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 N 31243C $9.96 

NOTE: Friend Ship and 
ther United Airlines serv. 
ce marks used with per 
mission of United Airlines, 

Barbie's 
Mountain Ski Cabin 

$899 

This is the perfect mountain retreat for Barbie 
13x3x13-inch high carrying 
id unfolds to reveal a quaint, 

two-room cabin interior, 28x16x13 in. high, 
Bunks, drop-table and camp stools are con- 
structed of durable plastic. Buy it the easy way 

doll not 
included 

..$8.99 

Barbie's 
Country Living Home 

$094 = 

om doll house closes to serve as а 
iture for bed 

Doors ope 



Dur lowest price in 2 years 
for any Figure Skates 

with top grain leather uppers 

$ 97 
men's and 

long wear and good looks . . conform to your foot and stay soft and pliable even in 
cold weather. Resist water, yet are porous enough to let your foot breathe. Polyure- 
thane foam insulation and soft cotton flannel lining help keep your feet warm. SÍ 
steel blades from England are hollow-ground to hold a true edge. 
resist rust and stay bright and shiny. Heel counters, polyurethane foam lined 
for а comfortable fit. Hook and eyelet lacing help you get skates on and off quickly, 
stay tight while you skate. Cotton laces. Lockstitched composition sole. State sise 
when ordering. 

Important Skate Size Note: Size chart at bottom of page allows for wearing 1 pair 
of heavy socks . . to find your correct skate size find column which shows your regular 

shoe size, then the row which shows your regular shoe width . . order size skate shown 
in square where the row and column meet. 

Women's. White. B (medium) width only. Sizes 6, 7, 
6 С 10311F—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces... 

Men's. Black. D (medium) width only. Sizes 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
6 C 10211F—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces. . . 

Beginners’ Skates with low-cut vinyl 
uppers and double runners 

$488 ovs ans 
Vinyl uppers clean with damp cloth. 
Double metal runners help young 
ankles adjust to skating, makes bal- 
ancing easier to learn. Cemented 
composition outsole, cushioned in- 
sole. Cotton laces. Taiwan. See Size 
Chart at right for correct fit. Medium 
width; sizes 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. 
State size. 
6 € 10132F—Girls’. White 
6 € 10122F—8oys'. Black 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.. 

Cutslod vane scans bv стан тиги ичинс cosh 

heffeld 
to 

tongue 

3 Skate Tote. Red plaid rubber- 
ized rayon. Handle. Taiwan. 

6 € 10081—Wt. 12 oz......$4.95 

4 Skote Sharpener. For hockey, 
figure skates. 314x344x114 in. 

6 € 10077—Wt. 10 oz...... $1.95 

5 Pom-Pon. Blue/white yam 
ball, bell. Pkg. of 2. Japan. 

6 € 10055—Wt. 4 oz.. Pkg. $1.55 

Figure Skates for the whole family 
with Naugalon® vinyl uppers and 

tempered steel blades 

Synthetic fiber fleece lining 
over polyurethane foam in- 

sulation provides extra 
warmth. Vinyl uppers wipe 
clean with a damp cloth. Cush- 
ioned cotton sock liner. Zinc- 
plated hollow-ground tempered 
steel blades. Water-repellent 
injection molded PVC vinyl 
sole. Firm supporting heel 
counters and reinforced toes. 
Get this bit of Christmas shop- 
ping done—just dial Sears and 
order it right now. See Size 
Chart below before ordering. 
State size. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 2 oz. 

Women's. White. B medium 
width. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
6 C10302F $15.88 

Men's. Black. D medium width. 
Sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. 
6 C 10202F -$15.88 

Cushioned sock liner. Zinc- 
plated tempered steel 

blades. Easy-clean vinyl up- 
pers. Water-repellent injection 
molded PVC vinyl sole. Firm 
heel counter, reinforced toes. 
See Size Chart below before 
ordering. State size. 

Women's. White. B medium 
width. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 

men's and women's 
boy's and girl's 

Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 2 oz. 
6 С10307Ғ............ 312.88 
Girls’. White. Medium width. 
Sizes 13, 1, 2, 3, 4. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 
6 С10137Ғ............ $1288 
Men's. Black. D medium width. 
Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 2 oz. 
6630%7Р............ $12.88 
Boys’. Black. Medium width. 
Sizes 13, 1, 2, 3, 4. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 
6С10127Ғ.......:.... $12.88 

Ice Skate Accessories 
6 Blode Guards. Plastic. Fit all size 

skates. Package of 2. 
6€ 10091—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. Pkg. $1.25 

7 Ankle Supports. Canvas on foam 
rubber. Package of 2. Taiwan. 

8 Skate Socks.-65% Or- 
lon* acrylic, 33% 

Herculon® olefin, 2% 
Lycra® spandex. Sizes 
S(6%-8), M(8%-10), 
L(1014-13). State size S, 

Sizes S(to shoe size 4), M(men's 5-8, M, or L. 
women's 5-10), L(men's 9-13, wo-  6C95961F—Navy 
men's 11). State letter size S, M, or L. 6 C 95962F—Red 
6 €10096F-Shpg. wt. 3 ог. Pkg. $1.35  Shpg. wt. 2 oz.. .. $1.50 

‘Registered DuPont Т.М, 

HOW TO DETERMINE ICE SKATE SIZE—Sized for one pair heavy socks 

Your regular [515 [616 [7] 76 [8] 8X1 э] 9X 110110 111 11%) 12) 12%] 13 
Shoe width For 

Men's т0[17 (11112 112113 
С 16[6 {717 |8|8 |ә] 9 |10]10 [түт [12112 [13з |. 
D.E.EE  e|7 17/8 |8|9 |9|0 [olm inji |12113 |1311 

Your regular | 5 | 5% 1616517174 [8| 8X | 91 9% | 10 | 10% | 11 
shoe width For Regular Shoe Size Above, Order Skate Size Below 
АА AB |5[6 1617 1718 lelo | 9]10 [торт [i 
[317] ele |7|7 |в[в 1919 [molo juju [12 

Women's 

Your regular | Sx [1] 10x [1] 19941 2] 12 33] 33] 310 T2]2X 313] 4 
idth For Regular Shoe Size Above, Order Skate Size Below 

w nmn ]2]2 1313 1414 T 
n np 213 1314 ЕН 

s 
and Girls" [EETEEIEEETEE RERO 

12/13 јаз 1 | 1| 2 



New at Sears! Ghost Images Complete 
Whether or not you have drawing skills, h Ghost Images 

you are free to enjoy painting in full color. Ghost Image 
boards come with a faint color image printed on the painting 

surface, giving you the basic shapes on which to start 
painting. Then you can experiment with different painting 

styles to create your own idual work of art. 

From this... 

to completed 
painting 

Acrylic Fabric 
Painting kit $899 

Fabric painting is a fun and versatile way to decoratively 
paint on clothing and other fabrics. 
COMPOSITION: Six 1xS-in. quality acrylic polymer paints. 
2 Chinese hog bristle brushes with hardwood handles . . . 
clean up easily with water. Also includes one piece of cloth 
with Pe M my design to begin fabric painting on. 

of design guidelines. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

5-in-1 Art Kit. . Oil and Acrylic Paints, 
Pastels, Watercolors and Drawing $2999 

ns everything you will need to complete art art materials co 

lic paints, 1x5 
pencils. Two 

е card and palette 
tine soivent. 24- 

2 cotton canvas panels, 8х10 in. and 10- "sheet convex paper imitation 
wood table easel. Four easy-to-follow instruction portfolios are 

1. 8 tubes of oil paints, ука in.; 6 tubes of 

Shipping weight 3 poe $ r mixing chart; oil painting instr. pamphlet; and acrylic painting 
3N2620. Ki: $8.99 2%4х3Щ in. Brushes, palette knife, pastels from Japan. 

E 432 [Sears] Kit $29.99 
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Bibles in Traditional or Modern Translations 
(1) Personalized King James Bible. Thin and lightweight for easy 
carrying. 1176 total pages. Words of Christ printed red. 17 beautiful 
illustrations in full color. Presentation page, a ily register, and spiri- Ж 
tual gems, all printed on fine parchment paper. Contains 64-page con- Personalized 
cordance and subject index, 8 pages of Bible study helps. Decora- King James Bible 
tive gold-color page edging. from either black or white imitation 
leather covers, available with or without zipper. Each Bible personal- 
ized in gold-color lettering. 8x542x inches thick. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: When ordering the above, please be sure to 
print clearly the name desired on the Bible cover. Sorry, no C.O.D. orders, 
please. Order from the chart below. 

ое $679 

Type of Binding Catalog No. Shog wt | Price 
Black imitation leather without zipper 1946XV | iib. 602. | $6.79 
Black imitation leather with zipper 3C 1954XV | 11Ь. зог. 8.29 
White imitation leather without zipper | 3C 1948XV | 11b.602. 6.79 / 
White imitation leather with zipper 3C 1955XV | 11b.3oz. 829 

(2) xd у Version Study Bibi Bible. Reduced from our 1976 Wisk 
AM са мезане свк ооа асна асаа phe 

r ie register, presentation page, maps, and study 
aids. Black imitation lea! cover. [ovd thick. Gift boxed. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1952—Shipping weight 3 pounds 10 ounces .... 

(3) Large size Kiop Јан James Family A fiver Bible. Reduced from our 
1976 Wist Book ers on Уе rds of Christ in red. 54 full-color 
pictures, F; amily ves color presentation page. index, glossary. 
old-color pus eden. Bound in white pad: imitation leather. 

9x11 Yex2¥¢ in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 195 1—Shipping weight 7 pounds 4 ounces - 49.89 
4) Deluxe King James Family Analytical Bible. 1896 total 

ist's words in red. Family register, repere page, 40-page 
Коюу, а eese се MET tings. Analysis section. 

padded cover. жүүт д ш. К. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 C 1942—Shipping weight 6 pounds 11 ounces $16.99 

(5) New International Version New Testament 
592 total pages. Hard-cover Buskyn binding. 8%4x5%4x1 inch thick. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1941—Shipping weight 2 pounds ... 

(6) New American Standard Bible 
1000 total pgs. Pictures. Bound in black imitation leather. 8x5%@x1 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3C 1944—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. . 

(7 апа 8) Good News Bibles 
[oe pages each. Large, easy-to-read type. ec ee translations. 
xe, sobami yy Maps. Attractive contemporary line drawings. 

(8) Good News Bible with bur- 
gundy padded imitation leather 
Cover. SYax8VAx 11 inches 

ORD. INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. ORD. INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. 
3C 1910 ........... $629 3C1943............... .97.79 
NOTE FOR THIS PAGE: King James Bibles and New International Version 
New Testament not offered for sale in Great Britain. 

59.99 

.$8.79 

m Good News Bible with Е 
blue denim cover. 514x734x114 ^ 
i i After 

other 
sent them o ves. ? Early 

ACTUAL SIZE TYPE ACTUAL SIZE TYPE 

New Bible Book and 
Activity Set for children narrated by Buri ives 

Ness 

e Ten religious Little Golden Books 
collection 

Save 1.17 55" | 
$299«| 3 er #250 Children's King 

meman 

an of MUN, MM and prayers, рави James Bible 

Seinen inches à ek k. I hen measures ТЕТЯ K (14) A D Ley feste 
deep. (12) Bible Book, Activity Set jook-cassette Sets TITLES: Hymns; I Think about God: Bible Stories of 64-page Bible coloring book.6 Beautifully illustrated 32-page books 

Noah's Ark A. e Is Gifts: Heroes, of c the Bible; х crayons. ite; stylus incl. with large easy- зо read type let chil- 
(^ с; My Little C Bible picture stories. Illus. book dren ri Ives tells them 

ORDERING. ME = Book of prayers. Bible stamp book. а Story from the Bibie on a high fidelity 
‘or children ages 3 to.7 years. Gummed stamps. Boxed. erase-proof cassette. Each story cas- 
weight 3 pounds .......... $4.79 13x9%4x1 in. sette includes music and dra- 

(10) The Children’s Bibie 
ee to delight children. 

Approved ie toria board of деу. S12 pages ТИ in thick 
ORDERING INFO: For children ages 3 to 7 years. 

'093—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 15 0z. . 

nos Bible Book and | Phonograph Record Set 

pages. 
ORDERING INFO: For children ages 6 to 12 years. 
3 C 1900—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces . ..$5.89 

Catalog page scams by бнаа рена com 

ORDER INFO: For children 3-7. 
3C1901-Wt. 2 Ibs. 11 ог. .$4.79 

(13) Children's King James 

ае cover. Christ's words 
is red. 17 color illus. n regis- 
ter, presentation spiri- 
tual gems. 64- аге, es 
concordance јесі index. 8- 
page Bible study P TAxSVax Ta 
in. 1176 pages. 
ORDER INFO: For children 6-12. 
ЗС 1950—Wt. 11b.60z..$6.79 

matic sound effects. For children's con- 
venience, each cassette is recorded on 
both sides—makes 
sary. When the firs aide is fished yur just 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
For uei es 5 to 10. Shipping 
weight each 
SCI9O2 raton " 3C1903-Noah 
3C1904-Jonah 3C1905-Daniel 
3C1907-Esther  3C1908-David 
Price when you buy one set ....$2.89 
Price when you buy 3 sets .Еа. #2.50 



Dust at your back, wind in your face. . . you're 
streaking down the path on a 20-inch Motocross-look Bike 

3-speed Bike with heavy-duty 
frame and wide flange hub 

Twist-grip shift for 
two-handed control 

even while shifting 

Simulated fuel tank 

Front springs and 

rear shock absorbers 
to smooth bumps 

Heavy-duty frame 

reinforced for 
added strength 

Simulated exhaust 
chain guard 

Wrap-around tread 
on knobby tires 
for added traction 



WALK 
LIVELY 

BARBIE AND FRIENDS (1 thru 4) 
Just push their Walk "№ Turn stands . . they'll swing 
their arms, turn their heads and step back and forth 

Walk-Lively 
Ken, Steffie 
and Barbie 

-~ around to go the other way. Girls have shiny 
rooted hair and wear bright pantsuits; Ken has 
molded hair, wears a sportshirt and slacks. АШ 
are vinyl. For ages 4 to 12. Wt. each 1 Ib. 
(1) 49N3085-Walk-Lively Ken; 12 
(2) 49N30849-Walk-Lively Steffie; 11'/, in.4.97 
(3) 49N30848-Walk-Lively Barbie; 11'/in.4.97 

NOTE FOR ALL ITEMS ON PAGE: Due to 
small size, items аге NOT recommended for chil- 
dren under 4 years old. 

432 [Esse] 
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“Hot Togs” 
Outfit plus pupoy 

$382 

For any 11'4-inch 

doll: shorts, top, 
jacket, tights, boots, 
cap and poseable 
dog. Ages 4 to 12. 

Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 N 31237 ..$3.82 

Accessory Pak 

For any 11inch 
doll: heels, flats, stock- 
ings, purse and belt. 
Ages 4 to 12. 

Shipping wt. 2 oz. 
49 N 30682....$1.99 

Barbie Case 
With hangers, drawer, 
Room for 11'-in. 
doll, her access: 
(doll, access. not incl. у, 

. Vinyl 10x3x12 in. Ages 
4 to 12. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49 №30468....52 10 

5 Pretty Hair; 11'4 in. 
tall. In long dress; heels. 

49 N 30832 ....... $5.99 

(5 and 6) 

Barbie and 
Francie have 

GROWIN Ё 
PRETTY HAIR 

Change their 
hairdos from short 

to long with 
a gentle 

ри!! 

ET Leia with Growin’ 
11 in, tall. 

In iss P eo heels, 
Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 

49N30839 ....... $5.99 
Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 

Manage the Barbie Boutique 
o $ 799 мы 

Open your very own elegant fashion 'n wig shop. - 
Display your "best-selling" Barbie clothes and 
shoes (not incl.) on the racks. There's a shelf, wig 
block, display counter, chair for customers . . 
even a Barbie "mannequin". Opens to 21x15x22 
in. high. Vinyl. For ages 4 to 12. 
79N31129C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $7.99 

Mattel's 
Hair Fair 

Includes 1 vinyl “Ваг- 
bie-size'' head with 
short rooted hair; ad- 
ditional wiglet, wig, 
ponytail, accessories. 
For ages 4 to 12. 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

49 N 31027....$294 



For KEN and BRAD 

Each $285 тало dolls 
iot incl. 

Casual Cords. Outfit with 
pants, top, vest and shoes. 

49 N 31182-Shpg. wt. 6 oz. $2.85 

Midnight Blues. An elegant 
suit complete with shoes. 

49 N 31184-Shpg. wt. 6 oz. $2.85 

3 Way-out West. Outfit with 
pants, top, scarf and shoes. 

49 N 31185-Shpg. wt. 6 oz. $2.85 

Brown on Brown. Complete 
suit including the shoes. 

49 N 31183-Shpz. wt. 6 oz. $2.85 

42 
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Designer Originals 
from the б Collection 

For SKIPPER 
and TIFF 

Each $297 бома. 
Б Red, White 'N Blues . . 

set of 2 outfits: ruffled 
maxi dress and shorts set. 
Shoes. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 М 3112. ......... 92.97 

6 Party Pair includes 
dress, fuzzy coat, ny- 

lons, shoes. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 31128. ++%297 

For FRANCI 
11-10, dolls not incl. 

9 Double Ups; 2 outfits. 
Shorts set and maxi out- 

fit. Boots, cap, purse. 

49 N 3105--Wt. 6 oz, $3.49 

8 Long View; gown, shoes. 
Shipping weight 5 oz. 

49 N 3104 .$2.99 

9 Bridal Beauty; gown, 
veil, bouquet, shoes. 

49 N 3106—Wt. б oz. $3.49 

For BARBIE, PJ, CHRISTIE, STEFFI 

10 Purple Pleasers. Mod 
maxi skirt, top, shoes, 

49 N 31218-Wt. 3 oz. $1.99 

Hi Sweetheart Satin; wed- 
ding gown, veil, shoes, 

49 N 31205-Wt. 3 oz. $1.49 

]9 O'Boy Corduroy; midi- 
jumper, blouse, boots. 

49 N 31221-Wt. 3 oz. $2.74 

$149 to $344 tcn. dolls not included 

13 Suede 'n Fur; sensa- 
tional midi-coat over 

skirt and body-suit; boots. 
Shipping weight 6 oz. 

49 N 3103.......... $3.44 

14 Groovin' Gauchos; 
outfit PLUS 45-rpm 

record, Blouse, purse, 
boots, pants. Wt. 10 oz. 
498N31118......... $2.87 

NOTE: Items on this page NOT recommended for children under age 3. 

for Barbie and her Friends 

Q 

nd 

"ALLE! 

Each Set 
| Was $3.99 

»X 

KEN'S 
“Casual All-Stars” 
Wardrobe Set 

Two super outfits for Ken (or 
any 12-inch play doll) . . plus 
accessories. Set includes trou- 
sers, dress shirt, sport shirt, 
jacket, shoes and more. 

Shipping weight 3 ounces. 
49 N 31058........ Set $2.99 

об pace scans by chrisinas-qmarssteiwical conr 

SKIPPER'S 
“Young Ideas” Set 

Four super outfits plus 
accessories for Skipper or 
any 9-inch play friend. 

Set includes coat, party 
dress, shorts set, suit plus 
shoes, nylons and more. 

Shipping weight 3 oz. 
49 М 31023...... Set $2.99 

FRANCIE'S 
“Pretty Power'' Set 

Three outfits plus acces- 
sories for any 11-inch gal. 
Incl. jacket, dress, skirt, 
vest, pj's, blouse and more. 

Shipping weight 3 oz. 

“Fashion Bouquet” 
BARBIE SET 

Four fun fashions plus acces- 
sories for Barbie or any 1114- 
inch doll. Incl. jacket, pj's, 
pants set, dresses and more. 

Shipping weight 3 oz. 

“Glamour Group” 
BARBIE SET 

Five terrific outfits plus ac- 
cessories for any 11léin. 
doll. Includes 3 dresses, pj's, 
and coat plus shoes, nylons 
and more. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 

49 N 31057.,....5Ѕеі $2.99 49 N 31054... .... Set $2.99 49 N 31053....... Set $2.99 

T 
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Rock ‘n Stroll 
Carriage 

Cut 51 

Pink butterfly design makes 
this one of the prettiest car 

riages in town . . lift-out body 
and hood unit let's it double as 
a handy spring-action doll cra 
dle with tubular steel legs. 

Molded plastic body, wheels 
and tires. Folding vinyl hood 
features pretty lace curtains 
Tubular steel frame. 27x11x27 
in, high overall. Sent partly as 
sembled, Ages 3 to 7 
79 C 33038C—Wt. 7 Ibs. .*8.99 

est Italian cra 
k wk 

you a truly contine 
has snap-on st 

the rain. Chrome-p 
high. Unassei 
79 C33561L Shippi 

OE анайы ан ӨЙ 

ated tubular m 
bled. Italy. Ages 4 to 9. 

z weight 16 pounds 

3-in-1 
Stroller 
Drop the 

reclining back 

It's a stroller, a sleeper and a lift 
up high chair all in one! Pretty 

mushroom print decorates removable 
vinyl canopy and tote bag. Molded 
plastic seat lifts up for use as a high 
chair reclining back lets bab 
à nap anywhere, Play tray, wheels, 

1 adjustable footrest are dura 
ble astic ] tubular steel 
frame. Stroller measures 20x12x28 
inches high overall. Sent partly as: 
sembled. For children ages 3 to 7 
79 C 33024C—Wt. 7 Ibs 59.99 

tires а: 

Deluxe Coach 
e It's our largest—coach 

body is 26 inches long 

@ It's stylish—covered in 
"wet-look" vinyl 

52495 

anship combines large 15-inch diame: 
ack wrought metal suspension bars to 

tal coach. Folding vinyl hood with 
t protects dolly from 

al handle. 30x11x25 inches 

$24.95 

BURGUNDY 
STROLLER. . 
It's a sleeper, 

a car seat 

anda 
rocker, too 

BURGUND 
CARRIAGE . . 

spring suspension, 
tote bag and 
storm shield 

just like mom's 

The Burgundy Bunch. . each $1199 я 
"7 Carriage. You'll be the envy of the 

sidewalk strolling scene with this styl. 
ish coach, It's just like mom's and so big 
that even your largest dolls can ride in 
the 22-inch long body. Molded plastic 
body matches burgundy storm shield, ad. 
justable folding hood and detachable tote 
bag. Molded plastic wheels and tires 
Plated, tubular steel frame. Measures 
28x12x29 inches high overall. Sent partly 
assembled, for children ages 3 to 7. Like 
everything else in Sears books, it's so 
easy to order by telephone. 

nipping weight 8 pounds. 
79 C 33039C $1199 

Stroller. The perfect sidewalk stroller 
for large families . . you can walk 2 of 

your favorite dolls at the same time. when 
your stroll is over, back reclines for baby's 
nap. . or lift out burgundy plastic body for 
car seat or dolly rocker. Fringed canopy 
with “peek-a-boo” window and detachable 
tote bag match body. Plastic wheels and 
tires. Plated, tubular steel frame. 21x13x32 
inches high overall. Sent partly assembled. 
For children ages 3 to 7. 
Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

79С 33041С 



Quick Curl 
Miss America* 

nt Quick Curl rooted hair 
and styling accesso- 

ries. This 11-inch vinyl 
doll's evening gown is ac- 
cented with scepter, crown 
and "roses", 

Shipping weight 10 oz. 
49N 30019 $4.87 

Mod Hair 
Ken 

$388 

2 Change Ken’s appear- 
ance. Add stick-on 

moustaches, beard or 
sideburns to match his 
rooted mod-length brown 
hair. Vinyl 12-in. doll has 
à checked jacket, slacks, 
dickey, shoes. Bendable 

Dolis (3 thru 5 i 

Quick Curl 
Barbie and Friends 

Each $388 

(3 thru 5) You can се- 
ate any Һаїгзїу\‹ 
easy to do using curler 
and comb. No wetting or 
setting. Each vinyl doll 
has rooted hair, Twist 'n 
Turn waist, bendable legs. 

3 Quick Curl Skipper. 
Long blond hair. 9 in. 

tall. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49N 30018 .......... $3.88 

4 Quick Curl Kelley. 
Long auburn hair. 

11% in. tall. Wt. 9 oz. 
49N30012............$3.88 

5 Quick Curl Barbie. 
Long blond hair. 114 

in, tall, Stes wt. 9 oz. 
49 М30011............93.88 

NOTE: Items on this раде 
for ages 4 to 10. Not rec- 
ommended for children 
under 3, due to small 
parts. 

It's easy to make these fashion dolls smile 
when you fix their hair іп all kinds of styles . . 

legs. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 30016 $3.88 

Miss America® used under 
license trom Miss America 

Low, low price for 
Barbie Pool Party 

Only эт dolis not 
included 

Barbie Townhouse 

$ 1488 dolls not 
included 

City living in high style for Barbie 
friends. Spacious 6-room plastic 

house is over 316 feet tall. Working 
elevator stops at all 3 floors . . just 
pull the string and lock it into place. 
Rooms contain modern 

All Barbie's friends are in the 
swim. This above-ground pool 
measures 16x5 in. high overall 

. holds 3 gallons of water. Pool 
is made of plastic with a vinyl 
lining. Vinyl mat sets backyard 
scene. Also, plastic sundeck, 
ladder, slide, diving board and 

furniture. .3 floating chaise lounge. Assem- hin cce 
chairs, sofa, table, bed and easy chair. bly instructions included. Ship- MD CONE: 

instructions included. ping weight 2 Ibs. 
1C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. . $14.88 49N 30846 ............... $4.97 

isin Bao cane үүнүүнү 

79 М 30864C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. . 

Barbie's two-doll 
Sleep 'n Keep Case 

$699 dol 

For travel, for storage or for play . . this fold-out 
case opens into a bedroom with twin beds. Includes 
roomy closet, two doll compartments, hanger bar 
with hangers, an accessory shelf and two twist-lock 
pockets for extra storage space. 
Washable vinyl case measures 17x3x13 inches high 

lis, accessories 
not included 

$6.99 

"Charge It” if you wish. . see page 270 

HAIR CARE DOLLS 
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BOXING 
Strengthens the 

body and sharpens 
reflexes and 
coordination 

Striking Bag Set 
With bag, platform, mitts 

Wish f Book 

value) Cut ‘7 
1975 Spring/Summer 5 22 95 
Big Book was *36.95 

An exciting way to improve timing and power. 
Heavy-duty vinyl striking bag . „тей with black 
stripes. Bladderless bag inflates with needle (in- 
cluded). Rugged steel platform adjusts 9 in. up 
and down by just loosening four bolts. Lagi en- 
amel finish with contrasting yellow target 

Particle board rebound drum (23 in in diatse 
ter, % in. thick) with smooth-working bag swivel 
bracket. Partially assembled. Heavy vinyl, pro- 
style striking mitts with padded backs and snug- 
fitting elastic cuffs. Black. One size fits all. Strik- 
ing mitts made in Hong Kong. 
6C 14167C—Shipping weight 12 lbs. .Set $29.95 

Save *1 to*2 
YOUTH ADULT 

Was *6.99 Was *8.99 
last istmas last Christmas 

$599 | s799 
SET OF 1 PAIR YOUTH 

AND 1 PAIR ADULT GLOVES 

iy. * 29 
Boxing Gloves 

Soft vinyl gloves with fully-padded backs, cuffs 
and thumbs to protect puncher and opponent. 
Pro-style palm grips. Elastic cuffs hug wrists for 
comfortable fit. Black and gold-color. Hong 
Kong. Youth (9 to 12 yrs.) or adult (12 yrs. and 
up) sizes. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
6C 14153— Youth. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. .. . Pair $5.99 
6С 14154—Adult. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. air 7.99 

Set of 1 pair youth, 1 pair adult gloves. 
6С 14172—Shipping weight 4 lbs. ...Set $12.98 

Cusiod page scans be cheisinias пичек соз 

AN Archery—a family game, a test of skill 

( 3 x TARGET SETS 

Fred Bear '76er™ 
Take-down Target Set 

Here's a set that's bound to add more bull’s-eyes 
to your score. Bow is 58 in. long with 25 to 30-Ib. 
draw. Lightweight, strong magnesium handle se- 
curely holds fiber glass limbs. Adjustable bow 
sight. Special insert lets you attach accessories. 
Pistol grip. Tip overlays protect bow ends. Da- 
cron* polyester bowstring with finger protectors 
and string sight. Includes 4 cedar arrows, bow- 
stringer, armguard, quiver, instr. booklet, target. 
For right-handed shooters only, 
8C27121C- Shipping weight 4 Ibs, (s $38.95 
"Reg. DuPont T.M. 

1 Little Bear® Set. Recurve-type, 
48-inch bow. Fiber glass strips 

laminated to select rock maple (cho- 
sen for its straight, strong grain). 
Deep recurve bend in limbs put great 
power and accuracy in a short, easy- 
to-handle bow. Twenty-pound draw. 

Laminated bow resists warping 
from temperature or humidity. Da- 
cron* polyester bowstring. Sculpted 
handle with thumb rest helps boost 
accuracy. Set includes 4 cedar ar- 
TOWS, quiver, armguard, shooting tab, 
target. For right-handed shooters only. 
6С 27104C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. .. .$34.95 

9 Golden Bear® Set. Long 60-inch 
fiber glass bow combines easy 

draw and smooth release to help 
build archery skills quickly. Set in- 
cludes 30-Ib. draw recurve bow with 
Dacron* polyester bowstring, 4 cedar 
arrows, belt quiver, armguard, shoot- 
ing tab, target and instruction book- 
let. For right or left-handed shooters, 
6C27105C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. ...$19.88 

3 Youth Set. Smooth draw, 56-in. 
fiber glass bow with 25-lb. draw— 

excellent for beginning archers. Da- 
cron* polyester bowstring. Set in- 
cludes 4 cedar arrows, quiver, arm- 
guard, shooting tab, target, instruc- 
tions. For right or left-handed shooters. 
6C27135C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ...$14.95 

4 Red Bear Set. Short length (50 
in.) and light draw (approx. 15 

Ibs.) of fiber glass bow are just right 
for the youngsters. Dacron* polyester 
bowstring. Three cedar arrows, quiv- 
er, target, instructions included. For 
right or left-handed shooters. Not a toy. 
6C27102C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. .... $8.95 

5 Archery Rack. Provides neat 
Storage for 2 bows and 24 arrows. 

(not incl.) Solid hardwood with wal- 
nut finish. Arrows store with points 
nestled in rack for safety. 2412x32 in. 
inassembled. Ui 

6С 27251С—Јарап. Wt. 5 ІЬѕ....98.95 2pkgs.for . 

Set was *48.95 

Cedar Arrows. 28 in. 
Pkg. of 6. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
6C27155C . me e 
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Oil Painting Kit 

(1thru 10) Ghost Image? Sets 
shown on facing раде 

TITLES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 
"m aan Nonsuch at Sea 

) Polperro Harbor 
N 2636—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

(3) English Villa, РА 2633 sipe wt 2 
үн Still Life-Fruit 

2630—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
e Swiss Chateau 
2639—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 ог. 

e Still Life-Flowers 
2632—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 

9}, Waterside Oasthouses 
2634—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 оз... 

e. The Parrot 
263 1—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

9) 5 Pathway 
Sh 2635" Sipe, wt 2 lbs, 4 oz. 
010) bs Lowtide at Loch Carron 

638—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

Just say "Charge It" when you phone 
your order. . . see page 277 

402. 

4-in-1 Acrylic $ 
Paint Art Kit 2 18 kt 

COMPOSITION: Art mediums include: 8 tubes acrylic paints, 34x4 
ium; 12 tubes watercolors, 14x3 in., 4 watercolor 

plastic watercolor cup. 10-sheets, 
eraser, san 10х14-іп., 5 po- 

lastic table easel. 4 instruction booklets. ‘inyl case measures 
18x12V2x4 in. . . . carries all your supplies. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N 2607—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 4 02...................... Kit $21.88 

Gaio pabé scáne ty йй кийа a poni 

(11) Jon Gnagy's 
Master Art Studio 

ESTON Art materials for 3 — 
. pastels, watercolors, дгамі 

25 E pastels; two 8-color watercolor 
ettes and 2 watercolor brushes. 4 pencils, 
3 sketching chalks, 2 shading stomps, 2 
erasers, парай pencil кеи 15 

[T 176 d DA books totaling and stick figure 
flip book for action incl. 21x15x3 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3N 2610—Wt 4 lbs. Set $7.99 

(12) Jon Gnagy's Art Studio 
COMPOSITION. Art materials for 3 medi 

watercolors and dra: 
ing. ing. 25 ‘oil pastels; two 8-color. watercolor 
palettes, Cte brush. 3 pencils, 3 piece 

E shading stomp, eraser, sand- 
pene ee 15 sheets 
Ae instruction 

flip book for ac- 
tion Ep e puer in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N 2627—Wt. 2165. 7 oz. ...Set $4.99 

ot ani 
OR 

(13) Tole Painting Kit 
Now you can decorate your own lamps, 
milkpails, cans and many other items 
with this tole kit especially for painting 
on hard surfaces. 
COMPOSITION Twelve quality artist oil 
m 4x4 inches, for painting on hard 

Pu sableine Chinese hog rene uL 
with black lacquer hardwood han 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N 2621—Wt 2 lbs. ........ Kit $4.99 

(14) Lightweight 
Aluminum Easel 

CONSTRUCTION: Locks canvases or 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 М 27599C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ..$13.49 

Buy the easy way—order by phone. 

m 
$1349 

(15) 16-tube Oil 
Paint Outfit 

(16) 18-tube Acrylic 
Paint Set 

$1849 
COMPOSITION: Sixteen tubes 
of oil paints: eight tubes of 
standard colors, each 1x4 
inches; seven tubes of more 
exotic colors including gold, 
each 14x4 inches; one large 
tube of white paint, 12х62 
in. Also includes four brushes, 
non-toxic Turpenoid® turpen- 
tine substitute, linseed oil, 
palette, palette knife, palette 
cup, 9x12-in. painting panel 
and a color mixing guide. Oil 

t su] in outfit come 
in a sturdy vinyl carrying 
case that measures 14x14x2 
in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 8 oz. 
3N2625 .......... $18.49 

$1749 
COMPOSITION: Fast-drying 
easy-to-mix acrylic paints in 
vibrant colors. Includes 18 
tubes of paint, each *4x4 
inches: 17 tubes of standard 
colors and 1 tube of white 
5 ais, | к=з three 

palette, 
palette knife, 10x14-inch 
painting panel and a color 
mixing 
eraser, three sheets of tex- 
tured рај RES i anda 
paoi lesson. Vinyl carry- 
ing case holds all acrylic sup- 
plies, 16x10%4x2%⁄4 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

. wt. 5 Ibs. 
3N 2605 .......... $17.49 

(17) Conni Gordon's 
Beginner's Paint Set 

5849 
COMPOSITION: Fast-dry- 
ing easy-to-mix acrylic 

ts in six vibrant colors. 
ncludes seven tubes of 

acrylic paint, each 1%%х5 
inches: six standard colors 
and one tube of white paint. 
Also includes two brushes, 

medium, palette, pal- 
ette knife, 9x12 inch paint- 
ing panel and three мину, ] 
ractice painting ра, 
asy-to-follow Conni 

don four-step painting Jes- 
son is included. Set mea- 
sures 154x105 x1% inches. 
Set comes boxed. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 10 oz. 
3№2604.......... $8.49 



issues 
of " V Dynamite" magazine; De 

(3) Media fun for 
Teens. Seven-pa- 

rback set. Titles 

(5) Six Encyclopedia 
Browns in a Bag. 6-book set 
of mysteries (answers in 

and New incl.: The Truth Баск). Titles: Encyclo| 
en on M*A*S*H, Six Million about Fonzie, Jim- Brown: ү Detective, > 

Dollar Man vs. the Bionic Wom- my Walker—the  clopedia Brown Finds the 
an, Fonzie and Pinky Face the -o-Mite Kid, АП Clues, Gets His Man, Ency- 
Future, John Travolta Barbarino About M*A*S*H,  clopedia Brown Keeps the 
and Beyond, Dynamite meets Nashville: City of Беке, Encyclopedia Brown 
Donnie and Marie, Charlie Brown Sound. . . and M NEM CHO tja Bec 
Superstar. . . and more. Fun- more. 819 pages. 4x7 робну lumbing, Other 
facts, magic tricks, posters, iron- 
on transfers, baseball cards and 
much more in ea. issue. Pa 
bound. 8V2x11 in. 320 pgs. in 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs. 
a Set $5.99 

2 А бим of Bananas. Ten 
Bananas Magazine. lirst issues of 

Each incl. a free poster, stories 
t TV shows and stars, detec- 

tive stories, puzzles, hilarious 
tongue-in-cheek stories and more. 
Issues incl. Baretta, Elton John, 
Six Million Dollar Man, The 
Fonz, Sweathogs, John Denver, 
The Beatles, Charlie's Angels and 

|. 81х11 in. 320 

3C1215 .. 

теч I do Collection. 
Titles: Movie 

Monster "em ees Puzzles 
and Silly Riddles, Font Em 
Ор ecd Out Greeti: 
Card Book, Clever Cooks Cooks and 
more. 638 in all. 5x7 to 
814x11 in. Plus 33x22 in. Silky 

more. Paperback. 
Over 6 pas. cach. S¥axS'2 to 

ORE INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
эст Set $3.69 

Les 1) The Answer Book. 
2-4 po people, the 

and more. v- 

ет. xig 81х11 in. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 
3C1568............ Set $4.89 

Just say "Charge It" when you phone your order 
. see page 303 

(13 and 14) How and Why. 
are covered in depth. Flexible paper covers. Each Fascinating topics are 

book 48 pages. 81;х11 inches. 

(13) Wildlife studies. 
Titles: Wild Animals; Dino- 
saurs; Birds; Insects; Wild 
Flowers; Fish. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Ibs. 

Сарой pane scans by chrisimat-mausetechiicid сот 

to 514x714 in. ysteries. Ea. over 70 pgs. 
. Plastic ORDER INFO: S'%x7¥ in. Р: 

Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. bag, handle. 
3C1208...8e0 4539 ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 

3C1207....... One set 43.49 
(4) Sports. Five- 
paperback set. Ti- 
tles: Questions & 
Answers about 

'eird Mo- 
ments in Car 
сах А l About -die 

otorcycles, Pro 
Football Quiz Book. 

Two or more sets ..Ea. 3.00 

(6) Six Cliffords in A Bag. 
6-book set features Clifford 
the Dog. 
fond the Pig Red Dog, Clitford 

Clifford 
job, Б СШ Takes а 

569 pgs. 7x4% in. una s gi Clif- 

Plus two 22x33 in. 
posters: Motorcy- с, pr 
cling Tips, Skiing. ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 3C 1206.......Oneset $3.49 

Set $5.99  3C1211...Set $4449 Twoor more sets ..Ea. 3.00 

(B) Puzzling Collection. Ten- 
usce set. Titles incl: Brain 

easers, Mazes and Mysteries, 
Monster Jokes and Riddles, Pi. 
rate Р! le Power . 
and more. 6x8 in. 64 pgs. each. 
Plus 1 Circus, 1 Monster poster, 
each 22x33 in. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shipping mm 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 
3С 1205 „Set $7. 

10) 

Down, Ridiculous World Rec- 
ords, Tons of Trivia. . . and 
more. 556 pages in all. 4x7 to 
54x74 in. 22x33 in. Astrolo- 
gy poster. 
ORDERING INFO: OE nt 
ртт уат Set $499 

(12) Weekly Reader Begin- 
ning Dictionary. Over 5,000 еп. 
tries. Hardcover. 352 pages. 
8x11% in. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
3С 1567.......... .$679 

. Six Book Sets 

т Natural Phenomen; 
ins Rocks and Minerals; 

Weather; Trees; The Human 
Body; Stars; Science Experi- 
ments. 
ORDER INFO: 
3C1435-Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. .Set $3.99 

Pre-Readers can look, 

oks touch and sniff with b 
that make learning fu 

(15) Touch Me Book. 20 textured 
pages, fun to touch. Hardcover. 
ORDERING INFO: 4x5¥@ in. 
3 С 16305—Wt. ea. 8 oz. 
Pricefor one ............. ..*299 
Two or more 

(16) Pat the Bunny. Surprise 
touch, move, sniff. 20 pages. 
cover. 

ORDERING INFO: 4x5 in. 
3c IM WEIN: З OK. 
Pricefor опе. .1299 
Two or more . -Each 270 
(37 Fun-to-do Collection. Set of 

holastic paperbacks featuring 
codes, riddles, recipes, car- 

toons, magic tricks and more. 404 
pages in all plus 26x33 in. color post- 
er. 11x8!35, in. 
ORDERING INFO: 
3C 1202—Wt. set 2 lbs. ..... Set $7.99 

(18) ^M 's Fragrance Forest. Dis- 
Cover the smells of sage, cedar, mint and 
more as Bambi explores a lush forest. 28 
pages. Hardcover. 91x9% in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1438—Wt. 10 oz. $329 

m Sweet Smet of Christmas. Find 
fragrances like 

pages. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3C 1548—Wt. 10 oz. -$3.29 

(20) Learning Bee Books. Set of six 
32-page paperbound books. Word-pic- 
ture association activities are fun, educa- 
tional. Coloring, stamp-pasting and 
more. 8x11 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3€ 1547—Wt. set 1 lb. 8 oz. Set $3.88 

21) Tiny м 5 Chook KURDE with 
row Tape. Large, lif yet ictures in 

bright non-toxic inks help identify 
objects by shape, picture. Thread-sewn 

. Each book: 12 pages, 64x64 as 
tape is 244x51 in. „ Titles: 

dy Bear, Bow Wow, My House, Pinky 
Panda, Pussy Cat, Cindy Lou. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3С 16301—Wt 9 oz. ... 
(22) Setof 8 Cloth Books. Bright 
tures in non-toxic inks help teach little 
ones to identify objects in the world 
around them. Durable, machine wash- 
able. Each book: 6 pages, 5x5 in. En- 
land. Titles: Train, Owl, Pussy Cat, 

Ducks, Round About, Puppy, Car and 
Clown. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3С 157. „жї. 4 от.. Set $3.99 

(23) Tiny Tot's 10-book Library. Du- 
vinyl bound in thread. Non-toxic 

Set $2.99 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
ЗС 1506—Wt. 9 о2...... ...Set $2.99 

(24) Sunny 24-book Library. Books 
эпа flexible board covers. Non-toxic 

book 24 pages, 5!x7!4 in. Ti- 
i бес оні, Putt-Putt, Traveling ae 
ciane, An Жину y Dumpty, Ni 
Neighborhood, Holiday at Greenfield 
Farm, Toby Runs Away, тету Plays 
Policeman, er's Donkey, Bobbie 
Hada Ni ; Duckling, 51 ‘ime rais er- 
bread Man, Oid] icDonald's Dn cs 
Comes the Fireman, Here Comes the 
Train, Pandora, Hi esperus. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1653—71. 2 lbs. 

More books for Beginning thru 
Teen Readers (pgs. 428 thru 430) 

Set $4.49 

it; [Sears] 427 



Motocross-look Bikes share the 
exciting styling of Motocross 

Track Bikes, but frames and other 
parts are made to Sears standards 
for regular bikes and not intended 

for stunting or competition 

(A) 3-speed Bike with heavy-duty 
frame and wide flange hub 

SPEEDS: 3-speed with gear ratio range of 
38 to 68. Twist-grip shifter. 
BRAKES: Easy-to-use rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Wide flange front hub 
for added strength. Wide, knobby tires 
for traction; 20x2.125 inches. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE 
Heavy-duty, steel frame; black. Moto- 
cross-style, red plastic fenders, simulated 
fuel tank. Spring suspension in front, 
shock absorbers in rear helps ride. Moto- 
cross-style handlebars with padded 
crossbar. Waffle hand grips; black vinyl. 
Padded vinyl, motocross-style saddle; 
black. For leg lengths of 23 to 31 in., see 
How-to-Measure Note below, right. 
COMPONENTS: Number plate. Rat-trap 

als; black. Kickstand. Reflectors; see 
flector Note below, right. 

ORDER INFORMATION: See “N” Suffix 
Note, f. 330. Sent partially assembled; see 
Assembly Note, Bike Warranty below. 
6 N 45726N—Wt. 54 lbs. .$128.99 

(B) Single-speed Bike with 
heavy-duty frame and 
simulated headlamps 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Easy-to-use rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Chrome-plated steel 
rims. Wide, 20x2.125-in. knobby tires. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADOLE: Gloss 
black, heavy-duty steel frame with razor- 
back plastic fenders, S-curve, motocross- 
style handlebars with crossbar, Waffle 
hand grips; black vinyl. Padded vinyl, 
motocross-style saddle; black. Recom- 
mended for leg lengths of 23 to 31 inches, 
see How-to-Measure Note below, right. 
COMPONENTS: Simulated headlamps. 
Amoer pinte: Rat-trap pegas black. 
Kickstand. Reflectors; see Reflector Note 
below, right. 
ORDER INFO: See “N” Suffix, Note, p. 
330. Sent partially assembled, see Assem- 
bly Note, Bike Warranty below, right. 
6 N 45759N—Shpg. wt. 40 Ibs. . $89.99 

(C) Evel Knievel single-speed Bike 
with simulated fuel tank 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Easy-to-use rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: 20x1.75-in. knobby tires, 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: White 
steel frame with raised fork. White plas- 
tic, metal-braced fenders. Red, white and 
blue Evel Knievel design on simulated 
fuel tank and on padded, motocross- 
style, vinyl saddle. Black motocross-style 
handlebars with crossbar. Waffle grips; 
black vinyl. Black, under-seat brace. Rec- 
ommended for leg lengths of 23 to 31 in. 
See How-to-Measure Note, right. 
COMPONENTS: Number plate. Reflec- 
torized, block pedals; black. Kickstand. 
Reflectors; see Reflector Note, at right. 
ORDER INFO: See “N” Suffix Note, p. 
330. Sent partially assembled. See Assem- 
bly Note, Bike Warranty af right. 
6 N 45739N—Shpz. wt. 40 lbs. . $74.99 

(D) Boys’ and Girls 
single-speed Bikes 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Easy-to-use rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: 20x1.75-in. knobby tires. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: Flat 
black steel frame with yellow plastic 
fenders. Black motocross-style handle- 
bars with crossbar. Waffle handgrips and 
padded, banana-style saddle made of vi- 
nyl; yellow on Girls’, black on Boys’. For 
leg lengths of 23 to 31 inches, see How-to- 
Measure Note at right. 
COMPONENTS: Number plate. Plastic 
pedals are yellow on Girls' bike and black 
on Boys' bike. Kickstand. Reflectors; see 
Reflector Note at right. 
ORDER INFO: See “N” Suffix Note, t 
330. Partly assembled. See Assembly 
Note, Bike Warranty at right. Wt. 40 lbs. 
6 N 45728N—Boys' model . $63.99 
6 N 45729N—Girls’ model. ..... 63.99 
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single-speed Motocross Track Bikes with heavy-duty, 
inch frames designed to withstand off-the-road competition 

Bike with yoke-style racing fork plus a 
large pedal crank for fast acceleration 

$7999 

Bike with reinforced, 
girder-style front fork and 
reinforced spokes and rims 

Girder-style fork 

and motocross-style 
handlebars are reinforced 

Wrap-around 
knobby tread tires 

ө Reinforced rims, spokes 

Large pedal crank for fast acceleration. 
SPEEDS. Single speed. 
BRAKES: Easy-to-use rear coaster brake, 

WHEELS. TIRES: 20x1.75 inch, wrap-around knobby 
tires; black sidewalls. Chrom Did a steel rims, 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: Red enamel and 
chrome-plated steel frame with yoke-style front fork. 
Motocross handlebars, Motocross racing saddle and 
waffle grips; black vinyl. Recommended for | 
at 23 ri a inches, see How-to-Measure Note below. 

IMPONENTS: Number plate. Black rat- 3 
Kickstand. Reflectors; see Reflector Note sl cn 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See “N” Suffix Note, p. 
330. Sent partially assembled, see Assembly Note be- 

‚ low. Sce Motocross Bike Warranty below. 
6N 4575 1N—Shipping weight 39 pounds ... $79.99 

SPEEDS; Single speed. 
BRAKES: Easy-to-use rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: 20x2.125-in. wrap-around, knobby 
tires; black sidewalls, Heavy-duty, chrome-plated steel 
rims and spokes to withstand jolts and ruts. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Yellow, wedge-style 
frame. Heavy-duty girder fork and heavy-duty, flat 
iron-like steel handlebars with padded crossbar. Racing 
saddle and waffle grips; black vinyl. Recom. for leg 
lengths of 23 to 28 in., see How-to-Measure Note below. 
COMPONENTS: Black rat-trap pedals. Kickstand. Re- 
flectors; see Reflector Note, below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See “N” Suffix Note, p. 330. 
Sent partially bled, see Assembly Note below, See 
Motocross Bike Warranty, below. 
6 N 45715N—Shipping weight 42 pounds ...$108.99 

BICYCLE WARRANTY 

FULL 30-DAY WARRANTY ON MECHANICAL ADJUSTMENTS: For 30-days from the date of 
purchase, when proper assembly and maintenance procedures detailed in the Owner's Manual are 
followed, Sears will perform, free of charge, any mechanical adjustments that are necessary for 
proper operation of the bike. when used in a normal manner (which does not include use with а 
motor or for motocross) 
FULL 1-YEAR WARRANTY ON PARTS: For ! year from the date of purchase. Sears will. free of 
charge. repair or replace and install a replacement part for any defective part of bicycle. when used 
п a normal manner (which does not include use with a motor or for motocross). If bike is used for 
commercial or rental purposes. this warranty applies for only 30 days from date of purchase. 
FULL WARRANTY ON FRAME FOR USABLE LIFE OF BICYCLE: For the usable lite of bicycle 
Sears will replace the frame, free o! charge. should it fail at any weld point, when bicycle has not 
been abused and is used in a normal manner (which does not include use with a motor or for 

used for commercial or rental purposes, this warranty applies for only 30 

HOW-TO-MEASURE 

To determine your leg length. 
measure (wearing the shoes 
you wear cycling) the distance 
from your crotch to the floor 
then select a bike with а rec 
‘ommended leg length that cor 
tesponds to your leg length 
Sears Bikes can be adjusted for 
slightly longer legs by raising 
seat and handlebars 

REFLECTOR NOTE 
Sears Bicycles meet all Federa! 
requirements for reflectivity 

motocross) 
days from the date of purchase. Warranty service is available by simply returning bicycle to the 
nearest Sears store throughout the United States. This warranty gives you specific legal nights. and 
you may also have other rights which vary from state to state 

ASSEMBLY NOTE 
Sears bicycles sent partially assembled, assembly instructions included. Tools required 
for assembly are 2 open-ended adjustable wrenches. 1 phillips-type screwdriver. and 1 
blade-type screwdriver Most Sears Retail Stores and many Catalog Stores will arrange 
for assembly of your catalog-ordered bicycle for a small service charge only. 

И bicy 



These Amazingly Active 

Animal Tractors 
love to work for you 

They're battery powered to move 

forward and backward with tractor-tread 
_ drive to climb over obstacles — . 

As seen on TV 
Sold only at Sears en 

(without batteries) 

i 

«- 

V 

Crank bends neck 

Buckethead 

Giraffe 

Scoop 
raises, lowers, opens 

Shovelnose 
Dinosaur 

Buy all three for a 

whole construction crew 

1 Shovelnose Dinosaur. It's a dynam- 
ic power shovel. Use one hand crank 

to raise and lower neck, another to bend 
it at middle joint, and a third to open 
and close the shovel mouth. 9х6х4% 
inches high. Uses 2 
incl). . order packag: 
49 N 44107—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. . $3.99 

2 Buckethead Giraffe. Hand crank 
controls for raising and lowering 

neck and claw sc y scoop opens 
and closes with f 9x6x4 Me 
in. high. Uses 2 "C" batteries order 

package below. Plastic. 
49 N 44108—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 ол. 183.99 rap 
3 Dumpy Hippopotamus. А dump- Crank гейге truck box 

truck-bulldozer. Hand cranks raise 
and lower bulldozer blade and truck box 

for dumping. 10'4x7%x4 in. high. Uses: i 
batteries (not incl.) . . order packs 

age below. Plastic. d 
49 N 44106—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. . $3.99 

NOTE: Above items made in Japan. 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 N 8406—Wt. 1202. ......Pkg. $1.19 

аера sche y наанаа con 



BUSY BARBIE and her FRIENDS "KING 4B 
Dolls (1) thru (4) actually hold 
objects in their open-and-closeable 
hands . . with their twist "п turn waists 
and bendable legs, they 
seem almost alive! 

- y» 
( 6 thru 8 ) Tolking PJ, Ken and Brad. Were 
$5.99 cach. Pull the talking ring and each talker 
says 6 phrases. They're all vinyl; about 1114 in. 
tall; bendable legs. Ken and Brad have molded 
hair; PJ's is rooted. For ages 4 to 12. 
(6) 49 N 30736— Talking РЈ. Wt. 12 oz...$3.99 
(7) 49 N 30373— Talking Ken. Wt. 15 0z.. 3.99 
(8) 49 N 30801— Talking Brad. Wt. 150z. 3.99 

Wands hold 
things, too 

1 PA 

alking Barbie 
-Gift Set 

«9629. 
5 Talking Barbie Gift 

м Set. Was $8.99. What 5 aSy-tc-hold accessorit 
ч ET 

T de JJ a swingin’ jumpsuit and MATTEL'S 2-doll Coat. . plus shoes and Sleep 'N Keep C. Z 1 Doll plus purse to match. 1134- eep бер vasa $ 444 inch bendable vinyl Bar 
each А For travel, for storage or for play it's 

accessories bie comes in a swimsuit Barbie and Steffie's fold-out Sleep "N Keep 
1 thru 4 ) Each busy doll comes with 5 accessories to hold: suitcase, tray, and midi robe. Says 6 case. It opens into a pretty bedroom with twin 

TY, record player and phone. Vinyl dolls come in bright "country" outfits, {Чо sayings when you beds and colorful wall decorations. Has a 
(1) 49 N 3081—Busy Barbie; 1134 in. tall; rooted hair, Wt. 9.02......54.44 Р! talking ring. Ages roomy closet, 2 doll compartments, hanger 
(2) 49 N 3084— Busy Ken; 12 in. tall; molded hair. Wt. 9 oz.. ‚444 31012. Wt. 11b. 2 oz. bar, hangers, accessory shelf and 2 snap pock- (3) 49 N 3083— Busy Francie; 11 in. tall; rooted hair, Wt, 9002... 4.4 4930847... Set $6.99 ets for loads of storage space. Washable vinyl 
(4) 49 N 3082— Busy Steffie; 1174 in. tall; rooted hair, Wt. 9 ог... 4.44 Tolking Barbie only. Was case is 17x4x13 in. high when closed. Snap 

37.00. In swim set. Shpg. Tock: handle Aes 4 tà 14 
NOTE FOR ALL ITEMS ON PAGE: Because of the small size of accessories, wt. 10 oz. 49 N 31241—Shpz. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. $6.99 these items are NOT recomrnended for children 3 years old and under. 49 N 30015.... $3.99 

1-doll Room-Case 

RA 9 
Barbie's Garden Patio with — Barbie's Surprise $44 

: as Open and—WOW—a REAL GROWIN' PLANTS House Se room with couch, dress- — Plant a flower or $499 beautifully er and mod decorations. grow a vegetable . . every- е, тр БЕ 
thing you need included ^ poll not incl. furnished кыча sued 11x16x13 in. open. Ages 

4 to 12. Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 N 31121 $4.49 

At first it's just a pretty patio with table 
but plant the seeds, add water and soon— 
it’s a growing gar Incl. 5 pkg. assorted 
seeds, 1 pkg. special “soil”, 8 tiny garden tools 
and molded vinyl patio about 14 in. long. Ages 
4 to 12. Buy it the easy way —order by phone. 
49 N 3124— Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... .....Set $4.99 

Mi 
3-room House. . 

over 2 ft. long $1087 

Living room features sofa, table 
and chair; kitchen has table, 
chairs; bedroom includes bed, 
clothes racks and “mirror.” 
Swing, shuffleboard and planter 
decorate the “yard.” Vinyl 32x 
17x27-inch house folds for stor- 
age. For ages 4 to 12, 
79 х 31230— Wt. 5 Ibs, $10.87. 
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Furniture for your 

big dolis up to 20 
or 23 inches tall 

CONTEMPORARY STYLE 

Hardwood finished in seashell pink 

1 Drop-side Crib includes plastic "teething" rails, colorful play 
discs and a pretty bumper. Roll it easily around the nursery on 

its plastic casters. For big dolls up to 23 inches tall . . measures 
25x16x20 inches high overall, Sent unassembled. 
78 С 33563C—Shipping weight 10 pounds tenes $8.99 

2 High Chair has lift tray and turned legs braced for support. 
Seats dolls up to 20 inches tall. 8x1 2x22 inches high overall. 

79 С 33564C—Shipping weight 3 pounds . CEDE $6.99 

TUBULAR 
STEEL 

FURNITURE 

VALUE 
| 

| wu S | o 39-98 

(3 and 4) High Chair and Playpen. 
Baked-on enamel finish. Unassembled. 
For dolls up to 24 inches tall. 
79 € 33578C2—Wt. 10 Ibs. ..Set $8.98 

3 High Chair only. 15x15x29 in. high. 
79 С 33578C—Shpz. wt. 4 lbs.. . $4.99 

Playpen only. 24x15x19 in. high. 

79 C 33532C—Shpag. wt. 6 lbs... 4.99 

Сөй раб scans by алайта лт айе иса com 

~ 

excusve MODERN STYLE 
Hardwood finished in bright white 

(5 thru 7) Sunnyland. Colorful mushrooms decorate 
this furniture for dolls up to 20 in. tall. Unassembled. 

5 Drop-side Crib. Polka-dot vinyl mattress pad sup- 
ported by hardboard, 21x13x16 inches high. 

79 C 33523C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ..... .$6.99 

Cradle. Polka-dot mattress pad. Measures 21x18x15 
inches high. 

79 C 33522C—Shipping weight 7 pounds - -$6.99 

it High Chair. Measures 11x12x25 in. high overall. 
49 C 33521— Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 9 oz. ....... $5.98 



In smashing ensembles, from dresses to jeans, 

BARBIE and FRIENDS hit the fashion-look scene.. 

WARDROBE BAZAAR 

| Кисе Frock 

$299 

Cheerleader. Fran- 
cie has a dress, 

boots, hose, hat, mega 
phone, banner and 2 
pompoms. 

Shipping weight 5 oz. 
49N31019 $2.99 

NOTE: Not recommend: 
ed for children under 3 
due to small parts. Dolls 
not included with out 

Ken Dress-ups 

Each $222 

8 Sportcoat Ens: 
ble. Ken steps out in 

his red plaid jacket with 
navy slacks and white 
dickey. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
49 N 30873 5222 

Casual Wear. Ken 
has fun in his argyle 

turtleneck sweater with 
matching socks and 
brown pants. 

Shipping weight 2 oz. 
fits. 49 N 30874 

Wardrobe Builders. . 
3-outfit Sets for 

Barbie and her Friends 

Barbie 
* | > 

Designer <. > 
Гк — 

Originals 77 
Dolls Ё | 

$129 4 
1 Red Gown. V-neck, 

halter top. Fake fur 

trimmed jacket. Choker, 
purse, flower, bow, shoes, 
telephone. Wt. 4 oz. 

49 N 30868 $3.97 

Palazzo Pants Outfi 
Long, flowing red 

pants with white lace hal 

ter top. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
49 N 30872 $1.29 

Bridal Gown. White 
ruffled dress with veil. 

Colorful bouquet, shoes. 
Shipping weight 5 oz. 

49 N 30867 $2.99 

Peasant Dress. Gown 
in eggshell color, blue 

trim. Shipping wt. 3 oz 
49 N 30871 1222 

Coat Ensemble. An- 
kle-length, plush 

trimmed flannel suit. Knit 
blouse. Shipping wt. 3 oz. 
49 N 30869 5222 

Ballet Costume. Two 
outfits in one! Tutu, 

slippers, tiara and leotard, 

hose, slipper bag. 
üpping weight 5 oz. 

49 N 31007 $299 

NOTE: Outfits on page 
may vary in fabric, color 

Dolis not included. 430 [Sears] 

ИрИ НИРО ыан con 

$222 

Skipper Specials 
Low or $129 

outfit (11) 

10 Sleepover. Skip- 
per has 2-pc. pa- 

jamas, sleeping bag, 
cap, brush, curlers, 
"cat", Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49N31018 $2.99 

11 Fenev Frock. 
Skipper has a 

long red jumper, white 
peasant blouse. Ship- 
ping wt. 2 oz. 

49 N 30875 $129 

Fantastic low prices for [© 

For Barbie 

Long peasant dress 
Denim pants, jacket 
white halter 
knit suit 
blouse. Shpg. wt. 3 oz 
49 N 30821 33.99 

top. 3 

For Barbie 

Long peasant dress 
Long nightgown, long 
ruffled bathrobe 
Brushed flannel coat 
with fake-fur t 

atching hat 
Shipping weight 3 oz 

49 N 30824 $3.99 

For Ken 

Argyle-pattern knit 
pants, knit shirt-jacket 
Long-slee ok 
hirt, p bow 

tie. Denim pants, shirt 
jacket. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 30844 33.99 

e, vest 
id par 

For Francie 

Skirt, ve 
et. 2-pc mas, 

Party dress, 

shoes, panty hose, petti 
hangers 

Shipping weight 3 oz 
49N31057 32.99 

slippers 

coat 

For Skipper 

Shorty coat 
dress. Jacket, 
shorts and top, 
suit. 2 pairs of shoes, 
panty hose, tights, 2 
hangers. SI 
49 N 30845 
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Tennis Sets 

ame $1999 | w %1999 
1 Steel frame. Tournament-quality steel frame 

gives sharp, fast returns. . balanced for sure 
shots. Open-throat design cuts wind resistance. 
Tough nylon strings. Oval face provides large hitting 
area, Reinforcement bindings. Leather grip (44% 
inches). Can of three Butch Buchholz tennis balls 
from England. White vinyl cover from Taiwan. 
6 С 12097C2—Shipping weight 2 pounds . .....$19.99 

Wood frame. Strong, 9-ply frame has 6 plies of 

hardwood, 3 of fiber. Reinforced shoulder, face 
and handle. Oval face. Nylon strings wound for uni- 
form tension. Calfskin grip (4*2 in.). White vinyl 
cover. Hardwood press. Can of 3 Butch Buchholz 
tennis balls (England). Racket from Pakistan, cover 
and press from Taiwan. 
6 C 12039C—Shipping weight 4 pounds ...... $1999 

Fishing set for two 

Butch Buchholz or Chris Evert 
Tennis Set by Wilson 

$2599 

( 3 and 4 ) Excellent quality rackets 

with strong 8-ply laminated ash frames. 
Reinforced shoulder, face and handle. 
Oval face. Rounded beech shoulder 
overlays. Tournament-quality nylon 
strings wound for uniform tension. 
Leather grip for sure control. White vi- 
nyl cover. Can of 3 Wilson tennis balls. 
Racket from Belgium. 

3 Butch Buchholz Signature Set. 
Medium grip. Wt. 4 lbs. 

6C 12048C ....... 525.99 

Chris Evert Set. Medium grip. 
6C 12046C—Wt. 4 lbs..... 

Starter Set 

5844 

5 Starter Set. Rugged, 6-ply wood frame with reinforced 
shoulders for durability. Oval face. Multi-ply nylon 

strings. Sure pigskin grip (41% in.). Vinyl cover (Taiwan). 
Box of 3 Sears Sure-Shot tennis balls (from England). 
6C 12179C—Racket from Pakistan. Wt. 3 lbs. ......... $8.44 

6 Youth Racket. Scaled down for the smaller player. Bal- 
anced for accurate play. Sturdy 5-ply fiber frame with 

oval face. Spiral nylon strings. Handle wrapped in comforta- 
ble leather-look vinyl, 4!4-inch size. From Pakistan. 
6C 12032C—Shipping weight 1 pound................ $7.99 

Butch Buchholz Tennis Balls. Pressurized can contains 
3 balls. Long-wearing wool covers in high-visibility yel- 

low. U.S.L.T.A. approved. From England. 
6C 12133—Shipping weight 12 ounces ........... Can $2.35 

Our Lowest Price Ever 
for this Rebound Net 

27” 
Perfect your tennis game 

in your own driveway or patio 

Big 7x8-ft. rebound net has nylon mesh netting that 
“gives” for a realistic delayed ball return. Blue painted 
1% -in. tubular steel frame. Black tape marks court net 
height. Unassembled, instructions included. 
6C 12178C—Shipping weight 27 Ibs. ........... 

$1 499 

Mercury and Dol- 
phin spin casting reels; both 
with oe face, push but- 
ton control and star drag. 
Design prevents tangles at 
reel. Each pre-wound with 
monofilament line. 
Rods: Two 4-foot, one-piece, 
fiber glass spin casting rods 
have plastic handle with 
cork inlay, one wire guide 
and tip top. 
Lures: Red/white spoon, 
plugette, nickle spoon, 
Channel Cat, Duke, 2 vinyl 
worms. 
Other items: 24 BB shot, 24 
#8 shot, 6 cork hook 
guards, 6 snap swivels, 2 
nylon leaders, 12 sinkers, 
200 hooks, 6 snelled hooks, 
minnow scoop, stringer, 
scaler, 2 plastic floats. 
Tackle Box: High-impact 
plastic, 5x20x2% in. high. 
Ind. fishing booklet. 
6C33655C—Wt. 31bs.$14.99 

сно ране scans by cuisines masetecimicil pom. 

Pocket Fisherman 
Set 

$1995 а 
Complete, self-contained spin-casting outfit. Folds to 
only 9% inches long. Star drag reel prewound with 
10-Ib.-test monofilament line. Bobber and hook fit 
into handle compartment. Plastic construction. Zip- 
pered plastic case has belt loop for easy carrying. 
6C33401—Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 о2......... $19.95 

Rod Holder 
$649 > 

Attractive hardwood 
plaque stores rods by 
hanging—eliminating 
damaging tension. Holds 
up to 5 rods. Fruitwood 
finish. Mounting hard- 
ware incl. 6x18 in. 
6C39028—Wt. 3 lbs. $6.49 

Give your catch that bout: -watering, 
hickory-smoked flavor. Aluminum 
smokehouse smokes as much as 20 
Ibs. of meat in 10 to 12 hrs. . . flavors 
hors d'oeuvres in 2 to 4 hrs. Chrome- 
plated grills, hooks. 
Smoke vents provide uniform heat. 

Pan holds hickory chips (2 Ibs. incl.). 
250-w. 115-v. AC. UL listed. Instruc- 
tions, recipe booklet. 11%4х12х24% 
in. Unassembled. 
6C39261C-Shpg. wt. 18 lbs. . 

Extra Hickory Chips. 
6C 39236—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. .Box 299 

24.88 



AMUSE, BAFFLE, Play the Psychic 
ENTERTA! with games of 

Mysticism 

Deluxe Magic Show $ 1999 
Everyone's in on the act. jc is great entertainment that involves 
everyone. . . young and old alike. You can perform an entire magic act, action 

with magic that looks ілу but is actually easy to do. 
HERE'S THE TRICKS YOU CAN DO: Over 20 super card tricks rformed with 
an ordinary deck, 5 “impossible” rope tricks, nimiis ge Photography™, Paddlem- 
ania™, Phantom Folder™, Disappearing Coins™, and many, many more. 
COMPOSITION: Kit includes 11 instruction booklets . 
mind-baffling illusions. Box measures 20x14x34 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
N 29003—Shipping weight 2 pounds . 

. provides props for 98 

Ziriya* A party game 
with links to the unknown 

What does the future hold in store? Fasci- 
nating game for 2 to 5 players. 
HOW TO PLAY: Participants rest fingers on 
message indicator and ask questions of 
love, money—anything. Magic indicator 
glides over message board, answering in 
words and sentences . . . not letters. 
COMPOSITION: Masonite® hardboard 
message board, 1934x1934 in. wide. Plastic 
indicator. Box measures 20x20x1 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 2867C—Shpg. wt. 3lbs........ $5.99 
Buy the easy way—order by phone. 

The Great Magic Show $] 399 
Illusions beyond all logic. Fun and laughs for all ages. 
HERE'S THE TRICKS YOU CAN DO: Five "impossible" rope 
tricks, 10 super card tricks, The Flying Ace™, and more. 
COMPOSITION: e вео booklets show you how to do 
over 75 tricks . ides prope for 50 astounding acts of illu- 
sion. Box measures ЧТР 4x2¥ inches. 

Bag of Tricks™ 
Cut 696 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 М 29009—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 

Magic with Cards $549 
illustrated Book 

Astound your — with 
of card tric 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 29005—Wt. 13 oz. 

(1) The Vanishing Milk" 
Though they think they one ges wet in this 
act. Perform 5 tricks. Instr. EP те, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. TN 
3N28167 One act 12.89; 2 or more Ea. 32.50 
(2) Unpopable Balloon" 
Most balloons are to break . . 
Perform one illusion. . booklet 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. 
3N28143 One act $2.89; Zor more Ea. 42,58 
(3) The Phantom Folder™ 
Rip, fold and ee to make 

. Perform instr, booklet chu 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. "ree 
3N28166 One act $2.89; 2 or more Ea. 52.50 

vd 

25250 

. but not this one. 
pot 

сыра gabs Scone by chrdimaraedlüctadca com 

your knowledge 

v6.75 5029 
Reduced from our 1975 Christmas 
Wish Booi 
M а fast paced, 20 minute 

routine for your 
HERE S THE TRICKS YOU CAN DO: 
Alpha- pees: elusive ace, tricky 

COMPOSITION: Booklet shows how 
8 tricks. Box: 11x8%x1% in. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 29028—Wt. 1 Ib. 

(4) Раддіетапіатм 
А dot that travels up and down a paddle . 
ble! Perform 5 mind-baffling illusions. Instr. book incl 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
3N 28145 - -One act 52.89; 2 or more Ea. $2.50 
(5) Magician's Secret™ 
It's not easy to balance a playing card on end. Learn 
this secret and 9 others. Instruction booklet included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
3N28185 One act $2.89; 2 or more Ea. $2.50 

(6) The Impossible Ropes™ 
When is a knot not a knot? When it's not! Perform 5 
amazing 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
3N28141 One act $2.89; 2 or more Ea. 52.50 

Beyond the Senses $949 
А party game to discover who has mystify- 
ing powers of ESP. For 2 to 20 players. 
HOW TO PLAY: Players try to ive un- 
seen test cards to see who Esp. 
COMPOSITION: Assorted test cards, testing 

Я les. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 2868—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 7 oz. .... $9.49 

The Compleat 
Fortune Teller™ $995 

A collection of the "ancient arts" in charac- 
ter analysis and fortune telling. 
HOW TO PLAY: Find a willing subject and 
you're the fortune teller. к. 
COMPOSITION: 3 Кол» HN MEE e аар 

tarot, pendulum, — ori ball, I Ching, 
Planchette and tea leaf reading. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3.N 29019—Wt. 11b.4oz. ........ $9.95 



FUN FOR BEGINNING READERS...Entertaining reading activities based on 

EN 
SAME STREET 

et) "Sesame Street 
TM of Children's 

Television Workshop 

чино раве scans by chimar ичен cosh 

(1 ги 3) Each book has over 62 pgs. 
and measures 8!4x1114-in. 
ORDER INFO: Save when you buy any 2 or 
more books. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

(1) The Sesame Street Storybook 
3С 1658.. Each $3.88; 
2or more ..... АХ ..Each 300 

(2) Sesame Street 1,2,3 Storybook 
3C1657 de ws du . -Each $3.88; 
2ormore . ан ..Each 300 
(3) Sesame Street А,В,С Storybook 
3C1447 -Each $3.88; 
2or more ..... ...Each 3.00 

(4) Sesame Street 
Together Book Box 

7 Golden Books, total 192 pgs., incl.: Os- 
car, Sesame St. Together Book, Monster, 
People in М. Sass People in My 
Neighborhood, Ernie the Cave King and 
Sherlock Hemlock. 
ORDER INFO: Gift box, 814x814x134 in. 
3C 1431—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. $2.99 

5) Big Bird's Busy Book. Big Bird and 
iends present games, craft ideas, puz- 

zles, stories etc. for hours of educational 
fun. 96 pgs. Measures 9x12-in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3С 1558—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $3.88 

(6) Sesame Street Activity Box. Con- 
structive playtime activities based on the 
Muppets. Includes 6 coloring books total- 
ing GE magic slate; Big Bird's 
Play and Learn Storybook (18-pgs.); Os- 
car's Little Golden Book (24-pgs.); six 
non-toxic crayons. Box measures 
13x8x2 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3C 1564—Wt. 3 lbs. 3 oz. 55.79 

(7) Sesame Street 
Paint-with-Water Set 

Brush water onto pg. and colors appear. 
Set of 4 books, each 14x10-in. with 32 
Be. Incl. Count Counts Monster, Berts 

ig Band, hing Hata in the Big Top, Mixed 
Up Nursery Rhymes. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1557—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $2.99 

(8 thru 13) Each, 192-pgs. 7x10-in. 
ORDER INFO: Save when you buy any 2 or 
6 books. Shpg. wt. ea. 12 oz. 

(8) What's Wrong with Being Crabby 
3C 1596-Ea. $2.95;....20r more Ea. $275 
4 ог more Ea. 250; ...6ormore Ea. 238 
(9) Mad Punter Strikes Again. 
3C 1597-Ea. $295. ....20r more Ea. $2.75 
4or more Ea. 250; ...6 ог more Ea. 238 

(10) it's a Long Way to Tipperary. 
3C 1594-Ea. $295;....20r more Ea. $275 
4 ог тоге Еа. 250; ...6 ог more Ea. 238 

(11) Don't Hassie Me 
with Your Sighs, Chuck. 

3C 1592-Ea. $2.95:....2or more Ea. $2.75 
4or more Ea. 250; ...6 ог more Еа. 238 

(12) Who's the Funny Looking Kid? 
3C 1593-Ea. $295;....20r more Ea. $2.75 
4or more Ea. 250; ...6ог тоге Ea. 238 

(13) Speak Softly, Carry a Beagle. 
3C 1591-Ea. $295;....20r more Ea. $2.75 
4or more Ea. 250; ...6or more Ea. 238 

(14) Charlie Brown's Dictionary 
398-pg. dictionary designed for the 

reader youthful defines 2400 words. Illus- 
trated. 8x10%-in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

3С 1203 $4.49 
Peanuts characters® 1958 
United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 

(15) Hanna-Barbera's Christmas 
Set of 12 books, each 24 pages. Includes 
T.V. favorites like The Great Grape Ape. 
Scooby Doo, Hong Kong Phooey and 
others. Set measures 81/9x654x2%4-in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1589—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. .. 
@Hanna-Barbera Prod. Inc. 1977 

MORE BOOKS FOR PRE THRU TEEN 

READERS ON PAGES 427-432 

....$499 

(17) 
3С 1530 ў 
Price when you buy апу 2 or more of ( 16 thru 19 ) 

ieu $299 
Save 78e їз 

$250 

Cat іп the Hat. (619578) 

(16thru 19) Еа. 6%4x9¥-in. book has over 62 pgs. §©Dr. Seuss. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Save when you buy amy 2 or more. Wt. ea. 14 oz. 
(16) Hop-On-Pop (619638) 
3С 1533 328; 

(18) Green Eggs, Ham (619609) 
3C 1531 < s 
(19) Dr.Seuss's ABC. (619639) 
3C 1532 $2.89 

+- . „Each $2.50 

129) Best Counting Book Ever 
(©1975°) 
Counting to 100 becomes an adventure. 
48 pgs. Measures 10%x1134-in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Save when you buy 2 or more books. Shpg. 
wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 
3C 1534—Ea. $3.88; 2 ог more Ea. $3.50 

(21) Six Richard Scarry Look-Look 
Book se Each 8%x8-in. with 24 
pages. Adventures of animals, people. 
3С 1537—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 3499 

(22 апа 23) Each, 10% x11%-in. 
ORD. INFO: Buy any 2 or more, save. 
(22) пы People Ever (61976*) 
48-pgs. of stories of busy workers all 
around a town. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
3C 1535—Ea. $3.88; 2 ог more Ea. $3.50 

(23) Best Rainy Day Book Ever 
{619247 176 р А кучо үрен 

ites. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
3c (rmi a $3.88; 20r more Ea. $3.50 
* QRichard Scarry 

24) Disney Story Land. 320-pg. 
ook includes more than 50 stories 

from Disney films. 10V2x734-in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1421—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. ....95.79 

(25) Busy ney ren Books. 144- 
pgs. of fun with the Disney gang. Activ- 
ites like games, mazes, jokes, puzzles, 
etc. Measures 11'4x8¥-in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1566—Shpg. wt. 13 oz. $3.89 

(26) Disney Story Book Set. Set of 
10 books, ea. 62x8-in. with 24 pgs. In- 
cludes Mother se, ur Mouse 
and Pluto, Donald Duck's Toy Sail- 
boat, Snow White and other favorites. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1446—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $4.39 
Disney characters © Walt Disney Prods. 

(27) Busy Days with Raggedy Ann 
and Andy. Monday through Sunday 
adventure story that’s full of action 
surprises like a rose to sniff, peek-a-boo 
flaps to lift, etc. 16 pgs. 
ORDERING INFO: Measures 6x6-in. 
3С 1552—Wt. 7 oz. $2.99 

(28) Fragrance Book. A midnight 
adventure complete with scratch-the- 
page-and-smell fragrances. 28 pgs. 
ORDERING INFO: Measures 914x914 in. 
3 С 1550—Wt. 10 oz. $3.29 

(29 and 30) Adventures of Raggedy 
Ann and Andy. 
ORDERING INFO: Save when you buy 
any 2 or more of these items. 

(29) Raggedy Ann Andy Gift Box 
Activities incl. a coloring book, paper 
doll book, a magic slate, a puzzle, 3 
storybooks totaling 88 pgs.; and 16 
non-toxic crayons. Box, 14x10x^4-in. 
3C 1551—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 ог. ...Each $3.49 
With 2 or more of (29 and 30) .Еа. 3.20 

Raggedy Ann and Andy 
Bobbs Merrill Co. Inc. 



@ 3-speed Spyder with 

SPEEDS: 3-speed with gear ratio range of 38 to 
68, Easy-to-reach, trigger shifter on handlebars. 
BRAKES: Front and rear, side-pull caliper. 
WHEELS, TIRES: 20х1.75 in. blackwall tires. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: Red steel 
frame with black accent spray on front half. 
High-rise handlebars with black vinyl grips. 
Chrome plated steel fenders. Padded, banana- 
style saddle of black vinyl with red and yellow 
detailing. Recommended for leg lengths of 23 to 
31 inches. See How-to-Measure Note on page 433. 
COMPONENTS: Reflectorized pedals. Kickstand 
and chain guard. Reflectors, see Reflector Note 
on page 433. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See “N” Suffix Note 
on page 330. Sent partially i ei see Assem- 
bly Note, p. 433. See Bike Warranty on p. 433. 
6 N 47998N—Shps. wt. 40 Ibs. ... . $89.99 

434 

Tinni pao scane ty ciu ier nieto celi Cod 

With fuel tan 

“chopper”. 

@® Paddec saddle is contoured toe 
high back just like a real "chopper" 

(B Extended front fork 
© Simulated fuel tank 
© ulated exhaust pipe doubles 

ain guard 
ally grooved tire tread 

or added traction 

Boys’ or Girls’ single-speed Spyder 
with chrome-plated fenders 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Dependable rear coaster brake. 

WHEELS, TIRES: 20x1.75-in. blackwall tires. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Flame red and 
lemon-lime steel frame. Chrome-plated steel, high- 
rise handlebars with lemon-lime vinyl grips on Girl: 
red vinyl grips on Boys’. Chrome-plated steel fend- 
ers, Padded-vinyl, banana-style saddle with sunset 
scene on Girls’, cowboy scene on Boys’. Recom- 
mended for leg lengths of 23 to 31 inches. See How- 
to-Measure Note on page 433. 
COMPONENTS: Reflectorized pedals. Kickstand 
Chain guard. Reflectors, see Reflector Note, р. 433. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See “ Suffix Note on 
фае 330. Sent partially assembled, see Assembly 

ote on page 433. See Bicycle Warranty on page 433. 
Shipping weight 39 pounds. 

6 N 47994N—Girls' model. 
6 N 47993N—Boys' model 

tires with speciall 

Sleek, smooth and low-slung 20-inch Spyder Bikes 
with high-rise handlebars for responsive control 

(1and2) Single-speed, Chopper-style Spyders 
with extended front fork for real "chopper" feel 

SPEEDS, BRAKES: Single speed. Dependable rear coaster brake. 
TIRES: 20x1.7 S-inch front and 20x2.125-inch rear blackwall 

grooved tread for added traction and fast starts. 
LE: Heavy-duty hot red and flat black 

е. Extended front fork is chrome plated. High-rise, chrome 
plated steel handlebars with black vinyl, waffle handgrips. Black and 
тей, padded vinyl saddle is contoured and high-backed like a real 

Adjustable saddle bar. Recommended for leg lengths of 23 
to 31 in., see How-to-Measure Note, p. 433. 

COMPONENTS Black Rat-trap pedals. Simulated exhaust chain guard, 
Kickstand. Reflectors, see Reflector Note, p. 433, 
ORD. INFO: " Suffix Note, p. 330. Sent partially as- 
sembled, see Assembly Note and Bike Warranty, p. 433. 
(1) 8N4795 1N-With plastic tank. Wt. 49 lbs.. 19398 
(2) 6N45734N-Without tank. Wt. 48 Ibs. 

Boys’ or Girls’ single-speed Spyder 
with blue enamel fenders 

a 
{x 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES. Dependable rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES: 20x1.75-in. blackwall tires, 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Blue steel frame and 
fenders. Chrome-plated steel, high-rise handlebars 
with black vinyl grips on Boys', white vinyl grips on 
Girls'. Padded-vinyl, banana-style saddle; black on 
Boys’, white on Girls’. Recommended for leg lengths of 
23 to 31 in. See How-to-Measure Note, p. 433. 
COMPO TS: Reflectorized pedals; black on Boys’, 
white on Girls’. Kickstand. Chain guard. Reflectors; see 
Reflector Note on page 433. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See "N" Suffix Note on 
page 330. Sent partially assembled, see Assembly Note 
on page 433. See Bicycle Warranty on page 433. 

Boys’ modii Shipping is e 38 pounds. 
6 № 47983! ..$48.99 

Girls’ te Shipping w м ht 3 7 pounds. 
6N 47984N...... --- -$48.99 



494 Sears 0% 
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Special joiners 
make it easy to 
connect blocks 

Our biggest Set includes plastic car, airplane and 
locomotive bodies p/us 2 motor-driven bases 

101 sg”? without 
pieces batteries 

Even 3-year-old toddlers will delight in building highways, train 
tracks, houses, animals, geometric designs with these 32 easy-to-han- 
dle blocks, 64 joiners. They're bright, appealing and made of extra-du- 
rable plastic to last through years of building sessions. What's more, 
all blocks have special grooves that form tracks for 3¥%-inch motor- 
driven vehicles—no matter which way you put them together. For 
boys, girls, ages 3 to 8. Needs 2 "AA" batteries, order pkg. below. 
79 М 44105C—101-pc. Set. Shipping weight 4 Їһз.......... Set $9.99 

More Sets to make more exciting things 

51 $4599 „һи | 76 $ 6? od 
battery pieces pieces petu 

Sears smaller sets have all the basic pieces to help child understand 
elementary principles of engineering and motion. 51-pc. set includes 
16 blocks, 32 joiners, car and airplane bodies, 1 motor base. 76-pc. set 
comes with 24 blocks, 48 joiners plus car, airplane, locomotive bodies, 
1 motor base. Each set needs 1 "AA" battery; order pkg. below 
49 N 44103—51-pc. Set. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. Set $4.99 
48 N 44104—76-рс. Set. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 5 oz . Set 6.99 
Road Block Accessory Set. Includes 15 blocks, 45 joiners. 
49 N 4420—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. ... abe Set $2.99 
Vehicle Accessory Set. Includes car and airplane bodies, 1 motor 
base. Needs 1 "AA" battery, order package below 
49 N 4421—Shipping weight 6 ounces. ....... T 
49 N 8402—"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. Wt. 6 oz. 

...Set $2.99 

Package 99c 

Especially for the little ones 

CLIMBING CHUGGING CHOO-CHOO 

Bright plastic train runs on track 
while its smokestack bobs up and down 
animal pops out as train passes station 

5099 жы 
battery 

Exceptionally bright colors and intricate designs make this set 
especially fascinating to youngsters. Just move lever on train 
and it chugs around curves and underpass, over mountain and 
past the station—making a cheerful little sound all the way. Set 
includes train with passenger car, animals; straight, curved and 
cross tracks; mountain; station; suspension bridge. Overall lay 
out 21x42 in. Plastic. Needs 1 "C" battery; order pkg. below 
79 N 44163C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. Set $9.99 
49 N 8406—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 12 oz. Pkg. 1.19 



Сардор tage ы 

Ranch House 
Jewel Box 

$662 

Tepoo Jewel Box 

$499 

1 Just lift the lid on this intricately decorated 
tepee . . there you find an Indian doll dancing to 

"Indian Love Song". Wood chest lined with attrac- 
tive cotton velveteen. Includes mirror. Measures 
934x634x814 inches high. From Japan. 

Order this jewel box the easy way—by telephone. 
49 N 13078— Shipping weight 14 ounces $4.99 

Get the feel of the “Old West" with this realis- 
tically detailed ranch house jewel box. Attrac- 

tive wood case, red cotton corduroy lining, plus 
wooden donkey in corral Plays "On the Trail". 
Measures 934x554x634 inches. From Japan. 
49 N 13347— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz. $6.62 

Chug-a-chug— here comes the midnight express. 
Actually, this locomotive is a wood chest that 

plays a tune when you open it. Inside there's a 
luxurious cotton velveteen lining. Measures 534x 
5x10 inches long. Japan. Colorful gift for tots. 
49 N 13077—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $6.62 

Д A smiling clown and a happy rag doll grin right 
at you . . there's a choo-choo train, car and 

telephone, too. It's the brightest treasure chest 
we've ever seen. Turn key to open it—hear a tune. 

Plastic case: 9x6}4x6 inches high. From Japan. 
49 N 13649—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $5.99 

Musical Doll 
Jewel Box Bring back the days when dragons were our 

worst enemy . . imagine knights in this castle e 

jewel box. Wood with red cotton corduroy lining - Ballerina 
Mirror inside, drawer, flag. princess doll incl. Plays е 4 Cases .. 
“Romeo and Juliet". 544x514x734 in. high. Japan. . х : | 
49 N 1309— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 02......... $6.62 x ` ә 

Wow! The modern floral design on this bright 
wood chest is an eye-catcher. Inside a pretty 

ballerina dances to a tune. Attractive simulated 
leather cover with rayon satin lining. Mirror in 
cluded, Measures 414x314x6 inches wide. From 
Japan. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
49 N 13076—Shipping weight 7 ounces $2.73 

7 Costumed miss sits atop her merry-colored jewel 
box—she comes off to bend or pose as you play 

with her. Open richly-decorated chest—a tune 
plays as doll inside turns. Wood case with simulated 
leather cover and rayon satin lining. Inside mirror. 
Measures 5x334x9 inches wide. From Japan 
49 N 13072— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz... 

E $273 

E by cuitimar d» 



HARDWOOD DOLL 
FURNITURE.. 

Every ‘‘Mom”’ will love the sturdy 
construction . . and the colorful 

non-toxic paint finishes 

Jolt Hot 

Bune 
converts 

to twin beds. 

Furniture 
for your 
biggest 

dolls up to 

20 0r 24 
inches tall 

5899 
дой not includes 

FRENCH PROVINCIAL 
Hardwood finished in frosty white 

COLONIAL STYLE 
(1 thru 3) At naptime, lunchtime or anytime . . dolly will love this elegant 

Hardwood finished in mellow maple бой not included furniture with delicately-shaped posts and pretty cotton print pads. 

(4 thru 7 ) Finely-turned corner and back posts and a rich maple finish bring the Bunk Bed for lucky... 9.Rooking Cradle, Э -Higfi Chair holds 
look of early America to your doll's nursery. For dolls up to 15 inches tall. dolls up to 20 inches A delight for dots“ dolls up to 24 ә tall. A happy design up to 24 inches tall. — inches tall. Has а lift- 

Bunk Bed. So realistic it even in Youth Bed with side rails and a decorates footpanels. So Has steam-bent rock- ^ up tray. a padded seat 
cludes a ladder and 2 vinyl '* mat bright vinyl "mattress", 17x10x7 realistic, it even includes ers . even a soit pil- and four leg stretchers 

tresses.” As a bunk bed, measures inches high. Partly assembled. a ladder and two pil- low is included. Mea- — for support. Measures 
17х10х15 in. high. Partly assembled. 49 С 33525—Shpx. wt, 3 lbs. 5399 lows. As bunk bed, sures 26x14x18 inches. 12x13x28 inches high: 
49 C 33543—Shpg. wt. 6 15. $7.98 21x12x22 inches high. high. Sent unassem- Partly assembled. 

High Chair. Convenient lift-up tray h " r: 
5 Rocking Cradle with vinyl pad. T aa styling. 7x7x18 7:5. Uaassembleds WS G bes АЫ ША И Жаш Spe TON. 

17х10х10 in. high. Partly assembled. inches high. Sent assembled. pesi ee 66C .....899 
49C33541—Wt. 3 Ibs. 1202. .....9599 — 49C33542—Wt. 21bs.d oz. .......- 5499 ДЫШ › [Sears]}441 .. 

tslaloó pase тан by caidas айны Кан Cod 



Barbie Sweet 16 
Mix 'n Matchables 

. . 11-piece set 

$ 397 dolis, shoes 
not incl. 

These 11 red, white and blue 
garments make 28 different 
outfits for any Barbie. Dress 
her for any mood, any occa- 
sion. Red and white plaid hal- 
ter top, white shorts and 
blouse, red and white plaid 
pants and skirt. Blue sleeve- 
less blouse, white pants and 
skirt, red and white plaid 
blazer with boutonniere. 
White cape, floor-length blue 
skirt. Shipping weight 4 oz. 
49 N 30865 3.97 

Barbie Accessories 

$ 1 79 

For any 11'2-in. doll. Assort- 
ed shoes, stockings, belt and 
purse, Wt. 2 oz. 
49 N 30682 ... 179 

telo pace scans by Geisha: тине иис EU 

Barbie 
Sweet 16 

with 

growin' up d 
accessories 

$387 

Now Barbie is a teenager with a youthful face and 
rooted blond shag hairdo. Wears a pink party dress. 
Has her own 2-color make-up compact with applica- 
tors, brush, comb, 4 barrettes with fragrance labels 

e strawberry or lilac scents when brushed. 
Vinyl Barbie Sweet 16 is 111% inches tall and can wear 
any Barbie clothes sold on opposite page. 
49 N 30815—Shipping weight 11 ounces $3.87 

One-doll 
Case 

$245 

cluded 

Room for one 11¥-inch fashion doll and ac 
cessories. Vinyl case has hangers and acces. 
drawer. Washable. 10x3x12 inches high. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. 
49 N 30862 $245 

soft plastic baby doll with rooted hair. For Barbie, there is an 
apron with pockets and baby-sitter emergency phone list. For 
the baby, a pink satin and lace pillow, bib, towel, sun bonnet, 
yellow sunsuit, christening dress, long flannel night sack, Plas- 
tic accessori 
49 N 30866— 

NOTE: Items on this page for ages 4 to 10. Due to small parts. 
not recommended for 3 and under. 

ipping weight 4 ounces 

$529: 

2 Compartments for 3 fashion dolls plus storage for their accessories. 
Washable vinyl case has hangers, 2 drawers. 10x7x13 in. high. 

49 N 30863—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. 

SMKOE 



Discover the thrills of treasure hunting—find coins, jewelry, gold 

Mineral/Metal Detectors with waterproof 
search coils and solid-state circuitry 

Two types—BFO (beat frequency oscillator) or TR (transmitter/receiver): 
cated so you can get a better "feel" for what is be- 
neath you. They can be tuned to silent running with- 
out losing sensitivity. They tend to drift less. 

BFO-type Detectors have simpler design and lighter 
weight. Variations in sound pitch tells you when ob- 
ject is located. TR-type Detectors are more sophisti- 

Transmitter-Receiver-type Detector with 
large 10'/2-inch search coil 

їп 1975 Fall Big Book 
$109% 

Ray Jefferson Model 200. 
A powerful, sophisticated unit 
that will soon ferret out trea- 
sure for you. Tuner locks on 
to signal to minimize drift. Big 
indicator meter shows intensi- 
ty of find. Speaker volume 
control. “Fatigue free" arm 
rest. Shaft adjusts 41 to 50% 
in. Coil angle adjustable. Ear 
plug incl. Battery test switch. 
Uses one 9-v. battery (not 
incl.). Actual wt. 31⁄4 Ibs. 
6C59606L-Wt.5 Ibs.* $109.95 

Price Ever 
for any 
Detector 

$1935 

BFO-type Detectors with 6-inch search coils 

1 Rugged little detector so light in weight (1 lb.), you'll 
be able to conduct even long searches without fatigue. 

Coil can be used under water. Adjustable coil angle. Alu- 
minum shaft adjusts 3214 to 42⁄4 inches in length. No 
speaker—earplug incl. Uses one 9-v. batt. (not incl.). 
6 С 59622C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ..$19.95 
2 Jetco Mustang. Tough, lightweight (1% Ibs.) detector 

can detect coins 5 in. deep and larger objects even 
deeper. Coil can be used under water. Adj. coil angle. Alu- 
minum 30-in. shaft. Speaker. Uses one 9-v. batt. (not incl.). 
6C59621C—Shipping weight 3 pounds . . ++ 6927.95 

3 Jetco Huntmaster 770. Refined BFO-type detector 
has large, sensitive indicator meter that shows intensi- 

ty of find. Aluminum shaft adjusts 284 to 384 inches for 
comfort. Coil can be used under water. Adjustable coil an- 
gle. Speaker has volume control. Uses six 1Vz-v. penlight 
batteries (not included). Actual weight 234 pounds. 
6С 59615C—Shipping weight 4 pounds ............ 587.95 

‘Catalog page scans by cheisinias.nwrsetechnicul conr 

These 2 Transmitter- 
Receiver Detectors 
are called / 
DISCRIMINATORS. . 
because they can 
distinguish many 
junk items 
from treasure 

Ted Williams 
Discriminator with (4) ! 
8-inch search coil 

White Goldmaster 
Discriminator with 
2 search coils for 1 
greater versatility 

8-inch coil OQ zinch coil 

(4 and 5 ) Our finest detectors feature special circuitry that can distinguish many junk items such as 

bottlecaps, rusted cans and tin foil, from treasure—rings, jewelry, precious metals. This can mean a 

great savings in hunting time and effort. Powerful detectors are so sensitive, meters register full scale 

over a single coin buried several inches. Three position switch allows operator to select manual or 

automatic fine tuning or “discriminator” mode. Metal/mineral control orients instrument towards 

either non-magnetic (gold, jewelry, coins) or magnetic (ore veins and deposits) objects. Speaker vol- 

ume control. Battery check. Phone jack with ear piece. Aluminum shaft varies in length from 27 to 34 

in. Coil angle adjustable. Uses 14 1Vz-v. batteries (incl.). Both are made by White Electronics. 

4 Ted Williams®. Sophisticated unit with 5 White Goldmaster. 2 coils, 8-in. for fine work, 

sensitive 8-in. coil. Actual wt. 415 lbs. 10-in. for deep searching. Act. wt. 5 Ibs. 4 oz. 

6C59602C—Shipping weight 8 1Ьз....923495 ^ 6 C59803C—Shipping weight 11 pounds... .. $299.50 

435 * NOTE: If mailed. takes 10-pound rate. see page 276. KOGAEJ 



(1 апа 2) Tractor and Trailer Set. 
CONSTRUCTION: 
Tractor—Steel body with red enamel finish, white trim. Steel 
axles and rp Y ‘enclosed chain ain 
to snagging of pants ipring-mount type 
Eus adjustable forward and back for comfort, Plastic 
wheels . . . 16x3¥ii rear wheels; 

Plastic pedals. Sturdy trailer hitch. 
Trailer—Steel body with red Le finish, white е. Curled 

wheels . . . 7x254 inches wide. T: edges. Steel axles. 
fits tractor hitch securely. 
DIMENSIONS: 

Tractor: Measures 34Vax18x26V4 inches high. Seat height . . . 14 

Trailer: Measures 34'/x18x6¥¢ inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING еза (1) and (2) sent (— Instruc- 
tions inclu note on page 27i 

n and 2) Tractor-Trailer Set. 
9 N 86063N2- ing weight 38 pounds. . ... 

(3) Tractor-and-Trailer Set. 
CONSTRUCTION 

Tractor—Plastic body with orange, yel- 
low and blue finish. YABS plastic a 
Steel steering mechanism, axles. 
scoop-type seat, pedals. Plastic hes 

4x2V4-inch wide rear, 1 
Includes trailer hitch. 

‚.. 5¥gx1¥-inches wide. Plastic tongue. 
DIMENSIONS: 

Meis Measures Sri wid inches 
Seat height . 4 inches. 

Traian 19151419 fron high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Both partly assembled. 
Instructions included. 
79 М 86023C—Wt. 15 lbs. .Set $19.99 

(4) Tot-A-Bout Trike. 
CONSTRUCTION: pem plastic . 

ite finish. 
axles, fork, b E Steering 
wheel igi “blee; € leep" horn. Plastic 
wheels, pedals. Storage compartment un- 
der seat. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 2014x1414x1914 
inches high. Seat height of 11% inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years, 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. In- 
structions included. 
79 М 86022C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs, ..$9.94 

Go-Cart Racer Kit 
Includes all рен needed 

» for real fun 

Cini pand seant үнтү 

8x2-inch wide front 

drive helps 

'ongue 

(5) The Green Machine. Cycle with rear 
wheel steering for flying thru sharp turns 

ease. or on the dual joy stick 
controls to pivot the wide-track rear wi 
to the desired steering 
CONSTRUCTION: Low-slung, molded 
body with green finish, “black and ога! 
trim. Hea: Cox plastic fork. Steel ax! E 
steering rods. Contou Contoured, black seat 

adjusts to 5 Seat it of 10 in. 
Plastic pedals; eh . . « 16x3-in. wide 
front, 8Vax5Vz-in. wide mag-type rear. 
DIMENSIONS: 48x32x16 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled, instr, 
79 N 86028C—Shpg. wt. 19 lbs. . 

(6) Americana Hot Cycle. 
CONSTI UNE Polyethylene body, ABS 

red, whit blue finish. 
teel dos Plastic "м. pas inch 

wide front, 9x4Vz-inch wide mag- type rear. 
Contoured plastic seat adjusts to 3 positions 

‚ 10% in. pri Plastic pedals. Handlebars 
with streamers. Clicker motor noise. 

NI 

DIMENSIONS: 40x21x22 inches high 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
79 N 8602 1L—Shpg. wt. 15 lbs. ... 

Instr. 
$13.97 

Go-Cart 
$1997 

behind the wheel of this go-cart and you're ready 
Ln race along sidewalks or in your ras 
CONSTRUCTION. Welded tabular sel Frame with yellow and black 
qM aan, come рааны. plastic bucket seat adjusts 
SS potions Deui petat, patct penat: 7x1.25-in. wide tires 
mounted on tough 
DIMENSIONS: 32x17x15% in. high. Seat height . . . 7% inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
са INFO: Unassembled. Assembly instructions included. 
79 М 86034C—Shipping weight 13 pounds................ $19.97 



famous-name characters children love 

Save $2.40 “57 
$549 | ~: $499 

1thru 11) Disney record-book Sets. Set: five 24-pg. 7¥1ex7¥ie-in. 
ks and five 7-in. 3344-rpm records full of fun with Disney characters. 

ORDER INFO: State catalog number below. Shpg. wt. set 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
Price for one set $5.49. . Kays oso XE NI 
Disney characters @Walt Disney 7 
1) 3 n 1016—Jungle Book, 
lore le Book, Br'er Rabbit, 

and ar aby, Pecos Bill, The 
Grasshoper and the Ant. 

Phone ordering s a quick 
and easy way to buy 

(2) 3c Da cei Rob- 
in Hood; Johnny ; Pe- 
ter, Wolf and Little Hiawatha. 

eu 3 C 1023—Mother Goose; 
locks; Acting Out the ABC's; 

Little Red Hen; The Emperor's 
New Clothes 

[ 
Mae | 

ы 3 C 1017—Winnie-the-Pooh and M 7) 3C 1009—Small 
Day; Winnie-the-Pooh and Ти orld; Little Red Riding 

innie-the-Pooh and the Honey Hood; The Ugly Duck- 
Tea the Sheepish Lion; The Little LAS ingerbread Man; 

lore Mother 

(8) 3 C 1021—The Rescuers; Pinoc- e 3 C 1025— Cinderella; 
chio; Dumbo; Mickey Mouse, Brave Beauty; Babes in Toy- 
I Tailor; Mickey and the Bean- land; Black Beauty; Heidi. 

(10) 3 C 1082—Davy Crocket; Trea- DM 3 C 1022—Wizard of 
sure Island; 20,000 Leagues Under the z; The Hobbit; Haunted 
Ѕеа; puel ‘the Sailor; The Swiss Family Mansion; Hansel and Gretel; 

MORE BOOKS FOR PRE THRU TEEN READERS PGS. 427-432 

оа pace scans ty chiitinias тане oben 

Learn by Reading 
and Listening 

A collection of Beginning Reader’: 
books that are synchronized, word- 

for-word, to records. A perfect 
way for the child to read along 

while listening. Hours of instructive fun. 

TV CHARACTER $ 429 
Record/Book Sets 

(12 thru 16) Each set consists of four 
24-pg. books, еа. 8V2x8V-in., plus four 7- 
in. 45 rpm records. 
ORDERING INFORMATION ^r sed catalog 
number as below. Shpg. wt. set 1 

ug Fairy Tale Book. Incl. Three Little 
Red Riding Hood; Hansel and Gretel; 

The Gingerbread Man. 
3C 1045. 4.29 
T we Гамона ER: cups 

Bear; Huckleberry H« 
3 [ar 1043. КЕРИСИНЧЕ оша 29 

(14) Scooby Doo Hits. 
3C 1042 

Little Golden Book* and Records 
(17 thru 19) Each set includes five 24- 
pg. books 7¥%ex7%e-in., and five 7-in. 
331!4-rpm records. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: State catalog 
mumbers аз below. Shpg. wt. set 1 lb. 2 oz. 
Save when you buy any 3 or more sets. 

Kr Saggy run D 7 Sally 
fiy 

the Tugbost X No a Suh 

3 C 1008-Ea. $5.49; 3 or more Ea.$4.69 

(18) men Thumbelina; Puss 
in Boots; Tootle; Smokey the Bear. 
3 C 1007-Ea. $5.49; Sor more Вана 69 

19) Color Kittens; Happy Man; 
hat Could; Lively Little Rabbit; e 

Little Postmen. 
ЗС 1006-Ea. $5.49; 3 or more Ea.$4.69 

SUPER HEROES 
Record/Book Sets 

(20 and 21) Set incl. four 20- 
in comic art form, each 10x7-i a Four ores 
45-rpm records sync! 
ORDERING INFO: State pea плот as 
below. Shpg. wt. set 1 Ib. 
Save when you buy amy 2 or more sets. 

(20) Star Trek; Batman; Superman; Spi- 
derman. 
3 C 1087-Ea. $5.49; 2 or more Ea.$4.99 

g 1 ШЕ ull 1999; Captain America; The 
; Conan the Barbarian. 

3c SORS ag $5.49; 2 or more Ea.$4.99 

SUPER HERO 
LP Record/Book Sets 

(22 thru 24) Set incl. one LP 12-in. 
33!4-rpm record s; to а 16-pg.. 
12x12-in. book written in comic art form, 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. set 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
(22) 3C 109! uperman ve 
(23) 3C 1093—Star Trek . 
(24) 3C 1094—Batman..... 

(25 and 26) Just turn the 
durable styrene dial on the 
book’s sturdy hard cover to 
hear the story while reading 
along. Each book has 14 
pages, 14x8% in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

un Bozo and His ABC 
оо. Shpg. 11. 
$e C 1051 

(26) Mother Goose Favor- 

3C 10! 

MOTHER GOOSE 
Turn-and-Learn Books 

Buy the easy way— J oy 
Just turn the dial M order by phone to hear the story 



Single-speed First Bikes with rear training wheels you 
canremove when your child becomes sure of his balance 

(1) Motocross-style 16-inch Bike with 
simulated shocks and fuel tank, plus 

MX-style saddle and knobby-tread tires 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Dependable rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Semi- i-pneumatic, road grip- 

16x154-in. tires with knobby tread. 5-in. 
[n plastic training wheels for balance. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Flat black 
finish steel frame and high-rise handlebars. 
Black vinyl handgrips with waffle design. 
Green plastic fenders and simulated fuel 
tank. Molded MX-style saddle; black plastic. 
шше front and rear shocks. 
COMPONENTS: Black steel chain guard with 
white stencil. Black vinyl pedals. Front and 
side-mount number plates. 
ORDER INFO: Sent partially assembled, see 
Assembly Note, Bike Warranty, №. ur 
6 м 47822L—Shpg. wt. 36 lbs. 53.99 

(2) Sugar'n Spice 16-inch Bike with 
dual rear baskets, decorated 
saddle and whitewall tires 

SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Dependable rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Semi-pneumatic, 16 x 15%- 
inch whitewall tires. 5-inch, black plastic 

wheels for balance. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: Blue steel 
frame, chrome-plated fenders, han- 
dlebars. White vinyl handgrips. 
banana-style saddle with floral d 
COMPONENTS: Blue steel chain with 
white stencil. White vinyl pedals. Two woven 
plastic baskets in rear. 
ORDER INFO: Sent partially —— see 
Assembly Note, Bike Warranty, a4 
6 N 47849L—Shpg. wt. 31 lbs... Sas. 99 

(3) 16-inch Convertabike 
Raise top bar for boys, lower it for girls. 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Dependable rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES: 16 x 154-inch s pneu- 
matic tires with black sidewalls, 5-inch, black 
plastic training wheels for balance. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: Blue steel 
frame with white steel fenders. Chrome-plat- 
ed steel handlebars with white vinyl grips, 
White plastic saddle. 
COMPONENTS: Blue steel chain guard with 
white stencil. White plastic pedals. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent partially 
assembled, see Assembly Note, №. 433. See 

Jue 433. 
wt. 29 lbs. .....$38.99 

(4) 20-inch Convertabike 
Raise top bar for boys, lower it for girls. 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Rear coaster brak: 
WHEELS, TIRES: 20 x 1.75 inch blackwall 
tires front and rear. 5-inch, black plastic 
training wheels for balance. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Red steel 
frame and fenders with yellow accent stri] 
Chrome-plated steel handlebars with white 
vinyl handgrips. White vinyl, banana-style 
saddle. For leg lengths of 23 to 31 i 
How-to-Measure Note on page 433. 
COMPONENTS: White steel chain guard with 
stencil. White, reflectorized pedals. Set of re- 
flectors, see Reflector Note, 0.433. 
ORDER INFO: See “N” Suffix Note, p. 330. 
Sent y assembled, ji ires ly 
Ф. 433. See Bike Warran 
6 N 47619N—Shpz. wt. 33 fin? .. $58.99 

Woven Polyethylene Basket 

Attach to most bikes $289 
to carry book 
packages. . . al- 
most anything. 

7x13x8 i 
deep. Woven pol; 
ethylene plastic; 
white. Decorated 
with 5 colored plas- 
tic flowers. Straps to 

ORDER INFO 
Fits most Ык. 

Wt. 1 Ib. 5 
6N 48486. “32. 89 

Pacsowc KIGAE 3 [Sears] 435 



Precision-made plastic blocks 

in several sizes—just press together 

to create a world of fun 

Our biggest Sets have a garage with 

overhead door and a miniature car 

536 50°? 842 51 99 
pieces ae pieces - 

Sears super sets also include handsome tile roofing to add a realistic 
finishing touch to projects. Plus plenty of bricks to build boats, 
trucks, automobiles, machines, factories, people, animals, trains, 
stores and homes. Made of high-impact plastic, bricks come in vari- 
ous sizes and bright colors. Just press together—pieces fit securely, 

yet can be easily taken apart. Helps develop skill in planning and 
manual dexterity. For boys, girls ages 4 to 10. 
49 N 16094—536-pc. Set. Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz Set $9.99 
49 № 44357—842-pc. Set. Shipping weight 5 pounds... ...Set 17.99 

Make buildings, vehicles, an entire city 

with these Sets sold only at Sears 

151 $249 244 $499 335 $4499 
ieces = pieces уб pieces = р! 

You get a lot of pieces for your money when you buy these special 

The 335 and 244-piece sets include wheels and enough plastic 

pieces to make several moving vehicles and buildings (except house, 
shown above) at one time. The 151-piece set can make all kinds of 

stationary models. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
151-piece Set (No wheels). 

49 N 16097—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces n. Set $3.49 
244 рс. Set. 
49 N 16096—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce Set 499 
335-pe. Set. 
49 N 16095—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces ........Set 6.99 

New Lego Auto Transport Set 

with 4 miniature cars 

65 $499 
pieces set 

Plastic pieces snap together and make it easy to build this exciting 

auto transport. Set comes with 65 pieces, including 4 enameled 

high-impact plastic cars imported from Denmark. Transport and 

cars are ready for the road with wheels that really roll. 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
49 N 16093—65-piece Set. ... Set $4.99 

ASTROLITE ТМ 
Design exciting space-age cities with over 200 

crystal-clear pieces that glow and change colors 
as they catch and reflect the light 

The most fascinating building set ever. Make space stations, atomic 
power plants, entire cities . . spin color wheel to light them up. Set 
has all-plastic construction pieces including building rods, domes 

flat platforms, curved rods, connectors plus completely assembled 
13%x13%-inch light base with electric cord. Needs 25-watt bulb, not 
included. UL listed, 110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 16066C—Shipping weight 7 pounds Set $8.87 

так Dad scade by йа анайы аЙ 



‘TEDDY “BEARS ar€ for love. 
They're a cuddly mixture of loyalty and security. For over 

70 years they've been listening happily to all the childhood 

confidences and sympathizing quietly with the disappointments. 

Teddies are like that. The name ‘‘Teddy"’ came from a 

1902 cartoon of Teddy Roosevelt refusing to shoot a bear cub. 

It was called “Teddy's Bear.” Since then thousands of owners 

have discovered that a Teddy belongs in every childhood. 

Traditional 

Teddies 
Choose a 20, 16 or 14-inch Teddy 

each with flexible, turning 

arms, legs and head 

(1 and 2) Soft acrylic plush bears, fully jointed so 
you can move their legs, raise their atms and sit 
them down. From Austria and West Germany 
Buy your Teddy the easy way—order by phone. 

Jumbo-size 20-inch 
Teddy Bear. 

State color number 
6-brown or 29-gold 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

Medium-size 16- 
inch Teddy Bear. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 40908H $991 49 N 40906H $7.73 

14-inch Teddy Bear (not shown). 
Stare color number.  &-brown or 29-gold 

49 N 40904H—Shipping weight 1 lb. 5 oz. $6.55 

Cradle-Mates 

$539 E 

with soft, washable bodies; felt features 

m thru 7 ) Perfect even for newborn babies, 

E ovable enough to enchant anyone. 
»ey're completely washable 

bodies 
with cuddly 

e 4 6 1 bright felt features. 

^ Oh, Mousie what big ears you have! 
4 е He's 10 inch 1 

2 ‹ aD , ә + 49 N 41022 ? oz. 

m 6 Muffins the Monkey . . 8% inches tall 
LJ Soft terry cloth body; and a big grin. 

49 м 41106— Shpg. wt. 13 oz. $5.39 

7 Good heavens . . a Pink Elephant. He's 
10 inches tall and cute as can be (but very 

nosey). Brushed cloth body. 
436 "Ot 49 М 41025—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. ..$5.39 GU 

Сана nae scans by didai macaca com 

Burri Bear 

Cut *1 9 

Poseable 17'/-inch Bears 
with sticky paws 

(3 and 4) They can hold all sorts of poses 
and, if you give them a hug, they might even 
hold on to you. Their special Velcro* system 
paws stick like magic to their brushed cloth bod. 
ies. They have bright plastic eyes and button 
noses. From West Germany. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. ea. 

B Burri . . with a 
completely 

brushed cloth 
body that makes 
him super pose 
able and fun. He 
has soft acrylic 
plush feet and 
head. Lace collar. 
49N4091257.99 

Furri Burri 

Furri Burri has soft 
acrylic plush body 

that makes him extra 
cuddly. He's fun to pose, 
or just to snuggle up to. 

Special paws will stick 
together or stick on his 
brushed cloth ears, face, 
chest and feet. 
49 N 40913 $9.99 

Zippy 
the Chimp 

$699 

He's 15 
and so 

and 
head. Zippy wears 
removable overalls 
T-shirt and hat. He 
has a cotton body; 
vinyl hands, face 

ash arms 

and shoes. 
Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz — 

49 N 40165..56.99 



A collection of 

BABY DOLL ESSENTIALS 

Cotton Wardrobe Sets V — Bathand 
(527m. tal $399 ; К Feeding Sets 3 Д 

АТА $e ҮЙ ! Buy Both. . XOVE ; Each 17-pc. set includes 2-pc. 
slack set, coat and bonnet, hat 
and dress, 2-pc. pajamas, dress E 4 
and pants set, 2 bottles, 3 hang E—x z 
ers, а comb and a “mirror”, < аа ar cal —- B T" 

begin | omes e Le g| Separately Дэв 2 

-hilm ez 18€32613| 6 | $399 total *5.98 
49€32614| 6 | 3.99 

34-15in.| 49C32615| 7 | 399 
49C32616| 7 | 489 1 18-pc. Bath Set. Ev 2 20-pc. Feeding Set. 

Mo ELLA erything you need for Everything you need for 
EM L- bathing dolly. . nursery feeding dolly . . diaper bag, NOTE Sod wt De c tray, soap, cotton, wash sterilizer with rack and bot- 

cloth and more. Wt. 13 ол. tles, much more. Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 C 33528 Set $299 49С33529... Set $2.99 

Knit Wardrobe Sets Buy both Bath Set (1) and Feeding Set (2) and Save 
SO ate 99 $1. Recommended for households with children ages 4 and n 
Gordo up $6 49C 33531—Shipping weight 1 lb. 13 oz. ......Set *4.9 

Each 9-piece set is hand-knit so 
it feels soft to you. . and to dol 
ly. Includes 2-piece slack set, 
dress and pants set, jumper Tubular steel 
with bodysuit and 3 hangers. Ný Doll Furniture 

$599 9 Bathinette. You can 599 3 Bathine give baby a real bath 
because it's watertight 
and a hose for easy 
emptying. Non-toxic fin- 
ish, storage tray, hinged 
lid. 24x17x33 in. high. 
Unassembled. Wt. 7 Ibs. 
79 C 33576C 5599 

4 Doll Swing. It's auto- 
matic so you can wind 

it up and watch it run by 
itself for over 4 minutes. 
Non-toxic finish and no- 
mar plastic leg tips. 
26x18x27 in. high. Unas. 
sembled. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 
79 33533C 56.99 

1349 C 32621] 
A3-151n.49 C 32622) 
16-18 in.|49 C 32623 
19-21 їп.|49 C 32624| 
NOTE Г 

Dolly sleeps soundly іп 
her very own cozy > 

BeddingSet _ 4 ; Я ч 
Я У \ Walker-Stroller | Take dolly for a ride ona 

eiue $333 sunny afternoon in this rug- 
е ged metal walker. There's a 

$ 199 $397 < 2 P handy play tray and bright 

beads baby will love. 
12'/,x9x19-inch high walker 
rolls on plastic wheels and 

Pretty pink set includes ruffled rayon pillow, Baby gets a good night's sleep with 
matching cover and soft blanket. Cover теа. — 16x2l-inch satin reversible cover and pil- : 
sures about 13x17 inches long. low, satin-bound blanket, white sheet N seats dolls up to 18 inches tall. 
49 33058—Shpz. wt. 1002..........Se0 $199 49 33527—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ... .Set $3.97 SERE PUE Pen d 3 cie ipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
442 [Sears]: 49 C 33046 $333 

сайр Dade Scone бийба айе ай Con 



As dolls made with pride 
in exquisite gowns, 
these breathtaking belles 
are the toast of the town.. 

DOLLS by 
FURGA of 
ITAIY 



Rock-steady Table Tennis Table with 
fast, responsive resin-filled top 

Dynaply™ top on this regulation-size table 
es sharp, true bounces to your best shots 

Moisture-resistant Dynaply™ resin-filled 
particle board top provides a lively, 

smooth, warp-resistant playing surface 
Yeinch top inch top Yeinch top 

$5288 $6288 $7288 
without net without net without net 

Regulation size 5x9-foot table comes in three top thick- 
nesses . . the thicker the top, the livelier the ball action. This regulation size table tennis table 
Top is double-coated with non-glare green finish and tilts up for playback, folds compactly pre-striped. Wrap-around apron frame surrounds top. STEEL FRAME and rolls away for storage Tilt-up playback feature lets you practice alone. adds strength and 
U-shaped legs of 1-inch diameter tubular steel are support. . helps 

braced for stability. Table rolls on 2-inch heavy-duty prevent warping 
casters attached to frame. Stands 30 inches high, folds to 
space-saving 56x10x60 inches high. Order paddles, net and 
balls below. Partially assembled. 
6 С 25912N—'-in. thick top. Shpg. wt. 151 Ibs. ...$52.88 

in. thick top. Shpg. wt. 164 Ibs. 62.88 
6C 25914N—%4-in. thick top. Shpg. wt. 180 Ibs, 72.88 

SHIPPING NOTE: 
Items with “М” suffix (as 6 C 259 14N), see page 276 

/ 

Tilts up 90° Hinged center Folds to slim 
for playback for easy fold 10-inch width 

“м. 

Professional-quality Table Tennis Set. Our finest set 
includes 4 sponge-rubber backed Dynacore™ ABS 

paddles . . 2 with smooth rubber faces (pipps-down style) 
for spin and 2 with pebble-grain faces (pipps-up style) for 
speed, control. Molded composition grips. Metal-end 72. 
in. net, 2 adjustable clamps, 6 balls. 
6 C 26084— Shipping weight 6 lbs. .. ‚...8е $12.99 

2 Deluxe Table Tennis Set. Set includes four Dyna- 
core™ ABS paddles with pebble-grain rubber faces 

(pipps-up style) and sponge rubber backing for good 
speed and ball control. Metal-end 66-inch net, two adjusta- 
ble clamps and four balls also included. 
6 C 26083—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 8 oz. Set $9.99 $3897 

Standard Table Tennis Set. Four 5-ply wood paddles 
with pebble-grain rubber faces (pipps-up style) for bal- 

anced speed, spin and control. Walnut-finished handles. Playback Table Tennis Table 
Includes 66-inch tie-end net, two adj. clamps, 4 balls. The %-іпсћ thick Dynaply™ resin-filled particle 6 С 26052—Shipping weight 5 pounds : Set $7.99 board top is double-coated with a non-glare green : Ё finish and pre-striped. Regulation size 5x9-ft. fold- 4 Table Tennis Balls. Tournament quality—made of ing table has straps that hold top in upright posi- top-grade plastic for accurate weight and balance. tion for playback. Steel-reinforced understructure. Tough and resilient to provide lots of bounce while stand- Sturdy 1-in. diameter tubular steel legs pivot down ing up to demanding play action. Package of six. when table is opened. Rolls on 2-in. swivel casters. 6 C26116—Shpg. wt. per pkg. 2 oz. -Package 99c Stands 30 in. high, folds to 60x22x74 in. high. Order Package of 100 tournament-grade table tennis balls. net, paddles and balls at left. Partially assembled. 
6 C 26171—Shipping weight 1 pound Package $12.88 6 С 25909N—Shipping weight 137 pounds . . . $38.97 

Catalog page scans by chrisiniaé nursetechnical соп 



Pedai-powered 
Batmobile 

$3499 

Pedai-powered Jaguar 
with 5-position pedais 

adjust to growing legs 

$3099 
Map pouches 

I 
Doors 
open 

Sporty 
mag" wheels 

Molded plastic 
tires 

Check the engine . . . load the trunk and pedal away in your sporty 
convertible. It has many of the same features found on Dad's car and it 
gets better gas mileage. That's because it's pedal-powered. 
CONSTRUCTION: Red moided polypropylene body. Steel axles, frame- 
work, rods and steering тесі for Jong Ше. Black vinyl seat 
padded for comfort. Molded plastic tires. Pedal adjust to 5 positions 
to fit growing legs. Mag-style wheels. Doors, hood, trunk open and close. 
Map pockets in doors. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 4034x18'2x17 in. high. Seat height of 6 inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. Instructions included. 
79 N 86084L—Shipping weight 18 pounds ..... $30.99 

436 

rr — 

FOR 
FAST-FOOTED 

CRIME CHASERS 
(1) Batmobile® 
Sold only at Sears. A beautiful repro- 
duction of the famous bat car with a 
highly detailed body design and cockpit 
area. . . featuring a simulated bat 
mike, rocket controls and batwing 
steering wheel. 
CONSTRUCTION: Midnight blue mold- 
ed polypropylene body with anti-static 
finish to repel dust. Steel axles, frame- 
work, steering mechanism and pedal 
rods. Molded plastic seat and tires. Ny- 
lon-bearing pedal rods adjust to 5 posi- 
tions to fit growing legs. Dual plastic 
windshields. 

DIMENSIONS: Measures 4414x 
24x15" inches high. Seat height of 5 
inches. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly as- 
sembled. Instructions included. See 
“N” suffix note on page 276. 
79 N 86077N—WL. 201bs. ...934.99 

(2) Batcycle®. 
CONSTRUCTION: Midnight blue mold- 
ed plastic body with yellow and silver- 
color trim. Steel axles. Plastic wheels, 
seat and pedals. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 30x13x20 
inches high. Seat height of 134 inches. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly as- 
sembled. Instructions included. If 
mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate; see p. 276. 
79 N 86012L—Wt. 8 lbs. $15.88 
(National Penodicats 

You can order items 
on pages 423 to 598 

from now until 
SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 

cross 

CONSTRUCTION: Durable 
panies body in black perdere non 

тасу 

DIMENSIONS: Measures 2314x914 
inches high. Seat height of 11% 
FOR с 3 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly as- 
sembied. 
renee. 



FUN-TO-LEARN . . . Action-oriented Sets to excite and teach Beginning, Early and Teen Readers 

(1and2) Activity Sets 
for DO-AND-LEARN . . . 
For Beginning Readers 

(3and4) For Beginning Readers 

8-book Classic Set 
For Teen Readers 

{6 thru 10) 
For Pre-teen or 
Teen Readers 

6-book Set 

French and Spanish Chatter Games Word Games 

FUN-THROUGH-ART . . . for instruction or 
plain entertainment 

Six Famous Explorers Kit with 
world map. . . let's you retrace 

6 major. historical routes 

430 [Sears] 9% 

Cutsiod page scam by dieisimas maseteciwdcd коп 

(1) Deluxe Activity Fun Box. Hundreds of things to do. 
Twenty-two 24-pg., 44x5'4-in. sto: incl: Heidi, Lit- 
tle Cottontail, Old MacDonald etc. Six 32-pg., 8x11-in. color- 
ing books plus 6 non-toxic crayons in box. “Old Maid" card 
deck. Magic Slate Pad with Magic Slate Stylus. Pre-school 
my frame tray puzzle. 56-Game Chest for 2 to 4 players 
includes such favorites as Parchisi, Tug of War, Corner 
Chedi tock Car Race and others. All items fit in a stur- 
dy corrugated, carry-carton 16x11x3-in. 
ORDERING INFO: Recommended for ages 3 and up. 
3 C 1556—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 10 oz. ..$6.88 
“Disney characters © Walt Disney Productions. 

(2) Scribbler Activity Box. Designed for hours of fun. 
CONTENTS: Magic drawing and learning boards with 10 
crayons that "erase" with a tissue, damp cloth. Scribbler pa- 
p pad; 4 workbooks totaling 272 pgs. full of instructive, 

ideas. Box, 14 4x147gx1!o-in. 
ORDER INFO: Recommeded for ages 3 and up. 
3C 1561—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 5 oz. EX 

(3thru 5) Workbook Sets. To prepare children for 
School or reinforce school basics at home, these sets make 
learning basic skills fun. Each 10V4x8-in. book has 64 pgs. 

(Запа 4) For inning Readers. Both incl.: Count, Col- 
or, Play; ABC Words; Read, Write, Spell; Count and Write. 
(3) 12-Workbook Set. Read, Write, Count; Numbers; 
Counting; Writing; Read and Write About Animals; Around 
the World; What is Big, Little; What Goes Up, Down. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1585—Shipping weight 4 pounds .. Set $5.88 
(4) 6-Book Set. Incl. Read, Color, Play; Activity Fun. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3C 1586—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 5 oz. .........5е $2.99 

(5) 6-Workbook Set. For Early Readers. Includes: Met- 
rics; Time, Money; Fun with Woi pell and Play; Fun 
with Writing; Beginning Arithmetic-Addition, Subtraction. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3C 1587—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz.. Set $2.99 

(6) 8-Book Activity Classics. For Teen Readers. Each 
83х107%-іп. book has 48 pages. Games and puzzles within 
the storyline make reading these classics fun and instructive. 
Set includes: Moby Dick; Gulliver's Travels; Kidnapped; 
Robinson Crusoe; 20,000 ues Under the Sea; Jungle 
Book; Three Musketeers; Huckleberry Finn. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1588—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 20z......... Set $3.99 

(7 and 8) Chatter Games. 2 to 6 players try to make a 
translation. Incl; 40 phrase cards; 4 word-tile sets; 6 card- 
holders; game bag; translation key. Instructions incl. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
(7) 3C 1502—French Chatter 
(8 ЗС 1503—S Chatter 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz... . ..Each $6.99 

(9 and 10) Word Games. Improve grammatics and vo- 
cabulary the fun way. Compete to form sentences from 
words (9) or words from word parts (10). Each game in- 
cludes 1-in. plastic cubes with engraved writing and instr. 
ORDER INFO: Save when you buy 2 or more. 

$6.88 

g Rolling Reader® (10) Rolling Phonics® 
ubes form sentences. Cubes form 5,000 words. 

3C1073-Wt. 6 от. .Еа. $449 3C1074-Wt. 6 oz. .Ea. $4.49 
20rmore.... Ea. 400 2 ог more........Ea. 400 

in. "mini-posters" retrace steps of Da Marco Polo, 
Magellan. Jacques Cartier, Columbus and Sir Francis 

20 water-color markers, broad and fine tij One 
water- (non-toxic, поп-і 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 3347C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 

12) _Crayola® Crayon Drawing Steps. Step-by-step in- 

plus sharpener. tures. crayons 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 С 4637—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6oz. .......... Set $4.39 

(13 and 14) Fun-to-draw Markers Sets. Make thin or 
thick lines. fater-soluble, non-toxic, soft-tip markers. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

13) 50-color Set. 14) 20-color Set. 
wt. 21bs. 3 oz. wt. 1 Ib. 

3С3365......... $1088 3C3364.......... $5.44 

Ink scents: iwberry, spicette, lavender, lemon- 
lime. 50 sheets of $%x77-in. stationery plus 25 em 
6x4-in., in yellow. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 3308—Shipping weight 13 ounces . . 



Fireball Indoor- 
Outdoor Skates with 
quiet, non-marking 

polyurethane 
wheels 

$1395 

Zip-fit 
Slip on over shoes 

Roller Derby Side valk Shoe Skate 
Ankle-height lace-up design and wider 
wheel chassis provide better support 

and more control than clamp-on skates 

Skate: 
length adjusts 

without keys so you're ready to go in seconds 

Сый page scans Нанна иеси oon 

Street King 

o with tough 
a steel wheels 

Ye $695 

29 
А remarkably low price 

for clamp-on Outdoor 
Skates with ball-bearing 

steel wheels 

Wish|Book: 
оше 

Our lowest-priced clamp-on 
Outdoor steel-wheeled Skates 

$349 

Outdoor Skates 

Fireball Indoor-Out- 
door Skates with 
quiet non-marking 
polyurethane wheels 

BEARINGS: 1 in. wide x 17% 
in. diameter red polyurethane wheels. 
16 loose ball bearings per wheel. 

STR: Vinyl uppers are im. 
ported, wipe clean with a damp cloth 
Cotton sateen lining. Cushioned in 
sole and tongue. Ankle-high lace-up. 
Composition rubber sole. 

TR: Single rubber 
cushion per axle; steel soleplate. 

ZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO: See 
Skate Size Note, Wheel Note, below 

(1) White with red, blue accent 
stripes Mom width only. In sizes 

L3 7, B. Slate size. 
EN 23107 F Wt. 5 Ibs. $13.95 
(2) Blue with red, white accent 
nuns Medium width only. In sizes 

(Тапа 2) 

'O6F—Wt. 5 Ibs. $13.95 

(3) Street King Outdoor Skates 
with tough steel wheels 

GS: Long-lasting 
174 inches in diameter. 

Six loose ball bearings per wheel 
ONSTRUCTION: Vinyl up: 

pers are imported, wipe clean with a 
damp cloth. Cotton sateen lining 
Comfortable DM insole. Com: 

R: Single rubber 
Steel soleplate 

R INFO: See 

Black. Medium width only. In sizes 
13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. State sise. 
EN 231024 Wt. 5 lbs. $6.95 

White. vire width only. In sizes 
12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Slate size. 
6N 25103. t. 5 Ibs. 

(4) Clamp-on Outdoor 
Skates with durable 
ball-bearing steel wheels 

RINGS: Heavy-duty 
re 174 in. in diam. Each 

$6.95 

frame can be 
without key. Adjustable leather ankle 
strap with foam rubber cushion 

NFO: One size adjusts to 
Zi 7% to 912 in. іп 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 

(5) Our finest clamp-on 
Indoor-Outdoor Skates 
with quiet, non-marking 
ball-bearing 
composition wheels 

ARINGS: 174 in. diame 
plastic composition 

s 16 loose ball bearings per 
wheel for smooth skating. 
FRAN TRAPS: Adjustable steel 
frame; simply loosen wing nut, Red 
vinyl-coated toe piece. Leather ankle 
strap adjusts. White foam rubber an 
kle pad for comfort. 
ORDERING INFO: One size adjusts to 
fit all sizes from 8 to 104 inches long. 
See Wheel Note, below 
6 N 23129—Wt. 5 lbs. $9.95 

(6) Our lowest priced clamp-on 
Outdoor Skates 
with steel wheels 

Sturdy 174 in. diam. steel 

Adjustable steel 
frame needs no key to fit. Laced 
leather toe piece and leather ankle 

nug fit 
One size adjusts to 

fit all sizes from. 654 to 81% in. long. 
6 N 23109—Wt. 2 lbs $3.49 



For the imaginative builder . . 

a bag full of bright cheery-looking 

Wooden Blocks . . 120 of them 

to be exact . . in 11 different shapes 

347 
Let your child use his vivid imagination 
to build a fascinating world of blocks. 
Hefty cotton drawstring mailbag stores 

away a bundle of different sizes and shapes 
of blocks: 4 double-oblongs, 10 oblongs, 24 
squares, 20 pillars, 32 half pillars, 4 col 
umns, 18 half columns, 2 half circles, 2 
large triangles, 2 small triangles, and 2 
Roman arches. Mailbag measures about 8 
inches in diameter and is 12 inches long. 
Blocks, smoothly sanded with rounded 
corners, come in 4 non-toxic colors. 
49 N 44375—Wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz Set $4.77 

Build your own dream of pioneer days 
with Lincoln Logs 

400 pce $Q99 | 300 pieco 56 | эор» $ 499 

You can build forts, cabins, stockades, trading posts, even an 
Indían-stvle long house. Then pretend you're a pioneer. Sets in- 
clude *i-inch thick stained wood logs of various lengths; gables, 
chimney and roof pieces. Instructions for building also included. 
400-piece Set . . makes 5 cabins with parts left over. 
49 N 16107—Shipping weight 9 pounds. .. .... КЕЛ, Set $899 
300-piece Set . makes 2 cabins or stockade and fort. 
49 N 16108—Shipping weight 6 pounds.............. Set $6.99 
200-piece Set . . makes 1 large cabin with fence. 
49 № 16109—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. ..... Set $4.99 

436 Sears "0 

Tinopai scade tir diu idnar ni ddlochdlceb bani 

xe то te 
Sold by Sears for 54 years e 

sege $599 | mem $397 

Build your own structures with colored wood and plastic 
| pieces. Idea book shows simple to complicated models, — 

49 М 16147—486-piece Set. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.. .. „Set $5.99 
49 N 16148—322-piece Set. Wt. 3 lbs. 6 07.....Set 397 

batteries. Order pkg. below. 
49 N 16149—Wt. 13 о2..53.49 

"D" Batteries, Pkg. of 6. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49 N 8405 ........ Pkg. $149 

$197 
sor 

It’s fun to put together these six 
Walt Disney color pictures star- 
ring your favorite cartoon char- 
acters. Each side of wood cube 
is part of a different picture. 
Tough wood travel case has plas- 
tic handle, metal trim. 8x2x6'4 
inches high. From W, German 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 N 4648 Set $1.97 
Characters © Walt Оламу Productions 

100 Number and 99 
Alphabet Blocks “ 

Introduce your child to the ех 
citing world of words and num- 
bers. Soft wood blocks have 
deeply embossed letters on 2 
sides, printed letters and num- 
bers on the other 4, Or build with 
them. Rounded corners help pro- 
tect children. Colors non-toxic. 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 м 4684........... Set $3.99 

40-piece $0729 | 70-piece 51229 
Set Set 

Your budding architect is in his creative glory with blocks in all these 
shapes and sizes. 10 shapes in all: quadlongs, oblongs, squares, double- 
oblongs, pillars, columns, Roman arches, half circles, diagonals, and tri- 
angles, plus ramp. Durable soft wood with light, natural-grained finish . . 
just like the blocks used in nursery schools. Each block is 1% inches thick. 
Made especially for children ages 1 through 9. 
49 N 44166—40-piece Set. Shipping weight 8 pounds......,.. Set $7.99 
79 N 44167C—70-piece Set. Shipping weight 16 pounds.......Set 12.99 



The most famous 
Teddy Bear Teddy of all. . 
C 6 Smokey 
ut % the Bear 

This lovable 11-inchbear ^ Even though he’s a celeb- 
will play a soft lullaby rity, Smokey still keeps 
for you whenever you his sweet disposition. 
turn his wind-up key. He's snuggly acrylic 
He's all cuddly acrylic — plush and blue denim. . 
plush with a vinyl snout. 15 inches tall. 
He even comes with a He has a forest ranger 
bright bow-tie! shield and a big hat with 

Buy him the easy way his name on it. Isn't he 
‘order by phone adorable? 
Shpg wt. 1 Ib. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

49 N 40326..... 9.49 — 49 N 40179........4.99 

Р Q wow, 
Aog _ 

$687 
20, 24 and 29-inch Luv Pups 

with such wistful eyes and long floppy ears . . 

they’re bringing puppy love back into style 
i He’s our largest Teddy 

^ Bear but so good- 
natured. Just look at 
that friendly expres- 
sion. He's all soft 
acrylic plush with big 
button eyes and a 
bright bow. 
Why not pick up the 

phone and order it? 
Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 

79 н 40236С.....$6.87 

(1 thev 3 ) They look so appealing, these Luv Pups would enchant anyone . . toddlers to teens. 
They're all snugly acrylic plush with big ovals around their locked-in button eyes, 
1 20-inch Luv Pup. 24-inch Luy Pup. BIG 29-inch Luy Pup. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. Shipping weight 4 Ibs 
49 N 41491 . $5.89 79 N 41492С. $8.29 79 N 41493C. $9.99 

Our lowest price ever for any Sears Slumberchum™ .. with the same features as his Luv Pup 
brothers . . like his long floppy ears and big button eyes. His pillow-head is a carry-case 

. roll body into the back of his head. Perfect for children up to 414 ft. tall. Cotton-backed 
acrylic pile “fur”. Dry clean. He’s 21x60 in. long. Little Luv Pup not incl. ..order above. 
49 N 4149—Shipping weight 3 pounds............... $11.49 

Over 2 feet 
long 

$799 

She’s 26 inches long and oh, so elegant. 

She has long acrylic “fur” and comes 

with her own comb so you can keep her 
looking purr-fect. 
49 М 40078—Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz... ..- $7.99 

Сайы pace scant by стз ишке аай conn 

№ Э Both pets come іп medium or GIANT 

Tobby the Turtle is a happy playmate or a 
soft pillow . . 22-inch Tobby is even big 
enough to sit on. 

Both soft acrylic plush. 
49 М 40799—12 inches. Wt. 12 oz..... $3.99 

79 М 40798C—22 inches. Wt. 3 Ibs.... 8.99 

Croaker the Frog can be a wonderful playmate or a fabu- 
lous room decoration. He's all colorful acrylic plush. 
49 Н 40796—16 inches long. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $3.99 
49 N 40795—24 inches long. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 6.99 

том [Sears] 437 



Butterball. А chubby, cooing 
drink-and-wet baby that's fully 

jointed and all vinyl. She's so pretty 
in her gingham-checked popover and 
bonnet. 13 in. tall. dle not incl. 
48 C 31565—Wt. 11b. 5 oz. $8.99 

9 Rocking Cradle from Italy. Pull 
back sheer curtains and rock baby 

to sleep on the soft mattress. Shiny 
scrolled metal frame, 18x12x21 inches 
high. Partly assembled. Doll not incl. 
79 C 33562C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. ...$7.99 

3 Baby Face Toddler. All the soft 
colors of the rainbow come to- 

gether in her gingham pinafore dress 
and ruffles. See how her rooted hair 
shines. Fully-jointed vinyl, 16 in. tall. 
49 € 32027—Wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. $14.99 

sino ase scale нй не ай conr 

Big, bright eyes that close for sleep, 

Pretty clothes for play. 

These cuddly dolls express their love 

A thousand times each day 

BABY BEAUTIES 

fe » oe E 

4 Little Luv. Give her a squeeze if 
you please ‘cause she's all stuffed 

with soft cotton vinyl arms, legs 
and head. “Coo,” she says about her 
pretty gingham dress. 14 inches tall. 
49 31566— Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz, $14.99 

5 Button Nose in Bunting. She 
looks so cute in her fleecy white 

bunting and her fluffy hooded jacket. 
Drink-and-wet baby has her own bot 
tle. Fully-jointed vinyl, 12 in. tall. 
49C31564—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. $7.99 

6 Baby Winkie on Pillow. You'd 
sleep all day, too, if you had your 

own gingham-checked pillow and 
dress. Drink-and-wet Winkie coos. 
Fully jointed vinyl, 12 in. tall. 
49C31563—Wt, 1 lb. 4 oz. $10.99 



BABY 

Outfits for dolls 
(1) and (2) only 

DOLLS 
by Furga 
of Italy 

(1 thru 3 ) Huggable babies with vinyl heads, arms and legs, rooted hair and movable blue 
eyes. Each doll wears a knit acrylic outfit. For ages 3 and up. Not recommended for children 
under 3 years, due to small parts. 

17-inch Pamela. Blue, 
white 1-pc. playsuit 

Cotton socks. Blond hair. 
Jointed vinyl body. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 1 oz. 
49 N 31627 510.99 

17-inch Paolina. 8 25-inch Patty. 2-рс. out- 
Footed coveralls, bon- fit: top with footed bot- 

net, vest. Pacifier. Poly toms, matching bonnet. 
urethane foam-filled cloth Blond. Polyurethane foam- 
body, Wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz. filled cloth body. Wt, 5 lbs. 
49N 31628 $15.99 — 79N31629C 319.99 

(4 thru 7) Outfits for (1) and (2). Outfits are knit of acrylic. Each includes a four-color, 
animal-shaped cardboard hanger. From Italy. For children ages 3 and up. 

Red overalls with red, white and blue 6 White and orange striped playsuit with 
striped sleeves and pants trim. 

49 N 32524—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 

der ties, light blue pullover 
49 N 32522—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 

An Italian beauty 

TENERELLA 

pen di A 

^:29N32017C 

This lovely 19-inch doll has long 

dark rooted hair, sparkling go-to- 
sleep eyes and smooth vinyl skin 
Dressed in a crisp red and white pina 
fore, lacy pantaloons and vinyl boots. 
Hair ribbon. Soft plastic foam filled 

body with movable arms and legs. 

From Italy. For children ages 5 and up. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

2017: 112.99 

такой pace bene y йана аЙ Con 

Cut *2 
i MAL ЈЕ 

; $1299 

white sleeves and trim. 
53.99 49 N 32523—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 

Light blue and white jumper with shoul- — 7 Fancy white frock with blue trim and 
two pink rosebuds. 

5399  49N32525—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 

| A French b $3 

MADELEINE” 

Were 

each 
ce x p 

A delightful 17-inch doll with soft 
vinyl skin, go-to-sleep eyes and 

long, blond rooted hair, She's clad in a 
pink and white checked dress with lace 
trim on skirt and apron. Lace-trimmed 
pantaloons and cap. Black shoes. Joint- 
ed arms and legs. From France. For 
children ages 5 and up. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N 32035 i 312.99 

Such rollickin' times 

you'll have a ball, when 

COUNTRY COUSINS 

aD 

come to call! 

ж 

(10 thru 13) Country Cousins have smooth vinyl skin, large 
moving eyes and shiny rooted hair. Dolls are fully jointed. 

1 16-inch Baby Face. Red 
and white dot dress with 

navy print apron. Black 
shoes, white spats, white leo- 
tards. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49 N 32094 $14.99 

11 15-inch Chipper. Navy 
print dress with accent 

trim, White leotards, shoes. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49 N 32085 31299 

12 11-inch Pun'kin. Red 
and white dot dress, 

navy print apron, bonnet. 
White leotards, shoes, 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 3 oz. 
49N31637 cen 59.99 

13 13-inch Butter Ball. Red 
and white dot dress, lace 

trim. Print diaper. Drinks and 
wets. Bottle. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz, 
49 N 31636 .... 2105999. 

NOTE: Items ( 10 thru 12) for ages 3 to 10. Not 
recommended for ages under 3, due to small 
parts, Item (13) for ages 6 months to 6 years. 

ен 433 



Here's winter fun for every 

member of the family 

50-inch 59-inch 66-inch 
4 braces 6 braces 6 braces 

Fully turned-up 
rounded heels 

Our finest. . 
Reiser tr All-American Sled 

Full-length deck Chrome-plated rails and bars . . 
boardsforsupport — 2 hand grips . . and blue-enameled 

c steel racer runners 
Heavy-duty shock- cart 
absorber braces : ` $ 1 622 

Floating steering _ 50-inch 
units for contro! 1 Chrome- plated rails and bars. Vinyl hand 

grips on steering bar are a real safety feature. 
Floating steering plus full-floating deck give fast 
and accurate control. Hardwood deck coated 

E— 
7 85035L Hs eium 
79 C 85039N and up 

45-inch 
4 braces 

55-inch 59-inch 
6 braces 6 braces 2 Floating steering unit is more flexible and 

gives better control than rigid assembly. 
Hardwood deck and rails are coated with weath- 
er-resistant varnish. Heavy-duty braces for sta- 

Sled Guard turns any sled into a sled for baby bility. Red-enameled steel runners. 

Fits any sled . . attaches with metal clamps to sled to give baby a 
$497 comfortable ride. Hardwood sides and slatted back have a durable 

finish. Measures 1349x12'/gx9' inches high. Ages 1 to 4. 
49 C 85067—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces 

9 IL 
79 C 85084L | 12 | 6and up 
LESS 13 | 6and up 

; r handle Sno-Jet Mobile rs па З 
Maneuver down slope f 

with steerable 
skis and grips 

3 Check gauges on 
your simulated 

dash, test steering for 
responsiveness—and 
take off! Steerable skis 
have footrests, plated 
steel handlebars and 
vinyl hand grips for 
great control. Tough 
yellow, black plastic 
body. Sled 38x20x18 
in. high. Ages 3 to 8. 

Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs.* 
79 C 85096L .....913.42 

when you buy both (5) = 

Separately $ 
total $21.88 88 

5 Baby Sled. Varnished hardwood deck; 6 Baby Cushion. Shields 
guard rails at back, sides. Red enamel steel ~ baby from wind, bumps 

runners. Zinc-plated tubular steel handle. Sled, with side panels, lap and leg 

Thunderbolt Toboggan $533 
. seats 2 children 

4 Tough red linear polyethylene body withstands all the bumps а 30x13 in. wide; seat, 614 in. high. Ages 1 to 4. nom Mr ре. straps to 
rugged slope can dish out. Four sturdy handles on top help pro- Sent partly assembled. les. 1 а —€— in. 

tect fingers. Measures 17x48 inches long. For rages 4 to 12. 79 C 85001C—Shipping wt. 11 Ibs. ...... $1599 49 C85002—Wt. 1 Ib. 89 
79 C 85095L— Shipping weight 3 pounds* . .. . ELA. Baby Sled (5) and Baby Cushion (6). 
"If mailed takes 10-Ib. rate: see page 276 79 C 85004C—Shipping weight 12 pounds ...Set $19.88 асом, 437 
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These battery-powered vehicles 

Red, White and Racy Blue 

AMERICAN 
Ше 

( 1 and 2 ) let you cruise up 
to 2 miles per hour ride up 
to 7 hours on a single charge. 

then recharge the battery 
(not included) for more fun 

1 апа 2) Foot-pedal control . . . cruise up to 2 
M.P.H. Ride 7 hours on one charge of rechargeable 
6-v. battery (not incl., order separately at right). 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Battery recharger included 
. . » UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 8 watts. 
6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES 3 to 5 years. 

(1) Patriot Chopper. 
CONSTRUCTION: Zinc-plated tubular steel frame, 
hi-rise handlebars with vinyl grips, roll bar. Steel 
axle. Plastic hi-back seat (height of 1514 in.), fend- 
ers, simulated engine. Plastic tires . . . 10-in. front; 
9-in. “mag”-type rear. 3644x16x21 in. high. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions 
included. See "N" suffix note on page 276. 
79 М 8652 1N—Shpg. wt. 19 lbs. ...944.99 

(2) Freedom Rider. 
CONSTRUCTION: Polypropylene body. All-steel 
frame, axles, steering mechanism. Padded seat and 
backrest . . . seat height 9!4 in. Plastic wheels (6- 
in. diam.), steering wheel. 32x17'4x16 inches high. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions. 
If mailed takes 15-Ib. rate, see pg. 276. 
79 N 865 18L—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. 

m—————— —— 

6-volt Rechargeable Battery. (Not shown.) Fits all 
Sears, Eldon, Pines rechargeable vehicles. 
49 N 86523—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 14 oz. 

(3) Hot Seat. Rear pedal drive for traction. 
CONSTRUCTION: Tubular steel frame. Contoured 
molded plastic seat . . . height 10 in. Steel axles, ped- 
al rods. Rods adjust to 3 positions. Chrome-plated 
twin-strut handlebars. 12-in. semi-pneumatic rubber 
front tire. “Mag”-type molded plastic rear wheels. 
Plastic pedals. Red vinyl handlebar grips. 
46%9x22'9x24"9 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. Instructions. 
79 М 8605 1L—Shpg. wt. 26 Ibs. ...$29.99 
(4) Trail Cycle. 
CONSTRUCTION: Tubular steel frame. Steel axles. Chrome-plated hi-rise handlebars, front fork. Ad- 

$9.89 

justable plastic seat . . . height 7% in. 13-in. semi- 

FOR AGES: 4 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions. 79 М 86037C—Shpg. wt. 19 lbs...........819.99 

(5) Roaring Chopper 
CONSTRUCTION: Molded plastic body. Steel axles. 
Plastic wheels, pedals. Motorcycle style seat . . - 
height 1114 in. Twist right handlebar for activating 
motorcycle revving noise. 30x10x18 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 114 to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions. 
79 N 86026C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. ....814.99 
M Stop ‘п Go Signal. Teaches good traffic habits. 

rings as top is turned to show red or green sig- 
nal. With traffic tickets and whistle. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic base and top. Chrome- 
plated metal pole. . . 29 inches high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: For ages 3 to 8. 
49 N 88502—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8oz. ..........94.44 

(7) Gas Pump. Bell, crank, 18-inch “gas” hose, 12- 
inch “air” hose with pressure indicator. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic . . . 10x449x16% in. high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: For ages 4 to 8, 
49 N 88507— Shipping wt. 2Ibs............85.44 

437 



(1апа 2) Polly Pal Clothes 
Organizers 

Attractive assets for any little girl's 
room plus an instructive and conve- 
nient way to store clothing. 

CONSTRUCTION: Both bags are 
100% cotton material with Polly Pal 
screen-printed designs. 

(1) Polly Pal Shoe Bag 
Holds 4 prs. of little girls’ size shoes. 
Two loops for hanging. Measures 
24¥4x15x¥4-in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. 
3C4333............. 

(2) Polly Pal Pajama Bag 

Doll-like bag measures 19x10%4-in. 
Ten-in. zipper on back secures paja- 
ma pouch. Comes with loop for hang- 
ing on doorknobs, hooks. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 4332—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 52.99 

(3) Polly Pal School Lunch Kit 
with insulated vacuum bottle 

COMPOSITION 

Lunch Pail . . . Strong steel with lith- 
ographed Polly Pal design in lead- 
free inks. Snap latch and handle, 
854x4x6% inches high. 
Vacuum Bottle. . . High-impact 
polyethylene plastic. Foam-urethane 
insulated. 8-ounce capacity. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 43117—Wt 2 lbs. . 

$4.88 

Kit $4.99 

Catalog pane scant by chiitinias wercelechnical com 

(4) Polly Pal Carry-all Tote 
100% cotton twill. Web handles. 
ORDER INFO: Measures 14x17 in. 
3C 4571—Wt 5 oz. $3.99 

(5) Polly Pal Wastebasket 
Durable sheet metal with 3 colorful 
Polly Pal prints. 16-quart capacity. 15 
inches high. 10!z-in. diameter. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 4586—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 

(6) Polly Pal Cork Board 

Cork veneer on 34-inch fiberboard. 1 
inch wide plastic frame. Measures 
18x24 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 66039C—Wt 4 lbs. $5.49 

(7) Polly Pal Musical Jewelry Box 
When opened, box plays tune while 
small ballerina revolves. Wood cov- 
ered with white simulated чү 
Embossed design. a 
mirror in lid. Snap latch. Box is 
6x4V4x3V4 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3C 43115—Wt. 11 oz. 

..$4.99 

$479 

(8) Polly Pal Desk Organizer 
Holds small objects such as pins or 
favorite objects. Sturdy plastic. 4 
drawers. Polly Pal insert on top re- 
moves so child can place a picture or 
photo inside. 374x4x5%, inches high. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
3C 43114—Wt 11b. 3 oz $299 

тм 

Little girls love Po 

Moms love Polly Pal be 

(9) Polly Pal Coin Bank 
Hand-painted papier mache. Remov- 
able stopper. 5x3x8 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. 
3C 43103 $279 

(10) Polly Pal Book End Set 
Hand-painted papier mache. Each 
6x4Vgx i іп. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 11 oz. 
3C43104 Set $5.99 

(11) Polly Pal Alarm Clock 
CONSTRUCTION. 
Pink case made of sturdy molded 
lastic with brass lacquered trim. Pol- 

ly Pal is shown in full color on the 3% 
inch diameter oval dial. One-day key- 
wind alarm movement. Imported 
from Hong Kong. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. 
3С 4331 

(12) 

$11.95 

Polly Pal Deluxe 6-piece 
Hair Care Set 

COMPOSITION: 
Plastic hand-held mirror, plastic styl- 
ing comb, plastic hair brush, two sat- 
in-finish hair bows with bobby pins, 
pane ornament box for barettes, 

pins, etc. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 1 pound. 
3C43116 Set $3.79 

ause she he 

[12 thru ыы is ctc of 
уу st over sturdy paper 

board. Full-color Polly Pal design ap- 
pears on the front of each item. 

(13) Polly Pal One-year Diary 
One day to a lined page. Lock, 2 keys. 
ORDER INFO: 4%х4 in. wide. 
3C 43111—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $1.99 

(14) Polly Pal Three-piece 
Book Set 

One-year Diary 
120 lined pages. Measures 434x334 in. 
Brag Book: 
10-pages accept up to twenty 414x314- 
in. size prints in 10 acetate pockets. 
Measures 454x334 inches. 
Indexed Telephone, Address Book: 
120 pages alphabetically indexed. En- 
try titles for name, and num- 
ber. Measures 434x354 in. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. set 10 oz. 
3C 4338 .... Set $2.49 

(15) Polly Pal Desk Pad 

Pad has Polly Pal design on 2 sides. 
ORDER INFO: 12x21 in. wide. 
3 C 43105C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

(16) Polly Pal Pencil Weil 
Hand-painted papier mache. Measures 
6x214x8 inches high. Pencils mot incl, 
monogrammed pencils sold on p. 433. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3C43102—Wt. 11b. 4oz.. 

$3.79 

.$3.19 
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Roebucks extra-long and 
full-size Sleeping Bags 
Available with 3 Ibs. or 4 Ibs. of 

polyester insulation. Machine washable Any two ide! 

bags may ре 

(1) Extra-long 33x80-in. Outback Bag zipped together 
NSULATION: Warm, lightweight polyester insulation. 
CONST. Durable, extra-hea 400% 8-oz. cotton duck outer printed with 
Outback pattern. 65% acetate/35% ny lon knit flannel liner. Full-length sepa- 
rating zipper has double та, Bags have 2 carrier ties. 
DIMENSIONS: Extra-tall adult size of 33x80 inches. 
CARE INFORMATION: Machine wash, warm temperature. Line dry. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION: Order Duffel (5) or (6), sold below. 
6 N 70468—3 Ibs. insulation. Shipping weight 6 pounds $22.99 
6 N 70467—4 ibs. insulation. Shipping weight 7 pounds . 24.99 

(2thru 4) Full-size 33x75 inch Sleeping Bags 
INSULATION: Warm, lightweight polyester insulation. 
CONSTRUCTION: 65% acetate/35% nylon knit flannel lining. Full-length 
separating zipper has double weatherstripping to help keep out drafts. 
have 2 carrier ties for easy roll-up, storage. 
DIMENSIONS: 33x75 inches long. 
CARE INFORMATION: Machine wash, warm temperature. Line dry. 

(2) Plaid Bag with 100% cotton outershell 
OUTER: 100% cotton, printed with Roebucks Pocket pattern. 
S , ORDERING INFORMATION: Order Duffel (5) or (6), sold below. 
Plaid Bag with 3 Ibs. insulation. 
6 N 70469—Shipping weight 5 pounds . .$19.99 
Plaid Bag with 4 Ibs. insulation. 
6 № 7047 1—Shipping weight 6 pounds ... ..$22.99 

(3) Rope Plaid Bag with 100% cotton outershell 
OUTER: 100% cotton, printed with Roebucks Rope Plaid pattern. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION: Order Duffel (5) or (6), sold below. 
Rope Plaid Bag with 3 Ibs. insulation. 
6 N 70472—Shipping weight 5 pounds 
Rope Plaid Bag with 4 Ibs. insulation. 
6 N 70473—Shipping weight 6 pounds .... 

(4) Inner-striped Bag with 10096 nylon outershell 
OUTER: 1007 nylon, solid navy blue color. 
SIZES. ORDERING INFORMATION: Order Duffel (5) or (6), sold below. 
Inner-striped Bag with 3 Ibs. insulation. 
6 N 7047 4—Shipping weight 5 pounds ... -819.99 

Inner-striped Bag with 4 Ibs. insulation 
6 N 70475—Shipping weight 6 pounds . VPE ..$22.98 

(5) Clear Vinyl Duffel. Drawstring tie. Fits all bags on this page. 23x23 in. 
ORDERING INFCRMATION: 
6 М 70368—Shipping weight 4 ounces 6 99c 

(6) Nylon Duffel. Brown color, 100% nylon taffeta. Drawstring tie. Fits all 
bags on this page. Measures 22x28 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
6 N 70446—Shipping weight 5 ounces d ...82.99 

Уту! Duttel 

Nylon Duttel 

$299 

PORTS CENTER 



Kindergarten $Q97 
Kitchen 87 

Wind the clock and it ticks. "Cook" pre- 
tend fruits and vegetables in pots and 

toaster, cookies. Plastic. 15х7х15 inches, 
79 N 44047C-Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. ..Set $8.97 

99 Toddler Tote $ 

Your child can use his imagination to сге- 
ate unique designs by fitting 12 beads and 

12 blocks together. Teaches eye and hand 
coordination. 1 large lacing string to 

string beads is included. All plastic, non- 

toxic. Packed in vinyl bag. For ages 2 to 5. 

49 N 44169—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. . $3.99 

Learning Tree 

One toy to develop your child's sense of 
size, shape, color and numerical relation- 
ships. "Branches" color-matched to rings 
that slip on and off 12-in. high tree 
“trunk”. Only Sears includes bucket, 
shovel and lacing strings with this set. АП 
high-impact, non-toxic plastic . . comes in 
handy vinyl bag. Ages 2 to 5. 
49 N 44168-Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 207....94.99 

зо рабе scans by cheistiriatguiselecimical com 

Designs and colors on 

coins, slots and keys 

match. Child places 

like coins in slots, 

pushes key, and coins 

come out one by one. 

Teaches child monetary 

value as well as eye and 

hand coordination 

$444 
Now your child can pretend he's 
a super storekeeper or banker 
while his friends play customer 
32 coins are 4 different colors 
and denominations with en- 
graved geometric designs, so 
child must match both design 
and color to get each kind of coin 
in the appropriate slot. Then he's 
ready to make change. Large 
storage drawer to keep money 
in. 104x594 x7 in. high. All plas- 
tic, non-toxic. For preschoolers. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49N 44111 $4.44 

Match colors and shapes to fit openings. . 

all 3 toys teach eye and hand coordination 

CUT 9% 
Pot 'n Spoon 

Li dl 

Keyhouse to Learning 

6 keys open matching doors 

As your child unlocks the 6 doors with 
color and shape-coordinated keys, he un- 
locks his mind to learn shapes, color 
matching, and shape matching. His skill 
with his hands improves as he inserts 12 
different shaped blocks into appropriate 

Match Maker 

Block 

Child places 12 objects 
with different shapes 

and colors into plastic 
cube thru matching 
holes. Block snaps open 
во objects can be used 
again and again. 4x4x4- 

Priced to be. $3.29 

SOMETHING "e аң 5297 

Child drops 6 wooden blocks of 
3 different shapes into match- 
ing holes in lid. Big plastic 

SPECIAL 

openings in the house. Also includes one spoon to scoop out blocks and inch cube. 
master key. 7%4x7%x7 inches high. АШ 10-in. diameter plastic potin- Shipping weight 6 

plastic, non-toxic. From Japan. cluded. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz ounces. 
49 N 44038—Shpg. wt. 11b.802..93.99 49N4462...... $2.97 49N4416. $1.49 

‘Plug ‘n Play" Switchboa 
for the young operator 

$549 

Child picks up receiver with. coiled 
cord, presses touch-type buttons, and 
listens to bell tones. He selects one of 5 
geometric-shaped, color-coordinated 
plugs and finds appropriate opening 
‘on switchboard. Matching signal pops 
up when right connection is made. 
Push button . . cords automatically re- 
tract plugs. Plastic. 114x54 x8% 
inches high. From Hong Kong. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
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CHIME TOYS 
Shake 'em and hug 'em 

they jingle and chime 

6 GIANT Snake . . 5 feet 
long. Shake his head and 

hear him chime. Soft acrylic 

$499 

(1 thru 5) Just wind the key and these little softies 
“come alive.” They nod their heads as they play a plush body, felt features and tune . . each contains an imported music box. shiny ribbon. Wt. 3 Ibs. 

1 Friendly Tiger . . 8 in. tall. All soft rayon plush 70 N 30404P. e 
with felt features and a bright ribbon. 1 Casper the Friendly 49 N 40454—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. ..... $3.78 Ghost . . he’s 131 inches 

n ^ " 1 and too cute to be scary. 9) Suzy Doll. . . 13%, in. tall. She's cuddly acrylic а : is 
М ч His rayon plush body chimes Г] plush with a cute vinyl face, yellow yarn curls, ў с ae 

Б] 49 N 40455—Shipping weight 1 Ib, 4 oz. ..... $3.88 e аата a Ei 

$499 З Pink Teddy Bear . . 10 in. tall, wears a colorful 49 N 40324 $3.99 
frock and cap. Acrylic plush; felt features. 

49 № 40453—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. .....$4.79. 8 Humpty Dumpty . . 10, 
inches tall, jingles and 

chimes when you toss him 
arou He's colorful terry 

nomo $4.99 cloth with acrylic hair, acrylic 
plush feet, felt features. He 

Pretty Puppy . . 10 in. tall with rayon plush wears a little hat and a bright 
"fur," locked-in button eyes, bright cap and a bow tie. Elastic loop. 

flower. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 4045 1—Shipping weight 11b. 4 oz. ..... $4.99 49 N 40467 $3.99 

STORYBOOK CHARACTERS 
Each copied from a classic "Golden Books" $549 

or "Little Golden Books" character М h 

(9 thru 12) These cuddly acrylic pile celebrities are 
modeled after actual storybook heroes. Books not incl. 

9 Saggy-Baggy Elephant: 11 in. tall. Locked-in eyes. 
49 N 40477—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $5.49 

10 Detective Arthur; 12 in. long; felt features; hat, 
49 N 40475—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. ....$5.49 

И Року Little Puppy; 10 in. long. Locked-in eyes. 
49 N 40476—Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz. $5.49 

12 Shy Little Kitten; 10 in. tall; felt features; bow. 
49 N 40478— oping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. $5.49 

e “р>: : 
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Outfits for 
14-inch Angel Baby 

Two-piece sunny yellc 
49 C 32515—Shipping wt. 4 oz. 

knit pajama set 
$199 

Pretty red and white knit cotton dress. 
49 С 32511—Shipping wt. 4 oz 5299 

49 C 32512—Shipping wt. 4 oz $3 29 

Rose knit and pink check playsuit 
49 C 32513—Shipping wt. 4 oz $299 

1 

2 
3 Velvety pinafore over check cotton skirt 

4 

5 Three-piece g 
49 C 32514. 
NOTE 

е. 
n cotton topper 

Shipping wt. 4 oz. 

a7 
14-INCH ANGEL BABY 

Her rooted blonde 

She's all dressed up in snuggly knit coat 
ging outfit with panties, shoes and socks 
soft viny! nd she's perfect for azes 4 to 10. 
49 С 31568—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

hat and lez 
she's а! 

5799 

Tta padd scunt by сабаа тие иса con 

Outfits for 
18-inch Dearest Infant 

6 Two-piece coverall and blouse set 
49 € 32527—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

7 Two-piece yellow knit pajama 
49 C 32528 —Shpg. wt. 5 oz. ...$2.79 

Two-piece ribbed cotton topper set 
49 С 32526—Shpg. wt. 5 0z. 

NOTE 

$1299 

18-INCH DEAREST INFANT 
g hug to this lov име а Ё 

She's so cuddly you'll never want to let her go. Kapok 

filled cloth body with soft v arm 
rooted hair, go-to-sleep e 

leg: 
a cry voice, She 

wears a nylon dress wi 
flannelette diaper and cotton k 
49 С 3157 1—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz 

id bonnet 

$1299 

M 

25-INCH DEAREST ONE 

As big and as playful a 1-year old 

$1499 
Tilt her and she calls "mama". Hug her kapok 
filled c body or comb her rooted hair. Vinyl 
arms. legs and head with go-to-sleep eyes. Her 
knit top. leg 
49C31572—S| 

hat are so pretty 
эд. wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz $14.99 

Pretty Steel Trunks 
for dolls, clothes 
and accessories 

For traveling or storage; drawer, hanger bar 
and hangers. Room for dolly (not includec 
her clothes and accessories (not includec 
Wood frame, plated har ware, plastic handle 

14x7x7 xin. Trunk with one snap lock 
49 C 33569— Shipping weight 4 lbs 55 49 

18x8'4x8'4-in. Trunk (not shown). 2 locks 

49 C 3357—Shipping weight 6 lbs 5699 



Big bright eyes look up at you, 

arms reach out to play. 
These baby dolls give you their love 

a thousand times each day . . 



Learning 
Snow Skis for 

young beginners 

All Skis feature: 
* Selected hardwood laminated to 

decorative, high-pressure plastic 
for durability and style 

* Spring-release bindings of plated 
metal give you years of wear. . 
adjust to fit all-sized children's shoes 

* Grooved bottoms for traction 

* Sturdy poles with wrist straps, snow 
rings and blunted tips 

(1 thru 3) Youngsters can enjoy one of the 
most popular winter sports . . even if they're 
only 3. These skis feature spring-release safe- 
ty bindings that fit any size children's shoes 

. you don't even need ski boots. Sets also 
include two poles with free-acting plastic 
snow rings, See chart below. 

1 5-ft. Ski Set. (152 cm.) Blue plastic lami- 
nated to hardwood skis. 40-inch alumi- 

num poles. 
79 С 85223C—Shipping wt. 7 Ibs. ..Set $16.99 

2 4'4-ft. Ski Set. (137 cm.) White plastic 
laminated to hardwood skis. 40-inch alu- 

minum poles. 
79 С 85222C—Shipping wt. 6 lbs. ..Set $14.98 

3 3ft. Ski Set. (107 cm.) Red plastic lam- 
GELS to hardwood skis. 40-inch hard- 
wood poles. 
79 C 85221C—Shipping wt. 5 lbs. ..Set $11.99 

WHAT SIZE SKIS SHOULD YOU BUY? 

Advanced Beginner 
or intermediate . 

For greatest comfort and safety. use ski boots 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 
You can order items 

on pages 439 to 614 from now 
until August 13, 1976 

You'll want to keep your Wish Book to order: 

* Birthday gifts, party favors and party gifts 

* Outdoor riding toys . . rainy-day games 

@ Replacement parts, refills and accessories 

Catala pane scans by diaisiimat masetectwdcil ане 

Aluminum $597 

with Poles 

$499. 499 

4 Children ages 3 to 7 get the 
"feel" of real skiing. Grooved 

steel shoes slide smoothly over 
new-fallen snow. Plastic foot 
straps adjust. Includes two 27- 
inch long wood ski poles with 
plastic straps and snow rings. 
Snow shoes measure 18 in. long. 
79 С 85201C—Wt. 4 Ibs. .Set $4.99 

A 

Coaster 

Aluminum Coaster. 25-in. di- 
ameter. Smoothly turned 

edges. Sturdy hand holds. Rec- 
ommended for children, 4 to 12. 
79 C 85063L—Wt. 3 lbs.* ... 85.97 

Banana Peel 
Slider lets you 
slip and slide 
down your 
own slalom 
course 

$797 

[5] 

< 

5 Stand on it, sit on it or belly- 
flop down the slopes. Keep 

control with deep-notch fins and 
steering-tow rope. Tough plastic 
slider features anti-skid treads for 
sure footing and fins for slalom 
control. 10x41 inches long. Great 
fun for children ages 6 to 15. 
79 C85211C—Wt. 5 lbs,..... $797 

Slip, slide, whirl and turn 
on these Disc Coasters 

Molded 
lastic 
'oaster 

7 Molded plastic Coaster. 27- 
in. diameter. Bright red color. 

With hand holds. Ages 4 to 12. 
79 С 85057L—Wt. 4 lbs.* ....94.97 
"If mailed takes 10-0, rate; see pg. 276. 

Slide and ski 
with beginner 

Mini-Skis and Poles 

8 Skis. Beginners become 
familiar with the fun of 

skiing and sliding on 
21V4x4'4-in. red, grooved 
polyethylene mini-skis. Ad- 
justable straps. Ages 5 and 

Sup. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 С 85231 ...... «$4.99 

9 Ski Poles. Help balance 
and push along over snow 

with two 31-in. aluminum 
poles with hand straps and 

Wt. 1 lb. 
79 С 85232С............ $2.99 
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grips. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Nylon-bearing, 
steel-spoke front wheel. . . 
13хі. semi-pneumatic tire. 

(3) With 10-in. wheel 
and whitewall tires 

FRAME, SEAT: 1%-in. tubular 
steel frame with hot red enamel 
finish. keep adjustable 
handlebars, fender and hub caps. 
Adjustable steel seat with white 
trim. White vinyl hand grips. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Nylon-bearing, 
steel-spoke wheels. 1.62-in. semi- 
jen whitewall tires. . . 
front size: 13 in.; rear size: 7 in. 
FOR AGES: 2-4 years with inseam 
of 13% in. or more. Measure dis- 
tance from crotch to floor. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Part- 
ly assembled. Complete assembly 
instructions included. 

Shipping weight 14 pounds. 
79N87025C ......... $14.49 

(4) With 10-inch wheel 
FRAME. SEAT: 1%-inch tubular 
steel frame with , black and 
white enamel finish. Adjustable 
handlebars wi! ite enamel fin white - 
ish. Steel seat with white trim. 
Black vinyl hand grips. 
WHEELS. TIRES: Nylon-bearing, 
steel-spoke front wheel. . . 
10x1.62-in. semi-pneumatic tire. 
Blow molded mag-type plastic 
rear wheels . . . 7x2.5 inches. 
FOR AGES: 2-4 years with inseam 
of 13% in. or more. Measure dis- 
tance from crotch to floor. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Part- 
ly assembled. Complete assembly 
instructions inch juded. 
Shipping weight 13 pounds. 

79N 87014C ......... $11.89 

So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone. 

(5) 13-inch Beginners' Bike with removable crossbar. 

BRAKES: None. Not necessary with a direct drive pedal. 

WHEELS. TIRES: Муса pes wheel: 
blackwall tires. Two 5-inch 

is. 13x1.62-in. wide semi-pneumatic 
plastic training wheels. 

FRAME. HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: Tubular steel frame, yellow enamel finish. 
. ; converts bike for boy sor girls use. рс. crank with Removable crossbar . 

nylon bearings. Adjustable handlebars. Adj 
34 

plastic seat. 

COMPONENTS: Black vinyl hand grips, pedals. Chain guard. 

FOR AGES: 4 to 8 with inseam 18" in. or more. Measure from crotch to floor. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. Instructions included. 

79 N 87561C—Shipping weight 24 pounds ......... +4 $24.99 

(6) 13-inch Motocross-style Bike with Pedi-Brake. 

Sharp cycle styling so realistic you can 

has simulated gas tank, "chopper" style 
type. . . stops bike when direct downward pres- BRAKES: Pedi-Brake 

sure is applied to е 

almost hear the motor roar. . . even 
handlebars. 

WHEELS. TIRES: Nylon-bearing wheels. 13x1.62-inch wide semi-pneumatic 

all detachable plastic training knobby tread blackwall tires. Two S-in. 
ic 

wheels, 

FRAME. HANDLEBARS. SADDLE: Tubular steel frame with hot = 

enamel finish. Simulated 
piece crank with nylon bearings. 

gas tank with . Three- 

i Chrome-plated motorcycle-type handlebars 
black motocross 

with decorative number plate. Motorcycle-style plastic seat. 

COMPONENTS: Black vinyl hand grips, pedals. Chain guard. 

FOR AGES: 4 to 8 yrs. Inseam of 181% in. or more from crotch to floor. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. Instructions included. 
79 N 87562L—Shipping weight 26 pounds . . ‚.›++--932.99 

Unicycle with 24-inch pneumatic rubber tire. (7) 
CONSTRUCTION: Tubular steel frame. 

seat mast. 75-in. wide 24х1. 
seat. . . adjusts e sre fcm ground, tis up or dows 

FOR AGES: 14 years and up with an inseam of 31 inches or more. 
from the crotch to floor. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. Instructions included. 

—Shipping weight 17 pounds ........ 79 М 880161. . $34.88 

(8) Steel Balancing Poles. Help you learn to ride your unicycle. Pkg. of 
tubular steel poles. 

assembled. For ages 10 yrs. and He caspase long Pari а 
(9) 20-inch 

‘vinyl hand grips, end 

pau Package $2.87 
with pneumatic rubber tire. Unicycle 

CONSTRUCTION: Tubular steel frame. Chrome-plated 
Ар Nylon-bearing wheel. 20x1.75-in. wide 

metal wheel rim, 

{ork White vinyl seat -adjusts from 33 to 38%, in. from the ground. 
FOR AGES: тон амы ris еа Мне 

AGES: 10 to 15 years with inseam of 26 inches or more. Measure from FOR 
the crotch to floor. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. Instructions included. 

79 М 88017 C—Shipping weight 13 рошуйв............. СА $14.88 

Do hauling chores or just coast around 
(11and 12) Our 2 largest steel Coaster Wagons. 
CONSTRUCTION: ЕБЕ шыш push-on hubcaps. Rust-resistant bolts, Semi- 

(11) Sears "400" model Steel Coaster Wagon. 
DIMENSIONS: Body measures 34x15V4x4 inches deep. 

DIMENSIONS: Body measures 
28x13x3% inches deep. 
FOR AGES: 20 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 

i weight 17 Ibs. 
79N85502C ....... veo $1449 

‘ONS ON: Steel CONSTRUCTION: chassis, 

i bolts, Cadmium-plated 
hardware. і. іс tires 
КЕ [nb pm lon 

uunc DERE I 
green hardwood side 
DIMENSIONS: Body measures 
36x1614x91 inches deep. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 

ions included. 
Error 34 ibe 828.89 



when you buy both 
Pin-up Board (1) and Pennant Set (2) 

Sey eS $i $876. 
Order by separate catalog numbers and prices 

ESOTA 

"Yis 

Wastebasket 

$679 

(4) NFL Encyclopedic History 

Revised and expanded edition covers major names and 
events in professional football from 1892 to 1920, when first 
professional football association was founded, and up to the 
1976 Super Bowl. Hard-cover volume. Over 1000 black and 
white illustrations, 512 pgs. Size: 8Y2x10¥4x1% in. thick. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1216—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 

(5B) NFL "Quarterbacks" Book 
Story of 12 quarterbacks plus an 8-page section on how to 
play quarterback. Features Ken Anderson, Terry Brad- 
Shaw, Joe Ferguson, Griese, James Harris, Jim Hart, 
Bert Jones, Dan Pastorini, i im Plunkett, Kenny Stabler, 
Roger Staubach and Fran Tarkenton. Hard cover edition. 
Illustrated with fine color and black and white photographs. 
96 . Size: 814x11 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION Shpe. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
3C 1209 ....Each $4.79 

$17.79 

HS listory 
Profess 

[ Footba 

(6) Nr Nm que 
BASE, SHADE: polystyrene base. 28 N.F.L. helmet 

for 0-120 volts AC it cord Uses C7 bake med 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 4828—Shipping weight 10: 

Cutalod pade scans by cisimat masetechnicil com 

NFL Licensed Pin-up Boards, Wastebaskets, 
Pennants, Books and Accessories 

(1) Pin-up Boards 

Show your favorite NFL team in play action. 
CONSTR.: Fine grade !4,-in. cork on 3⁄4-in. fiberboard back- 
ing. Screen-printed with official National Football League 
emblems using official team colors. 17x23x54 in. thick. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order from chart below. 
Price of Pin-up Board when bought alone . .....Each $4.88 
Price of Pin-up Board when bought with (2) ...Each 4.38 

(2) Pennant Sets 

Me riy bed room with this colorful array of decorative 
inants up in a circular, square or rectangu- 

ren т to aso present decor. 
COMPOSITION: АШ 28 NFL teams and their official colors, 
each emblazoned on a 5x12-inch synthetic felt pennant, plus 
one large 12x30-inch pennant of your favorite team. 
CONSTRUCTION: Small pennants made of 33147 potya 
3314% rayon, 33145 mercerized cellulose. The large pen- 
nant is made of 100% polyester. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: When ordering, be sure to order b: 
ay v of team that you want on large pennant. You 

ve Farge pennant of specified team plus small pennants 
rere er NFL team. Order from chart below. 
Price of Pennant Set when bought alone ... .Each set $4.88 
Price of Pennant Set when bought with (1)..Eachset 4.38 

(3) Wastebaskets 
iasa) for a youngster’s room. Can be used for storage to help 
keep those stray toys and games out of the Ж, ‚сап 
even be used as an umbrella holder. A great finis! ing touch 
for the den or family room in your home. 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-gauge metal, 10'4-in. diameter, 
30-quart capere Screen-printed with the official helmet 
and colors of the NFL team of your choice. 19 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Order from ckart below. ..Each $6.79 

NFL (i) Pinup Board | (2| PennantSet Т (3) Wastebasker 
Football Team Shpg. wt. 3 ibt. Shpg. wt. B oz Shpg. wt. 5 

Atlanta Falcons C3 C 66253С C3 C 48001 ©З Саб 
Baltimore Colts C3 C 66254C С3 С 48002 C3 C 4204 
Buffalo Bills. ... C3 C 66255C C3 C 48003 C3C 4211 
hicago Bears...... C3 C 66256С СЗС 48004 ©3С4212 

Cincinnati Bengals C3 С 66257C СЗ С 48005 C3C 4215 
Cleveland Browns .. C3 C 86258C C3 С 48006 C3 C 4224 
Dallas Cowboys C3 C 66252C C3 C 48007 СЗС 4225 
Denver Broncos .. C3 C 66259C СЗ C 48008 СЗС 4226 
Detroit Lions C3 C 66261С C3 C 48009 ©з С 4240 
Green Bay Packers C3C66262C C3C 48011 C3C 4244 
Houston Oilers .. - Єз С 66263C СЗС 48012 СЗС 4256 
Kansas City Chiefs . C3 C 66264C C3 С 48013 C3 C 4257 
Los Angeles Rams | с3С66265С C3C48014 C3C 4258 
Miami Dolphins ...... C3 C 66266C C3C 48015 C3C4259 
Minnesota Vikings | C3c66267c C3 С 48016 C3 C 4263 
New England Patriots C3 C 66268C C3C48017 C3 C 4264 
New Orleans Saints C3 C 66269C C3C 48018 C3 С 4284 
New York Giants €3 C 66271C Сз С 48019 C3 C 4285 
New Vork Jets ...... C3C66272C C3 C 48021 C3C4286 
Oakland Raiders... C3 C 66273C СЗ С 48022 C3 C 4287 
Philadelphia Eagles .- C3 C 66274C C3 C 48023 C3 C 4288 
Pittsburgh Steelers C3 C 66275C C3 C 48024 C3 C 4289 
St. Louis Cardinals . C3 C 86276C C3 C 48025 C3 C 4290 
San Diego Chargers .. ©з C 66278C C3 C 48026 C3 C 4291 
San Francisco 49ers ©З С 66279C C3C 48027 C3 C 4293 
Seattle Seahawks C3C66138C СЗ С 48028 С3С 42102 
Tampa Buccaneers | С3с66137с C3 С 48029 C3 C 42101 
Washington Redskins -. ©з C 66281C C3 C 48031 C3 C 4294 

(7) NFL Helmet Push Pins $325 
ush pins in the official colors and insigni- 

teams. Authentic miniature replicas of Рет; 
ete Ne МЕТ аша helmets. Make a league standing chart 
out of cork 
CONSTRUCTION: Push pins made of molded polysty- 
rene. Pin shaft made of heat-treated high carboi carbon steel. 
ORDERING INFORMATION; 
3C 6622—Shpg. wt. box Soz............... Box $3.25 



Party-time full-size 
Slumber Bags 

33x75 inches long with 2'4 pounds 
of polyester insulation. Machine washable 

ТОМ: 21.4 pounds of polyester insulation. 
CONSTRUCTION: Liners of 65% acetate/35% nylon 
knit flannel coordinated to outershell of 65% acetate 
35% nylon knit flannel or cotton (as listed). Full- 
length separating zipper is doubly weatherstripped. 
Bags may be unzipped to be used as a bedcovering; 
any two identical bags may be zipped together to 
make a double bag. 2 carrier ties for easy roil-up. 
DIMENSIONS: Full adult-size, 33x75 inches long. 

NFORMATION: Machine wash, warm. Line dry. 
ORDER INFO: Order Duffel sold on page 437, Order 
Pillow, sold below. 
(1) 6N7046 1-Katie pattern, cotton outer 
(2) 6N70462-Jungie Animals pattern, cotton outer 
(3) 6N70463-Fancy Cat* pattern, 

knit flannel outer 
(4) 6N70464-Overalls pattern, knit flannel outer 
(8) 6N70465-Patch Doll pattern, cotton outer 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces ..$19.99 
(6) Pillow. With 4 ounces polyester fiberfill. Navy 
biue knit flannel cover. Measures 14x17 inches. 
6 М 70466—Shipping weight 6 ounces. . , $2.99 
*®Shoemaker 



438 Sears ЖУ” 

Ring the doorbell, open this delightful Fisher Price 
Play House with 4 furnished rooms, garage, car 

$ 8°? 

Garage door slides up for mini-auto. Hinged front door (doorbell rings when lever is 
pushed). Movable staircase for easy access to the second floor. 11 pieces of furniture 
are easily moved about by little fingers. Includes captain's chairs, wingback chairs, 
round table, coffee table, twin beds, and a double bed. Family includes daddy, mom- 
my, brother, sister and dog. Rugged wood and plastic house folds into a 
15'%4x9¥4x8%-in. high carry case, Non-toxic litho and enamel finish. 
49 N 44298—Shipping weight 6 pounds 12 ounces ..$8.87 

\| ^i А 
7 M "tn.Pmice TO. 

AREER LLL LL 

Fisher-Price Family Action Garage 
Drive "Super-Speed" cars onto grease rack 

or into elevator up to parking area 

$887 

It's a parking ramp and service center. Drive one car into the elevator. 
Crank on side lifts elevator as STOP gates close and bell rings. Car auto- matically ejected from elevator "speeds" down ramp. Front handle ro- 
tates disc, distributes car to color-coded parking area. Crank raises and 
lowers grease rack. Gas pump with removable hose. 4 "super-speed" cars, 

House locks shut with 
large carrying handle 

Fisher-Price Play Family Farm $987 

Barn silo with 22 farm figures, equipment pieces. Flexible plastic ani- 
mals, Barn door opens with "moo-ooo" sound. Removable silo 
hayloft door opens. Hinged handle. Plastic, wood. 104x71x10 in. 
49 N 4431—Shipping weight 5 pounds .................... <- -$8.87 

Fisher-Price Play Family Jet $399 
4 play family figures. 17%x15%4x11 inches high. Sturdy hardboard and "essel би raping per Dg ato plastic construction with non-toxic finish t engine sound. s : Боо: ТОГЕ ТҮЙ жнын ueber icu {=з ден lowers. 4 member play family and 2 pieces of luggage fit openings 

salo Dad $cane by cuidar ni ddlocie cL Codi 

inside. 11% x13%x6%-inches high 
49 N 4430—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces Хх $3.99 



"What's 24-inch TALKING 
BUGS BUNNYe 

5821 
This silly rabbit says 11 

funny phraseswhen you pull 
his talking ring. No won- 
der he's smiling—he's hold- 
ing a vinyl carrot. Acrylic 
plush body, 24 in. tall 
Vinyl face. Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 

49 N 40147 $8.21 

688 

Scoot along on this bright plush-covered burro. 
Hold onto the plastic bridle and ride, Soft acrylic 
plush with cotton padding. Plastic casters; wood 
base. 20x22 in. long. Ages 1 to 4. So easy to buy 
when you just use the phone. 
79 N 40238C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. $6.88 

Life-size 
Lassie 

$799 

She's 24 in. long and so lifelike. Her shaggy 
collie-colored coat of long-pile acrylic makes her 
so squeezeable. Realistic vinyl head. 
79 N 40405C—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. . 

авло рабе scans by «маіх тизени 

$7.99 

Our lowest price in 3 years for any 

TALKING PLUSH ANIMALS 

VALLE 

“та 
curious 
monkey” 

) 

Each talker knows 
8 fun phrases 

(1 thru 3 ) Look who's talking! It's a trio 
of cuddly animals . . all with a lot to say. 
Just pull the talking ring and each says 8 
different lines. Each is soft acrylic plush 
with bright felt features. 

] jm Curious George, "says this delight- 
Íul 17-inch monkey. He's friendly, too 

. just look at that big grin. He comes wear- 
ing a shiny ribbon. 
49 N 40439—Shpg. wt. 11b. 2oz.. .. 37.35 

9 16-inch Nitey Nite Mouse is ready for 
^' dreaming in his little nightshirt and 
cap. . but he wants to keep talking. 
49 N 40437—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $7.35 

18-inch Woody Woodpecker is full of 
fun sayings . . and wait'll you hear him 

laugh! He has a smiling felt face, felt fea- 
tures and a big acrylic pile plume. He's 
even wearing his felt bow tie. 
49 N 40438—Shpg. wt. 11b. 2oz.... 97.35 

ALPHABET 
CUBES 

Designed to last 'n last . . even 
when they're tos: nd squished 

] crawl о and sat on 
Thats why these colorful, soft 
(and washable) cubes are such 
favorites. 

(4 and 5) Bright felt letters and num- 
bers decorate these nylon tricot cubes. 
Solid polyurethane foam filled. 

Set of three 4-inch cubes fascinate 
babies 4-months-old and up. Later, 

stacking the cubes introduces pre- 
schoolers to letters and numbers. 
49 М 41223—Shpg. wt. 6 oz.. Set $6.47 

9-inch cube can be climbed on by 
baby or sat on by toddlers . . ages 

6 months old and up. 
49 N 41221— Shpg. wt. 9 oz $5.36 
©1971 Warner Bros. Seven Arts, Inc. 

Set of three. 
4-inch cubes 

$647 



The Squeezable Softee Sisters almost 
beg you to hug their soft bodies 

(1 and 2) These dolls are real Softees . . from the 
rooted-hair tops of their heads right down to the tips 
of their toes. Their cloth bodies are filled with poly- 
urethane foam . . limbs and heads of soft vinyl. Tilt 
them back and they close their eyes to sleep. 

Tilt her forward, she cries "mama" . . 
lean her back and she asks for "papa" 

3 20-inch Baby Doll. How lovely she looks in her 
long, flowing gown. Tilt her forward and back 

and she'll cry . . but set her on her lace-trimmed pil- 
low and she'll close her go-to-sleep eyes. 

Her arms, legs and head are all soft, creamy vinyl 
and she has a cuddly, polyurethane foam-filled cloth > 1 22-inch Snuggle Softee in a playsuit and apron. 

79 C 31688C—Shipping weight 4 pounds . . . . $9.99 

Sn : 2 14-inch Softee Baby in a lace-trimmed dress. 
= Softee 49 С 31573—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $4.99 

[1]$9099 em 

і Ж. 

body. A bright bow decorates her pale blonde rooted 
hair. Slip, diaper and booties complete her pretty 
outfit, She's life-size . . 20 inches tall. 
49 C 3169—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 57.99 

20-inch Baby Doll 
R N ea C + 

опее 

" Baby у 

A DIVISION OF 
OPERATION 
BOOTSTRAP INC 

13-inch 
Baby Janie 

$499 
5 

Every doll family зе | 
needs а Baby Brother | 1 

$999 

Baby Brother is a big boy . . 14*/ inches 
tall . . and so much fun to care for. He 
has a jointed vinyl body, go-to-sleep eyes 
and rooted blonde hair. He wears a 2- 
piece suit and booties and he's imported 
from Italy. 
49 C31686—Wt. 11b. 202. ......... 

4 Baby Zuri. Her name means Бу Baby Janie has rooted hair - 
"beautiful" in Swahili, and that you can comb. Lay her 

this drink-and-wet doll matches down and she closes her go-to- 
up to her name. She has big sleep eyes, wake her to feed her 
brown eyes and a soft vinyl from plastic bottle. She has a 
body. Bathe her, then dress her pretty play dress and j 
in her playsuit. 13 inches tall. nyl body, 13 inches tall, 
49C31696—Wt. 1 Ib, 202. $3.33 — 49C31695—Wt. 11b. 20z. 

Citai pade scans by dieisiniasnmisetedimical con 



NOTE: Dolls 
not included 
with outfits Outfits for 14-inch 

Angel Baby 
NOTE: Dolis, 
Shoes, socks 

not inci. 
with outfits 

Angel Baby has. st verb dec nes She ыш 
decree hme: se- 

bud-print sacque, дара, dics and socka. Fot age #010 
49N31622—Shipping weight 12 ounces... . H 

10 Wer Wardrobe for 10inch Angel Baby includes two-car 
art. pink kimona and меса ааа 

4032069 ECA weight BLAMO S E E АР T 5499 

10-in. Angel Baby (9) plus Wardrobe (10) 
49 N 32619— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 res PRISON Set *8.98 

5 
18-inch Hold and cuddle this 

\ MR П 18-inch bundle of joy. 
Infant Polyurethane foam-filled 

arms, legs, head. Rooted 
cloth body with vinyl 

$1299 blond hair, go-to-sleep 
eyes, cry voice, Blue and 
white fleece-look pram 
suit. Ages 4 to 10. Wt. 2 
Ibs. 8 oz. 
49N31623 11299 

(12 and 13) Outfits for 
18-in. Dearest Infant. 
Shpg. wt. ea. 5 oz. 

12 Two-piece pink 
sleeper accented with 

delicate lace trim. 
49N32554... -42.99 

3 Sunny maize dotted 
dress with a white 

ruffled pinafore. 
49N32555........... $3.99 

Steel Storage 
Trunks 

(19 thru 21) Wood frame, plated hardware, plastic handle . . 

19 14x7x7Y%-inch 18х8%х8%4псһ 21 
Trunk. One snap Trunk. Two snap 

lock. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. locks. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 
49N33569........ $599  49N3357......... $7.99 

тай pads cane by da Кан cont 

drawer, 
hanger bar, hangers. For doll's clothes, accessories (not incl.). Ages 3 to 12. 

22x8%x9%inch 
Trunk. Two snap 

locks. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 
79N33517C ...... 

M Plum acrylic-knit, 
two-piece pram suit 

with fleece-look trim. 
Matching hat. 
49 № 32552.......... $3.49 

15 Pink dotted bolero- 
NA dress with 

x N 32:48. ..$2.98 

16 Maize sleeping 
gown with ruffles. 

48 N 32548.. $233 

17 Pistachio acrylic- 
knit coverall with 

lace-trimmed bonnet. 
49N32551..........0299 

22 Wardrobe has sliding doors, 93 
hanger bar, hangers. Pink 

and white. Hardboard chest, 
wood knobs. 14x16%4 inches high. 
Doll clothes, accessories not in- 
cluded. Ages 3 to 8. 
79N33518C—Wt. 61bs...... $8.99 

14-inch 
Angel Baby _ 

18 She has a 14-inch vinyl body? 
dress, knit shrug, bonnet, panti 

ed blond hair, go-to-sleep eyes, 
49N31621—Shipping weight 1 

$449 

Storage for doll clothes 
Clothes Rack has shoe rack, 
hanger bar, hangers. Pink 

and white. Hardboard sides; 
wood rack, bar. 10х17% in. high. 
Unassembled. Doll clothes, acces- 
sories not included. Ages 3 to 8. 
79 N 3357 1C—Wt. 3 lbs. 



Step up into 

and join the f 

the spotlight 

un with these 
Simon Sez 

(6) has 
trigger 

7, action mouth 

(1 thru 5) mechanism 
Mouth opens 
and closes { 
by pulling 
back string 

( 1 thru 6 ) Each ventriloquist doll has sturdy vinyl head and hands. Outfit and instructions included. 

Recommended for children 6 years of age and above due to the skill and aptitude required. 

Willie Talk. 23 in. tall. Jack- 
et, dickey and plaid slacks. 

Stuffed body, molded hair. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

49 C 36042 $9.95 

Tessie Talk. 18 in. tall. АП 
vinyl, fully jointed body. 

Rooted hair. Lace-trimmed 
frock with bonnet. Vinyl shoes, 
socks complete her outfit. 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 C 36043 $10.99 

HUGO. . man of 
a thousand faces 

$1144 
Hugo can be anything. Facial 
disguises easily adhere with 
special non-toxic glue included. 
13-in. Hugo can be a puppet, 
too. Plastisol head, vinyl hands. 

11. Not for ages under 3, be- 
cause of small parts. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 6 oz. 
49 C 36044 $1144 

Includes cloak, nylon wig, 
moustache, scars, false noses, 
eyeglasses and more. Ages 5 to e 

Catalog pane scans by ETEESI OCES GON 

25 

Lester. 26 in. tall. Wears 
slacks, shirt and glasses. 

Curly rooted hair. Stuffed body. 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 

49 C 36033 $1094 

4 Charlie McCarthy. 30 in. 
tall. Edgar Bergen's friend in 

tuxedo, high hat and monocle. 
Stuffed body. Molded hair. 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 C 36013 $1147 

— 

Б Bozo. 30 in. tal. This hap- 
py-go-lucky fellow is 

dressed in his famous TV clown 
costume. Yarn hair. Stuffed 

floppy body. 
Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz. 

49 C 36045 51297 

6 Simon Sez. 30 in. tall. Plas- 
tic molded body. Molded 

hair. Slacks, long-sleeve shirt. 
Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49 C 36039 $13.99 

Use your imagination 10 create 
disguises like these and more 

Ventriloquist Case 

Holds most size ventril- 
oquist dummies. Dura- 
ble vinyl-covered fiber- 
board body, metal 
Írame case measures 
15V2x12x7 V4 in. “Show 
biz" look. For children 
ages 6 and above. 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 C 36036C $6.99 



24-40. Unicycle 

(15) 13-inch Trail Bike 
with "dirt-course" styling 

and coaster brake 

$3899 

BRAKES: Coaster brake for sure stops 
lets rider coast without pedaling. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Nylon-bearing wheels. 
13x1.62-in. wide semi- pneumatic tires. De- 
tachable 5-іп. plastic training wheels. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Hot red 
tubular steel frame with chrome-plated I 
ers. 3-piece crank with nylon 
black handlebars with motocross Rabe 
plate. Black plastic seat. Decals. 
COMPONENTS: Black vinyl handlebar grips 
and pedals. Chain guard. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 yrs. with an inseam of 1814 
in. or more. Measure from crotch to floor. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assem 
bled. Instructions included. 
79 N 87556L—WL 26 lbs. $38.99 

like a real motorcycle . 
hear your bike rev up, loud and clear. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic case. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 

of % inch. Includes 2 hold-down screws. 
49 N 88509—Shipping weight 12 ounces 

саде айй Scant by йй пиала оода 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Fits onto any handlebar not in excess 

BRAKES: Easy-to-use coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Nylon-bearing wheels. 
13x1.62-in. wide semi- pneumatic whitewall 
tires. Detachable 5-in. plastic training wheels. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Metallic lilac 
tubular steel frame with chrome-plated fend- 
ers. 3-piece crank with nylon bearings. 
Chrome-plated handlebars. Adjustable white 
plastic seat with floral decal set. 
COMPONENTS: White vinyl handlebar grips 
with streamers, vinyl pedals. White vinyl bas- 
ket with floral design. Chain guard. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 yrs. with an inseam of 18% 
in. or more. Measure from crotch to floor. 
E ING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. 
nstructions included. 
ЕЯ N 87559C—Wt 25 lbs. ... $38.99 

“R-R-R-Raw Power" Bike Accessory. Make your bike sound 
. just twist the Raw Power hand grip and 

By ideal 

$597 
$5.97 5 

oc |Sears| 439 



Save 5% l m 
(Тапа 2) в per/ foot over per/foot price of tape at left 

Soor edeki = when you buy the same tape in 6-roll pkg. 

$289 x length of 452 inches 
Two-colorfancy $ 
label-maker Tape той п 

52249 
(1 апа 2) 

Raised-relief Globes 

(11 thru 13) 
42-character 

Novelty 
Label Makers 

5219 
(7 thru 10) Two-color, fancy Label-Maker Tape. Vinyl tape in striking two-color patterns: 

‘orange stripes; green dots on blue; pink daisies on oi 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Save om fer /foot price (7 thru А wales you buy 6/roll pkg. (10). 
7 thru 9) Individual tape rolls. Each roll measures 34x 3 
7) 3C39883—Blue/Green Dots (9) 3C 30882 Orange) Daisies 
8) 3C Б Gale rane Жр 

Shippiog weight each each roll 1 ounce 
(10) Pkg. of 6 rolls (Two rolls ea. of patterns (7 thru 9) above, Each roll is 572i. 1 
3C 39875—Shipping weight 4 ounces ........................................ Pkg. 

11 thru 13) Novelty Label Makers. 42-character dial includes punctuation, numbers and convert to 34-in. high floor model. 32-page Story of the Globe Hi-impact plastic. Spaces, prints, cuts with operation of one lever. 5 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Tape not included. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: (11) 3 C 3624—Hound Dog (13) 3 C 3626—Easy Writer 
(1) Political Globe. 

Ш 
(3 and 4) 

Classic Globes. 

12) 3C 3625—Book Worm S сенден ыз 1 in. high БЕ #1... .;-.::.24................--з ОТИ 

y NC She o um Label-Maker Kit 
sic Globes with Old World РЫ x With 2 rolls of tape and storage case 

Minimes ре fc, Pecan, trae mci e in ез Ж О: ет о! luty plastic. Sturdy 
ep permits prin: f large р mee 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(RAE et diam. Table model. Half meridian. 18-in. high. 
81—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 13 ог... $22.49 

(4) Ra diameter Floor Model. Full meridian. Stands 38 
inches high on walnut-finished hardwood pedestal. Unassem- 

instructions included. 
зе 183C—Shipping weight 13 pounds. ........... $39.95 

5 

Electric 
Pencil 

Sharpener 

$1675 

(5) Electric Pencil Sharpener. 

Pooscrsr A truly practical gift. Sturdy beige and 
$199 smoke-color plastic case with die-cast zinc 
1 guide, steel insert and steel cutter. 

ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed for 150 watts 
at 110-120-volts, 60-Hz. AC. 6-ft. cord. 

r ppe en: 
3 С 3635—Shpg. wt. 4lbs........ $16.75 

(6) Personalized Pencil Sets. 
Useful and fun. 20-pencil set with cedars 
wood shafts. Number 2 lead. Re 
er. Shaft coated with non-toxic aec i in 
assorted сой in gold. 
ORDERING INFO: Print name clearly im up 
to E cede (Бег spaces) on only one line. 
Shipped from Ee Ky. Allow extra 
time ned 3 

ES E поп лош We Das. Ory, пос. 

Culsiod pale scans ру camias иеЫ rom 

е чар н letters, m 
and punctuation, for а Characters. Spaces, 
cuts with the operation of one um Two Yexlt-inch sol жора. 
ке кош ore included. Plastic storage case included 

er and 2 tapes. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 С 41003—Shpg. wt. 14 ог..................... Kit $6.49 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 

Personalized 
Shoulder and Tote Bags 

justable strap. Measures 97x13-in. 
Soa INFORMATION: See Note below. 

weight 11 ounces. 
BS 3633V ....... 

strap. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See Note below. 

weight 15 ounces, 
F30641004V Е: e Ee RI $9.98 

ge Personalized red canvas Tote Bag. 
„ red cotton canvas fabric, reinforced for 

extra Natural-color canvas straps and 
cm vinyl name patch. Personalized letters in 

measures 10%х15-їп. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See Note below. 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. 
F3 C 41005V (C CES ET Cr $5.98 

NOTE for (15 thru 17): Personalization: Clearly print ini- 
tials or name up to 10 letters. Shipping: Shipped from 
Lynn, Mass. Allow extra time for мегу. Pay Pay, shipping 
and handling from your CMDC. Sorry. 858 [Bears] 433 



in 1978 for any 
Party-time 
Slumber Bag 

Measures 29x65 inches long with 
17, pounds of polyester insulation. 

Machine washable 

Only $1 099% 

NSULATION: 112 lbs, of polyester insulation, 
CONSTRUCTION Colorful Star Quilt print 
patterned outershell of 100% point-bonded ny- 
lon. Coordinated liner of 65% acetate/35% in 
lon knit flannel. Insulation is quilted to hi aie 
revent shifting and retain heat evenly. Full 
ФАЧ separating zipper allows you to zip 2 
identical bags together to make a double bag. 
Carrier tie string for easy roll-up. 
DIMENSIONS: 29x65 inches long. 
CARE INFO: Machine wash, warm. Line dry. 
ORDERING INFO: Order Duffel (5), sold sepa- 
rately at right, for convenient storage. Order 
Pillow (6), sold separately at right. 
6 М 70476—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 0z.....910,99 

Phone ordering's a quick 

and easy way to buy 

изо Dade scant by бийли нае ниса cov 

Beginning here. . . 3 full pages of 

Youth-size Slumber Bags 
33x65 inch bags are specially sized for the younger set 

warm and snuggly with 2 Ibs. of 
polyester insulation. Machine washable 

Your 
Choice 

NSULA 2 Ibs. of polyester insulation. 
CONSTRUCTION: 65% acetate/3S% nylon 
knit flannel liners coordinate to outershells of 
cotton or 65% acetate/35% nylon knit flan- 
nel (as listed). Full-length separating zippers; 
zip any two identical bags together to make а 
double bag. 2 carrier ties for easy roll-up, 
storage. Insulation is quilted to help prevent 
shifting, retain heat. 
DIMENSIONS: 33x65 inches long. 
CARE INFC: Machine wash, warm. Line dry. 
ORDERIN: ORMATION: Order Duffel 
(5), Pillow (6), sold separately below. 

$1599 
(1) Superman." Knit flannel outershell. 
6 N 70486—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. $15.99 

g Batman. flannel outershell. 
N 70485—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 15.99 

(3) Spiderman.+ Cotton outershell. 
6 N 70484—Wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz. 15.99 

(4) Wonder Woman.* Knit flannel аг а 
6 N 70483—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 ог. .. 15 

(5) Clear vinyl Duffel. Drawstring ties. 
6 N 70368—Wt. 4 oz. .99c 

(6) 4-oz. Polyester Pillow. Navy. 17x14 in. 
SN 70466—Shps. wt. 6 oz.. 



It’s a School on Wheels 
Comes complete with playground and school bus 

Sold only at Sears 3799 

Miss Teach-it is the school тагт to her ten pupils. 

School bell ding-dongs as school is pulled along. 

Playground includes bobbing turtle, a whirling 

merry-go-round with room for 4 young pupils, and. 

a slide at the rear of the platform. Alert driver 

looks from side to side watching traffic as he 

"drives" students to home and school in the bus. All 

pieces fit into schoolhouse for easy storage. Plastic 

school with colorful lithographed metal walls. 

14х1134х5 in. high. Ages 2 to 6. From Hong Kong. 

49 N 4408—Shipping weight З lbs. 8 oz. . . .. .$7.99 

4 3 Welcome to 

; 
Mattel's new 
fantasy world 

Upsy-Downsy* Gift Set with Storybook 

$ 9?? 

All the fun of a miniature Upsy Downsy Land* in one package. Com- 

plete with "Welcome to Upsy-Downsy Land" storybook, fold-out card- 

board playland and 3 zany molded plastic characters. Includes Furry 

Hurry® (top and doll). Funny Feeder (burger stand and 2 dolls), and 

Tickle Pinkle® and her Bugabout Upsy* car, plus accessories. For ages 5 

to 12. Imported from Hong Kong. 
49 N 4417 1-Shipping weight З pounds . . ....Set $9.99 

‘dining pass scane by ciuitas ана акай coat 

Musical Kiddie Barn with a herd of animals 

$409 Sold only 
at Sears 

Just turn the hand crank on the musical silo and listen to the imported 

music box play. Silo folds inside “barnyard” when you want to take 

barn and animals with you. Vinyl and plastic barn closes to about 9x7xT 

in. high carry case. Hand-painted molded plastic animals. Hong Kong 

49 N 44162—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces $4.69 

"М Sears 439 



Beauty Parlor Hairstyling 
and Make-up Set 

Highlight her pretty f 

with a complete set of 

cosmetics. Comb her hair lor 

stick and rouge 

This lovely vinyl mannequin 

comes with hairpiece, brush, 

rollers and everything 

you need to set and 

style her long, rooted hair 

PLUS lipstick, eyeshadow and 

a complete make-up kit 

5841 
After you set, style and comb her hair—try som k 
with her lipstick. rouge, eyeliner, shadow and And if 
smudge happens, just wash it right off and start again (all he 
are washable and non-toxic). Plastic stand swivels in a full y 
make-up and hairstyling. Do her shiny. nylon hair in ringlets, a flip. . any 

you wish. Clips, 8 rollers and styling brush included. Non-mar friction 
keep base steady while you work. Measures 12 inches high overall 

For ages 5 to 12 
49 N 13515— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. $841 

Hairstyling Salon 



*BATHABLE Give her a kiss and a hug, she’s our newest 
little love 13-inch Newborn Baby Tender Love 

with blanket 

VALUE}. 
| 

| 1 ane 2 aye 

Tender Vive Dolls. . 
a family noted for its 

cuddly, lifelike softness 

change and bathe. Lifelike polyure- 
e body, soft vinyl head, rooted hair 

(1 thru 3) Е 
thane foam, опе 
(Тапа 2) 13-in. Newborn Baby Tender Love*. What 
a great value. Dressed in diaper with blanket, bottle and 
bracelet 
(1) 48C31511—Shpz. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 
(2) 49€ 31557—Shpz. wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz 
З 154п. Talking Baby Tender Love*. "Mommy wash 

baby?" she asks, just like a real baby. Splash her 
without damaging voice unit. She says 8 sayings when 
you pull her talking ring. Includes dress, panties, bottle. 
49C31704—Shipping weight 3 pounds $9.77 

4 Wardrobe Set for Talking Baby Tender Love“ 
Incl. sleeper, dress, playwear, comb, mirror 

49 C 32077 —Shipping weight 6 ounces 

446 sU 

mU —— 

$7.99 
7.99 

Set $2.99 

4-in. baby arrives 
plete with full 
- layette and 

beauty 
set T 

This 14-in. drink п wet baby has soft, jointed 
vinyl arms and legs, and rooted hair. Long 
lashes guard her go-to-sleep eyes. She wears 
a frilly playsuit and comes with a sunsuit, 
jacket, dress, washcloth, sponge, diaper, bot 
tle, comb, brush, and curlers. Ages 4 and up. 
49€ 31582—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $5.99 

^ 

v A 

- ow 

17-inch Bathtub Baby $7749 
with plastic tub, accessories 

Rub-a-dub a doll with a tub. Bathe and dress her in her own 
outfits . . robe, diaper, dress, romper, booties. Feed her with 
her own bottle, 17-іп, tall jointed vinyl body, sparkling go- 
to-sleep eyes and rooted hair. Ages 4 and up. 
79 C31583C— Shipping weight 3 pounds 



We are dainty dunkers. Bath time busy bees. 
Splash us! Scrub us! Wash us! Quick as “1-2-3”. 

BATHABLE BABIES 
17-inch 

Real Live Baby 

$1099 

1 This 17-inch charmer has a soft 
vinyl foam-filled vinyl body . . 

feels almost alive. Put her arms 
around your neck and she almost 
hugs you back. Loosely jointed arms 
and legs dangle as you hold her. She 
drinks from her own bottle . . even 
wets. Completely washable. Go-to 
sleep eyes with long lashes, rooted 
hair. Two-piece knit outfit. Recom: 
mended ages 3 to 10. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49N31604...... 11099 

NOTE: Dolls 
on this page 

will not 
stand > 

unsupported 
Е 

к 14-inch 
Baby's First Baby 

$649 

1 1 
( 2 and 3 ) These soft-skin baby dolls practically beg to be 
hugged. Each has sparkling go-to-sleep eyes. They drink from 
their own bottles . . they wet, too, Completely washable. Vinyl 
foam-filled vinyl body. For ages 6 months to 6 years, 

2 Luv "n Stuff is a 10-inch 3 Baby's First Baby has a 
14-in. body. Molded hair. 

piece knit romper outfit. One-piece knit playsuit 
Shipping wt. 12 oz. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49831599 .... 2,9598  49N31561 12.96.49 

for 12 to 18-in. baby dolls 

$349 

EON 2-piece hand-knit Outfits 

P. 
cm 

ej Delicately knit se 
your doll магт 
Snug pink hooded jacket 
matches full bottoms. Pick 

one right now 

is one! 
up yc 

add ties) 
Shipping wt. ez 

Set for 12 to 14-in. dolis. 
49 N 32609 Set $3.49 

Set for 16 to 18-in. dolls. 
49 N 32529 Set $3.49 

о Diac cane онилсон codi 



With toys on these two pages, your fashion doll has so many 

things to do . . help her baby-sit, shop, exercise and more 

DOLL-ACTIVITY TOYS I 

4 

Washing machine Revolving 
tumbles clothes rotisserie oven 

Spin-action 
dishwasher 

Sink with light-up 
storage section 

Dryer spins 

clothes in basket 
Refrigerator 

lights up inside 

440 

Catalog раве scans by оне mersetechnical:comi 

$249 

NI 

SOLD ONLY AT SEARS 

ACTION GYMNASTIC SET 
Rearrange modular pieces to create these activities: $ 95 
* Trampoline — * Horizontal Bar — * Balance Beam edes 

Just press the button up and down . . your 11'4-in. fashion doll actually 
bounces on the trampoline. Move a knob and she “walks” the balance beam 

. leg and arm grips help her balance. Your doll can also do flips on the 
horizontal bar . . just pull side ring. Plastic, Base, 814 in. high, Ages 5 to 10, 
49 C 1369—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces 96.95 

KAROSEL 
KITCHEN 

$1 395 

Tur a crank, bring any of 
6 appliances 

turn anothe 
that appliance to work 

rias n 

For 11'4-in. dolls. Includes 6 те 
chanical-action appliances plus 6 
cabinets above them to hold your 

kitchen supplies. Sturdy plastic unit 
measures, 10x7x13 inches high. 
Uses 2 "D" batteries (not included, 
order package below). Singapore. 
Recommended for children ages 4 
to 10. Order accessories below. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 10 oz. 
49C 1179 513.95 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 
two. Shipping wt. 11 ог. 
49 C 46996 „Pkg. $1.49 

Karosel Kitchen Accessories 
60-pc. set incl. plastic tea 
set, pots, pans, utensils; 
table linens; plus play 
canned goods and foods. 
Not for a under 3, due 
to small parts. Wt. 8 oz. 
49C 11641 Set $249 

p 

T8 
BARBIE BABY-SITS $366 %<- 

Includes a 3-in. plastic baby doll with rooted hair. For Barbie, there is an apron, 
baby-sitter emergency phone list. For baby, a pillow, bib, towel, sun bonnet, 
sunsuit, christening dress, long night sacque. Plastic accessories. Ages 4 to 10. 
Not for ages under 3, due to small parts. 
49 C 30866— Shipping weight 3 ounces $3.66 



thru Pogo ticks ITEMS 15) 
(2 3) Р z SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 

To Eu Ойна... 
new endurance... Archery Set 

Rigid tubular steel, ny- ao 
Keep score . . . 9 points for a bull’s-eye. 
SET INCLUDES: Break-resistant fiber 

Anti-skid bottom rubber tip. Vi , 36 in. long with plastic 
eae fa reme те — Tij Five 18-m. fletched wood ar- 

TOWS attached suction cups. . . each 
{9 парас esa qi at for a professional 

48 in. high. 18-in. wide handle. or, 23-in. square hardboard Tests 
3 on wood tripod. arm 

Junior Hi-rise Pogo Stick. 
4414 in. high. 18-in. wide handle. 

FOR AGES: 6 to 16 . . . 60 to 120 Ibs. 

(11) Triple-Action 
Pitch Back* 

itches. without ever adjusting met. 
lightly curved frame gives back your 
E as illustrated on facing page. Net 

approved. 

(4) Adjustable Steel Stilts lar steel back braces and legs fold up for 
Improve your balance; stand above Lo Боле оде red pado ИША 
friends, Footrests adjust to 3 heights. ee et esi 
CONSTRUCTION: Strong 1-in. diam. tu- FOR AGES: 6 years and ир. 

S-foot stilts. Snap-lock steel ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. Instruc- 
footrests adjust to 3 heights, from 12 to incl. Ball not incl. 

man, тра pde UA had 76 N 27001C— Shpg. wt. 6Ibs........81295 

FOR AGES 6and he 200 Ibs. 2) Ri : up. . „up to (12) Ring-A-Bell 
d INFORMATION: Жш ичн Adjustable Net 

Bell rings when strike ball bits it. Net ad- 
justs to return fly grounders or 

(5and6) Jump Balls LO ITAL. fi BÉ 

Year 'round fun for kids who can't sit still Treasures SIT in. high. "S" hooks 
г use both indoors and out. and steel s fasten nylon net to 

CONSTRUCTION: Thick vinyl ball with frame. steel legs. ‘steel braces 
hand grips. Made in England. fold up for Strike zone marked 
FOR AGES: 18-in. diam. (5) for ages 4 to 8. with bright red on. Hang adjustable 
13-in. diam. (6) for 3 to 5. Both (5 and 
6), not for children under 3 hits it. Bright-colored frame, net. 
due to skill required. FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Sent deflated. Auto tire- ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. Instruc- 
type air valve . . . inflate at station or included. Ball not 
with hand pump (not inclu 79 м 28103C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. ........ 96. 

(6), Howe M um tall Red. 

49 н 28524—Wt. 2 Ibs. 9 oz. 1898 13) З-ріесе 
(0), Junior Jump Bal. Football Uniform 
3-inch diameter. 21 inches tall. Orange. Look like the pros when you play for fun. 
49x29 98 WE 11. 7 oz. ^. $898 UNIFORM INCLUDES: Plastic helmet 

face , vi кен 

(7) Jumpin' Jiminy Padded plasti 

Land on your feet or ES knee drops ead pee um 
. trampoline- ES un indoors or out. with 10 iron-on numbers to choose from. 

a comfortable raft in water, too. All items in red and white. 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-duty inflatable 
rubber tube with strong fabric covers 

ly over front and back. Web- 
bing supports and lace closure. 

FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFO: Not for compet- 
itive sports. Order football below. 

FOR AGES: 4 to 13 Small. Children 44 to 45 inches tall. 

camended. Not at lesaving doctorem 49N26102—We. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. nao 
SIZES, ORDERING INFO: Sent deflated. Medium. Children 48 to 49 inches 
Auto tire-type air valve . . . inflate at gas FILI жч 
station or with hand pump (not incl). 

3-foot diameter. 1175 inches high. 
49 н 2922—Wt. 3 lbs. 5 oz. $11.98 (14) 3-pc. Football Set 
4500 diameter. 14 inches bi SET INCLUDES: Touch-size football of 
49N 28516 Wt. 8 bs. 5 x -— $1098 мони pee: Rem сч he 

and inflating needle. 
x а FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 

(8) Punching Bag ne ORDERING INFO: Sent deflated. Use in- 

like car эй. rein тра uc ie oe vith Pump (pump no induled) os CONSTRUCTION: 12m. fabri р ed 49N28085—Wt. 11b. 4 ог. ..... Set $3.49 

Peed rae кышы foe Ats mpar wia a emd 46 in. high. Smooth edged enameled CONSTRUCTION: (15) Nerf* Football 
metal base, 3214x10 in. wide. Soft vinyl with pad- Easy to pass and catch, and it doesn't 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. ding throughout, hurt when it hits your body. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. nylon laced wrists. CONSTRUCTION: V Soft, syn- 
I: hardware inciuded. d Tough outer ——— 

sent deflated with inflating nee- © 4 years stand up to outdoor play; good for indoor 
dle. Inflate at gas station or with and up. fun, too 10 in ong 34 regulation size). 
hand pump (not included). Order ORDERING INFO: FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
gloves at right. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79N29062C—Wt. 51bs. ........9697 — 49N29286 Set $696 49 № 28035—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. .. 

Tini пәй Scané by йй арена наса Down 



(1thru3) Jute burlap Pin-up 
Bulletin Boards 

CONSTRUCTION: Jute-burlap surface. 
%-inch fiberboard backing. Painted 
hardwood frame. 18x24 inches wide. 

ing hanger to - 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

0) Country Cousin Pin-up Board 
C 6615C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. ...$5.99 

e ex Mushroom Pin-up Board 
623C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. ...$6.49 

Ө) Lemon Frog Pin-up Board 
С 6641C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. ...96.49 

434 [Sears] tt: 
Catalo баве scans by daisimasanusetechnicil. com 
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(4) Stop Sign Board 
CONSTRUCTION: Red cork veneer, 
white letters. 34-in. fiberboard backing. 
23 in. across. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3 C 66049C—Shpg. wt. 3 ЇЬз...%4.99 

(5) Oak-framed Cork Board 
CONSTRUCTION: Cork veneer with %- 
inch fiberboard backing. Hanger 
mounted on backing. 1-inch 
ished oak frame. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
See “№” suffix nole, page 303. 

i mailed. takes 15-0. rate. See p. 303. 

(6) Raggedy Ann and Andy 
Framed Bulletin Board 

CONSTRUCTION: Fine-grained cork 
veneer. %-inch fiberboard Li 
High-impact -in. thick styrene frame. 
24%4x18% inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 6605C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. ...85.49 
Raggedy Ann Bobbs-Merrill Co... inc. 

(7 thru 10) Felt Pin-up Boards 
CONSTRUCTION: Rarer and wool felt 
over %-inch fiberboard. Painted finish 
hardwood frame, ee беа Моши- 
ed hanger оп back. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Sif mailed, takes 1546 rate. See p. 303. 

Pin-up Bulletin Boards . 
useful and decorative 

(1) Pushpins for Bulletin Boards 
00 plastic pins with steel shanks. As- 
Eee colors. From Hong Kong. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 6607—Wt 4 oz. ....Pkg. $1.49 

(12) Blue Jeans Pin-up Board 
CONSTR.: Cork veneer with *4-inch 
fiberboard backing. Mounted hang- 
ers. Silk-screen design in red, white 
and blue. 1134x291 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 С 6618C—Wt. 31bs........$5.39 

(13 thru 15) Bulletin Boards 
with friendly 
200 animals 

CONSTRUCTION: Cork veneer on %- 
in. fiberboard. Silk-screen design. 
18x24 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

ga Tig jer Bulletin Board 
C661 SC Wt bs. TP $4.88 

(14) Hippopotamus Board 
3C6619C—Wt 3lbs........ $4.88 

15) Monkey Bulletin Board, | 
C 6627C—Wt. 3 lbs... 

(16) Carrot Bulletin Board 
CONSTRUCTION: Cork veneer on %- 
in. thick stained pine wood. Silk- 
screen design. 181x7% inches wide. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C6610C—Wt. 21bs........ $4.88 

(17thru 20) Colorful Cork 

Boards 
CONSTRUCTION: Cork veneer on %- 
inch fiberboard. Silk-screened de- 
signs. 18x24 in. 

(17) Snoopyt Cork Board 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 66038C—Wt 3lbs. ..... $4.58 
Peanuts character 
United Features Syndicate. Inc 
18) Winnie-the-Pooh Cork Board 

plastic frame, *s-inch thick. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 C 66026C—Wt. 4 lbs. . $5.49 

19) Locomotive Cork Board 
frame, *s-in. thick. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 6604C—Wt 4lbs........95.49 

20) United States Cork Board 
plastic frame, §%-in. thick. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 66046C—Wt 4 lbs. ..... $5.49 

Just say "Charge It” 
when you phone your order 

. see page 302 



Part of our 3-page selection 
of Youth-size Slumber Bags 

y $1 599 "€ 
Choice each double bag e 

N & Y Youth-size Slumber Bags 
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АП Romper Room* Toys on these 2 pages teach coordination, 
stimulate imagination, and develop a sense of achievement. 

without 
battery 

Peg-Town Railroad™ $599 

Build a railroad course dotted with modern buildings or im: 
tive traffic signals and watch the train go, Or make somet g 
different on the peg base and run the train alone on the floor. 
Plastic peg board (16%x13 in.) with 30 plastic track sections and 
35 peg parte in different sizes, shapes, and colors. Plastic train 
uses 1 "AA" battery, order package below. 
49 N 47904—Shipping weight 1 lb. 15 оғ. „Set $5.99 
49 М 8402—Pkg. of 6 "AA" Batteries. Wt. 6 oz Pkg. 99c 

Pegand $ 17° 
Play Chest ™ 

Peg board on one side, chalk- 
board on the other . . both in 
а convenient plastic cau 
case. Contains white RS 

3 
^ = 

5189 4 $349 

without 
battery 

Mr. Do Bee* Bank Hand Puppets Talking Telephone 
Colorful dresser Replicas of Romper Turn dial, it rings decoration holds  Room's Happy Jack press bu 
over 100 pennies. and Mr. Do Bee. Cot 
Soft plastic vinyl, ton cloth bodies, vacu. se 
painted details. Key um-formed heads "С" battery, order unlocks plastic stop. make puppets light pkg. below per at bottom. enough for young Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 6x34 x5 Ain. children to handle. 49N47917....$5.79 

Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Both about 10%in 
49 №47916..51.89 high. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 

440 Sears ЖМ" 

тарб Bade геш ЕЕРЕЕ РАВНИНЕ 

49N47918 

Package $2.49 

"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 
6. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 8406 Pkg. $1.19 

All are sturdy toys designed to make learning more fun 

Mr. Punching Clown 
Hit him with a right . . knock him 
on the floor; Happy Jack bop bag 
| up for more. Colorful Romper 
oom clown stands 35 inches high 

. . Just the right size for punchin', 
Constructed of inflatable heavy- 
duty vinyl for constant play. 
Weighted bottom keeps it popping 
back for more. 
49 N 47924—Wt. 2 lbs. 207. $1.99 

M» 
Scoop-a-loop™ 

goes indoors or out 

Catch the flying red ball in your 
scooper mitt and toss it back to 
partner. Blue and yellow scoopers 
of high-impact polystyrene are 
lightweight and easy to handle. 
Each 11x6 inches wide. Plastic 
ball, 4 inch diameter. 
49 N 47923—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 02. .$1.89 

Romper Room® -the world’s largest р g 

Television Kindergarten 

Romper Stompers™ 
Your pre-schooler will love the 
challenge Romper Stompers offer. 
Learn balance and coordination at 
the same time. Yellow polyethyl- 
ene stompers (5x3!é in. wide) are 
durable enough to withstand adult 
weight. Plastic hand hold cords ad- 
just to child's height. Why not pick. 
up the phone and order them? 
49 N 47921—Wt. 10 oz. ......99c 

Toss ball with 

Catcho* sticks 

Lots of fun on a stick for one or 
several children. Child throws 
cage-ball into air and catches it 
with Catcho sticks. Two durable 
polyethylene sticks are 11 in. long. 
Red polyethylene cage-ball, 8 in. 
diameter. Use indoors or out. 
49N47922-Shpg. wt. 7 oz. .$1.49 

314? 



Cut 51 
Hairstyling Salon 

Practice all 
your favorite 

hairdos 

T Style her hair just like yours or try 
something completely different . . 

this pretty vinyl mannequin loves to 
have her hair done. Set includes every- 
thing you need to wash, set, comb and 
style her hair (all you add is imagina- 
tion). Her rooted nylon hair is so man- 
ageable. Plastic stand turns a full circle 
for easier setting; non-mar friction cups 
keep stand in place. Store clips, 12 roll- 
ers and brush in base. 11 inches high. 
For ages 7 to 12. 
49N 1352—WL 1 Ib. 14 oz....*6.99 

Child-Size 
Wigs ’N Falls 

Each carefully constructed 
with stretch net backing 
and natural-looking fibers 

Fashion $688 
Wig 

2 This smooth and shimmery 18-inch 
wig is pretty enough for “dress-up” 

occasions. It’s layered and parted and 
professionally styled in the popular 
Deb Teen™ fashion. Modacrylic fiber 
hair is stitched to a form-fit nylon 
stretch cap . . just like adult wigs, but 
sized smaller to fit young ladies com- 
fortably. Wave is permanent, never 
needs setting. Just rinse in water, dry at 
room temperature and it's ready to 
wear again. Handy Wig block included. 
Ideal for ages 6 to 12. 
49 N 1353—Wt. 1 lb. 40z....... $6.88 

Blonde and $344 
Brunette Fun Falls 

(3 and 4) Little girls will love to wear 
these long, luxurious hairpieces. Each 
nylon-hair fall is 19 in. long. Just rinse 
in water, set and style. Top-stitched 
cap . . perfect for ages 6 to 12. Bow in- 
cluded. Wt. ea. 12 oz. 
(3) 49 М 13405—Brunette 
(4) 49 N 13404—Blonde. . 

$3.44 
3.44 

Catalog pate scans by critimat Westelechnical comm 

Manicure Kit 

$666 scone 

Automatic buffer, polish and 
mini-fan for quick drying 

. . everything you need for 
shaping and polishing your nails 

Your fingernails can look as pretty as 
Mom's with this fun, easy-to-use 
manicure set. The power handle 
comes with 5 attachments: 2 
for filing, a cuticle pusher, buffer and 
even a mini-fan. Also 2 bottles of non- 
toxic polish that washes right off with 
water. Tools and polish store neatly 
in plastic base. 

Power handle uses 2 "D" batteries, 
not included, order pkg. below. 8-inch 
base. For ages 6 and up. 
49 М 1365—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. ....$6.66 

"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. 
49N8405-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог. .Pkg. 1.49 

Kenner. 
Easy-Curl 

Hairsetting Kit 

eren $84 1 
Set your own hair . . it's oh-so-easy. $ 
Just roll hair on plastic rollers that. 
have been warmed in the 7-inch plas- 
tic roller-warmer. Wait just 10 min- і 

on one 60-watt light bulb (not 
ed). UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-6 

booklet included. For ages 6 
49 М 13513—Wt 21bs.... 

For overnight visits or "just pre- 
tend" trips, take along this sunny 
yellow vanity case. Opens to a 
roomy 20x2'/,x10 in. high. Incl. 
comb, brush, hair decorations, 
hand lotion and more. Vinyl case 
has a molded latch, pink molded 
handle. Pink trim. For 4 to 10- 
year-old travelers. 
49 N 14054—Wt. 2 Ibs. ...$4.99 

3-piece Luggage Set 
abloom with 

colorful flowers 

$699 
set 

Happy traveling with this shiny 
“wet-look” vinyl luggage set. 
"This colorful trio includes a zip- 
pered train case, a chic hat box 
and a roomy suitcase: 4%, 11 
and 12 inches high. Lavender, 
blue, pink, green and orange on 
white background. For ages 4 to 
10. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 М 14045C ....... Set $6.99 



BUNCH ..2 pages of 
Baby Dolls you can scrub 'n 
splash, 

13Vzinch 
Tiny Tears with 
rock-a-bye eyes 

VALUE. 

CN 
Such a low price for this 
baby who needs a very 
special "mommy" to 
feed her, change her 
Pamper” and pick her 
up when tears start to 
fall. Her eyes slowly 
close as you rock her to 
sleep. 137, in. tall, soft, 
molded vinyl body . . 
turn her head and move 
her arms and legs. Root- 
ed hair. With bottle and 
2 Pamper* diapers. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 

49631528 .......*7.87 

саа pad scan by манастан аса сс 

"n dress 

Li'l Dew Drop 
B inches tiny, comes 
with her own cradle 

$349 
This li'l 8-inch vinyl 
babe cries and wets after 
being fed from her own 
bottle. Soft, fully-jointed 
arms and legs. Wash- 
able rooted hair and 
pretty glassine eyes. In- 
cludes 2 extra outfits. 

Shipping wt. 8 oz. 
49C31562..........9349 

2-piece Hand Knit Outfits 
for 12 to 18-inch dolls 

$299 
Dress your dolls in this 
delicate two-piece hand 
knit set. Pink hooded 
jacket matches full bot- 
tom. Order the easy 
way—by phone. 

Shpg. wt. ea. 5 oz. 

Set for 12-14 in. dolls. 
49 C 32609 5299 
Set for 16-18 in. dolls. 
49 C 32528 5299 

3 
14-inch 

First Love 
Baby 

$499 

17-inch Living Baby 
feels almost alive 

with movable 
arms and legs. 

"These soft-skin 
dolls feel so real 

they practically beg 
to be hugged 

(1 thru 3) Incredibly soft, each cuddly baby 
has sparkling go-to-sleep eyes and drinks 
from her very own bottle and wets. 

1 Squeeze her vinyl foam body, put her 
soft, creamy arms around your neck and 

she almost hugs you back. Her loosely joint- 
ed arms and legs move and dangle as you. 
feed her and hold her. With beautiful rooted 
hair she stands 17 inches tall and wears a del- 
icate 2-piece knit outfit. 

Shipping weight 2 gei 4 ounces, 
49C31558......... ..$8.99 

You'll love this soft little а h vinyl 
foam pixie with shiny rooted hair. She's 

always hungry so you can even turn her 
head when you want to feed her. She's all 
dressed up in pink knit pants and a pink and 
white top. роне NE 11b, 12 oz. 

49C31559. 

3 This little vinyl foam cutie is perfect for 
baby's first doll. She's 14 inches tall with a 

molded head that you can move. She wears a 
soft 2-piece knitted playsuit. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 

49C31561....... ..$499 . 



14-inch Drink 'n Wet 
Baby with layette 

$649 

4 Cuddly babe has soft vinyl 
body. Jointed arms and 

legs. Fully bathable. Rooted 
hair, go-to-sleep eyes. 14-inch 
doll wears a frilly playsuit 
and comes with a sunsuit, 
jacket, dress, washcloth, 
sponge, diaper, bottle, comb, 
brush and curlers (scissors 
not incl.). Ages 3 to 10, 
49N31582-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $6.49 

Rub-A-Dub Dolly 

Tibi Dads scane by dia bdinarniéelocivical con 

Wash her, dry her, then 
bundle her up after the 

bath. 17-inch doll made of soft 
vinyl. Painted eyes and root- 
ed blond hair. Dolly wears a 
cuddly terry cloth robe. Rec- 
ommended for children ages 3 
to 8. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49N31615 $8.94 

11-inch Li'l Soft Soul 
with layette 

$849 

5 This huggable honey loves 
to take a bath. Soft vinyl 

foam body. Completely wash- 
able. Rooted hair, large eyes. 

panties. Includes diaper, jack 
et, robe, bib and towel, Ages 4 
to 10. From Shindana, Divi- 
sion of Operation Bootstrap, 
Inc. Wt. 1 Ib, 2 oz. 
49N31616 $8.49 

17-inch Tender Love Dolls 
and Wardrobes 

(8 and 9) Sweet Sounds Baby 
Tender Love. 13-inch plastisol- 
foam doll with vinyl head, rooted 
hair. Bottle feed her . . she'll tear 
and cry when she's squeezed. 
Bathable, too. Ages 3 to 10. 

8 Black Doll. Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49N 31603 $8.97 

9 White Doll. Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. 
49N 31602 $897 

$894 

10 Wardrobe for Sweet 

Sounds Tender Love dolls. 
Includes bunting and diaper set, 
dress and playsuit. 
49N32545—Wt 7 oz. ......9299 

NOTE: items on 
this page not 

recommended 
for children 

under 3 due to 
small parts ]] Baby Talk Tender Love 

says 8 things when you pull 
her talking ring. Splash her with- 
out damaging her voice unit. 
Drinks 'n wets, too. 15-in. vinyl 
foam body, vinyl head, rooted 
blond hair. Ages 3 to 10. 
49N 31704—Wt. 3 Ibs. $10.77 

]9 Wardrobe for Baby Talk 
Tender Love. Robe, sacque, 

2-piece pram suit, 3 hangers. 
49N32539—Wt. 7 oz. ...... $3.99 

bottle . . wets, too. Huggable 17-inch vi 
eyes and blond rooted hair. She's dressed 
cludes robe, dress, sunsuit, booties, sponge 
79 N 31583C—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

«Go 
Bue; 
bue 

17-inch Bathtub Baby 
with plastic tub and accessories 

11-inch doll wears dress and 6 Washable infant has bathtime fun in her m ea tub. She May rika Comt ee DA 
inyl body is fully jointed. Sparkling go-to-sleep 
in a terry cloth towel and diaper. Layette in- 
and soap. For ages 3 to 10. 

$799 

$897 
pillows not 
included 

(10| Wardrobe Set 
for (8 and 9) 

et 
» uv 

aie 

"each. 

$299 | | 
Wardrobe 
Setfor (11) $399) 

d 

KOEGA 



HAIR-CARE 
, DOLLS 

el Each $447 

Help your doll pick out her favorite foods 

at the SUPERMARKET 
Take a trip to the supermarket with your 11-inch fashion doll. Doll fits onto special stand behind grocery 
cart. Turn the crank . . she travels around the grocery counter track “pushing” the cart. When the shopping's 
done, doll and cart roll off track . . then take them to the check-out counter. Food moves down counter when 
you "ring" the cash register. Plastic. Unit measures 18x5x12 inches high overall. Includes plastic play foods to 
stock food counter shelves, paper bags and play coins. Recommended for children ages 3 and up. 
49C 1157—Shipping weight 3 pounds ..........;;,..............., E $1188 

NOTE: items on this page not recommended for children under 3 years of age. due to small parts 

Mirror lights up. 
for hair styling 

Set and style your 
doll's hair at the 

BEAUTY oe 
SALON peer 

$ 1 0? ‘rot need 
It’s so easy to keep your 9 to 11!4- 
inch fashion dolls’ hair neatly 
styled. Includes table, play toile- 
tries. Uses 2 "C" batteries (order 
pkg. below). Plastic salon is 
10x10x12 inches high. Japan. Rec- 
ommended for ages 5 and up. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 С 13049 $10.95 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. 

49 C 46997 ..........Package $1.09 

Quick Curl Barbie and Kelley 

( 1 end 2) Style their hair without wetting 
or setting . . just use curler and comb. 
Each vinyl doll has rooted hair. Twist 'n 
Turn waist, bendable legs. Ages 4 to 10. 

Barbie. Long blond hair. 11! in. tall. 
49 C 3001 1—Shipping weight 9 oz. $4.47 

2 Kelley. Long auburn hair. 11 in. tall. 
49 C 30012—Shipping weight 9 oz. $4.47 

Mod Hair Ken 

Б] Change Ken's appearance. Add stick-on 
mustaches, beard or sideburns to match 

his rooted mod-length brown hair, Vinyl 
12-in. doll has a jacket, slacks, dickey, 
shoes. Bendable legs. Ages 4 to 10. 
49 C 30016—Shipping weight 13 oz. ..$4.47 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items 
on pages 439 to 614 

from now until 
AUGUST 13, 1976 

Drawers open and 
close to keep 

Styling equipment tidy 

Char swivels for 
"washing" doll's hair 

in play sink 

raco [Sears| 441 
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f Piteh to top ы 
"s grow 

ul NN 

Pic to center 
t returns 

Pitch a perfe 
bell rings to ~ 

йшй pan scuns by cheidimas киде асы pv 

" 

$294 
(16 thru 20) Punch Me's. Hit 'em hard . 

they' 

Mickey Mouse 

Disney characters © Walt Disney Productions 

(21) Hiking Set 

Back pack and $999 
hiking accessories 

. explore the parks, fields and back- 

without 
batteries 

yards in your town. Use mess kit to eat lunch 
...USe Canteen to drink water. 
SET INCLUDES: Vinyl back pack with wood sup- 
ports, SVax13x15!4 inches high. Holds these plas- 
tic accessories: canteen, mess kit, knife, fork, 
spoon, compass, binoculars, shovel, flashlight. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFO: domm — EE "D" bat- 
teries, not included, order package bel 
49 N 29079—Shipping weight 3 lbs. . E^ $9.99 

Long-lasting Alkaline "D" Batteries. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: аас 
49 N 46996—Shpg. wt. 11 ог. . t oie. $1.69 

Weeble. Snoopy. 

em down... "ll just keep coming up for more. 
CONSTRUCTION: Thick vinyl bags. Bottoms 3 
with sand to keep them coming up. Use indoors or out. Y 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 1 К л 
STYLES. ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent deflated. In- T 
flate by mouth or with hand pump (not oe 

(16) Weeble. . . from Romper Room. 32 in. tall. h 
GON 28514 Shipping weight FIR ee wees $2.94 5. * 

(17) оору as Joe Cool. 36 inches tall. 
WON 2852 .—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. ..$2.94 

(18) Mickey Mouse. 36 inches tall. s = 
49 N 28 145—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. -$2.94 garg 

(19) Socko the Clown . . . lots of май. 50 in. Ж 
49 N 28143—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. .... 

(20) Batman with Glove Set. 48 in. tall. Two Mis ^ 
able gloves fit over hands with elastic bands. 
49 N 28133—Shipping weight 3 lbs. Set $4.99 

Peanuts characters (E) United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 1966 

(22) Camping Set 

Tent, back pack. acesora 9699 
SET INCLUDES: Rugged plastic tent, 48x36 
boa „тоот for 2 cud up with 

ropylene ties. Comes with MER 
ыш straps, plastic canteen with com 
ет Ade сат flasher with mo! ded 

, whistle, 
10 fret sid cloth senpe айе, паі 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Fl. ight requires 
2 "C" batteries, not included, order below. 
49 N 29076—Wt. 2 lbs. 120z........ $6.99 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 46997 ..Pkg. $1.39 ос 



(1 thru 5) Multi-media Art Kits with complete instructions. . . 
let you create in 3 or more of the following media: 

ARE 
Li 

JO DRAW 
Jon оплот 

Jon Gnagy's Multi-media 
Art Studio Kits 

Materials and instructions for 
oil pastels, watercolors and drawing 

An Studio г 
for 3 media 

(1and2) Jon Gnagy Art 
Studios for 
three media. 

COMPOSITION: Oils: 25 oil 
pastel chalks; Watercolors: 
two 8-color palettes. Plus 
sandpad, pencil Чура. 
sketching paper and 1 
stick-figure con ius. | 
book for instruction. 

(1) Master Art Studio. 
CULA зна 2 bristle 

es, 4 drawing pencils, 
3 sketching chalks, 2 shad- 
ing stomps, 2 erasers. 5 
instr. books total 160 pgs.; 
Learn to Draw; Learn to 
Draw Lan ; Learn to 
Draw Human Figures; How 
to Paint in Watercolors; 

to Paint in Р: 
measures 20x14x2 in. 
ORDERING INFO 

(2) ArtStudio. 
ALSO INCL: 1 bristle brush, 
3 drawing pencils, 1 shading 
stomp, | eraser, 3 instr. 
books total 80-pgs.: Learn 
to Draw; How to Paint in 
Watercolors; How to Paint 
in Pastels. Set 18x12x2 in. 
ace ee 

305257. 

A A 5 A COMPOSITION: Oils: 1 oz. ea. linseed and TURPE“ 
cup, knife. 2 b 

. Instr. (84 pgs. 
Learn to Draw; How to Paint in Watercol 
саусак Kits packed in vinyl carry-cases with 2 latches 

(3) Four-media Kit. ALSO INCL: 12 (*4-oz.) oil tubes. 12 (14-02. 
watercoloj pastels. 3 sketching chalks. Carbon pencil tubes. 25 oil 
pg. How to Draw 
xps INFORMATION: 

2628—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 13 oz. 

= Five-media Kit. ALSO INCL: 10 (%-oz. 
tercolor tubes. 2 charcoal drawing 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
C 2622C—Shipping weight 

(5) Six-media Kit. ALSO INCL.: 
and (4). 12 (%-oz.) oil tubes incl. 
watercolor tubes. 

, palette rushes. Watercolors: Mixing 
«з 2 pee Drawing: 2 sketching pencils. Kneaded eraser. 

total): Color Mixing Guide; 
lors; How to Paint in Pastels. 

Lightweight 
‘Aluminum 

and carry- 

Carry-case measures 1249x18x4-in. 

Kit $29.99 

materials than in (3) 
Synvar. 12 (V4-oz.) 

бс Painting Lesson. 4- 
table-top easel adjusts to 

4x20x4-in. 
ORDER INFO: Save om Kit (5), Zeni (A) comb. (3 C 2624C2 ivy] 

}C—Shipping weight 7 3 C 2623 

(A) Floor-model Easel. E 
art up to 55-іп. high. Open; 75-in. high. Fi 
ORDER INFO: Save on Kit (5), Easel sel (A) comb. (3 C 262402 below). 

9 C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 3C2759! $13.99 
3 C 2624C2—Easel (A) and Art Kit (5). Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. ...449.99 

18-tube 
Acrylic Paint Set 

COMP.: Fast-dry, easy-mix acrylic 
paints. 18 tubes, ea. 34-oz., incl. 
white. Also, 3 bristle brushes, 1 oz. 
ea. medium gloss and mat, 2-02. 
tube of gel, palette, palette knife, 
10x14-in. painting panel and a color 
mixing guide. Charcoal pencil, eras- 
er, paper and 8-pg. painting lesson 
book incl. Set packed in vinyl car- 
ry-case, 16x11x2!4-in., with two 
latches and handle. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 
3C 2605 Set $18.99 

аю pase scans by еннан Co 

Nancy Kominsky Oil-painting Kit. . . the 
same step-by-step set as seen advertised on T.V. 

Easy-to-learn oil painting method ex- 
plained in everyday language. By Nancy 
Kominsky, T.V. personality, author. 
COMPOSITION: 2 oz. tube of white acrylic 
paint, ten 34-oz. tubes of other colors. 14% 
oz. of TURPENOID™. Two bristle 
Боева: Palette and palette cup. = 
straight palette mi zing nife, one тоже! 
palette painting knife. One 12x16 inch pan- 
el. Easy-to-follow 8-page instruction book- 
let. Kit packed in box 16x12x142-in. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 
3C2629 sses . -Kit $18.99 

pesomc KDGAIED 

^ Save $3.99 
|o. when you buy 

Art Kit (5) 
and Easel (A) 

Separate prices total 
153.98 

^ $4999 (5 and A) 

$1899 



33x65-inch bags sized for the younger set 

Warm апа snuggly bags 
have 2 pounds of 

polyester insulation and 

are machine washable 
Polyester Pillow гирию йын" $299 

NSULAT ON: 2 pounds of warm, fluffy polyester insulation. 
CONSTRUCTION: Liners of 65% acetate/35% nylon knit flannel. Outers of cotton or 65% 
acetate/35% cotton knit flannel (as listed). Separating zippers. 2 carrier ties. 
DIMENSIO! NS Measures 33x65 inches long. 

E INFORMATION: Machine wash, warm temperature. Line dry. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order Duffel (13), and Pillow (14), sold separately below. 

tem [ Catalog No Pattern Outer Srog Wt 
1 6м 70477 Pink Panther* Knit flannel 4 ibs. 
2 | ON 70478 Snow White Cotton lbs. 4 oz. 
3 | 6N70479 Benji Knit flannel 4 
4 | 6N 70481 Bugs Bunny** Knit flannel 3 Вот. 
5 | 6N70482 Petticoats & Pantaloonstt Knit flannel 4 
о | 6N70491 Antique Airplanes Cotton 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 
7 | 6N70489 Trains Knit flanne! 4 Ibs. 
8 | 6N70487 Close Encounters Cotton 4 lbs. 4 oz. 
9 6 М 70488 Space Patterns Knit flannel 4 lbs. 

10 6м 70494 The Rescuers* Cotton 4 402, 
11 6N 70493 Barbie* Cotton 4 Ibs. 402. 
12 6N 70492 Mickey's BirthdayT Cotton 4 Ibs. 4 oz 
Price for each .. bane $15.99 
(13) Clear vinyl рине. For all bags c on (14) "aor. ‘Polyester Pillow. Navy blue 
these two pages. Drawstring top. knit flannel cover. 14x17 inches long. 
6 М 70368—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 99c 6 N 70466—Shpg. wt. 6 ог. 52 
®Mirisch-Geotfrey DF. 1964 
ductions. inc. **Warner B 

974 §§@Columbia Pictures 

t Disney Productions фое Camp's Benji. @Mulberry Square 
1971 Warner Bros. inc. t¥@Roth Greeting Cards inc 

Close Encounters 

‘disks Dabs beans by chides aa 



CRAFTS encourage self-expression 

| WLL e mia 

Check the weather, then dress Willie? 

the Weather Man or Wendy? the Weather Girl 

Both Willie and Wendy come with four color sets of mix-and- 
match clothing that your child selects for rain or shine wea- 
ther. No scissors or paste needed , . just press plastic clothing 
to 17x13\4-in. play-scene; they stick until lifted off. Look and listen closely and learn all about animals, people, and nice places. 

‚. а picture of the subject is Shipping weight each 1 lb. 1 oz. 
49 N 47908— Willie Weather Man. . 
49 N 47908— Wendy Weather Girl 

$279 
Mr. Magnet Man ™ 3 

Faceless Mr. Magnet needs 
your help. Make him laugh, 
make him lovable . . make 
him look like a cowboy. Start 

re 

with his can-shaped orange 9s & 
metal head and add plastic, 
magnetized accessories to it ee 

‚ 24 pieces combine in end- 
less varieties. When play 
ends, flip his lid and store all 7 LEN 
his parts inside the can. 
Stands 10% inches tall. 

Shipping wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 
49N 47911 .,........ $379 

9 Match-A-Brush™ 927? 
Paint posters with four pots 
of non-toxic paints . . blue, 
green, yellow, and orange. 
Each has matching brush 
with hand-guard to help pro- 
tect child's hand while paint- 
ing. 12 posters to color incl. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. 

49 №4791 ........... $2.99 

Let's Play School $299 kit 

Handy nursery school activity kit includes 
8%4x11-in. chalkboard, chalk, eraser, husky 
pencil, safety scissors, cloth flag with stand, 
ruler, report cards, diplomas, paste, con- 
struction paper, crayons, and flash cards 
with numbers and letter 
49 N 47914—Wt. 11b. 14 oz..... Kit 52.99 

тай pase écane by diu Mak инана КЕЙ 

Select from 8 colorful square plastic “records” 
on top, sound grooves are recorded on bottom. Place in machine; press start 
button. You'll hear a 45-second story while you look at the picture. Plastic 
frame with storage tray, on-off bar, slow-fast bar to control voice speed, 
carrying handle. 16x10x5 in. high. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. 
49 м 47928—-Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces, . . ^ 
49 N 8405— "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6, Wt. 1 lb. B oz 

.Each $1.99 

.Each 199 

Four-way Play Chest 58% 

It's а chalkboard, peg 
board, bulletin board. and 

magnetic board . . all іп one 
Four-sided plastic play chest houses 
4 different learning activities, In- 
cludes felt board with basic felt 
shapes, peg board with pegs and 
hammer, magnetic hoard with mag- 
netized alphabet letters, and chalk- 
board with chalk and eraser. Lift off 
top tray to store accessories with- 

in chest. 15%х157%х131% inches. 
79 N 47929C—Wt. 8 lbs...... $8.49 

Magic Teacher® 31? 
Learn letters, numbers. 36 flash 
cards and plastic answer board incl. 
Choose 1 of 3 answers on card; slide 
it into board for correct one. 
49 № 47927—Shpg. wt. 10 oz..$1.49 

Fun Time 
Puzzle Clock ™ 

$449 

Puzzle and Play™ Animals $249 

А jigsaw puzzle filled with 14 interlocking animals. 
Just match each colorful beast to its name and 

The puzzle of time couldn't be cleared up in a 
happier way. Also teaches child to recognize num 
bers, shapes and colors. Sturdy plastic clock 
(9%вх11% in.) with Happy Jack Clown face and shape on the outlined guide platform. Or stand 

them up and play with them separately. Thickly 
molded plastic, 11:4ех12х144 in. overall 

Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces 
49 N 47913 + mem $2.49 

movable clock hands. Large plastic clock numbers 
in six colors fit into 12 different matching shapes. 
49 N 47912—Shpg. wt. 15 02...............$149 

PCBKM sete’ 2 Sears 441 



Over 5 Million Little Girls have learn с 
how KENNER'S Easy-Bake Oven earned its 

Just slide 
tray into 

med Slide finished 
cake out of 

^ кф cooling chamber 
4 шише AP" A 

hands never touch 
baking chamber 

frosting M^. T 

ty Sno-Man The “oven” even a preschooler can operate 
снес out such Ideal's cook-without-heat, 
‘super sno-cones *In-A-Minute" Cake Maker 

tn К! Е OV! R tan) JN A MINUT 

ж > 

5481 
5 yummy flavors to add 
after cranking out sno- 
cones from ice cubes. 
Plastic; 9 in. high. With 5 
syrup flavors, 2 bottles, 5 
cups, funnel, hat, apron, 
sign, instructions. Ages 3 
to 11. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 N 11019 ...Set $4.81 
Sno-cone Refill; 5 fla- 
vors, 20 cups. Wt. 5 oz. 
49 № 11021 ....Pkg. 99c 

айыз tabe scans by chaitinias акей гай Coan 



So finely crafted, even their hair is arranged by hand 

(1 thru 6) These must be the most beautiful dolls in 
the whole world. They are breathtakingly unforgetta- 
ble with their lavish gowns, creamy vinyl skin and 
classic features. Each is fully-jointed and has shiny 
rooted hair, sparkling go-to-sleep eyes (except 1) and 
long, long lashes. Frilly lingerie, shoes and a posing 
stand are included with each doll. Ages 5 and up. 

18-inch Anna. How lovely she looks in her long, 
flowing bridal gown with veil and pretty bouquet. 

79 C 32016C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ...... $19.95 

18-inch Antonietta. Fabulous fake fur and lovely 
lace trim her velvet gown and matching hat. 

79 C 32024C—Shipping weight 4 pounds .......$34.95 

448 QR 

———Peo— 

3 15-inch Alessandra. A sheer sensation in her 

tuffled chiffon gown, lace trim and parasol 
79 C 32025C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $19.95 

18-inch Carmen. A wide-brim hat tops her curls 
while her dress is a swirl of dots and ruffles. 

79 C 32026C—Shipping weight 4 pounds $27.95 

5 15-inch Barbara. She's off to the garden party in 
a fancy frock that's all ruffles and checks. 

79 C 32015C—Shipping weight 3 pounds . . ....515.95 

15-inch Carolina. A fabulous fake fur-trimmed 
hat adds the crowning touch to her velvet gown. 

79 C 32014C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ......$19.95 

Beautiful 

KIM 
by 

SHINDANA 

эта i 

16-inch Kim is a picture of loveliness 
in her elegant evening gown with bell 
sleeves and accented by lace and em. 
broidered flowers. Fully-jointed Kim 
has creamy vinyl skin and long root- 
ed hair that you can style. She's a 
beautiful addition to any doll collec- 
tion and she's from Shindana—a Di- 
vision of Operation Bootstrap, Inc. 
79 C 32078C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ..$19.95 



These WALKING DOLLS go strolling with you. 

Just take their hands. . it's easy to do! 

Outfits for $599 
Shirley Temple 

dolls not included 

Give Miki's hair 
atugto g 
make И 
"grong 

= 16-inch 
Shirley Temple™ $977 

8 "The sweetheart of early movies comes to 

{ you ав а delightful 16-inch doll. She has 

dimpled cheeks, sparkling hazel eyes and 

fluffy curls. Movable arms and legs, vinyl 

body, rooted hair. Frilly party dress, match- 

ing shoes, white socks. Ages 3 to 10. 

49 м 32079—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. ...... 59.77 

4 Wardrobe for Shirley Temple. Two ош- 

fits from two favorite movies . . "Heidi" 

and “Captain January”. 
49 N 32537—Shpg. wt. 6 02. .... ....%599 

Dusty and $467 [7] 

v. Sport Sets 

Dusty's e 
Sport Sets $261 

26-inch 32-inch 
K 

miki $1049 wispy $1199 
1 She has blond rooted hair that Q Fully jointed doll walks with [8] J ` 

grows with a simple tug. Styling you if you take her hand. 32- 
kit included. 26-in. plastic doll will in. plastic body with go-to-sleep 

walk with you when you take her eyes. Blond shag-style rooted (5 and 6) 11'%-in. vinyl doll with spring- (7 and 8 ) Set includes 

hand. Black lace-trimmed party hair. Long granny dress. For ages action body and arm. Blond rooted hair, stand. 

dress. Ages 3 to 10. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 3 to 10. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. blue eyes, suntan. Sport set, accessories Shpg. wt. set 5 oz. 

79 N 32084C $1049 79 № 32085C $1199 and plastic stand included. Ages 5 to 10. T Softball Set. Includes 

NOTE: items (5 thru 8) on this p re not recommended for children Б Dusty and Tennis Set. Includes doll outfit, ball, bat 

under 3 years, due to small parts. and accessories. 40 N 37024 Set $2.67 

49 н 37018—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. Set $4.67 Q Volleyball Set. Inc jeden 

6 Dusty and Golf Set. Doll, accessories. outfit, volleyball. 
49N37017—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. ..Set $467 — 49N37023 Set $2.67 

SHINDANA TOYS 
A Division of Operation Bootstra 

9 Kimmie. This 13-inch washable vinyl baby drinks from her own 

bottle . . she wets, too. Curly rooted hair, painted eyes. Diaper, 

lace-trimmed blanket . . brush, comb. Ages 4 to 10. 

49N31613—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. è $6.49 

g 10 Baby Janie. This huggable drink 'n wet baby stands 13 in. tall. 
į Vinyl jointed body. Go-to-sleep eyes. Comb her rooted hair with 

— her own brush. Wears a play dress, panties. Ages 4 to 10. 
© 49 N 31612—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. „ ...%6.99 

^ J „13inch REMEMBER! 
00) Baby Janie MBER! 

You can order items on pages 425 to 593 

from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 t 
Sears| 289% 

mu ———" 



BARBIE'S GOING PLACES 
Camping, riding and cruising 

[9 

SE .. f 
= $277 

and friends 

$895 
Sm 

Malibu Barbie 
and Friends 

(1 thru 4 ) Suntanned Ken and 
Twist 'n Turn girls (all have 

bendable legs) are ready for a 
trip to the beach. Each of the 
Malibu girls has rooted blond 
hair. . Ken's blond hair is 
molded. Each vinyl doll comes 
dressed in a swimsuit. 

Malibu Ken. 12 inches tall. 
Shipping weight 11 oz. 

49 C 30837 ..$297 

Malibu Barbie. 111% in. tall. 
Shipping weight 9 oz. 

49 C 30826. $277 

3 Malibu Skipper. 9 in. tall. 
Shipping weight 8 oz. 

49 C 30828. ....... 35277 

4 Malibu P.J. 111% inches tall. 
Shipping weight 9 oz. 

49C30825...... ..%277 

Volkswagen 
Camper 

5 Barbie and the gang are set 
to take off for the mountains 

or camp on the beach in com- 
fort. This custom-look bus is 
styled like a VW van. Door 
slides open. Removable sun 
roof for easy play access. 

Includes a table and camper 
stool, an ice chest with cover, 

pickax, shovel and de- 
cals. To cook outdoor meals 
your fashion dolls can use the 
camper stove, coffee pot, frying 
pan, sauce pan, spoon and spat- 
ula plus 2 cups (not 4 as 
shown). Sturdy plastic van 
measures 9x7x21%4 inches long 

Barbie Goin’ 
Camping Set 

$987 dolls not 
included 

6 Barbie hits the road in her 
modified plastic dune bug- 

gy with her tent-trailer in tow. 
Tent pops up. . folds, Incl. 
buggy with molded seats, 
trailer with self-supporting vi- 
nyl tent, sleeping bag, stool, 
table, barbecue, cooking uten- 
sils. Trailer hitched to buggy 
measures 18 inches long. 
79 C31242C—Wt. 4 Ibs. .$9.87 

Bay set 

Save *2 
Separately total 

:16.86 

5155 
dolls not included 

Adapter hitch 
included 

Barbie Goin’ 
Boating Set 

$699 
Т7 Barbie and friends can fish 

from her 2-seat, 15-in. long 
plastic boat. Set includes trail- 
er, "motor", adapter hitch, 
two oars, fishing rod, tackle 
box and even a fish. Hitch at- 
taches to trailer so the modi- 
fied dune buggy (sold at left) 
can pull Barbie’s boat. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
79С31246С............ $6.99 

Barbie Goin’ Camping Set (6) plus Barbie Goin' Boating Set 
(7) . . for camping and cruising fun at a lakeside campsite. 
79C 31247C2—Shipping weight 6 pounds . 

“gon TH 

8 Dune Buggy. 15 in. long. 
Plastic. Seats 2 dolls. 
EE o 

3 $4.75 

NGS 

ene eae 514.86 

$475 Mm 
nciuded 

$394 
doli not 
included 

9 Sports Car. 17 in. long. 
Plastic. Seats 2 dolls. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 C 30878 i $875 

10 Barbie's Ten-speeder. Similar to a real 10-speed: has bas- 
ket, derailleur, pump, gear levers, handbrakes. Wheels 

p ARD ace Linseed swings up, down. Plastic. 
MEC 31007- Shipping нашы: COL TRE ROS ERES $3.94 

(6) with (7) 



Zoom thru the 
daredevil world of 

(1thru3) 
include. 

energizer 

Plane and Copter 
,BC— L4 

battery power 
pack with cord. 

Sat 

(6) Plane 
HOW IT WORKS: Press button on 
battery power pack . . . propeller 
fone: lane maneuvers via simple 

id movements. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic plane, 14 in. 
Hand-held power pack, 48 in. cord. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 15 years. 

49N51027 $3.94 

Jets tam and 
launch off deck 
by hand or re- 
mote control 

аыр Habe scane by йй каалай com 

(6and7) Remote-control Plane and Copter 

(7) Copter 
HOW ІТ WORKS: Touch a button 

"astronauts" via simple hand 
movements. 
WHAT YOU GET: Copter, 81% in. 
long. 2 figures. Plastic. Hand-held 
power pack with 24-in. cord. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 15 years. 
ORDER INFO Жеди 2*p" 
batteries, order pkg. at right. 
49 N 51028—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

p 

.$3.94 

id lever . 
Thrust lever down, plane takes off. H 
[ene on elasticized Pu track . 

release 
WHAT YOU СЕТ: 3 ft. long plastic ship (does not 
float). Two 4-in. flexible tic planes, rubber 

Evel Knievel™ 
(1) Funny Car 

for y yet has fine 
ке» demie рау ете 
саир сее. 

breaking speeds 
and se track stunts like 

WHAT YOU GET: Energizer. Car 
SVgxSx14 іп. long. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Figure not incl. 
49 N 58298—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. ...$994 

(2) Super Cycle 

HOW IT WORKS: Place gyro-pow- 
ered cycle on energizer, crank and 
release. Cycle 

FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49N58291—Wt. 2 Ibs. 202... 

(3) Stunt Cycle 
Soar, jump and spin out at great 

has realistic 
tires, front fork, kickstand. 
HOW IT WORKS: Charge субе... 
place on 
release. 

$1294 

energizer, crank and 
'ycle can pull wheelies, 

jump and spin out. 
ens YOU GET La rae n] 
high cycle, energizer, 7-in. tall E: 
figure with uniform. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 58224—Wt. 2 Ibs. 202. ...9994 

Buy both Plane (6) 
and Copter (7) and Save $1.00 

WHAT YOU GET: Plane (6) and 
copter (7), two battery power 
control packs with 
ORDERING INFO: Plane and сој 

order package belo 
49N51029-WWt. 11b. 13 oz. 96.88 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 

Shippi 

(8), Flying Aces Attack Carrier 
from two air strips aboard ship. 

ition. 
second 

. pull 
for flight. Bridge has Blinker. 

HOW IT WORKS: Set plane on taxi track, pull 
back han 

set and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. 
79 М 58077C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. . -$11.76 

{SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

(4) Trail Bike 

It takes steady nerves to control this high-ac 
tion machine through the pylon obstacle 
course. Cycle has traction tires and im- 
pact-absorbing front fork that can take the 
grueling trails and quick turns of the road. 
HOW IT WORKS: Place on gyro ener- 
gizer, crank and release. жеңсин on 
two wheels performing jumps, wheelies and 
spin-outs. 
WHAT YOU GET: 844x2¥4x4¥4-in. high 
4 pylons, 7 in. high gach, and тш. tall vel 
figure with uniform. Energizer. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 57028—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. ...... 

(5) Stunt World Set 

Maneuver Evel and his Lee by hs hand 
through all kinds of daredevil stunts. Set P 
two ramps and thrill Evel's fans in a stan: 
ing-room-only coliseum. Then load sky cycle 
onto trailer and drive his truck to the canyon 
edge. Set up launching ramp, inspect the 

ding area on the other side and get ready 
to reenact Evel's most daring feat of all time 

. jump the Snake River Canyon! 
"Play area features canyon TT 
coliseum, motocross trails and hill climb, all 
with realistic painted features. 
WHAT YOU GET: Vinyl play area measures 
34x23x3 inches high, and folds into conve- 
nient case. 2 cpi with 2 Evel Knievel 
figures, 2 гаш cycle, truck and carry- 
ing trailer. г Al figures and vehicles are ap- 

2 inches long and are made of 

FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 

ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
49N57084—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. ...... Set $12.95 

Take to the sky 
(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

9) "MATCHBOX"€ Skybuster Airport 
lig play action in neat carrying case. 

WHAT YOU GET: Vinyl case unfolds into ap- 
prox. 24x20-inch play area. Includes control 
tower and terminal. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION Planes not in- 
cluded, order set below. 
49 N 58405—Shipping weight 1 Ib.......4.95 
10) "MATCHBOX"€ Skybusters 
'our different detailed planes. 

WHAT YOU GET: 4 die-cast metal planes: 
Corsair, RamRod, WildWind and Cessna 
Twin, 3 to 4 in, long. Made in England. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49N58104—Shpg. wt. 8oz. ........ Set $547 
NOTE for both pages: “MATCHBOX” is the п 
tered trademark owned by Lesney Products & Co. 
Ltd., England 
(11) Advance Is. Ba . be com- 
manding officer of this air station. 
HOW IZ WORKS: Flook, planes ipto clasti- 

ien re- 

lease hand lever to send them into free flight. 
WHAT YOU GET: Vinyl case forms 
13Vax22x6!4 in. high play area. 2 plastic 4-in. 
planes. Molded plastic tower, hangar, office. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 58076—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
(12) Hot Wheels® Military 6-Pak 
For exciting patrols while on maneuvers. 
WHAT YOU GET: 6 die-cast metal cars: 
Tough Customer®, Gun , Gun Buck- 
et™, Khaki Kooler™, Aw and 
Car Facto Sin. kag Hong Kong 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49N58493—Shpg: wt. 13 ог... 

..$8.95 

Set $497 



Coin and Stamp Collecting Outfits and Accessories 

Everything you need to enjoy these fascinating hobbies 

m ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1815—Wt 4 lbs. 10 oz-..... Kit $16.49 

tion Center. Allow time. 
Fac 1811—Wt 3 lbs. 402. . 

(3) Obsolete Coin Set. Collection of U.S. coins no longer minted 
© in 2x6x¥4-in. clear plastic case. 

q COMPOSITION: One each Walking Liberty Half Dollar (minted 
IC ), Standing Liberty оныт (minted 1917-30), 
Dime (minted 1916-45), Nickel (minted 1913-38) and Indi- 
an Head Cent (minted 1859-1909). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

i 3C 1812—Shipping weight 2 
77 . (4) Bicentennial Coin Set. In Bx2x'4-in. clear plastic case. 

" COMI cert One each 1776-1976 Eisenhower 
1776-1976 Kennedy Half Dollar, 1776-1976 Wi 
1976 Roosevelt Dime, 1976 Jefferson Nickel and 1976 
SD INFORMATION: 
3C 1813—Shipping weight 3 ounces . 

(5) U.S. Coin Book Libri 
Save 51.99 Three popular and essential coin books for 

Coin Book Library (5) Our includes Guide Ве Book of United 
) and Handbook of 

prier нему cover; Dese Check and беши Book of 
Assortme: cover, luxe Checklist and Record Book of 

Sep. pr U.S. and Canadian Coins (paperback). 
total ORDERING INFORMATION: 

111.98 эи  3C1816—Wt. 110. 502......... Set $5.99 

(6) Coin Accessory Assortment 
Useful accessories for advanced collectoi 
COMPOSITION: Plastic coin storage boz; 6 
different- coin tubes; pl -sized 
mint set holder; 150 cardboard coin mounts 
in 6 different sizes. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3C 1820—Wt 11b. t1oz........ Set $5.99 

Library (5) and Accessory Assortment (6) 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 1800—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. Set $9.99 

7| E S., World 
m Eon out 9929 
The ideal outfit for the begin- 
ner with an писи in both 
U.S. and world collecting. 
COMPOSITION: Forty genu- 
ine foreign coins; 10 collector 
асра CM: 2 Sr ving? 1 
coin display pages with p 
out pockets and identification 
slides; washable vinyl-covered 
3-ring coin album with 8 di- 
vider pages containing infor- 
mation about the coins and 
countries; magnifying glass; 
U.S. and world coin slide 
strips; Soni Ж: 1977 Standard 
um Coin ; Scott's Li- 

rer of porary 
Gold Coins book. 

ORD. INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
3C 1823......Outfit $9.29 

9) World C (9) Word Coin $469 
A great way to start your 
world coin collection. 
COMPOSITION: Twenty-five 
enuine coins from United 

дот, Europe, Asia, Afri- 
ith America; 6 full-color 

coin cards with inserts for 
coins and coin illustrations 
and information; 
coin card hold 
with information 
and countries. 
отне флэш 

зё 1824. NES “Outfit s4 69 

(8) Basic 
Coin Kit $749 

Books and accessories for 
beginning coin collectors. 

COMPOSITION: 3 coin 
folders hold sets of cents, 
nickels and dimes; 25 
cardboard coin mounts; 
rd mint set display 
ider; magnifier; 3 plastic 

ain tubes for rolls of 
cents, nickels, dimes; 3 
books: Let’s Collect Coins, 
Buying and Selling valua- 
tion guide, Basic Coin 
Checklist record book. 
Also incl. are 18 uncircu- 
lated Lincoln Memorial 
cents, one of each date 
from 1959 to 1976. 

ORD. INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
3C 1814.. ..Kit $7.49 

Coin and Stamp Viewing Accessories 
(10) Lighted Coin Viewer 
Coins feed into viewer sing 
move under magnifier, lip 
over and eject automatically. 
COMP.: Viewer, coin value 
book, grading guide, checklist 
and instructions. Coins not 
incl. Measures 644x354x5 in. 

ELEC. INFO: UL listed, 110- 
120 v., 60 Hz. AC. 6 w. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 
3C 18232... ..$10.99 

(11) Coin and Stamp 
Magnifier 

CONSTRUCTION Clear “su- 
per vision" non-breakable 
2x4-inch lens. Chrome-plated 
steel frame with polished 
black plastic handle. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 6 oz. 
3C 1681...... $5.99 

Lighted 
Coin Viewer 

Coin and Stamp 
Magniher 

ristmas.musetechnical.cc саа расо Scans by 

(12) United States Stamp Collecting Hobby Outfit 
COMP.: Illustrated Me acie album 1134x10x1% in.; 100 U.S. stamps, magnifier, 

Presidential ар Veg State Flag stamps, stamp wallet, perforation 
4 document reproductions, P Pocket Stamp Cat 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 1808—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces . 
(13) World Stamp Collecting Hobby Outfit 

COMP.: hos patari 11%x10x1%-in. album holds 11,000 stamps from 300 countries. 
Includes 250 magnifier, hinges, collecting guide. 
ADS АТК 

1809—Shipping weight 3 pounds 10 ounces ... 
TE My Own First Stamp Album Hobby Outfit 

-Outfit $9.49 

... Outfit $8.49 

COMPOSITION: Кышы) 11%х10х1%-їп. album with dividers. 190 worldwide 
, hinges, World Flag stamps, collecting guide. stamps, 

ЫРГЫ INFORMATION 
1810—Shipping weight 3 . Outfit $4.88 



сап be moved while 
setup... just 
pick up and go 

Water repelient 
nylon taffeta 

54-n. square base. 
48-in. center height 

52799 

Polypropylene 
fabric 

38-in. square base, 
48-in. center height / 

$1099 

Nylon knit fabric 
54-in. square basi 
4 8-in. center height 

Nylon knit 
fabric 
6-inch base. 

h center height 

$2799 
ü 

Colorful 
Play Tents 
Ideal for camp-ins 

and slumber parties 

(1) Our best Ооте-ѕтуі 
Indoor/Outdoor Tent 

Water repellent. Zippered door 
for easy access, plus sewn-in floor 
that helps keep carpet clean. 
FABRIC: Nylon taffeta in alter- 
nating panels of red and blue. 
Water repellent for outside use. 
SUPPORT: Inside frame of poly 
ethylene rods for easy set-up. 
Compresses sideways to store. 
DETAILS. Sewn-in polyolefin 
floor. Zippered door for easy ac- 
cess. 
DIMENSIONS: 54-inch square 
base. 48-inch center height. 
OR ING INFORMATION 
SI pping weight 4 ps. 

6N77406C .. $27.99 

(2) Dome-style Indoor Tent 
FABRIC: Nylon knit. Alternating 
panels of red and yellow. 
SUPPORT: Inside frame of poly- 
ethylene rods. Compress side- 
ways for easy storage. 
DETAILS: Flap-style door with tie 
tapes. No floor. 
DIMENSIONS: 54-inch square 
base. 48-inch center height. 
ORDER INFO: Not water repel- 
lent, not intended for outdoor use. 

Shipping weight 3 V 
6N77405C... $ 21.99 

(3) Tepee-style Indoor Tent 
FABRIC: Polypropylene “Evolu- 
tion II" won't snag, pull, or fray, 
resists stains and moisture. Buck- 
skin colored, Indian design. 
SUPPORT: Inside jointed wooden 
frame included. 
DETAILS: Large circular entrance, 
DIMENSIONS: 38-inch square 
base. 48-inch center height. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping ads 4 pon 

6N77403C 10.99 

Winnie: 
the-Pooh 

Tunnel-style Tent 
with matching 
Slumber Bag 
Tent Siumber Bag 

$2799 | $1599 
(4) Tunnel-style Indoor Tent 
FABRIC: Nylon knit. Colorful 
Winnie-the-Pooh pattern. 
SUPPORT. Inside frame of poly- 
ethylene rods for easy set-up. Re- 
move center ridge pole, compress 
sideways to store. 
DETAILS: Polyolefin sewn-in 
floor. Flap-style doors with tie 
strings on each end. 
DIMENSIONS: 33x56 inch base. 33 
inch center heigh 
ORDER INFO: Not water repel- 
lent, not intended for outdoor use. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs, 8 oz. 
6N77415C...........927.99 

(8) Slumber Bag 
INSULATION: 2 Ibs. polyester. 
CONST: Knit flannel lining. Knit 
flannel Winnie-the-Pooh pattern 
outershell. Full-length separating 
zipper; zip 2 bags together to 
make a double bag. 2 carrier ties 
for convenient storage. 

DIMENSIONS: 33x65 inches long. 
CARE INFORMATION 
Machine wash, warm, line dry. 
ORDER INFO: Order Duffel (1 
sold separately on page 441. 
Shipping ie 4 pounds. 

6N 70495 .+++,915.99 



Ха ie y» coa 

battery 
$029 without 

Push-button phone says 8 different phrases. Teaches, by exam- 
ple, proper manners for answering telephone. Battery powered 
with "on-off" switch. Uses 1 "C" battery (not included), order 
package below. Plastic. 8'/,x7'/,x4¥/, in. high. From Japan. 
49 N 44077—Shipping weight 1 pound $2.99 
49 N 8406—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Shpg. wt. 12 от. ..Pkg. 1.19 

Pull ring, 
it says 

11 fun phrases Cut $1.01. “Peanuts” 
Talking Mattel-O-Phone. 
Slip in a record and talk 

Mattel’s TALK-A-FUN PHONE RED, as friends. Enjoy over 18 mi- 
nutes of conversation 

Sold only at Sears 499 with буе 2-sided records. 
High-impact plastic 
9x5x4'/, in. high. Uses 2 
"D" batt., order pkg. be 

low. Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz 
Measures 49N 44125 $7.76 

This cute and huggable telephone is just the thing for the smart little tyke who 

is learning to talk. He or she can use it as à pillow or carry on a “с 
with it. Cloth-covered body is cotton-stuffed. Hand unit lifts o 
8x6x5 inches high. Buy it the easy way—order by phone 
49 N 44069—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces 

versation” 

Mattel's 
Talk-a-Fun 

Radio Mattel's Happy Talking $— 47 Mattel's Super $^787 „о 

Sold only See ‘п Say Toys esch See 'n Say each battery 

at Sears Set dial and pull ring to hear them talk. Plasticcase Easy push-button playing. Each song or 
$399 measures 10х2//, inches thick saying plays about 12 seconds. Uses 1 
3 Mother Goose Says. 12 nursery rhymes "D" battery, order package below. Plas- 

49 N 44682—Shipping weight 2 lbs $5.47 tic case measures 21 inches high 

Soft as a pillow, tote-around radio repeats 8 fun 2 Magic Apple. 11 endings for adventure story Sing-a-Song. Hear 12 nursery 
phrases at random. Just pull the ring to hear such 49 N 44172—Shipping weight 2 lbs. .$5.47 rhymes, such as, "London Bridge." 
delightful phrases as . . "Signing off (YAWN)." Farmer Says. Names and sounds of 12 animals. 79 N 44323C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ...$7.87 
Screen-printed cloth covered body is stuffed with cot- 49 N 4508—Shipping weight 21bs. ......$5.47 | Wish I Were. Hear 12 delightful 
iy xu Asse oa like arms and hands The Bee Says. 26 letters with pictures, words songs about children’s adventures 
dd ar tae Pis pe 3330 49 М 4509—Shipping weight 2 lbs. ..$5.47 79 N 44194C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ...$7.87 

—Shipping weight 1 p Б Snoopy Says. Peanuts gang say 12 phrases. “О” Batteries. Package of 6. 
442 Sears ғсвкм. 49 N 44182—Shipping weight 2 lbs. .....$5.47 49 N 8405— Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. ....Pkg. 1.49 
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Here's why YOU'LL find 
it so easy to use! 

e Hands never touch oven chamber . . just 

slide cake into baking oven at left, 
then push through cooling chamber at right 

e Bakes with just 2 ordinary 60-watt light bulbs. 

e Utensils and "just-add-water" mixes to 
whip up delicious cakes 'n frosting. 

e Timing guide shows correct baking time for 
each different treat 

Easy-Bake unit with $999 
mixes and utensils bulbs not included 

1 It's always fun for young cooks 6 to 12 years old to prepare 
and serve their very own delectable desserts . . and it's so 

easy. They just select a mix, add water and place pan into tray. 
Then slide into oven. When it's done, tray is pushed through 
cooling chamber and out, All concoctions are slid through—oven 
door does not open—so hands never touch the baking chamber. 
Set comes with 3 pans and 3 so-easy mixes. 

Front panel features 2 knobs—one just for play and one as a 
real timing guide . . turn it to find required baking time for 
cookies, cake or brownies. This 14'4x6'/x11-inch high unit has 
baking chamber, cooling chamber, handy 2-shelf storage unit 
and 4 make-believe burners. Uses two 60-watt bulbs (not includ- 
ed). UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Comes fully assem- 
bled. Instructions included. 

Shipping weight 5 pone 
79N 1106C ...... 

Easy-Bake Refill Set $369 

This tasty set includes 15 great mixes . . 8 assorted cake 
mixes, 5 frosting mixes, 1 brownie and 1 gingerbread mix . 

just add water, bake and serve. Plus pans, bowl and spoon. 
Shipping mes 2 тоха 

49N 11061. б .Set $3.69 

The perfect “First” Oven. . 
Add water to pre-baked mix, slip into cake maker 

and close oven to activate the automatic 
pressure mechanism. Open door and—M'mmm— 

you've got a scrumptious cake to eat. 

Cake Maker with timer, bell, $599 
utensils and mixes 

9! Here's the quickest, safest cake-maker ever. Needs no heat 
‘cause all the mixes come pre-baked. Children just add wa- 

ter, put pan into oven and set the timer. A special mechanism— 
that works automatically when door is shut—pressurizes the 
batter into a finished cake. In just a minute . . R-R-R-ring . 
pop out a super-duper treat. Add water to a frosting, mix, frost 
the cake and decorate with sprinkles. Then dig іп. . it’s yummy! 

Set includes cake mold, bowl, cup and 2 utensils plus 3 pre- 
baked cake mixes, 1 frosting mix and 2 packages of sprinkles. 
Sturdy plastic cake maker is 5'/4x4*4x6'/, inches high. Comes 
fully assembled. Ideal for young cooks, 4 years old and up. 
Buy it the easy way, order by phone. 

49 № 1107—Shipping weight 3 pounds . . . . . .. $5.99 

Cake Maker Refill Kit $299 

Mix six more temptin' treats with this cake "n frosting refill set. 
Includes 6 assorted pre-baked cake mixes and 4 assorted frost- 
ing mixes. Just add water. (Prepare cakes in the no-heat cake 
maker unit, sold above.) 

Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 
49N 11071... Set $2.99 

‘Catalina pane scans by dimas ausetecimicid com 

Country Bake Set $499 

Make a honey cake, muffins and loads of old-fashioned goodies 
with mixes and utensils in this 33-piece Country Set. Follow 

simple word-and-picture instructions on back of each package. 

Includes mixes for German chocolate cake, apple cake, honey cake, pound cake, 
4 frostings, blueberry muffins, apple pie, gingerbread and biscuits. 

There's also a pie pan; cookie sheet; rolling pin; spoon; gingerbread man cut- 
out; cake, loaf and muffin pans; plus a cookbook. Everything a little girl (6 years 
old and up) needs for tasty pastry baking. 
49 N 10022—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces ................ Set $4.99 

d MY 11-5 ss: 

a БЕ 

eiiis: m m 

Complete 65-pc. Mix and Utensil Set E 

Make pudding. cookies, cakes . . dozens of delicious desserts 

So many great treats! Word and picture instructions on back of each package. Set 
includes mixes for 12 cakes, 10 frostings, 6 puddings, 3 pies, 4 cookie batches and 
2 batches each of biscuits, gingerbread, brownies and fortune cookies. Also cake 
and pie pans, cookie cutters and sheet, rolling pin, muffin tin and more. For ages 
6 and up. 
49 N 1003 1—Shipping weight 4 pounds 11 ounces .................. Set $8.99 

All Aluminum Cook 
and Bake Sets 

(4 and 5) Sturdy, shiny cookware sets include baking pans, frying pan, cookie 
cutters and sheet, roaster, double boiler, measuring cup and more. Ages 4 and up. 

36-piece Set $399 21-pc.Set $299 
4 Jumbo Set also includes teakettle, percola- Basic cookware set. 

tor, and more. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
49 М 10234—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 02......... Set $3.99 49 М 10236....... Set $2.99 
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by Й, /4 ga of. эў. „ gowns so lavish, skin so radiant 
perfect, hairdos 
40 fashionably 
дал 
arranged 

17-inch Paola comes in a bright summer frock, 
add to her wardrobe with 4 high fashion outfits 

Paola with long rooted hair and long eye lashes to set off her creamy 
vinyl skin. Fully jointed. In a light cotton outfit, hair ribbon, sandals. 

49 C 32028— Italy. Shipping weight 1 pound . . . . -Doll and Outfit $8.99 

(2 thru 5 ) Outfits for Paola. Doll not included. From Italy. 

Canal Grande. Elegant belted 4 Sea Going. Nautical wide-leg 

Tenerella . . 19 inches tall 

All dressed up in 
pinafore and panta 

„ $1499 
This lovely doll has a soft, hugable plastic foam-filled 

pants suit with matching knit 
scarf, hat. Boots. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
4932034 . Outfit only $4.99 

Spring. Bright jacket and pleat- 
ed skirt, sleeveless top. Knee 

socks and shoes. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 

bell bottoms, knit top, knee high 
vinyl boots. Shpg. wt. 5 02. 
49 C 32033 Outfit only $2.99 

5 First Date. Dressy wide-leg 
pants with feather-trimmed knit 

top and sandals. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

body with movable arms and legs. Her smooth vinyl skin 
is set off by her long, dark rooted hair. Tenerella's spar 
kling go-to-sleep eyes have long, thick lashes. 

She's dressed in a crisp, checked pinafore, lacy panta- 
loons and vinyl boots with a ribbon in her hair. From Ita 
ly. Buy her the easy way—order by phone. eor $899 

outfit 
49 C 32031 Outfit only $499 49С 32032 Outfit only $4.99 79 С 32017C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $1499 

You'll love this 
French beauty 
at first sight 

DELEINE 
17 in. tall 
with soft, 
vinyl body 

15-inch Corinne has 
hair you can style 
to go with any of 

her 3 
high-fashion 

outfits 

5 One doll, 3 outfits 

$ 1 599 

$1 499 

А delightful little doll with vinyl skin and sparkling 
go-to-sleep eyes. Jointed arms and legs. Long, rooted 
hair. Clad in a pastel checked dress with lace trim on 
the skirt and apron. She's even got lace-trimmed pan- 
taloons and hat. Shoes. From France. So easy to buy 
when you just use the phone. 
49 C 32035—Shipping weight 1 lb. 10 oz. 

Ini. 

Lovely Corinne has long, rooted hair that you can style to go | 
with her three different outfits. She even comes with her own е 
comb, brush and play hair dryer (not shown). Vinyl and poly- 
ethylene doll has go-to-sleep eyes and jointed arms and legs. 

Corinne comes with 3 high fashion outfits: a lacy spring frock 
with sash and patterned hose, a smart 2-piece suit with knee- 
high boots and an elegant hostess dress with ruffled top and 
long checked skirt. Sunglasses, shoes. Ages 5 to 10. Italy. 
79 C 32076C—Shipping weight set 3 pounds. .........Set $15.99 $1499 E 449 
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Daisies 

12-in. Cinnamon 
with Curly 
Ribbons 

$594 

Dolls with hair 
design ornaments 

(11 thru 13) Dolls made 
of vinyl. They have hair 
ornaments to style their 
hair that grows. You can 
design attract r 
styles quick as a wink, 
Go-to-sleep eyes. Mov- 
able arms and legs. 

1 17 '4-inch Crissy 
with Twirly Beads. 

Just turn the knob in her 
back to make her hair 
long or short. Long coun- 
try-style dress. For ages 4 
to 10, Wt, 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

49 N 32089 $9.88 

1 15-inch Velvet with 
Swirly Daisies. Just 

turn the knob in her back 
to make her hair long or 
short. Dressed in a 
sprightly mini-dress. For 
ages 3 to 8. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49N 32091 ...89,88 

13 12-inch Cinnamon 
with Curly Ribbons. 

Poseable doll has hair that 
grows. Denim jumper, 
shirt. For children ages 3 
to 8. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 32092 $5.94 

NOTE: items on this page 
(except dressing table. 
walker-stroller) not recom- 
mended for children un 
der 3 years of age due to 
small parts, 

Сөй Dade scans by cheisinias miscia Gom 

15-in, Velvet 
with Swirly 

9-pc. Knit Wardrobe Sets 
For dolls 10 to 21 inches tall 

$599 
You'll have a hard time deciding which outfit to 
dress your babe їп. . they're all so pretty. Each is 
machine knit . . and feels so soft. Wardrobe set in- 
cludes a 2-piece slacks set, dress and pants, jumper 
with body suit and three hangers. 

To crder the easiest way, look in your phone book 
white pages under “Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog 
Sales” for number to call. 

T Catalog б 
| umber 

10 to 12 in 49 N 32541 
13 to 15 in. 49N 32542 
16 to 18 in. 49N 32543 
19to21in. | 49N32544 | 

Non-folding - / 
Dressing Table — . > 

$797 
Now you can dress 
and change your 
"baby" on her own 
dressing table. Wick- 
er-look fiber stand has 
wood frame and vinyl 
top. 18*2x9x18'4 in. 
high. Holds dolls to 16 
in. tall. Ages 3 to 10. 
Wt. 7 lbs. 
79 М 33516C $797 

18-pc. Cotton Wardrobe Sets $ 
For dolls 10 to 22 inches tall 

An outfit for a 
set includes 2-piece playwear en 
semble, 2 dress and pants se! 
sleeveless dress and a 3-piece 
pram suit including sacque, bon 
net and pants. 
hangers, 2 bottles 

Give your baby doll 

some quick fashion changes. 

Just look at these sets 

in different size ranges . . 

occasion . . each һе 
10 to 11 11/49 N 32531] 
12 to 13 in/49 N 32532) 6 
14 to 15 inf49 М 32533| 6 

18 to 19 in|49 N 32535| 7 t also includes 5 
nd a comb. 

Walker-Stroller 

$394 
Take your doll for a 
walk on a sunny after 
noon. Metal walker is 
15х9х19 in. high. Plastic 
wheels, metal tray. Col 
orful wooden beads. De- 
tachable handle for 
transport. Seats dolls to 
18 in. tall. Partly assem- 
bled. Ages 2 to 5. Shpg. 
wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. 
49 м 33061.......... $3.94 

399 oc co 

20 to 22 in]49 М 32536| в | 

16 to 17 in.49 М 32534) 7 | 4.99 



Buy set (11) with (12) 

Save '1.00 
Separately $ 94 

total *8:94 included 

12 

11 Cruiser. Floats in water . . rolls on land. Includes 
RE ru and more. Plastic. Seats two isl 
dolls. Measures 21x84x54 i 
49 C 31089—Shipping weight h на iph рой во aaa E $5.95 

12 Life Raft floats. For two 11/zin. dolls. Oarlocks, tow- 
Doll not incl. tank, "outboard motor. 

49C31 Eier high WE d ро вокі $2.99 

Cruiser (11 Life Raft (1: 
Sa Cat ie citrine weight Hands ó ounces .. 47.94 

Barbie's 

Dream Boat™ 
^ . 108 

doll not included 

Barbie and friends will “cruise” in style on this plas- 
tic and vinyl cruiser. Measures about 4 ft. long and 
incl..these 4 play areas: flying bridge; fore and aft 
decks; galley with sink, table, 2 bench seats, pots, 
pans; salon-sleeper with sofa that converts to 2 bunk 
beds. instructions. 
79C 3108: üpping weight 5 pounds ...... $1077 

Above-ground pool is 16x5 in. high . . holds 3 gallons of 
water. Plastic with vinyl lining. Vinyl mat sets 
scene. Also, Dd sundeck, ladder, slide, diving board 
and floating chaise lounge. Assembly instructions incl. 
49 C 30846—Shipping weight 2 pounds ............. $594 

Cuslod pane scans by chrisimatamuasetechnicl com 

Buy set 
(13) with (14) 

Save 50: 
Separately total 

7.94 
5744 

dolis not 
included 

Barbie's Room-Fulls™ 

Lowas $397 (13 thru 15) 
dolls not included 

13 Living Room Set. Incl. 
plastic sofa-base end table 

with 2 denim-look fabric cush- 
ions, one fabric chair, planter, 
plastic coffee table. Colorful 
chipboard backdrop. 
49 C31098—Wt. 1 Ib. . $3.97 

14 Country Kitchen Set. Incl. 
2 plastic stools with fabric 

cushion seats, tablecloth and 2 
napkins, stuffed kitten. Also, 
plastic table and serving pieces. 
Chipboard backdrop setting. 
49 C 31097—Wt. 1 Ib. ..$397 

Living Room Set (13) plus 
Kitchen Set (14). 
49C31116-Wt. 1 Ib. 10 02.87.44 
1 Studio Bedroom. Incl. 

plastic couch with fabric 
cover, 2 bolster pillows, one 
chair, stuffed elephant. Chip- 
board backdrop setting. 
49C31099—Wt. 1 Ib. .... $3.97 

16 Vanity and Shower. 

Opens to reveal print fabric 
covered table, stool, plastic mir- 
ror. 11¥-in. high shower sprays 
when you add water. Also, plas- 
tic shower curtain, terry towel, 
bath mat, hand mirror, comb, 
brush, soap, sponge. Vinyl 
frame. 
49C31091—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $7.95 

NOTE: Items on this page for 
ages 4 to 10. All (except lug- 
gage) not for ages under 3, due 
to small parts. 

4-piece Luggage Set for 
11'in. fashion dolls 

$269 
Includes 5х316-іп. large suit- 
case, small suitcase, hatbox and 
train case. Molded plastic. 
49 C31092—Wt. 14 oz... ..$269 



Trail Bike r 
Set Evel Knievel™ 
roaring through 
this 4 pylon v 
obstacle course 

$994 

Set includes: 
2 motorcycles with ? - (26 
Evel figures, a aa eb... 
2 ramps, sky cycle w з 
and truck with 
carrying trailer 

Evel Knievel" [4 

5 

Evel Knievel" 
Stunt World Set 
Hurtle Evel's sky 
cycle (by hand) 
across Snake 
River Canyon 

12122. 

Folds into 
compact сазе 

Folds into 
compact case 

Launch two jets 
by remote control 

Flying Aces i= 
Advance Island Base $895 Folds into 

Compact case 

Military 

Hand launch “MATCHBOX”® Skybusters 
from their own airport with two runways 

"MATCHBOX" $495 without | "MATCHBOX" $547 мн 
Skybuster Airport. planes Skybusters 

talo pao Scant by йй карей асай com 



$1649 
without batteries 

‘Catalog pane scans by critimas nustolechescal cont 

Electronic Horse Race 

7 styrene and cellogen board, 

TRA 

Challenging Games of chance 
and skill for adults 

(1) Weekend 
in Vegas Game 

This exci ame includes equip- 
ment for з 12 Las У 

AR Late-comers can join 
game at any time. Any um 

can play. 
COMPOSITION: Large 3-section card- 
board е board, 8 molded urea 

ityrene poker une 
"d puo dieat cards, rd rds, cardbos 

slot machine 6 

estate instructions. Folds into 
2V4x9x12 in. high bookshelf box. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3С 29428—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. ..$9.99 

(2) Electronic Horse Race 
D the сэл of: Borse ny 
EI Ыр 
any of six lance Hip the switch Di 
the starting gate, and they're off! 
Horses move in their lanes to the fin- 
sse For bwo to sie players. > 

sures разне 0 оја inches long. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses 2 “Р” batter- 

Т кедр ert оп раве .$16. w 

(3) Domino Set 
An all-time family favorite. 
COMPOSITION: 28 double-six domi- 
no tiles, instructions. 
CONSTRUCTION: White molded urea 

black painted spots. Box 
molded from styrene, measures 
8 i high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C2909—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. ....95.79 

Phone ordering’s a quick 
and easy way to buy 

Just say “Charge It” 
when you phone your order 

. See page 302. 

Card Games and Accessories 
(8) Charles Goren Bridge Ensemble 
For beginning and expert bridge players. 
COMPOSITION: Set features 34x34-inch vinyl 
bridge table cover with printed condensed ver- 
sions of the famous Goren methods and strate- 
= tidig each player. nwo de ote of Charles 
Boon Signature ге А table tallies. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. ein 
3 C 2974—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

(9) "29" Cribbage 
Set features board in “29” shape, representing 
the highest-scoring hand of the game. 
COMPOSITION: Resin-molded high-impact 

with 3-lane continu- 
ous track for 2, 3, 4 or 6 players. Board has stor- 
age compartment for pegs (included) and cards 
(not included). 10x7Vax11 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3 С 2935—Shpg. wt. 14 ог. ......... Set $5.99 

(10) Solitaire Board 
Ideal for travelers or shut-ins . . . 
ordered. 
COMPOSITION: Heavy-weight plastic board 
with cardboard back. Solitaire instruction book 
lists many variations of game. One deck full-size 
playing cards included. 18x14x1 inch high. 
ORDERING OAM 
3C 2969—Shpg. wt. 2lbs. ........ ..$3.69 

keeps cards 

(4and5) Yott™ Games. . . play poker with dice 
with a full deck poker de eae 

pre One-Shot Yott™ 
One-toss poker, 26 scoring boxes for possible hand. Complete 
deck of cards on nine %-in. -size dice. One dice cup. 
Scoring pads, instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 2968—Shipping weight 8 ounces ..................... $5.49 

m 7-Spot Hes 

(6) Draw Poker $549 

PAS NER HUI, ouv MODEM. 

COMPOSITION: Nine %-in. i 
size dice with 52 

Е 

O pies Set $549 
pe five dice games: bo , poker, y ad тда vling, рок 

COMPOSITION: ee molded styrene 
dice, molded 

wt 14 oz. 

(11) Automatic Card Shuffler 
Takes the work out of card playing. Mixes cards 
more completely than hand shuffling. Never EL 
same shuffle twice. No batteries needed . 
erates with easy-to-turn manual crank. Handles 
all standard size cards. 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-gauge steel. Green en- 
amel finish. Black plastic crank handle. Cards 
not included. 5x814x5!4 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 2938—Shpg. wt. 2 168. 3 oz. 

(12) Revolving Poker Rack 
Rack has 8 columns for chip storage, 2 slots for 
ay 2 decks of cards. Interlocking chips in- 

|, cards not included. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic. Plastic 
carrying handle. 8 in. high, 8-in. diameter. $ 49 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 2944 Shps. wt. 318. 402.......... sza $4 Е d E 
(13) Ten Decks of Playing Cards 7 
Ten individually cello-wrapped decks with 
switchback or complementary-design са: 
CONSTR.: Cards made of 10!4-point laminate 
paper stock with Textura® polyester finish for 
As “feel”, easy shuffli p dealing, and du- 

ty. Standard size bridge 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 2970—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. ..... Set $4.49 citt [Bears] 437 



Dual-powered 
Cassette Player/Recorder 

With built-in microphone 
automatic shutoff and eject button 

PLAY/RECORD FEATURES Auto. recording 
level. Built-in condenser microphone. Erase- 
prevention feature. Automatic end-of-tape 
shutoff, Rotary volume control; pushbuttons 
for all other operations incl. tape eject. 
CONSTR: 100% solid-state chassis. 3-in. speak- 
er. Red, black plastic cabinet, handle. 4x6x7 vs 
in, Jacks for remote mike, earphone, Import. 
ELEC. INFO: Operates on 512-й. AC cord (incl.) 
or 4 optional "C" batteries (order below). UL 
listed. 120-v., 60-1 С. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty below. 
61N21621—Wt. 3lbs. 11 oz. . $29.95 

"C"-size Alkaline Battery (not shown). 
61 N 6451—Shpg. wt. each 2 oz. Ea. 55c 

FULL 90-DAY WARRANTY ON TAPE PLAYERS 
AND PLAYER/RECORDERS: For 90 days from 
date of purchase, Sears will replace player or 
piayer/recorder free of charge if it fails due to a 
defect in material or workmanship. Replace: 
ment under this warranty is available by return- 
ing the player or player/record ler to nearest 
Sears store throughout U.S. This warranty gives 
you specific lega! rights. and you may also have 
other rights which vary from state to stete. 

Denim- 
look 

Storage 
Case 

$599 

Helps organize and protect your cas- 
sette tapes . . . easy to carry, too. 
CONSTRUCTION: Made of sturdy fi- 
berboard covered with blue denim-look 
vinyl. Plastic handle. Locking clasp 
with key, Holds 24 cassettes in boxes 
(not included). 143 4x9x4% in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 2 раш 12 ounces. 
58 N 5691 $5.99 

Black 
Storage 
Case 

$399 

CONSTRUCTION: Made of paper-cov- 
ered fiberboard. Black. Plastic carrying 
handle. Removable dividers give you 
increased capacity. Holds 24 cassettes 
in boxes or 30 in boxes if you remove 
dividers (cassettes not included). Mea- 
sures 1434х9х4%4 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping poenta 2 pu 12‹ ounces, 
58 N 56082 -$3.99 

но paaie by diaa aa 

Wish|Book 

(1)  Dual-powered Cassette 
Player/Recorder with built-in 

microphone and automatic shutoff 
tuc $2495 zv 

(3) 
PLAY/RECORD FEATURES: Automatic recording 

PLAY/RECORD FEATURES: Automatic recording level. 
Built-in condenser microphone. Erase-prevention ште 
Automatic end-of-tape shutoff. Slide volume control; push- 
buttons for all other operations. 
CONSTRUCTION: 100% solid-state chassis. 21-inch speak- 
er. Brown and beige plastic cabinet. 514x914x254 inches high. 
Carrying strap. Jacks for auxiliary input, remote micro- 
phone and earphone (not included). Imported. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Operates on 5!2-foot AC cord 
(included) or 4 optional "C" batteries (order at left). UL 
listed. 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty at left. 
61N21611—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 11 02. .... 

(2) TRACS® 90-min. Blank Cassette Ta 
Save 40c. Was $1.99. Reduced from our 1978 ali 
Big Book. For voice, non-critical music, Case. 
61 N 3715—Shipping weight 6 oz. ..$1.59 

ELEC. 

.$24.95 61N2160 

(5thru9) Cassette Recordings with companion books 

(5) Children's Story Cassettes. Each cassette is 7 to 14 minutes long. Includes 24- 
page illustrated story book, 77x7 inches wide. 
58 N 5632 1— The Gingerbread Man 58 N 56302— The Wizard of Oz 
58 N 56308— Bronto the Dinosaur 58 N 56309— Lion and the Mouse 

ack and the Beanstalk 58 N 56313— The Three Bears 
time Stories 58 N 56315—Old Testament Stories 

tle Red Riding Hood 58 N 87306—Hansel and Gretel 
58 N 87309—Peter and the Wolf 58 N 87315—First Book About Jesus 
58 N 87316—Little Red Fire Rhe. 58 N 87317—Rip Van Winkle 
Shipping weight 4 ounces ‚+++. + ‚Each Cassette-Book Set $2.29 

(6) Bible Story Cassettes. Each cassette is 10 to 12 minutes long. Includes 32-page 
illustrated story book with hard cover, 614x514 inches wide. 
58 N 8749 1—Noah and the Ark 58 N 87492— Joshua at Jericho 
58 N 87493— Daniel in the Lion's Den 58 N 87494—David and Goliath 
58 N 87495—Moses in Egypt ss N cb err cr and Delilah 
Shipping weight 4 ounces . Each Cassette-Book Set $2.49 

(7) Walt Disney Story Cassettes. Each cassette is 12 to 22 minutes long. Includes 
24-page illustrated story book, 7х7 inches wide, 
58N 56861—Snow White 58 N 56863—Dumbo 

58 М 56865—Robin Hood 
58 М 56868— Peter Pan 
58 N 5687 1—Pooh and Tigger Too 
58 N 56873— Mary Poppins 
58 N 56875—Rescuers 
RS N 56877— Wizard of Oz 
DIT .Each Cassette-Book Set $2.98 

N 56869—Sleeping Beauty 
58 N 56872—Uncle Remus 
58 N 56874—Small World 
58 N 56876—Pete's Dragon 
Shipping weight 6 ounces 

(8) Tarzan Story Cassettes. Each cassette is 14 to 20 minutes long. In- 
cludes 36-page illustrated story book with hard cover, 8x654 B wide. 
58N8734 1- The Amazons 58N87342-The Desert Rescue 
58N87343-The Fire Gods 58N87344-The City of Diamonds 
58N87345-The Dagomba Treasure Bene eae Jewel of Rah 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. . 4 ^ Each Cassette-Book Set $3.49 

(9) "Children are People" Cassette. Each side is 13 to 15 minutes long. 
Narrated by Tony Randall. Includes plastic мони сазе. 
58 М 8795—Shipping weight 4 ounces . . 487.49 

QIUeS| with remote mike 

Reduced from our 197; 

level. Remote microphone with on/off 
switch. Erase-prevention. Rotary volume control. 
One-lever function control. Pushbutton record. 
CONSTRUCTION. 100% solid-state chassis. 214- 
inch speaker. Black plastic cabinet. 5!4x812x29« 
inches high. Carrying strap. Imported. 

NFO: Uses optional AC adapter (sold һе 
low) or 4 optional "C" batteries (sold at left). 
ыды diez See Ro at far left. 

ipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. 
ET STR Was $20.95; $19.95 

61 N 2147—Shipping weight 12 ог... 

(3) Cassette 
Player/Recorder 

Cut *1 
$ 1 9? without batteries. 

or adapter 

7 Spring Big Book. 

/pause 

ü AC Adapter for cassette player (3) above 
listed. 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 5!2-foot AC cord. 

$ 4.95 



Wipe-o! 
paint surface 

For young 
artists.. 

Double Easel 
complete with 
paint, chalk 

and accessories 

5] 299 

А complete starter set for 
use by 1 or 2 children at 
the same time. Each side 
adjusts to accommodate 
different heights. 16x24-in. 
Tru-Blu* chalkboards on 
both sides. 1 deep box-type 
utility trough on one side 
and grooved chalk tray on 

99 the other. 

Play Center Desk $13 Includes 4 jars of paint, 2 
mixing pans, paint brush, 

Closed, it's a chalkboard with easy-to-read numbers palette, 2 artist clips, chalk, 
eraser, crayons, paper. 
Wooden frame about 48-in. 
high. Sent partly assem- 
bled. Put it together in mi- 
nutes without tools, Sent 
freight (rail or truck) or ex- 
press. Shipping wt. 15 lbs. 
79 N 90078N ..Set $12.99 

and alphabet. Open, it's a peg table with mallet and 
gear-disc pegs. Reverse side of chalkboard has out- 
lined figures on white enamel for painting. Console 
with pegboard and clock with movable hands. Steel 
frame, durable plastic bucket style seat. Includes 36 
alphabet pegs, chalk, eraser, paint set. About 
30x21x17 in. high. Unassembled. 
79 N 90099C—Shipping weight 13 Ibs. ...%13.99 

The Color Machine $399 
Put a few drops of Playnts washable paint in 
machine, place paper and stencil in, close lid, 
turn handle. A fine mist of paint is sprayed 

Funny Pumper Set $587 

A do-it yourself, toy-making toy. Just 
squeeze Play-Doh® through special 
molds to make funny figures. Four 6-02. 
cans of Play-Doh, 6 molds and plastic 
Funny Pumper. For boys and girls, ages 
3to 10 years. paper, napkins, instruction book. Plastic. 
49 N 1617—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. . Set $5.87 

Put-A-Patch 2249 

Make pictures using Play-Doh. Roll out 
Play-Doh. Use plastic cutters to make any 
one of 15 shapes. Press 'em out . . match 
"em up. Set contains six 2-02. cans of Play- 
Doh (assorted colors), 12 plastic colored pic- 
ture cards, rolling pin. For ages 3 and up. 
49 N 16036—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. .Set $2.49 

Super Silly Sand $369 

Build castles, dress up sand people with 5 packages of col- 
ored sand. Non-toxic sand can be used over again. Mix 
with water. Includes 6 cut-out 4-in. plastic figures, squeeze 
bottles, spoons, cups, wires, tray, Silly Circle. Instructions. 
49 М 1613—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz. .......- Set $3.69 
Refill Set. 4 bags of sand and one Silly Circle. 
49 N 16259—Shipping weight 14 ounces . ..Set 99c 

Gutsiod page scans by deitas niseledimical Gomi 

Just add water. . shape 

and paint a menagerie with 

"Instant" Paper Máché 

$249 

6 projects for amateur sculptors. Paper 
máché is pre-mixed, just add water. There's 
nothing extra to buy. Includes six 5'4-inch 
animal forms of heavy cardboard, 8 ounces 
of paper máché mixture, 8 water color tab- 
lets and artist brush, glaze and instructions. 
49 N 16034—Wt. 1 lb. 1207. .....Set $2.49 
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Wilf 
| 
i 

з Herde оп these 2 pages run on 
the best "fuel" of all—imagination. Pretend 

or prepar- 
ing an entire meal for your "family". What fun to 
have your very own kitchen, All the heavy-gauge 
steel sections have smooth, rolled edges to help 
protect floors and fingers. Complete instructions 
included for snap-together assembly. Child-sized 
gold-color appliances are ideal for young cooks 
4-years-old and up. (Not recommended for pre- 

you're perking coffee, 

schoolers under 4 years old.) 

e є 

16-рс. Соок ‘п Bake Set $425 

Sturdy aluminum gold-color cook- 
ware. Set includes covered saucepans, 
fry pan, dutch oven and roaster plus 
percolator, tea kettle and canister 
with lid . . 16 pieces in all. 
49 М 1004—Wt. 1 Ib. 202. .Set $4.25 

444 [Sears] 28 
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MEZ "EC ORAL INTO 

Refrigerator-Freezer 5] 499 С 
with “ice maker” = 

This double-door refrigerator has all the latest conveniences 
- there’s even a real-looking “ice maker" in the freezer that 

dispenses plastic cubes when you push a button. Refrigera- 
tor compartment has a vegetable crisper with sliding door. 
Both refrigerator and freezer compartments have 3 shelves; 
side-by-side doors show pictures of food on shelves. Mea- 
Sures 18x15x36 in. high. Food not included, see below. 
79 М 1198C—Shipping weight 22 pounds . . 

m ШЕ 

..$14.99 

Canned "Foods" $291 

Even good cooks use canned foods, 
so load your shelves with the same 
high quality brands Mom insists on. 
Set includes 16 empty metal cans, 
each 3 in. high. Incl. pretend fruit, 
vegetable and baby food cans. Buy 
t the easy way—order by phone. 

т. 1 1b. 8 oz.Set $2.91 

сек ир оп APT Kitchen Accessories ] 

Supermarket "Food" Set $277 

Big 26-piece set includes make-believe 
hot dogs and cookies, butter, cheese 
and frozen foods plus cereal boxes, eggs 
in a box and milk and pop bottles. 

All sturdy plastic in bright realistic 
colors. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 
49N 11038 Set $2.77 

Double-Oven $ 1 T a Range 

This make-believe range has just about 
everything . 
window, raised plastic "burners", a pre- 
tend clock and control knobs that turn. 
Simulated vent over upper oven. Stands 
18x15x38 inches high. Utensils not includ- 
ed, see below. 
79N 1195C—Wt. 18 lbs. . 

- double ovens, a see-thru 

..$14.99 

Kooky Cooks $399 

Foods ’n pots with personality. 
There’s a smiling 8-in. diam. 
frying pan, 8-in. high coffee pot 
with lid, two 5'4-in. diam 
“winking” saucepans with lid, 2 
cardboard eggs and pancakes. 
Polyethylene pots and utensils. 
49N10092-Wt. 3 lbs. Set $3.99 



Crissy and her friends 
with hair you can 

e $ 

KC CUNT child's play 
А of braiding 

>x f mir 

Beauty 

Braider 

Twirl up a new hair 

look quick as a wink 

when you use the new 

Beauty Braider or 
Swirla-Curler with 

any doll on this page 

Crissy with 

Swirla-Curler Meet Crissy and 



When they want some love, they'll turn on the charm 

They want to be hugged . . they're made for your arms . . 

Hobbie 

Nostalgic 15-inch rag doll is made of fine 
quality cotton material. She's dressed in a 
rustic, patchwork design pinafore and sun 
bonnet. Braided yarn hair. For ages 2 to 8. 

Shipping weight 10 ounces. 

49 N 34057 

in Levit jeans, L 
im fabric bodie 

(1) 48N 34056—Levi* Boy 
$497 (2) 49 № 34055—Levi® Girl. 

Beans $499 CryBaby $m66 

Twins (7) 4 toll se | Beans (8) $5 Biffy Beans (10) 

Kewpie Doll 

Lx 2 $599 
This lovable 14-inch all-vinyl doll 
comes all dressed up for a party. She 
has a blue, lace-trimmed dress, lace 
trimmed panties, white socks and 
shoes. Painted hair and features 
Movable arms and legs. Recommend 
ed for ages 3 to 8. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
49 N 37026 $5.99 

Citali page scans by deisimasmiseltediwical om 

( 1 and 2 ) Smiling, freckled rag dolls dressed 
vi® jackets. Huggable den 
arn hair. 15 in. tall. Ages 3 

to 10. Shipping weight each 10 ounces. 

— 

Bitty Beans (9) and $487 

Musical Bob 
and Betty 

$347 
( 3 and 4 ) These 

country kids both 

have music boxes in 

side just wind their 

keys to play. Soft 15. 
inch fabric body with 
yarn hair, cotton out 

The 
Campbells 

$197 
бәс! 

(Б and 6 ) Cotton rag 
dolls step from the 
kitchen in chefs’ hats, 
kerchiefs, aprons. 12 
in. tall. Ages 3 to 8. 

Shipping weight 
each 5 ounces. 

fits. For ages 3 to 8. impbell Shipping weight D Саары Bong 
each 12 ounces. 

6 Campbell Girl 
#397 3 Musical Bob 49 N 34046....5197 

49 N 3667 $3.47 

397 ampbell Kids аге 
4 Musical Betty. trademarks of Camp: 

49N3666....9347 bell Soup Company 

(бү: GAY 
(7 thru 10) Soft 'n squishy bean bag dolls to 

cuddle, pamper and pose. Stuffed with styrene 
pellets and expanded styrene foam. Vinyl heads. 
Washable in cold water. For children ages 2 to 8. 

Beans Twins. 2-doll set. Each 8 in. tall 
49 N 37027—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. Set $4.99 

8 Cry Baby Beans. Give her a drink, tip her 
head forward and the tears will flow. Plastic 

bottle included. 12 inches tall, Vinyl hands. 

49 N 37004—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $5.66 

9 Bitty Beans. 12 inches tall. Vinyl hands. 
49 М 35084—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. $4.87 

Biffy Beans. 12 inches tall. Vinyl hands. 
49 м 37003—Shpg. wt. 15 oz. 5487 10 

s A 
Sunshine Family 

$494. 
Enjoy the simple life-style of this 3- 
doll family. 912-inch Steve, 9-inch 
Stephie, 3-inch Sweets. Poseable vi 
nyl dolls have rooted hair. Includes 
booklet for creating accessories from 
household materials. Ages 4 to 10. 
Not recommended for children under 
3 due to small parts. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 
49 № 37025 Set 54.94 



Watch Barbie and Friends compete on the slopes, WINTER 
perform gymnastic feats and skate to win at these.. SPORTS 

Doll twirls on high bar Set also includes 
with special attachment balance beam 

Barbie 
Skater 

$477 

feats. Also 5 
wears leotard, derat plus warm-up jacket, plastic “gold medal". Rooted 
blond hair, vinyl body. Twist 'n Turn waist, bendable legs. 
49 C 30049—Shipping weight 2 pounds + РИА) 

9 Move plastic skating stand . . she glides and spins. She wears skating 
dress, skates, plastic “gold medal". Suntanned 11'2-inch Barbie has 

Twist 'n Turn waist, bendable legs. Rooted hair. Yes 
49 C 30048— Shipping weight 11 ounces ....... NNUS Cro) 

(3 and 4) Both wear ski outfit, skis, EN hat, эш "gold medal". 
^ Bendable legs. Barbie has Twist ‘п Turn waist, rooted hair. Ken's hair is P nd « Gold Medal J. and sealed: Vinyl: 

3 Ken Skier. 12 in. tall. 4 Barbie Skier. 11'4 in. tall. 
49 C 30047 —Wt. 1 Ib. 13417 49C30046—Wt. 1102.....9477 

Olympic* Gymnast Set 

Barbie's Olympic* 
Ski Village™ d 

hat, plastic “gold medal”. a" 1! 
Skirt, blouse. 1102-іп. vi- 
nyl Malibu Barbie. 
49 C 30051-Wt. 8 oz. $5.99 

6 Olympic* Fashions. 
Includes swimsuit, 

towel, skating leotard 
7 with skirt, hose, skates. 

78-in. long ski slope. Incl. 24-in. high r, f Dress with blazer, purse, 
outdoor chalet, plastic chair, ottoman, Da hat, shoes. Plastic “gold 
skis, poles, snow disc, "gold medal". ^ Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. medals”. 
Plastic and Masonite Presdwood® 79 С 31075C $1244 49 C 31078-Wt. 3 ог. $399 

Barbie's two-doll Sleep 'n Keep Case 

$795 

P ^ 

< 
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This MOTORIZED 2-deck Transport 4 
is so big and powerful ... it hauls 
up to 14 of your mini-cars 

Ramp lowers by 
lever action 

for unloading 

Back up cab 
trailer automatically 

engages 

Cab unlocks by 
lever release 

and moves out 

With skill and practice you can back up, load up to 
14 of your mini-cars and deliver them to the dealer 

all at the touch of a button 
HOW ІТ WORKS: It’s battery-powered and has 
push button controls, so to ' *drive" just press 
"start" and "forward" buttons on top of cab and 
you're off. To take corners, push "right turn" or 
“left turn” buttons. To unload cars, push "reverse" 
button to back into loading area. Then push “stop 
button, tilt up ramp with hand lever and roll off the 
cars. Cab hooks onto trailer automatically 
may be manually unhooked with lever release. 

М 

"MATCHBOX'* Steer-N-Go $] 894 
It takes nerves of steel to drive this mountainous course. 
HOW IT WORKS: Car rolls on rotating platform course. Steering wheel 
regulates the car's course via magnetic wand under 

steering right or left. 
key, shift transmission into either of 2 forward speeds or reverse. 
WHAT YOU GET: Track, 20-in. diameter; fully instrumented dashboard, 
15x6x5 in. high. Plastic. One “MATCHBOX” car, die-cast metal 

“drive” car around obstacles b: 

FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 *D" batteries, order package below. 
79 N 57064C—Shipping weight 6 pounds 

$895 cars. bartenes 

CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy plastic. Measures 
18x4!ax4 inches high. Made in Singapore. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires two "C" 
teries, not included, order package below. Cars not 
included, order on pages 444 to 447 
49 N 58223— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz. .$8.95 

Buy it the easy way order by phone 

Long-lasting Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 46997—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. Pkg. $1.39 

"MATCHBOX" 
Collector's Case 

CONSTRUCTION: Rigid vinyl 
case, nickel-plated locks, plastic 
trays, windows. (1) holds 72 

latform so you cars, is 36 in. long. (2) holds 48 
‘urn on ignition cars, is 22 ‚ш. long 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

SIZES, ORDERING INFO 

(1) 72-саг Case. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 

$18.94 49N 54509 $8.97 

49 N 46996—Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 11 oz. .Pkg. 1.69 (2) 48-car Case. 

444 |Sears| 5 
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Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 58305 $4.94 

These Vehicles fit Auto Transport, 

"MATCHBOX" 
6-pc. Military Set $4 7 

SET INCLUD Six die-cast metal vehicles, 2 
to 3 in. long: Jeep, Convoy Truck and trai 
Radar Vehicle, Military Ambulance and Мі 
tary Motorcycle. Made in England. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 58499 Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Set $4.87 

Ridge Riders* 
4-pc. Scramble Set $397 

DES: 4 die-cast metal cycle 
(Police), Harley Rough Rider, 

Honda XR75, Yamaha Cafe Racer. About 
ЗУ in. long. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 58448—Shpg. wt. 7 ог. 

Ф Ux. 
>з * 

Set $3.97 

HOT WHEELS® 
9-car Racing Set $787 

SET INCLUDES: 9 die-cast metal cars, 2 to 3 
in. long: Stingray, Steam Roller, Van, Pinto, 
Formula 5000, Rockbuster, Large Charge, 
Cool One, Neet Streeter. Hong Kong. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 58494—Shpg. wt. 12 02. $7.87 



Big Beauty Horse 
fully jointed 

so you can pose it 
in many positions. 
Exclusive design 

allows your 
fashion dolis to sit 
on horse properly 

$995 

Set folds up into 
carry-all case 

(4) Musical Guitar 
Just wind knob on side of 
doll chair, and doll moves 
sideways. . . creating the 
impression that doll actual- 
ly nays the guitar. Can be 
used with any fashion doll 
up to 111% in. tall. Music 
stand and microphone with 
stand are included. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 
From Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
See Note on facing page. 
ORDER INFO: Doll not in- 
cluded. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49C31175 ...84.99 

(5) 7-piece 
Denim Wardrobe* 

Denim clothes will fit Barbie 
as well as all other 11-inch 
fashion dolls. 
SET INCLUDES: 2-piece 
denim slack set, denim 
dress, sweater and denim 
slacks. Plus denim bib-over- 

with jacket. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 13 years. 
ORDERING шом 
Shipping weight 3 
49C31032. Set $2.99 

(6) 7-piece 
Riding Outfit" 

Classic outfit fits Barbie as 
well as all other 1142-inch 

ion 
SET INCLUDES: Turtleneck 
blouse, vest and jodphurs. 
Plus cowboy hat, boots and 
riding crop. 
FOR AGES 3 to 13 years. 
See Note on facing page. 
ORDERING мыр 
shipping weight 3 
49 C 31039... Set $1.99 
"Outfits may vary in fabric. color. 
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(1 thru 28) NFL Helmet AM Radios 
Officially licensed replicas of every NFL team. 
CONSTR: High-impact plastic helmet is 6% in. high, 
4 in. wide at base. Volume knob over left ear, tuning 
knob over right. Speaker behind face guard. 
ELEC., ORDERING INFO: Requires one 9-v. battery 
(not incl., order on opposite page). Not recommend- 
ed for ages under 3 because of small parts. 
(1) T61N 2297 1—Miami Dolphins 
(2) T61 N 22972—Dallas Cowboys 
(3) T61 N 22973—Minnesota Vikings 
(4) T61N 22974—Washington Redskins 
(5) T61 М 22975—Los Angeles Rams 
(6) T61N 22976— Pittsburgh Steelers 
(7) T61N 22977—Green Bay Packers 
(8) Т61 № 22978—New York Jets _ 
(9) T61N 22979—Kansas City Chiefs 
(10) T61 N 2298 1—Chicago Bears 
(11) T61 N 22982—Oakland Raiders 
(12) T61 N 22983— Detroit Lions 
(13) Т61 М 22984—Atlanta Falcons 
(14) T61 N 22985—Buffalo Bills 
(15) Т61 М 22986—San Francisco 49ers 
(16) T61 N 22987—Philadelphia Eagles 
(17) T61 М 22988—New York Giants 
(18) T61 N 22989—St. Louis Cardinals 
(19) T61 N 2299 1—Baltimore Colts 
(20) T61 N 22992—Cleveland Browns 
(21) T61 N 22993— Denver Broncos 
(22) Т61 М 22994—New Orleans Saints 
(23) Т61 М 22995— Cincinnati Bengals 
(24) T61 М 22996—New England Patriots 
(25) T61 № 22997— San Diego Chargers 
(26) T61 № 22998—Houston Oilers 
(27) Т61 М 22962 Seattle Seahawks 
(28) Т61 М 22961— Tampa Bay Buccaneers 
Shpg. wt. 11Ь.4ог................... Each $14.99 
(29) Soccerball AM Radio with 

official NASL insignia 
CONSTRUCTION: Red, white, blue plastic soccerball 
on blue plastic base. Volume, tuning controls on 
base. 7 in. high, 534 in. wide at base. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL. ORDER INFO: Operates on 9-volt bat- 
tery (not incl., order on opposite page). 
61 N 22856—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 

(30) Football AM Radio with 
official NFL insignia 

CONSTRUCTION: Brown plastic housing. Mounts on 
orange plastic kick tee stand incl. Side-mounted con- 
trols. 6*4 in. long. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL. ORDER INFO: Operates on 9-volt bat- 
tery (not incl., order on opposite page). 
61 N 22855—Shpg. wt. 15 oz. А $11.99 

— Minrcar 
АМ Radios 

Sport Ball 
AM Radios 

(31 апа 32) Pet AM Radios with brush 
CONSTR: Acrylic pile coat. Back-mounted controls. 
Collar with carrying chain, brush. Imported. 
ELEC, ORDER INFO: Operates on 9-volt battery (not 
incl., order on opposite page). See Note p. 445. 
(31) Brown and white Dog. 8 in. high. 
61 N 22562—Wt. 11... ..$9.99 
(32) Pink and white Cat. 915 in. high. 
61 N 22852—Wt. 11Ь, 402................. 9.99 

(33) Floppy Ear Doggy AM Radio 
CONSTR: Tan-color acrylic coat. Stuffed body. Con- 
trols underneath. Approx. 20-in. long. Imported. 
ELEC. ORDER INFO. Operates on 9-volt battery (not 
incl., order on opposite page). See Note p. 445. 
61 N 22842—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8oz.. .$13.99 

(34) Hairy Gorilla AM Radio 
CONSTR: Black acrylic plush with stuffed body, 
molded plastic hands, feet and face. Measures 13 
inches high. Imported. 
ELEC.. ORDER INFO: Operates on 9-volt battery (not 
incl., order on opposite page). See Note p. 445. 
61 N 2283—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. ..........9$10.99 

(35) Rolls Royce AM Radio 
Phantom II convertible authentically scaled down. 
CONSTR: Silver-color plastic body with black trim. 
Rolls on 4 plastic wire-look wheels. The two side- 
mounted spare wheels double as volume and tuning 
controls. 234x2*4x10 in. long. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL, ORDER INFO: Operates on 9-volt bat- 
tery (not incl., order on opposite page). Not recom- 
mended for ages under 8 because of small parts. 
61 N 22863—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 ог..... .$10.99 

(36) Indy 500 Racing Car AM Radio 
CONSTR: Black plastic body with gold-color trim. 
Rolls on 4 plastic wheels. Controls on front and side 
of engine. 534x234x9! in. long. Imported. 
ELEC., ORDER INFO: Operates on 9-voit battery (not 
incl., order on opposite page). See Note p. 445. 
61 N 22846 ра we 1 Ib. ...810.99 

(37 thru 41) "Canned Music" AM Radios 
CONSTR: Plastic housing. Side-mounted volume, 
tuning controls. 234x474 in. high. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL, ORDER INFO: Operates on 9-v. battery 
(not incl., order opposite page). Wt. 9 oz. 
(37) 61N 22821—7-up EM $5.99 
(38 61N22814G—Budweiser* .......... 5.99 
(39) 61N 22848G—Coors* .............. 5.99 
(40) 61N 22853— Pepsi 5.99 
(41) 61N 22849—Coca-Cola 
"Because of state laws. not for sale in Vir 



SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 

Pricedtobe Was $3.99 

$376 
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plays a tune, 

then—POP— 
he goes 

to pieces 

Oh, that Donald Duck —he 
loves to surprise vou. Turn 
the crank and the fun be- 
gins. Music box plays a 
tune, then-—all of a sud- 
den—Donald flies apart. 
But he's easy to put to- 
gether again. Just stack the 
6 plastic pieces. Lovable 
Donald stands 13 in. high. 

Shipping wt. 1 lb. 2.02. 
49 N 44097 .........$299 
Donald Duck*Walt Disney Productions 

Surprise Box 499 
slide lever and more—5 things in all 

Teaches coordination and dexterity. Tot pushesthe button, slides 
the lever, turns the knob, moves the dial, flicks the switch—and 
each time a colorful surprise pops up to greet him. Plast 

1214x7x3!4 inches long. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 44132— Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces $4.99 

Push Button Farm 

realistic sounds 

and actions of 

farm life—just 

push the buttons 

push button, 

y. 

Each button has picture of animal on it, so even the smallest 
child can choose the animal he wants to see and hear. Chicken 
clucks as she pops out of her nest . . pig oinks, lamb baa's as 
they come out from behind sliding barn doors . . duck quacks as 
he sticks his head out of hayloft . . cow moos as she lowers head 
to eat . . farmer drives tractor down ramp. Plastic; 9x9x11 in 
49 N 44051 —Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. . . .....$5.77 

er 44 

(85477 

(1and2) Pocket Radios by Fisher- 
Price. Music box plays as scenes pass 
screen. Turn knob to play—it can't be 
overwound. Wood case with plastic speak- 
er. Each measures 4% in. high. Wt. each 9 oz. 
(1) 49 N 44488 Twinkle LittleStar.$1.87 
(2) 49 N 4432- The Mulberry Bush. 187 

CUT 5% . . Fisher-Price 2-tune TV. 
Bright plastic and wood TV plays a 

tune while it shows a story on the 7-inch 
screen, Switch “channels” with channel 
selector for a different tune and story. Just 
turn knob to wind—it can't be over- 
wound. 10x9 inches high 
49 N 44317—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 102.$3.76 

4 Musical Teaching Clock . . a Fisher- 
Price toy. Such an interesting, amusing 

way to teach your youngster how to tell 
time. Wind knob in back. Music box plays 
tune of "Grandfather's Clock" while ad- 
justable clock hands and face revolve, re- 
vealing pictures of preschooler activities 
hour by hour. Wood case is 6x3x11 inches 
high. Plastic handle. 
49 N 44319—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 02. . -$4.64 

(5thru7) Musical Jack-in-the-Boxes 
by Mattel. Turn crank, hear a happy tune. 
Then, up pops your favorite character. 6 
inch metal box; wood handle. Cloth 
bodies, styrene heads. Wt. ea. 1 lb. 1 oz. 
(5) 49 М 44325—Snoopy . ‚....$249 
(6) 49 N 44199— Bumble Bug. 249 
(7) 49N.4571—Clown ........... 249 

Snoopy® United Features Syndicate, Inc. 

8 Melody Bell-O-Phone . . a Child Guid- 
ance toy. A full octave range of bell-like 

chimes. Just pick up the receiver, touch 
the keys. Play single notes, chords, even 
complete songs when you follow color- 
coded notes on enclosed song sheet. Plas- 
tie; 8x10%x4% in. high. 1 "C" battery incl. 
49 N 4405—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. . . .$4.77 

Q Fisher-Price Change-A-Tune Piano. 
Imported box in piano plays “Pop! 

Goes the Weasel,” “This Old Man,” or 
“The Muffin Man.” Child selects tune by 
turning dial on side of piano, then strikes 
any key, in any sequence, and tune plays. 

ys. Wood case 9x5x7 in. high. 
49 N 44318—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz. . .$5 87 



PLAY *KITCHEN..SO UP-TO-DATE 

We even added a bright new Dishwasher 

DULL 

Double Sinkwith $1199 
running-water faucet 

It’s almost like real . . just turn on the chrome-plat- 
ed swivel faucet and water stored in the plastic reser- 
voir flows into the twin basins. Pull stoppers and it 
empties. Roomy storage cabinet below sink has full- 
color lithographed pictures of hand towels and kitch- 
en accessories; pictures of soap pump and spr: 
lithographed on top. Stands 18x15x28 in. high. V 
not pick up the phone and order it? 
79 М 1199C—Shipping weight 13 Ibs.. ..$11.99 

Buy 3-piece Set 
and Save 9% 

pounds. 
separately 79N 1187C3. 

total $43.97 

Dishwasher, Range 

and Refrigerator 

3-piece set. Shipping weight 55 

Set *39.99 

Automatic Dishwasher $1 299 „ыл , 
with spin-and-spray action 13 ET 

Load it up, close the door and watch all the action. The revolv- 
ing sprayer instantly starts to turn, sending vinyl "streams of 
water" beating against the see-thru door. No batteries needed— 
motor is wound automatically when door is open and shut. Just 
for fun you can set the control knob up above. Dishwasher 
comes with a roomy pull-out plastic basket. Cookware not 
cluded, order on opposite page. Blender and mixer sold sepa- 
rately on page 446. 18x15x28 inches high. 
79 № 1188C—Shipping weight 15 pounds . . 

Buy all 4 pieces 
and Save 10% 

Dishwasher features 
simulated water-spraying 

action . . starts up 
automatically as door is closed 

Dishwasher, Range, 

Refrigerator and Sink 

Complete 4-piece set. Shipping 
weight 68 pounds. 
79 м 1186C4.....Set *49.99 



Movin’ 
Groovin’ 

Tressy and 
Cricket 

Bride and 
Bridesmaid 

Dolls that are 
gTHING 

A _ 

y Walker 

in. tall 

Miss walks with you 

24-in. Fashion Craft Doll 
. . bring her plain denim 
outfit up-to-date with 

stick-on appliques 



for 16-in 
Gramma 
Was $1.99 

SAVE 10% 

ГДЕ, 
V Separately 

total *3.76 

3 
( 11 and 12) Save $1.61. Each was $3.49. 

Gramma and Grampa are so lovable and cuddly 
Bodies and outfits are of soft cotton. Each is 16 

inches tall. Ages 3 to 8. Hong Kong. 

(11) 49N34019—Grampa. Wt. 12 oz. $188 
12) 49N34006—Gramma. Wt. 11 oz 1.88 

Save 10% when you buy both Grampa 
(11) and Gramma (12) 
49 N 34061—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 7 oz Set $3.38 

13 Dress and Nightgown for 16-inch Gramma 
12). Cotton. Ages 3 to 8. Hong Kong 

49 N 34029 —Shipping weight 4 oz Set 88с 

20-inch Gramma $288 2 

14 gramma loves you 7 
She's all cotton 4 

Print dress, apron and D 
hair ^ pantaloons. Yar 

Ages 3 to 8. Hong Kong 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. к 

49 N 34007 $2.88 Л 

M 

ҮКТҮҮ 

Low $338 

15 Raggedy Ann has locked-in eyes, 
cotton body, yarn hair. 

15-іп. Ann. Ages 2 31-in. Ann. Ages 5 
to 8, Wt. 10 oz. to 14. Wt. 4 Ibs, 
49N3580.....63.38 79М34001С $11.88 

20-in.Ann.Ages2 — 38-in. Апп. Ages 5 
to 8. Wt. 14 oz to 14. Wt. 7 Ibs. 
49 м 3583 $544  79N30621C $18.98 

16 Raggedy Andy has locked-in eyes, 
cotton body, yarn hair, cap. 

15-in. Andy. Ages — 31-in. Andy. Ages 
2 to 8. Wt. 10 oz 5 to 14, Wt. 4 Ibs. 
49N 3592 $3.38 — 79N34002C $11.88 

20-in. Andy. Ages — 38.in. Andy. Ages 
2 to 8, Wt. 14 oz 5 to 14. Wt. 7 lbs. 
49N3603.....5544 — 79N30739C $18.98 

Musical Ann and Andy 

5458 
Wind up their music boxes and they'll 
play you a tune. Each cotton rag doll is 
12 inches tall. For ages 2 to 8. 
Shipping weight cach 8 ounces. 

49 N 34043—Musical Ann 488 
49 N 34044—Musical Andy 4898 

Raggedy Ann and Andy® 
@Knickerbocker Toy Co.. Inc 

Raggedy Ann Sleeping Bag $ 1 587 

What a wonderful bed-ti 
pillow with a silk-screen 
sures 20x54 inches lon; 
79 м 34027C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 

Since 1918, 
they've shared love and smiles 
with millions of children, 
‘cross thousands of miles . 

or children ages 3 to 7. 

seit! [Sears] 441 



Fashion-Action Dolls 

Free Moving 
Barbie and Friends 

Barbi $44 ду 
(1 thru 3) Move lever in 
back. . they bend, dip 
and turn. Twist 'n Turn 
vinyl dolls. Girls have 
rooted hair. Ken's hair is 
molded. 

Free Moving Ken. 12 
in. tall with sports out- , 

fit, shoes. Shpg. wt. 11. => 
49 С 30043 1.94.67 

2 Free Moving P.J. 
11% in. tall with 

sports outfit, long skirt, 
shoes. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
4830044 ............84.47 

3 Free Moving Barbie. _ 
11% in. tall with 

sports outfit, long skirt, 
shoes. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
4930042 ............9447 

Dolis 
(1 thru 3) 

incl. racquet. 
golf club. bali 

Health Center 50299 
doll not c A complete exercise unit for your 

11Vzin. fashion dolls featuring: 
A. Swedish Ladder С. Indoor Cyclette 
B. Rowing Machine О. Belt Exerciser 

Health Center was $9.99 last Christmas. А great way to keep your 
dolls “їп shape". Just push lever on each plastic machine to operate. 
Exercisers clamp onto 11!4-in. plastic base. Japan. 
49 C 1379—Shipping weight 2 pounds К ds EORR Oe 

Three- 

= E 
$ 5 95 
dolls. acces- 

sories not incl. 

4 Dusty. 11'2-in. vinyl doll 7 Dusty’s Ski Outfit with boots, hat, goggles. doll, acces- н 

with spring-action body and 49 C31103—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....... $297 каалоо 

arm. Blond rooted hair, suntan. ri Outfit with hat, binoculars 
Includes swim suit. йты гедир лке сыр? Т, 11 Compartments for 3 dolls plus storage for their accessories. | 
49 C 30052—Wt. 10 oz... ..9444 9 s е Bot vih lg Ri Washable vinyl case has hangers, 2 storage areas. | 

Б Dusty's Golf Set. Inc out- eed aid akute eel dre; 49 C 30863—10x7x13 in. high. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 5 02.............. $5.95 

б dub, ball, stand. оо дасацокт вые дааа таа 19 For 1 doll, accessories. Vinyl case, hangers, storage area. 
49031102 WE Oko: ДАУ 40 Dusty’ Corea and Онч 11-in. high horse 49 C 30862—10x3x12 in. high. Shpg. wt. 11b. 9 oz........... 5345 

Dusty's Tennis Set. Incl. with flocked urethane foam coat, rooted NOTE: Items on this page for ages 4 to 10 

6 outfit, racket, ball, stand. mane, tail. Saddle, grooming accessories. Not for ages under 3, ратур: 
49C31101—Wt. 4 oz. 49 C31106—Shipping weight 15 ошпсез...... $897 

NOTE: Dolls not included with items (5 thru 10). 320 445 

Catalo page scans by chaisimas-museleciwicul com 



Pull-apart pieces. design 
and build your own station 

"MATCHBOX" 
11-pc. Garage Set $887 

SET INCLUDES: 11 die-cast metal cars, 2 to 3 
in. long, each: Tow Truck, Dodge Dragster, 
Mazda, Pontiac Fire Bird, Pantera, Badger, 
Pie-eyed Piper, Renault, Javelin, Honda, and 
Hot Rocker. Made in England. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 М 58497—Shpg. wt. 120z. ...Set $8.87 

Play Art 
6-pc. Race Set 

$487 

SET INCLUDES: 6 die-cast metal cars, 2 to 3 
inches long, each: Porsche Carrera, Javelin 
SST, Alfa Romeo, Opel G.T., Jaguar ‘Е’ 
Type, Chevrolet Astro. Made in Hong Kong. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 57029—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

444.44. 
$. $. aay 

11-рс. Racing Set $447 

SET INCLUDES: 11 die-cast metal cars, 114 
in. long: Desperado™, Diablo®, Beddy- 
Bye™ and 8 more. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 58102—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. ....Set $4.47 

Set $4.87 

Cuni pane scans by таенеси con 

“MATCHBOX”* Super Station $] 195 „ы 
Be a “master mechanic” with this gigantic garage 
So big there are over 17 different "stations" for 
you to service over 20 cars at one time. Drive mini- 
cars up ramps to the multi-levels of this operation. 
Then "work" on cars with all the necessary "tools" 
for a complete overhaul and body repair. Station is 
a series of emus and pillars that may be re-ar- 
ranged with snap-together ease. Try different for- 
mations (examples shown above at left) until you 
find the most efficient set-up for your customers. 

WHAT YOU GET: Tool chest-work benches, test 
panels, gas pumps, grease racks, air compressors, 
oil drums, drum racks, stanchion signs, wall-sign 
combinations, plus all the parts to build six levels 
of service station fun. Plastic. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, instruc- 
tions included. Mini-cars not included. 
49 N 57073—Shipping weight 3 pounds . $ 11.95 

NOTE. BOTH PAGES: "MATCHBOX" is the registered T.M. owned by Lesney Prod. & Co.. Ltd. England 

Sears Auto Park lets you control elevator with crank. . . 
so you can park mini-cars on 5 levels 

$ 8° Lister 
cars 

You're the manager of this service station 
and auto park. Drive mini-cars into the ele- 
vator, then crank the handle to raise them 
to any one of five levels of parking. Propel 
cars in and out of stalls with hand operated 
ramp levers. Give expert service to cars as 
they pull in on the main floor. 

WHAT YOU GET: Grease rack, gas pumps, 
gondola, stop gate and signs. 5-level park: 
ing area measures 134x5%x16% inches 
high. Plastic. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assem: 
bled, instructions included. Cars not includ- 
ed, order at left and on pgs. 444, 446, 447. 
49 № 58415—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. $8.95 

Raise or lower car 
in the elevator 

then push car 
into its stall 



FUN IN THE SUN 
Join Malibu Barbie and her friends 
in this elaborate Backyard. . . 
over 3 feet wide with 
6 activity areas 

Serve cool drinks 
in the shade of 
this colorful 

umbrella table 
and chair set 

(5) “Now” look Ken 
BODY: 12-in. tall vinyl doll. 
Jointed arms, dey Brown root- 
ed hair. Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESS.: Casual 
suit, scarf, shoes, brush, stick- 

and sideburns. on пи 

[5] 4 FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See 
Note above. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

y 49 C 30078—Wt. 14 0z.$4.94 

(6) Deluxe Quick Curl 
Barbie 

BODY: 1134 in. tall. Vinyl body, 
Jointed arms, legs. Painted 
eyes. Quick Curl rooted blond 
hair that you can style. 
CLOTHES. ACCESS: Long dress, 
shawl, shoes. Plus brush, comb, 
curling tool, ribbons, long fall. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See 
Note above. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 30075—Wt. 1202.$4.94 

(7) Piano. Reduced from our 
1976 Christmas Book. Wind knob 
on chair. . . music plays while 
chair's back moves from right 
to left so doll's hands move up 
and down ki 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Pi- 
ano, 6V4x6x5 in. high. Chair, 5¥2 
in. high. From Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Doll not incl. See 

a Note below. Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 
49C31156 .......... $2.95 

(8) Mercedes Sports Car 
CONSTR.: Plastic. 17х8х5% in. 
high. Metallic-look hubcaps, 
whitewall tires, free-rolling 

and 2 bucket seats. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
ORDER INFO: Doll not incl. See 
Note . Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49C30878........... $4.99 

(1) Pooland Cabana $095 ш 
CONSTRUCTION: Cardboard backyard set is coated 

wimming. 

nap Anis INCLUDE: ELS table with um- 
and 6 glasses, bar- 

роуа аска тоса: 

FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See Note below. 
ORDER INFO: Partially assembled. Dolls not incl. (4 
79 C31145C—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. ...... $9.95 (9 c 30837 Sh wt. 140z. . Note for both pages: These items not recommended for ages under 3 years. due to small parts. — "Nol 

` ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 

Change doll into 
swim clothes іп 
5-sided, 12-in. 

tall cabana 

Teach your doll 
to swim or float 
оп a raft in 

2 1n. long pool Dolis soak up the 

(2 thru 4) Malibu Dolls $294 
BODY. DETAILING: Tan vinyl. Jointed 

with wn to resist spills. “Grass yard" із 41x27*/, in. arms, legs, bendable knees. yy eyes. А 
wide. . . surrounded by “plants”, fence. Kidney- Barbie and P.J. are Шү.» in. tall, ha: У 

is plastic, 21x29x2V4 in. high . . . holds "n Turn waists, rooted bl jond hair. Ken is 12 J 
up to 2 in. of water for wading and s in. tall, has molded blond hair. а 

FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See Note below. 
stools, ice chest, pitcher ORDERING INFORMATION: 

i float (2) Malibu Barbie. Red 1-piece swimsuit, 
L-— ERAI eint 9 C 30826 Sipe. we йш... 9294 

with plants. Plastic. (3) Malibu P.J.* Lavender 1-pc. swimsuit. 
49 C 30825—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. ..... $2.94 

Malibu Ken. Green swim trunks. 

(9) Powder Room 
CONSTR.: Heavy chipboard. 
S ‘ible for easy storage. 

: step-up i 
vanity with mirror and chair, 
modern sink покое 

dle. 16х10%х14 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 11 years. 
ORDER INFO: See 
Note Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 C 31041 ......... $5.95 

(10) Action Kitchen 
Center 

CONSTR.: Printed chi — 
backwall, 14x13 in. | 
tic appliances, fur 

$595 

stove dials, red burner comes 
out. Shelf inside oven. Dish 

et inside dishwasher re- 
volves. 
shelf. 2 cabinets with doors 
that open. Japan. 
ВЕ Pedestal table with 
2 chairs, ox mat, -= — 
ing plates, 2 pots, 
esi canned goods. 

AGES: 4 to 10 yrs. See 
above. 

FOR 
Note 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 
Pe Wt. 3 Ibs. 7 oz. 
49С31067........ $11.95 

(11) Elegant Canopy Bed 
CONSTR.: Solid birch hard- 
wood headboard 

foam mattress and pillow. p 
Bed is 14x8x11 inches «Ты 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. S 

Note . Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49C31049 ......... $5.97 

NOTE: пет (7) for fashion 
dolis to 1 1 4 in. tali. (8 thru 11) for dolis to 12 in. tali. 

Седой рава scant by citiimas совае com 



look like anything but a radio 

AM Wrist Radios 

Cut *1 

$795 

(42 and 43) AM Wrist Radios. Were $8.95. 
Reduced from our 1978 Spring Big Book. 
CONSTR: Radio mounted on wide vinyl wristband. 2 
snaps release radio to wear with other bands. Side- 
mounted controls. 114х202 in. wide. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL, ORDER INFO: Operates on "AA" batt. 
included. See note below. 
(42) 61N 22823—Blue. Wt. 7 oz. 87.95 
(43) 61N 2281 —Black. Wt. 7 ог... 7.95 

(44) Miniature Component-look AM Radio 
CONSTR: Woodgrained plastic. Controls on back. 
Radio 512х4х2 in. high. 2 speaker enclosures 
2Vax1* 4x35, in. high; separate to 5 іп, from radio. 
Imported. 
ELEC., ORDER INFO. Operates on 9-volt battery (not 
incl. order below, right). See note below. 
61 N 2285 1—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. .$9.99 

(45) AM-FM Monaural Radio/Headphones 
RADIO: Speaker in each polyurethane-padded ear- 
cup. Tuning dial, volume, balance controls on ear- 
cups, AM-FM selector. Built-in AM, FM antennas. 
HEADPHONES: Plug into jack. 7-ft. cord. 
CONSTRUCTION: Black plastic earcup with black vi- 

trim. Adjustable headband. Imported. 
CTRICAL, ORDERING INFO: Operates on 9-v. 

battery, incl. See Warranty, р. 337. 
61 N 22832—Shpzg. wt. 1 Ib. 1202. 

(46) АМ Monaural Headphone Radio 
ONSTRUCTION: Each padded earphone encloses а 

speaker. Built-in AM antenna. White plastic ear-cup 
with black vinyl trim. Controls on earcups. Adjusta- 
ble headband. Imported. 
ELEC., ORDER INFO: Operates on 9-v. battery, ARS 
61 N 22819—Shpzg. wt. ! Ib. 3 oz. $9.9 

(47) Strawberry ice Cream Cone AM Radio 
CONSTR: Plastic. 3!2-in. wide detachable base. Car- 
tying strap. Side controls. 74 in. high. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL, ORDERING INFO: Operates on one 
"C" battery (not incl, order below at right). 
61 N 22859— Shpg. wt. 1 lb. . -....$10.99 

(48) Lo-cal Cookie AM Radio 
CONSTR: Brown plastic. Carrying strap. Side- 
mounted controls. 5! rin. diameter. Imported. 

INFORMATION: Operates 
(not incl., order at right). 

i—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. . $8.99 

Fudgie Wudgie Ice Cream Bar AM Radio 

.$19.95 

(49) 
CONSTR: Brown plastic housing. Volume, tuning 
controls at base of bar. 3x1!2x7*4 in. long. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL. ORDERING INFORMATION: Operates 
on 9-volt battery (not incl., order at dns 
61 N 22857—Shpg. wt. 8 ог. . $7.99 

tllaloó pau scade OE E EAA N EN coni 

(50) Camera-look AM Radio 
CONSTR: Black plastic; silver-color trim. Top-mounted 
controls. Incl. earphone. 454x2*«x1! in. high. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL, ORDERING INFO: Operates on 2 "AA" 
batteries (not included, order below). See note below. 
61N 22838—Shipping weight 8 ounces $6.99 

(51) Calculator-look AM Radio 
CONSTR: Black plastic; silver-color trim. Side-mounted 
controls. Carrying strap. 234х1х4'% in. long. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Operates 
on two “AA” batteries (not included, order below). 
61 N 22854—Shipping weight 8 ounces $4.99 

(52) Rest Room Radios 
CONSTRUCTION: White plastic cabinet holds roll of tis- 
sue, not incl. Attaches with adhesive strips incl. Controls 
on front panel. 9!4x6!4x3 in. deep. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Operates 
on 9-volt battery (not included, order below). 
61N 22829—4AM Radio. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. ... 
61 N 22831—AM-FM Radio. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

(53) Owl AM Radio 
CONSTR: Yellow plastic. Big green eyes double as con- 
trols. 3x1!ax4!4 in. high. Carrying strap. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL, ORDERING INFO: Operates on 9-volt bat- 
tery (not included, order below). See note below. 
61 N 22835—Shipping weight 8 ounces .... $5.99 

(54) Male Chauvinist Pig Radio 
CONSTR: Natural-color plastic, Tail doubles as volume 
control, tuning on back. 6x3" in. high. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL. ORDERING INFO: Operates on 9-volt bat- 
tery (not included, order below). See note below. 
61 N 22861—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $8.99 

(55) Ball'N Chain AM Radio 
CONSTRUCTION: Red plastic. Swings on 12-inch metal 
chain. Earphone included. Volume, tuning controls. 3*4- 
inch diameter. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL. ORDERING INFO: rates on 9-volt bat- 
tery (not included, order below). See note below. 
61 N 22845—Shipping weight 14 oz. $6.99 

(56) Lady Bug AM Radio 
CONSTR: Black plastic; orange and white wings. Eyes 
are controls, Carrying strap. 5x3!4x2 in. high. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL. ORDERING INFORMATION: Operates on 
9-volt battery, included. See note below. 
61 N 22825—Shipping weight 10 oz. $5.99 

Batteries (not shown). Carbon- -zinc type. Pkg. of one. 

...$6.99 
..10.99 

61N6417 Each 58c 
61N6447— 4 Each 28c 
61N6441—"C" 3 Battery: Wt. 2 02. . Each 37c 

NOTE: Not for ages under 3 because of small parts 

Radios on these 2 pages have 100% solid-state 
circuitry for long, dependable use 

Ly all 

Radio (45) 
may be used 

as actual 
headphones 

^ wnen 
| plugged 

nto your 
stereo 
system 

AM-FM Radio 

$1995 

Opens to reveal 
flash 

is really a flashlight 

as you increase 
volume 



Crib Toys 

Musical Pets Mobile. Six 
smiling animals turn slowly 

as canopy rotates and wind-up 
music box plays a nursery tune. 
Washable sponge plastic ani- 
mals; wipe-clean plastic canopy. 
Mar-resistant crib support. 

49 N 44372-Wt. 11b. 202. $4.97 

2 Busy Gym. Baby tugs on han- 
dle. . merry-go-round turns 

and rings bells. Strong cotton 
ties support gym in any crib or 
playpen. Plastic; metal bells. 
49 N 44129-Wt. 1 lb. 8 ог. $4.99 

А 

Talking $329 
Blocks 5) 

Just squeeze the blocks to hear 
5 familiar animal sounds. 
Blocks can be stacked to nearly 
3 feet high. Sizes range from 
5% to 8 in. square. Made of 
plastic-coated corrugated pa- 
perboard. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49N 4439 .3.29 

sino Dow scade E E ARAE N EEN con 

Pony-Go-Roun' $399 
Six colorful ponies prance up 
and down, around and around 
as carousel turns and imported 
music box plays a merry tune. 
Just wind knob on top—even a 
small child can do it with one 
hand. Plastic, with nylon gears 
and heavy steel winder shaft. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
49 N 44212 $3.99 

Chime Ball 5399 
and Beads set 

A Fisher-Price toy. Clear plas- 
tic ball has hidden chime, hob- 
by horse and swan inside. It 
rolls, floats, fascinates tots. 
6%-inch diam. 22 snaplock 
beads are squeezable, wash- 
able polyethylene. 1%-inch 
diam., 43 inches long when 
linked. Wt. 1 Ib. 11 от. 
49N 44159 .. „Set $3.99 

S 

Winnie the Pooh W 
Д Ds brighten Musical 

"E 

Busy Koo-Koo. . 

bird pops out, 
hands move 

Musical Busy Box. . 

Doors open, wheel spins, 

crank turns, and more 
$299 ay 
К %6°° 

Baby pulls the ring— 
music plays Winnie- Ten intriguing gadgets. There's a music box that. 
the-Pooh theme, bird plays Winnie-the-Pooh's song when baby turns 
moves in and out, and the knob. A door to open, clicking telephone dial, 

hands of clock rotate. саг to race, turning clock, TV knob with changing 
Plastic, 9% x 11x2% pictures, winding windmill, pushbutton cat 
in. high. Attaches to squeak, reflector, spinning color wheel. Plastic 
crib, playpen, wall. box is non-toxic, with no loose parts. 14x12 inches 

Shipping weight 1 high. Attaches to playpen, crib. 
tb. 49 N 44165—Musical. Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. ......96.99 
49N44123 ...9399  49N 44121—Non-musical. Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. ...4.99 

З Musical Showboat. Wind it up and 
it plays a lively tune as it paddles 

merrily across the bathtub. Paddle 
wheels propel it. Break-resistant plastic 
boat has musical mechanism. In water- 
proof housing. 7x7%x12% in. long 
49 N 44157—Wt. 1 Ib. 1207. .....$3.99 Bathtime can 

be fun-time 
Busy Bath. Just pull the lever up 
and down to start the fun. Carousel 

twirls, seesaw turns, wheel spins and 
fish sprays water. Non-toxic plastic with 
no loose parts. 11%x10x4% inches high. 
49 N 44374—Wt. 2 lbs. 1 oz. .....54.87 

5 Three Men in a Tub. Rub-a-dub- 
dub—put these men in your tub. 

They'll float, roll across the w: while 
the metal bell on top tub's wire "mast" 
rings, Delightful butcher, baker, candle- 
stick maker float in or out of their 6%in. = 
diam. tub. Plastic. By Fisher-Price. 
49 N 44326—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. ......$3.29 "И Sears 445 



Battery-powered 
VACUUM 

Watch it clean up! 
Suction action whirls plastic 

balls into see-thru hose 

$499 v 

You actually see the action as the 
plastic foam "dust" balls (included) 
are picked up and whirled through 
the hose and base. Just flip the 
handy on-off switch. Powerful all- 

ES plastic vac has light blue hose and 
base; red hood. Rolls easily on rub- 
ber wheels. It's 6x6x7'/ in. high: 
Partly assembled. Uses 3 "D" bat- 
teries, order pkg. below. Ages 4 to 9. АП your housekeeping needs 
Japan. are packed in a sturdy utility 
49 N 1304—Wt. 11Ь. 9 oz. ..$4,99 Closet . . perfect for storage. 11- 
“р” А piece set includes а 26-inch long 

AON 8405 Wt 1b Boe ei 49 plasticen канае 
атра "magnetic" plastic fiber broom 

that really pick up dirt, dust- 
pan, floor mop, utility brush, 
hand duster, dustcloth. Also 
sponge, soap bar and ruffled 
plastic apron. Ages 4 to 9. 
79 N 13232C—Wt. 2 lbs. $2.99 

Cleaning Set $299 
with "closet 

* Play iron has 17 simulated steam 
vents, adjustable fabric dial and 
an easy-to-grip handle 

* Board adjusts . . stand or sit 

Hot pink enameled steel set turns ironing time into fun time. 
"Iron" is actually 80% the size of an adult iron. Play cord with 
suction cup makes it look even more real. Board is sturdy, wob- 
ble-free and features the famous Proctor steam-vent top. About 
30 inches long. Height adjustment operates at the touch of a 
finger . . adjusts up to 22%, inches high. Includes a bright can- 
dy-striped cover and pad. For ages 3 to 9. 
So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

79 N 13238C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ........... Set $5.82 

Imagine . . shopping carts, 
play food. scale, cash 
'бачег р!ау топеу. 

72 pieces in all 

You're ready for business with this modern, completely 
Stocked supermarket. Arrange your food on the counters 
and set out the shopping carts. Then invite your card- 
board "customers" in to shop. There's even a play scale Folde kios 
and a checkout counter with play money. Vinyl case about ceca AC Pao dle 29'/.x18x16 in. high when open. For ages 4 to 10. А 79 N 94062C—Shipping weight 4 pounds -Set $8.36 or travel 

Tee AEE EE 

RATE DET. Whe 

т Food Maker ч 
Sets with 

all the fixin's 
(3) and (4) 

Cotton Candy Maker 
Spins sugar into delicious 

candy fluffs 

3 As seen on TV. It's so easy to op- 
erate . . no need to preheat. Just 

pour sugar into funnel and press 
Switch. As spinner begins to turn, 
sugar is heated and cotton candy is 
spun into bowl. Switch off and gather 
it on one of the 4 winding sticks. Set 
includes 4 packages of sugar in differ- 
ent flavors; teaspoon; and instruc- 
tions. Plastic, 11'/-in, diameter; 9 in, 
high. 2 "D" batteries (not incl.), order 
рК. at left. UL listed for 110-120-v., 
60-c. AC. 125 w. Ages 8 and up. 
79 № 11024C—Wt. 4 lbs..Set $11.99 

Popcorn Popper 
Watch '/ pint of popcorn pop. . 

and in only 5 minutes 

4 Look into the see-thru plastic 
dome and watch corn kernels 

burst into big, fluffy pieces of pop- 
corn. Just preheat popper, pour in 
kernels and wait 5 minutes . . yum- 
my! Heat supplied by 100-watt bulb 
(not incl.). Incl. 9x12-inch popper, 3- 
oz. bag of popcorn kernels, table- 
spoon, 6 bags and instructions. UL 
listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle. АС, 
Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 1103—Wt. 3 lbs. 3 oz. Set $5.79 

Convertible Mixer 
With detachable base 
can be used as a portable 

5 Just flip switch and beaters whirl 
and mix up your favorite treats. 

Mixer head tilts back, so it’s easy to 
remove bowl. Sturdy plastic, 8 in. 
high. 2 “D” batteries (not incl.), order 
pkg. at left. Ages 4 and up. Japan. 
49 № 11027—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ..$2.99 

2-speed Blender 
Light-up base adds luster 
to clear swirling liquids 

6 Mix a milkshake or fix a float with 
this big 10-inch high all-plastic 

blender. “Blades” spin high, low or 
off at the touch of a button. Uses 2 
“D” batteries (not incl.), order pkg. at 
left. For ages 4 and up. From Japan. 
49 м 11028—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ..92.99 

Pop-up Toaster 
Lights up . . with play bread 

yf Put in play bread, push down 
knob and hear the toasting sound 

as light simulates the heating process. 
Slices automatically pop up. 7-inch 
high toaster uses 2 “С” batteries, not 
incl., order pkg. below. Metal; plastic. 
Ages 4 and up. From Japan. 
49 N 11029—Wt. 1 Ib. бог....52.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8406—Wt. 12 oz... .Pkg. $1.19 



children happier. . now in more size 
than ever. Some play music, others. 

talk, there's even one to sleep in 

Listening Ann and Andy 

Raggedy Ann still has Raggedy Andy still 
locked-in eyes. cotton has locked-in button 

body, yarn hair, happy — eyes, soft cotton body, 
mile, dress and apron yarn hair and a big grin 
15-inch Ann. Wt. 10 oz He wears cotton trousers 
49 C 3580 s287 Checked shirt and cap. 

20-inch Ann. Wt. 14 oz 15-inch Andy. Wt. 10 oz. 
49 C 3583 $494  49C3592 $287 

31-inch Ann. Wt. 4 Ibs. 20-inch Andy. Wt. 14 oz. 
79 C 34001C $1087  49C3603 $494 

38-inch Ann. Wt. 6 Ibs, 31-inch Andy. Wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 C 30621C $1899 79С34002С $10.87 

45-inch Ann. Wt. 10 lbs. 38-inch Andy. Wt. 6 lbs. 

79 C 340451 $2995 79С30739С $18.99 

Talking Ann and Andy 

say 8 different phrases. 
ach 1 lb. 8 oz 

Pu 

Each 
trings and 

asures 18 inches tall. Shpg. wt 
Talking Ann. Talking Andy. 
49 C 34035 $797 49 C 34036 $7.97 

Musical Ann and Andy 

Wind up their music boxes and they'll play you a tune. 

Each measures 12 inches tall. Shipping wt. each 10 oz. 

Musical Ann. Musical Andy. 
49 C 34043 $4 87 49034044 $487 

The Embraceables 

Andy gives Ann a brotherly hug and she returns the 
kindness. igs separate to become two 8-in. dolls. 

49 C 34048—Shipping weight 9 ounces . ($294 
v Aen and Anc @) KNICKERBOCKER TOY CO. 

Raggedy Ann Slumber Bag 

This long-time favorite 
makes a wonderful night 

^ time companion. Ann's 
Р” * soft, cotton-padded head 

is really a pillow with a 
e smiling silk-screened face 

and fluffy yarn hair, 
Y Youngsters up to 4 feet 

3 tall can snuggle in soft, 
Side EX quilted cotton body 

3 zipper . . dry clean. 20x54 
1 $1499 inches long. Ages 4 to 10. 

i Shipping wt. 4 Ibs 
79С34027С $14.99 



If you pull their strings, they've so much to say. 

Just give them the chance . 

TALKING DOL 

22-inch Mrs. Beasely* 

$1097 
T She says 10 happy things . . 

just pull her urges ring. 
She has a cuddly cloth body, vi- 
nyl face, hands and rooted hair 
you can comb, Recommended 
for ages 3 to 10, 
Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz. 

49 N 3579. $1097 
191971 Family Altaic Company 

тарб ран айл ty didit nich cel on 

15-inch Drowsy 

$747 
Z Her sleepy eyes are always 

half shut, Says 11 different 
phrases when you pull her talk- 
ing ring. Huggable cloth body. 
Vinyl head, hands. Rooted 
blond hair. Recommended for 
ages 3 to 10. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 15 oz. 
49835167... 9747 

the kr $ h 

(6 апа 7) T 

а puppet 
ement 
Remo 

6 Show-Off Scary 
crow. Rag-tag 

7 = аы Off Lion 

. they'll chatter all day. . 

16-inch Tamu 

$847 
3 She talks "n talks. . says 18 

phrases. Just pull her talk- 
ing ring. Cloth body. Vinyl 
head, hands. Curly rooted hair. 
From Shindana, Division of Op- 
eration Bootstrap, Inc. For ages 
4 to 10. 
Shipping PUE 110. 13 oz. 

49 N 37001... seo $847 

The Show-Offs 

rted. I 

49 N 36021—W 

Ventriloq 

15'/zinch Talking 
Grampa* 

Save °3.11 

VALUE 

РАЈЕ 

rs 3554488 | 

——— íá— — 

18-inch Talking 
Gramma® 

Save °4.11 

(4 and 5 ) Each says 10 different things to you when 
you pull асын ын APT E 
Screen-printed faces. For ages 2 to 8. 

4 AB yeineh Talkino rampa враг -paaie haii 
Cotton outfit . , trousers, shirt and tie, 

49 н 34031— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. .........*З.88 

Б 18-inch Talking Gramma. Yarn hair. Cotton 
outfit . . print dress, apron and 

pone cde or ry 1002, ... 
©1968 Sears, Roebuck and Co. A Joyce Miller design. 

Disguise Kit $222 



FASHION PREVIEW 
Here's the place to buy all the latest 

styles for Barbie and friends 

Barbie 
Designer 
Originals 

o" $127 zs 
included 

1 Pink Gown. Sleeveless with 
ruffle bottom. White 

trimmed long-sleeve jacket. 
Purse, flower, necklace, shoes. 
49 C31082—Wt. 4 oz.. $3.99 

2 Palazzo Pants Outfit. Black 
and floral print pants with 

red halter top. Shoes not incl. 
49 C31095—Wt. 2 от......%127 

3 Bridal Gown. White ruffled 
dress. Veil, bouquet, shoes 

complete the ensemble. 
49 С 31096—Wt. 5 oz......$2.97 

NOTE: Outfits on page may vary in 
fabric. color. Dolis not included. 

446 [Sears | 5, 
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Trend-setting Wardrobe Sets 
Low as $299 outfit for Growing Up 

Skipper 

For Barbie 

Long pinafore skirt, 
peasant blouse, scarf, 
Sleeveless sailor-style 
dress, Striped pants 
with long-sleeve top, be- 
ret. Purse. Wt. 3 oz. 
49C31076 $3.99 

For Barbie 

Pants, tie-waist blouse, 
halter top. Patchwork 
print long peasant skirt, 
halter top. Denim long 
skirt, halter top, floppy 
hat. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
49 C31081 53.99 

For Ken 
Denim pants, long- 
sleeve shirt with floral 
yoke, button trim. 
Pants. Checked pants, 

sweater and dickey. 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

49C31077 .%3.99 

For Growing 
Up Skipper 

Pants, skirt, striped 
blouse, halter top and 
knee socks. Skirt, 
sleeveless blouse. Long- 
sleeve tie-waist blouse, 
denim shorts. Floral 
print pants, tie-waist 
blouse. Plastic radio, 
jump rope, hamburger, 
comb and brush. 

Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
49C31079........$2.99 

Barbie Mix 'n 
Matchables . . 
9-piece Set 

$399 

Dress Barbie for any 
mood or occasion. Set 
includes red and white 
plaid halter top, white 
sleeveless blouse, 
white skirt and pants. 
Red and white plaid 
blazer. Red and white 
plaid skirt and pants. 
White cape, floor- 
length blue skirt. 

Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49C31083 $3.99 

Barbie and Ken ^ $399 «ioa 
Companion Outfits ^^ Soe ees 

4 Barbie's outfit has long pants, plaid knee-length cape, shoes and 
hat. Ken's sèt includes plaid pants, хан. Са; shoes. 

49 C31085—Shipping weight 4 ounces ......... 2s $399 

5 It's country-style for Barbie with асай DATA top, 
long print swirl skirt and shoes. Set for Ken includes country- 

style pants, waist-length long-sleeve jacket and shoes. 
49 C31084—Shipping weight 4 ounces ............. ANS $3.99 
6 Barbie's off to the office in her tweed skirt and long-sleeve blouse 

with purse and shoes to match. Ken’s handsome companion out- 
fit includes a tweed business suit, dickey, bow tie and shoes. 
49 C31086—Shipping weight 4 ounces .................... .$3.99 

NOTE: items on this page not recommended 
for ages under 3. due to smali parts. 



Go-together Car-Sets and Play-Scenes 
keep children mini-car motoring happily 

for hours thru cities and country 

“MATCHBOX” Country 
Vehicles. Setof9 _ 



(1) Suntan Tuesday Taylor Doll. 
BODY, DETAILING: Plastic with jointed 
arms, legs, knees. Exposed to 
sun, she develops а tan in 5 minutes. 
Painted eyes. Rooted hair changeable 
from blond to brunette. 2-pc. bathing 
Suit, robe, sunglasses, shoes. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 11 yrs. See Note, right. 
49 C 30116—Wt 11b. 3 ог. ...$6.77 

(2) Rustic Lake House. 
CONST.: Heavy printed chipboard, 
plastic carrying handle. 3 sides an 
roof, 16x11xi4¥2 in. „ set up. Col- 
lapses for storage. 'd furniture: 
couch, stereo, radio, TV. 
ORDER INFO: Doll not included. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 11 yrs. See Note, right. 
49C31147—Wt. 21bs.802....95.99 

Sone Tee R (3) 13-piece Wardrobe Set. 
SET INCLUDES: Vinyl raincoat; slacks; 

$677 dress, coat, scarf; jacket, skirt, scarf; 
jacket, skirt, dress, shoes, purse. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 13 yrs. See Note, 
49 C31218—Wt. 3 ог. ....Set $2.99 

Tuesday Taylor's 
House 

SUMMER HOME with 
living area and sun deck 
in rear converts to 

WINTER HOME with 2 
stories and carport 

by flipping up sun deck 

$1177 doll not 
ncluded 

CONSTRUCTION: Heavy printed cardboard 
and plastic frame. Summer Home 12% in. high, 
set up. Winter Home 26 in. high, set up. 

ACCESSORIES: Summer home contains 2 
chairs, ottoman, stove/sink combination, 
chaise | rbecue, potted plants. 

Winter Home: chaise becomes bed, 
stove/sink becomes dresser, barbecue be- 
comes , cushions reverse. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 11 years. Not for ages 
under 3, due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFO: Doll not included. 
Partly assembled, instr. incl. 
79 C 31221C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. .$ 11.77 

аып раво scans by сайак калкалай comm 

SUNTAN TUESDAY TAYLOR. . . takes vacation to the North Woods 
(4) 4-piece Luggage Set. 
CONSTRUCTION Molded plates 
Largest suitcase, 5x3!4 in. Matching 

suitcase, ha! train case. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
49 C 31092—Wt. 10 oz. ...Set $2.88 

(5) 2-pc. Clothing Set. No dolls, shoes. 
SET INCLUDES: Bathing suit, jumpsuit. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 11 years. 
49C31219—Wt.4 oz. . 

(6) Volkswagen Camper. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic van has slid- 
ing door, removable sun roof. 9x7x21% 
in. long. For dolls up to 12 in. tall. 
ACCESSORIES: Table, camper stool, ice 
chest and cover, coffeepot and cover, 
frying pan, saucepan, spatula, 
cups, stove with 2 simulated burners, 
lantern, shovel, pickax. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 yrs. See Note below. 
Shipping weight 3 po 
79 C 31084C ................ $6.99 

NOTE: Not recommended for ages 
under 3 due to smali parts. 

„Set $1.99 

Barbie's 3-story Townhouse has 6 big 
rooms and an easy-to-operate elevator 

$1797 s 
City living in high style 
for Barbie. 
CONSTRUCTION: Spa- 
cious 6-room house is 
made of 4 hardboard 
platforms supported by 
plastic columns. There 
are no walls except for а 
printed chipboard back- 
ing which graphically 
depicts room setting. In 
the front is a working el- 
evator which simulates 
an outdoor elevator. It 
stops at all 3 floors. . . 
m pull the string and 
ock it into place. Ap- 
prox. 312 ft. tall. 
ACCESSORIES: Rooms 
contain: 3 chairs, sofa, 
table, bed, easy chair. 
AGES: 4 to 10 yrs. Not 
for ages under 3, due to 
small parts. 
ORDER INFO: Dolls not 
incl. Partly assembled; 
instructions incl. War- 
ranted by Mattel. Write 
for free copy, see page 
303. Wt. 11 Ibs. 
79 C 30861C .$17.97 

included 



Joi 

Rec: 

nthe 

ord Holder 
$799 

Record 
Cases 
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"leader of the club 
when you listen to your 
favorite records on this 

Mickey Mouse” 
Portable Phonograph 

$2295 

$1949 

(1) Mickey Mouse" Portable Phonograph 
Mickey adds his personality to the wh 

cabinet with state chassis. 5 
Monaural. Рі 5 
phire needle. On/off v 

45-rpm adapter. Recess 4x95, in 
ith f 

Not тесе 

deer 

plug. UL listed mende 
ag unde 3 wit 

N: See 
g weight 6 pounds 

Warranty below 
61 N 2906 

(2) Blue denim-look Portable Phonograph 

$22.95 

play Single 

phire control, Built-in 45-rpm adapt 
with blue c 

g handle. 4-in. 

CTRIC N ON: 5-ft. cord with flared safety 
plug. UL listed 120-volt, 60-Hz. АС, Not recommended for 
ages under 3 without adult supervisic 
ORDER ON: See Warranty below 

Shipping weight 7 pounds $19.49 
(3) Clock-O-graph Portable Phonograph 
Reduced from our 1977 Christmas Book. 

be fu 
"V 

О R 100% solid-state chassis X 
ural. Plays all 33% and 45-rpm records. S; 
needle. On/off volume сс Built 
nd-operated sim 

Plastic carrying har 
51 x10! » inches dee 
ION: 5-ft. cord with flared safety 

alt, 60 Hz. АС, Not recommended for 
ipervision. 
ге Warranty below 
7 pounds 

rim 

$19.95 

ble Phonographs: F Full 90-day Warranty on Sears Рог 

Blue denim-look 
Portable Phonograph 

Clock-O-graph 
Portable 

Phonograph 
Learn to tell time 

with record and 
illustrated booklet 

Cut 52 
Wa*21.95 

4) Compact Portable Phonograph 
C RU ^ 100* 

aural, Plays all 33! 
needle. Оп /с 

е ‹ 

cord with flared safety 
60-Hz. AC. Not recommended for 

adult su} sion. 
i 120-volt 

3 without 

О NG RMAT е Warranty below, left. 
61 М 2902— Shipping weight 6 pounds $17.95 

(B) Furry Face 45-rpm Record Holder 
This is not just another pn face inside this fuzzy 

n you can store and protect up to sixty 45-rpm records 

C CTION: Non-shedding pink nylc ur" head with 
ic record post inside. Carrying handle lets you tote rec 
wherever you gi еер this face looking 
with a comb that doubles as a mouth 

О NG : not incluc 
58N 56031 12 oz. $7.99 

Record Cases 

inyl on hardboard. 
LP cases measure 14 

(6 thru 8) 
sure 9x9x5 

n. deep. 
rpm cases 
3X145 4x51 , ir hes deep 

_ Winnie: the: Pooh Record Cases 
NFO: Records not incl 

Case holds fifty 7-in. 45-rpm records 
58 N 56206— Shipping weight 1 pound 
Case holds twenty-five 12-in. LP records 
58 N 56207—Shipping wei pound 

(7) Blue denim-look Record Cases 
O: Records not incl. 

Case holds fifty 7-in. 45- rpm records 
58 N 5661 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 
Case holds twenty-five 12-in LP records 
58 N 56612—Shipping weight 2 

(B) SuperHero-design Record Cases 
CAPACITI ERING INFO: Records not incl. 
Case holds fifty 7-in. 45-rpm records 
58 М 5615 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 
Case holds twenty-five 12-in. LP records 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. 

$2.99 

$3.99 

$2.99 

$3.99 



Regulation 
10 ft-high Goal 
with 3 sturdy 
tubular stee! 

supports weighs 
twice as much as (2) 
and nas а base that 

covers over 50% more 
ground area, 

great stab 
for more dependable 

(2) Adjustable 7 to 10 ft. high Goal $ 
one т 

(1) Regulation 10-ft. high Goaf 
FRAME: Consists of 3 galvanized steel 
poles. Steel supports. in. diame- 
ter plastic and rubber wheels. 
BACKBOARD, GOAL. NET: Weather-re- 
sistant, white-painted backboard of *2- 
inch thick particle board. Orange out- 
lined target area. 36x48 inches wide. 
Backboard mounts on frame leaving 1- 
foot offset for driving through on lay- 
ups. 5%-іпсћ diameter tubular steel goal 
has 18-inch diameter basket. 12-loop 
cotton net. 

ANCHORING: 2 steel stakes pass 
гоша {тате, into ground for sup- 

rt. Use cement bl (not incl.) on 
ase of frame for added stability. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Unassembled, instructions included. 

Shipping met 125 pounds. 
6C 1891N. $109.99 

rebound shots 

Raise 
сові hesght 
rom T 

to 10 ft. 
as player's 
height. sk 
increases 

99) bular-steel suj 

(2) Adjustable height Goal 
FRAME: Galvanized tubular-steel 
pole. Steel supports. Two S-in. di- 
ameter plastic, rubber wheels. 
BACKBOARD. GOAL. NET: Weath- 
er-resistant, white-painted back- 
board of vin. particle board. Or- 
ка outlined target area. 30x40 in. 

е. Vz-in. tubular steel goal with 
18-іп. diam. basket. Frame adjusts 
in 15-00 increments from 7 to 10 
feet high. 8-loop cotton net. 
ANCHORING: 4 steel stakes pass 
through holes in frame and one 
safety anchor at rear. For addition- 
al stability, use cement blocks (not 
included) around base of frame. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled Instr. 
incl. See “N” suffix note, р. 322. 
Shipping р 55 рше. 

6С 1881М 59.99 

(7) 5-star Basketball with pebble- 
grained leather-look vinyl, nylon cover 

Nylon wound for durability. 

Sstar Ball $1] 989 

Weather-resistant fiber glass 
encased Backboards 
CONSTRUCTION: Particle board core covered 
in thick, weatherproof white fiber glass. Fan 
shaped. Orange outlined target area. 
GOAL. NET: Orange enameled 54-in. diam. sol- 
id steel goal. 18-in. diameter basket. 12-loop 
nylon net. 
SIZES, ORDER NE O: Instructions included. Or- 
der mounting pole at right or mounting bracket 
sold below. See “N” suffix note, p. 322. 
% in. thick. 36x48 Yin. thick. 36x54 
in. wide. Wt. 47 lbs. in. wide, Wt. 62 Ibs. 
6C18741N$49.89 6C18775N $59.99 

м inch thick Backboard without fiber glass 
covering. 36x48 in. wide. 
6 C 18733N—Shpg. wt. 37 Ibs. $19.89 
<a Replacement Goal, Net. 

Orange baked-enamel back- 
plate, %-in. solid steel rim. 
12-loop cotton net. 18-in. 
diam. Wt. d 
6С 18772C. .$12.89 

Replacement No 12-loop, polyethylene, 
6 C 18723—Imported. Wt. 4 oz. ... 

(3) Universal Backboard Mounting Bracket 
Assemble to mount backboard (not included) 
to wall, slanted roof or pole. Blue-painted steel. 
Instructions, hardware included. Backboard, 
goal not іпсі., order above. 
6C 18773—Wt. ó Ibs. 6 oz... . ..%9.89 

(4) Protective Knee Pads. Elasticized nylon, 
cotton outer. Rubber pad. Measure around 
widest part of knee. Sizes S(12-15 in.); M(16- 
18); L(19-21). State 5, M, І. Pkg. of 2. 
6 C 99036F—Wt. 4oz..... Pkg. $4.99 

(5,6) Converse All-Star® Pro Canvas 
Basketball Shoes for men, women 

UPPERS: Heavy-cotton canvas duck. Rein- 
forced metal eyelets. Double stitched. Heel 
counter. Cushioned insole. Vinyl, urethane 
foam-covered collar. Padded tongue. 
SIZES, COLORS, ORDERING INFO: 

(B) Men's Shoes. Men's "D" medium width. 
State size 81%, 9, 9%, 10, 10%, 11, 110, 12. 
White high-cut Low-cut (not 
эрк хеш shown). Wt. 2 lbs. 7 
pounds 8 o: oz. 
Bc tte1t "$23.99 6C11615 .$20.99 

(6) Women’s white Low-cut Shoes. Wom- 
en's “B” medium width. State size 61%, 7, 706, 8, 
8%, 9, 914, 10. 
6 С 11616F—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz. ...$20.99 

Phone ordering s а quick 

and easy way to buy 

Sie $989 

Fixed 
A Basketball 
\ Goal Post 

Adjusts from 
810 10 ft. high. 

2 in. overhang 
ош drive 

оп layups 

vanized tubular steel post 
comes in 3 pieces. Two 72 in. 
sections of vertical post join at 
middle with 2 directional bolts 
to form a solid structure. Top 
length of post is joined with U- 
bolts and forms a 45' angle to 
vertical post to give 32 inch 
overhang for drive-thru on lay- 
ups. Just loosen U-bolts to adj. 
height from 6-10 ft. Plastic cap 
atop post. 
INSTALLATION: Post intended 
to be fixed in ground. For per- 
manent installation, fix in con- 
crete. Purchase concrete locally. 
Mounting bracket (incl.) fits all 
backboards (not incl., order 6 C 
18741N at left.). Comes in 
754x1014x73 in. high carton. 
ORDER INFO: Assembly in- 
structions are included. Assem- 
bly requires simple household 

CONSTR: 3-in. diameter gal- ] 

tools. See suffix, p. 322. 
Shpg. wt. 38 Ibs. 

6C 18758N .. -$59.99 

Use to 
mount 

backboard 
‘on pole 

slanted 
roof 

ee 

(9) 3-Star Basketball with nylon wound 
pebble-grained vinyl cover 

Official size and weight. 
CARCASS: Nylon-wound butyl rubber bladder. 
COVER: Pebble-grain vinyl compound vulcan- 
ized to carcass. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Needle included. 
Requires pump below. 

Raised seams for good ball control 

Ball is designed to minimize the effect temperature 
has on the bouncing characteristics of most balls. Of- 
ficial size and weight. 
CARCASS: Nylon-wound buty! rubber bladder. 6 C 1800—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 989 
COVER: Pebble-grained cover of vinyl, nylon com- Y 
pound gives you the look and feel of leather. Raised (10) 2 аг Ваен. 
seams give a good grip on 2-star Beil Official size and weight. ORDER INFO: Needle incl. Re 1. pump (12) at Tight. $799 CARCASS: Buty! rubber bladder 
6 C 1835—Shipping weight 1 lb. 7 oz. .....819.89 c Sven : COVER: Pebble-grained vinyl 

5 ORDER INFO: Needle incl. Req. pump below. 
(8) 4-star Basketball with 6 C 1810—Shipping weight 1 lb. 7 oz. ...$7.99 

pebble-grained vinyl, rubber cover 
Nylon wound Raised seams 

Official size and weight. 
CARCASS: Nylon-wound butyl rubber bladder. 
COVER: Pebble-grained vinyl, rubber compound vul- 
canized to carcass. Raised seams. 
ORDER INFO: Needle incl. Кес. pump (12), Punt 
6 C 1824—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 702. ..... 89 

(11) 1-Star Basketball 
with vinyl cover 

Official size, weight. 
COVER: Scuff-resistant vinyl compound. 
ORDER INFO: Needle incl. Reg. pump below. 
6C 1850—Wt. 1 Ib, 7 о2................ $5.89 

(12) Inflating Pump 
Steel pump with 10-in. barrel. Needle inc 
66 18716 Wt Bor... 1 $2.99 

рй +r Ball $1 489 

Cutslod page scans by chvisivias тизе икасы com 
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Fold-away Aluminum 

Dinette Set 

ож 

So light, even а 
child can fold it 

Set folds up and stores easily. . soft blue seats padded 
for comfort, and color-coordinated with table-top design 
Wipe-clean vinyl top has colorful motif of blue, gold, and silver-color sunbursts on 
white. Color-coordinated seat covers made of solid blue vinyl. Strong tubular alumi- 
num frames and legs are polished to a brilliant shine. Simple folding mechanism во 
children can fold it for storage. Table stands 20 inches high. Seats 12x12x13 inches 
from floor. Cushioned with polyurethane foam fill. Completely assembled. Table- 
ware not included. 3 and 5-piece sets shipped freight (rail or truck) or express. 
5.ріесе Set. 36x24x20-inch high table — 3-piece Set. 30x24x20-inch high table 
and 4 chairs. and 2 chairs (see small view). 
79 N 90017N—Wt. 26 Ibs... .Set $19.99 — 79 N 90095N—Wt. 18 lbs... .Set $12.99 
79 N 90096C—Extra Chairs. Carton of 2. Shipping weight 7 pounds ....Carton 6.99 

tslaioó Dae beanie by ci N EAE NE LN cod 

YOUR 

CHOICE 

3-piece Dinette Sets with oblong or 

round table tops 
Ask your best friend over for tea. Avocado molded plastic 
seats are color-coordinated with both table tops. Chrome- 
plated tubular steel legs and cathedral-shaped chair backs 
provide firm support for both dinette sets. Legs tipped 
with plastic caps to protect floor from scratches. 

Set with Oblong Table. Avocado marble-tone table top of 
laminated vinyl resists scars and scuffs . . wipes clean with 
a damp cloth. Table top 20x30x20 in. high. 2 chairs: seats 
10x13x12% in. from floor. Partly assembled. 
79 М 90014C—Shipping weight 22 pounds ... Set $15.88 
Set with Round Table. Big 26-inch diameter table top with 
attractive blue and green floral pattern on high pressure 
laminated vinyl resists scars and scuffs . . wipes clean with 
a damp cloth. Stands 20 inches high. 2 chairs: seats 
10x13x12% inches from floor. Partly assembled. 
79N90015L-Shipping weight 20 pounds ......Set $15.88 
79N90094C-Extra Chair for sets above. Wt. 6 lbs. Ea. 4.99 

Colonial Styling 

in maple-finished hardwood. . 
just like adult furniture 

Plastic top resists stains and heat 

Spieca 520° 

Beautiful maple look, yet the laminated melamine plastic 
protects the table top—lets you wipe spills and spots clean 
with a damp cloth. Rugged 28-inch diameter table is great 
for parties, games or homework. Metal corner braces give 
added support and durability. Table 21 inches high. 11x13 
inch seats stand 11 inches from floor. Shipped partly as- 
sembled. 3-piece set shipped freight (rail or truck) or ex- 
press. Use your phong if you want to order it the easiest 
way of all. 
79 N 90097N—3. 
79 N 90098L—Extra Captain's Chair. Wt. 8lbs....Ea. 7.95 



(1) and (2), no accessories 

Separately 4 9 98 

total $21.98 

è Freeza with å 1 reezer with 4 
ev i "store everything” 

shelves 

See-thru a 
Electric Ñ Fi 
Popcorn 
Popper 

Kitchen - = 
Helpers 

$299 
each 

without batteries 

[2] 

The 3-in-1 Appliance with 
pretend oven and range . . cabinet 

. . Sink with real running water 
order sink accessories below 

| 1 Refrigerator-Freezer.. it's almost 9 The 3-in-1 Appliance. Press sink fau 
} like Mommy's with swing-open dou- cet . . water runs into basin below, 

Ро pup | Play Toaster L 

Cutsiod page scans by байлан пичек икасы pom. 

ble doors and 4 roomy shelves to stock 
with loads of “food.” It's a full 2034x 
14x33% in. high . . just right for 3 to 8 
year olds. Handsome woodgrain finish. 
Sturdy corrugated fiberboard; wipe- 
clean plastic doors. Buy it the easy way 

—order by phone. 
79 N 1108C—Unassemb. Wt. 9 lbs. $7.99 

ready to recirculate. Wall clock hands 
move; knobs turn to "work" play burn- 
ers, oven and ventilating fan. 3-shelf 
cabinet has towel rack on side. Molded 
plastic exterior; sturdy corrugated fiber- 
board sides, interior. 16x28x36 in. high. 
Ages 3 to 8. ink set not incl. see below.) 
79 Н 1109C— Unassemb. Wt. 13 Ibs. $13.99 

when you bu and (2 
Save 996 "LT tices St 

(1 and2 ) Refrigerator-Freezer plus 3-in-1 Appliance. Order access. below. 
79 N 1110C2— Shipping weight set 22 pounds .....Set 519.98 

17-piece Sink Set includes plastic dish rack, drainboard, dishpan, 
measuring cup, spoon, soap dish, sponge, apron and more. 

Set $1.99 Кә [Sears] 447 49 N 13251— Shipping weight 12 ounces. 



Cutaloa Habe scant by cuddmar wicelectedr: 

are coming 

А lovable, squeezable, souped-up 
pair of 12-inch rag dolls 

$149 
( 1 and 2) The Campbell Kids. These cuddly dolls just stepped 
from the kitchen in their chef's hats, kerchiefs and aprons. Each 
100% cotton doll is 12 in. tall. Wt. ea. 5 oz 
(1) 49 C 34046—Campbell Girl 
(2) 49 C 34047— Campbell Boy 

Each $149 
Each 149 

Musical 
Gingerbread 

Twins 

Wind them 

ор and 
they play 

à soft 

lullaby 

$399 
(8 and 9) Gingerbread people make such lovable 
wind up their keys and their music boxes will play a pretty lullaby 
measures 12 inches tall and has a soft plush body 
button eyes. Shipping weight each 13 ounces. 
(8) 49 C 34004—Gingerbread Girl 
(9) 49 С 34005—Gingerbread Boy 

ric-rac t 

playmates, you 

т 

SS САМА 

N The best friends 

a child could have 

18-inch Gramma 
and 15%-їпсһ Grampa 

will talk to you 
all day if you 
want them to 

3 
899 16-inch 

Listening 
Gramma 

and 
Grampa 

18-inch Talking Gramma. Cut $1 
“I'm quite a storyteller, you know," says Gram 

and she’s not kidding. She knows 10 happy 

3 Was $9.99. 

ma 
sayings to tell you whe er you pull her talking 

hair, a print dres: 
h 

g. Cotton Gramma has у 
apron and pa 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 10 oz $8.99 

inch Talking Grampa. Cut $1. Wa 
nows 10 fun sayings to tell you w 
nis talking ring. Cotton Grampa is so soft 

in his bright cotton outfit 

$6.99 
so dres: 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 49 C 34031 

16-inch Listening Grampa. He's so lovable and 
uddly . . his body and outfit are soft cotton 

C 34019. 1 $3.49 Hong Kong. Shipping wt. 12 oz. 

6 16-inch Listening Gramma. She smiles because 
she knows you'll hug her soft cotton body 

49 C 34006—Hong Kong. Shipping wt. 11 0z....9349 

77 Adress and a nightgown for 16-inch Gr 
49 C 34029—Hong Kong. Wt. 4 oz. Set $1 

¢ 
4 o 

Musical Betty 
and Bob 

These country 
kids play a 
snappy tune 

(10 and 11) These 

music boxes insid 
know 

for you. Each 

Just 
eir keys to play. 

and locked-in Each has a 1 ody with yarn hair and a 

Each $3. 99 1 M Each $2.99 

Each 399 1 299 Each 



You and your "friends" will share the bright lights. Just “talkin’ "away on opening night . . 

= VENTRILOQUIST SHOWCASE 
(1 thru 6) 

Mouth opens 
and closes 
by pulling 
back string 

= 
f 

b 22-inch 
- ” Mr. Mike 

He has a hidden speaker 

Clip the microph under 

your bow tie (included) 
when you 
comes 

зак, your voice 
ough the doll 

$5194 ж 

Now almost anyone can be a 
ventriloquist. Operates on one 

9-volt battery (not included; order 
package below). Mr. Mike has plas 
tic head, hands; stuffed body. In 
cludes microphone, bow tie, instruc 
tions. For ages 6 and up due to skill 
and aptitude required 
49 М 36035—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. ..$21.94 

9-volt Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46993—Wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 90c 

Ventriloquist Case. Holds 
most size ventriloquist dum- 
mies. Molded plastic body, 
netal frame case measures 
15!4x12x73A in. “Show biz” 
look. Ages 6 and up. 
79 М 36036C—Wt. 3 lbs. .35.49 

Сарра scade y инан Кайа 

(2 thru 7 ) Each has vinyl head and hands. Outfit, instructions included. 
Recommended for children ages 6 and up. 

2 Emmett Kelly. 30 inches tall 

Replica of the famous sad-faced 
clown. Colorful jacket, slacks, tie. friend is set for a night on the town. (7) 
Stuffed body, Molded hair. Tuxedo, high hat and monocle has trigger 
49 N 36032—Wt. 3 lbs. $1397 Stuffed body. Molded hair. action 

49 м 36013—Wt. 3 Ibs. $10.87 mouth 
Tessie Talk. 18 inches tall. All 

vinyl, fully jointed body. Root 
ed long hair in a ponytail. Pretty 
frock, vinyl shoes. Tessie can be 

used as a doll, too. 
49 N 36034— Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $9.97 

Willie Talk. 24 inches tall. Plaid 
jacket, white dickey and slacks. 

Stuffed body. Molded hair. 
49 н 36025—Wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. . . $9.97 

Б Charlie McCarthy. 30 inches 
tall. Edgar Bergen's famous 

Lester. 26 inches tall. Willie Ty 
ler's TV friend wears slacks, 

shirt and glasses. Curly rooted hair. 
Stuffed body. 
49 N 36033—Wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. $9.97 

Simon Sez. 30 inches tall. Plas- 
tic molded body. Molded hair. 

Slacks, long sleeve shirt, 
49 N 36039—Wt. 3 Ibs. 9 oz. . $12.99 

Simon Sez ® 

mechanism 

=з. 

[Sears] 443 



Share weekend adventures with BARBIE 
in her Country Living Home 

$1197 
Big three-room doll house can be closed to serve as a convenient 
doll case, too. Molded furniture for bedroom, kitchen and living 
room. Doors really open and close. Highly detailed, colorful in- 
terior. Constructed of sturdy vinyl. Measures 13x11x15 inches 
high when closed. Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
79 C31244C $11.97 

Sesame Street's - [2] 
lovable 

n T" Batt n тё 
1 Colorful, 4-wheel stuffed cloth car 

will delight your child for hours. 
Has horn that really toots. Car comes 
complete with two famous passengers 

Bert and Ernie of Sesame Street 
fame. Stuffed Bert and Ernie dolls, 
both 7 inches tall. Car measures 11 in. 
long, 8 in. wide and 6 in. high. For 
ages 2 to 8 years old. 
49 C 34098—Wt. 2 Ibs. . $7.47 

(2 and 3) Bert and Ernie are also 
available in a cuddly 15-inch tall ver- 
sion. Both dolls are stuffed cloth and 
are dressed in colorful costumes, just 
as they are on Sesame Street. Ages 2 
to 5. Shpg. wt. each 5 oz. 
(2) 49C34096—Bert 5397 
(3) 49C34097—Ernie 397 
©1975 Children's Television Workshop 

Санйоп раве scans by chaisimas naseteciwichl сог 

We're the 
Happy Family 

We're thi 

Sunshine Family 

Sunshine Family 5 
or Happy Family 3.aoll set 

(4 and 5) Sunshine Family has 9';-in. 
Steve, 9-in. Stephie, 3-in. Sweets. Happy 
Family with 9'z-in. Hal, 9-in. Hattie, 3- 
in. Hon. Poseable vinyl dolls all have 
rooted hair. Ages 4 to 10 yrs. Includes 
idea booklet for creating accessories. 
(4) 49C37025-Sunshine Family.Set $5.94 
(5) 49С30053-Нарру Family... Set 5.94 

buy Family (4) or (5) 
with Surrey Cycle 

88 surrey cycle 
and either 
(4) or (5) 

Surrey Cycle 
complete with 
either Sunshine 
or Happy Family 

Three-wheeled, 2-seat 
plastic cycle has back. 
mounted carrying bas- 
ket for baby or par- 
cels. Also has baby 
carrier for handlebars 
or father’s back 
Frame snaps together. 
Recommended for 
ages 4 to 10 years. 
Sunshine Family, Cy- 
cle. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 C 30064 ......#8.88 
Happy Family, Cycle. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 C 30065 58.88 
Surrey Cycle alone. 

Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
4931109 $3.94 

Separately 
total *9.88 

Travel with 
your doll 

families in the 
SUNSHINE VAN 

Yellow plastic pick-up 
truck and “piggy-back 
shack" attachment. 
Sides of “shack” fold 
down to make play 
easy. Includes display 
stand for hood of 
truck, craft fair flag 
stand, vinyl strips to 
make crafts, flower 
pots, decorating mate- 
rial for truck. For ages 
4 to 10. 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 
49C31111........9.87 

NOTE: Items on this page 
(except ! thru 3) not rec- 
ommended for children 
under 3, due to small 
parts. 



Corgi Town 
6-piece Vehicle Set 

Separate prices 

total 512.98 

MATCHBOX. 
Drill our men in all five SU y E pear 

еп falling, training by grabbing sky hoo! 
Parachuting, leaping into safety net and using 
spin-fall pole. 
HOW IT WORKS: Commandos’ hands “grasp” 
cords. Hand-operated pulleys hoist them to plat- 
каи ог ae е 0р where they execute maneuvers 
explain: 
WHAT Su GET: 22x18-in. cardboard layout. 5 
fully jointed plastic 3-inch commandos plus sen- 
try post, hospital medical van, sky hook high / 
diver ladder with movable platíorm, parachute, 
safety net, spin-fall pole. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 

ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr. 255 
$9.9 49N58231—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 

(7,8) “MATCHBOX” Collectors Series. . . 
you're Commander in Chief on land, sea and air with 
these WORLD WAR II miniatures for display or play 

iden are seven ert НСМ 

АТ 61 20 ft.) of interlocking roadway, aig 
EE m olo. snack shop. home, auto ler. 

synthetic foam-core paperboard. Acrylic "flames". 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembied, instructions included. Vehicles not incl., 
order below. (Syd (combination below and sve 
49 №5841! weight 1 pound 9 ounces ..... 

(6) Corgi Town Matching Vehicle Set 

fire engine, 

ORDERING INFO Order 5 ma ) combination below and 6) 
58419—Shipping í 12 ounces . Su. 

ELE EIS) end Vehicles (0 We. Z lbs. 5 oz. 

аа Habe seak bi aaa Dona 

$997 
(7) Sea Kings 4-piece Set 
Not just great toys but also valuable 
collector’s items because details are 
so fine, and colors so authentic. 
WHAT YOU GET: Aircraft carrier, 
battleship, helicopter carrier and frig- 
ate. All are die-cast metal and mea- 
sure approximately 6 inches long. 
Made in England. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 м 58491—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. . .Set $9.97 

857 
(8) Ваше Kings 3-Piece Set 

Collector's quality and so real looking 
ou can almost hear the howitzer 
owl, track clack. 
WHAT YOU GET: 155mm howitzer, 
half-track and Sherman tank. Each 
measures eee. 5 inches 
long. Die-cast metal. Plastic figures. 
Made in England. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 М 58492—Wt. 1 1Ь........Ѕе $8.97 
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Help Ballerina 
Barbie practice 
for her recital 

Join the busy world of a 

Fashion Doll 
Cut 54 

3 $495 з= 

Ballerina 
Barbie Doll 

Ballerina. 
Costumes 

$345 
(7 thru 9) FOR AGES: 4 to 10 
years. See Note below at right. 
(7) Ballerina Stage with back- 

(8) Ballerina Barbie Doll. 
BODY. DETAILING: Vinyl body with 
jointed arms and legs. Bendable 

Barbie takes time out to baby-sit for this 
tiny 3-inch Baby Doll. . . won't you help her? 

stage make-up, practice areas. Re- ees. Rooted hair. Painted eyes. “Feed”, change and bathe baby with this complete set for baby and sitter. 
duced from our 1976 Christmas Book. CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Tutu, bou- SET INCLUDES: One 3-inch long, soft plastic baby with rooted blond hair, rose 
CONSTRUCTION: Masonite® hard- quet, stand, shoes, crown. rint and lace blanket, er, High plastic bathtub sage shown), cradle, chair, 

о, christening dress, iet, bib, plate, 2 bottles, duck, 
teddy bear. . Emergency phone list and apron for sitter. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 31176—Shipping weight 5 ounces ... 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 30073—Wt. 14 oz. ..... $4.94 

(9) Ballerina Costumes. 
SET INCLUDES: Sleeveless leotard, 
tutu, wand, crown, ballet shoes, vinyl 
33% rpm. record, long-sleeve leotard, 
tights, carrying bag, invitation. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49C31126—Wt. 4 ог..... 

board 3-sided stage, 26х915х17 іп. , Soap, wash towel, 
ACCESSORIES: Injection molded 
Бак vanity, chair, ballet bar, comb, 
rush, hand mirror. Masonite® hard- 

board floor decoration. 
ORDERING INFO: Doll not included, 
UT at Erit 2 poun ge 

ping s t poun 
49C31 ve OE 

. Set $3.95 

$3.45 

An exciting evening ahead. . . 
your fashion doll relaxes while 
you set and style her hair in 

the Beauty Salon 

Mirror for make-up 
and hairstyling lessons 

Hair dryer whirls 
like real ones 

Drawers open and 
close to keep styling 

equipment tidy 

Chair swivels for 
washing" doll's hair 

in play sink 

дой and cart 
move around 
food counter 

Push buttons 
to turn on 

these working parts 
QS з. batteries 

not included но $6 

Reduced from our 1976 Christmas Book. 
CONST.: Plastic salon, chair, hair 

It's always fun to check out your favorite 
foods at a cheery Supermarket Alkaline "C 

49 C 46997—Wt. Soz. .Pkg. $1.39 
” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 

Reduced from 1976 Christmas Book. 
11¥-in. fashion doll fits into sj 
stand behind grocery cart. Turn 

. She travels around the 
сету counter track “ "pushing her 

ien is done, doll anı 
cart roll "ip Sa then take them 
to check-out counter. Food moves 
down COME you "ring" cash 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic aisle with 
cart, check-out counter and cash regis- 
ter. 18x5x12 in. high overall. Japan. 
ACCESSORIES: Plastic play food, paper 
bags and play coins. 
AGES: 3 and up. See Note, right. 
ORDERING RAFOMMATIOR: Partially 

not inclu: 
MOC ae We sie ee 45.95 

ACCESSORIES: Table, Cem 
hand-held mirror, bottles with sham- 
poo and creme rinse labels. Plastic. 
AGES: 5 and up. See Note, right 
ORDER INFO: Uses 2 “C” batteries, 

order pkg. right. No doll. 
49C31158-Wt. 3 lbs. 100z. $6.95 

NOTE: These items not recommended for 
Children under 3 yrs. due to small parts. 

Dolls and 
Accessories 

ET] 441 



Denim-look 
Stereo 

Phonograph 
with mini-size 
turntable and 
two speakers 

Cut 5 

«38.95 $33 95 
Reduced from our 1977 Fall Big 
Book. 
RECORD PLAYER: 100% solid-state 
chassis, Mini-size, single-play turn- 
table. Plays all 33% and 45-rpm 
records. Synthetic sapphire needle. 
Right and left volume control. 45- 
rpm adapte: 

SPEAKER SYSTEM. 4-in. speaker in 
each 75ах12516х42%-іп. deep speak- 
er enclosure, Each speaker has 4!4- 
ft. cable. 
CONSTRUCTION: Blue denim-look 
paper on chipboard (not wood or 
hardboard). 1434x8x12!4 in. deep. 
Smoke-color plastic dust cover. 
LECTRICAL INFORMATION 
L listed 120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 5 

{ rd. 
ERING INFORMATION: See 

Warranty on opposite page. 
Shpg. wt. 11 lbs, 

61N 90003 $33.95 

t Stereo Phonograph with Monaural AM Radio 
TEREO RECORD PLAYER: 100% solid-state chassis. Single-play. Plays all 33!4 and 45- 

rpm records. Synthetic sapphire needle. Volume, balance, tone, selector and tuning con- 
trols. 45-rpm adapter. 
AM MONAURAL RADIO: Slide-rule tuning dial. 

Each speaker has 9-ft. cable. 
CONSTRUCTION: White plastic cabi 

KER SYSTEM: 4-inch speaker in each 73%х1112х413/1,-іп, deep speaker enclosure. 

inet with brushed bronze-color trim. Smoke-color 
plastic dust cover. Headphone jack. Measures 13x4!/9x105% inches deep. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed 120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 54-Й. cord. 
OR 
61 

(2) Five-record Set of 
Children's Stories 

Save 99c when you buy record set 
with amy phonograph on pgs. 445- 
448. Five 7-in. 45-rpm records. 
58 N 5645 Wt. pkg. 8 oz 
When bought alone $1.99 
When bought with phono 1.00 

(3) “Children are People” 
LP Record 

Narrated by Tony Randall. One 
12-inch 33'4-rpm record. 
58 М 5863—Wt. 10 oz. 56.49 

(4) Cartoon-Character 
Story LP Record 

One 12-in. 33!4-rpm record. 
58 N 5825 1— Wall Disney's 

3 Little Pigs 
58 N 58252— Bugs Bunny and 

His Friends 
58 N 58253— T'weety-Pie 
58 N 58254—Вигз Bunny and 

the Tortoise 
58 N 58255— Bugs Bunny in 

58N 58256 Woody "Woodpee ker 
and His Talent Show 

Shpg. wt. В oz Each $3.99 

(5) Charlie Brown Book 
and LP Record Set 

2-in. 33!4-rpm record and 
12-page illustrated book. 

"harlie Brown 
hristmas 

з Your Dog 
arlie Brown 

58 м 58364—Charlic Brown’s 
АП Stars 

Shpg. wt. 12 02 Each $5.49 

Etah page scans by deisiniai niselediwical com 

ING INFORMATION: See Warranty on opposite page. 
2930—Shipping weight 11 pounds 8 ounces A $48.95 

(6) 3-Record Gift Pack 
Three 12-inch 33! 4-rpm LP records. 
58 М 58452—. итен. Amazing Spiderman, 

erman 
58 N 58453—, Dies Duck. Disco Duck Vol. 11. and 

Themes from Hit T.V. Shows Vol. 11 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. Each $5.99 

(7) Charlie Brown and Disney 
Book and Record Sets. E 

One 7-inch 3343-rpm record and 24-page illustrat- 
ed book. 
58N58311-Charlie Brown Christmas 
58N58312-He's Your Dog Charlie Brown 
58N583 15-Charlie Brown's All Stars 
58N56703-J Little Різ  58N58317-Jungle Book 
58N58316-Small World 58N58319-Pete's Dragon 
58N58318-Rescuers 58N58332-Brer Rabbit 
58N58331-5»ow White  58N56708-Bambi 
58N56707-Cinderella 
Shipping weight 4 ounces Each $1.49 

(8) 5-record Tote 
Five 7-in. 45-rpm's in box. 
58 N 56406— Pu/f the Magic Dragon. other kiddie hits 
58 N 56407— Sesame Sirect, other TV tunes 
58 N 56408— Mother Goose. other nursery rhymes 
58 N 56409— Wait Disney Songs. TV cartoon hiis 
58 N 564 11— The ABC's and Learning Fun 
Shipping weight each 8 ounces Вох $2.29 

Ten-Record Tote 
Ten 7-in. 45-rpm records in box. 
58 N 5640 1—5Sesame Street, other TV songs and stories 
58 N 56402—Best-loved Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes 
58 М 56403—Fun and Learning Time 
58 N 56404—Famous Fairy Tales and other songs 
58 N 56405—Rudolph the Red-nosed Reindeer. 
Shipping weight each 1 pound Box 

20-record Tote Jukebox Treasury 
of Disco Duck Hits and TV Themes 
Twenty 7-in. 45-rpm records in box. 
58 N 5845 1—Shipping weight 2 pounds . . . Box $9.99 

Stereo 
Phonograph 

with Monaura 

AM Radio and 
two speakers 

$4895 

atit [Sears] 447 



Skateboards 
(1) The Crysta-flex BOARD: Acrylic plastic. Kick tail. 23744 
ш. long. 554 in. wide. 
RUCKS: Die-cast aluminum with adj. king bolts. Two rubber 

cushions for each truck. 14'4-in. wheelbase, 654-inch track. 
WHEELS: Urethane. 18 bearings per wheel. 2x2!4-in. diam. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 C 23573—Shipping weight 1 lb. 9 oz. $17.99 

(2) The Palm Tree BOARD: Fiber glass board with textured 
top. 24 in. long and 5% in. wide 
TRUCKS: Die-cast aluminum trucks with steel axles. Two rub- 
ber cushions per truck. 15V2-in. wheelbase, 4V4-in. track. 
WHEELS: Urethane with 18 self-contained bearings per wheel. 
Lin. diam, 154, in. wide in front, 11/4, in. wide in rear. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 C 23524—Shipping weight 3 lbs. $13.99 
(3) The 77K BOARD: Polypropylene. Kicktail. 23% inches 
long, 6 inches wide. 
TRUCKS: Die-cast aluminum, steel axles. Adjust. King bolts. 2 
rubber cushions per truck. 12Vz-in. wheelbase, 5-in. track. 
WH S; Urethane. 16 loose bearings per wheel. 2!4 in. diam- 
eter 114 in. wide. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
6 C 23579— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $11.99 

(4) The Scamp BOARD: Polypropylene board. Modified 
kicktail. 21% in. long, 5% in. wide. 
TRUCKS: Stamped steel. Adjustable king bolts. Two rubber 
cushions per truck. 13-inch wheelbase, 45-inch track. 
WHEELS: Urethane with 18 self-contained bearings per wheel. 
1% in. wide, 2-in. diameter. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 C 2359 1—Shipping weight 3 lbs. $7.99 

(5) The 15Р BOARD: Polypropylene. 19% in. L. 5% in. W. 
TRUCKS: Steel. Single rubber cushion per truck. 12%-in. 
wheelbase, 354-in. track. 

HEELS: Urethane. 16 loose bearings per wheel. 1x174 in. 
diam. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 C 23594—Shipping weight 3 pounds $5.99 

Protective Gear for roller skating, 
skateboarding or bicycling 

(6) Helmet. 1-piece plastic shell with polycarbo- 
nate foam padding inside. Vinyl chin strap. Ventila- 
tion holes. 
ORDER INFO: In hat sizes S(654-674); M(7-794); 
L(734-754). State letter size S, М or L not no. size. 
6 C 237 15F—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $12.95 

, (7) Gloves. Split cowhide back; pigskin palm, fin- 
gertips. Foam pad on Velcro® closure wrist. 
ORDER INFO: In glove sizes S(8-842); M(9-914); 
L( 10-1044). State letter size S, М, L, not no. size 
6 C 23714F—Shipping weight 8 oz. Pr. $9.95 

Elbow Pads. Vinyl. Cotton-felt, foam-rubber (8) 
SOG padding. Polyethylene elbow cap. Elastic armband. 

Catalog 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Sizes S(7 inches long); 
M(8 inches long); L(9 inches long). State letter size S, 
М, L, not number size. 
6 C 237 13F—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 

(9) Knee Pads. Elastic rayon knit with polyethyl- 
ene foam padding. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. Qu ль ali. 

0.) 6C23712C—Shps. wt.40z. . ...Pair $6.89 

Pair $8.89 
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J-Ball . . . "Racquetball without the walls'"" 
Lets you zu or develop racquetball skills outdoors on 
any hard surface. Duplicates most racquetball shots, you 
can use the full-size racquets for indoor гасаш 
HOW TO PLAY: Place anchor . . . player(s) hits ball — 
front wall line with racquets and stretch band returns ball. 
SET INCL: 2 aluminum racquets with leather- метар m 
A nylon. 1 tion size racqui 
12 stretch band. Weighted, plastic pene Instr, bi 
y. illust. rule booklet incl. 
ORDERING INFO: Endorsed by the LR.A. 
6 C 12204—Shipping weight 4 lbs. . . .. $29.99 

J-ball anchor, ball, line and rule bk. without racquets 
6 C 12207—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz... ........$9.99 

Outdoor Games of skill for your active family 

(10) Croquet Set 
For 4 players. 
SET INCLUDES: Four 2% inch 
balls of compressed hard- 
wood. 4 natural-finished 
hardwood mallets with 6 inch 
heads and 24 inch handles. 2 
оа! posts and 9 steel wickets. 
ules included. 

ORDER INFO: Wt. 5 ы 2 Oz. 
6C 12381 ........ 0.99 

(11) Volleyball and 
Badminton Set 

VOLLEYBALL: Official size 
and weight. Vinyl. 
BADMINTON: Four steel- 
shaft rackets with wooden 
frame; nylon strung. Three 
plastic shuttle-cocks. 
NET: 18x1'2-foot cotton. 34- 
inch diam. galvanized steel 

les, 5 foot 4 inch tall assem- 
led. 2 ground sleeves. Im- 

ported. Rules included. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 7 Ibs. 
6C 12447C $11.99 

(12) Jokari® Set 
HOW TO PLAY: Play on 
hard, flat surface... SET INCL: 2 plastic racquets 
hit ball, elastic band re- — with wrist straps. 2 yellow 
turns ball. parie balls, 2 white plastic 
SET INCLUDES: 2 wood alls for slower games. In- 
paddles. 2 inch diameter cludes instructions. 
rubber ball attached to ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 5 ФЕ 
weight plastic anchor 6С 12592 ..........$9.99 
with 12 foot polyester. (15) Tetherbali Set 

ted elastic band. 
Rules and instructions SET INCL. Official size and 

(14) Trac-ball™ by 
Wham-o® 

included. weight ball of red, white and 
ORD. INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs. blue vinyl. Reinforced ball 
6C12212....811.99 hook. Ball deflated, 6-ft. loi 

nylon cord, 3-pc. tubular stee 
pole is 114-in. in diam., 8 ft. 
tall, assemb. 8-in. steel ground 
sleeve. Zinc-plated pole, 

(13) Horseshoe Set 
SET INCLUDES: 4 drop 
forged steel horseshoes 
in official size and wt. of ground sleeve. 
245 lbs. 2 blue, 2 silver- — ORDER INFO: Wt. 6 lbs. 
soior: Two 24-in. solid 6С 12569С .......$11.99 

steel stakes. Rules indl. 
ORDERING INFO SPORTS CENTER 

Wt. 18 15. 5 oz. 
6 C 12355C 
Each .....$12.99 



Just like sitting 
ina booth 

' Furniture 
is sold only at Sears 

29” 
1 Booth-type bench and table ensemble is 

great for a party or your favorite game. 
Booth-effect reminds children of good times 
they've had at their favorite restaurant or 
drugstore. Table and benches finished in 
blue and white enamel with a four-color 
"Dazzling Daisies" design screen-printed on 
all 3 pieces. Constructed of wood and hard- 
board (not wood). 

Large 34%x21%x18%-inch high table. 
Each bench seats 2 youngsters comfortably. 
Plenty of storage space (31%x16x14 in.) for 
toys and belongings beneath blue vinyl-up- 
holstered seats with plastic foam padding. 
Friction hinge on seat lets you open it easi- 
ly. Backrest is 26 inches high. Shipped part- 
ly assembled. Dishes not included. 
79 N 9009 1L—Shpg. wt. 49 lbs. .Set $29.99 

Setof 
2 benches 
and table 

2 Magnetic Bulletin Board, Use this mag- 
netic style bulletin board anywhere in 

the house. Comes with 6 magnetic plastic 
daisies (1% inch diameter) to be used as 
note holders. Green steel surface can also be 
used as a chalkboard. Backed by hardboard Bench $ 1 229 
(not wood). Wood frame has white finish. om 
Measures 19x25 in. long. Chalk included. It's a toy chest. Wood, hardboard (not wood) 
79 М 16185C—Shipping wt. 5 lbs.....$4.49 31%x16x14 in. from floor to top of plastic foam pad- 

ded vinyl seat. 26-in. backrest. Partly assembled 
79 М 90092C—Shipping weight 19 pounds. . . $12.99 

Mothers love the extra storage space 

in this Deacon's Bench 

Toys not 
included 

This Musical Rocker 

lulls you to sleep 

with “Rock-a-bye Baby 

Bookshelf Storage Chest 

51 399 

Matches deacon's bench and table set above. Bright, cheery daisies 
(not. 

Black, white or maple finish 

with gaily decorated headboard 

$10?? 

Display special treasures, store toys, 
or write on the sliding chalkboard doors 

screen-printed in 4 colors. Unit constructed of wood) and 
reinforced with strong wood framing. Two large shelves display knick- 

Even the most active child likes 
to rock gently as he listens to the 

imported music box play a favor- 
ite lullaby. Rocker is made of 
solid hardwood and smoothly 
finished with non-toxic materi- 
als. Stands 25 inches high overall 
with a 10x12-inch seat. Seat is 

‘tabi Dass йлн йана Кайа 

9% inches high. Note the lathe- 
turned front legs, gracefully 
shaped arms and rocker runners. 
Partly assembled 
79 N 90082C—Black finish 
79 N 90081C— White finish 
79 N 9008C— Maple finish 
Shpg. wt. each 8 Ibs. .Ea. $10.99 

knacks, books, and favorite toys while the large chalkboard sliding doors 
conceal storage area behind, Unit stands 32x18x33% in. high. Chalk in- 
cluded. Unassembled. Props not included. 
79 М 90093L—Shipping weight 24 рошпдв............. e $1399 

recu. Sears 447 



Doll Family fits doll 
houses on this page 

$199 sge 

The “Joneses” include color- 
fully dressed Mom, Dad, 
baby, son and daughter. 

Plastic, Hong Kong. 
P 49N9402—Wt. 1 Ib. Set $1.99 

Cut 7... 

7-room Suburban 
Doll House 

м $729 
Enjoy “contemporary living” at its best with this traditional 
doll house. Colorfully-detailed lithographed steel—even has 
landscaping. Flat-varnish coated for durability. Double-hung 
windows, opening front door, 7 complete rooms of furniture, 
“tiled” porch deck with furniture and family of 4 included. 
Measures 2434 x8x1514 inches high. For ages 4 and up. 
79 N 94034C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. ........... Set $7.29 

бано pace scans by сытан инсои com 

GEORGIAN TOWNHOUSE 7 
in own folding case Mod-iook 

v Wes $8399 

10:99 

Showplace of your street is this deluxe 2-story townhouse with 
stately molded front door and high molded French windows. Land- 
scaping painted on house exterior for extra beauty. Spacious interior 
furnished with 4 rooms of molded plastic furniture. Back yard has 
large play area with painted flagstones and pond. 20x1934x17% in. high open. Folds into vinyl carry case. Ages 4 to 10. 
79 N 9410C—Shipping weight 6 pounds............... Set $9.99 

THE COLONNADE 
All-metal Antebellum Manor 

over 2 feet long with 

authentic detailing right 

down to the light-up 

lantern over main entrance 

Complete $1099 without 
set battery 

Relive the charming, graceful life of the 
“Old South” . . this colorful lithographed- 
steel doll house takes you there. Molded- 
plastic roof covers house; double-hung mov- 
ing windows, 6 white columns, plastic 
furniture and play family. Has a hanging 
porch light that really works. Uses 1 “D” 
battery; not included, order package below. 
26x1434x1634 in. high. Ages 4 and up. Buy 
it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 н 94042C—Shpg. wt. 7]bs........ $10.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 н B405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. 

furniture 

Open tor play . . 
close for carrying or storing 



Place her hands on a 
solid surface, in a 
touch-her-toe posi- 
tion, and she'll slowly 
do а complete somer- 
sault for you. Soft vi- 
nyl head, 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. 
49C35149 3667 

(1 thru 5) They'll flip "n flop into al- 
most any position you want them to. 
Stuffed with styrene pellets and ex- 

/ panded styrene foam to make "em su- 
per-posable! Vinyl heads and hands. 

ED e ̂ Wash in cold water. Ages 2 to 6. 

watch the tears 1 Cry Baby Beans. 12 inches tall. flow each time Bottle included 
T0 DTI 4937004—Wt. 1 Ib. 802. ....... $544 head forward 

2 Biffy Beans. 12 inches tall. 
$5 49 37003—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. ....$444 

Booful Beans. 12 inches tall, 
49 С 35083— Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 

4 Bitty Beans. 12 inches tall. 
49 С 35084—Wt. 11b. 4 ог, .... $444 

х t 5 Black Bitty Beans. 12 in. tall. 
49 C 37015—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $444 

mm gingham checked D Ep Куни 
e d pillow; 19x13x7 in. Baby has. — 

гез, rooted hair. Dou- 

HOW THEY TALK, 
JOKE AND LAUGH J 

f. 
“That rue c Sure tickle 79%. з os 2 

“Would you | : x 
like to plau? & 

m А 
^N 

22-inch 15-inch BOZO 16-inch Tamu 15-inch 12-inch Rag Doll 
Mrs. Beasley* The Clown* says 18 phrases Drowsy Bedtime Baby 

I $994 $597 $697 $547 $587 
She says 10 happy “What are you doodly. She laughs and says Her sleepy eyes are ai She's oh-so-soft and 
things when you pull do-do-doing?" Pull his mod phrases when you ways halí shut. Says 10 cuddly; will pose in 
her talking ring. She talking ring to hear 9 pull her talking ring. bedtime phrases when most any position. Cozy 
has a cuddly cloth other funny lines. Soft Cuddly cloth body, vi- you pull her talking flannel sleeper with lace 
body, rooted hair you roly-poly cloth body. nyl head, rooted hair. ring. Cloth body. Vinyl trim covers her soft 
can comb and vinyl Floppy yarn hair. From Shindana, Div. of head; rooted hair. Buv it polyurethane foam 
face. Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Operation Bootstrap, the easy way—order by body. Wash in cold wa- 
49C3579 $994 49C35108 $597 Inc. Wt. 1 lb. 13 oz. phone. Wt. 2 Ibs, ter. Mattel. Wt, 1 lb. 5 oz. 
(1971 Forty Attar Company © Caeci нск мс 49С37001..........5697 49C35167 $547 49С37021 55.87 



Your doll rides in comfort, a smile on her face, 

as you stroll in the park at a leisurely pace 

CARRIAGES and STROLLERS 

Deluxe Coach 
ө It's our largest— 

overall length is 
31% inches 

* Protective 

storm cover 

BURGUNDY CARRIAGE 
Rugged spring suspension. ot 
Hood folds down, too " үз 77 

BURGUNDY 
COMPANIONS 

$1349 

Sleeper 

doll not included. 

o finest craftsmanship combines large, tandem, wire-spoke wheels 
with spring action gear for a truly luxury-ride carriage. Adjustable 
hood and storm yg M: калша ДЕЗЕ; М4 xe 5 
gleaming appearance to 'ashable white vinyl lining, Plate: 
tubular metal gear and hi andie. Patriot blue. 31) ах16х311% inches 
BES Ete Galle up to 23 in; long. Sen Sent unassembled. For ages 4 to 8. 
79 № 33013C— Shipping weight 13 pounds .................. ‚82450 

It's a rocking cradle, too ™ Rock 'n 
Stroll 

Carriage 

$ 1042 

BURGUNDY STROLLER 
This pink butterfly design Stroller, sleeper and 
oach is great for walkin; 
ма "baby" . . then, just car seat all rolled into one 

lift out the body, which can 
double as a handy spring- 
action doll cradle with tubu- 1 Carriage. Take a sidewalk stroll wi ith this stylish coach. Burgundy detachable 

lar steel legs. tote bag and folding hood match sturdy plastic body. Molded plastic wheels. 

Molded plastic body and Plated, ular metal frame, spring-action gear. 28V2x12x29 in. high. Holds dolls 

wheels. Folding viny! hood. up to 22 in. long. Sent partly assembled. For children ages 3 tc 

Tubular steel frame. Mea. 79 N 33045C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $1449 
sures 25x11x26 inches high. 
Holds dolls up to 18 in. 9 Stroller. The perfect sidewalk stroller for “big” families . . you can walk two 
long. Sent partly assembled. of your favorite dolls at the same time. 1 em seat on back. After your 
For children ages 3 to 7. walk, lift ing sleep 

Shipping weight 6 lbs. Plated, tubu- 
79 N 33044C ... $10.49 4x31 inches 

ut burgundy plastic body for car seat. Also converts to r 
emovable canopy, detachable tote bag. Plastic 

al frame. Holds dolls up to 25 inches long. Measu! 
high. Sent partly assembled. Dolls not included. Ages 3 to 7 

444 |Sears| АР 79 N 33016C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $13.49 

сайра Dabs scade ty caries ишене Кан cod 
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DOLLS BY 

FURGA of ITALY 
Dolls designed with care and attention 

even to the smallest detail . . 

a collector's dream. They'll 

delight your child 

for years to come pm 
2 
Ni 

L 

» 
4 ors 

be ES 
bz E: 

~ 
t 

, 

(1 thru 4) Our finest dolls . . so finely crafted, even their rooted hair is arranged by hand. Creamy 
vinyl skin, classic features and blue go-to-sleep eyes with long lashes. Sensationally lavish gowns. 
Frilly lingerie, shoes and posing stand included with each doll. Recommended for ages 5 and up. 

T 15-inch Antonietta. Gorgeous white sheer 
dress features soft, velvet-look pink print. 

Pink sash. White underskirt. Pink flower in hair. 
79 C 32056C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $19.99 

2 18-inch Rossella. Dainty dress of white lace 
with undergown of soft, pink taffeta. Pink 

sash with floral trim. Flower also at neck. Large 
pink hat trimmed with lovely white lace. 
79 С 32057C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. .... 

448 
529.99 

3 18-inch Rita. Dress with red, white and green 
floral pattern. White lace at bodice, sleeves. 

Red hat trimmed to match dress. 
79 C 32058C— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. .$24.09 
4 15-inch Liliana. Delicate blue gown high- 

lighted by white lace bodice and trim on skirt. 
White undergown with tulle ruffle. Lovely blond 
hair accented by blue bow. 
79 C 32055C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. . . .$19.99 

^ 
Y 
TN 

M à 
„ 

Beautiful Bride from Italy $999 

Lovely brunette bride attends her wedding in breathtak- 
ing style. White lace dress has 3-tier effect. Short bell 
sleeves. Short lace veil, trimmed with flowers. Fully 
jointed doll has vinyl skin, rooted hair, go-to-sleep blue 
eyes. White lingerie, socks, shoes. 11% in. tall. 
49 C 32053—Ages 5 and up. Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. .. 

REMEMBE 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 
from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 

..$9.99 



i 
Turns 

somersaults 
Does rear wheel 

wheelies. 

Zigzags through 
special track inlay 

Challenge a friend or race alone 
and beat the timer. . . 

The faster you crank 
the faster cars climb. . . 
then race, flip, bounce— 
even zigzag through lanes 

$995 
When two play, the first car to reach the fin- 
ish line wins. To play alone, set automatic 
timer then try to “beat the clock” 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn crank to elevate cars 
to hilltop. Cars race down (by force of gravi- 
ty) and perform the four stunts (illustrated 
above) built into track. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic snap-together rac- 
ing layout, measures 25x24x15 in. high. Two 
plastic racing buggies, 14% in. long, each. Au- 
tomatic lap counter and wind-up timer. 
Made in Japan. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled, instr. incl. 
49 N 58075—Wt. 3 lbs. 10 oz. $9.95 

Roller-coaster 

Buggy Stunt Race 

Crazy clown driver tumbles Crazy Buggy through these 5 stunts automatically 

$995 

Сой sace scans by christmas тиде аасы pom 

n 
Does whe: 

Climbs up hill 
with crank-action 

without battery 

Crazy Buggy Stunt Car Set 
Watch this battery-powered buggy “соте 
alive". As soon as drive begins, you'll see the 
funniest slapstick comedy driving ever. 
HOW IT WORKS: Clown driver tools along 
doing five different stunts illustrated above. 
Built-in bumps, banks, curves and hills cause 
battery-powered buggy to perform stunts au- 
tomatically. 
WHAT YOU GET: 72-inch long plastic snap- 
together course. Layout measures 36x16x10 
inches high. Plastic car measures 4 inches 
long. Four flags, stadium sign. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Ri 
battery, not included, order 
Unassembled, instructions inc! 
49 N 58221—Wt 2 lbs. 8 oz. 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 46997—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. . . .Pkg. $1.39 

uires 1 “С” 
age below. 

идеа. 
Set $9.95 



Super Star 

Barbie 

der 3 yrs., small parts. 
ө A New Super Star Bar- 

and Christie Dolis. 
BODY, DETAIL: 11%4-in. plastic 
body. Pretty face, long sun- 
streaked rooted hair. Bent elbows 
to effect life-like poses. Bends at 
knees and has Twist 'n Turn waist. 
Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES Lone 
gown, stole, shoes. ond-1. 

necklace, ring. earnings, 
ORDERING INFO: Stand induded. 
ше Super Star Christie. (Black.) 

113—Wt. 110z. ...$5.44 

Super Star Barbie. (White.) сеча e844 
(3) Super Star Coordinates Set 
SET INCL.: Satin pants, sheer 
blouse with belt, layered ski: 
bra top, brocade long skirt an 
sleeveless top. Gold-color purse. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Fits 11%-їлсһ fashion dolls. 
49C 31027. Wt quc. Sc .Set $3.99 

(4 
under age 3 due to small 

(4) 

Dune Buggy 
and Tow Bar 

Cutslog page scans by cuisines masetecis 

Сез à 
: 4 to 10 yrs. Not for un- 

closets. 

34oot 
Motor Home 

FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. Not for 
parts. 

3-foot Deluxe Motor Home. Furnished 
with couch, table, stove, sink, 
sofa bed, 
table, hibachi. Plastic. 
ORDER INFO: Doll not incl. Warranted by Mat- 
tel. Write for free copy, see pg. 303. 

shower, vanity, 
sun deck with chair, 

79 C 31239L—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. ....... $19.97 

ү 

- 5 : 8 

£ 

d - 

when you buy (7) and (8) m- 
Sep. prices 98 1 

total 9.98 $7 atte 
qum 

Studio folds up 
and has shoulder 
strap for carrying 

Photo Studio 
with equipment 

Use this Super Star Photo 
Studio for modeling, 
making commercials, 

photo classes 

$695 ыд 
Now Barbie can be the photogra. 
Le LI pm аз well paeka puo 

ser INCLUDES: Rugged vinyl 
- folds out to 36x244x12 inches 
к= Аучы graphics on front, 

как room on back. 
[йеп ode iv cunc 

strap. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years, Not rec- 
ommended for ages under 3 yrs. 
due to small parts. 
ORDER INFO: For fashion dolls 
up to 12 in. (not incl). ROLL 
49 C 31058 ......... Set 8 

doll not 
included $1997 

5) Ten-speed Bicycle . . . with bike 
ooks to rear of motor home. Кикини, 

wheels roll. Plastic. 11\2х3%хб in. 
49 C 31138—Shpg. wt. 1202. ........ $3.95 

(6) Dune воду: . tow behind motor home 
(tow bar included). Plastic with Super Star 
Deer eid inches high. 2 seats. 

49 C 31073 Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. ..$5.95 

Rattan Furniture 
7 and 8) Crafted of actual rattan. Hong Kong. 
ОА AGES: 3 to 9 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
For fashion dolls 1154 in. high. 
(7) Dining Set. Table, four pedestal chairs. 
49 C 31252—Shipping wt.60z. ......Set $4.99 
(8) Bedroom Set. Bed, headboard, 2 wall units. 
49 C 31253—Shipping wt. 10 oz. ....-' Set $4.99 

Dining Set (7) and Sodio EUM. 
49 C 31254— Shipping wt. 11........ Set 97.98 



Disc Jockey 
Porteoie 
Phonograph 

Set with 
headphones, 
sing-along 
mike and 
Drogremming 
soard 

$2995 

Hear your voice through both speakers 
Stereo Phonograph with two speakers, 

AM/FM monaural radio and sing-along mike 

448 tibet: 

m— H—Ó 

Te ваў % 
| Prceramming 

Sing aiong with your favorite 
records Portable Phonogra; 

with Sing-aiong microphone 

$2395 
pn 

Headphone. 

(4) Donny and Marie* 

Record Cases 
Washable Mylar* polyester finish on hard- 
board. Plastic handle for easy carrying. 
Donny and Marie design on front with dif- 

and Marie design on back. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Records not included. 

Case holds fifty 7-in. 45-rpm records 
Measures 8! 2x8! 4x5!4 inches deep. 
58 М 56042—Shpz. wt. 1 lb, .93.49 
Case holds twenty-five 12-in. LP rec- 
ords. Measures 133 4х1314х5 inches deep. 
58N 56043—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $4.79 
421977 OSBRO Productions, inc 
"Registered DuPont Trademark - 

(сғорполе апа 
erasapie progrem 
boarc included 

(5and6) 
Carts for Portable Stere 

(1) Sing-along Portable 
Phonograph 

Sing into microphone ahile рау 
your favorite records, or use the mike 
alone to make amplified announce- 
ments. Set of eight colorful, pressure- 
sensitive decals are included to deco- 
rate your record player. 
PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid-state chas- 
sis. Single-play monaural phono plays 
all 33%з and 45-rpm records. Built-in 4- 
inch speaker. Synthetic sapphire nee- 
dle. On/off volume control. Built-in 45- 
rpm adapter. 
CONSTRUCTION: Red and white plas- 
tic cabinet with snap-on cover. Micro- 
phone jack. 13%х4%;х9% in. deep. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed 120-v., 60-Hz. 
AC. S-ft. cord with flared safety plug. 
Not recommended for children under 3 
years of age without adult supervision. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See War- 
ranty on page 446. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 10 oz. 
61 Ñ 2905 $23.95 

(2) Disc Jockey Phonograph Set 
Play your own “top ten” records, sing 
along, interview your friends, and ev 
make up commercials to "broadcast" 
through the professional-looking mike 

sound is amplified. Includes head- 
phone for priv; rate stenting plus eras- 
able 28V2x16-in. high programming 
board to plan the day's Кола. 
PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid-state chas- 
sis. Single-play monaural роо plays 
3343 and 45-rpm records. Built-in 4- in. 
speaker. Synthetic sapphire needle. 
On/off volume control. Built-in 45-rpm 
adapter. 

CONSTRUCTION: White laminated 
chipboard cabinet with black plastic 
trim. Headphone and microphone 
jacks. 14!2x4x12*4 inches deep. 

RICAL INFORMATION: UL listed 
120 volts, 60 Hz. AC. 5-foot cord with 
flared safety plug. Not recommended 
for children under three years of age 
without adult supervision. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See War- 
ranty on page 446. idi wt. 8 lbs. 
61 Ñ 2946C $29.95 

(3) Sing-along Compact Stereo 
Phonograph with Monaural 
AM/FM Radio 

Pretend you're a star and sing along 
with your favorite group. . . hear 
yourself through both speakers. Or, use 
the microphone without playing a rec- 
ord to hear how great YOU sound by 
yourself. 
STEREO PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid- 
state chassis. Single- play stereo plays 
all 331% and 45-rpm records. Synthetic 
sapphire needle. Volume, balance and 
tone controls with AM/FM radio/pho- 
no selector. 45-rpm adapter. 
AM/FM MONAURAL RADIO: Slide-rule 
tuning dial. 
SPEAKER SYSTEM: 4-inch speaker in 
each 7 DATI in. deep enclosure. 
Each speaker has 9-ft. cable. 
CONSTRUCTION: White plastic cabinet 
with brushed bronze-color trim. 
Smoke-color plastic dust cover. Jacks 
for microphone and stereo headphones. 
Матай. 23) sxá!ax105; in. деер. 
ELEC L INFO: UL listed 120 volts, 
60 Hz. Wa 3 g-foot cord. Not recom- 
mended for children under three years 
of age without adult supervision. 
ORD FORMATION: See War- 
тату on page 446. Shpg. wt. 12 lbs. 
61N 2932 $58.95 

os 

ONSTRUCTION: Walnut-grained vinyl on 
Se bad shelves. Steel frame with brass- 
look finish. Plastic casters. 3 removable rec- 
ord dividers; will hold up to 100 LP's. 

(5) Cart with speaker shelves 
Two swing-up 12x11-in. metal shelves. Over- 
all 45x12'2x19 in. high with shelves open. 
ORDERING INFO: Shipped unassembled. 
61 N 4589C—Shpg. wt. 12 lbs. $14.95 

(6) Cart without speaker shelves 
Measures 21x1212x19 in. high. 
ORDERING INFO: Shipped unassembied. 
61 N 4588C—Shpg. wt. 11 lbs. ....$12.95 



448. 
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Girls' single-speed 
24-in. Touring Bike 
with coaster brake 

$6999 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Coaster brake. 

TIRES: 24x134 inch 
wide blackwall tires. Chrome- 
plated rims. 

FRAME. HANDLEBAR, SAD- 
DLE: 18-inch steel frame; yel- 
low finish with distinctive red 
accent stripe. Chrome-plated 
touring-style handlebar has 
white vinyl handgrips and 
matching saddle. 
OMPONENTS: Bicycle is ful- 

ly у reflectorized for night cy- 
cling. See Reflector Note, bot- 
tom right. Kickstand and 
chainguard are included. 
White block pedals, Front and 
rear full fenders. 
ORDER INFO: Bicycle sent 
partially assembled. See As 
sembly Note, How-to-Mea- 
sure Note, and Bicycle War- 
ranty at right. See suffix 
note on page 322. Wt. 40 lbs. 
6С 45547N $69.99 

(1) Detachable Bike Radios 
Choose from AM model or AM. 
FM model, both with solid state 
circuitry. 
CONSTRUCTION: Silver-color 
plastic body. Attaches to han- 
dlebars with quick-release 
mounting assembly; can be re- 
moved for portability. Mount 
ing hardware and carry strap 
included, 114-inch speaker 
Measures 3x6x3 in. Imported. 
CONTRO! Rotary tuning dial 

Fits most 
bikes toes 9 v. battery, not 
incl. (order on page 449) 
AM/FM Radio. Red accents. 
Built-in AM/FM antenna. 
6 C 48156—Wt. 15 oz. $ 14.99 

AM Radio. Built-in AM anten- 
na. Yellow accents. 
6 C48146-Wt. 14 oz. ..$9.99 

(2) Chrome-plated 
Generator Light Set 

ONSTR: 3%-in. wide, chrome- 
plated steel headlight mounts 
on handlebars. 1!4-inch diam. 
chrome-plated steel taillight and 
generator mount on rear of 
rame, Switch controls 12-volt, 
6-watt generator. Imported. 
ORDER INFO: Part. assembled. 
Spare bulb, hardware and in- 
structions incl. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
6C 48112 Set $9.99 

(3) Electronic Sonic Alert 
with solid state circuitry 

CONSTR: Bicycle siren made of 
black, high-impact styrene plas- 
tic. Mounts to handlebars 
mounting hardware included 
Push button control. 2 custom- 
izing decals included. Measures 
214x314x214 inches. Imported. 
ELEC., ORDER INFO: Solid state 
circuitry. Uses 2 AA batteries, 
not included (order on page 
449). Shipping weight 6 oz. 
6C48157 $9.99 

(4) Speedometer/Odometer 
fits almost any bike 

Fully resettable. Shows speed 
up to 50 mph and mileage up to 
99.9 miles. 
CONSTR: Black plastic case. 3- 
in. diam. black dial with green/ 
white lettering. Universal tire 
drive. Hardware and instruc- 
tions are included. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 12 oz. 
6C48842 д $9.99 

$6899 

Racer with single- -positiót 
side-pull caliper handbrakes 

SPEEDS: 10-speed derailleur with gear ratio range of 36 to 97. Shift levers 
mounted on lower bar. See Gear Ratio Note, below. 
BRAKES: Single-position, side-pull caliper handbrakes. 
WHEELS, TIRES: 26x134-in. blackwall tires. Chrome-plated rims. 
FRAME, HANDLEBAR, SADDLE: 22-in. steel frame; black finish. Black vinyl 
racing saddle. Racing-style handlebar, black tape kit. 
COMPONENTS: Fully reflectorized; see Reflector Note, below. Kickstand. 
Rat-trap pedals. 
ORDER INFO: Sent part. assembled. See Assembly Note, How-to-Measure 
Note, Bike Warranty below. See ” suffix note p. 322 before haber i ES 
6 C 47496N—Shipping weight 45 pounds 

Free Spirit 
Bicycle Warranty 

FULL 30-DAY WARRANTY ON 
MECHANICAL ADJUST- 
MENTS: For 30 days from the 
date of purchase, when proper as- 
sembly and maintenance proce- 
dures in the Owner's Manua! are 
followed. Sears wil! perform, free 
of charge. any mechanical adjust- 
ments that аге necessary for the 
proper operation of the bike, when 
used in a normal manner (which 
does not include use with а motor 
or for motocross). 

FULL 1-YEAR WARRANTY ON 
PARTS: For ! year from the date 
of purchase, Sears will, free of 
charge, repair or replace and in- 
stall а replacement part for any de- 
fective part of bicycle, when used 
in а normal manner (which does 
not include use with а motor or 
motocross). if bike is used for com- 
mercial or rental purposes, this 
warranty applies for only 30 days 
from date of purchase 

FULL WARRANTY ON FRAME 
FOR USABLE LIFE OF BICY- 
CLE: For the usable life of bicycle. 
Sears will replace the frame, free 
of charge, should it fail ат any weld 
point. when bicycle has not been 
abused and when it has been used 
n а normal manner (which does 
not include use with a motor or for 
motocross). If bicycle is used for 
commercial or renta! purposes. 
this warranty applies for only 30 
days from the date of purchase. 
Warranty service is available бу 
simply returning the bicycle to the 
nearest Sears store throughout the 
United States. This warranty gives 
you specific legal rights. and you 
may also have other rights which 
vary from state to state. 

Gear Ratio, Assembly and 
How-to-Measure Notes 

SELECT THE GEAR RATIO RANGE 
THAT SUITS YOUR NEEDS: Gear ratios 
determine the distance your bike will trav- 
е! per pedal revolution. The lower number 
is the easiest to pedal gear, used for start- 
ing and steep inclines: the higher number 
is the hardest to pedal gear, giving you the 
greatest distance per pedal revol 
the most speed. 10-speed bikes а! 
to longer rides because they have wider 
ranges and greater gear selection than 3- 
speed bikes and require less pedaling ef- 
fort on inclines. 3-speed bikes are more 
Suited to short tours and lesser inclines. 

ASSEMBLY NOTE: Sears bicycles sent 
partially assembled, assembly instructions 
included. Tools required for assembly are 
2 open ended, adjustable wrenches. 1 
phillips-type screwdriver and 1 blade-type 
Screwdriver. Most Sears Retail Stores and 
many Catalog Stores will arrange for as- 
sembly of bicycle for a small charge only 

HOW-TO-MEASURE: To determine your 
leg length, measure (wearing shoes you 
wear cycling) distence from your crotch to 
the floor. Make sure the bike you order is 
available in a size with а recommended 
length that corresponds to your leg length 
(see chart below). Sears bikes may be ad- 
justed for slightly longer legs by raising the 
height of seat and handiebar. 

Bikes sold in Big Book 
REFLECTOR NOTE: Sears bicycles meet 
all Federal requirements for reflectivity 



child types small and capital letters, punctuation marks and num 
.. on keys so durable 5 carbons can be made clearly 

~ 

ewriter types 

CAPITAL letters, numbers, symbols 

With plastic 
case 

51226 

Easy-to-read capital letters, arranged in standard keyboard sequence. Has 28 

keys (56 characters) . . alphabet, numbers, symbols. Carriage return, line roll-up 
lever. 10°/,x10'/,x5 in. high. Metal mechanism, plastic keys and body. Takes full 
size paper, standard ',-in. black ribbon. Molded plastic case. Like everything else 
in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
49 N 16208—With case. Shipping weight 8 pounds . . .. $12.97 
49 N 16 14—Without case. Shipping weight 7 pounds... . 9.97 

Extra Ribbons for typewriter above. Pkg. of 3. == 
448 Sears Аи 49 N 16279—2 black. 1 red. Wt. 2 oz. .Pkg. $1.89 

сайр pao seine нна канна Кан Gani 

Sears Holiday 

Typewriter 

What great incentive to do that homework. Featherlight 
touch-type keyboard has capital and small letters arranged 
in same order as adult machines. With practice, youngsters 
can type 20, 30, 40 or more words a minute. Keys handle 80. 
characters, including punctuation marks and symbols. . 
pica size. 9-in. carriage with 1 or 2-line return lever, auto- 
matic ribbon reverse, backspacer, and paper adjuster. Tough 
plastic body with flip-up top, 10'/,x11'/,x5 in. high. Plastic- 
coated fiberboard carrying case with lock. 
49 N 16013—With case. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 3 от... $19.99 
49 N 16078—Without case. Shipping wt. 5 Ibs. .. 17.99 
Extra Ribbons for Holiday Typewriter above, Package of 2. 
49 № 16137—Blue. Shipping weight 2 ounces. . . Pkg. $1.59 

$1688 “ 

Young Students Typewriter with easy-touch 

keys. . types small and CAPITAL letters 

Push butto 

character 

verse. Molded plastic 
49 N 16266—Shipp 
Extra Ribbons for t 

Shipping weight 
49 N 16276— Black 



PLAN A TEA PARTY 
Entertain your special friends (or your favorite dolls) 

Porcelain Sets in an 

elegant service for six 

. . 41 pretty-patterned 

pieces in each set 

youa, $644 

Sunburst pattern. Cheery gold- 
color rays surrounding a bold 

red sun highlight this fun set. Solid 
porcelain pieces include 5'/,-іпсћ 
high covered teapot, sugar bowl 
with cover, creamer, 6 plates, cups 
and saucers; 6 plastic knives, forks 
and spoons. Ages 4 and up. Japan. 
49 N 10057—Wt. 6 Ibs.. .Set $6.44 

Rosebud pattern. Modern in 
the classic mold . . a really ele- 

gant pattern any hostess would be 
proud to own. Porcelain set incl. 4 
5%-іп, high teapot with cover, + d "us 
creamer, covered sugar bowl, 6 = fe 
plates, cups and saucers; 6 plastic 
knives, forks, spoons. Ages 4 and 
up, Japan. 
49 N 10032-Wt. 5 lbs. ..Set $6.44 

26-piece Set with 

metal plates 

Our larg t with fruit plate, 

casserole, dishes . . 75 pieces in all 

50-pc. Set 
with silver- 
color tea 
service 

Set an elegant table with this pretty plastic 
tea service. Set contains: 4 each cups, sau. 
cers, and plates; 1 teapot with cover, cream- 
er, sugar bow! with cover, 4 each knives, 

Federal Mug Set. . with $266 
20 “Early American" pieces 
id TOU teh fee with Martha W. x forks and spoons, 6 kitchen utensils with 

piece plastic mug set is colorfully emblazoned with stars, bore ee dishes with covers, 3 pots 
stripes and eagles. Includes 6 mugs, 6 plates, 6 spoons, om 
and a S¥,-inch high pitcher with cover. 49 N 1026—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 20z.. .Set $5.44 
49 N 10052—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. Set $2.66 Ке 449 

Catalog pace scans by санына macelachmical com 



You can make this 

ALL-STAR CAST 

30-inch Mickey and Willie 
have easy trigger-action 
€ E mechanism to 
d open and close 

mouth while 
"talking" 

tall Cinderella and Pinocchio 
have finely-detailed facial features 

on molded ceramic-composition heads 
. . elaborate fairy-tale costumes 

E E i E S 

Pelham Puppets 

(1 thru 6) All are fully (7 thru 11) Each has vinyl head and hands; neat suit. 
jointed. Family puppets For ages 5 and up. Instruction booklet included. 
(3 thru 6 ) have wood 
heads with painted fea. (| Mickey Mouser. 30 in. tall. Plastic molded body. 
tures. Boy and girl oper- 49 C 36023—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz. ... $1489 

ate with 2 tangle-free 
г Willie Talk. 30 in. tall. Plastic molded body. strings; all others have 5 8 n 

stringi: From Englind. 49 C 36024, Shipping weight 3 lbs. 9 oz. ....$11.95 

Ages 4 and up. Shpg. wt. 9 Danny O'Day. 30 inches tall. Stuffed body. 
(boy and girl): 15 oz. 49 C 3601 1—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. ........... 
ea., (all others) 1 Ib. ea. 10 Cherie месәпһу. 30 inches tal. 

Cinderella. 12 in. al Menit Len Re 1 49 C 36009 $8.39 49 C 36013—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 

2 Pinocchio. 12 in. ll Willie Tatk. 24 inches tall. Stuffed body. 
49 С 36008 $8.39 49 C 36025—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 oz ... ..$7.99 
м . 10 іп, tall. - - 

3 perire » at 99 12 Diguise Kit for your dummy friend. Contains 
beard, mustache, false teeth, eye patch, mask, lip- Father. 10 in. tall eee ue atthe эу, 4 eder p atte stick, eye shadow, eyebrow pencil, sponge. 

~ 49 C 3602 1—Shipping weight 5 ounces .. .... Kit $1.99 Б Girl 9 in. tall 
49 C 36005 339 12-inch Record. 33'/, rpm. Instructions, skits. 

6 Boy. 9 in. tall 49 C 36014—(Not shown). Shpg. wt. 15 oz. . $297 

49 C 36004 339 Tosia characters aney Pro х0 455 

Catalog page 



PUMPKIN 
CARRIAGE 

ade 

PUMPKIN 
PAIR 

PUMPKIN 
STROLLER * 
Detachable 

canopy 

3 Carriage. Bright plastic pumpkin body with 
floral-print vinyl hood that folds down. Plat 

ed tubular steel gear, handle. Plastic wheels. 
Measures 23x9!/9x23"% inches high overall. Holds 
dolls up to 17 inches tall. Sent partly assembled. 
For children ages 2 to 5. 
79 N 33018C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. $7.49 

4 Stroller. Removable canopy, detachable tote 
yl 

GOLDEN CARRI 
Hood folds 

GOLDEN 
DUO 

$9049 

~ GOLDEN 
STROLLER 
Reclining & 

Seat, k 
removable 1 

canopy 

5 Carriage. Regal-looking gold quilted coach has white 
quilted lining. Made of vinyl. Adjustable fold-down 

hood. Plated tubular ste: 
Holds dolls up to 18 inches tall 
inches high overall. Sent partly 
ages 3 to 7. 
79 N 33043C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 2 $9.49 

r, handle. Plastic wheels, 
Measures 2214х13х25'2 
sembled. For children 

Stroller, Reclines to create a sleeper after you take 

GREEN ^ 
STROLLER. © 

Folds for easy A 
transport 

Foldaway Carriage. Folding hood and body 
of washable, green floral-print vinyl. Steel 

frame. Plastic wheels. 1914x934x20 in. For dolls 
up to 17 in, tall. Partly assembled. Ages 2 to 5. 
49 N 33017—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. $4.49 

Foldaway Stroller. Canopy, tote bag and 
seat of washable, green floral-print vinyl. 

Steel frame. Plastic wheels, 161%x1014x23 in. For 
dolls up to 18 in. Partly assembled. Ages 2 to 5. 
49 N 33009—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 1449 

Bedding Set ә 
for carriages $299 

bag and seat of bright floral-print v your doll for а stroll. Gold vinyl quilted seat, fringed 2 clips hold yellow cot. ett Molded plastic step. Plated tubular steel handle removable canopy and tote bag. Molded plastic tray, ton carriage cover in - and frame. Pla: i s. Holds dolls up to 24 foot rest, Plated tubular steel handle, frame. Plastic place. Matching pillow м ll. Measures 17*4x12x26 inches high. wheels. Holds dolls up to 25 inches tall. 1912x1334x30 Yellow blanket. Shpg А nbled. Doll not included. Rec inches high overall. Sent partly assembled. For children wt. 1 Ib. E ommended for children ages 2 to 5. ages 3 to 7. 49 N 33057 $2.99 А 49 N 33014—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. ..$7.49 79 М 33015C— Shipping wt. 5 lbs. $9.49 
IRI n gor @ REMEMBER! vou can order items on pages 425 to 593 from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 | ТЕ [Sears]445 = 

к Е еагѕ 

m——HÉE—" 



heads, arms 
Toara- filed cloth body. | blue eyes. Polyurethane о 

3and up. КООШ for Паге under 3. due to small parts. 

23-inch Stellina. 2 25-inch Patty. 2- 
piece blue knit outfit: 

top with footed bottoms. 
Matching bonnet com- 
pletes outfit, White rib- 
bon at neck and at each 
ankle. Blond hair. 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 C 31629C 

Delicate white cot- 
ton dress, bonnet and 
panties with smock- 
ing. Also with white 
shoes and socks. 
Lovely brown hair. 

Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 
79C31673C $19.99 

3 18-inch Michele. 
Delightful white 

knit dress complete 
with knit bonnet, 
panties and booties. 
Lace-trimmed bib 
(shown in small view), 
Brown hair. Wt. 4 lbs. 

$1999 79C31669C $1499 

13-inch Toddlers, 

S Barbara Ann 
or Corinne, 

in beautiful gowns 

Barbara Ann. Long flowing gown 
of blue and white gingham check. 

White cotton eyelet pinafore tops off 
dress. Long blond, rooted hair . . so 
nice to comb and style. Fully jointed 
vinyl body. Vinyl head. Movable blue 
eyes. Comes with white shoes and 
pantaloons. Ages 4 to 10. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz. 
49 С 32052 $9.99 

Culuiba page scans by chrisiniae warsatechnicel СОП! 

5 Corinne. Gorgeous, long white or- 
gandy dress with red sash at 

waist. Lovely lace trim. Beautiful 
brunette has long rooted hair high- 
lighted by a red ribbon. Fully jointed 
vinyl body. Vinyl head, Movable 
black eyes. White shoes and hosiery 
included. For ages 4 to 10 years. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz. 
48 С 32061 5999 

BABY DOLLS 
from Italy 

Н 

11-inch Pun'kin. Dressed in а 

cozy, pink nylon fleece sleeper 
with delicate lace and ribbon trim, 
She hugs a tiny vinyl teddy bear. 
Lovely brunette rooted hair with 
two top curls, All vinyl body is 
fully jointed so you can pose her. 
Movable eyes. Ages 3 to 10. 
49 C 32059—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $9.99 

Soft, little baby dolls, 
Pun'kin and Pint-Size 

14-inch Pint-Size. Cloth- 
body doll covered in cuddly 

nylon fleece. Vinyl head. Dress, 
sleep cap trimmed in lace. Ribbon 
trim also on cap and at ankles. 
Rooted hair, movable eyes. She 
squeaks when you squeeze her. 
Ages 3 to 10. 
49 C 34103—Shpzg. wt. 11b... $9.99 

9 449 



You must think and 

move fast with this 
Highway Police Chase 5 4 

because cars are 

motorized and you 

switch lane dividers 
by hand 

$1295 
without batteries 

m 

All-Aboard the Liberty Express 
. she’s pulling in with a wind-up engine, 

tootin' whistle and conductor 
and passenger that bob up and down 

HOW IT WORKS: Just wind up ive. . . no electricity or batteries 
needed. Chugs around 3 feet of snap-together track. Makes real whistle 
sound as her piston- wheels go ‘round and 'round. -са- 
boose car has conductor who bobs E чуч and passenger 
who bounces to look out the window. Track has hand operated lane di- 
viders so train may take long oval or trips. 
WHAT YOU GET: 10 pieces of durable plastic track, which 
forms a 24x12-inch layout. Locomotive and passenger-caboose of plastic, 
each 4 inches long. in Japan. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled layout, instr. incl. 
49 М 58078—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces 

Tatai pane scans by dhrisimas: 

Police chase-car tries to stay in the same lane as getaway car—to 
bump it and win. Control route with movable lane dividers. 
HOW IT WORKS: Both battery-powered cars run at the same speed 

- players control the escape route. Dodge cars in and out of lanes, 
up and down entrance ramps by flipping lane dividers by hand. 
WHAT YOU GET: Two 4-in. plastic-body cars. 48-pc. snap-together 
plastic layout, 40x40 in. Signs, light posts. Made in Japan. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Cars require two “АА” batteries, not in- 
cluded, order pkg. below. Unassembled layout, instructions included. 
49 N 57062—Shipping weight 3 pounds $12.95 
49 N 57066—Two extra Cars. Wt. 12 oz. . Set 4.99 

Carbon-zinc “AA” Penlight Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 N 4699 1—Shipping weight 4 oz. ‚...РЕв. 99c 

Battery-powered 4-unit Train ae 
easy enough for even the yo! 

Here's how 
Switch-A-Rail™ works 

WHAT YOU GET: 19-in. long plastic 4-unit 
train: diesel engine, box car, gondola car 
and caboose. Snap-together 55x35-in. plas- 
tic track ui. it has 9 curved and 9 
sections, 2 34 switches, 2 c stops, 1 

and 3 uncoupling inserts. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. Qon 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires one ak ^N | 
^C" battery, not included, order pkg. be- 55х35 in. wide че 2 

Unassembled layout, instr. incl. 
49 М 9725—Wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz. .$14.88 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. of two. 
49 N 46997—Shpg. wt. Soz. . $1.39 



(1 thru3) Fashion-doll 
Cases. Pack doll and her 
clothes into case and carry 
them out to play. 
CASES: Vinyl with plastic 
handle. (1) and (2) snap 
lock, (3) has Velcro® clo- 
sure. Hanger bar, storage 
area, place to stand dolls. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 yrs. Not 
for ages under 3, due to 

parts. 
ORDER INFO: For fashion 
dolls to 114 in. tall. Dolls 
and accessories not it 

Сана папа scans by crtimat каке comm 

Fashion-doll 

2-dolt 
Sleep 'n Keep Case 

$795 
dolis and accessones 

not inciuded 

3-doll Case 

$595 

accessories 
not included 

dolis. 

1-doli Case 

$395 
doll, accessories 

not included 

(1) 
Case. Two fold-out twin 
beds with spreads, head- 
boards. 18х4х1314 in. high. 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49 C 31154 

(2) 3-doll Case. 10x7x13 
inches 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 5 
49031152 

2-doll Sleep 'n Keep 

oz. 
-- $5.95 

(3) 1-99! Case. 1053112 
in. high. Wi t. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

49031149 ....... 3.95 

NOTHING TO WEAR? 
Solve your fashion 

doll's problem with 

these beautiful 

Outfits and Sets 

$399 
doll not incl. 

[aig 10) Fashion-doll Outfits. Girls' clothes fit all 

may vary frota colors amd brin ahy in and fabrics shown. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 1 Ue cotes ee is c eia 
3 years, due to 
louie (cet 8 nd 2) by Mens. 

(4) Casual Mix'n Match. (8) Boy's Wardrobe. 
EE E UES: n Los Het Golo ‘Turtleneck 
EU Pants, blouse, louse, scarf, Ld eee гава 

Wta Еа INFO: Wt. IRI INFO: 
Fr M 49 C 31026 ...S« 53.99 
(5) Pantsuit Set. Elegant Evening 
SET INCLUDES: Short Eoo. 
2B бый» cap and нып INCLUDES: E 

suit, pantsuit Poi EL Cost. Shoes and ditty eve: 
or cape. 

ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 oz. 
49 C 31023 ....Set $3.99 

(6) Knit Coordinates. 
SET INCLUDES: Long dress, 
rem slacks, 
and poncho, 
et, evening 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 oz. 
49 C 31036 ....Set $2.99 

(7) Fashion Wardrobe 
SET INCLUDES: coat 
and hat, кысык 
jacket and purse, long 
dress, slacks, vest and top. 

ORDER IN 
29031217.. ое оо 

ning 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 oz. 
4931038... Set $3.99 
(10) Bridal Outfit. 
SET INCLUDES: Bride's 

, Waist. and veil. Shoes and bridal 
ORDER TEM 
49C31037. 

Dolls and 
Accessories 

ЫШ [Sears] 443 

ret: $2.99 



(1and2) Scribbler's 
Activity Boxes 

(1) Scribbler's Busy Town 
Learning Center 

Lets child construct familiar commu- 
nity scenes. 
COMPOSITION: 1 magic slate with 
stylus (614х8 in.); 1 copy book (48 
pages) for practicing letters, sounds 
and words; 1 bag of punch-out alpha- 
bet letters for forming words; 6 
punch-out sets for making each of the 
following Busy Town scenes: Super- 
market, Service Station, Pet Shop, 
Police Station, Nursery School and 
Fire Station. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For chil- 
dren 3 years and up. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
3N 1605 $9.99 

(2) Scribbler's Learning Center 
Activity Box 

Packed with activities for reinforcing 
and learning the school basics at 
home. Provides hours of fun and 
learning for children 3 years and up. 
COMPOSITION: 4 copy books (272 

es total) for practicing and learn- 
ing letters, numbers, sounds; 1 magic 
drawing board, 1 lined magic learning 
board (each 141x15 in.) and 10 wipe- 
off crayons; Scribbler's pad of paper 
for extra practice (1134x131 inches). 
ORDER INFO: For ages 3 and up. 
3N 1561—Wt. 3 lbs. 5 oz. $7.99 

Сөй рабе scans by deisinasnarseteciwical con 

Activity Boxes for hours 
of fun and learning 

(3) Deluxe 
Activity Box with 

over 100 things to do 
Perfect for rainy days 
Children will entertain them 
selves for hours with many 
fun and educational games 
books, activities included. 
COMP: 2 press-out books 
(each 8'ax11 in.) contain easy 
to assemble press-out build 
ings for creating a town and 

shopping center. Tiny Town 
press-out book has 14 build- 
ings incl. school house, filling 
station, supermarket and li 
brary. Tiny Shopping Center 
press-out book has over 12 
buildings and 23 stores. 

6 coloring, activity and dot 
to-dot books (each 812x11 
in.). Total 192 pages. 

Set of 24 easy to read story 
books (each 4! x5! in.) with 
color illustrations. 

Box oí 56 games including 
Pachisi and Checkers. 

Magic slate (614x814 in.) 
with stylus. 
ORDERING INFO: Not recom- 
mended for ages under 3 be- 
cause of small parts. Carton 
15x3x12 inches deep. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 10 oz. 

3N 1508 ...%7.99 

(4) 12-Workbook Set 
Helps teach beginning 
readers the basic skills. 
Set includes: Read, Write. 
Count; Numbers; Coun! 
ing; Writing; Read and 
Write About Animals; 
Around the World: What 
is Big, Little: What Goes 
Up, Down; and other sub- 
jects. 10! 2x8-in., 64 p. ea. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 Ibs. 
3 М№ 1585 Set $6.99 

Combine learning and fun with Art Activities 
(5 апа 6) Marker Sets 
Make lines of varying thick- 
ness. Water-soluble, non- 
toxic, soft-tip marker sets 
make a colortul gift. 
ORDER INFORMATION 

(5) 50-color Set 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 

3 N 3365 $10.88 

(6) 20-color Set 
3.N 3364—Wt. | Ib, $5.44 

(8 thru 10) Each 634x94 

De Sewer Дл 

(7) Explorer Set 
A fun way to learn about the history and geography of fa 
mous explorations of many parts of the globe. Retrace the 
history-making journeys of 6 famous explorers by coloring 
the "mini-posters" then attach “mini-posters” to the 
larger 24x36-in. world map for the overall picture. Six 17x22 
in. “mini-posters” show the voyages of Da Gama, Marco 
Polo, Magellan, Jacques Cartier, Columbus and Sir Francis 
Drake. 20 broad and fine tipped water-color markers. One 
water-soluble Glue-stick (non-toxic, non-flammable) 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 3347C—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

vin. book has over 62 
pages to delight your children. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

3N 
(9) Ог. Seuss’s ABC. (© 
3N 1532 
(10) Green Eggs and Ham. (© 19608) 
3N 1531 

(11) Catin the Hat 
Beginners Book 
Dictionary 

(© 1964)8 Includes 
more than a thousand 
words beginning readers 
need to know. Each 
page illustrated with 
amusing and instructive 
drawings. 11516851634 
in. 133 pages. 
ORD. INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 
3N 1604 $4.95 

(8) Catin the Hat. (© 19578) 
1530 

Wt. ea. 14 oz. 

$3.49 

19638) 
$3.49 

$3.49 

(12) My Book 
About Me. By Me 
Myself. (© 1969)§ 
Encourages child to 
find out about himself. 
Place on cover for 
serting child's own 
photograph. 11516 
x8! 4x7 16 іп. 60 pgs. 
ORDERING INFO 

Wt. 1 lb. бо: 
3N 1603 
S$ Or. S 

2. 
$3.95 

$3.99 

Richard Scarry 

Charlie Brown's 
Question and Answer Books 
Illustrated. Measures 11x8*2x*« in. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 14 oz. 

(13 and 14) 

(13) Book —Answers questions 
about plants, space and more. 
3N 1667—145 pages $5.95 

(14) Book li—Answers questions 
about animal kingdom, inci. humans. 
3 М 1669—144 pages $5.95 

(15) 
©1971, Richard Scarry. Cut-outs for 
children. 10*4x?4« in. 143 pages. 

Best Make-It Book Ever! 

3N 1613—Wt 1 Ib. 5 oz. $4.95 

Best Rainy Day Book Ever! 
©1974, Richard Scarry. 25 projects 
9x10! 2x5, in. 176 pages. 
SN 1545—Wt. 11b. 80z. ....83.95 
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Lightweight 10-speed Racers 
Choose the bike size rightfor you. . . 

24-inch for the growing youth or petite miss, 
26-inch for most other family members 

Includes dual-position, side-pull 
caliper brakes for dependable stopping power 

SPEEDS: Wide range, 10-speed derailleur 
with gear ratio range of 36 to 96 on 26-inch. 
33 to 89 on 24-inch. Gear Ratio Note, pg. 
448. Stem-mounted shifter. 
BRAKES: Side-pull caliper handbrakes have 
dual position levers; rider can apply brakes 
from racing or upright position. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Blackwall tires; see chart 
below for tire sizes. 
FRAME, HANDLEBAR, SADDLE: Red steel ; 
frame; see chart for sizes. Black vinyl saddle; Either Size 
matching tape kit for racing-style handlebar. $ 99 
COMPONENTS: Rat-trap pedals give sure 88 
foothold while pedaling. Kickstand is. eut 
ed. Bikes are fully reflectorized for night cy- 
cling; see Reflector Note, page 448. 
ORDER INFO: Partially assembled. See As- 
sembly Note, How-to-Measure e, Bike 
Warranty, all on pg. 448. Also, * suffix 
note, pg. 322. Order racers from chart below. 

мове [Frome] Twe | gage [Sos | Price 
26-4. [ONS -| 224^. 26x1%in | 6C47215N/ 46 105 | $88.99 
493". нең, | 2046. | 26x19in | 6C47216N | 46 88.99 

2an. HS 214n.|24x [6C45613N|4 88.99 
s Hers | 18n [24x1 Hin |6C45614N|43 105 | 88.99 

Buy the easy way—order by phone. 

Warm-up suits shown on 
available on page 475 

s page 

Lan ie 
‘Coking pane scans by Huntimat иаа иа com 



Со? :2.02 

Vertical 

Space 
Saver 

Priced to be 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 

1 Pole Desk. Height adjusts with child’s growth. Use 
cork bulletin board when desk is closed. Brass spring 

tension poles adjust to fit standard 8-ft. ceilings. Walnut- 
grained-hardboard finish, hardboard sides, top. Desk 
area, 27x19 in. Shelves at top, 27x7x21 in. high. 
79 М 90054L—Partly assembled. Wt. 28 Ibs. .... $16.97 

2 Armchair. Polished aluminum frame folds for easy 
storage. Blue vinyl covered padded seat, back. 

12x13x22 inches high. 
79 N 90052C—Shipping weight 5 pounds ........84.99 

Electric Drawing Set $399 feres 

Easy to trace characters . . position copy material over 
illuminated 10x14-inch plastic drawing desk and trace fig: 
ures and designs onto paper. Includes pencils, eraser, 
sharpener, 15-watt bulb. Order drawing portfolio kits be- 
low. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 N 1624—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces .Set $3.99 

Portfolio Kits for drawing set 
Contain guide sheets, paper. Shipping weight each 10 oz. 
49 N 1708— Walt Disney Cartoons* 99c 

Liddle Kiddles Cartoons .... 99c 
ew Living Barbie Portfolio 99c 

€) Walt Disney Productions 

айо раб scans by diaa тина аса con 

help them with a Study Center 
of their own 

. . Sliding door hides roomy shelves 

AG а 
3 "Junior Executive" Study Desk. 2 roomy shelves. 37'4x19'4 inch desk top pro- 

vides large work area. Bright square tubular aluminum legs. Measures 22% 
inches high. Chair not included, order (2) at left. Unassembled. 
79 М 9005L—Shipping weight 25 pounds ... 

4 Desk Blotter Set. Blue vinyl blotter with gold-color trim has look of leather. 
16x21-inch desk pad, ball point pen with base, memo pad, holder, letter opener. 

79 М 16278C—Shipping weight 4 роипёв............................... Set $4.69 

5 World Globe. Full color lithoed metal with meridian lines, 9-inch diameter. 
49 N 1836—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces . ($249 

LITE-BRITE. .over 400 pegs to design with 
and 16 pre-printed sheets to guide you 

Make pictures that glow in bright, vibrant colors of red, yellow, blue, green, gold, 
pink, white and purple. Put pre-printed sheet on plastic 16x12x9!4 in. Lite-Brite 
frame and position screen over sheet. Now put pegs in place to make your picture. 
Uses 25-w. bulb (not incl.). UL listed for 110-120 volts, 60-cycle AC. 
49 N 16233—Shipping weight 4 pounds ...........................--.- 
49 N 16293— Refills. 384 pegs, 24 pictures. Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. . 
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mach vi d current, on battery power 
hand. t о convert 120-volt house- 
current current г "О" batteries. 

Just flick the r press the foot control pedal to 
begin sewing. Or s Пу by turning hand crank. 

dá A Straight-Stitch 
ZIG-ZAG [2] $299 Electric Sewing Machine . : . Electric Sewing Machine Compact 9%-inch portable machine with attached 

carry case that folds out for plenty of work room 
The larger foot-long size makes this machine easy to with: Use... case, accessories, projects, instruction booklet 52188 шен Machine, case, accessories, 1599 Projects, instruction booklet without 1 Versatile machine is so easy for children, ages 8 and up, to operate. Changes from straight xis chain stitch to decorative zig-zag chain stitch by turning a knob . . sews different length Solidly constructed machine has heavy-duty motor and die- stitches, too. Adjustable tension control keeps it running smoothly. Heavy-duty motor and cast metal head. Adjustable tension control keeps it running die-cast metal head for longer life. Plastic carry case, light, 3 dress projects for 11 Min. smoothly. Plastic case is permanently attached. Incl. 2 dress dolls, instructions. Also pin cushion, tape measure, thread, threader, 2 spare needles and Projects for 1134-inch dolls, spare needles, threader, 8-pc. safety-point scissors. Runs on household current, by hand or on 2 “Р” batteries (not incl.), sewing kit, instructions. Runs on household current, by hand order pkg. below. Safety plug adapter is UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 12x8x10 in. high. or on 2 “D” batteries (not incl), order pkg. at left. Safety 49 N 1234—From Japan. Shipping weight 6 pounds. . Set $21.88 plug adapter UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 914x314 x74 

in. high. For ages 6 and up. 49 N 8412—Alkoline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 4. Shipping weight 1 pound Pkg. 3.29 49 М 1233—From Japan. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $15.99 

wisn Sewing Basket Buy both Zig-Zag AY 
834x73x41 -in. high; fully Sewing Machine 

Separately $933) 
total $24.87 

- Deluxe Sewing Basket 

This extra-roomy 11x814x6- 
inch high basket holds all your 

lined. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49Mi2061-From Taiwan 2,9 “Md Sewing Basket and Save $1.50 sewing accessories, Handle for 6 Extra Needles, 3 Projects easy carrying. Fully lined wov- for all machines on page. (1 and 2 ) Machine plus Basket (shown above) еп case. From Taiwan. Shpg. 49 N 1230—Wt. 4 ог. Pkg. 99c 49 Н 12341—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 4 oz Set $23.37 wt. 1 lb. 9 oz. 

49 М 12062............$3.99 

& 
- M. 

а” Lc 

WITH MARGARET HEMMIW’ 
AND YOU HAWIN; 
THIS IS WORTH MORE THAN 
JUST A DOZEN COOKIES | 

LS 
Hand-operated 
Sewing Machine $439 

Sew even, no-ravel straight chain stitches 
on this 734x3x5}4-in. high steel machine. 
Suction cup feet; threader, thread, 2 
spare needles, dress project, instruction 
booklet. Ages 6 and up. Japan. 
49 N 1231—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz....Set $4.39 

Note for all items on page: Items NOT 
recommended for children 4 years old 
and under. 

batteries 

Battery-powered Sewing Machine in Case 
Big, easy-to-work-with machine sews tight, no-ravel straight chain 
stitches. Has a handy built-in extension table, sewing light, rugged 
steel head and plastic carry case. Also includes thread, 2 spare 
needles, threader, 2 projects, instruction booklet. Uses 2 “D” batter- 
ies, not incl., order pkg. above. 1034x4x634 in. high. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 1232—From Japan. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz...........Set $9.49 

(ation папа scans by Енина ианд наса com 



of A collection 
that 

almost 

come alive 

BABY 
CRISSY 

a huggable two-foot 
baby doll with hair 

that really grows 

Watch Saucy мт. frowa. 
make а булу face when ner 

left эт movet up and dow 

What will 

la SAUCY 
do next? 

nen bre nd M 
she'll have until 

you move her arm 

a $1277 

М west 
Wardrobe for 013.299 

Sears| 524 

Gutiloó Habe Scane by chdimar aoa 

Wadi for Peachy $399 

1 Baby Crissy, 24 inches of cuddly 
baby doll. She looks and feels al- 

most real. She has soft vinyl skin, 
sparkling eyes and painted features. 
Dressed in a 2-piece romper outfit. 

Best of all, Crissy's hair grows, just 
pull the string to make her hair long 
or short. Buy her the easy way—or. 

der by phone. 
79 C 35158C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. . $10.97 

9 Peachy. She's an 18-in. talking 
doll with 4 puppets of her very 

own . . a monkey, a clown, a baby 
and a dog. Just put a puppet in 
Peachy’s right hand and pull the talk 
ing string . . she'll say 2 phrases for 
each puppet, 2 phrases by herself. 

Peachy has a plastic body, jointed 
arms, legs and rooted hair. Wears a 
pretty party dri 
49 C 35014—Wt. 3 $1144 

3 Wardrobe for Peachy. Party 
dress, a dress with matching pant- 

jes, 2-piece playwear set, 2-piece pa- 

jamas, 3 hangers. 
49 C 35164—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. $3.99 

Fe Lullabye 

v ad Baby 

а cuddly 
companion who 

will play you 
в i^ 8 bedtime 

lullabye if you 
pull the string 

uppe exi, 

One thor 
Just put a puppet in her hand and 

PEACHY 
and he 

PUPPETS nks” 

pull the string . . Peachy says 

something different for each puppet 

Peachy and 4 Puppets $1 144 

15-in. Saucy. You can never tell what this imp- 
ish doll will do next. Will she smile or make a 

funny face? Move her left arm up and down and 
watch her expression change . . both eyes and mouth 
move. Plastic body, rooted hair. In party dress. 
49 С 35148—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 

5 Wardrobe for Saucy. Includes coat, hat, dress, 
2-piece playwear set and 3 hangers. 

49 C 35163—Shipping weight 6 ounces .$299 

6 Lullabye Baby moves like a real baby while she 
plays "Brahms Lullaby" just pull the string. 

Drinks and wets. Vinyl, fully jointed. In lace- 
trimmed pajamas with her own nursing bottle. 
49 C 35165—12 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $4.99 

So life-like you might think she's a 
he drinks, wets and even eats her own 

inished eating. Soft polyurethane foam- 
body, rooted hair . . 16 in. tall. Includes 

outfit, bib, non-toxic food, baby bottle, feeding dish, 
spoon, disposable diapers. Uses 2 alkaline "C" bat- 
teries, not included (order package below). 

49 C 35166—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 C 4654—Two "C" Batteries. Wt. 5 oz. 

$10.88 

Pkg. 99c 

really eats 
and drinks . . her 

mouth moves 

when you 
feed her 

she even chews! 



In non-toxic colors, sturdy beds, sturdy chairs. They're just for your doll to show her you care. . . 

HARDWOOD 

Bunk converts to 
twin beds 

“14% doll, bi 

SF ‚ара 

Contemporary 
Style 

For dolls up 
to 20 inches tall 

297099 $1099 

French 
Provincial 

» For dolls up to 
20 or 24 inches tall 

(1 thru 3) Your doll will love this elegant furniture with delicately shaped posts and (4 and 5) You and your doll will enjoy the simple lines of this 

bright cotton print pads. Hardwood finished in frosty white. Ages 3 to 10. furniture. Hardwood finished in seashell pink. Ages 3 to 10. 

1 Bunk Bed for dolls up to Q Rocking Cradle for dolls up to 24 in. tall. Steam-bent — 4 Drop-side Crib rolls easily Бу High Chair has lift 

20 in. tall. Incl. ladder and rockers. Pillow. 26x14x18 in. high. Unassembled. about the nursery on plastic tray and straight 

2 pillows. Converts to twin — 79 N 33565C—Shipping weight 9 pounds $1099 casters. For dolls up to 20 in. tall. legs braced for extra 

beds, Screen design on panels. Includes plastic “teething” rails, support. Seats dolls up 

As bunk, 21x12x22 in. high. 3 High Chair holds dolls up to 24 in. tall. Has a lift plastic mattress and bumper. 24x — to 20 in. tall. 8x12x22 in. 

Unassembled. tray, padded seat, footrest and 4 leg stretchers. Mea- 14х19 inches high, Unassembled. high. Sent assembled. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. sures 12x13x28 inches high. Sent partly assembled. Shipping weight 9 pounds. Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 

79 М 33567C $1499 — 79N33566C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $10.99 — 79N33563C $8.99 — 79N 33564C $7.49 

(6 thru 8) Unassembled. For ages 3 to 8. a STEEL-FRAME 
FURNITURE н oh 

e Buy all 3. Ot Daher, у 
79 N 33509C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 

re Save 20% 
rz Bath. Removable plastic tub. Incl. s 

[ JALUE] (8) for 7 cloth, sponge. For dolls up to 15 in. tall. 
N ^ Separately dolls ир 79 N 33511C—22! 4x13! ax21U in. Wt. 4 lbs. ..$5.97 

о 18i Уол" 15.91 | 09 8 High Chair. Plastic seat. 11x12x24 in. мае 
49 N 33508—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 11 oz. oh 

3-pc. Set: Playpen (6), Bath (7), High Chair (B). 
79 N 33515C—Shipping weight 8 lbs. ..Set 912.6 7 4257 



BATHABLE BABIES 
An album of picture-perfect dolls . . you can 

bathe and cuddle these babies all day long 

14-inch Baby drinks, wets and $7799 

comes complete with a layette 

Fully washable doll features a vinyl body. Jointed arms and legs let 
you pose her as you wish. Blond, rooted hair. Go-to-sleep eyes. Doll 
wears a frilly playsuit and booties, and comes complete with a sun- 
suit, bed jacket, dress, washcloth, diaper, bottle, comb, brush, mirror 
and two curlers. Recommended for ages 3 to 10 years. 
49C31676—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ,. $7.99 

17-inch Lifelike Baby cries $ 1 289 
tears just like a real baby 

You'll love to cuddle this delightful baby doll. Soft vinyl body is filled with 
vinyl foam . . she almost feels alive. Completely washable, ful pinted body. 
Go-to-sleep long lashes. Blond, rooted hair. She drinks from her own 
bottle, wets and cries tears. Lifelike Baby is dressed in an attractive two-piece 
knit baby outfit. Recommended for ages 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 31656—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces 31289 

10-inch 
Luv 'n Stuff 

cuddly Baby Doll 

99 pillow 14-inch 14-inch Floppy 
55 des Baby's First Baby Powder Puff 

Lovely, soft-skin doll x 
has sparkling go-to- $695 ыд $599 
sleep eyes. Cuddly vi- 
nyl foam-filled vinyl 
body. Lustrous, blond 
rooted hair. She 
drinks from her own 
bottle 

This little charmer practically begs 
to be hugged. She has a soít vinyl 
foam-filled vinyl body . . feels al- 
most alive. She drinks from her 
own bottle. . even wets. Molded 
hair, go-to-sleep eyes. Completely 
washable, Doll wears one-piece knit 
playsuit. For ages 6 months to 6 

450 Sears]: 
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She's really soft from the top of 
her head to the tips of her toes. 
Her 14-inch vinyl body is filled 
with soft vinyl foam. And she's 
completely washable, Rooted 
hair, painted eyes. Lace- 
trimmed nylon apron over baby 
biue brushed nylon tricot dress. 



Store Vertibird 
in hidden hangar 

6-ріесе HOT WHEELS 
Emergency Vehicle Set 

Tonka 
Snorkel Pumper 

Control direction 
and rotor speed 

of Vertibird 
by remote 

control levers 

Vertibird climbs, descends 
hovers and hooks-up to 

stretcher for emergency rescues 

Pilot Vertibird® over the flames to make Rooftop Rescue 
then fly patient to the paramedic station for treatment. 

all by remote control 

Vertibird® Paramedic Rescue Set $ 1395 

(1), HOW IT WORKS: 22-in. rod connects helicopter to power center 
giving chopper a 44-in. flying radius. You control Vertibird by remote con- 
trols in hangar. Push one lever forward for power and altitude, second lever 
controls forward and reverse. Hover over rooftop and rescue patient by 
connecting the stretcher with hook on underside of helicopter. 
WHAT YOU GET: 6-in. plastic copter, 2 road blocks, ladder, patient, stretch- 
er, 2319х351%-іп, vinyl mat, 5-іп. high chipboard building, styrene station- 
hangar. Plastic, battery-powered remote control unit. 
FOR AGES: 7 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 4 “D” batteries, order package sepa- 
rately below. Vehicles not included, order below and on facing page. 
79 N 58256C—Shipping weight 3 pounds eo Set $13.95 
49 N 46995—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. .Pkg. 1.69 

(2) 6-piece HOT WHEELS® Emergency Vehicle Set 
WHAT YOU GET: 6 die-cast metal vehicles, 2-3 in.: ambulance, squad, 
chief's special, police cruiser, Ramblin Wrecker™, Warpath®, Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 58442—Shipping weight 11 ounces 

without 
batteries 

Set $4.97 

чу 
Rescue victims from upper 

floors with this 2 foot 
long Giant Aerial 

Hook "№ Ladder Fire Truck 
with a 3-ft. long 

extendable ladder 

Battle smaller 
blazes with this 
14-inch Snorkel 
Rescue Pumper 

Feel like a real emergency worker with a 1 7-in. Snorkel Unit that 
really pumps water and a Rescue Van with a removable stretcher. 

(3) Tonka$ Snorkel Pumper 
HOW IT WORKS: Hook up hoses 
from truck to hydrant and then at- 
tach to your garden hose. . . now 
you can battle “blazes” with real wa- 
ter stream from deluge gun on snor- 
kel bucket. Aerial platform raises and 
lowers with hand-operated lever. Re- 
movable side ladder. 
WHAT YOU GET: Steel, plastic truck, 
17V x6x9*4 in. high. 14-in. hose, hy- 
drant, ladder. Aerial platform raises 
to 28 in. above ground. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 7 lbs. 7 oz. 
49N58315 . .$15.87 

Caibi abe scans by cheisimas masakini pon 

(4) Mighty Tonka® Rescue Van 

Race to the scene of the emergency 
then swing open rear door plus slid- 
ing side door and roof for easy ac- 
cess to detailed "hospital" interior. 
Once patients are inside, perform 
emergency first aid with equipment. 
WHAT YOU GET: Metal, plastic 
van, 18x8%x7"% in. high. Van in- 
cludes 3 seats, medicine cabinet 
with molded-in oxygen tanks and a 
removable stretcher. Removable 
driver, nurse and patient. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49N58312... $18.87 

(5) NYLINT Giant Aerial 
Hook ‘n Ladder. 

Great for chasing down fires in extra 
tall, hard to reach buildings. 
HOW IT WORKS: Giant truck has lad- 
der which can be extended by hand 
crank up to 3 feet long, separate 
crank on control base revolves ladder 
a complete 360°. . . for versatility in 
emergenaes. 

WHAT YOU GET: 30'4x554x7'4-inch 
high heavy-gauge steel truck. Metal 
extension ladder is 3 ft. long. Includes 
streamlined cab with seats, 2 remov- 
able side ladders, and detachable cab. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 М 54157C—Wt. 9 lbs. ..$13.94 

(6) NYLINT Snorkel Pumper 
Just the right size for small fires 
and young firemen. Removable 
fireman races truck to the scene of 
the accident, climbs into the snorkel 
bucket, and single-handedly puts 
out the blaze or rescues a kitten. 
Raise and lower snorkel bucket 
with nozzle attached, by hand, for 
low level emergencies. 
WHAT YOU GET: Heavy gauge 
steel truck measures 12V2x434x7 in. 
high, with snorkel extended 12 in. 
ügh. Removable fireman and real- 

istic molded interior. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 58232—Wt 21bs.....$5.97 



Television 
Show Set 

аайы pane scant by chritimas ахсан com 

TV PERSONALITIES 
Lifelike and poseable, direct your own script 

(1 thru 8) Donny and Marie Osmond Toys. 

> 4 to 10 years. See Note below. 
(1) Donny and Marie Osmond Doll Set. 
Poseable vinyl bodies. Painted eyes, rooted hair 

in show business costumes. Donny stands 12 

NFORMATION 
Shipping wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. „Set $11.97 

(2) Donny and Marie Television Show Set. 
Show them on stage, change their costumes in dressing 
room. Scene panels let you change the set. 
SET INCLUDES: Photos of both stars; simulated cam- 
era, lights, electric piano, guitar; cue card holder, 2 
dressing room tables, combs, brushes and one of their 
records. Vinyl, plastic stage. Folds up. 
ORDER INFORMATION: Warranted by Mattel, write 
for free copy, see page 303. Dolls not included. 
79 C 31237C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. Set $1477 

(3thru 8) Donny, Marie Outfit Sets. Shoes incl. 
ORDER INFO: Dolls not included. Shpg. wt. each 3 oz. 
(3) 49C31248—Marie's Tunic, Pants Set $299 
(4) 49C31251—Marie's Jumpsuit Set 299 
(5) 49C31234—Marie's Skirt and Vest Set 299 
(6) 49C31235—Donny's Pants, Vest Set 299 
(7) 49C31245—Marie's Gauchos, Jacket Set 299 
(8) 49C31241—Donny's Pants, Top. Hat ..Set 2.99 

(9thru 12) Bionic Woman Toys. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. See Nole below. 
(9) Bionic Woman . . . 12%-in. Jaime has poseable 
styrene body with bionic modules in her right arm and 
both legs. Turn her head from side to side and hear 
“bionic” pinging noises. Painted eyes, rooted hair 
Jumpsuit, shoes, vinyl purse with play wallet, cosmetic 
case, comb, map, Mi code case, more. 
ORDERING IN TION 
49 C 30119—Shipping weight 13 ounces $744 

(10) Bionic Woman Classroom . . . when Jaime's 
not out on a mission, she's teaching class. 
SET INCLUDES: Movable desk has lighted video center 
that shows film strip (incl) and has working alarm 
system. Open bookshelf for storing books, messages. 
Room is 1414x1414x1444 in. high. Walls are corrugated 
chipboard. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 “C” batteries, 
order below. Doll not included. 
79C31232C-Shipping weight 4 pounds $1188 
49C46997-Pkg. of 2 “С” Batteries. Wt. Soz. .Pkg. 139 

(11and 12) Bionic Woman Outfits. Shoes incl. 
ORDER INFO: Doll not incl. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
(11) 49C31226—Two dresses Set $4.99 
(12) 49C31227—Dress, Pantsuit Set 599 

(13) Wonder Woman . . . transforms before your 
eyes. . . remove street clothes to reveal Wonder 
Woman costume (painted on). Wrist bands, boots, 
headpiece included. Painted eyes, rooted hair. 1214-in. 
poseable plastic body. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 30133—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $744 

(14) Farrah Fawcett. In jumpsuit, shoes 12!4-in. tall 
poseable plastic body. Painted eyes, rooted hair. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATI 
49 C 30131—Shipping weight 7 ounces $7.22 

(15 thru 17) Charlie's Angels. In jumpsuits and 
boots. Poseabie 81%-іпсћ plastic bodies. Painted eyes, 
rooted hair. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. each 7 oz. 
(15) 49C30126—Till (Farrah Fawcett) $417 
(16) 49C30127—Sabrina (Kate Jackson) 417 
(17) 49C30128—Kelly (Jaclyn Smith) 417 

(18 thru 21) Cher Toys. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. See-Note below. 

18) Cher. entertains in long clinging gown. 
'oseable 12-in. plastic doll with painted eyes, rooted 

hair. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shoes included. 
49 C 3009 1—Shipping weight 7 ounces $7.22 

(19) Chers Wardrobe Trunk. Carry Cher and her 
famous wardrobe on tour. One side for Cher, center 
with clothes hangers, other side with drawer. Vinyl. 
64x 18x14" in. 
ORDERING INFO: Doll and clothes not included. 
49 C 31215—Shipping weight 2 pounds 5.44 

(20 апа 21) Cher Outfits. Shoes included. 
ORDERING INFO: Doll not included. Wt. 6 oz. 
(20) 49C31209— Electric Feathers. $397 
(21) 49C31214—Networks Jumpsuit. s 197 
NOTE: Not for under age 3, due to small parts. 



FOR PRE-TEENS Encourage reading by appealing to your child's interests 

Books about 
^s 

sports events 

(1 and 2) Nancy Drew and Hardy Boys Gift 
Book Sets. Ea. set incl. 2 Nancy Drew or Hardy 
Boys mystery books. Ea. book: 1013x734 in. 
ORDER INFO: Ages 10 and up. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

1) Nancy Drew Gift Book Sets. 
y Caroline Keene, 

Hidden Staircase, Secret of the Clock. 
3N 1637 $5.89 
Bungalow Mystery, Mystery of Lilac Inn. 
3N 1638. $5.89 
Secret of Red Gate Farm, Secret of Shadow Ranch. 
3N 1639 OS $5.89 
Clue in the Diary, Nancy's Mysterious Letter. 
3N 1640 $ 
Mystery of Ci rocodile Island, Strange Message in the 
Parchment. 
3N 1641 : : 55.89 
g Hardy Boys Gift Book Sets. 
y Franklin Dixon. 

Tower Treasures, House on the Cliff. 
3N 1632... P $5.89 
Missing Chums, Secret of Old Mill. 
3N 1633 3 $5.89 
Shore Road Mystery, Hunting for Hidden Gold, 
3N 1634 $5.89 
Secret of Caves, Mystery of Cabin Island. 
3N 1635 $5.89 
Jungle Pyramid, Firebird Rocket. 
3N 1636 $5.89 

3) Football Library Gift Set. Five books on pro- 
essional and college football. Titles incl.: Payton, 
е; Haden, Dorset; Monday Morning Quarter- 
аск; Stabler, Kilmer, Bradshaw, Staubach; Great 

College Football; Incredible Football Feats. Ea. 
book: 414x7 in. Illustrated. 
ORDERING INFO: For ages 10 and up. 
3 № 165 1—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. ..$7.95 

(4) Great Moments in Sports Library. Four 
books on soccer, basketball and baseball. Titles in- 
clude: The Greats of Soccer, Great Moments in Pro 
Basketball, Baseball Hall of Fame, Sports Stumpers. 
Еа. book 414х7 in. Illustrated. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For ages 10 and up. 
З № 1645—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $5.95 

Science 
Fiction Animal Stories 

Favorite Personalities 

(5) Giant Book of Strange but True 
Sports. By Howard Liss. Tells 150 amazing 
and amusing stories about the world of 
sports and special sporting events—írom 
football to flag pole sitting; from baseball to 
karate. Illustrated. 11x8 in. 147 pages. 

ORDERING INFO: For ages 10 and up. 
3 N 1610—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $3.95 

(6) The Football Book. By John Devaney 
and Lawrence Lorimer. A-Z informal ency- 
clopedia oí football covering history of the 
game, famous stars, teams, coaches, rules 
and strategies, and great moments on the 
field. 107 «x8 in. 160 pages. Illustrated. 
ORDERING INFO: For ages 10 and up. 
3 N 1655—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. ..$3.95 

(7) Star Wars Punch-Out and Make-It 
Book. Contains 8 different 3-dimensional 
models of characters, vehicles from movie. 
No cutting, pasting. 819x1134 in. 32 pgs. 
ORDER INFO: For ages 8 and up. 
3N 1601—Shipping weight 9 oz. $3.95 

(8) The Star Wars Storybook. The Star 
Wars space fantasy has been adapted for 
young readers in this lavishly illustrated 
storybook. 8x11 in. 64 pages. 
ORDERING INFO: For ages 8 and up. 
3 N 1600—Shipping weight 15 oz. ...$4.95 

(9) Black Stallion Gift Book Sets. Ea. set 
incl. 3 Black Stallion books by Walter Farley. 
Ea. book 754x514 in., has over 187 pgs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For ages 9 to 11. 

The Black Stallion, The Black Stallion and 
the Girl, The Black Stallion Mystery. 
3 N 1598—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $5.49 

Son of the Black Stallion, The Black Stallion 
Revolts, The Black Stallion Returns. 
3 N 1599—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. 202. $5.49 

(10) Теп of Dynamite's Best. The ten 
most popular back issues of "Dynamite" 
magazine. Each with features on current TV, 
movie, rock personalities, latest fads, freebies 
like posters, iron-on transfers, stickers. Paper 

FOR PRESCHOOLERS, BEGINNING READERS 
Build reading enthusiasm with books 
about your child's fevorite characters 

Disney Set 

(11thru 14) Fragrance 
Books. Scratch and sniff 
pages for real fragrances. 
9Uax914 in. 28 pgs. 
ORDER INFO: For ages 2 and 
up. Shipping weight 10 oz. 

(11) Bambi’s Fragrance 
Forest. Discover the smells of 
sage, cedar, mint and more in 
Bambi's lush forest. 
3N 1438 ..$3.89 

(12) Raggedy Ann and 
Andy. Features tempting 
smells of root beer, cinnamon 
and more. 
3N 1550. $3.89 

(13) Sweet Smell of 
Christmas. Christmas smells 
of apple pie. pine trees, candy 
canes and more. 
SN 1548.... $3.89 

14) Big Bird Gets Lost 
Visit the shops along Sesame 

Street and sniff pickles, pizza. 
flowers, incense and more. 
3N 1612 $3.89 

(15) Walt Disney Story 
Book Set. Set of 10 books, ea. 
6Vax8-in., 24 pages. Incl. 
Snow White, Peter Pan, Bam- 
bi, Pinocchio and more. 
ORDER INFO: For ages 3 to 7. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
3N 1446.. $5.95 
sney characters 

uctions 
Wal 

{20 thru 23) Cloth Book Sets. 
right pictures in non-toxic inks 

helps toddlers identify objects. 
Mach. wash, almost indestructible. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

{20} 
Owl, 

book: 5x5! inches, 6 pages. 
3 N 1574—Wt. 4 oz. . 

Ea. book 6x634 in., 6 pages. 
3N 1573—Wt. 4 oz. 

in., 8 pages. 
SN 1575—Wt. 4 oz. 

B-book Set. Titles: Trains, 
Pussycat, Ducks, Round- 

About, Puppy, Car, Clown. Each 2] 

4.99 

21) 4-book Set. Titles: Bedtime, 
r Toys, Look-Here, Let's Play. 

s349 22 
22) 3.book Set. Titles: Pets, 
Things, Playtime. Ea. book 6x8!5 

$3.99 

(16) The Best of Sesame 
Street. Set of 13 books, ea. 
9x81? in., total of 328 pages. 
Famous Sesame Street 
characters including Gro- 
ver, Big Bird, Bert, Ernie, 
Oscar and more. 
ORDER INFO: Ages 3 to 8. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
3N 1607 $6.99 

(17) Sesame Street Sto- 
ry Book. Favorite Sesame 
Street characters featured in 
educational, fun stories. 
1114x814 in. 62 pgs. 
ORDER INFO: Ages 3 to 9. 

Shpz. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 
3N 1658 $3.95 

(18) The Sesame Street 
ABC Story Book. Favorite 
Sesame Street characters 
present stories for every let- 
ter of the ARIAS 
1112x814 in., 65 pages. 
ORDER INFO: Ages 3 to 9 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
3N 1447 . $3.95 

(19) Ernie's and Bert's 
Toy Book. Ten punch-out 
paper toys with moving 
parts assemble for hours of 
fun. 1174x814 іп, 30 pages. 
ORDER INFO: Ages 3 to 8, 

Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 
3N 1621 

FOR TODDLERS 

$2.95 

bound. 89x11 in. 320 pgs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3N 1643—Wt 3 lbs. 1 oz. 

(23) 2-book Set. Titles: Look, 
Zoo. Ea. book 8x8 in., 8 pages. 

Set $8.49  3N 1576—Wt 4oz. $3.69 (23 

Tita Dade scans by Hieisihiatmiselediwical com 



free spirit 

16-inch First Bikes 
Ideal for children 3 to 8 years old. . . 

easy-to-use coaster brake and removable 
training wheels help child ride and balance 

(1) c UELLE х 
MX-look Convertabike 

SPEEDS Single speed. 
BRAKES: Coaster brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES: Semi-pneumatic 
блв хосу; tread; буул -in. 

Covertible Bike with off-the-road tachable 5-in. molded plastic AREE CONDO UM training wheels. Silver-color rims. 
number piaque, racing FRAME. HANDLEBAR, SADDLE: 
saddle and handlebar. “Hot” red steel frame, silver-color 
knobby-tread tires. handlebar, fork, chainguard. Ad- 

justable center bar converts to 
$5399 boy's or girl's model. BMX styl- 

ing includes black vinyl saddle, 
idgrips, wishbone fork. 

COMPONENTS: Chainguard with 
BMX logo. Ва vinyl Deed 
Competiti plaga 

mounted on vedas acing 
decals in red, black, silver color. 
ORD INFO: Partly assembled. As- 
sembly Note, no мына 
Note, Bike Warran 448, 
6C47818L—Wt. ЪЁ . $53.99 

(2) Motocross-look Bike 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Like (1) above. 
FRAME. Ба SADDLE: 
Flat black finish steel frame and 
high-rise motocross-style handle- 
bar. Black vinyl handgrips with 
waffle тееп plastic fend- 
ers and simulated fuel tank with 
motocross emblem. Molded mo- 
tocross-style black HR e. 
Simulat front eol rene 
COMPONENTS: ick, Hort 
chainguard simulates exhaust 
pipe; white racing trim. Black vi- 
ny) edals. Front, side-mount 

plates. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
Assembly Note, How-to- un 
PES rs Bike Warranty, p. 
6C47822L—Wt 31 ibe 556. 95 

(3) Sugar 'N Spice Bike 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Coaster brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES: Like (1) above 
but whitewall tire, regular tread. 
FRAME, HANDLEBAR, SADDLE: 
Light blue steel frame, chrome- 
lated fenders, high-rise handle- 
t им vinyl saddle and white 

AU er White vinyl 
зора ерои, E blue steel 
chainguard ugar ‘N Spice 
design. Two "White plastic woven- 
look baskets in rear. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
Assembly, How- Ane Mie 
Note, Bike Warrant 

3 6C47844L—Wt. D tbs з. 99 

моча AN 1 К Low-priced Convertabike mulated shocks. fuel к. 
озш E^ тоспосо Кее for boys, lower it 

saddle and tires j for girls. 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: 16x1%-in. semi- 
pneumatic tires, black sidewalls. 
S-in. black molded plastic training 
wheels detach. Süver-color rims. 
FRAME. HANDLEBAR. SADDLE: 

fenders. Chrome-plated steel han- 
dlebar with E vinyl grips. 
White plastic sad 
COMPONENTS: Blue steel chain- 
guard with white trim. White 
plastic 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Par- 

е " n tially assembled, see Seu 
Sugar 'N Spice girls’ Bike with: 3 Note, How-to-Measure p and 

baskets. high-rise handiebar, - Bike Warranty on 
decorative saddle. whitewall tires 6C47801L—Wt 27 14399 

Buy the easy way — 
order by phone. 

net 53-5 s 
Cation раса scent bv uitia musetacisdr com. 



‘It’s the Super 
Wonder Window 
lakes everybody an artist 1? 
‚. now with felt-tip pens 

Position picture or cartoon you want to duplicate on one side of the magic window . . a blank 
sheet of paper on the opposite side. Look through the window at the blank sheet of paper and 
the drawing appears like magic. Now you simply trace what you see. Set includes transparent 
plastic reflecting window with clamps (934x7 inches), 6 pictures to copy, crayons, 4 assorted 
felt-tip pens and instructions. 
49 Н 16154—Shipping weight 1 pound. . Set $1.99 

Picture Maker Sets 
(1 thru 3 ) It's easy to draw perfect pictures, Place pic- 
ture card in picture maker, follow the lines, remove and 
color. Everything you need is included: mix 'n match 
plastic picture cards, plastic picture maker drawing 
board (834x1634x1% in.), 4 colored pencils, pen, paper. 

1 Peanuts Picture Maker. Draw 27 different poses with 
each of 4 favorite Peanuts characters . . Lucy, Linus, 

Charlie Brown and Snoopy. 108 in all. 4 picture cards. 
49 М 16048—Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 ог.............. Set $4.87 

( 2 and 3 ) 216 different styles, 6 picture cards in each. 
(2) 49 М 16611—Hot Wheels. Wt. 1 1b. ...... 
(3) 49 № 16612—Barbie. Wt. 1 Ib. , 

ccm 
SOMETHING 1/85 54:99 
spec 976 

This 61-piece set with 54 interchangeable plastic parts snap together to 
form giant geometric designs. Make ovals, clovers, many asymmetrical 
forms. Create designs so intricate and artistic you'll want to frame them. 
Pens, pins, paper and baseboard. 
49 N 16144—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 оцпсеѕ..............5е $4.76 

Refills. Large baseboard, paper and drawing guide included. 
49 М 16295—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ошпсе$................... 149 

Сайы Dade scans by dieislhissmdsetedimical Gom 

Rembrandt 

by Ideal 
. . 6 in. high Computer 
that draws fabulous 
colored patterns. You 
pick brushes for color 

. cams for pattern. 

$599 without 
batteries 

Around and ‘round and ‘round he goes, creating designs with the tips of his 
toes, Program Rembrandt for desired pattern by inserting 1 of 6 cams. Then 
select colored brushes . . use 1 at a time, 2, 3 or all 4 at once. Place plastic 
computer on 14х14-їпсһ drawing paper (included) and flip the switch. 
Ages 4 to 12. Uses 1 “D” battery, order package below. 

ipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces. . - „Set $5.99 

D” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz..... 0 Pkg 149 

Spirograph 

.. 29-pc. Set 
Make beautiful designs 
by following form's path 

+7°1 

Plastic wheels 
mesh perfectly 

Create thousands of designs . . just hold the pen and follow the path your 
form takes you on. Set contains 22 wheels, rings and racks, 4 colored pens, 
baseboard, paper and pattern book. 
49 N 1616—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces............... . Set $2.97 

Refills. Includes baseboard, paper and drawing guide. 
49 N 16299—Shipping weight 14 оцпсез....................... .. 139 



Create your own doll fashions 

with these обой Wardrobe Sets 

Ready-to-make, pre-cut pieces E 
and step-by-step instructions included 

» 

Barbie-size 
“Simply Super” Set 

Outfits for dress-up, play or 
Sew 3 dresses, 2 blouses, 1 skirt, 
and panties. Six hangers | Me 

Ws — Barbie-size $499 
Ken-size "Campus $294 — ~ “Jet Set Trousseau" F sois, shoes н » 

Rete M x i It's wedding bells for Barbie or any of her 1134-inch 
For any lucky 12-inch fella. Sew him 2. | Р friends. Sew her an enchanting bridal gown and veil 
shirts, jacket, slacks and pajamas . , and plus an elegant hostess culottes outfit, a sporty pants v а 
for formal wear: tuxedo jacket, trousers, suit, 2 dresses, 2 skirts, 2 blouses, cape coat, shawl and ^ 
cummerbund, bow tie. Hangers. panties. 6 hangers included. 
49 М 12123— Shpg. wt. 6 oz.. . Set $2.94 49 М 1211—Shipping weight 6 ounces, . . . .. Set $4.99 

Luxury Layette 

For Crissy, Velvet, 
any 15 to 17%-inch 

fashion doll 

VAM % = 

$399 to $ 499 
dolls not incl. 

i | 
Comes in 6 different sizes . . choose sets for Tiny Baby Tender Love, 

Tiny Tears, Angel Baby or any 10 to 21-inch Baby Doll 
Evenababydollwants Select the luxury layette in any of the sizes listed below. 
tobefashionable..and Pieces are all pre-cut and so easy to sew. 

For 
Harmony, Cynthia, 

е мж any 18 to 20-inch’ 5 = 
fashion doll E м Қ 

here's an adorable set 49 М 12114— For 10 to 11-inch dolls. Wt. 6 oz... . Set $3.99 
Я ў you сап sew. Incl. а 49 N 12115— or 12 to 13-inch dolls. Wt. 6 oz.....Set 4.49 

(Топа 2 ) TEEN DREAM SET comes in 2 sizes. Each set includes fancy party dress with 49 М 12116—For 14 to 15-inch dolls. Wt. 6 oz Set 4.49 
a swingin’ pants suit, 3 dresses, panties, jumper and blouse. . bonnet, a pretty play 49 N 12117— For 16 to 17-inch dolls. Wt. 6 oz.... Set 4.99 
ready for you to sew. 6 hangers. Dolls, shoes not included. dress,sleepytimekimo- 49 М 12118— For 18 to 19-inch dolls. Wt. б oz Set 4.99 
(1) 49 N 12122— For 15 to 1734-inch dolls. Wt. 6 oz... . .$3.99 no with booties, a coat 49 Н 12119— For 20 to 21-inch dolls. Wt. 6 oz... . .Set 4.99 | 
(2) 49 N 12121—For 18 to 20-inch dolls. Wt. 6 oz....... 4.99 жАзаны ара, | 
NOTE FOR ALL ITEMS ON THIS РАСЕ: Items are designed panties and petticoat. 6 "dd | 
for ages 6 and up. NOT recommended for ages 4 and under. hangers included, too. 559 [Sears] 451 | 

трчате крэст чустани 



Has 5 
completely 

furnished 
rooms 

plus patio 

COLONNADE 
The grace and charm of 

the "Old South" . . this 
doll house even has 
authentic details like EM 
the light-up lantern style 
AM furniture 

Cut 51.1] 
МАГЕ 

was $ 988 
19:99 

1 Colorful, charming lithographed steel doll house. 
Molded plastic roof covers house; double-hung 

moving windows, 6 white columns, plastic porch 

light really works. Uses 1 "D" battery (not included), 
order package below. 26x14'/x16'/, in. high. Ages 4 
and up. 
79 C 94042C—Shipping weight 7 lbs. 59.88 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 4695—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz......Pkg. 139 

More than 

2 Doll Family. Fits both doll houses on page. Plas- 2 feet long 

tic mom, dad, baby, son, daughter. Hong Kong. 
49 С 9402— Shipping weight 1 pound ..........$1.98 

Play Ironing Set $499 

Set of hot pink enameled steel. Play 
cord with suction cup makes iron 
look real. Board has Proctor steam- 
vent top. About 30 in. long. Adjusts 
up to 22*/, in. high. With bright can- 
dy-striped cover. For ages 5 to 9. 
79 С 1307C—Wt. 7 lbs. ......Set $4.99 

80% the size 
of an 
adult iron а. 

Wobble-free 
Cleaning Set 99 steel board 
with closet 52 inccr EE E^ 

Includes 26-in. long plastic 
Sweeper, broom, mop, dustpan, Iron has І 
utility brush, duster brush, oes D ] 

dustcloth, sponge, soap bar and with simulat 
plastic apron. Ages 4-9. steam vents 
79C 13232C—Wt. 2 Ibs. ...$299 

style 
- u^ р 

T SUBURBAN DOLL HOUSE $699 | $499 уг 
Battery powered Vacuum 

[== 
with 7 rooms of furniture Flip the handy on-off switch for 

suction action. Plastic . . light blue 
Enjoy "comtemporary living" with this traditional-style doll house. Colorfully hose and base; red hood. Rolls easi- 
detailed lithographed steel even has landscaping. Flat-varnish coated for dura- ly on rubber wheels. 6x6x7¥, in. 
bility. Double-hung windows, opening front door, “tiled” porch deck with furni- high. Partly assembled. Uses 3 “D” 
ture. Measures 247/,x8x15'/, inches high. For ages 4 and up. batteries, order pkg. above. Ages 4 

Shipping weight 7 pounds. to 9. Japan. 
TeC94094C Т... ие еее нее енене eene .$6.99 49C 1331—Wt. 1 Ib. 14 02..... $499 

n—— 



DOLL FURNITURE 

Sears exclusive 
Contemporary 

Style 
For dolls up to 

20 in. tall 

Colonial Style 9 
For dolls up to 15 inches tall included 

(12 thru 15) Finely-turned corner and back posts. Hardwood finished in mellow maple 
for a touch of early America, For dolls up to 15 inches tall. Ages 3 to 8. 
12 Bunk Bed includes ladder, 2 vinyl 

mattress pads, Converts to twin beds. 
14 Rocking Cradle has simple, crafted 

look. Vinyl mattress pad included. 
As a bunk, 17x10x15 in. high. 
49N33543-Partly assembled. Wt. 6 lbs. $9.98 

1 Youth Bed has side rails. Includes vi 
nyl mattress pad. Measures 17x10x7 

inches high. Sent partly assembled. 

17x10x10 in. high. Sent partly assembled. 
49 № 33541—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. ...%694 

15 High Chair with convenient lift-up 
tray. Old-fashioned styling. Measures 

6x6x18 inches high. Sent assembled. (9 thru 11) Mushrooms decorate furniture for dolls up to 20 
in, tall, Hardwood finished in white. Unassembled. Ages 3 to 10. 

9 Drop-side Crib has polka-dot vinyl mattress pad supported 
by hardboard. Crib measures 21x13x16"/ inches high. 

79 М 33523C— Shipping weight 8 pounds ..... oon nn 9195 

10 Rocking Cradle has polka-dot vinyl mattress pad with 
hardboard under-support. 21x18V2x15!4 inches high. 

79 N 33522C—Shipping weight 7 pounds .......... $7.95 

]] High Chair has lit tray. 11x12x25 inches overall. 
49 N 2352 1—Shipping weight 5 pounds 9 ounces 1695 

18 19-pc. Feeding 
? Set. F lol 

17 17-pe. Bath Set 
Ev g you 

wder, comb, more 

es 4 to 8. Wt. 13 oz. 
49 N 33534 $299 49 9 $2.99 

36-pc. Set incl. Bath Set (17), Feeding Set (18). 

49 N 33537—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. Set $4.99 

NOTE 17 
ages ur due 

Catalog page 

49 N 33525—Shipping weight 3 lbs....$5.48 — 49N 33542—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 

Deluxe Bedding Set 
$399 16 For your doli's bed, 

cradle or carriage . . 
cover, pillow set with plastic 
clips. 11x20-in. mattress. 
Ages 4 to 11. Wt. 1 Ib. 
49N33547. Set $3.99 

Bath Set | Feeding Set 

Buy Both. . 

Save 16% 

: тулы 1 
Separately 

totai *5.98 

499 
{17 and 18) 



7-inch Bathtub Baby with 
plastic tub and accessories 

Washable infant has bathtime fun in her very own tub. 
She even drinks from her own bottle. . wets, too. 
Huggable 17-inch vinyl body is fully jointed. Sparkling 
go-to-sleep eyes and blond rooted hair. She's dressed 
in a terry cloth towel and panties (also shown sepa- 
rately). Layette includes robe, dress, sunsuit, booties, 
diaper, soap, sponge and powder puffs. Recommended 
for ages 3 to 10. 
49 C31675—Shpz. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 3949 

17-inch Rub-A-Dub Dolly . . 044 
completely washable Ж 1 

(1 and 2) Wash her, dry her, then bundle her up after 
the bath. Made oí soft vinyl. Painted eyes, rooted hair. 
She wears a cuddly terry cloth robe that fastens with а 
pretty ribbon tie. Recommended for ages 3 to 8. 
(1) 48C31815—White Doll. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
(2) 49 31657—Black Doll. Wt. 2 Ibs. oz, .... 10.44 

Y А 
ч 4 Wardrobe for 

IN Rub-A-Dub 
Dolly 

і $399 

Xue ardrobe includes 2 
dresses, a dress and 

playsuit and 4 hang- 
дез. 
~ Shipping wt. 4 oz. 

49С32509........5399 

ic scans bir iind n reotodinical conr 

pants outfit, a 2-piece ` 

rm 

$997 

Non-folding 
Dressing Table 

Now you can dress and change your 
"baby" on her own dressing table, 
Wicker-look fiber stand has wood 
frame and vinyl top. 18'2x9x18', 
inches high. Holds dolls up to 16 inches 
tall. For ages 3 to 10 years 
79 C 33516C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. $9.97 

Fold-up Umbrella Stroller 

57795 

Washabl yl seat and 
back. Blue d 
with patchwor 

nim look 
print in 

1134x281 

dolls up to 18 in. Partly 
assembled. Ages 3 to 6. 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs 
79 C 33069C 57.95 

Outfit in 
2 size ranges 

Bless You Baby Tender Love $ 084 
. . 15-in. doll sneezes, sniffles 1 
( 3 and 4 ) Vinyl doll is washable. Rooted hair. 
Feed her from her bottle, squeeze her tummy and. 
watch her sniffle, sneeze, She wears a print dress. 
Includes bottle, tissue. Ages 2 to 7 years. 
(3) 49 C 31648-White Doll. Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. .$10.84 
(4) 49 C31649-Black Doll. Wt. 2 10. 1002... 10,84 

Wardrobe for 
Bless You Baby 
Tender Love 

$399 
Set includes 2-piece 
playsuit and night- 
gown, a dress and 
hat, 3 hangers and a 
brush. 

Shipping wt. 4 oz. 
49 С 32508 .....93.98 x? [Sears] 451 



with this station. Push one button to sound 
button to automatically open doors and shoot 
CONSTRUCTION: Mu of plastic. Measures 6x10x5 inches overall. 
Made in Hong Kong. T3 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 ye 
ORDERING INFORMATIÓN: Vehicles not included, order (8) at E. 

1 pound 8 ounces ..... 49 N 58412—Shipping weight 

Be prepared, (even when sleeping) for push button to sound 
alarm and send you speeding off to an emergency 

(7) “MATCHBOX” Emergency Station 
uon IT WORKS: tieg hep ampie o go c 

“MATCHBOX” Emergency 
yis Vehicle Set 
SET INCLUDES: 6 die-cast metal ve- 

alarm. Push second Һісіеѕ, 2-3 in. long. Made in En- 
out to the rescue. car, Fire 

's car, fire truck, tow truck, 
craft. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 12 oz. 

A $495 49N58498...........Set $4.87 
“MATCHBOX” is registered trademark owned by Lesney Products & Co. Ltd.. England. 

Save 10% 
when you buy both Fire Chief's 
Car (9) with Police Car (10) 

зы $6999 
311.90 

2-car set without batteries 

m [9] 
Lc "esp 

Be first to the rescue scene with battery-powered Fire Chief and Police Cars 

Screaming siren and flashing lights warn other vehicles 
to pollo over as you speed to emergencies. Battery- 
powered cens cars have siren sound and flashing lights. 

" bumpers save precious seconds . 
when cars Seek contact with any object they bump off 
and automatically change direction. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic trimmed metal bodies. Each 
111x414x334 inches high. From Japan. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Each car requires 2 "C" 
batteries, not included, order pkg. at right. 

6-piece Tootsietoy® Кой... Vehicle Set 

Battle blazes from ground level then rush victims by ambu- 
lance and helicopter to emergency treatment. 
SET INCLUDES: 6 die-cast metal vehicles with non-toxic en- 
amel finish. Jet Ranger helicopter, paramedic ambulance, 

[А Fire Chief Car. 
and white. 

49 N 58073—Shpg. wt. 11. 11 02... 

{101 Po ende Car. 

ASN 28069 She. wt. 11b. 11 oz. 

Fire Chief and Police Car Combin 
49 N 58087—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. 
Carbon-zinc "C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 46994—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Package $1.69 

16-piece Tootsietoy* S. W. A. T. 
(Special Weapons And Tactics) Set 

SET INCLUDES: 8 die-cast metal vehicles, 3 to 6 
г: special weapons carrier truck, movable 

pumper truck, rescue search light, armored car, police van, personnel 
carrier. Each vehicle measures from 4 to 8 inches truck, equipment helicopter and aerial ladder 

truck. 8 plastic S.W.A.T. figures in action poses. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

1 pound 12 ounces. 
49N Eo Gasasenmesbeuasduu svccsmsensncey- Set $3.99 

Cutiod pane scans by cuisines waisetecindeal conn 

FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years 
ORDERING еен 

weight 1 12 ounces. 
49889437 .......................... Set $6.99 

Tootsietoye 
16-pc. Interstate Set 

Make the highway your own with this 
complete interstate set. 
SET INCLUDES: Greyhound touring bus 
with 3 кунаба windows, logger truck 
with 3 logs, gravel hauler truck with de- 
tachable cab, semi-trailer truck with rear 
ram] r and detachable cab, Winneba- 
go RV and 4 “Tiny Toughs” vehicles 
with hitches to pull trailers. All vehicles 
are die-cast metal with plastic chassis. 
Each measures from 3 to 6*4 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight а pounds 1 ounce. 
49 N 58436 .. 

ж $1195 
Truck on cross country in this 
E 16-wheeler Sears Van 
Ба ever wonder how your wishes 
get from this book to your home and 
homes like it all across the United States? 

come in trucks like this big Sears 
load it up with toys (not includ- 

My and make your own deliveries. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Heavy-gauge metal with baked enamel 

truck measures 7V2x614x22 inches 
long. Cab and van disconnect. . . rear 
doors on van open wide for easy loading 
and unloading. Realistic features like 

ie-look saddle tanks, ai " 
conditioner cover, and grill. Tinted plas- 
tic windshield, modern ucket seats and 
interior console. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Ship; weight 5 pounds 12 ounces 
49N5 226.................. $11.95 

You can order items 
on pages 423 to 598 

from now until 
SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 



^ Milk the cow, hoe the garden on the 
SUNSHINE FAMILY FARM 

[1 thru 9) Items (except 3) include 
idea booklet for creating accessories. 
All products (except 3) from Mattel. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 yrs. Not for ages 
under 3, due to small parts. 
(1) Sunshine Family Farm. 
WHAT YOU GET: 2-story hardboard 
barn 13V2x12x24V4 in. high. Working 
water pump, fencing, tools, winch, 
rooster, hen that lays eggs, cow that 
drinks and can be milked. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled, as- 
sembly instructions included. 
79 C 31184C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs... ..$11.94 
(2) Sunshine Family Produce 

Truck. 
WHAT YOU GET: 17 in. long plastic 
ickup truck. Movable wheels, 5 chip- 

rd "produce" crates. Rake, shovel, 
hoe, pruner, clippers, decals for truck. 
ORDERING INFO: Partially assembled, 
instructions incl. 
49C31195—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. . ..$7.95 
(3) Musical Rocking Chair. 
CONSTR.: Plastic. For dolls up to 12 
inches tall. Turn knob, music plays 

(4) Sunshine Family Produce Stand. 
WHAT YOU GET: Hardboard stand 134 
in. high. 4 chipboard baskets of “рго- 
duce," gardening tools, 6 plastic pots. 
Plus packet of real seeds. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr. incl. 
49 C 31207—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $6.95 
(5) Sunshine Family Baby's Room. 
WHAT YOU GET: Room 11!2x8Vax11 in. 
Wicker-look rocker, changing table, bas- 
sinette that converts to carriage. Scale, 
tub, bottle, toys, 3-in. baby doll. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. 
49C31183—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 96.94 

(6thru 9) Families, Grandparents. 
BODIES: Poseable plastic bodies with 
rooted hair, sparkling eyes. Men 94 in. 
tall, women 9 in. tall, baby 3 in. long. All 
dressed as shown. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(6) Happy Grandparents. (Black.) 
49 С 30115—Shpg. wt. 13 oz. $5.9. 

(7) Happy Family. (Black.) 
49 C 30053—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. ... $5.94 

i i ks. 6V4x3V4x7 іп. high. (8) Sunshine Grandparents. (White.) 
Tode фак roc so m p CREE SEE NO E i dM 
ORDERING INFO: Dolls not included. (9) Sunshine Family. (White.) 49C31189—Shpg. wt.80z. ......9495 — 49C37025—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. -. 

Sunshine Family 
Produce Truck 
$795 

Sunshine Family $694 
Baby's Room Sunshine or 

Happy Family 
$594 | Sunshine or Happy $594 

Grandparents 



Book and Record Sets bring cartoon and story book characters 
to life while developing listening and reading skills 

(1thru 8) 

Each set includes five 24-page books (ea. 7 
Disneyland Record/Book Sets 

эл in.), five 7-in. 33!3-rpm records. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: State catalog numbers below. Shipping weight each set 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
Price per set 

еу characters Walt Disney P 

(1) 3N 1001—Winnie the Pooh and Tig 
ger Too, Winnie the Pooh and the Honey 
Tree. Winnie the Pooh and the Blustery Day, 
More Jungle Book, Robin Hood. 
(3 3N 1082—Davy Crockett, 20,000 
Leagues Under the Sea, Sinbad the Sailor, 
Swiss Family Robinson, Treasure Island 
(5) 3 N 1004—Pete's Dragon, Thumper's 
Race. The Hobbit. Brer Rabbit and Tar 
Baby, 3 Little Pigs. 
(7) 3N 1097—Peter Pan and Wendy, The 
Aristocats, 101 Dalmations, Mary Poppins, 
Lady and the Tramp. 

New from Disney 
based on The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkein 

Hobbits, wizards, elves, orcs and trolls all come to life in 
this special-edition record/book set featuring the origi- 
nal soundtrack from the TV special of The Hobbit. Set 
includes two LP 12-in. 33! 3-rpm records synchronized to 
a 16 page, 12x12-in. beautifully illustrated book. Set 
packaged in a hard-cover box. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 1099—Shps. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

Citali page scans by cheisthiatniseledimical Gom 

Record/Book Set $799 

Set $7.99 

$6.95 

(2) 3N 1002—Jungle Book, The Res 
cuers, Mickey Mouse Brave Little Taylor, 
Dumbo, Mickey and the Beanstalk. 

(4) 3 N 1003—Wizard of Oz, Goldilocks 
and the Three Bears, Peter and the Wolf, 
Mother Goose Rhymes, Little Hiawatha. 

(6) 3N 1092—Pinocchio, Snow White and 
the Seven Dwarfs, The Seven Dwarfs and 
Their Diamond Mine, and Bambi, Sleeping 
Beauty 
(8 ЗМ 1038—It's a Small World, Haunt- 
ed Mansion, Alice in Wonderland, Black 
Beauty. Cinderella. 

Peter Pan Record/Book Sets $495 

(9 thru 13) Each set consists of four 24-page books (ea 
B! 2x8! z-in.) plus four 7-in. 45-rpm records. 
ORDER INFO: State calalog numbers below. Wt. set 1 Ib. 
Price per set 
(9 3N 1045—Hansel (11) .3 N 1053—Cinde 
and Gretel, Alice in Wonderland, Heid: 
Red Riding Hood, Thumbelina. 
The Three Little Pigs, (12) 3N 1054— Mother Goose, 
The Gingerbread Man. Pied Piper, ABC Book. 
(10) 3N 1062—Lassie, Ten Little Indians. 
Lone Ranger, Electric 13) 3N 1063—Henny Penny, 
Company Volume I, Elec Tortoise and the Hare, Peter and 
tric Company Volume 2. the Wolf, Beauty and the Beast. 

(14 thru 16) Peanuts Record/Book Sets. Incl. one 3343 rpm, 
12-in. album; one 12 pg. book, 12x12 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: State catalog numbers below. 
(14) A Charlie Brown 
Christmas 
3N 1075—Wt. 1 lb.. 
(18) Charlie Brown's 
All Stars 
3N 1071—Wt. 1 lb. 
(16) He's Your Dog 
Charlie Brown 
3N 1070—Wt. 1 Ib. 

$5.49 

$5.49 

$5.49 

(17 thru 19) Disney Cassette/ 
Book Sets. Ea, set incl. two 24 pg. 
books, 7x7 1 cassette tape. 
ORD. INFO: State cat. nos. below. 
(17) Dumbo, Pinocchio 
3N 1067—Wt. 7 oz. $3.49 
(18) Jungle Book, Uncle Remus П 
3 № 1068—Wt. 7 oz. $3.49 b» 
(19) Winnie the Pooh and Tig- 
ger too, Winnie the Pooh $349 
ЗМ 1069—Wt. 7 oz. $3.49 



20-in. single-speed 
Hi-rise Bicycles 

Distinctive styling with hi-rise 
handlebar for quick, responsive control 

(1) Pink Panther© Girl's Bike. Sold only at Sears. 
SPEEDS, BRAKES: Single-speed. Coaster brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES: 20x1.75-in. whitewall tires, chrome- 
plated rims. 
FRAME. HANDLEBAR. SADDLE: Pink and white ues 

COMPONENTS: White block als. Kickstand. Pink 
Panther on chainguard, hant г plaque. Reflectors.t 
ORD. INFO: Partially assembled. See Assembly Note, 
Bike Warranty, p. 448; “N” suffix note, р 322. 
6С 47516! ipping weight 38 pounds .....$84.99 
© Copyright 1979, UAC-Geoffrey. All rights reserved. 

(2) Two-tone Bike, chrome-plated fenders 
SPEEDS, BRAKES: Single speed. Coaster brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES: 20x1.75-in. blackwall tires, chrome- 
plated rims. 
FRAME, HANDLEBAR. SADDLE: Flame red and yellow 
se hame, Chrome- acd steel, hi- кокыс um 
white vinyl gripe оп, Сата. Бисти 
Chrome-plated steel fenders. UD Was 
saddle with sunset scene on Чер e cem scene on 
Boy's. For leg lengths of 23 to 31 in.* 
COMPONENTS. White block on Girl's, black on 
Boy's. (Not yellow and red as shown.) Kickstand. 
Chrome-plated, rative chain į Cero ROS + 
AES INFO: EN “N” suffix yee Waman 

ORDER INFO: Partly 5 
Bike Warranty, p. 448; suffix note, 

ping t 47 Ibs. 
"See How-to-Measure Note ge 

see Reflector Note. pg. 448 

Pink Panther 
Bike 
hine 

styling with 
decorative 

saddle, chain- 
guard and front 
pane! portrayin 

the Pink Panther: 

$8499 

D 



WRITE ON BOTH 

SIDES 

2 

$999 

Decorative Chalkboards 
1 Reversible Easel-type. Green side has 2 color border, the 

other side is black. Reverses with a flip . , adjusts to any 
angle. Dent-resistant hardboard with clear-finished wood 
frame; tubular aluminum stand with cross brace. Chalk and 
eraser included, Partly assembled. 
79 N 90062L—40x50 in. overall. Shpg. wt. 10 lbs.. . ...$6.99 
79 N 90109C—27x41 in. overall. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. .. 549 

€) Wall-style. Made of green hardboard with maple-fin- 
< ished pine frame. 25x19 inches wide. Chalk, eraser. 
Mounting hardware not included 
79 N 16127C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . ...........$2.99 

Double-sided Magnetic Chalkboard 
reverses with a flip to "write-on" chalk side 

This 24x36-inch easel-type board provides lots of room to 
work and learn. It has a variety of 28 designs and a complete 
set of capital letters to arrange on magnetic side. Flip board 
over to write or draw on chalk side. Also includes 3 pieces of 
chalk, chalk storage, eraser, and two snap-in chalk rails. One- 
piece metal frame; tubular steel legs with a cross brace for 

added stability. Plastic-capped ends. Partly assembled. 
79 м 90089L—Shipping weight 14 pounds. .... ..$11.99 

Gitsios раба scans Буйтай айе иса Gon 

Adjustable Peg and Play Desk 5 
Grows along with toddler . . 

desk holds festive plastic forms 
that fit together easily 

21-piece Set 

Move desk horizontally (farther from seat) as your tiny tot grows. Hinged chalk- 
board desk top lifts to reveal pegboard surface with 18 plastic peg forms. Colorful 
fruit and vegetable shapes fit together and stack. When play ends, store pegs, 
eraser, and chalk within desk. Made of strong tubular aluminum and hardboard 
plastic desk bottom; canvas seat. 24!4x14V4x15!4 in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 N 90106C— Shipping weight 7 pounds. . 

Bizzy Buzz Buzz $7799 wow 
Drawing Set xum 

Silly-faced motorized bee makes pictures and de- 
signs with his pen-tip nose. 4 colored pens and 
drawing pad. Plastic. Motor uses 2 “С” batteries, 
order pkg. below. From Japan. 
49 N 1675—Shpg. wt. 13 oz.. . Set $2.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 м 8406—Shpg. wt. 12 02.......... Pkg. $1.19 

Portable Colorola 
Rolls of pictures you color, $ DT 
wipe off, and color again 

Color the funny clown, wipe it off, 
and start all over . . or turn knobs 
to the next picture. There are 8 
pictures per roll. Compact plastic 
carrying case with handle lets you 
take Colorola with you everywhere. 
Concealed storage space at back 
holds crayons, wipe-off sponge, 
and 2 reusable color rolls (each 
with 8 different pictures). Case, 
11x7%4x2¥ in. high. 
49 N 16039—Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. . $2.43 

— 

...$9.99 

Etch-A-Sketch? Cut 5% 

Pricedtobe Was $2.99 

SOMETHING $6994 
SPECIAL 

Be an architect or designer by turning 
knobs. Form basic geometric shapes, 
pictures and designs. Lines, circles, and 
diagonals appear under the frosted 
base . . erases itself with just a shake. 
Plastic casing, 9% inches long. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 10 oz. 
ОТЕЛЕ: 52.83 

rex Sears 451 



Mirror 
really 

lights up 

with Hassock Seat 

An elegant vanity . . just what a young lady needs to feel grown up and sophisti- 
cated. This child-size plastic vanity has sculptured-look legs, a polished make-up 
mirror that lights up and even a handy drawer to store her special treasures. The 

plastic hassock has a lift-off top for even more storage space. Vanity measures 
26x153(x33 inches high. Comb, brush and other beauty supplies also included. 
Perfect for girls 6 to 10 years old. Sent unassembled. 

Mirror lights use 2 “D” batteries, order package below. 

" $ 5 
Cream-colored Vanity Set $1048 quent 

79 Н 13812C— Shipping weight 10 pounds . Set $10.48 
49 N 8405—"D" Batteries. Package of 6. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Boz........Pkg. 149 

Cai tate scans ty crtimas Meat comm 

Such a pretty, feminine set . . with a plastic 

hand mirror, jewel case, comb, brush and 
more. Inside the 9-inch long plastic case 
you'll find a long necklace and several other 
trinkets. Bright pink roses decorate white 

e ia ш 

Vanity Accessory Kit 

$333 

case and mirror. Ages 4 to 10. 

49 М 13126—Shpg. wt. 13 oz. 

FOR 
GIRLS 
OR 

BOYS Т> 

See-thru 
Teeter-Totter Watch . . 

it really keeps time 

$283 
Here's a watch worth watching . . gears click 
around as the colorful teeter totter see-saws 
up and down. Complete mechanism is open 
to view. Adult-style winding stem pulls out 
to reset hands. Colorful plastic band and 
Clear case let you see the metal gears. The 
ideal first watch for youngsters, ages 3 to 11. 
49 N 13189—Shpg. wt. 4 oz..........$2.83 

Set $3.33 

Make a Wish.. 

DREAM-A-DREAM 
.. Youre just what 
you want to be 

Costumes for Boys 
4 Highway Trooper. To the rescue in a tough cotton shirt 

and pants outfit (fabric shrinkage 1%). Plastic goggles, 
cap, whistle; metal badge, cuffs. State S, M or L. 
49 Н 14935F—Shipping weight 1 pound. ............- $7.99 

U.S. Marine. Ready for review in this regulation-look cot- 
ton vniform with cap, belt, insignia (fabric shrinkage 1%). 

Pants have elastic back. State size S, M or L. 
49 М 14994F—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces, . ...$7.99 

6 Army Fatigue Uniform. Prepare for field maneuvers in this 
green Sanforized* cotton outfit (fabric shrinkage 1%). 

Jacket has insignia, stripes, name tag; trousers have bellows 
pockets, zipper. Cap included. State sise S, M or L. 
49 Н 14996F—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. .....$7.99 

7 Indian-style Chief Outfit. Put on the deluxe feathered 
headdress and lead the tribe. Long vinyl fringe trims the 

vinyl vest with chain closure and cotton twill trousers. Zip fly. 
Each leg has a tepee-shape cutout. State size S, M or L. 
49 N 14957F—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. .... $7.99 

Roce Driver. You're a real winner in this 1-piece cotton 
jumpsuit with zippered front (fabric shrinkage 1%). Patch 

pockets, embroidered emblems. Plastic play helmet has vinyl 
and foam padding inside; chin strap. State size S, M or L. 

Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 14956F—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ........... 37.39 

Costumes for Girls 
There she is . . Miss America. Now you can accept the 
crown and have the full-length vinyl cape put over your 

long, white rayon acetate gown. Corsage, necklace and ring 
also included. And the Miss America sash. For young ladies 5 
to 9 years. Gown is adjustable; fits small, medium and large. 
49 М 14931—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 oz.......... ,$4.62 

10 Miss America Travel Case . . a roomy molded plastic hat 
box, 9 inches in diameter. Plastic over-arm handle. 

49 М 14932—Shipping weight 1 pound. ............. $2.52 

Hi Fairy Princess. Make wishes come true in your lace- 
trimmed acetate satin gown with detachable sleeves. 

Tiara and magic wand also included. State size 5, M or L. 
49 N 14953F—Shipping weight 12 oz. . ‚.++$6.83 

12 Drum Majorette. Lead the parade in a bright cotton cor- 
duroy dress with tasseled hat and plastic spats. Fabric 

shrinkage 1%. Baton not incl., order below. State size S, M or L. 
49 N 14954F— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. .... .$6.38 

1$ Belonced Twirling Baton, 34-inch chrome plated steel 
shaft, 25 in. long. Cover and twirling routine folder incl. 

49 М 66414—Shipping weight 12 ounces... .......... $1.99 

14 Ballerina. Steal the show in this popcorn-knitted elasti- 
cized acetate-satin outfit. Frilly nylon net tutu. (Slippers 

not incl.) State size S, M or L. 
49 М 14981F—Shipping weight 12 ounces............. $6.81 

15 Corry Сазе. Big 15-inch long polypropylene case. 
49 N 14148—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. . .$3.59 

16 Nurse's Uniform. Cotton dress with belt, cap and navy 
cape. State size S, M or L. 

49 М 14934F—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. .....$4.74 

Size chart for all costumes on these 2 pages 

SIZE | HEIGHT (inches) 
Small TELE 36 to 40% inches 
Medium 40У to 50% inches 
Large [ 50% to 58 inches 



Experiment with Fashion.. 
try new hairstyling and make-up tricks 

РЕ 

Set mannequin's 

hair in big plastic 

rollers, then comb 

outaswingy Ё 
hairstyle 

Complement the 

hairstyles with 

just the right 

make-up 

All make-up is completely 

washable . . just wipe it 

off and start over 

Hairstyling Salon 

$ 497 

Practice all your favorite 

hairstyles. . nylon rooted 

hair sets and styles easily 

Pretty vinyl mannequin head has 
long, rooted nylon hair that you 
can style in hundreds of ways. 
Sweep her hair up into a fancy do 
for evening or make it long and 
casual for fun. Comes with 4 big 
plastic rollers, comb and brush. 
Mannequin head swivels on 

plastic base for easy styling. Has 
permanently attached eyelashes. 
Also includes rouge, powder puff 
and two shades of lipstick. All 
cosmetics are washable. Overall 

| stands 87/, in. high. Ages 7 to 12. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 

458 [Sears] thas 49 C 1302 $497 

Cut pane scans by cheisimas nuselediwicu pom 



A collection of dolls that are 

SOMETHING SPECIAL 

It's so easy to 
style her hair 

15-inch 
Cathy 

Quick Curl 

5897 

Squeeze her hand 
She really yawns 

14-inch 
Baby Yawnie 

$877 
Wardrobe for 

Cathy Quick Curl $399 

18-inch 
Nancy 

| Ngisoss 
19-inch 
Tiffany 
Taylor 

thing раб scans by cheisimasmaselectwdcd pom. 

| Nonsense 

11567 

L. 43 24-inch Baby 
Crissy 
Her heir 

really grows 

t $1 387 

Baby Yawnie. Cuddly, sleepy-time rag doll 
just her left hand and she gets 

50-0 йу: tbe ya yawns and closes her big eyes 
.a simple bellows system makes it all happen. 

She's stuffed with polyester. Vinyl face. Rooted 
hair and movable eyes. Soft pink sleeper outfit. 
For ages 3 to 10. 
49 № 34058—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. -$8.77 

Cathy Quick Curl. Smiling 15-inch toddler 
has blond rooted hair that curls instantly . 

change her hairstyles in seconds. No wetting, 
no setting, no waiting. Soft vinyl head, large 
eyes. Vinyl body. Brush, styling curler incl. 
Blue party dress, blue shoes. Ages 3 to D 
49 м 32086—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. M 

3 Wardrobe for Cathy Quick Curl. 2 dress- 
es, iced iu ber one-piece sleeper, 

comb, brush and hangers. 
49 N 32559—Shpg. wt. 6 oz...... Set $399 

(4and 5 hee TA E Huggable 2-foot baby 
doll with t really "grows" . . pull the 
string to make it shorter. Soft, vinyl foam skin 
and painted eyes. Dressed in a pink, two-piece, 
romper outfit. For ages 5 to 10. 

Shipping weight each 5 pounds. 
(4) 79N31625C—Black Baby Crissy ..$13.87 
(S) 79N35158C—White Baby Crissy .. 13.87 

{6 and 7 ) Baby Alive. She drinks, wets, even 
“chews” her own “food”. Feed her. . then 
change her diaper. 16 inches tall. Soft, polyure- 
thane foam-filled vinyl body is perfect for cud- 
dling. Rooted hair and big baby eyes. 

Includes outfit, non-toxic food, baby bottle, 
feeding dish, spoon, bib, disposable diapers. 
Uses 2 alkaline “С” batteries (not included), 
order package below. Ages 3 to 10. 

Shipping weight each 2 pounds 14 ounces. 
(6) 49N35166—White Baby Alive .....$10.74 
(7) 49N 31605—Black Baby Alive ...... 1074 
Alkaline “С” Batteries. Package of two. 
49 М 46997—Shpg. wt. Soz. ... Pkg. $1.05 

8 Nancy Nonsense. You never can tell what 
this 18-inch imp will say next . . just pull 

her talking ring. She says 216 different sen- 
tences at random. Smooth vinyl skin, big blue 
eyes and blond rooted hair in pigtails. Movable 
head, arms and legs. For ages 3 to 10. 
49 N 32088—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 02... «2815.67 

Q Tiffany Taylor. Fashion doll bas hair that 
seems to change color when you turn the 

top of her scalp . . blond flips to brunette. Vi- 
nyl 19-inch doll has delicately painted features. 
Movable head, arms, legs. Convertible 2-piece 
outfit . . lamé bathing suit under a long chiffon 
skirt. Platform shoes. Ages 6 to 12. 
49 N 32087—Shpg. wt. 11b. 802. .........$997 

10 Pedal Pretty. She's the softest little thing 
on wheels. 15-inch doll comes with her 

own trike and wagon. She can hold on to either 
vehicle . . her hands stick to Velcrof closure. 
Completely washable, stuffed, cloth body, plas- 
tic face and yarn hair. Sturdy plastic vehicles 
sent unassembled. For ages 2 to 8. 
49 N 34059—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. ...Set $11.67 

NOTE: Due to small parts, items (2. 3. 6. 7, 9) 
not recommended for ages under 3 

: p | 
14-inch $599 , t. 

Trunk 

22-inch Ww $099 

Storage 
Trunks 

(11 thru 13) For trav- 
eling or storage. Each 
steel trunk has a draw- 
er, hanger bar, hangers. 
Plenty of room for one 
doll, her clothes and ac- 
cessories. Wood frame, 
plated hardware, plastic 
handle. For children 
ages 3 to 12. 

1 14x7x7'4-inch 
Trunk. It has one 

snap lock. Wt. 4 lbs. 
49 N 33569.. $5.99 

12 18x8'4x8*,-inch 
Trunk. It has two 

snap locks. Wt. 6 Ibs. 
49N 3357 $7.99 

3 22х8%х9%-1псһ 
Trunk. It has two 

snap locks. Wt. 7 Ibs, 
79 М33517С 59.99 

Walker- 
Stroller 
Holds dolls 

up to 
18 inches tall 

$394 

Take your favorite doll 
for a leisurely stroll in 
this rugged metal walk- 
er with play tray and 
plastic wheels. 15x9x19 
inches high overall. Sent 
partly assembled. For 
children ages 2 to 5. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. 
49 N 33061 53.94 



Our album of baby dolls continues . 
on these 2 pages, see our collection of 

IES 
Dolls to dress up, cuddle and love 

that will warm any child's heart 

10-inch Angel Baby 
plus Wardrobe 

„їр 994 
A uem Wm — 

Lovely 10-inch Angel Baby $595 

S for 14-inch gel Baby 

, panties, shoes, 
socks not included 

M $299 items (2), 6 Soft vinyl body is fully jointed so Angel Baby is easily posed in 
(3) and (4) different positions. Rooted blond hair in top-knot style many 

can be brushed and combed. Big go-to-sleep eyes. She's dressed in 
attractive two-piece sacque. Knit booties with bow. For ages 4 to 
10, Not recommended for children under 3 due to small parts. 

* 49 C 31661—Shipping weight 12 ounces .. ..$5.95 

A пећ 7 Wardrobe for 10-inch Angel Baby. Includes: white plissé ki- 
Angel Baby mono with blue lace trim, ribbon tie; pink check pullover dress 

trimmed in lace and bonnet; yellow brushed nylon nightie with 

49 C 32564—Shipping weight 8 ounces .................... $4.99 

SAVE $1.00. Angel Baby (6) plus Wardrobe (7). 
49 C 31663—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces ......... Set $9.94 

13-inch Kimmie $894 
This lovable little doll drinks 
from her own bottle . . she 
even wets, too. Curly black 
rooted hair that you can 
brush and comb. Big, painted 
eyes. Made of soft, washable 
vinyl. Kimmie wears a diaper 
and comes complete with 
pink, lace-trimmed blanket, 
brush and comb. 
Recommended for children 

ages 4 to 10 years. 
49 C31613—Wt. 2]bs, ..$8.94 

1 Soft vinyl body is fully 2 2-piece pink and 4 Spring green dress 
jointed . . she’s easily white nightie, braid and bonnet with 

posed in many positions. trim. Shipping wt. 5 oz. white dots, lace trim. 
Rooted blond hair can be 49С 32556... $2.99 Shipping wt. 5 oz. 
brushed and combed. Mov- 49 C 32553 $299 
able eyes. Red velvet-look 3 Pink and white 
dress and matching bonnet check playsuit, scarf, 5 White hooded jacket 
trimmed in white lace. Rec- attached white blouse with blue knit pants. 
ommended for ages 3 to 10. with bib. Wt. 5 oz. Shipping wt. 5 oz. 
49C31664-Wt. 11b. 8 ог. $799 49С 32538 $299 49С32518 53.99 

10 

The Calico Kids . . soft 
cloth-body dolls 

(8 thru 10 ) Each 14 inches tall. Vinyl head, hands. 
Painted eyes, rooted hair. For ages 3 to 10 years. 
8 Orange hair. Calico print dress. Polka dot bonnet. 

49 С 34092—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 oz. ....$7.44 

9 Blond, pigtails. Calico print dress. Cloth glasses. 
49 С 34093—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 oz. ....$7.44 

Red hair. Dungarees with print blouse and hat. - < 
& y $ 10 49 C 34094—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 oz. ...87.44 

Lovable Lisa Tub 'n Shower Dolly complete $999 
I m 13 inches tall $894 with Tub and Accessories 
n 11 Cloth body with vinyl head, vinyl-covered feet. Washable 12-inch doll of soft vinyl. Fully jointed body, molded hair. Includes 

l Rooted hair. Velcro® closure strip on hand so Lisa pink plastic tub and shower with spray nozzle, water pump, soap, sponge, 
can hold her crayon. Crayon, paper included. Dress cov- bottle. Hand operated . . no batteries needed. For ages 3 to 10. 

(ems ers sleep outfit underneath. For ages 4 to 10. 49 C 31684—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ОЦПСеѕ........................ $9.99 
452 |Ѕеагв| 95 ^ 49C34088—Shipping weight 1 pound ............ $8.94 
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Work parts by hand . . lift and load, 
Scoop and scrape, doze and dump, 

grade, even hoist metal debris 

Our biggest, brawniest 

*EARTHMOVERS" 
So big, optional 5-inch tall 
construction workers can sit 

in cabs to add realism 

Use magnet 
or scoop 
with (3) 

Hinged cabs of (3). (4) and (5) 
Swing open so you can change 

the drivers on the inside 

Set of 3 
construction 
workers with 
flexible joints 

Rugged, giant steel rigshandle 
most sandpile construction jobs 

SO Reduced trom 1975 Christmas Book $ $1 95 Michigan 
Cut 51 7575565 44 to Sod 

(1thru 5) Our biggest Earthmovers (3) Michigan Shovel. Hinged cab swings open; 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-gauge steel bodi crane cab swivels 360°. Positive stop winch rais- 
with chip-resistant, non-toxic enamel. Highly de- — es, lowers boom. Includes scoop and magnet for 
tailed bodies with shatter-defying plastic wind- lifting dirt or metal debris. 20x7x40 in. high, 
shields. Plastic wheels. Turned edges. boom raised. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. 

or right to 5 positions for snow or dirt removal. e 3 
Tandem-pivoted rear wheels with big traction-tread (4) Dump Truck. Cab swings open. Balanced- 
tires. Measures 16х7х71% inches high. action bed raises and dumps big loads (by hand). 
ORDERING INFO: Figure not included, see (6) Measures 1934x7 4x10 inches high. 
49 М 58473—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz. Was $7.44 .....26.44 | ORDERING INFO: Figure not incl., see (6). 

79 М 58381C—Wt. 7 Ibs. Mua mem 29.05 
(2) Bulldozer. 3-position blade. Wide, deep-lug 
tracks on solid wheels. 1234x8x7% inches high. p Loader. Cab swings 
ORDERING INFO: Figure not included, see (6). 
49 М 5B472—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 9 oz. Was $8.44 . 

wings open, swivels to steer. 
ver-operated bucket scoops up load, raises, 

lowers and dumps. 21!2x7V2x9'4 in. high. 
ORDERING INFO: Figure not incl., see (6). 
79 М 58382C— Wt. 7 Ibs. Was 812.95 .... 11. 

Towering 
28-inch 
Crane 

Easily operates 
by hand crank 

to liftand 
rotate those 
big loads 
into the 

right position 

$1595 

You control all the working action by hand. Sim- 
ply flip position lever and turn crank to slide block 
and tackle forward or back. Swing horizontal 
boom around in a complete circle around base of 
crane. Lower tackle, rotate hook and raise cargo 
up to 2 feet in the air. 
CONSTRUCTION: Durable plastic crane measures 
29V2x1634x28 inches high. Massive 29'2-in. long 
horizontal boom rotates 360° to cover an area of 
almost 5 feet. Made in Japan. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partially assembled. 
49 N 58387—Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

(6) Construction Crew 
Set of three S-in. high workmen in coordinated out- 
fits, гое with shovel, nx axe, air hamm 
Each fits into cabs of Earthmovers, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: From Hong Kong. 
49 N 58388—Shipping weight 8 ounces Set $1.99 



are so delicately 
detailed that 
their hair is 

even hand-arranged 

(1thru6) Fashion Dolls from Italy for you to collect. 

9 Classic petite features include BODY, DETAILING: Creamy vinyl faces, arms and hands. 
ty n Polyethylene legs and body. Jointed arms and legs. Open-and- 

open-and-close eyes with long lashes. соле eyes, lashes. Hand-styled rooted hair. (2), (4) and (6) 
Hands are poised and delicate include stand for display 

У Each wears an elegant gown of rich FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
material adorned with lace and ruffles. SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 

ч r ў (1) 18-in. Rossella with brown hair, brown eyes. Comes 
with cotton velvet gown, lace trim and collar. Tie-on hat with 
flowers. Lacy petticoat, panties, stockings, vinyl shoes. 
79C 32188C- Shipping weight 3 pounds . $34.99 

(2) 18.in. Cristina with red hair, brown eyes. Comes with 
beige rayon gown, flounced skirt and yoke, lace trim. Match- 

4 " ing hat. Lace trimmed undergown, pantyhose, vinyl shoes. 
] 48с 32183—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 11 oz. $29.99 

7 : (3). 13-in. Viviana with brown hair, brown eyes. Comes with 
white tiered rayon lace dress with trim. White flowers in her 

ï - hair. Lace trimmed petticoat, panties, stockings, vinyl shoes. 
y^. Wu 49 C 3218 1—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. $12.99 

(4) 15-in. Lilla with blonde hair, blue eyes. Comes with lilac 
polyester ruffled V-neck gown. Undergown with flounce. 
tockings, vinyl shoes. 

49 C 32182— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz. $19.99 

ri (5) 18-in. Rossella with red hair, blue eyes. Comes with ny- 
lon and cotton white dress with blue striped trim. Cotton vel- 
vet purse and front bodice. Straw hat with flowers. Lace 

ўў 3 s trimmed petticoat, panties, stockings, vinyl shoes. 
79 C 32184C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ..........$29.99 
(8) 18-in. Silvana with blonde hair, blue eyes. Comes with 

tm t light blue crepe dress with lace trim. Tie-on hat, parasol, lace 
446 [Sears] ny 2 trimmed goden; tights, vinyl shoes. 

Sears] е; 49 C 32096—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 11 oz. $29.99 
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On these two pages 

gentle Q9 treasures 
to brighten 

your childs 
bedroom 

а co-ordinated array of useful and 
decorative gifts every child is sure to treasure 

lod Boo beans йн ni ddlocidical cont 

f 
H 

{ 

1 
j 
1 
j 
} 

(1) 3-way Lamp. Use either as a regular up 
ог as a night light. May also be used as bot 
simultaneously. "Gentle Treasures" girl on base. 
Constructed of rigid, non-flammable polyvinyl 
pee Hand-painted in non-toxic colors, 8-inch 
igh shade. 8! x8! 2x19 inches high. 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110- 
120 volts, 60-Hertz. Uses up to 60-watt bulb (not 
included). 6 ft. cord. 4-w. bulb for base incl. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 4560—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 о2. ...... 

(2) Night Light. “Gentle Treasures” girl on 
base. Constructed of rigid, non-flammable poly- 
viny) plastic. Hand-painted in non-toxic colors. 
31 ax3Uax81 2 in. high. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110- 
120-volt, 60-Hertz, AC. 4-w. bulb incl. On-off 
switch. 6 ft. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 456 1—Shipping weight 12 oz. .$4.99 

9.99 

(3) Girl Musical Figurine. Wind base and 
“Gentle Treasures” girl revolves to popular tune. 
Figure is hand- painted papier mache, base is 
plastic. Measures 434x734 in. high. Imported 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 4527—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 02. .........97.99 

(4 Boy Musical Figurine. Wind base and 
entle Treasures" boy revolves to popular 

tune. Figure is hand- painted papier mache, base 
» plastic. Measures 434x734 in. high. Imported. 
RDERING INFORMATION 
SN 4525... Shpg. wt. 11b. 4 02. .........97.99 

(5) Girl's 3-piece Hair Care Set. Plastic hand- 
held mirror with "Gentle Treasures" design on 
back, plastic comb, plastic styling brush. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Imported. 
3N4510—Shipping weight 8 oz. .......93.49 

(6) Carry-all Tote Bag. 100% cotton with web 
handles. Multi-color design i: is washable. Tote 
bag measures 14x17 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N4515—Shipping weight 6 oz. .. .$3.99 

(7) Wastebasket. Durable sheet metal with 
multi-colored lithograph print design. 16-qt. cap. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 4524—Shipping weight 2 lbs. .......$5.49 

(8 апа 9 ) Clothes Organizers. Decorative 
and useful accessories to апу little girl's room. 
Encourages child to keep room neat and clothing 
items organized. Both bags are brightly designed 
100% cotton. 

(8) Shoe Bag. Holds 4 pairs of little shoes. 
loops on back for hanging. Cotton felt Packing 
2634x15 inches. Imported. Shoes not incl. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 4327—Shpz. wt. 6 oz.. -$3.99 

(9) Pajama Bag. Zippered pajama E in 
back. Loop for hanging on doorknobs, hooks. 
1914x103 inches. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 М 4353—Shpg. wt.3oz...............$2.29 

(10) Photo Collection Frame. With six differ- 
ent sized openings for pictures of favorite people, 
ms or pets. Brightly designed matting, metal 
тате. Plexigiass® plastic front. Hangs by metal 
rings on back. 11x14 in. Pictures not incl. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 4508—Shpz. wt. 2 lbs. ........... $5.49 
©1978 Gentle Treasures. inc. 



free spirit 

20-inch, single-speed BMX Track 
Bikes for off-the-road competition 

(1) Bike with rear (2) Bike with 

coaster and rear coaster 
caliper brakes brake alone 

$9999 |sgg79 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Rear coaster brake, rear side-pull caliper 
handbrake on (1), rear coaster brake alone on (2). 
WHEELS, TIRES: 201.75 in. tires; knobby tread. 
FRAME. HANDLEBAR, SADDLE: Enameled/chrome- 

steel frame with. wishbone-style rac- 
pep pee tus to handle the 
tracks. 4-in. head. pedal crank. ac- 

-style, chrome-plated steel handle- 
bar; pad on (1) only. Rac- cross-brace. Stem 
ing- saddle and handgrips of black vinyl. 
COMPONENTS: Front number plate. Rat-trap ped- 
als give sure foothold. Kickstand, pees and 

inch See Reflector Note, p. 448. 
ORDER INFO: Partially assembled. See ‘Assembly 
Note, How-to-Measure Note, pg. 448; BMX Bike 
Warranty below. See “N” suffix note, p. 322. 

(1) Blue Bike with rear coaster and c. 
г rims. 

959N—Shpg. wt. 40 lbs. ........... $99.99 
BMX Track Bike features: 

В i R crank 2 : " 
кк ЛӨ. (2) Red Bike with rear coaster brake only. Sil- 

high ground ver-color rims. 
Gusseted frame 6 C 4575 1N—Shpg. wt. 39 Ibs. clearance for strength 

i Wish BMX Track Bike Warranty. For 30 days from d 
4-in. BMX head shbone-style ҮЛ V A. chase, Sears will. free of charge. repair or replace a 

front fork ру X replacement part for any defective port of this bicycle, when 
"y $ used in a normal manner (which does not include use with a 

motor). М bike is used for commercial or rental purposes, this 
warranty does not apply. Warranty service is available by sim- 
ply returning bike to nearest Sears store throughout U.S. This 
warranty gives you certain legal rights. and you may aiso have 
other rights that vary from state to state. 

Long 6 zin 
pedal crank Gold-colored 
for explosive chrome-plated 
acceleration rims 

(3) 20-inch, 3-speed Motocross-look Bike 
SPEEDS: 3-speeds, gear ratio of 38 to 68; see Gear Ratio 
Note, pg. 448. Twist-grip shifter. 

WHEELS, TIN Б Wie Tange ont ub adds strength WH IRES: t si 
Wide, knobby tires; 20x2.125 inches. 
FRAME, HANDLEBAR, SADDLE: Black, heavy-duty steel 
frame. Motocross-style, red plastic fenders, simulated 
fuel tank. Spi suspension in front, shock absorbers in 
rear help поса yum зы with padded 
crossbar. eed Ha тта н 
Vinyl, motocross style saddle. ig nets of о 
in., see How-to-Measure Note ра. 48. 
COMPONENTS: Number plate. Rat-t -trap Kick- 
stand. Simulated exhaust pipe chainguard. Reflectors; 
see Reflector Note, pg. 448. 
ORDER INFO: See “N” Suffix MM 322. Эт. аз- 
sembled; see Assembly Note, Bike pg. 448. 
6 C 45726N- Shipping weight $4 pounds. $139.99 

(4) 20-inch single speed Motocross-look Bike 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Easy-to-use rear coaster brake. 
WHEELS, TIRES: 20x1.75-in. knobby tires. 
FRAME. HANDLEBAR, SADDLE: Flat black steel frame 
with yellow plastic MÀ Black motocross-style han- 
dlebar with crossbrace. Waffle handgrips and padded, 
banana-style saddle made of black vinyl. For leg lengths 
of 23 to 31 in. see How-to-Measure Note, pg. 448. 
COMPONENTS: Namee pinoa Black plastic als. 
Kickstand. numeral. Re TS; Chainguard 
see Reflector Note, pg. 448. 
ORDER INFO: See ©" Suffix Note, p. 322. Partly assem- 
bled. See Assembly Note, Bike Warranty, pg. 448. 
6 C 45728N—Shipping weight 40 pounds .....$68.99 

Note: Motocross-look Bikes share the exciting styling of BMX 
Track Bikes. but frames and other parts are not suitable for stunt- 
ing or competition. 

3-speed Motocross-Iook = 
Bike with heavy-duty 
frame. simulated fuel 
tank, front springs 
and rear shocks 

$13999 
452 
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Enjoy a picture story by 

TELL-A-STORY 
complete with 
2 cartridges 

$599 
without 
Catteries 

Includes “Little Red Riding Hood,” and 
"Sleeping Beauty.” Colorful pictures are ac- 
companied by the story in words. Remov- 
able plastic cartridge measures 8'ex5'Ax 
1% inches. Open unit easily to insert anoth- 

er roll. Light from back of set filters thru 
story roll to produce an illuminated picture 

REMOTE 
CONTROL 
Just insert cartridge .. 

push button to move 

picture from frame to 

frame..push second 

button to rewind 

like on a real TV. Set measures 8x3%x10 
inches high. Plastic and metal. Uses 2 "D" 
batteries. Order package, below. 
49 N 16151—Wt. L Ib. 130z. ..... Set $5.99 

Extra rolls. "Cinderella," “The Three 
Bears," "William Tell," "Nursery Rhymes." 
49 № 16152—Set of 4. Wt. 5 oz. ..Set $1.29 

Simple for. 
child to 

Battery-powered Mini-phonograph 

Place tiny record in slot 

No operating parts exposed. Record plays 2 
minutes then shuts off automatically. In- 

cludes 4 two-sided records of nursery 
rhymes and songs (each 476 inches in diam- 
eter). All plastic. Measures 54x5%x2% 
inches high. Uses 1 "D" battery. Order 

452 Sears tee" 
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slide lever to play 

package below. Why not pick up the phone 
and order it? 
49N 16141—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. ...94.49 
Set of 8 more records for phono above. 
49 N 16142—Shpg. wt. 11Ь. ..... Set $1.69 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8405—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. Pkg. $1.49 

Mattel's Talking Story Books 
Pull ring. . hear and read story, 

look at colorful pictures 
in any of 4 "See 'N Say" Books 

95587 
each 

Just turn pointer on dial to right until it is in same 
position as arrow on page, pull ring . . the book reads 
that page with full sound effects. Child also reads 
printed words. Each has 18 pages. Plastic and paper. 
49 N 1615—Speak Up, Charlie Brown 
49 N 16082— Mother Goose 
49 N 16091— The Little Clown's Circus 
49 N 1609—Funny Pets in Faraway Places 
Shipping weight each 1 Ib. 10 oz. Each $5.87 

These Books really Talk 
Turn the dial to hear the story 
and read it at the same time 

$299 
each 

It's fun to learn when your books read to you. Child 
simply dials the sonic wheel to hear the story com- 
plete with sound effects. He is actually controlling 
the record with his fingers, so he can vary the 
speed . . children love this. At the same time he can 
read the story and look at the colored pictures used 
to illustrate the story. Sonic dial is hi-impact plas- 
tic. Story book has large print, easy for beginners 
to read. Measures about 11x8%x1% inches thick. 
49 N 16177— Mother Goose Favorites 
49 N 16178— The Night Before Christmas 
49 N 16179—Bozo and his ABC Zoo 
Shipping weight each 1 Ib. 7 oz....... -Each $3.99 



Fatigues 

$799 
ге) 

Race Driver 

$739 

Bla 

M^ 
Low 
as 

$ M30 
item(3) 

Our lowest prices in 
5 years for any 

TV Character Costumes 
(1 thru 3 ) Get Set for fun when you're disguised as one of these 
famous fantasy characters. Even your friends won't recognize 
you behind the vinyl ma: All 3 outfits are sturdy cotton 
poplin; button in back. See size chart, opposite page. Trooper 

[4] $799 ] Mickey Mouse . . what big cars you have! There's a big grin 
too, on this full-size face mask. The 1-piece costume has a 

handy patch pocket. State sise S, M or L. 
49 N 14938F—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. ....%4,99 
9 Superman 1-рїесе outfit, tie-on cape and eye mask. 

49 N 14937F— State size S, М or L. Wt. 11b. 3 oz.. $4,49 

POW! ТАР! It's Batman! Speed to the scene in this 1-piece 
outfit with tie-on cape, full mask. State size S, M or L. 

49 N 14936F—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces 54,30 
Mickey Mouse @ Walt Disney Productions 

Marine 
$799 

[5] 
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(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

Beauty Parlor 
Hairstyling 
and Make-up 

Set 

$ 866 
Lovely vinyl 

mannequin comes 
with everything 

you need to set 
and style her 

long, rooted hair 
plus a complete 

make-up kit 

This pretty vinyl mannequin can 
lead to hours of fun . . style her ny- 
lon hair any way you wish. Pile it 
on top of her head in a mass of curls 
or give her a long casual hairdo. 
She comes with all the accessories 
you need: hair rollers, bobby pins, 
hair clips and a combination teasing 
comb and styling brush. 

After you have done her hair, 
make up the mannequin with the 
non-toxic cosmetics included: 
rouge, lipstick, eyeshadow, eyelin- 
er, removable eyelashes, 3 sponges 
and a make-up collar. If you make 
a mistake, don’t worry! Just sponge 
off the washable cosmetics and 
start all over again. 

Plastic stand swivels in a full cir- 
cle for easy make-up and hair styl- 
ing. Non-mar friction cups keep 
base steady while you work. Over- 
all 12 in. high. Ages 5 to 12. Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49C 13515 .. Set $8.66 

(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

Musical 

Jewelry Boxes 
1 Floral Jewel Box. Open the lid 

to see a pretty ballerina dance 
as music plays. Wood case with 
simulated leather cover, rayon satin 
lining. Inside mirror. 4'/,x3'/,x6 in. 
wide. From Japan. 
Shipping weight 8 oz. 

49C 13076 5297 

Doll Jewel Box. Costumed miss 
sits atop a colorful jewel box— 

take her off to bend or pose her. 
Open lid—a tune plays as doll in- 
side turns. Wood case with simulat- 
ed leather cover and rayon satin 
lining. Inside mirror. Measures 
5x3'/x9 in. wide. From Japan. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. 
49C 13072 . $4.99 

З Hia Toy Box Jewel Вох. . Cut #2.00. 
A collection of happy characters 

adorn this jewel box. Turn key to 
open—hear a happy tune. Sturdy 
plastic, 9x6!/x6 in. high. From Ja- 
pan. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C 13649. ve 93.99 

5 
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Elegant Vanity Set 
Makes your little beauty 

feel so sophisticated 

$1188 E 

Has sculpture-look 

legs and polished 

mirror with lights 

Sturdy plastic vanity has curved legs 
that look hand-carved and а polished 
make-up mirror that lights up. It even 
has a side drawer to keep precious trea. 
sures safe. Matching plastic bench has 
handsomely decorated seat. 

Comes with a set of beauty aids, in- 
cluding: comb, brush, cuticle imple 
ment, emery board, orange stick, nail 
file, a lipstick and face soap. 

Vanity measures 26%x15x33'% 
inches high. Attractive side lights for 
mirror use 2 “D” batteries, not included 
(order package below). Ages 4 to 8. 
Unassembled. 
79 C 1339C— Wt. 10 Ibs. o $1188 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
Shpg. wt. pkg. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 

49 С 4695 Pkg. $1.39 

3-piece 
Luggage Set 

Child-size carry-alis. 
adorned with flowers 

sel 

Gaily printed vinyl-covered luggage set is just 
what you need for traveling. Set includes: zippered 
suitcase, 12x12x5 inches deep; zippered train case, 
10x 7 'Ax4*/, inches deep and а tote bag, 
115х11'/,х4 inches deep. Ages 4 to 10. 
Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

79C 13161C—Shpg. wt. set 4 Ibs. ........ Set $6.99 

Get in step with 
high fashion 

CLOGS 

S 

Styled just like adult shoes with thick vinyl soles 
and viny! uppers. Multicolor clogs fit children's 
shoe sizes 7 to 13. Ages 6 to 10. 
49C51185—Hong Kong. Shpg. wt. 15 oz. ....$299 

Vanity $ 299 

Accessories NE Y 
Such a delicate, feminine set . . of sturdy plastic. In- 
cludes hand mirror, jewel case, comb and brush. 
Open the 9-inch long jewel case to find a long neck- 
lace and several other trinkets. Pink roses adorn 
white case, mirror and brush. Ages 4 to 10. 
49C 13147—Shipping weight set 1 Ib. ...... Set $2.99 

Kenner* 
Easy-Care 
Manicure 

Set 

Now you can clean and polish your nails just like 
Mom. Power handle comes with 5 attachments: 2 

for filing, a cuticle pusher, buffer and even a 
mini-fan. Plus 2 bottles of non-toxic polish that washes 
right off with water. Tools and polish store neatly in 
plastic base. Power handle uses 2 “D” batteries, not 
included (order package above left). With 8-inch base. 
For ages 6 and up. 
49 C 1365—Shipping weight set 1 Ib. 8 ог. ... Set $5.97 

52552. [Sears] 459 



The 56- 
Chalet $7 

11-inch high doll house with 
flip-top roof for easy play 

plus 5 rooms of 
durable plastic furniture 

1 А contemporary style with а 
touch of European charm. 

Colorfully decorated hardboard 
house even has landscaping. Plas- 
tic windows, chimney and door 
that opens. Hinged flip-open roof- 
top. Steel angle brackets, nuts, 
bolts and instructions for assem- 
bling. 21x11x11 in. high, Unas- 
sembled. For ages 5 and up. 

EE 

$199: 
The Brown 4 wt. 5 lbs. . $7. 2 9 N 1403—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. . $7.68 Doll Family a 

NOTE: Items on this page (except © Р 
ironing and Housekeeping Sets) Fits doll houses (1 and ¥ 
not recommended for children un- 2) on this page. Plastic d 
der 3 due to small parts mom, dad, baby, son, Ф 

daughter. Hong Kong. 
"- 202.8199 44 

Colonial Doll House 
20 inches high with 5 rooms 

completely furnished 

$1247 

2 Contemporary version of the classic southern mansion. Colorfully deco- 
rated hardboard exterior walls, roof. Plastic windows, chimney, door 

that opens. Sturdy plastic furniture. Wooden floors, steel corner and roof 
caps for greater strength. Includes instructions, steel angle brackets, nuts 
and bolts for assembling. 24x10x20 in. high. Unassembled. Ages 5 and up. 
79N 1404C—Shipping weight 9 pounds ......................... $1247 

-—- = 

5 зар V. ape e 

^ aat UE Е З mis’ Deluxe non-electric $549 
height Ironing Set 
ee \ Steel ironing board with colorful 31 

in. top. Plated tubular legs with plas- 
| tic feet . . help prevent skidding. Ad- 

justs from 1814 to 22% in. high. Set 
includes chrome-plated steel iron 
with plastic handle, plastic foam pad 
with silicone cover. Ages 4 and above. 
79N1349C-Shpe. wt. 4 Ibs. . Set 95.49 

Сөй page scans by сайи йаза com 

Kid-sized toys for “playing house” | 

DOLL HOUSES 
Decorated with furniture 

to match your 
favorite style 

A-frame Ski Cabin 
20 inches high and fully furnished . . $8 
easy living for your 1 1 Vzinch dolls E: 

3 "The perfect vacation retreat for Barbie, Кеп and all other 11'4-inch fashion 
dolis . . it's so big they can even stand up inside. Plastic cabin measures 

23x14%4x20 inches high and snaps together in a jiffy. Outfit includes table, chairs, 
sofa, hassock and fireplace. Recommended for children ages 4 and up. 
49 М 94012—Shipping weight 4 pounds 5 ounces 

doli not. 
included. 

FA 

Housekeeping 99 

Set $3 

Help out with the cleaning. 9-piece 
set; "vacuum" sweeper that actually 
picks up, dry mop, plastic magnetic 
fiber broom (all three 24 in. high). 
Also, counter brush, dust pan, plastic 
apron, dust cloth, sponge, duster and 
closet (not shown). Ages 2 to 8. A «m > 
49N 13235—WL 1 Ib. 8 oz. . .Set $3.99 ^ E 449 

= iis = > 



Doll coos "Mama" 
and “Papa” for you 

$1099 
2 This little pixie is made for your 

arms. Her polyurethane foam-fil 
cloth body is made for cuddling, Tilt her 
forward and back and she'll cry . . set her 
back on her lace-trimmed pillow and 
she'll close her go-to-sleep eyes. Soft vi- 
nyl arms, legs and head. Blond rooted 
hair. She wears a long-flowing pink sheer 
gown trimmed in lace. With panties and 
обе Recommended for ages 3 to 10. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 
4931824... n terre err $10.99 

14-inch Softee Baby 

$795 
1 This little doll is so soft, she almost 

seems alive, Her cloth body is filled 
with cushiony polyurethane foam. . 
perfect for cuddling. Soft vinyl head, 

trimmed dress. Panties and booties in- 
cluded. For ages 3 to 10. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 
49C31665 .................... 297.95 

18-in. Baby Kiss Me really kisses уои $095 18-1п. Dearest Infant cries "Mama" $099. 
Cuddly cloth body. Vinyl head, arms and legs. Rooted Polyurethane foam-filled cloth body with vinyl head, 

Steel Storage. Trunks 6p hair, go-to-sleep eyes. Just squeeze her left arm, hold her 7 arms and legs. Rooted hair, go-to-sleep eyes and a 
(3 thru 5) Wood frame, plated hard- close to your face and she kisses you. Blue gingham check сту voice. 2-piece pajamas . . print top, solid-color bot- 
ware, plastic handle. Drawer, hanger dress with white trim. Bloomers and booties included. Rec- toms. Recommended for ages 4 to 10 years. 
bar, Scere xvm oe ommended for ages 3 to 10 years. 49 C 31667—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 3 02............... $9.99 
sories (not incl,). For to ippi ight 2 Ibs, 8 от............... T ч ages 49 C31671—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. $9.95 (8 and 9 ) Outfits for Dearest Infant. Doll not incl. 

3 22x8%x9% in. Two snap locks. 
79 С 33517C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.. .99.99 83 3- 228 pram suit. 9 Blue, lace- Ера 

4 18x84x87 in. Two snap locks, REMEMBER! фо Pink check knit pullon diaper. White knit 
49 C 3357—Shpg. wt. e 74 pants. Wt. 5 oz. booties bows. 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 | сз; с. $449 49C32566-Wt. S oz. .8399 
Б 14x7x7% in. One snap lock. from now until UST 13, 1976 

49 C 33569—Shpg. wt, 4 lbs. . . $5.99 57 [Bears] 453 
Talao 5300 Eure by iaai aesolechedcal cant 



Tonka® 5-ріесе $047 
Construction Set ei 
Hand-movable parts of these ve- 
hicles keep would-be construction 
workers busy for hours on end. 
5-PC. SET INCLUDES: Bottom 
dump with gate, opens for 
spreading and dumping load; ce- 
ment mixer with rotating drum; 
dump truck with bed that raises 
to unload; lowboy rig with swivel 
cab for steering hauls loader; and 
loader with scoop, lowers, raises 
and locks into position. 
CONSTRUCTION: Vehicles from 5 
to 10% inches long. Steel and 
plastic with rubber wheels. Non- 
toxic enamel finish. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz. 
49N58345 Set $9.47 

ev 
& e 
€. L^ h, $649 

Tootsietoy® 8-piece 
Construction Set 

Help teach your children about 
uses of these “work horse” vehi- 
cles that will give hours of fun at 
pretend construction sites. 
8-PC. SET INCLUDES: Bulldozer, 
scoop-shovel loader, pavement 
roller, dump truck, concrete mix- 
er, Jeep, utility truck and pickup. 
CONSTR.: Vehicles 4 to 8 in. long. 
Die-cast metal and plastic. 
FOR AGES; 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 58456 Set $649 

So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone. 

and you're off to the local 
don't forget to 
and grain (not included) to feed the rest of your 

Head down country roads with 
19-piece NYLINT Farm Set 

Hitch up the trailer to stake ріск-ш 
зобу | sale. Ón your way home, 

at the barn (not included) and pick up hay 

Play area folds 
nto case 

for storage 

Six.piece vehicle set 
order separately 

$599 
Construction Play Case $6 without 

vehicies 

Save $3 
When you buy both Play Case (1) 
and Vehicle Set (2) 

Separately total 
312 

sos сото set 
case, vehicles 

(2) 6-piece Construction-vehicle Set 1) Construction Play Case 
SET INCLUDES: Six 24 to 4-in. long die-cast metal Jnfold the case and you're the foreman of the new road site. i - 

SET INCLUDES: Vinyl play area with 22 pieces of accessories includ- — Vehicles. . . bulldozer with blade, dozer with 
ing vinyl store room; plastic crane set, bucket, rocks, traffic signs — 3Co0D. grader, payloader, dump truck, earth-mov- 
with decals, oil barrels and sandbags. Compact 1142x9x3-inch high €T. Made in Hong Kong. 
carrying case unfolds to form big 27¥/x18-inch wide play area with РОА AGES: 3 years and up. 
construction site situation. Made in Hong Kong. ORDER INFO: Order case, left or set below. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 49 М 58082—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Set $5.99 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Vehicles not included. (Тапа 2) Combination Case-and-Vehicles | 
49 N 58085—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces 49 N 58086—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz Sec $9. 

в 24 
Backhoe swings in ~< 

and out, up and down, "zm. F Front endloader scoops, 
апа side to side. A raises, lowers, dumps 

and locks into position 

- ПА 
ww 

5 b 

$1494 - 

Multi-action Tractor Loader and Backhoe 

Here's a giant earthmover that's over 1\4 feet long and ready fora ^ CONSTRUCTION 
real workout. Wide front wheels with auto-type steering let you Measures 1914x514x9 inches high. Highly detailed 
steer the tractor right from the driver's seat. die-cast metal with plastic seat and vinyl tires. 

HERE'S WHAT IT DOES: Loads and unloads dirt and sand from FOR AGES 
front endloader. Scoops up dirt, raises, lowers, dumps and even 3 {0 10 years. 
locks into position to keep your load steady. Backhoe trenches ORDERING INFORMATION. 
and folds up for easy moving from site to site. It swings in and out, Shipping weight 5 pounds 3 ounces. 
up and down. 49 М 58394 $14.94 

$1295 
truck, load up the cattle 

CONSTRUCTION: 14x5¥xS in. truck, 1134x5V4x374-in. high 
trailer. Heavy-gauge steel with turned non-toxic enamel 
finish. 2 to 8-in. high plastic family, 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 58297—Shipping weight 4 pounds 11 ounces .......Set $1295 

Cutie pane scans by cheisimas maseda omn 



(7) Bride Doll 19-inch Rockabye/Lullabye 
BODY, DETAILING: 1134 in. Wind Big Sister up and listen to a 
tall. Vinyl face and arms. lovely lullabye. . . see her eyes open 
Foret 4 legs TECH and close, her head move up and down 
Орегон кошы Ac as she gently rocks Little Sister 
p band-styled rooted from side to side 

. From Greece. 

CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES. $1866 
White lace bridal к T with = 
petticoat. Net uffled (8) Rockabye/Lullabye. 
Dantes Socks and vinyl | BODY DETAILING: Vinyl head and arms. 
int skirt with flounce, | Polyethylene body and legs 19 in. Big Sister 

uda shorts, sandals, кра ыш us p painted eyes, 
У, londe roots air. Big Sister winds up to FOR AGES $to 10 years. play music box lullabye, head, arms move. 

EM eat CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Big Sister wears 
‘ee aie pink and white check cotton dress with white 
9 C3217 98.95 cotton eyelet ruffle trim. Pink ribbons in her 

hair. Little Sister wears white cotton top and 
pink cotton check pants with feet. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz. 
49 C32168 

These4 
little ladies 
were meant 

for you 

(13) Barbie-On-The- 
Go Wardrobe for 18- 
inch Barbie. 
SET INCL.: Jacket, (14) Supersize Barbie. 
skirt. Long cape with BODY, DETAILING: 18 
fur-look collar. Scarf. inches tall. Plastic body, 
Plastic suitcase, train- jointed arms and legs. 
case, 4 barrettes, 2 Rooted hair. Painted 
make-up applicators, eyes. Bathing suit, skirt, 
comb, brush, play hair pants. Plastic shoes. 
dryer, make-up case. — Earrings, ring, necklace, 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 tiara. Ring, necklace, 
years. Not recom- barrette for d- 
mended for ages un- ed. 
der 3 due to small AGES: 5 to 10 yrs. 
parts. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. 
49C32167 ++» $6.99 49032165 81097 

T H 
i 
He 
gs 

Life-size Walking Dolls 
(16 thru 18) Walking Dolls. . . just 
take one by the left hand, tilt her from 
side to side. 
BODY, DETAILING: Vinyl head, arms. 
Polyethylene body, legs. Jointed arms, 
legs. Rooted hair. -and-close eyes. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 9 years. 

(16) 24-inch Walker. Blonde hair. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Long pink and 

(9) 17-in. Thumbles. (11) 18-inch Bella. white check dress with flounce and bow. 
BODY. DETAILING: Vinyl BODY. DETAILING: Vinyl face Matching ruffled shawl. Vinyl shoes. 
face, hands. Cloth body. and hands. Huggable cloth Hairstyling kit дамды COMM, CONI RON 
Brown rooted hair. Big Бойу. Red rooted hair. Big ttery-operated hair dryer. 
painted eyes. Mouth, mold- ^ painted eyes and freckles. ORDERING INFO: Dryer requires one 
ed to hold her thumb as if CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Plaid Peor not included, order pack- 

е were sucking it. cotton dress with white cotton 1-5 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: ruffle. Matching wide-brimmed 79 С 32173C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. ...... $9.99 
Long pink dress with white plaid hat. Boots. "AA" Batteries. Package of 4. 
eyelet ruffled pinafore and FOR AGES: 2 to 9 years. 49 С 46991—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ..... Pkg. 99c 
matching cap. Boots. ORDERING INFORMATION FOR AGES: 2 to 9 years. Shipping weight 2 pounds (17) 23-inch Walker . . . she will kiss 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 8oz. 4934218 $899 You when you squeeze her left wrist, 49034217 $7.95 place her lips to your face and release: 

(12) 15%,in, Melanie. ju 
(10) 12-in. Enrica BODY. DETAILING Vinyl body. CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Cotton school- 23-in. Walker 

girl plaid pinafore over white long- 
Sleeved dress with rickrack trim. Red 
tights. Bow in hair, at neck. Vinyl shoes. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Squeeze her wrist. dressed in 
‘She kisses you latest denim outfit 

$994 $1097 

BODY. DETAILING: Vinyl Open-and-close eyes. Rooted 
head and arms. Polyethyl- blonde hair. From France. 
ene body, legs. Blue eyes. CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Long 
Rooted hair. From Italy. blue and white striped dress. CLOTHES ACCESSORIES Blue is sash. Ма i lace 79 C32171C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ......9994 
ayon dress, dust cap. — trimmed dust cap. Panties, knee (18) 32-inch Walker. Blonde hair. Pia M сана, Mei: NEN Diseficohont: CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Denim jeans 

socks, plastic shoes. FOR AGES: 4 to 9 years. with mock stitched squares, matching 244. Welker FOR AGES: 3 and up. ORDERING INFORMATION jacket and cap. Vinyl shoes. аи Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. ORDERING INFORMATION: а without 49C34214 $1395 49С32162.................814.95 79 C 32174C— Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. .....$10.97 $999 блош 

аып pane scans by Са ПИШЕТ ИНСА Conk 



(11) Musical Jewelry Box. When opened, box 
plays tune, ballerina revolves. Wood covered with 
paperboard. Mirror in lid. Snap latch. Box is 
б14х41/5х33% in. high. Jewelry not incl. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Imported. 
3 N 4384—Shipping weight 11 ounces ....$5.19 

Do 3- pe. Book Set. Books 434х334 in. each. 
nstructed of paper and paperboard. Imported. 

One Year Diary. 120 lined pages. 
Photo Album. 10 pages. Accepts up to twenty 
41x31 in. size prints in 10 acetate pockets, 
Indexed Telephone and Address Book. 120 pages 
alphabetically indexed. Entry titles for name, ad- 
dress, and telephone number. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3 N 4529—Wt. 100z. рег set.......... Set $2.99 

13) One-Year Diary. Two days to a lined page. 
etal lock with 2 keys. Paper and paperboard, 

6%xS in. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 4532—Shipping weight 9 ounces ..... $1.99 

(14) Framed Cork Bulletin Board. Cork veneer 
on %-in. fiberboard. 1-inch wide yellow plastic 
frame. Decorated with colorful silkscreen design. 
18x24 in. wide. - 
3 N 6613C—Shipping weight 4 pounds....$5.99 

(15 and 16) Unframed Cork Boards. Cork ve- 
neer on % in. fiberboard. Decorated with colorful 
silk-screen design. 24x12 inches wide. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
UM A Cork Board 

4C .$3.99 

E Alarm Clock. Dependable alarm clock with 
ШЕ bell design. Case made of bright Pu B Ў 

тој plastic, ше! rass trim. Over 3 in. ^ h i 3 3 P 
high. One-day movement. Imported. | : You can order items 
ORDERING INFORMATION : E s s on pages 437 thru | 
3 М 4528—Shipping weight 6 ounces ....$11.99 : : 606 from now until 
(18) Wall Stationery Organizer. Sturdy white " UGU.: 
styrene plastic stationery organizer includes 30 : М ST 31, 1979 
decorated writing sheets (6x8 in.), 15 decorated en- 
yelopes (4Vgx6!4 in.), 150 memo sheets (34x32 
in.), 75 memo sheets (32х61 in.) and 4 cils. 
Handy message clip. Hangs with either self-adhe- 
sive stick-tabs attached to organizer or with brads 
(not included). 12x12 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 М 4509—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. ..........95.49 

(19) Wishing Well Bank. Hand-painted papier 
mache. Coin slot in wishing well. Removable stop- 
per, 514х216х7 in. high. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3 N 4344—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. ..... $3.79 
(20) Desk Organizer. 4 drawers hold favorite 
small objects. Made of styrene plastic. Decorative 
insert in top removes so child can place favorite 
photograph inside. 3*4x4x524 in. high. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 № 4346—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. $2.99 

21) Book Ends. Hand-painted papier mache. 
Each 4!4x3*ax654 in. high. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 М 4340—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz. ...... Pair $6.99 

(22) Pencil Well. Hand-painted papier mache. 
TVgxSV2x2! in. (Pencils not incl.). Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3 N 4341—Shipping weight 15 ounces ....$3.79 

23) Desk Pad. Paper and PUDE Gentle 
‘reasures design on sides. 12x21 in. wide. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Imported. 
3 N 4322—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. ....$4.79 
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Atlanta 
Falcons 

6С 45879N2D 

Green Bay 
Packers 

6С 45876N20 

Houston 
Oilers 

6 С 45875N20 

Kansas City 
'hiefs 

6C45872N20 

Los Angeles. 
ams 

6 C 45863N20 

Miami 
Dolphins. 

6 C 45859N2D 

New Orleans 
(|. Saints 
6 C 45868N20 

New York 
Giants 

6 H 45881N20 

New York 
Jets. 

6 С 45882N2D 

Dallas Cowboys 

Cineinnat 
Bengals 

6 С 45867N20 

Denver Detroit 
Broncos Lions 

6C45869N20 | 6C45874N2D 

Officially licensed by NFL. 
Pick your favorite team, your bike comes 
equipped with team emblem and colors 

Mor styling kives this 20-in. single- 
bike a powerhouse look. Plus it has the 

official emblem, name and colors of your fa- 
vorite NFL team. 
SPEEDS: Single speed. 
BRAKES: Coaster brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES: 20x2.125-in. knobby tires 
forroad gripping traction, chrome-plated rims. 
Wide flange front hub for wheel strength. 
FRAME. HANDLEBAR, SADDLE: Heavy-duty 
chrome-plated steel frame and front fork. 
Recommended for leg lengths 23 to 31 in. See 
How-to-Measure Note, pg. 448. Motocross- 
style pH fenders in team colors. Moto- 

le steel with and 
black vinyl waffle handgrips. Padded viny! 
ERR € LU ҮТ team color 
stripes; N 

Raiders 
6C45857N20 

PhiladelBhia 
Eagles 

6 С 45873N2D 

20-inch 
single-speed 
chrome-plated 

frame 
Bike has 
Motocross 

styling 

$9899 SS 
Cardinals. 

6С 45858N2D 

Pittsburgh 
Steelers 

6 C 45855N2D 

San Diego 
Chargers 

6 C 45862N20 

San Francisco 
49ers 

| 6C45885N20 

Тетра ay 
juccaneers 

6 é 45864N2D 

Washington 
Redskins 

6 C 45884N2D 

COMPONENTS: Front numeral plate uA team colors 

your favorite ауа 
team name, in 
forge features team helmet, emblem. Rat trap pedals 

secure foothold. Kickstand. Fully reflectorized, see 
eflector Note, pg. 448. 

ORDER INFO: Order bike by catalog number under 
emblem of desired team. ly assem! See 
bly Note, Free Spirit Bike Warranty, pg. 448. See “! 
suffix note, pg. 322. Not for stunting or DAE 
Shipping weight 46 pounds $98.99 

So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone 

ac, [Benrs]453 



“The time is 5 after 6” 

MATTEL'S 
Talking Clock 

Set the hands . . 
it tells you the time 

3087 without 
batteries 

Tells time at every five minute 
interval. Yellow hi-impact styrene 
clock has molded-in handle, large 
easy-to-read numbers. 4x14x14 in 
high. For ages 3 to 6 years. Uses 
2 “D” batteries, order package on 
opposite page. 

= Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
79 М 16024C $9.87 

“| talk about money. 
I help you save, too” 

See 'N Say® 
Talking Smartipig™ 

Timmy Time Clock 

ы 

This puzzle clock teaches identity 
of numbers, colors and counting as 
well as how to tell time. 13 pieces 
constructed of smoothly finished 
hardboard with non-toxic colors. 
Plastic hands. 8%х11%{ inches. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 44394 

587 

Put in coin, point dial and pull his curly 
tail. This pink piggy bank of hi-impact 
styrene talks . . teaches your child the value 
of different coins and how to make change. 
Says 7 phrases. He's 12 inches long. For 
ages 2 to 7 years. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 
49 N 16079.............. nm ($5.87 

..$2.29 

Playskool 109-piece 

Magnetic Board reverses 
to wipe-off chalk side 

Wind with key.. 

actually keeps tim 

for 12 hours 

Child can even take clock apart 

and put it back in working order 

Take-apart Tic-Toc Clock 

$ 4” 

Cheery colored plastic clock has large easy-to-read numbers 
and see-thru face so child can watch gears work while clock 
runs. As child removes the clock’s vari-colored gears, he 
learns colors, improves his manual deaterity, and learns how 
to tell time. Adjustment on pendulum helps clock keep 
accurate time for about 12 hours after each winding. Face 
measures 8 inches in diameter. Comes complete with illus- 
trated instructions to operate, take apart and reassemble. 

Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it. 

49 N 16153—Shipping weight 1 pound...............$4.49 

$ 59% 

Peg Play Tiles Cut 14% 

Was $3.99 
SOMETHING, ,, .. 
Special“ $943 

Priced to be 

Preschoolers can have so much fun making animals, figures, letters, 
numbers, houses and designs with these bright tiles and peg boards. 
Play tiles come in square, oblong, and triangular shapes and in red, 
white, blue and yellow colors. Hi-impact plastic peg boards come with 
each set. Full color design sheet shows graphic instructions for making 
different designs . . even a young child can follow them. 448-pc. set 
includes two peg boards, both about 9x12 in. 336-pc. set includes two 
peg boards . . large board about 9x12 in., small board about 6x9 in. 
49 N 44383—448-piece Set. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 4 0z.,.......Set $3.43 
49 N 44258—336-piece Set. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. ...Set $2.77 

Tital page scans by peisihtas niseledimical com 

All materials needed to learn basic 
3R's . . capital and small letters, 
numbers, and math signs. Ten extra 
vowels and ten extra consonants are 
induded for more advanced' pupils. 
Metal board measures 20x23 in. 

Polyethylene enclosed magnets hold 
symbols to board. Reverses to crayon 
or chalk side. Eraser included. 
79 N 1621C—Shipping wt. 4 lbs. $5.99 

Geography Puzzle . . 

U.S.A. and World Maps 

22 

Turn over large colorful map of the 
United States to find a world map. 
Both maps cut on state or national 
boundaries. Of great help when trying 
to learn names and locations of foreign 
lands and all 50 states. Fiberboard 
puzzle pieces mounted on wood. About 
14x20 inches. Ages 7 to 13. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. 
49 М 16163............... $2.29 
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$099 mes 
1 This must be the most exciting, colorful, convenient 

and complete kitchen ever—actually modeled after a 
real World’s Fair Kitchen-of-the-future. Six counter- 
high compartments contain miniature action appliances; 
6 cabinets above hold all your kitchen supplies. Push a 
button to start Karosel turning . . release button to stop 
where you want; push another button to start each ap- 
pliance working. This sturdy all-plastic unit is 
9%%x9x12%, inches high. Operates on 2 "D" batteries, or- 
der package below. From Japan. For ages 4 to 10. Busy 

434. Like everything else in Sears books, its so easy to 
order by telephone. 
79 М 11649C—Shipping weight 5 pounds ...... .$9.99 
"D" Package of 6. 
49 N 8405—Shipping weight 1 Ib, 8 oz, .....Pkg. $1.49 

Karosel Kitchen 5199 
Accessories ш 

А complete 60-piece set of handy 

kitchen supplies. Includes tea pot, 
4 cups and saucers; table cloth, 
napkins and dishcloth; pots, pans 
and utensils; plus loads of make- 
believe canned foods and play 
perishables. 

NOTE: Because of the small pieces, 
set nol recommended for children 3 
years old and under. 
49N11641-Wt.1 Ib. 4 oz.Sets 1.99 



This machine sews 
these 5 beautiful stitches 
plus straight chain stitch 
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Buy Sewing Machine 
and Table 
Save 53.49 

JALLE? 

Sew 6 different stitches with 
Sears Electric Decomatic Sewing Machine 

Just change the cam control knob to sew straight $2649 minout 
or in one of 5 different decorative stitches Ton 

Watch her create fashions for herself and even for her dolls. This versatile little machine can help 
children, ages 8 and up, learn sewing skills, creativity and coordination. Rugged plastic base and 
die-cast metal head for long life. Plastic carrying case, adjustable tension control, remote control foot 
pedal. Comes with extra needles, needle threader and instructions. Runs on household current, by 
hand or on 3 "D" batteries (not included), order 2 packages below. Safety plug adapter UL listed for 
110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 12x8x10 inches high. From Japan. Shop the easy way . . order by phone. 
79C 1236C—Shipping weight 7 pounds ——— maaana Set $2649 

49 C 4653—Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight 11 ounces Pkg. 1.39 

Give your little seamstress a complete sewing 
ensemble at remarkable savings . . buy both 
sewing machine (shown above) with console 
sewing table (shown below). 
79 C 1223C2—Shpg. wt. 17 Ibs. .. . .Set $34.99 

est s 
. vis 

Accessory |, “~*~ SW 

Kit Р Ф D 

$199 >. 
Includes needles, dress patterns, safety point 
scissors, tape measure, pin cushion, thimble, 
thread. 7-i !/4-rpm record explains how to 
operate any Sears toy sewing machine. Ages 8 

and up. 
49 C 1225—Shipping weight 8 oz. Set $1.99 

Sewing 

Basket 

$279 

This compact 8'4x7'/x4'A4-inch high basket 
holds all your extra little sewing accessories. Top 
handle for easy carrying. Fully lined woven fiber 
case with clasp is from Taiwan. 
49 C 12061—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 4 oz.. .......$279 

Citi Dabs scans by cheisimias müaseleciuicM pim 



f Miss America 
4 [X] “сазе 

$649 

Miss America 
Table Top Vanity 

$799 

batteries. hairpins 
not included 

Саб Dade scans by diaa nisetecinical Gon 

Designed just for уои . . 

A collection of toys 
endorsed by the official 

Miss Aetio 
Pageant 

Miss America Costume. Walk 
down the ramp in your long, white 

rayon gown and accept your crown and 
full-length vinyl cape. Then don the 
Miss America sash. With corsage, neck- 
lace and ring. For ages 5 to 9. Adjusta- 
ble gown fits child 36 to 58 in. tall. 
49 М 14931—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. ..$6.49 

Miss America 
Hostess Set 

$499 

Miss America Vanity Set. Hand- 
some 5-piece plastic set includes ny- 

lon bristle brush, comb. Mirror, 2 trin- 
ket jars with Miss America illustration. 
For ages 8 to 12. 
49 М 13813—Shpg. wt. 1 lb, 3 oz. . .$3.99 

3 Miss America Table Top Vanity. 
Your dresser top will look neat as a 

ріп. . every item fits into its own place. 
Plastic set includes light-up make-up 
mirror with on-off switch. Atomizer, 
nail polish bottle, 2 non-toxic lipsticks, 
comb. Also, nylon bristle brush, hand 
mirror with Miss America illustration. 
11% in. high, Use 2 "C" batteries (order 
package below). For ages 4 to 8. 
49 N 13802—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. .$7.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of six. 
49 N 46994—Wt. 12 02..... Pkg. $1.49 

4 Miss America 43-pc. Hostess 
Set. Includes plastic silver-glow 

teapot, creamer, sugar bowl, candy 
dish, 954x6'2-in. serving tray, cake 
knife/server. 6 each: plastic cups, sau- 
cers, utensils, and paper napkins. Ages 
4to 8. 
49 N 1011—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. ...$4.99 

iss America. 
Miss America Jewel Box. Wood Travel Ensemble 
music box covered in simulated 

leather with Miss America design. Lift 
lid, ballerina twirls to the music. Inside, 
blue-flocked lining with mirror. 
6x414x3" inches high. Ages 4 to 8. 
49 N 1380—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. ......9495 Apply Set her Comb her 

make-up hair hair out 
Miss America Travel Ensemble. 
Zippered 27-in. long garment bag of 

denim-look vinyl with travel stickers 
folds to 13х1114х45% in. Matching 
shoulder bag has flap closure, outer 
pocket decorated with Miss America 
crown and lettering. For ages 4 to 10. 
49 N 13808—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. . .$7.99 

7 Barbie's Miss America Beauty 
Center™. Style this blond beauty's 

vinyl rooted hair, apply her make-up, 
then crown her Miss America. Ponytail 
“grows” when pulled. Incl. 4 rollers, 
hairpins, rubber bands, barrettes, rib- 
bons, comb, brush and crown. Also, 
eyelashes, non-toxic cosmetics: blusher, 
lip gloss, eyeshadow. 111% in, high. Vi 
nyl head. Ages 4 to 10. Made in Mexico. 
49 N 13806—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. .$9.97 
NOTE: Item 7 not recommended for ages 
under 3 due to small parts. 
(€ Miss America Pageant 

Barbie's 
Miss America 
Beauty Center 

$997 А 

Ф ? 

$ 
REMEMBER! E. 
You can order items 
on pages 425 to 593 

from now until 
AUGUST 15, 1975 



CLOTHES FOR 
YOUR BABY DOLL 

Санап pade scans by eleisimasqmaseteciwoal con 

18-piece Wardrobe Sets 
for dolls 

10 to 22 inches tall 

$399... Oto 15-in. dolls. 

Your favorite baby doll can have an 

outfit for any occasion . . each set in 
cludes a 2-piece playwear ensemble, 2 
dress and pants sets, a sleeveless dress 
and a 3-piece pram suit including 
sacque, bonnet and pants. Set also in- 
cludes 5 hangers, 2 bottles and a comb. 
Recommended for children ages 4 to 12. 
Phone ordering's a quick and easy way 
to buy it. 

Fordoll | Catalog Sho: | price 
heights | — Number ма. Pre 

10to 11 in. | 49C32501 | бог. | $388 
12to13in.| 49C32502 | бог. | 399 
14 10 15іп, | 49C32503 | бог. | 399 
16 50 17 іп. | 49С 32504 | 702. | 4.99 
18 10 19іп. | 49C32505 | 702.) 499 
2010 22 іп. | 49С 32506 | 802. | 499 

NOTE: Wardrobe sets above and 
item (2) not recommended for 

ages under 3. small parts. 

7-piece Knit Wardrobe 
Sets for dolls 

13 to 21 inches tall 

$ 5 00 — us 
13 to 154п. dolls 

You'll have a hard time deciding which 
outfit to dress your "baby" in . . they're 
all so pretty. Each is machine knit. In- 
cludes dress, hooded jacket with pants, 
2-piece pram suit, booties. Ages 3 to 10. 

T Catalog | Shog e SEP | Price 

49C32561 | бог. | $599 
49С 32562 | бог. | 699 
49632563 | бог | 19to 21 in. 

16-inch tall 

Agatha 

$997 
1 Fully-jointed doll has long 

rooted brown hair. Vinyl 
arms, head with go-to-sleep 
eyes. Polyethylene body. 
Dressed in colonial-style 
patchwork print dress, panta- 
loons, bonnet and shoes. For 
children ages 3 to 10. 
49C32061-Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. $9.97 

ffi 

$7799 

Doll Swing 

It's automatic . . wind it up and 
watch it swing by itself for about 
10 minutes. Tubular steel frame, 
baked enamel finish. Plastic seat 
with vinyl pad. For dolls up to 24 
in. tall. 25x16x26 in. high. Folds. 
Partly assembled. Instructions in- 
cluded. For ages 3 and up. 
79 С 33581C—Wt. 5 Ibs. $7.98 

32-inch Annette 

walks along with you 

$1 194 
You can set and style her 
long rooted hair. . then 

take her for a walk. Fully- 
jointed polyethylene body 

head with go-to-slee 

tray, brush, 4 rollers. Wears a 
long print dress. Ages 4 to 10. 
79 С 32043C—Wt. 4 lbs. $11.94 

Walker-Stroller 
Metal walker is 17x 
9¥4x19% in. high. Plastic 
wheels, metal tray. Color- 
ful wooden beads. Detach- 
able handle. Seats dolls to 
18 in. tall. Partly assem 
bled. Ages 3 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49C33061 ... $494 



Drag Van $677 = 
Have fun racing for high and long distances 
with your own version of strip racing. 
HOW IT WORKS: Load van on front of track, hook 

SET INCLUDES: High-impact polystyrene 
2T 4x9) 4x4V4-inch high console and track, 
2x4x2%-inch high plastic van with 10-inch 
diameter decorated nylon chute. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. 
49 N 58093—Wt 11b. 110z. .........! Set $6.77 

Mighty Max™ even climbs walls 
Have fun assembling and 
disassembling Mighty 
Max™ nn watch him 
perform his many feats. 
HOW IT WORKS: Se 

Кер X alt for for- 
ward and reverse direc- 
tion when there's an ob- 
stacle. . . he'll even clit 
walls with the mobile. 
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET: 
id -in. 6 9 white te pitie 

toe aA rer cur 
Plastic wrench, winch, 

removable mobile, 
lance and shield. 
FOR AGES: 5 years, up. 
ORDERING INFO: Re- 

Pkg. of 2. Wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 46997 ....91.39 

454 [Sears] 5; 
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Ride the rapids with canoe 
or go scuba diving 

off sailboat. . . steel Blazer 
with trailer pulls either 

SET INCLUDES: Men v) pense stes steel 
12x5xS-inch 
terior and hitch. Plastic 9e inch 

pee mess kit, two dogs and a fami- 
of four figures. Non-toxic finish in 

Blue, white and yellow. Hemmed edges. 
ғов AGES: Ec Sel dere rs and older. Not for 

LÁ INFO: Wt. 3 TIAS 4 ORDERIN oz. 
49N58342 ............... Se $9.98 

Tonkae Material Handling Set $897 se 
r parts let child duplicate cargo-handling just like at a 

M dock—load, dump, lift and haul cargo containers. 
SET INCLUDES: 4 to 6-inch plastic and steel vehicles in 
assorted colors: forklift raises, lowers removable cargo bin; 
van with tilting box Шет with steerable 
front wheels; flat-bed trailer with removable bins and scrap 
ladle truck with hopper that swings out, tilts for dumping. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 58094—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. ........Set $8.97 

Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy. 

(1and2) $294 
Lightnin' SSP Cars 3 each 
Pull T-stick to rev up each 
nin' SSP car. Plastic cars wit 
special paint job featuring race 
stripes and flames down the 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

oi 6-inch long SSP Barracuda. 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. 

49N58091......... Each $3.94 

(2) 6-inch SSP Drag King. 
Shipping s 9 ounces. 

49N $8008 - Each $3.94 

(Запа 4) 
Tiny Mighty Mo $344 each 

A gentle starts powerful fly- 
wheel wd ner these two vehicles 

. get fantastic distance runs. 
CONSTRUCTION: Red and ellow 
plastic dump truck Tp hand oper 
ated bed that lifts and ——— 
мк red and white plastic truck 
has ladder that raises and lowers by 
hand. Each 3% inches long. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(3) Dump Truck. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49N58095......... Each $3.44 

(4) Fire Truck. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 58096 ......... Each $3.44 

(5) TEXACO* 
Highway Truck Stop 

SET INCLUDES: Heavy-gauge steel 
truck chrome-plated tanker 

‚ realistic Texaco logo on side. Cab 
and ee жн measure ire approximately 
11x2%x2% inches 
plastic ri tach Mars hgh Ton 
wrecker truck, 
Texaco jeep ees ee 
ants. Auto-type action MES gas 
pan with hose and nozzle. 

accessories. From Japan. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
49N57014 ....... n Set $9.97 

(6) M-A-S-H® 
Field Hospital Set 

$499 
set 

You're Hawkeye of the television 
i ", the ^s lan: 

sm "oO 23-| үрөн Socii 
29Aex2V4-inch ospi! 

ib removable „comes with oper- 

FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years, 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49М58417.............. Set $4.99 

1976 Twentieth Century Fox 
Corp. All rights reserved. 

(7) NYLINT Army 
Command Car 

$544 
eda (i i Take charge of with this 

БАКА ыны VR steel car 
ith detailed interior, white lettered 

edges. Non-toxic, ol- 
ive green enameled finish. 
Vex high. Flexible 
ae 

FOR AGES: 3 years and older, 
LAMB us Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 

ЖИККЕ КИНЕ $5.44 

(8) Baja Van 
with mag wheels 

$594 
the rear door and you're Close А you're set to go 

CONSTRUCTION: ined ge asm 

cess. "n prier inch high high 

а АСЕЅ: [a 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49N57023 ............... ..$5.94 



Wide-eyed 
BABY BEAUTIES 

from Italy 

Bundled in soft, delicate 
knits; ready to go visiting 

(1thru 3) Baby Dolls 
Eie DETAILING: Soft vinyl head, 

m attached to huggable cloth 
fear, filled with polyurethane foam. 
Prop in many positions. Rooted hair. 
Open and close eyes have lashes. From 
Italy. 
FOR AGES: 3 yrs. and up. Not for ages 
кашса vx tele Тола REIR 
CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES: Knit 
dress with matching bonnet and boo- 
ties. (1) and (2) in bloomers, (3) in 
short panties. 2 also includes lace- 
trimmed cloth 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

uu Stellina, 23 in. tall. Blonde hair. 
C 31683C-Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $19.99 

(2) Michele. 18 in. tall. Auburn hair. 
79 C 31662C-Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $15.99 

a Nanette. 15 in. tall. Blonde hair. 
49 C 31594—Wt. 11b. 15 oz. .$ 12.99 

18-inch jim $1599. 
$e $1999 uen T1299 

£2 Just a handful 
of 7-in. Baby, Baby" 

and you’re oh, so busy, busy 

Save 51 
when you buy Stroller (7) 

à | 7 and Bath (8) 
s 98 

L na 18.98 $79 battery 
$299 not included 

Stroller 

(4thru8) FORAGES:3to7,except (7) Baby, Baby Stroller. 
bath (8) for ages 3 to 9 yrs. Not for ic fram: i 
ages under 3 yrs., due to small parts. Piel nae Oop bm 

13-piece 
Baby. Baby 

(9) Tiny Baby Rosebud 

(4) Baby, Baby. Her cheeks move in 
and out when you push on bottle. Turn 
bottle, eyes close. 
BODY: 7-in. soft vinyl. Rooted hair. 
ACCESS.: Diaper, blanket, bottle. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 31547—Shpg. wt.80z. ..$4.94 

(5) Baby, Baby Layette Set. 
Blanket, 2 bibs, sacque and diaper set, 
sundress, sun hat, 2 sunsuits, 2 sacques, 

Cloth seat. Folds to 10/5х8%4х1% in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C31511—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ..$2.99 

(8) Bathtub and Shower. 

Turn on and water comes out shower; 
flip switch, water pours into tub. No 
drain—water is recycled. Tub 94 
inches long, shower 81% inches high. 
lastic. 

ORDER INFORMATION Partly assem- 
bled. Requires ue “Р” battery, not 

is lots of fun in her 
stroller or cradle 

BODY, DETAILING: 4V4-inch tall 
vinyl body with painted eyes, 
rooted hair. 
CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES: 
Delicate white and pink long 
dress with lace and ribbon trim. 
Bassinet with sheer skirt and can- 
ору, satin liner. Plastic frame. 
Canopied stroller has wheels that 

1 dress, 1 pr. booties. іпсі., order pkg. below. Doll not incl. really roll, satin liner and plastic 
3-рїесе ORDERING INFORMATION 49631513 WL1]b.8oz -..9599 frame. 
р" 49 C 32589—Wt. 11...... Set $4.99 FOR AGES: 3 years and up. Not 

Baby. Baby Baby, Baby Stroller (7), Bathtub (8). Furniture (8), Baby. Baby Furniture Set Crib, 49C 31755-Wt.1 0; Ваше recommended for ag ages under 3 
$ 99 ird-shaped осе giraffe-shaped : 

i 1 clothes rack and 2 hangers. Plastic. Long-lasting Alkaline "D" Batteries. ORDERING INFORMATION: 
5 ORDER INFO: Notched for assembly. Р; of two. Shipping 14 ounces. 

49 C31549—Wt. 120z....Set $1.99 — 49 С 46996—Wt 11 oz. ..Pkg. $1.69 49С31505............ $7.97 

‘Catalog Dace scan tw Стан йиек ЗИЙА cant 



оп Contemporary Doll House (1) 
when you also buy any 3 or more 

Room Settings (2 thru 7) 

(1) Contemporary Doll House with 6 rooms 
Lighted CONSTRUCTION: Imported hardwood house. Machine-tooled details. 
mode Includes plastic windows, staircase, carpeting (upstairs rooms), | Bears 
chest covering (downstairs rooms), papered walls and simulated pane 

hinged doors. House comes completely assembled and pre- for 
lighting, hook-up with multiple outlets. 30x10x15% in. . For ages 5 
yrs. and up. 
ORDER INFO: Dolls and room settings sold separately below. Requires 
transformer (9) (not incl., sold sep. below). See Note 
79N 1408 1C—Shipping weight 12 168. ......... House alone $31.99 
(1) When you buy it with any 3 or more room settings (2 thru 7). ..425.99 

(2 thru 7) Room Settings for doll house (1) 
CONSTR: Furniture of machine-tooled hardwood or pure with cush- 
ioned fabric upholstery. Scaled to doll house above. ted. 
ORDER INFO: Dolls, transformer not incl. Assembled. See Note below. 

lamp. 
49 N 1460! üpping weight 120z. ................... Set $18.99 
(3) Blue-Heaven Bedroom Set. Includes blue and white double bed 
ith a spread, end tables, chair and hanging lam] 

49 № 14265—Shipping weight 7 oz.. Set $11.99 

ue. Royal Living Room Set. Includes sofa, 2 armchairs, an oval coffee 
le and a st floor lamp. 

49 N 145 13—Shipping weight 8 oz. Set $15.99 

(5) Bathroom Set. Includes toilet, sink, tub, mirror, towel rack with a 
towel, paper holder, lighted medicine chest, simulated-mahogany walls. 
Fixtures are yellow and white colored. 
49 М 14312—Shipping weight 6 02...................... Set $13.99 

(6) Royal ap Room Set. Includes white-painted table and 4 
has open and close doors. Hanging lamp. 

49 N 14415- Shipping weight 7 oz “ЕРЕК, Set $15.99 

Music Tons Set. Includes a baby а pang th matching stool, 
Whiee and gold color rocking chair «nd тошу 
49N 14112—Shipping weight 7 о2....................... Set $9.99 

(8) 4-piece Doll Family Set. Bendable figures are non-toxic and fully- 
dressed in assorted costumes. 2 parents stand 4*4 in. tall. 2 children 
dolls stand 2*4 in. tall. Imported. See Note below, 
49 N 14089—Shipping weight 4 oz. 

(9) Power Transformer. Required to use lighting with rums (1). Just 
plug into your 120-volt AC outlet and connect to doll house. 
AMAT INFORMATION: Input: 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. UL listed. 
6-ft. cord. Output: 4-v. DC. Includes multi-sockets and 11V4-in. connec- 
tion cable. Not recommended for children under 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Instructions included. 
49 № 14088—Shipping weight 15 ол........................ $13.99 

(10) English Tudor style 
Doll House 

umes oe 
CONSTRUCT: Pre-cut composition 

with laminated art, plastic ac- 
cessories and furniture. Plastic win- 
dows and open/close door. Steel 
roof cap maintains durability. In- 
cludes five rooms of furniture (11) §-piece Brown Family 
(about 38 pcs.). Stands 20% Doli Set. Fits doll house (10) at 
х11х12% in. high, Ages 3 yrs., up. ей and (1) on opposite page. 
ORDER INFO: Furniture assembled; Plastic daughter, mom, baby, 

Sears| S82 
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house unassembled. Incl. assembly 
instructions, hardware. See Note be- 
low. Wt. 6 lbs. 4 oz. 
49N 14013......... -$12.47 

Note: Not recommended for ages under 
3 due to small parts. 

and son are posable. Dad is 5 
inches ported. 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. See 
Note at left. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 2 oz. 
AD MAGN? 22... Set $1.99 



Jerseys 

FABRIC, CA 

hest sizes S( 

Rawlings" NFL 
adult-size 

pro-style Jerseys 
ally licensed NFL. 

E: Lightweight 100% nylon dou- 
ble knit. Machine wash cold: | 

ETAIL: Round neck. V4-length sleeves with 
. Player numbers printed on. 

Not sized for shoulder 
36);M (38-40); L(42- 

CL(46-48). State letier size S, M, L, XL 

е dry. 

XL. 
Team 
етеу 

1) [Los Angeles Rams 
) | Pittsburgh Steelers 

C6 C 242060F 
| C6C24209DF 

) [Atlanta Falcons 
) | Baltimore Colts 

+ 
C6 C 24216DF 
C6 C 24201DF 

| Buffalo Bills 
Chicago Bears 

C6 C 24218DF 
C6 C 24202DF 

Cincinnati Bengals 
Cleveland Browns 

C6 C 24226DF 
| C6C24203DF 

"| Dallas Cowboys 
| Denver Broncos 

C6 C 242140F 
C6 C 24223DF 

| Detroit Lions 
Green Bay Packers 

C6 C 24204DF 
C6 С 242050F 

Houston Oilers ... 
| Kansas City Chiefs 

C6 C 242220F 
C6 C 24225DF 

| Miami Dolphins 
Minn. Vikings 

C6 C 242240F 
C6 C 24215DF 

New Eng. Patriots 
Vew Orleans Saints 

C6 C242190F 
C6 C 242170F 

New York Giants 
) |New York Jets 

C6 C 24207DF 
C6 C 24229DF 

TOakland Raiders 
4 Phila. Eagles 

C6 C24221DF 
C6 C 24208DF 

St. Louis Cardinals ..| C6 C 24213DF 
San Diego Chargers | C6 C 24231DF 
San Francisco 49ers 
Seattle Seahawks 

C6 C24211DF 
| C6C242270F 

Tampa Bay Buccs, 
Wash. Redskins 

C6 C 24228DF 
C6 C 242120F 

28. Shipping weight Г т? ounces 
Price -| Each $10.98 

454 |Sears| rs — 
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Rawlings® NFL 
youth-size Jerseys and Helmets 

designed for competition 
Jerseys . . . officially licensed NFL. 

oce CARE: Nylon, cotton. Machine wash, cold; line 

DETAIL: Cut to fit shoulder pads. 34-length sleeves with 
stripes on both. Hemmed bottom. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION: Numerals not includ- 

order below. Si: ith shoulder ed, . Sized to wear with pads. 
= М(30-32); L(34-36); XL(38-40). State letter sise M, L, 

Helmets . . . officially licensed NFL. 
CONSTR: 1-pc. Cycolite& plastic shell, cemented-in vinyl 
e jaw de ag mn 6-pt. ion with 

center circle. Double-bar face chin strap. 
ОСЅАЕ Standards.* 

SIZES. ORDERING INFORMATION: Numerals not includ- 

Operating Committee on 
‘Standards for Athietic Equipment 

Cinc. --..|C8 С 24177DF|C6 C 24336DF 
erate ieee 24181DF|C6 C 24337DF 
Detroit Lions ....|C6 C 24 154DF|C6 C 24338DF 
С. Bay Packers. ..|C6 C 24155DF|C6 С 24339DF 

P6 C 24173DF|P6 C 24356DF 
|C6 C 24176DF 

(51)| San Fran. 49ers ..|C6 C 24161DF[C6 C 24345DF 
(52)| Seattle Seahawks .| P6 C 24 185DF|P6 C 24362DF 
(53)| Tampa Buccs.. ...|P6 C 24179DF/P6 C 24363DF 
(54)| Wash. Redskins ..| 6C241870F| 6C24346DF 

HELMET SIZING CHART 

L Liu ИЕШЕ С ЫДЫ 
HelmetSize| 65410 6% 67410 7 LU TELA 
HeadSie |20%1021 12 14 to 22 in.|22 s to 22 
For heed size. measure circumference of head at forehead level. 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 

Lettering 
Kit for 

youth-size 

jerseys 
and 

helmets 

KIT INCLUDES: For jersey: Two number patterns (0 thru 
9) for numbers 2 in. or 534 in. high: One alphabet pattern 
for letters 2 in. high. Two 12x18 in. iron-on sheets of 
black vinyl, one of white felt. For Helmet: Two 2 in. 
black stick-on number sets; two 4!4x3!4 in. black adhe- 
sive sheets for your own design. 
6 C 2460—Shipping weight 8 ounces .......Kit $2.99 

Sears Has a Credit Plan | 
to Suit Most Every Need 
See Big Book or ask for details 



See full-color films . . hear story that goes with each picture frame . 

GENERAL 
ELECTRIC 

*11-inch diagonal viewing screen - 
plus focus lever—gives a sharp, clear picture everytime 

* 4-speed record player has speed selector switch, crystal 
cartridge, synthetic sapphire needle, built-in 45-rpm adapter 

* Powerful 4-inch dynamic speaker " 

* 13х12х11-іпсһ green polystyrene carry case 

An exciting, educational gift for children of all 
ages. The little ones are thrilled by the color and 
drama of this real little theater—their favorite 
stories automatically unfold on screen while pho- 
no plays story and music that goes with each col- 
or picture frame. Just put on a record, slip film 
strip into slot and turn on switch. Later, this ver- 

satile unit becomes a teenager's best friend—a 

4-speed record player that plays all-size records. 
Solid state construction means no warm-up wait. 
Built-in cooling system helps prevent overheat- 
ing. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Includes 1 pic- 
ture sound program. 
79 М 16022L—Shipping weight 11 Ibs. ...$37.99 

Picture Sound Programs for GE Show 'n Tell Phono-Viewers $1? 

A library of children's favorite stories and tunes. 
Famous storybook characters and classic Walt 
Disney creations come alive through these de- 
lightful programs. Each program includes film 
strip plus one 7-inch 33',-rpm unbreakable rec- 
ord with story on one side, children’s song on the 
other. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 
49 N 1641—3 Little Pigs... ..91.49 

49 N 1641 1—Pinocchio. 2. 149 
49 N 16412— Cinderella. ‚ 149 

49 N 16413— Peter Pan. . 149 

49 N 16414—Snow White. . 149 

49 N 16415—Alice in Wonderland . Med a oe E 1.49 

Walt Disney characters (€) Walt Disney Productions 
454 Sears Xie" 
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49 N 16416—101 Dalmatians. . .$149 
49 N 16417—Mickey Mouse. .. + 149 
49 N 16418—Donald Duck.. se. 149 
49 М 16419—Mary Poppins... . . 149 
49 МА 1642—Winnie-the-Pooh. . 149 
49 N 16421—Wizard of Oz. . . 149 
49 N 16422—Jack and the Beanstalk. . 149 
49 М 16423— The 3 Bears. eese 149 
49 N 16424—Gingerbread Man. ‚ 149 
49 N 16425— Little Red Riding Hood. . 149 
49 N 16426—Hansel and Gretel. . 149 
49 N 16427—Heidi........ 5 . 149 
49 N 16428—Hans Brinker. ...... . 149 
49 N 16429—A Christmas Carol . 149 

. or listen to records 

SHOWN ТЕЛ" Phono Viewer 

Compact 

Show 'n Tell 

337? 

6-inch diagonal viewing screen - 
plus 2-speed record player 

Shows bright full-color pictures timed to words 
and music.Phono plays 33'/, and 45-rpm records 

. has crystal cartridge, synthetic sapphire nee- 

dle, 45-rpm adapter. 4-in. speaker. Built-in cool- 
ing system. 11x114x7%-in. yellow polystyrene 
case. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Incl. 1 pic- 
ture sound programs. 
79 М 16021C—Shipping wt. 11 lbs... . . $27.99 



ever eO a Never too 
busy to < 

talk to you 

* Hello, 

what's 

y your |. 
name? 

Miss Muffet 
is calling you Automatical 

Rings ‘n Talks 

“Answer Me” Picture Phone 
Slide in cassette—phone rings; $799 

lift receiver—see and hear caller 
"Answer Me" Talking Phone 

Flick the switch—it rings ‘n rings: $399 zn 
pick up receiver and caller talks 

Insert cassette and R-R-ring; lift receiver to see caller on the screen as 
she talks to you—for a full 12 seconds. Hang up and cassette pops up. 
Plastic phone, 97/, in. high, comes with 2 cassettes: Miss Muffet and 
Old King Cole. (Order additional cassettes below.) Ages 3 to 7. Uses 1 
“D” battery, order package below. From Japan. 

It's almost like a real phone—actually keeps on ringing ‘til you answer it. 
Just turn on switch to start it ringing. Answer it and your caller says one 
of 8 recorded messages. Hang up and—WOW-—it starts ringing again. 

49 N 445 16—Shipping weight 3 pounds $7.99 Plastic i 72724. ia. high. For agë T.U “С” battery, orde E stic phone, 7x7x4'/, in. high. For ages 3 to 7. Uses 1 "C" battery, order 
49 N 8405—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg. 149 Darkane below: FOL TRUE 1 
Set of 4 Nursery Cassettes. Set of 4 Animal Cassettes. 49 N 445 15—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $3.99 

Shipping weight 15 oz. Shipping weight 15 ounces. "C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49N 44535 Set $1.99 49 N 44536 Set $1.99 49 N 8406—Shipping weight 12 ounces 

Calia pane scans by cuisines museteciwicid ког 



: Е! ALONG Kits make it fun for 
beginning seamstress to sew her Лук n clothes 

e No patterns, no cutting . . just sew 

pre-cut pieces together 

e Step-by-step instructions show the 
proper way to seam, hem, put in 
elastic, put in facings, and trim 

R * Give the young girl an introduction 
- dn to basic techniques which can lead 

П to years of sewing fun 

* All kits tested and approved by the 
sewing lab of Coat and Clark, Inc. 

Electric ZIG-ZAG 
Sewing Machine 

Change from straight chain stitch to 
zig-zag chain stitch by turning a dia’ 

$2 199 

Versatile machine made easy for beginning seamstresses, ages 8 
and up, to operate. Sews straight or zig-zag stitches. Made of plas. 
tic with heavy-duty motor and metal head. Plastic carry case. 
With remote control foot pedal. Also, 2 spare needles and needle 
threader. Runs on household current, by hand or on 2 "D" batter 
ies, order pkg. below. Safety plug adapter is UL listed for 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Japan. 12x8x10 in. high. 
49C 1229—Shipping weight 6 pounds 
Alkaline “О” Batteries. Package of 2. 

Shipping weight 11 ounces 

$21.98 

Package $139 

Note both pages: Mach 
househ trent. by hand. c 
ies, Safety plug adapte 
household current to saf 
sew, just flick on/off switch 

or turn hanc 
press foot 

Size chart for Sew Along™ Kits 

Kitsize Regular dress size 
Medium (М)... .|....-- див size 7. 
Large (L) .......].-.... girls size 1 

Now she can sew her own thing. These 
Sew Along™ Kits are designed exclusive- T Electric Sewing Machine ly for the young sewer who wants to Sue | Catalog 

Number j h show off her very own handiwork. Sew- ог. е атоо:, 69915 ing is always more fun with a practical] буру | | 8CT2Z| 3 | 9323 straig in sti end result . . а colorful gypsy blouse, a giai Imp HA 
Solidly constructed plastic machine has heavy-duty motor and light, bright dandy dress, a handy little Dandy | M | 49€ 12145 d n Dress 49C 12147 399 
die-cast metal head. Adjustable tension control keeps it running 
smoothly. With remote control foot pedal. Also extra needles, nee- 
dle threader, complete instructions. Runs on household current, 
by hand or on 2 “D” batteries (not included), order package 
above. Safety plug adapter UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 
AC. From Japan. 11'/,х5°/,х6°/, inches high. For ages 8 and up. So 
easy to order by phone. 
49 C 1228—Shipping weight 3 pounds 10 ounces $15.99 

ыра Байа элле —— —Á— 

super skirt, a patterned maxi-skirt or a 
perky poncho. All the Sew Along?" Kits 
are fast-sewing, with pre-cut parts, and 
include easy step-by-step instructions. 
Each kit contains everything she needs 
- - Quality materials, trims and notions. 

49C 1214 
49C 12141 

49C 12144 
49C 12145 



HOUSE OF BEAUTY 

Hairdressing and 
Make-up Set 

* Practice your favorite 

hair-do on 8-inch 

mannequin head with 
hairstyling accessories 

Experiment with make-up 

$799 

Pretty vinyl mannequin head 
has long, rooted nylon hair that 
you can style in a variety of 
ways. Sweep her hair up 
sophisticated look for 
or make it long and casual. 
Comes with 6 rollers, brush, 

bobby pins, clips. Mannequin 
head swivels on plastic base 
with 4 suction cups for e: 
styling. Also, was le, non- 
toxic lipstick and iner. For 
children ages 5 to 12. 
49 N 13518-Wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz. 57.99 

Elegant 
Vanity Set. . 

just right 
for you 

$1399 
batteries 

not included 

Sturdy plastic vanity has curved legs, polished make-up 
mirror that lights up. It even has a side drawer for storage. 
Comes with a set of beauty aids, including: comb, brush, 

cuticle implement, emery board, orange stick, nail file, a lip- 
stick and face soap. Vanity 2634x 15x33" in. high. Matching 
plastic bench. Side lights for mirror use 2 “D” batteries (not 
incl), order pkg. below. Ages 4 to 8. Unassembled. 
79 N 1339C—Shipping weight 10 pounds. 513.99 

"D" Batteries. Package oí 6. 
49 N 46995—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. . Pkg. $1.49 

Vanity 
Accessories 3291 

An attractive set that helps you look 
your best. Plastic vanity set includes: 
nylon bristle brush, comb, mirror and 
2 trinket jars. Ages 8 to 12. 
Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

ЖЕМ ЗВТ „Set $297 

Musical 
Jewelry Box 

„ wt. 8 oz. 
49N 13076... 

m——UWP— 

$399 

Open lid to see a ballerina dance as 
music plays. Wood case with simu- 
lated leather cover, rayon satin lin- 
ing. 4! 4x3! 4x6 in. Japan. 

eei: $399 

Set the mannequin's 
hair in plastic rollers 

jtinto a 
favorite hairstyle 

Highlight her 
face with the 
completely 
washable 
cosmetics. 

just wipe 
them off 

to start again 

$1099 

Experiment with all the latest 
Styling techniques. This lovely 

12-inch vinyl fashion mannequin head 
comes with everything you need 

to set and style her hair. . 
plus a complete make-up kit 
to add the finishing touchos 

Have hours of fun, . style the mannequin's nylon hair any way you wish. Pile it on 
of her in a mass of curls or give her a long casual hairdo. Accessories i 

eyelashes, 3 sponges, make-up collar. 
circle for easy make-up and styling. Non-mar suction _ 

, 12 inches high. Ages 5 to 12. E 
ounces ,,,. Set s > 

эпа beauty items not recommended tor ages under 3. 
pe i 

NOTE: Due to small parts 

3-piece 
Luggage Set 

Have a complete set of your own luggage for the next family vaca- 
tion. This attractive vinyl ensemble includes a 12!2x854x4!4-in. 
suitcase, train case, hatbox. Recommended for children ages 4 to 9. 
49 М 1381—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces .. .......... Set $5.99 
Note for Both Pages: Miss America Vanity Set 
(49N13813), Vanity Accessories (49N13811) not 
recommended for ages under 8—contain glass 

$599 

[ 7 KDG 451 



Dolls that bring back 

OLD-TIME MEMORIES 

The Colonial Git 
$1095... | $825. 

( 1 and 2) These little pilgrim ladies are reminis- 
cent of the days when our country was just begin- 
ning. Each has long rooted hair and go-to-sleep 
eyes. Movable arms, legs. Vinyl arms and polyeth- 
ylene body and legs. For ages 3 to 10. 

26-in. Honor Walk- 
er. Hold her hand. . 

she'll walk with you. 
She's dressed in a long 
pilgrim gown with hat 
and shoes. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 C32041C .......910.95 

E 

\ 
ра y г 

o Ra [9] 

+ 

16-inch Priscilla. 
She wears a crisp 

pilgrim gown, match- 
ing hat and shoes. 
Why not pick up the 
phone and order it? 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 С 32039.. -$8.95 

Bye-lo Baby 

$895 

This 14-in. little 
charmer has been 

cuddled by tots for 
many years, Soft cloth 
body. Vinyl head, arms 
and legs. Molded hair 
and painted eyes. She’s 
dressed in a christening 
dress, lace-trimmed 
bonnet, panties and 
booties. Ages 3 to 10. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49C31666.......... $8.95 

Kewpie Doll 

$799 

10 This lovable 14-in. 
all-vinyl doll wears 

a blue, lace-trimmed 
dress, panties, white 
socks and shoes. Paint- 
ed hair and features. 
Movable arms and legs. 
Ages 3 to 8. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz. 
49 С 37026.......... $7.99 

Taloi Dane scans by chritimat wertelecheical cont 

Join Dorothy and Friends as 

they search for 

(3 thru 6 and 8 ) Replicas of the famous characters from Oz. 
Poseable arms, legs. Plastic bodies. Fabric costumes. 8 in. tall. 
Ages 3 to 10. Not for under 3, due to small parts. 

3 Scarecrow. 
49C30058-Wt. 4 oz. $2.84 

4 Cowardly Lion. 
49C30057-Wt. 4 oz. $2.84 

5 Tinman. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 C 30056 $2.84 

6 Dorothy. Rooted hair. 
Incl. Toto, the dog and 

basket. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 C 30055 $2.84 

Beautiful 
Southern Belles 

sun $347 
( 11 thru 13 ) These lovely 

American Gems are adorned in 
lavish costumes of the 1800's. 
Each vinyl doll is 8 in. high with 
long rooted hair, painted features, 
movable arms, legs. Ages 3 to 10. 

11 Georgia. She wears an ele- 
gant long gown with a lace 

overskirt, lace-trimmed sleeves 
and matching hat, shoes. Long 
and lovely platinum-color hair. 
49 C 30061—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. .$3.47 

1 Carolina. Wears a dress with 
long bouffant skirt. Lace- 

trimmed petticoat, shoes. Velvet 
bonnet. Platinum-color curls. 
49 C 30063—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. .$3.47 

13 Virginia, Has a long blue and 
white dress with sheer over- 

skirt. Shoes and bonnet complete 
her outfit. Blond hair. 
49 C 30062—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. .$3.47 

^ +} 

TR TRUE Doh eH. sien 
беер РА ШИНЕ 

the Land of Oz 

Witch's Castle 
also includes 
Witch (8) 

Witch's Castle. With 
drawbridge and prison 

gate . . both lower and close. 
Incl. witch with broom (8), 
cauldron, spinning globe. 
Washable vinyl covered chip- 
board. Measures 9%х18%х20 
in. wide. 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 
78 C31112C 51199 

Bad Witch. Rooted hair. 
49 C 30059—Wt. 4 02.$2.84 



Ricochet Racers™ Daredevil Set $995 = 

Combine race car action and your target shooting and racing skills 
with load, lock and let-er-rip rifle. 
HOW IT WORKS: Set barrels up and place ramp in front. Place car in i 
cartridge, slide cartridge into barrel of rifle, aim and pull the trigger. Е 
jected car races up ramp and crashes into barrels. 
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET: 20-inch k ing-powered rifle, cartridge, 
cartridge belt, car, 6 barrels and ramp. fligh-inpact styrene. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 5847 1C—Shipping weight 4 pounds .................. Set $9.95 

Tonka® Tanker $ 1397 

“Pump” real liquids from the large tank of this rugged tanker. Use at con- 
struction sites, over-the-road hauling or milk hauling at the farm. 
HOW IT WORKS: Fill trailer tank at top. Remove 2 hoses from storage area at 
rear, connect the two together and attach to valve at side. Turn the valve and 
the water actually drains out for pump-like action. 
CONSTRUCTION: Durable steel 25%x6%6x7'4-inch high tanker. Includes 
valve and two plastic hoses. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 58097—Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ошпсез................. $13.97 

Hot Wheels? Flying Colors" 
Baja Cut-off 

for high speed, 
downhill racing action 

$895 .. 
Hot Wheels® Baja Cut-off Set 

includes two die-cast 
metal race cars (уба scale) 
with low-friction wheels 

ET: 55х24х18-іпсһ high desert scene track-support of rigid 
fiberboard. i 10-foot long plastic track. Two Yes scale metal cars die cast foi 

FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipped partially assembled, instructions included. 
49 N 58361— Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ошпсез........................... Set $8.95 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

S 

You can order items on pages 423 to 598 
from now until SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 

455 
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Huggable Soft-body Babies 
dressed in old-fashioned garb gu 

> : 14-in. 
Baby 

[t First Born 

$544 

Per. 
„э (e 

` $ 
а" 

(1 апа 2) Soft-body Babies. К f 
BODY. DETAILING Cloth bod & 
n soft hee Ae e legs, head. # 

1o-sleep eyes. F | 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Dress, = ——р 
bonnet, panties and socks. ^w A 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. ч 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

(1) Baby First Born. 14 in. tall. 
49C31588—Wt. I Ib. 2 02.....85.44 
(2) Baby Agatha. 16 in. tall. № 
49C31591—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 о2....87.94 > 

(3) Baby Heartbeat. ene: 
Scope lets you hear ba- 
ws bya heartbeat. thermometer 

baby’s temperature. 
BODY. DETAILING: cni 
foam-filled with vinyl head. 

eyes. hair. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: 

in diaper. Comes with 

FOR AGES: 3 yrs. and up. Not for 
ages under 3, due to small parts. 
ORDER INFO: Stethoscope re- 
quires 1 "AA" ', not includ- 
ed, order package h 
i Yh vata гөк жюн 
“AA” Batteries. Package of 
49C 46991—Wt.4 oz. . оос 

up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49C31759—Wt. 15 oz. ..Set $5.45 

rotate, grasp accessories and 
mouth moves when fed with 
spoon. 
BODY. DETAILING: 14-in. tall vi- 
nyl body. Rooted hair. Painted 

Poseable eyes. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING ЕЛАН: 
49C31756—Wt.2]bs....... 5994 
6) Musical Stroller. 

WHAT Miss MADE or Print zm 

е2 апі Vinyl wi Dn 
DIMENSIONS: 11x10!42x29 in. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFO: For dolls up to 
20 in. tall. Partly assembled, in- 

79C33104C—Wt. 6 Ibs... ..$11.97 

16-in. Lifelike У 
E 

Metellus 

feed and bathe her. 
BODY, DETAILING: 16 in. 
tall. Molded body. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 10 yrs. 
ORDER “бду m 
49C31566 

$995 

12-inch Baby Drink 'n Wet 

Feed and bathe her, then 5799 
dress her from 12-pc. layette 

This little baby has plenty of clothing and 
accessories to help you be a proper parent. 
BODY. DETAILING: 12 in. tall. Molded plastic 
body, soft vinyl head, arms. Jointed arms, 
legs. Rooted hair. Painted eyes. Drinks, wets 
and is completely washable. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Dressed in apron- 

it dress, panties and knit booties. Layette 
все dress, sunsuit. bed jacket, diaper, 
sponge, сш comb, brush, mirror and 
two hair curlers, bottle. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 31558—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. .......$7.99 



Collect all 6 Room Settings to 
furnish your house at right 

Master 
Bedroom - 

on House (1) when you 
also buy any 3 or more 
Room Settings (2 thru 7) 

(2) Child's Bedroom Set. Bunk bed, roll-top desk, chair, trunk. Wood. 
49 N 14601—Shipping weight 12 ounces ^ .Set $9.99 $2299 

(3) Master Bedroom Set. Bureau, standing mirror, canopy bed, sewing 
machine and rocker. Wood and metal. 
49 N 14816—Shipping weight 15 ounces .. Set $12.99 
(4) Dining Room Set. Hutch, tea cart, 2 armchairs, round table. Wood. (1) Colonial-style Doll House with 8 rooms 
49 М 14505—Shipping weight 12 ounces pese Set $8.99 CONSTRUCTION: Pre-cut wood, hardboard and plastic. Includes pre-cut plywood 
(5) Kitchen Set. 5-piece cooking set, stove, sink, icebox with tray and staircase, 8 plastic windows, plastic door with frame, laminated art on exterior 
pretend ice. Wood and metal. walls, do-it-yourself interior with wallpaper, floorcoverings, decorations for each 
49 М 14407—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces Set $8.99 тоот. 41x16%4x26 in. high. White with brown roof; plastic chimney. 
(8) Bathroom Set. Includes toilet, bathtub and sink made of ceramic. FOR AGES: 3 years and up. See Note on opposite page. 
49 N 14301—Shipping weight 12 ounces Set $3.99 ORDER INFO: Furniture assembled; house unassembled. Instructions, hardware 
(7) Living Room Set. Grandfather clock, upholstered sofa, highboy, cof incl. Room peerings sold separately below and at right. Dolls not included. , 
fee table, firebox and fireplace. Made of wood and metal. 79 М 1425 1C—Shipping weight 32 pounds vem 
49 N 14703—Shipping weight 15 ounces ..Set$9.99 (1) Doll House when you buy il with 3 or more тоот sellings ............Set +2799 

Old-styled Doll Houses and Furniture Kits 
„ that you assemble 

(8) Old-fashioned 
Doll House with (9) Victorian-style Dream Housewith 10rooms Save s4 

5 rooms CONSTRUCT: Pre-cut plywood house. Printed- (9) House alone н 
87 plastic window panes with wood edge-molding. $ 99 on House (9) when 

$17 Includes chimney, fireplace, 2 porches, 3 dorm- 24 you also buy 
ers, 2 staircases with railings, room dividers with without dolis Furniture Kit (10) 

CONSTRUCTION: Pre-cut !4-inch ma- 34-in. wood moldings. 353«x1534x25 in. high. or furniture 
hogany Росса notched and ready to Parts numbered for assembly. 
assemble. Exterior window trim and FOR AGES: 10 to adult. See Note, opp. page. 
shutters, plus vinyl window panes. Two ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr., hardware 
chimneys and door that swings open. incl. Furniture sold separately below. 
Room dividers that will make five rooms. 79 N 2030C—Shpz. wt. 12 lbs. ....Kit $24.99 
Staircase. Measures 17x11'/2x24! inches (9) When you buy it with (10)......Kit $20.99 
high overall. Easily accommodates the 
Brown Family sold separately on oppo- (10) 53-рс. Furniture Kit for (9) above 
site page. Starter furniture of wood . . CONSTR: Living room, kitchen, dining room, 
three tables and two chairs. Also accepts utility room, 2 baths, 2 bedrooms, family room, 
furniture (10), right. den. Mahogany-look wood; pre-cut, printed. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. See Note on Incl. upholstery, polyurethane foam, fabric, glue, 
opposite page. aint, paintbrush and sandpaper. Parts are num- Pa 

ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions red for assembly. Non-toxic parts. e Furniture 
decorating ideas included. Requires FOR AGES: 10 to adult. See Note, ope. page. you put gether 

only glue and scissors (not incl.). ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. 4 - б 
79 М 2010C—Wt. 9 lbs. ....Kit $17.87 49 N 2032—Wt. 215. 1202. ...... Kit $10.97 , oc [Sears] 455 
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NFL full-size Sleeping Bag 

ficially licensed NFL Sleeping Bag. 
led with 2 pounds of warm 

ster insulation. 
Liner made of асе! 

саа nace scans by ciitinias таса 
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Bugs Bunny in 
"Acrobatty Bunny 

—you can run film over and over, 
forward or backward, fast or slow 

Set includes 1 full-color and 4 black-white shows 
VET without 

БОИ or rewinding- уо cnt maraa eae 
with this projector. Film runs in a continuous loop. Hi- 
impact plastic projector 9x2x6 inches high. Uses 3 "D" 
batteries, order package below. Set includes 3 film car- 

49 N 16168—Shipping weight 1 lb. 6 oz. ....... Set $7.99 

Set of 2 full-color Cartridges. See Scooby Doo in “Who 
Ghost There” and Wacky Racers in “Pit Fall”. 
49N16169-Shipping weight 5 oz. 
49N8405-"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. 

-Set $3.29 
). 8oz.Pkg. 1.49 

8 mm Electric Movie Projector 
7 Includes 50-foot film of 

Apollo 11 Moonwalk 

$3499 

Let the kids show real movies on this easy-to-oper- 
ate, professional-type projector. Made of steel; 
10'/,x6°/,x10'/, inches high. 150-watt projection bulb; 
blower cooled. UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 N 16209—Shipping weight 7 lbs. 6 oz. Set $24.99 

200-ft. 8mm. Laurel and Hardy in "What a Pal". 
Handles up to 49 N 16323—Shipping weight 5 ounces....... $3.99 

200 feet of any 200-ft. 8mm Film. Popeye in 4 favorite episodes. 
standard 8mm film 49 N 16324—Shipping weight 5 ounces....... $3.99 

200-ft. 8mm Film. Apollo Moonwalk. 
49 N 16207—Shipping weight 5 ounces. . .. ... $3.99 

— 
| NS Also projects giant, 
| ` 8x8-ft. talking 

shows on Sears Play ’n Show 

Phono-Projector Set 
Only Sears set includes 4 full-color shows 

$17” without 
batteries 

Just insert picture platters, close lid. Color slides are 
firmly attached to each phonograph record. As story 
progresses, picture changes. See and hear Bugs Bunny in 
"Hair Raising Hare" and "Bugs Bunny Rides Again," 
Yogi Bear in "Jack and the Beanstalk," Flintstones in 
“Fisherman and His Wife." Or listen to your own 46-rpm 
records. Plastic projector measures 12x11x10'/, inches 
high. Uses 3 "D" batteries, order package above. 
79 М 16183C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs....... -Set$17.99 

ASHE Sears 455 
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ins How do you teach your 
Beginning her em Bui pre-schooler the A-B-C's? 

RNERS teaching — 4 Let LITTLE LEARNERS 

E Easy Letters hel y p бу. | 

My reccrd 
7 «2 teaches 

-* 5 b-k-h-m-8-0-w-2 

Can your pre-schooler learn to read? 

Let LITTLE LEARNERS? Easy Words help 
See how Easy Words 
self-teaching records 

lead from a few 

basic letter sounds 

to complete sentences 

$299 
each 

Buy two and 
Easy Words 1,2 and 3 teach $ 

a word is made of letters Save 1 
Each letter has a sound. 

When you say the sounds to- 

gether . . you say a word, e ALUE 

Your child sees and hears 

each letter sound. He finds for $ 98 
the right letter for each 

sound and puts it over the 

outline in the book to see 
the whole word sound, 

My record teaches My record teaches 

Cut 12% 
‚. Self-teaching Records and 
Letter Cards speed learning 

v ALL IE | 

(1 thru 6 ) Each 3334-rpm record has 
friendly characters, lively lyrics and 
games that teach your child as he 
listens and follows along in a vinyl 
and cardboard book. For ages 4 to 8. 

Set of 3 Easy Letters Teachertoys. As your child listens 
to a 33}4-rpm record he learns to recognize and name 
alphabet letters from colorful embossed letter cards, Each 
card pictures a character that speaks and sings to child, 
teaching the phonetic sound of his letter. Each record 

includes instructions on how to play a game with its 
letters. Vinyl cases; cardboard cards. For ages 3 to 7. 
After your child masters Easy Letters, he's ready to go 

on to Easy Words Teachertoys sold at left. 
49 N 16354— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. Set $4.98 

Easy Words 1. Horace Van Der 
Yap teaches 12 phonetic letter 

sounds and 4 simple words. 
49 М 16521—Wt. 11 oz.. . . Each $2.99 

Easy Words 2. Tad the Frog 
teaches 13 letter sounds, 7 words. 

49 N 16522—Wt. 13 oz.. . . Each $2.99 

Easy Words 4 teaches blend- Set of 2 above. Save $1. Separate 
ing of letter sounds; uses prices 10101 $5.98. Wt. 1 1b. emo 98 

complete words. Picture and 49 N 16617 . Set. “ч 
word cards, spinner, word Easy Words 3. Charlie Chompo 

and game board. teaches 19 letter sounds and 32 
word associations. 

Easy Words 5 shows how the 49 N 16523—Wt. 15 oz.. . . Each $2.99 
same words take on a new 

4 Easy Words 4. Polly Pockets 
meaning when you switch makes it a game to read words. 

them about. Picture and word 49 N 16524—Wt. 13 oz... . Each $2.99 
cards, word wheel, word and EUSt2 aboa San б. Sek iad 
game board total $5.98. Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 

54.98 49 N 16618. Set 

Bj Easy Words 5. Sasprilla Cat teach- 
es how to group words together 

into phrases. 
» 49 N 16525—Wt. 13 oz. Each $2.99 Let LITTLE LEARNERS Easy Time 

help teach your tot to tell 
the hours and the minutes 

Easy Words 6. Puff the Sentence 
Train teaches how to group words 

into simple sentences. 
Easy Words 6. Puff the S. 49 N 16526—Wt. 12 oz.. . . Each $2.99 

tence Train shows how a sen- Set of 2 above. Save $1. Sep. prices 
i total $5.98. Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. tence is like a train of words pease ae set $4.98 Mr. Sun to show how the long hand on clock always He asks child to match words points to minutes. Vinyl case. For ages 5 to 8. 

on cars and build a sentence. 49 М 16369—Shipping weight 12 ounces. . . $2.99 

Turn on 3334-rpm record and hear Hurry the Hare tell 
how he spends the hours of his day. As child listens, he 
moves snap-on plastic clock hands around Tarry Turtle's 
tummy to learn hours. Flip record over, and Hurry uses 

Cutslod pane scans Dv diain: museteciwicl com 



Wardrobe kits . . 
pre-cut, reády-to-sew pieces and 

step-by-step instructions . . for use 
with any needle and thread machine 

Barbie-size Ken-size 
"Jet Set "Campus 

Trousseau" Hero" set 

0257 

Teen Dream 
Set 

Outfits for any 12-inch For any 15 to 17'/,-in. dolls. 

a lovely bridal gown and veil. Then finish guy. Sew 2 shirts, jacket, Includes a sporty pants 

the trousseau: an elegant hostess culottes slacks and pajamas, Tux- suit, 3 dresses, panties, 

outfit, pants suit, 2 dresses, 2 skirts, 2 edo jacket, trousers, cum- jumper, blouse. All pre-cut, 

blouses, cape coat, shawl, panties. 6 hang- merbund, tie. 6 hangers. ready to sew. 6 hangers. 

ers. Outfits may vary. Shipping weight 6 oz. Outfits may vary. Wt. 6 oz. 

48C 1211—Shpg. wt. бог. ....... Set $4.99 49€ 12123 ...... Set $2.94 49€ 12122. .......Set $3.99 

$999 Battery-powered 
Sewing Machine 

Sews straight chain stitch. 
Built-in extension table, 
sewing light. Steel head, 
plastic case; blue, white. 
With thread, 2 spare nee- 
dles, needle threader, foot 
control, instr. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries, not incl. (order be- 

энеле 
тама 

low) or turn crank by hand. Hand-operated $297 
10°%/x4x6%/, in. high. Ages 6 Sewing Machine 3 
and up. Sew straight chain stitch. Table clamp, 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. thread, needle threader, instr. Plastic, 

49С 1227—Japan.....$9.99 steel; 7'/5x4x6 in. high; red, white. Ages 
2 Alkaline “D” Batteries. б and up. Hong Kong. 
49C4653—Wt.1102,.5139 49С 1226—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1302. ..$397 

SewmMasic Sewing Machine 
A whole new way to sew! 

No needles, no thread .. uses a 
liquid sewing formula to join fabric 

$944 г 
Just mark pattern on cloth, pop in Miracle 
Stitch liquid sewing formula cartridge and 
sew. Finished items can be washed and dried. 
White plastic machine, 9х5х. in. high. 

Includes 8 patterns for 11'/,-in. dolls, mate- 
rial, dressmaker's form, 1 Miracle Stitch car- 
tridge, sewing and operating instructions. 
Uses 2 “D” batteries not incl. (order pkg. 
above). Ages 5 and up. Note: Not for use with 
Sew Simple kits above. 
49 C 12052—Wt. set 2 Ibs. 10 oz. . . . .Set $9.44 
Two Extra Miracle Stitch” Cartridges. 
49 С 12053—Wt. pkg. 4 oz. ....... Pkg. $2.37 

CGutiiod pane scans by cheisimasimusebeciuicd pomi 
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COSTUMES 
FOR BOYS 

1 Army Fatigue Uniform. Lead your 
troops over an obstacle course in this 

durable green Sanforized* cotton outfit 
(fabric shrinkage 1%). Jacket trim: insig- 
nia, stripes, name plate. Trousers have 
bellows pockets, zip fly, elastic back. Cap 
included. State size S, M or L. 
49 C 14996F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. . . $8.49 

2 Indian-style Chief Outfit. Scout for 
game in your deluxe feathered head- 

dress. Long vinyl fringe trim on vinyl 
vest with chain closure, cotton twill trou- 
sers with zip fly. Tepee-shape cutout on 
each leg. State S, M or L. 
49C 14957F—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ....... $8.49 

U.S. Marine. A regulation-look cot- 
ton uniform with cap, belt, insignia 

(fabric shrinkage 1%). Pants have zip 
fly, elastic back. State size S, M or І. 
49 C 14994F—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. ...$8.49 

4 Highway Trooper. Tough cotton 
shirt and pants outfit (fab. shrink. 

1%). Plastic goggles, cap, belt, handcuffs, 
whistle, badge. State size 5, M or L~ 
49 С 14935F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. . ..$8,29 

Batman. ZAP! POW! Save the day in 
this 1-piece cotton outfit with button 

back, Tie-on vinyl cape and vinyl full- 
mask. State size S, M or 1. 
49 C 14936F—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 02.... $4.79 

6 Superman. Speed to the scene in 
your 1-рїесе cotton outfit with button 

back. Tie-on vinyl cape and vinyl half- 
mask. State size S, M or L. 
49 С 14937F—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 40z....$479 

Size chart for costumes on both pages 

SIZE ў Р 
5тайї........[.....36 to 407, inches 
Medium 407, to 507, inches 
Large 507, to 58 inches 

COSTUMES 
FOR GIRLS 

There she is . . Miss America®! 
Walk down the ramp in your long, 

white rayon gown and accept your crown 
and full-length vinyl cape. Then don the 
Miss America sash. With corsage, neck- 
lace and ring. For young ladies 5 to 9. 
Adjustable gown fits small, medium and 
large. 
рв, wt. 1 Ib. Ser 2.95.19 

8 Nurse's Uniform. А professional- 
looking crisp cotton uniform with 

belt, cap, cape. Slate size S, M or L. 
49 C 14934F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... $479. 

Ballerina. Dance into the spotlight in 
a shimmering popcorn-knitted elasti- 

cized outfit of acetate satin. With frilly 
nylon net tutu. (Slippers not included). 

State size S, M or L. 
49C 14981F—Shpg. wt. 120z. ......$7.19 

10 Raggedy Апп. Become this delight- 
ful storybook character in colorful 

cotton print dress. Full-face Raggedy 
Ann mask. State size S, M or Г. 
49C 14939F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. ...$4.79 

ll Drum Majorette. Lead the parade 
in a bright cotton corduroy dress, 

tasseled hat, plastic spats. Baton not in 
cluded (order below). State size S, M or L. 
49 C 14954F—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. ...$6.99 

12 Balanced Twirling Baton. '/-inch 
chrome-plated steel shaft, 25 in. 

long. Cover, twirling routine folder incl. 
49 С 66414—Shpg. wt. 10 02. ....... $1.99 



. e LOC СН seams won't unravel or pull out 
© LOCK-STITCH seams are stronger than chain- 

sold separately 

“ 

- 

Our finest child's sewing machine enables children, 8 and up, to learn the basic sewing 

skills. Plastic base, carrying case and polystyrene arm and bed housing. Use hand 

crank to operate manually, 4 “Р” batteries (not incl., order 2 pkgs. on facing page), 

or on household current with the aid of adapter plug (not incl.) sold below. Also, foot 

control pedal, 3 needles, needle threader, bobbin, spool of thread, instructions. Built- 

in table clamp holds machine in place. France. 
49 N 1210—10%х4%х7%у in. high. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 2 02................ vee $2499 

Safety Plug Adapter for lock-stitch sewing machine only. UL listed to convert 

Seam ^ — 1 110-120-volt, 60-cycle household current to safer 3-volt current. 8 watts, 
guidelines 49N 12101—Shipping weight 9 ounces .....c et 5499 

Electric ZIG-ZAG ^ 

Sewing Machine 1 , 

Just turn a dial to change k у 

from a straight | m 7 

| chain stitch to zig-zag 

$2 199 
batteries, adapter 

not included 

Sews straight or zig-zag stitches. Made of plastic with heavy-duty motor and 

die-cast metal head. Plastic carrying case. With remote control foot pedal. Also, 

2 spare needles and needle threader. Runs on household current, by hand or on 

2 “Р” batteries (not incl., order pkg. on facing page). Use adapter plug (sold 

below) to convert household current to a lower voltage. Instructions. Japan. 

49 N 1216—12x8x10 in. high. Ages 8 and up. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 8 02.........521.99 

Safety Plug Adapter. For use with electric zig-zag and elec- 

tric consolette sewing machines. UL listed to convert 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC to safer 3-v. current. 5 watts. 
49 N 1215—Shipping weight 3 ounces ..... $4.99 

NOTE: Items on this page not recommended for children 
тм under 3. due to small parts. 

Сай paie sciunt by dieisihiasnmisetedaical com 

NOTE: Safety plug adapters on thís page not recommended for children under 8 

ear 

| 

Electric Consolette Sewing Machine 

Sewssmooth. $ 1 6?9 batteries, adapter 
straight chain stitch not included 

Solidly constructed plastic machine has heavy-duty motor and die- 
cast metal head. Adjustable tension control keeps it running smooth- 
ly. With remote control foot pedal. Includes sewing light, needle and 

instructions. Matching plastic carrying case opens to form a conve- 
nient work table. Runs by hand, or on 2 "D" batteries (not incl., order 
pkg. on facing page). Also operates on household current with the use 
of adapter (not incl.) sold at left. 9%4x3!ax4" in high. Japan. 
49N 1212—Ages 6 to 12. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 02...............:.- $16.99 



Some talk, some ride, some play tunes . . they're all 

SOFT ’N CUDDLY DOL 
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Double the pleasure 
Double the fun 
Dolly and Pull-toy. 

Both in one! 

The Zoozies 

Each $487 

(3 thru 5) These soft and cuddly 9-inch tall cloth dolls have 
their very own animals to ride in. The tiger, elephant and hippo 
are all sturdy plastic 6-inch pull-toys . . so they and their special 
companions travel right along with you wherever you may go. 

1 Raggedy Ann has locked-in eyes, cotton 
body, yarn hair. Available in 4 sizes. 

49C3580-15-in. Ages 2 to 8. Wt. 10 oz. . .83,37 
49C3583-20-in, Ages 2to 8. Wt. 14 02. .. 5.47 
79C34001C-31-in.Ages 5 to 14.Wt. 4 Ibs. 11.97 
79C30621C-38-in.Ages 5 to 14.Wt. 7 lbs. 19.97 

2 Raggedy Andy has locked-in eyes, cot- 
ton body, yarn hair, cap. In 4 sizes. 

49 C 3592-15-in. Ages 2 to 8. Wt. 10 ог, .$3.37 
49 C 3603-20-in. Ages 2 to 8. Wt. 14 oz... 547 
79 C 34002C-31-in.Ages 5 to 14. Wt. 4 lbs, 11.97 
79 C 30739C-38-in.Ages 5 to 14. Wt. 7 lbs. 19.97 
Raggedy Ann and Andy® ©Knickerbocker Toy Co.. Inc. 

The Love Notes 
Squeeze the colored notes 
on their bodies. . each 

е doll plays a different tune « 

Each $994 

(6 thru 8) The printed tune on 
the Love Notes' outfits tells you 

[8] the sequence in which to 
squeeze corresponding colored 
notes on their bodies. Each 
cuddly 13-in. cloth doll has a 
plastisol head, nylon hair. In- 
cludes songbook with instruc- 
tions for playing other favorite 
tunes. For ages 1 to 6. 

6 Nellie. Plays “The Farmer 
in the Dell". Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

49 C 37047 $994 

T Bucky. Plays “Home on the 
Range”. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

49C37048. 289.94 

8 Melody. Plays "Mary Had 
a Little Lamb", Wt. 1 Ib. 

49 C 37046. $9.94 

For ages 2 to б. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

3 Tiger Zoozie. He carries a huggable trainer doll with him. 
49 C 37039—Shipping weight 14 ounces 

4 Elephant Zoozie. This smiling friend has a bareback rider. 
49 C 37042—Shipping weight 14 ounces. 

5 Hippo Zoozie. He pulls his happy clown pal. 
49 C 3704 1—Shipping weight 14 ounces 

Polly Pal'"  . 
the gingham gal 

$995 
9 This pert little doll is 

dressed in a gingham pina- 
fore dress with a matching 
bonnet perched on top of her 
brushable rooted hair. Soft vi- 
nyl head and hands. Cloth 
body. 16 in. tall. Ages 3 to 9. 

Shipping wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 
49 C 34085 
©1975 Leon Jason 

59.95 

5487 

487 

5487 

"Who-0-0-0-8 Nellie! 

BOZO the Clown® 
Says 10 different phrases 

5895 
10 "Yowie-kazowie!" Just 

pull his talking ring and 18- 
in. Bozo says this phrase and 9 
more at random, Vinyl head, 
cloth body, yarn hair, Dressed 
in polka-dot clown suit. Ages 2 
to 8. Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 
49 C 34081 ..$8.95 

€)Larry Harmon Pictures Corp. 
Licensed by Larry Harmon Pictures Corp. 



(1) Hot Wheels? Double-Dual Speedway 

Two sets in 1. . . race down the long 6-foot 10-inch ip or put the cross- 
dee pli аас о чони 
HOW IT WORKS: Place cars in starting gate, set 4-speed, rubber band powered, 
catapult booster. Wait for the starting timer to sound and then hit your release - o = 
button . . . the Hot Wheels are off and running to the finish line. If you release 4 
too soon, the foul flag will tell on you. 
WHAT YOU GET: Delayed-action starting gate, 2 four-speed boosters, finish 
gate, 82-in. of track, cross-over section. Plastic. 2 die-cast metal cars. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled . . . instructions included. 
79 М 58365C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ....................... Set $8.95 

ctn (2 "MATCHBOX"* 
ar" ore m Double-Stunt Track Set 

Place the ing Ше... i id then release it. 
87: Watch it speed through a 360" loop. . . fiy oft a ramp and through 4 

ring of fire and land safely on the other side. 
HOW IT WORKS: A gravity-! race set. Clamp starting gate and 
track ошо tabletop. Press leves Jor тегу Байа SH tea танне 
button, кос aich youn car pen зас аи 
WHAT YOU GET: Starting gate, 11 ft. of track, ring of fire, 360" loop, 
jump ramps, clamp, joiners. Plastic. 1 die-cast metal car (not 2). 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 58416—Shipping weight 21bs. 4 02................. Set $7.95 
“MATCHBOX” a registered trademark of Lesney Products & Co., Ltd., England. 

Hot Wheels? Flying Colors Control the speed of your car by 
Thundershift 500 ME Junt Che CAE тилдеп! and. blast curves. your shift. 

right, it's good-bye to your opponent. 
HOW IT WORKS: As car enters boost- 
er curve, press the stick control shift 
to activate booster lever. Booster 
lever will catch the rear car as 
it passes and speed it along the 
course. 
WHAT YOU GET: Control wm 
stick shifts, curve 

fend ens E os 
2 die-cast epa 

FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
79 N E з арр Set 811.47 

fuir Ü i Ё H x " 
i ir gor H БЙЗ HE 

Sizzlers* || Silver Charge cars, set them at starting 

Circuit™ Race Set zoom down straightaway and fly 
high-banked turns. 

$ 1333 HOW IT WORKS: Cars are proj 
set without batteries a built-in NI-CAD battery. To re- 

in just 90 sec- 
Track forms onds your car is ready to go. 

B CA ian Mis UE 38 DU (forms a 
ома! layou! 1x72-in. ut), clips, joiners, 

metal. 2 die-cast metal cars. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: FOR AGES: 6 to 14 years. 
49 N 58062—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 3 oz. ...Set $8.95 ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Re- n Бу quires 2 Де e ed for recharger 

easy wey—order by phone сырога Рак оп page. 
456 [Sears] tt. 79 N58302C Роа $13.33 
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(3) Little Karee 
BODY. DETAILING: 10 
inches tall. Soft vinyl 
arms, legs. Jointed. Root- 
ed hair. Open-and-close 
eyes, lashes. Washable. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: 
Soft beret, jacket. Panties, 
booties. Comb, brush in- 
cluded. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 yrs. Not 
for ages under 3 due to 
small parts. 

114nch 
Janie Doll 

$595 

(4) Janie 

BODY. DETAILING: 11 
in. tall. Vinyl body with 
soft polyurethane foam 
fill... fi like a real 
baby. Rooted hair. 
Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSO- 
RIES: Dress and panties 
trimmed with lace. Two 
hair ribbons. 
AGES: 1 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: 

и Ende 
arms, to 
olyurethane foam 
illed cloth body. 

=з Rooted hair. 

te ES en- Snd-close a et 

Drink'n Wet 
Babies 

With soft, lifelike 
Skin of vinyl 

12 Vzinch Little 
Baby Tender Love 

$695 

9-pc. Wardrobe for 
Tender Love (6) 

eee є & $795 

Cutslod pae scans by chisimas-dmaselecimitil vom 

ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. 
49C31543.. $494 49С31525 .$5.95 

(5) 16-inch Baby $894 
Holly Hobbie* 

You will love to hold 
and cuddle this doll. 
BODY, DETAILING: 16 
in. tall. Vinyl face, 
hands, legs attached to 
soft cloth body. Blond 
rooted hair. Painted 
eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESS. 
Dress and pantaloons 
trimmed with lace. Co- 
ordinating calico print 
sunbonnet and booties. 
Dress can be taken off | 
to put baby to bed. | 
FOR AGES: 5 to 14 yrs. 
ORDERING INFO: 1 

wt. 1 lb. 11 oz. 
49C31564....98.94 Pits - ® 
Holly Hobbie® `©Атепсап p 
Greetings Cor 

(8) 12Vzinch tall Little Baby Tender Love 
BODY, DETAILING: Vinyl. Rooted hair. Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Lace-trimmed nylon gown 
with bonnet. Panties, bottle. Drinks and wets. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Order extra clothes below. 
49 C 31528—Shipping weight 1 lb. 1302......96.95 

(7) 9-pc. Wardrobe Set for Baby Tender Love (6) 
SET INCLUDES: 2-pc. playsuit, nightgown, 2 dresses, 
pair of panties, 3 hangers. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 32528—Shipping weight 4 oz...... -Set $3.99 

(8) 10-inch tall Baby Luv'n Stuff 
BODY. DETAILING: Vinyl body. Head turns. Rooted 
hair. Painted eyes. Baby drinks, wets. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: 1-piece knit playsuit, knit 
booties. Plastic bottle. Hair ribbon. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C31517—Shpg. wt. 11Ь..................84.99 

(9) 13%-inch tall Baby's First Baby 
BODY. DETAILING: Vinyl body. — Turning 
head. Open-close eyes, Drinks, wi 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: 1- 
booties. Plastic bottle. Hair 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 С 3155 1—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 02.......87.95 

(10) Old-fashioned Cradle Baby. . cradle chimes 
Баухауса body. 

-and-close eyes, 

cem арй knit 

CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Nylon gown with lace trim. 
Matching bonnet, socks, panties. 16-in. plastic 
cradle. . . chimes as you rock baby. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Cradle unassembled. 
49 C 31554—Shpg. wt. 11Ь. 11 0z...... oo. $5.94 



A collector's dream, 
A child's delight. 

THE COLLECTIBLES 

tsitaloó pau scare by cubil ҮКҮНҮН 

(1thru 6) Beautiful Fashion Dolls for you to love and collect. Imported. 
DY; DETAILING: Creamy vinyl faces, arms, hands. Polyethylene body and legs. 

ointed arms, legs. Open-and-close eyes, lashes. Hand-styled rooted hair. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMAT 

(1) 18-inch Biancamaria has long curly blonde hair, blue eyes. Her white rayon 
satin gown is trimmed with white lace and satin ribbon. White lace mantilla over 
hair; long undergown trimmed with lace; white tights; white plastic shoes. 
49 N 32006—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces 529.99 
(2) 18-inch Angelica has blonde hair and brown eyes. Her gown is green 
trimmed with beige lace ruffles at the slee’ and hem. Cape and bonnet are 
trimmed with braided ribbons. Tights, plastic shoes. 
79 М 32002C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $29.99 
(3) 15-inch Vanessa has blonde hair and blue eyes. Her red polyester crepe 
gown is trimmed with beige lace, complemented by a beige lace-trimmed under- 
gown. Matching hat with lace trim. Nylon panties, plastic shoes. 
49 N 32005—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces $19.99 
(4) 18-inch Angelica has flowers in her blonde streaked hair. Brown eyes. Her 
gown is sheer white polyester crepe de chine trimmed with lace ruffles at the sleeves 
and neckline. Fuchsia lace-trimmed undergown. White vinyl shoes, tights. 
79 М 32001C—Shipping weight 3 pounds 529.99 
(5) 15-inch Bettina has blonde hair and blue eyes. Dress of natural cotton gauze 
with natural color lace trim and waistline ribbon. 3 small flowers define waist. 
Nylon panties and plastic boots. 
49 N 32004—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 
(6) 18-in. Lisabeth has brown hair and eyes. V-neck gown of blue polyester 
crepe trimmed with white lace, flowers adorn neckline. Nylon tights, plastic shoes. 
79 М 32003C— Blue undergown. White neckband, flower trim. Wt. 3 Ibs. $29.99 

m 

519.99 
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Bettina 



(1thru4) Youth-size 
pro-look non-competitive 

Football Outfit 

Includes jersey, helmet. 
pants and shoulder pads $1599 

without numerals 

JERSEY: Cotton duck. Striped 34 sleeves. 
PANTS: Woven polyester. White. Side stripe. 
Thigh, knee, hip pads of !4-in. polyester. 
HELMET: 1-piece high-impact pomena 
plastic shell with polyurethane foam pai ae 
at cheeks, crown. Plastic double bar face guar: 
Adjustable padded chin strap. 
SHOULDER PADS: Molded plastic caps, rubber 
padded interior. Adjust. front, back. 
CARE: Pants, jersey, mach. wash, warm. 
SIZES. COLORS. ORDER INFO: Socks, shoes, 
ball not incl; order socks from Fall Big Book; 
order shoes at right, order ball, opposite pg. 
Jersey, helmet are not numbered; order numer- 
al kit, pg. 454. Sizes: S (waists 22-24 in.), 
M(26-28 in.); State letter S or M. wt. 4 is 
(1) 6C24277F—Blue 5.99 

(4) 6C24278F—Black 

456 [Sears] u 

Catalog pane Scant by chintimas инке ий comm 

reinforced stress 
points. Pro-style 

thigh, hip, spine 
and knee pads are 
thicker than pads 

on (9 thru 12) 

$1599 

Shoulder Pads 
with polyethylene 

shell, stitched = < F 
construction 

Rawlings 
> 4 Shoulder Pads 

with polyethylene 
2 shell that's thicker 

than shell on (7). 
Riveted and stitched 

construction 

Polyester Football Pants with 
thigh, hip, spine and knee pads 

$999 

Youth-size Pro-style Football Equipment for competitive play 

(5) Rawlings Helmet. High-impact white plastic shell. 
Combination vinyl foam-laminated padding, с contoured at 
back. Riveted-on double face bar. Jaw pads. 2 pc. 
strap. Meets NOCSAE* studs. See helmet sizing Chart on 
pg. 454. 
SIZES. ORDER INFO: Sizes: S(head size 654-654 i 
M(6%-7 in.);L(714-7 V4 in.). State letter зізе S, M or L. 
6 C 24329F Shipping weight 3 pounds $14.99 
“National Operating Committee on Standards for athietic Equipment 

(6) Rawlings Shoulder Pads. White polyethylene shell 
is 55% thicker than shell on (7), (except flaps 33% аа: 
ет), vinyl padding to absorb greater impact than 
low. Double elastic underarm straps with T hoo! Side 
bars. Coated web drop straps. Thick, soft neck binding. 
Cotton lacing. Riveted and stitched construction. 
SIZES. ORDER INFO: Sizes M(60-90 Ibs.); L(80-110 Ibs.); 
XL(100-130 Ibs.). State letter sise М, L or XL. 
6 C 2439 1F—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

(7) Shoulder Pads. White molded polyethylene shell, 
polyurethane foam padding. Vinyl dipped. Cotton lacers 
in front, back. Adjustable web straps. 
SIZES. ORDER INFO: One size fits youths up to 95 ы. 
6 C2418—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 99 

(8) Rawlings 10096 nylon Football Pants 
FABRIC: White. 100% nylon double knit. 
DETAILING: Tapered: pro-cut. Elasticized waist with 
snaps, bartacking reinforced fly and knees. Lace-up front. 
Belt with ^D" ring closure. 
dams 200. ва. e горене, vinyl-laminated thigh pads 

with (9 thru 12); *4 in. thick 
Ensoa foam spine, набз and knee pads are thicker than 
cotton pads with (9 thru 12), to absorb greater impact. 
CARE. SIZES, ORDER INFO: Hand wash, warm, drip dry. 
Shirt sold ly on pg. 454. Waist sizes S(22-24 in.); 
M(26-28 in.); L(30-32 in.). Siete letier sise S, Mor L. 
6C24282F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. боз........ ------ -815,99 

$19.99 

(9 thru 12) Polyester Football pants 
FABRIC, DETAILING: 100% polyester. Belt with 
“D” ring closure. Lace up front. 
PADS: 90-ga. polyethylene thigh pads. % inch 
thick cotton spine, hip and knee pads. 
CARE. SIZES, COLORS, ORDER INFO: Hand 
wash, warm; drip dry. Waist sizes S(22-24 in.); 
M(26-28); 1150-52). State S, M, L. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
(9) 6C2415F—White -39.99 
(10) 6 C2489F—Red 
(11) 6C2417F—Gray 
(12) 6С 2416F—Gold color 

(13) Adults’ Braun Bilt Canvas Shoes 
UPPERS: Cotton canvas and Naugalon™ vinyl. 
Heel counter. Nylon tricot; polyurethane foam 
lining. Polyester felt insole, raised arch. 
SOLE: PVC, with multi-cleats. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDERING INFORMATION: See 
Shoe Size Note, below. Stale size, 
Men's. Black, yellow trim. "D" medium width 
only. State size S, б, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 
6C 11481F—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $9.97 
Women's. White, red trim. “В” medium width 
only. State size 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
6C 11482F—Wt. 1 ib. 6 oz. $9.97 

(14) Youths’ Vinyl Shoes 

UPPERS: Wipe-clean vinyl with cotton, polyester 

SOLE: Molded PVC with cleats. Bonded to upper. 
SIZES, COLORS. ORDER INFO: See Shoe Size 
Note, below. Youth's medium width only. State 
size 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
6C 11491F—Black with white stripes 5477 
6C 11492F—White with black stripes ....... 4.77 

SHOE SIZE NOTE: Narrow, medium widths, order usual 
size. Wide widths and half sizes. order next larger size. 



The young 
construction boss 

sorts and hauls 
colorful blocks 

"Y E T 

Block Hopper and Truck $37 

Sort and place 4 different geometric shaped color blocks into correct matching 
openings on top of hopper. Steer dump truck underneath, press release button on 
hopper to open spring action trapdoors and drop block loads into truck. Truck 
dumps when driver on left is pressed down. Plastic. From Hong Kong. 

sizes, shapes 
and colors 

Fisher-Price $465 
Dump Trucker Set 

Push truck into loading station that matches it in size, shape 

and color . . and ball rolls in. Drive truck up ramp, back into 
dump station for unloading. “Gasoline” pump. Wood and 
plastic. Non-toxic colors. 12x13x6% in. high. З trucks. 

49 N 44115—Shipping weight 2 рошпа3з.......................... 

Family of 5 
bounces along 

in mini-bus. 

$ 281 

Hardwood figures ride іп stur- 
dy plastic bus. Clickety-clack 
"engine" sound when bus is 
pulled along. Vinyl cord. Fig- 
ures easily removed through 
open top in bus. 4x3x6 in. long. 
Made by Fisher-Price. 
49 N 4433—Wt. 11 oz. ..$2.87 

From near to far, a parade 
of pets that's quite bizarre 

Pull Toy sold $ 99 
only at Sears 

"This Yink, Gink and Zink follow you 
in a zany link. "Pinwheel" wheels 
spin in crazy colors as wacky, char- 

acters bob and sway. Each detaches 
from his platform, and platforms in- 
terchange. Pull-handle squeaks as 
you squeeze it. 16% in. long. Plastic. 
Based on Dr. Seuss illustrations. De- 
signed by Don Poynter. Japan. 
49 N 44368—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

i 4 
itabi Dade Scans by dieiiiiasnisetediicaloom 

49 N 44327—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces. Set $4.65 

7 children, color-matched to 
seats, load and unload through 
hinged door as driver turns to 
watch. Engine goes "brruum", 
headlights roll. Sturdy wood and 
plastic, 13 in. long. Made by Fish- 
er-Price. 
49N44328-Wt.21bs.202.$3.68 |. 

Caterpillar slithers 
as it's pulled 

$249 р 

1 Body sections move up and 
down with wiggling motion 

Eyes roll. Wood. 14 inches 
long. From Japan. 
49 N 4592—Wt. 11b. ...92.49 

Tea Time Train 

$399 

Pull-toy makes a happy 
perking sound as it’s pulled. 

Jaunty flower bounces, eyes 
roll up and down. Cup, saucer 
and spoon twirl as they follow. 
Wood with plastic wheels. Pull 

cord. 9 in. long overall. From 
Japan. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 
49 №4406 ........... $3.99 

Fisher-Price $697 
Huffy Puffy Train 5 
3 Eyes roll, doors slide, 

brakeman swings his lan- 
tern. 27 in. long. Couplers hold 
fast as train is pulled, yet un- 
hook easily for rearrangement 
of cars. Wood and plastic; steel 
axles. Non-toxic colors. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz. 
49N 4434 ВЕСИ $5.97 



Let LITTLE LEARNERS® help teach your 

pre-schooler what numbers mean with a 

machine that flashes 

answers on a screen 

COMPUTER 
TUTOR 

49 . 
without batteries 

Can your Pre-schooler 
learn to Spell? 

Child puts program tile into computer, then pushes button. Computer bell 
rings and answer flashes on lighted screen, showing him the relationship 
of numbers to objects pictured. Then tile pops out automatically. 12 tiles 
with 24 number concepts make learning fun. Order arithmetic tiles sold 
below for learning addition and subtraction. Plastic; 11x634x4x4 in. high. 
Uses 3 “С” batteries, order pkg. below. Ages 4 to 8. From Japan. 
49 N 16367—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. 54.99 
49 N 16407— Set of Arithmetic Tiles. 40 problems. Wt. 6 oz. Set 1.56 
49 Н 8406—"C" Batteries. Package of 6. Shpg. wt. 12 oz Pkg. 1.19 

Let LITTLE LEARNERS help 
teach your pre-schooler 

how words are 

made from letters 

MAGIC ANSWER 
MACHINE 

á EET 

Yes! Let LITTLE LEARNERS help. _ 
See how-he learns to actually type the = 
correct spelling of 100 objects pictured 
on the computer cards included with 

the COMPUTERIZED TEACHING MACHINE 

Ho Rs 
Child slips card into machine . , sees picture and correct spelling of an ̀  
object. He must now relate letters on &eyboard to letters he sees in the word 
and—all by himself—type the correct spelling. Only if he spells it right, 
is card ejected and he tries another word. Just like teaching machines used 
in many schools. 100 basic word cards, Plastic and metal, 1014x1034xS in. 

It makes learning to spell simple words a fun game. Child puts picture Uses 4 “О batteries or AC adapter, order below. Ages $ to 9. 
card into slot, names the picture . . then pushes first button. As if by 49 N 16606—From Japan. Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 ounces. . .. .$19.99 
magic, first letter of word appears on screen. Pushing other buttons com- 49 Н 16693—First-grade Vocabulary Set. 40 cards. Wt. Soz....... 1.99 
pletes word. 24 pictures and words on 12 cards. Learn arithmetic with 49 N 16694— Second-grade Vocabulary Set. 40 cards. Wt. 5 о... . 1.99 
extra card set below. Spring action. Plastic: 7x244x4 in. Ages3 to 7. Japan. 49 н 66402—AC Adopter. From Japan. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. zen) 
49 N 16509—Shipping weight 11 ounces... $2.99 49 N 8405 —"D"' Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... 1.49 
Arithmetic Card Set. 96 problems to add, subtract, multiply or divide. 
49 М 16608— Shipping weight 6 ounces. Set $1.09 

LITTLE LEARNERS even has a fascinating 

game to train your pre-schooler's memory 

MEMORY MATCH 

$599 
Picture match game has 
one player challenge an- 
other to remember behind 
which sliding key tbe 
"matching" picture is hid- 

den imple shown at 
right— "Where is the chair 
hidden?” Let LITTLE LEARNERS help teach P Оше puma айас 

your pre-schooler how things "go together picture and word match, 
even when they're not exactly the same (child sees if he's right by 

checking picture under the 
printed word), and rhym- PICK-A-PAIR $399 PETER Es ci 
ple, pail and nail. 

Now, a multiple-choice game for pre-schoolers asks which pictures are 6 games, printed on 3 
the same . . are related . . or are missing from the nursery rhyme picture sturdy paper cards. Plas- 
card. Child pushes button under his answer and—only if he's right—card tic case with scorekeeper. 
moves forward to the next question. 40 questions on 5 cards. High-impact 14Mx1li4x234 іп. high. That's wrong . . к 

plastic with spring action. About 7x8x134 in. high. Instructions included. For ages 3 to 8. From lose your turn Right! Score point 
Ages 3 to 6. From Japan. Japan. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 3oz. and go again 

49 N 16604—Shipping weight 1 pound....... ET. $3.99 49 N 16596 .$5.99 i 

Camo pane scans by chrisimat-masebecimicM com 



Step into your 
dreams. . 

become a brave hero 
or a beautiful heroine 



RAG DOLLS 'N 
ANIMALS KIT 
Includes materials 

to make four 
small friends 

ее 

LA 
Oe 

M" 5 кипе 5 x i ; | : Scissors only. d $344 p Н ; 
$394 engs 

without stuffing 

PERKY PILLOWS KIT 
Enough materials for A totally different way to sew. No needles, no thread . . 

PX six small pillows uses a special liquid formula to join fabric pieces 
1 Use your Sew Magic machine (sold at right) to whip Sew Magic Sewing Machine plus cordless Electric Scissors. Just mark pattern on cloth, 

up a menagerie of winsome dolls and animals. Kit pop in Miracle Stitch™ liquid sewing formula cartridge and sew. Finished items can be washed. 
includes fabric, patterns and complete instructions to and dried. White plastic machine, 9х5х5% in. high, Incl. 8 patterns for 11-in, dolls, material, 
make a grinning quartet: cheerleader, granny, kangaroo 1 Miracle Stitch cartridge, instr. Uses 2 "D" batteries (order below at left). Scissors have 
and panda. Why not pick up the phone and order it? stainless steel blades shielded with high-impact styrene plastic. Cuts through paper and fabric 
49 N 12046—Shipping weight 10 ounces........... $344 easily. Uses 2 “А A” batteries (not incl, order pkg. below). 6x1 i і 

49N 12044—Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces .. 
9, Make gifts for friends, or keep them for your own Rawk Magic cordiesa Кисра О only. 2 “АА” batui ЫШ 

fun. Kit includes fabric and instructions for making 6 
pillows on the Sew Magic machine (at right): a sun, o weight oua ено ае br 
heart, square, and three kitties (not shown). NOTE: Items on this page not recommended for children under 3. due to small parts. 
49 N 12047—Shipping weight 10 ounces . . . m 

Miracle Stitch?" Cartridge Refill "AA" Batteries. Package of four. 
49N 12049—Shpg. wt. 20z. ... $177  49N46991—Wt. d oz. ......... Pkg. 69c 

Note for 
both pages: 

Conventional 
Sewing Ma- 
chines use stan- 
dard-size 11 
needle for size 
50 thread 

Knit Magic™. . a new way to knit 
А А This hand crank Knitting Machine 

Battery-operated Sewing Machine 1520 айй рына. mks Clothes: $994 дой not 
Sews simple $ 99 мез for your dolls and much, much more 

Straight chain stitch 1 1 not included Have fun knitting oodles of things for yourself and Barbie. Just turn the hand 
i ilti i ing li i crank and the knitting machine automatically knits a “tube” for 1144-in. doll. 

Ten Sta э ae Мей nie: разне Adjusts to knit a 4-inch panel for larger items. Set includes plastic knitting 
Uses 3 "D" batteries (not ind., order 2 pkgs. sold below.) or turn by machine with yarn tensioner gauge, three 1-ounce skeins of yarn . . enough to 

a аге А knit a Barbie dress and hat, one child's hat, two stuffed toys, doll hat and 
TyTN DAL VA Rs йк Ara Gaod up Ушин... booties. Instructions. 9x634x6%4 in. high. Ages 6 to 12. Mexico. 

49N 12043—Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces .................... Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of two. 
49 N 46996—Shipping weight 11 ounces ................ ү dm 

айай page scans by dieisintainisetediical con 



"| wanna stay up” 

Mrs. Beasley& JM 

$1294 

11 Her sleepy eyes are always half shut. Says 8 different phrases when 
you pull her talking ring. Cloth body, vinyl head. Rooted hair. 

49 C 35167—13 inches tall. Ages 3 to 10. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. .... $7.94 

12 She says 10 happy things . . just pull her talking ring. Cuddly cloth 
body, vinyl face, hands. Rooted hair you can comb. 22 inches tall. 

49 C 3579—Ages 3 to 10. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. + 912.94 

13 J.J. says 9 phrases recorded in the TV character's own voice . . just 
pull talking ring. 23-in. cloth body, silk-screened facial features. 

49 C 34101—Ages 3 to 12. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 1 oz....... : +. $9.94 
Mrs. Beasiay¥®® 1971 Family Affair Company  J.J,""©1975 Tandem Prod., inc 

( 14 thru 16 ) Soft ’n squishy bean bag dolls to cuddle, pamper and pose. 
Stuffed with polyethylene pellets; plastisol heads and brushed tricot bod- 
ies. Hands have Velcro® closure strips so you can pose them in different 
positions. Each is 8 inches tall. Recommended for children ages 2 to 5. 

14 Navy Beans. 1 Pork 'n Beans. 1 Green Beans. 
Shpg. wt. 9 oz. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 

49 С 37043...,..93.94 49037044 $3.94 49 C 37045 $3.94 

( 17 and 18) Each is 10 The Little 2 
in. tall; 1-pc. molded Urchins* 
polyurethane foam 9 ` 
body, tricot covered., $397 
Nylon wig hair. Ages 3 each 
to 10. Wt. each 9 oz. 

17 Urchin Girl. > 
49 C 34089 ....$3.97 - 

Urchin Boy. £ мее [el ig) 

18 49 C 34091 ....83.97 t (r7 18) 

( 19 and 20 ) Mark 
Twain’s popular charac- 
ters are 14-in. tall dolls 
with soft cloth bodies. 
Yarn hair. Ages 2 to 8. 

19 Becky. Wt. 8 oz. 

2 Tom Sawyer 
and Becky 

49 C 34086 ....3294 | . 4 

20 Tom Sawyer. l 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ^de 

49 C 34087 $294 * A 9 

БН Poy ins T > 

HOLLY HOBBIE кы 
(21 thru 23 ) Nostalgic 
12-inch vinyl dolls have 
soft rooted nylon hair. 
All have movable arms 
and legs. For ages 3 to 
10. Not recommended 
for children under 3, be- 
cause of small parts. 

21 Carrie. She wears а 
dainty print long 

dress with matching 
apron, Wide-brimmed 
hat trimmed with flow- 
ers crowns her lovely 
long red hair. 

Shipping weight 8 oz. 
49 32047..........93.94 

99 Holly Hobbies. 
She's dressed in a 

rustic patchwork design 
long pinafore dress. 
Matching sunbonnet 
perches on top her long 
sandy brown hair. 

Shipping weight 8 oz. 
49 C 32048 $3.94 

93 Amy. She's looking 
lovely in her long 

print pinafore dress. А 
matching sunbonnet 
crowns her long flowing 
brown hair. 

Shipping weight 8 oz. 
49 32045 .... 53.94 

( 24 and 25 ) Both 
charming rag dolls are 
made of fine quality cot. 

ton material. Braided 
yarn hair. In 3 sizes. 

94 Holly Hobbie®. In 
patchwork, print 

pinafore dress, bonnet. 
16-in. Ages 2 to 8. 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

49 C 34057 $447 

27-in. Ages 5 to 14. 
Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 

79 C 34078C $1094 

34-in. Ages 5 to 14. 
Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 

79 C34082C . $1497 

Heather®. She's 
dressed in print 

dress and sunbonnet, 

16-in. Ages 2 to 8. 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

49 34077 $4.47 

27-in. Ages 5 to 14. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 

79 С 34079C $10.94 

34-in. Ages 5 to 14. 
Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 

79 С 34083C $14.97 
Holly Hobbie®, Heather®. 
Urchins® 
American Greetings Corp. 

Holly Hobbie* 
Sleeping Bag 

$119" zs 
Sleeping Bag. Unzip 
Side, bottom of 26x52-in. 
bag, convert to 52x52-in. 
comforter..Quilted cot- 
ton, with fill of 80% 
polyester, 20% other fi- 
bers. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 C 34084C $1197 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 
from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 

$394 a 5394 „ 

Сагпе 

Holly Hobbie* 
and Heathere 

Each comes in 
3 sizes 

e $4.47 6-inch 
doll 



Now a road racing set that lets you change lanes 
for passing at the flick of a switch . 

You're in the straightaway 
your opponent tries to grab 
the lead by changing lanes 

going too fast! He's 
wiping out right in front 

of your eyes 

Quicker than you can think 
you hit your controller 
10 avoid the accident 

тыз HO scale dotis sche at Mi Е 
fast straights. Here's how i! works—a quick flick on the Snap- 
Steer™ controller signals the car and its wheels turn automati- 
cally so the car moves into the opposing lane. With Snap- 
Steer™ you can block or draft an opponent, avoid a collision, 
or change lanes. 
TRACK: Plastic and metal. Forms a multi-level 2-lane 73x29- 
inch layout. Includes: (5) Lii (1) ша, (1) № straight, 
(1) 180° high bank turn, (6) 
CARS, ACCESSORIES: Two 2t р plastic and metal slotless 
racing cars, 2 Snap-Steer™ controllers, power pack, aeiae 
supports, d, pit garage, track overwalk, guard rails, 

Additional Power Passers™ 
cars sold $5.97 each 

without batteries. 

. POWER PASSERS™ by LIONEL" 
FOR AGES: Not recommended for ages under 8 years. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Power UL listed for 110- 
120-volt, 60-Hertz, AC. 7-watts (VA). With 6-foot cord. 
ORDER INFO: Order extra track and slotless cars below. 
79 N 9826C—Shipping weii puo unds ........ Set £29. 88 
49 N 9810— Four 1615-in. ect. Wt. 11b. 40z. ... 6.97 

Dad rs Gasser Racing Car. 
мә ›803-_5һрршё weight 2 ounces ...... $5.97 

e Corvette Gasser Racing Car. 
N 9801—Shipping weight 2 ounces .............. $5.97 

Bi-level, 2-lane 
slotless track forms 
73x29-in. layout 

AFX™ 
Laguna 120 

Race around more than 12 ft. 
of multi-level 2-lane track 

AURORA® SCRE-E-ECHERS™ HO-scale race set. Speed down the straightaways and power through 
TM the hairpin turns. Use your ‘and build at least 3 different INTERSTATE CHASE™ Race Set Er en j— 

Fast as a police car inona pu YOU GET: Two 2%-in. plastic TRACK: Slotted lastic and metal. Forms a multi-level 2-lane 
speeder . ppm and metal cars. A colorful, pre-assem- 48x27-inch layout. В curved and 4 straight track sections. 
it opens, avoid disaster at a construc- EE Iu vacuum formed CARS; ACCESSORIES: Two 2% inch plastic and metal AFX race cars, 
tion site. Kids can play almost in- with slotless track and | rails, bridge supports, oil, Quickee-Lok track key, two 

м? жанынар, tracks to corrugated base. 3 Te: controllers and pack. 
по wiring Speed controller. ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Wall pack UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60- 

HOW IT vanea Battery powered ы п Lee -i Hertz AC. 5.2-watts (VA). With 9-foot 
... Cars road no Д FOR AGES: 8 and up. Not MS PAULI a mem DUI Nemea 
hand-operated for 2. 79 М 9537C—Wt. 3 lbs. ....... $9.87 ORDERING INFORMATION: 

49 N 46995—Carbon-zinc "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. .Pkg. $1.69 

Сайыр Dade Scans by deisimaxaiseleciwical Gm 

49 М 9515—Shpg. wt. 4lbs.......... $14.88 



Baby Alive Dolls 

Ez $1094 oan 
(1 and 2) Baby Alive . . . the doll who can “eat”. Baby drinks, wets and 
chews . . . her mouth moves when she eats or drinks. Feed her by bottle or 
spoon, then change her disposable diaper. 
BODY, DETAILING: 16-in. tall, soft vinyl body is polyurethane foam filled. 
Rooted hair. Painted 
CLOTHES, ACCESS. 
able diaper. Incl. 

(1) 49C 31708— While 
(2) 49C31721—Blaci 

Long-lasting Alkaline atteries. Package of two. 
49 C 46997—Shipping weight 5 ounces . gu 
(3) Nursery Center for Baby Alive. Use it in three different ways: fold top 
tray in half for feedi: table; lay tray flat on basket for diaper changing table: take tray off for baby's bed. Handles fold under or up for carrying. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic side rails, handles, tray. Vinyl interior. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 31711—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces . ... DM 
(4) Care Set for Baby Alive. 9 disposable diapers, care book, 9 
special "food", wash towel, baby bottle, comb, brush and paci! 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 31572—Shipping weight 13 ounces . 

(10) Rub-A-Dub Dolly (11) Shower Vanity Set. Includes plastic 
BODY. DETAILING: 17 іп. tall. vanity, shower with nozzle. . . squeeze to 
All-vinyl body. Jointed arms, spray. Plastic shower cap, soap, washcloth. 

Blond rooted hair. Painted ORDERING INFORMATION: Doll not included. eyes. Washable. 49 C 31643—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. ....86.95 CLOTHES, ACCESS.: Terry 
cloth robe, ribbon tie, diaper. (12) 8-pc. Wardrobe Set. Incl. 1-рс. sleeper, 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 2-pc. play set, dress, panties, 3 hangers. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49C31615-Wt.21bs..$10.44 49 C 32575—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. . -Set $4.99 

You can order items on pages 
8,9, 14 thru 17B, and 423 to 598 
from now until AUGUST 31, 1978 



(7 and 8) Toddler Dolls. Vinyl faces, arms, 
Jointed arms, legs. (8) has open-and-close eyes. 

hands. Polyethylene legs, body 

AGES: ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. Not for ages under 3 due to small parts. 

(7) 17-in. Ombretta. Dress, lacy apron, pantaloons, plastic boots. Imported. 
49 N 32007—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces $19.99 
(8) 9-in. Cinderella has hair you can comb. Wardrobe includes peasant outfit: 
dress, apron, scarf, panties, shoes, bro and princess outfit: lace gown, h 
ments, panties, lace stockings, shoes. Both outfits shown, only 1 doll i 
49 N 32062— Imported. Shipping weight 1 pound 51199 
(9 thru 14) Baby Dolls. Soft vinyl head, arms, legs. Huggable cloth body filled 
with polyurethane foam. Open-and-close eyes. Rooted hair 
AGES: ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. Not for ages under 3 due to small par 
(9) 24-inch Big Beautiful Baby. Cries "Mama". Exquisite check dress with lace 
trimmed pinafore, pantalons, bonnet, booties. Hand-styled hair 
79 N 31788C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $24.95 
(10) 15-inch Nanette. 2-piece knit outfit, knit booties, bonnet. Imported. 
49 N 31784—Shipping weight 1 pound 15 ounces $12.99 
(11) 18-inch Michele. 2-pc. knit outfit. Bonnet, bib, knit booties. Imported. 
79 N 31785C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $15.99 
(12) 23-in. Stellina. 2-pc. knit outfit. Bonnet, lacy knee highs, shoes. Imported. 
79 N 31786C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $21.99 
(13) 17¥%-inch Baby Boo Hoo. Take away pacifier, she cries. Stops when pacifi 
er is replaced. Crochet outfit, Requires 1 "AA" battery, order package below 
49 N 31787—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces $12.99 
49 N 4699 1—“AA” Batteries. Pkg. 4. Shpg. wt. 4 oz Package 99c 

(14) 16-inch Mama Baby Doll. Cries "Mama". Acetate satin dress, hat, panta 

loons, booties. Blue acetate satin lace-trimmed pillow 
49 N 31783—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces $11.99 

Baby Boo H 
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Big-scaled plastic tools 

to pound, build or tinker 

хан Dade scans by сайпана тейи oon 

make it easier for toddlers 

Fisher-Price Cash Register 

$ 497 

Each key is a different color and number. 
Press, and nursery rhyme picture pops up 
behind clear plastic window. To open 
drawer, turn crank . . bell rings and pic- 
ture drops back into place. Wood construc- 
tion with wooden coins. Non-toxic finish. 
About 8x7x8 inches high. 
49 N 4438—Wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz. . $4.97 

Fisher-Price Pop-Up Pal 

Chime Phone 

$332 

Push-button type telephone. When “oper- 
ator” button is pushed, miniature opera- 
tor pops up. Musical chimes sound when 
other buttons are pushed. Hinged handle 
for tote-about play. Plastic and wood— 
non-toxic finish. 8x8x4% inches high. 
49 N 44369—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. .$3.32 

Fisher-Price Chatter Telephone 

teaches colors and numbers 

$ 1” 

This bright little phone with a smile chat- 
ters and rolls its eyes when it's pulled. 
Turn dial and bell rings. Wood with red 
plastic receiver. Balloon-style plastic 
wheels. Non-toxic colors. Elasticized fab- 
ric cord. Measures 6% х7%х4 inches high. 
49 N 4436—Wt. 1 Ib. 202. .... ($197 

Thread-a-block 

$ 1° 

Simple fascination with plastic 
and little bit of yarn. Plastic 
needle replaces mother’s sew- 
ing notion; bright colored yarn 
replaces thread. The block it- 
self is a uniquely designed ob- 
ject that teaches coordination 
and manipulation to preschool- 
ers. Plastic block measures 
about 4x4x3% inches high. 
49 м 44282—Wt. 12 oz. .$1.79 

Cut 8% 
BIG, BIG Tool Bench 

By Playskool. Top 
has 4 wood nails, 
wood vise, 6 cleats, 
3 screws and 2 each 
plastic nuts and 
bolts. Rack holds 4 
molded plastic tools 
. . hammer, pliers, 

screwdriver, 
wrench. Wood top. 
14x7%x23 in. high. 
Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 

79 м 4456C. $7.97 

Pull toy 
cord is 
stored 

in base 

Ring up and write up the sale 
on a working Cash Register 

$329 

Push one of 13 numbered keys to show amount of sale . . it pops 
up and bell rings. Push lever and drawer opens to bank of plastic 
coins and paper money. When pretend customers request re- 
ceipts, give them Sears play sales check. Side arm holds pad of 
paper, pencil. Strong red-enameled steel. 8 inches high. 
49 N 175 1—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces 

Playskool 
Nok-Out Bench 

5266 

When child pounds peg 
into hole on top of bench, 
another peg "pops" out of 
the end of bench. 12 pegs in 
all. . 6 stored on bench sur- 
face and 6 in channel with- 
in bench. Helps teach coor- 
dination. Wood. 10х4%х 
4% in. Non-toxic colors. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 44584 

Kiddie Kopter Push-pull Тоу $ 319 
with twin rotating propellers 

The counter rotating blades whirl around when toy is pushed or pulled. 
The sound of whirling blades and engine simulate that of a real 'copter. 
Pilot and co-pilot enclosed in clear plastic canopy. 

Kopter measures 10%х6х7% inches long; plastic. Detachable threaded 
plastic handle is 20 inches high. 
49 N 44273—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ошпсез.................. $3.49 



More toys from our y LITTLE LEARNERS 
Collection . - 

the toys that 
prove learning is а Joy 

10 Wood Nesting 
Blocks stack up to 
33incheshigh — — 

а- 

im 
no 
15M 

“Decorated wi 
Disney cartoon —— 
ebd m E 2 

locks 4 ч 

t LITTLE LEARNER 

Wood Blocks 

75 Number and бити $399 
Softwood 154e-in.-square blocks have 
embossed letters, printed letters, num- 
bers on sides. Rounded corners. 

Round storage can. Ages 2 to 8. 

49 N 44783—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. Set $3.99 

Puzzle Blocks 

Picture Puzzle cubes $199 
set make 6 pictures 

Each 2-inch-square side of wood cube 
is part of a different picture stack 

them 6 ways and see 6 scenes of 
Mickey Mouse and friends. Ages 2 to 
6. West Germany. 
49 М 44523—Wt. 1 Ib, 10 oz. Set $1.99 
Walt Disney Characlers. 
Walt Disney Productions 

Ce 
help your to 

Giant Kindergarten Wood Blocks 

Even tiny fingers will find these blocks easy to handle 
and super stable for stacking, because they are 13%- 
inches thick and up to ches long 

56 

is wed 
фи 12 pounds. . Set 

Stand-up Wood Boat Puzzle 

with 6 big pcs. for little fingers $299 

Here's a puzzle your toddler will love . . has easy-to- 
grip, thick wood pieces in bright, non-toxic colors. 
Puzzle stands up by itself when assembled into a 
714x1354-inch boat and crew "sailing" out to sea. 
Puzzle has six 54-in. thick pieces. Ages 2 to 4. 
49 N 44542 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. $2.99 

Sog 
= Й 

Clock 
Puzzle 

$149 

Teaches your child how to tell time as he fits the red 
“minute” discs over the green “hour” circles. Child 

moves clock hands to learn hour-minute relationships. 
Plastic. 10x7 inches. Ages 4 to 8. Singapore. 
49 N 16389— Shipping weight 8 ounces $1.49 



SEARS ALL-STEEL 
Gold-color appliances need only a child's imagination to ‘‘work"’. 

Heavy-gauge steel sections have smooth, rolled edges to 
help protect floors and fingers. Assembly instructions. 

Ages 4 and up (not recommended for children under 4 years). 

Double Sink with $ 1 249 
running-water faucet 

vel faucet and watch 
jir in backboard, pull 

tic ust turn с 
Water is stored 

j Pretend stove has all you m cook 
` scrumptious meal . . double ovens, a 

window, raised plastic "burners", make-h mpty basins. Big sto: below has full-color 
Double-Oven Range clock and control knobs that turn. Simu pictures of hand towels and house! ccessories lithographed in 

vent over upper oven. Stands 18x15x38 in side. Pictures of soap pump and sprayer lithographed on top. 
$ 1 549 i high. Utensils not included, see facing page Stands 18x15x28 in. high. 

^ 79C 1195C—Shpz. wt. 18 lbs. $1549 78 C 1199C—Shipping weight 13 pounds $1249 

Boy 3-piece Set Sink, Range Buy all 4 pieces Refrigerator, Sink, 

and Save 0% and Refrigerator 
r DO WW З-рїесе Set. Why not pick up the 

phone and order it? Wt. 54 Ibs. 
79 C 118563 t $38.88 

WW Separately 
tota! $4:2-97 

Cutuoa Dade scans by chrisinias museleciudcM com 

ond Save 12% Dishwasher and Range 
TA - } Complete 4-piece Set. А whole = АГЕ child-size kitchen. Wt. 69 Ibs. 

Y Separately 
79С 1186C4 Set $49.99 

total 258-86 



You can be whatever 
you want to be. . 

just choose your favorite Costume 

| 

$454 Sears] [rs 

сый райо — 



On these 2 pages you'll find 
sturdy beds, chairs and cribs. . 
all finished in non-toxic colors 

FOR YOUR DOLLS 

tnm 

For dolls up 
to 15 inches tall 

doll not included 

Sears $494 : B 
cu exclusive 

Contemporary "4 
Style. Am (4 thru 6) Delicately turned corner and back posts. Maple-finished 

For dolls up hardwood. For dolls up to 15 inches tall. For children ages 3 to 8. 

i Bunk Bed includes ladder, 2 vinyl covered mattress boards. Con- 
to 20 inches tall a ees to tats iode ha e Deli УН CIL c ce 

49 C 33538—Unassembled. Instructions. Shpg. wt. 5 1Ь8........... $9.97 

Rocking Cradle includes vinyl covered mattress board. 
17V2x10*4x 101 inches high. Unassembled. Instructions included. 

TN f 49 C 33536— Shipping weight 4 pounds ........... seser sareat 1594 
Pree 6 High Chair with lift-up tray. 714x81x18 inches high. Assembled. 

^ $7 95 49 C 33535—Shipping weight 2 pounds ............ e 3494 

Deluxe 
Bedding Set 

(1 thru 3) Mushrooms decorate furniture for dolls up to 20 in. tall, Hard- 
wood and hardboard finished in white. Unassem. Instr. incl. Ages 3 to 10. $399 
1 panes ч рш ti vinyl mattress pad supported by hard- Ideal for your doll's bed, 

79 C 33548C—21x13x16!4 inches high. Shipping weight 8 pounds ....... $7.95 rene aiea йн; 
Q Rocking Cradle has polka-dot vinyl mattress pad, hardboard under-sup- with plastic clips. Mat- 

port; end panels. 21х18 х15М inches high, tress measures 11x20 79 C 33549C—Shipping weight 7 pounds ............................. 4795 Lan long) Recon 
3 High Chair has lift tray. Hardboard back panel. 11/9x12x25 inches high. ed for ages 4 to 11. Not for 

49 C 33539— Shipping weight 5 pounds 9 ошпсев................... $7.95 children under 3, due to 
458 A small parts. Wt. 1 Ib. 

4 49 C 33577 $3.99 

Catalog page scans by cieisimasmarsetechrücal com 



Two-lane track forms 
а 90x484nch layout 

Set includes 2 sporty 
HO-scale G-PLUS race cars 

A X ROAD RACES 

ON THIS PAGE HAVE 

CARS 

Here's 
the story 

behind 
Custom Classic Banked Marathon AFX™ 

G-PLUS 
$4988 racing cars 

The fastest production model HO-scale гас. 
ers we offer. They dramatically reduce lap 
times by as much as 30% with fewer wipe- 
outs—by hugging the track magnetically 
Each has the modern in-line. monocoque- 
style motor with brass bearings and strong 
ceramic magnets 

(1 and 2) Have the fun and excitement 
of real road racing in your home with these 
HO-scale sets. Fly down straightaways 

bank into thrill-a-second curves that 
will challenge the ability of any driver. 
G-PLUS CARS; Plastic and metal. 3 inches 

Yo tools needed to assemble or disas- 
making maintenance simple. 

E RICAL INFO: Power pack plugs di. 
rectly into wall; UL listed tor 110-120-v., 

ES: 8 years and up. Not recom 
mended for ages under 8 years. 
(1) 2-Car Custom Classic Banked Mar- 
athon. Our largest, most exciting road race 
set 50 feet of multi-level 2-lane track. 
2-LANE CK: Plastic and metal. 50 fe 
of 2-lane multi-level track with starter 
track and plug-in terminal track section. 
Forms a 90x48-inch layout or converts to a 
19-foot dragstrip. 
HERE'S WHAT 2 G-PLUS race 
cars, Sears exclusive lap counter, 2 Russkit 
speed controls, wall pack, grandstand, 
judge's stand, 2 pylons, guard rails, tres. 
Чез, billboards, Xmas tree and finish gate, 
track cleaner and clips, Quickee-Lok track 
key, oil, layout sheet and drivers’ manual 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 N 9965C—Wt. 10 lbs. Set $49.88 

(2) 4-Car Race of Champions. Four race 
cars side-by-side, on a super-wide 4-lane 
track. Compete against 3 racers instead of 1 
for real challenges on the long straighta. 
ways and turns. 

NE TRACK: Plastic, metal. 14 ft. of 
forms 66x34-in. layout or convert to 
of 2-lane track for a 72x43-in. layout. 

-in terminal track sections. 
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET: 4 G-PLUS rac 
ers, 2 Sears exclusive lap counters, 4 
Russkit speed controllers, wall pack, 
grandstand, judge's stand, 2 pylons, guard 
rails, billboards, pennants, bridge beams 
and posts, track cleaner and clips, Quickee- 
Lok track key, oil, layout sheet, drive 

Set includes 
four sporty HO-scale 
G-PLUS race c 

(3thru 6) For all HO-scale race sets 
on these 2 pages. 

NST.: 3-in. long plastic, metal bod. 
ies. Ceramic magnets, brass bearings. 
Cooler running in-line monocoque-sty 

ssemble, disassemble without 
tools. Singapore. 

Save 
*1.00 

on any AFX'" G-PLUS 
Car when you buy 

any race set 

on these 2 pages 

(4) 49 N 9521— Special 
(5) 49 N 9556—McLaren Formula I 
(6) 49 М 954 1—Ferrari Coupe 
Car only. Wt. ea. 2 oz. Each $8.77 

Car alone Each car when purchased manual. san |$ TT when purchases mandal v Lo» a 
T^ n with any race set | with any race set ORDERING INFORMATION 

458 |Sears| 259. each esc on these 2 pages $7.77 49 N 9612—Wt. 7 lbs. Set $39.88 

тйрй ае сайлы ийинен ай ӨЙ 
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14-n. trunk 
(18-in. shown) 
doll. clothes 

not inci 

17-piece Wardrobe Sets 
for dolis 10 in. to 22 in. tall 

A doll outfit for every occasion. 
SET INCLUDES: 3-piece saque set 
with jacket, pants and hat, 2-piece 
play outfit, 3 dresses and a pair of 
panties. 2 bottles, comb, 5 hangers. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 13 years. Not recom- 
mended for ages under 3 because of 

parts. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Order by doll's height. 

12to13in. 
14 to 15 in. 
16 to 17 in. 
18 to 19 in. 
20 to 22 in. 

6-piece Knit Wardrobe Set 
for dolls 13 in. to 21 in. tall 

Bundle doll in these snug-fit- 
ing knits, You'll have a hard time de- 
ciding which outfit to put on her, 
they’re all so ^ 
SET INCLUDES: Red, white 2-pc. pram 
эш; hand-crocheted hooded паж 
with matching panty, booties. Han: 

FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
SIZES. ORDER INFO: Order by doll's ht. 

19to21 in. 

Use this Trunk to store 
both wardrobe and dolly 

CONSTRUCTION: Mint green metal over 
wood frame; paper lining. Metal corners, 
reinforcements and snap locks. Plastic 
handle. Cat and flower design on front. 
Hanger bar, plastic hangers. Storage 
drawer. tie. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION 
Doll, clothes shown not included. 
14-in. tall Trunk. 7x734 in. 1 lock. 
49 C 3361 1—Wt. 4 lbs. . -$6.99 
18-in. tall Trunk. 844x8% in. 2 locks. 
49 C 33612—Wt 6 bbs. ... $8.99 
22-in. tall Trunk. 954x834 in. 2 locks. 
79 C 33613C—Wt 7 lbs. . $10.99 

put her own original designs 
on Doll Furniture for young parents 

(1) Betsey Clarke Doll 
BODY: 14-in. tall cloth body with vinyl face, hands. Rooted hair. 

FOR AGES: Recommended for ages 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 34127—Shipping weight 9 ounces 4 se 
Betsey Clark © 1969, 1971. 1975, 1977 Hallmark Cards. inc. 
(2thru4) Betsey Clark Furniture 
WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Wood and hardboard, design laminat- 
ed on playpen, cradle, dressing table top and drawer sides. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, instr. inci. 
2 Changing Table. 20¥sx12¥ex18 in. tall. For dolls up to 19 in. 
79 C 33597C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ............--- $9.99 

9 Playpen. 16x16x11% in. high. For dolls up to 19 in. 
79C 'C—Shipping weight 5 pounds . ............ 

$5.94 

33595 i ..$7.99 
(4) Pendulum Cradle. 22x13x15'4 in. high. For dolls up to 19 in. 
79 C 33596C—Shipping weight 5 pounds . ..............99.99 
Betsey Clark® 1971. 1972. 1974 Hallmark Cards. Inc. 



12'/-inch 
Little Baby 
Tender Love 

ә 5695 
(1) Little Baby Tender Love Doll 
BODY: DETAILING: 12% inches tall. Vinyl. 
Rooted hair. Painted eyes. Washable. 
CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES: Lace- 
trimmed nylon gown, bonnet, panties. Bottle. 
Drinks and wets. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Order extra clothes below. 
49 N 31631—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. . ..$6.95 

(2) Accessory Set for 
Little Baby Tender Love 

SET INCLUDES: Nightgown, dress and pants, 
2-piece playsuit, sunsuit. 3 hangers, pail, 
rake, pitchfork and shovel; plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 32547—Shpzg. wt. 5 oz. ....Set $3.99 

12-inch 
Your Baby 

and 
Layette 

$799 

Your Baby needs you to take care of her. . . 
you can comb her hair, wash her face, change 
er diaper. . . she'll love you. 

BODY; DETAILING: 12 in. tall, dressed in 
dress, panties and booties. Vinyl. Fully joint- 
ed. Painted eyes. Hand-styled rooted hair. 

inks and wets. 
CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES: Dress, sun- 
suit, pe bottle, jacket. For grooming: 
washcloth, mirror, brush, comb, hair curlers, 
scissors and sponge. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 31633—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. ...$7.99 

NOTE: Colors and fabrics may 
vary on doli clothes shown on page. 

peoc GAJE 458 
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8-inch Ginny with 
Bath and Shower 

Wind-up shower really works 
or turn the tap for a bath 

$847 
EE 

8-in. Ginny with 
Layette Set 

and Vinyl Case 

11.in, E 
Little Baby jer Rocker Sotuna 
$494 

Shindana 
Cultural 
Friends 

$894, 

Strol 
$999 dolis 

not incl. 

(3) Ginny with Shower and 
Bath. Fill tank with water, turn 
the dial . . . Ginny takes a bath 
or shower. 
BODY: DETAIL: 8 in. tall. Vinyl. 
Movable arms and legs. Painted 
eyes. Rooted hair. Drinks, wets. 
CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES 
Dress and panties. Plastic tub. 
Hairbrush. Bottle. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
EU ОМА ПОМ Part- 

assembled. Instructions incl. 
assem weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49N31634........ $8.47 
(4) Ginny with Layette 
BODY; DETAIL: 8 in. tall. Vinyl. 
Movable arms, legs. Painted eyes. 
Rooted hair. Drinks, wets. 
CLOTHES. ACCESS: Christening 
dress, bonnet, party dress, paja- 
mas. T-shirt, panties. Bottle. Vi- 
nyl case, 12V2x3V4x10 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49N31636 $8.99 

(5) Little Baby Softina 

BODY: DETAILING: 11 inches tall. 
Soft vinyl-foam body. . . feels 
like a real baby. Molded hair, 
painted eyes. Washable. Drinks 
and wets. 
CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES 
Romper, bonnet. Bottle. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49N31628 " $494 
(6) Lorrie and Her Rocker 
BODY: DETAIL: 16 in. tall. Vinyl. 
Fully jointed body. Rooted hair. 
Open, close eyes. Drinks, wets. 
CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES: 
2-piece romper outfit. Plastic 
rocker with feeding tray. Bottle. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 9 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
Instr. incl. Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49N 31632 

(7) 16-inch Softina 
BODY; DETAIL: 16 in. tall. Soft vi- 
nyl-foam body . . . feels like a 
real baby. Painted eyes. Rooted 
hair, Washable. Drinks and wets. 
CLOTHES: Dress, socks, bottle. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
49N31771 . $8.94 
(8) Little Friends Indian Doll 
BODY; DETAILING: 13 inches tall. 
Vinyl. Painted eyes. Fully jointed. 
Drinks and wets. Rooted hair. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORI ES 
Fringed dress, headband, shoes. 
Comb and brush. Bottle. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 lb, 8 oz. 
49N 31635 $8.94 
(9) Little Friends Asian Doll 
BODY: DETAILING: 13 in. tall. Vi- 
nyl. Painted eyes. Fully jointed. 
Rooted hair. Drinks, wets. 
CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES 
Dress with patch pockets, socks. 
Comb and brush. Bottle. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 31696 $8.94 

(10) Stroll-A-Long Baby 
BODY: DETAILING: 18 inches tall. 
Vinyl. Painted eyes. Fully jointed. 
Rooted hair. Drinks and wets. 

LOTHES. ACCESS: Dress, hat. 
Socks, Plastic stroller. Bottle. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 9 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
Instr. incl. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. 
49N 31639 99.97 
11) Back-to-back Stroller 
its dolls up to 20 inches tall. 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Vinyl body 
and surrey type canopy. Chrome- 
plated tubular metal handle. Plas- 
tic wheels. Use as back-to-back 
stroller for 2 dolls or fold down 
backrests to use as carriage. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 

ORDER INFO: Dolls not included. 
Partly assembled. Instr. incl. 
79 N 33101C—Wt. 5 lbs. $9.99 



Show your team spirit with a 
Folding Seat and Carry-all 

Each decorated with the NFL team emblem of your choice 

PACKERS 

inte So7, 

e? 
VIKINGS 

SAINTS 

(1) Folding Stadium Seat. Helps give box seat comfort even in the stands. 
CONSTRUCTION: Team name, colors and helmet design printed on back (as 
shown above right). Lightweight chrome-plated steel frame and base with 
clamp lock to hold seat in place. Vinyl covered padded seat 12x12x2 in. thick. 
Vinyl covered padded back 6x12xV4 in. thick. Folds to store. 
DIMEN. ORDER INFO: Closed, 16x12x4 in. thick. Order from chart, right. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 3 02... Each $7.99 

(2) Gym bag-style Vinyl Carry-all 
CONSTR: Waterproof fabric-backed vinyl. Full Masonite® hardboard bottom 
inside, vinyl outside. Heavy-duty zipper. Double-stitched with nylon thread. 
Metal “feet”. Break-resistant plastic handles. Both sides have team name, Miami Dolphins 
colors and helmet design as those shown above right. 
DIMEN: 144x10x8 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order from chart at right. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces 

(3) Duffel-style Nylon Carry-all 
NSTRUCTION: N; fabric with water-resistant finish. 1-i 

m 

long. 
ORMATION: Order from chart at right. 

Junior-size Glove 
Specially made for smaller hands. 
CONSTRUCTION: Top-grain cowhide surface 
with comfortable split leather lining. Adjusta- 
ble little finer. Closed trap. Hinged pad. Tan 
color. Imported. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

For right-handed throwers 
6C 16182 $14.89 

For left-handed throwers 
6C 1618 14.89 

саа раво scans by стык ике иа Conn 

Fielder's Gloves with top-grain leather surface 

Minn. Vikings 
N. E. Patriots 
New Orleans Saints 

Ostland Raiders... 
Philacelpha Eagles. 

үз: 

Each $6.99 

Adult-size Glove 
CONSTRUCTION: Top grain cowhide. Ad 
justable thumb, little finger, padded wrist 
strap for comfort. Closed web. Tunnel top 
trap. Hinged pad. Tan color. For baseball, 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 

For right-handed throwers 
6C 16184 $29.89 

For left-handed throwers 
6C 16185 29.89 



as choo-choo 
circles track 

in Top 52° 

Push the plunger to wind up top, and watch this colorful train 
chug merrily along its track inside. Listen to the humming 
sound as top spins. Made of metal and plastic. Top measures 
10% inches high, 8 inches in diameter. 
49 N 4415—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces .......... $249 

Play a merry tune, old or new, 
VE on our Musical Railroad 

without batteries. 

Children can play familiar tunes or create their own songs. Track 
features 32 color-coded notes that you arrange so engine can play 
any song in the 4 page full color illustrated instruction book in- 
cluded. Or play a happy tune with the mallet. Engine is 7% inches 
long. 4-section track forms 20-inch circle. Plastic and metal. Uses 1 
"D" battery. Order package below. 
49 N 44079—Shipping weight 3 pounds .................. 5449 
“D” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8405—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ....... Pkg. $1.49 

458 Sears ЖЫ“ 
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Wind-up Ferris Wheel. . 

it plays "School Days" 

Wind the knob and this colorful fer- 
ris wheel turns as the characters 
swing to and fro. Music plays for 2 
minutes. Plastic base; acetate dome. 
Measures 8x4x8 inches high. 
49 N 4437 1—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. . . . $3.99 

It's a music box 
.alunch box. . 

a treasure chest 

Just wind key on 
bottom, and this col- 
orful schoolhouse 
plays pre-recorded 
dinner music. Open 
roof to find plenty 
of space inside for a 
king-size snack or 
your child's favorite 
treasures. Strong 
plastic. Measures 
7x6x6% inches 
high. For ages 3 to 
7% years. 

Shpg. wt. 15 oz. 

49 N 44201..$3.99 

Baby Grand Piano 
25 keys color-coded to music 

Your child can actually play on this pi- 
ano. Has 2 full oct; of 25 plastic 
keys, even sharps and flats. With the 

song book and chart, learn- 
ing to play familiar tunes is a "cinch." 
Or let your child compose new songs. 
Cast iron tone bar. Dark finish wood. 
Plastic legs. Measures about 
13%х12% x6 in. 
49 N 66507—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 02. ..... $4.99 

and notes are color-match 

$332 

Just match 8 colored keys to music 
notes, and play a simple tune. 
Gives clear tones that sound much 
like a xylophone. Нар» ад 

їп. high. For ages 3 to 10. 
49 N 4444—Shpg. wt. 21bs..$3.32 

Type-A-Tune Typewriter. . 
easy to play because keys 

Crank, drum, strum, even 
bump it. . Carry-A-Tune 

An introduction to musical sounds. 
Incl. drum and drum stick, guitar, 
xylophone, mallet, 3-note whistle 
pump organ, and crank-type music 
box. 12% in. long. Plastic, metal. 
49 N 4543—Wt. 1 lb. 1207. ...93.99 

Tot Grand Piano 
15 keys color-coded to music 

Youngsters learn to match colors 
and play their favorite tunes at 
the same time. Sturdy wood con- 
struction with ivory finish. 
Screw-in plastic legs. Measures 
11%x11x6 inches high. Music 
book included. Buy it the easy 
ау —огдег by phone. 
Shipping weight 3 lbs. 2 oz. 

49 М 66535.............. $2.87 

ed 



and build and see how small parts work together for BIG results 

Solid Hardwood Toys designed to 
move around, flip over or 

sound off . . and never get tired 

=. 

Merry-Go-Round E | 
push buttor 

to make it spin „ Savuiggles 
І acing toy 

„ thread beads 
on string to 
make a “pet 

<< == 
Take-apart 

Tool Bench aa ө 5499 
n bolts included 

Children can take it apart; put it together 
again with wrench, screwdriver and hammer: 
then store tools in tray underneath when 
they're finished. They even learn colors and 
shapes as they put 6 assorted blocks into their 
proper openings. Includes 44 nuts. bolts and 
joiners. All sturdy plastic; 14/4x 10Vzx9"/» in. 
high. From W. Germany. For ages 3 to 6 
49 N 44494 — Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz Set $4.99 

Solid 

Hardwood 

3 Magnetic 

, Crane 
Train 

t. L $472 
\ 

STACK 'N 
TUMBLE 

Bell Rings 
Stacking 

Y 
WA 
ч 

Over 1 
4 feet long 

B. 
$]99 to $399 [ruP'N 

CATCH 
Clacker-Snapper Game 

ЖА * 1 !4nch long Squiggles is a simple threading toy hit lever to Tlip rings А 
and a super pull toy. Has large hole in beads; all 

e bright non-toxic colors. For ages 2 to 5. 
49 N 44729— Shipping weight 9 ounces. $1.99 4 Bell Stocker. Put all 4 rings 

on the pole and it tips over 
9 Merry-go-Round with 4 riders, spins when lever is as bell rings. 10 in. high. Non- 

oad and unload freight car ^ pushed. Non-toxic colors. 11-in. diam. Ages 1¥2to4. toxic colors. Ages 12 to 4 
mithithe working, re tating crane 49 N 44725— Shipping weight 1 pound. 5399 49 N44728— Wt. 11b. 1 oz $3.59 

pull along this 3-car train set 3 
3 Joe Grow . . crank his arm and his head lifts up `n E Clecker-Snopper. Flip rings 

Be your own engineer and loading boss. Turn up: grows from 9¥2 to 14 in. tall. Press button or into basket or remove basket 

hand crank on rotating crane to lift cargo from crank to bring him down. Non-toxic colors. Ages 2 to 5. and aim for the pole. 7'/» in. high. 

freight car to "loading dock." Freight car holds Buy it the easy way —order by phone. Non-toxic colors. Ages 2 to 6. 
8 metal-cored barrels that attach to the crane's 49 N 44782 — Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. 53.99 49 № 44727 — Wt. 1 Ib. 2 ox. $3.99 
magnet. Set measures 20 in. long overall. 18- 
in. pull cord. Ages 3 to 6. W. Germany 
49 N 4459 - Wt. 2 Ibs, Bor Set $4.72 rscowe [Sears] 459 
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PLAY KITCHEN 
It's so much fun to “соок” 

for all your friends in a 
kitchen that's just your size 

Automatic Dishwasher $1399 without E Refrigerator-Freezer $1 99 without 
with spin-and-spray action pokware with “ice maker” fond 

Load it up, close the door and watch the action. The revolving sprayer in A double-door refrigerator that even has a real-looking "ice-maker" in the 
stantly starts to turn, sending vinyl "streams of water" beating against the freezer compartment. Get plastic ice cubes when you push a button, Refrig see-thru door, No batteries needed—motor is wound automatically when erator compartment has a vegetable crisper with sliding door. Both com door is open and shut, For fun, set the control knob up above. Dishwasher partments have 3 shelves; side-by-side doors show pictures of food on 
comes with roomy pull-out plastic basket. Cookware not included, order be shelves. Measures 18x15x36 inches high. Food not included, order below. So 
low. Blender sold separately on page 467. Measures 18x15x28 inches high. easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
79 С 1188C—Shipping weight 15 pounds $1399 79 С 1198C—Shipping weight 23 pounds $14.99 

Supermarket $299 Canned $299 16-piece Cook $449 
“Food” Set "Foods" and Bake Set 

26-pc. set. Make-believe frankfurters, cheese, butter Keep your shelves full with set of 16 canned Sturdy gold-color aluminum cookware set wit! 

eggs in a box, cereals, cookie, frozen food boxes “foods” soup, meats, etc. Each empty plastic colorful print design. Safe for little hands 

milk, pop bottles. Sturdy plastic, realistic colors can is 2%, in. high, closed top and botton 49 C 10041—Shpg. wt. 14 oz Set $4 46 
49 C 11038—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz Sets299 — 49C 11039—Shpzg. wt. 12 oz Set $29: 2552. [Sears] 465 
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COSTUMES 
FOR CHILDREN 

(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

1 Caesar. 1-pc. cotton outfit, button 
back. Mask with synthetic hair, 

49 N 14602—Small 49 М 14606—Large 
49 N 14604—Medium 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. .......86.99 

2 Lisa. 1-piece cotton dress, button 
back. Mask with synthetic hair. 

49 N 14612—Small 49 М 14616—Large 
49 N 14614—Medium 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz, .......96.99 

Batman. 1-pc. cotton outfit, button 
back. Tie-on vinyl cape, full mask. 

49 N 14502—Small 49 N 14506—Large 
49 N 14504—Medium 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

4 Superman. 1-pc. cotton outfit, but- 
ton back. Tie-on vinyl cape, mask. 

49 N 14512—Small 49 М 14516—Large 
49 N 14514—Medium 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. .......$6.57 

5 Lone Ranger. Cotton shirt, pants, 
sash. Vinyl halí-mask. 

49 М 14532—Small 49 М 14536—Large 
49 N 14534—Medium 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

6 Tonto. Cotton shirt, pants with vi- 

nyl fringe, headband with feather, 
49 N 14522—Small 49 N 14526—Large 
49 N 14524—Medium 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. . - $9.97 

1 Dream of Jeannie. Gold-color 
coated plastic bolero, headpiece. 

Cotton pants, sash. Full mask (not 
shown). 
49N 14542—Small 49 № 14546—Large 
49 N 14544—Medium 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. .....,.96.49 

Highway Trooper. Cotton shirt and 
pants outfit. Plastic goggles, cap, 

belt, handcuffs, whistle, badge. 
49 N 14552—Small 49 М 14556—Large 
49 N 14554—Medium 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. . ..49.97 

9 Ballerina. Shimmering popcorn- 
knit outfit of acetate satin. Nylon 

tutu. (Slippers not included.) 
49 N 14562—Small 49 М 14566—Large 
49 N 14564—Medium 
Shipping weight 12 ounces .......$8.97 

10 Drum Majorette. Cotton cordu- 
roy dress, tasseled hat, plastic 

spats. Baton not incl. (sold below). 
49 N 14572—Small 49 М 14576—Large 
49 N 14574—Medium 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. 

11 Balanced Twirling Baton. !5-in. 
chrome-plated steel shaft, 25 in. 

long. Cover, twirling routine folder incl. 
49 N 66414—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. ..5199 

12 G.I. Sanforized® cotton outfit (fab- 
ric shrinkage 1%). Jacket trim: in- 

signia, stripes, name strip. Trousers 
have bellows pockets, zip fly, elastic 
back. Includes plastic helmet. 
49 N 14592—Small 49 М 14596—Large 
49 N 14594—Medium 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. ......$9.97 

1 Nurse. Outfit includes cotton uni- 
form, belt, cap and cape. 

49 М 14582—Small 49 N 14586—Large 
49 N 14584—Medium 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. $6.57 

SIZE CHART 
++.. HEIGHT 

36 to 40% inches 

4072 to 50% inches 
502 to 58 inches 

хаа 
m————— 

FOR THE LITTLE HO; T AND HOSTESS 

NS OF 

Deluxe 63-piece 
lronstone pattern Dinner Service 

59? 
Handsome plastic serving set contains 6 of 
each: plates, cups, saucers, goblets, forks, 
knives, spoons and napkins. Plus napkin hold- 
er, fruit bowl, creamer, covered teapot and sug- } 
ar bowl, salt and pepper shakers, flowers, serv- A 
ing tray, 2 plastic candles, candleholders. For 
children ages 3 thru 10. 
49 N 1009 1—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. Set $5.99 

NOTE: Serving sets on this page not recom- 
mended for ages under 3, due to small parts 

CE 

Ф > КҮ 
yt 3 

Ма) Va LLL re 

енн 42-piece Tea Set 

$499 set 

Sturdy plastic service for 6 features pictures of Winnie, Includes 6 
each: mugs, plates, goblets, knives, forks and spoons. Also, cov- 
егей teapot, covered sugar bowl, creamer and tray. Ages 3 to 8. 
49 N 1018—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. ........ ‚...8е $4.99 

Spring Flowers 
32-pc. Tea Set 

299 
Brighten up a tea party 
with this colorful plastic 
set. 4 of each: plates, cups, 
saucers, goblets, forks, 
spoons, knives. Covered 
teapot, sugar bowl, 
creamer. Ages 3 to 10, 
49N1015-Wt, 14 oz. . 52,99 

42-ріесе > " 
CORNING WARE* plastic replica Breakfast Set 63-plece Service 

$399 $499 
Have a CORNING WARE? set that looks like у 
Mom’s. High-impact plastic set has 4 each: din- 
ner, butter plates, cups, saucers, sherbets, gob- — 
lets, napkins, forks, knives, spoons, covered. 
casseroles. 2 handle attachments convertcasse- —— 
roles into frying pans. Covered coffee pot and — 
trivet, covered sugar, creamer, napkin holder, 5. 
cooking utensils and serving cradle. For ages 3 _ 
to 10. 

Plastic set has 4 ea.: 
plates, cups, saucers, 
utensils, egg cups. 
Also, “electric” fry 
pan, napkin holder, 
coffee pot, toaster, 
waffle iron, creamer, 
sugar bowl, napkins, 
serving set. For chil- 
ke ages 3to 20. 



Separate bunk bed and 
convert to two twin beds 

For dolls up 
to 23 or 24 
inches tall 

For dolls up 
to 20 or 24 
inches tall $999 

doll not included 

(9 thru 11) Turned posts in the Early American style. Bright cotton print pads. 
Hardwood finished in frosty white. Bunk (9) for dolls up to 20 in. tall. Cradle (10) 

(7 and 8 ) Hardwood finished in baby blue. (7) fits dolls up to and high chair (11) for dolls up to 24 inches tall. For children ages 3 to 10. 

23 in. tall. (8) for dolls up to 24 in. tall. Ages 3 to 10. " 
4 Б З Bunk Bed incl. lad- Rocking Cradle has steam-bent rockers. Pillow. 

7 Drop-side Crib rolls easily on Lucite® plastic casters. Incl. 9 der and 2 pillows. 10 26x14x18 in. high. Unassembled. Instructions. 
plastic teething rails, colorful play discs, plastic mattress and Screen design on panels, — 79 C 33565C— Shipping weight 9 pounds 

Fac 396016 “Shipping weight 9 pounds creer MN ЕКА pot 6 in. high. Unassembled. High Chair has a convenient lift tray, padded seat, 
8 High Chair has lift tray; turned legs braced for support. Instructions included. 11 footrest and 4 leg stretchers. Measures 122x 

111⁄2x1 112x26 inches high. Assembled. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 13%4х28% inches high overall. Sent assembled. 

79 C 33552C— Shipping weight 3 pounds . . 56,99 79 C 33567C ...... 79 C 33566C—Shipping weight 7 pounds 

Care Sets for your baby dolls 
12 18-piece Bath Set. Everything you need to bathe 

"baby" . . nursery tray, soap, cotton swabs, baby 
powder, comb, brush and more. For ages 4 to 8. 
49 C 33554—Shipping weight 13 ounces ....... Set $3.49 (12) with (13) 

Save'1 
Separately total 

*6.98 

13 20-piece Feeding Set. Complete with sterilizer 
rack and bottles, bib, bowl, spoon and teething ring 

and much more. Recommended for ages 4 to 8. 
49 C 33553—Shipping weight 1 pound ......... Set $3.49 

Bath Set (12) plus Feeding Set (13). 
49 C 33556—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. ..... Set $5.98 

NOTE: Items (12) and (13) not recommended for 
ages under 3, due to small parts. 

alain pane scans by кты nestelochnical cont 



AFX ROAD RACES 

ON THIS PAGE HAVE 

magna f% action 

Here's 
the story 
behind AFX™ N 
MAGNA- 
TRACTION F 
racing cars 

Cars feature powerful magnets which pro- 
sure gripping power 50 car hugs track 

thru sharp turns and steep banks. Each has 
pancake-style motor with triple reduction 
gearing and brass bearings. 

(1 and 2) 
top speed 

Hit long straightaways at 
ease into high-banked, 

hairpin curves, but be careful or you'll 
be wiped out. The challenge is yours 
with these HO-scale road racing sets. 

ach set includes MAGNA 
TRACTION cars . plastic and met 
al. 2% inches long. No tools needed to 
assemble or disassemble. 

FORMATION: Power 
pack (included with each set) plugs di- 
rectly into wall; UL listed for 110-120- 
volt, 60-Hertz AC, 5.2 watts (VA). With 
9-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not recom 
mended for ages under 8 years. 

(1) 2-Car Championship Raceway. 
Race over and under pretzel-bend turns 
and shoot down the straightaway for 
the finish line. 
TRACK: Plastic and metal. 254 feet of 
2-lane track with plug-in terminal track 
section. Forms a 48x96-in. layout. 
HERE'S WHAT YOU T: 2 MAGNA 
TRACTION cars, Sears exclusive lap 
counter, 2 Russkit speed controls, wall 
pack, grandstand, judge's stand, bill 
boards, pylons, guard rails, trestles, 
track cleaner and clips, Quickee-Lok 
track key, oil, layout sheet and drivers 
manual. 

S pping p weight 6 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 9749 Set $29.88 

(2) 2-Car Meadowbrook Raceway. 

Plastic and metal. 15 feet 1 inch 
of 2-lane track with plug-in terminal 
track section. Forms a 46x36-in. layout. 

trols, wall pack, grand 
d, pylons, guard rails, trestles, 

ack clips, Quickee-Lok 
yout sheet and drivers’ 

RMAT ORDERING INFO 
Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8 oz. 

ON. 

49 N 9852 Set $19.88 

2-lane track 
formsa 

48x96-in. layout 

i I E en: 

2-lane track 
forms a 

46x36-in. layout 

Meadowbrook Raceway 

$1988 

(3thru6) For all HO-scale road 
Tace sets on these two pages 

TION: Plastic and metal 
234 inches long. Pancake-style 

motor with triple reduction gearing, 
brass bearings and ceramic magnet 
No tools needed to assemble or disas- 
semble makes maintenance е 
Made in Singapore 

AGES: 8 years and up. 
RING INFORMATION 

(3) 49 N 9821—Chevy Nomad 
(4) 49 N 9534—Shadow Can Am 
(5) 49 N 9535—'55 Chevy 
6) 49 N 9873—Corvette 
Shpg. wt. each 2 oz. Each $4.33 

1 Cham 

REMEMBER! 
— 

You can order items on pages 423 to 598 
from now until SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 

— 

тайыз Dade сайл by найы КӨЙ 

ipionship Raceway 

$2988 

Sears 459 



DRINK ’N WET Infants 
Give them a drink, change them, love them 

(5 thru 8) come with their own bottle 

If someone keeps crying "Ma" for you, 
it just might be Baby Telefoam 

(1) Baby Telefoam 
Cries for "Ma" when you squeeze her arms, legs or 
body. You comfort her quiet again. 
BODY, DETAILING: 16 in. tall. Soft vinyl body with 
polyurethane foam fill. Rooted hair. Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Dressed in blue, white 
checked dress with matching hat, pants. White socks. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C31523—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. ..46.94 

andi 

$1194 
without 
batteries 

x. 

Baby Come Back" is already walking! 

But she only goes a short way 
before coming back to you 

(2 апа 3) Baby Come Back™ 
Push her arms down and she toddles off, then walks 
back and lifts her arms to be picked up and loved. 

[I oe 

(8) Toutes Baby witi е Ша к 

BODY, DETAILING 18 in. tall. with soft, in. MITES vinyl 
arms, legs. 

CLOTHES, AC e arcad Brose i pem romper 
Е тыш 

(5thru 7 BODY, DETAILING: 16 in. tall. Plastic body with , Cultural Little FOR AGES: 51010. Not fot under X duelo small part. 
jointed arms and legs. Rooted hair. Painted eyes. riends ORDERING INFORMATION: PS ESE 
CLOTHES, ACCESS.: Dress with matching shorts. BODY, DETAIL: 13-in. high soft vinyl 49 C 31563—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8oz. ............8898- NS FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. „joi petega eye " 
ORDER INFO: Each requires 2 “С” batteries, not іп- Painted eyes. Drii ‘wets. 2 
cluded, order package below. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. CLOTHES, ACCESS.: Doll outfit (as (9) Dampies* Drink ‘п Wet Set (2) 49C31581—Black Baby Come Back . ..$11.94 ), plus bottle, comb, brush. 99 9 (3) 49C31578—White Baby Come Back... 11.94 FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. Not for Ic 
Long-life Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. ages under 3, due to small parts. 
49 C 46997—Shipping weight 5 ounces 

(4) 10-piece Wardrobe Set . 

Pkg. $1.39 

for Baby Come 
Back. Includes 2-pc. playwear, dress and pants, 2- | 49С31696................... nursing piece pajamas, comb and three plastic hangers. @ 49С31716—В!аск Doll . FOR AGES: 4 years and up. ORDERING INFORMATION (7) Hispanic look Doll Od INFO: о For dolls to 15h. 49 C 32527—Shipping weight 7 ounces .... .Set $3.99 49 СЗ1688.......................... 895 C32599—Wt. 7 oz. ........... Set 

Catainó Bane scan bi cm ad nredtech idco cont 

ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
9. Asian look Doll 

C31696 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
(10) White 
78 C 31658C—Wt. 5 

Keep doll dry and comfy. Damp 
SET INCLUDES: 3 Dampies® play dispos- pies 
ен. hen ben шеф сро, 

Grown-up Candy Striper 
with medical supplies 

BODY. SENG 11 in. tall. Vinyl 
body with jointed arms and legs. Sleep- 
ing eyes. Long blond rooted hair. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Uniform and 
cap. Stethoscope, auriscope, box of 
bandages, thermometer, prescription 
pad, syringe, scissors, nurse's bag. 
AGES: 3-10 yrs. Not recommended for 
ages under 3, due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49C32158—Wt. 1 Ib. 8oz. . $7.99 



(1and2) Baby Alive... the 
doll who can “eat”. Baby drinks, 
wets and chews . . . her mouth 
moves when she eats or drinks. 
Feed her by bottle or spoon, then 
change her disposable diaper. 
Magnet in doll's chest activates 
Heartbeat Stethoscope, not in- 
cluded, order below, 
BODY. DETAIL: 16-in. tall, soft vi- 
nyl body is polyurethane foam 
filled. Rooted hair. Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Dress 
with matching bib. Disposable di- 

т. Plastic dish, spoon, bottle; 9 
“food” packets, 2 extra diapers. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. Not 
for ages under 3 due to small 
parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Each 
requires 2 “C” batteries, not in- 
cluded. Order package below, 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. 

(1) Black Baby Alive 
49N 31704 $12.94 
(2) White Baby Alive 
4931086 12.94 

” Batteries. Package of 6. 
Shipping weight 12 oz. 
49 N 46994 Pkg. $1.87 

(3) Care Set for Baby Alive 
SET INCL: 12 disposable diapers, 
care book, 9 packets of special 
"food", washcloth, towel, baby 
bottle, comb, brush and pacifier. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 13 oz. 
49 N 31572 Set $5.45 

(4) Baby Alive's Nursery Cen- 
ter. Use it in three different ways: 
fold top tray in half for feeding ta- 
ble; lay tray flat on basket for dia- 
per changing table; take tray off 
for baby's bed. Handles fold un- 
der or up for carrying. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic side 
rails, handles, tray. Vinyl interior. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49N31711 $7.87 

(8) Clothes for Baby Alive 
SET INCLUDES: Sleeper, 2-pc. 
playsuit, dress, pants, 3 hangers. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 32548 $4.99 

(8) Heartbeat Stethoscope 
Stethoscope lets you “hear” 
heartbeat sound. Put heart badge 
on a friend or any doll, stetho- 
scope dete eartbeat". For 
Baby Wet Care and Baby 
Alive. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 1 "AA" bat- 
tery, not incl., order pkg. below. 
49 N 31506—Wt. 100z. .$7.97 

"AA" Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 N 4699 1—Wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 99c 

(7) Baby Wet 'N Care she 
drinks her special "orange juice" 
and poor baby has diaper rash 

. but you can make her well 
again with her own lotion 
Smooth it on and rash disap 
pears. Magnet in doll's chest acti- 
vates Heartbeat Stethoscope, not 
included, order above. 
BODY, DETAILING: 13 inches tall. 
Vinyl. Painted eyes. Rooted hair. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Dress 
and diaper. Includes baby bottle, 
12 extra diapers, lotion bottle, 
sponge applicator, non-toxic tab- 
lets for juice and lotion mixes. 
AGES: 3 yrs. and up. Not for chil- 
dren under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49N 31679 $10.94 

(8) Snuggles with her blanket. 
When you pull her string, she 
cuddles up to her soft blanket. 
BODY, DETAILING: 12% in. tall. 
Huggable stuffed cloth body and 
soft vinyl head. Rooted hair 
Painted features. 
ACCESSORIES: Blanket. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10. Not for chil- 
dren under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 2 uu 
49N 34255 9.94 
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Sina 
16-in. Baby 
Alive Dolls 

without batteries 

12\змпсһ Snuggles nas 
her very own blanket 

16-inch Lifelike Baby drinks 
and wets just like a real bab 

Your own 
Lifelike Baby 
to comfort 

$999 

BODY. DETAIL: 16 
inches tall. Molded 
plastic body. Jointed 
imm legs. 

gus and close eyes 
with lashes. Baby 
drinks and wets. 
Washable. Has “coo” 
voice and cries tears. 
CLOTHES, ACCESS 
mah knit dress and 
matel boots: DA pants 

Bottle to 

FOR PAGES: 3 to 10 
years. 
ORD INFO: Wt. 2 lbs. 
49 N 31638 ..$9.99 

(9) Mary Muffin 
Doll Carriage 

(10) Mary Muffin 
Stroller 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF 
Green and white plastic 
body, handle and wheels 
Non-mar wheels allow in- 
door and outdoor play. Will 
not rust if left outside. (9) 
has rigid plastic canopy that 
can be used at either end, 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(9) Carriage. Fits dolls up 
to 16 inches. 27*3x11x22!? 

inches high. Unassembled. 
Instructions included. 
Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 
79 М 33022C $7.99 

(10) Stroller. Fits dolls up 
to 30 inches. 18x13x25 in. 
high. Partly assembled. In- 
structions included. 
Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
79N33016C......$7.99 

(11) Diaper Bag 
For any drink and wet doll. 
A diaper bag to keep extra 
diapers . so your baby 
doll is always happy. Keep 
your dolly's things together 
when you go visiting. 
SET INCL: 7x1! in. vinyl 
diaper bag; plastic strap. 3 
diapers, 1 nursing bottle. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 7 oz. 
49 М 32525 Set 99c 



Party-time full-size 
Slumber Bags 
33x72 inches long with 

warm and snugly polyes 
Machine wash 

Zip two identical bags 
together for double bag 

2\4 Ibs. of polyester insulation. 
ON: Liners of acetate, 
eparating zipper, doubly weather 
two identical bags may be zipped to 

gether to form double bag. 2 carrier ties. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 33x72 inches long. 

Machine wash, warm. Line dry 
NFORMATION: Order Pillow sold Ье 

low. Order Duffel sold on page 460. 

(1) Katie. Cotton outershell. 
6 C 70448C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz. $19.99 

(2) Overalls. Acetate, nylon tricot outershell 
6 C 70447 C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 14 oz. $19.99 

(3) Peanuts.* Acetate, nylon tricot outershell 
6 C 70455C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 14 oz. $19.99 

(4) Animals.t Acetate, nylon tricot outershell 
6 C 70442C—Shpzg. wt. 3 lbs. 14 oz $19.99 

(5) Horse.t Acetate, nylon tricot outershell 
С. $19.99 

Pillow. With 4 oz. 
polyester fiberfill. 
Navy blue acetate, 
nylon knit flannel 
cover. 14x17 in. 
Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
6 C 70466C $2.99 

SPORTS CENTER 

au [Sears] 459 
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28. d $619 

Teach counting and number 
association with Kinder Dominoes 

Use as flash cards to teach numbers, or let child use 
them as building blocks. Even teach him how to play a 
real game by matching dots. Set of 28 dominoes, each a 
big 2%x%x5% inches high. Made of pine wood. Fin- 
ished in brilliant white with black dots. 

“Baby Sitter" Shoofly 

with play beads 

and safety belt 

$J 99 

Rocks gently back and forth to 
soothe baby. Play beads under 
“see-thru” front tray hold ba- 
by's attention . . or put his fa- 
vorite toys on tray for him to 
play with. Colorful plastic 
shoofly decorated with nursery 
decals. Adjustable safety belt 
hol; im securely in seat. 
Measures 15 inches high. 30 
inches long. Seat 12 in. wide. 
Wt. 11 lbs. 

49 N 44214—Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 oz. ...86.49 79 м 44281............ 

be Wi 

SOMETHING SPECIAL $7.49 Keep toddler busy and happy in car, 
stroller, or at home with Busy Driver 

А dashboard just like daddy's with 10 different things 
to do blow horn, open door, turn steering wheel, 
shift gears, push buttons, look in mirror, turn gas cap 

more. Has ignition key, simulated clock, glove com- 
partment. Tubular steel attachment that snaps on car 
seats and strollers easily. 16% x8%4x7 in. All plastic. 
49 N 44133—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. .......$4.87 

Jingle Bell Rocker 

Perfect size for the "little ones" 
only 4% inches from the floor to 
saddle. Bell on nose jingles as baby 
rides along. Made of pinto-painted 
wood with hand grips. 19 inches 
long. Shipped unassembled. 
49 N 4427—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. .$2.99 

Horn beeps . . wagon clicks as it rolls along. 
Column swings forward to pull toy, back- 
ward to push or ride it. Filled with 18 plas- 
tic building blocks in different shapes, 6 
wood dowels to fit into them. Plastic seat. 
Steel axles. 20 in. long, 11 in. wide. 
79 М 44354C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs... ....$6.97 

2. Swiss music box 

d Da | ч Я d plays Brahms 

o A Lullaby 
as your 

child rocks 

Musical Circus Pony Rocker . . 24 inches long 

Here's a pony to be proud of: Bright, colorful, and equipped with 
an imported Swiss music box. Plastic streamers and wooden 
spinners on front bar keep child fascinated as he rides along. 
Made of strong, molded plastic that's easy to wipe clean. Safety 
strap holds tot securely in his seat. Measures 17 inches high, 12 

inches wide, 24 inches long. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

Charming cartoon characters make learning fun 

Dressy Bessy teaches the girls what they need to know about buttoning, 
buckling, snapping, zipping and tying girls' clothes. Dapper Dan teaches the 
boys. They even teach the difference between buttoning girls and boys’ 
clothes. After play time is over, your child can put his new knowledge to 
work by showing you he can dress himself. Made of suede cloth, fine cottons, 

and knit back wetlook vinyls. Stuffed with DuPont Dacron® polyester. 79 N 44056C—Shipping weight 7 pounds ............... $8.77 я 
49 N 16187— Dressy Bessy. 15х3%х20 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 15 02.. 
49 N 16188—Dapper Dan. 15x3%x20 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 15 oz. . таям Sears 459 

Citai pads scans Булан зт нае киса com 



Farm Maze Puzzle 

Big Driver Dashboard 

699 
Child guides tractor and each animal to its home 

on the farm. . only then can it be removed from maze 

because each puzzle piece has a different shape base 

Looks like a real police car 
sounds like one too! 

e 

Busy Stores 

$499 

iS “ 

Youngster turns "ignition" key, "shifts gears" and 
“drives off." 4-speed gears . . sounds like you're really 
moving. Turn steering wheel and the speedometer nee- 
dle moves. Toot horn. Manually operate the siren. 
Real-looking “mike” has a push button which clicks on 
when you call other cars. Glove compartment door 
opens to store travel needs. Made of plastic; dashboard 
measures 10x7x6'/, inches high. For ages 3 to 7. 

49 N 447 13—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. $6.99 

Your preschooler learns round, square, rec 
tangle and triangle shapes as he moves 
each farm puzzle piece from "start" to its 
home on the farm. Only when he gets it in 
its proper place can it be removed from 
puzzle base. Cow goes to barn and door 
opens. Tractor makes a “click-click” motor 
Sound as it goes to field. 

w 

af р E t- 

Back of Busy Stores 
is a puzzle tray 

Сарп page scum by chrisirias-maselteciwdchl pom 

Busy Stores entertain youngsters for hours 

4 Latches, 4 Stores. . each with a different toy 
that makes playing a way of learning 

Unlatch each of four different locks. Each "store" contains a different 
toy designed to encourage imaginative play. Children will think of sev- 
eral ways to use each of them. Picture puzzle cubes make four different 
pictures. Puzzle tray teaches basic shapes. Delightful animal figures can 
perch on multiple activity toy, or fit into puzzle tray at the back of Busy 
Stores. Made of sturdy plastic. Measures 12х10х27/, inches high. For 
ages 27/, to 5 years. 
49 N 44781—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

460 [Sears 

$4.99 

Pig goes to pen and gate opens automati- 
cally. Chicken goes to egg, pecks, and chick 
in egg pops up and peeps. Plastic puzzle is 
13*4x11'/x37/, inches high. For ages 2 to 4. 
Get this bit of Christmas shopping done- 
dial Sears and order it now. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
49N 44714 $4.99 

Ring up sales. . give 
receipts on sturdy 

all-steel Cash Register 
Whether it's to keep track of lemonade prof- 
its, allowance or pretend money, this is the 
cash register a youngster will want. Push one 
of the 13 numbered keys and the amount of 
sale pops into view . . bell rings. Push lever 
and money drawer opens. Side arm holds a 
pencil and pad of paper so a young business 
man can give his customers their receipts 
Made of steel; 9'/,x6'4x7'/, inches high. For 
ages 3 and uj 

49 N 16409—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 ол... $3.59 



Country Kitchen Appliances 
You'll just love the decorative wood-grained finish 

ALUE) Save 10% when you buy appliances 
GUTES | (1) and (2) as one Country Kitchen Set 

"total $21.98 Set includes (1) refrigerator-freezer and (2) the 3-in-1 appli 

$ ance. Durable child-size kitchen appliances that are just 

1978 right for the 3 to 8 year old set. Order accessories at right. 
Buy the easy way—order by phone 
79 C 1110C2—Shipping weight set 20 Ibs. Set $19.78 

(1) and (2) 

Double-door Refrigerator-Freezer 
with 4 "store everything" shelves 

It looks like the real thing with swing-open dou 
ble doors, 4 roomy shelves to stock with lots of 

“food” (not incl.). Made of sturdy corrugated paper 
fiberboard with a handsome wood-grained finish. 
Doors have wipe-clean plastic covering, plastic han. 
dles. 20'/x14x33'/, in. high just right for 3 to 8 

year olds. Sent unassembled, instructions. 
79 C 1108C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $7.99 

3-in-1 Appliance has pretend oven, 

range and sink with running water 

$1399 
9 A must for any little girl's modern kitchen . . it 

has so many features! Press sink faucet and wa 
ter runs into the sink. Pull plug, water drops into the 
well below, ready to recirculate. Turn knobs to [4] 
“work” burners, oven and ventilating fan. The 3 ss 9199 
shelf storage cabinet has a towel rack on the side. Sink Set 
Even the wall clock has moveable hands. 
Molded plastic exterior; sturdy corrugated paper 

fiberboard sides, interior. Stands 16x28x36 in. high 
Ages 3 to 8. Order sink set at right. Unassembled. 
79 C 1109C—Shipping weight 13 Ibs. $13.99 

дй. 

— Üi "^ 
L9]. 2.speed Blender 

Colorful * 
Kitchen Helpers 

3 ГЕ] Convertibi 
n $599 s [6] Working” 

Mixer 

Toaster 

сайа pas scane by duisimar нина ыас com 



SEARS ALL-STEEL PLAY APPLIANCES 

Double-Oven 
Range 

$ 1 599 without 
utensils 

1 Pretend stove has all you need 
to cook up a delicious meal. . 

double ovens, see-thru windows, 
raised plastic "burners", make- 
believe clock and control knobs 
that turn. 18x15x36 in. high. 
Utensils not incl., see facing page. 

Double Sink 
holds water 

$ 1 299 without 
utensils 

| > It's so realistic . . just turn on 
тИ! the plastic fingertip touch con- 

— trol faucet and watch the water 
run, Water is stored below in 
plastic reservoir. Pull stoppers to 
empty basins. Big storage cabinet 
below has full-color pictures of 
hand towels and household acces- 
sories lithographed inside. Pic- 
tures of soap, sprayer litho- 
graphed on top. Stands 18x15x28 
inches high. Utensils not included, 
see facing page. 

Shipping weight 13 pounds. 
79N 1171C “ e $1299 

NOTE: Appliance accessories. 
sold on opposite page 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items 
on pages 425 to 593 

from now until 
AUGUST 15, 1975 

Refrigerator, * Range, Washing Machine 5 

Range апа Sink Buy ae pisce сас Sink and Refrigerator Buy all 4 pleces 
and Save 11% Complete 4-piece Set. You сап and Save 12% 

“cook”, “wash” dishes or clothes. 
Shipping weight 69 pounds. 

79 N 1184C4 .....Se $51.88 

3-piece Set. Like everything else in 
Sears books, it's so easy to order by tel [4773 — 
ephone. Shipping weight 54 pounds. 
79 N 1182C3.............Set *39.88 

Separately 

totai “44-97 

йай pae scans by сайтан werseledmicel com 



It's a focking cradle 
and a car bed, too 

Back reclines 
it's a sleeper Rock "п Stroll 

Green Daisy Carriage 

Lullaby baby while you walk, 
then just lift carriage bed from 

tubular steel frame. You have a 
rocking cradle or portable car bed. 
Molded plastic body has adjustable 
vinyl hood in green daisy pattern. 
Plastic wheels, 25Vax11x24V4 in. 
high. Holds dolls up to 18 in. tall. 
Partly assembled. Ages 3 to 7. 
79 C 33066C — Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. . $11.99 

Adjustable 
Green Daisy Stroller 

Q Let baby nap in sleeper while 
you stroll. Handle adjusts to 3 

positions. Use handy shopping bag 
for baby's needs. Washable vinyl. 
Plastic tray, footrest. Plated tubu- 
lar steel, Plastic wheels. 21 3х 
13%x28% іп, high. Holds dolls up 
to 25 im. tall. Partly assembled 
Ages 3 to 7. 

79 C 33062C — Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. doll not 
included. 

$9.99 $999 
doll not 
included 

Denim Design Carriage 

5 Fold hood down for sun. 
Washable vinyl in bright 

$795 
7 5795 Denim Design Stroller 

Pumpkin Coach 

3 Baby rides like Cinderella in this 

coach. Flip hood up for shade 

down for a ride in the sun. Molded 

plastic with snowflower print vinyl 
hood. Plated tubular steel frame, han- 
die. Plastic wheels. 

Measures 23%У4х9%зх22Уз in. high. 

Holds dolls up to 17 in. tall. Partly as- 
sembled. Ages 2 to 5. 

79 С 33065C —Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 

460 [Sears] "5 

$795 

аып bade scan by Erie mas иест on 

Pumpkin Stroller 

Stroll leisurely with this pumpkin 
partner. Washable vinyl with snow- 

flower print. Canopy. Plated tubular 
steel frame. Use shopping bag for baby's 
needs, Plastic wheels. Measures 18x 
13x27 in. high. Holds dolls up to 24 in. 
tall. Sent partly assembled. For chil- 
dren ages 2 to 5. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79 C 33056C $7.95 

patchwork pattern, Frame of 
steel, handle of tubular steel. 
Plastic wheels. Measures 
18¥ax10°/sx20¥2 inches high. 
Holds dolls up to 17 inches 
tall. Sent partly assembled. 

For ages 2 to 5. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 

79 C 33064C $4.99 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 
from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 

Heres a strolling com- 
panion for you. Washable 

vinyl. Tubular steel handle, 
steel frame. Plastic wheels. 
Measures  16¥2x10¥ax22% 
in. high. Holds dolls 18 in. 
tall. Partly assembled. For 

children ages 2 to 5 years. 
79 С 33055C —Wt. 21bs. $499 



HO-scale Accessories 

IFE-LIKE* Country Landscape Set 

$949 
it 

TYCO® Track Layout 92797 A | РУНЬ Expander Set Make your train layout more realistic and interesting. Ms { I| This set gives you all the track needed for converting a CONSTRUCTION: Plastic, wood, rubber and moss. 
layout with your circular 1-train layout into a 2-train operation. SET INCLUDES: SOx99-inch "grass" mat, 50x12-inch "path" mat, 
track. . . wired SET INCLUDES: Track . lastic and metal. Assists 50x12-inch "earth" mat, 10 assorted trees, road signs, telephone 

for 2-train in forming a 48x96-inch double-oval layout with your poles and highway billboards, 
bs own track. Includes 2 remote control switches, 2 termi- ORDERING INFORMATION: 
poration nal rerailers, 3 straight rerailers, bl switch, 18 79 М 95258C—Shipping weight 3 pounds , ............ Set $9.49 track sections, 4 insulated tail joiners, 40 feet of wire, 

track-mount nails, plus a 32-page manual on how to 
build a train table and a E for 1 to 4 train sets plus 

E d / tips on maintenance care for your trains. 

М 2 FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
pu ORDERING INFORMATION: $473 

49 М 9690—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. Set $27.97 

Save *1.50 wnen you buy 
Spur Track with any other 

но — on these 2 pages 
Spur Track 5695 _- oD When purchased with S 89 45 

nas 

Twin Peaks Overpass 
Use as а tunnel or with a pier set as an over and under figure 8 
configuration for trains and roadrace sets. | 
CONST.: LIFOAM® polystyrene plastic . . . 20x534x7 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49N 9985 od weight 7 ounces. 

alone any other HÜ-accessory 

Expand your rout with this spur unit. One remote control switch, 
four 9-in. straight ft tack d illuminated bumper. Plastic and metal. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49 N 9705—Spur Track only . 
49 М 9705—Spur Track when boug 

6.95 
5.45 

s TYCO® Track Pack. Plastic, metal. ! щшшїїїїїїїїїїїї Includes 8 straight track sections, 4 
sections of 18-inch radius curved 
track. From Austria. 
49 N 95308—Wt. 9 oz. .Pkg. $2.87 
TYCO® Remote Control Switches. 
Plastic and metal. 1 right and 1 left 
hand switch. From Austria. 
49 N 95306—Wt. 8 oz. ..Set $9.44 

TYCO® Manual Switches (not 
Shown). Plastic and metal. 1 right and 
1 left hand switch. From Austria. 
49 М 95307—Wt. 3oz. ..5е $6.44 

Ui ‚ 5хах2% in. high. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed for 110-120-v., 
60-Hz. AC. 7.5-w. S-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: Not for ages under 8, 
пое ес Алеке T 
Ө М 9714—Shpg. wt. 2 $12.97 
ewe тн СА, Controls speed, 
forward, reverse. геси circuit breaker, 
overload indicator light. For 1 train. 
CONST: Metal . . ..654x5¥2x3% in. high. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL ted for 110-120-v., 
60-Hz. AC. 18-w. With а 
FOR AGES: Not for ages under 
49N 9626 1 Shpe wt 3 lbs, Bor... .$21.97 

TYCO® Santa Fe 88 
4-unit Diesel Freight Set s 14 

Our lowest priced HO-scale train set. 
TRACK: Plastic and metal construction. Includes 12 track sec- 
tions with rerailer. Forms a 36-inch diameter circular layout. 
ENGINE: Santa Fe F-9 lighted diesel. Plastic and metal. 
CARS, ACCESSORIES: Plastic cars . . . includes hopper, tank 
and caboose. With power pack. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Power pack UL listed for 110- 
120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 6-watts. 5-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: Not for ages under 8. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. Instructions. 
49 М 9925—Shipping weight 4 lbs. ............. Set $14.88 

Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

— 

Track forms a 
6-inch diameter circular layout 3 

460 [Sears] 
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ON THESE 
TWO PAGES 

Maple finish Colonial Style Bunk Beds, Cradle, High Chair 
WHAT THEY’RE MADE OF: Maple- 
finished hardwood and pressed wood. 
Delicately turned corner and back 
posts. All include colonial print vinyl- 
Covered mattress boards and pillows. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMA- 
TION: For dolls up to 24 in. tall. (1) 
and (2) unassembled, (3) partly as- 
sembled. Instructions included. Doll 
not included. 

(1) Bunk Bed. With hardwood ladder, 
converts to twin beds. 25%4x13x10%2 
inches high . . . 21 inches high when 
bunked. 
79 C 33609C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. .$ 14.99 

2 Cradle. 26х14%4х18 inches high. 
hipping weight 7 pounds. 

..$10.99 79 C 33608C . 

(3) High Chair. Includes lift-up tray 
and footrest. 28: 

$10.99 
4 inches high ovi 

79 C 33607 C—Shpg. wt.7 ibs. 

Hardwood DOLL-SIZE FURNITURE 
Choose the style.and color to suit your 

taste and a size to fit your doll 

Sunny Yellow Contemporary Style Crib and High Chair 

WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Hardwood with yellow and white acrylic finish. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION. 
For dolls up to 24 inches tall. (4) unassembled, instructions included. (5) 
assembled. Doll not included. 

(4) _Drop-side Crib with three mice design on end panel. Plastic teething rim 
re ee a Cie on end panek, aeaee portability. Mattress board 

pad covered in vin: Es IDEEN in. high. 
ЕТ t 33605C—Shipping weight $11.99 

(5) High Chair. Two mice design on seat back. Turned front legs. Lift up 
tray. 26 in. a overall. 
79 C 33606C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 



14-inch 
Bathtub Baby 

Comes with her own 
plastic tub and 

bathtime accessories 

(1) Bathtub Baby 
This pretty baby is fun to take care of 

bathe her, feed her, change her 
when she’s wet. 
BODY, DETAILING: 14 inches tall. Soft 
vinyl head, arms and legs. Polyethylene 
body. Fully jointed arms and legs. 
Rooted hair. Painted eyes. Drinks and 
wets, Washable. 
CLOTHES. ACCESS: Hooded terry cloth 
towel and cotton pants. Robe, dress, 
sunsuit, diaper, sponge, booties, 3 pow 
der puffs, plastic tub, soap, bottle, plas- 
tic tub toy. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
49 N 31637—Wt. 2 lbs. 80z. ..$9.99 

460 ex 

йо pane Scans by сайпана нй Gom 

15'/2-inch Thirstee Bab 
with 8-piece Layette 

BODY AND DETAILING 
151% in. tall. Polyethylene 
body with soft vinyl jointed 
arms, legs and movable 
head. Rooted 
hair. Open-and-close eyes. 
CLOTHES. ACCESS 
Dressed in print rompers. 
Layette includes pink mat, 
booties, bib, 4-ounce bottle, 
diaper, rattle, baby card, 
name bracelet, bar of soap 
and two pink bows. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
Not recommended for ages 
under 3, due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49N31642.......$9.99 

Thirstee Baby 
drinks from 
her 4-ounce 
nursing bottle 

and wets 

19-inch 
Ва! by 

Honeykins 

Everything you need to 
give your dolly the best 
of care comes in this 

34-piece Baby Care Set 

Baby Honeykins. Has her own huggable teddy bear. (4) Rub-A-Dub Dolly 

Joanie on her Pony 
Pony supports up to 60 lbs. 
BODY, DETAIL: Joanie, 15 in. tall. Molded 
body, jointed arms, legs. Rooted hair. 
Open-close eyes. Drinks, wets. 
CLOTHES, ACCESS: 2-pc. outfit, match- 
ing hat. Bottle. Pony is molded plastic 
with steel shafted axle, plastic wheels. 
Pull the pony's reins and his mouth 
opens, closes. Pony, 16\%х8х18 in. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORD. INFO: Partly assembled; instr. 
79N 31677C—Wt. 3 lbs. ......$10.97 

Vanity Shower 

$ 95 doll not 
included 

Rub-A-Dub Dolly 

$1194 

(5) Vanity Shower Set 
BODY, DETAILING: 19 in. tall. Soft vinyl head, arms. Vinyl 
body, legs. Fully jointed arms and legs. Rooted hair. Open 

Drinks and wets. 
Wearing 2-piece pink and blue 

yl teddy bear. pajama outfit. Bott 
FOR AGES. 2 to 9 years. 
49 N 31645—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs $9.97 

(3) Baby Care Set 
SET INCLUDES: 7x1%9x6-in. high vinyl bag, bib, dolly dish, 
teething ring, 5 pcs. cotton wool, 3-in-1 nursery tray with 
covers, 4 nursery bottles, 2 pretend milk cans, 2 cereal boxes, 
1 training cup with lid, juicer, hairbrush, soap dish, cup and 
saucer, spoon, strainer,’mirror, comb, 1 pr. tongs, bottle 
rack, bottle brush. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
49 N 33701—Shipping wt. 14 oz. Set $5.95 

Loves a bath. . 
Splash her, scrub her 
and dunk her 
BODY AND DE 
NG: 
vinyl body. Jointed 
arms and legs, Blonde 
rooted hair. Painted 
eyes. Washable. 

ribbon tie and lace 
trim. Diaper. 
FOR AGES: 3-7 yrs 
ORDERING INFO 
Shpg wt. 2 15. 8 oz. 
49N31615.$11.94 

Includes plastic vanity; show: 
er with nozzle . . . squeeze to 
spray. Plastic shower cap to 
keep Rub-A-Dub Dolly's head 
d 

RING INFOR 
Doll not included. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 N 31643 $6.95 

(6) 8-ріесе Wardrobe Set 
Includes 1-piece sleeper, 2- 
piece play set, dress, panties, 
3 hangers. Outfits may vary 
in color and fabric. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. 

49 N 32549 Set $4.99 



PAGES 460, 461 AND 462 

Youth-size Slumber Bags 
33x65-inch bags sized for the younger set great for slumber parties 

INSULATION: 2 pounds of warm, fluffy polyester insulation. 

Warm and CONSTRUCTION: Liners of acetate, nylon tricot. Separating zippers 
snuggly let you zip two identical bags together to make double bag. 2 carrier 

bags have ties for easy roll-up. 

2 pounds DIMENSIONS: Measures 33x65 inches long overall. 

of polyester CARE INFORMATION: Machine wash, warm. Line dry. 
insulation and ORDERING INFORMATION: Order clear vinyl Duffel and 4-ounce 
ere machine polyester Pillow, sold separately below. 
washable "л о | Catalog No. 

— S [ossi | Cotton [6€ 70427C 
(2) [ Mickey Mouse* Cotton 6C70412C | 

igs Bunny? Polyester |6 C 70438C 
4) [Benji cetate. nylon]6 C 70479 

| Petticoats & Pantaloons* cetate, nylon [6 C 70482C LE - 
| Race Cars Poly, cotton [6 C 70429C 
[Snow White* | Cotton [8€ 70478C 

8) | Winnie the Pooh* [Acetate, nylon|6 C 70495CD 
9) [Space Patterns [Acetate. nylon[6 C 70488C 

(10) | Barbier? [Cotton [6С70493С 
Any two identical Price for each 

bags с: Brandywine Art *€) Walt Disney Productions _tWarner Bros. Сһагас. Mosca oa т 971 Warner Bros. inc. $ое Camp's Benji © Mulberry Square Pro. zipped together tions *"®© Roth Greeting Cards Inc. 1974 — tt'& Mattel, inc 
to make a 
double bag 

Sears Наѕ а 
Credit Plan 
to Suit Most 
Every Need 
See Big Book Clear vinyl Duffel. Forall 4-ог. Polyester Pillow. Navy or ask bags on these two pages. blue acetate and nylon knit 

Drawstring top. flannel cover. 14x17 in. long. for details ORDERING INFO: Wt. 4 oz. ORDERING INFO: Wt. 6 oz. 6 C 70368C 99c 6C70466C $2.99 
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Colorful cotton fabric is 
coated with a superior 

flame-retardant finish 
that won't wash out 
—even in the rain 

$99» 

108-inch long tunnel can become your club- 
house, tent, anything you want it to be. Per- 
fect for rainy day fun when you put it in 
your basement or rec room. Or keep it in 
the backyard. Winnie-the-Pooh print fabric 
covers 24-inch diameter hoops . . folds to an 
easy-to-store 2-inch thickness. Hoops are 
strong tempered spring steel. 
79 N 9010L—Shipping weight 7 Ibs.. . $9.99 

460 Sears "ets" 
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Mini Cycle with big bike styling 

56” 

Toddlers really love the snazzy hi-rise handle- 
bars, vinyl grips with streamers, banana seat 
and “sissy” bar on this mini cycle. Sturdy tubu- 
lar steel frame with red plastic seat, woven bas- 
ket and wide, durable plastic wheels. Seat 
height 8 inches. Overall, 17x10x14 inches high. 
79 N 44398C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $6.99 

SMALL KING 

Riding Toy Cut ‘3 
Priced tobe wes $ 

SOMETHING SPECIAL $12.99 

Crank it up and zoom off- 

forward, backward, left, 
right, even around in circles 

Easy to drive indoors or out. 
Child turns crank on tower 
with one hand, which activates 
chain and makes front wheel 
turn. With the other hand, he 
turns handle in direction he 
wants to go. Tower is on a re- 
volving base and turns in a 
complete circle, so cart can be 
driven by a right or left-hand- 
ed child. Vehicle body is sturdi- 
ly constructed of automotive- 

type steel with bright blue 
baked-on enamel finish. Rub- 
ber back wheels, non-mar plas- 
tic front wheel. Seat height 4% 
in. Overall 13 in. high, 21% in. 
long. For ages 2 to 5 years. Ful- 
ly assembled. From Japan. 
Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 

79 м 4469L $9.99 

Go-Go Cycle 

Push it backwards to 
wind up big spring motor, 

lift your feet and GO 

$9?» 

Red molded plastic cycle steers 
left or right. Has 5x3-inch wide 
front wheel and low body style 
for greater stability. Trunk, 
gear shift, dials. Horn honks, 
clicker makes motor noise. 26 
inches long. For boys and girls 
2to 5 years old. 
79 М 44057L—Wt. 8 lbs. $9.99 

Red and white action chair tips, twists, rocks 
and scoots across flat surfaces. Use it just for 
fun or as a lightweight rocker, TV seat, beach 
chair. Made of hardy polypropylene plastic that 
won't mar floors. 18-inch diameter base. Allow 
10 lbs. postage per postal regulations. 
79 N 90108L кулбу? 



$599 

Transport baggage. operate the control tower 

push a button and airplane taxies off! 

This modern airport has so many things for youngsters to do! Drive 
fork-lift baggage truck to the conveyor-turntable, pick up 3 pieces of lug- 
gage. . open plane's baggage compartment and load it up. At the control 

tower, turn the “radar” antenna and ring the bell. When cleared for take 
off, push a button and miniature 747 jet shoots away from terminal. In 
cludes 2 workers, pilot, and passenger bound for a distant land. High-im 

. Airfield 14x87/x6'/, in. high. Ages 2 to 7. From Japan. 
49 № 44717. —Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces $5.99 

What goes on at the Magic Driver 
Busy Seaport? School Bus 

$ without 
batteries 

“Nem 

) 

Operate crane to unload truck 
and move cargo from dock to ship. Face driver forward, bus moves forward, 
Learn shapes and color-matching. reverse driver . . school bus backs up 

All the fun of a real seaport for little “longshoremen.” Unload cargo shapes ing school bus carries 4 happy children and driver that bounce 
from truck, to color-and-shape coded spaces on dock. Then pick them up at the down as bus rides ай Your youngster learns to match 5 
dock, and load them onto a waiting cargo ship for export. Ahoy! Set includes b the little people into their "seats" on the 
two workers, six cargo shapes, truck, boat on wheels, 9х5-їп. dock and 6-in. 33/, in. high. For ages 2 to 5. Uses 2 “C” batteries, 
high rolling crane. Plastic. For ages 2 to 7. From Japan. n Hong Kong. 
49 N 44715—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces 44718 — Shipping weight 12 ounces 

—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 12 oz. 

езуно oa aan cube. move AG tokens 
T oa сов f 

, 30x. 
49 N 44722— —Shipping weigh 10 ounces 



(Items shown on facing page.) 

Delightful 
Pots and Pans 

with happy faces to make 
"cooking" lots of fun. . 

a 15-piece set 

3 Kooky Cooks. Colorful polyeth- 
ylene pots, pans and utensils with 

smiling faces. Set includes: two 5'/, 
in. diameter saucepans with lid, 8-in. 
frying pan, 8 in. high coffee pot with 
lid, 4*/-in. high toaster with 1 piece of 
toast, 1 spatula, 1 spoon and 3 pieces 
of fruit. Plus printed cardboard 
"food" . . 3 pancakes and a fried egg. 
Ages 2 to 5. Why not pick up the 
phone and order it? 

Shipping weight set 3 pounds. 
49C1003 .......... «= +. Set $3.97 

18-piece Kitchen 
Sink Set 

for the little 
homemaker 

4 Sturdy plastic accessories include: 
dish rack, drain board, dish pan, 

soap dish, orange juice squeezer, or- 
ange juice strainer, measuring cup, 
measuring spoon, funnel, bottle 
washer, spoons and forks. Plus a 
sponge, an apron and a napkin. It's 
really a must for little housekeepers 2 
to 5 years old. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49C 13251 ....... Set $1.99 

2-speed Blender 
base lights up 

as blades spin 

5 Spin up delicious treats with this 
10-in. all-plastic blender. “Blades” 

spin high or low, turn off at the touch 
of a button. Uses 2 “D” batteries (not 
incl.), order package below. Ages 4 
and up. From Japan. 
49 C 1149—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ......$349 

Convertible Mixer 
detaches from base for 

use as a portable 

6 Just flip switch and beaters spin 
to mix up your favorite treats. 

Mixer head tilts back, so it's easy to 
remove bowl. Made of sturdy plastic, 
8 inches high. Uses 2 “D” batteries 
(not included), order package below. 
For ages 4 and up. From Japan. 
49 C 11027—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. .....93.49 

“D” Batteries. Package of 6. 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 7 oz. 

49С4696 .............-.. Pkg. $1.39 

Pop-up Toaster 
lights up. . with play bread 

Т Put in play bread, push down 
knob . . listen to toasting sounds 

as light simulates heating process. 
Slices automatically pop up. Metal, 
plastic toaster is 7 in. high. Uses 2 "C" 
batteries (not incl.), order pkg. below. 
Ages 4 and up. Japan. 
49 C 11029—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 02.......$299 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 4693—Wt. pkg. 8 oz. . . Pkg. $1.39 

Cutsod page scans by chrisimas musetecimici com 
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Deluxe 65-piece Mix and Utensil Set 

Make lots of delicious goodies for friends and family 
follow simple step-by-step instructions on each box 

Think of all the yummy pastries you can bake! Just 
follow the simple word and picture instructions on 
the back of each mix package. 

Set includes enough mixes for 12 cakes, 10 frost 
ings, 6 puddings, 3 pies, 4 cookie batches and 2 
batches each of biscuits, gingerbread, brownies and 
even fortune cookies. 

33-piece Country Bake Set 
With mixes for cakes, pies and cookies, 
even gingerbread! Plus simple word and 

picture instructions on each box. 

$499 
Set includes mixes for German chocolate cake, apple cake, 
honey cake, pound cake, 6 frostings, blueberry muffins, ap- 
ple pie, gingerbread and biscuits. 

Plus the utensils you need to make your desserts. A cake 
pan, a pie pan, a loaf pan, muffin tin and cookie sheet, a 
rolling pin, a gingerbread man cutout, a teaspoon and, of 
course, a cookbook. For young cooks ages 6 and up. So easy 
to buy when you just use the phone. 

Shipping weight set 2 pounds 10 ounces. 
49 C 10022 Set 94.99 

All Aluminum Cookware Sets 

„$ 299 $3 99 

(Вапа 9 ) Sturdy, shiny cookware sets include baking pans, 

frying pans, cookie cutters and sheet, roaster, double boiler, 
measuring cup and much more. For ages 4 and up. 

21-pc. Set. 9 36-pc. Set. 
Shipping weight 1 Teakettle, percolator, more. 

pound 3 ounces. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49C 10236 Set$299 49С 10234 Set $3.99 

$899 

Set also includes utensils and pans that are just right 
for little hands. You get cake and pie pans, a cupcake 
pan, loaf pan, a cookie shee! 
spoons, a rolling pin, 4 cooki 
bread man. Cook book also included. Designed for 
cooks 6 years and older. 
49 C 10031—Shpg. wt. set 4 Ibs. 11 oz. 

, mixing bowls and 
cutters and a ginger- 

Set $8.99 

5; - 



.- SIZED JUST FOR YOUR CHILD 

These gold-color appliances run on the best kind 
of energy . . your child's imagination. Heavy-gauge 
steel sections have smooth, rolled edges to help protect 
floors and fingers. Assembly instructions. Ages 4 and up. 

Refrigerator-Freezer with 
New at Sears. . 
Washing Machine with 
hand-crank agitator $ 1 399 

Б] Your dolls can have clean clothes, too. Just fill the plastic 
tub with water, put in the clothes and "set" the dial on 

wash. Simply turn the hand crank to operate agitator for wash 
or spin dry action. Includes hose for emptying water. Mea- 
sures 18x15x28 inches high. Buy it the easy way—order by 

“ice-maker" and 5 shelf areas 

$ 1 599 without 
food 

44 A double-door refrigerator that even has a real-looking 
“ice-maker” in the freezer compartment. Get plastic 

cubes when you push a button. Refrigerator compartment 
has a vegetable crisper with sliding door. Side-by-side doors 
show pictures of food on shelves, Measures 18x15x36 inches 
high. Food is not included, order below. phone. 

79N 1172C—Shipping weight 15 pounds .............. $1399 — 79N 1173C—Shipping weight 23 pounds............. $15.99 

16-piece 16-piece ; 26-piece 
Cook and Bake Set Canned “Foods” Set Supermarket "Food" Set 

$499 $299 $299 
Set has make-believe frankfurters, cheese, but- 
ter, eggs in box, cereals, cookies, frozen food 
boxes, milk, pop bottles. Sturdy plastic. 
49 N 11038—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Set $2.99 

"st [Sears] 457 

Sturdy gold-color aluminum cookware set 
with colorful print design. Sized for little 
hands. Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce. 
49N 10041 ..... Set 54.99 

Keep your shelves full with set of 16 canned 
"foods" . . soup, meats, etc. Each empty plastic 

. high, with a closed top and bottom. 
49 N 11039— Shipping weight 11 ounces -Set $299 

Citai Dade Scans by diidinan nisetediwical Gom 
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Via) te 
Burgundy Stroller with stroller, 
Sleeper, car seat. . all in one 

Burgundy Coach with 
rugged spring suspension. 

Folding hood 

Back reciines 
it's a sleeper 

Car seat 

Our Best Doll Coach 
overall length is 31'/ inches 

Protective storm curtain shields baby from weather 

• Sturdy plated tubular steel frame and handle 

* Our largest coach 

Our finest craftsmanship combines large tandem wire-spoke wheels with 
spring-action frame for a sensationally smooth ride. Molded plastic body 
with plated top rail. Adjustable vinyl hood . . fold down for a ride in the 
sun. Measures 31V2x16x31!4 inches high. Holds dolls up to 23 in. tall. 
Sent partly assembled. For children 4 to 8 years. 
79 C 33068C—Shipping weight 11 pounds 

Take two of your dolls for a ride 
. . piggyback style. Comfortable 

tandem seat for second doll. Detach- 
able fringed canopy. Carry some of 
baby's toys in convenient tote bag . . 
attached to canopy. Vinyl. Molded 

plastic tray. Plated, tubular steel 
frame. Holds dolls up to 25 in. tall. 
Plastic wheels, 21!2x1414x31 in. high. 
Partly assembled. Ages 3 to 7. 

79 C 33063C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. .. $13.99 

8 Walk in style. . linger awhile 
with this beautiful coach. Ad- 

justable vinyl hood has plated 
spreaders, Plastic body. Top rail 
with white enameled finish. Plated, 
tubular steel spring-action frame. 
Plastic wheels. 281%4x11%4x27% 
inches high. Holds dolls up to 22 
inches tall. Sent partly assembled. 
For ages 3 to 7. 
79 C 33067C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. $14.95 

Umbrella 

Bedding Set 
for carriages 

$299 
A snuggly carriage comforter 
keeps baby cozy out of doors. 
Hold carriage cover in place 
with 2 clips. Happy yellow 
print . . matching pillow. Yel- 
low blanket. Cotton. 
49 33557—Wt. 1 Ib. ...$299 

Camper Stroller 

$24.85 

Stroller 

$795 

Nifty folding stroller 
closes up like an um- 
brella for storage or 
travel. Washable vinyl 
in colorful patchwork 
pattern. Tubular steel 
frame. Plastic wheels. 
25'4x11*4x25!5 in. 
high. Holds dolls up to 
18 in. tall. Sent partly 
assembled. For ages 3 
to 6. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 C 33069C $7.95 

Catalog page scans by chrisinias marsetechnicul com 

9 Take a stroll. Just drop the back 
down. . it’s a screened sleeper 

bed. Washable vinyl with a cheerful 
grin. Plated, tubular steel frame, han- 
dle. Plastic wheels. 21х14х23'4 in. 
high. Holds dolls up to 18 in. tall. 
Partly assembled. Ages 3 to 7. 

Shipping weight 4 lbs. 
49 С 33071 $1245 

Taxi Stroller 

10 This stroller will take baby any- 
where you want to go. Washable 

vinyl with a smiling taxi face. Plated, 
tubular steel frame, handle, Plastic 
wheels. 21x14x23!4 in. high. Holds 
dolls up to 18 in. tall. Partly assem- 
bled. Ages 3 to 7. 
49 C 33072—Shpg. wt. 3 bs. ...$11.49 
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add interest and realism to your track layout 

Crane moves full length of 
dock. Twist knob to move crane 
car back and forth and to raise 
or lower cargo clamp. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Mea- 
sures 17x16x7% inches high. 
COMPONENTS: Dock, crane, 
crates, truck container loads, 
pallets, 4 track sections, boat, 
Кога she e shed сд uncoupler. 
From 
ORDERING. то 

Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 8 oz. 
79 8 98713.......;... 

You can order 
items on pages 

423 to 598 
from now until 
SEPTEMBER 9, 

1977 

Dockside Crane 

$1494 

Setof 5 
Trackside Structures 

Authentically-detailed structures 
which snap together. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 
SET INCLUDES: Freight station, 
railroad work car, switch tower, 
signal bridge, ranch house. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unas- 
sembled. Track not included. 
Shipping mes 2 lbs. 8 oz. 

49N9708. ..8et $7.99 

(1) Coaling pu Их ТЕК 
remote control. Two floodlights it 
luminate operation. Open dump on 
hopper car and empty coal into bin. 
Reload coal with screw conveyor. 
CONSTRUCTION: Зере Меа- 
sures 25x10x4 inches high. 
SET INCLUDES: Floodlights, hop- 
per car, girders, coal and ma РР. 
ORDER INFO: Track not in: 
49N9711-Wt. 2]bs.20z. . Cm 77 

(2) Log Mill. Mechanical levers 
tip logs down roll chute onto car 
„ . . Car then dumps logs into pond. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic and met- 
|. Measures 12x7*4x7 V4 in. high. 

SET INCL Log mill, log dumping 
car, 3 logs. Hong Kong. 
ORDER INFO: 
49 N 97 10—Shpg. wt. 11b..$8.87 

Ө) Auto-Train™ Car Assortment. 
'o domed cars and car carrier. 

CONST: Plastic, metal. Hong Kong. 
49N9563-Wt. 1 lb. 8oz. ....Set $19.97 

(4) Auto-Train™ U36B Diesel Engine. 
CONST: Plastic, metal. Hong Kong. 
ORDERING INFO: 
49 N 9729—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ....$14.97 

Set of 3 

. $597 

Operating Car Set. Includes car with 
working light, crane car with working 
hook, boom and track cleaning car. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic and metal. 
From Hong Kong. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 9706—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. .Set $5.97 

Santa Fe F-9 Lighted Die: 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 9845—Shpg. wt.8oz. .... 

IFE-LIKE* 72x46- inch Layout jor HO- scale trains 1) 

Reduced. our 1976 Т; Zoom your train 
thru e E Likes, id ient countryside. 
CONSTRUCTION: Handj repent layout UAE in.) 
molded of sturdy LIFO; polystyrene. 
COMPONENTS: Base, e freight depot and plat- 

Tatai pane scant by илаа йасап 

Save *13.88 вв $584?" 
form, construction shed, waiting station, plus assort- 
ed shrubbery material and signs. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. See “N” suffix, pg. 276. 
79 N 96262N—Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs...... Now p ovd 461 



Bunk converts 
to twin beds 

For dolls up to 20 inches tall 

Crib, Cradle and High Chair 
with love birds design 

ЖАНУУ THEY'RE MADE ОР: Solid wood rails 
supports plus hardboard panels finished 

in white with birds motif. Laminated vi- 
nyl-covered зї mattresses on beds. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: For dolls up to 20 in. 
tall. Unassembled . . . instructions included. 

(8) Drop-side Crib. 2074x15x16% in. high. 
79 C 33601C—Shpg. wt. 81bs.......$7.95 

(7) Cradle. 207%x17¥4x15 in. high. 
79 C 33603C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs....... 97.95 

8) High Chair. Lift-up tray and footrest. 
А inches high overall. 

49 C 33598—Wt. 5 lbs. 8 ог......... $7.95 

Phone ordering's a quick 
and easy way to buy 

ЕРА А19: 

doll not. 
included 

natural finish 
in quaint Colonial Style 

For dolis up to 
15 inches tall 

imp! 

Bunk Beds, Cradle and High Chair 
- . . Colonial style, natural finish 

WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Hardwood and 
pressed wood with a natural finish. Deli 
turned corner and back posts, front legs on 
high chair. Vinyl-covered mattresses on beds, 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: For dolls up to 15 in. tall. 
(9) and (10) unassembled, (11) assembled. In- 
structions included. 

(9) Bunk Beds. With hardwood ladder. Con- 
verts to twin beds. 17%x10x8 in. high . . . 15% 
in. high when 
49 C 33594—Shpg. wt. 5lbs. ....... $11.99 

10) Cradle. 174x104x104 in. hi 
ат EE А 
(11) High Chair. Includes lift-up tray. 17% 
L r2 MANN 49C 

EA Жашыды 1; 

Swing (13) апа 
Р1ау Реп (14) 
Save*2 

91179 $ 94 

Suyagomotic" 
Doll Cradle, Swing and Play Pen 

Cradle and Swing are automatic. . . wind them 
up, they swing for over 10 minutes 

WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Tubular steel frame and 
legs, baked enamel finish, poe leg caps. Cradle bed 
and arent of heavy plastic with vinyl-covered pads. 
Play pen has vinyl-covered mattress and nylon net sides. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
SIZES. ORDER INFO: For dolls up to 18 in. tall. Fold for 
compact storage. Partly assembled, instructions incl. 
(12) Doll Cradle. 284x26x20 in. high. 
79 C 33546C—Shipping weight 5 lbs........... $8.97 

(13) vu 25Vax16V4x264 in. high. 
79 C 3358 1C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. .......... $8.97 
14) Play Pen. 22%4x12%4x17 in. tall. 
9 C 33614C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs........... $8.97 

Swing (13) and Play Pen (14). Sizes above. 
9309107 5С2- Shipping паа 1010.......#75.94 

Bedding Set 
of cuddly Knit 

$499 

Keep your doll warm with this soft blanket and pillow. 
Use with any bed, crib or cradle sold on these 2 pages. 
WHAT ITS MADE OF: Acrylic knit in pink color. 
SET INCLUDES: Coverlet, fringed, 21x18 in. wide. Pillow 
case із 7x9!4 in. wide with polyurethane foam pillow. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 33585—Shipping weight 1 pound .. $4.99 



(1) Parasol Stroller $097 
Sunshade for dolly or remove 
for a parasol for “mommy” 

For dolls up to 20 in. tall. 
CONSTRUCTION: Vinyl body. Plat- 
ed tubular metal handle. Piastic 
wheels and footrest. Folding vingi 
parasol is removable; use on stroll- 
Fee eae neces = pics 
Vinyl shopping bag to hold dolly’s 

DIMENSIONS: 19х10%х27 in. high. 
FOR AGES; 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly 
assembled, instructions included. 
79 М 33017C—Wt. 4 lbs. ..99.97 

(2) Doll Walker $597 

For dolls up to 18 inches tall. 
CONSTRUCTION: Metal handle, 
frame and body. Dolly is held in her 
seat by crossbar with wooden play 

Tiny Baby BODY AND DETAILING: 4v inch tall vinyl body. Paint- 
Rosebud ed eyes. Long blonde hair. А 

CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES: Delicate white long dress 
A handful of fun, ^ with lace and ribbon trim. Bassinet with sheer skirt and 
only 4% in. tall кару, mun Ми plastic frame. d stroller has 

wi that really roll, satin liner and р frame. beads and tray. Plastic wheels, $295 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 8 FOR AGES: 3 years and up. Not recommended for ages 17x9!4x19!4 inches high. Baby Rosbüd under 3 because of small parts. 4 FOR AGES: 3 years and up. ру ee ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipping weight 14 ounces. ORDER INFO: Partly assembled; in- and Stroller 49 М 31505............. ОИ $8.95 structions incl. Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 М 33005 .............. $5.97 

(3) Teacher's Pet 
BODY. DETAILING: Polyethyl- 
ene body. Vinyl head, arms, 
legs; fully jointed. Painted eyes. 
Rooted hair. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES 
Dress, pants, socks, shoes, bow. 
Knapsack, scissors, ruler, note- 
book, eraser, crayons, chalk 
and blackboard. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
49 N 32024—Wt. 1 lb. .97.94 
(4) Baby This 'n That™ 
Watch her brush her teeth, raise 
her spoon to her mouth, or pre- 
tend to talk on the phone. i ust 

(9) Cry Baby Thumbles 
Take her thumb out of 
her mouth and she cries 
‚ + » put her thumb back 
in her mouth and she 
stops. 
BODY AND DETAILING: 
16 in. tall. Vinyl body; ful- 
ly jointed. Rooted hair. 
Open-and-close eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: 
2-piece sleeper. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 9 yrs. 
ORDERING INFORMA 
TION: Requires 1 “АА” 
battery, not incl., order 

16-inch 
Cry Baby Thumbles. 

Take away her thumb 
and she cries just 
like a real baby 

ithout $997 ienes 

Я kage below. put the accessory in her hand, РС 
pose her arms and head, gently 4g RPE Wt lb. 4 oz. o 
Squeeze опе or both of her 49N : 
shoes . . . her arms move. AA” Batteries 
BODY DETAIL n tal ушу! Package of ie б 
ody. Roote air, Painte y АШ 14-inch Baby eyes. Poseable legs, arms. 49 N 46991 ...Pkg. 99c 

$794 This a Tac CLOTHES, ACCESS: Sunsuit. (10) Baby in Chair 14Hinch ri Spoon, toothbrush, straw, with Magic Baby in Chair 
phone cradle. Spoon with Magic Spoon 

15-inch 
Luv-A-Bubble 
Tender Love® 
She makes 
mountains of 
bubbles for 

mountains of fun 

$1194, 

тайыз Dade scane by нынан ро 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
49N31756-Wt. 2 lbs. .$ 11.44 

(5 апа 6) Luv-A-Bubble 
Tender Love®. The perfect 
bath companion . . . apply her 
shampoo, squeeze her tummy 
and watch the sudsy bubbles 
appear on her head. 
BODY AND DETAILING: 15-inch 
tall vinyl body. Rooted hair. 
Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES 
Hooded robe, shampoo. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. 

(5) White Luv-A-Bubble. 
49 N 31773 $11.94 

(6) Black Luv-A-Bubble. 
49N31774 .. ..$11.94 

(7) Little Karee 
BODY, DETAIL: 10 in. tall. Vinyl 
body. Soft vinyl arms, legs. 
Jointed. Rooted hair. Open- 
and-close eyes; lashes. Wash- 
able. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Skirt 
and top, matching kerchief. 
Panties. Comb and brush. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 yrs. Not for 
ages under 3 due to small prts. 
49N31761—Wt. 11b. .$4.94 

(8) Little Soft Janie 
BODY, DETAILING: 11 in. tall. 
Soft vinyl body. Rooted hair. 
Painted eyes. Washable. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES 
Sheer party dress and panties. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 10 years. 
49N31767—Wt. 11b. .$5.94 

Put the magic spoon in 
her magic feeding dish 

“food appears” on 
spoon, put spoon to doll's 
mouth and food “disap- 
pears", 
BODY AND DETAILING 
14 in. tall. Vinyl body; ful- 
ly jointed. Rooted hair. 

'n-and-close eyes. 
CLOTHES AND ACCESSO- 
RIES: Yellow jumpsuit 
and plastic bib. Magic 
spoon and dish. Plastic 
baby seat with tray for 
feeding, sleeping or travel- 
ing. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. 
49 N 31768 $7.97 

(11) Ducky Darlin’ 
Soft, squeezable doll is 
perfect for baby’s first doll 
- . . no small parts. 
BODY AND DETAILING 
14 inches tall. Fully joint- 
ed. Molded hair. Painted 
eyes. 
CLOTHES AND ACCESSO- 
RIES: One-piece pink and 
blue synthetic fleece 
crawler. Vinyl squeeze 
toy. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 7 years. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 31762 . $4.94 

Phone ordering’s 
a quick and easy 

way to buy 

14-inch 
Ducky Darlin’ 

$494 
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They're 

CHILD SIZE 
My Own Walk-in Storybook 

Supermarket Playhouse 
. ready for business - - over 5 feet high 

$799 o 

A value that's 

SOMETHING SPECIAL 

Doctor and Nurse Kits $322 

contain over 50 pieces ^'^ 
Plastic medical bag holds stethoscope, micro- 
scope, thermometer, plastic eyeglass frames 
and watch. Plus 4 boxes of Dr. B. Happy Can- 
dies, eye chart, appointment slips, etc. Nurse 
kit (not shown) includes cap, apron. 
49 N 4426—Doctor Kit. Wt. 1 lb.40z. ...$3.99 
49 N 4423—Nurse Kit. Wt. 1 lb. 4 от. .... 3.99 

тайый page scans by dieisiniasniseledimical om 

Save ‘Il when you buy both 

Colorful Supermarket. Includes all 
the accessories and conveniences you 
need. 18x&inch shopping cart with 2 
plastic wheels; shelves stocked with 
miniature name-brand groceries; 
checkout counter; cash register with 
sliding drawer, play coins, paper mon- 
ey, trading stamps; storage compart 

ment for bags on side of counter and 
handy wall phone. Sturdy corrugated 
paperboard printed in red, green, 
blue. Market, 20x47 in. high. Counter, 
24x27x15% in. Unassembled. 
79 N 90107L—Wt. 12 lbs. $7.99 

Storybook Cottage. Just for you and 
your friends . . big enough for a pint- 
size family of 4 to play in. 48x45x62- 
inch high house of rugged white corru- 
gated paperboard has cut-out, windows 

on 3 sides. Screen-printed red Dutch- 
style front door with 48-in. high open- 
ing, red shutters and mailbox, big red 
and yellow tulip garden and blue tile 
roof. Interlocking pieces simplify as- 
sembly—instructions incl. Table, 
chairs not incl. Buy it the easy way— 
order by phone. 
79 м 90025L—Wt. 14 Ibs. $7.99 

SAVE $1 when you buy Supermarket and Storybook Playhouse. See above 
for full descriptions of items included. 
79 М 9012L2—Shipping weight 27 pounds Separately $15.98. Both$14.98 

Maraarer HAS REALLY 
FLIPPED THIS TIME ! SHE 

KIND OF 

Deluxe Doctor and Nurse Kits $499 
. . over 70 pieces of equipment 

Such realistic equipment! Plastic medical bag 
has metal lock. Stethoscope has amplifying dia- 
phragm like real doctors use . . you can actual- 
ly hear heartbeats. Hanging cabinet stores sup- 
plies. You get microscope, thermometer, record 
charts, 6 boxes of Dr. B. Happy Candies, 6 pre- 
scription blanks, and more. Nurse kit incl 

‘each 

apron, cape, sick tray with play food, plastic sil- 
verware, plate. Doctor kit (not shown) has 
sleeveless medical jacket. 
49 N 44218—Nurse Kit. Wt. 2 lbs. 
49 N 44219—Doctor Kit. Wt. 2 lbs. 

ДЕЕ Sears 461 
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Let LITTLE LEARNERS 
SHOW 'N TELL* 
PHONO-VIEWERS 

and favorite fairy tales 

and flip switch to start the show 

listen to the story on record 

* Use as a regular phonograph, t 
synthetic sapphire needle 

4-inch speaker for clear sound 

Compact SHOW 'N TELL* with 6-inch 

diagonal screen, 2-speed phonograph 

$ 2195 

Full-color pictures timed to words and music entertain 
children of all ages. 2-speed phonograph plays 33'/, 
and 45-rpm records. Synthetic sapphire needle, 45-rpm 
adapter, picture focus lever. Instant warm-up with sol 
id state construction. Built-in cooling system helps pre 
vent overheating. Polystyrene case; 1 Ix11'4x77/, 

inches high. UL listed. 110-120 volt, 60 cycle AC. In 
cludes one Picturesound* program. Order replacement 
needle and lamp bulb above right. For ages 3 and up. 
79 N 16377C—Shipping weight 11 pounds $27.95 

NOTE 

“I'm quite a 
storyteller 
you know” 

salo abe scant by став Ииса roth 

by General Electric “bring to 

life" Walt Disney characters 

© Put record on, slide in full-color film strip 

pictures change automatically as you 

SHOW ’N TELL' 
with 11-inch diagonal screen 
and 4-speed phonograph $3995 

A storytelling theater to delight all children. 4-speed phonograph has a synthetic sapphire needle, 
built-in 45-rpm adapter so children and teens can play records of all sizes. Focus lever for sharp, 
full-color pictures every time. Solid state construction means no warm-up wait. Built-in cooling 
system helps prevent over-heating. Colorful polystyrene case; 13х12х11 inches high. UL listed. 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Includes one Picturesound* program. For age 3 and up. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
79 N 16378C—Shipping weight 13 pounds $39.95 
Replacement Needle. Synthetic sapphire needle fits both phono-viewers on this page. 
49 N 16504—Shipping weight 1 ounce $125 

Replacement Lamp Bulb. Fits both phono-viewers sold on this page. 
49 N 16505—Shipping weight 1 ounce $ $1.50 

Picturesound* Programs for GE SHOW 'N TELL* Phono-viewers $157 

Classic Walt Disney creations and famous storybook characters delight children with adventure 
filled stories and tunes. Each program includes film strip plus one 7-inch, 33*/-rpm break-resistant 
record with story on one side, children's song on the other. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 

49 N 1642-Winnie-the-Pooh $157 49N 16417-Mickey Mouse $1.57 
49 N 16674-Captain Kangaroo Musical 49 N 16418-Donald Duck 1.57 

Band 157  49N 16419-Mary Poppins 1.57 
49 N 16627-Peter Rabbit 157  49N 16421-Wizard of Oz 157 
49 N 16628-Walt Disney World 1.57  49N 16422-Jack and the Beanstalk 1.57 
49 М 16679-It's a Small World 1.57 49N 16423-The Three Bears 1.57 
49 N 164 1- Three Little Pigs 1.57  49N 16425-Little Red Riding Hood 157 
49 № 1641 1-Pinocchio 157 49N 16426-Hansel and Gretel 1.57 
49 N 16412-Cinderella 1.57 49N 16429-A Christmas Carol 1.57 
49 М 16414-Snow White 1.57 49N 16435-Bambi 1.57 
49 N 16416-101 раки 1.57 49м 16438-Night Before Christmas 157 

Nobody is more fun than a GRAMMA® who chats with you 

and tells you the rhymes and stories you want to hear 

Sold onlyat Sears $299 

Created by Joyce Miller. Gramma tells stories, 
rhymes and poems to your child and chats with 
him as he follows along in a wipe-off, vinyl-cov 
ered book. She involves him by telling him where 
to put plastic stick-ons to complete the pictures. 
33'4-rpm records. Ages 2 to 8. 
49 N 16626—Mother Goose. 
49 N 16624—Cinderella. 
49 N 16625—Favorite Rhymes and Poems. 

(Grampa © helps too). 
Shipping weight each 14 oz. 

Roebuck an Q1972 bys 
Each $2.99 



KENNER'S 
Easy-Bake Oven 

A simple way for little 
girls to bake . . hands never 

touch the oven chamber 

Just slide cake 
When cake 

tray into baking 
is done, 

chamber here x 
slide thru 

< м 
cooling 

chamber 

hands never 

touch oven 
chamber 

$088 Easy-Bake unit with mixes and utensils 

Young cooks 8 years old and up will love preparing and serving their own delicious desserts. 

* Bakes with just They just choose a mix, add water and place in pan tray. Then slide tray into oven with handy 

the heat from two pan pusher. When it's done (in about 14 minutes), push tray through cooling chamber and out. 

60-watt light bulbs All pastries slide thru—oven door does not open—outside of oven stays cool. 

9 Front panel has 2 knobs—one just for play and one is a real timing guide, just turn it to find 

the correct baking time for cookies, cakes or brownies. This 14'/x6*/2x1 1-inch high polypropy- 

lene unit has baking chamber, cooling chamber, handy 2-shelf storage unit, 4 make-believe 

cludes 15 mixes: 8 cake 
mixes, 5 frosting mixes, 1 
brownie and 1 ginger- 
bread mix. Plus pans, 

* Includes 3 pans 
bowl and spoon. 

and 3 "just- burners. Uses two 60-watt light bulbs (not incl.). UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Has iE рй: EN 
add-water three 4-in. round pans, 3 so-easy mixes. Fully assembled. Operating instructions incl. s 
cake mixes 79C 11062C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. - $9.88 

Zo. “IN-A-MINUTE” Cake Maker 
Uses no heat, no electricity . . 

even a preschooler can use it 

C $547 
CHOCOLATE FLAVORED 

Just add water to pre-baked mixes put cake in oven 

and set timer n just а minute you have a yummy cake 

It's a quick and easy cake maker. Needs no heat because all mixes come 
pre-baked. Children just add water, put pan into oven and set the timer. 
А special mechanism—that works automatically when door is shut 
pressurizes the batter into a finished cake. In just one minute the timer 

bell rings and out comes a super treat. Add water to frosting mix, frost 
cake, decorate with sprinkles. 

Set includes cake mold, mixing bowl, measuring cup and 2 utensils. 

Also 3 pre-baked cake mixes, 1 frosting mix and 2 packages of sprinkles 
Sturdy plastic cake maker is 5'/x4°/,x6'/, inches high. Comes fully as. 

sembled with operating instructions. For young cooks 4 years old and 

up. Buy the easy way—order by phone 
49 C 11072—Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces $5.47 

Cake Maker Refill Set $299 

Includes 6 assorted pre-baked cake 
mixes and 4 assorted frosting mixes. 
Just add water—cakes “bake” in no- 
heat cake maker above. Enough mix 
es for 6 more scrumptious desserts. 

Shipping weight set 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49С 11071 Set $2.99 Mm. . 
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Country Kitchen Appliances 
With plastic-coated wood-grained finish 

Save 13 96 
when you buy 

appliances 

(1) and (2) as one 

Country Kitchen Set 

Separately 

total *22.98 

51999 

Set includes (1) refrigerator-fr: 
and (2) the 3-in-1 appliance. Durable 
child-size kitchen appliances for ages 
3 to 8. Order accessories on opposite 
page. Shipping wt. 20 lbs. 
79N 1113C2 .. «+. Set $19.99 

Refrigerator-Freezer 

Four shelves to stock with lots of 
“food” (not incl.), and a swing-open 

door. Made of corrugated paper fiber- 
board with a wood-grained finish. Door has 
wipe-clean plastic covering, plastic handle. 
20'4x14x37 in. high. Ages 3 to 8. 
79N 1111C—Unassembled. Wt. 7 Ibs. .$7.99 

458 

ао pase карл (—m 

11 
Refrigerator- 
Freezer 
with 4 shelves 
to store 
everything 

$799 
without access: 

[2] The 3-in-1 
9| Appliance with 

play oven and 
range. . cabinet 
Sink with real 
running water 

$1499 
without accessories 

The 3-in-1 Appliance 

2 Press sink faucet, water runs into sink 
from well below. Turn knobs to "work" 

oven, burners, fan. 2-shelf cabinet. Wall clock 
has movable hands. Plastic work surface, 
corrugated paper fiberboard sides, interior. 
16x28x36 in. high. Ages 3 to 8. 
79N 1112C—Unassembled. Wt. 13 lbs. $14.99 
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[8] 
Kooky Cooks 

$499 
set 

Пе $199 

2-speed 
Blender 

$499 

(6) 
Convertible Mixer 

$4,99 , cares 
not included 

Pop-up 

ў гт] Play Toaster 
Y 

— $449 Y 4 

^ d 
* “ 



A collection of 

SPECIAL FRIENDS 

m^ 
Outfit for dolls (3) and 
(4). Checked nightdress, cap. 
49 С 32546—Wt. 3 ог... .$2.99 

E Huggable Fisher-Price Babies $744 

She crawls like 
а геа! baby 

Baby That-a-Way $1()66 "reisa 
( 1 and 2 ) This spunky little doll really gets around. Just flip the 
switch on her back and she crawls. Or, stand her up and she walks 
while you hold her hands. Hold her in your arms and she kicks and 
"fusses" like a real baby. 

Dressed in a pink romper outfit with white lace trimmings. Soft vinyl 
face, rooted hair. Plastic body, jointed legs. Stands 15 inches tall. For 
ages 4 to 8. Uses 2 “Р” batteries (not included, order package below). 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces. 
(1) 49C31651— White Baby That-a-Way..... FECE т. 
(2) 49 31652—Black Baby That-a-Way............... . 10.66 

49 С 46996—Alkaline “D” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 11 oz.... Pkg, $1.49 

Baby Crissy 

( 3 thru 5 ) These 13-inch little lapsitters have 
rooted hair. Cloth body. Washable vinyl face and 
hands. Machine washable outfits fasten with 
Velcro® closures. Ages 18 mos. to 5 years. 

3 Natalie. Pink dress and floral-print bonnet. 
schievous brown eyes and blond hair. 

49 C 31618— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz.. . . .$7.44 
Audrey. Red blouse, blue jeans. Freckles, 
blue eyes, auburn hair tied with red ribbon. 

49 С 31619— Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz.. .. . $7.44 

Baby Ann. Floral-print nightdress, remov- 
able white diaper. Blond hair and brown eyes. 

49 С 31617—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz.. . . .$7.44 

Baby Alive Care Set. 
Incl 12 disposable dia- 

16-inch 
Baby Alive 

«$1087 
without batteries. 

( 9 and 10 ) She drinks, wets, even “chews” her own 
food. Vinyl body. Rooted hair. Incl. outfit, non-toxic 
food, bottle, dish, spoon, bib, disposable diapers. Ages 3 
to 10. Uses 2 “С” batteries (not incl., order pkg. below.) 
(9 ) 49035166- White Baby Alive, Wt. 2 lbs. 8 02.$10.87 
(10) 49C31605-Black Baby Alive. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 10.87 
49C46997-'*C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 5 oz. Pkg. $1.09 

pers, 9 food packets, comb, 
brush, washcloth, towel, 
pacifier, baby bottle and 
baby book. Wt. 15 oz. 
49031681........Set $4.79 

$1487 

Catalog page scans 

(6 and 7 ) Huggable 2-ft. baby doll with hair that really “grows” . . pull 
the string to make it shorter. Soft vinyl foam skin, painted eyes. Wears 
a lavender dress and pants. Ages 5 to 10. Shipping weight each 5 pounds. 
(6) 79 31659C—Black Baby Сгпїззу.................. . -$14.87 
(7) 79C31658C—White Baby Crissy. . 14.87 

Turn her on side . . eyes close 
and she goes to “sleep” 

16%-іпсһ 
Baby Dreams 

1] She’s so soft to the touch. Нег 
flocked vinyl face and hands 

feel velvety smooth. Soft cloth 
body. Rooted hair. Turn her on 
her side and she closes her go- 
to-sleep eyes. Dressed in a pink 
bunting outfit. For children ages 
2 to 7. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds, 
"кош, 49 С 31654............. 511.84 

d 
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3-in-1 Convertible 
Doll Stroller 

It's а back pack, a doll's 
seat and a stroller. . 

all in one unit 

$497 sus 
Take a stroll in the park or 
а hike in the woods, Stroller 
converts to back pack by 
simply moving handle down 
. . it clicks securely in place. 
Front stroller straps double 
as shoulder straps for carry- 
ing back pack. For seat, 
move handle down to floor 
level; handle props up seat. 
Vinyl seat, straps. Tubular 
metal frame, plastic wheels. 
Stroller, 11x714x31 in. long. 
Ages 4 to 9. Instructions in- 
cluded. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 С 33073........... $4.97 

NOTE: Items (8 thru 10) for 
ages 3 to 10. Not recom- 
mended for under 3, due to 
small parts. 



Remote control freight 
unloading box car 

Track forms 
а 4Bx96-inch 

triple-ovai 
layout 

Form an B-unit 
diesel freight 

чап 

Remote control log dump car 

Track forms a 
45x63.1n. 

double-oval layout 
with spur-siding 

462 
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TYCO* SYSTEM 200 
Two complete train sets that you 

control separately . with 

four remote control switches 

$9999 л; 
Now you can have a miniature railroad empire. 
Two complete train sets that run independently 
TRACK: Plastic and metal construction. Forms a 
48x96-inch triple-oval layout. Includes 45 track 
sections, 7 rerailers, 7 insulated rail joiners, а 
blocking switch and 4 remote control switches 

three left and one right. 

8-unit Diesel Freight Set: 
ENGINE: Plastic and metal. Delaware and Hud- 
son Alco Super 630 lighted diesel. 
CARS: Plastic includes crane car with boom 
tender, gondola with pipe, tank car, Popsicle box 
car, Heinz box car and caboose. 

6-unil Diesel Freight Set: 
ENGINE: Plastic and metal. Rock Island Alco 430 
lighted diesel. 
CARS: Plastic . . . includes pulpwood car, hop- 
per, remote control freight unloading box car 
with crates, remote control log dump car with 
logs and caboose. 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: Signal tower, 24-pc. 
sign and telephone pole set, layout expander sys 
tem instruction manual and 2 power packs. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Power packs UL 
listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 6 watts 
Each with a 6-foot cord. Not recommended for 
ages under 8, 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. 
Instructions included. 
79 N 9734C—Shpg. wt. 15 lbs. Set $99.99 

TYCO® 12-unit Diesel Freight Set 
with Chessie Alco 430 lighted diesel 

and 3 remote control switches 

ngine and $699? | $1997 5*5, 
Our largest diesel freight train set with 2 engines. 
TRACK: Plastic and metal construction. Forms a 
45x63-inch double-oval layout with spur-siding. In. 
cludes 31 track sections, 2 rerailers plus 3 remote con- 
trol switches . . . 2 left and one right. 
ENGINE: Plastic and metal. Chessie Alco 430 lighted 
diesel and non-powered “А” unit. 

CARS, ACCESSORIES: Plastic cars . . . includes Santa 
Fe box car, Purina box car, flat car with 3 tractors, 
pulpwood car, tank car, hopper, crane car with boom 
tender, cattle car and caboose. Also includes cattle de- 
pot set with cattle and truck, 24-piece sign and tele 
phone pole set and power pack. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Power pack UL listed for 110-120- 
volt, 60-Hertz AC. 6 watts. With 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not recommended for ages 
under 8. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions included. 
79 N 9658C—Shipping weight 10 lbs. Set $69.99 

Chessie Alco 430 Lighted Diesel Engine and "A" 
unit only 
49 N 9702—Shipping weight 2 pounds $19.97 



(1) Carriage for dolis up 
to 18 inches tall 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic , 
chrome-plated tubular steel frame 
and handles. Folding ope 
Plastic wheels. Carriage bed 
its frame for a rocking cradle or por 
table car bed with its own legs. 
print vinyl hood. уш 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly 
assembled . . . instructions included. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

49 C 33096 

456 
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It's a rocking cradle 
and a car bed, too 

V 

a 
Stroller 

$795 

M 

(2) Umbrella Stroller for dolis 
up to 24 inches tall 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Vinyl body. 
Chrome-plated tubular steel frame 

зо you can carry 
stroller along just like an umbrella. 
233 4x12V4x255, in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 

OEC. INFORMATION: Unas- 
sembled . Mere 

Peek-a-boo window lets you keep 
your eye on dolly all the time 

Back rechnes. 

2 
Use stroller seat as a car seat 

(3) Carriage for dolls up 
to 22 inches tall 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic body, 
chrome-plated tubular steel frame 
and handles. Folding ме шы 
Plastic wheels. Carriage bed 
rative see-through panel 
view all the time. Colorful print on vi- 
nyl hood. 29x12x27% inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly 
assembled . . . instructions included. 

"OPES Tet брен 

Stroller 

d $1599 

Pg s 

(4) Stroller for dolis up 
to 25 inches tall 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Molded plastic 
. Chrome-plated tubular steel 

Plastic wheels. 
tached tandem seat. Converts to car 
за Adj —— = 

detachable canopy. Six svex31% in 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly 
assembled . . . instructions included. 

Shipping weight 7 
79 C 33089C ............. $15.99 



Life-size Walking Dolls...lead them 
by the h 

31-inch 
Walker Doll $1097 

Save ‘2 
on Baby 

Sweetums (3) when 
you also buy 31-inch 

Walker Doll (2) 

5897 

13Yeinch 
Baby Sweetums 
in her musical 

stroller 

$1097 

244nch 
Walker Doll 

$997 

Puff 'N Play 
Living Room 
(doll not incl ) 

Puff "№ Play 
Bedroom 

{doll not incl.) 
$Q66 

Sunshine Family 
Casual Clothes 

Sunshine Family 
Bathtime Clothes $299 

Beach Outfit 

$199 

Citai рабе scans by сита тина ай Gon 

and and the "ll walk with у 

(1 thru 3) Walking Dolls. Just take one by the 
left hand, tilt her from side to side. 
BODY. DETAILING; Vinyl head. Polyethylene 
body, arms, legs. Jointed arms and legs. Rooted 
hair. Open-and-close eyes. 

(1) 24-inch Walker. Long blonde hair. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Pink and white ging- 
ham dress. Synthetic straw hat. Panties and socks. 
Vinyl shoes. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 N 32032C—Shpzg. wt. 2lbs.... 

(2) 31-inch Walker. Blonde hair. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Long pink pinafore- 
style dress, panties. Vinyl shoes. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 32033C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $10.97 

(3). 13%-in, Baby Sweetums. With her own mu- 
Sical stroller. Blonde hair. Drinks, wets. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Pink and white knit 
dress, matching bonnet, panties and socks. Bottle. 
Plastic musical stroller, 21 in. high. Push Baby 
Sweetums in her stroller and hear the chimes as the 
wheels turn. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Stroller is partly assembled. Instruc- 
tions included. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 

$9.97 

79 N 32034C à isi $10.97 
(3) Baby Sweetums when pnl yi 
with 31-in. Walker (2) .... $8.97 

(48and5) 
in. dolls. 
CONSTR: Colorful vinyl walls, roof; inflatable vinyl 
furniture. Wipes clean with a damp cloth. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
DIMENSIONS: 20x17 inches high overall. 

(4) Living Room. Couch, coffee table, 3 chairs. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instructions incl. 
49 N 31329—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 4 oz. Set $9.66 

(5) " Bedroom. Bed, pillow, chair, bureau and has- 
Sock. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instructions incl. 
49 N 31328—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 5 oz. ....Set $9.66 

Puff 'N Play Doll House. For 9 to 12- 

(6) The Sunshine Fun Family 
BODIES: Poseable plastic bodies with rooted hair; 
sparkling eyes. Father, 9\2 in. tall; mother, 9 in. 
tall; big sister, 45% in. tall; baby, 3 in. tall. АП 
dressed as shown. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
49 М 30034—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $7.94 

(7) Sunshine Family Bathtime Clothes. Robe 
and slippers for father and mother; robe for big 
sister; sleeper for baby; towel and sponge. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. See Note below. 
49 N 31055—Shipping weight 2 ounces ...$2.99 

(8) Sunshine Family Casual Clothes. Shirt, 
slacks, apron, sandals for father; dress, apron, san- 
dals for mother; dress for big sister; baby’s creeper 
and bib; cooking pots and cooking utensils. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. See Note below. 
49 N 31056—Shipping weight 2 oz. 

(9) Sunshine Family Baby's Room. Wicker- 
look rocker, changing table, cradle that converts to 
a carriage. Scale, tub, bottle, toys, 3-in. baby doll. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact styrene room, 
11 4x8V2x11 inches. Plastic furniture. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. See Note below. 
49N 31183—Shipping weight 2 lbs. $7.97 

(10) Mommy and Me. In matching outfits. 
BODIES: Plastic; movable arms and legs; heads and 
waists turn. Rooted hair. Dressed as shown. Moth- 
er, 111% in. tall; daughter, 7 in. tall. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
49 N 30029—Shipping weight 4 oz. 

(11thru 13) &in. Ginny Doll 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
(11) Ginny Doll. Vinyl. Movable arms, legs, 
bendable knees, head. Rooted hair. Open, close 
е Pink and white dress, panties, socks, vinyl 

$2.99 

Set $1.94 

49N N 32017—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ‚53.94 

(12) Pants Outfit. Pants, blouse, shoes. 
49 N 32036—Shipping weight 3 ounces ...$ 1.99 

(13) 
towel. 
49 N 32065— Shipping weight 3 ounces . . 
Note: Not for ages under 3 due to small parts 

Beach Outfit. Swimsuit, hooded robe, 

$1.99 
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Youth-size Slumber Bags 
33x65-inch bags sized for the younger set. . . 

warm and snuggly with 2 Ibs. of polyester insulation. Machine washable 

Any two 
identical 

v PY ү  bagscan 
LU 2 TGs be zipped 

Y ak х together 
т че to make a 
ELE Ош double bag 

INSULATION: 2 pounds of polyester insulation. 
CONSTR: Acetate and dd brushed tricot liners. 
Full-length separating zippers; zip any two identical 
ao ot em 2 carrier ties for 
easy roll-up, storage. Insulation is quilted to help 
prevent shi retain heat. 
DIMENSIONS: 33x65 inches long. 
CARE INFO: Machine wash, warm. Line dry. 
ORDER INFO: Order Duffel and Pillow, sold below. 

e Batman.* 100% polyester outershell. 
6 C 70435C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 7 oz. ...... .$16.99 

(2) Super Juniors.* Acetate and nylon tricot out- 

6 C 70437C—Shpg. wt. 31bs.9 oz. ........ $16.99 

(3) Spiderman.t 100% cotton outershell. 
6 C 70484C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 100z. .......$16.99 

(4) Superman.* 100% polyester outershell. 
6 C 70436C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 12 oz. ....... $16.99 
(5) Wonder Woman.* 100% poem outershell. 
6 C 70433C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 1202....... $16.99 
" GNational Periodical Publ. inc t&)Marvel Comics Group 

4-oz. Polyester Pillow _ Clear vinyl Duffel. Fits 
Navy acetate, nylon knit flan- — bags on pg. Draw- 
nel cover. 14x17 in. long. string top. Wt. 4 oz. 
6C70466C—Wt.607z.$299  6C70368C...... 99c 

Our lowest priced Youth-size Slumber Bag 
measures 29x65 inches and has 1'/2 pounds of polyester insulation 

NSULATION: Filled with 1% pounds of quilted DIMENSIONS: 29x65 inches long. 
polyester insulation. CARE INFORMATION: Machine washable at warm 
CONSTR: Star quilt print patterned outershell of temperature. Line dry. s х 
100% point-bonded nylon. Liner of acetate and ny ORDERING IN MATION: Order Duffel and Pil- 
lon brushed tricot. Full-length separating zipper lets ely above. 
you zip two identical bags together. Tie string 6 C 70476C—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 14 oz.. $10.99 
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Our strongest and biggest Wood Workbench 
with our best Tool and Hardware Set 

plus Wren House and Bird Feeder Kits 
The junior craftsman can get a good 
start in all his building projects and 
carpentry repairs with this workshop. 
Tool rack has outlined drawings to 
help child keep every tool in place 
Wren house and bird feeder kits are 
included as "starter" sets. 
Wood bench 29 inches high; work 

area 18x32 inches wide. Overall 
height 44 inches. Tools include ham- 
mer, saw with 4 blades, coping saw 
with 4 blades, gear-driven drill with 9 
bits, 2 screwdrivers, 1 pair pliers, 

ор Dade scans by deitas тине иса cnn 

1 awl, 1 chisel, adjustable wrench, "C" 
clamp, try square with 7-inch rule and 
level, compass with pencil, block 
plane, carpenter's pencil, 10 sheets 
sandpaper, approximately 100 nails 
and screws, 6-foot folding rule, 24-page 
project book. Entire set shipped partly 
assembled. 

Bench, Project Kits and Tools. 
79 N 90101C—Wt. 29 Ibs. .Set $23.99 

Bench, Project Kits only (no tools). 

79 М 90102C-Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs. $12.99 

30-pc. Tool Set in handy 

plastic carrying case 

$499 

Set contains most of the tools 

saw with 5 blades, mallet, screw- 
driver, claw hammer, pliers, ruler, 
pencil, wrench, sandpaper block 
with 8 pieces of sandpaper, sweep 
brace, 2 brace bits and triangle. 

Also 24-page project book with 
lots of ideas for the young crafts- 
man. Chest 12%x6x4% inches 
high. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 13 oz. 
49N90088.7.......... Set $4.99 

Junior Workshop with Workbench, 
Tools, Weathervane, Name Sign Kits 

Most of the tools you need to start building projects. In- 
cludes claw hammer, saw, hand drill with 9 bits, coping saw 
with 4 blades, try square, chisel, screwdriver, pliers, level, 
tape measure, nails and screws, hooks, sandpaper, 
project book. 24x14x36-inch wood workbench with гас! 
79N90103C-Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs. .Set $16.99 

MATTEL'S POWER SHOP 
Works with real wood . . runs on electricity 

eum 11299 

Works as 
Sander 

Make these with 
Kits included Works as 

Jig Saw 

Just plug in, Power Shop is ready to work to help you turn 
out airplanes, cars, boats, tractors and many other toys (see 
pictures above). Runs on 110-120 volt, 60 cycle AC, UL list- 
ed. Lathe tool stays stable, “off” switch keeps motor from 
burning out. Strong all-metal construction. Set includes 4- 
tools-in-1 unit, drills, saw blades, sanding discs, tool bits, pat- 
terns, balsa and pine wood, glue, kits for making toys, in- 
structions, plus hi-impact plastic store-all tool case. Unit is 
16% inches long, 6 inches wide, 7% inches high. 
49 N 90104—Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 8 oz. ....... Set $12.99 

Wood Refill Kit to make more great toys. 
49 N 90105—Shipping weight 1 lb. 10 02. ........ Kit $1.99 



Talking Neighbors 5199 
Set ot 2 

Talking Letters — 
Set of 3 $249 

Let LITTLE LEARNERS* Easy Talk 
illustrate and tell favorite nursery rhymes 

3 cassettes with 24 pictur $ 99 NOU 

and phrases from 12 rhymes battery 

Just snap in cassette, turn pointer to any one of eight pictures and press the 

button. So easy your pre-schooler can do it all by himself. He'll learn his favorite 
rhymes as he listens to them over and over again. Molded plastic; 7x6x3'/« in 
high. For ages 3 to 7. Uses 1 "C" battery, order package below. From Japan 
49 N 16368 — Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces Set $4.99 

49 N 16397 — Set of 2 

49 N 16398— 
49 N 16399 — Se 

49 N 8406 —"C" Batter 

oig hbors Cassettes. Shipping weight 10 ounces Set 1.99 
hpg. wt. 10 oz Set 1,99 

eight 13 ounces. Set 2,49 
з and Numbers Cassett 

Cassettes. Shipping 

s. Package of 6. Shipping weight 12 ounces Pkg. 1.19 

Let LITTLE LEARNERS® Clock Talk 
tell your pre-schooler what time the hands show 

do the telling battery 
2 cassettes $499 without 

Helps your little one learn to tell time himself. Snap in a cassette, turn pointer 
to any one of 12 time locations and press the button. One cassette tells the time 

y hour, the other tells the time in 5-minute intervals. (Also plays y Talk 
cassettes sold above.) Molded plastic; 6x34 in. For ages 4 to 7. Uses 1 "C" 
battery, order pkg. below. From Japan. Buy it the easy way —order by phone 
49 М 16508 — Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces. Set $4.99 
49 М 8406—“C" Batteries. Package of 6. Shipping weight 12 ounces. Pkg. 1.19 

ашп pade scum by cleiinas marseleitmical Соп 

Talking 
Take-along Toys 

Talking Clock 
Set the hands . . it tells $999 without » 

batter 
time at 5-minute intervals пт 

Learning to tell time was ти 

clock face has large, easy-to. 
this much fun before. Bright 

d numbers. Just set the hands, 
turn the dial and a clear voice tells you the time. Sturdy 

Ax 14x14-inch high styrene clock has a molded carrying handle. 
For ages 4 to 8. Uses 1 "D" battery, order package below. So 
easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

49 N 16024 — Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces. $9.99 
Pkg. 1.49 

See 'n Say® . . just pull the ring $575 
each 

Set pointer, pull the ring. 10-in. plastic case. Wt. ea. 2 lbs. 

] Bee Says. 26 letters, pic- Mother Goose Says. 12 
tures. words. Ages 2 to 6. rhymes. Ages 2 to 5 

49 м 4509 55.75 49 N 44682 $5.75 

Count with Colors™, 12 
colors with pictures and 

О Farmer Says. Names and 
sounds of 12 familiar ani- 

mals, Ages 2 to 4 numbers. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 N 4508 $5.75 49 N 44694 $5.75 

Chatter Pal™ $2 77 
Watch “Wp, © 

Looks just like a giant pocket ‚ме t 
watch. Pull ring to hear 1 of 8 dif- 5 itys | 
ferent phrases. Moveable hands 
Makes "click" sound when vou Ж * 
"wind" it. Plastic: 2У2х1х4 in. high. И, 
For ages 2 to 5 
49 N 44778 — Shpg о: 2.77 Shpg. wt. 8 oz $2.7 M — 

Chatter Pal™ $5 77 Shatter pa 
Radio 2 B «Here's 

Just pull the ring to hear 1 of 8 the 
different phrases on this portable 
"radio". Knobs turn and "click". 
Handy carrying strap. Plastic; 
3x2x4¥/2 in. high. For ages 2 to 5. 
49 N 44777 — Shpg. wt. 8 oz $2.77 

j “оше
, 



Frozen Custard 
Maker 

$599 

7-Up* Dispenser 
a must for any 

home “soda fountain” 
. holds up to 12 ounces 

$299 

Pour playtime profits with authentic-looking 7-Up 
Dispenser. Made of durable impact plastic. Drip-free 
valve prevents sticky messes, preserves carbonation. 
Decorated in familiar 7-Up colors. 11 inches high. 
Four clear plastic fountain glasses included. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces. 
480611098 EET 15 me Set $2.99 
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Popcorn 
Popper 

$677 

In-A-Minute 
Pie Maker 

$499 

B 

“The Refreshment Stand” 

Cotton Candy |. 
Maker 

Cere м 

[ror S. 
Maker 

Toys for making super snacks at home 

. . anything from popcorn to pies 

1 Frozen Custard Maker. Make mounds of 
frozen custard. Pour milk (not incl.) and 

custard mix into inner compartment, ice and 
salt (not incl.) into outer freezer chamber, turn 
handle to blend until set. Then place cone un- 
der spout, press cherry-topped plunger, cus- 
tard flows out. 7x10-in. high plastic custard 
maker, 4 flavors of custard mix, 16 cones, 1 
tablespoon. Instructions. Ages 4 to 10. 
49C 11034—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz..... .Set $5.99 

2 Popcern Popper. Look-thru plastic dome, 
watch kernels burst into popcorn in just 5 

minutes. Heat supplied by 100-watt bulb (not 
included). Includes 9x12-inch popper, 3-ounce 
bag kernels, tablespoon, 6 bags. UL listed, 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Ages 8 and up. Instr. 
49 C 11035—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz... ...Set $6.77 

3 Cotton Candy Maker. Pour sugar into 
funnel, turn crank, watch candy fluffs spin 

into bowl as sugar heats. Gather it on 1 of 4 
winding sticks. Includes 4 packages sugar in 
various flavors, teaspoon. Measures 11'4x9 
inches high. Plastic. UL listed, 110-120-volt, 
60-cyle AC. Instructions. Ages 8 and up. 
79 С 11033C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. .Set $11.47 

In-A-Minute Pie Maker. A quick, easy way 
to make a tasty treat. No batteries, no elec- 

tricity, no heat. Just add water to crust mix, 
line pie plate mold, place in 8x8x10-in. plastic 
pie-maker and press. Mix filling with milk (not 
incl.) and pour into crust. Incl. 2 pie plates, 3 
pkg. crust mix, mixing bowl, measuring spoon, 
spatula, wax paper sheets, 3 flavors of filling. 
Instructions, Ages 4 and up. 
49 C 1104—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. Set $4.99 

Refill. Includes 2 pie filling mixes, 2 pie crust 
packages, 4 sheets wax paper. 
49C 11041—Shpg. wt. 11 02. .......Pkg. $1.47 

Б Frosty Sno-cone Maker. Add flavors after 
cranking out refreshing Sno-cones from ice 

cubes. Plastic, 6 in. high. With 5 syrup flavors, 
2 syrup bottles, 5 paper cups, funnel, hat, 
apron, sign, instructions. Ages 3 to 11. 
49 C 11019—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. .. Set $497 

Sno-cone Refill. Includes 5 flavors, 20 cups. 
49C 11021—Shpg. wt. 5 02. .... - Pkg. 99c 

Ast |Sears| 469 



ITEMS (3 thru 7) SHOWN 
ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

Pots and Pans 
with Happy Faces . . 

17-piece Set 

3 Colorful polyethylene pots, pans and 
utensils with smiling faces. Set in- 

cludes: two 5!5-in. diameter saucepans 
with lid, 8-in. frying pan, 8-in. high coffee 
pot with lid, in. high toaster with 1 
piece of toast, 1 spatula, 1 spoon and 3 
pieces of fruit. Plus printed cardboard 
"food" . . 3 pancakes and a fried egg. 
Recommended for ages 3 and up. Why 
not pick up the phone and order it? 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
49 М 1003.....................5е 94.99 

Here's a complete 
19-piece Kitchen Sink Set 

. . great for any 
little homemaker 

4 Put your kitchen in working order 
with these sturdy plastic accessories. 

Set includes: dish rack, drain board, dish 
pan, soap, orange juice squeezer, orange 
juice strainer, measuring cup, measuring 
spoon, funnel, bottle washer, spoons and 
forks, Plus a sponge, an apron and a nap- 
kin. It's really a must for little house- 
keepers ages 3 to 5 years old. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49N 13281... ..Set $1.99 

2-speed Blender 
Base lights up . . blades spin 

5 Whip up some delicious treats with 
this 10-inch all-plastic blender. 

"Blades" spin on high or low, turn off at 
the touch of a button. Uses 2 "D" batter- 
ies (not included), order package below. 
Recommended for ages 4 and up. Japan. 
49N 1149—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. .........94.99 

Convertible Mixer 
With detachable base . . 
can be used as a portable 

6 Just flip switch and beaters spin to 
mix up your favorite treats. Mixer 

head tilts back, so it's easy to remove 
bowl. Made of sturdy plastic, 8 in. high. 
Uses 2 “D” batteries (not incl.), order 
pkg. below. Ages 4 and up. From Japan. 
49N 11027—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ........$499 

"D" Batteri Package of six. 
49 N 46995—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. ....Pkg. $1.49 

Pop-up Toaster 
Comes with play bread 

7 Put in play bread, push down knob . . 
slices automatically pop up. Metal 

and plastic toaster is 7 inches high. For 
children ages 4 and up. Made in Japan. 
To order the easiest way, look in your 
phone book white pages under “Sears, 
Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for 
number to call. 
49N 1148—Shipping wt. 15 oz. .....84.49 
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Easy-Bake Oven 
A simple start for young bakers 

Just slide 
tray int 

baking unit 

Easy-Bake Oven with mixes, utensils 

@ Bakes with just 

the heat from two 
60-watt light bulbs 

* Includes three 
pans and three 
"just-add-water" 
cake mixes 

$1067 ме 
Just choose a mix, add water and place in pan tray. Then slide tray into oven 
with handy pan pusher. When it's done (about 14 min.), push tray through 
cooling chamber and out. All pastries slide through—oven door does not 
open—outside of oven stays cool. This 14!2x6'ax11-in. high polypropylene 
unit has baking chamber, cooling chamber, 2-shelf storage unit, 4 make-believe 
burners. Uses two 60-watt bulbs (not incl.). UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 
AC. 120 watts. Ages 8 to 12, Not recommended for ages under 8, Plus three 4-in. 
pans, 3 so-easy mixes, Instructions. Oven bakes any mix from sets sold below. 
79 N 11062C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $10.67 

Betty Crocker® Mix Sets and Bake Utensils 

19-piece Set $399 
Includes 15 assorted 
cake, frosting, brownie 

mixes. Pans (rectangular, 
not round as shown), bowl, 
mixing spoon. Ages 6-up. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
49N 11061.. Set $3.99 

25-piece Set $499 
9 Includes 18 assorted cake, 

frosting and cookie mixes. 
Also a bake pan, spoon, bowl 
and four cookie cutters. For 
ages 6 and up. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49N 11066 .. „Set $4.99 

All Aluminum 
Cookware Sets 

( 11 and 12 ) Sets include 
baking pans, cookie cutters 
and sheets, mixing bowls, pie, 
cake pans, measuring cups 
and spoons. Plus, muffin tins, 
angel food pan. Ages 4-up. 

42-piece Set $499 
11 Includes teakettle, perco 

lator, roaster, collander. 
Plus frying pans, sauce pans 
and more. Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 
49N 1014 .... Set $4.99 

34-piece Set $399 
19 Bake cakes, make cook- 

ies and more with this 
wide assortment of baking 
utensils. Wt. 1 lb. 7 oz. 
49N1013 .......... Set $3.99 

51-piece Set $899 
10 Includes 32 assorted cake, 

cookie and frosting mixes. 
Plus 2 mixing bowls, 2 cake pans, 
2 cupcake tins, cookbook, 4 cook- 
ie cutters, more. Ages 6-up. 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. 
49N 11067 . 



The Chalet Doll House 
This 11-inch high doll house has a hinged 

flip-open rooftop for easy play . 

plus 5 rooms furnished with durable 
plastic play furniture 

$847 

This contemporary-styled hardboard house has a 
colorful landscaped exterior. Plastic windows, 
chimney and a door that opens and closes. The 
flip-open roof allows easy play access to the up- 
stairs rooms. Includes steel angle brackets, nuts 
and bolts for assembling. Also, instructions. Meas- 
ures 20x11x11 inches high. Unassembled. Recom- 
mended for children ages 4 and up. 
49 С 1403—Shipping weight 5 pounds 

NOTE: 
Items on this page not recommended 

for children under 3, due to small parts. 

as M \ 
Тһе Вгомп $199 ee 

Family set 
Sized to fit houses on this page. Posable figures 

incl. mom, dad, baby, son, daughter. Plastic, cloth. 
49 с 9402—Hong Kong. Wt. 2 oz Set $1.99 

Kitchen Accessories $249 

os 

The Colonial Doll House . . 
o itd ue d 20 in. high with 5 furnished rooms 51347 

-pc. set incl. plastic tea set, pots, pans, utensils, c ted hard ^ Í. Plastic wi А 
plus pretend canned goods, foods and linens екса basan dug Weekes Brock Gel eee oT RENO iesu Ту 
49 11641—Shipping weight 8 ounces. .Set $249 angle brackets, nuts, bolts and instructions for assembly. 24x 10x20 in. high. Unassembled. 

79 С 1404C— For ages 5 and up. Shipping weight 10 pounds. Й 

for doll houses 

Holly Hobbie® 4-room The Waltons’ 
| М ae Doll House 

5787 
em 

Сап page scana by christina: 

Includes a 54-in. Holly 
Hobbie doll that “walks” 
from room to room in 
her furnished house 

1 Just place the "magic 
wand'' underneath 

house floor where Holly's 
standing . . whichever di- 
rection you move the mag- 
netized wand, Holly, on her 
magnetized stand moves 
with it. 18x124%x8\-in. 
high fiberboard and plastic 
house. Plastic furniture. 
Vinyl doll on plastic stand. 
Unassembled. Instr. Ages 3 
and up. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1402. 
49 С 1405 .. $7.87 
American Greetings Corp. 

Doll House 
12-in. high house includes 

2-dimensional realistic 

stand-up play figures of 
the entire Walton family 

2 Pretend you're a mem- 
ber of this famous TV 

family. Realistic replica of 
the Walton home and 
family made of heavy fiber- 
board. Open in back for 
easy play access to rooms. 
Incl. truck, seesaw, rocker, 
swing plus family members 
on plastic stands. Color- 
fully decorated house is 20x 
13%x12 in. high. For ages 
Sand up. Wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz. 
49 С 14071 $4.97 
Wattons 619; mar Productions, Inc 



7-Unit Diesel Freight Set. . . 

with Santa Fe GP-30 lighted diesel 
engine and 2 manual switches 

$3988 | $1499 шшш, 
The perfect beginner's set. 

ENGINE: Plastic and metal. Santa Fe GP-30 lighted 
diesel. 
CARS, ACCESSORIES: Plastic cars. . . flat car 
with girder load, hopper car, 16-wheel log car, box 
car, Sears box car, caboose. Also includes tele- 
phone poles and road sign set plus power pack. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Power pack UL list- 
ed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6 w. 5-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not for ages under 8, 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions. 
79 М 9782C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. ....... Set 939.88 

Sante Fe GP-30 lighted Diesel Engine and Ca- 
boose only. 
49 N 9744—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

Buy the easy way—order by phone. 

..%14.99 

6-unit Diesel Freight Set. . . 

with Illinois Central GP-9 lighted 
diesel engine and 24-pc. trestle set 

$298? | 31499 somes, 
Run this set up and down the steep grades with 
the trestle set included. 
TRACK: Plastic and metal construction. Forms a 
37x46-inch figure eight layout. Includes 14 track 
sections with rerailer. 
ENGINE: Plastic and metal. Illinois Central GP-9 
lighted diesel. 

CARS, ACCESSORIES: Plastic cars . . . includes 
Sears box car, gondola with load, cattle car, flat 
car with load and caboose. Also includes 24-piece 
plastic trestle set and power pack. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Power pack UL listed for 
110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6 w. With 5-ft. cord. 

FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not for ages under 8. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled . . . instructions. 
79 М 9897 C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. Set $29.88 

Illinois Central GP-9 lighted Diesel Engine 
and Caboose only. 
49 N 9828—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $14.99 

SEA-LAND 9-unit Diesel 
Action Freight Set 

$499? | 31499 x»: 
Pull your train into the siding and start unload- 
ing its cargo with the dockside overhead crane. 
TRACK: Plastic and metal construction. Forms 
46x55-inch double-oval layout. Includes 22 track 
sections, rerailer, terminal. section and 2 manual 
Switches . . . one left and one right. 

ENGINE: Plastic and metal. Rock Island GP-9 
lighted diesel. 

CARS, ACCESSORIES: Plastic cars . . . includes 
cattle car, box car, gondola, 4 flat cars with vans 
and cargo containers, caboose. Also includes 
truck and flatbed trailer, wood crates, sign and 
telephone pole set, dockside crane (see descrip- 
tion on page 464) and power pack. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Power pack UL listed for 
110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 12 w. With 8'4-foot cord. 

FOR AGES; 8 years and up. Not for ages under 8. 

ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions. 
79 М 9622C—Shpg. wt. 11 lbs. -Set $49.99 

Rock Island GP-9 lighted Diesel Engine and 
Caboose only. 
49 N 9657—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 202.......%14.99 
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Track forms 46x46-inch 
double oval layout 

American Flyere 

by Lionele 

Track forms 
37x46-inch 
figure eight 

layout 

American Flyere 
by Lionele 

Track forms 
46x55-inch 
double-oval 

layout 
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) s for dolls 
up to 17 inches tall 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic body. 
chrome-plated tubular steel frame an: 
handle. Folding Und hood. Plastic 
wheels. 22V2x934x2214 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly as- : ^ duded 

49 C 33094—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. ....%8.95 

(6) Stroller for dolis 
up to 24 inches tall 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF нә! be body. 
lated tubular steel frame and 

wheels. Removable cano- 
py and tote bag to hold dolly's things. 
1614x1214x27 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly as- 

49 C 33086—Wt. 2 1Ьв. 4 oz. ....98.95 

Carriage Bedding Set 

$299 
SET INCLUDES: Polyurethane 
foam pillow cover set in 
Таи rint polyester knit 

low acetate satin ruf- 
ellow cotton blanket. 

sheet. 
Use in your dolly's crib or 

le, too. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 12 oz. 

49 C 33616 ......... 

talon 0300 scant by емна теин com 

up 
WHAT IT'S MADE ОР: Vinyl '. Steel 
frame and handle. Folding vi 

(8) Umi Stroller for 
dolls up to 18 inches tall 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Vinyl body. 
tubular steel frame and 

tic wheels. Umbrella style is 
eM 19x1134x22 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassem- 

included. 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items 
on pages B, 9, 14 thru 

17 8, and 423 to 598 
from now until 

AUGUST 31, 1978 

(9) Our finest Doll Coach 

* It’s our largest. . . overall length is 291% in.. 
for dolis up to 23 in. tall 

* Protective storm curtain shields her from the weather 
* Wire spoke wheels, vinyl tires and plated hub caps 

Vi plated qucm. Vint ss ctii. Cms MEDIE GT 

DIMENSIONS: 294x143 4x3094 inches high. 

Back-to-back Stroller 
Stroller for 2 dolis or fold down 

backrest to make carriage for one 

For dolis up to 20 inches tall. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Vinyl body 
and surrey 

down 
DIMENSIONS: 2010x264 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unas- 
sembled. instructions 
79 C 33101C—Wt. 5Ibs. ....99.99 

Stroll-A-Long Baby 
18-in. drink and wet baby is 

ready for an outing 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Stroller of mold- 
ed plastic. Plastic wheels. 
ed tubular steel handles. Vinyl 
and wet doll. Rooted hair. Painted eyes. 
Led Dressed in gingham dies 

DIMENSIONS TELEZA in. high 
FOR AGES: 2 to 9 years. 
ORDER INFO: о NUN: 
sembled . 
39 C 33009. Shps. wt 3b. -$9.97 

Dolly Stroller 
Dolly plays with beads. rides 
in this sturdy metal stroller 

For dolls up to 18 in. tall. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Metal handle, 
frame and Dau 
n згасна wooden play 

DIMENSIONS: 2044x15%4x10¥ in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled 

included. -. . instructions 
49 C 33084—Wt 2 Ibs. 8 az....$5.97 22 [Sears] 457 



Barbie 

51194 

(1) Supersize Barbie. 18 їп, tall 
BODY, DETAILING: Plastic, jointed 
arms and legs. Rooted hair. Painted 
eyes. Bathing suit, skirt, pants. Plas- 
tic shoes. Earrings, ring, necklace, ti- 
ara for Barbie. Ring, necklace and 
barrette for child. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
49N32165-Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. $11.94 

(2) On-The-Go Wardrobe 

SET INCL: Jacket, skirt. Long cape 
with fur-look collar. Scarf. Plastic 
suitcase, traincase. 4 barrettes, 2 
makeup applicators, comb, brush, 
play hair dryer, make-up case. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 yrs. Not for ages 
under 3 due to small parts. 
49 N 32167—Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. $4.99 

(5 thru 8) Soft-body Babies 
BODY, DETAIL: Cloth body with soft vi- 
nyl head, arms and legs; except (8) has 
cloth legs and arms, vinyl hands. Root- 
ed hair. Open-and-close eyes. 

(5) Baby Toodles. 19 іп. tall. Bru 
nette hair, Dressed in long white gown, 
matching bonnet. Panties, socks. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
49 N 31782—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. .. $9.94 

6) Baby First Born. 14 in. tall, 
londe hair. Dressed in white dress and 

hat with turquoise ribbon trim, white 
lace. Panties and socks. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
49 N 31778—Wt. 1 Ib. 202. ...$5.94 

(7) Baby Agatha. 16 in. tall. Blonde 
hair. Dressed in pink flocked cotton 
dress with pink and white eyelet apron; 
matching bonnet. Panties, socks. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
49N 31781—Wt. 11b. 120z. ..$8.97 

8) Baby Clementine. 14 in. tall. 
londe hair. Baby twists and turns as 

her wind-up music box plays a lullaby. 
Long lace gown lined with pink taffeta; 
matching lace bonnet. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
49N31779—Wt 1 1b. 4 oz. ...98.47 

(9) My Baby Beth. 17 in. tall. 
BODY, DETAILING: Cloth body with 
soft vinyl arms, legs, and head. Blonde 
rooted hair. Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESS: T-shirt, ruffled 
print pants are permanently attached. 
Knitted pink sweater, booties, cap. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
49 N 31791—Wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. . $13.44 

(10) Kim Jeans ‘п Things. 15 in. tall. 
BODY. DETAILING: Vinyl body. Mov- 
able head, arms, legs. Brown painted 
eyes. Rooted black curly hair. 
CLOTHES, ACCESS: Tie-dyed denim 
long skirt, floral trim. Floral cotton 
blouse, matching scarf. Tie-dyed denim 
jumpsuit, matching purse. Cotton 
striped dickey, matching cap. Shoes. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
49 N 32176—Shpg. wt. 11b. ...$9.99 

Citao page scuns by dima melide con 

Agatha 
Bride Doll 

Talking 
Goldilocks [й 

$797 

(3) Talking 
Goldilocks 

Pull the talking ring and 
she'll tell you about the 3 
bears and more. 11 inches 
tall. 
BODY: Plastic. Movable 
arms, legs. Painted eyes, 
Blonde rooted hair. 
CLOTHES AND 
ACCESSORIES. 
Posy-print dress. Pink 
ribbons in her hair. Plastic 
shoes. 

FOR AGES: 3 and up. 
ORDERING 
INFORMATION. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 32026 .....97.97 

19-inch 
Baby Toodles 

$994 

(4) Agatha Bride 
Doll 

BODY, DETAILING 
Polyethylene body, 
jointed arms, legs. 
Soft vinyl head. Open- 
and-close eyes. Brown 
rooted hair. 16 in. tall. 
CLOTHES, ACCESS 
White eyelet gown 
with petticoat. Bridal 
cap with tulle veil, 
pe Vinyl shoes. 
гіда! bouquet. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 10 
yrs 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49 N 32016 .. $9.97 

14-inch 
Baby First Born 

$594 

17-inch My Baby Beth 
So soft and huggable 

she feels like a real baby 

$1344 

Baby Agatha 

$897 

Wind Mommy up while the lullabye plays. 
her eyes open and close and 

her head moves up and down as she 
gently rocks her Baby to sleep 

BODY, DETAILING: Vinyl head and arms. Polyethyl- 
ene body and legs. 19-in. Mommy has open-and-close 
eyes, blonde rooted hair. 61%-іп. Baby has painted 
eyes, blonde rooted hair. Mommy winds up to play 
music box lullabye; head and arms move. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Mommy wears pink and 
white check cotton dress with white cotton eyelet ruffle 
trim. Pink ribbons in her hair. Baby wears white cotton 
top and pink cotton check pants with feet. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 32168—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 11 oz. Set $18.87 

Phone ordering's a quick 
апа easy way to buy 

N Cuddly Soft-body Babies.. .a joy to hold 

14-inch 
Baby Clementine 
Wind her up and 

she'll twist and turn 
to a lovely lullaby 



Mini-To POWERLINE Erector Sets 
like this : With 3-speed motor and 2-way hoist 

Sab Saw | run by remote control 
эа эг 

.. sold only at Sears 
have low power 

. . Won't cut с 

scratch hands 

2-way hoist 

Bridge raises 
and lowers 

Control Unit for 
battery-powered set Ferris wheel 

rotates 

$1999 = $1576 == 
Hundreds of steel plates and parts let you take on the extra big proj- 
ects. Cast your imagination into the Space Age to build a space sta- 
tion. Or design a lift bridge, a coal tipple, a giant crane and many 
others. And they really work. Both sets include Sears exclusive “Pow- 

Mite 
Mini Tools 

Work on balsa wood or Styrofoam® plastic erline" wide-beam girders for added strength and stability. Girders 
Power Mite Workshop Set. Equipped with versatile Sabre Saw (24x measure 1% inches wide and оуег 1 foot long. Helps make massive 

1 3 in. long) that has extra metal blade. Just plug saw into battery- structures look more realistic. All pieces are precision cut, fit and fin- 
powered bench outlet. It cannot plug into any other kind of outlet anywhere. ished. Nut and bolt assembly. 
Ontfit includes die-cast metal carpenter square, hammer, screwdriver, 
C-clamp, vise, wrench, building materials. Comes with complete instruc- 
tions. Uses 2 “D” batteries (order at right) that store under bench top. 

Electric-powered Set. Study basic engineéring principles with this 
460-piece set. Comes with plug-in transformer for steadier power. 
Hard-working 3-speed motor lets you move forward, reverse, stop and 

49 N 9011—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. Set $7.99 start. Dual-action gear hoist for efficient lifting operations. Trans- 
: former UL listed for 110-120-volts, 60-cycle AC. Instructions incl. 

DUI e Debe. seca cim ы йон D MOX 49 N 16075—Shipping weight 9 pounds. ................. Set $19.99 Buffer/Sander. Removable cloth buffer and sanding disc. in, long. 
2 49 N 90114—Shipping weight 8 ounces............. EDEN $2.39 Battery-powered Set. (Not shown). 430-piece set with on-off, for- 

Power Drill. With 3 different size metal drill bits. 2x2% inches long. ward and reverse control unit. 3-speed motor lets you turn on the 
SAWN DOSE AS EOM etie A e рса $239 power, bring it up or cut it down. Install dual-action geared hoist for 
аце алтаннар lifting operations. Instructions included. Uses 2 “Р” batteries, not 

Ане апове. Жаке a Saapa pe included, order package below. 
49 N 90112— Shipping euh a COMER 49 N 16067—Shipping weight 7 pounds 5 ounces. . .......Set $15.76 

5 Circular Saw. Cut through large chunks of material. Extra blade in- "D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
cluded, 212x234 inches long. 49 N 8405—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. . ......... Pkg. $1.49 

49 N 90111—Shipping weight 8 ошпсев.......................... 5239 
Materials Kit. Styrofoam® plastic, balsa wood panels. XA 
49 N 90115—Shipping weight 1 ошпсе....................... Kit $1.19 At^ Sears 463 
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1 Musical Pop-up Box. Winnie pops right 
out to delight kids as your toddler turns the 

crank to play "Winnie-the-Pooh" theme song. 
Colorful lithographs show a different picture 
and rhyme on each of the four sides of box. 
Plastic and steel, with a cloth outfit on Winnie. 
S'AxS'/AxS7/, inches high. Ages 1 to 4 years. 
49 N 44764—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz. $2.99 

2 Musical Merry-Go-Wheel. Entertains 
baby for one full hour with just one full 

wind-up by you. Soft plastic Pooh figures ro- 
tate while "Brahms Lullaby" plays once every 
5 minutes. Attach to crib, Plastic. 11°/x5'/x14 
in. high. 6 mo. to 3 yrs. 
49 N 44446—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 202. ..$7.99 

Musical Guitar. Just turn the handle to 
play *'Winnie-the-Pooh" theme song on 

your own little guitar. Plastic with Winnie dec- 
oration. Nylon strings. 15'4x5'/4x1*/, in. high. 
To order the ook in your phone 
book white pages under "Sears, Roebuck and 
Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
49 М 44765—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. ..$1.99 

7 Musical Jewelry Box. Ballerina twirls as 
satin lining, 

wind-up key 
49 М 13349--Shipping weight 2 pounds 

MI 
Sears| © 

4 Musical TV. Turn knob to wind music box, 
make screen with “Winnie” scenes revolve 

and hear "click-click" channel selector sound. 
Plays “Winnie-the-Pooh”. Can't be overwound. 
Plastic and wood. 10x9x3*/, in. 2 to 6 years. 
49 N 44491—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 2 oz. .$4.99 

Б Musical Busy Box. Plays "Winnie-the 
Pooh" when baby turns knob. Doors and 

drawers open, telephone clicks, clock hands turn, 
car races back and forth, windmill winds up, TV 
knob changes pictures, horn squeaks, wheel 
spins, reflector shines. Attach to playpen or crib, 
Plastic. 124x3'4x16 in. wide. 6 mo. to 3 yrs. 
49 N 44165—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. . $6.99 

Non-musical Busy Box. 
49 N 4412 1—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. . $4.99 

Musical Koo-Koo. Child pulls ring and bird 
moves in and out, clock hands rotate, plays 

"'Winnie-the-Pooh". Attach to crib, playpen, 
wall. Plastic. 9x1 1x2, in. 6 months to 3 years. 
49 N 44123—Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz. . . $3.97 

“Winnie-the-Pooh” theme music plays. Red rayon 
imulated leather cover decorated with “Winnie” scenes. Pull-out drawer. Metal / 

10x7x5 inches high. Buy it the easy SERE by phone. 
..$4.95 

anne: 
IS A FRIEND 



Gather your friends 

around this fashionable 

3-pc. Pedestal Table Set 

$699 

Sturdy 20-inch round pedestal table, 17 in. high. 
matching 11-inch high stools. Durable 5-ply 

ted fiberboard (not wood or hardboard) соп. 
struction with decorative walnut-grained finish. Ta 

astic rim. Unassembled, instructions. Ages 
hipping weight set 6 pounds. 

Set $6.99 79 C 10106C 

Toys can be ordered from this 

We call this the 

PARTY PLACE 

Serve refreshments 

from an elegant 

10-pc. Punch Bowl Set 

$266 

This colorful set is just the thing for v 
parties. sturdy plastic punch bowl has 9-i 

eter. Comes with 8 matching plastic cups and ріг 
serving ladle. Ages 3 and up. Buy the easy way—or 
der by phone. 

Shipping weight set 1 pound 1 ounce. 
49C 10105 Set $2 66 

р 
УУТ. 

ge. 
22 

Our largest Tea Set. . 
75 pieces include kitchen 

utensils and casserole dishes 

$499 
Colorful plastic set has complete service for 4. 
Each place setting includes: dinner plate, butter 
plate, cup and saucer, water goblet, knife, fork, 
spoon and paper napkin. 

Plus these serving pieces: 4 casserole dishes 
with clear covers and 1 detachable handle, 4 
long-handled casserole dishes with covers, 
platter, teapot with cover, sugar bowl with cov- 
er, creamer, salt and pepper shakers, 6 kitchen 
utensils on storage rack and 1 fruit bow! with 6 
pieces of artificial fruit. For ages 3 to 10, 
49 C 10104—Wt. set 2 lbs. 6 02......:. Set $4.99 

Set a formal table with this 99 
52-pc. English-style Tea Service 3 Я 

Plastic set contains 
butter dishes, knives, forks, spo 

ers, salt and pepper shakers. Ages 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 10103—Shipping weight set 2 Ibs 2 oz 

470 [Sears] scx 

CGunioasacE scans by cuisines museteciadc d pov 

ach: cups, saucers, plates, soup bowls, 
pkins. Plus napkin 

holder, 2 vegetable dishes with covers, teapot with cover, 
creamer, sugar bowl with cover, salad bowl with 2 salad serv 

Set $3.99 

floral Tea Set 
Service for four includes 4 
saucers, water goblet 
kins. Plus serving pieces: teapot with c 

49 C 10102—Shpg. wt. set 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

Colorful 40-piece $299 

plates, cups, 
knives, f spoons and nap- 

er, sugar 
bowl with cover, creamer, napkin holder, salt and pep- 
per shakers. Durable plastic. For little hostesse 

years old. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
Set $2 99 

3to10 cover, creamer (not shown) 

29-piece Set $ 1 99 

serves four 

A big, bold strawberry design. This all plas 
tic set includes 4 each: dinner plates, cups, 
saucers, Кп forks, and spoons. A tea 
pot with cover. Also has sugar bowl with 

es 3 to 10. 

Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 10101—Shpzg. wt. set 1 Ib. Set $1.99 
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Meet you at the 
“Snack Bar” 

Toys that make treats for you and your 

friends . . anything from popcorn to fondue 

1 7-UP® Dispenser. Holds up to 12 oz. Drip-free valve helps pre- 
vent messes, preserves carbonation. Made of high-impact plastic 

in familiar 7-Up colors. 11 in. high. 4 plastic glasses. For ages 3 and up. 
49N 11036—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces .. .......... Set $297 

2 Popcorn Popper. Look-thru plastic dome, watch kernels burst 
into popcorn in just 5 minutes. Needs no oil. Heat supplied by 

100-watt bulb (not included). Includes 9x12-in. popper, 3-ounce bag 
kernels, tablespoon, 6 bags, 2 flavors of salt, instructions. UL listed, 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Not recommended for in under 8. 
49N 11035—Shipping weight 3 pounds . . -Set $8.97 

3 Frosty Sno-cone Maker. Crank out sno-cones from ice cubes, add 
flavors. Plastic, 6 in. high. With 5 syrup flavors, 2 syrup bottles, 5 

paper cups, funnel, hat, apron, sign, instructions. Ages 5 to 10 years. 
49N 11019—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces.............Set $5.66 

Sno-cone Refill. Includes 5 flavors and 20 paper e 
49N 11021—Shipping weight 5 ounces . . ... «+++ Package 1.29 

In-a-Minute Ice Cream Maker. Just add cream or milk (not in- 
cluded) to ice cream mix, stir, pour into mold and freeze. Includes 

8-in. plastic bucket, 3 mix flavors, 4 sticks, freezer mold tray, 12 paper 
liners, instructions. Recommended for children ages 5 thru 10, 
49 N 11073—Shipping weight 3 pounds . . В Set $5.47 

Ice Cream Maker Refills, Includes a set of 3 different flavor mixes. 
49 N 11074—Shipping weight 8 ounces -Package$1.99 

5 Ice Bird. Push bird across the ice block until cup is filled with ice 
shavings, then add flavoring. Includes plastic ice bird, plastic 

freezer tray, 2 plastic cups, 2 spoons, 5 packets of syrup in 3 flavors. 
Bird measures 6x3x5 inches overall. Recommended for ages 6 and up. 
49 № 11063—Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce . . . $3.87 

Kiddie Fondue. Fill reservoir of fondue pot with hot tap water. . 
powdered mix melts into a smooth candy coating. Includes 

9V4x6V4x8'A-in. plastic fondue pot, tray, 5 pkgs. mix in 3 flavors, 4 
forks, 4 stirrers, 1 cup, 1 pkg. miniature marshmallows, instructions. 
49 N 11064—For ages 4 to 10. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 20z...........Set $6.87 

Fondue Refill. Includes 3 packages of powdered mix in 3 flavors. 
49 М 11065—Shipping weight 8 ounces........... Package $ 1.99 

“In-a-Minute” 
Cake Maker 
Uses no heat. 
no electricity 

Needs no heat because all mixes are pre- 
baked. Just add water, put pan in oven and 
set timer . . special mechanism pressurizes 
mix into fished take hi | minute. Ada we: 
ter to frosting mix and frost your cake. 
Wrap ш Ыы gp 
Includes cake mold, mixing bowl, 

uring сир, 2 шей. Alo 3 pee baked cake 
mixes, 1 frosting mix, 1 
instructions. Plastic cake maker 
514x454x614 inches, For Sto 12. 
49N 11072— Shpg. wt. 3 31bs. 6 oz. FRANC. $6.99 

Cake Maker Refill Set 
Includes 6 assorted pre-baked cake mixes 
and 4 uin rigen 
49N 11071—Wt. 11b. 6 oz. .... <. Set $3.49 



BEAUTY BOUTIQUE 
Try your hand at hairstyling, 

make-up techniques, even manicures 

Barbie's Miss America 
Beauty Center" $995 

Her Quick Curl rooted hair styles with 
out wetting or setting . . use special 
comb and brush, 4 curlers. Also, plastic 
stand, Miss America label, crown and 
pendant plus barrettes, ribbons, rubber 

bands. Make-up applicator, non-toxic 
lipstick, eyeshadow, eyelashes. 12 in. 

high. Vinyl head. Ages 4 to 12. 
49 C 13504—Wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. 
Miss America Pagean 

59.95 

Highlight her face with 
washable cosmetics 

ust wipe them 
off to start again 

— 

Step into your 
own salon. . 

Hairstyling and Make-up 
Kit includes a 12-inch 

= mannequin head with 
long synthetic hair 

$1188 

Hairstyling and Make-up Kit with Mannequin. Pile her rooted 
hair on top of her head in a mass of curls or give her a long casual 
hairdo. Accessories incl.: rollers, bobby pins, hair clips and combi- 
nation teasing comb, styling brush. After you've done her hair, 
beautify her with the non-toxic cosmetics incl.: rouge, lipstick, 
eyeshadow, eyeliner, removable lashes and 3 sponges. Her vinyl 

Tabletop Vanity. Plastic set includes light-up, 
make-up mirror with on-off switch. Atomizer, 
nail polish bottle, 2 non-toxic lipsticks. Also, 
nylon bristle brush, hand mirror and comb. 
11% in. high. Uses 2 "C" batteries (order pack- 
age below). Ages 4 to 8. 
49 С 13805—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 ог... 
"C" Batteries. Package of six. 
49 C 46994—Shipping weight 12 oz. .Pkg. $1.55 

Hot Comb Hair Styler. Style any mannequin's 
hair on this page or your own doll's stylable 
hair. Blows cool air only. With 3 accessories: 
styling comb, uni-brush and directional air fun- 
nel. On-off switch. Plastic dryer, 754 in. long. 
Uses 2 "AA" batteries (order pkg. below). 

5849 

head on the plastic stand swivels in a full circle. Non-mar suction 49 C 13541—Ages 4 to 10. Shpg. wt. 7 ог. .$2.95 
cups keep base steady. Overall, 12 in. high. Ages 5 to 12. "AA" Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 C 13522—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces Set $11.88 49 C 46991—Shipping weight 4 oz. . . . . Pkg. 84c 

NOTE: Due to small parts, hairstyling, vanity and manicure sets not recommended for ages under 3. 

Musical Jewelry Box $395 
Open lid . . ballerina dances as music 
plays. Wood case with simulated leather 
cover, rayon satin lining. 444x3"%4x6 in. 
high. Japan. For children ages 3 to 8. 
49 C 13076—Shipping wt. 8 oz. $3.95 

3-piece Luggage Set $599 
Attractive vinyl ensemble includes a 122x8%x4'4-in. suitcase 
plus train case, hatbox. Recommended for children ages 4 to 9. 
49 C 1381—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces Set $5.99 

464 [Sears | sco 
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$295 

Holly Hobbie* Tote Bag $397 
Carry along the 7-in. tall Holly Hobbie rag doll 
with you or take her out to play. Cotton tote is 
105x31/4x8% in. high. For ages 3 to 13 
49 C 13814—Shipping weight 8 ounces 

House of Beauty Hairstyling 
and Make-up Set 

$895 
The 8-іп. vinyl mannequin head has long, 
rooted synthetic hair you can style. In- 
cludes 6 rollers, combination comb-brush, 
bobby pins, clips. Mannequin head swiv- 
els on plastic base with 3 suction cups for 
easy styling. Also, washable non-toxic 
lipstick, rouge, eyeliner and eyeshadow. 
For children ages 4 to 8. 
49C 13518—Wt 11b.8oz. ........ 

$599 эө 

[s 

Кж 
Snap апу of 5 attachments into Ragge 
dy Ann-shaped handle: disc and drum 
sanders, cuticle shaper, buffer, dryer, 
nail decals. Motor stops if too much 
pressure is applied. Unit, 5¥x5¥ox 9 in. 
high. Plastic. Uses 2 "D" batteries (or 
der pkg. belo’ Ages 4 to 10. 

49 C 13542—Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 
“D” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46995—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

95.99 

batteries 
not incl 

53.97 



B Love ‘п Hug. 
ildren adore this 

stuffed cuddly doll. 
Blonde pe 
pu ot arms and 
egs. Measures 8 

inches tall. Wears а 

4 апд 5) Holly Hob- 
and Heather. Cot- 

ton; silk-screened faces, 
yarn hair. dresses. 
9% in. tall. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. ea. 3 oz. FOR AGES: 2 to 5. 

ORDERING INFO: : (4) Holly Hobbi 
(i) Ber, We 20% FOR AGES: 18 months (0 мд 079001. 44 99 
30085099 550 $1.99 ORDERING INFO: (5) | Hoathe 
@) Ernie, We. Зог Spg. w 7 oz. 49 N 3410 41.99 
49N34102 ......#7.99 49 №34124 @American Greetings Corp. 

Street" and the “Sesame Street" sign are trademarks and service marks of the Chil- 
diens Television Workshop. Copyright© 1896 Children's Television Workshop, Muppet Char- 
acters® Muppets, Inc. All rights reserved. 

(6 апа 7) Puff'n Play™ Bedroom 
and Living Room Sets. 

For any 11-inch doll. Bedroom set is 
blue, green and yellow, and includes a 
bed, pillow (non-inflatable), chest of 
drawers, chair and footstool. Yellow, 

FOR AGES: 3 to 11 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

" Bedroom Set 
49 N 3117 1—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Set *f.99 

Bobbitsville 
Rescue Play Set 

Play exciting rescue games. 
Comes with 3¥in. long hook and ladder, 
fire rescue wagon, mini-person and fire 
house. Durably constructed of plastic. L 
your imagination to invent dangerous situ- 
ations, and then use your ingenuity for a 
rescue, Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 7 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION, 
Shipping weight 9 ounces. 

49N 53167 

(8and9) Magnetic Board Games 

— ——á 

0 үү пора Set 
49 N 31169—Shpg. wt. 9 oz.. Set *1.99 

Three large boats that you can play 
with anywhere—in the sandbox, 
bathtub or swimming pool. Made of 
lastic. Boats are about 11 inches 
ong and 4 inches high. Assorted 

bright colors. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44633—Wt. 14 oz. ..Set $1.99 

(8) To Grandmother's 
House We Go 

А completely self-contained 
game—even the rules are 

‘on the gameboard. Mag- 
netic pawns stick to the pos 
ing surface, so you can play 
anywhere. 2 to 4 players. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

49 М 65612.......... 51.99 

) international 
Grand Prix 

Racing cars stay on the track 
by magnetic action. As on the 
real speedway, strate; 
counts. Even the spinner 
be lost, since it’s part of the 
gamebox. 2 to 4 players. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 
49 М 65337 .......... 41.99 

Mickey Mouse 
Drummer 

Toy 
Fy 

y» 
v 
4 
М] 

d 

Watch Mickey Mouse pound away 
on his drum. Just push the button on 
cord. 7 inches high. Plastic and metal. 
Needs no batteries. Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 53178—Wt.9 oz........ $1.99 

Gumball 
Vending 
Bank 

SN 
Plastic gumball bank comes with 16 

rless gumballs. 64 inches high. A 
delicious way to save. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Order refills below. 
49 N 53184—Wt. 12 02. ...... 11.99 

Refills. кек approximately 180 
sugarless gumballs. 
49 N 53185—Wt. Soz..... Pkg. *1.99 

Haunted 
Castle 
Pinball 

Play the spooky bagatelle game. 
Heavy clear plastic molded case; met- 
al back. Measures 12x6x34 inch deep. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44642—Wt 110z....... $1.99 

Charge Iti The family credit card 
Mitac. Cons with a 54-сагі deck, а 
plastic tray and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 65335—Wt. 11 от.... 

U.S. Map Puzzle 

Made of fiberboard (not wood 
or hardboard). Shows capitals 
and activities of 50 states. Mea- 
sures 27x18 in. wide. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65165—Wt. 1 lb. ..*1.99 

Ride on wet grass in summer; 
snow in winter. 60-in. long. 2 
riders. Polyethylene. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 53169—Wt. 1 lb. ..*1.99 

FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 65336—Wt. 12 oz. 51.99 



(1thru6) Mouthopens 
by pulling string in 
back of doll’s neck 

(7) Simon Sez 
Open Simon's mouth 
by using trigger mech- 
anism in his back 
also turn his head by 
rotating the handle 
Professional ventrilo- 
quists have these 
same easy-to-use fea- 
tures on their dolis. 

Use your imagination to create c 

BE A VENTRILOQUIST 
Steal the show with these Dolls that talk at your command 

(1 thru 7)  Ventriloquist Dolls. FOR AGES: 6 and up due to skill and aptitude required. 
1) | Bozo, the famous TV clown. 30 in. tall. Vinyl 

hands. Back neck string to open mouth. Stuffed 
body, painted face. Yarn hair. Wears clown suit, shoes. 
ORDERING INFO: Instruction 
49 

booklet included. 
6045—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 2 oz. ...$13.97 

Talk. 17% in. tall. Vinyl head, hands. 
mouth. Vinyl body. Jointed 

panties, 
May INFO: Instruction booklet included. 
49 C 36047—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. ...$11.99 

3) Howdy Doody. 24 in. tall. Vinyl Бх hands. 
neck , painted 

ORDERING INFO: Instruction booklet included. 
49 C 36016—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 3oz. ...$10.97 

(4), Willie Talk. 23 in. tall. Vinyl head, hands. Back 
neck string to open mouth. Stuffed body, painted face. 
Molded hair. Wears shirt and slacks. 
хера INFO: Instruction booklet 

C 36048—Shipping 

juises like these and more 

(5) Lester. 26 in. tall. Vinyl head, hands. Back neck 
string to open mouth. Stuffed body, 
Re hair. Wears jacket, pants ant 
ORDERING INFO: Instruction booklet included. 
49 C 36033—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 oz. . . $ 10.97 

(6 ane McCarthy, Edgar Bergen's pal. 30 in. 
head, hands. Back neck string to open 

Аа tutied body, painted face. Molded hair. 
Wears tux, top hat, monocle. 
ORDERING INFO: Instruction booklet included. 
49 C 36013—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz. . . $ 12.97 

m Simon Sez. 30 in. tall. Vinyl head, h; 
louth operated by trigger mechanism i 

-Molded роду: 
Wears jacket and 
ORDERING INFO: Instruction booklet included. 
49 C 36049—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz. . . $13.99 
e Ventriloquist Case. Holds most sizes of ven- 

dolls—just fold up legs. Vinyi-covered f fi- 
body, metal frame. 154x12x74 in. deep. 

79 C 36036C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. . $6.99 

HUGO. . . man of a thousand faces 

$1099 
Hugo can be anything . . . make him into vil- 
lains, heroes, comics, spies. Disguises adhere eas- 
ily with special non-toxic glue included. 
13 inches tall. Hand Puppet | with plastisol head, 
painted eyes, vinyl hands and cloak. 
ACCESSORIES: Includes nylon wig, moustaches, 
beards, scars, moles, false noses, eyeglasses and 

FOR AGES: 5 to 11 years old. Not for ages under 
3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 36044— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. ...$10.99 
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Use Trunk to store wardrobe, dolly. 
14. 18, 22-in. trunks (18-in. shown). 

Doll, clothes not included 

(1thru 3) Doll Wardrobe Sets 
Dress your doll in one of these darling out- 
fits. There's one for every occasion. And 
they're all so pretty . . . you'll have a hard 
time deciding which one to put on her. 
SETS INCLUDE: (1) 2 dresses, robe, 2-pc. 
pajamas, 2-pc. play outfit, pants, 2 bottles, 
comb and 5 hangers. (2) 2-pc. pram suit, 
hand-crocheted hooded jacket with match- 
ing panty, booties. Hand-crocheted dress 
with flounce ruffle. (3) 2-pc. coat, bonnet. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. Not recommend- 
ed for ages under 3 because of small parts. 
SIZES. ORD INFO: Order by doll's height. 
For doll heights | Catalog Number | Wt | Set 

(1) 16-piece Set 
10 to 11 in. 49N32531 |60z.| $3.99 
12 to 13 in. 49N 32532 |60z.| 399 
14 to 15 in 49N32533 |60z.| 3.99 
16 to 17 in. 49N32534 |60z.| 499 
18 to 19 in. 49N32535 | 702.| 499 
20 to 22 in 49N32536 |8oz.| 499 
(2) 6-piece Knit Set 
13 to 15 in 49N32522 |7oz.| 6.49 
16 to 18in 49N32523 |70z.| 749 
19 to 21 in. 49N32524 |70z.| 7.99 
(3) 2-ріесе Coat and bonnet Set 
10 to 11 in 49N32539 | 202.] 199 
12 to 13 in. 49N32541 |20z.| 199 
14 to 15 in. 49N32542 |20z.| 199 
16 to 17 in 49 N 32543 | зог 
18 to 19 in. 49N32544 |3oz.| 299 
20 to 22 in. 49N32545 |40z.| 299 
NOTE: Outfits may vary in fabric, color. 

(4) Doll Trunk 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Mint green metal 
over wood frame; paper lining. Metal cor- 
ners, reinforcements and snap locks. White 
plastic handle. Cat and flower design on 
front. Hanger bar, plastic hangers. Storage 
drawer for small accessories. Ribbon tie. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Doll, clothes not incl. 

14-in. tall Trunk. 7x7*4 in. 1 lock. 
49 N 3361 1—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. .....$7.99 
18-in. tall Trunk. 815х834 in. 2 locks. 
49 N 33612—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. $9.99 

22-in. tall Trunk. 954x8*4 in. 2 locks. 
79 М 33613C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. ..$11.99 

(5thru 7) Betsey Clark Furniture. 
WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Wood and 
hardboard, design laminated on playpen, 
cradle, dressing table top and drawer sides. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assem- 
bled, instructions are included. 

(5) Playpen. 16x16x11 in. high. 
For dolls up to 19 in. 
79 N 33595C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $8.99 

(6) Changing Table. 20'%х12%4х17%2 in. 
tall. For dolls up to 19 in. 
49 N 33698—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. $9.99 

.. She put her 
own original 
designs on 

Doll Furniture 
for young 

(8) Betsey Clark Doll 
" : BODY: Soft and poseable 14 in. tall with 

parents cloth body. Наз ато hair, wears long cot- 
ton dress, striped apron with lace trim. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Close-up 49 N 34244—Shpg. wt. 1 lb, 4 0z...$4.27 
original Betsey Betsey Clark) 1969. 1971, 1975, 1977 and 

1978 Hallmark Cards, inc 
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Action-packed AUTO. TRAIN 
Train carries autos 

to unloading area. . 

push button and flip switch 

to send autos traveling. 

across coil-active highway 

to loading point. 

Flip another switch 

and train returns 

to loading area 

and picks up autos 

train chugs along track carrying 3 flatcars full of action to keep 
. youngsters fascinated for hours. Enters tunnel and stops at unloading area. 
You release autos one by one and start them rolling on their merry way over 

coil-operated highway by pushing tab and flipping switch to activate coil. Autos 
circle town and travel up thru mountains toward loading area. Flip another 
switch and train backs into loading area. Push tab to move autos back onto train 
one by one. Brightly colored landscape . . 18x24 inches long, 8 inches high. Train 
with flatcars, 1'éx11'4 inches long. Made of rugged plastic and metal. Uses 2 "D" 
batteries, order package below. From West Germany. 
79 N 44037C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 
49 М 8405—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 11b. 8 oz. 

Battery-operated switch 
starts train . . another 
moves auto along road .99.99 

„Ри 149 

some of the things 
you can build 

|! MOTORIZED 
TRUCK SETS 

Build your own remote control trucks 

that move forward and backward 

325 pieces. $ 99 With power unit. 
without battenes. 

Build operating trucks, tractors, construction equipment and much more with 
Precio guai this Lego kit. Rugged high-impact plastic blocks come in various sizes of red, 
coher unis builds white, gray and blue. Just press together . . blocks lock together securely yet 
into truck body can be easily taken apart. Doors actually open, close. Insert motor unit to 

operate by remote control. Power unit uses 3 "C" batteries, order pkg. below. 
49 N 16146—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces..................Set $14.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
464 Sears ists 49 N 8406—Shipping weight 12 ounces....... үн s Pkg. $1.19 

Сой pace scans by dieisiniaxniseledimical con 
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1 41-piece Mug Set. 6 each mugs, 
plates, goblets, knives, forks, spoons, 

plus teapot with cover, sugar bowl with 

cover, creamer. Plastic. 
49 N 10054—Wt. 11b. 802. .. .Set $3.99 

9 Busy Driver Steering wheel, un- 
breakable rear view mirror, play 

clock, wipers, horn, glove compartment, 
key. 16°/,x8'/x7 in. Plastic. 
49 N 44673—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 02. $4.85 

3 Surprise Box. Push button, slide 
lever, turn knob, move dial, flick 

switch . . a familiar Pooh character pops 
up. 15/4x7'Ax3'/ in. high. Plastic. 
49 N 44444—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. $4.99 

4 Busy Bath. Baby pulls lever and car- 
ousel twirls, seesaw turns, wheel 

spins, Pooh sprays water. Fastens to tub. 
14'/,x10'/,x4'/, in. deep. Plastic. 
49 N 44447—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 1 oz. $5.94 

9 10-piece Wood Puzzles. Large, smooth wood pieces. Teach association. 

Hunny Pot Puzzle. 9x12 inches. 
49 м 44549—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 02. . $1.93 

He. 

A na. "T АШ... 

5 Busy Crib Gym. Baby tugs handle to 
make merry-go-round with Pooh fig 

ures chime. Webbing supports gym in 
crib, playpen. Plastic. 8'4x9x16 in. long. 
49 N 44443—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 02. .$4.99 

6 Humming Top. Press plunger knob 
and watch Pooh, friends run around 

tree. Shatter-resistant dome. Knob can't 
be removed. 9'/, in. high. Plastic. 
49 N 44821—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8oz. . $3.99 

7 See 'n Say. Point 3-D Winnie at any 
of his friends, pull ring, and they talk. 

12 phrases. Stand-up plastic case. 
2'/,x10%,-inch diameter. 
49 N 44482—Shps. wt. 2 Ibs. ..$5.44 

8 Musical Wristwatch. Wind dial to 
hear "Winnie" theme as watch hands 

revolve. Set hands by turning knob ir 
center of dial. Adjustable strap. Plastic 
49 м 44721—Shpg. wt. 4 ог. $2.99 

Tigger and Drum. 9x12 inches. 
49 N 44792—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 02. .$1.93 

, ШЕ 7 
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Sears stuffed animals are cute, cuddly and 
made for little ones to play with. Here's why: 

€ No sharp wires or pins are used in their construction 

€ All plastic button eyes are locked-in 

ө All wind-up keys are non-removable 

Charming Chimers 

Give them a hug or a toss 

and they jingle and chime 

Humpty Dumpty. ‚ 10 in. high. He may fall but. 
he'll keep on smiling. Cotton body, acrylic plush 

face, legs. feet. Felt features. Elastic loop. 
49 C 40465 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $3.99 

Little Tug Boat. Adorable acrylic plush tug bout 
has a pompon nose, felt eyes and a big felt smile. 

Chime inside body. 10У inches long 
49 C 40469 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz $3.99 

Mighty Train, A cuddly, acrylic plush choo-choo 
that's 17 in. long . . engine and snap-on caboose. 

Smoke stack has squeaker inside, just squeeze it 

49 C 40029 — Shipping weight 12 ounces. 55.99 

( 9 and 10) Floppy friends made of acrylic plush 
and stuffed with non-toxic plastic pellets. 

9 Droopy Dog. 9'/; in. high with felt features 

49 С 40483—Shpy. wt. 15 oz. $1.99 

10 Fish. 12 in. long. Plastic eyes, felt features. 

49 C 40102—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $2.49 

sio pase scans by ийа инан Кай cont 

Soft 'n squishy 
Bean Bag Pals 

Musical Stuffed Toys 

Just wind the key and these little 

softies will play a tune for you 

( 4 thru 8 ) Huggable acrylic pile plush toys 
with bright felt features. Each has a music 
box inside with a non-removable wind-up 
key. Each plays a special tune. 

Wumsey Mouse sits 11 in. tall. Moves 
his head with the music he plays. With 

large felt eyes and a floppy cap. 
49 C 4048 — Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 202 *5.49 

E Teddy Bear. A 12inch darling with 
plastic eyes. soft vinyl snout 

49 C 40326 — Shpg. wt. 1507 *3.89 

Poppin Fresh 

^ Soft. cuddly 
eyes. 11 in. high. Pull apart for individual play 
49 С 40101— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $6.99 

Musical 
Suzy Doll 

re the Pup wears а sewn-on cotton 
beret, scarf. Nods his head in time with 

the music. Plastic eyes. 1272 in. tall 
49 C 40461— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 202 $4.99 

" Suzy Doll. Such a low price. She moves. 
with the music. With a vinyl face. yarn 

curls. 12 in. tall 
49 С 40455 — Shpg. wt. 15 oz. $3.33 

8 Carousel Horse with yarn mane. tail. 
plastic eyes, Bobs head as he plays. 

49 C 4010— 157: in. long. Wt. 11b. 1202.. 55.99 

Adorable Hugging Hippos 

He's 11 in, tall. Made of cotton 19 Lovable boy and girl hippos with arms entwined. 
velour over soft polyurethane 

foam core, With permanently at- 
tached chef's hat. plastic eyes. Tied- 
on cotton scarf. Soft. durable 
49 C 40034 — Shipping wt. 9 oz. $3.47 

lic plush. felt ears and noses. felt 

wrosAEs| 



© plush pile 
pret 

1 
жыр 

Recommended for ages 
2 years and up. So easy 
to buy when you just 
use the phone. 
49N40561- Wt. 1 Ib. $5.99 

Cute critters for 

lovin’ and huggin' 

16 inches tal! 

$597 

huggable 
е pages under 

or number to call. 
ping weight 2 pounds 

sping weight 1 pound 2 ounces 

Lassie $897 4те 
Everyone's favorite, Rust-color 
and white coat of long, lifelike 
acrylic plush pile. For ages 2 
years and up. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, 
TON 40099С..................$897 

Ш r 
$799 15 inches 

PLUSH PETS 
~ 

i 

Teddy Bears 

nch 2 4 28anch $499 ыу, 99 $999 ет, 
is made of fluffy acrylic pile . . 

Baby Bear is all brown and Mama and а а а combination of brown 

and gold. Plastic eyes; felt nose, tongu 
49 М 40535— Baby Bear. Ages 6 months to 5 years. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $4.99 

79 N 40536C—Mama Bear. Ages 6-12. Shipping weight 3 pounds 699 
Papa Bear. Ages 6-12. Shipping weight 4 pounds 

Long, smooth acrylic pile looks and feels almost like real fur. 
Adorned with pert pink ribbons. Grooming comb is included, Rec- 
ommended for ages 2 years and up. 
49 м 40078—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces .............87.98 

15% inches 
long 

$599 



1 Drum Majorette. Cotton 

corduroy dress, tasseled hat, 
plastic spats. Baton not incl. 

49 C 14574—Medium 
49 C 14576—Large 
Shipping weight 1 lb. .....98.97 

Twirling Baton. '4-in 
chrome-plated steel shaft, 25 

in. long. Routine folder incl. 
49 C 66487—Wt. 10 0z.....$2.19 

3 Evel Knievel™. Cotton 1 
pc. jumpsuit with combina 

tion helmet, plastic face mask. 
49 C 14632—Small 
49 С 14634—Medium 
49 C 14636—Large 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $6.77 

4 Ballerina. Outfit of acetate 
satin knit. Nylon tutu. 

49 C 14562—Small 
49 C 14564—Medium 
49 C 14566—Large 
Shipping weight 12 oz. 5947 

Caesar. 1-ріесе cotton ош. 
fit. Button back. Mask, syn 

thetic hair. 
49 C 14602—Small 
49 C 14604—Medium 
49 C 14606—Large 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $7.88 
6 Lisa. 1-piece cotton dress, 

button back. Mask with syn 
thetic hair. 
49 C 14612—Small 
49 C 14614—Medium 
49 C 14616—Large 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $7.88 

7 Superman. 1-piece cotton 
outfit. Button back. Tie-on 

vinyl cape and mask. 
49 C 14512—Small 
49 C 14514—Medium 
49 C 14516—Large 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. $6.77 

8 Batman. 1-ріесе cotton out- 
fit, button back. Tie-on vi 

nyl cape, full mask. 
49 C 14502—Small 
49 C 14504—Medium 
49 C 14506—Large 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $677 

‘Gaining page scuns by chrisimarnarsetocidcel cont 

Choose your place 

in this 

COSTUME 
PARADE 

9 Highway Trooper. Cotton 
shirt, pants, plastic gog- 

gles, cap, belt, handcuffs, 
whistle, badge. 
49 C 14552—Small 
49 C 14554—Medium 
49 C 14556—Large 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. $9.97 

1 Nurse. Cotton uniform, 
belt, cap and cape incl. 

49 C 14582—Small 

49 C 14586—Large 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $6.88 

11 6.1. Cotton jacket, pants 
with zip fly, belt loops 

and plastic helmet. 
49 C 14592—Small 
49 C 14594—Medium 
49 C 14596—Large 
Shpg. wt. 11b. 12 oz. ... . $9.97 

19 Luev. 1-рс. rayon dress, 
plastic Lucy face mask. 

49 C 14662—Small 
49 C 14664—Medium 
49 C 14666—Large 
Shipping weight 9 oz. . . . $3.88 

13 Snoopy. 1-pc. rayon out. 
fit. Plastic face mask. 

49 C 14652—Small 
49 C 14654—Medium 
49 C 14656—Large 
Shipping weight 10 oz. . . $3.88 

]4 Cherlie Brown. 1-piece 
rayon outfit. Plastic face 

mask. 
49 C 14672—Small 
49 C 14674—Medium 
49 C 14676—Large 
Shipping weight 10 oz. . $3.88 

15 Miss America®. Long 
rayon gown, sash. Full 

length vinyl cape. With cor- 
sage, necklace, crown, ring. 
Adjustable gown fits child 36 
to 58 in. tall 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C 14931 $749 
(€Miss America Pageant 

Peanuts characters 
United Feature Syndicate 
Inc. 1966 

SIZE CHART 
for costumes on this page. 

SIZE HEIGHT 
Small 36 to 40% inches 
Medium 407210 50% inches 
Large 507210 58 inches 

are not included. 
NOTE: Shoes and socks shown with outfits 

c MET 



(1and2) Tray and Crayola® 
Finger Paints. 17!4-in. steel tray 
(1) with sloping sides. Wipes clean. 
Finger раан (2) come in 4 поп- 
toxic colors (red, green, blue, yel- 
low) in 2-oz. jars with stir sticks. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
(1) 49N16319-Wt. 1 Ib. 3oz. *1.99 
(2) 49N1632-Wt. 1 Ib. ...... 1.99 

Double Safe "T" Tennis Set. Two 
16-in. polyethylene plastic rackets, 
soft, 254-in. polyurethane ball. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 4 o; 
49 N 29037 Set $1.99 

Chinese Checkers. Be first to get 
ur across board. 1206-1. 

49 М 65167—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. ..51.99 

тйрй Dads cune by акала Кай cont 

Bumper Sticker Kit. Express your- 
self. Comes with stickers, paint, 
brush, stencils, dauber. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and older, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 1902—Wt. 7 oz... .Kit 91.99 

Socker Boppers. More fun than a 
pillow fight. Soft inflated vinyl 
gloves have diaphragm inside to 
hold firmly. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 28146—Wt. 7 oz..Pair #7.99 

Literie uber s of India. 
playing board, 16 playing coun- 

ters, 2 dice, 2 dice cups, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65069—Wt. 11b. 2 ог. ..*1.99 

Combination Pack. You get a ply- 
wood paddle with ball, yo-yo, top, 
sponge rubber ball and jump rope. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 53155—Wt. 13 oz. ..5е $1.99 

Play Doh® Pump ‘n Play. Plastic 
extruder, strips, trimmer, pa- „2 
per, two 2-oz. cans of Play Doh. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 16224—Wt. 120z. ....*1.99 

D 
Y | 
Donald Duck 

Puncho 
Punch him all you want, but he still 
comes up for more. 36 in. high. Porta- 
ble, deflatable. Vinyl. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 28148—Wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. .#7.99 
Disney character) Walt Disney Productions 

ive 
ped AD : zz 
eem 
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Old Maid. It's really 3 games in 1. 
Comes with pinner 
and a deck а 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65595—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz.. 51.99. 

Mickey Mouse Bubble Umbrella. 
Transparent plastic with Disney char- 
acters. 23 in. long. 23-in. diameter, 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 13132—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. ..#7.99 
Disney characters) Wait Disney Productions 

Put him айс is m 
apart. Funny- ic 
head stands 674 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44448—Wt.9 oz. ..... 11.99 

(3,4) Football and Helmet 

(3) Li'l Sport play Football. 10-in. 
long, soft polyurethane foam. 
FOR AGES: 1 year and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 28009—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

(4) Football Helmet. Red plastic wi 
vinyl foam padding. Fits to head size 6%. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Not for regulation play. 
49 N 29316—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 20z..41.99 

5 and6) Play 
rumpet and Saxo- 

phone. Made of high: 
impact, silver-color 
plastic with 4 brightly 
colored keys. Trum- 
pet is 1415 in., sax is 
13% in. long. Instr. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 yrs. 
ORDERING INFO: 

5) Trumpet. Wt. 9 ог. 
PNEU TEMP] 

9 Sax. Wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 66416 ...*1.99 

pov] 
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1) J.J.™ Your ТУ (2) Mrs. Beasley. 
BODY. DETAILING: 22 
inches tall. У! 
hands. Cloth body. 
Rooted blond hair, 

Reduced from our 1976 
Christmas Book. 
BODY, DETAILING: 23 in. 
tall. Bendable cloth body. 
Silk-screened face, cap. 
Talking rin 
phrases recorded in TV 
Character's voice. Turtle- 

body. neck, jeans 
FOR AGES; 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shpg. wt. 1 49 C 3579 
49C34101 $7.97 

Affair Co. 

BOZO 

$997 

BODY. DETAILING: Vinyl head. Rooted 
yarn hair, painted eyes. Stuffed body: 26- 
in. doll has floppy arms, legs. 15-in. doll 
has floppy arms. Colorful, ruffled clown's 
suit. 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 
49C34212—15 in. Wt. 15 oz.. 2 $847 
49C34213—26 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 02..... 997 
G Larry Harmon Pictures Corp. 
Licensed by Larry Harmon Pictures Corp. 

(10 thru 15) FOR AGES: 3to 8 
years. Not for ages under 3, due to 
small parts. 

(10 thru 14) Honey Hill Dolls. 
CONSTRUCTION: Cloth dolls with vi- 
nyl faces. Rooted hair, painted eyes. 
Each has hands with Velcro® strips to 
help them hold their accessory. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

(10) Darlin’. . 4-in. tall 
girl. Blond hair tied in M purse. 
49 C 37061—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. .. -$1.97 

(11) Sweetlee . . . with gingerbread 
man. 4-in. tall gil. Auburn hair. 
49c 49 C 37082—Shpx. wt.4oz. ......91 A 
12) Li'l Kid "п Good D. 
loppy-eared dog. 3-in. girl. 

49 C 37063—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

13) Ек with green Ese z 
! inch tall bo: у. Blond hair. 
«927068 Shoe. wt.4oz. ......5197 

„ with Mice cat. 5- 

" E 

‘Galina pane scans by diaisimas masetechnicil pon 

ing ring, she says 10 
Polka dot dress 

у. Plastic “granny” 

FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. sleeper body. Cradle- 
ORDERING INFO: 

Wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz. 

Mrs. Beasiey@® 1971 Family 

(6) It's your (7) 
favorite 

the Clown® 
in two sizes 

26 inches tail 

SOFT ’N CUDDLY DOLLS 

(3) Drowsy Doll. 
BODY. DETAILING: 15 

inyl face, tall. 

ond rooted hair and 
talk- painted half-asleep 

eyes. Talking ring; 
Says 11 different 

Pink and white i 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 yrs. 

$1499 ORDERING INFO: 
wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. 

49C34126 94 

It's J.J.™ 
Long and 
lanky Kid 

DYN-O-MITE 

BODY. DETAILING: 15 in. tall. Realis- 
tic-looking vinyl face. Flexible cloth 
body. Molded hair, painted eyes. Red 
A UNT rinted with expression 

1" Famous denim hat 
is pne 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 12 oz. 
49C34121 5497 
}йч® 1976 Tandem Prod. Inc. 

(15) Honey Hill Rickety Rig. 
SET INCL.: Plastic vehicle, 3 bench 
seats, doggie cart, offset wheels. Back 
Posts, roof section and back seats lift 
off to become lemonade stand. Rig be- 
comes flatbed truck. Includes decals. 
ORDERING INFO: 
49C37126—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ...Set $5.44 

(4 and 5) 

Dors FOR 
t AGES 

(9) Raggady Andy. 

Raggedy Ann and Andy. 
BODY. DETAILING: Cloth bodies. Red yarn 
hair, locked-in eyes, silk-screened faces. 
Raggedy Ann in blue dress, white apron, pan- 
taloons. Raggedy Andy in striped top, sailor 
pants, sailor cap. 
SIZES, FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 

|I 
$427 

9-inch Mother Beans 
holds her 2 babies. . . 
a set of bean bag dolls 

Ve and 9) Mother's hands have 
Ld strips for gripping her 

ВОО. DETAILING: 9-inch tall 
mother and 3-inch т E tall twins. Vi- 
пу! faces attached to soft, squishy 
cloth bodies . . . prop them in 
many positions. root- 
ed hair and рай Twins 
have painted hair and eyes. White 
mother and twins sve lool look-alike 
calico clothes, all lace trim. Bon- 
nets. Black mother wears flow- 
ered dress, white apron. Twins 
wear flannel and lace hooded 
clothes. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

(8) White Mother and Twins. 
49С37056............. Set $6. 

(9) Black Mother and Twii 
49C37138 ............. Set $6.44 

(16) Holly Hobbie* 
е: Playset 

Led “16! * 

BODY. DETAILING: 6-in. tall vi- 
пу! doll, rooted ed hair 2-in. baby, 
painted hair and Holly in 
ires. hair eS tra dress, 

in printed gown. Bot- 
tle, rattle, cradle, high chair, 
bowl, spoon. 154-in. vinyl dog. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: 
49 С 37128—Wt 8 oz. .Set $497 
oly Hobbie Amencen Greetings 

Raggedy Ann and Andy® ®Knickerbocker Toy Co. Inc. 

NT 6 

(17) Betsey Clark® 
Playset % 

» 
BODY. DETAILING: 6-in. vinyl doll, 
rooted hair. 2-in. vinyl baby, paint- 
ed hair and eyes. Betsey in dress, 

зр pes TE^ Хд? 

пиз [Sears] 459 



Lovable, huggable 
RAGGEDY ANN 

and ANDY 
Have made children happy for generations 

. now available in 5 fun-loving sizes 

BODY. DETAILING. Cloth bodies. Red yarn hair, 
locked-in eyes (5-in. have painted eyes), silk- 
screened faces, (10) Raggedy Ann has cloth skirt, 
silk-screened top. (11) Raggedy Andy has cloth 
sailor 

(1thru 3) FOR AGES: 2 to 9 years. 

(1 and 2) Cherrie and Terrie 
BODY, DETAILING: 13 in. tall. Soft stuffed 
bodys Vinyl head, hands. Rooted hair, big 

eyes and freckles. Cherrie wears 
Checked iress with solid blouse and cap. 
Terrie wears pants with suspenders, 
checked shirt, print tie, cap. 
ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
(1) 49N 34246—Cherrie $ 
(2) 49М34247—Тегпїе.... 

(3) Gypsy 
[uut DETAILING: 15 in. tall. Stuffed 

inted eyes, freckles. Curly rooted 
PRA lears ner dress with blue dotted 
apron, hat, lace-up boots. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. a OZ. 
49N34248 

59 
597 

$7.97 

(4 thru 6) Story Dress Dolls. Favorite 
storybook characters incorporated into 
lovable rag dolis. Each doll story (in 
verse) depicted on gown or 
BODY, DETAILING: 11 in. tall. Cloth body, 
yarn hair, silk-screened faces. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Shy 
(4) 49N 3425 1—Cin: Arun Ж $444 
(5) 49N34252—Red Riding Hood... 4.44 
(6) 49 № 34253—Little Bo 444 
©Knickerbocker Тоу Co.. Inc 

polka-dotted dress, apron, pantalooi 

pants and cap. silk- striped top. 
(12) Andy has cloth pants, cap, top. (13) Ann has 

ns. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 

Puppets and Theater 

(7) Annie. Popular comics character. 
BODY. DETAILING: 16 in. tall. Huggable 
cloth body. Red yarn hair. 
face. Wears red cotton dress with cute 
plush puppy in her pocket. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 34245—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
(Chicago Tribune 

(8) Sneakeroos 
BODY. DETAILING: 10 in. tall. Soft body, 

Cai 
N 

ee 

31! in. a a EIE UM 
38^; in. [Sto 14 yrs.| 79 N 3404 1C|. 7 Ibs. 
(11and 12) Raggedy Andy 

i ito 3yrs.|49N 34185 

~[Sto14yre.|79N34039C| 4 bs. | 
[S to 14 yrs. [78 N 34042C. 

(9) Drowsy Doll. 

BODY, DETAILING: 
15 inches tall. Vinyl 
head. Huggable cloth 
body. Blond rooted 
hair and painted half- 
asleep eyes. Just n 
the talking ring . 
Drowsy says 11 differ- 
ent phrases. 

Pink and white 
adle- 

Silk-screened 

94.94 

stuffed, Vinyl head, hands, sneakers, Sleeper body. Cr: 
Poseable. Rooted blond hair. Wears shaped package. 
sweatshirt, jeans, oversized sneakers. Re- РОВ AGES: 
movable | cap. 2 to 7 years. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. ORDERING INFO: 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
49 N 34249—Shpg. wt. 1302. -$7.94 ssn .$11.97 

(14 thru 18) Puppet Love Puppets and Theater 

Puppets: 512 in. tall. Vinyl heads, rooted hair, cloth bodies. Person- 
alized outfit. Come with stand, or use as finger puppets. 
Theater 
changeable 

rinted, lacquered cardboard, 16! x73 x10*, in. 3 inter- 
scenes. Turn crank to move puppets on turntable. 

ORDER INFO: For ages 3 years and up. Theater unassembled. 

an 
(08) 

Prince Charming 
Theatre 

49 № 37182 х 
49 № 37184 2.97 
49 № 37183 2.97 
49N 37185 297 
79 N 37186C 6.97 

(sold separately) 

Theater sold separately 

$697 

ps Mother Beans and Twins. Mother's 
ive Vi strips for gripping her twins. 

BODY, OLD DNO 9. in. al mother and 3- E 

have painted eyes. ed 
lace trim. Bonnets. 
ORDER INFO: Fi 2t y gem 
49N 37086 Shipping wt. 11 jM -Set $6.95 

(20) Talking Baby Beans. Friendly, cuddly. 
BODY. DETAILING 12 in. tall. Plastisol head with 
M eyes. Cloth body. Blond locks show 

its 8 different phrases at ran- 
ошар ренли 
ORDER INFO: For ages 1 to 6 
49 N 37187—Shipping weight 11b. 6 oz. . 
(21and22) Betsey Clark and 

Holly Hobbie® Playsets. 
BODY, DETAILING: 6-in. tall vinyl doll with root- 
ed 1 Daley ы Denied КИ) мы Ту. 
gi Betsey in dress apron, hair bow. 

ithrobe. Set incl.: eon: towel, cradle, 
i prep (22) Holly in dress, wears hair 
bow. Baby in printed gown. Set incl.: bottle, rat- 
tle, cradle, high chair, bowl, spoon, extra dress 
for Holly, 134-in. vinyl dog. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. See Note, facing page. 
ORDERING INFO: Shippi 
(21) 49 N 37129—Betsey à 
(22) 49N 37128—Holly Hobbies . 
Betsey Clark 1977 Hallmark Cards. Inc. 

Set 497 

"eeepc 0 465 American Greetings Corp. 

к Daoé scale by аваасай cont 



Priced to be 

SOMETHING 
Reduced 53 
. е 

Motorized Shuttle Train SPECIAL 
Push buttons and watch train carry cargo " 199 

of heads and logs up steep incline. Unload them | 
without 
batteries. and travel around to pick them up. Sold only at Sears 

The hardest-working little shuttle train we've seen. Listen to it whistle as it chugs along the 
4 feet of track, loading and unloading the 2 rail cars. Cars carry shipments of colorful beads, 
logs . . or add your own cargo. Set also includes turntable, elevator tower and 7 pieces of 
track . . just snap them together to build the 48x18x13%-inch high structure. Then start the 
push-button action: 3 uncoupling buttons release cars from track sidings; 2 turntable but- 
tons make table rotate or stop at the track desired. The power's in the engine . . uses 1 "C" 
battery, order pkg. below. Sturdy plastic. From Japan. Partly assembled. 
49 N 44649—8Shipping weight 4 pounds 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Lasts 6 to 10 times longer than regular batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 8410—Shipping weight 5 оцпсев................. анааан 

At the push of a button, loco: 
motive chugs into rail siding, 
couples onto one of loaded 
rail cars 

Circus Train 
carries restless 
zoo animals 

3322; 
batteries 

СУ 
Аз it chugs along you can point out the cargo by 
name..lion..tiger. . elephant . . each moving 
about in its own brightly painted car. Plastic 
22% inches long. From Hong Kong. Uses 2 "C" 
batteries, order package below. 
49 N 44348—Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz... $3.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8406—Shipping weight 12 oz... 

Mystery Train 
Smoke stack smokes, 

headlight glows, 

and whistle blows 

Just put in 2 "D" Batteries (order package 
below) and watch this puffer-belly locomo- 
tive chug away . . changes course each 
time it hits an obstacle. Entire body con- 
structed of steel. Measures 10 inches long. 
Non-toxic finish. From Japan. 
49 N 4435—Shipping weight 1 Ib. ..$2.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8405—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. ........- $149 

Pkg. $1.19 

To order the easiest way, look in your phone 
book white pages under "Sears, Roebuck and Co., 
Catalog Sales" for number to call. 

m-—————Q 

Elevator lowers and dumps 
load into 

Turntable revolves and 
stops at track selected 

Rail car auto- 
matically un 
loads into 

elevator, then 
train chugs 

g rail car down incline 

Moves up 
steep incline 

for unloading 

Quacky Duck 
She waddles to and fro, 

stops to stretch 
her neck and quack 

Delightful, adorable and a little bit wacky . . 
Quacky Duck with the "granny print” bon- 
net. With 2 "C" batteries (order package far 
left) you can make her waddle, wiggle and 
wander. She changes course when she hits an 
object. Plastic. 7 inches high. From Japan. 
49 м 44692—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. .....- $4.99 



Мапи тко: 
MORE TOYS THAN EVER 
BEFORE...FOR MORE FUN 

THAN EVER BEFORE 

Sit-on Softies 

: ^n 3722 
1 [1] mis) ( 1 and 2 ) Oh that Pooh bear; he's 

^ € а charmer. Bright locked-in button . 
eyes, pompon nose and a happy 

" grin. Made of soft acrylic plush pile 
(7 à and plumply padded. so he's extra 
(( x Я comfy. Phone orderings a quick 
v `` Rocker and easy way to buy them. 

1 Rocker. Rock back and forth 
Pooh can take it. Wood base 

е2 makes him extra sturdy. Embroi- 
dered "vest". 19 inches long, 16 

ERE inches high. 
ams Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
* à 79 N 40158C $7.99 

Ride-on. Pooh's sturdy plastic 
^ casters take two of you every- 

where. Embroidered cotton "vest" 
16 inches long, 182 inches high. 
Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

D ^ 79 М 40155C. . $7.99 

Roller f Y 

| с 51799 
^ g ^ 

Ce ee 

~q 

© 

“i 

Slumberchum ™ 
He has a soft pillow head and — 
comfy body to snuggle up in 

Grinning Winnie just seems to be saying, "Won't you cuddle up with 
me?" His friendly face has locked-in button eyes and a round felt nose. 
His coat is soft, cotton-backed acrylic pile. Quilted cotton liner and 
bottom are filled with acrylic batting. A long zipper under his chin lets 
you roll him up into a large pillow with carrying handle for easy travel- 
ing. He's 21x61 inches long . . big enough for anyone up to 47: feet tall, 
Use only indoors. Dry clean. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
49 М 4079— Shipping weight 5 pounds. у 517.99 

Adventure Tunnel for 

indoor-outdoor play 

$799 5099 

It's a super tunne! 
weather .. gi 

rugged to stand all kinds of 
at for rainy day fun in your 

ment or rec room. Comes in 72-in. or 108-in. sizes. 

Winnie-the-Pooh print vinyl cover in. diam. 
steel. Folds 

2 to 8 
eter hoops of strong tempered spi 
to an easy-to-store 2-in. thickness 
79 М 44788C — 72 inches long. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. $7.99 

79 М 44789C — 108 inches long. Shpg. wt; 8 Ibs. 9.99 

nion babe scans by citat imet hdc conn 

Ride- 

em 

Winnie e 
*Cheerful molded 
plastic body 

*Wide-set wheels 
resist tipping 

$499 

2) 

Pre-schoolers just love to take Winnie for a spin around the 
living room, rec room . . and on driveway or lawn during sunny 
weather. Colorful Pooh is realistically detailed . . even down to 
the "hunny" pot around his neck. Molded plastic wheels run on 
rugged steel axles, 19x9x15 inches high. For children ages 1 to 3. 
49 N 44791— Shipping weight 5 pounds. $4.99 

Shoo-Fly 

Winnie 
Toddler rocks 
between his 

happy friends 
2 colorful 

molded-plastic 
“Winnies” 

$981 д” 

How could a child ever be sad with | two Winnie-th Pooh 
Shoo-fly pals sitting by his side? Molded seat, footrest help 
keep him comfortable. . seat belt keeps him in place. Cross 
handlebar even has squeaker. 22¥sx18x18 inches high. Ages 6 
months to 2 years. 
79 N 44769L — Shipping weight 10 pounds. 59.81 



A collection of soft, 
huggable animals just 
waiting for your love 

1 in. high 

17, in. high 

Butter Bear 
à lovable, huggable Teddy Bear 

in 3 sizes . . 13, 171/2 or 21 in. high 

NELLE TN 

This adorable sitting bear can be a great pal. He'll 
share all your fun times or just sit and listen when 
you've got troubles. Butter Bear always understands. 

High-quality acrylic plush. locked-in plastic eyes, 
nose and a big felt smile. He wears а blue and white 
striped cotton vest and a bright satin ribbon bow. Your 
choice of 3 sizes. Buy the easy way —order 05 phone. 

49 C 40112— 13 in. high. Shpg. wt. Z]bs. Ё 294.99 
79 С 40113C— 17У, in. high. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 € 40114C — 21 in. high. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibe. 

an [Без] 222 
Citaioó pase scane yr Gates nwiselocivlial codi 

. 799 
9.99 

( Y and 2) These popular Warner Brothers car- 
toon characters are made of soft acrylic plush. 
Each wears a ribbon with his name on it 

Sylvester the pouncing pussycat 
49 С 40093—15 in. Shpg. wt. 110. 6 oz. 

79 C 40092C — 23 in. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 

2 Tweety the colorful canary. 

49 С 40095—15 in. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz 
79 € 40094C — 23 in, Shpy. wt. 3Ibs. 

Smokey 
the Bear 
The fores: 
ranger 

to be you 

$499 

Smokey is made of snuggly acrylic plush 

and soft blue denim 15 inches tall. He 

has a bright yellow hat with his name on 
it, locked-in forest ranger shield and a 

belt with buckle. 

49 С 40179 — Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 5oz $4.99 

friend wants 

exire qe her kts cria TD GERE! A AN AT eem 

Angoro Cat. Long. smooth acrylic "fur" makes 
this kitty feel like real, With grooming comb, 

49 С 40078 — 26 in. Jong. Shpg, wt. 1 1b, 120z... $7.99 

Lassie, a children’s favorite, comes with life 
like long-pile acrylic plush coat, 

79 С 40099C — 24 in. long. Shpy, wt, dbs... ». $7.99 

Nosey Dog. A playful pup made of soft acrylic 
plush. Big felt eyes and smile. 

79 C 40445C — 17 inches high. Shpg. wt. 4168... 94.99 

Traditional 
Teddy Bear 

ZALLJE /— 
Save | SE9 | “Was 9 22% "5з B 

A soft, acrylic plush bear, fully jointed 
so you can move his arms and legs. With 

plastic eyes, felt features and a 
bright bow around his neck. 16 in. tall 
From Austria and West Germany 

49 C 40906H — Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz $5.99 



1 of lovable huggables.. 

Three “Frumpies” 
all sitting in a row 

7inch 
Bean Bag 
Frumpy" 

$349 

е $494 Frumpy 

(1 thru 3) They're funny-looking dogs 
with big, floppy ears. Made of soft brown 
and yellow acrylic pile. Locked-in plastic 
eyes. Felt features, Buy it the easy way— 
order by phone. 

20-inch. For ages 4 years and up. 
49 N 40149—Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. $7.94 

16-inch. For ages 2 years and up. 

(4б $794 49 N 40148—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. .....$4.94 

Ftumpy" 7-inch. For ages 2 years and up. 
49 N 40146—Shpg. wt. 12 0z.... $349 

11-inch Dressed d Fashionable Friends $347 «с ree : 
Buy 2. .Save 13% 

v ‘Any 2 $ 
ог тоге 

(4 thru 6 ) Cotton felt animals with 
pert cotton print dresses and bon 
nets. For ages 4 years and up. 

(4) 49 N 40552— Dressed Bear 
(5) 49 N 40554— Dressed Cat 
(6) 49 N 40553— Dressed Mouse 

11-nch Shpg. wt. each 5 oz. ....Each $3.47 

Оой Any 2 or more, each ......*2.99 
Mouse 

CER с, $499 Talking Plushables 
(7 and 8) They're eager to talk to 
you. Just pull their talking rings to “2 wu? «please piou 

» “рос? with me hear them speak. Cuddly acrylic pile. Fred Flintstone. Nylon tricot body. Soft brushed nylon 
| 4 7 Bugs Виппу®. This funny char- tricot "cave clothes”. 15 inches tall. Ages 6 months and up. 

/ acter munches on an orange plas- 49 N 40558—Shipping weight 10 ounces . $494 : E i й 
ee hehe Rourke Пу тауда () Woody Woodpecker. Bright colored, soft nylon tricot. 

hd основа [Ur axes Felt features. 15 inches tall. Ages 6 months-up. 
V. 2to 5 years, $ 49 N 40556—Shipping weight 12 ounces . 5 2. $4.94 

49 N 40147—Wt. I lb. 10 0z......$9.66 Y J á " 'ogi Bear. Acrylic pile. Felt features, collar, tie, and hat. 
[8] ©1971 Warner Bros. Seven Arts. Inc. 11 Stands 15 inches tall. For ages 6 months and up. 

8 Golden Bear. Says 8 different 49 N 40557—Shipping weight 12 ounces $4.94 

phrases. Locked-in plastic eyes. =н : x arva: E - y the Bear. Acrylic pile and blue denim, Plastic 
eg ose and Sm ned ER 12 E. Locked-in badge, belt with buckle. 15 in. tall. 
meno aroun BOLK oc x 49 N 40179—Ages 6 months-up. Wt. 14 oz. E $4.94 p ed for children ages 2 to 5 years. 
49 N 4001 1—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. $4.99 

сай Babe scane by ийан акан cont 



Our finest child's Electric Sewing Machine 
sews a “lock-stitch” just like Mom's 
* LOCK-STITCH seams won't unravel or pull out 

* LOCK-STITCH seams are stronger than chain-stitch seams 

52599 = 
The LOCK-STITCH is formed 

by the looping together of 

2 thread: one or 

of the material b 

Top thread shown in black 

wn око ШЕ? 

Bottom thread shown in white 

d ——- : 
tension dial 

Easy-wind 
bobbin ^ 

AA J 
AC Adapter 

sold separately 

$495 

Presser foot design 
helps prevent fingers 
from getting caught 

Our best child's sewing machine helps children, ages 8 and older, to learn the 
) basic sewing skills. Plastic base, carrying case and polystyrene arm and bed hous- 

ing. Use hand crank to operate manually, 4 “Р” batteries (not included), or on 
household current with the aid of adapter plug (not incl.) sold below. Also, foot 
control pedal, 3 needles, needle threader, bobbin, spool of thread, instructions. 
Built-in table clamp holds machine in place. 10/4x434x734 in. ue France. 
49 C 1210—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces A 
Safety Plug Adapter for lock-stitch sewing machine only. ‘UL listed to con- 
vert 110-120-volt, 60-cycle household current to safer 3-volt current. 8 watts. 
49 C 12101—Shipping weight 9 ounces ........ TERE 

d NOTE: Safety plug adapters on this page not recommended for. children under 8. 

Seam 
guidelines 

" 1 В ri 7 
Zig-Zag Sewing Machine $1 999 "оге ре 
] Was $21.99 in 1975 Christmas Book. Sews straight or zig- 

zag chain stitch. Remote control foot pedal plus 2 needles and 
threader, Runs on household current (adapter sold below), by 
hand, or on 2 "D" batteries (not incl.). Plastic with die-cast metal 
head. Plastic carrying case. Instructions incl. Japan. 
49 C 1216—12x8x10 in. high. Ages 8 and up. Wt. 5 Ibs. 8 oz. .$ 19.99 

Straight Stitch Machine $1487 "sois" 
2 Sews simple straight chain stitch. Adjustable tension control. 

Remote control foot pedal, 2 needles, threader. Runs on house- 
hold current (adapter sold below), by hand, or on 2 "D" batteries 
(not incl.). Plastic with die-cast metal head. Instructions. Japan. 
49C1239-1114x5%4x6% in. high. Ages б, up. Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. $14.87 

3 Safety Plug Adapter. For use with electric zig- 
zag and straight stitch sewing machines (1 and 2) 

sold above. UL listed to convert 110-120-volt, 60-cy- 
Cle AC to safer 3-volt current. 5 watts. 
Shipping ees 8 ounces. 

49 С 1215. 1.94.95 

NOTE FOR BOTH 

PAGES С Hand-operated Sewing Machine $4,97 
pages not recom- " E 

for chil Just the machine for a beginning seamstress. Hand wheel can 
eder years vy 4 be turned in either direction for chain stitching. All plastic. 
due to the small Tension control. 2 needles, threader. Instructions. 714x314x544 in. 
parts involved. 49 C 1237—Ages 6 and up. Shipping weight 1 lb. 9 oz. ....... $497 

Cusiod page scans by cabinas maseleciwicul conr 



50E Avenger Pursuit 

Craft... 

Snap-together parts let 
you quickly assemble 

4 DIFFERENT CRAFT 
for adventure seeking on 
land, sea and in the air 

Convertible Avenger Craft 
ү vehicles. Assemble ай 

snap-together pieces. 

y 

Hasbro. $ 148° „з. ^^ 
lets С.1. Joe pursue adventure in 4 different 

ie, seaplane, speed boat or land car using 13 
‘uselage (body) and two jet engines form basic 

By Air... V.T.O.L. 
(Vertical Take-Off and 
Landing) jet Plane 

By Sea and Air 
take off and land 
on water with 
jet Seaplane 

design for all 4 craft. Build airplane by adding wings, rudders and 
wheels. lane converts to seaplane by replacing wheels with floating 
pontoons. Both planes may position wings at vertical angle to perform 
daring landings and take-offs. Create speed boat, by adding pontoons 
and rudders to basic design. Load and store Joe's gear (not included) on 
lanes or boat with working winch and detachable cargo area with 
tch cover. Form super-fast land car by adding wheels to basic design. 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 13 pieces. Assembled craft measure approxi- 
mately 16x23x5 inches high with wings and cargo unit. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 59302C—Shipping weight 4 pounds $14.89 

4 By Land 
race with 
lightning-bolt 
speed with Г) By Sea 
jet Land Car speed over 

ee wake and waves with 
jet Speed Boat E Г) 

—e 
E NUES s 49) PAE WWI = AO A EDEN 

тырса Seas by ийан дай bank 

O.J. Figure with 
Super Pro Kit alone $897 | $544 irs 

- 
O.J. Simpson with Super Pro Kit 
Work out with weights, on the track or on the field. 

WHAT YOU GET: Fully-jointed plastic O.J. figure, 92 
in. tall. Hands are formed to hold weights and oars. 
Football uniform, shoulder pads, spikes, wrist bands, 
helmet, football, running suit, tank top and shorts, 
гш shoes, 2 pairs of socks, weight set with stands, 
uM les, row boat, 2 oars, tennis racket and tennis 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 59779—Shipping weight 11 oz. Kit $8.97 
O.J. Simpson alone. Uniform includes shoulder pads, 
spikes, socks, wristbands, helmet and football. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 59777— Shipping weight 8 ounces $5.44 
NOTE: Items on this page not recommended for children 

under 3 years, due to small parts. 

Muhammad Ali 

You help the World's Heavy- 
weight Boxing Champ defend his 
title by working mechanism that 
really throws punches. 
HOW IT WORKS: Attach hand ac- 
tivator (not shown) to Ali's waist. 
Pump lever and the Champ's a 
arms raise to guard position and * 
throw punches. Rotate activator 
and Ali dips and dodges blows. 
WHAT YOU GET: 10-inch fully- \ 
jointed molded plastic figure. à 
Arms and legs are double molded 
so joints are not . Remov- 
able plastic boxing gloves; boots, 
robe, trunks. Hand activator. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 11 years. See 
Note at left. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 5 ounces. j 
49 N 59169 -...$6.97 



Я Já On these 2 pages, items with old-fashioned charm . 

$2.33 
buy Vanity and 

Bench (1) with Vanity Set (2) 

"ma 81799 

(1) Holly Hobbie® Early American style Vanity Table and Bench. 
CONSTRUCTION: All wood. Blue and white finish with Holly Hobbie 
n } \ 
21%4x12%4x1954 in. high. Bench’ Liberals in high FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. ORDER INFO: RU ens eee, icl Accesses MIP cn Dic pose: ues INFORMATION: TT VR Instructions and hardware included. 79 C91202C—Shipping weight 11 pounds . E 

" озуына К = 4 LoneraUc tion Wood and hardboard. Lid has humpback styling, safety -inch plastic comb, nylon bristled brush. 9-inch plastic and glass hand mirror. gee Bios Lift-out dowel with doll FOR AGES 8 to 12 years. s eer eden Holy Hobbie designs. изо cire take 49 C 13254 Shipping weight 8 ог................................ Set 03.33 FOR AGES: J to E ocu MEME 
Vanity, Bench (1) with Vanity Set (2). ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions included. Accessories not incl. 49 C 13252—Shipping weight 9 lbs. В от. ........................... $17.99 — 79 C 1326C—Shipping weight 13 рошпаз......................... $16.99 

Cuddly Holly Hobbie* Low $237 einen thru 7) Amy, Holly Hobbie and Carrie Rag Dolls " 
до! and her friends [6] by 2; йан зе ic mag -— lay with; fun to display. 

Ату" and Carrie" BODY. DETAILING: Each has huggable cloth body of fine quali- 
ty cotton. Yarn hair. Wholesome-looking silk-screened faces. 

them in many different positions. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: All three in old-fashioned print cot- 
ton dresses, rufíled pinafores, bonnets, pantaloons. 
SIZES. FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 

Dol's FOR Catal Shi cn Sr ee 

79 C 34205C | 4165. 

Holly Hobbie®. AmyT™, Сагтетм € American Greetings Corporation 

Cutslod pane scans by chrisimas-masetechwicl com 



Durable DOLL-SIZE FURNITURE with a “grown-up” look 

Bunk easily 
converts to 
twin beds 

Mellow maple finish 
accents 

these Colonial-style 
Bunk Bed, Cradle and 

High Chair 
For dolls up to 24 inches tall 

WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Sturdy 
maple-finished hardwood and 
pressed wood. Delicately turned cor- 
ner and back posts. All include vinyl- 
covered mattress boards and pillows 
with charming colonial print. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDER INFO: For dolls up to 
tall. (1) partly assembled. (2) 

and (3) unassembled. Instructions 
are included. Doll is not included. 

1) High Chair 
ncludes lift-up tray and footrest. 

Measures 2824 inches high overall. 
Shipping weight 7 pou 

79 N 33607C ... $10.99 

(2) Bunk Bed 
Comes with hardwood ladder. Con- 
verts to twin beds. 25!2x13'ax10!3 
inches high . . . 21 inches high when 
bunked. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 
79 N 33609C JI ART. 

(3) Cradle. Measures 26х14'2х18 
in. high. Wt. 7 Ibs. 
79 м 33699C EK ..$11.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 

You can order items 
on pages 437 thru 
606 from now until 
AUGUST 31, 1979 

Sunny yellow 
Contemporary-style Crib 

and High Chair with 
whimsical playful mice 
For dolls up to 24 in. tall 

WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Du- 
rable hardwood and hardboard 
with yellow and white асг; 
ish and adorable screened design. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFOR- 

ATION: For dolls up to 24 
inches tall. (4) assembled. (5) 
unassembled, instructions includ- 
ed. Doll is not included. 

(4) High Chair 
Seat back has cute design of two 
play ful mice. Turned front legs. 

cludes lift-up tray. Measures 26 
inches high overall. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
79 м 33606C $7.99 

(5) Drop-side Crib 
End panel has design of three 
pi 1 mice. Plastic teething rim 
on side rails, plastic play discs on 
end panel. Casters for easy porta- 
bility. Mattress board and bump- 
er pad covered with printed v 
Measures 2534x16x20!5 inches 
high overall. 
Shipping weight 8 Eee 

79 N33605C 1.9! 



Clear plastic shapes interlock so you can 
make hundreds of different passageways 

for balls to travel through 

Crystal 
Roller Coaster 

$448 
50-piece Set 

Build your own geometric roller coaster with these crystal clear cubes. They snap 

together easily to form hundreds of designs. When your structure is complete, place 
a marble into one cube and watch it travel down and around, over and through the 
tunnel. Cubes rotate to send marble in different directions. Set includes 30 cubes (1% 
inches square), 10 spacers, 8 straight shoots, plus two marbles. All see-through plas- 
tic parts in pink, yellow, and clear color. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 44288—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 oz. . .. Set $4.48 

Even a two year old can operate 
6 cars at once on Mini-Sport 

Here's a two-lane super-action road race for the very young. Both lanes have remote 
control units to let tots vary the speeds of the cars . . run up to 6 cars at a time. One 

child can operate both lanes. One-piece molded plastic figure-eight layout complete 
with overpass, 18%x10%x2 inches high. 6 cars, 1% inches long. Cars stay on track 
even if you tilt it. Operates on 4 "D" batteries, order package below. 
49 N 44197—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces 
49 N 8405—Package of 6 "D" Batteries. Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz. . 

466 Sears Ait" 

Casin Бане scans by deisintatmiseledimical com 

Take them apart, rebuild them . . both 
have wind-up engines that make 'em gol 

Play with them as they come (fully assembled) or have 
fun disassembling the giant-sized, color-coded parts. 
Two-sided see-through cases, wind-up motors, gear 
mechanism (moving parts enclosed). Hi-impact plastic, 
9% in. long. Color-coded instructions, wrench key incl 

Locomotive. Wind it up, Bulldozer. Molded rubber 
release brake, and pis. 
tons move bell clangs 
as it chugs away. Wrench 

key tightens nuts and 
bolts, winds motor. 

tractor treads climb over 
obstacles. Scoop raises 
and lowers. Wrench key 
tightens nuts and bolts, 
winds motor. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49м 4411 $387  49N4412 $3.87 

Talking Chatter-Buggies follow you 
on a string . . sound almost real 

( 1 and 2) Molded plastic Chatter-Buggies roll merrily 
along, chattering appropriately as they go. Pull them 
by nylon string . . same string activates their sound. 

1 Dumpety Dumpy. Pull-along dump truck has face 
decal on hood, eyes on fender. Makes construction 

sounds when pulled. Driver sits inside. 14x9x6 in. 
49 N 44631 — ШИ (Shpg. wt. 11b. 802) ....$4.87 

Clangy-Clanger. Red fire engine with yellow lad- 
ders makes siren sounds when pulled. Decal face, 

big wheels. Silly-faced driver inside. 14x9x6 in. high. 
49 N 44632 — Ш (Shpg, wt. 11b. 8 oz.) ....$4.87 



Jr. Artist Kit 
Paint bright 
Pooh scenes 

SOLD ONLY 
$399 AT SEARS 

Kids love to create their own 
pictures . . and this set makes 
it easy. Set has 5 non-toxic 
paints in spill-resistant wells, 
artist's palette, paint brush, 
mixing cup, l4-page Pooh 

ш Paint Book and 12x24-inch 
plastic apron. Ages 4 to 9. 
49 N 16518— Wt 11b......53.99 

Winnie-the-Pooh Colorforms & 
Characters stick to scene like magic . . no glue 

All your favorite Pooh characters — Christopher Robin, Piglet. 
Kanga and Roo, Tigger, Eeyore, Rabbit and Owl. Press onto 
special "Pooh" background scene . . or stick them anywhere 

no scissors, no paste, no mess. Just lift up to move. Vinyl 
and cardboard. Measures 12/sx8x1 inch high. Ages 3 to 8. 
49 N 16532 — Shipping weight 8 ounces. 51.29 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Grab-BagGame $199 
Terrific game for 2 to 4 kids . . no reading ability needed. 
Just draw colored discs from grab bag — advance to same-color 
space on board instead of counting. Plastic Christopher Robin, 
Piglet, Rabbit and Pooh playing pieces. Ages 4 to 8. 
49 N 65726 — Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. . . 51.99 

а аа 
Wim а Ва we 

Play Stone MoldingSet $496 
Build your own Winnie wonder village just the 
way you want it . . and it's sold only at Sears 

Mold Pooh characters, trees and buildings with Play Stone . . 
self-hardens overnight . . won't crack, either. Then paint it— 
5 jars paint incl. Two 10-02. cans of Play Stone, molds, non- 
toxic paint, brush, 13x18-inch vinyl mat, rolling pin, trimmer, 
8-page Pooh paint booklet. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 16531—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. Set $4.96 

Two 10 oz. cans Play Stone, 4 jars paint. 
49 N 16678— Shipping weight 2 рошпёв.................------ 1.95 

Catal trace scans Бу сапак masalechwdcal comm 

There 
are more 

Winnie 
the Pooh 
Items on 
pages 

464, 465 

Chatter Box Record Player 
Plays 8 "Pooh" stories as you read along 

from the story folder. Now with extra records available 

$ 499 RS 
Just slip any of the four 2-sided records into this bright "talking" machine 
and play 8 different stories about Pooh and his friends. Each 33-second 
story is a special adventure whose words you can follow in the 7x24-in. 
fold-out book. 4Vx3x2-in. vinyl case has strap for carrying and a pouch 
to hold all 4 records. Uses 1 "D^ battery, order package below. Ages 2 to 7. 
49 N 44547 — Shipping weight 1 pound. 1 А ROUEN o 

Extra Record Albums for above. Story folder and three 2-sided records 
(“All About My Alphabet" has six 2-sided records and no story folder), 
49 М 44831 — АШ About My Manners album. Shipping weight 1202. ..... 
49 N 44832 — АШ About My Feelings album. Shipping weight 1202... 
49 N 44833 AIL About My Body album. Shipping weight 12 о 
49 N 44834 — All About My Alphabet (6 records only). Shpg. wt, 4 oz. - 

"D" Batteries, Package of 6. 
49 N 8405 — Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces, 

Push a button and your favorite “Winnie-the-Pooh” 
character pops out of the tree to say "Hello" 

Winnie goes “clack” with his honey pot. Tigger "clicks" and 
Owl “tweets” from top of the tree. Piglet, Kanga and Roo 
throw open their shutters to the sounds of "squeeks" and 
“squawks” .. they're ready to play. 7x5x9 inches high. 
Plastic. From Hong Kong. Ages 2 to 6. ът" 

xw [Sears 49 N 44765— Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ошткев..............$499 „л 467 



frog. Would you like 
to make friends with a 

frog? Here's a lovable 20 in 
high friend. He's acrylic 
plush with felt features and 
a ribbon around his neck. 
Buy the easy way—order 
by phone. 

Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 
79 C 40446C $7.99 

Our Lowest Price Ever 

for any Talking Plush Animal 

SAALLIE /—— 

| опу 4/188: 
Bear 
і 

(7 thro 9) A trio of chattering friends 
just pull their talking rings to hear them 
speak. All of cuddly acrylic plush 

f} Golden Bear. Adorable talking bear is 
11 in. high. With pom-pom nose and big 

felt smile. He says 9 different things 
34.88 49 C 40011— Shpg. wi. 10 oz 

Bugs Bunny©. This lovable prankster 
munches on an orange plastic carrot 

as he quips 10 silly phrases. He's 24 inches 

high with happy, painted vinyl face. 
49 C 40147 — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 

1971 Warner Bros. Seven Arts, Ir 
$7.99 

Q Woody Woodpecker. This crazy bird says 
9 different phrases. He has an acrylic 

pile plume, felt features. 15 in. high. 
49 C 4001— Shpg. wt. 12 oz $6.49 

Casio pase scane by cai иан codi 

<= 

( 2 thru 4 ) Big, floppy friends of snuggly acrylic 
pile, Felt features and great big smiles. 

9 Great Ali ‘Gator. 30-in. long cuddly reptile. 
79 C 40345C — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $7.99 

Tobby, Sr. An adorable 22-inch long turtle. 
79 C 40347C — Shpy. wt. 2 Ibs. $7.99 

Floppy Leroy Lion, 24-in. long king of beasts. 

79 C 40346C — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, $9.49 
> со 

E Raccoon. A mischievous, masked tree 
climber of soft acrylic plush. Felt fea- 

tures, cotton pom-pom nose. 14 in. high. 
49 С 40103— Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 10 oz 54.99 

Zippy the Chimp. A playful pal with 
acrylic plush arms and head, vinyl face. 

hands. shoes. Cotton body. Left arm has 
squeaker, squeeze for "Chrrp". 15 in. high 
49 C 40165— Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz. 56.99 



The pig (18) 
and the 
turtle (19) t 

are super-sturdy "^ 
"inflatables" with 

plush bodies. . 
just blow 

them up and 
ИМ they're ready 

for rugged play 

13 Frog. Acrylic pile. Felt fea- 15 Rockie Raccoon. rylic pile. Felt fea- ( 18 and 19 ) Inflatables. Light- 20 Zippy Chimp. Wears overalls, 
a 

tures. Ribbon around neck. tures. Loc -in plastic eyes, whisker: weight; deflate for easy storage and shirt and felt hat. Black shaggy 
17 inches tall. Ages 4 yrs, and Pompon nos inches tall. Ages 4 y 3 travel. Wa y ver acrylic pile. Vinyl ears, hands, 
up. Buy it the easy way—order 49N 40562—Shipping weight 1 Ib. durable 2-pl: i - shoes and hand-painted vinyl face. 
by phone. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, es. А, 17 in. tall. Ages 4 yrs.-up. 
79 N 40446C $799 16 Sammie Skunk. Acrylic pile. Locked-in ions . 49 н 40538—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz.....$8.99 

plastic eyes and whisi Ribbon around 18 

14 Freddy Fox. Acrylic pile. neck. 15 inches tall. Ages 4 yrs.-up. 22x10x15 inches high. 91 Tippy Chimp. Wears lacy cot- 
Felt features. Pompon 49 N 40563—Shipping weight 1 Ib. ... $699 цом 4057—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. .....$9.67 ton dress. Rayon satin hair rib- 

nose. Locked-in plastic eyes. bon. Acrylic pile. Vinyl ears, hands, 
Sewn-in whiskers. 15 inche: L 17 Jacob, Sr. Turtle. Acrylic pile. Felt fea- 19 Turtle, Pink and gold. Mea shoes and hand-painted vinyl face. 
Ages 4 yrs and up. Wt. 1 lb. tures. 22 inches long. Ages 4 yrs. and up, sures 28x20x14 inches high. 16 in. tall. Ages 4 yrs. and up. 
49 N 40564 $699  79N40347C—Shipping weight 3 lbs. .....$8.99 — 49N40571—Wt.11b.802....911.99 — 49N 40539—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. ....98.99 

e REMEMBER! You can order items on pages 425 to 593 from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 tett [Sears] 463 

Pig. Purple and white. 



Sew, knit or make your own jewelry the “Magic” way 

Sew Magic* 
Sewing 
Machine 

$1 188 
batteries 

not included 

A totally different way to sew. No needles, no thread . . 
uses a special liquid formula to join fabric pieces 

Sew Magic® Sewing Machine. Just mark pattern on cloth, pop in Miracle Stitch® liquid 
sewing formula cartridge and sew. Finished items can be washed and dried. Plastic machine, 
9х5х51% in. high. Includes 8 patterns for 111%-іп. dolls, fabric, dress mannequin, marking pen- 
cil, yarn, white glue, rubber bands, instructions, and 1 cartridge. Uses 2 “D” batteries (not 
included, order package on page 462). Recommended for children ages 5 to 10. 
49 C 12056—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces ................... ae 

49 C 12049—Miracle Stitch® Cartridge Refill. Shipping weight 6 ounces . . . 

connected to special links. . clip them 

together to create your very own jewelry 

Jewel Magic™ 
p^ Just turn the handle and out pop beads 

Knit Magic* Dolly's World 
This hand-crank knitting machine is so easy 

to use. . make dolls, clothes and more 

510% 
Have oodles of fun knitting things for yourself and your 

- О Just turn the crank and the knitting machine automat- 
ically produces a "tube" to make 11!4-in. doll fashions. Ad- 
justs to knit a 4-in. panel for larger items. Set comes com- 
plete with plastic 1114-in. high knitting machine with 6 pack- 
ets of yarn, plastic needle, four eyes, patterns and felt— 

Make accessories over and over without needles, thread, Jewel Magic™ Add-ons. Use everything needed to make "rag" doll, kitten and more. In- 

glue. Incl. 660 plastic beads, 180 links, 120 clips to make — with machine at left. Make 5 plas- struction booklet included. Recommended for ages 6 to 12. 

an Indian design choker, bracelet, necklace, belt. 6 — tic cameo projects. 660 beads, 120 ippi: i 
plaques, assembly tool, instr. 11!4x5x834 in. high. clips, 180 links, 5 plaques, instr. 
49 C 12055—Ages 5 and up. Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. ..89.99 49 C 12057—Wt. 9 oz. ......93.44 

Beginner Sewing Kit. $499 Patchcraft $347 Sequin Sewons $397 
All a beginner needs to learn while making a wall Make your own patches to put on your favor- Just sew sequins and beads included in kit to pre- 
hanging. 54x3V4x5V4-in. red basket includes felt, ite jeans and things. It's great fun to embroider Ls БОС Тасе poer Aena Массы 
burlap and other pieces, needle, thimble, com- when you use any of the 20 pre-printed cotton needles, patterns and instructions. 
mon pins, scissors, button, thread, white plastic fabric patches included in this kit. Complete 49 C 12026—Ages 9 and up. Wt. 14 oz. . .$397 
ring, pattern, instructions. For ages 6 to 12. with needle, yarns, threader, instructions. 
49 C 12025—Shipping weight 10 ounces ....84.99 49 C 12027— Ages 9 and up. Wt. 12 oz... $347 њо [Sears] 467 

Catalo page scans by earbumas-narsetechrücal pon 



(sold at гї 
for action. Plan dangerous stra- 
tegies, then use Joe and his 

і А team to carry through. 
WHAT YOU GET: 1134-іп. tall 
plese figure. Fully-jointed 

(11) 
HOW IT WORKS: Place air-powered “bomb” under center of bridge, pump detona- 
tor forcing air to pop up bomb and POW . 
WHAT YOU GET: 10-piece bridge set, measures 25x8¥4x12% inches high, assem- 
bled. Air-bomb activator. Batman figure, 31% inches high, i 

G.I. Joe Adventurers 
by Hasbro® 

(1) Eagle Eye Land 
Commander 

ad move right to left by shift- 
ing lever at base of neck. Kung- 
Fu grip lets Joe grasp objects. 
WHAT YOU GET: 1134-in. tall 
fully-jointed plastic figure. Uni. 
form, trunks, rifle, boots, and 
lifelike fibrous beard and hair. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years, See 
Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 59321—Wt. 8 02..$4.87 

(2) Talking Commander 

Joe leads a battalion through 
dangerous missions. Pull dog 
ut base of neck and he gives 
8 different commands. 
WHAT YOU GET: Fully-jointed 
різ lastic figure, 1134 in. tall. Life- 

е fibrous hair, beard. Boots, 
dog tag, uniform and rifle. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. See 
Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 59318—Wt. 1102.96.87 

(3) Bullet Man 
Crash through obstacles with 
"steel" arms, helmet. dmm 
by threading flight line thr 
loops on irm tie ends at 
agonal angle and he's off. 
WHAT YOU GET: 11% in рак 
tic fully-jointed figure. Helmet, 
uniform, boots. 14-ft. string. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. See 
Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N59324—Wt 9 0z..$4.87 

(4) Intruder Warrior 
Joe's arch enemy. This alien be- 
ing wages war on the universe 
using its massive, crusher arms 
to destroy an: in its path. 
To activate Intruder's arms 
press button between shoulders. 
WHAT YOU GET: 9-inch tall 
jointed plastic figure with ar- 
mor-like uniform. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. See 
Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 59323—Wt. 1002.$3.87 

(5) Land Adventurer 

Supply this G.I. Joe with gear 
ht) and he's ready 

th Kung-Fu grip hands that 
erable oe to clutch and grasp 
things. Lifelike fibrous 
hair and full beard. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. See 
Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 59329—Wt. 8 oz. .$3.87 

Comic Action Heroes Exploding Bridge 

and stand. Batmobile, 8x4x3'2 inches high. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 11 years. See Note below. 

. bridge blows into 10 pieces. 

is articulated and can sit 

есир 

Adventure Vehicles for 
8 to 11°/,-in. tall action figures 

(6) Giant Copter 
"Fly" to 

CONSTRUCTION: 
le, 36 in. long. 3 м] 

FOR AGES: 3 to 11 Ses Sec Nein, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 59189C—Shipping weight 4 pounds . $9.44 

CONSTRUCTION. Plastic body with steel axles, 
black lug tires. 1 Dro ta. eb: Эни tuo m 
1134-in. (not included). 

FOR AGES: 3 to 11 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 59755—Shipping weight 3 pounds ..$4.97 
(8) Secret of the Mummy's Tomb 
Can Joe undo the mummy's curse? Search for the 

umm. 

on vehicle. Find the pirap and the curse 
WHAT YOU GET: All-terrain ves ath ann 
winch, 14x914x5V4 in. Sieh rum and coffin, 

it helmet, jewels and adventure comic book. 
Plastic. Seats one 8 to 11%-inch figure (not incl.). 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 59325C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. . . 
pee Sea м Submarine 

rr e BEA ‚ you actually submerge 
oe remote control air pump. 
HOW IT WORKS: To submerge, attach air line to 

It of EUIS уе DM ine out of sub. To air р 

viewer. 
WHAT YOU GET: шу аршы sub, 
19x5Vax11 in. wit t gripper tongs, 

a a жыр ш et 
tude, rear stabilizers, clear hinged canopy connect- 
ing tower; camera, squid, floati M ceenes ава олесин: 
viewer for you, 
Plastic. Seats one 8 to 11 ew eder 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 59294C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. . 

(10) Big Trapper 
Put the Intruc 

CONSTRUCTION: High-impact styrene vehicle 
measures 27x11!4x12 in. high. 
nently at but ha: 

. one half operates of 
Removable capture op with rubber bars. 
Realistic interior. Holds three 8 to 1134-in. figures 
(not included). 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING ]NCORMATION: Partially assembled, 
instructions inch 
79 М 59298C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. ...$13.94 

(12) 

force air to pop up bomb an 

table, 8 chairs. Plastic. 

$1297 2° 2 (8j 

without figures. 

х. 

$1297 
without figure. 

Comic Action Heroes Fortress of Solitude 
HOW IT WORKS: Place air. a POW. . “bomb” under door, Ip detonator and 

. fortress blows sky К 
WHAT YOU GET: Conference room with fortress wall 25x5V4x7 inches high, as- 
sembled. Air-bomb activator. Articulated 3!4-inch high Superman figure. Console 

FOR AGES: 3 to 11 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, instructions included. ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, instructions included. 
49 N 59888—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ошпсез........................ $9.77 79 N 59887C—Shipping weight 4 pounds ...... 

NOTE: Items on this page not recommended for children under 3 years. due to small parts. 

Тайыр pads scans by deisimaxnmiseledmical com 



most featuring HOLLY HOBBIE” 

e] Country Kitchen. andi overhead shel for stoning pos 
pretend еар overhead shelf st pots 

and pans, fixed center Buel in а storage cabinet with decora! ted sliding doors. 

CONSTR.: Wood and hardwood. Plastic sink and pump. 27x12'x36 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to B years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instructions included. Accessories not incl. 
79 C 1079C—Shipping weight 20 pounds... . 

(9) Соок ‘п Serve Accessories. 
SET INCLUDES: 4 plates 4 cups, 4 spoons, 3 
utensil set, aluminun with 
saucepan and 1 rd m 
FOR AGES: 3 years and uj 
49C 10154- Shipping weight 12 ounces 

gradi 
cover, 2 saucepans with covers, 1 

іс and aluminum. 

luated mixing bowls, 5-рі 

Set $4.44 

Old-fashioned toy Watch 
- quaint little girl's feet 
tick off the seconds 

$299 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Adjusta- 
ble vinyl band with case. 
Old-fashioned girl on watch 
face, her ing feet tick off the 
seconds. Wi: mechanism 
cannot be overwound. Hong 
Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Wt. 2 oz, 
49C 13214...........92.99 

Holly Hobbie® Radio 
gets AM stations, 
is battery operated 

Enjoy AM radio listening with your 
friend Holly Hobbie. 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid state chassis. 
Colorful hi-impact plastic case. 6x3x8 
in. high. Volume control. Powerful 
speaker. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Requires one 9-v. bat- 
tery (not included, order е be- 
low). Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. AR 
49C66669........... $8.88 

Carbon-zinc 9-volt Batteries. 
ORDER INFO: Package of 2. 
49 C 46993—Wt. 4 oz. .Pkg. $1.19 

Holly Hobbie® 
Miniatures 

Reduced from our 1976 Christmas Book. 

CONSTRUCTION: Bronze-color die- 
cast steel. Movable parts. Approxi- 
mately 3 in. tall. From Hong 
SET INCLUDES: Phonograph, coffee 
mill, sewing machine, telephone. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 13152—Wt. 13 oz. .Set $9.49 

5888 
without batteries 

Musical Jewelry Box 

Wind up key . . . open lid and girl 
revolves while music plays. 
CONSTR.: Wood case, patterned vi- 
nyl cover. Rayon satin lining. Con- 
cealed music box, locked-in music 
key. Revolving girl, mirror of plas- 
tic. Sax4! 4x35, in. deep. 
FOR AGES: 3 and up. 
ORDER INFO: From Taiwan. 
49 C 1316—Wt. 1002......93.97 
Heather American Greetings Corp. 

Holly Hobbie® 
Umbrella 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Clear 
vinyl panels. Vinyl-tipped 

Holly Hobbie® Doll Kit 
Drape fabric, cover it with print fabric. 
Shape around doll form. Paint face. 
KIT INCLUDES: Shape 'N Drape™ fabric, 
dress and bonnet fabrics, Styrofoam® 
doll forms, yarn, non-toxic paints, gesso, 
paint brush and illustrated instructions. 
FOR AGES: 12 and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Makes 10-in. doll. 
49 C 2075—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. ...Kit $5.97 

Catoia page scans by ceisimas maseteciwicid com 

Traveling Vanity Case 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic carrying case 
with Holly Hobbie decal, removable van- 
ity with lights, comb, brush, four curlers. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 "D" batter- 
ies, not included; order package below. 
49 C 13148—Wt 4lbs... .$12.97 

"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46996—Wt 11 oz.. Pkg. 1.69 

Tote ‘п Doll Bag 
CONSTRUCTION: Tote 'N Doll Bag 
made of cotton patchwork print with ad- 
justable shoulder strap. Open top. Out- 
Side pocket carries removable ыл Hol- 
ly Hobbie® rag doll. 105x3'x8% inches. 
FOR AGES: 3 and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
ipping weight 7 ounces. 

49C 13814 ..... 5622660293107 

metal ribs. Curved plastic 
handle. 
DIMENSIONS: 22% inches 
long, 20-in. diam. when 
open. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 10 oz. 
49C 13142 .......82.77 
Holly Hobbie® 
©Атепсап Greetings Corp. 
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Charming Love Birds motif on 
Contemporary-style Crib, 
Cradle and High Chair 

For dolls up to 20 inches tall 

WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Solid wood rails and 
supports. Hardboard panels. All finished in white 
with screened design. Laminated vinyl-covered 
simulated mattresses on beds. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: For dolls up to 20 in. tall. 
Unassem. Instructions incl. Doll not included. 

(6) Cradle. End panels have love birds design. 
Measures 20* x17! 4x15 in. high overall. 
79 М 33603C—Shipping weight 6 lbs. .. . $8.95 

(7) Drop-side Crib. Screened design on end 
panels. Measures 2075x15x16%% in. high overall. 
79 N 33601C—Shipping weight 7 lbs. ...$8.95 

(8) Н Chair. Lift-up tray and footrest. De- 
sign on back panel. 2474 inches high overall. 
49 N 33598—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz. ..$8.95 

Nostalgic Colonial-style Bunk Beds, 
Cradle and High Chair 
with pretty pink finish 

For dolls up to 15 inches tall 

WHAT THEY'RE MA OF: Hardwood and 
pressed wood with pink acrylic finish. Turned 
corner and back posts, front legs on high chair. 
Printed vinyl covers on simulated mattresses. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
SIZES AND ORDER INFO: For dolls up to 15 in. 
tall. (9) and (10) unassembled. Instructions in- 
cluded. (11) assembied. Doll not included. 

(9) Bunk Bed. Hardwood ladder. Twin beds 
17Vax10x8! іп. high or 17 in. high bunked. 
49 N 33694— Shipping weight 5 lbs. ....$9.99 
(10) Cradle. 17!2x10^ 2x10; in. high. 
49 N 33693— Shipping weight 4 lbs. ....$5.99 
(11), High Chair Lift-up tray. 1746 in. high. 
49 N 33692—Shipping weight 2 lbs. ....$4.99 

со page scans by cise иан Gon 

Wish|Book 
alve 

Swyngomatic® Cradle and Swing 
are automatic. . . just wind ‘ет up, 
your doll will swing for over 10 min. 

WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Welded tubular steel frame 
and legs, baked enamel finish, protective leg caps. Cradle 
bed and swing seat of sturdy plastic with vinyl pads. 
Playpen has vinyl-covered mattress and nylon net sides. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: For dolls up to 18 in. tall. Doll not 
incl. Fold for storage. Partly assembled. instructions incl. 

tem LxWxH, inches | CatalogNo | Wt | Price 
(12) Cradle 8',x26x20 — 9N33546C|5 1=|89.97 
(13) Playpen alone223,x123,x17 |79N33614C)6 16| 997 

Price for Playpen (13) when you buy it with Swing (14).7.97 
(14) Swing |25'2x 1642x26'g79N3358 1C Ibs 9.97 

Keep your doll 
warm and 
Cozy 5 

(15) Cuddly Knit 
Set for doll's 
bed, cradle 

or crib 

$499 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Cuddly pink acrylic knit blanket 
and matching pillow. Use with any bed, crib or cradle 
sold on these 2 pages. 
SET INCLUDES: Coverlet, fringed, 21x18 in. wide. Pillow 
case is 7x9!; in. wide. Polyurethane foam pillow. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 33585—Shipping weight 1 pound .....Set $4.99 
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Ring-A-Ding Telephone 
Rings when you dial. Realisti- 
cally-designed phone has spring- 
action dial Plastic and cnl 
About 734 in. long. Coiled cord. 

Shipping weight 9 ounces. 
49 N 50149......... eve 97c 

Umbrella, Bag 
16-inch long umbrella 
attaches to bag. Pink, 
orange and black flow- 
ered vinyl; wood. 
Hong Kong. Wt. 7 oz. 
49 N 50135. . . „Set 97c 

for 

Rempel® Toys . . funny 
rubber squeeze animals 

Lovable little animals squeek when you hug them. 
About 6 in. long. Shpg. wt. each 11 oz. 
49 N 50152—Beige-colored Cow . . 
49 N 50153—Pink and white Lamb . 
49 N 50151—Beige-colored Pony..... 

Tootsietoy 
Ferris Wheel 

Ferris wheel spins mer- 
rily as car moves. pops 
Trailer and wheel de- tall; 
tach, 734 in. long. 
Metal. Wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 50127........97c 49 М 50097. 

зоо рабе scans by dieisihiainiseledimical com 

Cheery Tea Set 
Brightly-colored plas- 
tic cups, saucers, uten- 
sils, teapot . . 

4. From 
Kong. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 50134. . ..Set 97c 

Puncho 
Rolls with punches; 
knock him over, 

back up. 26 in. 
inflatable vinyl. 

Bottom weighted with 
sand. Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 

Baby Doll 
This cuddly cutie wears a perky 
play outfit. She’s 6 inches tall and 
as shiny rooted hair. Soft vinyl 

body. Jointed arms and legs, From 
Spain. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 М 50073.....:.......... ..97с 

зегуісе 
Hong 

Car, 

Car Service Set 
crane, racer, men, 

working grease’ rack 
and more. 3 to 4-inch 

Jewelry Set 
Includes necklace, co- 
logne, ring, earrings, 
bracelet and soap. Plas- 
tic cologne bottle. 

Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
49 М 50138..... Set 97c 

Toss Game 
Just squeeze handle of 
catcher and ball shoots 
out. 2 plastic balls and 

..97c vehicles. Plastic. Hong catchers. From Hong 
97¢ Kong. Wt. 5 oz. Kong. Wt. 5 oz. 
97c 49N50111....Set 97c 49 N 50143 .97c 

he 

color 

97c 49 М 50142 

Big Beat Guitar 
It really plays. Sturdy 
plastic guitar has 4 
nylon strings. 1934 in. 
long. White and gold- 

From Hong 
Kong. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

2.976 

Wiz-z-zer 
By Mattel. Just run 
the starting wheel 
along a hard suríace, 
set it upright and 
watch it spin and whirl. 
Plastic. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 50091........97c 

Play Rings 
Multi-colored plastic 
rings stack 1014 in. high. 
Base rocks to and fro. 
From Hong Kong. 

Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
49 N 50147..........97с 

Snap-on Beads 
Washable, squeezable 
plastic beads, brightly- 
colored to delight baby. 
From Hong Kong. 

Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
49 N 50166 97c 

Musical Top 
Hums as it spins. Plunger 
action. Bright multi-color 
metal top is 8 in. high. 
From W. Germany. 

Shipping wt. 7 oz. 
49 М 50146....... -97c 

Stunt Flying Plane 
634-in. plastic plane. U 
“р” battery (not incl.) 
pkg. below. Hong Kong. 
49 N 50115—Wt. 5 oz... 

“D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. 

Rag Doll 
What a wonderful friend 
to have. Doll is 1144 in. 
tall; has a snuggly cloth 
body. From Japan 

Shipping weight 3 oz. 
49 М 50133...........97с 

Play Milk Bottle 
Make the hammer 
squeak, put pegs inside 
the 9-inch high milk bot- 
tle. . what fun for baby. 
Plastic, Wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 50161..........97с 

Dump Truck 
1134-in.long plastic truck 
hauls and dumps. Blue 
and grey. Deep-tread 
tires. From W. Germany. 

Shipping wt. 15 oz. 
49 N 50116.. 97с 

Rocket Launch 
ses 1 — Spring-action pad, 

Shipping wt. 1 1b. 8 oz. 
49 N 8405. 36,72 

order 5-inch high rocket. 
Plastic. From W. 

97c Germany. Wt. 5oz 
49 N 50117... ..97c 

$1.49 E 
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Sears 
GOLDEN 

Your baby has a lot to learn 

A Step-by-Step Play and Learn Program 
and he needs your help. He's counting on you to provide appropriate tools of learning for each 

stage of his development. That's why a research team, led by Dr. Esther P. Edwards, created this step-by-step play things 
program. Each set of toys was designed to encourage some particular skill, to help your child reach his full potential 

Your baby is beginning to see 
things—but it's tough to focus 

One of the best ways to help him 
develop eye control is with moving. 

changing objects he'll enjoy focusing on 

{1 thru 3 ) Set includes; (1) Crib 
Mobile with sun, moon and stars 
for eye-catching variation in form 
and color. Plastic; ceiling hook. (2) 
Butterfly Crib Plaque . . a plastic 
frame with 8 “picture” cards to 
slide in and out. Cards show differ- 
ent colors and patterns to keep 
baby fascinated. (3) Book for moth- 
er. Wt. set 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 44551—(1 thru 3) .Set $4.99 

Happiness is picking 
_ Something up—all by himself 2b. 

_ Give him easyto-handletoys — 
|... With interesting-feeling B5 
shapes and textures to encourage . 

touching and grasping. 1 
- improve strength and dexterity >н 

(4 thru 6 ) Set includes: (4) A Coordinator 
shaped and colored parts to pull on and jingle. 

cleaning or Straps 

468 
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Do you know why Peek-A-Boo 
is your baby's favorite game? 

It's one of his first attempts at problem solving— 
learning that something can be hidden from view 
and still be there. No wonder peek-a-boo toys 

HE can manipulate are so entertaining 

(7 thru 10 ) Set includes: (7) Toddle Roller to sit on, hit, roll. . or 
peek through the clear “windows” to see the bright sound-making 
objects inside. Sturdy inflatable 17x12 in. diam. roller also encour- 
ages crawling and walking. (8) Tumble Tube is partly clear and 
partly opaque . . as baby turns tube, the bright balls seem to 
vanish, then reappear. Balls move faster or slower as baby learns 
control. (9) See Me rattle has a funny clown face that swivels 
away to show a mirror and baby’s reflection. (10) Lollispoon 
teether-rattle has a chewable inner core—tilt it one way and ball 
slides part-way out, tilt it the other way and ball “disappears” as 
spoon slides out other end. All four toys are sturdy plastic. 
49 N 44553—(7 thru 10) Shipping wt. set 1 Ib. 15 oz. . . .Set $7.99 

Buy all toys on this page 

and Save $2 

pose, 51897 
520.97 

Toys (1 thru 10). Shipping 
weight 5 Ibs. 4 
49N44814 . Set $18.97 



СПО» GEORGE 
ievous monkey 

23 nin $799 ILI iain non $388 
Curious George, that delightful little chimp in H. A. Rey's series of children's books, is a squeezable stuffed toy. His 
"fur" is brown and beige soft acrylic pile plush. He has felt eyes, eyebrows, nose and mouth. Ribbon around his neck 
In 3 sizes. (Book not included, order separately below.) 
23 inches high. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz 18 inches high. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 oz 14 inches high. Shpg. wt. 14 oz 
49 C 40486. $7.99 49 C 40485 $5.69 49 C 40484 $3.88 

Book. "Curious George Learns the Alphabet". 75 pages with full-color illustrations. Hardbound. 
3 C 1413—7'4x9", inches. Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 54.33 

“All Aboard” the 

Cuddly companions or great room de c 
Lion. He's big (36 in. long and 15 
in. high), but he's really harmless. 

Ride-em Choo-Choo 

$7799 Нор on and ride th 
rails" from the east 

coast to the west ^. 

и З Made of soft rayon plush with big 
£ "жө, уча ыр ed felt features and plastic eyes. Sent 

{ gin сылы to you by motor carrier or express. 
jus 3 79 C 40447N — Wt, 12 Ibs 519.99 

{ even a felt "cow 

kg a anc (2оп43) Teddy Bears made of 
5 fluffy acrylic plush with felt features 

and plastic eyes 
9 28 inches high. 

79 C 40023C — Wt. 4 Ibs. $9.99 

3, 36 inches high. 
79 С 40024C — Wt. 5 Ibs. $14.99 

base has 4 large 
plastic casters. 
Train is 16 inches 
long. 17 inches high 
Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 
79 C 40012C $7.99 

36-in. long 

Сөй page scans by deisiniaxnuiselediwical oon 

9'/5-inch walking 

Panda Bear 

Wind him up and 
watch him go 

$399 

A cute, little visitor from 
the Orient. This 9v; 
inch long Р: bear is 
made of metal with a soft 
plush covering. 

Just wind him up, he'll 
come waddling toward 
you. From Japan 

So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz 
49 C 41024 $3.99 

36-in. high $1 499 
Teddy Bear 14 



12 inches long 

Musical Chime Doll. Hold onto elastic 
on top of doll and bounce it up and 

down to hear chimes. Blue acrylic pile. Vinyl 

Citai раб Scans by ceisthiasmiasetedwical com 

(1 thru 6) Just wind key and 

9-inch 
Hippo 

come alive, playing а happy tune. All 
сыын S кн be re evel ed E yrs, 

T Humpty Dumpty. Cotton body, 
acrylic pile face, legs and feet. 

Felt features. Elastic loop on top. 
49 N 40465—Shpg. wt, 12 oz, ..$4,47 

Horse. Acrylic pile. Yarn and 
felt features. Locked-in plastic 

eyes, Bobs head as he plays. 
49 м 4010—Wt. 1 lb. 802. .....$849 

Donkey. Acrylic pile, Locked-in 
3 plastic eyes. Felt features. 
49 № 40524—Shpg. wt. 12 ог... 

mE 

4 Teddy Bear. Acrylic pile, felt. 
Locked-in plastic eyes. 

49 н 40522—Shpg. wt. 1002. ..... $4.47 

5 oe lowest price ever for a musi- 
plush toy. Hippo. Acrylic pile 

with felt features, 
49 N 4052—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. .....*2.88 
6 Animated Mouse. Acrylic pile, felt. 

Locked-in plastic eyes. Rayon satin 
ear lining. 
49N 40525—Shpg. wt. 10 02. ..... $5.99 

18-inch tall 
Pooh 

Ride-on 

$966 

ө) 

E оо» TE 

Scoot along with Winnie-the- 
Pooh. He's made of gold and 
red acrylic pile. Felt features. 
Big yellow ribbon around his 
neck. Plastic casters with 
wood base. For ages 6 months 
to 3 years. Wt. 3 lbs. 
79 М 40526C . $9.66 

Was $6.99. Three colorful 5. 
inch cubes with Winnie-the- 
Pooh scenes. Cotton percale 
filled with polyurethane foam. 
Chime inside. Hong Kong. 
Ages 6 mo. to 3 yrs. 
49 № 4011—WL. 1 Ib, .Set $4.88 

12-inch 
Scrappy 



Dinnerware Sets for the young homemaker 

lronstone-pattern Dinnerware 
Traditional elegance for entertaining friends 

799 
Deluxe 63-pc. plastic service has 6 of each: 4*4-in. plates, 
cups, saucers, goblets, forks, knives, spoons and nap- 
kins. Plus napkin holder, centerpiece dish with flowers, 
creamer, covered sugar bowl and teapot, salt and pepper 

shakers, serving tray, 2 plastic candles and candlehold- 
ers. Recommended for children ages 3 thru 10. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. 
49 C 10063 Set $5.99 

Bicentennial Tea Set 
A patriotic way to serve eyed 

Have a tea party to celebrate as red, white and blue 
soldiers march in salute. 53-pc. set has 6 of each: 414- 
in, plates, cups, saucers, goblets, forks, knives, 
spoons, butter dishes. Also a covered teapot, cream- 
er, sugar bowl. Plastic. For ages 3 thru 10. 
49 C 10024—Shipping weight 2 pounds..... Set $3.99 

468 [Sears] 5. 
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Winnie-the-Pooh Tea Set 
Have your pals meet Winnie's 

$499 

Plan a little tea party with Winnie and his 
friends with this sturdy 45-pc. plastic tea 
set. Includes 6 each of the following: 
mugs, 4!4-in. plates, goblets, knives, 
forks and spoons, as well as napkins. 
Also, a covered teapot and decorated 
tray. Recommended for ages 3 to 8. 
49 C 10062—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

Sunburst Breakfast Set 
Puts "sunshine" on your table 

ne ds set 
1 42-рс. plastic set. 4 of each: 37-in. 

plates, cups, saucers, forks, 
spoons, knives, egg cups. 6-pc. utensil 
set with rack. Also, “electric” fry pan, 
covered coffee pot, toaster, creamer, 
sugar. For children ages 3 to 10. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 

49C 10061 .. -Set $3.99 

Spring Floral Tea Set 
A flowery way to entertain 

27 
9 Put розіез on your table with this 

30-pc. plastic set. It has 4 of each: 
4¥,-in. plates, cups, saucers, goblets, 
forks, spoons, knives. Teapot comes 
with matching cover. Ages 3 to 10. To 
order the easiest way, look in your 
phone book white pages under 
“Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog 
Sales" for number to call. 

Shipping weight 14 ounces. 
49C 10064 ................ Set $2.99 

Set $4.99 

CORNING WARE* plastic replica Set 
Looks like Mom's favorite dinnerware 

$499 

Have a CORNING WARE? 54-piece set of high-impact 
plastic. Set has 4 each: 4%-in. dinner plates, butter 
plates, cups, saucers, forks, knives, spoons and goblets. 
Also included are 2 covered serving pans with attachable 
handle, 2 covered serving dishes with handle plus serv- 
ing cradle. Covered coffee pot and trivet, covered sugar 
bowl, creamer, 5 cooking utensils. Ages 3 thru 10. 
49 С 10023—Shipping weight 2 pounds ........Set $4.99 
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p 
THE | 
SIX MILLION 
DOLEAR-MAN 

You can be 
Oscar Goldman and 
give real commands 

up to 10 ft. away with 
Porta-Communicator 

when you buy figure (3) 
or (4) with item (2) 

1251259: 

Give the command and 
they'll swing into action . . . 
(Professional Agents & Crime Killers) 



Supermarket Foods 
shown in refrigerator 
are soid on page 464 

KOMBI KITCHEN is really three appliances in one 
. a complete unit made of hardboard and wood 

. pre-drilled holes ease assembly 

ipe dome sin be ant ekg tare Famer rede б ; - 
inside, 2 shelves. Play knobs on sink turn. Faucet is make-believe SET INCLUDES: Polished alu- . no water mess. Storage shelf below si EAM n € терт АЙЧ Vows 

combination. Coun! 
minum pans with simulated hood above. Oven door opens to reveal oven-broiler bottoms. 2 

top has “Butcher-block” section. Wall panel has pretend clock and füllcol- id dutch oven with A 
or backyard scene. coffeepot with cover, 2 fry 
CONSTRUCTION: “Hardboard and wood. Surface painted with non-toxic, раза mixing boni and s рие: 
easy-to-clean paint. 45x1214x31*4 inches high overall. tic utensils. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. E FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, instructions included. Accesso- ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 1 az. 
ries not included, order separately at right. 40 10271 ; 
79 С 1168L—Shipping weight 38 pounds ^ ..$29.99 

E T 
Vacuum Cleaner with 
real suction power 

$6' without 
battenes 

Flip the on-off switch for vacu- 
um action and sound. 
CONSTR.: Plastic base, hood 
and wheels. 4-pc. attachment 
set incl. 2-ft. hose, wand, crevice 
tool, floor brush. Storage inside 
canister top. 12 in. high. Japan. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 
"D" batteries; order pkg. below. 
49C 1330—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. $6.99 

“D” Batteries. P: of 2. 
49C46996-Wt. na Re $1.69 

{ 

| У 9-ріесе 
j Housekeeping Set 

еч feos for spring clean- 

SÉT INCL Plastic “vacu- 

pep e SOROS DORN mop, JEA = ч 
all 24 in. high. Counter se асаан Ironing - 
rush, dustpan, dust-cloth, INCL.: Folding board decorated 

apron, sponge, duster. with L'il BoPeep scenes, foam «рыгы silicon 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. er перне оа pal 
ORDERING INFO: FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49C13235...... Set $3.98 79 C 13261C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. ... -.Set$5.94 
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(1 thru 7) 

Pamper your dolly with a ride in her own stroller 
or carriage. Let her nap and sing her a sweet lull- 
aby. You'll be the envy of the neighborhood 
when you stroll in style with one of these smart- 
looking strollers or carriages. Choose from our 

lors and prints. 
Carriages: (1) and 
dy, plated tubulz 

All have washable vinyl body and plastic wheels. 
(4 and 7) plated tubular steel frame and handles, 
(5 and 6) tubular steel frame and handles. 
ORDERING INFO N: (1 thru 7) unassem- 
bled. Instructions included. Dolls not included. 

Take dolly for a stroll in these Strollers and Carriages. . 

Mattress and 
Pillow Set 

NCL: 11х in 
mattress, 5x9-in. pillow. 
Both urethane foam 
filled plastic. For beds, 
cribs and carriages. 

AGES: 3 to 10 yrs. 
R INFO: Wt. 8 oz. 

49 N 33702 $1.99 

Blue Bonnet print 

Strollers 
(4) Stroller with 

plaid print 

| 
[20% x 1324 x| Adj. b ог sleeper. | 

3to7| 30% Tote bag. 

3 Ibs. 
(5) Stroller with 3 о c ote | 

ABC print | 49733007 
(6) Stroller with Bonnie | 

Blue Bonnet print 
(7) Umbrella Stroller, 2 1 umbrella style folds | 

Cat 'n Mouse print. I so you can carry it along. 

. and look at Sears wide selection 

202. 

$1299 



Mod Floral Tea Set . . service for 4 

Bright orange, yellow and lime mushroom floral de- 
sign. Break-resistant plastic. Includes 4 each . . plates, 
saucers, cups, knives, forks, spoons. Teapot, cover. 
49 N 10222—Shipping weight 8 oz... .....Set $1.99 

26-piece Coffee Set 

Service for 4 for little party givers. 
Includes coffee pot, tray. Red plas- 
tic and rust-proof aluminum. 
49 N 10082—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.. $1.99 

f, 
Miniature a ^ 
Wee John x 

It's Party Time This lovable bloodhound has big 
; droopy ears, a furrowed brow AG 

with BABY FUN from Mattel and large soulful eyes. He mea- Miniature 
POE pev oll blows БЫШ balkoni, ОЕ sures 6 inches tall. Orange and Wee 
favor, horn . . just squeeze her. 8 in. tall. Rooted 
curly platinum hair. Her brightly flowered A- 
line dress is water-resistant. 
49 N 37063—Shipping weight 11 oz.. ...... $1.99 

white body of velveteen and felt. 
Long red tongue. Why not pick 
up the phone and order it? 

Shipping weight 8 ounces, 
49 N 40482..............51.99 49 N 40481—Wt. 8 oz. 

George 

Meet a trusty St. Bernard. Vel- 
veteen, acrylic pile. 6 in. long. 

Doctor and Nurse Sets 

Plastic medical bag with 35 pieces, 
even candy cures. Wt. each 1 1b. 
49 М 44296— Nurse Set. ....$1.99 
49 N 44297— Doctor Set . 1.99 

Bead Craft Kit 

Loom, beads, thread, needles, 
instructions, designs included, 
49 N 20438—Wt. 12 02....$1.99 

Values 
Dawn poses y Fisher-Price яй Eo E like a Peek-a-Boo ^ d veg » — real model D 4 2-56 L rudi ($ i ..сотеѕ with 

К extra outfit 

She walks with you. Twists and 
turns. Blonde, rooted hair. 634- 
in. tall vinyl body. Blue/white 
dress and blue/silver party dress, 
49 М 37064—Wt. 1 1b.....$1.99 

Wampum Purse Kit 

Pliable suede split leather. All 
materials needed are included. 
49 N 20672—Wt. 5 0z.....$1.99 

Eldon Match Plane Kits 

9 colorful 1/72-scale model kits. 
Decals, instructions. Plastic. 
49 М 50107—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 0z..$1.99 

Squeeze bulb, lid pops open, figure 
jumps up and disappears again. 
49 М 44355—Wt. 11 0z......$1.99 

[7 
Ring-a-ding a. 

A ies d Cash nd, 
usic Box Register : 
Ge-tar zen EON e" si 

Crank-operated. , 
"Tough plastic case, Paint Wheels 

Roll on words, patterns with 6 
different paint wheels. 
49 М 16043—Wt. 12 oz...... $1.99 

H20 Single-stage Rocket 

Turn rocket skyward, pump hand 
pump several times, rocket soars. 
49 N 50087—Wt. 8 oz.......$1.99 

nylon strings. 
About 13 in. long. 
Wt. 11 oz. 
49 N 44289. ..$1.99 

Bell rings, drawer opens. Orange 
and gold plastic. Play coins incl 
49 М 16189-Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $1.99 

Donald 
Duck 

Puncho 

He rolls with the 
punches. Knock 
him over, he pops 
back up. 36 in. tall. 
Inflatable vinyl. 
Bottom weighted 
with sand. Wt. 3 
lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 29325. .$1.99 

Fun Factory Jr. 

Put Play-Doh compound into Fun 
Factory . . mold delightful figures а swan. Includes sifter, shovel, 
with interchangeable dies. Plastic. rake and bucket. Plastic. From 
Three 2 oz. cans of Play-Doh. Japan. 
49 N 17382—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 о2.. $1.99 49 N 49011—Wt. 15 oz... .$1.99 

4-piece Sand Set 

Put playthings together to form. 
Reusable sand to make all kinds 
of forms . . just mix with water. 
Non-toxic. Includes Silly Circle. 
49 N 16258—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $1.99 

© Walt Disney Productions 

йшй рабе scans by deitas йе сай Conk 



С 
for your baby's first three years 

All ages suggested throughout this section are simply guidelines use your own judgement in selecting toys appropriate to 

your child's age, readiness and level of learning. Generally, the fun and play value of the toys extends many months beyond 

the ages indicated. The program is flexible—you can start at any time, with the groups of toys that your child is ready for 

STARTING AT 9 MONTHS 
Hy cet 

A cuddly dial phone to encourage interest - 
in imitating sounds; and a smiling 

load-and-unload toy to improve dexterity - 

cheery stacking toy or a 
set of nesting cups. The 6 
color-coded balls can be 
dropped into canister 
through the fi 
cup, or through the hole — 

In feeding himself inside of "hat". Offers un- 
or handling a toy limited ways to explore 

his intentions space. Plastic; 8x6 in. Wt. | 
set 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

are better 49N44555-(13, 14) $8.99 
than his aim 

At this stage. 
your baby needs toys 

that help develop 
his coordination 
toys he can open, 
move around, fill 
and empty out 

To help your baby learn relationships, 
this puppy leads a double life 

He's a character in a storybook and a real-life ( 11 and 12) Set includes: (11) the Smart Cart . . a treasure 
of devices to fascinate and challenge baby. It's a pull toy 
that makes noises, and a standing toy with knobs, buttons, a 
sliding door, "secret" drawer, mirror, “hidden” funny face, 
squeaker and a chime tumble wheel. Plastic cart is 8%, 
inches long. (12) “Му Do-It Pocket Book" comes with 10 
full-color cardboard pictures to insert . . or fill the pages 
with your own pictures, flowers or whatever the baby likes 
to look at. Each of the 6 clear plastic easy-to-turn pages is a 
pocket that holds his favorite things—what a great way to 
encourage a little one to explore, open, close and turn the 
pages. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
49 N 44554—(11 and 12) Shpg. wt. set 3 Ibs. ..... Set $6.99 

Саша раве scans by chrisinias manseleciwical соп 

stacking and sorting toy. He'll help your toddler 
learn the relation between picture and object 

(15 and 16 ) Set includes: (15) a 41-inch long wipe- 
Clean plastic book, "Superhound's Busy 
troduce your tot to the puppy. Then give toddler (16) 
ratte ony Pull Toy (modeled after the story- 



see es ..he comes to you from Pooh Corner 
bg with 5 whole pages of Toys 

J 2 for all his little friends 

1 

р Folding Tabl | 
sud Chair Set $1998 

Winnie-the-Pooh 

Furniture 

Musical Jewelry Box. Balleri virls as "Winnie-the-Pooh" Ride 'em 
theme plays. Wood case. simulated leather cover decorated [6] Winnie $499 ў 

in Pooh story scenes. rayon satin lining. Drawer. mirror on lid 
49 С 13349 — 10 5 inches high. Shipping weight 2 pounds. $5.79 

9 Blocks. Set of 3 colorful 5-inch cubes with Winnie-the-Pooh 
© scenes. Made of cotton percale stuffed with polyurethane RIDING 
foam. One block has chime inside. Ages 6 mos. to 3 yrs 
49 С 4011— From Hong Kong. Shipping weight set 12 ounc Set 56.99 TOYS 

Q 42-piece Tea Set. Sturdy plastic service for 6 features pictures f 
of Winnie. Includes: 6 each mugs. plates, goblets, knives. or 

forks. spoons, Covered teapot, covered sugar bowl, creamer, tray 
49 C 1001— A, es 1 to 4. Shipping weight set 1 Ib. 8 oz Set $4.99 Toddlers 

3-piece Folding Table and Choir Set, Colorful Pooh-print 
adorns 30-in. round table. Top is vinyl laminated to particle 

board. chrome-plated steel legs . . 21 in. high. Two folding chairs 
have "wet-look" vinyl upholstery on seats, backs, chrome-plated 
steel frames ht. 13 inches. Sent motor carrier or express 
79 C 90252N — Ages 3 to 8. Shipping weight set 31 pounds. Set $19.98 
79 C 90253C —Extra Chair. Shipping weight 6 pounds. Each 6.98 

Fj Toy Chest. Matches table and chair set above. Molded plastic 
frame with recessed handles .. covered in washable Pooh- 

patterned vinyl. Padded top. Storage area x 16x15 in. high. 
79 C 90227C — Ages 3 to 8. Shipping weight 13 pounds. $14,98 

Э Ride ‘em Winnie. Preschooler will love to take Winnie for a 
spin. His molded plastic body is carefully detailed . . he even 

has a "hunny" pot round his neck. He scoots along on molded plas 
tic wheels, rugged steel axles . . wide-set wheels resist tipping 
Ages 1 to 3 
49 C 44791 — 19x9x15 inches high. Shipping weight 5 pounds. $4.99 

7 Shoo-Fly Winnie. Toddler can rock all day between two 3-D 
plastic Winnie-the-Pooh pals, Molded seat. footrest for com. 

fort. With seat belt. Squeaker on handlebar. Ag 
79 C 44769C — 222x18x18 inches high. Shipping weight 10 pounds. $9.99 

6 mos. to 2 vrs. 

8 Scooter Winnie. Free-wheeling molded plastic Winnie is front 
of scooter, mounted on swivel base so you use his arms to steer 

Molded wheels on heavy duty steel axles. Unassembled. Ages 
Shoo-Fly 
Winnie 

2104 
79 С 86019C — 20x10x22 inches high. Shipping weight 6 pounds, .. .. $5.49 $999 

юнае Бонна ана — 



Music Box Mobile 

Baby listens to 
"Brahm's Lullaby” 
and watches 5 farm 

figures revolve 

$994 
No batteries needed . . just 
wind up music box and the 
horse, lamb, pig, cow and 
scarecrow turn about as 
lullaby plays. Plays 8 to 10 
minutes on one wind. Metal 
support rod swings the mo- 
bile out of the way. Figures 
attached with heavy-gauge 
string; can be removed for 
stand-up play as baby 
grows. Plastic, metal. 27 in. 
high. Birth to 1 year. In- 

structions. 
79N44614C-Wt. 4 lbs. . 89.94 



The Pizza Hute $097 мш 
* Bakes with just the heat of one 60-watt 

light bulb. . hands never touch oven chamber 

Modeled after Pizza Hut International, with enough mixes to 
make 6 tomato pizzas. Add your own cheese or extras. 

Easy-Bake Oven with mixes, utensils $ | Q77 аш 
* Bakes with just the heat * Includes 3 pans, 2 cake 

from two 60-watt light bulbs mixes and 1 frosting mix 

Just choose a mix, add water and place in pan tray. Slide tray into oven with handy 

пихи 
120-v., 60-с. А! 

Pizza Mix Refills. Dough and sauce for 12 pizzas. 
49 C 11203—Shipping weight 9 ounces 

Catalog page scan: 

in, plastic and metal oven. UL listed for 110- 
Not recommended for children under 8. 

79 С 11202C—Shipping weight 3 pounds .. 

pan-pusher, then wait until it's done to push it out other side. 14%x6¥ox11 in. high 
polypropylene unit has baking and cooling chambers. 2-shelf storage, make-believe oven 
doors and burners. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 120 watts. Instructions in- 
cluded. Not recommended for ages under 8 years old. Uses any mixes from sets sold 
below. Like everything else in Sears books, it’s so easy to order by telephone. 

Betty Crocker® 
Mix Sets and 
Bake Utensils 

19-piece Set 

$399 
f Incl. 15 assorted cake, 

frosting, brownie mixes 
(not 17, as shown). Pans, 
bowl, spoon. Ages 6 and up. 
Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
49C11061........ Set $3.99 

25-piece Set 

$599 
2 Includes 18 assorted 

cake, frosting and cookie 
mixes. Also a bake pan, 
spoon, bow! and four cookie 
cutters. For ages 6 and up. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 
49C11066........ Set 95.99 

51-piece Set 

$999 
Includes 32 assorted 
mixes. Plus 2 mixing 

bowls, 2 cake pans, 2 cup- 
cake tins, cookbook, 4 cook- 
ie cutters, more. Recom- 
mended for ages 6 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 
49C 11067 ........ Set $9.99 

79 C 11062C—Shipping weight 5 pounds .... ce $10.77 

All-aluminum Cookware Sets 
(4 and 5 ) Both sets have 1 biscuit, 1 Bundt®, 1 muffin pan, 2 cookie 
Sheets, 1 tubular cake pan, 3 measuring spoons, spatula, spoon, 1 
mixing bowl. Instruction-recipe booklet with (5). Ages 3 to 10. 

4 26-pc. Set. 2 pie pans with 
а cover, 5 cake pans, 1 loaf 

pan, 4 measuring cups, 1 scoop 
for your cooking fun. 
49 C 1022—Wt. 1 lb. . . .Set $2.99 

30-pc. Set. 2 pie, 2 cake, 2 
loaf pans, cookie press with 

inserts, 6 cookie cutters. 
Shipping weight 1 pound. 

49C 10221 



ITEMS ( 1 thru 4 ) SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
(1) Bionic Video Center. 

WHAT YOU GET: Bionic Video Center, 11х6х12 inches. слав chair for 
bionic figure. Plastic. Film, "Adventures of Steve А 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 0: Requires 3 "D" batteries, not order be- low, Figure not included, Extr fins avaiable grins 

B Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces . 
49 N 59585-"Steve Austin in Pursuit" Reel. Wed oz. 
49 N 59586-"Bionic Rescue” Reel. Shipping wt. 
49 N 59587-"Steve Austin Tackles Denga Reel We 
49 N 46995-"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6, Wt. 1 

(2) Sr 
Give instructions to either bionic figure up to 10 feet ама; 10-ft. 

А-А үе pice бым, cord into your hand-held unit, transmit. re 

YOU high hand-held uni. back-pack WHAT YOU GET: 2¥4x6%4-in. hij unit, unit, 
helmet for figure with simulated microphone. Plastic. 10-ft. cable. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires one 9-volt battery, not incl., order 
E Rs үй at ind ones RE ring arene hace 
49 N 59554—Shipping weight 9 ounces 
49 N 46993—9-volt Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 4 oz. . 
Porta-Communicator (2) and Six Million Dollar Man ap 
49 N 59555—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces ...... . 15.92 
Porta-Communicator (2) and Bionic Woman (4) adr below. 

8—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 49 N 5956 Set $15.82 
(3) The Six Million Dollar Man. 

for bionic sight. Press lever on back 
ani boni emits cgit Skin roli үзүүгө 
WHAT YOU GET: Fully-jointed plastic figure 13 inches tall. Dressed in 
uniform, with EE D weight (not shown). 
FOR AGES; 5 years and up. See Note below, right. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 59572—Shipping 

(4) The Bionic Woman. = 
Тыз head con ИА do stat and bees sar nia bionic ears. Hinged 
panels reveal ма г components. back on thighs to show 
removable bionic unit in бе 
WHAT YOU GET: Fully-j ж м буп figure 12% inches tall. Rooted 
blond hair. Jogging orm wi 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. See Note below, right. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 59558—Shipping weight 1 pound . 6.94 

ITEMS (5 thru 10) SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(5) P.A.C.K. Off-road Patrol. 
echo nS pco vete peu eDim ee 
WHAT YOU GET; Big Jim's truck, i 
working winch, side exha: 
motocross. Een 10 in. long has m 
upswept gins and 's head cowling. M« umber tes, oy 16 in. 8 
hooks up to truck. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. See Note below, right. 
on INFORMATION: e er assembled. 

weight 6 pounds. oe $9. 
49 М 59657— Honda Motorcycle alone. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. .... 4.94 

(6) P.A.C.K. Swamp Patrol. 
Fight poachers with "tear gas" cannon that fires projectiles. 
WHAT YOU GET: Swamp airboat, 12% in. long koe es motor, rolls 
on wheels. 4¥-in. long cannon with 6 projectiles. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially amm ide reos Figure not included. ORD not 
49 N 59655—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces ............ $5.98 

(7) S.W.A.T. Patrol Double Trouble Adventure Outfit. 
WHAT YOU GET: Uniform, helmet, side holster, gun, rifle, boots. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. See Note below, right. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Figure not included, order below. 

Six Million Dollar Man 
Transport, Repair Station 

WHAT YOU GET: Plastic 174-inch hi, 
2X microsco} p “x-ray”? nae ae 
cables, 
Sahara Me compere ee 
Sake AGES: 5 years and up. See Note below 

КТ INFORMATION: 
574—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 120z. .$8.77 

Jim's P.A.C.K. 
Case 

P.A.C.K. Carrying Case. 

Vt. e apri ei in. deep, уш) for two fig- 
and accessories 

(not included) in center nier drawer. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

49 N 597 16—Shipping weight 3 ounces $3.94 49 N 59654—Shpg. wt. 11. oz. .....63.08 

[B] вот... Zorak, Torpedo Fi face changes [9] а scientist . [0] 3 s -right Fat from tough face changes — telescopes out for to fierce rage from evil to terror "lightning" punches 

$487 $487 

(8) Big Jim. (9) Zorak the Enemy". (10) Torpedo Fist™. 
Ss his arm, press his back, in- Head rotates when arm is cranked ^ Press back and telescopic arm juts out 
tantly head rotates and expression апа back is pressed. Face changes а! enemies with powerful thrust for sur- 

from tough look to aggres- from mad scientist to terrifying evil prìse attacks. 
sive tion. WHAT YOU ы: Plastic. 9-inch figure 
NAT YOU GET: Plastic. 9-inch LN fully j for action play. Blue and 

jointed for action play. Blue ire joi red outfit. 
Jumpsuit. sinister cape. 5 FOR AGES: 5 to 10, See Note, right. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10. See Note, right. FOR AGES: 5 to 10. See Note, right. ORDERING INFORMATION: 

ORDERING INFORMATIO! 
49 N 59652—Wt. 10 ог. . 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 59651—Wt. 10 ог...... $4.87 

ТҮТҮНҮНӨН 

weight 10 ounces. 
49 N 59653 ................. $4.87 

Stretch Armstrong $094 

Grab As and pull. . . you сап 
stretch this rubber man up to four 
feet long. See how strong you and 
another are by measuring your pull 
on the Stretch-O-Graph (not 
shown), Squish him, stretch him 
out and tie him in knots, Giant 
Pretzel, Stranglehold, Sitting Bull 
shown above. 
WHAT YOU GET: Pliable latex skin. 
13-inch tall figure stretches to over 
4 feet long. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 59567-Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. $9.94 

J. J. Armes 

$594 

J.J. Armes. 

Explore adventure with famous in- 
vestigator known as the wo 
reatest living "Super Private 
ye". He's a real live individual 

with “Bio-Kinetic”™ abilities. 
WHAT YOU GET: 9!-in. tall plastic 
figure, fully articulated. Case of ex- 

„ changeable accessories. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 9. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 59788—Wt. 11b. ....$5.94 
NOTE: These items not recommended for 

children under 3. due to small parts. 

< [Sears] 469 



3-pc. Table 
and Chair Set 

$1999 
without accessories 

50-pc. Corning® 
Spice o' Life Set 

3586 
COOK 'N SERVE 
SET INCL.: Plastic 
replicas ol of CORN- 

WARE® 
“Spice of Life” de- 

each of 

4V4-in. diam., sau- 
cers, cups, butter 
plates, knives, 
spoons. 2 saucepans, 
2 skillets with cov- 
ers, 2 serving han- 
dles, serving cradle. 
Coffeepot with cov- 
er, trivet, Ou 
and 
соз 5-рс. мда 

FOR AGES: 3 years 
and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 

wt. 2 Ibs, 
49C10155 ..Set $5.88 

Соп баве scans by ийлан текис pei 

Retngerator 

$2499 

Deluxe molded plastic Appliances 
need NO TOOLS for assembly. . . 

have smooth, rounded edges 
plus all these extra features: 

o Separate freezer o Double-wall 
compartment construction on 
Water dispenser every item 

© Overhead micro- o See-through 
oven styled door window dish 

basket inside о Smooth simulated 
ceramic cooktop 

Ө Fulttront “smoked” 
plastic door 
shelf inside 

(A thru Е) CONSTRUCTION: Durable rotational 
molded plastic. Double-wall construction for added 

corners. 

Working timer 

o Exclusive 
Spice rack 

FOR AGES: 2 to 8 yrs. except (E), 3 to 9 yrs. 

(A) Table/Chair Set. Vinyl-coated hardboard 
top. . . lifts for эке изин in. high. 2 
chairs, 14% in. high. Seat in. high. 
ORDER INFO: Partly Y Eius not 
included. See “N” suffix note, p. 30: 
79 C $0276 She weight 21 Ths. Set $19.99 

(B) rator-Freezer. Doors open separate- 
ly. rei wane eer 174x14x36 in. high. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Access. not inci. 
79C 107531 Shipping weight 21 Ibs. ..$24.99 

Sooty Slates Range with Microwave Oven. 
simulated ceramic cooktop has 4 “burn- 

‚ clicking knobs. eee oven has full see- 
t "smoked" door, shelf inside. 17¥4x14x36 
in. high. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 4 
incl. If mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate, see 
79 C 1075 1L—Shipping weight 14 -%24.99 

(0) Siok онин мы: Unit. Pretend faucet. 

shelf and dish beaker Ш. зе 1744x14x22% in. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Said not 
incl. If mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate, see p. 
79с 107521 Shipping wagt Sie — 7619 99 

Doubie-oven 

$2499 
without 

accessories 

Range 

(E) Microwave Oven and Cooktop. Oven 
cooking. Dials make 

" sound. 60-second timer 
works. Movable hands on clock. Simu- 

lated ceramic cooktop has 4 "burners". Butch- 
er-block-look cutting board is attached. Spice 
rack above range has pictures of spice jars. 
17 x12 V9x1854 in. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assem. Access. п iot incl. 
49C Тото быры над: Kir 99 

ORDER INFO: See “N” suffix, 
79 C 1076N4—Shpg. wt Ot lbs. Set $77.96 

3-pc. Set Includes: Refrigerator-freezer (B), 
range (C) and sink/ (D). 
79 C 10754L3—Shpg. wt. 45 Ibs. Set $63.97 



Your favorite doll will 
feel like a princess in 

our most elegant Doll Coach 

overal 
4 inches for 

nches tal 

e Pr curtain 

о s with viny 
d plated hub caps 

tachable supply or shopping 
to hold dolly's belongings 

VHAT IT'S MADE OF: Burgundy mold 
ed plastic body and white top rail 
Folding vinyl hood with plated spread 
ers. Vinyl storm curtain, Body sus 
pended by coil springs on plated tubu: 
lar steel frame 

28! ax153 4x31 in. high. 

4 to 8 years. 
DERING INFO: Partly assembled. 

Instructions. Doll not included 
79N33015C-Shpg. wt. 9 lbs, . $24.99 

Body also serves. 
as 8 great bassinet 

and car bed 
Coach easily converts 
to stroller. . . just lift 
body out of chassis 

Folds like 

on ӨШ Your dolly can ride in maximu: 
comfort with our new 3-in-1 

Coach and Stroller Combination 
it's so versatile 

WHAT )F. Brown molded plastic body has 
folding cloth-covered hood. Stroller has cloth-covered vinyl 
body. Separate canopy with "see-thru" storm shield 
Chrome-plated tubular steel chassis with coil spring suspen 
sion. Spoke wheels with metal hub caps. Reclining back rest 
and adjustable footrest so dolly can ride in comfort 

inches high. 
о 7 yea: 

ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. Instr. incl. 
79 N 33018C—Shipping weight 10 pounds $19.97 

Samlags Bedding Set 

S: Polyurethane foam pil 
cover set in yellow print polyes- 

abric with yellow acetate satin ruffle. 
llow cotton blanket. White cotton 

ages 3 to 10 years. 
2 $3.99 

тарб pase sean by diia aoa 



Mini-swinger 

. study the 

laws of 
motion 

Mickey Mouse Bank* 
Put in a penny, get а gumball. 
914 in. high. Key. Plastic. Fascinates and intrigues. Hold any number of balls 
49 N 51163-Wt. 1 Ib, 40z..$1.99 away from others, release, same number swing 
Refill. 150 gumballs. other way. Plastic, metal. 334x414x514 in. high. 
49 N 51166—Wt. 13 0z......99c 49 N 65421—Shipping weight 1 pound..... $1.99 

Roll-A-Coin The world's wildest whirler 
Bank 

. Wiz-z-zer and Tray Set by Mattel 
Do wild Wiz-z-zer stunts on hi-impact styrene tray. 
Make Wiz-z-zer wobble, que do wild designs. Plas- 
tic Wiz-z-zer, tips for tricks and instructions. 
49 N 50092— Shipping weight 14 ounces.Set $1.99 

Pool Table 

with automatic ball return 

Velour top. Measures 13x21 inches. Includes 2 cue 
sticks, 16 balls, rack. All plastic 
49 N 6557—Shipping weight 1 lb. 1 oz. . .Set $1.99 

Money on rolls into one of 6 coin 
lear plastic. 

49 N 50088—Wt. 13 oz....$1.99 

Only 
Km. [) 

8-in. Spouting Dolphin 

Use in pool or tub. Uses 2 “АА” 
batteries, order package below. 
Japan. 
49 N 50098—Wt. 8 0z.....$1.99 
49 N 8402-6 “AA” batt. 602.99c 

2 Slinky Pals 

13-inch slinky caterpillar plus 
rope. 14-inch diameter on Slinky 

Peri we 1 Ib. 302. $1.99 

Red Football Helmet 

Headband adjusts to size 6% 
Face guard, padding. Plastic 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz 
49 N 29316............. $1.99 

Yahtze 

Exciting dice game for 2 or more 
players. Get certain combina- 
tions of dice to win. Scorecards 
included. 
49 N 65084—Wt. 13 oz.. 

Action-Pak Metal Kit 

Build it, take it apart, build it 
again. Die cast car with tru-lock 
parts. 4%-in. long. Denmark 
49 № 19134—Wt. 12 oz. .$1.99 

Spudsie the Hot Potato 

Wind him up, toss him until he 
buzzes. Whoever's holding him 
then is out. Plastic. 6%-in. long. 
49 N 65172— Wt. 1 lb. 4 02.51.99 

› Q. 

10-pc. Mini Marx Truck Set 

Die cast metal trucks plus plas- 
tic grease rack, gas pump. Aver- 
age 2!4 inches long. 
49 N 50106—Wt. 1 Ib.....$1.99 $1.99 

тшн "8" Ball 
Predict future. Ask question, flip 
ball over, answer appears. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

2 Racing Cars 

Hi-impact plastic cars with 
steel axles, clear windshields 
plus color decals. 11'4-іп. long. 
49 N 50105-Wt. 1 lb. 3 02. $1.99 

Gyroscope 

Demonstrates scientific principles, 
optical phenomena. Includes 
whirling discs, space compass. 
49 N 50086—Wt. 1 Ib.....$1.99 

Power Sub dives, surfaces 
Powered by pellets. Plastic. 12 in. 
e N 50101—Wt. 10 oz....$1.99 

pellets. 
P N 60102 —Wt. 5oz......- 89c 

Nj А 
4 № 

Grand Prix Mechanical Tractor Wind-up Jumping Dog Slide-A-Boggan 

5 cars, 3 interchangeable steel Wind up key, watch it flash Hops on all fours or in begging Lightweight polyethylene slider 
ball "engines." 4 ft. of figure-8 sparks as it climbs. Brake. 8-in sition. 8 in. long, rayon plush measures 18x42 in. long. Fast on 
track. Extra tires. Plastic. long metal. Rubber treads. body. From Japan. light or heavy snow. 
49 N 65058-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $1.99 49 N 5747-Wt. 1 Ib. 7 02.51.99 49 N 44015—W t. 9 07. $1.99 49 N 85098—Wt. 2 Ibs. ...$1.99 

*Mickey Mouse character 
Walt Disney Productions Aoste 469 

сый pads scune ty накай Ай Өй 



What can a Toddler Build with Blocks? 
Self-expression and creativity 

Help him express his ideas with bright building blocks . 
and expand his ideas with imaginative storybooks 

( 17 and 18) Set includes: (17) a child-size library of Look- 
and Learn Books and Posters. The 8 books have simple sto- 
ry lines with lots of animals, children, nursery rhymes and 
numbers. The two 14x20-inch double-sided, tear-resistant 
posters of wipe-clean plastic show 4 colorful scenes of zoo 
and city and home. They teach names of animals, parts of 
the body . . over 80 words 'n pictures in all. Then, help your 
toddler build his own scenes and “houses” with (18) the Blox 
Вох . „а set of 13 bright building blocks. They're a variety 
of sizes, shapes and colors; largest block is hollow and open 
on both ends so smaller blocks fit into it and "disappear." 
Tilt big block and smaller ones tumble out. All sturdy mold- 
ed plastic; rounded edges. 
49 М 44557—(17 and 18) Shpg. wt. set 5 lbs, .....Set $9.99 

MM 
ond Save 53 

. Separately total $24.97 

E 
Toys ( 17 thru 21 Bice Shipping 

10 pounds 6 
49N44816....... Set Set 821 .97 

Catalo раве scans by chrisinias marselechnical con 

How do you tell your toddler 

what "red" is? And how do 
you explain a circle? 

Toddlers learn by show ‘n tell. That's 
why toys and books that emphasize 
shapes and colors are so ideal now 

( 19 and 20 ) Set includes: (19) three 
Color-Look-Books, each plastic-coat- 
ed cardboard, with a red, yellow or 
blue see-thru window . . as toddler 
looks through window, everything he 
sees is tinted that color. Each book 
tells a story about one color. To learn 
more about shapes and sizes, give 
your toddler (20) the Busy Train. It 
can be stacked, nested, taken apart 
and put together in many ways. It’s a 
puzzle toy, push-pull toy, construc- 
tion toy and problem-solving toy. 
Plastic; 9'/, in. long. Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N 44558-(19 and 20) ..Set $8.99 

Your Toddler can get a lot more 
out of a bath—besides clean 

He can learn all about water. . what makes it flow and what makes it go. 
With this mult-action water toy he can pump and pull and see the results 

21 The Water Works toy makes bath time fun for 2-year-olds . . they can 
squeeze water into the bulb or pour it into the funnel—and watch what hap- 

pens. It helps show toddlers how water flows and what makes a bubble. Parts can 
be removed and rearranged for a variety of play. There's a funnel to pour water 
through and a "see-saw" to channel water into one of the containers or over the 
water wheel into the cup. 16x97/4x3'/-inch plastic case attaches to tub or wall. 
49 N 44559—(Water Works). Shipping weight 3 lbs. ...... duc dm ENS OD 



Musical Pop-up Box. Toddler turns crank to hear "Winnie-the-Pooh" and 
surprise . . out pops Winnie himself. Each of the 4 sides has a different 

lithographed picture. rhyme. Plastic, steel. Cloth outfit on Winnie. Ages 1-4 

49 C 44764 — 57х57 х5, in. high. Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz 53.49 

9 Musical Wristwatch. Wind dial to hear "Winnie" theme as watch hands re- 
volve. Set hands by turning knob in center of dial. Adjustable strap. Plastic. 

49 C 44721 — 6*,x2 4x1". in. Shipping weight 4 ounces, $2.99 

Musical Koo-Koo. Littlest tots can pull ring to make bird move in and out 

clock hands rotate and "Winnie-the-Pooh" theme song play. Attaches to 
crib, playpen or wall. Plastic. 9/2x11x2' in. deep. Ages 6 months to 3 years. 
49 C 44123— Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces $3.66 

4 Musical TV. Turn clicking channel selector to wind up music box; then 
watch Pooh scenes revolve as "Winnie-the-Pooh" theme song plays. Can't 

be overwound. Plastic and wood. 10x9x3* in. deep. Ages 2 to 6. 

49 C 44491 — Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces. $4.87 

Б Musical Guitar. Just turn handle to play "Winnie-the-Pooh" theme song on 
your own little guitar. Plastic with Winnie decoration. Nylon strings. 

49 C 44765 – 15/2х5Уах1% in. deep. Shipping weight 1 pound $2.29 

Musical Merry-Go-Wheel. Delight baby for one full hour by giving this toy 
one full wind-up. Soft plastic Pooh figures rotate while "Brahm's Lullaby 

plays once every 5 minutes, Attach to crib. Plastic, Ages 6 mo. to 3 yrs. 

49 C 44446 — 1194x5V2x14 in. high. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz 59.49 

Y] Musical Busy Box. Ten toys in one to entertain baby. Plays “Winnie-the- 
Pooh” when baby turns knob. He opens doors and drawers, dials telephone 

turns clock hands, races car back and forth, winds windmill, changes pictures 
with TV knob. squeaks horn. spins wheel. With shiny reflector. Attach to 
playpen or crib. Plastic. 122x34x16 in. wide. Ages 6 months to 3 yrs 
49 C 44165— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. $5.97 

49 С 44121 — Non-musical Busy Box. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 487 

Musical 
Guitar 

Musical 
Merry-Go 
Wheel 

сайраш scare by Синтай con 



Lollispoon 
Teether 

Toddie Roller 

"Now-you-see-them . . 
Now-you-don’t” Toys 

Cut °3.11 
Set of 4 peek-a-boo toys to surprise and delight your child. Toddle Roller . 
sturdy, inflatable toy with clear "windows". Colored noisemakers hidden 
inside appear in windows when roller is moved. Inflates to 16x8-inch diam. 
Tumble Tube . . partly transparent, partly opaque. When baby turns tube, 
brightly colored balls seem to disappear, then reappear. See Me Ratile . . 
clown face swivels to reveal plastic mirror so baby sees himself. Lollispoon 
Teether has chewable inner core. When tipped, ball appears at one епі. . tilt 
it the opposite way and a spoon appears. Made of durable plastic. Recom- 
mended for infants starting at 6 months, 
49 N 44553—Shipping weight 1 pound 15 ounces .............. Set 54.88 

Cut page scans by christmas инине сысы pom 

Colorful, active Toys to help your little one 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Surprise Box 

$575 

Who's hiding inside the box? Find out by pushing button, sliding lever, 
turning knob, moving dial or flicking switch . . one of the familiar Pooh 

will pop up. Each mechanism makes a different sound. Plastic. 
15'x7'gx3"4 in. Ages 2 to 4 years. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 44444—Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces .................. $5.75 

Busy Driver $595 
With all these working parts baby can "drive" just like dad. Movable 
steering wheel, rear view mirror, play clock, windshield wiper, horn, glove 

t, key. Plastic, 1634x8'4 inches deep. Ages 2 to 4 years. 
49 м 44673—Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 ог........................... $5.95 

Infant Crib Toys 
that “make noise" 

Winnie-the-Pooh Busy Crib бут $575 
1 Pooh figures spin around and chimes ring when baby tugs han- 

dle. Straps to crib, playpen. Made of plastic. 8!3x9x16 inches 
long. Recommended for ages 6 months to 3 years. 
49 N 44443—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $5.75 

Roly-Poly Tiger $393 

2 Hear him growl . . tiger bobs back and forth, and growls when 
you hold him upside down, then release him. Tough plastic. No 

battery or windup needed. 954 inches high; 6516-іпсһ diameter. 
49 N 44343—Ages 6 to 24 months. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 1 $3.93 

Shake 'n Roll Rattle $319 

3 Beads rattle through chambei rror for peek-a-boo play. Roll 
it and thump it. Vinyl handl soft enough for teething. Plastic. 

614 inches high; 4-inch diameter. Ages 3 to 18 months. 
49 м 44376—Shipping weight 10 ounces . . $3.19 

Cuddly Cub $594 
A soft, chewable toy that rolls at every touch. A bell inside 
chimes each time he moves. Head turns. Plush and cotton. Mea 

sures 8 inches high. Spot clean. Ages 3 months to 3 years. 
49 N 44378—Shipping weight 12 ounces .....................85.94 

Happy Apple $297 
5 Roly-poly toy chimes whenever it moves. Floats in water; rolls 

along floor and always bounces upright. Soft enough for teeth- 
ing. Plastic. 61% in. high; 4'-in. diameter. 3 months to 3 years. 
49 N 44377—Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce ............... $297 



CHILD-SIZE ALL-STEEL PLAY 
Our finest children's appliances run on the best kind of energy . . your child's imagination. Heavy-gauge 
steel sections have smooth, rolled edges to help protect floors and fingers. Attractive gold-color finish. 
Complete assembly instructions included. 
Recommended for fun-loving children ages 4 to 10. 

BALA 

Washing Machine with Double-Oven Range m == Double Sink with 
storage compartment 

$1449 
1 This sink almost looks like the real thing. 

Fingertip touch control faucet. Double plastic 
basins with stoppers. Storage compartment be- 
low sink has colorful lithographed pictures of 
household accessories. 18x15x28 in. high. 
79 C 1199C—Shipping weight 12 pounds ..$14.49 

hand-crank agitator 

$1649 
2 You can wash your doll's clothes . . just fill the 

plastic tub with water, put in clothes and "set" 
the dial on wash. Turn crank to operate agitator 
for wash or spin dry. Includes hose for emptying 
water. Measures 18x15x28 inches high. 
79 С 1183C—Shipping weight 13 pounds ....616.49 

with turn-control knobs 

$1849: 
utensils 

3 Pretend stove has two ovens, see-thru plastic 
windows, raised plastic “burners”, make-be- 

lieve clock and control knobs that turn. Measures 
18 inches wide, 15 inches deep, 36 inches high. 
Shipping weight 16 pounds. 

79 61170C.... 02; 1 алы: caries $18.49 

26-piece za Р za n 16-piece 
Supermarket ei Vd v-— ao Canned 
"Food" Set = i LE LL "Foods" Set 
$299 "LA D) $299 set - 7 set , re 4. Р Set has make-believe * Jt Keep your shelves full frankfurters, cheese, M qux A oy, J with set of 16 canned 

butter, eggs in box, ce- b tee? vila E "foods" . . soup, meats, reals; cookies. frozen E 33 E Ж, Ул Sic. Each EUR plan 
xes, ‚ рор ә rise EN can is 24% in. , with a 

bottles. Plastic. Rec- i E closed top and bottom. 
EVE ages 2 +” E] For ages 3 to 8. 
to 5. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. Shipping wt. 11 oz. 470 [Sears], 49 C 11038. . Set $299 49C 11039 Set $2.99 

‘Catalog pae scans by. сатаа mursetechnical conr 



"Hi Ho Silver" . . . you're off to help the Lone Ranger Three Historic Scenes for miniature 
and Tonto run Butch Cavendish out of town 

Lone Ranger 

VE. @.* 4 

Sep. total $ 88 е 
*10.88 — 

Round up adventure with posable figures and horses from the Old West. 
CONSTRUCTION: Movable plastic figures measure 94% inches high. Vinyl hands 
hold objects like pistols and reins. All figures with costume, side holster and 
pistol. Horses are 10 inches high with movable joints and stand. Bridle, saddle 
and reins included with each horse. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
8 49 N 59735—Lone Ranger. Shipping weight 8 ounces ............93.94 
2) 49N 59736—Silver. Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces ....... 6.94 

(3) 49N 59737—Tonto. Shipping weight 8 ounces ........... gud t 
(4) 49N 59738—Scout Shipping nm 1 pound 10 ounces ... . 6.94 
(5) 49N 59729—Butch Cavendish. Shipping weight 8 ounces .. . 3.94 
(6) 49 N 59739—Smoke. Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces . > 
49 N 59725—Lone Ranger (1), Silver (2). Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. .........#9. 
49 N 59726— Tonto (3), Scout (4). Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 150z. ............ 9.88 
49 N 59727— Butch Cavendish (5), Smoke (6). Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 15 .. 9.88 

1 Help Wyatt Earp 
N and his horse 
* capture the great 

* bank robber of the 
West, Jesse James 
$899 horse and 

two figures 

Gallop through exciting Old West adventures with these famous characters. 
Horse and both figures are jointed to pose in action stances. 
CONSTRUCTION: Figures are 91⁄4 inches high. Vinyl hands can hold objects. 
Horse is 10 inches high. Plastic, fully jointed. Costumes and accessories for fig- 
ures include hats, holsters and pistols. Horse has removable saddle and reins. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 59758—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ......... rper Set $8.99 

Snap together 
4 Wagons in 1 

Just what a pioneer needs to set 
off for California and gold. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic pieces 

together to form a 24-inch 
long chuck wagon or 3 other 
M м egi se жен 

igh figures. Harness, double 
Chuck Wagon seat, bow supports, water bar- 

7 те), kitchen utensils, drop table, 
chest, camping gear. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. See 
Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. 
49N59734........... $9.97 

NOTE: Due to small parts. items 
оп this page not recommended for 
children under 3 years. 

Staind pane SCORE by ci DEAE ҮНҮНҮН 



CIL Give your little homemaker a dream kitchen with our 

(1) Refrigerator-Freezer 

$1999 22... 
Unpack the groceries . . . there's plenty of 
space inside this double-door refrigerator- 
freezer, Simulated ice-maker. On the inside 
of doors are lithographed pictures of food 
on shelves. Unit measures 18x15x36 in. 
high with over 4 cu. ft. of storage space. 
Made of steel with plastic-coated corrugat- 
ed fiberboard enclosing back of unit. 
cesi air INFORMATION: Food not in- 
cluded, order apima below. Unassem- 

instructions incl 
79c T0493C."Shpe. wt. 191bs...$19.99 

(B) Supermarket Food Set $299 
SET INCL: 26 plastic pcs. 2 milk bottles, 2 pop bottles, 3 
hot dogs, 4 eggs, butter, cheese, egg crate, 12 food boxes. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 11038—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

464 

Set $2.99 

аю pene scant by chitinias macelociwdcal comm 

(2) Cabinet with shelf 
without 51799. 

Keep your kitchen neat with this large work- 
storage area. Upper cabinet has see-through 
plastic sliding doors. “Butcher-block” look coun- 
ter top measures 18x14% inches deep. Upper 
compartment and 2-door lower compartment 
provide 3 cubic feet of storage space. Unit is 
made of steel with -coated corrugated fi- 
berboard ench back. 18x15x36 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Accessories not in- 
cluded, Lad itely below. Unassembled, in- 
structions in 
79 C 10497 C. Sipe. wt. 15 pounds ...$17.99 

(6) Kiddymatic* Mixer Blender Set $4.44 
Pump lever on mixer or blender to activate friction-power 
motor. Beaters and blender have real spin action. 

Hand mixer; blender base, pitcher, lid, 
4x244x5"% in. high. 3 mixing bowls, 5 utensils. Plastic 
10-PC. SET INCL 

FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 10212—Shipping weight 12 ounces Set $4.44 

(3) Double-oven Range 

$1999... 
Use both ovens to prepare for a special dinner 
party or whip up a simple range-top supper for 
two. Pretend stove has two ovens, overhead 
oven has see- Plastic . Range top 
has simulated gas “! ers”; “hot” griddle in the 
middle. Ultra-modern, smokey-black oven doors. 
Make-believe clock, turning knobs. Steel with 
plastic-coated corrugated fiberboard back. 
18x15x36 in. high. 
ORDER INFO: Accessories not included, order on 

led, instr. inc! facing page. Unassembi 
79€. 1049 1C Shps. wt. 16 lbs.. $19.99 

v 

(7) Canned Foods $299 

SET INCLUDES: 16 decorated plas- 
tic cans, empty. No sharp edges be- 
cause cans are closed, top and bot- 
tom. Each 2 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 11039-Wt. 11 oz. .Set $2.99 



It's the fabulous SuperStar Stage Show 
you run the show by remote control 

Тайыр pae scant by сайта луш еден con 

Clocks have 
able hands. 

Set 
^ the most 
glamorous 

Datagraph 

The lignts grow dim, the curtain parts 
slowly, suddenly. тле Super Stars 

appear on this 3-\ wide (overall) stage! 

et also inciudes curtain, 
2 microphones, quitar 

ers Podium. 
wn 

cluded 

Christ p Ker 

$612. 
Stage Show 

$1444 "s 
batteries 

SuperStar | uper Stars Barbie, 

(1thru 3) Airline Reservations Set 

(1) Complete Set. Travel office ba 
ground with clocks of the world plus 
2) and (3). Doll not incl. Imported. 

(2) Floor model Computer. Includes 
revolving datagraph with realistic com- 
puter sound, simulated flashing light 
panel, swinging seat. Imported. 

(3) Desk Top Computer Set. Ring- 
ing telephone, simulated flashing light 
panel, clicking computer keypunch, 
swinging seat, file cabinet, reception 
desk and office background. Imported. 

10! 4x1134x4 in. high. 
high. 

rdboard, plastic. 
to 11 years. 

For 11!z-in. fashion dolls. 

1) 49N31314-Wt. 2 lbs. $9.98 
2) 49N31312-Wt. 15 oz. 4.99 
3) 49N31313-Wt 1lb.3oz.. 7.99 

ce Luggage Set 
3 to 10 years. 

Я: Molded pink plastic with sil 
ver-color trim. Over: ight case 312; 

N 
49N31317—Wt. 4 oz. Set $1.99 

(8) Barbie's SuperStar Stage Show 
Action stage 

g clips to hold 
2 microphones, 

announcer 

HERE'S WHAT YOU 
archway with curtain, 4 
dolls on stage, gu 

phy, crown 
Папа. us 

board, plastic 
NS: 36! ax18x18^ in. high 
4 to 10 years. 

sembled. Warranted 
. Write for free copy, see pg. 

330. Requires 2 "D" batteries, below 
For all 11! fashion dolls (not inc 
79N 31333C—Wt. 4 lbs. 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Packa i 
49 N 46996—Wt. 11 oz... Pkg. $1.39 

(6 thru 8) SuperStar Barbie, 
Christie and new Ken Doll 

inch plastic body 
p Christie, sun 
Streaked rooted bait, Ken, molded hait. 
Bent elbows to effect lifelike poses. 
Each bend at knees, Twist 'n Turn 

AC Barbie 
ristie, long gown, stole, shoes. Ring, 
mond look eari 

lt. Јем b 

4 to 10 years. Not for under 
ecause of small parts. 

NFO: Stand included. 

) SuperStar Barbie, ( White.) 
49 N 30112—Wt. 13 oz. $6.47 
(7) SuperStar Ken 
49 N 30033—Wt 

(8) SuperStar Ch 
49 N 30113—Wt 

(9thru 11) Rattan Furniture. 
Imported. 

3 to 10 years. 
For fashi 

olls not included. 

(9) 34 -pc ; Hatten Sat with cushions 
Each piece specially hand-crafted of ac 
tual rattan. Love seat, club chair, otto- 
man have fitted cushions. 
49N 31316—Wt. 1 lb. Set $4.97 

(10) Rattan Dining Set. Includes.ta: 
ble and 4 pedestal chairs. 
49N 31252—Wt. 8 oz. Set $4.97 

(11) Rattan Bedroom Set. Includes 
bed with headboard, 2 wall units. 
ANAT Wt. 11 02. ...Set $5.97 

when you buy it with (10) ... 3.97 

oz. -$6.47 

tie. (Black.) 
oz. $6.47 

n dolls up 



The Swinging 
Shuffling 

KARATE < 
ROBOTS: · 

L 
or > 
M o . Е > h 

Ё Bie EN mies $599 
UE wn but they 

ek @ о 'on't stay down without batteries 

Save ‘I when you buy both 

„Ж Sold only at Sears. They turn a backward somersa 

"PIX 
knocked down his arms rotate he's up agai 

and use their Jong, уте! 
wheels to get 

"er. About 7% fiches tall. Plastic, with rubber 
on back tg cushion 
der packitgebelow 
(1) 49N 5101—неа Robot. Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 
(2)49 М 5102—Blue Robot Wt. 1 lb. 2 

«led and Blug Robot Set. (1 and 2 above 
49 N 51012Shipping weight 2 lbs 

Batteries. Package of 6 
49 N'8406—Shipping weight 12 ounces 

. 4 Awesome Animals 
JaWs snap/tyes-and mouths. glow as they 

lumber along . 

Ў 
Dinosaurs right out су 

You Сап stage the meeting of 2 of the fiercest dino- 
ySaiirs that ever walked the earth. Push the remote con- 

trol button . . they walk forward or backward. All plas- 
tic. Each us “D” batteries. Order package at right. 

(3) Tyrannosaurus. 8%х4х6 inches high. 
49 М 53038—Shipping weight 12 ounces . 

(4) Triceratops. 9x4x4 inches high. 

49 N 53039—Shipping weight 14 ounces . . Each $2.99 

Buy both Dinosaurs and save 8%. Separately $5.98. 
49 N 5304—Set of 2. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. ...Set $5.49 

.Each $2.99 

you control their 
movements, by, remote control 

| 

Today's animals of Africa and Asia 
The hippopotstr s and rhinoceros . . two mammoth 
animals that lumber around the plains of Africa. Push 
control button, go forward or back- 
ward. Each uses 2 "D" batteries. Order pkg. below 
(5) Hippopotamus. 9%х7%х4% inches high 
49 N 5304 1—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz: 
(6) Rhinoceros. 9х7х4% inches high. 

49 N 53042—Shipping weight 13 ounces 

“D” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8405—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. .. 

..$2.99 

.$2.99 

Pkg. $1.49 

aped arms and ratchet 
up after a fall. Even fight each oth- 

Pkg. $1.19 
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GROWING pr AY mp 

Co A Step-by-Step Play and Learn Program 

for your baby’s first three years 

What's the difference between bigand small, 
round and square—and how are they alike? 

These building blocks and picture puzzles help a child 
discover the fascinating world of sizes, shapes and colors. 

By piecing the objects together, he becomes aware 
of their differences and relationships to each other 

( 22 and 23 ) Set includes: (22), a colorful group of 9 hollow 

Nest "n Build Blocks to stack or "nest" inside each other. 

Child learns to distinguish sizes and shapes by fitting 2 

triangles inside a square, 2 squares inside a rectangle, and 
all the blocks inside the big cube. Sturdy plastic. Also in- 
cludes (23), three 9x12-in. long Pick-and-Play puzzle panels 

showing home, farm and city scenes, and eighteen 3- 

dimensional plastic pieces. Child can fit pieces into panels 
to complete scenes or remove them for separate play. 
49 N 44561—(22 and 23). Wt. set 2 lbs. 15 oz... .Set $7.99 

He wants to be seen and heard 
Whether it's solving а problem or learning a new song, 
help him gain confidence with a super-size puzzle plus 
a library of basic books and sing-a-long action record 

( 24 and 25 ) Set includes: (24) a Toddler-size Library and 
Record . . 4 concept books to teach child about numbers, 
ABC's and animals, and 4 story books to entertain with 
tales of real-world cities, farms, home and jungle, as well 
as the world of fantasy. Also, a 45-rpm record full of songs 
and directions for acting them out. Set also includes (25) 
a So-Big Action Puzzle . . 39-inch tall Mr. Bear. He's as 
big as your preschooler, maybe even bigger . . yet he's not 
too hard to put together. He's all strong cardboard with 8 
large interlocking pieces and 3 smaller takeout pieces. His 
arms and legs move 'cause they're jointed. 
49 N 44562—(24 and 25). Wt. set 5 Ibs. 12 oz... .Set $6.99 

Preschoolers not only 
listen to stories— 
they act them out 

That's imagination . . the magic 
ingredient that turns a bow! into 
a helmet and a playhouse into 
anything. Now is the time for 

creative, imaginative playthings 
that encourage self-expression 

and group play 

26 The Play Center . . for children 
to sit in, crawl through, peek 

into and out of, build one way— 
move—and build in a different way. 
These four sturdy 36x48-inch corru- 
gated cardboard panels fold and lock 
together in “‘jillions” of different 
ways. Panels are lightweight enough 
for preschoolers to move . . and they 
lock together with easy-to-use plas- 
tic nuts and bolts. Bright red, yellow 
and blue designs on white back- 
ground. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. 
79 N 44563C—Play Center... .$5.99 

Little aa 

Learners® 
Record 

Teaching Toys 
More Little Learners Toys 

оп pages 456 thru 453 

Potty Pal 

5299 

Open the washable, book-like 
storage case and meet Potty 
Pal. On her 33!4-rpm record 
she delights children with songs 
"n rhymes about how easy it is 
to be potty trained. Flip record 
over and she explains how to 
put on and take off cotton train- 
ing pants (incl). For mothers 
there's a pamphlet on how to 
help the child. For ages 1 to 4. 
“I'm potty trained" badge incl 
49 н 16072—Wt. 9 oz.. $2.99 

[2] Bei: baa 
( 1 and 2 ) Each furry, funny 
animal comes attached to a 
washable, book-like storage 
case. Each includes a 3314-rpm 
record to teach your child the 
skills he wants to learn. Just 
imagine how proud he'll be 
when he masters each skill . . 
all by himself. 

1 Snowpuff the Rabbitteaches 
lacing and tieing, multiple 

counting and left from right. 
For ages 3 to б. Wt. 8 ол. 
49N16071.........---- $1.99 

2 Buttons the Puppy teaches 
buttoning. For ages 2 to 3. 

49 N 16073—Wt. 8 oz... .$1.99 

mets, [Sears] 471 



Busy Driver z=, 
$497 

Busy Crit э veel > $498 => Humming 
op 

Busy Driver. With all these "working" parts: steering wheel, rear view mirror 
play clock, wipers. horn, glove compartment. key. Plastic 

49 С 44673— 16%.х7/.х7 in. deep Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 02 $4.97 

9 Busy Crib Gym. Baby tugs handle, merry-go-round with Pooh figures spins and 
chimes. Webbing supports gym in crib, playpen. Plastic 

49 C 44443 — RV x9x 16 in. long. Shipping weight 1 pound В ounces. $4.98 

9 Busy Bath. Toddler pulls lever and carousel twirls, seesaw turns. wheel spins 
and Pooh sprays water. Fastens to tub. Plastic, 14/4x10/4x4V in. 

49 C 44447 — Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce. $5.88 

Nesting Blocks. As your child sees how blocks ean be stacked up and then nested 

inside each other. he'll learn relationships and coordination. Set of 10 blocks 

from 574 to l-in, square . . stack up to 33 in. high. Colorful nontoxic wood blocks 

decorated with Winnie-the-Pooh characters. Ages 172 to 4 

49 С 44078 — From West Germany. Shpg. wt. set 2 Ibs Set $3.99 

E Humming Top. Pump plunger knob and watch Pooh and his friends run around 
tree. Shatter-resistant dome. Knob can't be removed. Plastic 

49 С 44821 — 9'4 in. high. Shipping weight 1 pound В ounces. $3.99 

) See ‘n Say. Point 3-D Winnie toward any of his friends. pull the ring and they 
talk. 12 phrases. Stand-up plastic case. 24x 10%. in. in diameter 

49 С 44482— Shipping weight 2 pounds $5.73 

( 7 and 8 ) Put-together Puzzles. Colorful wooden puzzles have large. smooth pioces 
picture Winnie-the-Pooh characters. Set of 2 puzzles, each 12х9х®% in. thick 

Buy the easy way —order by phone. Shpg. wt. set 2 Ibs. 10 oz 
7) 49C 44173—Tigger and Drum and Winnie-th s 2105. Set $3.49 
R? 49 С 44174 — Eevore and Pooh and Tigger. Aw Set 3.49 

() Surprise Box. Push button. slide lever. turn knob. move dial. flick switch 

| each time a familiar Pooh character pops up. Plastic, 152x749x3" in 
49 C 44444 — Shipping weiht 2 pounds 5 ounces $4.97 See 'п Say $573 

Put 
together 
Puzzles 

$349 
> o 
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learn basic skills and still have lots of fun 

Winnie-the-Pooh Busy Bath. $644 

Toddler pulls lever and carousel twirls, seesaw turns, wheel spins and 
Pooh sprays water. Fastens to tub. Plastic. For ages 2 to 5 years. 
49N 44447—14 4x 10V ax4! 4 in. Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce . . . $6.44 

Crawligator . . lets baby move about $833 
Busy Faces and exercise with his own set of wheels 
$ 19 Help baby build muscles and coordination . . let him exercise and scoot 
5 around the house. Sturdy contoured plastic supports child, resists tipping. 

Four swivel casters allow free movement when baby pushes himself along. 
Jiggle it and eyes bounce. Eye lids open and close. Nose squeaks, hat n "n h Н pins, tongue clicks. Jingles when carried. Turn it around and see your 23 inches long, 101% inches wide. Partly assembled. Instructions. 

4—-. . 9 „мі. 3 M hee . . i E ika, mirror. го fact 49 N 44084—Ages 6 months and up. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. $8.33 
49 № 4434 1—Ages 6 months to 2 years. Shpg. wt. 1 lb.90z. ......... $5.19 

“Exploring” Toys 

Water Works $488 
1 Pour water into funnels, channel it through tubes, 

jars. Removable parts. Plastic. Ages 2 years up. 
49 N 44559—16x934x3!4 in. Shpg. wt. 31bs...*4.88 

Smart Cart $488 
Pull toy with squeaker, knobs, buttons, door, 
drawer, stainless steel mirror, music wheel, jack- 

in-the-box. Plastic. 81% in. long. My Pocket Book . . 6 
clear plastic pages. 10 color cardboard inserts. 
49 N 44554—9 mos.-up. Wt. 3 Ibs. ...... Set $4.88 

Peek-a-boo Mirror $233 
3 Catch baby’s attention with revolving stainless 

steel mirror. Rattles when shaken. Plastic. 
49 N 44364—2 mos. to 1 yr. Wt. б ог. ..... . $233 

Snail's Pace $333 
4 Bright green snail fascinates baby with multi-col- 

ored spinning ball. Plastic. 13 to 20 months. 
49 N 4365—8 in. long. Shpg. wt. 13 oz. 1333 

BabyBeanPod $344 
5 Three big yellow "beans" snap together and slip 

in and out of "pod". Vinyl. For 6 to 24 months. 
49 № 44363—123 4x3'4x214 in. Shpg. wt. 14 02... $3.44 

Texture Ball $417 
6 Soft foam rubber ball covered with multicolor 

patches in different textures. 7-in. diameter. 
49 N 44367—9 months and up. Wt. 9 oz. ...... $4.17 
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APPLIANCES 

Refrigerator-Freezer with 
“ice-maker” and 5 shelf areas 

$1949 w 
4 Double-door refrigerator has "ice-maker" in freezer . . just push a but- 

ton to get the plastic cubes. Refrigerator compartment also has a vege- 
table crisper with sliding door. Side-by-side doors have colored litho- 
graphed pictures of food on shelves. 18x15x36 in. high. Food not included. 
Stock up with supermarket and canned “food” sets on opposite page. 
79 C 1198C—Shipping weight 22 pounds $1949 

15-piece 
e Play 

Cookware Set 

1 $499 e ^ 4 
7 Sturdy harvest gold color 

set is just the right size for 
little cooks' hands. Alumi- 
num with an attractive 
mushroom design. Rec- 
ommended for children 
ages 3 to 10. 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 
49C 1027 .......Set $4.99 

‘Catalina paige scans by cieisiniasqmasetechnical oon 

when you buy 
а 2-рїесе Set 

Separately 

total È 

Refrigerator and Range 
2-piece Set. Includes the double-door refrigerator-freezer (4) at left 
plus the double-oven range (3) described on opposite page. 
79 C 1181C2—Shipping weight 38 pounds... .... -. Set $34.88 

when you buy 
a 3-piece Set 

Separately 

total Ê 

Refrigerator, Range and Sink 

3-piece Set. Includes the double-door refrigerator-freezer (4) at left, 
double-oven range (3) plus double sink (1), both on opposite 3 
79 C 1182C3—Shipping weight 50 pounds. ...... 46.88 

when you buy 
Range, a 4 piece Set 

Washing Machine, Separately 
Sink and total 268-96 

Refrigerator 

Complete 4-piece Set. Includes sink 
(1), washing machine (2) and range 
(3) described on opposite page plus 
refrigerator-freezer (4) above left. 

Shipping weight 63 [poma 
79 C 1184C4 ....... Set $59.88 

559% 

^; [Sears]471 



(Shown on opposite page) 

Battle prehistoric 
monsters with 

One Million B.C. Play Set 

semble huge mountain with actu- 
al cave openings and hidden crev- 
ices. жоса formation ud crete 
man- suspension con- 
nect two halves of dwelling. 
WHAT YOU GET: 12 cavemen, 
1% to 24% inches high; 29 different 
animals and > prehistoric monsters, 
3 to 6 inches high. Giant cave 
улес, Area аа 
inches high, assembled. 2 palm 

bridge: Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 

Note below. 
ORDERING INFO: Partially as- 

instructions included. у ight 6 ^ 

79 N59842C ......: Set $15.99 

Fight to set the 
Colonies free with 
Men of '76 Play Set 

YE 
Reenact our nation’s struggle for 
independence with this realistic 
miniature scene. British soldiers 
occupy Fort Liberty; it's up t 
you to support the 
onists and overthrow tyranny. 
Learn about actual battles and 
heroes with 16-page full-color 
booklet “Men of '76” included. 
WHAT YOU GET: Fort Liberty 
with movable front gate and jail- 
house door; measures 18x21x6 

assembled. inches high, 15 figures, 
2% in. tall, on stands with 
changeable accessories like hats 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
See Note below. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled, 
instructions incl. Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 59889. -Set $9.99 

Maneuver troops in 
fight for the West with 
Fort Apache Play Set 

m— by a aao 

Join the caped crusader and his friends in 
their battle with criminal types. 

1) The Batcave. Reduced our 1975 
risimas Book. Signal for Batman with 

Batsi that really lights up atop this 
poi le folding batcave. Hidden garage 
entrance for Batmobile and Batcycle. Sli 
down Batpole to Batcomputor. 
WHAT YOU GET: Vinyl-covered cardboard 
cave, 22x14x10 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
See Note at left, below. 
ORDERING INFO: Figures and vehicles not 
included, order below. Requires 2 "C" bat- 

FON SS 1S Te Wt ain Now $12.97 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. of 2. 
49 N 46997—Wt. Soz. . 
(2thru 7) Heroe; 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
See Note at left, below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
(2) Batman. . . the caped crusader, 
B мет реса стт 
(3) | Robin. . . boy wonder companion. 
49 N 59214——Shpg. wt. 4 02.... 2.84 
@ Superman . . . faster than a bullet. 
49 N 5918 1—-Shpg. wt.4oz.... T 

9 Joker. . . tiresome tri 

(7) Pongu adding wicked villain i 'enguin . . . waddli; i i Figures 
Qi was 17—Shpg. wt. 4 oz.......$2.84 (2 thru 7) 
(8and9) Bat Vehicles with movable 
wheels, For use with figures sold above. 
WHAT YOU GET: Polystyrene. Seat two 
figures PE 8) Batmobile, 13x6x4 
high; (9) Batcycle, 12x5x5 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
See Note at left, below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
e Batmobile . . . bat-wing design. 
49 N 59152—Shpg. wt. 13 02......85.64 
(9) Batcycle.. . with side car. 
2 N 59157—Shpg. wt. 130z. ..... 

о 

McDonald'se without 
Playland $1987 кю» 

Welcome to McDonaldland®. Climb aboard the 
McDonaldland® Gans and chug across hamburger 
lane, past the Apple Pie Tree with swing and stop for a 
treat at McDonald’s®, 
(10) McDonald'se Playland. Plastic. 
WHAT YOU GET: Vinyl play surface, 2814x30 in. wide 
with an 11-in. rop scene. Plastic 3-piece wind-up 
train set has locomotive, passenger and Hamburglar® 
paddy wagon cars. Holds 4 characters (sold below). 
lastic 8-pc. Cede track is 73% in. long, with 

stop 'n go switch. Special McDonald’s® Letterhead™ 
stationery included. Accessories: stilts for Ronald 
McDonald®, table and bench, serving tray with ham- 
burger and drink, 11-in. Apple Pie Tree® with swing, 
and Golden Arches Bridge to cross Filet-o-Fish™ Lake. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. See Note at left, below. 
ORDERING INFO: Figures not included, order below. 
79 N 59772C—Shipping weight 6 pounds... .. $19.87 
(11 thru 16) McDonaldlande Characters. 
CONSTRUCTION: Fully-jointed plastic figures have 
movable head, arms and legs. From 6!4 to 8 in. tall. Spe- 
cial r control in middle of back moves head up and 
down, back and forth. Heads of soft, pliable vinyl. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. See Note at left, below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
(11) 49N59768—Professor™. Wt. 6oz. ..... $3.77 Figures 
(12) Mayor McCheese®. (11 thru 17) 

49 N 5977 1—Shipping weight 6 ounces... 3.77 $371 
(13) 49N 59754—8Big Mac™. Wt. 6 oz. . . 3.77 each 
(14) 49N 59757—Hamburglar$. Wt. 5 ог. ... 3.77 
(15) Ronald McDonald®. 

49 N 59753—Shipping weight 6 ounces... 3.77 
(16) 49 N 59767—Captain Crook®. Wt. Soz. . 3.77 
(17) Grimace™ . , . the huggable shake lover. 
CONSTRUCTION: Inner body of blown molded plastic. 
Outer body of styrene plastic pellets covered in polyes- 
ter plush-like fabric. Plastic eyes, eyebrows and mouth 
are securely fastened. 6 inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. See Note at left. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 59759—Shipping weight 6 ounces ........ $3.77 471 



finest steel Play Appliances 

CONSTRUCTION: Durable, heavy-gauge 
à steel has rolled edges to help 

protect floor and little fingers 

FINISH: Harvest gold enamel with 
natural woodgrained trim and handles 

FOR AGES: Recommended for 
children ages 4 to 10 years 

Save 57 
when you buy a 4-piece Set 236. $65 96 p^ 
4-piece Combination. SET INCLUDES: Refrigerator-freezer (1), cabinet with shelf 
(2), double-oven range (3) and double sink (4). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, instructions included. 
79 C 10503C4—Shipping weight 61 pounds.... Nd 5 

1 
Set $65.96 й 

Save $5 
when you buy 

a 3-pc. Set 
Separate total 552.97 

47% 
3-piece Combination = 
SET INCLUDES: Cabinet with shelf (2), double-oven range (3) and double sink (4). 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, instructions included. 
79 C 10502C3—Shipping weight 42 pounds Set $47.97 

Save 53 
when you 

CX buy a 2-рс. Set 
; without (4) Double Sink $] 99 „юш SO = о о ИННА $3 198: 

It's easy to keep the dishes clean with this roomy double sink. No ! - - 
watery mess . . . you use pretend water. Double itic basin. Fin- 
gertip touch control on movable plastic faucet. Stor compart- 
ment below sink has 21⁄4 cubic feet of space. Made of durable steel 
with plastic-coated corrugated fiberboard enclosing back of unit. 
18x15x28 inches high overall. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Sink accessories not included, sold be- 
low, Unassembied, instructions included. 
79 C 10495C—Shipping weight 11 pounds . .. $14.99 

2-piece Combination 

SET INCLUDES: Double-oven 
range (3) and double sink (4). 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Unassembled, instructions incl. 
Shpg. wt. 27 ibs. 
79 C 10501C2 Set $31.98 

(8) 26-pc. Sink and Range Set $299 (9) 19-pc. Play Cookware Set $499 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic 6x8-inch dish drain, drainboard, 3 forks, ^ Attractive mushroom design with black “non-stick”-look interior. 
3 spoons, dishpan, soap, measuring cup, funnel, 2 pots, frying SET INCL.: Coffeepot with lid, roaster with lid, 5 graduated sauce- Toy 
pan, orange squeezer and strainer, napkin, apron and more. pans, 3 lids, skillet, pudding pan. Aluminum. 5 plastic utensils. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. Kitchens 
ORDERING INFORMATION ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 13244—Shipping weight 14 ounces ..........Set $2.99 49 C 10275—Shipping weight 1 pound.............. Set $4.99 

'Cutalno pane scans 6v Hritimmias-narsotocidcali Con 



Tuesday Taylor's Penthouse 
reflects her fashionable lifestyle 

(12) Penthouse 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy printed card- 
board and plastic frame. Molded base. 
26x1219x13 in. high, set up. Includes 
slide-out daytime to nighttime scenes. 
[e 2 chairs, table, barbecue. 

ted plants. 
ES: 4 to 10 years. Not for ages 

under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDER INFORMATION: Dolls not incl. 
Partly assembled, instructions incl. 
79 N31331C—Wt. 10 lbs. $14.95 

(13) Suntan Tuesday Taylor Doll 
BODY AND D LING: Plastic with 
jointed arms, legs, bendable knees. Ex- 
posed to sun, she develops a tan in 5 min- і ч 
utes. In the sh des BE This magnifi laytime view 

Painted eyes, Rooted hair change- of the city skyline also changes 
able from blonde to brunette. 2-pc. bath = to bright city night lights 

it, caftan, sunglasses and shoes " p» Lz 

Have a 
Penthouse Party 

with Tuesday Taylor 
and her friends 

$1495 

4 to 10 years. Note below 
INFORMATION 

59 М 30116" Wt. 8 oz. $7.44 

(14) Chery! Ladd Doll. A beautiful 
s the blonde TV actress. 

NG: 11!7-inch plastic 
Long blonde rooted hair. Poseable 

. has turning waist and painted eyes. 
Red jumpsuit with matching skirt and 
red high-heeled shoes. 
FO GES: 4 to 10 years. Note below 
JRDERING INFORMATION 
49 N30036— Wt 10 oz. $6.97 

(15) Joe Hardy™ Doll. Resembles 
Shaun Cassidy, popular TV star. Deci- 
pher secret clues using the red lens con 
cealed in his guitar 

E гїп. plastic with 
jointed arms, legs, Бана ате 
bows. Molded plastic hair. Wears flashy 
shirt, black pants and shoes. Guitar is 
also included. 

з and up. Nole below 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 30047—Wt. 1 lb. Тоғ. $7.24 

(16) 2-piece Clothing Set was $1.99 
Reduced from our 1977 Christmas Book, 

ing suit and fash 
It's smooth A A " 
Sailing for \ 
Tuesday. Cheryl 
and friends in 
this classy 

cabin cruiser 

4 to 10 years. 
ORC O: Dolls and shoes not incl. 
49N31219—Wt 202 99c 
(17) 133 piece Clothing Set. 

Jacket, shell, shorts, 2 
rs. of YIN sunsuit, hooded robe, cape, 
blouse with belt, long skirt, two hangers 
and camera.* 

3 to 10 years. Note below 

Set $2.99 

(18) 6-piece SuperStar 
Mix 'N Match Set. 

L Slacks, 3 dressy tops, long flo- 
skirt and shoes.* 

4 to 10 years. Note below 
NFORMATION 

49 N 310 5—Wt 3 oz. Set $3.99 
(19) Рин "№ Play Boat. Inflatable vinyl 
boat sets up in seconds. Simulated wood 
paneled interior. Includes deck chair 
steering wheel, 2 flags, anchor, ladder, For a night on the town. . . disco or show 

айа lounge mat. : th this smashin: it. she'll be rarin' to go 3 years and up: Nole belom with this smashing outfit. she'll be rarin' to gt 

O: Doll not included 
999313290 Wt. 4 lbs. $8.97 

(20) Mercedes Sports Car. Metallic 
look hubcaps, whitewall tires, free-rolling 
wheels and 2 bucket seats. 17x8x5! , in. 

Take Tuesday along 

on your next 
shopping trip 

or to the beach 

$4.99 

(21) Suntan Tuesday Taylor Tote 
"This all vinyl tote has a side pocket so 
you can carry vour doll along to the store 
or beach. 12x12 inches. 

3 and up. 
DOLLS and 

ACCESSORIES 

Stolen рабе scans by сайид тине зис con 



Turn dial 
to make toy 

move forward, 
in reverse, 

left, right, 
at random, 

or stop 

[^ 

Magic Dial Toys 

obey your command 

Each *47 vites 

Just turn the dial, and each of 
these 3 space toys lights up. Then 
they turn in whatever direction 
the arrow on the dial is pointing. 
You choose the direction. All plas- 
tic. Each uses 2 "C" batteries: 
Order package below. 
1 Space Dog. 73{х4Мх7 in. 

49N51063-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $4.77 
9, Space Saucer. 10x10. x44 in. 

49851062-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $4.77 
3 Space Robot. 9}4x7x9}4 in. 

49N51064-Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $4.77 

"С" Batteries. Package of б. 
49 N 8406—Wt. 12 oz. Pkg. $1.19 

It's great to pretend 
you're walking 
on the moon 

Space Helmet Equipment 
and Boots Belt 

88 $599 
set 

Space Helmet and Boots. Space helmet of amber gold-color break-resistant 
plastic fits all sizes. Collar has finned louvers and vent for receiving “life-support” 
tube. Headphone nonoperative. Molded plastic air-cushioned boots have laces, 

adjust to fit. Large-lugged soles leave impressive footprints, and a low-pitched 
whistle accents each step. For ages 5 to 10 years. 
79 N 53061C—Helmet and Boots. Shipping weight 5 рошпйѕ........... 
79 N 53062C—Helmet only. Shipping weight 3 pounds. .... 
Equipment Belt. Carries anti-gravity tool, signal communicator, 
tem,” and scanner scope. Plastic. Adjusts to fit waists up to 27 in. 

49 N 53063—Equipment Belt. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 02..............55.99 

Titah page scans by сина иеде киса Gom 

· Giant 13-inch Robot 
Walks backward; 
forward, and in 
a circle while 

his eyes flash.. 

without batteries 

This robot emits an eerie mechanical sound, and his eyes flash as 

he walks along, swinging his arms. You control his movements by 

flipping 2 switches on remote control attachment. Made of metal 

and plastic. A full 13 inches high. Uses 2 “D” batteries, Order 

package below. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 5104—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces... . ......$7.99 

49 н 8405— "D" Batteries, Package of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg. 1.49 

Naughty Robot 
walks and twists 

like a dancer ^ 

192 

without batteries 

This little guy twists 
his body as though he’s 
really proud of himself. 
Light blinks on his 
chest as hestruts along. 
Made of strong metal 
and plastic. 7 in. high. 
Uses 2 “АА” batteries. 
Order package below. 

Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 5103.......$2.99 
"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8402—Shpg. wt. 6 oz.. Pkg. 99c К 471 



ald Duck cranks 1 
POP, he goes to pieces 

$299 Sold only 
at Sears 

The fun begins when you turn the crank . . 
music box plays a tune, then—all of a sud- 
den— Donald flies apart! To put him back to- 
gether again just stack the 6 plastic pieces. 13 
inches high. Ages 3 to 6. 
49 N 44097—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 202...... $2.99 
Donald Duck ©) Walt Disney Productions 

Hit a key and up 

pops a vegetable 

e 

Musical Action Garden $566 

Wind "Red Rooster” to play a tune and set your garden 
friends moving in time to the music . . push a key to 
make them pop up in the air, then see if you can fit 

each one back into his own special place 

As music plays, exciting things happen! Farmer starts tractor and drives into 
barn. Garden friends jump up and down in time to the music. To make friends 
pop up, match picture on keyboard with one you want, and when you hit the 
key, he pops out. Each has a different shaped base so you'll learn matching 
Shapes when you return them to base. Plastic. Base is 8x10 in. Ages 3 to 6. Buy 
it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 44787—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ошпсез...................... $5.66 

/7 Mother Goose 

Pop-up Music Boxes 

( 1 thru 3 ) Turn the 

crank and hear a happy 
tune. Then, just when 
you're least expecting it, 
up pops a favorite story- 
book character. 6x6x6- 
inch metal boxes; wood 
handle cranks. 
inside have cloth bodies, 
styrene heads. 
Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 

Mother Goose. 
49 N 44784 ....$275 

2 49N 44325 $275 

Clown. 
3 49N 4571 

Snoopy © United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 

$2.75 

472 
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Play Family Musical Merry-Go-Round 

Play Family rides in "animal" seats to the tune of 
"Skaters' Waltz" when you wind the control 

$599 

Play Family figures fit into giraffe, swan, turtle, and piglet-styled 
seats to enjoy their Merry-Go-Round ride. Operator sits at crank 
and provides motion that sends them round and round. Put any 
member of Family in any seat you choose. 5 Play Family figures. 
Wood, plastic. 11°/,x8°/,x6'/, inches high. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 N 44785—Shipping weight 2 pounds 11 ounces .$5.99 

^ 
СА 

а 

{ » Record Player 
Music Box 

Teaches how to use phonograph, yet needs $275 
no batteries and has no needles to break 

Just place unbreakable record on turntable, wind knob, and music 
box in tone arm starts to play. 4-inch speaker gives clear sound. 

Plastic case has on-off switch, large carrying handle. Stores 5 rec 
ords, plays 10 different songs. 9x9x4*/, inches high. Ages 2'/, to 6. 
49 N 44567—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. . .. -$2.75 

Musical Teaching Clock 

Moving hands tell time 
revolving face shows $529 
pictures to fit time 

Wind the knob and music box plays 
“Grandfather's Clock" while clock hands 
and face revolve, showing pictures of pre- 
schooler activities. Hands can be turned 
manually. Wood case is 62x3'2x10*/, 
inches high. Plastic handle. Ages 1 to 7. 
49 N 4489 9—Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. $5.29 

Even baby learns 
to make music 

Pull-A-Tune 
Bluebird 

Music Box 

$399 

Pull-cord winds music box . . even littlest fingers can do it. Plays 
“Children’s Prayer". Pull-cord rewinds so baby learns he must pull 
again to make more music. Non-toxic plastic. 7x8 inches. 
49 N 44786—Shipping weight 12 ounces š 2e... $3.99 



The Movie Viewer $687 
Child just puts in cartridge and turns crank to see 

movie . . includes continuous-loop color film cartridge 
of Walt Disney's original cartoon “The Hunny Tree" 

No batteries. electricity or screen needed! Just Extra Color Film Cartridges 
slide in film cartridge and turn crank. Hand- — from original Disney movies. 
held viewer has focusing eyepiece for sharp. — 49 C 16652—Bombi 
clear pictures. Runs forward or backward at 49 C 16653— Pinocchio: 
any speed. Rugged plastic case. 7х3х7 in. high. 49 C 16654— Three Little Pigs 
Includes Winnie-the-Pooh film cartridge. For 49 C 16655—5now White 
variety. order extra full-color film cartridges 49 C 16098— Dumbo 
at right. 49 С 16099 — Mary Poppins 
49 C 16089 Shipping weight 15 ounces... 96,87 Shpg м. ea. ог... Bach $2.49 

Winnie-the-Pooh Play Tunnel 
For indoor or 

outdoor adventure 

$699 72 in $899 108 in. 
long lona 

м 

A super play tunnel that can stand all kinds of 
weather . . great for rainy day play in basement or 
rec room too. Comes in 72-in. or 108-in, sizes. 

Winnie-the-Pooh print vinyl covers 24-in. diam- 
eter hoops of strong, tempered spring steel. Folds to 
2 in. thick for easy storage. Ages 2 to B. 

d 
à 
ЧА, 79 C 44788C — 72 inches long. Shpy. wt. 6 lbs. $6.99 

^ 79 C 44789C — 108 inches long. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 8.99 

а pae scans by Наннан com 

Play Stone Molding Set $499 
Mold Pooh, 5 of his friends, trees 
and buildings . . sold only at Sears 

Make a whole Pooh village with Play Stone . . self-hardens overnight 
then paint. Two 10-oz. cans Play Stone. molds, 5 jars non-toxic paint. 
brush, 13x18-in. plastic mat, rolling pin. trimmer. Pooh paint booklet 

Set $4.99 49 С 16531— Ages 5 to 10. Shpg. wt. set 2 Iba, 8 oz 

"E 

Winnie-the-Pooh $199 
Grab Bag Game 
No reading ability needed. Two to 4 kids draw colored discs from grab 

bag. advance to same color space on board instead of counting. Plastic 
Christopher Robin. Piglet. Rabbit. Pooh playing pieces. Ages 4 to 8. 
49 C 65726 — Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces, $1.99 

Terie 

Push a button and out pops Pooh or 

one of his friends to greet you 
Winnie lifts his “hunny” pot and offers you a sip. Tigger "clicks" and 
Owl "tweets" from the top of the tree. Piglet. Kanga and Roo throw 
open their shutters with happy "squeeks" and "squawks", Each char- 
acter has his own button, gives a special "hello" to let you know it's 
time to play. New, stronger plastic. 7x5x9 in. high. From Hong 
Kong. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
49 C 44073 — Ages 17а to 4. Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces 54.99 



Superhound Set . . lets baby learn 
hand and eye coordination 

Superhound is a 14-inch long plastic pull toy. Squeaker nose. His back is a block- 
sorting box with 6 different shaped blocks. The tail is a stacking toy with 4 rings. 
“Superhound's Busy Day" tells a story about Superhound's travels. It's а wipe- 
clean book, measuring 41 inches long. Starting at 15 months. 
49 М 44556—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces ... 

o Chatter Phone $274 

cr? Chatters, rolls its eyes. Bell rings 
when dialed. Receiver lifts, Paint- 
ed wood; non-toxic plastic receiv- 
er, balloon wheels. Elasticized 
cord. 64x7¥ox4 in. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 н 4436—Wt. 1 Ib. 202, ...92.74 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items 
on pages 425 to 593 

from now until 
AUGUST 15, 1975 

Winnie-the-Pooh Pull Mee $4.99 
Watch squeezable Winnie in the driver's seat. As you pull the toy 
along, you'll see him turn from side to side in his bright colored 
car. 10x6x8%4 inches. Made of plastic. For ages 1 to 4 years. 
49 № 44164—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces ........... 

Color and Shape 
Teaching Set 

ТУ Cut*4.11 

Bouncing Buggy $294 
Pull the string along and watch Bouncing 
Buggy start on its wild ride. Six big balloon 
tires bounce up and down. The two attached 

Frisky Frog $297 
Frisky jumps, sits up, says "grumph, 
grumph" when you squeeze the soft plastic 

Busy Train has different shaped, 
blocks you can take apart. Plastic; 

passengers bounce around also, There's even 
à real-sounding motor noise. 64%x8xS inches. 
Plastic with metal roll bar. For ages 1 to 4. 

Color Look Books with color-tinted window tell 
color stories. Plastic-coated cardboard. Starting 

bulb. He will do short or long jumps depend- 
ing on how hard the bulb is pressed. Non- 
toxic plastic. 4!4x6x5 in. long. Ages 2 to 4. at 21 months. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 oz. 

49 М 44558 .............. Set $4.88 49 N 44366—Shipping weight 15 oz. ....$2.94 49 № 44636—Shipping weight 12 oz. ....82.97 

with driver, 

6 kids 
and a dog 

$517 

Digger" the Dog walks with you $4.77 
Digger the Dog is more than a pull toy. Just pull the leash and he actually walks 
along side or in front of you. His legs move up and down while he rolls along on 
plastic wheels. 13x6x5 inches high. Plastic. For ages 2 to 6. 
49 N 44061—Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces .....................%.- $477 

Time for school and the school bus is ready. The 6 kids get on and off 
through the hinged door. When you pull the bus, it goes into action. The 
driver drives carefully . . looking left and right. The headlight "eyes" 
move up and down and the engine goes "brumm, brumm". Measures 
13x51x41% inches wide. Made of plastic and wood. For ages 2 to 6 
years. Why not pick up the phone right now and order this one? 
49 н 44328—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ошпсев................. $5.17 

Cutsiod nade scans by cheisimas-museleciwici com 



Country Kitchen 
Appliances 

With plastic-coated wood-grained finish 

Save 
12% 

when you buy Appliances 
(1) and (2) together 

Country Kitchen Set 
Separately 

tota! 
524.98 

Includes (1) refrigerator- 
freezer and (2) 3-in-1 appli 
ance. See descriptions, below 
For ages 3 to 8. 

Order accessories sold on 
page 469. 

Shipping weight 18 pounds. 
79 C 1113C2 Set $21.98. 

Refrigerator-Freezer 
1 Four shelves to stock with lots of 

“food” (not incl.), and a swing-open 
door. Made of corrugated paper fiberboard 
with a wood-grained finish. Door has wipe- 
clean plastic covering, plastic handle. 
20х1314х331% in. high. Ages 3 to 8. Unas- 
sembled. Buy it the easy way—order by 
phone. 
79 C 1111C—Shipping weight 8 Ibs. ...$8.99 

472 [Sears] t5. 
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Refrigerator- 
Freezer 

with 4 shelves 
to store 

everything 

5899 
without accessories. 

The 3-in-1 
Appliance with 
play oven and 

range. .cabinet 
Sink with real 
running water 

$1599 
without accessories 

The 3-in-1 Appliance 
2 Press sink faucet, water runs into sink 

from well below. Turn knobs to "work" 
oven, burners, fan. 2-shelf cabinet. Wall 
clock has movable hands. Plastic work sur- 
face, corrugated paper fiberboard sides and 
interior. 16x28x36 inches high. Ages 3 to 8. 
For added play value, order accessories at 
right. Unassembled. 
79C 1112C—Shipping weight 11 Ibs, .$15.99 

14-piece Kooky Cooks $499 
Colorful polyethylene pots, pans and utensils with smiling 
faces, Set includes: 5!4-in. diameter saucepan with lid, 8-in. 
frying pan, 8-in. high coffee pot with lid, 4'/-in. high toaster 
with 1 piece of toast, 1 spoon, 2 pieces of fruit, 3 printed card- 
board pancakes and a fried egg. For ages 2 to 5. 
49 C 1029—Shipping weight 3 pounds Set 54.99 

2-speed Blender 

$495 

Whip up some delicious 
treats for yourself and your 
friends with this 10-inch all- 
plastic blender, “Blades” 
spin on high or low speed, 
turn off at the touch of a 
button. Blender uses two 
“D” batteries (not included, 
order package below). Ja- 
pan. Recommended for chil- 
dren ages 4 years and up. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49C1149 $4.95 

batteries 
not included 

E 
geh 

Convertible Mixer 

$495 batteries 
not included 

Just flip switch and beaters 
Spin to mix up your favorite 
treats. Mixer head tilts back 
to remove bowl. Detachable 
base allows mixer to be used 
as a portable, Made of stur- 
dy plastic, 8 in. high. Uses 2 
“D” batteries (not incl.), or- 
der package below. Japan 
Ages 4 and up. 
49C 11027—Wt. 1 Ib.. $4.95 
“О” Batteries. Package of 
6. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 C 46995 Package $1.55 

REVERE WARE? 15-pc. Cooking Set $595 
Have a REVERE WARE? replica set that looks just like 
Mom's. Polished aluminum with simulated copper bottoms. 
Set includes: 2 frying pans, pudding pan. Dutch oven with 
cover, 2 sauce pans with cover, 3!-in. high coffeepot with 
cover, 5 plastic utensils. Recommended for ages 3 to 12. 
49 C 1027 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce Set $5.95 



(1) Telescreen Console 
"Shoot" alien craft as they appear on film strip mon- 
itor. “Hit” registers with “beep” sound and red light 
when control arm aims phaser light over target. 
YOU GET: Plastic 14¥%4x9'x101-in. high console. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. See Note below, right. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 4 "D" batter- 
ies, not included, order 2 pkgs. below. Figure not incl. 
49 М 59188. ipping weight 4 Ibs, 8 oz. . . $ 14.99 

Pkg. $1.69 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 М 46996—Shipping weight 11 oz. 

TT $1499 
Telescreen Console 

without 
batteries. figure 

(2) Starship Enterprise 

"Fly" this replica of flight deck, including sick bay, cap- 
tain's chair and computor console. Transporter room 
"beams down" heroes when you spin dial and push but- 
tons. Telescreen has six interchangeable action scenes. 
WHAT YOU GET: Vinyl-covered hardboard case that 
folds out to form layout 16V4x10V2x 1054 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Figures not included. 

Shipping weight 4 pon 
79 N 59162C .... $13.87 

Explore unknown galaxies with 

Space: 1999 Eagle, characters 

without 
figures The Starship Enterprise $ 1 387 

(3thru B) Star Trek Heroes 
WHAT YOU GET: &-in. tall, jointed plastic figures. 
Complete with removable uniforms, accessories. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

49 N 59176-Capt. Kirk. Wt. 4oz. ...$ 
49 N 59177-Mr. Spock. Wt. 4 oz. .... 
49 М 59185-Lt. Uhura. Wt. 4 oz. .. 
49 N 59179-Klingon Cmdr, Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 59184-Dr. McCoy. Wt. 4 oz. ... 
49 N 59178-Scotty. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

Forms "Scout" spaceship 

$1494 
— this scale replica of the Eagle spaceship used 

Cmdr. Koenig pilots the ship while Dr. Russell and 
Prof. Bergman study the situation in the control center. 
WHAT YOU GET: Spaceship, 3 articulated figures, 2 chairs, 
crane, weapons rack, 4 stun guns, laser rifle; detachable cock. 
pit and rear quellar е нү forms "Scout" ship. All pieces du- 
rable polystyrene. Eagle spaceship, 31% inches long. Figures 
are 3 inches high. 

Defend the universe from alien attacks with 
50-ріесе Beyond Tomorrow Lunar Space Station 

$999 
WHAT YOU GET. 1 XLS scooter 1 rocket trailer CONSTRUCTION: 

1 XLS space car 1 rocket, tractor Plastic. Figures 2 to 3 FOR А! Ni & 
4 space pod 1 prime mover with round control inches tall a e Aa Me се ыыы ШЫ 

-stage rocket station AGES: $ years and uj T ippi i Power janne ^ 2 domed refineries howe е; тар р. 79 М 59879 C—Shipping weight 4 pounds $14.94 
1 independent -paintt 

2 space scooters rOcket launcher alien res PEE io NOTE: Items on this page not recommended for 
with missile 24 space figurt 49 N 59885 ..$9.99 ages under 3, due to small parts. 

472 E ov 
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Turn any table into a full kitchen with 
this Tabletop Appliance Set 

Cook a pretend meal and then tidy up 
with this sturdy steel appliance set 

SET INCLUDES: Stove, sink and refrigerator units made of steel. 
Stove has colorfully printed “raised burners", a make-believe clock, 
“knobs” and “oven window”. Refrigerator has snap-latch door with 
lastic handle and three shelves. Sink has swivel faucet, pretend 

in. Stove, sink ea. 114 in. high. Refrigerator is 15 in. high. 42-pc. 
accessory set incl. dish rack, ice cube tray, cups, saucers, bowls, 
pots, pans, utensils and more. All accessories of sturdy plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 C 11821C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ..Set $11.99 

with colorful Servir 

76-piece 
Winnie-the-Pooh 
Cook ‘п Serve Set 

$499 
(1) | SET INCL: Service for 
6 with 6 each of the follow- 
ing: decorated plastic plates, 
4¥,-in. diam., mugs, knives, 
forks, gs goblets, pa- 
per napi Decorated alu- 
minum coffee-pot with cov- 
er, one large and one small 
decorated aluminum Wind- 
sor sauce pan, decorated 
aluminum saucepan with 
cover, 5-рс. plastic utensil 
set, plastic serving tray. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORD. INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49C 10156... .Set $4.99 

15-piece Picnic Basket Set $399 

Dinnerware 
and Serving Set 

$599 
(2) SET INCL.: Service for 6 
with 6 each of the following: 
decorated plates, 4 
and oce cu 

butter 
forks, per napkins. 
with cover, sugar bowl with 
cover, creamer, 2 large and 2 
small decorated serving dishes 
with covers, removable handle 
for serving plus a 2-burn- 
er hot plate and 7-pc. utensil 
set. Plastic. Daisy desi, 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Бе 8 oz. 
49 C 10108 ..... $5.9! 

16-pc. Beverage Maker Set $477 32-pc. "Rooster" Breakfast Set $399 

I Invite your friends over for fun and а re- (5) 32-PIECE SET INCLUDES: Coffeepot with cov- 
er, toaster, el ic fry pan plus service for 4 with 4 
each of the following: cups, decorated saucers, deco- 
rated plates, 4!4-inch diagonal, and goblets, knives, 
forks and Vu раан: pieces have a bright 
rooster pattern. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 10107—Shipping weight 1 Ib. ... 

(3) Fun for two. . . go on a real picnic with this set. 
SET INCL.: Basket with hi lid, 10:2x8x51/ in. deep, 
2-рс. jug with mug, 2 each of cups, saucers, knives, 
spoons, forks, placemats. Plastic 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 10055—Shipping weight 2 pounds . .Set $3.99 

466 

‘Catalog pane scan bv Сана лики cont 

16-PIECE SET INCLUDES: 3-piece beverage 
maker, 6% inches high, 4 cups and 4 spoons . 
all of plastic. Plus one package of Kool -Aid and 
4 парі ` 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 10214—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. ... -Set $4.77 Set $3.99 



Malibu Barbie and her friends will enjoy 
hours of fun in the sun with this 
large 3-foot wide Backyard 

. sold only at Sears. Over 25 separate 
pieces, 6 fun areas to keep 'em 

Barbeque" your 
active and healthy Э ААА 

t à 

bie will look so smashing in her new 
mix ‘п match Casual Coordinates 

Мыр eius d te 
feed. change and bathe 

this tiny Зап. tall baby до! 

тара Base beans by diia nwisdlóchdical cont 

Change doll into 
swim clothes in 

!) Pool and a { 
Cabana (2 thru 4 
$995 $29 4 

(1) Pool! and Cabana. You'll have hours of fun with all 
these outdoor activities . . . dress dolls in the cabana, take ‘em 
for a swim, lounge in the sun or barbecue a scrumptious sum- 
mer supper. 
CONSTRUCTION: Cardboard backyard set is coated with vi- 
nyl to resist spills. “Grass yard" is 41x27!4 inches wide . 
surrounded by plant-covered fence. Kidney-shaped pool is 
plastic, 21x29x2!4 inches high . . . holds up to 2 inches of wa- 
ter for wading and swimming. 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDE: Cabana, table with umbrella. 4 
stools, ice chest, pitcher and 8 cups, barbecue grill, utensils, 
hand net, filter and vacuum to help keep pool clean, swimming 
ring, floating swim guard line, 2 rafts, chaise lounge. Plus 2 
chipboard flowerpots with plants. Plastic. 
FOR AGES. 3 to 12 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. Dolls not шеки. 
79 М 31145C—Shipping weight 6 pounds .... 9.95 

(2thru 4) Malibu Dolls. These dolls look M 
have bright smiling eyes and golden suntanned skin. 
BODY. DETAILING: Tan vinyl. Jointed arms, legs, bendable 
knees make these dolls so easy to pose in almost any position. 
Painted eyes. Barbie and P.J. are 111; inches tall and have 
Twist 'n Turn waists, rooted long blond hair. Ken is 12 inches 
tall and has moided blond hair. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
(2) Malibu Barbie. Wears red 1-piece swimsuit. 
49 N 30826—Shipping weight 10 ounces ... .$2.94 

(3) Malibu P.J. Wears lavender 1-piece swimsuit. 
49 N 30825—Shipping weight 10 ounces ... 294 

(4) Malibu Ken. Dressed in green swim trunks. 
49 N 30837—Shipping weight 12 ounces 2.94 

(5) Mix'n Match Casual Coordinates for your favorite 
11¥%-inch fashion dolls 

SET INCLUDES: White skirt and shorts with black stitching, 
scarf, red vest and blazer, 1-ріесе playsuit and shoes. 

FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See Note below. 
49 N 31028—Shipping weight 3 ounces Set $3.99 

(6 and 7) Puff "№ Play Living Room and Bedroom 
Ensembles for fashion dolls up to 12 in. tall 

SETS INCLUDE: (6) sofa, 2 sport chairs, armchair and coffee 
table. (7) chair, footstool, bed, pillow and dresser. 
WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF. Vinyl. Inflatable (except pillow). 
FOR AGES AND ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. See Note. 
(6 49N31169—Living Room Ensemble. Wt. 1102. $2.49 
(7) 49N 3117 1—Bedroom Ensemble. Wt. 11 ог..... 2.49 
(8) Barbie Baby-sits Set 
SET INCLUDES: One 3-inch tall, soft plastic baby with rooted 
blond hair. Rose print flannel and lace blanket; tub, soap. bot- 
tles, dish, plastic bear and duck, washcloth, bib, sunbonnet, 
baby's christening dress, baby’s rose print flannel nightie on 
baby with pink stitching trim, cradle, high chair. Emergency 
phone list and apron with pockets for baby-sitter. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 31176—Shipping weight 5 ounces .....5е $3.95 

Note for both pages: These items not recommended for ages under 3 
years, due to small parts. Items may vary in color, fabric. 



Everything from Shuffleboard, to Darts, to Golf, 
to Bowling with automatic pin setter 

3132 
Fun for the whole sports-minded family. Play Shuffleboard with 4 pushers, 8 
discs. Dart toss has 4 darts and target. Bowling set has two 5-inch plastic balls 
and a pin setter that re-sets with a press down action. Also try "Bounce the 
Checker," Tic-Tac-Toe, Checker-Pitch and even golf. Or have a race with 4 
cars, 4 horses or 4 airplanes. Printed linoleum flooring is 12 feet long by 2 
feet wide. All parts made of steel and plastic. 
79 М 29113L—Shipping weight 15 pounds. .. 

New Automatic 
Football Player 

Qu $999 ж 
\ E 

v Stands 
20 inches tall 

- and kicks 
to like a pro 

і Set ball оп tee, push button . . player kicks it far 
| as 12 feet. Metal base 9%4x74x2 in. Plastic body; 
f vinyl head, arms. 3 plastic footballs, 4% in. long 
| Uses 2 "D" batteries . . order package below. 

79 М 6554C—Shipping weight 5 lbs. $9.99 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 N 8405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. ..Pkg. $1.49 
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Set $13.99 

Helmet, shoulder 
pads, jersey, pants 

in carry case 

Great Outfit 
for your football hero 

$7799 

He'll look like a football hero. Р! 

tic helmet has double bar f; 

guard, rubber padded front, back, 
sides . . fits head sizes up to 6% 
Rubber padded plastic shoulder 
pads; arm si Pants of vat 

dyed Sanforized* cotton twill. Jer- 
sey lightweight cotton yarn; long 
sleeves, hemmed bottom. Football, 
shoes and socks not included. Not 
for competitive play. Sizes S(4445 
in. high), M(48-49 in. high). State S 
or M. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49 N 29312F Set $7.99 

Pee-Wee 
Football Set 

$R99 

This high-impact plastic helmet in 
bright red will soften the blow for 
your little one while he learns to 
play. Has chin cup and double-bar 
face guard; soft-padded at neck, 
forehead and ears. Fits head sizes 
up to 6%. Plastic shoulder pads 
protect young tacklers. Imitation 

leather football, kicking tee. Ages 
6 to 10. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. 
49N 2912 -Set $5.99 



Play Family 
driver and 
6 kids ride 

in their 
School Bus 

$399 

Take the whole gang to school . . 6 kids and Fido load, 
unload through hinged door. Driver looks left and right, 
headlight “eyes” go up and down, engine goes “brumm, 
brumm” when you pull bus along. Wood and plastic painted 

| with non-toxic colors. 13х5/,х47/ in. wide. Ages 2 to 5. 
49 N 44328—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces ... .$3.99 

Play Family, 
Fido ride 
in their 
Mini-Bus 

$294 
Mom, Dad, Junior, Sis, and “poochie” fit inside this sun- 
roofed mini-bus . . or take them out for sight-seeing tours. 
Hardwood figures with non-toxic paint; plastic bus. Goes 
“putt-putt” when you move bus. 4x3x6 in. long. Ages 2 to 4. 
49 м 4433—Shipping weight 11 ounces .............$2.94 

Frisky Frog jumps, sits up, and 
says "Grumph" when you squeeze bulb 

Frisky springs into action when you squeeze the soft plastic 
bulb. “Grumph, grumph”, he says, as he sits up and does his 
tricks . . short jumps and long jumps. Non-toxic plastic. 
4'/x6x5 in. long. Ages 1 to 4. Get this bit of Christmas shop- 
ping done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 
49 N 44636—Shipping weight 12 ounces. ........... $2.89 

Chatter Phone 
Pull Toy 

Chatters, smiles, 
rolls its eyes 

bell rings 
when you dial it 

$236 

What fun to learn to use a phone. . especially when it “chat- 
ters back”. Receiver lifts for a really-using-it feeling. Painted 
wood with plastic receiver; non-toxic. Elasticized fabric cord. 
Balloon-style plastic wheels. 6'/.x7'/2x4 in. high. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 N 4436—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces ...... $2.36 
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Creative Coaster 

Children love to ride it, 
pull it, and stack the 

plastic blocks on dowels 

Horn beeps and wagon goes "clackety-clack" as it rolls 
along. Steering column swings forward for pull toy, back- 
ward for pushing or riding. Wooden wagon is loaded with 
18 plastic blocks of different shapes and 6 wood dowels to 
fit them on. Red plastic balloon tires, yellow plastic seat. 
Steel axles. 19'/x16'/,x11'/, inches wide. Ages 1 to 4. Buy 
it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 М 44066C— Shipping weight 6 pounds .........98.26 

moooo! 

says Molly Moo-Cow as 
she raises her head and 
swishes her tail to show 
how much she loves you 

$399 

Squeeze Molly's soft plastic 
“cow bell" pull and she raises 
her head and moos softly. As 
you pull her along her spring- 
action tail swishes. Ears, 
horns are soft plastic. Molded 
plastic body with plastic bal- 
loon wheels. 11x9x4 inches 
high. Ages 2 to 4. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. 
49N 44671... $3.99 f 

Corn Popper 

Push toy along and wooden "popcorn" 
balls jump up, hit plastic dome, make a 
popping sound. Safety knob on 18-inch 

side. Unbreakable plastic housing, plastic handle. Wood base, plastic balloon 
wood base. Plastic balloon wheels, safe- wheels. 87/,x6'/, in. high. Ages 1 to 3. 
ty knob on 18-inch plastic handle. 49 № 44621—Wt. 11b. 8 02. .. 52.76 | 
9x4°/,x7°/, inches high. Ages 1 to 3. 
49 N 44634—Wt. 11. 1002.....$2.76 473 

Happy Hoppers 

Push this toy and see colorful Play 
Family members pop up and down in- 



toys for lookin’ at, listenin’ to and playin’ with 

Winnie-the-Pooh Playcase 

$599 

Case opens up to a 2-level far 
3-speed Winnie-the-Pooh Phonograph 

r scene around Rabbit's House and all 

your favorite characters are there . . Christopher Robin, Eeyore, Gopher Plays any favorite 33'/,, 45 or 78 rpm records 
Xanga and Roo, Rabbit, Owl, t, Tigger of course, Wii the automatic start and stop, no exposed working parts 
Pooh himself. There are 16 cc cardboard pop-outs, printed on both : 
sides . . with plastic bases to stand on. When open, vinyl case is Just slip 7, 10 or 12-inch record through slot in the front of the cover. Slide the 
14х10х127/, іп, high; closed case measures 14x6x5'/, in. high. lever, Phonograph automatically starts playing . . stops at the end of the 

record. Top of phonograph can be locked to help protect little hands. Oper 
ates on only one "D" battery (not incl.); order pkg. below. Made of durable 
hi-impact styrene with built-in handle. 11%4x11'/4x4'/,» in. high. 
49 С 66445—Shipping weight 3 pounds $9.99 

49 C 4653—Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 11 ох Pkg. 1.39 

112 our 1 12 ounces 49 C 59801—Shipping weight 1 pounc 

Just me. Eeyore 
m the one with his 

tail nailed оп. . keeps 
me from losin’ 15-key Portable Organ $899 

Now a child can play music all by himself. Just slip one of the § music 
sheets under the 15 clear plastic keys. Child presses the keys where he 
sees the colored dots to play his favorite tune. Simple chords can be 
played by using the 3 colored base keys when indicated. Sturdy plas 
tic case, 13x6 * in. high. Winnie-the-Pooh decorations. On-oif 
switch. Uses 3 “D” batteries (not incl.); order 2 pkgs. above right. 
49 C 66619—From Japan. Shpa. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz $8.99 

Chatter Box Record Player 

Play 8 Pooh stories as you read along $399 

from the illustrated story folder 

Cut $1.00. Was $4.99. Slip any of the four 2-sided recor о this "talking 

machine to hear one of 8 different stories told by Pooh and his friends, Each 
33-second story is an adventure follow the words in the 7x24-in. fold-out 

Music 
Box 

Cassette 
book. Vinyl case has strap for carrying an such to hold all 4 records, 4*/4x3x2 Player р Ч 

у n. Usc D" battery (not incl.); order pkg. below. Ages 2 to 7 
$ 99 49 С 44547—Shipping weight 1 pound $3.99 

49 C 4695—"'D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. pkg. 1 Ib. 7 oz Pkg. 1.39 

folder and three 2-sided Music box plays four different tunes . . needs no batteries, simply 
insert cassette just like a real tape player, and turn crank to play. 

Four cassettes included: "Winnie-the-Pooh Theme”, р Goes the 
Weasel”, “Mary Had a Little Lamb" and “London Bridge" 

тау pl. 

no story folder 

tic music box player has Winnie-the-Pooh design, mea 
n. hi, 

Shipping weis 
», Buy the easy way—order by phone. 

t 1 pound $3.99 

ie [Sears] 479 

———r——— 



Store blocks 
into largest one 

after play 

Nest ^n Build Blocks are 9 hollow blocks for stack- Blox Box is set of 13 plastic blocks. Largest one is 
ing or nesting. 3 Pick-and-Play Puzzles with 18 hollow and holds the smaller ones. Look-and- Learn 
pieces to fit into 9x12-in. puzzles or use separate- Books and Posiers. 8 books; two 14x20-inch plastic 
ly for play. Plastic. 27 months and up. posters. 18 months and up. 
49 м 44561—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 1502....Se *3.33 49 N 44557—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. .... Set $4.88 

P s Se 

Pot'nSpoon" $487 
Challenges child to match 6 colored blocks to cutouts in 
cover of 10-in. pot. Spoon included. Plastic. Ages 114-4. 
49 № 44463—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces . . . $4.87 

Winnie-the-Pooh Sesame Street's 
din. Ernie Stack-ups™ Winnie-the-Pooh Nesting Blocks 

0| 3225 $194 $499 
4 Stacking toy turns out to be a friend from Set of 10 colorful, non-toxic hollow wooden 

Sesame Street. Shape and color help child blocks. Cubes from 1 to 5% inches make a. 
stack Ernie correctly or he can do it any tower 33 inches high. Decorated with favorite 

AY 1 s crazy way. Plastic, 11 in. 3106, Winnie-the-Pooh characters. West Germany. Make Pooh and his friends spin around tree y pumping сажне parapet е M 44078 Apes 195104. Wea URS 
non-removable plunger knob. Plastic, 9% inches high. DUM т иса 
49 N 44821—Ages 2 to 4. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 802..... $4.49 Children's Television Workshop 

Tumbling Teddy $388 

Your toddler will love to watch 
this adorable bear turn somer- 

Corn Popper $297 

As toy is pushed along, wooden 
“popcorn” balls hit plastic 

saults as he pushes or pulls him / dome, making popping sound. 
along. 8x4x30 in. high. Plastic. // Rounded knob on 18%-in. plas- 
For ages 1 to 4. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 7 tic handle. Wood base, plastic 
TON 44161C .... $388 jj wheels. 614x83 in. high. Ages 1 

A to 3. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49N44621...................$297 

Pocket Viewer $294 

Looks like Daddy's pocket camera. Push a button and 
"flash cube" turns and clicks. Shows 27 zoo photos. Car- 
ry strap. Plastic. 6 4x271«x2*4 inches. For ages 2 to 5. 
49 № 44032—Shipping weight 7 ounces . . .......... 3294 

Cato pane scans by cheisimaz nuseleciwdcM соп 



Wood frame-reinforced hardboard Kombi Kitchen . . sold only at Sears 
Our newest, most complete play kitchen 

with all-in-one unit design . 
a deluxe refrigerator-freezer, plus 

a range with broiler-oven, and a double Sink inches high overall. U 
with 2 shelf spaces below for storage 

. even includes 

24-pc. Sink and Range Set $299 

Set includes plastic 6x8-in. dish drain, drain board, 
3 spoons, 3 forks, dish pan, orange squeezer and 
strainer, measuring cup, funnel, 2 pots, frying pan, 
3 covers, more. Ages 3 to 8. 
49 C 13244—Shipping weight 14 oz. ..... 

Сараи scuns by СПБ nursolochnicnt ont 

Set $2.99 

Both refrigerator and freezer doors open, revealing 2 shelf spaces within refrigerator. Simulated 
in-door storage compartments have colorful pictures of food packages and jars. Sink has play 
knobs that turn for even more fun, Doors below sink slide open easily to disclose 2 handy storage 
shelves, The range has make-believe burners, four play knobs and vent hood above. 

Countertop has simulated butcher-block "cutting board". Entire unit measures 45x12'/x31"4 

9-pc. Housekeeping Set $399 

Includes plastic “vacuum” sweeper that actu- 
ally picks up, dry mop, fiber broom (all are 24 
in. high). Counter brush, dust pan, apron, dust 
cloth, sponge and duster. Ages 2 to 8. 

49 C 13235—Shpg. wt. 2 Set $3.98 

Instructions included. Recommended for ages 2 to 8. Stock up 
on "food" and accessories sold on pages 469 thru 472, to go along with the Kombi Kitchen. 
79 C 1168C—Shipping weight 40 pounds 

5 
Non-electric Ironing Set $544 

Everything for ironing play. 27V4-in. long steel fold- 
ing ironing board with pad and silicone cover. Plastic 
and steel iron. Recommended for ages 4 to 10. 
79 C 13261C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 



Transmit and receive. 
messages over airwaves 

using voice or 
Morse code with 

Base Station and/or 
Space Communitron 

$1795 

Communicators 
and aids for exploration 

Tabletop Base Station 
i while your 

is out exploring. When he reports іп, you switch to CB channel 14 and answer (no mit 
i on the rotating front let 

HOW IT WORKS: Е base = with SO-milliwatt output has speaker- 

transmit, receive. [depu Apre activates Morse code fran 
RANGE: Up to М mile over flat terrain. Transmits over airwaves . 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Measures 8%х7%х4 inches high. From Japan. 
FOR AGES: 9 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires one 9-v. battery, not incl., order pkg. below, right. 49 м 24268— Shipping weight 2 pounds о... * 

Flashmite . . 
light without batteries 

Без петог асо? юма sonia ode 
out "in space' your Flashmite 
with you. ш Trigger jocks Uum pocket storage. 
HOW IT WORKS: Just pump the trigger . 
no batteries needed because you тни en- 
ergy needed to make Flashmite work. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Transparent grip 
lets you see inner parts. Measures 
24x 114x434 inches high. 2 bulbs included. 
From Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49N51057—Shpg. wt. б ор. ....... $2.95 

m —— 

РЕОНИ $17.95 

D 

. no wires. 

Mr. Spock 
49 N 24272 

+ Works like a radio, 
wear it like a watch 

Take it on your space journeys to keep you company 
. catch the latest news, sports and your favorite mu- 

Sic. Receives local AM stations. 
CONSTR.: 8Vz-in. long vinyl band, 2%x2¥4x1%-in. plas- 

tic case. On-off switch and volume control buttons on 
side for easy on-the-go adjustments. Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION Uses 1 "AA" battery, not 

cluded: order below. 
Ө М S 1006 Shipping weight бог............. $7.95 
"AA" Batteries. Regular carbon-zinc oe 1.5 volts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: рина 
49 М 4699 1—Shipping wt. 

I'm returning 
“to ship." 

Separately 19. 98 
tot 

Hand-held Space Communitron 
Ж " — Tocall and other send out then trans- your fellow "astronaut' o ages on CB P tao ECC license outa signal, - 

panel let you send Morse with instructions on back you're always prepared. 
HOW IT WORKS: Solid € 50-mw output. On-off switch, volume control. Talk- 
listen button, space signal button with sound and 
RANGE: Up to М mile over flat terrain. Transmits over airwaves . 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Measures 275х2/5х7 inches high. From Korea. 
FOR AGES: 9 years and up. 
овостна INFO: beu one 9-volt battery, not included, order package below. 

costume shown above sold on page 568. 

49N 24272 Shipping weight oan ons 

Morse code transmitter button. 
. no wires. 

Track UFOs with Sonic Space Laser 

HOW IT WORKS: Laser gun projects light beam. Telescop- 
ject im- ic attachment with 3 диненә disks 

ages of flying saucers. When you pull the trigger, gun 
emits laser "bleeping" sound. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 9V4x154x5 in. high. Hong Kong. 

FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Map 2 "AA" voii and one 9- 
volt battery, not incl., order id below. 
49 N 51023—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 

Heavy-duty 9-volt Battery. 
ORDER INFO: . of 2. Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 46993 е 5н 



Fun Time 
Oven with 

Cake Mixes 
Bake your very own cake the 

SIMPLE and FUN way. . . one 
100-watt bulb provides the heat 

Only $1 199 
at Sears 

cakes that Little bakers will love i 
they made in their FUN TIME OVEN. 
HOW IT WORKS: Just add water to mix 
and pour batter into pan. Slide pan into 
and out of baking chamber using paddle 
: . . little hands never need to touch the 
pan. Oven frame stays cool to touch. 

е is done in about 20 minutes. 
CONSTRUCTION: Blue and white poly- 
propylene, 1513⁄6x7%46x131⁄4 inches high. 
Four make-believe burners on stove. 

(A) Add water to 
mix and stir 

Vent hood above. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Heats with only one 
100-watt bulb (not іпсі.). UL listed for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Not recom- 
mended for children under 8 years of age. 
ACCESSORIES: Wooden paddle, two 11⁄4- 
oz. pkgs. Pillsbury cake mixes, 2 Pills- 
bury frosting mixes, 2 round, 
diam, aluminum pans, 1 heart-shaped 
aluminum pan, teaspoon, instruction 
cookbook. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 

ORDERING INFO: Cake plates, bowl and 
stirring spoon not included. 
49 C 1125—Wt. 4 lbs. 

(1) Holly Hobbie® 
Home-baked Cookie Set 

$697 
Bake your own sugar cookies. . . 
then decorate them by following 
the lines stamped onto cookies. 
19-PIECE SET INCLUDES: Four 
3-oz. pkgs. of Pillsbury vanilla 
sugar cookie mix, 5 tubes Pills- 
bury decorator icing (white, 
brown, blue, pink and yellow), 7 
Holly Hobbie plastic cookie cut- 
ters, mixing bowl, wood rollin; 
pin plus Holly Hobbie spoon an 
cookie instruction 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz, 
49C11258......... Set $6.97 

@American Greeting Corp. 

Саш page scans by chhrisinias maseleciwücal com 

...Set $11.99 
(C) Slide cake into oven 

(2) 22-piece Basic 
Cake and Decorate Set 

$499 4 
Learn to bake and decorate delicious 
cakes, then treat your friends. 
22-PC. SET INCLUDES: Four 1%-oz. 
Pillsbury cake mixes. . . 2 yellow 
and 2 devil's food, 8 Pillsbury frosting 
mixes. . . 4 vanilla and 4 fudge, dec- 
orating syringe and 2 decorating tips, 
mixing bowl, spoon/spatula, 2 round 
3¥%-in. diam. aluminum cake pans, 
plastic elephant and lion sugar molds 
plus plastic apron to help keep 
Clothes clean and Pillsbury Cake and 
Decorate instruction booklet. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 

ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49С 11245 ............ Set $4.99 

+ nime un, 

OH 
{ 77 2% 

v1 3 

(3) Deluxe 58-piece Cake and Decorate Set $999 
You can bake so many different cakes with this set . . . one for every occasion! 

58-PIECE SET INCLUDES: Twelve 115-02. Pillsbury cake mixes . . . 6 yellow and 
6 devil's food, 12 packages of Pillsbury fudge frosting mix and 12 pkgs. Pillsbury 
vanilla frosting mix, 2 round 3!4-in. diam. aluminum pans, 2 heart-shaped alumi- 
num pans, 2 four-piece cake tier sets for really elegant-looking cakes, mixing 
bowl, spoon-spatula, 1 decorating syringe with 2 
tips, 4 animal sugar molds, Plus blue and white 

tham-print plastic Poppin’ Fresh® apron and 
illsbury Cake and Decorate book. 

FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces. 
49C 11246......... 

Toy 
Kitchens 

Set $9.99 Ivi 467 



Your dolls will love to ride the range, 
then return home to the dude ranch for a 
uare dance. . . sold only at Sears 

2 m 
Big Beauty Horse fully y You сал 
pose и in many positions, Exclusive design 

8llows your 1 1 Vn. fashion dolls to t n hone properly ^ ront fal ol $449 

(1) Ranch and Corral Set. Sold only at Sears. 
CONSTRUCTION: Completely printed chipboard 
set is made up of three main pieces: stall for horse 
(sold below) with Dutch doors; bunkhouse with 2 
bunks and room with clothes rod; plus corral wi 
gate. Grass-look base folds out . . . provides play 
ing area and space for accessories. 43! 3x221 3x14! 4 
inches high when set up. Set folds up to become а 
storage compartment and carry-all case. 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDE: 2 bales of hay, barrels, 
hay trough, lantern, stove, ice chest with lid, pi 
ax, shovel, table and stool, coffee pot with lid, 3 
cups, saucepan, pot, spoon and spatula. Plastic 
with cardboard hay trough. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 11 years. See Note on facing page. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Doll not included. 
79 N 31141C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. $8.95 

(2) Big Beauty Horse. Made of break-resistant 
pon Legs, neck, tail are poseable. Has vinyl 

estern saddle. 12 in. tall, 14 in. long. Imported. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 to 10 years. 
49 N 31165—Shipping weight 2 lbs. $9.95 

(3) Lassie€. Made of break-resistant plastic. 
Legs, neck and tail are poseable. Has vinyl head, 
mane, tail. б in. tall, 10 long. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 to 10 years. 
49N31203— Shipping weight 11 oz. 5449 
Əlasse T 

(4 thru 6) Outfits for square dancing and ca- 
sual wear. Fit Barbie, other 11'»-in. fashion dolls. 
SETS INCLUDE: (4) long dress, blouse, skirt, belt, 
hat, shoes. (5) bodysuit, jodphurs, vest, hat, boots. 
(6) long denim skirt, white sweater, denim slacks, 
jacket, red checked shirt, blue bib-top skirt. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 13 years. See Note on facing page. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
(4) 49N31048-Squaredance Set. Wt. 3 02.82. 2 
(5) 49N31043-Riding Set. Wt. 2 oz. 19 
(6) 49N31052-Denim Set. Wt. 8 oz. 398 

(7 thru 9) AGES 4 to 10 years. See Note, p. 472. 

(7) 3-9. long Deluxe Motor Home. Yellow exte- 
Eos with magenta stripe trim and Barbie motif 

hics. Furnished with swivel chairs for driver 
ind | passenger, couch, table, stove, sink, shower, 
cendum sofa bed, closet. Detachable sun deck . . . 
converts to porch on back or side of motor home, 
with chair, table, hibachi. Plastic 
ORDER INFO: Doll not incl. Оше: by Mattel. 
Write for free copy, see pagi 
79N S258 Shinpine weight 11 Ibs ...$24.97 
(8) Ten-speed Bicycle. . . with bike rack, 
hooks to rear of motor home. Kickstand goes up 
and down, handlebars, wheels roll. Plastic. 
11/2x3* 4x6 in. 
49 N 31138—Shipping weight 12 ounces . . $3.99 

(9) Dune Buggy. tow behind motor home 
(tow bar included). Plastic with Super Star graph- 
ics. Has 2 seats, wheels roll. 13x7'2x4! in. high. 
49 N 31073—Shipping weight 2 pounds ..$5.99 

смао page scans by dheisthiasmisetedimical com. 

This colhe 
1$ fully 

For riding and casual wear 

$2497 8 

6-piece 
Denim Outfit 

to the road with this large 
3-foot long Motor Home 

DOLLS and 
ACCESSORIES 

PBOMe 
KDGAJÉ 



Was $5.99 

$497 

Counts to 9999. 
Twist dial to $10” 

3499 reset to zero. 

Pogo Sticks and Stilts 

] Stoo! Stilts have adjustable footrests. Raise 10 to 16 inches 
off floor. 5 feet high. Rubber tips. Fnameled finish. 

79 м 2916C—Shipping weight 5 pounds ............ Pair $4.99 

CUT $1.02. Pogo Stick for weight up to 100 Ibs. For ages 6 
to 12. 48 inches high. Spring tension adjusts. Baked enamel 

finish on steel tubing. Vinyl handle grips with plastic streamers. 
Slip-resistant foot pads and tip. 
79 N 2908C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $4.97 

3 Pogo Stick for all ages holds up to 200 Ibs, Slip-resistant 
foot pads and tip; vinyl handle grips with plastic streamers. 

High tension triple tubular steel construction with friction-free 
spring for strong support. Stands 48 inches high. 
79 М 29059C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ...............97.99 

Pogo Stick with countmeter. Automatically records each 
jump. Holds up to 200 pounds. Bright zinc-plated tubular 

steel frame. Nylon bearing with adjustable spring. Grooved rub- 
ber foot pads and tip. 42 inches high. Vinyl hand grips. 
79 М 29236C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $10.99 

Space Walkers Cut 4% 

Priced to be Was 

SOMETHING SPECIAL $4.99 3476 

Like walking on the moon. Big dual springs keep you bouncing 
center hinge keeps you from tilting and losing balance. Put. 

them over your regular shoes, then adjust length of plastic 
straps. Lace-up band. Steel foot and baseplates are finished with 
red enamel. Rubber bumpers help protect mom’s floors. 
49 N 29067—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 6 oz. .......... Pair $4.76 

‘States pade scans by cheisimasaisetecimical com 

Inflatable 
Ride-a-Ball 

$587 
Your choice of red or blue 

Fun for all . . even adults can 
ride. Inflates to 14 to 18 in. in 
diameter for children; 18 to 20 
in. for adults. Made of heavy 
duty polyvinyl chloride with 
automotive-type valve for in- 
flating with hand pump or at 
service station. Safety ring. 

Sent deflated. 

Red Ball. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 29281...... $5.87 
Blue Ball. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 м 29262 ......... 

Jump’N Float 
foot 4-foot Jumbo 5-foot 

diameter | diameter diameter 

KG Eu CN 
On land it's а trampoline, in water 
it's a raft. Heavy-duty rubber 
truck tube has a metal air valve. 
Bottom and top covers made with 
rugged cotton duck. Securely har- 
nessed with strong web supports. 
Zipper closure. Deflates to com- 
pact size for convenient storage. 
Ages 4 and up. 

Jumbo Size. About 5-foot diam. 
49 N 2909—Wt. 14 lbs... ..$19.76 

4-foot diameter. 
49 N 29245 —Wt. 10 Ibs. ..$15.76 
3-foot diameter. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49N2922... 8736 

ШИЙ Їй / 

NEW! Inflatable Ride-a-Horse $ 87 
for the young set 

Designed especially for pre-schoolers. Authen- 
tic western styling richly embossed on heavy- 
duty polyvinyl chloride body of horse. Inflates 
to 14 to 16 inches in diameter. Has automotive- 

type valve for inflating with hand pump or at 
service station. Safety hand grips help keep 
child steady on horse. Sent deflated. 
49 № 29313—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. $6.87 



Deluxe Doctor and Nurse Kits . . 
over 100 pieces in It's fun to 
each carry case learn to do 

buttons, snaps, 

zippers, ties 

( 1 and 2 ) You'll start your "practice" with pro. 
fessional-looking kits which include stethoscope 
that "picks up" strong heartbeats, miniature 
microscope that magnifies, blood pressure tester 
with gauge that registers when air bulb is 
squeezed, thermometer, record charts, prescrip 

tion blanks, carrying case, box for candy "pills 
(candy not included), Ages 3 and up. Doll not 
included. From Hong Kong 

Doctor Kit. Packed up in attache-style carry 
case with safety latch. Plastic. 13x10x2 

inches high. Includes doctor armband 
49 М 44526—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz Kit $3.99 

Q Nurse Kit. Vinyl shoulder strap case is 13x 
У 5х7 in. high. Includes nurse cape, cap, plas 

are”, plate, tray with play food 
49 N 44525 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. Kit $3.99 

І DONT МАО HIM 
PLAYING DOCTOR, 
BUT DOES HE 



Sears | wos ОЪ 
EXCLUSIVE Your baby’s first 3 years are a time of 

rapid growth, of development of motor 

skills seeing, hearing, touching. mov- 
ing. Your child relies on you to encour- 

age him, to provide educational tools. 

gg GROWING 
To aid you, a research team led by Dr 
Esther P. Edwards created a series of 
toys to challenge and motivate your 

child at each stage of growth. Each toy 
uses one skill to encourage another skill 
Book sold with Series 1 explains entire 
Wonder of Growing program 

SERIES 1—starting at birth 

/ i Colors, patterns and movement catch 
| baby's eye. . encourage him to focus 

(A thru C ) Help baby develop eye control by 
' arousing his curiosity. (A) Crib Mobile provides 

continuous variations in form and color as sun, 
i moon and stars circle overhead. Plastic, ceiling 

hook. (B) Crib Plaque . . butterfly-shaped plastic 
| frame with cards in a variety of colors and pat- 
‘ terns. Just slide in and out to keep baby’s interest, 

(C) 128-pg. book on Wonder of Growing program. 
Shipping weight set 2 lbs. 8 oz. 

49 C 44551— Series 1. (А thru C) ........Set $3.99 

Save $1.00, buy Series 2 with Series 1. Sao facing page. 

| 128-page book 

explains phases 
4 of your child's 

development dur- 
ing first 3 years, 
hints for parents 

С 

77 

SERIES 3— starting at 6 months 

Uie 
à 

[J 
19) 

Peek-a-Boo toys show how things can appear 

and disappear. . introduce the physical world 

(б thru К) As your child becomes more aware of his environ- 
ment, these toys give him problems to solve about the physical 
world. (G) Toddle Roller is a sturdy inflatable toy that pro- 
motes movement. A toy that a child can crawl after, sit on, hit 
or carry around. Clear "windows" allow child to peek at col- 
ored noisemakers inside . . encourages him to roll Toddle 
Roller to make them appear and disappear. 17x12-in, diam, 

(Н) Tumble Tube is partly transparent, partly opaque . . as 
child turns tube, brightly colored balls seem to disappear, then 

baby develops control, he can regulate the speed 
is' movement. (J) See Me rattle has a clown face that 

swivels away to reveal a mirror and baby sees his reflection. 
(K) Lollispoon teether-rattle has chewable inner core. When 
tipped, a ball appears at one end . . tilt it the other way and a 

spoon appears. All four toys are made of sturdy plastic 
Shipping weight set 1 Ib. 15 oz. 

49 C 44553—Series 3. (G thru K). «Set $7.99 

Save *1.00, when you buy Series 4 with Series 3. See facing page. 

Big handles and new textures 

tempt baby to grasp things 

and strengthen 

little arms and fingers 

(D thru Е) These toys help baby develop muscle coordination. (D) Coordinator 
Crib Gym with different colors and shapes to pull, hit or jiggle. Colorful plastic and 
plush parts detach for cleaning, rearranging. Straps adjust for crib or playpen. 

(E) Tender Teethers, three interesting shapes for baby to feel, suck, push against 
to relieve teething discomfort. Designed to fit into little hands. All boilable plastic, 
non-toxic. (F) Touch Much Rattle combines a variety of fabric textures for baby to 
explore. Easy-to-hold plastic handle. Hand washable. 

49 C 44552— Series 2. (D-F). Wt. set 1 lb. 13 oz. .. .Set $7.99 

Save $1.00, buy Series 3 with Series 2. See facing page. pasco MKOGAE 480 

m— —H— И 

SALLE] 

Save :1.00 
Buy two Wonder of Growing 

Series at the same time 



- Watch a music box work with our 
Winnie-the-Pooh Musical Jack-in-the Box 

сол pane scans атас muselectudcl pom 

3 olor band 
Strum a few chords 

with Winnie-the-Pooh 
Musical Ge-tar™ 

$297 
It's a colorful play guitar with a 
happy picture of our Winnie on 
the front. Just turn the crank 
and hear a friendly tune. Mea 
sures 151x514x134 inches deep. 
Made of plastic with sturdy ny- 
lon strings. Recommended for 
children ages 2 to 4 years. 

To order the easiest way, 
look in your phone book white 
pages under “Sears, Roebuck 
and Co., Catalog Sales” for 
number to call. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49N 44233 $297 

Whoever heard of a 
Musical “Wristwatch”? 
Ask Winnie-the-Pooh 

$365 
Wind dial to hear the "Winnie" 

ә theme song as watch hands те. 
volve. Move hands by turning 
knob in center of dial. Adjusta- 
ble strap. 634x214x114 inches. 
Plastic. For ages 1 to 4. 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
Ld 49 N 44721 93.65 

Play Family has fun оп the 
Musical Merry-Go-Round 

$797 
1 Fit 4 Play Family members into turtle, swan, pig and 

giraffe seats. Wind it up and see them go round while 
you listen to “Skater’s Waltz." Operator cranks as merry- 
go-round is in action. On-off switch. 1134x814x6! in. high. 
Wood, plastic. Ages 2 to 6. Get this bit of Christmas shop- 
ping done—just dial Sears and order it now. 
49 N 44785—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 11 oz. .%7.97 

Music Box-Record Player 
. . comes with five records 

$797 

2 Plays 10 children’s tunes like “Row, Row, Row your 
Boat.” Place break-resistant record on the turntable, 

wind the knob and the music box in tone arm starts to play 
as record spins. Clear sound comes from the 4-inch speak- 
er. No harmful needle. Needs no batteries. Case has on-off 
switch; handle. Records store in case. Measures 9х9х4%% 
inches high. Made of plastic. For ages 2 to 6 years. 
49 N 44567—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. ...........$797 

Music Box Cassette Player 
comes with four colorful cassettes 

$494 

3 Enjoy the toddler's version of the popular cassette 
player. Easy to play . . place a cassette in the slot, turn 

the handle and you'll hear music. Each colorful cassette 
plays a different tune. Cassettes store easily in case. Merry 
Mother Goose motif on front. Measures 914x414x312 
inches. Plastic. No batteries are needed. For ages 11% to 6. 
49 N 44237 —Shipping weight 1 pound .............. $4.94 



shaped candies 

$599 
Kandy Kitchen. Quick and easy . 
delicious candy treats for the whole 

ut candy powder 
and water into "Kandy Man" mixer 
and pour into mold tray, let set and 
in a few minutes you'll have gum- 
drops or marshmallows. Includes 
plastic mixer, 5% in. high; covered 
mold tray, spatula, spoon, marsh 
mallow and 2 gumdrop mixes, corn 
starch. Instructions are included. 

family! Simply 

Ages 5 to 12. 
49 C 11241-Wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz. 

474 |Sears| 5% 
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Popcorn 
Popper 

$994 

7-Up® 

Dispenser 
$344 

MAKE “REFRESHMENT STAND" TREATS 
Toys that make custards, popcorn, sno-cones, taffy and candy 

or serve up your favorite soft drink 

Custard Maker. Pour milk (not 
incl.) and custard mix into inner 

compartment; place-ice and salt (not 
incl.) in outer compartment; turn han- 
dle to blend until set. Plastic dispenser, 
8x6'x15% in. high. Includes 4 flavor 
mixes, 16 cones, tablespoon. Instr. Ages 
6 to 12. 
49 C 11201—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $8.94 

2 Popcorn Popper. Look thru dome, 
see kernels burst into popcorn in 5 

minutes. Needs no oil. Heat supplied 
by 100-watt bulb (not incl.) 12-in. high 
plastic popper; 3-oz. bag popcorn, tea: 
spoon, 6 paper bags, instructions. UL 
listed; 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Not for 
ages under 8. 
49 C 11035—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $9.94 

3 Sno-cone Maker. Crank out sno-cones from ice cubes, add flavors. 
Plastic maker, 6 in, high. With 5 syrup flavors, 2 syrup bottles, 5 

paper cups, funnel, hat, apron, sign and instructions. Ages 5 to 10. 
49 C 11019—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $544 

Sno-cone Refill. Includes 12 oz. of syrup in 4 flavors, 20 paper cups. 
49 C 11022—Shipping weight 13 ounces $147 

4 Teffy Machine. Make delicious taffy. Add water to mix, stir, place 
on machine and turn crank. In a few minutes taffy is ready. Includes 

machine, 9х8%х10М%; in. high; three 41-02. pkgs. mix, food coloring, 
dropper, bowl, cup, candy wrappers, spatula. Plastic. Ages 5 to 10. 
49C 11091— Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces $744 

Tatty Refill. 2 flavors of taffy mix in 44-2. pkgs., food coloring. 
49 C 11092—Shipping weight 10 ounces $2.37 

5 7-Up® Dispenser. Holds up to 12-oz. bottle. Drip-free valve pre- 
serves carbonation. 11 in. high. 4 glasses. Plastic. Ages 3 and up. 

49 C 11036—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces $3.44 

Lots-O-Dots 

$399 
Make three great-tasting candy 
delights at one time. Mix candy 
powder with water in one of three 
sections on dispenser, fill plunger 
with mixture and dot paper. 
Make different designs if you 
wish. Plastic dispenser, 
1014x5*4x3!4 inches high; cherry, 
lime and orange candy powder, 
spoon, plunger, 12 strips paper. 
Instructions are included. Ages 5 
to 12. 
49 C 11242—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $3.99 



SEND AND RECEIVE 
MESSAGES over the 
airwaves...in voice 

or switch to Morse code 

Buy a set of 
two solid state 516 95 e 
Walkie-Talkies set 

(1) Child's solid state Base Station 

$2699 zz 
It's both an AM radio and a Citizens Band monitor. Tune in local CB 
broadcasts or transmit on channel 14. It's a perfect companion for walkie- 
talkies sold below or other base stations. 
RANGE: Up to М; mile over flat terrain. 

PERFORMANCE FEATURES: Picks up AM radio and 23 Citizen Band 
channels. Plug in remote microphone and you can transmit on CB chan- 
nel 14. Morse code instruction plate atop base station for coded messages. 
Tap code key to send messages. Earphone provides private listening. 10- 
section antenna for good reception. S0-milliwatt output. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact gray and black plastic case. Measures 
SV4x9Vax5 inches high. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 9 years and up. No license required. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 6 “D” batteries, not incl., order pkg. vM 
49 N 24266—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces 26.99 

Carbon-zinc "D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 46995—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces Package $1.69 

(2) Child's Hand-held Walkie-Talkie 

Communicate with base station above or buy two hand-held walkie-talk- 
ies and communicate with your friends. Keep in touch on hikes and bike 
rides, while fishing or hunting, even through the walls of a house. You can 
even tap out secret messages in Morse code. 
RANGE: Up to М mile over flat terrain. 

CHANNEL: Operates on channel 14. 
PERFORMANCE FEATURES: Send and receive voice or Morse code mes- 
sages. Press button to talk and release to listen. Long-lasting solid state 
construction. 50-milliwatt output. Volume control to adjust sound. On-off 
Switch for easy operation. Code key to aid in signaling Morse code. Tele- 
scopic antenna. 
CONSTRUCTION: Black plastic case. 7%х3%2х2 in. deep. From Korea. 

FOR AGES: 9 years and up. No license required. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Each requires 9-volt battery, not included 
- . . order package below А 
49 N 24275—One unit. Shipping weight 12 ounces Each $8.99 

49 N 24273— Two units. Sep. total $17.98. Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz.. ..Set $16.95 

Carbon-zinc 9-volt Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46993—Shipping weight 4 ounces Package $1.15 

Communicate from room to room 
or with your next-door neighbor Cut *1.00 ots 

etwas without 

71388 57 288 nes пө се $823 ше 
in our 1975 Christmas Book. s di 

рете T.V. show phe is just a 
RANGE: Up to М mile over flat terrain. phone call away. 
CHANNEL: Both units operate on channel 14. ucc eae eee 
PERFORMANCE FEATURES: Press button to talk, release to with 30 
listen. Solid state; 50-mw. output. Volume control. noft feet of wire. Voices transmit Enny and 

CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy red plastic, about 8 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 534x214x114 in. Korea. in. long. 
STER над ар: Мо Кенан кнр. Ed. FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

INFO: Requires two batteries, not Or- ORDERING INFO: Set of 2. ires 4 "D" bat- 
der pkg. 49 N 46993 listed above, at right. MU qne LANE ade Eas s риа 

weight 1 pound 4 ounces. listed above. 
49 М24251................ Se $12.88 — 49N24324—Shpg. wt. 215. .....Set $8.94 

E —" 



(1) Quick Curl& 
Barbie® Beauty Center® $ 1088 

Styles easily without wetting, setting. 

CONSTRUCTION: Washable vinyl head is 11 
inches high . . . almost life-size. Rooted hair 
styles easily. Attached plastic tray. 
SET INCLUDES: Cosmetic case, non-toxic rouge, 
lipstick. Comb, curling tool, brush, barrettes, rib- 
bons, rubber bands. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. See note below. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

49C 13122 Set $10.88 

(2) SuperStar Barbie Jewelry Set $499 

Wear this jewelry and be as fashionable as Ваг. 
bie. 2x4-in. decorated plastic jewelry box with 4 
necklaces, 3 bracelets, 1 ring, 2 barrettes. Plastic, 
metal. See note below. 

Shipping weight 4 ounces, 
49C 13259 Set $4.99 
Note: Not for ages under 3. due to small parts 

(6) Winnie-the-Pooh* 
Luggage Set 

Take Pooh on vacation or over- 
night visits. 
SET INCLUDES: Vinyl snap-shut (7) 
suitcase 12х8х3% in. Seep, 8-inch 
round carry-on case, shoulder 
bag with envelope flap. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49C 13612 .... Set $6.99 
"Disney characters. 
Walt Disney Productions. 

468 |Sears | $935. 

Culsion page scans by cerisinas wersetecinical con 

Frosty Snowman® Sno-Cone 
Machine. By Hasbro 

Make delicious Sno-Cone treats. Use 
grater to shave ice cubes into 

SET INCLUDES: Plastic treat maker 
12 in. high, 1 plastic syrup bottle, 3 
packets of Kool-Aid®, 5 paper cups, 
shovel, Sno-Cone sign, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 11301—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $5.97 

8) Mickey Mouse* Gumball Bank. By Hasbro 
'ut in a penny, pull out a sugarless gumball. 

SET INCLUDES: Rug; 
face, 16 sugarless gumballs. 6 in. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent emma 
49 C 51163—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. 
Refill. About 100 sugarless gumballs. 
49 C51516—Wt. 7 oz. .. 

then pour on flavor. (9) 

(3) Cher™ 
Beauty Center 988 

CONSTRUCTION: Cher head in washable vinyl 
with long rooted hair you can curl, comb and 
style. Suction cup base. 11" in. high. 
SET INCL.: 6 rollers, bobby pins, 2 barrettes, 
comb, brush, 2 yarn ties, 2 hair bands, powder 
puff, compact, eyeliner brush, eyelashes, cos- 
metic purse and more. 
FOR AGES: 3 yrs. and up. See Note below, 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 13179—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. Set $9.88 

(4) Cher 
Jewelry Set 

Bead necklace, bracelet, 
BxAVax3Uz-in. vinyl chest, See note at left. 

$599 
1 pr. earrings. 

49 C 1318 1—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Set $5.99 

ed drug bank with clear 
high. 

Pkg. $1.99 

Jelly Bean Machine. By Tarrson 
Takes pennies, nickels, dimes, gives jelly beans. 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic dispenser with clear dome, 
green base with embossed front panel. 
high. Plus 8 oz. of small jelly beans. 
FOR AGES; 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent assembled. 
79 C 1129 1C—Shpzg. wt. 4 Ibs. $9.99 

15 inches 

(5) Beauty Par 9888 
Apply make-up and style 
mannequin's hair. . . just 
wipe make-up off to start 
again. 
CONSTRUCTION: 
9Vj-inch vinyl head with 
rooted long frosted blonde 
hair . . . comb, curl, style 
it. Anti-mar suction cups 
hold base or allow head to 
swivel. 

SET INCLUDES: 
5 hair rollers; non-toxic 
rouge, lipstick, eyeshadow 
and eyeliner; 2 sponges. 
Hair clips, pins, plus com- 
bination teasing comb and 
hairbrush. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
See note at left. 
ORDERING INFORMA 
TION 
Shipping wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

49 C 13112 ..Set $8.88 

(10) Lots-O-Dots. By 
Miner Industries 

Mix 3 different flavors of 
candy poner in top 3 sec- 
tions. Dispense dots onto 
paper... make your own 
candy treats. 

SET INCLUDES 
Plastic dispenser 
1044x5%4x3% inches high; 
cherry, lime and orange 
candy powder; measuring 
scoop; dot dispenser; 12 pa- 
Per strips; instructions. 
FOR AGES: 6 yrs. and up. 
ORDERING ORM ATION 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 0: 
49C 11242 Set з 99 
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CRDGALE 

CARRYING CASES 
So convenient for 

carrying fashion dolls 
and wardrobes 

(1 thru 7) Fashion-doll Outfits 
Girls’ clothes fit 11! z-inch fashion 
dolls; boys' clothes fit 12-in. dolls. 
Colors and fabrics may vary from 
outfits shown. Dolls not incl. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. Not rec- 
ommended їог ages under 3 years, 
because of small parts. 
(1) Contemporary Costume 
SET INCLUDES: Long skirt, 2 
blouses, hat and shoes. 
ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
49 N 31047 Set $1.99 

(2) High-fashion Bridal Outfit 

SET INCLUDES: Elegant tricot 
gown; braid-trimmed hat of net and 
tulle; shoes and bridal bouquet. 
ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 31034 Set $3.99 

(3) Formal Evening Gown Outfit 
SET INCLUDES: Sheer, sleeveless 
gown, long blue satin coat with bro- 
cade trim, shoes, evening bag. 
ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 31038 ...Set $3.99 

(4) 3-outfit Leisure Set 
SET INCLUDES. Halter-top pos 
suit with striped cap and socks. 2- 
piece bull's-eye pantsuit. Jumpsuit 
with tie-on skirt or cape. 

ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49N 31023 Set $3.99 

(5) Boys' Wardrobe 
SET INCLUDES: Two coordinated 
shirt-and-pants outfits. 
ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
49 N 31024 Set $3.99 

(6) Knit Coordinates 
SET INCLUDES: Poncho slack set; 
gown; blouse; vest and skirt; vest 
and slack set, clutch purse. 
ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
49N31042 Set $3.49 

(7) Outdoor Wardrobe 

SET INCLUDES: Dress; 2-pc. suede- 
; blouse; coat and hat; 

set.: 2 hangers; guitar. 
ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
49 N 31044 Set $2.99 

(8 thru 10) Fashion Doll Carry- 
ing Cases. Help protect and keep 
dolls and clothes together., 
CASES: Washable vinyl; plastic 
handle. (8 and 10) snap lock. (9) 
has Velcro® closure. Hanger bar for 
clothes; storage area; space to stand 
dolls up neatly. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. Not rec- 
ommended for ages under 3 years, 
because of small parts. 
ORDERING INFO: For carrying 
fashion dolls up to 11'2 inches tall. 
Dolls and accessories not incl. 

(8) 3-doll Case. 10x7x13 in. high. 
49N31152-Wt 3 lbs. 5 ог. $5.95 
(9) 1-doll Case. 10x3x12 in. high. 
49N31149-Wt. 11b. 402...$3.95 

(10) 2-doll Sleep 'n Keep Case. 
2 fold-out twin beds with spreads 
and headboards. 18x4x13! , in. high. 
49N31154-Wt. 4 lbs. 302. .$7.95 

(11) Wonder Woman. Authentic 
costume painted on for permanen- 
cy. Painted eyes, rooted hair. Plas- 
tic 12! ,-inch body can be posed in 
almost any position. Bracelets, 
head-band, boots lasso, posing 
stand and navy street outfit incl. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. Not rec- 
ommended for ages under 3 years, 
because of small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 30133—Wt. 12 oz. $7.94 

ө SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

You can order items 
| on pages 437 thru 

606 from now until 
| AUGUST 31, 1979 



$ 99 
312 Jr. Basketball Set 

18-inch diameter steel hoop with cotton net. Attachtowhite-painted 
backboard (24x32x'4 in.) using steel mounting brackets included. 
Regulation-size pebble-grained ball. Inflating needle. 
79 м 29288L—Shipping weight 21 pounds. ..Set $12.99 

18-in. diam. Steel Hoop, Net, and Regulation size Ball only. 
79 N 29112C —Shipping weight 6 pounds. .................$499 

Improve your pitching and fielding 

Pitch-Back Net 
Fast rebounds with every pitched ball 

38x38 inches. 38x56 inches. 66x72 inches 

MP |67 | 11% 
Hurl a knuckle ball into the strike zone . . . this tough nylon 
pitch-back net returns them all. Great way to strengthen your 
pitching arm and sharpen your control. Adjustable colored 
tape marks the strike zone. Excellent for fielding or batting 
practice, too. Adjusts to return high fly balls or grounders. 
Net attaches to rugged tubular steel frame with live action 
steel springs. Strong back braces hold it firmly in place on the 
ground. Unassembled. Ball not included. All-season Sports Set $987 
Square model. 38x38 inches. 2 : р 79 N 29098C— Shipping weight 5 pounds.............. $4.99 Exercise all year ‘round with this sports set. Plenty of court action 
а а кас with regulation-size pebble-grained basketball, 18-in. steel hoop, lectenguler modal. 38456 inches. and cotton net. Field sports equipment includes official-size foot- 79 N 2911C—Shipping weight 9 pounds.............. 6.97 

ball, plastic kicking tee, junior fielder's glove and a regulation-size 
Jumbo size model. 66x72 inches. baseball. Inflating pump and needle included. 

ыс ede Set s9.87 79 № 2920L—Shipping weight 11 pounds. ............. 11.99 79 N 29289C—Shipping weight 8 pounds 

Ice or no ice, à КЕШЕ 
; о forward, backward, goalie and forward pups 

get plenty of action 
with this 2-man 

Hockey Trainer 

$Q99 

Set up goal on ice or pavement and 
you're ready for a fast-moving 
game of hockey. Sturdy tubular Rest your right foot on one platform, while you push the other plat- 
steel framu with strong cotton and form down with the left . . relax and keep pedaling. Wheels and 
nylon twine net. platforms of brightly colored polyethylene. Heavy-duty steel rod 

About 37x37x18 inches deep. Set axles. 17x14x8 inches high. 
includes molded puck, one goalie 79 N 29085C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ...... Bala es uns $5.99 
stick and one forward stick . . both 
made of solid hardwood and 46 
inches long. Unassembled. To order 
the easiest way, look in your phone 
book white pages under “Sears, 
Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales” 
for number to call. 

Allow 10 pounds postage per 
postal regulations. 

79 м 290991 .......... Set $8.99 

CUT 22%. ZIPEES®. Zip along on 
impact plastic wheels an inch wide and 
self-lubricating. Use indoors or out. Ad- 
justs from size 8 (junior) to 314 (regular). 

2 to 7. 
40420240. Wi 11k Ean $9 27 474 Sears "kts" 
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Pots and knobs 
are color and shape matched 

1 can measure me all over 

GIANT TAPE MEASURE $299 
48-inch tape pulls out and zips back into a big case just like 
Daddy’s. Rhymes, pictures on tape show how to measure, what 
to measure . . picture of arm being measured is found in area 
where child’s arm will probably reach. Soft vinyl. Ages 2 to 7. 
49 N 44696—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces ........ $2.99 

YOUR FIRST KITCHEN 5494 
Play stove and dishwasher set is just the right size 

for cooking dolly's meals, and learning to clean up, too 

Non-electric Kitchen Queen play stove has pretend clock and "burner" knobs 
that click when turned. 2 cookie trays are take-apart puzzles that fit into oven 
section. Storage cabinet, mixing utensils. Dishwasher has make-believe dish racks 
for “washing up” and top working area. Plastic. Stove is 5'/x8/,x9"/ inches high; 
dishwasher is 5x4x5 inches high. Ages 3 to 6. Hong Kong. 
49 N 44522—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces .. 

n dial т imber 
Bonos my ONT c Learn to sew on buttons 

$297 . Stack thimbles and 
PLAY-O-FONE 3 spools on the right peg 

i SEWING BASKET 
dne" dial tone. Coins fall into color-coordinated bins iced $799 
Plastic. Carrying handle. 8x4'/x11 inches high. Ages 1 to 5. 2 
49 м 44756—Shipping weight 1 pound ................ $3.97 Put three 27,40. spools on 

spindles, sew large button 
(2 incl.) on end of tape mea- 

e v: Ung an Se. 
tonhole, nest three 2*/-in. 

BATHTUB thimbles inside each other, 
TOYS make a tower of spools and 

тоот thimbles 13 in. high. In- 
cludes 1 large “needle”, 
thread. Plastic. Ages 2 to 7. 

Shpg. wt. 1 
49 N 44697 .. 

Match the 
pegs and holes 

and learn to count 
to twelve 

12 EGGS 

$299 

Wood. 8/35 /x17/, inches high. Ages 2 to 4 P ема Each egg hal 

49 N 44439—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces ........ $3.99 has number of pegs or holes 

9, $-Men-Ine-Tub. Butcher, Baker, Candlestick Maker float in carton. Ages 3 to 6. 
your tub as metal bell rings. Plastic. 6’/-in. diam. 1 to 4 yrs. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 

49 44326 Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces ........ $3.49 49 N 44809 .....Set $2.99 

сонно pane scans by cheisbirias зеен сог 



PLAYTHINGS Toys designed to help your baby learn about 
himself and his world in his first 3 years 

The program is flexible start at any time 
with toys that reflect your child's age and level 
of learning. Ages listed are simply guidelines 

Use your own judgment in selecting toys that 
are right for your child. The fun and play value 
of these toys usually extend many months be- 
yond ages indicated 

SERIES 5— starting at 12 months 

SERIES 4 g at 9 months 

Bowls and Balls has lots of pieces to play with 

and Elephone is so much fun to "talk" to 

. . baby's learning verbal and mechanical expression 

(N and P ) Playthings to encourage your baby to communicate with gestures and 
sounds. (№) Bowl and Balls . . baby can drop the 6 colored balls through funnel or 
through holes in "hat" and then find them. Or he can stack cups inside each other. 
Introduces colors, too . . "there goes the red ball!" Plastic, 8x6 in. 

(P) Elephone is a cuddly plush phone that baby can "talk" to or hug. Trunk 
holds receiver. Promotes verbal expression through imaginative play. 10 in. high. 
49 С 44555— Series 5. (N and P). Shpg. wt. set 2 Ibs. 4 ол................ Set $8.99 

Save $1.00 when you buy Series 6 with Series 5. See below. n 

Finding the secret drawer, opening doors, turning 
knobs or pages of a book. . all activities 

which stimulate coordination and observation 

(L and M ) Watch your baby explore all the things around him 
by touching, listening and looking. These toys provide fascinat- 
ing little worlds to investigate. (L) Smart Cart . . a multiple 
action toy that will delight baby. It's a pull toy that makes nois- 
es and a standing toy with knobs, buttons, a sliding door, “‘se- 
cret” drawer (hide something inside!), mirror, jack-in-the-box, 
squeaker and a music wheel. Plastic. 8'/, in. long. 

(M) My Pocket Book . . a very first picture book for baby. 
Each of the 6 clear plastic pages is a pocket that holds baby's 
favorite things. Includes 10 full-color cardboard pictures to in- 
sert. . or fill the pages with a leaf, a feather, or perhaps pictures 
and snapshots of your own. What a nice way to encourage your 
child to explore, and stimulate his vocabulary. Why not pick up 
the phone and order it? 
49 С 44554—Series 4. (L and M). Wt. set 3 lbs. ........ Set $6.99 

Save $1.00 when you buy Series 5 with Series 4. See below. 

Toys can be ordered from pgs. 43 1-600 until Aug. 16,1974. 

Baby explores different sizes and shapes and 

learns relationships with Superhound . . 
he's a pull toy and a storybook character Keep up with your child's level of development . . buy 2 Won- 

owing Series at once and save. Shown on these 2 
ies 7 thru 12 on pages 482 and 483. (В and 5) Toys that help improve hand and eye coordination, object identifica- 

tion. (R) Superhound is a colorful pull toy with a squeaker nose. His back is a 
sorting box with three different shaped holes and 6 blocks to fit through them. Baby 
can retrieve the blocks by lifting lid, then he can start all over again. Superhound’s 

14944301 | 4 tail is a stacking toy with 4 rings. Plastic, 14 in. long. (S) “Superhound’s Busy Day” 
49 C 44302 tells a simple story about Superhound's travels. The 41-in. long, wipe-clean plastic 

| 49C 44303 book relates character to baby's toy. 
ЕВЕ 49 C 44556—Series 6. (R and S). Shpg. wt. set 2Ibs. 1002. .............. 
49 C 44306 Save $1.00 when you buy Series 7 (shown on next page) 

with Series 6. Order at left. 481 
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Winnie-the-Pooh 
in the Music Box 

pops up to surprise 
his little friends 

$347 
Winnie's out to delight your 
toddler. Turn the crank and 
he pops out while you listen 
to “Еог He's a Jolly Good 
Fellow." There's a different 
picture of Winnie and gang on 
each side of the box. 

Plastic and steel with a col- 
oríul outfit on Winnie. 
SVax6Uax5 ̂ 4 inches high. Ages 
2 to 6 years. Use your phone 
if you want to order it the eas- 

Winnie-the-Pooh and friends 
perform for you on Musical TV 

Turn the clicking channel selector to wind up the music box. iest way of all. 
You'll then see colorful Pooh scenes as “Winnie-the-Pooh” Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
theme song plays. Can't be overwound. Made of plastic and 49N44216 eo $347 
wood. Measures 10x9x334 inches deep. For ages 2 to 6 years. 
49N 44491—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces ......... 56.59 

Pocket Radio It's Snoopy and Mother Goose 3347 
Music Boxes in these Musical Pop-ups Ў 
$287 Turn crank, Snoopy pops 

Catalog page scan: 

(1 and 2) Turn knob, lis- 
ten to favorite tune while 
picture story passes across 
screen, Can't be overwound. 
Handy carry strap. 
474x174x344 in, high. Plastic 
front, strap. Wood сазе. For 
children ages 1 to 5. 

1 "Raindrops Keep Fall- 
on Head." 

49N 44836—Wt. 10 oz, 92.87 

2 “Jack and Jill.” 
49N44638-Wt. 1007.92.87 _ 

A happy Blue Bird 
playsa 

lullaby for you 

$497 
Here’s a music box that 
your small baby can play all 
by himself. Plays the “Chil- 
dren's Prayer" when the 
yellow ring is pulled. Ring 
pulls right back into place. 
Adjustable fastening strap. 
attaches to crib or playpen. 
Measures 7x134x8 inches 

uidinac панасы pom 

up to “Where, Oh Where 
Has My Little Dog Gone?” 
5хбузх5 сіп. metal box. 
Plastic, cloth outfit. Ages 2 to. 
49N44217—Wt. 1 L 



32:2, PLUSH PETS Oh, so cuddly ЖЯ E 

14 in. tall 

$896 18 in. long 

$797 

Feline Favorites 

(З thru 5 ) Each furry feline has soft 
acrylic pile fur and a ribbon around its 
neck. For children ages 3 and above. 

Б] Floppy Persian Cat. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 C 4033 $7.97 

4 Siamese Cat. Shipping weight 12 oz. 
49 C 40332 58.96 

5 Persian Cat. Shipping eun 12 oz. 
49 C 40333 $8.96 

153 in. long 

$695 24 in. long Teddy Bears $ 898 
(1 and 2) Both Mama and 
Baby Bear are made of plush 
acrylic pile. They have plastic 
eyes, felt noses and tongues. 
Each wears a pert little ribbon 
around its neck. 

Mama Bear. A huggable 
combination of brown and 

gold. For ages 6 to 12. 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. 

49 C 40315 А $797 

2 Baby Bear. Brown color. Lassie" V Everyone's favorite. 
Ages 6 mos. to 5 years. Rust-color and white coat of long, Floppy Terrier. Adorable puppy all stretched out and ready for a lazy 

49 C40314—Wt. 9 oz. ...$499 lifelike acrylic plush pile. Ages 2 nap. Brown and white acrylic plush pile. Yellow ribbon around neck. For 
and up. ages 2 and above. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
49 C 40099—Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. ....$898 49 C 4056 1—Shipping weight 13 ounces B 56.95 
©Wrather Corporation 

Jacob Sr $996 
Turtle 

Floppy $796 з moi eu 97 01, $995 ity, $995 
This cute little critter is made of 7 This happy fellow always has Q He'll never forget you're his Soft acrylic plush body. 21 inches tall. 
soft acrylic pile. Felt features. 22 a grin, Acrylic pile striped friend. Blue acrylic plush coat. 49 C 4064—Ages 3 and up. Wt. 1 Ib, .$9.95 

in. long. For ages 4 and up. coat. 20 in. long. Ages 3 and up. 21 inches tall. For ages 3 and up. Fluffy Elephant and Fluffy Monkey 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. Shipping weight 11 ounces. Shipping weight 1 pound. @knickorbocker Toy Co. 

79 C 40347C j $9.96 — 49C40331 $796 49С40641 $9.95 890 475 
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Learn about 

ELECTRONICS 

Super Electronics 1. . . includes 188 $1647 without 
components for 100 experiments beneries 

sheet wave або tuner o pello decor, wi rry Te a 
learn the functions of various 
KIT COMPONENTS: Pi dir capones du Ere dine oie eee be 

Ep wits tel carta A tay DER PIER 
color instruction manual is included. 
FOR AGES: 12 years to adult. 

KIT COMPONENTS: Parts for assembling KIT COMPONENTS: This kit con- 
one men vu акыш. — tains all the parts necessary for 
can power motorboat. building a working crystal radio. 

i jons are included. Japan. i with antennas, diode 
FOR AGES: 9 years and up. ded: Requires no 

tions are included. ires no ORDERING INFO: Requires 1 “D” battery, ba слоеное. Ta 
ДӘ N 24002 Shpe wt бос... $399 . Japan. 
"не маз FOR AGES: 9 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Carbon-zinc "D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 46995—Wt 11b. 4 oz. ..Pkg. $1.69 49 М 24001—Wt. 6 ог. ..63.99 

Identify rocks with Geology Set 

$987 
Identify rocks and minerals with the help of a 
28-page illustrated manual. 
KIT COMPONENTS: Includes Jolly balance to 
measure specific gravity, streak plate to dis- 
cover true colors, 21 rocks and minerals, 4 fos 
sils, alcohol lamp with blow-torch, 2 РҮ! REXS 
brand test tubes, rack, charcoal. 
FOR AGES: 10 to 16 years. Not recommended 
for ages under 8. Chemicals in set, if misused, 
may be harmful and should not be used by 
children except under adult supervision. 
nocte weight pounds 4 ^ 

hipping weight 2 poun ounces. 
49 N 24353 ...... -...Set $9.87 

Radio Technology Kit. . . includes 235 
components for up to 150 experiments $1987 ш 

and a fun course in radio technology. Construct a 6- This kit isa laboratory 
and tanto AM ad a ов are ee an electronic mosquito repellant device 

KIT COMPONENTS: More than 235 components, a cabinet and a ferrite той 
T misse say ote Ae 

серемне a wollen Bri JOAN Deuil BONS ОИУ ОЕ 

е am Du 
бае. Package UA ав Ріє. 

Electronics Kit 

$997 xx. batteries. 

You can have a complete elemen- 
Suc синча Понсе elec. 

KIT COMPONENTS: Over 100, 
reusable components in- 

more. 
KIT COMPONENTS: Over 135 snap- 
fit, reusable components. y 

is resistors, ca- with a 112-page manual. 
pacitors and diodes. 56- in- FOR AGES: 10 years and up. 

is ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 "C" 
FOR AGES: 9 years and up. tteries, not inclu order pkg. 

DEM NO Re. УОЗ c 51447 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49N46997-Wt. Soz. .Pkg. $1.30 

3 
Saded, order above, left. 
79N Tri rs $9.97 

Aeronautics made easy 

$1397 
KIT COMPONENTS: Includes ex 
periments in the nature of flight and 
propulsion; construction of a glider; 
a rubber band powered, aileron- 
controlled plane; a full 27-in. wing 
span plane with working ailerons, 
elevators and rudder; a helium (in- 
cluded) balloon with passenger 
transport; helicopter; air-driven 
land vehicle; 130-page manual. 
FOR AGES: 12 years to adult. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
z $1 79 N 24351C 3.97 

475 



Play make believe n) 

(1) Miss America®. 
DETAILING: Rayon dress kis sash. Long vi- 
nyl cape. Do not wash or dry clean. Corsage, 
simulated pearl crown, necklace, ring. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Adjustable gown fits child 
36 to 58 in. tall. Shoes, socks not incl 
49 C 14931—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. ........ $7.99 
(Miss America Pageant 

(2) Holly Hobbie®. 
DETAILING: Rayon dress, tie closure. Do not 
wash or dry clean. Full ventilated mask. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 
SIZES. il gly MEME TOM 

socks not 
ray 49 C 14754—Medium 49 C 14752—Small 

49 C 14756—Large 
See Chart 1 below, Shpg. wt. 1002. ..... $4.44 
(American Greetings Corp. 

Ballerina Tutu. 
QM pu 

in cw Arion net 
tutu. 
CARE: Dry clean only. 
AGES: 3 to 10 yrs. 

ч Sizes. etal INFO: 

TAA 

CHART 1 

fin} 

Wastin) |? 
inseam fin.) 

нш trace scant by cities aueatochnical com 

ew | 

a 

OR ON 
[s] Joe 

САТМАК 

SJ 

(4 thru 8, 10 and 11) 

FABRIC. 
Cotton or polyester and cotton. 
DETAILING: Coverall with tie closing 
in back. Full ventilated masks (ex- 
cept Superman with half mask and 
Wonder Woman, no mask). 
CARE: Machine wash, warm; line dry. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Shoes, socks not 
included. See Chart 1 below at left. 

Playsuits. 

(4) Bionic Woman©. Plastic arm 
covering simulates bionic parts. 
49C14692-Small 49C14694-Med. 
49C14696-Large 
Shipping weight 14 oz. 
Universal Studios. Inc. 1975 

5722 

(5) Six Million Dollar ManG. Plas- 
tic arm cover simulates bionic parts. 
49C14682-Small 49C14684-Med. 
49C14686-Large 
Shipping weight 14 oz. ........ 
Universal Studios. Inc. 1974 

$7.22 

(6) Superman.” Tie-on vinyl cape. 
49C14512-Small 49C14514-Medium 
49C14516-Large 
Shipping weight 13 02.......... $7.22 

9) Batman 
Utility Belt 

(7) King Kong 
49C14722-Si 
49C14726-Large 
Shipping weight 14 oz. . 
Dino DeLaurentits Corp. 1976 

(8) Batman.* Tie-on vinyl cape. 
49C14502-Small 49C14504-Med. 
49C14506-Large 
Shipping weight 14 oz. .%7.22 

(9) Batman Utility Belt. Plastic 
belt, play walkie-talkie, bat ray, 
handcuffs, grappler. 
есе Ч wt. 14 oz. .$3.84 

(10) Wonder Woman.” Tiara and 
wristlets included. 
49C14712-Small 
49C14716-Large 
Shipping weight 14 oz. ..... 

(11) Spider-Man 
49C14742-Small 
49C14746-Large 
Shipping weight 14 ог... 
©Marvel Comics Group 1972 

49C14724-Med. 

$7.77 

49C14714-Med. 

..%777 

49C14744-Med. 

2817 

(12) Spider-Man Utility Belt. Plas- 
tic belt, play walkie-talkie, handcuffs, 
grappler, play watch. 
49C50165-Shpg. wt. 14 oz. ..... 53.84 
*©ОС Comics inc. 1976 

! Look, act and feel SUPER-HUMAN in sturdy, machine 
washable PLAYSUITS. . . made for hard play 

(12) Spider-Man 
Utility Belt 

Play 



arbie models her 

beautifu 

Bedroom Enser 

BIONIC CLASSROOM 

Save 53.00 
1188 5@88 without dol 

or batteries 

(1) Fashion Photo Barbie Doll. 1112-in. ru 10) Bionic Woman Toys Jaime Sommers is on another top secret mission . . . help her 
plastic body; long, streaked-blond, rooted 5, up. Not under 3, small parts. teach in her own classroom as she tries to outsmart the spies 
hair; painted eyes. Bends and twists as she 
changes poses when child focuses pretend- (7) Bionic Woman. 12'4-in. poseable 
camera which is linked to platform styrene, Bionic arm, legs, sound. Painted 

eyes, rooted hair. Jumpsuit, shoes, purse Jumpsuit, 2 skirts, pants, sparkling ч c: 
jewelry. Rotating filter shows Barbie in col. Cosmetic case, map, code case. ” CHARLIE'S 
ors. Pre-printed photos. Play "camera. таку 

ES: 4 to 10; not under 3, small parts. 49 N30119— Shpr. wt. 14 oz $7.94 GELS 

49 N 30032 Shpe. wt 11b. 302. -..98.44 (B) Classroom. Reduced from 1977 Wish 
(2) SuperStar Barbie's Photo Studio Book. 14! іп. high chipboard, Plastic de 
Barbie can model, direct or photograph. has lighted video center, panel, film, alarm. 

Vinyl case opens to 36x2!9x12 in Shelves hide com center, 

high. Studio graphics on front; dressing room NG INFORMATION: Needs 2 “< 
on back. Molded plastic “camera,” "light batteries not inc Juded, pa kage sold below 
chai comb, brush and mirror. Joll not included. Partly assembled. 
Е 4 to 10; not under 3, small parts 79 М 31232C—Shpz. wt. 4 Ibs. $8.88 

| up to 12 in., not inc C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
wt. 2 Ibs $6.95 49N 46994—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. . .Pkg. $1.87 

(9 and 10) Bionic Woman Outfits, shoes. 
OR Doll not incl. Wt. 2 oz. 
9) 49N31227—Dress, pantsuit .$4.99 
10) 49N 31226—2 dresses 4.99 

t 3 thru 6) Sindy and her Furniture 
G 3 and up. Not under 3 because of 

small parts. 

(3) Sindy Doll is durable plastic, 11 in 
rooted eyelashes and blond hair. Move (11) Fashion Doll. Plastic 1145 in.; arms, 
neck, knees, arms and wrists for differ- legs, head, waist move. Rooted hair. Bridal 
ent poses. Lace-trimmed dress; shoes. gown, denim outfit shoes. Ages 3 to 10. 
ORDERING INFORM NFO: Not under age 3, small parte 

$4.94 49 N 30123—Shpg wt. 4 oz. $2.2 

(4) Sindy's Bed. Plastic; 13x7x6 in. high. 
Ind. каштын, ке comforter, pillow Стара) 
ORDER I Unassembled. Doll not incl. 
SON 31324 Shpg. wt. 13 oz. $4 

Charlie's Angels. 8! ;-in 
plastic. Rooted hair. Jumpsuit, boo! 

4 to 12. Not und small parts. 

O: Shpg. wt. each 7 oz 
(5) Sindy's Bedside Table. Plastic; (12) 49 № 30023—Kris $4.94 

igh. Includes battery-oper- (13) 49 N 30127—Sabrina 4.94 
not included); breakfast (14) 49 N 30128—Kelly 4.94 

tray with dishes; fluffy rug 
ORDE embled. Requires one 9- (15) Charlie's Angels Fashion Tote. To 
volt batte! 3 hangers. Plastic y, order package sold below carry dolls, clo! 

49 N 31325—Shpz. wt. 9 oz. $4.9 С $ 

9-volt Batteries. Package of 2 
49 N 46993—Shpz. wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 99c 

(6) Sindy's Dressing Table. Plastic (16) Charlie's Angels Van. 8! 
714х10% inches high. Includes bench, comb, long, plastic. T-b: 
brush, “mirror,” vase, flowers, 3-piece linge he , bucket seats, 
rie set, more. Not under 3, small parts. 

NFO: Unassembled. Rug not incl Unassembled. Dolls not inc 
2931326 — Shpg. wt. 11 oz. $494 49N31335—5 11. &02...$11.94 

0 12, Not u nal parts. 
Dolls, clothes not included. 

49 N 31322—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $4.44 

8^ «x16 in. 

Тай раб scans by сайта тине иис cnm 



PUNCH-ME'S ут Knock 'em down /2% 

Weighted bottoms keep these inflated 

vinvl characters coming back for more . . 

SS 

1 Flipper. With squeaker fin. 40 in, high. 4 Banana Splits. ТУ favorite. 52 in. high. "T Scatterbrain. Plastic balls jump up and down in 

1. 49 М 29053-—-Shipping weight 4 | :5329 49 N 29318.—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 5 oz.. . . - -$3.99 his “‘scatterbrain” head. Stands 48 in. high. — 

_ ду CUT 14%. Yogi Ber: 50 in. Squeaky nose, 5 CUT 11%- Bozo. L 4B i, high) ауенди ада Ои E 
$ 49 N 29237—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs, 12 ол....... $2.97 49 N 29057 — Wt. 3 Ibs. Box,.......-- $2.65 8 Bamm-Bamm Rubble. Popular TV character 

ў ' 6 Mickey Mouse*. 36 in. high cowboy. right out of the stone age. Stands 34 in. high. 

3 Batman. Belt beeps, eyes blink. 52 in. high. 49 N 29238 — Shpy. wt, 3 lbs. Boz..... “$1.99 Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

49 N 29317 —Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 02.. ..$3.99 “оуан Disney Productions 49 М 29058 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... ......$1.99 

Two-way 

Punching Bag 

Side 

Inflatable Marble Court Set of 4 Boxing Gloves Floor Puncher Use as a floor puncher 
$799 $399 $499 е5 that grows with child 2x 

3 3 Muta P afro te ati ü 
Big 45-ir of smooth Soft vinyl boxi zloves 

Or hang it from the E 

fabric has no lumps or bumps wall. Helps develop co Р í 
ordination and speed 

to spoil shots. Marked off for from 36 to 47 inches 

ion play. Court sur- as child grows. Inflatable reflexes. Steel frame, 

rounded by lightweight lated leather bag with simulated leather bag. 

easily infl vinyl g. Sturdy steel base Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. 

79 N 29115C..Set $7.99 

Gee" Sears 475 з 
Comes complete with bag of 
marbles. Shipping wt. 1 lb 
49 N 29083 $3.99 

m—————-——— 



Turn crank yr use EE Save 52 
ee Shoppe t SCHOOL ON WHEELS | HR | 

MAGNETIC ACTION SUPERMARKET OLD ONLY AT SEARS +7499 | 
Send shoppers with carts through aisles $499 SOLD ONLY 

to choose groceries on your list AT SEARS 

Go shopping for your dolly's meals in this modern supermarket with a com- 
plete stock of miniature groceries plus 3 shoppers and a check-out girl. Just 
fasten shopper to cart, turn crank, and shopper follows magnetic track as you Join “Miss Teach-It" in schoolroom as she stands behind desk and 
decide what to "buy". When you reach check-out counter, bag groceries and instructs pupils, or romp on playground toys with 7 other kids taking 
ring up the sale. 14x11x3-inch high market. Molded plastic and chipboard. recess. Driver takes kids to and from school in his bus. All pieces fit 
From Japan. Ages 3 to 6. Buy it the easy way—order by phone into schoolhouse. Includes schoolhouse, twirling merry-go-round, 
49 N 44509—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces ................... $4.99 slide, turtle wagon with bobbing head, bus, 12 figures. It’s a pull-toy, 

too. 14х11%,х5 inches high. Plastic, wood. From Hong Kong. 
49 М 4408—Ages 2 to 6. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. *5.99 

Mystery- 

action 
Locomotive 

Gates raise, lower 
at crossing Where will it go next? Changes $299 

course each time it hits an obstacle 

Smokestack puffs smoke, headlight shines, whistle toots when you tum on 
your battery-operated mystery-action locomotive. Steel, plastic. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries (not included, order pkg. below, right). From Japan. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 N 44709—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces $2.99 

batteries 

Ambulance Pup and Elephant Fire Engine 

Battery power and caterpillar treads move them over obstacles 

Ambulance Pup. Flip switch to speed him to the rescue, Turn cranks and 
siren sounds, head moves up-down. Plastic. 10x4x7'/, in. high. Ages 3 to 6. 

The perfect “first train" . . this train set has 
automatic railroad crossing, light that shines, 

49 N 44511—Uses 2 "C" Batteries (order pkg. below). Wt. 1 Ib. 802.....$3.99 wheels that make a piston noise 
эта X E и А Gates at railroad crossing raise and lower automatically as locomo- 9, Elephant Fire Engine. Answers “fire calls" on the double when you flip the tive rad in front of them. Your train has a 

Switch. Bell sounds as he goes, or turn cranks to make head move up-down, 
bell ring. Plastic. 11:/,х4х7°/, inches high. Ages 3 to 6. 
49 N 44512—Uses 2 “С” Batteries (order pkg. below). Wt. 1 Ib. 602.....$3.99 

49 N 8406—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of б. Shpg. wt. 1202. ............Pkg. 1.19 

476 |Sears | sexe 
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‘Sears | WONDER gg GROWING 

EXCLUSIVE 

Toys designed to help your baby learn about himself and his world during his first 3 years 

SERIES 7-starting at 18 months 

Baby builds with blocks and 

talks about the pictures he sees. . 

that's self-expression 

(Т and V ) Toys that build creativity and ideas. (T) Blox Box . . set of 13 
colored blocks that can be almost anything, a house, a bridge, a tower, Each 
size block is a different color and all sizes are related so child can learn 
about quantities (2 yellow blocks equal 1 red, etc.). Largest block is hollow, 
other blocks fit inside it, Sturdy molded plastic with rounded edges. 

(V) Look-and-Learn Books and Posters . . 8 colorful books with pic- 
tures, simple stories of animals, children, nursery rhymes, numbers. Two 
14x20-in. double-sided posters of wipe-clean, tear-resistant plastic show 4 
colorful scenes to teach names of animals, things, parts of the body. 
49C 44557— Series 7. (Т and V). Shpg. wt. set 5 в.............. Set $9.99 
Save $1.00 when you buy Series 7 with Series 8. See combination on facing page. 

Water Works makes bath-time fun! 
Your child pushes and pulls this multi-action toy 

and learns about water . . how it flows, what it does 

Your child can squeeze water into the bulb or pour it into the funnel to see 
what happens. There's also a “see-saw” to channel water into different cups 
and a water wheel. 

He can trap water in a tube and capture a bubble inside. Or he can run 
water into the jar and watch the ball float to the top. This toy helps show 
the toddler how water flows, what makes it bubble. Parts can be removed 

. assemble different “water systems" or play with them individually. The 
16x9*/,x3'/,-inch plastic case attaches to tub or wall with suction cups. 
49 C 44559—Series 9. (Water Works). Shipping weight 3 lbs. ........ $5.99 

Save $1.00 when you buy Series 9 
482 |Sears| tess with Series 10, Dee fosio Cage 
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SERIES 8—starting at 21 months 

Baby experiments with 

different shapes and 
colors using Busy Train 
and Color Look Books 

(W and X) Toys that help teach your child concepts . . colors, shapes. 
(W) Busy Train offers unlimited variations in arrangement. It can be 
stacked, nested, taken apart and put back together. It's a puzzle toy, a 
push-pull toy, a construction toy. Plastic, 97, in. long. (X) Color-Look 
Books . . 3 plastic-coated cardboard books with red, yellow or blue see- 
through window. When child looks through window, everything is tinted 
that color. Each tells a simple story about one color. 
49 C 44558—Series 8. (W and X). Shpg. wt. set 2 Ibs. 6 02....... Set $8.99 

Save $1.00 when you buy Series 8 with Series 9. See facing page. 

SERIES 10- sarung at 27 шош 

- m The 27 to 30-month-old discovers 
€ ex differences and similarities 

æ [^ 9f A between sizes and shapes by 
ш] piecing together blocks, puzzles 

( Y and Z ) Colorful toys to improve recognition of sizes and shapes. (Y) 

Nest 'n Build Blocks . . 9 hollow blocks for stacking or nesting, Child 
learns to fit 2 triangles inside a square, 2 squares inside a rectangle and all 
blocks inside the largest one. Plastic. (Z) 3 and-Play puzzles show 
home, farm, city scenes with eighteen 3-dimensional plastic pieces. Child 
can fit pieces into panel to complete scene or remove them for separate 

h panel 9x12 in. long. 
561—Series 10. (Y and Z). Shpg. wt. 2 lbs, 15 oz. .......Set $7.99 

Save $1.00. buy Series 10 with Series 11. See facing page. 

v gALLUE/— — — — 

4 nd qe 
Buy two Wonder of Growing Series at one time 
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/ could 
patrol the streets and 

be an escort in a parade 

Feel like a real 
policeman with your 

BIG DRIVER DASHBOARD 
1 Just like driving a real police car. 

Turn “ignition” key, "shift gears” 
and “drive off" . . 4-speed gear shift 
sounds like you're really moving. Turn 
steering wheel and speedometer needle 
moves. Toot horn. Manually operate 
siren to let them know you're coming. 
Real-looking “mike” has push-button 
that clicks on when you call headquar- 
ters or other squad cars. A glove com- 
partment opens to store your travel 
and emergency needs. Measures 
13! 2x7 4x8'4 inches high. Made of du- 
rable plastic. Partly assembled. For 
ages 3 to 7. Use your phone if you want 
to order it the easiest way of all. 
49 N 44713—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. .$8.95 

| WISH, could 
fly an airplane clear 

across the country 

Be in the pilot's 
seat with your 

AIRPLANE CAPTAIN 
2 Soar high into the sky. Realistic 

steering wheel turns from side to 
side . . as you turn it, propeller spins. 
The throttle stick clicks as you go from 
take off, cruising to landing “speed”. 
Real-looking gauges and meters on the 
panel. Operating levelscope. Handy 
glove compartment. Also windshield, 
wings and antenna. Made of plastic. 
20V4x8'4x8 inches high. Sent partly as- 
sembled. Ages 3 to 7 years. 
49 N 44465—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 5 oz. .$9.95 

1 WISH cous 
race over dusty trails 

Be a winner with 
your battery-operated 

BIG DRIVER MOTORCYCLE 
3 Turn the key and you're off. Then 

twist handlebars and the engine 
roars like a real one; speedometer nee- 
dle climbs. To be a safe driver, you'll 
need turn signals . . just flip on switch 
and signals will light up when handle- 
bars are turned right or left. There's a 
rear view mirror, made of reflective 
plastic. A play helmet is included, too. 
Sent partly assembled. Uses two “D” 
batteries (not included), order package 
separately below. 14x12 x6" inches 
high. Plastic. Ages 3 to 7. 
49 N 44071—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. . $7.95 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46996—Wt. 11 oz. „Pkg. $1.45 

| WISH I could explore 
a long, winding tunnel 

Be adventurous indoors 
or out with your 

Winnie-the-Pooh FUN TUNNEL 

5899 „| 51049... 72 in. long 

4 Weather resistant . . great for rainy day 

play in the basement or recreation 
room, too. Winnie-the-Pooh print on wash- 
able vinyl. 

Covers 22-inch diameter hoops of strong, 
tempered steel. Folds to 2 inches thick for 
easy storage. For ages 2 to 8. 
79 М 44788C-72-inch. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. .$8.99 
79 N 44789C-108-inch. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. .10.49 



These cuddly critters 
want to be your friends PLUSH PALS 

п gimme? 

13-inch 
Cookie Monster 

13-inch 
Oscar the Grouch® $999 

| ( 1 and 2 ) Sold only at Sears. 
Your Sesame Street™ friends 

z are made of soft plush acrylic 
» Let 5 pile. Pull their talking rings and 

each says 4 random phrases. 
play „For children ages 2 and up. 

together’ ] Oscar the Groucho. 

(S 

2 49 C 4065— 11 oz, .$9.99 

©1975 Children's Television Work shop 

(З and 4) Cuddly plush acrylic 
pile. Pompon noses, felt smiles. 
Pull talking rings . . each says 8 
random phrases. 

3 Golden Bear. Locked-in 
plastic eyes. Ages 2 and up. 

49 C 40011—Wt. 10 oz. $5.49 

Drooper Dog. Felt ears 
eyes, Ages 2 and up. 

49 C 40435—Wt. 8 oz. 
11-inch 

Golden Bear $549 neh 
Drooper Dog $588 

$5.88 

Polar Pets $297 
(5 thru 7) Polar pals made of 
nylon tricot, felt trim. Locked- 
in plastic eyes. Each wears а 
multicolored knit sweater, scarf 
and hat. 9 in. high. For ages 3 
and up. 

5 Iceberg the Penguin. 
49 C 40642—Wt. 4 oz. .$297 

Peter the Polar Bear. 
49 C 40643—Wt. 4 oz, .$297 

Willie the Walrus. 
49 C 40644—Wt. 4 oz, 5297 

Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
49 C 40334 476 Sears] rs, 

Саншо page scans by cieisinias marsetechrücal con 

$5.95 

Woodland 
Friends 

15-in. Smokey the Bear". Acrylic pile and 
blue denim. Plastic hat. Locked-in badge, belt 

with buckle. Ages 2 to 8. 
48 C 40179— Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 

17-in. Frog. Acrylic pile, felt features, ribbon 
around neck, For ages 3 and up. 

79 С 40446C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $9.49 

1 11n. Bonnet Turtle. Acrylic pile. Rustic 
cotton patchwork print shell and sunbonnet. 

Ages 2 and up. 
49 C 40645—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

$547 

5496 

nnet Turtle 
ker Toy Co.. In 

Winnie-the-Pooh and 
the Crew are now PUPPETS 

Each $595 

( 11 thru 13) Put on your very own puppet show with plush Pooh and 
the gang. They're all made of soft acrylic pile fabric that is hand wash 
able. Each puppet is 10 inches tall. Loads of fun for ages 2 and up. 

ll Winnie-the- 12 
Pooh, He's ready 

for adventure dressed 
in familiar red shirt. 

Eeyore. He 43 Tigger. This 
looks a little friendly tiger is 

puzzled. . maybe опе of Winnie's 
you can help him. good friends, 

Shpg. wt. 7 oz Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
49 C 40336 $5.95 49 C 40335 $5.95 
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These Microscopes include 

1200X Zoom Microscope 

$3995 zz 
Explore the unseen world of cells and micro- 
organisms with our finest microscope. Just 
twist the eyepiece for greater magnification 
without distorting image. 
MAGNIFICATION: 40 thru 1200X zoom pow- 
er. High-quality 4X, 12X, 40X, 60X objective 
lenses; 10 thru 20X twist-zoom eyepiece. Pre- 
cision-ground glass and eyepiece. Mounted 
on quadruple revolving turret. 

OPERATING FEATURES: Coarse and fine 
rack-and-pinion focusing. Battery-operated 
illuminator. Fine adjustment. Power indica- 
tor. Color filter. Rul shoe. 
BODY: 10 inches high. Metal with silver gray 
color lacquer finish. Made in Japan. 
KIT CONTENTS: Blank labels (5), cover 
glasses (5), blank slides (12), tweezers, glass 
rod, ет, spatula, scapel, scissors, eye- 
dropper, butterfly, eosin, hatchery tank and 
shrimp eggs. 
FOR AGES: 10 to 16 years. See Note at right. 
Сенко Do 2 D batteries, 
not package at right. 
49N 24364 — Shps- wt. 4lbs....... $39.95 

weight 1 pound 

476 [Sears]. 

make-your-own slide kits 

magnifying stand, 

ке ote a 
435 4— Shipping 

900X Zoom Microscope 

$2995 ө: 
art of the fascinating unseen world 
is 900X microscope. 

MAGNIFICATION 40 thru 900X zoom 
power. High-quality 4X, 20X and 45X ob- 
Jective lenses, 10 thru 20X twist-zoom eye- 
piece. Precision-ground glass lenses, eye- 
piece. Mounted on triple revolving turret. 
OPERATING FEATURES: Rack-and-pinion 
focusing. Battery-operated illuminator. 
Power indicator. Color filter. Rubber shoe. 
BODY: Measures 9 inches high. Metal with 
silver gray color lacquer finish. Japan. 
KIT CONTENTS: Blank labels (5), cover 
glasses (5), blank slides (10), tweezers, 
glass rod, , Spatula, scapel, eye- 

ыз 

FOR AGES: 10 to 16 yrs. See Note at right. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires the 
use of 2 "AA" batteries that are not includ- 
ed, order package below. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. 
40 N 24989... .... 1 09e 747-2 $29.95 

"AA" Batteries. Package of 
49 N 4699 1—Shpg. pud 

600X Microscope 

$1995 x 
MAGNIFICATION: 75X, 300X, 
600X objective lenses mounted on 
triple revolving turret. Precision- 
ground glass lenses. 

OPERATING FEATURES: Rack- 
апан piniga юса. Battery ор- 
егаїей 'ower indica- 
tor. 
BODY: Measures overall 8 inches 
high. Metal with silver-color lac- 
quer finish. Made in Japan. 
KIT CONTENTS: Blank labels (5), 
cover glasses (5), blank slides (8), 
tweezers, glass rod, eye-dropper. 
FOR AGES: 10 to 16 years. See 
Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION Re- 
quires 2 “АА” batteries not in- 
cluded, order package at left. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 14 oz. 
49 м 24362 

300X Microscope 

$995 
MAGNIFICATION: 100X, 200X 
and 300X objective lenses 
mounted on triple revolving 
turret. Precision-ground glass 
lenses. 
OPERATING FEATURES: Sub- 
stage mirror illuminates slide. 
BODY: Measures overall 7*4 
inches high. Sturdy black plas- 
tic. Made in Japan. 
KIT CONTENTS: Blank labels 
(she cover xS (5), blank 
slides (6) and tweezers. 
FOR AGES: 10 to 16 years. See 
Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 14 ounces. 
49N24361. ..$9.95 

So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone 

NOTE: Items on this page not recommended for ages under eight. Chemi- 
cals and/or glass in merchandise if misused. may be harmful and should 

only be used under adult supervision. 

that is included. 
FOR AGES: 13 pinta to МЫН. See Note shove, 

Learn all about OPTICS 
with this Science Fun Lab 

48 Prepared Slides 
labeled, ready to use 

SET CONTAINS: 4 boxes of 12 
slides each; catagories include 
Bee and Butter! y Structure, 
Tiny Bacteria, Sea Life and 
Plant Life. From Japan. 
FOR AGES: 10 to 16 years. See 
Note above. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
49 N 24365 ....... Set $4.9 

$1987 
——— POR claret yg 

preserva- telescope, kaleidoscope, , а real 35mm camera with inter- 
planter to grow plants Leser Armis ed ute quisa В 
» SET CONTAINS: 114 precision every need for all the 

scissors, dissecting board, iments and constructions included in the 117 page fully illustrated man- 



Child's Electric Sewing Machine has LOCK-STITCHING 

Soreal you may never 
haveto borrow 
Mom's again 

The LOCK-STITCH is AA 
formed by the looping [1 ec 
together of 2 threads AC Adapter 

. . „опе оп each side of sold 
the material being sewn separately 

$599 
Top thread shown in black 

ci 

Easy foot contro! Easy-wind bobbin Carrying case 
Bottom thread shown in white for fast-slow sewing for bottom thread snaps in place 

Wooden Weaving Loom for table or lap use 

Weave ponchos. Built to last through continued, heavy 

wall-hangings se. Weaves 20 inches wide. Heather 
many other of maple-stained, solid hardw Sewing 
yarn proj shuttles and pick-up s Machine 

s in d ip footings fo 
le-top impact, molded plas $997 
warp beams for easy warping, high 

impact molded plastic heddle 
23x21'2x6 in. high. Incl. 80 yards of 
practice yarn (enough for an 11 
piece). Illustrated instructions. Taiwan 

8 years to adult. 

without battenes 



Ventriloquist Dolls 
6 years and up due to skill re- UIST DOLLS you make talk es 

(1) Simon Sez. 30 inches tall. Vinyl 
and hands. Mouth operated b; 
anism in doll's back. Molded body, stuffed 
legs, painted face. Mol ded brown hair. Wears 
pullover st s 

NG INFO Instruc , 
49 N 36026— Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. $14.99 

(2) Bozo, the famous TV clown. 30 inches 
tall. Vinyl head and hands. Back neck string 
to open mouth. Stuffed body, paint 
Yarn hair. Wears clown suit and shoes. 

NFO: Instr., 33! 3-rpm veu y 
49 N 36028— Wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz. 497 

(3) Tessie Talk. 18 inches tall. л head 
and hands. Back neck string to open mouth. 
Polyethylene body. Jointed arms and legs. 
movable head. Painted face, rooted ha. 
Wear: аг dress, panties, shoes and socks. 
OR О; Instruction booklet incl, 
49 м 36024 — Wt. 2 lbs, 4 oz. $12.99 

(4) Willie Talk inches tall. Vinyl head 
and hands. Back neck string to open mout 
Stuffed body painted face. Molded bro 

2-piece slack set. 
Instruction booklet incl, 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $10.99 

2 

(5) Lester. 26 inches tall. Vinyl head and 
Back neck string to open mouth 

Stuffed body, painted face. Rooted hair. 
Wears jacket, pants, glasses and shoes 
ORDER INFO: Instr., 33!s-rpm record incl. 
49 N 36027—Wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz $11.97 

(6) Howdy Doody. 24 inches tall. Vinyl 
head and hands. Back neck string to open 
mouth. Stuffed body, painted face. Molded 

Wears pants, shirt, kerchief and boots. 

С NFO: Instr., 33! 3-грт УЛЫН ш. 
49 N 36029—Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 1.97 

(7). Charlie McCarthy, Edgar Bergen's pal. 
0 inches tall. Vinyl head, hands. Back neck 

string to open mouth. Stuffed body, painted 
r. Wears tuxedo, top hat, 

oes 
С Instruction booklet incl. 

49 N 36013— hpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. .$ 14.97 

„ Ventriloquist Case 15! 
Bolis most sizek of vent 

face. Molded h 

ld up legs. 
p т nyl-covered fiberboard body metal frame. 

Simon Sez $ Decorated with printed labels of capital cities 

79 М 36038C —Shpg. wt. 3 lbs $7.97 

(9 and 10) String Puppets 
Easy-to-use action control frame makes 
strings almost impo: 

UCTION: Plastic head, hands a 
Painted faces. Nylon ngs. 10! 
Donald Duck wears a blue sailor suit 

has plastic hat molded to head. Mickey 
Mouse wears a black shirt, red shorts with 

d-on shoes. 

ssembled 

9) Donald Duck 
49 N 36035—Shpzg. wt. 12 07. $9.94 

10) Mickey Mouse 
49 N 36034—Shpg. wt. 1 

(11) Hugo с 
into villains, 

tall. Hand Puppe with plastisol head, paint 
| hands and cloak. I ny 

ds, sca les, 
id chins. 

Disguise yo! 

йай рабе scans by duiiie тизеде иса com 



Climb insid 

Use ali three pieces 
for seesaw or rocker 

It's a hobby horse 
with a cord bridle 

There's nothing else like 

Playall" 
Three colorful plastic pieces interlock to make 
dozens of rugged toys. . it's sold only at Sears 

$187 

Here's a really exciting toy . . so versatile a child won't tire of it quickly. It's 
strong enough to take lots of punishment and years of play. Kids can make 
different toys by arranging the three pieces that fit together easily. Side inserts 
let child hold on, and there are no rough edges. Polyethylene won't mar furni- 
ture, won't rust. Blue, orange and green pieces, each about 28 inches long, 12 
inches wide, 10 inches high. Includes nylon cord for use as rein. 
79 М 89402N—Shipping weight 17 pounds ............... ....918.99 

Jim Gym? Jr. 
Makes healthful exercise 

more fun and 
it's strong enough 
for two youngsters 

$11” 

Indoor/outdoor exercise 
gym helps child develop 
strength and coordina- 
tion. Unique A-frame of 
tubular steel has red 
baked enamel finish. Sup- 
ports 300 Ibs. Includes 
rubber tips for indoor use 
and swinging hand grips 
of 1100-Ib. test nylon горе 
and hardwood. Comes 
completely assembled, 
ready to use. Folds flat 
for storage. Open size 
40x40x46 in. long. 

Shipping weight 23 
pounds. 

79 М 89406N ....$11.99 
Includes 2 hand grips 

йай page scans by dieisiniaxnmiseltedimical oom 

Barrel o' Fun 
Strong enough 

for rough play. . 
big enough for 

storing your toys 

$ 723 

Bright yellow barrel is lots of fun. Climb inside, roll around. 
Hide in it or use it for storage. It can even be a wastebasket, | 
table, or seat. Tough polyethylene has no sharp edges so it I 
won't mar furniture or floors. Cleans easily and goes indoors | 
or outdoors. 18x18x24 inches high. j 
79 N 89407N—Shipping weight 7 pounds ............. $7.99 | 

Cut *1.12 
Step 'n Slide 

Priced to be 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 
Was $7.99 

$687 
Bright orange-colored play unit is made of rugged polyethlene 
plastic that’s molded in one piece. Tots can climb the steps, E 
slide down, crawl through the "tunnel." No sharp edges . 
won't cut child or mar furniture or floors and it won't rust if 
left outdoors. 28x15%x19% inches high. 
79 М 89404N—Shipping weight 10 pounds .. .$6.87 

The greatest ride ever 

16” 
Rock back and forth, or roll all the way over. Aerobat is egg- 
shaped so you control the roll. It even has footrests and slots 
for hands. Smooth tangerine-colored polyethylene goes in- 
doors or out. About 35x29x12 inches wide. 
79 N 89403N—Shipping weight 18 pounds ........... $16.99 

SHIPPING NOTE, BOTH PAGES: All items ending with “N” 
(as 79 М 89402N) sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 



Pre-schoolers' 
Road Race 

No batteries, no electricity. . 
just pump the accelerators 

Cut:2 
WAS 

Super Speedway with 2 cars that 
race to a thrilling finish 

Adventure . . thrills . . excitement — 
you'll feel them all as you and a 
friend race these miniature metal 
racing cars around the big figure-8 
track. Each player places his car 
at starting gate and pumps accel- 
erator. Starting gate pulls back 
and cars go zooming around track 

. up to 30 laps are registered by 
lap counter over track. Players 
control speed by pumping accelera- 
tors at moment cars go thru tunnel. 
Just push down gate to record win- 
ner. Plastic, 27Узх14Узх4 in. high 

colorfully-lithographed speed- 
way atmosphere. From West Ger- 
many. Ages 4 to 8. 
79 N 44513C—Shpg. wt. 41bs..*5.99 

Putt-Putt Railroad Set 
with wind-up engine 

$1066 
Your child's fantasies will run free with this fun- 
filled set. He'll load logs from lumber truck to train 
and be the engineer as wind-up engine sends train 
through realistic tunnel to its destination. Includes 
3-piece wooden train with engine, wooden truck with 
wheels that roll, plus colorful injection-molded plastic 
tunnel, depot, loading dock, gas station with pump. 
railroad crossing guards and sidings, and an 8-piece 
32x22-in. wide oval track. Ages 1 to 6. From South 
Korea. To order the easiest way, look in your phone 
book white pages under "Sears, Roebuck and Co., 
Catalog Sales” for the number to call. 
49 N 44811 — Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 oz. . -~ Set $10,66 

Сашоп паша scans by cridia aeonit COn 

to send 

Everything "family" needs for camping. 

Play Camper 

$999 
Take a trip, camp, have a barbecue. or just 
rearrange furniture with this set which 
includes a fanciful family of 4 wooden play 
people. The right side of the camper lifts 
up and folds back on the roof to expose the 

attractive interior, decorated with table, 
2 chairs, sofa hide-a-bed, sink, stove. 
cabinet, TV set —and they're all movable. 
A step ladder reaches the two bunks 
above the driver 

Includes patio layout, hammock, bar- 
becue. garden umbrella and 2 wood dowels. 
Put the patio layout alongside the camper 

and have a picnic. 18¥2x7%4x8¥2 inches 
high. Colorful plastic and wood construc- 
tion. For children ages 3 to 8. 
49 N 44457 — Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 6oz.... Set $9.99 

cars 
flying 

Take-Apart Car 

e Lift the hood remove motor for repair 
e Take spare tire out of the trunk 
e Jack up the саг. . remove flat tire 
ө Put on spare tire like a real mechanic 

the toy car that lets you be a 
ic" just like the grown-ups. This 

part, put-together car comes com- 
plete with driver and friend. АП the "tools" 
you need to fix the car. a plastic screw- 
driver, wrench and jack. fit into the top 
deck of the trunk. Like a puzzle, it's fun to 
see if you can put it all back together 

again. Colorful wood and plastic body with 
molded plastic tires. 8®%зхбУзх17 inches 
long. For ages 3 to 6. 
49 N 44458— Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. $5.99 

PaLcos 
MKDGAE 



Your child gains confidence in his skills 
with a giant-size puzzle he puts together 

and with his first "library" of books 

(AA and BB) Your active toddler practices problem solving 
and verbal communication. (AA) So-Big Action Puzzle. It's 39- 
in. Mr. Bear and he's as big as your child, maybe bigger. But 
he's not too hard to put together. All 3, in, thick cardboard with 
8 large interlocking pieces and 3 smaller, takeout pieces. Jointed 
arms and legs move . . later use as wall decoration. 

(BB) A Toddler's Library and Record . . 8 Little Golden 
Books tell in storybook fashion about ABCs, numbers, animals, 
trains and school . . as well as the world of fantasy. The 45-rpm 
record is full of fun songs with directions for acting them out, 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
Shipping weight set 5 pounds 12 ounces, 

49 C 44562—Series 11. (AA and BB) . «os. Set $6.99 

'actout 
-all the stories of his imagination. . 

ht panels can be endlessly rearranged 

provides a colorful stage for your child's fanta- 
sat in, crawled through, peeked into or out of and 

sturdy 36x48-inch corrugated cardboard pan- 
many different ways. Panels are light- 

3| 49044307 | 7 
49C44308 5 
49С 44309 8 
49С 44311 | 8 

Сй раб Scans by айпа aleda Cont 

Fisher-Price Crib 
and Playpen Toys 

Music Box Mobile * 
Plays "Brahm's Lullaby" for 
8 to 10 min. on one wind 
as 5 farm characters turn 

$886 A 

Mobile needs no batteries, just - 
wind up. . 5 farm figures 
(horse, cow, pig, lamb, scare- 
crow) revolve as lullaby plays. 
Metal support rod swings away 
for feeding. Figures attached 
with heavy-gauge string; can be 
removed for stand-up play as 
baby grows, Plastic, metal, 27 | I 
in. high. Birth to 1 yr. i 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. | | 
79 C 44614C os 98.86 

Noisemaking Toys 

1 Squeak-A-Boo Rattle. Soft 
rattle with finger loops be- 

hind ears for peek-a-boo play. 
Squeakers in ears. Plush back, 
cotton front, felt features, 
Washable, 5 in. high. Ages 2 to 
18 months. 
49 C 44608—Wt. 7 oz... .. 82.99 

2 Cuddly Cub rolls at every 
touch. Bell inside chimes 

each time he moves, Head 
turns. Plush, cotton. Washable. 
& in. high. 3 months to 3 yrs. 

Shipping weight 12 ounces, 
49С44612;............... 55.86 

Three Men in a Tub. Butch- 
er, baker and candlestick- 

maker float in your tub as met- 
àl bell on mast rings. Figures 
are removable. 6%-in, diam. 
Plastic. Ages 1 to 4 years, 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. 

49C44326.... 

4 Shake ‘n Roll Rattle. Beads 
rattle through chambers, 

Riding Toys for 
the active 
toddler 

ig ) B 
Happy Van Walker-Rider. Baby Lil Tot Rider. Sturdy three-wheeler. Strong 
can sit in van and learn to walk with steel steering assembly and easy-grip steer 

the help of removable vinyl support ing wheel that steers any way the child turns it, 
straps that attach around him to inside — Extra-wide tires for easy rolling. Rugged tubu- 
back of van. Caster-type front wl lar steel frame is long enough so child can rest 
swivel in any direction. Wide tires. while coasting. Plastic and metal. 
Dashboard is activity tray. High-im- x12'4x14 inches high. Seat height 8 inches. 
pact plastic. Front top padded For children ages 1 to 3. 
23' 4x16 ,x12', in. high. 6%-in. high — 79 C 44794C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs..... ++ $5.99 
seat, Ages 6 mo. to ars. 

. 7 Ibs... 811.88 «5? [Sears] 483 79 C 44048C—Shpg. 



big-time dreams 

DOCTOR-NURSE KIT 
. . over 40 pieces 

$299 
Includes stethoscope, eye test chart, 
toy watch, pill boxes, microscope, 
spectacles, bandages and more. Black 
plastic satchel, 8¥x3'4x6 in. high. 
Hong Kong. Not recommended for 
ages under 3 because of small parts. 
49 N 44577-Ages 3 to 7. Wt. 1 Ib. $2.99 

| WISH I could work in a hospital 
and help people who are sick 

You'll help make your patients better with your Your 
DOCTOR OR NURSE KIT. . more than 50 pieces each! choice 

$499 

STETHOSCOPE lets you 
really hear a heartbeat 

Looks just like your doctor's! Arous- 
ез child's curiosity to listen to other 
body sounds. Vinyl and metal with 
rubber and plastic tips. Measures 
314x234 in. long. For ages 6 and up. 
49 N 44546—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 5297 

[ WISH I could 

live outdoors learning 
all about nature 

Camp under the stars with 

Sears exclusive LI'L CAMPER 
WILDERNESS SET 

$1099 юл 
Here's everything you'll need for a play 
camping expedition. It’s a rugged 10- 
piece set made of sturdy weather-resist 
ant plastic. Includes: 8x1 1x3%-inch 
backpack, trail belt with compass in 
belt buckle, pup tent and poles, real 
canteen, axe, shovel, whistle and flash. 
light (uses 2 *D" batteries, not includ 
ed, order package sold separately be- 
low.) The backpack holds all this 
camping gear with lots of room for oth- 

er items. For scouting on foot, tools can 
be carried on the trail belt. Plastic tent 
and poles remove easily from the back- 
pack. Tent sets up to 24x33x16 inches 
high. Ages 3 to 8 years. 
49 N 44158—Wt. 6 lbs. 5 oz. $10.99 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 46996—WL. 11 oz. Pkg. $1.45 

titolo pane Scan by cuidimat wmieditctudcal com 

(1 апа 2) Each deluxe kit includes these plastic parts: 
stethoscope, thermometer, microscope, earscope, blood 
pressure meter, hypodermic needle, tweezers and scissors, 
wristwatch, 4 pill boxes, bottles, jars, beakers, pans and 
eyeglasses. Printed forms include: college diplomas, eye 
charts, prescription slips, appointment slips and health 
records. Also a box of cotton. Comes with instruction 
sheet. From Hong Kong. For ages 3 to 8 years. Not rec 
ommended for ages under 3 because of small parts. 

Doctor Kit. Also includes plastic dental mirror, scal. 
pel, knee tapper and spatula. All in black plastic at 

tachéstyle carry case with latch, 13x10x2 inches high. 
49 № 44574—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $4.99 

2 Nurse Kit. Also includes plastic hot water bag, food, 
tray and utensils. All packed in a red vinyl shoulder 

strap case, measuring 13x5x7 inches high. 
49 М 44575—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces $4.99 



Vu 

These Plush Friends are all dressed up and ready to play with you 
M Zippy Chimp. Wears over- 16 Chip Chimp. It's hard to resist this cuddly little ( 19 thru 21 ) Cuddly acrylic pile. 99 Teddy. Acrylic pile bear 

alls, shirt and felt hat. Black fellow. He wears a T-shirt. Black acrylic pile. 11 — Locked-in plastic eyes. 18 in. tall. wears a washable cotton 
acrylic pile. Vinyl ears, hands, inches high. Vinyl face. Recommended for children ^ Recommended for ages 4 and up. sweatshirt. Felt features. 19 
shoes, face. 17 in. tall. Voice ages 6 months and up. В in. tall. Recommended for 
squeakerinarm.Ages4and up. ^ 49C40317—Shipping weight 4 ounces s499 10 Clem. Wears bib overalls, ban- ages 6 months and up. 
49 C 40538— Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. ..$9.97 Pieri cree sigg 69 040648—Wt. 15 oz. . 67.96 
15 Tiepy Chimp. Wears lacy (17 and 18) Both wear denim overalls. Acrylic pile. EE: 2. 9$ Frumpy. Floppy-eared 

cotton dress, ribbon. Acrylic — 18 inches tall. Recommended for ages 3 and up. 20 Clare. Wears apron and а pert fellow wears a T-shirt. 
pile. Vinyl face, ears, hands and 17 Bulldog. Locked-in — |g Cat. Has locked-in little ribbon in long hair. Acrylic pile. Locked-in plastic 
shoes. 16 inches tall. Voice plastic eyes and plastic eyes. 49C40337—Wt.11b.20z. ....811.96 — eyes felt features. 16 in. tall. 
squeaker in arm. Ages 4 and up. nose. Shpg. wt. 13 oz. Shpg. wt. 15 oz, 21 Clyde. Wears a vest and hat. Ages 6 months and up. 
49 С 40539—Wt. 11b.402...99.97 — 49 C 40647 $6.99 49С 40646 $6.99 49 С 40344—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 02. $11.96 — 49C40436—Wt. 12 02. .. 96.98 

ix $341 HO! HO! HO! It's Santa Claus! 
Musical Santa. Wind 4 
up his locked-in key Wind him D Jolly Santa 

and this jolly old fellow es f 
plays "Jingle Bells". Acrylic he plays 
pile. Pompon позе, locked- “ingle Bolis 
in plastic eyes, yam whisk- $695 
ers. 14 in. tall. Ages 3, up. 57] Fal 

+ 

49 C 40649—Wt. 11 oz. $6.95 

28 Jolly Santa. This 
cheerful standing doll 

will make any season 
brighter. Acrylic body, vinyl 

(24 thru 26 ) Pert little animals of cotton felt. 11 in. high. Ages 4 and up. face, boots. 17 inches tall. 
(24) 49 C 40552—Bear (25) 49 C 40554—Cat (26) 49 C 40553—Mouse For ages 6 and up. 
Shipping weight each 4 ounces М А Each $3.47 Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 
Any 2 ог more, each 32.99 49 C 40316 $9.94 

Cutulod pace scans by саптан тизекм1ииса! con 



How a Reflector 
Telescope works 

Light enters tube 
from top and is 
gathered by the 
Objective mirror 
and reflects the 

light onto 
another mirror 
which directs 
image to eye- 

piece 

Sears Refractor Telescopes 
‚ . Scan the heavens or 
switch to upright viewing 

(1) 300X Telescope. 
OPTIC SYSTEM: Achromatic coated 60mm diameter, INCOMING Н Eye- | 1 

ресе 

EE 

eee rode cree соч iL E 
38 inches long. Wood tripod is 49 inches high. Japan. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. See Note at left. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipped partly assembled. 
üppi ight 12 pounds. 

ЭТИЛЕ SU сар eA SEE $59.99 

ГУ (2) 150X Telescope 
150X Reflect MT AES эу: quei bana трай ecto ‘using ter- 

а T restrial Scope has 50mm diameter cie 
Telescope with 600mm focal length. Also includes 6mm eyepiece, 

FRAME, CONSTRUCTION: 49-inch high wood tripod, 
This telescope comes complete swivel mount. Metal, plastic and glass . . . 2644 inches 
with a 12-page illustrated in- long. Japan. 
struction manual. ч OPTIC SYSTEM: Large, 24- FOR AGES: увазе vad up. Ses Notb acit, 

inch reflective mirror is preci- ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipped partly assembled. 

de erred това а $39.99 30x Zoar 
$1999 way to 150-power. 

FRAME, CONSTRUCTION 
Plastic swivel mount locks in (3) 10X to 30X Zoom Hand Telescope 
place when you fin rour tar- " 
get. Focusing knob. Telescope OPTIC SYSTEM: Achromatic coated 30mm diameter 
rests on 30-inch metal tripod. objective lens. Focusing ring brings in a sharp, upright 
Tube is fiberboard (not wood or image. 
hardboard) treated with a FRAME, CONSTRUCTION: MÀ on 84-inch high 

thetic coating. 28 inch metal enables telescope to revolve freely. Alumi- 
уы sie meri EEEE num tube with avocado green finish . . . overall 1214 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. See inches long. 
Note directly below. Peres m ex Ун See Note at left. 
ORDERING INFO: Shipped part- EBING INE 9 ly assem. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. weight 1 pound 12 ounces. 
79 N24261C........519.87 AS сасонка Й $19.99 
NOTE: Telescopes not recom- Phone ordering's à quick and easy way to buy. 
mended for children under the age 
of 8 years: contain glass. 

Perform chemical experiments 
in your very own laboratory 
—— 

E : я 
Senior Chemistry Lab set $3699 

$ 95 Explore the states of matter from gas to liquid РОВ AGES: 10 to 16 years, See Important Note 
Student Chemistry Lab Set 1 d to solid; test foods for fats, acid and minerals; directly below. 

z recover fingerprints and more. ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Measure chemicals, learn to test for acids and bases, test foods SET CONTAINS: 32 chemicals in break-resist- Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
and textiles, even make inks, dyes and paints. — ant bottles, eye-dropper, plastic measuring 79 N 24284C ..... ...Set $36.99 SET CONTAINS: 2 PYREX® brand test tubes with rack, holder ^ spoon, alcohol lamp, tripod for heating chemi- 
and brush, alcohol lamp, funnel, hand magnifier, chromatography ^ cals, centrifuge, beam scale, hydroponics plant- IMPORTANT NOTE 
paper, 16 chemicals in break-resistant bottles, beam scale, eye- ет, PYREX® brand glassware including one 
dropper, plastic spoon, litmus paper. All chemicals and accesso- 25m] beaker, 8 standard test tubes. Also in- 
ries store neatly into 3-wing steel storage case, Also includes Ex- cludes litmus paper, test tube rack, clamp, 

All Sears Science Lab Sets not recommended for 
ages under 8 years. Chemicals and/or glass in sets. 
if misused, may be harmful. Should not be used by ploring Chemistry Manual. brush funnel, blow torch and corks. All compo- hildi t si f ди! FOR AGES: 10 to 16 years. See Important Note at right. nents can be stored inside the 6-wing steel case — ̂ except under the supervision of an adult 

ORDERING INFORMATION: .. . 57 inches wide when open. Also includes 
49 N 24282—Shipping weight 7 pounds ...Set $17.95 an Advanced Chemistry Manual. 

аюб pane scans by йй нараак Dom 
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- Kitchen Center™ , 
"blend" a drink, 
"boil" an egg 

or "toast" bread 
without heat or 

J) electricity 

$1167 

HOW IT WORKS: Just step on foot pump to activate friction- 
| reni motor . . . blender begins real spin action, water will 

bble in pan like it's really boiling. 
CONSTRUCTION I imines styrene console. Measures 
11V2x8x6 inches high. 
PORES SORIS 1 pan, 1 egg, blender, 1 piece of toast, 1 
spoon all of plastic. 5 recipe cards and 1 packet of unsweet- 
ened Kool-Aid®. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 10549—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ......... 

. just snap 
оп cassette 

$1187 
without batteries 

Just the machine for beginner seamstresses. No threading CONSTRUCTION. Pre-cut «inch mahoga- ACCESSORIES: Starter furniture of wood 
. three tables and two chairs. necessary because of quick thread changing cassettes. ed and ready to assem- 

HOW IT WORKS: Insert cassette and turn on switch for real 
chain-stitch sewing. Attach trim bobbin to decorate and hem 
in one step application. 
CONSTRUCTION: High impact plastic. Beige. Measures 
12%6x6%4x10"% inches high. 
ACCESSORIES INCL.: 1 cassette with enclosed needle, 300 ft. 
of white thread. 15 ft. of decorative trim, 6 simplicity pat- 

pA xterior window trim and shutters, 
гоа door tat panes. Two umen 
and door that swings open. Room dividers 
that will make five rooms. Staircase. Mea- 
sures 17x11x24% inches high overall. 
Easily accommodates the Brown Family 
sold separately below. 

FOR AGES: 8 and up. Not recommended 
for ages to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. 
Instructions and decorating ideas included. 

ond glue and scissors, can be as- 
led in 3 to 6 hours. 

79 C ZO TOC нон wt. 91һв. Kit $16.97 
terns, material and instr. for small stuffed doll project. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 “Р” batteries, sold 
separately below. Order additional cassettes below. 
49 C 12491—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz.......... $11.87 

Sew Perfect Accessory Set net shown) 
Includes 3 cassettes with 300 feet of white, red, blue thread. 
Each cassette has enclosed needle. 
ORDERING INFO: Use with Sew Perfect machine above. 
49 C 12493—Shipping weight 8 ounces ........ Kit $2.97 

Sew clothes for your doll with these 
Chain-stitch Machines 

(2) Battery or hand-operated ther Sewing Machine 

HOW IT WORKS: Battery: with easy-to-operate foot pedal or operate 
iib sns eros eeu етта саман 
straight stitch with chain effect underneath. Tie off stitch at both ends. 
OPERATING FEATURES: Tension control lets you adjust thread tightness to 
material. Includes pressure foot, needle bar, pressure foot lifter, hand crank. 
Sowing light; fnot pedal that conttols seed «en usd with БАНА. 
CONSTRUCTION: һ-їпї black plastic and metal machine. 9!4x4V2x634 
inches high. Жу. узе гыны From Hong Kong. Es 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: 2 needles, needle threader, spool of thread, sewing 
light, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not for ages under 3 because of small parts. 
ORDERING INFO: Can be used with 2 “Р” batteries, order package below. 
49 C 1242—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces ..................... $9.97 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46996—Shipping weight 11 ошпсез....................... Pkg. $1.69 

(3) Hand-operated Little Gem Sewing Machine 

HOW IT WORKS: Unique inner mechanism allows child to turn sewing machine 
wheel in either direction and machine will continue to sew a t chain 
stitch, that won't ravel, without interruption. Tie off stitch at both 
GOESATING FEATURES: Tension control knob that adjusts thread tightness to 

Includes pressure foot, pressure foot lifter, needle bar. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic hand-operated machine. 6\%х3\М;х5%% 
inches high. Base has extension leaf for additional space. 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDE: 2 needles, spool of thread, needle threader, instr. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. Not for ages under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 1237—Shipping weight 13 

20-in. tall 
Colonial 

Doll House 

Replica of 
2-story family 
home has 
sturdy 

hardboard frame 
and plastic 
see-through 
windows 

$1497 
furniture incl. 

CONSTRUCTION: Hardboard frame, walls and roof. Woodgrain laminat- 
ed hardboard floors. Plastic see-through windows, chimney and door that 
swings open. Steel corners and roof caps for greater rigidity. Bedroom, 
bath and nursery upstairs; living room, dining room and kitchen down- 
stairs. Measures 24x10x20 inches high, accommodates Brown Family sold 
separately below. 
ACCESSORIES: Plastic furniture for all 6 rooms included. 
FOR AGES: 5 and up. Not recommended for ages under 3 because of small 
parts. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. Assembly instructions, hardware incl. 
79 C 1404C—Shipping weight 10 pounds .................... $14.97 

The Brown Family 
Fits both doll houses above. Plastic 

ter, mom, baby, dad 
and son. is 5 inches tall. Made 
in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: Macr and up. Not rec- 
GENUS or BC under 3 be- 
cause of 
ELM INFO: Fo: Wt. 20z. 
49C 1412............. Set $1.99 

“ж 



‘I tawt | taw Sufferin 

a puddy tat.” Succotash!'" 
"You're on your way 

to the top! ̂  

(1) Pink Panther 
ter. Felt eyes. 20 i 
RDERING IN 

49 N 40964— 

Deep acrylic pil le cartoon c harac- 

39.84 

{2 ап0 3) Tweety: 
Felt eyes. 3 years a 
ORDERING INFORM 

and Sylvester®. Plush acrylic pile. 

Talkers. Pull string, each says 6 phrase 
(2) Tweet 13 in. | 49 N 40969 | 1102 5797 
(3) Sylvester? | 16in. | 49 № 40971 | 120z 7.97 
Non-talkers 
2) Tweety® | 131і0.| 49 N 40272| oz. | $4.97 
3) Sylvester? | |6in.| 49 № 40274 |. 90z 497 

(4) Talking Bugs Bunny. Pull string, he talks 
says 8 phrases, Cotton cloth bc i 
face. 9 in. tall. 2 to 7 years 
ORDERING IN 
49 N 4027 1—Shipp 

(5) Talking Executive Bear™. Pull string, he talks 
says 4 phrases. Acrylic plush pile, Wears cotton-polyes- 
ter suit, locked-in buttons, felt tie, Locked-in plastic 

s, 2 years and up. 
NG INFORMATION: 12 inches tall 

49 N 4011 1—Shipping weight 8 ounces 58.88 

(6), Marching Mickey Mouse 
walks. 1 i ly 

$1176 

(7 and 8) Furry Fantasy Monsters. Acrylic plush fur. 
Locked-in plastic eves. 3 vears and up. 
ORDERING IN 0 
(7) Big Foot. 131 in (8) ОРО. 13х14 in. tall 
tali. Shpg. wt. 11 oz Shpg. wt. 11 oz 
49N 40172 $694  49N 40058 $794 

(9 leece pile. Velcro® patches 
tic eyes. 3 years and up. 
inches tall. 

Kermit Frog € N 

С N: 18; 
49 N 40714—Shpg. wt. 1302 

(10thru 17) Talking end Costumed Se: 
Characters. (11 thru 13) reduced from our 1977 Christmas 
Book. Plush acrylic pile. Locked-in eyes. (10 
pull string, they talk. (10) says 4 phrases, (11 
say 6 phrases. (14 thru 17) costumed to look like their 
television counterparts 

н Г 

(Т0 thru 13) Talking Sesame Street Characters 
0) Big Bird® |16/2|49N40709| 2 4 $1094 
10 Cookie 

Monstert|13 |49N40767| |11 |80.07]) 897 
12) Ose | | 

Gro !,49N40768| |13 9927| 897 
(03) Grover? |18':|49N40653| .|!!| 9.97] 897 
(14 thru 17] Costumed Sesame Street Characters 
(14) Ose: | | 

Grouci | 9  |аәмаот9а]. | 7 | $4.97 
|з |евмердае |^ | 497 

| 9149840792 6 | 497 
|.9 ‘lagnao796|. | 5 | 497 
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Sold only at Sears 
a beautiful roan colt 

that talks to you 

$19? ev 
“Тһе horse that grows 

with the child" 

tt 38-inch long 
Palomino 

Cut *l 

Pricedtobe Was $29.99 

Saris 9 B99 Frame adjusts 
as child grows 

Fury “runs” like the wind, and can’t wait to take you for a Hop into the saddle. Let this strawberry roan take you back to the old West. He even 
ride. Frame adjusts to change saddle height from 29 to 33 talks . . just pull the ring on his neck and he says six phrases. You can adjust frame to 
in. Molded of polyethylene, western-style saddle, blanket, raise saddle from 23 to 26% in. Realistic body of high-impact polystyrene is durable and 
vinyl reins. Tubular steel frame with plastic end caps and washable. Western-type accessories, side bars for easy mounting. Tubular steel frame 
steel springs. Partly assembled. 50x24x47 in. high. Ages has non-mar plastic “feet” to protect floors. Steel springs. Shipped partly assembled. 
two to six. Shipped by freight (rail or truck) or express. 45x20'4x32 inches overall. Horse body is 28 inches ing 
79 М 89005N—Shipping weight 33 pounds ...... $28.99 79 N 89003L—Shipping weight 21 pounds . ..$19.99 

24-in. long Palomino 
for younger riders 

5@°° 

Beautiful golden pony is 
just the right size for a lit- 
tle cowboy or cowgirl. Sad- 
dle is 17 in. high. Realisti- 
cally styled in high-impact 
polystyrene that’s durable 

and washable. Springs 
have Protecto hooks and 
give a wonderful ride. Tu- 

bular steel frame is 
33%х17 in. Plastic end caps 
and “feet” to protect child, 

floors. Partly assembled. 
Shipping wt. 11 lbs. 

79 № 89001С........ $8.99 
а насе by йаа шайы а cont 

Stroller converts to 
small Spring Horse 

509° 

To change from infant 
stroller, remove plastic 
wheels and seat to allow 
stationary play as child 
grows. Bright, multico- 
lored pony is 22 inches 

long, has three-position 
adjustable saddle height. 
Rugged polystyrene body 
with tubular steel frame 
and safety springs. Over- 
all size 28x17x18 in. high. 
Partly assembled. 
Shipping wt. 10 Ibs. 

79 N 89006L ...... $9.99 

Pull the cord on 
his blanket roll . 

this Horse whinnies 

249° 

Go for а gallop on this realistic 
golden horse that makes his 
own horse sound as you ride 
along. 36-inch body molded in 
polystyrene, with bridle, reins, 
blanket roll and saddle. Base is 
tubular steel, with wooden step 
plates for easy mounting 
Overall size 48x22x39 in. Seat 
30 in. high. Partly assembled. 
Shipped by freight (rail or 
truck) or express. 
Shipping weight 28 Ibs. 

79 м 89004N ..........924.99 

A spirited young Mustang 
in a popular 26-inch size 

5] 299 

Handsome buckskin horse is 
sized for children from one 
year up. He's 26 in. long, and 
saddle is 24 in. high. Has real- 
istic saddle, blanket, and reins. 
His polystyrene body can take 

a beating, yet washes easily. 
Tubular steel base with mount- 
ing bars that make it easy to 
get on. Steel springs have safe- 
ty hooks. Plastic "feet" and 
end caps protect child and 
floors. Overall size 40x22%x31 
in. high. Partly assembled. 
Shipping weight 17 pounds. 

79 М 89002L .......... $13.99 



Helicopter rotors spin 
otor sounds off 

ча” Turn-around 

ef Baggage Conveyor 

The Play Family Airport 

(Flights of imagination taking off hourly) $1099 

It's no wonder that 2 to 8-year-olds think this airport is out-of-this-world 
"They can "land" the helicopter, spin the rotors and rev the "motor": 
load and turn the baggage conveyor; and "drive" the 5 vehicles. Then 
pull in the whirring jet . . it has a flip-down boarding ramp, luggage in 
rear compartment; passengers and crew. Includes 6 Play Family figures. 

This airport also has some very down-to-earth features . . like the 
smooth, rounded edges; bright non-toxic colors; easy-rolling wheels; 
and solidly-constructed wood, plastic and hardboard parts. And, when 
the busy day ends, this big 14x14x11-inch high airport folds for storage. 
Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
79 N 44741C — Shipping weight 9 pounds. $10.99 

Fuel Truck 
with hose 

Flag. play "grill 
even real 

reclining chairs eg 

ы, Sun deck tilts-up 
for carry handle 

can be 
attached to boat 

Play Family Houseboat 
th wheels $644 

OR a floating bathtub toy 
t's a pull toy w 

This houseboat is all decked out with pretend life preservers, barbecue 
grill, table, chairs and a pair of 3-position recliners. It can float around a 
bathtub sea or be pulled ashore and putt-putt along as the helm wheel 
spins and the skipper looks from side to side. Plastic boat 13 in. long 

5 passengers. For shipmates 2 to 8 years old. 
49 N 44799 — Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 3 oz. $6.44 478 [Sears] ксомк 

Сина ране scans by cheisimas-musetechnicil com 

Fun Jet 
rolls "п roars 
as pilot looks 
from side to 

side 

e 

P 
b R a 

е7 

Tug Tractor pulls vehicles or jet 

Play Family Fun Jet only 

$456 
"Whirrr" goes this big jet 
when a child pulls it along 
Pilot looks from side to side 
as plane moves. Hinged door 
lowers to form a boarding 
ramp for 4 passengers; lug- 
gage fits in rear compartment. 
Plastic jet is 13% іп, long 
Ages 2 to 8. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
13 oz 
49 N 4430 $4.56 

Hand-crank lifts 
the elevator 

Rotating disc delivers pd 
з to parking spaces " 

rack 
ranks up and down 

Cars 4 
speed down 

Play Family Action Garage 
A big, bustling parking $Q 74 

center and service station 

What starts the action in the action garage? Four cars, three hand- 
crank handles and a child to make them go. One handle lifts car in 
elevator as bell rings and gate lowers. The rooftop handle turns the 
rotating disc and delivers cars to their parking spot. Third handle 
raises and lowers car on the grease rack 
Cars can zoom down the steep "off" ramp or stop at the gas pump 

for a quick fill-up . . hose is removable. Four Play Family "drivers" 
included. Plastic and hardboard; 17Угх11х15®з in. high. Ages 2 to В. 
79 М 44299C — Shipping weight 8 pounds $9.74 



[Ssh Wood Block Set 

nto $4.49 

Softwood 1*/ ,-in. square blocks have deeply 
embossed letters, printed letters, numbers on 
sides. Rounded corners. In round storage 
can. Ages 2 to 5. Non-toxic. 
49 C 44783—Shpg. wt. set 3 lbs. Set $4.49 

A 10-page 
collection of 
educational 

toys that 
teach your 
child 
basic skills 
as he 
plays 

Citai раб scant by dieisihiaitniseledimical com 

110 WOOD 
BLOCKS IN A BAG 

Our largest set. . чы усу, VALUE! 
eye-appedlii / T 
multicolored м $ 

blocks in eleven Only 486 

shapes and sizes 

Such interesting shapes and colors that children 
will love seeing how they work together. As he 
plays, your child will develop imagination, bal 
ance, finger dexterity. He'll build houses, roads, 
towers with 110 smooth-edge blocks in 11 differ- 
ent shapes and 5 non-toxic colors. In 12-in. tall 
vinyl tote bag that snaps close. Ages 2 to 8. 

49 C 80 Shipping weight 3 lbs. 34.86 

Giant Kindergarten Low $7799 
Wood Blocks zas а 

Smooth, easy-to-handle blocks build super houses, bridges, forts. 
Even tiny fingers will find them easy to hold and steady for stack 
ing, because they are 1%% inches thick and up to 11 inches long. Each 
one is made of soft, natural grain wood with smooth, rounded edges. 

10 different shapes. Ages 2 to 8. 
48 C 44723—32-piece Set. Wt. set 8 lbs Set 5799 
49 C 44724—56-piece Set. Wt. set 12 lbs Set 999 
49 C 44156—80-piece Set. Wt. set 15 lbs, Set 1499 

Pound 'n Pop $299 

Basic toy for building coor 
dination. Bench has clear Е 
plastic windows on both є [| 
sides so child can watch $ 
pegs slide through bench 
Hardwood pegs, hammer 
Non-toxic colors. Ages 2 to 

5. 10x4*4,x4'/, in. high. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49C44151 Ф 

Colorful Solid Hardwood Toys they tumble, 
flip and spin. . work only on kid power 

1 Merry-Go-Round has 4 little riders. Make them spin by pushing 
down the lever. Non-toxic colors. Ages 17/ to 4. 

49 C 44725—11-in. diam. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ИТ $3.99 

2 Clacker-Snapper. Hit lever to flip rings into basket, or remove 

basket and aim for the pole. Non-toxic. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 C 44727—7', in. high. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. $399 

Bell Stacker. Stack all 4 rings on the pole and Oops! bell 
rings as it tips over. Non-toxic colors. Ages 1'/, to 4. 

49 C 44728—10 in. high. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. $349 



“Answer Me" 
Talking Phone 

Won't stop ringing $499 without 
until you pick it up. battery 

Just flip the switch on the side of the phone and it starts 
ringing just like a real one. Pick up the receiver and you'll 
hear one of the eight recorded messages. Hang it up and it 

starts ringing again. Press white button on top to change 
messages. Plastic. Measures 6!2x7x4!2 inches high. From 
Singapore. Uses one "C" battery . . order package below. 
49N 44515—Ages 3-7. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. . .$4.99 
49 м 46994—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 120z. Pkg. 1.49 

Disney World Phone 
You'll have a direct line $999 without 

to Mickey and gang battery 

1 See and hear your Disney friends, Dial a character on 
screen and press assigned button. Pick up receiver and 

he's talking to you. Plastic. 5x4x7 in. high. Uses 1 "D" 
battery, (not incl.), order pkg. above, left. Ages 2-6. 
49 N 44214—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 9 oz. ‚..-%999 
Disney characters © Walt Disney Productions 

Talking Pictures $4775 wro 
Alphabet Phone 67 = 

2 Six 2-sided discs have alphabet teacher-characters on 

both sides. Insert disc, push button and listen to char 

acters. Plastic. 7х8х41% in. high. Storage space for discs. 

Uses one "D" battery (not incl.), order pkg. above, left. 
49 N 44028—Ages 3-6. Shipping wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $6.75 

bin, and 
to the See'nSay! „(ош $644 choice each 

Pull the talking ring and learn words 

and phrases . . no batteries needed 

(3 thru 6) Set pointer to picture, pull ring and they talk. Sturdy 
plastic 10-inch stand-up toy with a carry handle. 

З Winnie-the-Pooh Says. 12 familiar phrases. Ages 3 to 6. 
49 N 44482—Shipping weight 2 pounds 56.44 

4 Mr. Safety Says. Helps child remember safety warnings. 
40 N 44215—Ages 2 to 6. Shipping weight 2 pounds ... $6.44 

5 The Bee Says. The 26 letters of the alphabet with corresponding 

pictures and words. Ages 2 to 6 years. 
49 N 4509—Shipping weight 2 pounds $6.44 

6 The Farmer Says. Names and sounds of 12 animals. Ages 2 to 4. 

49 N 4508—Shipping weight 2 pounds F $6.44 

REMEMBER! | 
You can order items on pages 425 to 593 

from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 
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S-inch 

"Frumpy" Dog 
a) 5 $499 

16 Yeinch & 4 
Ногзе Р 

$699 A 

а 
p * 

2 

23.nchlong me 
Eeyore 
Rocker 

#9958) 
У. 

Sinch Frog 

таче 88 T 3 
$599 

1 Humpty Dumpty. Bouncing him makes him 
chime. Acrylic pile, cotton, felt body. Elastic loop 

at top. For ages 6 months to 6 years. 
49 C 40465—Shipping weight 9 ounces $4.98 

(2 thru 6) Wind-up music key can't be removed. 
Acrylic pile. For ages 6 months to 6 years. 

2 Carousel Horse. Yarn mane, tail. Plastic eyes. 
49 C 4010—Shipping weight 15 ounces $6.99 

Plush Riding Friends 

Pooh Ride-on, Scoot along with Winnie. 
Made of acrylic pile with felt features. Plas- 

“Frumpy” Dog. Tam, felt mouth, plastic eyes. 
49 C 40425—Shipping weight 10 ounces $4.99 

Teddy Bear. Plastic eyes, yellow ribbon. 
49 C 40522— Shipping weight 11 ounces $4.99 

Mouse. Plastic eyes, rayon satin ear lining, cap. 

tic casters, wood base. Ages 1 to 3 years. 
79 C 40526C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 59.95 

8 Eeyore Rocker. Rocks to and fro on wood 
base. Felt mane, face parts. Covered in 

acrylic plush pile. For ages 1 to 3 years. 

a oP со 

49 C 40428—Shipping weight 11 ounces $5.99 79 C 40527C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs... . ..$9.95 

Frog. Cotton bottom, felt face parts. 
49 C 40424—Shipping weight 8 ounces $3.88 Ш 12-inch long 

Charming 
Chimer 

398 

Cuddly, 
chubby Bear. . 

made of 
soft acrylic pile 

$695 

— 
е, 

13-inch long $498 ч 
Tuneful Tot 

5 1 Musical Chime Doll. Hold onto elastic 
loop on top of doll and bounce it up and 

down to hear chimes. Blue acrylic pile. Vinyl 
face; ribbon at neck. Ages 6 months to 3 years. 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
48 C 40521 Piggy-back Bears $696 mS 

Acrylic pile bears held in a piggy-back 12 Musical Doll on pillow. Contains music 
position with Velcro& closures. Can be box, wind-up key. Pink acrylic pile; vinyl 

separated into two toys. Опе bear 91% їп. tall, — face. Ribbon at neck. Ages 6 months to 3 years. 
other is 1112 in. tall. Ages 3 and up. Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
49 C 40429—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 49 C 40523 

$3.98 

9 He's an adorable little sitting bear who's ready to be 
your friend. 11 inches high. Plastic eyes, felt nose, 10 

tongue. For ages 6 months to 3 years. 
49 C 40542—Shipping weight 12 ounces ss 8695 

478 Set $6.96 $4.98 
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(1) Scrabble* 
Challenge your friends and family to score points 
by spelling words. Includes 100 wood letter tiles, 
4 hardwood racks and 14!4-inch square board. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 players, 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65053—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 ог... 

(2) Deluxe Scrabble* 
Scrabble crossword game for the experienced 
pone Complete ems schop ladei 1514- 

square pisc wit uares 
so that tiles do not slip. Beautifully framed board 
with built-in turntable at its base. Complete with 
100 finished hardwood tiles, 4 plastic racks with 
scorek: metal score pegs, directions book- 
let and plastic bag for tiles. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 players, teens and adults. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65504—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz. 

$4.94 

-.-$12.93 

(3) Bermuda Triangle 
Test your ship’s fate in the mysterious Bermuda 

jangle, where dozens of ships and planes have 
disappeared without explanation. As players 
move ships from port to port around colorful, 
chart-like playing be sure to stay clear of 
the magnetic сума Cloud" that can remove 
your ship from the playing board and you from 
the game. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 players, 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 65245—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 ог..... 

(4) WHOSIT? 
А fun game in which each player assumes a se- 
cret identity. By question and answer try to de- 
termine who is really an imposter. Correctly 
guess all secret identities and win the game! 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 players, 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 6525—Shipping weight 2 1Ь8..... 

(5) $20,000 Pyramid 
As your partner feeds you clues, attempt to 
guess words in one of six categories while гасі 
against the clock . . . score the most points an 
win the game. 
FOR AGES: Four players, 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65325—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz........ $3.88 

(6) Guinness Game of World 
Records 

Action-filled game with records of the “greatest”, 

ER! t pA a [Oda IS ate tak f E to or . Questions are taken from 
HEMEME the Guinness Book of World Records. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 6 players, 10 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65489—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 40z........ $5.47 

$422 

$4.44 

You can order items on pages 423 to 598 
from now until SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 
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Challenging Board Games for 
(7) Mug Shots 

How good is your memory of faces? Here's a 
chance to practice identification techniques with 
materials that can produce over 10 million faces. 
Players study a criminals's face for over 30 sec- 
onds . . . first one to it wins! 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 players, 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65246—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz....... $4.74 

(8) Space: 1999 
Each player moves his “eagle” th sj on 
rotating "space" disc in game board. Land on the 
planet opposite lunar base and you win. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 players, 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65233—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 oz........$3.94 

(9) Baretta 

Can you blow Baretta's cover and stop him? 
Players move disguised с} -pawns around 
board attempting to block and expose identities. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 players, 7 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65332—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 02........ $3.44 

(10) Project С.1.А. 

Rival agents try to be first to find the secret for- 
mula and get away with it, being careful not to be 
caught by the guard and other agents. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 players, 8 years to adult. 

ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 65029—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 о2........ $5.43 

(11) Russian Roulette 

Be the first player to amass a fortune. Bids are 
placed on a Roulette Board with winners deter- 
mined by the luck of the draw from a deck of 
cards. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 players, teenage to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 65255—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 02....... $4.97 

(12) Clue 

Figure out who committed the crime, with what 
and where and you win! Action takes place in 
elegant old mansion with suspicious characters. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 players, 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 6505—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. ....... $5.33 

(13) Stratego 

Command your own army in this fascinating 
game of strategy. Attack and eliminate oppo- 
nent's pieces in search of hidden flag. . . capture 
it and you win. 
FOR AGES: Two players, 10 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65617—Shipping weight 2 lbs. ....$5.54 



"Hi, Гт 
CTW 

Big Bird” 

SESAME STREET. 
от} 

T IT'S E OF: Plastic. 
i i io igh. ̀ 6 

Five of us can talk; 
all seven of us keep quiet 

TALKERS NON-TALKERS 15.4095 | NON $744 
CONSTRUCTION: (1 thru 6) Plush acrylic pile. n 
Nylon fleece pile. Locked-in plastic eyes. (1 thru 5) 
come in talking models with pull strings. (1,3,4 and 
5) say 6 phrases. ( Ko says 4 phrases. (6) has Velcro® 

tches on feet arms. (1) Talker, sold only at 
ars. 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(1thru5) Talkers. 

(1) Snuffleupagus® . 1502. 
(2) Big Віга . 402. 
(3) Cooki = 

a) Gear the 
Grouch® 

(5) Grover® 

(1 thru 7)  Non-talkers. 

Snuffleupagus 
Big Bird* 
Cookie 
Monster? 
Oscar the 
Grouch® 
Grover® 
Fozzie Bear® 
AT CONSTRUCTION: Stuffed cloth car 12x86 inches high. 6-inch 

e 977 Chikiron 's Television Workshop Ў stuffed Bert and Ernie. Plastic wheels, steering wheel, horn. 
uppet Characters ©) Muppets, Inc. all rights reserve 
Sesame Street" is a trademark of Children’s Television Workshop ARA =Й. 

49 C 34098—Shipping weight 1 lb. 11 oz. Set $7.97 



(6 thru 9) 

Choose any of 
these lovable 

сайра scane ty duidimar awisetocivical com 

Lassie™ 

Cut 52.00 
385 5795 

1thru 3) Long acrylic pile, Soft-stuffed body. 
ked-in plastic eyes. Colorful ribbon on neck. 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERI FORMATION 

(1) JoeCamp' | 
Tiffany'"* | 20in 
and3Pups | long | 49 № 40286 | i2oz. | $9.99 е 

(2) Floppy | 16in 
Shahla | long 49 N 4033 Bor. 797 

(3j 075һәһа [Vin call) 49 N 40133 | 5ог 597 

(4) Bogart, Jr. Acrylic pile. Stuffed body. Sewn-in vi- 
nyl nose. Locked-in plastic eyes, Vinyl collar. Measures 
13 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 6 months and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 40167— Shipping weight 14 oz. $9.97 

(B) Lassie™. Reduced from our 1977 Christmas Book. 
Long, plush acrylic pile fur with stuffed body. Locked-in 
plastic eyes, 14 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 40096—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $7.95 EWrather Corporation 

(6 thru 9) Soft-stuffed body. Plush acrylic pile. 
yes. (7) has locked-in paws and nose, 

RMATION 

mm | sm [eatsognombe] уй [те 
(6) JoeCamps| T 

Benji | 9 in. tall | 49 N 40863 | 1002, | $5.97 

(7) Giraffe [т tall IE LEGIO 110z. 597 

(8) Seal [151 азага Фо: | 597 
19) Koala Bear | 9';in.tall | 49 N 40025 | 7oz.| 597 

10) Sleepy Time Lion. 16 in. tall. Plush acrylic pile. 
Stuffed body. Locked-in plastic eyes. Wears removable 
Sieepy Time pajamas. Stocking cap. 
FOR AGES: 1 year and up 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 40257— Shipping weight 12 oz $7.97 

pile arms with squeakers and head. Vinyl face, hands, 
ears, shoes. Painted eyes. (11) wears removable cordu- 
roy overalls, T-shirt, hat. Sewn-on buttons. (12) wears 
lace-trimmed dress, panties. (13) Embracing Monkeys 
have soft-stuffed bodies, soft acrylic pile fur. Felt fea- 
tures. Little girl monkey has bow on head. 

)R AGES: 1 year and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

tem нею | Catalog Number] Snog wi [Р 
(1 Zippy 16 in.| 49 N 40538 |110. 402.| $10.99 
(12) Tippy 16in.[ 49 М 40539 |116 4oz.| 1099 
(13) Embracing | 

Monkeys |10in.| 49 N 40402 |... 1302.| 888 

(14) Ideal's 75th Anniversary Teddy Bear. Stuffed 
body, acrylic plush pile fur. Locked-in plastic eyes. 1512 
inches tall. 

>: 2 years and up. 
G INFORMATION 

49 N 40173—Shipping weight 2 lbs. $8.97 

15) Standing Pony. 12 inches tall. Short acrylic pile 
ur with shaggy mane and tail. Locked-in plastic eyes. 
Bow on tail. 
FOR A 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 40218—Shipping weight 8 oz... . $7.97 
*Joe Camp's Tiffanyw, Joe Camp's Benj TM 
©1974 Mulberry Square Productions inc. 



The classiest Sports Car on any sidewalk.. 
fully equipped 42-inch long Jaguar 

Padded Rear-view 
di seat mirror 

„олмам. 

Trunk opens .. 

-——— Hood 
raises 

Molded poly- 
propylene body 

к 

Door French 
opens horn honks 

Detailed ^ 
motor 

Е. 
Stamped spoke wheels ̂  
of chrome-plated steel 

All steel 
chassis 

MINI 
STINGRAY 

$ 9” 

(4 
THE TOUGH 



NO BATTERIES, ASSEMBLY OR INSTRUCTION. 

07-75 
vE к = 

« To ы Res 
e 
ё 
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ALL THEY NEED 
IS A CHILD 

Play Family Rooms $699 

It's "open house" with these easily-reachable play rooms 
Play Family School $885 all so completely furnished, there's even a play pool 

This imaginative school rates an А+ оп any grading system. 
It has a teacher, 4 pupils, blackboards, desks, chalk and an 
eraser. For recess: a gym set, merry-go-round and slide. 
When school's out, the 12x10x12!/4-in. high school closes 

up. Store the magnetized alphabet and numbers in their 
special puzzle-trays or attach them to the lift-up roof. 
Durable wood and plastic. For little “students,” ages 2 to 8. 

What can children do at this make 
believe "house"? Almost anything they 
want. They can move around the colorful 
furniture, meet the 4 little people or even 
put the puppy in the pool (it's all right 
he can float). There's a kitchen, den, 
bedroom, bath and 2 patios to explore 

Furniture includes chairs, tables, beds, 
bathroom fixtures, kitchen appliances, 
pool and "grill" . . 29 pieces in all. Base is 
about 12x18¥x4¥4 inches high . . just 
right for children 2 to 7 years old. Solidly- 
constructed hardboard base with brightly- 
colored wood and plastic parts 

49 N 44441 — Shipping weight 7 pounds 1 ounce. $8.85 and “live in” and furnish. 49 N 44428 — Shpg. wt. 3 lbs, В oz 56.99 

Lift-off Carry equipment 
cos He! silo roof handie and movable A 
arty wings inimals : 

Handle — open and ve 
shut 

Garage 
door 
slides. 
up 

Front 
doors Fully furnished 
open 

Play Family House 
A friendly fold-out 2-story house $074 

where children are always welcome 

Have a “house party” for children 2 to 8 years old. They can roll the car into 
the garage, ring the doorbell, visit the family of four and play with their 
puppy. They can even move the furniture from room to room 

This colorful 4-room house comes with table and 4 chairs. coffee table, 2 

den chairs, 2 twin beds and a double bed. Staircase with swing-open closet 
moves so family can "climb" to the second floor. When the visit is over, house 
closes for a 1542x9¥/2x8.-in. high carry case. Sturdy wood and plastic. 
79 N 44298C — Shipping weight 6 pounds. 39.74 

Санюк pane scans by амина meceloched 

shut doors 
Q Openand {, 

Play Family Farm 
With silo, loft, barn and accessories $9 74 

to open, move and manage 

This farm family could use a hand. There's equipment to take care 
of — tractor. fence, watering trough and detachable yoke for hitching 
trailer to horse . . plus 7 farm animals with movable parts. Hayloft 
door opens, silo top lifts off and barn door opens with a "moo" sound. 
Wood. plastic barn; 11x8¥«x7¥s in. wide. Ages 2 to 8. 
49 N 44263 — Shipping weight 5 pounds. $9.74 

FSCOMK 



View of 
other side PLAY FAMILY 

ROOMS 
A delightful "house" for 

a play family of 4 plus a puppy. . 
completely furnished rooms 

4 rooms are open and easy to reach 
and 2 patios $699 

Play Family’s house has a kitchen, den, bedroom, 
bath and 2 patios to explore. Includes chairs, tables, 

beds, bathroom fixtures, kitchen appliances, pool, picnic 
set and “grill” . . 29 pieces in all. Base measures about 
12x18'4x4°/, inches high . . just right for children 2 to 7 
years old. Solidly constructed hardboard base with 
brightly colored wood and plastic pieces, Why not pick 
up the phone and order it? 
49 С 44438—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs, 8 oz... .. $6.99 

p j 

єз Busy Fire Station 
Cut 'I 

Plenty of action for little = : 
b hands in these 2 busy toys. . М УА: ИШЕ, 

А { loading and unloading cargo, ss 54.99 | 
or dashing to the rescue in | *5-39 
a bright fire engine MEL ека 

Busy Seaport 

$399 

2 Busy Seaport. Load truck and drive it to the dock, then operate crane to 
transfer cargo from truck into the color-and-shape coded spaces on the dock. 

Then pick them up from the dock to load the waiting cargo ship and set sail. Set 
includes: two workers, six cargo shapes, truck, boat on wheels, 9x5-in. dock and 
6-in. high rolling crane. Plastic. For ages 2 to 7. From Japan. 
49C 44715—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces $3.99 

3 Busy Fire Station. Siren blares when your young “fire chief” sounds the 
alarm. He pushes a button on the fire station and men pop out of bed into 

waiting fire trucks. Push another button, engines rush out of the station to the 
fire. Dalmatian mascot sits on rooftop, 3 firemen ride in 2 trucks. Station of high 
impact plastic, metal mechanism. 10x7x12"/, in high. Ages 2 to 7 
49 С 44716—From Japan. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. . . $4.99 

b 
N $399 

without чә, 
batteries 

RT 
«f v Animated Animals . . 

E battery-powered 
with caterpillar treads Mystery-action Locomotive 

Changes course each time it hits obstacle 
Ambulance Pup. Flip switch to speed him to the rescue. Turn cranks and siren Smokestack puffs, headlights shine, whist! sounds, head moves up and down. Plastic. 10х4х77/, in. high. Ages 3-6. 6,5 a E Ir Еее, ns toots as engine moves, Steel, plastic. Uses 2 49 C 44511— Uses 2 "C" batteries (order pkg. below). Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 32.99 "D" Ьай. (order pkg. below). Ages 2-6. 

5 : 49 C 44072—] п. Wt. 1 Ib. 202. .........$399 Б Elephant Fire Engine. Flip the switch and bell sounds as he goes. Turn cranks to Sey Baia J маң AER уз 
make head nod, bell ring. Plastic. 11'/,x4x7¥, in. Ages 3 to б. сере mc 

49 C 44512—Uses 2 "C" batteries (order pkg. below). Shpg. wt. 11b. б о. ....*$2.99 S— We. pkg. 11b. Tos. &. 13 
49 C 4693—"C” batteries. Pkg. of 6. Shpg. wt. pkg. 8 oz. РА Pkg. 139 

resco Rois 

сизо раб scans by dieishias nisetediaical Gom 



(dii. TALKIN' TRACKS" . as you move the little vehicles 
down the play track, surprising sounds and sayings come out. 
You'll hear different sayings in each direction vehicle is pushed. 
Need no batteries! Play figures add still another dimension to the fun. 

pind: 
pond 

The School $894 
With 64 sayings. Play school any time you like 

. . take the students to and from school in the 
little bus. Their teacher is ready to start classes 
when they arrive. 

There's a schoolhouse and colorful schoolyard. 
Of course, no school is complete without a swing 
and a merry-go-round. The fun begins on а 15x19. 
inch chipboard playmat. The two plastic talking 
tracks are laminated to playmat. Set includes mov- 
able plastic school bus, school, flagpole, merry-go- 
round and swing. The teacher and her two stu- 
dents are made of styrene with painted features. 
Recommended for ages 3 to 7 years. 
49 N 44508—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. 98.94 

The Fire Station $ 594 
д, With 32 sayings. Comes with a 10x16-inch chip- 

board playmat. The plastic talking track is 
laminated to the playmat. 
The set includes movable plastic fire engine, fire- 

house, fire plug, ladder and a fire extinguisher. The 
fireman is of styrene with painted features. Recom- 
mended for ages 3 to 7. 
49 N 44532—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. $5.94 

The Farm $ 1 094 

3 With 64 sayings. Large 19x24-inch Masonite 
Presdwood® playmat. The two plastic talking 

tracks are laminated to playmat. The set includes 
movable plastic truck, farmhouse, barn, silo, feed 
trough, well, corral and four animals. Farmer and 
wife made of styrene with painted features. Rec- 
ommended for ages 3 to 7 years. 
79 М 44531C—Shipping weight 4 pounds ....$10.94 

telo paGe scans’ by dieiiitaxniseledaical com 



SEE'N SAY* 
Pull-ring toys . . learn words, 

phrases. . no batteries needed 

( 1 thru 3) Just set the pointer and pull 
the ring. Your favorite storybook friends 
talk to you. A carry handle lets you take 
the 10-inch plastic stand-up toy with you 
wherever you go. 

1 Winnie-the-Pooh Says. Hear Win- 
nie-the-Pooh and Tigger, too . 

they're talking to you. 12 familiar phras- 
es. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 C 44482—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz.. ..$697 

2 Raggedy Ann Says. Let's listen to 
Raggedy Ann and Raggedy Andy to- 

day. 12 familiar phrases. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 C 45769—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 о2....86.97 

3 The Farmer Says. Even your favor- 
ite farm friends can talk to you. 12 fa- 

miliar phrases. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 C 4508—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. ....$6.97 

Raggedy Ann and Andy 
&Knickerbocker Toy Co., Inc 

You can order 
items on pages 

439 to 614 
from now until 
AUGUST 13, 

1976 

саол page scans by ceistimas-marsetechnical ton 

Talk ’n Tell Phone. .looks like mommy's. . $389 
5 different voices, 10 different expressions Couey 

Turn the dial . . it rings. Push the button . . it talks. Non-toxic plastic, has a break-resistant coiled cord. 
Available only at Sears. 8x3'4x4 in. high. Uses 1 "D" battery (not incl.), order "pk below. | Ape 3to8. 
49 C 4577 1—Shipping weight 13 оцпсев.............. 

49 C 46995—"D" Batteries. Package of 6. Shipping weight 1 e 4ounces ......... 

Disney World Phone 

You can talk to Mickey Mouse 
or Jiminy Cricket 

without $994 177 
Here's an involvement toy for 
hours of entertainment. Dial a char- 
acter on screen . . punch the num- 
ber in the corner . . lift receiver and 
talk to your Disney friends. Plastic. 
Sx4x7 inches high. Requires 1 "D" 
battery (not included), order pack- 
age above. For ages 2 to 6. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 9 oz. 
49C 44214 В $9.94 
Disney characters 
© Walt Disney Productions 

“Ha, Ha, Hi, this 

is Mickey Mouse” 

Talking Pictures™ 
Alphabet Phone® 

$857 i 
4 Six 2-sided discs have alphabet 

teacher-characters on both 
sides. Insert disc . . push button , . 
listen to talking characters while 
you learn the ABC's. Plastic. 
814x1274x3*4 in. high. Disc storage 
compartment. Uses 1 “D” battery 
(not included), order package 
above. Ages 3 to 6. 
49 C 44028—Wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. ...$8.37 

A fun way to 
learn the ABC's 

Pay Phone Bank 

$586 
5 Here's a toy pay phone you can 

use as a bank. Drop pennies, 
dimes or nickles into slots. Dial “О” 
to open cash drawer. Lift receiver, 
pull the string, press release button 
to hear one of eight phrases. Plastic. 
Measures 51516х37/16х71516 inches 
high. Ages 2 to 5. 
49 C 45763—Wt. 11b. 2 $5.86 

479 
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(14) Careers 
Гусл chose choose from 8 up-i m Ses occupations, 
setting success promo- 
tions, setbacks and plenty of action as you meet 
challenges, trying to attain fame and fortune. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 players, 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65334—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 202. ...... $4.97 

(15) Life* 
Players begin with $2,000 and a Uu Spin the 
wheel of fate and away you go! U iT down, and 
around this 3-dimensional world of exciting 
make-believe. You may end up on Millionaire 

or you may end up on the Poor Farm. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 players, 9 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65034—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 5 02.85.97 

(16) Ratrace 

game of social climbing. Start in the 
Working Chee an and work your way to High Soci 
ety, У look out for taxes and bankruptcy. You 
get ahead with luck and good management. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 6 players, 9 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65276—Shipping weight 2 pounds. $5.94 

(17) Ulcers 

The big business game where you manipulate 
people for fun and profit. Ulcers, ipae von in the 
ч» s chair to negotiate strikes, cope with 

y salaries and so on. The object is to 
hie a als, staff and have enough money to pay 

ES AGES: 2 to 6 players, 9 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65279—Shipping weight 2 lbs. .... 

(18) Standard Monopoly® 
Buy, sell, swap and trade real estate, railroads 
and utilities. Build houses and hotels, collect 
rents and try to pt your opponents. Stan- 
dard edition includes money, houses, hotels, title 
cards and playing pieces. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 players, 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65039—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 от....... $4.62 

(19) Deluxe Monopoly* 
The all-time "real estate trading" game gone de- 
us X heavier board, more equipment, parti- 

tray that holds money, houses, 
eels an a revolving title deed carousel. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 10 players, 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 6501—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 

$5.94 

zie 

hours of fun-filled suspense 

(20) Sorry! 
Both kids and adults have an equal chance to 
win in this DM chase game. Special cards 
control the chase . . . outcome always in doubt. 
FOR AGES: 2to 4 players, 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 65052—Shipping weight 2 lbs, 3 02.85.27 

(21) PayDay 

it-hearted ipa game centered around the 
meme p ance getting paid and paying bills. 

Calendar allows any length game. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 players, 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 65488—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. ...... $4.86 

(22) Anti-Monopoly'" Game 

End the monopolistic practices of the three-co; 
combinations on the board . . . break up 

the most number of monopolies апа; you win! 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 players, 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65485—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. ....95.65 

(23) Deluxe Aggravation® 
Move marbles around board to get home safe. 
You aggravate your opponent when you land in 
his space and make him start over again. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 players, 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65036—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz... 

(24) Chinese Checkers 
All-m colorfully lit y нок ly ED 15у Deis до; 

Gre, With 60 giase ыен, 24 checkers. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 players, 7 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 65038—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8oz....... $4.97 

(25) Othello™ 
A mind-tickling game that's as easy as checkers 
to learn with the endless strategic possibilities of 
a game like chess to master. 
FOR AGES: 2 players, 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 65333—Shpg. wt. 11b. 8oz........ $6.66 

(26) Stay Alive 

The ultimate survival game! Be the last player 
with marbles on the board by maneu slides. 
on plastic board to drop opponent's marbles. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 players, 7 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65174—Shipping weight 2 lbs. .... 

$3.88 

$4.87 



PLUSH PAL STARS 
Cuddly v 

CONSTA түрган velveteen, 
Felt eyes. Pull string . 
Phrases. 20 inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDER ZA Wt. 1 Ib. 
49C 402 » $9.95 
619700226 Lantz Productions. Inc 

(12) Talking Bugs Bunny 

CONSTRUCTION: Cotton cloth Ei with 
plastic head. Painted face. 9 in. tall. Talks 

Priced when you pull his string. . . says 8 
phrases. 

really low ғов AGES: 2t07 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Yet this Bugs Bunny 

Stuffed Toy 4 49 C 40251 weight 13 ounces, 

1971 Warner Bros., Sev 

Wile-£-Coyote © 

(6thru9) Disney Favorites. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plush cotton pile 
and cotton tricot. 
FOR AGES: 6 months and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

6) Goofy©. Mickey Mouse's 
riend dressed in denim outfit and 
hat. Felt eyes, plastic button nose. 
13% inches tall. 
49 C 40264—Wt. 12 oz. $4.94 

(7), Donald Duck@. America's fa- 
vorite duck. Dressed in jersey and 
cap. Locked-in plastic eyes. 12 
inches tall. 
49 C 40263—Wt. 11 oz. ...$4.94 

(8) Minnie Mouse ©. Mickey's 
girlfriend. Dressed in denim jump- 
er, checked blouse. Locked-in plas- 
tice es, nose. 1344 in. tall. 

40262—Wt. 12 ог. ...94.94 
(9) Mickey Mouse ©. Dressed in 
Jersey and pants. rach -in plastic 
eyes, nose. 12 in. tall 
ы C 40261—Wt. 11 oz. ...$4.94 

Marching Mickey Mouse 
дон WI y you when 

CONSTRUCTION: 19-inch high 
mouse with strong viny 
ered in polyester. Painted eyes, 
sewn-on buttons. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 C 40916.... $1177 
Disney character. 
© Watt Disney Produ 



(1) The Sunny Bunch™ Table and Tea Set 
SET INCLUDES: Decorated table, 14x14x13%4 in. high. Decorated 
teapot with cover, 4 cups and saucers, 4 plates, 4 goblets, 4 nap- 
kins; knives, forks and spoons, 4 each. Plastic 

(2 ty with Stool 
N: Easy to clean polyethylene. Mirror is polyester 

plas: orage in vanity top and stool. Vanity, 18'4x17x30" in. 
high; stool 9-inch diameter, 11 inches high. 

(3) The Sunny Bunch™ Vanity Set. Incl. plastic storage tray. 
T INCL.: Plastic comb, nylon bristled brush, plastic glass hand 

mirror, non-toxic bubble bath, cologne, sachet and powder puff. 
(4) The Sunny Bunch™ Rocker. Matching print cushion. 
CONSTRUCTION: АП wood. Turned front legs; shaped arms. 
Bright cream color finish. 2094x17x27!? in. high; seat, 12 in. high. 

(5) The Sunny Bunch™ 3-piece Luggage Set. 
E SL: 9!9x6!4x5 in, train case, 10! ax8*4x5 in. fashion model 

0х3! in. day tripper case all have metal clasp. 
V wipes clean with a damp cloth. 

(6) The Sunny Bunch™ Jewelry Box and AM Radio. 
C TION: Plastic cream-colored jewelry box has plastic 

mirror sad removable tray inside. Solid state radio with powerful 
speaker, volume and tuning controls. Battery-operated. Requires 
one 9-v. battery (not incl.) sold below. Imported. 

(7) The Sunny Bunch™ Hi-intensity Desk Lamp. Bulb incl 
ONS CTION: Hi-impact plastic, metal. Adjustable arm. 2-po- 

sition switch: on-off; hi-low. 5! «x5'«x15'; in. high. Imported. 
LEC, INFO: UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 40 w. 6-ft. cord. 

(8) The Sunny Bunch™ Tote Bag with Doll 
TRUCTION: Bag is made of cotton poplin in pink color. Ad. 

justable shoulder strap. Open top. Outside pocket carries 6-in, 
Sunny Bunch rag doll. Bag, 9x3! 2x8 inches high. 

(9) The Sunny Bunch™ Watch. Jumping kittens tick off the 
seconds as the time passes. 

INST: Adjustable cream-colored vinyl band with pink plastic 
case. Winding mechanism cannot be overwound. Imported. 

(10) The Sunny Bunch™ Lap Desk Set. Can be used on your 
lap or for travel. Has convenient handle for carrying. 

UCTION: Wood and hardboard case with slide-out top. 
Partitioned interior includes pencil with eraser and 24-piece statio 
пету set. Desk measures 15x12'4x2% in. high. 

(11), The Sunny Bunch™ Camera. Slip in a standard 126 film 
cartridge (not included) and you're ready to shoot. No focusing 
needed. Uses Magicubes (not included) for indoor pictures. 

STRUCTION: Plastic and metal; 6x3x4!, in. Imported. 

(12) The Sunny Bunch™ Umbrella 
NSTRUCTION: Pink and cream vinyl panels. Vinyl-tipped met 

al ribs, plastic handle. 23 in. long. 31'z-in. diameter when opened. 

(13) е Sunny Bunch™ Home Gardening Starter Set 

L: 3 plastic flowerpots 4! 2x4! in. high, plastic tray for 
pots, 3 Бенз flower seeds, rake, spade, shovel, potting soil. 

ING INFO: Tabie (1), vanity (2), and rocker (4) partly as- 
sembled; instr. incl. All other items fully assembled. All items ex- 

2) ©Roth Greeting Cards, Inc. 
Shog wt | Proe 

17 Tea Set w/Table .|3-8yrs. [49N 11753 |5 ibs. 120z. [99.98 
2) Vanity and Stool |2 апаир |79 N 127991. [9 Ibs. 18.98 

(2) Price when you buy it with (3) Vanity Set 15.99 
Vanity Set 2andup|49N 12758 |11. Зог. | 5.99 
Rocker 3-8yrs. |79 N 12771 |9 Ibs. 17.99 
3-pc. Luggage Set.| 3and up |49 N 12861 |3 lbs. зог. | 9.79 
Jeweiry Box Radio| 3 and up |49 N 12808 |11Ь. вог. | 9.99 
Desk Lamp Sandup|49N 12959 |11. Зог. |1099 
Tote Bag w/Doll | 2 and up |49 N 12851 Toz. | 5.79 
Watch 3-8yrs. |49N 12801 202. | 299 
Lap Desk 3andup|49N 1295 |4 Ibs. 5.99 
Camera Sand up |49 N 12956 1402. | 579 
Umbrella 3and up |49 N 12951 7002. | 349 
Gardening Set Sand up |49 N 12961 |31bs. | 699 

*it mailed. takes 15-p ate, See page 33 
Alkaline 9-volt Battery. _ F 
49 N 46998—Shipping weight 2 oz. Each $1.49 

ТҮТҮНҮН ҮКЕНҮ 

The Sunny Bunch" Coordinates 
Collection of colorful coordinates in cream and pink 2 HÀ 

with a Sunny Bunch sugar ‘п spice saying FAA 
| The Sunny Bunch 

Vanity top opens 
10 reveal extra 
storage space 

Remove stool 
top for more 
storage space 

when you buy Vanity and 

Stool (2) with Vanity Set (3) 

Vanity and Vanity and Stool (2) when 
Stool (2) alone bought with Vanity Set (3) 

18% | 5159 

3-рс. Luggage Set Jewel Box Radio 

[6] 

Tabletop or 
Lap Desk 
Set 



Jaguar Cut :3 
The pedal sports car 
with the fun features 
SOMETHIN Was $22.99 

езд 
There's working action all 
around with this roguish 

beauty. Pack up the trunk and 
take off, nestling comfortably in 
the vinyl padded seat. Tough 
polypropylene body shrugs off 
bumps . . stays new-looking, too. 
Pull-pin release wheels; nylon 
bearings. 5-position pedal adjust- 
ment. Map pockets in each door. 
All-steel axles and steering 
mechanism. Partly assembled. 
79 N 86026L— Wt. 22 Ibs.*19.99 

Heavy molded plastic 
Buggy with 4-inch wide 

rear racing wheels 

2 From its colorful decals to its 
sporty hub discs, this 33%- 

inch long pedal car is a young 
racer's delight. Rugged body; 
steel axles and steering mecha- 
nism. Adjustable easy-pedal ac- 
tion. Polyethylene plastic 
wheels; rear wheels are oversize 
racing slicks. Partly assembled. 
Sent freight (rail, truck) or ex- 
press, 
79N86003N-Wt. 10 lbs. .$12.77 

Sleek ‘n sporty 
Stingray has a 

molded plastic body 

3 A real favorite with young 
Sportsters. 38-inch long pedal 

car has simulated hood latches, 
jazzy racing stripes and molded 
plastic “racing” tires. Pedal ad- 
justs for easier “driving.” Steel 
axles and steering mechanism. 
Partly assembled. 
Shipping weight 10 pounds. 

79 М 86002L ............. $9.99 

Molded plastic Trike 
. . Sold only at Sears 

Ideal for preschoolers 2 to 4 
years old. Has simulated 

headlight and speedometer, 
twin-fork hi-rise handlebars. 
Molded plastic wheels are on 
steel axles. 8-inch diam. front 
wheel; 5%-in. rear wheels. 22 in. 
long. From W. Germany. Partly 
assembled. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 
79N 87001L ............. $7.77 

Fire Chief Car with 
a rugged steel body 
and clanging bell 

Hop in, Chief, and "race" to 
the scene in this bright red 

fireman's car. You'll get a 
smooth ride on the long-wearing, 
molded rubber tires. Has &inch 
metal wheels; steel hub caps; ny- 
lon bearings. 33 in. long. 
Comes with a vinyl-padded 

seat; adjustable pedals; chrome- 
plated bell. Partly assembled. 
тамаялпл! Ws олт. esana 

йай page scans by Нинанын com. 

Ovr lowest Price in 5 years 
for any 2-rider 45-inch 

Steel Fire Truck 

Bright red Fire Truck with flashing 
light, bell and 2 wooden ladders 
You and your friend can whiz off, riding smoothly on molded 
rubber tires. Ball bearing drive and adjustable pedal posi- 
tion for easier "driving." Working light, clanging bell and 
ladders for authenticity. Rear step; vinyl seat, "windshield." 
Partly assembled. Takes 1 "C" battery, order pkg. below. 
79 N 86005L—Shipping weight 35 pounds. 99 
49 N 8406—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 

Cut $3.11 
The Big Wheel 

by MARX 

Skoota Bike $ 
with Trailer 

8? 

Over 4 feet long . . what a fun set. Bike has motorcycle styl- 
ing, popular banana seat. Made of bright green and yellow 
polyethylene, Steel axles. Trailer attaches to hitch. Made of 
yellow polyethylene. Sloping dump bed. Together bike and 
trailer are 48% in. long. Partly assembled. 

Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 

79 М 86082C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ........... $8.99 

You get lots of traction with the big 16- 
inch front wheel and extra wide rear 
wheels. Low slung suspension for better 
control, plus detailed dashboard and a 
real engine sound. Adjustable seat. Rug- 
ged plastic. Bright red and yellow. 
38x20%x22 in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 М 86072L—Shpg. wt. 15 lbs. ... $9.88 

Cut 51.12 ымы 
acer 

2 - wheel Motorcycle 514° 

Scoops in air as it zips around. Rubber 
tire wheels—10-inch rear and &inch front. 
Steel body; tubular steel frame. Adjusta- 
ble seat and pedals. Vinyl-covered roll bar. 
Emerald green enamel finish; white trim. 
42 in. long. Partly assembled. 
79 М 86011L—Shpg. wt. 25 lbs. ...$14.99 

SOMETHING РЕД этэ ° | 
Makes a perfect "first two-wheeler" bike. Body and wheels 
of rugged linear polyethylene. Working parts of metal. 
Bright red; silver-color trim. 11%-inch wheels; detachable 
steel training wheels with rubber tires. 35 in. long. 



Besides the horse, there's a duck, rooster, pig, dog, cow, goat and 

personal 

$469 

numbers mean . 

pushes button . 

Adding 

Register 

Ring up a sale 
and learn how 
things add up 

$399 
Push the 1c, 10c or $1 
key to add totals to 
999. To return to 000 
and open spring-acti- 

vated coin drawer, just 
turn side crank. Cheer- 
fully-colored plastic 

This fun farm has 8 very spe- 
cial animals . . their noses 
are really keys to their own 

barn stalls. and 
each animal's nose opens 
only his stall. Each animal's 
picture is on his own door so 
you can find him easily 

donkey . . all with key-noses. Sturdy plastic barn with attached silo, 8x5x6 inches high. 
weathervane, 8 locking stall doors and 2 sliding roof doors . . all From Hong Kong. 
realistically detailed and brightly colored. Convenient carry handle. Ages 2 to 6. 
Measures 1014x914x534 inches high. From Hong Kong. Ages 3 to 6. Shipping weight 1 lb. 
49 N 44807—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces...... Set $4.69 49 N 44757 $3.99 

Get all 10 
balls thru all 
4 holes Бу. . 

. Spinning 
this wheel . . 

.. turning 
this knob . . 

. pushing 
and pulling 
this slide , . 

. and flipping 
this switch 

Tumble Tower $399 

сав you beat the 3-minute hour-glass timer? 
Yes? . . then turn it over and begin again. 
Clear plastic tower with colorful levels. 
334 x 4 x 1014 inches high. Ages 3 to 7 
49 н 44806 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 ог......53.99 

480 [Sears] сик 

саноа page scans by єана зиччи pom 

Pound one peg into the top, 
another “pops” out the end 

Most popular of all wood pounding toys. 12 pegs in 
all . . 6 stored on bench surface and 6 in the channel 
within the bench. Helps teach coordination. 10x 
424x434 inches high. Non-toxic colors. Ages 2 to 5. 
49 N 44584—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz.. . . .$2.87 

By balancing scale, kids see and learn what 
. even while they are at play 

$399 
Pre-schoolers have a ball matching the numbers on one side of the balance scale 
with 1 to 9 creatures placed on the other. When scale position is chosen, child 

if he's correct, bell rings. Plastic, 12x4x4 in. high. Ages 4 to 8. 
49 М 44755—From Hong Kong. Shipping weight 1 pound Set $3.99 

Postal 
Station 

A mailbox for 
colored blocks 

of different 
Shapes and 

sizes 

$466 

Child learns to distinguish different shapes and 
gain coordination by fitting 8 vari-colored blocks 
in 4 shapes through correct holes . . removes them 
through bin. Wood, plastic. Ages 134-334. 
49 N 44586-1034x634x61¢ in. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 ог. $4.66 

Tuff-Stuff Alpha-Truck™ 

Ride on it. . spell words 
with its cargo 

$1199 
Pull-truck with 30 letter blocks helps 
children learn alphabet while having fun. 
Rugged, yellow polyethylene foam with 
racks for letter-blocks. Store extra blocks 
underneath. Washable and color safe. 8x 
8x20 inches long. Ages 2 to 6. 
79 М 44818C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs... ...$11.99 



е. WUITTUERUEARNERS) 
A 10-page collection of play and learn toys 

о) CHUG-CHUG CITY 

$5 99 

A miniature metropolis 

with busy main street 

RAILROAD 

$799 

A wind-up train with track, 
tunnel, bridge. 2 stations 

Buy both VALUE! 

City and Railroad 
L N^ 

Save 1.10. | rz 1296 
MORE CHUG-CHUG TOYS 

(3 and 4) Solid hardwood vehi. 

cles with tinted plastic wind 
shields, plastic accents. Korea 

WHAT'S ALL THE EXCITEMENT? 
Chug-Chug Train is pulling into the station at 

Chug-Chug City and the whole town turns out to meet it 

T Chug-Chug Train. Wind-up the locomotive and watch it chug 
around the big 41'/4x21'/-inch oval track. Engine pulls a freight car 

with automobile on it and a caboose. Solid hardwood train with plastic 
accents . . 11'/, in. long. The 8-ріесе plastic snap-together track has а 
tunnel, a bridge and two stations and stop-start controls. 
49 С 44187—From South Korea. Wt. 2 lbs. 13 02. ................ $799 

2 Chug-Chug City is the train’s destination. It comes in a vinyl carry 
case that opens up to a street scene with shops, hotel, firehouse, 

supermarket . . also holds all railroad pieces. Includes 20 cardboard 
figures printed on both sides of people, vehicles, objects . . with molded 
plastic bases. Case open: 34'/x1174x8 inches high; closed: 14°/,x4x8 
inches high. 
49 C 44193—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ошпсез................. $5.99 

Buy both Chug-Chug City and Chug-Chug Railroad. 
49C 44181—Shipping weight 4 pounds 9 ounces ... Set $12.88, 

Citai Dave scant by cieisimasnmisetediical com 

Construction Set. Five vehi- 

cles for the construction site: 
3¥,-in. dump truck and cement 
mixer, 4-in. bulldozer, 3-in. crane 
and 5-in. grader. Wt. set 1 Ib. 
49C44185 Set $3.98 

4 Auto Transport. 10'/, in. long 

carries five 3-in. cars. 
49 C 44186—Wt. 1 lb. $3.99 



SOLD ONLY AT SEARS! 
MATTEL 

PUTT-PUTT* FARM 

А busy fun farm 

with chipboard playmat 

$695 
There's lots of chores to do on 
the farm. Set with all movable 

items includes: farmhouse, barn, 
PUTT-PUTT® stake truck, tractor 
and trailer, 4 animals, corral and 
playmat. Buildings, animals and 
corral of durable plastic. Vehicles of 
solid hardwood and plastic. 14x20- 
inch playmat. For ages 2 to 7. Use 
your phone if you want to order it 

the easiest way of all. 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 6 oz. 

49 N 44533 56.95 

Bus boerds ferry 
10 cross the rivar 

$1194 

Mattel Camp PUTT-PUTT® with Watch the 
wind-up motor home and 3 switches motorized schoolbus — 

to let you control traffic route travel on Ideal's Kiddie Mo 

2, Set comes with a PUTT-PUTT® wind-up motor home; Bridge and Ferry Set 
also trailer, boat and cycle. . all of solid hardwood, plastic. 9 Set is 45x17 in. Inc. school bus; 4 curved track sec 

Plastic 8-piece 22V4x34!4-in. track, dock with boat hoist, соу tions; stop light, drawbridge and ferry units; ferry 

ered bridge, drawbridge, ranger station and trees. boat and schoolhouse. Plastic. Ages 2 to 5. 
49 М 44534—Ages 2 to 7. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz. E $10.94 79 N 44538C—Shipping weight 5 pounds ... $11.94 

Save ZALLIE 
:3.00 М $4198 

hy folds buy both *14.98 
to form vivi cory Railroad and City case with handle 

Chug-Chug Train pulls into the 
station at Chug-Chug City and the 

whole town comes to meet it 

4 Chug-Chug Railroad. Wind up locomotive and 
к. watch it chug around the big 41!2x2114-inch oval 

_ track. Engine pulls freight car with automobile on it and 

A dcus а caboose. Solid hardwood train with plastic accents , . 

metropolis with а measures 111/4 inches long. The 8-piece plastic snap-to- 

busy main street a gether track comes with a plastic tunnel, bridge, two sta- 
tions and stop-start controls. South Korea. Ages 2 to 7. 
49 N 44187—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 13 oz. $8.99 

Б Chug-Chug City. Includes 20 cardboard figures of 
people, vehicles and objects . . all have molded plas- 

tic bases. Comes in a carry case that opens up into a 
street scene with shops, hotel, firehouse and supermar- 
ket . . even holds all Chug-Chug railroad pieces. Case 
open: measures 34/5х1124х8 in. high; closed: 1434 x 4x8 
in. high. Recommended for ages 2 to 7 years. 
49 м 44193—Shipping weight 1 lb. 120z, .......... 15.99 

Buy both Chug-Chug Railroad and Chug-Chug City. 
CHUGCHUS НЫШ 49N 44181—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 9 oz. .. . Set пв 
$899 «x os ore. 

‘and 2 stations See opposite page for more 
CHUG-CHUG vehicles 

тйрй paod Senne by ийй nwiselochdicab con 



480 

Winnie-the-Pooh 

Window lets you see how 
music box works inside 

$495 

Smiling Winnie-the-Pooh pops up out of the 
musical jack-in-the-box. Turn the crank and 
watch the music box work through the see- 
through window. “This Old Man" plays. 
Break-resistant plastic. 754x414x7 in. Ages 3 
to 5. Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. 

49 C 44251—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. E 49C44216 

Tuneyville Choo Choo $ 1 094 without 
plays 11 popular songs batteries 

Keeps playtime rolling. Locomotive rolls straight or in a circular pattern. 
Insert 1 of four 2-sided records to play cheerful calliope-type music. Uses 
2 "D" batteries, order pkg. below. Plastic, 8/2x5x8 in. high. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 C 45517—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 5 oz. $10.94 

“D” Batteries. Package of б. 
Sears] rsco 49 46995—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. -Package $1.55 

саноа page scans by Наина nursetechnicel oon 

Musical 

Winnie-the-Pooh will surprise you 

Each side has a different $437 
picture of Winnie-the-Pooh 

Just turn the crank and wait for smiling Winnie-the- 
Pooh to pop up and greet you. “For He's a Jolly Good 
Fellow” plays, fascinating little people for hours. 

Plastic and steel, 514x612x514 inches high. Winnie’s 
wearing a bright yellow and red outfit. For ages 2 to 6. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. 

1 Strum or 
E S hum along 

with your 
Winnie-the-Pooh 
Musical 
Ge-Tar™ 

Here's a colorful play guitar with a pic 
ture of happy little Winnie-the-Pooh on 
the front. Just turn the crank and listen 
to a cheerful, friendly melody. Made of 
plastic with sturdy nylon strings. 

Measures 14% ¢x6'4x2"% inches deep. 
This music-making toy introduces your 
child to the joy of music. Recommend- 
ed for children ages 2 to 4 years. 

Shipping weight 9 ounces 
49 C 44233 $345 

You can order items 
on pages 439 to 614 

from now until 
AUGUST 13, 1976 



deduction. . 

Tank Command. . . 
use your ammunition wisely 

OBJECT OF GAME: Destroy your op- 
ponent's tanks. For 2 players. 
CONTENTS: 30-inch long plastic base, 
fire control panels, indicators, shell 
ре tanks, clear slide, lanyard cords, 

обе, label, bumpers, instr. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
79 М 65568C—Shpz. wt. 4 lbs. ...... $9.96 

talo Habe scane by eidimar wmeenltciudca сода 

Master Mind 
Challenges you to break the "hidden 

code," using only your skills in logic and 
. one of the most popular 

games of logic on the market 

$284 
i | f H 
ў v H 
He ig it 

i Ё 

E 
ИШ tla " | 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65329—Wt. 8 ог... .32.84 

Connect Four 
Tests your strategy 
at vertical checkers 

Chopper Strike. . . take 
sides in an air-land battle 

OBJECT OF GAME: Shoot down all 6 
choppers to win. Jeeps equipped with 
anti-aircraft guns on the lower level; 
choppers on the upper level. For 2. 
CONTENTS: Plastic 18%4x15%-inch 
lower level board and transparent up- 
per level. 12 choppers, 12 Jeep gun car- 
Tiers, 2 dice. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
49 N 6528—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. ......... $6.44 

Air Trix $074 же 
A 3-dimensional skill game. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Sa ball in 
mid-air, а specially designed air 
gun, then try stunts. For 1 or more 

yers. 
CONTENTS: Plastic components. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 
2 "D" batteries, not included; order 
pkg. below. 
49 М 6533—WL. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $9.74 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 46996—Wt. 11 oz. .... Pkg. $1.69 

Jaws $522 
Take in the great shark adven- 
ture. See if you can outsmart Jaws. 
OE ECL OF OF GAME: Try to remove 
objects from Jaws without it 
snap shut. Each player uses a gaff 
hook to “fish” out objects. If wrong 
iece is removed, Jaws will snap shut. 
'or 2 to 4 players. 

CONTENTS: er long shark, gaff 
hook, 13 Ec ot *junk" all made of 
puro rubber and paper label 
for eyes, fins. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 
49N65182—Wt. 11b. 8 ог. ..... $5.22 

Hangman $487 

A modern version of the game chil- 
dren have played for generations. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Players spell out 
a word on their letter grids. Oppo- 
nents try to guess letters on opposite 
grid. Every time they're wrong, “man 
in the window” SELLE. loser to 

i". For 2 players. 
CONTENTS: Two 9- inch tall plastic 
fume boxes with viewing windows. 

ie-cut letter 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49N65273—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz...... $4.87 

without 
Worm Wrestle $497 battery 

OBJECT OF GAME: Be one whose 
worm is last to be thrown out of ring. 
Each player puts his worm into ring, 
then fun For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Paperboard playing sur- 
faci AP uu worms in 

lue, low an Axáx2-in. 
plastic ring, motorized mechanism. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 1 “D” bat- 
tery, not included; order pkg. above. 
49 М 65327—Wt. 1 lb. 12 02.......64.97 

Sub Search. . . 
sink enemy submarines 

OBJECT OF GAME: Locate and sink en- 
emy fleet by рер жаг be 
over enemy subs, ropping depth 
charges. Avoid mines. Control panel 
keeps track of moves. For 2 players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic. 20/4x12V2x1034 
inches high. 3-level playboard, 12 ships, 
6 flags, 2 mines, 250 pegs. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
49N65743—Wt. 6 lbs. 5 oz. ........ $744 

Battleship. . . 
lead your fleet to victory 

A game you'll want to play again and 
again . . . each time it's different. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Sink opponent's 
ships by firing salvos of shots and 

out strike area. For 2 players. 
CONTENTS: 2 self-contained plastic 
p me boxes stand about 9 in. high. 
ed and white pegs, 10 ships. 

FOR AGES: 8 years to adult, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N65183—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. ...... $5.19 



PLUSH PETS 

Floppy Shahla 
$797 

(3and4) Feline Favorites, so soft 
and huggable you'll think they are real 

* 9 [3| CONSTRUCTION Both have stuffed bodies with soft, 
= extra-long acrylic pile. Colorful ribbon around neck. 

Locked-in plastic green eyes. 

Ац 3497 FOR AGES: 6 months and up. 
(3) Li'Shahla (4) Floppy Shahla 
Extra-long soft "fur". — Extra-long acrylic pile on 
10 inches tall body and fluífy tail. 16 in. 
ORDERING INFOR- long 
MATION: Shipping ORDERING INFO 
weight 7 ounces. Shipping weight 8 oz. 

Е 49C 40133 5497 49 C 4033 $7.97 

Zippy Tippy 

$1077 $1077 

(1 and 2) Cuddly and grinning Circus Chimps 

CONSTRUCTION: Soft, acrylic pile arms and head. Stuffed 
body. Vinyl face, hands, ears and shoes. Painted eyes. Both 
stand 16 inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 12 years. 
(1) Zippy. (2) Tippy. 
He wears removable cordu She wears removable lace 
roy overalls, cotton T-shirt, trimmed cotton dress with 
hat. Sewn-on buttons. removable nylon panties. 

ORDER INFO: ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 C 40538 $10.77 49 C 40539 $1077 

6 

Dynamite Hound 

Bogart. Jr 
5 

Я (B) Lassie™. Everyone's favorite collie. 
ү Jt CONSTRUCTION: Coat of long, plush acrylic pile with 

stuffed body. Locked-in plastic eyes. 15 in. long 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

[0] 

49 С 40096—Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz. $9.95 

e (10) Zak. Long acrylic pile. Non @Wrather Corporation 
removable jacket. Locked-in plastic l (6) Oynamite Hound. A charming brow of wrinkles. 
eyes, nose, Stuffed body. 20 in " P. CONSTR.: Plush acrylic pile, stuffed body. Locked-in 
high. 
FOR AGES: 6 months and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 40237—Wt. 13 oz. $9.96 

(11). Standing Lamb. Curly 
acrylic pile plush. Stuffed body. 

plastic eyes. Rope around neck. Sits 13 in. high. 

d FOR AGES: 6 months and up. 
эпоогу 99 ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Beer 96 [9] 49 C 40135—Shipping weight 13 oz. 56.97 

| (7) Bogart. Jr. The sitting Basset Hound. 
|! CONSTRUCTION: Acrylic pile, stuffed body. Sewn-in 

Felt face parts. Locked-in plastic " * vinyl nose. Locked-in plastic eyes. Vinyl collar. 13 in. 
eyes. 16 in. tall. eu high. 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. = FOR AGES: 6 months and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION — ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 40169—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $7.47 49 C 40167—Shipping weight 14 oz. $8.96 

(8) Old-fashioned Teddy Bear. Love and hug him. 
CONSTR.: Acrylic pile, polyurethane foam body. 
Locked-in plastic eyes, felt nose, tongue. Hand wash. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 4013—12 inch tall. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. .. $4.99 

(9) “Snoozy” Bear. Wears his own nightclothes. 
CONSTR.: Plush acrylic pile, polyurethane foam 
stuffed body. Locked-in plastic eyes, nose. 
FOR AGES: 6 months and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 40132—17 inch tall. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 

(12). Aarty® the Aardvark. Short 
acrylic pile. Stuffed body. Felt face 
arts. Locked-in plastic eyes. 
uede-like vest. 14 in. high. 

FOR AGES: 6 months and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 40287—Wt. 15 oz. $7.96 

(13) Rib’it, Jr. Short, acrylic pile. 
Stuffed body. Locked-in plastic 
eyes. 11 in. tall. 
FOR AGES: 6 months and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 40168—Shpzg. wt. 9 oz. ...$6.96 
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uddly Holly 
Hobbie* and 
her friends 
Amy and 

Carrie 

ТА 

Той pace scans by бйраз иса onn 

hangers for 
your dol 
clothes 

Save $2.49 
on Vanity-and-Bench (1) when 
you also buy Vanity Set (2) 

(1) alone 

s17% 

and-Bench 
when you buy it with 

Vanity Set (2 

$1550 

It's happy times with 

HOLLY HOBBIE: 
and her friends 

(1 апа 2) Holly Hobbie™ Early American-style 
Vanity Table, Bench, 3-pc. Vanity Set 

All wood. Blue and white finish with Holly 
Hobbie designs. (1) Vanity top has 3 sections, each 3 
in. deep. Hinged center section flips up to reveal 
polyester plastic oval mirror. 2 hinged side sections 
open outward. Vanity is 21! 2x12! 9x19% in. high. 
Bench 1155х72 4х115% in. high. (2) incl. 7-in. plastic 

Лоп bristled brush, 9-in. plastic mirror. 
S: (1) 2 to 8 years; (2) 2 years and up. 

О Unassembled. Instr., hardware incl 
(1) Vanity Table and Bench alone. 
49 № 1325—Shpe. wt. 10 lbs. 4 oz. $17.99 
(1) when you buy it with Vanity Set (2) $15.50 
(2) 3-piece Vanity Set. 
49 N 13254—Shpz. wt. 8 oz. Set $3.49 

(3) Holly Hobbie™ Hope Chest 
CONS CTION: Wood and hardboard. Lid has 
humpback styling and safety hinge. Sectioned stor 
age tray. Lift-out dowel with doll clothing hangers. 
Blue and white finish with Holly Hobbie designs. 
Measures 23!2x12* 4x16? 4 inches high. 
FOR 3 years and ир. 
ORD Unassembled. Instr. Access. not incl. 
79 N 1326C—Shpg. wt. 13 lbs. $17.99 

(4) Country Kitchen 
ES: Pretend range with old-fashioned 

istic sink and faucet, overhead shelf for 
storing pots and pans, fixed center shelf in storage 
cabinet with decorated sliding doors. Simulated 
kitchen window with pie cooling on window sill. 

Wood, hardboard. Plastic sink, faucet. 
2 27x12! 2x36! inches high. Instructions included. 

3 to 8 years. 
NFO: Unassembled. Accessories not incl. 

79N 1067C— Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs. $19.99 

(5) Country Cook'N Serve Accessories 
DES. 4 plates, cups and spoons, 3 gradu 

ated mixing bowls, 5 pc. utensil set, aluminum cof. 
feepot with cover, 2 saucepans with covers, 1 large 
saucepan, 1 frying pan. Made of plastic, aluminum. 
FOR А years and up 
49 N 11813—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. Set $4.99 

(8) Heather Musical Jewelry Box. Wind up key 
. open lid and girl revolves while music plays. 

ON: Wood case, patterned vinyl cover. 
Rayon satin lining. Concealed music box, locked-in 
music key. Revolving girl and mirror of plastic. Mea- 

3! 4x4! 4 inches deep. Imported. 

S: 3 years and up. 
ORDERIN ORMATION 
49 N 1315—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. $4.49 

(7) Holly Hobbie® Radio 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid state chassis. Sturdy hi-im- 
pact plastic case. Measures 6x3x8 in. high. Volume 
control. Powerful speaker, Imported. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORD. INFO: Uses one 9-v, batt., order pkg. below. 
49 N 66669—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. $8.8 

Carbon-zinc 9-volt Batteries. Package of 2 
49 N 46993—Shpz. wt. 4 oz. Package 99c 

(8 thru 13) Holly Hobbie, Amy 
and Carrie Rag Dolls 

Nostalgic rag dolls fun to play with and display. 
American Greeting Card characters. 

NG: Huggable cloth body of fine 
quality cotton. Yarn hair. Silk-screened faces. 

(8-10) in old-fashioned print 
cotton dresses, ruffled pinafores, bonnets, panta- 
loons, (clothes screen-printed on 5-in.). (11-13) in 

ping gowns. Plush pet in pocket. 
AND ORDERIN О 

ata! 
Митре 

ys | 49 №34188 | | $124 

(11 thru 13) Dream Along Holly Hobbie, Car- 
rie, Amy. Each 12 inches tall. For ages 1 to 7 years. (11) 49N 34241—Holly Hobbie. Wt. 602.$3.94 
(12) 49N34242—Carrie Shpg. wt. 6 oz... 394 
(13) 49 N 34243—Amy. Shpg. wt.6oz. ... 3.94 
Holly chara: &Ame: 



Was $31.99 

985 
Recharger and Batteries 

Go up to 3 mph. Has forward-reverse foot 
pedal, 43-inch long hi-impact plastic body, charge! 

steel chassis. Uses 13%-volt rechargeable bat- 
tery or 12-volt non-rechargeable battery (nei- 
ther incl), order at right. Partly assembled. 
Sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 86506N—Shipping wt. 32 lbs.. .$29.85 

There's lots of 
storage space in 

rear compartment 

Switch on the flashing 
light and whiz off 

Police Cycle Cut *2 

Priced to be Was $24.99 

SOMETHING $ 99 
SPECIAL 22 

So realistic with its officia-looking metallic blue and white 

finish. Rugged heavy-duty steel body is 36 inches long. 

Handy rear compartment. Big 8-inch wheels . . front wheel 

has ball bearings. Wide-tracking rubber tires for sure-footed 

sidewalk traction. Padded vinyl seat, chrome-plated handle- 

bars. Flashing light uses 1 "C" battery (not included), order 
package below. Sent partly assembled. 

without battery 

79 М 86065L—Shipping weight 35 pounds. . . ...... $22.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8406—Shipping weight 12 ounces ..... Package $1.19 

480 Sears remu 
о рн scane tyr йн шнен АБАЙ 

13'4.v. Battery and Re- 13'4-v. Replacement 
listed. 110- — Battery . . rechargea- 

120-v. AC. Wt. 7 lbs. 
79 N 86509C 

Hot Shot Non-rechargeable 12-volt Battery. 
79 М 86507C—Shipping weight 8 pounds .....96.99 

. $19.99 79 № 86511C...514.99 

Zoom up to 3 mph. Forward-reverse foot pedal. 
42inch long plastic body, steel chassis. Bucket 
seat, simulated gas tank. Uses 13%-v. recharge- 
able battery or 12-v. non-rechargeable battery 
(neither inel), order at left. Sent freight (rail, 
truck) or express. Partly assembled. 
79 N 86505N—Shpg. wt. 30 Ibs. ...... $29.85 

ble. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 

Pedaling is so easy on these 

Chain-driven Vehicles 

Sonda 

Scrambler 
Rides like 

э motor scooter 

$9 388 

A real easy rider 
with chain drive to 
make it smooth and de- 
tachable training 
wheels to keep it 
steady. Made of heavy 
automotive steel with 
vinyl-covered banana 
type seat, vinyl hand 
grips and clear plastic 
windshield. Semi-pneu- 
matic tires; 8-in. front, 
10-in. rear. 37x29 in 
high. Partly assembled 

Shpg. wt. 29 Ibs. 
79 М 86012L ...523.88 

Irish Mail 
FAST as the 

push-pull operation 
can make it 

So smooth and sporty 
with ball-bearing drive 
for easy going . . just 
move the handle back 

and forth. Adjustable 
seat. 39%-inch long all- 
steel body. 8-inch ball 
bearing front wheels; 
12-inch ball-bearing 
rear wheels. Semi- 
pneumatic tires. Partly 
assembled. Sent freight 
(rail, truck), express. 
Wt. 32 Ibs. 
79 N B6015N ..$24.99 



I keep singing 
just as long as 
you press my 
key down 

LO * 's " HER. тск ТО” „ 

1 1 sound just 
33 like а chime 

when | open 
my mouth 

2X3) 

You ring up nursery 

rhyme pictures 

CASH 
REGISTER 

$586 
Cash register helps your child 
learn while playing. Keys are NEP 
color-coded and number-cod- d 
ed to match three, various- 
size wooden coins and nur- 
sery rhyme pictures. 

Press key—picture pops up 
behind clear plastic window. 
Turn crank—drawer opens, 
bell rings, picture drops back. 
Coins fit correct slot under 
keys. Wood with non-toxic 
finish. 8/x7x9"/, inches high. Seal 
For ages 2 to 6 years. 
Shipping weight 3 lbs. 2 oz. 

49N 4438 .$5.86 

PUSH-BUTTON FARM 

Listen to the animals . . watch them 
move. .the whole farm comes $599 

to life when you push the buttons 

Learn about farm life with this talking, moving farm. Child just pushes 
button with picture of animal he wants to see and hear. Hen clucks as she 
comes from hayloft door, farmer drives tractor down ramp, cow moos as 
she lowers her head to eat, duck quacks as she pops out of her nest. Pig 
oinks and lamb goes "baa-aaa" as they come from behind sliding barn 
doors. Durable plastic farm is 8'/,x8'/,x10'/, inches high. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. Ages 3 to 7, 
49 N 4405 1—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces $5,99 

Саш page scans by cherisimias-marsetechnical Gon 

Each of us That makes us 
knows a able to sing 

different note a full octave 
in the scale wide 

BIG MOUTH 
SINGERS 

They'll sing any tune you play $599 

from the color-coded songbook 

A 

Carol-along with this carefree choral crowd . . as you play a 
song from color-coded songbook, Just match note color 
from songbook with colors above keyboard to play songs. 
Press key to play carillon-type musical tone, Chorus charac- 
ter's mouth opens when key is pressed—closes when key is 
released. Plastic: 10'/,x8x4"/, inches high. Uses one “С” bat- 
tery (included), Imported from Japan. Ages 3 to 10, 
49 N 44804—Shpg. wt. 2lhs. бог. ...... $5.99 

OLD WOMAN IN THE SHOE | 

Make a nursery rhyme соте to life | 
you push the buttons to make children $599 

shout and pop out of windows and doors 

She had so many children she didn't know what to do . . but you do. 
Just push picture-coded buttons . . see 5 children pop out of windows 
and doors—each shouts out his own distinctive “hello”. Push old wom- 
an's button and toe of giant shoe opens up—she races down ramp in 
sporty red car, Real laces let you practice tying. Durable plastic shoe is 
10¥/,x8'/,x8/, inches high. Imported from Japan. Ages 3 to 7. 
49 N 44803—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces 



BIG Wood Vehicles (117/s in. to 15 in. 
long) with charming, chubby little 

people to ride them into your child's 
imagination. Large, easy-to-handle toys 

finely detailed and beautifully 
carved from SOLID HARDWOOD 

1 Sports Car. Mom and Dad are out for a day of fun in their new 
15-inch long sports car, Join them at the park for a game of tennis 

or golf. Includes 2 tennis rackets, ball; 2 golf clubs, ball. 
49 С 44241—With 2 figures. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 9 oz. $8.99 

9 Camper trailer. Top opens to form a spacious cloth tent with 
see-thru plastic windows, zip door. Drop-down tail gate for easy 

entrance and exit. Trailer hitch fits vehicle (1), (3) and (4) 
49 C 44244—Open: 11'/, in. long. Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz $4.99 

Save $1.00 when you buy Sports Car and Camper Trailer as a set! 
48 C 44246—(1) and (2). Wt. 6 lbs. 14 oz. Sep. total $13.98... . $12.9; 

Van Camper with sliding, removable sun roof. Spacious interior 
even has a kitchen "sink" and “range”, Mom and Dad play cro. 

quet (2 mallets, ball wicket included) while Junior plays with baseball 
and bat. Also includes 3 sleeping bags and a big ice chest 
49 C 44243—14"/, in. long. 3 figures. Wt. 6 lbs. 12 oz. $9.99 

4 Jeep. In his rugged 13-inch long go-anywhere vehicle, Dad is off 
with his fishing pole, tackle box and even a fish to catch, 

49 C 44242—With 1 figure. Wt. 4 lbs. 10 oz. $8.99 

5 Boat and Trailer. Take to the water in a 13-inch boat with mock 
high-powered motor. Trailer's hitch fits vehicles (1), (3) and (4). 

49 C 44245—Overall: 15 in. long. Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz 56.99 
Save $1.00 when you buy Jeep and Boat and Tr аз а set! 
49C 44247—(4) and (5). Wt. 8 lbs. 6 oz. Sep. total $15.98 -$14.98 

Solid hardwood 
vehicles have a 
fine furniture finish 

Soft, air-filled plastic tires 
wheels have spring suspension 

to provide realistic on-the-road 

motion as vehicles move 

Gutsiod pagi scans by dieisihiasnaisetedimical Gom 

14oincn Van Campor 

‚5@99 

2 

pt -inch tall D. 
wood people * 
tip. sway and д 
Spin to hit the 
ball. .after а 
the game. lift 
their caps to 
store plastic 
sports equipment 2 

Magnetic Crane Train 

$ 499 

Working crane rotates to load or unload your cargo 

hook up engine and take goods to market 

You control the action of this solid hardwood train. Turn crank on 
rotating crane to lift cargo from freight car. Freight car holds & 
metal-cored wood barrels that attach to crane's magnet. Overall 
20 inches long. Pull cord. For young railroaders ages 3 to 6. 
49 C 4459—West Germany. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 80z........ 5499 

487 



Sold only at Sears. . 

PUII-PULIT: 
Passenger Railroad 

| Ww. 

The little wind-up train 
runs 4 happy passengers around the oval track, 
through the covered bridge and lets 
anyone off at the platform. So, all aboard! 

‘This fun railroad set includes an engine, two passenger cars, four passengers, a covered bridge, depot, 
а garage with a "gas" sign, a passenger platform and two crossing gates, Wide eight-piece track . . 
measures 32x22 inches. The engine is powered by an easy-to-wind spring motor, Engine and the 
passenger cars are constructed of solid hardwood and plastic. The four passengers are made of dura- 
ble wood-look styrene. The track and buildings are plastic, Recommended for children ages 2 to 7 
years of age. Get this bit of Christmas shopping ж dial Sears and order it right now. 
49 М 44154—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ..... 2... esee enne $10.89 

m 
CHUG-CHUG Trucks 

( 1 and 2) Solid hardwood vehi 
des with bright red accents. Tint 
ed plastic windshields. From 
South Korea. For ages 2 to 8. 

санаа А eo ' | 
ready to help you on the big 3 : rane, 31-inch dump 

t mixer ы Jach 
h 

$495 

49 N 44185- Wt m $ $495 

О 2-piece Truck Set. 34-inch 
trucks. Shipping weight 8 ‹ 

49 N 44074 Set $1.99 R 

See site page for Chug-Chug 
City and Chug-Chug Railroad 

m———— 

Truck Set 

$199 

[2] Set of 2] 

PaLco MKDGAE 477 



Turn the crank and 
watch Snoopy pop up 

$ 437 

Turn the crank, listen to “Where, 
Oh Where Has My Little Dog 
Gone?" Wait for a surprise. Metal 
box, 5¥x6x5"% inches. Plastic, cloth 
outfit. Ages 2 to 6. 

Pocket Radio 
Music Box 

"Raindrops Keep Fallin 
on My Head" 

$297 

Turn the knob, listen to tune while 
picture story passes view. Can’t be 
overwound. Handy carry strap. 
Wood case, plastic front and strap. 

Cassette P 

Insert. Tr 
turn hà 97 

Here's a kid-sized model of the popular cassette player. Four colorful 
cassettes. Each plays a different nursery tune. Storage space for cas- 
settes. Plastic player decorated with merry Mother Goose design. Mea- 
sures 914x414x314 inches. No batteries needed. Recommended for ages 
1% to 6. Phone ordering’s a quick and easy way to buy. 
49 С 44237—Shipping weight 1 pound, ......................... 95.97 

444x174x354 іп. high. Ages 1 to 5. 
49 С 44217—Wt. 11b. 4 oz. ....$437 49 C 44836—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 5297 

Sing-A-Long™ Е 
Play Phonograph $944 

Pick one of ten popular songs from selection window. 
Pull-ring starts music and turntable. Sing-along with 
happy songs like *Row, Row, Row Your Boat". Brightly 
colored plastic. 9%4x75x37 in. high. Ages 3 to 7. 
49 C 45512—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3oz. ........... $9.44 

$298 4 «м 

Play Schroeder's Piano 
and watch the Peanuts* gang pop up 

$966 7C" battery 
included 

Chiming carillon-type musical sounds play when you strike 
the keys. Each key is color coded to a music sheet so you 
can play Schroeder's favorite songs. Piano ranges a full oc- 
tave. Uses 1 “C” battery, included. Brightly colored durable 
plastic, 10%2х10%2х4 inches high. Schroeder's piano is rec- 
ommended for children ages 3 to 10. 
49 C 45513—Shipping weight 2pounds.............-. $9.66 
Peanuts characters © United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 1966. 

Each character 
can be removed from 
the piano and used 
as a finger puppet 

Creative Playthings® Music Box 
Turn the crank . . see how it works. Enjoy the wonder 
of music making as notes play the theme from “Swan 
Lake". Plastic case, 514x314x134 in. Ages 2 to 6. 
49C 45519—Shipping weight 10 ounces 

‘Catalog Dane scons Бу саки айе етут cont 
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Body Language $594 Minor Bradley 
How many words can you act out in a minute? 
OBJECT OF GAME: Help your partner guess 
what word appears on turntable by acting 
out the word. The team that gets the most 

right is the winner. For 3 to 6 players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic turntable, 152 cardboard 
word cards with 608 words, 28 blank cards on 
which you write your own words, score pad. 
FOR AGES: 9 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 65446—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.......... $5.94 

Twister $566 „б, 
A fantastically funny game of "pretzel-ability". 
OBJECT OF GAME: Be last player left standing. 

spin ошо, players to move a hand ога 
foot into different colored circle on the mat, 
tangling them up. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 6x4!4-ft. vinyl game mat, spinner 
with plastic arrow. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 65027—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 от. ....95.66 

Numbers Up $554 „н, 
Nimble fingers and a good memory are assets. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Unscramble 20 numbered 
pegs and arrange them in numerical order before 
your time runs out. For one or more players. 
CONTENTS: 20 plastic, numbered pegs and a 
plastic playi surface with mechanical timer. 
107AxBVAX3 i 
FOR AGES: 7 to ee years. 
Copa INFORMATION: 

179—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1202.......$5.54 

PER 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

CONTENTS: Plastic playing board with a 
spring. Lon ELO рейс pieces. 
12¥4x? Vax 15 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 5 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 65249—Wt. 1 Ib. 13oz....... $4.96 

ORDERING INFO: Unassembled 
49 N 65569—Wt 11b. 8 ог........ $7.66 

Perfection $677 Tum 
It's a race against time! 
OBJECT OF GAME: You have 60 seconds to fit 
all 25 pieces into correct slots before they all 
pop out. For 1 or more players. 
CONTENTS: Шы: ас рубле Боага. board, 25 various- 
зы пареи me- 

ical timer. [pA yide in. fume 
FOR AGES: 5 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 65223—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 6.77 

Blockhead $233 Parkar Bros. 

Superfection $777 m 
Beat 2-minute timer before pieces pop out or you start again. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Fit all 32 geometric pieces into the 16-posi- 
tion base before time runs out. For 1 or more players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic base, pieces. Mechanical timer. 
1154x814x214 in. high. 16 different position cards add variety. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 6548—Shipping weight $7.77 



PLUSH PALS 
Each was 
310.98 

1 А26. "$998 

=, ND, rye 

Reduced from our 1976 Christmas Book. 

(1) Pooh Ride-on (2) Eeyore Rocker 
Stuffed body on wooden base. 4 Sturdy stuffed body 
plastic wheels. Acrylic pile mounted on curved 
plush. Locked-in plastic eyes. wooden base. Acrylic 
Cotton nose pom-pom, felt face pile plush. Felt eyes, 

m Ride-on 

3998 Typ 

(3 thru 7) Musical Friends е 
CONSTRUCTION: Soft acrylic pile 
covering. Stuffed body conceals 
music box. Wind locked-in key to 
hear what each toy plays for you. 

parts, 141⁄4x8x18 in. tall. mane and tail OR AGES: 6 months to 6 years. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 5 years. 23x8V4x14 in. tall. (3) Musical Mickey Mouse® ГБ] Basebai $599 
ORDERING INFO FOR AGES: 1 to 5 years, Plays the Mickey Mouse Club po Puppy Shipping weight 6 Ibs. ORDER INFO: Wt. 7 Ibs. theme. Felt eyes and pom-pom d & 
79 C 40526C 39.98 79 c40527c ..*9.98 nose. 11 inches tall. Ф 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 40163— 11b. 1 ог. $5.98 W 
©Walt Disney Pri ns. 

t 
(4) Musical Curious George 
Plays a soft lullaby. Bends at arms, | / 
legs. Cap and shirt. 11 inches tall. | / 
Felt eyes and nose. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 11 oz. 
49 C 40215 $5.99 
OHA Rey 

(5) Musical Baseball Puppy 
Plays “Таке me out to the ball- 
game". Bends at arms and legs. 
Wears cotton denim baseball shirt, 
felt cap. Felt face parts, pom-pom 
nose. 11 inches tall. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 10 oz. 
49 C 40157 $5.99 

(8) Musical Brown Bear 

(10) Bedtime Digger 
CONSTRUCTION: Stuffed 
polyester cloth body. Wears 
cap and jacket. Hand wash. 
14 in. long. : S Football Hear a soft lullaby. Bends at arms 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. Mouse LIL and legs. Locked-in plastic eyes. ò Sepia e DEA ON $497 Felt tongue and nose. Neck ribbon. - ррїп weis! f 2 ll 9 € 40253 $5.94 II ORDER INFO: Wt. 10 oz. 

49 C 40522 

(7) Musical Suzy Doll 
Hear a soft lullaby. Washable vinyl 
face. Bib with "My Baby" screened 
on it. Painted eyes. 11 inches tall. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 8 oz. 
49 C 40861 

Я 1) Football Mouse 
CONSTRUCTION: Soft, 
acrylic pile plush, stuffed 
body. Sewn-in cotton pants 
and jersey. Sewn-in sneak ve 
ers. Vinyl helmet. Locked-in " 
lastic eyes. Felt face parts. 
Роч pom nose. 14 in. tall. 

$4.99 

$4.98 
FOR AGES: 1 year and up. Nitey Nite 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 12 oz. Puffie" Puppy (8and9) Friends with Musical 
49 C 40284 $4.97 $796 d $ Erev 

er х CONSTRUCTION: Soft acrylic pile. 
EE Hoy Nite роте Stuffed body conceals musical 
CONSTR.: Long acrylic pile, chimes, Shake toys up and down to 
stuffed body. Wears cotton EN ec 

FOR AGES: 6 months to 6 years. 

i (8) Musical Chime Clown 
Pile face. Bends at arms and legs. 

a Wears cotton percale polka dot out- 
r fit. Felt eyes, ears, mouth, pom- 

pom nose. 17 inches tall. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 10 oz. 

" 49 C 40254 $4.98 

(9) Musical Chime Suzy Doll 

Pile body. Washable vinyl face, 

nightcap, pajamas. Hand 
wash. Locked-in plastic 
eyes, felt face parts. 16 in. 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 12 oz. 
49 C 40289 . $7.96 

You can order items 
14 thru painted eyes. Top elastic loop. 

7 0423588 Neck ribbon. 11 inches tall. 
В, ' : ORDER INFO: Wt. 6 oz. 
from now until j 49 C 40521 $3.98 

Tapoi Gabe scans by Ена NAANA com 



This all-electric oven 

aE 
Oven frame never gets 
Too hot to touch 

and with handy paddle, 
there's no need 

to touch any pans. 

Sonar Range 

3112 
bulb. 

"| Funtime Oven and (2) Sonar Range. Little bakers will love serving 
es and cookies that they've just made in their very own oven. 

HOW THEY WORK: Just add water to mix. For (1) pour batter into pan; (2) 
smooth out dough, create shapes with cookie cutters and place on cookie sheet. 
Slide pan or sheet into and out of baking chamber using paddle. . . little hands 
need never touch the pan. Oven frame never gets too hot to touch. (1) Cake is 
done in about 20 minutes. (2) Cookies done in about 7 minutes. 
CONSTRUCTION: (1) Blue and white plastic, measures 15135,x794«x13' inches 
high. Four make-believe burners on stove. Vent hood above. (2) Bright orange 
and white plastic, measures 10x12x73% inches high. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Heats with only one 100-watt bulb (not includ- 
ed). UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 6-ft. cord. Not recommended for 
children under 8 years of age. 
ACCESSORIES: (1) Includes wooden paddle, two 173-02. pkgs. Pillsbury cake 
mixes, 2 Pillsbury frosting mixes, 2 round, 3'4-in. diameter aluminum pans, 1 
heart-shaped aluminum pan, teaspoon, instruction cookbook. (2) Includes 4 
cookie mixes, 3 cookie cutters, one 4x4-in. cookie sheet, teaspoon, wooden pad- 
dle and instruction cookbook. Bake cakes with sets sold below. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
(1) 49N 1125—Funtime Oven. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. Set $14.97 
(2 49N 11255—Sonar Range. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 5 oz. ...Set 11.99 

(3 and 4) 58-рс. and 22-pc. Cake and Decorate Sets. Learn to bake and 
decorate delicious cakes, then treat your friends. Both sets include gingham 
print plastic Poppin’ Fresh® apron, Pillsbury Cake and Decorate book. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For ages 6 to 12 years. 

(3) 58-pc. Set. Set includes: Twelve 1!5-oz. Pillsbury cake mixes . . . 6 yel- 
low, 6 devil’s food, 12 pkgs. Pillsbury fudge frosting mix, 12 pkgs. vanilla frost- 
ing mix, two 3!4-in. diam. aluminum pans, 2 heart-shaped aluminum pans, two 
4-pc. cake tier sets, mixing bowl, spoon-spatula, 1 decorating syringe with 2 
tips, 4 animal sugar molds. 
49 N 11246—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz. . Set $9.99 

(4) 22-pc. Set. Set includes: Four 193-02. Pillsbury cake mixes . . . 2 yellow, 
2 devil's food, 8 Pillsbury frosting mixes . . . 4 vanilla, 4 fudge, syringe, 2 
decorating tips, mixing bowl, spoon-spatula, 2 round 3!4-in. diam. aluminum 
cake pans, 2 plastic sugar molds. 

features a door which locks 
while cookies are baking 

Bake a scrumptious cake or cookies in just minutes the FUN, SIMPLE way 
one 100-watt bulb provides all the necessary heat in these two ovens 

49 N 11245—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. 

(5) Crazy Cookies Set. Let your 
imagination run wild. . . create your 
own crazy cookies, people cookies, 
animal cookies, you-name-it cookies 
with this complete set. 

SET INCLUDES: 1 chocolate, 1 lemon 
and 1 strawberry cookie mix, candy 
dots, 10 assorted cookie cutters, wood 
rolling pin, “Hairy Maker" tool for 
decorating, ! plastic work mat and 
cookie instruction booklet. 

FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. Not recom- 
mended for ages under 3 years, due 
to small parts. 
ORDERING INFO: Set includes 
enough mix to make about 20 crazy 
cookies. Recipe for more cookies in- 
cluded. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49N 11244 . +++. Set $4.99 
"Mickey Mouse © Walt Disney Productions 

Phone ordering s a quick 

and easy way to buy 

Titan page scans by сайлануы аса oon 

Set $6.99 

(8) Frosty Snowman 
Sno-Cone Machine 

Frosty's grater shaves ice cubes into 
"snow", you pour on flavor. 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic treat maker 
(12 in. high), syrup bottle, 3 pkgs. 
Kool-Aid®, 5 paper cups, shovel, ad 
vertising sign. 

FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Instructions incl. 
49N 11301—Wt. 1 lb. 8 0z...$6.89 
(7) Mickey Mouse* 

Gumball Bank 
Put in a penny, pull out gumball. 
SET INCLUDES: Rugged plastic bank 
with clear face, 16 sugarless gumballs. 
9 inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Sent assembled. 
49 N 51163—Wt. 11b. 502...$3.47 

Refill. Contains about 100 sugarless 
ЕШ . 
49 N51516—Wt.7 ог. .Pkg. $1.99 

“Digital clock” 
and "timer 

Full control panel 
with simulated 

touch control buttons 

Pillsbury® Fun Shop for hours of 
Secorsting fun 

Pillsbury® Crazy Cookies a > 
"л 

Mickey Mouse* 
Е) Gumball Bank 

by Hasbro 



Battery and Re- 
charger included 
with every car on 
this page. Plug into 

wall socket over 
night, then take off 
Sears guarantees 
this battery 
6 months N 
against electrical 
failure, or return for | 
free replacement | 

LECTRA Ш 

POWER BIKE 

With forward-reverse shift. с ee simulated headlight and wide tires 

Hop on the simulated leather seat, press the accelerator 
and breeze along at about 2 mph. this flashy bike rides 

eat as it looks. Gleaming chrome-plated handlebars 
and sissy bar highlight the hot lime finish. The 
29%х18%х20%-їп. high plastic body is rugged hi-impact 
plastic; supports up to 150 Ibs. Molded plasti iobby tires. 
Rech: ble 6-v. battery and UL listed 110-120-v. 60-cy- 

cle AC recharger included. Runs for 
Power bike comes partly assembled. See Shpg. Note at left. 
79 N 86502N—Shipping weight 16 pounds. $28.87 

йшй page scans by dieisimasndisetediical Gon 

LECTRA П 
_ DUNE BUG 326* 

and realistic details, this built-for-action dune bug is in a ‘styling 
Steers like a real car with stick-shift forward and reverse lever and 

b wheel. Just stop on the accelerator and go. Sleek and sporty 
ly pude: “buglights” and molded plastic tires. Rugged 31x16x9-in. 

up to 150 Ibs. Rechargeable 6-volt battery is secured under the 
UL listed. e had 110-120-v. 60-c. AC. Runs for hours on one charge. Partly 

“assembled. See Shpg. Note below. 
1-79 N 8650 1N—Shipping weight 16 pounds... cec SP $26.87 

Rechargeable-battery LECTRA SERIES 
All 3 vehicles made for Sears by ELDON® 

Super Power® Replacement 
Battery . . fits all Sears Lectra 

ars and all Eldon Poweride 
cars. Only at Sears is this 6 
volt rechargeable Б: 
anteed for 6 months against 
electrical failure, or return for 
free replacement 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 М 86504N $7.99 

Raise up on the rear 
wheel for dramatic ^ 

wheelies" 

with battery and recharger included 

LECTRA IV 

SCREAMER DRAGSTER 

Step on the "hot foot" footrests, go forward $3457 
or reverse . . or raise up for wild “wheelies” 

Go ahead. . up to 2 mph . . on this sensational screamer drag- 
ster. The way-out styling with wacky footrests will delight any 
young racer. This 31x16%4x13%-in. high dragster is fully 
equipped with a deep-dish steering wheel, realistically-de- 

tailed "engine". . even an air scoop. Super-wide tires are 
molded plastic. Tough hi-impact plastic body supports up to 
150 lbs. Rechargeable 6-v. battery and UL listed 110-120-v. 
60-cycle AC recharger incl. Runs for hours on one charge. 
Partly assembled 
79 N 86503N— See Shpg. Note. Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs. . $34,87 

SHIPPING NOTE: All items on this page 
sent freight (rail or truck) or express. »cexw Sears 481 
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Build your own 
Pioneer Town with 

Lincoln Logs 
200-pc. 400- pc. 600-рс. 

Set Set Set 

$499 5899 $1299 
Build with Lincoln Logs and feel the 
rugged, exciting days of America's 
frontier live again. Sets include 
Ya-inch thick stained wood logs of 
various lengths, plastic gables. chim- 
ney and roof pieces plus helpful in- 
structions. For ages 5 and up. 

200-piece Set .. make a homestead 
with one large cabin and a fence. 
49 N 16109— Wt. 3 Ibs. 10 ог... „Set $4.99 

400-piece Set . . make a town with 3 

cabins and have parts left over. 
49 М 16107 — Wt. 6 Ibs. 5 oz. . . . Set $8.99 

600-piece Set . . make a town with 5 
cabins and have parts left over. 
79 N 16458C — Wt. 11 Ibs. Set $12.99 

GIANT Tinker Toys—16 TIMES 
BIGGER than regular size 

90-рс Set $1094 

ak An old favorite that’s really grown 
up! Build a tower higher than your 

room .. or a pirate ship for 3 bucca- 
neers . . even a child-size playhouse or 
a giant crane with a 9-foot boom. Set. 
includes 52 rods in 5 different lengths 

38 spools in 5 different sizes . . 90 
colorful plastic pieces in all. For chil- 
dren of all ages. Use your phone if you 
want to order it the easiest way of all. 

79 М 16644C — Wt. 23 Ibs. ...... Set $19.94 

Regular-size 

Tinker Toys 
322-pe. Set 486-pc. Set 
$499 $649 

Build bridges, towers and anything 
else you can imagine with colorful 

plastic rods and wood spools `. idea 
book shows how. Ages 3 and up. 
322-piece Set. 
49 N 16148— Wt. 31bs.5oz....... Set $4.99 
486-piece Set. 
49 N 16147—Wt. 5 lbs, 30r. 

Sears exclusive 1047-pc. Lego Set 
includes 112 wheels, tires and gears 
to build projects that really move 

1047-pc. Set $1299 

Build an unlimited number of exciting action 
projects with our largest set. Build a clock 
with gears that really work and hands that 
really move ..or build an Oriental dragon 
with wheels on his feet. 935 Lego blocks that 
snap together including roof tiles, windows, 
doors and beams . . plus 112 wheels, tires and 
gears . . 1047 pieces in all. Ages 3 and up. 
49 N 16635 — Shipping weight 6 lbs. Set $12.99 

846-pc. Set includes 790 Lego blocks, roof 
tiles, windows, doors . . and a 56-рс. assort- 
ment of wheels, tires and gears. Ages 3 and up. 
49 М 16636— Shipping weight 5 Ibs. Set $9.99 

Build castles, towers, bridges and 
non-moving structures of all kinds 

with these Lego Building Sets 

665- 395- $49 
pc. Set $699 pc. Set 4 9 

Snap together any stationary structure you 
can think of with precision-made Lego blocks 
. hours of building fun. For ages 3 and up. 

665-pc. Set includes 625 Lego blocks plus 40 
roof and ridge tiles, windows and doors. 
49 N 16637 — Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz... .. Set $6.99 

395-pc. Set includes 375 Lego blocks plus 20 
roof and ridge tiles, windows and doors. 
49 N 16638 — Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. I oz. Set $4.99 

Erector Sets 

615 without 

pe Sr $2868 шше. 
Includes two 3-speed motors. 

1 battery-powered remote control unit and 
1 electrically-powered remote control unit 

Tackle the big projects with our largest set. De- 
sign and build a giant crane using one motor with 
hoist for lifting operations . . add the other motor 
to make crane move forward and backward. You 
can build a lift bridge . . or even a helicopter with 
a rotor that really works. Use huge assortment of 
steel plates, girders, pulleys, wheels and axles to 
build multi-action models, Transformer is UL 
listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Uses 2 "D" batteries 
—order package below. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 16639 — Shipping wt. 8 lbs. 7 oz. Set $28.68 

460-рс Set $1099 

Includes one 3-speed motor and 

1 electrically-powered remote control unit 

Use our exclusive wide-beam girders to engineer 
really massive structures. Plug-in transformer 
gives your structures a steady, reliable source of 
power. Add hard-working. 2-way hoist for lifting 
operations. АП pieces are precision cut. UL listed 
for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 16075— Shipping wt 6 lbs. 7 oz. Set $19.99 

430-pc. Set 5] 599 лел 

Includes one 3-speed motor and 
1 battery-powered remote control unit 

For the junior engineer . . massive wide-beam gir- 
ders; 3-speed motor and on-off, forward and re- 
verse control unit for building projects that really 

Add 2-way hoist for efficient lifting. Uses 
2 batteries — order pkg. below. Ages 6 and up. 

49 N 16067 — Shipping weight 5 pounds. .. .. ..Set $15.99 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 N 8412— Shipping weight 1 pound... .. Package $3.29 
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A 10-page collection of play and learn toys 

TODDLERS TAKE TO 
THE ROAD WITH 
BIG DRIVER TOYS 

Patrol your neighborhood or 
escort an important visitor with 

real-looking, real-sounding 
BIG DRIVER DASHBOARD 

iL Just like a real police car . . youngster turns "ignition" 
key, "shifts gears” and “drives off" . . 4-speed gear shift, 

sounds like you're really moving. Turn steering wheel and the 
speedometer needle moves. Toot horn. Manually operate the 
siren to let them know you're coming. Real-looking "mike" 
has a push button that clicks on when you call headquarters 
or other cars, Glove compartment opens to store travel needs. 
Plastic, 10х7х6'/, in. high. For ages 3 to 7. Order it the easy 
way . . by phone. 
49 C 44713—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz. ya 7005550709 

Enter an overland motorcycle 
race and speed to victory on 
roaring, battery-operated 

BIG DRIVER MOTORCYCLE 
Looks and sounds like real! Turn the key and off you go. 
Twist handlebars and engine roars and speedometer nee- 

dle climbs. Flip on turn signal switch, signals will light when 
handlebars are turned right or left. Rear view mirror, reflec- 
tive plastic. Play helmet incl, Uses 2 "D" batteries (not incl.), 
order package separately below. Plastic, 14x12*/x6'/ in. high. 
Ages 3 to 7. Toys can be ordered from pages 431 to 600 until 
August 16, 1974. 
49 C 44071—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 о................. $9.99 
Alkaline “D” Batteries. Package of 2. $Q99 
49 C 4653—Shpg. wt. pkg. 11 OZ. ............. ..Pkg. 139 зибои 

Капета 

ope 
eae 

TAKE APART $549 E 
TOOL BENCH 3 Sturdy plastic Register with All-steel Register 

су i tape dispenser for with receipt pad 
A multiple-activity toy that Toddlers will v» „ 

: ^ med la reen stamps and play mone 
delight in taking apart and rebuilding. . д ж С 9 x 4 P vada Ri | 2 Y hi Y th 

A streamlined register for your budding ing up sale by pushing one of the 

plus tools, nuts and bolts, shapes to explore young business tycoon, Eight smooth work- 13 numbered keys . . amount pops 
Sturdy plastic tool bench with lots of possibilities. Large, easy-to- ing push-button keys indicate total sale. Sep- ир and bell rings. Push lever and 
handle plastic wrench, screwdriver and hammer can be used to arate push button erases pop-up totals. Press money drawer opens. Side arm 
take apart and rebuild bench, to manipulate extra nuts and bolts, a lever to open cash drawer and ring bell. holds pencil and pad of paper so 
“nails”, joiners to create patterns on top of bench. Color-coded Tape dispenser at side holds “green stamps” you can give customers receipts. 

shapes fit into slots at front of bench, pull lever, they fall into (green paper incl.). Play money. Plastic, Play money incl. Steel, 9'/.x6'/x7'/. 
storage tray. 14'/x10*/x9"/ in. high. Ages 3 to 6. 7x5%/x6¥, in. high. Germany. Ages 3and up. іп. high. Ages 3 and up. 
49 C 44494—From West Germany. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. .....$5.49 49 C 16408—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 4 .$4.99 49 C 16409—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. ...$3.99 
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Nok-Out Bench . . pound in 
a peg—one pops out from end 

$387 

Will keep toddler fascinated while he busily pounds a 12 wood- 
en pegs. Wooden bench and mallet. 10x45x4" in. high. Ag 
49 N 44584— Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces e $3.87 

Do your own fix-it job with Take-A-Part Tool Вох $ 497 
. . it comes completely apart! 

A fun way to learn such skills as recognizing and matching shapes and finger 
dexterity, Don't worry, reassembly instructions are included. Also 2 screwdrivers, 
2 wrenches and brace with 3 attachments. 2 movable storage trays. Carry handle. 
9x7 x7 inches high. Plastic. Ages 3 to 7. 
49 М 4445 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ошпсез........................ $4.97 

геа! опе. . just right 
for young workers _ Big, Big Workbench helps $ 1097 

$597 junior repairman with big jobs 

5 Well built with sturdy plastic parts so it stands up to lots of 
hard play. Plastic tool rack holds molded plastic hammer, pli- 

] Just pull the starter and ers, screwdriver and wrench. Lacquered wooden bench top in- 
~ the metal bead chain goes cludes 4 wood nails and plastic vise, ruler, 3 screws, 2 nuts and 
into action. Lightweight, du- 2 bolts. Extra wooden shelf below; wooden legs. Measures 
rable plastic with metal han- 14x7VAx17 Va inches high. For ages 2 to 5 years. 

dle. 1534x6x642 inches high. 79 № 44477C—Shipping weight 6 pounds .............. $1097 
For ages 3 to 7. Use your 

phone if you want to order it 
the easiest way of all. 
49N44076-Wt. 2 lbs. 5oz. $5.97 

Letter Box $544 

Just like the mailbox on the corner 
comes with key to unlock it for pick-up 

Mail your “letters” through slot on top of 
box. To unlock it, use key on attached elasti- 

cized chain and bottom opens up. Colorful, inter- 
locking pieces are embossed with alphabet letter. 
Plastic. 7 Vox7x12V4 in. high. Ages 3 to 6. NC 
49 N 44423—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 120z. .........$5.44 

School Desk . . helps teach 93 
the shape of letters and numbers $6 

Colorful desk and 16 activity cards having simple phrases and ques- 
tions. Fit magnetic letters into stencils or trace them onto black- 
board with chalk. Top sliding door compartment holds chalk box, 
eraser and extra letters and numbers. Cards and alphabet tray store 

Alphabet "letters" fit into a under blackboard. Handle. Plastic, metal. 12x10'2x3'4 inches high. 

ЈЕ ЕТТЕН RL 

YE .$693 puzzle more than a yard long 49 N 44813—Ages 3 to 8. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 

m— ——É 



Rock 'em, | 
Ride 'em, 
Pull 'em 
Parade 
Trucks and cars, 

animals, too, in this 
toy parade especially 
for you. All powered 
by kid-stuff . . your 
child's energy, so no 
batteries are needed 

482 [Sears] 

child steers 
wheel back and 
forth. Turn 'n Go 
moves forward 



Pelé 
Big Kick 
$594 

Thrill to real soccer action with this game for 1 or more. 
HOW TO PLAY: Place soccer ball on kicking tee, press action 
lever and Pelé player kicks ball up to 25 ft. into goal. Figure 
kicks at different angis from goal as indicated on spinner. 
Hand-operated goalie blocks. 
WHAT YOU GET: Figure and platform, 8/2х4х11 in. high, 2 
balls goal net with movable goalie. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65269— Shipping weight 2 pounds ........... PCS 

Super Toe 

Field goal 
kicking 
game 

Karate Men $ 1474 

E-e-eah. . . here comes a karate 
chop, be prepared to block it. 

Super Touch 
The super basketball game you 
can play alone or with Ба 

Play this football action game 
alone or with friends. 
HOW TO PLAY: Hit Super Toe on HOW TO PLAY: Hit Super Touch 
his on the head and he toss the 

ball into basket up to 20 feet 
away. Player with the most bas- 
kets scored is the pro. nent collapses. 
WHAT YOU GET: Figure, 10% 
inches high. 25-inch high basket, 2 
basketballs. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 

ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 М 65323............. 5594 

WHAT YOU GET: 10-in. high Su- 
Toe, 29-in. high goal post, 2 

footballs. Spinner. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 lb. 13 oz. 
49 № 65563.....................% 

WHAT YOU GET: 2 figures, 10! 
inches high. Plastic, metal. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 1 oz. 

49 № 65558 ............... $1474 

Trap Tennis* $684 

You must be quick to win in this 
two-handed tennis game. 
HOW TO PLAY: One player 
serves by hitting ball on revolving 
arm either fast or slow. As it 
comes around, opponent can let it 
ко by, hit it or trap it in one of 
three holes on end of his catcher. 
If he traps it in middle hole he 
scores 2 points; outside holes are 
worth 1 point. 
WHAT YOU GET: 7x29!4-inch 
long unit, two racquets. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 
49 М 65574—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. .86.84 

Volley" $797 

Hit easy for volley or "spike" 
your opponents and score! 
HOW TO PLAY: Ball is fastened to 
rod and anchored to swivel pivot 
in center of net. Hit lever-con- 
trolled arms of mechanical play- 
ers and send ball over net. Ball 
can hover or spike on your hit. 
WHAT YOU GET: Court, 1134x 
17% in.; 6 players, net. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 
49 N 65272—Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. .$7.97 

Nuttsy Tennis® $796 

Outwit and outwhack opponents 
but watch out for trick shots. 
HOW TO PLAY: Two players op- 
erate spring-activated racquets 
via lever controls. Send counter- 
balanced ball across court. Speed 
of hit and tilt of racquet deter- 
mine placement. Score like real 
tennis match. 
WHAT YOU GET: Court, 16x32 
inches long, two racquets, sideline 
‘score pegs, net. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49N6504 ............ 

HOW TO PLAY: Movi: How TO PLAY: Slam de Slam Dunk™ 
on the side of the 

console and Чазак the $1244 MA 

Automatic scoring shows u shoot also can 
running tally, flag indicates block. Each et you 
winner разе end. make is scored 
WHAT YOU СЕТ: Styrene 2 
case, ic sim 5 
screen, 17x13x13 in. psig GL iE ma 

dies FOR AGES: 6 to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses 2 
кк. a 

FOR AGES: 6 years 
ORDERING INFO: 
3 “D” batteries, order 2 

below. Shpg. wt. 8 
N 65108C -$18.44 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. 
of two. Wt. 11 

ak Pkg. $1.69 

j 
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Rod-Hockey Game 

120z... Set 

(4) NFL Strategy 

Plan plays with real NFL playbook. 
HOW TO PLAY: Select from 34 offen- 
sive and 12 defensive alignments. Tim- 
er lets you play against the clock. Prob- 
ability selector gives statistical results. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic frame mea- 
sures 1414x834 inches. 
FOR AGES: 14 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 н 6526—Wt. 3lbs.Boz. ...... $11.97 

(5) Electro Bowl Game 
Real bowling alley action. 
HOW TO PLAY: Aim bowler gun, 
squeeze trigger . . . rolls to knock 
down pins. Turn dial to reset. Score- 
board lights like a real alley. 
WHAT YOU GET: Metal, plastic alley, 
35%4x18'4x16"¢ in. high. Steel ball. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Soe) oe ats in- 
structions incl. Uses 4 “D” batteries, or- 
der 2 pkgs. 49 N 46996 at left. If mailed 
takes 15-1. rate; see page 276. 
79N65104L—Shpzg. wt. 7 Ibs. .... $14.99 



(1) Chiming Busy Gym® 
Chimes ring while Winnie-the-Pooh and 
some of his pals from the Hundred Acre 
Woods spin around. Baby just pulls handle. 
Suspended by straps from sides of crib. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 16x8x7 in. high. 

FOR AGES: 6 months to 1\2 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44443—Shpg. wt. | Ib. 8 oz. $6.95 

(2) Baby Bopper Peek-a-Boo Roly Poly 

Child can peek through clear plastic windows 
and watch bells, colorful balls roll around in- 
side. See a smiling Pooh floating, too! Give a 
playful push or hit and it bobs back to up- 
right position. Decorated inside and out with 
Pooh and his friends. Taiwan. 
CONST: Soft plastic. Weighted bottom. 
About 16 in. high, 9" in. diam. inflated. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 3 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 47048—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1202...$4.95 

(3) Spinning Rattle 
When baby hits риде rattle, it ge 
bobs and sets colored balls going around. 
CONSTRUCTION: Non-toxic plastic with suc- 
tion-cup base. 4! in. high. Italy. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 2 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 47052—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $2.45 

(4) Busy Surprise Box® 

Push a button, slide a lever, turn a knob, 
move a dial or flick a switch . . . one of the 
familiar Pooh characters will pop up. Each 
mechanism makes a different sound. 
CONSTRUCTION: Non-toxic plastic. 12x7x3 
inches high. Built-in carrying handle. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 44444—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $6.95 

(8) Chiming Roly Poly® 
Give Winnie and his tub a playful push and 
he just bounces back for more. He chimes 
with every move. 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 934x634 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 2 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 47027—Shps. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $5.95 

(6) Flutter Ball 

Roll it. . . spin it. . . watch playful Winnie 
and Tigger flutter inside clear plastic ball. 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 7-in. diameter. 
FOR AGES; 3 months to 3 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 47013—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. $3.95 

(7) Musical Busy Block® 

Music box toy for dresser or table. Carry 
handle and easy-winding base make it a de- 
lightful carry-around toy. Music plays as en- 
tire cube revolves. Animated pictures on each 
side of cube move also. No batteries required. 

CONSTRUCTION: Molded high-impact 
styrene. Approximately 514x514x534 inches 
high. Clear plastic windows are 4-inch diame- 
ter. 
FOR AGES: Newborn to 2 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 47101—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $8.95 

(8) Bangles and Wood Beads 
Beads come in 5 shapes and colors. Bangles 
decorated with Pooh characters. 
CONSTRUCTION: Wooden beads, plastic 
bangles, 2 strings included. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 47011—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. .... $2.95 

(9) Musical Crib Toy 
Just pull string and Pooh plays his theme 
Song as his arms and eyes move up and 
down. Hangs from crib or playpen. Japan. 
FOR AGES: Newborn to 2 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 47022—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. $4.95 
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Winnie-the-Pooh Toys to delight 



Delight your little homemaker with a dream 
kitchen of our finest steel Appliances. . . 

(3) Double-oven Range 

$1999 „ити, 
(2) Refrigerator-Freezer 

$2199 „шу, access: 

(1) Metal-trame Shopping Cart $1199 9$ 
with groceries 

CONSTRUCTION: Child-size shopping cart 2 d d Overhead oven with Mer plastic win- in. high. 11 in. wide, 15 i deep. Tubular steel Pack groceries into this spacious double-door refrigera- dow. Range top has simulated gas burners; frame and steel wire basket. 4 swivel wheels for tor-freezer. Simulated ice-maker on inside. Bp “hot” griddle in middle. Ultra-modern smoke: ment. 26 different “groceries” incl pictures of food on shelves. 18x15x36 inches high. More black oven doors, Make-believe clock wih 
3 to 10 years. 
NFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. 

than 4 cubic feet of storage space. 
ORDERING INFO: Food, accessories not incl., order food 
at left. Unassembled. Instr. incl. 

turning knobs. 18x15x36 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order accessories 
below. Unassembled, instructions incl. 

NG 
0. 45 C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs, $11.99 

79 М 10493C—Shpg. wt. 19 15, .............921.99 79 М 1049 1C—Shpg. wt. 16 lbs. .....$19.99 

(6) 18-piece Cookware Set 
Outside decorated with attractive 
mushroom design. Black “non. 
stick" look interior. 
SET S: Coffeepot with 

mall pans, 1 large pan, 2 
saucepans, ! puddi 

1 covered oval 
5-piece plas 

rs and 
M. 

Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
49N 11817 Set $4.99 
(7) Sink and Range Set 
A must for litle homemakers, (8) 16-piece Beverage 

Е DES: 24 pieces. Plastic Maker Set 
ish drain, drainboard, 3 NC 
oons, dishpa 

N 3-piece beverage 
maker, 614 high,; 4 cups, 4 

z cup, funn spoons plastic. Plus one 
„ Orange squeezer and package of Kool-Aid& and 4 nap- 
pkin, apron and тоге kins 

Shipping weight 14 ounces, 
Set $3.29 49N 10214 Set $4.97 
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UNICYCLES 

482 Sears rcsrm 
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Wide 20-inch wheel 

* With whitewall 
pneumatic tire 

* Heavy-duty crank 

Sturdy Steel Balance Poles 
to use with either Unicycle 

5241 Package 

Chrome-plated poles have white 
finger grips and end plugs. 40 
inches long. Package of 2. 
79 N 88003C— Wt. 2Ibs. Pkg. $2.47 

16-inch wheel 

Has adjustable tension. flat 
tread tire for control 

$ 95? without 
poles 

Snappy looking cycle has tension 
adjuster on 16-inch ball-bearing 
wheel . . means greater safety be- 
cause you can start slow, speed 
up as you gain skill and confi- 
dence. Vinyl-covered banana seat 
has bright red trim; can be 
raised or lowered from 27 to 32 
inches. 1.75-inch semi-pneumatic 
tire . . rugged steel construction 
- . sturdy, red tubular fork. Sent 
unassembled. 
79 N 88001C—Wt. 12 1bs...$9.87 

Deluxe 
two-step Trike 

Styled like the big 
bikes! Hi-rise 

handlebars 
with bright 

vinyl streamers 

Our best tricycle has these added features: fender-type extension on rear, simu- 
lated gear shift and headlights, chrome-plated sissy bar, sparkling hub caps. 
Sturdy steel “flying bridge" frame . . ball-bearing pedal wheel . . chrome-plated 
front fender . . shock absorbers. 2-coat flamboyant magenta (deep red) finish. 
79 N 87081C— 10-inch front wheel. Shipping weight 21 pounds. . . -$15.99 
79 N 87082L— 12-inch front wheel. Shipping weight 23 pounds. . 16.99 
79 N 87083L— 16-inch front wheel. Shipping weight 27 pounds. . 18.99 

Sporty two-step Trike 

Has ball-bearing front wheel 
new wide rear platform 

$10?? ы. 
Rear platform with step-up plate 
makes it easier for a small child 
to climb aboard. Sturdy tubular 
steel frame has chrome-plated 
fender and semi hi-rise handlebars. 
Bicycle-style vinyl pedals; adjust- 
able white vinyl saddle. Nylon- 
bearing rear wheel -coat flam- 
boyant turquoise finish. 

10-inch front wheel. 
79 N 87004C—Wt. 16 Ibs.....$10.99 
13-inch front wheel. 
79 N 87005L— Wt. 19 Ibs..... 11.99 

16-inch front wheel. 
79 N 87006L— Wt. 23 Ibs..... 13.99 

One-step Trike 

has puncture-proof tires 

7 10-inch 
front wheel 

Even our lowest-priced beginner's 
trike has nylon bearings for easier 
pedaling. Adjustable semi hi-rise 
handlebars and metal seat. Red 
and white enamel finish. 

10-inch front wheel. 
79 М 87002C—Wt. 14 lbs... ...$7.99 

13-inch front wheel. 
79 N 87003C— Wt. 16 Ibs...... 8.99 

How to Order Correct Size 

TRIKES 

Front Crotch to ‘Average 
Wheel Size |  Ballof Foot _ Age 
10-inch 15 to 17 in. | 2to3 
12-13-inch | 17 to 20 in. | 2to4 
16-inch 19 10 21 in. | 3 05 

SIDEWALK BIKES 

Front. Crotch to Average 
Wheel Size Bail of Foot. Age 

10-inch 12 to 16 in. 2103 
* Hy 13-inch 15 to 20 3 and HANG ON TIGHT, Joey! ІМ P 920 m Land ир 
TAKIN' HER RIGHT THROUGH 

NOTE: Ай trike ind bikes both. 
THE SOUND BARRIER !* fave tubular steci frames: viny ors. pedas; 

adjustable saddie; semi-pneumatic tires. 
Partly assembled. 



It’s a snap to build 
big action projects 
with our exclusive 
1047-piece 

Our 615-piece ERECTOR SET 

features 2 motors and 
2 remote-control units 

Remote control turns motor for twice the action 
on and off . . reverses, too Р 

..twice the fun 

: _ 2-way hoist provides | 
-power for lifting jobs | 

Exclusive wide- 
beam girders 
for massive 

structures—each 
is 1 Че inches wide 

and over 1 foot long 

бана пана scans by idna кошкай АЙ ción 



DOLLY DOESN'T FEEL WELL? 

Make her feel better with your 
Deluxe Doctor or Nurse Kit . . 

more than 90 pieces in each carry case 

(1 and 2 ) Each kit contains all these plastic tools: stetho 
scope. thermometer. microscope, earscope. blood pressure 
meter, hypodermic needle. twee 
watch. pill boxes. bottles, jars. beakers, pans. eyeglasses 
Plus bandages. surgical mask rd charts, appointment 
slips, prescription forms, quarantine sign and college diplo- 
ma. For ages 3 and up. From Hong Kong. Doll not included. 

and scissors, wrist 

Doctor Kit. Also includes plastic dental tools, scalpel 
knee tapper and doctor's armband. All packed in attaché 

style carry case with latch. Plastic case 13x10x2 in. high 
49 С 44188 — Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounce $4.99 

9 Nurse Kit. Also includes nurse's hat and cape, hot water 
bottle, plastic food tray and utensils. All in vinyl 

shoulder strap case measuring 13x5x7 inches high 
49 C 44189— Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounce $4.99 

DOCTOR-NURSE KIT 
. . over 50 pieces 

The right kit for any "emer 
gency”. Includes: stetho 
scope. eye test chart, toy 
watch, pill boxes, micro- 
scope. spectacles, bandages 
and much more. Packed in 

4 Re black plastic satchel, 8V;x 
= Nee А ss 2x6 inches high. Ages 3 

Р; to 7. From Hong Kong 
sa 49 С 44775 — Wt. 1 Ib. $2.99 

“Did you ever 
eat curds 

e. and whey?” 

without batteries 

"ANSWER ME" 
PICTURE 
PHONE 

Cut *l 

y 

Slip in cassette . . phone rings 
and when you pick it up you see and hear caller 

It's a picture phone that talks to you. Insert cassette and R-R-Ring 

en as he or she talks to you for 
a full 12 seconds, Hang up and cassette pops out. Plastic phone. 

with 2 cassettes: Miss Muffet and Old 
assettes below. Uses 1 "D" battery 

lift receiver 

934 inches high. come: 
King Cole. Order extr: 
order package below. Ages 3 to 7. From Japan 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

49 C 44516 — Shippin; 
49 C 4653— Alkoline "D" Batteries. Pky. o2. Wt. 11 о Pkg 
49 C 44535 — Set of 4 Nursery Cassettes. Shpg, wt. 15 oz Set 
49 С 44536 — Set of 4 Animal Cassettes. Shpg. wt. 15 0 Set 

‘States pae scans by лайга тй айе аса Gom 

ight З pounds. *6.99 

Deluxe 
Nurse Kit 

"ANSWER ME" 
TALKING PHONE 

With English or f EET 
Spanish voices Pen 
De “Hello, 
$499 what's 

each your 
without batterie name?” 

Flip the switch . . phone rings until you pick up 
the receiver to hear your caller talk to you 

It's almost like a real phone . . it really does keep ringing until you answer it 
Just turn on a switch to start it ringing. Pick up the receiver and hear your 
caller say one of eight recorded messages in your choice of English or Spanish 
language. Hang up and it starts ringing again. Plastic phone; 6/2x7x4V in 
high. Uses 1 "C" battery . . order package below. For ages 3 to 7 years. From 
Singapore 

Toys can be ordered from pages 431 to 600 until August 16. 1974 
49 C 44515— English “Answer Me" Phone. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 от. $4.99 
49 C 44874 — Spanish "Answer Mi 
49 C 4693—"C" Batteries. Packs: 

hone. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 4.99 
of 6. Shipping weight 8 oz Pkg. 1.39 

[Sears] 489 



little hands become skillful hands 

E 

Giant Kindergarten Blocks 
of smooth, select wood 

Easy-to-handle blocks build great houses, bridges, forts or any 
thing you like. Even little fingers will find them easy to hold and 
steady for stacking because they're 1546 inches thick and range up 
to 11 inches long. 10 different shapes. Each block is made of natu 
ral grain wood with rounded e 

Set $8.99 
pg. wt. 12 lbs. Set 1249 
pg. wt. 14 Ibs. 10 oz Set 1549 

75-piece Wood Block Set 
. .learn letters and numbers 

Colorful 1%e-inch square blocks have embossed letters, printed 
letters and numbers on sides of blocks. Smooth, rounded corners 
49 N 44783—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. For ages 144 to 6 years. Set $4.99 

(1 еп h smooth 
pieces, inches thick. Recom- 
mended for ages 2 to 5 years. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 10 oz. 

1 Bugs Bunny® and Porky Pig. 
49N 44426 

2 Tigger and Drum and Winnie-the-Pooh. 
АВ NAA TT3 EE EET ETIE. TETO E ad Rm Set 3.88 

Bugs Bunny® 1974 Warner Bros., Seven Arts, Inc. 

Citai pae scans by сайттан асай on 

110 colorful wood Blocks in a Bag. . our largest set $599 
. . there are 11 multicolored sizes and shapes 

Blocks of fascinating shapes and colors that will encourage your child to spend hours 
playing. As he plays, he develops such skills as imagination, balance and finger dex- 
terity. He can build houses, roads or towers. These smooth-edged blocks come in 11 
different shapes and 5 bright colors, 
They fit into a 12-inch tall vinyl tote bag that snaps closed for convenient storage. 

Recommended for children ages 2 to 8. 
49 № 44155—Shipping weight 3 pounds cap EDU 

set 

«Set $5.99 

Winnie-the-Pooh Puzzle Blocks 
make up 6 different pictures 

$299 
Twenty 134-in. square wood blocks stack 6 
different ways to make up 6 scenes of Win 
nie-the-Pooh and friends. Color pictures in 
cluded to act as guides. For ages 2 to 6. 
49 N 44428—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 02....Ѕе $2.99 

moe |Sears| 479 



Kenner Sit 'n Spin 

51087 
1 Spins 'round and 'round . . tod- 

dlers just sit on the seat . . tum 
the wheel on the center pole and spin 
fast or slow. Lightweight, foamed 
polypropylene resists breakage. Seat 
height 3 in., 18-in. diameter. Partly 
assembled. Ages 11⁄4 to 5/3. 
79 C 44054C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. . $10.87 

Good Humor™ Bike 
$1492 

Kids flock to the familiar sound of 
the Good Humor bike. Inside 

storage compartment they'll find 3 
plastic ice-cream bars. А Good Hu- 
mor hat, ten plastic coins, a jingling 
bell. Plastic. Seat, 9¥ in. high. 25% 
in. long. Partly assembled. 2 to 5 yrs. 
79 C 47522C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. ..$14.92 

Ridem Elephant 

$441 
Click-clack! Here comes Ridem 
Elephant with big happy eyes, 

te in. . "s even a pre- 
tend saddle. Hang on to handles for 
balance. Plastic. Has wide wheelbase, 
steel axles, ribbed wheels. 20 in. long. 
Seat, 10 in. high. Ages 2 to 4. 
79 C 47512C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. ...$4.47 

сао page scans by crisinas munetedtwical con 

Tike Auto 

$1095 
4 Drive away in this steerable little 

car with the smiling face. There is 
а double wall of plastic for durability. 
No rough edges to scratch furniture. 
Wide wheelbase, steel axles. Seat 
height 81% in. 23x12x11 in. high. Part- 
ly assembled. Ages 1 to 4. 
79 C 47519C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. ..$10.95 

Turn 'n Go 
$1394 

Little drivers can move forward 
by turning the steering wheel. A 

driving mechanism in the steering 
column starts tires rolling without 
pushing or pedaling. Steel axles. Plas- 
tic. Seat, 7*4 in. high. 18x12x12% in. 
high. Partly assembled. Ages 11% to 4. 
79 C 44042C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. ..$13.94 

Fire Fighter 

$1395 
6 Call station on play "mike". Mov- 

able ticking speedometer, clicking 
turn signal, whirring radio selector, 
beeping horn . . helps teach hand-eye 
coordination. Plastic. Rolls on cast- 
ers. Seat, 7% in. high. 23 in. long. 
Partly assembled. Ages 1*4 to 3*2. 
78 C 47525C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. . $13.95 

Hasbro Inchworm® 
$1547 

1. Bounce up and down . . move for- 
ward at the same time. This funny 

riding toy wears a smile and a bright 
yellow hat. Hang on to the two han- 
dle-horns for balance. Holds up to 65 
pounds. Plastic, has steel axles. 37 in. 
long. Partly assembled. Ages 3 to 6. 
79 C 47949C—Shpg. wt.lZ Ibs. .. $15.47 

Snuggl’ Egg 

$1097 
8 Ride the Snuggl’ Egg. Strap and 

gripping bar help protect toddler 
while scrambling along in this "egg". 
Permanent smiley face . . eyes, nose 
won't come off. Plastic. Wide wheel 
base, steel axles. 20Vax15x14'4 in. 
high. Partly assembled. Ages 1 to 242. 
79 C 44114C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. . . $10.97 

Riding Camper 
47 

Q Just hop on this riding toy. Sound 
the beeping horn on the steering 

wheel as you click-clack down the 
walk. Oversized wheels on sturdy 
steel axles. Plastic with decorative de- 
cals. Seat, 14 in. high. 21x11% in. 
wide. Ages 112 to 3. 
79 C 47527C—Shpz. wt. 4 lbs. ...6.47 

Tyke Bike 

$744 
10 Hop on for a ride. Real chrome- 

plated, high-rise handlebars with 
soft plastic grips. Features contoured 
banana seat with leopard spots. Plas- 
tic. Seat, 714 in. high. 17/gx164x14%4 
REY Partly assembled. Ages 14 
to 3%. 
79 C 4726C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. ....97.44 

Tike Wagon 
toys not $792 шш 

ll Pull along some play things. 
Load Tike Wagon with teddy 

bears, dolls, blocks. Plastic wagon. 
Rounded edges . . won't scratch fur- 
niture. Wide wheelbase, steel axles for 
stability. Pull-cord. 20x14x9 in. high. 
Partly assembled. Ages 1 to 4. 
79 C 44122C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. ...87.92 

Winnie-the-Pooh Shoo-Fly 

$1449 
19 Your toddler will enjoy rocking 

and bouncing in this super Win- 
nie-the-Pooh rocker. Handy play 
tray is great for holding toys. High- 
back contoured seat. All fully molded 
polyethylene. 27x16x19 in. high. Ages 
6 months to 2 years. 
79 C 47529C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. ..$14.49 



"Batter up" with 
two baseball- 
pinball games 

NFL 
Strategy 

$1197 

Electro Bow! 
$1499 

without batteries 

ой pane scans by йй карасы poma 

Two NFL Teams in official Super Bowl uni- 
forms run plays using your strategies. 
HOW TO PLAY: Total Team Control dials in 
each platform base let you set direction for each 
player. Tackles, ends, guards, backs, in five pos- 
ез, move left, right or straight, make sharp turns, 
wide arcs or end sweeps. Switch on game and 
field vibrates sending players off in your pat- 
terns. You set the pace for each play with speed- 
control dial. Automatic timer starts and stops 
with each play. Players may be removed from 
bases for strategy sessions or display. 

Electric Football Game 

HOW TO PLAY: Total Team Control bases de- 
termine movement in each figure. Players 
move left, right, straight, making sharp turns, 
wide arcs or sweeps. 2 quarterbacks carry ball, 
pass and kick by hand lever. Switch on and 
metal field vibrates sending players off. You 
control speed with dial, automatic timer starts, 
stops with each play. 
WHAT YOU GET: Metal field, 26744x1554 in, 
wide, stand with scoreboard, 24 plastic players 
10-yd. marker, down indicator. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed; 110-120-v., 60- 
Hz. AC. 6 w. 6-ft. cord. Not for ages under 8. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 65536C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. ..$9.97 

Electric Baseball 
HOW TO PLAY: Pitch, field via 2 spring-ac- 

tion bat, on vibrating to send 

runners, 

ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed; 110-120- 
60-Hz. AC. 6 watts. 6-foot cord. Not 

recommended for ages under 8 years. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 65072C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. ..$10.87 

Super Bowl 1976 Electric Football Game 
Dallas Cowboys vs. Pittsburgh Steelers 

WHAT YOU GET: Metal gridiron playing field 
31%х17%х3 in. high. Grandstand 12 in. high 
with adjustable scoreboard. 24 plastic figures 
with 2 triple-threat quarterbacks, magnetic 10- 
yd. marker with movable chain marker, magnet- 
ic ball, down marker, 4 goal line flags. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed; 110- 
120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 6 watts. 6-foot cord. Not 
recommended for ages under 8. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 65538C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs... . $15.97 

Bas-Ket. . . levers flip 
the ball into the net 

Here's play action for any "cage" fan. 

WHAT YOU GET: Fiberboard (not wood or 
hardboard) court 20x12 in. wide, 2 score- 

plastic ball. Rules. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 6502—Wt. 2 lbs. 12 ог. ...... $5.33 



(10) Musical Mobile (shown on facing page) 
Winnie-the-Pooh revolves and the bees "fly" round 
and round as his theme song plays. Pooh and bees 
are suspended at end of rod from vertical-support 
shaft with colorful Pooh graphics. Attaches securely 
to any crib. Music box is in bright red balloon. Made 
in Hong Kong. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Rod extends approximate- 
ly 10 inches from shaft. Winnie-the-Pooh measures 
about 6 in. long. Vertical shaft measures 16 in. high. 
FOR AGES: Newborn to sitting up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 47074—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1202. ...89.95 

(11) Busy Box Jr. 

Change picture by turning TV knob . . . see Kanga 
and Winnie, too. Spin the spinning wheel . . . slide 
the speeding train, hear the click-clack. Press Win- 
nie's позе. . . it squeaks. Attaches to side of crib or 
playpen. 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic . . . no loose parts. Mea- 
sures 18x5x2 inches deep. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 47016—Shipping weight 13 ог, .......94.95 

(12) Juggler 

Watch Winnie-the-Pooh juggle all the brightly col- 
ored balls from hand to hand. Baby just has to pull 
on the ring to see him do his trick. Push his tummy 
4; «hear him squeak. Attaches to crib or playpen. 
Made in Italy. 
CONSTRUCTION: Molded plastic. Measures 
8x6¥x1' inches wide. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 2 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 47066—Shipping weight 15 ounces... . . $3.95 

(13) Musical Busy Box® 

Open the sliding door . . . Tigger waves hello. Turn 
the knob on Pooh's music school . . . hear "Winnie- 
the-Pooh" theme song. Baby discovers doors, draw- 
ers and dialing things, delights in reflection from the 
shiny plastic mirror. Clock hand turns and clicks, 
race car slides and clacks. TV knob changes pictures. 
Spinning wheel whirls round 'n round, Attaches easi- 
ly to side of crib or playpen. Helps child develop eye- 
hand coordination. 

CONSTRUCTION: Durable non-toxic plastic . . . no 
loose parts. 14x3x13 in. wide, 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 3 years, 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 44165—Shipping weight 2 bs. 4 oz. ...$9.95 

Busy Box® (not shown) 

Just like Pooh's Musical ima Box® (13) above, ex- 
cept there is no music and knob on school is a 
squeaker, 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 47124—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 3 oz. $6.95 

(14) Baby Roller 
Colorful balls roll around inside while child peeks 
through clear plastic windows. Pooh and his friends 
dance gaily across outside and inside of inflatable 
tube. Made in Taiwan. 
CONSTRUCTION: Soft, flexible plastic. Inflated 15 
inches long, 9!2-inch diameter, 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 47025—Shipping weight 8 ounces. ....$3.95 

(15) Busy Driver® 
Baby can “drive” just like mom and dad. . . there is 
a movable steering wheel, rear view plastic mirror, 
play clock, windshield wiper, horn, glove compart- 
ment, and ignition key (attached). 
CONSTRUCTION: Non-toxic plastic. Measures 
16x8x7 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44673—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 9 oz. ... 



Kitchen Appliances. 

\\\\\\\\\\\ 
(4) Cabinet with shelf 
$1799. 

Every little homemaker should have lots of storage spaci 
т cabinet has see-through plastic sliding doors. Butcner- 

ook counter top 19х14, in. deep, Upper cabinet and 2-door 
lower compartment total 3 cubic feet of storage space. 
ORDER INFO: Accessories, food not incl.: order below or on fac- 
ing page. Unassembled, instructions, 
79 N 10497C—Shipping weight 15 pounds 

тай сабо тал —Ó 

N: Heavy-gauge steel has rolled corners to help protect floor and 
Units backed with plastic-coated corrugated fiberboard. 

(5) Double Sink 
$ 1599 without 

accessones 

Double plastic sink gives room to 
wash your dishes with pretend water. 
Fingertip touch control on movable 
plastic faucet. Storage compartment 
below sink has 2/6 cubic feet of space, 
18x15x28 in. high. 
ORDER INFO: Sink accessories not 
i D order on p. 482. Unassembled, 

78 N 10495C—Wt, t1]bs. .$15.99 

(9) Canned Food Set 

ese goodie 

plastic c 
edges beca 
the top and 

49N 11039 

Blender Set. 

wer motor. 

Recommended for children 3 to 10 years. 

Fill your kitchen cabinets with all 

(10) Kiddymatic* Mixer 

real { blender have 
just pump 

lender to activate 
lever 

Hand mixer, 

atural woodgrained trim 
iances 

old enamel finish witt 
real kitchen api 

when you buy è 
4-piece set А 

Separate tota! $75.96 

when you buy а 3-piece set (B) 

Separate тога! $53.97 

$4897 :: 
Save 53 

when vou buy а 2-piece set (C. 
Separan 

Appliance Combination 

Refrigerator-freezer (2), double- 
cabinet with shelf (4) and double 

embled. Com- 

Shipping weight 61 pounds. 
79 N 10503C4 Se $67.96 
(8) 3- piece Appliance Combination: 

VCLUOES: Double: m range (3), cabinet 
4) and d 5 

N d e Com- 
plete instructions incl 1 

Shipping weight 42 pounds. 
79 N 10502C3 Set $48.97 
(€) 2. piece. Appli ance Combination 

NCLUDES Double-oven range (3) and double 

nstructions incl. 
ping weig! 

79N 10501C2 

(11) You'll be nuts 
about our 
Mr. Peanut* 
Vending Machine 
Bank 

$997 

{OY KITCHENS 

483 



2 - . Move out on our best 13-inch 

а Y» Sidewalk Converta-Bike 

_ Ithas pm g from rear coaster brake 
== Р 

уез 

Slim 13-inch Converta-Bike $19? 
has flashy "Spyder" styling 

Great styling plus durability—this bike's a 
real winner. Chrome-plating gleams on hi-rise 
handlebars, crossbar and fenders. Quilted vi 
nyl banana saddle. 1%-inch semi-pneumatic 
tires on smooth-rolling nylon-bearing wheels. 
Removable 5-inch training wheels. 2-coat 
flamboyant orange finish. 
79 N 87503L—Shpg. wt. 26 lbs. ......$19.99 

Convert from boy's 
to girl's style by 

removing crossbar 

Converta-Bike 
Standard 13-inch $ 16” 

You'll get lots of miles out of this easy-riding ‘The king of the sidewalk bikes. This one has the sl 
bike. It has the same nylon-bearing wheels sportiest look in town. 2-coat flamboyant lime finish . 
and 1%-inch semi-pneumatic tires as our bet- ево chrome-plated “sissy” bar, hi-rise handlebars 
ter bikes. Removable 5-inch training wheels. - and fenders . . glitter vinyl banana saddle, non-slip grips 
Adjustable semi hi-rise handlebars, metal sad- and streamers. Rear coaster brake gives better control— 
dle, bright red enamel finish. i 
79 N 87502L—Shpg. wt. 26 Ibs. .$16.99 

NOTE: Before ordering bikes, be sure to see 
How to Order Correct Size on facing page. O4L— ing cadre p sesers- $24.99 

à 

5 10-inch 10-inch 
er Training Bike Chain-drive Bike 

10” 44” 
Sturdy, good-looking This easy pedaling 10-inch bike 
a perfect first bike. Ad- із loaded with sporty big bike 
justable semi hi-rise features. Gleaming chrome- 

handlebars, metal sad- plated hi-rise handlebars and 
dle. Nylon-bearing fenders, vinyl streamers. 2-coat 
wheels with 1%-inch flamboyant aqua finish. 1%- 
semi-pneumatic tires. inch semi-pneumatic tires on 
Removable 4-inch train- ^ nylon-bearing wheels. Metal 
ing wheels. Red enamel saddle. Removable 4-inch 
finish. training wheels. Gy 

Shipping wt. 16 lbs. Shipping weight 18 pounds. 
79N 87501C ..$10.99 79 N 87506C $14.99 Ф Sears 483 
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Follow the 
lines to 

draw your 
favorite 
character 

Tamod бане scans by cisimas madeteciwicil Gun 

Add back- 
ground to 
Complete 
your own 
comic strip 

Turn this knob 
to draw lines 
left and right 

Turn this knob 
to draw lines 
up and down 

| Tum both knobs 
to draw lines 
diagonally. . 
circles, too 

What a low price for a 
Peanuts? Picture Maker 

Draw Charlie Brown, Lucy. 
Linus and Snoopy just like 

in the comics and on TV 

Draw each Peanuts character in 27 
different poses. Just place one of 12 
plastic picture cards in your picture 

maker, follow the lines and color. Use 
one of 2 background cards to com- 

plete your cartoon. Plastic drawing 
board is 8°/,x16°/, inches wide. Set in- 
cludes 4 colored pencils, pen and pa- 
per. Ages 5 to 12. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
49N Ib. 8 oz, Set $4.64 

66 

Make pictures and designs 
appear under the screen 

Etch-A-Sketch* $283 
Draw designs, geometric shapes, pic- 
tures . . form numbers . . spell words 
~ . all without pencil or paper. It's as 
easy as turning the dials. Shake to 
erase the screen. Plastic frame mea- 
sures 9*/x8x1*/, in. Ages 3 and up. 
49 N 1878—Wt. 1 lb. 100z. ...$283 

Draw millions of ovals, 

squares, trapezoids, circles, 

clovers and perfect 

geometric patterns with 

SPIROGRAPH 

$ 322 $499 

( A and B ) Just follow the patterns 
with your pen . . it's that easy. Pins 

hold patterns to baseboard and paper 
. . they only move when you want 
them to. Get fancy designs by laying 
one pattern over the other. Sets include 
straight and curved pieces, pins, pens, 
paper, baseboard, storage tray, pat- 
terns and complete instruction booklet. 
Ages 4 and up. 

А 31-pc. Spirograph. Make swingin' 
designs with odd-shaped gears. 

49 N 16533—Wt. 11b. 8 oz. .Set $3.22 

Refill. 2 baseboards, 40 sheets, designs. 
49N16299-Shpg. wt. 14 oz. .Set $1.65 

B 61-pc. Super Spirograph. Make 
even more intricate desi; 

49 N 16144—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. Set $4.99 

Refill. 2 baseboards, 40 sheets, designs. 
49 N 16295—WL 1 Ib. 3 02. .Set $1.69 

(ITEMS (1) THRU (5) 
SHOWN OPPOSITE PAGE 

Stuff plastic foam 
into pre-cut felt faces 

end lace together with- 
out needles . . make 
4 Animal Jellibees 

Ornament Maker Set 
1 Who will you assemble first 

- . Loopy Lion, Tusky Ele- 
Bingle Bunny or Piggly 

Pete? Put on eyes, nose and 
mouth with non-toxic glue. . 
make them look just like you 
want. Pre-cut holes for plastic- 
tipped wool yarn. Ages 5 to 12. 
49 М 16663—Wt. 1 lb. ..$2.99 

Just add water to paper 
maché mix. . shape and 

paint your own animal friends" 

Instant Paper Maché 
2 A delight for young sculp- 

tors. Make 6 animals by pat- 
ting paper maché onto heavy 
cardboard press-out forms. 
Then add paint and brush-on 

8 water color paints, glaze, 
paint brush and instructions. 
Ages 5 to 12. 
49N16034-Wt. 11b. 8 0z.$2.49 

Use 12 interchangeable dies 
to make Play-Doh stars, log 
cabins, beads, chains, more 

Fun Factory 

3 Make 12 geometric forms 
from Play Doh modeling 

compound. . place a die in 
plastic Fun Factory and pull 
down handle. Take the shapes 
you've made and build almost 
anything you want. Fun Facto- 
ry is 9 inches long. Two 6-oz. 
cans of Play Doh, 12 dies, trim- 
mer, instructions. Ages 3 to 10. 
Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49N 16535............ $3.99 

Child carves away a soft 
shell that hides a finished 

figure . . when fully "carved" 
figure is ready to paint 

Whittle Away 

4 Now it's easy to get the fun 
of “wood carving” the very 

first time you try. Carve alliga- 
tor, totem pole and antique can- 
non from 3 plastic logs. Plastic 
whittler can’t cut fingers. Non- 
toxic red, blue, yellow paints 
and brush included. Ages 6 to 
10. Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49N 16599 ............ $2.87 

Make mosaics of Mickey 
Mouse, Donald Duck. Pluto 
and the whole Disney gang 

Disney Folk Play Tiles 

5 Just snap plastic tiles into i : 

and designs. You get reusable 
pegtiles in 3 basic shapes and 4 
bright colors (336 in all). Big 
9'Ax11*4-inch pegboard is 
mounted into an inclined plastic 
table easel. Full color instruc- 
tions. Ages 3 to 7. 
49N44596-Wt. 1 Ib. 4 0z. $2.93 
Disney Characters (€) Watt Disney Productions 



ШИШЕ ЕДЕ 
A 10-page collection of play and learn toys 

Compact 

SHOW 'N 

LITTLE LEARNERS 
TELL 

SHOW 'N TELL9 $2995 

with 6-in. 
р H ON O-VI EW ER S by General Electric 

It's like having a color TV set 

of your very own. . watch your 

favorite stories anytime, as 

many times as you want! 

Use it as a regular phonograph too! 

diagonal screen 

and 2-speed 
phonograph 

Full-color pictures change automatically in time to words and music. Plays 

33/3 and 45-rpm records. With synthetic sapphire needle, 45-rpm adapter, 

picture focus lever. Solid state construction means instant warm-up. Built- 

in cooling em helps prevent overheating. Polystyrene case, Includes 

"Tom Thumb” Picturesound" program ‘Capt. Kangaroo not available), UL 

listed. 110-120-volt. cycle AC. Ages 3 and up. 

79 С 16015C — 11x 114x794 in. high. Shipping weight 11 pounds. 529.95 

SHOW 'N TELL with 11-inch diagonal 
screen and 4-speed phonograph 

чрни" $3995 ноу NTEU $4995 
N TELL with AM radio 

Storytelling with big screen full-color pictures 
and sound .. а delightful way to entertain the 
children. Put on record, slide in film strip, flip 
а switch . . pictures that change automat) 
intime to wards and music illustrate the rec 
story. The 4-speed phonograph has synthetic Just put 

sapphire needle and built-in 45-rpm adapter so Y і record on, 

children and teens can play their own records of P slide in full- 

all sizes, Focus lever for sharp pictures. Solid > - Я color film strip. 

state construction means no warm-up wait. о р А Pictures change 

Builtin cooling system helps prevent over- у in time with 

heating. Polystyrene case, 13x12x11 in. high words, music 

With "Tom Thumb” Picturesound* program 
(order Winnie-the-Pooh below), UL listed. 110- 

120-v., 60-с. AC, 

79 C 16378C — Ages 3 and up. Wt. 13 Ibe $39.95 

SHOW 'М TELL with AM Radio. Same as unit 

above but with something extra . ап AM radio, 

79 C 16383C — Shipping weight 13 pounds... ..649.95 

Replacement Needle and Bulb 

Both fit all SHOW 'N TELL Phono- 
Viewers ever sold by Sears. 

Replacement Needle, Synthetic sapphire. 
49 C 16386 —Shpg. wt. 1 ох. $1.39 

Replacement Bulb. 
49 C 16505 —Shpg. wt. loz... $1.49 

22 Picturesound 
Programs for GE SHOW 'N TELL 

Buy any 2 or 
Each $159 TOES ron $149, 

Programs of Walt Disney creations, storybook characters, 

Each has film strip. 7-inch 33'/5-rpm break-resistant rec- 
ord with story on one side, children’s songs on the other 

Buy stand with any SHOW "№ TELL 
Phono-Viewer above and Save $1 

When you buy 
Only $699 SHOW N TELL 49 C 1641— The Three Little Pigs 49 C 1642 Winnie-the-Pooh 

49 C 16412— Cinderella 49 С 16419— Mary Poppins 
» 49 C 16423—The Three Bears 49 C 16416— 101 Dalmatians 

Stand holds any SHOW "№ TELL machine 49 C 16425—Little Red Riding Hood 49 C 16417— Mickey Mouse 
on page. Chrome-plated steel legs. Walnut. 49 C 16422—Jack and the Beanstalk 49 С 16418 Donald Duck 

finished particle board top.. all-around 49 С 16426— Hansel and Gretel 49 C 16435— Bambi 
ledge helps secure machine so it won't 49 С 16827 — Peter Rabbit 49 С 16628 Walt Disney World 

slide off. Storage for Picturesound* рго- 49 С 16415 Alice in Wonderland 49 С 16679— Disney Small World 

grams and all your other records. 15%ах 49 C 16414 Snow White 49 C 16421— The Wizard of Oz 

1544x208 in. high. Wt. 6 Ibs 49 C 16411— Pinocchio 49 С 16429— А Christmas Carol 

70C TREE Dana kiat ea 49 C 16173 Black Beauty 49 C 16438. Night Before Christmas 

Save $1.00 on stand... buy it with any Shipping weight each 4 ounces. Each $1.59; Any 2 or more. each $1.49 

SHOW 'N TELL above. Wt. 6 Ibs. eee Ge GRUT ^ du ias uic St 
79C 16385C- Stand with SHOW 'N TELL 6.99 

Citai Dade scans by айпад йаа Gom 
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Dressy Bessy 
A soft, cuddly friend 
that teaches children 
how to buckle, button, 
tie, lace, snap and zip 

$597 

1 Smiling Dressy Bessy . « 
the doll that’s dressed in 

layers of sewn-on clothing. 
Why's she smiling? Because 
she helps teach your 3 to 6- 
year old children how to 
dress. Your child will not 
only have fun dressing her, 
but will also be developing 
highly important hand and 
eye coordination. 

Dressy Bessy is a big 20 
inches tall. She's made of 
cotton and filled with non- 
toxic, non-allergenic polyes- 
ter fiber. If she gets dirty, 
just wipe her off with a. 
damp sponge. Use your 
phone if you want to order 
her the easiest way of all. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49N44112 $5.97 

Hug-a-Book Dolls 
Each doll has a bedtime 
Story in its tummy. . and 
when the lights go out. 
dolls become huggable 
bedtime companions 

$4924 each 

(2 and 3 ) Children won't 
mind bedtime so much with 
these snuggly storytellers to 
keep them company. Each 
has an 8-page story secure- 

ly stitched to its tummy. 
Stories are in simple lan- 
guage with full color pic- 
tures. Cotton dolls stuffed 
with non-toxic, non-aller- 
genic polyester. Machine 
wash in cold water, dry at 
low heat. Each 12 in. tall. 
For ages 1 to 6. 

Shpg. wt. each 15 oz. 

2 Baby Bear of the Three 
Bears. 

49 N 44096 $494 

3 Little Red Riding Hood. 
49N 44095 $494 

Sewing Basket 
Giant buttons. spools, 
thimbles and "needle" 

$3 33 

“Little tailors” learn to 
sew on buttons. Tape 

measure has holes for sew- 
ing on button and a button- 
hole for buttoning practice. 
Incl. “needle” and thread. 
Put 244-in. spools on right 
pegs, nest 2*4-in. thimbles 
inside each other for a les- 
son in shapes. Ages 2 to 7. 
49 N 44697—Wt. 11b. . 93.33 

PLAYskcok 

of imaginative entertainment 

SESAME STREET™ Muppet Puppets 
(A and B) Hand Muppets that look just like Ernie and 
Bert. Your fingers operate their mouths and hands. Vinyl 
heads, cloth bodies. Instructions. 8 in. tall. Ages 3 to 10. 
(A) 49N44851—Ernie. Shipping weight 1 pound ....$494 
(В) 49N 44852—Bert. Shipping weight 1 pound . 494 

C Cookie Monster. Just use your fingers and hands to put 
him into his act. Fake fur. Instructions. Ages 3 to 10. 

49N 44853—8 in. tall, Shipping weight 10 oz. . 494 

D Big Bird. By using your hands and fingers you can make 
him open his beak, flap his wings and bend his neck. Just 

follow instructions and put him into his act. Felt, plastic, 
feathery fake fur. 19 in. tall. Recommended for ages 3 and up. 
49 н 44146—Shipping weight 1 lb, 8 ол................ $8.94 

T.M. “SESAME STREET" is a trademark of 
Children's Television Workshop. 

Push-button SESAME STREET!" 
Push the buttons. . characters pop up. 

and Big Bird whizzes out in his car 

E Ernie, Bert, Oscar, Cookie Monster and Big Bird all live 
in this push-button Sesame Street house and provide a 

fun lesson in shapes for your preschooler. Each of the 5 
characters pop out of their hiding places for a surprise visit 
when you punch their buttons, All characters remove from 
the house and sit on their buttons for even more exciting 
play. House and characters made of durable plastic. Stands 

TUFF STUFF® 
Shoppin' Basket 

$1 193 

5 “Junior shoppers” can push 
around this cart just like 

grown-ups do at the market. 
Comes with 12 colorful plastic 
grocery items. . each marked 
with its name on back. TUFF 
STUFF® plastic cart has steel 
axles and molded plastic 
wheels. Built-in shelf. Partly as- 
sembled. 16x12x14' in. high. 

Shipping weight 6 lbs. 9 oz. 
49N 44202—Ages 2 to 5. .$11.93 

14x8'4x9 inches high. Recommended for ages 3 to 7. 
49 N 44411—Shipping weight 3 рошпдв............... $6.94 

Li'l Mixer Set 
See-thru mixer with gears 

and beaters that turn 

$297 

Your "little chef" will be occu- 
pied for hours whipping up pre- 

tend food delights. An easy trigger- 
action turns gears and beaters. 
Strong plastic construction. And 
since it's see-thru, your child can 
see how gears work together and 
cause motion. Incl. mixing bowls, 
measuring cup and spoon. 
5\%х2х7\ inches high. Ages 2 to 5. 
49N44082—Wt. 14 oz. ....... $297 



Hippo Sink 

Play toaster 

plugs into tail 
play toast 
pops up 

$995 

Sold only at Sears . . 
Penguin Refrigerator 

$995 

Turtle Stove 
Play clock teaches little — X 
cooks how to tell time 
with movable hands 

$995 

Kitchen appliances are lovable animals in this 

ZOODLELAND 
KITCHEN CABOODLE 

when you buy appliances $ 
Sa Ve n. rin in a set 

5029.8 B^ 576% 

setof3 

(1 thru 3) Just add a dash of imagination and a pinch of fantasy to 
this playtime kitchen collection for hours of kooky cooking fun. АП 
Zoodleland appliances are made of break-resistant washable polypro- 
pylene and high-impact plastic. For ages 2 to 7 years. 
79 C 45028C—Set of three. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. Set $26.85 
1 Hippo Sink. Faucet handles turn. Sink has plug, pullout drawer. 

Towel. Includes animal-shaped cookie cutters, rolling pin, hippo 
bowl and toaster with 2 pieces of play toast. 15x10x16 in. high. 
79 C 45032C—Shipping weight 4 pounds $9.95 

Turtle Stove. Has removable burners . . heads turn like knobs 
plus the oven door really opens. Includes turtle frying pan, teapot, 

casserole and lid and cooking spoon. 1234x8V2x1854 inches high. 
79 C 45012C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 59.95 

3 Penguin Refrigerator. Penguin pitcher. In the een find 4 clear 
plastic ice cubes with colorful animals inside. Includes 4 break- 

apart colored eggs, 1 juice bottle, 1 milk bottle. ee Ses in. high. 
79 C 45025C—Shipping weight 4 pounds s... 69.95 

Р" Pick Pick e. 
A TUFF STUFF® TOYS $944 ei, 

| aos pti 4 Vacuum Sweeper. Now clean- 5 Lawn Mower. Youngsters Me 
up time can be playtime too! 

You can pretend you're vacuuming 
ж the floor while picking up your 

- toys. Youngsters will enjoy picking 
up blocks and small toys. Foam 
rubber paddle throws toys into vac- 
uum bag. Plastic base. 36 in. high. 
Ages 3 to 7. Toys not incl. 
79 C 45035C—Wt. 3 Ibs. .... 

[5] 

..$944 

484 850 

Cutsiod раве scans by chyisimas-murselechwücul ton 

from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 

can pretend they are mow- 
ing the lawn and pick up toys. 
Foam rubber paddle revolves, & (o 
throwing toys into grass-catch- 
er bag. Picks up toys small as a 
marble or as large as a baseball. [5] 
Plastic base. 36 in. high. Ages 3 
to 7. Toys not incl. 
79 C 45013C—Wt. 3 Ibs. ...99.44 S 



Mr. Mouth?" 
by Tomy 
$791 ze 

battery 

to all your chips be- 
. Mouth's lips and 

le opens and closes fis mouth 
his head rotates for challenging 

competition. 
WHAT HE'S MADE OF: Plastic, 
13x13x5! in. high with plastic chips. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: jo 
one "C" battery жин гк == .Or- 

package at top of 
Reese ор о аспа 802246797 

Сой pane scans by байлаа кареы conn 

( 1 and 2) Floor-model 
Pinball Games 

HOW THEY WORK: Lift steel ball 
from d surface with 
ubmarine 

flash, bells ring and automatic 

100,000 . . . reset button returns it to 

WHAT THEY'RE o Hide 

FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 

(1) Aces of the Sky 
. . electrically-operated 

This machine includes features listed 
above tilt light and larger play- 
ing than game 

— and 
multiple scoring tracks for added ex- 
citement. Uses standard | household 
current . . . needs no batteries. 
DIMENSIONS: 30х15х43 inches high. 
Playing surface is 26 i high. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed; 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 4.5 watts. Six- 
foot cord. Not recommended for chil- 
dren under 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unas- 
sembled . . . instructions inclu 
79 М 65121L—Wt. 17 Ibs. . .$29.99 

(2) Battery-operated 
Action Pinball 

Includes features listed above plus 

11 scoring bumpers. 

DIMENSIONS: 29x14x43 inches high. 
Playing surface is 27 inches high. 

тни 

ORDERING INFO: Needs 4 "D" bat- 
teries (not incl., ж 2 pkgs. below, 

mailed takes 15-Ib. “ate; see p. 276. 
79N Lunge 14 bs. . > Ba 97 

ine "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 
юм N (46996 Wt 11 ог. Pkg. р 169 

Mystery Maze by Marx $997 

ij maze to work 
marbles into to concealed 
scorer. Try to beat timer, 
ees Uncover point 
value tray to discover 

-scoring winner. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF 

16х5 in. high 

ES] Agee 6 to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 65307С....89.97 

Whirlwind $588 

2 games in опе. . play with board 
standing or lying on flat surface 

Score points as spinning marbles fly 
into chutes, each with different 
point value . . . one marble in each 
of six chutes doubles your score. 

scorer wins. 
WHAT IT’S MADE OF: Plastic case, 
21x12x1% in. deep with marbles. 
FOR AGES: 4 years to adult. 
силан INFORMATION: Partly 

tx ушаш ind. 
wt. 3 bei 7 

49N 8552. ».2«:42:08.08 

Pinball Games with flashing lights, 
ringing bells and automatic scoring 

$ 1 997 RM 

TICK $ 44 TICK Frenzy by Marx 13 

Challenge your coordi- 

balls down steps to 
high-scoi chutes. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF 

| Plastic case, 6x1412x22 
in. high; 6 steel balls. 
FOR AGES: 6 and up. 
ORDERING INFO: o Part 

Гу EO: 

TE 79 N SE ICSC $13.44 

Junk Yard 

$922 

flippers and ball to knock Use pinball-type 
off "junk" targets. Winner scores most 
points without breaking “windows”. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic ret 
1934x1614x9 in. high with 
FOR AGES: 7 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled, instr. incl. 
79 N 6557 1C—Shpg- cep ү 5922 



(1) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Busy Bath* 2725 

Pull lever down and release to draw water 
from tub up thru tube and out Pooh's mouth. 
Turn his head to the right and he spins the 
water wheel . . . turn it to the left and he 
makes the carousel turn. Dial controls speed 
of seesaw water dump. Removable magic 
play cup converts from a regular cup to à 
shower cup by turning inside dial. Attaches 
to tub by straps with suction cups at ends. 
CONSTRUCTION: Non-toxic plastic, Mea- 
sures 12x4x10 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 44447—Shipping weight 2 lbs. .$7.95 

HOORAY... it's 

F- 

(2) Winnie-the- 
Pooh Busy Bubble™ $323 

Have loads of fun with this colorful 
and exciting bubble in the tub, crib or 
popa. Rock the bubble and gleeful- 
ly watch as Pooh and his hunny pot 
spin one way while colored balls swirl 
and spin in opposite direction. Bubble 
is air and water tight and it even 
floats. 
CONSTRUCTION: Non-toxic plastic. 
9x4% inches high. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 2 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION.: 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 С 47026............... $3.95 

ath time! 

Po 

(3) Tubby 
Turtle $444 

Put him in the tub and 
watch him float. When he 
fills with water, he turns up- 
right and bobs his head up 
and down. Lift Tubby out 
and see the water spout 
from his sides. Out of water, 
Tubby is a roly-poly too. 
CONSTRUCTION: Non-tox- 
ic plastic. 7x5 inches wide. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 7 oz. 
49C47216 ...... $4.44 

Just say “Charge It” when you phone your order. see page 303 

Busy Faces® $684 
Su ime chime by its teacup 
handle ears. Tinkles tunefully when jig- 
gled, while eyes bounce. Eyelids open зди 

story! 
bapapa's latest adventures. 

CONSTRUCTION: Non-toxic vi- 
nyl. 9 inches high. 
FOR AGES: Newborn to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

and close, nose squeaks, tongue clicks, 
hat spins. Turn it around and use the 
shinny plastic mirror. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Measures 
Bx8x10 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 2 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 44346—Wt.21bs.1402. ...96.84 49С47116............ $4.95 GRDENNG INFORMATION 

Barbapapa С ht ©1977 Ar üpping weight 1 pound 14 ounces, 
478 [vd Tison and Talos Тау. 2 е 49C "47035 үүн ИЕЛ i 
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MEET 
SMS PAMA 

> m 

J N 
BARBAPAPA™ $495 

He’s soft, cuddly and when 
give him a squeeze he makes 

sounds. You also get a 

Winnie-the-Pooh 

'ooh spins al 

Push'N Pop 
$395 

Get loads of fun from this push toy that 
lets you see and hear the action. You can 

. view Winnie-the-Pooh through the clear 
describing one of Bar- — plastic bubbles. As you push forward, 

inside. Brightly colored 
balls tumble and spin around, causing a 
“popping” noise with every turn. 
CONSTUCTION: Plastic handle and bub- 
bles. Wooden balls. Stands 20 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 4 years, 

Winnie- 
the-Pooh 
Nesting 
Blocks... 

Stack to 
nearly 

3 feet 
high 

Blocks fit 
inside one 
another 
for neat 
storage 

Here's a delightful collection of 10 
non-toxic, hollow stacking blocks. 
Blocks are decorated with Pooh char- 
acters from the Hundred Acre 
Woods, numbers, letters of the alpha- 
bet and other familiar objects. Helps 
develop coordination and dexterity. 
CONSTR.: Laminated chipboard in 
sizes up to $x6¥ inches. Fit inside 
one another for easy storage. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 p 2—Wt. 21bs. 2 oz. . $4.95 

Match base 
with right 
shape in truck 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Shape-Fitter Truck $5 95 
Pooh bobs from side to side as 
truck is pulled or pushed along. 
Each of Pooh's six friends stands on 
a different shaped base. Truck bed 
has openings with corresponding 

You try to set each charac- 
ter into the matching spot. 
CONSTRUCTION: Non-toxic plas- 
tic. Truck 9x414x514 inches high. 
Figures 3 inches high. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 45348—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $5.95 



DELUXE MOLDED PLASTIC APPLIANCES 
Need NO TOOLS for assembly ...(A thru C) have smooth, rounded corners, plus all these features 

@ Overhead micro-oven styled [5] Double-wall construct: 
door with "clock timer on every item 

Spice rack decoration above [6] See thru window 

clicking” dial knobs dish basket inside 

3 Freezer compart © Simulated ceramiccooktop Ө 
Pretend radi 

Q Full front "smoked assatte plays 
plastic door 
shelf inside O Water dispense 

Save 
57 

when you buy 

(A), (B) and C) Refngerator: 
Freezer alone 

$2899 
Order by separate without 

Katalog numbers and prices accessories 

Sink/Dish. 
washer alone 

Race — = buy (A), 
psy: (В), (C) and D) $2649 = mm 

264 ssas 58635 aj ES Order by werte $1888 
catalog numbers and prices RD 

accessones 

(Athru D) Deluxe molded plastic Appliances. FOR 2 to 8 yrs. 
CONSTRUCTION: (A thru C) Durable rotational ded plastic. Double-wall 
constr. for added strength. Smooth, rounded соп (D) Molded plastic. All 
partly assembled. 

(А) Double-oven Range with Microwave Oven. Smooth simulated ceramic 
cooktop has 4 "burners." Knobs “click” when turned. Lower oven has full see 
thru “smoked” door and shelf inside. Measures 17 6 in. high 
79 М 10755L—Double-oven Range. Shpg. wt. 15 lbs. . .. Bought alone $26.49 
Price for (A) when you buy it with (B) and (C), or (B), (C), and (D) $24.16 

(B) Sink/Dishwasher Unit. Has "pretend" faucet. Dishwasher door has full 
see-thru window with shelf and dish baske! 7! 4x132 x23 in. high. 
79 N 10752L—Sink/Dishwasher Unit bs. .Bought alone $20.99 
Price for (В) when you buy it with (A) and (C), or (A), (C) and (D) #18. 
(С) Refrigerator/Freezer. Doors open separately. Water dispenser really 
works. Simulated panel with “radio/cassette player." 18x14x36 in. high. 
79 М 10753L-Refrigerator/Freezer Unit. Wt s.....Bought alone $28.99 
Price for (C) when you buy il with (A) and (B), or (A), (B) and (D. $26.65 
(0) 3-piece Table/Chair Set. Table is 23! 3x17*4x18 in. high. S 
chairs: seat height is 10 in. Easy snap-lock assembly 

Just flip a switch and mix up 
your favorite treats in these 
colorful kitchen appliances 

t includes 2 

Whip up 79 N 90296C—3-pc. Table/Chair Set. Shpg. wt. 13 lbs. . Bought alone $18.88 
delicious i Price for (D) when you buy it with (A), (B) and (C $16.88 
this Blender 

(E andF) Mixer and Blender 4 years and йр. 
CONST E) Base, head, b: 
operation. Front lig 
Beater re at high and low speeds. 1 

Each requires 2 "D" batteries: order package sold below. 

bowl made of plastic for smooth 
F) All piastic. 

49 N 11027—Mixer (F) 49 N 1149—Blender 
Shipping weight 1 pound Each $5.99 
49 N 46996—"D" Batteries. Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. Pkg. 1.39 

(G) pc. Cook 'п Serve Set. FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
SET LUDES: Plastic replicas of CORN 3 WARE? items. “Spice о’ Lif 
pattern. 6 each of the following: 414 
knives, forks, spoons, 
napkin holder, creamer and sug 

plates, saucers, c 
s. Also coffee 

red serving dishes, 
uten: set. 

OR ING INFORMAT 
484 49 N 11815— Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces Set $5.99 
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Chain-driven Tractor and 
Trailer of heavy-duty steel 

Save *4.00 

Buy Tractor and Trailer 

Tractor only Trailer only 

26^ a67 
(1 and 2 ) Separately $33.98. Ball-bearing 
chain drive means you pedal smooth and fast. 
Rugged 12-inch semi-pneumatic tires on rear, 
8-inch dual front wheels with molded rubber 
tires for long wear and smooth running. Life- 
like details, too. Has 4 spark plugs with “wires”. 
Comfortable seat is adjustable for different leg 
lengths. Tractor has trailer hitch with pin. 
Trailer has 8-inch wheels with molded rubber 
tires. Tailgate opens to unload. Tractor is 
Mustang orange with black and white trim; 
38 inches long, 24 inches wide, 27 inches high. 
Trailer is Mustang orange with white trim; 23 
inches long, 11 inches wide. Shipped partly 
assembled. Tractor with trailer or tractor alone 
sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 М 85028N2—Shipping wt. 51 Ibs. Set $29.98 
(1) Tractor only. 
79 N 86008N—Shipping weight 40 lbs... 26.99 
(2) Trailer only. 
79 N 86085C—Shipping weight 11 Ibs..... 6.99 

Steel Coaster Wagons 
with fire engine red 

enamel finish 

The "500" with 
ball-bearing wheels 

10% 

6 
The "400" 

$g 
The “300" 

$6? 5 "500" Wagon. Double-disc steel wheels with 
ball bearings give smooth ride, last longer. Steel 

construction withstands rough treatment. 10x1.50- 
in. puncture-proof tires, push-on hub caps, fit grip 
handle. 36x1714x414 in. deep. 
79 № 85511L—Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 29 Ibs. $10.99 

"400" Wagon. Nylon-bearing wheels. 834x1.25- 
in. leak-proof tires. 34x1514x4 inches deep. 

79 М 85512C—Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 23 Ibs. $8.99 

"300" Wagon. Nylon-bearing wheels. 7x1.25-in. 
leakproof tires. 28x13x314 inches deep. Unassembled. 
79 N 85502C—Shipping weight 18 pounds. .. . $6.99 

Wooden Stake Wagons 
Remove the wooden side panels 

and use as a coaster wagon 

(3 and 4 ) Finest hardwood weather-protected with varnish. 
Puncture-proof semi-pneumatic tires and nylon bearings 
that never need oiling give a smooth ride. Parts smoothly 

finished. Steel chassis. Double-disc steel wheels. Push-on 
hub caps. Fit-grip handles. Unassembled. 

3 Country Squire Wagon. 38x18x10-in. body. Seminole 
red front stakes; natural-finish rear stakes and body. 

79 Н 85506L— 10x1.50-in. tires. Shpg. wt. 38 Ibs... . . . $17.87 

Bronco Stoke Wagon. 30x1534x734-in. body. Red stakes. enamel finish. Fenders and aluminum handle have 
79 N 85505C—7x1.25-in. tires. Shpg. wt. 23 lbs... $13.99 white enamel finish. Flip-down stand, foot brake. 

Scooter 38x13x34 inches high. 10x1.50-in. tires. 
484 [Sears | renos 79 N 85509C—Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs. $6.87 

Tatai padé scans by dieisimasnisetedimical Gom 

GT Scooter has blue metallic 
finish and sporty Mag wheels 

$687 

Mag wheels have ball bearings that give you a 

smooth ride, last longer. Body has metallic blue 



ч: 

ETE 

Squeeze out colors. . they burst, expand, $399 

ripple, run and stop at the heavy black lines 

Here's "color-burst" painting that lets you put exciting psychedelic flair into 
5 pop-art posters and a United States wall map! Just squeeze color drops. 
onto especially prepared paper, then watch them change and ooze wildly to 
fill the space. They only stop spreading when they reach the black “resist 
lines." Set includes 6 big posters, five 1-ounce bottles of non-toxic Dream 
Drops paint and paint brush to add texture as the paints dry. Ages 6 to 12. 
49 № 16439—Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces......... 2c BEES3.99. 

2м 

Make colorful pictures and light them up 

9899 
* Square. triangular and rectangular pegs in 7 vibrant colors 

* 16 pre-printed picture guides to get you started 

eluxe Lite-Brite 

Position peg screen over guide sheet on 8*4x13*/-inch wide frame, then turn on 
the light. Pegs glow as you insert them and wondrous pictures “come to life," 
Includes 16 pre-printed picture sheets, 16 blank sheets and 312 pegs. Uses 25- 
watt light bulb (not included). Sa on-off switch UL-listed. Ages 4 to 12. 
49 N 16445-Shipping weight 4 pou Set $8.99 

49 N 16446-Deluxe Refill Kit. 216 pegs, 12 picture guides. Wt. 9 oz. Kit 2.77 

T o. E 
& f 

Peg-A-Lite $499 

* Round pegs in 8 bright colors * 3 pre-printed picture guides 

Round pegs "light up" when inserted into 15x10-inch wide frame. Even has 
compartments to store the 400 different-colored pegs. Vou get 3 pre-printed 
and pre-punched picture guides that help create a beautiful picture . . or make 
up your own pictures on ordinary cardboard . . then light them up! Plastic with 
UL-listed on-off swi safety plug. 15-watt bulb not included. Ages 4 to 12. 
49 № 16536—Shipping weight 3 pounds i Set $4.99 
49 N 16677—Refill Kit. 400 pegs, 6 cards. Wt. 1 Ib. . Kit 1.87 
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“Monkeys EASY TALK SETS 

climb trees - = Hear the names and sounds of 

chatter, cm | © your favorite animals or learn 

chatter” about time with cassette players 
E3 extra cassettes available 

Easy Taik $A QQ without 
ots each battery 

® лили ai ( 1 and 2) Each set includes player and 2 cassettes. 
№ Snap in cassette, turn pointer to any picture and 

press button. Plastic players, each 7х6х3'/, inches 
high. Each uses 1 "C" battery (not included) order 
package below. Japan. Ages 4 to 7. Use with extra 
cassettes ( 3 thru 5 ), order below. 

Animal Talk. Names and sounds of 16 animals. 
49C 16011—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. Set $4.99 

Clock Talk. One cassette tells time every hour, 
x the other in 5 minute intervals. 
3 F aue 49C 16508—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 9 oz. ESL] 

(1 49 C 4693-"C" Batteries. Pkg. (6), Wt. 8 oz. .Pkg. 1.39 

(3 thru 5 ) Extra Cassettes fit (1) or (2) above. 
t. 13.02 р, (3) 49C16399— of pm 

(4) 49C16398. Wt 1 
POP-OP-TIC (5) 49C16397. 10 t 199 
Storyteller 

See 3-D illustrated story 
as you hear it on record 

$299 

Cut $1.00. Was $3.99. Put 33'4-rpm 
record on phonograph (not incl.) and lis. 
ten to the story as you turn knobs on 
lighted viewer to see it in 3-dimension. 7 
inch record, full-color story roll of tle 
Red Riding Hood”. Plastic, paper, 
T'AXTVAX2'/, in. high. Uses 2 "C" batteries 
order pkg. above right. Ages 3 to 7. Ja 
pan. Like everything else in Sears books, 
it's so easy to order by telephone. 
49 C 16648—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz $2.99 

Refill Set. “Cinderella” and “A Christ 
mas Carol". 2 story rolls, 2 records. 
49 C 16649—Shpg. wt. set 6 oz.. Set $1.99 "Eleven 

forty” 

Learning is hearing and seeing 
play a record and follow the story in a book with lots of pictures 

6 Easy Letters. Teaches child to recognize and pro- 8 Potty Pal. Helps train child. Incl. 33'/4-rpm record, 
nounce letters of the alphabet. Characters on em washable vinyl case, cotton training pants, “I'm Pot- 

bossed letter cards teach phonetic sounds of letters, tell — ty Trained” badge. Pamphlet for parents. 
stories about letters on records. Set of three 33'/4-rpm 49С 16072—Ages 1 to 4. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. Set $2.99 
records, cardboard cards, vinyl cases. Ages 3 to 7 4 IRR 18 Easy Time. Helps teach child to tell the hours and 
49€ 16349—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 15 oz. Sas 9 the minutes. Includes 33'/,-rpm record, book with 

Hurry the Hare character, vinyl case. Ages 5 to 8. бгатта Tells stories, rhymes and poems as child 
follows along in wipe-off, vinyl-covered book, plastic “9С 6369— Shipping weight 12 oz. Sather 

stick-ons. Each with 33'/,-rpm record. Ages 2 to 8. 10 3:sPeed Winnie-the-Pooh Phonograph. Plays all 
49C 16626—Mother Goose. Wt. set 14 oz. Set $2.99 records on this page. See page 479 for details. 

49 C 16624— Cinderella. Wt. set 14 oz. Set 299 49C66445—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $9.99 E 
MKOGAE 
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d offers you a 
tasty sip. Tigger 
**clicks'' and Owl 
“tweets” from the 
the tree. Piglet, K. 

row open 
s with hap- 

and 
"squawks". 

The tree is made of 
g plastic and 

п 7х5х9 inches 
high ported from 
Hong Kong. For all 
Winnie-the-Pooh's pals 

to 4 years old. 
erything else 

in Sears books, it's so 

49 N 44073 $6.47 

ULE EARNERS 
Mystery-action Locomotive 

and paper play money receipt pad and play money 

For your budding business tycoon . . This deluxe cash register rings up sales. 
a push-button cash register that looks Írom 1c to $1.00 with 13 keys including a 
like the real thing. Ring up sales by "No Sale" key. Amount is visible from. 
pushing any of 9 numbered keys . front of register. When you push а sepä- 

Smokestack billows out white clouds, headlight glows and whistle amount pops up and bell rings. rate lever to open cash drawer, bell auto- 
announces the arrival of this mysterious engine. Made of durable Amount is visible from front and matically rings. Receipt pad and holder 
steel and plastic. Measures 914x2'2x5'% inches high. Uses 2 “D” back. Push separate buttons to open on side to figure bills. Paper play money 
batteries, order package below. Imported from Japan. For little drawer or clear previous sales, With incl. 79x6*4x7 5% in. high. Ages 3 to 8. 

engineers ages 2 to 6. paper play money. 6*&x65$x7 in. 49 N 16043—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 0z. ... $4.95 
49 N 44072—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces ... ...94.97 high. Ages 3 to 8. 
49 N 46995—" ” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. ....Pkg. 149 

саб pace scans by атас ЖОНУ 

Push-button model 
with 11 keys 

49 М 16042—Wt. 2165. 3 oz. 

Deluxe chrome-plated 
front model with 13 keys, 

1399 



Li'l Camper 
Wilderness Set 

Here's lots of gear for the 
little backyard hiker or explorer 

exclusive at Sears 

$1199 тл 
Pack up your camping gear 
here's a tough 10-piece set of 
weather-resistant plastic. Complete 
outfit has 84x11x3¥-in. backpack, 
trail belt with compass in buckle, 
pup tent and poles, canteen, axe, 
shovel, whistle and flashlight (uses 
2 "D" batteries, not included, order 
package separately below). 

For long excursions carry all 
equipment in the backpack . . even 

tent and poles can be folded for 
packing. Tent sets up to 24x33x16 
inches high. When you're scouting 
on foot carry along the tools you'll 
need in the trail belt. Ages 3 to 8. 
49 C 44158—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. .811.99 

Alkaline “D” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 C 46996—Wt. 11 oz. .. Pkg, $1.49 

Big Driver Dashboard 

Hop behind the wheel . . turn the ignition key, shift the 4-speed gear and 
takeoff on your patrol just like a real policeman. Keep your eye on the 
speedometer needle . . it really moves as you turn steering wheel. 

Honk your horn or turn the crank on the play siren to let them know 
you're coming. Call police headquarters or other patrol cars on the click- 
ing push-button play "mike". A glove compartment opens to store your 
travel and emergency needs. Measures 131x714x814 inches high. Made 
of durable plastic. Partly assembled. No batteries are needed to operate 
the Big Driver Dashboard. Recommended for ages 3 to 7 years. 
49 C 44464—Shipping weight 2 pounds . $9.95 

Airplane Captain 

Last Christmas was $9.95. You're the Captain! Slide 3-speed throttle 
into take-off position and away you go. Turn airplane-type steering 
wheel . . TEE EON. An. Сеш риш has кааш. meters, 

. Antenna aids imagined contact with ground control tower. 
Handy glove compartment, windshield and wings. Plastic, 20х7х61 in. 
high. Partly assembled. Ages 3 to 7. 
49 C 44465—Shipping weight 2 pounds .................... .... $7.95 

Catalog раве scans by Аннас тите con 

More than 50 pieces each 

( 1 and 2) Each deluxe kit includes 
chrome-look plastic pieces: stetho- 
scope, thermometer, microscope, 
earscope, blood pressure gauge, hy- 
podermic needle, tweezers, scissors, 
wristwatch, 4 pill boxes, bottles, 
jars, beakers, pans and eyeglasses. 
College diploma, eye charts, pre- 
scription slips, appointment slips, 
health records. Instruction sheet. 
From Hong Kong. For ages 3 to 8 
years. Not recommended for ages 
under 3, due to small parts. 

Kits for 
young Doctors 
and Nurses 

Your on 

$423 

Doctor Kit. Also includes an 
arm band, plastic dental mirror, 

knee tapper and spatula. All in 
black plastic attaché-style carrying 
case with latch. Measures 
13 4x974x27$ inches. 
49 C 4507—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $4.95 

Nurse Kit. Also includes nurse 
cap, plastic hot water bag, food 

tray and utensils. Red vinyl shoul- 
der strap case, 113/4х734х35% inches. 
Bear not included. 
49 C 4506—Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 5495 

Doctor-Nurse Kit $295 

Includes stethoscope, eye test chart, 
toy watch, microscope, and more. 
Black plastic case, 12!2x10x2 inches 
high. Hong Kong. Ages 3 to 8. Not for 
ages under 3, due to small parts. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 C 44577 $2.95 

тисом 485 KDEGAL 



Moving 
Monster 
Blaster 

without $966 шш, 
Zap a monster on the 
run. Use blaster to pro- 
ject a target on smooth 
surface in darkened 
room and shoot the 
monsters before they 
"get away". 

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET: High-impact plastic 
blaster measures 19х51/5х10 inches high, flash- 
light bulb, targets, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORE INFO: Requires three “С” batteries 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. PUN 
49 N 46997—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. Ps. $1.39 

Hit 2 wing targets 
to "down" opponent 

Maneuver famous World War I biplane right 
or left with control stick . . . press fire button 
to shoot илен bali ammo and "down" 
opponent . 

ED СЫ in. $ 
ed shooters, 15 steel balls, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled 
«a . instructions 
79 М 6555C—Shipping weight 5 lbs. .$12.84 

Last 
Chance 

5897 
NP 

First one to hit rolling puck into scoring pocket 
within 5 shots is winner. 
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET: Plastic е, Ife wok eiii 
in. high; 2 guns, 4 pucks, 10 steel balls, labels, 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: pun assembled. 
79 М 65292C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. -$8.97 
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(1) Big Shot Arcade 
Test your shootin’ eye with a rapid-fire 
single-shot pistol for shooting action 

just like an amusement park 

WHAT prs MADE OF: Fully-enclosed hi; 
with pistol measures КҮЧТҮ Г inches 

Ege pellets. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORM AHON: Partly assembled . 
instructions are 
79 N 65185С- Shipping weight 9 De. mr $17.49 

(2) Magic Shot Shooting Gallery 
It's fully enclosed so you won't lose pellets 

WHAT IT'S eee OF. Plastic 
measures 14x91 9x81, ут 9 istol 

FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
Abg INFORMATION: 
9 М 65776—Shpg. wt. 2 з. 120z. ........ $9.97 

There's just 
опе way to 

stop gunslinging 
Sam 

shoot him in 
the chest 

with a table 
tennis bal! 

up fly his 
hands, off 

falls his hat 

Showdown 
Sam 

W $1095 zzz 

Lower big, bad Sam's arms . . . he walks through the swing- 
ing doors with his guns drawn and down a numbered board. 
Shoot him quickly and score more points to win. If Sam reach- 
es the end of the street, say your prayers, pardner. 
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET: Plastic ball-shooting gun, 5 hollow 
plastic balls, cardboard score mat. Plastic Sam with metal 
mechanism is 4x514x11 inches high. From Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING UNEORMAT ION: Requires 2 "C" batteries (not in- 
duded . . . order package above at left). 
49 N 6528 Борца weight 3 pounds 12 ounces ..$10.95 

Shooting Gallery 

$997 

“ә 

Saftee Darts 
Stick like magic $376 

Play darts without damaging walls. 
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET ron 

ex "y = top snd. bottom supporte 
measures 17!4x15 inches. Three 

дей plastic darts are tipped with 
‘elcro® strips to stick to nylon, and 

they're weighted for accuracy. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

etl 11 oz. Shipping 
49N 65727 MS $376 



Push ’n Pull Playtime Friends 

Oscar 
the 

Grouche 

$457 

HOW IT WORKS: Squeeze bulb and lid pops up. 
peers out of his garbage can and makes a 

“grouchy” Oscar noise. Wheels click as they turn. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. 514x414x614 in. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 45308—Shipping weight 1 lb. ....... $4.57 
©1977 Children's Television Workshop. 
Muppet Characters, ©Muppets, Inc. 

Р: eur 9292 

Tuffy Turtl 
Pull Along 

Puzzle 

Саш pane scans by dialas nmarsetediwical соп 

HOW IT WORKS: Push or pull this happy clown 
and watch his head bob about. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. 11%; inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 45335—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. . $5.66 

Phone ordering's a quick 
and easy way to buy 

(1) Push'n Go™ Fire Truck 
HOW IT WORKS: Push down on driver's head with the palm 
of your hand and watch truck go racing off. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. SV ax SA inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 45302—Shipping 
(2) Tuffy Turtle Pull Along Puzzle 

brightly colored removable pieces. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ШОНО INFORMATION: 

C 45323—Shipping 
m Queen Buzzy Bee 

antennae and nylon leash. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Little $487 
Digger" 

weight 12 ounces .... 

WHAT YOU GET: 10x3x8-inch high plastic puzzle with 6 
4 bs sh or pull on large Siping weight 11b. 13 oz. 

wheels when completed. Helps develop coordination and $ 

weight 1 pound 3 ounces. . 

HOW IT WORKS: Pull the leash and hear her buzz, see her 
wings whirl and watch her antennae quiver. 
WHAT [ән MADE OF: F: Wood bot with plastic wings, spring 

49 C 45264—Shipping weight 5 ounces ..... 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Pull-Mee* 

HOW IT WORKS: Simply pull the string or give 
him a push. Pooh turns from side to side while 
Steering his car. Wheels make “ " sound as 
they roll along. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Polyethylene car. Soft vinyl 
Pooh. Nylon string. 10x6x9 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44164—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz. ..$5.95 

(4) Digger™ the Dog 
Digger actually walks with vs 
ish and he үзүр ‚Де i qos pe 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF; Plastic with 
high. prete $2.92 spring mechanism. 13хбх5 in. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(5) Little Digger™ 
Now theres a a little companion to 

HOW IT WORKS: Just give him a 
push off he goes. 
WHAT IT’S MADE OF: Plastic with 
spring mechanism. Measures 
734x44x44 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING Шкенан 
атт, зеле ounces. 

49C44062................ $4.87 

..82.87 

Keep on trackin’ 
with these 

lovable hounds 



*We don't want Mom and Dad to have that's three 

(1) Kombi Kitchen. Refrigerator, sink and oven unit. 
CONSTR: Hardboard, wood. Surface painted with non-toxic 
paint. Refrigerator and freezer doors have silk-screened pic- 
tures of food on inside, 2 shelves. Storage shelf below sink. 
Knobs on sink turn. 45x12!2x31! , in. high overall. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. Order access. below 
79N 1168L—Shipping weight 36 pounds $34.99 

(2) 30-pc. Foots People Set. Plastic service for 4. 
SET INCLUDES: 4 each knives, forks, spoons, paper napkins. 
Cups, 1 teapot and 1 sugar bowl with cover and 1 creamer 
all decorated with smiling face and feet. 1 napkin holder. 4 
plates, 414-іп. diameter with smiling faces. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 11811—Shipping weight 13 ounces Set $3.99 

(3) Supermarket Food Set. Go on a shopping spree! 
SET INCLUDES: 26 plastic pieces. 2 milk bottles, 2 pop bot- 
tles, 3 hot dogs, 4 eggs, butter, cheese, egg crate and 12 food 
boxes. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 11038—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. Set $3.29 

(4) 14-piece Kooky Cooks Set 
SET INCLUDES: Pots, pans and utensils made of poly: 
ene plastic. 5! 2-in. diam. saucepan with lid, 8-in. long f 
pan, 8-in. high coffee pot with lid, 4';-in. high toaster with 1 
piece of toast, 1 spoon, 2 pieces of fruit. Printed cardboard 
food . . . 3 pancakes, fried eggs with bacon. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 1029—Shipping weight 3 pounds $5.29 

(5) 54-ріесе Winnie-the-Pooh Cook ‘п Serve Set 
SET INCLUDES: Service for 6 with 6 each oí: decorated plas- 
tic plates, 4!4-inch diameter, mugs, knives, forks, spoons, 
goblets, paper napkins. Decorated aluminum coffee-pot with 
cover, 1 large, 1 small decorated aluminum Windsor sauce 
pan, decorated aluminum saucepan with cover, 5-pc. plastic 
utensil set, plastic serving tray. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 10156—Shipping weight 1 lb. 5 oz. Set $5.49 
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all the fun, so we have our own appliances in one" 
A complete stove, sink and refrigerator unit made of hardboard and wood. . . pre-drilled holes ease assembly 

Lots of fun "in store" with 
Supermarket Food Set 

$9954 
=A 

ae 

— ae : 9p 
JE ШЙ 

Invite your friends to visit Pooh and you! 

$529 me roo St 
set 14-pc. Kooky Cooks Set $549 

Ма. pots me set 



Pole 
AURORA stands 

Skittle Bowl ет high 
Knock down 10 pins 

Р 

Just like bowling except you 
knock down 10 pins with a 
swinging ball. High-impact sty- 
rene base; pins, pole, balls are 
wood. Rules and score pad in 
cluded x214 in. high. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
79 н 65238C $7.97 

ye 

AURORA 
Table-Top 

Sliding puck 
must bounce off 

e Shuffle Board v both ends 
1 P to score 

2 2 AURORA 
Bounce Back 

. Pull spring-action 

arm . . player shoots 

Figure with spring action arm Any number can play. Send weighted 

shoots like a real pro. 4234-in. puck zooming . . hit both ends and 
playing base with built-in scoring land on numbered circle. 25 points 
device, 514-in. high figure and 8 wins! Plastic base (42x11%4 in. 
pucks (4 red, 4 black) included, wide) with varnished playing sur- 
Plastic and metal face and graduated scoring positions. 
79 N 6547C—Wt. 6 Ibs... . -$7.97 79 N 654720—Wt. 4 Ibs.......$6.97 

Toss Across Cut 5% 
Toss your bean bag to block your opponent or score 

Pricedtobe Was $9.99 
SOMETHING 

SPECIAL 

TUS tick-tack-toe with bean bags. Up to 8 peo. 
ple can play. Player tosses his polka-dot bean 
bag at one of 9 rotating squares on the 
plastic playing field. Each square has blank, 
X and О side. First to turn up 3 “Х”з or 
“O"s in a row wins. Playing field (19x19 in.) 
and 8 hand-sized bean bags 
79 Н 65365C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs.. . $9.43 

Citai pagi scans by dieisintasnmiseledimical com 

back from metal arch and let it go. 

Shipping weight 11 pounds. 

you need to play shufile 

accessories for 

Pool with a new twist 
Swinging ball takes 
place of cue stick 

Skittle Pool 
by AURORA 

14” 

Magic cue rest 
keeps cue ball in place while you aim 

Table top pool played from a differ 
Position cue ball in front of swing 

angle offers new challenge 

ball and chain, Pull ball 

astic playing table with 
felt surface, ball returns. 2344x2344 x3%4 inches. 10 numbered plas 
tic pool balls, ball rack and scoring counter included 

$14.97 

Change inserts on 
alley base for game 
you want to play 

Eight Games 

* [Sears] 485 



Explorer 

With honking 

horn and rear 

gate that opens 

to a storage 

compartment 

$1299 
Rugged indoor-outdoor 6-wheel “all-terrain vehicle" has a steering 
wheel that turns front and rear axles for maximum maneuverability. 
Knob on roof activates a "motor sound." Manned with 2 removable 
workmen in "hardhats." Plastic, metal parts. 18Vsx10x13 in. high 
79 N 44454C — Shipping weight 9 pounds $12.99 

to storage area 

Ride’em Jet 
Cruise “600 m.p.h. 

at 28,000 feet" 
in your own plane 

$999 
б . 

Lil’ Tot Rider 
Sporty red, white and blue 3-wheeler 
features a rugged tubular steel frame 

$499 
Sturdy little three-wheeler is a great first rider for the energetic tod- 
dler. Strong steel steering assembly and an easy-grip safety steering 
wheel that steers any way the child turns it. Tires are extra-wide for 
easy "rambling" on any surface. Long frame leaves room to rest feet 
while coasting. Plastic, metal. 20'/x124x14-inches high. Seat height: 
B-inches. Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by High-impact plastic "Fan Jet". Realistic "turbine engines," instrument 
telephone. panel, authentic American Airlines decals. Easy-grip steering. Twin 
79 N 44794С — Shipping weight 4 pounds $4.99 front wheels make it easy to "taxi." 35x13V4x18 inches high 

79 М 44793L — Allow 10 pounds postage per postal regulations. $9.99 

PLAYSKOOL | MINI-RIDERS 

Wiggle $1099 Tyke $1199 
Wagon Trike 

Place your feet on the footrests, Check out contemporary styl- 
wiggle handlebars. Presto! ing .. tubular steel high-rise 

Wagon moves forward! Low center handlebars, adjustable banana 
of gravity makes it hard to tip.. seat, sissy bar. Quiet nylon drive 
anditlleventurnonitsownradius. mechanism is fully enclosed. Mold- 
Front hitch for pull-cord attach- ed of hi-impact plastic. Blow- 
ment. Ball bearing wheels. Plastic. molded wide-tread wheels. Safety 
23°%«x15%sx10¥4-in. high. hand grips. 24x12x20-in. high. 
79 N 44779C — Wt. 6 Ibs. $10.99 79 N 44708C — Wt. 9 Ibs. $11.99 

Санноп pace scans by cheisintasanusetechnicil com. 



@ usn ш UEARNERSS 
A 10-page collection of play and learn toys 

RHYME RIVER 
TOSS 'N TEACH GAME 

Preschoolers learn to 
count and rhyme words 

Tiny tots toss giant inflatable vi- 
nyl cube with from one to six ani- 
mals on each side. Then they 
move big tokens the number of 
spaces pictured. If they land on 
an object that rhymes with the 
animal pictured, they move again 
to the next rhyming object. Two 
SEXE io iet ome" f RE 
in, cube, 30x36-in. vinyl game 
board, two 6-in. tokens. Ages 3-6. $ 
49C44722—Wt. 100z. ..... $299 I 

Child guides tractor and animals 
to their proper homes on the farm 

to take pieces out of the maze 

Each puzzle piece has a different shaped base. When child moves it to 
its proper home on the farm, that piece can be removed from the maze. 
Move cow to barn and door opens. Tractor makes a "click-click" sound 
as you drive it to the field. Move pig to pen and the gate opens. Chicken 
goes to egg, pecks it and chick in egg pops up and peeps. Plastic puzzle, 
13*4x117/2x3"/, in. high. For ages 2 to 4. 
49C 447 14—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces .... .*3.99 

TUMBLE TOWER 

LA $387 
Can you beat the built- push : : 

and pull in 3-minute hour-glass 
а slide timer? Yes? . . then turn 

it over and start again. 
and flip. Clear plastic tower with 

& switch five colorful levels. 
3°4x4x10' inches high. 

to get all For ages 2 to 6. Phone 
A M ordering's s quick and Ы 3 

easy way to buy it. —] "Shpg. wt. Ib. S oz KEY HOUSE FARM $497 
49C 44806 $3.87 Each animal's nose is a special key 

that opens only the stall with his picture on it 

Besides the horse, there's a duck, rooster, pig, cow, dog, goat and 
м ae donkey . . all with key-noses. Sturdy plastic barn with attached 

silo, weathervane, 8 locking stall doors and 2 sliding roof doors . . 
Go all realistically detailed and brightly colored. Convenient carry 

^ . handle. 10:/x9'/,x5*/, inches high. Hong Kong. Ages 3 to 6. 
че 49 C 44807—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. 5497 

$463 
4 Children learn different 

shapes and sizes by fitting 

blocks into the right hole 

[2] „5699 1 Р!гузкоо! Postal Station is 
а 6'Ax6'Ax10*4-inch plastic 

home for 8 colorful wood blocks. 
Ages 1'/, to 3*4. 
49 C 44586—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. ...$4.63 

" BOWLING SET $587 
Roll the plastic ball . . watch pins topple 

then keep score on the sliding counter 
Brightly-colored pins flip over indepen- 
dently when hit. Hit the center pin, they all 
flip over for a strike! Preschoolers keep 
score using sliding counter on upper cross 
piece. Five pins attached to sturdy rack, 
two balls. Plastic and hardboard. 
18'Ax7'Ax11 in. high. Ages 3 to 8. 
49 C 44604—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 5587 

9 Shape Register. 8 shapes drop 
into plastic register . . just push 

the right keys. Lever opens drawer. 
Т'/,хВ'/,хб\/, inches high. Ages 2 to 
5. Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49C44145 $6.99 

йшй pace scans by cheisimaximuseleciaicM conn 



Meet Mister Mo™ 
Engineer and his 

Locomotive 
. He's a motorized, 

Е happy-faced fellow 

om 12 promises endless hours 

“Rev up" Mr. Mo and excitement for children 
him go. . he runs by himself 
ог powers his locomotive 

he 

Mister Mo is really on the go, providing unlimited entertainment for children 
ages 2 to 5. He's a cute little engineer, about 4 inches tall, that rolls on two 
wheels. A simple push “revs up" his motor and he travels about . . forward, 
backward or in a spin. Put him in the driver's seat of his 9-inch long locomotive 
and his power moves the train out for even more play action. Made of highly 
durable plastic. To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages 
under “Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
49 N 44591—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces ................... $5.87 

Playskool® NN p" $693 
Clean-up Truck o 

This colorful plastic vehicle is more than just a truck. When a child removes 
various parts from the truck, he's got a clean-up kit. Body of truck lifts out and 
becomes a water bucket with handle and a sponge. Truck driver is actually a 
broom and his co-worker on back of the truck, a dust pan. 15 inches long. For 
children ages 2 to 6. 
49 N 44324—Shipping weight 3 pounds ............. ЕЛ. R 

482 nio 

Cubo ane Scans by daima masaid conn 

TRUCKS 
i TUFF STUFF is a smooth; 

weather-resistant plastic 
designed to take almost 

any punishment 

toddlers can dish out 

1 Fire Truck. It's a colorful fire fightin’ truck! Swiveling ladder ex- 
tends to 12 in. high. Ladder basket holds helmeted fireman and wa- 

ter nozzle. There's even a pretend spotlight, too. 13 in. long. Ages 2 to 6, 
49 N 44153—Shipping weight 4 pounds 6 ounces n $8.44 

Pound-a-Truck. A heavy-duty truck with detachable workbench. 
Colorful bolts, nails, screws and 2 double-duty tools to pound and 

screw "hardware" down. Flip bench over and pound out from other 
side. Measures 13 inches long. For children ages 2 to 5. 
49 N 44881—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces .......-- =- -$6.94 

3 Play Truck. For scoopin' and haulin’, detach shovel on front of 
truck, scoop up a big load into truck bed, replace shovel and roll out. 

Measures 81% inches long. For ages 2 to 6. 
49 № 44222—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces 5294 

Squash it with 
your hand and 
it still bounc 

back ready to roll 

$282 
Squeezable, squashable Nerf-mobile Pick-up Truck 
Here's a pick-up truck that will take just about any punishment your 3 
to 6-year old can dish out. Squeeze it, squash it, bounce it down the 
stairs, it always returns to its original shape. And because it's made of 
foam rubber, it won't mar mom's walls or furniture. Knobby wheels 



Rn à | There's fun aplenty їп Winnie's delightful 
[бы © LIVE-IN, DRIVE-IN HUNNY TREE 
| WITH CHAIR LIFT, GARAGE 

—EVEN A FLASHY NEW CAR 

Recognize Winnie and Tigger? 
They're roly-poly WEEBLES 

SOLD ONLY $888 
AT SEARS 

Winnie’s home is perched high up in 
this 13-in. high colorful plastic tree. 
Includes Winnie and Tigger Wee- 
bles (colorful, roly-poly, egg- 

= Nc shaped figures that just can't be 
5 EN knocked down—they wobble and 

ger i 
the chair lift. . 

by turning the crank 
you can carry Tig- 
ger or Winnie be- 
tween the house 
and the ground. 

Use table and 
rocking chair 
in Winnie's 
home or for 

icnickin 
cud the Here's Winnie's 

Hunny Tree supply of 

= “hunny”. . just 
open up the 

hive, but Mosey on down to the corral and hitch the Weebles roly- 
watch out for poly cowpony to the 8-inch long covered wagon. Weebles 

the bees! cowboy wears a detachable “10-gallon” hat . . sits upon 
Tena ee ee ee 

Winnie's out for a spin in 

3 ff, X <q airplane, зай boat, 

his shiny convertible . . you can park il 2 үч pieces of ipei anda 

his car in his very own garage 
486 [Sears] rco in the base of the tree trunk Y 

Саш раве scans by china nurssteriwücal con 

Ages 210 6. Wt 2 ibs. 4 oz. 
49С44291........... $5.87 



Great additions to 
Rounded corners 
on table keep x 

the puck in play ; 

Face-off, blue and 
center markings like 
a real hockey rink 

Cyclone Power-Jet" Action Hockey 
with air-action surface 

#5999 
Use hand-held striker-goalie to slam puck directly into oppo 
nent’s goal or outwit him and ricochet it off table sides. Puck 
attains high speeds, so you'll need rapid-fire reflexes to win. 
Provides hours of entertainment and you c ee for yourself 
what an attractive addition it is to your game room. 

HOW IT WORKS: Motor-driven blower forces air through 1248 
powerful ts so puck Поа! urface. 

E: Large V4-inch perforated bed 
with slick high-impact styrene playing surface. Realistic blue, 
red lines and face-off marks on surface. 
FRAME: Sturdy wood frame and legs. Woodgrained hard 
board side and leg panels. Built-in scorekeepers at both ends. 
Tough molded plastic corners. Overall, 58x27x30 Ї 
АС SORIES: 2 hand-held striker-goalies, 2 pucks. 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION. UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. 
AC. 22 watts. 5-ft. cord. Not recommended for ages under 7. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled, instructions 
included. See "N" suffix, page 276. 
79 N 65535N—Shipping weight 40 pounds $59.99 

486 [Sears] oc 

TU bs 
Ж, Pet $^ 

Your game is in the bank 
with this 5 1x34-inch 
Bump Billiards Table 

Exciting game of concentration and 
skill lets you enjoy the fun of bump bil 
liards like rebound pool. 

PLAYING SURFACE: Genuine billiard 
cloth bonded to warp-resistant 
47x30V4-inch hardboard playing bed. 
Springy, cushioned, rubber bumpers. 
FRAME: Heavy hardboard sides with 
woodgrained vinyl-laminated surface. 
Sturdy sen frame legs with leg level 

2% in. high, overall. 

Two 48-inch wood 
cues, ten 24-inch balls, chalk and rules. 

6 years to adult. 
INFORMATION: Partially 

шени, instructions included. See 
“N” suffix, page 276. 
78 оаа Wt. 63 lbs. $59.99 

2 or 4 can fight for 
goals with this 48x24-inch 

Soccer Game Table 
Here's a game for those who want fast 
action. Push, pull or twirl the movable 
rods to make your players block, pass 
and kick the ball 

22 colorful plastic 
h high players—11 on each team. 

Metal rods with plastic handles on 
38x22%4-inch green hardboard bed with 
white markings. 
FRAME: Sturdily built with wood legs, 
woodgrain-finished particle board 
frame. 48x24x28% in. high, overall. 
Double end score counters. 

ORIES: Plastic ball and rules 
10 years and up. 

ON: Partially 
assembled, instructions included. See 
“N” suffix, page 2 
79 м 65532N— $43.97 

Buy the easy way—order by 
phone 

Cini paos scane by cuidas ҮННЕР 



Listen and watch 
Winnie-the-Pooh 
TV Music Box 

$795 

Hear and watch i Йу Winnie I MEE boe ea 
S Te with a 

pop-up Pooh cs Du DI 4 
Learn your scale, play a tune on 2 ыё 4 7A 

ањ passengers aboard the Do-Re-Mi Train $595 ; 

Hum a tune through 
Winnie-the-Pooh Kazoo 

$195 

Turn a crank, pen a tune and 
Winnie-the-Pooh pops up for you 

5495 

on Winniethe-Pooh Ge-arw $379 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items on pages 
8,9, 14 thru 17B, and 423 to 598 
from now until AUGUST 31, 1978 480 moo 

Саша pace scans Dv chrisintas-nanselechnical con 



Turn any tabletop into a complete Kitchen Center for уой and your fashion dolls to enjoy 

Revereware® 
Joking Se 

йшй Dake scuns by diinan matenan 

14-puoce Housekbenng Set 
with 4$ Own: storage cbbinet 

(1) Tabletop Kitchen Center 
and Accessories 

WHAT YOU GET. Complete tabletop kitchen cen- 
ter 29x6!4x16 in. high; ideal for 11!-in. dolls. 
Cabinets open, close; knobs turn. 33 play utensils 
and dishes, 20 play food pkgs. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Doll not included. 
79 М 10505C—Shipping weight 9 lbs. .$ 15.99 

(2) Reverewaref Cooking Set. 
S CLUDES: Polished aluminum pans with 

copper bottoms. 2 saucepans, lid. 
dutch oven with cover, coffeepot with cover, 2 
fry pans, mixing bowl, 5 plastic utensils. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 1027 1—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. Set $5.99 

o Non-electric Ironing Set 
INCLUDES: Folding ironing board decorated 

with L'il Bo Peep scenes, foam pad, silicone соу: 
er. 272 in. long. Plastic and steel iron. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 № 13261C—Shpz. wt. 4 Ibs. Set $5.97 

(4) 14-piece Housekeeping Set. Plastic 
SET INCL: Cabinet carton, upright vacuum, mop, 
broom, all 24 in. high. Hand duster, counter 

ponges, 3 cloths, dust pan, apron. 
GES: 2 to 8 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 N 13316C—Shpz. wt. 3 lbs. Set $4.99 

(B) Canister Vacuum Cleaner. With real suc 
wer, 
RUCTION: Plastic base, hood and wheels. 

4-pc, attachment set includes 2-ft. hose, wand, 
crevice tool, floor brush. Storage inside canister 
top. 12 inches high. Imported. 
pon AGES: 3 to 9 years. 

INFO: Needs 2 "D" batt; order below. 
9 N 1330—Shpzg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. $6.99 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 М 46996—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. Pkg. $1.39 

(6) 15-piece Picnic Basket Set. Fun for 2. 
SET INCL: Basket with hinged lid, 10! 2x8x5! in. 
deep, 2-pc. jug with mug, 2 ea. cups, saucers, 
knives, spoons, forks, placemats. Plastic. 
гов S: 3 to 8 years. 

NG INFORMATION 
89 N 10055— Shipping weight 216. Set $4.49 



Blast-Off Tabletop Pinball . . 
keep scoring points as you orbit the earth 

`L 5” withoot 
batleries 

Keep circling the earth. When scor- 
ing knobs are hit, light flashes, score 

_ shows on dial. Replay lever helps 
- keep. ball ір play. Steel surface. 
Clear plastic top. 27х13х19 in. high. 
Uses 4 “D” batteries. . order pack- 
аде below. Partly assembled. 
79 М 65451C-Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. $15.99 

VB Bell rings as 
icker-lever Tue б ball smacks 

helps keep ball . Direct “hits” a bumper 
in play light up panels 

Сш Ш 

Arcade Tabletop Pinball 

Has lights, bell 10°” without 
and automatic scoring batteries 

Ball hits bumpers, score. tallies. Spring- 
trigger ball shooter. Replay lever helps keep 
ball in play. Metal 26x16-in. assembly with 
clear plastic top. Uses 4 "D" batteries . . 
order pkg. below. Partly assembled. 
79 М 65013C—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs.,... -$10.97 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz.. Pkg, 1.49 

30-inch Tabletop 
Pool Table Cut $2.12 

Pricedtobe Was $1.99 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL $987 

30-inch Pool Table.. $ 87 
a great space saver 4 

Wood-finished steel frame with plastie-corners and 
pockets. Legs fold for easy storage. На i 
playing surface with rubber bumpers. Automatic 
ball return. 30x17x26 inches high. Sixteen sc 

tic 1-inch numbered balls, two 24-inch rubber 
wood cue sticks, Molded triangle. Ё 

79 N 65138C—Shi eight 11 pounds. .. $14.87 

Etab Dade scans by dieisimaxniseledimical oon 



MISTER DO BEE’S FAVORITES 
“ Toys from T.V.'s Romper Коопа..зуһеге learning's always fun 

Hit him with a right .. knock him to the 
floor . . Happy Jack bop bag just pops up for 
more. Colorful Romper Room clown stands 
35 in. high. . the right size for punchin'. 
Made of inflatable heavy-duty vinyl for 
constant play. Base weighted with sand. 
49 N 47924 — Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz........91.98 

Gingerbread Game™ 

$ 3 99 

Children take turns pulling candy cane on 
side of cottage. It dispenses one of 24 "cookie" 
chips. If piece fits into his gingerbread man, 
child places it in its slot. If it doesn't, he puts 
it back inside chimney. First one to fill his 
man wins. Plastic. Cottage is 6Y2x6¥2x7"/2 
in. high. 2 to 4 players. Ages 2¥2 to 6. 
49 N 47945.— Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . . $3.99 

A great preschool 
puzzle game 

Bright. colorful 

79 N 44056C — Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
79 N 44619C — Non-musical Rocker. Shipping weight 7 pounds. 6.99 

Musical Pony 
Rocker Magic 
$89 9 Dragonmobile 

$899 PR { 

with a music box that plays Brahms 
Plastic streamers, wooden spinners on front bar keep baby 

ety straps. Plastic. 177ах12х27/2 inches long 

Inchworm™ 
the squiggliest friend 

you ever had 

You rock in the saddle, and he creeps along 
to wherever you want to go. Inchy's a bright 
green with yellow wheels, saddle, derby hat 
Even has 2 sturdy horns on his saddle so you 
can keep your balance. Holds up to 65 Ibs. 
37x5x19 inches high. Plastic and steel. Buy 
him the easy way . . order by phone! 
79 N 47949C — Shipping weight 10 Ibs. $11.99 

The “Weebles” family 
Car and Camper Set $999 

The Weebles, friendly little egg-shaped 
people, have lots of things to make this 
vacation a fun one! Includes: car and camper 
that measure 24x72 inches high overall, 
3 suitcases, table, 4 chairs, motorcycle, 
rowboat, camper doorstep, luggage rack and 
detachable car top. Plastic. What fun they'll 
have! Don't you wish you were with them? 
79 М 44835C — Shipping weight 6 pounds. . . .59.99 

PUCE 

He wants to be 

your very own 

Puff, that lovable green 
dragon, wants to carry you 
on a ride through his magic 
land of dreams. Just hop 
aboard and grab onto the 
handlebar . . Puff’s got it 
in his mouth. 22x8x17-in 

Lullaby 
scinated 

58.99 

Jingle Bell Rocker 

4 inches from floor to saddle 
so tiny tots can climb on 
Bell on nose jingles as baby 
rocks. Wood in pinto colors 
Hand grips. 16/4-in. long 
Wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. 
49 N 4427-Unassembled. .53.62 

Culsion page scans by ceisbrias marseteriwical con 

high. Plastic 

Ride, Rock ‘n Roll. With re- 
movable casters. 
79 N 44797C — Wt. 7 Ibs. .$8,99 

Ride 'п' Rock. No casters. 
79 № 44796C — Wt. 7 lbs. $7.99 

њсомк [Sears] 487 



through 
hine 

Only when child 
types correct spellin 

That's wrong 
lose your turn 

MEMORY MATCH 
A memory trainer that challenges child to find 

which sliding key hides right picture 

$599 

ld challenge another to re 

COMPUTERIZED TEACHING MACHINE 
Child learns spelling by relating picture and word on card 

to letters on typewriter keyboard 
Picture match game has one 
member which sliding key the "matching" picture is hidden 
behind. example at left —"Where is the chair?” 

Other games advance to matching pictures and words 
(child sees if he's right by checking picture under the printed 
word). Also—rhyming word match (like pail and tail) 

Six games printed on three sturdy paper cards . . each 

Child slips card into machine and sees the picture of an object accom. 
panied by its correct spelling. He must now relate the letters on the 
keyboard to letters he sees in the word and—all by himself—type the 
correct spelling. Only if he types the word correctly is the card ejected 
so he can try another word. Like teaching machines used in many 
schools. Plastic and metal, 10'/,x10'/,xS in. high. Uses 4 "D" batteries 
or AC adapter, sold belo ges 5 to 9, Order extra card sets below. 
49 C 16808—From Japan. Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 8 oz .$1999 tests and develops child's memory and concentration. Plas 
49 C 16693—First Grade Vocabulary Sel. 40 cards. Wt. 5 ол. ...... 199 tic case with scorekeeper measures 14x11 /jx2/, inches 
49 C 16694— Second Grade Vocabulary Sel. 40 cards, Wt. 5 oz. ..... 1.99 high. Ages 4 to 8. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 16695—True-False Set. 40 cards. Shipping weight 5 oz. 199 49 С 16596—Japan. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz "SAR 
49 C 16696—AC Adapter for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. Wt. 8 oz. 349 

49 C 4653—Alkaline “Р” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 11 oz. .....Pkg. 139 That's right! Score 
point and go again 

MINI-CALCULATOR 
Adds, subtracts, multiplies 

and divides when child turns knobs 

What's 4 times 5 ? Or 8 divided by 6 ? Child 
gives the answer, then slides answer win- 
dow open to see if he's right. 

Mini-calculator adds, subtracts, multi. 
plies and divides any two numbers from 1 
to 9 . . even give answers in decimals or 
fractions, Plastic calculator is 6x7x’/ inches 

"ZI 
s. 

PICK-A-PAIR . . high. From Singapore for ages 5 to 8. 

Teaches your preschooler how thing: MAGIC ANSWER MACHINE 49 C 16031—Shipping weight 8 oz.....$1.99 
go together" even when pictures Teaches child how words are made 

are not exactly the same from individual letters 

$399 
A multiple-choice game for preschoolers that 
asks which pictures are the same . . are related 

$349 
Makes learning to spell a fun and simple game 
for your child. He puts picture card into slot, 

WORLD GLOBE 
9-inch diameter stee! 
globe in full color 

or are missing from the nursery rhyme picture 
card. Child selects one of 4 answers pictured in 
the windows, pushes button under his answer 
and—only if he’s right—card moves forward to 
the next question. 40 questions on 5 cards, High- 
impact plastic unit with spring-action mechanism 
7x8x1'/, inches deep. Instructions included. Ages 
3 to 6. From Japan. Toys can be ordered from 
this Catalog until August 16, 1974 
49 С 16604—Shipping weight 1 lb. $3.99 

Сой pade scant by салайа тие иса com 

names the picture, then pushes first button. As 
if by magic, first letter of word appears on 
screen. Pushing other buttons completes word. 
24 pictures and words on 12 cards. Plastic with 
spring action, 7x2'/-x4 in. high. Ages 3 to 7. 
49 C 16509—Japan. Shipping wt. 11 oz.. ..$349 

Arithmetic Card Set for machine above. 96 
problems to add, subtract, multiply or divide. 
49 C 16608—Shipping weight 6 oz... -Set $1.19 

$269 
Your child learns as this 
little “world” turns. It's 
accurate in every detai 

Includes marked meridian 
guide and zodiac on base. 
Stands 11'/, in. high. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. 
49C 16111 $269 ЖЫ: | Sears| 493 



for imaginative play 
in real life 
situations 

The Mite-y Menagerie 

Load up animals and cages 
on truck, . give it a push 

and the 2 trainers pop up and 
down as the truck rolls along 

$ 451 

It's а zoo on wheels, with lots of 
play action for the 2 to 5-year olds, 

They can hook the 3 cages onto the 
hoist, swing them around and lower 
them to the ground. Take the 3 animals 
out of their cages and play circus. Hoist 
turns 360°, and a crank-wheel on one 
side of the hoist works easily to raise 
and lower cages. Cage doors swing 
open and shut for easy removal and re- 
placement of animals. Soft plastic ani 
mals and trainers may be used as finger 
puppets, Die-cast metal and plastic cir 
cus truck is 74% inches long. 
49 N 44177—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $4.87 

Ol’ McErtl’s Farm Truck 

Load animals on truck 

and give it a push 
2 farmers pop up and down 

as truck rolls along 

$487 

€) Your 2 to 5-year old will have end 
less hours of fun hauling these like 

able animals around his make-believe 
farm . . loading and unloading them, ог 
just playing with them separately. 

All four slat sides are removable from 
the truck and can be used as a pasture 
fence. The heads on the play people can 
be turned about. And like all Ertlkins' 
characters, these two become finger 

puppets for roles in a child's imaginary 
drama. The three animals and two 
farmers are soft plastic. Die-cast metal, 
plastic farm truck is 71% inches long. 
49 N 44178—Wt. 11b. 4 oz. $4.87 

№ 265 « 
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Animal Farm Game 
A child's $387 

first game 

Specially designed game requires no reading. 
Start the ball down the 5-in. high silo into 
hole on top of barn. Ball spins around and 
comes out any of 4 doors. Includes 4 fences 
and 4 each: chickens, cows and pigs. Plastic. 
For children ages 2 to 6, 
49 М 44059—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. $3.87 

Citai Dade scans’ by deisthiaumisetediwical com 

Fisher-Price 
Bowling Set 

Roll the ball for a strike 
sliding counter keeps score $697 

Each colored pin flips over when hit. Hit center 
pin, they all flip over for a strike! Five pins at- 
tached to rack. Includes 2 balls. Plastic and hard- 
board. 184x74x11 in. high. Ages 3 to 8. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 13 ounces. 
49 Мм 44604 ................ :..-%6.97 

Fisher-Price 
Basketball 

Make a basket and 
the bell rings 

$717 
Comes with basket 
and backboard on a 
stand. Take shots 
with either 2 soft vinyl 
balis or 2 striped bean- 
bags. Backboard also 
serves as a scoreboard 
with built-in counters 
on each side. Made of 
plastic, hardboard, 
14545x14V2x24!4 in 
high. Ages 3 to 8. 

Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 
79 N 44424C $7.17 
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back. 17x124x2204 in. high. Partly assembled. 
Ages 2 to 5. 
79 C 44202C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. . 

Li'l Mixer Set $296 
See-thru mixer with gears and 
beaters that turn with an easy 
trigger action. Lets your child see 
how gears work together. In- 
cludes bowls, measuring 
cup and spoon. S'ax2x7!4 in. 

It's a cave, it's a 
secret hideout. . 
it's anything you 
want it to bel 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Fun Tunnel 

$10% 9 ft long | $89? 6ft long 
А crawl-through tunnel of fun that's 22 
inches in . plenty of room for 
roaming. Winnie- the-Pooh print pattern on 
washable vinyl over tempered steel hoops. 
Ventilated vinyl. Weather-resistant tunnel 

ideal for use indoors or out. Folds to 2 
inches thick with tie straps for easy stor- 
age. Recommended for ages 2 to 8 years. 

9-foot long Fun Tunnel (expanded). 
79 C 45046C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. .. 
6-foot long Fun Tunnel (expanded). 
79 С 45136C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. ........ $8.99 

Toy Chain Saw runs and 
sounds like a real one 

$687 

Western adventure aboard 88 
the Weebles West Train 57 

А new Weebles adventure that recreates the Old West. This tough. 
plastic western-styled train is 19 inches long. Includes engine, two 
cars and 4 Weebles. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 C 44079—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 ол................ (8788 

Ahoy! Set sail withthe $ 1 197 
Weebles Buccaneers for й 
your own Treasure Island 

The crew sets sail on their very 
own pirate ship for “high seas” 
adventure. Includes 11-in. long 
pirate ship with long boat, 2 is- 
lands, hut, 3 piers, slide, cave, 3 
pais. trees, hammock, lookout 
with telescope, 4 pirate Weebles, 2 
pirate hats, a treasure map and 
treasure chest. Plastic construc- 
tion. Ages 2 to 6. 
ERES bee 

49C44285 . - 911.97 

Tanoa 5308 scans by кытык werralechaical cont 

Pull the starter cord to set the chain. Release the trigger to start 
the rotation action of the metal bead chain and the buzzing 
sound. Plastic saw with metal handle. 15%4x6x64 in. high. 
49 C 44076—For ages 2 to 9. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 15 oz. . ..$6.87 

D TUFF-STUFF® 
Toy Movie Camera 

Produces noise, flicker 
and color. When crank 
is turned one way, 
friends and images ap- 
pear in the viewfinder 
in a flickering effect 
similar to old-time 
movies. Turn the N 
crank the opposite 
way and a kaleido- 
scope of flickering col- 
or appears. 7%х3%х 
6% in. high. Plastic. 
Ages 2 to 7. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 C 45019........5.47 



any GAME ROOM 

Converts to table tennis 

60x32 inch Pool Table with Table Tennistop $7 797 
PLAYING SURFACE: Solid-core particle board bed, 14 inch thick. Zoned bed leveling . 
patented Micromatic® levelers beneath bed help eliminate uneven areas on table so your 
accurate shots are rewarded with smooth, true ball roll. Green sueded cotton billiard cloth. 
Wide solid wood top rails. High-impact polyethylene corner caps and liners. Extruded rail 
cushions. Hardboard table tennis top (see inset view above). 
FRAME: 60x32x28-inch high pool table with furniture-look wooden frame . folds for 
compact storage. Automatic ball return on pool table returns balls to drop tray. 
ACCESSORIES: 16 balls, 1%4-in., triangle, chalk, two 42-inch leather-tipped wooden cues, 
instr., trick shot pamphlet, 2 laminated wood paddles, 1 table tennis ball and net. 
FOR AGES: 10 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. Instructions, hardware included. 
79 N 65 156N—Shipping weight 80 pounds 

52497 К^ 
"4 

Tin Can Alley by Ideal 

Test your target shooting skills on this unique 
shooting range. Great fun for the entire family 

. nothing flies through the air. 
HOW IT WORKS: Cock the rifle and shoot light 
beam bullet . . . no object flies through the air; 
aim at the photo-electric cell just underneath one 
of the “tin cans” and fire. When light from rifle 
strikes cell-target, cans pop off the fence. For one 
or more players. 
WHAT YOU GET: Battery-operated 18-inch long 
metal and plastic rifle; five plastic cans, styrene 
fence and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 9 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. 
Requires 4 “С” batteries qus E “D” batteries, not 
included, order packages 
79 М 65294C-—Shipping weight 7 7 Ibs. .$24.97 

Carbon-zinc "C" Batteries. Piden ot 
49 N 46994—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Phe. “$1.69 

Carbon-zinc “О” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 46995—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. ..Pkg. $1.69 

Cutiiod pane scans by dainas naseda com 

$77.97 

Aerial Aces by Kenner 

Shoot WWI planes out of the “sky” 
with light beams on this target game 
like the ones in the penny arcade. 
HOW IT WORKS: Aim mounted “ma- 
chine gun” at plane passing across 
screen. Hear the “hits” and see “ex- 
plosion". Automatic counter keeps 
score. Game time is about 45 sec. 
WHAT YOU GET: Complete 
23x14¥4x12-in. high target screen and 
machine-like gun mounted on turret. 
Simulated bi-plane instrument panel. 
Plastic. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL 
listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 8 
watts. 6-foot cord. Not recommended 
for ages under 6. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and md 
ORDER INFO: Partially 
79 N65342C—Wt. 4lbs. -. d 37 

Smack the "double bonus" scoring bumper on this 
electrically-operated pinball machine and get 

a "FREE BALL" largest playing surface and 
more ways to score than any other we offer 

Pinball Champ $ 88 
by Coleco 7 4 

HOW IT WORKS: Lift steel ball from beneath playing surface with 
submarine loader and fire it into play . . . you keep on board 
with 2 replay flippers. Action is fast and furious as lights flash, 
bells ring and automatic scoring system tallies your points up to 
100,000. 11 scoring bumpers, including “double bonus" bamper 
that releases “free” ball. 4 scoring raceways and “tilt” light add to 
the excitement. Reset button returns score to zero so you're ready 
for the next и: 
WHAT IT'S MADE ОР: Wood base and steel support legs. En- 
closed Mibberaphed playing surface. 5 steel balls. Measures 
40V 4x19 2x51 inches high, overall. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz, 
AC. 14 watts. 64%-ft. cord. Not recommended for ages under 6. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Partially assembled. See “М” suffix, page 276. 
79 М 6534 1N—Shipping weight 50 pounds 



ITEMS BELOW ARE SHOWN ON THE 
OPPOSITE PAGE 

1) Casey Jones Musical Train 
ecord player on wheels makes music 

as it moves along. 
HOW IT WORKS: Insert record, turn 
switch on. Runs straight or in a circle. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic train, 
8¥x5'4x8 inches high. 4 double-sided 
records with 11 songs. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Needs 2 “D” batter- 
ies, not included, order package below. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
49 C 45522 

Alkaline "' atteries. Package of 2. 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. 

49C46996....... .Pkg. $1.69 

(2) Do-Re-Mi Train. 

HOW IT WORKS: Push passengers" 
heads for "Do, re, me, ía, so, la, ti, do." 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic train, 19 
in. long with 8 removable "note" pas- 
sengers, nylon cord. Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Incl. music book. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 

49C45521............. $5.95 

(3) Winnie-the-Pooh Kazoo. 

HOW IT WORKS: Hum and megaphone 
amplifies it; talk and your voice sounds 
raspy. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. 514 
inches long. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 5 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. 

49 САБОТАТА. ол: $1.95 

(4) Winnie-the-Pooh Music Box TV. 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn the dial as far 
as it will go. . . it can't be overwound. 
Pooh scenes slowly move to the tune of 
“Winnie's Theme.” 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic TV, 
OV AxSVAx 1094 in. high, with carrying 
handle and genuine Swiss music unit. 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces. 

49 C 45524..................$7.95 

(5) Winnie-the-Pooh Musical Pop- 
up Piano. Watch music being played 
through the transparent window. 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn the crank, Pooh 
pops up to the tune “This Old Man." 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, 7x4x8 
inches high. Clear plastic window. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 
49C 44251 $5.95 

(6) Winnie-the-Pooh Pop-up. 

HOW IT WORKS: Turn the crank and 
hear the tune "For He's a Jolly Good 
Fellow”. Then up pops Pooh. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic box with 
plastic Pooh face and cloth body. 
5¥%x6¥9x5' inches high. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. 

49C 44216 ++ $4.95 

7) Winnie-the-Pooh Ge-Tar™. 
e the envy of every cowpoke when 

you start to play this western tune. 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn crank, hear 
"The Bear Went Over the Mountain." 
WHAT ITS MADE ОР: Plastic woh ny 
lon strings and plastic and metal crank. 
14 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 114 to 4 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

49C 44233 

Pa DA nek erg ns neenon 

(8) Fisher-Price Record Player 
Makes music like a real phonograph 

without batteries or a needle 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn knob to start . . . nubs in rec- 
ord grooves activate music box in tone arm. Has 4- 
inch speaker. 
WHAT ITS MADE OF: Plastic, 944x9x4% in. high, with 
‘speaker, on-off switch, 5 records with 10 songs. 
FOR AGES; 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

49 C 45532—Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 02. ............... $9.92 _ 

(9) Smiley Musical Snail 
Crawls along while playing a cheery tune ү ү, 

/ 

HOW IT WORKS: Turn the big, easy-to-wind dial and 
watch Smiley move slowly along (as fast as а snail can 
move), while playing the tune "Talk to the Animals", 
Head and antenna bob up and down as he moves. 
WHAT IT'S MADE ОР: Plastic, 7 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 1% to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 45538—Shipping weight 8 oz. .......... $4.92 

(10) Fisher-Price 
Music Box Radio | 
It plays а song and | 
shows a picture | 
Story on screen | 

5322 
HOW IT WORKS: asp the big knob. Plays the tune 
"T'd Like to Teach the World to "as Eph story 
passes across screen. Can't be overwoun 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic cover with wood base. 
Illustrated lyrics printed on back. 4х2х4% in. high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to $ years. 
ORDEN INTORMATION: 

їррї ‘ight 11 ounces. 
49C 45552 

... and talk 
to you, too! 

(11) View Winnie-the-Pooh 
Hear him talk to you through 

Winnie-the-Pooh Talking Camera 

$495 
Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends come alive for 
you in this f viewer with pictures and 
easy-to- sound. 
HOW IT WORKS: Look through eye hole in d 
back of camera, hold it up to light and pull the 
lever. Picture ppears and related message — . 

(12) Walk’n Talkie 
Talks when you pull its 
cord. . . says 6 phrases 

$366 
Pretend you're a trucker 
with this talking toy that 
spouts CB messages. 
HOW IT WORKS: Pull the 
ring to hear one of 6 mes- 
sages, printed on back. 
WHAT ITS MADE OF: Plas- 
tic, 214x214x514 inches р 
Metal spring antenna, Ny- 
lon cord. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 8 oz. 
49C45778 ....... $3.66 

(13) Mickey Mouse Chatter Chum 
Pull Mickey's string. . . he says 

8 phrases while mouth and eyes move 

$377 
You'll feel like an honor- 
ary Mouseketeer when 
you spend the day chat- 
ting with Mickey, 
HOW IT WORKS: Pull the 
ring to hear one of 8 
phrases. His mouth 
moves up and down caus- 
ing his eye expression to 

FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 8 oz. 
49 С 45803.. 3.77 
@Walt Disney Prodi 



(1) She'll look lovely after a 
trip to your Beauty Parlor 

CONSTRUCTION: This 92-inch vinyl head 
has long rooted hair and a decorative bow 
on each side of the head. Dressed in neck 
choker with a flower design. Head can turn 
in full circle on attached polyethylene base. 
Anti-mar suction cups hold base. . . allow 
head to swivel. 
SET INCLUDES: 4 hair rollers, non-toxic 
Touge/ eyeshadow in tray, eyeliner, lipstick, 
2 sponges, 4 hair clips, 20 pins and combi- 
nation teasing comb and hairbrush. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. Not for ages 
under 3, due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 № 13021—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Set $8.99 

(4) Ballet Tutu. She'll look like a prima ballerina. 
DETAILING. Acetate front with decorative sequin trim. 
Elasticized knit tube in back. Nylon net tutu. 
CARE: Dry clean only. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
SIZES 

Shipping weight each 12 ounces . 

(5) Ballet Box 
Has room enough for ballet shoes and accessories. 
CONSTRUCTION: Vinyl. Has two compartments, Met- 
al clasp with turn post closure on top. Shoulder strap 
handle. Wipes clean with a damp cloth. 10 sx4x10* 
inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 14568—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
(6) Personalized Backpack. 
Great for books, lunches, toys or favorite things. 
CONSTRUCTION: Rayon and linen. Snap pocket front, 
zippered pockets and pencil pocket. Attractive buck- 
les, snaps. Large storage compartments. Adj. shoulder 
straps. 15x14x15 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
ORD 

Shipping weight 1 d 2 ounces. 
49N 13351 

(7) Winnie-the-Pooh Luggage Set. 
"Take Pooh along on vacation or overnight visits. 

À 1 snap-shut suitcase 12 
814x334 in. deep; hexagonal carry-on case, 
deep; shoulder bag with envelope flap, 7x534x2 in. Anca 
deep: All wipe clean with a damp cloth. 
‘OR AGES: 3 years and up. d 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 13348—Shipping weight 2 pounds . .Set $6.99 

(8) Mickey Mousec Bubble Umbrella 
CONSTRUCTION: Transparent plastic with Disney 
characters on metal frame. 23 in. long; 23-in. diameter. R 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 13132—Shipping weight 8 ounces 
Disney charact Walt Disney Productions 

Сый Dade scans by йшй тшне om 

ORDER INFO: Tights, shoes not included. 
49N14562- Small (Height 40-44 in. Waist 20-22 in.) 
49N14564-Med. (Height 45-50 in. Waist 23- 
49N14566-Large (Height 51-55 in. Waist 

NFO: Front pocket has snap-oíf flap. Send flap 
in for embroidery of name or initials; allow about 4 
weeks. Pre-paid envelope, instructions incl. 

(2) Apply makeup, style hair at 
Barbie* Quick Curl* Beauty Center® 

CONSTR: Highlight Barbie's face with wash- 
able cosmetics . . . just wipe them off and start 
again. Hair styles easily without wetting or set- 
ting. Washable vinyl head with rooted hair is 
11 in. high . almost life-size. Plastic base has 
convenient tray to store access. 
SET INCLUDES: Cosmetic case, non-toxic 
blusher, lipstick, eyeshadow, eyebrow crayon, 
eyelashes and EE Also comb, 
curling wand, brush, barrettes, hair pins, clip- 
on ties, ribbons and rubber bands. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. Not for ages under 
3, due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 13122—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. Set $10.88 

Í 
in your 

6 in.) 
30 in.) 

$10.49 

Tutu 

$4.99 

$6.99 

M, m 

Ballet Box for a 
ballerina's belongings [5 

$1.99 

Child-size Accessories 

Ballerina 

Her ha 
really grows! 

(3) Mirror, mirror on the wall, 
she's still the Farrah-ist of them all 

CONSTRUCTION: By patting hair gently, it “grows” to whatever 
length you desire. Pull ring in back of 11-in. vinyl head . . . hair 
resets to original position. Farrah® comes already made-up . 
you just wash, brush and set her hair into your favorite styles. 
SET INCL: 6 rollers, 2 barrettes, elastic bands, ribbons, 24 pins, 
yarn, comb, brush and vinyl bag with Farrah’s “signature. 
FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 years and up. 

Set $12.88 
Not for ages under 3, due to small parts. 
49 N 13199—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 02... 
©1977 Farrah-Fawcett Majors 

Take Winnie-the-Poc д 

естара Umbrella 



* Automatic ball retu 

* Built-in dual-dial 

Scorekeepers 

e Sturdy, molded end panels with no-Wobble legs 

* Red billiard cloth over Ve-in.-thick composition bed 

499» ш 
Year around fun for beginners and “old pros." Well-proportioned 54x30x30-inch 
high table with tough molded plastic frame and end panels. Billiard cloth surface, 

same type as on our more expensive tables, provides smooth, even roll. Live-action 
cushions, Adjustable lez levelers, Tubular aluminum legs fold for compact storage. 
Sixteen 134-inch solid plastic balls, triangle, two 40-inch rubber-tipped wood cue 
sticks. Partly assembled. Shipped freight d or lisi or one ч 
79 N 65014N—Shipping weight 36 pounds. ...... БЕ Set $49.99 

Accessory Set. Includes wall rack (cue sticks, balls, triangle not incl.) 6 pocket 
billiard inserts, and "bridge" unit for bumper pool. All Т plastic 

79 N 65135C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. A ad ..Set $4.99 
Two 40-inch long Cue Sticks. Made of wood and rubber CPP 
79 N 65016C—Shipping weight 2 pounids... «Package 3.99 

Our best 
40-inch Pool Table 24” 

Built to play like the bigger tables. Heavy 
34-inch thick Masonite Presdwood®™ bed with 
cloth surface for sure, even ball roll. Strong, 
foldaway aluminum le 
levelers make slight height 
easy. Live-action cushions, built-in score- 
keepers, and automatic ball return. 

Big 40x25-inch table stands 28 inches high. 
Complete with sixteen 1-inch solid plastic 
balls, triangle, two 30-inch wood cue sti 
Shipped freight (rail or truck) or express, 
79 Н 65167N—Shipping wt. 19 Ibs... . .$24.99 

40-inch Pool Table 
with adjustable leg levelers 

Priced to be Was 
(some SPECIAL $19.99 1799 ) 

Folding tubular aluminum legs reinforced by wood- 
grained finish steel panels. Steel cross-bars help keep 
playing bed flat, Steel frame with automatic ball return, 

Smooth felt playing surface is reinforced against warping 
and sagging. Rubber bumpers, molded рі pockets 
Sixteen 1-іп. solid plastic balls, two 30. wood cue 

sticks, triangle, rules included. 40x22x29 in. high. 
79 N 65136L—Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs. 317.99 

Rotating leg 

каки | Sears 
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Screen-a-Show Cassette Projector Set 
See pictures on both sides of attached screen, or remove it and 

project up to 5-foot square picture on wall. Includes 
5 cassettes with over 100 color scenes. . 6 shows іп all! 

$699 уюм 
batteries 

Just slip cassette in, turn knob, and the show is on! Attached screen 

shows pictures super-clear, and you can take Scooby-Doo, Archie, Sa- 
brina, Josie & the Pussycats, Harlem Globetrotters, The Hair Bear 
Bunch, anywhere. Rewindable cassette sets up for next show fast. 
13x7x5¥/ in. high. Plastic. Uses 4 batteries (order below.) 

hipping weight 2 Ibs. 1 oz. . 
> ла м cane ae Рт nfk Shne wt fih йл» 
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Set $6.99 
Pie 140 

, NOW SHOWING 
AT HOME 

Easy Show Movie Projector Set 
with 5 full shows. . featuring 

favorite TV cartoons on 
continuous-loop film cartridges 

Film advance mechanism runs forward 
or backward . . won't slip, jump or jam 

$787 ctos 
batteries 

Just snap in a cartridge, position film, turn handle, and they're 
off and running! You'll split your sides at the antics of the 
Harlem Globetrotters, Josie & the Pussycats, Archie, Young 
Samson in "The Idol Rama-Keesh", and Space Ghost in "The 
Heat Thing" . . 5 complete shows in black and white film on 4 
cartridges. Super-clear optical system. Plastic. 9x2x6-inch high 
projector. Ages 4 to 10. Uses 3 "D" batteries (order pkg. below, 
left). Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 16656—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. .......... Set $7.87 

Extra black and white continuous-loop Film Cartridges. 

Comedy. Archie in "Island Ogre", Daffy Duck in *Duck Bull 
Duck", George of the Jungle in “Rain Maker”, Tom and Jerry 
in "Dog Gone Dog". 
49 м 16657—Shipping weight 3 ounces .............. $3.49 

Adventure. Superman in “Beware the Wrecker”, Bullwinkle 
in “Bye Bye Boros”, Moby Dick in “Crab Creatures”, Mightor 
in “Mightor Meets Tyrannor”. 
49 М 16658—Shipping weight 3 ounces .......«...... $3.49 

POP-OP-TIC 3-D Storyteller 
Lighted 3-D viewer with color storyroll shows 
the adventures of “Little Red Riding Hood” as 

you listen to the story told on a record 

5322 without 
batteries 

Turn on your record player (not included) and twist the view- 
er knob to hear and see the story in 3-dimensions. 7-inch, 
33'/4-rpm record. Viewer is 77/x7'/x2'/ in. high. Plastic and 
paper. Ages 3 lo 7. Uses 2 "C" batteries (order pkg. below). 
49 N 16648—Japan. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. . Set $3.99 
49 N 8406—“C” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 12 oz. ...Pkg. 1.19 



Your first 
KITCHEN 

Pots and knobs are color 
and shape coordinated 

$549 
A little girl can "cook" dinner for dolly . . 

clean up, too, on a play stove and dishwasher set 

that teaches her to match shapes and colors 

Kitchen Queen play stove has pretend clock and "burner" knobs that click when 
turned. Includes two cookie trays that are really take-apart puzzles . , both fit into 
oven section. Storage cabinet above stove top, mixing utensils. 

Dishwasher has make-believe dish racks for "washing up" and top work area. 
Both appliances are sturdy plastic. Stove is 5'/,x8'/.x9"/, inches high, dishwasher is 
5х4х5 inches high. Ages 3 to 6. Imported from Hong ЕЭШ 
49 C 44522—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces ..Set $5.49 

HOW BIG 
AM I? 

PRE-SCHOOL APPLIANCES 

Use Measure-Me 
to find out 

It's a 60-inch vinyl tape 
for measuring children. 

cowboy hats, puppy dogs. 
almost anything at all 

$399 
Child discovers sizes, mea- 
sures all the things around 
her with Measure-Me. 
Hardwood base has clear 
finish, vinyl tape has big, 
bright numerals. Base also 
has sliding brace on size 
chart, child puts hand or 
foot inside colored outline 
to find glove, shoe size. Base 
1477, ах35/,х5 in. Instr. book- 
let. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49С 44022.............. $3.99 

Child can measure 
glove, shoe sizes 

mn 

Sewing Basket 
Giant buttons, 

spools, 

thimble and "needle" 
for tiny fingers 

$279 
Put three 27,-іпсћ spools on 
the right pegs, and nest 
three 2'/,-inch thimbles in- 
side each other. Sew large 
button (2 incl.) on end of 
tape measure, put it thru 
button hole. One large “nee- 
dle”, thread incl. Durable 
plastic, Ages 2 to 7. 
49 С 44697—Wt. 1 Ib.. .$2.79 

Each of the 4 doors has a 
different type of latch. . 
when child gets each door 

a mA n Y 

So many, many different activities! Picture puzzle cubes make 4 
different pictures. Puzzle tray teaches basic shapes . . circle, 
square, oval, cross, triangle, semi-circle. Adorable animal figures 
can become characters of stories children devise or fit into puzzle 
tray on back of Busy Stores. Collapsible activity strip can be 
moved into almost any shape . . use it as a pen for animal figures, 
as a play “ruler”, almost anything a child can imagine. Sturdy 
plastic, overall Md i бер. Ages 27, to 5 years, 
49 C 44781—Shipping weight 3 

Toast-a-Tune™ 

$479 

Pop toast in and turn the crank to 
play a happy tune . . toast pops 
up when song is over. 

Durable plastic toaster comes 
with 2 colorful pieces of toast. 
Each piece of toast plays 2 songs. 
Measures 9%, in. high. Ages 1 to 
4. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49С44025.............. $4.79 

TUFF STUFF" TOYS 
$487 

(1 and 2) Sound and move like 
real appliances, but won't hurt 
fingers because the action parts 
stop as soon as they meet resist. 

ance. Durable plastic. From Mex- 
ico. Ages 2 to S. So easy to buy 
when you just use the phone. 

1 Sewing Machine. Child pulls 
cord, releases hand wheel to 

get a realistic vibrating sound. 
Pretend “needle” moves up and 
down. Practice cloth included. 8°/, 
in. high. 
49 C 44029—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. ..$4.87 

2 Mixer. Pull cord, press the 
start button and beater spins 

around. Gives realistic vibrating 
noise, too. 11 in. high. 
49 C 44886—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. ..9487 



Imagination Builders..Toys that let a child's mind 

Play Family Rooms 
A delightful "house" with a play family of 
4 plus a puppy. All rooms are completely 
furnished and open and easy to reach 

This Play Family's home has a kitchen, living room, bedroom, bath, patio and a lawn 
to explore. Includes 4 play people and hairs, tables, beds, bathroom fixtures, 
kitchen appliances, pool, picnic set and “gı . 29 pieces in all. Measures 1914x 
1174x434 in. high . . just the right size for ages 2 to 7. Solidly constructed hardboard 

-" - base with colored wood and plastic pieces. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
View shows back of "house" 1 49 N 44438—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ...... e *4.95 

Visit the days of old, when knights were bold 
and create your very own pretend kingdom 

Play Family Castle 

$1277 
Exciting medieval castle has 4 towers joined by a massive battle- 
ment house that may be entered from both sides. It's loaded with 
great play features like a trap door, hidden room, dragon's den, 
heavy-duty drawbridge that creaks when it's raised. And there's a 
royal family: king, queen, knight, prince, princess, woodsman. 
Also includes a dragon and 2 horses with movable legs, period 
furnishings, coach, dles, harnesses for horses. Plastic, hard- 
board. Measures 17x1234x1314 in. high. Ages 2 to 10 years. 
79 N 44503C—Shipping weight 9 pounds $1277 

All parts store inside. 
Roof carrying handle 

38 pieces store inside. 
Roof carrying handle 

“Westward Ho!" 
i 21 pieces store inside. л =з х 

with Tm S Roof carrying handle Playskool Holiday Inn? {athe word c innkeeper 
108 This two-story Holiday Inn has a lobby, restaurant, 2 bedrooms and 2 bath 

rooms . . just waiting to accommodate vacationers. All doors (hinged, sliding or 
Go West, ратат, DAY Vues ghe анттан pedcs revolving) really work. There are stairs and balconies that play people may be 
ET nan emerge raises edes fa peo een placed on and each room is completely furnished and may be rearranged by 
e: иаша furnishings of the is Ау your resourceful “innkeeper”. In back there's а 15х157є-іп. playboard that 
Ligucie e eique o be беренсе настой guides children in setting up the layout. It has an illustrated garden, patio and 
bles in western duds and cowboy hats, plus a Weeble Indian, Ages 2 to 6. pool, plus a working play people swing, slide and table. Also includes 2 cars 

- s рі with luggage, 6 play people, dog, Holiday Inn sign with 6 message cards and 4 4 ; 44537C— Plastic. 13/x8%4x16%4 in. high closed. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. .$10.87 colorful flags. Plastic. 19V2x19V2x814 inches high when open. For ages 3 to 8. 
78 N 44507C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $13.87 

Citai pads scans’ by баа йаа инса om 



аарак scant бу chrisma nercotochnichl Hani 

Gas nozzle fits into 
hole on back of car 

Playskool Holiday Inn* 
Spend a fun-filled weekend 

with the World's Innkeeper 

Two-story building has a lob- 
by, restaurant, 2 bedrooms 
and 2 bathrooms . . each com- 
pletely furnished. 15x15%%¢-in. 
playboard with illustrated 
garden, patio and pool plus a 
working swing, a slide and ta- 
ble. 2 cars with luggage, 6 
play people, dog, sign with 6 
message cards and 4 colorful 
flags. Plastic. 191x1914x8% 
in, high when open. Pieces 
store inside. For ages 3 to 8. 
79 C 44507C—Wt. 7 Ibs. $14.87 

For emergency road service 
апа hauling in disabled cars 

to service. 
car 

Fill 'em up, wash, fix or tow cars at 

PLAYSKOOL TEXACO* 
Service Station 
SOLD ONLY 
AT SEARS 

Your little gas station attendant can own his own Texaco service station and per- 
form all services а real gas station attendant does. 12x11V2x6'z-in. high station 
with a car wash, car ejector button and a movable grease rack. 10-in. long gas 
island with hoses, nozzles, pumps, water can and а 10¥-in. high sign. Two-piece 
tractor-trailer tank truck, 9 in. long. A tow truck with hook and a small car. Two 
station attendants in uniform and two customers. Plastic. For ages 3 to 8. 
49 C 44273—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ...... TH ...%11.95 

Playskool McDonald's* 
Take a break in the land 
with the Golden Arches® 

Vinyl playmat with brightly 
printed parking spaces and a 
landscaped patio. Incl. 7 play 
people (workers and custom- 
ers), 2 cars, built-in trash can, 
food trays, even a cash regis- 
ter. Illustrations simulate 
racks of burgers, french fries, 
shakes, plus a portrait of 
Ronald McDonald®. Plastic. 
12x11x8% in. high. Ages 3 to 8 
years. Shipping weight 4 
pounds 10 ounces. 
49 С 44506 ......... $10.87 

$1 195 



(1) Brunswick Tabletop 
Air-Hockey* 
by Aurora 

Puck rides on an almost friction-free cushion of 
air as you try to strike your opponent's goal. 
PLAYING SURFACE: Smooth hardboard, 946 air 
holes. Play area measures 46x20 inches wide. 
FRAME: Wood. Durable plastic goals, built-in 
scorekeepers. Measures 48x22x5" inches high 
overall. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 impact-resistant hand-held 
striker-goalies and 2 pucks. Plastic. Rules. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: On-off switch. UL 
listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 15-20 w. 6-foot 
cord. Not recommended for ages under 7 years. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 

Partially — Instruc- 
"N" suffix, page 276. 

79N 85269. Sipe wt. 13 Ibs. .$23.88 

(2) Coleco PowerJet™ 
Hockey Game Table 

with air-action surface 
Fast-paced action . . . you attack and defend 
with hand-held goalies, puck ricochets off sides. 
PLAYING SURFACE: Slick hardboard surface 
with 942 air holes. Play area, 46x22 in. wide. 
FRAME: Wood with sturdy steel support legs, 
hardboard leg panels. Durable plastic goals. 
built-in scorekeepers. 54x23! 2x30! ; in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 impact-resistant hand-held 
plastic striker-goalies, 2 pucks and rules. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110- 
120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 22 watts. 5-foot cord. Not 
recommended for ages under 7 years. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. 
Instructions incl. See “М” suffix, page 276. 
79 М 65265N—Shpzg. wt. 42 Ibs. $38.94 

Pelé Air-Powered Soccer 
. adds a new "kick" to a favorite game 

E $3777 
Aim air nozzle located behind goalie at soccer 
ball to “blow” it down field. Five groups of play- 
ers, four in each sop, revolve right or E to 
"kick" ball when you direct air nozzle at 
PLAYING SURFACE: Hardboard play area mea- 
sures 3834x192 inches wide. 
FRAME: Wood with steel legs. Unit measures 
40x21'4x8'; inches high overall. 

йшй pace scans by cheidimasmuseleciadc conn 

ACCESSORIES: 4 soccer balls, score counter, 5 
plastic player groups on spinner pins, 2 goalies. 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110- 
120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 45 watts. 5-foot cord. Not 
recommended for ages under 6. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMA ION: Partially assembled, 
instructions incl. See "N" suffix, page 276. 
79 М 6527N—Shpg. wt. 25 lbs. $377 

Play over 125 different 
games with Carrom* 

$994 
(3) Carrom Game Set. 
PLAYING SURFACE: Reversible 28'4-in. square wood- 
grained vinyl laminated hardboard panel with molded 
high-impact styrene corners, 4 net pockets. 
ACCESSORIES: Carrom rings, 2 hardwood cues, num- 
bered „ dice, spin tops, ten-pins and rule book. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
od INFORMATION: If mailed, takes 15-pound 

see page 276 for details. 
791 М 65303L—Shipping weight 8 pounds ...... $9.94 

(4) Stand. Wooden stand supports carrom board for 
sit-down playing. 26 inches high. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. Just attach legs. 
49 N 65144—Shipping weight 2 pounds 
Extra Carrom Rings. Package of 29 plastic rings. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65149— Shipping weight 8 oz. 

$277 

Pkg. $1.57 

Toss Across 
Ideal's giant-sized Tic-Tac-Toe 

. family fun indoors or outside 

FRAME: Plastic frame and legs. Measures 
1834x21'2x514 inches high overall. 

ORDERING INFORM INFORMATION: Partially assembled; in- 
structions included. 
79 N 65324C—Shipping weight 6 pounds .$11.64 

You can order items on pages 423 to 598 
from now until SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 



Hasbro 

and friends talk to you 

pick 8 picture, push the magic 

numbers, lift the receiver and listen 

Emergency Deluxe 
Fire Fighter Set 

There's a blaze 

and you're the 
fire fighter with 
authentically 

styled equipment 
$596 

Make rescue attempts with authentic-looking equipment. 
SET INCLUDES: Helmet with adjustable sizing strap, simulated 
air bottle with breather mask, bullhorn, badge. Made of plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 45017—Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 ог... 
©1976 Emergency Productions 

482 [Sears | $552. 

.Set $5.96 

айо Dane scans by Ента пиона cont 
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Winnie-the-Pooh 

(1thru7) Talk to Toys that 

The pull-ring talking toy 
makes it fun to learn 
about the alphabet, 
farm animals and 
Winnie-the-Pooh 
characters 

Pop-up Register 

Pretend you're TR 

a supermarket р 

cashier, insert | 
card, press B 

pops up 

$495 

HOW IT WORKS: Insert card with prices 
and items on it into top of register. One 
rice will show in window. When numbered 
uttons are pushed that total the price 

shown, card pops up. Push "open" button, 
ll rings, drawer opens. 5V2x5x6 in. Plas- 

tic. 5 plastic cards. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
49 C 16711—Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. $4.95 

eee 

m 

buttons. card | 

Smokee CB™ Talking Radio 
Your “good buddies" talk 
to you in 10 CB phrases. 

= 

Winnie-the-Pooh Typewriter 

Hit а key, a letter or number with 
rela nd picture appears 

HOW IT WORKS: When keys are struck and 
carriage moves to left, a letter appears in 
window on carriage followed by Winnie-the- 
Pooh picture and related word. Plastic. 
BVax8x334 in. high 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
49 C 16714 . $8.95 



Child's Electric Sewing Machine sews 
so much like Mom's it even has LOCK-STITCHING 

The LOCK-ST. ts formed 
by the looping together of 

2 threads side 
of the material being sewn 

Gp thread shown in black 
bottom thr 

Easy-wind bobbin 
for bottom thread 

Easy foot contro! 
for tast-siow sewing 

Carrying case 
snaps in place 

Af 

AC adapter sold 
separately 

Heather Sewing 
Machine 

$997 
without battenes 

Little Gem 
Sewing Machine 

ноо pace scuns by diriana warselecindesl com 

$2999 
batteries, adapter 

not included 

Sew Pertect® 
ust snap 

on cassette 

$1384 
without battenes 

© Pressure foot design helps prevent 
fingers from getting caught 

@ Tension dial adjusts for correct tension 

* Hand crank to operate manually 

ө Table clamp holds machine in place 

(1) Child's Electric Sewing Machine. 
HOW !T WORKS: Use hand crank to operate manually; 
use with 4 "D" batteries (order package below), or use on 
household current with the aid of adapter plug (sold be- 
low). See illustrations at left for lockstitch details. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic base, carrying case; polystyrene 
arm and bed housing. 10^ 4x4? 4x7? in. high. Imported. 
OPERATING FEATURES: Built-in table clamp holds ma- 
chine in place. Case snaps in place. Incl. pressure-foot lift- 
er, pressure foot, needle plate, adjustable tension dial and 
bobbin winder. Foot pedal with on-off switch starts ma- 
chine when you press your foot on pedal. 
ACCESSORIES INCL: 3 needles, needle threader, bobbin, 
spool of thread, carrying case, foot pedal, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and older. Not recommended for chil- 
dren under 3 because of small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order battery package, 
adapter below. 
49 N 1210—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 2 oz. $29.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 46995—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. Pkg. $1.87 

(2) Safety Plug Adapter. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed to convert 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle household higher current to 3-volt low 
current. 8 watts. 5-foot cord. Not recommended for chil- 
dren under 8 years. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Use with 49 N 1210 machine 
above only. 
49 N 12101—Shipping weight 9 ounces ....$5,99 

Lock-stitch sewing machine Accessory Kit (not shown). 
2 bobbin cases, 3 needles, 2 bobbins. Imported. 
49 N 12 109— Shipping weight 1 ounce Kit $2.29 

(3) Battery or hand-operated 
Heather Sewing Machine. 

HOW IT WORKS: Battery-oj pu with easy-to-operate 
foot pedal or operate by hand by turning the crank. Sews a 
straight chain stitch. Tie off stitch at both ends. 
OPERATING URES: Tension control lets you adjust 
thread tightness to material. Includes pressure foot, needle 
bar, pressure foot lifter, hand crank. Sewing light and foot 
pedal operate when used with batteries. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact black plastic and metal. 
91 4x4! 2x6? inches high. Quaint old-fashioned design. Im 
ported. 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDE: 2 needles, needle threader, spool 
of thread, sewing light, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not for ages under 3 because 
of small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Can be used with 2 "D" bat- 
teries, order package below. 
49 N 1241—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces ..$9.97 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46996—Shipping weight 11 ounces Pkg. $1.39 

(4) Hand-operated Little Gem Sewing Machine. 

HOW ІТ WORKS. Turn sewing machine wheel in either 
direction and machine will continue to sew a straight unin- 
terrupted chain stitch that won't ravel. Tie off stitch at 
both ends. 
OPERATING FEATURES: Tension control knob adjusts 
thread tightness to material. Includes pressure foot, pres- 
sure foot lifter, needle bar. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic hand-operated ma- 
chine. 64 x3! 2x514 in. high. Base has extension leaf. 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDE: 2 needles, spool of thread, needle 
threader and complete instructions. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. Not for ages under 3 because 
of small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 1237—Shipping weight 13 ounces $5.97 

(5) Sew Perfect®. From Mattel. 
HOW ІТ WORKS: No threading needed. Needle and thread 
are enclosed in cassette. Simply insert cassette and turn on 
switch for real chain-stitch sewing. 
CONSTR: High-impact plastic. 1254¢x6'sx85% in. high. 
ACCESSORIES INCL: 1 cassette with enclosed needle, 300 
ft. white thread. 15-ft. decorative trim, 6 Simplicity pat- 
terns, material, instructions for small stuffed doll. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 alkaline “D” bat- 
teries, not included, package sold above. Order additional 
cassettes below. Warranted by Mattel. Write for free copy, 
see page 330. 
49 N 1249 1—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. $13.84 

Sew Perfect® Accessory Set (not shown). Includes 3 
cassettes with 300 feet of white, red, blue thread. Each 
cassette has enclosed needle. 
49 N 12493— Shipping weight 8 ounces Kit $2.97 



NFL Electric Football 
with 27-inch gridiron 

Big 37x20-inch metal gridiron 

Both teams are in official colors 

Field decorations are exactly like 
the actual Super Bowl game 

Each team has a quarterback that 

Vikings and Chiefs battle for 

the professional championship 

Super Bowl 
Electric Football 

Best Dears 

$ 99 
Sold only at Sears 

Recreate the excitement of the biggest football game of the year 
as the AFL and NFL champions clash in the Super Bowl. Now 
you're the coach~you call the plays. Set up offensive and de- 
fensive formations. Vibrating coil under board sets players 
movin; wn the feld. Colorful plastic “Vikings” and “Chiefs” 
are in five poses; players remove from bases for display. Set in- 

automatic timer, magnetic first-down marker with 
ix felt footballs, one-piece goal posts. Colorful clip-on 

nd and scoreboard. Instructions and player identification 

cludes 

‘chain 

pas icluded, UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 

79 М 65456L—Shipping weight 11 pounds $15.99 5, kicks, and carries the ball 

Packers and Rams 
clash on the field in 
NFL Electric Football 

T d 

Two powerful NFL teams meet 
head-on.. Colorful plastic. players 
come in five action poses, vibrating 

j| sets them moving. Each team 

à quarterback that throws, kicks 

the ball. Set has auto. 

timer, movable 

Electric Baseball has players 
that bat and run the bases 

Hit ball . 
arm tosses 

б^ 

. plastic batter “runs” for first. Throwing 
trying to beat runner. Lever-action 

atic magnetic 
and yard markers. Goal posts, 

grandstand, 6 felt footballs. clip-on 
Instructions includec UL stec " es " Р РОТ Шри pea ЕРА batting, pitching. Vibrator сой. Metal and hard- 
79 н 65452C- Wt. 8 lbs. $11.97 board, 22x22 in. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 

....96.97 79 н 65072C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

Pricedtobe Was $7.49 
SOMETHING 9 4 ^ r 

\_ SPECIAL $6 You do the batting with s 4 44 
Sure Shot Baseball 4 

Action-posed plastic Jets and Raiders on metal field Cut 7%. Foto-Electric Football. 
Two quarterbacks pass, kick and carry ball. In- Takes strategy. All new offensive One player turns knob to hit ball . . the other tries 
dudes automatic timer, magnetic down, yard mark- defensive plays . . move viewer to catch jt as it pops over the outfield wall. Score 
ers, coil, clip andstand, 6 felt foot- for results. Spinner for kickir the most runs in nine innings. Move plastic playe 

balls. 27 п. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-с. AC backs, penalties. New desi around bases. Set includes 18x18-in. plastic play 

79 Н 65545C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. $8.97 board b 19x1434x4 board, players, baseballs, instructions. 

pcom 
AELG 
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UL listed, 110-120-v 79 N 65544C—Shipping weight 3 pounds....... $4.44 
79 N 65021C— 

60. 



FAVORITE CARTOON AND 
STORYBOOK CHARACTERS 

"PERFORMING" AT YOUR COMMAND | 

Winnie-the-Pooh Movie Viewer 
with continuous-loop color film 

cartridge of Walt Disney's 
original cartoon “ТҺе Hunny Tree" 

The easiest way for little kids to see 
movies . , no batteries, bulbs, $699 

electricity, screen or projector needed 

Run 'em forward or backward, in slow motion or extra fast . . you'll 
love your showing of Walt Disney's famous cartoons. Hand-held 
viewer with focusing eyepiece gives sharp, clear pictures. Film-loop 
in cartridge means nothing to lose, no tearing, no rewinding. Rugged 
plastic is firmly welded . . no screws, bolts. 6x3x5 in. high. 
49 N 1665 1—Shipping weight 15 ounces .... .....Set $6.99 

Extra continuous-loop Color Film for movie viewer above. 
49 М 16652—Bambi. Shipping weight 6 ounces ...... ..$2.99 
49 N 16653—Pinocchio. Shipping weight 6 ounces. . . . 2.99 
49 N 16654—Three Little Pigs. Shipping weight 6 ounces .. 2.99 
49 М 16655—Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. Wt. б 02..2.99 
49 N 16687— 101 Dalmatians. Shipping weight 6 ounces... 2.99 
49 N 16688— Cinderella. Shipping weight 6 ounces ........ 2.99 
Wait Disney characters) Wait Disney Productions 

Electric 
8mm Movie 
Projector 

$2 495 

Comes with 50-foot film of Charlie Chaplin's 
popular “Hits” and handles up to 200 feet of 

any standard 8mm film you want to see 

Hand out the popcorn and lower the houselights in your own “mov- 

film. Has threading mechanism that's easy enough for young fingers 
to operate and rapid motor rewind. Vertical tilt device for position- 
ing on any screen, manual framer to get scene centered just right. 
200-foot take-up reel. 150-watt projection bulb. Blower cooled. 
9х5х10 in. high. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Heavy- 
duty steel construction. Buy it the easy way—order by 
49 N 16701—Shipping weight 7 pounds 6 ounces ..Set $24.95 

Extra 200-foot 8mm тое AU Bt ta s е + 
49 М 16702—Charlie Chaplin in “The Champion" 
49 м 16703—Charlie Chaplin in “The Cops”. 
49N 16704—Laurel and Hardy in “Another Fine Mess” 

FOSSETT а e 

Rub “Activation 
designs onto foil picture 

Асанын 5987, apee 
batteries Box and start show 

See magical pictures of light and movement 
that look like animation. . and you're the one 

who makes that magic work! 

Sound fascinating? It is, and here's how you make it work. 
(1) Press designs from plastic motion-activator plate onto 
foil picture. (2) Color pictures. (3) Set picture into light 
box and as lights revolve behind designs you'll seem to see 
wheels turn, rain fall, rivers flow. Includes 134x12/4x2'- 
inch plastic picture box, 2 colored pre-activated pictures, 1 
colored picture, 3 pictures to be colored and activated, 1 
sheet plain foil, 3 motion-activator plates, 3 ink pens (red, 
blue, yellow). Uses 6 "D" batteries (order pkg. below). 
49N16681-Shipping weight 3 lbs. 3 oz. ........Set $9.87 
49N8405-"D" Batteries. Pkg., 6. Wt. 1 lb. 8oz. Pkg. 1.49 

Refills. 5 foil pictures, 2 foil sheets, 2 activator plates. 
49 М 16682— Birds and Animals. Wt. 5 oz... Set $1.76 
49 N 16683—Funny Monsters. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. Set 1.76 
49 N 16684—Psychedelic Designs. Wt. 5 oz. .Set 1.76 

6 extra Pens. Red, blue, yellow, orange, brown, green. 
49 N 16697—Shipping weight 3 ounces ..... Pkg. $1.49 

Talking Pictures" Schoolhouse 
See on your storyboard what you hear from the 
“Schoolhouse” record player and you'll find 
learning about yourself and your world is fun 

$ 899 without 
battery 

“About Ме”. . that’s what you'll learn from your Talking 
Pictures Schoolhouse . . about manners, about emotions, 
about how your body grows and works so you can run 
and jump and play. Just push record into slot in school- 
house and hear what storyboard pictures show you . . по 
needle, no knobs to turn. Nine 2-sided records play 33 sec- 
onds on each side. Three 2-sided, 10x12-inch heavy card- 
board storyboards. Parent's guidebook. Plastic player is 6 
in. tall, uses 1 “Р” battery (order pkg. above). 
49 N 16667—Shipping weight 2 pounds ....... 



LES THE 
SESAME STREET" GANG 

They're Muppet Puppets that you can 

operate by hand to put on shows, skits 

rm 
| 

Big Bird’s 
abig 

19 inches tall 

es, 

1 819 Bird. This silly bird will open his beak, flap his 
wings, bend his neck and legs . . even walk. Just follow 

the instructions to help him put on his act. Plastic, felt, fake 
fur and feathers. For ages 3 and up. Stands 19 in. tall. 

49C 44146—Shipping weight 1 lb 8 oz. 5787 

(2 and 3) Hand Muppets that look just like Ernie and 
Bert. Your fingers operate their mouths and hands. Vinyl 
heads, cloth bodies. 8 in. tall. Instructions. Ages 3 to 10. 

(2) 49 C 44851—Ernie. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $3.99 
(3) 49 C 44852— Bert. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3.99 

Cookie Monster. Your fingers move his mouth; 
moved by pull-string. Fake fur. Instr. Ages 3 to 10. 

49 C 44853—8 in. tall. Shipping weight 10 oz. 

ns 

Talk-a-Fun 

Phone 

He's soft 

as a pillow 

and knows 

10 different 

sayings — o, а 
> Ore чо 

5544 / U today? À 

Just pull 
Receiv 

This smiling phone always has something to say 
the talking ring to hear one of his 10 funny phrase 

er” lifts up so you can talh 
He's so cuddly because his bright cloth body is stuffed 

with soft cotton. Measures 8хбх5 inches high. Designed for 

children 2 to 7 years old. 
49 C 44069—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces $544 

Galaloá pane Scane by йынан аай poma 

the light it, they're huggable bedtime companions 

Dress-Up Toys 
Soft, cuddly friends that 

teach children how to buckle, 

button, tie and snap 

cotton bà $499 
Friendly Honey Bear can teach his feit vest ju, 
your toddler how to dress him 
self, Helps develop muscle coardi. 
nation too, 
Honey Bear is soft, gold-color 

corduroy stuffed with cellulose fi- 
ber and polyurethane foam. Felt 
features, locked-in plastic button 
eyes, pompon nose. 17%, in. tall, 
Ages 3 to 6. 
49 C 44198—Shpzg. wt. 12 oz. $499 

Playskool's 
Dapper Dan 

and Lace 

Dressy Bessy snap 

$597 > 

[6] 
Buckle 

(5 and 6 ) Smiling dolls dressed in layers of sewn-on clothing to help h your 3 to 6 
vear old how to dress. Each outfit buttons, snaps, buckles, ties, zips. Your toddler will 

have fun learning to dress the dolls and develop coordination too! 20 in. tall. Non-toxic, 
non-aller; ic, filled with polyester fiber. 

(5) 49 C 44113—Dapper Dan. Shipping w 
(6) 49C 44112—Dressy Bessy. Shippin 

ght 1 pound $5.97 

weight 1 pound 597 

HUG-A-BOOK {9 ) 
DOLLS e 

р Stories that 
a^,» are really 

for bedtime 

$399 

[8] 

ry in its tummy . . and when 

(7 thru 10) Children won't mind bedtime so much 
with these cuddly story tellers to keep them compa- 
ny. Each doll has a 12-page story securely bound to 
its tummy. Stories are in simple language with full 
color pictures. Cotton dolls stuffed with non-toxic, 
non-allergenic polyester. Machine washable in cold 
water, even the book. Each 12 in. tall. For children 
ages 1 to 6. Shpg. wt. each 13 oz. 
(7) 49C 44116—Jack and the Beanstalk $3.99 
(8) 49C 44119—Papa Bear of the 3 Bears 3.99 
(9) 49C44117—0One of the 3 Little Pigs 3.99 
(10) 49 C 44118—Little Red Riding Hood 399 



provide the realism 

Fisher-Price 
Play Family Village 

Filled with places to go, things 
to do and people to meet 

$1287 

1 The play possibilities are endless with these village streets hinged together by a cross- 
over bridge. One side of the street offers a firehouse, post office, dentist's office, movie 

theater and a roof-top restaurant. Across the street there's a police station with jail cell, 
barber's shop, upstairs apartment and a garage. Each building filled with fun furniture and 
some have doors that crank up with a ratchet sound; firehouse has a siren. Removable 
pedestrian bridge has a knob to change traffic light. Postal truck delivers "letters" color- 
coded to building mail slots. There are 5 vehicles and a gas pump that connects to them. 
Nine Play Family citizens plus street decorations. Plastic and hardboard, 2014x9V2x13' 

Folds, locks with 
32 pieces inside 

20 pieces store inside. 
Use roof as a 

carrying handle 

Playskool McDonald's* 
Launch an imaginary excursion 

to McDonald's with the golden arches 

$922 
2 Let's go to McDonald's! Take a trip to this fun-time place at a 

moment's notice. The building and sign are placed on a vinyl 
playmat brightly printed with parking spaces and a landscaped 
patio. Includes 7 play people to be workers and customers, 2 cars, 
built-in trash can, food trays, even a cash register that really rings. 
Colorful illustrations on the walls simulate racks of burgers, 
french fries, shakes, plus a portrait of Ronald McDonald®, Also 
includes a “round-a-bout” for play people to ride on. Plastic. Unit 

inches high closed. Children, ages 2 to 8, control all the action. 
Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

79N 44501C 

$ 087 Fisher-Price 
1 3 é Play Family Farm 

f 
Give the farm family 

a hand with the chores 

3 On this little "acreage" there's 
plenty of work for preschool- 

ers to do. There's equipment to 
take care of . . a tractor, fences, 
watering trough and a detachable 
yoke for hitching cart to horses. 
In all there are seven plastic farm 
animals to tend to and four play 
family farmers that need help 
with the chores. Hayloft door 
opens, barn door opens with a 
“moo” sound. Silo top is remov- 
able. Wood and plastic barn, mea- 
sures 10%x7%%x17 in. high. 22 
pieces store inside. Ages 2 to 8. 
49 N 44597—Wt. 5 lbs... . .. $10.87 

$12.87 

measures 12316х834х1211/6 inches high overall. For ages 3 to 8. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces. 

49 N 44506 59.22 

Fisher-Price 
Play Family 

A-frame House 

4 This rustic looking house has 
a hinged roof on one side that 

opens for inside play. When 
hinged section is down it becomes 
à patio. Front and rear decks 
have sliding doors . . one with a 
dinner bell. First floor is a cook 
ing, eating and living area, second 
floor, a sleeping loft with balco 
nies and railing. Includes 4 Play 
Family people, a puppy, indoor 
and outdoor furnishings and a 
jeep. 1054x9!4x1354 inches high. 
18 pieces store inside. Rooftop 
handle. Plastic. For children ages 
2 to 8, Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 11 oz. 
49 М 44502 $711 

Weebles S.S. Littleputt Fisher-Price Play Family Jet 

5 This big jet taxies down any "runway" and 
gives out with a jet engine "whir-r-r" sound 

as a child pulls it along. A cautious pilot looks 
from side to side as plane moves along. Hinged 
door lowers and forms a boarding ramp for the 
four Play Family passengers. Their luggage 
stows away in plane's rear baggage compart- 
ment. Plastic. 10%х5%%х12% inches long. 7 
pieces store inside. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 № 4430—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz... .$5.22 

Сайа page scans by айлан warsekecinicel com 

Fisher-Price Play Family Camper 
6 When pulled, this custom camper makes 

a motor noise as three people up front 
bounce merrily along. Camper home has a 
sink, toilet and 4 padded bunks. Also includes 
a floatable rowboat, a trail bike, patio table 
set, barbecue and 5 Play Family campers. 
Trailer section lifts off. Wood and plastic. 
Measures 1234х6!3/16х7 146 inches high. 19 
pieces store inside. For children ages 2 to 8. 
49 N 44653—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. . $6.11 

7 Ahoy mates! It's those wobbling Weebles inviting you 
on a fun-filled adventure. Come aboard the S.S. Little- 

putt . . a pull-toy cabin cruiser. Place the 4 Weeble “deck 
hands” all over the top and inside of the boat. There’s even 
a working fishing reel mounted to the deck and 4 fish to 
catch. Includes flag pole and anchor. Plastic. 914x814x181 
in. long. 10 pieces store inside. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 N 44152—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. . . ...86.97 

мкоє 



This forest is alive with Play Friends and things to do. b 

PLAYSKOOL FOREST RANGER 

SOLD ONLY AT SEARS $095 

Young campers can arrange and rearrange animals, people and other pieces . . 
create their own adventures. 29!2x20!4-inch brightly colored vinyl playmat has 
illustrated roads, trails, grass and lake. Includes campfire, tent, camper, trailer, 
canoe, two people, two backpacks, forest ranger wearing a hat, 10-inch take- 
apart ranger tower with platform, house and ladder, four animals (bear, beaver, 
eagle, raccoon), one horse and saddle, a tree top with one large and one small tree 
trunk (tree top interchangeable with 2 tree trunks). Tough pues) 
49 C 44275— For ages 3 to 7. Shipping weight 2 pounds . 

Catalog Hane scans by eri at westolochnical cont 

Playskool 
Emergency Squad 

No matter what the emergen 
Cy, get to the scene fast. O 
land there's a 41%-іп. long am. 
bulance equipped with a lift 
off top and a stretcher. For 
sea emergencies there’ 
boat with detachable motor 
boat can be carried on top of 
ambulance. In the air, a heli- 
copter with a propeller that 

rotates. Also includes 2 Play 
Friends as “medical t \ 
and 2 patients. Made of tough 
plastic. For ages 3 to 6. 

49 C 44281—Wt. 1 Ib. ...94.44 

+ $9.95 

Playskool 

Riding Stable 

Saddle up the horses, mount 
up and off you go. There’s a 
“fenced-in” pen and jumping 
area for exercise, and a road 
for galloping. After your ex 
cursion, lead your horse back 
to the stable where a bale of 
hay is waiting for him to nib 
ble on. Includes 24x28-in. vi 
nyl playmat, 4 Play Friends, 4 
horses, 4 hats, 4 saddles, sta- 
ble, bucket, 2 jumps with ad 
justable crossbars. Plastic 
For ages 3 to 7 
49 C 44278—Wt. 2 lbs. . $8.94 



Two ction table game in one 

... face off for fast-action hockey 
or test your “cool” at pool 

Tabletop 
Pool Table 

PLAYING SURFACE: Hardboard bed covered with red 
sueded cotton cloth. Playing area 28x15 inches wide. 
FRAME: Wood frame, legs and ball returns. Polyethylene 
corners and pocket liners. 30x17x3 inches high overall. 
ACCESSORIES: Set of 1-inch balls, two 30-inch wood 
cues, triangle and rules. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 65 153C—Shipping weight 7 pounds .. . - $9.88 

Pivot Pool 
by Milton Bradley 

$1594 
PLAYING SURFACE: Green felt-covered hardboard. 
FRAME: Wood-grained plastic frame. Automatic ball re- 
turn. Rubber-tipped leg levelers. Unit measures 
32V4x19x474 inches high overall. 
ACCESSORIES: Set of 14-inch balls, triangle, adjustable 
pivoting shooter, rules. 
FOR AGES: 8 to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 65635C—Shipping weight 12 pounds. ...$15.94 

Сой pace scans by chrisimas: 

Tabletop flips 

409x184 in. wide on pool side. 

FOR AGES: 6 to adult. 

The Champ 
45x22-inch 

Poo! Table 

51996 

(1) 45x22-inch Pool Table. 
PLAYING SURFACE: Green sueded cotton-cov- 

hardboard, +4 inch thick. Playing area mea- 
sures 40*2x18!4 inches wide. 
FRAME: Injection molded plastic and hardboard 
frame. Plastic corner caps and pocket liners. 
Folding tubular steel legs. Unit measures 
45x22x29 inches high о 
ACCESSORIES: Set of 1-їпсһ balls, two 36-inch 
plastic cues, triangle, chalk and rules. 
FOR AGES: 6 to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, 
instructions included. See “N” suffix, page 276. 

Shipping weight 20 pounds. 
79 М 66772МИ....................... %19.96 

PLAYING SURFACE: Smooth hardboard top on hockey side, cotton felt-covered 
hardboard on pool side. Playing area measures 431/3х201% in. wide on hockey side, 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembied; instructions incl. See “! 
79 N 651 1N—Shipping weight 25 pounds . . 

FRAME: Plastic frame with tubular steel legs. 45x22x29 inches high overall. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 hand-held goalies, 2 removable goals, 2 scorekeepers, 1 puck. Set 
of 1-inch pool balls, two 36-inch plastic cues, triangle and rules. 

” suffix, p. 276. 
$36.99 

Play smooth on 
this 50x27-inch 

Pool Table 

$4299 

(2) 50x27-inch Pool Table. 
PLAYING SURFACE: 34-inch thick particle board 
covered with green sueded cotton. Playing area 
measures 46x23" inches wide. 
FRAME: Hardboard frame, legs. Polyethylene 
corner caps and porket ia liners. Unit measures 
50x27x26 inches high overall. 
ACCESSORIES: Set of 1%4-їпсһ balls, two 38-inch 
wood cues, triangle and rules. 
FOR AGES: 6 to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled, instructions 
included. See “N” suffix, page 276. 
79 N 65 154N—Shpg. wt. 43 Ibs. $42.99 

489 oc 



talk back to you 
(1) Winnie-the-Pooh Talking Phone. 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn wheel to your favorite Winnie-the- 
Pooh character. Dial magic numbers shown. Then lift receiver 
and listen to character's voice on telephone. 6 messages. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. 8x12x5%% inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: uires 1 “D” battery, not in- 
cluded . . . order package on 
49 C 4581 1—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces ..$10.95 

(2) Answer Me Phone. 
HOW IT WORKS: Switch on for operation. Push a button and 
phone makes ringing sound at intervals until receiver is picked 

‚ just like a real phone. 8 messages. From 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. 714x634x434 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
оно TON: асана 1 "D" battery, not in- 

COE DES s iade e REIR ES $5.95 

(3) Talking Fairy Queen Play Phone. 
HOW IT WORKS: Pick up receiver, push button and release to 
hear one of 10 messages. Phone rings when dialed. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. 814x334x334 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to B years. 
ORDERING A MATO Rink 1 "C" battery, not in- cluded . . . order package 
49 C 45786—Shipping weight 1 pound. ...........-. $3.87 
(4) Smokee CB™ Talking Toy Radio. 
a IT WORKS: Just switch on, turn to "receive" to hear 10 

"slanguages" at random. Hand-held pretend microphone, 
n 3 turning 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, 8Yx5¥x4 inches high. Comes 
with е dictionary. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 1 "D" battery, not in- 
cluded. . . order below. идеа. . . E 
48 C 4503 1— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces ..... $5.87 

(5 thru 7) Children see pictures, hear sounds and learn. 

(1) 26 pases) are re ened at random or set painter to oe are repeated a! or set pointer to one 
ie colorful characters on selection, 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. отара and stands. 10 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: No batteries needed. 

Ie Mise: ene Pooh Sa pner елеси bebes 
there is bound ley. 

VP Be Te rete ead, 10 ounces ....$7.77 

A minus chon VET TL TM 

49 сибат Ships it 1 pound 15 ounces 97.77 

D The Farmer Says. Listen to farmer name animals and 
unds. . . “Sheep H -а-а,' 

49 C 4508 Shipping weight pond аза” Creer $7.77 
"D" Batteries. For items (1), (2) and (4). Package of 6. 
49 C 46995—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 eu Pkg. $1.69 

C" Batteries. For item (3). Package of 
40 C КАСА eda ea Pkg. $1.69 

Mini; Kitchen Friends 
Your friends are coming to dinner. . . store food, 
Cook and clean up with cheery kitchen appliances 

WHAT YOU GET: Mini stove, 674x234x454 in. high. Comes 
with frying lid, spatula, oven rack. on and warmer 
doors open. Mini sink, 434x234x414 in. high. Comes with dish 
a towel rack, soap box, sponge, bucket. Storage space un- 
ler sink. Mini fridge, 334x3V1sx6*4 in. high. Comes with ісе 
M milk carton, storage container, bowl. Freezer and refrig- 
erator door open. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 45021—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces . .Set $8.99 

аып tana ears ty сыз йай ЙС Cony 

Below ando 

"Let's Pretend” Toys for 
learning fun 

ottom of facing page (items8thru 16) А 

Milky, the Marvelous Milking Cow f 
Milky drinks from trough, 

gives pretend milk 

HOW IT WORKS: Fill see-through 
trough with water, place “milk” 
tablets in udder. Push Milky’s 
head into fous pump her tail, 
she drinks. When she’s had 
enough, she raises her head and 
“moos.” Then she's ready to be 
milked through her rubber ud- 
ders. Comes with bucket, cow 
bell, vinyl рае pad, non-toxic 
tablets and booklet Ua tells the 
story of how milk gets from the. 
cow to the home. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, 
rubber. 101% inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 De 

49С45247........... 510.92 

Tuff Stuff? Toys 

Tuff $шн® | 
ordwriter™ | 

$694 

(13) Tuff Stuffe Wordwriter™, 
HOW IT WORKS: It's a “replica” of a 

ple enough for a pre- 
schooler. Movable RARE and 7 

— xn M Dad, Mom, ie C] 

WHAT A т, DE OF: неле 
DU 

FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. Tuff Stuff Play Saw ORDERING INFORMATION: 
PC «гаввос nnn p e $6.94 

(14) Tuff Stuffé Play Saw. 
HOW IT WORKS; Durable child-size 

cord, press the starter bution and get tton 
a текне noise and acia 
that feels like a real power saw. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Polyethylene 
plastic, 13х3х5 in. long. 
FOR AGES: 2 to pre. 5 

Shipping weight 1 pound, 2 ounces. 
49C45211....... $5.37 

(15) Tuff Stuff 
HOW IT WORKS: 
ber recognition in a fun way. Pull 
string, push number, push "equal", 
that number of dogs march across 

Tuff Stuff 
Calculator 

$547 | jut screen. 
7 WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Polyethylene 

FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 CONDI Bo eire $5.47 

(16) Tuff Stuff® Shoppin' Basket? 
Helps child to identify certain foods. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Expanded 
styrene foam with steel axles. 
16x12x14¥ in. high. Twelve pieces of 
realistic plastic groceries such as 
meat and 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
Mace INFORMATION: Unas- 

[16] sembled. With instructions. Warrant- 
ed by Mattel Write for free copy, see 
page 303. 
79 C 44202C—Wt. 7 Ibs... $13.47 

Tuff Stuff® 
Shoppin' Basket 

$1347 



1) Wonderful World of Disney® Shrinkits. 1 thru 3) Paint and Shrink Kits to make 
stained-glass look and 3-dimensional ornaments and pets 

'aint, then shrink in oven for stained-glass effect. 
KIT INCL: Pre-cut figures of polystyrene shrink plas- 
tic, non-toxic acrylic paints, brush, 5-pc. charm 
bracelet, 2 gift tags, I.D. tag, luggage tag, key tag, 
pendant, shade pull, instr. For ages 6 to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 208 1—Shipping weight 11 oz. .Kit $3.97 

(2 апа 3) Poly-shrink-foam™ Kits. 
Paint Poly-shrink-foam forms and shrink them in 
oven . . . make thick 3-D ornaments, pets. 
FOR AGES: 5 to adult. 

(2) Poly-shrink-foam™ Christmas Ornament Kit. 
KIT INCL: 14 ornaments, 6 non-toxic acrylic paints, 
brush, gold-color hanger cord, sandpaper, instr. 
ORDER INFORMATION: 
49 N 2173—Shipping weight 11 oz. .....Kit $4.47 

(3) Poly-shrink-foam"" Pets Kit. 
KIT INCL: 5 animal designs, 5 non-toxic acrylic 
paints, brush, sandpaper and instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 2175—Shipping weight 11 oz. . Set $4.47 

(4) Wonderful World of Disney® 
Fingerpaint Silk Screen Set 
KIT INCL: 4 different silk screens, 4 non-toxic acrylic 
fingerpaints, 4 print papers, instr. For ages 4 to 12. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 2177—Shipping weight 14 oz. .....Set $4.97 
(€ Walt Disney Productions 

(5) Wood Sign Maker. Make 18 great signs. 
SET INCL: 18 cedar plaques, 234x714 in., 18 different 
iron-on designs, complete iron-on alphabet, 5 non- 
toxic acrylic paints, brush, sandpaper, drilling tool, 
hanger cord, complete instructions. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 2155—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. . -Set $3.97 

(6) Poster Art Set. 

SET INCL: 12 posters printed with birds, butterflies, 
racing cars, travel scenes, sports, the circus and 
more, 4 measure 18x24 in.; 8 are 9x12 in. 6 colored 
markers . . . non-toxic, washable. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 207 1—Shipping weight 1 pound . . .Set $2.99 

(7) Paint-by-Number Set by Hasbro. 

KIT INCL: 3 kits: Flintstones©*, $рїйет-Мап®**, 
Wonder Woman(f, 2 pictures, 6 paints ea. 
FOR AGES: 4 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 2105—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz. .Set $3.99 
*®1977 Hanna Barbera **@1977 Marvel Comics Gre 
Productions, Inc. t©D.C. Comics. Inc., 1 

(8) Ziggy™ Paint'n Totem Kit. 
SET INCL: Ready-made cotton tote bag; reusable 
iron-on transfer pattern; paints, brush. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 2088—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. Set $4.97 

(9) 3-in-1 Craft Set 
Guest Towel Embroidery Kit: Towel, embroidery 
thread, hoop. 
Easy Knit Kit: 6 balls yarn, knitting spool, needle. 
Weaving Loom Кїї: Loom, two packages of loopers, 
weaving hook. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 14 years. 
ORDER INFO: Complete instructions with each. 
49 N 216 1—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. Set $4.99 

(10) 3-in-1 Craft Set 
SET INCL: Wood Planter Kit to make a wishing well 
planter for your favorite plant. 
Burlap and Yarn Picture Kit to make camel picture. 
Felt Picture Kit to make a picture of a raccoon. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Complete instructions incl. with each. 
49 № 1976—Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz. . .Set $2.99 

(11) 4-in-1 Craft Set 
Magnetic Pom-Pom Stick-ons to make 4 characters. 
Rag Doll Picture Kit to make a charming picture. 
Key Case Leather Kit to make 3-hook key case. 
Indian Head Coin Purse Leather Kit. 
FOR AGES: 8 to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Complete instructions incl. with each. 
49 М 2179—Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz. ..Set $4.99 

(12) Metal Tapping Kit. Use mallet and tapping 
nail to make lasting designs in metal plates. Nail 
metal plates to plywood for decorative effect. 
SET IN Mallet, nails, stain, wood dowels, 
long tapping nail, wood and metal to make key rack, 
book ends, wall plaques, napkin holder and coasters. А 
Instructions included. ^ dii а 
F AGES: 8 to adult. f (е) 
ORDERING INFORMATION ; «S 
49 М 2126—Shpz. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. Kit $5.97 / 
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Sears Professional 
Hockey Game 

* 36x21-inch rink with new 
gondola-style scoreboard 

* Goal score indicator 
and puck return 

* Clear plastic enclosure 
behind each goal 4 

* Delayed-action face-off 

315? 

All metal players are controlled by rods 
pull or twirl . . for passing, "skatiny shooting, 
Roving. goalies save the puck from-almost any angle, 
Two "shotmakers" replace centers when you need 
power. Score indicator button. pops up when a goal 
is scored . . push back down to eject puck, Includes 
roller, magnetic and wooden pucks, team pennants, 

referee, Snap-together assembly. 
Hardboard and metal. 

79 N 6545L—Shipping weight 12 pounds $15.99 

you push, 

Extra Players Set. Form your own 10-team league 
with 60 metal men. 
49 N 65359—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz.. .Set $2.99 ай 

Tworstlek "'shotmakor'' 
Tor powerplay hockey 

All-Star Hockey 
Exciting 36-inch hockey 
set has roving goalies 
and delayed puck drop 

etal players 
in hardboard 

and metal rink, You control steel 

Sure Shot Hockey . . simplified rods to skate, pass and shoot. 
: ff Set has gondola-style scoreboard 

game that's plenty of fun with delayed-action face-off, rov- 

Be the first player or team of players ing goalies that move to block 
shots. Wooden and roller pucks to 
vary type of play. 36x21 in. Snaps 

core ten goals. Colorful plastic 
easy to play . . push and turn knot 
players about. Game includes playing ‘together. 2 

four hockey players, two marble “pucks, 79 № 65548L—Wt. 11 lbs.. . $12.99 

instructions. 12x18 inches long 
49 N 65561—Shpz. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz $4.44 

Priced tobe Was $4.99 

SOMETHING Sure Shot 
SPECIAL | {> Basketball 

; Gooty Guard 
block 

your shot 
i s4“ 

- " Ҹ ч 

LP 
er XY 

Save 51 on Bas-Ket Nac PI keiDeshob d 3 

12 positions Pull down shooter's arms to lob the ayers make theshots,moga цагаз а= 4 9 
Shoot from 12 positio Heal ap to dies baat Vourcoppobent with Pro-League Basketball 1 

Play with up to six players or pulls lever to raise guard’s arms, Te леќа] gear mechanisms you 

alone. Sink shots using six lever- block the shot. Timing's important. control. Pi ot. Ste amed 36x 
controlled flippers. Paperboard Arms only stay up for a moment. Та I сын Sand рс Чай А 
20x12-in, court surface. Game in- Basket 15 in. high. Two basketballs. back oec б леа 
dudes scoreboards, fokl-down net Plastic. Use your phone if you want 79.85; i $14.39 
Vaskets, plastic ball, rules to order it the easiest way of all. ; 2 
49. N 6502— Shpz. wt. 3 Ibs: $3.97 49 N 65568— Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.....$4.44 ” [Sears | 489 
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STICK-ON LETTERS 
Boards let children “play” with letters, sounds and words 

. CAT becomes RAT, becomes BAT, becomes FAT, easily and quickly 

КЫРЧУ ЫЫ 

Flannel-covered 

Board 

153 colorful felt letters and 
shapes stick to green $499 

ГА flannel board by friction 

Children spell words without struggling to print them, too. Spelling becomes a 
game, not an exercise, With 2 full alphabets, 2 sets of numbers, plus 2 extra sets 
of vowels and 6 extra consonants. 65 construction forms. Use it as a pin-up 
board, now or later. Ages 3 and up. Flannel board, wood frame, 18x24 in. long. 
79 М 16668C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. Set $4.99 

Playskool Magnetic 
Desk 

1104 үркө $499 

Your 5 to 11-year-old can arrange 
brightly colored magnetic letters 
on the inclined black metal work- 
ing surface. Playing familiarizes 
him with his spelling and num- 
bers, helps him to learn and use 
36 capital letters, 36 lower case 
letters, 37 numbers—109 in all. 
Polyethylene, with permanent 
magnets. 15'/x12'4x4 in. high. 
49N16454-Wt. 3 Ibs. . Set $4.99 

Little 
Learners" 

Play Center 
Desk 

Versatile-activity desk 
helps your youngster 
develop skills in hand 
coordination, spelling, 

telling time, writing 
and drawing 

51499 
А chalkboard, spelling pegboard and painting board all in 
one desk . . with 4-color paint set, chalk and eraser. Plus a 
clock with movable hands for learning times, numbers. 

Pegboard has 36 gear-disc alphabet pegs that youngster 
can arrange to form words. The cover is a chalkboard that 
reverses to a white enamel painting board with outline fig- 
ures: naint wipes off. Steel frame: durable bright green-blue 

alain pani scans by стз пака conn 

NN ITI: 

Magnetic 
Spelling 

and Chalk 
Board 

«999 
Versatile board lets child play with magnetic letters 

then practice printing them on reverse side 

А 4 to 12-year-old can have fun learning to spell this way. He can 
arrange 72 colorful magnetic letters on the green metal surface; then 
flip the board over to print or draw on the black chalkboard side. 
Sturdy tubular aluminum legs, plastic-capped ends, 50 in. high; 
board 24x36 in. long. With tray, chalk, eraser, letters. 
79 м 16664L—Partly assembled. Shipping weight 13 Ibs. Set $9.99 

Fisher-Price 
School Desk 

Ages 3 to 8 find letters and numbers $599 
to fit into stencils . . trace them, too. 

Completely portable desk has a neat, secure place for everything. 
Plastic, stenciled cards have easy-to-understand phrases and ques- 
tions . . children choose colorful magnetic letters to fit into stencils, 
or they can trace the letters onto the blackboard. 

with sliding doors at top stores chalk box, eraser, 
extra letters. Area under blackboard holds the 16 cards. alphabet 



2 singing Each of us 
just as long as knows a 
you press mu different note 

key down \ in the scale 

That makes us 
able to sing 
a full octave 

wide 
all 

| sound just 
like a chime 
when | open 
my mouth 

[om © E Sing along with the | ce | Big Mouth Singers 

| to play. 

$597 

per 

This cheerful crowd will sing any song you want 
. pick your favorite from the songbook 

Push Button Toys 

$637 
® 

Animals pop out and "talk" 
when child pushes buttons CHILD 

GUIDANCE 

The 
Farm i 

A barnyard 
filled with 

animals 

anda 
farmer with 

his tractor 

"cp О 

SN. J^ Í NM 
T 

un» The Ark 
Noah and 
6 pairs of 
animals 
even 2 

chimps who 
desert the 

ship 

B 

1 The Farm. Old MacDonald never had a fun farm like 
this . . just push the pictured buttons to activate each 

talking, moving character (the farmer, too!). Hen clucks as 
she comes from hayloft door, farmer drives tractor down 
ramp, cow moos as she lowers her head to eat, duck 
quacks as she pops out of her nest. Pig oinks and lamb 
goes "baa-aaa" as they come from behind sliding barn 
doors. Durable plastic farm is 9x9x11 inches high. 
49 C 4405 1— For ages 2 to 5. Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz. $6.37 

2 The Ark. Noah is guiding his ark through the water 
but he's not alone. Push the pictured buttons and out 

pop hippos, roosters, elephants, giraffes and sheep, all in 
pairs. There's no room for monkey business, so push the 
last button and two chimps in a boat desert the ark. Dura- 
ble plastic ark is 9x9x11 inches high. Ages 2 to 5. Use your 
phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
49 C 44142—Shipping weight 3 pounds 3 ounces . . 

Carol-along with this carefree choral crowd . . as you play a song from color-coded songbook. Just 
match note color from songbook with colors above keyboard to play songs. Press key to play 
carillon-type musical tone. Chorus character's mouth opens when key is pressed—closes when key 
is released. These funny-looking "stars" get rave revues from the preschool critics. Plastic. 
10'/,x8x47/, inches high. Uses one "C" battery (included). Imported from Japan. For ages 3 to 10. 
49 С 44804—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces .. 2.6.66... eee e eee nnn $5.97 0037 

Cut ‘1 
Magnetic Action 

Supermarket 
os 399 

Tum this crank 
toring up save 

SOLD ONLY AT SEARS 
Send shoppers through aisles to find 

all the groceries on your list, then ring up sales 

Go shopping for your dolly's meals in this modern supermarket with 
a complete stock of miniature groceries plus 3 shoppers and a check- 
out girl. Just fasten shopper to cart, turn crank, and shopper follows 
magnetic track as you decide what to “buy” and place the groceries in 
her cart. When you reach check-out counter, bag groceries and ring 
up the sale. 19x13x3-inch high market. Molded plastic and chipboard. 
Imported from Japan. Ages 3 to 6 years. 
49 C 44509—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces............. $3.99 

Turm this crank to. 
move shopper and cart 496 

Cutiod sace scans by cheisimas museteciadc M comb 



Riding, rocking and pulling Vehicles 

As child turns steering 

wheel back and forth, 
power is delivered 

to wheels. and 
Jaway һе goes 

REMEMBER! You can order item j now until AUGUST 15, 1975 
TA Ea 5 
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Passenger Railroad 
SOLD ONLY 
AT SEARS 

Motorized 
PUTT-PUTT* 

Construction Set 

Wind-up motor truck 
pulls flatbed trailer with 
crane attached. Truck and 
trailer 8 in. long. Remove 
the crane from the trailer 
to haul cargo. Operating 
forklift. Includes three 
wooden blocks that can be 
picked up by the crane or 
the forklift. All vehicles 
made of natural-finish 
hardwood and plastic. . 
operated by a manual 
knob. Ages 2 to 8. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 44371 Set $4.95 

a 

5-piece 
CHUG-CHUG 

Construction Set 
Here's all the help you'll 
need for the big construc 
tion job. 4-inch bulldozer 
and S-inch grader prepare 
the land; 34-inch dump 
truck and cement mixer 
haul in materials needed; 
3-inch crane truck with 
hook sets objects in place. 
АП vehicles solid hard- 
wood with bright red ac- 
cents. . movable parts 
and wheels. Tinted plastic 
windshields. South Korea. 
For ages 2 to 8. Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 C 44185 Set s4.99 

included with this wind- 
PUTT-PUTT* Train . . fiti 
specially-shaped "seats' 
on two passenger cars 

$1088 

- Ш Easy-to-wind spring motor powers this little 
train around the wide 30x22-in. oval track. Train 
constructed of hardwood and plastic. Passengers. 
made of durable wood-look styrene; track and 
buildings are plastic. Set includes engine, two 
passenger cars, four happy passengers, covered 
bridge, depot, passenger platform, garage with 
“gas” sign and two crossing gates, For ages 3 to 7 
years, Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
49C44154—Shipping weight 2 lbs, 13 oz. .$10.88. 

$42? 

7] 

569 



will ask, “How’d 

Comes with its own 
magic demonstration table 

14 mystifying tricks PLUS 
a magic demonstration table $ 1 199 

These tricks will amaze your audience, yet they are not difficult to perform. 
TRICKS IN SET: Includes all the equipment and instructions to do the following 
illusions: Bill Tube, ic Spring, Crazy Cube, Deland Card Deck, Drawer 

x, Egg Vase, gravity: Pins Genie Bottle, Money Tay Makolying Devils, 
Star Paddle, Bunny Paddle, Penetration Frame, Siberian Escape, and the 
Continuous Flowing Water Jug, plus a book of 102 more magic tricks, a magic 
wand to dress up your act and a magic table on which to demonstrate. 
FOR AGES: Recommended for beginning magicians 8 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 653 15C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $11.99 

Magic 
Window 

E 

. 141 card tricks Magic with Cards . . 

WHAT YOU GET: A book of 125 amazing tricks that can 
be done with a regular deck of cards (not included); a 
magic Deland Deck with over 12,000 secret marks identi- 
fying every card, with instructions for 7 tricks; a magic 
vengali Deck which lets you always find the chosen 

card, with instructions for 9 tricks; and a card locator 
that works from the next room or over the phone. 

FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

490 3955 49 N 65347—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. ...93.97 

дой Habe Scane by йй наны аы р 

$494 = 

Create swirling designs as you rotate it 

Whether you look at it in the light or the dark, the 
Magic Window forms beautiful shapes and designs 
which will fascinate you for hours. 
HOW IT WORKS: Microdium® crystals 
ly sealed in a heavy-duty polystyrene case flow 
from one pattern to another, creating perpetually 
changing pictures. The non-toxic crystals are fluo- 
rescent and glow in the dark. 13%x10% in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 51197—Shipping weight 13 ounces . . $4,94 

11 mysterious tricks for 
the beginning magician 

Make “rabbits” multiply before the 
eyes of your audience, make pegs 
oe an apparently solid coin. 

these tricks and many others, 
each more amazing than the last. 
TRICKS IN SET: Disappearing ball 
and Vase, Chinese Bottle, Spiked 
Coin, Peter Rabbit, Cups and ` 
Two Card Monte, Phantom Cards, 
Animal Hunter, Color Vision, Pop 
Bottle Trick and Money Maker. You 
get all the equipment you need to 
pero these tricks, plus a magic 
ook telling you how to do many 

more tricks. You also get a magic 
wand to add color to your act. 

FOR AGES: For beginning magicians 
6 years and older. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65311-Wt. 11b. 1202...$6.95 

Mysterious illusions 
ofthe onem $ 1999 

Here are Oriental уре) for tbe sophisticated magician 
You can make one sponge turn turn into 
two, and then into three. You can make 
rice double in quantity and then turn 
into water, 
TRICKS IN SET: Chinese Linking 
Chinese Sticks, preme p g ex 
Insurance Policy, Laund: Er 

Box (with "rabbit" y m 
HIT Rice Bowls and Multiplyin 
сце Blocks. А book of 125 саг 

also included. 
FOR AGES: For the advanced magician 
10 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79N65317C-Shpg. wt. 6Ibs. .$19.99 

nent- 
question, flip i 

FOR AGES. 8 

Shippi 
49N50093. 

Magic “8-Ball” $2417 

Answers“ 

Abra-Cadabral 
16 advanced tricks for 
“semi-pro” magicians 

With some practice, you can change a 
one dollar bill into a five, change EE 
ar into candy or ink into а goldfi 
You can е clouds of smoke drift 
out of your empty hand. 
Iu IN SET A enel сап 
тате, Changing tts, Flower Pots, 

Ink to Gok Magie Coat Pencil, 
Magic Coin Box, in Hat, Mind 
Reader, Money Changer, Mystic 
Smoke, Rope Trick, Sugar-Candy, 
Sven ali Deck of Cards (9 tricks), 

'anisher, Zippy Balls. You also get a 
M: of 102 more magic tricks and a 
magic wand to dress up your act. 
FOR AGES: For the experienced ma- 
gician 10 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 65316C—Wt 5 lbs. ..615.99 

yes" and "no" type questions 

Great for parties and for a conversation piece 
makes a fine paperweight. Ask 

tions about money, love, or your future. 
HOW IT WORKS: Ask it a “уез” or "no" type 

it ques- 

it over, and answer will appear 
in the bottom window just like magic! Black, 
molded plastic, 4-inch diameter. 

years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

ing ner 11 ounces. 



Here and 
on the 

next 3 pages 

A collection of Activity Toys to help 
increase the skill of little hands 

(1) Canister of Wooden Blocks 
Our largest set. . . 85 blocks, 1 1 shapes 

Colorful blocks for child-size building projects. 
SET INCLUDES: 85 wooden blocks іп 11 different sizes and 

in a reusable cardboard canister. ina 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44518—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 6 oz. 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 

-Set $6.95 

SET INCLUDES: 32 or 64 natural wood blocks. 
FOR AGES; 2 to 8 years. 
уау INFORMATION: 

C 447231 ‘Set. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.. 
79 C 445 19C—64-piece Set. Shpg. wt. Tos. 

(3) 50-piece Wood Block Set 
With numbers and letters 

$495 

SET INCLUDES: 50 wood 1%-in. blocks 
with embossed letters on two sides, printed 
numbers and letters on four sides. 
FOR AGES: 11% to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 4470—Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. ...Set $4.95 

(4) Block Wagon 
45 numbered and lettered blocks 

$695 
These blocks hel child learn buildi 
and balance ee ere and the Athy 
bet. Wagon is neat storage compartment. 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic 14%x8%xS-in. 
ар = with steel and 45 plastic 11⁄4- 
in. blocks. Embossed letters and numbers. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44517—Wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz.. . .Set $6.95 

(5) Animal Letter Blocks 

Teaches the alphabet and 
an animal for each letter 

484 mess 

Culsibd pace scans by Erisimas narseleciwcal Чоп 

$495 

With these colorful blocks, child can learn 
not only the alphabet, but association. 
SET INCLUDES: 26 molded plastic letters, 
each 2 in. high. Cardboard storage chest 
with plastic handle has name of each ani- 
mal printed on it. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44698—Wt. 14 oz. Set $4.95 

(6) Winnie- 
the-Pooh 

Puzzle Wheel 

No pieces to 
lose just 

turn the 

wheels 
to create 
6 different 
pictures 

$395 
HOW IT WORKS: Puzzle-making simplified for pre- 
schoolers. No hard-to-grip pieces to lose . . . Just 
turn the 4 wheels and match the background colors 
to make 6 pictures of Winnie and his friends (3 on 
each side of wheel). 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, 12916х11/16х12%16 in. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44711—Shipping weight 1 pound ..... 

Truck " 
becomes launch ramp 

Ready — 
for another jump! 

(7) Daredevil Thrill Show™ 
Star-studded truck. . . becomes launch ramp. 

Make the “sky-flyer” car jump the barrels 

HOW IT WORKS: Star-studded truck rolls into town 
carrying the four daredevil drivers, "sky-flyer" car 
and jumping blocks and barrels. Truck p unfolds 
to become Daredevil launch ramp. Set up blocks and 
barrels to jump over, place “sky-flyer” car with driv- 
ers on the launch ramp. Pull back the catapult, pron 
the “go” button and car and drivers fly through the 
air over the blocks and barrels, to a safe landing on 
the ground. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic truck/launch ramp, “sky- 
flyer” car, 4 drivers, 3 blocks, 3 barrels. Launching 
rubberband. 15x44x12 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44562—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 5 oz. ...$8.97 
©киѕап, Inc. 

(8) Winnie- 
the-Pooh 

Bee 'n Hunny 
ame 

Teaches hand 
and eye 

coordination 

HOW IT WORKS: Pooh has "hunny pot". When you 
pen = key, he ри the pot to Bete. When Pi- 

let's key is pressed, he passes it to passes 
g to Тег, Dem flips it through the door of the tree. 
Down the trunk it goes, but when it comes back to 
Pooh, the pot has changed into a bee. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, 9x3Vax11 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 4464—Shipping weight 1 lb. 9 oz. ..... $5.95 



Wooden 
Weaving Loom 

for table or from the 
15 plates 

luded 

Needlework 
Art Chest 1 

em ta ml 
Make dozens of designs with "ind oni. 4 fe 

Fashion Plates™ Kit materials 1 

$1097 $587 
Interchangeable image plates for hairstyles, tops and bottoms рег 
mit young fashion designers to illustrate 72 different girls and cos- 
tumes. 15 fabric textures and 8 colored pencils provide for almost 
unlimited combinations. 
KIT INCLUDES: 15 plastic plates with images on one side and tex- 
tures on other side; tracing crayon; 8 colored pencils; 4-sheets bond- 
ed paper; plastic design unit, 11'4x9x134 in. deep with storage space 
for all components; instructions included. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 1202 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces Kit $5.87 

Pin Weaving Kit 
Simple and 

versatile loom 
helps you make 
many exciting. 

projects 

$497 

Every 5 minutes the 
top track empties and 
one ball moves to the 

middle track 

Every hour the middle 
track empties and one 

bal! moves to the 
bottom track 

At 1:00 all three 
tracks empty and one 

ball move: 

Time shown 
on clock 

5:43 

Watch time “roll-by” with action-packed $2 197 

WonderWorks™ Electric Clock Kit 
2 1-ресе Deluxe 

Junior Carpenter: 
As the electric pendulum rotates, it scoops up one ball every minute. The balls roll from Tool Set 
one track to another, marking time in minutes, five minutes and hourly segments. The $ 1 797 
clock movement is constant . . . no resetting. Precision-made. Accurate. 
KIT INCLUDES: Over 30 nickel-plated steel ball series of molded plastic tracks that U— E 
snap-fit together; rotating plastic clock pendulum; electric motor; see-thru molded plastic 12-ресе 
dust cover. Finished size, 512x95$x8 inches high. Junior Carpenters 

оо! Set ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 3 watts. 6V2-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. Not recommended for ages under 10. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent unassembled; illustrated instructions included. 
49 N 217 1—Shipping weight 2 pounds em Ё s Kit $21.97 

490 

әт 8 
$9 j 
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Like push-button tiddly winks.. Want action? Wind up each top, press 
c. сї, Ў ejector button. Your tops will spin wildly, 
first one to flip 7 balls colliding with opponent's tops until some are 

into basket wins! knocked out of arena. Last one up wins. 

Karate Tops 

A value that's 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 

$259 
LOOK AT THIS: An outstanding low price for a spinning top game, 
Spin up to 4 plastic tops in molded plastic arena at high speed, 
using 2 ratchet starters. Last top up is winner. Arena 1234x1234x 
244 inches high. From Japan 
49 н 6549—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces $2.59 

$ 4? 

Peg Quoits 

Like horseshoes , . just toss the rings on the pegs and add up the 
scores as they appear on board. Set includes big 18x18-in. wood 
framed hardboard playing surface, 5 pegs, 5 rope-like plastic rings. 
79 N 65353C—Shipping weight 4 pounds raea e cap Set $4.99 

ime, and player 7 
p wins. Metal OR 12 inches in dunia 

бүтүнү Like everything else їп 

20292,99 

He rolls 
his eye 

hit hot. 
score 
adds up . jj 
ball 
returns 

Cut sl 
Cut 12% Battery-operated 
Popeye Clown Target 
Ball- ^ wati-mount Ring Toss Boll returns automatically 
Toss $ 4” Pricedtobe Was $4.99 

SOMETHING 
Toss your rings to the red-white SPECIAL | $399 
and-blue. American-made wall Bean Bag t4 

Toss Game Priced to be quoit game is big 16x16-inch Toss 10 polyethylene balls in 
"a Sous Dess bash throich the SOMETHING target of solid plywood with соп? mouth . . he returns 
target holes for a bulls-eye and win SPECIAL 13 target hooks and 5 non them, 2 nets incl, to catch balls Forsllaze Ерата marking rings for scoring. High For 1 or 2 players. Metal. 1834 
Pure esu adie Ма. Keep popping balls into his sailor hat to score wins every time. A fun їп. high. Japan. Uses 2 "D 
SiUtodindar'béan bags keep scoring. АЙ pl 19 inches high. 4 game that helps develop co- batteries. Order pkg. below 
79 N 65188C— Wt. 6 lbs. . Set $4.99 plastic balls. Great fun for ages 4 to adult ordination. For all ages. 49 N 65349—Wt. 3 lbs. ..$3.99 

49 N 65071—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz $2.96 Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz “D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
490 © ву King Features Syndicate, Ine. 49 N65418.... Set $4.99 49N8405-Wt. 11b, 8 ог. Pkg.$1.49 
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Wall Style 

А $299 
1 Reversible, Easel-style Chalkboard. Flip over to change 23x17-in. board 

from black to green. Use both sides, 2 children can play together. Dent- 
resistant hardboard, clear-finished wood frame, tubular aluminum stand 
Overall 27x41 inches high. With box of chalk, eraser. 
79 М 16665C — Partly assembled. Shipping weight 6 pounds....... wo $599 

2 Wall-style Chalkboard. Green hardboard with maple-finished pine 
frame. Measures 25x19 in. With pus а! box of chalk, eraser. 

79 N 16127C — Shipping weight 4 pounds я ove $299 

Set of 3 
Little Learners 
Wood Puzzles 

$488 

1 Simple, vividly colored puz- 
Mzles have only 12 pieces 

each. Just right for ages 2 
to 6. Set pictures popular car- 
toon characters Bugs Bunny. 
Porky Pig and Sylvester Cat 
Completed wooden inlay puz- 
zles measure 9x12 inches 
each. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 9 oz 
49 N 44812 Set $4.88 

Cartoon characters 
© Warner Bros. 1971 

USA and World Map 
Reversible Puzzle 

$199 
By Milton Bradley. USA map 
on one side, world map on 
reverse. Cut on USA state 
boundaries. Fun way to learn 
names, locations of all 50 
states, foreign countries, 
capitals. Fiberboard pieces 
mounted on wood. 20x14 in. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 
49 N 16163 $1.99 

Cutslod pane scans by ceisimas-maselechmicid com 

Happy hands keep busy 
for hours . . drawing, painting, 

lettering, learning 

Double-sided Easel 

$1399 
Each side adjusts so 2 can work together. A versatile 

chalkboard easel, you clip on paper and it's a 

painting easel. With paints, crayons, chalk . . more 

Sturdy, 4-legged, wooden easel. Both sides adjust separately, во two dif- 
ferent-sized children can play happily for hours at the same easel 
standing or sitting. Adjusts as they grow to give years of creative plea- 
sure. Deep trough for paints on one side. grooved chalk tray on the other. 
With art supplies: palette, brush, 4 jars of tempera paint, 2 mixing pans, 
crayons, box of chalk, eraser, paper, 2 clips. Two Tru-Blu® chalkboards. 
each 16x24 inches. Frame 44 inches high. Partly assembled. 
79 N 16669L — Shipping weight 15 pounds Set $13.99 

Adjustable 
Tripod Easel 

with art supplies 

$699 
Sturdy 42-inch high tripod with 
16x24-inch green chalkboard 
Holds drawing paper so you can 
draw and paint, too. With 4 jars 
tempera paints, 2 mixing ting, 
brushes, palette with water col- 
ors, chalk, eraser, crayons, trac- 
ing stencil, drawing paper. Wood 
trough. Sturdy, bright red, tu 

bular metal legs adjust to various 
heights. Sent partly assembled 

To order the easiest way. look 
in your phone book white pages 
under "Sears, Roebuck and Co. 
Catalog Sales" for number to call 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
79 N 16666C 56.99 

z 
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Music Box 
Record Player 

$597 

Play Family $597 

Musical Merry-Go-Round 

T Music Box-Record Player. Place break-resistant record on turntable, wind knob. 
and music box in tone arm starts to play as record turns. Clear sound from 4-in. 

speaker. Plastic case has on-off switch, handle; 9x9x47/, in. high. Stores 5 double-sided 
records, included. Ages 2'/, to 6 years. 
49 C 44567—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces .$5.97 

2 Musical Merry-Go-Round. 4 Play Family figures fit into "animal" styled seats. 
Turn crank to provide music and motion. Wood and plastic; JU Y% in. high. 

49 C 44785—For ages 2 to 6. Shipping weight 2 pounds 11 ounces .... ...85.97 

(3thru5 es o 5'/ух5\/,х5°/,-\псһ metal boxes; metal and plastic cranks. Charac- 
ters have cl oth plastic heads . . they pop up just when you're least expecting it. 

3 Jolly Jack. Ages 1'/, 4 Mickey Mouse. Ages 5 Winnie-the-Pooh. Age 
to 4. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 1¥, to 4. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 1'4-4.Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49C44175 $349  49C44176 $349  49C44764 $3.49 

(6 and 7) Pocket Radio Music Boxes. Listen to a tune while you watch a picture 
story pass by the dial . . knob can't overwind. Plastic front, wood case. Carry strap. 

6 “Raindrops Keep Falling on My Ts “Pop! Goes the Weasel.’ 
Head." 4°/,x3°/x1"/, in. high. "/x17/, in. high. 

49 C 44836—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. . $2.19 КЕЗ мї. 9 02. ........82.19 

8 Pop-up Piano. Youngsters turn the crank, watch the workings through the see- 
through window as music plays. When they're thoroughly engrossed, Mickey 

Mouse jumps up. Plastic, wood piano; 7*/34'/x7 inches high. For ages 1 to 6 years. 
49 C 44229—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces ...... E $399 

9 Alphabet Phone. 6 double-sided discs let children see and hear the teacher-charac- 
ters. Plastic phone is 7x8'/,x4'/, igh. Push buttons. Storage space for discs. Uses 

1 "D" battery (not incl.), order pkg. on page 493. For os 3106. 
49 C 4028—Shipping weight 2 рошпйз............................... ......%588 

( 10 thru 13 ) See 'п Say. Set pointer, pull ring, and they talk. 10-inch plastic stand-up 
case, with carry handle. Shipping weight each 2 pounds. 

10 Winnie-the-Pooh Says. He and his 12 The Bee Says. 26 letters with corre- 
friends say 12 familiar phrases. sponding pictures and words. 

49 C 44482—Ages 2104. $573  49C4509—Ages 2to6 . +.: 9573 

ll The Farmer Says. Names and 13 Count with Colors. 12 colors with 
sounds of 12 familiar animals. pictures and super-sized numbers. 

49 С 4508—Ages 2 to 4.. 2.573 49С 44694—Ages 2106 = 74 
Mickey Mouse © W 

See ‘п Say” . . just pull 
the talking ring 

“Shee; s 
baa- 5 on 
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Pocket Radio $ 
Music Boxes 

Talking Pictures 
Alphabet Phone 

Teaches all 
26 letters 

ў 
{ 
iJ 

- D 

219 

Musical and Talking Toys 
to delight your Preschooler 

Mickey Mouse A 
Pop-up Piano 

$399 

battered $588 <=: 

ӯ wis m урет 

с 



for kids 

ITEMS (1 THRU 5) SHOWN 
ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Shoo-Fly 

. . Pooh's answer 
to the rocking chair 

$1349 

1 Your toddler will enjoy rocking be- 
tween these two 3-dimensional plastic 

Winnie-the-Poohs. Seat, footrest are 
molded for comfoi nd a seat belt 
helps keep him snuggly seated. Squeaker 
on handlebar. Seat height 6 in.; 22% in. 
long. Ages 6 months to 1*4 years. 
79 N 44769C—Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. ....$13.49 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Ride 'em 

$619 
2 Your preschooler will love to take 

molded plastic 

in, 19 in. long. Ages 115 to 3. 
79 М 4479 1C—Shpg. wt. Sls. ...... $6.19 

Snuggl’ Egg 
A smiley-faced Ride-in 

3 Smooth comfortable cockpit with 
Snuggl' Strap and ii help 

Tomy Turn 'n Go 
Turning the steering wheel 
back and forth makes this 

little car move forward 

$1388 
4 Beep! Beep! Here comes Turn 'n Go. 

Turn the wheel left, right or turn it all 
the way around. Any way you turn, the 
driving mechanism in the steering column. 
starts the wide-track tires on steel axles 
rolling to give little drivers one of the big- 
gest rides of their lives. No pushing or 
pedaling. Plastic construction. Seat 
height measures 114% in. Ages 11% to 4. 
79 N 44042C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. ..... $13.88 

Тіке Wagon 
The sit in, pull-behind cart 
for toddlers and their toys 

$699 

5 Pull it, ride it, or haul teddy bears and 
blocks in it. . this little wagon is great 

for 1 to 4-year olds. It’s rugged plastic so 
it can't rust or bend. Rounded edges help 
protect children . . help protect walls, 
furniture, too. Wide-set wheels, steel 

wooden ball. Mea- 

Casio раба scans by сига ndisetedimical onn 
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Spinning, Rocking, Rolling Ridconds те 
ride them up, down and all around 

Hasbro Inchworm* 

This dizzy 

duck moves 
He moves his head 
slong inch as you ride 
by inch as him along @ 5 

you bounce Wen 
along E 

fe 

6 This famous TV worm will take your 3 to Honk! Honk! Here comes Silly Sammy . . and he 4 
6-year olds wherever they want to go. Inch- really cranes his neck to get your 2 to 5-year old on 4 

worm is bright green with yellow wheels, saddle the move. His extra-strong neck bobs, dodges and 43 
and hat. The 2 sturdy horns on his saddle help weaves in a wacky way. Fat wheels for easy moving 
child keep his balance. Holds up to 65 Ibs. Plas- and stability. Seat height 10% in., and he measures 
tic, steel, Measures 37 inches long. 30x9x27 in. high. Red plastic with yellow trim. 
79 N 47949C—Shipping weight 11 lbs. .....$1447 79 N 44053C—Shipping weight 12 pounds ...... $11.97 

PC 

Playskool Tyke Bike 
The great first rider for preschoolers 

8 Check out the sleek styling . . Tyke Bike has chrome- 
plated hi-rise handlebars with soft plastic grips, a con- 

toured plastic banana seat with leopard spots and a rug- 

ged wood frame. Red and black, white-wall wheels made 
of blow-molded plastic, and they're puncture-proof. Seat 
height 7% in.; 18 in. long. Ages 1! to 3%. 
79 М 4726C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ............ 55.97 

і 

Fisher-Price Creative Coaster 
Loaded with plastic blocks and wooden dowels 

9 Horn beeps as rolling wagon goes clickety-clack. Steer- 
ing column moves forward for pulling, back for riding. 

Wooden wagon with 18 plastic blocks and 6 wooden dow- 
els for creative play. Red plastic balloon tires, yellow plas- 
tic seat. Steel axles. Measures 191% inches long, 
79 N 44124C—Ages 1 to 4. Shipping weight 6 pounds . $9.88 

Kenner Sit 'n Spin Pal-o-Mine Pony 
A ride-on toy that spins round 'n round Baby's first pony-ride rocker 

10 It's like spinning on a merry-go-round. . 11 "Take baby for his first pony ride on this lovable 
toddler sits on it and turns the wheel on the pinto pony. It's designed and sized for the little 

center pole and spins around at his own speed. ones six months to two years of age. Natural wood 
Lightweight, foamed polypropylene resists Írame is screened in pinto colors of brown and burnt 
breakage, helps protect furniture, too. Seat orange. Seat height is only four inches from the floor 
height 3 in., 18-in. diameter. Ages 1% to 5%. and pony is 16% inches long. 
79 N 44054C—Shipping weight 8 Ibs. .......5933 ippi 



.. dangerous crossover 
_. .One mistake there and you 

- could lose your engine 

 PUTT-PUTT' 
_ Bump ’N Bash Raceway 

SOLD ONLY $1 (988 
AT SEARS 

Lifelike figures with movable heads, arms and legs. . you manipulate 
their movements in a variety of real-life events 

(1 and 2) Heavy-duty plastic construction. Figures 
stand 3% in. high. For children ages 3 to 8, 

Sport Plane 

$387 
[1] 

1 Sport Plane. Rolls on 3 wheels; makes a "sputter- 
ing" sound by spinning 3-bladed propeller, Tinted 

windshield. Pilot figure with crash helmet. 
49 C 44339—Shipping weight 14 ounces ......... 53.87 

2 Rescue Truck. Side of truck opens into a storage 
compartment for rescue equipment. Aerial rescue 

bucket attached to extendible, pivoting boom arm. 
Driver's cab has room enough for rescue team. In- 
cludes two figures, oxygen tank that clips on to figures, 
stretcher on wheels, push-button siren. 

3 49 C 44327—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 02..........87.37 

^9 
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Deluxe Cootie 
Build а colony of 6 smilin' Cooties $497 

Learn some basic facts about the insect world . . make one yourself. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Be the first player to build a Cootie, one piece at a time. 
Pieces match number on die . ‚той one for a body. . two for a head 
and keep building till your Cootie is finished. A good game for preschoolers 
because no reading is required. For 2 to 6 players. 
CONTENTS: 84 plastic Cootie parts; cardboard playing board, die. 
FOR AGES; 3 years and up. Not recommended for ages under 3, due to 
small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 65679—Shipping weight 1 pound 

Grand Prix. . . 
Race 3 cars down 

a winding 4-foot track 

"Drivers, start your engines." Just re- 
lease the starter and go! 
OBJECT OF GAME: Play with your 
friends and race your cars around 
hairpin curves against each other or 
alone. Make a "pit stop”. . . then 
speed to finish. For 1 to 3 players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic figure “8” racing 
surface has 4 feet of track. Starting 
gate. 3 streamlined plastic racers are 
Hope by m steel ball “то- 
tors 
FOR AGES: 4 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65287—Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz... $3.95 

Buck-a-roo . 
OBJECT OF GAME: Tension mounts as each player 

Wiser siis kk the leet playes to have put on А piece lb out, mule's 

.$4.97 

Super Grand Prix. . . 
Race 6 cars down ап 
B-foot, curving track 

Race over and under pretzel-bend 
turns, shoot down straightway. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Race cars by 
yourself or against your friends. Or 
time them and see how long it takes 
to get from start to finish. For 1 to 6 
players. 
CONTENTS: 8 feet of curving plastic 
track with automatic tripping levers. 
Steel ball “motors” move streamlined 
plastic racers down the track. Card- 
board props for atmosphere. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 6529 C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $6.88 

. load him up ‘til he kicks $397 

adds a new piece to the 

Play till someone wins. For 2 or more players. 
CONTENTS: Assorted plastic pieces, 8Vz-in. long plastic mule, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled: ‘snaps together. 
49N 6531 

Сой Dade scans by deisimavauisetediwical Goi 

weight 1 pound 8 оцпсеѕ................... $3.97 

Hit their belt buckles 
‘and their pants fall down 

Hit their hats and 
their arms fly up 

These funny Target Games test your aim 

Bugs Bunny? Target. . . 
listen to him talk 

This Bugs Bunny stand-up figure 
thinks he's ready for anything, but 
ou may prove to be too much for 

OBJECT OF GAME: Hit Bugs Bunn: asd 

th ily th ы з he does. If GE hit his e you hit 
e ts fall down. Hit 

his hat and up fly his arms while he 
yells “What' s up, Doc?” and 
“Heeelp!” and four other amusing 

. For 1 or more players. 
CONTENTS: Hardboard stand-up 
ure is 32% inches tall. Comes wit! 

tic balls. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 М 65309C $11.99 

Build a Mister 
Potato Head 

Start with a plain Potato Head body. 

$444 

Аз the game pi , watch it grad- 
ually become a Mister Potato Head. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Be the first to as- 
semble a complete Mister Potato Head. 
Players spin and add the part shown on 
spinner. For 2 players. 
CONTENTS: Cardboard gameboard, 
spinner; 4 eyes, 4 feet, 4 ears, 2 noses, 2 
bodies, 2 mouths, 2 hats, instr. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65282—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs...$4.44 

Bean Ball Barney. . . 
watch Barney's silly antics 

OBJECT OF GAME: If you can hit 
Bean Ball ey in on one of his vul- 
nerable spots, you'll see zu стаг; 
tricks. Pitch a ball at his 

board to withstan: 
comes with 3 plastic 
FOR AGES: 5 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 65211C—Wt 4 lbs. .... $7.99 

Wonderful ó 
Waterful'" 6 o 
Ringtoss q: 

„0 $366 

Like watching water ballet. 
OBJECT OF GAME: By means of the 
“whooshbutton”, use air currents to 
manipulate rings onto pegs. 
CONTENTS: Transparent plastic tank 
with colored rings. 6%4x2%4x8 inches 
high. Just add water. Japan. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 65343—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. .$3.66 

рэмоск 
DGAJE 2 



P 
$399 

[9] 

(9апа 10) Inlay Puzzle Set 
Edges fit without interlocking 

(9) Winnie-the-Pooh inlay (10) Fairy-tale inlay 
2-puzzle Set 2-puzzie Set 

SET INCLUDES: Two 12x9-in. SET INCLUDES: Two 8%4x5!%e-in. 
woodboard puzzles: Winnie-the- woodboard puzzles: Humpty 
Pooh and Tigger-the-Tiger. Dumpty and The Three Bears. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 lbs. 1 oz. ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 
49 С 44173 Set $3.99 49 C 44593 ...........8et $2.99 

(11) Foot-long Alpha Worm Puzzle 

Teaches the alphabet, vowels and consonants easy as a wiggle 

Through experimental play, a WHAT YOU GET: 36-in. long worm 
child learns Кым of 14-іп. thick celoboard, 26 pieces. 
sequence, vowels and consonants. 

Vowels are blue, consonants are FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
red. Assembles only in correct al. ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
phabetical order. 49C44524 .............. $3.99 

(12) U.S. Map Puzzle 

Teaches shape matching 
while learning geography 

: m Lu 
D y O 

DU on YOU GET: 14-piece woodboard puzzle 
E z with capital cities printed on board under puz- 

zle. 12x9x5⁄6 inches deep. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 44701—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. ..... $2.95 

CEN 
d 

(13) 14-piece Kooky Cooks Set 
Pots and pans with happy faces help your little chef 

learn good nutrition while cooking a cheery breakfast 

SET INCLUDES: Pots, pans and utensils made of polyethylene plastic. 51⁄4- 
inch diameter saucepan with lid, 8-inch long fae pan, 8-inch high coffee pot 
with lid, 4V-inch high toaster with one piece of toast, one spoon, two pieces of 
fruit. Printed cardboard food . . . three pancakes and fried eggs with bacon. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 1029—Shipping weight 3 pounds ........................ Set $4.99 
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(14) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Pop Out Zoo 

Tigger wiggles while 
you try to beat the "Bee" 
by putting 6 geometric 
blocks in right holes 

if you lose, blocks 
pop out! 

$595 
HOW IT WORKS: Move the 
“Bee” to the bottom of the 
slot. Tigger, sitting on top of 
the game, moves from side to 
side as the “Bee” moves up- 
ward. The object of the game 
is to beat the “Bee” by pecs 
6 geometric-shaped blocks 
into their respective places on 
the game face. If the “Вее” 
reaches the top first, the 
blocks placed will pop out. 
The action can be stopped at 
any time simply by bopping 
Tigger on the head. Blocks 
are decorated with Winnie- 
the-Pooh characters. No bat- 
teries required. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. 
11x5x4¥% inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 
49C44781. $5.95 

(15) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Puzzle Blocks 

Make 6 
different scenes 
by rotating blocks 

and matching 
picture guides 

$495 

These colorful blocks simplify 
assembling a puzzle for the 
preschooler. There are no in- 
terlocking puzzle pieces. Sim- 
ply rotate blocks matching 

ch und color to make the 
6 different scenes. 
WHAT YOU GET: 20 plastic 
blocks, 19/16 inches square and 
6 paper picture guides. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
SRDERINS PORATION 

ipping weight 15 oz. 
49C44677 ..... ..94.95 

(16) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Toy Watch 

Works like a real watch, 
yet can't be overwound 

$299 
Give your favorite Pooh fan a 
watch of his or her own. 
Large, easy-to-read numbers 
make learning to tell time 
easy, too. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Ad- 
justable vinyl band with plas- 
tic case. Pooh and hunny bees 
on watch face; bees tick off 
seconds. Winding mechanism 
cannot be overwound. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 
49C 1319 .......... $2.99 



With easy-to-learn Craft Kits 

you can say "| made it myself” Complete Home 
Workshop 
With a big heavy-duty 

workbench and 18 working tools 

(1) Wooden Weaving Loom. Weave 
scarves, wall-hangings, etc. Built to last 
through continued, heavy use. Weaves up to 
20 inches wide. 
WHAT YOU GET: Weaving loom made of 
maple-stained, solid hardwood with shuttles 
and pick-up stick for variations in design. 
Non-slip footings for tabletop use. High-im- 
pact, molded plastic warp beams for easy 
warping, high-impact molded plastic hedd!e, 
23x21'9x6 inches high. Includes 80 yards of 
practice yarn (enough for an 11x6-inch 
Piece). Illustrated instructions. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Patterns not in- 
cluded. For extra yarn see Big Book. 
49 N 236 1—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 14 oz. .$ 10.87 

(2) Macrame Owl Kit. Makes owl wall- 
hanging and two 30-inch plant hangers. 

KIT INCLUDES: 270 ft. of cord, 3 beads, 2 
dowels, 2 rings and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 10 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 2054—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 

(3) Macrame Lion Kit 
KIT INCLUDES: 270 ft. of tangle-free yarn, 2 
beads, 8-in. metal ring, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 10 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 2058—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

(4) Needlework Art Chest 

KIT INCLUDES: 10*2x8'2x3-inch deep wood 
carrying case containing: 6-inch stuffed doll 
kit; 4 stitch-a- pres 2 hankie embroidery 
projects with hoop; patchwork embroidery; 
tapestry pictures; knitting, sewing and em- 
broidery needles; crochet hook; flower loom; 
coronet knitter; dolly bobbin; thimble; tape 
measure; scissors; all yarns and threads for 
these projects and instructions for projects. 

FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 2060—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. Kit $10.97 

(5) Pin Weaving Kit. А simple weaving 
technique. . . lay yarn peg-to-peg, tie-off 

— 
Hammer 

>: Pencil, 
—7 Folding ruler 

L 

2 screwdrivers, 
awl. chisel 

Kit $4.97 

Kit $5.47 
Giant all-wood 
carpenter's vise 

p 

Coping saw 
with 4 blades 

fp 
Brace with 9 bits 

2 triangles. 
compass and 
protractor Workbench 

hout tool set 
Workbt Were $2999 | 

FOR AGES: 8 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent unassembled; as- 
sembly instructions included. 

Workbench with tool set, pegboard rack above. 
79 М 2322C—Shpg. wt. 25 lbs. ...... Set $29.99 

Workbench without too! set, pegboard rack. 
79 М 2324C—Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs........... $19.99 

Do-it-yourself with this complete home workshop. 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid wood workbench mea- 
sures 361/4х1412х28 inches high. All-wood carpen- 
ter's vise and 18-in. measure screened on front. 
SET INCLUDES: Pegboard tool rack and hooks 
with instr. showing where to hang each tool. 29-pc. 
tool set shown above. Sandpaper and instruction 
booklet included. 

and pull out pegs. 

KIT INCL: 22x14? -in. board; 50 pegs; enough 
yarn for up to 3 projects and instructions for 
8 additional projects. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 

ORDER INFO: For extra yarn see Big Book. 
49 N 2035—Shpz. wt. 4 lbs. Kit $4.97 

(6) 21-piece Deluxe 
Jr. Carpenters' Tool 
Set plus hardwood 

tool chest 
SET INCL.: Coping saw, cross-cut 
saw, pliers, 2 screwdrivers, 1 Phil- 
lips screwdriver, awl, hammer, 
square, 2 wood chisels, C-clamp, 3- 
ft. folding ruler, level, block plane, 
brace with 2 bits, miter box, wood 
mallet, scribe. Metric, English mea- 
surements. Hardwood tool chest, (8) 

16-piece Tool Set 
plus metal box $595 

16-piece Tool Set. As- (9) Tool School. All the mate- 
1534x10*2x274 in. deep. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
49 N 2333 Set $17.97 Woodshop 

triangle, ruler, pencil, sandpa- ет, weather vane, letter rack, Project 
per, sanding block and instruc- — bun warmer, wren house and Set 
tions. Metal box, 14x514x214 — book rack; plus 6 extra plans pad 

(7) 12-piece Junior 
Carpenters' Tool Set 

plus hardwood tool chest 

SET INCLUDES: Coping saw, pliers, 
screwdriver, scribe, Phillips screw- 
driver, hammer, square, wood chis- 
el, C-clamp, 3-foot folding ruler, 
level, awl. Metric and English mea- 
surements. Hardwood tool chest, 
1234x8*4x3 inches deep. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 oz. 

49 N 2331 ...Set $9.97 

Gitsiod Dao scans by dieistmasmisetedaical com 

sorted tools for constructive, 
educational play. 

SET INCLUDES: Hand saw, pli- 
ers, screwdriver, coping saw 
with 5 blades, hammer, square, 

inches deep. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. 

49 N 2320.........Set $5.95 

rials you need to build 6 profes- 
sional-looking projects, 

SET INCLUDES Coping saw 
with 6 blades, glue, sandpaper, 
wood and plans for a bad feed 

for additional projects. 

FOR AGES: 7 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 2326 Kit $7.97 

(10) Woodshop Project Set. Make a variety of things with the 
wood in this set . . miniature birdhouse, wheelbarrow, wall shelf, 
auto., plane, truck, dozer, railroad engine and car, jeep, bank, air- 
plane, sailboat, letter box and pencil box, race car. 
KIT INCLUDES: 40 pieces of unfinished cedar wood to make the 
projects described above, 712x234 inches wide; iron-on blueprints; 
nails and glue. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: No woodworking tools зрос 
49 N 2249—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces .... $4.99 

projects 



Paddle Pool 

You shoot the ball away from your goal 

With swinging paddle, try to bat ball into opponent's goal. 
Player with most shots in opponent's goal wins. Up to 4 can 

play. All plastic. Playing surface; 1814х1836х4 inches; 
1 ball and 4 paddles included. 
79 Н 65562C—Shipping weight 5 pounds..............$4.88 

101 Games in Carry Case $ [297 

From checkers to pahcheesi 

Leather-like vinyl case holds a plastic tray partitioned for 
storing a plastic set of checkers, chessmen, dice, dominoes, 
pick-up sticks, plastic cup, and other plastic parts for playing 
101 games. Set also includes Chinese checkerboard with 
marbles; gameboard for checkers, chess, and pahcheesi; and 
10 playing boards for other games. Case 1444x814x3 in. 
49 N 65546—Shipping weight 3 pounds „Set $5.97 

Kikit Skittles . . switch from hockey-like game of 
Kikit to knock-down game of Skittles 

For Skittles . . spin the top, watch it ricochet through holes 
to score. Put in kick-sticks . . score goals, block shots for 

Kikit. Wood board; end nets. 30x14 in. Ages 8 and up. 
79 № 65283C—Shipping weight 12 pounds... $8.99 

Cut 
$1.02 

Just squeeze the rubber-bulb air-puffer to send your cork ball 
to the goal, Keep score with sliding tallies on frame. 4 other 
wild games, too: Ten Pins, King Pin, Puff Skee Ball, Puff 
Putt. Up to 4 players, ages 8 and up, Hardboard playing 
surface, 24 in. across, wood rim; 4 puffers, 2 balls. Instructions, 
79 М 65284L—Shipping weight 8 pounds $5.97 
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Priced tobe Wa: 
SOMETHING we 

A seca $68 

Ready, aim and flip out your white shooters to send the scoring rings into pockets for 
points. Reversible game board lets you play chess, checkers, many others . . pieces 
included. Board is 28x28 in.; natural-finish plywood, 9-ply laminated plywood corners, 
wood frame. 2 cues, rule book, carrom rings, spinning tops, net pockets, numbered 
disks, flies, score tab. 109 pieces. Up to 4 players, any age. Use with carrom stand below. 

79 N 65022L—Shipping weight 10 pounds. ... ....... PREPAY HO or EPIRI... 3 

Box of 30 extra plastic Carrom rings. 
49 N 65149— Shipping weight 8 ounces.......... аря Sat ene +++» Box 99¢ 

зана $599 Carrom Stand CARROM 

Hardwood board withsolid CUT 4%. Top of stand re- / Priced to be 
wood frame reverses for — volves—great to use with | SOMETHING 
othergamesasinsetabove; either carrom board. Every- | SPECIAL 
measures 26x26 in. Cues, опе plays comfortably, no Was $2.99 
numbered disks, plastic 
rings. Rule book incl. Use 
with carrom stand at right. 
Allow 10 pounds postage 
per postal regulations. 

need to strain or reach. 
Rugged hardwood stand 
has natural finish. 26 in. 
high. Unassembled, 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 
79 М 65148С...... $2.87 



Fun is having a play world 
your own size.. 

and pretending in it 

STORYBOOK PLAYHOUSE 

Big enough to shelter a. 
Boy Supermarket with pint-sized family of 4 
2 sets of Play Groceries 7 $958 

"MY OWN" SUPERMARKET SET $776 унь Your own little home, to play house in, to hide in . . 
where grown-ups can't come. But you'll be able to Supermarket only. Includes 24x15¥/x27-inch high checkout Sove $1.00 when you buy Supermarket. walk around inside, it's a big 46x45x62 in. high. counter, 20x8x27-inch high market shelfunit,shoppingcart ^ with 2 sets of play groceries . . sepor- Made of rugged white corrugated paperboard. Red- with 2 plastic wheels, play telephone, "trading stamps”, ately total$13.44. Includes Canned shuttered doorway is 48 inches high. Blue tile roof, cash register with sliding drawer, shopping bags, and pre- Foods Set 49 № 11037 and Super- red and yellow tulips. Interlocking pieces simplify tend money. Corrugated fiberboard lithographed in red, ^ market Set 49 N 11038 . . both shown assembly, instructions included. Furniture not in- Breen, and blue. Unassembled. Shipped motor carrier or іп color on page 444. Shipped motor cluded. For children who like to play house, ages express. carrier or express. 3 to 8. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 79 М 90139N. Shipping weight 12 pounds. $7.76 79 N 9027N3— Wt. 15 Ibs... Set °12.44 тэм 9028C—Shipping weight 14 pounds. 59.58 

ВШЭ WE KEEP TOYS 
d Nor vc m 

Kiddi Rock 
Whirli Chair . . 

just right for TV 

$469 

Tip it, rock it, scoot across the 
floor in it. 2 to 10-year-olds 
love to rock; Whirli-Chair can 
be active fun, or a comfortable 
little chair for just watching 

зоо © TV. htweight, take it visit- 
Mr. Chuckles Toy Box $1399 Vc ing. vain to the beach — the 

rugged polypropylene plastic 
takes outdoor use. Won't 

Durable polyethylene plastic; rounded edges. Metal hinges Scratch or mar mom's floors ei- 
ther. Blue. 18x11x223/ in. Buy 

"AN'ITHOUGHT- 
T HAD A 

BIG MOUTH!” 

] Mr. Chuckles Toy Box. Sunny yellow. 26x26x24 in. high it the easy way-order by phone. 79 N 90207N— Sent motor carrier or express. Wt. 15 lbs $13.99 79 М 90128C — Wt. 6 Ibs......$4,69 
9 Froggie Toy Box. Bright green. 21/2x17¥s inches high 
^' 79 М 90208L— Shipping weight 11 pounds $9.85 
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$497 E 

1 Circus Train. Come watch the big 
show! With 8 Play Family charac- 

ters: ringmaster, clown, engineer, ele- 
phant, bear, monkey, giraffe and lion. 
Animals have flexible moving parts so 
they can perform tricks. Two-seater en- 
gine has piston rod action . . pulls gon- 
dola car, cage car with swing-down 
ramp and two-seater caboose. Durable 
plastic. Overall 34*/x3'/x6 in. high. 
Ages 2 to 7 years. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 14 oz. 
49C44602 . 

498 [Sears] 2% 
Cutsod pace scans by cuisines nasetecindcal pmi 

The Rescue 
Center by 
Playskool 

$097 
Three stories of fun 
there's a fire station. 

a first aid station, a rooftop 
heliport and 6 "people" 

A toy of the future . . this Res. 
cue Center can handle any play 
"emergency". 

First floor fire station houses 
a fire truck with hoses, ladders 
and a rescue basket. Door of 
station swings open, stairs run 
up to the second floor “dormito- 
ry". Second floor also has space 
for the chief's car and an exit 
ramp to the ground. 

First aid station on third floor 
has beds, chairs, tables. En- 
trance to rooftop heliport. Heli- 
copter has rotor that turns and 
a cable with sky hook for res- 
cue. Elevator on side of building 
is also rescue basket. 

Set contains 24 pieces in all, 
includes; 4 rescuers, 2 medics. 
Building 10'4x8'4x14 inches 
high. Plastic. Ages 4 to 9. 

Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 14 oz. 
49 C 44102 59.97 

2 Camper. When pulled, camper makes motor noise. 
Camper home has sink, toilet, 4 padded bunks inside. . 

trailer section lifts off. With rowboat that floats, trailbike, 
patio table set, picnic table set, barbecue and 5 passengers. 
Wood and plastic. 12*4x6*/,x7*/, in. high. 
49 C 44018—Ages 2 to 8. Wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. . 

3 Houseboat. It's a pull toy or a floating bathtub toy. 
Pretend life preservers, barbecue grill, table, chairs, 

two 3-position recliners, dinghy, 5 passengers. Pull it and 
helm wheel spins as skipper looks from side to side. Plas- 
tic, 13'/.x67/,x9%/, in. high. Ages 2 to 8. 
49 C 44799—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 3 oz. ............ $4.97 

(Items shown on facing page) 

( A-C ) Weebles are friendly little egg- 
Shaped people who enjoy having fun. Why 
not join them camping, relaxing at home, 
or boating and fishing? Ages 2 to 6. 

Ave Weebles My Car and Camper. 
off on a vacation in their саг 

кыа camper. Car has detachable roof. 
Camper has slide out awning and plenty of 
space for all the things included. Boat, pic- 
nic table and 4 chairs, motorcycle, 
and luggage rack, 4 Weebles. Overal 
25'⁄x5'⁄ in. high. Plastic. 
79 C 44835C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. .. sesane $9.97 

B Weebles Cottage. A delightful 3-room 
house with attached garage, hinged roof 

and doors. Furnished with 2 beds, 2 chairs, 
ТҮ set, cocktail table, sofa, swimming pool 
and a car. And, of course, 4 happy Weebles. 
House opens to 15x8'/,x9'/, in. high. Carry 
handle. Plastic. 
49 C 44128—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz..... 

C Weebles Marina. Let's go for a boat 
ride and do some fishing. The Weebles 

are ready in their 16-in. cabin cruiser, the 
S. S. Little-putt . . with working reel and 4 
fish to catch. There's also a 5'/4-in. motor- 
boat, a S¥,-in. sailboat, main dock with 
boat house, 2 removable piers with gas 
pumps and 4 Weebles. Overall: 28x16x7'/, 
inches high. Plastic. 
79 C 44126C—Shpg. wt. 518. ....... $9.44 

(Items shown on facing page) 

Play Family Jet 

$ 442 

4 This big jet goes “Whir-r-r” when child pulls it 
along. Pilot looks from side to side as plane 

moves along. Hinged door lowers to form a boarding 
ramp for 4 passengers. Luggage fits in rear compart- 
ment. Plastic, 13'/.x6'/,x11°/, in. wide. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 C 4430—Shipping weight 1 lb, 13 oz. 5442 

Play Family Farm 

$886 

It's fun to give the farm family a hand 
with the animals and the equipment 

5 There's equipment to take care of—tractor, 
fence, watering trough and detachable yoke for 

hitching trailer to horses . . plus 7 plastic farm ani- 
mals with movable parts. Hayloft door opens, silo 
top lifts off and barn door opens with a * 
sound. Wood and plastic barn, 11x7'/x8" 
49 C 44263—Ages 2 to 8. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. .. 

Play Family School 

$8986 

Help the "students" with their lessons 
or join them at recess to play 

6 When the bell rings, it's time for school to start. 
Teacher watches her 4 pupils do their lessons. 

With 5 desks, blackboards, chalk and eraser. For re- 
cess there's a gym set, merry-go-round and slide. 
Magnetized alphabet and numbers store in puzzle 
tray or stick to lift-up roof. All parts store in 
12х10х127/,-іп. high school house with carry handle. 
Wood and plastic. Ages 2 to 8. 
49 C 44441—Shipping weight 7 lbs. 1 oz. .......$8.86 



ART 

ACTIVITIES 'Two-sided Wood Easels 
AND SUPPLIES Use big chalkboards on both sides or 

clip on paper for drawing or painting 

Open up young minds 
..let big ideas flow 

1 Easel with 16x24-in. chalkboards. Pro- 
vides years of creative activity because height 

adjusts as child grows. The two 16x24-in. blue 
chalkboards, grooved chalk trays adjust sepa- 
rately so two different-sized children can enjoy 
easel at the same time, either standing or sitting. 

Paper and 2 clips included so this versatile ea. 
sel may be used for painting, drawing and many 
other art activities. Set also includes palette with 
water colors, 2 brushes, 4 jars of tempera paint, 2 
mixing pans, crayons, box of chalk and eraser. 
Stands 421% in. high fully opened. Ready to as- 
semble. Instructions included. Ages 4 and up. 

Shipping weight 14 pounds. 
79 N 162081. $12.49 

Deluxe Easel with 20x24-in. chalkboards. 
Has two handy wide-area shelves to keep all 

your art supplies at your fingertips when you 
need them. Helps keep play area neat and tidy, 
too. 
The two big 20x24-in. blue chalkboards and 

grooved chalk trays adjust separately to differ- 
ent heights so two different-sized children can 
share the fun of drawing or painting on one easel, 
either standing or sitting. Easel made of sturdy 
wood to last for years, And the extra-long 54-in. 
legs allow plenty of room for little artists to grow 
into bigger ones. 
Comes complete with palette and water colors, 

2 brushes, 6 jars of tempera paint, 2 mixing pans, 
crayons, chalk, eraser, paper, color-by-number 
sheets, 2 clips to hold paper. Ready to assemble, 
instructions included. 52% inches high when as- 
sembled. For young artists, ages four and up. 

Shipping weight 18 pounds. 
79 М 16205L $19.49 

Tabletop Easel 
with 161/4x24%/ein. chalkboard $599 

Blue chalkboard with grooved wood chalk tray. Clip on paper 
for drawing or painting. Set includes palette with water colors 
and brush, 4 jars of tempera paint, paper, chalk, eraser and one 
metal clip. For ages 3 and up. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 № 16207C .. wee > ..95.99 

Crayola Craft" Art Workshop Kit 

Squeeze on the colors, watch them neatly ¢ 499 Art supplies in tough vinyl case. $647 
fill the space with Super Dream Drops 

Here's “color-burst” painting that lets you put psychedelic flair 
into 5 pop-art posters and a U.S. wall map. Just squeeze color 
drops onto specially prepared paper, then watch them ooze and 
spread to fill the space. Paints stop spreading like magic when 
they reach the black resist lines, Set includes 6 posters, five 1-oz. 
bottles of non-toxic Dream Drops paint and paint brush to add 
texture as paint dries, For young painters, ages 6 to 12. 
49 М 16439—Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces ....... „Set $4.99 

6 big posters 
24x35 inches. 

Have your own complete workshop of the most popular art supplies . . 
everything you'll need for fun-filled hours of coloring, painting and draw- 
ing. .all in a heavy-duty vinyl case. Complete set includes pack of 16 
CRAYOLA? crayons, pack of 8 CRAYOLA fluorescent crayons, pack of 
8 Easy Off® crayons, pack of CRAYOLA colored chalk, CRAYOLA cray- 
on sharpener, eight 34-oz. jars of tempera paint, 16 water colors in plastic 
tray, 2 paint brushes, 4 sheets of colored project paper, pad of drawing 
paper, 4 stencils, texture rubbing sheet, sheet of batik paper plus instruc- 
tion and idea book. For ages 6 to 12. 
49 N 16156—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces . . . -..Kit $6.47 

Tatai pane scant by dieisimimumisetediaical Gom 



Playskool* Dressy Bessy 
teaches how to zip, buckle, 
button, lace, snap and tie 

Smiling Dressy Bessy . . the doll that's dressed in layers of 
sewn-on clothing. She helps teach your 3 to 6-year old how 
to dress. Your child will have fun while learning highly im- 
portant hand and eye coordination. She is 20 inches tall and 
made of cotton and filled with non-toxic and non-allergenic 
polyester fiber. Use your phone if you want to order it the 
easiest way of all. 
49 C 44112—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces. . ..... $4.94 

computer $8997 

Children can learn different shapes, sizes 
1 Postal Station. Child fits 8 blocks of 4 shapes into matching 

shaped holes . . then he can remove them from the bin. With 
holes for stringing. Wood and plastic. Measures 64/x6%x10% іп. 
high. Recommended for ages 1 to 3 years. 
49 C 4478—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces .............. $444 

2 Computer. No batteries or wind-up needed . . just select one of 
6 cards with 12 subjects, dial a question and select an answer. 

Answer is checked by pressing reply button . . reel turns to correct 
answer. Spring powered. Storage compartment, carry handle. Plas- 
tic. Measures 1014x4!4x1334 in. high. Ages 3 to 8. 
49 C 4476—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces .............- $897 

‘Catalina Dane scans by Сз MASONIC GON 

Let's Pretend Cinderella. . 
find the magical world 

of make-believe 
Read the Cinderella story as your child acts it 
out. Cinderella doll (914 in. tall) with snap on 
ball gown; Prince Charming with removable 
crown. Magic coach reverses to pumpkin, dou- 
bles as a pillow. All with printed designs, made 
of cotton and stuffed with polyester. Also, plas- 
tic "glass" slipper, tray, broom, bucket and 
booklet. Ages 3 to 6. 
79 C 44702C—Shipping weight 2 lbs... ...$9.87 

Hug-a-Book Dolls . . 
huggable dolls 
that tell a story 

(3 and 4) Each has an 8-page story se- 
curely stitched to its tummy. Stories are 
in simple language with full-color pic- 
tures. Cotton dolls stuffed with non-toxic, 
non-allergenic polyester. Machine wash 
in cold water, dry at low heat. Each 12 
inches tall. Ages 1 to 6. Wt. ea. 12 oz. 
(3) 49C44096—Three Bears. ....5497 
(4) 49C44095—Red Riding Hood.$4.97 

Sesame Street" 

$1377 
A replica of Sesame Street and its 
jolly tenants with a blackboard 
on the back. Includes Ernie, Bert, 
Big Bird, Cookie Monster, Oscar 
the Grouch, Susan and Gordon. 
Also, furniture, accessories and 
more. Everyone (except Big Bird) 
can ride in the sanitation truck. 
Folds, so all pieces can be stored 
inside; with carry handle. All plas- 
tic construction. Measures 
1614х191/%х12'4 in. high. Ages 2 
to 8 years, 

Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 
79 С 44295C 51377 
Sesame Street" is a trademark 

of Children's Television Workshop 

Safari Camp Set 

$1287 
Includes truck and trailer with 
cloth tent. Two animal cages with 
sliding doors for trapping . . will 
hold any of 5 animals which have 
movable limbs. Capture net dou- 
bles as a tote bag for small pieces. 
Four 3Vginch figures with mov- 
able parts . . and more. Plastic. 
For ages 3 to 9 years. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49C44312 ... . $12.87 

Tree Tots Tree House 

$1087 
Tree top pops up to show interior 
of tree house. Realistically deco- 
rated with 9 pieces of furniture. 
Hand-operated elevator carries 
tree tots into house. . fold-out 
steps are also provided. There is a 
swing for the kids to play on and 
a family car. The tree tot family 
consists of Mom, Dad and 2 kids 
plus Barky, the dog, who has his 
own house. Plastic. 12 in. high 
closed. Ages 2 to 8 years. 

Shipping weight 5 lbs. 
79С44125С...... .$10.87 



Knockabout. . . outsmart and outsmack your opponent 
pope ARI coitu s 
OBJECT OF GAME: Punch t boxing figures. First to 
foci all tee fo ponent йе, wina We round: For wo Her 
CONTENTS: Sturdy base measures 15x23 and is com- 
plete willis scoreboard and wo punching Du 
FOR AGES: 4 to 9 years. 
a noes INFORMATION: | 
79 N 65438C—Shipping pounds ...... Ses do Now $7.99 

Twizzle. . . 4 games іп 1 
test your dexterity 

Just aim the Twizzle, send marbles spi- 
raling around track and into scoring 
gate. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Flip up all 9 scoring 
gates. Or, play any of 3 other versions 
of the game. For 1 or more players. 
CONTENTS: 13-inch long playing board 
made of plastic. 9 glass marbles. 
FOR AGES; 5 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65349—Wt. 11b. 10 oz. ..94.77 

Ants in the Pants. . . be first 
to get your ants in the pants 
Press ants’ tails to make them jump. 
OBJECT: Select 4 ants of same color, 
then direct them into suspendered 
pants by pressing their tails. First play- 
er to get all his ants into the pants is 
winner. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 16 plastic, variously col 
ored ants. Pants are plastic and stand 
9x5x13 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 65375—Shpg. wt. 12 02. .$3.97 

Don't Break the Ice! 
Keep your man “afloat” 

How much “ice” can you knock away? 
OBJECT OF GAME: If you knock out a 
wrong block, the "lake" caves in, your 
man gets dunked and you lose the 
game. For 2 or more players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic 9x9x4-inch high 
frame. 36 plastic cubes of “ice”. Man 
and 2 mallets also plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 М 65376—Wt. 1 lb. 1002. .. $4.88 

Down the Drain. . . fish out 
the biggest “coins” 

Your coins are down the drain. Use 
your skill to get them out. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Drop magnetic coin 
retriever through grate and fish for 
coins. Bigger coins give you more 
points because they’re harder to bring 
up. For 1 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 10-inch high plastic and 
chipboard drain. 4 magnetic retrievers. 
Plastic “coins” have magnets inside. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65637—Wt. 11 oz. ...... $3.84 

m——— ——— 

Headache. . .а 
scintillating chase game 

А chase and capture game, Which 
player can Rive the others the most 
“headaches”? 
OBJECT OF GAME: Capture your op- 
ponents’ men—that's how you give 
them a "headache". 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS; Press-action Pop-O-Ma- 
tic® plastic cube shaker tells you how 
far to move. Plastic playing board 
has 10М-їп. diam. Plastic markers. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 65 199—Shpzg. wt. 12 07.83.94 

Mousetrap . . . turn handle to 
start a chain of wacky events 
OBJECT OF GAME: Players move 
around board, by tossing die, and con- 
struct trap, piece by piece. Player 
whose mouse lands under trap, gets 
trapped and loses, 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Cardboard playing sur- 
face, die, plastic trap components and 
markers. 18х18х10 in. high when set up. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unasseml 
49 N 65778—Shpg. wt. Ted ̀%6.92 

Cat's Eye by Магх... 
you need one to win 

OBJECT OF GAME: Balls come out of 
silo as fast as you can watch, but you 
must select your color marbles and 

Trouble. . 
your men out of trouble? 

Harder to win than you think! 

OBJECT OF GAME: Bring your men 
from start to finish. But watch out 

. if your opponent lands on a 

. can you keep 

‚ he can send you 
or 2 to 4 players. 

square you occup: 
back to the start. 
CONTENTS: Plastic, press-action 
Pop-O-Matic® cube shaker tells you 
how far to move. Plastic game board 
10% in. square. Plastic markers. 

FOR AGES: 8 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 65368—Shpg. wt. 1302.93.94 

throw others back. First player who ,^ 
gets all his color marbles plus a cat's 
eye marble, wins. 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 12x12-inch plastic base. 65 
multicolored plastic marbles. 4 cat's eye 

to collect the marbles, 
FOR AGES: 4 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 65298—Shpg. wt. 3 в... $6.22 

Popcorn by Marx. . . nab 
marbles as they “pop” 

OBJECT OF GAME: Gather 3 marbles g 
the same color as they ricochet 
around the dome. For 1 to 4 DM 
[i EE EI. m. high plastic 
base with doi eoi con- 
trol marbles. E Mur ea 
FOR AGES: 4 years to Perm 
ORDERING INFO: Uses 2 "D" her sia 
not D um order 
79 М 65305C—Wt. 4 lbs... ө. 94 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49N46995-Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. . Pkg. $1.69 

Gnip Gnop. . . Parker 
Brothers' slaphappy game 

Balls spin, whirl, bounce and collide fu- 
riously as players whack the keys. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Empty all the balls 
in your side of the dome into your op- 

it's side. First one to empty wins. 
o Nocte balls because they're en- 

closed in a clear dome. For 2 players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic mini-stadium has 
balls and rings . 191% in. long. 
FOR AGES: 8 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65189—Wt. 11b. 120z. ..95.52 

$994 
without. 
batteries 



(5and6) Two suspense-building 
games. . . don't drop the bananas, but 

try to make lady bug fly away 

М More ACTIVITY TOYS to help 
young hands become skilled hands 

Lil’ Sport™ Basketball Game 
Your little all-pro can practice his 
basket shots . pole adjusts to 3 

different heights 

$1387 
Lady Bug Fly Away" 

$492 

" OBJECT OF GAME: Twirl spinner 
their swing . . foam baseball to see how many monkeys you can lady bu s appear in window. 

[1] mounted on rod swivels and put on ring without the ape leaping Pump balloon once for each one. 
returns to batter when hit up for bananas, Winner is player whose pumping 

: WHAT YOU GET: 20 monkeys, ape, sends balloon flying away. 
bananas, tree, stand 14% in. high, WHAT YOU GET: Plastic base, 
spinner. Plastic. pumper, 13x9x6¥¢ in. 3 balloons. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 c 8 oz. ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49C44694 ............. $4.92 49C44743 ............ $4.92 

©Магх 

Lil’ Sport" Power Hitter 
Little sluggers can practice 

OBJECT OF GAME: Spin flowér, 

Mouse Around the Clock™ 
Magnetic maze game increases 

coordination as kids use 
magnetic key to get mice 

through the maze to the clock 
to ring the bell 

OBJECT OF GAME: Use the magnetic 
kra mot E M 

WHAT YOU GET: Plastic game € 
Sane in. high. Magnetic key. 4 

Lil’ Sport™ Basketball Game Lil’ Sport™ Power Hitter magnetic mice. 
WHAT YOU GET: 17g inch diameter WHAT YOU GET: 14%4-in. diam. weighted FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
weighted righted plastic base. Sturdy, tubular Базе. 30 in. high tubular berto pole ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

with fiber glass rod, 4-in. plastic foam ball 49 С 44668.................. 55.44 pole adjusts ш V4, 6515 
x) 68V inches to top of backboard. 
7-inch soft plastic foam ball. Conon 
net on 12-inch diameter plastic rim. 
For indoor use. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unas- 

attached. 26-in. long plastic baseball bat. 
For indoor use. When ball is hit with bat, 
it swivels around and returns to batter. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION oe 
bh ‚ instructions includ 

Super Grand Prix . 

OBJECT OF GAME: Race cars 

.race 6 cars down 8-foot track 

79 C 44771C—Wt. 9lbs. ....... $9.87 
Ohio Art 

by yourself or against friends. 
Or time them from start to 
finish. For 1 to 6 players. 
WHAT YOU GET: 8 feet of 
curving plastic track with au- 

. instructions included. 
79« e 445736 We 11 Ibs,. $13.87 

Lil’ Sport™ tomatic tripping levers. Steel 
ball “motors” move stream- 

Power Pitch lined plastic racers down the 
Children can practice track, Cardboard props for 

и " atmosphere. 

rii dichte S FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ball with thi N ORDER INFO: Wt 3 Ibs. 

the ball with this 79 C 44678C ....... $6.87 
foam baseball and net 

WHAT YOU GET: Lets pre- 
schoolers practice pi 
e Deu Tubular lastic 

two 
Б long і Gomes wih £i. egs, nylon cord cord 

ipe 
FOR AGES; 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassem- 

4 pounds. 
79C44803C ....... $7.87 

Snoopy Slugger 

Chunky-design lightweight bat and 
ball are easy for little hands to use 

Makes the ideal first baseball set for your lit- 
tle tot. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic bat, 1334 inches 
long. Plastic 4-inch diameter ball with Pea- 
nut's gang autographs. Fabric cap with 
Snoopy applique. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 45027—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Set $4.44 
Peanuts Characters United Feature Syndicate Inc, 1977 

FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Set up size Basile inches 
49 C 44559—Shipping weight 8 oz. $5 DLE 99 

саноа nae scant by онуна marsetechnical Gon 



Authentically Scaled Kits So true to life it'S almost like working on real ships, cars 
tanks, trucks and some of the world's most famous planes 

U.S.S. Constitution, “The Eagle of the Sea" $1 697 
This magnificent ship has billo 

T CON Detailed mode 
ures, cle i 
booklet with instr. Over 400 pieces. Plastic 

sails. 
formec 

sails anc 

gallery w 

n. high. Orange and black. Instructions, decals inc 
2 to adult 

492 |Sears 

nEn EE EE O AAN EE ТҮТТҮ ТҮ 

N: Glue not included. 
jing weight 6 pounds 

achine gun, cannon st 
in. h 

assive armaments. 
x36 in. long, built t 

Sporty 78 

Corvette Stingray ` 

est version of one of America's finest sports c 
S: Opening hood, detailed interior, real rubber tires, hose: 

tion wires and chrome-look parts. 1⁄4 scale model is over 23 in. long, 8 in. 
115 pieces. Plastic 

1/25 Scale 

яо) SAVE 
ойе | 12% 

when you 
buy both 

Cab (1) and Van (2) 

Sep prices 

was $994 

Save 51 
when you buy 
any 2 or more 
(6 thru 9) 

ue 
2 or more 

її $697 



гъ A sm You control the 
Shaky Jake . . be careful А 

blows even $ 299 without 
.. don't touch the wire batteries ы 

Le Follow bends and curveswith ringed wand. 
If you touch the wire, penalty light flashes. 
Takes a real steady hand to get the highest 
score and win. Metal. Measures 15%х11 Мх 
5% inches high. Uses 2 “D” batteries .. 
order package below. 
49 N 65492—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 40z......$3.99 
^D" Batter Package of 
49 N 8405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 8 0z...Pkg. $1.49 

Mind Maze by $399 
Parker Brothers 

Design a maze by locating plastic fences 
on the plastic vertical grid. Then try to be 
the first player to move a steel ball through 
your opponent's maze and capture it. Each 
player uses a magnetic device to control 

the movement of the ball. Set includes 
the grid with stands, magnets, steel balls, 
and fences. For two players. 
49 N 65493—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 

$ Priced to be Cut $1.55 siiis 

...$3.99 

Beat the Clock $377 
by Milton Bradley 

Based on a brand new version of the ever 
popular TV show. Players race against the 
clock to complete a variety of goofy stunts. 
Players pick а card to determinetheirstunt 
and time limit. Game includes clock timer, 
blindfold, paddle, cups, balls, cubes, discs, 
hoops and more. Enough to accomplish 
over 50 different stunts. For 2 or more 
players. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 65461 Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 

These sturdy fellows are just as quick as'you are. You handle 
the controls as boxers in the ring—feint, shift and look for an 
opening. A quick jab to the opponent's jaw sets off a spring 
mechanism that pops his head up . . you're a winner by a KO. 
Press his head down to begin a new game. Plastic boxers are - 
1214 inches tall. Plastic ring measures 20x17 inches. For 2 
players. 
79 М 65119C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ........ . $8.44 

- $3.77 

GIANT’ 
Barrel М” 

Giant Barrel $23 Rattle Battle $287 Quick Shoot 399 Hands Down $387 
of Monkeys by Parker Brothers by Ideal by Ideal 

What's more fun than a barrel of Two players on opposite sides of Use trigger-type gun to shoot mar- Draw a card, make a match. Then 
monkeys? A giant barrel! Try to game take turns dropping 12 mar- bles into special channelsandscore. ——Qquick!—hit the hand. Last hand 
hook the twelve 5-inch monkeys into bles, one at a time, into clear plastic Ве the first player to win 3 rounds down loses a card and a match. 
a chain. Pick up all twelve monkeys maze. Both players then try toscoop Бу shooting 2 marbles into each of ^ Largest number of matched pairs 
to make a chain over5feetlong.9!- out marbles as they pass openings. your 2 scoring areas. Plastic. For2 ^ wins. Plastic. Ages 7 to adult. Buy 
inch barrel. Plastic, Fun for all ages. Don’t let them hit bottom. to 4 players, All ages. it the easy way—order by phone, 
49 № 65543— Wt. 1 lb. 4oz...... $2.39 49 М 65563—Wt. 11b. 8oz...... $2.87 49 М 65496—Wt. 21bs.307....$3.99 49 N 6507—Wt. 1 lb, 12 oz... ..$3.87 

Kerplunk 
by Ideal 

$ 297 
Booby Trap by $ 366 

Park ari er Brothers з CUT 10%. Marble by 
Remove disks and get points. One false А balancing challenge as you Insert 30 plastic sticks into holes in tower Ideal. He has marbles in his 
move and you'll spring the Booby Trap. remove disks one at a time. ќо form a "nest." 40 marbles rest on top head and plenty of holes, too. 
Wooden pieces scatter and you scorea Ве careful, or this happy fel- of nest. Players, in turn, withdraw sticks Give him a poke with your penalty. Spring holds bar tight ..some low will topple from his 2-ft. — oh-so carefully to avoid causing marbles finger and watch the marbles 
disks are safe, but if you remove others, high perch. Spinner tells which to fall . . becomes increasingly difficult as stampede. 2 to 4 players try to 
the spring lets go. Measures 16x11 color discs to remove from game progresses. Takes a steady hand and collect the marbles in the trays. 
inches. 1 to 10 players. Ages 6 and up. pegs. Get 100 points to win. Кееп judgment. Fallen marbles score Опе with the most marbles when 
49 N 65079—Shipping weight 2 lbs...$3.66 For 2 to 4 players. Ages 7 against players, low score wins. Plastic. А ^ head is empty wins. 4 trays, 90 A and ир. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. game for 2 to 4 players of all ages. marbles. Plastic head. 

492 Sears pcexm 49 М 65029 ............93.99 49 М 65113—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 14 0z...$2.97 49 N 65363— Wt. 3 lbs....$3.97 
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Plan a tool box for Dad, 

a spice rack for Mom. . and make them 

yourself with real, working tools 

LITTLE CARPENTER SHoP $499 
All tools, instructions to make 8 projects 
plus wood to complete any 3 of them 

* wall shelf e birdfeeder e steamboat 
* puzzles • mailholder © spice rack 

* tool box * bird house 

Tools, blueprint i instructions especially designed for 4 to 8-year 
olds, Hammer, saw, coping saw, tri-square, ruler, sandpaper 
and nails included. 
49 N 16365—Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces . . .Set $4.99 

Includes all tools, step-by-step 
instructions for 18 р: 
plus starter kit with wood 

for birdhouse, shown above 

$2495 "z^ 
Our most complete Home Workshop 

. . for ages 8 and up 
‘The big set of tools and booklet will guide you from the first simple beginner's 
projects to most anything your developing skill, imagination can come up with. 

Here are all the tools, accessories you get: Hammer; 3-way saw; coping saw 
with 3 blades; 4-in. and 7-in. screwdrivers; 14-і. x 6%-in. wood chisel; forged slip- 
joint pliers; 7-in. block plane with adjustable blade; 4%-1п. awl; gear-driven hand 

Handy Andy* Tool Kit $299 drill with 9 bits in carry case. Protractor; 4!4-in. "C" clamp; 6-foot folding rule; 
compass with pencil; 307—607 triangle; 4545" triangle; 24 pegboard hooks; square 
with 90—45° 7-in. rule, built-in level; sandpaper; approximately 100 nails, screws. 

Illustrated 24-page booklet teaches you how to use each tool properly and 
safely; carries plans for 18 projects, from shelves, to a toy boat, or a spice rack. 
Wood for birdhouse included. Tools fit neatly over silhouettes on rack. Solid 
pine workbench, 36x20x44 in. high, has inlaid compressed wood work area. 
Wood-working vise mounted on front of bench. Shipped partly assembled. 

Workshop Set with Bench, Tools, Birdhouse Project Kit. 
79 М 16629C—Shipping weight 28 pounds 

79 М 16633C—Workbench only. Shipping weight 24 pounds 

Tool Belt with 5 Tools $426 ; 
Top-grain leather belt 
holds hammer, 24-in. 
folding ruler, pliers, 
screwdriver, flashlight 
(uses 2 “Р” batteries, 
not incl.; order pkg. on 
pg. 489). Fits up to 29- 
in. waist. Ages 4-10. 

Wt. 1 lb. 7 oz. 
49N16634-Set $4.26 

Steel tool box with 
handle is 14х5х27/, in. 
high, holds real, but 
child-sized, tools: 
hammer, saw, pliers, 
screwdriver, tri- 
square, ruler, carpen- 
ter's pencil, sandpa- 
per. Ages 4 to 10. 

Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49N16477-Kit $2.99 

All-metal machine tool runs on 
electricity . . works with real wood 

You'll find many ways to use Mattel's Power Shop. 
As a lathe to turn and shape wood, as a sander to d ones 
sand your projects super smooth, as a drill press for » DRILL PRESS 

accurate drilling, as a jig saw to cut curves and de- 
signs (or jig saw puzzles!). Includes drills, saw 
blades, sanding discs, tool bits, blueprints, wood, in- 
structions, plus airplane, race car and steamboat 
kits. On-off switch; runs on 110-120 volt, 60-cycle 
AC; UL listed. Unit measures 16'/x6x6'/ in. high. A 
delightful, creative tool for ages 9 to adult. Could be 
the start of a satisfying, life-long hobby. 
49 N 16468—Shipping wt. 9 lbs. 8 oz. Set $10.88 

| | Cutil.. 4-way Power Shop 
| 

«Works as a 
SANDER 

Make these with 
kits included 
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ROLY-POLY WORLD OF WEEBLES 
Weebles Family 
Car and Camper 

$ 

[B] Weebles 
Cottage 

$788 

Em Weebles Marina 

$944 

The airport of imagination. Child pulls the whirring jet down the run 
ay as the pilot looks from side to side. The door swings down to 
come a boarding ramp for passengers. Luggage stores in rear com. 

partment. Tug tractor takes luggage to revolving baggage conveyor. 
e’s also a helicopter to “land” . . crank turns helicopter rotor 

realistic “ mp-whomp" sound, also rotates baggage con- 
veyor. Includes: jet fueler, two passenger cars and 6 Play Family 
characters. Sturdy plastic and hardboard parts constructed with 
rounded edges, non-toxic colors and easy-rolling wheels. Opens to 
22'Axl4x11 in. high. Folds for storage. Ages 2 to 8. 
79 C 44741C—Shipping weight 9 pounds Е $10.84 

499 
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without 
batteries. 

1 Etch-A-Sketch®. Turn knobs, designs appear on screen, Spell words, 
form numbers, draw shapes or pictures. Turn over and shake to erase, 

start again. Plastic frame 9%4x8x14q in. thick. Ages 4 and up. 
49 N 1878—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ...................... $3.27 

o4 Lite-Brite. Create colorful pictures with light. Put in picture outline, in- 
sert glow pegs and watch them light up. Over 400 pegs in 8 colors, 16 

pre-printed picture guides, 6 blank sheets for original designs, 9x13-in. plas- 
tic screen. 25-watt bulb not incl. UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Safety 
on-off switch. Not recommended for ages under 5. 
49 N 16233—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces . „Set $7.47 

Line-O-Art. Copy any picture accurately using series of parallel lines. 
14%4x14%-inch drawing board with revolving turntable and rule, 8 

starter tracing patterns, 2 color pens, paper. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 16206—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces................ Set $4.97 

(4 and 5) Mathematically calculated gears guide pen to create complex 
patterns. Extra pieces with Super Spirograph for more intricate designs. 
Sets include straight and curved pieces, colored pens, paper, baseboard, 
storage tray, patterns and instructions. Ages 6 and up. 
(4) 49 М 16144—61-pc. Super Spirograph. Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
(5) 49 N 16179—31-pc. Spirograph. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

«Set $4.97 

„Set 327 

Dotz Fun™, Battery-powered design machine moves colored felt-tip 
pens up and down with rapid-fire action to make beautiful or zany 

designs and pictures with dots. 4 felt-tip pens, 4 template patterns, instruc- 
tions. Plastic. Uses 2 "AA" batteries, not included, order package below. 
49 N 16222—Ages 5 and up. Shipping weight 2 pounds ...........Set $7.77 
49 N 46991—"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 4. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. . Pkg. 69c 

j^ Snoopy Pencil Sharpener. Battery powered. Accepts all standard size 
pencils (3 incl.). Uses 3 “D” batteries, not included, order pkg. below. 

Plastic, 7x344x5% in. Not for ages under 3 due to small parts. 
49 N 16181—Shipping weight 14 ounces 
49 N 46995—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of б. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
Snoopy United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 1966 
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Big Box Activity Set 
Hours and hours of creative activity for preschoolers 

$ 499 

Here's a whole box of answers to the question, "What can I do?”. And what 
better way is there for preschoolers to spend their time than with an amaz- 
ing assortment of imaginative, challenging activities like these? Box іп. 
cludes everything they'll need for many fun-filled hours of creative play. 
Stencil set of alphabet and numbers, 2 coloring books, stick'ems book, 2 
paint-without-paint booklets, 3 arrow dot-to-dot booklets, 3 sewing cards 
with laces, 3 tracing cards, 2 recolor cards, pad of drawing paper, pad of 
tracing paper, box of crayons, pencil, paint brush, plastic water cup and 
plastic scissors. A perfect gift for children ages 3 to 7. 
49 N 16218—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces Set $4.99 

Mold and model.. again 
and again .. with 

3 great Play-Doh* Molding Sets 

Here comes 

Pumper No. 9 

$547 
Just pump ladder on red styre: 
fire truck, and out come Play 
Doh hoses—long or short, fat or 
thin. Mold fireplugs, helmets and 
mascots with plastic molds. 
18x24-in. vinyl play mat helps 
keep area clean. Two 2-oz., two 
6-oz. cans of Play-Doh modeling 
compound, ladder, trimmer, de- 
cals and 2 toy-firemen included. 
Ages 3 to 7. Wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz. 
48 N 16174 ++ Set $5.47 

е 

Super Zoo Set 

$497 

Make colorful stand-up zoo ani 
mals using 6 special plastic molds 
with wall sections. Set also in 
cludes bases, 2 cages with wheels 
and handles, three 6-ounce cans 
of Play-Doh modeling compound, 
and.an 18x24-inch vinyl play mat. 
For children ages 3 to 7. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 11 oz. 

49N 16176............ Set $4.97 

Animal Farm 

$333 
Use 6 hinged molds to press out a 
whole barnyard full of your fa- 
vorite farm animals. Stand them 
up on the 14x20-in, barnyard play 
mat of easy-to-clean vinyl. Set 
also includes trimmer, three 6-oz. 
cans of Play-Doh modeling com- 
pound. Ages 3 to 7. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49N 16175 Set $3.33 мк |Sears| 489 
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Wood Block Set . . with 
letters and numbers 

Colorful 1!544-inch wood blocks with em- 
bossed letters on two sides and printed num 
bers and letters on four sides. Smooth, 
rounded corners. Set contains 50 pieces. Be 
sides learning his letters and numbers, your 
child will enjoy building and balancing 
blocks. Reusable canister. For ages 1 to 6. 
49 C 4470—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. .. .Set $449 

—— T. 

$525 5899 гр 
" Made of natural grain wood with 

rounded edges. Block sizes range 
up to 11 inches long. Help devel 

p op dexterity and coordination. 
Your child can build forts, great 
houses or whatever he likes. Rec 

TUFF STUFF® plastic Blocks 
. . Stackable letters 

The “blocks” are actually letters wide enough 
to stack . . lets your child build word towers. 
In colorful polyethylene plastic, with rounded 
corners. Contains 30 pieces in all with multiples 
of letters most frequently used. Helps develop 
coordination and dexterity skills. Reusable 
container, Ages 2 thru 5 years. 
49 C 4475—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 7 oz.......Set $5.95 

Culsion page scans by chrisinias nersetechnical con 

Unfinished wood 
Kindergarten Blocks. . 

in 10 shapes 

ommended for ages 2 to 8 years, 
32-piece Set. 

Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49C44723.... Set $8.99 

56-piece Set. 
Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. 6 oz. 

49C44724 .... Set $12.99 

72-piece Set. 
Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. 10 oz. 

79 C 44654C „Set $14.99 

Winnie-the-Pooh Top 
1 Watch Winnie go 'round and 'round and multi- 

colored balls pop as you pump the plunger knob 
of this top. Tigger, Eeyore, Piglet and all the rest of 
Pooh's pals are pictured at the base, too. Plastic and 
metal top measures 9" inches high, 8*4 inches wide. 
Recommended for ages 2 years and up. 
49 C 44726—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 ол......... 

Winnie's Bee 'n Honey Game 
9 Pooh has the “hunny” pot, when you press the 

key with his picture on it he passes it to Piglet. 
He in turn passes the pot to Ow! when his key is 
tapped. Owl passes it to Tigger who flips it through 
the door of the tree. Down the trunk it goes, but 
when it comes back to Pooh it turns into a bee. Lots 
of fun and this game helps improve hand and eye 
coordination. Plastic. 9x3!4x11 in. high. Ages 3 to 6. 
49 C 4464—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz. ......... $495 



Disney 4-Game Combination 
Debe four different 

vit your favorite Бау trends. de. 
ONTENTS Mickey Mowry s Dare 
Party... has а game 
die-cut pieces, spinner. Donald 
Ducks Jaunted Mine бате. thes 

of die-cut pieces to form the 
play ta tal aa ею x Race. 

2 t ҮСҮ пс! 25 яі ie-cut play MN e Scrooge 
отеу Bag pice a plastic 

money bag, play LEA 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49N65331-Wt 1 Ib. 12 oz. Set $2.99 

Mickey Mouse Game . 
sing Mickey Mouse song 

Based on thi T-popular Micke; 
Mouse Club theme ' Song, even the 
youngest will 4 playing 
this singing. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Be the fist player 

by singing 
DI song. For 3to 5 ioe 
CONTENTS: Game board, and 11 Mick- 
ey Mouse cards. 11 plastic markers. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65228—Wt. 21bs. 4 oz. ..$4.32 

Cinderella Game. . . brings 
the famous story to life 

Enter the land of r ne with the 
best-known heroine of 
OBJECT OF GAME: Brine Ci Cinderella 
from her grimy hearth to the Prince's 

make the story un- 
fold a os travel along the rose rosebud 

ENTE put board, cards, spin- 

FOR үс 4to vp 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 65184—Wt. 11b. 100z. ..$2.93 

Sleepwalker. . * 
. how fast help Sleep-walkin’ Sam 

Jaw Breaker. . 

Sunken Treasure 
OBJECT OF GAME: Using a magnetic 
probe, “dive” for treasure through 
openings in the board. But don’t drop 
it or the treasure will be whisked 
away. For 1 or more players. 
CONTENTS: 11%-in. long plastic 
board, probe has turntable under- 
neath. Metal treasure, play money. 
FOR AGES: 8 to 14 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 "D" 
batteries, not incl., order pkg. below. 
49 М 65306—Wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz. $6.44 

"D" Batt. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. Адок 

without 
es 

Haunted Treasure Hunt 
OBJECT OF GAME: Probe for coins, 
candlesticks, "diamond" rings and 
goblets. If the captain's ghost 
catches you, you must forfeit the 
booty and also lose a turn. Player 
with the treasure of the greatest 
value wins. For 1 to 4 players 
CONTENTS: 1514-іп. long plastic 
playing board, magnetic probe, 
plastic treasures and markers. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Needs 2 5и bat- 
teries, not incl., order 

without batteries 

9 М 65579—W! rid IP 49 м 46995 ........... Peg Өтөр "9 NOSSTE NUT 
Race Doom Buggies through 
Disney's Haunted Mansion 

It's a thrill a minute. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Be first to reach the 
exit door in the frantic race through the 
haunted halls. A bone chilling game for 
2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Haunted Mansion back- 
drop is laminated cardboard, 15 in. 
high. Game base has 6 turntables, 4 
doom buggies, 4 spinning spooks, 2 
ice. 

FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
49 N 65443—Shpg. wt. ы... ‚56.88 

Disney World's 20,000 
Leagues under the Sea 

Verne's prophetic tale is re-enacted. 
Шале OF GAME: Players race their 

from start to home. When 
they land on a wheel, they can control 
the gunboats which can be rotated to 
sink or pass an opponent. First player 
home wins. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic and chipboard 
playing board, 4 submarine shaped 
playing pieces, 8 gunboats, “control 
tower”, 2 dice, spinner. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: a 
49 N 65258—Wt 1 lb. 14 oz. .. $6.88 $688 
Disney characters) Walt Disney Productions 

к= 
e 
C 
without S9 А94. 

batteries "e$ eg 

Operation. . .lets you 
be a mad doctor Giant Barrel of Monkeys can you "swim" ashore? 

Swim from U.S.S. Trouble to safety. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Be first to swim 
ashore. A roll of the die tells you how 
far you can go. If you land on a red 
dot, turn the fin on the whale, and 
risk popping the balloon. If that hap- 
pens, start again. For 2 to 4 er a 
CONTENTS: Board, 6-in. lastic 

le, one die, markers, 18 balloons. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 11 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65328—Wt. 21bs. ..... $5.88 

m—————— 

on his rounds 
Help Sam complete his “inspection”. 
OBJECT OF GAME: 4 tiers in all, and 
you have to bring Sam, a friction-run 
toy, up the elevator and Tem the 
building by pulling weights and turning 
pivot surfaces. For 1 or more players. 
CONTENTS Plastic friction-run toy, 3 
in. high. "Building" is plastic, Rd in. 
high. Scoring system built into base. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65326—Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 ог. .. $9.57 

А super-boisterous action game. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Link chimps 
arm-t -arm until you have a 
5-foot chain of monkeys. Have con- 
uu and io Any num- 

CONTENTS: lastic monkeys, 
each 5 inches hic, i CIS come in a 
9¥-inch high plastic 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 dis 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
с ERA: 1 

49 N 65583 .............. $3.97 

OBJECT OF GAME: Players are all doc- 
tors operating on a patient with a whole 
batch of hilarious ailments. Remove “ail- 
ment” without making buzzer sound and 
nose light up. For 1 or Vo a 
CONTENTS: 15-їпсһ long playing board 
with tweezers attached. lastic ailments, 
operation cards, play money. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Needs 2 “D” 
bat эд, itteries, not incl., order pkg. 
49 N 65028—Wt. 2 lbs. . . 



A big Workbench for RSET tightening, 
opening, closing . . . develops finger dexterity 

WHAT YOU GET: Wooden 14x7V4x1234 inches Molded 
YOU GET Wooden bench, мат Kn iver, Ed vise, 3 

Screws, nut, bolt and 4 pegs. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ONG INFO: Unassembled. Instructions, hardware included. 

4465. ia NA oe re mid er a КОРУ $11.95 

Pound 'n Pop Bench 

This fun-to-watch and fun-to- 
play-with toy helps teach eye 
and hand coordination. 
Pound peg with hammer, it 
slides through clear plastic 
window and ро] 
out, through hole. 
WHAT YOU GET: Wood 
bench, measures 7%х3%х4 
inches high, th, with plastic win- 
dow and 6 wood pegs; 2 
ио otubensnisurtace, 3 
wil window and 1 popping 
out. Wood hammer. 
FOR AGES: 2 to S years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49C44545 ......... $4.49 

Take-A-Part Tool Kit 
Develop manipulative 
skills using 6 tools that 

drill, screw in and tighten 

WHAT YOU GET: Little Lear- 
ners® Take-A-Part Tool Kit 
has 6 different. , inclu 
3 wrenches, 2 screwdrivers 

a drill with 3 bits. Child 
uses a common handle to ma- 
nipulate each tool . . 
like Dad. tool 

. just 

see-through lid. Motivates 
manipulative skill, dexterity, 
color and shape recognition. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

weight 2 Ibs. 
49C44823 ......... $5.95 

Nerf™ Circus Train 
Soft foam rolls easily over indoor 
surfaces without leaving а scratch &® 

WHAT YOU GET: 3 soft, squeezable Nerf circus train 
cars made of lightweight, non-toxic synthetic foam. 
Removable circus animals. Cars linked with soft 
plastic straps. SVax5x15 in. long. 
POR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 45317—Shipping weight 15 oz. ....... $4.47 

бано pane scans by diaman wersetectwacel Соп! 

Tumbling Clowns Ladder 
Place 2 somersaulting clowns 
at top of ladder, watch them 

гасе to the bottom 

$395 
This big action toy for little hands can provide 
hours of indoor fun. Easy for a child to manip- 
ulate. . . simply расе the the Benny colored 
lastic clowns at the top of the 30-inch high 
ladder and they somersault to the bottom in a 

frantic race. The first clown to reach the bot- 
tom of the ladder wins the race. 
WHAT YOU GET: 30-inch high plastic ladder. 2 
tumbling plastic clowns. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
асри. yeight 1 Ib. 14 oz. 

49 C447 

Fun O’Clock™ Learning Clock 
4 ways to tell time. . . read hands, count marbles, 

see digital numbers, hear the bells 
HOW IT WORKS: Learn to tell time from both standard clock face and a digital 
read-out. Clock hands are manually rotated, the digital read-out corresponds at 5 
minute increments. At any hour, push a lever and watch the number of marbles 
which correspond to the time careen down the clock face, activating animated 
Hub-Bubs™ characters on the way and finally ringing the hour on a bell. Clear 
plastic back on clock for watching gears and marbles move. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, 11x244x14 in. high. 12 glass marbles. Metal bell. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44666—Shipping weight 2 pounds ............................ $11.87 

Winnie-the-Pooh Top 

e 
Push handle, 
make Winnie 

whirl and 
balls pop 

$495 

Suzy Pots 'n Pans Set 
Together, she's a cute play pal, 

unassembled it's a 6-pc. kitchen set 

Eya y tots эр жш top. Ie 
a big, easy to hold plunger 

anda suction cup base that sticks 
to floor. RUM hand and eye 
coordination and dexterity skills. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic and 
metal. 815х973 inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 25 oz. 

49 С 44726 ..$4.95 

WHAT YOU GET: A six-piece pots and pan 
set. Suzy's arms are a fork and Nhe wait her 
hat a deep dish, her head a bowl, 
a pan and her skirt a strainer, 
gether, she’s a cute play pal and eer xot 
decoration. Molded of sturdy plastic in 
bright colors. 91/x81/4x6¥¢ in. hig! 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Жоо weight 1 lb. 1 oz. 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items on pages 
8,9, 14 thru 17B, and 423 to 598 
from now until AUGUST 31, 1978 



SHOWN ON 
OPPOSITE PAGE 

(1) Peterbilt California Cab 
KIT INCL: Over 230 parts of which 
60 uh Cummins turbo- 
charge diesel engine, roof-mounted 
air-deflector CB radio, twin anten- 
nas, vinyl tires. 11%x4'%x5¥% in. 
high. Plastic. 1/25 scale. 
FOR AGES: 12 to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Glue not included. 
49 N 1960—Wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. $5.66 

(2) Fruehauf Refrigerator Van 
KIT INCL: Over 100 parts. Slidin, 
tandem арак 8 soft vinyl 
tires, оре! loading doors, decal 
19 !4x4x5*4 in. high. Plastic. 1/25 
scale. For ages 12 to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Glue not included. 
49 N 1962—Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz, $5.66 
Both Cab (1) and Van (2). 
49 N 1964—Wt. 4 lbs, ......59.94 

(3) Famous Jets 
KIT INCL: 3 jets: F-16 Fighter, 8x12 
in. long; F-SE Tiger, 7x11 in. long; 
A-4E kyhawk, 7x11% in. long. 
1/48 scale. Moving wing flaps, 
opening cockpits, retractable land- 

All genuine top grain 
or split leather 

(12) 9-item Saddle- $895 
Leather Tooling Kit 

WHAT YOU se pendant © сЕ key 
case, coin purse, it, car key 
bookmark, luggage tag, key holder, and 
two bracelets. 
KIT CONTENTS: 3 stam} 
and partially embos: re айе 
leather thread and 
needle. мате, instr. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping t 8 ounces. 
LIII) PRESE Kit $8.95 

13) Suede 99 
М split-cowhide $3 

loccasin Kits children’s sizes 

KIT CONTENTS: Sueded split-cowhide in Materials 
palomino tan. S sole fastened in included 

. Tan cotton laces. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 

SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION 
1 pair of moccasins per kit. 

ing gear. Plastic, Ages 10 to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Glue not incl. 
49 N 1923—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. $7.47 

(4) Concorde 49 N 21862—Large (1-3) 
KIT INCLUDES: More than 50 49 N 21863—Extra Large (342-5) 
pieces. 1/144 scale. 17x61 in. wide. ! Shipping weight each kit 8 ounces. 
us Decals. Imported. Ages 9 to kit $: 

adult. 

ORDER INFO: Glue not incl. 
49 N 1905—Wt. 12 oz. .Kit $4.97 

" 49 N 21866—L! zm 9-10) ( "E (B) Space Shuttle "Enterprise 49 N 21867 —XL(Men, Boys 10-11) 
and 747 

KIT INCL: "Enterprise" has 3 rocket peepee te gine age cene 
engines, movable flaps, opt. boat- 
tail fair n 10\%%х6%; іп. wide. 747 
has modified tail section, 1914x1614 
in. wide. Can be built in "in flight" 
piggyback position. NASA mark- 
ings. Plastic. 1/144 scale. 
FOR AGES: 10 to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Glue nol included. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 
49 N 1925 ............Kit $4.97 

(6 thru 9) WWII Airplanes 
KIT INCL: Rotating propellers and 
wheels, detailed cockpit and landing 
gears, (7 thru 9) have bomb bay, 
movable turrets, 2-position bomb 
bay doors. Each includes 5 figures, 
n (8) includes 3. Bomb cart 
and bomb incl. with (9). Over 142 
pieces in each. Plastic, For ages 12 
yrs. and up. 
ORDER INFO: Paint, glue not incl. 

6) C-47 Skytrain. 16x23x5 in. lei 1 
high, Sh Shoe, wt. 2 the, 8 os, Visible V-8 Engine 

..Kit $7.97 and Chassis. . . see 15) 
(6) laos you buy 2 or more how a car really works 
kits (6 thru 9) Each kit $6.97 (15) Visible V-8 Engine Model Kit 

isible V-8 Engine Model Ki 
Er ish Sipe we hs 25x35x6 KIT CONTENTS: Functioning pistons, 
79N 1931C . .Kit $9.97 connecting rods, rocker arms and 8 spark b 
(7) when you buy 2 © бо. pings. 350 parts in ч. AUR HAY 

‹ stand, permag motor. V-8 manual. 1414x kits (6 thru9).....Each kit $8.97 644x914 inches high. Plastic. * 
(8) B-25H Mitchell. 13x17x4 in. FOR AGES: 10 years and up. 
49 N 1917—Wt. 11b. бот. .84.97 ORDER INFO: Requires 2 "C" batteries. 
(8) when you buy 2 or more Order pkg. below. Glue not included. 
kits (6 thru 9 ).....Еасһ kit 43.97 49 N 1928—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz.. Kit $13.66 
(9) B-17G Flying Fortress Alkaline “C” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
17x27x5 inches high. 49 N 46997—Wt. 5 oz......Pkg, $1.19 
H E е ETAT (16) Visible Auto Chassis Model Kit 

‹ KIT CONTENTS: Fully operating plastic kits (6 thru 9).....Each kit 46.97 model has transmission with 3 speeds (10 and 11) Space Fighters plus reverse. Functional clutch, gearshift, kr ST. did MO than 23 pieces. Each plastic. springs, shock absorbers, brakes and $2. 
wheels. 374% in. long. With permag mo- ORD. INFO: Glue not incl. 8 to adult. Joe, manani MEE Чай ЖЕ маа 

(10) Viper Space Fighter™ FOR AGES: 10 years and up. 
With operating rocket launchers. ORDER INFO: Requires 3 “D” batteries. 
1105х534х5 inches high. — Order pkg. below. Glue not included. 
49 N 1981—Wt. 14 oz. .Kit $2.97 79 N 1938C—Wt. 9 lbs, .... Kit $24.99 

(1) Cylon Raider™. With shoot- (16) when you buy it 
ing missiles. 834x1034x3%% in. high. with Engine (15)... 
48 N 1983—Wt. 14 oz. .Kit $2.97 
Trademark of and license by 
Universal City Studios Inc. 

mall (9-11) 
49 N 2186 1—Medium OE 

(14) 8-item farne: $599 
Lacing Ki 

WHAT YOU hy MAKE: 1-in, wide link 
belt . . . fits waist sizes up to 32 in. Plus 
billfold, key case, pen and pencil case, 
coin purse, К, comb case (comb 
included), parking coin, key holder, 
KIT CONTENTS; Leather pieces pre-cut 
and pre-punched, . . ready for lacing. 
Incl. lace, lacing needle, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
OES INFORMATION: 

Visible V-8 Engine 

$1366 
V, without batteries Save $5 055 

Chonnla (18) 524% 

When you buy 
Chassis (16) 

with Engine (15) 

$1999 
without batteries 

V-B Engine fits 
onto Chassis 

without batteries 

@BIES and CRAFTS 

zy омск 
GAJE 

Heavy Duty "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. 
49 N 46995—Wt. 1 lb. 4 от. Pkg. $1.87 
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Be careful . $399 
Don't Break the Ice 2 

How many "ice blocks" can you 
knock out without dumping the man 

into the "lake"? “Frozen lake" is 
made of individual plastic blocks, 
suspended on a frame. One square, 
anywhere on the board, holds the man. 
One who dumps him into “icy waters” 
is out. Plastic playing pieces and 12x 
12x3-in. frame. 2 or more players. 
49 М 65376—Wt. 1 Ib. Boz...... $2.99 

Don't Cook $966 
Your Goose 2 

Spin the dial to find out what color 
goose goes on what section of the pot 
lid. Be careful . . the lid gets shaky 
when there are a number of geese on 
it. When the lid tips, the last player 
to put a goose on has to add all the 

geese from the pot to his pile. First 
player to get rid of all his geese wins. 
For 2 to 4 players. Plastic. 
49 N 65469—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ...$2.66 

A flick of the finger $97 

puts Ants in the Pants 

Get all your ants in the pants first 
and you win. Players select 4 jumping 
ants of one color and compete by 
pressing the ants' tails and shooting 
them into the pants. Minimum skill . 
exciting competition, All molded plas- 
tic. Pants measure 9x5x13 inches high. 
2 to 4 players. Ages 4 and up. 
49 N 65375— Wt. 12 ounces. ...$2.77 

Phoney Baloney $166 

by Parker Brothers 1 
А puzzle game you solve Ьу assem- 

Sandlot 
Slugger 

He slugs the ball at the $497 
press of a button 

A Milton Bradley game. Put the ball on batting tee, aim 
"Sam" so fielders can't catch it, then push button. The 
spinner decides if you're trying for a single, double, triple 
or homer. Player with the most runs wins. Game includes 
12-inch plastic mechanical batter, tee, base runners, 
board, plastic ball. Phone ordering's a quick and easy way 
to buy it. 
49 N 65112—Shipping weight 3 pounds............ $4.97 

Twister $188 
by Milton Bradley 3 

Big spinner points to color on 

bling phony slices of baloney. Once 
you've mastered it, let friends try 
it. Heavy duty plastic parts come 
packaged like real baloney. 

Comes with retaining rod to 
keep parts together when game 
is stored away. Ages 3 and up. 
49 N 65499—Shpg. wt. 7 02..$1.66 

Wrestle Around $997 
by Ideal 

4-handled plastic ring serves 
as arena for this exciting con- 
test. Each player places one 
of his color-coded marbles 
into bowl and, at the signal, 
maneuvers to keep his marble 
from disappearing down the 
hole in bow! center. Last one 
with marbles wins. 
49N65457-Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. $2.97 

Gütsion pads scans by бйраз айе иса oom 

CUT 5%. Electric Fascination. 
First 3 metal balls through plasti 
mazes light up tower. Uses 2 “С” 
batteries (order package below). 

1 or 2 players. : 
49 № 65117—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs..$3.76 
"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 м 8406—Shpg. wt. 12 0z...$1.19 

Don't Spill 

the Beans 
$916 

Bean pot is suspended precariously 
over platform. Drop beans into pot 
. . but take care or the game is over. 
One too many and you'll spill the 
beans. First player to get rid of his 
beans without spilling pot is winner. 
Plastic pot 1014 inches long. Includes 
4 bowls, 40 beans, for 2 or more play- 
ers of any age. 
49 N 65164-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 802.$2.76 

which you must place your hand 
or foot. Аз players move into each 
other, it's harder to keep balance 
- . first to fall loses. 24-spot wash- 
able vinyl playing sheet is 6x4Vs 
feet—2 to 4 players. 6 to adult. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 13 oz. 
49 N 65027................ $3.88 

Dynamite Shack 

by Milton Bradley 

Use the oversi 

$377 

sticks. Ages 7 and up. 
49 N 65399—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 02...53.77 

, comic thumbs to pick 
up “dynamite” sticks and put them down 
the chimney . . but hurry! The one who 
gets rid of his sticks before the roof flies 
off wins. Assignment cards tell how many 
sticks you must put in shack. Game in- 
cludes 6x6x8-inch plastic shack with wind- 
up pop-off roof, 4 plastic thumbs and 36 

CUT 5%. Feeley Meeley by Mil- 
ton Bradley. Tests your sense of 
touch. Find objects you can't see. 
Box holds plastic objects . . spider, 
ring, dog and more. Cards drawn 
tell player what objects to look for. 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 65166- Wt. 2 Ibs, 10 oz. $3.76 

gs [7 

Time Bomb $291 
by Milton Bradley 

Play a faster game of catch than 
you ever thought possible—and 
with good reason, too. If the Time 
Bomb goes bang while it's in your 
hand, you're out of the game. 
Made of plastic. Any number 
can play. Ages 4 and up. 

49N65026-Shpg. wt. 14 от. $2.97 
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Only at Sears . . child-sized 

"CAMPAIGN STYLE" 
Study Furniture 

* Red and white Desk has large 32x23-in. work area 
* Matching wall-hung Bookshelves for storage 
* Comfortable red canvas Director's Chair 

Save 10* when you м! all three pieces 

| к $3336 
| total $37.07 

(A thru C ) 3-piece Set. Desk ufi bookshelf unit constructed of wood and hard- 
board with red and white non-toxic finish; “campaign” hardware. Desk 167, inches 
high, has 2 drawers, each 6'/, inches high. Wall-hung unit 27x21 inches high has 2 
shelf spaces each 9%, inches high. Attaches to wall with channels included. Direc 
tor's chair has white-finished hardwood frame, red canvas back and seat. Seat is 14 
inches from the floor. Toys not included. 
79 М 9023C3—3-piece Set. Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 39 Ibs. .....Set $33.36 

A Desk only. Same as described above. Partly assembled. 
79 N 9024C—Shipping weight 23 pounds ............... > . 17.59 

B Bookshelf Unit only. Same as described above. Partly assembled. 
79 N 90241C—Shipping weight 10 рошпдв........................... 9.89 

Director's Chair only. Same as described above. Assembled. 
79 м 90242C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ............................ 9.59 

494 
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(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

NEW ULTRA-MODERN 
ADVENTURE TYPEWRITER 

With 84 characters 
. . our most versatile 

Types capitals, lower case, 
symbols and numbers 

$2499 = 
1 Streamlined typewriter has capital and small letters ar- 

ranged in same order as adult machines. 32 keys, 84 pica- 
induding 

tic. Measures 13'/,x12'/4x5'/, inches high. Back of typewriter 
is top of carrying case. For ages 7 and up. From Japan. Like 
everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by tele- 
phone. 
49 № 16672—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 8от................ $24.99 

Extra Ribbons for 49 N 16672 and 49 N 16453. Black. 
49 м 16673—Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 202. ......... Pkg. $1.55 

SECRETARY TYPEWRITER 
56-character keyboard 
Types capitals, numbers, symbols 

$1495 -:|$1198— 
2 Capital letters arranged in standard keyboard sequence. 

28 keys, 56 characters. 8'/,-in. carriage with carriage re- 
turn, line space lever, ribbon reverse. Metal mechanism, 
plastic body 10/,x10*4x4*/, inches high. Molded plastic car- 
rying case. For ages 7 and up. From Japan. 
49 № 16448—With case. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 4 oz. ......$14.95 
49 N 16447—Without case. Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 8 ог. ... 11.98 

Extra Ribbons for typewriter above. Pkg. of 2 blk., 1 red. 
49 N 16279—Shpg. wt. 2 oz. . Pkg. $1.94 

STUDENTWRITER 

56-character keyboard 
plus see-and-spell viewer 
Types capitals, numbers, symbols 

$1576 
ons гүш? objects appear in viewer for child to identify 

. just turn picture roll knobs. 28 keys, 8'/-in. 
a e carriage return, line space lever, ribbon re- 
verse. High-impact plastic body 11x11x5'/ in. high. Ribbon, 
2 picture rolls included. For ages 6 and up. From Japan. For 
extra ribbons order 49 N 16673 at top of page. 
49 М 16453—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 8 oz. ................ $15.76 

DIAL TYPEWRITER 
Set dial, press type key 
to type 36 characters 

Types capitals, numbers, symbols 

$799 
4 Little folks will enjoy this play typewriter which types 

one letter at a time, Just set dial and press type lever. 
Uses standard size paper. Made of steel and plastic. 
10°/,x8°/,x3'/. inches high. Ribbon and instructions included. 
For ages 5 and up. From England. 
49 N 16486—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12002. ................. $7.99 



z 
grumm 

~ Prumm. 

Moo-Cow 
Moos proudly 

asshe School Bus 
raises her Play family 

head, swishes deer and 
her tail kids. 

ride inside 

Chatter-Phone 
Pull Toy 

Chatters, smiles 
rolls its еуез. . bell 
rings when dialed 

$237 

Sound and movement 
all around to fascinate 

your Preschooler 
1 Chatter Phone. What fun to learn to use a phone. Receiver lifts. Painted wood, plastic 

receiver; non-toxic. Elasticized cord. Plastic balloon wheels. 6*/2x7*/x4 in. 
49 С 4436—Ages 2 to 6 years. Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces t А . $237 

2 Molly Moo-Cow. Squeeze Molly's soft plastic "cow bell" grip and she raises her head 
and moos softly. As you pull her along, her spring-action tail swishes. Ears, horns are 

soft plastic. Molded plastic body with plastic balloon wheels. 11x9x4 inches high. 
49 C 4467 1—Ages 2 to 4 years. Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces. $444 

3 School Bus. Take the gang to school . . 6 kids and Fido load, unload through hinged 
door. Driver looks left and right, headlight “eyes” go up and down, engine goes 

Corn Popper “brumm, brumm” when you pull bus along. Wood, plastic. 13x5'/,x4'/ in. wide 
Colored balls 49 C 44328—Ages 2 to 6 years. Shipping weight 2 pounds E ЖМИ 17] Perky Penguin 

jump up Watch him waddle 
4 Perky Penguin. Perky's paddle-like feet flip-flop in a comical waddling action as you with his flip-flop 

pull him along. Squeeze his big plastic bulb and his beak moves to make a realistic feet and fins 
penguin squawk. Durable plastic in non-toxic colors. 8x7'/,x5 inches high. 
49 C 44603—Ages 2 to 5 years. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $297 $297 

Creative Coaster. Horn beeps, rolling wagon goes "clackety-clack". Steering column 
moves forward for pulling, backward for riding. Wooden wagon has 18 plastic blocks, 6 

wood dowels. Red plastic balloon tires, yellow plastic seat. Steel axles. 19'/,x16'/,x11'/, in. 
79 C 44066C—Ages 1 to 4 years. Shipping weight 6 pounds . . .$797 

G Frisky Frog. "Grumph, grumph”, he says as he sits up and does his tricks . . squeeze 
his soft plastic bulb for short or long jumps. Non-toxic plastic. 4'/x6x$ inches long. Creative 

49 C 44636—Ages 2 to 4 years. Shipping weight 12 ounces .......... ES Coaster 
Children love 

Т Corn Popper. Push toy along and wooden "popcorn" balls jump up, hit plastic dome, ard 
make a popping sound. Safety knob on 18-inch plastic handle. Wood base, plastic ak ihe boda 

balloon wheels. 8°%x6', inches high. Buy it the easy way—order by phone 
49 C 44621—Ages 1 to 3 years. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 5288 $7797 

Frisky Frog 
He jumps. sits 

up, says "Grumph" 

when you squeeze 

the bulb 

School on Wheels Save *I 
It's time for the school bus to drive kids to 

“Miss Teach It's" class. The bell rings recess 
and "students" get to play on turtle wagon, 

merry-go-round and the slide 

Join "Miss Teach-It" in her pull toy schoolroom or romp on play- 
ground toys with 7 other kids. Driver takes kids to and from school in 
his bus. All pieces fit into schoolhouse. 
Includes schoolhouse, twirling merry-go-round, slide, turtle wagon 

with bobbing head, bus, 12 figures. Plastic, wood. 14x11°/,x5 inches 
high. From Hong Kong. Ages 2 to 6 years. 
49 C 4408—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ..............*4.99 
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Kids'll make their favorite 
corner a learning center with 

Little Learners activities 

Flip up 
hinged lid 

to use 

crayon board 

Single Table 

$1188 $ 
Give your child a desk of his very own—like the big kids have at school. It's a 
versatile activity center that makes creative projects fun. 

Use chalkboard with top in down position, or flip it up to use wipe-off crayon 
board. There’s enough storage space, both under the top and on the 3 wide 
shelves, to keep all art and study supplies in one spot—not scattered all over 
the house. Made of sturdy wood and hardboard for long-lasting strength, 

Activity Tables 
Chalkboard tops reverse 
to wipe-off crayon boards 

. .flip over to 
| Slide out lids 

use crayon boards 

4 Double Table 
. .lets two children 

work together 

$1888 
Your children will love to do artistic projects when they can work together at 
this sturdy double activity table. There's two of everything—water colors, 
brushes, paper, chalk, wipe-off crayons—so all they'll have to share is the 
fun. Slide out the chalkboard table tops, flip them over and slide them back to 
use wipe-off crayon boards, This convenient slide-out feature also makes 
boards portable—take them with you and use them anywhere. 

Table made of sturdy wood and hardboard. Plenty of storage space for Comes with lots of supplies to interest the 3 to 7-year old. Includes water 
colors, brush, paper, chalk and wipe-off crayons. 25х18\%х22 inches high. 
79 N 16118C— Partly assembled. Shipping weight 10 pounds 511.88 

supplies under tops and on 3 wide shelves. 50x18'4x21 in. high, Ages 3 to 7. 
79 N 16035C— Partly assembled. Shipping weight 18 pounds ` $18.88 

Spell, write or 
draw with your 
own Chalkboard 

Tubular Steel 
Activity Table 

$1588 

, $699 
Has big W 2-sided Stan nalkboard tid B 2-sided Standing Chalkboard 

magnetic 
spelling board 

and 224-pc 
Playtile Set 

inside Bju i г Wa 
oar Chalkboard 

1 Big 20x30-in. board has metal magnetic spelling board on one side and composition 
NA ы alkboard on the other. Set of magnetic letters (36 only) included. Metal board 

уре activit ‘table combines trim good looks may also be used as wipe-off crayon board. Crayons, chalk, eraser included. Overall 
rith . It's versatile, too. The big chalkboard lid height 47 in. Aluminum tubular legs, wood tray, plastic frame. Ages 3 to 10. 

flips up for handy access to the metal spelling board inside. 38 79 N 16083C— Partly assembled. Shipping weight 8 pounds 59.99 
magnetic plastic letters incl. Plastic pegboard with 224-pc. Play- iy 
tile set in different shapes and colors let child create dorens of 9 Use both sides of the 17x23-in. standing chalkboard at the same time Has blue 
colorful pictures апа designs. ‘There's plenty of space to store composition chalkboard surface on one side, black on the other. Board may be 
supplies inside. Tubular steel frame with wood tray, plastic adjusted to any angle and tightened in place. With chalk, eraser, Legs of aluminum 
bucket seat, Chalk, eraser included, 28%х17%х234 in. high. tubing. Finished wood tray, plastic frame. Overall height 41 in. Ages 3 to 10. 
Ages 3 to 8.* $ Е 79 N 16081C— Partly assembled. Shipping weight 6 pounds 56.99 
79N 16037C— Partly assembled. Shipping weight 11 105, .. $15.88 3 Wall chalkboard has 18x24-in. blue composition chalkboard surface with wood 

мө ыраа да ER tray, plastic frame in rich maple finish. With chalk and eraser. Ages 3 and up. 
490 [Sears] моє 3 because of small parts. 79 N 16117C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $3.59 
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Big Workbench helps little 
workmen with big jobs 

Wooden bench top holds molded plastic hammer, screw- 
driver and wrench. Also includes 4 wood nails and plas- 
tic vise, 3 screws, a nut and bolt. Wood shelf below, 
wood legs. Measures 14x7V4x1234 inches high. Ages 2 to 
5 years. Unassembled. Like everything else in Sears 
books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
49 C 4465—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces ...99.95 

it's a truck that's also a game 
You can be the Good Humor man. Play a game by matching 

dispensed 

‘Catalog page scing by сылак nursetochaical Cont 

Pound 'n Pop Bench. . 

Wood bench with clear plastic 
window so child can watch pegs 
slide through. Eight pegs and 
hammer of hardwood. Four pegs 
store in channel, 4 pegs on bench 
top. Helps develop coordination. 
Measures 8%4x4'x5%% in. high. 
For ages 2 to 5 years. 
49 C 44652—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. .$3.95 

Take-a-Part 
Tool Box 

$587 
Tool box comes completely 
apart with the aid of 5 tools— 
2 kinds of screwdrivers, 2 
kinds of wrenches, and a drill 
with 3 different bits. While 
they play at working, children 
will be learning shape match- 
ing and manipulative skills. 
Tool box has two movable 
storage trays inside, and a 
handle for easy carrying from 
job to job. АЙ plastic. Direc- 
tions for reassembly included. 
Measures 9%х7 х7 inches 
high. For ages 3 to 7 years. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49C 44451 .. $5.87 

Take-a-Part 
Sewing Basket 

$342 
Tape measure has holes for 
sewing on button and slot for 
buttoning practice. Includes 
“needle” and thread. The 
thimbles nest and interlock 
with spools and buttons. Inset 
tray is a form fitter so child 
learns shapes. Plastic. Mea- 
sures 5x4x8 in. high. Ages 2 to, 
7 years. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 
49C44697 .. ..8342 

Multi-activity 
School Days Desk 

$797 

pound in a peg—watch Colorful desk and 16 cards 
опе pop out other end with simple phrases and ques- 

tions. Fit magnetic letters into 
$395 stencils or trace them onto 

blackboard with chalk. Top 
sliding door compartment 
holds chalk, eraser, letters, 
numbers. Cards and alphabet 
tray store under blackboard. 

Teaches letters and numbers, 
Handle. Plastic, metal. 
12x1044x3%2 in. high. Ages 3 
to 8. Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 9 oz. 
49C 44813 5797 

workbench on wheels 
Heavy-duty truck with detachable work- 
bench. Colorful bolts, nails, screws and 2 
double-duty tools to pound and screw 
"hardware" down. Flip bench over and 
pound out from other end. Measures 13 

long. plastic. Rec- 
ommended for ages 2 to 6 years. 
49 C 44881—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.4 oz...... 56.95 

4 
"Take-a-Part Jeep 

. . drive it or take it apart 
унана comer ewe ae 
it completely apart for necessary repair 
work. With spare tire, gas can and tool. 

ops puzzle solving skills. Measures 
SV x94 x37 in. high. Ages 3 to б. 
Shipping weight 
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Easy “Playing Board” Games 
are educational and encourage cooperative play 

" d онер 
of games 

dare bee will » little je folks '» In- 
guan T appy Li een rain 

and Moth- 
ers E E 5 Frends 2to4 Ltn 
CORTE Ru Each e includes 
а а spin- 
ner and 4 t Also, Mother's 
Helper includes 20 chore cards. 
Happy Little Train. . . 
OBJECT OF GAME: Be first to 
move your “train” up the moun- 
tain to the finish line, тии 
such obstacles as the Pushbac! 
Mountain. 
FOR AGES: $ to 12 years. 
Forest Friends. . . 
OBJECT OF GAME: Be first to 
reach the end of the forest path. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
Mother's Helper. . . 
OBJECT OF GAME: Be first to 
complete 3 chores for Mother. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

t 
49N CAO -Set $3.66 

(2) Super Heroes Game 

heat 
CONTENTS: 4 cardboard Super 
Hero pieces, 12 Super Foes, play- 
ing board, spinner. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49 N 65239 $4. 

(3) Scrabble for Juniors 
A word and picture version of the 
famous crossword game. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Spell inter- 

ing words with letter tiles on 
a grid. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Playing oard; 100 
lettered tiles, 32 counters, and box 
for storing 
FOR AGES: 6 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION. 
weight 2 Ibs. 

49 N 65055 

(4) Happy Days 

жалны board = based on the 

OBJECT or GAME в Be first play- 
er to collect 16 
“juke box." For Arey to4 
CONTENTS: Playing board, 1 d 1 die, 
"Sumthin' to do" playing cards 
and 4 playing pieces. 
FOR AGES: 7 to 13 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(5) GI Joe 
Dangerous Assignments 

OBJECT OF GAME: Complete 
six quM and return to 

2to 5 players. 
CONTENTS: Game board with 
3¥-in. high cardboard moun- 
tain, 4 playing men, 1 die, а 
deck of dangerous assignment 
e. EAM ет cards, 1 spinner 

to go. 

FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. 
49N 65254 $4.9! 

(6) Holly Hobbie® 
Wishing Game 

Wishes come true in this game. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Each player 

a wish, gains points by 
er questions to obtain 
wish. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Playing board, 4 
markers, wishing cards, die, 
plastic “coins” to throw into 
"wishing well". 
FOR AGES: 7 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: W 1 1b Bo 
American Greetings Corp. 

(7) Walk along 
Sesame Street™ 

A 3-dimensional game. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Be first to 
reach end of Sesame Street. Call 
on Big Bird and Cookie Mon- 
ster for help. 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: p D game ard 
7M in. high. 4 card! 
up characters, spinner, 4 pawns. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 zx a oz. 
49 N 6508 , 
"Sesame St: 
lamp post. sign are trademarks of 
Children's Television Workshop © 
1975 CTW. Muppets Characters © 
Muppets. inc. All nights reserved. 

(8) Wizard of o om 
Characters 
OBJECT OF GAME B Bit 
thy back to Aunt Em an Uncle 
Henry. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Game board, spin- 
ner, 4 markers, magic cards. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N 65092 .%2.97 

(9) Candyland 
i ' game requires only а 

knowledge of basic colors. Z: 
OBJECT: Be first player to 
reach spite Chery Pile pel de- 

eae here гопа 
CONTENTS: Playing mcm 4 

FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

49 N 65178 

(10) Bible Game 
True to ideals of all faiths, the 
Bible Lands come to life. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Players 
help each other journey 
through Bible Lands of yore. 
For 2 to 6 players. 
CONTENTS: Game board, com- 
mandment cards, scroll cards, 
spinner, and 6 game markers. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49 N 65302 $3.97 

(11) Mostly Ghostly 
Тит out the lights to see a pile 
of тү снаи dart 
ously. A spooky play-in-the- 
dark family game. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Join bones 
to make a complete skeleton, 
For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 4 -in-the-dark, 

with spin- snap-apart t 
ner. Lines on are lumi- 
nous in the 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49N 65187 $2.97 

(12) Emergency. You'r 
member of Emergency Team. 
Race across town, дир їп 

Из, 
OBJECT OF GAME: First p player 
to complete three assignments 
is the winner, For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Playing board 

cards, and 

FOR AGES: 8 to 14 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib, 6 oz. 
49 N 65527 $2.67 

(32) Six Million Dollar 
Lo pios i parer шае 

а. OF САМЕ: Each player 
= a Six Million Dollar} Man, 
e only one is real. Spot him 
Tops bionic power. For 

CONTENTS: TS: Board, bionic pow- 
er cards, 4 plastic markers. 
FOR AGES: 7 to 14 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 N 65501 .9 

14) The Bionic Woman" 
е TV series 

OBJECT OF GAME: Select a 
ioni travel around adventure, 

board collecting points. Get ex- 
tra points for зул] assign- 
ments. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Playing board, 2 

4 playing pieces, 40 40 cards. 
FOR AGES: 7 to 12 years. 
ORDER асо Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N 65346 $3.97 
The Bionic Woman and the Six Mil- 
lion Dollar Man are trademarks of and 
sprees by Universal Studios, inc. © 
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08 Fisher Price Play Sets entertain fot hours 

(2) Play Family Farm 
“moo-moo” sound when it 

WHAT YOU GET: 22 рі i no IM bem 
а, 

crank. 
WHAT YOU GET: Drive-thru garage, dump truck, scoop and silo (with top), family incl. 
loader, fork- рр S жан of cargo,4 George, and . Horse, cow, lamb, pig, dog, hen, 
pes po, a a yi себ UI ЫЧ. ia Koh mit. era 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44422—Shipping wt. 5 Ibs. 7 от............ Set $12.37 — 49C44592—Shipping wt. 5Ьв............... Set $13.17 

(3) Sesame Street Clubhouse 
Turn crank, Big Bird turns 

in crow's nest as Bert jig- 
gles along. Trap door in roof 

figure out secret exit. . . 
revolving door in back makes 
characters disappear and appear 
again. 
bt RAM GET: Дуло: 
roun swing, slide, 2-веа! 
wagon, rolling calla drum, 
rope swing, Ties ether oil 
drums; plastic. Also Big Bird, 

it, Roosevelt 

FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping wt. 5 Ibs. 
49С44344................... 612.17 

The Adventure 
People and their 
TV Action Team 

(4) TV Action Team А 
Complete mobile TV unit with а 
camera lens that works. . . fo- 
cuses on objects to let you see ac- 
tual images in viewing screen. 
Camera back and fe 

-piece van. 
WHAT YOU GET: Movable “ай- 
venture people” including an- 
nouncer, director; 
plastic, Mike-pack and mini-cam 

on shoulders. 3 Cables. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 9 years. 
ORDERING ATO 

Sesame Street™ Cross- 
country Camping Play Set 

. . . fun in the wilderness $ 

(5) Sesame Street Camping Set 

Go with Big Bird, Bert, and Ernie on an overnight excursion in the forest. 
WHAT YOU GET: Ernie, Big Bird, and Bert rag dolls . . . each 4 inches high. 
Also plastic pick-up truck with working tail gate, tent and tent poles, knapsack, 
sleeping bag, rowboat, paddle, even a garbage can. Partly assembled. 

yy FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44246—Shipping weight 1 pound ............................. Set $7.47 

48 тос Sesame Street is trademark of Children's Television Workshop 

Е шы 
Catalog page scan: 
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(6) Rough 'N Ready 
push-button 

Rescue Center 
Help is on its way with this 
exciting rescue team and 
equipment. Аз soon as the 
word "emergency" is flashed 
on the "screen", the rescuers 
ese for action. On their 
all bases, they roll down into 

the station for duty. Off they 
rush to helicopter and rescue 
vehicles to go where they are 
needed. 
WHAT YOU GET: 11%x 
6%4x13Yein. high plastic res- 
cue center with three 
3Vax2V4x294-in. rescue vehi- 
cles, 1 helicopter plus 4 res- 
cuers, Plastic, metal bearings. 
Singapore. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Partially assembled. Instruc- 
tions included. 
Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 
49C44131 .. ooo 89.95 

7) and (8) Small Mall and 
ustle Bustle Bus Set. Sold 

separately below, Save $3 when 
bought together. 
Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49C 44199. 

(7) Small Mall 
push-button 

shopping center 

If it's raining, why not stay 
inside and "shop" in your 
very own mall. 12 push but- 
tons help you guide the shop- 
pers through the "stores" as 
they roll along on their ball 
bearing bases. 

WHAT YOU GET: 
13x5*4x15!4 inches high 
shopping mall divided into 4 
levels; parking area and 3 
shopping areas with hand op- 
erated elevator connecting 
each level. 2 shopper dolls, 2 
cars and 9 “package” disks, 
Plastic, metal bearings. Made 
in Singapore. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 
49С44141...............810.95 

(8) Hustle Bustle 
push-button 
bus stop 

Take your shoppers to the 
mall in the push along bus or 
connect the bus stops to your 
push-button Small Mall. 2 
push buttons load the passen- 
gers on the bus, they exit au- 
tomatically. 
WHAT YOU GET: Two 
4¥ex4x4¥7-inch high bus stops 
for entering and exiting. 
5%4x2%4x3%-inch push along 
bus with transparent top and 
bouncing driver. 2 passengers. 
Plastic, metal bearing bases 
on the passengers. Made in 
Singapore. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Shipping wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 
49C44142 .. -...$3.95 

Phone ordering s a 

quick and easy 

way to buy. 



(1) Rolling Stones Rock Tumbler™ Kit. Double-barrelled tumbler 
TOS lets you tumble and polish stones at the same time. 

vlde rs a Sie KIT CONTENTS: Electric tumbler with two plastic barrels. Tumbler, 
ock Tumblerm Kit 1334x612x514 in. high. Agate rocks, jade, grinding grits, polish, jewel- 
$ 95 ry mountings, glue and complete instructions. Record charts to help 
18 you chart your progress. Makes 2 key chains, 2 rings, pendant, 2 pins, 

2 cuff links and a tie bar. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Tumbler has heavy-duty motor. UL 
listed; 110-120-v., 60-Hertz AC. Draws 25 watts. 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. Not recommended for ages under 10. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 2050—Shipping weight 5 pounds ................Kit $18.95 
Refill Kit. Includes agate rocks, jade, coarse, medium and fine grind- 
ing grits and finishing polish. 
49 М 22166—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 402................Кі $4.97 
(2) Semi-precious Gemstone Jewelry Kit. Make baroque jewelry. 
KIT INCLUDES: Over 25 jewelry-size and 50 miniature size semi-pre- 
cious gems to make 8 jewelry pieces. 10 bell caps, 3 castings, glue, 
instructions, and a half geode of agate for display. Makes 2 key 
chains, 2 necklaces, bracelet, cuff links and a tie bar. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 2069—Shipping weight 10 ounces . х Kit $4.99 

(3) Enamel Jewelry Kit. Make beautiful cloissone-effect jewelry 
with special formula enamel powder in the low heat of your home 
oven. 
KIT INCLUDES: 8 packets enamel powder . . . melts to a hard perma- 
nent finish. Complete instructions. Makes 2 small and 1 large pendant; 
2 adjustable rings, brooch and bracelet. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 2064—Shipping weight 12 ошпсез............. Kit $4.99 

(4) Electric Pottery Wheel Workshop. Shape pieces on turntable, 
decorate with paint and apply glaze for a shiny finish. 
WORKSHOP INCLUDES: Plastic, 5-in. diameter turntable with varia- 
ble speeds, 1114-in. diameter plastic splash pan, 2 Ibs. self-drying clay 
(needs no baking), four !4-oz. jars of non-toxic acrylic paint, one We: 
oz. jar glaze, 6 shaping tools, caliper, sponge, 2 paint brushes and 
complete instructions. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 
Draws 55 watts, 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 12 years to adult. Not recommended for ages under 12. 
ORDER INFO: Pottery not to be used as liquid containers. 
79 N 2110C—Shipping weight 8 pounds .. . Kit $25.99 
Refill Kit. Includes 4 lbs. self-drying clay, paint brush, 4 jars acrylic 
paint and one jar of glaze to make more jars, vases, etc. 
49 N 21082—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 14 oz. s. -Kit $6.44 

(5) Woodburning Set 
SET INCLUDES: Electric woodburning pen with 2 extra over-points 
for different designs; eight 4x3-in. wooden plaques; 5 kits with snap- 
together construction; eagle shelf, 7x5x2!4 in. high; junk box, 
444x254x3% in, high; knick-knack shelf, 4x3x2V2 in. high; key rack, 
12%х2х2\ in. high; flower pot holder, 334x3*4x3*4 in. high; a paint 
strip with 6 colors; brush; water cup; colored foil; sandpaper, glue and 
complete instructions. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed; 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 22 w. 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 13 years to adult. Not recommended for ages under 13. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 2034—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. .. eene Set 87.49 

Set of Additional Woodburning Projects (not shown). 
SET INCLUDES: 16 printed basswood plaques measuring 4x3 inches 
(different from plaques in woodburning set above), plus a snap-to- 
gether saltbox planes project, 64x454x2%4 in. deep. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 №2165 1—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. -Set $2.99 

Semr-preci 
Semstone Jewelry 
Kit over 75 
polished stones 

Electnic Pottery Wheel 
Workshop with variable 
speeds. Seit-drying clay 

no baking needed for 
finished items 

$2599 

494 [Sears] oc, 
ктт 
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SHOW 
STOPPER 

Mattel's deluxe 
magic set with 8 
bewitching feats 

$599 

Wave your magic wand and make saucers fly, coins ap- 
pear out of thin air, or pull a rabbit out of a hat. Demon- 
strate super-vision with amazing X-ray box. Vinyl carry- 
ing case holds everything you need for all 8 tricks 
18x12x3 inches deep. Instructions included. 
49 М 65537—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8 oz. 

Radar Search {А 

by Ideal +: 

Set $5.99 

5Д, 99 

Government agent tries to stop spy ship . . $ : 9 87 without 
it's all done with the help of radar scopes batteries Close-up Magic 

that's just 
one of 14 ready-to-perform magic tricks 
Make a pin float on water 

Action on the high seas as spy, armed with mock anti-radar, tries to get his ships from 
headquarters to Austin Bay or Grant's Quay and back again. Agent tracks him with 
mock radar indicator in helicopter. The odds are even . . buzzer signals capture. Two- 
sided plastic set has scanner with compass dial, illuminated radar screen, and playing 
field map on either side, tipped cables and tracking pieces. Uses 2 "D" batteries, order 

kage below. Excitement and suspense for ages 8 and up. 
49 N 65495—Shipping weight 2 роцпав.................. 
49 N 8405—Package of 6 "D" Batteries. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 от. 

Baffle your friends with these amazing tricks. Make a 
glass disappear, a coin pass thru a toothpick, or restore a 
torn card. Learn mystifying "Cups and Balls" trick. AII 
props (except coins, pins, picks) to do 14 tricks. Detailed 
instruction booklet included. Plastic and cardboard 
parts. Ages 10 and up. 
49 М 65542—Shipping weight 1 pound ..Set $4.99 

Hang On Harvey SLIP Buckeroo $237 
by Ideal DISC by Ideal 3 

by Mattel Pile on shovel, hat 
Work Harvey and pick . . if it's 
down wall by re- Which of your pegs too heavy mule 
moving and in- hold opponent's will kick 
serting pegs 
but be careful not 
to let him fall 

$391 

Move Harvey from top to bottom between 
walls, using 3 to 4 pegs. If he falls, it's back to 
top again. Plastic, 17x11 in. Ages 8 and up. 
49 № 65458—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 о2.... ..%2.97 

discs? Pull all the 
right ones and win! 

$399 

Two players pull spring-mounted pegs that ex- 
tend on both sides of playing box. Discs fall off, 
roll down chute. Plastic, abt. 12x11 in. Ages 8 up. 
49 М 65535—Shipping weight 1 pound ....3.99 

Don't get caught adding the last piece to mule's 
back, or out of the game you go. Plastic, 9 inches 
high. 12 parts. For 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 65476—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 30z. .........93.37 

MR. MAD 
by Ideal 

Make him mad 
and he swings around 

. . throwing out 
marbles 

$487 
4 TRAFFIC-JAM 

== Pass opponent as you crawl thru 8-ft. 
tunnel to exchange colored balls 

Wackiest tunnel game ever. Two players 
crawl in opposite directions simultaneous- 
ly thru 8-ft. tunnel to deposit and return 

Drop marbles into Mr. Mad's mouth . . if one hits 
tummy button, he turns into a marble-throwing 
meany. Guilty player uses stop stick; is stuck 
with thrown marbles. Plastic, 10% in. 32 marbles. 

By Ideal. Peek and bluff as you try to 
collect 3 marbles of same color. Includes 

Uses 2 "D" batt., order above. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 65494—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. ..... $4.87 

494 Sears какы 

йай pagi scans Буйла neseledwicel com 

with balls. First to exchange all four balls 
wins. Plastic tunnel (8-ft.x3-ft. diam.), 8 as- 
sorted plastic balls, ringstands. Ages 8 up. 
49 м 65547—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 802...$3.79 

20 plastic "nut shells" and glass mar- 
bles, spinner, tree trunk, 4 nutcracker 
trays. 2 to 4 players, ages 5 to 12. 

49 М 65366—Wt. 1 lb. 5 02. ..... $3.76 



Every one of our Children's Typewriters make 

word building, spelling and punctuation fun 

touch keys 

make the Holiday Typewriter 

our easiest to use child's model and 

it's sturdy enough to make 5 carbons 

Types 80 characters, including capitals and lower 

case letters, punctuation marks and numbers 

$1999 a... |s1799 == 
Give your student a great incentive to do homework. Featherlight touch-type 

keyboard has capital and small letters arranged in same order as adult ma 

chines. 80 pica-size characters, including punctuation and symbols. 8*4-in. car 

riage has a return le automatic ribbon reverse, backspacer and paper ad- 

juster. Machine measures 10'/x11x5 inches high. Made of high-impact plastic 

with steel mechanical parts. Flip-up top for easy cleaning. Matching machine 

molded carrying case snaps securely shut. For ages 7 and up. From England. 

Like everything else in Sears books, it’s so easy to order by telephone 
49 N 16303—With case. Shipping weight 6 lbs. 3 oz. $19.99 

49 N 16078— Without case. Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 17.99 

Extra Ribbons for Holiday typewriter sold above. Blue. Package of 2. 
49 N 16137—Shipping weight 2 ounces Pkg. $1.72 

Look in viewer 
for object. Type 
its name. Lift 
viewer cover to 
check spelling 

*... WISH I COULD TYPE BETTER— 
MOM SAYS IM GREAT АТ 
MAKIN-UP STORIES!” 

lion fate scan by рыта: acepte hdd cath 



Dear Suzi, 

I'm typing this letter on my own typewriter. I make some mistakes, 
but I have a lot of FUN!!()?$ I even do my homework on it. Spelling 

and punctuation are even fun. Maybe you would like one too. 
Here are some of the children's Typewriters.. 

Write soon so I can type again 

Ann 

Secretary Typewriter 
56-character keyboard lets you type 

capitals, punctuation marks, numbers 

$1599.—. $1299 
Capital letters are arranged in standard keyboard sequence. 

28 keys. 8'/,-in. carriage with carriage return, line space lever, 
ribbon reverse. Uses standard size, 8'/x11-in. long, typing ра. 
per. Durable plastic body, metal mechanism; 10%,х10°/,х4\/, 
in. high. Molded plastic carry case. Japan. Ages 7 and up. 
49C 16448—With case. Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. 4 oz. Set $15.99 
49C 16447— Without case. Shpg. wt. 7 lbs, 8 oz. *... 1299 

Extra Ribbons for typewriter above. Package of 3 black. 
49 C 16279—Shipping weight 2 ounces Package $1.99 

Touch Keys 
make this our easiest-to-use 

Child's Typewriter . . and it's 
sturdy enough to make 5 carbons 
Types 80 pica characters, including capitals and 

lower case letters, punctuation marks and numbers 

$1999. $17?9 rait 

Writing is exciting when you use your own typewriter and it's so much like an adult model. 
H H Featherlight touch-type keyboard has capital and small letters arranged in same order as adult Dial Typewriter machines. 8'⁄4-in. carriage has a return lever, automatic ribbon reverse, single and double space Types 36 characters one at a time . . set dial гц backspacer and paper queer likes B'Axl long, typing paper. Ma- chine measures 10'⁄4x11'⁄4x5 in. high. Made of high-impact plastic with steel mechanical parts. and press type lever on simulated keyboard Flip-up top for easy and thorough cleaning. Matching machine-molded carrying case in bright Types capitals. numbers, symbols red, white and blue, snaps securely shut. England. Ages 7 and up. 

49 C 16085— With case. Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces . И me 5799 49 C 16078— Without case. Shipping weight 5 рошпд.......... . 1799 
Extra Ribbons for Holiday featherlight typewriter sold above. Package of 2 blue ribbons. Little folks will enjoy this play typewriter which types one letter 49C 16137— Shipping weight 2 ounces e Package $179 

at a time, The keyboard looks just like real but there aren't any 
keys to miss. Uses standard-size, 8'4x11-in. long, typing paper. 
Steel and plastic. 10%⁄4x8%⁄4x3'⁄ in. high. Ribbon included. From Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
England. For ages 5 and up. ig B 
49C 16486—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. ....... -$7.99 See Big Book or ask for details ae 

сино pane Scans by chaisimasmüaselechmic con 
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Build frontier forts, futuristic structures, 
cranes that really work, and more! 

80-piece Giant 
Tinker Toy Set 

Build structure: 

64 times bigger than 
those built with 
regular-size sets 

Ever wish you were only one foot tall so you could 
climb right into your toys and really have fun? That's 
just what you can do with this colossal building set! 
Build a giant pirate ship, then crawl right in and be a 
buccaneer. Build a tower higher than your room! 
Make a playhouse for you and your friends, or a crane 
with a 9-foot boom that really works. 

Each rod is 4 times as long as the same color rod in 
regular-size Tinker Toys . . each spool, 16 times the 
regular size. Set incl. 42 rods in 5 different lengths and 
38 spools in 5 different sizes. 80 plastic pieces in all. 
Ideal for group play. Idea book with color-keyed dia. 
grams incl. For imaginative builders ages 3 and up. 
79 М 16644C—Shipping weight 21 Ibs, Set $22.97 

Regular-size Tinker Toys 

„Our 236-pc. set has a battery-powered 
A motor to build toys that really work 

ENN 236-pc. set 
with motor 

$ 7 47 voneries 
not incl 

250-pc. set 
without motor 

<“ $414 

Build bridges, towers and anything else you can imag- 
ine with colorful wooden rods and spools, Each set in- 
cludes idea book with easy-to-follow, color-keyed dia 
grams. For children ages 3 and up. 

236-piece Set with motor. U 
included. Order batteries below. 
49 N 16166—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 
Alkaline “D” Batteries. Package of two. 
49 N 46996—Shipping weight 11 oz. 
250-piece Set without motor. 
49 N 16165—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items on pages 425 to 593 
from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 

J” batteries, not 

Set $7.47 

Package $1.45 

Set $4.74 

Сар Dabs Scans by Geisha’ weenie con 

Like the pioneers of old, 
you can forge a wilderness settlement 
with rustic, real wood Lincoln Logs 

$599 120-p¢ | $999 267€ | $1299 340-pc 
set 

New flat design means 
sturdier construction 

Your playroom becomes the wilderness and you the daring pioneer as you relive exciting 
Chapters of our country's past. Build any kind of log structure—historic or modern—with 
these rough-hewn 34-inch thick logs of stained wood. Load them on toy trains, trucks or boats 
just like real logs to add realism to your games. Logs of various lengths, plastic gables, chim- 
ney, roof pieces and instructions included with each set. Ages 5 to 10, 

130-piece Set . . enough logs and roof pieces to build one large and one small cabin. 
49 М 16201—Shipping weight 2 pounds 13 ошпсез............................ «^ Set $5.99 

267-piece Set . . enough logs and roof pieces to build one large and two small cabins. 
49 N 16202—Shipping weight 5 pounds 2 ounces 

340-piece Set . . enough logs and roof pieces to build one large and three small cabins. 
49 N 16203—Shipping weight 6 pounds 13 ошпсез................................ Set $12.99 

Design a structure of the future, or create fantastic geometric 
forms with this 128-piece SuperStructures® Set 

$598 

D 

Be a master builder of the future. Unleash your imagination to create a whole new world of 
remarkable shapes and structures with this incredible building set. 128 sturdy plastic pieces let 
you build stupendous houses and cities, fanciful animals, geometric forms or even molecules. 
The possibilities are endless with SuperStructures. The key to it all is the Universal Node—a 
unique, shape-coded connector with 26 spokes in 3 different shapes. Use it to connect the 
brightly-colored plastic branches and panels in an endless number of ways. Fascinating for 
boys or girls. Adults will love it, too. Plastic storage tray and full-color instructions incl. 
49 М 16027—Ages 6 and up. Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces ...... „Set $5.98 

The Young Erector® Set 
For kids "too young" for Erector sets 

1704 $1894 тоге 
Even little four-year-old fingers can 
easily manipulate the 170 extra-large 
pieces of this Young Erector set. And it 
comes with tools and simple picture 
book instructions for non-readers. 
The nuts and bolts are giant-sized 

and easy to thread. Gears and cranks 
fit together simply. All molded from du- 
rable red, white and blue plastic. The 
working crane shown is more than 3 
feet high, and it's just one of the dozens 
of structures kids can have a great time 
building with this set. Ages 3 to 8. 
79 N 16641C—Wt. 7 lbs. ..... Set $18.94 

|. 
NOTE: епа оп this родо пог recom- 5 
m r en for children under 3 years due [Sears] 491 
to small parts. 

Pieces are twice as big as 
in regular-size Erector sets 



Aim Winnie, pull the lever and see all the 
fascinating things he does for bath-time fun 

Turn left and you'll smile Ahead Pooh's feelin’ playful 
but, oh oh, look out 

or you'll get a watery sprayful 

Turn right, such a sight, 
see the water wheel whirl 

what a dizzy delight 
see the colorful carousel 

spin ‘round and ‘round for a while 

$588 

Keep tots busy and happy 
in playpen or crib with 

Winnie-the-Pooh Busy Driver 
With all these working parts baby can “drive” just like 
dad: movable steering wheel, rear view mirror, play 
clock, windshield wiper, horn, glove compartment, ig- 
nition key (attached). Non-toxic plastic. Measures 
16x676x8"% in. high. Recommended for ages 2 to 4 
years. 
49 C 44673—Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces .$5.88 

$588 

Out pops a surprise from 
under each lid in the 

Winnie-the-Pooh Surprise Box 

Push a button, slide a lever, turn a knob, move a dial 
or flick a switch . . one of the familiar Pooh characters 
will pop up. Each mechanism makes a different sound. 
Non-toxic plastic. Measures 13x7546x3%e inches high. 
Recommended for ages 2 to 4 years. 
49 C 44444—Shipping weight 1 lb. 14 oz. $5.88 

Put-together 

U.S. Puzzle Map Puzzle Sets 

$233 

zle. 

Remove puzzle pieces 
and the capitals of each 
state are printed under- 
neath. Have fun, learn a 
lesson, too. Precision- 
cut 14-piece inlay puz- 

Hardboard. 
12x9x54« in. Ages 3 to 7. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 C 44701 «44,8233 

Busy Bath. Makes every bath a water wonder- 
land. Water travels up tubing from tub when 
lever is pumped down then released. Attaches 
easily to tub by straps with suction cups at 
ends. Dial controls speed of seesaw water 
dump. Removable magic play cup converts 
from a regular cup to a shower cup by turning 

Puzzles 

> f 

Set of 2 р, 4 
Winnie 

Hardboard inlaid puzzles with large, 
smooth pieces. Each puzzle 12x9x*4« in. 
For ages 2 to 5 yrs. Wt. set 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 

inside dial. Non-toxic plastic. Measures 
12x43 4x10*4, inches high. Recommended for 
children ages 2 to 5 years. To order the easiest 
way, look in your phone book white pages un- 
der "Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" 
for number to call. 
49 C 44447—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 02....... 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Finger Puppets DP 

A world of Pooh imagination at your 
Winnie-the-Pooh Puzzle Blocks 
make up six different pictures 

Twenty 1%4-inch wood blocks stack 6 different ways to make up col- 
orful scenes of Winnie-the-Pooh and his forest friends. Pictures are 
included to act as guides. Ages 2 to 6 yrs. Made in West Germany. 
49 C 44428—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces... ......... Set $3.49 Bugs Bunny 

fingertips. You make Winnie, Tigger, 
Eeyore, Piglet and Owl come to life. 
Washable, non-toxic vinyl. About 312 

= in. high. For ages 3 to 8 years. Tigger the Tiger and Winnie-the-Pooh Ж засаа wt. 1 oz. Set £245 
49 C 44173 Set $3.99 - 

74 Warner Bros.. Seven Arts, Inc raco [Sears| 495 

5349 Bugs Bunny and Porky Pig 
49C 44426 Set $3.99 
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(1) Bugs Bunny® 
Toot куены 
Dispenser 

$249 
Encourage kids to brush their 

regularly. 
HOW IT WORKS: Just insert 
toothpaste tube (not included), 
press lever and right amount of 
toothpaste automatically dis- 
penses from below. Mounts on 
any wall; brackets, screws incl. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic dis- 
enser, 8х2%%х3 inches deep. 
ade in Hong Kong. 

FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 51034—Wt. 7 oz..$2.49 

Dispenser (1), Toothbrush (2). 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49 N 51099 Set #5.94 
©1974, 1975 Werner Bros.. Inc 

Save *1.00 
Buy both Dispenser (1) 
and Toothbrush (2) 

BC T^ total $94 without. 
battenes 

Place 
toothbrush 
into carrot 
handle 

(2) Bugs Bunny® 
Toothbrush 

without $445 ед, 
HOW IT WORKS: Battery- 
powered. Stands or can be 
wall-mounted (screws incl.). 
Cord from handle to stand. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-im- 
pact plastic, nylon metal 
stand, carrot handle, 2 ki 
size toothbrushes. 5x3x8 in. 
high. Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses 2 "D" 
batteries, not incl., order pkg. 
below. Toothpaste not inc! 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49N51031 $4.45 

Toothbrush Refills. 
P of 4. Shpg. wt. 1 oz. 
9 1037 .. Pis. $1.19 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. 
Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 N 46996 Pkg. $1.69 

Snoopy and 
his Personal 
Care Center 
Comb, brush, 

2 toothbrushes. 
toothpaste 

winder included 

$594 
without batteries 

HOW IT WORKS: Place brush, comb or toothbrush into the Snoo- 
py handle and it vibrates. Cord extends from Snoopy to raft. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic ре 
case. 6x5x7 іп. high. Two toothl 
stock toothpaste winder. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

yy power handle with raft batte: 
rushes, 1 comb, 1 brush, 1 Wi 

ORDER INFO: Uses 2 “D” batteries, not incl., order pkg. LEN 
49N5 1046-Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz. . SENS 5.94 
49N5 1036-Toothbrush Refills. Pkg. (2). Wt. 1 ог. .Pkg. 22: 37 

Cutiod Dabs scans by cheisimas masetecimicd pom 

Peanuts characters United Feature Syndicate. inc. 1966 

Professor 
Mathics Calculator 

He can add, subtract, multiply and 
divide without pencil or paper 

$995 
without battery or adapter 

Learn the basics of math 
with Professor Mathics. 
HOW IT WORKS: Add, sub- 
tract, multiply and divide 
with this 6-digit calculator. 
Press numbers, then func- 
tion button. Numbers light 
up on the Professor's chest. 
With floating decimal, pow- 
er jack, carrying strap. 

CONSTRUCTION: High-im- 
act plastic. 1х4%4х5М, in. 

ligi. ү handle acts as a 
base keepíng calculator tilt- 
ed. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 

ORDERING INFO: Uses 
adapter or one 9-volt bat- 
tery, not incl., order below. 
Wt. 9 oz. 
49N51061 .......99.95 

AC Adapter. Lets you use 
calculator on house current. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL list- 
ed. 117-v. inlet, 6-v.-7.5-v.- 
9-v. outlet. $ watts. Not rec- 
ommended for ages under 6 
ud 

tht 8 oz. 
әм N 18106 1062 $3.99 

9-volt Batteries. Pu: of 2. 
Shipping 4 oz. 

49 N 46993 "Pk. $1.15 

Nerf Rocket Set $222 

HOW IT WORKS: Launcher propels 
soft, squeezable Neri rockets. 
SET INCL.: Two 5!4-in. synthetic 
foam rockets, launcher, two targets. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Ship; weight 8 ounces. 

49N51189 Set $2.22 

Light 

HOW IT WORKS: Hand cranking ener- 
gy keeps = going. DR batteries re- 
quired. Sen: and signals with 
its strong бека of light. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 2x2x6 in. 
long. Hong Kong. Three snap-on col- 
ored lenses, belt carrying case included. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 51054—Shpg. wt. 1 1Ь....$%5.44 

Flashbrite™ 

To operate on regular 
house current AC 
Adapter, sold 
separately 2 

Jumping Spitz $595 u^ | 
HOW IT WORKS: Operated by hand-held re- 
mote control device. Jumps forward or barks 
as head moves, tail wags. 

CONSTRUCTION: 8 in. high. Plastic, metal, 
acrylic cloth. 244-4. cord. Made in Korea. 1 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 years and up. Needs 2 
"D" batteries, not incl.: order pkg. at let 
49 N 51135—Shpg. wt. 1402. ...... 5.95 

Raggedy Ann" 
Nitetimer 

$494 
HOW IT WORKS: Pick 
Raggedy Ann nd ight goss 

without 
batteries 

close and light à goes "otf. 
When you're ready for 
sleep pull the ring, her 
eyes open, the light goes 
on and stays lit for about 
2 minutes then turns off. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 
8% in. high. Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 yrs. and up. 

ORDERING INFO: Re- 
quires 2 “Р” batteries, not 
incl; order above, left. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49N51063 .....84.94 
©1976 Bobbs-Merrill Co.. Inc. 
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The busy world of 
roll-a-bout people... i 

Push a button to start them off and they roll to adventure on ball bearing ba 

(7) Small Mall $1095 „=, 

® Shoppers ride up in Push-buttons release 
hand-operated elevator packages for pick-up 

® They roll from floor n parking area 

to floor, stop to shop, Turntable turns car 
then roll on to exit from garage 

ee 

(6) Rough ’N Ready Rescuers 

Signal an 
emergency 

Push a button to PA Кыйды 
release rescuers » rescue center 

Start $995 
helicopter 
blades turning 

Push-button 

opens gate 

Rescue vehicles À 
roll out d 

and Hustle Bustle Bus (8) 

"Srs F 
Attaches to Mall (7) 

z гч | 

when you buy the Small Мап Ст) Ш q 4 
f 

(8) Hustle Bustle Bus 

$395 Й - 

Push the button Stop at exit 
and the rider and he gets off 

gets on automatically 

аып Dana Scans by сак иий Тий Cont 



(1) Western Corral and Barn 
CONSTRUCTION: Pre-cut maple- 
finish plywood. Corral is built to 
scale of 1-in. to 1-ft. Complete with 
feeding trough. Corral and barn, 
28x1234x14 in. high. Barn within 
the corral can hold 2 horses. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled; in- 
structions. Arabian Family shown, 
not included. 
49N2096-Wt. 5 Ibs. 8 oz. . $ 12.99 

(2) Show Ring and Jumps 
CONSTRUCTION: Pre-cut maple- 
finish plywood fences. Plywood and 
printed cardboard. Built to scale of 
l-in. to 1-ft. Each fence, 12x5 in 
high. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled; in- 
structions. Horse not incl. 
49 N 2016—Wt. 2 165. .....$4.99 

(3thru9) Detailed Breyer 
Horse Replicas. . . the 
pride of any collection Sore 

Add to or start a collection. All $499 
horses fit in Western Corral or } 4 
Show Ring above. 
CONSTR: Sturdy, break-resistant 
cellulose acetate. (6 thru 8) avail- 
able with genuine leather saddles. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Fully assembled. 

(3) Medicine Hat Stallion. 
Stands 1114x924 inches high. 
49N2182—Wt. 1 lb. 602. .$5.47 

(4). Clydesdale Stallion. Colorful 
braided mane. 1014x834 in. high. 
49 N 2180—Wt. 11b. 8 oz. .$5.47 

(5) Classic Arabian Family Set. 
Includes stallion, mare, foal. Stal- 
lion, 8x7% in. high; mare, 7x8 in. 
high; foal, 42х41; in. high. Carry- 
ing case included. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49N20168...........Set $ 

(8) Appaloosa Stallion 

Stands 94x84 inches tall. 
With Western saddle and tack. 
49 N 2184—Wt. 11b. 6 oz. $ 14.99 
Horse alone. 
49 N2186—Wt. 11. 402. .$5.47 
(7) Andalusian Stallion. 
Stands 1114x934 inches high. 
With English saddle and tack, 
49 N 2188—Wt. 11. 6 oz. $12.99 
Horse alone. 
49 N 2190—Wt. 11b. 4 oz. .$5.47 

Medicine Hat 
Stallion 

7.88 

1 Я Arabian 
(8) Quarter Horse Mare. " XY j Stallion with 
Stands 1114x934 inches high. Appaloosa Stai Andalusian Stallion @ with bareback pad 
With bareback pad and bridie. with Western saddle with English 99 and bridie 
49 N 2193—Wt. 1 lb, бог. .$9.99 $1499 $ 
Ноз alone 14 12 
49 N 2195—Wt. 11b. 4 oz. .$5.47 

(9) Arabian Stallion. 
Stands 1114x954 inches high. 
With blanket, halter, fly mask. 
49N2197—Wt. 11b.602.$14.99 

Horse alone. 
49 N 2199—Wt. 1lb.40z. .$5.47 

(10) Can-Can Collector 
Easy to mount cans . . . just slip 
into cylindrical slots. Easy to dis- 
mount for trading, showing and 
cleaning. 2 panels hold up to 80 
cans of different types, sizes. 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-duty 
plastic. 2 panels. 2414x2414 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: As- 
sembled. Cans not included. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79N2011C .......... Set $6.97 

(11) Kooky Roost 
KIT INCLUDES: Molded polyure- 
thane foam body parts, moving 
eyes, felt parts, bulky yarn, syn- 
thetic feathers, wood control handle 
plus wood parts, transparent nylon 
control line, glue, instructions. Fin- 
ished roost is about 22 inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 20192... Kit $4.44 

йай page scant by dieistiaxnisetechnical com 



Battling Tops 
Pull rings to $265 

start them spinning 

Each player spir а top into the arena. As 
they circle at high speeds, “POW”, 2 or 
more collide. Tops are flying all over the 
place. The last spinning top is declared the 
winner, Molded plastic, 14x14x2 inches high. 
6 tops. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. By 
Ideal. 
49 N 65342—Shpg. wt. 11b. 1002...... $2.65 

Snoopy and 
the Red Baron* 

Fend off bad 
blue pellets and 

gather good 
white pellets in 

Snoopy's doghouse 

Snoopy, that dashing cavalier of the sky 
is under attack. This calls for quick 
thinking and fast reflexes! One player 
(villainous Red Baron) fires pellets 
(marbles) at Snoopy. Other player 
(Snoopy) fends off blue pellets and lifts 
roof of doghouse fast enough to catch 
white ones. Sturdy plastic, 19x9x3 inches 
high. Ages 7 and up. 
49N 65475—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.....$3.47 

AUTO DROME 

Bounce the ball into the hole and $ 49? 
your car streaks around the track 

"There's a whirlwind of action for 2 to 4 players as their 

The chase is on. 

switch tracks, hit his 
bumper, and score. 

Cut 10%.. 
GETAWAY 

CHASE GAME 
Pricedtobe Was 58.89 

SOMETHING $797 
SPECIAL no batteries 

Fold-away 

Gas Station 

$ 3 

Open the gameboard and a 3- 
dimensional service station, pumps 
and all, pops up ready for action. 
2 to 4 players spin card and move 
cars around hazardous road. 
First one to get all the way home 
wins. When the game is over, 
just fold it away. Includes 4 plas- 
tic cars, mechanical stop-and- 
go signal, spinner card, pop-up 
gameboard (20x16%4x5 in. high 
when open). For ages 4 to 12. 
49 N 65514-Wt. 2 lbs. 8 02.53.39 

As cops close in, the bad guys try to sidetrack them 
. . but the cops switch to another track. Bang bumper 
of other car and you score a point. Both cars are con- 
trolled by either player, so stay alert. 38x24-in. plas- 
tic board, cardboard buildings, and 2 motorized plas- 
tic cars. Unassembled. Uses 2 “С” batteries, order 
package below. 
79 N 65024C—Shipping weight 5 pounds...,..7.97 
"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 м 8406—Shipping weight 12 ounces... . Pkg. $1.19 

-~ Bump opponent's саг 
. . knock him off the 
track and gain points 

bounce-a-ball skill speeds car toward the finish line. Each 
player pushes lever, tossing ball into air. Each time ball 
goes into hole, their car streaks ahead. First one over the 
finish line wins. Sturdy plastic, 19!2x12x4 inches high. 
Ages 6 to 12. 
49 N 65479—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs, 8 02................. $4.99 

Etah pads scans by йаа йай аса nm 

You zip cars around track, just like real ones at amusement parks. But stay alert . . 
opponent may change his car’s path at any time and SMACK! He hits your car and 
scores, Metal and plastic, about 2544x2014 inches. Two plastic Dodge 'N Bump cars 
use 1 “С” battery each . . order package above. 
79 М 6556C—Shipping weight 5 роип@в.........................+++++++ $7.99 
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Boys and Girls love child-sized 

ics sar here 
construction with plenty 
of storage space for toys 

Storage Chest 

$1474 

Bench only 

$1335 

1 Booth-type Bench and Table Ensemble. Table and two benches finished 
in white lacquer with a screen-printed sunburst design. Perfect for “enter- 

taining” or playing. Constructed of wood and hardboard. Table is 
344/x21'/,x18'/. inches high. Each bench seat measures 321/,x16x14 inches 
high; 26-in. high backrest, comfortably seats two children. Benches make ex. 
cellent toy chests because each has plenty of storage space beneath its plastic 
foam padded, blue vinyl upholstered seat. Friction hinge on seat for easy 
opening. Dishes, toys not included. Dishes sold on page 449. 
79 N 9020L—3.piece Set. Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 51 Ibs. ...Set $29.99 

Bench only. Same as bench above. Partly assembled. Toys not included. 
79 N 9018C—Shipping weight 19 pounds Each $13.35 

27-inch Musical 
Rocker 

plays a lullaby 

$1199 

4 Your child rocks gent 
ly while listening to 

the imported music box 
play a favorite lullaby 
Rocker is constructed of 
solid hardwood with a 
non-toxic, maple finish 
and has a charming, hand 
decorated headboard. Au 
thentic colonial styling 
features lathe-turned 
front legs, gracefully 
shaped arms and rocker 
runners. Seat is 10 inches 
high. Partly assembled. 

Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. 
79 N 90175C $11.99 

рвом 
KOGAE 496 
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[3] 
Toy Chest 

$1129 

3-piece set 
Table. 2 Benches 

$2999 
2 Bookshelf Storage Chest. Matches bench and table set. Chest is hard- 

board, reinforced with wood framing. Displays favorite toys on two 
shelves with 10-in. high space between them. Convenient storage space be- 
hind chalkboard sliding doors. Measures 32x 18x33^/, in. high. Includes eraser, 
chalk. Toys, accessories not included. Partly assembled. 
79 N 9022C—Shipping weight 22 pounds s 

3 Toy Chest. Matches bench and table set, Constructed of wood and hard- 
board. Measures 32x16'/,x16 inches high. Toy storage area under plastic 

foam padded, blue vinyl upholstered seat. Friction hinge on lid. Partly assem- 
bled. Toys not included. 
79 N 9017C—Shipping weight 16 pounds 

$1474 

$1129 

26-inch Rocker 
Maple finish or White 

(5 and 6 ) Child-sized rocker 
made of solid hardwood with 
non-toxic finish. Authentic coloni 
al styling includes turned front 
legs, graceful arms. Hand-deco 

1 headboard. Seat is 9'/, in 
high. 

Shipping weight each 8 pounds. 
(5) 79 N 90176C—Maple .$8.95 

(6) 79 N 90177C—White . 9.99 

21-inch Tot Rocker 

7 Ideal for toddler because this 
rocker stands 21 in. high, has 

а seat 8'/, in. high. Made of solid 
hardwood with non-toxic maple 

finish. Colonial style with hand 
decorated design on headboard. 
Teddy Bear not incl., sold on pg. 
436. 
79 м 90029C-Wt. 7 lbs. $6.99 



Silly Sammy 
A lively and lovable friend 

Sammy really cranes his neck to get your 2 
to 5 year old on the move. А ‘/,-in. steel 

offset shaft runs from his wheels to his 
head and makes his super strong neck bob, 

dodge and weave in a wacky way. Super- 

fat wheels for easy moving and stability. 

This dizzy duck 

moves his head 
in all directions 

when you push him along 

$1088 

Tyke Bike 
"Wheels" for the 

pre-school jet set 

a great first rider 

Check out the “‘souped- 
up" styling . . chrome- 
plated hi-rise handle bars 
with soft plastic grips, 
contoured plastic banana 
seat with leopard spots, 
rugged wood frame. Red 
and black, whitewall 
wheels are blow molded 
plastic and puncture 
proof. 18x18x14 in. high. 
Seat height 8 in. Ages 1 to 
3. Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 
79 C 4726C .... $4.88 

Cindi pend scane by мланна poda 

Emergency 

Wrecker Truck 
This tough little truck 

is steerable, rideable, 
durable . . strong enough 

to support an adult 

$0999 
There's been a crash and you're at the 
scene. Your work is cut out, but this 
rugged little truck can take the kind of 
punishment young drivers give out. Of 
sturdy red, yellow, white and blue poly- 
ethylene plastic with a steel chassis and 
axles, aluminum steering linkage. Hand 
operated crane has safety knob to low- 
er towline. Riveted construction. Decal 
sheet for customizing. 25x9x9 in, high. 
Seat height 9 in. Ages 3 to 7. 
79 C 44052C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs......$9.99 

Inchworm* 
A creeping cutie. . 
you bounce, he rolls 

$1 197 

You bounce in the saddle, and he 
inches along wherever you want to 
go. Inchy's a bright green with yellow 
wheels, saddle, derby hat. Has 2 stur- 
dy horns on his saddle so you can 
keep your balance. Holds up to 75 
Ibs. 37x5x19 in. high. Plastic and steel 
construction. Ages 3 to 6. Buy it the 
easy way . . order by phone. 
79 C 47949C—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. .¢11.97 

Sit 'n' Spin 
Spin yourself 

round 'n' round 

8 ride-on toy 
indoors or out 

$877 
It's like spinning 
around in dad's swivel 
chair . . just sit on it 
and turn the wheel on 
the center pole. Light 
weight foamed poly 
propylene resists 
breakage, helps pro- 
tect furniture. Ages 
r4 to 4. 
Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 

79 C 44054C 5877 
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А Colorful, snap-together ? 
BRIX-BLOX 

Choose from four big sets. . E: 
to make hundreds of different toys 

Stagecoach with horses 
is 23 inches long 

ys Our biggest BRIX-BLOX Sets—with movable parts 

Includes assortment of movable parts . . gears and related 
pieces. . ѕо you can build toys that really move 

: 02е $1399 | 7 $999 
1013-piece Set. BRIX-BLOX, in 6 colors and many shapes and sizes, are a snap to 
put together and take apart in an endless number of ways. Build the great toys you 
see here, plus hundreds of others . . whatever you can dream up. Includes 993 snap- 
together BRIX-BLOX , plus 20-piece assortment of gears in 3 sizes. Plastic. 
49 N 16194—For ages 6 to 11, Shipping weight 4 lbs. 5 oz. В Set $13.99 

: 785-piece Set. 775 snap-together BRIX-BLOX plus 10 gears in 3 sizes. Plastic. 
ai 49 N 16193—For ages 6 to 11. Shipping weight 3 lbs. 3 oz. ‚...8е\ $9.99 

| BRIX-BLOX Sets . . without movable parts 

636-pc 98-pc t» $699 | з $499 Set 

These 2 sets include the same colorful snap-together BRIX-BLOX as above sets, but 
without moving parts. Many shapes and sizes to build castles, towers, bridges , . any 

non-moving projects. Plastic. For ages 6 to 11. 
49 N 16192—636-piece Set. Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces Set $6.99 
49 N 16261—398-piece Set. Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces s... Set 4.99 

Sets on these 2 pages not recommended for ages under 3 due to smali parts. 

co BRIX-BLOX 
% TRANSPORTATION 615-piece Erector* Set. $2099 

ка үә ' Motorized Includes one 3-speed motor and 
one electrically-powered remote control unit 

Tid Construction Set Us йй. эшкен pidas t ЫН 
1 sive, space-age structures. Plug-in transformer provides 

i Build motorized toys that run steady, reliable power with forward-reverse control. 
M on a snap-together track Combine 3-speed motor with 2-way hoist for versatile 

| 5 $ 99 lifting operations. Direct the action with electrically- 
| 1 5 к powered remote control unit. Transformer UL listed for 
| ` ева 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 0.6 w.(VA) Not recommended 
| for ages under 8. Steel. Instr.-model book incl. 
| BEIM = 49 N 16068—Shipping weight 9 pounds . . Set $29.99 
| 
| 430-piece Erector* Set. $1999 x»: 

Includes one 3-speed motor and 
battery-powered remote control unit 

Great starting set for junior engineers. Has 3-speed mo- 
tor and 2-way power hoist for lifting. Remote control 

4 battery box features start-stop and forward-reverse con- 
trols, 12V2x114-in. wide-beam girders. Steel. Uses 2 "D" 
batteries, not included . . order on opposite page. In- 
struction-model book included. For ages 6 and up. 

— Shi, ight 5 Ibs | Use ile, BRIX-BLOX to build the toys shown above 49 М 16067—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. Set $19.99 

| or other great vehicles—like a monorail or steamship—that run with a 
| teal motor on a track you can make yourself . . up to 14% feet long. Erector Set Carry Case 

Includes 373 BRIX-BLOX pieces, in different shapes and sizes, to build Don't lose important pieces of your 
track and vehicles. Combine with above sets to create your own miniature erector set! Sturdy metal carrying 
city. Motor has forward and reverse control. Two track switches. Uses 2 case has compartments especially-de- 
"C" batteries, not included . . order below. Plastic. For ages 6 to 11. signed for storing them safely. Big 
78 М 16265C—Shipping weight 5 pounds .......... eroi Set $15.99 enough to hold all the pieces of even 

Alkaline “C” Batteries. Package of two. our biggest set. 16x8x3 in. high. 
wxot- 49 М 46897—Shipping weight 5 ounces ... Pkg, 1.05 49 М 16079—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz......$3.29 

Сой Dade scans by йаа ае инса Gv 



The “Hunny” Tree . . push a button, $695 
out pops Pooh or one of his pals 

Playtime begins with a push of a “hunny” pot button. Winnie-the-Pooh lifts his “hunny” 
pot and offers you a tasty sip. Owl “tweets” and Tigger “clicks” from the top of the 
tree. Piglet, Kanga and Roo throw open their shutters with happy greetings. 

The tree and its tenants are made of strong plastic. Measures 7x5x9 inches high. 

Imported from Hong Kong. For all of Pooh's friends 14% to 4 years of age. Get this bit of 
Christmas shopping done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 
49 € 44073—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. . . saa S695 

Sesame Street™ Muppets 
К star in hours of 
imaginative entertainment 

(1 and 2) Hand Muppets. Look just like Ernie 
and Bert and best of all you make them work 

with your hands. Vinyl heads, cloth bodies. 
Instructions are included. Measure 8 inches 
tall. Recommended for ages 3 to 10. 

1 Emile. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49044881 ............L Leo T oe $544 

Bert. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 С 44852 

3 Big Bird. You make him open his beak, flap 
his wings and bend his neck. Just follow 

instructions to put him into his act. Felt, plastic 
and feathery fake fur. 19 inches tall. Instruc- 
tions. Ages 3 and up. Street sign not incl. 
49 C 44146—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 7 0z........ $8.87 

4 Cookie Monster. He “gobbles up” lots of 
cookies with your help. Just slide your 

fingers inside to put him into his act. Plush 
fake fur. Measures 11 inches tall. Instructions. 
Recommended for ages 3 to 10 yea: 

49 C 44853—Shpg. wt. 1 lb..... 
"Sesame Street" is a trademark of 
Children's Television Workshop. 

The Peanuts? Gang visits Charlie at home 
Who's visiting Charlie Brown? Press one of the buttons and see. You 
can put Charlie, Linus, Lucy, Peppermint Patty and Snoopy each in 
his own wagon and hook them together for a Peanuts parade, too. 
Each wagon fits neatly into its own parking space in front of the 
house. Plastic. Measures 9х9х111/ inches high. Ages 3 to 7. 
49 C 44734— Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ошпсез.............. $8.87 
Peanuts characters ©United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 1968 

3 Little Pigs and the Wolf . . Puppets 
Who's afraid of the big, bad wolf? Tra la la la la. Your child can re- 
create the fairytale of the wolf and the three little pigs or he can 
invent his own tales. Vinyl hand puppets measuring up to 374 inches 
tall, plus colorful illustrated booklet. Ages 4 to 9 years. 
49 C 44712—Shipping weight 1 pound. . ..Set $4.97 

Ernie and Oscar the Sesame Street тм 
Grouch Stack-ups™ 

( 5 and 6 ) Ernie and Oscar from 
Sesame Street have gone to pieces, 
but you put them together by 
matching shapes and sizes. Stack 
them correctly or any crazy way! 
Plastic, 10 in. high. Ages 3 to 6 yrs. 

Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
(S) 49 C44479—Ernie. .. ..$2.66 
(6) 49 C44645—Onscar... 

Pals Finger Puppets 
Miniature puppets that fit at 
the end of your finger. Details 
are accurate, realistic. Help teach 
verbal skills and dexterity. Vinyl, 
2 to 3% in. high. Incl. Bert, 
Ernie, Big Bird, Grover, Cookie 



STARTING HERE Crafts Corner 
NINE PAGES just bursting with educational 

and entertaining craft and hobby ideas 

Deluxe Woodburning Set with $999 
5 big projects and 8 plaques 

Think of the you'll feel WHAT YOU GET: Electric woodburning pen 
using, or giving as gifts, the with retractable shield; snap-together 
projects you've put together пепіз for projects above; 4 extra over- 
and decorated yourself. E ау designs; 8 wood plaques; paint 
Hews жын тон ШЫ: foil: sand, ; glue; instructi 

тусіп. long eagle shelf, Mh ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed for 110-120-volt, 

| арт CORRAG da ышым ii „ 334-in. loni J - 

Woodburning wei шнш. $499 knicknack shelf gius eight ed for ages under 13. 
project and 8 plaques 4x3-in. plaques decorated ^ ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Make a house for your favorite feathered friend and then woodburn with sports figures. 49 N 1907—Shpg. wt. 4 Iba. 13 оз. .Set 69.99 
it for 8 plaques in your room with pictures of : 

sports figures that you've made Р " For even more fun with $299 For extra fun with your woodburn- 

WHAT YOU GET Биши eo: рт ibid ^ woodburning. . . order a refill bore rb gir aem 
йозе project with snap eth Бекс аъ € : plagues measuring Vr inches 

when eight wooden plaques; paint E different from meme you get in 
oo rush; water cup: colored foil; sandpaper and the other woodburning Ae a instructions. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hertz 
AC. 22 watts. 6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 13 years to adult. Not recommended for ages under 13. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 2067—Shipping weight 3 pounds 10 ounces 

What a whimsical way to decorate your tree! 
WHAT YOU GET: 16 pre-cut and pre-printed 
figures made of Philippine mah wood, 
approximately 5% in. high. Also acrylic 
aints, paint brush, sandpaper, gold-color 

Banger string and paint-by-number instr. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION.: 
49 N 2160—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. Set $3.66 
Disney characters) Walt Disney Productions 

Kits for younger ages $2, 
"Three different, individually boxed kits to give as gifts or for 
rainy day entertainment. 
WHAT YOU GET: Felt Picture 
a raccoon. Wood Planter 
wishing well planter. Leathercraft 

FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 1976—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 ог..... 

Pg KOGAJE 
‘Gatuiog pane scans by chvisimas mesebedinical к 

lets you make a picture of 
lets you make a charming 

г. ..]lets you make a key 
caddy, comb case and parking coin and key holder. Every- 
thing you need is included, and materials are non-toxic. 

-Set $2.99 

Disney Figure Set $366 

Paint all your favorite Disney characters 
by number. Use for play or decoration. 
WHAT YOU GET: 6 pre-cut and pre- 
printed wooden figures t 7 in. high, 
wooden stands, acrylic paints, paint- 
brush, glue, sandpaper and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 2084—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. ...Set $3.66 

99 
set 

Picture Kits for older ages $399 
Three separate kits let you experience three different 
kinds of picture-making. 
WHAT YOU GET: Acrylic Pictures let you paint 
cartoon football and baseball players with acrylic 
paints. Mosette Picture lets you make a pink 
mouse with a guitar out of crushed marble stone, 
glitter and colored glass. Wood Panel Painted Pic- 
ture lets you make an 8x10-inch old-fashioned 
sign saying "Tomato Pack 5c" in 6 oil colors. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 209 1—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. . .Set $3.99 

| 3 Wood Planter Kit. . . a creative 
way to show off your plants 

^ ATHER 
Stick Uns | { 
m 

ter 
ect, 614x434x214 in. deep when 
buil! t 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
49N2165.. ..Set $2.99 

$444 
Stain and assemble a pea- 
nutcart planter, hanging plant- 
er, wishing well planter an. 

ith planter. Can be used to 
hold flower arrangements. 
When completed, they range in 
size from 3/ to 4 їп. wide. 
WHAT YOU GET: Pre-cut and 
pre-printed parts made of Phil- 
ippine mahogany wood, brown 
stain and glue (both non-toxic), 
sandpaper, cord hanger, woo: 
veneer shingles, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49N2152 Kit $4.44 

= 

lex 

Craft Kits for older ages $499 
Both boys and girls will enjoy these kits. 
WHAT YOU GET: Magnetic Pom-Pon Stick- 
ons let you make a teddy bear, frog, 
mouse and panda. Leathercraft lets 
you make heart-shaped coin purse, pen 
and pencil case, comb case, bookmark and 
a key caddy case. Rag Doll Pictures. . . let 
you depict a charming pair of rag dolls. АП 
mat are non-toxic. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49N 2371 Set $4.99 



Gas nozzle 
fits into hole 

оп back of car 

Raggedy Ann? and Andy* 
Preschool Playhouse $ 1067 

Жын Ысып house full of love and fun for 4-inch Rag- 
gedy Ann Andy rag dolls who come with the house. 
WHAT YOU GET: e ge 
ази E IR. сайн e EE xa eal a 

hean a rocking amd web 2 ra 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44307 Shipping wt. 2 Ibe. 8 os. СРР $10.67 
GKnickerbocker Toy Co. 
Playhouse and Camel Vi Wrinkied Kneesme 
Bobbs Merrill Co. Inc 

ПОРО УТ. с >л" 

ТЕХАСО* 
Service Station 
and Car Wash 

Reduced from our 1976 Christmas Book. Two attendants run this sta- 
> tion with gas pumps, car wash and grease rack 

1 WHAT YOU GET: Station measures 12х11/5х61% inches high, con- 
} tains car wash with movable "water" sheet and car ejector button, 

mechanic's station with movable 
land with two pumps and hoses with nozzles that fit into car, water 
can and 10!4-inch high station cx 2-piece tractor-trailer tank 
truck, 9 inches long. Tow truck with hook and small 
attendants in uniform and 2 customers. Made of rugged plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partially assembled, instructions included. 
49 C 44273— Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ......... 97.95 

that raises, lowers. 

ase rack. 10-inch long gas is- 

car. 2 station 

Zoodleland® Д 
Cottage Clock 

$987 

The Cottage evt as a Aue clock that turns 
intoa чочу ЫТ рны. 
WHAT YOU GET: ёч darat їс cot- 
Er 15 6x9 425 in, high, comes with a giant 

furniture, 3 Zoodleland characters that "live 
in", and carrying handle. The clock has movable 
hands pi pike gears on inside door that turn. Pendu- 
lum swings and makes a handy perch. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44209—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 14 oz. $9.87 
usen Inc. 

WEEBLES 
(1) Weebles West Train 
Travel through the hot desert, 
climb over rocky mountains 
and encounter many more 
western adventures with 
Weeble friends aboar: the 
Weebles West Train. 
WHAT YOU GET: Western 
styled train of tough plastic, 
21% in. long; engine, 2 train 
cars, 4 Weebles and 3 hats. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 3 зрос 
49C 44079. 

(2) Mickey Mouse 
Magic Kingdom 

Follow Mickey, Goofy and 
Donald Duck Weebles as they 
take you on a magical tour 
through a beautiful castle 
splashed with color and dot- 
ted with little turrets, balco- 
nies and a main archway. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic cas- 
tle is er ed i 
high. 4 rides; 
monorail, tea dh dspem cat 
pult rides. Converts into cai 
rying case. Plastic Play mat. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 C 44128C ...... $11.87 
@Walt Disney Productions 

(3) Weebles Haunted 
House 

Brother and sister Weeble 
cringe when they meet the 
Weeble Witch “glo in the 
dark” Weeble ghost. 
WHAT YOU GET: Polystyrene 
house with revolving book- 
case and squeaking doors. 
Measures 1244x9¥ox14!¥¢ in. 
high. Includes trunk with 
bats, bed, couch, chair and 
hat. 4 Weebles; ghost, witch, 
brother and sister. House has 
carry-case handle. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping as 3 ub 
79 C 44138C 

(4) Weebles Circus 

Shoot ''Wobbles," the clown, 
out of the cannon, through the 
hoop, onto the trampoline. 
WHAT YOU GET: 3 Weebles, 
cannon, hoop, trampoline, 
stilts and two trapeze swings. 
Tent folds into carrying case 
8%x9%4x97 inches high. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shi ht 2 e FIL ein 

(5) Weebles Tub-Sub 

WHAT YOU GET: Plastic tub- 
sub, 5x3V2x6*4 inches high 
with wheels, periscope an: 
scuba Weeble. Submerges 
when filled with water, rolls 
when on land. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shi in ret? o 7 ounces. 

49C4 .$3.77 

(8) Weebles Wagon 
Master 

Hitch the Weeble horse to the 
covered wagon and “go West" 
for fun and adventure. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic cov- 
ered wagon, 8 in. long. Weeble 
horse with saddle, wagonmas- 
ter with hat. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 1 pound. 
494432 ........ poe 3.45 



Jump to the Sky! 
Super Tire 

Provides hours of 
exercise and fun 
use on land or water 

Football 

(1) Super Tire 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-duty rub- 
ber tube, encased in durable vinyl 
laminate cover. 3-foot diam.; 35% in. 
high. “Mag” wheel cover design. 
AGES: 6 and up. Supervision reco. 
Not to be used as lifesaving device. 
ORDER INFO: Sent deflated. 
49 N 2858 1—Wt. 4 lbs. ....$12.88 

(2) Lil' Sport Football Goal 
INCL: Plastic upright. Weighted base 
adj. from 63 to 71 in. overall. Plastic 
hoop for target passing mounted with 
plastic cord. 8%4-in. long flexible poly- 
urethane foam football, kicking tee. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr. 
79 N 28179C—Wt. 12 lbs. .$14.44 

(3) Lil' Sport Basketball 
INCL: Pole adj. from 50 to 68 in. over- 
all. Paperboard backboard; plastic 
rim, cotton net. Weighted base. 634- 
in. diam. polyurethane foam ball. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, 
79 м 28107C—Wt. 11 Ibs. ̀  $14. 44 

496 

йай pae scans by cheisihiatnmiselediwical com 

Nerf Nerf Basketball 

5399 

P 

Ө. 
Vd 

(4апа 5) Nerfé Sport Balls 
CONSTR: Soft, squeezable, polyure- 
thane foam. Protective cover. 

(4) Nerf® Football. 10 in. long. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
49 N 28035—Wt. 8 oz. $2.96 

(5) Nerf® Basketball. € -in. diam. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
49 N 28116—Wt. ГЕ .. $4.97 

(8) Jumpin’ Jiminy 
CONSTR: Heavy inflatable rubber 
tube with fabric cover stretched over 
front and back for lots of bounce. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 13 years. Supervision 
recommended. Not to be used as a 
lifesaving device. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Sent deflated. 

3-ft. diameter. 11! inches high. 
49 М 28522-Wt. 3 lbs. 7 oz. $11.97 

4-ft. diameter. 14 inches high. 
49 М 28525-Wt. 7 165. 802. $22.97 

hipaa weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 №28527........... kg. 
(7) when you buy it with Jumpin’ Jiminy (6) 

D 
Socker Boppers 
More fun than a 

pillow fight 

Jumpin’ Ji 
It's a trampoline 
onland. . 
a raft on water 

Save '1 
on Stabilizers (7) when you also 
buy either size Jumpin’ Jiminy (8) 

(7) alone. | (7) when bought with (8) 
$299 

‚їз 

[9] Shoe-top Roller Skates 
adjust without key 

^ # 
Floor Punching Bag 

$797 
See our Boxing Gloves 

and Exercise Set 
on facing page 

A 
бё » a o 

(8) Socker Boppers 
CONSTR: Soft inflatable vinyl gloves 
have diaphragm inside to hold hand 
firmly. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Inflate by mouth. 
49N28146-Wt. 7 oz. Pr. $2.42 

9) Shoe-top Roller Skates 
ust slip over shoes and lace 'em up. 

ew adjusts length. Lightweight. 
CONSTR: Plastic, cloth ties. 
AGES: 3 to 6 years. Fits shoe sizes 7 
children's to 3 regular. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 14 oz. 
49N29387 ........... Pair $3.44 

(10) Floor Punching Bag 
CONSTRUCTION: 12-inch fabric-sup- 
ported vinyl bag. Flexible steel rod 
adjusts from 36 to 46 inches high. 
32%x10-inch wide metal base with 
baked enamel finish. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr. 
incl. Sent deflated, inflating needle 
incl. Boxing gloves not incl., sold 

ЕИ ТАШ SETA $7.97 

ITEMS (11 THRU 15) 
SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 

(11) 7-piece 
Camping Set 

SET INCLUDES: ues plastic tent, 
. room enough 

; up with polypro- 
MU. ties. Large back pack with 
shoulder straps, plastic canteen with 
compass mounted in center, magnifi- 
er, whistle and flashlight. Tips on 
camping included. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Flashlight requires 2 " Sx p 
go aa ing peia ree 

ipping weight 3 роши 
49 N 29093 ..Set $9.99 

Long-life Alkaline Batteries. 
Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 46997 ........... Pkg. $1.19 

(12) 3-piece 
Football Uniform 

INCLUDES: Plastic helmet with dou- 
ble bar face guard; vinyl foam padded 
at neck, forehead ү ears, Adiusta- 
ble headband fits to size 654. Cup 
style chin strap. Plastic 5088 
pads, vinyl foam padded with elastic 
arm iei Lightweight cotton jer- 
seys with 10 iron-on numbers. All 
items red and white. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMA- 
TION: Not for competitive sports. 
Football not includ 

Small. Children 44 to 45 in. high. 
Shipping. weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. 

49 N 28112............... $8.66 

Medium. Children гу э 49 in. high. 
Shipping а 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49N28113..... $8.66 

(13) Football Helmet 

CONSTRUCTION: Red plastic with vi- 
nyl foam padding. Fits all head sizes 
up to and including 654. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
This helmet should not be used for 
mn play. xen 
ipping a t1 20z. 

49N29316. $2.99 

(14) NFL Sport Locker 

CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy official li- 
censed Sport equipment Locker of 
wood and hardboard. Finished in 
blue with “pro sports” artwork on 
door. Includes clothes rod and stor: 
age shelf. 13x13x42 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unas- 
sembled, instructions included. 

Shipping weight 28 POR 
79 № 28028C ...... $18.99 

(14) Sport Locker when 
buy if with Football ‘Set (13) .. $15.99 

(15) 3-piece 
Football Set 

SET INCLUDES: Touch-size football 
of brown pebble-grain simulated 
leather. 11 in. long. Рго- ro-style plastic 
kicking tee. Inflating needle 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Sent deflated. Use inflating needle to 
inflate at gas station or use hand 
pump (pump not incl.). 

Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
49 N 28085 ............ Set $3.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

You can order items 
on pages 437 thru 
606 from now until 
AUGUST 31, 1979 
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(1) AM-FM Monaural Radio/Headphones 
ane-padded 

y volume and tuning controls are 
s. AM-FM selector. Has built-in 

jack. 7-6. cord. Act as 

RUCTION Black plastic earcup with black 
vinyl trim. Adjustable headband. Imported. 

ORDER INFO: Operates on 9-v. bat- 
tery, not incl, order below, right. Warranty below. 
61 C 22832—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. -$19.99 

(2) AM Monaural Headphone Radio 
CONSTRUCTION: Each padded earphone encloses 
a speaker. Built-in AMan enna. White plastic 
earcup, black vinyl trim. Volume and tuning con- 
trols on earcups. Adjustable headband. Not for use 
as actual headphones. Import. 

NFO: Operates on 9-v. bat- 
‚ order below, right. 

672228197 —Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. $9.99 

(Запа 4) Рет AM Radios with brush 
lic pile coat. Stuffed body 

with carrying chain, 

NFO: Operates on 9-vol 
ler below, right). See Note bi 

t battery 

(3) CES and white Dog. 8 inches high 
61 C 22562—Shpzg. wt. 1 Ib. 

(4) Pink and white Cat. 9/2 inches hij 
61 C 22852—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 

(5 

Opera! 
included, order below 

incl., oi bel 
61C 22865 

7) Rolis Royce AM Radio 

II convertible authentically scaled do 

Rolls on 4 plastic wire- 
mounted spare wh 

4x10 inches long. 

(8) Indy 500 Racing Car AM Radio 
CONSTR: Black 
Rolls on 4 

order at right). See ? 
61 С 22846—Shps. wt. 

io that looks 
a flashlight 

(9) AM Wrist Radio. Blue-colored radio mount- 
ed on wide vinyl wristband. 2 snaps release radio 
to wear with other bands. Side-mounted controls. 
144x244 in. wide. Imported. 

TRICAL, ORDER INFO: Operates on “АА? 
battery, not incl., т below. See note below. 
61 C 22823- Shpg. wt. T o u 9 

(10) Rest Room Radios 

CONSTR: White plastic cabinet holds tissue roll, 
not incl. Attaches with adhesive strips incl. Con- 
trols on front panel. 914x6!4x3 in, deep. Imported, 
ELECTRICAL. ORDERING INFO: Operates on 9-volt 
battery (not included, order below). 
61 C 22829—AM. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz, ... $6.99 
61 C 22831—AM-FM. Wt. 11b. 8 oz. . 11.99 

(11) Owl AM Radio 
CONSTR: Yellow plastic. Green eyes are controls. 

11%х41% in. high. Carrying strap. Import. 
ORDER INFO: Operates on 9-volt battery 

included, order below). See Note below. 
61 C 22835—Shipping weight 8 oz. $5.99 

(12) Lady Bug AM Radio. Black plastic; orange 
and white wings, Eyes are controls. Carrying 
strap. 5x314x2 inches high. Imported 

NFO: Operates on 9-volt battery, 
not incl., order below. Also see Note below. 
61 C 22825—Shipping weight 10 oz. $5.99 

(13) Miniature Component-look AM Radio 
TRUCTION: Woodgrained plastic. Controls 

on back. Monaural. Radio S'¥ex4x2 inches high. 2 
speaker enclosures 212x134x334 inches high; sepa- 
rate to 5 inches from radio. Imported... 

not included, order below). See Note below. 
61 C 2285 1—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $ 

(14) Lo-cal Cookie AM Radio 
ng strap. Side 
r. Imported 

Oper 
оп 9-volt „ order below 

61C 22858 $8.99 

15 thru 18) “Canned Music" AM Radios 
Plastic housing. Side-mounted volume, 

g conti inches high. Imported 
Operates on 9-у, bat 

d, order below). Shpg. wt. 9 oz 
2 c22 р 5599 

С 22848—Соогз* 5.99 
1C 22849—Coca-Cola 5.99 
1 C 22853—Pepsi 5.99 

A" Batte 1 02. 
6441— ttery. Wt. 2 oz. 

NOTE: Not for ages under 3 because 



| So small it fits on card table, 
lightweight too. 

For indoor-outdoor playing fun 

496 Sears ксвкм 
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You can keep your eye 
on this ball.. 

it never gets lost 

$779 
Tiny Tethered 
Table Tennis 

Fast and exciting game can be playedalmost. 
anywhere. Flexible steel wire attached to 
bracket rises up over table, suspends the 

regulation-size table tennis ball on a bouncy 
rubber thread. Hardboard table top measures 
32x24 inches. Set also includes tether and 
ball. Net, brackets, 2 paddles. Rules. 
79 М 65397C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... .Set $7.79 

Bye Bye Birdie 

magnetic motel 

$237 

Throw dice and place 
Birdie in his home. 
Beware, or your op- 
ponents will move in 
on the other side and 
your birdie flies away. 
First player to have 3 
birdies in a row wins. 
Ages 3 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz. 
49 N 65566 ....$2.37 

Fleep House 

from Parker Bros. 

$199 
1 First 

Players drop little balloon 
Fleeps down thechim- chine, 
ney; then try to guess 
where the Fleep is 
hiding. Each door can 
be opened to see if 
player guessed right. 
Made of high impact 

next 

Ring Around 

the Nosey 

$ 3" 

Elephant sits with 
nose in the air. Nose 
consists of 16 sec- 
tions each with a pic- 
ture of “goodie” on 
inside. Object is to 
complete your score 
card with 4 different 
“goodie” symbols in 
your color. Plastic. 
Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 
49 N 65531...$377 

a number from 1 
to 10. He pumps 
that number, then 

player takes 
over. Tension mounts 
as balloon grows . . 

A Game of crazy 

animal sounds 

Who You 

"The action is all in the head. 
Each player places 5 cards in 
his head-strap without peeking 
at them. He tries to identify 
animals by imitating the sound 
they make. For 3 to 6 players. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 N 65565 .......... $2.87 

Mr. Spin Head 
~ Cut 15% 

Wind him up . . watch him 
spin. Round and round he goes. 
Try to flip marble into his 
mouth before it spins past. If 
you do, point score tallies 
automatically, Starts and 
stops with touch of finger. 
Plastic, 18 marbles. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 N 65374......... $3.37 

Don't let figures on 

power tower tumble 

Four power towers each with 
2 power magnets. Roll the 
ball to determine which steel 
figure you attach to power 
tower. Skillful player is win- 
ner when his figures meet. 70 
steel figures in 10 shapes. Ages 
5 to 15. 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz. 
49 N 65569 

Bang nails into the box when 
spinner stops . . but don't break 
the balloons inside. Balloons 
become more confined as ad- 
ditional nails are pounded in. 
Chances for breaking increase. 
Plastic. For 2 to 4 players. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

49 м 65364........... $2.97 

Ka-Boom, you 

broke the balloon 

$387 

player 
Patient has hilarious ail- 

puts ments . . "doctor's" job 
on ma- is to operate. Pick a card 

then picks to determine operation and 
fee. "Doctor" probes to 
remove patient's funny 
bone and other parts. If 
you goof, everyone knows 
- . nose lights up, buzzer 
sounds. Ages 6 and up. Uses 

lastic. 16 Fleeps in- Ka-Boom! Plastic. 2 "D" batteries, order к Ака dto. Ballooo анана" below. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
Why not pick up the 2 to 4 players. For AS NGS OAB 252106376 
phone and order it? ages 5 to 12. "D" Batteries. Package of 
Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 6. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49 N 65512 ....$1.99 49 N 6503 ....$3.87 49 N 8405 ..... Pkg. $1.49 



furniture of their very own 
Samsonite Toys 

Great for parties, games or homework. 
ors, Durable, So fubrweight and ees washable. 
Plastic-edged particle-board top is 30 inches in diameter, 
1834 inches high, Unusual 17-inch high barrel-back chairs 
have seats 10%, inches from floor. Easy to assemble; table 
top clips to base. So easy to buy when you just use the 
phone. Tea set, Luv Pup not included. Tea Set sold on 
page 449. Luv Pup sold on page 437. 

qr ud 30x187/.-in. high Table and 2 Chairs. 
Partly assembled. Shipped by motor carrier or express. 

79N 90258. Shipping weight 26 lbs. ........ Set $25.49 

79 N 9025 1C—Extra Chair. Shpg. wt. 5Ibs...Each 6.91 

Solight. — 
Г E even А a 3 - 

v r >. | 4 can fol N 

AN D 

3-piece set T 

Folding Contemporary Design 
Tubular steel frames. molded plastic 

seats, wipe-clean vinyl table top 

$1999 | $1299 
5-piece set 3-piece set. 

Floral print table top of vinyl laminated to particle board. 
Tubular steel frame, legs finished in bronze-color enamel. 
Table measures 36x24x20-in. high. Folding chairs have 
mustard-color, molded polypropylene seats. 12x10x12 in. 
from floor. 5-pc. set sent motor carrier; express. Tea Set, 
"Teddy Bear not included. Tea Set sold on page 499. Teddy 
Bear sold on page 436. 

Set. 36x24x20-in. high table and 4 chairs. 
79 М 9026N— Partly assembled. Wt. 35 Ibs. . ..Set $19.99 
3-piece Set. 36x24x20-in. high table and 2 chairs. 
79 N 9026 1L— Partly assembled. Wt. 24 Ibs. ..Set 12.99 

79 м 90262C—Extra Chair. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. ..Each 4.99 

Maple-finished Colonial Designs made of Solid Hardwood [^] a 

Round Table has stain-resist $2995 е 

top, gracefully turned legs 

1 Sturdy hardwood tabletop has a plastic finish 
that lets you wipe up spills with a damp cloth. 

28-inch diameter table stands 21 inches high. Metal 
bolts for added support. Two matching spindle: 
back captain’s chairs with 11'/x12-inch seats stand 
127, inches from the floor. Partly assembled. 3- 
piece set sent motor carrier or express. Luv Pup 
(not included), sold on page 437. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
79N90116N-3-pc. Set. Wt. 32 Ibs. 
79N90117C-Extra Chair. Wt. 7 Ibs. 

23'/-inch Mate's Rocker $1085 
in graceful, comb-back style 

9, Comfortable rocker matches the colonial style 
table and chairs sold above. Made of rugged 

hardwood with smooth, non-toxic finish. Graceful- 
ly turned front legs and back spindles. Rocker 
stands 23%, inches high overall. 11x12-inch seat is 
11 inches from floor. Partly assembled. 
79 N 90169L—Shipping weight 9 pounds .$10.85 

———SMÀ— —————— ЗР 



IT'S A PUZZLEMENT 

Little Learners* Wood Puzzles 

$488 
Simple, vividly colored puzzles have only 12 pieces each. 
Set of 3 features popular cartoon characters Bugs Bun- 
ny, Porky Pig and Sylvester Cat. Completed wooden in- 
lay puzzles are 9x12 in. each. For ages 2 to 6. 
49 C 44812—Shippi ight 3 lbs. 9 oz. .......Set $4.88 
Cartoon characte 

isney Puzzle Blocks 

$249 
Each two-inch-square side of wood cube is part of a dif. 
ferent picture . . stack them 6 ways and see 6 scenes of 
Bambi, Peter Pan, Snow White and their other Disney 
friends. Fun for ages 2 to 6. From West Germany. 
49 C 44523—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 02. .............Set $249 
Wait Disney Charact © watt Disney Productions 

Pick Up and 
Peek Puzzles 

by Fisher Price* 

$287 
Brightly-colored wood puzzles have surprise picture un- 
der each piece. Pictures relate to piece removed, making 
each discovery a happy surprise. Puzzles have non-re- 
movable “easy lift" plastic knobs to help pick up pieces. 
For ages 3 to 6. 
49 C 44587—School Bus 
49 C 44588—Circus 
Shipping weight each 1 pound 10 ounces 

49 C 44589—Barn 

Each $2.87 

Disney Play Tiles 

$299 
Snap plastic tiles into pegboard to create pictures of 
Donald, Mickey, etc. Reusable pegtiles in 3 basic 
shapes and 4 bright colors (336 in all). Big 9\/,х11%- 
in. pegboard is mounted into an inclined plastic table 
easel. Instructions included. For ages 3 to 7. 
49 C 44596—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4.02......... 5299 
Disney Characters © Walt Disney Productions 

Сай pane scans by diim naisetediwical Cont 

NOW SHOWING 
AT HOME 

Click on your favorite film 
and lower the lights 

in your own "movie theater" 

A real Electric 
8mm Movie Projector 

* Durable, heavy duty steel construction 
e Simplified threading mechanism 
* Handles up to 200 ft. of any standard 8mm film 
* Includes a 50-foot Charlie Chaplin film 52488 

See famous features, home movies, neighborhood “productions” . . any standard 8mm film. Rapid 
motor rewind. Vertical tilt device for positioning on any screen. Manual framer centers scenes just 
right. 200-ft. take-up reel. 150-watt projection bulb. Blower cooled. 9x5x10 in. high. UL listed for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
49 С 16701—Shipping weight 7 pounds 6 ошпсез................ 

Extra 200-foot 8mm Film Shows. 
49 С 16703—Charlie Chaplin in "The Cops” _ 49 C 16706— Charlie Chaplin in “The Artist” 
49 C 16704—Laurel and Hardy in "Another Fine Mess" 
49 C 16705— Laurel and Hardy in "What a Pal" 
Shipping weight each 5 ounces 

Cassette Projector Sets 
You can show color movies and slides from cassettes—just snap 
опе into projector—no need to thread film. Removable screens 

ЧОЕТ: Set $24.88 

Each $4.49 

Cassette Movie Projector i 
set : z] 

$976 without 
batteries Dub е 

Show your movies anywhere—see pic- z: 
tures on the attached screen, or remove it 
and project up to 5-foot square pictures 
on the wall. Child can run film forward, 
backward, or hold it at a single frame. тм 
Projector includes 3 cassettes: Scooby- 
Doo, Josie & The Pussycats, Fat Albert | 
and The Cosby Kids. 12'/x5%/x8 inches | 
high. Plastic. Uses 3 "D" batteries (not | 
incl), order 2 pkgs. below. Ages 4 and up. 
49 С 16155—Wt. 2 lbs. 5 02...... Set $9.76 

Screen-a-Show Slide Projector Set 
set 

5616 = 
Just slip cassette in, turn knob, and the 
slide show is on! See pictures on both 
sides of screen, or remove it and project 
picture on wall. Five cassettes with 9 
shows including Sabrina, Archie, Harlem 
Globetrotters, Scooby-Doo, Josie & The 
Pussycats, The Hair Bear Bunch and 
Funky Phantom . . over 100 slides in all! 
13x7x5¥ in. high. Plastic. Uses 4 “р” 
batteries (not incl.), order 2 pkgs. below. 
Ages 4 to 10. 
49 С 16538—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ....Set $6.76 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 4653—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. ...Pkg. $1.39 



World Famous Buildings Sets 

Building method closely parallels 
modern construction techniques Realistic girder and panel 

design lets you simulate 
many of the world's First connect 

Lbeams most famous buildings, 
framework or create structures 

then fasten 
window panels 
to framework 

of your own design 

э їп addition to this 54-in. high replica of the 1050-pc. Girder $ 95 1 10-story Sears Tower, the world's tallest and Panel Set building, set includes plans for structures below 
One of the most exciting concepts ever 
in a building set—girder and panel con- 
struction—authentically simulates the 
most contemporary building methods. 
First you construct the framework, 
then add the windows. Follow the sug. ~ 
gestions to make realistic models of fa- таз es : P n mous modern buildings . . even those poe M. biota отем with extended upper stories and over- PENNE Comune = позва 
hanging walls! 

But don't stop there. Unleash your 
imagination and natural ability. Design 
and build your own original structures 
up to 5 feet tall (or long)! 

Set contains two 11'4-in, square 
hardboard bases, total of 1050 plastic 
beams, columns and vinyl window pan- 
els, plus project book. Ages 5 and up. United Nations Hotel Union Carbide Lever Bros. гыр еу рулей ЗУРЫ Building Brasilia Building Building 

760-piece Girder and Panel Set 
Builds many ofthe same Ф 1 299 

models as big set 

Enough beams, columns and window panels to build some of the models shown above exactly as big set does. (Builds others on a slightly smaller scale.) Includes 11%-in, square hardboard base, total of 760 plastic 
beams, columns and vinyl window panels, and project book. 
49N 16172—Ages 5 and up. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz, Set $12.99 

The biggest Erector" Set 
we've ever offered . . 

805 pieces . . lets you build projects 
you never dreamed possible Remote control 2-way hoist 3-speed motor 

units have оп. drives vehicles. сап power 
off, forward: operates booms 3 operations 

reverse controls and pulleys at once 

Includes one 3-speed motor, one 1-speed 
motor, 1 battery-powered remote control 

unit, 1 electric remote control unit f 

805-piece without ae $3999 m S 
Build a Texas tower with a dual-action crane powered by a 3-speed Giant 
motor which extends, then lifts cargo to deck . . while 1-speed motor T«r 
drives a helicopter's rotor and a radar screen, both mounted to tow- 
er deck! Build the giant T-crane, the steam derrick . . dozens of 
Others. This 805-piece super set gives you more possibilities than 
ever before. Includes 122x1'4-in. wide-beam steel girders plus а 
huge assortment of steel plates, pulleys, wheels and axles. Trans- 
former UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 1.5 watts. Not recom- 
mended for ages under 8. Uses 2 "D" batteries, not included . . FI 
order package below. Get this bit of Christmas shopping done—just 
dial Sears and order it right now. 
49 М 16069—Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 7 oz. ... ...Set $39.99 

Alkaline "D" Betteries. Package of two. 
49 N 46996—Shipping weight 11 ounces Package $1.45 
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Put Tigger, Winnie or Owl 
all together first 

and you're the winner 
Toss bean bags at rotating panels 

..if your aim is good, you can 

>e matching parts 

"e Toss?n Turn 5955 
Players or teams, if your aim is off, you'll get hilarious combinations such as: Winnie's head 

with Owl's body, or Tigger's tail with Owl's head. You can make any crazy combination 
you wish. Mom and Dad will want to join in the fun, too. Three bean bags. Overall mea- 

sures 13¥2x15¥%2x10¥%2 inches high. Plastic and metal. Helps develop dexterity. Any 

number can play, ages 3 and up. To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white 
pages under "Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call 

79 C 44656С —Shipping weight 6 pounds 

Child-sized 
Tether Ball f 

$987 

When your opponent 
bats the ball toward you, 
swing it back before it 

' 
- 

winds too far aroundthe @ 

А > Fisher-Price 
А Basketball 

$987 

Make a basket and 

а bell rings. Comes 

with basket and D х door play. Base measures А 
eec 144 inches in diameter, Take shots with ei- \ x ; weighted metal to help Ш ther 2 soft vinyl balls А - 1 prevent tipping. Metal or 2 colorful bean je is 30 RO TED " bags. Backboard also pole is 38 inches high. — 
serves as a scoreboard veu ткы чай 

i 7 à suspended by with built-in coun Shooter Pool $1287 hb over Dove LEM 
ыз к ск. Hoe and parents cannot walk Made of plastic, Set up cue ball on shooter platform, set and aim тунш o 

pole. For indoor or out- 

by without taking a hardboard. Measures shooter and press lever to shoot. Direct balls into pes at it. Е , 149» x 142 x 24% any of 4 holes by moving shooter from side to side. memi acci oy inches high. Ages 3 Felt surface, plastic and metal construction. Elastic OR M. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 
to 8 years. rails for bank and combination shots. Measures 79c $9.87 

Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 214x224 x3'/s inches high. Ages 3 and up. 

79 C 44424С... $9.87 79 C 44683C —Shipping weight 7 Ibs. $1287 

Catalo page scans bv chhrisinias тигана Go 



Little Carpenter's Shop 
. . «make a tool box id iid 

Els 15х6%4х7-їпсһ des box first, so 
you can carry your Саа nae 
bae YOU GET: Ro cp f 

FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 1966—Wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. .Set $7.95 

TL X 

12-piece Tool Set $295 
with metal box 5 

Assorted tools designed for construc- 
tive, educational play. 
WHAT YOU СЕТ; Hand saw, ples. 2 
рихи cpi кА ы blades, 
hammer, 
ruler, pem ef sand 
Metal 3 gain. deo. ual 
shows 
FOR AGES: HS SE cela; 
"Peer INFO: Wt. 4 lbs. 6 oz. 
49 N 19151 .............. Set $5.95 

7-piece Tool Set $34 pote eee d Сеара ids 
with cardboard box CK e DN S HN E Pigs 

Child-sized tools for little craftsmen. б ттт $ 
WHAT YOU GET: 944-inch hammer, pli- FOR AGES: 8 years and older. 
ers, saw with 3 blades, gee ORDERING INFORMATION: 
screwdriver, ruler, pencil, 2 pieces o! Wood shown is not included. 
seepe ача carrying box. weight 6 pounds. 
Manual explains how to use each 49N2198.......... seco Set 89.99 
FOR AGES: 6 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. So easy to buy when you just 
49 N 19152..............: Set $3.49 use the phone 

Treasure Detector. . . use it to detect most buried metal $] 599 уед £ 

Search beaches or woods for buried coins or jewelry. You 

Our most complete Home Workshop. . . 
has a workbench, 18 working tools, 
and a 24-page instruction booklet 

$2699 
(Workbench also available without tools) Square with 

= built-in level 

Coping DA 
and 3 blades 

WHAT YOU GET: Solid pine frame work- 
— in. Hen. Solid Le 
top hardboard lower storage 

Ted on the (s 

when you 
buy workbench with ro aon met included 
VENE адада 24-page in- 

FOR A AGES: 8to 14 ун 
ORDERING INFORMATION Partly as- 
sembled. Wood shown is not included. 
Workbench with tools shown above. 
79 М 2263C—Wt. 26 lbs. ...Set $26.99 

Workbench without tools. 
79 М 19052C—Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs. $15.47 

Carpenter's Set. . . 
12 tools plus a 

sturdy wooden chest 
to store them in 

WHAT YOU GET: Tools come in a 
13x9! wooden chest. 

FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
can even use detector underwater by wrapping itin a plastic ORDERING INFO: Uses 4 “AA” batteries, not 
bag and sealing with tape for protection. included, idee paast [ipo 
HOW IT WORKS: Sensor triggers indicator when base is over i ight 2 pounds 6 
most kinds of metal. BON 2310....................... $15.99 

CONSTRUCTION: Solid state, no tubes to burn out. Base aU um 
гае, 8h EE in diameter, with a molded handle. Also “АА” Batteries. Package of 4. without handie 

luded is a extension handle. High- EDAM weight ounces. 

black with gold-color trim. Includes a treasure map. түт Package 99с es 497 
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Western adventure 
aboard the 

Weebles West Train 

5866 

So many fun things 
to do at the HOUSE 
AT POOH CORNERS 

Pooh, Tigger and Christopher Robin 
are roly-poly Weebles 

$1395 

At this fun place to play, Pooh, Ti and Christopher can do just about 
anything; swim, rock, drive, picnic, sleep, see-saw or swing. 
WHAT YOU GET: Styrene cottage 141/4x934x8!4-in. high when closed, with 
carrying handle plus swing, see-saw, slide, pool, car, rocking chair, bed and 
picnic table. Three plastic Weebles: Pooh, Tigger and Christopher Robin. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years old. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, instructions included. 
49 C 44023—Shipping weight 4 pounds .. 13.95 
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Football 
Helmet 

Taitai pace scans by cheisihiaxnmrsetedimical Gon 

Blaze new trails 
with this 7-pc. 
Camping Set 

(16thru 20) Bop Bags. Hit 'em hard 
knock 'em down . . . they'll just keep coming 
back up for more. 
CONSTR: Thick vinyl bags. Bottoms weight- 
ed with sand. Use indoors or out. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
STYLES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
Sent deflated. Inflate by mouth or with hand 
pump (not included). 

(16) Snoopy as Joe Cool. 36 inches tall. 
49 N 28529—Shipping weight 3 lbs. . $3.33 

MU Spider-Man. Clear vinyl. 48 inches 
tal 
49 N 28569—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. ..$3.88 

(18) Superman with articulated arms 
48 inches tall. 
49 N 28553—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. ..$4.88 

(19) Mickey Mouse Ball and Ring Toss 
3-dimensional arms hold ring toss. Includes 3 
rings for ring toss; 3 balls for basketball. Give 
Mickey a nudge and he's a moving target. 36 
inches tall. 
49 N 28543—Shpg. wt. 3lbs. .......94.99 
(20) Batman with Boxing Gloves. Bat- 
man stands on his own weighted legs. In 
cludes a pair of vinyl inflatable boxing 
gloves. 48 inches tall. 
49 N 28563—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 12 02. .$5.99 
Snoopy® United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 1958. 1971 
Spider-Man) Marvel Comics Group 
Superman € /omics Inc 

NFL Sport Locker Mickey ̂ it Disney Productions atman® DC Comics Inc 
Locker (14) 250^ $1899 

(21) Boxing Gloves 
and Skip Rope Set 

SET INCL: 2 prs. of котен soft black and 
white vinyl. Padding бола М Nylon 
сей wrists. 84-in. Peu, 

FOR AGES: 4 and uj 
49N29291—Wt. 1 Tib. 8o2.. Set $6.97 

Includes 
clothes 
rod and 
storage 
space 

Barbell 

оп Sport Locker (14) when you 
also buy Football Set (15) 

Locker (14) 

бык sis 
Va) eg ges 

Hand Grips 
Jump Rope 

— 

(22) Junior Exercise Set 
SET INCLUDES: Barbell, 4 dumbbell weights, stretch 
cord, 2 hand grips, 1 jump rope. 34-inch metal bar, 4 
collars. Rigid, molded plastic weights fill with water or 
sand; approximately 4 pounds each when full. Weights 
have handles for use without bar. 

79N 28021C— O Shipping Sues 5 Ibs. Set $9.99 

It's fun to 
exercise with 

the 4-in-1 Junior 
Weightlifting Combo 

SPORTS TOYS 
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Sing your own songs or play your favorite records and sing along 

on the pro-like mike with these Portable Phonographs 

(1) Play your own "top ten" records or 
interview friends, you create the program 
with your Disc Jockey Phonograph Set 

With headphones, microphone records 
nd omgammingbosts ^ $2095 dies 

Sing along, interview your friends and even make up your own 
commercials to "broadcast" through the professional-lookii 
mike. . . sound is amplified. Includes plastic headphones wit 

dded earcups for private listening pns erasable 2814х16-іп. 
Eish programming board to plan the day's broadcasts. 
PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid state chassis. Si iom monaural 
turntable plays your 334% and 45-rpm records. Built-in 4-inch 
speaker. Synthetic sapphire needle. On/off volume control. 
Built-in 45-rpm adapter. 
CONSTRUCTION: White laminated chipboard cabinet with black 
lastic trim. Plastic microphone. Headphone and microphone 

Jacks. 14%х12%%х4 in. high. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 
Five-foot cord with flared safety plug. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty, Note below. 
61 С 2946C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ..$29.95 

(2) Sing-along to your favorite records or 
make amplified announcements to all 

your friends with this Portable Phonograph 
With sing-along 
microphone $2395 

Set of eight colorful, pressure-sensitive decals are included to 

decorate your record player. Sing-along plastic microphone. 
PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid-state chassis. Single-play monaural 
turntable plays 3344 and 45-rpm records. Built-in 4-inch speak- 

er. Synthetic sapphire needle. On/off volume control. Built-in 
45-rpm adapter. 
CONSTRUCTION: Red and white plastic cabinet with snap-on 
cover. Microphone jack. 13vgx4Vgx954 inches deep. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 
5-foot cord with flared safety plug. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty, Note below. 
61 С 2905—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 8 oz. .............923.95 

(3) - You can be the rock star with this 
Compact Stereo Phonograph with monaural 

AM/FM radio and two speakers 
Pro-like microphone lets you sing along or just 

amplify your voice through both speakers 

With $6295 guitar not 
microphone included 

Sing VAS your records and hear yourself through both 
speakers. Or, use plastic mike (included) without playing a rec- 
ord to hear how great you sound by yourself. 
PHONOGRAPH: Stereo. 100% solid state chassis. Single-play 
stereo plays all 334% and 45-rpm records. Synthetic sapphire 
needle. Volume, balance and tone controls with AM/FM radio/ 
phono selector. 45-rpm adapter. 
AM/FM MONAURAL RADIO: Slide-rule tuning dial. 
SPEAKER SYSTEM: 4-inch speaker in each 7ex11V4x4!Yjs-inch 
deep enclosure. Each speaker has 9-foot cable. 
CONSTRUCTION: White plastic cabinet with brushed bronze- 
color trim. Smoke-colored plastic dust cover. Jacks for micro- 
phone and stereo headphones. 13/4x47/46x101 4s inches deep. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed. 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 5¥-ft. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See warranty, Note below. 
61 C 2932—Shipping weight 12 pounds ...........-- $62.95 

Full 90-day Warranty on Phonographs, Console Stereos and 
Headphones: For 90 days from date of purchase, Sears will repair 
any defect in material or workmanship free of charge. Limited War- 
ranty on all parts: After 90 days from the date of purchase and up to 
one year, Sears will furnish. free of charge, a replacement part for any 
defective part. You pay for labor. To obtain warranty service, simply 
return phonograph and headphones to the nearest Sears store or 
Service Center throughout the United States: to obtain warranty serv- 
ice on console stereos, contact the nearest Sears store or Service 
Center throughout the United States. This warranty gives you specific 
legal rights. and you may also have other rights which vary from state 
to state. 

NOTE: Not recommended for children under 3 years of age without 
adult supervision. 

* 
аып раза scans by ciitimas шиже ийсе on 

(4and 5) CONSTR: Walnut-grained Xon on 
hardboard shelves. Steel frame with brass-look fin- 
ish. Plastic casters. 3 removable record dividers. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipped unassembled. 

4) Cart without speaker shelves 
leasures 21x12!2x19 inches high. 

61 С 4588C—Shipping weight 11 Ibs. .....$14.95 

5) Cart with speaker shelves 
wo swing-up 12x11-inch metal shelves. Overall 

45х121/5х19 inches high with shelves open. 
61 С 4589C—Shipping weight 12 Ibs. .....$17.95 

Portable 
Stereo Carts 

Each with the capacity to 
hold up to 100 LP’s 

SOUND SHOP 
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FOR INDOOR OR OUTDOOR USE.. 

Game Table and 2 Stools 
are plastic coated 

The Chase is on. . 3-D portable Safari Hunt 

This make-believe jungle is alive with "wild" animals and 
"big game" hunters. Spin the spinner and capture your 
prey. Put him in your compound cage and don't let him 
escape as you continue your hunt. Vinyl game board. Com- 
plete with 4 hunters, 9 animals, spinner, safari storage 
stockade and instructions. Ages 4 to 9. 
49 М 65573—Shipping weight 2 pounds 13 ounces .. $4.99 

Includes over 100 games 
Action-packed games to play solitaire or with friends. Set includes Checkers, Pyra- 
mid, Dial Bingo and many more. Solidly constructed corrugated fiber board (not 
wood or hardwood) game table and 2 stools are plastic-coated with a stain-resistant 
finish. Just wipe clean with damp cloth. 30x18%x13%-in. table folds flat for easy 
storing. 9%-in. high stools support up to 200 Ibs. Use.table on the beach, for auto 
trips, picnics, or indoor play. All games come complete with game parts and instruc- 
tions. Game pieces fit into bottom of stool for storage when not in use. 
79 N 65567C—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

Open the game board, a 3-D farm pops up 

Players compete to be the first to place miniature animals, 
milk maid and farmer in their homes. Farm complete with 
farmhouse, barn, silo and pens for the animals. When fin- 
ished, just fold it away. 22 plastic farm miniatures and 
animal spinner card. For 1 to 4 players. .. Set $4.99 
49 N 655 13—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces . . $3.39 

Chinese Checkers 5299 
An ever popular game. Reverses for regular 
checkers. 18-inch diameter metal board is 1% 
inches thick. Pull-out drawers hold 60 mar- 
bles, 24 checkers. From Japan. 
79 М 65143C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. . .$2.99 

Mystery Date Game $287 
by Milton Bradley 

Try to collect right cards to complete date-time 
outfits. Lucky one opens door, meets date . . 
dance, skiing. 2 to 4 players, ages 8 to 14. 
49 N 65035—Shpg. wt. 11Ь. 12 02........ $2.87 

Your America Game 3229 

Answer questions about American history 
and famous Americans, move peg across 
scorecard. Over 300 questions and answers. 
49 N 65497—Shipping weight 2 lbs. . $2.99 

SOMETHING SPECIAL 

CUT 15%. Ten Commandments Bible 
Pig in the Garden 222 

No-reading . . ideal for preschoolers. Spin dial 
to fill garden with colorful plastic food that 
plastic pig loves best. Beware of pig . . some 
spins bring him out to gobble vegetables. Vinyl 
mat playing surface. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 65285—Shpg. wt. 11Ь. 2 02......... $2.99 

Сай pace scans by diaman maaleina con 

Trouble. . press and chase 2208 

All plastic chase game for 2 to 4 players. Press 
Pop-O-Matic® cube shaker and move your 
"men" around playing board. Land on oppo- 
nent and he goes back to start. Age 5 and up. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 65368—Shipping weight 1 lb $2.65 

Game. Educational for all faiths. Meet a 
Good Samaritan . . cross the River Jordan 
. . or lose your "silver" to thieves. Even 
adults will love this game. 2 to 6 players. 
49 М 65302-Shpg. wt. 218. 8 от. ... $3. 
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You've never seen such realism e а 
іп Game-room Hockey before x > deer plastic shine 

protect spectators 

Center ice puck- 

drop swings away 
automatically 

Scoreboard has 20-minute 
timer that really works . . even 
shows your league standings 

Movable puckdrop at 
lets you face-off 

anywhere on ice 

Crystalline 
plastic playing 

surface .. so 
amazingly realistic 

it almost looks cold 

Doll-like 3-0 players 
are hand-painted . . 

you can even curve the 
blades of their sticks 

You control every move on this $4999 
48x30-inch оп-раск le 

Each action 

lever controls Family Cup Hockey. You're in the thick of the action as you push, 
one player pull and twirl rods to skate, pass and shoot at the goal. This table 

height game is as solidly-built and as beautifully-finished as a piece 
of fine furniture. Automatic indicator pops up to show goal scored 

Made of beautifully-finished . . push indicator down to eject puck from the net. Three fast-action 
solid моод. . weighs 35 pounds roller pucks. 32 inches high. Sent by motor carrier or express. 
so it stands steady as a desk 79 N 65705N—Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 40 Ibs. $49.99 

DAY-NITE $2499 
ELECTRIC FOOTBALL ; 

You control direction of 22 men on 
floodlighted. 40x25-inch metal field 

Use dial on the base of every player to "program" them to 
move indir l it or forward . . throt any offen- 
sive or defensive pattern. Then watch as blocking forms and 

hole" opens . . pick out safest route and run your half- 
back through with Play Action Control rod as defensive oppo- 
nent moves linebacker up for the tackle. Each team has eleven 
3-D players plus quarterback for passing and kicking. With 
sprint track, timer. 32 in. high, legs fold. UL listed, 110-120-v., 

Jses 2 “D” batteries—order pkg. below. 
79 М 65702L—Shipping weight 13 pounds ..........924.99 
49 N 8412—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 4. Wt. 11b. ...Pkg. 3.29 



It’s a snap to build 
undreds of moving toys 
with our exclusive 

Mattel's Putt-Putt™ m VALUE! 
Work Train is pullin’ in T 
with wind-up engine | v 5897 

| Only 
S. 

and a working crane 

What a 
locomc 

at value. Your child is the engi 
ve hauls the flatcar a 

erful windup 
nt yard clear 

here, he can mount the working 

) wooden blocks onto the flatcar 
е country 

e on its tower 
clear things aroun 
Vehicles, crane апе 

Plastic crane tower 
Ideal for children a 

To « the easiest way, look 
under "Sears, Roebuck and Co. 
49 C 44238—Shipping weight 4 pc 

parts 
ic track inch 

th Korea 
phone book white pages 
ales" for number to call. 

Set $8.97 

Build a clock with gears that mesh and hands that turn . oras Ойша with 
bee oh Ms Sest: AW c Dole ol ethers’ Flandieda: MATOS Кошалы: 915 mma p-to- 
gether blocks (roof tiles, windows, doors, beams) plus 112 wheels, tires, gears. 
49 C 16635— Plastic. Shipping weight 6 pounds. Ages 3 and шр................ Set $12.99 $ g $ 
846-piece Set. Includes а total of 790 blocks, roof tiles, windows, doors plus а 56-ріесе 
assortment of wheels, tires and gears. Plastic. For ages 3 and up, 
АР cope metto pounds анаа оня Каа] Set 59.99 

nie operated Train plus 40-piece Village 

Build castles, towers, bridges and all kinds of А pe $ 99 
_ non-moving projects with these Lego Building Sets 5 

-pii * You're the engineer as locomotive tugs tender, hopper car and 

JD e. $699 28s TRR $499 + boose u-u-up the trestle track. Once over the top. e hefty frei 
barrels down and around the curve. Then train swings into the out 

iit your fancy. Cardboard village 
ailroad signs and put-together 

ice Med acai 01 dis 625 Lego building blocks plus a total of 40 roof and ridge tiles, 
windows and doors. Plastic. For ages 3 and up. 
әс панн weight 3 pounds 12 ounces ............. ааа Set $6.99 

395-piece Set. Includes 375 Lego building blocks plus a total of 20 roof and ridge tiles, 
windows and doors. Plastic. For ages 3 and up. 
49 C 16638—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce... Set $4.99 

504 [Sears] i555. 

Тыр Dade scans by dieisimasniseteciical on 

2. Wt. 5 oz. Pkg. 99 



ШЕ ПЕДВМЕН$] bring you  ; 

Memory Match tests child's memory 

as he tries to find which sliding key 

hides the correct picture or word 

$699 
One child challenges another to remember which sliding key hides the 

matching picture. Other games advance to matching pictures and words 

(child sees if he's right by checking picture under the printed word). 

Also play games matching rhyming words, like pail and tail. 

Six games in all, printed on three sturdy cards. Each tests and helps 

develop child's memory and concentration. Plastic case with scorekeep- 

er measures 14/Ax11/2x214 inches high. Ages 3 to 8. From Singapore. 

"To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages under 

“Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 

49 N 16579—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces . 

Pick-A-Pair 
Introduces preschoolers to multiple-choice- 
type reasoning with nursery-rhyme pictures 

$399 
A multiple-choice game for preschoolers that 
asks which pictures are the same . . are related 
. . or are missing from the nursery rhyme picture 
card. Child selects one of 4 answers pictured in 
the windows, pushes button under his answer 
and—only if he's right—card moves forward to 
the next question. 40 questions on 5 cards. High- 
impact plastic unit with spring-action mechanism 
measures 7x8x1/4 inches deep. Instructions are 
included. Ages 3 to 6. From Japan. 
49 М 16604—Shipping weight 1 Ib. .........$3.99 

494 
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Toys for fun and learning 

Make new games 
with extra cassettes 

“Talking Colors 
and Numbers” 

Set of 2 Cassettes 

"Talking Neighbors” 
Set of 2 Cassettes 

$6.99 

ттш гу JOL 
Magic Answer Machine 

Demonstrates how words are made 
from individual letters 

$399 
Makes learing to spell a fun and sim- 
ple game. Put picture card into slot, 
name the picture, then push first but- 
ton. First letter of word will appear on 
screen. Pushing other buttons com- 
pletes word. 24 pictures and words on 
12 cards. Plastic. 7x2V2x4 in. high. For 
children ages 3 to 7. From Japan. 
49 N 16509—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. -$3.99 

Arithmetic Card Set. For machine 
above. 96 problems to solve. 
49N 16608—Shpg. wt. 6 ог... Set $1.49 

Animal Talk" . . names and 
sounds of 16 animals 

"Clock Talk" . . tells what 
time the hands show 

Each $499 
without 
battery 

See, hear and learn 
with Easy Talk Sets 

(1 and 2) Each set includes player and 2 cassettes. 
Snap in cassette, turn pointer to any picture and press 
button, Plastic players each 744x6x3" inches high. 
Each uses 1 "C" battery, order package below. Extra 
cassettes sold below. For ages 4 to 7. From Japan. 

Animal Talk. Names and sounds of 16 animals. 
49 № 16011—Shpg. wt. 11b. 12 02... Set $4.99 

2 Clock Talk. One cassette tells time every hour, the 

other in five-minute intervals. 
49 М 16508—Shpg. wt. 1 1. 9 oz. ... Set $4.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of six. 
49 N 46994—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Pkg. $1.49 

(3 and 4) Extra Cassettes. Fit (1) or (2) above. 

Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
(3) 49 N 16398—Colors, Numbers. Set of 2 . . Set $1.99. 

..Set 1.99 (4) 49 N 16397 —Neighbors. Set of 2 

Adds, subtracts, 
multiplies and 

divides 
when child 
turns knobs 

$199 

Mini-Calculator 

Turn dial and problem appears in window. Child gives 

answer, then slides answer window open to see if he's 
right. Calculator adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides 
any two numbers from 1 to 9, Even gives answers in 

fractions or decimals. Plastic. 6х7х'% in. Singapore. 

49 М 1603 1—Ages 5 to 8. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $1.99 

World Globe 
9-inch diameter steel 
globe in full color 

$399 
Your child learns as this lit- 
tle "world" turns. It's accu- 
rate in every detail. In- 
cludes marked meridian 
guide and zodiac on base. 
11 in. high. Ages 6 and up. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 

49N 16111 $3.99 



Very active Pull'n Push Toys fascinate youngsters 
— A) 

« v 
^ oon a Winnie's on wheels . . Fun-action Corn Popper on wheels 

ur S Winnie-the-Pooh "Popcorn" balls jump, make popping sound 
Pull-Mee™ $387 

He makes happy 
whirr sounds Hear wooden "popcorn" balls hit 

turns side-to-side sturdy plastic dome as toy is pushed. 

when he's pulled Pasien vaa 

А одын бөзү Wood bese has Plastic ек 
$495 Measures бМх8% inches high. Recom- 

mended for ages 1 to 3. es 

Watch cute, squeezable 49 C 44621—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 02.$3.87 = 

Winnie in the driver's seat. 
As you pull the toy along, 
you'll see him turn from side а 
сииас atch colorful balls roll and 
Tigh Me dolest Hore lack inside Zoodle Snail's 
mended for ages 1 to 4 years. clear shell 
To order the easiest way, look 
in your phone book white 
pages under Sears, Roebuck 
and Co., Catalog Sales” for 
number to call. 
DESDE (rh 

49 С 44164. 

It's fun to take him along . . 
| Digger™ the Dog “walks” with you . . 

he's over a foot long 

T $547 This happy snail rolls on balls instead of wheels. When Zoodle is 
pushed or pulled, colorful plastic balls roll inside his durable clear 
shell. Pull cord is removable. Made of durable polypropylene olefin 
and clear plastic. 1176x6V inches high. For ages 2 to 4. 
49 C 45271—Shipping weight 1 pound lY gm 17) 

Digger the Dog is more than a pull toy. Just pull his leash and he actually walks alongside 
or in front of you. His legs move up and down while he rolls along on plastic wheels. 
Measures 13x6x5 inches high. Plastic. Recommended for ages 2 to 6. 
49 C 44061—Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ошпсез.............................. $547 

The famous Chatter Phone EI iw те наа 
|, phone chatters and го 

Watch its eyes roll, hear it chatter and ring its eyes as it's pulled along. 

Receiver lifts. Painted wood; 
non-toxic plastic receiver and 
balloon wheels. Cord is elas- 
ticized. Measures 644x7 Vox 
inches high. Recommended 
for ages 2 to 6. Why not pick 
up the phone and order it? 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
4964436......... $377 

E. Pull Goofy Walker as Goofy Guy rides 
a Arms and legs wave as you tug to add to the fun 

Chatter This wacky, wonderful horse and his egg-shaped saddle pal are ап 
—— active pair your youngster will love. Goofy Walker horse lifts all 

fours and puts them down as he is pulled. Goofy Guy cowboy can 
pelo Wd ride in the saddle or wobble along as he is pushed separately on 

se "ы foot. Made of plastic with yarn hair, mane and tail. Measures 8x 
44x74 inches high. For ages 156 to 5. 

оде 49 С 45282—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ошпсез............ $4.98 

Culsiba vage scans by chrisiniaa nmarsetechnical oon 



Hobby and craft projects 
for the whole family 

Traditional Indian-style Jewelry Kit with simulated 
turquoise and a genuine Indian arrowhead 

Capture the look and feel of the jew- 
elry made by the American Indians. 
WHAT YOU GET: Authentic hand- 
carved arrowhead made by Apache 
Indians, imitation turquoise (blue 
howlite), and various jewelry set- 
tings. 1 Таш glue and instructions. 

ТҮРҮНҮН 

Rolling Stones 
Rock Tumbler™ Kit 

$1599 
Make your own jewelry, or grind and 

instructions. Record ci 

t, 2 pins, 2 cuff links, tie 

sures 1334x6V2x5!4 inches high. 

Not recommended for ages under 10. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 2215—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs... 

Refill Kit. Includes agate rocks, }; 
grinding grits and 

49 N 2216—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

You can make it yourself . . 

polish 
pons Do exhibition. Aside from the DM 

'ou'll have in making decorative jewelry, 
А youre encor lea: 

WHAT YOU GET: Electric tumbler with two 
plastic barrels. Agate rocks, jade, grindii 

its, polish, jewelry mountings, g! glue a x 

THINGS YOU CAN. MAKE: 2 key chains, 2 
rings, bar. 
CONSTRUCTION: ABS plastic tumbler mea- 

[ano INFORMATION: Tumbler has a 
-duty motor. UL listed; 110-120-volt, 

bo ers C. Draws 25 watts. 6-foot cord. 

Deluxe Jewelry Craft Kit 
Includes 

polished precious and 
Semi-precious stones 

may find to learn 
diem Ter EY and ology ble-bar- $899 
relled tumbler can grind and polish at the 
T time, letting you work two stages at the achievement of setting pol- 

stones into mountings to make 
ad glittering masterpieces. You 

wear them you: or give them 
to fo friends or family as gifts, 
WHAT YOU GET: Over 200 stoi 
cluding emeralds, amethy: 

varieties of agate, all in vari- 
ous shapes and sizes. Also includes 
twelve jewelry settings, glue and 
complete instructions. 
THINGS YOU CAN MAKE: A set of 
two a tie bar, two adjusta- 
ble rings, two brooches, three pen- 
dants with chains, a keychain anda 
bracelet with dangle. 
FOR ae Recommended for young 
artisans 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 20224 ............ Kit $8.99 

Fashion your own Indian-style crafts 

$499 

THINGS YOU CAN MAKE: Two pen- 
dants, a key chain, adjustable ring, 
brooch, and a bolo tie to give you that 
just-off-the-ranch Western look. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
4982143 ... erre Kit $4.99 

Squash Blossom Jewelry Kit makes 
an exquisite necklace and bracelet 

The Na: 
Шегі pre 

jo Indians modeled much of 
ry CE Á push blossom. 

йг е more 
Чуй kit ey you simulate this 
prin traditional design. 
WHAT YOU GET: 10 hand-tooled metal 
castings, imitation turquoise beads 
(over 100) in various shapes and sizes, 

. beautiful jewelry 

Gemstone Jewelry Kit 
Over 75 polished gemstones 

give the 
rough-hewn beauty of nature 

$549 
What could be more natural than 
jewelry you make yourself with 
Stones that are taken from the earth 
un Joe meer! This kit lets you be 

E YOU c GET: Over 50 minia- 
ture gems and 25 j -size gems. 
Also nine jewelry mountings, ten 

caps, cas! lue, com- 
plete instructions, geode 
of agate for you to 
THINGS You ым МЕЛ Two key 

„ brace- 
let, fe teat ines m 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shippii t 10 ounces. 

49N 2018............ Kit $5.49 

Phone ordering's a quick 
and easy way to buy 

9 19 

ball chains, end rings, neck hook, 
epoxy glue, bracelet clasp, work tray 
and complete instructions. 
THINGS YOU CAN MAKE: Necklace 
and matching bracelet. 
FOR AGES: 8 to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 1987—Wt. 1 lb. .... Kit $9.49 



Turn handle to 
raise cars to top 

watch them race down TreeTots the winding track Sky Coaster™ 

Thrill to this 
giant amusement 

Closes tor park ride 
easy storage 

- 
Bell rings as you raise Woodrow, Fern and their cars up spiral road. 
Cars speed down track, thru tunnel, over bumps to finish line. Pussywil- 
low and Campy can watch from revolving restaurant. 
WHAT YOU GET: 17-inch high plastic sky coaster with revolving restau- 
rant, track, tunnel, 2 racing cars and 4 TreeTot characters. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. 
49 C 44318—Shipping weight 4 pounds .....,.............. $10.97 

"2 " 

sail t * D Vt 
a interior, 
sound, mechanical 

oce Sm 
opens ES crow’s nest 

Tots hurry > j á TreeTot chi 
down chute ЩЩ FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
to waiting w] ORDER INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs, 10 oz. fire truck j 49C44268 ............ $8.74 

Use PHA. with 
sets on or 

WHAT YOU GET: Police 
roup with Patrolmen 

Beny and Bobbie, Herbie 
and motorcycle the 

DU dE when 

e m o л 
i ushed. Fire group with 

pole ond fre groupe Firemen oe ‘and ve 

stairs thru fire truck with working 
‘swivel extension ladder. bell and swivel extension 

WHAT YOU GET. 15-inch high A P FOR AGES: 1/2 to 5 
fire truck, catch net, 7 pieces years. e 
FOR AGES; 2 to 6 ORDERING INFO: 
ORDERING INFORMATION: УРЕ, wt. 11b. 4 oz. 
79 C 44324 49 C 44253 ..Set $5.95 

Tanglefoot Rabbit and 
his Carrot Car" 

$244 

1) Tanglefoot Rabbit and his Carrot Carrw , 
is Richard Scarry character can be used with 

other Puzzletown centers or by itself. 
WHAT YOU GET: S*4-inch long car and Tangle- 
foot. Made of plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44082—Shipping wt. 4 oz. .......... $2.44 

g Lowly Worm's Apple Car and Market™ 
[elp Lowly Worm set up his Puzzletown® market, 

then take apart and rearrange over and over. 
WHAT YOU GET: 6x6-in. plastic base with parts for 

а making market, Apple Car with clear, hinged door 
Lowly Worm's Apple and Lowly Worm. Plastic, hardboard. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
Car ^54 d ORDERING INFORMATION: 

49 C 44086—Shipping wt. 14 oz.......... $4.44 

REMEMBER! You can order items on pages 8, 9, 14 thru 17B, and 423 to 598 from now until AUGUST 31, 1978 492 
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Deluxe Tripod 
Archery Set 

(1) 3-way Pitch Net 
Curved frame gives back pitch- 
es as flies, grounders or direct 
return without adjusting net. 
Tubular steel frame is 38x56 in. 
high, yellow baked-enamel fin- 
ish. White nylon net attached 
with steel springs. Red-marked 
strike zone. 2 steel ground 
stakes support frame. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 
Instr. incl. Ball not incl. 
Shipping weight 7 lbs. 

79 N 28063С........ $12.99 

3-way Pitch Net with Bell 
Same as (1) but bell rings when 
pitch hits. Wt. 7 Ibs. 
79 N 28062C ... .$14.99 

(2) Ring-A-Bell Pitch Net 
FRAME, NET: Tubular steel 
frame is 38x38 in. square. Ny- 
lon net with strike zone marked 
in red. Adjustable bell in strike 
area rings when your pitch hits. 
Bright-colored frame, white net. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 

ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 
Instr. incl. Ball not incl. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
79 N28103C ......... $8.99 

Ring-A-Bell Adjustable 
Pitch Net 

«> о 

Mr. Quarterback™ 
Football Passer 

(3) Archery Set 
Bow, break-resistant fiber glass 
with ABS plastic grip, 42 in, 
when straight, incl. string cord 
bow string. Arrows, four 18-in. 
lacquered, crested and fletched 
wood arrows with suction cup 
tips. Hardboard Target, 
22V2x22 in., 4-color regulation 
markings. Wood tri 
FOR AGES: б years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 N 29773С...... Set $5.99 

(4) Bataway™ 
Pitching Machine 

Battery-powered arm pitches 
ball approx. 15 ft. every 10 sec- 
onds. Adjustable pitching 
heights. Automatic shut-off. 
CONSTR: Plastic and metal. 33 
in. high. Incl. 30-in. plastic bat, 
6 reg. size plastic baseballs. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 13 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 
Instr. incl. Uses 4 “Р” batteries, 
not incl., order pkg. below. 
Shipping weight 6 pou: Ave 

79N28066C........ $19 

"D" Batteries. Package of a 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

49 N 46995 .. Package $1.87 

Bugs Bunny® 4-pc. Drum Set 
with 16-inch bass drum 

Slip ina 454pm 
record, close lid 

E-Z Play single-speed Phono 
with automatic tone arm. 

(6) Bugs Bunny® 4-pc. Drum Set 
16-in. bass drum with foot pedal, 9-in. 
tom-tom, 6-in. tambourine, 8-in. curled 
cymbal, two 10-in. wood sticks. Steel 
drums with break-resistant Tyvek* plas- 
tic heads. Steel cymbal, pedal. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instr. 
79 М 6670 1C—Shpz. wt. 6 lbs. ..$9.99 
"Reg. DuPont T M. 
Bugs Bunny& 1974 Warner Bros. Inc. 

7) EZ Play single-speed Phono 
m record (not incl.) on 
one arm automatically 

. Yellow plastic. Solid 
state. тел sapphire tipped needle. 2- 
in. speaker, 9x512x234 in. high. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Instr. Uses 2 “С”, one 9-v. 
battery, not incl., order pkgs. below. Or- 
der replacement needle, p. 499. 
49 N 66684—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. . $9.95 

(8) 50 All-time Favorites. 10-record set 
incl. songs and stories like "Rubber 
Ducky”, “Puff the Magic Dragon", more. 
For ages 3 to 10 
49N 666 18—Shpg. w wt. 1 Ib. Set $4.95 

(9) Looney Tunes. 7-record set fea- 
turing Bugs Bunny, Daffy puc; Road 
Runner, others. For ages 4 to 
49 N 669 16—Shpg. SD. Sa $4.95 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(11) Denim-look 5-piece Drum Set 
with 18-inch bass drum 

Play the "blues" and other rhythms with 
blue denim motif trap drum set. 

INCL: One booming 18-in. bass drum with 
foot pedal, 9-in. tom-tom, 6!4-in. tom- 
tom, 11-in. curled cymbal, percussion 
block, two 10-in. drumsticks. 
CONSTR: samt Pee steel drums, 
break doe lastic heads. 
Steel cymbal, sticks. 

FOR AGES: 6 to 12 tee 

ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. In- 
structions for assembly included. 
79 N66706C—Wt. 8 ibs. EE $16.99 

(12) 5-Ріесе Pro-look Drum Set 
with 18-inch bass drum 

Impress your friends with the profession- 
al look and sound of this 5-piece drum set 
in red pearl-color finish. 

WHAT YOU GET: Booming 18-in. bass 
drum with foot |, 6-in. tom-tom, 9-in. 
tom-tom, 14-in. curled cymbal, percus- 
sion block, two 12-in. drumsti 
CONSTRUCTION Lithographed steel 
drums with break-resistant Tyvek* plas- 
tic heads. Steel cymbal, pedal. Wood 
block, sticks. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 13 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassem- 
bled. Instructions included. 
79 М 667 13C—Shpg. wt. 101bs. $24.99 

(13) Kaptain Kool Phono 
CONSTR: Solid state transistorized cir- 
cuitry for dependable, instant sound. 
Synthetic sapphire needle. Volume con- 
trol with on/off switch. Fixed speed selec- 
tor pas уз all size records, 33 and 45 rpm. 
Built-in 45-rpm adaj PES Crystal са! 
tridge for clear sound. Powerful 21 
speaker. Red fiberboard base with 
tain Kool and the gang pictured on 
lid. 12U2x 10 2x54 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 
four "C" batteries, not included, order 
ph. below. Or can use AC adapter, not 
included, order on dieu page. Order 
replacement needles below. 

N 66647—Wt. 5 lbs. 1102...$18.95 
©1978 Sid and Marty Krofft TV productions. 
Inc. from the Krofft Super Show 

(14) Shaun Cassidy Phono with 
Sing-along Mike 

CONSTRUCTION: Solid state, transistor- 
ized circuitry for dependable, instant 
sound. Synthetic, sapphire-tipped needle, 
Volume control with on/off switch. Fixed 
speed selector plays all size records, 33 
and 45 rpm. Built-in 45-rpm adapter. In- 
cludes 360 hand-held microphone for 
singing along with records or use asa 
P.A. system. Microphone clip for storage. 
Crystal cartridge for great sound. Power- 
ful 4-inch speaker. White fiberboard body 
measures 1249x10'x5"% inches high. Mi- 
crophone with 8-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 15 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 
four "C" batteries, not included, order 
package below. Or can use AC adapter, 
not included, order on opposite page. Or- 
der replacement needles below. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds 15 ounces. 
49 N 66665. .$22.95 
Shaun Cassidy as 
Hardy Boys TV Series® 1978 Universal 
City Studios, Inc 

"C" Batteries. Package unm 
49 N 46994—Wt. 12 oz.. sg. $1.87 

Replacement Needles. Package of 2. 
For use with 49 N 66647, 49 N 66665 
above. 
49 N 66633—Wt. 1 oz......Pkg. $1.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 
©1978. Warner Bros, Inc. 

(5) Mr. Quarterback™ Football Passer. Angle and distance selec- You can order items 
tors adjust for straight, high- arc, long, short passes. Built-in timer, (10) , Super Adventure Records. Set of 
Metal and plastic, sp: powered passer. 15 in. high. Incl. molded 7. Spiderman©*, Superman®**, Wonder on pages 437 thru 
plastic lightwt. football, Instr. For ages 9 and up. Partly assembled. Woman "*, and more. Ages 6 to 13. 606 from now until 
79N 28126C—Shipping weight 6 роцийѕ................. $21.88 49 N 669 18—Shps. wt. 1 lb. .Set $4.95 AUGUST 31, 1979 

©1978. Marvel Comics, Inc ' 
498 &**1978. DC Comics, Inc. 

тарб Dade scare tv йй алайы Кай Codd 



Customize" your 
Van with decals (inci.) 

the Music Van 

[2] FENES 

(1 thru 3) PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid-state chassis. Monaural. Play 
all 334 and 45-rpm records. Synthetic sapphire needle. On/off volume 
control. 45-rpm adapter included. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 5V4-foot 
cord. Flared safety plug. 
IMPORTANT NOTE: Not recommended for children under age three 
without adult supervision. 

Um. Winnie the Pooh and Tigger, too Model. “Win A Family Tri; 
Disneyland", see pg. 2 for contest details. Pictures of fu of fun- 

and Tigger, too enliven this portable phonograph. White 
with red trim Сум colorful Pooh and 

(2) Mickey Mouse* Design Model. “Join the leader of the club" 
when you listen to your favorite records. E: ly's favorite mouse 
adds his famous ity to white Neem cabinet with blue trim. 
Mickey’s arm is the tone-arm too. Cabinet with recessed handle mea- 

“Keep on sures 1334х5/0х9%% inches deep. 3-inch speaker. 
т кїпа” ORDERING INFORMATION: See Warranty on page 497. 
Trucking 61 С 2915—Shipping weight 6 pounds ..................... $26.95 
to your *@Walt Disney Productions, Inc. 

favorite (3) Music Van Model. This van is a phon in disguise! Durable 
music with lastic cabinet that's white on top, in the middle and gray on the 

Ка Removable top can be "customized" with set of four colorful 
decals (incl.). 1315х714х10%% in. deep overall. 2V2-in. speaker. 

Phonograph ORDERING INFORMATION: See Warranty on page 497. 
with 2'/-in. 61C2918—Shipping weight 6 pounds ..................... $29.95 

speaker So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

= Eb Record Holders for LP or 45-rpm records 
j 28} (6 and 7) Record Cases 45-rpm Re 

П BENE with lid closed CONSTRUCTION: Washable Mylar® j 
polyester over fiberboard. 45-rpm 

$2 1 95 with 3-inch cases паэ inet inches deep. i? cases 
Speaker 13x13%ex4%% inches deep. 

ORDER INFO: Records not incl. 4) C t Portable Model 
queant анты ж (6) Super Heroes**-design CONSTRUCTION: Non-shed- CONSTRUCTION: 100%, solid-state chassis. 1 f Monaural. Plays all 3314 and 45-rpm rec- Record Cases fing pink Pink ay ge aL hee in 
ords. Synthetic sapphire needle. On/off CAPACITIES: side. E handle lets you volume control. Built-in 45-rpm adapter. Case holds fi SG yak Жыра. tote your SEED with you 

58C56151—Wt. 1 
лон» twenty-five 12-inch LP 
recor 
58 C 56152—Wt. 2 lbs. 40z....$6.99 
(7) Blue Record Cases 
oia sy 
Case holds f Tin 7-inch 45-rpm's 

.$3.3! 

Durable molded plastic cabinet with conve- 
nient built-in carrying handle. Red with 
blue and white trim. 3-inch speaker. Mea- 
sures 12v 2x49 x10 pe deep. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: 5-ft. cord with flared 
safety plug. UL listed. 120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 
Not recommended for ages under 3 without 
adult supervision. 
ORDER INFO: See Warranty, page 497. 
61 С 2902—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. ..... $21.95 

99 wherever you Preis 
keep this pre prety face looking 
reat with a comb that also 
loubles as its mouth. 834 in. Ў 356х456 x high. CAP ORD INFO: Records not incl. DAE пасом Case holds fifty 7-inch 

Eom is. 
58C56206D—Wt 11b. $3.99  58C5662—! 
Case holds 25 12-inch LP's Case holds aris 12-inch LP 

ippi 2 Ibs. 4 records E oz. 
58С562070. ...$6.99  58C5663—Wt.21bs.1202....95.99 ^ and 

trademark of D.C. Comics Inc. 
larvel Comics Group 

ап рак scite ty Стар ше Зийа Gon 
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Mystique" Palmistry. Read your fortune 
with 2 palmistry charts . . learn the mean- 

ing of major mounds, lines, even nail types with 
the help of booklet included. 2 players. 
49 N 65443—Shipping weight 2 lbs. .....$4.47 

Ouija Board. Answers questions with "yes" 
or "no" . . spells out longer ones. For 2. 

49 N 6505 1—Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz. $2.87 

3 CUT $1.02. Ka * Bala. Foretells future with 
Tarot cards and astrology. Spells out an- 

swers to your questions. Phosphorescent "Eye 
of Zohar" and board glow in dark. 
79 М 65169C—Shipping weight 3 lbs. .. $4.97 

498 Sears Же” 
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SOMETHING 
7| SPECIAL 

Was $3.89 

$365 

4 Mystique™ Astrology. Determine meaning 
of sun and moon position, compatibility of 

different signs. Horoscope wheel, lunar cycle 
disc, booklet and instructions included. 
49 М 6544 1—Shipping weight 2 Ibs......$4.47 

5 CUT $1.02. Green Ghost. Glowing spook 
helps you search thru Ghostville for his son. 

79 N 65033C—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. .Set $5.87 

Barnabas Collins. Spin for bones you need 
to build skeleton. 2 to 4 players. Age 6 to 14 

49 N 65455—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. .$2.87 

(| CUT 6%. Clue. Favorite detective thriller. 3 
to 6 players. Ages 8 and up. 

49 N 6505—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. $3.65 

10) 

8 Mystique™ Foretell. Tarot cards reveal 
mysteries of the future. Wheel of the Zodiac, 

folding board, and 48 tarot cards included. Two 
players, ages 6 and up. 
49 М 65442—Shipping weight 2 lbs. $4.47 

Mystery Zodiac, Magnets attract pointer to 
the right sign . . colored marker indicates 

cards holding answers to your future. Plastic 
oracle and board. 16x19x11 inches high. For 
ages 4 and up. 
49 N 65477—Shipping weight 2 lbs. . . . 

10 Which Witch. A bewitching trio of spooks 
control the destiny of you and your friends. 

Get into the charmed circle and break the evil 
spell. 3-D board. For 2 to 4 players. Ages 6 to 12. 
49 N 65564—Shipping weight 3 lbs. $3.47 

.$4.47 



New! Skittle 

Tac-Toe™ 

$699 

Line up the swinging skittle ball and knock out a blank 
cube! Let your X mark the spot . . now it’s up to your 
opponent! Score diagonally, vertically, horizontally . . any 
way. Your swing’s the thing . . but be careful . . it’s not as 
easy as it looks! Plastic and wood. 16x16x30 inches high 
with pole. For ages 6 and up. 
79 М 65708C—Shipping weight 5 pounds .. $6.99 

$699 

Skittle Score-Ball 

Rack up the highest score you can by sending 5 balls up 
the ramp and into the scoring slots . . it's like being at the 
amusement park. Plastic. 32'⁄4x14'⁄4x10'⁄ in. Ages 6, up. 
79 N 65275C—Shipping weight 4 pounds $6.99 

Regular-size 
Skittle Bowl 

stands 3 feet high 

bowling inside or out. 
back the swinging ball, 

pins, and let 

79N65231C-Wt. 6 lbs. $6.9: 

2 Olympic-size Set. 
31%,х23°5х4\/-1п. high 

base. Plastic pins and ball. 
79N65603C-WL8 lbs. $12.90 

TALOG pase scant by спа тикага АЙ Comm 

5 7 exciting 

* *Would you believe..Sears now offers 

Skittle Games?" 

Skittle Pool 
$1499 

A space-saving twist to pool that you can play almost anywhere 
because a swinging ball takes the place of a cue stick 

Even mom and dad will want to join in the fun. Just position the cueball on the 
pivoting "magic cue" in front of the skittle stand . . then take aim at one of the 10 
numbered plastic pool balls, To shoot, pull the swinging ball back from the metal arch 
and let it go! Plastic playing table is covered with real felt and has a scoring counter 
and automatic ball return. Triangular ball rack included. Plastic with metal parts. 
23\/,х23\/,х3°/, inches high. For ages 6 and up. So easy to buy when you use the phone. 
79 N 65099C—Shipping weight 10 pounds 

New! 

Skittle 
Poker 

$1150 

An exciting challenge to your cardplaying and skittle skills. You're sitting across the 
table from the sharpest skittle cardshark on the block . . and the two cards you've 
been dealt are good. Now, if you can just shoot your 3 skittle balls into the right card 
holes . . you'll win! Softly you swing the skittle ball, tapping your cueball toward the 

card holes. Be careful! Watch it! Rolling . . rolling . . an ACE! You WIN! No luck 
there . . just skittle skill. Comes with felt-like playing surface, cards, poker chips, 
balls and sliding launcher. Plastic, metal. 24x24x9 in. Up to 4 players. Ages 10 and up. 
79 М 65706C—Shipping weight 6 pounds i $11.50 

Skittle 
Horseshoes 

$ 699 

Just as in regular horseshoes, 
you aim for a ringer. But with 
Skittle Horseshoes you use 
the swingin' skittle ball to 
send your aluminum horse 
shoes flying onto the stake. 4 ї - 
horseshoes included. 

Imagine horseshoe pitching 
right in your living room! It’s 
so lightweight, you can take it 
anywhere. Made of plastic 
and metal. 334x15'4x11 in 
high. Ages 6 and up. 

Shipping weight 5 lbs. 
79 N 65703C 56.99 © 



What's so high and so wide 
you get inside? 

Super structures 
you build with 

GIANT 
TINKER TOYS 
64 times bigger than 

things built with 
regular size Sets 

Regular-size 
Tinker Toys 

$1984 “e 
Each rod 4 times as long as the same color 
rod in regular-size Tinkertoy, each spool 16 
times the size . . so you can build a tower 
higher than your room . . or a pirate ship big 
enough for 3 buccaneers . . even a child-size 
playhouse or a working crane with a 9-foot 
boom. Set includes 52 rods in 5 different 
lengths . . 38 spools in 5 different sizes . . 90 
colorful plastic pieces in all. Ideal for group 

Our motorized 236-piece set 
puts life into what you've made 

Build a car that runs or an 
elevator that lifts and lowers 

play. For imaginative builders of all ages. 
Idea book with color-keyed diagrams includ- 
ed. Like everything else in Sears books, it's 
so easy to order by telephone. 
79 С 16644C—Shpg. wt. 25 lbs, ....Set $19.84 

Catton 

Build bridges, towers and anything else 
you can imagine with colorful plastic rods 
and wooden spools. Each set comes with an 
idea book with easy to follow color-keyed 
diagrams of interesting structures and ac- 
tion models. For children ages 3 and up. 

236-piece Set with motor. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries . . not included, order below. 
49 C 16166—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. Set $6.77 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 4653—Shpg. wt. 11 oz... Package $1.39 
250-piece Set without motor. 
49 C 16165—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. „Set $3.77 

Build a pioneer town with 
Lincoln Logs . . step through 
the gates and back 100 years 

200-pie 400-piece 500.piece 
Set У 

Make your playroom the wilderness and dare settlers to sur- 
vive when you build with rustic, rough-hewn Lincoln Logs. 

Sets include */,-inch thick stained wood logs of various 
lengths, plastic gables, chimney and roof pieces plus instruc- 
tions. For ages 5 and up. 

200-piece Set . . build one large cabin and a fence. 
49 С 16109—Shipping weight 3 pounds 10 ounces . .Set $5.44 

400-piece Set . . build a town with 3 cabins and use the 
spare parts as barrels of supplies in the store. 
49 C 16107—Shipping weight 6 pounds 5 ounces .. .Set $8.97 

500-piece Set . . build a bustling town with 4 cabins and 
make the spare parts into hitching posts. 
49 C 16063—Shiping weight 9 pounds 2 ounces ...Set $10.97 

Toys can be ordered from this Catalog thru 
August 16, 1974 

tabi pae scans by сила тийе иса 



SEARS TOY TYPEWRITERS 
Make writing, spelling and punctuation fun with a typewriter of your very own 

Holiday II Typewriter 

5239951999, 
сазе 

Complete 80-character keyboard lets you 
type small letters, CAPITALS, numbers, 

fractions and punctuation marks 

1 А great way for youngsters to learn basic typing 
skills and practice the alphabet at the same time. 

Type letters to friends, do your homework or just 

have fun. The complete 80-character keyboard in 
cludes a back-space key and shift-lock key for capitals 
and figures. Newly-styled design and color, too. 
Made of high-impact plastic with steel mechanical 

parts. Standard 3-row keyboard. Features carriage re- 
lease with safety ratchet, end of line bell, paper release 
and adjuster, line roll-up lever, automatic ribbon re 
verse, capital shift key, figure shift key. 11x115gx434 
in. high. 84-inch carriage uses standard typing paper. 
Carrying case of high-impact molded plastic. Ages 7 to 
12. England. Like everything else in Sears books, it’s 
so easy to order by telephone. 

49 N 16049—With case. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 14 oz. . ..$23.99 
49N 16292— Without case. Wt. 4 Ibs. 6 oz. 19.99 

Extra Ribbons for typewriters (1) and (2). Black. 
49 N 16057—Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. oided plastic 

ying case is 
urdy and stylish 

Pkg. $1.99 

9 
| | Stand with 
| | typewriter 
| Stand alone (1) or (2) 

Has chrome-plated tubular 5899 
steel legs and hardboard 

"un top. 1544x15%4x20% inches 

high. Ready to assemble. 
Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 

Stand alone. 
79N 16058C $8.99 

Le Stand when you buy type- 
Ted writer (1) or (2). 

79 М 16058C 57.99 

Youngsters can 
really "type" 

with the 
Dial-A-Type 
Typewriter 

$899 

Child sets the dial and presses lever 
to "type" one letter at a time 

Little folks will go for this play typewriter. Simulated keyboard looks features a carriage return lever and ribbon reverse. High-impact plastic | like real, but there are no keys to miss. Turn selector dial to letter or with metal mechanical parts. 10%@x1144x4% in. high. Take it with you 
number desired, press type bar and machine "types" CAPITAL LET- wherever you go in its carrying case of molded plastic. Made in England. E: TERS or numbers, one at a time. Plastic and steel. Uses standard size For future journalists aged 7 to 12. Order extra ribbons above. 2 typing paper. From England. Ages 5 to 10. 49 М 16131—With case. Shipping weight 6 lbs. 8 oz. . .$18.99 fe 
49 N 16044—10%4x8%4x314 in. high. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. ........ 58.99 

йа за i: aant 
аарыы наамасы рода 

NEWS FLASH— 
IT'S HERE! FOR FUTURE REPORTERS— ё 
A TYPEWRITER MODELED IN THE A 
TRADITIONAL NEWSROOM STYLE! é 

Reporter Typewriter 

56-character keyboard lets you type CAPITALS, 
numbers, fractions and punctuation marks 

$1899 = | $1599 
2 Brand new, sturdily-designed beginners’ typewriter, modeled after the 

kind found in newsrooms around the world. What a buy for a key- 
board typewriter! Keys are arranged in standard keyboard sequence. 
Types CAPITAL LETTERS, numbers, fractions and punctuation 
marks. The 8¥-inch carriage uses standard-size typewriter paper and 

49 N 16045— Without case. Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 15.99 

ex [Sears] 495 



Easy-handling 
Jumbo-size 

wood Play Beads 

$287 
А generous assortment 
of large wooden beads, 
each approximately 
1/4 to 13/4 in. long. 
Beads come in five 
shapes and five bright 
colors for matching 
and stringing. Two 
stringers are included. 

—— Recommended for ages 
3 to 6. 

Shpg. wt. 11b. 3oz. 
49 C 47019...... $287 

Rock-a-Stack 

$166 

Six assorted fluores- 
cent-colored rings fit 
over cone according 
to size. Rings are 
washable, squeezable, 
chewable. Cone tilts 
back and forth on 794- 
inch high rocker base. 
Plastic. Recommended 
for ages 6 months to 3 
years. Wt. 9 oz. 

—with chimes 

$337 

On the floor it rolls 
about but always re- 
turns upright. In 
water it floats and 
bobs. Chimes when it 
moves. Soft vinyl stem 
and leaves for teeth- 
ing. Tough plastic. 
Non-toxic. 6/4 іп. 
high, 4Уз-їп, diam. For 
ages 3 mos. to 3 yrs. 

Wt. 1 Ib, 1 oz. 

айо pane scans by chritimas mursotochilical com 

Fire Truck with 
ladder, 3 playmates 

$597 
An adorable set that will in- 
trigue your little fire chief. 
Truck has a cab, trailer, four 
soft and durable balloon tires 
with steel axles and a swivel lad- 
der with two extensions. 

The three removable play- 
mates come with removable 
bright red fire hats. Durable 
polypropylene olefin and high 
impact plastic. Truck is 9 inches 
long. For ages 2 to 6. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 C 45276................ 8597 

These sturdy Construction Toys 
dump, dig, load, haul 

(1 thru 3 ) Thick, strong bod- 
ies. Nosharp edges. Wide-track 
deep tread tires. Removable 
drivers. Washable plastic. 

] Shovel Digger. Two han- 
dles raise and lower the 

crane and operate shovel. 
Crane revolves and is strong 
enough to dig and load. Grip 
bar for moving; vehicle hitch 
on back. Operator, driver. 9%» 
x67 sx12'/2 in. long. For ages 
3 to 7. Wt. 3 Ibs. 14 oz. 
49 C 45279... $10.47 

2 Scoop Loader. One han- 
dle scoops and lifts, locks 

in up position, opens to dump. 
The other handle operates 

scoop door, Door automati- 
cally closes when lowered. 
8%вхбївх11%в inches long. 
For ages 2 to 6. Weight 2 
pounds 10 ounces. 
49 С 45273.............. 56.66 

Dump Truck. Bucket 
stays in raised position 

until lowered. Scoop front de- 
taches to become hand shovel. 
7Увх7\ах14®%в in, long. For 
ages 2 to б. Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 С 45207.............. $8.37 

Squash 
them 
and they bounce back 

TM. 

Nerf Toys . . squeezable and non-toxic 

( 4 thru 6 ) These toys will take just about any 
punishment your 3 to 6-year old can give them. 
Squeeze them, squash them, bounce them down the 
stairs, they always bounce back to their original 
shape. Because they're made of non-toxic polyure- 
thane foam, they won't mar mom's walls or furni- 
ture. Wheels on 'gator and truck spin fast, free and 
quiet so they really get up and go. About 8 in. long. 

Shipping weight each 1 pound. 
(4) 49 C 45315 —Nerf ‘Gator... $292 
(5) 49 C 45281 —Nerf Glider. . 292 

(6) 49 C 44099 —Nerf Truck... 292 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items 
on pages 439 to 614 

from now until 
AUGUST 13, 1976 ‚<= [Sears] 499 



(1 thru 4) Kiln-fired Ceramic 
Figures you can paint 

Low as $422 (res) 
( 1 thru 3 ) You can paint them by 
number, E al like. 

instructions. 
FOR AGES: 10 years and older. 
EE озат 

UE EM 
ing wt. kit 2 Ibs. 802... Kit $499 

(4) Frankenstein Kit 
MAT тр БЕГ О Опе rne 

xem ЖЫТ 
FOR FOR AGER 8 years and older. 
QROERING 

Highly detailed Horse Replicas are pre-assembled. . 

(8 thru 12) Add to or start a collection . . 
races, on a ranch or winning blue-ribbon races. 
WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Sturdy, break-resistant cellulose acetate. 
(8) and (9) available with genuine leather saddles. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and older. 
DIMENSIONS, ORDERING INFORMATION 

(8) Arabian in Available M or without English-style saddle. 
loy inches long, inches hig] 
ON T1 WADE radd, 

(9) рро ya Yearling; With or without Western-style saddle, 94 
inches 
AEN Tote wid bn cago ping weight 1 pound 3 ounces 
49 N 2089— Without saddle. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

(10) Classic Action Horse Set. Includes a. грою pony and “Hobo” 
Mustang. Both captured in a running E Display stands included 

g! for stability. Both 8 inches long, 714 inc 
49 N 2314—Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces 

m Classic Arabian Family Set. With stallion, mare and foal. 
lion, 8x71 in. high; mare 7x8 in. high; foal 4¥ax4¥ in. high. 

hipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces... #647 49 N 20168—S' 

12) Classic Mustang Family Set. With stallion, mare and foal. 
Stallion, 65x65 inches high; mare 7x5¥ inches high; foal 434x434 
inches high. 
49 N 223 

ҮТҮЕН 

айе. Shi; i UAR 1 pound 5 ounces $9.97 
AN 2192— Without saddle. Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. 444 

hipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces ..... $ $6.47 

(5thru7) Make and paint 
figures with Ceramicast Kits 

Low as $887 -4 15) 

Mold 1 to S-inch high figures спар 
Hie vih SEM c реш and gage; 

WHAT YOU GET: 3 Ibs. casting mix (for 
25 ylle ра] four (not 5) М-от. jars 
red ic paint, 116-02. 

, mixing cup, instr. 
Pie AGES: 10 years to adult. 

(5) The Pets. 2-piece casting mold 

makes horse, dog and cat. EM Kit $8.87 

(6) Disney Figures. Mold for Mk 

SUN 2111 Shpg. wi. 8 bs... kit 5 
Disnay characters ® Welt Disney Productions 

(7) L'il Critters. 2 molds for frog, tur- 

sand р, 2113—Shpg. wt, ИР? 
Refill Kit. 3 Ibs, mix, four %-ог. jars 

Bain aout glaze, 2 brushes c -Kit $29: 

. imagine yourself at the 

$1299 

Set $8.99 

Electric Pottery Wheel Workshop 
Our most powerful Wheel has variable speed control $2488 

WHAT YOU GET; Plastic, S-inch 
diameter turntable with Tee 

control, 11!4-inch 
plastic splash pan, 2 lbs. Sell dry- 
Ing clay, four 16-02. jars non-toxic 
acrylic paint, one 1%-oz. jar 
Bae 6 Leu 3 tools, calipers, 

te, 2 paint brushes and com- 
Й lete instructions. 
NOTE: Ceramic ware on this page not 
to be used as liquid containers. 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL 
listed; 110-120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 
Draws 55 watts. 6-foot cord. Not 
recommended for ages 
FOR AGES: 12 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79N 2110C—Wt. 8 lbs. .... Kit $24.88 

I Kit. 4 Ibs. e city, P paint brush, 4 

Lr N чөе Pu ..Kit 95.97 

Battery-powered Potterycraft$ kit $1233 AR. 
Make vases, bowls, pitchers. 
WHAT YOU GET: Bat -operated 
tabletop potter's wheel 1238x234 
inches high with built-in compart- 
ment for tools and paints; 2 shaping 
tools, 3 Ibs. self-drying clay, 3 Ibs. 
self-drying clay, 6-jar module con- 
taining paints and glaze; paint 
brush, sponge and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and older. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 “D” 
peste not incl., order package 

ww. Order refill above. 
ASN 2104— WU 4 Ibs. Bon, Kit $12.33 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 М 46996—Wt. 11 Pkg. $1.69 

Appaloosa 
Yearling 

. the pride of any collection 



$1188 
Putt-Putt® Bump 'N Bash Raceway 

Drivers turn their heads as two wind-up cars race 
around track and thru dangerous lane crossover. . . 
don't crash or your engine may fly off. 
WHAT YOU GET: 2 hardwood and plastic wind-up 
cars, 2 wood-look styrene drivers, 1 spectator, 4 pc. 
snap-together track for 2744x18!2-in. wide oval, 2 
engines, starting gate, checker flag, gas can, fire ex- 
tinguisher, tower, television camera, labels. Plastic, 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partially assembled; instructions. 
49 C 44342—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 1202. .. $11.88 

Putt-Putt* 
All-aboard 

Motor Railroad™ 

$113? 

Help passengers get on and off the Putt-Putt rail- 
road. When wind-up train pulls into station, push 
lever, passenger rushes on while another hurries off. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic and hardwood engine with 
passenger car and caboose, 2 wood-look styrene pas- 
sengers with removable bases, 8-pc. snap-together 
track for 30x22-in. oval, 2 platforms, depot, tunnel 
and crossing gate. Accessories made of plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partially assembled; instructions. 
49 C 44221—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz. $11.33 

Reduced from our 1976 Christmas Book. 
Put animals in buildings, turn crank. See Mr. Dog, 
Mr. Raccoon, Mrs. Cat and Mr. Beaver swing their 
arms back and forth. They also move when placed in 
truck or bounced in your hand. 
WHAT YOU GET: 2-story plastic hotel, 10 in. high, 1- 
story diner, fire truck, 4 vinyl Hub-Bub animals. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44044—Shipping weight 3 pounds ... 44.88 

аып pane scans by cuitimat wartolaciedcal cont 

Just push down on chimney and police car 
speeds off. No batteries or electricity needed . . . 
car is powered by simple plunger-push action. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic police station, 
7Vax4Vax9 inches high, hardwood and plastic po- 
lice car with removable driver and hat. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 44038—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 9 oz. 

Phone ordering's a quick 

Putt-Putt* 
Freight Railroad 

Load Putt-Putt® truck on flatcar, 
wind-up mighty engine and you're 
ready to haul your cargo around the 
countryside and through the tunnel 

Now you can operate your own freight train. Easy-to-wind, spring-ac- 
tion motor ponera npe ue pos train. Load Putt-Putt truck onto 
flatcar and you're ready to roll. Make crossing gates go up and down to 
warn of арр 5 
WHAT YOU GET: Hardwood and plastic wind-up engine with flatcar, 
caboose and truck, 8-pc. snap-together track for 30x22-in. wide oval, 
tunnel and 2 crossing gates. ic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled; instructions. 
49 C 44053—Shipping weight 2 pounds . 

FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44032—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 

vee 84,97 

and easy way to buy 

CONST.: Vinyl case holds lots of Putt-Putt® vehi- 
cles. 10х234х12 in. high. Handle, Velcro® closure. 



5-piece 
Drum Set 

with 18-inch 
bass drum 

Kaptain Kool™ 
Solid state. 
2-speed 
portable 
Phono 

pA » 
— * 

E] 

la Shaun 
Cassidy 

Phono with 
Sing-along 

Mike 

Citai pagi scans by dieisihias nisetediwical Gom 

Drum out that 
Disco Beat 

8-pc. see-through Trap 
Drum Set with 18-in. bass 
drum transparent blue 
plastic bodies and heads 

(15) 8-pc. Trap Drum Set 
Roll into an easy downbeat 
and accompany your friends 
with this professional-looking, 
see-through trap drum set. 
The blue-tinted acrylic drum 
bodies and Mylar* polyester 
heads will let your friends see 
all the action as you play the 
beat to their favorite tunes. 
WHAT YOU GET: 18-inch bass 
drum and foot pedal that real- 
ly booms out the low tones, 
11-inch tom-tom, 9-inch tom- 
tom, and 9-inch cocktail 
drum; all with see-through 
bodies and heads. 14-inch 

issing cymbal, cowbell, per- 
cussion block and 2 brushes. 
Also includes two 15-inch 
drumsticks. 
CONSTRUCTION: Drum bod- 
ies are made of tough acrylic 
plastic that resists shatters 
and cracks. Mylar* polyester 
heads, Steel cymbal and cow- 
bell, mood percussion block 
and sticks. Steel foot pedal. 
FOR AGES: 8 to 16 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Partly assembled. Assembly 
instructions included. 
Shipping weight 15 pounds. 

79 N 6672L.... $39.99 
*Reg. DuPont TM 
(16) Plastic Drum Stool 
9*4-inch diameter. 15Vzinch high seat. Legs are detachable. Save $2.00 
when you buy Stool with any Drum Set on these 2 pages. 
79 N 667 1C—Shipping weight 2 lbs. . . . den 
(16) When bought with amy Drum Set on both pages 

(17) Portable 2-speed Phono, AM Radio, Microphone 
CONSTR: Solid state, transistorized circuitry for dependable, in- 
stant sound. Synthetic, sapphire-tipped needle. On/off switch, 
volume control. Fixed sj plays 331% and 45 RPM. AM sta- 
tion selector. Listen and sing at the same time. 2-in. speaker. 
Red plastic body with smoke-tinted cover, 10x10x3 in. high. 
Plug-in mike with 8-ft. cord. Imported. For ages 5 to 15. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 4 “С” batteries, not incl., 
order pkg. opposite page. Or uses AC adapter, not incl., order 
below. Order extra needles below. 
49 N 66645—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8oz. ............921.95 
Replacement Needles for 49 N 66645, 49 N 6661, 49 N 66684. 
49 N 66639— Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 1 oz. ... .Package $1.99 

19] (19) AC Universal Adapter. Use 
with phonos on this page. UL listed, 

. inlet, 3-6-9-v. outlet. 5-w. 7- 
cord. Not for ages under 6. 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

49 М 1669 $499 

-Stool alone $6.99 
4.99 

Carry-about 
Entertainment 

Center 
Play 33% and 45-rpm 

records or listen 
to AM radio stations 

and sing-along 
through the mike 

plays 33% 
and 45-rpm 

records 

18) ар 

(18) Portable 
2-speed Phono 

Similar constr. as model at 
left without AM radio or 
mike. Solid plastic cover. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 4 “С” 
batteries, not incl., order 
pkg., opp. page. Or can use 
AC adapter, not incl., order 
below, left. Order extra nee- 
dies at left. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N 6661 ...$16.99 

MUSICAL TOYS 2 
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Popular New at Sears. . . 

denim-look Sing into the mike, play the organ 
Portable and listen to records all at 

Phonograph the same time or separately with E = 

with 4-inch see Phono/Organ 
] Just look at these fun features: 

* Two-speed phonograph plays 3314, | A 
45-rpm records. . . 4-inch speaker 

е 23-key electronic organ with 
variable pitch, volume controls 

* Sing-along "pro-like" microphone 
lets you perform with style Shown with id closed 

50 ` convenient. 
^s 1 9 carrying handie 

PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid-state chassis. Single play. Mon- 
Plays all 33% and 45-rpm records. Hing 

needle. On/off volume control. Built-in 45-rpm 
CONSTRUCTION: Laminated chipboard cabinet with blue 
denim-look design and white trim. Carrying handle. 4-inch 
speaker. 12/2х5/4х10/% inches. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: 514-foot cord with flared safety 
plug. UL listed; 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. Not recommended for 
ages under 3 without adult supervision, 
ropes INFORMATION: де warranty on page 4! 
61 C 3240—Shipping weight 7 pounds.......-..... $19.50 

Portable Phonograph 
with light-green, 
orange and white 

cabinet, 2'/zin. speaker 

with lid closed 
case has 

$1 199 convenient 
carrying handle 

i > 

23995 zx 
them all at the same PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid-state chassis. Single-play. Mon- 

aural. Plays all 33/4 and 45-rpm records. Synthetic sapphire 
needle. On/off volume control. Built-in 45-rpm adapter. 
CONSTRUCTION: Light-green laminated chipboard cabinet 
with orange and white trim. Carrying handle. 24-inch speak- 
er. Measures 13x4x10 in. deep. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: 5¥2-ft. cord with flared safety 
plug. UL listed. 120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. Not recommended for 
children under three without adult supervision. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See ated on page 497. 
61 C 2904—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 8 о2............. $17.99 

Phono/Organ features organ, ‚ phonograph | and mii 
time or separately for hours of musi 
PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid-state chassis. Single-play monaural phono plays 334% and 45- 
rpm records, Synthetic sapphire needle. On/off volume control. Built-in 45-rpm adapter. 
ORGAN: 23-key electronic organ with variable pitch control. Played 1 note at a time. Keys 
are marked for use with songbook (included) to help make learning fun. 
CONSTRUCTION: Blue and white durable hig! impact роб polystyrene plastic. Removable cov- 
er. Microphone jack. Measures 16V4x117/4x37/4 inc! 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 120-volt, eo ens АС, 5¥2-foot cord. Not recom- 
mended for children under three without adult supervision. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See жалы оп рае; 497. 
61 С 2950—Shipping weight 8 pounds .. EET $39.95 

(1) S-record Tote. Five 7-inch 45- (3) Two Record Set (6) Mother Goose Records. (9) “Best of Disney” (11) Mickey Mous 
rpm's in Бох Set incl. two 12-in.33M-rpm гес. — Includes two 12-inch 330 Set includes two 12-inch Mickey goes "disco 
58 C 56406—Puff the ords titled "More Sesame Street" rpm records with classic — 33¥4-rpm records featuring inch 33¥4-rpm record featuring 

Magic Dragon and “Sesame Street Vol. III" fea- stories. "Treasury of Moth- original soundtrack songs fun disco songs "Disney-style". 
58 C 56407— Sesame Street, turing songs by the Peter Pan ег Goose Favorite Nursery {гот popular Disney m It’s sure to make a hit! Dance 

other TV tunes Chorus. Rhymes and Fairytales”. ies like "Snow W to the "Disco Mousetrap" and 
58c poneo козла! ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. ORDERING INFORMATION: others! 

nursery rhymes Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. . ORDERING INFORMATION н 8 C 8050 Set $4.99 Dg. Wi oz 
58C 56409— Walt Disney. Д 58 C 8053 Set $5.99 A Spoonful of Sug Shipping weight 1 Ib. 

s, TV 4 Have hen You Wish 129 $3.49 
58C56411—The ABC'S р (Ni взр an (7) "Happy Birthday Pary" Upon A Star" etc. ` Disney characters © Walt Disney 

s -p n le Records. Incl. two 12-inch ORDERING INFO. roductions Shpg. wt. ea. 802. Box $3.99 Amazina Spider-Man" Won: 33¥s-rpm records sure to Shipping weight 2 Ibs 

(2) Ten-record Tote. Ten 7-inch 45- oman” and “The Incredible бут UP any child's Ser e698 i ve-record Set of Children's 
rpm records in box. кН И Stories (not shown). Set in- 
S8 C 5640 1— Sesame Street, ORDERING INFO: We. 1 Ib. 1202. ОВО. INFO: Wt. 1 ID. Boz. (10) Disney's cludes five 7-inch 45-rpm rec- 

z other TV songs 58C 8051 Set 66.99 58C8054.......Set 05.99 | aera ords. Features stories like 
58 C 56402—Mother Goose - ^ 2 y MAP MED == (8) “My First Disney Rec- Includes опе 12-inch 33⁄4- — Bhod Mice" end Other long. 
58 C 56403—| Fun and (5) Shinai Stories ord Collection". Setin- rpm record featuring over time children's favorites. 

Learning Time oore cludes eight 7inch 4&.rpm 25 of the most popular Di ORDERING INFORMATION: 58 C 56404—Famous Fairy Set includes two 12-inch 3314- records featuring over 30 ney songs like "Old Масс SPP mia weight 8 or 
атэ eE, rpm records: titled “Musical The- original Disney songs. Fi- Donald". A must for any бвр 6648 on Set $1.99 

58 C 56405—Rudolph the ater of Enchanting Stories and — berboard case and 4 Disney child who loves Disney 58,6 5648 --- G 
Red-nosed Fairytales” decals. tunes. Маге! Comics Group. 
Reindeer ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. ORDER INFO: We. 2 Ibs. ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 

Shpg. wt. ea. 1 1b. .Box $5.99 58 C 8052 Set $5.99 — 58C8126 Set$649 58С8128 $3.49 

‘Catalina раве scans by chrisinias тинен con 



PARKER BROTHERS 

SPECIAL 
Wes $6.59 |] 7 

11 CUT 9%. Risk. Game of strategy with 450 
army pieces, cards, and 6 dice. For 2 to 6 

players, ages 10 and up 
79 М 65147C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. .. $5.97 

19 CUT 9%. Scrabble®. Board, 100 letter tiles, 
4 racks. 2 to 4 players, ages 8 and up. 

49 N 65053—Shipping weight 1 lb. 11 02.53.43 

CUT 4%. Junior Scrabble® (not shown). Pic- 
ture words on board sides. 100 letter tiles. For 2 
to 4 players, ages 6 and up. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 М 65055 —Was $2.44.....,..........82.32 

19 Life. Two to eight players spin the “Wheel 
of Fate.” Ages 10 and up. 

49 N 65034—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 5 oz. $4.65 

Сой vade scans by йана йе инса om 

CONTINENTAL GAME 

PARKER BROTHERS 
) Estate 
ding Game Rav 

14 Monte Carlo Bingo. 7-in. high metal cage, 
tally board, Bingo cards, and markers. 

49 N 65462— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz $4.69 

15 Concentration. Includes 60 puzzles, 30 
plastic slides, $17,000 in play money. For 2 

to 5 players, ages 10 and up 
49 N 65037—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. ...$3.77 

16 SUT 16%. Aggravation. First player to 
move his 4 marbles around the board wins. 

2 to 6 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65036—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 120z. ..$2.42 

17 Battleship. Includes 2 game boxes, 10 

ships, and supply of red and white pegs. 
49 N 65183—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz.. . . . $3.87 

WE 

18 Dominoes. 55 finished hardwood domi- 
noes, (2x1x*/, in.). Instructions included. 

49 N 65552—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 80z......92.49 

19 Sorry. Two sets of rules . . one for children, 
a more difficult one for adults. 2 to 4 play- 

ers, ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65052—Shipping weight 2 lbs. ..$3.43 

9) Standard Monopoly. Our lowest price 
ever! 

49 М 65039—Shipping wt. 2]bs.802—— $3.44 — 

91 Deluxe Monopoly. Plastic tray holds acces- 
sories. 2 to 10 players. 

79 N 6501C—Shipping weight 4 lbs... .. 95.87 

"сам Sears 499 



Now you control the play by programming each 
individual player to go forward, left or right! 

Steerable "legs" in the base of j 
each player let you call the plays T : 
secretly program your men “in the 5 = wy Е: | 
huddle”. . then watch them slant Jl ^ ^ 

or sweep right, left. or | 
до straight up the 

middie! 

EDA CAD) RCPDRCY) AODA ONAC A NAN 
ФАО IBAMI A 

Electric Football" $ 1 599 

* Dolphins and Cowboys clash on 37x20-inch field SOLD ONLY 

* Giant 1'/х2-оої high Superbowl VI poster AT SEARS 

This year Sears brings a whole new dimension to electric football! Now you can actual- 
ly “tell” each player what pattern to run, what defender to block, how fast he should 
move. . to make the play go “all the way.” You call each play by setting the adjustable 
"legs" on the players’ bases for speed and direction. Then switch on the game and 
watch the vibrating metal field come alive. Includes 11 plastic players from each team 
molded in 5 realistic poses, 2 special quarterbacks that "run", “pass” or "kick", a 
3-tiered grandstand backdrop, goal posts, automatic timer, first-down marker with 
movable chain, 6 felt footballs, 4 goal-line flags. UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
79 М 65614L—Shipping weight 11 рошпйз................................. $15.99 

NFL Electric Football" $1259 
Lions and Rams compete on a 31'/,x17'/,-inch gridiron 

Features the same exciting Total Team Control™ feature as the Superbowl set above. 
22 players painted in the official colors of the Detroit Lions and the Los Angeles Rams 
"square off" on a colorful metal field. Vibrating coil beneath sets realistically posed 
players in action! Set includes automatic timer, movable magnetic down and yard 
markers, goal posts, clip-on grandstand, 6 felt footballs and an instruction booklet. UL 
listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 М 65695C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. . . "өзө, i $1259 

Foto-Electric Football 

$699 

The official game of the National Pro Football Hall of Fame 

Slide in your preprinted offensive pattern . . opponent slides pyg. URS 
in defensive alignment . . lighted electric Play-Viewer mea- 

3 sures your coaching ability! Spinner for kicking, runbacks, \ Гі mas penalties. 19x14*/x4*/, in. UL listed. NFb STRATEGY 1 і NFb 79 N 65021C—110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Wt. 5 Ibs. ......96.99 БоБ базата 

LI gere һ AURORA over 6000 play possiblities 
i MONDAY NIGHT $1535 

FOOTBALL 

Jets and Raiders collide 
on 27x16-in. NFL Electric Football* 

$899 Use an authentic NFL playbook . . 
$899 zx; M offensive plays, 12 defensive align- 

Action-posed plastic Jets and Raiders “do battle” on this banery ments . . to create realistic game situ- colorful metal field. Both quarterbacks pass, kick and getaan pera ations. Pass, run, shift your line. . 
carry the ball . . vibrating coil moves ball-carrier. Auto- even blitz! Time-out and timer mech- matic timer, magnetic down and yard markers, clip-on Choose aifanap and GS E duh "Hisedovt" button anisms allow you to play against the 

idstand, 6 felt footballs. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-с. f э clock. 14'4x8"/,-inch i A 
AC. Phone ева quick pec way to es it! Computerized football! Kickoff . . play over 280 plays. In- et amg age FON 65545C_ Shipping weight Spounde ^... pagg _Stant-readout lights up yards gained (or lost) on field, 59 65594—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $15.35 

" 21x16x5 in. high. Uses 1 "AA" battery. . order pkg. at right. “АА” Batteries. (6). For game at left. 
79 N 65711C—Shipping weight 4 pounds .. ......... $8.99 — 49N8402—Wt.60z. ..... Pkg. 99c 

‘Gaining pae scans by cheisinmas-masetechwicid pom. 



Giant-Size 

Erector Set For 

Little Hands 

TOYS FOR 

Our 615-piece 
ER 

E'S, $2997 

Includes one 3-speed motor, one 1-speed 

motor, 1 battery-powered remote control unit, 

1 electrically-powered remote control unit 

Build a Texas Tower with a dual-action crane powered by a 3-spee 
motor which extends, then lifts cargo to deck . . while 1-speed moto 
drives a helicopter's rotor and a radar screen, both mounted to th 
tower deck. Use huge assortment of steel plates, girders, pulley: 
wheels, axles. Transformer is UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-с, AC 
Uses 2 “Р” batteries (not incl.), order below, Ages 8 and up. 
49 C 16639—Shipping weight 8 pounds 7 ounces . , Set $29.9 

«вос sei $2297 
Includes опе 3-speed motor and one 

electrically-powered remote control unit 

Uses wide-beam girders to engineer really massive structures. Plu; 
in transformer gives yout structures a steady, reliable source ¢ 
power. Add hardworking 2-way hoist for lifting operations. UL list 
ed for 110-120-v., 60-с. АС. For ages 8 and up. 
49 С 16075—Shipping weight 6 pounds 7 ounces Set 8229 

430-pc. Set $1697 wath 

Includes one 3-speed motor and 

one battery-powered remote control unit 

Junior engineers get massive: wide-beam girders, motor, on-off, for 
ward-reverse control unit for projects that work. Includes 2- 
hoist, Uses 2 "D" batteries (not incl.), order below, Ages 6 and. 
49 C 16067—Shipping weight $ pounds .. 5... :4.: 23:4. Set $16.9 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of two, 
49 C 4653—Shipping weight 11 ounees ....,...... +» Package $1. 



Variety 

Theater 
Includes projector 

stereo viewer 
and 10 color reels 

Save 
*1 Е $1266 

13-66 screen not 
included 

An exclusive with Sears. With this fun-filled outfit you get two exciting 

reels each of The Partridge Family, Peanuts®, Winnie-the-Pooh, Mickey 

Mouse and Disney on Parade . . all in brilliant color. Plastic projector 

with 6-ft. cord is UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC or DC, 30 watts. Not 
recommended for ages under 6. Uses BVR lamp (included) . . extra sold 

below. Complete with standard stereo viewer and two canisters for reel 
storage. Carry Case/screen (sold above) can be used with this model, too. 
49 N 18934—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces Outfit 512.66 

Replacement Bulb. Fits this projector only. 30 watts. Code BVR. 

49 М 18962—Shipping weight 5 ounces $3.10 

REMEMBER! | 
You can order items on pages 425 to 593 

from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 496 [Sears] it 

Cumiod pane scans by cheislmasmaselectadc M conn 

Carry Case 
Theater includes projector. doubles as 

stereo viewer and 20 Стојвснов 
full-color stereo reels госп 

$449 *1999 «xxr not included 

1 New, improved version of View-Master Entertainer projector uses stan- 

dard 12-v. auto lamp to project a brighter, larger image than ever before 

оп any wall or screen. (Lamp #1141 included.) The whole gang can see 20 

great reels together. Your show stars Winnie-the-Pooh with his best friends, 

Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Mary Poppins, Bambi, Aristocats and more. 

And a standard stereo viewer is included. Plastic projector with 6-ft. cord, 

UL listed for 110-120-v., 50/60-Hz. AC, .3 amps. 18.43 watts, Not recom- 
mended for ages under 6. Buy carry case/screen below. 
49 N 18965—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 2 02. ...... „Outfit $19.99 

2 Carry Case/Screen. There's enough room inside to hold Deluxe Thea- 

ter above plus talking viewer and reels. Screen on inside of lid. Made of 

corrugated fiberboard with woodgrained finish. 544x141/x16%4 in. long. 

49 М 18976— Carry Case/Screen alone. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. .......... 9449 

Save 50c on Carry Case/Screen . . buy it with Deluxe Theater. 

49 М 18976— Case/Screen bought with (1) above. Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 93.99 

View-Master* Stereo Viewers 
A favorite toy of kids and parents for over 30 years 

Lighted Stereo Viewer 
with four color reels 

$544 Ше 
Lights up anywhere. Simply touch 
bar and picture appears. Flip lever to 
change scene. Peanuts®, Popeye, 
Casper and Woody Woodpecker reels 
incl. Plastic. Uses 2 "C" batteries, or- 
der pkg., facing pg. Ages 4 and up. 
49N 18906—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 5544 

Standard Stereo Viewer 
with four color reels 

$344 
View Bugs Bunny €, Road Runner, 
Scooby Doo and Fat Albert at a bud- 
get-pleasing price. Easy to operate. 
Just hold viewer up to any light. 
Lever changes scene. Made of high 
impact plastic. Ages 4 and up. 
49 М 18903—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. ....83.44 

View-Master Library Chest 
for stereo viewers, reels 

$288 viewer, reels 
not included 

The neat way to store and protect 
reels and standard or lighted View- 
Master viewers. Roomy enough to 
hold up to 25 three-reel packs. Made 
of high impact polystyrene in snappy 
red and white. Chest measures 
854x514x544 inches deep. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 11 oz. 
49 н 18929 $2.88 



Winnie-the-Pooh а x 

Crib Toys 

; a ! 

Я 

PRC, AN à 
G Peek-A-Pooh has flip-up BM 
) ) faces that tell a story 

Lll 
Store blocks into 

largest one after play 

Winnie-the-Pooh Nesting Blocks 
.. Stack to nearly 3 ft. high 

$549 
Here's a delightful collection of 10, non-toxic, 
hollow wooden stacking blocks. Blocks range from 
1 to 5% inches. Decorated with Winnie-the-Pooh 
characters from the Hundred Acre Woods. Toddlers 
can build a tower 33 inches high. From West Ger- 
many. Recommended for ages 116 to 4 years. 

ipping weight 2 pounds. . . . .$5.49 

5 
entem 
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Smooth-grained Leather Kit 
has 8 projects 

Step back to a more basic lifestyle, and 
ex) расса the pride of creating useful 

soft, suj pex for your fami- 
‚ friends and y: 3 

THINGS YOU ON MAKE: A stylish, 1- 
inch ‚ fits waist aot uj 
r3 Шау eas You сап also AN - 
tol case, an case, coin 

[^ оока, com b сме with comb, 
eoe coin and key Pa 
WHAT YOU GET: All leather pieces are 
mo and ready for lacing. Fincludes 

lacing needle and complete, easy-to- 
follow instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING LLP gehen ds 

we it ти ounces. 

49 N 20168 mnm es p Kit $5.99 

Make a beaded belt, necklace, ring or headband. 
WHAT YOU GET: Wire beadloom, over 2000 beads, 
50 yards of thread, needles, needle threader, 24 ring 
wires and complete illustrated instructions. 
FOR AGES: 9 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 2366—Shpg. wt. 11b. 2 о2......... Kit $4.44 

500 mes KDGAJE 

аыр pase cae by ca Кай cont 

Leather and. 

49 N 21862—Large (1 
49N21 863 Eats large (30-5 

Teens' sizes: S, 

Make leather articles 
uniquely yours 

stamp on your own designs 

TIFITITITISITIDIIIIIIIIIII~ 

hildren'i $366 "zz 

x L, XL. Shpg. wt. kit 8 oz. 
eius ПИЗ 

you 

Desert 
Sand Art 

Choose one of the pictures and tape it in 
back of the “window”, Use picture as color 
guide to apply sand with straw and funnel. 
WHAT YOU GET: Molded plastic **win- 
dow”, 10x854 in., 4 sand colors, plastic fun- 
nel, straw, 3 different pictures. Instr. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 2381—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz... .. Kit $6.97 

Suede split cowhide Moccasin Kits 
WHAT YOU GET: Genuine suede split-cowhide in palomino 
tan with sturdy inner sole fastened in place. Tan cotton laces. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 1 pair of moccasins per kit. 

PET sizes: 

$697 

you won't want to take 

he 
ae cope 

thru 10. Girls 

49N 

e 

rro eir 

coin purse, pent 

cut and 

Shi; 
49N2255. 

Macramé. . . art of creative knotting. 
Make a belt, necklace, bracelet, planter. 
WHAT YOU GET: Macramé cord; 814x11- 
in. long work board made of polystyrene 
foam; pattern pins; colorful accent beads 
and rings; illustrated instructions. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 2045—Wt. 1 1b. 6 oz. ...Kit $4.99 

They are so comf: 
them off. 

THINGS YOU CAN MAKEA A A hook ki 
pendant, car key 

luggage tag, key holder and 
WHAT YOU GET: MN steel ampi po 

2282242222250 4 2 200000 OOOO CETL EEE 
9242 Leather Crafts 

Make footwear and leather accessories 
to wear yourself or to give to your friends 

WHAT YOU GET: Pre-cut leather parts with pre- 
jed stit waxed thread for stitch- 

thick 34-inch foam rub- 
ber soles attached, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 7 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Vieni in sizes 5! 

and women state size 
and men state I size larger than regul 

No half sizes, order next larger size. 
1046F—Shpg. wt. ci? OR. ....- Kit бс; 

Saddle leather Tooling Kit 
Make 9 items with leather you've tooled x, 

5888 
Make beautiful leather eis айй accessories e 

€x 

S 

S 

©; 

< 
< 

< 
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S 
< 

< 

< 

< 
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Suede steerhide Boot Kit < 

С т АА 
< 

S 

ар. sie 

S 

Ss 

you make price. Everything 
E personal uch because you den th 

imet, 
= 

heavy 4*4 die aes 
needle. All 

Macramé Kit 
lets you make 
a planter and 
other objects 

$499 

parts, кү 
ware attached. саж with illustrated instr. AEN 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

t2 14 ounces. асе “Ки 88.88 
© 



Doctor kit |3 

$495 8 

Reduced from our 1976 Christmas Book. 
Here's a foldaway, crawl-through hideout 
with plenty of room for roaming about. Use 
indoors or outdoors as a cave, entranceway 
or secret hideout. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Ventilated, weather- 
resistant vinyl over tempered steel hoops. 
22-inch diameter. Folds to two inches thick 
with tie straps for easy storage. Nine feet 
long when expanded. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

~ 79 C 45046C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.....59.95 

É 
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For Dedicated Young Medics 
You can give Pooh a check-up and 

even write him a prescription 

(1 thru 3) Medical Cart and Deluxe 
Doctor and Nurse Kits 
HERE'S WHAT EACH KIT INCLUDES 
Chrome-colored plastic pieces: stetho- 
scope, thermometer, microscope, ear- 
scope, blood pressure gauge, hypodermic 
needle, tweezer, scissor, mirror, wrist- 
watch, pill boxes, cotton, bottles, jars, 
beakers, pans and eyeglasses. You also 
get colleze diploma, eye chart, prescrip- 
tion slips, appointment slips and health 
records. Instruction sheet. Pooh bear not 
included. From Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

(1) Medical Cart 
You can roll this fully-equipped cart 
right to your patient's bedside. . . as- 
sembles without tools. 
KIT CONTENTS: АП items listed above 
plus 4-piece snap-together cart with cast- 
ers, operating smock, rubber gloves, arm 
band, plastic mirror with headband, knee 
tapper, extractor, spatula and plastic hot 
water bag. Cart із 14%%х10х21 inches 
high. 
ORDERING INFO: Partially assembled. 
49 C 45224—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. $9.95 

(2) Deluxe Nurse Kit 
KIT CONTENTS: All items listed above 
lus nurse cap, plastic hot water bag, 
ood tray and utensils. Vinyl shoulder 
strap case is 1124х734х35% inches deep. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 45026—Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 

(3) Deluxe Doctor Kit 
KIT CONTENTS: All items listed above 
plus arm band, plastic mirror with head- 
band, knee tapper, extractor and spatula. 
Vinyl attache-style case with latch is 
13!4x974x27^ inches deep. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 45024—Wt. 11b. 8 oz. 

$4.95 

. $4.95 

j і WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Durable 
igniti у, Speed- Measures 1334x7x8/ inches hi; ometer needle, steering wheel l-  FORAGES: 3 to 7 years. 

ly turns, gear shift, horn, manually-oj ORDERING INFO: i 

Li'l Gas Pumper 
is filled with fun 

HOW ІТ WORKS: Turn 
rings, panel 

in slot; door еве for 
storage. ot pump 

holds wrench. ой сап 
that i flashlight 
that ‘ith labels, 

ing handle. carrying zd 
WHAT IT'S MADE ОР: 

BIZ Durable plastic. 9%4x 
7x14% in. his 

ORDERING en 
Shpg. wt. 4 02. 

49 С 45068 ..$13.95 

assembled. 
49 C 44464—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ..$9.95 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 



Santa’s Stoching Stuffers give 

alive 

Simplify your Christmas shopping and make your 

budget go farther by selecting several 

of these 24 popular gifts for only 

Peanuts" 
TV Chair 

Colorful Holly Hobbie: 
~ Sewing Cards (2) Wedding Bells Doll 

Beautiful bride doll. 7! in. tall with 
Pipe J and head, root- 

(1) Sturdy inflatable vinyl chair is hair. Molded pliable plastic 
15x15x15 in. high. Seat height 8% fod inv! head. Dressed in lace 
inches. Orange and yellow. Imported. bri umm and veil, panties and 

FOR AGES: 1 to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: FOR A AGES: 3 years and up. 
49 М 5135—Shpg. wt. 7 oz......*1.89 ORDERING INFORMATION: 
V cim characters United Syndicate, Inc, 49 N 5139—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 

Zoark with 
ballistic 5 (8) Raggedy Ann™ Surprise Package 

(5) Insert colored acrylic rer Includes dress-up doll, dancing dolls, finger 
кыы шы printed, Moms 6  puppets, theater, magic реге шас 

Ax lop w е, jew fige: desierit. Ages and up. клу тэ rr elis 
ORDERING INFORMATIO! ORDERING INFORMATION 
49N5123—Wt 13 oz. . 49 N 5125—Shpg. wt. 120z. .......*f.99 
American Greetings Corp. (9Bobbs-Merrill Co.. Inc. 

(7), INCLUDES: On/off switch. 
-scale tracks. Switch train 

from one track to another, 11 in. 
long. Plastic. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 1 "AA" bat 

Zoder with 
giant 
stun saucer 

e b blast, squeeze lever on (4) Press button, saucer pops out ^ п р not incl.; order below. 

k of action arm. 5% in. tall. of his chest. 534 in. tall. Plastic with d hipping weight 9 ounces. 

Plastic, metal spring. Imported. metal spring. Imported. ] 49N 5131 11.99 

FOR AGES: 8 years and up. FOR AGES: 8 years and up. © A Hira iaei Padia 
ORDERING INFORMATION.: ORDERING INFORMATION: 49 N 46999—Wt. 2 oz. Pkg. 99e 
49 N 5101—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. .#7.99 49 N 5146—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. .5f.89 

Star Wars 
Ponchos 

S.W.A.T. COMMAND 
VAN* Set 

(8) Rear door of blue van opens to reveal weapons, 
accessories used by S.W.A.T. Police. 2 figures turn at en Radar eee: с Children : Tea S 

vaist, Van 9%х4!;х5 де. Plastic. Imported. = ind-up motor. tings for 3. h setting 

FOR AGES: 4 to 12 yrs. Not recommended for children IS and 10) Darth Vader™, C- tenna spins. 7 in. м cludes metal late and saucer, 
under 3 years because of small parts, row dm 1 size. Vinyl. Im- Plastic, chrome-color plastic cup, knife, fork, spoon. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions incl ported. For ages: 6 to 12 years. trim. Imported. FOR AGES; 3 to 6 years. 
49 N 5140. Shipping weight 1 pound $1.99 ORDER INFO: Shoe. wt. 8 oz. FOR AGES: 3to 10yrs. ORDERING INFO 

(9) 49N5102-Darth Vader TC ORD INFO: Wt 9oz.  Shpg wt 6 oz. 
(10) 49N5127-C-3PO .... 49 №5149 ....91.09 49М№5121........... +1.99 
©1977 20th Century-Fox Film Corp. 

Beanbag 
Game 

56 Games Chest 
(16) Squeezemobile Circus Train 

(13) Inflatable heavy-duty vi- 14) Includes Pachisi, (15) Durable inflatable plastic Elephant and hippo can ride in 

nyl; weighted bottom for pop- heckers, Leap Frog, target can hang on wall, stand оп freight car or be moved about. Safe- 

up action. Squeaker nose. 36 in. ^ Search; 52 others. Spinner, floor or even float in pool. 6 bean- T-Foam™; washable, non toxic, 

tall. Bright colors. Imported. rules, instr. incl. Chipboard, bags. Imported. flame resistant. 10%5х51/2х4 in. high. 

Ages 3 to 10 yrs. plastic. Ages 7 and up. FOR AGES: 4 years and up. FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
queo ORDER INFO: Wt. 3 lbs, ORDER INFO: Wt. 14 oz. ORDERING INFORMATION: ORDERING INFORMATION: 
А; 49М5129.......... 199  49N5148 ... $1.99  49N5142—Wt. 1202. ..$1.99  49N5115—Shpz. wt. 5 о2....#7.99 

Citai page scans by deisiiasnmisetedwical con 



Phonographs with full stereo sound for musical enjoyftient 

Stylish 
denim-look 
Phonograph 

with mini-size 
turntable 
and two 

4-inch speakers 

$3395 
PHONOGRAPH: Stereo, 100% 
solid-state chassis. Mini-size, sin. 

lay turntable. Plays all 334 
and 45-rpm records. Synthetic 

phire needle. Right and left 
volume control. Includes 45-rpm 
adapter. 

SPEAKER SYSTEM: 4-inch speak- 
er in each 7*4x12944x4*4-in. deep 
speaker enclosure. Each speaker 
has 4¥-ft. cable. 
CONSTR: Blue denim-look paper 
on chipboard with white plastic 
trim. 1434x7x12!4 in. deep. 
Smoke-colored plastic dust cover. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed; 
120-v., 60-Hertz AC. 5-ft. cord. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See 

Portable Phonographs with 
full-size automatic record changer 

(1) Phonograph with $6995 
two side-mounted 
6x2-inch oval speakers 

PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid-state 
chassis. Full size automatic record 
changer. Plays all 3314 and 45-rpm 
records. Stereo. Diamond needle. 
Right and left channel volume con- 
trols, tone control. Automatic shut- 
off, 45-rpm adapter. 
SPEAKER SYST Two 6x2-inch 
oval speakers, side-mounted for 
good stereo separation. 
CONSTR: Black plastic cabinet 
22%х141%х8% in. deep (closed). 
Molded-in carrying handle. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL 
listed. 120-v., 60-Hz. АС. 5!4-ft. 
cord included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See 

under unit warranty on page 497. 
xac Shipping weight 17 pounds. 

61C2924C. oes. 69.95 

(2) Phonograph with 
two front-mounted 
3-inch round speakers 

PHONOGRAPH: 100% solid-state 
T chassis. Stereo. Full-size automatic 

New at Sears. . . Portable Phonograph with two record changer. Plays all 3314 and 
4-in. speakers, attractive contemporary-look stand needle Riot ed yr de pe 

PHONOGRAPH: Stereo. 100% solid-state chassis. Mini-size, single-play ume controls. Automatic shut-off. 
turntable. Plays all 334 and 45-rpm records. Synthetic sapphire needle. 45-rpm adapter. n К 
Volume controls. 45-rpm adapter included. SPEAKER SYSTEM: Two front- 
SPEAKER SYSTEM: 4-inch speaker in each 6%6x6!146x7%46-inch deep mounted 3-in. round speakers. 
speaker enclosure. Each speaker has 9-foot cable. CONSTRUCTION: Federal-gold-col- 
CONSTRUCTION: Rugged, molded white plastic cabinet with brushed or plastic cabinet 155 x1475x8*4 in. 
bronze-color trim. Smoke-colored plastic dust cover. Headphone jack. deep (closed). Molded-in carrying 
Measures 134%x47j6x10!Yjg inches deep. White plastic stand measures handle. 
14746x87/16x9% inches high. ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed. 120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 5¥-foot cord. listed. 120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 5¥4-ft. 
ORDERING INFORMATION; See warranty on page 497. PA uS Ptr аат 

28—Shipping weight 1 SS EC lt 1D If S у, p. 497. s dese ine x Shipping weight 13 pounds. 
61C 2920 -$49.95 



TransTalk 700 
Walkie Talkie 

Each $ 1 2% 
without bartery 

Send and receive messages up to % of a mile 
Great for hikes and outings. Lightweight receiver-sender . . crystal controlled for sharp 
transmission. Solid-state circuitry means no warm-up time. Volume control, on-off 
switch and loudspeaker. 38-inch telescopic antenna is chrome-plated brass, Molded 
plastic body with chrome-plated metal trim. “B” audio circuit extends battery life. 
6x2%4x1' inches. Uses one 9-volt battery, order Veta below. 
49 № 24011—Shipping weight 1 роипа........................... 
49 N 8403—9-volt Batteries. Package of 2 Shipping weight 8 ounces 

Pricedtobe Was $14.88 

SOMETHING $988 
SPECIAL местного accessories. versations with friends, order 

Code Key Hand Mike 

99: 

Send and receive Esch $ 
messages up to М mile without 

Carry it anywhere. Chat with friends. Solid state 
circuit with crystal controlled transmitter and 
receiver. Volume control, on-off switch, talk-listen 
button. 35-inch telescopic antenna. Plastic and 
metal, 6х2%4х1\4 inches. Uses one 9-volt battery not 
included, order package at left. 
49 N.2401—Shipping weight 12 oz....Each $9.94 

NO LICENSE REQUIRED 

Battery-powered Walkie Talkies and 

Base Station on this page transmit 

on Citizens Band Channel 14 
NOTE Walkie Talkies and Base Station from Japan 

1 Use the Base Station by itself to monitor Uses 6 “С” batteries, order package below. Buy 
CB stations, or order accessories below for it the easy way—order by phone. 

transmitting. Set includes earplug for privacy. 49 N 24014— Shipping weight 2 Ibs.. .. . $9.88 
Plastic cabinet about 11/4x4x5 in. high. Anten- 
na extends about 44 inches. For wireless con- “С” Batteries. Package of 6. 

microphone below. 49 N 8406—Shipping weight 12 oz.. Pkg. $1.19 

Base Station Accessories. Extra 
Use these accessories with Base Station equipment will add lots of fun and 

versatility to your Base Station. 
Headeet You can learn more about radio as 
99: you broadcast to friends. 

2 Code Key. Learn to transmit mes- 
sages with Morse code. 

Täti рабе scans by dieiilntas narsetecimical con 

49 N 24017—Shpg. wt. 502.....99c 

Hand Mike. Plug into Base 
Station to talk to friends. 

49 N 24016—Shpg. wt. 6 о2.....99с 

4 Headset Helps you receive 
messages more clearly. 

49 N 24015—Shpg. wt. 602..... 99c 



YOU'RE THIS CLOSE TO THE ICE 
..Y0U CONTROL ALL THE ACTION! 

Goal signal pops up 
whenever the puck 
lands in the net 
just push it down 
to eject the puck 

You control every move 
your players make. . by 

pushing, pulling and 
twisting the metal rods 
at your end of the rink! 

Side-mounted automatic 

puck-dropper slides 
anywhere along the 
boards for realistic 
delayed face-offs 

Sears Professional ock« 

8159 $243. madel bat пум) k 
EE A Uo val наде „їп miniature! You and your oppo 
‘nent control every move from opposite ends of the 40x25 in. rink~-make Chicago and 
Boston players “skate,” check, pass and shoot just like real pro hockey stars do, Fast- 
action polypropylene players. Delayed-action puck-dropper assures fair center-ice 
face-offs. Clear protect "fans", 2 roller pucks. 14 team “pennants” fly 

atop scoreboard. Hardboard, metal and plastic construction, 
79 N 6564L— Table Model. Shipping weight 12 pounds . . $15.99 
79 М 65709L—Floor Model (shown at right). Shipping weight 15 Ibs. 2473 

Player Sets. East and West Divisions. Fit only the 2 games listed above. 
49 N 6572 1— West. (42 pieces.) Shipping weight 12 ounces 
49 N 65725—East. (42 pieces.) Shipping weight 12 ounces . 

Pro-League Hockey 

Gondola-style 
scoreboard with 

automatic puck-drop 

All 10 plastic forwards 
and defensemen "skate" 

Electric along slots in this 33x19- 
к Baseball inch hardboard, metal and 

plastic rink. You control 

6—4 3 $6 52 rods that make the Chica- 
inann go and Montreal players 

“Pitcher” can throw balls, strikes, even shoot or pass. Roving 
change-ups . . batter can swing away, bunt goalies protect their nets. 
or wait for a k. Baserunners run base Puck-dropper delays the 
paths . . outfield “arm” tries to throw them center-ice face-off so ev- 
out. Metal. 20x20 in. UL-Listed 110-120 v., ery one is fair. Fast-action 
60-c. AC. roller puck. When goal is 
79 М 65072C— Shipping weight 5 lbs. . $6.52 scored, puck falls into net 

. lever pops puck back 
onto rink. Wt. 9 lbs. 

Floor Model 79 № 6565C ......$10.99 
Pro-League Basketball 

Each 5-man team battles for 

‘Catalog pane scan bv Ына wastoleichnical con 

possession of the ball. Both 
ve three plastic players 
slide and turn on gear 
anisms. When you've mec 

maneuvered the ball into a 
scoring hole, pop your 
shooter . . 2 points! Metal, 
plastic. 29x16x32-in. high. 2 
balls. Wt. 11 Ibs. 
79 М 65707C ......$19.78 

Table Model (no legs). 
Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 
79 N 65236C $13.99 

Junior League 
Hockey 

3-player teams controlled 
from beneath the "ice" 

Both New York and Chi- 
cago teams have pulled 
their goalies so you've got 
to be “heads up" on de- 
fense! Roller puck. Plastic, 
hardboard, metal. Stands 
26x16x8 in. high. 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 М 65649C .. $499 



BUILDING IMAGINATION 

Handy Andy* 
Hip Roof Tool Kit 

Journeyman too! box holds 
coping saw, brace and bit, $699 

level and many more 

The heavy-duty steel chest is styled like a professional's 
to carry all of its professional-look tools. Includes a 
crosscut saw, brace and bit, coping saw with 4 blades, 
hammer, spirit level, pliers, screwdriver, triangle, tri- 
square, sandpaper, pencil, ruler. Steel box looks just like 
Dad's but sized for you at 16x5'⁄4x5'⁄ in. high. Ages 8 
and up. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
49 C 16632—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 12 oz. ...... Kit $6.99 

Handy Andy" Tool Kit 
Steel tool box holds 99 

beginner's tool essentials 32 

Tool box with handle is 14x5x2 inches high, holds real, 
but child-sized, tools: hammer, saw, pliers, screwdriver, 
tri-square, ruler, pencil, sandpaper. Ages 8 and up. 
49C 16477—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. .. .... Kit $2.99 

Tool Belt 
with 
5 tools 
$449 without 

bartenes. 

Top-grain leather belt holds hammer, 24-inch folding 
ruler, pliers, screwdriver, flashlight (uses 2 "D" batter- 
ies, not included; order package on page 563). Fits up to 
29-inch waist. Ideal for children ages 8 and up. 
49 C 16634—Shipping weight 2 pounds ........ Set $449 

Сыра раба scans by йан тшне сай oon 

Includes 4 
by-step instructions Yo 
18 projects, plus starter 
kit with wood for bird 
house, shown above. 

Our most complete Home Workshop 
. . for ages 8 and up 

You can make super gifts for Mom and Dad with $2499 
real, working tools . . sized just right bas 

for your hands to handle 

The big set of tools and booklet will guide you from the first simple beginner's 
projects to most anything your developing skill, imagination can come up with. 

Here are all the tools, accessories you get: hammer, 4-way saw, coping saw with 3 
blades, 4-in. and 6%-in. screwdrivers, '%4-in.x6%,-in. wood chisel, forged slip-joint 
pliers, 6%-in. block plane (adjustable blade), 41⁄4 in. awl, gear-driven hand drill with 9 
bits in carry case. Protractor, 6-ft. folding rule, compass with pencil, 30°-60° triangle, 
45-45" triangle, 24 pegboard hooks, square with 00'-45", 7-in. rule, built-in level, sand- 
paper, nails, screws. 

Illustrated 24-page booklet teaches you how to use each tool properly and safely; 
carries plans for 18 projects. Wood for birdhouse included. Tools fit over silhouettes on 

rack. Solid pine workbench, 36x20x44 in. high, has inlaid compressed wood work area. 
Wood-working vise mounted on front of bench, 

Workshop Set with Bench, Tools, Birdhouse Workbench only. Shipped 
Project Kit. Shipped partly assembled. partly assembled. Wt. 25 lbs. 
79 C 16629C—Shpg. wt. 29 lbs. Set $24.99 79С 16633C $12.99 

Little Carpenter 
Shop 

All tools, instructions 
to make 8 projects plus 

wood to complete 
any three of them 

* Wall shelf * Mail holder 

* Puzzles * Bird house 

* Tool box * Steamboat 

* Bird feeder * Spice rack 

Get right to work on any of the 8 proj- 
ects because this tool kit has everything 
you need. Tools, blueprint instructions 
specially designed for 8-yr. olds and up. 
Kit includes hammer, saw, coping saw, 
tri-square, ruler, sandpaper and nails. 
Make the tool box first, then you can 
store and carry your tools anywhere. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces. 
AOC 16306. oo). 2 voces seus Set $4.99 

Block plane 

Square 
built-in level 

Coping saw 

Hand drill 

Screwdrivers 

Pliers 

ps . 
Wood chisel 



Color Reels for 
all non-talking 

View-Master viewers 

Each catalog number is 
for one 3-reel packet 

$175 cer packer 

Postpaid. (Wt. 1 oz) 

NEW 1974 SUBJECTS 
49 N 17559—Six Million Dollar Man 
49 М 17558—A pple's Way 
49 N 17343—Huck Finn 
49 N 17597—Emergency 
49 М 17393—Live and Let Die 
49 N 17596—Waltons 
49 М 17322— Pippi Longstocking 
49 N 17342—Robin Hood 
49 N 17598—Kung Fu 
49 N 17555—Star Trek 

CARTOON FAVORITES 
49 N 1740—Bambi 
49 М 17531—Bugs Bunny 
49 N 17318—Cinderella 
49 N 17514—Flintstones 
49 N 17315— Pinocchio 
49 М 17538—Beep-Beep the Roadrunner 
49 N 17548—Charlie Brown 
49 N 17517—Disney on Parade 
49 N 17552— The Hair Bear Bunch 
49 N 17528—Mickey Mouse 
49 N 17551—Mickey Mouse Clock Cleaners 
49 N 1752—Pebbles and Bamm Bamm 
49 М 17544—Snoopy and the Red Baroni 
49 N 17362—Winnie-the-Pooh 
49 N 17563—Bazooka Joe 
49 М 17533—Casper 
49 N 17525—Donald Duck 
49 N 17536—Peanuts® 
49 N 17553—Scooby Doo 

FAVORITE STORIES AND SUBJECTS 
49 М 17411-ABC Circus 
49 N 17492-Batman 
49 N 17554-Fat Albert. 
49 N 17383-Christmas Story 
49 N 1738-The Night Before Christmas 
49 N 1787-Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer 
49 М 17854-Moses and the 10 Commandments 
49 N 17406-Raggedy Ann and Andy 
49 N 1736-Alice in Wonderland 
49 N 17361-The Wizard of Oz 
49 М 17725-American Indian 
48 N 17479-Daniel Boone 
49 N 1748-Lassie, Look Homeward 
48 N 17376-Mary Poppins 
49 N 17619-Prehistoric Animals 
49 N 17614-Wild Animals 
49 М 17676-Prehistoric Life 
49 N 17948-Walt Disney World Fantasyland 
49 N 17593-Adam 12 
49 N 17568-Brady Bunch 
48 N 17226-Holy Land 

30 all-time favorite Reels— 
no longer in print— 

for one low, low price 

VALUE, 
Package of all 30 reels 

ony 599 
That's less than 20c each! 

Here's a great way to start your own library 
of exciting 3-D View-Master subjects, For 
one low price you get an outstanding assort- 
ment of non-talking reels in vivid color. 
There are 30 reels in all, including popular 
cartoon features like Blondie and Beetle Bai- 
ley: some of your favorite stories and fairy 
tales like Rumplestiltskin and The Emper- 
or's New Clothes; great TV features and 

"C" Batteries for View-Master viewers. 
49 № 46994—Pkg. of 6. Wt. 12 oz. ..Pkg. $149 

Talking Vie -Master Products 
Colorful 3-D pictures really “соте alive” 
with clear, easy-to-understand sound 

Projects bright, clear images 
on any wall or screen 

1 Exciting 3-D color pictures seem to come alive and 
talk to you. Interesting descriptions and sound ef- 

fects produced electronically in this model to give a 
rich, true-to-life tone. Built-in lighting makes the pic- 
ture extra bright and clear. Just slip in talking reel and 
press sound bar. Includes 4 popular talking reels of 
Charlie Brown and the Peanuts® characters. Plastic. 
Uses 2 "C" batteries, not incl, order pkg. below. 
49N 18901—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 9 oz... ............51899 

2 Look, listen, laugh and learn with this red, white 
and blue plastic Talking stereo viewer. Just drop in 

a talking reel, hold viewer toward light and press 
sound bar. Includes 4 all-time favorite talking reels 
featuring Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck. Uses 2 
“С” batteries, not included, order pkg. below. 
49 N 18902—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 10 oz... $1349 

Talking View-Master Reels 

Have a show for all your friends 
complete with exciting sound 

3 This exciting new projector makes car- 
toon characters, adventure tales, travel- 

ogues and science stories burst into life with 
brilliant pictures and rich, clear sound. Pro- 
ject your favorite Talking View-Master reels 
on to any wall or screen with this handsome- 
ly-designed plastic projector. Just plug in, 
place reel in slot and the show begins. Conve- 
nient scene change lever and automatic reset 

device. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60 Hz. AC. 
120 watts. 6-foot cord. Not recommended for 
ages under six. One demonstration talking 
reel is included. 
49N 18927—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 8 oz. .... $2499 

Extra Lamp for (3) above. Code BMG. 
49 М 18961—Shipping wt. 4 oz. $2.65 

$299 X. 
Each catalog number is for one 3-reel packet. Postpaid. (Wt. 4 oz.) 

NOTE: Talking viewers and projector will accept standard View-Master reels. How- 
ever, talking reels cannot be used in standard viewers or projectors. 

NEW 1974 RELEASES 
49 N 18342—Robin Hood 
49 М 18555—Star Trek 
49 М 1859—Hawaii Five-O 
49 М 18321—Charlotte's Web 
49 М 1834—Tom Sawyer 
49 N 18343—Huck Finn 
49 N 18576—Barbie's Photo Race 

HISTORY AND TRAVEL 
49 N 18202—Disneyland 

N 18955—Walt Disney World 
М 18676—Prehistoric Life 

49 N 18616—Wild Animals 

49 М 18528. 

Gütslod pace scans Dy cheisimas naiselectudcal com. 

CARTOON FEATURES 
49 N 18531—Bugs Bunnny 
49 N 18548—Charlie Brown 
49 М 18536— Peanuts 
49 М 18516—Popeye® 
49 N 18553—Scooby Doo 
49 М 18544—Snoopy, Red Baron 
49 N 18514—Flintstones 
49 N 18525—Donald Duck 

Mickey Mouse 
49 N 18551—Mickey Mouse Story 

Clock Cleaners 
49 N 18362— Winnie-the-Pooh 
49 N 18376—Mary Poppins 

FAVORITE STORIES 
49 N 1836—Alice 

in Wonderland 
49 N 1841—Mother Goose 
49 М 18382— The Night Before 

Christmas 
49 N 1887—Rudolph 
49 N 1850— Barbie's 

World Trip 
49 N 18383—Christmas 

TV FAVORITES 
49 N 18593—Adam 12 

Note for both pages: Peanuts characters) United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 1966. You can order items on 425 to 593 Disney, charactors ) уш Disney Productions. Popeyes) King Features Syndicate 
А lut 4 Werner rts, Inc. jedy Ann and And) from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 eere ме АДЫНЫ SH ggedy ve 8% [Sears] 497 



Musical Mobile 

$588 
T Watch Winnie-the-Pooh, Tigger, 

Eeyore and Owl dance from the ends of 
string. Pooh and his pals are suspended 
from a rod you can attach to the crib at any 
angle . . across one side, across a corner 

diagonally, spanning baby’s crib. Can be 
used with side lowered. A wind-up music 
box plays "Rain, Rain, Rain", Winnie's 
favorite song, for about 2 minutes. Plastic. 
Expands to 48 in. long. Assembled. Instruc- 
tions. Ages newborn to sitting up. 
49 C 47023—Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. ...... $5.88 

Musical Busy Box 

$888 

» Open the sliding door . . Tigger waves 
hello. Turn the knob on Pooh's music 

school . . hear the “Winnie-the-Pooh” 
theme song. Baby discovers doors, drawers 
and dialing things, delights in mirror re- 
flection. Clock hand turns and clicks, race 
car slides and clacks. TV knob changes 
pictures. Spinning wheel whirls round 'n 
round. Attaches easily to side of crib or 
playpen. Made of durable non-toxic plastic 
. . no loose parts. 143/4x33/6x121546 inches 
wide. For ages 6 months to 3 years. 
49 C44165—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 о2......... $8.88 

Peek-A-Pooh Doll 

$495 

3 Cuddle up with Peek-A-Pooh after a 
hard day's play for visual story telling. 

Each of four flip-up faces has a different 
expression; Pooh holding his hunny pot, 
bumbling Pooh with bees, Pooh looking 
over his shoulder and Pooh in his pajamas 
after a day of adventure. Stuffed corduroy. 
Machine wash, warm; delicate. Line dry. 
12 in. high. Taiwan. For ages 6 mo. to 3 yrs. 
Why not pick up the phone and order it. 
49 С 47051 —Shpg. wt. 12 oz........ $4.95 

Busy Box Jr. 

$388 

4 Change picture by turning TV knob . . 
see Kanga and Winnie, too. Spin the 

spinning wheel . . slide the speeding train, 
hear the click-clack, click-clack. Press 
Winnie-the-Pooh’s nose . . it squeaks. Six 
fun activities for the crib and playpen set. 
There are no loose parts . . non-toxic. 
Attaches easily to side of any crib or play- 
pen. Plastic. 18xS¥%x2% in. deep. Ages 
6 months to 3 years. 
49 C 47016—Shpg. wt. I1oz........ $3.88 

Musical Busy Koo-Koo 

$449 
Pull ring . . watch Koo-Koo bird move 
in and out. Listen to the delightful 

“Winnie-the-Pooh” theme song. Toy clock 
attaches to side of crib, playpen or wall. 
Made of sturdy plastic. Measures 1074x 
9%x2134¢ inches deep. Recommended for 
ages 6 months to 3 years. 

Baby Chimes 

$437 
Three brightly colored whirling | 
wheels produce tinkling chimes 
while baby plays. All working 
parts are enclosed in tough 
break-resistant plastic, fine for 
infant or toddler. Easy-to-hold 
carrying handle, so children 
can take along with them. 
Measures $44x9x3 in. high. 
For ages 6 to 18 months. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 С 47017.,........... $4.37 

Busy Bubble Flutter Ball 

$387 $397 $367 
Baby pulls the ring . . sends three — Here'slots of color and lots of fun Roll it . . spin it . . watch colorful 

Ages 6 months to 2 years. 

for crib, playpen or bath. Flower butterflies flutter inside clear plas- 
rattling inside turtle's shell. Turtle spins one way . . colored balls swirl 
squeaks when baby presses button- and spin in opposite direction in- 
eyes. Shatter-resistant mirror. Non- side floating 
toxic plastic. 105/16х24х924 in. high. — plastic. Measures 874x47/s in. high. 

Ages 6 months to 2 years. —order by phone. 
49 C 47039—Shpg. wt. 11Ь...... $3.87 — 49C47018—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. $3.97 

tic ball. For hours of delightful 
rolling, bouncing playtime indoors 

bubble. Non-toxic or out. Diameter, 7 inches. For ages 
3to 36 months. Buy it the easy way 

49 C 47024—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. $3.67 

Busy Face $587 Cuddly Cub $747 
Tote this happy playtime pal by its teacup handle А soft huggable, chewable toy that rolls in all directions 
ears. Tinkles tunefully when jiggled, eyes bounce. at the slightest touch. A bell inside chimes each time it 
Eyelids open and shut, nose squeaks, tongue clicks, hat moves. Head turns. Plush and cloth with felt eyes and 
spins. Turn it around and gaze into the shatter-resistant пове. Lift-up bib has pocket. Measures 8 in. high. 
mirror. Plastic. 934x734x774 in. Ages 6 mos. to 2 yrs. 

...$5.87 — 49 C44378—Shipping weight 12 ounces. 49 € 44346—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz.. 

Push-A-Potamus 

Washable surface. Ages 3 months to 3 years. 
$747 

49 C 44123—Shpg. wt. 11Ь......... 3449 
Ss j $797 

Tinkling Crib Gym Here's a riding toy right at baby's level. 
$, 689 Scooting helps build muscles, improves coordi- 

nation. Gentle, contoured indentation sup- 
6 Chimes ring while Winnie-the-Pooh 

and some of his pals from the Hundred 
Acre Woods spin around. Baby just pulls 
handle. Suspended by straps from sides of 
crib or playpen. Plastic. 1574x734x7 V4 in. 
high. Assembled. Ages 6 mos. to 3 yrs. 
49 C 44443—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 02.......... $6.89 

ports child. Four swivel casters resist tipping, 
ease movement as baby propels scooter. Sturdy 
plastic construction. Measures 19 inches long, 
15 inches wide. Partially assembled. Instruc- 
tions included. Recommended for ages 6 
months and up. 

79 С 47014C—Shpg. wt. 4 1Ьз........... $7.97 

Cutslod page scans by cieistmasnwrsetechnical conr 



H апа 2) Spinwelder$ and Factories. 
bist use piede, tool to weld, rivet to- 
gether a heli icopter or dragster, then use it 
to “power up” your new toy. 
HOW IT WORKS: Friction of spinnin, 
welding rod causes enough heat to wel: 
lastic together. After toy has been 
uilt, whirling tip of Spinwelder winds up 

rubber band which makes toy move as it 
unwinds. 

(1) Helicopter Factory. 32 inches long. 
WHAT YOU Ad Spinwelder tool, 48 plas- 
tic welding rods, 100 rivets, thirty 2 to 8- 
inch beams, rubber band props, struts, 
printed body panels and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires one 
6-volt battery, not included; order below. 
49N231 1-Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 ог, .Kit $7.95 

(2) Dragster Factory. 14 inches long. 
WHAT YOU GET: Spinwelder tool, pre- 
printed body panels. 32 plastic beams, 48 
welding rods, 100 rivets, 2 wheels with rub- 
ber-band tires, accessories, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires one 
6-volt battery, not included; order below. 
49N2222. hpg. wt. 11b. 4oz. .Kit $7.95 

6-volt Battery. 
49N 46992 -Shps. wt. 11b. 8 0z...91.99 

Study the insect world 

Ant City $679 
Watch nature's engineers at work and 
play. . . magnifiers catch the action 

See them build bridges and dig tunnels. 
WHAT YOU GET: Four түзү plastic 514- 
= h modules. Ants (mailed separately) 

one module to another. ‘Also Ide sand, 
tweezers, eyedropper and food. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Send enclosed cou- 

So оса supiy of anta . . ants cannot be 
Shipped to Tennessee, 
арнар Нама от Тете 802........ $6.79 

Butterfly and Insect 
Mounting Kit 

ei rear ae its 
Bere illustrated instructions. 

FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 2020—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ошпсез............... Kit $4.99 

Build a model 
of the Space 1999™ Eagle 

that's over 3 feet long 
Mammoth model is easy to cu 

WHAT YOU dues Уе a A straws, 
ed cardboard, glue, т оа, in. long. 
FOR AGES: 10 to teens. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 2151—Wt. 1 lb. 11 oz.....Kit $4.97 

REMEMBER! You can order items on jes 423 to 598 from now until SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 

арасыннан аы codi 

Spinwelder* Factories 
Use Spinwelder tool to weld and rivet helicopter 

or dragster. . . then use it to rev ‘ет up 

Each $795 without 
battery 

Watch a picture "grow" right before your eyes 

Spray & Play™ 
Make professional-looking 
pictures simply and neatly $649 

HOW IT WORKS: handle of airbrush unit to 
send a soft puff of through stencil onto paper. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic airbrush and easel. ses 1- 
ounce jars lue), 
йшй sets dog decr, apin RT 

paper to make 12 pictures. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Mor tare ierat 
49 N 2076—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. .Kit $6.49 

Comic Book Hero Stencil a Batman, Robin, Su- 
Flash. paints, s perman, stencils, 5 sheets of 3 

National Periodicals ке пс. 

Disney Character Stencil Set. Mickey Mouse, Don- 
FII Pluto stencils, 5 paints, 12 sheets 

AUN 207 7- 
Disney character 

weight 8oz......... Set $3.44 
'acters © Walt Disney Productions 

"© — EM as i agit з, ER icy | 

/WIGGtY WEIRDIES: 
Neale cece t a at 

Create frightful fiends without heat or марав 

HOW ІТ WORKS: Міх the molding 
"labora! 
WHAT YOU GET: 6 
powder ( Hic E lig ü mixing 
E paintbrush, 4 rere 
Ee Г; "laboratory", 
Fi RAGES: Жо 
ORDERING INFO: Metals below. 
p 1945—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. ............ Kit $10.94 

oz. powder 6 oz. liquid mix. 
49N КЕТЕТ н ЖӘНЕ, erit $2.49 
Shrunken Head le Sculpture. Transform apples 
Бгилкеп Нева дрів with заана орао 

table lap (nat included Use Ais tod to carve face on 
apple, place apple in "shrinker" which attaches to 

WHAT YOU GET: Plastic sculpting tool, plastic 
beads, yarn and glaze 

p er 6 5 apples (not D. 
to adult 

ORDERING IN ORMATION: 
'085—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ..Kit $7.97 

ats [Sears] 501 



ne Save $5 

vu*32.85 $2 785 913 

WISH 

Hin Save 54 
Buy Beaver (4) and Owl (5) 

Separately total 523. 90 

Li'l Camper Wilderness Set 

Ideal for the backyard $ 1 295 without 
explorer or hiker battenes 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Weather-resistant plastic and vinyl. 
WHAT YOU GET: Pup tent with poles, trail belt with compass in 
buckle, 844x11x3-in. backpack, canteen, play axe, play shovel, 
whistle, flashlight. Tent sets up 24x33x16 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Flashlight requires 2 “Р” batteries, 
not included. Order package below. Assembly required. War- 
ranted by Mattel Wate for free copy, see page 303. 
49 C 44158—Shipping weight 3 pounds 10 ounces. . ..$ 12.95 

* Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 11 0z...Pkg. 1.69 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items 
on pages 8, 9, 14 thru 
17B, and 423 to 598 

from now until 
AUGUST 31, 1978 



you MORE Christmas jor LESS money than any other items we sell 

Le ups use wi wi 
uttons right in the receive: 

Bright, 
tic. 9x274x3% in, high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 М 5137—Wt 8 ог... .#/. 

(18) БЯ? Fast Wheels 

Dens", 2% in. 
а Pick- m (tonneau 
cover lifts off), Monza 
2+2 (hatchback opens), 
Super Van. 

a БО топол Phone Коа just like опе 
that 

the push- 

Buttons ring when pushed. 

fael 

ORD. INFO: Order refills below. 
49 N 53184—Wt. 1202... 81.99 

т. 

Thinline Play Phone 

Gumball 
Vending 
Bank 

Plastic Bank, б\ 
16 А а жк 

‘or ages 4 to 10 yrs. 

FOR AGES: 3 yrs. and up. Refi 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 8 oz. ppt тх Е ҹы esp wi 
49 N 5150 ....Set 47.99 ома по) P Pe Pkg. $1.99 

Fireman 
Pushkin™ 

(21) 28 push his helmet 
down and he really moves on 
his wheels! at Spring- operated. 
Red and yellow plastic. 5% in. 
high. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 

[23] 

(23) 30 Airplanes 
— BA Tee Flyii ving 
Kit. Includes to-fe 
lanes—6 A EB 5 models, 

itructions included. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49N5144........ Kit *1.99 

Citao page scans by сайпана иис Gon 
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FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 7 - 

Target 
Game 

24) Mickey Mouse* ғор 
hot T: Came. P Pop shot 

pistol, 4 balls. 3 Mick- 
ey Mouse figures. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49 М5133........... $1.99 

and here are 11 more real 
dollar-stretchers for only 

(25) Mickey Mous (26) Mickey Mouse* 
Mini Winder. Wind hi Crayon Box. Steel box 

holds more than 100 cray- 
ons (not incl.). 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 5 o: 
49N53159 ..... 

FOR AGES: 3 yrs. and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 oz. 

Slinky 

(28) Slinky “walks” 
down stairs, ripples down 
from 1 hand to the other, 
moves without a motor. 
Silver-colored steel coil 
with 27/в-іп. diam. 
FOR AGES: 6 yrs. and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 9 oz. 
49N5211 .........99c 

Silly Putty 
UM like a ball, 

stretches like taffy, "cop- 
ies" pictures from news- 
papers, can be molded to 
any shape. Soft plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 yrs. and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 o: 
49N5111 .... 

=» 
Binocular with neck strap 

(31) Real Binocular. Nonprismatic. Adjust. eye- 

span, focusing lens. Plastic. Imported. Order below. 

(32) Silly Straws. Watch liquid twist and turn in 36- 
in. clear plastic tubing. Pkg. of 2. Order below 

(33). Pixie Kaleidoscope. Turn revolving head, mir. 
ror shows you a different design. Cardboard, metal. 9 
in. long, 2%4-in. diameter. Order below. 

ORDERING INFO: For (31), (32) EM c 

Item [ For sl Catalog No. Price 
(31) LJ 49N5114 E: Each 99c 
(32) 2108 49 N 51503 | 3oz. Pkg. 99c 
(33) Sandup | 49N 51531 Boz. Each 99c 

(34) Kiddie Stomp- 
ers, Adjustable green 
plastic cords, yellow 
polyethylene cups. 
Combine exercise, fun 
and training in balance 
and coordination. Set of 
two. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49N51505 ...Set 99c 

en Pinball Game 
ever grows old because 

every game is a new chal- 
lenge to a player's skill. Or- 
ange cardboard playing sur- 
face decorated with appeal- 
ing cartoon characters, 
topped by clear plastic en- 
closure. 7x12!4 in. long. 7 
plastic balls. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 yrs. and up. 

(30) Toy CB Radio 
Mickey Mouse* Toy CB. Dial 
and knobs turn, control 
switch slides. Detachable CB 
mike with cord. No batteries 
needed. Plastic. Imported 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Shps. wt. 6 o 
49N5112. 

Turn the 
Kaleidoscope: 
design changes 

before your 
very eyes 

L4 
(38) Nerf'" Space Raider 
Plane of sturdy, lightweight 
foam for soft landings. 8 in. 
long, 8-in. wingspan. 
FOR AGES; 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 3 oz. 
49 N 50105 99с 



Book and 
Record Sets 

A fun way to 
develop listening 

and reading skills 

(1thru 8) Disneyland 5-story Record/Book Sets 
Each set incl. 5 full-color 24-pg. paperbound books (ea. 7346x736 in.) and five 7-in. 33/-трт 
records. Recorded narrations follow books word for word. Win a trip to Disneyland; to get 
your official entry blank, order item (7) below . . . see p. 2 for details. 

(1) 3C 1082—Davy Crockett, 20,000 (5) 3 C 1010—Lady and the Tramp, Dis- 
Leagues Under the Sea, Sinbad the Sailor, ney’s Mother Goose Rhymes, Goldil , Pe- 
Swiss Family Robinson, Treasure Island. ter and the Wolf, Wizard of Oz. 

(2 3 C 1002—The Rescuers, Jungle (6) зс 1005—101 м Peter Pun, 

Book, Mickey Mouse Brave Little aylor, Dalmatians, 
Dumbo, Mickey and the Beanstalk. The Aristocats, Mary Poppins, Hiawatha. 

(3) 3C 1092—Snow White, Pinocchio, (7) 3,С 1001D—Winnie-the-Pooh and 
"The Seven Dwarfs and Their Diamond Mine, Tigger Too, Winnie-the-Pooh and the Honey 
Bambi, Sleeping Beauty. Tree, Winnie-the-Pooh and the Blustery 

(4) 3C 1038—Its a Small World, Haunt- Day, More Jungle Book, Robin Hood. — 
ed Mansion, Alice in Wonderland, Black (8) 3 C 1004—Pete's Dragon, Hobbit, 
Beauty, Cinderella. Brer Rabbit, Thumper's Race, 3 Little Pigs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: State catalog mealies ас 
Shipping weight each set 1 pound 2 ounces .. Each Set $6.95 
Disney characters Walt Disney Productions 

(9апа 10) Little Golden Book 
5-story Record/Book Sets 799 

Each set incl. five full-color 24-pg. paperbound books (ea. 
7%6x7%e in.) and five 7-in. 33/5-rprr records. 
(9) 3C 1092 DIET Bas y Elephant, Pokey Little 
Puppy, Happy Man р Truck, Circus Time, 
There’s No Such Thing asa ракы 
(10) 3C 1031—Tawny Scrawny Lion, Scuffy The Tug 
Boat, Smokey the Bear, Little Engine That Could, Rum- 
pelstilskin. 
ORDERING INFO: State catalog amm above. 
Shpg. wt. es set Ib, 2 oz.. эр Each Set $7.99 

'estern Publishing Co. 

(11) The Hobbit Record/Book Set 899 
based on the story by J.R.R. Tolkein set 

Hobbits, wizards, elves, orcs and trolls all кеё to life in 
this special-edition record/book set featuring the original 
soundtrack from the TV special of The Hobbit. Set in- 
cludes two LP 12-inch 33%-rpm records synchronized to a 
16-page, 12x12-inch beautifully illustrated full-color pa- 

und book. Set packaged in a hard-cover box. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 C 1099—Shipping weight 1 lb. 10 oz. . „Set $8.99 
@©Rankin/Bass Productions, Inc. 

(12) Peanuts 5-story 7 
Record/Book Set set 

Charlie Brown, Snoopy and the rest of the Peanuts gang 
are featured in these 5 stories: Charlie Brown's All-Stars; 
He's Your Dog, Charlie Bro lou're In Love, Charlie 
Brown; It's The Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown; А Charlie 
Brown Christmas. Set incl. 5 full-color 24-pg. paperbound 
books (еа. 731х731 in.) and five 7-in. 33!4-rpm records. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 C 1040—Shipping t 1 Ib. 20z. ........Set $7.99 
Peanuts characters © United Feature Syndicate. Inc 

( 13thru 17) Peter Pan 4-story 
Record/Book Sets 

Sets incl. 4 full-color 24 pg. und books (7x7V4 in.), 
four 45-rpm records. Reco follow books word for word. 

(13) 3 C 1045—Hansel and Gretel, Red Riding Hood, 
е Three Little Pigs, The Gingerbread Man. 

(14) 3C 1078—Goldilocks, Mother Goose Rhymes, 
Ugly Duckling, Henny Penny. 
(15) 3 C 1080—Cinderella, Alice in Wonderland, Snow 
White, Thumbelina. 
(16) 3 C 1085—Tortoise and the Hare, D: and the 
Wolf, Beauty and the Beast, Treasure Islanc 
(17) 3C 1091—Pied Piper, Патра АЙЕ 
dians, Lassie. 
ORDERING INFO: State catalog numbers from above. 
Shpg. wt. ea. set 11Ь. ................... Each Set $4.95 

‘Guinn раде scans by chris трна coi 



324... 
battery 

LECTRON 
Build 3 different radios, burglar alarm, 

electronic organ and 50 other projects 

with see-through magnetic cubes 

No wiring or electronic know-how is needed with Lectron. Cubes 
fit together without wires or tools. Just pick a project to build 
the manual shows you how to arrange cubes on 8x11-inch metal 
plate. Each cube is a circuit or component—match their tops to 
schematic drawings in 80-page manual. Plastic and metal. Uses 
one 9-volt battery, order package below. 
49 N 24067—Shipping weight 3 pounds ..Kit $24.99 

9-volt Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 8403—Shipping weight 8 ounces Package 88c 

Walkie-Talkies 

Set $499 without batteries 

The perfect way to communicate 
when you're out on a reconnais- 
sance mission. Sturdy 8-inch 
plastic phones have a 30 foot 
cord. Press button to buzz other 
phone; hold “talk” button down 
during conversation. Set uses 2 
"C" batteries, order package be- 
low. Wt. 11b. 4 oz. 
49 N 24085........... Set $4.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49N8406-Wt. 12 oz. .Pkg. $1.19 

Dial Desk Phones Cut 8% 
Priced to be 

SOMETHING SPECIAL isoo $642 cutee, 

Turn dial to ring other phone . . sound comes through loud and 
clear. Receiver is plastic, 8 in. long. 30 ft, cord, instructions. Set 
uses 4 “D” batteries, order package above right. 
49 N 24068—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 от............ Set $6.42 

Cushion page scans by deisthiaxniselediwdcal com 

Overseas Shortwave Radio 
pulls in broadcasts from 7500 miles 

somernine speci, 5 499 nse. 
Former separate prices totaled $26.86. Hear local or world radio with this 
solid state receiver that now includes 3 different antenna-and-oscillator coil 
sets. One coil set (included last year) covers shortwave bands 19 and 31 plus 
20-meter amateur band. Two extra coil sets receive ship, coast guard and air- 
craft transmissions, also inland marine and Europe. (Order 49 N 24022 below 
for standard AM broadcasts.) Charcoal gray 11x5x7-inch plastic cabinet with 
silver-color metal trim. Japan. Uses 3 "D" batteries, order Package! below. 
49 N 24024—Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces Set $14.99 
49 N 8405—"D" Batteries. Package of 6. Shpg. wt: 1 lb. 8 oz. Pkg. 1.49 
49 N 24022—AM Band Coil Set. Shipping weight 4 ounces Set 1.49 

Build this solid-state 

Radio and Broadcast 
System yourself 

1997 xx 

Complete kit includes everything you need to build a radio and home broad- 
caster. Tune in local stations. Create live programs or use it as a public address 
system by broadcasting over other radios in your home. Set includes 18-inch 
plastic cabinet, headset, microphone, and amplifier. Alnico speaker, tuner 
diode detector, instructions. Uses 3 "C" batteries, order гея above left. 
79 N 24073C—Shipping weight 5 pounds . .Kit $9.97 

"fas Sears 501 



40-inch sturdy-base 

Metal Pool Table $1999 
Sturdily braced with hardboard end panels. Wood. 
grained finish steel frame with magnetic scoring 
markers. Tubular-steel legs have plastic levelers, 
fold under for storage. Cloth-covered hardboard 
playing surface with plastic cushions, molded pock- 
ets. Automatic ball return. Two 27-in. cue sticks, six- 
teen 1-їп. solid plastic balls (15 numbered, 1 cue 
ball), rack. 40x21x28 in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 N 65077L—Shipping weight 15 pounds . . $ 19.99 

502 [Sears] recom 
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Table with 
hardwood frame 

30-inch 
Metal Pool Table M se 

Wood-grain-finished steel frame with plastic 
corners and pockets. Legs fold for easy stor 
age. Cloth-covered hardboard playing surface 
with rubber cushions. Automatic ball return. 
Sixteen solid plas 1-inch balls (15 numbered, 
1 cue ball), two 24-inch rubber-tipped wooden 
cue sticks. Molded triangular ball rack and rule 
book included. 30x17x26 inches high. Like ev- 
erything else in Sears books, it's so easy to or- 
der by telephone. 
79 М 65138C—Shipping weight 11 Ibs. $15.43 

30-inch tabletop 9 

Metal Pool Table EAR 
Child-size pool table stores in a jiffy . . no legs 
to fold, just set it on end in the nearest closet. 
Steel construction with a rich inlaid-look wood 
grain design. Cloth-covered hardboard surface; 
magnetic scoring device. 

Sixteen balls (fifteen numbered balls and one 
cue ball) are molded plastic. Two 24-inch rub- 
ber-tipped wood cue sticks. Ball rack. 30x18x3 
inches high. Use your phone if you want to or- 
der it the easiest way of all. 
79 М 65098C—Shipping weight 8 lbs. ..$9.99 



Make giant 24x35-inch posters 
with Super Dream Drops 

Squeeze out colors. . see them $399 
burst, expand, ripple and run 

jainting that lets you put psychede rinto 5 

a US. wall map. Just squeeze color drops onto 
special prepared paper, then watch them change and ooze to fill the 
space. They only stop spreading when they reach the black resist 
lines. Set includes 6 posters, five 1-ounce bottles of non-toxic Dream 
Drops paint, paint brush to add texture as paint dries. Ages 6 to 12, 

49 C 16439—Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces Set $3.99 

Here's "color-burst" 
pop-art posters anc 

/ ite-Bri * Assortment of round pegs ` 
rd Lite-Brite , ^5 pre-printed sheets. 2 blanks 

So beautiful. . so simple 
“Flock by Number” in 3 easy steps 

Winnie-the-Pooh $219 

Give Winnie and his friends a velvety texture in pic 
2 еа ture form, Create 3 different 8x10-inch scenes on pre 

cut adhesive boards. Just match color number о 
flock to same number on board. Flo Vel* flock in 7 

most come to life. Simple brilliant colors. Picture: 
s 5 to 10. 

weight 10 oz Set $2.19 
instructions. Fur 

19—Shippi 

NFL Posters $399 

Get a real kick out of ng flocked official NFL 
football posters. Two 12x16-in. posters, One shows 
the team emblems of the American Football Confer 
ence; the other, the National Foott 
With pre-cut adhesive boards and 
in 6 colors. Agi 
49 C 20179 

ио Dagi scant by бан miselediwdcal com 



®) LITTLE LEARNERS" 
HOW ’N TELL 
PHONO-VIEWERS 

It's like having a color TV set of your 
very own . . watch your favorite stories 
anytime, as many times as you want! 
Use it as a regular phonograph, too! 

SHOW ’N TELL 
with Sears exclusive extra-large 
11-inch diagonal screen and 

two-speed phonograph 

$4495 Winnie-the-Pooh 
program sold below 

Children can enjoy their favorite stories, delightful 
cartoon characters and ever-popular fairy tales 
again and again with bright, full-color pictures and 
clear, easy-to-understand sound. And the extra. 
big, 11-inch diagonal screen, that you can buy only 
at Sears, really brings the stories to life. 

Put on a record, slide in film strip, flip a switch 
. . pictures change automatically in time to words 
and music to illustrate recorded story. 2-speed 
phonograph has synthetic sapphire needle and 
built-in 45-rpm adapter so children can play their 
own 33% or 45-rpm records. Focus lever for sharp 
pictures. Solid state construction means no warm 
up wait. Built-in cooling system helps prevent 
overheating. Polystyrene case, 13x12x11 inches 
high. "Winnie-the-Pooh" Picturesound* program 
sold separately below. UL listed for 110-120-v., 60- 
Hz. AC. 50 w. Not recommended for ages under 3. 
A wide selection of delightful Picturesound* pro- 

grams for GE SHOW 'N TELL is available. See 
listings below right. Pick up your phone right now 

and order this one. 
79 М 16065C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. $44.95 

Replacement Needle and Bulb 
Both will fit any SHOW ‘N TELL Phono-Viewer 

Replacement Needle. Synthetic sapphire. 
49 N 16386—Shipping weight 1 oz. $1.39 

Replacement Bulb. 
49 М 16505—Shipping weight 1 oz. $149 

Savel. . buystand 
with any SHOW 'N TELL 
Phono-Viewer above 

M $ when you buy 
Stand 99 SHOWN TELL 
only 

Stand holds any SHOW 'N TELL ma- 
chine on this page. Chrome-plated tu- 
bular steel legs. Walnut-finished hard- 
board top . . all-around ledge helps se- 
cure machine so it won't slide off. Stor- 
age for Picturesound* programs and 
your other records. 1534х1534х20'% in. 
high. Ready to assemble. Wt. 6 lbs. 

52 
Stand 
alone 

$899 Stand alone. 
: 79 N 16385C 58.99 

Stand when you buy SHOW 'N TELL 

498 [Sears] 28% 79N 16385C pits ca MD 
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program 
110-120-v., 60-Hz. 

11x1114x734 in. high. 
weight 8 pounds 

record on, 
slide in 

full-color film 
strip. Pictures 

change їп 
time with 

words and 
music 

Each $159 20 Picturesound* Programs 

Day? for GE SHOW 'N TELL 
y А 7 

Programs of Walt Disney creations, story- 

or more for оу characters. Each has film strip and 7-in. 
$149 «^ rpm break-resistant record with story on 

one side, children's songs on the other. 

Choose your favorites of these cartoons, fairy tales and popular stories 

49 М 1641—The Three Little Pigs 49 N 16435—Bambi 
49 N 16411—Pinocchio 49 N 16438—Night Before Christmas 
49 N 16412—Cinderella 49 N 16628— Disney World 
49 N 16416—101 Dalmatians 49 М 16422—Jack and the Beanstalk 
49 N 16417—Mickey Mouse 49 N 16173—Black Beauty 

49 N 16418—Donald Duck 49 М 16421—The Wizard of Oz 
49 N 16419—Mary Poppins 49 N 16139—Robin Hood 
49 М 1642— Winnie-the-Pooh 49 N 16414—Snow White 
49 N 16423— The Three Bears 49 N 16425— Little Red Riding Hood 
49 N 16415—Alice in Wonderland 49 N 16426—Hansel and Gretel 
Shipping weight each 4 ounces Each $1.59; Any 2 ог more, each $1.49 
"Registered trademark General Electric Co. 

NOTE for both pages: Disney characters) Walt Disney productions. Peanuts 

characters) United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 1966. "Sesame Street" is a trade- 
mark of Children's Television Workshop. Bugs Виппу® 1973 Warner Bros. 
Seven Arts. Inc. Bozo the Clown Capitol Records, Inc. 



Double your show-time fun 
You get 2 ways to view with this 

Deluxe Theater . . tabletop rear-screen projector 
plus hand-held lighted viewer . . 20 reels included 

It's like a TV screen— 
more than one 

can view reels on 
this tabletop viewer 

when you buy 
Variety Theater (1) 
with Carry Case (2) 

Separately total 

321.98 
Tm Theater and Carry Case 

NL. s9038 

Variety Theater. Combination of projector and 10 full-color reels 
sive at Sears, Watch your favorites 

exclu 
Star Trek, Scooby Doo, Casper? and 

more. Plastic, 8Vzx7 Vax5*e in. high. 6-ft UL listed for 110-120-volt 
50/60-Hz. AC. .3 amps. 26 watts. Not recommended for ages under 6. Uses 
standard 12-volt auto lamp (included). 

49 С 1895—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces 

cord. 

$16.99 

without 
batteries 52999 

Just plug in tabletop rear-screen projector. 
Large, 3Узх4-їп. screen is extra bright for 
viewing in fully lighted room. Insert reel 
press lever to change scene. Carrying handle 
doubles as focus bar. 13x7Yax8'4 im. high. 
UL listed for 110-120-v., 50/60-Hz. AC. .3 
amps. 26 м. 6-ft. cord. 

Just touch bar . . 3-dimensional picture ap- 
pears on lighted stereo viewer. Flip lever to 
change scene. Uses 2 "C" batteries, not included, 
order package below. Both viewers are plastic 

Not for ages under 6. 
49 C 1896—Shpg. wt. 41Ьв. 11 oz. 52999 

"С" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46994—Shpg. wt. 12 oz Pkg. $1.55 

yc 

Winnie-the-Pooh and Friends $499 
View-Master* Gift Pack 

View Winnie-the-Pooh, Bambi, Donald Duck and many of your other 

cartoon pals on colorful 3-dimensional reels. You get a standard viewer 

and 6 reels with 7 scenes each inside the gift canister, Just hold viewer 

up to light lever changes scene. Plastic. For ages 4 and up. 

49 C 18931—Shipping weight 11 ounces 54.99 

View-Master* Stereo Viewers . . four great 
3-dimensional reels included with each viewer 

Standard Stereo Viewer 

$375 
Lighted Stereo Viewer 

$575 тюн 

502 

9 Carry Case. Carry your projector and reels use inside of lid as projection 

screen. Corrugated fiberboard, woodgrained finish. 52x 14 ах 16% in. long. 
49 C 18976-Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces $4.99 

Variety Theater (1) and Carry Case (2) 
$20.98 49 C 1899 —Shipping weight 5 pounds 5 ounces. 

Sears 
‘Catalog page scant ty Сак nestolociedcal ГОП! 

View Bugs Bunny, Road Runner, 
Scooby Doo and Fat Albert at a 
budget pleasing price. Standard 
viewer is easy to operate . . simply 
hold it up to any light. Press lever 
to change scene. Made of high- 
impact plastic, Ages 4 and up 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

49 C 18903 

АП you do is touch the bar and a 
picture appears. Flip lever to 
change scene. Casper €, Peanuts ®, 
Popeye and Woody Woodpecker 
reels are included. Plastic. Uses 2 
"C" batteries. Order package sepa- 
rately above. Ages 4 and ир 

Shipping weight 9 ounces. 
49 C 18906 5575 



) (2) Porsche 911 
onsidered to be the ultimate in "Carrera" Model Kit 

small, quality cars, it is bound to be- Large size of popular sports car mod- 
come a classic. Never before hasa еј permits ultra-fine realistic detail. 
small car reflected such luxury. Au- CONSTRUCTION: When built, model 
thentic reproduction, inside and out. із 14 in. long, a 1/12-scale replica of 
CONSTRUCTION: When built, mea- the Carrera. Details include unique, 
sures 15 in. long, a 1/12-scale repro- racing turbo-engine, extra wide, 
duction of the original. Doors, hood loon rubber racing wheels. Interior 
and trunk operate; rubber tires. Pre- features sliding seats, spring suspen- 
colored or (in the case of engine on oper loors, hood and trunk. 
parts) metallized plastic. 380 pieces. red plastic. 243 pieces. 
FOR AGES: 12 years to adult. FOR AGES: 12 to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Glue not included. ORDERING INFO: Glue not included. 
48N 1901—Wt. 4]bs.......Kit $19.97 — 49N2101—Wt. 4lbs....... Kit $19.97 

Combat 
Aircraft 

Save*1.00 
when you buy 2 or more 

2ormore SOAS 
only each 

U.S.S. Constitution 
“The Eagle of the Sea" 

Reproduced in exquisite detail 

$1597 
148 SCALE ar al 

a (5) 

(3) Huey Chopper (4) B-24J Liberator (5) B17G Flying 
UH-1B Model Kit Model Kit Fortress 

CONSTRUCTION: 28 in. ar dM ade 27% CONSTRUCTION: 271%. 
long when built, and a in vies when built inch irn cines Vas ‘scale 
Ура-всаје replica of the М le replica of origi- replica of original. Clear 
original. 2 rocket pods,4 nal. 2-position bomb windows and turrets, ro- 
machine guns, movable bay doors and landing tating propellers and 
rotors. Pre-colored plas- — gear. Pre-colored plas- wheels. Pre-colored 
tic. 134 pieces. tic. 162 pieces. plastic. 142 pieces. 
FOR AGES: 12 to adult. FOR AGES: 12 to adult. FOR AGES: 12 to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Glue not ORDER INFO: Giwe not ORDER INFO: Glue not 
included. Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. included. Wt. 21bs.8 oz. included. Wt. 2 lbs. 
49N2276 ..... Kit $8.44 — 49N2181.....Kit $844 — 49N2356 .....Kit 98.44 
Each when you buy any 2 or more Aircraft Kits (3 thru 5) Each Kit $7.44 

“Fly” or “drive” your own self-powered Plane or Car 

<3 Throttle on (13) lets you A 
increase power on take- 18] 
off. vary power for stunt 18, 
fiying and cut power 

uU PM landings 

йшй pave Scans by imaa йе инса Gom 



Jump Ball 

$ 98 12) 5 Snugg!' Bug 5 

iin $1277: 

Lit Krank. 
Kar 

$877 

496 [Sears] 82: 

TUO page scant tw EIREANN 



alone 

SUD 
gu gp. s Learn to play 

actual songs 
in minutes b, 

Just match the numbers on the organ key 
selector strip with the numbers over the notes in 

you'll be playing actual songs in the songbook 

- Sound almost like а professional organist 
У +. «all you need is two fingers 

<- -One to play the melody, 

one to play a chord 

Save 53.00 
on Bench when you also 
buy Organ (1) or (2) 

ш $99 | vus $697 

Electric Organ 

$3997 

Just minutes to entertain your friends and family 

(1 thru 3) Electric Organs 
CONSTR: High impact plastic. 
Dark brown cabinet with 
woodgrain look. 
ACCESSORIES: Music rack, 
instr. songbook in English, 
French, Spanish. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed. 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
S\e-ft. cord. 16 watts, 
FOR AGES: 6 and up. Not for 
ages under 6, 
ORDER INFO: Bench not incl. 
Order at right. Warranted by 
Internote. Write for free copy, 
see p. 330. Legs sent detached. 

Songbook Sets. . 

vesti Ber tortor 

(o. 

ыраса scane ty dublimdtnwiseiochdMlcab cont 

. more songs to play on 
chord organs (1, 2, 3) sold above 

(1) 12-chord Electric Organ 
KEYBOARD. CONTROLS: 37 keys—3 
full octaves. 12 pre-set chord buttons 
(6 major, 6 minor). Power switch and 
volume control. Measures 
3114х1134х30/% inches high. 
79 М 66887L—Wt. 201bs...939.97 

(2) Deluxe Electric Chord Organ 
KEYBOARD. CONTROLS: 37 full-size 
melody keys—3 full octaves. 12 pre- 
set chord buttons (6 major, 6 minor) 
PLUS 6 bass keys for a fuller, richer 
sound. Power switch, sensitive vol- 
ume control. Measures 
36%4х1214х301 in. high. 
79 N 6689L—Wt. 24 lbs. $59.97 

(4) 3-boo! 

mas songs 
French and 
ORDERING 

gan (3, ab 
with music 
Spanish 
lingual f 

ERING 

49 М 66832—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 

(5) 4-book Songbook Set for 8-chord or- 

49 N 66835— Shpz. wt. 1 lb. 

502 [Sears] t 

Уп 437 $5997 

Portable seancon 52897 
3) 8-chord Electric Organ 
‘able model. No legs. 

KEYBOARD. CONTROLS: 25 melo- 
dy keys—2 complete octaves. 8 pre- 
set chord buttons (4 major, 4 mi 
nor). Power switch and volume 
control. 25!2x1134x5144 in. high. 
79 М 66809C—Wt. 12 lbs. $28.97 

Bench for Organs (1) and (2) 
CONSTRUCTION: High impact 
plastic. Measures 1734x1034x165$ 
inches high. Imported. 
ORDER INFO 
79 N 66892C—Wt. 4 lbs. 
Bench when you buy it 
with Organ (1) or (2) 

$9.97 

$6.97 

k Songbook Set for 12-chord or- 
gans (1 and 2 above). More than 85 Christ- 

with music and lyrics in English, 
Spanish. 
INFORMATION: 

Set $4.97 

ove). Contains more than 90 songs 
and words in English, French and 
helpful in teaching children of bi- 

lies their heritage. 
NFORMATION 

Set $4.97 

Kaptain Kool Electro 
Music to go 

has songbook in 4 languages 

този $1995 woe 

1-2-3 of Do-re-mi, it's easy on this Bugs Bunny Player Piano $1 95 
just turn the crank or play the keys 

25-key Battery-operated Organ $ T 297 without 
batteries 

Wow! А "prehisto tsm mu $1 4 B8 
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(1) Mammoth Activity Box with over 365 things to do (ex 

with 8 semi-moist 
(ett one 160 book of all-in-one activities cluding mazes 

to dot and 60 games, ama 12 activity beant li 
stencil boards, color and recolor cards, cut cut-outs and paint by number. Car- 
ton meas. 11х14х4 іп. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Not recommended for children under three be- 
cause of small parts. 
ЗС 1620—Shipping weight 4 lbs. . . 

(2 thru 4) Marker Sets for creative coloring 

varying thickness, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
BE- 253900. 1, ON INE sel. Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. . 
23 6 4—20-color versa-tip sel. Shpg. wt. 1 m 
4) 36 3243 20 ir та арза зеі Wt. 11b. 8 oz. . 

(5) Set of ра Yourself Workbooks La, Preschoolers 
Book titles ABC Words, Read-Color- Activity Fun, Read-Write- 
Spell, Count-Color-Play, Count, Write. Ea. 64-pg. book meas. 8x10 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION; 
3C 1622—Shipping weight 2 pounds ........................ Set $4.49 

(6 thru 8) Charlie Brown's Question and Answer Books 
Scientific information presented in a fun question and answer format. 
11x8Vax54-in. ilh illustrated hardbound books. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipping weight each 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
(6) Book I—Answers questions about animal kingdom, incl. humans. 
C 15609—145 fags ....;...,.:.+. йыбы ОНЫ о $5.95 

(7) Book li—Answers questions about plants, space and more. 
$ Mr TOOT SOR DIE. GUERRE Toon ccs X= Lern d 5.95 
8) Book IllI—Answers questions about transportation. 
C 1624—144 ..5.95 

Peanuts Characters 1950. 

(9) | Can Read With My Eyes Shut (© 1978 Dr. Seuss and A. S. Geisel) 
дра Cat in tha Hat оке ayer riyman, Сай е twisters, nonsense verse to 
demonstrate the fun of reading. 914x634x7/« in. 48 pgs. Hardbound. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1615—Shipping weight 12 оцпсеѕ........................... $3.49 

(10) Catin пен Hat Beginners Book Dictionary (© 1955 Dr. Seuss) 
Indudes more than a thousand words Басс жш need to know. 
Illustrated. ТОЛ inches. 133 pages. 
сае INFORMATION: 
C 1604—Shipping weight 2 pounds ........................... $4.95 

(11) My Book About Me, By Me Myself (© 1969 Dr. Seuss) 
child to find out about himself. Place on cover for inserting 

child's own photograph. 11544x8V4x74s in. 60 pages. Hardbound. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3 С 1603—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ошпсез.................... $4.95 

(12) Disney and Sesame Street Little Golden Book Set 
Set includes: 6 books about Mickey Mouse and his friends, 6 books featur- 
I de ttt eae 1 Disney mobile and 1 Sesame Street mobile. 
Each book measures 7х8 inches and has 24 color pages. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1617. ipping weight 2 pounds ........................... $7.99 
Disney characters © Walt Disney Productions 
Sesame Street is a trademark of Children's Television Workshop. 

(13 and 14) Introduce your toddler to books with Cloth Book Sets 
Bright pictures in non-toxic inks. Machine wash, cold; almost indestructible. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

13) deo Set. Titles: Trains, Owl, Pussycat, veg Round-About, 
Puppy, Car, Ü Clown. Each book measures 5х5 

[| 200k 4-book Set. Titles: Bedtime, Our Toys, Look-Here, Let's Play. Each 
6x634 inches, б pages. 

3 1573 Shipping weight á cz n. ..%3.99 

t, ыы of Dynamite's Best. The ten most popular back issues of "Dy- 
^" magazine. Each with features on current TV, movie, rock person- 

alites, latest fads. Full-color paperbound. 81x11 in., 32 pgs. each. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3C 1625—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces............... Set $9.49 

(16 and 17) Dynamite Boxed Gift Sets 
Each set includes 3 books by the creators of "Dynamite" magazine. Each 
book measures 514x714 inches, and has 80 pages. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
16) Dynamite Boxed Set I. Titles: Magic Wanda's ite Magic The Dynamite Party Book, The Dynamite Book of 
28104 їррї it 1 pound 

Dynami oer р кыр е ыас паке 's Dynamite Puzzle 
Fame, Dynamite Book of Top Secret Info 

3 C 1618 Sionna Еа. DINE CS Cas nso esas RE RE tenis Set $4.49 

(18) Ten of Bananas’ Best 

ME M Dr Deck ar DE “Bananas” magazine. Each with fea- 
tures on favorite TV, movie and music personalities, plus puzzles, cartoons 
and the latest fads. Full-color, paperbound. 8x11 in. 40 pages each. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1648—Shipping weight 3 pounds 1 ounce. -Set $9.49 

(19) Bananas 1979 Yearbook. The best features of “Bananas” maga- 
zine plus up-to-date information on people and fads. Full-color poster of 
ОБР Newton Joli. 815х11 іп. 80 pgs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
ЗС 1616—Shipping weight 11 ounces ................... Ee Ti $2.19 



THE. Build a phonograph 
[4 1 

telephone amplifier. 

transmitter, thirty 

periments in all 

Funtronics 
Make predictions with = 
precision instruments LA 

Weather Station Outfit $955 

For amateur meteorologists. Predict temperature, wind velocity and precipi- 
tation. Take readings indoors and make your forecast. Flashing neon lights 
on board show wind speed, direction. Wired electrically to anemometer and 
wind vane units outside. 100 ft. of wire. 

Includes barometer, sling psychrometer, rain gauge, forecasting manual. cloud 
chart. Low-amp. power cord plugs into any 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC outlet. 
Unassembled. 
49 N 24043—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ошпсез...................К#$9.88 

Crystal Radio Kit 5395 
An easy-to-build radio that uses the 
Ix Do Sed circuitry that Marconi used 

irst radio transmissions, Tunes 
АМ broadcasts. Comes complete, in- 
cluding a quality crystal diode for clear 
sound—and it can't wear out. Plastic 
radio panel about 6x434x34 in. deep. 

hone included. Needs no batteries. 
Shipping weight 8 ounces, 

49 М 24072................. Kit $3.95 

Set is complete with master panel, 

components and tools 

16°: 
Enter the fascinating world of electronics . . even build an АМ 
radio receiver, telegraph, electric light alarm ‘and telephone amplifier, 
Or monitor a nursery or sickroom. Create 30 useful devices by just 
раа the parts and attaching wires to the master unit. Unit is 
HR styrene. Set includes printed-circuit 4-transistor audio 

lifier, transistorized transmitter circuit, phonograph pick-up arm 
wit jire-tipped needle cartridge. Printed circuit component 
board with phase switch, on-off volume control, variable condenser, 
speakers, remote speaker housing, motor and speed control $195 
tools, Uses 4 “AA” batteries and one 9-volt battery, order Тоа Ridis 5 without 
below. Instructions, Buy it the easy way—order by phone. x \ УУ. 
79 н 24081C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. .............. » A great "first kit" for learning how to 

build electronic items. This radio kit 
tunes in the entire AM band and works 
on batteries or solar energy. No solder- 
ing necessary. Set includes parts, ear- 
phone, solar cell, detailed manual. Plas- 
tic panel, about 6x4}4x}4 in. eo . If 
desired, order 9-volt battery package 
below at left, (Battery may pars 
when solar power is not present.) 
49 N 24071—Wt. 8 oz........ Kit $5.95 

10 easy-to-build working projects using 
all solid state circuitry. No soldering 
needed. Includes 18-page manual, solar 
cell, earphone, transformer, transistors, 
tuning capacitor, more. Cardboard, plas- 
tic and metal, 14х11х2 inches. Uses 1 
“AA” battery not included, order pack- 
age below leit. 

Make 34 working toys with Electric Build-it set A9 M WR bite огоо деси 

56984 without 
batteries 

Analog Computer Kit 31955 pic] 

Analog-type instrument with solid-state 
circuitry allows you to perform difficult 
operations in multiplication, division, 
square and cube roots, logarithmi: 
tions, reciprocals. Has 2 sensitivity 
ranges. Includes manual, conversion 
tables, all parts. Plastic, 15x9x3 inches. 
Uses one 9-volt battery not included, 

Manual shows you how to put together a traffic signal, dune buggy 
and other fun projects. Set includes 2 motors, working panels, buzzer 
unit, tools, bulbs, wiring and etching tool. Metal and plastic. Uses 2 
“AA” and 2 “D” batteries, order packages below. 
79 Н 24082C—Shipping weight 3 рошпд..................... $8.84 
Batteries for sets on this page. 
49 М 8403—9-volt Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 8 0z....Pkg. 88c 
49 N 8402—"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of б. Shpg. wt. 6 02....Pkg.  99c 
49 N 8405—“D” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 11b. 8 oz...... Pkg. 1.49 order package at left. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 15 oz. 
502 [Sears] эши. 19.824077 де Kit $19.95 
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(1) AND (2) SHOWN 
ON FACING PAGE 

What a low price 
for the largest, heaviest kids’ 
Pool Table we've ever sold! 

And it’s solid-hardwood-framed 
for extra sturdiness 

55x29'/-inch Table 
1 This solidly built, handsome 

pool table will make you feel 
like a pro when you chalk your cue 
and “break the rack". Solid walnut- 
finish hardwood frame, solid end 
panels give bracing for steady 
shots. *4-inch solid-core particle 
board playing surface is covered 
with heavy green billiard cloth. 
Lively vinyl cushions make bank 
shots easy. Automatic ball return. 
Extruded plastic corner molding, 
pocket liners. Sixteen (15 num- 
bered, 1 cue) 1'/-inch solid plastic 
balls, 2 lacquered hardwood 38-in. 
cue sticks, пане eene rule 
book. 55x29'/,x26 in. hi 
79N65697N-Wt. 501bs. $42.27 

50x25-inch $3597 
Table 

2 Sturdy pool table has frame and 
end panels of elegant-looking 

wood-grain-finished vinyl laminat- 
ed to particle board. Green biliard 
cloth covering over °/,-inch particle 
board bed. Rubber cushions. Auto- 
matic ball return. Braced plastic 

keep table rigid, fold for stor- 
age. Adjustable leg levelers, protec- 
tive plastic rails. Set includes six- 
teen 1'4-in. balls (15 numbered, 1 
cue) of solid plastic, two 36-inch 
lacquered hardwood cues, triangle. 
50x25x29 inches high. Sent partly 
assembled. 
79 М 65163N—Wt. 43 Ibs. . $35.97 

NOTE: 2 tables above sent by 
motor carrier or express. 

E 

Electric Pinball. . 
The Interceptor by Sears 

Fast-breaking action with flashing 
lights and bonuses for direct hits 

‘оде 
* Flipper keeps ball in play 

* Bell rings as hits are made 

* Keeps score automatically 

АЙ the kids will want to come over 
and compete on your stand-up pin- 
ball machine. Fire steel ball into maze 
of metal scoring bumpers . . lights 
flash to show your progress as your 
hand-operated flipper keeps ball in 
play. Bonus panels light up when you 
make a “direct hit" into scoring 
chute. Plastic legs and body, clear 
plastic cover. 5 steel balls. 

Partly assembled. About 31x16x45 
inches high. UL listed for 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle, AC. 
79N65102L-Shpg. wt. 25 lbs. $24.64 

Battery-operated 
3-in-1 Pinball Game. . 
Football, Basketball 

and Bagatelle 

$1399 — 
Computer-like dial registers game ac- 
tion as you shoot 5 steel balls around 
playing deck. Left side of dial scores 
basketball, right side scores football, 
outside ring scores bagatelle . . just 
set dial at different "start" point for 
each. Score registers on board as you 
shoot balls into bumpers which deter- 
mine yardage gains, interceptions; or 
field goals and free throws. Scoring 
card. 25x13'/,x16 inches high. Plastic 
and steel. Uses 4 "D" batteries (order 
package below). 
79N6570C-Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. . $13.99 

'D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49N8405-Wt. 1 Ib. 8oz. .Pkg. $1.49 

Sure-Shot Baseball $397 
Pitcher rolls fast balls, slow balls—even 
curves—down 

Up to 6 players sink shots using 6 lever-controlled 
flippers . . shoot from almost any position on the 

catches 
ball, batter is out. 18x18-in. field. АП plastic. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

79N65544C ........................ $3.97 

Сарой ране scans by cheisimas-muselechmicl com 



Lite-Brite 
Create beautiful color pictures 

with light. . just put in picture 

outline, insert color glow pegs. 
and watch them light up! 

( 1 and 2) Each set uses a 25-watt bulb (not 
included), 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Safety on-off 
Switch UL listed. For ages 4 to 12. 

1 Deluxe Lite-Brite. A variety of square, 
triangular, rectangular pegs make pic- 

tures look solid. 312 pegs in 7 colors. 16 pre- 
printed picture guides, 16 blank sheets. Plas- 
tic console has carry handle, non-skid rubber 
feet, 8°/x13%-in. screen. Side panel holds 
small duplicate of picture on screen to show 
child which colors to use. 
49C 16445—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.........Set $8.97 

Refill Kit. 216 pegs, 12 pictures. 
49C 16446—Shpg. wt.9 oz. ........ Kit $279 

2 Standard Lite-Brite. More than 400 
round 

Refill Kit. 400 pegs, 24 pictures. 
49 C 16293—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz... .. Kit $2.79 

Spirograph 
Make intricate line patterns 

that look like you spent hours 
. . but you didn't 

31-рс. set б1-рс set 

$322 | $499 
(Запа 4 ) Just follow the patterns with your 
реп . . pins hold patterns to baseboard and 
paper. . they only move when you want 
them to. Create fancy designs by laying one 
pattern over another. Sets include straight 
and curved pieces, pins, colored pens, paper, 
baseboard, storage tray, patterns and com- 
plete instructions. Ages 4 and up. 

3 6 1-pc. Super Spirograph. Make more 
intricate designs than set below. 

49C 16144—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. .. Set $4.99 

31-pc. Spirograph. Make swingin' de- 
signs with odd-shaped gears. 

49 C 16533—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. ....Set $322 

Etch-A-Sketch* 
Turn knobs and designs appear 

on the screen . . shake to erase 
and start all over again 

$291 
5 Draw designs, geometric shapes, pictures 

‚ «form numbers. . spell words . . all 
without pencil or paper. It's as easy as turn- 
ing the 2 plastic knobs. Plastic frame is 
9*/,x8x1*/, inches thick. Ages 3 and up. 
49C 1878—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8oz. ........ $297 

Ornament Maker Set 
Stuff plastic foam into pre-cut 

felt faces and lace together without 

needles . . make 4 animal Jellibees 

Who will you assemble first . . Loopy Lion, 
Tusky Elephant, Bingle Bunny or Piggly 

Pete? Put on eyes, nose and mouth with non- 
toxic glue. Pre-cut holes for easy lacing with 
plastic-tipped wool yarn. Each cuddly figure 
about 4 to 5 іп. tall. Ages 5 to 12. 
49C 16663—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. .......... Set $2.99 

ataind Dane scans by cuisines кайака conn 

Double-sided 
Wood Easel 

So versatile . . 

each side adjusts 
50 2 can work together. 

Clip on paper 
to convert chalkboard 

to painting easel 

$1299 
Sturdy, 4-legged, wooden easel. 
Tray and panel on both sides are 
adjustable so 2 different sized 
children can play happily for 
hours at the same easel . . stand- 
ing or sitting. Deep trough for 
paints on one side and grooved 
chalk tray on the other. 

With art supplies; palette with 
water colors, 2 brushes, 6 jars 
tempera paint, 2 mixing pans, 
crayons, box of chalk, eraser, pa- 
per, color-by-number sheets, 2 
clips. Two green chalkboards, 
each 16x24'/, inches long. Frame 
48 inches high. Partly assembled. 
Instructions. 
Shipping weight 12 pounds. 

79C 16659L $1299 

Adjustable Tripod Easel 
with Art Supplies 

$699 
Sturdy 42-inch high tripod with 16x24-inch green 
chalkboard. Clips hold drawing paper so you can 
both chalk-draw and paint. With 4 jars tempera 
paints, 2 mixing tins, brushes, palette with water col- 
ors, chalk, eraser, crayons, tracing stencil, drawing 
paper. Wood trough. Sturdy, bright red, tubular 
metal legs adjust to various heights. Sent partly as- 
sembled. To order the easiest way, look in your 
phone book white pages under "Sears, Roebuck and 
Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
79 С 16666C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ....... $6.99 

Save this Catalog 
You can order toys from now 

until August 16, 1974 

Whittle Away Chip Away 
^" Г" ама) Chisel through soft shell 
toi oed ол ае surprise. find a Flintstone 

statue, then paint it 

Like a real sculptor, chip away to 
find statue inside. Incl. 3 blocks, 
clamp, mallet, chisel, non-toxic 

Instructi 

when fully carved, paint it 

Get the fun of wood carving the first 
time you try. “Carve” alligator, totem 
pole, antique cannon from 3 plastic 

logs: Plastic whiter cant eut fingers forages toi 'on-toxic red, blue, yellow paints; I © А 6to 10. 49C 16145—Wt. 4 lbs. 30z ...$585 

49C 16599—Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz....... $2.85 ғасом 



Just pop in due and turn crank to see 
movie . . includes continuous-loop color film cartridge 
of Walt Disney's original cartoon "The Hunny Tree” 

View real color cartoon movies without electricity, batteries or 
screen! Just slide in film cartridge and turn crank. Hand-held 
viewer has focusing eyepiece for sharp, clear pictures. Runs for- 
ward or backward at any speed. Rugged plastic viewer and film 
cartridge take plenty of rough handling from lively youngsters. 
6x2'/x6' inches high. Includes Winnie-the-Pooh film cartridge. 
Order extra full-color film cartridges below. Ages 3 to 10. 
49 Н 16089—Shipping weight 14 ounces .. 

Extra Color Film Cartridges for movie viewer. 
49 М 16654— Three Little Pigs 49 N 16652—Bambi 
49N 16099—Mary Poppins | ae N 16104—Sesame Street™ 
49 М 16105—Sesame Numbers 
Shipping weight each 4 wee setts A RS Each $2.49 

безше ч, d $ 
7 Books that talk! 

Hear the story 
with exciting sound effects 

while you read 

44 
Just turn the sonic dial with your finger to hear the full story, complete 
with exciting sound effects, as you follow along in the colorfully illustrat- 
ed book. No batteries to buy, no records to break. Play it over and over 
again. Excellent sound quality. Sonic section of high-impact plastic. Great 
for ages 3 to 7. Measures 8/4x11'/x1"% inches thick. 
(4) 49N16236-Bozo and His ABC Zoo . . fun way to learn alphabet. 

(5) 49N16235-The Three Bears . . always a popular story for children. 

(6) 49N16234-Mother Goose Favorites . 
Shipping weight each 1 pound 3 ounces Each $4.44 

ojects up to 8x8 ft. on any surface. It's 
easy. Just turn it on and pull slide strip 
through. The 16 strips of 7 slides cach feature 
Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids, Josie and the 
Pussycats, Scooby Doo, Bugs Bunny, Help! 
It's the Hair Bear Bunch, Speed Buggs, Star 
Trek, Robin Hood and 3 others. Plastic. Ages 
3 to 8. 15х11х2 in. wide. Uses 3 "D" batteries, 
order package below. 

“D” Batteries. Package of six. 

йрй Habe Scane by айй micat ыа Com 

» childhood’s priceless heritage. 

Project giant color pictures on any wall 
with GIVEsAeSHOW® Projector 
Set includes 112 color cartoon slides 

49 N 16017—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz... ..Set $4.66 

49N 46995—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 ог. ..Pkg. $149 

Snoopy. Bugs Bunny? and 
Winnie-the-Pooh 
are always happy 
to "sing" for you 

_) $697 

NV 

NS 
e without 

battery 

Friendly Face AM Radios 

You'll never be without a friendly face 
and happy voice to keep you company. 

Each solid state portable radio comes with 
handy wrist strap, earphone and built-in 

antenna. Cases made of rugged plastic. 

aN Sold only at Sears. Winnie-the-Pooh's a real “hunny” of a radio. 9-volt battery is 
included. Winnie measures 534x114x6!4 inches high. Ages 3 to 8. 

49 N 16032—Hong Kong. Shipping weight 12 ounces -$6.97 
2 Lovable Snoopy is a favorite pal of kids and teens alike. Uses 9- Ee, bati order 

pkg. below. Snoopy measures 5x144x6%% inches high. For ages 3 and up. 
49 N 16125—Hong Kong. Shipping weight 12 ounces ‚56.97 

3 Sold only at Sears. You'll love Bugs, with his carrot "d soothe grin. Uses 9-volt 
battery, order pkg. below. Measures 414x1"4x5"% inches a жез 3 to 10. 

49N 16124—Hong Kong. Shipping weight 10 ounces ^ P a 96.47 
49 N 46993—9-volt Batteries. Package of two. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. .. «Pkg. 90c 

Just turn 
wheel to 

hear story. 
Needs no 
batteries. 

Just snap in cassette 
to see color movies 

se $1097 zzz 
Show your movies anywhere—see 
pictures on the attached screen, or re- 
move it and project up to 5-ft. sq. pic- 
tures on the wall. Child can run film 
forward, backward or hold it at a sin- 
gle frame. Two delightful Flintstones 
cassettes included. Projector 
11!ax534x8 in. high. Made of rugged 
plastic. Uses 3 "D" batteries, not incl. 
Order pkg. at left. Ages 5 and up. 
49N 16155—Wt. 215. б ог. ...$1097 ‘2 [Sears] 409 



Book Wish 

Talking Reels— 
no longer in 

print—for one 
low, low price 
Package of all 5 reels 

Only 57656 
That's less than 75с each 

Here's a great way to start your own library of exciting talk- 
ing 3-D View-Master reels. For one low price you get an out- 
standing assortment of talking reels in vivid color. The nature 
of this purchase does not permit title selection. Each talking 
reel offers seven scenes . . that's 35 scenes in all. This may be 
your only opportunity to obtain these View-Master classics . . 
order today. Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest 
way of all. 

Shipping weight 2 ounces. 
P VT CU DRE GET ERN cmt Package $3.66 

Talking View-Master Reels 
Each catalog number is for 

one 3-reel packet. Postpaid. (Wt. 4 oz.) 

$299 м ра 
NOTE: Talking viewers and projector will accept standard View-Master 
reels. Talking reels cannot be used in standard viewers or projectors. 

New Titles for 1975 
49 С 18322—Ріррі i 
49 C 18507— Planet of the Apes 

Favorite Stories 
49 C 1834—Tom Sawyer 
49 C 1836—Alice in Wonderland 

49 C 18556—10 a Bird, C. Brown — 49 C 18376—Mary Poppins 
49 C 18558—Apple's Way 49 C 18382— The Night 
49 C 18559—$6,000,000 Man Before Christmas 
49 C 18567—New Zoo Review 49 C 18383—Christmas Story 
49 С 18596— The Waltons 49 C 1850—Barbie 
49 C 18598—Kung Fu 49 C 1887—Rudolph the Red 

Nosed Reindeer 
Cartoon Favorites TV Favorites 
49 C 18321—Charlotte's Web 
49 C 18342—Robin Hood 
49 C 18362—Winnie-the-Pooh 
49 С 18514— The Flintstones 
49 C 18516—Popeye 
49 C 18531—Bugs Bunny 
49 C 18544—Snoopy 
49 C 18548—Charlie Brown 
49 C 18553—Scooby Doo 

49 C 18555—Star Trek 
49 C 18593—Adam 12 

History and Travel 
49 C 18202—Disneyland 
49 C 18616—Wild Animals 

of the World 
49 C 18676—Prehistoric Life 
49 C 18955—Disney World 

Color Reels for all non-talking View-Master viewers 
Each catalog number is for per 

one 3-reel packet. Postpaid. (Wt. 1 oz.) $175 packet 

New Titles for 1975 Cartoon Favorites 

49 C 1781—Revolutionary War 49 C 17516—Popeye 

Talking View-Master* 
Stereo Viewer 

Lighted Viewer shows 
color pictures with 

electronically produced sound 
for rich, true-to-life tone 

$ 1997 tout 

Watch 3-D color pictures come 
alive with clear, easy-to-understand 
sound. Includes four talking reels of 
Charlie Brown and the Peanuts® 
gang. Built in lighting gives you an 
extra sharp, bright picture. Just 
press bar to switch light оп. . flip 
lever to change scene. Additional 
talking reels available below, left. 
Plastic. 5х5х8 in. high. Requires 2 
“С” batteries, not included . . order 
package ivi below. For ages 
4 and up. 

weight 3 lbs. 9 oz. 

Showtime fun with 79979 "990г 
pictures 'n sound $2494 

Hey! Let's watch a show! Project your favorite talking reels with brilliant color 
pictures and clear, easy-to-understand sound, Just plug in to household outlet, 

place reel (1 included) in slot and on with the show. Convenient lever changes scene . . 
automatic reset. Plastic. 12V4x8x534 inches high. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 
120 watts. 6-ft. cord. Not recommended for ages under 6. 
49 C 18927—Shipping weight 5 pounds 12 ounces. $24.94 
49 C 1896 1—Replacement Bulb. Code ВМС. Shipping weight 3 ounces . . . 2.65 

2 Tabletop Screen. Steel and vinyl. 30x40 inches. 
3C 8545C—Shipping weight 3 pounds . ..94.99 

$288 
viewers and reels 

not included 

49 C 17811—Forging a Nation 
49 C 17812—Westward Expansion 
49 C 17813—20th Century 
49 С 17814— Landmarks in American History 
49 C 17367—Island at the Top of the World 
49 С 17507—Planet of the Apes 
49 C 17557—Korg 
49 C 17586—Happy Days 
49 C-17595—Sigmund and Sea Monsters 
Favorite Stories and Subjects 
49 C 17321—Charlotte's Web 
49 C 1730—Snow White 
49 C 17318— Cinderella 
49 C 17361— Wizard of Oz 
49 C 1738— The Night Before Christmas 
49 C 17383—Christmas Story 
49 C 17406—Raggedy Ann 
49 C 1787—Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer 
49 C 17619—Prehistoric Animals 

49 C 17948—Fantasyland 

49 C 17556—It’s a Bird, Charlie Brown 
49 С 17584—Superman 
49 C 17322—Pippi Longstockings 
49 C 17362—Winnie-the-Pooh 
49 C 1740—Bambi 
49 C 17492—Batman 
49 C 17514— Flintstones 
49 C 17517—Disney on Parade 
49 C 17531—Bugs Bunny 
49 C 17544—Snoopy 
49 С 17548— Charlie Brown 
49 C 17553—Scooby Doo 

TV Favorites. 
49 C 17555—Star Trek 
49 C 17558—Apple's Way 
49 C 17559— The Six Million Dollar Man 
49 C 17568—The Brady Bunch 
49 C 17596— The Waltons 
49 C 17597—Emergency 
49 C 17598—Kung Fu 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: Peanuts characters © United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 1966. Disney 
characters © Walt Disney Productions. Casper © Harvey Famous Cartoons. 

‘Catalina page scans Dy civisinias merselechrncal Com 

Organize and protect reels, 
standard or lighted View- 

up to 25 three-reel packs. 
Made of high-impact poly- 
styrene in snappy red and 
white. Measures 8%%х5%4х 
5% in. deep. 
Shipping tops 11b. 7 oz. 

49C 18929 . 8 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 
from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 



SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

1937 Rolls Royce Model Kit 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Glue not included. 
2121—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. . . .Kit $17.97 

1939 Jaguar SS100 Model Kit 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Glue not 
9—Shipping weight 2 

‘included. 
49N 211 218. ....Kit $9.97 

Kits (20) and (21) 
work separately 

or together. . buy 
them both! 

Visible V-8 and visible Auto Chassis let you see how a car 
really works . 

go See-thru V-8 Engine Model Kit 
ve you ever wondered what really makes a car 

go? Build this kit and find out. 
KIT CONTENTS: High- recte Sree with func- 
tioning pistons, connecting rods and rocker arms 

. build them separately or together 

21) Visible Chassis Model Kit 
model car stripped down to essentials lets 

you watch how different parts function. 
KIT CONTENTS: Fully operating high-impact 

T was саг working i cy Erpeq apu Бар гапот аот л ораев Я ш |uence wit spark plugs. plus reverse. Clu! , Rear springs, the first car manufactured on the that 350 parts in all. Includes display stand, permag brakes, wheels all perform their specific revolutionized industry: the production mover: Manual of V-8 engine. s history. functions, as they would on a real саг. 371 KIT CONTENTS: When put together, this model 144x614x914 inches high. long. With permag motor and manual. 
is 9 inches and isa FOR AGES: 10 years and up. FOR AGES: 10 years and up. 
of a Model T. Pre. with ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 "C" batteries. Order Pales G INFO: ГО: Корин 3 “р” batteries. Order rubber tires. 132 pieces. package below. Glue not included. pac Glue not included. FOR AGES: 8 years to adult, 49 N 2201—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 3 oz. . .Kit $10.86 fiie ugs ping weight 9 ds Kit 924.99 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Glue not included. Alkaline "C" Batteries. Р: of 2. Carbon-zinc Batteries. 49N2115—Shpg. wt. 11b. 7 oz. ...... Kit 96.97 49 N 46997—Shipping weight 5 oz. ..Package $1.39 — 49N46995-Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. . ous. $1.69 

U.S.S. Constitution Model Speedee-Bilt Cessna 180 Model Kit 33 Called "Eagle of the Sea" the WSS. Con- ене model airplane realy fles 253 stitution was magnificent with its billowing KIT CONTENTS: * Completed model is 13 inches long a. sails and massive armaments. with an 18-inch wingspan. Molded in lightweight pre- е KIT CONTENTS: Detailed model is 27x36 in. colored plastic foam. (indem powered. 16 pieces, 
long and built to Ye scale. 39 sails, 55 20 FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
per pinoy Беш Бану одот Fi ORDERING INFORMATION: Glue not included. 
Zo prof E Over 400 pi 49 N 2109—Shipping weight 7 ounces........ Kit $3.33 

FOR AGES: 14 years and up. 23) Paper Ariane Kit 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Glue not included, istically styled models of Air Force jets and ex- 
79 N 20313C—Shipping weight 6 lbs. .Kit $15.97 ental space vehicles. Some do stunts, some de- 

Lem for long distance flying. 
po Sea Eee Modal Kit Model Kit KIT CONTENTS: 30 planes tinted, in full color with 
KIT CONTENTS: 16 inches long when built. Yis FORGES ee 
романы е Vip codon. ORDERING INFORMATION: a ы; ipn air opening trailer 49 N 20246—Shipping weight 14 ounces. . . ... Kit $3.33 

оаа. Баб penny ay tires, 24) Trigger Jet 
rege Doni up to en without batteries or fuel. 

ich ! ORDERING INFORMATION: Glue not included ТА OO tee ee 49 N 20188—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 KIT CONTENTS: 18-in. long plane is plastic with soft 
nose cone. Launching gun is plastic, steel, wood. (11 9nd 12) “Мом Оп” “cab and FOR AGES: 5 to 15 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Assembled. 

GD 12 on нЕ: "Van T себ ab 49 н 22968—Shipping weight 10 ounces . ........ $294 
oe ША vinyl air aiding € Tp ny e ted 25) Land Rocket Race Model Kit. 
parts . . . over 100 Cab has over 300 кн эйзи Бе Айн. Pow- 

many plated. plastic, Decals, «ей by cold-power propellant, included. 
рае e ae dense KIT CONTENTS: Plastic, 11-inch long racer comes with 

" reuseable rocket engine, fuel, е, synchro sys- 
tem and drag chute. 32 pre-colored pieces. 
FOR AGES: 10 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Order extra fuel uu Glue not incl. 
49 N 2023-Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. ........ Kit $4.97 
49 N 2024-Extra Fuel. (ison) We ГЬ; 102...... 1.97 

16) Spitfire 17) Sandblaster 18) Starter Kit 
SHOWN ON FACING PAGE m and silver-col- Rua desert races, Ex- For ca Cox “gas-powered” 

DE 17). Pre-assembled. Powered by the famous performance-packed Cox Or with decals. Re- authentic. Mod- starter. comes control handle and lines. mote “оп” switch. 2 eled after super-fast Wi WHAT Y Y ЕТ: Battery 
4045 engine spring Each with um minutes of charging single seaters in the ац od 2 wrenches, 
Piane! A Bipreider e P-40 Warhawk m. PT-19 rend between flights. Кошон Mexi- 5 Js of low Power 

е features throttle fierce- repli- plane NST uel, fueling spout an: control which ca of Flying Tigers P- — Exclusive adjustable an- Seno iu ud CONSTRUCTION: Gas T€ flying versat е ity, plus 40 um flown over oa = Set it for stabil- chargeable ba batteries — powere Aree sd FOR AGES: 10 and up. taneous, respon- China and Burma. 3 gradually adjust Plastic, with a inche: : control. CONSTRUCTION: Сав for advanced flying. 16-in, Rub. long. Deep-cleated юз С. WELD ag 
CONSTRUCTION: Gas e Plastic with tires give super trac- 
powered. Plastic Un inch wingspan. powered. Plastic. 22-in. wheels. 2-blade prop. Чоп. Large-capacity Battery Do-inch wingspan. Р! cam pat- wings} Rubber band fuel tank, powerful 20 I се ” 
cise guideline control, tern. Complete with T minimizes dam- FOR AGES: 7 and up, *018%аггайо. Adjust- engines. 114 volts. Wt. 1 
—€— qm de- me cockpit canopy, = мы landings. m ORDERING INFO: i ME ONE. Ib. 2 oz. 
sign decals. Rubber- twin ex- dent and instructor X: Pre- à - $197 tired wheels. Faustas tier shark trim. 6- shift Snap starter. 49N21003 .. 

FOR AGES:10andup.  3-blade prop. FOR AGES: 10and up. Glow Power Fuel (not ORDERING INFO: FOR AGES: 10 and up. ORDER INFO: Pre-as- wei 
Pre-assembled. ORDER INFO: Pre-as- sembled. Requires mI 
starter kit and байету; or- зе: ires starter and batien; 
defe sg tit ond battery order af eri aiii We 
TON МАС 81498 79М2336С о. $1895 AS NEW: ..... 01347 ЗИН [Sears] 503 

—— —Á— 



SET OT ETES 

Move fast or slow on these kid-powered 
toys, you'll hear they all say something 

moving, indoors or out 
FOR AGES 6 MONTHS TO 8 YEARS 

(1) Big Crane 
Work on road constructions, clear land for build- 
ing sites, Easy to operate bucket raises and low- M 
ers, opens and closes. Use jumbo lever and ad- М 
just boom. D 

CONSTRUCTION: Polyethylene. Back wheels 
move full circle. 38 in. long; seat height 13 in. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. Da 
DNO INEOONATION леше: и 
mai es. rate, see. page 

79 C 47555L—Shipping weight 12 lbs. . $19.87 D MK 

(2and3) Jump Balis 
Year 'round fun for kids who can't sit still. 
CONSTRUCTION: Thick vinyl balls with hand 
grips. Made in England. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent deflated, Auto 
tire-type air valve . . . inflate at gas station or 
with air pump (not included). 

(2) Horse Jump Ball. 18-in. diam. 27 in. tall. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. Not recommended for 
children under 3 due to skill required. 
49 C 28524—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz. ...... $8.98 

(3) Junior Jump Ball. 13-in. diam. 21 in. tall. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 5 years. Not recommended for 
children under 3 due to skill required. 
49 C 29198—Shpg. wt. 11b. 7 oz........ $6.98 

(4) Tike Wagon 

Load wagon with teddy bears, dolls, blocks. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Steel axles. Pull cord Mini rmm [ONES ia Geet ete Pn pad 
with ball handle, Rounded edges. Wide wheel- Get on his saddle and scoot UM à E motion. Son M 3 

base for added stability. 20 in. long; seat, 9 inches around for hours . . . wheels up or and hear clack sound when in motion. 

FOR AGES to 4 years Meam CONSIBUCTIOI Plastic, Ban: CONSTRUCTION: PAVE ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. CONSTRUCTION: Patio 4- rg gL Рави Soet eg АЫ ШЫ So ay 
TOR E 25 in. long; seat, 10 im. high. 17% in. long; seat, 16% in. high. seat, 10 in. high. Red. 79 C 44122C—Shipping weight 8 lbs. ...$8.87 А, nd oie Е з 

(5) Snugg! Bug FOR AGES: 194 to 4 years. FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. ORDERING INFO: Assembled. 
Toddlers, will love snuggling inside this smiling ORDERING INFO: Assembled, ORDERING INFORMATION: As- 3 pounds. 
'ug's cockpit is antennae even wiggle! CONSTRUCTION. Molded plastic, Casters move 79 C47548C .........94.87 — 79C47621C-Wt 61bs.912.44 

in any direction. Gripping bar. Safety strap for 
small tots. Nonremovable eyes. 23x19%4x11 in. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. 
79 C 44114C—Shipping weight 7 Ibs. .$12.77 

(6) Winnie Coaster 
Mount this colorful little horse and take him for 
a ride anywhere. 

CONSTRUCTION: DD Pa a lene. ы 
inch wheels with steel tic handgri, 
reins. Mop-top hair a tail, Nonremovable 
eyes. 17 inches long; seat, 15% inches high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. 
79 C 476 19C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. . ..$6.95 

(7) Li'l Krank Kar 
Crank up this automobile with hand crank that 
really make noise . . . then drive off in steerable, 
foot-powered car. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic body with steel axles. 
Semi-bucket seat. 23 in. long; seat, 1474 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled; in- 
structions included. 
79 C 475 18C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. ...$8.77 = 15 

(8) Dash-about J $1387 
Enjoy hours of riding on this sleek little auto. 

3) All American Tyke Bike by Playskool 15) Turn ‘n Go® by Tomy. Little drivers move 
CONSTRUCTIO Ме Sturdy Palette body s x Hop on for a ride, Real fancy high-rise handlebars DE d by turning steering wheel right to left. A 
in. high. th soft, easy-to-hold grips. Features contoured ba- — driving mechanism in steering column starts tires 
FOR AGES: 18 months to 4 years. DM seat with white stars on blue background. rolling without pushing, pedaling. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Chrome-plated handle CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Steel axles. Seat, 7% in. 
79 C47558C—Shipping weight 7 Ibs. ...99.87 bars. Seat, 7/4 in. high. 174% in. long. Red, white, blue. high. 18х12х12М4 in. high. Orange and black. 

FOR AGES: 11⁄4 to 3*4 years. FOR AGES: 134 to 4 years. 
(9) Fire Fighter Truck ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembl 
9 to the rescue in foot-powered fire engine. 79 С 47526C—Shipping weight 5 pounds...$8.37 79 C 44042C—Shipping weight 5 pounds . YT 13.87 
Our E сав board. You can even call station 

TON y i Sit n Spin by Kenner 
e Tu. А et Cu Ron bos CI Моны; Ке "round ar раа toddlers just sit on the seat and turn the wheel 
ticking speedometer, clicking turn whir= on the center pole. Base Tight or left, fast or slow. 

radio selector, beeping horn. CONSTRUCTION: Lightweight, foamed polypropylene. Seat measures 3 
ring ado; yew sevens: inches high. Overall diameter measures 18 inches. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. FOR AGES: 102 to 51⁄4 years. 
Emergency set sold on page 482. ORDERING INFORMATION: putei. assembled. 
79 C 47525C—Shipping weight 6 lbs. .$13.95 79 C 44054C—Shipping weight 7 рошпбфв...................... $11.77 

Саша pace scant by стаз тизеки1киса Соп 



happy for hours. . . Irs quick and easy to learn to play these instruments 

(8) Kaptain Kool 
Electronic Organ 

KEYBOARD: 25 keys, incl. 
sharps, flats, 2 octaves. 
CONSTR: Red and white 
plastic. Hinged dust cover: 
switches for on/off, treble, 
vibrato, brilliance. Carrying 
handle so you'll have music 
wherever you go. 
ACCESSORIES: Number- 
coded music book, built-in 
music rack. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 15 years 

ORDER !NFO: Needs 9-volt 

9-volt Batteries. Package 
of 2. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 46993.....Pkg. 99c 

(7) Bugs Виппу© 
Player Piano 

HOW IT WORKS: Play hun- 
dreds of songs by inserting 
pegs into different holes and 
turning the handle. Keys go 
up and down as songs play, 
just as on a real player pi- 
ano. Or play your own 
tunes on color-coded 10-key 
board. Measures 954x 
874x654 in. high. Green, 
white, multicolor plastic. 
ACCESSORIES: Songbook, 
64 pegs with storage box. 
Instructions included. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 

ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49 N 66924 
Warner Bros, Inc. 

(8) 25-key Battery- 
operated Organ 

KEYBOARD, CONTROLS: 25 
keys, 2 octaves. Power 
switch, 
CONSTRUCTION: Brown 
and beige plastic. 
17x8! 4x35, in. high. Im- 
ported. 

ACCESSORIES: Number 
coded instruction songbook 
with songs in 4 languages— 
English, French, German 
and Italian. 
FOR AGES: 4 yrs. and up. 
ORDER INFO: Needs 3 "D" 
batteries, not incl. Order 
pkg. below. Wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz. 
49 N 66807 ......512.97 

"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. 
Shipping wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 

49 N 46995 ..Pkg. $1.87 

(9) Тһе PianoSaurus 
KEYBOARD: 12 melody 
keys. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-im- 
pact green plastic. Measures 
20х9х15 in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: Number 
coded instruction songbook. 
FOR AGES: 3 to В years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 lbs, 
79 М 66865C ....$14.88 

(10) Soprano Recorder 
in key of C 

Ideal beginner's instrument. 
Satisfying from the first 
note. 2 well-tuned octaves. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 
13%x15x1"y in. Black with 
white trim. 
ACCESSORIES: Simplified 
instructions included. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 10 years. 

ORDER INFO: Wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 66728 .......92.88 

slo pate Scane ty a А codi 

(11) Our finest 
Spinet Pianos 
25 keys 37 keys 

$2499 | $4499 
It's so easy to learn simple songs. 
You'll soon be playing your fa- 
vorite tunes to delight friends and 
family. Just match color-coded 
notes in songbook with the color 
coded keyboard chart. 
CONSTRUCTION: Hardwood and 
plywood in beautiful walnut fin 
ish. Steel tone bar is fitted with 
precision-ground alloy steel tone 
wires. Our finest spinet pianos are 
chromatically tuned. Matching 
bench measures 11x62x87% in, 
high. 
ACCESSORIES; Includes match- 
ing bench, music rack, color-cod- 
ed instruction songbook and key 
chart. 
FOR AGES. 4 years and up. 

25-key Piano. 
Measures 17x10! 4x193 4 in. high. 
KEYBOARD: 2-octave span. 

ORDERING INFORMATION. 
79 М 66856C—Wt, 10 lbs. .$24.99 

with 15 keys 

Grand Piano 
KEYBOARD: 15 keys. 
CONSTRUCTION: High- 
impact plastic with or- 
ange top, ivory-color 
case. 3 detachable legs. 
Metal tone bar makes 
bell-like sounds. 
1034x10'2x44, inches 
high. Imported. 
ACCESSORIES: Color- 
coded songbook. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
49 N 66811....55.88 

37-key Piano. 
Measures 234x10!4x19%4 in. high. 

KEYBOARD: 3-octave span. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
79 N 66819L—Wt. 19 lbs. 

Miniature Grand Piano $ 588 

(12) Miniature (13) 20-key 
Accordion 

KEYBOARD: 12 white 
and 8 black keys. 8 
bass chord buttons. 
CONSTRUCTION 
High-impact red plas- 
tic case, vinyl strap. 
9!5x4*4x10 inches 
high. Imported. 
ACCESSORIES: Num- 
ber-coded instruction bigh. 
song-book. 
FOR AGES: 5 and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. б oz. 
49 N 66804.. 59.98 

$44.99 

Be the life of the party 
with this 20-key Accordion 

Create clear, bell- 
like tones on these 
Xylopipes . . , rolls. 
up for convenient 

carrying and storage 

$1297 

(14) Xylopipes 
CONSTRUCTION: 12 graduat- 
ed, zinc-plated pipes slip into 
а 2-pc. foam base that rolls up 
for carrying or storage. Pipes 
make clear, bell-like tones: 
have octave and a half range; 
can be rearranged for interest- 
ing effects. Child can learn to 
play familiar tunes. Zinc and 
green colored. 20x15! 9x2 in. 

ACCESSORIES: 2 wood ham- 
mers, instruction booklet. 
ORDER INFO: For 6 yrs. up. 

Shipping wt. 5 lbs. 8 oz. 
49N 6649 .........912.97 

Bugs Bunny 
Rhythm Maker Set 

$495 

(15) Bugs Bunny® Rhythm Maker 
Set 

Get good vibrations with this 6-piece 
Bugs Bunny percussion set. Famous bun- 
ny's picture on tambourine, drum. 
SET INCL: 6!a-in. all-metal drum with 
two 6-in. long wooden drumsticks. 6-in. 
diameter metal tambourine with Tyvex* 
plastic head. 2 steel cymbals, 41% in. in 
diam. 6!-in. long wooden block and steel 
cowbell, each with 6-in. long wooden 
stick. Steel triangle, metal beater. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 66449—Wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz 
"Reg. DuPont Trademark. 
(Warner Bros. inc 1978 

$495 
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Sold exclusively at Sears 
8 adventure classics: comic book stories 

with recorded narration make learning to read fun 
Set includes record with 1 comic book story 

or cassette with 2 comic book stories 

Each 32- 
color an: 
complete with sound effects. 

Book and Record Sets. Set includes 1 comic book story and one 33!4-rpm, 12-in. LP record. 
(1) 3C 1161—Davy Crockett 
(2 3C1162—Around the World in 80 Days 
(3 3C 1163—Huckleberry Finn 
(4) 3C1164—20,000 Leagues Under the Sea 
Shipping weight set 12 02.......................... 

Book and Cassette Sets (not shown). Each set includes 2 comic book stories and 1 cassette. One 
on each side of the cassette. 

ЗС 1156—Huckleberry Finn and Around the World in Eighty Days 
3 С 1157—20,000 Leagues Under the Sea and Robinson Crusoe 

complete врс is recorded. 

3 C 1158—Robin Hood and Moby Dick 
3 C 1159—Davy Crockett and Swiss Family норасо; 
Shipping weight set 10 ounces . 

Globes offer a 
world of learning 

and fun 

(9) Smooth-surface World Classic Globe 
Smooth surface laminated fiberboard globe has 
traditional old-world look. Scaled 500 miles to the 
inch for convenient distance measurement. 16-in. 
diam. globe stands 38 in. high. Walnut-finished 
wood pedestal, metal base. Mounting assembly 
permits globe to rotate, swing up or down. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 1183C—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. .......... $49.95 

(10) Raised-reliet World Nation Globe 
Raised-relief laminated fiberboard. Gold-colored 
steel meridian numbered by degrees. Countries 
shown in contrasting solid colors to emphasize po- 
litical boundaries. Mountains are 3-dimensionally 
shaded. Flow and direction of ocean currents are 
illustrated. 12-in. diam. 16 in. high. Gold-color met- 
al base. 32-pg. “Story of the Globe” booklet incl. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C1194C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. ............ $12.95 

(11) Raised-relief World Classic Globe 
Raised-relief laminated fiberboard globe has old 
world look. half-meridian ring is calibrat- 
ed in miles and 12-in. diam. globe stands 
18 in. high on m« base with antique fruitwood 
finish. 32-pg. “Story of the Globe" booklet incl. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
C 1181—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 13 oz. .......- $24.95 

Саа pase эсин by саза пика йсй com 

е paperbound comic book tells a complete classic story. Books are illustrated in full 
measure 7V4x 10! inches. Recorded narrations follow the books word for word and are 

are recorded with one complete story on each side. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: State catalog number from below. 

(5) ЗС 1167—Moby Dick 
(6) 3C 1166—Swiss Family Robinson 
(7) 3C 1168—Robin Hood 
(8 3C1 165 Nobiwon Crece 

....-Each Set $3.99 

Each Set $4.99 

Superscope Storyteller Read Along Book, Cassette Sets 
Full casts of characters, specially selected music 

and sound effects make stories come alive 

[ 12 thru 19) Durable hard cover books are fully illustrated. Each book comes with a color-coded match- 
ing cassette. Stories in the Read Along books follow cassette narration word-for-word. Cassettes are recorded 
identically ‘on both sides to make them easier for your child to use. Action tones in the recording signal the end 
of a page to help the child to follow along in the book. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: State catalog —MÁ below. 

(12) 3C iba The City of 
(13) 3C TS oe Су ah 
(14) ЗС 1134—The Amazons (17) 
Shipping weight set 11 ounces. *Trademark Tarzan owned by Edger Rice Burroughs, Inc ............. Each Set $4.99 

(18) Three-story Gift Sets. Each set includes three 554x6'-inch books and 3 matching cassettes. 

зок Tale Sets 
121-Pinochio, Ee TON 

Sinbad the Sail 
3C1122- BI ey Дадаш, 

The Wizard of 

Fairy Tale Sets 
3C 1120—Sleeping Beauty, Snow White, 
Thumbelina. 
3 C 1123— Cinderella, The Elves and the 
Shoemaker, Beauty and the Beast. 
Bible Story Sets 
3c 11267 пашы ае See Noah 
and the Ark, David and Goliath. 
3C 1127—Samson and Delilah, Moses in 
Egypt, Joshua and the Battle of Jericho. 

Alice in Wonderland MES Through the Looking Glass 

3C 1124—Down the Rabbit Hole, The Mad Hatter's 
Tea Party, The Court of Cards. 
3 C 1125—The Land of the Red Queen, Tweedledum 
and Tweedledee, Queen Alice. 
Shipping weight set 1 pound 1 ounce. All properties copyrighted 

(19) arare Wars™ отино Soundtrack. Set includes опе 714х754: 

3C1 140. Shipping weight set 5 ounces. © Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp. .Set $7.99 „u [Sears] 503 



So powerful you can sight a distant planet 

or star and keep it in view 
Use sighting scope to find and 

focus on distant objects 

7 lenses: 
24mm finder 

Micro-motion Scone seas 

E erector, 
ow adjustment 2X Barlow, 

HEB — lets you track | 6mm, 22mm, sun 

stars and planets and moon filter 

across the sky 

240-power Refractor 538? 

Telescope and Tripod ҮА JUST POINT IT AT 

Look at all the professional-type features: 5-power sighting AN’ al ME 
scope lines up the subject; sturdy 52-inch high adjustable Л. 
metal tripod keeps scope steady; and micro-motion knob 
allows the fine adjustments necessary for keeping the subject 
centered as it moves. There's even an accessory shelf on the 
tripod to hold lenses not in use. Wide range of magnification: 
32, 63, 120 or 240-power for inverted viewing; 48 or 175- 
power for upright viewing. Main lens is achromatic coated 
60mm objective, 700mm focal point. Rack and pinion focus 
adjustment. 30-inch metal scope, plastic trim. Yoke mount. 

Phone ordering’s a quick and easy way to buy it. 
79 М 24101C—Shipping weight 12 pounds... . + $38.99 

150-power Telescope with : 200-power Telescope makes 

tripod and three lenses . the moon your neighbor 
519” Scope has tripod, finder 

scope and 5 lenses » ~ 

3 lenses 
1.5X erector, 
6mm lens, 
and sun 
filter 5 lenses: 

Sun filter, 
10.5mm, 22mm, 
3X Barlow 
and 
1.5Х erector 

Visit the moon, stars and planets . . study the rings of Saturn close up . . 
with this refractor telescope. Just mount scope on tripod for a clear, 

steady view. Magnification is 100-power inverted; 150-power erected. а 

Main lens is achromatic coated 50mm objective with 600mm focal e» LJ i ^3 - 

length. 24-inch metal scope; plastic lens hood, eye end, draw tube. 49- 
inch high wood tripod. Metal mount and tripod chain. 
79 N 24102C- ipping weight 8 pounds. $19.99 

ot 28 Ф 30-power hand-size Survey the area or gaze at Refractor Telescope and Tripod 

M Telescope your favorite planets with Locate subject with finder scope; spot details on moon and planets. Wide range 
м“ this refractor scope. Precision- of magnification: 32, 67, 96 or 200-power for inverted astronomical viewing; 48 

А $387 made 30mm objective lens, ог 100-power upright image for terrestial viewing. The erector lens increases 
achromatic coated for clearer power 50%; the Barlow lens triples magnifying power. Main lens is achromatic 

ч viewing. White enameled alu- coated 60mm objective with 700mm focal point. Rack and pinion focus adjust- 

minum tube; chrome-plated ment. 49-inch wood tripod steadies the scope. Steel swivel mount locks in any 
аа. Adjusts from 7 to 15 positjon. 27-inch long refractor scope is metal with black plastic trim. 
inches. ОВЕ пао uo TMT. rA УЛ, P^ 

N Shipping асное 79 N 24103C—Shipping weight 9 рошпдз....................- ДЕ. $28. 

ka 49 № 24044 ..$3.87 NOTE: All items on this page are from Japan. fate’ [Sears] 503 
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Flippin' fun! First one to flip 7 balls 
into the basket is declared winner 

Up to 4 players start flipping at the same time and each one gets 7 plastic balls 
in different colors so you always know who's got the best score. Just keep 
shooting fast as you can, and first one to get 7 balls in basket is the winner. 
12-in. diam. metal platform with 4 spring-action levers. Plastic basket. Phone 
ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it. 
49 N 65277—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ...................... $2.81 

Moving Seal Pom-Pom Game 

et? $7 95 . 
t balls in wins 

Can you hit the moving bas 

Player who shoots 

Players load their cannons with different colored plastic balls and aim at seal's 
basket as he “wanders” around game board. Shoot fast as you can . . player 
who gets most balls in wins. 4 cannons, 32 balls. 16'/,-inch round metal game 
board, other pieces plastic. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. Uses 1 “С” 
battery (order pkg. below). Japan. 
79 N 65018C—Shipping weight 4 pounds $7.95 
49 N 8406—"C" Batteries. Package of six. Shpg. wt. 12 oz Pkg. 1.19 

ball return. 

$542 

When bowling ball hits the pins, they flip up . . you squeeze the dual-action 
pin reset and you're ready to roll again. Ball returns automatically. 4'/,-inch 
plastic pins; 3-inch rubber ball. Metal housing, 16x16x6 in. high. 
79 М 29365C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $5.42 

504 [Sears] sce 
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Save 51 .. 
Clown ‘n Spoon Game 

"ALLE. — 

Mp 

Up to 4 players load their spoons with different colored plastic balls 
8 to a player . . and try to feed them into mouth of the moving 

clown. Balls roll down into chest the clown is holding so you can 
who's doing best. 16'/,-іпсћ diameter metal playing arena; all 

Uses 1 "C" battery, not included, (order 

hipping weight 4 pounds $5.85 

and make him happy 

es are plastic 

Tossing Games 

Bean Bag Toss 

$499 

Toss your bean bag through 
the target holes to score 
points and win. Made of hard- 
board and wood. Measures 
18x24 inches high. Set in- 
cludes toss board and 4 bean 
bags. Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 
79N 65188C ..... Set $4.99 

Peg Quoits 

$499 

Just toss rings onto pegs and 
add up the points shown on 

board for your total score. Big 
17°/,x17¥,-in. wood-framed, 
hardboard playing board. 
Plastic pegs and rope-like 
plastic rings. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 N 65353C Set $4.99 

Wall Ring Toss 

$499 
Toss your rings to the red, 
white, and blue, and add up 
the score as they catch on 
hooks. Wall-mounted game 
includes 15'4x15'4-inch tar- 
get of solid plywood with 13 
metal target hooks and 5 non- 

Magnetic Darts 

= $499 

. Score points when you throw 
magnetic darts at wall-mount- 
ed target. 4 safe, plastic, mag- 
net-tipped darts stick to 
17%/,x17%,-inch steel target 
backed with sturdy hard- 
board. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs, 
79N65176C ..... Set $4.99 



“Daffy Apples". . contemporary design HAPPINESS IS 

folding Table and Chairs 

A mellowed maple finish gives depth and beauty 
to colonial designs of sturdy hardwoods 

Steel frame table topped with 

wipe-clean vinyl laminated to flakeboard, 

chairs have molded plastic seats 

Tubular steel frame, legs finished in gleaming chrome-plating. 21-in. high 

table, Folding chairs have molded polypropylene seats in harmonizing col 

ors. 12x10-in. seat stands 12 in. off floor, 5-piece set sent motor carrier or 
express. Tea set, teddy bear not included. 

5-piece Set. 36x24x21-inch high table and 4 chairs. Ages 2 to 10. 
79 C 90222N— Partly assembled. Shipping weight 35 pounds Set $19.98 

3.piece Set. 24x24x21-inch high table and 2 chairs. Ages 2 to 10. 

79 C 90223L— Partly assembled. Shipping weight 24 pounds Set $1298 

79 C 90224C—Extra Chair. Shipping weight 6 pounds Each 598 

=з > “Daffy Apples” Pedestal design Table and Chairs 
` Toy Chest * $2899 

DS Ce $1498 
Ё v ө Vinyl-covered seat 

e » and storage box 
» with cushioned top 

Steel-supported body lends a sturdy quality to this roomy, 29x15x16-inch 
high chest. White, high impact polymer sides protect against scuffs and 
stains . . they're washable just like the vinyl upholstery. Built-in carrying 
handles. Partly assembled. For ages up to teens. 

hipping weight 13 pounds A 2 $1498 

аюб pate scane Батанын coda 



Grandpopper and 
Grandmommer 

2 
Poppin' Fresh 
and Poppie 

vA 
Snoopyt 

Toothbrush 

1544 
batteries 

Dog house roof holds kid- 
size brushes (incl.), tooth- 
paste (not incl.). Mounts on 
wall with bracket incl. or 
stands by itself. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries (order pkg. be- 
low). Plastic. 6x4x5 in. high. 
For ages 3 and up. 
49N51026—Wt. 1 lb. .$544 

Toothbrush Refills. Fit 
only model above. Package of 
2. Shpg. wt. 1 oz. 
49N51036 ..... Pkg. $1.17 
Package of 6 "D" Batter- 

Poppin’ Fresh 
Pop-up Puppet 

$347 Poppin’ Fresh 
Playhouse Cupcake len Sh 

. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

$597 $657 49 N 46995 

set fPeanuts ch 
United Feature 
Inc. 1966 

Meet the Poppin' Fresh Family . . 

a collection of lovable, huggable dolls and puppets Mickey Mouse* 

(1 and 2) Poppin’ Pairs. "We tum our heads!” Soft, non- Д Cupcake. “I'm a chubby, soft bear from Gumball Bank 
toxic polyvinyl. Each has own support stand. Ages ! to 8. Dough Land. I get plenty of squeezes and итбай Gan 

1 Рорріт Fresh and Poppie Fresh. "We love to be hugged hugs from tots and teenagers alike.” White Pays yummy dividends 
and 

- Sn! 7 1 : acrylic plush pile with polyurethane filling 
squeezed.” Poppin’ 7 in. tall, Poppie 51% in. tall. make Cupcake band. washable. 14 inches tall. and saves pennies. too 

49 N51167—Shipping weight 13 ounces... ... Set $2.97 For ages 1 year and up. $ 96 

2 Grandpopper and Grandmommer. "We may be grand- 49N51104—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 11 oz. ...... $6.57 2 
с m 

parents, but we still love а good роке!". Grandpopper 514 5 Poppin' Fresh Pop-up Puppet. "Have 
їп, tall, Grandmommer 47% in. tall. you seen me on TV? Now I'll pop out of Keep plenty of gumballs in this plastic 

Оо Shipping weht оока -Set $297 c shiny blue can just for you!" Use Poppin’ penny bank. No one gets a gumball until 
3 Poppin’ Fresh Playhouse. Poppin’ Fresh, Poppie Fresh, аз а hand puppet. Make him bow and wave they put in a penny. Key and lock. 9 

Bun Bun and Popper аге fun finger puppets. Inside their his arms and move his head. Poppin’ has soft inches high. Includes 28 gumballs. For 
house, molded-in plastic furniture “seats” each 3to4inchhigh vinyl body and vinyl head, pops to about ages 4 to 10. 
character. Vinyl playhouse folds to form carry case l4x11Vax3 10%% inches tall. Plastic can is 434 inches іп 49N51163—Wt. 110, 4 02......... 52.96 

inches deep. Ages 2 to 8. diameter, has lid. For ages 2 to 8. Refill of 135 extra Gumballs. 
49 N51103—Shipping weight 2 pounds ees... S0 8597. — 49N51102—Shipping weight 11 oz. ....$3.47 49N51166—Wt. 13 0z. ......... Pkg. 99c 

$297 
К ; 

See-thru int М x 

Teeter Totter Watch : (SIBI PON e: 
i- Treat your imagination to 

Really keeps time! Watch | many beautiful designs. Turn 

gears click around as colorful and tip window . . watch crys- 
teeter totter goes up and tals flow from one pattern to 
down. Mechanism is open to another. Non-toxic mixture per- 
view. Adult-style winding manently sealed in heavy-duty 
stem pulls out to reset hands. y polystyrene case. 912x615 in. 
Colorful plastic band and high. For ages 3 and up. Incl. 1 
E Rom let you see park b^ Magic Window (6 shown). 

gears turn. ` 49N51187—Wt. 130z. Ea. 3397 ' 
for girls or boys 3 to 11 years í j d 1 

_ old. Buy it the easy way—or- 
der by phone. 
49 М 13189—Wt. 4 oz. ...$297 

Сюй ane scans by cheisimas müasetectwdcd pvo 



CRAYONS 
PAINTS 
CLAY 

ART PROJECTS 
SUPPLIES 

Jr. Workshop Kit Deluxe Workshop Kit 
Basic art supplies—fine selection More coloring items than Jr. Kit. . other extras 

1 Encourage artistic talents with this 2 Art supplies galore . . invite wide range of creative 
kit. CRAYOLA® products include: 8 activity. CRAYOLA® products include: 16 crayons 

crayons (plus sharpener), 8 fluorescent (plus sharpener); 8 fluorescent crayons, 8 Easy-Off® 
crayons, 12 color chalks. Also four %4-oz. crayons, 12 colored chalks. Also includes: eight 34-oz. 
jars of Artista® tempera paints, 8 water jars of Artista® tempera paints, 16 water colors, 2 paint 

| colors in plastic tray, brush, %-lb. pkg. brushes, 4 sheets colored project paper, pad of drawing 
CLAYOLA clay, 2 sheets colored project paper, 4 stencils, textured i 

p» paper, textured rubbing sheet, pad of paper, 1-1Ь. CLAYOLA clay (4 colors), 3 jars CRAYO- 
drawing paper, 2 mixing cups. Instruc- LA finger paints (2 sheets finger paint paper), spatula, 
tions, idea book included. Corrugated sculpting tool, 2 wipe-oíf pads, pencil, 2 mixing cups, 
cardboard case, For ages 6 to 12. instr., idea book. Sturdy vinyl-covered case. 
49C16577—Wt. 11b. 1202. ....Kit$499 — 49 C 16465—For ages 6 to 12. Wt, SIbs,........ Kit $9.99 

Giant Paint with Super Dream Drops 

Activity Chest Squeeze colors onto map or pop-art posters $688 
Creative fun and games . . Watch as they neatly fill the spaces 

to keep young children Here's “color-burst” painting with a psychedelic flair. Special- 
occupied for hours ly prepared paper spreads paint drops to fill space for each 

color. Paint stops spreading like magic when it reaches black 
$699 resist lines. Set incl. 5 pop-art posters, a U.S. wall map, five 

1-oz. bottles of non-toxic Dream Drops paint and paint brush 
Here's a case full of interesting to add texture as paint dries. For young painters, ages 6 to 12. 
projects. Includes a Walt Disney 49 C 16439—Shipping weight 1 lb. 7 oz. ............. 
World punch-out-and-play set . . 6 big posters 
a mini Disneyland. You also get a each 24x35 inches 

1 A 

press-out book, two coloring 
books, crayons. Other interesting 
fun-providers include Paint with 
Water book, brush; four Frame- 
Tray puzzles with a story; six 
Sewing Cards with a story and 
lacer yarns. Rounding out this 
fine selection is a Magic Slate as 
well as Smile and Loopy pick-up 
games. All items fit in the handy 
paper fiberboard carrying case. 

Mechanograph™ Set 
Create complex patterns 95 

. . design, outline, color $4 

A selection of drawing equipment for de- 
signing, mechanical drawing, and creat- 
ing geometrics in a multitude of configu- 
rations. The many parts make it a versa- 
tile drawing set. 
You get 7 drawing devices to create a 

myriad of patterns and French curves, 
including a 90 percentile man for anima- 
tion; paper, 3 pens. 

Instruction book included—details pat- 
terns, color combinations to implement 

i ideas and projects. Ages 5 and up. 504 got 49 C 16355—WL 1 lb. 1 oz.......Set $4.95 
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Decorate blue jeans 
with Jean Scenes 
Decorating Kit 

Make your denims fun and 
tg with this craft гад 

decori S jeans, Jackets, shirts 

WHAT Y YOU GET: 100 и 
08 col- 

огей beads; 5 pices oé 
fabric (7x3¥% inches wide) in 
blue, pink, yellow, red and 

hite; 2 jars of acrylic 

ORDER INFO: Wt. 8 oz. 
49 М 2305.......Kit $3.97 

| 
Clothespin Doll Kit 

Each doll stands on its own 
wood base, about 4 in. 
WHAT YOU CAN MAKE: A 

archer, 
ord 

Ds layer, анд) daugh- 
е stewardess, baton 

title. 
WHAT YOU GET: 10 hard- 
wood clothespi 

parts, materials, instr. 
FOR AGES: 10 to adult. 
ORDER INFO; Wt. 1 Ib, 1 
49 N 2288 ..Kit $ 

Decorate shirts to 
express yourself 
with Shirt Tales 

Give old shirts a glamo- 
look or 

n the designs included 
kit or dream up 

your own 
WHAT YOU GET: Five ce 
ounce jars of 

cil imu 20 ens and 
instructions. 

FOR AGES: 8 to teen. 
ORDERING INFO: 

ii 
ind decorate your own dolis 5488 

Beaded Dolls 
WHAT YOU CAN MAKE: 2 

WHAT YOU GET: 
Includes 2 plastic foam 
body forms, 2 doll heads, 
Lie beads, 

cludes braid, pins 
and complete illustrated 
instructions. 
FOR AGES: 9 years to 
adult. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 9 oz. 
49 N 2022 ...Kit $4.88 

$566 without 
batteries 

Art-A-Matic 
A different picture every time . 

Make a different picture 

. just add paint 

ЕИ he ambis 
examples above. add paint and тотеп 'те an artist! See 

WHAT es CER Plaatje turntable; 4 non-toxic paints in 
frames and pasde spatter cover. boards (5х7 inches); 3 

FOR AGES: Recommended for ages 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 “D” batteries, not 
included, order eri 
49 М 20059—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
Refill Kit, 4 bottles of paint, Alkaline 

art boards. eet rie 

aon N 46996 ..Pkg. $1.69 



онок Ride, gallop, prance 
horse talk" Horses with tubular steel bases and durable 
"Eeee, that's 

р, 
giddap there! 

Fury 
"Hop in the Our largest 

4 sepr, 
horse saddle, Y m your | 38 inches long 

pardner™ T good friend $3799 

“Yahoo” 

"3 
Prancing 

Pinto 
24 inches 

long 

$1597 

Galloping 
Mustang 
26 inches 

long 

$1997 

Remove casters. seat 
from Prancing Pinto (3) 
to make spring horse 

Frame can be 
Adjusted as child grows 

Listen to that 
horse talk! 

Press button on saddle roll, 
horse says 6 different phrases 

as you gallop along 

"us $2999 

CONSTRUCTION: High-impact polystyrene 
colt, 28 inches long, on tubular steel base with 
coil springs, 40х22% inches wide. Wood step 
"stirrup" side bars for easy mounting, dis- 
mounting. Front foot dowels for easier ride. 
Voice box in saddle roll speaks 6 phrases. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. Seat height can be 
adjusted 23 to 261 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, in- 
structions. Requires | "AA" battery, order 
package below. 
79 C 89026L —Shpg. wt. 20 bs. .....529.99 

49 C 4699. per eine P Pkg. 99 Е н 4699 1—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. .... .99с Go ze i Go walkin 
with Sugar 519 1 with В! тетә 91488 

"Cutalon раса scam by Еда танаа аса СОП) 



Professional-type tuning 
- .Stays tuned longer 

than peg-tuned guitars 

29inch 
wood-front 

Guitar 

$997 
" 

37-inch 
Big-Rock 

untar 

* 1 397 30-inch ] 

$997 : 
[3] 

(1) Wood-front Guitar. Enjoy playing all kinds of music. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic body with wood front. Red with black highlights. 
6 metal strings. Professional-type gear tuning. 29 inches long. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Includes pick and instruction booklet. 
79 М 66537C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ...... E ї X $9.97 

(2) Big Rock Guitar. Strum along with your favorite group. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic. Sunburst finish in red and black. 3 wire and 3 nylon strings. Professional-type gear tuning. 37 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Instruction booklet, shoulder cord and pick included. 79 М 66567C— Shipping weight 4 pounds . S Ameis vo. 813.97 
(3) Shaun Cassidy Guitar. Rock with your favorite TV star. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic. Full color label of Shaun Cassidy. 3 wire and 3 nylon strings. Professional-type gear tuning. 30 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Instruction booklet and pick included. 
79 N 6651C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ........ 
Shaun Cassidy as “Joe Hardy" from the HARDY BOYS TV Series 

©1978 Universal City Studios, Inc 

504 

e $9.97 

Casio page scans by ceisihiasniselediwical conr 

Console i$ a working 
portabie AM radio with 

a sing-siong mike. 

Save 52 
when you buy Kaptain Kool 

Microphone (5) with 

Kaptain Kool Radio (6) 
Separately 

total $1 533 51393. 
batteries. 

a 
Koo! 

Wireless Ё Kaptain 
Microphone =" Kool 

$794 799 л 57 
" without battery battery 

Shaun 
Cassidy 
Amplifier 

i4 91297. 
Ki 

fa 

1 battery 

tA 

і 

Kaptain Kool 
Ampliher 



brighten your childs treasures to 

[ D 5 о Fi 
$ 

È a} 
а 5 
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100-piece Rock Geology 11. . 48-piece 
and Mineral Set Rock Collection Set 

Common as well as rare specimens. A wide variety of rocks and minerals 
100 specimens are mounted into 8 — for study. No previous knowledge of 
classifications. Removable for test- ^ subject needed. 48 mounted specimens 
ing. % to one inch in size. Instr. 1 to 144 in. size. Study manual included. 
49 N 24075—Wt. 2 lbs.. Set $8.99 t. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. .Set $6.99 

A Six-in-one 
i Ў Science Kit 
$ Identifies over 125 commonly 

found rocks and minerals $ 96 — without 
batteries 

Make a horseshoe magnet, a sole- 
noid . . more with electro-magnet- 

ism kit. Experiment with jet pro- 
pulsion, electro-chemistry, electric 
motor, and mechanical physics 
kits, All kits made of plastic and 
metal. Uses 4 “D” batteries. Order 
package below. 
49N24084-Wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. Kit $4.96 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49N8405-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg. $1.49 

Rock Identification $ 12" 
Computer 

First test to see if rock shines like metal or has a non-metallic 
luster. Test for hardness with brass and steel rods. Find true 
color by drawing rock across streak plate. Use balance mech- 
anism, specimen pan and plastic cup of water to measure 
specific gravity. Program data into computer, then push 
down lever. Card is released to identify rock. Molded plastic. 
About 12:4x6x10 inches high. Includes 48 cards, 10 rocks. 
49 м 24077—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 5 о: 

чи 
504 Sears ЕМИ 
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Visible Man 
or Woman Kit 

$47 

Build 16-inch scale model 
of man or woman. Trans- 
parent “skin” lets you see 
bones, muscles, nerves, 
digestive and circulatory 
systems. All pieces are 

+ plastic easy to take 

apart and reassemble. 
Illustrated instruction 
manual and base included. 
"These kits are for ages 10 
and up. Shpg. wt. each 1 
Ib. 12 oz. 
(1) 49 N 24045 .. 
(2) 49 N 24078 .. 

$477 
477 

Life-size 
Human Heart Kit 

2919 

Plastic replica of a human 
heart. Finished sections 
hinged for easy viewing 
of inner chambers, valves, 
veins, arteries. Parts 
identified by numbered 
decals and chart. Flesh 
color. Finished model is 
11 inches high on stand. 
Illustrated booklet. Ages 
10 and up. 
Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 

49 N 24074 .......$249 

> works. 8 inches long, 

Skeleton Kit 
all 206 bones 

$ 2 19 

Learn names of bones 
and what they do. 
Finished model stands 
15 in. high on display 
stand. Finished model 
hangs on wire between 

tem. Glows in dark 

up. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 
49 N 24046 Kit $2.19 

4 times life-size 
Human Eye Kit 

3249 

Plastic model 4 times 
bigger than life size, 
зо you can see even 
the smallest nerves. 
Parts identified by 
numbered decals and 
chart. Includes illus- 
trated booklet to 
explain how human eye 

9 in. high on display 
stand. Ages 10 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
49 N 24083 ....9249 

illustrated and des- 
criptive panels that 
explain skeletal sys- v 

Human Skull Kit 
4 glows in the dark 

3249 

Real-looking plastic rep- 
lica is same size as a 
real skull . . has similar 
texture. Detailed іп. 
side and out, featuring а 
removable skull cap and 
spring action lower jaw. 
Illustrated assembly in- 
structions, display stand 
included. Ivory color, 
About 8 inches high. when exposed to light g^ 

Styrene. Instructions Xv *, Ages 10 and up. 
included. Ages 9 and = Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. 

49 N 24047........52.49 

Visible 
Dissecting 

Frog 

$1? 

Plastic replica in- 
cludes all organs, 
from skeleton to skin, 
of female leopard frog 
(8x7x314 inches high). 
Put together then 
take apart. All plastic. 
Tweezers, lilly pad, 
description booklet 
and illustrated in- 
structions included. 
Ages 10 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 13 oz. 
49 N 24079 ....$149 



125-Game Extravagan 

PAY OFF by Ideal 

Roll а marble, hit a lever, and 
jackpot comes tumbling down! 

$599 

2 to 4 players, with 5 marbles each, “bowl” at 
levers. If you miss, your marble rolls into top 
pockets with jackpot marbles. Winner winds 
up with most marbles. Plastic. Glass marbles. 
Measures 12 inches wide by 20 inches high. н E 
49 М 65639—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 02. ....$5.99 - —— 

Gar e 

пим“. a 
SOLD ONLY AT SEARS 

What a low price for this Carrom Set with stand that has 
everything you need to play 125 exciting games . 

Instruction book tells you how to play 125 games on Carrom's reversible board. Natural-finish, 3-ply 
plywood board with dovetail corners is 26x26 in. Wood frame. Net pockets. 26-inch wood stand. 2 cues, 
carrom rings, tops, numbered discs, flies, score tab. 88 pieces in all. Up to 4 players, ages 7 and up. 
79 N 65288C—Shipping weight 8 pounds Set *6.85 
49 N 65149—29 extra plastic Carrom Rings. Shipping weight 8 ounces AEN 

Paddle Pool 
Bat the ball into your 

opponent's goal to win 

Up to 4 players swing paddles to send ball 
into opponents’ goals and score. High score 

Se 
wins. All plastic. 1 ball, 4 paddles. Shooter | Shooter 

18x18 4x4-in. high play area. гүү еи for 
hs i ard, 

79 М 65562C—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. ....$4.85 ii ay aei 

direction soft shots 

Converts to 
Kikit 

Hockey Game 

Knock-down 
Skittles 

PIVOT POOL by Milton Bradley $1599 
2 terrific games in one Capture the excitement of playing pool with this table-top pool game 

$899 that stores away between matches. 

с à ec Here come hours of family fun! Features an adjustable pivot shooter that makes long and short, hard 
For Skittles, spin top . . it ricochets through and soft shots in any direction. Automatic ball return. Two-tone, wood-grain-finish plastic table has 

holes to topple pins. Put in kick-sticks . . heavy green felt playing surface. Lively bumpers help with bank shots; table levelers adjust for even 
score goals or block for Kik-it Wood box; playing surface. 16 balls (7 solid color, 7 striped, 8-ball, cue ball); rack. 19x32 inches. Ages 8 and up. 
end nets. 30x14x4 inches high. 79 М 65635C—Shipping weight 11 pounds $15.99 

weight 11 Ibs. 
79 М 65283C—Ages 6 and up......... $8.99 

‘Catalog pace scans by Gritiniat netolociecal Soni 



sitting down with your feet touching the ground 

ITEMS SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 

Windsor-style Armchairs accompany 
a 28-inch diameter round Table with 
Micarta® plastic-covered tabletop 

] Sturdy plastic tabletop resists stains, heat and water 
..lets you wipe up spills easily. 28-inch diameter 

table stands 21 inches high. Hardwood construction with 
rich-looking non-toxic maple finish. Windsor-style arm- 
chairs have formed top caps, gracefully turned legs, 
stretchers, arm posts and back posts. Chair stands 25 
inches high with an 11/2x13¥2-inch seat, 1254 inches 
from the floor. Partly assembled. See shipping note at 
bottom of page. Teddy bear (not included) sold on page 472. 
79 C 90231N—3-piece Set. Shipping weight 36 Ibs. ... Set $39.99 
79 С 90232L — Extra Choir. Shipping weight 10 Ibs.*...Each 13.99 
*See parcel post information in General Catalog. 

Colonial-design Toy Chest 
2 Lustrous-looking hardwood furniture with a non- 

toxic maple finish. Storage area is 30V/sx14V/4x1l 
inches deep. Friction hinge on lid helps to keep it from 
slamming shut. Lid height, 1694 inches from floor. 
Unassembled. So easy to order by phone. 
79 C 90234C — Shipping weight 25 pounds............... $27.99 

24-inch Windsor-style Rocker 
with authentic steam-bent sweeps 

3 A Windsor rocking chair with the same hardwood 
construction and maple finish as the 3-piece set above. 

Formed top cap; delicately turned legs. stretchers, arm 
posts and back posts. Partly assembled. 11'/2x13'a-inch 
seat rests 1134 inches from the floor. See parcel post 
information in General Catalog. 
79 C 90233L — Shipping weight 10 pounds. . ... 

23-inch Comb-back style Rocker 

4 Comfortable rocker makes a perfect mate for the 
Early American-style table and chairs sold below 

Made of rugged hardwood with non-toxic finish. Grace- 
fully turned front legs and back spindles. 11x12-inch 
seat is 11 inches from the floor. Comes partly assembled 
Ages 2 to 8 years, Buy it the easy way —order by phone. 
See parcel post information in General Catalog 
79 C 90169L— Shipping weight 10 pounds. $1299 

Captain's Chairs and 20x28-inch 
Table with stain-resistant tabletop 

Early American styling in hardwood with non-toxic 
maple finish . . finished top resists stains, heat and 

Lf) — Toy Box 

Sunny, funny Toy Boxes 
( 7 thru 9 ) Molded polyethylene plastic is light- 
weight yet durable. Rounded edges, metal hinges. 

7 Treasure Chest Toy Box. Antique red. 29x17*4x 
18 in. high. Rope handles. Use it as a hamper. 

79 С 902031 — Shipping weight 14 pounds. $1249 
Froggie Toy Box. Green. 24x20 in. high 
79 C 902081 — Shipping weight 10 pounds. . . . $8.95 

Q Mr. Chuckles Toy Box. Yellow. 26x26x24 in 
high. See shipping note below. 

79 C 90207N — Shipping weight 13 pounds. $13.95 

Kiddi Rock 
Whirli Chair 

Tip it, rock it, scoot across the 
floor in it. Whirli Chair can be 

[7] Treasure Che 

—in child-sized furniture 

[8] foge $895 0) Toy Box 

pa 

“ $1249 4 

Mr, Chuckles \ 
Toy Box 
$1395 

Step’n Slide 
$665 

Climb up. slide down 

Wheeeeeeeee! Climb up the staircase, sit, and 
slick as a whistle you're down again. Use it out- 
doors — it's rugged polyethylene. Use it indoors — 
it won't mar furniture or floors. 28x152x19¥/2- 
inch high slide is a bright tangerine color. Ages 
2 to 5. See shipping note below at left. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
79 C 90244N 

active fun or just right for watch- 
ing TV. Lightweight, rugged poly- 
propylene plastic takes outdoor 
use, too. Won't scratch or mar 
mom's floors either. Blue. 18x11x 
223, in. high. Ages 2 to 6 years. 
79 С 90128С — Wt. 61bs...... $4.99 

water. Table stands 21 inches high. Two matching spindle- 
back captain's chairs with 11'/2x12-inch seats stand 12/4 
inches from the floor. Early American style turnings on 
chairs and table legs. Partly assembled. Teddy bear (not 
incl.) sold on pg. 472. Ages 2 to 8. 
79 C 90166N—3-piece Set. See Note. Wt. 30 Ibs. Set $25.88 
79 C 90117C — Extra Choir. Shipping weight 7 Ibs. Each 9.99 ...$6.65 

Compact Table 
and Chair Set 

Tubular steel frames, molded plastic 
seats, wipe-clean vinyl tabletop 

Stylish-looking 24x18-inch table has just 
enough space for quaint little tea parties. 

The table stands 21 inches high. Daisy print 
vinyl tabletop cleans up with a damp sponge 
1¥4-inch mustard-color molding. Two match- 
ing. cathedralstyle back chairs have 
mustard-color plastic seats. Seat height is 

High-impact styrene plastic set 
with wipe-clean particle board top 

6 Rugged pedestal design table and chairs in bright, 
no-fade colors. Durable, yet lightweight and complete- 

ly washable. Plastic-edged particle board top is 30 inches 
in diameter, 18%, inches high. Unusual 17-inch high 
barrel-back chairs have seats 102 inches from floor. To 
assemble, just clip tabletop to base. See shipping note 
below. Teddy bear (not included) sold on page 472. 
79 C 9025N—3-piece Set. Shipping weight 19 Ibs. .... Set $28.99 
79 C 90251C —Extra Choir. Shipping weight 5 Ibs. ... Each 6.99 

Shipping Note: "№" items (as 79 C 90166N) sent by 
motor carrier or express. 

13 inches from the floor. The table legs and 
rigid chair frames are chrome-plated steel. 
Partly assembled. Ages 2 to 8 years. 
79 C 90226C — Shipping weight 18 Ibs. . Set $9.95 

ой pane scans by йаа тинде ады pov 



Bugs Bunny? helps kids get up, brush up and shine up 

power-carrot 
handle! 

$446 
without batteries. 

Hey, kids, touch the 
lever for just the 
right amount of 

toothpaste 

Griffin 

У Griffin =. В 

VJ NJ IM 



Mold and model e 

F again and again with & 
~ ry 

Pumper No. 9 
J; Just pump ladder on red styrene fire 

truck and out come Play-Doh hoses— 
long or short, fat or thin. Mold fireplugs, hel- 
mets and mascots with plastic molds. 18x24- 
in. vinyl play mat helps keep area clean. Two 
6-0Z., two 2-oz. cans of Play-Doh modeling 
compound, ladder, trimmer, decals and 2 toy 
firemen included. For ages 3 to 7 years. 
49C 16174—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz. . . .Set $6.47 

Ваке 'N Cake Shop" 
2 Makes 14 different pretend goodies. 

Cookie-maker wheel makes 5 different 
shapes with each turn of the wheel. Plastic. 
Three goodie molds, trimmer, rolling pin and 

Modeling and Painting Kit 
Dip-Dot pictures and 

Play-Doh Shapemakers 

Roll out, cut and trim Play-Doh on 
18x24-in. vinyl play mat. . keep 
work in play mat area. With two 6- 
oz. cans of Play-Doh, plastic rolling 
pin, trim knife and {8 shapemakers. 
Dip-Dot water colors are pre-moist- 
ened (no water needed); non-spill 
tray dispenses paint when brush is 
inserted in slot. Murals book has se- 
ries of scenes with same horizon— 
child paints various sections and 
then sticks pre-gummed perforated e Bake 'N Cake 

fa! Shop" two 6-oz. cans of Play-Doh incl. Vinyl bake parts on following page . . no snips 
i2j $294 shop play mat—14x20 in. Ages 3 to 7. . .no messy glue. Ages 2 to 8. 

49C 16241—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1002....Set $294 — 49C 16164—Wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz.Set $5.99 

Share Snoopy's drive-in-movie 
enjoyment as he “watches” 
from his private auto. To pro- 
ject movie, simply insert cas- 
sette, flip “on” button, then turn 
handle to see all the action. Cas- 
settes need never be rewound— 
can be run forward or back- 
ward. Cassette, “Woodstock’s 
Dream House" incl. (order ex- 
tra cassettes below). Plastic. 
11x6x12 in. high. Uses 3 "D 
batteries (not incl.) order pkg. 
below, right. Ages 5 and up. Wt. 

Take in a movie 
with Snoopy 

2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49C 16529 ........ — $10.94 

ore ee Big Box Activity Set $499 
Beethoven" Hours of creative activity for preschoolers 4 

49 C 16715-"Hang On, x Here's a whole box of answers to the question, “What can І do?". What better way is 
there for children to spend their time than with imaginative, challenging activities like 
these? There's everything they'll need for many fun-filled hours of creative play: sten- 
cil set of alphabet and numbers, 2 coloring books, stick'ems book, 2 paint-without- 
paint books, 3 arrow dot-to-dot booklets, 3 sewing cards with laces, 3 tracing cards, 2 
recolor cards, pad of drawing paper, pad of tracing paper, box of crayons, pencil, paint 
brush, plastic water cup and plastic scissors. For children ages 3 to 7. 
49 C 16218—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

Snoopy" 
49 C 16718-"Curse You, 

Red Baron" 
Shpg. wt. ea. 5 oz... .Each $2.94 

Peanuts characters) 
United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 1966 

bulb 
not incl. 

Etch-A- 
Sketch 

Tone-O- $426 $794 го, $644 
Etch-A-Sketch®. Turn knobs, designs appear оп 
screen. Spell words, form numbers, draw shapes or 

pictures. Turn over and shake to erase and start again. 
Plastic frame, 934х8х11% in. thick. For ages 4 and up. 
49 С 1878—Shipping weight 1 lb. 1002. ........... $4.26 

4 Lite-Brite. Create colorful pictures. Put in outline, in- 
sert pegs and watch them glow. Over 400 pegs in 8 

colors, 16 pre-printed picture outlines, 6 blank sheets for 
original designs, 9x13-in. plastic screen. (25-w. bulb not 
incl.) UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. On-off switch. 5-ft. 
cord. Not recommended for ages under 5 years. 
49 C 16233—Shipping weight 4 Ibs............. Set $7.94 

256 Lite-Brite Refill Pegs. 32 each of 8 colors: Red, 
orange, green, yellow, violet, blue, clear and pink. 
49 C 16565—Shipping weight 9 ounces........Pkg. 294 

‘Catalog page scans by амата иот cont 

5 Tone-O-Graph™, 
Make patterns by 

sound. Add small amount 
of sand onto membrane, 
place clear plastic top on 
top ring of base; hum into 
mouthpiece to create vari- 
ety of designs. Incl. 6 
mouthpieces, 3 squeeze 
bottles of sand (white, yel- 
low, red), 6 washable ad- 
hesive pick-up plates and 
special base for pick-up 
plates. 12 in. high. Ages 6 
and up. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49C 16731 ...... Set $6.44 

Six Million Dollar Man Movie Viewer. 
Slide in cartridge, turn crank and watch 

the show. Run fast action, slow motion or 
backwards. Adjustable focus wheel, Re- 
cessed eyepiece. Rugged molded plastic. 
6x3Vax9'4 inches high. Cartridge included. 
Order extra cartridges below. Recommend- 
ed for ages 3 to 10 years. 
49 С 1683—Shipping wt. 13 ог........%6.94 

Extra Cartridges for viewer above. 
49 С 16845—“Bionic Feats” 
49 C 16847— "The Bionic Man in Action" 
49 C 16849— "Colonel Steve Austin's 

Adventures" 
Shipping wt. each 5 oz. ........Each $294 

GIVE*A*SHOWS? Projec- 
tor. Project giant color 

pictures up to 8x8 ft. on wall. 
Set includes 112 color cartoon 
slides, Just turn unit's light on 
and pull slide strip through. 
You get 16 strips of 7 slide 
frames each of scenes from 
TV show, “Valley of the Di- 
nosaurs", Plastic. 10х5%х2%: 
in. wide. Uses 3 "D" batteries 
(order pkg. below). For ages 4 
and up. Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 
49C 16514 „Set $4.94 

"D" Battei Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49C46995-Pkg.(6) .Pkg. $1.55 
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Get that folksy sound with $4 499 
Country Rhythm Drum Set $14 
Dm n "blues" and other rhythms with this blue 

motif trap drum set. 
m YOU GET: One booming 18-inch bass 
9-inch tom-tom, 64-inch tom-tom, 11-inch curl 
mind cymbal, a cowbell, percussion block, two 

Me Ue TT yd mg we reda with break-re- 
sistant 
‘Steel cymbal. Steel iot pedal for bass drum. ка М: 
еп drumsticks and percussion block. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled; in- 
structions for are inclu: 
79 М 667 18C—Shipping weight 7 Ibs. КЕТА $14.99 
"Reg. DuPont Т.М, 

Bugs Desay, is рі on bass drum. Bright red 
finish on fol уч 
WHAT YOU GET: 16-inch bass drum with foot 
9-inch perpe ES tambourine, 8-inch сиг 
cymbal and two 10-inch wooden Саа 
CONSTRUCTION траг ра with break-re- 
sistant ek* ага drum heads. Steel cel cymbal. 

Steel foot pedal for 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 WIND s ee 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled; in- 

included. structions for assembly 
79 N 6670 1C—Shipping weight 6 lbs. . . $9.99 
Bugs Bunny © 1974 Warner Bros. Seven Arts. In 

Twirling Baton мод 
PPeanuts* 

| Parade 29 Bero vou | Drum Sleek-looking, profession- song 
| ally-styled aton is pre- WHAT. YOU GET: GET: Zither 
$499 cisely balanced for im- 
4 pressive twirling. 

Pictures of Charlie Brown, friends. 
WHAT YOU GET; 11-inch drum with 
snares, carrying cord. 2 drumsticks. 
CONSTR.: Drum is steel with break- 

di tailed routine folder. song sheet under st 

резали Тум Elder ations FOR AGES: Recommend- biu string above each 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. re for Dep majorettes — note indicated on sheet. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 2 1Ьв. 10 oz. Lees = FOR AGES: 4 and up. 
49 N 66467 $4.99 ORDERING INFO: - ORDER INFO: = Italy. 
Peanuts characters® United Feature Wt. 2 Ibs. 13 
Syndicate, Inc. 1966 49 

о pae scade by a ao 

with rubber tips at bot! 
ends. Comes with a de- 

You'll really impress your audiences with 
modern drum set with the professional 

sound and look. Glamorous blue and black 
moiré 
WHAT YOU GET: 21-inch bass drum with 
foot pedal, 11-inch tom-tom, 9-inch tom-tom, 
9-inch standing cocktail drum, professional 
wood block and professional cow bell, 14- 
inch “| bal, two professional-size 
15-inch drumsticks, two drum brushes for 
subtle sound effects. 
CONSTRUCTION: Drums е built to last 

Prime plastic heads for long playing. Bass 
drum has transparent Mylar polyester film 
head anda Men duty plastic | foot pedal. 
Steel cymbal. Wooden drumsticks. Richly de- 
signed moiré lithography. 
FOR AGES: 10 to 18 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Chair not in- 
cluded. Partly assembled; instructions includ- 
ed. See "N" suffix on page 276. 
Shipping weight 17 pounds. 
MON 06700N: о. асгер $29.99 

CONSTRUCTION: Steel 
shaft is V4 inch in diame- CONST: 16 мей, 
ter with heavy chrome eared tu: ing 
plating. 24 inches long beige €— ата 

10 
ря 32. 49 N 66487 

re perm | 

BOW. T WORKS: Pre Place 

Ton 66460 +++. 99.98 

Music sounds great with 
the BOOMING BEAT 

of our 11-piece Drum Set 
$2999 

Your audience can 
watch your fancy 
footwork through 
the clear head of 
the 21-inch bass 

$998 . 

asy-to- 



for hours... 
plastic bodies 

Mounting one of these 
fine horses will be any 

young cowpokes 
dream come true. . . 

to round up 
rustlers, corral cattle 

CONSTRUCTION: Tubular steel 
base with coil springs. Side bars 
for easy mounting and dis- 
mounting, Wide base for stabili- 
ty. Plastic covered end caps, 
foot and hand dowels. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Unassembled. Instr. incl. 

Fury 
(idea polyethylene body. Ad- 
justable f pane easures 50х24 
inches wide. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
Seat height adjusts 29 to 33 in. 
See "N" suffix note p. 303. 

Shipping weight 30 pounds. 
79 С89029М........ $37.99 

e Galloping Mustang 
01де polystyrene body. X- 

style base. 40x2214x321⁄ inches 
overall. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 24-inch 
seat height. Shipping = 17 m 
79 C8B9015L ........ $19. 

(3) ed poly Pinto R 

lolded tyrene pony. Re- 
movable is seat with mold- 
ed tray. Plastic strap. Remov- 
able casters. Bumpers. Grow 
frame. 36x17 inches wide. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 3 years. 
Seat height adjusts 12 to 15 

wt. 14 Tbs. inches. Ship; 
79C 89012C 

You can order 
items on pages 
8,9, 14 thru 
17B, and 

423 to 598 
from now until 
AUGUST 31, 

1978 

- Go for cozy rides 
out on the range with 
these charming ponys 

- built low to the 
floor 

CONSTRUCTION: Double wall 
lyethylene body with vinyl 
gne Plastic reins. Decal 

eyes. Yarn mane and tail. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
Seat height 12 inches. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassem- 
bled. Instructions included. 

m — Horse | 

springs, vinyl end caps. 
28x18x24 8x24 inches 

E nte T 

pony and he will take you 
for a EV Measures 
os nea Mah So. 

"Ifmailed.takes 1 ортке 208. 

Rocking, climbing, sliding 
Indoor and Outdoor Activities 

nati potty Rocker 
‘his Tittle p pony is just right for 

any toddler who loves to nde and 

CONSTRUCTION: Made of 
smooth natural wood with 
screened pinto design. Measures 
1634X 7 2x 10*4 inches high. 
Brown, burnt orange and natural 

colors. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 2 years. 
Seat, 4 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
nassembi led. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 oz. 

49C91316 ............ $4.97 

mu Teeter Tike 
аке this rocker anywhere and 

enjoy many hours of fun with 
your friends and neighbors . 
inside or out. 
CONSTRUCTION: Doublewall 

. polyethylene with smooth cor- 
ners. Wipes clean. Measures 
34x12x15 inches high. Green with 
blue handgrips. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: If 
mailed, takes 15-pound rate; see 

303 for 
ipping weight 12 Ceca 

79 C 90049L .......... 

10) Tike Slide 
se as a slide or flip it over and 

useitasa for many 
hours of versatile fun . . . indoors 
or out. 
CONSTRUCTION: 
Made of sturdy molded polyeth- 
ylene with smooth corners. Mea- 
ке 31x15x17 inches high over- 

. т. 
FOR AGES: 12% to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: If 
mailed, takes 15-pound rate; see 
Cu > UNE 

ipping weight 10 pou 
79€ c "900481 RE $12.97 

Yo Winnie-the-Pooh Shoo-Fly 
‘our toddler will enjoy rocking 

and bouncing in this rocker. 
CONSTRUCTION: Molded poly- 
ethylene seat with high-back con- 
tour. Tubular stee] sane ea at 
foot bar. Hardboard вй 
Coil springs. азар 
32х17х17 in. 
red colors. 

pias ‘tay 

FOR AGES: 6 months to 2 years. 
Seat, 9 inches high. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled; 
instructions included. 

Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 
79 C91327C.......... $15.99 

(9) Wood, hardboard 
Play Gym 

Enjoy hours of fun with friends 
on a playground right in your 
own home. . . climbing, sliding 
and crawling. 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy wood 
and hardboard with the natural 
xem of wood. 5912x1774x3234 

Slide is 31% in. long. Red 
and natural wood. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Unassembled. Instr. incl. 

Shipping weight 22 
79 C 9052 te We eue etw ds $24.99 

(11) Tike Submarine with 
репізсоре that really works! 

таж! in through the porthole- 
window or lift off removable 

tch-top and step inside. Watch 
the world around you from inside 
submarine with working peri- 
Scope. 
CONSTRUCTION: Molded poly- 
ethylene. Measures 26t2x17V2x33 

es overall. Blue. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: If mailed, takes 
15-b, rate; see page 303. 

79 C91344L .......... $19.99 

Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy 

Work periscope. 
lift hatch-top 



(4) Sing-along Sound Studio 
and Space Center 

with a real microphone 
and portable AM Radio 

$1495 "numm 
SET INCLUDES: Simulated console is actually a sing-a- 
long AM radio . . . amplifies your voice through the au- 
thentic-looking handheld microphone. Radio case is high- 
impact plastic with hideaway handle. Solid state. Mode 
selector switch. Rotary tuning. Microphone has self-con- 
tained volume control and 9-ft. cord. Includes chair and 
play microphone and stand for 11'z-inch dolls. Reversible 
walls for studio or space center are plastic-coated card- 
board. Measures 14!2x7*x14'2 inches high. 
AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires one 9-volt battery, 
not included, order package below. Dolls not included. 
49 N 66902— Shipping weight ! pound .....Set $14.95 

9-volt Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46993—Shipping weight 4 ounces ....... Pkg. 99c 

Make your own funky music 
and broadcast your own 

radio programs with 
Kaptain Kool* 

Wireless Microphone 
and Radio 

(5) Wireless Microphone. Turn it on and sing or talk. 
Your voice will come out of an assigned vacant channel on 
any nearby AM radio, with no connecting wires between. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic. 9 inches long. 
Long-range telescopic antenna allows you to transmit 
through any AM radio up to 30 feet away. On-off button. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires one 9-volt battery, 
not included, order package below. 
49 N 66696—Shipping weight 1 pound $7.94 

(6) AM Radio. Tune into the Top Ten with Kapt. Kool. 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid state, transistorized circuitry for 
dependable, instant sound. On-off and volume controls; 
station selector. 2-in. speaker. 34x1'4x5 inches high. Ivo- 
ry-colored high-impact styrene case. Wrist strap. 

FOR AGES; 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires one 9-volt battery, 
not included, order package below. 
49 N 66648—Shipping weight 10 ounces 1 97.99 

Kaptain Kool Wireless Microphone and AM Radio Set. 
49 N 66907—Shipping weight 1 lb. 10 oz... Set $13.93 
9-volt Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46993—Shipping weight 4 ounces . Pkg, 99c 
*®1978 Sid and Marty Krofft TV Productions, Inc. 

From the Krotft Supershow 

You can make your own big sounds 
with a Shaun Cassidy** or 
Kaptain Kool* Amplifier 

Each $1 297 теу 
(7and8) Sing like the pros. Extra big speaker and pro- 
fessionally-styled microphone . . . almost makes your 
room sound like a concert hall. 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid state, transistorized circuitry for 
dependable, instant sound. On-off switch and volume con- 
trol. Powerful 4-inch speaker generates big sound. Handle. 
Measures 12!2x10vox3t4 in. deep. Plastic and fiberboard. 
Microphone has 360 omni-directional head; 8-ft. cord. 

FOR AGES: 5 to 15 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires one 6-volt lantern 
battery, not included, order below. 

(7) Shaun Cassidy Amplifier 
49 М 66654—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz. 

(8) Kaptain Kool Amplifier 
49 N 66659—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz. А 12.97 

6-voit Battery 
9 N 46992—Shipping weight 1 lb, 8 oz. Each $1.99 

aun Cassidy as "Joe Hardy" from the HARDY BOYS TV Series 
78 Universal City Studios. Inc. 

$12.97 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

You can order items on pages 437 thru 
606 from now until AUGUST 31, 1979 

йай Dade scans by dieisimiatnwiseledindcal com 

Peg-tuned 
Guitars 

Strings are held by 
snug-fitting pegs 

25¥einch 
Folk Guitar 

9) Kaptain Kool Guitar 10) Folk Guitar 
ауе a jam session with Kap- Styled like the guitars 

tain Kool and the Kongs. professional folk sing- 
CONSTRUCTION: Double cut- ers use. 

away body made of high-im- CONST: Pressed wood 
pact polished styrene. Red fiber body, simulated 
with colorful Kaptain Kool natural wood finish in 
and the Kongs label. 6 nylon mahogany shading. 
strings. Plastic tuning pegs. White silk-screened 
26% inches long. decorations. 6 nylon 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. Strings, Plastic tuning 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Begs. Metal tailpiece. 
Includes pick. 25% in. long. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. FOR AGES: 4 to 8 

79 N 66589C $697 years. 
©1978 Sid and Marty Krofft ORD, INFO: Instr. incl. 
TV Productions, Inc. From the Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
Krofft Supershow 79 М 66509C. $4.97 

21 Vzinch 
Mickey Mouse 

(11) Mickey Mouse 
Guitar 

Mickey and friends accom- 
pany you while you play. 
CONSTRUCTION 
Colorful double cutaway 
body made of sturdy poly- 
styrene. 6 nylon strings. 
Plastic tuning pegs. Mea- 
sures 2115 inches long. 
Black base. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Includes pick. 

Shipping weight 14 oz. 
49 М 66532 .$2.97 
Disney Characters) 
Walt Disney Productions 

Replacement Guitar Strings. Set of 6 strings. 3 metal-wrapped nylon strings and 

3 all-nylon strings. Can be used on any guitar on these two pages, except (11). 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 66579—Shipping weight 1 ounce .. 

Song sheets show you how to play 
"Old World" style Melodic Zither 

Place song sheet under strings, then pluck string 
above note marked. 
CONSTRUCTION; Metal zither with hardboard 
base. 16 steel strings pius gear tuning. Beige. 
Measures 15х9х21% inches deep. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Includes 10 song sheets, tun- 
ing key, pick, 3 extra strings. 
49 N 66469—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 1302......$9.98 

Sing with Shaun Cassidy on 
his Sing-along AM Radio 

Sing into the mike and hear your voice broadcast 
along with the radio. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic case with 
carrying handle. Blue. Solid state AM radio with 
on-off switch and volume control; rotary tuning 
dial. Microphone has 8-foot cord. Measures 
955x6x3 inches deep. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 15 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires one 9-volt battery, 
not included, order package below. 
49 N 66699—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
9-voit Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46993—Shpz. wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 99c 
Shaun Cassidy as "Joe Hardy" from the HARDY BOYS 
TV Series © 1978 Universal City Studio, inc. 

$12.95 

. Set $1.49 ^ 



| | bedroom 
Gentle Treasures? 

1) One voce Diary. Two days to a lined page. Metal 
2 keys. Paper, paperboard cover. Measures 674x5 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
'32—Shipping weight 9 ounces ......... $1.99 

E TOS Box. Opened. B box Lay tune, ballerina 
revolves. Paperboard-covered wood. Lid mirror. Snap 
latch. 6vaxt¥ox3%4 in. high. Jewelry not incl. Im Imp. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3С 438. ipping 11 ounces ........ $5.79 

(3) Shoe Bag. 1 cotton. Holds 4 pairs of little 
shoes. Two Тер for hanging: Cotton felt 

. 2634x15 in. Shoes not inch Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

i327—Shpg. wt. 6 02.................... $3.99 

4) Pajama Bag. 100% cotton. Zippered pajama 
(ouch in back. Loop tor henging on dournobe, Books. pouch in Ба 
1914x1034 inches. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 4353—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 

(5) Spree Book Set. Books 434x334 in. each. 
of paper and paperboard. Imported. One-year 

pipe 120 lined pgs. Photo Album: a рез. Accepts up 
to twenty 4Vax3!4-in. size prints in 10 acetate pockets. 
Indexed Address. Book: 120 pgs. on py aut in- 
dexed. Entries for name, address, phone no. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 4529—Shpg. wt. set 10 oz. 
(6) zn Stationery Organizer. White styrene 

30 decorated writing Н.) sheets (6x8 in.), 15 sone pas 
rated ed envelopes (КТ in.), 150 memo sheets 
Vax Vo 169 4x6V4 in.), 4 

attached message clip. 
sive stick-tabs or with (not incl). 12x12 i in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 4509—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 02... .$5.99 

pa Framed Cork: Bulletin Board. Cork veneer on 
fiberboard. 1 yellow frame. Col- 

orful silk-screen 18x24 in. wide. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3 C 6613C—Shipping weight 4 

B) Unframed Cork Board. Cork veneer on %-їп. fi- 
шига. Colorful llc acreen design. 24x12 in. wide. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 6614C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

(9) Girl's 3-piece Hair Care Set. Plastic hand-held 
comb, plastic styling brush. Imported. mirror, 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
a an 

n oo oun. "Gen Use as a lamp, a 
“Gentle Treasures’ 

EON Hand-painted i 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
C 4560—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 02............... $9.99 

п 1) Girl edem Wind base, girl revolves 
papier mache figure, 

Es base. 434x734 in. Imported. 
Fey INFORMATION: 

527—Shpg. wt. 1b. 4 02................ $7.99 

qn. Desk Organizer. 4 drawers hold favorite small 
Styrene plastic. 334x4x5*4 in. high. Imported. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
C 4346—Shipping weight 1 lb. 3 oz. 2.99 

13) Pencil Well. Hand-painted papier mache. 
me in. high. not incl. Seer: 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 434 1—Shipping weight 
(14) Wishing Well Bank. Hand-painted papier 

Coin slot in wishing well. Removable stopper. 
5Y%4x2Vex7 in. high. Imported. 5 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 4344— Shipping weight 1 
(15) Desk Pad. and 12x21 inches 15) Paper paperboard. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 4322—Shipping weight 1 lb. 13 oz. . .49 

(16) Book Ends. Hand-painted papier mache. Each 
4Yex3¥6x6% in. 
Damen INFORMATION: 
C43. 40—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz. А Pri Pair $7.49 

17) А! Clock. Double bell Bright red en need tA дЫ тач 
high. One-day movement. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 4528—Shipping weight 6 ounces........ $11.99 
(91978 Gentle Treasures. Inc. 

Culslod pace scans by ceisimasimaseteciudcil com. 

Snoopy and Friends 

RI Snoopy Cartoon Tote Bag. Cotton tote 
th vinyl li graphic is pi 

on both rides ‘ote measures 11x10 in. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C4823—Shpg. wt. 202. .... 

(19) penn Lon Tote Bag. cotton can- 
Large cot graphic 

-$2.79 

vas tote 
printed on both ics Snap closures. Roomy tote 
measures 13x13x5!4 in. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C4824—Shpg. wt. 7 от.................. $6.49 

20) Snoopy Knapsack. Cotton canvas knapsack 
£o. i t Snoopy graphic. Main compartment has 
adj пар and а flap with metal clasp 
Tiro side pockets i metale with eo Men: 

'O Si pockets with metal clasp closings. justa- 

ble straps. Measures 12x13x4!4 in. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 4822—Shpg. wt. 11b. 20z............. $10.99 

(21) Snoopy Pencil Nc Plastic pencil box has a 
picture of Snoopy and his friends on the lid, with 
space for child's name. Kit contains: 2 primary pen- 
cils with erasers, 7 Tarde pesca: with erasers, 

non-toxic pencils (all pencils 
have Peanuts graphic and are coated with non-tox- 
ic lacquer), 1 red and 1 blue non-toxic marker, and a 
sharpener that looks like Snoopy's doghouse. Kit 
measures 814x534x211 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

- 3С 4826—Shpg. wt. 12 02.............. Kit $4.49 

ea) Snoopy Desk Set. Five-piece desk set in- 
ies papier mache pen holder, pen, note holder 

with paper, book and a 21x14Vz-in. padded 
desk pad with blotter. d 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 4825—Shpg. wt. 31............. Set $11.99 
He апа 24) Snoopy Cork Boards. Unframed 

rds with colorful -screened Snoopy Gesign: 
Non-toxic colors. Cork veneer mounted on 
thick fiberboard. Each board measures 17223x% in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(23) Snoopy School Cork Board 
3C 6685C—Shpg. wt. 3 Їһз................ $4.99 

(24) Snoopy "Love" Cork Board 
3C6684 pg. wt. 3 lbs. ............... 4.99 
Peanuts character) United Feature Syndicate inc. 

(25 thru 27) Novelty Label Makers. 42-charac- 
ter dial. Plastic. Space prints, cuts with one lever. 

go Paean Kaper neas tekar De. Patterned vinyl 
'old/orange stripes; 

pape on orange. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C3744—Shipping weight 110z. ...... Kit $6.99 

Yellow and green —— this knapsack look 
like a real cra; from vinyl-backed ray- 
on, it has a front flap with халаас Cotton 
shoulder straps are 14x13x3% 
inches. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C 4827—Shipping weight 9 oz. ........... $4.99 



Specimens to dissect include 

crayfish, frog. grasshopper 

$497 
set 

Set of 3 prepared biological speci- 
mens packed in odorless, colorless, 
harmless, non-toxic fluid . . ready 
for dissecting. You plan the research. 
Stimulates the science-minded child’s 
natural interest in biology. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
49 N 24062 . s=. e Set $197 

Prepared Slides 

of actual specimens 

Professionally prepared and labeled sli 
for microscopic study. From Japan. 

Butterfly, Honey Bee parts (legs, wings, 
Structure of blood (hu- eyes, antennae) 

man, dog, horse, etc.). Tiny Creatures (ai 
aphis, spiders, fruit fly, more). Bact 
(streptococcus, bacillus, mycobacterium). 
Sea Life (scales, spicules, egg, and more). 

Shipping weight 15 ounces. 
49 N 24037........: 

10 Chemicals $399 
used most at home 

Twelve 1-oz. bottles . . one each of alu- 
minum sulfate, cobalt chloride, copper 
sulfate, manganese dioxide, phenol- 
phthalein solution, powdered iron, so- 
dium iodide and sodium silicate. Two 
each of sulfur and sodium nitrate. 
49 м 24064-Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 02..$3.99 

NOTE: Use chemicals on page wi 

изор paGé scans by cheisthiasnisetedidcal com 

$495 qx. ^ 

..Set $4.88 

Do 65 magic tricks 
with chemistry 

$399 

Perform chemical magic. You can 
make invisible ink appear or change 
the color of liquids and much 
more. Set includes 6 chemicals, 
alcohol lamp, test tubes. Instruction 
booklet. See note at bottom of page. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 N 2406 ...............Set $3.99 

Slide-preparing 1 1” 

ides Materials for preparing 25 
glass-mounted slides. Includes 
bottle of Canadian balsam and 
methylene blue used to mount 

nts, and stain specimens for easier 
eria viewing. In storage box lined 

with expanded styrene plastic. 
See note below. 

Shipping weight 11 oz. 
49 N 24036........ Kit $1.97 

^r d 
12 РҮВЕХ® $ 299 
Test Tubes 

Basic laboratory tools required for 
routine work. Will withstand high 
temperatures. 

Set includes six !4x4-inch tubes 

and six %x5-inch tubes. Handy 
metal test tube clamp. 
49 N 24065— Wt. 9 oz.. 

ith care under adult supervision 

„...$299 

High powered 
Microscope 
has metal frame, 

twist ZOOM 
100 to 600 

power lens, 
battery-operated 

substage 
lighting 

without batteries 

10X thru 15X eyepiece zooms manually. View specimens thru 3 

objective lenses—10X, 20X, and 40X on revolving turret. Rack- 
and-pinion focusing. Adjustable downstop to prevent slide break- 
age. Metal frame has brown enamel finish. 8% inches high. From 
Japan. Uses 2 “АА” batteries, order package below. 
49 № 24034—Zoom Microscope. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs... 
49 N 24056—12 Prepared Frog Slides. Japan. Wt. 7 oz. 
49 N 24061—Brine Shrimp Kit. Shpg. wt. 2 oz... ....... Kit 99c 
49 N 8402—" AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 6 oz. 

300-power Microscope 
with easy-to-focus 

3-lens turret 

For beginners. Revolving tur- 
ret gives 3 views to analyze 
organisms and species that the 
unaided eye could never see. 
Lenses mounted on turret are 
4.5X, 9X, and 18X. Rack-and- 
pinion focusing and spring- 
clip holder for slides. Strong 
metal frame with plastic sub- 
stage. 744 inches high. Japan. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 N 24033............ 56.99 

Portable 30- to 
100-power microscope 
fits right in your pocket 

For school work or outdoor 
use. Gives ample working area 
for viewing wet slides and larg- 
er specimens. Largecolor-coded 
knobs adjust focus and mirror 
angle. Remove 100 power com- 
pound attachment to convert 
to 30 power. Wood, 514 in. long 
with 6 plastic depression slides 
and instructions. 

Shipping weight 9 ounces. 
49 N 24066. $5.99 

Atoste Sears 505 



8in1 
Alley Game 

Action for the whole family! 

8-in-1 Game Table 
Play 8 different alley games 

just by changing inserts. 

$1047 
Sold only at Sears 

Family and friends will 
gather 'round this game 
table for hours of fun 
with one game after ап 
other. Shuffleboard, ring 

obstacle pool, skill 
horseshoes, bowl 

ing, car and horse racing 
all on one gameboard! 

Natural wood and 
hardboard alley table 
has gravity ball return 
and folds for easy stor 
age, Game pieces are 
plastic and wood. Table 
is 52x1174x23'/, inches 
high when unfolded for 

They move around in any direction. . 
Kangaroo's head pops up when you make a hit 

Boxing Kangaroos 5799 x 
V A Iac t the easy way . 

by phone. 
Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 

79 N 65541C...$10.47 

Brothers 

Gnip Gnop ът 
$399 Parker A Se 

Battle Ball 

Can you knock the red ball through your opponent's goal? 
That's the game plan in Battle Ball! 

You've gotta be quick in Battle Ball! You knock the red ball toward your 
opponent's goal . . you must reload while firing, and you have only 8 ball-bear- 
ing shots from your shooter with spring-loaded trigger. Battle field is 171/,x35 
in. long. Plastic and metal. For children 5 years and older. From Japan. Like 
everything else in Sears book: 
79 N 65059C—Shipping weight 6 pounds 

5 so easy to order by telephone. 
$8.44 

Whack the keys and shoot balls 
thru holes in center panel. . 
empty your side first. 

What fun to watch the balls spin- 
ning, whirling and taking crazy 
bounces as they collide. But you 
never have to chase them down . . 
they're enclosed in see-through 
case. First to empty his side wins. 
Plastic construction. 7//x5*4x19 in. 
long. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49N 65189 . aeons $3.99 

Mark Three 

$399 

Fast tic-tac-toe type game. 

Choose positions at chip 
guides, then take turns aiming 
8 chips each toward holes in 
tic-tac-toe section. Line up 3 
in a row to win. Other players 
can cover your chips with 
their own. АП plastic. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
79 М 65699C .........$3.99 

Criss Cross 
Split-second timing 
wins this дате! 

$397 

Launch blue ball down 
curving track; zoom orange 
one down straight track . . 
“Orange” tries to knock 
“Blue” off, and “Blue” 

Crossfire $1099 c a scores points for making it 
to the finish line. Take turns 

Shoot the puck through opponent's goal to win с. with blue and orange balls 

You've got 8 ball-bearing shots from your spring-loaded shooter. Re-load while : . first to score 300 wins. 2 
firing. High score wins. Plastic, metal. 18'/,x39 in. For ages 5 and up. blue balls, 4 orange balls. All 
79 N 65704L—Shipping weight 8 pounds seh 2 $10.99 plastic. Ages 5 and up. 

506 |Sears| se" ` Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 
E 79 М 65676C........93.97 

Catalog Daod scans by chitimat-nwrselochnicali cont 



989 Happy Sunburst Design 
ж ov Children's Furnishings.. 
e as practical as they are pretty 
eee” Sturdy wood and hardboard construction 

with plenty of storage space for toys 

EJ. 
Ш 91399 

$1999 
$3398 

9 Bookshelf Storage Chest. Matches bench an 

$11.99 

Catalog page scans 



So lightweight 
even a child 

M can fold them 

Winnie-the-Pooh Table 
and Chairs . . vinyl-topped 

table. . 2 folding chairs with 
molded plastic seats 

5 Pooh print adorns rugged 30-in. round ta- 
ble topped with vinyl laminated to %-in. 

flakeboard. Table 19 in. high on 3 chrome-plat- 
ed tubular steel legs. 2 chairs have red seats, 
tubular steel frames. Seat 13 in. high. Partly 
assembled. Instructions incl. Ages 2 to 9. 
79 М 90285L—Shpg. wt. 30 Ibs. ....... Set $24.99 

6 Extra Chair. 
79 м 90286—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs......Each$6.44 502 [Sears] woe 

toos pade Scans by dieisthiasniseledwical com 

“Daffy Apples” whimsi 
Just the size 

to make youngsters 
feel right at home 

90 

Zoodleland Table and Chair Set . . 
molded plastic table with 
2 molded plastic chairs 

Rugged, high-impact plastic pedestal table has 
top decorated in plastic inlay "Zoodleland" de- 
sign. 24-in. diam. round table stands 17М in. 
high. Curved-up table edges help stop spills. 
Seat height 10 in. Completely washable. Partly 
assembled. Instructions incl, Ages 1 to 6. 
79 м 90293L—Shpg. wt. 14 lbs. ...... Set $19.99 

cal Children’s Furniture 

Sturdy table topped 
with wipe-clean vinyl 
laminated under high - 
pressure to 5/8-in. 

flakeboard . . 
folding chairs have 

molded polypropylene seats 

$ 2 399 5-piece. 
set 

1 5-piece Set. Great for parties, 
games or homework. Tubular 

harmonizing colors. 12x10-inch seat 
stands 13 in. from floor. Set includes. 
30x24x19-inch high table and 4 chairs. 
Tea set and teddy bear not included. 
For children ages 2 to 9. Partly as- 
sembled, with instructions. 
79 N 90287L—Wt. 35 lbs. . . Set $23.99 

2 3-piece Set. As (1) above but has 
2 chairs, 24x24x19-inch high table. 

79 N 90223L—Wt. 24 Ibs, . . .Set $15.99 

3 Extra Chair. Matches sets above. 
79 М 90224C—Wt. 6 Ibs. Each $5.99 

4 Toy Chest. Steel-supported body 
lends a sturdy quality to this 

roomy 29x15x16-inch high chest. 
White, high-impact polymer sides 
protect against scuffs and stains. . 
they're washable like the vinyl uphol- 
stery, just wipe clean with a damp 
cloth or sponge. Built-in carrying 
handles let you move chest from 
room to room. For ages 3 to 10. Sent 
partly assembled. Instructions in- 
cluded for ling. 

Priced low. . yet this 
Children’s Table and Chair 
Set has an easy-care vinyl 
tabletop and plastic seats 

Contemporary style. Compact 24x18- 
in. washable vinyl laminate tabletop 
has geometric print. Table 19 in. high. 
Chrome-plated tubular steel chair 
frames, table legs. Seat height 13 in. 
Ages 2 to 9. Partly assembled. Instr. 
included. Shipping wt. 18 Ibs. 
79 М90283С............ Set $9.99 
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BEETLE «4 
LEARNERS' | 
TWO-SIDED | 
WOOD 
EASELS 
.. work 
surfaces 

for drawing 
or painting 

Um 

(1 and 2) Blue chalkboard surfaces and grooved chalk 
trays on each side of double wood easels are independently 
adjustable. This means two children of different heights 
can use easel at the same time, each board set at just the 
right height . . provides years of creative activity as your 
children grow. 
Dual purpose board can be used as chalkboard or work 

surface for painting and drawing . . just attach paper with 
2 clips provided and young artists are ready to express 
themselves, Easels also include palette with water colors, 
2 brushes, tempera paints, 2 mixing pans, paper, crayons, 
chalk and eraser. Ready to assemble. instructions included. 
For ages 4 and ир. 

] Deluxe Easel with 20x24-inch work surfaces. Two 
handy, wide storage shelves keep all art supplies at 

your child's fingertips for ready use. Helps keep play area 
neat and tidy, Includes items listed above with 6 jars of 
tempera paint plus color-by-number sheets, When assem- 
bled, easel stands 527/16 inches high. 
78 C 16205L —Shipping weight 18 pounds. ............. $1999 

Easel with 16x24-inch work surfaces. Can be folded 
for storage. Includes all items listed above with 4 jars 

of tempera paints. Stands 427/16 in. high when assembled. 
79 С 16208L —Shipping weight 15 pounds.............. $1299 

506 
Сано had 

Tabletop 

Spelling Board 

$ 5 99 

Tripod Easel $799 Magnetic spelling 
20x15-in. chalkboard board of hardboard 
mounted on stable. wood 
tripod legs. Folds for stor- 
age. Wood chalk rail. In- 
cludes crayons, palette 

card with water colors and 
brush. tempera paints in 
4 primary colors. 8 sheets 
of drawing paper, chalk. 
eraser, clips. 38 in. high. 
Ages 3 to 8. 
79C16719C-Wt. 5 Ibs. $7.99 

SAA AAEREN 

Reversible 
Chalkboard $1099 

Big 20x30-in. board has metal 
magnetic spelling or wipe-off 
crayon board on one side and 
composition chalkboard on the 
other. Set of 36 magnetic letters 
included. Crayons, chalk. eraser 
incl, Overall height 47 in. Alu- 
minum tubular legs. wood tray 
and frame. Partly assembled. 
Ages 3 to 10. 
79 C 16083С —Wt. 8 Ibs... $10.99 

2-sided Standing $799 
Chalkboard 

Blue. 17x23-in. composition 
chalkboard surface on one side. 
black on the other. Adjust board 
to any angle and tighten. In 
cludes chalk. eraser. Legs of 
aluminum tubing. Finished 
wood tray and frame. Overall 
height 41 in. Ages 3 to 10. 
79 C 16081C —Wt. 6 lbs. $799 

and metal, 12x18 
in. high, Set of 36 
magnetic letters 
included to help 
child learn alpha- 
bet, plus an assort- 
ment of basic geo- 
metric vinyl shapes, 
wipe-off crayon: 
Ages Запа up, Wt. 
4 Ibs. 
79C 16557C $599 



Learn to play real music in minutes 
д, = «these 2 pa 

Фу; S ent 9 jeg к pit every intr claro ШЛУ 

12-chord Electric Organ 
Use just two fingers and sound almost like a professional . . . 

one finger plays the melody, one finger plays an entire chord 

This organ can provide great fun for youngsters and adults, too. So easy to play . . . simply 
match the numbered melody keys and lettered chords on the keyboard to the corresponding 
numbers and letters in the easy-to-follow songbook. You'll be playing music in just minutes to 
entertain friends and family. From Italy. 
KEYBOARD, CONTROLS: 37 melody keys to ACCESSORIES: Includes bench, music rack 
make 3 full octaves, 12 pre-set chord buttons ала tri-lingual instruction songbook (in En- 
(6 major, 6 minor chords). Power switch and glish, French and Spanish). 
volume control. ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed. 110-120-volt, 

CONSTRUCTION, DIMENSIONS: Organ and 
bench made of high-impact plastic. Console- 
style cabinet with detachable legs. Organ 
measures 31!4x1134x30!4 inches high. Bench 
measures 17%x10%4x 165 inches high. 

60-cycle AC. 5V2-foot cord. 16 watts. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. Not recommend- 
ed for ages under 6. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 66821L—Shpg. wt. 24 lbs. ...$39.97 

18-chord Electric Organ 
Lets you play music as easily as organ at 

left. . . plus you get 6 extra chord buttons 
for richer-sounding, harmonic tones 

$5797 
Sound almost like a трт in just a short time. 
Match the numbered melody keys and the lettered 
chords on the keyboard to the corresponding numbers 
and letters in the coded songbook. From Italy. 
KEYBOARD. CONTROLS: 37 full size melody keys to 
make 3 full octaves. 18 apes chord buttons (6 major, 6 
minor, 6 bass) for a full, rich sound. Power switch and 
sensitive volume control. 
CONSTRUCTION, DIMENSIONS Organ and bench of 
high-impact plastic. Console-style cabinet with wood- 
grain plastic accent, detachable legs. Organ measures 
3634x12V2x30V4 in. high. Bench 17%4x10%x165 in. high. 

ACCESSORIES: Includes matching bench, music rack 
and tri ga instruction songbook (English, French 
and Spanish). 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. S'z-foot cord. 16 watts. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. Not recommended for ages 
under 6. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 66828L—Shipping weight 28 Ibs. .. $57.97 

Organ Song Books 

Each set contains 3 books of 
easy-to-follow music and lyrics. 
For 12 and 18-chord organs sold 
on this page. 

“Christm: ind the Holidays” 
Set. Contains over 85 songs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 66832. ....5е $3.99 

“Songs We Remember and 
Sing" Set. Contains over 85 
songs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 66837 Set 
"America Sings" Set. Contains 
over 85 songs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 М 66839 .........Set $3.99 

Phone ordering's а quick and 
easy way to buy. 



МІСАКТА” Butcher Block-look Table and Chair Set 

Chairs fold 
for storage 

Tabletop is stain, burn. scratch and scar resistant $2995 5-piece 
with sturdy, chrome-plated tubular steel frame and legs Set 

CONSTRUCTION: Chair frames and table legs of 
ре plated tubular steel with plastic caps to 

prevent marring of floors. Chairs and table 
fa € кон storage. Tabletop of 54-inch flake- 

th Micarta® brand high-pressure mela- 
cs Butcher block-look design with cocoa 
molding. Chairs with cocoa plastic seats. 
DIMENSIONS: Table—overall height of 21 in. 
Chairs—seat height of 1214 inches. 

500 

Cata vage scans by ceisimas miselertwical con 

FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled; 
instructions and hardware included. 

Shipping weight 30 pounds. 
79 C 90622L ......... ... Set $29.95 

Extra folding Chair for set sold above. 
Shipping weight 5 Bam. 

79 C 90318C ......... -....Ea. $5.95 

20x30-inch 
laminated vinyl tabletop 

$2495 5 giece 

This Table and Chair Set features 

top with nursery rhyme сі 

Chrome-plated tubular steel 
Table € Chair Sets 

just the right size to make mre feel bt at 

CONSTRUCTION: Chair frames (folding) an 
table legs (non-folding) of chrome-plat fal bale 

lue n seats. 
DIMENSIONS: Tables—overall height of 21 
inches. Chai: ight of 12% inch ез. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. In- 
structions and ware incl. Dishes not incl. 

" 5-piece Table and Chair Set 
0 inch table, 4 folding chairs. 

79 C90432C . 
Extra hair for (1 and Маг ede above. 
79 C 90308C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. ....Each $5.95 

tubular 1 I table- steel frame, viny! 

ata very low price 

18x24-inch $995 x; эре 
tabletop 

CONSTRUCTION: Chair frames and table legs of 
chrome-plated tubular steel with plastic caps. Table- 
top ors %-inch garenoi eae with hard 
vinyl, nursery rhyme pattern an tangerine mol 
Chairs with sturdy, washable tangarine plastic seats. 
DIMENSIONS: Table—overall height of 21 inches. 
Chairs—seat height of 12% inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. Instruc- 
tions and hardware included. 
79 C 90294C— Shipping weight 15 Ibs. ...Set $9.95. 
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(1) Play-Doh 
Fuzzy Pumper Pet Shop 

«t RS. Pump Play-Doh, pets grow hair to clip. 
At the Pet Shop є NGL: 4 “animals,” grooming table 

Just fill t ies { and extruder; grooming tools, “poodle 
dust fil. tnis Bodies тА Maie more. 4 cane of 
with Play-Doh Tres non-toxic Play-Doh, 6 oz. each of yellow 
turn the handle. а and white; 2 oz. each of red and blue 
then watch hair à 5 3 ај 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
49N 1626 $7.95 

and comb into 2) Pl Doh 4 KN s 
them ire (2) Play-Doh 4-pack. Non-toxic, non- 
vU. stain, re-usable modeling compound. 
pov ET INCL: Four 6-oz. cans of Play-Doh 

with reclosable plastic lids to keep it 
Yellow, red, blue and white. 

г ht 1 pound 12 ounces. эше бө 
Pkg. 93c o 

(3) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Play-Doh Modeling Set 

(old figures and play with them on mat. 
T INCL: 7 plastic molds; one hinged to 

form 3-dimensional. Pooh, 6 press-out 
type. Two 6-oz. cans of Play-Doh; trim 

х of Plsy.Doh mer; roller, 1 i in. vinyl play та! 
ith them OF 7 years. eh en , FOR AGES 3 to 7 years 

Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. 
49N 16134 Set $4.45 
(4) Star Wars™ 

Play-Doh Modeling Set 
Mold Princess Leia, Luke Skywalker, 
ix Vader, R2-D2; figures can ride in 

3 hinged molds, one 
modified X-Wing Fighter, knife, three 6- 
ounce cans Play-Doh. 10x16-inch cut 
away Death Star mat. 

R AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
DERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces. 
49 № 16246 Set $4.94 

(5) Creepy Crawlers™ Thingmaker II 
casts 24 weird, wiggly creatures . . . fun to 
make and touch. 
SET INCL: Electric cauldron with 25-watt 
light bulb, lid; 3 molds; 4 Goop™ colors (1*2 

each); accessories, instructions. 

«$11.87 

4 color Refill 
49 N 2042—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. van 3:27 

(6) Roto-Cast™ Monster Machine. Mold 
Frankenstein, 4 other creatures in 15 min. 
SET INCL: Plastic gear-crank device: 5 molds, 
5 paints; accessories, non-toxic Instant 
Muck™ powder. Instr. Needs no batteries. 
ORDERING INFO: For ages 6 and up. 
49 N 2090—Wt. 5 lbs. 9 oz.. $12.94 

Te re Refill Kit. 2:2 Ibs. casting powd., supplies. Thingmaker® i Phe Monster 49 N 2093—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. .....Kit $2.44 Machine’ 

‘diate Dad cune by айак анайы ЫЙ 



Contemporary 
Doil House 

$2999 
without 

furnishings 

ET 

Г 

on Deluxe Dol! House (1) when you also buy any 
Save $6 S. mor Room Furnishings (3 thru S) 

: | (1) Aene $6899 

ight all rooms. 
accessories 
in the house 

Fireplace Oid-tashioned 
actually mih Family 
lights up 

i 
506 [Sears] 2° 



Introduci 
Chemistry 111 
Perform hundreds of experiments, from 
rocket propulsion to pollution treatment 

include materials for 
treating water pollution; rocket and chemicals 
for exploring missile propulsion principles. 
Even make a crystal flower garden using the 
24 chemicals included. 

Set also has a 96-page, full-color manual, 
and steel work tray with shelves. Also 25 milli- 
liter beaker, 6 PYREX@ brand test tubes (5 

Chemistry 11 

regular, 1 graduated) plus rack, holder and 
brush. Alcohol lamp with blow torch and wire 
mesh plate; wash bottle, funnel, eyedropper. 
Beam scale. Litmus paper, corks, rubber and 
glass tubing, spoon-measure, stirring rod, 
wire, chromatography paper, filters, tweezer, 
2 microscope slides. 
79 N 24055C—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs.. Set $19.99 

Set includes a beam scale for precision measurements 

cludes a beam scale for careful measurements. 
Set also has а 48-page full-color illustrated 
manual, and steel work tray with shelves for 
а neat, orderly work area, 

Includes 16 bottles of chemicals, 4 PYREX 

Chemistry 1 
An introduction to the fascinating principles of chemistry 

Learn the basics of chemistry while perform- 
ing interesting experiments, Includes 48-page 

full-color manual, 8 bottles of chemicals, 2 
PYREX brand test tubes, tube rack, holder 

brand test tubes with rack, holder and brush, 
Also eyedropper, funnel, alcohol lamp, filter 
and litmus paper, Rocket for propulsion ex- 
periments, corks, measure, stirring rod, glass 
tubing, iron powder. 
49 N 24054—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 5 oz.. Set $13.99 

and brush. Also eyedropper, funnel, filter 
paper, alcohol lamp. Corks, measure, stirring 
rod, red and blue litmus paper. 
49 N 24053—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz...... Set $6.99 

Note: Sears science sets should be used with proper care and under adult supervision. 

Golden Science Library 

Сай page scans by dieisimasnmarseledimical com 

Full-color hardbound books are written and 
compiled for Golden Science Lab Sets. 

Exploring Chemistry Vol. 1. 48 pages. 
49 N 24048—Shpg. wt. 14 02............52.95 

Exploring Chemistry Vol. Il. 96 pages. 
49 N 24049—Shpg. wt. 11b. 30z.. ...... $4.95 

Exploring with the Microscope. 48 pages. 
49 М 2405—Shpg. wt. 140z.. 

Exploring Biology. 48 pages. 
49 N 24051—Shpg. wt. 140z............$2,95 

Exploring Geology. 80 pages. 
49 N 24052—Shpg. wt. 11Ь. 2 oz.. ` 49 N 24058 

ng Sears Golden 
(ALL SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

Chemistry IV 
Laboratory Set 

] Explore such fascinating areas as food and textile 
testing and the growth of plants. Even use the 

spectroscope that breaks light down into its com- 
ponent colors, The 96-page full-color manual prepared 
for this set contains basic information as well as the 
experiments listed above, and has full background 
data and illustrations, 

Set also includes such useful equipment as a cen- 
trifuge, PYREX brand 25 ml flask and beaker, 
PYREX brand graduated cylinder, and a hydro- 
ponics planter for growing plants in water. Even has a 
3-shelf steel work tray for an orderly home lab, Also, 
32 chemicals, 9 test tubes, 2 racks, test tube clamp 
and brush. Alcohol lamp with tripod, blowtorch, 
molecular kit, beam scale, chemical rocket, wash 
bottle, Funnel eyedropper, corks, glass tubing, plas- 
tic spoon-measure, stirring rods, microscope slides, 
much more, Like everything else in Sears books, it’s 
so easy to order by telephone. 

Shipping weight 14 pounds. 
79 N 240290. oe n aiae sha 021 Seles Set $24.99 

Microscope · 

Laboratory Set 

2 Discover the invisible world with a quality 
microscope, Turret turns for three magnifications 

most often used in laboratory work—45x, 90x, and 
180x. It has rack and pinion focusing and precision- 
ground glass lenses for clean, sharp images. Also 
included is the 48-page full-color illustrated manual 
written especially for use with this set. 

Includes mixture to grow protozoa, 4 blank slides, 
1 four-part prepared slide, shrimp eggs and dia- 
tomaceous earth. 2 PYREX brand test tubes with 
rack, clamp and brush. Dissecting equipment, mag- 
nifying glass, microtome, and much more. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces. 
40 Н 2006770200070. оа eren ripeto Set $14.99 

Geology Lab 
and Field Set 

3 An introduction to the study of our changing 
planet. Learn about the interior of the earth by 

using the geologist's tools and manual included. 80- 
page full-color manual leads you through the study; 
use geologist's hammer to gather rocks and minerals. 
Jolly balance (for specific gravity), streak plate and 
other materials help you identify them. 

Set includes magnifying stand, 28 rocks and min- 
erals, 4 fossils, Also alcohol lamp with blow torch, 
2 test tubes with rack, holder and brush. Eyedropper, 
spoon, 2 cups, tweezer, glass tubing, stirring rod, and 
boxes and vials of test materials. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds 1 ounce. 

Biology 
Laboratory Set 

4 Investigate the world of plants and organisms as 
you use the manual and dissecting kit in this set. 

48-page full-color book leads you through the science. 
Dissecting kit has recessed tray for neat and efficient 
work, board, pins, scissors, needles, scalpel, and 
spatula. 18 specimens—6 dry, and 12 in screw-top 
jars with odorless preservative. 

Set also has magnifying stand, aquatic net, sieve, 
3 test tubes with holder, rack and brush. Whetstone, 
tweezer, ruler, blotting paper, diatomaceous earth, 
hydroponics material. Two specimen cups and stirring 
rod. Send in coupon to specimen supply house to 
receive living cocoons and sea life. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. Я 
Set $19.99 



Trap . . by Ideal 

$399 
A strategic game of divide, encircle, and con- 
quer. Each player can move his men in 5 direc- 
tions, but it's tricky going . . use your turn to 
move a man or to set up walls to block the oth- 
er man's moves . . surround each of your op- 
ponent's 3 men with walls to win. Board, chess- 
type men, walls are all plastic. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 657 1—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 02........ $3.99 

score goes! Challenges your coordination and 
control. When you drop the ball, it falls into 

wide. Ages 7 and up. Use your phone if you 
want to order it the easiest way of all. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. 
49 М 65289............................ 53.99 

Beat the Clock . . by Milton Bradley 

$397 
New edition! Fun for 2 or more players . . pick 
a card and do the stunt it gives you in just 
seconds . . 50 stunts in all. Includes clock tim- 
er, blindfold, paddle, cups, balls, cubes, discs, 
hoops, and more. Ages 10 and up. 
49 N 6546 1—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. ....$3.97 

Bing Bang Boing 

Bing a ball down the ramp, 
bang it off the bouncing drums. 

boing it into the finish well 

$944 by Ideal 

Roll Bingle Balls down Bingle Flinger and watch 
them bounce from hum-drum to hum-drum and 
jump through hoop. Flicker Ticker swings balls 
around, boosts them to the Bangle Vator, then they 
plop into the Boingle Bucket for a thrilling finish. 
Set up your own crazy courses. Plastic, metal. 
79N65692C-Ages 6 and up. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $9.44 

Catalog tae scans by сина wecolecteical com 

What a low price for 
"Rock 'em Sock 'em" 
Robots by Marx! 

Rugged Robots battle away with you and a pal at the controls. 
Push a button. send fists flying, and Pow! Robot's head pops ир! 

Boxers feint, shift, and look for an opening to deliver a KO punch as you operate them with push-but- 
ton speed. Your Sunday Punch to the other robot's jaw sets off mechanism that pops his head. spring 
up; press it down for next round. 10-inch tall plastic boxers. 19x14-inch plastic ring. 
79 N 65119C—Ages 6 and up. Shipping weight 6 pounds 

Bops ‘п Robbers . . by Max 

$Q99 
Take the money and run, or be John Law 
and try to catch the bank robber. Push the 
lever and robber with magnetized money bag 
on his head comes out of bank and runs 

town; turn the crank and cop with 
night stick bopper tries to knock money bag 
off. Timer control is set; points are scored for 
hits within time limit. Plastic, metal. 13-inch 
diameter. Ages 5 and up. 
79 М 6569C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. ..¢8.99 

Suspense runs high as tops battle and bang 
along their course and collide! Last top 
up wins. Includes 4 tops and 4 starters, 
15%,х15%,-їпсһ board . . all brightly colored 
plastic. From Japan. Ages 5 and up. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. 

49NBEORI cai *3.99 



ROCK IN 
EARLY 

AMERICAN 
STYLE 

. . authentic colonial 
styling with 

decorated headboards 

28-inch Musical Rocker 
plays a Lullaby 

$1422 
( 4 and 5 ) Your child rocks gent- 
ly while listening to the music 
box play a favorite lullaby. Rock- 
er is constructed of hardwood 
with a non-toxic finish and has a 
charming, hand-decorated, multi- 
colored headboard. Authentic 
colonial styling features lathe- 
turned front legs, gracefully 
shaped arms and rocker runners. 
11x13-inch seat is 10 inches high 
Measures 19/4х15Угх28 inches 
high overall. Shipped partly 
assembled. 

Toys can be ordered from pag 
431 to 600 until Aug. 16, 1974 

Black. Wt. 9 Ibs. 
79 C 90194C 514.99 

Maple. Wt. 9 lbs. 
79 C 90193C $14.99 

25-inch Rocker in 
Maple finish or White 

Maple finish White finish 

$999 | $1249 
( 6 and 7 ) Child-sized rocker is 
constructed of hardwood with non- 
toxic finish. Authentic colonial 
styling includes turned front legs. 
gracefully shaped arms and rocker 
runners, Attractive — stenciled 
headboard.. white stencil on 
maple rocker; black stencil on 
white rocker. Seat measures 10x 
12 inches and 951 inches high 
Rocker measures 19/4х14/вх25 
inches high overall 
Shipped partly assembled. To 

order the easiest way, look in 
your phone book white pages 
under "Sears, Roebuck and Co.. 
Catalog Sales" for number to call 

6 Maple. Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 
79 C 90191C $9.99 

17 White. Shipping weight 8 Ibs 
79 C 90192C $12.49 

Cut 10% 
21-in. Tot Rocker 

8 Ideal for a toddler because 
this rocker stands 21 

inches high and has a seat 8/2 
inches high. Made of hard- 
wood with non-toxic maple 
finish. Colonial style with 
hand-decorated, one-color 
design on headboard 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
79 C 90029C $6.2! 

Gutsiod pace scans by шабан атина Зи com 

aa Children feel “right- 
at-home” in a world 
scaled to their size 

Cf ALUE 
Separately 

You can even take “phone orders” when you total 519.98 
for groceries at this fine Supermarket buy both Е 5 

Supermarket $099 
A 3-piece supermarket with counter, shelves and a shopping 
cart made of sturdy, 4-color corrugated fiberboard. Walnut 
woodgrain print counter is 24x27¥2x12 in. high. Divided 
display has 3 shelves including a "freezer" compartment 
with 2 plastic doors, plastic telephone. Shelf backgrounds 
are pre-printed to display the colorful make-believe mer- 
chandise. Shopping cart is 20Узх10х8В in. deep with 2 non- 
scuff casters .. sturdy enough to carry several pounds of 
"purchases", Unassembled; pictorial instructions. Canned 
foods and play foods not included, sold on page 465. 
79 C 90278C — Shipping weight 9 pounds. . ...... + $9.99 

and Playhouse 

Stand up tall when you walk into 
your own Playhouse . . it's 62 inches high 

$9099 
Big enough to shelter a pint-sized family of 4 because it's 
46x45x62 in. high. Made of rugged white corrugated paper- 
board. Red-shuttered doorway is 48 in. high. Blue tile roof, 
red and yellow tulips. Interlocking pieces simplify assem- 
bly, instructions included. For children who like to play 
house or have tea parties, ages 3 to 8 years old. 
79 C 9028C — Shipping weight 14 pounds. 20.59.99 
Save 10% when you buy Supermarket and Playhouse, Separately 
total $19.98. 
79 C 90279C2.— Shipping weight 23 pounds. . Set®1 7.98 

CLIMB ’N CUBES 

$995 
Save 10% 
when you buy 
2 or more 

А Climb "n Cube is more than a step stool, 
it’s also a table or a chair. Each cube is 
154x1514x154 in. high with contoured 
corners. Lightweight yet rugged polyethy- 
lene plastic means durable use indoors 
and out. Comes in bright yellow. Seat 
height is 6 in., 10 in., or 15 in. For ages 1 
to 7. Shipping weight each 9 pounds. 
79 C 90213C — Ea. $9.95; 2 or more ea. *8.94 me [Sears]513 
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Happiness is sitting down with your feet touching the floor . 

Child-size Furniture 

A mellow maple finish 
gives depth and beauty 
to the colonial design 

of this sturdy 
Table and 2 Chairs 

32 
1 Hardwood-veneer table top has 

the warm look of solid wood. Rec- 
tangular table measures 26x20x21 
inches high overall. Captain's chairs 
and table of hardwood construction 
have a rich-looking non-toxic maple 
finish. Early American-style set en- 
hanced by heavily turned table and 
chair legs. Chairs stand 20 inches 
high; 11'2x12-inch seat stands 1244 
inches from floor. Sent partly assem- 
bled. For ages 2 to 8. To order the 
easiest way, look in your phone book 
white pages under “Sears, Roebuck 
and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to 
call. Shipping weight 30 pounds. 
79 №902371.......... ..Set $32.99 

Extra Chair. Shipping wt. 7 Ibs. 
79Мм90117С............ Each $10.49 

Colonial-design Toy Chest 

$3 399 

2 Solidly constructed hardwood fur- 
niture with a lustrous non-toxic 

maple finish . . a great place to stash 
all your favorite playthings. Storage 
area measures 30%x14x11 inches 
deep. Friction hinge on lid helps pre- 
vent it from slamming shut. Lid 
height is 164% inches from the floor. 
Sent unassembled. 
79 N 90234C—Wt. 20 lbs. ......%33.99 

Rock in Early American style with these real maple-finished wood Rockers 

21-inch Rocker 

$699 

Sit and rock for hours in this sturdi- 
ly constructed hardwood rocker. 
Styled in the colonial tradition with 
a non-toxic maple finish with white 
accents on headboard. Rocker 
stands 21 inches high. 934x11'4-in. 
seat stands 814 in. from floor. Unas- 
sembled. For ages 1% and up. 

Shipping weight 7 poun: 
79 М4 90167С .....................$%6.99 

Citai pade scant by dieisihiasnmiselediwical Gom 

25-inch Rocker 

$999 

Early American styling with turned 
front legs and gracefully shaped 
arms makes this 25-in. high rocker 
an attractive addition to any room. 
White hand-stenciled design on 
headboard. Hardwood construction 
with non-toxic maple finish. 10x12- 
in. seat stands 9/2 in. from floor. 
Partly assembled. Ages 2 and up. 
79N90197C—Wt. 9 Ibs. ...... $9.99 

Upholstered 25-inch Rocker 
$1499 

Comfortable wing cricket rocker 
has polyurethane foam padded 
seat, back cushions with Чез. . cov- 
ered in cotton colonial print. Hard- 
wood construction with non-toxic 
maple finish. Measures 25 inches 
high. 12x14-inch seat stands 11% 
in. from the floor. Sent partly as- 
sembled. For ages 2 and up. 
79N90195L—Wt. 10 Ibs. ....514.99 

2 

28-inch Musical Rocker 
$1 yi 99 

Your child rocks gently while listening to 
the music box play a favorite lullaby. 
Hardwood rocker with a non-toxic maple 
finish. Hand-decorated, multicolored head- 
board. Lathe-turned front legs, shaped 
arms and rocker runners. 11x13-in. seat is 
10 in. high from the floor. 1914x1514x28 in. 
high. Partly assembled. Ages 2 and up. 
79 N 90193C-Shpg. Wt ,. 
10]bs....... .. $1299 Ë 



п 
Double Table 

[2] 
Single Table 

$1295 

LITTLE LEARNERS" Child-size 
Activity Tables for learning fun 

Single Table. Hinged top 
flip up to use wipe-off crayon 

(1 and 2) A place to play . . a place to create . . a place to 1 Double Table. Lets two children 2 
learn— Little Learners® activity tables provide all three. Ta- work together. Convenient slide- 
bles include all materials needed for a creative playtime: wa- 
ter colors, brushes, paper, chalk, erasers, crayons . . double 
table (1) includes double materials. Chalkboard top reverses 
to wipe-off crayon surface. Play materials fit neatly into 
handy storage shelves on side with extra space under table 
tops .. encourages neatness. Sturdy wood and hardboard 

out tops provide access to materials 
stored under top. Switches to wipe- 
off crayon surface easily . . just slide 
out, flip and slide back in. Three 
shelves on side give plenty of room 
for storage of materials, books or 

face or for access to convenient storage 
area. Two shelves on side are large 
enough to store all materials included 
with desk plus some of your own things 

‚ - keeps everything together, not scat- 
tered all over the house. Measures 

Tatalo page scans by dik 

25x18'/4x22 inches high. 
79 C 1873C—Shpg. wt. 10 lbs... . .$12.95 

construction, plastic seat . . lasts for years. Ages 3 to 7. Par- 
tially assembled. 

projects. 50x18!3x21 inches high. 
79c КО ri 18 Ibs. $19.95 

PLUTO PUP 

Peg-and-Play 

Desk 

$1697 
Pluto Pup becomes 
your learning helper 

he lets you sit on 
his back while he 
"balances" 1834x1234x2-in. 
deep desktop on his head. 
Pluto's sturdy plastic body 
stands on all fours to give 
stability. Firmly attached 
wood desktop has black 
chalkboard with alphabet 
and number teaching aids 
on surface. Hinged top 
swings up to reveal peg- 
board with pegs and mallet. 

= Chalk and eraser included, 
x Size 37x18% x22! in. long. 

Flip top back and child has a comfortable chair . . flip Partly ed AE 3to 
forward for a convenient chalkboard desk at just the D > e - 8. Not for ages under 3 due right angle for writing or drawing. Hardboard with to пай parts. WE 11 Ibs. 

hd Flip-top Desk 

$795 

sturdy frame of aluminum tubing. 22*2x16x23 in. high 79 C 1601C $1697 

with top forward. Ages 3 to 7. Disney character® Walt Disney 79 C 16561C—Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. .....$7.95 Productions S төз 507 



8-chord 
Electric 
Organ 
Available in 

either floor or 
table model 

Maa” $2997 | 2.11997 
(1 and 2) Match numbered melody keys and lettered chords on the key- 
board selector strip to corresponding numbers and letters in the songbook. 
KEYBOARD, CONTROLS: 25 melody keys to make 2 complete octaves, 8 pre-set 
chord buttons (4 major, 4 minor). Power switch and volume control. 
CONSTRUCTION: Dark brown, beige high-impact plastic. From Italy. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-с. АС, SVz-ft. cord. 16 w. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 

1) Organ: 26Vax1134x26U2 in. high. (2) Organ: 25%х11%4х5М3 in. high. 
tool 954-in. diam., 15У in. high. ACCESSORIES: Music rack, tri-lin- 

ACCESSORIES: Matching stool, music ual instruction songbook (English, 
rack, tri-lingual instruction songbook French and Spanish). 
(English, French and Spanish). ORDERING INFORMATION 
ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs. Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
79 М 66813C .... 79 N 66809C m $19.97 

KEYBOARD. CONTROLS: 25 keys, 2 
octaves. Power switch. 
CONSTRUCTION: Brown, beige plas- 
tic. 17x81/4x3% in. high. From Italy. 
ACCESS.: Number-coded songbook. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 

Organ 
Songbook Set $399 

Set of 4 songbooks for all organs 
above. This exciting collection con- 
tains over 90 songs and music to en- 
joy over and over. All songbooks are 
tri-lingual (English, French and 

ORDERING INFO: Requires 3 “D” 
batteries, order package below. 
49N66807-Wt. 3 lbs. 20z. . 10.97 

Carbon-zinc "D" Batteries. 
ORDERING INFO: Package of 6. 
49N46995-Wt. 1 lb. 4 02.....$1.69 

pani: 
ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49N66835 ............ Set $3.99 

20-key 
Accordion $998 

KEYBOARD: 12 white and 8 black 
keys. 8 bass chord buttons. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact red 
plastic case, vinyl strap. 9V2x434x10 
in. high. From Italy. 
ACCESSORIES: Number-coded in- 
struction songbook. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 66804—Wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz. . $9.98 
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25-key battery-operated Organ $ 1097 
without batteries. 

Our finest Spinet Pianos 

37 keys $3,799 | 30s $2899 

Learn simple songs easily . ирок chests are coloc coded tommnictsaivtes 
in color-coded songbook. Pianos are Seon eee 
only BONE Dono ps deae and pre 

finish. tone fitted swith pred. precision- pies tone “= 
itching bench measures 11x6/4x9! inches oun i 

ACCESSORIES: Includes matching bench, music rack and color-coded instruc- 
tion songbook. 

37-key Piano. 

Measures 23x10V4x1954 in. high. 
KEYBOARD: 3-octave span. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 66819L—Wt 19 Ibs... 

30-key Piano. 
Measures 1912x10x 1954 in. high. 
KEYBOARD: 2'4-octave span. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

$37.99 79N66816L—Wt. 171bs...$28.99 

Two-octave, 25-key 
Spinet Piano 

$1999 
Keyboard chart is color-coded to 
songbook. Chromatically tuned. 
KEYBOARD: 25 keys, 2 octaves. 
ONSE Wood frame 
and hardboard. . . beige and 
black finish. Metal tone bar with 

ЕТО! i 
ano is SALA аа in. high; 
bench is 10x5; in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: color-cod- 
ed key chart oer ers 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 16 Ibs. 
79 N 66494L. -$19.99 

Miniature Grand Piano 97 
. With 15 keys $4 

KEYBOARD: 15 keys. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic 
with orange top and ivory-color case. 3 
detachable legs. Metal tone bar produces 
bell-like sounds. 10%x10%2x4% inches 
high. From Italy. 
ACCESSORIES: Color-coded songbook. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
49N66811...... -$4.97 



and Chair Sets for games, parties and homework 

All-wood Table and Chair Sets 
(3) Wax Birch-finished 

table and heart- 
cut-away back chairs 

CONSTRUCTION AND FINISH: 
Non-toxic wax birch finish. 
Hardwood legs and frame. Ta- 
bletop, chair seats and backs 
made of particleboard with 

veneer. Chairs have 
heart-cut-away designed backs. 
Table with screen-printed 
hearts. Made in Romania. 
DIMENSIONS: Table—overall 
height of 21 inches. Chairs— 
seat height of 11 inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Unassembled. EI um 
hardware inc. Shpg: wt, 
79C90585C . 922 9i 95 

(4) Maple-finished Colonial- 
styled table and 
spindle back chairs 

CONSTRUCTION AND FINISH: 
Non-toxic maple finish. Hard- 

particle board with hardwood 
veneer. Chairs with inde 
back inserts. Colonial-styled ta- 
ble and chairs. 
DIMENSIONS: Table—overall 
height of 21 inches. Chairs— 
seat height of 11 inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Unassembled. Instr. and hard- 
wae) incl. Shpg. wt. 42 Ibs. 

ht 42 pounds. 
АДӨ $29.95 

18x25-inch 
Wax Birch- 

Football Toy Box 
for a sporty way restore yourtoys a e 2 

, 

\ Keep your toys in 1 
Winnie-the-Pooh's 

Hunny Pot / 

Paint it Decoupage it 

Give your own touch to this 
ALL-WOOD Toy Chest 52 199 

Have fun designing your very own toy chest. 
CONSTRUCTION, DIMENSIONS: Unfinished, solid 
drea pi ке wood lid, sides. Hardboard bottom. 

pen in ition. Measures 
30x16%x155% ae, inches оре ES 
FOR AGES: 1 year e up. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled, instr. incl. 
79 C 9049C—Shipping weight 25 lbs. ..... $21.99 

iatalo sane scans DY chrieimar murcotociwicnl com 

(5) Football Toy Box 
Any child will enjoy storing 
their toys in this authentic- 
looking giant football . 
pebble-grain finish with white 
stripes and laces. Brown col- 
or. 
CONSTR., DIMENSIONS: 
Made of a sturdy, molded 
polyethylene plastic. Lift-off 
top. 28х2016х20 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Toys shown not included. See 
“N” suffix on p. 303. 

Shipping weight 13 Ibs. 
79 C91186N $15.97 

(8) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Hunny Pot Toy Box 

Here's a delightful отии 
place to keep al your favorite 
toys and stuffed animals. 
Decorated with Winnie-the- 
Pooh. 
CONSTR., DIMENSIONS: 
Durable polyethylene piastic. 
Lift-off top. 18 inches high; 
21-inch diameter. 
AGES: 2 to 8 years. 

ORDER INFO: Toys shown 
not incl. Takes 15-Ib. rate if 
mailed. See page 303. 

Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 
79 C81125L ..$14.99 
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(1) Doodle Board. Feed paper across 10V2x11-in. 
panel. Tear picture off at bottom. Even more fun, 
make a drawing up to 60 ft. long! Let friends help. 
For ages 3 years and up. 
CONTENTS: Plastic board, 60-foot roll of paper. 3 
fine-line BIC® pens in red, green and blue. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 16896—Wt. 2lbs.60z..........-- Set $4.99 

Paper Refills. 2 rolls, ea. 10% in. wide, 60 ft. long. 
49 N 1690—Wt. 11b. 8 о2............ Pkg. $2.99 

(2) Dial-O-Graphic™. Turn knob to set design pat- 
tern. Color holes in screen to make design. 
CONTENTS: Bright plastic drawing board, 914х110 
inches, removable plastic screen, 3 felt-tip pens, pa- 
per. Imported. For ages 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Can be used with any felt pen. 
49 N 16335—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 02... „Set $7.99 

(3) Peg Lite. Plastic. Push button to light up your 
picture as you work. For ages 4 and up. 
CONTENTS: 12 pre-printed sheets, 6 with designs; 
152 brightly colored pegs to make beautiful designs 
that glow in the dark. Peg box, 734x7x2% in. high. 
Automatic shut-off. Batteries not included. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 2 "D" batteries, not includ- 
ed. Order е below. 
49 М 1633: hpg. wt. 11b. ........... Set $4.97 

Package of 2 Alkaline "D" Batteries. 

Draw or docdie with. 
3 colored pens. tear off paper and 
start again with this Doodle Board 

rts. new shapes. more fun 
Make marvelous picturas with Super Sprrograph® 

large pa 

49 М 46996— Shpg. wt. 11 oz. .....Package $1.39 1 3 

(4) Lite-Brite&. Lay picture outline under screen 
V D 

and turn on light. Then insert colorful plastic pegs Traos Y 

and watch your picture glow! Ages 4 years and up. intricate 

SET INCLUDES: 16 pre-printed outlines, 8 blank designs 

sheets for your own designs. 9x13-in. plastic screen. or create E 

More than 400 pegs in 8 different colors. your own М. * 

ELEC. INFO: UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC, S-ft. Сева graph ni 

cord. On-off switch. Required 25-watt bulb is not in- Just turn the knob and you re ап artist Ser 

cluded. Not recommended for ages under 4. with this DiabO-Grapnic™ 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 16233—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz. ......Set $9.94 

Lite-Brite® Picture and Peg Refill Set 
SET INCLUDES: 12 pre-printed pictures, 24 blank 
pattern sheets, 160 pegs in 8 different colors. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 16947—Picture/Peg Refill Set alone . 54.99 

...#3.99 

(5) Super Spirograph. A simple way to draw com- 
ра patterns with interlocking wheels plus super- 
large shapes for even more fun. 
SET CONTENTS: 54 clear plastic parts: wheels, rings, 
racks, super square, super pieces. Also 4 ballpoint 
pens, storage tray, paper and baseboard. Instruc- 
tions included. For ages 6 and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 16346—Wt. 2 Ibs. 120z...........Set $6.95 

6) Designograph™ Set. Plastic drafting machine Pag Lie etch. 

lets you draw intricate designs. Pantograph enlarges, Push button, make S 

reduces or duplicates tracings. your picture light up and glow 

SET CONTENTS: The above, plus adjustable set 
square, 360° protractor, 11!2x16t2-1n. drawing 
board, 6 thumbtacks, 8 sheets of paper, 2 pencils, 
ruler, compass, storage box, instructions. Imported. Save *1 on Picture/Peg Refill 

FOR AGES: 6 years and up. Set when you also buy Lite-Brite® (4) 

ORDERING INFORMATION = Picture/Peg Refill Set when 

49 N 16359—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 202........ Set $4.99 Refit Set atone | bought with (0) 
: 5499 5399 

(7) Etch-a-Sketch®. It's challenging fun to create 
pictures by controlling vertical lines with one knob 
and horizontal lines with the other. To erase реше 
turn board over, shake, and start again. Plastic. 
934x811 in. thick. Ages 4 to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 1878—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1002. ......... $4.94 

(8) Paint'N Swirl. Squeeze colors on spinning 
turntable. Swirling pictures form in seconds. 
SET CONTENTS: 12 coated 5х7-іп. cards plus 14 
coated 3Vax5 in. cards; 2 frames; 4 plastic bottles of 
non-toxic paint colors; plastic unit 1012x113 in. 
Motor operates on one "D" battery. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Battery not incl. Order pkg. below. 
49 N 2122—Shpg. wt. 21һ®............. Set $4.95 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46996—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. ..... Package $1.39 

Paint ‘N Swirl Refill Kit. 4 bottles of paint; 18 coated 
5x7-inch cards; 18 coated 3Vax5-inch cards. Instruc- 
tions included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 2124—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 

COLORING and 
DRAWING 

Kit $2.97 

‘dishes Badé écane by diu idimar nai анаа cont 



(1 апа 2) Contemporary Doll Houses 
CONSTR: Imported hardwood house. Ma- 
chine-tooled 

Pr for light hook-up pre- for t -up 
with multiple ou! 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. _ 
ORDER INFO: Dolls, sold below. 
Requires transformer (16) ot incl., order 
below). See Note “N” suffix, p. 322. 
M pee ex 6-room Doll House. À dream 
ouse your dolls 

in. Features -tile-look floors 
dining rooms, lecorative forgings оп the 
winding staircase, arches. Skylight in top 
bedroom and built-in open balcony. Main 
switch lets you turn lig! hts с A" and off. 
34х11х15 in. high. Scale: Trin. 
79 C 14095N—Wt. 17 ibs. rp. .$68.99 
(1) When rs buy it with 3 or — es 
Furnishings (3 thru 9).............. 2.99 
e азн 6-room Doll Tuc 
riced $2 less than in our 1978 Christ- 

mas Book, page е 454. 30x10x15% in. high. 
Scale: % in.— 1 ft. Takes 15-Ib. rate if mailed, 
see p. 322. 
79 € 1408 1L— Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs.....$29.99 

(3 thru 15) Room Furnishings for Doll 
Houses up to 34 in.= 1 ft. scale 
CONSTR: Machine-tooled hardwood or plas- 
tic with cushioned fabric upholstery. Scaled 
to doll houses above. Assembled. Im 
ORDER INFO: Dolls, transformer not incl. See 
Note and order below. 
SA Master Bedroom. nae double 

with end tables, 
49C 142 pg. wt. 9 02... $16.99 

4) Child's Room. Twin beds, ds, dressing ta- 
na stool, blackboard, ceiling lam; a 
тагы $15.99 
(5) Royal Dining Room. Painted table with 
4 Um Cupboard has open, close doors. 
Mirror, 2 sconces, chandelier. 
49C 14287 Shpg. wt. 9 ог... Set $16.99 
6) Patio Ser Pinewood easy chair, table, 

49 C 14286—Shpg. wt. 1002.56 $15.99 
o Reval Living Room Set. Sofa, 2 arm- 

49 C 14285—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. . .Set $17.99 

(8) Continental Kitchen. Sink, refrigerator, 
stove with Es doors, simulated tile 

тас pr Tbe ..Set $19.99 
(9) Bathroom. Toilet, sink, tub, n 
towel 

49 C 14312—Wt 7 oz. ........ Set $15.99 

ТЕ d em imul latet Li 

ce aes nbn ЖУН 
(1 2) peed Tree. Celebrate the holi- 
ays with this charming tree. Incl. orna- 

ments, star, candle decorations, tree skirt. 
49C 1429 1—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. n $6.49 
(13) Fireplace. Helps “warm up" the home 
on cold winter nights. Gold-colored gra! 
фай simulated marble brick, eed. 

Pis JOD MR E 
14) 4-pc. Deluxe Doll Fa 1 
'on-toxic. Full: ry Se Aule Fi 1 

tall; mother, 4 2 children 3% in. re га 
houses (1), ‘Sand (17), Imported. See 
below. 
49 C 14124—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. . . .Set $13.99 
15) 4-piece Old-fashioned ‘Doll Family. 
Балым Non-toxic: Fully dressed in assort- 
ed costumes, Dad, 51% in. tall; mother, 514 in.; 
а е ee (11); 

49 C 14121—Shpg. wt. 20z. ....5е $4.99 

16) Hir Gr nur Use = ht 
). Just. into your 

AC outlet and connect to doll house. 
ELEC. INFO: елер 110-120-v., AC. UL listed. 
6-ft. cord. Output: 4-v. DC. Multi-sockets, 
11 in. amer er. cable. Not recommended 
for children under 8. 
ORDERING INFO: аго. 
49 С 14088—Shpg. wt. 15 oz. ..... $12.99 

Extra Light Bulbs (not shown). 4 volts. 
49C 14296—Wt. loz. .... of 3$1.99 

Note: Not for ages under 3 due to small parts. 

чно page scans by ебат пенен com 
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Your dolls will enjoy modern times or 

old-fashioned living in their own 

Colonial-style Doll House 

on House (17) when also buy an 

Save $4 Jor more Room Setungs (18 thru 24) 

52799 | House (17) $3 199 ол 
furniture 

Collect all 6 Room Settings below 
for a complete Colonial look 

(17) Colonial-style Doll House with 8 rooms 
CONSTR: Pre-cut wood, hardboard, plastic. Pre-cut 
утс staircase, 8 plastic windows, plastic door with 
rame, laminated art on exterior do-it-yourself 
interior with "рер, floorcoverings, decorations. 
41x16%x26 in. high. Plastic chimney. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. See Note below, left. 
ORD. INFO: Furniture assem.; house unassem. Instr., 
hardware incl. Settings sold below, left. Dolls not incl. 
79 C 1425 1L—Shpg. wt. 32 lbs. ...... 081.99 

(17) House salon ou buy it witk 3 or more Room Зинеп 
(18 thru 23) . p 27.99 
po Bedroom Set. Bureau, standing mir mirror, canopy 

sewing machine, rocker. Wood, пи 
49 C 14816—Shipping weight 15 oz. . аі. 813.99 

(19) Living Room Set Grandfather clock, uphol- 
stered sofa, highboy, coffee table, firebox and fireplace. 

le of wood and metal. 
49C 14703—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. ....Set $11.99 

(20) Child's Bedroom Set. Bunk bed, Toll- top desk, 
chair, trunk. Made of 
49C 1460 1—Shipping weight 12 oz. Set $11.99 

(21), Bathroom Set. Toilet, bathtub, sink. Ceramic. 
49 C 14301—Shipping weight 14 oz. .Set $4.99 

(22) Dining Room Set. Hutch, tea cart, 2 armchairs, 
and a round table. Made of wood. 
49 C 14505—Shipping weight 12 oz. ..Set $9.99 
(23) Kitchen Set. 5-piece cooking set, move; sink, 
icebox with tray and pretend ice. Wood, metal. 
49 C 14407—Shipping weight | lb. 4 oz. ..Set $9.99 
(24) Шум for doll house (17). Hardboard. Ro- 
tates о! ball bearings. 20x14x114 in. high. 
79C 14262C— Shipping weight 6 Ibs. NPS у $6.99 

gigih English Tudor-style Doll House 

duo 

(26) The Browns are 
sized to fit bru (2), 
(17) and (25). M: 
Dad, ‘aod daughter, son 
baby. Dad, 5 in. tall. 
Plastic, cloth. Poseable. CONSTRUCTION: Pre-cut composition wood with laminated art, plastic accesso- 

ries and furniture. асра duce Hat Gama кы ААЦ Steel roof cap 
maintains durability. Includes five rooms of furniture (about 38 pieces). Mea- 
sures 20/2x11x1254 in. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. See Note below, left. 
ORDERING BEOBMATION biu completely assembled; house unassem- 
bled. Assembly id hardware are inclu 
POG Ey ud ne eder rie ier Icom ......8е $15.97 

FOR AGES: 3 yrs. and 
up. Note, below, left. 



Science “Laboratory Sets.. 

Leading educators wrote the manuals for the Science Sets 

on these two pages. Each colorful, hardbound text offers 

experiments and also clearly explains principles of the science 

Chemistry IV So complete it even Study specimens with precision 
has a spectroscope for experiments with light 3-turret microscope 

Geologist's tools help you Discover Biological wonders as 
understand make-up of the Earth . . you dissect 18 specimens . . 

[5] 314? 

Сөй page scans by ceisihiacnaiselediwdcal con 



Quiz game of 792 questions and answers in 3 
categories . . Jr., Intermediate, Adult. First 
to graduate wins. Folding game board, 8 
laying pieces, quiz book, exam, luck cards, р! 

dice. For 2 to 9 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 N 65241—Shipping wt. 2lbs. ..... $2.85 

508 

niat a low price for 
85 
without 
batteries] 

“Operation Game” 
by Milton Bradley 
Patient has hilarious ailments. You probe to remove them 

. . If you goof. patient's nose lights and buzzer sounds 

Here’s the wackiest skill game of them all! Players are all “Doctors” operating on 
a patient who has a whole batch of funny ailments . . “broken heart,” “spare 
ribs,” “funny bone.” Pick-up cards determine the type of operation and the “Doc- 
tor’s fee.” Operations require the “Doctor” to remove the plastic ailment with a 
pair of tweezers. One slip and the buzzer sounds, patient’s red nose lights up. For 
one or more players ages 6 and up. Uses 2 “D” batteries (not incl.). Order pack- 
age below. Buy it the easy way, order by phone. 
49 N 65028—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces ........ 
49 N 8405—"D" batteries. Package of 6. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. ..... .Pkg. $1.49 

6 Card Games 

Hours of fun for 5-to-10-yr. olds 
with 6 “old favorites” including 
“Old Maid,” and "Snap". 45 cards 
and rules for each game. Each deck 
has its own plastic box. 
49N65105-Wt. 1 lb. 20z Set $1.99 

Scrabble 
for Juniors 

Scrabble 
Alphabet Game $2 

Introduces pre-schoolers to ABC's, 
simple word formation. Children 
pick word cards, use spinner to ad- 
vance pawns around board, pick up 

$299 
Start vocabulary building early. Easy 
Picture version of Scrabble game on one 
side of folding game board, more ad- 
vanced word version on other side. 100 
letter tiles. 2 to 4 players, ages 6, up. 3-D letters where they land. First to 
49 N 65055—Wt. 2 lbs. 2 02. ..... $2.99 finish word, wins. 50 letters. 2 to 4 

players, ages 4 to 6. 
49N65723-Wt 2 lbs. 10 oz. .$2.99 

‘Cakaing pase scant by сылак wmenlechnical com 

Even pre-schoolers can enjoy 
these two games 

Candy Land 

$344 
Requires only knowledge of basic colors to play. Children be- 
gin at “Start,” pick cards in turn; color on card shows where to 
move playing piece through “Candyland” to “Home Sweet 
Home.” Folding game board, 6 playing pieces, 64 color and 
object cards. For 2 to 6 players, ages 4 to 8. 
49 М 65422—Shipping weight 2 pounds 13 ounces... . . $3.44 

TingeaeLing 

Bingo 

$257 
Played entirely by recogniz- 
ing familiar objects. Musical 
spinner wheel and bingo 
cards picture holiday sym- 
bols, familiar objects. Chil- 
dren spin wheel, match pic- 
tures with those on bingo 
card. Includes musical 
chime spinner, 100 markers, 
4 bingo cards. For 2 to 4 
players, ages 4 to 8. 
49N657 12-Wt. 2 Ibs. $2.57 

Two new games teach kids to use 
wholes, halves and quarters 

Birthday Cake 

p. $284 
Brothers 

Kids use spinner to move 
"candle" pawns. Colors and 
pictures show which wholes, 
halves or quarters of “good- 
ies” to use as each child 
tries to complete his own 
cake first. Incl. spinner, 
pawns, plates, “goodies”. 2 
to 4 players, ages 5 to 10. 
49N657 13-Wt. 11b. $2.84 

Peanut Butter 
and Jelly 

125 
Kids throw die that shows where to move pawns on game 
board. Board shows which quarters, halves, wholes of “bread 
slices”, "peanut butter”, and “jelly” to use as each child tries 
to complete his sandwich first. Includes die, pawns, plates and 
“sandwich fixings.” For 2 to 4 players ages 4 to 8. 
49 N 65714—Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces ...... $2.35 



ШШЕ NERS Activity Corner.. 
Child-size Centers for learning fun 

Standing Chalkboard 

m $799 
Big 20x30-in. wide green chalkboard reverses to an out 

line map of the U.S. Map can be colored and recolored 
with the wipe-off crayons included . . all the states and 
their capitals аге named. Box of chalk and eraser 
Aluminum tubular legs, wood framing; 32x10x47 in. 

high overall. Ages 4 to 10 
79 € 16116C—Shipping weight 9 pounds $7.99 

A versatile, self-contained Now your child can have a convenient spot for messy art 

activity center featuring: projects (instead of your dining room table). Helps keep all of 

the needed supplies in one spot . . not scattered all over the 

• Chalkboard, crayon board, work house. There's plenty of storage space . . shelves in side of desk, 
surface, writing, drawing supplies space under top. 

Green chalkboard surface with wood frame in rich e Strong wood and hardbo Comes with lots of supplies to interest the 3 to 8-year old. : 
construction Includes water color paints, brush, paper, chalk and wipe-off maple finish. Just right for hanging in child's room 

* Handy storage shelves in the crayons, Overall 25x19x22 inches high. or m recr m room includes chalk and eraser 

side of the desk, under top 79 € 16118C—Shipping weight 10 pounds $9.99 Board size 24x18 in., overall 25x19 in 
79 C 16117C—A ges 3 to 10. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs $2.99 

Two-tone green learning center with 

chalkboard, spelling pegboard and 
painting board all in one desk, Plus a 
clock with movable hands to teach 
times and numbers, 4-color paint set 
chalk and eraser Fisher-Price 

Pegboard has 36 gear-disc alphabet School Desk 
pegs that youngsters can arrange to 
form words, The top is a chalkboard CUT 51.15 
that reverses to a white enamel paint 
ing board with outline figures, Paint Such a low price for a desk with plastic stencil cards 
wipes off. Chrome-plated steel frame having easy-to-understand phrases, questions 
durable plastic desk and seat. about children fit magnetic letters into stencils, or trace 
30x21x28 in. high. Unassembled with them onto blackboard. Top sliding door compart- 
instructions. For ages 3 to 8. Toys сап ment for chalk box, eraser, extra letters. Under black- 
be ordered from pages 431 to 600 until board find the 16 cards, alphabet tray. Plastic, 
August 16, 1974. metal. 12x10!2x3!4 in. high. Ages 3-8. е ох316 

514 [Sears 79 С 16115C—Wt. 13 Ibs $14.99 49 C 44813—Shipping weight 3 Ibs.90z..... 94.84 

Cutsiod paQe scans by айпа иаа аиса com 



1 Booth-type Bench and Table Ensemble. 
White lacquer finish, screen-printed sun- 

burst design. Wood-reinforced hardboard 
sides; hardboard tabletop, bench seat. Table 
32%х17х21% in. high. Bench seat 31%x 
16x14 in. high. 26-in. high backrest, seats 2 
children. Friction hinge on seat. Partly as- 
sembled. Dishes, toys not incl. Dishes sold on 
page 455. Ages 3 to 10. 
79 N 90243C—Shpg. wt. 32 lbs. ....Set $19.95 

Booth-type Bench only. 
79 N 90255C—Shipping weight 19 Ibs. .$15.99 

2 Bookshelf Storage Chest. Matches (1) 
above. Hardboard reinforced by wood 

framing, 10-in. space between 2 shelves. Stor- 
age behind sliding chalkboards. Incl. eraser, 

[3] chalk. 32x18x33!4 in. high. Toys not incl. 
Toy Partly assembled. Ages 3 to 10. 

# Chest 79 н 90256C—Shipping weight 22 lbs, . $15.95 

Toy Chest. Matches (1) and (2). Wood- 
$ 1 295 3 reinforced hardboard. 32x16¥%4x15% in. 

high. Storage space under friction-hinged lid. 
Partly assembled. Toys not incl. Ages 3 to 10, 
79 н 80254C— Shipping weight 16 lbs. $12.95 

Storage Chest 

(o 81595 

Save*5 
when you buy 
Table and Y 53090 

Bookshelf Chest| *35.90 
Bench Set with 

Table and Bench set (1) plus Bookshelf (2). 
79 М 90246C2—Shpg. wt. 54 Ibs. ....... *30.90 à 

* Ан 
x Ж.) dee 

s ‘Fath EM 3
 теа 

CA 3vesubietoo c. Bench Set 
storage space $ 1995 
under seat ‘rately total 

335.94 

* Table and Bench Set (1) with extra Bench. 
NFL Team Furniture for 79 N 90245C2—Shpg. wt. 51 з........ $30.94 
all young football fans 

4 NFL Team Desk. White lac- 
quer finish with red and blue 

NFL team names screen-printed 
on sides, NFL shield screen-print- SUNNY, funny Toy Boxes 
ed on work surface. Wood-rein- 
forced hardboard. 34х1614х30 in. 
high. Work surface 3354x1534 in. 
Partly assembled. Ages 4 to 12. 
79 N 90239C—Wt. 15 Ibs, ..$16.97 

5 NFL Team Storage Bench. 
Fits desk (4). White lacquer 

finish with red and blue NFL 
team names, logo screen-printed 
on front. Seat bears football ac- 
tion scene screen print. 
10/2x31x13-in. high storage area 
under seat. Wood-framed hard- 
board. Aluminum tubular back 
supports. Bench seat 32x14'2x14 
in. high. 27-in. high backrest. 
Friction hinge on seat. Seats 2 
children. Partly assembled. For 
ages 4 to 12. 
79N90211C—Wt. 18 lbs. ..$13.97 
Desk (4) and Bench (5). 

UNS A 79N90247C2-Wt. 33 Ibs. 327.94. 

when you buy 2 2217 NFL Team Step-Stool. Seats 
(4) with (5) MD ra ы (age 2 to 6). Flip. 

down chair back for two steady 
steps up to 6!4 in. high. White 
lacquer seat, back bear red and 
blue NFL team names, logo 
screen prints. Blue lacquer sides. 
Solid wood. 15х1215х14 inches 
high. Partly assembled. 
49 N 90235— Wt. 4 Ibs, 8 oz, .$5.17 

о раб scans by dheistimasauiselediwical com 



Snap-together pieces for 
building scores of toys, 
people, animals and buildings 

BRIX- 
BLOX" 

= ' made with standard 
Brix- Blox —23 in. long 

For ages 5 to adult . . invite you to build 

scores of things, limited only by your imagination 

and the number of pieces in Brix-Blox set 

de din 
ёо 

Our biggest BRIX-BLOX Sets — with movable parts 
Include assortment of gears and related pieces 

let you build things that really move 

1013-pc 740-pc $ $1395 | "27 $995 
1013-piece Set. Work with BRIX-BLOX in 6 colors red. white. blue, 
black, yellow and clear —in a wide variety of shapes and sizes. Pieces fit to- 
gether easily . . can be taken apart without difficulty. Build the great toys 
you see here plus hundreds of others. You get 993 snap-together BRIX- 
BLOX plus a 20-piece assortment of gears in 3 sizes. Plastic 
49 C 16194 — For ages 5 to adult. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 13 oz Set $13.95 
740-piece Set. Includes 730 snap-together BRIX-BLOX plus 10 assorted 
gears in 3 sizes. Plastic, For ages 5 to adult 
49 C 16267—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces Set $9.95 

BRIX-BLOX Sets . . without movable parts 

E: $795 «e» $599 

Sets made up of red, white and blue snap-together BRIX-BLOX similar to 
above. but without moving parts. Include many shapes and sizes to build cas- 

tles, towers, bridges . . other non-moving projects. Plastic. Ages 5 to adult 

49 С 16254 —582.piece Set. Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces Set $795 

49 C 16261 —398-piece Set. Shipping weight 2 pounds Set 599 

t 

NOTE: Standard Sets not recommended 
for ages under 3, due to small parts 

dining sabe scant by емга тиис com 

Pieces are 8 
times larger 
than standard set 
sizes . . easier for ft 
toddlers to build | 
with . . for ages 3106 

Б 8699 | 2 3495 
Big red. white and blue snap-together plastic pieces in varying shapes 
Encourage preschoolers to develop creativity and coordination as they as- 
semble BRIX-BLOX structures. Include wheels and axles for making 
cars, trucks, wagons and pull toys. For ages 3 to 6. 
49 С 16307 —72-piece Set. Shipping weight 2 ibs. 2 oz. Set $6.99 

49 C 16281—50-piece Set. Shipping weight ! Ib. 12 oz. Set 495 

BRIX-BLOX Power Unit and Accessory Pack 
ets to provide $495 Use with stand 

mobility . . maki or reverse 

Power unit, with wind-up motor. per 

ing shafts, axles. whe 

BLOX vehicles. Axles, 

Body auto and people, la h 
vide added play value to BRIX-BLOX projects. Plasti 

49 С 16275—Shipping weight 1 pound. $495 

forward or re Т 
se on BRIX 

s and similar units 
out selection . . pro- 



Play along with your favorite rock group 

28-inch 

Guitar with battery-operated woogie 
amplifier. . . the guitar plugs into $697 
amplifier just like the real thing 6 
for a professional-like sound 

Strum along with the latest songs or start your 
own rock group with this terrific guitar. Amplifi- 
er is battery-operated so you can play your gui- 
tar anywhere, even ош 
CONSTRUCTION: Guitar: Double Sor brave 

В 

trol with good 
rectional sound. Salil state Made in Italy. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Includes shoulder strap, ye 
and i geen nit ned piney) one 6-volt lantern 
tery, not included (order separately below). 
79N 66506С—-5һра. жї, 51b6. .............. $24.99 

6-volt Lantern Battery. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 46992—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 ол............... 

D Guitar 

Peg-tuned Guitars 
Strings are held by 

31-inch Guitar snug-fitting pegs 
with Amplifier 

$2499 zx 

Gear-tuned Guitars 
These guitars are gear- 
tuned just like professional 
type guitars, That means 
your guitar stays in tune 
longer. . . no continual tun- 
ing necessary. 

21Yeinch 
Mickey Mouse Guitar [Еў 

$297 ^ 

(3) Wood-front Folk Guitar 

Get your start as a folk singer with this guitar. 

(1) Wood-front Guitar CONSTRUCTION: Hardwood veneer front, pressed 
Mesa ну Strum up some musical fun as you entertain wood fiber body. Mahogany shading with sunburst 
нше Guitar your friends and family . . . or just play along finish. White silk-screened decorations. 2 metal and 4 

1 1 with your own singing. nylon strings. Plastic pegs, metal tailpiece. 28 in. long. 

|8997 851497 CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic body FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
1 with wood front. Red with black highlights. 6 ORDERING INFORMATION: Instructions included, | 

metal strings. Professional-type metal gear 79 N 665 18C—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 
tuning. 29 inches long. From Italy. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. : 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Includes pick and (4) Folk Guitar 
instructions. Styled like guitars professional folk singers use. 79 N 66537C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ьв................%9.97 CONSTRUCTION Pressed wood fiber body; simulated 

natural we finish in mahogany shading. ute si 

(2) Fireball Guitar screened decorations. 6 nylon strings, plastic pegs. 
Metal tailpiece. Measures 25% inches long. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Includes instructions. 
79 М 66509C—Shipping weight 2 lbs. $4.97 

Professional-like sound for all types of music. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic with F- 
clef sound holes on sleek cutaway body. Sun- 
burst finish in red and black. 6 metal strings, 
metal tailpiece. Professional-type metal gear 

Hamp tenders Б (5) Mickey Mouse Guitar 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Includes shoulder Mickey Mouse and лехи Een УОП Sepan while 
strap, pick, 33'4-rpm tuning record, music you play along with all your favorite songs. 
book and instruction booklet. CONSTRUCTION: Colorful double cutaway body made 
79 N 66604C—Shpg. wt.7 lbs. ....... $1497 of sturdy polystyrene, 6 nylon strings. Plastic pegs. 

Measures 21% inches long. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 

t ORDERING INFORMATION: Includes pick. 
Replacement Guitar Strings. Set of 6 strings. 3 metal- ^ud 49 N 66532—Shippi i ipping weight 14 oz. . 7 ..%2.97 нын сурайо зда сар. Са SM а Disney characters® Walt Disney Productions 

508 au 49 н 86579— Shipping weight 2 ounces ............ Set 99c Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy 

m—— Ó—————m—n 



Bookshelf 
Storage Chest 

(1) Bookshelf Storage Chest 
CONSTRUCTION, FINISH: Sliding chalkboard storage di 
with two open shelves on top. Wood-reinforced hardboard, 
screen-printed “Happy Valley” design. White lacquer finish. 

DIMENSIONS: 32x18x33*4 inches high. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

Th} FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

‘instructions. dishes not i 
79 C 90277C—Shpg. wi 2 Ibs. TEM: 

Fetch’n Step 
Stool 

(2) 3-piece Deacon’s Benches 

`/ 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled, 

included. Toys, 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled, instructions, 
eraser and chalk incl EA 
79C 79 C 90348C— Shipping weight 

(3) Deacon's Bench only 

(5) Fetch'n Step Stool 
Compact stool is great for 
little children. 
CONSTRUCTION, FINISH: 
Non-toxic red enamel 
with a snappy jingle in 
white lettering. 
DIMENSIONS: Sturdy, 
compact base is 8 inches 
wide, 12 inches long with a 
9-inch high step. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFORMATION: 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz. 

49 C91012...... $2.97 

Stand or sit on these handy Stepstools 

and Table Ensemble 79 C 90345C—Shpg. wt. 10165. ...Ea. $14.99 
CONSTRUCTION. пм на finish, 4) Toy Toter 
screen-printed "” design. Wood-re- 
inforced hard! sides; hardboard нюр; (4): Toy To 
seats. 3/%-Cu. ft. storage space under bench Sp Merida FINISH: Role on LOO 

ENSEMBLE INCLUDES: 1 table, 2 benches. eer eerie ci jew m pneri finidi, эстене. 
n DIMENSIONS: 24*4«x16x21-inch high table, i “Happy Valley" design. 

23x14x25-inch high benches (including ). DIMENSIONS: 24x16x22 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION Partially assembled, 

not included. instructions 
79C 9035 1C— Shipping эт. жы a N 

(6) Fetch'n Sit Stool 
CONSTRUCTION. FINISH: 
Non-toxic red, blue enam- 
el with a snappy jingle in 
white letters. 
DIMENSIONS: Step is 8 in. 
high, base is 8 in. wide, 12 
in. long. Back is 1334 in. 
igh in seat position. 

Folds forward to form 4- 
in. high step. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFORMATION: 
putre (on 

49C91148......94.97 



View-Master® 
Talking Reels 

in color 

$294 
per packet 

of 3 

(1) Each catalog number is Íor 1 packet 
containing 3 „stereo reels in full color. 
Use with Talki: tew-Master products only. 
See list below. Shpg. wt. each 5 oz. 
Cartoon Favorites. 
49 N 1811—Spider-Man 
49 N 18531—Bugs Bunny 
49 N 18548—Charlie Brown's Summer Fun 
49 М 18553— Scool 
49 N 18514—The Flintstones 
Children's Stories 

49 N 18361—Wizard of Oz 
49 N 18382—Night Before Christmas 
49 N 1887—Rudolph the Reindeer 
49 N 18383—Christmas Story 
49 N 18616—Wild Animals of the World 

TV Favorites 
49 N 18559—Six Million Dollar Man 
49 N 18584—Superman 
49N Tee Pen" Days 
49 N 18056—Flash Gordon 
Movies. 
49 М 18023—Godzilla 
49 N 18324—Dracula 
49 N 18392—King Kong 
Disney Favorites 
49 N 1840—Bambi 
49 N 18528—Mickey Mouse 
49 N 18362—Winnie-the-Pooh, Hunny Tree 
49 N 18369—Winnie-the-Pooh, Tigger, Too 
49 N 18026—The Rescuers 

Pkg. of 30 non-talking Reels 
at this amazing low price $5 55 

Because these are discontinued, we can offer 
them at this low price. Each reel has 7 full- 
color stereo scenes, 30 reels per pkg. 
PACK INCLUDES: Fairy tales; cartoons, sce- 
nic travelogs and TV shows. 
AGES AND ORDER INFO: 4 years and ор, 
49 N 18904—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Pkg. 95.55 

own sto! 
Non-talking B' 

\ color reels j 
M 4 

Citali page scans by dieistmasnmisetediical com 

(10) HOW IT WORKS: Turn crank to project 
bright, clear pictures . 
Reel turns automatically à 

‚ Operates non-talking Master. 
stereo color reels and Flashbrite™ 14-scene reels. 
WHAT YOU GET: 1 plastic Flashbrite generator 
projector. 754x754x514 in. high. One 14-scene 
reel. Flashlight bulb. Imported. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: For 5 
ears and up. 
ŽS N 1658 Бър wt. 11b. 12 oz. 

View-Master* 
non-talking Stereo 

Reels in color 

$166 
per packet 

ot3 

(2) Each catalog number is for 1 packet con- 
taining 3 non-talking stereo reels in full color. 
Use with Standard or Talking View-Masters. See 
list below. Shpg. wt. each 1 oz. 
Cartoon Favorites 
49 N 17538—Beep Beep Road Runner 
49 N 17531—Bugs Bunny 
49 N 17514—The Flintstones 
49 N 17553—Scooby Doo 
49 N 17584—Superman 
Children's Stories 

49 N 17406—Raggedy Апп and Andy 
49 N 1788 lesus Christ. 
49 N 1736 Vizard of Oz 
49 N 1738—Night Before Christmas 
49 М 1787—Rudolph 
49 N 17383—Christmas Story 
Science and Travel 
49 N 17619—Prehistoric Animals 
49 N 1705—Horses 
49 N 17952—Disneyworld Tomorrowland 
Movies. 
49 N 17392—King Kong 
49 N 17583—Flash Gordon 
49 N 17078—Godzilla 
49 N 1754— For the Love of Benji 

Harlem Globetrotters 
49 N 17492—Batman 
49 N 17597—Emergency 
49 N 17586—Happy Days Number 1 49 N 17559—Six Million Dollar Man 49 N 1711—Spider-Man 
49 N 1701—Grizzly Adams 
49 N 1790— Laverne and Shirley 
49 N 17013—Happy Days Number 2 
Disney Favorites 
49 N 1740—Bambi 
49 N 17528—Mickey Mouse 
49 N 17362—Winnie-the-Pooh, Hunny Tree 
49 М 17369—Winnie-the-Pooh, Tigger, Тоо 
49 N 1726—The Rescuers 
49 М 17038—Pete's Dragon 

viewer. reels (3) View-Master* Library Chest $366 not included 

CONSTRUCTION: Red and white high-i l; and white high-impact p пате for 
durability. Measures 854x514x514 in. deep. s up to 25 
three-reel packets and standard viewer. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49N18929—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. $3.66 

49N46994—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6, Wt. 12 oz. Pkg. $1.87 
49N46995—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of б. Wt. 1 Ib. 402. Pkg. 1.87 
49N46999—Alkaline “AA” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt.20z. Pkg. 99c 

Little Learners® 
Flashbrite™ 
Projector 
Needs no 

batteries. . . 
just crank the 
generator and 

reel turns 
automatically 

doesn't need batteries. 
. Each Mov has its 

'iew-] 

(11) Pocket Flix Movie Viewer 
Large viewing window and molded 
eyecup cut down on outside light 

WHAT YOU GET: Plastic viewer with 
framer, focus control, on-off switch. 1 
Spider-Man cartridge (incl.), (114-min. 
silent 8 mm color movie.) Imported. 49 
ORDER INFO: For ages 3 to 10 yrs. Re- 
quires 2 “АА” batteries, see center of pg. 
49 М 16476—Shpg. wt. 802.... 
Extra Cassettes. Shy 
49 N 16488—Laugh: 

hpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 49 N 16674—Su 
ly! 49 N 16675—S; Man 

49 М 16578—1 Kong 
m N 16495—Laverne and Shirley [i4 N 166! Ш асі = 

See your favorite TV and cartoon pals “come alive” with 

Talking 
Viewer 

$1294 
without 
batteries. 

me 
(4thru9) View-Master® Viewers for talking 

and non-talking reels and Projector 
View Winnie-the-Pooh, Spider-Man 

and your favorite monster friends 

HOW THEY WORK: For all except (9): Slip reel into viewer, hold 
toward any light source to see stereo scene. Flip lever to change 
scenes. (6, 7) Press sound bar. (9) Plug in projector, insert reel, 
project scene on wall. Projects in 2 dimensions. 
WHAT YOU GET: (4) 1 plastic standard viewer, 1 demo stereo reel 
(non-talking). (5) Standard viewer, 7 non-talking reels: Е. 
stein, Dracula, Godzilla, canister. (6) 434x434x8! high viewer 
in canister, 6 talking reels: Spider-Man, Capt. America, other Mar- 
vel heroes. (7) Talking viewer alone, 1 reel, canister. (8) Std, 
viewer, 6 non-talking reels: 3 "Winnie-the-Pooh", plus 1 each of 
Donald Duck, Peter Pan, Mickey Mouse. Canister. (9) 814x 
TVaxS*ae-in. high projector, std. viewer, 6 non-talking reels and 
canister. All viewers and projector of plastic. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: (For (9)) UL listed for 110-120 v., 50/60 Hz. 
AC. 3 amps. 6-ft. cord. Includes 12-v. auto lamp. 
FOR AGES: 4 yrs, and up. (9) Not recomm. for under 6 yrs. 
ORDER INFO: (6, 7) require 2 "C" batt., left. Note below. 

Catalog No. 
| 49N 18912 

49 N 18972 

Ttem 
(4) Standard Viewer 
(5) Monster Gift Pak 
(6) Spider-Man Gift Pak -- 
(7) Talking Viewer... E р 
(8) Winnie-the-Pooh Gift Рак. |49 N 18931 
(9) Winnie-the-Pooh Theatre | 49 N 18911 
NOTE: items (6, 7 and 9) warranted by GAF Corp. Write for free copy. 
see pg. 330. Items (8 and 9) shown on facing page. 

$2.19 

49 N 18914 

(12) Disney Character 
Sound Projector 

HOW IT WORKS: Insert cartridge 
into sound projector. Projects color 
picture from 4 to 8 ft. on any white 

+ +» BO Screen . Am- 
ug sound, volume control knob, 

WHAT YOU GET: 14x12x8-in. high 
ITUR projector. 1 "Happy ау, 
si cartridge (approx. 3 min. 

ELECTRIC INFO: UL listed, 110-120- 
v. 60-Hz. AC. 6-ft. cord. 
ORDER INFO: For ages to 10 yrs. Not 
for ages under 4 years. Extra car- 
tridges below. Warranted by Ideal 
49 N19473- WC SP $59.97 

Sound Certridges 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 16661—Frosty’s Winter 

Wonderland 
49 N 16662—T"was the Night 

Before Christmas 
49 N 16664—Mickey Mouse 

N 16! Pete's Dragon 
Rescue 
ts 

49 N 1667 1—Laughalympics 
+9787 49 М 16672—Bugs Bunny 

mpics 
49 N 1649—Hardy Boys 

Рт шнен 53.33 



‘CARING Dane scans by cridia pecateciei 

Save 52 
when you buy Doll (1) 
with Doll Trunk (2) 

Separate prices total $1 1.98 

When you buy Doll (1) 
and Doll Trunk (2) 

юе 

" * Vanity and Stool (7) alone 

$1899 
Vanity and Stool (7) when 
bought with Vanity Set (B) 

-$1699 



Big-time racing excitement in a small space.. 

Features four wild new 
“Tuff One" Aurora Cars eds тш 

Set also has four 
_ new pistol grip. 

speed 

Features new ‘‘Wild One" 
Cougar and Camaro Cars 

Powerful cars take banked turns 
at daredevil speeds . . 

sponge rubber tires hug the track 



Three in a row wins; hit lever to $844 
UPSET your opponent. . or yourself 

Get a bean bag in each of your 3 scoring cups and you win. But be 
careful—if you hit your lever you'll dump the bags and must start 
all over again! Your opponent can try to upset your bean bags . . 
you can try to upset his, For 2 players or teams. Plastic playing 
platform, 22'/;x10'4x8 in. high. 8 bean bags. 
79 М 65634C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. . . . . eT $8.44 

Each item you bid for has a concealed dollar value. 
Bid before the automatic gavel falls ! 

“What am I bid for this fine heirloom clock?" Bid 90 once, bid 90 twice, 
going, going—hurry—get your bid card on the auction block—last card 
on top of pile when gavel falls gets item. Overbid and you pay the bank; 
underbid and the bank pays you. For 2 to 4 players, age 7 and up. 
Auction block, merchandise cards, money pieces. 
49 М 65629—Shipping weight 2 lbs., 8 oz $477 

Battleboard $39 9 

Outwit and outmaneuver your opponent as you storm 
castle wall . . or you'll be "blown" off the board 

Battle calls for offensive and defensive strategy as you try to ad- 
vance your knights to the castle wall. You can't see opponent's 
moves . . but if you guess where his knights are, you can “blow” 
them off the board with your launcher. First to get 2 men to the 
castle wall, wins. For 2 players. Castle wall, board, 10 men, 2 

launchers. 
49 М 65642—Shipping weight 2 рошпбз..................- $3.99 

саа pace scans by саа кейе асай com 

Family Games of fun 

Toss Across 

Tic-Tac-Toe with beanbags; first to get 
X or O, three in a row, is à winner 

Toss your bean bag at one of 9 rotating squares on the plastic playing field. 
Each square has a blank, and “О” side. First to turn up 3 “Х" or " 
in a row wins. You can score for yourself, or block your opponent. For 2 or 
more players or teams; up to 8 people. Includes 19x19-in. playing field, 8 bean 

bags. Great fun indoors or out. 
79 М 65365C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $9.22 

RoP-Hy 
Hit the power prop and leap, 

reach, catch the ball 

$699 

You never know where the ball will 
go! Hit the Pop Fly lever with a 
bean bag and—pop—a ball pops up 
in 'most any direction. Catch it on 
the fly, and you score. You'll leap, 
reach, stretch, sprawl, trying to 
snare those fly balls; that's where 
the fun comes in. For 2 players or 
teams, age 5 and up. Includes 
17x16x8-in. high plastic playing 
platform, 8 balls, 6 bean-bags. So 
easy to buy when you just use the 

phone. 
79 М 6563C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.$6.99 

" tracks spy ships 
uses "anti-radar" 

signals capture! 
set has scanner, 



Five Frisky Wonder' Colts ready for ridin’. . 
just hop in the saddle and gallop away! 

24-inch Prancing Pinto starts 
as a walking toy for baby. . 
quickly converts to a spring 
horse as your child grows сщ 

Remove casters and 
invert bumpers to 

convert to spring pony 

from 12 to 15 in. so horse “grows” with child. 
Sturdy 24-in. plastic pony on fully adjustable steel base. Protec- 

tive bumpers. Base is 36х17 in. wide. Ages 6 months to 3 years. 
it the easy way—order by phone. Unassembled. Buy 

79 € 89012C—Shipping weight 12 pounds . 

Popular 26-inch Mustang 
is a must for any young 

cowpoke's corral 

Ride this spirited young colt all day long . . 
inside or out. He’s durable polystyrene with 
beautifully detailed features. 

Standard X-style base has side bars for 
easy mounting and dismounting. Tubular 
steel base measures 40x22'/, inches wide. 
With plastic feet and plugs to help protect 
young wranglers, Seat height is 24 inches. 
Ages 2 to 5. Unassembled with instructions. 
79 C 89015L—Shpg. wt. 17 lbs. $14.99 

Gutsioa раба scans by айпа йаки Gom 

$1299 

A colorful Pinto that's just right for baby's first “horsie”. Casters 
on base let baby sit and ride and walk. Plastic seat has strap to 
help build child's confidence. Playseat has molded tray to hold 
baby's favorite small toys. As child grows, remove casters and 
playseat and it becomes his first spring horse. Seat height adjusts 

artery 
.912.99 

35-inch Cheyenne 
looks and feels like real. . 

just stroke his soft furry coat 

This golden Palomino has a plush nylon fila- 
ment coat that children love to touch. They'll 
love to ride him too . . for a long, long time. 
Seat height adjusts from 29 to 33 in. from 
floor so Cheyenne grows with your child. 
Polyethylene horse has leather-look saddle. 
His sturdy tubular steel base is 50x24 in. 
wide. Ages 2 to 6. Unassembled, instructions. 
Sent motor carrier or express. 
79 С 89016N—Shpzg. wt. 30 Ibs. . . $25.99 

*192 

A talkative companion . . just 
press button on saddle roll and he 
says 10 things. High-impact poly- 
styrene horse. Tubular steel base, 
40x224 in. wide, has side bars for 
easy mounting, dismounting. Seat 

So Onat Hn ht. 24 in. Voicebox uses 1"C" bat- 
says 10 different things M d MODA d UE 
as you ride the "range" T9 C 890 4L Wt. 20 bs... $1999 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. (2). 
49 С 4654—Wt. 502. ....Pkg. 99c 

Fury, our largest bronc . . 
he's 38 inches of prize stallion 

You and your beautiful chestnut-brown horse will steal 
the show at the neighborhood rodeo. He's durable poly- 
ethylene and 38 in. long . . seat height adjusts from 29 to 
33 in. from floor. Sturdy tubular steel base has side bars 
for easy mounting and dismounting. Plastic feet and 
plugs. Measures 50x24 in. wide. Ages 2 to 7. Unassem- 
bled, instructions. Sent motor carrier or express. 
79 С 89013N—Shipping weight 33 pounds .$28.97 
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Invisible. 
Light — message 
signal slate 

Stand tall when you walk into 
your own 62-inch high Play House Mobile Field Pack $1097 юе 

$1049 * Backpack carries gear for sending messages 
* Sets up as complete command headquarters Telephoto Camera 

Big enough to shelter a pint-sized family of 4 because it's * Ranger handbook explains equipment Camera-Gun shoots real 
48x45x62 inches high. Made of rugged white corrugated pictures with long-range lens 

paper fiberboard. Doorway is 48 in. high. Blue "tile" roof, 9 Establish your position with star finder, time $ 87 
red door and lots of red flowers. Interlocking pieces sim- chart and working compass. Spy foes through 8 
plify assembly. Instructions included. For children who periscope. Send messages by courier pouch, over " " У 
like to play house or have tea parties, ages 3 to 8. powerful public address horn, with flashing lights 1Ü) Aim and shoot camera like an au 79 н 90045C— Shipping weight 14 pounds tomatic rifle. Mounts against your 

‚51049 {тот communications power pack or by writing on " " 
invisible slate that erases instantly. 13%х10%4х5%- aam de like a real gun, Snaps pictures 
in. deep yellow plastic backpack. Runs on 2 "D" 3 

REMEMBER! | batteries—order package below. For ages Sto 11, cameras do (has focal length of approx XE A imately 100mm.). Uses standard 126 

You can order items on pages 425 to 593 49N29767—Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 8oz. ....$10.97 film, Black, blue plastic. For ages 5 to 9. 
" Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. Instructions. 

from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 49N46996—Shipping weight 1107......Pkg.$148 —  79N29768C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. ... . 88.87 

Treasure Chest 
Toy Box for 

little buccaneers 

$1494 
7 Stow a ransom of toys un- 

der lift-off lid. Made of du- 
rable, lightweight polyethyl- 
ene plastic . . ideal for both 
indoor and outdoor play. 
Harvest gold color with 
wood-grained finish, hemp 
handles. 28!4x17'4x18 in. 
deep. For ages 1 and up. 

Shipping weight 13 Ibs. 
79М900241.......... $1494 

Froggie Toy B едә? os Kiddi Rock Whirli Chair Stackable Chairs Bean Bag Chair 
$566 $599 $1097 z 8 Friendly green frog opens 

his big mouth to store 
your toys inside. Molded 
polyethylene plastic is light- 
weight yet durable . . great 
for indoor and outdoor use. 
Rounded edges, metal hinges. 

Tip it, rock it, scoot across the floor Kid-size chairs encourage young- Conforms to any child's shape, supporting 
in it. Whirli Chair can be active fun sters to sit erect. Use them in- — back, arms and head. Wipe-clean vinyl. Rein- 
or just right for watching TV. doorsorout. . resist scratches forced nylon stitching. Reinforced knit back. 
Lightweight, rugged polypropylene ^ and dents thanks to polyethylene Filled with expanded styrene foam beads. 
plastic takes outdoor use, too. plastic construction. Several ^ About 78x33 in. Ages 2 to 12. 
Won't scratch or mar Mom'sfloors chairs stack for space-saving stor- 79 N90264L—Black 79 N 90265L—Red 

24x20! in. high. For ages 1 either. Blue. Measures 18'2X age, Rounded corners. Bright red. 79 N 90266L— Yellow 
and uj Avant in. high. For children ages 140х160 in, high. Seat 10in. Shipping weight 10 pounds* .........$10.97 

Shipping weight 10 Ibs.* о 6 years. from floor. For ages 2 to 7. "See parcel post information in General Catalog 
79 N 90208L ...............%997 79N90128C—Wt. 6 lbs. ...... 5596 — 79N90046C—Wt.4 Ibs. .Ea. $5.99 505 

tates раб scans by ieisiniasniselediwical com 



Bridge and Highway Set 
Build your own bridge and roadway . . send miniature 
vehicles on exciting trips across and around highway 

vehicl $1295 „не, 
Youngsters can assemble true-to-life bridges and roads. Use 
roadways for "MATCHBOX"6 and/or Hot Wheels type of 
vehicles sold on pages 588, 589 and 590. Beams, columns, braces 
are authentically designed like those used in real bridge con- 
struction. Truss or suspension-type bridges can be built with 
materials included. Child may want to create his own structure 
as well as those detailed in instruction booklet. Once assembled, 
42-in. long, 13-in. high bridge is sturdy enough to remain intact 
for permanent use. Over 300 pieces. Combine this set with 
World Famous Buildings set below and create your own down- 
town activity center. Styrene plastic. For ages 5 and up. 
49 С 16296—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 2 oz. one . ++ Set $1295 

" 
Lincoln Logs 

Forge your own rustic wilderness settlement 
with real wood logs 

130-piece Set 267-piece Set 340-piece Set 

$599 | $999 | $1299 
Build any kind of log structure with these rough-hewn 34-in. 
thick logs of stained wood. Load them on toy trains, trucks 
or boats just like real logs to add realism to your games. Sets 
include logs of various lengths, plastic gables, chimney, roof 
pieces and instructions. Ages 4 to 10. 

130-piece Set . . Builds one large and one small cabin. 
49 С 16201—Shipping weight 2 pounds 13 ounces . .Set $5.99 

267-piece Set . . Builds one large and two small cabins. 
49 С 16202—Shipping weight 5 pounds 2 ounces . . .Set $9.99 

340-piece Set . . Builds one large and 3 small cabins, 
49 C 16203— Shipping weight 6 pounds 13 ounces .Set $12.99 

NOTE: Items on this page not recommended for 
use by children under 3, because of the smell parts. 

аыр page cone by Сак wectoleicheicel СОП! 

United Nations Commonwealth 

World Trade Lever Bros. 

First connect l-beams to 
form framework . , then fasten 
window panels to framework 

Realistic elevator with 
working hoist adds hours. 
‘of fun on completed units 

Building Promenade 

EPH ETEA 

Center Building 

Hotel Brasilia 

Realistic girder 
and panel designs 
let you simulate many of the 
world's most famous buildings 
or create and design structures 700: 3 95 
of your own . . now with elevator, too дан $ 16 

700-piece Set. One of the most exciting concepts ever in a building set. Girder and panel 
construction authentically simulates the most contemporary building methods. Follow 
the suggestions to make models of famous buildings or unleash your own imagination. 
Includes working elevator. Design structures up to 4 feet tall (or long)! 

Set contains three 6x12-inch hardboard bases and a total of 700 plastic beams, columns 
and vinyl window panels, Project book. For ages 5 and up. 
49 C 16302—Shipping weight 3 pounds 14 ошпсев........................ Set $1695 

440-piece Set. Builds some models exactly as the big set does (others on a smaller 
soy No elevator. Two 6x12-inch hardboard bases, total of 440 plastic beams, columns 
4.010008 Shipplag weight d pounde 10sunces Зы. 



Big sound comes on instantly . . . plays 
both 33% and 45-rpm records, and it’s 

a play-anywhere Phonograph 
Battery-powered $ 1 299 without 

Solid State Portable batteries: 
Take your favorite music служа, indoors or out, because it's oer and 
works on battery power . о need to worry about electrical ош 
CONSTRUCTION: Fiberboard, Solid state ЕКЕН crystal por е pick-up. 
Жат} 24 in. speaker for clear eec Lig! t tone arm with synthetic 
sapphire-tipped needle is easy on records. enm adjuster for precise speed con- 
trol. Built -in 45-rpm adapter. Measures 12%4x10Yox42 inches 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
речне INFORMATION: Requires 2 "D" batteries (not included); order pack- 

replacement needles below. 
19 N N 66609. Shipping ЖОЙ S РЕШЕ УСОРУ ОТУР .$12.99 

Long-lasting Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 99! hipping weight 11 ounces 

Replacement synthetic saj CU g eel N елек Package of 2. 
49N 66039. Shipping welght lounce . 

You can order items on pages 423 to 598 
from now until SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 

Children's All- 
Time Favorites 
Set of ten 7-inch 45-rpm 
records. Includes over 
50 delightful children's 
songs and stories such 
as "This Old Man," 

Ducky." Includes card- 
board tote box for con- 
venient storage. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10. 

ORDERING INFO: 
battery 

$688 without 

Preschool Phonograph 
complete with records 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49N66618 .Set $4.96 

33Verpm 
Record 

Super Adventures 
Seven 7-inch 33!4-rpm 
record set features well- 
known TV and comic 
book adventures. Listen 
as your favorite heroes 
fight their arch enemies. 
Includes cardboard tote 
box for convenient stor- 
age. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 13. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49N66627 .Set $4.96 

E-Z Play Phonograph 
automatic tone arm 

$987 anon racord 
Simple to operate—all you do is put 
on any 7-inch 45-rpm record and 
close the lid. Tone arm automatically 
sets and resets itself. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Solid state 
circuit. Synthetic sapphire-tipped 
needle. Volume and speed control. 
24-inch speaker. Measures 
834x7%4x3 in. high. Includes instr. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 
2 “D” batteries (not included), order 
package e and replacement needles 
above. Record not included. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 66606... ..89.87 

Insert battery, lock top of player, 
preschooler slides record in and 
moves the handle. Stops automatical- 
ly. Plays its own records more then 
600 times on a single "D" battery (not 
included). Includes A two-sided rec- 
ords: di Tales, Play and Learn, 
Nursery Rhymes and Folk Songs. 

CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy polysty- 
rene. Measures 5%4x5¥%4x2' inches 
high. Hardened steel needle, acoustic 
speaker cone. Includes instructions 
and replacement steel needle. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 
1 "D" battery (order package above). 
Order extra records below. 
49 N 66601—Wt. 11b. 6 oz... $6.88 

Extra Records for preschool pho- 
nograph above. 
Set includes 8 two-sided records of 
assorted children’s favorites. 

ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 66617—Wt. ó oz. ..Set $2.99 

Beam your voice out loud and clear. . . 

Portable Microphone and Speaker Set 

Carry this battery-powered PA system to where the action із. . . be the 
DJ or announcer at games, meetings, parties. Interview your friends, 
make up commercials, practice your public speaking or school reports. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic case. Solid state amplifier with sensitive volume 
control. Good eu and excellent omni-directional sound. 360° micro- 
phone picks up sound from any direction. 1694x3x7 s in. high. 

FOR AGES: 6 to 15 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses one 6-v. lantern battery (not incl. ia order peor 
49 N 66427—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces 3.66 

6-volt Lantern Battery. 
49 N 46992—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ...............81.99 

а pade scans by dieisihiasnmisetediwical Gom 

Battery-powered . 
334 329 and 45-грт records ín both 7 and 12-inch 

. carry it anywhere. Plays 

CONSTRUCTION Polystyrene. Synthetic sap- 
phire-tipped needle, 3-inch speaker. Measures 
154x9%4x3% inches high. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 4 “D” batteries, (not 
incl.), order pkg. below and replacement needles 
above left. Record not included. 
49 N 66623—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 3oz. .. те 87 
Carbon-zinc "D" Batteries. Package оі 
49 N 46995—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. iH '$1.69 
©1973 Warner Bros., Inc. 

without 
battery 



21-inch 
maple-finished 
wood Rocker 

9 5 

CONSTRUCTION, FINISH: 
Non-toxic 
hardwood. Authentic co- 
lonial styling, shaped 
arms, rocker runners, 
One-color decoration 

DIMENSIONS: 1144x10-in. 
seat, 8% in. from floor. 
Overall is 21 in. 
FOR AGES: 134 yrs., up. 
ORDERING INFO: 

ing weight 7 Ibs. 
79 C 90441C ....$9.95 

23-inch 
maple-finished 

wood Musical Rocker 

$1499 
CONSTRUCTION, FINISH: 
Non-toxic maple- 

with Оше аре; 

шал 
зыма 11%4х9%- 

seat, 9 ce floor. 

FOR AGES: 2 yrs. and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 
79 C90445C ....$14.99 

Bean Bag Chair 

Reduced from 1976 Christmas Book 
CONSTRUCTION: Wipe-clean vinyl. Re- 
inforced nylon stitching. Reinforced po- 
lyolefin back. Expanded styrene foam 

fill. Meas. about 18x18x18 in. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: If mailed 
takes 15 pound rate; 
79C90265L-Red 
79C90266L-Yellow 

see 
79C! 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. . . 

чао page scams bv аана ненае oi 

27-inch 
maple-finished 

wood Musical Rocker 

51899 
CONSTR., FINISH: Non-tox- 
іс 

DIMENSIONS: 12%x10-in. 
seat, 10 teca f from floor. 

27 inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 yrs. and up. 
Pary a Ноа у 

s Б 

Call from the Phone Booth 
and invite friends over 

(1) Telephone Booth 

$699 
This booth is sturdy, com; 
and free from sharp edges 

perfect place for little 
Dane rw er 
Сонет Booth noe of 
corrugated paper fil 

telephone 

DIMENSIONS: 22x22x48 / in. 
Doorway is 36 in. high. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, 
instr. incl. Simple assembly 
with ‹ Jok™ fasteners. 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
79 C91303C -$6.99 

to your Playhouse 

(2) Playhouse 

$999 
[st righs for a pint-sized 

3 Dutch colonial 
styling with simulated flowers 
and wood-look trim. Three 
"shuttered" windows let in 
the sunshine. Has floor for 
added stability. 
CONSTRUCTION: Corrugated 
paper fiberboard. 
DIMENSIONS: 4214x36x60 in. 

Doorway is 42 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Sent flat. If у ы takes 15- 
lb. rate; see page 303. 
Shipping weight 13 

79C90361L........ $9.99 

Relax and watch TV in 
your own Bean Bag Easy 
Chair... just like Daddy's 

$1387 
CO Made of with rein- 

wih dan cou. Renfree poly 

tena fill TS oi eee тете foam 

бутон Corrugated paper fiberboard with а simulat- 
ed woodgrain-look. 
WHAT YOU GET: High shelf unit with 3 shelves, painted back- 
ground of make-believe merchandise, 2-door “freezer” compart- 
eet MEE ay phone. Checkout counter unit with play cash 
register and мет. 

DIMENSIONS: High shelf suit is 27¥x10%4x48 inches high. 
Counter measures 24x2712x12 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

ORDER "pA Unassembled . . . instructions incl. Groceries not 
incl., sold 464. 1 mailed takes 15-1b. rate; see page 303. 
79 € 90521. ipping weight 11 pounds ............ $10.99 

-—-— 

FOR 
1406 

303. 
269L-Blue 

tion. Measures 
21x16x25 inches 

AGES: Recommended for ages 

protec- 
Жо approximately 

ORDERING INFORMATION: If 
mailed takes 15-Ib. details rate; see 

You can order items 
on pages 8, 9, 14 thru 
17B, and 423 to 598 

from now until 
AUGUST 31, 1978 



Winnie-the-Pooh 
and Friends 
Theatre 

Walt Disney Character Sound Projector. . . 

features electronically amplified sound 

Special self-contained cartridge each holds a 

3-minute color movie with synchronized sound 

Tabi Dade scunt by байлаа зт нае аа con 

on this Movin’ Pictures 
Save 510 2-speed Phono Viewer 

Was T h 
99 $2997. ушеуш 

(13) Reduced from our 1977 Christmas Book 
HOW |T WORKS: Put on record, slip in picture 
disk, focus. Picture moves continuously, keyed 
to record. Volume, speed controls. Incl. “Knick 
Knack Paddy Whack” 7-in. record, disk set. 
Plastic, 16! 2x13! x7?» in. high. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60- 
Hz. AC. 25 watts 6-ft. cord. Bulb. 
ODER ES тос ages 4 to 10 yrs. Not recom- 
men: for under 4 years. 
79 М 1645C—Shpg. wed Ibs. 129.97 
Replacement Needles. Package of 2. 
49 N 66633—Shpx. wt. 1oz.......... Pkg. $1.99 
49 М 16451—Extra Bulb. Wt. 2 oz. s-e 149 

(14 апа 15) Star Wars™ 
Movie Viewer and 

Give-a-Show Projector 
40W WORK: (14) Star Wars™ 
Movie Viewer. Cassette snaps into 
plastic viewer. View forward, back 
ward, fast, slow by turning crank 
no batteries needed. (15) Give-a-Show 
Projector. 4x8x2-in. battery-operated 
(not incl.) plastic projector projects pic- 
tures up to 8x8 ft. on wall or any sur- 
face. 

(14) Viewer, Star 
Vars™ cassette movie. (15) Projector. 

16 Star Wars film strips (112 slides). 
ER INFO: 5 years and up. 
cassettes for (14) below. 

es 3 "р" batteries, facing 
page. 
(14) 49 N 1647—Wt. 13 oz. 57.94 
15) 49М 16481—We. 1 Ib. 6.94 
Star Wars™ Extra Cassettes for (14) 
49 N 16469—Destroy Death Sta 
49 № 16474—Battle in Hyper Sj 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

ce 
$3.94 

(16) Fisher-Price 

Movie Viewer Theatre 
Watch а movie on your own 

e screen or flip a switch 
show it on the wal 

à colorful 
ojecting 
k. Fast, 

se action; focus 
shlight bulb 

V. IT WORKS: Snap 
tridge, select viewi 
ation, then turn 

wheel. Runs on long-lif 
extra bulbs included). 

Plastic viewer; 
n. high. Plus car 

nd the Giant”. 
3.5-w. transformer 

ith 8-ft. cord. Converts 
7.6-v. current. UL list 

stores on back 
120-v. сштеп! 

ed, 60-Hz. AC. 
ES: 4 to 10 yrs., not for under 4 yrs. 

RD INF xtra cartridges sold below. 
49 N 16462—Shps. wt. 4 Ibs. $19.97 
Movie Cartridges for (16) 
49 М 16105—Sesame Street 
49 N 16652—Bambi 
49 N 16655—Snow White 
Shpg. wt. ea. 502 Each $2.95 m 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES 

Movin’ Pictures 7-in $244 
Record and Disk Sets each 

Use with the phono-viewer sold at left, 
49N16983-Three Little Fishes 
49N16985-Yankee Doodle Dandy 
49N16987-Mary Had a Little Lamb 
49N16991-Mickey Мош vengali's Cat 
49N16993-Mighty Mouse; Love's Labor 
49N16995-Deputy Dawg; Law and Disorder 
49N16997-Deputy Dawg; Tenn. Walkin’ Horse 
49N16972-Capt. Kangaroo; Mama Bear 
49N16974-Capt. Kangaroo; Big and Small 
49N16976-Capt. Kangaroo: In the Woods 
49N16978-Capt. Kangaroo; Lady Bird Beetle 
Shipping weight each 4 oz. Each $2. 44 

959 [Sears| 509 



On these 2 pages. . . 

The Sunny Bunc 
Фе ch 

COLLECTIBLES 
Coordinating items in cream and pink. . . 
with a Sunny Bunch™ sugar ‘n spice saying 

(1 thru 15) The Sunny Bunch" Collectibles 
ORDERING INFO: Vanity (7) partly assembled, instructions includ- 
ed. All other items fully assembled. ® Roth Greeting Cards, Inc. 

(1) The Sunny Bunch" Doll 
10 in. tall. Vinyl head and body. 
Rooted brunette hair. Painted 
eyes. Arms, legs and head fully 
poseable. Wears print dress and 
vinyl si 
For ages 3 to 10. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 C 32351D ........ -..%5.99 

(2) Тһе Ѕиппу Bunch" 
Doll Trunk 

CONSTR: Vinyl. Wipes clean. 
Metal clasp. Cream with dust; 
rose stripes and Sunny Випс! 

anger bar. Storage 
drawer for small accessories. 
saying. 

Plastic strap. 7%4x10¥4x14 in. 
hpg. wt. 3 I 

49 C: 32358D. 

теак: (2). 

49C 2385 ОЕ Set $ 

(3thru 5) Outfits for (1) 
SETS INCLUDE: (3) Wine-colored 

trimmed with ivoi coat and hat trimmed 
fleece-look fabric. (4) Blue ch 
dress with white eyelet trim. (5) 

ghigown, lace 
Ages 3 to 10. 

Darling pink nig! 
trim, Shoes or 

4 oz. 
2. 

(4) 49 C 32349D— Dress 
5) 49 C 32347D—Nightie 
hpg. wt. 302. ........... $1.8 

(6) TheSunny Bunch" 
High-intensity Desk Lamp 

consta High-impact In 
eds character on base, 

matching shade, Adjustable arm. 
2-position switch: on-off; hi-low. 
SVaxSVAx14 in. high. Imported. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed for 110- 
120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6-ft. long cord. 

metal. Mol 

25-w. bulb is included. 
гез 5 to 15. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
C 129590 ........... $9.99 

(7) The Sunny Bunch™ 
Early American style 
Vanity Tabl 

CONSTR: All wo: 

Seat E 1114 inches. 
3 and up. Wt. 10 lbs. 6 oz. 

79 C 12762CD 
When bought with (: 

(8) The Sunny Bunch" Vanity 
Set. Includes plastic storage tray. 
Plastic US nylon bristled 

hand mirror, 
45е SM bath, cologne, 
brush, pi 

sachet and powder puff. 
For ages 3 and up. 
49 C 127580 

(9) The Sunny Bunch" 
Tote Bag with Doll 

CONSTR: Bag made of cotton 
poplin. Pink. Has adjustable 

top. Outside 
et carries cuddly 6-in. Sunny 

unch rag doll with pink and 
white gingham dress. Bag is 

shoulder strap. 

9x3Vax8 in. 
For ages 3 and up. Wt. 7 oz. 

..$4.9! 49C 128510. 

Catalon pace scans bv ceisinas marseteciwücul n 

+» $5.99 
When you buy Doll (1) and 

. Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 y] 

. Cream and 
pink finish with Sunny Bunch de- 
signs. Vanity top has 3 sections, 
each 3 in. deep. Hinged center 
E flips up to reveal large 
al (plastic) mirror. 2 hinged 
side sections open outward. Vani- 
y is 21¥x12¥9x19¥ in. high. 
ench 11545x734x1154 in. high. 

(10) Мы diu Bunch" 

CONSTR. "Adjustable cream- 
colored vinyl band with pink 
plastic case. Jumping kittens 
tick off the secon . wind- 
ing mechanism cannot be 
overwound. Imported. 
аки Moor 
49C 12801D . .29 

(11) Тһе Sunny Bunch" 
Jewelry Box and 
AM radio 

CONSTR: Plastic cream-color 
jewelry box has plastic mirror 
and removable tray inside. 
Solid state radio with power- 
ful speaker, volume and tun- 
ing controls. Battery-operat- 
|. Requires one 9-v. battery 

(act in n order below). Im- 
3 and up. 

bore in "ins 8 oz. 
49 С 12808D .......59.99 

Heavy Duty 9-volt Battery 
Shipping Mos 2 02. 
49 C 46629 ......Each 89c 

(12) The Sunny Bunch" 
Camera 

CONSTR: Slip in a standard 
126 film cartridge (not incl.) 
and you're ready to shoot. No 
focusing. Uses Magicubes 
(not incl.) for indoor pictures. 
Plastic and metal. 6x3x4'/ in. 
P dE For че 5to 15. 

490 9295609 T $5.79 

(13) The Sunny Bunch" 
Umbrella 

nyi panela. Vis tipped meta n inyl-tipped m 
mam plastic handle. 23 inches 
long. Measures 3114 in. in di- 
ameter when opened. For 
ages 3 and up. 

Shipping weight 7 ounces. 
49C 1129520 —— $2.99 

(14) The Sunny Bunch" 
3-piece Luggage Set 

CONSTR; Vinyl. Includes a 
9V4x6V4x5-in. train case, a 
10/х834х5-іп. fashion model 
case and а 16x10x3¥%-in. day 
tripper case. All have metal 
clasp and sturdy handles. For 
ages 3 and up. 

ight 3 lbs. 3 oz. Shipping 
49C 12861... Set $9. 99 
(15) The Sunny Bunch" 
Lap Desk Set. Can be used 
on your lap or for travel. Has 
handle for easy carrying. 
CONSTR: Wood and hard- 
board case with slide-out top. 
Partitioned interior includes 
pencil with eraser, 24-pc. sta- 
tionery set. Desk measures 
15x124%4x2% in. high. 
For ages 3 and up. Wt. 4 lbs. 
49C 1295D.. .96.99 

SAVE THIS 
CATALOG! 

You can order 
items on pages 
497 thru 648 

and 657 thru 669 
from now until 

AUGUST 31, 1980 
„unless stated 

otherwise 

To getan Official Entry Blank, 
order any Sunny Bunch item 
оп this page... see page 2 
for details. Entries must 

be received by Feb. 15, 1980 

A 

К? 
Hug-A-Bye Baby™ 
or your favorite doll 
will love to nap in 
this deluxe Canopy Bed and 
be fed in the High Chair 

17and 18) Nostalgic Colonia Canopy Bed жаа) High Chair ( ) lgi !-вту!е Canopy tA pretty pirk 
WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Eu 

eyelet lace cir] gari ret ees 
йге eyelet trim on skirt. -up 

x 

В AGI 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFO: (17)Unassembled. (18 ANG ORD (17) (18) Assembled. Instructions are in- 

17) Cai d 12x18 18) High Chair. 11х11 Vide жаш M pu du cir iat зай 
79 6337 2CD—Wt. 7 lbs. ....913.99 79 68378160 Wi Sls. . 4,810.99 
(19) uoa em Baby” Doll Soft, cuddly, body. Bru- чал peeled занург seat Ducem Rei. 

7i i 

АО вашы 
goa eray to buy 



yours with HO-scale Road Race Sets 

New “Tuff Опе” HO carsare 
Aurora's hottest ever . . 

hit 760 scale miles per hour 

Four-lane 
Raceway 
334? 

(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

HO racing fun for the whole family. 
Each “Тий One" races over 16 feet of 
roadway that can be made into 32-foot 
two-lane track, Four 24-in. long cars 
are plastic and metal, have powerful 
new motors, sponge rubber tires, inde- 
pendent front wheels. Set includes 43 
track sections, bridge supports, lap 
counters, flags, guard rails, fence and 
signs. Four new pistol grip speed con- 
trols. Four-lane layout about 7x314 
Íeet wide. Twenty-volt DC power 
pack. UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 
AC. Buy it the easy way—order by 
phone. 

Shipping weight 9 pounds 12 oz. 
49 № 95062.................. 534.99 

Extra HO-scale Track MODEL MOTORING 
Design your own custom track layouts 

Mene АГАШ GEVE reek This Aurora? HO Road Race Set has over 25 ft. of track sections that lock together. Tracks are b 
$e 9 inch EE plastic with and two Thunderjet 500 cars . . all for only 319? 
met conductors. 

Sold in packages of two. є . 
49 N 95192—Straight. Sporty 234-in. long Alfa Romeo 33 and Mustang straight, curved, terminal and bridge sections. Two Shigplng weight’ ci Pkg. 97c Mach 1 flash down the straightaway and intothedan- speed controls, 5 modular bridge supports with flags, АУЫ 3 serous spiral turn. Cars powered by Hi-torque Thun- — guard rail. Layout about 6x3 feet wide, Power pack 49 N 95193—90* Curve, derjet 500 motors for speeds up to 500 scale mph. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Shipping weight 8 oz.....Pkg. $1.29 32 pieces of plastic and metal track, including 49 N 95093— Shipping weight 9 pounds, .... ..$19.99 

Aurora HO “Tuff One" Cars and Tune-up Kit 

Super hot ‘Wild One" cars 
rip through tight curves, 

divided lanes on 26-ft. track 
GU. y Г fal Corkscrew [1] [2] [8] (4j 

Turn Set (1 thru 6 ) Each car is equipped with a powerful new “Tuff One” motor, Service and Hop-up Kit. (Not 
track tested at over 760 scale mph. Super wide sponge rubber tires really shown.) Set includes everything 

$ 99 grip the track. Highly detailed plastic bodies. Brushes and pickup shoes, you need for top performance and 
2 mag-style wheels, low-friction gears and clear windshield. Each plastic looks. Special screwdriver, tires, 

and metal car about 214 inches long. slicks, pickup shoes, speed oil, 
(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) (1) 49 N 95181—Lola GT (4) 49 N 95185— Cheetah crown gears, racing decals, book- 

Cars "fly" around tri-level raceway (2) 49 N 95182—Ford GT (5) 49 N 95186— Chaparral 2F let on how to soup up cars, 
through 45° banked turns, dips and (3) 49 N 95184—Willys Gasser (6) 49 N 95183—Dune Buggy Shipping weight 3 ounces. 
straightaways. Includes 39 pieces of Shipping weight each 2 ounces. . . ..Each $2.99 49 М 95194... Kit 99c 
HO-gauge roadway of plastic and 
metal. Speed fences, modular bridge 
supports, bridge track, guard rails. 
2i£in. long Cougar and Camaro 
equipped with Thunderjet 500 motors. 
Two hand-held speed controls. Layout 
about 6x3-ft. wide. UL listed power 
pack for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 М 95102.................. $28.99 

Aurora Pro Controller 
Squeeze trigger of new Tyco® HO-scale Road Race with 12 feet of track 
pistol grip speed control to HO racing with tricky curves, straightaway and chicanes. Includes two 214. 
move car ahead. All-metal in. long Tycopro cars. 65x22-in. track layout, pier set. Guard rails, two. Pen 
frame, circuit breaker. controls, UL listed power pack 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Converter sections 
Vents for cooling. allow use of 49N95192 and 49N95193 Aurora track listed above left. 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 79 N 95132C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ... . ooo $13.99 
AD N 95191 ERU Sai (7 and 8 ) Accessory Tycopro Cars. Plastic and metal, 234 inches long. 

(7) 49 N 95156—Drag VW (8) 49 N 95157—427 Corvette A/P 
Shipping weight each 3 ounces. . -Each $2.99 

Cutslod pace scans by cheisinias лт нае иса бой 



AURORA 
DERBY 

Galloping action for 
up to 4 players 

Keep your horse in front by the accuracy of your pinball-type shooting skill. Each time one of your 
steel balls goes up the ramp and lands in the hole, an electrical impulse makes your horse race for- 
ward . . miss and your horse stands still. Numbered flag pops up at the finish line to post the winner. к Plastic, metal. Uses 4 "D" batteries—order package separately below. 
79 М 65715C — 33Vax 15x12. inches high. Shipping weight 8 pounds. . ...... 
49 М 8405 — Pockoge of 6 "D" Batteries. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces... 

Autodrome 

$678 
Fire balls up ramp. into holes, 

cars race ahead 

The first car around to the finish line wins. 
Aim and pitch the metal ball up the ramp; 
each time it drops in the hole your car races 

on.. miss and it stands still. You must be 
fast as well as accurate. No batteries re- 
quired. Plastic, 19/2x12V4x4Y/z inches high. 

51899 For 2 to 4 players. 
. 149 49 N 65716— Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 802. $6.78* 

CASCADE™ by “МАТСНВОХ”® 
Watch the bouncing balls 

bounce. ....and bounce..... and bout 

Balls travel 
up the spiral tower, 

bounce onto 3 thumper drums, 

Chase Game 
Frantic, fast-paced excite 

$ 95 ment..hit a bumper to 
Score a point, switch tracks 

sadi to get away 

Split-second misses as the cops try to close in and the bad guys sidetrack them. 
Cardboard hoi 38x24-in. plastic board. Two motorized plastic cars with on-off 
Switches use atteries, not included (order package below). Unassembled 
79 М 65024C — Shipping weight 5 pounds $7.95 
^C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8406— Shipping weight 12 ounces Package 1.19 

Dodge 'N Bump . . you can play it at home 
2 A miniature version of the 

big, real Dodge 'N Bump 
you play at amusement 
parks. Work control pan- 
els to bump your oppo- 
nent's car . . knock it off 
the track and score points. 
Metal and plastic. Board 
measures about 38x24 
inches. Two plastic cars 
with on-off switches use 1 

"C" battery each, not in- 
cluded (order package 

$799 above). Unassembied. 
without Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 
batteries 79N6556C $7.99 

тесомк 

саю pane Scans by chaitiniat westalectedcal com 

and are caught by the scoring pit 

ete 
battery 

Fascinating action. Play 5 different games including “High 
Roller", “Time Trial”, “Cascade Ten”. Includes motorized 
plastic Cascade tower, revolving sign, three thumper drums, 
scoring pit, return ramp, 10 steel balls and vinyl layout mat. 
Uses 1 "D" battery, order pkg. above, left. 43/4x10V2x19 in. 
high. Unassembled. Buy it the easy way —order by phone. 
49 N 65731 — Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces. . .............$887 

Rebound by Ideal 
Slide puck up al like bowling). 
rebound on (Sei el s 
land in high-score areas 
(like shuffleboard) 

The skill of bowling, the fun of shuffleboard. Two teams or 
two players compete to score 500 points. Includes eight color- 
coded ball-bearing pucks. 33x12-inch plastic board. 
79 N 65181C — Shipping weight 4 pounds. ..$5.97 



Prehistoric Titans 
square-off with 
jaws snapping 

and eyes glowing 

prices total 
*5.98 without 

batteries 

(1 and 2) Go back to prehistoric times by staging a meeting between 2 of the fiercest 
dinosaurs that ever walked the earth. Just push the remote-control button . . they walk 
forward or backward. All plastic, Each uses 2 “D” batteries—order package at right. 

1 Tyrannosaurus. Green 2 Triceratops, Brown col Set of 2 Dinosaurs. Sepa- 
color. 8x4x6 in. high. or. 9x4x4 in, high. rale prices total $5.08. 

Shipping weight 11 oz. Shipping weight 14 oz. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
49C53038......Each $299 49С53039 Each $299 49С5304 Set $4.44 

(3 and 4) Battery-operated Mickey Mouse and Snoopy teach 
1 proper dental care by making it fun. Includes 2 kid-size tooth- 

Close "n Play Phonograph brushes to fit into each power-handle. Roof of Mouse Factory and 
by Kenner doghouse can be used to hold toothbrushes and toothpaste. Both 

- can be wall-mounted with included bracket or can stand by them 
$743 x selves. Each uses 2 "D" batteries (order package below). Durable 

plastic. Toothpaste not included. Suitable for ages 3 and up. 

Just close it to play a tune. . and it's 3 Mouse Factory Tooth. Д Snoopy? Power Tooth- 
battery-operated, so it goes anywhere! brush. 5x3/.x4'/, in. high. brush. 6x4x5 in. high. 
базу toroperáte hono (орону pie 49C51032—Wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. $5.33 — 4951026—Wt. 11b. .. -$5.33 
45-rpm records. Put on record (not incl.), Toothbrush Refills. Package of 2; fils only the above models. 
press switch, close lid and it plays. Needle 49C51036-Shipping weight 1 ounce kA Package 99с 
sets automatic © there are no scratched 
records, Plastic; 9x9x4'⁄ іп, high. Uses 2 al 49C4695-"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 lb. 7 oz. Pkg. $1.39 

kaline *D" batteries—order pkg. at right. 49C4653-Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 11 oz. .Pkg. 1.39 
49 C 6646 1—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 5743 tsnoopy® United Feature ме inc. 1966 

Mickey Mouse* 
Gumball Bank 

. . pays yummy 
dividends and saves 

pennies, too 

Turn WHAM-O's 
Magic Window 

to make amazing 
Microdium™ crystals flow 
into millions of designs 

$299 e $288 
Let your imagination go wild as e ef 
you create beautiful moving, 

changing pictures. Non-toxic mix Keep your favorite gumballs in this plastic penny bank. No one gets а 
ture permanently sealed in gumball until they put in a penny. Key and lock. 9 in. high. Includes 
heavy-duty polystyrene case. 30 gumballs. So easy to buy when vou just use the phone 
9'4x6'/ in. high. For ages 3 and 49C51163—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces ........... 52.86 
up. Shipping weight 13 oz. 49 C51166—Refill. 135 extra Gumballs. Shpg. wt. 13 oz. .. . Pkg. 99c 
49051187 $299 " 

m— —Pr— — 



STARTING HERE 

Crafts Corner 
SIX PAGES . . just bursting with 
educational and entertaining 

craft and hobby ideas 

Deluxe Burning Set 
with tie rack project 

$545 
2 Build and woodburn a 

tie rack. Pen, 4 extra 
points. Includes 2 cork hot 
pads, 2 cork coasters, 4 
printed wood plaques, 6 
foils, palette, brush, dish, 
pattern sheet, sandpaper, 
instr. UL listed, 110-120-v., 
60-с. AC-DC, 20 watts. Not 
recommended for ages un- 
der 13. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49N21013 ..Set $5.45 

(1 thru 3) have Sears ex- 
clusive. multi-use wood " 
burning pen with safety Woodburning 
feature . . retractable Starter Set 
shield to help keep fin- 
gers from hot tip 

Super-Deluxe Wood and Cork Burn- $977 
ing Set with 5 easy-to-build projects 9 
Build five projects . . birdhouse, tie rack, bookends, napkin 
holder, serving tray . . then woodburn them. Pen and 4 extra 

points. Set also includes 8 printed wood plaques, 4 cork coasters, 
2 cork hot pads, 6 color foils, palette, brush, water colors, 1 dish, 
glue, pattern sheet, sandpaper, nails, carry-storage case and in- 
structions. UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC. 20 watts. 
Not recommended for ages under 13. 
49 N 21012—Shipping weight 4 pounds 7 ounces 

when not in use 

„Set $9.77 

Color band 
оп pen indi 
cates when 

it's hot 
a A ELT 

Paint-by-number 
Cork Bulletin 

Boards-Wall Plaques 
Add a touch of 

color to any room 

(6 and 7 ) Use as bulletin boards in chil- 
dren's rooms, as kitchen memo boards or 
as decorative wall plaques. Made of gen- 
uine cork, laminated to pressboard for 
sturdiness and long wear. Die-cut to 
shape with printed guidelines on cork, 
ready for painting. 

Kits also include 4 non-toxic, liquid 
acrylic paints, brush and easy-to-follow 
instructions. Measures 15x20 in. For chil- 
dren ages 6 and up. 

6 Rag Doll Bulletin Board-Plaque. 
79N 210485C—Wt. 3 lbs. ..... Kit s4.99 

$499 т mushrooms Bulletin Board Plaque. 
79 м 22976C—Wt. 3 Ibs. .... Kit $4.99 

Exclusive base design 
lets pen stand upright 

$299 
3 An ideal introductory 

set for new woodburning 
enthusiasts. Includes pen, 1 
extra point, two printed 
basswood plaques, sandpa- 
per and instructions, UL 
listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC- 
DC. 20 watts. Not recom- 
mended for ages under 12, 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49N21014. ..Set $299 

14 extra Wood Plaques $ 199 
4 Get extra fun from any woodburning set on this 

page or any other set, by ordering these plaques. 
Includes 14 white basswood plaques . . 3*ax5 in. 
Preprinted designs. Ages 13 and up. 
49N21016—Shipping weight 15 ounces ... Set $199 

NFL Woodburning Set 

B ное: AUD 
5 Official licensed NFL product. Projects incl. book- 

ends, pen/pencil stand, tie rack, 2 AFC/NFC helmet 
plaques. Реп, 4 extra points. Also 6 blank wood plaques, 
4 NFL cork coasters, 6 foils, brush, water colors, dish, 
pattern sheet with 26 team helmets and names, sandpa- 
per, carbon paper, instructions. UL listed, 110-120- 
60-c. AC-DC. 23 w. Not recommended for ages EA 13. 
49 N20183—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 1 oz. ............ Set $7.99 

Silver or copper-color metal Embossed Pictures 
чш 

8 The ancient art of repoussage (metal embossing) comes alive 
again. And it's so easy to do. Just place malleable metal sheet 

in mold and use sculpture tools to press metal into mold's indenta- 
tions. Kit includes 3 different 4x6-in. molds, 6 sheets of heavy- 
gauge metal, sculpture tools, 3 mounting boards, non-toxic an- 
tiquing compound and non-toxic glue. Comes with easy-to-follow 
instructions. For ages 9 and up. Like everything else in Sears 

it's so easy to order by telephone. books, 5 
49 N 20221—Shipping weight 2 pounds ..Kit $4.99 

Сый райо scans by тда лае иса com 



2-way hoist 
drives 

vehicles, 
operates 
booms 

and pulleys 

Transformer 
unit with 
on-off, 

forward. 
reverse 
control 

910-piece 
Set 

| . . the biggest 

Erector* Set 
we offer 

With 3-speed motor, electrically operated 
by remote control power pack. 

electric-powered transformer plus 
two-way action power hoist 

construction. Create many other structures like an offshore tracking 
station and a loading tipple or other projects with the steel parts. 
Detailed instruction book included. Transformer is UL listed for 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 1.5 watts. 61-inch cord. 

recommended for under 8 years of age. 
49 C 16567—Shipping weight 11 pounds.................. Set $49.95 

482-piece Erector* Set 
Includes battery-powered 3-speed 

motor and remote control 

$299 
You can build and operate this mobile 
snorkel yourself. Battery pack with for- 
ward-reverse switch and husky gear- 
driven motor mount right on unit to op- 
erate the 2-section boom. 1-foot long su- 
per girders, pulleys, plates, axles, nuts, 
bolts plus a variety of other girder 
lengths. Steel. Create unique inventions 
or follow instructions for other projects. 
For children 6 and up. Uses 2 "D" batter- 
ies, order at right. 
49 C 16316—Wt. 5 Ibs, 12 oz... .Set $29.95 

without 
batteries 

250-piece Erector* Set 
Includes battery-powered 

direct-drive motor 

without $1495 zs 
Build a motor-driven model of the moon 
rover that carries its own battery power 
source and motor. With battery clips, 
plates, all the special parts and shapes 
needed. Steel. Plans and instructions for 
other action models also included. Uses 2 
“D” batteries, order package below. For 
ages 6 and up. 
49 C 16311—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 ог.....5е $14.95 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46996—Shpg. wt. 11 ог. ..Pkg. $1.49 

NOTE: Sets on this page not recommended for children under 3. due to small parts. 

Little Learners* 
Metal Storage Box 

The neat way to store parts 
from any of sets above 

All steel storage chest has corru- 
gated compartments designed to 
separate the motors from the 
girders and small parts. Carrying 
handle. Blue and white. Measures 
16х5\%х5М inches high. 
49 C 16285—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. .$5.99 

Tinker Toys 
Build bridges, towers or whatever you 
imagine with these traditional sets 

"t" 5899 | "er $599 
Colorful wooden rods and spools provide hours of con- 
struction fun. Sets include an idea book with easy-to- 
follow color-keyed diagrams. For ages 3 and up. 
49 C 16344—400-piece Set. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. ...Set $8.99 
49 C 16165—250-ріесе Set. Wt. 2 Ibs. 80z. ....Set 5.99 

Both sets furnished 1 
with reuseable 

plastic bags 
(with drawstring) 
handy for storage 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 
from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 510 

Tatali раве scans by chrisinias narseleciwical ton 



ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

49N53164...... 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 

Silly Putty 
Stretches like taffy, 
bounces like a ball, 

into any shape. 
“Copies” your favor- 
ite pictures. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 and up. 
See Note at right, 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
49 М $3065 2 оос 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ...... Each 95c 

Jam-Pac Cars 
Seven Tootsietoy® min- 
jature cars, racers and 

Each 2 to 2% in. 
long. Die-cast metal. 

ORDERING INFO: 
ЕЕ 

49 №53161 ..Set 99c 
Buy апу 3 ог more 
items ........ Each 95c 

А wondrous array of 
ever-shifting designs. 
Paper fiber tube, revolv- 
ing head. 9 in. long. 
FOR AGES: 4 and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 

wt. 6 oz. 
5034 ...... 99c 

Buy any 3 or more 
items . 95c 

[vd 

Double-6 Dominoes 
Play the standard domi- 
поез game, or make ш 

of hardwood, finished in 
black with white dots. 
28 in box. 
FOR AGES: 6 to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: 
AE wt. 5 02. 

49 № 6534....... 99с 
Buy any 3 ог тоге 
i Each 95c 

Sip drinks 
| withSily | 
| Straws | 

Watch milk, juice ог 
pop swirl through 36 
crazy tul 
Clear plastic. Package 
of 2. Makes drinking 
milk fun. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shipping weight 3 

ounces. 
49N44644-Pkg. 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ...... Each 95c 

Junior Football 
9-inch high plastic foot- 
ball, complete with kick- 
ing tee. u ite with IM 

5. Lets you pla: 
j like the big 

strij 
foo! 
league players. 
FOR AGES: 3 and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 

49N28053...... 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ........ Each 95c 

Complete with stand, 
string, instructions. 
Steel shaft and rotor. 3 
in. high, 24-inch diame- 
ter. Heavily weighted 
for long spins. 
FOR AGES: 5 and up. 
ORDEN Hie 

. Wt, 6 02. 
49N 44655 ...... 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ...Each 95c 

——————Ó 

Barrel of Monkeys 
If you can 

FOR AGES: 3 and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Buyany3ormore _ 
iMems.......... 

2 items 

Any 3 or 
more items 

Press triggers and Mick- 
еу Mouse and Donald 
Duck play tennis. Plas- 
tic. 714 in. long. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 7. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shipping weight 3 

ounces. 
49N53179...... 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items . Each 95c 
Disney characters 
Walt Disney Productions 

99- 
Q&c 

NOTE: indicated items on this page not recommended 
for children under 3, due to small parts. 

Play iron 
This non-electric iron is a 
beautiful replica of a full- 

iron. Steel with plastic 
handle. Brushed chrome- 
look finish. 64% in. long. 
Fun for playing house. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 13263........ 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items.......... Each 95c 

Humming Top 
Pump the handle and 
watch colorfully decorat: 
ed puppies whirl . 
hums, too. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 4. 
ORDERING n 
Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

49N53152........ 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 

Urchins® Tea Set 
Charming Urchins de- 
sign. Consists of 3 each: 
metal 4-in. diameter 
plates, saucers, plastic 
spoons and cups. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shpg. 
49 N 53157 ...... 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ........ Each 95c 
G American Greetings Corp. 

Play Razor 
Rev up razor's friction 
Cdi А pecans) like 

thing, but no 
batteries. Plastic; 
214x134x314 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 and up. 
pe inima INFO: 
Ipg. wt. 3 oz. 

49 N 45053 ...... 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ........ Each 95c 

The Amazing Slinky 

Walks down stairs, falls 
from hand to hand, 
moves without a motor! 
Made of steel. 274 inches 
in diameter. amuse 
children for hours. 
FOR AGES: 6 and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shipping weight 10 

ounces. 
TEE 99c 

Police Car 
Miniature Volkswag- 
en, 4x3x2% inches 
high. Pull T-bar 

FOR AGES: 4 and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49N 53173 +++-99¢ 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ...... Each 95c 

Reggedy Ann 'n Andy 
Children's favorites. 
Cloth body, red yarn 
hair. 7 inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 3 oz. 
49 N 34122—Ann 
49 N 34123—Andy 
Each 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ........ Each 95c 
Raggedy Ann and Andy 
Knickerbocker Toy Co.. Inc. 

D 

' S 

Authentically colored 
plastic horses. 294 
inches 
FOR AGES: 4 and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 
» 49N225! i 
2) 49N2257-Mare 
3) 49N2258- 

Wt. еа. 3 oz, ...Ea.99c 

Kiddie Jumpers 

on the grab 
the cords and walk. 

lene. 
4%-inch diameter. 
Learn 

FOR AGES: 3 to 8. 
pi ss угы 

. wt, 8 02. 
49 N 44179 .Set 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ...... Each 95c 

Finger Puppets 
Winnie-the-Pooh and 
his favorite buddy, Tig- 
ger, are finger puppets 
...make up own 
adventures it them. 
Plastic; 3 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
49 N 44802 ...... 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ........ Each 95c 

Micki Mouse Crayon 
Box. Steel box holds 
more than 100 crayons 
(not incl.). Colorful 

Mouse desi, 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 5 oz. 
49N53159...... 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ........ Each 95c 
Disney characters. 
Welt Disney Productions 



Plenty of room for all your projects 
with this L-shaped Desk and Chair Set 

“Junior Executive" Desk and Chi 
. . .@ place to work that's your 

Bugs Bunny 
« high-intensity 

Desk Lamp 

$1095 

(3) High-intensity Desk Lamp 
Light-up your working area while Bugs 
“relaxes” in the light. Switch on-off, hi-low. 
CONST.: Hi-impact plastic, metal. 5¥%4-in. 
diameter base. Adjustable arm extends a 
full 10 inches; swivel head. Hong Kong. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed for 110-120- 
volt, 60-Hz. AC. 12 watts. 6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 15 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Includes bulb. 
49 C 1617—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 

504 

$10.95 

аша tage scans by сына иик ийа Conn 

M99 5 

Buy 
(5) and (6) 

Save 25% 
Sep. total маса $5 $999 
Incl. Bugs Bunny Pencil 
Sharpener (4), Stapler (5) 
and Block-calendar with 
Pencil Holder (6). 
Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 C 1634 

without penois 

6 = 5 

(1) L-shaped Desk and Chair Set 
shi to fit room corners; the perfect shape for 

writing typing. 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid wood frame for. durus 

3534 x 17-inch main desk area, 18x10-inch typing 
area, Desk is 2214 inches high with 10x17-inch deep 
shelf area. Aluminum-frame chair with hardi 
seat and back. Seat height of 12 inches. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. Includes med 
instructions and hardware. Typewriter not included; 
order on facing page. Books not included. 
79 C 91224L—Shpg. wt. 33 Ibs. 

(2) "Junior Executive" Desk and Chair Set 
For "top-level" projects and homework as well as а 
fine storage space for books and other material. 
CONSTRUCTION: Desk has solid wood frame for ri- 
idity; wood-grained vard top, sides, shelves. 

ate in: overall Right 224m. Matching chair x166 in; 2 in. 
has wood-grained hardboard seat and back with alu- 
minum tubing frame. Seat height of 12 inches. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions, hardware. 
Accessories not included, below. 
79 C 91216C—Shpg. wt. 19 lbs........ Set $19.99 

(4) Pencil Sharpener 
Starts automatically when pencil is inserted 
Safety feature prevents sharpener from operat- 
ing when top is removed. 
CONSTRUCTION: High impact styrene. 4x3x7V4 
in. high. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 ^D" batteries, not 
included, order below. Pencils not included. 
49 C 16376—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $4.49 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46996—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. .Pkg. $1.69 

Replacement Sharpeners. Package of 3. 
49 C 16373—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ...Pkg.99c 

(5) Stapler 
Insert up to 10 sheets of paper and "punch the 
carrot”. . . your papers are neatly stapled. 
CONSTRUCTION: Hi-impact styrene, 4x3x7¥ in. 
high. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Includes 1000 staples. 
49 C 16387—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

(6) Block-calendar with Pencil Holder 
Arrange the blocks to show any day in any year 
and keep your pencils in the handy holder. 
CONSTRUCTION: Hi-impact styrene. 
524x3V4x3V in. high. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Pencils not included. 
49 C 1639 1—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. . 
Bugs Bunny character) 1975 Warner Bros.. Inc 

$4.49 

.$4.49 



With Tente® Building Sets, it's a 

ovd 

Citai page scans by сайпана аса com 

snap to be a good builder 

"ir $1688 
"tr $1188 
Че $988 

Pioneer Cabin Sets 
251 $1199 

1240€ $666 

(1) Tente$ Building Sets 
Tente building sets are very 
realistic, because Tente has 
curved pieces and special 
Shapes. The unique interlock 
system makes building easy 
and fun . . . all bricks are in- 
terchangeable. Almost any- 
thing kids can imagine, they 
can build. 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic brick 
Pieces of various shapes and 
sizes, including wheels for 
cars, special bricks for build- 
ing ships, cars. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
252-piece Advanced Set 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. 
49N 16564 ....... $16.88 

206-piece Intermediate Set 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49N 16562 ..... .$11.88 

143-piece Novice Set 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. 

49N 16558........ $9.88 

(2) Tente® Space Station 
SET INCLUDES: 174 interlock- 
ing plastic pieces of various 
Shapes and sizes allow you to 
build space station and either 
space vehicle as shown. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 1 уг н n 
49N 16568 ....... 4.88 

(3) Tente® Marina 
SET INCLUDES: 226 interlock- 
ing plastic pieces of various 
shapes and sizes allow you to 
build docks, oil refinery, tug, 
lighthouse and more. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 9 oz. 
49N 16245 .. .$14.88 

(4) Lincoln Logs Frontier 
Town Set 

430 pieces make a complete 
frontier town including a 
bank, general store and more. 
SET INCL: Assorted *4-in. 
thick wooden logs, grooved to 
fit together. Plus roof panels, 
gables, signs, chimneys, hitch- 
ing post. Instructions incl. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: 
Shipping v 7 o 8 oz. 

49N 1678. 19.88 

(5) Lincoln Logs Pioneer 
Cabin Sets 

SETS INCLUDE: Assorted 34 
in. thick wooden lo s; 
grooved to fit together. Plus 
plastic gables, chimneys and 
roof pieces. Instructions incl. 

25 1-piece Set. Builds 1 big, 2 
small cabins. 
Shipping weight 5 м. 2 oz. 

49N 16202 ... $11.99 

124-piece Set. Builds 1 big, 1 
small cabin. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 13 oz. 
49N 16201.. ...6.66 

(6) Riviton® 
Transportation Set 

Construct models using the 
riviting process. Requires no 
batteries or electricity. 
SET INCLUDES: Riviton tool, 
180 rubber rivets, 192 plastic 
parts and 24 wheels. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Instr. incl. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49N 16771 .......$18.88 

(7) Riviton Building Set 
SET INCLUDES: Riviton tool, 
140 rubber rivets, 129 plastic 
parts and 4 wheels. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Instr. incl. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 М 1677 ......... $16.88 

(8) BRIX BLOX™ Power 
e and Accessory 

ж» $699 

Save 51 
on Power and 
when you also buy an lard 

Lorie Ieri 

ы $599 
Power unit, with wind-up mo- 
tor, permits forward or reverse 
motion. Accessories let you mo- 
bilize your projects. 
SET INCLUDES: Power unit, 
turning кан axles, tes Shi 
wheels ап 
BLOX BUDDIES" ti figures. 

instructions included. 
FOR AGES: 5 to adult. Due to 
small parts, not recommended 

under 3, for 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. Ы 4 
49 N 16289. 6.99 

Ж epu, pe 
p eR BLOX™ 

stone $699 

Save *1 

on 8599 
House Accessory 
Set (9) when you. 

sb arr AX BLOX Set 
‘Sold on page 51 

SET INCL: 6 BUD- 
DIES™, 4 bases, 2 doors, 2 pic- 
ture and 4 regular windows; 
non-toxic, 
FOR AGES: 5 to adult. Due to 
small parts, not recommended 
for under 3. 
ED: Shpg. wt. a 5 99 

VU BRIX BLOX Set... 45.89 
(10) BRIX BLOX™ Vehicle Set 

Cut *1 
wi 498 9395 

Beck Eius to make al to 

Ser Ci a eder blocks SET INCL: Snap- 
of non-toxic, washable plastic. 4 
bases with wheels, doors that 

Instructions incl. 
FOR | AGES: 5 to adult Due to 
smi 5, not recor 
for children under 3. 
ORDERING INFO: 
49N1615-Wt. 120z... 83.95 
(11) BRIX BLOX™ 18- 
wheeler Vehicle Set. Build 18- 
wheel semi-rig or 4-unit train, at 
right. Non-toxic plastic pieces 
snap-together. 
SET INCL: 110-pc. assortment of 
blocks, bases, axles and tires. 

bly inst 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10. Due to small 
parts, not recommended for 
children under 3. 
ORDERING INFO: 
49 N 16143—Wt 11b. $4.95 

(12 and 13) BRIX BLOX™ 
Construction Vehicles 
SET INCL: Each plastic vehicle 
has rubber treads, 2-man crew, 
tools, wheelbarrow. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10. Due to small 
parts, not recommended for 
children under 3. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 12 oz. 

(12) Power Shovel. 
49N 16036........... $4.95 
(13) Crane. 
49 N 16076... 



A collector's dream, 
a child's delight 

the 
COLLECTIBLES 



Thrills aplenty as the Porsche and Ferrari 
sweep around 22 feet of track . . 

Eldon Bi-Level 

Rally Race 
Vs-scale 

Lap counter in track 

keeps official score 

Y5?-scale Eldon Dune Buggies 
roar over I3-foot course . . 

314 

Blast down the straightaway, into the 
hairpin turn, and over the bridge for 
another lap. 514-in. buggies have whip 
antennas and decals so you can dress 
'em up. Set includes 26 pieces of plastic 
and metal track, two speed controls, 
start and finish flag. Fence, bridge set, 
two buggies, screwdriver and instruc 
tions, Elongated figure 8-track fits 
544x314-ft. area, Six-volt power pack, 

L listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 
Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 12 oz. 

49 N 95091 $14.88 

DON'T ТЕЦ, DAD BUT І PUT 
А ROCK IN HIG CAR I 

йй Dade scans by deisihiasnisetedinical com 

Big roadway sets up lots of ways for plenty of sports 
car action and excitement, Take high banked turns 
at nearly full speed without spinning out. Set in 

cludes two 534-in. molded plastic cars, two 6-volt 
speed controls that plug into track. Lap counter, 

fences, bridges, and finish flag add realism, 6-volt 
power pack, 38 pieces of plastic and metal roadway, 
nylon supports, decals, screwdriver and instruc 
tions. Layout fits about 5x9-ft. area. UL listed for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. To order the easiest way, 
look in your phone book white pages under “Sears, 
Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
49 № 95012— Shipping weight 11 Ibs. 8 oz.. .. $23.88 

Eldon Y42-scale Cars, Accessories 

(1 thru 5 ) Cars for Road Race Sets on this page. Each 
has high RPM Dyna Mite® motor, detailed body of 
light-weight vacuum-formed plastic. Fully assembled 
metal chassis, simulated chrome trim, rubber tires, clear 
plastic windshields, Each car about 514 inches long. 
(1) 49 N 95143—Charger (4) 49 N 95141—Stingray 
(2) 49 N 95144—Сатаго (5) 49 N 95145—Dune Buggy 
(3) 49 N 95142—Mustang 

Shipping weight each 5 ounces Each $4.47 

Track and Accessories for sets on this page. Metal and 
plastic. Track sold in packages of two. 
49 N 95152—Straight Track. Shipping wt. 8 oz. Pkg. $1.14 
49 N 95133—Curved Track. Shipping wt. 6 oz. Pkg. 1.44 
49 N 95151—Speed Control. Shipping weight 6 oz. 1.88 



Monte Carlo Bingo 

5523 
Turn the cage, numbers are automati- 

cally selected, until—BINGO! You get 
16 Bingo cards, 7-inch high metal cage, 
tally board, and numbered balls. Ages 8 
and up. So easy to buy when you just 
use the phone. 
49N65462—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. .Set $5.23 

The Bug's IN, you have to get him out 
before someone else does . . pretty 
cagey. Use the hook to snatch the bug 
out (or away from someone else). 4 
hooks, 4 scoring pegs, green bug, red 
cage 11 in. high. Sturdy plastic. For 2 to 
4 players. 
49 N 65177—Wt. 11b. 4 oz.. $2.99 

Name Your Game 

$499 «se 
Choose from over 100 
of your favorite games 

Indoor-outdoor game set includes colorful, easy-fold table, 2 stools, 
over 100 games (Checkers, Dial Bi Pyramid, to name a few). Table 
and stools are solidly made fiberboard (not wood or hardboard), plastic 
coated, stain resistant. Wipe clean with damp cloth. Stools support up 
to 200 18, 9'/, in. high. Table 30х18'/,х137/, in. high. Ages 5 and up. 
79 М 65567C—Unassembled. Shipping weight 5 pounds ........$4.99 

Swivel 
Teams try to knock oppo- 

nents’ pins down 

Choose up sides and 
buckle up to the striker 
cord. Work with your 
partner . . swivel, sway 
and maneuver to knock 
over all of your oppo- 
nents' pins while they're 
swiveling around trying to 
knock yours down. Vinyl 
game mat, 6 pins, 4 hip 
belts, cord and striker 
pendulum. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. 
49 № 65701 ....... $477 

Twister $397 

By Milton Bradley. Spin the dial to find 
out where to put your hands and feet. 
Keep your balance, because the first to 
fall loses. Washable vinyl sheet, 6x4'/ 
feet long. 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49N65027—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 13 oz. $3.97 

Be a Magic Maker. . 

it's easy with a The object is to get 4 col- 
MR. MAGIC SET огей markers in a row. . 

$ across, straight up, or at an- 
494 gles. Easy tic-tac-toe fun for 

- kids; a 3-dimensional chal- 
lenge for teens, adults. For 2 
to 8 players, ages 8 and up. 
64 wooden markers, 4 plas- 
tic cups. Plastic board 
8x8x1'/, inches high. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 
49 N 65618 .....Set $3.65 

Score Four 

Includes booklet. 
7101 Easy Magic Tricks” 

Mystify your friends and family with 
amazing, mystical, magic tricks. Wand 
and little black mustache get you in the 
mood, 2 plastic foam rabbits to “multi- 
ply", cards, shell trick, magic coin box 
- . 20 items in all. Ages 10 and up. 
49N65717—Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 02. .Set $4.94 

—* Indoor-Outdoor 
Ciny Tethered Table Tennis 
сав 

TUT 

Fits on standard-size 
Take it outside and play 

the fresh air T 

No ball to go running after or lose, 'cause it's tethered x 
from a flexible overhanging wire. Lets you play a fast game of table tennis, and if 
you miss the ball (beginners do that sometimes), start right in playing again. Hard- 
board top, 24x32 inches long, folds for storage. Two paddles, two tethered balls, 

79 М 65397C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ....... cse Set $7.40 

Cutsiod page scant by Вне mnsetedhwücul con 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8405—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. . Package $1.49 



Give me a N, 
break, Doc! 
That tickles! 

"Toothpaste 
Dispenser 

Just a touch of “Bugs’ " tummy lever 

delivers a measured amount of toothpaste 

SOLD ONLY AT SEARS $219 

Just what the dentist ordered to encourage small fries to brush 
their teeth regularly. No more lost caps and messy tubes lying 
around . . just insert toothpaste tube, press the lever and tooth- 
paste automatically dispenses from below. Mount “Bugs” on 
any wall. . brackets, screws included. Non talking. High-impact 
plastic. Toothpaste not included. Made in Hong Kong. 
49 С §1034—Shipping weight 7 ounces $2.19 

Poppin’ Fresh would 
like you to meet è 
his friend Poppie 

$222 e * 

u— by maaa oan 

Our lowest price ever + 
for any child’s 

battery-power toothbrush 
Bugs Bunny® Battery-power Toothbrush 

Sold only at Sears. Includes 2 kid-size toothbrushes. Each fits into the top of "Bugs' " carrot 
for use. Stands by itself or can be wall mounted (screws included). Uses 2 “D” batteries 
(order package below). High-impact plastic, nylon, metal. About 5x2x8 inches high. 
49 C51031— Toothpaste not included. From Hong Kong. Shipping weight 1 pound . . 33.97 
€) 1973 Warn ne 

Toothpaste Refills for above only. Pkg. of 4. 
49 С 51037—Shipping weight 1 Ib. ....Pkg.99c 

without 
batteries 

Alkaline “D” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 С 4653—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. ...Pkg. $1.39 

See-thru 
Teeter-Totter Watch 

е it really keeps time 

$283 
This watch is 
Gears click aro 

Adult-style w 
put to reset hands. Colc 
plastic band and cle 



Here's an idea with an old-fashioned flair. . make gifts for your family or yourself 

GENUINE LEATHER AND SPLIT SUEDE KITS 
ө Pieces pre-cut and punched for easy assembly ө Kits include lace and instructions 

children's sizes 

Create 8 top-grain leather projects Suede split-cowhide Moccasin Kits Suede steerhide Boot Kit 

E Take a step back to the more basic lifestyle and expe- 2 Sew palomino tan-color pieces with tan cotton 3 Hopi Indians crafted moccasins 
rience the pride of creating useful gifts of soft, supple laces. Sturdy insole fastened in place. One pair for durability, comfort and beau- 

leather for your family, friends and yourself. Make a per kit. For children ages 8 and up, ty. You can make the eprops: 
stylish 14-inch wide link belt . . fits waist sizes up to 32 3 boots with sporty looks and com- 
inches. Kit also includes a billfold, key case, pen and Sig сүзчү Proh TW Tod $349 fort of fawn-color moccasins. Foam 
pencil case, coin purse, bookmark, comb case with comb, 49 N 21862— Large (1-3). Shpg. wt. 80z. . 3.49 rubber 316-і. insoles attached, Avail- 
coin and key holder. It's so easy to do we suggest it for 49 N 21863—Extra-large (352-5). Wt. 8 ол. ... 349 able in sizes 5 thru 10. Girls and women 

leather lovers ages 8 and up. To order the easiest way, Teens’ sizes: small, medium and large. slate size normally worn. Boys and men 
look in your phone book white pages under "Sears, Roe- 49 N 21864—Small (5-6). Shpg. wt. 10 oz. .. ..$4.49 state I size larger than regular size. No 
buck and Co., Catalog Sales” for number to call. 49 М 21865—Medium (7-8). Sfor: wt. 100z... 449 half sizes. Ages 10 and up. 
49N 20169—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces ....$5.49 48N21866—Large (9-10). Shpg. wt. 10 oz. ... 449 49N21046F—Shpg. wt. 120z. ..%5.99 

STITCHINGS AND STRINGS AND WEAVING FANCY THIN 

Creative projects for 
the younger craftsman 

4-in-1 Craft Kit 

$399 
4 Four different, individually 

boxed sets, Give children 
hours of creative fun. Set con- 
tains one each: Burlap-Yarn 
Picture Kit . . create charming 
subjects of yarn stitched to bur- 
lap; Stitchery Picture Kit. . 
stitch subjects to background 
mat, and frame; Classics Wood 
Dimensional Picture Kit . 
make a 3-D, paint-by-number 
airplane; Leather Craft Kit . 
make a comb case, key caddy, 
coin and key holder. All materi- 
als included. Instructions. For 
children ages 6 and above. 
48 N 20219—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $3.99 

7 You can weave a large basket or hanging flower planter, plus 
one small basket and two coasters, all with the look and feel of 

natural cane. Since they're made of plastic, they're flexible, splinter- 
free, non-toxic, even washable. Kit also includes basket bases, deco- 
rative beads and instructions. Ages 9 and up. 
49 N 21019—Shipping weight 2 pounds ..95.99 

Lovable Yarn Critter 
Even if you've never 

threaded а needie, you'll 
love making this character 

8 Meet Freddie Fox, a fuzzy, 
whimsical critter with the furry 

coat everyone loves to touch. And 
he's so easy to make. Molded-in 
guidelines make for no-fuss, no- 
mess painting of his eyes and face. 

| Colorful 
Clown 

Kit 

$499 
Indian-style Bead-Craft 

and Beadpoint Kit 

Everyone loves a clown. Just 
stitch and stack pre-cut parts 

and string them together. The re- 

sult? A 16-in. fluffy, floppy clown. 
Includes cloth parts, padding, yarn, 
needle, thread and step-by-step in 
structions. Ages 10 and up. 
49N 20164—Wt. 1 lb. 1 ог.....84.99 

а pae scans by dieisthiasmisetedimical com 

6 Make a beaded belt, necklace, 
ring or headband on beadloom 

with 6 pkgs. of beads and 50 yds. of 
thread. Make medallions, rings in 
beadpoint. Just pop beads (over 
2000) into pre-punched plastic with 
tool incl. Instr. Ages 7 and up. 
49 М 21053—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $4.99 

With the specially designed tool, 
pressing yarn "fur" into his poly- 
styrene body is a snap. Kit includes 
head, body and tail parts, colorful 
yarn and tool, paints, brush and 
complete instructions. Measures 9 
inches tall. For ages 8 and up. 
49 N 2105—Wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. .... $8.87 

He's so easy to make - 
* Apply paint to head 
* Wrap yarn around winder 

and cut to exact size 
* Press yarn into his body 

with handy tool 



Books that talk! 
Hear the story 

with exciting sound effects 
while you read 

$427 
(1 thru 3) Just turn the sonic dial with 
your finger to hear the full story as you fol- 
low along the colorfully illustrated book. 
No batteries to buy, no records to break. 
Play them over and over again. Excellent 
sound quality. Sonic section of high-impact 
plastic. Great for ages 3 to 7. Measures 8Узх 
11Yax 17а inches thick. 
(1) 49 C 16236— Bozo and His ABC Zoo 
(2) 49 C 16235— The Three Bears 
(3) 49 С 16234— Mother Goose Favorites 
Shipping weight each 1 Ib, 3 оз... Each $477 

Just 
dial wheel 
to hear 
Sound . . needs 
no batteries 

ШШЕШЕД ЕНЕН 
Teaching Toys for fun and learning 

4 Megic Answer Machine. Put picture 
card into slot, name the picture, then 

push first button. First letter of word will 
appear on the screen. Push other buttons 
to complete word. 24 pictures and words on 
12 cards, Plastic. 7х2Уз х4 inches high. For 
children ages 3 to 7. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 11 ounces. 
49 C 16509 $3.99 

5 Arithmetic Card Set. Use with Magic 
Answer Machine above. 96 problems 

to solve, 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 

49 C 16608 Set $1.49 

6 Memory Match. One child challenges 
another to remember which sliding key 

hides the matching picture. Other games 
advance to matching pictures and words 
and rhyming words. 

Six games in all. Printed on three sturdy 
cards, Plastic case with scorekeeper. Mea- 
sures 14Уах11Узх2Уз inches deep. For ages 
3 to 8. From Singapore. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. 

49 С 16579... х 55.95 

$349 

Push-button 
Teaching Clock 

Teaches preschoolers 
to tell time 

$495 

Calais pae scant by ceisimas wersetecinicel со 

[7] World Globe 
—- 1С g.inch diameter 

.. in full color 

'7 World Globe. Child can rotate highly 
detailed 9-in. diam. steel.globe on me- 

ridian guide. 11's in. high. Ages 6 and up. 
49 C 1657 —Shpg. wt. 21bs. 10 oz. ...... $3.49 

Push-button Teaching Clock. Teaches 
relation between normal clock face time 

and modern digital time. Push left button, 
hands advance 5 minutes. Push right but- 
ton, wise old owl's sleepy eyes open to reveal 
digital time. Made of sturdy plastic. 3Vax 
7x9'/s in. high. Ages 3 to 7. 
49 С 16607 -Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, $495 

Pick-A-Pair. Asks which pictures are 
the same, related or missing from nur- 

sery rhyme pictures. Child selects answer. 
И correct, card moves to next question. 40 
questions on 5 cards, Plastic. Spring-action 
mechanism. 7x8x 1" іп. deep. Ages 3 to б. 
49 С 16604— Japan. Shpg. wt. ! Ib. $399 

10 Mini-Calculator. Turn dial and prob- 
lem appears in window, Child answers 

‚. then checks answer window to see if they 
agree. Even gives answers in fractions and 
decimals. Plastic, 6x7x¥2 in. deep. From 
Singapore. For ages 5 to 8. 
49 C 16031 —Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $199 

Magic 
Answer 
Machine 

Demonstrates 
how words 
are spelled 

from individual — 
letters 4 

Arithmetic 
Card Set for (4) 

Match 
Tests memory 
as children 
search for 
matching 
pictures [6] 

$595 

Pick-A-Pair 
A multiple-choice 

game for preschoolers 

$399 Mini-Calculator 
Adds, subtracts, multiplies 
and divides numbers 1 to 9 
when child turns knobs 

$199 «o [Sears] 511 



TWO WAYS 
TO VIEW 
Real action movies 

just by turning a crank 

18x24-inch picture on 

1 Projects sharp, bright 

wall at 5-ft. distance 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Movie Theater 

One double-feature 
cartridge included 

$1995 
Double-feature cartridge included: "Win 
nie-the-Pooh and Tigger, Too" and “It’s 
a Blustery Day". 

HOW IT WORKS: Snap in a cartridge, 
turn switch for projecting or viewing then 
turn crank. No threading or rewinding. 
Enjoy fast, slow, backwards action. Pro- 
jects on wall or rear viewing screen. Ad. 
justable focus wheel. Runs on long-life 
flashlight bulb, (extra bulb included). 
CONSTRUCTION: Buff-colored plastic 
13x11'2x6' inches high. 
ELEC. INFO: 3.5-w. transformer stores on 
back with 8-ft. cord. UL listed to convert 
110-120-v. current to safer 7.6-v, current, 
60-Hz. AC. Not for ages under 4 yrs. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Order extra cartridges be- 
low. (Can also use any Fisher-Price mov: 
ie cartridge.) Screen sold, p. 512. 
49 N 16527—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $19.95 

Double-Feature Cartridges for above. 
TITLES, ORDERING IN 
49 N 16515. 
48 М 16521 

Flip lever to get 
4x5 Veinch shadow box 
screen for private viewing 

"Pluto", "Donald Duck" 
Mickey's Trailer", "Dumbo" 
ear Trouble", 
light into Space" 

Shipping weight 3 ounces 
Disney chara 

49 N 16558— 

Each $2.95 
ers© Walt Disney Productions 

И \ N \ -— 
m =з f Ld 22 M 

— 6 Million 
TET r ‘ 4 Dollar Man 

>. Watch Adventures ofSteve Bionic 
ustin” on this wide-screen 

Fisher-Price $497 video center. : cee 
ie Vi HOW IT WORKS: Insert Su- nter 

Movie Viewer [erm 8 film cassette, flip "on" 
$776 

HOW ІТ WORKS: Snap cartridge in, turn 
crank. View fast, slow, backwards for 
continuous action viewing. Adjustable fo- 

GIVE*AeSHOW® Projector 

Enjoy Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids, 
fosie and the Pussycats, Scooby Doo, 
jugs Bunny, Star Trek and more, Six- 

utton, turn handle to view 
action, backwards or forward. 
1 cassette included. 
CONST.: Plastic 11x6x12 in. 
high. Chair for 6 Million Dol- 
lar Man (figure not incl.). 

cus wheel. One "Lonesome Ghost" car- teen 7-slide strips included. FOR AGES: 5 years and up. tridge included. EY d HOW IT WORKS: Turn projector on ORDERING INFO: Requires 3 CONSTRUCTION: Plastic viewer, and pull slide strips through by hand. ^D" batteries, not incl., order 616x634x213 inches wide. Easy-grip han- Projects pictures up to 8x8 feet. pkg. at left. Extra cassettes dle, recessed eyepiece, plastic window. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order extra 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Measures 
15x11x2 inches wide. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

sold below. Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 59556 $12.95 

Extra Super 8 Cassettes. cartridges below. i “D” bat- 48 N 58585—"Steve Aust Be 49 М 16617—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. .........%776 ORDERING INFO: Requires 3 “Р” bat Steve Austin in A, 
teries, not included, order pkg. below. 49 N 59586— Bini. Rescue" $ 1 295 

Extra Cartridges. Shpg. wt. ea. sees 49 М 16017—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $4.97 49 N 89587—"Steve Austin 
49 N 16 Snow White" NT ^ ithout 
ASN laesa onamo t ooo BT Carbon-zinc "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Sidi er o ag Diaper betteries 
49 N 16105—"Sesame Street™” 287 49 N 46995—W«. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Pkg. $1.69 5 2 figure 

REMEMBER! Create colorful pictures that glow with Lite-Brite 

Put in outline, insert pegs. Watch them ҒОЯ AGES: 5 years and up. $822 
You can order glow. ORDERING INFORMATION: bulb not 
items on pages | SET INCL: 16 pre-printed picture outlines, — 49 N 16233—Shpz. wt. 4 Ibs. Set $822 ncluded 

423 to 598 
from now until 
SEPTEMBER 9, 

1977 

6 blank sheets for original designs. 9x13-in. 
plastic screen. Over 400 pegs in 8 colors. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed; 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 5-ft. cord. On- 
off switch. 25-watt bulb not incl. Not rec- 
ommended for ages under 5 years. 

тай abe scans by dimana werselecinicel conn 

256 Lite-Brite Refill Pegs. 

32 each of 8 colors; red, orange, green, yel- - 
low, violet, blue, clear, pink. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 16565—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. Pkg. $2.94 



4 Thee Toy Typewriters make 
alphabet-learning, spelling, punctuation fun for little writers 

27-character 
Toy Typewriter 

types the 

alphabet in 
capital letters 

BO-character ç 
Typewriter with | 
backspace key. 
ribbon reverse 

$1899 

(1) Beginners' 
"Holiday III" 80 character Typewriter 

Typewriter 

KEYBOARD: Standard 3-row 27 
character keyboard types 26 capital 
эт of the alphabet, plus period 
ey. 

CARRIAGE: Manual return . . . 814 
in. long. Replaceable black ribbon, 
spare ribbons included. 
CONSTRUCTION: Vivid red hi-im- 
pact plastic frame is 104x104x314 
in. high. Steel mechanical parts. 
Made in England. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 

(2) "Secretary" Typewriter 
KEYBOARD: Standard 3-row 80 character 
keyboard with space bar, back-space 
key, shift-lock key for capitals, capital 
Shift key, figure shift key. 
CARRIAGE: Manual return. . . 84% in. 
long. Has carriage release with safety 
ratchet, end of line bell, paper release and 
adjuster, line roll-up lever, automatic rib- 
bon reverse. Ribbon incl. 
CONSTRUCTION: Yellow hi-impact plas- 
tic, 10 ax Vox! in. high. Steel mechan- 
ical parts. Made in England. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORD. INFO: Order extra ribbons, right. 

Has backspace key, automatic ribbon reverse 

and a sturdy molded carrying case 

$2495 vm 

KEYBOARD: Standard 3-row 80-character DERE with space bar, back- 
space key, shift-lock key for capitals, capital shift key and figure shift key. 
CARRIAGE: Manual return . . . 8¥z-in. long. Features carriage release with 
safety ratchet, end of line bell, paper release and adjuster, line roll-up lever 
and automatic ribbon reverse. Black ribbon included. 
CONSTR.: Bright red, white and blue hi-impact plastic frame . . ‚11х11%х4 
in. high. Steel mechanical parts. Blue plastic carrying case. England. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Order extra ribbons below. 
49 C 1607—Shipping weight 5 pounds ... .924.95 

Extra Ribbons. For “Secretary” and “Holiday III" typewriters. Pkg. of two. 
AVENUE Pkg. $1.99 49C 16034....... ..$1295 49C 16051—Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 ог....%18.99 49 C 16057—Shipping weight 2 ounces ..... 

Play "cashier and customer" on our 
Cash Registers . . . ring up sales 
апа handle paper play money 

Push button Cash 
Register with 11 keys 

Ring up sales 

open the cash drawer and clear - 
ter. Includes receipt pad and holder, 
paper play money. 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel frame, 
chrome face plate. 6%x6%x7 inches 
high. Made in England. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

$495 ORDERING INFORMATION 
9-inch diameter Mosler Jr. 49 C 1604 1—Wt. 2165. 3 0z. .$4.95 
World Globe double-door Safe Bank Lever model with 10 keys, 

ighly detailed, multicolored А toy reproduction of the original 2 chrome-plated front 
E? easil ily rotates on meridian idi Mosler safe. One working two- Ring up sales with this steel frame, 
guide. A helpful study aid to chrome-plated front cash register mos combination lock opens 
any child. both doors. a page epa- 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel and CONSTRUCTION: Heavy gauge rate push lever opens cash drawer. 
plastic. 9-inch diameter. 1114 steel, measures about 9x6x7 Amount is visible in window. at 
inches high. inches high. Hinged doors. D D NU OD арт Pipir 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. FOR AGES: 5 years and up. play money and receipt pad inclu 
ORDERING INFORMATION: ALS IEORMATION atl ses Я 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. ipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz. ; 
49C 1657 .. $495 49С50171............ $5.95 49 C 1609—Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. ..96.95 
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An Exceptional Value 
1000-pc.BRIX BLOXT™ 
Set with Storage Bucket 

Only $19*5 
1000-pc. Set without 

Storage bucket 
ontains 10 gears. 6 base plates 

4 

These Standard Snap-Together BRIX BLOX” Sets 
let you build hundreds of items 

(16 thru 19) BRIX BLOX™ Sets with or without movable 
parts. Build any of the projects shown above or design your own 
Great for hours of creative and educational fun. Non-toxic, wash- 
able BRIX BLOX snap-together. 

OR AGES: 5 to adult. Due to small parts, not recommended for 
children under three. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Your choice of 7 sets, see chart below 
to order. Instructions included. 

Each $495 

OSa | (16) 1400-p0.Set_ | sd ith movable (12) 1900.рс. 18) 850-рс. Set| (18) 700-pc. Set |(19) 500-рс. Set|(19) 375-рс. Set 
се with movable parts ай ennt with with without without 
rem and storage bucket | Parts, teras rovable | movable parts | movable parts | movable parts | movable parts 

Cat: No. GON 16361 |  49N 16382 [ән 16386] 48N 16294 | 49N16269 | 49N16257 | 49N 18263 
We 6169.502 | Sibe 7 02 4 ibs. | 3 ibs. 8 02 2 ibs, 14.02 2 108.502 2 pounds 
Price 32495 [— 51895 — | 317.49 $14.95 $1295 | 99.95 $6.95 

Plastic building, 
blocks in vari- 
ety of shapes 

Plastic building |Plastic build- 
blocks in a variety | ing blocks in 
of shapes and sizes,| a variety of 

| Plastic building blocks 
| of various shapes and 

sizes, 6 baseplates, 

Plastic building 
blocks in variety 

of shapes and Plastic build- | Plastic build- 
id sizes, ing blocks in ing blocks in 10-pc. ass f | 10-рс. assort. sh id x , 10-pc. assort- CLupEs| soir deos windows, | “oPgears door, | sizes 1б-рс. | 10-Рс- аввоп.. |"mestofgearsin | ayarietyof | a variety of 

ý grooved tires, 4BLOX | windows, 6-qt. | assortment | ment of geire | — 3sizes. Not тоу ra NEN. 
BUDDIES figures, 8-at.| polyethylene of gearsin | "res as 8 pcs. as И 
polyethylene bucket bucket. 3 sizes. wa shown. 

Build the Station at left with 
snap-t BRIX BLOX. W$ (14) BRIX BLOX™ $495 
SET INCLUDES: Snap-together 
blocks made 

Space Station 

made of non-toxic, wash- 
Ф m plastic. 200 AERA 
P Space Sun Station, Space Shuttle аги 

SON кч 5 to 12 years. Due to 
small pieces, not recommended 

under three. 
DEAS weigh ound, 

ipping weight 1 роши 
LOS e. 
We 

(15) BRIX BLOX 
Storage Bucket 

Store your BRIX 
BLOX when you're 
not using them. 8-qt. 
bucket made of poly- 
ethylene; snap-on 
ORDER INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz 
49 N 1624 ...5399 

ФИ! [Sears] 511 
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(1 thru 10) Fine dress fabrics, luxurious laces, 
attention to detail (dolls (1) thru (9) have hand-ar- 
ranged hair) make these imported beauties your 
Collectibles . . . dolls to give, to collect. (2) thru 
(10) have jointed arms and legs. 

(1) thru (9), 5 years and up. (10), 3 
years and up. 
SIZES: ORDERING INFORMATION: Wood and 
metal stand included with (1), plastic stand with 
(2) thru (9). 

(1) 26%-in. Carmen is our tallest Collectible. 
Her dress and matching hat are silver gray polyes- 
ter with nylon lace trim. Nylon undergown, panta- 
loons and knee highs. Silver-colored shoes. Large 
painted black eyes. ht brown hair arranged 
with tendrils falling over shoulders. Her soft acryl- 
ic body is lined with cotton. Vinyl head and arms. 
79 C 3237 1C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 1002.....$49.99 

(2) 18-in. Angelica. Ruffles, lace and ribbons for 
this lady. Fresh pesci polyester crepe de chine 
gown with matching umbrella and hat. Lace- 
trimmed petticoat, nylon tights and black plastic 
shoes complete her outfit. Black open and close 
eyes, brown hair. Vinyl arms and head, polyethyl- 
ene body and legs. Painted nails. 
79 C 32379 C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. $39.99 

(3) 18-in. Betty is wearing a summery frock of 
white St. Gallen lace edged with rayon satin piping, 
waistline bow. Three flowers decorate hem. Match- 
ing hat. Pink undergown has nylon lace trim. 
White panties, plastic high-heeled boots. Vinyi 
head and arms, polyethylene body and legs. Dark 
brown hair, black open and close eyes 
79 C 32374C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz. .....$29.99 
(4) 18-іп. Carola. She's a brown-eyed schoolgirl 
dressed in white cotton pique with nylon lace edg- 
е Green rayon velvet ribbons and red flowers 
adorn the chemise-style waistline. In her long 
brown hair she's wearing a white nylon bow. White 
nylon tights, black plastic shoes. Vinyl head and 
arms; polyethylene body and legs. 
79 C 32376 C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. $19.99 

(5) 18-in. Rossella's gown has puff sleeves and 
full skirt in plum colored polyester crepe de chine. 
Black nylon cording and lace trim at hem of skirt 
and sleeves. Black cotton velvet ribbon at the 
waist. Matci hat. Nylon undergown and tights. 
Black plastic shoes. Pfatinum blonde hair, black 
оре and close eyes. Vinyl head and arms, polyeth- 
ylene body and legs. 
79 C 32378C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 14 oz. $34.99 

(6) 18-in. Rosaria. “Ascot, anyone?” She's 
dressed for the party in pale rose and white acetate 
satin with pale rose trim. Lace ruffles are gathered 
softly around her neck and bodice. Matching bon- 
net with nylon netting. White nylon undergown 
with beige lace trim. Nylon panties, plastic boots. 
Vinyl head, arms; polyethylene body, legs. Blonde 
hair, blue open and close eyes. 
79 C 32375C—Shpzg. wt. 2 lbs. 1002.....$29.99 

(7), 18-in. Paolina is a black-eyed charmer in her 
2-piece polyester gown. The blouse is trimmed in 
matching beige lace with contrasting sage green 
rayon ribbon trim. Her flounced sage green skirt 
has a scalloped hem with beige lace ruffles and tiny 
green bows. White nylon undergown, panties. Plas- 
tic boots. Green hair ribbon with pink flowers. 
Blonde hair, open and close eyes. Vinyl head, arms; 
polyethylene legs, body. 
79 C 32373C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 9 0z......$24.99 

(8) 15-in. Ingrid is а Christmas joy in her red 
posue crepe de chine gown with beige nylon 

се ruffle trim at neckline and sleeves. White ny- 
lon undergown trimmed in red. Nylon panties, 
plastic boots. Blonde hair with red ribbon and 
flowers. Black open and close eyes. Vinyl arms, 
legs; polyethylene body, legs. 
49 C 32372—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 13 oz. .$19.99 

(9) 13-іп. Viviana. А petite lady, elegant in navy 
blue polyester gown with lace collar and cuffs. 
White piping defines hem and collar. Matching hat 
with white ribbon ties. Blonde hair, brown open 
and close eyes. Vinyl face and arms; polyethylene 
body and legs. 
49 C 32377—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. $15.99 

(10) 9-in. Cinderella has blonde hair you can 
comb. Wardrobe includes peasant outfit: dress 
apron, scarf, panties, shoes, broom; and princess 
outfit: lace gown, hair ornaments, panties, lace 
stockings, shoes. Blue open and close eyes. 
49 C 32062—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. ... $12.99 

DOLLS and 
ACCESSORIES 

prey 



Dune buggy torture race 

Revell's 

26" 
Feel the action of the world's most grueling endurance 
race heldin Baja, California. Your two dune buggies 
bounce over rocky trail, through narrow sections, hair- 
pin turns, 18-section course has rough, "rocky" track 
for action like the real race. 514-inch metalflake-finish 
buggies have hi-torque motors, whip antennas, chrome- 
color engines and roll bars. Plug-in speed controls with 
built-in brakes. Fits 4x7-foot space. UL listed 12-volt 
power pack plugs into track. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 N 95094— Shipping weight 10 Ibs. ..$26.99 

1/32-scale 
Raceway 

Revell's 1/32-scale Cars 
and Raceway Speed Control 

( 1 thru 4 ) Cars, Va-scale. Hi-torque, high RPM motors. Long- 

lasting gear assemblies. Detailed one-piece bodies, plastic and 

metal, each about 514 inches long. 
(1) 49 № 95111—Camaro (3) 49 N 95115—Stingray 
(2) 49N95112—Mustang (4) 49N 95116—AMX 390 

Shipping weight each 5 ounces... >... -5o14 11t Each $4.99 

Ej Dune Buggies. With special suspensions, about 5 in. long. 
49N95117—Lime color 49 N95118—Orange. (Not shown.) 

Shipping weight each 5 оцпсеѕ............. ..Each $5.99 

Revell Speed Control. (Not shown.) 12-volt, plugs into track. 
49 N 95121—Shipping weight 4ошсез.................. $349 

Сөй page scans by diiin aselem 

The Challenger.. 
Revell's 

Hi-Bank Raceway 
with over 30 
feet of track 

Cut #2 

SOMETHING Was $34.99 

SPECIAL 3 2? 9 

Super-hot Firebird 400 and Cou- 
gar GT-E streak down the 8-foot 
straightaway into high banked 
turn. 5}4inch cars have high 
RPM 12-volt motors. Two plug- 
in speed controls with built-in 
brakes. 30 pieces of plastic and 
metal interlocking roadway, piers, 
supports, fences. Track sets up in 

4 x 1234-foot space. UL listed 12- 
volt power pack for 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. 

Shipping weight 16 lbs. 
79 М 95034C. ..... 

240” banked 
turn allows 
fantastic 
speeds ко 

"ex [Bears] 511 532.99 



HAPPINESS * 
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Challenging 
1 Battleship. A battle of wits for 2 junior strat- 

egists. Players command their own fleet of 
ships—sink your opponent's fleet and win. Self- 
contained in 2 game boxes. Ages 8 and up. 
49 М 65183—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 ол... $3.86 

Concentration. Players match giít cards to 
reveal puzzle parts—first player to solve the 

puzzle wins. 60 different puzzles оп Rolomatic 
changer. For 2 to 5 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 N 65037—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz....$3.99 

Scrabble.® Spell words to score points—long- 
est words and hardest letters score the most 

points—the highest point total wins. Board, 100 
alphabet tiles, 4 racks, 2 to 4 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 М 65053—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz... .$3.98 

Parcheesi. The backgammon game of India 
that’s entertained game buffs for over a cen- 

tury. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65054—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 2 oz....$3.49 

5 Life. The Wheel of Fate takes you through 
the 3-D game of life. With skill and luck you'll 

end up a millionaire . . or on the poor farm. For 
2 to 8 junior tycoons, ages 9 and up. 
49 N 65034—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 5 oz $4.41 

Mystery Date. Just for girls . . try to assemble 
date-time attire, open the door and meet your 

mystery man. Be careful—3 dates are great but 
one is a drag. 2 to 4 girls, ages 8 and up. 
49 N 65035— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. 

The Bride Game. Girls plan the type of wed- 
ding they want—first girl to complete all the 

arrangements wins. Choose from 4 different wed- 
dings. For 2 to 4 young brides-to-be, ages 8 and up. 
49 N 6562—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 2 0z....$2.19 

Go For Broke. Spend your million dollars first 
and win the game . . it's harder than you think. 

For 2 to 5 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65619—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

$2.85 

$3.56 

Q Hoppiness. Try to get rid of your hang-ups 
and win love, friendship, faith, knowledge, 

money and health—that's how you win Happi- 
ness. For 2 to 6 happy players, ages 9 and up. 
49 N 65626—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 5 oz... .$4.41 

10 Stratego. Each of 2 generals commands his 

own army—you outwit your opponent and 

capture his flag to win the game. Ages 10 and up. 

49 N 65617—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . .$4.54 

]] Wild Life. Players safari to Africa and search 
the world over for rare wild animals to keep 

in the zoo. Teaches wildlife conservation and 
geography. For 3 to 5 players, ages 8 and ир. 
49 N 65278—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz....$5.12 

19 Double 9 Dominoes. Play more domino games 
with more players—55 large pieces in flip-top 

box. For 2 or more players, ages б and up. 
49 N 65152—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 0z.....$2.66 



FOR FAMILY FUN Exciting 11-in-1 Game Set featuring $ 1. 99 
bowling with automatic pin setter 

Fun for the whole sports-minded family . . with bowling, shuffleboard, golf, darts, checkers and more. It's great 
for parties because you can use it indoors or out. Play shuffleboard with 4 pushers and 8 discs. Dart toss has 4 
suction-cup darts and target. Bowl with two S-inch plastic balis and a steel and plastic pin setter that resets with а 
press down action. Try “Bounce the Checker", Tic-Tac-Toe, Checker-Pitch and even golf. Have a race with 4 
cars, 4 horses or 4 airplanes . . all plastic. Printed linoleum flooring is 2x12 feet long. Ages 5 and up. 
79 C 29113L—Shipping weight 15 pounds Р Set $14.99 

$975 
Automatic Pin Setter 
Bowling Game only 

Now, you can bowl at home without the trouble 
of pins flying or getting lost. Pins flip up when 
you hit them . . reset with push-down panel. 
Steel and plastic set holds 10 pins in place. Unit is 
30x14x14 inches deep. Comes with two 5-inch di- 
ameter plastic bowling balls. Ages 4 and up. 

79 С 29086L—Shipping weight 10 Ibs.* .....$9.75 

FOR FOOTBALL FANS FOR BOXING BUFFS 

2-way 

Punching Bag 
for wall or floor 

Set includes 
helmet, shoulder pad: 

jersey and pants 

Сз 3 

~ 
Hang it from the wall or 
use it as a floor puncher 
that grows with child 
adjusts from 37 to 43 in. 
high. 25 to 33-in. base wow! 

A Football Play Outfit 

that looks just like 

A : ones the Pros wear 

- $899 
Plastic helmet has double-bar face guard, foam 
rubber padded front, back, sides . . fits head sizes 
to 674. Padded plastic shoulder pads; arm straps. 
Pants of vat-dyed Sanforized* cotton twill. Jersey 
of lightweight cotton; long sleeves, hemmed bot 
tom, Red. Shoes, socks, football not included. Not 
for competitive sports. Sizes: Small (44-45 inches 
high), Medium (48-49 inches high). 
49 C 29321—Small. Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. Set $8.99 
49 C 29322—Medium. Wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. Set 899 

NFL Team Bench 

it's a storage 

chest tool 

51288 
"Sitting on the bench" isn't so bad 
when that bench has an NFL action 
picture, the NFL logo and the NFL 
team names on it. Sturdy red, white 
and blue bench of hardboard with wood 
reinforcement and aluminum tubular 
back supports. Comfortably seats two 5 
to 12-year olds. 14-inch high seat lifts 

on 31x13-inch storage space. 

79 C 90211C—Shpg. wt. 19 lbs.. ..$1288 

length. Helps develop со 
ordination and speed re. 
flexes. Steel frame with 
simulated leather, 11-in. 
bag. Wt. 9 Ibs. 
79C28511C $844 

Sparring 
Partners 

Increase boxing skill with 
soft vinyl boxing gloves 
for young "sparring part- 
ners”. Fully padded 
throughout with fabricat- 
ed hair. Strong nylon lac 
ing at the wrists. For ages 
5 to 8. Set of 4 gloves. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 
49 C 29286 ..... Set $4.66 

Regular Size and Weight Floor 
(a Football and Basketball $599 Puncher 

for twice the fun 

Red, white and blue basketball and football. 
The basketball has black striped seams; the 
rubber football has black painted laces. Both 
have reinflatable valves. Includes balls, in- 
flating needle, pump and black kicking tee. 
Fun for “little sports" ages 4 and up. 
79 C 28017C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. Set $5.99 

Adjusts from 36 to 46 
inches high. Smooth-edge 
metal base is 32'/x10 

inches wide. Durable 
baked enamel finish. 12- 
inch vinyl bag takes a 
beating. Valve needle 
79C29062C-Wt. 5 lbs.$5.44 518 [Sears] #9 
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Hobby and craft projects 
for the whole family 

ы me 

a 
Gem Workshop 

Grinds, shapes and polishes stones. . $ 1999 X 
and all in less than one hour 

From rough stones to gemstone jewelry 
Turn a rough slab of stone into 
a sparkling gem using profes- 
sional-type, 3-speed electric 
gem-making machine. Lapidary 
wheel in high impact plastic 
case has powerful !%-НР motor. 
Four interchangeable wheels 
grind and polish pre-sliced 
stones. 93 4x6Usx6* in. high 

Includes 3 grit sanding discs, 
polishing pad and polish, 12 
slabs of semi-precious stones 
such as jade and tiger eye, 5 
jewelry settings, template for 
outlining shapes and complete 
instructions. UL listed, 110-120- 
V., 60-Hz. AC. 65 w. Not recom- 
mended for ages under 10. 

Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8 oz, 
49N2231 ...........Kit $19.99 

Gradually, à rough 
slab of stone becomes 

а sparkling gem by 
grinding it to any 
shape you desire, and 
then polishing it 

Deluxe double-barrel 
Tumble Stones Kit $ 1499 

* Double tumbler can grind and polish at one time 
* Tumbler cover helps muffle tumbling noise 
Make your own jewelry or grind and polish stones 
for exhibition. 1744x13!ox. in. high electric tum- 
bler has 2 long-life plastic barrels with protective lin- 
ers to help prevent leakage. Heavy-duty motor. 
Movable dial indicates day of operation for each 
stage. Incl. 10 oz. of assorted agate rock, grinding 
grits, polish, 9 jewelry settings, instr. UL listed, 110- 
120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 20 watts, Not recommended for 
ages under 10. 
49 N 21058—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 8 oz. „Kit $14.99 

Refill Kit. Barrel, lid, agate rocks, grinding grits, pol 

ish, gemstones and 7 jewelry settings. 
49 н 21628—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. Kit $4.66 

Precious Stone Jewelry Kit 
Over 200 polished stones ^o 

ready to mount in jewelry settings 

$788 $ 

A deluxe jewelry craft kit with over 200 precious and semipre- @ 
cious stones, such as emeralds, amethysts and agates, in vari- 
ous sizes and shapes. Makes 12 finished jewelry pieces with- £ 
out grinding or polishing. All stones are completely ready to й 
glue in the free-form or inlaid settings . . cuff links, tie bar, 2 
adjustable rings, 2 brooches, 3 pendants with chain, key chain 
and bracelet with dangle. Includes glue and instructions. 
49 N 20224—Ages 8 and up. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Kit $7.88 

Gemstone Jewelry Kit 
Over 75 polished stones ready 

Des to mount in jewelry settings 

Achieve the beauty of baroque jewelry without grinding, shap: u 
ing or polishing. More than 25 jewelry-size gems and 50 minia- А 
ture gems are ready to set into free-form and inlaid jewelry. 
Glue stones in each setting . . 10 bell caps, 2 key chains, 2 
necklace chains, bracelet chain, cuíf links, tie bar and 3 cast 
ings. Kit also includes glue, complete instructions and a half 
geode of agate or crystal to display. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 2018—Shipping weight 10 ounces sesso Kit $4.88 

Scrimshaw Jewelry 
Engrave scenic designs $596 
оп ivory-look pendants 

The old art of scrimshaw is reborn in 
these polystyrene pendants that take 
on the look of ivory as you “scrim- 
shaw” any of 6 northland or sea motif 
designs to their surface. Glue die-cut 
figures to surface for added dimen- 
sion, stain in either of 2 colors and 
wax. Includes leather neck thong, 
metal chain, instructions, Three pen- 
dants: round, 2'%-in. diam.; tooth- 
shaped, 234 in. long; tear drop, 3 in. 
long. For children ages 12 and up. 
49N2103—Wt. 12 oz. ......Kit $5.96 

Quill Jewelry Set 
Make paper rolls, glaze. $497 
and mount on settings 

Make beautifully designed and use- 
ful, colorful quill jewelry that's glazed 
to protect and increase its durability. 
Set includes a variety of jewelry set- 
tings for mounting your creations . . 
earrings, pins and necklaces. Plus, 
you get plenty of colored paper, 
glaze, glue, brushes and detailed, 
easy-to-follow instructions. Ages 12 
and up, Use your phone if you want 
to order it the easiest way of all. 

Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
49N21035 ..........-.--.- 
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Bugs Bunny? Talking Alarm Clock 
helps little sleepyheads wake up every morning 

$1 435 nem 
battery 

Sold only at Sears. Hear "Bugs" say, "Eh, wake up, Doc! You asked me to call 
you—so here I am telling you it's time to wake up. No more sleeping! Get up! 
Get up you sleepyhead. When you get up, I'll go back to bed!" 
Wind-up clock has big numbers and carrot hands—so it's easy and fun to tell 

the time. High-impact styrene. 64/x7x2% in. deep. Talking mechanism requires 
1 "C" battery (order package below). Hong Kong. For ages 4 and up. 
db CE 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. $14.95 
©1974, 1975 Warner Bros. Seven Arts, inc 

49 C 46997—Package of 2 Alkaline "C" Batteries. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. ..Pkg. 1.09 

Sharpener 

454 

Keep "Bugs" on your desk, ready to sharpen your pencils. 
Starts automatically when pencil is inserted. High-impact 

batteries 

Brush up with Bugs Bunny 
battery-powered Toothbrush 

Sold only at Sears. S! 
can be wall-mounted (screws incl.). Stand 
requires 2 “D” batteries (order pkg. at 
bottom of pg.). Cord extends from carrot 
toothbrush handle to stand. High-impact 
plastic, nylon, metal. About 5x3x8 in. 
high. Toothpaste not incl. Ages 4 and up. 
Order extra toothbrushes below, 

ands by itself or 

49C51031—Hong Kong. Wt. 1 lb. ..$445 

Toothbrush Refills for above only. 
49C51037-Pkg. of 4. Wt. 1 oz. . Pkg. $1.19 

Bugs Bunny 
Toothpaste Dispenser 

$245 
Sold only at Sears. Encour- 
ages kids to brush regularly. 
No more lost caps and messy 
tubes. Just insert toothpaste 

tube (not incl.), press the 
lever and the right amount of 
toothpaste automatically dis- 
penses from below. Mount on 
any wall. Brackets, screws іп. 
cluded. High-impact plastic. 
8x2V4x3 inches deep. Hong 
Kong. Ages 4 and up. 

Shipping weight 7 oz. 
49 C 51034 $245 

Bugs Bunny Desk Accessories 

Stapler 

$445 

Just insert up to ten sheets of paper in the slot 
and push down on the "carrot" , 

.. sold only at Sears 

As “Bugs” 
. your papers 

lounges on your desk-top, he can 
remind you of the month, date and day, plus 

styrene. Uses 2 "D" batteries (order pkg. below). Safety fea- 
ture prevents operation when top is removed for emptying. 
Extra sharpener incl. 4x3x7"4 in. high. Hong Kong. 
49 C 16376—Ages 4 and up. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

512 [Sears] rove! 
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Pkg. of 2 Alkaline “l 
49 С 46996—Wt. 11 ог. . Pkg. $1.49 

are neatly stapled together. Colorful hi-impact 
styrene. Includes 1000 staples. Easily reloaded. 
Measures 4x3x7' inches high. Made in Hong 
Kong. Recommended for children ages 5 and 
up. Get this bit of Christmas shopping done— 
just dial Sears and order it right now. 
49 C 16387—Shipping weight 12 oz. .. ....$445 

keep your pencils handy. Calendar blocks can 
be arranged to show any day in any year. Pen- 
cils are held in "tree stump". Made from color- 
ful high-impact styrene and measures 
544x312x314 inches high. From Hong Kong. 
Recommended for children ages 4 and up. 
49 С 1639 1—Shipping weight 12 oz. .$3.95 



TALKING VIEW-MASTER COLOR REELS 
Reduced from our 1975 Chrisimas Book. 

Children's Stories 
49 N 1836—Alice in Wonderland 
49 N 18361—Wizard of Oz 
48 N 18321—Charlotte's Web 
49N iun Before Christmas 
49 N 18322—Pippi Longstockings 
49 N 1887—Ru lolph the Reindeer 
49 N 18314—Jack and the Beanstalk 
49 N 18383—The Christmas Story 

Cartoon Favorites 
49 N 18531—Bugs Bunny 
49N perii СЕ Brown's Summer 

un 
49 N 1851 Pope 
49 М 1855: 
49 М 1854. b eas: and the Red Baron 

NON-TALKING VIEW-MASTER COLOR REELS 

Cartoon Favorites 
49 М 17538—Beep Beep, Road Runner 
49N IS Bunny 
49 N 17514—The Flintstones 
49 N 17556—It's a Bird, Charlie Brown 
49 N 17536—Peanuts® 
49 N 17516—Popeye 
49 N 17553—Scooby Doo 
49 N 17544—Snoopy and the Red Baron 
49 N 17584—Superman 
49 N 1755—Shazam 
Children's Stories 
49 N 17321—Charlotte's Web 
49N serum Raggedy Ann and Andy 
Fairy Tal 
49N VIO Snow White 
49 N 1736 
TV Favori 
49 М 1749; 
49 N 17597—Emergency 
49 М 17554—Fat = oo. 
49 N 17586—Happ: 
49N 17507-Piaset Er the Apes 
49 N 17555—Star Trek он) 
49N 1788856 000. 000 Man 
49 N 17596—The Waltons 
virgi Favorites 

40—Bambi 
49 М 17318—Cinderella 
49 М 17517—Disney on Parade 

NOTE for both pi 

Each catalog number is 
for one 3-reel packet. 
Talking viewers and рог 
eer will accept stan 
vata reels. Talk- 

ing reels cannot be used in 
standard viewers or pro- 
jectors. See list below. 
Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

49 М 18507—Planet of the Apes 
49 М 18559—$6,000,000 Man 
49 N 18584—Superman 
49 N 18555—Star Trek 
49 N 18596—The Waltons 
piene Favorites 

49 N 18528—Micke: Моше 
49N IH outer 
49 N 18362—Winnie-! the-Pooh 
"ed States Travel 
9 М 18202— Disneyland 
rH N 18955 ——wWalt ївпеу World 
Science 
49 N 18676—Prehistoric Life 
49 N 18616—Wild Animals of the World 
New Releases for 1976 
49 N 18323—Frankenstein 
49 N 18369—Winnie-the-Pooh, Tigger, too 
49 N 18586—Happy Days 

Ssss Reduced from our 1975 
Christmas Book. 
Each catalog number 
is for one 3-reel - 
et. For all non-talking 

į View-Master viewers 
and projectors. See list 
below. Wt. 1 oz. 

17528—Mickey Mouse 
17524—Mickey Mouse Club 
17372—Peter Pan 
17362—Winnie-the-Pooh 

istmas Stories 
17383—Christmas Story 
1738—Night Before Christmas 
1787—Rudolph 

ited States Travel 
7365—Grand Canyon Nat'l Park 
717—Yosemite Nat'l Park 
732—Rocky Mountain Nat'l Park 
7855—Niagara Falls 
7648—Statue of Liberty 
7271—Mt. Rainier Nat'l Park 
7487—Mount Rushmore 
7307—Grand Teton Nat'l Park 
7309—Yellowstone Nat'l Park 
е Releases for 1976 

$2— Disney World Tomorrowland 
N 17344- Holle 1999 

344—Hollie Hobbie 
324—Dracula 

Disney characters) Walt Disney Productions, Peanuts charecters® United Feature 
Syndicate. Inc. 1966. Waltons@ 1974 Lonmar Productions. Inc. Betman® National Periodicals 

View-Master 
Library Chest 

Vie 

Meme" $297 
Organize and protect reels, standard or 
lighted View-Master viewers. 
CONSTRUCTION: Made of high-impact po- 
lystyrene in snappy red and white colors. 
Measures 854x514x514 in. deep. Holds up 
to 25 three-reel packs and viewer. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 18929—Shpg. wt. 11b. 7 oz. ..... $297 

Titah page scans by chesimaguiseledimical om 

Open up carrying case to 
USO аз viewing screen 

Was n «439 Now 5349 е 

This handy carrying case will carry 
your projector and reels. Use the inside 
of the lid as a projector screen. 
CONSTRUCTION: Оны paper fi- 

rainei berboard, woodg: finish. Mea- 
sures 512x14!2x1634 inches long. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49N 18976—Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz......53.49 

(ALL ITEMS BELOW SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

(1) Winnie-the-Pooh 
and Friends Theater 

$1 495 

Includes View-Master® Entertainer Projector. 
Standard Stereo Viewer and six full-color Reels 

“Winnie-the-Pooh j” reels 
fac of Donald Duck, Peer Pan and Mey Mouse on ei та 

HOW IT WORKS: Plug in i standard View-Mas- 
ter reel on wall or pie ae Mn ‚ Sold below, 
i) Praec in two 4 two For three-dimensional view: 

WHAT YOU GET: One rojector itu easures m 
inches mA HR nA viewer and six 3- 8х! 
reels Ын ене 

Comes in colorful gift canister. . . great for 
ELECTRICAL ШОМА Entertainer Projector is UL listed 
for 110-1 5С AC. 3 amps, 26 watts. 6-foot cord. 
12-volt ug "Not recommended for children 
under 6 years 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 18911—Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces ........ $14.95 

See Big Book or ask for details 

(2) Winnie-the-Pooh and Friends 
View-Master® Gift Pack 

$495 
View Winnie and his friends on colorful 3-dimension reels. 
EE NET 

WHAT YOU GET: ro ERE 
scenes each. All inside a colorful gift canister. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 18931—Shipping weight 11 ounces. . 

Phone ordering's а quick and easy way to buy. 

View-Master® Stereo Viewers 

Cleaned $375 | (4) antes $575 without 

ro Wome тае vi 

press lever to ер бышы ы. 
WHAT YOU GET: Опе 
standard viewer, 4 color 

ional reels. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
опремено 

ounces. 
18903 8375 

(5) Talking View-Master® 

$1174 zz 
alive with easy-to-understand 

to change scene. HOW IT WORKS: Just insert " 
reel, then bar to switch WHAT YOU GET: One plastic 

i 12! audios шшен 
7 ie ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed M ee ОЕТ: Опе абс {ог 110-120-v. 0-H. A viewer pom 

high in canister (not Shown) 120w. 6%. 
and 1 reel and record. Coe 6. 

FOR AGES: 4 years and up. FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 

ORDERING INFO: ORDERING INFO: 
MC" batteries, not 49 N 18927—Wt. 5 Ibs. .028.88 

Bulb. 
wt. 1 Ib. 14 
4 un 49 М 18961—Wt. 3 oz. . 

T Screen. Steel n 'abletop 

3lbs. .. 84.99 



Winnie-the-Pooh 
Magnetic Chalkboard 

CONSTR.: Sturdy red plastic with blue 
magnetic chalkboard: Mount on wa f 4 when you buy 

ardware not incl.) or stand by itself wit Desk 
2 snap-on/off les Chalk, eraser. 14x20 in. = (1) with (2) 
includes 8 magnetizet innie-the-Poo! 

characters, also sold separately below. Samui $2 698 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. im totai *28.98 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 1608—Wt. | Ib. 12 oz. $4.95 

Winnie-the-Pooh Magnetic Characters 
Magnetized vinyl. Hold pictures on refrig- 
erator or play with them on any metal sur- 
face. Winnie-the-Pooh, Tigger, Eeyore and 
the rest of the gang. 8 in all. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 16084—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $1.95 

without Reverse side 
books i$ magnetic 

(1) Old-fashioned Blackboard (2) Schoolhouse style Desk 

Giant Activity Chest $699 Provides hours of creative play for children Resembles classic old-time school desk 

i i CONSTR.: All wood with one side black chalkboard, mag- CONSTR.: Hardboard and wood. Maple finish 

грн ДЕЙ ТА ч coloring Машаа я netic surface on reverse. Built-in shelf 23¥2x11% in. with dark pine trim on desk and seat of matching 

Two Sesame Street short stories, How to DIMENSIONS: Boards 18x24 іп. Stands 17x25¥9x42 in. stool. Even has a chalk rail and inkwell. Height 
Be A Crouch and Sherlock Hemlock. Also high. of stool from floor 12 in. Top of desk lifts to re- 
a Walt Disney Frame Tray puzzle, magic ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: 36 magnetic letters, chalk, veal wipe-oíf crayon surface and storage area, 
slate and stylus, animal domino set, six wipe-off crayons and eraser. 14х17 in. Wipe-off top 934х183% i 

easy lacing cards and finally a 71-game set FOR AGES: 4 years and up. DIMENSIONS; Desk 27x1874x21%4 in. high. 
includinj ing achisi, Ten Pins, Fox and Geese, ORDER INFO: Partially assembled, instr., hardware incl. ACCESSORIES INCL.: Crayons, eraser, chalk, 
Spin and Throw, Skill Shoot. 79 C 16018C—Shipping weight 11 Ibs......... $13.99 _ Slate, watercolor palette, brush, paper. 3 

FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 5 oz. Old-fashioned Blackboard (1) and Desk «а ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr., hdw. incl. 
49 C 1680 Chest $6.99 Ә.С 1602C2— Shipping weight 25 Ibs. .....Set $28.98 — 79 C 16513C—Shpg. wt. 14 lbs... 

$349 

(3) 2-sided (4) Take-me- 
Standing Along 

Chalkboard Activity Box 

CONSTR.: Composition | CONSTRUCTION 
i chalkboard, blue оп oneside Peg chest is made of 

and black on the other. Alu- wood and hardboard 
minum tubular legs for sta- with blue chalkboard 

| bility, wood frame and tray. that slides out. 
rz Tray painted with alphabet. DIMENSIONS: 
13} DIMENSIONS: 17x23-inch  15%4x1414x17⁄4 in. high. 

board. Height 41 inches. ACCESSORIES INCL 
NE ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: сык. eraser, pegs and 

Big Box Activity Set $599 

CONTENTS: Stencil set, 2 coloring books, 
stick "ems book, 2 paint-without-paint 
books, 3 arrow dot-to-dot booklets, 3 sew- 
ing cards with laces, 3 tracing cards, 2 reco- 
lor cards, pad of drawing paper, pad of 
tracing paper, box of crayons, pencil, paint 
brush, water cup, scisso: $ 99 Box of chalk and eraser. L 

pem 3 to? Sann 7 FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. FOR AGES: 3 to 8 yrs. 

ORDER INFO: Shpe. wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz. Flip and write ORDERING INFORMATION Not for ages under 3 

49C 16218..... Set $5.99 on other side Sent partly assembled; in- due to small parts. 
structions, hardware incl. ORDERING INFO: 

Shipping weight 6 Ibs. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. 
506 79 C 16081C $7.99  49C 1605 $3.49 

Саша nade scans by cieisiias-narselecimical соп 



Build and rebuild buildings, 
airports and bridges with 

snap-together Girder 
апа Panel Sets 

Building Sets for 
Columns snap} Panels 

together snap on 

(1) Girder and Panel 
World Famous 
Buildings Sets 

Design a 3-foot tower with 
the 700-piece set. 

700-piece Set 
SET INCLUDES: Ке 
elevator with hand operat 

e a" Conveyor 
, n belt moves 

hoist, 700 plastic beams, col- 
umns and vinyl windows. 
Three 6x12-inch hardboard 

2 bases, project book. 
FOR AGES: 7 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassem- 
bled. Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 
49 N 16302 ..Set $17.95 

440-piece Set 
SET INCLUDES: 440 plastic 
beams, columns and vinyl 
window panels. Two 6x12- 
inch hardboa: , proj- 
ect booklet. Elevator is not 
included. 
FOR AGES: 7 and up. 

ORDER INFO: Unassem- 
bled. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 16306 ....Set $9.99 

Elevator 
with hoist 

(2) International Airports 
Set with jet plane and 
working conveyor belt 

345-pc. Set 

Commonwealth $1 195 (2) Girder and Panel 
UN Promenade ^ Lever Bros. International 

Building Building а Airports Set 
London M Chicago. = Build replicas of a big city Fran ; is oe airport like New York, Lon- 
E < don, San Francisco or Chi- 

(1) World Famous 4 ] cago. . . then put it into 
Buildings Sets Р с ration. Land the big jet 

А, ~ lane on the runway, taxi 700-pc. Set 440-рс. Set - bver to the terminal and 
$1 195 $999 load the cargo onto the 

working conveyor belt. with elevator | without elevator 
SET INCLUDES: A cargo 
conveyor belt that really 

‚ Jet plane, control 
tower, radar scope and min- 
iature. figures. Plus you get 
345 plastic girder, vinyl 
panel pieces that snap to- 
ether. Two 6x12-inch hard- 

rd bases. Project booklet 
included. 
FOR AGES; 7 and up. 

ORDER INFO: Unassem- 
bled. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 8 oz. 
49N 16743 ..Set $11.95 

(3) Girder and Panel 
Bridge and 
Highway Set 

Build your own bridge and 
BO +; use with 
“MATCHBOX®" or Hot 
Wheels® vehicles (not in- 
cluded, sold on pages 558- 
560). 
SET INCLUDES: 400 plastic 
р columns, braces, 15 

t of roadway track, signs, 
lights, stop lights and in- 
structions. 
FOR AGES: 7 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassem- 
bled. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 16296 . Set $10.99 

(3) Bridge and Highway Set 400-pc. set 
Use with "MATCHBOX"€ or $1099 

Hot Wheels® vehicles (not incl.) 

TINKER TOYS SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
Build bridges, towers, even vehicles . 

spools and wheels make your designs mobile CANSTRUCTION* CANLINKS* 
{Motorized | 400 pece | 250-piece $09 5 | $197 

"pc. 

$1499 | $999 | $799 geri 
Don't throw those empty beverage cans away! 

тайап page scans by diaman луй не иса com 

SET INCLUDES: Wooden rods m idea 
k with easy-to-follow, color-keyed diagrams. 

Includes storage bag. 
FOR AGES: 3 care and up. hed Cp ee not 

children under 3 years of age. 
ORDERING SNEGRMATION Comes unassembled. 
500-pc. set uses 2 "D" batteries, not included; order 

a9N N 18162-2205: S Wc ilti $38 
"D" Batteries. Package of б. 
49 N 46995—Shpg. wt. ТЯ 4oz.....Pkg. $1.87 

сааи Canlinks$ sets provide you with 
IE ink: " Td e to ране vehicles, 
furniture and bui empty 'age cans. 
No tools are 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic links to connect cans. Illus- 
trated idea booklet. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. 

110-piece Set 
49 N 16163—Shpg. wt. 11b.4oz. ..... Set $9.97 

35-piece Set 
1616—Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. -Set $3.97 



РВОМСК 
DGAJE 2 

BABY DOLLS 

(1 thru 6) These baby dolls have soft cotton bodies, to make 
them almost as cuddly as real babies. 1, 2, 5 and 6 are stuffed with 
polyurethane foam; 3, urethane foam and 4, shredded cotton clip- 
pings. Vinyl faces, arms, legs. Open/close eyes. Rooted hair. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
(1), 24-in. tall Big Beautiful Baby. Cries "Mama." Blue dotted 
swiss dress with lace-trimmed nylon tricot 89 Lace-trimmed 
bonnet matches dress. Panties and white booties. Blue eyes and 
blond hair. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
79 C 31736C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces $27.99 

(2) 23-іп. tall Stellina. White acrylic jacquard knit dress with lit- 
tle blue flowers. Her matching bonnet is knit in the same pattern. 
Panties and white booties. Brown hair, blue eyes. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 C 31739C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces $24.99 

(3) 17%in. tall Baby Boo Hoo. Oh! Poor baby . . . take away 
her pacifier and she cries. 3-pc. white acrylic knit outfit trimmed in 
blue with flowers. Blond hair, long lashed blue eyes. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 1 “AA” battery, not incl. order pkg. below. 
49 C 31746—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces .. $16.99 
49 C 46339— "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 4. Wt. 202. .....Pkg. 1.19 
(4) 18% in. tall Baby Toodles. Pink cotton dress and bonnet. 
White trim. White panties and booties. Blond hair, blue eyes. 

NG INFORMATION 
31735— Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces ........$10.97 

(B) 15-in. tall Nanette. White acrylic knit dress and bonnet, 
trimmed in red. Flower trim on bonnet ties. White leggings. Blond 
hair, brown eyes. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 31737—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce ...,$13.99 

(6) _18-їп. tall Michele. Soft acrylic white and aqua stripe knit 
outfit. Matching booties. White panties. Includes white apron with 
beautiful trim. Chestnut hair, blue eyes. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

* 79 C 31738C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ...............918.99 



Tyco HO-scale 
Electric Trains 

Big 8-unit Freight with piggyback 529°? 
trailer set and auto carrier 

1 Lighted 4-6-2 locomotive and tender. Boxcar, hopper, flatcar 
and auto carrier. Piggyback flatcar with 2 trailers, truck cab, 

depot and caboose. Plastic and metal, 45x36-inch oval layout 
(13 track sections, rerailer). UL listed power pak, with circuit 
breaker, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle АС. 
49 N 97063—Shipping weight 6 pounds «+ $29.99 

6-unit Diesel Freight with $ 97 
dump car and piggyback set 23 

2 Alco Century 430 diesel with operating headlight. Includes re- 
frigerator car, remote control dump car set and dumping bin, 

piggyback flatcar with 2 trailers and trackside terminal; loaded 
flatcar, caboose, Metal and plastic, 14 track sections for oval 45x36- 
inch layout. UL listed power pak with circuit breaker. 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. 
49 N 97062— Shipping weight 5 pounds 4 ounces. ........... $23.97 

Remote control dump 
car set with (2) 

4-unit Diesel Freight *1 99 
with auto carrier 7 

An excellent starter set. Lighted diesel. “S0-foot” boxcar, auto 
carrier and 6 autos, 8-wheel caboose. Metal and plastic. Circular 

track (12 pieces), 36-in. diameter. Terminal track included. UL 
listed power pak with circuit breaker. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 N'97064—Shipping weight 4 рошпдв..................... $17.99 

Piggyback Set with 
trailers, truck cab, 

racks, and trackside 
depot with (1), (2) 

Lifelike HO-scale 
Railroad Town comes 
complete with track . . 

separates for storage 

17, 99 without train, 4 transformer 

A beautifully painted landscaped layout that the young 
railroader can arrange as he likes. Four-piece poly- 
styrene base separates for storage. Set includes 46x48- 
inch layout, track for complete over-and-under right-of 
way. Roadbed materi: x trees, three buildings, over 50 
hand-painted pieces of scenery (signs, poles, etc.), lichen 
for making bushes. Path material, track nails, instructions. 
Shipped by freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 Н 96062N—Shipping weight 9 pounds $24.99 

Finished layout sections stack 
comes apart. . for easy storage 

512 [Sears] Jas" 
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Board Games 

3 Landslide. Now everyone can run for presi- 
dent. Map strategy, win states, manipulate 

millions of popular votes to gather the most elec- 
toral votes and win. 3 or 4 players, ages 9 and up. 
49 N 65625—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz... .$3.77 

14 Masterpiece. Try to outbid your opponents 
at an international art auction. You many get 

а million-dollar painting for a bargain or blow a 
fortune on a forgery. Richest player at the end 
wins. For 3 to 6 players, ages 9 and up. ES eal Uve раза 
49 N 65286—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz.. .$3.52 Sel in a fitted, blue plastic case 

5 Risk. Conquer the world and win. Players con- 
trol armies that sweep across foreign territor- 

ies, capturing as they go. А game of military 
strategy for 3 to 6 players, ages 10 and up. 
79 Н 65147C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . . $6.08 

( 16 and 17 ) Monopoly. Buy, sell and swap real 
estate. . bankrupt your opponents. Ages 8 and up. 

Monopoly (not shown). For 2 to 8 players. 

49 N 65039—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz... . $3.48 
(j Deluxe Monopoly. Keep game organized with 

partitioned plastic try. For 2 to 10 players. 

79 Н 6501C—Shipping weight 4 pounds... . .$6.13 

1] Super Deluxe Monopoly. Extra-sturdy play 
ing board in deluxe plastic case that doubles 

as storage for playing pieces. For 2 to 10 players 
49 N 65724—Shipping weight 6 lbs. 4 oz.. $13.38 

18 Sorry- Classic pursuit game of skill and luck 
with rules that give children an equal chance 

to win. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up 
49 N 65052—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . . $3.47 

Dealer's Choice. Each player's a hard-nosed 
used car dealer . . bid on 24 cars, consult Blue 

Book, haggle over deals and try to destroy oppo- 
nents' cars. For 3 to 6 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 N 65623— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 ог.... $3.62 

20 Square Off. Race your opponent by sliding 
tiles together to form an unbroken line from 

center to edge number. For 2 players, ages 9 and up. 

49 N 65627—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $4.23 

21 The Black Experience. Trace the progression 
of Black people and their contributions in 

America. Education for 2 to 6 players of all ages. 
49 N 65578— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. $2.94 

29 Afro-American History Mystery Game. 
Travel the course of Black history by piecing 

together 4 historical puzzles and answering ques- 
tions from 28 cards. For 2 to 4 players of all ages. 
49 N 6546—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $4.58 
99 Aggravation. Players move 4 marbles around 

board trying to get home and send opponents 

back to start. 2 to 6 players, ages 6 and up . 

49 N 65036—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz... .$2.44 

94 Split-level Aggravation. Exciting chase on 2 
levels, For 2 to 6 players, ages 6 and up. 

49 N 65719—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz... . $3.75 

Cutioü pane scans bw chaisinas-dnasebeciwicl com 
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You control every move on this 

Family Cup Hockey. You're in the thick of th 
and twirl rods to skate, d shoot at th 

me is as solidly-built and as beautifully-fini 
furniture. Automatic indicator p 
indicator down to eject 
pucks. Stands 34 inches 
79 C 65836N— Partly as: 

Soccer without legs 

SOCCER Kick. . block. . tend goal 

. control every player 

With legs. World's biggest spectator sport, now 
yours on a 37'/,x19%/,in. field. Push, pull and 
twirl the rods as 2 teams battle h has 11 
colorful 3-D players. Wood playing field is 30/4 
in. high . . metal legs fold for storage. 2 nets, 
score indicators, 2 soccer balls. Ages 7 and up 
79 C 65631L—From Italy. Wt. 17 Ibs. 
Soccer without legs. Two 
each on 22x13¥/,-inch wood field, 1 soccer ball. 
79 C 65622C— From Italy. Wt. 6 Ibs. $8.79 

Catalog page scans by christm т 

$4999 
48x30-inch Game-room Hockey Table 

action as you push, pull 

to show goal scored . . pus 
net. Three fast-action rolle 

motor carrier or express 

zoal. This table-height 
hed as a piece of 

DAY-NITE $2 499 
ELECTRIC FOOTBALL 

You control direction of 22 men on 

floodlighted, 40x25-inch hardboard field 

Use dial on the base of every player to "program" them to 
move individually left, right or forward. Watch as blocking 
forms and the "hole" opens . . run your halfback through with 
Play Action Control rod as defensive opponent moves line- 
backer up for the tackle. Ea has eleven 3-D players 
plus quarterback for passing, kicking. With grandstand, score 
board. 32 s fold. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
Uses 2 a "һа! ‚ order pkg. on page 525. 
79 C 658381. ng weight 15 pounds ......... $24.99 

: [Sears 
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Pottery Wheel Workshop $2499 
Make ceramic ware in your own home . . unique potters’ clay. 
paints and glaze air dry at room temperature . . no kiln needed 

Shape pottery on plastic, 5-in. diam. pottery wheel with variable speed 
motor, Apply glaze for a shiny finish. Clay, paint, glaze can also be 
dried in your home oven. Incl, 2 lbs. potters’ clay, four ¥-oz. jars acryl- 
ic paint, glaze, 6 shaping tools, calipers, sponge, brush, instructions, UL 
listed, 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 65 w, 6-ft. cord. Not for ages under 10. 
79 м 2108 1C —Shipping weight 7 pounds MON TT A Kit $24.99 

Refill Kit. Four pounds of potters' clay, four !-ounce jars acrylic paint, 
two *4-ounce jars glaze and paint brush. 
49 N 21082—Shipping weight 5 pounds... . У Kit $5.99 

Pre-assembled plastic 
Horse Replicas 

Bj Justin Morgan Had a Horse. Set includes softbound, historical book 
by Marguerite Henry and a 7! inch horse reproduction. 

49 м 20167—Ages 4 and up. Shipping weight 2 ibs. . Set 95.99 

6 Arabian Horse Family. Three horses ranging in size from 41 to 814 
in. tall. Follow their exciting historical outline on the box. 

49N 20168—Ages 4 and up. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. Set $5.99 

Т Brighty of the Grand Canyon. Set includes softbound, historical book 
by Marguerite Henry and a 6-in. tall donkey reproduction. 

49 н 20204—Ages 4 and up. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 ог... Set $5.99 

8 Quarter Horse Family. Three horses ranging in size from 4% to 6 in. 
tall. Follow their exciting historical outline on the box. 

49 N 20203—Ages 4 and up. Shipping weight 1 Ib, Soz. ........ Set $6.99 

—r——Ó— 

Ceramicast Figure Kits ^" $844 +! 
Just pour casting mix in mold and 

it dries at room temperature 
(1 thru 4) Mold figures and finish them with acrylic paint and glaze, no 
kiln is needed. Includes 3 Ibs. casting mix, four 13-02. jars acrylic paint, 
®еог. jar glaze, 2 brushes, shaping tool, mixing cup and instructions. 
] Raggedy Ann and Andy®. Molds for 8 poses of Raggedy Ann, Andy 

49 N 21048—Ages 10 and up. Shipping weight 8 lbs. Kit $8 44 

2 L'il Critters. Two molds for frogs, turtles, owls, mushrooms, 4 vases 

49 N 20174—Ages 10 and up. Shipping weight 11 Ibs. Kit $11.44 

3 Animal Kit. Molds for dog, cat and horse. Ages 10 and up. 

49 N 2103 1—Shipping weight 6 pounds 4 ounces Kit 98.44 

4 Miniatures-Figurines. Three molds for farm animals, baseball and (еп. 
nis players, doctor and nurse and a boy and girl walking on a fence. 

79 М 21049C—Ages 10 and up. Shipping weight 17 Ibs. Kit $15.99 

Refill Kit. 2! Ibs, casting mix, 4 jars acrylic paint, glaze. 3 brushes. 

Kit $4.66 49 N 21033—Shipping weight 3 Ibs 
NOTE: Ceramic ware on this ¢ 

Paint-by-number Ceramic Figures $399 
(9 thru 12 ) Get professional-looking results just by painting these adora- 
Ме little knickknacks, Each is made from genuine kiln-fired ceramic bisque. 
They're completely ready for you to paint with four 116-02. and eight %-oz. 
jars of colorful, non-toxic acrylic paint. Each figure stands 9 inches tall. 
From “Touch Down" Football Player to “Pom Poms” Cheerleader . . 
they're a perfect gift for aspiring sports buffs ages 10 and up. Mexico. 

(9) 49 N 20212—“Touch Down” Football Player. Wt. 1 Ib. 8oz. .Kit $3.99 
(10) 49 N 20213—"Hat Trick" Hockey Player. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Kit 399 
(11) 49 N 20214—"Hot Shot" Basketball Player. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог. ...Kit 3.99 
(12) 48 N 20215—"Pom Poms” Сһеегі Kit 3.99 
Raggedy Ann andAndy® ^ © Bobbs Merrill Co. 



Shine up with Bugs Bunny? 
Shoe Shine Kit 

$445 

Sold only at Seers. Shining your shoes can be 
lots of fun. "Bugs' " face smiles up from each 
brush. Watch his big, crazy eyes bounce up and 
down as you brush back and forth. Box holds 
everything kids need for shoe care: 2 brushes, 2 
daubers, 1 brown and 1 black polish, 1 polish- 
ing cloth. Styrene box doubles as footrest. 
TV4xAVax6* іп. deep, Ages 4 and up. 
49C51042—Hong Kong. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 02. ..$445 
Bugs Bunny 1974, 1975 Warner Bros. 
Seven Arts. Inc. 

Bugs Bunny 
AM Radio 

ái 
battery 

Sold only at Sears. "Bugs" makes a great AM ta- 
ble radio, or just carry it with attached strap. 
High-impact plastic. 34/2x3/2x6" inches high. Ear- 
phone included. Get the Bugs Bunny stapler, 
Sharpener and calendar (on facing page) for a most 
unique desk set. Solid state. Requires one 9-volt 
battery (order package above right). Ages 3 to 10. 
Made in Hong Kong. 
49 C 16402— Shipping weight 13 ounces . . .... $7.95 

арп Dao эсап ty ЫЫЫ EONA cont 

E, » Sing 

without 
battery 

Sold only at Sears. Sing along with your favorite radio songs and hear your voice come right out of the 

radio. Solid state AM radio tunes by moving Bugs Bunny’s arm to point out the desired station. Carrot- 

shaped microphone has a self-contained volume control and а 10-ft. long cord. Use as radio alone or 

switch lets you choose between singing with radio or using as a public address system. Includes an 

earphone for private listening. Colorful high-impact plastic case has a hideaway handle. Requires one 

9-volt battery (order pkg. below). Measures 234x71 
49 C 51045—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces ...... 

49 C 46993—Package of two 9-volt Batteries. Shipping weight 4 ounces 

Snoopy 
AM Radio 

95 ТАРА 
battery 

Sold only at Sears. Everyone's favorite puppy, 
Snoopy, on this AM radio. Includes earphone 
and attached carrying strap. Colorful high-im- 
pact plastic. 35%х3%х6%2 in, high. Solid state. 
Requires one 9-volt battery (order pkg. above). 
For ages 3 and up. Hong Kong. Phone ordering's 
a quick and easy way to buy it. 
49 C 16442—Shipping weight 13 02... ..$7.98 
Peanuts character United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 1966 

ах7 in, high. Ages 4 and up. Made in Hong Kong. 
...81495 

Pkg. $1.09 

Winnie- 
the-Pooh 
AM Radio 

$795 
battery 

Sold only at Sears. Winnie-the-Pooh will sit enjoy- 
ing some “hunny” while you enjoy listening to this 
AM radio. Colorful high-impact plastic radio comes 
with earphone and carrying strap. Measures 
3Vax3vax6Va inches high. Solid state. Requires one 
9-volt battery (order package above). Recommend- 
ed for children ages 3 and up. Made in Hong Kong. 
49 С 16431—Shipping weight 13 ounces .$795 

PBLCOM KOGAEL 



it's likea E 
TV Screen SK 
more than one 

can view 

At thislow price you 
get a Rear-screen Projector plus 
a Standard Viewer and 4 Reels 

HOW ІТ WORKS: Plug in tabl rear-screen insert 
see lever to hange pre жы View Master 

scene. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic rear-screen projector, 13x7Vax8V4 inches 
high. Plastic -l viewer. Plus 4 exciting reels: Superman, Bat- 
man, Aqua Man and Wonder Woman. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Projector is UL listed for 110-120-volt, 50/60-Hz. 
AC. 3 amps. 26 watts. 6-foot cord. Not recommended for ages under 6. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 1894—Shipping weight 3 pounds 10 ounces . ......... 919.95 

Little Learners® 
Flashbrite™ Projector 

Doesn't need batteries. . . 
simply turn the crank. 

Reel with 14 scenes 

$799 

HOW IT WORKS: Turn crank to 
project bright, clear pictures 
. . . doesn't need batteries. Pic- 
tures turn automatically as you 
operate. Each picture has its 
own copy. Will also project 
non-talking View-Master reels. 
WHAT YOU GET: One high-im- 
pact plastic Flashbrite genera- 
tor projector. . . measures 
754x754x514 inches high. One 
reel with 14 scenes included. 
Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION; 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 М 1658 .... $7.99 

Phone ordering's a quick 
and easy way to buy. 

18255 [Sears] 513 
You can order items on pages 423 to 598 

from now until SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 

Citai рабе scans by йанда нае аа con 



Activity Desks and Easels 

At a very low price, 
yet this Activity Table 

includes materials 

The dual-purpose board top can be used as a 
chalkboard or work surface for your child. 
CONSTRUCTION: Wood, hardboard and tubu- 
lar steel construction. Slide-out blue chalk- 
board lifts to reveal pegboard. Red trim. 
27%4x15%x20% inches high. 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: Chalk, eraser, mal- 
let and pegs. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. Not for ages under 3 
due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. In- 
structions, hardware included. 
79 C 16503C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. .......58.88 

A Оре eam and create. Little Learners activity tables pro- 
Play materials fit neatly into the handy storage shelves 

on the side. Extra space under the table. Blue chalkboard tops slide to Provide easy access to storage or flip over to wipe-off crayon surface. 
Ives. 

CONSTRUCTION: Wood and hardboard. Lacquer paint finish. Plastic 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: Tray of five watercolors, brush, box of 
chalk, eraser, box of wipe-off crayons and art paper. Double 
two each. Single table; one of each. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled . . . assembly instr., hardware incl. 
(1) Single Table. (Has 2 de not 3 as shown.) 
DIMENSIONS: 25x18%4x22 inches high. Seat height 12 inches. 
79 C 1673C—Shipping weight 10 pounds . $1299 
(2) Double Table. Lets 2 children work together, doubles their fun. 
DIMENSIONS: 50x 1812x21 inches high. Seat m т 12 inches. 
79 C 16035C—Shipping weight 18 pounds . . $19.99 

=) (1) апа (2) Activity Desks with seats, materials 

(3) thru (5) Easels with painting, drawing materials 
(3) Tripod Easel with one work surface 
CONSTRUCTION: Blue chalkboard mounted on wood tripod legs. 
Folds for Wood chalk rail. Natural finish. 
DIMENSIONS: 20x15-in. board. 38 i in. high open. 40 in. closed. 
ACCESSORIES INCL.: Crayons, palette card with watercolors, bros: 4 
tempera paints, 8 sheets of drawing paper, chalk, clips, eraser. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, hardware included. 
79C 167 19C асоб, nen h M REPE nr $777 

(4 апа 5) Adjustable-height Easels with two work surfaces 
lue and grooved chalk trays on each side let you set the height for each side independently to fit a tall or short child. 

CONSTRUCTION: All wood a chalk tray, natural pii provides a steady work surface. blue chalkboard work suríaces. 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: OR ei eiu watercolors, brushes, jars of 
tempera paints, mixing pans, art paper, box of chalk, box of crayons, 
erasers and clips. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 

(4) Easel with two work surfaces 
DIMENSIONS: 16x24-inch boards. Overall height 42746 inches. 
ORDER INFO: Ui [ичине жд: 
әс T6219 Spr ei ге en ie 912.88 
(5) Deluxe Easel with storage trays and two work surfaces 
DIMENSIONS: 20x24-inch boards. Overall height of 52 inches. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled; ынде, instructions and hardware incl — 
79 С 16205L—Shipping weight 18 pounds ........... .$19.99 

Dual Work 
Surface Easel 

$1288 

Deluxe Easel with 
‘Storage Trays 

Sp +1999 

Сарой раш scans by cities marte facil oben 



Master Erector® 
Our bii 900-piece Set 

Ё ота. 2-way hoist 
— „ , TE and 16 extra-wide girders 

Junior Erector® 
4 20-piece Set, 
«speed motor 

$2999 zi 

250-piece Set. 
ied motor 

$1995 zs. 

ERE стов 

Extra-wide 
Giant Girders™ Powermatic 

motor battery case 6. ci 
with 3-speed 

motor 
$3999 (4thru 7) Erector® Sets with battery-powered motors and heavy-duty tires. 

SETS INCL: 20x30-in. vinyl blueprint, instruction booklet and assorted Erector hard- 
ware including: tools, pulley leys, plates, axles, nuts, bolts and a variety of girders. 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel hardware, metal and plastic motors, plastic tires. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipped unassembled. Order from chart below. Motors 
require batteries, not incl., see chart for size, EO below. 

iui LE] ee 
Power Unis 

[ao N 16813) 3 |. | $19.95 
s [49 N 16821| 5 | 8 

625 pcs |49 N 16832| 7 

without 
Hammerheac batteries 

crane 

Save ‘1 Assorted 
Hardware [Meter 

Builder [| speed when you buy Storage Chest with any 
Erector® Set (4 thru 7) at right 

Chest $799 | $699 with any 
alone set above 

Plastic Storage Chest. For Erector sets (4 
thru 7) at right. 17x6x8 inches. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 
49 N 1685—Chest alone 
Chest with any Set above 

Master С] | -5peed| 2 

Pkg. $1.19 
Pkg. 1.39 

WHAT YOU GET 
35 or 1 10 plastic links 

= 

‘inthe paod cane by dia наоса Com 



(7) 16-іп. tall Nenuco. Give her a bottle and she 
drinks and wets. Squeeze her left arm . . . she makes bub- 
bles. Fully jointed. Vinyl. Open/close eyes. Blond rooted 
hair. 2-pc. playsuit. Includes plastic potty. Imported. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 31663—Shipping weight 2 Ibs.9 oz..........$12.49 
(8) 6-pc. Play Clothes for Nenuco. Incl. pcs. shown. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 32538—Shipping weight 8 oz. .$3.99 

(9) 10-pc. Nightwear for Nenuco. Incl. pcs. shown. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 32546—Shipping weight 9 ounces ........ .$4.99 

(10) 17-in. tall First Love. Fully poseable doll has twist 
and turn waist. Baby soft vinyl skin. Open and close blue 
eyes. Blond combable hair. Cotton blue dress with lace trim. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 5 years. 
49 C 31745—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz. $11.66 
(11) 14-in. tall Mama Baby Doll. Cries "Mama". Drinks, 
wets. Fully jointed doll with polyethylene body; vinyl arms, 
legs and face. Open/close eyes; blond rooted hair. Beige 
christening gown, matching hat, panties. With pillow. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 31678—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. .2...811.49 
(12) 11-in. tall Sweet Tender Touch. She drinks from 
her ome and wets. Soft one-pc. polyurethane foam filled 

Blond rooted hair. Open and close eyes. Pink crawler 
and | bonnet. Imported. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 years and a 
49 C 31673—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. 5.79 

(13) 13-рс. Wardrobe for Sweet Tender Touch. In- 
cludes all pieces shown in illustration above. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 32508— Shipping weight 5 ounces 53.99 

(14) Two-in-one Convertible Bassinet-Carry Case. Snap 
юр lid open for bassinet with handles, or use as а 
table. Closed is a carry case with strap. Vinyl covered. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Fits dolls up to 17 in. Ий. 
49 C 3238 1—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. . 5.99 

(15) 39-рс. Baby Care Set. Ind. matin. P vinyl 
bag, 3-in-1 plastic nursery tray plus all pieces sh: 
FOR AGES: ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 years. Taare 
49 C 33701—Shipping weight 14 ounces ....... Set $5.99 
NOTE: Colors and fabrics may vary from outfits shown. 

баа Dane scans by citimat ees сый 
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Unload flatcar at 
automatic depot 

Tyco 9-unit HO Train Set 
Complete with track and $ 39? 
freightyard equipment 

‘This beautifully detailed Penn Central freight with auto- 
matic accessories will thrill any young engineer. Set 
includes powered and dummy: diesels, log car, box car, 
piggyback car, 2 loaded flat cars, hopper car, and caboose. 
Gate, freight depot, bridge and trestle, signs, poles, 2 
switches. 29 pieces track for 4x5-foot layout. UL listed 
power pack. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 Н 97061C—Shipping weight 11 pounds,....... . $39.99 

Empty the log car at 
remote control dump 

HO Locomotives 
and Railroad Cars 
1 CUT $1.12. Lighted GP 20 

Diesel Locomotive. Smooth 
operating dyna-balanced 5 
pole motor, nylon gears. 

Styrene. 
49 N 96032-Wt. 14 oz. $8.87 

2-6-2 "Prairie" Loco and 
Tender. Operating head- 

light. Shpg. wt. 14 ол. 
49 N 96031 514.99 

Log Tronsport. Realistic 
wooden logs held with 

metal link chain. 
49 N 96033—Wt. 3 oz.. ..$1.49 

Flatcar with Load. De- 
tailed car toting realistic 

tractors. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 96034. +. $149 

Piggyback Set. Flatcar 
with 2 trailers, truck cab, 

terminal. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 
49 N 96036. . Set $3.49 

6 Remote Control Log Dump 
Set. Working car, logs, bin, 

operating track. Wt. 10 oz. 

49 М 96035...... ..$5.99 

Citali pagi scans by ннан com 

Unload “piggyback” 
at truck terminal 

Crossing gate drops 
as train approaches. 

Priced to be 

SOMETHING SPECIAL Wes $9. 

HO Layout Accessories add fun and 

realism to miniature railroadin; 

Lighted Freight Station. | — 
Trackside structure with |. 

realistic old wood design. 
Hand painted. Includes 
workers and cargo. 
49 N 96037-Wt. 8 oz. $4.99 

8 Operating Crossing 
Gate. Safety gate drops 

as train approaches, raises 
after all cars clear. Auto- 
matic. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 96038... .$4.99 

Extra Track, Switches 

Convert basic layouts to a 
variety of shapes, sizes. 

Q Straight Track. 9-in. sec- 
tions. Pkg. of 4. 

49N9903-Wt. 3 oz. Pkg. 99c 

10 Served Track. 18-in. _ 
radius. Pkg. of 4. f 

49N9912-Wt. 3 oz. Pkg. 99c 

11 Remote Control Switch. 
49 N 9901—Left turn. 

49 N 9902—Right turn, 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz, Each $3.97 
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Voice of the Mummy t 
4 Séance 

j ‘THE VOICE FROM THE GREAT BEYO 

EIN Ne 

~. BARNABAS 
» COLLINS 

1 Seance. Attend а seance at the mansion of the 
late Uncle Everett. His spirit voice dictates 

each player's inheritance—you inherit the most 
money to win. Uses 1 “D” battery, order pkg 
below, right. For 2 or more players, ages 7 and up. 
49 N 65632—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . . .$8.99 

Q Barnabas Collins. Junior vampires build glow- 
in-the-dark skeletons—first one to finish his 

skeleton wins. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65455—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. $2.85 

3 Ка»Ваіа. Foretells the future with Tarot cards 
and the ever-searching, glow-in-the-dark eye 

and game board. For 2 players, ages 8 and up. 
79 N 65169C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $4.97 

Manhunt. Junior detectives visit the scene of 
the crime, witnesses, crime lab and fingerprint 

files. Computer programs action, probe and scan- 
ner provide clues. The first detective to crack the 
case wins. Uses 1 “Р” battery, order package at 
right. 2 to 6 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 N 65624—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 3 ог.......$4.99 

514 [Sears] њсомк 

Cutilon pane чосу ээгинин ке 

5 Which Witch? Ghoulish Gertie, Wanda the 
Wicked and Glenda the Good control your 

destiny as you race through rooms on your way to 
the charmed circle. 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65564—Shipping weight 3 pounds $3.15 

Screech. Turn his topknot and owl’s eyes light 
up to show scary creatures—match them with 

glow-in-the-dark cards to collect the most chips 
and win. Uses 2 “Р” batteries order package 
below, right. For 2 to 6 players, ages 5 to 12. 
49 N 65633—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. $4.27 

7 Ouija. Ask the Mystifying Oracle questions 

about love, school, money . . anything. Indi- 
cator glides to “yes” and “no” answers . . spells 
out longer answers. For 2 players of all ages 
49 N 65051—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.......$2.91 

Super Spy. Prowl from room to room inside 
enemy headquarters in your search for the 

secret plans. Don’t set off the security alarm or 
you'll be caught. 2 "D" batteries, order 
package at right. For 2 to 4 agents, ages 8 and up. 
49 М 65162—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . .$4.99 

"Int? 

THE 
ULTIMATE 
SURVIVAL 

^ {САМЕ 

Voice of the Mummy. Mysterious mummy 
voice gives players directions—travel to an 

ancient tomb of the pharach and collect the most 
jewels to win. Uses 1 “D” battery, order package 
below. For 2 to 4 players, ages 7 and up. 
49 N 65311—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . . $7.33 

10 Green Ghost. Glowing spook helps you search 
for his 12 sons, Unlock pits and feel bats, 

snakes and bones—let glowing board's cerie light 
guide you. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
79 N 65033C— Shipping weight 3 pounds. . .$5.87 

] Clve. Search spooky mansion for weapons, 
suspects and clues to solve the crime and win 

the game. For 3 to 6 detectives, ages 8 and up. 
49 М 6505—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz $3.52 

12 Stay Alive. Be the sole survivor—that's the 
last player with marbles on the board. Pull 

the right lever to send opponent’s marbles down 

the holes. For 2 to 4 players, ages 7 and up 
49 N 65174—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . $2.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8405—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Package $1.49 



You control the movement of 
every player on every play with 

improved TOTAL TEAM CONTROL 
A wheel in the base on each man turns 
his steerable “legs”. . you secretly 
program your men “in the huddle”. . 
then watch your team sweep left or slant 

right or go straight up the middle. 

e lobs a screen pass over the defensive line . . 
сап the secondary recover in time? 

SUPERBOWL Electric Football 

Dolphins and Redskins clash on a 37x20 in. playing $ 1 599 
field . . each team in its official NFL uniforms 

Now you can replay Superbowl ViI—the game heard around the world. 
(If you're a Redskin fan, you can even change the final score.) 

Total Team Control lets you "tell" each player what pattern to run, 
what defender to block and where he should move . . to make the play 
“go all the way". You call each play by setting the wheel and adjusting 
the "legs" in the base of each player for speed and direction. Switch on the 
game and watch the vibrating metal field start the action. 

Includes Superbowl field, 3-tier grandstand and scoreboard. Each team 
includes 11 plastic players molded in five 3-D positions plus a triple- 
threat quarterback that can "run", “pass” or "kick". Automatic timer 
starts and stops with each play. Also; magnetic 10-yard marker with ball 
and down indicator and goal-line flags. 6-ft. cord. 
79 65736L—UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. ...$1599 

NFL Electric Football 

Lions battle Ramsona $ 1 199 
3117,1 7 Yyinch playing field 

Features the same improved Total Team Control as Superbowl game 
above. Vibrating metal field includes 2-tier grandstand and scoreboard. 
All 22 players molded in five 3-D positions and painted in the official 
colors of the Detroit Lions and the Los Angeles Rams. Each team has a 
triple-threat quarterback. Includes automatic timer, magnetic 10-yard 
marker with ball and down indicator and goal-line flags. 6-ft. cord. 
79 C 65695C—UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. .. ..$11.99 

NFL Electric Football 

Steelers and Cowboys meet on $899 
26x15 inch playing field 

"Tell" each player where to move with Total Team Control as in Super- 
bowl game above. Vibrating metal field has 2-tier grandstand and score: 
board. Each team has 11 players molded in five 3-D positions plus a 
triple-threat quarterback. Includes automatic timer, magnetic 10-yard 
marker with ball and down indicator and goal-line flags. 6-ft. cord. 
79 С 65797C—UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $8.99 

$1 588 —— 
> 
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Night Football 
batarias See-Action 

NFL Strategy . . the game for football nuts Football 
with over 6000 play possibilities d defense. . then Such а low price. Each player chooses one ої 

Кын A section of his 14 color play slides. Both offense and de- 
Use an authentic NFL playbook . . with 34 offensive pi hts up to indicate yards — fense slides are projected together . . you ac 
sive alignments . . to create realistic game situations. You can pass, гип, gained (or lost). Over 280 play possibil y see how the play comes out. Over 288 
shift your line and even blitz. Timer mechanism lets you play against the ites on 21x16x5-inch high field. Uses 1 15x10" in. high. Uses 4 
clock . . you can even call time-outs. Probability Selector gives the statis- “дА” battery . . order package below а: balov 
tical results of each play. Plastic frame, 14%,х8%, inches 79 C 657 11C—Shipping wt. 4 lbs. ...$8.47 ight 4 lbs. ...57.77 
49 C 05594—Shipping weight 4 pounds $1588 — ̂A A" Batteries. Package of 4. Alkaline “D” Batteries. Package of 2. 
520 [Sears] »сом 49 C 4633— Shpa. wt. 3 oz. Pkg.69c 49С 4653—Shpg. wt. 11 oz Pkg. $1.39 

аа Gabe scade өкүнү 



Hobby and craft projects 
for the whole family 

Wooden Weaving Loom 
Weaves up to 18 inches wide, at any length you choose 

Imagine wearing ponchos, scarves, hats, belts and even skirts you've wo- 
ven on your own hand loom. Create many textures with rope, cord, 
string, twine or yarns. Includes 21x8*4x2-in. high hardwood loom, a start- 
er supply of wool yarn (90 yards) and illustrated instructions and pat 
terns, For extra yarn for projects shown, see Big Book. Ages 12 and up. 
49 N 20163—Shipping weight 3 pounds 1 ounce $1444 

"den for all seasons! 
- Rain Garden 

— Terrarium Kit 
It's fun to assemble 

this unique garden. All 

basic materials are 
included . . all you add 
are the plants and your 

own creativity 

Enjoy the fascination of a tropical rain garden in your home. . just set. 

your plants (not included) in potting soil and your garden is on its way. 

Terrarium needs little or no watering . . relies on humidity which is 
maintained under plastic cover. Kit includes potting soil, charcoal soil 

conditioner, misting spray bottle, decorative river pebbles and instruc- 

tions. Plastic. 11x10x14 in. high. For ages 8 and up. 
79 N 20218C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ..............:::..:КИ $9.94 

* $487 
P^ 4 Flower Press 

Dries and preserves 
Nature's colorful splendor 

Wooden press is just right for 
drying and preserving flowers, 
leaves, etc. Woven bamboo top 
and bottom allow proper air cir- 
culation, corrugated fiberboard 
Sheets absorb moisture. In- 
cludes 734x734x3-in. high press, 
fiberboard sheets, one picture 
frame, instructions. Ages:8 and 
up. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 М 20217 ..........- Kit $4.87 

You can order items on pages 425 to 593 
from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 

у Хаме °1 
when you buy 
sets (1) and (2) 

\ У, ALUE] 

V Separately 
| totai *6.76 | 

3576 E 
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Paint-by-Number Ornaments 

(1 and 2) Pre-cut Philippine mahogany ornaments have pre-printed 
designs on both sides for painting. Incl. non-toxic acrylic paints, brush, 
gold-color hangers, sandpaper, instructions. Ages 6 and up. 

1 16-piece Set. Largest figure 2 32-piece Set. Largest figure 

514 in. high. Five М;-ог. jars of is 5% in. high. Includes five 
paint, Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. Vyoz. jars of paint. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
49N2015 Set #277 49N20151 А Set $3.99 

48-piece Set. Includes sets (1) and (2) plus paints. 
49 N 20152—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces Set $5.76 

M 

Découpage Ornaments 

3 Tell the story of an "olde time" 
Christmas . . just glue full color 

prints to front and back of die-cut 
wood pieces, then glaze. Includes 32 
wood cut-outs, 64 prints, glue, glaze, 
brush, gold-color hangers, sandpaper 
and instructions. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 20154—Wt. 2 lbs. ......Set $3.99 

Table-top Christmas Tree 
with 49 miniature 

Découpage Ornaments 

$597 
Bring delight and admiration this 
holiday season by creating an all 

wood Christmas tree. Kit includes 
pre-cut tree, ornaments of Philippine 
mahogany, 49 decoupage prints, 2-02. 
green acrylic paint, decoupage glue 
and glaze . . all non-toxic. Plus paint 
brush, wire hangers, garland and in- 
structions. Measures 16% inches 
high, 11 inches in circumference. For 
children ages 10 and above. 
49 N 20202—Wt. 3 Ibs.......Kit $5.97 

^ Art-A-Matic 
Squeeze out blurps of paint 

while turntable spins 
and you'll get a wildly different 

psychedelic painting 

Squeeze out non-toxic paint, flick 
on molded plastic, electronic turn- 
table and your picture starts 
forming. Incl. 4 reusable squeeze 

our bottles of paint, 3 picture mats, 25 
сәпепеѕ artboards (5x7 in.) and plastic 

splatter cover. Uses 2 "D" batter- 
ies (not incl.). Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 20059-Wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. . 5499 

Refill Kit. 4 bottles of paint and 
36 artboards (5x7 in.). 
49N 2138—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. Kit $1.99 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 н 46996—Wt. 11 oz.. Pkg. $145 



Hey Kids— 
Type letters to a friend, stories or even 

your homework on your own typewriter 

Sears Toy Typewriters 
make learning fun 

HOLIDAY II. . full 80-character Typewriter 
Type small letters, CAPITALS, $2 495 with 

numbers, fractions, punctuation marks 

1 A great way for youngsters to learn basic typing skills and practice the alphabet at the same 
time. Bright red, white and blue typewriter has standard 3-row keyboard. Complete 80-charac- 

ter keyboard includes a back-space key and shift-lock key for capitals. Features carriage release 
with safety ratchet, end of line bell, paper release and adjuster, line roll-up lever, automatic ribbon 
reverse, capital shift key and figure shift key. The 84-inch carriage uses standard typing paper. 
Typewriter comes with a matching blue case. 

Measures 11x11%@x4% inches high. Made of high impact plastic with steel mechanical parts. 
Case is of high-impact molded plastic. Made in England. Ages 7 to 12. 
49 C 16049—Shipping weight 6 pounds 14 ounces . . . sese (€ 5n ...924.95 

49 С 16057—Extra Ribbons for typewriters (1) and (2). Black. Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. .Pkg. 1.99 

The REPORTER. . 
56-character Typewriter 

Type CAPITALS, numbers, fractions, 
punctuation marks 

$1995 = | $1695 "s" 
Beginners' typewriter modeled after the kind found in 
newsrooms, Just the typewriter for the aspiring young 

journalist. Vivid red color, 3-row keyboard. Features a 
carriage return lever and ribbon reverse, The 8¥%-inch car- 
riage uses standard typing paper. 
Measures 10% x11'4x4%% inches high. Made of high-im- 

pact plastic with metal mechanical parts, Matching red 
case of molded plastic. Made in England. Ages 7 to 12. 

Order extra ribbons below at left. 
49 C 16131—With case. Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 8 от. ... $19.95 
49 C 16045—Without case, Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 16.95 

Dial-A-Type Typewriter 

Types CAPITALS or numbers 
$895 

3 Little folks will be absolutely thrilled with this play 
typewriter. Lively blue color with simulated, multicolor 

keyboard . . looks real but there are no keys to miss. Just 
turn the selector dial to letter or number desired then press 
type bar and machine "types" CAPITALS or numbers one 
at a time. Uses standard typing paper. 1034x834x3!4 in. 
high. Plastic and steel. Made in England. Ages 5 to 10. 
49 C 16044—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. ............98.95 

Authentic-looking steel Cash Registers 

рутила тнр лез чогууу 

Deluxe model has 13 keys, 
receipt pad, play money 

4 Ring up sales with this de- 
luxe chrome-plated front 

register that has 13 keys includ- 
ing a “No Sale" key, Amount is 
visible through a plastic win- 
dow at front of register. Push 
the lever . . drawer opens, bell 
rings. Receipt pad, holder at 
side lets you figure bills as you 
ring up sales. Paper play money 
included. 714x634x714 inches 
high. For ages 3 to 8. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 С 16043............. $5.95 

Push-button model has 
11 keys, play money 

5 Sleek, contemporary-style 
push-button cash register . . 

looks like the real thing. Ring 
up sales by pushing any of the 9 
numbered keys which include a 
“No Sale" key . . amount pops 
up, bell rings. Amount visible 
from both sides through plastic 
window. Separate buttons open 
drawer or clear previous sales. 
Paper play money included. 
6%x6%x7 in. high. Ages 3 to В, 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 3 oz. 
49C 16042..... A $4.95 

$495 



On this page... Building Sets with EXTRA-LARGE easy-to-grip parts 
_ so even very young children can build, create, invent, tinker 

& s BRIX-BLOX™ 
Plastic nut (right) shown next to Non-toxic, washable pieces are 8 times 

steel nut of standardset [Т larger than standard size sets 
. . . easier for toddlers to 
handle and build with 

Giant snap-together 

No skill with tools needed 

о sab oa ct рене 
Sets but sized for smaller hands . 
ye plastic pieces can be easil; 

and as child соог- 

SET INCLUDES: 175 irn 
praes ME а: йд nuts ani 

screwdriver and easy-! ene pic- 
ture instructions. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. Due to 
Tus parts, not Лек рези for 

dren under 3 years of age. 

ORDERING la op ped 

КҮНЕЛ ВЕЕ s $7.99 

504 piece $599 | 82 piece $895 
et 

Giant BRIX-BLOX are 8 times larger 
i pieces in standard size sets so 
they're easier to handle. Extra-large red, 
white and blue snap-together plastic 
pieces stay together until they are taken 
apart. Bullding with BRIX-BLOX helps 
encourage preschoolers to develop cre- 
ativity and manual eed as ум; 
semble colorful projects shown above 
and those of their own. Build airplanes, 
houses, animals, ships and trucks. Non- 
toxic pieces are washable with mild deter- 
gent and warm water. From Japan. 
SETS INCLUDE: Plastic pieces of various 
shapes and sizes, wheels, axles, instruc- 
tions. 

46-piece set 

Big Tinker Toys REMEMBER! FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. Due to small 
1% times larger than original Tinker Toys ү umm x not recommended for children un- 

ls and rods so young child can build projects like those ou can order items aise 
Е ад Tinker Toys . bridges, towers and more. on pages 423 to 598 ORDERING INFORMATION 
SET INCLUDES 46 wooden ait ‘and spools, idea book with dia- from now until 50-piece Set. Exi wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
grams. Also includes reusable storage cannister. SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 49 № 16281 

FOR AGES: 11⁄4 years to 5 years, ы 82-piece Set. Shpg. vt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 49 N 16301 . ....5е $8.95 
49 N 16168—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1002. ........... Set $4.33 

Free-form Construction Toys for tiny hands take many shapes 
they can be anything you want them to be 

оше $549 sn Crystal $499 54-piece 
Climbers™ = 

Bristle Blocks are easy for young 
children to build with because they fit 
together easily and stay together un- 
til they're taken apart. 
SETS INCLUDE: Multicolored plastic 
blocks of various shapes and sizes. 

Colorful, crystal-clear interlocking 
Squares, dis з and cylinders provide 
hours of construction fun for young chil- 
dren. As they play they develop finger 
dexterity, coordination and imagination 

. no need for any project plans. 

азоб page scans by айтпаа nisetediical Com 

Reusable storage container, 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. Due to small 
parts, not recommended for children 
under 3 years of age. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

344 ее Set. Shpg. wt. 1 b, 
49 N 16283 . ....Set $5.49 
48. e or Shpg. : wt 1 LY 5 oz. 
49 N 1620....... $7.99 

66-1 pice Set Shpg. wt. 2 I 4 oz. 
49 Set $10.99 

SET INCLUDES: 54 plastic pieces of vari- 
ous shapes and colors. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. Due to small 
parts, not recommended for children un- 
der 3 years of age. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 2 pono 
49 № 16266........... „Set $4.99 

Phone ordering's a quick and 
аси wav tn hins 



Everything comes alive with CRAYOLA 
Absorbing and creative fun for kids with Crayola Craft" Art Kits 

Senior Art 
Workshop Kit Combination Set 

includes 2 plates. 
2 placemats. 2 mugs. 

paper inserts and 
2 boxes of crayons 

case included 

Cutsiod vade scans by daimia: тинен иса! com 

Junior Art 
Workshop Kit 

$495 

(1) Senior Art Workshop Kit 

KIT CONTENTS: More items than 
Junior Art Kit at right for wider 

range of creative fun: CRAYOLA® 
products include: 16 crayons, sharp- 
ener, 8 fluorescent crayons, 8 Easy- 
off@ crayons (2 wipe-off pads), 12 
colored chalks, 3 jars fing! ints (2 

sheets fingerpaint paper). Eight *4- 

от. jars of Arista tempera paints, 16 
watercolors, 2 brushes, 4 sheets proj- 
ect paper, pad of drawing paper, 4 

stencils, textured rubbing sheets, 
sheet of batik paper, 1 pound CLAY- 
ОГА clay (4 colors), spatula, plastic 
sculpting tool, pencil, 2 mixing cups, 
instructions. Vinyl-covered case. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49C 18465. е Kit $9.99 

en , E 

ET 
а 

(2) Junior Art Workshop Kit 

Beginning young artists can 
have lots of fun with this versa- 
tile art workshop kit. 
KIT CONTENTS: CRAYOLA® 
products include 8 crayons plus 
sharpener, 8 fluorescent cray- 
ons, 12 colored chalks. Four *4 
ounce jars of Arista® tempera 
pun 8 watercolors, paint- 
rush, 2 sheets colored project 

paper, pad of drawing paper, 
textured rubbing sheet, М 
pound CLA YOLA? clay, 2 mix- 
ing cups, full-color instruction 
and project book. Corrugated 
cardboard case. 

FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

ing weight 2 pounds. 
Aot RET veh Poe ы өз 

ому $895 

Insert finished artwork in 
envelope-like placemat 
with red vinyl back- 
ing, clear vinyl top. 
KIT CONTENTS: 2 Color- 
Me Placemats, 1 box 

Child seals art in 10- 

mug. 
KIT CONT.: 2 snap-to- 
gether, water-tight 
mugs, 16 CRAYOLAe 

CRAYOLA® crayons, 1 stands. 1 boxof 16 crayons, 12 insert 

box fluorescent crayons CRAYOLA® crayons, 12 — sheets:ó pre-printed, 
and 6 die cut insert sheets: Фе cut insert sheets: 6 pre- „ Instr. 
4 pre-printed and 2 blank. print and 6 blank. FOR AGES: 
Instructions. FOR AGES: 5 years up. and up. 5 years 

ORDERING INFO: 
. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

49 C 18507 ... Kit $294 

Refill. 2 mugs and 12 
insert sheets. 

ORDERING INFO: 
Shee, wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
49 C 16875 Kit $3.94 

Color-Me™ Plate, Mat and Mug Combination Set. In- 
regu per y eee gsc e edel 16 cray- 

iorescent crayons and paper inserts. 
49 C 1688—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. .. А Kit $8.95 

FOR AGES: 5 years up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 15 oz. 
49C 16879 Kit $3.94 

. wt. 12 oz. 
49C 16511... 

when you buy (3), (4) and (5) 

Separate total 
*10.32 5888 

(3thru5) Color'N' 
Draw Fold-A-Books™ 
Five feet of fun col- 
oring, drawing and 
reading. Crayon can be 
wiped off. 
WHAT YOU GET: Book, 
12 Easy-Off® crayons. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 yrs. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
@ Count Draw-color 
Ig C 16881..........$3.44 

W Circus Parade 
9с 16882 $3.44 
$9. ABC's 

C 16883 5344 
Combination of (3), (4) 
and (5) above. 
Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 15 oz. 
49 C 16885 38. 

Your favorite Sesame Street™ 
characters in Paint by Number Set $397 

Pre-numbered with easy to find and read numbers. 
SET CONTENTS: Six 8x10-in. panels, 12 non-toxic 
acrylic paints and 2 brushes. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 16454—Shipping weight 15 oz. 
© 1975 Children’s Teievision Workshop 

Set $3.97 



[o 

CRAYOLA Caddy, . a permanent 
storage center for your art materials 

Make pictures 
Out of clay 

51425585 

йай рабе scans by сайтда киса con 

CRAYOLA CRAFT" ART KITS. 
to inspire your child's imagination 

enior Art Workshop Kit 
More items than Junior Art Kit below 

for wider range of creative fun: CRAYOLA® products 
include: 16 crayons, sharpener, 8 f orescent crayons 
8 Easy-Off@ crayons (2 wipe-off pads), 12 colored 
chalks, 3 jars fingerpaints (2 sheets fingerpaint paper). 
Eight 34-02. jars of Artista tempera paints, 16 water- 
colors, 2 brushes, 4 sheets project paper, pad of draw 
ing paper, 4 stencils, textured rubbing sheets, sheet of 
batik paper, 1-Ib. CLAYOLA® clay (4 colors), spatula, 
plastic sculpting tool, pencil, 2 mixing cups and project 
обок. Vinyl-covered case. 

49 N 16465— -Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 4 oz. Kit $11.99 

(2) Junior Art Workshop Kit 

INTENTS: CRAYOLA® products include 8 cray 
ons, sharpener, 8 fluorescent crayons, 1 plored 
chalks. Four 31-02. jars of Artista® tempera paints, 8 

ercolors, paintbrush, 2 sheets colored project pa 
per, pad of drawing paper, textured rubbing sheet, 14- 
Ib. CLAYOLA® clay, 2 mixing cups, full-color instruc 
tion and project book. Corrugated 'dboard case. 

49 N 16577— Kipus weit 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 

(3) CRAYOLA CRAFT™ Home Art Studio 
Two-sided hardboard art easel with plastic tray . . 
use with or without detachable plastic legs. One side is 
a chalkboard, other side accommodates drawing pa 
per. Tray measures 7 inches wide. Total height of 
m is 38 inches. 

CONTENTS: 12 sticks Anti-Dust® chalk, 16 CRAY. 
OLA® crayons, water-color tray (16 tablets). 2 paint 
brushes, 2 water cups, six 34-02. jars Artista® tempera 
paint (assorted colors). 6 sheets sketching paper, 2 
sketch pad holding clips and instruction book. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 М 16526C—Shipping weight 12 lbs. ..Кі $19.88 

$4.95 

. . creative fun 

Ал easel 
designed 
ikea 

tabie with 
detachable 

iegs 

Easel сап 
be used 
without 

legs on an 
existing 
tabletop 

Detach ine 
legs 
easel and 

table 
fola imo 
Bcarying 
case for 

portabiinty 

9) Color-Me™ Placesettings Kit Cut $1 
Was $8.95 in our 1977 Christmas Book. 
Design your own plates, mugs and placemats. 

ENTS: 2 Color-Me Plates, 10 insert pa 
pers (6 preprinted, 4 blank). 2 Color-Me Mugs, 
insert papers (6 preprinted, 6 blank). 2 Color-Me 
Placemats, 6 insert papers (2 preprinted, 4 blank) 
2 plastic display stands, 16 CRAYOLA® crayons, 8 
fluorescent CRAYOLA® crayons. Instr. book. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 1688—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 
(5) Rainy Day, Any Day Activity Kit 
Self-contained activity kit with detailed instr. for 
tracing, coloring, construction of various projects; 
outlined in a full-color project bookl 

T 9x12-in. pad containing blank 
sheets of drawing cing and construction ра, 
16 CRAYOLA® crayons. 114-02. bottle Firma-Grip 
art and craft glue. Plastic scissors. 

6 to 12 years. 
FO: Full-col 

49N 16287. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Kit $ 
(8) паре Caddy 

NTS: Plastic CRAYOLA® caddy with 8 
CRAY OLAS markers, 48 CRAYOLA® crayons 
five 34-02. jars Artista® tempera paint, water color 

y (8 tablets), 2 paint brushes, instruction book. 

KIT CON 

Kit $7.95 

эг project booklet incl 
2.94 

NTS Three 9x11 inch color-coded 
ards, 1-pound CLAYOLA® modeling 

clay (4 colors), 1 sculpting tool, 1 brush, 1 jar 
GLAZE ІТ!е, booklet 

49 N 10324 Sipe we t Ib, 120z. ....Kit $2.97 



11-inch Baby 
© Soina . 

feels like а 
real baby 

18-inch Chubby 
Baby drinks 
from her own 
plastic bottle. 

has her own 
soft blanket 

Sneaker í 
Sieeper 

13-in 

US Mar je with Layette. Just like real 
y, she „ wets, has own nursing bottle. 

12 in. tall ed vinyl arms and polyethylene 
legs are poseable. Soft vinyl head; painted eyes. 
Hand-styled rooted hair. Dressed in check cotton 
dress, panties and booties. Layette incl.: dress, 
sunsuit, jacket, diaper, bottle, washcloth, sponge 
and beauty set. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 Sk 10 years. Not for 
ages under 3, due to small 
49 C 31674—Shpzg. wt. 1 lb. ane: $9.49 

(2) Twin Stroller. Two dolls can ride side-by- 
side. Fits dolls up to 18 in. tall. Washable vinyl 
body; candy striped. Plated steel frame and tu- 
bular handle. Molded white plastic wheels. De- 
tachable canopy. 15х1$5%х22М4 in. high. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 5 years. Unassem- 
bled, instr. incl. 
49 C 33135—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. бог... $8.99 

(3) Twins. A double dose of delight. Two 14-in. 
fully jointed vinyl dolls. Moving eyes, rooted 
hair. They drink, wet. Dressed in playsuit; 
matching hat. Nursing bottle incl. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
49 C 31676—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Soz........$9.49 

Stroller (2) and Twins (3). 
49 C 33145—Wt. 3 lbs. 11 oz. Set $15.48 

(4) Little Baby Softina. She has the soft touch 
of a real baby. 11-in. tall. Completely washable 
vinyl foam. Molded hair; painted eyes. Pink 
romper, bonnet. Bottle included. 

Save $3.00 
when you buy 

Twins with stroller 

юшзїб4в $1548 

‘win Babies 

1:91? 

13-inch 
Baby Lorrie 

"n Accessories 

13-inch Baby 
in Infant Seat 

(5) Sneaker Sleeper. She snoozes in TE 
sneaker-shaped cotton corduroy MA 
“Cries” when turned over. 13 in. tal astic 

molded hair, painted eyes. Dressed in jack- 
et, diaper, hat. Red sleeping has carry- абтар. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 years. 
49 C 31668—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. . $7.47 

(6) Baby Lorrie ‘п Accessories. 13 in. tall. 
Fully jointed vinyl body. Rooted hair; go-to- 
sleep eyes. Drinks, wets. 2-pc. outfit; booties. 2 
extra outfits and accessories included. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 10 years. Not for 
ages under 3, due to small parts. 
Shipping pe 1 рош. 6 ounces. 

49C31 es... 99.97 

(7) жар in Infant Seat. 13 in. tall. Plastic 
body with fully jointed arms, legs. Molded hair, 
Deed eyes. Drinks, wets. Dressed in pink knit 
tights; white eyelet top and matching hat. Seated 
in pink plastic baby seat with quilted pad. Cov- 
ered plastic nursery tray, powder puffs and bot- 
tle included. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 years. 
Shipping wet 1 PE 6 ounces. 

49C 31671 ... ($9.47 

(8) Chubby Baby, 18-in. — body. Soft vi- 
nyl arms, legs. Molded hair, moving eyes. 
Drinks, wets. 3-pc. outfit, blanket, bottle. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 years. 
49 C 31672—Shpg. wt. 21bs.202......911.47 

(9) Diapers, Bottle Set. 2 reusable diapers, 
pressure-sensitive tape, plastic nursing le. 

Drink ‘п Wet Set B. FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 years. FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 10 years. 
just what Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. Shipping weight 3 ounces, 

baby needs to be happy |. 49 C 31628... ..2..95.47 49 C32554 ...... РЕ 7 
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[1] 
6-unit Set 

has die-cast 
metal locomotive 

:29" 

49 N 97087—W t. 4 Ibs. 

6-unit Electric Train with operating Log Car 

* 10 sections of 027-gauge track 
* 25-watt transformer 

90-watt Transformer. Controls 
for speed, direction, whistle. 

UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
» $22.99 

T Powerful steam-type locomotive 
lights the way for tender and 4 

other cars. Set features metal Grand 
Trunk and Western 2-4-2 engine, 
complete with working headlight and 
smokestack. Hopper, plastic tender, 
loaded gondola, flatcar, and caboose. 
27x46-in. oval layout with 4 straight 
and 8 curved track sections plus un- 
coupling unit. 3 figures, smoke fluid. 
45-watt transformer UL listed, 110- 
120-v.. 60-с. AC. 
79 N 97081C-Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $29.99 

Lionel 027-gauge Freights 
thunder down the tracks 

2 Nickle Plate Road steam engine 
with working headlight hauls 4 

plastic cars. Plastic and metal loco- 
motive pulls slope-back tender, Bur- 
lington gondola, Great Northern 
hopper car, and Nickle Plate caboose. 
Set includes 10 track sections: 2 
straight, 8 curved, and uncoupling 
unit for 27x36-inch layout. Manual. 
45-watt transformer with circuit 
breaker is UL listed, 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. 
79 N 97082C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. $19.88 

[5] SEA 
10% inches long 

S— 9% inches long. [6] 
Accessories for 027-gauge Train sets 

wt. each 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
Manual Control Switch. Shpg. 

49 N 97085-Right turn. Each $4.49 
49 N 97086-Left turn. .Each 4.49 

(5 and 6 ) Track Sets. Pkgs. of 4. 
(5) 49 N 97084—Curved Track 
(6) 49 N 97083—Straight Track 
Shpg. wt. each 6 oz... Pkg. $1.29 

4-unit Electric Train with 
8 sections of 027-gauge track 

sO”? 

ДО 
car, log car and caboose. Plastic and metal 
engine, plastic cars. 36x18-in. oval layout. 
25-watt transformer with circuit breaker. 
UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-с. AC, 
49 н 9707—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs... ...... $19.88 

Steam engine goes “chug chug” as it travels around 7-foot 
circular track layout. Cars include coal tender, gondola 
car, and caboose. Train is plastic and metal. 25-watt trans- 
former with circuit breaker is UL listed. 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. (Add straight track sold above for oval layout) 
Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by 
telephone 
49 N 97092—Shipping weight 5 pounds 

This train comes straight from the north- 
woods with its timber load. Pull up beside 
log bin and tumble logs out of car . . just 
set lever. Variable engine speed. Set in 
cludes slant-back coal tender, gondola, box 

514 PCBKM -$9.99 
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= 
Flip it over—it's a 

regular checker board 

Chinese Checkers $277 
This colorful, all-metal set features an ornately- 
decorated Chinese checker board on one side 
and a regular checker board on the other. Two 
plastic drawers hold 60 marbles and 24 
checkers. Ages 6 and up. Japan. 
49 N 65143—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 6oz....... $2.77 

EADACHE 

Headache $279 
A chase and capture вате . 
opponents' men—that's how you give them 
a headache. Press-action Pop-O-Matic cube 
shaker tells you how far to move. Thrill- 
packed game for 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 н 65199—Shipping weight 1 Ib.......$2.79 

. capture your 

Your America $299 
Exciting and educational . . you answer ques- 
tions about American history and famous 
Americans and move your peg across score- 
card. Over 300 questions and answers in 7 

categories. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65497—Shipping weight 2 lbs.. $2.99 

сава рап scans by сайыны ташкента com 

A 

Exciting Games that 
require no reading holds 1 games 

101 Game Chest $647 
Handsome leather-look case holds 101 games— 
play checkers, Chinese checkers, chess, dice 
games, dominoes, and many more. Partitioned 
plastic tray helps keep playing pieces orga- 
nized. Suitable for children ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65546—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 12 oz. 

Undersea World Game $360 

It's fun and educational because all fish are labeled 
with common and scientific names. Spin to see which 
of 16 plastic fish you take from “ѕеа” and place in 
your aquarium. For 2 to 5 players of all ages. А 
49 М 65644—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz........ x z 

Noah's Ark $360 
‘Two pictorial spinners decide each player's move . . no 
reading or counting necessary. 24 beautifully-formed, 
hand-painted plastic animals—each pair has its own 
storage bin. Cardboard ark (not recommended їп 
case of flood). For 2 to 4 players, ages 3 and up. 
49 М 65202—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz.. .. ...$3.60 

Trouble $279 
Land on a square occupied by one of your 
opponents’ men and send him back to the 
start . . that’s how you give him trouble. 
Press-action Pop-O-Matic cube shaker. A 
family game for 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65368—Shipping weight 1 ІЬ...... 

544 
JacksonFive $238 

Play cards with the hottest soul recording group 
going. Cards picture Michael, Jackie and the whole 
group—when you get 4 cf a kind, shout “Jackson Five" 
and win the game. For 4 players, ages 5 and up. 

Down the Drain 

$299 
All the coins have gone 
down the drain pipe— 
now the players must 
fish them out with mag- 
nets. Lower your mag: 
net through the grate 

and pull out as many 
coins as you can—the 
player with the most 
coins wins. For 1 to 4 
players, ages 4 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 65637. .....$2.99 

Bible Game $329 
Educational for all faiths. Meet the Good 
Samaritan, cross the River Jordan or lose your 
“silver” to thieves. You must help each other 
j through Bible Lands to win this fam- 
ily game for 2 to 6 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65302—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. ...-. 



Goal signal pops up 
whenever the puck 
lands in the net 
just push it down 
to eject the puck 

puck-drop si 
along th 

realistic delaye: 

WHA Hockey . . scoreboard 
with delayed action puck-drop $ 1 19? 

Two WHA All-star teams provide the action , . you pro- 
vide the skill. Push, pull and twirl the rods to move your 
players, pass the puck, shoot . . and score! Includes puck 
return chute, roller puck and delayed-action puck-drop. 
Metal, hardboard and plastic, 33x19 inches. 
79 C 65768C—Shipping weight 8 pounds 

Phil and 
Tony Esposito 
Action Hockey 

What a great value . . hand-held magnets create the ac- 
tion. One team is controlled from below the ice. . the other 
from above. Players can skate anywhere, shoot, pass, even 
body check. High-impact plastic rink. 25*/4x16*/x7'/, in. 
79 C 65789C—Shipping weight 5 pounds.......... 8.88 

CGutiod pane scans by cheisimaxmusetechmicd com 

You control 
all the action 

from ice level with 
Sears Professional 
Hockey Game 

Without legs 

$1569 

With legs 

52489 

Yi ou control all your players 
moves . . push. pull and twirl 
rods at your end of the rink 

The world's fastest sport’. . in miniature! You control every move as Boston clashes with 
Chicago on the 40x25-inch rink. Fast-action polypropylene players "skate", check, pass, shoot 
and score . . just like real pro stars do. Delayed center-ice and side-mounted puck-drops 
assure fair face-offs. Two fast action roller pucks . . 14 team “pennants” fly overhead. Hard- 
board, plastic and metal construction. Order extra team sets below. 
79 С 65737L—Hockey without legs (shown above). Shipping weight 13 pounds $15.69 
78 C 6580L— Hockey with legs (shown at left). Incl. extra features. Wt. 18 Ibs. 2489 

Extra Player Sets . . each includes 8 full hockey teams. Fits 2 games above only. 
49 C 65801— West Division . . 48 hockey players. Shipping ht 12 ounces... ......Set $329 
49 C 65802—East Division . . 48 hockey players. Shipping weight 12 ounces ...Set 329 

Electric 
Baseball $739 

“Pitcher” throws balls, strikes 
and even change-ups . . batter 
can swing away, bunt or wait for 
a walk. Baserunners run base- 
paths . . outfield "arm" tries to 
throw them out. Metal 
measures 20x20 inches. 6-ft. cord. 
UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. 
AC. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 С 65072С 

Pro-League Basketball 

Cut 53 

court, 31x16 inches. 2 balls. 
79c65236C-Wt. 6 Ibs..*10.99 
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Clay Sculpture Kit 
Create five fascinating projects 

and special sculpturing clay 
and glaze let you achieve a cer. 
amic appearance, without firing 

$496 

Have fun with sculpturing five 
clay animals while following 
easy, step-by-step instructions. 
Kit includes sculpturing clay 
and glaze finish that air dries at 
room temperature . . no kiln 
needed. Plus water colors and 
brushes. Largest figure mea- 
sures 7 in. long overall. Clay 
pieces not to be used to contain 
liquids. For ages 8 and up. 
Shipping c 4 pounds. 

49 N 20205 -.....Kit $4.96 

Famous Monsters 
Plaster Casting Set 
Form these eerie fellows 
with 2 reusable molds 

$499 

Have fun casting your realistic- 
looking famous monsters in 
plaster. Create and decorate the 
infamous, man-made Franken- 
stein monster and the ferocious 
Wolfman to look just like they 
do in the movies. Display indi- 
vidually or as a ghastly duo. In 
cludes plaster, reusable molds, 
paints, brushes and instruc- 
tions. Each 5 in. high. For chil- 
dren ages 8 and up. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 20207 Set $4.99 

Mantel Clock Kit 
Build this beautiful working 

replica of a 15th century clock 
no glue or paints needed 

$399 
Start your clock-making hobby 
with this great mantel clock kit. 
Teaches the basics of clock making 
without all the tedious, intricate 
parts, Beautifully detailed 15th cen- 
tury, spring-wound replica requires 
no gluing . . all plastic parts simply 
snap together, and it keeps accurate 
time. Complete instructions. 
11x9x17 in. high overall. For ages 8 
and up. 
Shipping weht 1 кл M oz. 

49N 20252 ... -Kit $3.99 

Ant City 
See wonders of nature at work 
«watch ants as they dig tunnels. 

build bridges in these modules 

$599 
Stack or separate 4 escape-re- 
sistant modules. Ants can 
move through vinyl tubing 
connecting modules. Feed 
ants (not incl.) with tweezers, 
eyedropper, food. Modules, 
444x5' in. high have built-in 
magnifiers. Send enclosed 
coupon to factory for ants . . 
ants can't be shipped to На- 
waii or Tenn. Ages 8 and up. 
49N20244-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $5.99 

"in Craft Set: 

3-in-1 Intermediate Craft Set $499 
Individual sets with all materials and instructions incl. One each: 
Leather Craft. Make 5 projects of genuine leather. Fabric Flowers. 
Make 3 flowers and a Philippine mahogany flower box. Magnelic 
Pom Pon Stick-Ons. Make a teddy bear, mouse, frog M рол 
49 N 20223—Ages 8 and up. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. Set $4.99 

3-in-1 Busy Craft Set $799 
Three individually boxed sets with all materials and instructions 
included. Set contains one each: Alpha Bead Craft. Make personal- 
ized necklaces, bracelets and pins. Indian Beadcraft. Use bead loom 
to create belts, headbands and bracelets. Basic Embroidery. Embroi- 
der pictures and a doll pillow case with Peter Max® designs. 
49 N 20242—Ages 8 and up. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 0z...... Set $7.99 

3-in-1 Basic Craft Set $999 
Three individually boxed sets with all materials and instructions 
included. Set contains one each: Bead-Point. Make bead-point 
plaques, pendants and jewelry. Macrame. Create belts, necklaces, 
bracelets through knot tying. Stained Glass Craft. Make a stained 
flint glass vase. For children ages 9 and above. 
49 N 20243—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces 

Magic Memory Casting Set 
Make perfect reproductions of almost 

any 3-dimensional object 
and it takes only minutes 

$544 
“Memory” liquid surrounds object and 
gels. Wiggle object and gel expands to 
let you remove it, then gel contracts 
again. Pour in wax or plaster, let dry 
and peel off gel . . all in 30 minutes. In- 
cludes 2 boxes of Memory Mix, 2 boxes 
of plaster, wax, wicking, sand timer, 
thermometer, mixing bags, water col- 
ors, brushes, measuring spoon, instruc- 
tions. For children ages 10 and up. 
498N21037—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. . . .Set $5.44 

Refill Kit. 3 boxes of Memory Mix, 3 
boxes of plaster and mixing bags. 
498N21038—Wt. 4 Ibs. 12 02. .....$399 

Set $9.99 



Remote-control 
Plane and Copter 

1 Plane. Touch a button and propeller 
spins. You make plane dive, loop, do fig- 

ure-8's. Plastic fuselage, 14-in. wing span. 
Needs two “Р” batteries . . order pkg. below. 
49 51027—Ages 5 to 15. Wt. 13 02.....83.76 

2 Copter. Touch a button and rotor turns. 
You make copter take off, land, even res- 

cue 2 “astronauts”. Plastic body, 81⁄4 in. long. 
Needs 2 "D" batteries . . order pkg. below. 
49 C51028—Ages 5 to 15. Wt. 1 lb. ..... $376 

Buy both (1) and (2), Save 10%. Each in- 
cludes its own control unit. Need 2 "D" bat- 
teries each , . order package below. 
49 C 51029—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 ог......#6.76 

"D" Batteries. Package of б. 
49 C 46995—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... .Pkg. $1.55 

Flashbrite™ light 
. . doesn't need batteries 

Includes case 

Flashbrite is always ready . . 
your hand cranking energy keeps 
it going. Send messages and sig- 
nals with this strong beam of 
light. 2x2x6 in. long. Three snap- 
on colored lenses, belt carrying 
case incl. Plastic. Ages 5 and up. 
49 C51054—Shpg. wt. 1 1Ь...84,87 

Poppit f Fresh Playhouse and Uncle's Rollie Car 
3 Poppin’ Fresh Playhouse. 

Poppin’ Fresh, Poppie, Bun 
Bun, Popper finger puppets. 
Molded-in plastic furniture. Vinyl 
house 14х11\%2х3 in. deep. Ages 2 
to 8. 
49C51103—Wt. 2 Ibs. ..Set $5.87 

Uncle's Rollie Car. Hard, du- 
rable plastic body . . flexible 

wheels. Headlight eyes roll, Rum- 
ble seat opens for an extra rider. 
Soft motor sound. 3¥-in. high vi- 
nyl finger puppet incl. 
TVax4V4x3Va in. high. Ages 2 to 8. 
49C51115—Wt. 11b, ....... $427 

Playhouse 
folds to form 
carry сазе 

Snoopy Soaper . . makes 
washing hands more fun 

Snoopy, "The Clean Hands Inspector", 
watches as child pushes button to dis- 
pense powdered soap and washes 
hands. Suction cups at bottom keep 
unit in place. Includes one 5-oz. packet 
of mild Ivory Soap Beads® . . enough 
for over 350 washings. Plastic. 9 in. 
high. 

$322 is cs1048—Ages 3 to 10. Wt. 11b. 8322 
Soap Beads? Refills. 10-oz. pkg. 

49C51059—Wt. 110z....... Pkg. $1.47 
Peanuts character® United Feature Syndi- 
cate. Inc. 1966 

Cutslon page scant by сита тнв Сй! СОП 

Separate prices $ 
totai $7.52 batteries 

This Winnie-the-Pooh Watch 
really keeps time 

$295 
Hey kids, you can have a watch of your very own that 
really works. Delightful Winnie-the-Pooh background 
has Winnie dancing while bees go up and down around 
his feet. Large, easy-to-read numbers simplify learn- 
ing. Winding mechanism can't be overwound. Adjusta- 
ble vinyl band in bright yellow with vivid red plastic 
case. Recommended for boys and girls 3 to 11 years 
old. Get this bit of Christmas shopping done—just dial 
Sears and order it right now. 
49 С 1319—Shipping weight 4 ounces ...........$2.95 

Three Banks that help kids learn to save 

5 Little Urchin™ Bank. Casually dressed 7 Mosler Jr. double-door Safe Bank. A 

figure leaning on barrel. Holds hundreds of 
coins. Movable head has a glued-on synthetic 
wig. 9 inches tall. Non-toxic colors. Vinyl. Rec- 
ommended for ages 3 and up. 
49C51095—Shpg. wt. 120z. ...... $3.94 

Winnie-the-Pooh Bank. 11-in. Winnie 
hoards your coins. Colored ceramic-look 

glaze finish over vinyl. Non-toxic colors. 
49 C51134—Ages 3 and up. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $3.45 

toy reproduction of the original Mosler 
safe. One working two-number combina- 
tion lock opens both doors. Alarm sounds 
when door opens, rewinds itself as door 
shuts (no batteries needed). Heavy-gauge 
steel for durability. Sturdy piano-type 
hinged doors. 7 in. high. Ages 5 and up. 
49C51122—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. $477 

515 



On this page... Standard 

-together BRIX-BLOX™ 
you make an extra-wide variety of projects 

and you can make your structures permanent 

just plan projects, then glue them together 

BRIX-BLOX with movable parts 
1400-pc. Set | 1000-рс. $е! 700-pc. Set 

$1995 | $1495 | $995 
Build the great toys you see here plus hundred of others. 
BRIX-BLOX snap together, stay together, yet are easy 
to take apart to make the next project. Nontoxic, wash- 
able with mild detergent and warm water. From Japan. 
FOR AGES: 5 to adult. Due to small parts, not recom- 
mended for children under 3 years of age. 

1400-piece Set 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic building blocks in a variety of 
shapes and sizes, a 10-piece assortment of gears in 3 
sizes, grooved tires, 4 posable BLOX-BUDDIES'" fig- 
ures for extra-action fun and instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 1619—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 4 oz. ...Set $19.95 

1000-piece Set. 

SET INCLUDES: Plastic building blocks of various 
shapes and sizes, a 10-piece assortment of gears in 3 
Sizes and related pieces and instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 16196—Shipping weight 4 lbs. Set $14.95 
700-piece Set f BLOx.BUDDIES™ . ; — 77 5 Posable һ SET INCLUDES: Plastic building blocks of various К. —— , h A f ý * ат 

^ ~» A 
mm, й 

shapes and sizes, a 10-piece assortment of gears in 3 largest set onh sizes and related pieces and instructions. weer 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 16269— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 14 oz. . .Set $9.95 

BRIX-BLOX without movable parts 

500-pc. Set 375-pc. Set 

$795 | $599 
Similar to sets above but without moving parts. Use 
these sets to make castles, towers, bridges . . . hundreds 
of non-moving projects. Add mobility to BRIX-BLOX 
projecte with BRIX-BLOX Power and Accessory Set 
sold below. Snap-together blocks are nontoxic and wash- 
able with mild detergent and warm water. From Japan. 
SETS INCLUDE: Plastic building blocks in a variety of 
shapes and sizes and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 5 to adult. Due to small parts, not recom- 
mended for children under 3 years of age. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

500-piece Set. 
49 N 16257—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 5 oz. .. .Set $7.95 
375-piece Set. 
49 N 16263—Shipping weight 2 lbs. . . . .Set $5.99 

Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy. 

Save ‘1 
Only 53 99 

Power and 
Accessory Set | when you buy Power and 

віопе Accessory Set with any 
Standard BRIX-BLOX 

wt Set sold above 

BRIX-BLOX Power and 
Accessory Set 

Power unit, with wind-up motor, permits for- 
ward or reverse motion. Accessories let you 
mobilize cranes, etc. From Japan. 
SET INCLUDES: Power unit, turning shafts, 
axles, wheels, rubber tires. Also 2 posable 
BLOX-BUDDIES™ people, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 5 to adult. Due to small parts, not 
recommended for children under 3. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Power and Accessory Set alone. 

BRIX-BLOX Vehicle Set $399 
Includes enough pieces to make all 4 vehicles above 

SET INCLUDES: Plastic blocks, 4 bases with wheels and doors that 
really open. Enough pieces for vehicles above, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 5 to adult. Due to small parts, not recommended for 
children 3 years of age. 49 М 16289—Wt. 1 Ib. Set $4.99 ORDERING INFORMATION: When bought with any BRIX-BLOX 49 М 1615—Shipping weight 12 ounces Set $3.99 Set sold above. 

49 N 16289—Wt. 1 Ib. Set 3,99 

Citai pae scans by cieisihiatniseltedwical com 



Color your favorite Super 
Негоез© with pencils in 8 
exciting 
SET CONTENTS: 8 Color- 
Vue pencils . . . never 
need sharpening. Plus 20 

FOR AGES: 4 to 10 yrs. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 15 oz. 
49C 1687 ........Set $305 
©1975 Marvel Comics Group 

(2) Incredible 
Super Stamper with 
18 different stamps 
‚©. „lets make 
perfect igns 

SET CONTENTS: One de- 
sign stamp machine and 
18 design in differ- 
ent shapes. Plus 3 non- 
toxic stamp pads in red, 
blue and 3 nd green, 3 pressure 
sensitive labels and 25 
sheets of paper. Stamper 
stamps paper with mov- 
able arm as paper auto- 
matically rotates to make 
а perfect 
FOR AGES: 4 years up. 
ORDERING INFO: 

. wt. 1 Ib. 10 
"©з. 10b oor, os 

Action Posters 
5 in each set 

95 62; 
SET CONTENTS: Each 
incl. five 16x24-in. - 
ers of the Six Million 
Dol (9 or Bionic 
Woman®, 6 jars of 
Playnts® and 2 brushes. 
FOR AGES: 5 years up. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
(3) Bionic Woman 

Poster Set 
49C 1691 -Set $6.95 

(4) Six Million Dollar 
Мап© Poster Set 

49C 1697 . Set $6.95 
1973-74 Universal City 

Studios, Inc. 

(5) Doodie Board 
Draw or doodle with 
3 colored pens 
then tear off paper 
and start again 

Feed paper from 60-ft. roll 
across 10%х11-їп. work 
surface. Tear off individu- 
al pictures at bottom or 
create your own continu- 
ous mural. 
CONTENTS: Plastic 
board, paper, 3 BIC® fine- 
line pens in red, green and 
blue. 
FOR AGES: 3 years up. 
ORDER INFO: 
ре. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 C 16896 ...... Set $4.99 

(6) Paper Roll Refills. 2 
rolls. Each 105 in. wide x 
60 ft. long. 
ORD. INFO:Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49C 1690 Pkg. $2.99 

ашп рап scum by cieisimas arseeni cal con 

(7) Design, outline and 
color patterns with 
Mechanograph™ Set 

$499 

Create complex or simple 
patterns . . . design, outline 
and color them too. 
SET CONTENTS: You get 7 
plastic drawing devices with 
various patterns, french 
curves, 90 percentile man 
for animation. Plus drawing 
board, 8 sheets of paper, 3 
pens, 6 thumbtacks and 
Storage tray. 

Illustrated instruction 
booklet details patterns and 
color combinations to im- 
plement ideas and projects, 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49C 16855 Sec $4.99 

(8) Create or trace 
designs with 
Designograph™ Set 

$499 
You'll have hours of fun 
drawing intricate designs, 
SET CONTENTS: Plastic 
drafting machine; panto- 
graph for enlarging, reduc- 
ing or duplicating tracings; 
adjustable set square; 360 
protractor. 

Plus drawing board, 6 
thumbtacks, 8 sheets of pa- 
per, 2 pencils, ruler, com- 
pass, storage box and in- 
structions. From Japan. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 49 C VESS... Ser 84.99 

Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy 

when you buy Lite Brite (9) 
with Picture / Peg Refill Set 

"ua" 81261 

(9) Cr 

Put in ишпе, insert pegs and watch 

SET INCLUDES: 16 pre-printed pic- 
ture outlines. Also includes 6 blank 

for your own original designs. 
9x13-inch plastic screen. Over 400 
pegs in 8 di it colors. 

Lite-Brite Picture and Peg Refill Set 
SET INCLUDES: 12 pre-printed pi 24 blank 
pattern 160 pegs in 8 diferent colat. 

Set $4.95 

Both Lite-Brite and Picture/Peg Refill 
49 C 1695—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 1002. ......... 77 

e colorful pictures that glow with Lite-Brite 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed: 110-120-v., 
60-Hz. AC. 5-ft. cord. On-off switch. 
25-w. bulb not incl. Not recommend- 
ed for ages under 5 years. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 С 16233—Wt. 3 Ibs. бог. . 



(1 and 2) Adjustabie-height Easels 
CONSTR; All wood framing and chalk trays, natural finish. 
Two blue chalkboard work surfaces. 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: Palette with watercolors, 
brushes, jars of tempera paints, mixing pans, art paper, box 
of chalk, box of crayons, erasers and clips. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
"ORDERING INFO: сока instructions included. 

| 

Ze 
S 

9 Pu 

rev 

Hardy Boyst end Nancy Drewt 

Catalog page scans 

(1) Easel with 2 work surfaces 
14x20-inch boards. Overall height of 4234 inches. If mailed, 
takes 15-1Ь. rate. . . see page 330. 
79 N 16219L—Shipping weight 9 pounds ........$13.99 
(2) Deluxe Easel with storage trays, 2 work surfaces 

20x24-inch boards. Overall height of 52 inches. 
79 N 16205L—Shipping weight 17 pounds ..$21.99 
(3) Arts and Crafts Studio Cabinet with over 15 

ои сап even paint on fabric 
paint, fabric paint, water colors, felt tip 

pastels, charcoal stick, paint brushes, mixing 
cup. pallet, у sketch pad, TRE printed fabric. 
Plus tracing patterns, pennants, labels, stencil and instr. 
Wood box with handle, 13x9x3 inches deep. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
49 N 2066—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. . 
(4) Cartoonarama Greeting Card Kit 
Paint Hardy Boys'** and Nancy Drew™t mystery scenes 
using animated cartoon process, Paint one side and flip over 
for professional looking picture. 
SET INCLUDES: Six 5x7 in. pictures, six 6x8 in. greeting 
cards and envelopes. 6 paints, brush, and a sheet of rub-on 
verses. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 1633—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces . 
(5) Deluxe Disney 2-Pak Acrylic Paint Kit 

SET INCL: 6 paint-by-number pictures of Mickey Mouse* 
and Bambi*. 18 als of non-toxic acrylic paint. 2 paint 
brushes. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
49 N 16276—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces 
(6) Colorforms Space Warriors Adventure Set 
SET INCLUDES: Colorform board plus figures and accesso- 
ries. Made of vinyl plastic laminated to cardboard. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
49 М 16321—Shipping weight 1 pound 
(7) Star Wars™ Poster 
SET INCLUDES: Five 15x: . posters based on the Star 
Wars movie. Six non-spill paints and two paint brushes. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Color guide included. 
49 N 16272—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces . 

(B) Star Wars'" Dip Dot Painting Design Book 
SET INCLUDES: 16 page book of unique Star Wars 8'ax11- 
in. pictures, plus a tray of non-spill paints and a brush. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years old. 
49 N 16259—Shipping weight 13 ounces 
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Gaily decorated 
Mary Muffin 
Carriage and 

Stroller 

10-inch 

$29 and 11) Mary Muffin Doll Carriage, 
troller. Green, white plastic body, , wheels 

will not rust if left outside. Non- mar wheels allow 
indoor, outdoor play. (10) has rigi dA canopy 
. . . use at either end. (11) has ving! seat belt. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 

(10) Carria Fits dolls up to 16 in. 
27Vax11x22!5 in. |. Instr. incl. 
ИИҮҮ She, wt. Slbs. ...........97.99 

nn обат Fits dolls up to 30 inches. 18x13x25 
assembled. Instructions incl. 

So C 30166 Sire. wt. 4 Ibs. - +2. 87.99 

(12) Babs in her Bath. Loves to be bathed in her 
own tub and then dressed for her nap; 16 in. tall. 
Soft vinyl arms, k pag body. Rooted 
hair; moving eyes. and wets. Hooded E 
bath towel, diaper. Loa includes: dress, stret 
suit; matching hat, floral printed pajamas, white 
panties; slip, jacket, 2 hangers, bottle, socks. Plas- 
tic tub; soap and sponge toy. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 years. 
49 C 31705—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 120z. ..... $11.49 

(13) Little Karee. 10 in. tall. Vinyl body, arms, 
legs. Jointed. Rooted hair. Open-and close eyes; 
lashes. Washable. Skirt and top; kerchief. Panties 
and socks. Comb and brush. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 years. Not for 
under 3 due to small parts. 
49 C 31761—Shpzg. wt. 1 lb. ..87.47 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

{14 Little Soft Janie. 11 in. tall. Soft vin: 
oam body. Rooted hair. Painted eyes, Ws 
Includes party dress and panties. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 31767—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ...........$7.47 

(15) Thirstee Baby With Layette. She drinks, 
wets and loves to be ей. 

diaper, booties, nursing bottle, baby rattle, birth 
announcement, name bracelet, soap, bib. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 31697—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 ог...... $11.49 

(16) Life Like Baby. Baby drinks, wets and 

RAS rooted hair. Dressed in knit gums hat. 
Panties and booties. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 

49 C 31702... c1 eee ers. ..$11.49 

from now until AUGUST 31, 1980 ..uniess stated otherwise 
| You can order items on pages 497 thru 648 and 657 thru 669 

16-inch 
Babs in 
her Bath 

with her own 
Plastic tub 

16-inch 
Life Like Baby 
drinks and 
wets just 

hike a 
real baby -— 



Eldon's Corvette Stingray 

Switch hand control on motorized car responds to 

Idon’s Touch Са uses air pt 

to operate Stingray and Dune Buggy 
' — by remote control 

the pressure of your fingers. Starts, stops, goes for 
ward or reverse, turns left or right at your command i ` ^ 

Нарис red plastic body on metal chassis Tinted а ааа 
ick + У vega УЭ scoots all around 

in. long; 6-foot air cable. Use: 

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang 
The most fantasmagorical car 
ever . . it even has wings that flick 

out at the touch of the brake lever. 
614 in. long with detachable stabi- 
lizers—front and rear. Chrome-color 
hood; red and orange “wings.” Hand- 
painted figures are removable. 

49 N 54083—Shpg. wt. 9 oz.. . .$4.99 

The * President's" 

Air Force I Jet 

“Fly” it manually, flip switch to make 
lights blink and engines roar. Push. 

button landing gear flips up or down 
for takeoffs and landings. Rugged plas 
tic, metal parts, rubber tires. Blue, 
grey and white; 18% in, long. Japan 
Uses 2** D" batteries. Order pkg. below. 
49 N 5803—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... . . .$6.49 

“D” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8405—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz... Pkg. $1.49 

йо Dade scans by deiam йде иса com 

*D" batteries (not J 
incl.), order pkg. below. From Japan. 
49 N 5808—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz $5.99 

Batmobile and Batboat 
2 Batmobile really shoots pellets. 

Removable trailer hauls floating 
boat. Black; 1014 in. long overall 
Batman and Robin incl. Plastic parts. 
49 N 54024—W t. 10 oz.....Set $5.99 

Batmobile only. 5 in. long. Batman 
and Robin incl. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 № 54025.................. $3.99 

at your command 
from 6 feet away - — 

It's Popeye 
and all his 
friends 

Characters move in the 
wacky Paddle Wagon 

Popeye and Olive Oyl turn from 
side to side, Wimpy and Brutus 
pop up and down and Swee' реа 
swings as this funster rolls along. 

© sporty orange dune buggy. Hi-i 
Beaty THA i Jong has chrome olor ri. 
tenna, decals, Rubber tires. Uses 2 “АА” 

at Sears 

м К к кыт. 

Sold Rap $ os without batteries 

Multicolor car-boat is 64 in. long; — 
has anchors, cans of spinach and an 
adjustable dinghy. Plastic parts. 
49 N 54585—Wt, 13 о2....... $5.99 

PCBKM. 
AELG Sears] 515 



Here's a deluxe version of your 
ol’ piece-together-pal, the Coot- 
ie. A total of 72 colorful parts 
make 6 complete Cooties. 
“C'mon, dice, roll me a head!" 
(or a body or a leg!) A riot of a 
race to see who wins! Plastic. 
49N65679-Wt. 1 Ib. 3 02.53.24 

Take turns knocking out “ісе 
blocks" . . but watch it! Knock 
the wrong block and the whole 
lake caves in. . the man gets 
dumped into the cold water 
(BRRRR!) and you lose. “Fro- 
zen lake" is made of individual 
plastic blocks suspended on a 
9x9x4-inch high plastic frame. 
For 2 or more players. 
49N65376-Wt. 1 lb. 8 02.93.33 

те. 
o: 
$285 

Each player selects 4 jumping 
ants of one color. Press the ant's 
tail and he leaps into the air. 
Land all your ants in the pants 
first . , and you win! All pieces 
are molded plastic. Pants mea- 
sure 9x5x13 inches high. 
49 N 65375—Wt. 1202. .$2.85 

$297 
Spin the dial to see what color 
goose goes where on the lid. But 

J the lid gets shaky when lots of 
geese are on it. . when lid tips, 
the geese get cooked! Last play- 
er who puts a goose on has to 
take all that fell. First player to 
run out of geese wins. Plastic. 
49 М 65469—Wt. 11b, ..$2.97 516 58 

d ч SES 
EONIA ESEA SEANG or тензорлар. 

Each player places his plastic 
cars, trucks and buses at opposite 
ends of the bridge. Take turns 
moving them across, one car- 
length at a time. If your opponent 
makes London Bridge come fall- 
ing down, you win! Plastic bridge 
is 18x5*/,x5'/, inches high. 
49N65646-Wt. 11b. 4 oz. .$2.99 

Blow up a balloon, fasten it, place 
hat on top. Players spin to see 
how many marbles each will drop 
in the hat. Finally, one too many 
marbles “blows the top"; player 
with fe t marbles left wins. 
Plastic, with approx. 40 balloons. 
49 N 65638—Wt. 1 Ib. $2.97 

There's Humpty Dumpty sitting 
on his wall . . and he's headed for 
a great fall if you remove the 
wrong brick from the wall. Play- 
ers take turns removing plastic 
bricks, whoever takes the one 
that makes Humpty fall, loses. 
49 М 65718—Wt. 14 02....$2.74 

“АП hands on deck!" . . that's 
how to be the winner! Players 
choose a color and roll dice to see 
what section of ship their sailor 
will board. Some magnets attract, 
others repel for man overboard. 
Plastic ship is about 14 in. long. 
49 М 65186—Wt. 120z... .$2.99 



Plan strategic encounters . . they move in any direction 
head pops up when you make a hit 

Boxing Kangaroos $888 

Push-button punchers wheel around like crazy as you and a pal roll them 
into and out of encounters. Left and right hand buttons send fists flying 
. . middle button makes kangaroo kick. Kangaroo's head springs up 
when he gets hit in his middle; just push head down for round two. High 
impact plastic. Stand 9%, inches high. From Japan. For ages 4 and up. 
49 C 65621— Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $8.88 

Pom Pom 

Game 

$299 
Flippin’ Fun 
Shoot as fast 
as you can 

first to flip 7 balls 
into basket wins 

> 
Up to 4 players start flipping at the same time and each one gets 7 plastic 
balls in different colors so you always know who's got the best score. Just 

winner. 12-inch diameter metal platform with 4 spring-action levers. Plastic 
sket. For ages 3 and up. From Japan. Like everything else in Sears books, 

а telephone. 
hipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 5299 

S s0 €: 
49 С 65277 

_ Looks like a геа! 
bowling alley with 

pinsetter and 
gravity ball return 

сано pace scans by cheisimas muselediwic com. 

SKILL GAMES 

Tossing Games 

Bean Bag Toss 

$599 
Toss your bean bag through 
the target holes to score 
points and win. Hardboard 
and wood, 18x24 inches 
high. Set includes toss board 
and 3 bean bags. Ages 5 and 
up. Wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 C 65188C Set $5.99 

Wall Ring Toss 

$499 

Toss your rings and add up 
the score as they catch on 
hooks. Wall-mounted game 
includes 15'4x15'/4-in. tar- 
get of solid plywood with 13 
metal target hooks and 5 
plastic rings. Ages 6 and up. 

Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. 
49C65418 Set 64.99 

Spinning Dart 

$499 

Spin board . . then test your 
skill to hit the moving tar- 
get. Durable hardboard 24- 
in. diameter board with 
wooden legs. 3 large rubber 
tipped darts. Ages 6 and up. 

Shipping weight 4 18. 
79 C 65795C Set $4.99 

Peg Quoit 

$399 
Toss 4 rope rings at 5 stur- 
dy real wood stakes that 
stand up from solid cross. 
bars. Bright red and blue 
finish. Each crossbar is 18%, 
in. long. Each peg is 6 in. 
high. Ages 5 and up. Wt. 2 
Ibs. 8 oz. 
49C 65796 .Set $3.99 

Saftee Dart Game 

$299 
Dart board made of cloth 
material with polyurethane 
backing, 1774x15'/, in. with 
top, bottom supports. 3 Vel 
cro* tipped darts are foam 
padded, weighted for accu. 
racy . . stick to board like 
magic. Ages 6 and up. 
49C65727-Wt. 11 oz. ..92.99 

Junior Pool Table 
Includes 

cues, “balls $299 

Enjoy real pool action on 
20x13x4-inch molded plastic 
table top table with simulated 
felt playing surface. Automat: 
ic ball return, twin scoring 
counters. With 2 spring action 
cues, 15 colored balls, cue ball, 
triangle. Ages 6 and up. Wt. 1 
Ib. 8 oz. 
49C65764 ...... Set $2.99 



cox Action-packed 
Gas-powered Models 

Throttle control on (1] and (2) 
lets you increase power on take off, 

vary power for stunt flying and 
cut power for smooth landings. 

(1 and 2) These two planes are powered by the famous, performance-packed Cox .049 

engine with throttle control. Throttle control gives you more flying versatility plus instan- 

taneous, responsive control over the plane. Pre-assembled plastic. Ages 10 and up. Starter 

kit, battery not included, order at bottom of page. 

Miss America. Replica of one of the 
hottest planes to cross the finish line at 

National Championship Air Races. Fea- 
tures precise guideline control and 16-in. 
wing span. Rubber-tired nylon wheels. 

$13.88 49N21103—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. . 

Flight Trainer 

$997 

[4] 

Sandblaster 

$1266 

at 

512 «x 
аа gabe scane Бунина наса com 

Action Van 

$1399 

2 Sky Raider. Replica of the famous mili- 
tary airplane. Features precise guide- 

line contro! and large 20-inch wing span. 
Detailed with authentic Marine Corps de- 
sign decals. Rubber-tired nylon wheels. 
79 М 21004C—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. ....%13.88 

3 PT-19 Flight Trainer. А superb 
airplane for beginners. Features 

Cox exclusive adjustable angle thrust 
. . Set it for super stability for begin- 
ners, gradually increase it for ad- 
vanced flying. Exclusive Cox rubber 
band assembly for fast reassembly af- 
ter crash landings. Cox .049 engine. 
Pre-assembled. Plastic. Rubber-tired 
nylon wheels. Extra-large 22-in. wing 
span. Starter kit, battery not includ- 
ed, order below. Ages 10 and up. 
49N21044—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.. ....$9.97 

4 Action Van. Gear-driven cams 
program van's steering pattern 

ovals, figure-8's, zig-zags. Powered 
by the Cox .049 engine with exhaust 
manifold for quiet, clean running; 
oversize fuel tank. High-impact plas- 
tic. Snap starter. 12 inches long. 
Starter kit, battery not included, or- 
der below. Ages 10 and up. 
49N21002—Wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz. ...$13.99 

5 Sandblaster. Cox .049 engine 
conquers your own ''desert 

races", Deep-cleated tires dig in on 
rugged terrain. Made of high-impact 
plastic. Large capacity fuel tank. 
Complete with roll cage, simulated 
gearshift and adjustable steering. 
Ratchet starter. 1124 inches long. 
Starter kit, battery not included, or- 
der below. For ages 10 and up. 
49N21101—Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. $12.66 

6 Starter Battery. For starting Cox 
“gas” engines. 114 volts. 

49 н 21003—Wt. 11b. 202. .....$1.66 

7 Starter Kit. For Cox "gas" en- 
gines. Includes battery wire and 

clip, 2 wrenches and !4-pint of Glow 
Power fuel. Order battery above. 
49 N 22853—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. .. 

Glow Power Fuel. One pint of su- 
preme blend fuel for Cox “gas” 

powered engines, 
49N22854—Wt. 1 lb. бог. ..... $249 

$266 

Authentic Model 

Reenact adventures on the high seas! 

U.S.S. Constitution Kit 

So precisely detailed, you even string the rigging 

$1499 
The U.S.S. Constitution with its billowing sails and massive ar 
maments was sometimes called the le of the Sea". To cap- 

ture all its realism, this !$«-scale model is from actual plans provid 

ed by the Smithsonian In te. Includes 39 sails, 55 guns, 20 crew 

members, rigging thread, g instructions, pre-formed rat-lines. 

Pre-painted plastic hul 36 in. long. With illustrated booklet and 

cement. Unassembled, over 400 pieces. 
79 N 20313C—Ages 11 and up. Shipping weight 6 pounds $14.99 

1912 Ford 
Model “Т” Kit 

10 From the pages of automo- 
tive history you can see 

how the automobile developed. 
In 1912, Ford made the first 
step toward the future of the 
automobile with the 1912 Ford 
Model “Т”. This !44-scale Mod. 
el s detailed right down to 
its rumble seat and steerable 
wheels with rubber tires. 9 in. 
long. Plastic parts precolored. 
Unassembled, includes instruc 
tions. 133 pieces. Ages 10 and 
up. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49 N 2031 1—Japan. -$6.97 

Roger Penske 
Race Team Kit 

ll Matador 's scale model 
has a 366-cu. in. engine 

chrome-plated look, plastic 
wheels and wide vinyl racing 
tires. And getting to the race, 
Penske's team travels in style. 
Matador fits on a classy trailer 

pulled by a sporty van. All- 
plastic parts highly detailed 
from factory blueprints and in- 
clude matching decals. Over 15 
in. long. Unassembled, includes 
instructions. Over 100 pieces. 
Ages 10 and up. Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 
49 N 22506 $4.99 



legs. vinyl 
seat, 12 in. from floor. Partly assembled. 
79C80162N-Ages 2 to 9. See “N” suffix, р. 
A CHE ee eee: 

ion Bates SCARE 

“Patchwork” Table and Chairs 

$1999 "r 
Sturdy wipe-clean vinyl tabletop laminated 
under high pressure to %-in. flakeboard 

1 5-piece Set. Children will enjoy many happy hours 
of play with this smartly-priced ensemble. It’s great 

for parties, games, even homework. Tubular steel table 
legs and chair frames are chrome-plated. 4 chairs have 
molded polypropylene seats. The 13'2x10-inch seat 
stands 13 inches from the floor. Table measures 
30x20x20 inches high. Recommended for children ages 2 
to 8. Partly assembled. Instructions included. 
79 C 90129C—Shipping weight 29 pounds... . .Set $19.99 

2 З-рс. Set. As (1) above, but has 24x24x20-in. table, 2 
chairs. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

79 С 90067C—Shipping weight 19 pounds ... . . Set $14.99 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 
from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 

The 24x18-inch washable vinyl laminated 
tabletop has “Daffy Apples” print. Table 
measures 20 inches high. Chrome-plated 
tubular steel chair frames and table legs. 
Seat height 13 inches. For ages 2 to 8. 
Shipped partly assembled. Instructions 

Кыл кос. ы Partly assembled. e 
Ages 3 to 10. ipping weight 18 pounds. 

| 78 90341C—Shpg. wt. 22 lbs... $15.98 79 C90086C. ............... Set $10.88 



DADDY, HOW DO 
BOLTS WORK? 2-way hoist 

drives 
vehicles, 
operates 
booms 

and pulleys 
3-speed gear-driven 
motor can power 3 
operations at once 

Transformer 
unit with 
on-off 
forward- 
reverse 
control 

910-p 
electric- 

powered Set 
. . the biggest 
Erector* Set 
we offer 

Erector® Set with 
3-speed motor, remote control 
You can build and operate this mobile 
snorkle yourself. Follow instructions for 

250-piece battery-powered 
Erector® Set 

with direct-drive motor 
Build a motor-driven model of the Moon 
Rover that carries its own battery power 
source and motor. Nut and boit assembly. (ur $4,995 

|| esso: (55753995 
without batteries 

other projects or create your own. Nut and 
bolt assembly. 
SET INCLUDES: Battery-powered 3-speed 
motor (batteries not included) and remote 

wer pack with forward-reverse 
м includes 1-ft. long steel super 
pues. pulleys, plates, axles, nuts and 

Its and a variety of other girder lengths. 
Instruction booklet. 
FOR AGES: 6 and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 
“D” batteries (order package at right). 

üpping weight 5 pounds 12 ounces. 
Set $29.95 

SET INCLUDES: Battery-powered direct- 
drive motor (batteries not incl.), battery 
clips, plates, axles, nuts and bolts and a va- 
riety of girder lengths. Also includes in- 
struction booklet. 
FOR AGES: 6 and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 
“D" batteries (order ox below). 
49 N 16311—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. .Set $14.95 

Long-lasting Alkaline "D" Batteries. 

ORDERING INFO: Package of 2. 
49 N 46996—Wt 110z. ..... Pkg. $1.69 

Our 910-piece set includes a 3-speed motor, electric- 
powered transformer plus а two-way action power hoist 

build the ship-loading crane above or 
create many other structures like nif abire tracking tation, a load- Shipping 

ji diti nut and Amerbly. cx 

pulleys, plates, axles, m = iz "d super nut а 

ial steel Detailed 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Transformer is UL listed for 110-120- 

60-cycle AC. 1.5 watts, 61-inch cord. Not recommended for chil- when you buy chest 

dren under 8 years of age. 
with any Erector 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Chest alone Beatie pene 

49 N 16567—Shipping weight 11 pounds.........-..-. Set $49.95 $ 6” Only 53% 

Little Learners? Storage Chest. 
For Erector$ set on this pg. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Steel. 16x5¥x5"% in. high. 
Storage Chest alone. 
49N16285-Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. $6.99 

When bought with any Erector Set on this page. 
49 N 16285—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 34.99 cd lien yia VOR M5 639.95 

Tinker Toys 
Build bridges, towers, vehicles . . spools 
and wheels make your designs mobile 

400,pi0ce $999 | 25(-ресе 5649 

Designed for many hours of construction fun. 
SET INCLUDES: Wooden rods and spools, idea book with 
easy-to-follow color-keyed diagrams. Storage bag. 
FOR AGES: 3 and up. Due to small parts, not recommend- 
ed for children under 3 years of age. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 16344—400-pc. Set. Wt. 4 lbs. 
49 N 16165—250-pc. Set. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. .. 

Set $9.99 
..Set 6.49 

Both sets furnished 
with reuseable 
plastic bags 

(with drawstring) 
handy for storage 

You can order items on pages 423 to 598 
from now until SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 

516 [Sears] t 
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Squeeze it, roll it, 

Р 
Маке 3-dimensional Pooh 

with hinged mold em 

Winnie-the-Pooh Winnie-the-Pooh Hunny Pumper Set 

ol ar Just fill the hunny tree with Play-Doh, then pump branch 
р lust fill the hunny tree wi! jay-Doh, then pui гап 

Modeling Set . out comes your choice of 10 squiggly shapes. 
with 7 molds $ 

Was 88 

Tigger Chnstopher Winnie- Piglet Rabbit Eeyore $395 Cut 50% $7.95 3 

Robin  the-Pooh 

Birds-of-a-Feather Kit. . 
make beautiful wall plaques 

Art-a-Matic Electronic Spin Painter. . $546 " 

never makes the exact picture twice эти 

ORDERING INFORMATION: ust squeeze colors on spinning turnta- 
le. See pictures form in seconds. 49 C 2079—Wt. 2 lbs. 120z....$5.46 

WHAT YOU GET: Plastic unit, 10x12x31% P 

Mm. high, splatter cover Plus4 bottles (efe cf 2 Alkaline DP PT EU 
non-toxic paint, 25 art boards (5х7 in.) 
and 3 picture frames. Motor operates on 
2 "D" batteries, order pkg. at night. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 

Refill Kit. Includes 4 bottles paint, 36 
art boards (5x7 inches). 
49 C 2138—Wt 1 lb. 2 oz. $2.97 

. pieces stick 7. Colorforms . . 
- onto board like magic 

Arts and Crafts Studio Cabinet with over $999 
15 projects. . . you can even paint on fabric 

WHAT YOU GET: Acrylic paint, fabric paint, water colors, felt FOR AGES: 8 
tip markers, oil pastels, charcoal stick, paint brushes, mixing 
cup, pallet, easel, sketch pad, painting boards, printed fabric. 
Plus tracing patterns, pennants, labels, stencil, instructions. 
Wood box with handle, 13x9x3 in. deep. 

аюб pane scans by Ена marcatore cont 

years to adult. 
ORDER INFO 
Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49C 2066. $9.99 



TOY TY 
For the little fingers that 

big" things are ready to do " 

(1) features 
backspace key 
automatic 

ribbon reverse 

and sturdy 
molded carry 
case 

$2995 

This highly detailed 
multicolored giobe easily $495 
rotates on meridian guide 

Globe and 3 Savings Banks fun and educational 

Mosler Double-door Safe. . . j 
with durable heavy-gauge steel | 

(3) _27-character construction and combination lock I { 

(1 S 3) Toy Typewriters. Perfect gift for little writers. 

lever, automatic ribbon reverse. 

and 2) Standard 3-row 80 characters . 
for capitals, capit 

includes ext 

with space bar, back. 
ey, figure shift key. (3) al shift К 

aracters 26 capital letters plus period key 
Manual return in. long. (1 and 2) have carriage release 

with safety ratchet, of-line bell, paper release and adjuster, line roll-up 
а replaceable black ribbon. 

CONSTRUCTION: Hi-impact plastic frame. Steel mechanical parts. Imported 
ORDERING INFORMA №: Order extra ribbons for (1 and 2) below 
qu =) : = 

(i) "Holiday |7 years | red, | 11х11%ух% | 
мие саве  |andup |white,| іп | 

blue 49N 1607 | 5168 $29.95 
(2| "Secretary" |6 years [yellow] 104x11"; | 

[x44 in. high|49 N 16051|4 Ibs. 802.| 1 (2) 80-character 7° Lj — mE. 9 м 1605 1|4 Ibs. 802 21.99 
Typewriter with ~ Р.У. бр. G i ed 2x10" 
Déckspace key „б L7 x34 in. hígh|49 N 160343 Ibs. 8 oz 14.95 
nbbon reverse 2,2, Extra Ribbor Tand 2)—Pkg. of 2 49 М 16057 lor|Pkg. 199 

$2 199 (4) 9-in. diameter World Globe 

Highly detailed, multicolored globe 
(7) Penny Pig Bank. “Fun-to-feed” 
pig is a decoration to a child's room. 

rotates on meridian guide. Removable plug in bottom. 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel and plastic. 9- Plastic 10x8! 9x82 inches. 
in. diameter. 11% in. high. 

A ^ e x FOR AGES: 6 years and up. ІМ О Play "cashier and customer" on our Cash Registers ORDERING INFORMATION 50515. Wt. 8 oz. $2.94 
. . - ring up sales and handle paper play money 49 N 1657—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. ..$4.95 

amm "ош (5) Big Bird's Mystery Bank (8) Push-button Cash беш 

» LU" Put a coin in Big Bird's outstretched With 1! Keys. ve pese by pot wings, fick its tail feath wy ing one of 9 numbered keys. Am't. is 
ПК Ш feathers and coin — visible from front, back. 2 keys open 

pops into nest. Coin automatically cash drawer, clear register. Incl. re- 
Slides inte proper slot for quarters, — ceipt pad, holder, paper play money. 

т a CONSTR: Plastic and metal, CONSTR: Steel frame, chrome-color 
7 sx 134x814 inches high. Imported. face plate. 6%4x6%%x7 in. high. 

„зи „+ В AGES; 3 years and up. FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

Push-button Register $599 
516 [Sears] 35: - 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N51128— Wt. 15 о: $4.47 

(6) Mosler Jr. Double-door Safe 
Reduced from our 1977 Christmas Book. 
Combination safe and bank. One 
working 2-number combination lock 
opens both doors. 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-gauge steel. 
9x6x7 in. high. Hinged doors. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 

ORDERING INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 N 50171 15.25 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 1604 1—Wt. 2 Ibs. 302..$5.99 

(9) Lever Cash Register with 10 
keys. Bell rings when separate push 
lever opens cash drawer. Amount is 
visible in window. Receipt pad holder 
dips onto register. Paper play mon- 
еу, receipt pad incl. 

CONSTR: Steel frame, chrome-plated 
front. 715х63%х712 in. high. 

GES: 3 to 8 years. 

ORDERING RMATION 
49 N 1609—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. . 

FOR A 

$6.95 



PBOMC KOGAJE 
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(1 апа 2) 17-inch Rubsa*Dub Dolly by Ideal. All vinyl body is water- 
tight and jointed. Rooted hair. Painted eyes. Dressed in romper. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 7 years. 
(1) 49C31615—White Rubea*Dub Dolly. Wt. 2 lbs. 1202. ......$12.97 
(2) 49C31714—8Black Rubea*Dub Dolly. Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 ог. ... 12.97 

(3) RubsasDub Vanity and Shower Set. Includes im: vanity iras. 
Shower . . . just squeeze to spray. Plastic shower cap. cloth. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Doll not included. 
49 C 31643— Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces eevee 87.49 
(4) Wardrobe Set for RubsasDub Dolly. As shown. 
49 C 32509—Shipping weight 4 ounces . з T K-T) 
(5) 14-inch Baby in Infant Seat with Magic mere Food appears on 
spoon, put spoon to doll’s mouth and food disappears. Doll has jointed 

lyethylene body; vinyl head, rooted hair and eyes that open and close. 
DE and plastic bib. Plastic baby seat with feeding tray. Plastic spoon 

uA vA ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 9 years. 
49 C 31768—Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces ................. $7.47 
(6) 13-inch Baby Wet & Care by Kenner. She drinks her special “orange 
Juice" and poor baby gets a rash. Make her well again with her lotion. 
Smooth it on and rash disappears. Vinyl body. Painted eyes. Rooted hair. 
12 extra diapers, baby bottle, lotion bottle, sponge applicator and non-toxic 
mixes for juice and lotion. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. Not for children under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: . 
49 C 31679—Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces ....... 5 $11.44 

(7) Baby Wet & Care Comfort Set. Includes 12 drink mixes, 6 lotion 
mixes and 12 dis) le diapers. 
49 C 31742—Shipping weight 5 ounces . m $377 

(8) Play & Care-Nursery DC To feed, change or carry your doll. 
Plastic rails, handles, tray; vinyl interior. For most 13 to 16-in. dolls. 
49 C 3174 1—Sbipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces ................ $9.47 
(9) Baby Wet & Care Wardrobe. As shown. 
49 C 32518—Shipping weight 5 ounces ......................... $4.99 
(10) 13¥% inch Baby Be Good. Sucks her thumb or bottle like a real 
baby. Magic bottle with “disappearing” milk. Vinyl head, soft cotton body. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 8 Vero 
49 C 34289—Shipping weight 13 ounces . РФ s nio OOM 

11 апа 12) 13-inch Cuddle-up Baby by Kenner. When you squeeze 
er bottle, her hands and feet reach up to Told the bottle and her eyes open 

wide. When her bottle is removed, she lies back and slowly closes her eyes. 
Vinyl body. Rooted hair. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 years and up. 
(11) 49C 31743—White Cuddle-up Baby. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $14.44 
(12) 49 C 31744— Black Cuddle-up Baby. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. . 14.44 

(13) 12% inch 29 by Ideal. Pull her string and she cuddles up to 
her Teddy Bear. Ck ae body, vinyl head. Rooted hair. Painted features. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: oy and up. 
49 C 34293—Shipping weight 1 pound .... $10.97 

14) Snuggles’ d Horse. Colorful molded plastic horse is perfect 
от any Snuggles doll. Pull her string, she rocks back and forth. 10 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Doll not included. 
49 C 3429 1—Shipping weight 8 ounces ..$4.97 

(15 and 16) Mattel's Baby Grows Up™ from 16% to 18 in. tall. To 
make her grow up, just feed her the bottle. When the bottle is removed, 
she'll grow. Her ace changes, her neck and body be become к and her 
legs straighten. Change her clothes, let down her she's a little 
girl. To make her a baby again pull the ring on ped back. aeri 2 cos- 
tumes and bottle. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 years and up. 
(15) 49 C 32363 — White Baby Grows Up. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $15.27 
(16) 49 C 32364— Black Baby Grows Up. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 11 15.27 
NOTE: Colors and fabrics may vary from outfits shown. 



Sporty Beach Buggy 

with “balloon” tires 
pulls a Snowmobile 

.. Sold only at Sears 

$ 222 

Ready for all seasons. Mini-Tonka Beach Buggy with 
divided seats and all-weather simulated canvas top 
Trailer carries realistic snowmobile scaled to proper 
size. Equipped with movable front skis. 14 inches long 
overall. Chip-resistant enameled steel, plastic parts. 
49 N 54435—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz.. . . .Set $2.99 5-speed Tonka-Tote Launcher Dualcontrol, spring-powered launcher. Levers 

д d can be pumped toany oneof 5 launching speeds. 
with steep-banked Plastic turn-around ramp about 11x17x9¥4 in 
Turn-around Ramp high. Set includes Tonka-Tote Dune Duster 
and 2 fast Racers dune buggy and Double Deuce hot rod. 3-inch 

i $ qE 
long cars have high-speed tires and axles that 
reduce friction for extra-fast travel . . steel and 
polycarbonate construction. Snap-on clips. 
79 N 54588C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs... ... . -Set $7.87 

N 

Four high-speed cars each with snap-on clip Mini-Tonka 
i that permits each car to be attached to belt, Contractor 

pocket or cap for easy carrying. Set includes / 
Dune Duster dune buggy, Double Deuce hot Trucks 
rod, Bug Blaster VW, and Scream 'N Demon $4.87 
racer. About 3in.long. Steeland polycarbonate. 
49 N 54587—Shpg. wt. 8 ол......... Set $2.99 

«pc 
el 

Average 9 inches long. Dump truck has lever control 
body. Cement mixer with tilting, revolving drum 
Loader with scoop that raises, lowers and locks 
Heavy-gauge steel construction, 2-coat enamel finish 
and sturdy wheel assemblies. 
49 N 54586—Shipping weight 4 lbs, 12 oz... Set $6.87 

Tiny Tonka Crazy A's . . 
Slicked up mod Model A's Average 

4 inches long 

Tiny Tonka 
Construction Trucks 

$ 487 
5-pc 

Four racers with wide racing style slicks and mag- 
style wheels. Set includes the Mod Rod with racing 
stripes, the Draggin' Wagon with metallized-grilled 
üre-breather; the Frantic Fliver with bright red 
fenders and running board; and the Scorcher, a 

Tiny trucks do a great job. Set in- 
cludes front loader, dump truck, bull- 
dozer, cement mixer with revolving 

Midget Marx Trucks 

slicked-up pick-up. Steel bodies, non-mar tires, 
tough enamel finish, rugged axles. 
49 Н 54589—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 ол.......... Set $4.87 
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drum, and lowboy rig to haul bull- 
dozer. Loader scoop raises, lowersand 
locks. Automotive gauge steel con- 
struction with chip-resistant paint. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. 
49 №54046................ Set $4.87 

Set includes dump truck, stake truck, sanitation 
truck with dump action, pick-up truck, wrecker 
with winch action, concrete mixer with revolying 
drum. Heavy-duty steel construction with plastic 
windshields. From Japan. 
49 N 54047—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 90z........ Set $3.99 



A herd of 
Awesome Animals 
Ja ws snap, eyes and 
mouths glow as 3 

command movements , 
by remote control 

Dinosaurs of the past 
(1 and 2) You can stage the meeting of 2 of the 
fiercest dinosaurs that ever walked the earth. Just 
push the remote control button . . they walk forward 
or backward. All plastic. Each dinosaur uses 2 "D" 
batteries, order package below right. 

1 Tyrannosaurus. Green color; 8x4x6 in. high. 
49 N 53038—Shipping weight 12 oz.. .Ea. $2.99 

$299 
‘each 

3/98 
set of two 

no batteries 

African and Asian Animals of today 

(3 thru 6 ) The lion, black leopard, rhinoceros and hippopotamus . . four of nature's most powerful 

animals. Move forward or backward when you push control button. Colorful plastic animals give 

excitement of the jungle right at home. Each uses 2 “D” batteries, order package below. 

Lion. Brown color; 8x4x4 inches high. 
49N 51021—Shipping wt. 14 oz. .Ea. $2.99 

Black Leopard. 8x4x3 inches high. 
49N 51022—Shipping wt. 14 02. .Ea. 2.99 

Lion and Black Leopard Set. Separate prices lo- 

Rhinoceros. Tan color; 7x5x4 in. high. 
49 N 53042—Shpg. wt. 13 oz... .Ea. $2.99 

6 Hippopotamus. Purple; 7х5х4 in. high. 
49N5304 1-Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. .Ea. $2.99 

Rhinoceros and Hippopotamus Set. Separate 2 Triceratops. Brown color; 9x4x¢4 in. high. 
49 М 53039—Shipping weight 14 oz. .Еа. 2.99 lal $5.98 . . you get savings of $1.00. prices total $5.98 . . you save $1.00. 

Dinosaur Set of 2. Separate prices total $5.98. 49 N 51024—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 02..5е $4.98 49 N 51023—Shpg. wt 1 lb. 14 oz. ..Set $4.98 

49 N 5304—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz.. ...Set $4.98 49 N 8405—"D" Batteries. Package of 6. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ..Package 1.49 

Beginner's 
17-piece Set $299 

Four 2'Ax3*4, two 3%x3%-inch 
printed-design basswood plaques, 
electric pen, point, transfer sheet, wa- 
ter colors, more. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 22706—Wt. 1 lb. ....Set $2.99 

All, 
$199 

14 Extra Wood Plaques for sets 

Get extra fun from any woodburning 
set on this page, or any other, by or- 
dering these 14 white basswood 
plaques. Just follow the attractive 
printed designs. 3'/x5 in. each. 
49 N 2156—Wt. 15 oz. ....Set $1.99 

stain раш Scans by Сй Mercati иа Coen 

Intermediate 
32-piece Set 

$499 

Bigger set includes electric pen, 4 over- 
points, 8 assorted decorative plaques in 
sizes ranging from 3'4x2*/ to 4'4x4'/, 
inches, 4 cork coasters, paint brush, 6 water 
color paints, transfer sheet, 6 color foils for 
monogramming personal items, sandpaper, 
instructions. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 21025—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 02.....5е $4.99 

Note: Ail electric pens UL listed for 1 10-120-v., 60-с. AC-DC. 

Deco 

Deluxe 88-piece Wood 
and Cork Burning Set 

$899 

Build six complete projects . . birdhouse, tie rack, bookends, 
napkin holder, pot holder rack, serving tray . . then wood burn. 
Electric tool has 6 extra points for professional-looking results. 
Other “mini-projects” include 9 printed 3/4x3'*/,-in. wood 
plaques, 8 cork coasters, 2 cork hot pads. 6 color foils, palette, 
brush, water colors, 2 mixing dishes, patterns, sandpaper, nails, 
carry-storage case. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 1973—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces 
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for the whole family 

L E. — 
SUPER SLEUTH $988 

Electronically c 
variety of question~ 

Try to prevent Super Sleuth from detecting 
your half-truths. 5x7x8 in. high electronic 
detector in plastic case measures emotional 
responses to questions, sounds, sense of 
feel and other stimuli. Play a variety of 
games described in instruction book. Set in 
cludes detector with easy-read face dial, 9 
v. battery, witness timer and deck of 26 
coded clue cards. Ages 10 and up. 
49 С 65821—Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 59.88 

ўор-Ну 
by Ideal 

rop and leap 
the ba 

$777 

You never know where the 
ball will go! Hit the Pop Fly 
lever with a bean bag and— 
pop—a ball pops up in ‘most 
any direction. Catch it on the 
fly, and you score. You'll 
leap, reach, stretch "n, sprawl, 

trying to snare those fly balls; 
that's where the fun comes in. 
For 2 players or 2 teams, ages 
7 and up. Includes 17x16x8 
in. high plastic playing plat- 
form, 8 balls, 6 bean-bags. So 
easy to buy when you just use 
the phone. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
79 С 6563С $7.77 

Pursuit by Aurora 

Authentic World Wa 
planes dive and clim 

trap the oppo 

$666 

like real planes—faster 
down than across—to trap 
enemy planes, Storage com 
partments and instructions 
on plastic base of game 
16x10x16*/, in. high. Ages 7 
up. Wt. 4 Ibs, 8 oz. 
49C65833 

f Anticipate your enemy's 
moves. 6 planes in swivel 

5 back plastic clouds move 

Set $6.66 

Criss-Cross by Ideal 

Split-second timing wins! 

$397 
б Launch blue ball down 

ч curving track; zoom orange 
e one down straight track 

"Orange" tries to knock 
"Blue" off, and “Blue 

scores points for making it 
to the finish line. 2 blue and 
1 orange balls, Plastic play 
ing field. Ages 7 and up. Wt 

UPSET by Ideal 
e in a row wins; hit lever to 
your opponent . . or yourself 

Toss a bean bag in each of your 3 scoring cups and you win. But be careful—if 
you hit your “upset” lever you'll dump the bags and must start all over again! 

1 Ib. Your opponent can try to upset your bean bags . . you can try to upset his. For 2 
à 49 C 65676 $397 players or 2 teams. Plastic playing platform. 22'/,х10'/.х8 in. high. 8 bean bags. 

79 C 65634C—Ages 7 and up. Shipping weight 6 pounds P .$8.33 

$533 
by Idea 

by Ideal. . 

"Radar" t 
Spy ships while 

spy uses "anti-radar 

$498 
Battleboard by Ideal $399 

euver your opponent 
m the castle wall 

h d 

Outwit and out 
as you sti QUICKFLIP VOLLEYBALL 

Fast-movin' 2-man game . . you can't touch the 
players, so the skill is in the flick of the wrist 

y" uses "anti-radar" to get his ships to Austin 
or Grant's Quay and back. Track him with your 

"radar" and seize his ships, or will he capture you? 
Buzzer signals capture! 11x13 in. high plastic set has 
scanner, illuminated screen, cables, tracking pieces. 2 
players. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. 

Battle calls for offensive and defensive 
strategy às you try to advance your 

knights to castle wall. You can't see op- 

ponent's moves . . but if you guess where 
his knights are, “blow” them off the plas- 
tic board with your launcher. First to get 

Drop plastic ball in side slot, move control knobs 
to slide flexible figures back and forth and con- 
trol their arms as they serve, volley and spike the 
ball. 17*/x3x12 in. high plastic play area on pl 

49 C 65495—Ages 10 and up. Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. $4.98 5 ien ti cistie wall Wing? Castle wall tic stand, 2 balls, 3 scoring pegs. Ages 7 and up, a Ee . der Я 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. board, 10 men, 2 launchers. 49 C 65759—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 533 
49 C 4695—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 7 oz. Pkg. 139 49 C 65642—Ages 7, up. Wt. 2 lbs. ..5399 91 [Sears] 523 
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Kits. . precisely detailed and ready-to-build 

Learn what goes on inside the power train and suspension of today's cars! 

Visible Automobile 
Engines and Chassis 

Kits (2) and (3) 
сап be built 
to operate 
together 

More Than 3 Feet Long 

Working Wankel Engine $ ] 244 w Working V-8 Engine $1 244 wo" ^^ Automobile Chassis $2 297 шол 
batteries batteries 

1 High-impact styrene model is hinged to divide in 2 High-impact styrene model has functioning pis 3 High-impact styrene model has working transmis 
front of rotating piston, revealing combustion tons, connecting rods and rocker arms that all Sion with 3 speeds plus reverse. Clutch, gearshift 

chamber. Entire cycle timed so plugs fire in time with work in sequence with firing of 8 spark plugs. 14%; springs, shock absorbers, brakes, etc., all operate. 37% 
crankshaft and rotary piston movement. 14V4in.long, іп, long. Unassembled, with instr. Over 350 pieces. in. long. Unassembled, with instr. Over 205 pieces. 
Unassembled, instr. Over 125 pieces. Uses 2 "C" bat- Uses 2 "C" batteries, order pkg. below. Will oper- Uses 3 batteries, order pkg. below. 
teries, order pkg. below. ate with chassis (3) at right. Ages 10 and up. 79 N 2337C—Ages 10 and up. Wt. 9 lbs, .:,.. Kit $22.97 
79 М 2346C—Ages 10 and up. Wt. 5 lbs. Kit $12.44 .. 79N2335C—Shipping weight 5 lbs, Kit*1244 — "p" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 46997—Alkaline "C" Batt with (1) and (2). Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 5 oz... «Pkg. 105 49 М 46995—: Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. Pkg. $1.49 

Tyrannosaurus Rex 
"King of the tyrant lizards" 

$1097 
41 Tyrannosaurus Rex earned his title, 

“King of the tyrant lizards”, by be 
ing the largest. known carnivorous di: 
nosaur, and one of the most vicious ani The Big Mover! 
mals ever to roam the earth. His head, 
jaws, legs and tail аге movable, and SEARS Trailer Truck Kit 
he’s over 18 in. tall, 35 in. long. 
Molded in "reptile" red and "glow" 

plastic, Teeth, claws and eyes glow in 
the dark. Unassembled, instructions. 
Over 50 pieces. Ages 6 and up. 
79 N 22507C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. Kit $10.97 

Peterbilt cab is an exact duplicate of the original ." 
has pin striping, air conditioner, horns, removable 

hood, air tanks, exhaust stacks. Fruehauf van has dual 
wheel suspension, opening doors. 1714 in. long. U: 
sembled, with instr. 150 plastic pieces, decals. 
49 М 20188—Ages 10 and up. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $5.66 

Lone Ranger and Tonto Kit 

$544 Completely built, not a kit! 
Action-posed to fight forces of evil е "asure Detec tor 

The Lone Ranger and Tonto . . fa- 
vorite heroes of adventure lovers ods for buried 

everywhere. They plunge head-on into virtually anv kinaz 
impossible missions, facing unearthly yan 
danger. Set of two plastic kits include 
bases and ready-to-build action scenes. 
Each kit with own comic book adven- 
ture. Tonto is 8% in. high, Lone Ranger 
is 815 in. high. Unassembled, instr. 

$1 497 without 
batteries 

Over 95 pieces. Ages 6 and up. Sensor triggers rare 
49 м 22508—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. .. .Set $5.44 indicator when base 

over most kinds ot 

Superstar? Sky Riser™ Kit metal. Use underwater 
too . . wrap in plastic 

$897 without bag and seal. 9-in. 
battery 

6 This electric-powered plane takes 
off under its own power and climbs 

into flight with no guidelines. Set rud- handle. High-impact 
der before take off and plane holds cir- раис ORE заь i 
cular flight pattern. 26-in. wing span. rans , Uses 
Motor driven by 2 nickel-cadmium cells “АА” batteries, order 

recharges in about 2 minutes with below. Japan. Ages 8 
one 6-v. battery (order below). Since and up. Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
it's electric powered, it starts instantly, 49N22509 ...... $14.97 
runs silent and clean. Plastic. Unassem “AA” Batteries. Pkg. 
bled, with instr. Mexico. Ages 7 to 13. of 4. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 № 20261—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. Kit $8.97 49 м 46991 ...Pkg. 69c 2. 

LJ 6-volt Battery. ^ 
Note Both Pages: Glue not included with Kits. 49 N 46992—Wt. 1 lb. 8 о>. $134 / 
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Table and 2 bentwood Chairs constructed 2495 E 
of sturdy select hardwoods finished in walnut е 

А handsome furniture set for your child's playroom. Table measures 25x18x23 in. high. 13x11-in. 
chair seat stands 11 in. from floor. Partly assembled. Instructions incl. Ages 2 to 7. Tea set not incl. 
79 C 90184C—Shipping weight 26 pounds Set $2495 

Each $9.99 79 C 90188C—Extra Chair for set above. Shipping weight 9 pounds 

The Burger-Server 
Combines a serving bar and toy 

chest all in one unit 

$2288 

Toy storage chest in 
back of serving bar 

Burger-Server. Sold only а! Sears. Kids will have a great time serving friends snacks and drinks 
at their very own “soda fountain". 12x30x24-in. high serving counter has 2 swivel stools at- 
tached so children can sit down and enjoy their treats. Set also includes a 3-cu. ft. toy chest 
tucked behind counter. Serving counter made of vinyl laminated to Vin. flakeboard. Sturdy 
chrome-plated tubular steel swivel stools stand 16 in. high from floor. Padded vinyl seat mea- 
sures 8 in. in diameter. Partly assembled. Instructions. Ages 3 to 8. Accessories not incl. 
79 C 90141L—Shipping weight 44 pounds . . Dp, 7 2. $2288 

1 Bentwood Rocker. Contemporary child's rocker 
designed for comfort. Constructed of select hard- 

woods, finished in walnut. Stands 26 in. high. Rein- 
forced vinyl sling seat is 9 in. from floor. Partly as- 
sembled. Recommended for ages 3 to 10. 
79 C 90321C—Shipping weight 7 Ibs. ......... $14.99 

fi 

ds 
26-inch 

Musical Rocker 

$1499 
Rock while music 
box plays a lullaby. 

Hardwood, non-toxic 
maple finish. Turned 
front legs, shaped arms, 
runners. 124%4x10¥%-in. 
seat, 944 in. from floor. 
26 in. high. Partly as- 
sembled. Ages 2 to 10. 
Wt. 9 Ibs. 
79 C 90319C 514.99 

Priced really low. . 
yet this 18-in. Rocker 
is sturdy hardwood 

(3] 

23-inch 
Rocker 

$999 

g Early American styl- 
ing with turned front 

legs, shaped arms. 
Hardwood construction 
with non-toxic maple 

finish. 7!4x934-in. seat 
stands 9 in. from floor. 
23 in. high. Partly as- 
sembled. Ages 2 to 10. 

Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 
79C90315C . 

Sit and rock for hours in 
this rocker with non-toxic 
red enamel finish. 10V4x874- 
in. seat stands 8% inches 
from floor. Partly assem- 
bled. feris Wt. 6 Ibs. 
79C90311C . $5. =o [Sears] 517 



Simulate the well-known structures at right 

(1) WORLD FAMOUS BUILDINGS SETS 
Snap-together assembly makes it easy for you to imitate 
actual building methods as you construct the. buildings 

Shown here or those of your own design . . with 700-piece 
set you also get a working elevator with hoist 

Dis $1695 | р $999 

Columns snap 
together, fit 
holes in base 

Jis B 
Beams slip 

into notches 
in columns 

United Nations Commonwealth 
Promenade 

Lever Bros. 
Building 

Girder and construction authentically simulates the most con- 
temporary ing methods. Design projects up to 4 feet tall! ттт 4 700-piece Se. © ш 
SET INCLUDES: Working elevator with hand-operated hoist, 700 

tic beams, columns and vinyl windows; three 6x12-in, hard- 
bases and project book With directions for buildings at ПЕМ. 

FOR AGES: 7 and up. 

"nn 
Hotel Brasilia 

World Trade 
Center Panels snap onto ORDERING INFORMATION: 

rivets on columns 49 N 16302—Shipping weight 5 pounds ............. Set $16.95 

440-piece Set, 

SET INCLUDES: 440 plastic beams, columns and vinyl window pan- 
¢ls, two 6x12-inch hardboard bases and project instruction book. 
Elevator not included. Realistic 
FOR AGES: 7 and up. elevator with 
ORDERING INFORMATION: wore nowt 49 № 16306—Shipping weight 2 lbs, 8 oz. ............. Set $9.99 of fun on 

completed 

(2) Bridge and 
Highway Set 

Cut 22% 2 $99: 

Reduced. our 1975 Chrisimas Book. Build your own true-to- 
life bridge and roadway, use “МАТСНВОХ”® or Hot 
Wheels vehicles (sold on page 444-446) to travel wherever 
ўт узең а takes you. Combine with World Famous 
juildings above for your own downtown activity center. 
SET INCLUDES: 400 plastic pieces: beams, columns, braces to 
make sturdy truss or suspension-type bridges, 42x13 in. high; 
[3 feet of roadway track, street signs, street lights and stop 
lights. Snap-together assembly. Also includes instruction 
booklet. 
FOR AGES: 7 and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION; 
49 М 16296—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. . .. Now, Set $9.99 

projects 

Pretend you're a wilderness pioneer with Lincoln Logs 

1050 $599 | 27е $1 (у99 | 5025» $1 399 
Build any kind of log structure with these rugged-looking logs of stained wood—frontier forts, train bridges. Load them on toy trains, tucks or Boats like real logs. 
SETS INCLUDE: %4-in. thick logs of various lengths, grooved to fit together; plastic ga- 
bles, chimney, roof pieces and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10. Due to small parts, not recommended for children under 3. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
130-piece Set, Builds one large and one small cabin. 
49 № 16201—Shipping weight 2 pounds 13 ошпсев..................... -Set $5.99 
267-piece Set. Builds one large and two small cabins. 
49 № 16202—Shipping weight 5 pounds 2 ошпсез....................... Set $10.99 
340-piece Set. Builds one large and three small cabins. 
49 N 16203—Shipping weight 6 pounds 13 ошпсез....................... Set $13.99 

m— T———Áá—— 
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SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(1) Winnie-the-Pooh Play-Doh 
Modeling Set. Mold figures out of 
Play-Doh, then play with them on the 
"woods" play mat. 
SET INCL.: 7 plastic molds. One is 
hinged . . . forms a 3-dimensional 
Р‹ The other 6 molds are press- 
out-type. Two 6-oz. cans of Play- 
Doh, trimmer, roller plus vinyl *100- 
acre woods" play mat, 12x12 in. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 1b. 10 oz. 
49C 16134 ............ Set $3.95 

(2) Winnie-the-Pooh Hunny Pum- 
per Set. Reduced from our 1976 Christ- 
mas Book. Fill hunny tree with Play- 
Doh, then pump tree’s “branch” . . . 
out comes your choice of 10 squiggly 
shapes. Make long or short pieces 
so. then make various designs with 
them. Store leftover Play-Doh in air- 
tight hunny tree trunk. 
SET INCLUDES: 10x10x634-in. plastic 
pumper; 2 die-strips . . . each with 5 
different die shapes; three 6-oz. cans 
of Play-Doh, trimmer and instr. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 C 16122 ............ Se $3.88 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(3) Birds of a Feather Wall 
Plaque Art Coloring Set. After 
you color these beautiful birds, 
you'll have four attractive wall 
plaques to liven up any room. 
SET INCL.: 4 ready-to-color and 
hang wall plaques, each 14x12 in. 
Constructed of sturdy fiberboard 
laminated to art paper. Pre-printed 
outlines for easy coloring. Plus 8 vi- 
brant colored artist markers. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 С 16933...........Kit $4.99 

(4) Country Village. Kids will 
have hours of fun coloring, building 
and then playing with this old-fash- 
ioned country village. 
SET INCLUDES: Country Village, 
complete with toy shop, general 
store and sweet shoppe. Pre-cut 
іесеѕ. Constructed of sturdy fiber- 

rd laminated to art paper. Pre- 
printed outlines for easy coloring. 8 
vibrant colored artist markers, 
easy-to-read instr. for assembly. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 C 16935C .........Set $6.99 

5) Colorforms Sesame Street® 
lay Set. Join Ernie, Bert and 

Cookie Monster adventures. 
SET INCLUDES: 3 Colorform 
boards plus figures and accessories 
for each. Made of vinyl plastic lami- 
nated to cardboard. The Colorform 
pieces stick to the board like magic 
+ . + ПО scissors or paste needed! 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 2 lbs. 
49C 16917......... Set $6.99 
®Children’s Television Workshop 
Muppet characters © Muppets, Inc 

(6) Colorforms Holly Hobbie® 
and Heather® Play Set 

SET INCLUDES: 3 Colorform 
boards with dolls and accessories 
for each. Vinyl plastic laminated to 
cardboard. One set features Holly 
Hobbie and her wardrobe; another 
Heather and her wardrobe; the 
third is a 3-dimensional general 
store with front porch and garden 
on one side. . . the inside of the 
store on the other. 6 stand-up fig- 
ures of Holly and her friends incl. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 16912—Wt. 2 lbs. Set $6.99 
© American Greetings Corp. 

(7) Fuzzy Pumper Barber Shop 
Just fill doll's head with Play-Doh, 
then turn handle and “hair” grows 

Now you can style the hair-dos of the 
whole Fuzzy Family. After hair comes 
out of head, use scissors, clippers, comb, 
“razor” or hair styler/dryer to create the 
look you want. 
SET INCL.: 4 Fuzzy Family members. 
Plus Barber chair extruder, hair styler/ 
dryer, scissors, ср] straight "razor", 
comb with scraper, broom, dustpan. plas: 
tic playmat, three 6-02. cans of lay- Doh. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49C 16863 .............. Set $7.94 

(8) Play-Doh 
4-pack 87с 

Modeling compound that's pliable, 
clean, non-toxic and non-staining. 
Use it again and again. 
SET INCLUDES: Four 6-oz. cans 
Play-Doh with reclosable plastic lids. 
Yellow, red, blue and white. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 14 oz. 
49 C 16141 .............Pkg. 87c 

(9) Spectograph. . . move handle 
and watch your design take form 

simple or as complex as you want. 

FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 1696—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

(11) Magic 
Mickey 

You help Mickey's magic hat draw $994 
in this automatic drawing game 

Mickey's "Magic Hat" moves in whatever direction 
Mickey points, drawing as it goes. Angle control en- 
ables operator to make “Magic Hat” draw straight 
lines, curves, circles . . . or follow the maze. 
CONSTR.: Plastic. 1334x10%4x234 inches deep. 
GAME INCLUDES: Board, 3 colored pens and paper. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 1694—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2oz. ..... 59.94 

$594 
There's no limit to the number of one, two or three colored 
designs you can make quickly and easily. Designs can be as 

GAME INCL.: Plastic wheel, 10x10 in., 4 colored qm tipped 
pens, 80 sheets of clay-coated paper, instruction klet. 

...%5.94 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items 
on pages 8, 9, 14 thru 
17B, and 423 to 598 

am * Gal 

Create 
words, 
numbers, 
designs 

$394 

(10) Etch-a-Sketch® 
Turn knobs to create designs on the screen. One 
knob controls vertical movement; the other horizon- 
tal. To erase your picture, just turn the board over 
and shake. . . then start again. 
CONSTR.: Plastic. Measures 934x8x114 in. thick. 
FOR AGES: 4 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 1878—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1002. .. -$3.94 

(12) HASBRO 
Pencil Sharpener 

. let Mickey Mouse 
"chomp" your 
pencils sharp 4 a 

"Feed" Mickey a pencil, turn crank and watch his 
nose twitch and jaws move as he sharpens pencil. 
CONSTRUCTION: Pliable plastic face with rotary 
blade sharpener. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Pencils not included. 
49 C 1610—Shipping weight 14 02.......... $4.94 
Disney characters € Walt Disney Productions 

from now until 
AUGUST 31, 1978 



n™ Calculator 

S: Put the problem in . see it in read 
If corr 

ng, letters “EEE” for error appear. After 
third try, correct answer automatically shows. Ad 

btracts, multiplies, divides, an: 

IT ADE OF: Sturdy plasti 
rs and up. 
Instructions incl. Requires one 9-volt 

battery, order package below. Warranted by Texas In 
struments, Inc. Write for free copy, see page 330. 
49 N 16707—Shipping weight 6 ounces $15.99 Child prepares 

Learning math problems 
t, problem with answer will is so much fun 

А with these amazing 

CALCULATORS 

n one. s à regular 

ubstracts, multiplies, divides. As a 
put the problem in see it in read-out. 

Then answ rrect, problem with answer appears in 
screen and Musicalculator plays “Stars and Stripes For- 
ever.” If wrong, problem will reappear on screen to the 
tune of “Marche Slav." Works as musical instrumen: 
too each of 10 numbered keys produces an accurate 
musical note from A to high C. Music instruction booklet 
includ strap for portability. 

TIT OF: Sturdy plastic. 7х1х51 in. high 
S: 4 years and up. Instructions included 

math tester, 

ORDER INFO: Requires one 9-volt battery sold below 
49 N 1662—Shipping weight 10 ounces $19.95 Wiz-a-Tron™ 

(3) Little Red Schoolhouse Calculator Calculator 
OW IT W KS: Enter problem push" = "button, A marvelous 

receive answer. Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides. learning aid 
Е: Sturdy plastic. 4x'4x4"2 in. high. for little 

S: 5 to 15 years, Instructions includ mathematicians 
ORD. INFO: Uses adapter or one 9-v, battery sold below shows 
49 N 16616—Shipping weight 8 ounces $9.95 Musis 
AC Adapter For (3) only (not shown thesametime | 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed. 117-v. inlet, 3-v.-6-v.-9-v. outlet. 
25 w., 6-ft. cord. Not recommended for ages under 5 yrs $1599 
49 N 1669—Shipping weight 8 ounces $4.99 without 
9-volt Batteries. Package of 2. battery 
49 М 46993—Shipping weight 4 ounces Pkg. 99c 

(4 thru 9) Mathematical Games 
WHA Y F Hi-impact plastic. Imported. 

4 years and up. 
(4) Mathematical Balance 

N IT WORKS: Child sets up problem puts 
weights on numbered pegs, left-hand side of balance. An 
swer goes on right-hand side. If answer is correct, scale 
will balance perfectly. Learn metrics, addition, New at Sears. . . Musicalculator 
tion, multiplication, division, algebra, eq 
tions, weight and measurement. Incl. 20 v 

3 cm wide. Handy storage for weights on base. 
ER INFO: Instr. incl. 25x27 4x8! ? in. high. 

79 М 16545C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $9.97 

(5) Slide Abacus. 
T WORKS: Has easy-to-use counting frame. No 

wire rods or loose beads. Child sets up problem 
slides beads across plastic "rod." Molded numeral 

le of abacus help child discover correct answers 
ER INFO: Instr. incl. 1074x574x112 in. high. 

49 N 16542—Shpg. wt. 13 oz. $5.97 

(8) Push-button Teaching Clock. Teaches children to 
tell time by normal clock face and modern digital way 
HOW IT WORKS: Push left button, min. hand advances 5 
min. Push right button, owl's eyes open, give you time. 
RDER INFO: Instr. incl. 3!4x7x9! ? in. high. 

49 N 16607—Shpzg. wt. 1 lb. $4.95 

(7) Memory Match. Tests children's memory as they 
search for matching pictures, words and rhyming words. 

OW IT WORKS: Child challenges another to remember 
hich sliding key hides matching picture or words. Incl 
cards, 6 games. Order extra card set below 

ORDER INFO: Instr. incl. 14!4x11!2x2! 2 in. 
49 N 16579—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz $5.99 

Memory Match Card Set (not shown). Tests chi 
memory using math and picture dictionary. 6 cards w 
12 games. Use with Memory Match (7) described above. 
49 N 166 1—Shpz. wt. 10 oz. $1.99 

(8) Magic Answer Machine. Teaches 
N IT WORKS: Put picture card into slot, 

ture, then push first button, First letter of word will ap. 
pear on screen. Push other buttons to complete word. 12 
cards with 24 pictures. Order extra card sets below 

с Instr. incl. 7х215х4 in. high 
49 N 16509—Shpz. wt. 11 oz. $4.99 

wer Machine Card Sets (not shown 
language, math ability. 24 cards per set. 

with Magic Answer Machine (8) described above 
ath Set (96 problems). Wt. 6 oz.S 
‘oun Set (48 nouns). Wt. 6 oz. 
erb Set (48 verbs), Wt. 6 oz. 

(8) Mini-Calculator for preschoolers. 
OW IT WORKS: Turn dial, problem eppears in win 

dow. Child answers, opens dow to see if answers 
agree. Add, subtract, multiply, divide any 2 nos. (1 to 9 
ORDER INFO: Instr. incl. 6x644x34 in. high. 
49 N 16031—Shpzg. wt. 8 oz. $1.99 

This 3-in-* toy calculates figures and 
equations with or without musical tones 

on 

name pic 

Mini-Calculator 
for preschoolers 5199 

paoc Gaz 517 
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n" Doll Trunk. White metal over wood 
rame; paper lining. Metal corners, rein- 
forcements and snap locks. White plastic 
handle. Hanger bar slides for easy access to 
clothes. Drawer for accessories. Plastic 
hangers included. Ribbon tie. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Doll, clothes not incl. 

14-inch Trunk, 7!4x7x14 in. high. 
49 C 33745—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $8.99 
18-inch Trunk. 814x8%4x18 in, high. 
49 C 33746—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. ....$10.99 
22-inch Trunk, 954x834x22 in. high. 
79 C 33747 C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs....$12.99 

(18 thru 20) Doll Wardrobe Sets. Dress 
ms doll in one of these darling outfits. 

iere's one for every occasion. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. Not recommended 
for ages under 3 because of small parts. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION: Order by 
doll's height. Dolls not included, Doll shown in 
(18) sold on pg. 513; doll shown in (19) sold on 
pg. 515; doll shown in (20) sold on pg. 515. 

(18) 16-piece Set. Includes nightgown, 2-pc. 
playsuit, sunsuit and jacket, 2 dresses, panties, 
5 , 1 comb and 2 bottles. 

For doli heights | Catalog Number | Wt I Set 
lütollinches..| 4932501 | Вог | $449 
12tol3inches..| 49C32502 | Вог. 449 
14 to 15 inches 49C32503 | Зог. 4.99 
16to 17 inches 49 С 32504 | 902. 5.49 
18 to 19 іпсћеѕ..| 49 С 32505 | 9oz 5.49 
20 to 22 inches 49С 32506 | 902. 5.99 

(19) 2-рс. Coat and Bonnet Set. Socks not 
included. 
—Fordolihegnts | Catalog Number | Wr Ser 
lOtollinches.| 49С32611 | Зог | $199 
12tol3inches.| 49С32612 | 402. 1.99 
14 to 15іпсћез. | 49С32613 |4oz | 249 
16 to 17 inches ..| 49032614 | 402.| 299 
18 to 19inches ..| 49C32615 | 4oz | 299 

(20) 6-piece Knit Set. Includes 2-piece pram 
suit, hand-crocheted hooded jacket with 
matching panty, ! pair booties and dress. 

For doli heights | Catalog Number | Wr | Set 
13 to 15 inches ..| 49С 32522 | 702. $5.99 
16 to 18 inches 49C32523 | 7oz. 6.99 
19to21inches..| 49 C 32524 | 70z.| 799 

NOTE: Colors and fabrics may vary from outfits shown. 

(21) 14-inch Betsey Clark Doll. Huggable 
soft cloth body. Yarn hair. Wears a long cotton 
dress and striped apron with lace trim. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 34244—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
Betsey Clark 1969. 1971. 1975. 197 
Halimark Cards, Inc. 

( 22 thru 24 ) Betsey Clark Furniture 
Wood and hardboard with design laminated on 
all pieces. For dolls up to 19 inches. 
FOR AGES; 3 to 10 years, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, in- 
structions included. 

(22) Hooded Cradle. 20%x1514x18 in. high. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces. 

190337426 iaaa $11.99 

(23). Playpen. 16x16x11 inches high. 
Shipping weight 5 pounds 5 ounces. 

79 C33595C ............ de ...%9.99 

(24) Changing Table. 20!2x12!4x17!2 
inches 
49 C 33698—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 10 oz. .. $ 11.99 
© 1971. 1972 and 1974 
Hallmark Cards, Inc. 
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Heavy-gauge steel 
Cattle Truck and 

Horse Trailer 

5 animals travel first class in this truck-trailer set. Covered horse trailer with 
gate that lowers to form ramp. Horse and colt fit easily inside. Ford pickup farm 
truck has removable stake sides for transporting bull, cow, and calf. Drop-down. 
tail 
Plastic animal 19% inches long overall. 

helps in loading. Trailer hitch. Non-marring tires. Baked-enamel finish. 

49 N 54075—Shipping weight 4 pounds 14 ошасев.................. Set $6.99 

Take livestock 

to the 

ON $ ( 

The Die-cast 
Steerables . . 

drive 'em crazy 

This die-cast Farm Set is 
International-Harvester 

Equipment 
D 

ue = 5899 
These !/g-scale models let you plant, plow 
and cultivate like a real farmer. All imple. 
ments really work. Heavy die-cast metal set 
with rubber or non-mar plastic wheels 
Tractor measures 8 in. long. 8-in. long wagon, 
Slj-in. wide 3-bottom plow. 81%-іп. wide 
double disc, б\ф-їп. wide harrow. Baked 

enamel red and white finish. Phone ordering's 
a quick and easy way to buy it 
79 М 54627C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. Set $7.43 

The giants . . heavy die-cast aluminum 
for greater detail and rust resistance 

Сой page scans by dieistiaxnisetedimical Eon 

T 

Want 

Steer "em with a touch on the cab. Six-wheel 
rocker-action independent suspension . . goes 

4-inch long 
Cementruck with gear-driven revolving barrel 
Rear drum and superstructure lift to dump. 
81-inch Sanitruck with lever-operated bucket 
734-inch Pickup with lifting rear deck, 7% 

body lifts to dump. Full 

over bumps like a real truck 

inch Hyside Dump 
molded plastic tires 
49 N 54599—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 8 oz 

John Deere Combine. Authen- 
tic scale replica measures 

1344x874x6 inches high. Manual 
steering action. Chain drive turns 
auger and reel when wheels turn. 
Spout swivels. Durable die-cast 
aluminum body with clear plastic 
windows. Long-lasting baked- 
enamel finish. For ages 3 to 10. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 11 oz. 
49 N 54598 2.00.87.99 

and knee 
movement. * 
auto type steering hitches to trac- 
tor. Tailgate swings out. Authen- 
tic scale model of die-cast alumi- 
num and steel. Long-lasting 
baked enamel finish. Measures 
25% in. long overall. Wt. 11 Ibs. 
79 N54597C..... 

Set $8.99 

Ford Tractor-Trailer Set. Trac- 
tor has real front end steering 

n front wheel 
Giant” wagon with 

..Set $11.99 



U.S.A. Map Puzzle 

Official Rand-McNally map 
shows boundaries, capitals, na- 
tional parks, major rivers. Alas- 
ka, Hawaii. Fiberboard. 21x14 
in. 6 yrs. and up. 
49N 53069. Wt. 11b. 4 oz. 

Baby Raggedy Ann 

Imagine a baby-sized, 7- 
in. version of the best- 
loved Raggedy Ann 
doll. Floppy cloth body, 
red wool hair. 
Shipping weight 2 oz. 

49 N 53134 -94c 

Bubble Umbrella 
Keep little hairdos dry, 
too. See-through bubb! le 
dei just like grownup. 
ay 21 in. 

ipping weight 4 oz. 
49N53114 94c 

Remote 
Control 

Dune Cycle 

Goes forward, reverse. 
Replica of All Terrain Cy- 

BabyRaggedy Andy 
Here's Raggedy Ann's best 
friend and constant com- 
panion. A baby-sized 7- 
inches, too. Cloth body with 

ht wool hair. 
ipping peo 2 02. 

49 М 53135 94c 

Gingerbread Doll 

Oh, please don't eat 
him!. . cuddle him. 
Washable terry cloth, 
non-allergic, non tox- 
ic. 9 in. Wt. 6 oz. 
49N53141 ..94с 

Chopper Cycle 

Authentically styled 
chopper. Steerable 

cle. 4х2% in. Uses * wheel. Length 9 
Mog. not incl. (enar inches. Plastic; 
S lastic. chrome-color parts. 

nipping y weight 4 oz. Shipping wt. 8 oz. 
94c 49N53142 94c 

* Mickey Моше ©) Walt Disney Productions 

Санноп page scans by deisimatmusetechmicil com 

The more, the merrier 

TOYS 

94¢ 
5276 Any 3 for 

Mickey* and friend 

Our good, old friend 
Mickey Mouse* bal- 
ances à little bird. In- 
flatable vinyl. 16 in. 
tall. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
49 N 5314 .......94c 

See-through 
Telephone 

Dial turns, bell 
rings. Ages 4 to 8. 
9x8x3 in. Singapore. 
Plastic. Wt. 6 oz. 
49 N 52049 94с 

Lantern Dump Truck 

Big, 11% inches long, 
blue and gray plastic. 
Really dumps. D 
tread tires. From 

not incl. (see pg. 
510). Hong Kong. 

ттпапу. Ages 4 up. 
Shipping wt. 15 oz. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

49N50116....... 94c 49 N 52028 ....94c 

Badminton Set Block Truck Silly Putty 

Two 18-inch plastic HL eed plastic pull The silly stuff that stretches 
rackets; 2 plastic, rub- у. “Blocks” are removable like taffy, bounces like rub- 
ber-tipped birdies.” Ages Indie peopled: $i in. long. ber. Even transfers pictures 
4 to 10. Hong Kong. Ages 3 from comics, Ages 4-up 

Shipping weight 8 oz. hipnin weight 8 ounces. Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
94c 49 N 52027 ... Set 94c 49 М 53143 ...........94c 49 N 53065 .. 94c 

Neu px 

Slinky 

Walks down stairs, falls 
from hand to hand. 3- 
inch diameter. Fascinat- 
ing and entertaining to 
watch. 

Shipping wt. 10 oz. 
49N5211.........94c 

Barrel of 
Monkeys Game 
Pick up 12 chimps 
making a chain and 
you're champ. Ages 4 
up. Plastic. Wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 53138 94с 

Frisbee* 
Versatile catch game 
for all ages. For use on 
the beach, in the wa- 
ter, at parties or pic- 
nics. Plastic. 

Shipping wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 53059 94c 

8 Jam Pac Cars 
Eight Tootsietoy minia- 
tures . ‚ Cars, race cars, 
trucks. Each x 2% in. 
Jong. Die cast metal. 

ipping RC 6 ounces. 
49 N 53137 94с 

Spinning Top 

Watch gaily colored 
birds, flowers and but- 
terflies spin. 5 inches 
high, S-inch diameter. 
Metal. 

Shipping wt. 8 oz. 
49N53113 

Puncho 

94c 

Knock him down, he 
pops back up for 
more. Inflatable vinyl. 
26 inches tall. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 50097 

Trick Ball 

.94c 

Like a Harlem Globe- 
trotter, you flutter 
pass, crazy dribble, 
more. Measures 10 
inches. Inflates. 

Shipping wt. 2 oz. 
49 N 53136 -94c 



Electric Pinball 
. . The Interceptor by Marx 

$2387 
Quick-paced action with glittery 
flashing lights and ringing bell 

e Flipper keeps ball in play 
e Keeps score automatically 

ө Bonuses for direct “hits” 

All your friends will want to compete 
on your stand-up pinball machine. 
Fire steel ball into maze of metal 
scoring bumpers . . lights flash to 
show your progress as your hand-op- 
erated flipper keeps ball in play. Bo- 
nus point panels light up when you 
make a direct “hit” into scoring 
chute. Plastic legs and body. Clear 
plastic cover. 5 steel balls. 
Comes partly assembled. About 

31x16x45 inches high. UL listed for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 С 65102L—Shpg. wt. 25 Ibs. .$23.87 

MILTON BRADLEY GAMES 
E 

Sub Search 

$566 

‚а 3-D strategy game 
involving grave risks 
Surface ships seek out 
and sink enemy fleets 

Navigate your surface fleet over enemy subs. Then, drop depth charges 
at different levels to locate and sink the subs while the enemy maneu- 
vers, firing torpedoes or dropping depth charges to sink your ships and 
subs. There are mined areas to negotiate and a control panel to keep. 
track of the shots fired. First to sink the enemy fleet wins. Includes а 
3-level, 20//4x12*4x10*/-inch high play board, 12 ships, 6 flags, 2 mines, 

Cutie pane scans by cheisimas muaselectmicM pom 

Crossfire 

Cut *2 
Shoot the puck through 
rival's goal and win 

Here's where precision counts . . 
you get 8 ball-bearing shots from 
your spring-loaded shooter. Reload 
while firing. High score wins. Plas- 
tic, hardboard, metal. 18'/x39 in. 
long. 2 players, ages 10 and up. 
78 C 65704L-Wt. 101bs.* ...*8.97 
Sse parcel post informat 

Snap Bowling 

Pull back bail 
then let it snap. 

forward to knock 
down the pins 

At this low price you capture all 
those splits, spares and strikes of 
real bowling! Elastic tethered 
shooter ball sends “bowling” ball 
down alley into the pins. 

1354x5x39*/-in. long alley with 
magnetic bed. Incl. 1 bowling" 
ball, 10 magnetic base pins, 1 score 
pad. Plastic, wood. Ages 4 and up. 
79 С 65781C—Wt. 7 Ibs. $9.88 

Chute 5 

$397 

The most challenging dice 
game going. Each player 
takes turns dropping 5 dice 
down the specially-designed 
tumbler chute and then 
scores his points in his auto- 
matic scoring windows, Af- 
ter each player takes 13 
turns with the dice, the 
game ends. The player with 
the highest total of his 14 
scoring wi in the win- 
ner. Plastic. 19x9%/,x2 in. 
high. For 2 to 4 players, 
ages 10 and up. 
49 С 65744—Wt. 2 Ibs. $3.97 

Bumper Shot. . the 
bumpin' bankin' game 

Such a low price for so much fun. 
To outscore your opponent, bank 
your puck off 1, 2 or 3 bumpers 'n 
slide it toward a score. Be careful 
. . а reject circle backs up every 
scoring circle; land there and your 
puck drops out of the game along 
with any puck in the adjacent 
scoring circle. Plastic. 14x2x29 in. 
long. 8 pucks. 2 to 4 players, ages 
7 and up. 
79 С 65779C—Wt. 4 Ibs. ..*5.88 

Rebound™ 

Slide the pucks up the alley 
they REBOUND 

off the cushions and 
zip back down to score area 

With the right touch you can 
build up your score. . reach 
“500” first and you're the winner! 
You can even knock out your ri- 
val to stop him from scoring. Too 
much zip . . you're in the pit for 
no score. 12x2x33-in. long plastic 
playboard. 8 ball-bearing pucks. 
2-4 players, ages 10 and up. 
79C65181C—Wt 4 lbs.. $5.77 

250 position pegs. 2 players, ages 10 and up. Plastic. 
49 С 65743—Shipping weight 6 pounds 5 ounces ... -$5.66 

the strategy dice game with 
specially designed tumbler chute 



Toys for 
Imaginati 
Building 

Little Carpenter Shop . . with 5 tools, $ 588 
blueprints and a tool box you build ы: 

Build the tool box first so you can carry tools anywhere. Then go right 
to work on 7 projects . . includes wood to complete 2 more projects . 
plus blueprint instructions (specially designed for ages 5 to 10). Tools 
include: hammer, saw, coping saw with 4 blades, tri-square, ruler plus 
sandpaper and nails . . plus a booklet telling how to use each tool, 
49 М 19053—Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces ............ Set 35.88 

Awl, wood chisel 
and screwdrivers 

M9 
2 triangles. compass Square with 

бона viae and protractor built-in level 

Our most complete Home Workshop 

Includes a professional-type workbench. 99 ex^ 
26-pc. tool set and a 24-page illustrated $2 7 tools. 

booklet to help you with projects project 

‘This big tool set and a 24-page illustrated instruction booklet will guide 
you from the first simple beginner's projects to almost anything your 
developing skill and imagination can come up with. Solid pine workbench 
is 32x17x28 in. high and has a pegboard tool rack with hooks and silhou- 
ettes showing where to hang each tool . . plus a built-in vise. 
Here are all the tools and accessories you get in this set: 3-way saw, 

coping saw, pliers, 2 screwdrivers, hammer, wood chisel, brace with 8 bits, 
block plane, awl, square with built-in level, folding rule, protractor, 2 
triangles, compass, pencil, sandpaper, nails and screws . . plus enough 
wood to complete a project. Recommended for ages 8 to 14. Sent partly 
assembled. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
79 N 1905 1L—Shipping weight 29 pounds .................... Set $27.99 

Workbench alone. Shipped partly assembled. 
79 М 19052C—Shipping weight 21 pounds ................ wees $1399 

Sears 16-piece Tool Set. . includes $ 
a metal case and 11 creative tools 

Tools and box look like a grown-up's, but they're sized for ages 5 to 9. 
Sturdy 16'%4x8x3/%-in. deep metal box holds a hand saw, pliers, large 
and small screwdrivers, coping saw with 5 blades, hammer, square, tri- 
angle, two wrenches, ruler, pencil and sandpaper . . plus an informative 
manual (not shown) telling how to use each tool properly. 
49 N 19055—Shipping weight 4 pounds 6 ounces ............. Set $4.95 

a SSS 
Sears 11-piece Tool Set . $2 

includes a metal case and 6 tools 

Tools and box are child-sized for craftsmen ages 5 to 9. 1414x5x 2¥ in. 
deep metal box holds pliers, screwdriver, coping saw with 3 blades, 
hammer, triangle, ruler, pencil, sandpaper, рй (Мы 
49 М 19054—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces . Set 62.99 

Bird House 
and Bird 
Feeder 
Ecology 

Kits 

$344 each 

( 1 and 2 ) These kits let you see how birds nest and eat right from your 
window. Kits are made from pre-cut pieces of redwood for all-weather 
durability and include nails, glue and instructions. Bird house is 

Set 6987 5v 3714x634 in. high; bird feeder is 10x8'4x8 in. high. Ages 10 and up. 
(1) 49N21018—Bird House. Shipping weight 1 Ib. . Kit $3.44 

514 [Sears] мка (2) 49N21017—Bird Feeder. Shipping weight 1 Ib. „Kit 344 

is designed for discerning 
40N19086=Shipting weight 6 pounds. = 

Cut pane scans by cuisines musetectwdcM oon 



Bench 
only 

Storage space 
under seat 

*Happy Valley" Children's Furniture 
Sturdy wood and hardboard construction with plenty of storage space for toys 

1 3-pc. Deacon's Bench and Table Ensemble. 
White lacquer finish, screen-printed happy valley 

design. Wood-reinforced hardboard sides; hardboard 
tabletop, seats. Table 24744x16x21 in. high. Bench 
23x14x25 in. high, including backrest. Keep toys 
neatly tucked away in the 3!z-cubic ft. storage space 
underneath bench seat. Partly assembled. Dishes, 
toys not included. For children ages 3 to 10. 
79C90277C-Shipping weight 32 pounds . . .Set $29.99 

Deacon's Bench only. 
79 C 90345C—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. . Each $13.99 

Mailbox 

Bright red and blue mailbox 
stands ready for 24-hour toy 
and game deposits. Made of 
lightweight, yet sturdy poly- 
ethylene plastic . . perfect for 
indoor or outdoor use. All 
edges rounded. Top lifts off 
for storage, “pick-up”. Mea- 
sures 1449x16%x28 in. high. 
Ages 2 to 10. Toys not ind. 
79C90336C-Wt. 11 Ibs. $14.95 

Cutsiod pate scans by chrisimas-qmuseteciwichl. com 

Bookshelf Stor- 
эде Chest. Sliding 

chalkboard storage 
doors. Two open 

shelves on top. Eraser, 
chalk incl. Wood-rein- 
forced hardboard. 32x 
18x33% in. high. Part- 
ly assembled. Toys 
not included. Ages 3 to 
10. Shpg. wt. 22 Ibs. 
79 C90348C $15.99 

3 Toy Toter. Rolls 
smoothly on Lu- 

cite® plastic casters. 
Tubular aluminum 
handles. Wood-rein- 
forced hardboard. 
24x16x22 in. high. 
Partly assembled. 
Toys not included. 
For ages 3 to 10. 

Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. 
79 С 90351C $9.99 

Toy-storage Boxes 
Plenty of room for lots of toys. 
They're fun to play with too! 

Froggie 

Friendly green frog opens his 
big mouth to store your toys 
inside. Molded polyethylene 
plastic is lightweight yet dura- 
ble. . great for indoor and 
outdoor use. Rounded edges 
and metal hinges. 24x20!4 
inches high. Ages 1 and up. 
Toys not incl. Why not pick 
up the phone and order it? 
79C90208L—Wt. 6 Ibs.* $1197 

Deacon's 

$1399 

Bean Bag Chair 
Conforms to any child's shape, support- 
ing back, arms and head. Wipe-clean vi- 
nyl. Reinforced nylon stitching. Rein- 
forced knit back. Expanded styrene foam 
bead fill. About 78x33 inches. Recom- 
mended for children ages 2 to 12. 
79 C 90265L—Red 79 C 90264L— Black 
79 C 90266L— Yellow 
Shipping weight 6 pounds* $1194 

“If mailed takes 10-b. rate: see page 276 

$1449 

Whale of a Bean Bag Chair 

There's a place for you aboard this 
friendly whale. Climb up on his back and 
pretend you're out to sea . . or lie down, 
prop up your feet on his tail and take a 
snooze. Wipe-clean vinyl bean bag is 
filled with expanded styrene foam beads 
to conform to a 2 to 8-year-old's shape. 
Seams triple-stitched with nylon for 
strength. Two reinforced zippers. Whale 
measures about 45x16x16 in. high. 
79 C 90267C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. $1449 

[$1 197 



Play-Doh 
Four- 
Pack 

79¢ 
Fill hunny tree extruder 

with Play-Doh and 
pump branch 

out comes your choice 
of ten squiggly shapes. 

Store leftovers in 
airtight tree trunk 

Tigger Eeyore Piglet Rabbit Chistopher Winnie- 
Robin — the-Pooh 

Modeling compound 
that’s pliable, clean, non- 
toxic and non-staining. 
Use again-and-again. 
PACK CONTENTS: Four 

Winnie-the-Pooh Play-Doh Modeling Set 

Winnie-the-Pooh Aun Pumper Set $795 
pump . . . it's Pooh's new way to mold Play-Doh; Try 

etal vine “squiggles” for fascinating fun. 
HOW ІТ WORKS: Fill with рыр select die-shape and 
RAE EORR Oti PM 
SET CONTENTS: 10x10x6% inch plastic pumper, 2 die-strips, 
three 6-oz. cans Play-Doh and trimmer. m 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 16122—Shipping weight 3 pounds ......... Set $7.95 

6-ounce cans with reclose- 
able plastic lids. Colors in- 
clude yellow, red, blue and 
white. Package label in- 
cludes blending chart. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and 
up. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
49N 16141 ...Pkg. 79с 

$395 
It's fun for tots to mold, then use the figures they've made for 
imaginative “exploring” in "100-acre woods." 
SET CONTENTS: Six plastic molds make figures shown above; 
1 is hinged to make 3-dimensional Pooh, others are pressout 
type. Two 6-oz. cans of Play-Doh, trimmer and roller. Vinyl 
“100-асте woods" play mat measures 12x12 inches. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 16134—Shipping weight 6 ounces Set $3.95 

m A" 
(1) Mechanograph™ Set 
Create complex patterns 
. . . design, outline and col- 
or them, too, 
SET CONTENTS: 7 plastic 
drawing devices with pat- 
terns, french curves, 90 per- 
centile man for animation. 
Eight sheets of paper, 3 
pens, 6 storage 
tray, illustrated instruction 
booklet. From Japan. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Only your imagination limits your creativity with these drawing sets 

(2) Designograph™ Set 
Create or trace designs. 
SET CONTENTS: Plastic 
drafting machine; panto- 

ph for enlarging, redu: 
ing, duplicating tracings; 
adjustable set square; 360 
protractor; drawing boat 
6 thumbtacks; 8 sheets pa- 
per; 2 pencils, ruler, com- 
pass, storage box, instruc- 

tions. From Japan. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 

БАРЕ, wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 16355....5е $4.95 49N 16359 Set $4.95 

> Эў m Etch-a-Sketch* 
$394 

Turn knobs to create de- 
signs on screen. Form 
words, numbers, pictures. 
Turn over, shake to erase 

start again. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 

(4) Giant Activity Chest $699 (8) Big Box Activity Set $499 
SET CONTENTS: Stencil set of alphabet and numbers, 2 coloring CHEST CONTENTS: Disney paint-by-number set (8 pic- 

books, stick'ems book, 2 paint-without-paint books, 3arrow dot-to- — tures, water colors in tray, brush); 3-ring circus and nur- 
dot booklets, 3 sewing cards with laces, 3 tracing cards, 2 recolor sery rhyme listen and color book, each with 334 rpm 

cards, pad of drawing paper, pad of tracing paper, box of crayons, record; Disney frame-tray puzzle; Mr. Rogers press-out 

pencil, paint brush, plastic water cup and plastic scissors. puppet theater, picture puzzle cube book, growth-devel- 

FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. opment chart; Disney Color ’N Paint book; sewing card 9%x8x1¥- in. thick. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: with yarn; magic slate; 6 crayons, plastic scissors. FOR AGES: 4 years and up, 

49 N 16218—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces ..... Set$4.99 РОВ AGES: 3 to 7 years. 0: 
tedio ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

cu 49 N 16736—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 8 oz. .Chest $6.99 49N 1878 . 

mumO———Á——! 



FOR AGES: Sto 12 years. 

(1) M dig 4599 
Tests children's memory as they 
search for matching pictures, words 
and rhyming words. 
HOW IT WORKS: One child chal- 
lenges another to remember which 
sliding key hides matching picture or 
words. 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Sturdy plastic 
case and scorekeeper. Measures 
1414x11%x2M% inches overall. In- 
cludes 3 cards with 6 games. Made in 
Singapore. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Extra card set sold below. 

Shipping weight 2 cok 6 oz. 
49C 16579 .$5.99 

Memory Match Card Set 

(Not shown.) Tests child's ит 
using math and picture dictionary. 6 
cards with 12 games. Singapore. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Use with MEO Match (1) sold 
куше ly above. 

hipping weight 10 ounces. 
49C 1661 Set $1.99 

512 
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ORDER 3.volt battery, sold 
49C INCO Regs meo 

HOW IT WORKS: Put the 
in. ..seeitin 

Mis subtracta, mies diis terre Taine 

AM TES os 

(2) Pick-A-Pair $499 

Introduces child to multiple-choice 
reasoning using nursery-rhyme pic- 
tures. 

HOW IT WORKS: Put picture card 
into slot. Child then matches picture 
that appears in question window with 
one that is related, missing or same. 
If correct button is pushed, card will 
advance to next problem. 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Sturdy, 
tic. 7х8х1 уг inches overall. Includes 5 
cards with 40 problems. From Japan. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Extra card set sold below. 

Shipping weight 1 го 
49 C 16604. $4.99 

Pick-A-Pair Card Set 

(Not shown.) Multiple-choice reason- 
ing cards using numbers, shapes and 
ned ENS, cards with 40 prob- 
lems. Made in Japan. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Use with Pick-A-Pair (2) sold sepa- 
rately above. 

Shipping weight 4 ounces, 
49C 16602............... Set 99c 

Professor Mathics™ Calculator 

$995 
without battery 

or adapter 

Gives child answers to 
math problems 
it's a real calculator 

HOW IT WORKS: Press numbers, then function 
x Numbers light up on Professor's chest. 
Press equal button to obtain answer. Add, sub- 
tract, multiply, divide in 8 digits. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: High-impact plastic. 
1x4!4x534 inches high. Carrying le. Float- 
ing |, power jack. Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires adapter 
or one 9-volt battery, sold below. 
49 C 16689—Shipping wt. 9 oz. ..$9.95 

AC Adapter. Works on house current. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed. 117-volt inlet, 3- 
v.-6-v.-9-v. outlet. 5 watts. 6-ft. cord. Not rec- 
ommended for ages under 6 years. 
49C teer .94.99 
9-volt Batteries. Package of 
dd C 40005. Shipping we 4 oz. .Pkg. $1.19 

Mini-Calculator makes 99 
math fun for preschoolers $ 1 

HOW IT WORKS: Turn dial and problem ap- 
pears in window. Child — "hen opens 
window to see if answers id, subtract, 
multiply, divide any 2 num Ds 1to 9. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Sturdy plastic. 6x634x*4 
inches deep. Made in Singapore. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 1603 1—Shipping weight 8 oz. ...$1.99 

(3) Magic Answer 
Machine 

Shows child how to spell using one 
letter at a time. 
HOW IT WORKS: Put picture card 
into slot, name picture, then push 
first button. First letter of word will 
appear on screen. Push other buttons 
to complete word. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Sturdy plastic. 
Measures 7х219х4 inches overall. In- 
cludes 12 cards with 24 pictures. 
Made in Japan. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Extra card set sold below. 
49 C 16509—Wt. 110z.... 

$399 

$3.99 

Magic Answer Machine Card Set 

(Not shown.) Builds child’s language, 
math ability. 24 cards per set. Made 
in Japan. 

ORDERING INFO; Use with Magic 
Answer Machine (3) sold above. 

Math Set (96 problems) 
49C 16608-Wt. 6 oz......Set $1.49 

Noun Set (48 nouns) 
49C 16609-Wt. 6 oz......Set $1.49 

Verb Set (48 verbs) 
49C16612-Wt. 60z......Set $1.49 

Count 
your 

Chickens 

$595 

rR, 
Helps child learn to count. 
HOW IT WORKS; Push first but- 
ton 1 to 10 times and same num- 
ber of baby chicks appear on 
screen. Push second button and 
corresponding number appears. 
Push third button to clear screen. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. 
Chicken's head bobs. 6х 
34x10" in. high. Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 1672—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 02.$5.95 

Push-button 
Teaching 

Clock 

$595 

Teaches children in an eas; 
to tell time by both noi dod 
face and modern digital way. 
HOW IT WORKS: Push left but- 
ton, minute hand advances 5 min- 
utes. Push right button, wise old 
owl's nor eyes open to give 
you digital time. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF; Plastic. 
Large, easy to read numbers. 
3V4x7x9V4 in. high. Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 16607—Wt. 11b....$5.95 



Double-seated $ 
Double Table 

Activity 
Table 

Talk-to-Me™ Player and Books 
make stories come “alive” Ф 

$ 8 Player and one book 
without batteries 

Just piace player 
over records that are 
Laminated to pages 

Ciitulo Dane scans by шарпа niseledimical Gon 

School Desk 
with work area 

5888 

Mickey Mouse Super Draw™ 

Activity Desks encourage 
your little one to learn, play and create 

"Draw" with magnetic penci 

and shapes 
again and again 

nciudes magnetic pencil 
netic shapes and eraser 

for hours of creative fun 

magnetic screen 

erase and use 

5888 

Turn over and 
erase from back 

to start again 

(1and2) Activity Desks with 
seats, materials 

CONSTRUCTION: Wood and hardboard. Lac- 
quer paint finish. Plastic saddle seats. Blue 
chalkboard tops slide for access to storage or flip 
over to wipe-off crayon surface. Shelves. 

ORIES INCL. Tray of 5 watercolors, 
US halk, eraser, crayons, art paper. Double 

instructions and hardware каю. 

(1) Double Table. 3 large shelves. 

DIMENSIONS: S0x18!4x21 inches high. Seats: 12 
inches high. Lets 2 children work together. 
79 N 16035C—Shpz. wt. 18 lbs. $21.99 

Single Table. 2 shelves. 
NSIONS: 25x18! 2x22 inches high. Seat: 12 

inches high. 
79 № 1673C—Shpg. wt. 11 lbs. $13.99 

(3) Activity Table with materials 

CONSTRUCTION: Wood, hardboard and tubular 
steel construction. Slide-out blue chalkboard re- 
moves to reveal pegboard. 

DIMENSIONS: 27! 4x15*3x20*/, inches high. Seat: 
12 inches high. 

ACCESSORIES INCL. Chalk, eraser, mallet, pegs. 

R AGES: 3 to 8 years. Not for ages under 3 
years because of small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. In- 
structions and hardware included. 
79 N 16503C—Shpz. wt. 5 lbs. 

(4) School Desk with 
work area and bottom shelf 

CONSTRUCTION: Hardboard and tubular steel. 

NS: Work area: 14x9 inches wide. Seat 

$9.95 

215 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled 
Hardware and instructions included. 
79 N 1651C—Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. $8.88 

(5) Talk-to-Me™ Player and Book 

HOW IT WORKS: Simply place player over mini 
records wl minated to book pages and 

. adds exciting sound effects. 
OF. Plastic. 5!ax3!4x2! in. 

high. Comes w 1 book. . . Walt Disney's 
Ghost Chasers@. Order others below. 

ORDER INFO: Requires 2 alkaline batteries, 
not incl. order pkg. below. Warranted by 
Fisher-Price. Write for free copy, see page 330. 
49 N 16485—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 11 oz. $19.88 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 46997—Shpzg. wt. 5 oz. 

WHAT 

Pkg. $1.19 

Talk-to-Me™ Books (not shown). Use with 
Talk-to-Me Player above. 6 different books. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... Ea. $4.47 
49 N 1678 1—Dumbo's Day at the Circus. 
49 М 16783—Big Bird's Look & Listen Book. 
49 N 16785—Grover Visits His Granny. 
49 N 16787—Bugs Bunny Goes to Sea. 
49 N 16789— Dr. Suess—Yertle the Turtle. 
49 N 1679 1—Animal Sounds from A to Z. 

(6) Mickey Mouse Super Draw™ 

HOW |T WORKS: Heat-sealed Mylar* polyester 
covers honey-comb center containing iron filings. 
Simply "draw" with magnetic shapes or pencil 
on smooth surface of drawing area. Filings are 
pulled to surface to form pattern. Just move 
eraser across back of board to erase and draw 
again and again. 
WHAT YOU GET: Drawing board with plastic ea- 
sel. Overall dimensions 14x8'2x15 inches high. 
Drawing area of 8! x11 in. Also includes magnet 
ic pencil, star, square, circle, triangle, eraser and 
storage tray 
FOR AGES. 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. 
49N 18393 $8.88 

Wait Disney Productions. 

SAVE THIS CATALO! 

You can order items | 
| onpages 437 thru 

606 from now until 
AUGUST 31, 1979 



Lovable soft- 
body Dolls for 

you to 
hug. cuddle 
and hold 

(1) 15-in. Musical Melanie Doll. Lovely vinyl face, 
Jointed arms, hands. Polyethylene body and jointed legs. 
Open-and-ciose eyes; long lashes. Stylish rooted blonde 
hair. Her gown, hat are lace-trimmed. Nylon panties. Re- 
movable stand; wind her and she'll revolve as music plays. 

FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 2 to 9 years. 
49 C 32382—Shipping weight 1 lb. 7 oz. ........$14.99 

18-inch poseable 
Candi complete with 
make-up and hair 

coloring accessories (2) 18-in. poseable Candi" by Mego. Complete with 
гі her changing world of hair color and make-up. Plastic 

body with jointed arms, legs. Washable rooted blonde hair 
and painted eyes. Dre in top, panties, skirt, sandals. 
Transparent make-up mask fits over face with cut-outs 
for eyes, mouth. Mask held on with rubberband. Hair col- 
or, 4-color make-up compact, make-up brush, hair brush, 
comb, hair painting applicator and posing stand. Instr. 

FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 6 yrs. and over. 
49 C 32367—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1202... $11.97 

(3and4) The miracle-soft vinyl foam Dolls with ten- 
der-to-the-touch washable skin . . . feels like real babies. 

15-in. Musical Melanie Doll 
Place on stand and she revolves 

14-inch to the beat of a lovely melody Look g 16-inch Softina. Painted eyes and brushable rooted 
А air tied with ribbons. She wears white knit dress and 
n Love socks. Drinks and wets. Plastic bottle included. 

lifelike FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 1 to 9 years. 
head 49 C 31694—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. $9.47 

movements (а) 19-inch Softoddles Softina. Moving eyes and root- 
ed super curly hair-do. Dressed in lace-trimmed print 
dress; panties. She wears shoes and socks. 

4 FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 32359— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. $9.97 

(5and6) Walking Dolls. Just take one by the left 
hand, tilt her from side to side and she'll walk with you. 
Long brushable rooted blonde hair. Moving eyes. 
FOR AGES, SIZES AND ORDERING INFO: 3 to 10 yrs. 

(5) 31-inch Wispy Walker. Dressed in long pants and 
knit blouse; shoes. Fully jointed. 
79 C 32362C—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 9 oz. $12.97 

(6) 23-in. Miss Wispy Walker. Dressed in pink, blue 
gingham checked dress; ruffled trim. Panties, socks, shoes. 
79 C 32361C—Shipping weight 2 lbs. ...........99.97 

(7) _13%in. Baby Sweetums. Complete with her own 
musical stroller. Blonde hair. Drinks and wets. Pink and 
white knit dress and bonnet; panties and socks. Bottle. 
Plastic musical stroller is 21 in. high. Push Baby Sweetums 
in her stroller and hear the chimes as the wheels turn. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 10 yrs. Stroller is partly 
assembled. Instructions included. 
79 C 32034C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz.. $11.47 

31-inch Walker (5) and Baby Sweetums (7) 
79 C 31797C2— Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 13 02...... Set $21.44 

(8) 14-in. Look ‘п Love Dolly. She nods, turns her head 
when you squeeze a plate in her back. Vinyl head, arms 
and legs; plastic torso. Rooted hair. Di in sunsuit. 
FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 3 to 8 years. 
49 C 31796—Shipping weight 1 lb. 5 oz. ........$10.66 

19-inch (9) Rockabye-Lullabye Mommy and her Baby. Wind 
Rockabiye- Mommy up, while lullabye plays her eyes open and close, 

her head moves as she gently rocks her baby to sleep, 
Lullabye Vinyl head and arms. Polyethylene body and legs. 19-in. 
mommy mommy has open-and-close eyes; blonde rooted hair. 
Fuchs Pink, white check dress. 6-in. baby has painted eyes, 

baby while blonde rooted hair. White top; pink, white footed pants. 

sic pi FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 2 to 9 years. 
music plays 49 C 32168—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 7 oz. ..... -.$19.97 

адо оао scans tw наснаа com 



BIG and RUGGED! 
: NYLINT construction machinery of heavy-duty steel 

A 
А 

! [3] выше #499 

о] 

Big Hau! $0639 
Dump Truck 

Elevating Scraper . . over 2 feet long . . is ready for a real 
workout. Load and unload sand or gravel on the crank 

powered rubber conveyor belt. Unit retracts into folding 
position, opening hopper for dumping. Vellow baked enamel 
finish and massive heavy-duty deep-tread tires. Drive unit 
pivots for easy steering. About 25x6x8 in. high 
79 N 54067C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $8.43 

Michigan Jumbo Crane 
with magnet and scoop 

Sold only 17 39 
at Sears 

Grader . . a real multi-action earthmover. “Blade” raises, 
lowers, tilts and swings either way to 5 positions. Tandem 

pivoted rear wheels; deep-tread tires. Yellow baked enamel 
finish. Measures about 16х614х516 inches high 
49 N 54008—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces $377 

Bulidozer . . scrapes and moves “tons” of dirt. Big “blade” 
moves to 4 easy-set positions. High gloss yellow baked 

enamel finish. Wide sure-grip tracks have heavy traction lugs 
on solid wheels. Measures about 14x8x7 М; inches high 

49 N 54458—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces $4.99 

"Twister" . . really new and different. This amazing vehicle 
actually crawls, climbs and twists over the roughest 

obstacles a young driver can find. Complete with steering 
wheel, seats, simulated headlights and massive deep-tread 
tires. Yellow baked enamel finish. 1016х8х51% inches high. 

$3.32 49 N 54073—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces. 

Dump Truck . . big and strong enough for a child to ride. 
A rugged brute with massive deep-tread tires. Carries а 

big load but has smooth balanced action for easy raising and 
dumping. Enclosed cab. Yellow enamel. 17x634x9 in. high 
49 N 54058—Shipping weight 5 pounds 9 ounces $5.39 

Michigan Crane over 3 feet long. Use the powerful 
magnet to clear the construction area, then attach the 

scoop. Bucket picks up a full load, swings to unloading area 
and trips open automatically when raised to top of boom. 

Sturdy boom raises and lowers by a positive stop winch; 
folds for easy storage. Enclosed crane cab swivels in a full 
circle on a wide platform. 6 deep-tread tires. Yellow baked 
enamel. With boom extended back, 37x7x10 inches high. 
79 N 54459C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. .87.39 ETE 

Casio раб scans by Deisintasnursetediwicalion 



ANNANNANNNNANANANAANANNAANANNANANNAANNAANYN 

Make gifts for Mom, Dad, Sis and yourself with 

GENUINE LEATHER AND SPLIT SUEDE KITS 

SNNNNANNANNANANNNANNAANNNANANNANNAAANANANANY 

* All pieces are pre-cut and pre-punched for easy assembly 
e All kits include waxed laces, needles and instructions 
• So easy-to-do we suggest them for children 6 years of age and up 

Make all 9 gifts of top-grain leather $499 
With this versatile kit you can make a billfold, key case, pen and pencil 
case, *$-inch wide belt for waists up to 36 inches. Also 2 different coin 
purses, bookmark, comb case with comb, parking coin and key holder. 
49 № 21811—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. . ...... 

complete with antiqued brass rings for shoulder strap. 
49 N 21067—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. 

ene Kit $4.99 

Make a cowhide leather Shoulder Bag $597 

You'll look great with your fashionable, rustic-styled shoulder bag with 
its rich brown finish. Finished bag measures 10x334x8 inches high. Comes 

Child's sizes. 

Kit $5.97 

49 N 2390F— Shipping weight 12 ounces 

49 N 21861—Medium (sizes 1114-1314). 
49 N 21862— Large (sizes 1-3). 
49 N 21863— Extra-large (sizes 314-5X). 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. ....... $2.99 

Make suede steerhide Hopi-style Boots $ 549 

All ages love the soft, sporty looks and comfort of fawn color moccasin boots. 
Ve-inch attached foam rubber insoles. Girls and women slate desired sise 5 thru 
10. Boys and men state one size larger than regular size. No half sizes. 

Re eer | Kit $5.49 

Make suede split cowhide Moccasins $299 hrs 

Palomino tan-color leather pieces are ready for you to sew together with tan 
cotton laces. Attached simulated leather insoles. One pair moccasins per kit. 

Teen's sizes. 
49 N 21864— Small (sizes 5-6). 
49 М 21865—Meedium (sizes 7-8). 
49 N 21866— Large (sizes 9-10). 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. . $3.86 

КАЧ МАЧ ЧУЧУ ЧА ЧУ ЧЫ ч ЧЫ ЧЫ ЧЫ ЧЫ ЧУ ЧЫ ЧЫ ЧУ ЧЫ ЧЫ ЧА ЧЫ ЧЫ ЧУЧ 
КУМ М МУ ч УЧ ЧУЧУ ЧУ ЧУЧ УЛА АЛА ЧАЛУ А ЧА ЧЫ АЫ ЧЫ ЧЫ ЧЫ ЧЫЛ ЧЫ ЧЫ ЧЫ ЧЫ S МАМАМА 

5-in-1 Craft Kit 

$377 
Perfect gifts or party prizes; 5 kits in individual gift 

Make pictures, coasters, 
bank and leather crafts 

boxes. There's so much to do, . you can make а 
handsome leather comb case, coin purse and key 
caddy; 2 mosaic tile coasters; and a log cabin bank. 
Or try the Hootin’ Owl yarn and burlap picture 
and Happy Pup felt picture. Necessary materials 
and instructions included. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 22384—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz....... Kit $3.77 

Catalog pane cane by СНЕ ПЫ ИЙАН cont 

Circus Wagon Lamp Kit. Pre- 
cut redwood and pine; plastic 
wheels. Red, white, blue, 
black paints, instr. incl. 1534 
in. high. Standard light bulb 
(not incl.). 110-120-volt, AC. 
Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 21077—Wt. 11b. 5 02.$6.49 

LET HISTORY 
LIGHT YOUR WAY! 

no bulb 

49 bulb Мася your own lamp de Wood Wagon Kits 

Covered Wagon Lamp Kit. 
Has light under beige cotton 
cover. Pre-cut redwood and 
pine pieces; plastic wheels. 7 
in. high. For ages 10 to adult. 
Uses standard light bulb (not 
included). 110-120-volt, AC. 
49 N 21075-Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz.. $4.99 

$549 
no bulb 

Old-time Stagecoach Lamp 
Kit. Preprinted beige shade, 
cord trim. Redwood and 
pine parts; plastic wheels. 
For ages 10 to adult. 12 in. 
high. Standard light bulb 
(notincl.). 110-120-volt, AC. 
49N21076-Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz.$5.49 

519 



Clown 'n Spoon 
Game "Rock'em Sock'em" Robots 

= 

without battery 

Load your spoon with a plastic ball (8 to a player! and 
try to feed each ball into mouth of moving clown. Balls 
roll down into chest clown is holding so you can count 
who's winning. 16/2-іп. diam. metal playing arena; all 
other pieces are plastic. Uses 1 "C" battery. not incl 
(order pkg. below). Up to 4 players. From Japan 
79 C 65073C — Ages 3 and up. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs 32.85 
49 C 4693—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Shpg. wt. 8 ог. Pkg. $1.39 

Moving Seal Pom-Pom Game 

Send fists flying and Pow! Watch robot's head pop up as you 
and a pal control the punches of the battling rugged robots 

The fight is on . . try to make your boxer feint, shift, and look for an opening to deliver a 
KO punch as you operate him with pushbutton speed. Your punch to the other robot's jaw 
sets off a spring mechanism that pops his head up: press it down for the next round. Plastic 
boxers are 10 inches tall. 19x14-inch plastic ring. Suitable for 6 year olds and up 
79 C 65119C — Shipping weight 6 pounds. $8.87 

without battery 

Up to 4 players load their cannons with different colored Getaway Chase Game 
plastic balls and aim at seal's basket as he “wanders” SERES 
around game board. Shoot rapidly . . player with most $877 batteries 
balls in basket wins. 4 cannons, 32 balls. 16Y2-in. round 
metal game board, other pieces are plastic, Uses 1 "C" Hitogponéntté barcneei pecans 
battery. not incl. (order pkg. above). Japan & point, switch tracks to get away 
79 С 65018C— Ages 3 and up. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibe .95 з reise NS BE LONE 

try to close in and the bad guys 
sidetrack them. Cardboard 

CASCADE™ by “МАТСНВОХ"" houses; 38x24-in. plastic board. 2 
[77 motorized plastic cars with on-off 

switches. Uses 2 "C" batteries 
‘order pkg. below). Unassembled. 

79 С 65024C — Wt. 5 Ibs 38.77 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2 
49 С 4654— Wt. 5 oz Pky. 99¢ 

Steel balls travel up the spiral tower, 
К bounce onto 3 thumper drums 

EA and are caught by the scoring pit 

LOW PS 
PRICED fA © 
ооу 2. 

Play 5 different bouncy games. Contains motorized plas- 
tic Cascade tower, revolving sign, 3 thumper drums, 
scoring pit, return ramp. 10 steel balls and vinyl layout 
mat. Uses 1 "D" battery, order pkg. below. About 43x 
10x19 in. high. Ages 5 and up. 
49 С 65731— Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz. 58,87 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2 
49 C 4653— Shipping weight 11 ounces. Pkg. $1.39 

Ride the Rods 

$399 
Build your coordination as you 
squeeze the rods and guide the 
steel ball uphill. The higher ball 
climbs. the higher your score. 
When you drop the ball. it falls 
into holes below which show your 
score. High score wins. Metal and 
wood. 184x74, in. wide. For 
ages 7 and up. Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 C 65289 $3.99 

Racing Tops Cut 51.50 
Humming Tops 

spin and bump game 

Start spinning your tops and watch the 
action and suspense rise as they battle and 
bang along their charted course and collide! 
Last top up wins. Includes 4 tops and 4 
starters, 15%4x15%4-ineh board. Brightly 
colored plastic. For ages 5 and up. Japan 
49 C 65081—Shpy. wt. 2 Ib», 120. *1.99 

Try to get the spinning tops to knock 
the others out of arena. 2 ratchet start 

ers, 4 plastic tops. 12Y4x12¥4x2"4-in 
molded plastic arena. Japar 
49 C 65076 - Shpe wt 11h. See... 91.49 
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Beginners’ 

Drum 

Metal 6-in. diameter drum 
with colorfully decorated 
sides. 2 wooden drum 
sticks. diu ке ages 2 
to 5, Wt. 1 Ib. 
49N53146 .. 99c 

Jumbo 
Globe Bank 

All-metal 5-in. diam. 
globe gives a lesson in 
feosraphy. 6% in. 
Sie wtih. to 10. 

FT N 53147. 99c 

Ernie 
Finger pe 

dud a i т pupj 
show with Ernie. 

vinyl, 294 in. high. 
19N44475-Wt. 402. 80c 

Big Bird 
Finger Puppet 

Have a finger puppet 
show with Big Bird. Soft 
vinyl, 2*5 in. high. 
49 М 44472—Wt. 4 oz. .99c 

Sesame Street characters: "SESAME STREET" 
is a trademark of Children's Television Workshop 

Kiddie Jumpers 
Step on to Kiddie 
{шире hand- 
old cords and start 

walking . . learn bal- 
ance 
at the same time. Yel- 
low polyethylene 
wie) du E 5x3¥% in. 

ЕЗ кыт old cord 

tok saan Woden 
49N44179.... Set 99c 

Rescue Squad* 

Includes eyeglasses, 
thermometer, oto- 
scope, syringe, stetho- 

bottle. Non teal toxic, 
Ages 3 and up. 
Shpg. wt. $ oz. 

49N53148 99c 

Teaching Time 

Clock 
Teaches how to tell 
time. Wind stem and 
see move while 
gears turn inside. 4х5 
in. Plastic. Ages 3 to 6. 
Wt. 4 oz. 
49 М 44359 99c 

со pace scans by ата naseda айп 

Jam Pac Barrel of Silly 

Cars Monkeys Putty* 
Seven Tootsietoy miniatures.. Pick up 12 chim; - Stretches like taffy, 
cars, racers and trucks. Each 2 ing a chain and you're bounces like rubber. 
to 2¥ in. long. Die-cast metal, champ. For children Transfers pictures 
For ages 4 to 8. Shpg. ages 3 years old and up. from comics. Plastic 
wt. 6 oz. Plastic. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. case, Ages 4 and up. 49N53161 49М53138............ 99c — 49N53065- Wt.4 oz. 99c 

"Stoffe OD. 

3 or more 
items 

Sluggo Doll 
Here's a baby-sized 
doll right out of the 
comics. It's Nancy's 
friend Sluggo. He's 
only 7 inches tall. 

Puppy 
Top 

Colorful, 534-in. diam. 
sturdy steel top with 
puppy 

49 53152 

IC 

Nancy Doll 
Here's Sluggo's 
friend Nancy, the 
comic strip star. 
She's only 7 inches 
tall and made of 

Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
49 N 34053 

Dress-up 

Jewelry* 
Two each: plastic neck- 
laces, bracelets with 
m clasps. 2 prs. 
plastic earrings. Plastic 
пеат тела ав 

Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49N53153 99c 

Miniature 
Raggedy Andy 

Here's Raggedy Ann's 
best friend. 7 in. high. 
Cloth body, red wool 
hair. Ages 2 to 5. 
49N34051-Wt. 3oz. 99с 

The amazing 
Slinky 

Walks down stairs, 
falls from hand to 
hand. 3-in. diameter. 
For ages 6 and up. 
Wt. 10 oz. 
49N5211.. Em 

Miniature 

Raggedy Ann 
She's 7 in. high. 
Cloth body, red 
wool hair. Ages 2 
to 5. Wt. 3 oz. 
49 N 34049 .....99c 

Raggedy Ann, Andy © Knickerbocker Toy Co., Inc. 

Raggedy Ann 

Crayon Box 
Raggedy Ann and her friend, 
Raggedy 
steel box. Holds over 200 
crayons (not incl.). 6x4x4!4 
in. high. Ages 3 to 8.Wt. 1202. 
дом 53149 

Andy, decorate this 

99c 

7%x544-in. 
metal tray, 2 plates, 
2 saucers, 2 cups, 2 
plastic spoons. For 
ages 3 to 6. Wt. 8 oz. 

Incl. 

49N53151 99с 

Raggedy Ann and Andy® © Bobbs-Mernill Co.. Inc 

Chinese 
Checkers* 

It's the long time family fun 
game. All-metal, colorfully 
lithographed Chinese checker 
board is 12 inches in di er. 
Includes 40 marbles. For chil- 
dren ages 7 and up. 
498N65167—Wt. 11b. .....99c 

"NOTE: Not recommended for ages under 3 because of small parts. 

Junior Touch 
Football 

Brown, white 
plastic ball. 
Kicking tee. 
Ages 3 and up. 
Wt. 7 oz. 
49 N 28036 ...99c 



Stand tall when you walk into — 
your own 60-inch high Play House 

Big enough for а pint-size family because it's 38x42!/2x60 inches high. 
Made of rugged paper fiberboard. Doorway is 48 inches high. White 
Dutch colonial style printed in 4 colors to simulate wood trim, trees 
and flowers. Interlocking pieces simplify assembly. 
79 C 9036 1L—Ages 3 to 8. Shipping weight 13 pounds...........$9.99 

it's rocker @ 
3 

Sturdy 
toys 

тіке іде ог riding 
$999 and 

sliding 

1 Tike Slide. Climb the stairs, sit and slip down the slide. Flip it 
over and it becomes a rocker. Made of rugged polyethylene for 

indoor-outdoor use. 33x15x16 in. high. Orange. For ages 11% to 5. 
79 C 90048L—Shipping weight 10 pounds . 

2 Teeter Tike, A toy a child will want to share. . teeter and totter 
on this durable polyethylene mini seesaw. Molded seats and 

handgrips. Measures 34x12x15 in. high overall. Orange. 
79 C 90049L—For ages 2 to 4. Shipping weight 9 pounds* ....$11.99 

Соно ране scans by єана nase 

31992... 

“Junior executive” Desk with large 34x17-inch 
surface area plus shelf space for storage 

Just the place for "top-level" projects and homework as well as a fine stor- 
age space for books and other materials. Desk measures 34x17x20 in. high. 
Made of wood-grained hardboard with wood frame. Matching chair has 
wood-grained hardboard seat and back with aluminum tubing frame. Chair 
measures 15142x12x22'2 inches high. Sliding doors open to reveal 2 shelf 
areas. Partly assembled. For ages 4 to 12. Accessories not incl. 
79 C 90355L—Shipping weight 20 pounds -$19.99 

Writing area 
closes neatly 

$1599 

Desk with drop-front top forms 23'/2x27-inch 
writing surface when opened 

Traditional-style desk makes a neat appearance when closed, concealing a 
great deal of storage space both in top and bottom sections. Measures 
24x16x36 inches high. Made of wood-grained hardboard with wood frame. 
Sliding doors open to reveal 2 shelf areas within. Partly assembled. Recom- 
mended for children ages 4 to 12. Accessories not included. 
79 C 90359C—Shipping weight 28 pounds .............. КОШЕДЕ, $15.99 

"1 mailed takes 10-b. rate; see page 276 "со; 



art for any occasion. 

FOR AGE AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 16507—Wt 11b. 8 oz.. Kit $2.94 

Torne Mug Refills. Includes 2 m 
12 drawing papers. P 989 

..%2.29 49м 165 11- She. wt.120z.. 

(3) Fantasy Р! 
Farm or а! 

Children will enjoy doi: 
molding and glueing to 
activity playhouses. Color pre-printed bi 
uon scenes and insert them into clear win- 

stand-up, fold-out 
pe and mold figures and arrange 

KIT KIT CONTENTS: Vinyl case, узт деу ыл 
; pre-printed scenes include one set each of 

arm and Airport; 8 crayons; pre-cut corrugated 

p x A Penny Saved 

Super Dream Drops 
Squeeze colors onto specially prepared 
poer and watch paint drops spread to 

Space. . . stops at black resist lines. 
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET: Five pop-art 
posters, wall саро of United States . 
each measures 24x35 inches. Five 1-02, 
bottles of non-toxic Dream Drops 
paint, brush to add texture as it dries. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49N 16439 .............. Set $6.99 
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PETAT 

KIT CONTENTS: Two 
ре ev, box o RC CRAYOLAS 

wing papers, instructions. 

ouse magically becomes а 
irport for hours of fun 

Led own coloring, 

case. Then 49N 165 

(2) Deluxe Art Workshop Kit 

$995 „ы 
т. Kit x right for 
'OLA€ prodi 

г 

Че EE Bk paper, 1]. cay (4 colors), spa 
E ча ешрш бо, "pencil, 2 mixing cups, in- 

49 N 16465—Shpg. wt. 51bs.4oz....... Kit $9.95 

One closed carrying case (shown, 
at right) unfolds and invites you "in^ to 
create the two scenes shown below 

make people, vehicles and 
chy apd ише cinder to make more people 
For additional play value, order the Add-on Ki 
sold below, 
FOR AGES: 7 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

6—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. . .Kit $9.95 

Add-on Kit for above. Includes all materials 
(erent case and ае to make Firehouse 

Available t Sears. 
49 N 16554—Shipping arare d be а $4.99 

Superheroes T-shirt and Place- 
mat Stencil Decorating Kit 

KIT CONTENTS: Wood frame; 2 plastic 
devices to hold down 12 acetate stencils 
for Batman*, Robin*, Superman*, Won- 
der Woman*; 7 washable non-toxic paint 
colors; 12 paper placemats, stencil; 26 al- 
phabet letters, ea. 34 inch high; instruc- 
tions. 
FOR AGES: 5 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Shirts not жашы. 
49 N 1635—Wt. 3 lbs. . .Kit $9.99 

Stencil Add-on Kits (not shown). Each 
includes 8 acetate stencils, 4 paints. Use 
Alphabet and Numbers bers kit for personal- 
izing football-style shirts, 
49N16315-2-in. Alphabet, 4-in. Numbers 
браза Foes ассо Joker*, 

Riddler*) 
49118928- Holy Hobbie, Heather®t 
Shpg. wt. 13oz. .......... Each Kit $3.49 

(9 1976 National Periodicals Publications 
f Amencan Greetings Corporation 

CRAYOLA CRAFT™ 
Art Workshops 

and Kits 
Encourage artistic talent 

(4) Beginning young artists can have lots of creative 
fun with this versatile JR. ART WORKSHOP KIT 

KIT CONTENTS: CRAYOLA? products include 8 crayons 
fos sharpener, 8 igen ee t UT рохи chalks, 
‘our 54-02. jars of 

ge arol Peay rubbing sheet, 14 
ming cu сире, dm instruction and project book. Corru- 

e AGES: 6 to Каре years, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 16577—Shipping weight 2 pounds ....... Kit $4.95 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 

$ 
~ go 

à 
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yc 
UL listed for 10-120 vol. 60-Hz. 

matis. out cord Balb M 
under 4. 

HOW IT WORKS: Sli; in a standard 126 film cartridge 

and proj 
42x 

Camera 

$95 “ом 

(not included), flip the lever until it stops and you're 
ready to shoot. Flip the lever after shooting and you're 
ready for your next picture. No focusing needed. Uses 
Magicubes (not included) for indoor pictures. 
CONST.: Plastic, metal; 44x2V2x4V; in. Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Under patent from Eastman Kodak, Co. 
49 C 1625—Shipping weight 12 oz... ..... 

without 
batteries 

аро pane scams by curtis пайка ийа dh 

$9.95 

(1) Bugs Bunny 
Toothbrush 

HOW IT WORKS: Battery- 
powered. Stands or can be 
wall-mounted (screws incl.). 
Cord from handle to stand. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-im- 
pact plastic, nylon and metal 
stand, carrot handle, 2 kid 
size toothbrushes. 5x3x8 in 
high. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses 2 “D” 
batteries, not incl., order pkg. 
below. Toothpaste not incl. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49C 16182 

Toothbrush Refills. 
Package of 4. Shpg. wt. 1 oz. 
49 C 1621 Pkg. 99c 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. 
Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 С 46996 Pkg. $1.69 

$4.95 

2-inch р 
away 

Bugs Bunny has a message for you... 
to help you wake up and when you save 

Where 
cwazy 

(2) 
Talking Alarm™ Clock 

$1495 

Bugs Bunny 

without 
battery 

Hear “Bugs” say, "Eh, wake up Doc! You 
asked me to call you—so here I am telling you 
it's time to wake up. No more sleeping! Get up! 
Get up you sleepy-head. When you get up, I'll 
go back to bed!" 
HOW IT WORKS: Wind clock and tell time by 
the animated carrots pointing out the numbers. 
Set the alarm for the time you want 
“Bugs” will keep calling until you turn him off. 
CONST.: High-impact styrene. 30-hr. wind-up 
movement. 64x7x2% іп. deep. Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 1 “C” battery, not included, 
order below. 
49C 1612—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $14.95 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46997—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. Pkg. $1.39 

is that 
wabbit 

(3) Bugs Bunny and 
Elmer Fudd Talking Bank 

without $1095 te: 

Almost like 2 banks in one. Drop in a coin on one 
Side and hear "Bugs" say, "Eh, very good, Doc! 
You're saving lots of money. Just put it in. у; 
side, you're working with the bunny 
drop one in the other side and hear Elmer say, 
"That cwazy wabbit thinks he's ‘smart. Where 
did he go? I'll tear him apart . 
HOW IT WORKS: Every time you put some mon- 
ey inside, you'll hear “Bugs” or “Elmer”. Sepa- 
rate slots and openings on each side. 
CONST.: Plastic. 8х8х2% in. high. Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 1 “D” battery, not included, 
order at left. 
49 C 16138—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 

imer Fudd characters 

$10.95 

Pome DGAJE 



ChilD-siZe i cis] Cur 
Chalkboards, Desks was #14. 

and Activity Sets | $13” 
(1) Old-fashioned Blackboard | ; s 
All wood. One black chalkboard side, mag- Save °3 
netic surface on reverse side. Built-in shelf: on Blackboard (1) 
23! x11! іп. Ages 4 yrs., up. 
DIMENSIONS: Boards 18x24 in. Measures : when bought with Desk (2) 
17x251 2x42 in. high overall. ; Blackboard Blackboard when 
CCESSORIES INCL: 36 magnetic letters, alone bought with Desk (2) 

chalk, wipe-off crayons and eraser. - 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instr., х : 513% | $10% 
hardware incl. Shpg. wt. 12 lbs. 
79 М 16018C— Blackboard alone $13.99 
Price when bought with (2)... ......910.99 

(2) Schoolhouse-style Desk 
Reduced from 1977 Christmas Book. 
Hardboard and wood. Maple finish with 
dark-pine trim on desk and seat of match- 
ing stool. Incl. chalk rail and inkwell. Stool 
is 12 in. high from floor. Desk top lifts to 
reveal storage area with a wipe-off crayon 
surface: 14х17! in. Top has wipe-off sur- 

4x18% in. wide. Ages 3 to 8 yrs. 
EN: Desk 27x18" 4x21*5 in. high. 

ACCESS. INCL: Crayons, eraser, chalk, 
slate, watercolor palette, brush and paper. 
ORDER nro она; Instructions, 
ardware included. 
79 М 16513C—Wt. 14 lbs, $13.99 
(3) 2-sided Standing Chalkboard 
Blue chalkboard on one side with black 
chalkboard on reverse side. Tubular alumi 
num legs provide stability. Wood chalk- 
board frame and chalk tray. Alphabet is 
painted on tray. Ages 3 to 10 yrs. 
DIMEN: 17x23-in. board. Stands 41 in. 
ACCESSORIES INCL: Box of chalk, eraser. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instruc- Books not included 
tions and hardware included. 
79 N 1608 1C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. $8.99 

(4) Take-along Peg Chest 
Wood and hardboard with blue chalkboard 
that slides out to reveal storage area. Ages 
3 to 8 yrs. .Vot for ages under 3 years due to 
small parts. 
DIMEN; 15! 2x14! x74 in. high. 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: Chalk, eraser, 
pegs and a mallet. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49N 1605 $3.95 

(5) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Magnetic Chalkboard 

Red plastic frame. Blue magnetic chalk- 
boanie Mounts on wall (hardware not incl.) 
or stands alone with 2 snap-ofí legs. 14x20- 
in. wide. Ages 3 to 6 yrs. 
ACCESS. INCL: 8 magnetic Winnie-the- 
Pooh characters. Chalk, eraser. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 1608—Wt. 1 lb. 120z. .$4.99 

Winnie-the-Pooh Magnetic Characters 
Magnetized vinyl. For metal surfaces. In- 
cludes Winnie-the-Pooh, Tigger, Eeyore 
and friends, 8 in all. Ages 3 to 6 yrs. 
ORDER INFORMATION 
49 N 16084—Shpz. wt. 4 oz. $1.99 

(6) Giant Activity Chest 
6 coloring books and 6 non-toxic crayons in 
storage tray. 2 Sesame Street short sto- 
ries—"How to be a Grouch” and “Sherlock 
Hemlock.” Also a Walt Disney frame tray 
puzzle, magic slate and stylus. An animal 
domino set. 6 easy-lacing cards and a 71- 
game set (Pachisi, Ten Pins, Fox and 
Geese, Spin and Throw, Skill Shoot). Ages 
3 to 7 years. 
RDERING INFORMATION 
49 № 1680— Wt. 4 lbs. 5 oz. $6.99 

(7) Super Heroes© Pictures 
and 8 pencil Set 

8 Color-Vue pencils . . . never need sharp- 
ening. Twenty 12x13-in. pictures: 6 of Spi- 
derMan/Thor, 9 of Captain America and 5 
of the Hulk. Ages 4 to 10 years. 

DER INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 1687. A sees Set $3.95 $197 

2-sided 
Standing 

Chalkboard 

uu 
on reverse side 

Take-alot 
Peg Chest 

УАУ FURNITURE 

$395 
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You're the interior decorator ... help Sindy? arrange her furniture 
in the i of this beautifully detailed Scenesetter 

нй 

(1) pr Scenesetter with Sindy Doll and plastic Armchair. Card- 
is, themed to provide 4-room settings for Sindy's furniture (not 

incl.). Folds flat. 11-in. plastic Sindy. 39ax39V2x1174 in. high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 5 to 9 rt Order furniture ves 
79 C 30063C—Shpg. wt. 3lbs. 12 02......... ТТЕ $9.99 

(21hru 7) Sindy and her Furniture by Marx. Durable plastic. 
AGES, ORDER INFORMATION: 3 and up. Furniture is unassembled. 

(2) 11-іп. Sindy Doll; rooted (5) Dining Room Set. Table, 4 
lashes and hair. Fully poseable. Chairs. 4 place settings. Candela- 
49 C 30039—Wt. 120z. ...95.47 MEER a salt and pepper 
(3) Artist Center, Art supplies, 2 shaker. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
lined pictures, frames, and brushes; 49С31132............86.47 
smock; folding chair. For all 1114- (6) Bedside Table. MOD, 
inch dolls. erated lamp (requires two 
49C31144—Wt.8 oz. ....94.99 batteries, noe ine eee юн 
4) Breakfront. 614x414x124 in. Ow. dishes. Ri 
oors and drawers open, close. 49C 31328--We 9 or. -.96.27 

Dessert plates, glasses for 4. Serv- “AA” Batteries. Pkg. of 4. 
ing late. Coffee set. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

31133—Wt. 11b...... $6.47 49€ 46339........ Pkg. $1.19 

(7) Bed. 13x7x6 inches high. Includes mattress, Bet comforter, oe 
49 C 31324—Shipping weight 14 ounces . 6.27 

(8 and 9) Puff 'N ey Den and TV Room 
Sets. 4-рс, inflatable vinyl sets. Fits up to 12-in. 
tall dolis. (8) Den Set: sofa sleeper, loveseat, floor 
cushion, backgammon and chess/checkers game 
table. (9) TV Room Set: TV, couch and chair 
(both with removable cushion), coffee table. 
AGES AND ORDER INFO: 3 yrs. and up. 
(8) 49C31162-Den Set. Wt. 10 ог...... 
(9) 49C31163-TV Room Set. Wt. 9 oz.. 

10) Darci" Cover Girl Doll by Ken 
ully poseable. 12!4-in. d lastic body; · inyl 
arms and legs; no exposed elbow or knee joints. 
Head tilts; bendabie arms, knees, waist. Dressed 
in bathing suit, skirt, shoes. Incl. portfolio with 
simulated magazine covers; stand for posing. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 5 years and up. 
49 C 30101—Shpg. wt. 15 oz. . m ..$6.66 Puro 

You can order items on pages 
DOLLS and 

497 thru 648 and 657 thru 669 
ACCESSORIES 

from now until AUGUST 31, 1980 
... unless stated otherwise Qk .|Sears|519 
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NYLINT Suburban mE 

Fire Department | 

8999 

TR мшу 

Race to the scene with this realistically-detailed 3-vehicle firefighter set 
1274 -іпсћ long Fire Pumper has removable ladders, fire extinguishers and a 
swivel deluge gun that actually shoots water up to 7 feet high . . just hook up 
pumper to a garden hose. 1114-inch long ambulance has snap-action doors 
and a removable stretcher. 1114-inch fire chief’s car has simulated siren and 
snap-action tailgate. Steel vehicles; red baked enamel finish 
79 М 5596C—Shipping weight 7 pounds „Set $9.99 

Structo Steer-o-matic Wrecker 

$ 59? 

It's big and tough, but so 
easy to push around. Just 
tilt the cab left and wheels 
turn left. Tilt cab right, 
wheelsturn right. Innormal 
position, wheels stay 

straight. Big stubby wreck 
er has heavy-duty boom 
and die-cast hook. 

Red on white steel body 
with plated bumper grill 
Wide tread tires. 12x5Vax 
634 in. Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz 
49 N 54076..........$5.99 

Сой pace scans by deisiniaitamiisetedimical com 

. and pivots: 1644-inch long cement mixer really mixes. Fill drum through 

Load and haul sand with the 
Structo Road Construction Set 

14-piece Set sO”? 

Husky bulldozer digs and deposits sand or gravel into the giant loader. 
Hand-crank conveyor lifts and empties the load into the hopper. As 

dump truck moves under the hopper it trips the lever and sand automati- 

cally unloads. Yellow and green steel dump truck is 13% in. long . . just 
press lever and back raises; tailgate swings open automatically. Yellow 

and green steel bulldozer is 12 in. long . . lever-action lift raises to 3 posi- 

tions and unloads. 15-in. sand loader adjusts to 7 heights. 13-in. hopper. 
Sturdy yellow plastic loader and hopper, 10 road signs. 
79 N 54068C—Shipping weight 9 pounds..........-. EA е Set $9.99 

Sand Hopper and Loader only. Dump Truck only. Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49 М 54006—Wt. 3 Ibs....... $399  49N5408.. ..$2.99 

А mighty, 
big team 

NYLINT 3-piece steel 

Construction Set 

The 13Y inch long lever-action dump truck hauls and unloads. 16-inch 
long husky grader boasts fingertip steering . - blade raises, lowers, tilts 

hopper . . drum revolves automatically as wheels move . . then press lever 

to tilt and unload. Each vehicle has a baked enamel finish, realistically- 

detailed cab interior and deep-tread tires. 
79 М 54595C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. Set $12.99 
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their own perfumes 

$499 
1 Make Mom a bottle of 
YUM-YUM. Just mix 2 

When, 6 drops of Flirty, 3 
drops of Dazzle and 66 drops 
of Meadow Mist. 

Six formulas are included 
(and you can make your own, 
too). Includes measuring 
dropper, bottles, gift boxes. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
49N22891....... Kit $4.99 

Carousel 
Knitting Machine 

2 Knit full-size clothes in 
sizes to fit children or 

small adults. You'll have 
hours of fun knitting hats, 
scarves, skirts and more. 

Includes expandable knit- 
ter, needle, yarn and instruc- 
tions. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49 N 22308 4.99 

6-in-1 Craft Kit 
3 Make doll clothes with 

Cherry Pie Knitter, brace- 
let with Flower Pops, picture 
frame with Fun with Sticks, 
coaster with Millie Mats, 14 
Paper Flowers and a Jewelry 
Box. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 
49N21091....... Kit $4.99 

Misty of Chincoteague Deluxe Indian-style Bead-Craft \ / 

bead 1 Craft 

4 Bead craft. Make a bracelet, choker, headband, belt or 
flower "bouquet" . . or design your own creations. In- 

cludes beadloom, 2 needles, wire, 9 bags of beads and in- 
structions. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 22682—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces .Kit $3.68 

5 Cork craft. Make a purse, belt, satchel or your own de- 
signs. Includes 9x19-inch and 3x9-inch pieces of cork, 55 

yards of brown yarn, needle, thread, glue and patterns. 
49 м 22894—Shipping weight 13 ounces ........ Kit $2.83 

6 Macramé. Today's way of knot-tying a beautiful purse, 
bracelet, belt or choker. Includes 2 balls of white cotton 

twine, pins, dowel, 7 feet of practice yarn, instructions. 
49N 22694— Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce . .Kit $3.68 

. for little girls to love 

Misty is a pre-assembled, 7- 
inch horse that's ready to love 

. and Misty is Marguerite 
Henry's famous book that's 
fun to read . . both are includ 

rying case. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

and Beadpoint Kit 

Make a beaded Indian-style belt, 
necklace, ring or headband. Includes < 
large beadloom with 6 packets of col- ТЕТ 
orful beads and 50 yards of thread. M 
Also includes special beadpoint 
equipment for making 4 rings and 2 
medallions . , just push special beads 
through pre-punched plastic with 
special tool. Instructions included. 

520 [Sears] isis 
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49 N 21052 $4.25 

Just shape 
wire and 
dip into 
plastic 

Hardens in 
minutes to 
a pretty 
“petal” 

DIP-A-FLOWER 
Form a whole bouquet 

- No heat needed 

It's easy to create beautiful blue and 
green glass-like flowers . . just shape 
soft wire and dip into colorful liquid 
plastic. Flower hardens in minutes on 
contact with the air. 

Includes illustrated, how-to-do-it 
instructions; flower wire; floral tape; 
stamens; thinner and two 8-ounce 
cans of liquid plastic. 
Display your creations by sticking 

wires into included styrofoam block. 
(Flower pot not included). 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 15 oz. 
48 N 22562.............. Kit $5.99 

49 N 21053-Wt. 11b. 8 oz. Kit $4.99 ip 

PAINT-BY-NUMBERS 

The Pet Set 

Set of 3 $ 399 
7 A wonderfully creative addition to any young- 

ster's bedroom or playroom . . Spirited Colt, 
Playful Pup and Rest Time Fawn are ready to 
paint. 

Set includes three 9x12-inch panels, 18 artist oil 
colors, 2 artist brushes, instructions. 
49 N 22467—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. ........ Set $3.99 

Crylic Critters 

serot3 $326 
8 A trio of active animals waiting to romp across 

a child's bedroom wall . . Lyric Lion, Mucho 
Monkey and Tiger Talent are each 9x12 inches 
high. Set includes 9 colorful acrylic paints . . clean 
up with soap and water. 
49 N 22468—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. ........ Set $3.26 



PN 

SOLD ONLY AT SEARS 

BELTING BOXERS 
* They move around on free-wheeling bases la 

* KO'd loser falls back after 22 bops $ 10?9 ^ 

Push-button punchers move every which way as you and a pal roll them into 
and out of strategic positions, Left and right hand buttons send fists flying. 
After 22 bops to the head, loser is KO'd and falls backward; stand him up; set 

f each automatic counter on zero, and you're ready for bout two. High-impact 
plastic. Each stands 13%, inches high. For ages 4 and up. From Japan. 
49 C 65735— Shipping weight 3 pounds 5 ounces... ....... «Set $1099 

Improved version needs no batteries, Keep your horse out in front by the accuracy 

of your pinball-type shooting skill. Each time one of your steel balls goes up the 
ramp and lands in the hole, a mechanical impulse makes your horse race forward 
. .miss and your horse stands still. Numbered flag pops up at the finish line to post 
the winner. Plastic and metal construction. 33'/.x15'4x12'/ inches high. Up to 4 
enthusiastic racing fans, ages 6 years old and up. 
79 C 65835C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $16.97 

On Target 

$1099 

Gunfight at 
O.K. Corral $888 

Two western desperadoes each “shoot” a ball rolling toward their rival. 
Will he duck in time by heading behind a “rock” or “cactus” or “bite the 
dust"? Be careful though, 'cause you've got to dodge the varmint's shots 
too! For buckaroos ages 7 and up. Plastic, 30x14x3 in. high 
79 С 65781C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . $8.88 

"touch your toes, 
19 other commands 

$788 ung 

Press Simon's nose and hear ! of his commands at random . . no two 
games are alike, no one can memorize the exact order of the commands. 
Play in traditional way whereby you act out his commands, or answer his 
commands with picture cards. Two-sided record; 62 picture cards. Uses 1 

^C" battery, order below. Ages 3 and up. 
49 С 65754—18'4x12'/4x27/, in. high. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 15 oz. 

49 С 4654—Alkaline “С” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 5 oz. 
57.88 

..Pkg. 99c 

Trans-America Road Rallye $ 1099 сех 
Your fast motorized саг races down the straightaway—fighting madly to 
keep the lead. Down the far turn you make a sharp eit ЖО 
left and right switch WIE controls are provided for each driver— 
now, switch lanes! A tally of 50 laps on your automatic lap counter and 
the championship is yours! Sturdy, rugged and durable raceway is 20 in. 
wide by 40 in. long. High-impact plastic. 2 cars incl. Uses 2 "C" batteries, 
order above. For ages 8 and up. 
79 C 65811C—Shipping weight 4 pounds.......... ай $1099 

Whack keys 'n shoot 

balls thru center 
holes . . first to 

empty his side wins! 

“Step right up and try your skill." Spin the target 

disk and position the shooter. Hit a button and 
watch it “drop” to score points shown. 5 hits dou- 
ble your score. Most points win. Plastic, wood, 
16x4x30 in. long. Any number plays. 
79 C 6577C—Ages 7 and up. Wt. 6 lbs. 

526 [Sears] rscom 
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$10.99 

Gnip-Gnop $394. 

What fun to watch the balls spinning, whirl 
ing and taking crazy bounces as they collide. 
But you never have to chase them for they're 
enclosed in a see-through case. Plastic con. 
struction. 7 'Ax5?4x19 inches long. For 2 
players, ages 5 and up. 
49 C 65189—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 53.94 

Top-lt $3 19 

Be the winner by “knocking off” as many of 
your opponents marbles as you can. Just place 
one of your marbles into a launching ramp and 
snap it into the highest scoring slot. 13x2%/,x18- 
in. plastic playing field, 20 marbles in 4 colors. 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 7 and up. 
49 C 65783—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. ......$3.19 
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Scrabble®. Always a challenging favorite for 
the whole family. Spell words to score points. 

100 wood letter tiles with 4 hardwood racks and 
game board. 2, 3or 4 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 М 65053—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 5$02.........$447 

Life. The right decisions plus a little luck may 
land you in Millionaire Acres in this 3-D 

game of life. For 2 to 8 players, ages 9 and up. 
49 м 65034—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 5 022+... :..%5.77 

3 Battleship. Ап exciting game of strategy 
Command a fleet of ships . . sink your oppo- 

nent’s, Colorful pegs mark hits. 10 plastic ships 
included. For 2 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 N 65183—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 02....... $4.66 

Scrabble® Got-A-Minute Game. Turn plas- 
tic cube to start timer . . form as many words 

as possible from 7 letter cubes inside. You've got 
one minute so you have to think fast. For any 
number of players, ages 8 and up. 
49 N 65168—Shipping weight 8 02.......... $2.44 

аюб pane scan by смила внаслі cona 

CHALLENGING BOARD GAMES 
5 Scrabble® Sentence Game for Juniors. 

Children build sentences, crossword fashion. 
One side of double-sided playing board has 
printed words and pictures, other side is blank 
for older children. 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 12. 
49 N 65226—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. ..8347 

Manhunt. Modern police techniques—clue 
scanner, probe and battery-powered comput- 

er—catch the crook. Uses one “D” battery, order 
package below. For 2 to 6 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 N 65624—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 3 02....... $5.66 

T7 Scrabble Sentence Cube Game. You start 
with complete words. Shake out word cubes 

and form complete sentences, crossword fashion. 
Sand timer, cup and 21 cubes. Ages 8 and up. 
49 М 65755—Shipping weight 11 oz. ...8297 

8 Happiness. Win love, friendship, faith, 
knowledge, money and health in the game of 

Happiness. For 2 to 6 players, ages 9 and up. 
49N 65626—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 5 02........ $5.94 

9 Stratego. Each of two generals commands 
his own army—you outwit your opponent 

and capture his flag to win. A fascinating, two- 
handed strategy game for ages 10 and up. 
49 N 65617—Shipping weight 2 lbs. .... $5.44 

10 Which Witch? Ghoulish Gertie, Wanda the 
Wicked and Glenda the Good control your 

destiny. Which witch will prevail? A scary, 
witchy, fun game for 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 12. 
49 м 65564—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. ........$3.98 

li Concentration. Match gift cards to reveal 
puzzle parts—first to solve puzzle wins. 60 

different puzzles on plastic, Rolomatic changer. 
Challenging for 2 to 5 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 М 65037—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 14 oz........ $4.66 

1 Stay Alive. Pull levers to send opponents 
marbles down the holes. Be the sole survi- 

vor—the last player with marbles on the plastic 
board—to win. For 2 to 4 players, ages 7 and up. 
49 N 65174—Shipping weight 2 lbs. ........93.97 

49 N 46996—Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight 11 ounces . . Package $1.45 



STARTING HERE 

SIX PAGES just bursting with educational 

and entertaining craft and hobby ideas 

Crafts Corner 

CREATIVE WOODBURNING SETS 
Sets 49 C 21012 and 49 C 21013 have Sears exclusive, 
multi-use woodburning pen with retractable shield to help 
keep fingers from hot tip. Exclusive base design lets pens 
stand upright when not in use. 

? Silver and copper-color metal 
Embossed Pictures . . revival of the ancient art of repoussage 

It's so easy to do. Just place malleable metal sheet on mold and use sculpture 
tools to press metal into mold's indentations. Kit includes 3 different 4%х6- 
inch molds, 6 sheets of heavy-gauge metal, sculpture tools, 3 mounting 
boards, non-toxic antiquing compound and non-toxic glue. Easy-to-follow 
instructions. For ages 9 and up. 

Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order boy telephone. 
49 C 20221—Shipping weight 1 pound aa.. Kit $847 

All Aboard! Build your own 
Train Desk Caddy 

Just paint-by-number and assemble . . a great idea for practical use or play. 

Super-deluxe Wood and Cork Burning Set $999 
with 5 easy-to-build projects 

Build five projects . . birdhouse, tie rack, bookends, napkin holder, serving 

$344 

tray. . then woodburn them. Pen and 4 extra over- points. Set also includes 8 
printed wood plaques, 4 cork coasters, 2 cork hot pads, 6 color foils, t 
palette with water colors, brush, 1 dish, glue, pattern sheet, sandpaper, nails, 
storage case and instructions. UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC. 20 
watts. 6-ft. cord. Not recommended for ages under 13. 
49 С 21012—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. . . Set $9.99 

Deluxe Burning Set $695 
with tie rack project Starter Set 

Build and woodburn a tie rack. In- Perfect for the beginner. Set in- 
cludes pen, 3 extra over-points, 2 wood cludes pen, 6 printed basswood 
hot pads, 2 cork coasters, 10 printed plaques, water colors, paint 
wood plaques, 6 football action brush, water dish, extra over- 
plaques, 6 foils, palette, brush, dish, point, sandpaper, foil leaf for 
pattern sheet, sandpaper, instructions. — monogramming and instructions. 
UL listed; 110-120-v., 60-с. AC-DC. 20 UL listed; 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 20 
watts. 6-ft. cord. Not for ages under 13. watts. 6-ft. cord. Not recommend- 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. ed for ages under 13, 
MOC ZIONS ..... 51... tn: Set $6.95  49C21015-Wt. 1 Ib. 202. Set $3.95 

14 extra Wood Plaques $] 99 
Get extra fun from any woodburning set on 
this page or any other set, by ordering these 
plaques. 14 white basswood plaques. 3x5 
in. Pre-printed. Ages 13 and up. 
49 C21016—Shipping wt. 15 oz. ... .Set $1.99 

Woodburning $395 

salon pace scan чучаи трости 

Engine and two cars will actually roll along on their own wheels. Train kit 
comes complete with easy-to-paint pre-printed and pre-cut wood parts, 
wooden spools, non-toxic paints and glue, paint brush, sandpaper and simple 
illustrated instructions. Assembled train is 34x2V2x15*4 inches long. 
49 C 2014—For ages 8 and up. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 02...... .Kit $3.44 

With this genuine Mahogany Plywood Craft Kit $499 
you can construct a shelf and a storage box 

All pieces are pre-cut and ready to assemble. The complete kit includes sand- 
paper, glue, finishing glaze and easy-to-follow instructions. Finished multi- 
purpose storage box measures 934x634x2' inches high. Book shelf with cute 
dog design measures 18хб5%х41/4 inches deep . . perfect for paperback stor- 
age. Recommended for ages 8 to 13. 
Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

49 C 2013—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces .... Kit $4.99 

Rag Doll Paint-by-number 
Bulletin Board 
$499 

Use as a bulletin board in children's 
room, as a kitchen memo board or аза 
decorative wall plaque. Made of genu- 
ine cork laminated to pressboard for 
sturdiness and long wear. Die-cut. 
Printed guidelines for easy painting. In- 
cludes 4 non-toxic, liquid acrylic paints, 
brush and easy-to-follow instructions. 
Measures 15x20 inches, Recommended 
for children ages 6 and up. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79 С21045С................. Kit $4.99 



LITTLE LEARNERS* 
EASELS WITH TWO 
ADJUSTABLE-HEIGHT 
WORK SURFACES 
FOR DRAWING 
AND PAINTING 

Tripod 99 
Easel $7 

CONSTRUCTION: Blue 
chalkboard mounted on 
wood tripod legs. Folds 
for storage. Wood chalk: 
rail. Natural finish. 
DIMENSIONS: 20x15-in. 
board. 38 in. high open; 
40 in. when closed. 
ACCESSORIES INCL 
Crayons, palette card 
with watercolors and 
brush, 4 tempera paints, 
8 sheets of drawing pa- 
per, chalk, clips, eraser. 
FOR AGES; 3 to 8 yrs 
ORDERING INFO: Unas- 
sembled, instructions; 
hardware incl. Wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 М 16719C $7.99 

Winnie-the- 
Pooh Magnetic 

Chalkboard 

$499 

CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy red plastic frame with blue 
magnetic chalkboard. Board can be mounted on wall 

(mounting hardware not included) or stand by itself 
with 2 snap-on/snap-off legs. 
DIMENSIONS: 14x20-in. board. 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: You get 8 magnetized vinyl 
characters: Winnie-the-Pooh, Eeyore, Piglet, Tigger, 
Roo, Christopher Robin, Rabbit and Owl. Plus a box of 

Easel with 
16x24-inch 

work surfaces 

$1299 

Deluxe Easel "| 
with 20x24-inch | 
work surfaces 
$1999 

Easel with dual 16x24- (2) Deluxe Easel with dual 20x24- 
inch work surfaces. Two handy, 
wide storage shelves help keep all art 
supplies and materials at your child's 
fingertips for ready use. 
CONSTR.: Sturdy all wood framing 
and chalk trays, with natural finish, 
rovide a steady work surface. Two 
lue chalkboard work surfaces. 
DIMENSIONS: 20x24-in. boards. 
Overall height of 52 inches. 
ACCESSORIES INCL.: Palette with 
watercolors, 2 brushes, 6 jars of tem- 
pera paints, 2 mixing pans, 10 sheets 
of art paper, 6 color-by-number 
sheets, 1 box of chalk, 1 box of cray- 
ons, 2 erasers and clips to hold paper. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled, in- 
structions, hardware included. 
79N 16205L—Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs. .$19.99 

(1and2) Bluechalk- (1) 
board and grooved chalk inch work surfaces. 
trays on each side of dou- CONSTRUCTION: АП wood 
ble wood easels are inde- framing and chalk tray, natu- 
endently adjustable. ral finish, provides a steady 

means that two chil- work surface. Two blue 
dren of different heights chalkboard work surfaces. 
can use easel at the same DIMENSIONS: 16x24-in. 
time, each board set atthe boards. Overall height of 
right no . - Provides 427/16 inches. 

years of creative activity ^ ACCESSORIES INCLUDED 
as your children grow se Palette with watercolors, 2 
boards can be зей аза brushes, 4 jars of tempera 

joards сап be used аза — paints, 2 mixing pans, 10 chalkboard or work sur- Кш of art paper, 1 box of 
face for painting ог draw- Chalk, | box of crayons, 2 
ing. . just attach paper erasers and clips. 
and young artists are FOR AGES: 4 ҹ а 
ready to start. уыл Sn Hp. ORDER INFO: Unassembled: 

instr., hardware incl. 
520 79N16208L-Wt. 15 lbs. .$12.99 

үттүн ta REFIEREN SR 

chalk and an eraser. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 1608—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

i ! 

| | 

\ 51099 
Reversible 
Chalkboard 

CONSTRUCTION: Big board 
has metal magnetic spelling 
or wipe-off crayon board on 
one side and blue composi. 
tion chalkboard on the oth: 
er. Aluminum tubular legs, 
wood tray and frame. 
DIMENSIONS: 20x30-in. 
board. Height of 47 inches. 
ACCESSORIES INCL.: Set of 
36 magnetic letters, box of 
chalk, box of wipe-off cray- 
ons and eraser. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly as- 
sembled; instructions, hard- 
ware included. 
Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
79 М 16083C $10.99 

$4.99 

\ $799 

2-sided Standing 
Chalkboard 

CONSTRUCTION: Com- 
position chalkboard, blue 
on one side and black on 
the other. Aluminum tu 
bular legs for stability, 
wood frame and tray. 
Tray painted with letters 
of the alphabet. 
DIMENSIONS: 17x23-in. 
board. Overall height of 
41 inches. 
ACCESSORIES INCLUD- 
ED: Box of chalk, eraser. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 yrs. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly 
assembled; instructions, 
hardware included. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
79 N 16081C $7.99 
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(1) Talking View-Master® Viewer with reel 
HOW IT WORKS: Just insert reel, hold towards light and 
press sound bar. Flip lever to change scenes. 
WHAT YOU GET: Dono in. high plastic viewer in ca- 
nister (not shown) wit 1 talking, demonstration reel. 
FOR AGES: 4 years en up. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 2 “С Баш, not incl., order below, 
49C 1891 Ait mU ESPERE $12.22 
49 C 46997—. ine “С” Batt. Wt. 5 oz. .2in Pkg. $1.39 

26 ы 
Each catalog Fea is fall Sloe Talking reek lor use swith Taking View 
ter products only, cannot be used with non-talking 

weight 5 ounces. 

rtoon Favorites Favorites 
E] t "uL Bunny We be oar aa Million Dollar Man 

I548—Charlie Brown's 4—Superman 
Fun 

49C iesistie intstones E € 18886 Happy Days 
dope 's Stories Favorites 

40 C 18314—Jack and i3 

c dest caderas. New Releases 
EAM 49C 19115 

Christm Stories 49 C 18451. 
49C TAIB N t Before Christmas 49C 1832 
49C 
49C 18383- Christmas S 49 C 18392—King Kong 

View-Master® non-talking Stereo 

. бы, 
D^ 

837: 
3 c 18382 Winnie the-Pooh, unny Tree 
49 C 18369—Winnie-the-Pooh, rd Too 

FIT 18616—Wild Animals of the World 
for 1977 

zm 
49 C 180 1—Land of the Lost 

innie-the-Pooh, 
7369—Winnie-the-Pooh, Tigger, Too 

Operates 
non-talking 

color 
reels 

(2) Standard 
View-Master® Viewer 

with 4 reels 
HOW IT WORKS: Put reel in 
viewer, hold it up to light, 
press to scene. 
WHAT YOU GET: One plastic 

viewer, 4 stereo reels 
in full color. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49C18903-Wt. 8 oz. .$3.75 

View-Master* Talking Stereo Reels in color 

JB] 

(3) Our newest 
View-Master® Viewer 

with reel 
HOW IT WORKS: Put reel in 
viewer, hold it up to light, 
press lever to change scenes. 
WHAT YOU GET: One plastic 
viewer and 1 demonstration, 

reel in full color. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49C18912-Wt.60z. .$1.94 

33272028 
View-Master® Library Chest 

Organize and 
Standard View-: 
CONSTRUCTION: Made of high-im 

rotect your reels and 
T Viewer. 

polystyrene in snappy red and white 

Reels in color 

colors. 8%х5М, 
to 25 three-reel packets an 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 18929—Wt. 11Ь. 7 oz. ... 

5% in. . Holds up 
viewer. 

$3.27 

Pkg. of 30 non-talking Reels 

Hunny n] 

49 C 17882—Jesus 
49 C 17344—Holly Hobbie ac op" 
49С 17324- Draenia 49 € 17362 Wi 

e c es Storie реке Christmas аст 
49 € 1787 Rudolph mew бео 1077 9 © 17383— Christmas Story "ERE 
Solace 49 C 1754—For the Love of Benji. 
49 C 176 19—Prehistoric Animals 49 € 1709— New Mickey Mouse Club 
US Travel mac 9 1—Spider-Man 
49 C 17365—Grand Canyon Nat'l. Park 1732—Rocky Mountain Nat'l. Park 49C 171 ‘Book Favorites 

C 1705—Horses 
9 

17309—Yellowstone Nat'l. Park 49 
49C 17952—Disneyworld 49 

514 [Sears] tse. 
NOTE for both pages: 
Batman 1977 DC Comics, Inc. 

Disney characters) Walt Disney Productions. 

atthis CAS low price 

$533 pkg 
Because these are discontinued non- 

we can offer them at this 

scenes, 30 reels in 
PACK INCLUDES: Cinderella, Little 
Red Riding Hood and 5 other fairy 
Pe гна 11 cartoons, 8 scenic tra: 

TV shows. 

low price. € reel has 7 full-color, 
stereo package. 

FRAG AGES: 4 years old and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49C 18904 ......... Package $5.55 

See your favorite TV and cartoon pals “соте alive" through 

(4) Rear Screen 
Projector 

with Standard Viewer 
and 4 reels 

HOW IT WORKS: азе 
tabletop Rear Screen Projec- 
tor insert a standard reel 

‚ press lever to cl 
Scenes. 3!4x4-in. screen is 
bright enough for 2-dimen- 
sional viewing in 
room. Cai handle dou- 
bles as a focus au) 

Viewer, j 
insert reel and hold min 
any light посе ated 

Eee ir 
WHAT YOU GET: eins 
lector measures 13x: 
ces hgh Plastic Susdard 
perman, Batman, 
Bnd Wor Wonder Woman. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Projector 
is UL listed for 110-120-volt, 
50/60- Hz. AC. 3 amps. 26 
watts. 6-foot cord. Not recom- 
же ү ог children under 6. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
QROER INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs. 10 oz. 

lote below. 
49 C 1894......... $19.99 

(5) Winnie-the-Pooh 
and Friends Theatre 
With Standard Viewer 

and 6 reels 

Enjoy 3 “‘Winnie-the-Pooh 
and s, Too" reels plus 1 
each of Donald Duck, Peter 
Pan Mouse. 
HOW IT WORKS: Plug in pro- 
jector, insert reel project 

ene on your playroom 
wall. Projects in 2-dimen- 
sions. Enjoy эште viewing 

inserting a Stan- 
dard Viewer ud. holding 

any light source. 
lever to change scenes. 
WHAT YOU GET: Varri 
jector measures 8! 
in. high. Plastic uut 
Viewer and 6 color reels. 
Comes in colorful gift canister 

. great for storage. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Projector 
is UL listed for 110-120-volt, 
50/60-Hz. AC. 3 amps. 26 
watts. 6-foot cord. Dow 
12-v. auto lamp. Not recom- 
mended for under 6, 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz. 
See Note below 
49C 18911........ $15.95 

Note: Items (4) and (5) warrant- 
ed by GAF, Corp. Write for free 
copy. see page 303. 

(6) Winnie-the-Pooh 
and Friends Gift Pak 

View Winnie-the-Pooh and 
1 оп a standard viewer 

and store it and six color reels 
in the canister when you're 
through. 
HOW IT WORKS: Slip reel in 
viewer and hold toward any 
light source to see stereo 
scene, Flip lever to change 
scenes. 
WHAT YOU GET: One plastic 
Standard Viewer with six col- 
or reels. Comes i; n: colorful ca- 
nister . . . great for storage. 

FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 11 
49 C 18931 ......... $5.45 
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Wish|Book 
оше 

Bunny 
and Elmer Fudd 
Talking Bank 

Cut 29% 
Was *10.85 

$977 у= 
banery 

Wish|Book| 
alue 

Bugs Bunny Radio 

Cut 54 
Was $13.95 

without 
battery 

Desk and Chair 

$1 еа 

Bug 
Talking А 

Bunny 
arrtu C 

Walt Disney 
Desk and Chair 

Pigeon-hole 
Desk 

and Chair 
Set provides 

ample space 
for storage 

$2499 
Accessories 
ло incluges 

$1697 

(1 and 2) Desk and Chair Sets 
Wood frames. Wood-grained, p tops, 

N: Unassembled. In 
uctions, hardware included. 

(1) Pigeon-hole Desk and Chair Set 
Desk top: 38V2x17 in. Shelves on lower desk. 
9!ax16 in., 83 Overall height: 3612 in. Pi- 
geonholes (ea. n. wide. Hutch rises 
15 in. Top shelf (hutch): 634 in. deep. 
79 М 81225 C—Shps. wt. 34 ibs, .Set $24.99 
(2) "Jr. Executive" Desk and Chair Set 
Desk top: 34x17 in. 6546 in. Over: 
all йез и 
79N 912 hpg. wt. 21 Ibs. .Set $19.99 

(3) Disney Desk and Chair Set 
Plastic desk and chair. Desk has lift compart 
ment. Wipes clean with a damp cloth. Disney 
charact D pressure sensitive stick-on la 
bels. Ages 183,x19!2x2154 inches 
high. Seat height 10 inches. 9x10-inch wide 
seat. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. In 
structions, hardware included. 
79 N 91208C—Shpg. wt. 12 lbs. 

y characters 
Set $16.97 

(4) Bugs Bunny and Eimer Fudd Talking 
Bank. Reduced from 1 Christmas Book 
Plastic. 8x8x23, in. Ages 4 yrs., up. Importe 
ORDER INFO: Uses 1 alkaline "D" battery, 
incl., order pkg. below 
49 N 16138—Shpg, wt. 11b. 1202.....7.77 

(B) Bugs Bunny Talking Alarm™ Clock 
High. opus styrene. Wind-up moveme: 
6! ax 4 in. п. deep. Ages 4 yrs., up. Impor 

О: Uses 1 alkaline battery. not 
included. т pkg. below 
49 N 1612—Shpz. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 М 46997—Shpg. wt. 5 oz Pkg. $1.19 
(8) High-intensity Desk Lamp 
Hi-impact plastic, metal. 5t4-in. base, Adjusta. 
ble arm, swivel head. Ages 5 to 15 yrs. Import 

$14.95 

NFO: UL listed for 110-120-volt. 
watts, 5! ot cord. Not recom 

for children under 5 yrs. 

Includes bulb. 
. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 

mende 

49 N 1617—Shp 

(7) Bugs Bunny Sing-along Radio 
Reduced from our 1977 Christmas Book 
Case made igh-impact plastic with hidea. 
way handle. Solid-state radio. Microphone has 
self-contained volume control and 10-ft. cord. 
Incl an. earphone for private listening 

‚ high. Ages 4 yrs. up. Imported 
ON: Requires one 9-v 

battery, order package below 

$10.95 

49 М 66658—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz $9.95 
9-volt Batteries Prekast of two. 
49 N 46993—Shpg. wt. 4 oz Pkg. 99c 

(8) Bugs Bunny Toothbrush and Stand 
Battery powered. Stands alone or mounts on 
wall (screws incl.). High-impa: ylon 
metal. 2 child-size toothbrushes. 514x274x813 
in. high. Ages 4 yrs., up. Imported. 

Я INFO: Requires 2 alkaline "D" batter 
der pkg. below. Toothpaste not included. 

49 N 16182—Shpg. wt $4.95 
Toothbrush Refills. Package of four. 
49 N 1621—Shpz. wt. 1 oz. Pkg. 99c 
Alkaline “D” Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46996—Shpz. wt. 11 oz. Pkg. $1.39 

(8) Play Phones 
Plastic. 8-in. long phones connected by 30-ft. 
wire. Produces * sound. Ages 4 t 
ORDERING INFO. Set Requires 4 “D” bat- 
teries not included, order package below 
49 N 66678—Shipping wt. 2lbs. ..Set $8.97 

Carbon-zinc "D" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 N 46995—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. Pkg. $1.87 



It's a rocking cradle 
and a car bed. 100 

17-inch Baby Lorrie 
is cuddly soft 

520 [Sears] 
talon Date осите by анта тизбек 
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Lower ramp unloads 

Goes forward, backs up, turns $7 199 „ол 
+ tailgate and top ramp lower batteries 

Make deliveries to car dealers along the way. You supervise unloading 
actions and direction by remote control. Battery-powered auto carrier is 
hi-impact plastic with metal parts . . about 26 in. long with tailgate up. 
Realistictooking with simulated headlights, rubber tires, detailed cab 
interior. Five 7-in. Jong free rolling plastic cars included. Uses 4 “D” 
batteries, not included, order package below, left. Japan. 
79 М 5801C—Shipping weight 6 рошпйз....................... 

Priced to be 

Cut 51 

double-action 
Wrecker 

Drive switch activates wrecker so it goes forward or back, left 
or right. Action switch to raise or lower hooks, chains on 2 
turning booms, 2 manual knobs on top of gantry to direct the 
action. Hi-impact plastic with metal chassis, rubber tires. 1214 
in. long, 4x614 in. high. Uses 4 “D” batteries, order pkg 
below. Japan. 
49 N 5802—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces.......$8.99 
49 N 8405—"D"' Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 11b. 8 ол..... 1.49 

Friction-powered $ 4799 
Fire Engine 

Turn the crank to hear the siren wail, Friction-powered motor 
revs up to propel this big metal and plastic fire engine, Has 
grooved, non-marring tires for indoor-outdoor use. Side- 
mounted hose adds realism. 5х6х17 inches long. From Japan. 
49 N 5817—Shipping weight 4 pounds sees $6.99 

520 [Sears] Tae 

Сой Dade scans by diman ие асай com 

Was 
SOMETHING SPECIAL $9.99 5899...) 

Remote control 

Tru-Smoke $07 
Diesel Bulldozer 83. 

Powerful motor drives this earth mover 
over obstacles. Add Tru-Smoke oil to 
exhaust pipe and smoke puffs out as the 

bulldozer moves along. Front blade lifts 
up manually—removable. Plastic. 124 х 
6x10 in. high. Uses 4 “D” batteries, 
order pkg. at left. 
49 № 54249—W't. 2 Ibs. 14 oz.. . . . $8.77 

sgu 

NA ыл 

Super Crashmobile 

Car “explodes” when it hits a solid ob- 
ject . . easily reassembles. Turn front 
wheels left, car goes in eyer widening 
circles. Turn them right, car spins out 
with tires slipping. Durable hi-impact 
plastic. About 12 inches long. Uses 2 
“C” batteries, order package at right. 
From Hong Kong. 
49 N 54616—Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz... ....$3.44 

Porsche $ AR 
Carrera 10 batteries 

Headlights beam ahead as it travels, 
Steers left or right. Push button on rear 
of car . . after 5-second warm-up, it 
starts. Push second button to stop. 
Metal with plastic trim, rubber tires. 
About 1234 inches long. Uses 3 “D” 
batteries, order pkg. at left. From Japan. 
49 N 54247—Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz...... $4.99 

Volkswagen and Camper 

Goes forward or back. 8-in. long car with 
manual steering. Lighted rear engine 
shows motor fan turning. Door on 7-in. 
trailer opens. Rubber tires. Steel. Uses 2 
“С” batteries, order pkg. below. Japan. 
49 N 5829—Wt. 1 Ib. 8oz........ $3.49 

"C" Batteries. Package of б. 
49 М 8406-Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Pkg. $1.19 



Revive the spirit of Christmas past . . gather the 
kids around and make your own tree decorations 

FELT ORNAMENTS 
Fit padding inside felt, stitch edges and 
glue on trim to create 3-D characters 

12 mamens $399 
Felt pieces and padding are die-cut to exact shapes. 
Largest ornament is 6 in. high. Set includes fine thread 
and needle for stitching, gold-color braid for decorating, 
glue, gold-color hangers and illustrated instr. 
49 N 21064—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. .....Set $3.99 

2 эё |}; 

SAVE 51.06 - 
when you buy MAHE 
ets (9) and (10) | Зычу $ 53 

Total $6.4 

HOLIDAY SILHOUETTES 
You finish 24 pre-cut foil designs with 

ceramic-like glaze. . no heat needed 
ncludes foil for 6 designs of your own 

20. omements $399 
Make your own enameled ornaments without a kiln . 
BOSS GLOSS and 24 pre-cut foil shapes make it easy. 
Kit includes shapes, BOSS GLOSS in 4 colors, curing 
agent, project cups, stirring rods and instructions. 
49 N 2107 1—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. Set $3.99 

PAINT-BY-NUMBER WOOD ORNAMENTS 
Sets include everything you need to create your own decorations 

. Designs 
the youngest hands. All sets include non-toxic acrylic paints, brush, 
sandpaper, 
9 25-pc. Set. Largest figure is 6 in. high. - Шо et high CREE S 

4o N 21061. Shing we ibs Se 93.99 iain dle and * 
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Pachinko. . popular 

game of the Far East 

$999 

Exciting upright version of the pin 
ball game rests on its built-in stand 
or hang it on a wall. Flick the main 
ball release lever and watch the action 
begin as colorful plastic balls run 
wildly down the board in a crazy 
quilt like manner, touching off clam. 
oring bells. Balls collect in tracks and 
lucky shooter “trips” lever to release 
them for the pay-off. 18x3x26 inches 
high. Plastic. For ages 7 and up 
Made in U.S.A 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
79 С 65799C $9.99 

Just shift lever 
to reset pins 

Bowl-A-Matic™ 300 . 

Moto-Cross Pinball 
hand “brake” flippers 

$1699 E 

Begin the action by releasing 1 of 6 steel 
balls on the track. Powered wheels keep 
the ball moving at all times. As it nears 
the flippers, quickly squeeze the han 
dlebar hand "brakes" (which create a 
wild engine sound) and return ball back 
into play. High-impact plastic and met. 
al. 30x21x5"/, in. high. Uses 2 “ t 
teries, order pkg. below. For ages 5 and 
up. 
19 C 65809L—Shpg. wt. 10 lbs.* . $16.99 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 

49 C 4653—Wt. 11 oz. Pkg. $1.39 

Remote control pin setter and ball return does all the work 

$1588 
Remote control sets "em up . . you just knock 'em down . . go fora 
strike! Molded colorful pins are individually activated by heavy-ac- 
tion bowling ball which runs on a super smooth alley. Miss the head 
pin? Then clean it up for a spare! Big, solid construction; measures 
13x19x45 inches long. Made of hardboard and plastic with metal 
parts. Comes partly assembled. Suitable for all bowling fans, ages 5 
and up. Get this bit of Christmas shopping done—just dial Sears 
and order it right now. 

Shipping weight 21 pounds 
79 C 65825L š $15.88 

Cutie pani scans by cuisines museteciwdcd pom 

Up ‘п’ On Game Board 
4 games in 1 

$599 
There's flip'n flop’n action as you compete 
in 4 different games—shuffle-up, up 'n' on, 
horseshoes and bowling . . just change the 
two-sided inserts and you change the game! 
Slide a fast-action roller puck and watch it 
go under insert, “flip” over and land in 
scoring area. High score wins. High-impact 
plastic board is 10х2:/,х36 in. long. In 
cludes 2 inserts, 8 roller pucks. 
79C65826C-Ages 5 and up. Wt. 3 Ibs. . $5.99 

Motorcycle wheels spin 

to keep ball in play 

every hit into the center bell 

automatically registers 

on speedometer 

Game 

8-in-1 Game 
Table 

$1077 
Gather family, friends 'round this game table 
and play up to 8 different alley games by 
changing inserts . . shuffleboard, ring toss, 
obstacle pool, skill ball, horseshoes, bowling, 
car and horse racing . . all on one game 
board! Natural wood, hardboard table has 
gravity ball return, folds for storage. Plastic, 
wood game pieces. Table 52x11°/,x23' in. 
high when unfolded. 
79 С 6554 1C—Ages 5, up. Wt. 10 Ibs. ..$1077 
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di MONOPOLY 

. . for excitement, suspense or just plain fun 
( 13 thru 15 ) Monopoly. Buy, sell and swap 
real estate . . bankrupt your opponents. Win or 
lose, it's great family fun. Ages 8 and up. 

13 Standard Monopoly. The all-time favorite. 
2 to 8 "real estate tycoons" can play. 

49 N 65039—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 53.99 

]4 Deluxe Monopoly. Keep game organized 
with partitioned plastic tray. Heavier board, 

more equipment. 2 to 10 players. 
49 N 6501—Shipping wt. 3 lbs, 8 oz. $6.88 

15 Super Deluxe Monopoly. Partitioned 
banker tray for playing pieces built into de- 

luxe blue plastic carrying case to keep everything 
in place. Extra play money, dice. 2 to 10 players. 
49 м 65724—Shipping wt. 5 lbs. 4 oz. -$15.77 

1 Billionaire. Play it smart and amass a bil- 
lion-dollar empire in oil, aerospace or other 

industries. For 2 to 4 players, ages 9 and up. 
49 N 65738—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 2 о2... $5.66 

17 Masterpiece. Outbid your opponents at an 
international art auction. Are you clever 

enough to know the real bargains from the forg- 
eries? For 3 to 6 “art buyers,” ages 10 and up. 
49 N 65286—Shipping weight 3 lbs. $3.97 

18 Risk. Control armies that sweep across for- 
eign territories, capturing as they go. A 

game of military strategy. Conquer the world 

and win. 3 to 6 players, ages 10 and up. 
79 н 65147C—Shipping weight 5 lbs. .......#6.97 

19 Оша. Ask it about anything—love, school, 
money, careers . . you may get some amaz- 

ing answers from the "mystifying oracle", For 
two "fortune-tellers", ages 8 and up. 
49 N 65051—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 oZ... <... $3.77 

90) Whodunit. Snoop through an English man- 
sion for clues to help you “finger” the cul- 

prit, his motive, scene and weapon. Over 10,000 
combinations. 2 to 6 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 N 65752—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 53.99 

9] Clue. Search spooky mansion for weapons, 
suspects and clues to solve the crime and 

win game. Suspense mounts as clues are uncov- 
ered. For 3 to 6 “detectives”, ages 8 and up. 
49 N 6505—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 ол......:..%3.97 

2 Go For Broke. Spend your million dollars 
first and win game . . it's harder than you 

think. For 2 to 5 “big spenders”, ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65619—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz........$4.88 

23 Aggravation. You move 4 marbles around 
the board trying to get home. When two 

players land in the same hole, one has to go back 
to the start—and that's aggravatin'! Deluxe par- 
ty edition. For 2 to 6 players, ages 5 and up. 
49 М 65036—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 9 02... 5299 

24 Sorry. Exciting chase game is great fun for 
kids and adults alike . . and kids have an 

equal chance to win. Special cards control chase. 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 М 65052—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 3 oz. $377 

REMEMBER! You can order items on pages 425 to 593 from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 ] woe [Sears] 517 
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Here's an idea with an old-fashioned flair. 

GENUINE LEATHER AND SPLIT SUEDE KITS 
€ Pieces pre-cut and punched for easy assembly 

Smooth-grained Leather Kit with 8 projects 
1 Take a step back to the more basic lifestyle and expe- 
d nes the pride of creating useful gifts of soft, supple 
leather for your family, friends and yourself. Make a 
stylish 1-inch wide link belt . . fits waist sizes up to 32 
inches. Kit also includes a billfold, key case, pen and 
pencil case, coin purse, bookmark, comb case with comb, 
coin and key holder. It's so easy to do we suggest it for 
leather lovers ages 8 and up. To order the easiest way, 
look in your phone book white pages under "Sears, Roe- 
buck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 

. make gifts for your family or yourself 

© Kits include laces and instructions 

children's sizes 

Suede split-cowhide Moccasin Kits 
2 Sew palomino tan-color pieces with tan cotton laces. 

Insole fastened in place. One pair per kit. Ages 8, up. 

Children's sizes: medium, large, extra-large. 
49 C21861—Medium (11! 2-13! 2). Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 C 21862— Large (1-3). SEDE NE 8 02. 
49 C 21863—Extra-large (312-5). Shpg. wt. 8 
Teens‘ sizes: small, medium and large. Wt. kit 10 eoi 
49 C 21864—( 5-6) (Boys 4-5 
49 C 21865—(Girls' 7-8) (Boys 
49 C 21866—(Giris' 9-10) (Boys' 8-9) 

Suede steerhide Boot Kit 
3 Hopi Indians crafted moccasins 

for durability, comfort and beau- 
ty. You can make the same style 
boots with sporty looks and soft com- 
fort of fawn-color moccasins. Foam 
rubber *4¢-inch insoles attached. Ages 
10 and up. Available in sizes 5 thru 10. 
Girls and women slate size normally 
worn, Boys and men state | size larger 
than regular size, No half sizes. 

49 C 20169—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces ... . $5.99 

Indian-style Bead-Craft Kit $549 
4 Make a beaded belt, necklace, ring or headband on beadloom with 6 pack 

ets of colored beads and 50 yards of thread. Or make medallions and rings 
by popping beads (over 2000) into pre-punched plastic with special tool in- 
cluded. Instructions included. Recommended for ages 7 and up. 
49 C 21053—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces Ў ..Kit $5.49 

Jean Scenes Decorating Kit 

$399 
5 Make your denims fun and fancy with 

this craft kit. Includes everything you 
need to decorate jeans, jackets or shirts. 
Kit features: 100 rhinestones with hold- 
ers; 108 colored beads; 5 pieces of iron-on 
fabric (7x34 inches wide) in blue, pink, 
yellow, red and white; 2 jars of acrylic 
paint; paint brush; thread; nail heads; 
patterns and complete instructions. Rec- 
ommended for ages 8 and up. 
49 C 2305—Shpg. wt. 8 02... ..Kit $3.99 

Switcheroo™ Light 
Switch Covers. . eyes 
move and glow in dark 

$277, 
( 6 and 7 ) Covers existing 
switch. Push nose up . . light on, 
down . . light off. With mounting 
bracket. Plastic. 5%4x4¥4x1" in. 

6 Football Player Switcheroo. 
49 C51298—Wt. 30z. ...$277 

7 Puppy Dog Switcheroo.™ 
49C51299—Wt. 30z. ...$2.77 

арп раво scant by cntimas инке vom 

49 C 21867—(Men and Boys’ 10-11) . 

JI 2222222222 III 
49 C 21046F—Shpg. wt. 12 oz... . $5.99 

3-in-1 Craft Sets 
From magnetic stick-ons to leather craft . . 
3 sets in 1 give a variety of educational fun 

РАТНЕР 
CRAFT SET 

Creative kits for the intermediate age group $499 

Three different, individually boxed kits give children hours of creative fun. 
Set contains: Magnetic Pom-Pon Stick-Ons Kit . . make 4 characters (teddy 
bear, frog, mouse and panda) to put on refrigerators and other metal cabi- 
nets; Leather Craft Kit. . make a heart-shaped coin purse, comb case, pen and 
pencil case, book mark and key case; Rag Doll Picture Kit . . create two 
a 4x5¥-inch high pictures to hang on wall. All materials included. Instruc- 
tions, Ages 8 and up. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 2026—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ошпсев.................. ..Set $4.99 

A fun set for the younger age group $299 

Three different, individually boxed kits. Set contains: Burlap and Yarn Picture 
Kit . . make picture of a bird; Leather Craft Kit . . make key case, comb case, 
coin and key holder; Stitchery Picture Kit . . make a picture of mushrooms. 
All materials included. Instructions. Ages 6 and up. 
49 C 2025—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces „Set $2.99 



А. 

LITTLE LEARNERS* 
ACTIVITY TABLES 
WITH SEATS AND 
MATERIALS FOR 
CREATIVE PLAYTIME 
. .Storage areas keep 
everything together, 
encourage neatness 

Double Table includes 
these play materials 

(1) and (2) A place to play 
. . за place to create. . . à 
place to learn—Little Learners® 
activity tables provide all three. 

(1) Double Table 
Lets two children work 
their fun. Two blue chalkl 

ег. . . doubles 
tops slide to 

Tables include all materiai Provide easy access to storage space m 
needed for creative playtime. 0УЄГ омео сао н Ti ; just 
Play materials fit neatly into OUt top, large 
handy storage shelves on side shelves give paner of room for storage of 

with extra space under table Materials, , Or projects. 
Ame t DIMENSIONS: Measures overall: S0x18'2x21 

tops. . „encourages neatness, inches high. Seat height of 12 inches. 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy wood 
and hardboard with lacquer 
paint finish, saddle-type plastic 
seat. . . lasts for years. 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: 
Double Table—T wo each: tray 
of five watercolors, brush, box 
of chalk, eraser, box of wipe-off 
crayons. Also includes 12 sheets 
of 8x11-inch art paper. 
Single Table—One each: tray of 
five watercolors, brush, box of 
chalk, eraser, box of wipe-off 
crayons, Also includes 12 
of 8x11-inch art paper. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled 
ws Pene instructions, hardware. 
79 N 16035C—Shpg. wt. 18 lbs. ...$19.99 

(2) Single Table 
An ideal play table for your child's bedroom 
or recreation area. Hinged blue chalkboard 
top flips up to expose wipe-off crayon sur- 
face or for access to convenient storage area. 
2 shelves on side are large enough to store 
play material. . . keeps everything together, 
not scattered over the house. 
DIMENSIONS; Measures overall: 25x18V2x22 
inches high. Seat height of 12 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled 
.. .assembly instructions, hardware. 
79N 1673С—5һре. wt. 10 Ibs. $12.99 

All children love fire en- 
gines and this unique play 
center is shaped and 
screened to resemble one. 
with sirens, ladders, fire 
extinguisher and hooks. 
CONSTRUCTION: Wood 
and hardboard with lac- 

E H quer paint finish. Roomy 
seat lifts to reveal storage 
area: 1744x9%x10% 

ie inches deep. Dashboard is 

PLUTO PUP 
$1894 WM pegand-Play Desk 
Let Pluto Pup become your learning helper while 
you sit on his strong, sturdy back. 
CONSTR: Plastic body. Wood desk top (18%4x12%4x2 
in.). Black chalkboard, alphabet and number teach- 
ing aids. Hinged top swings up, reveals peg board. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 37x18¥x22¥4 in. high. Seat 
height of 10 inches, 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: Bag of pegs, mallet, box 
of chalk and eraser. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. Not for ages under 3 due to 
small parts. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled; hardware incl. 
79 N 1601C—Shipping weight 11 pounds .$18.94 
Disney character) Walt Disney Productions. 

Citai pae scans by dieisthizsnmisetediwical Gom 

а black chalkboard which 
swings up to reveal a peg 
board. Upright side of 
chalkboard is a wipe-off 
crayon board. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 
36x18x17 in. high. Seat 
height of 11 inches. 
ACCESSORIES INCL 
Pegs, mallet, box of chalk 
and wipe-off crayons and 
eraser. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
Not for ages under 3 due 
to small parts. 
ORDER INFO: Unassem- 
bled, instructions; hard- 
ware included. Wt. 19 Ibs. 
79N 16728C...$14.99 

Double Table 

$1999 

Single Table 
and play 
materials 

$1299 

KIDDY-LAC Fire Engine 
Peg-and-Play Desk $1499 

Includes these 
play materials 



a View-Master* 

Little Learners* 
Flashbrite™ Only 

51099 Projector i 
Includes Standard Viewer 

> " Needs no batteries — At this low price you get a Rear 
= 

Screen Projector plus a . . just crank the 
Standard Viewer and 4 reels generator and the reel 

turns automatically 

5899 
Operates 

Non-talking 
color 

e^". 
e lg Aso oneraies @ 

Non-talking 
color 

15 x 15inch es picture from 
4 feet away 

HOW IT WORKS: Turn crank to WHAT YOU GET: One plastic Flashbrite genera- project bright, clear pictures... — tor projector; 754x754x514 in. high. One 14-scene doesn't need batteries. Reel turns reel. Flashlight bulb. Made in Hong Kong. 
automatically. n Am has FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
its own story. Operates View- GIN Mastere stereo reels and Flash. ORDERING INFORMATION T brite™ 14-scene reels. сир 

Winnie-the-Pooh Movie Theatre _ 
Action movies with the turn of а 225 

ЕЗ мешт 

Two ways to view 
(A) Projects 18 x 24-inch 

picture on a wall from 
5 feet away 

Flip lever to get a 
4 x 5Vzinch view 
оп private 

shadow box screen 

(7) Winnie-the-Pooh Movie Theatre 
Reduced from our 1976 Christmas Book. 
HOW IT WORKS: Snap in a cartridge, select viewing 
or projecting operation and then turn the crank з 
Fast, slow, forward or reverse action; focus wheel. ; D 
Runs on long-life flashlight bulb (2 extra bulbs incl.) 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic viewer: 1234x1114x6 in. 
high. Plus double-feature cartridge, "Winnie-the- $888 Pooh, Tigger, Too” and "It's a Blustery Day." ey Fe. <> 
ELEC. INFO: 3.5-w. transformer stores on back with Prios b 
8-ft cord. Converts 110-120-v. current to safer 7.6-v. Movie ial current. 60-Hz. AC. UL listed. Not for ages under 4. Viewer 18 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. t ‚| hold t. 
ORDER INFO: Extra Fisher-Price cartridges below. Soap in a шише, hok to 
49 C 16527—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 517.95 FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
Movie Cartridges for (7) and (8). ORDER INFO: Incl. 1 car- 
49 C 16105—Sesame Street tridge. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
49 C 16652— Bambi 49C 16617 ....... $8.88 
49 C 16655—Snow White 
49 C 16658—Winnie-the-Pooh, Hunny Tree 
Shipping weight 5 ounces ............ Each $2.95 

бай trabe scans by стз auealech com 



Play Furniture and Accessories 
(1thru4) 

“Happy Valley" design 
Play Furniture 

(1) 3-piece Table Ensemble 
CONSTRUCTION: Wood-reinforced hardboard 
sides; hardboard tabletop, seats. 3'/-cu. ft. storage 
space under bench seat. White lacquer finish. 
Set inciudes 1 table, 2 deacon’s benches. 
DIMENSIONS. 24716х16х21-іпсћ high table, 
23x14x25-inch high benches (including back). 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. In- 
structions included. Toys, dishes not octet, 
79 М 90277C—Shpg. wt, 32 Ibs. ........934.99 

(2) Deacon's Bench only 
79 N 90345C—Shpg. wt. 10165...... Ea. $13.99 

(3) Bookshelf Storage Chest 
CONSTRUCTION: Wood-reinforced hardboard. 
siding chalkboard storage doors. White lacquer 

DIMENSIONS: 32x18x33*4 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions, eraser, 
chalk included. Toys not included. 
79 М 90348C—Shpg. wt. 22 lbs. ........ $18.99 

(4) Toy Toter 
CONSTRUCTION: Rolls on Lucite® plastic casters. 
Tubular кира handles. Wood-reinforced 
har ite lacquer finish. 
DIMENSIONS 24x 16x22 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. In- 
structions included. Toys not ке 
79 N 9035 1C—Shipping wt. 12 lbs........$9.99 

(5thru 8) 
Colonial-style Rockers 

CONSTRUCTION: Non-toxic, maple-finished (ex- 
cept (5): dark-maple finished). Hardwood. 
FOR AGES: 1! years and up. 

5) 23-in. hig h Rocker with printed cushions 
iolyupethene foam cushions covered with cotton. 
DIMEN: 21x14-in, seat, 9172 in. from floor. 
ORDERING INFORMATION Partly assembled. 
79 N 90449C—Shipping weight 7 lbs. ...$12.99 

(6) 27-in. high Rocker with attached music 
box. 4-color stencil design on headboa: 
DIMEN: 12'gx10-in. seat. 10 in. from floor. 
ORDERING INFORMATION Partly assembled. 
79 N 9045 1C—Shipping weight .$18.99 
(7) 23-in. high Rocker with ido music 
box. 1-color stencil design on headboard. 
DIMEN: 11!4x954-in. seat, 9 in. from floor. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. 
79 N 90445C—Shipping weight 7 lbs. ...$ 14.99 

(8) 21-in. high Rocker 
1-color stencil design on headboard. 
DIMEN: 119x10-in. seat, 8^4 in. from floor. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. 
79 N 9044 1C—Shipping weight 7 lbs. ....$9.99 

23-in, Rocker with $ 1299 
printed cushions 

Cushion Dade Scans by cheisimiatuiselediaical onn 



TE ae. 

these smart-looking Carriages and Strollers 

Your dolly will ride 
like a duchess in 

our finest carriage 
and stroller 

{1 and2) Our plaid Carriage and Stroller. Shown on facing page. 
1) des Carriage. Lift carriage bed from its 

е and sing dolly a lullabye in her гос) 
Een (SE s a portable car bed, too. Molde 
n body with washable vinyl folding hood. 
lastic wheels. Tubular steel frame, handle. 

244x101 4x251!4 in. high. For dolls up to 18 in. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. included. 
79 C 33014C—Shpg. wt.4 Ibs. ..... $12.99 

ge. Plaid Seta Backrest coe! E 
s nap. d canopy; tote - 

body. Plastic wheels, footrest. Tu- 
Е: cu handle and frame. 20 x13 x31 
in. high. For dolls up to 24 in. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
pA ad INFORMATION: Unassembled. 
Instructions included. Doll not ASI 
79 C 33008C — Shpg. wt.ilbs. ....$12.99 

(3 апа 4) Our геа bandana print Carriage and Stroller. Shown on facing page. 

(3) Bandana Carriage. Washable vinyl body 
and folding hood. Plastic wheels. Plated steel 
frame and handle. 17x10!4x20*4 in. high. For 
dolls up to 16 in. tall. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING сонин: Unassembled. In- 
structions included. 
$9 655137 Sie. wt Ilb. 1202. ....$5.99 

Bandana Stroller. Washable vinyl 
bias Detachable canopy. White plastic 
wheels. Plated vast frame and handle. 
о in. high. For dolls up to 18 іп. 

AGES. OPDEC INI INFO: 2 to 5 years. Unassem- 
bled. Instru Doli not vi 
49 € 33134—W. 1b. 11 02. 5.99 

(5 апа 6) Our colorful “A-B-C” print Carriage and Stroller. Shown on facing page. 

(5) "A-B-C" Print na vada Yellow d 
lastic body. Folding washable vinyl 
lastic wheels. Plated tubular si 

handle. 22349342245 inches high. For dolls 
up to 17 inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING RUCORMATION Unassembled. In- 
structions inclu: 
35 635015 Shoe. wt. 3 105. 202. ....39.99 

Ар Сари “A-B-C” Print Soir hiran vinyl 
White x ‘ote to carry 

S do нафаре ite molded tray. 
Br de d and ti tubular handle. Mold- 
р wheels. 1613x1234x27 in. high. For 

up to 24 inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Intructions incl. 
49 C 33007—Wt 3lbs. ............ $9.99 

(7 and 8) Our Continental-style Carriage and Stroller. Our largest pair. 

g Continental Carriage 
lue brushed п; ы fabric with crests on sides. 

Chrome-plat bular steel chassis. Folding 
d with white fringe. Removable storm. 
shiek еро tect dolly from bad weather. 8- 
inch plastic w Se with metal hub caps. 
351x17 high. For dolls up to 22 
inches us 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Ins; 
79 C 33139C—Shps. wt. Ibs ton "e 99 

PT TT Eö ——— 

p. Continental Stroller x 
krest reclines while dolly naps in 1 

style. Blue brushed nylon body lined in 
and white vinyl houndstooth print. Crests on 

footrest and andere. 22r1:x30 inches high footrest ips. 22x1. 
For dolls up to 24 inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: rats dem 

Doll not included. bled. Instructions incl. 
79 C 33136C—Wt. 4 lbs. 80z...... $16.99 

3-in-1 Coach and Stroller Combination 
. it's so versatile 

Brown molded plastic body has cloth-covered hood. Stroll- 
er has cloth-covered 1 body. Separate canopy with 
see-through storm shield. Chrome-plated tubular steel 
chassis with coil spring suspension. Spoke wheels with 
metal hub caps. Reclining back rest and adjustable foot- 
rest. 271x17x29 in. high. For dolls up to 20 inches tall. 
FOR A 3 to 7 years. 

ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions incl. 
79 C 33018C—Shipping weight 10 lbs. 14 oz. sean 97 

Durable molded 
plastic Stroller 

Pink and cream polyeth- 
ylene plastic stroller pro- 
vides hours of fun for dol- 
lies up to 30 inches tall. 
11x15x23 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING 
INFORMATION 
Unassembled. Instruc- 
tions are included for 
three easy-to-snap-to- 
gether pieces. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49033144 $4.97 

(9) Carriage Bedding Set. Keep dolly warm and cozy. 
Polyurethane foam pillow and cover set in yellow print 
Polyester fabric with yellow acetate satin ruffle. Yellow 
cotton blanket. White cotton sheet. Use in crib or carriage. 
AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 336 16—Shipping weight 12 ounces .....Set $3.99 

(10) Mattress and Pillow Set. 11x22-inch mattress and 
5x9-inch pillow. Polyurethane foam fill, plastic covers. Use 
in beds, cribs or carriages. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 33702—Shipping weight 8 ounces ...... Set $1.99 

PBOMC 
KOGAIE 



$ 5” without 
batteries 

The car with a “brain” .. 
Amaze-a-matic Volkswagen with 

extra parts for customizing 

Just pick a card programmed with the directions 
you want the car to take, feed it into the car and 
away it goes. Indentations on each side of card 
put this motorized 8-inch long plastic car through 
а variety of maneuvers. After about 1 minute of 
travel, the card pops out. 12 road signs, 5 pylons, 

6 pre-programmed -plastic cards and 6 blank 
cardboard cards (to cut your own program). Uses 
2 "AA" batt , order package below. 
49 N 54241—Shpg. wt. 11b. 4 ог.......... $5.99 

"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. 
pping weight 6 ounces... Pkg. 99c 

Drive Fire Engine to the blaze, 
raise or lower snorkel 
all by remote control 

Drive engine forward, back it up, even turn it by 
remote control. Push button and ladder rises more 
than 2 feet. Firemen in basket grips nozzle, Hi- 
impact plastic, metal. 19 inches long, 534x734 
inches high. Uses 4 “D” batteries, order package 
at right. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 5805—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 12 02...$10.77 

Citai page scans by сайтда нае иса com 

This 

Giant Crane 

takes on the 

BIG JOBS 

Look at all 

you can do by 

remote control 

ving horizontal frame 

around in complete circle 

* Move block and tackle 
forward and backward 

* Lower tackle and rotate 
Claw to pick up objects 

Sold only at Sears 

9 14”. ries 
Giant construction toy measures over 
two feet tall. Build miniature cities and 
shopping centers. Or use crane to lift up 
mini-cars and other toys and place them 
where you want. Rotating clam bucket 
can pick up load from almost any 
position. Your batteries add counter- 
balance to block and tackle. Set also 
includes five modular building units, 
hook, basket. Plastic crane with metal 
posts measures 30 14x 1014x27 44 in. high 
Partly assembled. Uses 4 “D” batteries. 
Order package below. 
79 N 54239C—Shpz. wt. 6 lbs.. .. $14.99 

“D" Batteries. Pack 
49 N 8405-Shpg. wt 

NOTE: A 
FCEKM. 
AELG 2 521 



Soap Making $469 
No heat needed . . mix soap powder 

and water, add desired coloring. 
pour into molds and let harden 

What fun you'll have molding real soap into 28 
different shapes. It's easy, too . . no melting, no 
splatter. All materials are non-toxic. Kit includes 
molds, enough soap powder to make over 100 
pieces, 4 bottles of coloring, shaping tool, brush, 
mixing sticks and instructions. 
49 N 21034—Shipping weight 2 lbs. . .Set $4.69 

Glass Staining Kit 
Decorate lamps, glasses. bottles 

and holiday windows with 
brilliant transparent color 

$497 
There's creative fun for the whole family 
in this kit. Start with old, discarded coffee 
jars, decanters and bottles . . and end up 
with fancy, colorful works of art that can 
be used as vases, pencil holders, coin 
banks . . or whatever you want them to 
be! Kit contains everything you need for 
striping and staining . . two 10-ounce 
glass tumblers to start on as well as 1- 
ounce jars of red, yellow and blue glass 
stain; thinner; a 2-ounce jar of simulated 
lead; paint brush and complete instruc- 
tions. Also includes tracing patterns to 
produce symmetrical effects on the piece 
you are working. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 7 ounces. 
49 Мм 21059................. Kit $4.97 

Soap Shapes $494 
Mold cars, trucks, bears. . even a 

Goldilocks. Melt soap, add coloring. 
pour soap into molds and let harden 

You'll be able to mold soap into 12 different shapes. 
You can even re-melt old shapes to form new ones. 
Includes a 14-oz. block of high-quality soap, 2 bot- 
tles of coloring, molds, sculpturing knife and instruc- 
tions. Fragrance is FDA-approved. Ages 9 and up 
with adult supervision. 
49 N 21056—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. ....... Kit $4.94 

Very Scarys™ 
Scare your friends with 
creepy. crawly creatures 

Whip up your own army of 
wiggly creatures with this safe, 
no-heat kit. Make spiders, bee- 
tles, snakes and other crawlers 
by mixing RUBBERGOO™ 
with hardener and pressing it 
into molds. After it hardens, 
add RUB-EZE™ creature fea- 
ture decals. Dangle these devils 
from shiver strings to scare 
your sister. 
49N22876-Wt.1 lb.10 oz, $4.88 

EMS BELOW SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

“Plasticast” Casting 

and Embedding Set 
Preserve your treasures in clear, 
plastic blocks . . even design 

and create your own jewelry 

Here's an exciting craft kit that enables 
you to permanently preserve coins, pho- 
tos, shells, leaves, autographs and many 
other objects in clear plastic blocks. An 
8-cavity novelty jewelry mold lets you 
design and make your own costume jew 
elry. Set also includes: 2 interesting-shape 
master molds; 1 pint of liquid plastic; 
opaque bac 
wet-dry abrasive papers; 1 
ing compound for polishing fin 

product; plastic worksheet; wood mix 

sticks; 4 graduated mixi "ups; settings 

for cuff link key chains and 
tructions. Ages 8 and up with 

It supervision 
49N 21047—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. .Set $5.73 

Plasticast Refill.2 pts. plastic.Hardener. 
49 м 20269—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $3.99 

Shaker Maker" 

Just mix magic powder 
with water in shaker, pour 

into molds, remove and paint 
when figures harden 

Walt Disney Figures 
Create your favorite Disney characters 
from powder and water . . simply 
shake up the mixture and pour into one 
of the three molds . . there's Mickey 
Mouse, Donald Duck and Pluto. You 
get 9 packages of mix, 2 drying stands, 
a shaker, and accessories for decora- 
tion. There's even a paint set with 
brush so you can paint your pals when 
they dry. figures stand 2'⁄ in. 
high. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 22915 ............... Set $3.99 
Disney characters (E) Walt Dtney Productions 

Famous Faces Series 
Make impressive wall plaques of Abra- 
ham Lincoln, George Washington, and 
Thomas Jefferson with this Shaker 
Maker Kit that contains: 1 shaker, 1 
pallet stick, a 6x8-inch frame, three 6x8- 
inch “velour” backing cards, a bottle of 
gold color paint with brush, 2 packages 
of glue, 3 vacuum form molds and 10 
packages of Magic Mix. Complete in- 
structions. Buy it the easy way . . order 
by phone. 
49N21054-Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. .Set $4.99 

Art-A-Matic" 
Create op-art in seconds 

just Squeeze out paint 

hes and plastic spatter cover. Uses 
2 "D" batteries . . order А 
49 N 20059—Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. .Set $4.66 
Refill Kit. 4 bottles paint, 36 artboards. 

49 N 2138—Wt. I Ib. 2 oz. Kit $1.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8405—Wt. | lb. 8 oz... .Pkg. $1.49 



очу? 383. 

"Operation Game" 
by Milton Bradley 

Probe to remove “ailments” 
if you goof, patient's nose 

lights up and buzzer sounds 

Such a low price. Players are all 
“Doctors” operating on a pa- 
tient who has a whole batch of 
funny ailments . . “broken 
heart,” “spare ribs,” “funny 
bone.” Pick-up cards deter- 
mine the type of operation 
and the “fee”. Operations re- 
quire the “Doctor” to remove 
the plastic ailment ith a pair 
of tweezers. One slip and the 
buzzer sounds, patient's red 
nose lights up. For one or 
more players ages 6 and up. 
Uses 2 '*D" batteries (not 
incl.), order pkg. below. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 C 65028 *3.83 
Package of 6 "D" batteries. 
49 С 4695—Wt. 1 Ib. 7 02.81.39 

Games are Teaching Tools 

CGutsioa pane scans by бийл muselectwdcd com 

Bible Game 

$3 33 

Educational for all 
faiths. Meet the Good 
Samaritan, cross the 
River Jordan or lose 
your ‘‘silver’’ to 
thieves. You must 
help each other jour- 
ney through Bible 
Lands in order to win 
this family game for 2 
to 6 players, ages 6 
and up. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49C65302........$3.33 

Your America 

$ 3 22 

Exciting and educa- 
tional. . you answer 
questions about 
American history and 
famous Americans 
and move your peg 
across scorecard. Over 
300 questions and an- 
Swers in seven catego- 
ries. For 2 to 4 play- 
ers, ages 6 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
4965497 ........9322 

Driver-Ed 

$299 

Safe driving is a must 
when you're risking 
the hazards of the 
road. Break the law 
and a violation card 
gives you a penalty. 
Give your car a "tune- 
up" and a safety card 
rewards you for your 
attitude. For 2 to 4 
players ages 6 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 C 65786........5299 

"Mouse Trap" 
by Ideal 

Take turns building а me- 
chanical wonder . . turn 
crank and whirrr, pop, zing 
MOUSETRAP! 

What a Great Value for this hi 
larious Mousetrap Game. 
Step-by-step, 2 or more 
players build a whimsical 

a shoe that kicks a bucket, 
rickety stairs, a rainpipe, 
a man who dives into a 
wash tub and more. A 
twist of the handle starts 
the action to trap the oth- 
er fellow's mouse . . parts 
move, balls roll and drop, 
levers shuttle until ZING, 
MOUSETRAP! For ages 
7 and up. 
Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz. 

49С65778......... *4.7 

Scrabble $243 
for Juniors 

Start vocabulary 
building early. Easy 
picture version of 
Scrabble game on one 
side of folding game 
board, more advanced 4 | 
word version on other ду 
side. 100 letter tiles, 2 
to 4 players, ages 6 
and up. Wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. 
49 C 65055 $243 

Scrabble $299 
Alphabet 

Introduces pre- 
schoolers to ABC's, 
simple word forma- 
tion. Children pick up 
word cards, travel 
around board getting 
3-D letters where they 
land. 50 letters. 2 to 4 
players, ages 4 to 6. 

Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 
49 С 65723 5299 

Chess for Juniors 

$269 

The battle strategy 
game now simplified. 
Special directional 
markers show how to 
move each piece. . 
you can keep them at 
your fingertips as you 
advance across the 
board. Ages 6 and up. 

Wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. 
49C65741 52.69 

Chess, Checkers 
and a selection 
of classic games 

Choose from chess, 
checkers, acey deucey 
and backgammon. In- 
cludes chessmen, plas- 
tic checkers, folding 
double-sided board 
and instructions for all 
games. Ages 6 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49C65742.. $199 



'heeling-dealing Money Games 

Strike a 
gusher with 
King Oil 

Great low pricel You get $80,000 to buy proper: 
ty and drill for oil on the 3-dimensional, sculpted 
game board. Drilling costs a dollar a foot. You 
may strike a gusher, but watch out, you may 
come up dry. Fun for 2 to 4 players, ages 9 to 
adult. Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. 
49 N 65044 *5.88 

Amel 
Гарата (en 
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The Inventors 
Only 3457 . . the game of 

| crazy inventions 

Great low price! Make a million on a goofy gadget 
as you acquire inventions, collect royalties and cope 
with greedy silent partners. Includes the “Magnifi- 
cent Patent Picker, Move Maker Machine". For 2 to 
4 players, ages 9 to adult. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. 
49 М 65019 E +4.57 

= 

Prize Property 
Land Development Game 

$537 
Be a tycoon and develop neglected land into ho- 
tels, golf dubs or ski lodges. But be careful, there 
are stiff fines for polluting. Pieces of double-lay- 
ered game board are lifted off as play progresses. 
For 2 to 4 “real estate tycoons,” ages 9 to adult. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 3 ounces. 
49 N 65216 $5.37 

1 Sub Search. Keep an eye on the 
control panel as you maneuver 

your ships and subs to avoid mines and 
enemy fire. First to sink enemy fleet 
wins. Three-level plastic game board 
29 4x12! 4x10*4 inches high. A duel of 
strategy for ages 10 and up. 
49 М 65743—Wt. 6 Ibs. 5 oz. ......96.88 

2 Homestretch. Jump a fence and 
hedge and cross the finish line—for- 

ward, backward or sideways—to win 
this wacky horse race. Four spirited 
steeds stand on 4-inch spring legs. Spin- 
ner tells you which foot to move, and 
where. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 12. 
49 м 65096—Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 ог. ......9499 

3 Probe. Player conceals word while 
others try to figure it out in this 

stimulating word game. Kids like it be- 
cause short words are often most baf- 
fling. 2 to 4 players, ages 8 and up. 
49N65017—Wt 2 Ibs. 11 oz. 9522 

4 Columbo. Rumpled detective needs 
help to crack tough case. Move 

from room to room at the scene of the 
crime, collecting evidence until you can 
put your finger on the guilty party. For 
2 to 4 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 м 65046—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. . . $342 

Miss America®. Personality, 
Swimsuit, Evening Gown and Tal- 

ent cards decide the semifinalists, but 
only the TV camera can choose the new 
Miss America. For 2 to 4 aspiring 
young “beauty queens,” ages 6 to 14. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 М 65016 $444 

6 Planet of the Apes. Be the last hu. 
man survivor in this mortal combat 

between men and apes. If they capture 
you, there's no escape. Constant excite- 
ment for 2 to 4 players, ages 8 to 14. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49865217 ............. » $422 

7 Challenge Yahtzee. Good judg- 
ment, not luck wins this fast-paced 

word game because players build their 
point scores from common rolls of the 
dice. For 2 to 4 players, ages 8 and up. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
4955222 .. MER ori 

Miss America® 1974 Miss America Pageant 



Crafts Corner Jewelry Hobby Kits 
Hobby and craft projects 

for the whole family 

Mit 

m >. 
sog 

From кө stones 
to gemstone jewelry 

Deluxe Tumble Stones Kit $ 1488 
* Double-barrel tumbler can grind. polish at once 
* Tumbler cover helps muffie tumbling noise 

Gem Workshop 
Grinds, polishes stones $1599 

all іп less than 1 hour 

Turn a rough stone into a spar- 
kling gem using professional- 
type electric gem-making ma- 
chine. !4-HP motor turns lapi- 
dary wheel in high-impact plas- 
tic case. 2 interchangeable 
wheels grind, polish pre-sliced 

Gradually. a rough 
slab of stone becomes 

а sparkling gem by 
nding it to any 

shape you desire, and 
then polishing it 

Culsiod page scans by сайтан nursetechedcal com 

Make your own jewelry or grind, polish stones for exhi- 
bition. 1734х1312х512-іп. high electric tumbler has 2 
plastic barrels with protective rubber sleeve. Heavy- 
duty motor. Dial shows day of operation for each stage. 
Incl. agate rock, grinding grits, polish, 9 settings, glue, 
instructions. UL listed; 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 20 watts, 
6-ft. cord. Not for ages under 10. 
49 С 21058—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 4 ог... 

Refill Kit. Barrel, lid, agate rocks, grinding grits, polish, 
gemstones and 7 jewelry settings. 
49 C 21628—Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz. 

Deluxe Jewelry 
Craft Kit 

Includes polished 
precious and 

semi-precious stones 

5888 
Over 200 stones includ- 
ing emeralds, ame- 
thysts, agates in various 
sizes and shapes. Makes 
12 jewelry pieces. Incl. 
settings for cuff links, tie 
bar, 2 adjustable rings, 2 
brooches, 3 pendants 
with chain, key chain 
and bracelet with dan- 
gle. Also glue and instr. 
Ages 8 and up. Wt. 1 lb. 
49 C 20224 ....Kit $8.88 

Gemstone 
Jewelry Kit 

Over 75 polished 
stones 

$549 
Achieve the beauty of 
baroque jewelry. Over 
25 jewelry-size gems 
and 50 miniature gems 
to make 8 jewelry 
pieces. Includes settings 
for 2 key chains, 2 neck- 
lace chains, bracelet 
chain, cuff links, tie bar. 
Also 10 bell caps, 3 cast- 
ings, glue, instr. and a 
half geode of agate to 
display. Ages 8 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49C2018 ..... Kit $5.49 

Kit $14.88 

Kit $4.87 

Coin Jewelry Kit 

Make exquisite jewelry from 
antique coin reproductions 

or use coins 
from your own collection 

$695 
Create beautiful jewelry out of repro- 
ductions of gold coins from the era of 
the California Gold Rush or use your 
own favorite coins to make these extra 
personal. Contains coins and settings to 
make two pendants, cuff links, tie bar, 
key chain, charm bracelet and adjusta- 
ble ring. Includes glue, instructions. 
Ages 8 and up. 

49 C 2029—Shpzg. wt. 10 oz. .. .Kit $6.95 

stones, 935x614x6*4 inches high. 
Includes 3 grit sanding discs, 

polishing pad and polish, 12 
slabs of stones, including jade, 
tiger eye and 3 rough emeralds. 
5 jewelry settings, template for 
outlining shapes and complete 
instructions. UL listed; 110-120- 
V., 60-Hz. AC. 65 watts. 6-ft. 
cord, Not recommended for 
ages under 12. 

Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8 oz. 
49C2146 .... 

Indian-style Jewelry Kit 

Includes genuine and 
simulated turquoise and 
a real Indian arrowhead 

$499 

A great collection of Indian-style jewel- 
ry . . to wear yourself or give as gifts. 
The genuine and simulated turquoise 
(blue howlite) give these pieces an au- 
thentic look. The arrowhead is actually 
handmade by Apache Indians. Includes 
jewelry settings to make 2 pendants, 
key chain, adjustable ring, brooch and 
Western-look bolo tie. Also glue and 
complete instructions. Ages 8 and up. 
49C2143—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. .. Kit $4.99 



Desk and E 
- Chair Set 
$1499 

(1) Modern Desk and Chair Set 
with open shelf 

This child size desk and chair set is just the place for doing 
homework or those special school projects. 
CONSTRUCTION: Desk legs, chair legs and support:bracing 
of chrome-plated tubular steel. Desk top and shelf of flake- 
board laminated with walnut-grained vinyl. Desk top 36x18 
inches; shelf 10x16 inches; overall 23' inches high. Chair 
with brown plastic seat. Seat height of 14 inches. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled . . with instructions, hardware. 
Desk accessories not included . . order on facing page. 
79 N 905 16C—Shipping weight 24 lbs. .......Set $14.99 

(2) "Junior Executive" Desk and Chair Set 
with 2 enclosed shelves 

Just the place for “top-level” projects and homework as well 
às a fine storage space for books and other materials. 
CONSTRUCTION: Desk has solid wood frame for у; 
wood-grained hardboard top, sides, shelves and sliding 
doors. Desk top measures 34x18 in.; 2 shelves measure 
1574x16*4« in; overall height 2212 in. Matching chair has 
wood-grained hardboard seat and back with aluminum tub- 
ing frame. Seat height of 12 inches. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled . . . with instructions, hard- 
ware. Desk accessories not included . . order below. 
79 М 90355C—Shipping weight 21 lbs. ....5е $19.99 

Bugs Bunny? Desk Accessories 
(3) Pencil Sharpener. 

Buy (3), (4) and (5) operation when top is zx i 
Save 2596 CONSTRUCTION: Hi-impact styrene. 

V4 in. high. Made in Hong Kong. 
ev FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 

total *13, 9 ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 “D” batteries, 
$ not included . . order below, Extra sharp- 
9?? ener included. Pencils not included. 

eec ФӘ М 16376—5һрв. wt 1202... $4.49 
pencils Replacement Sharpeners, of 3. 

Incl. Bugs Bunny Pencil 49 М 16373—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. . . 99c 
Sharpener (3), Block- 
calendar with Pencil 
Ped ), Stapler (5). 

t. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49 N 16345 ...9.99 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 
49 N 46996—Wt 11 oz. ..... Pkg. $1.69 

@ Block-calendar with Pencil Holder. 
As "Bi on your desk-top he can 

a Nempe you of the month, date and TA 
without lus keep your pencils handy. Calendar 
pencil, 1 Бода can баен arranged to show any day in 
batteries b. 

CONSTRUCTION: Hi-impact styrene. 
534x314x314 in. high. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Pencils not included. 
49 N 1639 1—Shpg. wt. 11 oz...... $4.49 

(5) Stapler. 
Just insert up to 10 sheets of paper in pae 
slot and push down on the "Carrot" 
your papers are neatly stapled. 
CONSTRUCTION: Hi-impact styrene, 
4x3x7¥ in. high. Made in Hong Kong. 

41$, 449 without FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
pencils. ORDERING INFO: Includes 1000 staples. 

49 М 16387—Shpg. wt. 12 02...... $4.49 
Es ©1974, 1975 Warner Bros. Seven Arts inc. 

Citai pade scans by dieisihiaxnisetediaical com 

$446 
without репо! 
[7 

What great aids and incentives 

(6) World Globe 
Highly detailed, multicol- 
ored globe easily rotates 
on meridian guide. A help- 
ful study aid to any child. 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel 
and plastic. 9-in. diameter. 
11% in. high. 
FOR AGES: 6 yrs. and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz. 
49N 1657 $3.99 

(7) Albert Alligator 
Pencil Chomper 

Albert seems to "chew" as 
he sharpens your pencil 
(not included.) 
CONSTRUCTION: Vinyl 
body. Steel base with ad- 
hesive strip for mounting 
on desk tops. Incl. screws 
for permanent mounting. 
4х216х3 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 4 yrs. and up. 
ORDERING INFO 
Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 № 1637 .......$4.46 



Here are just 6 of 
the hundreds of things 
you can build with 

Standard 
Snap-together 
BRIX BLOX™ 

Hook and 

ladder truck 

y 

UR 
E: 

BRIX BLOX Sets with movable parts to mobilize your projects 

100» $2 495 | 9:0» $1899 
Make any of the projects shown above, or de- 
sign your own; store your blocks in the bucket 
when you're finished. Non-toxic, washable 
BRIX BLOX snap together. Japan. 
FOR AGES: 5 to adult. Due to small parts, not 
recommended for children under 3. 

1400-piece Set in storage bucket 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic building blocks in a va. 
riety of shapes and sizes, 6 baseplates, 10-piece 
assortment of gears in 3 sizes, grooved tires, 4 
BLOX BUDDIES™ figures, 8-quart polyethyl. 
ene bucket and instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. 
49 C 1636 1—Wt. 6 lbs. 5 oz. Set $24.95 

1000-piece Set in storage bucket 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic building blocks in a va- 
riety of shapes and sizes, 10 gears in 3 sizes, 6- 
qt. polyethylene bucket. Instr. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. 
49 С 16352—Wt. 5 lbs. 7 oz. .Set $18.99 

516 [Sears | 2:59: 
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$1 495 | °$119 5 

Build any of the projects you see here like 
the hook and ladder truck and the balloon, 
or design your own. BRIX BLOX snap to 
gether . . . pull apart for your next project 
Non-toxic pieces are washable in warm wa- 
ter, mild detergent. Japan. 
FOR AGES: 5 to adult. Due to small parts, 
not recommended for children under 3. 

850-piece Set 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic building blocks of 
various shapes and sizes, 10-pc. assortment 
of gears in 3 sizes, instr. and more. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembied. 
49 C 16294—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 ог. .Set $14.95 

700-piece Set 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic building blocks of 
various shapes and sizes, 10-pc. assortment 
of gears in 3 sizes, instr. and more. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. 
49 C 16269—Wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz. Set $11.95 

BRIX BLOX 
Storage Bucket 

$399 
Store your BRIX 
BLOX when you're 
not using them. 8- 
uart bucket made of 
urable polyethylene; 

snap-on lid. 
ORDER INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 11 oz. 
49C 1624 $3.99 

BRIX BLOX Sets 
without movable parts 

eee 

$895 $695 

Build projects like the house front 
shown above. These sets are simi. 
lar to the sets sold at left, but 
without moving parts. Japan. 
FOR AGES: 5 to adult. Due to 
small parts, not for ages under 3. 
500-piece Set 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic building 
blocks in a variety of shapes and 
sizes. Instructions. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 5 oz. 
49C 16257 Set $8.95 

375-piece Set 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic building 
blocks in a variety of shapes and 
sizes. Instructions. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49C 16263 Set $6.95 

Converts to 
4-unit train 



Here and on 
the facing page 

Table and Chair Ensemble 
with Butcher Biock-look 
Micarte® brand Z 

melamine tabletop 
Top resists stains, scratches, scars 

uus $2995 por 
tapietop 

homework 
and toy 
storage 

5-pc. Set with 
doodles design, 

25x25-in. tabletop 

Even at this 
low price . 

this 3 pc. Table and 
Chair Ensemble 
features a steel 

frame and vinyl top 

$1097. 

Ice cream parlor 
> design Table 

with 4 seats 

т $239] 

Сайыр рабе scans by deistmacmiseteciaical om 

1 thru 3) Chrome-plated tubular-stee! Table and Chair Sets 
rames and legs of chrome-plated tubular steel. Tabletops of *s-inch 

flakeboard. Plastic caps on legs to help prevent marring. Sturdy. 
clean plastic seats on chairs. Tables: 21 inches high. Seat heig! 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 

(1) 5-pc. Butcher Block-look Table and Chair Set 
CONSTRUCTION: 24x30-inch tabletop with Micarta® brand high-pressure 
melamine laminate—stain, burn and scratch resistant. Cocoa-colored 
molding on edges. 4 chairs with cocoa-colored plastic backs and seats. 
Both chairs and table fold for storage. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions, hardware included. 
79 М 90366L— Shipping weight 30 pounds Set $29.95 
Extra Chair for (1). Same as chairs (1) above. 
79 N 90322C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $6.49 
(2) 5-pc. Doodles-design Table and Chair Set 
CONSTRUCTION: 25x25-inch tabletop with an easy care vinyl laminate. 
Red-colored molding on edges. 4 folding chairs. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions, hardware included. 
79 N 90312L—Shipping weight 28 pounds 
3-pc. Doodles-design Table and Chair Set (not shown) 
Same as (2) but with 24x24-in. wide table and only two chairs. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions, hardware included. 
79 N 9037 4C—Shipping weight 20 pounds Set $17.99 
Extra Chair for (2) and 3 pc. set. Same as chairs (2) above. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions, hardware included. 
79 N 90324C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 

(3) 3-pc. Nursery-rhyme-design Table and Chair Set 
CONSTRUCTION 18x24-inch tabletop with vinyl laminate. Tangerine 
molding on edges. 2 rigid chairs. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions, hardware included. 
79 N 90294C—Shipping weight 18 pounds Se 510.97 
(4) Ice cream parlor design, 24-in. round Table with 4 seats 
CONSTRUCTION: Chrome-plated tubular-steel frame with cross-bolt con- 
nector. Safety-cap nuts on base and leg assembly. vzin. flakeboard table- 
top with white vinyl laminate, silk-screened ice cream parlor design. Red- 
vinyl molding. Seats with red and white stripe vinyl upholstery. 24-inch 
diameter table is 21 inches high. Seat height: 13 inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions, hardware included. 
79 N 90338L—Shipping weight 24 pounds 

Q save THis cataros!) 
You can order items on pages 437 thru 

| 606 from now until AUGUST 31, 1979 

Set $24.99 

$6.49 

$23.97 



time 

Pieces on this page are 
for dolls up to 24 in 

tall Choose maple 
finish Colonial or 

yellow and white finish 

Contemporary styles 

а meal tine are more fun with “gro 

(1 thru 3) Colonial-style Doll-size Furniture 
OF: Sturdy maple-finished hard- 

wood and pressed-wood. Delicately turned corners and back 
posts. Vinyl-covered mattressboards and pillows; colonial 
print. 
FOR AGES. ORDER 

WHAT THEY'RE MA 

(1) High Chair. Includes lift-up tray and footrests. Chair 
measures 28* hes high overall. 
79 C 33607 C—Shipping weight 7 pounds . $11.99 

(2) Cradle. Measures 26x14V2x18 inches high. 
79 C 33699C—Shipping weight 7 pounds ........912.99 

(3) Bunk Bed. Hardwood ladder. Easily converts into 
twin beds. 25V2x1314x1014 in. high: in. high when bunked. 
79 C 33609 C— Shipping weight 8 pounds . . $15.99 

(4 and 5) Contemporary-style Doll-size Furniture 

RE MADE OF: Durable hardwood, hardboard 
yellow and white acrylic finish, screened design. 

S, ORDERING INFORM ON: 3 to 10 years. For 
dolls up to 24 inches tall. (4), assembled: (5), unassembled, 
instructions included. Dolls not included. 
(4) High Chair. Seat back has cute design of two playful 
mice. Turned front legs. Includes lift-up tray. 26 in. high. 
79 C 33606C—Shipping weight 5 pounds .........$8.99 

(5) Drop-side Crib. End panel has design of three playful 
mice. Plastic teething rim on side rails, plastic discs on end 
panel. Casters for easy portability. Mattress and bumper 

id covered with vinyl. 2534х16х201% in. high overall. 
79 C 33605C—Shipping weight 8 pounds .$12.99 

Buy the easy way order by phone 



Race your Hot Wheels 
down Hazard Hill. 

Streak through hairpin 
turns and lane crossover 

Speed Shop Carrying Case 

It looks like a service garage inside and out. Set it 
next to track, or use it to carry your HOT 

WHEELS. Includes lube gun, wheel wrench, re- 
ement engines and pipes, racing wheels, stripes 

and numbers. 13x6x8 inches high. Reinforced vinyl 
49 N 59151—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz.. .. . $5.99 

Vinyl 

Collector's 
Case 

ё holds 48 
3 HOT 

-—9 9 WHEELS 
525? 

action scenes on front and back. 
ge compartments. 10x6x6 in. 

HOT WHE 
Styrene plastic stc ] Two cars (inch) released from gate, freewheel downhill, change lanes 

halfway down, Styrene plastic track, trestle, About 23x23x15 in. high. Sirol | 79 N 54426L—Unassembled. Shipping weight 6 pounds........... Set $9.99 н 54825-—Shipplng weight spa 
IR | 9 Track Pack and Finish Gate. Use with Hill above or with other sets 

49 N 54621—Shipping weight 13 ошпсез........................ 5249 

"d SNAKE™ vs, MONGOOSE® 
н Drag Race . . cars catch 

@ , drag chutes at finish 

Frantic Fours 

HOT WHEELS Four-Car Sets 

Frantic Four Set 1. Jack "Rabbit" Special 
Volkswagen Beach Bomb, Custom AMX, Nitty 

Gritty Kitty 

` с car" action. Two cars (included) lash out of the 49 N 54617—Shipping weight 8 ounces. . .Set $2.99 
- blast through the 360° loop. Then down the 4 Frantic: Four Set; 2; Sw y Wing, Light. My 

ч through the finish gate to pop drag chutes at the Firebird; Maserati Mistral, Peptic DARD, 

of hot strip track. 49 N 54618—Sh ht 8 ce Set $2.99 

79 Н 54622C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. ........ Set $6.99 

p- » : Flash down 
Service and test HOT WHEELS on the dangerous track 
Tune-up Tower and Road Trial Set н HOT WHEELS Drag Chute S 

51257 ais 
Raise car (one incl) to 
top level on powered 
wevator. Check wheel ‚н 
speed, alignment. Then 
send it around 1214 ft. 
of hot strip track, com- 
plete with Rod Runner. 
"Tower, 14 in. high. Unas- 
sembled. Plastic. Uses 2 
"D" batteries, order be- 
low. Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 

Join HOT WHEELS 79 N 54564C...Set $1287 — |. 
lub... see 

opposite page b D" Batteries. РЬ. of 6. Car pops drag З 
} Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz. Chute to stop - 
А 49 М 8405... Pkg. $1.49 

522 "ат Belo d 

ibo base cane by a oiéelochdlcal od 



Pottery Wheel Workshop $2244 

Make cups, bowls and vases without heat . . special potters’ 
clay, paint and glaze finish dry at room temperature 

Make your own pottery at home . . pitchers, mugs, even piggy banks . . with this 
diameter pottery wheel. Shape pottery and paint it with lic paint, Then 
Boss Gloss aze that dries to a shiny ceramic finish. Potters’ clay, paint and 

ss dry at room temp. or in your home oven . . you don't need a kiln. 
Solid state pottery wheel is made of plastic. Variable speed motor is UL listed for 

110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Workshop includes 2 lbs. special potters’ clay, four /.-0z. jars 
of acrylic paint, Boss Gloss, 6 shaping tools, calipers, sponge, brush, instructions. 

79 N 2108 1C—Shipping weight 8 pounds Kit $22.44 

Refill Kit for Pottery Wheel Workshop. 4 pounds of special potters' clay, four 
4-02, jars of acrylic paint, two 34-02. jars of Boss Gloss™ glaze and paint brush 

49 N 21082—Shipping weight 3 pounds Kit $5.15 

Design and print your own greeting cards and posters. . 
personalize T-shirts . . print on plastic, metal, even glass 

Coat fine mesh screen with photo emulsion and place art or type on it. Expose screen 
to direct light to harden emulsion except where art and type have been placed. Use 
S-in. squeegee to force ink through unexposed art and type areas and onto printing 
surface. Set has two '/,-pt. cans of ink, 10x13-in. wood frame with washable screen, 
all chemicals for screen preparation, artwork, instructions, more, Ages 12 and up. 
49 м 21042-—Shipping weight 6 pounds . . "urs zx vs Set $14.92 

Refill Kit for Screen Printing Set. Three ` 
49 м 21043—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

Cutslod pace scans by chrisintas maseteciwdcl com. 



Skittle Poker 

Cut :2.53 

Across the table sits a skittle 
cardsharp. The 2 cards 
you've been dealt are good. 
Don't try to bluff, just shoot 
your 3 skittle balls into the 
right card holes and you'll 
win! No luck there . . just 
skittle skill. Comes with felt- 
like playing surface, cards, 
poker chips, balls and slid- 
ing launcher, Plastic, metal, 
24x24x9 іп. Up to 4 players, 
ages 10 and up, Wt. 6 lbs. 
79 C 65706C . 58. 

More from 
AURORA 

Shifty Checkers 

Theboardchanges $697 
with every move 

Starts like standard check- 
ers, but then each player 
shifts a row after he's 
moved. A "shifter" lever in- 
dicates which row he must 
move . . the board changes 
position as do the “теп” 
and your strategy. Storage 
compartments hold 24 
checkers, 2334х16%,х1 inch 
high. For ages 6 and up. 
79 С 65806C— Wt. 4 1Ь5,56.97 

sino pao Keane by caidas ины Ай conr 

AURORA‘ Skittle Games 

Skittle Pool 

Cut :2.02 
Even mom and dad will want to join in the fun. Just position the cueball q on the pivoting “magic cue” in front of the skittle stand ‚ . then take aim at one of the 10 numbered plastic pool balls. To shoot, pull the swinging ball back from the metal arch and let it ко! Plastic playing table is covered with a felt surface and has a scoring counter and automatic ball return. 

without 
batleries 

Sniy $4487 
Such a low price. Electric action 
begins by launching the skittle 
ball into the moving swivel base 
and coming up with a letter. 
Now let the larger ball fly into 
the outer circle for your accom- 
panying number, The pegboard 
master card shows the winner. 
Storage pockets hold chips, 
cards, pegs. 27x17'4x3¥, in. 
high. For up to 8 players, ages 7 
and up. Uses 2 “D” batteries, 

Triangular ball rack included. Plastic with metal parts, A space-saving 234x23/4x3*/, inches high. Suitable for 6-year olds and up. ! 79 C 65803C—Shipping weight 10 pounds . 

Skittle Bowl . . stands 3 feet high $ 
Enjoy the thrills of real 
bowling inside or out. Pull 
back the swinging ball, take 
aim at the pins, and let 'er 
fly! Features a high-impact. 
plastic base, metal parts 
with wooden ball and pins. 
22x22%/x2¥/, in. deep. In- 
cludes rule book and scor- 
ing pad, For any number of 

412.97 

694 

order below right. 
79 C 65804C-Wt. 9 Ibs.*1 1.87 

= = 

Flip-it Jackpot 

des 987 

Such a low price, You only need 
one of the six winning combina- 
tions, but your opponent is 
greedy for the jackpot. You get 
12 chips (four each of three 
kinds), try to aim 3 into the 
slots you need filled, or work to 
block out your opponent's 
moves. Includes chips, jackpot, 
instructions. 14'/x9*4x18"/ in. 
high. For ages 6 and up. 
79 C 65828C—Wt. 8 lbs, .*9.87 

players, ages 6 and up. 
79 C 65805C—Wt. 6 lbs.86.94 

Bump-a-lite Pool 
The game begins with one bumper lit 

hit that bumper and another lights 
Score points for each light hit 

Electric action for 2 players, ages 6 
and up. Place the white cue ball on 
the mark, now turn on the switch . . 1 
of 7 bumpers light up. If you hit that 
bumper, another lights up. If you 
miss, it's your opponent's turn. The 
fun goes on until 1 player earns 25 
points and sinks the cue ball. 
33x33x3'/,-inch high table, built-in 
Scoring device, cue ball, cue stick. 
Uses 4 “D” batteries, order below. 
Sent by motor carrier or express. 
79 C 65815N—Wt. 12 Ibs, $19.88 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 C 4653—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. Pkg. $1.39 

Pendulum Pool 
Position the pendulum then 

swing the mallet for an 
accurate shot every time 

Moveable shuttle lets you get behind 
the 8 ball and tap it into the corner 
pocket or number 3 in the center. 
Whatever shot you take, the heavy- 
weight mallet makes it surer, more 
dependable and tough to miss. 
22x22x2¥,-inch high plastic table with 
felt playing surface. Incl. pendulum, 
cue ball, 10 numbered balls, built-in 
scoring device. Ages 6 and up. 
79 С 65827C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. ...$9.88 Pacom 

KOGAE 



Nuttsy Tennis 

$767 
Outwit and outwhack 

your opponent with this smashing action game 

Watch out for trick shots, quick shots, flip shots. You never know what's 
coming next in this action-packed game. Two spring-activated racquets 
send counterbalanced ball smashing across the court. Score pegs on sides 
of plastic net assembly tally points for sets and matches. Playing court 
measures 16x32 inches. Smashing action for ages 5 and up. 
49 N 6504—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces... . s COOPER LP d 

Chinese Checkers 

Flip board over $ 
and it becomes 266 

a regular ` ИШ All metal, ornately-deco- 
checkerboard rated Chinese checker- 

board reverses to regular 
checkerboard. 18-in. diam. 
2 plastic pull-out drawers 
hold 60 marbles and 24 
checkers. 2 to 6 players, 
ages 7 and up. Not recom. 
mended for ages under 3 
due to small parts. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49N 65143 $3.66 

Perfection. . 
an exciting 

challenge for the 
entire family 

Can you position 
&|  thegeometric forms 

before the timer 
runs out and 

scrambles the works? 

$647 
What suspense! You have just 60 seconds to fit all 26 plastic pieces into 
the correct slots before the timer runs out and they're popped up out of 
the playing base. Play alone, or against any number of opponents. Base 
measures 16V4x9!4x3!4 in. high. Needs no batteries. Ages 5 and up. 
49 № 65223—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces .... 

Spooky Games that 

in the dark 

Green Ghost 
Game 

$749 

The eerie glow will guide your way 
through spooks and bats and creepy things 

Glowing Green Ghost makes ghostly noises and points his finger to tell 
you what spooky thing to do next. Luminous, raised playing board has 
three musty “cellars” filled with creepy things. To be played in the dark 
by 2 to 4 adventure-seeking players, ages 9 to adult. 
79 N 65033C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 

Ka-Bala $5 19 
Here's a. glow-in-the-dark mystery 
game that's fun and exciting for the 
entire family. Penetrate the un- 

and answer questions with 
tarot cards, signs of the zodiac and 
the revolving, ever-searching eye of 
Zohar. For 2 players, ages 8 and up. 
79 М 65 169C—Wt. 3 Ibs. 

See who can be first with the KO punch 
that knocks the other's block off 

The fight is оп. . try to make your boxer feint, shift, and look for an 
opening to deliver a KO punch as you operate him with push-button 
controls. Your punch to the other robot's jaw sets off a spring mechanism 
that pops his head up. Press it down for the next round. Plastic boxers are 
10 inches tall. 20x14-in. plastic ring. For ages 6 and up. 
79 М 65119C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

Twister 

$487 x 

-a 

en» л» г dit 
Magic Shot 

$866 
Enclosed shooting gallery 

keeps pellets behind screen 

No loose pellets to retrieve. Magnetic pistol 
snaps up Steel pellets through acetate screen 
and fires them straight at spinners, pop-up 
numbers, animals, bell and more, Molded 
plastic gallery measures 14x9¥/x8'4 inches 
high. Knock ‘em down fun for ages 4 to 10. 
49N 65776—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 12 oz. ..... 98.66 

Tibi pani cenie E—Áe 

Trip Hammer 

$522 
Knock all hammers to opponent's 

side and you're the winner 

Take aim and shoot ball at hammers in a lively 
duel. The first player to knock all hammers to 
opponent's side and freeze them there by press- 

ing the red knob, wins the round. Plastic game 
base 28x7x4 inches high. 2 shooters, 2 balls and 
Scoring pegs. Ages 6 to 14. 
49N 65111—Shpg. wt. 3lbs. 80z........... $5.22 

Keep your balance 
as you reach for a spot 

Twister puts players face-to-face in a fantas- 
tically fun test of "pretzel-ability". Spin the 
dial to find out where to put your hands and 
feet. The first to fall loses. A "riot" at parties. 
Washable vinyl sheet is 6x4" ft. wide. For 2 
to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65027—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz. .....$4.87 



i Toe 

Electric Pottery Wheel Workshop $2488 

Our most powerful Jr. Wheel with unique potters' 

clay that air dries at room temp. no kiln needed 

Shape pottery on plastic, 5-in. diameter turntable with variable speed 
motor. Apply glaze for a shiny finish. 11!4-in. diam. splash pan helps 
eliminate splatters. Incl. 2 lbs. clay, four 1-02. jars acrylic paint, glaze, 
6 shaping tools, calipers, sponge, 2 paint brushes, instructions. UL list- 
ed; 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 100 w. 6-ft. cord. Not for ages under 12. 
79 C 2110C—Shipping weight 8 pounds Kit $24.88 

Refill Kit. Comes complete with 4 pounds of potters’ clay, four vz-ounce 
jars of acrylic paint, one 34-ounce jar of glaze, paint brush. 

Make your own 
genuine ceramic 

figures with 
Ceramicast Kits 

Just pour ceramic clay into 
mold . . it dries at room tem- 
perature and you're ready to 

decorate with paint, glaze 

T 98971 

(1 thru 4) Mold 4 to 5-in. high figures and finish with acrylic paint and glaze 
49 C 21082—Shipping weight 5 pounds . . -Kit 95.97 . . no kiln needed. Incl. 3 Ibs, casting mix (enough for 25 figurines), four 15-02. 

jars acrylic paint, *4-oz. jar glaze, 3 brushes, shaping tool, mixing cup, instruc. 

E Vases and Pets. Two molds for dog, horse, cat, 4 vases, Ages 10 and up. 
А р оаа ое се Дале «Kit $11.99 

ithe Disney Figures. Includes mold for adorable Disney favorites: Mickey 
$1233 xu 2 Mouse, Misnle Bouse, Donald Duck and Pluto, Ages amd tp 

Drys at room temperature . . no 
kiln needed. 3 lbs. clay, four 1-02. 
jars paint, glaze, 2 shaping tools, 
brush, instr. Plastic. 12x8x2V2 in. 
high. Uses 2 “Р” batteries, order 
pkg. below. Ages 8, up. 
49C2104-Wt. 5 lbs. 5 oz. Kit $12.33 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

49 C 46995 ........Package $1.55 

Only at Sears. . 
glow-in-the-dark 
Frankenstein and 
Wolfman Kits 

5499, 
(5 and 6) Big 12-in. high 
figures made from kiln- 
fired ceramic bisque come 
ready to be painted. Each 
includes 5 glowing paint 
colors, 2 brushes, instruc- 
tions. Recommended for 
ages 8 and up. 

Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

5 Frankenstein Kit. 
49C2117 ....Kit $4.99 

Wolfman Ki 
49C2118 Kit $4.99 

Canoa ро scans by christmas mwrsetochrical cont 

Note: Ceramic ware on this page not to be used as liquid containers. 
Disney characters) Walt Disney Productions. 

. Kit $8.97 

L'il Critters. Two molds for frog, turtle, owl, mushrooms, and miniature 
duck, chicken, snail and more. Ages 10 and up. 

49 C 2113—Shipping weight 11 pounds .. Ө ПИТЕРДЕ Чаш: 

49 C2111— Shipping weight 8 pounds .. sa 

Kit $11.99 

4 Football Figurines. Adjustable mold lets you form player and cheerleader 
in different positions. For ages 10 and up. 

49 С 2112—Shipping weight 8 pounds Kit $8.97 

Refill Kit. 3 Ibs. casting mix, four 12-02. jars paint, glaze, 2 brushes, 
49 С 21033—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ........... eoo Kit $4.97 
Disney characters Walt Disney Productions 

Kiln-fired Ceramic Figures you can paint yourself 

Paint-by-number 
Tennis Player, 

Cheerleader and 
Football Player 

$472, 
(7 thru 9 ) These 9-in. 
bisque figures are ready 
to paint. Include 6 paint 
colors, glaze, 2 brushes, 
instructions. Ages 10 and 
up. Wt. ea. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

7 Tennis Player. 
49 C 20248 ...Kit $4.77 

8 Cheerleader. 
49 C 21382 . . .Kit $4.77 

9 Football Player. 
49C21381...Kit $4.77 



HOLIDAY II. . . full 80-character Tay Typewriter 
Types small letters, CAPITALS, numbers, $2495 with 

fractions and punctuation marks ns 
A great way for youngsters to learn and master basic typing skills and practice the 
alphabet at the same time. Ideal for schoolwork, too. 
KEYBOARD: Standard 3-row 80-character keyboard with all 26 letters of the alphabet, 
numbers 0 thru 9, fractions, space bar, back-space key, shift-lock key for capitals, 
capital shift key and figure shift key. 
CARRIAGE. Manual return . . . 8% inches long, uses standard typing paper. Features 
carriage release with safety ratchet, end of line bell, paper release and adjuster, line 
roll-up lever and automatic ribbon reverse. Black ribbon included. 
CONSTRUCTION: Bright red, white and blue hi-impact plastic frame. . . 11х115%х434 
in. high. Steel mechanical parts. Blue plastic carrying case. Made in England. 
FOR AGES: 7 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order extra ribbons below. 
49 N 16049—Shipping weight 6 pounds 14 ounces ... $24.95 

Extra Ribbons. For typewriters on page. Black. Package of 2. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 16057—Shipping weight 2 ounces ‚РК. $1.99 

The REPORTER 
56-character 

Toy Typewriter, types 

CAPITALS, numbers, 

fractions and 
punctuation marks 

$16?5 

Beginners’ typewriter modeled after the kind found in newsrooms. Just the typewriter 
for the aspiring young journalist or copywriter. 
KEYBOARD: Standard 3-row keyboard with 56 characters . . . has all 26 letters of the 
alphabet, numbers 0 thru 9, fractions, space bar and shift lock key. 
CARRIAGE: Manual return . . . 8% inches long. Black ribbon included. 
CONSTRUCTION: Vivid red high-impact plastic frame . . . 10%4x1114x434 inches high. 
Steel mechanical parts. Made in England. 
FOR AGES: 7 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order extra ribbon above. 
49 М 16045—Shipping weight 4 pounds .. : .$16.95 

Сайа Dade scans by йил йай аса con 

Видз Виппу© 
AM Radio 

Quer $795 
battery 

Sold only at Sears. Makes a 
great AM table top radio, or 
take it anywhere with attached 
wrist strap. Styled to match 
Be Bunny desk accessories 
sold on facing page. 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid state 
chassis. Colorful hi-impact plas- 
tic case. . . 3¥ex3%ex6% in. 
high. Volume control. Earphone 
incl. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Requires one 9-volt battery, not 
included . . , order pkg. below. 
Shipping weight 13 oz. 
49 N 16402.. $7.95 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
AM Radio 

without $ nor 9775 
Sold only at Sears. Winnie- 
the-Pooh will sit enjoying some 
“hunny” while you enjoy listen- 
ing to this AM radio. Carry him 
anywhere with his attached 
wrist strap. 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid state 
chassis. Colorful hi-impact plas- 
tic case, . . 3¥ex3¥gx6 in. 
high. Volume control. Earphone 
included. Made in Hong Kong, 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Requires one 9-volt battery, not 
included; order pkg. below. 
Shipping weight 13 oz. 
49 N 16431.. ..$7.95 

Carbonzinc type 9-volt Batteries. Package of 2. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 46993—Shipping weight 4 ounces Pkg. $1.15 

Earn and save your own money 

Mosler Jr. double- 
door Safe Bank 

$497 

A toy reproduction of the origi- 
nal Mosler safe. One working 2 
number combination lock opens 
both doors. Alarm sounds auto- 
matically when door opens, re- 
winds itself as door shuts (no 
batteries needed). 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-gauge 
steel for durability, Piano-type 
hinged doors. 7 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 3 165. 8 oz. 
49N51122...........94.97 

Push-button model 
Cash Register 

$495 

Ring up sales by pushing any of 
the 11 numbered keys which 
incl. a “No Sale" key... 
amount pops up, bell rings. 
Separate buttons open drawer 
or clear previous sale. Includes 
paper play money, pad, holder. 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel frame 
. - chrome face plate. 7x634x6V5 
in. high. Made in England. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49N 16041. ...$4.96 
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SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE. Giant Snap-together 

(1) BRIX BLOX BRIX B х" 
Vehicle Set are extra easy to grip 

$495 8 times larger for the younger tinkerer 
. . . Same non-toxic, washable plastic With enough pieces to as standard bricks make all 4 vehicles at left 

Have a terrific time with these 
movable vehicles alone or ada an 
exciting dimension to your BRIX 
BLOX structures. An 
arises . . . you're ith the 
rescue truck, ambulance, police 
car and fire engine. From Japan. 
SET INCLUDES: Snap-together 
blocks le of non-toxic, wash- 

lastic. 4 bases with wheels 
that open. Instr. 

FOR AGES: 5 to adult. Due to 
small parts, not recommended for 
children under 3. 
споса INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 12 oz. 
AMICTUS «з» зе; $4.95 

(2) BRIX BLOX 
18-wheeler Vehicle Set 

1 10е. $, 499 

Build the 18-wheel semi rig shown 
at left, or make the 4-unit train 

area it addi- 
tion to any B BLOX set be- 
EE they snap together and 
come apart in secon 

really work. Non-toxic, plastic 
pieces can be washed in mild de- 

it and warm water. Japan. tergen! lenem 
SET INCLUDES: 110-pc. assort- ji mato B cd t запі e ORDERING INFORMATION: 

tires. Asseml instructions i ity. Build 

FOR AGES: 5 to 10. Due to small fhe projects shown above or crete your КҮ ‘ieee parts, not recommended for chil- own ай ii ships and AE dren under 3. trucks. 100-pc. set comes in a reus- 
ORDERING INFORMATION: e Set 
OE PEL: rom Japan. 16301—Wt. 21bs. 4 oz...... 9.95 49C 16143 ............ $4.99 SETS INCLUDE: Plastic pieces in assorted му 

"Sto Tyears, Duetosmal 800605097 FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. Due to small 49С 16281—Wt. 11b. 1202. .... 6.95 
(3) BRIX BLOX Power 

and Accessory Set 
9 Young 

$525 Erectore 
Power unit, with wind-up motor, Set 
permits forward or reverse mo- 
tion. jes let you mobilize No skill cranes and other projects. Japan. with tools 
SET INCLUDES: Power unit, turn- needed 
ing shafts, axles, gears, wheels 
and rubber tires. Plus 2 BLOX 
BUDDIES™ figures. Assembly in- 
structions included. 
FOR AGES: 5 to adult. Due to 
small parts, not recommended for 
children under 3. 
ыиы era HON 

49C 16289 . 

Accessory Set with 
any Standard BRIX 
BLOX Set sold, left 

Combine with your Std. BRIX 
BLOX Set to build a house. 
SET INCLUDES: 6 BLOX BUD- 
TES, 4 bases, 2 doors, 2 picture 

4 regular windows; non-toxic, 
pl Japan. 

FOR AGES: 5 to adult. Duc to 
small parts, not recommended for 
children under 3. 
pes ews : Shoe. wt. 1 Ib. 

when bought with any 
BRIX BI BLOX Set on $. 516. 

шоп nane scans by салтак тинне cian 

чые $1694 | oe $1294 
(5) Riviton™ 

The x that makes toys with 
ыза very Sa rivets. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12. Due to small 
parts, not recommended for 
ages under 3. 

Riviton 200 
SET INCLUDES: Hand tool, 129 
assorted 
rivets 
dome, platform, cube, channel 
system and instruc. 
ORD. INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz. 
49C 1677 ........... $16.94 

Riviton 100 
SET INCLUDES: Hand tool, 
over 100 assorted ic pit 
over 90 rivets, 4 
ORD. INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 C 167 

: pieces, 
instruc, 

-$12.94 

(6) Вгізйе Blocks 
Bristle Blocks are easy 
young n c to in 

gether an d st Muy together gi An: 

until taken apart. 
SETS INCLUDE: Multicol- 
ored ic blocks of vari- 
ous and sizes. 

FOR AGES: 3 to B years. 
Due to small parts, not 
recommended £x children 
under age 3. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFO: 

66-pc. Set. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49C 1623. бно 

Stm E 

18285. x X 95.49 

Ib. 5 oz. 
iis 

$1722 

(7) Young Erector® 
i Er- Styled after the 

ector® nut-and-bolt assem- 
bly, but for smaller hands. 

pieces can be 
and as child 

develops coordination he 
can use the plastic wrench 
and screwdriver. 
SET INCLUDES: 
175 plastic girders, 
wheels, axles, nuts anc 

; also includes plastic 
ch and screwdriver. In- 

not rec- 

ommended for un- 
der age 3. 
ORDERING го: 

weight 
16575.. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
Due to small 

..$17.99 



Colonial-style 
Table and Chair Set 

with a 
21x26-in. 

maple-finished 

tabletop 

$2995 

Beautifully grained 
Table and Chair Ensembles 

(1) Colonial-style Table 

and Chair Set 
CONSTRUCTION: Tabletop, chair seats and backs made of par- 
ticle board with a maple finished, non-toxic hardwood veneer. 
Hardwood legs and frames. Imported. 
Table: 21x26 inches wide. Stands 21 inches from floor. 
4 Chairs: Stand 10 inches from floor. Ages 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. Instructions and 
hardware are included. 
79 N 90401L—Shipping weight 42 pounds Set $29.95 

(2) Contemporary-style Bentwood Table 
and Chair Set 

CONSTRUCTION: Tabletop and chair seats made of particle 
board with walnut-finished select hardwood. 
Table: 18x25 in. wide. Stands 20 in. from floor. 
2 Chairs: Stand 10 inches from floor. Ages 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. Instructions and 
hardware are included. 
79 М 90404C—Shipping weight 22 pounds Set $19.97 

(3 thru 5) Toy Chest and Toy Boxes 

(3) All-wood Toy Chest 
CONSTRUCTION: Unfinished, solid ponderosa pine wood lid 
and sides. Hardboard bottom. Metal hinges are designed to keep 
lid open in any position. Measures 30х165 x155, inches high. 
For ages 1 year and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. Instructions and 
hardware included. 
79 N 9049C—Shipping weight 25 pounds $22.88 

(4) Winnie-the-Pooh's Hunny Pot Toy Box 
CONSTRUCTION: Polyethylene plastic is impact resistant. Lift- 
off top. 18 inches high. 21-inch diameter. 
For ages 2 to 8 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Toys not included. Takes 15-Ib. 
rate if mailed, see page 330. 
79 М 91125L—Shipping weight 10 pounds $14.99 

(5) Football Toy Box 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy, molded polyethylene plastic. Lift-off 
top. 28x20! 2x20 inches high. 
For ages 2 to 10 years. 

ORDER INFO: Toys not incl. See “N” suffix on page 330. 
79 N 91186N—Shipping weight 13 pounds $16.98 

йй pace scans by dieisiniaxmiseledimical com 



Furniture in : 
li ¢ Love Bird motif 

for dolls up to 
20 inches tall 

6 thru 8) Pink finish Colonial-style Furniture. Hard- 
wood, pressed wood, pink acrylic finish. Turned corner, 
back posts, front legs on chair. Printed vinyl on simulated 

OR years. FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 8 Fi 
dolls up to 15 inches tall. (6 and 8), instruc. 
tions included. (7), assembled. Dolls not included. 
@ Cradle. 172/5х101/2х1024 inches 

С 33693—Shipping weight 4 poi 7.99 

beet igh Chair. Lift-up tray. Measures 171% inches high. 
33692. Shipping weight 2 pounds .. ..$5.99 

8) Bunk Bed. Hardwood ladder. Converts into twin beds. 
ures 17 Vox 10x8!; in. high; 17 in. high when bunked. 

49 C 33694—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ......... $11.99 

(9-11). Love Birds Contemporary-style Furniture. Solid 
supports. Hardboard panels. White finish with 

FOR oc ORDER INFO: 3 to юуз ро For dolls up to 20 in. 

pm 2074x17 14x15. 
сЗа Shipping weights pounds 14 ounces $9.99 
(10) ex Crib. DUE in. high. 
79 C 33601C— Shipping weight 7 pounds ......... $9.99 

(11) High Chair. Lift-up tray. einen. 
49 C 33598—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces . . . $8.99 

Semic knit blanket and matching pilow. Use with any bed, асту! it d 
crib or cradle on these 2 pages; carriages, p. 520-521. 
SET INCLUDES: Coverlet, fringed, 21x18 in. wide. Pillow 
case is 7x9 in. wide. Polyurethane foam pillow. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to ee 
49 C 33585—Shipping weight 1 pound ........; Set $4.99 

‘Catalog ране scans by chrisimasamuseteciwicul com 

Set 
Includes (13). 
(14) and (15) 

Your dolls swing for 10 min. 
with Swyngomatic® Cradle, Swing 

Welded tubular steel frame, legs; baked enamel 
finish, pone leg caps. Cra le bed and swing 
seat, plastic with vinyl pads. Playpen has vinyl- 
covered floor and nylon net sides. Swing, cradle 
fold for storage. 
FOR AGES. SIZES. ORDER INFO: 3 years and uj 
For dolls up to 18 in. tall. Doll not incl, Partly 
assembled, instructions included. 

(13) Cradle. Windup; 2844x26x20 in. high. 
79 C 33546C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 

(14) Playpen. 2234x1234x17 in. high. 
79 C 33614C—Wt. 4 Ibs. 80z. ........$10.97 

(15) Swing. Wind it up for doll to swing for 
over 10 min. 2514x1614x26%⁄4 in. high. 
79 C 3358 1C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $10.97 

Save $3.00 when you buy 3-pc. Set. Incl. (13), 
(14) and (15). MU ue tol. $32.91. 
79 C 33753C3—Wt. 13 lbs. 8 oz. .$29.91 

0.97 

Yellow Dolly 
Jumper lets 
you exercise 
your doll or 
push dolly 

around room 

Your dolls can exercise their legs on this Dolly 
Jumper. Sturdy plated steel frame with ball cast- 
етв on legs. Yellow tray made of durable high-im- 

ct plastic. Flexible vinyl seat, has colorful “A- 
EC print. 1514 in. diameter, 71% in. high. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 6 yrs. Unassem- 
bled; assembly instruction included. Doll not incl. 
49 C 33748—Shpzg. wt. 11b. 12 oz. $4.99 



Hope: 

Sizzlers _ 
Atlantic Oval 

with a 
rechargeable 3 

Recharge cars in 90 seconds MOTORIZED 
at Sizzlers Power Pit Hot ' els. 

Just plug Power Pit in and set it next to track. “Hose 
lits into side of car when it's time for a pit stop. Special 
dial measures the sizzlers recharge. 1214x5x34%-in 
plastic housing. UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC $387 
49 N 54268— Shipping weight | Ib. 12 $7.33 

without batteries 

чы ЙН Sizzlers 
Juice Machine 

$199 win ES [еш 
Plug “hose” into Sizzlers 
to charge it up in 90 sec 

»-. onds. Plastic, 614 inche 
gine high. Uses 4 “D” bat 

teries, order pkg. below 
49N54267-W1.9 oz. $1.99 Sinch Sizzlers car has rechargeable nickel cadmium battery, Just Sizzlers Cars only, 3 in. 

charge for 90 seconds at the battery-operated Juice Machine and it long. Plastic bodies. 
“D" Batteries. Package of runs 2 to 4 minutes. Set also includes 16 ft. of track. 2 curves, S curve, 49854261 Ford MK IV 
6. Wt. 11b. 8 ох brake, trestles, Uses 4D" batteries, order package at left 49N54263- Mustang Boss 
49 №8405 Pkg. $1.49 79 М 54109C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . ........ Set $9.87 Wt. са. 3 oz... Ea. $2.87 

HOT WHEELS Track Paks и 
ace Set with 2 cars, 2 brake systems 

: es to to tricky S-curves 
Dual Lane Curve. Form a 180° or 200°-turn d Sizzlers, 14 feet of dual-lane track, curves 
49 N 54137—Shipping wt. 1 Ib $249 rve trestles. Juice Machine. Uses 

M Batteries, order package at left above 
179 М 541080— Shipping weight 6 pounds... 

Hot Strip Track. Ten 2-ft 
49 N 54258—Shpg. wt $1.99 

sey Set $14.87 
HOT WHEELS 

action with big 

GRAN TOROS™ 
Speed Strip Set 

$49 

Bigger than ever drag strip ac 
tion with 4-in. long 1/43-scale 

Gran Toros T'rantula Dragster 
is made in Italy. has hig 

*1 4% 

without batteries 

tailed metal body with precision 
moving parts, simulated chrome 
trim. Set includes 12 ft. of 2% 

in, wide track 

79 N 54625C-Wt Speedometer checks speed before 
finish with Rod Runner?" Drag Race * TIS" 

Shift the Rod Runnersticks 
and your HOT WHEELS 
blast down thestrip. Speed 
ometer registersspeed. Cars 
pass through finish gate, 
and then pop drag chutes 
to stop. Dual-lane plastic 

3 lbs. Set $4.99 

track is 14 feet long. In & Musta * 
cludes two 3-in. metal HOT ^ WHEELS cars. Wt. 4 lbs. 2 
79 М 54594C Set $11.87 Ӯ Join Hot Wheels Club 

Get Boss Hoss Car, 
and 32-page Annual 

Become an official member. You 
ке! Boss Hoss custom Mustang. 
colorful annual magazine, mem 
bership card and certificate, iron 

on jacket patch 
49 N 5461 —Wt. 6 oz.... $1.00 

Tital paga scans by dieisiniasmaseltedimical com 



CERAMICAST FIGURE KITS 
Make real ceramic animals and chess pieces. 

NO KILN NEEDED—casting mix dries 
in home oven, ceramic glaze 

dries at room temperature 

$525 
each 

Mold figures with reusable 2-pc. 
and real ceramic clay. Finish 

four '4-oz. jars acrylic paints, two 
*/-0z. jars Boss Gloss glaze, 3 

more. Ages 10 and up. 

Animal Kit makes dogs, cats, hors- 
es. . enough clay for 20 animals. 
49 N 21031—Wt. 5 lbs. .Kit $5.25 

Chess Kit makes a whole chess set. 
49 N 21032—Wt. 5 lbs. .Kit $5.25 

| Mineral Embedding Kit 
Preserve, label and display 
minerals in clear plastic 

Kit includes everything you'll need 
to create your own paperweights 
and bookends. Just place any one 
of 10 colorful mineral specimens 
(including amethyst, jade or fossil 
agate) in either of 2 attractively- 
shaped, reusable molds. Pour in 
clear plastic liquid to make blocks. 
Includes 1 pint liquid plastic, labels, 
polishing and buffing materials, in- 
structions and more. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 10 oz. 
49N21028 ............ Kit $5.67 

Quail-U-Bator 
See the miracle of birth. 
Raise your own pet quail 
from egg to full grown 

Hatch baby quail in your own incu- 
bator. Keep them as pets or release 
them two weeks after birth to for- 
age for themselves. Great fun for 
nature study groups, school proj- 
ects or science fairs. High-impact 
styrene incubator. UL listed for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
Send enclosed coupon to factory 

to receive 3 fertile eggs for hatching. 
Suitable for children ages 9 and up. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
49N21084 ................ $5.87 

Ant City 
Watch ants dig. tunnel 
and even build bridges 

The ants are off the farm and into 
the city. Stack the 6 escape-proof 
modules to make a hotel . . ог sepa- 

tweezers, eyedrop- 

per, food and feeder. 4//,x5'/-inch- 
high modules have built-in magnifi- 
ers. Send enclosed coupon to facto- 
ту for ants . . or dig up your own. 

Culsiod pane scans by chaisinias sareteciedcal ког 
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Gem Workshop 
Everything you need to grind, 
shape and polish a stone just 
like a professional jeweler 
and all in less than one hour! 
Finished stones fit in jewelry 

settings . . wear 'em right away 

$1999 
You turn a rough slab of stone into 
a sparkling, finished gem using pro- 

fessional-type, 3-speed electric gem- 
making machine. Make cuff links for 
dad or a necklace for mom using pre- 
sliced stones that are ready for you to 
shape and polish. Lapidary wheel in 
high-impact plastic case has powerful 
'A-horsepower motor. Grind and polish 
stones with 2 interchangeable wheels, 3 
grit sanding discs, polishing pad and 
polish. Kit includes 12 slabs of semi- 
precious stones such as jade and tiger- 
eye, 5 jewelry settings, template for 
outlining shapes and more. UL listed. 
110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Ages 10 and up. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49N22491-Wt. 4 lbs. 14 oz. Kit $19.99 

Gemstone Jewelry Kit 
Make beautiful jewelry 

over 75 semi-precious stones 
are polished and ready to set 

$444 

2 No grinding, shaping or polishing 
. more than 25 jewelry-size gems 

and 50 miniature gems are ready to set 
into beautiful free-form and inlaid jew 
elry. Select stones to glue in each set- 
ting—10 bell caps, 2 key chains, 2 neck 
lace chains, bracelet chain, cuff links, tie 
bar and 3 castings. Kit also includes 
&lue, instructions and a geode of agate 
or crystal to display. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 22505—Wt. 14 oz. ....Kit $4.44 

Miracle of Growth 
Grow your very own beautiful 
plants the whole year 'round 

$299 
3 Everything you need to begin culti- 

vating your green thumb. Just plant 
seeds in convenient Gro-Bloks. . no 
need to mess with soil or pots. 

Includes 4 clear plastic trays (each 
holds 9 Gro-Bloks), 36 Gro-Bloks, 4 
small tray covers to control moisture 
during initial plant growth, 4 large tray 
covers for later growth, 4 packets of 

popcorn and flower seeds, fertilizer, in- 
structions, more. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 21124—Wt. 15 oz. Kit $2.99 

Nature's Window 
Plant seeds in "invisible soil" 
watch them take root and grow 

$487 

4 It's like a window in the ground. 
Plant seeds and watch them grow . . 

you can actually see roots spread and 
leaves sprout. You'll see all the won- 
drous workings of nature in action 
through "invisible soil" that's really jel- 
ly-like water that can't spill. 

Kit includes 3 growing dishes with 
"invisible soil", 3 cones, 2 packets of 
seeds, flower pot with trellis, plant 
food, instructions, more. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 21093—Wt. 11b. 4 oz. -Kit $4.87 



Two great table games in one. . 

Deluxe 55x29'/,-inch Pool Table 

converts quickly for a rousing 

game of Table Tennis 

K | 
$4988 

Tables (1) and (2) feature: 

ө Thick, "inch solid core 
particle board playing surface 

e Lively extruded side rail cushions 

e Drop tray for ball return and storage 

e Green sueded cotton billiard cloth 

45x22-inch Pool Table 

b with professional-type 
beaded score keeper 

$1999 
> Constructed of sturdy injection molded plastic and 

hardboard with beaded score keeper. The 
olor billiard cloth 

g surface. Resilier 

able leg levelers. With 

Stands 29 gh.L 
5772L—Partly assembled. Wt 

Casio рабе scant by паа miseleciwical com 



Gunfight at 
O.K. Corral 

Two western desperadoes each 
“shoot” steel balls at their rival. 
Will he duck in time by heading be- 
hind a rock or cactus, or will he bite 
the dust? Be careful though, 'cause 
you've got to dodge the varmint's 
shots too! A direct hit will spring 
your man up into the air. Playing 
surface 30x14x3 inches high. Plas- 
tic. For buckaroos ages 7 and up. 
79 М 65781C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. .$9.77 

Crossfire 

Hilariously exciting from “go” to 
"goal". 2 players load their spring- 
loaded shooters with a supply of 
steel-ball ammo . . and start shoot- 
ing. A well-aimed shot will hit the 
ball-bearing puck and make it slide 
toward opponent's goal. You can 
reload while shooting. Plastic, metal 
and hardboard construction, 1814x 
39 in. long. Ages 10 and up. 
79 N 85704C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. $11.22 

Rebound 
A target pops up . . you've got less than two With the right touch you can build 
seconds to hit it before your opponent does up your score , . be the first to 

" Р reach "500" and you're the winner! 
You never know which target will pop up next. 2 players Use strategy to knock out your op- 
shoot at the same time, trying to lodge their balls in the M = 
target t G ponent and keep him from scoring. 

shuts = биби after 1 minute. Phase paying Hutbe careful, too much ар, and 
you’ 

area 331184350 in high. 14 plastic balls in 2 colors, 12x214-inch high plastic playing 
Uses 2 "D" batteries, order pkg. below, right. z al tan 79 N 65221C— 7 and up Sape. wt. Shs, ..... 1122 board. 8 ball-bearing pucks. For 2 

in the pit for no score. 34x 

Slide pucks up the alley 
they REBOUND 

to 4 players, ages 10 and up. off the cushions and 
79 N 65181C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs, .$6,87 zip back down to score area 

Great low price for a Snap Bowling Game 

Pins are held to just the right tension with magnets $ 44 
to create the explosive action of real bowling 1 1 

Slide special shooter ball along elastic cord to desired angle . . then let it snap forward 
against bowling ball and send it flying toward the pins. When ball hits the pins, they 
shake, scatter and ricochet like the real thing because magnets, in both pins and alley, 
give them the same relative stability as regulation pins. Center pins on spots by lightly 
tapping alley. Score pad incl. Plastic and wood. 3934x13*4x5 in. high. Ages 7 and up. 
79 М 65761C—Shipping weight 5 pounds io $0144 

You can have an arcade of your own 
with these exciting Shooting Games by Mattel 

(1 thru 3) Here are three attractive additions to 
any game room. Each is made of high-impact 
plastic with authentic, wood-grained, penny ar- 
cade styling. From Mexico. Ages 6 and up. 

Slick Shooter™ 
Requires the tame kind of 

accuracy es real target pistols 

1 Slick Shooter. Shoot at 5 action targets with 
air-activated target pistol. Gun connected to 

targets by air tubes—uses no projectiles, 10 shots 
without reloading. 45\%х15%х10% in. high. 
79 Н 65082C— Partly assembled. Wt. 5 Ibs. $17.94 

Slingin* 
Slot™ 

2 Slingin’ Slot. Flip tokens into play area . . if 
Spinpower™ you're skillful, and lucky, you'll hit the jack- 

Pinball pot . . a bell will ring . . and you'll get the big 
$2 97 without рау" of tokens. 1194x5%4x19% i in. high, 

1 batteries 49 N 65086—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 120z.......... $9.97 

3 Spinpower Pinball. Power-driven disc in 
center of play area really keeps ball moving. 

2 flippers . . 5 steel balls . . automatic scoring. 
Bell rings. 23V ax dx 143A in. high. Uses 2 "D" bat- 
teries, order pkg. below. Partly assembled. 
79 N 65117C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. ..... 197. 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of two. 
48 М 46996—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. =. „Рк. $ 

Titon Dade Scans by deismavgudisetediwdcal onm 



Crafts Corner 
Hobby and craft projec 

for the whole family 

y: 

e di i 
"ou 

Wooden Weaving Loom weaves up to 20 inches wide 

$1297 
Create your own ponchos, purses, belts, wall-hangings and placemats . , the stur- 
dy frame will last through continued and heavy use. Designed for fast, simple 
warping, it can be used for table or lap weaving. Includes 22x22x6'2-in. high 
walnut-finished hardwood loom, brass-color hardware and 66 yards of yarn. . 
enough for a 10x10-in. practice square. Complete illustrated operating instruc- 
tions, Patterns not included. For extra yarn, see Big Book. Ages 8 and up. 

49 C 2003—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces $12.97 

Art-A-Matic 

Adorable Beaded Doll Kit 

$449 

These two beautiful 5-inch dolls are so 
easy to make . . simply pin the beads 

$545 without. 

Fun, psychedelic pictures . . you just add the paint 

Starter Crochet Kits include 
washable acrylic yarn, crochet hook 

and easy, detailed instructions 

$697 | $366 
1 Afghan Kit. Crochet a beautiful 36x46-inch afghan in your choice of 

daisy motif squares or stripe lace design. The complete kit includes 800 
yards of yarn. Recommended for ages 8 and up. 

To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages under 
"Sears Roebuck and Co. Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
49 C 2206—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces Kit $6.97 

2 Beginner's Crochet Kit. Enjoy learning to crochet while making an 
adorable scarí and hat or vest and hat. Vest fits girls' sizes. Includes 480 

yards of yarn. Recommended for ages 9 and up. Why not pick up the phone 
and order it? 
49 C 2205—Shipping weight 10 ounces Kit $3.66 

3-in-1 Activity Set 

Learn to weave, knit $497 
and embroider 

batteries. " 
Three individually boxed kits with all ma 
terials and instructions. Contains one each: 
Knitting Kit for creating scarfs, hats; con- 

Switch on turntable, add paint and you get a new picture each time. 
Incl. 4 squeeze bottles of paint, 25 art boards (5x7 in.), 3 frames and 
spatter cover. Plastic base. Uses 2 "D" batteries (order below). 

49 C 20059—Ages б and up. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs, 12 oz. $5.45 

and sequins into the body forms, Kit in- 
cludes 2 plastic foam body forms, 2 doll 
heads, jewelry beads, sequins, simulat- 
ed pearls. Also includes filigree braid, 
pins and complete illustrated instruc- 
tions. Ages 10 and up. 

49 C 2022—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 

Refill Kit. 4 bottles of paint and 
36 art boards. Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 

Kit $2.65 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pack- 
age of two. Shipping wt. 11 oz. 

Kit $4.49 49 C 46996 Package $1.49 49C2138 

Classic 
Thoroughbreds 

Arabian Family 

tains 7 balls of yarn, round knitter, knitting 
needles. Embroidery Kit lets you embroider 
towels; includes 2 pieces of printed materi- 
al, thread, needle. Weaving Kit to make pot 
holders, placemats with weaving loom, bag 
of loopers, looper rod. Ages 8 to 12. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C 2306 Set $4.97 

Handsome pre-assembled Horse Replicas ев Miniature Family 

> 

Faby 
Cisino baad scan bw caaitiniat wertalechedcal: com 

Add to or start a collection with any or all of these sets . . or 
imagine yourself at the races watching your favorite thorough- 
breds. Made of sturdy, break-resistant plastic, Ages 4 and up. 

3 Miniature Family. Authentic reproduction of “Citation”, the 
famous sire of race horses, and his family. The three horses 

range in size from 2 to 2! inches high. 
49 C 20263—Shipping weight 10 ounces ....... VES Set $299 

Arabian Family. Three horses range in size from 4*4 to 8 
inches high. Includes decorated carrying case. 

49 C 20168—Shipping weight 1 lb. 3 ог................ Set $5.97 

5 Classic Thoroughbreds. 6! ;-inch high authentic reproduc- 
tions of three famous race horses: "Man О War", “Swaps” 

and “Kelso”. 
49 С 20265—Shipping weight 1 pound . Set $9.99 



2-bench Set 

Bookshelf 
Storage Chest 

$1699 

(1) Bookshelf Storage Chest 
Display or store toys and treasures, or write on 
the sliding chalkboard doors. 
CONSTRUCTION, FINISH: Sliding chalkboard 
storage doors with two open shelves on top. 
Wood-reinforced hardboard, screen-printed 
"Happy Valley" design. White lacquer finish. 
DIMENSIONS: 32x18x33% inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partially assembled, instruc- 
tions, eraser and chalk incl. Toys not incl. 
79 N 90348C—Shpg. wt. 22 lbs. ..... $16.99 

(2) 3-piece Deacon's Benches 
and Table Ensemble 

‘Youngsters can store toys neatly away in 3 
cu. ft. storage space under bench seat. 
CONSTRUCTION, FINISH. White lacquer fin- 
ish, screen-printed ADIT ME design. 

'ood-reinforced hardboard sides; hardboard 
tabletop, seats. 
ENSEMBLE INCLUDES: 1 table, 2 benches. 
DIMENSIONS: 24%¢x16x21 in, Ый table, 
23x14x25 in. high benches (including back). 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partially assembled, instruc- 
tions included. Toys, dishes not included. 
79 N 90277C—Shpg. wt. 32 bs. .....$29.99 

Toy Toter 

Storage space. © 
under seat 

Deacon's 
Bench only 

$1499 

“Do your own thing” 
with this unfinished 
ALL-WOOD Toy Chest 

$1999 

Have fun designing your own toy chest with plenty of storage for loads of toys. 
CONSTRUCTION. DIMENSIONS: Solid ponderosa pine wood lid and sides, Hard- 

bottom. Metal hinges. Stays open in any position. 30x165@x 15% inches high. 
FOR AGES: 1 year and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled, instructions included. 
79 N 9049C—Shipping weight 25 pounds . 

ТҮҮТҮН 

Deacon's Bench only. 
79 N 90345C—Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. .Еа. $14.99 

(3) Toy Toter 
CONSTRUCTION, FINISH; Rolls on Lucite® 
lastic casters. Tubular aluminum handles. 
'ood-reinforced hardboard. White lacquer fin- 

ish, screen-printed “Happy Valley” design. 
DIMENSIONS: 24x16x22 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assem- 
bled, instructions included. Toys not included. 
79 N 9035 1C—Shipping weight 12 lbs. $9.99 

Froggie makes Toy storage fun 

$1288 
So friendly-looking he encourages kids to open his big 
mouth to store toys inside. Great for indoor or outdoor use. 
Easy to clean . . . just wipe clean with damp cloth. 
WHAT HE'S MADE OF: Molded polyethylene plastic is light- 
weight yet durable. Rounded and ‘metal t hinges. 
DIMENSIONS: 24x20¥2 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 1 year and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Toys not included. If mailed, 
takes 15-Ib. rate. . . see page 276. 
79 М 90208L—Shipping weight 6 pounds ........ $12.88 



Erector? Sets 
The creative toy to grow up with 

(1) Master Erector* \ 

Our biggest. - . 900-piece Set features 2 motors. LE 
2-way hoist and 16 extra-wide girders See se э: 

$4999 х 

without 
Hammerhead battens 

(3) Junior Erector® (4) Builder Erector* 
420-pc. Set. 1 NON PU 250-pc. Set. 1-speed motor 

$2699 5:55 $1699 zi 

ERECTOR 25 Ln ERECTOR SEAT 

É ^ 

mn и E. Moon "vw [4] 3 

ig - 

(1thru4) Erector$ Sets Ex [ atalog М 
SETS INCLUDE: Battery-powered motors, а Motor y[ 7 | | Митре "oe 
heavy-duty Mese inch vinyl blueprint, 3-зреей | 27D 5 1 T 
instruction booklet and assorted Erector | 
hardware including: tools, pulleys, plates, (1) Master | jspeed|2“D"| Battery clips | 16 | 900pieces | 49С16841 | 9 |12| $4999 
axles, nuts, bolts and a variety of girders. Superhoist | 

CONSTRUCTION (2) Senior | 3-speed | 2“С” | Battery 12 | 62S pieces | 49016832 | 7 | 8| 37.99 Steel hardware, metal and plastic motors, = | power-pack osse] | 
plastic tires. (3) Junior | l-speed | 2 "D" Battery clips | 8 420 pieces 49C16821 | 5 | 8 26.99 

FOR AGES: 6 to adult. (4) Builder | 1-speed [ 2" | Battery clips i g 250 pieces | 48 C 16813 3T 16.99 

ALL etudes ТОК Alkaline “С” Batteries. Package of 2 (5) Р! E Chest. For E ts. 17x6x8 i Shi unassembled. Order sets from chart aline atterie: ackage о! 2. astic Storage est. For Erector sets. 17x6x8 in. 

SES ree require batteries, not includ- 49 С 46997—Shpg. wt. Soz. .Pkg. $1.39 Save $1.00 when bought with amy se (1 thru 4) above. 
ed, refer to chart for size needed and orderat Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2 49 C 1685—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. With any set above $6.99 
right. 49 C 46996—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. Pkg.$1.69 — 49 C 1685—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. Chest alone OIN 

Strap-it together and make 
it work with Strap-it 

90pece $997 | 45 pece $497 

Bend, fold and twist the straps into almost anything. 
SETS INCLUDE: Flexible plastic straps which connect 
bases and accessory pieces. Both sets contain 2 Strap-it 
Play Pals. 
FOR AGES: 3 and up. Due to small parts, not recom- 
mended for children under 3 years of age. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. 
49 C 16762— 90-piece Set Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 02... лге 
49 C 16758—45-piece Set Wt. 11b. 8oz. .... Set 4 

Catalog page scans 



Tike Slide for tun ш 

Wood. hardboard Play Gym for climbing 
sliding anc crawling inside or out 

$2499 Teeter Tike 
Rocker 

$1598 

Pede 

Supermarket 
Was *10.99 

59% 
without groceries 

Playhouse 

were $099. 
Clubhouse 

$897 

ай pase Senne анана Ка ӨЙ 

(1) Bean Bag Chair 
CONSTRUCTION: Wet-look vinyl. Rein- 
forced nylon stitching. Polyolefin back. 
Expanded styrene foam bead fill. About 
18x18x18 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: If mailed, 
takes 15-pound rate, see page 330. Shpg. 
wt. 6 lbs, 
79 N 90265L—Red , $10.87 
79N91002L— Yellow 10.87 
79N 91142L—Blue „+. 10.87 

(2) 7-piece Inflatable Furniture Set 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-duty vinyl. 
Sofa, 36x20x12 in. high; 2 chairs, 19х19іп. 
each. Hassock, 12!5-in. diam., 8% in. 
high; 14!2-in. diam. vin; vi-covered table- 
top with checkerboard design. 2 pillows. 
Vinyl carrying bag. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Sent deflated. Inflate by 
mouth or with vacuum. 
49 N 90122—Wt. 2 lbs. .....Set $7.97 

(3) Teddy Bear Chair 
CONSTR: Wipe-clean vinyl. Polystyrene 
bead fill. 21x22x22 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION d em 
takes 15-pound rate, see page 3. 
79 N91018L—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. KT 97 

(4) Wood, hardboard Play Gym 
CONSTR: Sturdy wood and hardboard 
with natural finish. 5912x1774x32*4 in. 
high. Slide is 31*4 in. long. Red and natu- 
ral wood color. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassem- 
bled. Instructions included. 
79 N 90521C—Shpg. wt. 221bs.$24.99 

(5) Tike Slide 
CONSTR: Sturdy molded polyethylene 
with smooth corners. 31x15x17 in. high 
overall. Orange color. 
FOR AGES: 1'; to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION E апе; 
takes 15-pound rate, see page 
79 N 90048L—Shpa. wt. Y tI 98 

(6) Teeter Tike Rocker 
CONSTRUCTION: Doublewall polyethyl- 
ene with smooth corners. 34x12x15 in. 
high. Green with blue grips. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERI NFORMATION: If mailed, 
takes 15-10, rate, see page 330. 
79 N 90049L—Shpg. wt, 12 lbs. $15.98 

7) Mickey Mouse Clubhouse 
ig enough for 4 Mouseketeers. 2 open 

windows. Front door opens and closes. 
White with blue, red, yellow trim. 
CONSTR: Corrugated paper fiberboard. 
37x35x50 inches high. Doorway is 3215 
inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassem- 
bled. Instructions included. If mailed, 
takes 15-pound rate, see page 330. 
79 N91332L—Wt. 11 lbs. $8.97 
Disney characters © Walt Disney Productions 

[UR Playhouse 
ite Dutch colonial styling with wood- 

look trim. 3 "shuttered" windows. Floor 
for added stability 
ONSTR: Corrugated paper fiberboard. 

4n 2x36x60 inches high. Doorway is 42 
inches hi, 
FOR А! 3 to 8 years. 
OR INFO: Unassembled. Instructions 
incl. If mailed, takes 15-pound rate, see 
page 330 for details. 
79 N 9036 1L—Shpz. wt. 13 lbs. .$9.99 

(9) Supermarket. Reduced from our 
1977 Christmas Book. 
WHAT YOU GET: Shelf unit with 3 
shelves, painted background of make-be- 
lieve merchandise, 2-door "freezer", plas- 
tic play phone. Checkout counter with 
play cash register and sliding drawer. 
CONSTRUCTION: Corrugated paper fi- 
berboard with a simulated woodgrain- 
look. Shelf unit is 27!2x10!4x48 in. high. 
Counter is 24x27!2x12 in. high. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instructions 
incl. Groceries not incl., see pages 482, 
483. If mailed, takes 15-pound rate; see 
page 330 for details. 
79 М 9052L—Shpz. wt. 11 Ibs, ..49.99 



Introducing... BARBIE? 
DREAM HOUSE WITH FURNITURE 

Join Barbie and her friends for hours 
of fun with this large 3-foot high x 4 foot 

long house. So beautiful. * it's 
your dream come true! 

Back view of beautiful 
Barbie Dream House 

ie® Dream House with furniture. Six large rooms of exciting 
. You'll have hours of enjoyment with your a Is, pretending that 

they're preparing food in the microwave/oven range, loi in the living 
room or watching T.V. Doors and windows really ipu and close. Window 
box planters are complete with “plants”. Realistic detail on the floors and 
walls. House opens up to 3 sections for Баре and easy access to rooms. 
Heavy, durable and washable plastic in brigh t, cheerful colors. 4 ft. long by 
3 ft. high. Fully detailed plastic furniture for all six rooms: refrigerator, 
microwave/oven range; living room sofa, chair and end table; vg and 
кас bed, nightstand and rug; dining room, 2 chairs and all accessories; 

., table and television. Adult assembly required. 
AGES AND ORDER INFO: 4 to 10 years. Warranted by Mattel. Write for 

. See page 322. Dolls and car not included. Order separately below. 
See “N” suffix on 22. 
79 C31102N Shipping weight 39 pounds .................. $109.97 

(2 апа 3) аай Kissing Dolls by Mattel. These dolls have а Su- 
por face which, when activated, tilts head back, gives a kiss and a simu- 
ated kissing noise. Vinyl with painted eyes, Complete poseability with 
bendabie knees. Twist 'п turn waist. Rooted hair. Compiete with "tube of 

lipstick" which leaves an imprint whenever doll kisses. Dressed in 
lip imprint dress. Doll stand and bouquet of flowers included. 
AGES, ORDER INFORMATION: 3 years and over. 
(2) 49 C 30046— Kissing Barbie. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
(3) 49 C 30048— Kissing Christie. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

(n Supers Superstar Кап. Ken. 12-inch plastic body, painted m Molded blonde 
knees. Twist ‘n turn waist. vp s 

sunglasses. look jumpsuit erdum belt. Ring, bracelet, watch 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 to 10 
49 C 30033—Shipping weight 1 pound. 

5) Corvette Sports Car. Red of latest model fand тат ро! replica 

«$6.57 

Corvette. Decal, 
eM. МЕЕН and "chrome" wheel discs. Seats 

enough to fit 12-inch dolls. T-top styling. Plastic; 18 in. long. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 years. 
49 C 31115—Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces ................ $3.47 

[o ветре Baby-sits Set. One 3-inch tall, edm baby with mud 
hair. Rose print flannel and lace blanket; tul D жар, hornon си 

plastic bear and duck, washcloth, bib, oid 
тозе print flannel baby, саде Mek oot опе 
ETUR Е 
AGI 
49 C 31176—Shipping weight 6 ounces ........ eee 



Drive and unload automatically 
Run Sears Mini- Transporter forward and reverse.. 
turn, unload, even unhitch cab by pushing buttons 

Sold only at Sears 

3999. 

Tailgate Ramp lowers 
drops down for unloading 

Cab unhool Side wheels lower 
to raise trailer 

Haul up to 14 “MATCHBOX”, 

HOT WHEELS? or other miniature cars 

Miniature car buffs will be fascinated by this all 
action, remote-controlled Auto Transport Truck 
Cab and trailer are sturdy high-impact plastic with 
rubber tires, detailed cab interior, and even a 
rear-view mirror. Hooked together, cab and trailer 

measure 1410х4х414 inches high with tailgate up 
The 6-button plastic remote-control unit 

30-1001 long cord. From Japan. Uses 4 “C” bat 
teries (not included), order package below. Use your 
phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all 

$ 49 м 5804—Shipping weight 2 pounds $9.99 
"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 м 8406—Shipping weight 12 oz Pkg. $119 

Turn crank 
car rolls Rack goe: 

Cut 10% 
The busiest 

Service Station 
in mini-car city 

Levers do the work for you 

through up and down 

car wast 

Push catapult 
button t 
eject car 

Pricedtobe Was $4.99 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL $449 

This rugged plastic station offers 

all the services of the stations 
that Dad goes to, then skoots 

car back into traffic. Clear plastic 
roof lets you see detailed interior 

Inspect car 
on turntable 

Pump rings aia tan 11%4x8x5 inches high. From Japar 
Shipping weight 2 pound 

49 N 59046... $4.49 

‘diab Dade scade by ийа аилана айа 

АП these cars 
can be used on 

Mini Transporter 

or Sky Park Garage 

on opposite page 

All cars in sets listed 

below are die-cast metal 

and 2 to 3 inches long 

4-piece Car Set. All have racing 
suspensions, “mag” wheels, slicks. 
Set includes Paddy Wagon, TNT- 
Bird, Custom Charger, F 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49 N 54619 Set $2.99 

6-piece Car Set. Flashy 
and race cars . . Chaparral 2G. - 
tom Eldorado, Twinmill*, Lola 
GT70, Custom Volkswagen and 
Python® 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 54604 Set $444 

"MATCHBOX" 
Xu 

6-piece Car Set. Includes Dodge 
Charger MKIII, Mercedes Benz 
Ambulance, Iso Grifo, VW Camper, 
Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow, Lam- 
borghini Miura 

Shipping weight 13 ounces 
49 N 54602 ..Set $3.29 

6-piece Car Set. Includes Field 
Car, Lotus Racer, Ford Zodiac, 
VW 1600TL. Rolls-Royce Coupe, 
Mercury Commuter. 

Shipping weight 13 ounces. 
49 N 54607 „Set $3.29 

"MATCHBOX"'* is the registered trade- 
mark owned by Lesney Products & Co 
Ltd., England 

—, JOHNNY 
=Д мє 

4-piece Car Set. Includes Sand 
Stormer, Mad Maverick, Stilletto, 
and A. J. Foyt Indy Racer. 

Shipping weight 10 ounces. 

49 N 54581 Set $2.99 

FQCORGI - 
DT AS P 
ПОСЕ, 

6-ріесе Car Set. Wheels and chas 
sis remove for cleaning and tune. 
ups. Includes Beach Buggy, Ріпіп 
farina, Porsche Carrera, Carabo, 
Eldorado, Todd Sweeney Stock 
Car. Made in England 

Shipping weight 12 ounces 
49 N 54606 Set $444 



Turn a rough slab of 
stone into a sparkling 
gem by grinding 
any shape you want 

Mini-Mini Hothouse 
Temperature is controlled electrically to provide the best 
growth conditions for your flower and vegetable plants 

Watch seeds and cuttings spring up from 32 Gro- Refill for Mini-Mini 
Bloks enriched with plant food fertilizer. . no messy Hothouse. 32 Gro- 
soil needed. Includes 10 different seed packets (in- Bloks, fertilizer, in- 

Таріи x i cluding flowers, popcorn, cactus and even a money structions included. 

o ATA = plant), 2 transplant trays, planting book, instruc- Shpg. wt. 8 oz. in flower pot 
тоа NEL tions. UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 13х8х5У,іп. 49 N 22783..$1.95 тоша 

high Buy it the easy way—order by 
с 49N 72782 Shippine wht ТЕ dos Kit өт өө reco 525 



Items shown on facing page 

Sturdy 55x29 inch Table 
doubles your fun. . 

rack up the balls for pool 

or use the extra top 

for Table Tennis 

$4988 

A toy pool table with features you 
would expect to find only on adult ta. 

bles. Lively extruded rail cushions for 
professional-type play. Drop tray for ball 
return and storage. Wide, wood-grained 
top rails. High impact polyethylene cor- 
ner caps and liners. "The %,-in. thick раг. 
ticle board surface has a green sueded 
cotton billiard cloth. Solid wood frame, 
particle board end panels. Legs fold for 
storage. 28 in. high. Includes 1*/-in. balls 
(15 numbered, 1 cue ball), two 38-in. rub- 
ber-tipped cue sticks, triangle, instruc 
tions. 
Change to extra hardboard top for ta 

ble tennis, Net, 2 paddles, ball. 
79 C 65829N—Shpg. wt. 67 lbs. ....849.88 

50x27-inch Pool Table 

with wood-grained panels 

$3188 
2 Sturdy table has solid wood frame 

and wood-grained particle board end 
panels. 5/,-in. particle board playing sur 
face covered with green sueded cotton 
billiard cloth. Lively extruded cushions. 
Drop tray for ball return, storage. High 
impact polyethylene corner caps and lin- 
ers. Wood-grained top rails, Has: 1'/,-in. 
balls (15 numbered, 1 cue ball), two 38-in. 
rubber-tipped cue sticks, triangle, playing 
instructions. Table stands 26 in. high. 
79 C 65831N—Shpg. wt. 45 Ibs. ....$31.88 

NOTE: Tables above sent 
motor carrier or express. 

Metal Pool Tables 

(3 and 4 ) Strong steel frame tables with 
à rich wood-grained look. Cloth covered 
hardboard playing surface, rubber cush- 
ions, Automatic ball return and magnetic 
scoring device. Set of 1-in. plastic balls 
(15 numbered and 1 cue ball), two 24-in. 
rubber-tipped wooden cue sticks, molded 
plastic ball rack. Includes rule book. 
Toys can be ordered from pages 431 to 
600 until August 16, 1974. 

3 Floor Model. 30x18x29 in. high. Steel 
legs fold for easy storage. 

79 С 65138C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $15.49 

4 Tabletop Model, 30x18x3 inches 
high. Stores in a snap . . no legs to 

fold, just set it on end in nearest closet. 
79 C 65098C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. ...... $9.99 

Pivot Pool. . a tabletop game 
by Milton Bradley 

5 Features pivot shooter that adjusts 
for hard, medium or soft shots . . piv- 

ots 360* to shoot in any direction. Auto- 
matic ball return. Two-tone wood- 
grained plastic table has heavy cloth 
playihg surface. Lively bumpers, table 

levelers adjust for even playing surface. 
With 16 plastic balls (7 solid color, 7 
striped, 8-ball, cue ball), rack, instruc- 
tions, Measures 32x19 in. wide. 
79 C65635C—Shpg. wt. 11 lbs. ....$1297 

Сый раб scans by сайлана тиза иса Gom 

Wow! 125 different Games in one set! 

VALJE 

on 583 Such a low price for this 
Carrom Set with stand, 

reversible board and pe 
all the equipment you need Playing Board iun pow 
to play 125 exciting games ior 
Play checkers, chess, carroms and more on this reversible board. Natural-finish board of 3-ply plywood is 26x16 in. with dovetailed corners, Wood frame, net pockets, 26-inch wood stand, 2 cues, carrom rings, tops, numbered discs, flies, score tab. Includes instr. 88 pieces in all. For up to 4 players, Ages 7 and up. 
79 C 65288C—Shipping weight 8 pounds . 
49 C 65149—29 extra plastic Carrom Rings. Shipping weight 8 ounces 

Paddle Pool. . bat the ball 
in opponent's pocket to score 

Up to 4 players swing paddles to send ball 
into opponents' goals and score. High score 
wins. Plastic. 1 ball, 4 paddles. 
18'/x18'/.x4-in. high playing area. 
79 C 65562C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. .. $4.97 

Skittles Game. . add kick sticks | ,Sorversto 
to convert to Kik-it Hockey 

Two terrific games in one. For Skittles, 
spin top . . it ricochets through holes to 
topple pins. Put in kick sticks . . score 
goals or block for Kik-it Hockey. Sturdy 
wood box with end nets, 30x14x4 in. high. 
78 C 65283C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. $9.99 

Bas-Ket. . real play action 

where you control the shots 

Up to 6 players sink shots using 6 lever- 
controlled flippers . . shoot from almost 
any position on the 20x12-inch embossed 

fiberboard court. Includes 2 scoreboards, 
fold-down nets, plastic ball, rules. 
49 C 6502—Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. $4.47 

Foto-Electric Football. . 

Official Pro Football 
Hall of Fame Game 

Slide in your preprinted offensive pattern 
- . opponent slides in defensive alignment 
- . lighted electric Play-Viewer shows the 
result. Over 1000 play combinations. 19x 
1474x474, in. UL listed. 110-120-v. 60-с. AC. 
79 C 65021C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $697 



Mouse Trap $577 

around board building the kooky, 
chain-reaction mousetrap. Final- 
ly, a turn of the crank starts parts 
moving, balls rolling and levers 
shuttling until MOUSETRAP! . . 
one unlucky player's mouse is 
caught. For ages 6 and up. 
49 № 65778—Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz, . $5.77 

Hands Down $388 
Get "slap-happy" with Hands 
Down, the exciting, action card 
game by Ideal. Pick a card. . 
match a card. . then WHAM, it's 
Hands Down! The last one loses. 
Game includes card deck and 
plastic slam-o-matic machine. 
Great fun for ages 7 and up. 
48 N 6507—Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. ... 83.88 

Hollywood Squares $557 
Take turns being contestant and 
emcee in this game of celebrity 
tic-tac-toe. It's played like the 
stars play it on TV. Over 1000 
different questions . . multiple 
combinations for new games. 2 or 
more players, ages 10 and up. 
49 N65122—Wt 11b.4 0z. ..$557 

Aurora Derby 

$1 797 

Pinball-type shooting skill keeps your horse out front. Each time one of 
your steel balls goes up the ramp and lands in the hole, a mechanical im- 
pulse makes your horse race forward . . miss and your horse stands still. 
Flag pops up at finish line to post winner. Plastic and metal construction. 
33Vax15Vgx 12v in. high. For 2 to 4 racing fans, ages 6 and up, 
79 М 65835C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ........................ 917.97 

Plays fast as hockey. 
yet scores like handball. . 

not just a game— 
a whole new sport 

"This rousing tabletop cousin of handball is a whole new sport of exhilarating, 
fast-paced fun. Players grip knobbed blocks and use them to slam the ball 

into the lively rubber cushion and back to the opponent's side. Smashing 
bank shots and soft, carefully-placed finesse shots are all part of the 

game, The 35x23-inch plastic play table comes with two i 
and rules. Fun for adults as well as children. Ages 8 and up. 
79 М 65116L—Shipping weight 11 pounds .. 

into 
drives, 

ҮТҮКТҮН 

2 to 4 players move their mice 

"All in One" \ / 
Hockey and Bowling D 

Game Table re 
Sturdy wood frame with 

hard board playing surfaces 

$1944 
One side features One-on-One Hockey with movable goalie, net, 
pucks and hockey stick. Ten-in-One game board on the other side 
has everything you need for 10 popular games—bowling, shuffle- 
board, skill ball, ring toss, bocci, marble roll, tic-tac-toe, obstacle 
bowling, strikes and spares and one shot, 52x21x18 in. high. 
79 М 65232L-Ages over 6. Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs, . 919.44 

ә Pendulum 
Pool 

Skittle Pool 

$1422 
Pivot $ 1644 
Pool 

Hustle up the action of big-time pool . . 
anytime, anywhere . . with one of these 

Tabletop Pool Games 
1 Skittle Pool. Position cue ball next to “magic cue" under the skittle 

stand, pull back swinging ball, aim and shoot. Felt-covered hardboard 
surface, plastic frame, 23!5x23'4x3*4 in. high. 10 numbered balls, cue ball, 
rack and score counter. Automatic ball return. Ы 
79 М 65803C—Ages 6 and up. Shipping weight 10 pounds . .........$14.22 

2 Pendulum Pool. Place pendulum behind cue ball and line up shot . . 
swing mallet to sink one of 10 numbered balls. Felt-covered hard- 

board, plastic. 22x22x2*4 in. high. Rack, score counter, automatic ball 
return. Ages 6 and up. 
79 N 65827C—Shipping weight 8 рошпдз........................ $1144 

3 Pivot Pool. Set cue ball on pivoting shooter, adjust for hard or soft 
shot, aim and shoot. Rack and 16 balls—7 solids, 7 stripes, 8-ball and 

cue ball. Felt-covered hardboard surface, wood-grained plastic frame. 
32V4x19 in. wide. Automatic ball return. Rubber-tipped leg levelers. 
79 М 65635C—Ages 8 and up. Shipping weight 12 pounds . ......... $1644 

x [Bears] 521 



SPINWELDER*" Race Car Factory 
Complete with everything you need to build a race car 

. just weld the frame together, rivet on body parts 

Rev it up, set car on the 
ground . . it's off. Includes 
welding tool, pre-printed 
body panel, 36 beams, 48 
welding rods, 100 rivets. 
Also 2 rubber band tires, 2 
large wheels, 2 spoke 
wheels, accessories, instruc- 
tions. 14 in. long. Metal. 
Uses 6-volt battery (order 
below). Ages 7 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49C2222 «Set 87.44 

6-volt Battery. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

49 С46992..............81.75 

without 
battery 

Чарт? 
s 

Famous Monsters Plaster-Casting Set 

Create your own Frankenstein monster 
and Wolfman 

$499 

Have fun casting these 5-іп, high realistic- 
looking famous monsters in plaster . . deco- 
rate them to look just like they do in the 
movies. Set includes 2 reusable molds, one 
26-0z. box of plaster, 4 bottles of paint, 2 
brushes, sandpaper, masking tape, 2 mixing 
bags and instructions. Ages 8 and up. 
49 C 20207—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz. .. Set $4.99 

Welder is bat- 
tery powered 

Shrunken 
Head Apple 
Sculpture 

Special 
"shrinker" 
attaches to 
any standard 
table lamp 

5744 

CANvertibles . . to recycle cans 

Recycle used cans of all kinds . . make attractive 
desk sets, banks, vases and other useful containers. 

Play Teddy Bear 
. tall. He's fun to make and so 

huggable, too. Simply sew body and head 

These fascinating creatures are fun to create and 
make an unusual collection. Apples dry in only a few 
hours. Decorate them any way you choose . . just 

Measures 162 

pieces together and fill him with soft foam. 
Then attach his eyes, nose and tongue . . he's 
ready to cuddle. Kit incl. head, body plush fab- 
ric, felt, polyurethane foam, needle, thread, 

Set contains velour and burlap fabric sheets, yards 
of colorful decorative trim and mounting adhesive. 
Also includes a variety of patterns and complete 
instructions. Cans not included. Recommended for 
ages 8 and up. 

carve the faces, dry apples (not incl.) with the special 
shrinker, and attach eye beads and synthetic “hair”. 
Contains shrinker, plastic sculpting tool, supply of 
beads, paint, clear glaze, "hair" and cord. Recom- 
mended for ages 10 and up. glue and complete instructions. Ages 8 and up. 

49 C 23066—Shipping wt. 1 lb. . .-Kit $5.97 49C2021—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. . Set $5.66 49 C 21085—Shipping weight 1 lb. 7 ог......... $7.44 

$ E Butterfly and Insect 
Mounting Kit 

A great hobby, a fun 
way to study nature 

Twp 
A complete kit to help you study the insect world year 'round. Great for 
Science projects or for starting your own private collection. Kit contains 5 
tropical butterflies, butterfly net, magnifying glass, pins, plastic tweezers 
and eye-dropper. Also softening fluid, dispatching fluid, mounting board 
and illustrated instructions. Ages 8 and up. 
49 C 2020—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ................. Kit $4.99 

Ant City $649 
See ants live, work as they do in nature 

magnifiers let you catch all the action 
Watch nature's engineers dig tunnels, build bridges and 
move objects many times their size in the 4 stackable 53⁄4- 
inch high modules. Ants (mailed separately) travel between 
escape-resistant plastic modules through vinyl tubing. In- 
cludes tubing, sand, tweezers, eyedropper and food. Send 
enclosed coupon to order supply of ants . . ants cannot be 
shipped to Hawaii or Tenn. Ages 8 and up. 
49 C 20244—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 ол................ $6.49 

208 [Sears] 525 
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Youngsters can play games, give parties or just “sit-n-rock” 
Solidly built wood furniture with non-toxic finish . . . in Colonial or Early American styles 

(1) 27-inch 
maple-finished 

Musical Wood Rocker 

$1795 
Music box plays lullaby 
while youngster rocks. 
CONSTRUCTION, FINISH: 
Non-toxic maple-finished 
hardwood. Colonial-sty! 
with turned legs, shape 
arms and rocker runners. 

DIMENSIONS; 12%x10-in. 
seat, 10 inches from floor. 
Overall h 
FOR AGES: 2 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly as- 
sembled. Ae wt. 8 Ibs. 
79N90451C ....$17.95 

(2) 23-inch 
maple-finished 

Musical Wood Rocker 

$1399 
Sturdy table and chair set with room for four DIMENSIONS: Table measures 26x21x21 

Your child rocks gently to play, party or learn. inches high. Four 24-inch high chairs. 13x11- 
while music box plays a fa- CONSTRUCTION, FINISH: Non-toxic maple inch seats stand 11 inches from floor. 
vorite lullaby, finish. Hardwood and frame. Table top, РОВ AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
CONSTRUCTION, FINISH: chair seats and of particleboard with ^ ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assem- 
Non-toxic maple-finished hardwood veneer. Chairs with spindle Баск bled. Tea set not included. 
hardwood. Colonial-sty inserts. Made in Romania. 79 М 90401L—Wt. 42 Ibs. .....Set $29.99 
with turned legs, shape: 
arms, rocker runners. 

hea with dec- 
oration. 
DIMENSIONS: 114х9%-їп. 
seat, 9 in. from floor. Over- 
all height 23 inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO; Partly as- 
sembled. РЕ Е 
79 М90445С ....$13.99 

(3) 21-inch 
maple-finished 
Wood Rocker 

$999 
Rocking's great fun for any 
youngster and a chair of 
their very own makes them 
feel grown-up. 
CONSTRUCTION, FINISH: 
Non-toxic maple-finished 
hardwood. Authentic colo- 

тоер тиреу. One colo Walnut-finished Table and Bentwood Chairs 
oration headboard, — CONSTRUCTION. FINISH: Sturdy walnut- ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assem- 

DIMENSION Б beaten finished solid hardwood table and 2 chairs. bled. Tea set not included. Order extra chairs 
seat, 8% in. fro . NSIONS: in. high. Te м Overall height 21 inches. AM d гы Reds ун 79 N 90184C—Shpg. wt. 26 lbs. Set $24.98 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. inches from floor. Extra Chair for set above. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly as- FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 79 N 90188C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. Each $9.98 
sembied. Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 
79 N 90441C...... 59.99 

Sturdy wood and hardboard Play Gym 
Fun-filled hours on ladder, slide or crawl-through space 

use gym inside or outside house 

Children can have fun on a playground right in their own hom 
or use outside as well. Keeps children busy year round while siding 
muscle development and coordination. They can climb up the ladder, 
slide down the slide and стах! through the inside. 
CONSTRUCTION. FINISH: Sturdy all wood and hardboard construc- $2499 
tion with the natural finish of wood. 
DIMENSIONS: Gym measures 59! inches long, 177% inches wide and 
3234 inches high. Smooth slide is 31% inches long. 
FOR AGES 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipped partially assembled. 
79 М 9052 1C—Shipping weight 22 pounds............. .$24.99 \ 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone 

525 
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500-pc. set 

$1988 

Piece together a frontier Main 
Street with Lincoln Logs 
Frontier Town Logs Set 

Over 500 pieces make a complete frontier 
town including a bank, general store, dress 
shop and more. 
SET INCLUDES: Assorted 34-in. wooden k 
grooved to fit together. Plus roof panels, 
signs, eys, hit post and pump. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions. 
49 C 1678—Wt. 7 Ibs. 8 ог. ....5е $19.88 

340-pc oe 51599 
"ur $1199 
"um 56% 

Lincoln Logs Pioneer Cabin Sets 

Build pioneer cabins and fortresses with 
these rugged looi pioneer log sets. 
SETS INCLUDE: Assorted %-in. thick wooden 
logs; grooved to fit together. Plus plastic ga- 
bles, chimneys and roof pieces. Instr. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10. Not for ages under 3. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 
340-piece Set. Builds 1 big, 3 small cabins. 
49 C 16203—Wt. 6 lbs. 13 oz. . .Set $15.99 
267-piece Set. Builds 1 big, 2 small cabins. 
49 C 16202—Wt. 5 lbs. 2 oz. ...Set $11.99 
130-piece Set. Builds 1 big, 1 small cabin. 
49 C 16201—Wt. 2 lbs. 13 oz. ...Set $6.49 

Nuts & Bolts Wooden 
Construction Sets 
150-pc. set. | 115-pc. set 

$1488 | $988 
Easy, hand assembly lets you put together 
cranes, towers, buildings or almost anything. 
SETS INCLUDE: Hardwood beams, pulleys, 
nuts, bolts, girders and panels. Project book. 

made in Taiwan. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 15. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. 
150-piece Set 
49 C 16801—Wt 5 lbs. 12 oz. . .Set $14.88 

115-piece Set 
49 C 1679—Wt. 4 lbs. 8oz...... Set 9.88 

чана sage scans by сайтан masetechwicl pm 

Build and rebuild buildings, 
airports and bridges with 

snap-together Girder and Panel Sets 

(1) Girder and Panel 
World Famous 
Buildings Sets 

700-pc. set 440-pc. set 

$1795 | 5999 
With elevator Without elevator 

Build a 3-ft. tower with 700-pc. set. 
700-piece Set 
SET INCLUDES: Working elevator with 
hand operated hoist, 700 plastic beams, 
columns, vinyl windows. Three 6x12-in. 
hai bases, project book. 
FOR AGES: 7 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembi 
49 C 16302—Wt 5 lbs. . zr $17.95 

440-piece Set 
SET INCLUDES: 440 plastic beams, col- 
umns, and vinyl window panels. Two 
6x12-in. hardboard bases, project book- 
let. Elevator not includ 
FOR AGES: 7 and up. 

gonea Teat it oz. 
49 C 16306 . n Set $9.99 

International 
Airports Set 

With jet plane 

Building 

World Famous 
Buildings Sets 

Bridge and 
Highway Set 

Triple 
Diamond é 

(2) Girder and Panel 
International 
Airports Set 

"ue $1195 
Build replicas of a big city air- 
pa like New York, London, 

Francisco or Chicago . 
then put it into operation. Land 
the big jet plane on the runway, 
taxi over to the terminal, load 
the cargo onto the working con- 
veyor belt. 

SET INCLUDES: A cargo con- 
veyor belt that really works, jet 
plane, control tower, radar 
Scope and miniature figures. 
Plus Dm get 345 plastic girder, 

panel pieces that snap to- 
gi Two 6x12-in. hardboard 

project booklet. 
FOR AGES: 7 and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Unassembled. 
a 2 Ibs. 1 
49C1 743. ТЕ 98 11.95 

Interstate 

(3) Girder and Panel 
Bridge and 
Highway Set 

«02е $1 (999 

Build your own bri roadwa: 
. use MATCHBOX® or Hi 

WHEELS? vehicles (not incl., 
sold pgs. 568, 570-572) to travel 
wherever imagination takes you. 
SET INCLUDES: 400 plastic 
pieces: columns, braces, 15 ft. of 
roadway track, signe, lis lights, stop 

cars not 
included 

FOR AGES: 7 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 



Wood Rocking 
Horse 

$1687 

Kid-powered Toys. . . rock, spin or just ride around 
m кес 

Pal-O-Mine 
Rocker for 

toddlers who 
love to rock 

$566 

(1) Pal-O-Mine Rocker for toddlers 
CONSTR: Smooth natural wood with screened pinto 
design, 1634x7'!2x1014 inches high. Seat is 4 inches 
high. Brown, burnt orange and natural wood colors. 
FOR AGES: Up to 2 yrs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. 
49 N 91316—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 6 oz... .. $5.66 

(2) Space Shuttle with steerable handlebars 
CONSTRUCTION: Molded plastic in black and gold 
color. Decorated with space decals. 21x934x10*4 in. 
high. Seat height is 104 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Assembled. 
79 N 47501C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ....$4.94 

(3) Wood Rocking Horse with pine finish 
CONSTRUCTION: Wood. 2534x15!4x2074 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 114 to 4 yrs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Assembled. 
79 N 91352C—Shipping weight 7 pounds ...$16.87 

Roller Rider with 
go-anywhere wheels 

(4) Winnie Coaster. Take him for a ride anywhere. 
CONSTRUCTION: Doublewall yellow and brown poly- 
ethylene plastic. 4-in. wheels with steel axles. Plastic 
handgrips. Mop-top hair and tail. Non-removable 
eyes. 17 in. long; seat, 1524 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. 
79 N 47619C—Shipping weight 6 pounds .... $7.84 

Sitn Spin 
(5) Sit ‘n Spin by Kenner. Toddlers just sit on the $ 88 
Seat and turn the wheel on the center pole and spin. 1 1 
CONSTRUCTION: Lightweight, foamed polypropyl- 
ene, Seat is 3 in. high. Overall diameter is 18 inches. 
FOR AGES: 1172 to 5! years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. 
79 N 44054C—Shipping weight 7 pounds ...$11.88 

(6) Roller Rider. "Ball" wheels make this rider suit- 
for grass, sand, sidewalk or carpet. 

CONSTR: Molded plastic. 24 in. long; seat, 9 in. high. 
Blue wheels, yellow seat and red handlebars. 
FOR AGES: 11% to 3 yrs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Assembled. 
79 N 47482C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ....$8.88 

с (7), Li'l Lion Rider/Walker. Toddlers can practice 
their first steps by pushing it along or sit and ride hold- 
ing on to lion's ears when handle is removed. Store 
toys under seat in storage compartment. 
CONSTR: Molded plastic. 1812х17х131%; seat, 714 in. 
high. Yellow with red wheels. 
FOR AGES: 11% to 3 yrs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. 
79 N 47468C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. . .. . 

(8) 10-inch wheel Girls’ Trike with B. t 
CONSTRUCTION: Nylon bearing wheels, steel spokes. 
Semi-pneumatic whitewall tires. . . 10x15%-in. front 
tire, 7x1! z-in. rear. Tubular steel frame with light blue 
finish. 25x15'9x24 in. high. Steel step plate. White en- 
ameled fender. Adjustable saddle and chrome-plated 
handlebars. White vinyl handle grips, pedals and bas- 
ket. Blue and white vinyl streamers. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years with inseam of 1312 in. or 

n more. Measure distance from crotch to floor. F 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions included. ” 
79 М 87009C—Shipping weight 13 pounds ..$17.88 

$8.94 53 on Trailer (10) when you 
aiso buy Trike with Hitch (9) 

Trailer (10) Taw $ 289 | ought with Trike $959 

= 

with Mitch (9) 

(9) 10-inch wheel Trike with Trai Hitch 7 
CONSTRUCTION: Tubular steel frame with red baked- Y 
enamel finish 25х15!-;х24 inches high. White enameled | 
handlebars with red molded plastic finger grips. Plastic 
fender. Steel rear step deck. White plastic pedals. 
Semi-pneumatic tires. . . 10x1"4-inch front tire, 
7Tx1'z-inch rear. Steel trailer hitch. 
FOR AGES: 1*4 to 3 years with inseam of 13% in. or < 
more. Measure distance from crotch to floor. $1" "88 | 
ORDER INFO. Unassembled. Instructions included. в 
79 М 87015C— Shipping weight 12 lbs. .... 81499 17 i8) a 
(10) Trailer 4 i 
CONSTR: Steel body with red enamel finish. Curled 
edges. Steel axles. Plastic wheels, 7х2® in. wide. 
34! 2x18x6' in. high. Tongue fits trike (9) sold above. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions included. 
79 N 86062C—WL. 10 lbs....... Trailer alone $12.89 
Trailer when bought with Trike (9) .............. 59.89 
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SUN LOVIN' MALIBU BARBIE 
AND HER FRIENDS 

Golden tanned Barbie and Ken, along with Super Teen Skipper, 
will enjoy a backyard barbecue and a refreshing swim in this 

large 3¥2-foot wide backyard swimming pool and cabana 

Vanity and Chair 
with accessories 

your до! 
beauty center 

My Рә! Horse. 7 
keeps your 

11 zin. doll sitting properly 
Mommy and Me On horse 

(1) Poo! and Cabana. Vinyl-coated cardboard backyard set. “Grass yard" is (5) Mommy and Me. In matching colorful outfits. Dressed as shown. Plastic, 
41х27 inches wide. Kidney-shaped pool is plastic, 21x28x214 inches high . movable arms and legs; heads and waists turn. Rooted hair; painted eyes. Mother 
holds up to 2 inches of water. Cabana, table with umbrella, 4 stools, ice chest, is 11% inches tall; daughter is 7 inches tall. 
pitcher and 6 cups, barbecue grill, utensils, hand net, filter and vacuum, swim- AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 
ming ring, floating swim guard line, 2 rafts, chaise lounge. 2 chipboard flower- 49 C 30029— Shipping weight 4 ounces 
pots with plastic plants. 
да ORDER INFO: 3 to 12 years. Not recommended for ages under 3dueto (6) My Pal Horse. Made of plastic. Legs, neck, tail are poseable. Vinyl western 

Beat assembled. Dolls not included. saddle, Yridle, reins and bit. 10% in. tall; 14 in. long. 
с 17 hipping weight 6 pounds ............ .....$11.99 AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 years and over. 

49 С 31104—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces $6.99 
(2 thru 4) Fashion dolls by Mattel . . . featuring Sun Lovin’ Malibu 

Barbie and Ken and Super Teen Skipper. Vinyl. Bent elbows. twist waist and (7) Vanity and Chair with accessories. Plastic. Clothes tree; 3 hangers. Night- 
ed hair. Barbie and Ken have mirrored sunglasses; beach bag; Skipper has 16; СОТЫ, brush, hand mirror, hair curlers and rug. 
skateboard, safety equipment, long skirt, extra shoes, brush and mirror. AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 years. Not for ages under 3, due to small parts. For 1 
Cu agis cri isti M RA уена epo ec Ede 49 а а анса do. eight 9 ounces FR c Medo EE a Cr rU 

2) _11%-in. Sun Lovin’ Malibu Barbie. Dressed in bikini. (8 and 9) Rattan Furniture. Imported. _ sells 
А сзобат Shipping weght emcee ..$3.77 AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 10 years. For fashion dolls up to 12 in. high. 

Set (3) 1240, Sun Lovin’ Malibu Ken. Dressed in aqua swim trunks. B) Rattan Bedroom Set B), Rattan Dining | 
49 C 30095— Shipping weight 12 ounces. Ж _.$3.77 with headboard, 2 wall units. able and 4 pedestal chairs. 

49 C31253—Wt 10ог....5е $5.97 49C31252—Wt.Soz... Set $5.97 
Bedroom (8) and Dining Set (9). * 

hipping weight 10 ounces. . ......- ...$5.97 49C31168—Wt 1502. ...Set $9.94 ‘sates [Sears] 525 
(4) _9%in, Super Teen Skipper. Dressed in shorts and T-shirt ou 
49 C 300965 
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Sky Park Garage 
Move miniature-size cars 

into elevator..take them 

to the level you want 

and load or unload on to 

25-car revolving tower. 

Turn 1 knob.. the rest is 

push-button AUTOMATIC 

Sold only at Sears 

This modern parking garage does 
just about everything . . and all you 
have to do is turn one knob and push 
buttons. A terrific way to display 
mini-cars when not in use. One knob 
makes the turntable line up cars with 
elevator, or tilt to give them a push 
down the ramp. Just push buttons 
to: rotate parking tower to one of 5 
positions; take elevator to any of 5 
parking levels; move cars on or off 
elevator. 17x9x16 in. high, made of 
high impact plastic. Order miniature 

io 3-in, long) car sets on page: 

24 529. Uses 2 "C" batteries, 
order package below. From Japan 
Shipping weight 7 pounds, 
79 N 59045C 51499 

"C" Batteries. Package of six 
49 N 8406— Wt. 12 oz... . Pkg. $1.19 

5 

seats Sears 525 
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NEW FROM MATTEL 
Electric-powered Planes that you control 

You're controlling 

all these actions 

* Quiet, electric engine starts at the flick of a 
switch. You control the take-off, landing 
and maneuvers using radio unit for up to 
1/4, minutes of the total flight . . plane can 
glide without power for up to 10 minutes 
more in proper weather conditions. Ni-cad 
batteries recharge in 5 minutes from car 
cigarette lighter or from 12-v. battery. 

qure 8s 
and more 

паноа nae scans by cuisines maseteciwdcid cum 

Signal Command $12 00 

»p TEA 

Plastic plane has 48-inch wing span and 28- 
inch fuselage. Radio control unit uses 6 “С” 
batteries—order below. Application for $20 
FCC license included. Ages 12 and up. 
79 М 21073L—Shipping wt. 9 Ibs. $125.00 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8406—Shipping wt. 12 oz.Pkg. $1.19 

SuperStar™ 
Flies without wires! Just choose 
your flight plan and watch it 
soar as if it had a memory 

You control flight by using different cams 
to vary rudder action. Plastic plane has big 
26-inch wing span and 19-inch fuselage. 

power module includes nickel- 
cadmium batteries—recharge from 6-volt 
battery (order separately below). 100-ft. 
tether for restricted flights, ON cord, 

instructi 

бок Battery, Shipping weight 1 1b. 6o. 
ZON MAD)... reris 707 Each $1.19 

Dareplane™ Stunter 
You control take-off, landing, 
air speed, altitude . . make it 
dive, loop. climb and circle 

ie 
Thrill to daredevil flying . . command your own 
Mex ne Pur Le cde iy hat 
or 10-foot diameter circles . 
Plastic plane has 11-inch wing span and 10-inch 
fuselage. Control module, 7'/, in. high pylon unit, 
landing strip, 3%-foot and 5-foot cables, 2 label 
sets and instructions. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 54743—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 1207...... $17.35 

- indoors or out. 

GAS-POWERED ACTION 

from 

(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 
(1 thru 8) Performance-packed models powered 
by the famous Cox .049 engine. Pre-assembled 
models are suitable for children ages 10 and up. 
Order starter kit and starter battery below. 

( 1 and 2) The Fokker DVII and the Sopwith 
Camel were two of the most famous WWI combat 
planes to duel over European skies. Now you can 
own plastic flying replicas of these legendary air- 
planes. Each has a 13-inch wing span and is guide- 
line-controlled. Rugged landing gear, simulated 
wooden propellers and twin “machine guns” look 
like those on the original airplanes. 

Fokker DVII . . considered Germany's best 
fighter. Designed for aerobatic flying. Has 

“Von Richthofen Flying Circus” decorations. 
49 N 21106—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 ог. .....98.49 

2 Sopwith Camel . . pride of the WWI Royal 
Flying Corps. Model designed to maneuver just 

like the original. Decorative plane markings. 
49N21105—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. .$8.49 

Now save $2.00 on Fokker DVII-Sopwith Cam- 
el combination. Separately total 816.98. 
79 М 21107C—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. ........14.98 

Miss America . . plastic replica of one of the 
hottest planes to cross the finish line at Nation- 

al Championship Air Races—precise guideline con- 
trol. 16-inch wing span. Throttle adjustable for 
precise, in-flight control. Rubber-tired nylon 
wheels help you get off the ground easily. 
49 N 21103—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. $12.99 

Miss America without adjustable — 
49 N 21104—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. 10.99 

(4 thru 6 ) Off-road racing is sweeping the coun- 
try . . be right in the swing with these detailed 
models. Dune Buggy, Sandblaster and Chopper 
are designed to give you all the thrills of this new- 
est rage. Each is high-impact plastic for rugged du- 
rability. All you do is add gas, adjust the steering 
for direction you want, fire-up engine with quick 
recoil starter and let her rip. 

Dune Buggy . . tackles even sand and mud. 
Enclosed engine is protected from dirt . . ad- 

justable throttle controls speed. Semi-pneumatic 
tires оп mag-type wheels. 12'/, inches long. 
49 N 20622—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 14 oz $13.99 

Sandblaster . . with deep-cleated tires to han- 
dle rugged terrain. Special large capacity fuel 

tank for extended runs. Complete with roll cage 
and simulated gearshift. 11%/, inches long. 
49 N 21101—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. $1199 

Chopper. Futuristic motorcycle has adjustable 
throttle . . run slow or fast, even do “wheelies”. 

“Sissy bar", mag-type wheels and shock-absorbing 
nylon front tire. 13'⁄ inches long. 
49 N 2271 1—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 1 oz $13.99 

(7 and 8) So real you'll imagine the thundering 
engines and the roaring crowds as these two battle 
down the drag strip. Start "em up and let "em go. . 
cars race along guide lines and deploy drag chutes 
at the finish line. Plastic bodies, 

7 Pinto Funny Car. You'll feel like you're at the 
NHRA Grand National Championships. Hemi 

engine, “mag” wheels, instrument panel and drag- 
ster steering wheel. 13 inches long. 
49 N 21102—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz $12.99 

8 Dragster. Loaded with power and ready to go. 
Hemi engine, rear “slicks”, 14%, inches long. 

49 N 20623—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz $11.99 

Accessories for Cox "Gas" Engines 
(not shown) 

Starter Accessory Kit. Wire, clip, wrench and 1⁄4- 
pint custom blend fuel. Order battery below. 
49 N 22853—Shipping weight 1 pound... Kit $2.99 

Fuel, 1 pint. Custom blend for Cox "Gas" engines. 
49 М 22854—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. $1.49 
Starter Battery. 1:/. volt. For starting engines. 
49 N 2259—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz $1.39 



Games of skill for family fun 

Fits on standard 
size card table 

5719 
Indoor-outdoor Tiny Table Tennis 

No ball to go running after or lose 'cause it's tethered to а 
rubber cord suspended from a flexible overhanging wire. 
Lets you play a fast game of table tennis, and if you miss 

the ball (beginners do that sometimes), start right in play- 

ing again. Hardboard top, 24x32 inches long, folds for easy 
storage. Two paddles, two tethered balls, net, brackets, 

Tic-Tac-Toe with beanbags: 
first to get X or 0 
three in а row. 
is the winner 

Such a low price for great fun, indoors or out. Toss 

the plastic playing field. Each square has a blank, "X" and “О” side. First to turn up three " 
"Q"s in a row wins. You can score for yourself, or block your opponent. For 2 or more players or rules for playing. Take it outside and play in the fresh айг. | 

teams; up to 8 people can play at once. 19x19-in. plastic playing field includes 8 bean bags. Suitable for 8-year olds and up. 

79 C 65365C— For ages 7 and up. Shipping weight 6 pounds x 58.99 79 С 65397 C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. . .......Set $7.79 

Aslappin’ 
clappin’ 

rhythm game 
by Parker Bros. 

Monte Carlo Bingo Score Four 

What a great value. Kids will be slap happy when the rhythmic fun begins. Turn the 7-in. high metal cage to Get 4 colored markers in a row . 

Almost like а musical group, they clap hands, slap thighs, and whack game automatically select numbers un across, straight up, or at angles. For 2 

paddles on а 19x127/ ,x3'/ «in. high plastic game board . . and the beat goes on. til — BINGO! Includes 16 Bingo to 8 players, ages 8 and up. 64 wood 

The beat can get faster but don't miss a beat or you lose points. 3 to 5 players cards, tally board and numbered en markers, 4 plastic cups, 8x8x1'4- 

balls, For ages 8 and up. in. plastic playing board. 
can develop amazing coordination. Suited for 8 to 14-year olds. 

49 С 65739—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces ........:... ..,93.33 49 C 65462—Wt. 2 Ibs. Set $5.66  49€65618-Wt. 110. 4 oz. ....Set $3.87 

Twister Swivel 

Keep your balance, as you Teams maneuver to knock 
reach to grab a spot pponents' pins down 

$399 $488 

By Milton Bradley. Spin the By Milton Bradley. Buckle up to 

dial to find out where to put the striker cord and try to knock 

your hands and feet. The first opponents’ pins down while they 

to fall loses. Washable vinyl try to knock yours down. . . only 

sheet is 6x4'⁄ ft. long. For 2 to 4 body movements allowed. Vinyl 

players, ages 6 and up. game mat, 6 pins, 4 belts, cord and 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 13 oz. striker pendulum. Ages 7 and up. 

49 C 65027 $3.99 49 C 65701—Wt. 2 lbs, 12 oz. ..$4.88 

Mr. Magic Set Deluxe Magic Chest 

A beginner's set that A set for the Advanced 
ated that includes a booklet of 102 tricks 
1 plus "semi-pro" tricks 

comes in Magician's carry case 

5899 
Mystify your friends and family with Роп the mustache, wave your magic wand 
amazing magic tricks. А magician’s and your magic act begins. Turn a nickel to a 
wand and little black mustache get you penny or a dime . , there's a money maker 
in the mood. Incl. 2 plastic foam rab: too! Card locator, Genie bottle, 5-in. Chinese 
bits, cards, shell trick, magic coin box linking rings, egg vase . . 13 items packed in 

20 items in all. Ages 10 and up. a carry case. For ages 12-yrs. old and up. 
49C65717—Wt. 2 Ibs. oz. ...5е1 $529 —— 49C6583—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. Set $8.99 

Casos раба scunt by баалта Conk 



maze your friend: Have fun while you 
ў with these slick tricks learn—with games 

Scrabble? for Juniors 

$297 
Start vocabulary 
building early. Easy 
picture version of 
Scrabble game on one 
side of folding game 
board, more advanced 
words on other side. 
100 letter tiles. 2 to 4 
players, ages 6 to 12. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 

Deluxe 
"Semi-Pro's" 
Chest of Magic 

A set for the advanced magician 
with 1 1 "semi-pro" tricks, 

magic wand and book 
of 102 popular tricks 
„іп magician's chest 

With an “Abracadabra” and a 
wave of your magic wand, the 
magic show begins. Change nick- 49 М 65055........9297 
les to dimes, make a rabbit, an 
egg or money disappear, or do Bible Game 
amazing card tricks with your 
Magic Deck of Cards. Genie Bot- $357 
Water Jug, Siberian Chain Escape Enchantment of Bible 

Lands comes to life 
for players of all 
faiths. Help each other 
аз you cross the River 
Jordan or meet the 
Good Samaritan. But 
be careful, you could 
lose your silver to 
thieves, For 2 to 6 
players, ages 6 and 

and many other great tricks in- 
cluded. Ages 10 and up. 
49 N 6512—Wt. 3 lbs. 1 oz. ..%9.99 

Mr. Magic Set 
A beginners’ set that has 
an illustrated booklet of 
7101 Easy Magic Tricks” 

up. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
$594 49 N 65302 $3.57 

amazing magic tricks. A ma- Noah's Ark 
gician's wand and little black $347 
mustache get you in the mood. 3 

pee pensar ea ee Pictorial spinner de- 

Wins E үе сор пак cides player's move . . 

ев No ыд no reading needed, 24 
hand-painted, molded 
plastic animals. Stor- 
age bin for each pair. 
18-inch long card- 
board ark. 2 to 4 play- 
ers, ages 3 and up. Wt. 
1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49N65202........ 3347 

\ TS | MON 65717.....................%594 

Ting-a-Ling Bingo 

$347 
Learn about American 
holidays. Musical 
spinner and bingo 
cards picture holiday 
symbols and familiar 
objects. Spin wheel 
and match pictures 
with those on bingo 
card . . no reading re- 
quired. Includes musi- 
cal chime spinner, 100 

а markers, and 4 bingo 
Headache. А chase and capture — Trouble. At the pop of the Pop- = cards. For 2 to 4 play- 

game. . capture your opponents’ O-Matic, move your men” ers, ages 4 to 8. 

men. That's how you give them a around the board. Land оп Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

"headache". Press-action Pop-O- square occupied by opponent's 49N 65712 $3.47 

Matic cube shaker tells you how far “man” and send him back to start 
to move. Thrill-packed game for 2 
to 4 players, ages 8 and up. 
49N65199—Wt. 11b. .... 

Citali paQe scans by dieisihias тийбе киса! com 

. . that's how you give him trou- 
ble. 2 to 4 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 М 65368—Wt. 11 

Wizard of Oz Game 

$257 

Popular story is retold as players 
move along the same road little 
Dorothy follows. Beautifully il- 
lustrated folding game board, 
spinner, i and four 
pawns included. For 2, 3 or 4 

Your America 

$357 
Exciting and educa- 
tional . . you answer 
questions about 
American history and 
famous Americans 
and move your peg 
across scorecard. Over 
300 questions and an- 
swers in seven catego- 
ries. For 2 to 4 play- 
ers, ages 6 and up. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

49 N 65497 5357 



“Fly” or “drive” your own 
_ gas-powered Plane or Car 

Throttle controlon (1). 
lets you increase 

оп take-off, vary powe 
stunt flying ani 1 

for smooth là 

(1 thru 5 ) Powered by the famous 
performance-packed Cox .049 en- 
gine. Starter kits and batteries not 
included, sold separately below. 

1 Sky raider. Throttle control 
gives you more flying versatility 

plus instantaneous, responsive con- 
trol over plane. Features precise 
guideline control and large 20-inch 
wingspan. Detailed with authentic 
Marine Corps design decals. Rub- 
ber-tired nylon wheels, Plastic. Pre- 
assembled. Ages 10 and up. : 
78 C 21004C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $14.99 

ter included for first flight. Plastic 
with plastic foam wings. Unassem- 
bled. For ages 10 years and up. _ 
79 C 2116C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 614.99 

З PT-19 Flight Trainer. Great for 
i Features Cox exclu- 

sive adjustable angle thrust . . set it 
for super stability for beginners, 

increase it for advanced 

6 years and ир. 

4 Penske Matador. Authentic in 
color and markings. With pneu- 

matic-control steering . . 15-foot 
length of plastic tubing going from 
hand-held controller to car allows 

lypropylene 
inches long. Pre-assembled. For 
ages 10 years and up. 2a 
49C21151—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. .$18.97, 

5 Sandblaster. Conquer your 
own races. Deep-cleated 

tires dig in on rugged terrain. Made 
of high-impact plastic. Large capac- 
ity fuel tank. Complete with roll _ 
cage, simulated ge: andad- - 
justable st tarter. 
Measu: ir it 1/25 SCALE ^. 

49621101—Wt. 1 Ib, 140z.. .$1297 — ——" 3; de E ө, v 

Accessories for above Ё 

G Starter Kit. For Cox “ ез. Includes batte m7 
wire and fG m foe 17| 

49 C 22853—Shipr 1 ь 
Т Starter Battery. For Cox "gas" engines. 1*4 volts 2 

49 C 21003—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz $197 p m2 оқ) 

1.) 1 pt. general purpose сл 
1 pound 6 oz. $1.97 6) 

Glow Power Fuel. (N 
49 C 22854—Shippin; 

526 [Sears] 5% 
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Great for games, parties, homework 

Invite your friends over for 
fun and games 

in your "tree top" Clubhouse 

3-piece Table 
and Chair Set 

24x24-inch 
laminated viny! 

letop 



(1) Western Corral and Barn 

CONSTRUCTION: Pre-cut mahoga- 
ny-finish plywood. Corral is built to 
scale of 1 inch to 1 foot. Complete 
with feeding trough. Corral and 
barn measure 28х12%х14 in. high. 
Barn within the corral can hold 2 
horses and is 16x12x14 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
Horses not incl. 
49C2096-Wt 5 lbs. 8 oz. .$11.99 

(2 thru 5) Detailed 
Horse Replicas. . . the 
pride of any collection 

Add to or start a collection. . . 
imagine yourself at the races, or on 
a ranch. All horses fit in Western 
Corral above. 
ONSTR.: Sturdy, break-resistant 

cellulose acetate. (3 thru 5) avail- 
able with genuine leather saddles. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Fully assembled. 

(2) Classic Arabian Family Set. 
Includes stallion, mare and foal. 
Stallion, 8x7" in. high; mare 7x8 in. 
high; foal 414x414 in. high. Carrying 

At the end of case included. Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
a long. hard 49 C 20168 Set $7.66 
ride, bring (3) ay Bay Appaloosa Year- 
aes ling. 9¥x8"% inches tall. 
e Wilh Western saddle and tack. 
inside the 49 C 1984—Wt. 11b. 302. $14.99 
WESTERN Without saddle. 
CORRAL 49 C 2089—Wt. 11b. 202... 4.97 

and BARN (4) Bay Arabian Mare. Stands 
made of 1014x914 inches tall. 

mahogany-finish With English saddle and tack. 
plywood 49 C 1971—Wt. 1 lb. 502. $10.99 

Without saddle. 
complete with 49 C2192—Wt. 11. 402... 4.97 

; e Sei (5) Halla. World famous jumping 
Appaloosa Yearling А $ 99 horse stands 1014х9 inches tall. 
with Western saddle with English saddie With English saddle and tack. 

49 C 2092—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $12.99 
Without saddle. 
49 C 2094—Wt. 11b. 30z... 5.44 

(7) Electric Pottery Wheel Workshop 
. . .Our most powerful wheel 

has variable speeds 

$2499 

Shape jars, vases, pitcher: 
turntable, decorate with 
then for shiny 
WORKSHOP INCLUDES: Plastic, 
5-inch diameter turntable with 
variable , 11-inch аше 

1 

int see: 

< 

ш. 

ma EO Org) pan, 2 
drying clay, four te Yeon. rs of 
non-toxic acrylic paint, 116-02. jar 
glaze, 6 Ee Pe calipers, 

Qd A EP SH 

iS? её 

eg 
к -. Kit $24.99 

I Kit. Make, decorate more 
ashtrays. Included is vases, it ec 

(6) Display all kinds and sizes of your aie city, come 4 jars 

favorite collector cans in this Can-Can 8 Жс PN: ini MEM 
Collector. . . holds 80 cans ae AMETS. 49 C 21082 .........Kit $6.44 

Jmm, $741 “тол 
Easy to mount cans easy to dismount for trad- 
ing, showing and cleaning. Just slip cans into cylin- 
drical slots. Your friends will marvel at what you've 
collected. Two panels hold 80 cans. 
CONSTR.: Heavy-duty plastic, 24!2x24!/ in. high. 
FOR S: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Assembled. Cans not included. 
79 C 2011C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. Set $7.47 

^ NOTE:C 
520 |Sears| iF to 

(8) Battery-powered IT 

Potterycraft* Kit $ 1 394 batteries 

Battery-operated tabletop potter's wheel, 12x8x2U2 
; 2 shaping tools, 2 Ibs. self-drying clay, 6-jar module 

with paints and glaze; paint brush, sponge, instructions. 
For AGES: 8 years and older. 
ORDER INFO: See Note below. Requires 2 “D” batteries, order 
pkg. below; order clay refill above. 
49C2 104-Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8 oz. Kit $13.94 
49C46996-Alkaline “D” Batteries. Wt. 11 oz. .2 in Pkg. 1.69 

Сандоп page scans by chrisimat ичен соне 



18) Tota-Bout Car 

"Clickety-clack" 



{1 

dolis not included 

thru 9) Fashion-doll Outfits. Girls’ clothes fit 11%-in. dolls, boys’ clothes fit 12-in. dolls. 
Colors, fabrics may vary from outfits shown. Items from (1 thru 3) shown on dolls, dolls not incl. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. Not recommended for under 3 years, due to small parts. 

Set includes [EST wt [ Set 

8 
pc. Evening Mixa = i. 3 tops, long skirt, shoes Hee 310253 02,183.99 

Bridal gown, veil; 2-pc. denim outfit. coat, j 
12-рс. Bridal Trousseau  |clacks, blouse, skirt, camera, shoes, purse eic aa d 
13-piece Sweater, slacks, hat, raincoat, hat, umbrella, _ |, E 
Vacation Ensemble | 49 С 31075 oz] 3.99 jumpsuit, gown. stole, shoes, 2-рс. short set, visor} 
11-рс. Everyday Wear — |2-рс. Pant set, hat, matching shoulder bag, 

2-pc. suit, blouse, skirt. gown, hangers lao сзтогајзо | 299 
Swimsuit, beach dress, hat, bag, towel, tennis 
ress, panties, visor cap, shoes, racquet 

all. 2-pc. jogging suit 
Jouse, coat, hat, gown, 
ter, slacks, purse, hangers 

12-pe. Acti 
Sportswear Set 

T | | 
|49 сз1077202| 299 

T 
12-pc. Knit Wardrobe hooded 49 c 31072. = 3.99 

49 C31088[0z| 199 5-pc. Contemporary Outfit |Long skirt, blouse. vest. kerchief, shoes 
i cM 

7-pc. Casual Mix 'n Match Blip bess 
Pants, red top, trunks, hooded jacket 

49 С 310283 ог.) 3.99 

49 C3 = oz] 399 

Саа tiabe Scan by dartimas masato conl 

. 49 C 31105—Shipping weight 3 

(10 thru 12) Fashion Doll Carrying Cases 
CASES: Help protect and keep your dolls and their 
clothes together. ийе ol washable: vinyl. Plastic handle. 

area. 

FOR AGES. 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO; For fashion dolls up to 12V in. high. Dolls 
accessories are not included. 

(10) 2-Doli Bedroom Case. 2 fold-out twin beds with 
headboards. 17/4x4x13¥4 in. high. 

49 C 31113— Shipping weight 3 ibs. Boz.......- 
(11) 3-Doll Case. 134x714x104 in. high. 
49 C 31108—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
(12) 1-Doll Case. 1302109529, in. high, 

oz. 



Two “MATCHBOX” racers wait at the 
starting gate until you push the lever 
then watch out. Down . . down . . down the 
inclines they blaze . . through the "danger- 
ous" double loop-the-loops . . and on to the 
end of the dual 12-ft. tracks. Flag automati- 
cally salutes the winner. Strong polyethyl- 
ene track has built-in curbs; can be extend- 
ed and coupled to make one daring 24-foot 
length. Authentically scaled die-cast metal 
cars are made in England. Have spring sus- 
pension and low-friction mag-type wheels. 
About 2% їп. long. Complete set includes 
plastic clamp, 2 loop supports, 1 finish gate, 
10 joiners and 1 catalog. 
79 М 54603C—Shpg. wt. 4lbs. ......9677 

'3 
Flag automatically 

announces the. 
winner г 

“MATCHBOX” Collector's Case 
Holds up to 72 $499 Cars not 

inel mini-vehicles 

This 34-inch long stand-up case is ideal for storing 
and carrying your mini-cars. Plastic lift-out trays 
protect the models. Scuff-resistant vinyl case has 
handle and nickel-plated locks. 3 viewing sections, 
clear plastic windows. 124%x10x4 in. closed. 
49 N 54509—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. . ‚5499 

79 
“MATCHBO? 

10-piece Superfast 

Race ‘n Rally Set 

Incl edes 230 SL, Honda motorcycle 
with trailer, Ford Group 6, Mercedes 300 SE, police 
car, fire chief car, Porsche 910, Cougar, ambulance 

49 N 5460—S Set $4.99 

Inc! 
5 Superfast 

Land Rover, 

vw 

hpg- wt. 1 lb. 3 0 

526 Sears А“ 

РРР РРР by caidas cw аЙ 

MATCHBOX” is the registered trademark. 
owned by Lasney Products & Co., Lid., England 

2 to 3-inch die-cast metal vehicles from England 

8-piece Farm Vehicle Set $4 39 

5 are Superfast 
combine harvester, Ford tractor, trailer and 

Plastic cows and ponies included 

49 М 54601-Shipping weight 14 oz. 

One 
push-button 

lever 
allows 

identical 
Starts 

around the 
wild, dual 

loop-the-loop 

6 "MATCHBOX" 

Superfast Cars 

$329 

Authentically-scaled die- t metal 

cars with spring suspension and low- 
friction mag-type wheels. Doors open 
About 2% in. long. Includes Lotus Eu: 
ropa, Lamborghini Marzel, Dodge 
Charger Mk. III, BMC 1100 Pininfari- 
na, Porsche 910 and Ford Group 6. 
49N54605-Shpg. wt. 13 от. .Set $3.29 

Save 53 on Fi 
Service Station 

07. 

Park dozens of your 

"MATCHBOX' cars 

Was $9.99 

5699 

Busy ground-level service station handles lots 
of mini-car traffic. String-pulley elevator 
whisks cars to parking levels on top; car ramp 
lowers them in rear. Metal frame; hardboard 

panels. 17х9%х11 in. high. From France. Cars 
not included 
79 N 6047C—Shipping weight 5 lbs. .. $6.99 

Folds to 
2 in. deep 

6-piece Superfast 
Truck Set 

Pipe truck, scaffoidir 

tipper truck, Dodg 
ine and sand spreader. Ac 

tion trucks h; lift an 

49 N 54614—Wt. 13 oz 

d 
truck, GMC 

> crane truck m vehicles: stake truck, safari 
cattle truck, pony trailer and Jeep 

Set $4.39 $3.29 



Speed and power at your command.. 

`~ Germany's 
m Fokker DVII 

vs. Britain's 

Sopwith Camel 

prices total 
$16.98 

Look at all you H 
can do with * 

Miss America M we Change speed 
with throttle 2252 

Ex nx 
Ж. P РЕЯ 

* to take off 
e ied 3 2 

Dune Buggy $1399 

Бан 51199 

Funny Car 51299 

Dragster $1199 
The Chopper 

онно page scans bv сштш: 



GAMES WITH FEMININE FLAIR 

Mystery 89 

Date Game $2 
2 to 4 players travel around the 
board assembling date-time attire. 
The first to complete her outfit 
opens the door to meet her mystery 
man. Be careful—3 dates are great 
but one is a drag. Ages 8 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
49 C 65035 Aar * ..$289 

talo pabé scans Өү 

Don't Blow 

your Top 

$299 
Blow up a balloon, fasten 
it, place hat on top. Play- 
ers spin to see how many 
marbles each will drop in 
the hat. Finally, one too 
many marbles "blows the 
top"; player with fewest 
marbles left wins. Plastic. 
Comes with approximate- 
ly 40 balloons. For play- 
ers ages 4 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 C 65638 5299 

Ants in 

the Pants 

$283 
Each player selects 4 
jumping ants of one color. 
Press the ant's tail and he 
leaps into the air. Land all 
your ants in the pants first 
+ and you win! All pieces 
are of molded plastic. 
Pants measure 9x5x13 
inches high. For ages 4 
and up. 

Shipping wt. 12 oz. 
49 С 65375 ^ $2.83 

London Bridge 

$297 
Each player places his 
plastic cars, trucks and 
buses at opposite ends of 
the bridge. Take turns 
moving them across, one 
car-length at a time. If op- 
ponent makes Bridge fall 
down, you win! Plastic 
bridge is 18x5'/x5'/, in. 
high. Ages 4 and up. Wt. 1 
lb. 4 oz. 
49 C 65646 27:010297 

The 

Bride 
Game 

$229 x 

Girls plan the type of wedding they 
want—first girl to complete all the 
arrangements wins. Choose {гот 4 
different weddings. Only one of 2 to 
4 young brides-to-be can win a 
walk down the aisle. Ages 8 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 C 6562 5229 

tal of 72 colorful parts 
make 6 complete Coot- 
ies. “C'mon, dice, roll 

race to see who wins! 
For ages 4 and 

up. Carry cord on box. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 

4965679 ..........4329 

Don't Break 
the Ice 

$291 
2 or more players take turns knock- 
ing out "ice blocks" . . but watch it! 
Knock the wrong block and the lake 
caves in, dunks the man, and you 
lose. "Frozen lake" is made of plastic 
blocks suspended on a 9x9x4-in. high 
plastic frame. Ages 4 and up. 
49 С 65376—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

Humpty Dumpty 

$215 
There's Humpty Dumpty 
sitting on his wall. . and 
he's headed for а great fall if 
you remove the wrong brick 
from the wall. Players take 
turns removing plastic 
bricks, whoever takes the 
one that makes Humpty 
fall, loses. Ages 4, up. Plas- 
tic. Carry cord on box. 
49C65718—Wt. 14 oz. $2.75 

What shall | Wear? 

$219 
Players draw from deck of cards to 
get their invitations. “Golly, I'm go- 
ing to the sports ѓай ‘oss the dice 
and go shopping around the board. 
First to build a complete wardrobe 
wins. 2 to 4 players. Ages 9 to 14. 
49 C 65812—Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. ...$2.19 

What shall | Be? 

$219 
Want to be a teacher, nurse, model? 
First to fulfill all her requirements 
wins the job. Ages 8 to 13. 
49 С 65813—Wt. 2 Ibs. 20z. ...$2.19 
Save 11% when you buy both "What shall. 
I" games, separately total $4.38. 
49 С 65834—Wt 4 Ibs. 4 oz..$3.88 

Separately 

total °4.38 



Happy Birthday Game 
Party Pak $399 

It's an instant birthday party—just add kids. 
There are invitations, banners, game "timer", bal- 
loons, decorations, take-home favors, rules and 
equipment for dozens of games, and more. 
49 N65142—Ages 4 to 10. Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz.. ....$3.99 

Mother Goose, 
Goldilocks Games 

zye $444 
Rediscover the enchant- 
ment of Mother Goose 
and Goldilocks with this 
2-game set. Cards, spinner 
and spaces of game 
boards all color matched 
so reading is unnecessary. 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 3 
to 8 years. 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 N6581......... Set 8444 

Down the Drain 

$347 
Oh, oh ! All your coins are 
down the drain. Lower 
magnets through the grate 
and "fish" out as many as 
you can. Big ones are 
hardest . . they're worth 
more, too. Highest total 
wins. 10-in. plastic, chip- 
board drain. For 1 to 4 
players, ages 5 to 10. 

Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49N65637............ 93.47 

Ants in the Pants 

$299 
Select 4 jumping ants of 
the same color. Press the 
ant's tail and he leaps into 
the air. Land all your ants 
in the pants first and you 
win. Plastic pants 9х5х13 
inches high. 16 ants. Up to 
4 players, ages 3 to 10. 
Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

49 М 65375 ............ $2.99 

Don't Break the Ice 

$337 
2 or more players take 
turns knocking out “ice 
blocks" . . but watch out! 
If you knock the wrong 
block, the lake caves in, 
dunks the man and you 
lose. **Frozen lake" is 
made of plastic blocks 
suspended on a 9x9x4-in. 
high plastic frame. For 

mmu достаса оса 

Operation Game 
Probe to remove “ailments” 
._. if you goof, patient's nose 
lights up and buzzer sounds 

$457 mes 
Players are all "doctors" operating on a patient who 
has a whole batch of funny ailments. *Doctor" must 
remove the plastic ailment with tweezers. One slip and 
the buzzer sounds and red nose lights up. For one or 
more players, ages 6 to 14. Uses 2 "D" batteries, order 
package below. 

49 М 65028—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. T $4.57 

"D" Batteries. Package of six. 
49 М 46995—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. +.. Pkg. 61.49 

Casper the 
Friendly Ghost 
Here's everybody's 
favorite ghost in his 

very own spooky game 

without 5431 
Casper will intrigue kids for 
hours at a time. Pass out the 
spooky stones, put the chips 
in a pile and dim the lights 
for a spooky game of fun. 
All parts glow in the dark, 
and when 6-in. high plastic 
Casper lights up, you win a 
chip. For 2 to 4 players, » e r \ ~ 
ages 4 to 10. Uses one "AA" — ̂ / A ts 4 | 5 
battery, not incl. . . order Say PY 4 2 
package below. < > : E 

“AA” Batteries. Pkg. of 4. 
49N46991-Wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 69c 

Cat in the Bag 
When the cat jumps out. 

the game is over 

$437 
Players take turns carefully 
lifting the “claws” that keep 
the cat in the bag. But some- 
body always lifts one too 
many and the cat leaps out 
to end the game, For any 
number of players, ages 4 to 
10. Plastic, 7x7x13 in. high. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

49N 65049 .. $4.37 

Jack Be Nimble 
Can Jumpin’ Jack soar high 
enough to clear the flame? 

$437 
Players take turns adding 
their pieces to make a 124; 
in. high plastic candle and 
have Jack jump over it and 
land on his feet. Whoever 
places the “Пате” on top 
and makes Jack clear it suc- 
cessfully, is the winner. 2 to 
4 players, ages 3 to 6. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 № 65057 .............. 437 

"8 [Sears]523 



The Titanic sails again! 
R.M.S. Titanic Plastic Kit 

$2291 
8 The legendary R.M.S. Titanic re- 

Vsso-scale model. 

inal drawings, photographs taken by 
survivors, and technical journals. Mea- 
sures 30 inches long. Molded-in color. 
Display stand. Unassembled with over 
500 pieces. Instructions are included. 
For ages 12 years and up. Japan. Like 
everything else in Sears books, it's so 
easy to order by 

ing weight 5 pounds. 
79С2342С................. Kit $22.97 

U.S.S. Constitution 
Plastic Kit 

Re-enact high seas adventure 

$1497 
9 The U.S.S. Constitution with its bil- 

lowing sails and massive arma- 
ments was sometimes called the “Eagle 
of the Sea", To capture all its realism, 
this 1/96-scale model is from actual 
plans provided by the pereas In- 
stitute. So precisely detailed you 
string the rigging. Includes 39 9 sails, 55 55 
guns, pre-formed ratlines, 20 crew 

rigging thread and rigging in- 
structions. Hull measures 36 in. long. 
Illustrated booklet. Unassembled . . 
over 400 pieces. For ages 14 and up. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
79С 20313С................. Kit $14.97 

Note for both Е 
Glue not included with kits. 

American Classics Plastic Kit 

$749 
10 Kit with two cars. The 1909 Stan- 

ley Steamer was the first car to ex- 
ceed 120 miles per hour. Ran on a 
unique steam system. 8x4x4 in. high . . 
84 pieces. 1914 Stutz Bearcat was color- 
ful part of American automobile racing 
history. 10%4x4x3% in. high . . 105 

Unassembled. Ages 6 and up. 
49C2221—Wt. 1 1Ь. 5oz...... Kit $7.49 

Roger Penske Race Team 
Plastic Kit 

$489 

1] Medo Matador with 366-cu. in. engine, 
chrome-plated look, plastic wheels 

and wide racing tires. Matador fits on a 
classy trailer pulled by sporty van. 
Over 15 in. long overall. Parts highly 
detailed from factory blueprints. With 
decals. Unassembled, instructions. Over 
100 pieces. Ages 10 and up. 
49 C 22506—Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz... .Kit $4.89 

Sears Big Mover Plastic Kit 

$549 
12 Peterbilt cab is a duplicate of the 

original. . has pin striping, air 
conditioner, horns, removable hood, air 
tanks, exhaust stacks. Fruehauf van 
has dual wheel MURS. opening 
doors. 174% inches long. Decals includ! 
ed. Unassembled with 150 pieces . . in- 
structions. Ages 10 and up. 
49 С 20188—Wt. 11b. 4 oz... .. Kit $5.49 

Cutsion page scans by darisimas manselediwiical соп! 

Kits (13) and (14) 

to operate together 
сап be built 

These kits with moving parts let you see how an 
Auto Engine and Auto Chassis really work 

13 See-thru V-8 Engine. High-impact styrene model 
with functioning pistons, connecting rods and rock- 

er arms working in sequence with firing of 8 spark plugs. 
Also display stand, permag motor . . 350 parts in all. 
Manual of V-8 engine's history. Measures 1414x614x91⁄4 
inches high. Requires 2 "C" batteries, order pkg. below. 
Unassembled, with instructions. For ages 10 and up. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 3 ounces. 
MOG ZION eT Kit $9.97 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46994—Shipping weight 12 oz. ...... Package $1.55 

Paper Airplane Kit $299 

Five realistically designed models of Air Force jets and 
experimental space vehicles. Printed in full color with 
easy to follow folding lines. Some are distance flyers, 
some do stunts, all are fun to fly and display. 81% to 11 
inches long. Includes 30 planes in all. Fully decorated. 
Instructions are included. Ages 8 to 14. 
49 C 20246—Shipping weight 1 pound........ „Kit $2.99 

Trigger Jet $277 

Can fly up to 150 feet when you pull the trig- 
ger. Spring-powered launch gun. Adjust flaps 
to do loops, wing overs, or circle back. Plastic 
with soft nose-cone. 18 inches long with 10%- 
in. wingspan. Launching gun is plastic, hard- 
wood, steel. Ages 5 to 15. 
49 C 22968—Shipping weight 10 oz. ....$2.77 

Completely assembled 
Treasure Detector 

Search beaches or woods 
for buried coins or jewelry 

over most kinds of metal. Use un- 
derwater, too , . wrap in plastic 
bag and seal with tape. Base mea- 
sures 816 inches in diameter with 
molded handle, also included is 
30-inch extension handle. High- 
impact plastic. Treasure map is 
included. 
ies, order package below. From 

14 Visible Chassis, Fully operating high-impact 
styrene model has transmission with 3 speeds plus 

reverse. Clutch, gearshift, springs, shock absorbers, 
brakes, wheels all perform their specific functions just 
as they would on a real automobile. 37 inches long. 
With permag motor and manual. Requires 3 “D” bat- 
teries, order package below. Unassembled, over 205 
pieces . . instructions included. Ages 10 and up. 
79 C 2337C—Shipping weight 9 pounds ..... Kit $21.89 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46995—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. ..... Pkg. $1.55 

Land Rocket Race Kit $497 

The Screaming Eagle land rocket. Engineered for ac- 
tion and performance. Powered by stable cold-power 
propellant. Complete with reusable rocket engine, fuel, 
drag line, synchro system and drag chute. Measures 11 
inches long. Plastic. Unassembled. Ages 10 and up. 
49 C 2023—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. .......Kit $4.97 

49 C 2024—Extra Fuel. (15 oz.) Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. .... 1.77 

Hi Sl 

Requires 4 “AA” batter- 



Owl, rabbits, squirrels, 
simulated wood make 
this look like a real 
Tree Top Clubhouse 

$9099 

(3) Tree Top Clubhouse. 

Build yourself and your friends 
а pretend tree house to hide 
away in. Looks like a real tree 
. . „even has knot holes for 
looking out. Plus a sign for your 
very own name. 
CONSTRUCTION: Corrugated 
paper fiberboard. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures overall 
393%х42х58 inches high. Door- 
way . . . 37% inches high. 
FOR AGES. 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Sent flat. If mailed takes 15-Ib. 

Shi oping ish 2 а: hipping weight 1 P ls. 
79 N 90529L . .99 

So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone 

Reduced from our 1975 Christmas 
Book. 
(4) Playhouse. 
s ust right for a pint-sized fami 

White Dutch colonial styli 
with simulated flowers ап! 
wood-look trim. Two "'shut- 
tered" windows let in the sun- 
shine. 
CONSTRUCXIOR Corrugated 
paper fiberboa] 
DIMENSIONS RC in. 
high. Doorway . . . 48 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Sent flat. If 
paie takes 15-1 Ды, е jue р. 

ipping weight 11 
79 N 90361L ......... $8.87 

Have friends shop 
at your very own 
Supermarket 

$999 
(5) Supermarket. 
Now manage and operate a little 
business of your very own. 
CONSTRUCTION: Corrugated pa- 
per fiberboard with a simulated 
woodgrain look. 
WHAT YOU GET: High shelf unit 
with 3 shelves, paint und 
of make-believe merchandise, 2- 
door "freezer" compartment, plas- 
tic play phone. Checkout counter 
unit with play cash register, sliding 
drawer and pad with pencil. 
DIMENSIONS: High shelf unit is 
27V4x1014x48 inches high. Counter 
measures 24x27!4x12 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled 

‚ instructions incl. Groceries not 
inci., sold on page 562. n Ald 
takes 15-Ib. rate; see page 
79 М 9052L—Wt. 11 n 75. 99 

without 
groceries 

йай pate scans by dieisihiasmiselediwical com 

Red Swivel Chair $488 
Ideal for use at your child's desk or for watching TV. 
For indoor or outdoor use. 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy, molded plastic in £o ву red. 

е Chair swivels а full 360°, Full arm rests. 
overall . 
10 inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79,N 90548C—Shipping weight 3 pounds . . 

+ 20V x11!4x15! inches high. Seat height of 

54,88 

"8105 
Now also іп blue 

Bean Bag Chair 

Red and yellow reduced from 
our 1975 Christmas Book. Con: 
forms to child’s shape, sup- 

asures рогіз back, arms and head. 
CONSTRUCTION: Wipe-clean 
vinyl. Reinforced nylon 
Е Reinforced poly-ole- 
ран кееде styrene 

Measures ap- 

Phone ordering's a Мх and easy way to buy 

Danish-style Table 
and Chair Set 

CONSTRUCTION: ip weather-re- 
pee molded plastic in bright orango 

suds eal o enough to hold ш pa 
100 S pounds Ideal for outdoor or indoor 
use. Rounded 
DIMENSIONS; е ‚ 24-inch diam- 
eter, 19 inches high. ‘Chairs, . „12 
inches high, seat height of 101% inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 3-piece set. 

assembled. Instructions includ- 
If mailed takes 15-pound rate; see 

шь оп page 276. 
Shipping we weight 10 pounds. 

79N9042L 

Package of 2 extra Chairs. 
79 м 90424C—Wt. 4 Ibs. .Pkg. $6.97 

CONSTRUCTION: Table and 
chair frames of cap Ee tu- 

vinyl- ‘aminated flakeboard top. 
BE lue and yellow alphabet 

‚+ .resists stains. Chairs 
бана yellow molded plastic seats. 
DIMENSIONS; Table. . .top, 
18x24 in., 21 in. high. Chairs . . . 
25 in. high; seat height of 13 in. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
Instr. incl. Wt. 17 Ibs. 
79 N 90382C ....... Set $9.99 

Luis 

This Table 
and Chair 

Set features 
tubular steel frames, 

vinyl-laminated tabletop with 
alphabet design, plastic seats 

. . . at a very low price 

99 : set only 

(6) „моку Мош louse Clubhouse. Join Mick- 
lends inside your own Mickey 

ouse clubhouse for fun and games. Fen- 
cree an extended chimney stack, dormer 
plus 2 windows and a swing-open door. 
CONSTR: Corrugated paper fiberboard. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures overall 37x35x50 
inches high. 32%-inch high doorway. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent flat. 
79 N 90328C—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. ...$13.88 
Disney characters® Walt Disney Productions 

(7) Тіке Slide. Use as a slide or flip over to 
use asa chair. Use in or outdoors. 
CONSTRUCTION: Polyethylene. Measures 
33x15x16 inches hig] S Orage col color. 
FOR AGES: 1*5 to E years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: E psa takes 
15-1, rate; see details on 
79N 505481 — Shps. wt. 1i rry edd .$10.99 

proximately 78x33 inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 12 years. 
COLORS. ORDERING INFO: If 
mailed гавай gr ДЕ, rate; see 
details. 
79N 9028 Red 
79 N 90266L— Yellow 
79 N 902691—Blue 
Shpg. wt. 6 1Ь5...... $10.66 

Upside down 
it's а rocker 



Make your own jewelry or tumble and polish stones 
for display with (1) Rolling Stones Rock Tumbler" Kit 

Transform rough stones into striking 
gemstone jewelry. Double-barrelled 
tumbler lets you tumble and polish 
stones at the same time. 
KIT CONTENTS: Electric tumbler 
with two plastic barrels. Agate rocks, 
jade, grinding grits, polish, jewelry 
mountings, glue and complete in- 
structions. Record charts are included 
to help you chart your progress. 
WHAT YOU САН МАКЕ: 2 Кеу 
chains, 2 rings, pendant, 2 pins, 2 cuff 
links, tie bar. 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic tumbler 
measures 1334x6'2x5¥2 inches high. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Tum- 
bler has heavy-duty motor. UL listed; 
110-120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. Draws 25 
watts. 6-ft. cord. Not recommended 
for ages under 10. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 22155—Wt. 5 lbs. Kit $16.99 

Refill Kit. Includes agate rocks, jade, 
coarse, medium and fine grinding 
grits and finishing polish. 
49C22166-Wt. 1 lb. 150z. Kit $4.97 

ж, КҮ. 
Kit contents 

S 

(2) Enamel Jewelry Kit $499 

Make beautiful cloisonne-effect jewelry with this 
special formula enamel powder flows in the 
low heat of your home oven to form attractive 
designs. 
KIT INCL.: 8 packets enamel powder . . . melts in 
oven to form hard, permanent finish; jewelry set- 
tings for 2 small and 1 large pendant, 3 adjusta- 
ble rings, brooch; instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 2064—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Kit $4.99 

(5) Walking 

| Kooky Roost 
Put your bird 

together, then 

make it walk and 
Sit, turn and dance $e * 

е z 
You just move the han- 
dle attached to this 
amazing bird then 
watch it walk! The 
Kooky Roost’s silly ex- 
pression will keep you 
and your friends laugh- 
ing for hours. 
KIT INCL: Molded plas- 
tic body parts, moving 
eyes, felt parts, bulky 
yarn, synthetic feathers, 
wood control handle 
plus wood parts, trans- 
parent nylon control 
line, glue, instructions. 

5 Finished roost is about 
22 inches tal 

$487 FOR AGES: 10 years to 
adult. 

ORDER INFORMATION. 
4 Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

49 C 2019. .Kit $4.87 

г — 
Tw chitiimar санаса conn 

$16?9 

Electric tumbler shown, 
with other 
contents in kit 

Jewelry you can make 

‚Де: 

(3) Ocean Jewelry Kit $499 

Make fashionable jewelry with this “ocean jew- 
el" turquoise-look shell from the tropical Pacific 
Islands. Each piece of shell is unique you'll 
have “one-of-a-kind” jewelry! 
KIT INCLUDES: “Ocean jewel” turquoise-look 

shell pieces; jewelry settings for one necklace, 
earrings, ring, key chain and bracelet. Plus com- 
plete instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 2073—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Kit $4.99 

Treasures of the Earth Kits. . . semi-precious rock $499 
crystals in exquisite colors and textures. . . jd 

ready to mount on а highly polished acrylic base kit 

(6 thru 10) Genuine 
semi-precious rock lu 
in beautiful and sparkling 
colors that only nature can 
provide. Just mount them 
on clear acrylic base and 
they'll be ready to be dis- 
played and admired by 
your friends. 
KIT INCLUDES: One semi- 
recious rock crystal, acryl- 
E base and glue. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shipping wt. ea. 14 oz. 
@ Amethyst. 
49C 2005 ..... Kit $4.99 
(7) Quartz. 
49 C 2009 ..... Kit $4.99 
(8) Pyrite. 
49 C 2007 .... Kit $4.99 
(8) Geode. 
49 C 2038 .... Кі $4.99 
(10) Calcite. 
49 С 2036 ..... Kit $4.99 

( y Jewelry you can make 

Kit contents 

(4) Deluxe Semi-precious 
Gemstone Jewelry Kit 

$699 

Make striking jewelry you'll love to wear. . 
pieces for your family and friends! 
KIT INCLUDES: Over 100 semi-precious polished stones in- 
cluding sparkling amethysts, fine-grained agates, opaque 
jaspers and many others. Је settings for 3 necklaces, 
2 key chains, bracelet, cuff links, brooch and ring. Com- 
plete with glue and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 2062—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 

. create other 

Kit $6.99 

ОХ [Sears] 521 



All it takes is kid power 
to move these vehicles 

(1 thru 11) аге specially designed to coordinate a 
child's first steps, help develop muscles. Molded plastic 
construction is great for indoor and outdoor use . . . 
won't rust or dent. Smooth, round edges. 

(18nd2) Big Crane and Big Truck. Work on road 
construction or clear land for building sites. “Construc- 
tion sized" ride-ons with heavy duty wheels. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. If mailed, 
takes 15-1Ь. rate, see page 330. 

(1) Big Crane. Easy-to operate bucket raises, low- 
ers, opens, closes. Торо lever adjusts boom height. 
Back wheels move full circle. Body: 38x18x25 in. high. 
Seat 1210 in. high. Boom: 23 in. high. 
79 М 47555L—Shipping weight 12 Ibs. ......$19.96 

(2) Big Truck. Dump lever empties load when acti- 
vated, Supergrip molded plastic steering wheel on steel 
column. 29x13x15' in. high. Seat 1112 in. high. 
79 М 47508L—Shipping weight 11 lbs, ......$ 15.87 

(3) Bumble Bee. Hours of riding fun on this bee. 
CONSTRUCTION: Polyethylene body, steering wheel. 
Ñin. wheels, steel axles, 17 in. long. Seat: 9 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. 
79 М 47544C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. . . $8.94 

(4) Snugg! Bug. Toddlers will love snuggling inside 
this smiling bug's cockpit . . . antennae even wiggle! 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Casters move in any direc- 
tion. Gripping bar. Safety Map for small tots, Non-re- 
movable eyes. 23х1934х11 in. high. Seat 7%; in, high. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. 
79 М 44114C—Shipping weight 7 lbs... .....$13.97 

(B) Turn ‘п Gof by Tomy. Reduced from our 1977 
Chrisimas Book. Little drivers move forward by turning 
steering wheel right to left. Mechanism in steering col- 
umn starts tires rolling without pushing, pedaling. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Steel axles. Seat, 7*4 in. 
high. Measures 18x12x12!4 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 1% to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. Wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 N 44042С—Иаз$13.4@7................ $11.87 

(6 and 7) Jump Balls. Year 'round fun for kids. 
CONSTRUCTION: Thick vinyl balls. Hand grips. 
ORDER INFO: Sent deflated. Auto-tire type air valve 
. . . inflate at gas station or with air pump (not incl.). 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. Not recommended for chil- 
dren under 3 years due to skill required. 
(6) Hoppity Dragon. Take a ride on this fun-filled 
whimsical dragon. 42-in. around, 231% inches tall. 
49 N 28857—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 12 0z.....$9,95 

0 Jolly une Ball. 13-in. diam., 21 in. tall. Import. 
49 N 29198—Shipping weight 1 lb. 7 0z.......$6.99 

(8) Tot-a-bout Car. Crank up this automobile with 
and crank (makes clicking noise) and beep the horn 

« « . then drive off in this steerable, foot-powered car. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic body with steel axles. Semi- 
bucket seat, 6% in. from ground. 24x11'2x1334-in. 
FOR AGES: 9 months to 3 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instructions included. 
79 М 47566C—Shipping weight 5 lbs. ..$8.99 

(8) Riding Sneaker. This cute little ride-on toy looks 
like a real sneaker . . . it's а "shoe-in" with kids. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Steerable front wheels. 
209 4x9Vax15 in. high. Seat height: 8 inches. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Assembled. 
79 N 47602C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. ........ $9.97 

(10) Riding Pony. Kids will love "horsing around" 
with this precious little pony. Its mouth actually opens 
and closes as you lift or lower the reins. Makes “‘clicke- 
ty-clack" noise as the wheels roll. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic body, seat and wheels on 
steel axle. 2014x814x19 in. high. Seat height: 104% in. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Assembled. 
79 М 47495C—Shipping weight 5 lbs. +». $9.97 

(1 1) Fire river Truck. Speed to the rescue in this 
oot-powered fire engine. “Working” dashboard for ex- 
tra fun. You can even call the station on play "mike." 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Rolls on casters. Seat, 714 
inches high. 23 in. long overall. Has movable ticking 
speedometer, clicking turn signal, whirring radio selec- 
tor and a beeping horn for hours of fun. 
FOR AGES: 12 to 34 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. Emer- 
gency set is sold on page 546. 
79 М 47525C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs.. ...... $13.95 

тай Habe scade tr ciuilia анайы Кайа 

(12) Mo-Ped Cycle. Styled after the 
real thing for authentic looking detail. 
Activate the motor "rev" sound while 
you pedal. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic body and 
bis on steel axles. Includes colorful 

“Rev-up” the “engine” 
and you're ready to ро... 

DIMEN: 24х8х16 in. high. Seat ht: 111% 
їп; 73%-іп, diam. front, rear wheels. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr. incl. 
79 N 86003C—Wt. 7 Ibs. ...... $12.88 

The Mo-Ped Cycle 
rear wheels are 

154 inches wide for 
Stability and balance 

(13) Green Dragon Ju 
Activate the motor “rev” sound while 
you 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic body and 
wheels on steel axles. Decorative wheels 
and vinyl tassels on handles. Low-slung 
wide track for balance and stability. 
24x154x14 in. high. Seat height: 5 іп. 
FOR AGES: 11% to 3 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. 
79 N 86001C—Wt. 6 lbs. ....... $9.47 

(14) Roaring Chopper 
Twist the right handgrip to activate mo- 
tor "rev" sound. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic body is white 
and black. 7'2-in. diameter plastic wheels 
with steel axles, 
DIMENSIONS: 30x10x18 in. high. Seat 
height: 110% іп, from ground. 
FOR AGES: 11% to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly as- 
sembled. Instructions are included. 
79 N 86162C—Wt. 8 lbs....... 5 

You can order items on pages 437 thru 
606 from now until AUGUST 31, 1979 

d Ride the Green Dragon 
low-slung, wide track 

for surefooted stability 

$947 

Hit the road 
on your 

Roaring Chopper 

ORDERING INFO: Wt. 6 
. 79N 40526C 



Your Fashion Dolls will love to invite friends 
in for morning coffee or evening snacks and 
entertain in this complete Kitchen Center 

irs Mork™* 
from Ork™* 

with his 
talking 

spacepack 

(13) Tabletop Kitchen Center. For 11 to 12¥%-in. dolls. 
Cabinets open and close, knobs turn. Faucet swivels. Double-ba- 
sin sink. 33 play utensils and dishes. 20 play food packages. 
Dinette table is 7!2-in. diam., 6 in. high. 2 chairs, each 7 in. high. 
2854x6V4x16 in. high overall. Plastic. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 4 to 8 yrs. Small parts. Doll not incl. 
79 C 105 13C—Shipping weight 9 pounds 1 ounce ....$18.99 

(14 and 15) Puff 'N Play Bedroom, Living Room Sets. 
(14) sofa, 2 sport chairs, coffee table. (15) chair, play waterbed, 
pillow, vanity. Vinyl. Inflatable (except pillow). For dolls up to 
12 in. tall. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 and up due to small parts. 
(14) 49C31169-Livin; Room Ensemble. Wt. 11 oz. .5е $2.97 
(15) 49C3117 1- Bedroom Ensemble. Wt. 1002......Set 2.97 : 1 сут уч 
(16) Mork™* by Mattel. Poseable 9-in. doll has a talking action 
spacepack. Pull string activates voice. Arms, legs fully articulat- 
ed. Wears red jumpsuit, silver-colored boots. Plastic. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 10 years due to small ime 
49 C 30099— Shipping weight 9 ounces LU WOT22 
"Trademarks of Paramount Pictures Corporation) 1979 ' 

(17) Wonder Woman with fly away action by Mego. Pose- 
able, fully articulated 1214-in. doll. “Flies” when you puli the 
action ring. Wears authentic costume. Painted eyes, rooted hair. 
Headband, bracelets, lasso, wrap afternoon dress, shoes. Hair 
can be washed and styled. Plastic. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 10 years due to small parts. 
49 С 30133—Shipping weight 13 ounces .. 
Wonder Woman is trademark of DC Comics. Inc.© 

$7.97 

(18) Airline Reservation Center. Priced $5 less than in our 
1978 Christmas Book, page 470. Ideal for 11'-in. dolls. 
Travel office background with clocks of the world, floor com- 
puter with revolving datagraph, flashing “light” panel, swing 
seat. Desk model computer has a ringing telephone, 
орн ree punch. swing seat. File cabinet, desk. 1014x1134x4 

'd, plastic. Imported. 
ewm PS ORDER INFO. 5 to 11 years. Doll not incl. 
49 C31314—Wt 21bs. 2oz. ...... 1978 price $9.98; Set $4.98 

DOLLS and 
ACCESSORIES 

«394% [Sears] 527 

Airline Reservation Center 

$498 
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“мАТСНВОХ? SWITCH-A-TRACK 
ssl Throw the switch, 

change lanes and 

race these 4 
1 Superfast cars 

шө Ua around the 14 
“MATCHBOX” feet of track 

"MATCHBOX" Steer-N-Go 
As the 3-speed base spins, turn the steering wheel or hit the brake to 
keep the car on course. Plastic, metal, 19 in. wide, with 3-speed shift, lap 
counter, ignition key. Japan. Uses 4 “D” batteries, order pkg. below 
79 N 54611С Shipping weight 6 рошпёйв...................... $14.88 
49 N 8405—“D” Batteries. Package of 6. Wt. 11b. 8oz.....Pkg. 149 

Whiz on and off 
the traffic circle 
to change lanes 

14 Е Race around the 14 feet of roadway or use the traffi 
" e, wild game. Either way it's sure to be fast-action fun, To change lanes, 

“MATCHBOX” Motorway with 2 cars Cut $3 head for the traffic circle and throw the switch. 4 direction switches 
Race your “MATCHBOX” cars around the 2-lane track . . put rows of take cars on and off the circle. 
cars on each lane. There’s 14 ft. of over and under roadway, 20 adapters Set includes 10 adapters for your other “МАТСНВОХ” cars, a 

for other “MATCHBOX” cars, a power pack, 2 hand-grip speed con- variable-speed power pack, motor, traffic circle and traffic direction z 

trols. 2 die-cast metal “MATCHBOX” cars incl. Plastic track sections cards. Also 4 die-cast metal Superfast cars with spring suspension and j 

make a 33!4x63-inch layout. UL listed power pack (110-120-v., 60-с. mag-type wheels. Plastic track sections make a 21x64-in. layout. UL 

AC). Variable-speed hand controls. listed power pack (110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC), From №. Germany. 

79 М 54593C— From W. Germany. Shipping wt. 7 lbs... .. .... $16.99 79 М 54592C- Shipping weight 8 pounds... $1117 

“MATCHBOX” Models of Yesteryear King-size “MATCHBOX” Sets 

99 Four $R99 5-inch Transporter SQ99 

se 4-inch Car and four 2'^-inch racers r 

4-piece Set includes: 1907 4-рс. Set: 1909 Thomas Fly Die-cast metal cars with detailec Transporter with opening door, car ram} 

Peugeot, 1912 Rolls-Roy about, 1906 Rolls-Royce interiors, spring suspension, steering Lamborghini Marzel and Miura; Ford ( 

1914 Stutz, 1911 Maxw Silver Ghost, 1913 Cadillac and opening doors. Incl: Mercur Lotus Europa. Die-cast meta 

Die-cast metal cars abou Coupe, 1930 Packard. Met Cougar, police car, Dodge Charge 49 N 54615—Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz Set $39 

З in. long. Wt. 1 lb al; 3% in. long. Wt. 1 Ib. and Lamborghini Miur Soins 

49 N 54613 Set $499 49 N 54612 Set $4.99 49 М 5459— Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz..Set $5.9 iiis page are from Engin ree’ Sears 527 
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Layout fits 
area about 

Layout fits area 
4/,x3 feet wide 

TEO pane scans bv cuitimas mentechnical com 

6x3, feet wide 

Meadowbrook Raceway 
Ferrari 612 and Shadow Can-Am battle 
over 23 feet of track. . danger lurks 

in the perilous hairpin curve 

$ 1999 

Can Am racing thrills can't be beat . . set up doz- 
ens of challenging layouts and enjoy the fun. 6- 
inch radius hairpin curve really tests your skill 
with speed controllers (2 included). Two high-per- 
formance Can Am cars roar through high-banked 
curve at full speed. Includes pylons, flags and 
guard rail. A/FX Wall-Pak runs low voltage from 
home outlet to wired track connection . . UL listed 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 9547 1—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 8 oz. ....Set $19.99 

HO-scale cars twist and turn around 

Track makes 6 different, challenging 
layouts. Includes 2 TycoPro cars made 
of plastic and metal, 2 speed control- 
lers, guard rail with flags, piers and 
start/finish gate. Power pack is UL list- 
ed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle. AC. Ages 
6 and up. 

Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 
79N95461C -Set $12.99 

*^ Over-and-Under Race Set 

challenging layouts with 14 feet of track 

(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

4-Lane Race Set 
* Race four cars side-by-side 

along 18'/, feet of track OR make 
37-foot-long layouts of 2-lane track 

@ Banked curves for full-speed action 

@ Lap counter shows the winner 

$3499 
1 You'll have fun racing Ferrari, Camaro, Jave- 

lin and McLaren on 4-lane layout. And you'll 
have fun designing and racing on many 2-lane 
layouts. Includes 4 speed controllers, pylons and 
guard rail. Power pack is UL listed for 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC. Ages 6 and up. Pick up your 
phone right now and order this one! 
49 N 96231—Shpg. wt. 10165. 1 oz. .Set $34.99 

Roger Penske Race Set 
A/FX Super Traction Porsche and Matador 

zoom over 30 feet of track. . 
blaze thru Monza banked turns at full speed. 

2 Join the Indy-winning Penske team for fast 
action and flying fun. Matador and Porsche 

speed through dozens of skill-testing courses . . 
you control the action with 2 speed controllers. 
A/FX Wall-Pak runs low voltage to track, UL 
listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 9549 1—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 4 oz. . Set $26.99 

Extra Penske Matador with Super Traction. 
49 N 95501—27/, in. long. Wt. 2 02. ...... $2.99 

Extra Penske Porsche with Super Traction. 
49 N 95502—2'/ in. long. Wt. 2 02. ...... $2.99 

Accessories for HO-scale race sets 
Russkit Pro Controller. Trigger action for speed 
adjustments. Metal frame with circuit breaker. 
49 N 95482—Shipping weight 5 ounces ..$2.47 

Extra Track for all Aurora Road Race Sets. Sec- 
tions are each 9 in. long. You MUST order Snap 
Adapter below if adding track to pre-1972 Sets. 
49N95483-Straight. 2 pieces. Wt. 4 oz. ...$1.19 
49N95484-Curved. 2 pieces. Wt. 40z. ... 1.19 
49N95485-Snap Adapter. 2 pcs. Wt. 4 02. 1.19 
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Board Games and 

] Concentration. Players match gift cards to reveal 
puzzle parts—first player to solve puzzle wins. 60 

different puzzles on Rolomatic changer. Challenging 
for 2 to 5 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 € 65037—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz $3.88 

Life. The Wheel of Fate takes you through the 
3-D game of life. With skill and luck you'll end up 

а millionaite . . or on the poor farm. Satisfactory for 
2 to 8 junior tycoons, ages 9 and up 
49 C 65034—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 5 oz $4.77 

3 Battleship. A battle of wits for 2 junior strategists. 

Players command their own fleet of ships—sink 

your opponent's fleet and win. Self-contained in 2 

game boxes. Geared to ages 8 and up. 
49 C 65183—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz $3.84 

A Happiness. Try to get rid of your hang-ups and 
win love, friendship, faith, knowledge, money and 

health—that’s how you win Happiness. For 2 to 6 

happy players, ages 9 and up. 
49 С 65626—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 5 oz.. .. .. . -$4.97 

Б Good Guys "n Bod Guys. Bad guys hold up a 
bank, make their getaway and head for the border. 

Good guys run to get the Sheriff and join a posse to 
track down the varmints, Will the bad guys get away? 
For 2 to 8 roughriding players, ages 6 and up. 

49 C 65756—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz... $2.39 

6 Stoy Alive. Be the sole survivor—that's the last 
player with marbles on the board. Pull the right 

lever to send opponent's marbles down the holes. 
For 2 to 4 enthusiastic players, ages 7 and up. 
49 C 65174—Shipping weight 2 pounds $3.33 

T] Stratego. Each of 2 generals commands his own 
army it your opponent and capture his 

ame. Fun for ages 10 and up. 
pping weight 2 pounds. . . $4.85 

8 Double 9 Dominoes. Play more domino games with 
more players—55 large pieces in flip-top box. For 

2 or more players, ages б and up. 
49 C 65152—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. . $244 

9 Go for Broke. Spend your million dollars first and 

win the game . . it's harder than you think. For 2 
to 5 money handlers, ages 6 and up. 
49 С 65619—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz.. . . $3.59 

10 Parcheesi. The backgammon game oí India that's 

entertained game buffs for over a century. Suit 

able for 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 С 65054—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz.. . .....$3.59 

ll Scrabble®. Spell words to score points—hardest 

letters score the most points—highest point total 

ins. Includes board, 100 alphabet tiles and 4 wood 

racks. For 2 to 4 word players, ages 8 and up. 
49 С 65053—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz $3.74 

Scrabble—Spanish edition (not shown) 
49 C 65816—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. ..$374 

12 Scrabble® Sentence Cube Соте. Form sentences 
to tally up points. Each cube has a full word on 

each side. Player who makes most complete sentences 
wins. Contains 21 cubes, shaker, sand timer and score 
pad. For 1 to 8 sentence builders, ages 8 and up. 
49 С 65755—Shipping weight 11 ounces $219 



Toss Across oe 

by Ideal $1 (988 

Games of skill for family fun 

Tic-Tac-Toe with bean 
bags. First to get three 
"X"s or "O"s in а row 

is the winner 

It's great family fun indoors or out. Toss your bean bag at one of 9 rotating squares on 
the plastic playing field. Each square has a blank, "X" and ̂O" side, First опе to turn up 
three “X”s or "O"s in a row wins. You can score for yourself, or block your opponent. 
For 2 or more players or teams . . up to 8 people can play at once. Big 19x19-inch 

playing field and eight bean bags. Recommended for ages 6 and up. 
79 М 65365C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ............... 

Citai Dade scant Бутан лт айе иса com. 

510.88 

BAS-KET . . here's real 
play action where you 

control the shots 

$497 
Up to 6 players sink shots using 6 
lever-controlled flippers . . shoot 
from almost any position on the 
20x12-inch embossed fiberboard 
court. , even make daring center- 
court shots. Includes 2 score- 
boards, fold-down nets, plastic 
ball and rules. For ages 4 and up. 
49 М 6502—Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. .%4.97 

One-on-One Basketball . . 
test your shooting and 

defense ability 

$799 

Pit your skill against your oppo- 
nent, who can move his defensive 
man up, down, left or right to 
block shots. Plastic ball, net, 
backboard. Wood frame. 24x 
18!4-in. court size; Ages 7 and up. 
79 М 65219C—Wt. 6 lbs. . .... $7.99 

30x17-inch 
Tabletop Pool Table 

5829 
Rugged hardboard bed is covered 
with red, sueded cotton for 
smooth ball action. Lively rail 
cushions for fancy bank shots, All 
wood frame and ball returns. 
Polyethylene corners and pocket 
liners, Set of 1-in. balls, two wood 
cues, triangle, and playing in- 
structions. Stands 3% in. high. 
Recommended for ages 4 and up. 
79 N 65153C—Wt. 7 lbs... ...$8.29 

Skittle Shoot-Out 

LH 
batteries 

By Aurora, Targets move on a 
continuous belt . , two players 
use two Skittle repeater shooters 
trying to knock down a target be- 
fore it disappears. Target resets, 
score is posted automatically. 
Incl. 10 balls, rules. Plastic, 34V4x 
30%x11 in. Uses 2 “D” batteries 
(sold on pg. 528). Ages 8 up. 
79 N 65136N—Wt. 7 lbs. ...312.97 

Here's the finest 

Why? Features like these: 

ZONED BED LEVELING 
Multiple head-screw ad- 
justers beneath bed help 
eliminate uneven areas on 
table. The result? Your ac- 
curate shots are rewarded 
with smooth, true ball roll 

Balls return automatically to slots 

Thick, %-inch solid-core particle 
board playing surface 

Furniture-look hardboard frame 

Two 42-inch wood cues 

60x32-inch 

Pool Table alone $5 T 
1 This pool table has even more fine features similar to 

those found on an adult table. Lively extruded rail cush- 
ions for professional-type play. Balls return automati 
down slots to return area . . handy for ball storage, 
Wide wood-grained top rails. High-impact polyethylet 
ner caps and liners. Green sueded cotton billiard cloth for 
smooth ball action. Includes 134-inch balls (15 numbered, 1 
cue ball), triangle, chalk, 2 cues, instructions. Legs fold for 
storage. Stands 28 in. high. Recommended for ages 8 and up. 
79 N 65155N—Shipping weight 78 pounds 557.99 

Pool Table above $6499 
with Table Tennis Top 

9) Includes same pool table described above, plus а hard- 
board table tennis top for even more play excitement. 

Green with white center stripe. Measures 60x32 inches, In- 
cludes net, two laminated wood paddles and ball. 
78 N 65156N—Ages 8 and up. Shpg. wt. 90 Ibs. $64.99 

45x22-inch 99 
Pool Table 52 1 

* Popular red, white and blue hardboard 

and molded plastic frame 

* 3Ae-inch thick particle board playing surface 

* Professional-type beaded scorekeeper 

* Two 36-inch plastic cues 

Table is constructed of sturdy injection-molded plastic for du 
rability, and brightly colored to go well with almost any decor. 

Sueded cotton billiard cloth playing surface provides smooth ball 
action. Resilient cushions give excellent rebounds. Balls automati 
cally return to end of table. Set of 1-in. balls (15 numbered, 1 cue 
ball), triangle, chalk, cue rack and rules. Stands 29 inches high. 
Legs fold for convenient storage. Recommended for ages 8 and 
up. Table is sent partly assembled. 
79 М 65146N—Shipping weight 15 pounds 

30x18-inch 
Metal Pool Table $ 1 569 

* Ve-inch thick hardboard playing surface 
* Magnetic scoring device 
* Two 24-inch wood cues 

$21.99 

4 Strong steel-framed table has a rich, wood-grained look. Sued 
ed cotton cloth covered playing surface and rubber cushions 

provide lively, smooth ball action. Balls automatically return to 
end of table, Keep score on the magnetic scoring device. Set of 
1-inch balls (15 numbered, 1 cue ball), triangle, rules. Stands 29 їп, 
high. Legs fold for storage. Ages 6 and up. Use your phone if you 
want to order it the easiest way of all. 
79 М 65138C—Shipping weight 10 pounds. . $15.69 



Built-in vise 

Coping saw and 
4 blades 

Awl aici 
2 screwdrivers 

Brace and 
8 bits 

Square with 7 | 
builtin level 

Our most complete Home Workshop e 
has professional-look workbench, 7 Wiangtes 

t real working tools, 18 in all, - compass, protractor 
/ plus 24-page booklet to help with projects 

| $2899 
Solid pine frame workbench measures 32x17x28 in. high. Hard- 
board inlaid top and lower storage shelf, The pegboard tool rack жез 
has silhouettes showing where to hang each tool. Woodworking Poncii and 
vise mounts to bench. 18-in. measure is painted in red on front of folding ruler 
bench. Includes all tools shown at right, plus sandpaper. Partly 
assembled. For ages 8 to 14 years. Wood shown is not included. 
79 C 1965C— Workbench and tools. Shipping wt. 29 lbs. .Set $28.99 
79 С 19052C— Workbench alone. Shipping weight 21 lbs. .... 15.97 

Block plane 

Carpenter's Set with 
wood tool chest 

$1277 
This handsome 1414x 
9!4x3-in. deep wood 
chest securely holds all 
tools in their respective 
places. Tools include 
saw, pliers, 2 screwdriv- 
ers, 2 wood chisels, 
hammer, block plane, 
awl, mallet, level, fold- 
ing ruler, tri-square and 
wood clamp. Ages 8 and 
up. Wood shown is not 
incl, Shipping wt. 6 lbs. 
49 С 19056 .. Set $12.77 

Cuin pagé scans by chrisinias marietechnical соп 

Little Carpenter's Shop 
. with tool tote box you build 

$695 
Build the 15x6!4x7 in. high box first so you can carry the 
tools anywhere. Includes blueprints for 7 projects and 
enough wood to complete two. Includes hammer, saw, 
coping saw with 4 blades, tri-square, ruler, sandpaper, 
nails. Booklet included to show how tools are used. Rec- 
ommended for ages 6 to 10 years. 

Get this bit of Christmas shopping done—just dial 
Sears and order it right now. 
49 C 1966—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 11 oz. ....... Set 96.95 

12- -piece Tool Set with metal box 

$595 
Assorted tools designed for constructive play. Includes: 
hand saw, pliers, 2 screwdrivers, coping saw with 5 

wrenches, 

how to use all the tools. Colorful metal box, 16%4x8x3% 
in. deep, for carrying tools around. Ages 6 to 10. 
49C 19151—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 6 oz. ....... Set $5.95 

7-piece Tool Set $349 
Child-sized tools for little craftsmen. Set includes 9Vz-in. 
hammer, pliers, coping saw with 3 blades, triangle, 
screwdriver, ruler, pencil, 2 pieces of sandpaper. Tool 
manual included explains how to use each tool. Card- 
board carrying box. Recommended for ages 6 to 10. 
49C 19152—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. ....... Set $3.49 



Penguin 
Refrigerator E Turtle Stove 
Door opens > Play сі: 
revealing à “Кш 

storage space hands cà 
be moved 

$994 

Buy 
appliances 

@ thru (3) 

Save 53 
Hippo Sink pay str pugs жон 

nto tail. . . play 

*26*: set of 3 

When appliances are ZOODLELAND animals, 
all you add is imagination for cooking fun 

(1thru 3) Zoodleland Animals. (2) Penguin Refrigerator. 
WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Break-resistant — WHAT YOU СЕТ: 14x8x1954-inch high refrig- 
polypropylene and high-impact plastic. erator with storage spaces. 4 break-apart 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. eggs, 1 ре) ice bottle, 1 milk bottle, ice 
ORDERING INFO: Set includes (1 thru 3). tray, 4 ice cubes with animals inside and pen- 
79 N 45028C—Wt. 11 Ibs......Set $26.82 Buin water pitcher 
(1) Hippo Sink ORDERING INFORMATION 

C—Wt. 4 lbs. $ HOW IT WORKS: Plug toaster into Hippos 79 N 46026C—Wt. 4 Ibs. LU 
tail; toast pops up when you push head, (3) Turtle Stove 
WHAT YOU GET: 15%4x954x147%-inch high WHAT YOU GET: 1214х814х19-іпсһ high 
sink with turning faucets, plug and pullout stove with clock, removable burners, frying 
cutting board; animal shaped cookie cutters, 
rolling pin, bowl, spoon, toaster, 2 slices toast 
and towel. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 М 45032C—Wt. 4 lbs. $9.94 

pan, teapot, casserole with lid and cooking 
spoon. Oven door opens; knob heads revolve 
to turn stove "on" and "off". 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 N 45012C—Wt. 4 lbs. $9.94 

Apron door 
opens for 

tool storage 

ZOODLELAND 
Beaver Workbench 
Perfect for little people 

$1095 

Fun tool bench little carpenters do big pretend re- 

WHAT YOU GET; danve Valach high plastic tool 

: bits, play saw, play hammer, folding rul- 

years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 45023C—Shipping weight 4 pounds ......$10.95 

Li'l Camper Wilderness Set 
Ideal for the backyard $1 195 without 

explorer or hiker batteries 
WHAT IT S MADE OF: Tough, weather-resistant plas 
tic camping gear. 

WHAT YOU GET: Trail belt with real working compass 
in belt buckle, pup tent with poles, 8Yex11x3¥2-inch 
backpack, canteen, play axe, play shovel, whistle and nob 

light. Tent sets up 24x33x16 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Flashlight requires 2 *D" 
batteries, not included. Order package below. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 10 oz. 
49N44158. $11.95 

Long-lasting Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. 

49N 46996 .. Pkg. $1.69 

So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone 

528 
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> : Put together tankers, ships, fighter jets...a V-8 engine or sporty 

Authentically Scaled Kits Vette...discover their inner workings as you assemble them 

1:25 Scal & Tanke m= s 

a | 

when you buy both Truck (6) and Tanker 

Separate prices $994 

total $11.94 
(8) 

Chevy Van $797 

1/16 Scale 

1/96 Scale 

(1) U.S.S. Constitution, “The Eagle of the Sea" $] 597 

This magnificent ship has billowing sails and massive armaments. 
T CONTENTS: Detailed model is 27x36 in. long, built to 1/96 scale. Incl. 39 

guns, 20 crew figures, clear gallery windows, rigging 
tlines. Illustrated booklet with instr, Over 400 pieces. Pl. 

s and up. 
ORDERING ON: Glue not included. 
79 C 2031 ac. “Shipping weight 6 pounds Kit $15.97 

1/25 Scale 

$797 

‚8 28° 

(2) German World War Il Tiger Tank $1897 5997 7 pa XM 

when you buy any 
2or more(11, 120r 13) 

$797 |: $627 
11 or 12 (п CONTENTS: Fully detailed treads. Torsion bar sus- FORA 10 yrs., up. 

pension. Wheels move up and down. Hatches open ORDER! NFO: 
and close. Includes seats, machine gun, cannon steer- Glue not included. 
ing mechanism, engine, 2 figures. Over 430 pcs. Shipping wt. 5 lbs. 
13x6x5 in. high. Plastic. 79 C 1935C.$18.97 

1/72 Scale 1/4 Actual Size 

Save 50° Г 
5297 

(3thru 5) Shogun 
Warriors. (3) fires battle 

Each ax and missiles. (4) armed ] wane 
with sword and da ger. [15] dh ег 

2or (5) with fist spike, 
more $247 arrows. (3) and (5) 10 in w^ 

tall, (4) 9 in. tall Plastic TO 
FOR S: 10 yrs., ир. 
OR NFO: Instr. incl. 
Glue not incl. 
Shpg. wt. each 12 oz. 

(3) Dragun. 10 in. high. 
49 C 1951 ...Kit $2.97 
(4) Mazinga. 9 in. high. 
49 C 1953 ...Kit $2.97 
(5) Raydeen. 10 in. h. 
49 С 1955 Kit $2.97 

Ea. when you buy any 2 
or more (3 thru 5) 
Each Kit 3247 

ало pane scans by ONENA пиа ийа coin 



Hey Pardner, you'll be riding in Fury 
high style with these stallions. . . 
Horses (1 thru 5) have tubular steel bases and 

durable plastic bodies for hours of fun 

$2,999 minout varer 
28in. long 7 

|] Winnie-the-Pooh 
1} Shoo-Fly 

(6) Your toddler will enjoy rocking and bouncing in 
this rocker with Winnie-the- Pooh з picture on it. 
CONSTRUCTION: Molded polyethylene seat with high- 
back contour. Tubular steel frame and foot bar. Hard- 
board sides. Strap to secure child. Coil springs. Play 
tray. 17 in. high, 17 in. wide, 32 in. long. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 2 years. Seat 9 in. high. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled; instructions ке. 
79 М 91327C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. .... $16.88 

528 OCGAJE 

me—————— 

Rocking Toys 

$3899 € 

Our largest 
horse 

38 inches long 

Prancer 

$1899 
28 inches long І 

Non-adjustable 
frame 

Pepper the 
Rocking Horse 

$1288 

X 
(7) vp will кер, your little tike rocking for 
28 of . indoors or out. 
CONSTRUCTION: Durable molded polyethylene 
with rounded corners. Topped off with mop-top 
hair. 20 in. high, 101% in. wide, 221% in. long. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. Seat 12 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
VENSEITSU- ыл САЗЫ. $12.88 

4 14] $1799 

Mustang 

$2399 
26 inches long 

Adjustable frame 
on (2 and 3) 

Colored 
rings 

31799 

24in ^| 

Remove 
casters 
and seat 
то make 
spring 
horse 

Snoopy Doghouse with 
walking Snoopy 

hopping Woodstock 
and ice cream van 

$647 

> 
Sz 

= -powered 
9 $лоору© Doghouse 

ara 

E 

TS 
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Huggable Rag Dolls 
Children love to collect them 'cause 
they're fun to play with and display 

Holly Hobbie Playset Betsey Clark Playset 

(1 and 2) Holly Hobbie® and Betsey Clark Playsets. 6-in. 
tall vinyl doll with rooted hair. 2-in. baby with painted hair and 
eyes. (1) Holly in dress, wears hair bow. Baby in printed gown. 
Set incl.: bottle, rattle, cradle, high chair, bowl, spoon, extra dress 
for Holly, 134-in. vinyl dog. (2) Betsey in dress with apron, hair 
ped = in bathrobe. Set incl.: bathtub, towel, cradle, teddy bear 

luck. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 yrs. Outfits may vary in fabric, color. 
(1) 49C 37128—Holly Hobbie®. Shpg. wt. 8 0z.....Set $5.99 
(2) 49 C 37129—Betsey Clark. Shpg. wt. 80z.......Set 5.99 
Betsey Clark © 1977 Halimark Cards. Inc. 
(3thru 10) Lovable, huggable Raggedy Ann and Andy. 
Cloth bodies. Red yarn hair, locked-in тө. (S-in. have painted 
eyes), silk-screened faces. (3) Andy has cloth pants, cap, top. (7) 
Ann has polka-dotted dress, apron, pantaloons. (8) Raggedy Ann 
has cloth skirt, silk-screened top. (4) Raggedy Andy Ls 
pants, cap and silk-screened top. 

cloth 

49034184 102. | $1.47 
49С 34017 бот. 497 

| 49С34028 902, | 897 
79 С 34033С | 31bs.Soz. | 19.97 

Reggedy Andy 
(4) Sin. | 150 3yrs. | 49С34185 | 1 oz. $1.47 
(5) 15!5 in. | 2to Byres. | 49С 34021 | бот. 4.97 
(6) 20 in. | | 49034032 .9oz. 8.97 
(3) 315 in. | 79 C34039C | 3 18. 5ог. | 19.97 

Raggedy Ann end Andy Tknickerbocker Toy Co.. Inc. 
(11-13) Holly Hobbie, Carrie Rag Dolls. Inspired by Ameri- 
can Greeting Card characters. Huggable cloth body of quality cot- 
ton. Yarn hair. Silk-screened faces. (11, 12) in old-fashioned print 
cotton dresses, ruffled pinafores, bonnets, pantaloons. (13) 
Dream-along Carrie in sleeping gown. Plush pet in pocket. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Dolsheght | FORAGES | Catalog Number | Shog wt |. Price 
1) 27in. 3 to 14 yrs. EH 2 Ibs. 7 oz. $16.97 
12) 27in. | 3tol4yrs. | 79С34202С | 21b.70z. | 1697 

(13) 12in. 2to 8yrs. | 49C 34242 | 502. | 4.67 

Holly characters © American Greetings Corp 
(14) Drowsy Doll. 15 inches tall. Vinyl head. Hi ible cloth 
body. Blond rooted hair; painted half-asleep eyes. Pull the talking 
e . Drowsy says 11 different phrases. Pink and white sleeper 

ly. Cradle-shaped package. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 2 to 7 years. Warranted by 
Mattel. Write for free copy, page 322. 
49 C 34126—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 о2............. $12.97 

(15) И Aaa Clown. 1615 in. tall. Cotton cloth body; silk- 
screened face; curly yellow yarn hair. Floral clown suit, shoes, hat. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 2 to 8 years. 
49 C 34288— Shipping weight 7 ounces. . $6.67 
(16) The Eugene Gnome Family©. 7-in. ѓай їп. mother, 
434-in. brother and sister. Plastic bodies. Head, arms and legs 
move. Grasping hands. Dressed in caps. Mother and daughter in 
dresses; father and son in pants. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 30065—Shipping weight 12 ounces .. Set $9.97 

(17) Saxi-Maxi. Squeeze hearts on hands, tummy and feet to 
hear merry musical notes. Songbook and pretend saxophone in- 
cluded. Soft body. One-piece vinyl head with derby hat. Rooted 
hair. Painted clown face. Dressed in clown suit. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 34292—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8oz. ............ $9.97 

(18) Lil' Lady Buggy Coach. Fits dolls up to 13 in. tall. Chimes 
sound as baby rides in buggy. Hood protects her from the sun. 
Molded plastic body. 21x1024x19 in. high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 114 to 4 yrs. Unassembled, instructions incl. 
79 C 33138C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 2 oz. > $10.97 



Fold-away Parking Plaza 

Park a r 1 ak 

1%х1 es 2" 
ow. E Kong. Order car sets below 

49 N 59044 ing w 5.4 29 
C" Batteries. Package of € 

Mini-car Sets of die-cast metal 
Hefty 2t play with or collect 

HOT WHEELS* 4-car Set. Demon, Red Baror 
Mercedes Benz 280SI Cor ul Mk III 
49 N 54624—Shipping weight 8 oz... . .Set $2.99 * e 
Johnny Lightning 4-car Set. Includes: Spoiler 
Smuggler, Leapir 10 and A er Indy 
49 N 54582—Shipping we 10 ох. ..Set $2.99 

MATCHBOX" 6.саг Set. Superfast cars in 

ude: Ford Mustang Fastback, Volkswagen 1500, 
Ford G.T., Pontiac Grand Prix, Mercedes 230 SI 

ind Ferrari Berlinetta. From England 
49 N 54608—8Shipping weight 13 oz et $3.29 

Corgi Rockets 6-car Set. Includes: Beach Bugg 
Carabo, Todd Sweeney эск Car, Cadillac Eldo. 
rado, Porsche Carrera 6 and Pininfarina. Comes 
with tune-up key for removing and interchanging 
assis and axles. From England 

49 N 54606. weight 12 7 

а ано сейл Бонна аанай Бо 



Aurora HO A/FX Racers with 
exclusive Super Traction 

(3 thru 8 ) Le у апа 
t than " 

Model M. 

49 N 95473— A/F 
5) 49 N 9547. E 

)49 N 95477 

Shippin 

Service and Hop-up Kit. Soup up 
cars with decals, slicks, tires, mo: 
49 N 95481 —Shpg. wt. 13 oz K 

Cars zoom 
side-by-side 

through high-banked 
curve at full speed 

Race with the Penske team— 
winners at the 1972 Indy 500 

А/ЕХ Matador 
Nascar Stocker 

A/FX Can Am Porsche 



PARKER BROTHERS 
Real Estate 
Trading Geme Eq 

f PARKER BROTHERS 
WHEELING DEALING USED CAR GAME 

Jen sainia pe 

. . more Board Games 
nm 

(13 thru 15) Monopoly. Buy, sell and swa] real 
estate . . bankrupt your opponents. Ages 8 and up. 

13 Standard Monopoly. The all-time favorite. For 
2 to 8 "real estate tycoons.” 

49 C 65039—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. .......93.47 

14 Deluxe Monopoly. Keep game organized with 
partitioned plastic tray. Heavier playing board 

and extra equipment. For 2 to 10 players, 
79 C 6501C—Shipping weight 4 pounds ........ 55.97 

15 Super Deluxe Monopoly. Partitioned trays for 
playing pieces are built into deluxe blue plastic 

carrying case to keep everything in place. Extra play 
money, dice. 2 to 10 players. 
49 C 65724—Shipping weight 6 lbs. 4 oz. ......$13.39 

1 Dealer's Choice. Each player is a hard-nosed 
used car dealer . . bid on 24 cars, consult Blue 

Book, haggle over deals and try to destroy oppo- 

nents’ cars. For 3 to 6 players, ages 10 and up. 

49 C 65623—Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz, ......» $3.44 

17 Masterpiece. Try to outbid your opponents at 

an international art auction. You may get a mil- 
lion-dollar painting for a bargain or blow a fortune 
on a forgery. Richest player at the end wins. For 3 to 
6 art connoisseurs, ages 9 and up. 
49 C 65286—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz. ...... $3.33 

18 Billionaire. Build your empire by amassin| 
profit cards, overwhelming opponents wii 

sealed bids for properties, and pulling off great 
moves, First to own billion-dollar empire wins. For 2 

to 4 “get rich quick” players, a 9 and up. 
49 C 65738—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz. ...... 8447 

19 Careers. Choose one career from eight up-to- 
date occupations. There are rewards, promo- 

tions and setbacks as you meet real challenges, try- 
ing to attain fame, fortune, and happiness. 
for 2 to 6 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 C 65748—Shipping weight 2 bs. 2 02........ 

20 Risk. Conquer the world and win. Players con- 
trol armies that sweep across foreign territories, 

capturing as they go. А game of military strategy for 
3 to 6 players, ages 10 and up. 
79 С 65147C—Shipping weight 4 pounds ....... $622 

91 Sorry. Classic pursuit game of skill and luck 
with rules that give children an equal chance to 

Т 

win. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. NE 

49 C 65052—Shipping weight 2 pounds ......-. $344 3 Т, соне REAL COINS 

99, Aggravation. Players move 4 marbles around 
board trying to get home and send opponents 

back to start. For 2 to 6 players, ages 6 and ир, 
49 C 65036—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. $2.67 

93 Split-level Aggravation. Exciting chase on 2 
levels. For 2 to 6 players, ages 6 and up. 

49 C 65719—Shipping weight 1 lb. 6 oz. .......- $373 

24 The Money Game. Play with real uncirculated 
coins from 10 different countries. A game of 

strategy, luck and memory for 2 players. First to 
make $100,000 in "rare" coins wins. For ages 8 and 
up. Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it. 

49 C 65753—Shipping weight 1 lb. 3 02........ $2.69 

Tatai раб scans by сайпана киса om. 



Child-sized Pool Table we've ever offered 

50x27-inch 
Pool Table 

e Handsome hardboard fram 
for long service 

e Furniture-look end panels 

© Two 38-in. wood ues 

is looks good, it's а to last, Particle board playing surface ў 
. thick and covered with green sueded cotton billiard cloth 
. Lively extruded E x eom ga bank roc d 

easy ac -impact polyethylene corner caps ane 
ie in. balls (15 numbered, 1 cue ball), triangle 



Kiddie Jumpers 
Learn balance and co- 
ordination. Polyethyl- 
ene. 454x454 inches 
wide. Plastic hand- 
held cords are adjust- 
able. Step on the cups, 
grab the cord an 
walk. Ages 3 to 8 
years. Set of 2. 

. Wt. 9 oz. 
49 C 44179 ....Set 99c 

more 
noo Each 95c 

Humming Top 
Pump the handle and 
watch the painted pup- 

ies whirl. . and it 
hums, too. Metal, 434- 
in. diameter. 4 in. high. 
For ages 2 to 4 years. 
49C53152—Wt. $ Oz. 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 

Dial Telephone 
Trim, modern-styled 
telephone; Rings with 
each turn of the dial. 
Plastic. 854x4⁄4x4 in. 
high. Ages 2 to 8 years. 
49C45795—Wt. 9 oz. 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items......... Each 95c 

Bag-A-Ball* 
Snap the levers and see 
who can get the most balls 
in the hoop. Plastic, 6-in. 
diam., 5 in. high. 1 to 3 
players, ages 4 and up. 
49 C 53164—Wt. 5 oz. .99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
Rm .......... Each 95c 

Snoopy Tosserino 
pated amically bal- 
Eu dic you toss back 
Ey forth . . catch it if you 
can. Great for picnics, the 
beach or playgrounds. 9- 
inch diameter, plastic. 
Ages 4 years and up. 
49 С 53165—Wt. 5 oz. .99c 
Buy any 3 or more 

Red Drum 
Sturdy lithographed 

6-in. diam. Two 
wood drumsticks, car- 
tying cord. 5% in. 

„ Ages 3 to 7. 
hpg. wt. 12 oz. 

49C53156 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items Each 95c 

Play Razor 
Rev up razor's friction 
motor . . sounds like 
the real thing. Plastic, 
212x134x314 in. high. 
Ages 5 to 10 yrs. 
49C45053-Wt. 3 oz.99c 
Buy any 3 or more 

Each 95c 

Barrel of Monkeys 
Pick up 12 chimps in a 
EE and you're champ 

arm in arm. 
Piast. For any num- 
ber, ages 3 and up. 
49C53138—Wt. X ог. 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
йешә......... Еасһ 95с 

Dominoes 
Match up numbers on 
wood dominoes and 
you win. Double-six 
embossed dragon de- 
sign. 28 pieces. Ages 6 
and up. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 С 65596 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 

an e Each 95c 

Kaleidoscope 
Turn the top end, see 
promenade of wondrous 
designs. Paper fiber and 
metal we 9 in. long. 
Ages 5 ant 
ASC45034—W t. 4 oz. 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items. ........ Each 95c 

Silly Putty* 
Stretches like taffy, 
bounces like a ball, molds 
into all sorts of shapes. 
Transfers pictures, too. 
Plastic. Ages 4 and up. 
49 C 53065—Wt. 2 oz. .99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
о Sais esos Each 95c 

Junior Football 
You can play fonoa just 
like the 5 Teague players 
do! 9-inch high plastic foot- 
ball, complete with kicking 
tee. Recommended for chil- 
dren ages 3 and up. 

Shipping weight 7 oz. 
49 C 28036 ...... + 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
МИО: ае Each 95c 

Any 3 or 
more items 

Amazing Slinky 
Walks down stairs, falls 
from hand to hand, moves 
without motors! 3-inch di- 
ameter. Steel. For ages 6 
years and up. 
49 С 5211—Wt. 10 oz. .99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items .. «Each 95c 

Finger Puppets 
Winnie-the-Pooh 
and his favorite pal 
Tigger show up as 
finger puppets . 
create your own ad- 
ventures. Plastic, 
each measures 3 
inches high. Ages 2 
to 8 years. 

Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
aoc 14002. . „Set 99c 

Answer Machine 
Insert one of 6 cards 
with questions and an- 
swers into slot, slide 
square up to see if cor- 
rect. Plastic. 6x4x1⁄ in. 
Ages 5 and up. 
49C53162—Wt. 4 oz. 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 

Miniature Arabian Horses 
(1 thru 3) Plastic horses. Au- 
thentically colored. 234 in. high. 
Ages 4 and up. Wt. ea. 2 oz. 
(1) 49C2256—Stallion 
(2) 49C2257—Mare . 
(3) 49C2258—Saddlebi 
Buy any 3 or more 
SENOS DESPITE LENS Each 95c 

Raggedy Ann 'n Andy Crayon Box 
Cloth body with red wool Raggedy Ann and Andy™ 
hair. 7 in. high. For ages 2to оп steel box. Holds over 
5 years. Wt. each 2 oz. 200 crayons (not incl.). 
49C34049—Ann .. .99c бх4х41% in. Ages 3 to 8, 
49C34051—Andy......99c — 49C53149—Wt. 12 oz. .99c 
Buy any 3 or more Buy any 3 or more 
items ....... TR Each95c items .......... Each 95c 
Raggedy Ann and Апдуе 
@Xnickerbocker Toy Co. Inc. 

Police Car 
Miniature Volkswag- 
en, 4x3x2% in. high. 
Pull T-bar thru top to 
make it go. Plastic. 

Raggedy Ann and Andy™ 
@Bobbs-Merrill Co.. Inc. 

Jam-Pac Cars 
Seven Tootsietoy® 
miniature cars, racers 

and trucks. Each 2 to 
2% in. long. Die-cast 

Ages 4, up. Wt. 5 oz. metal. 4 to 8. Wt. 6 oz. 
49 С53173..........99с — 49C53161 ....Set 99c 
Buy any 3 or more Buy ау 3 or more 
items ....... Each95c items .......Each 95c 

"NOTE: Not recommended for ages under 3 because of small parts 

‘Catalog апо scans bv eiaritimat пиа инс cant 

лав [Sears] 529 



Doctor and Nurse Kits 
Check Pooh's pulse and 

take your Dolly's temperature 
land 2) Deluxe poeter and Nurse Kits. 
(шкы long when you come on the 
goma prescription slips. 

es salt EACH KIT INCLUDES: INCLUDES: Chrome-colored 
stethoscope, thermometer, 

: Кор Benes, pate 
Ee E health 

recorde. Instruction sheet. Pooh bear not included). 
From Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. м 

(1) Deluxe Nurse Kit. 
KIT CONTENTS: All items listed above plus: nurse cap, 
plastic hot water bag, food tray and utensils. Vinyl 
shoulder strap case is 1134x734x3% inches deep. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 45026—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 02....... $4.95 

(2) Deluxe Doctor Kit. 
KIT CONTENTS: All it s ий shove $c band, 
plastic mirror, knee tapper and spatula. attaché- 
Style case with latch is 13Vix9Y in. d 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 45024—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 ол....... $4.95 

Buy the easy way— 
order by phone 

Medical Kit $295 
Take your carry-all satchel when „шй, 
you make a house call. = 
KIT CONTENTS: Stethoscope, eye 
test chart, toy watch, microscope, 
pill boxes, eye glasses and ban- 

more. Satchel is Lie rien 
Hong Kong. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

ht 1 pound. 
49844577 -. 52.95 

Big Driver 
> Dashboard 

$995 

Smokee CB™ Talking 
Toy Radio 

8594100; 

Buytoys 
(3) with (4) 

Save ‘2 
Separately *15.89 

total 

$1 3*? 

without battery 

{sends} and 4) With these authentic-looking toys, you can “call ahead" оп А С.В. 
Radio to gauge the traffic before leaving with your Big Driver Dash 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Set includes (3 and 4). Item (4) requires 1 “Р” d 
not inclu: on bottom of facing page. 
DN 4408 Shipping eight ропот оі Bounce = 
(3) Big Driver Dashboard. 
HOW IT WORKS: Real-looking police 
car dashboard with i key, speed- 
ometer Steering wheel th that real- 
ly фиг, (ыенен ы e shift, horn, 
manually рны ER quthentie- 

ton 
WHAT ey 5 MADE OF: Durable plastic. 
1334x7xBVA inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
нр. INFO: Partly assembled. 

4464—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ..$9.95 

Сй page scum by сайпана тйзбесй com 

(4) Smokee CB 
Toy Radio. 

HOW IT WORKS; Just push switch; it 
speaks 10 C.B. “slanguages” at ran- 
dom. Hand-held pretend microphone, 
meter and 3 turning knobs. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. 8х5%х 
3%, in. high. Slanguage dictionary. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 1 
“D” battery, not included order 
package pa bottom of facio Die: 
49 N 45031—Wt. 1 lb. 8oz. ...$5.94 

Winnie-the-Pooh Fun Tunnel 
A foldaway, crawl-through, hideout $1 195 
with plenty of room for roaming 

Imagine you're on a secret mission crawling through the Amazon 
jungle in search of a missing, world-famous scientist. Use indoors or 
outdoors . . . as a cave, an entranceway or a club's hideout. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Ventilated, weather-resistant vinyl over tem- 
pered steel hoops. 22-inch diameter. Folds to two inches thick with 
tie straps for easy storage. Nine feet long when expanded. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 45046C—Shipping weight 7 pounds 



SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(6) GMC Astro 95 Truck. 

yan and up. 
ORDERING INFO: pan, glue not included. 
49 C 1911—Wt. 11b. 1 ..Kit $5.97 
(7). Fruehauf dien Attaches to big 
trucks such as Astro 95 (6) sold above. 
KIT CONTENTS: Detailed chassis with tan- 
dem suspension, realistic piping a and valves, 
spare tire carrier, “Gulf” and “Union 76" de- 
cals. 19Y%x4x5% in. high. 170 pcs. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 12 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Paint, gue not included. 
49 C 1913—Wt. 1 Ib. 100, Kit 95.97 
Both Truck T ik 
BEETA апа Tanker a Чыры: 59.94 
(8) Custom Bus Van. 
KIT CONTENTS: ПЕ que pe od 19x13x3¥ in. 

h, hooker fender flares, spoil- 
er, chrome-| deg perf ba bars, tinted sun roof, 
windshield, door windows, CB radio, zoomie 
exhaust, Cibie driving lamps, decals. Custom 
interior: swiveling bucket seats, bed, ee; 
TV, refrigerator, more. Detailed chassis, s 
pension and Chevy 350 V-8 engine. Good. 
year radial tires. 230 pieces. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 12 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Paint, 
49 C 1926—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
(9) '63 Vette. The Stingray. 
KIT CONTENTS: Body is 11x4Vgx34 inches 
high. Working | suspension, detailed engine, 
hollow vinyl tires, turning wheels. pecie 
seats. Plus double rear win: E sad chrom 
look trim. Over 150 pieces. Plasti 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: oy glue not included. 
49 C 1924—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 sores 87.97 
(10) ‘57 Chevy pE EN 
KIT CONTENTS: Operating doors, hoods, s M 
nyl radiator hoses, ignition. се Онг 

е, body trim, moving tires, wheels. Over 
pieces. 12%4x4%4x3% in. high. Plastic, 

FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Paint, t, glue not induded. 
49C 1915—Wt. 11b. 1002........... 5.44 

(11 thru 13) WW II Bombers. 
KIT CONTENTS: са дора and 
wheels, detailed cockpit an: bay, mov- 
pole ELA 2- 2-position bomb bay doors, 
md thin ich includes 5 figures. 19 
= and bomb included with (12). Over 142 
pieces in each. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 12 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Paint, glue not included. 
u 1 4 B-24J Len 11х15 inches high. 

iot included. 
..Kit $7.97 

181—We. 2 Ibs. 1202. ......... Kit $7.07 
When you buy 2 or more oti 
(ith 13) 2071 -Each kit 58,97 

ua B-17G Flying Fortress. 1721554 а. 
2366—Wt. 2 Ibs. Boz. ..... 797 

When you buy 2 kits 
(11th 13) Each kit 88,97 
ГЫ 3 B-29 Superfortress. 2523526 inches. 
9 C 1931C—Shpg. wt. 6 ..Kit $8.97 

When you buy 2 d; 
(1th 33) 2.07 тоге киш Each kit 98,97 
(14) U.S. Airforce Thunderbird Set. 
KIT CONTENTS: Five models: T-38 Talon, F- 
4E Phantom, F-105 Thunderbird, F-100D 
Super Sabre and T-33A Starfire. ©. Complete 
with red, white and blue decals. Each 6 to 11 
in, long. Over 225 pieces. oum 
FOR AGES: 8 years and ш 
ORDERING INFO: Paint, £ Blue not included. 
9 C 1933—Wt. 1 Ib. 8oz. ....... Kit 39.97 

pn See-thru V-8 En: Clear plastic. 
KIT CONTENTS: Functioning pistons, con- 
necting rods and rocker arms working in se- 
quence with firing of 8 — plugs. 350 parts 
in all. Includes display stand, permag mA 

t, water pump, f fuel eads and distr 
tor, carburetor, аа. 
tor. Manual of V-8 engine's history. 
144x614x914 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 12 E and up. 
peut INFO: juires 2 "C" batteries, 

e lue not ded. 
wen '28— 3 ibs. Г302........ Foen 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 
49 С 46997—Wt. $оз.............. pe $1.39 

Catalog page scant by сынак тревна: 

| LEATHERCRAFT KITS . 
(All genuine top grain or split leather) 

Saddle Leather 
Tooling Kits 

qo pi 

patterns ї stamp on the 

(16) seca ipd 
‘cooling Kit. 

WHAT YOU SAN MAKE: 4-hook 
eR patat cuc 

TUE UE E eA ey 
KIT. CONTENT S 3 steel Stamping 

Sate any рка leather of design usin pad and stamping toot 
needle. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 

"S 58.95 

WHAT YOU CAN MAKE: One 

KIT CONTENTS: SERE ТЕ! 2 i 

` Tr eddie icio eine 
stitching thread, needle. Instr 

у FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING: INFORMATION: 

Boz.....Kit $4.99 

У (18) 8-item 
Leather Lacing Kit 

$599 

ed), 
KIT CONTENTS: All leather 
are and 
ready for lacing, Locludes lace, 

d needle, easy to follow, illus’ 

" FOR AGES: 8 years to adult, 
Y ORDER ANFO: Wt. 11b, 15 o өө 

(19) Suede split-cowhide children’s 
M) Moccasin Kits $371 Oe ” 

NN IT: 5 var ores S: Suede yr AE in соно 

` FOR AGES 8 8 years to adult. 
y SIZES, ORDER INFO: 1 pair of moccasins per kit. 

Conde sizes: S M L. XL Wt eath МЕЗ os. | 

©21 Kit 377 
8 
2 

86 1— Medium (1114-1314) 
B63 bette large (3-5) Kit 377 

XL. Wt. each kit 10 oz. z ‘eens’ sizes: 

НЫ 
ч €21886—L Cie 9 0) 

49 C 21867. (Men 

and 423 to 598 from now until AUGUST 31, 1978 



(1 thru 5) 
CONSTR: Tubular steel 
frame, adjustable in (1 
thru 3) and (5); coil 
springs. Easy-mount 
side bars. Foot and 
hand dowels; plastic 
Covered end caps. 
ORDER INFO: Unassem- 
bled. Instructions incl. 

(1) Talking Colt 
High-impact polysty- 
rene body, 28 in. long. 
Base 45x20 in. Press 
button on saddle roll, 
hear 6 phrases. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 yrs. 
Seat ht. adjusts 23 to 
261 in. Requires 1 
"AA" battery, not incl. 
Order рка. below. 
Shpg. wt. 22 Ibs. 
79N on $29.99 

"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 
4. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 46991 .Pkg. 99c 

(2) Fury. Polyethylene 
body, 38 in. long. Base 
50x24 in. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 yrs. 
Seat ht. adjusts 29 to 33 
in. See “N” note, page 
330. Shpg. wt. 30 Ibs, 
79 N 89035N . $38.99 

(3) Mustang. Molded 
polystyrene body, 26 in. 
long. Base 40x22% 
inches, 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 yrs. 
Seat ht. adjusts 23 to 
26^ in. Wt. 20 lbs. 
79N 89017L .$23.99 

(4) Prancer. High-im- 
pact polystyrene body, 
28 in. long. Base 
40x22"; inches, 
FOR AGES: 1 to 4 yrs. 
Shpg. wt. 17 Ibs. 
79 N 89048C , $18.99 

(5) Walk-R-Ride 
Molded polystyrene 
pony, 24 in. long. Plastic 
seat, tray with colorful 
ring bar. Strap; casters; 
bumpers, Base 36x171% 
in. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 
3 yrs, Seat ht, adjusts 
from 15% to 18!4 in. 
Shpg. wt. 14 lbs. 
79 N 89005C . $17.99 

(8) Snoopy 
Doghouse 

КО IT ө Wind 
them up and Snoopy 
walks, Woodstock hops or 
drinks from his bird bath. 
They go in and out of the 
house, raise the flag, even 
drive the ice cream truck. 
WHAT YOU GET Do 
Aut BEES ш D 

Ires, 3 in. 
truck. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 312 to 8 yrs. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49 N 44095 

(9) Snoopy'so P dica 
ized Doghouse. Snooj Y 
ou his doghouse ast 

ice, Friction bor: 
ered . . . just push it and 
it goes. Durable high-im- 

plastic. 4x354x5!4 in. 

FOR AGES: 3 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 8 oz. 
49N44124 ..... $3.44 
Peanuts characters: ©1958, 
1985 Unted Feature Syndicate, 
nc. 
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Тип 

H 

Bus op attaches. 
to Small Mall (10) 

Small Mall 
Push-button Shopping Center 

Was $10.95 in our 1977 Christmas Book, 
12 push-buttons help you guide the shop- 
pers through the "stores" as they roll along 
on their ball bearing bases. 
WHAT YOU GET: Shopping mall, 
13x5*4x15! 2 inches high, divided into 4 lev- 
els; parking area and three shopping areas 
with hand-operated elevator Connecting 
each level. Two shopper dolls, 2 cars and 9 
package discs. Plastic; metal bearings. Im 
ported. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Бене wt. 3 lbs. 
49N44141 

(10) 

57.88 

Milky, the Marvelous 
Milking Cow $ 1087 

HOW IT WORKS: Fill see-through trough 
with water, place “milk” tablets in udder. 
Push Milky's head into trough, pump her 
tail, she drinks. When she's had enough, she 
raises her head and ‘‘moos’’. Then she's 
ready to be milked through her vinyl udder. 
Incl, bucket, cow bell, vinyl pasture mat, 
non-toxic tablets and booklet that tells how 
milk gets from the cow to home. Plastic, vi- 
nyl. 1012 in high. For ages 3 and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 45247—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. .$10.87 

(13) 

from garage. Great fun 

Cut 51.07 

PUSH-BUTTON PLAYTHINGS 
It's an action-packed world featuring 

specially designed "roll-about" people 

Small Mall 
Shoppers ride up in 
hand-operated elevator. rol! 
from floor to floor to shop. 
Push buttons release 
packages for pick-up 

ntáble turns car to exit 

lustle Bustle Bus (11) 

$288 

Hustle Bustle 
Push-button Bus Stop 

Was $3.95 in our 1977 Christmas Book. 
Take your shoppers to the mall in the 
push-along bus. Push buttons to load the 
passengers on the bus but they exit auto- 
matically. 
WHAT YOU GET: Two bus stops, 
AV ax4x4! inches high. Push-along bus, 
514х2%4х3% inches with transparent top 
and bouncing driver. Two passengers. 
Plastic; metal bearings. Imported. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

49N44142 m 

(11) 

$2.88 

(14) Pop-ohs™ 
Play Park $594 

WHAT YOU GET: 6 miniature 
eon (not 9 as shown). Pop- 

"м pop together and pop onto 
playground accessories. Incl. Fer- 
ris wheel, rotating roundabout, 
jack climbing frame, whirlabout 
and twirling teeter-totter with 
power band. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 
Instr. incl. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 44015 ............ $5.94 

Rough 'N Ready Rescuers 

Signal an emergency 

(8) Push à button to release 
rescuers 

(Stant helicopter 
blades turning 

(D) Push button opens gate 
Rescue vehicles 
roll out 

(12) Rough 'N Ready 
Push-button Rescue Center 

As soon as the word “emergency” 
flashed on the "screen", the rescuers ral 
down to their stations for duty, 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic rescue center, 
11! 4x64 4x13! ‘inches high. Three rescue 
vehicles, 3¥9x2 3, inches high. Plus 
one helicopter ren four rescuers with 
metal bearings. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Partially assembled. Instructions for as- 
sembly are included. 
Shipping enn 3 ponen 

49N 44131 ..$9.95 



Ventriloquist 
Dolls you 

can make talk 
(1thru7) Ventriloquist Dolls 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up due to skill 
required. 
(1) Simon Sez. 30 inches tall. Vinyl 
head and hands. Mouth activated by trig- 
ger style mechanism in doll's back. Mold- 
ed body; soft arms, legs can be posed. 
Painted face; molded hair. Wears shirt 
and slacks. 
OR INFO: Instruction book incl. 
49 C 36211—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. $15.99 

(2) Charlie McCarthy Edgar Ber- 
gen's pal. 30 in. tall. Vinyl head, hands. 
Back neck string to open mouth. Stuffed 
body, painted face. Molded hair. Wears 
tuxedo, top hat, monocle and shoes. 
ORDER INFO: Instr. book incl. 
49 C 36013—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. ... $15.97 

(3) Lester. 26 in. tall. Vinyl head, 
hands. Back neck string to open mouth. 
Stuffed body, painted face. Rooted hair. 
Wears jacket, pants, glasses, shoes. 
ORDER INFO: Instruction booklet, play- 
along 33!4-rpm record included. 
49 C 36027—Wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. ...$12.97 

(4) Willie Talk. 23 inches tall. Vinyl 
head, hands. Back neck string to open 
mouth, Stuffed body, painted face; mold- 
ed hair, Wears shirt and slacks. 
ORDER INFO: Instr. book incl. 
49 C 36209—Wt. 2 lbs $11.99 
(5) Tessie Talk. 18 inches tall. Vinyl 
head and hands. Back neck string to open 
mouth. Jointed arms and legs. Painted 
face, rooted hair. Wears striped dress, 
panties, shoes and socks. 
ORDER INFO: Instr. book incl. 
49 C 36208—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. . .. $ 13.99 

(6) Howdy Doody. 24 inches tall. Vinyl 
head and hands. Back neck string to open 
mouth. Stuffed body, painted f. - 
ed hair. Wears pants, shirt, kerchief and 
boots. 
ORDER INFO: Instruction booklet, play- 
along 33'-rpm record included. 
49 C 36029—Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. $12.97 

(7) Bozo the famous TV clown. 30 
inches tall. у! head and hands. Back 
neck string to open mouth. Stuffed body. 
Painted face. Yarn hair. Wears clown suit 
and shoes. 
ORDER INFO: Instruction booklet, play- 
along 33/4-rpm record included. 
49 C 36028—Wt. 3 lbs. 202. . .. $ 15.97 

(8) Ventriloquist Case. 18х13х5% 
inches deep. Holds most sizes of ventrilo- 
quist dolls except (5) Tessie Talk—just 
fold up legs. All-vinyl construction; color- 
ful print graphics of footlights. Can be 
used as a seat for dolls. Sturdy plastic 
handle for easy carrying. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 36212—Wt. 3 lbs, $7.99 

(9) introducing 
the Femme Fatale 
of the Muppet* 
Show . 

Miss Piggy’ Doll and 
Hand Puppet 

Hollow рене gane 
foam body allows her to 
stand erect and function 
as a puppet. Soft polyure- 
thane foam and plastic 

wavy hair. Big blue eyes. 
Gown and gloves are at- 
tached. 17 in. tall. Ma- 
chine washable, warm. 1) Si s (1) Simon Sez 

AGES: 3 yrs. and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shoe. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. t 
49 С36213 ....%12.97 
"Фнепгоп Associates, Inc.. 
1979 

Open Simon's mouth by 
using trigger mechanism 
in his back. Head turns 

by rotating handle. 
Professional ventrilo- 

quists have these features 
on their dolls. 

«MAS is for Children 

DOLLS and 
ACCESSORIES 
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GLOWS in the dark -"MATCHBOX: CIT 
Case opens up to a 26x36-inch metropolis 

with skyscrapers, roadway and a 

garage for storage 

ma ^ 

=< «0 Xz 
“MATCHI T last $ 

12-vehicle. ierat rao $64 

Set not as illustrated. You get: Rolls Royce coupe, 
Mercury station wagon, VW camper, Ferrari, 
field car, Mercedes 300, fire engine, kennel truck, 
tow truck, horse van, pipe truck, Dodge crane. 2 
to 3-inch die-cast metal. Plastic pipes, animals. 
49 N 54609—England. Wt. 1 lb. 5oz. ..Set $6.44 

“MATCHBOX” City folds into a compact vinyl case 

5999 zs not included 

Sold only at Sears. After a busy day in this city, just turn off 

your lights and watch it really "come to life." The big parking 
lot is surrounded by glow-in-the-dark highways and modern 
buildings. Made of vacuum-formed plastic and heat-sealed vi- 
nyl. Layout opens to about 26х36х7' in. high; closes to 
18x4x14 in. Parking lot lid opens for easy "parking." 
79 М §9136C—Shipping weight 4 pounds.......-...... $8.99 

“MATCHBOX” COUNTRY 
Case opens up to a big 26x36-inch 
“spread” with silo, windmill and 

a barn for storing vehicles 

“MATCHBOX” Country folds into a vinyl case 

$8”? not included 

Sold only at Sears. You'll have "acres" of fun with this 

mini farm. Made of vacuum-formed plastic and heat- E К 

sealed vinyl. Snap-open barn lid. 26х36х6% inches high MATCHBOX 54 39 Ds di 
open; 18x4x14 inches closed. Use your phone if you B-vehicle Set в к 

all 
si idt e want to order it the easiest way of 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 М 59155C $8.99 

“MATCHBOX” is the registered trademark owned by 
Lesney Products & Co., Ltd., England 

m———n nmn 

Includes combine harvester, Ford tractor and trailer 
and 5 Superfast farm vehicles: stake truck, safari Land 
Rover, cattle truck, pony trailer, Jeep. Plastic cows, po 
nies. 2 to 3-inch die-cast metal vehicles. England 
49 N 54601—Shpg. wt. 14 oz Set $439 "К Sears 529 
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Shift to 4th 
gear and roar 

on to take the 
checkered flag 

Shift to 3rd gear 
to accelerate 
shift fast or 

your car stalls 

Shift to 2nd gear 
to accelerate . . 
shift fast or 
your car stalls 

At starting signal, 
both players shift 
into 1st gear . 
cars streak ahead 

530 

stain раво эсап by cuisines macat com 

NEW! FOUR-ON-THE-FLOOR Drag Strip Set 
It takes split-second timing to shift 

the gears and take the checkered flag 

$1882 X 
You're in control as stock cars burn 
rubber side-by-side down 12-foot drag 
strip. Each racer has his own four-on- 
the-floor shifter with 4 forward speeds 
and reverse. It's an even start with ex- 
clusive no-go circuit . . both racers shift 
into 1st gear and the race is on. 

You must shift into 2nd, 3rd and 4th 
gears at the exact points marked on the 
track or your car stalls . . shift faster 
than your opponent to win the race. 
Two plastic and metal cars are 5 

inches long. Two-lane drag strip has 
pop-up flag finish, 2 four-on-the floor 
shifters, power pack (UL listed for 110- sh 
120-v., 60-c. AC) and decals. 
49 N 9532—Wt 6 Ibs. 7 oz. ...Se( $18.82 

Checkered flag flips up 
to indicate the winner 

nto reverse 
—сагѕ return to start 

Cars roar around 
22'/2-foot course with 52499 
high-banked curve 

These BIG +, ale race cars stay on the 
track even while racing at high speeds. Super 
Bug racers scream around dozens of interest 
ing and challenging layouts. Watch 

them roar through the high-banked curve at full speed. Test your skill as you 
maneuver them through hairpin turns and across the finish line . . lap counter 
indicates the winner. Two plastic and metal Super Bugs are 4'/, in. long. Two 
speed controllers, power pack is UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Also, 12 
piece bridge set; pylons, fence, decals and instructions. 
49 N 955 12—Shipping weight 11 pounds 8 ounces Set $24.99 
49 N 95147—Super Bug Racer. Shipping weight 2 ounces Each 5.44 
49 N 95 15 1—Speed Control. Shipping weight 6 ounces Each 1.88 

Layout fits area 

6x3, feet wide 

Dune Buggies race around a 
13Vfoot elongated figure-8 $1488 

Blast down straightaway and through hairpin turns . . zip over the bridge. Set 
includes two 4°/,-1псһ long dune buggy racers made of plastic and metal, decals, 
plenty of track, 2 speed controllers and power pack (UL listed for 110-120-v., 
60-с. AC). Order extra speed controls separately abore. 
49 N 95091—Shipping weight 8 pounds 12 ounces " n.a- Set $14.88 

49 N 95145—Dune Buggy Racer. Shipping weight 2 ounces .. Each 4.44 



Gl spookey cames 
1 Screech. Turn his topknot and owl's eyes light 

up to show scary creatures—match them with 
glow-in-the-dark cards to collect the most chips 
and win. Molded plastic owl. Easy to learn and 
fast-moving. Uses 2 “D” batteries; order package 
below, at right. For 2 to 6 players, ages 5 to 10. 
49 C 65633—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. ......$4.22 

Q Clue. Search spooky mansion for weapons, 
suspects and clues to solve the crime and win 

the game. For 3 to 6 detectives, ages 8 and up. 
49 C 6505—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $3.49 

3 Whodunit. Shadow the murderer's trail 
through a posh English mansion. Weigh the 

clues, mull over the alibis , . nab him (or her) first 
and you win. But don't pounce too soon . . you 
also have to name the weapon, scene and motive. 
And there are 10,000 possible combinations! For 2 
to 6 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 C 65752—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz. . 

536 [Sears] г 
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КА ЖЕТУ ЕЧ БАС 

H WITCH? 
“^^, 
~ 

T ab, 
[= Eum атут тута үм 

тисте E) MANHUNT 
id: 

4 Seance. Attend a séance at the mansion of the 
late Uncle Everett. His spirit voice dictates each 

player's inheritance—you inherit the most money to 
win. Uses 1 "D" battery, order package below, at 
right. For 2 or more players, ages 7 and up. 
49 C 65632—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 2 oz. ...97.88 

Б Which Witch? Ghoulish Gertie, Wanda the 
Wicked and Glenda the Good control your desti 

ny as you race through rooms on your way to the 
charmed circle. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 C 65564—Shipping weight 3 pounds .. . $3.39 
6 Manhunt. Visit the crime scene, witnesses, crime 

lab and fingerprint files. Computer programs ac- 
tion, probe and scanner provide clues, First to crack 
the case wins. Uses 1 “D” battery, order package 
below, at right. 2 to 6 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 C 65624—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz. ...... 5497 

7 Ka-Bala. Foretells the future with Tarot cards 
and the ever-searching, glow-in-the dark eye and 

game board. For 2 players, ages 8 and up. 
79 C 65169C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $4.99 

of mystery and suspense : 

Voice of the Mummy. Mysterious mummy 
voice gives players directions—collect the most 

jewels and win. Uses 1 "D" battery, order package 
below. For 2 to 4 players, ages 7 and up. 
49 C 65311—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 7 oz. $733 

9 Green Ghost. Glowing spook helps you search 
for his 12 sons. Unlock pits and feel bats, snakes 

and bones—let glowing board's eerie light guide you. 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
79 C 65033C—Shipping weight 4 pounds $5.97 
10 Super Spy. Prowl enemy headquarters for the 

secret plans. Don't set off the alarm or you'll be 
caught. S 2 "D" batteries, order package below. 
For 2 to 4 agents, ages 8 and up. 
49 С 65162—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 10 oz. 

]] Ouiia. Ask the Oracle about anything. Indicator 
shows answers. For 2 players, all ages. 

..$4.99 

49 C 65051—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. $2.97 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 4653—Shipping weight 11 oz. Pkg. $1.39 



Soccer Games 
Twist the handles to kick, 
block and goal-tend . . 

you have to be fast to win 

47 x24 /;-inch $3888 
Soccer Game 

Challenge your opponent to fast-action competition. 

Just push, pull or twirl telescoping rods to make 22 plas. 
tic 4-in. players kick, pass or block the ball. Chrome 
plated rods with springs and plastic grips. Hardboard 
playing surface, fine wood sides and ends. Metal legs 
fold for storage. Includes plastic ball, 2 scorekeepers, 
instr. Stands 28% in. high. Ages 10 and up. 

hd 79 М 65109N— Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 32 lbs, . 938.88 

36'4x18'/-inch $ 1 997 
Soccer Game 

It's face-to-face soccer action for 2 to 4 players. Just 
push, pull or twirl chrome-plated, telescoping rods with 

ind plastic grips to make 22 plastic 3!-in. play 

ers kick, pass or block the ball. Rugged hardboard play 
ing surface and frame, Metal legs fold for storage. Incl 

|| plastic ball, instr. Stands 27 in. high. Ages 10 and up. 
' 79 М 65132C— Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 20 lbs. .$19.97 

Electronic Table $2 151 
Tennis by Ideal hou. 

"Ball" bounces off table. 
"clicks" when it hits paddles 

You need quick reflexes to beat your opponent in 
this table tennis game. Simulated electronic “ball” 
(a dot of light) travels randomly between 2 pad- 
dles. Ball must be “hit” the moment it reaches your 
paddle . . just push your button. “Serve” button 
has variable speeds for trick serves, For 2 to 4 
players, ages 7 and up. Uses 4 “Р” batteries, order 
2 pkgs. 49 N 46996 on page 550. Plastic. 20x20x13 
in. high. 
79 М 65115L—Shpzg. wt. 11 Ibs. ....... o $27.57 

лао page scans by duidae miseledinical com 

Ricochet 
bumpers 

Scaled-down 
metal pucks 

“Ricochet-Shuffle” $3 199 
3-in-1 Shuffleboard 

* Walnut-stained wood frame and folding legs 
• 3Ae-in. thick "butcher block" playing surface 

Use the 8 scaled-down 1-inch steel pucks or 8 roller pucks for 
each game. Just slide pucks into highest scoring areas on shuf 
fleboard to win. Bowling and shuffleboard can be played using 
special side ricochet cushions for bank shots. 72x15x inches 
high. Also includes 10 wood bow pins, dual scorekeepers, 
instructions. Ages 5 and up. 
79 N 65088N—Shipping weight 36 pounds $3199 

Brunswick Air Hockey™ 
by AURORA $2947 
* Plastic and hardboard frame 

48x24-in. playing surface 

All the speed and excitement of ice hockey. Motor blower 
forces air through 1152 tiny air jets, so puck speeds friction- 
free on a cushion of air over playing surface. Players attack 
and defend goals using 2 hand-held “goalies”. Hit puck in op- 
ponent's goal and score . . 2 scorekeepers. Rubber-tipped legs. 
551%х26х6б in. high. Motor UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz., AC. 
51-11. cord. 41 watts. Not recommended for ages under б. 
79 N 65135N—Shipping weight 22 pounds ............. 52947 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: 
Items with “N” suffix (as 79 N 65135N) see pg. 266 



These Board Gam 

Fast Trak 
Game 

Fast-moving racing 
game that involves 
all the strategy 
needed to win an ac- 
tual road race. Roll 
the dice to see how 
far your car ad- 
vances. Plastic cars 
can pass and change 
lanes in the straight- 
aways, but not in 
the turns. Use strat- 
egy to block your 
opponent. For 2 to 4 
players, ages 7 years 

Kojak 
Stake Out 

A dangerous crimi- 
nal is holed up in 
one of the four 
buildings on 3-D 
game board. Each 
player acting as Lt. 
Kojak, TV's popu- 
lar detective, sends a 
man to stake out the 
buildings and collect 
information. The 
first "Kojak" to put 
the facts together 
correctly wins the 

game. For 2 to 4 
players, ages 8 to 14. and up. 

Wt. 3 lbs. 1 oz. Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49 C 65444 $4.86 49 C 65523 $279 

530 [Sears]; 
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Life®. Players begin with $2,000 and a car. Spin 
the wheel of fate and away you go! Up, down, 
and around this three-dimensional world of ex- 
citing make-believe. You may end up on Million- 
aire Acres or you may end up on the Poor Farm. 
For 2 to 8 players, ages 9 and up. 
49 C 65034—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 5 oz. $6.29 

Ri 
verc РР 

Escape from the Casbah. A game of mystery 
and intrigue. To win, you assume a character's 
identity, try to possess the jewels and escape 
from the Casbah before the police pawns stop 
you. For 2 to 6 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 C 65506—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 2 oz... . . $4.44 

Emergency! Аз members of the emergency 
team, players criss-cross town rushing to sites of 
traffic accidents, fires and explosions. First to 
complete three assignments wins. For 2 to 4 

players, ages 8 to 14 years. 
49C65527—Wt. 1 lb. 9 oz. .$2.39 

Stay Alive. The ultimate survival game! Players 
use strategy in maneuvering the plastic slides on 
the playing board attempting to open holes and 
cause their opponent's marbles to drop through. 
The last player with marbles on the plastic board 
wins. For 2 to 4 players, ages 7 and up. 
49 C 65174—Shipping weight 2 pounds $4.66 

LF a —[ NT Vr = emo 

Pay Day. Where does all the money go? A light- 
hearted family game centered around the wacky 
aspects of getting paid and paying bills. Calendar 
board allows any length game from 20 minutes 
and longer. For 2 to 4 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 C 65488—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 oz.. . . $3.79 

Bi 
> «6. 

мите. гб 
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Which Witch? Enter Spell Cell, Broom Room, 
Witch'n Kitchen and the Bat's Ballroom. Your 
destiny is controlled by Ghoulish Gerty, Wanda 
the Wicked and Glenda the Good. First to reach 
charmed circle wins, 2 to 4 players, 6 to 12 yrs. 
49 C 65564—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . .. . $5.33 

Password. Word association game where you 
guess the password from clue words. Passwords 
are printed so that the words cannot be read until 
the cards are inserted into the special holders . . 
a window in the holder reveals one word at a 
time. For 3 or 4 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 C 65056—Shipping weight 10 ounces .$247 

Six Million Dollar Man. Each player has one, 
but only one is real. Find out who has the real 
man by conquering various death-defying as- 
signments with the help of "bionic" power cards. 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 7 to 14 years. 
49 C 65501—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 2 oz... . 63.53 

Ouija. Partners rest fingers lightly on message 
indicator and ask questions about love, school, 
money, the future—anything! You may get some 
amazing answers from the “mystifying oracle". 
For 2 “fortune tellers”, ages 8 and up. 
49 C 6505 1—Shipping weight 1 lb. 14 oz. .. .$5.33 



Here and on the next three pages 

TOYS FOR FUN AND LEARNING 
Help young hands become skilled hands 

Reinforce shape recognition, eye coordination, motor coordination, 
number recognition, name identification and dexterity skills. 

A Big Workbench they can call their own $ 1095 

Not o do your children have fun, but they develop shape recog- 
nition skills and finger dexterity. They can pound рез, tighten 
screws, fit nut and bolt and open and close vise. 
WHAT YOU GET: Wooden bench, 14x74/4x12% inches high. Molded 
plastic and wood accessories: er, screwdriver, wrench, vise, 3 
Screws, nut, bolt and 4 pegs. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembied. Instructions and hard- 
ware included. 
49 М 4465—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 оцпсез................810.95 

Mechanic's Bench 

Match bolt to wrench 
by color and shape 

$272 
Young mechanics have such fun 
as they learn shape and color rec- 
ognition. To fit bolt in hole, sim- 
ply match bolt and wrench by col- 
or and shape. 

WHAT YOU GET: Bench, 
11%4x6Y%4x3% іп. 6 bolts and 6 
wrenches. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44529—Shpg. wt. 15 oz. $2.72 

Pound 'п Pop Bench 
Watch pegs slide through 

clear plastic window 

$395 
This fun-to-watch and fun-to- 
play-with toy helps teach eye and 
hand coordination. Pound peg 
with hammer, it slides through 
Clear plastic window and pops an- 
other peg out through hole. 
WHAT YOU GET: Wood bench, 
TVax3Vax4 inches high, with plas- 
tic window. 6 wood pegs: 2 stored 
on bench surface, 3 within win- 
dow and 1 popping out. Wood 

ет. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 44545—Wt. 11b. 6 oz....$3.95 

Phone ordering's à 

|, 530 тос 
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quick and easy way to buy 

КЕТТЕР 

Tool Bench Kit $495 

This put- „ take-apart 
workbench little hands 
busy all day. can pound 
pegs, use wrench, turn screws. 
WHAT YOU GET: Wooden 
bench, 8x4x7 in. Plastic and 
wood accessories: wrench, 
screwdriver, hammer, pegs, 
screw, bolt and carrying сазе. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. 
49 N 45016 54395 

Take-a-Part Tool Box 

$594 

Carpenter's Kit. . . everything you need 
to make your very own pounding bench. 

Carry your tools in it or take 
it apart and put it back to- 
gether. Reinforce shape - 
nition and manipulative 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic tool 
box, 9¥4x7Vex7 inches high 
with ble s 2 moval storage trays 
and easy carry handle. 2 
screwdrivers, 2 les, 
with 3 bits. Directions. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 44451 $5.94 

Toy Sabre Saw 
Looks and sounds like a 

real sabre saw 

$293 
Every little carpenter needs a sa- 
bre saw for those р 
wood-cutting chores. Pull out the 
wind-up cord, then hold grip but- 
ton. Whirring sound is made as 
blade goes up and down. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic sabre 
бал SEIMIS in. high with 
co 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 М 45029—Wt. 1 Ib..........92.93 

Toy Chain Saw 

$766 

Pretend you're a lumberjack, fell- 
ing the жо redwoods. start- 
er cord, then release trigger. 
Chain begins to rotate and to 
make roaring sound. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic chain 
saw with metal and bead 
chain. 1534x6x6t/ inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 44076—Wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz, .$7.66 

Giant Pound-a-Peg 

$494 
With these super-large ре, even 
the littlest tot can e fun 

up and down. Reinforc- 
es eye and coordination. 
WHAT YOU GET: 8%x8%x3¥4- 
RR Tees board, twelve 
14-inch diameter square and 
round pegs, and hammer. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 44566—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz,...94.94 



P38 CRAFTS 
Over 2 dozen Kits 

Something for everyone 

aq \ (4) Make your own toys $495 
with Foam Cutter Set without batteries 
Make 12 flyable airplanes, a space ship, a 
haunted house with play characters plus 
Christmas ornaments. 
SET INCL.: 8 pre-printed polystyrene foam 
sheets, 5 paints, brush, 24 inches of wire. 
FOR S: 9 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Operates on 2 "C" bat- 
teries, not incl., order below. 
49 C 2015—Shipping wt. I Ib. Set $4.95 
Pkg. of 2 Alkaline "C" Batteries. 
49 C 46997—Shpg. wt. Soz...Pkg. 1.39 

(1) Woodburning 
Set. . . make 

13 custom projects 
then decorate them 

with an electric 
woodburning pen 

$695 

SET INCL: Electric woodburning pen with 2 extra over-points for dif- 
ferent designs; eight 4x3-in. wooden plaques; 5 kits with snap-together 
construction: eagle shelf, 7x5x2' in. high when built; junk box, 

inches high when built; knick-knack shelf, 4x3x2! inches 
when built; key rack, 124%x2x2% in. high when built; flower pot 

ha (дег, aah inches high when built; a paint strip with 8 colors; 
brush; water cup; colored foil; sandpaper, instr. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 22 
watts. 6-ft. cord. Not recommended for ages under 13. 
FOR AGES: 13 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 2034—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces . Set $6.95 

(5) Paint your own Tote Bag 
with Paint 'n Tote Set 

Sturdy, ready-made cotton tote ready SET INCL: Ready-made cotton tote bag; 
to personalize and call your own. Just reusable iron-on transfer pattern; 8 
iron on a design and then paint. Reus- paints; brush. 
able iron-on transfer pattern includes FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
Holly Hobbie® plus a complete alpha- ORDERING INFORMATION 
bet. Fabricolor™ acrylic paints аге easy — 49C2012-Wt. i lb. 20z. ...Set $4.97 
to use, wash-resistant, too. € American Greetings Cor 

Set of Additional Woodburning Projects (not shown) 
vcn [MER 16 printed basswood plaques measuring 3x4 inches (differ- 

from plaques in m set above), plus a snap-together 
айо planter project, 612x454x2*4 inches deep when built. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 2165 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces Set $2.99 (6) AntCity. . . watch them work $549 

See them build bridges and dig tun- 
nels magnifiers catch the action. 
SET INCL: 3 stackable, plastic 5V-in. (2) Make 3 leather items, 

a wood planter high modules. Ants (mailed separate- 
and felt picture ae Gave thru [Tea man 
М М Р tubing from 1 module to another. 

with this 3-in-1 Set Sand, tweezers, eyedropper, food. 
3-in-1 Set includes: FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
сакоа Kit юн make key cad- ORDER INFO: Send enclosed coupon 
ly, comb case and parking coin to order supply of ants. Ants cannot 
ue E be shipped to Hawaii or Tennessee. 
Wood. Kit to make a wish- 49 C 2068—Wt. | lb. 7 oz. $5.49 

Felt Picture Kit to make а 
of a raccoon. Eas; wre ріс in- (7) Poster Art Set $299 
structions inch with each. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49C 1976 .......... Set $2.9! 

SET INCL: 12 posters printed with 
birds, butterflies, racing cars, travel 
scenes, sports, the circus and more. 4 
measure 18x24 in.; 8 are 9x12 in. Plus 
6 colored markers . . . non-toxic, 
washable. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 207 1—Wt. 1 Ib. .Set $2.99 

(3) Make 10 different 
items with this 3-in-1 Set 

$499 Sint сз! includes: 
мс m Ssísck-ons. 

mae dran teddy Беш, ro, 
(8) Cast and Paint Set 
makes 6-in. Muppets® $549 

Cast and paint 2 favorite Muppets: 
Kermit the Frog and Fozzie Bear. 
SET INCL: 2 reusable plastic molds; 
special formula plaster to insure 
strong figures; 8 semi-moist paints, 
brush and glaze for decorating fig- 
ures; easy-to-follow instructions, 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz. 

БЕ; picture Ки. 
Rar D assemble a charming pair of 
rag doll pictures, each 4%х5% 

49 C 2041 Set $5.49 

49 C 2371 m Set $4.99 39561878. 1979 ©непзоп Азоо, Inc 

iR 
Сайоп pane scans by deisimasqmsetechmicil com 
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Carry handle on roof 

(1) Play Family Castle 
WHAT YOU GET: Castle, 4 
cardboard towers, plastic 
battlement house 
17x12%4x13%% in. high. 
With trap door, moat gate 
(opens, closes), secret 
chamber, dragon's den, 
friendly dragon, draw- 
bridge (raises, lowers), 
moat. Incl. king, queen, 
knight, prince, princess, 
woodsman, 2 chairs, 
round table, 2 thrones, 3 
beds, coach, 2 horses, har- 
ness, saddle. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 10 Ibs. 
49 м 44308 ....512.88 

530 

m———— 

4° 

Fisher*Price Toys educate and entertain 

Wish|Book 
'QIUe | Look what you get for 

only 512,88 

Medieval-type castle 
with a king and 
queen. . . even a 
friendly dragon! 

Lift n Load 
Railroad 

$1487 

(2) Play Family Farm. Barn door makes 
"moo" sound when it opens. 
WHAT YOU GET: Wood and plastic barn, silo 
(with removable top). 11x7!4x8*4 in. high. 4 
Play Family farm people. Horse, cow, lamb, 
pig, dog, hen, rooster with movable parts, plus 
а tractor, cart, yoke, trough, 4-piece fence. 
Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44592—Shpz. wt. 5 lbs, 4 oz. $14.94 

(3) Play Family Action Garage 
WHAT YOU СЕТ. Hardboard, plastic 2-level 
garage is 174x15¥x11 in. high. Has elevator, 
ramps, 4 cars, 4 people, gas pump, grease rack. 
Crank lifts elevator, rings bell. Front handle ro- 
tates disc—sends car to parking area. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44206—Shpg. wt. 8lbs. ....... $14.94 

3! 
Play Family 

Action Garage 

T CHILDREN S p [ 
* MOSPITAL Aq) 

Play Family tam уг... $1494 
(4) Play Family Lift 'n Load Railroad 
WHAT YOU GET: Engine with wind-up motor, detach- 
able flatcar, caboose. 2-position switch on locomotive. 
Train circles 7-section, 93-in. track 4 times on one 
wind-up. Incl. combination depot, tunnel, freight dock, 
crank-operated crane that loads or unloads cargo. 2 
crates, 2 barrels, 4 skids, 3 "railroaders". АП plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44187—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 3 oz. ...$ 14.87 

(5) Play Family Children's Hospital 

WHAT YOU GET: Hospital is 14x6x9 in. high, closes 
into carry case. Has ambulance with stretcher, garage. 
Includes X-ray machine, scale, operating table, anes- 
thesia mask. Also has wheel chair, 2 beds, 2 chairs, 
crib, bed screen, scrub-up sink. Elevator cranks up and 
down. 7 people. All plastic, 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 44132—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 10 oz. ..$ 14.94 

WEEBLES" 

Good Weeble 
mp 

$444 

Weebies Ghost Van 
glows in the darki $366 

(6) Good Weeble 
Blimp 

This little blimp circles 
Weebleville displaying 
six messages made espe- 
cially for Weebles, like 
"Happy Birthday" or 
“Blimp Ride Sc". Scooy 
up Tumblin Weeble Pi- 
lot and can eject him at 
any time. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF 
Plastic. Blimp measures 
4%х9х7% in. high. 
Comes with Tumblin 
Weeble Pilot. 
FOR AGES: 
2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING 
INFORMATION. 

Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49N 44261 $4.44 

(7) Weebles 
Ghost Van 

A glow in-the-dark 
haunted van and a 
friendly ghost driver. 
Ghost pops out of the 
back door when secret 
side panel is pressed. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF. 
Plastic. Measures 
3Vax854x7 inches high. 
FOR AGES 
2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING 
INFORMATION 

Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 44352....93.66 

Phone ordering 's 
a quick and 

easy way to buy 



(1) Country Kitchen. This kitchen is for good old-fashioned fun. 
SET INCLUDES: Pretend range with old-fashioned burners, plastic 
sink and faucet, overhead shelf for storing pots and pans, fixed cen- 
ter shelf in storage cabinet with decorated mr doors. Simulated 
kitchen window with pie cooling on sill. Made of sturdy. hardboard 
and wood. Plastic sink, faucet. Measures 27x124x36' in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years, 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions incl. Accessories not incl. 
79 C 10672L—Shipping weight 20 pounds .... ..$21.99 

(2) 28-piece Country Cook 'N Serve Accessory Set 
SET INCLUDES: 4 plates, cups and spoons, 3 graduated mixing 
bowls, 5-pc. utensil set, aluminum coffeepot with cover, 2 saucepans 
with covers, 1 large saucepan, 1 frying pan. Plastic, aluminum. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 11813—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces Set $4.99 

g Cook 'N Keep® Toy Chest. Play kitchen stove scaled to size 
or little pots and pans. Lifelike detail provided by decals depicting 
4 burners. Incl. teapot, clock, kitchen utensils, Storage in bottom. 
CONSTRUCTION: Vinyl. 20-in. diameter, 29 in. tall. 
FOR AGES; 2 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: If mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate. See page 322. 
79 C 91152L—Shipping weight 8 pounds ............Set $19.99 

(4) Shopping Cart. Lots of fun for shopping trips or hauling toys. 
CONSTRUCTION: Durable plastic. 15x12x22 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 

L ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions bus sien 8 not n 
КУБЕ, - 49 C 11095— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 ог. х 
me (S) 33-pc. Grannyware Cook, Bake and Serve Set 

SET INCLUDES; Teapot with cover, ladle, spoon, 2 frying pans 
griddle, dutch oven with cover, saucepan with cover, corn bread 
pan, muffin pan, 2 trivets, bread pan, 4 plates, rum and saucers, 4 
napkins and napkin holder. Plastic and paper. Ii 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 11807—Shipping weight 13 ounces ..............Set $4.99 

One plate setting ` 
from 33-pc. set 

Table/Cheir 
Set alone 

DELUXE B 
MOLDED Ё Double-oven |  Sink/Dish | Refrigerator $1 988 
PLASTIC Range alone | бе И й коз 

APPLIANCES $2949 | $2399 | $3199 
. need no tools without accessories 

for assembly / 
(6 thru 8) ona eee 

have smooth, — = 

founded corners, 
micro-oven door with 

“clock.” "timer." 
dials that "click," 
pretend radio 

cassette player, 
water dispenser 
in refrigerator. 
All items have 
double-wall 
construction 

hi bu: Save $10 (9:65. 6a ө) 
$108.35 $9535 

талау 
Se $7 9.0.9 

Sep. total $7847 Order by separate 
585.47 catalog no., prices 

Order by separate. 
catalog no., prices 530 GAJE 

‘Catalog Dane scans bv сакла айе ий Conk 



; control button to give car Single Figure 8 

burst of power down electrified section $092 
then it whizzes on its own around curves ы batteries 

Motorized car also 
rolis without power 

(1 and 2) A new dimension in mini-scaled racing . . controlled power plus free wheel 
ing action, Push speed control button to charge up engine as racer passes over electri- 
lied straight track. Then watch it streak around sharp curves on its own. Rigid plastic 
track won't warp or curl. High-styled 4-in. plastic and metal cars with low friction 
bearings, chrome “mag” wheels with soft rubber slicks and wider front tires for better 
road holding. Supercharged engines and side exhausts, built-in spoilers, racing stripes. 
Each set uses 4 “D” batteries, order package below 

1 Powerslicks Single Figure 8. Power station, push-button control, Powerslicks car 
plus 20% ft. of track (includes straight, 90° and 180° curves, and trestles) 

79 N 54573C ipping weight 5 pounds. ; Set $9.99 

2 Powerslicks Dual Oval. Power station, 2 push-button controls, 2 Powerslicks cars, 
plus 34 ft. of double track (straight, 90? and 180° curves, crisscross, bridge) 

79 N 54574C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. y Set $19.99 
Set of 2 extra Powerslicks Cars. — "D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 54591—Wt. 9 0z...Set $4.99 49 М 8405 pg. wt. L lb. 8oz.....Pkg. $1.49 

with Power Co ipressor 

“10” 

| 14] 

А 539» 
Dual Oval 

batteries 

Endorsed by 
Mario Andretti 

530 Sears Хех 

мы page scans by сайид йай зис com 

Use air compressor to fill car with 
compressed air—up to 150 pounds 
per sq. in. Car streaks down slope, 
approaches jump, and special lever 
in track triggers “jet power." With 
spectacular burst of speed, car 
leaps over gully to opposite side. 
3iinch long plastic and metal 
car, 12-ft. plastic track, plastic 
and metal air compressor (11x7x12 
inches high). 
79 N 54583C—Wt. 5165. Set $10.99 

Set of 3 extra Jet Power Cars. 
3% inches long, plastic and metal: 
Glasser, Wedge, Bubble. 
49N54584-Shpg. wt. 9 oz. Set$3.49 

Propel 2 sleek cars by pushing lev- 
ers, Straight plastic track with two 
90° curves, two 180° curves and 
jump—18 ft. in all. Two plastic 
and metal cars, 21% inches long. 

Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
79 N 5458L.. ... Set $15.99 

Four Johnny Lightning Cars. Stil- 
letto, Sand Stormer, Mad Mav- 
erick, A.J. Foyt Indy. in, 
49 N 54581— Wt. 10 oz..Set $2.99 

Four Johnny Lightning Cars. 
Spoiler, Smuggler, Leapin’ Limo, 
Al Unser Indy. 214 in. long. 
49 N 54582— Wt. 10 oz..Set $2.99 



6-UNIT 
FREIGHT SETS 

YOUR 
CHOICE 

* Die-cast. all-metal steam-type locomotive 
* 27x64-inch "figure-8" layout 

1 Powerful steam-type locomotive lights the way for 
tender and 4 plastic cars. Pennsylvania 2-4-2 en- 

gine pulls Pennsylvania tender, TA&G hopper, Union 
Pacific flatcar, Burlington Northern gondola and Penn 
Central caboose. 6-unit freight is 54 inches long. 90° 
crossover, 4 straight and 12 curved track sections 
make 27x64-inch layout. Set includes cannisters, man- 
ual uncoupler and powerful 50-watt transformer that’s 
UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Ages 6 and up. 
79 N 9552C—Shipping wt. 11 pounds ....Set $39.99 

Lionel 5-unit Set 52198 

* Powered by plastic-and-metal locomotive 
* Enough track to make a 27x36-inch oval 

3 Nickle Plate Road steam-type locomo- 
tive thunders down the track pulling 

four plastic cars . . 5-unit freight is 43 
inches long. Realistic 0-4-0 engine pulls 
slope-back tender, Republic Steel gondola, 
Union Pacific flatcar with stakes and Nick- 
le Plate Road caboose. 2 straight and 8 
curved track sections make 27x36-inch oval 
layout. 25-watt transformer with circuit 
breaker is UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. 
AC. Ages 6 and up. Buy it the easy way— 
order by phone. 
79N97101C-Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. ..Set $21.98 

.027-gauge Accessories 

4 90° Crossover. Shpg. wt. 6 07. 

49 N 98055 $2.29 
5 90-watt Transformer. Controls 

for speed, direction, whistle. UL 

listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 N 97087—Wt. 4 lbs. .....$23.99 
6 Manual Control Switch. 

Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 
49 N 98054—Right turn .$449 
49 N 98053— Left tum 4.49 

Straight Track. Pkg. of 4 sections 
. . each section 9 in. long. 

49N9805 1- Wt. 8 ол. ....Pkg. $1.39 
8 Curved Track. Pkg. of 4 sections 

. . each section 10 in. long. 
49N98052-Wt. 8 oz. Pkg. $1.39 

MARX .027-GAUGE 5-UNIT FREIGHT SET 

$1599 
A complete set for realistic railroading. 27x35'/,-inch long layout cir- 
cles through cardboard village. Plastic-and-metal switcher locomotive 
pulls four cars of colorful, high-impact plastic. Five-unit freight train 
is 41 inches long . . includes engine, gondola, tank car, box car and 
caboose. Rugged engine has operating headlight. 25-watt transformer 
is UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Plastic telephone poles. 
Suitable for children ages 6 and up. 
79 М 9538C—Shipping weight 6 pounds .... 

You're in control as the locomotive hauls 4 

through the colorful, 34-piece cardboard vil 

Set $15.99 

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
See Big Book or ask for details 

Саш pane scan by итак кизее йай có 

$393 

NOTE: ".027" refers to the radius of the curved track which is 27 

.027-GAUGE* 
Е ELECTRIC 

TRAIN SETS 
. . the BIG trains 
for BIG action 

6-UNIT SETS 
INCLUDE: 

* Big 50-watt 
Transformer 
jets you haul more 
ars and power 

more realistic ac 
cessories 

a 

L3 

* Plastic-and-metal diesel locomotive 
e 27x80-inch "figure-8" layout 

2 Our largest locomotive—massive Alco Diesel A— 
roars along the track with 5 plastic cars in tow, 

Sante Fe engine pulls a lumber dump car plus Whea- 
ties box car, Burlington gondola, Great Northern hop- 
per and ATSF caboose. 6-unit freight is 59 inches long. 
90° crossover, 8 straight and 12 curved track sections 
make 27x80-inch layout. Cannisters, manual uncou- 
pler and powerful 50-watt transformer included. UL 
listed for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Ages 6 and up. 
79 N 9553C—Shipping wt. 10 pounds ....Set $39.99 

inches. “531 



Even if they can't read yet, 

can play any of these exciting Games 

How would you 
like a 

HEADACHE? 

A chase and capture game . . capture your oppo- 

nents’ men—that's how you give'them a head- 

ache. Press-action Pop-O-Matic cube shaker tells 

you how far to move, Thrill-packed game suit- 

able for 2 to 4 active players, ages 6 and up. 

49 C 65199—Shipping weight 1 pound ..... $2.86 

Flip board 
over and it 
becomes à 
regular 

checker board Ng 

Chinese Checkers $296 

This colorful set features an all-metal ornately- 

decorated Chinese checker board on one side and 

a regular checker board on the other. Two plastic 

pull-out drawers hold 60 marbles and 24 check- 

ers. 18-inch diameter, For ages 6 and up. 

49 C 65143—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 oz.. . . 62,96 

Card games as modern as the Jackson 

Five or as traditional as Old Maid 

3 Play cards with the hottest soul recording group 

going. Cards picture the whole group. When you 

get 4 of a kind, shout "Jackson Five", make a grab 

for а coin and win the game. For 3 to 4 players. 

49 C 65728—Ages 5 and up. Wt. 8 02... $2.66 

4 Six “old favorites” including “Old Maid" and 

“Snap.” 45 cards and rules for each game. Each 

deck has its own plastic box. For ages 5 to 10. 

49 C 65105—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. ... Set $1.99 

Сыр Dade scans by deisimasmisetedimical om 

Land on a square occupied by one of your oppo- 

nents’ men and send him back to the start . . 

that's how you give him trouble. Press-action 

Pop-O-Matic cube shaker. А family game for 2to 

4 "troublemakers," ages 6 and up. 
49 C 65368— Shipping weight 1 pound ..... $2.86 

This handsome 
carrying case 

holds 101 games 

— 

101 Game Chest $684 

Handsome leather-look case holds 101 games— 

play checkers, Chinese checkers, chess, dice 

games, dominoes, and many more. Partitioned 

plastic tray helps keep playing pieces organized. 

Suitable for children ages 6 and up. 

49 C 65546—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs, 12 02.......... 46,84 

Does Goldilocks get away? 

Can Jack be nimble? This 
2-game set will tell 

$388 
A trip down nursery rhyme lane for 

small fry. Picture cards decide move. 
А color spinner and matching rhyme 
cards and spaces make reading un- 

. 2 to 4 players, ages 3 to 8. 
49 С 6581—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. ..Set $3.88 

All coins are down the drain pipe—now you must 
fish them out with magnets. Lower your magnet 

through the grate and pull out as many coins as you 

can—player with most coins wins, For 1 to 4 ama- 

teur “plumbers.” Suitable for ages 4 and up. 

49 C 65637—Shipping weight 11 ounces $2.99 

9 Fast-moving fun game. Drop marbles into the 

flip-flopping “Happy Face" tray. Player who 

gets most marbles into scoring slots of tray wins. For 

1 to 4 marble game fans, ages 5 and up. 

49 C 65784—Shipping weight 15 ounces 5299 

Noah's Ark $3 17 

Pictorial spinner decides each player's move . . no 

reading necessary. 24 hand-painted plastic animals— 

each pair has its own storage bin. Three dimensional 

cardboard ark. For 2 to 4 players, ages 3 and up. 

49 C 65202—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. $3.17 

Ting * a * Ling Bingo $294 

Recognize the object? Musical spinner wheel and 

bingo cards picture holiday symbols and familiar ob- 
jects, Children spin wheel, match pictures with those 

on bingo card. Includes musical chime spinner, 100 

markers, 4 bingo cards. For 2 to 4 players, ages 4 to 

8. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 65712—Shipping weight 2 pounds 

pa 
сом 



Sturdy 45x22-in. molded plastic top 99 
rests on strong tubular steel legs $3 1 

Get the fast-action of puck-knocking hockey and the skill-testing play 
of pool on only опе floor-mode! game, Start with a hockey face-off 
using the 2 "controllers" and slap the plastic puck into opponent's 
goal. Includes 2 removable goals, 2 scorekeepers. Pool table has cot: 
ton felt-covered hardboard surface, live-action cushions, set of 1-in. 
balls, two 36-in. cues, triangle, rules. Measures 29 inches high. For 
children ages 8 and up. Partly assembled. 
79 N 6511N—Shipping weight 28 pounds $31.99 

* Plastic and metal 
frame. . 28x48-in 
playing surface 

* Over 4000 air jets 

Hurricane Hockey by Ideal $4897 

Motor blows air through tiny holes so puck floats on 
laminated plastic playing surface at high speeds. De- 
fend your goal and slap your shots with disc-handled 
“sticks.” Lively bumpers on all sides make puck ri. 
chochet almost as fast as it’s shot. Incl. 2 pucks, 2 
“sticks,” rules, scoring device. Tubular steel legs 
fold. 3025 in. high. Motor UL listed 110-120-v., 60- 
Hz., AC. 55 watts. 6-ft. cord. 
79 М 65161N—Partly assembled. Wt. 31 Ibs. . .. $48.97 

m—É—— 

Hover-Glide Hockey by Munro 
with blue-line defenders 

*55x29-in. wood 
with the look 

2 furniture 

8 air jets 

e 
& 

Defend the goals 
with the Six 

defense "players 

It’s 1237 sq. in. of air-action hockey with a new twist. Set up defensive plays by 
placing removable "obstacles" along blue line on table. Puck richochets off 
bumpers and defensive men. Motor blows air through self-cleaning holes as 
puck glides on scuff-re ant Munite®, plastic-covered hardoard, surface. Incl. 
2 shooters, 2 pucks, dual scoring device, rules. Tubular steel legs fold. 29! in. 
high. Motor UL listed 110-120-v., 60-Hz., AC. 70 watts. 
78 N 65229N—6-ft. cord. Partly assembled. Wt. 31 Ibs... . 

NOTE: Air-Action Hockey Games on this page not 
recommended for ages under 8 



citement, challenge and lots of fun 

RACE = 
Magnificent Race. Be the first to get around the 
world starting from New York and back to New 
York again and win! But look out for Dastardly 
Dan for he can hamper your progress. You travel 
by balloon, steamship, auto and plane. For 2 to 
4 players, ages 8 years and up. 
49 C 65486 —Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $497 

Sorry! Exciting chase game is great for kids and 
adults, too . . both have an equal chance to win. 
Special cards control the chase. Surprise moves 
build suspense, leaving outcome always in doubt. 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 C 65052—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz. $466 

The U.S.A. Lost Gold 
Bicentennial of Coyote 

Game Canyon 
А Sears exclusive! The 
fun way to learn about 
America. Players an- 
swer questions in seven 
categories: Presidents; 
Inventors and Au- 
thors; States of the 
Union; People, Places 
and Things; Famous 
Americans; Govern- 
ment and the U.S. 
War. 

Set in the Old West, 
each player has to find 
the location of his op- 
ponent's buried "gold". 
Using the special trea- 
sure detector, players 
search the terrain 
keeping track of moves 
On separate treasure 
maps. Included is 16- 

at page comic book tell- 
Gameboard in- ing story of the Lost 

Gold of Coyote Can- 
yon. Plastic. For 2 
players, ages 8 to 14 
years. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 
49 C 65487 $597 

troduces element of 
luck. For 2 to 4 play- 
ers, ages 8 and up. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 

.$395 49C 65442... 

Concentration. Make a match with gift cards 
and win money . . each time a match is made, а 
section of the picture-word puzzle is revealed. 
Play continues until someone solves the puzzle. 
Sixty puzzles on plastic Rolomatic puzzle 
changer. For 2 to 5 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 С 65037 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. $477 

Clue. Action takes place in an elegant old man- 
sion. Suspicious characters lurk about, and sus- 
pense mounts as weapons and suspects are moved 
from room to room. Figure out who did it and 
win! For 3 to 6 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 С 6505—Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 6 oz. $466 

Yahtzee?, The game that makes thinking fun. 
Use strategy in assigning your dice scores to var- 
ious point-scoring categories. An exciting game 
of skill and chance, loaded with action and sus- 
pense. For 2 or more players. ages 8 and up. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 C 65084. 

filled game with records of the "greatest' 
est", "longest", and "strongest" to challenge or 
break. Questions are from the Guinness Book of 
World Records. 2 to 6 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 C 65489 —Shipping weight 11b. 40z.........477 

Planet of the Apes. Humans and primates 
locked in mortal combat! And only one human 
will survive to win the game. You must keep run- 
ning and avoid being put into the escape-proof 
cage. For 2 to 4 players, ages 8 to 14 years. 
49 C 65217—Shipping weight 2 pounds $467 

саноа pace scans by christina nurselechnicsl com 

Miss America®. Spin TV camera to determine 
moves around board. Draw competition cards to 
earn points for Personality, Swimsuit, Evening 
Gown and Talent. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 14. 
49 С 65016—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. $457 

Miss America @ 1974 Miss America Pageant 

Aggravation?. Move your marbles around board 
to get home safe. Center hole provides a "short 
cut". You aggravate your opponent when you 
land on hisspace and make him start again. For 2 
to 6 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 C 65036—Wt. 11b. 9 oz. ... $3.77 



Push-button Farm 
Animals “talk,” doors open, tractor moves down ramp 

$895 
Tots learn to recognize animals through sound and sight. 
HOW IT WORKS: pe a picture of each animal and activity 
the five button р pos push button. Cow “moos”, duck “quacks”, 

" and pops out of her nest in silo. "The pig "oinks" 
"as they ар eer from behind sliding doors. Farmer 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic 11x9x9 inches. Hong Kong. 

gosh BUTTON 
* XN 

FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44544—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces . 

Tuff Stuff® Calculator 
Looks like a grown-up's 

desk calculator 

$494 
HOW IT WORKS: Helps teach num- 
ber recognition in a fun way. When 
your child pulls string an: pushes 
number, that number of dogs march 
across readout screen. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Polyethylene 
plastic 9x6x3 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
49 N 44578—Wt. 12 02...... $4.94 

Playskool® Vending Machine 

Young consumers learn shapes 

$544 
now. IT WORKS: pay “snacks”: 2 
milk, 2 ice cream and 2 orange juice. 
Each kind of snack is a different 
shape that fits into holes of the same 
shape on machine top. Pull levers, 
drop in coins and push levers back. 

coins drop into tray. 
WHAT IT'S MADE ОР: 7716х45%х9%8- 
in. high. 6 coins, 6 snacks. АП plastic. 
FOR AGES: 14 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44572—Wt. 11b. 4 02...$5.44 

CGutsio pace Scans by dieisintai лт ае нии сай Gon 

Tuff Stuff® Toy Vacuum 
actually picks up small items 

Zoodleland 
Mixer Set 

1) Tuff Stuff® Play Vacuum. 
elps child keep room neat. Paddle revolves when vacu- 

um is pushed, actually sweeping objects into vacuum bag. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Polyethylene plastic, 20-inch high 
upright style vacuum, foam rubber blade on beater and 
removable vinyl 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 45035C—Shipping weight 3 pounds........ $9.44 

Zoodleland Bird Mixer Set. 
ip up a pretend party cake. Pull trigger, beaters whirl. 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, 6x2!2x7 inches high. Plastic 
mixing bowl, lid shaped as cookie cutter, cup, spoon. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 45033—Shipping weight 1 pound .......... $3.47 

xr PS 

Tuff Stuffé Shopping Basket 
with 12 grocery products 

Little Homemaker’s 
Helpers 

Tuff Stutfe 
Doll Stroller 

$944 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items 
on pages 423 to 598 

from now until 
SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 $1337 

(3) Tuff Stuff® Shopping Ba: 
Helps child learn to identify certain foods. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Pol; Hue plastic with steel 
axles, 17x1214x221 in. high. T Twelve pieces of realistic 
plastic groceries such as meat and canned vegetables. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled, with instructions. 
79 N 44202C—Shipping weight 7 pounds ...... $13.37 

(4) Tuff Stuffé Doll Stroller. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Polyethylene plastic with cloth 
seat. 111x334x205% inches high. 
FOR AGES; 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled, with instructions, 
49 N 45015—Shipping weight 2 pounds ...... .$9.44 



(1) Easy Crochet Craft. . . 
make your own slippers 

$447 
Crochet a pair of slipper mocca- 
Sins with genuine leather soles. 
Can be made to fit sizes small, 
med. or large. 
KIT INCLUDES: Washable 
acrylic yarn in two colors, leath- 
er ole, ho hole maker, ‘crochet 

and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 9 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
49C2052........ Kit $4.47 

(2) Macrame Owl... 
create a wall hanging 

$447 
Make an owl using simple mac- 
rame knots. Kit also makes 2 
lant hangers. 

KIT INCLUDES: 270 ft. of cord, 3 
beads, 2 dowels, 2 rings, de- 

iled instructions. 
FOR AGES: 10 yrs. to adult. 
SRDERING INFORMATION 

Dr en P Kit 94.47 

(3) Weave potholders, 
embroider or knit 
with this 3-in-1 Kit 

$499 

Three fun activities with com- 
plete instructions for each. 

eaving Set includes: loom to 
make potholders, placemats; 
bag of loopers; rod. 
Embroidery Set includes: 2 
pieces printed embroidery ma- 
terial (to make fingertip 
towels), thread, needle. 
FOR AGES: 8 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs, 
49C 2306 Kit $4.99 

(4) Knit Wit® Loom 
. make scarves, afghans, 
hats or shoulder bags 

$766 

Three times faster than knit- 
CD AR YOR do сор the yarn, 
sew an overcast stitch and tie a 
knot to form a square, Yarn 
mg “pop-off” loom already 

кт е NCLUDES Knit Wit® tool, 
2 skeins yarn, blunt metal nee- 
dle, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
NO NFODMATION 

ping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49C 1947. .Kit $7.66 

(5) Muppets* 
Paint ‘п Wear® 

3-in-1 Kit 

$499 
Decorate T-shirts, denims, 
more. Special Fabricolor™ 
acrylic paints are washfast. 
KIT INCL: 3 е kits, each 
with different Muppets® char- 
acters. Each kit contains 2 reus- 
able outline patterns; 8 jars Fa- 
bricolor™ paints . . . non-toxic 
and fast-drying; instructions. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 
49 C 2043......... к $4.99 

Catalo pane scans by chisintas-imrietechmicio com 

uA Save 
value 50c each 

when 2 
mere эү үчү 

can $397 |2 $347 con 
(6) Disney© Mold-N-Bake™ Christ- 
mas Ornament Kit. Just m олче Mt then 
mold, bake and decorate 14 
ney ornaments. 

KIT INCL: Reusable molds, flour, salt, 
non-toxic acrylic paints and glue, paint 
brush, cord for instr. Contents of 
this kit not for food consumption. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 2083—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz... .Kit $3.97 

ple 
clothes with "see-thru" printer. Just slip 
clear plastic letters and designs into 
printer, apply аст муе fabric paint and 
transfer onto fabric! 
KIT INCL: Reusable plastic alphabet, 
numbers and designs, 6 colors of acrylic 
paints (non-toxic) plus instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 2049—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. .Kit $3.97 

(8) Jean Scenes Decorating Kit. Dec- 
orate your jeans, jackets or shirts. 
WHAT YOU GET: 100 rhinestones with 
holders, 108 colored beads, 5 pieces iron- 
on fabric (7х3% in. wide), 2 jars acrylic 
paint; paint brush, 48 nail heads, 
patterns and complete instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 2305—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ..Kit $3.97 

ud sita fo hanging а 1 um j sult or as you learn 

embroidery stitches. is ironed on 
to fabric from heat transfer sheet. 
KIT INCL: 4 different colors of embroidery 
floss, needle, thimble, design, 9x12-in. 
frame and complete instr. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 2056—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ..Kit $3.97 

(10) Mitten гарра Ки Ki Make 2 pup- 
pets. . . one for each han: 
КП, INCLUDES: 4 pieces fek, 4 үке ter- 

2 pieces corduroy, 
init ‚ 4 doll eyes, yarn, fred, easy- 
to-follow instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 2047—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. .. Kit $3.97 

(11) inner's Crochet Kit. Crochet 
your m^ fringed scarf (48 inches long, 6 
[дз wide) and pom pom hat or maks a 
sweater-vest and 
KIT INCLUDES: 7 oz. washable acrylic 
yam, crochet hook, detailed instructions. 
FOR AGES: 9 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 2205—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. .Kit $3.97 

K Wonderful rises of Disney 
rinkits. Just paint polystyrene Disney 
is acrylic paint, then watch the 

when it comes out of the 
oven. You'll be amazed! Polystyrene 
shrinks and thickens leaving a tained 

Та tags Lael ageage ag, key tag, ey 
pendant and Mr еы 
KIT INCL: Pre-cut figures of polystyrene 
shrink plastic, non-toxic lic paints, 
brush, charm bracelet, key gold 
cord, pendant cord, instr. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 208 1—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. .Kit $3.97 

Each when you buy any 2 or more Kits 
(6) thru (12)......... -Each Kit $3.47 
Watt Disney Productions 

Before 
Shrinking 

After 
shrinking 



Turn crank 
chair lift carries 

“2... Pooh and Tigger 
X between tree 

{ and ground 

: . g неее 
hunny. but 

watch out 
for bees! 

Pretend you're, 7 с 
visiting 

with Tigger} 
and Pooh 

L3 

Pooh can park his car 
in his own garage 

(1) House at (3) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Pooh Corners Tumblin Weeble Circus 

Reduced from 1977 Hurry, hurry, SERM aad 
Christmas Book. watch Pooh Tumblin Weeble wol 
Pooh, Tigger and Chris- — ble, tumble and land upside down. 
topher Robin can swim, WHAT YOU GET. Plastic circus tent 
rock, drive, picnic, sleep, — 834x934x974 in. high with trapezes 
see-saw or swing at this attached to top; cannon on wheels 
action-packed house. that "shoots" Tigger Weeble 
WHAT YOU GET through the air, trampoline, hoop, 
Styrene cottage see-saw ramp; Pooh Tumblin Wee- 
144x934x844 in. high ble and Tigger Weeble (not Tumb- 
when closed, with carry- Їл), Tent turns into a carrying case 
ing handle plus swing, with handle when the show is over. 
see-saw, slide, pool, car, FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
rocking chair, bed and ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly 
pinic table. 3 plastic assembled, instructions included. 

eebles: Pooh, Tigger 49 N 44166—Wt. 2 lbs.. ...$8.77 
and Christopher Robin. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. (4) Tumblin Weeble Fun House 
ORDERING Lots of places for Tumblins to wob- 
INFORMATION: ble and tumble through. 
Partly assembled; in- WHAT YOU GET: Plastic house 
structions included. measures 12'x11x2 inches high. 

Wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz. Has an elevator, doors, balcony, 
49N 44023 ..972,95 кага е and chimney. Includes plas- 

tic tree, ue car and 2 Tumblins 
(2) The Hunny Tree and a carry handle. 
Reduced from our 1977 FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
Christmas Book. ORDERING INFORMATION 
WHAT YOU GET: Plas- 49 N 44052—Wt. 215. ..%10.99 
tic hunny tree, 4 
124x14x13% in. high, (5) Mickey Mouse 
rocking chair, picnic ta- Magic Kingdom 
ble, chair lift, beehive Follow Mickey, Goofy, and Donald 
with door that opens Duck Weebles as they take you on 
and саг. 2 plastic Wee- а magical tour of a playland of fun. 
bles: Pooh and Tigger. WHAT YOU GET: Plastic castle is 

FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years, 10¥4x1144x15% in. high. With tur- 
rets, balconies, archways, carry 

DOE ETIN: handle. Incl. 4 rides; Flying Dumbo, 
Partly assembled; in- monorail, tea cup, catapult tides. 
structions included.” Converts to carrying case. Plastic | 

Wt. 4 Ibs. 5 oz. Play mat. Incl. 3 Weebles: Mickey » r, | М 

49N44288 ...57.95 Mouse, Goofy, Donald Duck. PRE-SCHOOL FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly «ovS and GAMES 

Buy the easy way assembled; instructions included. КЕ o 
49 N 44128—Wt. 4 lbs. ..$12.44 

—order by phone  &wsbisney Producuons 29 [Sears] 531 

eee — Каа 



It's fun and easy to tidy up this 
14-inch tabletop kitchen: 

е All accessories 
fit into Refrigerator 

© Refrigerator tucks 
into back of Stove 

© Stove fits into back 
ж of Sink and it's 

ail tucked away! 

You and your dolis will have hours of fun "cooking" and 
cleaningin this little kitchen. . it's. sink. refrigerator. 
stove all-in-one! And it tucks away in 4 very easy steps. 

Just look at all the accessories уди get 

complete set together. 
SET INCL: (A) 

salt, pepper shakers, hooks. (С) Sink—7%x13¥%4x17 in. Doors ој 
window shade goes up and down, faucet rotates. Incl. 4 easy-to-follo 
recipe cards to “prepare” bacon and eggs, birthday cake, cheesebur- 
ger or apple pie! 2 saucepans with covers, 1 frying pan with cover, 
measuring cup, funnel, orange juicer, strainer, 2 cups, saucers, 

bacon, 2 fried eggs, 1 slice cheese, 1 hamburger patty. 
CONSTRUCTION: Hi-impact plastic. Access. of plastic, vinyl, paper. 
FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 2 years and up. 
49 C 10508—Shipping weight 9 pounds 

(6thru 9) Deluxe molded plastic Appliances 
CONSTR: (6 thru 8) of durable rotational molded plastic. 
Double-wall construction for added strength. Smooth, 
rounded corners. (9) Molded plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: All appliances are partly as- 
sembled. 

(6) Double-oven Range with Microwave Oven 
Smooth simulated-ceramic cooktop has 4 “burners.” 
Knobs "click" when turned. Lower oven has full see- 
thru “smoked” door and shelf inside. 17/х1325х36 in. 
high. 
79 C 10755L—Shpg. wt. 15 165. Bought alone .$29.49 
When you buy it with (7), (8) or (7), (8), (9) .... 27.16 

(7) Sink/Dishwasher Unit. Has “pretend” faucet. 
Dishwasher door has full, see-thru window with shelf 
and dish basket inside. Measures 1714x1324x23 in. high. 
79 C 10752L—Shpzg. wt. 11 lbs. 4 oz. Alone ...$23.99 
When you buy it with (6), (8) ог (6), (8) and(9) 21.66 

(8) Refrigerator/Freezer. Doors open separat ely. Wa- 
ter dispenser really works. Simulated panel with "radio/ 
cassette player. leasures 18x14x36 in. high. 
79 C 10753L—Shpzg. wt. 18 lbs. Alone ........ $31.99 
When you buy it with (6), (7) or (6), (7) and(9) 29.65 

(9). 3-pc. Table/Chair Set. Table is 2312x175 4x18 in. 
high. Incl 2 chairs Seat ht; 10 in. Suap-lock assembly. 
79 C 90296C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. 8 oz. Alone . 
When you buy it with (6), (7) and (8) 

Саш раш scan by ста илек йай com 

(10) Tuckaway Tabletop Kitchen Set. Rubber strap holds this (11) 

Refrigerator—6x7x13% in. high. Top, bottom doors 
open to 3 storage areas. Food decals on door. Tulip handles. 
(B) Stove—7'4x1134x15% in. Oven door opens. Tulip burner knobs 
turn, make "clicking" sound. Clock has moving hands. Shelves for 

Set $17.99 

14-piece 
Kooky Cooks Set 

SET INCLUDES: Pots, pans 
and utensils of polyethylene 
plastic. 514-inch diameter 
seucepen with lid, 8-inch 

frying pan, 8-inch high 
Вее pot with lid, 44-inch 

high toaster with 1 piece of 
toast, 1 spoon, 2 pieces of 

salt, fruit. Printed cardboard 
pepper shakers, spatula, large spoon, ice tray, red-checked dish towel, 
rubber sponge pot cleaner, 4 each knives, forks, spoons. “Birthday 
cake with 3 candles, apple pie, 6 apples, 2 pieces of bread, 3 strips 

3 pancakes, fried 
eggs with bacon. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING 
INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 3 lbs. 

49C 1029 Set $6.29 

(12) 10-pc. Kiddymatic® Mixer 
and Blender Set 

Mixers and blender have real spin 
action just pump lever on mix- 
er or blender to activate friction- 
power motor. No batteries are ге-[ 
quired to operate set. 
SET INCLUDES: Hand mixer, blend- 
er base, pitcher with lid (4x214x51⁄4 
in. high). Also has 3 mixing bowls 
and 5 handy utensils. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 15 ounces. 

49C 10212. «s Set $4.99 

(13) 74-рс. Cook 'N Serve Set 

SET INCLUDES: Plastic replicas of 
CORNING WARES items. "Spice 
о” Life" pattern. 6 each of the fol- 
lowing: 4!4-inch diameter plates, 
saucers, cups, goblets, knives, 
forks, spoons, napkins and butter 
plates. Also coffeepot with cover, 
trivet, napkin holder, creamer 
sugar bowl, 4 covered serving 

, handle, 5-ріесе utensil set. 
roe ING INFORMATION: 
Shipping m 2 des 6 oz. 

49C 11815. ..Set $6.99 



Plane and Rocket defy gravity . . 
climb steep track hills 

inside, outside, even upside down 

GRIPPIDEE-GRAVIDEE 

PRS ot rack layouts 

* Stop and start switch for plane 
and Apollo rocket puts you 

in control . . two turn bases and 

an automatic revolver switch 

99 
batteries. 

Keep gravity-defying cars going on identical 
or separate tracks with revolver switch. You 

can build track in variety of ways . . cars 
turn around automatically at end of track. 
Multicolored plastic parts include 16 curved 
tracks, 5 straight tracks, revolver switch, 2 

Gears keep battery-operated 
vehicles moving in any position 

plane's rear propeller spins. 

Revolving switch 
lets you decide 

which track to take 

Automatic 
turn base 

Rotary Bucket 
automatically 
flips vehicle | атас 

to inside track 4 à 
. vehicle climbs 
upside down 

automatic turn bases, rotary device that 
turns upside down, space dome with spin- 
ning antenna and Apollo rocket and plane 
(each 4% in. long). Unassembled. From 
Japan. Uses 4 alkaline “С” batteries, order 
2 packages below. Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
79 N 54238C . ....Ret $14.99 

Alkaline “С” Batteries. Package of 2. 

49 N 8410—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. . Pkg. $1.29 

pee 
Automatic turn base 
reverses vehicle's 

direction 

- 

MINI-MOTORIFIC 
by Ideal 

without 
batteries 

Jalopy Showdown Set 
Hit or be hit by your opponent's car and watch the top fly off 

each player controls the direction of his car 

Send your jalopy speeding around cloverleaf track with opponent's car in 
hot pursuit. Cross over at center crash point, tag opponent's car and its 
top flies off. 28 track sections, 4 switches, 2 steering consoles, and scene 
accessories. Plastic layout, 36x24 in. Two 3!4-in. long cars with die-cast 
metal chassis. Each uses 2 “№” batteries, order pkg. below. 
49 N 54243—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. Set $9.99 

Set of 2 extra 314-in. Jalopies. Can also be used on floor or with LeMans 
Set at right. Each car uses 2 “N” batteries, order pkg. below. 
49 м 54623 Shipping weight!lounces 
49 N 8408—"'N" Batteries. Package of 8. Shpg. wt. 8oz.... Pkg. 99c 

Gutsiod Dade scans by dieisthtas miseledimical com. 

WES. 
batteries. 

LeMans Start-Finish Sprint Set 
Two cool lane-switching drivers 

pitted against each other and the stopwatch 

Motorized racers peel away from gate with fair Le Mans start. There's 
plenty of remote-control lane-switching action whizzing around the 50x33 
in. wide track. As racers move into the home stretch, push lever and they 
automatically finish in correct order. Mechanical stopwatch records time. 
Single and double track includes 35 straight, crossover, and curved sections. 
Plastic. Two 3'4-in. long racers with die-cast metal chassis. Unassembled. 
Use 2 “N” batteries each, order package at left. Buy extra jalopies at left. 
Or other Mini-Motorific cars for a fast 4-car race. 
49 N 54257—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. Set $11.99 

ДОХА Sears 531 



ch di 
ncludes 

LO-anit Locomotive Freight Set 

~ $4965 
Remote control freight yard set with 24 signs and telephone 
poles adds the realistic touch to your set, Steam-type locomo- 

nd tender lights the way foi ating car with boom 
er, piggyback flat car wi k trailers, operating ore 
flat car with culvert pipe load, box car, hopper and caboose 

hes, this is c longest HO train. Use 29 track 
manual switche make a giant 45x63-inch dou: 

iler makes it easy to put cars on the track 
amp power pack is UL listed 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Ages 

7 and up. Buy it the easy way—order by phone 
79 М 96235N—Shipping weight 10 pounds 

ur longest 
ve. .the 

Set $49.65 

YOU ENGINEER THE RAILROADING ACTION WITH THESE TWO 
TYCO HO-SCALE ELECTRIC TRAIN AND FREIGHT YARD SETS 

Unload the flat с; 
at the automatic depot 

9-unit Twin Diesel Freight Set 
$3999 

ul Santa Fe diesel roars through remote control freight yard and 
ione poles. Op ar, piggyback flat car 

at car with culvert pipe 
і, box car, hopper and caboose trail behind die: nd non-powered 

"B" locomotive . . train measures 59 inches long. Use 23 track sections 
and 2 manual switches to make 45x63-inch double oval layout. Use 
rerailer to put cars on track power pack is UL listed for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle. AC. d 
79 N 96232N—Shipping weight ani Set $39.99 

532 |Sears|: 
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INDOORS OR OUT. . YOU'RE IN CONTROL 
OF THESE AIRCRAFT THAT REALLY FLY 

Plane glides up and down A 
giant 45-ft. long guide line Catapult your twin-engine 

Piper.Seneca into the air € \ 
and up the guide line . . it 
turns around by itself and - 

you guide it in for a safe 
touchdown and landing 

U-Fly-It $066 
ur place at the simulated control panel and take hold of 

the joy stick control. Load your 7'4-inch Piper Seneca in the cata- 
pult launcher and pull the ring . . plane zooms up 45-ft. guide line. 
It climbs up and up . . then it turns around and you control its 

approach to the airport. It takes skill to land on the 46-inch run- 
way. Plastic, Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 58201—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces 9.66 

Mountain Challenge Set 
Throttle up or down to fly around 

the obstacles on this giant 
7-foot square layout 

i т! Crank it up and let it Hairy Сапагутм 
fly. . you control speed 
and altitude as you put 51037 
this birdy thru it$ paces 

А kid-powered 10-in. plane 
that really flies without bat- 

Ser чагы д teries or plug-in power. You 
yd turn crank on your control 

module to vary airspeed . . 
use separate lever to vary 
altitude. Take off, fly fast or 
slow, do stunts or come in 
for a landing using 2*4 or 
3'/-ft. flight lines. Red and 
white plastic plane set. 

Shipping wt, 2 lbs. 
49 C 58202 2.61037 

Climb, descend and then Vertibird* 
hover over the capsule Rescue Ship 
to rescue the astronaut 8 

$1288 x: 
"This giant Coast Guard cut 
ter is 41 inches long. You're 
stationed at the Vertibird 
control module. When the 
space capsule splashes 

ЛЯ down, use one lever to con- 
trol the rotor speed and the 
other to vary altitude. Plas- 
tic б-їпсһ copter and cutter 
. . 21-inch flight line, Uses 4 
^D" batteries order pkg. 
below, left. 

| Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 
79 C58187C $12.88 

Pull back on the stick for 
а smooth, clean take-off. 

$ 99 Low "clouds" make 
Sod flying a challenge 
batteries 

Rush down the runway, build up your speed . . then lift off and soar 
into the air. Throttle down . . dive, swoop, maneuver . . but watch 
out for those dangerous obstacles. Set includes 6-in. "Flag" plane on 
3-ft. flight line, 21-inch high tower, hangar, suspended “cloud”, 13- 
inch high mountain (the snow-capped peak knocks off if you ram it), 
4 service vehicles, goggles, control panel and flight booklet. Plastic, 
metal and fiberboard. Uses 5 "D" batteries . . order package below. 
79 C 58157C—Shipping weight 9 pounds . . . mse анда Set $15.99 

Hangar full of flying fun 

Plane and $5 49 xe 
Copter Set 

$497 Dives, zooms, 
loop-the-loops, мепош ы 9 T 

әт — figure-8's . . Lil 
Rascal does all 

12-inch plane performs loops, fig- 
ure-8's . . all kinds of stunts. 8⁄4- 
inch copter includes plastic figures 
and pick-up hook for rescue mis- 
sions. Plane's 4'/,-ft. and copter's 2- 
ft. power lines plug into control 
handle. Plastic. Uses two “D” bat- 
teries . . order package below. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. fa. ate et ick 49C58217...............Set $549 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. " Batteries. Package of 6. = 49C 58218 ... 49 C 4695— Wt. + Ib. 7 oz. Pkg. $1.39 Ы 9 

Bi-plane stunter of yester- 
year has grown up to the 
speed of today. Climbs, 
dives, loops are all at your 
command. Pushbutton mas- 
ter control with a 5-ft. pow- 
er line and 12-in. plastic 
plane. Uses two “Р” batter- 

Cutsioa page scans by ieiuna йе иса Gn 



The eyes of the 
crowd are on 

Aces of the Sky you! Can your | 
Electric Pinball mean machine 

by MARX score big? 

Operates on 
standard household 

current. . needs 

no batteries 

$2599 

Moto Cross" Pinball $1866 гш 
Motorcycle wheels spin to keep ball in play every hit 

into center bell automatically registers on speedometer 

Release 1 of 6 steel balls onto track. Powered wheels keep ball moving. As it nears 
flippers, quickly squeeze handlebar hand "brakes" to create a wild engine sound 
and return ball into play. High-impact plastic and metal. 30x21x16'4 in. high to 
top of grandstand. Uses 2" batteries, order below. Ages 8 and up. 
79 N 65148C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $18.66 
49 N 46996—Alkaline “D” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. Pkg. 145 

Moving 

“Blip Light" e 
acts as 

tennis 
scoring tracks for added excitement ball 

oading o Tilt light 
* Multiple 
* Submarine 

Here's a real, stand-up electric pinball machine with many of the 
features of big professional models. Lift steel ball up from beneath 
playing surface with submarine loader and fire it into play. Two 
flippers keep it going. Bells ring and action is fast and furious as 
automatic scorer rings up score up to 100,000 points. Has tilt 

light and reset button. Made of high-impact plastic with sky-blue 
finish. 30x15x43 in. high. Playing surface 26 in. high. 6-ft. cord. UL 
listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 4.5 watts. Not recommended for 
ages under six. 
79 N 65121L— Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 20 lbs. $25.99 

Big Shot 
Target > 
Arcade Great low price for 

MARX TV Tennis 

f ; Frenzy by MARX 
| A nerve-racking game 

that really challenges 

x 
your coordination 

—— $1197 

$ Turn dials on front to smack the — Set selector dial at slow (for begin- 
1566 “ball” back and forth in high-speed ners) or fast (for experts). Wind up 

негее full anos сна tennis action. Make your opponent Бај release knob and 6 steel balls 
pe азасы miss the “ball” 11 times and you win — drop out, one after another. Move 

the game. Automatic scoring. Flag in- — "steps" with balance knob to guide 
Moving animals, bobbing heads, bell targets and more dicates winner. Frosted plastic simu. balls into high scoring areas 
provide hours of family fun. Patented, single-shot pis lated TV screen with brown and gold, Styrene case, 22x14%4x6 in, deep, 
tol is housed in high-impact plastic. You'll never lose polypropylene case, 17x13x13 in. Ѕпар-іп backstand included, For 
the ammunition t stays inside. 30x11'/4x14 in. high. high, Uses 3 "D" batteries, order 2 — ages 6 and up. So easy to buy when 

— Plastic and metal. Needs no batteries. Ages 4 to 12. pkgs. above, For ages 6 to adult. you just use the phone. 
528 |Sears] imo: 79 N65185C—Partly assembled. Wt. 9 Ibs $15.66 79N65108C-Shpg, wt. 8105. $15.87 — 78N65166C—Wt. 5]bs. .....$1187 

рй Dade scant by йиде аса Goo! 



SCRABBLE® GAMES 

Deluxe Scrabble. Scrabble® crossword game 
for the experienced player. Complete deluxe 

edition containing 15Vz-inch square plastic board 
with indented squares so that the tiles do not slip. 
Beautifully framed board has built-in turntable at 
its base. Complete with 100 finished hardwood 
tiles, 4 plastic racks with scorekeepers, plus metal 
score pegs. Directions booklet and plastic bag for 
tiles. For 2 to 4 players, teens and adults. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. 
49 С 65504 

2 Scrabble®. Always a challenging favorite for 
the whole family. Spell words to score points. 

100 wood letter tiles with 4 hardwood racks and a 
game board. 2, 3 or 4 players, ages 8 and up. 

$1297 

Word fun for young and old 2" $ Low 
item (5) 

3 Duplicate Scrabble®, For one or many. Letter 
cards dealt by automatic dealer; players make 

words on game sheets. 100 letter cards, 2 game 
sheet pads, score pad, dealer, Ages 10 to adult. 
49 C 65505—Shipping wt. 215. 4 02. ........ $6.97 

Scrabble? for Juniors. Start vocabulary build- 
ing early. Easy picture version of the Scrabble® 

game on one side of folding game board and more 
advanced words on the other side, Set includes 100 
letter tiles. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 12 years, 
49 C 65055—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2oz. ..... $3.88 

Scrabble Sentence Cube Game. You start 
with complete words. Shake out word cubes 

and form complete sentences, crossword fashion. 
Sand timer, cup and 21 cubes. Ages 8 and up. 

49 C 65053—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 5 02. ......... 9457 — 49C65755—Shipping weight 11 oz. 

Whatchamacallit. 
After category has 

been selected on 
board, spinner deter- 
mines first letter of 
words. Who calls out 
first? Gameboard, al- 
phabet spinner, col- 
ored chips, selection 
box, 4 balls, instruc- 

ME tions. Ages 6 and up. 
Wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. 
49 C 65605........ $3.77 

Chinese Check- 
ers. All-metal, col- 

orfully lithographed 
Chinese checkerboard 
is 15% inches in diam- 
eter. Set includes 60 
glass marbles. For 2 to 
6 players. Board re- 
verses for regular 
checkers. 24 checkers 
incl. Ages 7 and up. 
Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 C 65038........ $4.66 

F 2 

| x MONOPOLY 

Deluxe $797 | Standard $427 

6 Deluxe Monopoly®. The all-time “real estate tycoon” game gone deluxe 
with heavier board, more equipment, partitioned organizer tray that holds 

money, houses, hotels and title cards. 2 to 10 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 C 6501—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ....................... $7.97 

10 Secret Magic 
S e Word 

Game. Teaches how 
to form endless letter 
combinations into 
words. Played with 
many or just one. Try 
to put together as 
many cards as possi- 
ble to form words. 

7 Standard Monopoly®. Buy; sell, swap and trade real estate, railroads and 
utilities, build houses and hotels, trying to bankrupt your opponents. 

Standard edition with enough for 2 to 8 players. Ages 8 and up. 
49 C 65039—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ошпсев...................... 5427 ane 8 and up. Shpg. 

wt. 8 oz. 

532 49С65915........ $3.82 
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More Toys for fun and learning 
Help young hands become skilled hands 

Canister of Wooden Blocks $695 
Our largest set. . , 85 blocks, 11 shapes 

With so many colorful blocks, your child can invite friends over to join in on the 
fun of constructing a remote fortress, city townhouse or other building projects. 
SET CONTENTS: 85 wooden blocks in 11 different sizes and shapes in a reusable 

ited cardboard canister. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 445 18—Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ошпсез.................... Set $6.95 

Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy 

30-piece 
Tuff Stuff? plastic 

Unfinished wood Alphabet Blocks 
x Kindergarten Blocks $695 

Our largest blocks. . . in 2 set sizes 

$988 32-piece 
set 

These sets contain the largest blocks 
" that we sell. Building sets help your 

` child learn dexterity and coordinat 
x while having fun. 

SET CONTENTS: 32 or 64 natural soft- 
wood blocks. 

These large blocks provide a 
fun way to help develop your 
child’s coordination and dex- 
terity skills. Blocks are actual- 
ly letters wide enough to 

ion stack. Your child can create 
word skyscrapers. 
SET CONTENTS: 30 stackable, 
super-sturdy 2-in. polyethyl- 
ene plastic blocks with multi- 
ples of letters most frequently 
used. Plastic container. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shpg. wt. 3 ibs. 7 oz. 

49 N 4475 .......Set $6.95 

FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

G } іесе Set 
[ > 79 М 44723C-Wt. 7 lbs. ...Set $9.88 

64-piece Set. 
79 М 44519C-Wt. 10 Ibs. .5е $14.88 

inbh daos cune by ciuieliarwisetocidical con 

Block Wagon 
with 45 plastic blocks 

with numbers and letters 

$599 
Playing with these colorful blocks helps your 
child learn building and balance skills. With the 
wagon container, it's easy to keep blocks neat 
and away after playtime is over. 
SET CONTENTS; Plastic 14% x8%x5-inch wag- 
on with steel axles and 45 soft plastic 1%-inch 
blocks. Embossed letters and numbers, 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44517—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. .Set $5.99 

Besides helping to teach alphabet and numbers, 
they can also be used for building 

50-piece wood Block Set 
with numbers and letters 

$495 

A wonderful toy for building and balancing 
projects; and of course, teaching the alphal 
SET CONTENTS: 50 wood 1V4-inch blocks with 
embossed letters on two sides and printed 
numbers and letters on four sides. Reusable 

container with plastic lid. 
FOR AGES: 115 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 4470—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. Set $4.95 



(1) 900X 
Місгоѕсоре 

2999 
View part of the fascinating unseen world 
with 900X microscope. 
MAGNIFICATION: 40 thru 900X zoom 
power. High-quality 4X, 20X and 45X 
objective lenses, 10 thru 20X twist-zoom 
eyepiece. Precision-ground glass lenses, 
eyepiece. Mounted on triple revolving 
turret. 
OPERATING FEATURES: Rack-and-pin- 
ion focusing. Battery-operated illumina- 
= Power indicator. Color filter, Rubber 
shoe. 
BODY: 9 inches high. Metal with silver 
gray color lacquer finish. Japan. 
KIT CONTENTS: 5 blank labels, 5 cover 
glasses, 10 blank slides, tweezers, ра 

„ magnifier, spatula, scalpel, ey 
per. Plastic carry case. 
FOR AGES: 10 to 16 yrs. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 “AA” bat- 
teries, not included, order package below. 
49 C 24363—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 02....$29.99 

(2) 1200X Microscope 

$3995 x 
Explore plant and animal cells, micro-or- 
gums with ре finest microscope. 

wist eyepiece for greater tion 
without distorting image. 
MAGNIFICATION: 40 thru 1200X zoom 
power. High-quality 4X, 12X, 40X, 60X 
objective lenses; 10 thru 20X zoom eye- 
piece. Precision-ground glass and eye- 
piece. Mounted on quadruple revolving 
turret. 
OPERATING FEATURES: Coarse and fine 
rack-and-pinion focusing. Battery-oper- 
ated illuminator. Fine adjustment. Power 
indicator. Color filter. Rubber shoe. 
BODY: 10 inches high. Metal with silver 
gray color lacquer finish. Japan. 
KIT CONTENTS: 5 blank labels, 5 cover 
пне. 12 blank slides, tweezers, glass 
той, magnifier spatula, scalpel, scissors, 
eye- dropper, butterfly, eosin, hatchery 

shrimp eggs. Plastic case. 
AGES: 10 to 16 years. See Note below. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 2 cp batteries, 
not incl., order 
49 C 24364—Wt 4 Il dem 

"AA" Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 С 46991—Wt. 4oz....... 

without 
battenes 

Cases for (1). (2) 
have carry handie 

.Pkg. 99c 

Student Biology Set $797 
SET CONTAINS: 3 specimens to dissect ( crayfish, 
порве) in осоо odorless su M 

Drs har wil hast doy bee a рын, eggs hatch, dry 

FO: Ру. and up Soe Nae 4 Shipping weight Ба 

vane to 

metal panel with barometer, 

scal- 

below. 
TOR AG AGES: 10 years and cdm 

FOR AGES, ORDER INI 
49 C 242. 

526 Beaman 

м3 ыа 
ааа 

.$39.95 | 

Ec pen Weather forecast wheel and week 
charts. Cloud chart and Forecaster’s manual. 

(3) 600X Microscope 

31995 zx 
MAGNIFICATION: 75X, 300X, 
600X objective lenses mount- 
ed on triple revolving turret. 
Precision-ground glass lenses. 
OPERATING FEATURES 
Rack-and-pinion focusing. 
Battery-operated illuminator. 
BODY: 8 in. high. Metal, sil- 
ver-color lacquer finish. 
KIT CONTENTS: 5 blank la- 
bels, 5 cover glasses, 8 blank 
slides, tweezers, glass rod, 
eye-dropper. Japan. 
FOR AGES: 10 to 16 years. See 
Note below. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 2 
"AA" batteries, not incl., or- 
der pkg. at left. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C24127..... .$19.95 

All that in a drop of water ! 

Sears Microscopes with make-your-own 
slide kits reveal unseen wonders 

(4) 300X Microscope 

$995 

MAGNIFICATION: 100X, 
200X and 300X objective 
lenses mounted on triple re- 
volving turret. Precision- 
ground glass lenses. 

OPERATING FEATURES 
Substage mirror illuminates 
slide. 
BODY: Measures overall 7% 
inches high. Sturdy black 
plastic. Made in Japan. 
KIT CONTENTS: 5 blank la- 
bels, 5 cover glasses, 6 blank 
slides and tweezers. 
FOR AGES: 10 to 16 years. 

Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION; 
Shp wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 
9€ 24126 sense 89.95 

mum Set of 48 Prepared, labeled Slides $495 

Weather Forecaster $1 597 
SET CONTAINS: Outdoor unit in metal case with dial and 

show speed and direction. Indoor unit on 
dials for 

E ORDERING INFO: Unassembled, ce es included. 
eel Set $7.97 49 C 2422—Shipping weight 7 

(Watt Disney 
NOTE: Not for under 8 years of age. Chemicals and/or glass if misused may be harmful. Should not be used without adult supervision. 

pounds . .$15.97 

Specimens incl. Bee, Butterfly 
parts; Tin: 
and 
AGES: 10 to 16 yrs. Note below. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 12 oz. 
49C24125 ...... 

ny creatures; Bacteria 
е. From Japan. 

..Set $4.95 

$294 
Mickey and Donald 
on оше thermometer 

'arenheit and Celsi- 

n spins when the 

CONSTR.: Plastic. Mounts 
outside window. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 yrs. 
ORDERING INFO: Mount- 
ing hardware included. 

„жї. 13 oz. 
49 C50162.. $2.94 



Tuff-Stuff ® 
Stroller 

Holds dolls up to 
18 inches in cute 

printed cloth 
sling seat 

Tuff-Stutfé Play Saw 
Pull cord. press starter 

button get а realistic 
vibrating noise and 

action like a 
real power saw Movable carnage. 

7 ones complete 

Helps teach 
number 

recognition. 

$587 

T Pull string. 
-— Basket push number, 

Incl. 12 pieces push "equal". , . correct 
number of puppies will march across readout screen 

(1 thru 5) WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: (1 thru 3) expanded 
polyethylene foam and plastic, (4, 5) plastic. (2) has steel axles, 
Cloth seat. (3) has steel axles. (4) includes paper. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: (2) and (3) require assembly. In- 
structions are included. (3) Warranted by Mattel. Write for free 
сору, see page 330, 

Dimensions | — Catalog For Prce 
нет Ages Number Ibs. 

(1) Play Saw 2106 13х3х5 49 М 45211 

(2) Stroller 
(3) Shoppin’ 26 12.97 

Basket 

Wordwrter® [2157| Ox?xaly [49848178 | T|3] 
Calculator [2to6| 8xóx3 49844878 |1|2]| 587 

Welcome to Zoodleland 

(6 апа 7) Mini self-contained 
playsets open and reveal whimsical 
play situations for hours of fun. 
FOR AGES, ORD. INFO: 3 to 7 yrs. 

(6) Zoodleland 
Apple Schoo! House 

WHAT YOU GET: Opens to one- 
room school featuring 2 Zoodleland 
characters, desk, lectern, 3-legged 
stool, pot-bellied stove, swing set. 
5x5-in. diam. Plastic. 
49 N 44234—Wt. 1302. ...95.47 

(7) Zoodleland 
Mushroom Cottage 

WHAT YOU GET: 2 Zoodleland 
characters, picket fence, table, 
chair, mailbox, lamp, fireplace. 
49 N 44207—Wt. 120z. ...$5.47 

(8) Rockie Rollies™ School Bus 
WHAT YOU GET: A school inside a 
bus! 16 play pcs.: 4 little characters 
to bobble and roll to class and re- 
cess. Open the bus . . . there's a 2- 
sided chalkboard, chalk, desk, 
slides, ramps, tunnel, clock with 
moving hands, hat. Or pop the 
Rockie Rollies kids into their car, 
plane or desk. Plastic. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 2to 7 
pt Warranted by Mattel. Write for 
ree copy, see page 330, 
49 N 44072—WL 5 lbs. ..$13.87 

(9) Digby, the Busy Puppet™ 
WHAT YOU GET: Knit dragon pup- 
pet in a cage, sliding front door. 

ippet has opening in mouth, so it 
moves, makes funny faces or “eats” 
whatever you feed it! Includes 
prime steak (plastic). Plastic, acryl- 
ic, felt. Puppet detaches from cage. 
FOR AGES, ORD. INFO: 2 to 6 yrs. 
49 N 45048—Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 86.77 

Сай рабе scans by сайтан зт айе инса Gomi 

(10) All Aboard 
Motor Railroad 
beum on хо off the 

Бер Вине wind-up 
S. pa into Vu station, ation push the 
lever one passenger les on 

while another hurries off. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic, hard- 
wood wind-up engine with 
бо сы car, caboose, 2 wood- look 

passengers, removable bas- 
es, cipum -pc. sni gem track for 
30x22-in. oval, 2 platforms, depot, 
за crossing gate. Plastic acces- 

FOR A AGES: 2 10 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassemb., instr. 
incl. Warranted by Mattel, for free 

] ] Ibs. SEN ARR RST ..$12.94 

(11) Bump ‘N Bash 
Raceway 

Reduced from 1977 Christmas Book. 
Wind up the cars, lift DR EM and 
watch Tace around 
Look out for the bumps and the 

erous lane crossover! 
WHAT YOU GET: 2 hardwood and 
plastic wind-up cars, 2 wood-look 
Styrene drivers, 1 spectator, 4-pc. 
snap-together track for 27V2x18V;- 
in. wide oval, 2 engines, starting 
gi ker flag, gas can, fire ex- 
ELI tower, camera 
and labels. All plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. 
incl. Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. 
49N 44342.............. 48.88 

(13) Мг. Playman 
. 4-in-1 game fun 

for the entire family 

Great for indoor or outdoor use. 
Your whole family will have hours 
of fun with this complete 4-in-1 
game set, It’s just perfect for that 
rainy day when you're looking for 
some activities to do, With Mr. 

yman, there's something for ev- 
ly to enjoy all year 'round. 

WHAT YOU GET: 17x7x19% in. tall 
Mr. Playman . . . he's the base for 
4 games: bowling, hockey, skeeball 
and ring toss. Equipment includes: 
3 bowling pins, 1 ball, 1 hockey 
puck, 2 hockey sticks, 1 net, 3 rings. 

CONSTRUCTION: All pieces are 
made of sturdy plastic to withstand 
many hours of hard play. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: In- 
structions are included. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
79 N 44716C. ......... i $9.98 

(14 thru 16) 
Magnanimals™ 

. magnetic 
fun for preschoolers 

d our own Magnanimals . . . 
the pieces apart and put 

mes back together im any muy 
shape or form you choose. There 
Tigerilla®, Zebrapotomus® zs 
Girellaphant&, Buy one or buy 
them all. All are in! 
WHAT YOU GET: A pair of - 
nanimals with rst е 
Bre pe (14) Tiger/Gorilla, (15) Ze- 
S iD tomus, (16) Giraffe/ 

, metal. 
sm AGES AND sue INFO: 3 
yrs. and up. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

| 



Combo Kitchen has everything your little homemakers need to 
"feed" the family. . . sink, stove, oven, fridge—even utensils. 

With doors that open and close, knobs that turn and click 
SET INCLUDES: Pretend with modern burners, microwave oven, 2-shelf conventional oven, double-door 
ete st tor-freezer, kitchen Be cove og pu sp тшше kitchen window with bird on window 

and smiling sun. Coffeepot cover, tray, pan, uia, mixing spoon, oven rack, mul tray 
tie pan, cooking pan, ice cube tray, dish x XUL Pm ра Y. 
CONSTRUCTION: Made of red, white and blue plastic. Mane. 7x15x18%4 inches high. 
AGES, eee INFORMATION: 3 to 6 years. 
79 C 105 12C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces . 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 

15-piece Picnic Basket Set. Fun for 2. 
INCLUDES Basket with hinged lid, 

ЭКД inches деер, 2-piece jug with mug, 
2 each cups, saucers, knives, spoons, forks, 
placemats. Made oí plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. 
49C 0088 „Set $4.79 

(3) 16-piece Beverage Maker Set e 
SET INCLUDES: 3-piece beverage maker, 614 in. high: 4 cuj 
spoons. . . all plastic. One pkg. of Kool-Aid® and 4 паркі 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping n 14 ounces. 

49 C 10214 А 

532 |Sears| 8 

Set $4.99 

(1) Circus Cookies Set 
Create your own circus character cookies. 
SET INCLUDES: 12 circus cookie cutters, 

brushes, instructions and 
from Knk Ki cho Plastic. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: З to 10 years. 
49C 1 1297 

(2) Eros 
n 

SET INCL: Plastic treat maker (12 in. high), 
syrup bottle, 3 pkgs. 5 
Cups, shovel, advertising sign. 
FOR AGES: S to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Instructions included. 
49C 11302—Wt. 11b.80z........ $6.29 

Included 

(B) Elegant 56-piece Miniature Tea Set. 
Four ссе place settings, napkins and rings, 2 
candelabras, qeu coffeepot, lid, creamer, 
sugar bowl, spoon, rectangular tray, oval tray, 
punch bow! base, ladle, Vegetable Server, lid, 

knife and fork, salt and pepper shaker. 
Die-cast metal. Ages 5 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 11809—Wt. 11b. 8 oz. Set $9.99 



"Mission 
accomplished ! 

Returning 
to ship" 

Durab ; cardboard solar system. 
59109— Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz.. .Set $8.99 

Talking 

Matt 

Mason 

$455 

"Meteor storm!" says Matt 
Mason as he slides down the 
space cord. 5-phrase voice unit 
is located in the removable 
back-pack . . can be used with 
any Mattel astronaut. 6-inch 
plastic Matt Mason has helmet 
with movable visor. 
49 N 59116—Wt. 12 oz.. .$4.55 

2 the 

Sea Devils Set . 
2 men, 2 vehicles 

Here come the aquanauts—Rick Riley and Commander Carter—ready 
for adventure. Both are bendable plastic . . have head gear, compres- 
sors, flippers and air tanks. Just pump air into tanks with compressor to 
make 6-in. tall aquanauts dive and swim. Or let them ride in 2 molded 
plastic vehicles, powered by motors. Sea Jet is 5 in. long, aqualander 
84 in. Each vehicle uses 1 “AA” battery. Order package below. 
49 N 5907—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . ....Set $6.99 
49 м 8402—''AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Shpg. wt. 6 Package 99с 

$4 99 vio 
batteries 

Matt Mason leads the space 
expeditions with his rugged 
plastic Cat Trac space vehicle. 
Poseable Matt Mason wears a 
spacesuit and helmet with 
movable visor. 6іп. tall. Plastic. 

Shipping weight 6 ounce: 
ДЭЛБИ e erae rese 532 Sears "xee 

Tatai page scans by didaa йана Gon 

“D” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. Pkg. 

Major Matt Mason 

and Jeff Long . . 

both on tracked 

vehicles 

^ 99S, 

Uni-Tred® and 
Space Bubble® 

qo 
or astronauts 

Powerful lunar tractor climbs over objects as it hauls the rotat- 
ing space bubble. There's room for 1 astronaut inside the pro- 

tective blue-tinted Space Bubble while another astronaut 
"drives" the red Uni-Tred. 19 in. long overall. Plastic. Uses 2 
“D” batteries (not incl.), order below. Astronauts not included. 
79 N 59061C— Shipping weight 3 pounds. ........... Set $4.99 
49 N 8405 

Scorpio . . 

with 

blinking 

light-up 

eyes 

$ 222 

without 
battery 

His eyes and mouth flash 
with the light of another in- 
telligence. 7!4-inch plastic 
alien is bendable; wears a 
bellows-controlled vest that 
shoots out styrene balls. Uses 
1 "AA" battery, order pkg. 
below at left. 
49 N 59118—Wt. 8 02..$2.99 

Jeff Long, the space scien- 
tist, travels in his rugged 
plastic Cat Traclunar vehicle. 
He wears a spacesuit and 
helmet with movable visor. 
Bendable body, 6 in. tall. 
Plastic. 
49 N 59058— Wt. 6 oz... .99c 



YCO 
HO SCALE 

Crane car with 
boom tender 
really works 

Bachmann 4-unit 
HO Diesel Freight 

, $1499 
Powerful diesel pulls box car, gondola with gravel 
load and caboose. All cars are high quality plastic 
and metal. Use 12 pieces of curved track with plug- 
in terminal to make 36-inch diameter circle layout. 
Rerailer makes it easy to put cars on track. One- 
amp power pack is UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60- 

cycle AC. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 97 13 1—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz. .$ 14.99 

IM THE CHEF ENGINEER, 

ано vae scam by chaidinias 

BUILD BIG RAILROA 

Tyco 8-unit 
Locomotive Freight 
Powered by lighted 

4-6-2 Pacific Locomotive $ 2999 

1 You're really ready to roll with this one! 
Powerful steam-type locomotive has its 

own tender for the long hauls. Other cars in- 
clude operating crane car with boom tender, 
pulpwood flat car, refrigerator car, hopper 
and caboose. Train measures 52'/, in. long. 
Use 14 track sections to make а 36x45-inch 
oval layout . . rerailer makes it easy to put 
cars on the track. One-amp power pack is UL 
listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Ages 7 and up. 
79 N 96234C—Shipping wt. 7 lbs....$29.99 

3 Two-amp Power Pack. Lets you haul 
more cars and run more accessories . . fea- 

tures protective circuit breaker and overload 
indicator light. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 N 9626 1—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. .$14.83 

4 Lighted Remote-control Switch. 
49 N 98023—Leít 49 N 98024—Right 

Shipping weight each 4 ounces ....Еасћ $4.74 

5 Curved Track. Pkg. of four, 18-in. radius. 
49 N 98034—Shipping wt. 4 oz. . .Pkg. 99c 

6 Straight Track. Pkg. of four 9-in. sections. 
49 N 98033—Shipping wt. 3 oz. . . Pkg. 99c 

7 Lighted Alco Century Santa Fe Diesel. 
49 м 95247—Shipping wt. 12 02. ...$9.99 

Increase the size of your train set with Tyco HO Accessories 

EMPIRES IN SMALL 
PLACES WITH HO-SCALE ELECTRIC TRAINS 

ee at 

Tyco 6-unit 
Diesel Freight 

Powered by lighted 
GP-20 Burlington Diesel $1999 

It's "diesel" power that hauls flat car with 
3 tractors, refrigerator car, gondola with 

pipe load, hopper and caboose . . a 38'/,-inch 
long train. And it's kid power that puts to- 
gether 14 track sections to make 36x45-inch 
oval layout. Use rerailer to put cars on track 
easily. One-amp power pack is UL listed for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. For children ages 
7 and up. Like everything else in Sears 
books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
79 м 96233C— Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. ...$19.99 

8 Lighted 1890 Locomotive and Tender. 
49 N 95195—Shipping wt. 15 oz. ..$13.99 

9 Operating Crane Car with Boom Tender. 
49 N 96242— Shipping weight 15 oz. $5.46 

10 Remote-control Freight Unloading Car. 
49 N 9624 1—Shipping wt. 10 oz. ..$6.27 

ll Special Freight Car Set. Hi-cube boxcar, 
triple-dome tank car, center-flow hopper. 

49 N 96243—Shipping wt. 10 oz. . ..Set $4.87 

12 Freight Car Set. Includes box car, stock 
car and tank car to add to your set. 

49 N 96244—Shipping wt. 12 oz. ...5е $3.63 



GAS-POWERED ACTION 

from @ 

( 1 thru 7) Performance packed models pow- 
ered by the famous Cox .049 engine. Pre-as- 
sembled models are suitable for ages 10 and up. 
Order starter kit, starter battery below. 

1 Miss America. Plastic replica of one of the 
hottest planes to cross the finish line at Na- 

tional Championship Air Races features pre 
cise guideline control. 16-inch wing span. 
Throttle is adjustable for precise, inflight con: 
trol. Rubber-tired nylon wheels. 
49 C 21103—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 15 oz. $12.99 

Miss America without adjustable throttle. 
49 C 21104—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 15 oz. $10.99 

(2 and 3) The Fokker ОУП and Sopwith 
Camel were two of the most famous WWI com 
bat planes to duel over European skies. Repli- 
cas have a 13-inch wing span, guide line con 
trols. Rugged landing gear, simulated wooden 
propellers and twin “machine guns”. 

Fokker DVII. Has “Von Richthofen Flying 
Circus” decorations. 

49 21106—Shpzg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. $8.99 

3 Sopwith Camel. Decorative markings. 
49 C21105—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8oz. . $8.99 

Now save $2.00 on Fokker DVII-Sopwith 
Camel combination. Separately total $17.98. 
79 21107C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ... Set $15.98 

4 F-1 Sport Trainer. Guide line control helps 
beginners to take command. 23-in. wing- 

span and wide stance landing gear add stabili 
ty. Hi-impact plastic in modern design . . long 
racing engine cowling, swept back wing leading 
edges, wheel speed fairings, tinted flared-in 
canopy, bullet spinner. 22 in. long. 
79 C 20189C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $8.66 

Sandblaster. With deep-cleated tires to 
handle rugged terrain. Made of high-impact 

plastic with a special large capacity fuel tank 
for extended runs. Complete with roll cage, 
simulated gearshift and adjustable steering. 
Recoil starter, 11°/, in. long. 
49C21101—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. $10.87 

6 Vega Funny Car. Imagine the thundering 
engines as your car races along its own taut 

polyester guide line and deploys a drag chute 
at the finish line. Includes hemi engine, “mag” 
wheels, instrument panel, dragster steering 
wheel. Plastic body lifts up to reveal internal 

parts, 13 inches long. 
49 C 20192—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. $1297 

7 Command Jeep. The hard charging work 
horse of the U.S. Armed Forces. Made of 

high impact plastic with deep cleated military 
style tires. Features adjustable steering, gear 
shift lever, recoil starter, simulated command 
radio set, Jerry gas can, combat lights, en 
trenching shovel and axe. Windshield realisti 
cally folds down. 12 inches long 
49 C 2019—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. $1144 

Accessories for 

Cox "Gas" Engines 
(not shown) 

Starter Accessory Kit. Battery wire, 
clip, wrench and '4-pint custom blend 
fuel. Order battery below. 
49 C 22853—Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. . ...Kit $3.77 

Fuel. 1 pint. Custom blend for Cox 
"Gas" engines. 
49 C 22854—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $1.49 

Starter Battery. 1'/, volt. For starting 
Cox “С: engines. 
49 C 2259—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. ty $1.44 

Cutiod pane scans by йлап com 
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ELECTRIC-POWERED SUPERSTAR™ 

Flies without wires on the flight plan 

you choose. New trick pack suddenly 

ejects parachutist, streamers in flight 

Program it to turn right . . turn left . . do figure 8's 
and more. Set includes 4 changeable programming 
cams. Plastic plane has a 26-in. wingspan, 19-in. 
fuselage. Removable power module includes nick. 
el-cadmium batteries—recharge from 6-volt bat- 
tery overnight . . flies for over 3 hours on one 
charge (order below). 100-ft. tether for restricted 
flights, adapter cord, assembly instructions, war- 
ranty card and one label set. Includes trick pack. 
Ages 6 and up. 
49 C 20191—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $1044 
49 C 4634—6-v. Battery. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог. -. 135 

You control the 
flight plan" by in- 

serting one of four 
cams under the fu- 
selage to vary rud- 

539 



Make their heads 

Plan strategic encounters . . they'll move in any direction, These wild, push 
button punchers wheel around like crazy as you and a pal roll them into and 
out of the action. Left and right-hand buttons send fists flying middle 
button makes kangaroo kick. Kanzaroo's head springs up when he gets hit in 
his middle. Just push head down for round two. aroos are made of 
high-impact plastic. Stand 94 inches high. From Japan. For ages 4 and up. 
49 N 65621— Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces Set $8.99 

Bowling Game — Á 

Looks ike a real 
» А 

je Р. 4 

Table-top Bowl-A-Matic™ 300 

Remote control sets "em up . . you just 
knock 'em down. Go for а strike! Molded 
colorful pins are individually activated 
by heavy-action bowling ball which runs 
on а super smooth alley. Miss the head 

pin? Then clean it up for a spare! Big 
solid construction. Measures 45x13x19 
inches high. Made of hardboard and plas. 
tic with metal parts. Comes partly assem. 
bled, For all bowling fans, ag and up 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

Shipping weight 19 pounds. 
79N 85825C $1752 

Realistic bowling action. 
Play on tabletop or 
floor. When ball hits 
pins, they flip up 
Squeeze dual-action 
pinsetter and you're 
ready to roll again, Ball 

returns automatically 

4*z-in. plastic pins; 3-in. 

rubber ball. Metal hous 
ing 16x16x6 in. high 
Ages 4 to 10. 
79N6509C- Wt. 6[hs, $6.57 

Bean Bag 
Toss 

$599 

The whole Peanuts gang's here 
for a baseball battle of wits. Two 
players, ages 8 and up, take turns 

Toss your bean bag through the tar 
get holes to score points and win 
Hardboard and wood, 18x24 inches — batting and pitchi 
high. Set includes toss board and 3 49 М 65015—Wt. 1 Ib. б oz. . .$4.67 
bean bags. Ages 5 and up. Pe haracters © United Festo 
79 М 65188C— Wt. 6 lbs. Set $5.99 Syndicate, inc 196 

Tatai рабе scant Буйтай айе аса con 

Y Boxing Kangaroos Bean Ball Barney CM N 
Target Game ў | 
Toss a plastic ball 3 
at Barney for some 
hilartous results 

Knock his hat 
offand 
his arms 
pop up 

$787 
You'll roar with laughter when 
vou see what happens when you 
pitch to your favorite catcher, 
Bean Ball Barn 

Barney's made of sturdy hard. 
board and stands 28 inches tall 
Three plastic balla included. Ages 
5 and up. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds, 
79 N 65211C $7.87 

Electric Baseball 

"Pitcher" throws 

balls, strikes and even 

change-ups. Batter 
away, bunt 

for a walk 
arm" tries to 

throw baserunners 
out. Metal ballpark, 
20x20 in. 6-ft. cord 
UL listed for 110-120. 

60-Hz. AC. 6 watts. 
Not recommended for 
ages under 8.Wt.5 Ibs. 
79 N 65072C $8.37 

Baseball-Football Game Set 
Thrill to the excite 
ment of All-Star Base ? ока 
ball and All-American inf 
Football with this ab. 

sorbing 2-game set 

Make strategic game 
decisions based on ac 

ual statistics of real 
pro and college play: 
ers, Ages 10 and up. 

р 3 Ibs. 10 oz. 
Set $6.99 

Pom-Pom Game 
Flippin’ fun! Shoot as fast 
as you сап. . first to flip 
7 balls into basket wins 

Cut 10%. Up to 4 players start 
flipping at the same time and each 
one gets 7 plastic balls in different 
colors so you always know who's 
got the best score. Just keep 
shooting fast as you can. First 
one о get 7 balls in the basket is 
the winner. 12-inch diameter met 
al platform with 4 spring-action 
levers. Plastic basket 

‘ot recommended for ages un 
der 3 because of small parts 
From Japan. Like everything else 
in Sears books, it's so easy to or 
der by telephone. 

Shipping weig 
49 N 652 

11. 8 oz 
32.67 s|529 
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CEJ 
High Stakes. The objective is to 
become a kingpin hotel owner. 

This forces other players to gamble at 
unfavorable odds. They play the slot 
machine, blackjack, roulette wheel 
and dice. Tokens; pass, don't-pass 
cards. Styrene base, For 2 to 6 play- 
ers, Ages 12 and up. 
79 C 65071L—Wt. 6 lbs.* ...... $10.84 

B Spellbound. Only 60 seconds to 
create as many words from your 

opponent's letters as you can . . but 
the time's running out! Better luck 
next round. Includes styrene base, 
timer, 106 letter, 15 bonus cards. For 
2 to 4 players. Ages 12 and up. 
79 C 65507L—Wt. 6 lbs.* ...... $10.84 

Power Broker. An international 
power play! Buy resources, con- 

trol countries, form cartels to control 
the world. Styrene base. 10 rights, 10 
license cards; 6 playing, 24 agent, 80 
company tokens; dice; money. For 2 
to 6 players. Ages 12 and up. 
79 C 65606L—Wt. 6 Ibs.* . 
"if mailed takes 1046. ra 

Nuttsy Tennis™ 

8 Outwit and outwhack 
your opponent, but watch 

out for trick shots, quick 
shots, flip shots. You never 
know what's coming next in 
this action-packed game, Two 
spring-activated racquets 
send counterbalanced ball 
smashing across the court. 
Score pegs on sidelines of 
plastic net assembly tally 
points for sets and matches. 
Playing court measures 16x32 
inches. Ages 5 years and up. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49C6504.... 65^ 92,97 

Catalog bane scans by саа SOONE cont 

Beat the “8" Ва! 

9 An extremely competitive 
timing, skill and strategy 

game for 2 to 4. Players take 
turns dropping “8” ball into 
the funnel. At what he thinks 
is just the right instant, each 
player presses a lever to start 
his own ball rolling down his 
chute. At the bottom, all balls 
come together. The object is 
to beat the ''8" ball down 
there. . but just barely. 31x31 
inches wide. Plastic. Ages 7 
and up. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz. 
49 C 65569 * $6.77 

Trap Tennise 

10 А game for 2 oppo- 
nents. One player 

serves by hitting the ball on 
its revolving arm either fast 
or slow. Then as it comes 
around, the other player 

can let it go by, hit it or try 
to trap it in one of the three 
holes on the end of his trap 
lever. If he traps it in the 
middle hole, he scores two 
points; outside holes are 
worth one. 28 inches long. 
Plastic. Ages 7 years and 
up. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 С 65574... $6.44 

Round-cornered Set 

$1094 
4 Big 28!4-inch square game board 

comes with rules and equipment 
for playing 125 different games. Re- 
versible wood board has four net 
pockets. . curved corners of 8-ply 
laminated hardwood. Includes 2 
tipped hardwood cues, carrom rings, 
tops, dice, numbered discs and ten- 
pins. Hours of fun for up to 4 players, 
ages 8 years and up. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
79 С 651451....................... $10.04 

Square-cornered Game Set 

5844 
Б Аз (4) above but with 26-inch 

square reversible wood game 
board. Complete with equipment and 
rule book. Ages 8 and up. 
79 C 65288L—Wt. 6 lbs.* ....... 98.44 

6 Stand, 26 in. high. Holds boards 
(4 and 5). Wood. Unassembled. 

49 C 65144—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. .... 5257 

7 Extra Rings. Pkg, of 29. Plastic. 
49 С 65149—Wt. 8 oz. ..Pkg. $1.39 

Battsy Basebali™ 
11 The pitcher controls 

the ball completely, 
whether it's a fast ball, slow 
ball, high or low ball. АП 
pitches delivered by pitcher 
and controlled by him from 
hidden console. Lever-oper- 
ated batter can wait, hoping 
for a walk or swing, trying 
for base hits, or strike out. 
Solid hits produce home 
runs. 2834x28% in. wide. 
Made of plastic. Ages 6 and 
up. Japan. 

Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 
79C65591C > $8.97 

Gnip-Gnop™ 

12 A fast-paced tabletop 
ball game for two 

players. Balls spin, whirl, 
bounce and collide as the 
players start whacking 
keys furiously, shooting 
the-colorful balls through 
center rings into each oth- 
er's side. First one to emp- 
ty his side wins. No chas- 
ing balls because they're 
enclosed in clear dome. 
19% inches long. Plastic. 
Ages 8 to 14. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 12 oz. 
49 C 65189... .$522 
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Winnie-the-Pooh Bee'nHunny Game 
A fun way to learn hand and eye coordination. 
HOW IT WORKS: Pooh has “hunny pot". When 
ош press his key, he passes the pot to 

When Piglet's Is pressed, he passes it to Owl. 
Owl passes it to Tigger, who flips it through the 
door of the tree. Down the trunk it goes, but 
when it comes back to Pooh, the pot has changed 
into a bee. 
WHAT IT'S MADE ОЕ: Plastic, 9x3Vax11 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 № 4464—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 9 oz. .$4.95 

Winnie-the-Pooh Top 

make Winnie whirl 

and balls pop 

Even tiny tots can spin 
this top. It has a big, 
елау to hold plunger 

and a suction cup 
base that sticks to floor. 
Reinforces hand and eye 
coordination and dex- 
terity skills. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: 
Plastic and metal, 
SVgx91 inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 2 and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
49 N 44726....$4.95 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Finger Puppet Set 
Put on a puppet show 
starring Pooh and com- 
any. Invite all your 
riends. These entertain- 
ing puppets stimulate 
imagination and devel- 
op finger dexterity. 
SET INCLUDES: 5 non- 
toxic vinyl puppets: 
Pooh, ler, Pig- 
let, Eeyore. Each about 
2% in. tall. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO. 

Shipping weight 6 oz. 
49 N 44801 Set $2.49 

(1 and 2) 

(1) Winnie-the-Pooh 
inlay 2-puzzle Set 

SET INCLUDES: Two 
large 12x9-inch hardboard 
puzzles: Winnie-the-Pooh 
and Tigger-the-Tiger. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
RENS D 
Shps. Ibs. 12 oz. 

49N EAEN Set $3.99 

Calo Dabs cane by айта a 

- 

Inlay Puzzle Sets. Reinforce shape recog- 
nition, stimulate imagination. Inlay-type pieces make 
for easy assembly. Edges fit without interlocking. 

(2) Fairy-tale 

SET INCLUDES: Two 
эзен ia. Аааа 
puzzies: Humpt 'umpty ind The Three Bears. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFO: 

49 N 44593 . Set $2.99 

These colorful blocks give an added dimension to puz- 
zles for the Paneer There are no interlocking puz- 
zle pieces. Simply rotate blocks matching background 
color to make the 6 different scenes. 
WHAT YOU GET: 20 wood blocks, 134 inches square 
and 6 paper picture guides. Made in West Germany. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 44428—Shipping weight 1 lb. 10 oz.. . .. . $3.99 

Put together, Take-a-Part. 
Fire Hydrant 

Your child develops puzzle-solvin палена апі сала 
tive skills while learning shapes али 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic qs pud "nto 10 
pieces; held together with 4 Mi screws, Tool holder 
ВЕ can fit on child's belt includes plastic monkey 

river and open-end wrench with two 
ends. Hydrant, 11% in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44528—Shipping weight 2 pounds .... $5.94 

United States
 ө America.

 

U.S. Map Puzzle $299 

Have fun while learning shape matching and our 
country’s geography. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: 14-piece hardboard puzzle 
with capital cities printed on board under puzzle. 
12x9x54e inch deep. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44701—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. Soz. .......... 

inlay 2-puzzle Set 

Shipping weight 11 oz. 

Winnie-the-Pooh Puzzle Blocks 
Make 6 different scenes with aid of picture guides 

Puzzle Puppy 

Just scramble 
the pieces for 
funny creations 

$272 
A spunky little puppy that 
stacks up to fun. Reinforces 
finger dexterity and shape 
identification. 
HOW IT WORKS: Slide 8 
tic parts on central pole to 

WHAT YOU GET: 8 plastic 
parts, 8316 inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 1% to 4 years. 
CEDENS атаа 

ing weight 13 ounces. 
49 ҮҮ ВИ: $2.72 

This Winnie-the-Pooh toy Watch 
works like a real watch 

Give your favorite Pooh fan a watch of his or her 
own. Large, easy-to-read numbers make learning 
to tell time easy, too. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Adjustable vinyl band 
with plastic case. Pooh and hunny bees on watch 
face; go up and down. Winding mechanism 
cannot be overwound. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 1319—Shipping weight 4 ounces ..$2.99 

Phone ordering's a quick, easy way to buy. 



Perform chemical experiments 
in your very own laboratory 

Senior Chemistry Lab Set $2995 
Explore the states of matter from gas to liquid to solid; test foods 
for fats, acids and minerals; recover fingerprints or grow plants. 
SET CONTAINS: 28 chemicals and 2 kinds of water purification 
chemicals in break-resistant bottles. PYREX® brand glassware in- cludes 5 test tubes and 1 beaker. 2 test tube racks, holder and brush, 
alcohol lamp, funnel, düromotography paper, metal tripod, eye 
dropper, plastic spoon, litmus Paper, sulfide test paper, smoke test- 
er chart, glass tubing, distillation assembly, hydroponics planter and stirring rod. Triple sectioned steel storage cabinet; each section 
9/5х415х13 in. high. Advanced Chemistry Manual. 
FOR AGES: 12 years and up. See Note below at right. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 C 2409C—Shipping weight 12 pounds ............ Set $29.95 

Graduate Chemistry Lab Set $ 1995 
Grow plants chemically without soil, fire-polish glass, recover fin- 
gerprints, test for acids, 
SET CONTAINS: 19 chemicals in break-resistant bottles, 4 PYREX® 
brand test tubes with rack, holder and brush. Alcohol lamp, funnel, 
chromotography r, metal tripod, eye dropper, pisada spoon, 
litmus paper, sulfide test ppe smoke tester glass tubing, 
PYREXS brand beaker, distillation assembly, hydroponics planter 
and chemically propelled rocket. Dual steel sto cabinet; each 
section 949x4¥ox13 in. high. Exploring Chemistry Manual. 
FOR AGES: 12 yrs. and up. See Note below at right. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 2405—Shipping weight 9 pounds .............. Set $19.95 

Student Chemistry Lab Set m 
$1495 

Perform chemical magic tricks 
and test for acids and bases. 
SET CONTAINS: 15 chemicals in 
break-resistant bottles, 3 PY- 
REX? brand test tubes with rack, 
holder and brush. Alcohol lamp, 
funnel, chromotography paper, 
beam scale, eye dropper, plastic 
spoon and litmus paper. Steel 
cabinet 9Vax4V2x13 іп. high. Met- 
ric conversion chart. Exploring 
Chemistry ual. 
FOR AGES: 10 years and up. See 
Note at right. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49C2401-Wt. 5 lbs. Set $14.95 

| \ | 
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Probe the final 
frontier with a 
Sears Telescope 

Study the moon's terrain, 
find distant planets 

Retractors (2), (3) 
incl. Sun Projection 

‘Screen for solar 

200X Reflector 
with 75mm 
objective 

300X Refractor 
with 60mm 
objective 

$5999 

150X Retractor 
with 50mm. 
objective 

(1) 200X Reflector (2 апа 3) Refractor Те! . Use glass lenses to 

75mm objective CONSTRUCTION: Metal and plastic tube with precision 
mirror glass lenses. Rack and pinion . 48-in, Mirror system gathers and fo- pps cer pee 48а. 
incoming mount on (3). Made in J: 

OPTICS: 75mm precision- FOR AGES: 8 years and up. See Note below. 

ee C Pia) 300X Telescope with 60mm objective lens 
steps up power to 200X. OPTICS: Basic 150X inverted astronomical viewing us- FRAME, CONSTRUCTION: im eyepiece. 2X Barlow lens boosts power to 

mount locks in A Pre анаан сс wider of vision 
place when you find your tar- 1X, pae e = exa ош get. Fc knob. surface detail. projection screen. Use 1.5X erector 
fests on high metal tri- 1608 for upright terrestrial viewing at 225X with 6mm. 

28-in. long tube is fiber- Barlow lens. 38-in. long tube. 900mm focal len раа (not wood or hard- ORDER INFO: Partly assembled, instructions incl. 
board) treated with a plastic 79 C 24322C— Shipping weight 11 lbs. ....... $59.99 
coating. (3) 150Х Telescope with 50mm objective lens. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. OPTICS: power a See Note below. ing. Use 1.5X erector lens boosts power to 150X for ter- 
RI INFO: - restrial ORDER Partly assem. Da 

Een weight 7 Ibs. ORDER INFO: тту i 79 24326C ....919.99 79 C 24925 ing weight 6 Ibs. 

(4) 30X Tabletop Refractor Telescope 

$1999 
OPTIC SYSTEM: Achromatic coated 30mm diam. objec- 

FRAME. CONSTRUCTION. Ball oot on in high met ‘on E 
al tripod. Aluminum tube, i 

49 C 2432 1— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. .....819.99 

Sets f misused. may 
dren except unde 

es 



wind-up spring motors 

...just wind them up and watch 'em work power mese cute ime toys 

f 
Do e“ 

LI 

Putt-Putt® All Aboard 
Motor Railroad $ 1 294 

(12) This little Putt-Putt® wind-up train runs Winnie-the-Pooh and $995 
friends around the oval track and through the covered bridge <= 

ye Now Winnie-the-Pooh has his own passenger railroad and you can be the conductor. Wind-up 
ma spring-action motor powers the engine that pulls train. Pooh and Tigger ride in the passenger car 

3 while Eeyore engineers the train, Piglet and Owl trail behind in the caboose. Just load the happy 
passengers and you're ready to go. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic and hardwood wind-up engine with passenger car and caboose, 2 styrene 

Putt-Putt* characters: (Pooh and Tigger), 3 decorative decals (Eeyore, Piglet, Owl). 8-pc. snap-together track 
for 30x22-in. oval, bridge and 2 moving crossing gates. Plastic. 
FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 2 to 7 years. Partially assembled. Instructions are incl, 
49 N 44118—Shipping weight 2 pounds . . . $9.95 

Wish|Book 
Glue | Bump 'п Bash Raceway 

Save *3 is 5888 

(17) TreeTots* 
Firehouse Tree 

Save *3 

119 5888 
Reduced from our 1977 Chrisimas 
Book 
Ashley waits in furnished living Closes for 
quarters. When alarm sounds, i вазу storage 
he races downstairs thru fire 
chute to join Ember and Barky. 
Fire truck has working bell, 
swivel extension ladder. Magic 
tree holds all pieces and closes 
for neat storage. Handle pro- 
vides easy carrying. Tree opens 
at the push of a button, 
WHAT YOU GET: 15-in. high 
lastic firehouse with fire chute, 
ire hydrant, fire truck, catch 

net, 7 pcs. furniture, 3 TreeTot 
Characters (not 6 as shown). 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
Орос INFO: Assembled. 

jt. 4 Ibs, 4 oz. 
49 N 44324 ..........98.88 

(18) Explore with the 
GRT EXPLORER™ 

Global Research Team 
Join this team, uncover some of 
Earth's deep dark secrets. 
WHAT YOU GET: Command 
ship with large flight deck with 
navigator's bridge, front and 
rear boarding, ramps, simulated 
glass bottom boat, research-res- 
cue helicopter, rotating hoist, 
M screen, movable fadders, 

wind gauge, 3-man explorer No terrain is too tough team, tools, backpack, 2 life n AN eat e T ere tor overland crew carrier 

rain vehicle which attaches to 
hoist. All made of plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. Not 
recommended for ages under 3, 
due to small parts. 
ORD INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. Helicopter flies trom 
49 N 44016 $9.98 -ship's flight deck 

PRE-SCHOOL 
40Ү and GAMES YS and GAMES — . 
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Digital с 
and "timer 

This all-electric oven 
features a door which locks 
while cookies are baking 

(1) Sonar Range 
- includes these accessories bulb 

les accessories using paddle. . is end never oor ta D LES 
(2) Funtis 

CONSTRUCTION: Bright orange and white plastic, measures 10x12x7%4 inches high. Oven ге 
сере аА Includes 4 cookie mixes, 3 cookie cutters, one 4x4-inch cookie sheet, $ 1 397 

paddle and instruction cookbook. Bake cakes with sets sold below. es “= 
49 CETT rar poe ppd Ae operas ..813.97 ~ RAS without 
(2) Funtime Oven. Priced $1.00 less than in our 1978 Wish Book, page 481. bulb 
HOW IT WORKS: Add water, pour batter into pan. Cake is done in about 20 minutes. 
CONSTRUCTION: Blue and white plastic, measures 153/16х7%16х131% inches high. Four 
make burners on stove. Vent hood above. 
ACCESSORIES: Includes wood paddle, two 1'4-ounce packages Pillsbury cake mixes, 2 

bury fi uc mixes, 2 round, 34-inch diameter aluminum pans, 1 heart-shaped 
aluminum pan, teaspoon, instruction cook! 
49 C 1120 Shippine weigh BULA rest "ты ДЕЕ. Ш-НЫН $13.97 

(3thru5) Cake DU Босого Soti Sets. uis uberior 
then treat friends. include gingham print plastic Poppin’ apron, 
E —- 

he 
e ‘ota 

Spo ари, 2 round ЗИ 1 
te 11245—Shipping weight 1 peas ESS Speak Set $6.99 

,58-piece Set. Includes: Twelve 1!4-oz. Pillsbury cake mixes . . . 6 yellow, 6 
fi 12 pkgs. Pillsbury fudge i ix, 12 pkgs. vanilla frosting mix, tw: 

dents ea. ges MAD ADAM сарана т cake tier sets, 



Case opens into a 
50-piece Farm Set 

Cut 3% 
There's even a family of 5 

to help do the work 

СЕТ $5.99 $576 ) 
Open the side of this carrycase barn to find a bus- 
tling 18x25x12%-in. farm scene. Spacious barn 
has hayloft and stalls; silo and rear doors open 
and close. Set up fences or let animals roam 
around the "grounds." Plastic stake truck, com- 
bine and tractor. Plastic figures. Vinyl barn has 
handle. Plastic animals from Japan. 
49 N 59106—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. .... Set $5.76 

Р Carrycase barn із 
13%х8%х10 in. high 

The Big One 

214-piece Farm Set with giant $Q97 

metal platform, operating 

haylift, animals and equipment 

Action centers around the 22-inch platform with all-metal barn and 
silo. 6 farmhands “hitch up” rake, dise and harrow or help you load 
produce into the 3-level open-back barn. Pick-up truck and jeep sim- 
plify your chores. Chicken coop, stockade and “barbed wire” fences 
house some of the 42 barnyard animals. Crops and accessories are 
3-dimensional plastic. 22x17x12 inches high. Unassembled. 
79 М 59779C—Shipping weight 7 pounds Set $8.97 

Citai Dads scans by chinas зт айе иса com 

Western Town . . just like in the movies 
Fold-out case with cowboys, stores $ 87 

and even a covered wagon set 

Just open up the case and the wild, wild west comes alive. Opens to a big 
30x28x7'4-inch town with livery stable, sheriff's office and rows of old- 
time stores. 3-dimensional vinyl layout even has a "gold mine" on the 
outskirts of town. 40 plastic figures include cowboys, horses, cactus, fence 
and wagon. Folds for storage into a compact 19% x8'Ax6'4-in. vinyl case. 
Handle for easy carrying. Buy it theeasy way—order by phone. 
49 N 59137—Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces ....... Set $9.87 

"Aie Sears 533 



Wind-up Train Set 
The freight train of yesterday 

$499 

Steam-type locomotive pulls tender, gondola 
and caboose around a 27-inch diameter circle 
of track. Wind up plastic locomotive with win 
der key and watch the brightly-colored metal 
cars as they zoom around the track. Train - Ay 
measures 29 inches long. Ages 3 and up. ҹ e d 49 М 9554—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. ..Set $4.99 Kenwort 4 $572 

Start your own fleet. . build these 
precision-detailed, 1/25-scale Truck Kits 
Realism right down to the mud flaps . . hundreds of parts. . 

fully-illustrated instructions for simplified assembly 

(1 thru 3) These kits are “musts” for every 2 Fruehauf Refrigerator Van. 19'/,-inch long trail- 
model maker. Include plastic parts and vinyl er with two rear doors that open for loading and 
truck tires . . also include chrome-plated parts unloading freight, control boxes, 25 red marker lights 
and authentic motor line decals to "dress" апа more. Hooks up to cab (1). 
them up. Suitable for children ages 8 and up, 49N 21113—Shipping weight 2 lbs. .....Kit $3.99 

1 Kenworth Conventional Cab. Wide-nose 3 Peterbilt Wrecker. The “Big Daddy" of tow 
W-925 powered by Cummins 6-cylinder trucks moves out when the big rigs need help. 

turbo-charged diesel engine. . so real it almost ^ Model 359 chassis powered by massive V-8 Detroit 
seems to move. Hooks up to (2). diesel. With radio equipment, jack, tool box. 
49N21112—Shpg. wt. 11b. 807....Kit $3.99 — 49N21114—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8oz. ........ Kit $5. 72 

Speedrail Electric Train Set А 
The freight train of tomorrow g SEER Build the 

Train zips along as it hugs the speedrail . . so 
stable it won't derail even at top speed. Power. 
ful plastic engine pulls plastic streamlined box 
car, flat car and gondola. Set has 39-piece tres. 
tle set. 16-watt power pack is UL listed for 
110-120-v., 60-с. АС. Ages 5 and up. 

79 М 95265C—Shipping wt. 5 Ibs. . .Set $9.99 

* Aerodynamic styling with a highly-detailed interior 
* Big. scale model is a full 15'/ inches long 
* Motorized—run it, steer it, shift it, turn on lights 

The Duster conquers even the most rugged terrain at top speed with 
its wide-track stance and its reverse airfoil design. Molded plastic ex- 
terior is gleaming red with dazzling gold-color flecks . . accented by 
shiny “chrome”, black vinyl tires and clear windshield. Plastic interior 
has bucket seats and padded dash. Uses 2 “D” batteries—order pack- 
age separately below. Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 2100 1—Shipping weight 3 pounds 11 ounces ........Kit $8.49 
49 N 8405—“D” Batteries. Package of 6. Wt. t lb.80z....Pkg. 1.49 

Ich. motor. steering 
esdnonts really wore 

Саю 0306 scan by сёй танани cóm 



ix Learn what goes on under the sheet metal Visible P-5 1 
. . build a scale model with visible internal parts Phantom Mustang 

Visible V-8 $699 25 
Y, scale model — 

actually runs . . pistons. 
plugs. even fan belt 

$998 2 

The Working Build a 12-in. model and see engine, 
Wankel ‚ pilot, radio, machine guns and 

= т equipment. 2 electric motors 
^, scale rotary engine provide the action for койа gear, 

ox spinning prop. pre-colored plas- 
$443 x the, metal parts, Uses 2 "D" batteries, 

order pkg. at left. Ages 10 and up. 
Build this 10-in. long mod- Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
el using 150 pre-colored 49С 20185 . Kit $6.99 
plastic, metal parts. Rota- 
ту суас operates, 

x spark plugs fire. Rubber 
dyes v.e. et ja oting your copied Ие fan belt, stick-shift, on-off Visibi 

one enging те batteries, order package below. Ages 10 switch, motor, display isible 
CET stand. Uses 2 “AA” bat- TWA L-1011 
49 C 4693—"C" Batteries. teries, order pkg. below. 

Ags 10 and "E 

Visible Chassis. Build it and see brakes, clutch, pg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
2 shocks, wheel lin] ran work. Inclu pare to natal Vie 49C 22385 ......Kit $4.43 

V-8 (above), motor itic parts. Over 3 ft. long. Uses 3 “D” “AA” Batteries. Pkg. of 

order package below Ages 10 and up. 4. Shipping weight 3 oz. 
49C 4633 Pkg. 69c 79 C2337C— Shi i 9 pounds... 

Mite «D. Ranks Pig Dre She, wt Tib. Toc. 

Build the TriStar, TWA's most beau- 
La LL 1/144 scale its actual 
size. Exterior and interior are precise- 
yd еп ы this 15-in. long commer- 

is cut out to 
Tanase the len lush interior. Over 70 

metal parts. Ages 10 and up. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. 

49C 20186 ................ Kit $4.44 

V-8 engine (above) 
fits onto chassis 

MORE THAN 
3 FEET LONG 

Assembly Line 

“Street Streaks” 
2 kits—each with 2 versions to build 
‚ Quick-lock® assembly needs no glue 

(3 thru 5 ) Include plastic parts 
and vinyl truck tires . . also include 
chrome-plated parts and authentic 
motor line decals to “dress” them 
m: For children ages 10 and up. 
г phone if you want to or- 

uci е easy way. 

Sears Trailer Truck. You'll find 
the SEARS name on this 15⁄4- 

inch long truck because we believe 
it's the finest model of its kind. An 
exact duplicate of a typical cab 
made by Peterbilt has: pin striping, 
air conditioner, horns, removable 
hood, air tanks, exhaust stacks. 
Fruehauf Van has dual- — sus- 
pension and opening doo; 
ASC20188-Wt. 11b. 4 oz.. Kit $4.66 

Peterbilt Wrecker. The “Big 
Daddy" of tow trucks is 11%/, in. 

long. Model 359 chassis powered by 
massive V-8 Detroit diesel engine. 
Complete with radio equipment, 
jack, and tool box. 
49 C21114—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Kit $5.68 

5 1H Farmall Tractor, with trail- Build your first choice then take it 

540 [Sears] te 

Gutalod pane scan by cddimas найы наса coms 

er. Features include steerable 
front wheels, open and close cab 
doors and rear cab window, wagon 
dump gate. . wagon bed tilts for 
dumping action. Remove the sides 
and convert the trailer to a flat bed 
wagon style. 14*/, in. long. 
49C20193-Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. .Kit $4.99 

apart and reassemble a second dis- 
tinctive model for each of the 2 kits in 
the set. Super slick billboard tires 
ж Sree on thé eres Kück dy 
steel bodies podies and pans, about 6 in, 
long. Colorful for customizing. 
Instructions. Ages 6 and over, 
49 C20184- WE 11b. Boz. «Set 94.99 



Sports Action Games lead 
the league in family fun 

Professional Hockey Game $ 1494 

e 40x25-in. rink has gondo 
with delayed-a 

style scoreboard 

* Goal signal pops up on a score . . just push 
it down to eject puck and resume action 

1 The world's fastest sport . . in miniature. You control every 
move as Boston clashes with Chicago on the rink. Fast-action 

polypropylene players skate, check, pass, shoot and score just like 
the pros do . . just by pushing, pulling and twirling rods at your 
end of the rink. Side-mounted puck-dropper lets you face-off any- 
where. Two fast-action roller pucks. 14 team pennants. Hard 

board, plastic and metal. Order extra team sets below 
79 М 65737L—Ages б and up. Shipping weight 13 pounds $1494 

Extra Player Sets. Each set includes 8 full hockey teams. For 
hockey game (1) above only. Players made of polypropylene 
49 М 65801— West Division . . 48 players. Wt. 12 oz. Set $3.59 
49 М 65802—East Division . . 48 players. Wt. 12 oz. Set 3.59 

Movable puck-drop 
lets you face-off Scoreboard has 

Center ice puck-drop anywhere on the ice timer that 

swings away automatically really works A 
for fair, fast-action face-offs \ show! You provide the skill while two WHA all-star teams 

your league scramble for a goal, Just push, pull and twirl the rods to 
standings make your plastic players pass the puck, shoot and score! 

Includes puck return chute, roller puck and delayed-action 
puck-drop. Metal, hardboard and plastic. For ages 6 and up. 
79 М 65087C— Shipping weight 9 pounds $1294 

Pro-League Hockey 

лла? 

З Two pro-league teams provide the action. Using your skill, 
push, pull and twirl the rods to make your plastic player 

pass the puck, shoot and score! Game includes puck return 
chute and a fast-actiors roller puck. Made of metal, hardboard 
and plastic. For hockey buífs ages 6 and up. 

Beautiful solid 79 N 65134C—Shipping weight 9 pounds $994 
wood frame. . 
weighs 55 Ibs. and 
stands steady 

hel ЛЫ You control every move on this $5166 Pro-League Basketball 
plastic 48x30-inch “Family Cup" Hockey Table $1294 
players pgs e Ө у You're in the thick of the action ав you push, pull and twirl rods to ve Five-man teams battle rs skate, pass and shoot at the goal. Playing surface is so 

realistic, it almost looks cold. Beautiful solid wood frame, Automatic 
indicator pops up to show goal scored . . push down to eject puck. 
Three fast-action roller pucks. Stands 34 inches high. Ages 8 and up. 
Partly assembled. See “N” suffix, page 266. 
79 N 65836N—Shipping weight 55 pounds ............. ‚55166 

530[8сатв] wo: ppro эш 

ТҮТҮНҮНӨН 

for ball. Six of the plastic 
players slide and turn on 
gear mechanisms. Maneu 
ver ball into scoring hole. 
31x16-in, court. Metal, plas- 
tic, wood. 2 balls. Ages 6 
and up. Wt. 9 15. 
78N65236C ...........$12.94 



The Sherlock Holmes Game . . help the super 
sleuth recover the stolen crown jewels 

The famous Holmes vies with the infamous Professor Moriarty 
whose agents have gone off with the crown jewels. Each player or 
team hides the loot, reverses position, and discovers where the jewels 
have been hidden. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 years and up. 
49 C 65528—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces .. . ..93.33 

Goldilocks and the 3 Bears 
plus the Mother Goose Game 

Does Goldilocks get away? To find out, 
play this game with a spinner and colored 
picture cards that add a surprise. Also in- 
cluded is a trip down nursery rhyme lane 
with Mother Goose favorites with rhyme 
cards, rhyme spaces and spinner. Two 
fun games where reading is not needed. 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 3 to 8 years. 

ences GATA 

The Game Chest. . great for the whole family, 
includes six popular games 

Fun for family get-togethers, parties and picnics. Includes everything you need to 
play checkers, chess, bingo, roulette, Michigan Rummy and Horse Race. For ages 6 
and up. To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages under 
"Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
79 C 65042C—Shipping weight 4 pounds .. . . үз кәл хә C 

Mother's Helper, Happy Little Train 
and Forest Friends . . 3 in all 

Mother's Helper Game takes you upstairs, 
downstairs all through the house. The winner is 
the first to complete three chores for Mom. 
Happy Little Train Game takes you through 
Cookie Town, first to be up the mountain wins. 
Forest Friends Game. Match pictures of forest 
animals to spinner—first to come to end of For- 

49 C 6581—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. 

мга ле LE PPR BITE DS Net 

i" DOBLE 
БЕРЕ 777 

Ten Commandments Bible Game. The wonder 
and enchantment of the Bible Lands come to life! 
True to the ideals of all faiths, players must help 
one another journey through the “Bible Lands" of 
old to win. For 2 to 6 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 C 65302—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. .....$3.97 

Tp man gamer m 

Wizard of Oz 

Popular story is retold 
as players move along 
the same road that lit- 
tle Dorothy follows. 
Colorful game board, 
spinner, ''magic'" 
cards, and four pawns 
are included. For 2 to 
4 players, ages 4 to 10. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49C65082........ $297 

Catalan pane scans by саакы ЕТ ИНСА: nont 

. +. Set $4.99 

HEADACHE 
Z4. 

Headache. A chase and capture game. Win your 
opponents' men, that's how you give them а 
"headache", Press-action Pop-O-Matic cube 
shaker tells you how far to move. Thrill-packed 
game for 2 to 4 players, ages 8 years and up. 
49 C 65199—Shipping weight 1 pound .....$377 

Disney Haunted Mansion 

A thrill a minute as 
players race their 
Doom Buggies 
through the haunted 
halls trying to be first 
out the exit door. 
Your fate depends on 
the dice. For 2 to 4 

L players, ages 5 and 
| up. Wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. 

^ A9C65443........95.84 

est Path wins, For 2 to 4 players, ages 4 to 12. 
48 C 65529—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. ...... 

Trouble. At the pop of the Pop-O-Matic, move 
your "men" around the board. Land on a square 
occupied by your opponent's “man” and send him 
back to the start . . that's how you give him trou- 
ble. For 2 to 4 players, ages 8 years and up. 
49 C 65368—Shipping weight 1 pound ....... $3.77 

Lucky Break 

ees Black cats lurk about to 
hamper your progress to 
the finish line. Luckily, 
you also encounter horse- 
shoes and shortcuts. Press 
the giant Pop-O-Matic to 
see how far you go. 

For 2 to 4 players, ages 
8 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49 С 65576. ++» $6.27 

NOTE: Items on this page are not recommended for children under 3, due to small parts 



Put Tigger, Winnie 
or Owl all together 
first and win 

Your pre-schooler can have the fun and excite- 
ment of playing a game by himself or with you. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Pull back shooter, trap ball 
in gator's mouth and watch his head snap Roe 
WHAT YOU GET: 19x1234x3'4-inch high pin- 
ball ine with 3 wooden balls. High impact 
styrene and plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44543—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8oz....... 

Sliding bar 
helps keep score. 

Fisher-Price 
Bowling 

5894 

~ Winnie the Pooh $095 
Toss 'п Turn $9 

/ With good aim, you'll win with three throws. 
/ OBJECT OF GAME: Throw bean bags one at a 
/ рше s rotate aa until you have completed 

Pooh, Tigger or Ow! 
PAL WHAT YOU GET: aor LSVex 1094-1 -in. high > 
to complete plastic frame with revolving steel panels. 3 
any one of cloth led bags. 

FOR AGES: 3 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 44656C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 

three pictures 

OBJECT OF GAME: Hit center pin; all fall. Hit pin on 
either side of center; that pin, one next du it fi 
WHAT YOU GET: 1856х7'/х114- t- 
manently attached to wood. Plastic: n 2 Bin ре 
FOR AGES: 3 to В years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 М 44569C—Shipping weight 4 pounds ..98.94 

Lil' Sport Snoopy Slugger 
Basketball Б" Game o7 
ааа to иа ү ideal T base- 
different all set for your little tot. 

ie Chunky-design lightweight heights = bat makes it easy, for е 
LI arms to swing. 13 easy 

$ 1 287 to throw, hit and catch. 
m н xs ся 5 & 6 j ua, YOU SET; Plastic 
reat for your future il’ І Я t in. lo lastic, 4 

‘all-pro center or аро араса коо Ld in. diam. ball with Peanut's 
WHAT YOU GET: Hardboard playing 
surface with laminated felt finish, 
21%4x23%xS inches high. Plastic 
frame. Spring-action shooter. Cue 
ball, 6 pool balls and rack. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 44683C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. ...$12.87 

Everyone will want to 
practice shots. 

WHAT YOU GET; 17Vz- 
in. diameter weighted 

xine autographs. Fabric 
cap with Snoopy applique. 

M FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ч ORDERING INFORMATION. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 45027 ..............9397 
© 1966 United Feature 

Syndicate. Inc. 

Mickey Mouse" Roller Skates 

Elastic rails 
permit bank 

and 
combination 
shots just like 

real pool 

, tu- 
ene fiberboard pole 
adjusts to 62%, 65% 
and 68% inches to toj 
of backboard. 7-inci 
foam plastic ball. 

| neton i2Vzinch diame- 
ter plastic rim. For in- 
door use. 
AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Unassembled. Instruc- 
tions i 

(1 and 2) Roller Skates. No key re- 
quired; turn screw to adjust. 
FIT SHOE SIZES: 7 children's to 3 reg. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 

(1) Shoe-top 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic skates, wheels. 
Metal shank. Cloth ties. 
49 N 29387—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. ....Pair $2.95 

(2) Mickey Mouse" 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic skates, wheels. 
Polyethylene ankle straps snap close. 
49N29012—Wt. 1 Ib. 8oz...... „Рт. $4.97 
*Disney character) Walt Disney Prod. 

Shipping weight 11 
роц 
79 М 44573С....... $12.87 

Shoe-top Roller Skates 

$295 

— ———— 



Mickey Mouse Bubble Umbrella 
Transparent plastic with Disney 
characters. 23 inches long. 23-inch di- 
ameter. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 13132—Shpg. wt. 12 0г..#7.99 
Disney characters Walt Disney Prod 

(1) 

(2) 

BODY, DETAILING: 11% in. tall. 
Vinyl. Movable arms, legs. Turn- 
ing head, waist. 
CLOTHES: 2 outfits: Bridal gown, 
veil, shoes and denim overalls, 
blouse, boots. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10. 
ORDER INFORMATION: Shipping 
weight 5 ounces. 
49 C 30123 .............#7.99 

(7 and 8) Play Trumpet 
and Saxophone. Made of 

-impact, silver-colored 
plastic with 4 brightly col- 
огей keys. Trumpet is 14! 
inches, sax is 13!4 inches 
long. Instructions. 

© FOR AGES: 
3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: 

g Trumpet. 
hpg. wt. 9 oz. 

49 Č 66412 

8) Sax. 
hipping weight 8 oz. 

49 C 66416 #1, 

Вапк 

to save! 
FOR AGES 
4 to 10 years. 

(1and2) 

Spiderman.© 1 size only 6 to 
49 C 14501-Red. V 
©1972 Marvel Comics Gi 

Holly Hobbie®. 1 size only 4 to 8. 
49 C 14503-While. Wt. 8 oz. 
(American Greetings Corp. 

(9 and 10) Little Legend Horse 

Authentically designed horse and rider are fully 
pue and can be posed in many positions. 4-in. 
igh figure comes complete with hat, gun and 

holster. Fully decorated horse scaled to fit all 4 

Spiderman® and 
Holly Hobbie® Ponchos. 

12, 
8 02. .....51.99 

ip. ALL RIGHTS RES 

$1.99 

(Запа 4) Puff'n Play™ Furniture Sets 
For any 9 to 11inch doll. Bedroom set is blue, green and yellow, 
and includes a bed, pillow (non-inflatable), chest of drawers, chair 
and footstool. Yellow, 
sofa, armchair, 2 casual chai 
inflatable vinyl. Packed in reusable carrying bag. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
(3) 49C31171—Bedroom 
(4) 49C31169—Living Room Set. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. ... 

and Rider Sets. 

in, figures. Made of durable plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
(9) 
(10) 

Gumball Vending 

Plastic gumball bank 
comes with 16 sugar- 
less gumballs. 614 in. 
high. A delicious way 

ORDER INFO: Refills 
sold below. Res 

pg. wt. 12 oz. AY 
49C53184...61.99 Se 

Refills. Package of 

49 C 5975 1—Jesse James 
49 C 5976 1—Wyatt Earp . 

Old Maid. Play Old Maid in 2 

Bugs Bunny® Puncho. You can 
punch him all you want, but he'll still 
come back for more. Deflatable. 36 in. 
high. Vinyl. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 28531—Wt 11b. 14 oz. 
(Warner Bros Inc. 1977 

$1.99 

and brown living room set includes 
irs and coffee table. Both sets are of 

Set. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. ........ 

Football Helmet. 
Red plastic with vinyl foam 
adding. Football helmet 
its all head sizes up to and 
including size 6%. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
This helmet should not be 
used for regulation play. 

-41.99 Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
.. 198 

Children's Card Game Set. 
Consists of 5 card 

Sky Copter (5) 
and Glider (6) 

e 

49 C 29316 ........51.99 

Nerfman™ 
Soft, Nerfman really flies. Synthetic 
foam for safe indoor play. About 13 
inches high. With movable arms. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 8 ounces, 
49 C 50064... s. $1.99 

Mickey Mouse 

Va A 

(5) Plastic and metal copter has wind- 
up motor. 5'4 in. high. 9 in. long. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C51165—Wt 7 oz. . 
(6) Plastic plane, spring launcher. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 11 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 51605—Wt. 4 oz. ` 
Disney characters) Walt Disney Productions 

51.99 

51.99 

Mister Potato Head 
Put him together. . „take 
him apart for hours and hours 
of playtime fun. Funny-faced 
plastic potato head stands 67⁄4 
inches high. With 20 different 
play pieces. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

Shipping weight 9 ounces. 
49 C 44448 41.99 

Tripoley Deluxe. This old family 
favorite ii 
and Michigan Ru: . Sturdy 
2740. x 2i ach table layout. Аз 

ies Hearts, Poker 

Санои баео scans by мна инний con 

49C61013 

FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 14 oz. 

A ways: as an exciting board games: Jokes 
approximately 100 game or as an action-packed and Riddles Card Games 
расона сечи: card game. Playing board, Maid, Magic Tricks 
ORDERING, INFO: inner and deck of 43 cards. Card and Rummy Card 

t. pkg. 7 oz. Game. yers. 49 C 81916 ...51.88 zza Ыта FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 10 oz. 
49C61014 51.99 

many as 9 can play. 
FOR AGES: 10 to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 9 ounces. 
49C61511 ... . 



The Big Workbench 
Great for pounding. tightening, opening and LÍ E 

closing. . . develops finger dexterity n vo 

23-pc. Tool Kit 
with Carrying Case 
Kit includes wind-up 

drill and “put-together 
workbench 

(1) The Big Workbench 
Take-A-Part Tool Kit WHAT YOU GET: Wooden bench, 14х714х1234 

Devs US ed in, high. Molded plastic and wood accessories: 
levelop manipulative skills hammer, screwdriver, wrench, vise, 3 screws, 
vsing 6 tools that drill, nut, bolt and 4 pegs. 
screw in and tighten FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 

ORD. INFO: Unassembled. Instr., hardware inc Presenting 
Put-Together Puppy 

$593 
This perky little puppy of 

molded plastic blocks can be 
assembled into many positions. 

provides hours of fun 

1. 
49 N 4465—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz $12.88 

(2) 23-piece Tool Kit with Carrying Case 
WHAT YOU СЕТ: 3-pc. workbench (7x234x23 
in.). . . child can put together with straps, links, 
nuts, bolts incl. Wind-up drill (can actuall 
nuts and bolts). Drill bit, socket wrench, 
driver . . . all snap into drill or can be used with 
auxiliary handle. Also includes vise, ruler, 2 
straps, 2 links, 4 nuts and bolts. Plastic. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 7 years. 
49 N 45038—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz $10.87 

(3) Put-Together Puppy. Child's best friend. 
WHAT YOU GET: 3 blocks . . . put them together 
into many positions. All blocks have soft, round- 
ed corners. Cute face with floppy ears, eyes (vi 
nyl). Molded plastic nose, tail, blocks. 12x12x31 
n. high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 1 to 7 years. 
49 N 44601—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz $5.93 

(4) Take-A-Part Tool Kit. Reduced from our 
1977 Christmas Book, Tools just like Dad's. 

Sewing Basket б WHAT YOU GET: Little Learners® Take-A-Part ы ер Дн үче А $397 Baby Potato Head® Tool Kit has 6 different tools; 3 wrenches, 2 
important skill with giant buttons. ss with screwdrivers, drill, 3 bits. Child uses a common 

Spools, thimble and "needle" handle to manipulate each tool. Storage tool box 
has see-thru lid. Plastic. 82x55 ,,x4*s in. high 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 7 years. 
49 N 44823—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $3.88 
(5) Sewing Basket. Great for preschoolers. 
WHAT YOU GET: 2 giant buttons, 3 spools, 3 
thimbles and “needle” (dull edged). Tape mea- 
sure with buttonhole and place to practice sew- 
ing on button. Thimbles interlock with spools 
and buttons, Removable form-fitting tray. Bas- 
ket with lid. Nylon "thread". All other pieces are 

A^ 

Put-Together Puppy in many playful positions 

made of sturdy plastic. 7 3x4! 4x4! in. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Assembled. 
49 N 44658—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz $3.97 

о Head. Fun to dress. 
"Potato head" face with inter- 

changeable eyes, hats, mouths. Plus zippers to 
zip, buttons to fasten, snaps to snap, shoe laces 

i uffed body, vinyl head. 14! 2x10x4 in. 
ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 

9—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $5.96 

(7) Teddy Bear Shape Sorter. 734 in. high. 
Teddy Bear Shape Sorter WHAT YOU GET: 6 holes in "shirt" Child prac 
Matchshapesinbesrssnin, $394 tices coordination needed to fit 6 shapes into 

lift hat for storage holes. To retrieve shapes, lift Teddy’s hat. Push 
red button on hat. . . it squeaks! Plastic. 
FOR А! ORDER INFO: 1% to 4 years. 
49 М 44708—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $3.94 

(8) Shorty Shooters™. Players pass ball 
around, try to score before timer runs out. 
1034x824 in. 

Shorty WHAT YOU GET: Timer switch. Pull left to start, 
Shooters™ Scooby Doo then push buttons to pass and take shots. Plastic. 
Pull timer Puzzle FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 to 7 years. 

switch, push Clock 49 N 44604—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог. $6.97 

Pena 87966 8908р ^ (9) Scooby Doo® Puzzle Clock 
а basket teli the time WHAT YOU GET: 12 removable clock numbers in 

different shapes and colors. Scooby Doo has 
$697 $344 moveable hands to tell time. Holes on back so 

you can hang it on the wall. Plastic. 9x11 in. high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
49 N 44686—Shipping weight 13 oz. 
©1976 Hanna Barbera Productions inc 
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СИГУ? Delight your little homemaker with a dream kitchen 
of our finest steel appliances. . . 

(1) Metal-frame 
Shopping Cart 
with groceries: $ 1 299 

CONSTRUCTION: Child-size shopping cart 24 
in. high. 11 in. wide, 15 in. deep. Tubular steel 
frame and steel wire basket. 4 swivel wheels for 
easy movement. 26 different "groceries" incl. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. 
79 C 11044C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. ......$12.99 

(2) Refrigerator- 
Freezer 

without 2232 snk 
Pack groceries into this spacious double-door refrigera- 
tor-freezer. Simulated ice-maker on inside. Lithographed 
pictures of food on shelves. 18x15x36 inches high. More 
than 4 cubic feet of storage space. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Food, accessories not incl., 
order food at right. Unassembled. Instructions included. 
79 C 10593C—Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs........ ....%23.99 

* ECT I. 

23 ~R 
< 

(6) Revereware Cooking Set 
Any little homemaker will love having cooki 

(7) Sink and Range Set 
utensils just like A must for your little homemaker's kitchen. 

(3) Double-oven 
Range $2 199 

Overhead oven, see-through plastic window. Range 
top has simulated gas burners; “hot” griddle in mid- 
dle, Modern black oven doors. Make-believe clock 
with turning knobs. 18x15x36 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order accessories be- 
low. Unassembled, instructions included. 
79 C 10591C—Shps. wt. 15 lbs. ...... 

without 
accessories 

...%21.99 

(8) Canned Food Set 
Fill your kitchen cabinets with all these 

Mother's—these are just the right size for your little girl or boy. 
SET INCLUDES: Polished aluminum pans with simulated copper 
bottoms. 2 saucepans; cover, dutch oven, coffeepot with cover, 2 fry 
pans, mixing bowl, and 5 plastic utensils. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 1027 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces ........ Set $5.99 

SET INCLUDES: 26 pieces. Plastic 6x8-in. dish 
drain, drainboard. 3 spoons, 3 forks, napkin, 
apron, dish pan, orange squeezer, orange juice 
strainer, measuring cup, funnel, bar of soap, 
sponge, triangular garbage drain, 2 pots, fry pan, 
3 covers, measuring spoon and bottle brush. 

assorted goodies. 
SET INCLUDES: 16 decorated plastic 
cans, empty. No sharp edges because 
cans are closed on the top and bottom. 
Each can is 2% inches high. Cans of as- 
sorted meat, soup, dessert products. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 years. 
49 С 11039—Wit. 11 oz. ...Set $3.29 
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СІ. JOE 
1% inches tall . . 

| lifelike hair .. and 
'ady for any mission 

TOT 44 

Talking 
Commander 

G.I. Joe 
[2] s5 

Wears blue denim shirt and pants, Commander G.I. Joe 
boots, dog tag, shoulder holster, gives 8 appropriate 

pistol. Plastic with red hair and beard. commands when you pull 
49 N 59159—Shpg. wt. 10 oz.. . .$3.44 his dog tag. Wears green 

jacket and pants, boots, 
Wears tan fatigue shirt and pants, shoulder holster and pistol. 
boots, dog tag, shoulder holster; 11}4-in. tall plastic body 

pistol. Plastic with lifelike black hair. with brown hair, beard. 
49 N 59126—Shpg. wt. 10 oz... .$3.44 49N59127-Wt. 15 02.$5.44 

Astronaut G.I. Joe 
Space walk Mystery 

$677 ты 

As space capsule drifts in space, he 
opens the hatch and steps out to 

explore. But, wait! His tether cord has 
broken . . . what now? Includes 10x 
1334 inch long plastic space capsule, 
45 rpm recording of space sounds, 
complete silver-colored suit and 
space helmet, gloves, boots, propel- 
lant gun, camera, tether cord, chest 
and back pack. G.I. Joe figure not 
included. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
79 N 59063С....... Set $6.97 

Spy Mission А White Tiger Hunt 365... 
i. Joe л. Joe 

Includes French-style sweater and Caught in dense jungle growth. Oh, no . . . the ki 
Б Talking Astronaut. С.Т. Joe en- 

ters lunar orbit shouting 8 com- ^ з ET ni 
pants, boots, knit cap, life raft and tiger approaches. Can he find his gun in time? е б 1. Јое mands when you pull his dog tag. 
oar, radio with earphones, blinker Тап pants, hunter's jacket with clip of bullets, Wears white space suit with zi 
light, camera, binoculars, TNT, deto- — safari hat, game rifle, orange tent, tiger, cage Astronaut and white boots. 11% Tnches tall 
nator, submachine gun, flare gun. with chain, and camp йге. Plastic. $44 plastic body with lifelike blond hair. 
49 N 59153—Wt. 14 oz......Set $4.87 49 Н 59157—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz... Set $6.97 5 49 N 59152—Wt. 1 Ib. na $5.44 

Cut 7% 

Fantastic Freefall 
Priced to be. Was $4.99 

SOMETHING $464 
without G.. Joe 

$6?7 uns - 
Forced to bail out . . quick pull the 
rip cord! Includes boots, orange 
coveralls, helmet, Mae West 
vest with flashlight, parachute 
with case, blinker light. 
49 М 59123—Wt. 1b... $4.64 

== A — 

d 
Shark's Surprise 

Treasure gleams . . he's in the clear. But, wait! SHARKII 
Aqua sled, scuba suit, face mask, swim fins, air tanks, spear 
gun, shark, treasure chest and coins. Plastic. 
79 N 59065C—Shipping weight 4 pounds............$6.97 

Without batteries 
m $, 

ei 
Space Mobile travels over craters 4? 
6 Climbs over obstacles in forward or reverse. 

(6) Has 8-wheel drive . . works like a tank. 10-in. 
long plastic body, 434-in. plastic figure. Japan 
Uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. 

49 N 5844—Shipping weight 2 pounds $4.99 

Lighted Copter explores the Moon 

17 Motor roars, lights blink, and blades spin 
Wheels adjust for turns. 16-in. long plastic 

body, metal trim. Two plastic figures. From 
Japan. Uses 2 “Р” batteries, order pkg. below 
49 N 5807—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 02.....$4.99 

VERD. "D" Batteries. Package of 6 
534 [Sears | à 49 N 8405—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz...... 1.49 
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LEARN HOW ENGINES OPERATE—BUILD 
A SEE- THROUGH SCALE-MODEL 

HAT ACTUALLY WORKS 

o 

Build this Yyscale model 
of the 4-cylinder motorcycle 
engine and see spark plugs 

fire, valves and pistons move 

$899 ш: Dettenes 

So real looking, even the camshaft 
of this 8'⁄4-in. long model turns. All 
350 styrene and metal parts pre- 
colored or clear. Kit includes dis- 
play stand and detailed instruc- 
tions. Uses 2 “АА” batteries—order 
package separately below. Suitable 
for ages 8 and up. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49N21121.. ....Kit $8.99 
49 N 8402—"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. . 

Visible Chassis 
build it and see gears, brakes, 

clutch, springs. shocks, wheel linkage really work 
V.'scale model . 

$1789 
Over 3 feet long and it works! Includes parts to install 
Visible V-8 (above), motor and 205 plastic parts. Uses 3 
“р” batteries—order pkg. below. Ages 10 and up. 
79 N 2337C—Shipping weight 8 pounds . . . . Kit $17.89 

“D” Batteries. Package of 6. 

Build the Mean Machines ^ 

without 

49 N 8405—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

Wankel Engine 
Mescale model of the new 
pistonless engine. Build it 
and see rotary cylinder 

operate. . spark plugs fire 

5799. 
Realistic replica of the smog-free 
Wankel engine. Build this 10-inch 
long model using 150 pre-colored 
plastic and metal parts. Rubber fan 
belt, stick-shift, on-off switch, mo- 
tor, display stand. Uses 2 “АА” bat- 
teries—order package below. Ages 
8 and up. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N 22385... ...Kit $3.99 

le models of the most 
mous bikes on the road 

Visible V-8 Engine 

$989 ш 
dattenes 

Build this '/,-scale model and watch it run 

through clear plastic engine block. Everything 

works from rods and pistons to plugs and fan belt 

Action model of an auto power plant. 14%, inches long; 123 pre-colored 
plastic, metal parts; motor. Uses 2 “С” batteries, order pkg. below. 
79 N 2339C—Ages 10 and up. Shipping weight 5 pounds ....... Kit $9.89 
49 N 8406—"C" Batteries. Package of 6. Shpg. wt. 120z...Package 1.19 

Build 3-D 
Wall Plaques © 

$482 
(7 and 8) You mount the ship, “set” the sails and 
even rig it yourself. Handsome 18x13-inch high 
plaques, created by mounting the ship to a decora- 

Sailing Ships 
from the past 

Honda 750. Build the 
big one! The king of the 

road is this 4-cylinder cycle 
with super-detailed engine. 
Pre-colored plastic parts 
with plenty of chrome" 
trim. 10%-in. long. Soft 
molded plastic seat. Ages 9 
and up. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49N21132..... Kit $3.93 

савдой nane scans by сыза пака 

5 LA Street Chopper. 
Build and display this 

16-in. long chrome-plated, 
easy-riding street stallion. 
Classic, “all-chrome” Har- 
ley Knucklehead ‘74’ engine 
is mounted in a modernistic, 
pre-colored plastic frame. 
Ages 10 and up. Wt. 1 Ib. 
49N21141 ..... Kit $3.93 

6 Harley-Davidson Time 
Machine. The top of the 

Sportster line . . 10%-їп. long 
model is authentic in every 
detail. Giant twin-V 1000cc en- 
gine, pre-colored plastic parts 
with plenty of “chrome”, vi- 
nyl tires. Ages 9 and up. Shpg. 
wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49N21133 . -Kit $3.67 

tive map background, make attractive and interest- 
ing wall pieces. Kits include almost ?/; width of a 
ship, plastic plaque that looks like carved wood, full- 
color map printed on parchment, gold color antiqu- 
ing wax, sails and rigging. 6 and up. 

Shipping weight each 1 pound 10 ounces. 
(7) 49 N 21142—USS Constitution ......Kit $4.82 
(8) 49 N 21143—Spanish Galleon.......Kit 4.82 
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WOODBURNI Adds 

NFL 42-piece Set $699 

Includes deluxe woodburning pen with a color band that indicates when it's hot 
to burn, cool to put away. Special shield deflects heat away from fingers, doubles 
as a stand. UL listed pen for 110-120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. Includes two 8x10-in. 
МЕС and AFC plaques, 1 pr. NFL bookends, 6 blank plaques, design sheet with 
26 NFL team helmets and names, 4 NFL coasters, carbon paper, 4 extra points, 5 
watercolor tablets, 6 color foils, brush, paint dish, sandpaper. 
49 C 20183—Ages 12 and up. Instructions. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 1 ог... Kit $6.99 

Intermediate 37-piece Set $498 

Set includes electric pen, 4 over-points, 8 assorted decorative plaques in sizes 
ranging from 3'/,x29/ to 4'4x4"/, inches, a tie rack 34x8% inches, 4 cork coast- 
ers, paintbrush, 6 watercolor paints on artist's pallet, transfer sheet, 6 color foils, 
sandpaper, instructions. UL listed pen for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. Ages 12 and up. 
49 С 21025—Shipping weight 2 pounds UR „Set $4.98 

14 extra Wood 

Plaques for sets 
Get extra fun from any woodburning 
set on this page, or any other, by or- 
dering these 14 white basswood 
plaques. Just follow the attractive 
printed designs. 3'/x5 inches each. 
Shipping weig! 

49C2156 ... 
ht 15 ounces. 

‹ «eas Set $1.99 

Paint-by-number Cork 

a custom-crafted look quickly, easily 
. . now in our widest selection of sets 

Deluxe 88-piece Wood and Cork Burning Set 5899 
with 6 build-it-yourself projects 

Build six complete projects . . birdhouse, tie rack, bookends, napkin holder, pot 
holder rack, serving tray . . then wood burn. Electric pen has 6 points for profes- 
sional-looking results. 9 printed 34%x3"%,-inch wood plaques, 8 cork coasters, 2 
cork hot pads, 6 color foils, palette, brush, watercolors, 2 mixing dishes, patterns, 
sandpaper, nails, carry-storage case, instructions included. Electric tool is UL 
listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. Ages 12 and up. 
49 C 1973—Shipping weight 3 pounds 15 ounces . Set $8.99 

Beginners' 17-piece Set $299 

An ideal introduction to this wonderful craft. Includes electric pen and extra 
over-point for varied effects. Six 2'/,x3%-inch, two 3*/4x3'4-inch printed-design 
basswood plaques, watercolors, paintbrush, water dish, transfer sheet, 6 color 
foils for monogramming personal items, sandpaper, complete instructions. UL 
listed pen for 110-120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. Ages 12 and up. 
48 C 22706—Shipping weight ! pound 2 ounces Set $299 

Bulletin Board Thrill to 
or Plaque the sight of 

j real birds 
AN $398 living in a 

м "community" Attach tc 
that you porch 

build 

View birds 
through 4x4-inch 

€ 1-жау mirror 

LEE $699 
bw] Three umts 

Bulletin boards are so handy around the house as a You get 3 complete and separate plastic units . . house, feeder and bath. One-way mirror allows you 

decorative, functional piece. Genuine cork laminated to observe bards . . See them bathe, eat, care for young. Come partially assembled, but easily 

to pressboard, die-cut to free form shape with printed with D and locking pins. Fit on ?/,-inch diameter pole. Includes а 5x6x7-inch birdhouse, 

guidelines, 15x20x'/, inch thick. Includes 4 non-toxic $x6x7-inch bird feeder, 7x4*/.x4'/,-inch bird-bath. Instructions. Ages 6 and up. 

acrylic paints, brush, instructions. Ages 6 and up. * 49 С 22975—Shipping weight 3 pounds ........ Set $6.99 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79C22976C . . өө Kit $3.98 
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Program their 

You're the head coach with these 
. 

Electric Football Games 

Only at Sears! SUPERBOWL 

Dolphins and Vikings clash $ T 494 
on a 31x17 Veinch gridiron 

1 "Total Team Control lets you "tell" each 
player what pattern to run, what defender 

to block, to make the play "go all the way." 
Switch on the game and watch the vibr: 
metal field start the action. 

Exclusive Superbowl field, 2-tier grand- 
stand and scoreboard. Each team includes 11 
plastic players with steerable "legs", molded 
in five 3-D positions plus a triple-threat quar- 
terback. Automatic timer starts and stops 
with each play. Magnetic 10-yard marker 
with ball and down indicator and goal-line 
flags. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6 
watts. 6-ft, cord. 
79 N 65131C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs.. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Gamos (1 thru 3) 

not recommended lor ages under В. 

g 

$1494 

Two exciting NFL teams clash 
on a 26'/2x15 z-inch playing field 
2 “Tell” each player where to move with Total Team Control 

above. Vibrating mi 
team has 11 plastic players molded in five 3-0 positions plus a t 
quarterback. Automatic timer, magnetic 10-yard marker with bal 
indicator and goal-line flags. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC, 6 watts. 
79 М 65129C—6-ft. cord. Shipping weight 5 pounds . . 

Great low price for 
О.Ј. Simpson 
See-Action 
Football Game 

4 color play slides. Offense 

projected together 
Over 288 play 
D" batteries, c 

49 М 85224—Ages 

"D" Batteries. Pac 

49 N 46895 

›. Shpg. w 

Shipping weigh 

Pro Draft $617 
trading card: 

inning team in 
stic football-sh ped 

er, value 
players. Ages 9 a 

49 N 65031—Wt. 2 Il 

Той page scans by dieisihiaitnuiselediical com 

$997 

field has 2-tier grandstand and scoreboard. Each 

ig Ct A 
adt Бкы 

Ел 

Two NFL teams collide on a 
31x17 inch playing field 

Features the same Total Team Control as S'iperbowl game above. Vibrat- 
ing metal field includes а 2-tier grandstand and scoreboard. All 22 plastic 

players are molded in five 3-D positions plus 2 triple-threat quarterbacks. In. 
cludes an automatic timer, magnetic 10-yard marker with ball and down indica 

І, as in (1) 

riple-threat 

1 and down 
tor and goal-line flags. U 

$997 79 М 65212C—Shipping weight 9 pounds 

NFL Strategy . . a challenge 

for great football minds like yours 

$1597 
6 Use an authentic NFL playbook . . with 34 o 

Í ind 12 defer е alignments to create 

ле situations, You can pass, run, shift 
nd even blitz. Timer mechanism lets you 

inst the clock . . you can even call time 
ts, Probability selector gives the stical re 
ts of each play. Plastic frame. 1412x874 inches 

wide. Ages 12 and v 

49 М 65594—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz $15.9 

NFL Strategy Jr. Li 
less difficult 

game above, only a smaller 
NFL playbook with 16 of 

nts and probability 
Ages 8 and up. 

scale. Ir 
6 defensive al. 

Pi 
fensive 
selector 
49 N 65218 Shipping wei 

Monday Night Football by Aurora 

$077 without 
battery 

order below 

and up. Wt. 4 lbs I 
“AA” Batteries. Package of 
48N 46991 Shipping weight 4 

OWN 

5 

PE RI. 
"mI" 

er А Mi 

VA 

$1297 

listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6 watts. 6-foot cord. 
$1297 



Operation 
Game 

Remove wacky ailments 
but if you goof. the patient's 

red nose lights up and 
а buzzer sounds 

Players are all “Doctors” op- 
erating on a patient with a 
whole batch of hilarious ail- 
ments. Pick-up cards, deter- 
mine the type of operation 
and "Doctor's fee." The oper- 
ations require players to re- 
move the plastic ailment with 
a pair of electric tweezers, 
One slip and the buzzer 
sounds and the patient’s red 
nose lights up. For one or 
more players, ages 6 to 14. 
Requires 2 “D” batteries, or- 
der package below. 
49 C 65028—Wt. 2 Ibs. ..$5.22 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

49C46995 . Pkg. $1.55 

Ants in the 
Pants 

Press the ant's tail 
and it leaps in the air 

Select four jumping ants 
of the same color. When 
pressing the tail, direct 
the ants into the sus- 
pendered pants. Land 
all your ants in the 
pants first and you win. 
Plastic pants, 9x5x13 in. 
high. Includes 16 multi- 
colored ants. For 2 to 4 
players, ages 5 to 10. 

Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 С 65375 

Mousetrap Game 
Players take turns constructing the mousetrap by 
throwing dice and moving around the gameboard. A 
twist of the handle starts a chain reaction of moving 
parts until someone traps the mouse. For 2 to 4 play- 
ers, ages 6 to 14. 
49 С 65778—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. ..... 

players, ages 8 and up. 
49 C 65027—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

Twister 
Twister puts players face-to-face in a fantastical- 
ly funny test of "pretzel-abili 
find out where to put your hands and feet. The 
first to fall loses. 6x442-ft. vinyl sheet. For 2 to 4 

Catin 
the Bag 

Don't let the cat out 
of the bag... ‘cause when 

the cat jumps out 
the game is over 

The cat has finally been 

caught. Players take turns 
carefully lifting the “claws” 
one by one that keep the cat 
inside the bag. But some- 
body always lifts out one 
claw too many and the cat 
leaps out to end the game. 
An exciting game of turns 
with an unpredictable Jack- 

in-the-Box climax. To reset, 
push cat back into the bag, 
and place claws around 
edge. Plastic bag measures 
13 inches high. 

For any number of play- 
ers. Recommended for ages 
4 to 10 years. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 11 oz. 
49 C 65049 $497 

Casper the 
Friendly Ghost 

A spooky game where 
everything glows in the dark 

Casper will intrigue kids for 
hours. Pass out the spooky 
stones, put chips in a pile and 
dim lights for a spooky game 
of fun. When 6-inch high plas- 
tic Casper lights up, you win a 
chip. For 2 to 4 players, ages 4 
to 10. Requires 1"AA" bat- 
tery, order pkg. below. 
49C65048-Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz, $4.87 

"AA" . Pkg. of 4. 
49 C 46991—Wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 84c 

Get Off My Back 
Wind rubber band on underside of plastic turtle, 
1054x734x25% in. high; spinner tells you how many pel- 
icans to put on his back. Too many pelicans causes the 
turtle to move under the fallen tree and knock them all 
off. For 2 to 4 players, ages 3 and up. 
49 C 6558 1—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

". Spin the dial to 

130z...... .$474 

Clam-Up 
Play the game by throwing balls 
into the open clam bucket. 
Whoever makes the bucket 
close, wins the game. Includes 
8-in. high plastic bucket, 8 balls. 
For one to 4 players, ages 3 and 

up. 
Shipping weight 12 oz. 

49 С 65582. 

NOTE: Items on this page (except 
Twister) not recommended for chil- 
dren under 3. due to small parts. ` 
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Down the Drain 
Your coins are down the 
drain. Players drop the 
magnetic end of coin re- 
trievers through the grate 
and fish for coins. The 
bigger the coin the larger 
the score because they're 
harder to fish out. 10-in. 
high plastic, chipboard 
drain. For 1 to 4 players, 
ages 3 to 10. Wt. 11 oz. 
49 C 65637 $347 

Don't Break the Ice 
Players take turns 
knocking out ''ice Ё 
blocks" with mallet . . if 
you knock out the 
wrong block the lake 
caves in, the man gets 
dunked, and you lose 
the game. Plastic, 
9x9x4-in. high frame. 
For 2 or more players, 3 
to 10. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 С 65376 5447 



Galloping Mustang 
26 inches long 

$1988 
Gallop this fast mustang down to the fort. Help the 
sheriff round up those rustling varmits. 
CONSTRUCTION: 26-in. long polystyrene mustang on 
tubular steel base with coil springs, 40x22'4 in. wide. 
X-style base has side bars for easy mounting, dis- 
mounting. Plastic feet, plastic-covered hand dowels. 
SEAT HEIGHT: 24 inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled with instructions. 
79 М 89015L—Shipping weight 17 lbs. .$19.88 

Palomino 25 in. long 

$2599 

CONSTRUCTION: 25-in. long polyethylene palomino 
on tubular steel base with coil springs, 33x24 in. wide. 
Wood mount-up step for easy mounting, dismounting. 
Steel stirrups. Plastic end caps and reins. 
SEAT HEIGHT: 25 inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled with instructions. 
79 N 89019L—Shipping weight 24 Ibs. $25.99 

v 

Prancing Pinto 24 inches long 
Casters let baby sit, ride and walk. As baby grows, remove 
casters and playseat to make bouncing spring horse. 
CONSTRUCTION: 24-inch long plastic pony on adjustable 
tubular steel base with coil springs, 36x17" inches wide. 
Bumpers. Adjustable plastic seat with molded tray. Plastic 
strap. 
SEAT HEIGHT: Adjusts from 12 to 15 inches. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled, instructions. 
79 N 89012C—Shipping weight 12 lbs. Em ..$15.88 

ыра abe Scant by cuidar кайыны pom 
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“Td like 
some hay" 
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Mount this prancing colt and listen to him talk 

CONSTRUCTION: High-impact polystyrene 
сой, 28 inches long, on tubular steel base with 
coil springs, 40x22*5 inches wide. Wood step 
“stirrup” side bars for easy mounting, dis- 
mounting. Front foot dowels for easier ride. 
Voice box in saddle roll speaks 6 phrases. 

Wonner 
Fury. . . our largest horse 

38 inches long 

$3588 
Big Fury helps you corral your steer; 
then he's off and ready to gallop and 
play the whole day long. 
CONSTRUCTION: 38-inch long polyeth- 
ylene stallion on tubular steel base with 
coil springs, 50x24 inches wide. Side 
bars for easy mounting and dismount. 
ing. Plastic feet and plugs. 

Adjusts from 29 to 33 SEAT HEIGHT 
inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassem- 
bled with instructions. See “N” suffix 
note on page 276. Wt. 33 Ibs. 
79 N 89013N $35.88 

Talking Horse 
28 inches long 

Press button on saddle roll, horse says 
6 different phrases as you gag along 

$2989 ; 

SEAT HEIGHT: 24 inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Unassembled, instructions. 
Requires 1 AA battery, order pkg. below. 
79 N 89018L—Shpg. wt. 20 [^ $29.89 

"AA" Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 N 4699 1—Shipping weight 4 oz. Pkg. 99c 



Item on these two pages only 5199 

Cleaning Set. Help keep your house 
spotless with fiber broom and dust 
mop, both 20 in. high. Incl. dust pan, 
patterned apron, duster brush. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49C51501 .......... 

Little Ms. Transform yourself 
into a debutante. Set includes 1 
air of brightly colored plastic 

Righ heels (1 size fits all), neck- 
lace, earrings, ring and purse. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 oz. 
49C51502 ........ 

g 
*1.99 

Astroid. Wind him up and 
he'll start walking while rotat- 
ing his head. He also has 
movable arms and hands. As- 
troid stands 7 inches tall and 
is made of durable plastic 

Lil Fry 
Tool Belt 
and Light 

Belt adjusts up to 24-inch waist. 
Tool loops hold plastic tools: ham- 
mer, pliers, screwdriver and open 
end wrench. Flashlight, pencil and 3 
cardboard cutouts also incl. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 51607—Wt. бог. -41.99 

(1 and 2) 
Cut 19% 

Each was 
3247 

Now $3199 

г 
Ш 

Reduced from our 1976 Christmas Book. 
(1 and 2) Snoopy,© Charlie Brown 
Stuffed Characters. Snoopy, 8-in. tall, 
bends legs, has felt eyes, eyebrows. Charlie 
Brown, 7-in. Bends arms, legs. Printed face. 
FOR AGES: 6 months and up. 

(2 

Cuddle Bear. Cute and cudd 
ly stuffed bear made of soft 
acrylic pile plush material 
with cellulose fiber, synthetic 
foam stuffing. Brown and 
white. Locked-in eyes and 

Set 41.99 

each 

Blocks fit inside each other 

(3) Wood Blocks. Blocks finished in non- 
toxic colors. Two-pound box. Packed in card- 
board box with plastic handle. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
49C51525 . Box #7.99 

(4) Nestling Blocks. Stack on top of one 
with space-man detailing. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Shipping weight 8 oz. 
49C51601.. 11.99 

Made of fiberboard. Bril- 
liant color showing activi- 
ties and capitals of each 
state. Finished puzzle 
measures 27x18 in. 
FOR AGES: 9 yrs. and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 C 65165 ......*1.99 

nose. Hand washable. 10 
inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 6 months and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 5 oz. 
49 C 40131. *1.99 

another or inside one another. 6 blocks range 
in size from 1Vz-in. sq, to 374-in. sq. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 51506—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. each 8 ounces. 
(1) 49C 40924 51.99 
(2) 1.99 
Snoo; 

...1.89 

Wee Wonderful 
Waterfuls™ 

Just add water push the 
"whosh" button and see 
how many rings you can 
et on “Needle nose”. It's 
luid fascination! Yellow 

plastic. 6 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 5 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 6 oz. 
49C51555 .. 51.99 

Provides hours of great indoor or 
outdoor fun. Hoop hangs over 
door or mounts on any flat sur- 
face. 4-in. diameter synthetic 
foam ball and 10-in. diam. steel 
hoop with cotton mesh cord net. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 27065—Wt. 11b.....*1.99 

Holly Hobbie® Sewing 
Cards. Just follow the 
printed designs on the cards 
and create Holly Hobbie 
си 6 cards and yarn. 

elps develop neatness. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 13 oz. 
49 C 12156 ........*f. 

G American Greetings C. 

Perfect for night-time fun because it 
glows in the dark. Great for learn- 
ing stunt throws and catches. Made 
of polyethylene plastic. 9-inch di- 
ameter. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and over. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
49C27041. . *1.99 

Parcheesi®. Royal of 
India. Contains fold- 
ing board 15% in. square, 16 
playing counters, 2 dice, 2 

lice cups and instructions. 
For 2 to 4 players. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 С 65069 ..91.99 

ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 с65612........*7.9# 23 [Sears]529 - 49 C 65337—Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. ......*1.99 d 
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(10) Walt Disney's Fun Mountain. Hours 
of fun for children as they join these Disney 
characters at Fun Mountain. 
HOW IT WORKS: It's a new form of the 
shape-sorter toy. Keys, keyholes and vehi- 
cles are all shape, color and character coordi- 
nated. When the correct key is inserted into 
its own keyhole, a trigger mechanism releas- 
es one of four vehicles from the "magic" 
mountain: Donald Duck sets off to "sea" in 
his tugboat; Goofy's train chugs out of a tun- 
nel; Mickey's auto races out of a mountain 
pass; Minnie's plane soars down a slope. 
10x8-in. mountain. 4 keys, vehicles. Vehicles 
are free-standing and can be played with 
away from mountain, Plastic. 
FOR AGES AND ORDER INFO: 2 to 7 years. 
49 N 44624—Shpg. wt. 1 lb, 9 oz. ...94.97 
®Wait Disney Productions 

11) Winnie-the-Pooh Spinning Top 
Even tiny tots can spin this top. Push handle, 
make Winnie whirl and balls pop. Has big, 
easy-to-hold plunger knob, suction cup base 
sticks to floor. Reinforces hand-eye coordina- 
tion and dexterity skills. 82х91 in. tall. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, metal. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 years and up. 
49 N 44726—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. б oz. ... $4.95 

(12) Winnie-the-Pooh Pop-Out Zoo 
HOW IT WORKS: Object of game is to beat 
the “Bee” by placing 6 geometric blocks into 
their respective places on game face. Move 
"Bee" to bottom of slot. Tigger, sitting on top 
of game, moves from side to side as "B 
moves upward. If "Bee" reaches top first, 
blocks placed will pop out. Action can be 
stopped at any time by bopping Tigger on 
the head. Blocks are decorated with Winnie- 
the-Pooh characters. No batteries required. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. 11x5x4'4 in. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 to 6 years. 
49 N 44781—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $5.9 

(13) Winnie-the-Pooh Push 'N Pop 
HOW IT WORKS: Have loads of fun with this 
push toy that lets you see and hear the ас. 
tion. You can view Winnie-the-Pooh through 
the clear plastic bubbles, As you push for- 
ward, Pooh spins along inside. Brightly col 
ored balls tumble ad spin around, causing a 
“popping” noise with every turn. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic handle, bub- 
bles. Wooden balls. Stands 20 in. high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 1 to 4 years. 
49 N 47035—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. ..$4.45 

(14) Winnie-the-Pooh Toy Watch. Give 
your favorite Pooh fan a watch of his or her 
own. Large, easy-to-read numbers make 
learning to tell time easy, too. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF- Adjustable vinyl band 
with plastic case. Official Pooh motif on 
watch face. Hunny bees "fly" as they tick off 
seconds. Works like a real watch, yet winding 
mechanism cannot be overwound. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 to 6 years. 
49 N 13213—Shpg. wt. 20z. .......82.99 

(15) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Bee ‘п Hunny Game 

HOW IT WORKS: Pooh has “hunny pot”. 
Press his key, he passes pot to Piglet. Press 
Piglet's key, he passes it to Owl. Owl passes 
it to Tigger, who flips it through door of tree. 
Down trunk it goes, but when it comes back 
to Pooh, pot changed into a bee. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF; Plastic. 9x3ax11 in. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 to 6 years. 
49 N 4464—Shpz. wt. | lb. 9 oz. $5.95 

(16) Pop-up Cash Register 
HOW ІТ WORKS: Insert one of 5 plastic cards 
(prices and items on each) into top of regis- 
ter. One price will show in window. When 
numbered buttons are pushed that equal 
price shown, card pops up. Push “open” but- 
ton, bell rings, drawer opens. 5!2x5x6 in. 
WHAT IT'S MADE ОР: Plasti 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 to 6 years. 
49 N 16711—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. $4.99 

(17) Winnie-the-Pooh Typewriter 
HOW ІТ WORKS: When keys are struck and 
carriage moves to left, a letter appears in 
window on carriage. Winnie-the-Pooh pic- 
ture and a related word follow. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. 8V2x8x334 in. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 to 8 years. 
49 N 167 14—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 120z. ..$8.95 

тй pad scans by deisiniacmisetediaical com 

Find the right color key and you'll unlock Donald, Goofy. 
Mickey and Minmie from this Walt Disney's Fun Mountain 
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Winnie-the-Pooh Toy Watch 
Works like a real watch. 
yet can't be overwound 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Bee 'n Hunny Game 
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(2thru 5) Kitchen Appliances. 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy- uge steel has rolled corners to help protect floor and 
little fingers. Units backed wi plastic-coated corrugated fiberboard. 
FINISH: Attractive harvest gold enamel finish with natural woodgrained trim and 
handles . . . look just like real kitchen appliances. 
FOR AGES: Recommended for children 3 years and up. 

Save $10 
when you buy a 4-pc. set (A) 

Separately total 

:8296 5 
$7296 Lx жшт: 
ости | T 

Save ima 
$5 

when you buy а 3-pc. set (B) 

Separately tots! $62.97 

$5791 ss» 

Save $3 Du 
when you buy 8 2-pc. set (C) | 1 

Separately total $38.98 

$3598 2-pe. set шс) 

(A) 4-piece Appliance Combination 
SET INCL: Refrigerator-freezer (2), double-oven 
range (3), cabinet with shelf (4), double sink (5). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. Com- 
plete instructions included. 
79 C 10603C4—Wt. 57 lbs..........Set $72.96 

(B) 3-piece Appliance Combination 
SET INCLUDES: Refrigerator-freezer (2), double- 
oven range (3) and double sink (5). 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions included. 
79 C 10602C3—Wt. 44 lbs. .........8et $57.97 

(C) 2-piece Appliance Combination. 
SET INCLUDES: Double-oven range (3) and double 
sink (5). 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions included. 
79 C 10601C2—Wt. 26 Ibs.......... Set $35.98 

1999 „тон $1699 „ен 
accessories accessories 

(4) Cabinet with shelf (5) Double Sink 

Every little homemaker should have lots of storage Double pur sink gives room to wash 

space. Upper cabinet has see-through plastic sliding your dishes with pretend water. Fingertip 

doors. Butcher-block look counter top 18x15 in. deep. touch control on movable plastic faucet. 

Upper cabinet and 2-door lower compartment total 3 cu- огир compartment below sink has 212 
bic feet of storage space. cubic feet of space. 18x15x27% inches high. 

ORDERING INFO: Accessories, food not included; order © ORDER INFO: Sink accessories not incl., or- 
below or on facing pg. Unassembled, instructions incl. der on facing p. Unassembled, instr. incl. 
79 C 10497 C—Shpg. wt. 13 lbs. 8 o: 2.81 79 C 10595 C—Shpg. wt. 111bs...$16.99 

So easy to buy 
when you use the phone 

(9 and 10) Mixer and Blender (11) 18-piece gold-color Cookware Set 18-piece "Gold" 
CONSTR: (9) Base, head, beaters and bowl made of plastic for smooth ^ Outside decorated with attractive mushroom Costaria Sot ШИ 
operation. Front lights up while mixer is in action. 8 in. high. (10) All design. Black “non-stick” look interiors. 3 
= will withstand repeated use by your busy little homemaker. — SET INCLUDES: Coffeepot with lid, 2 small ` pe 

ter revolves at high and low speeds. 10 inches high. pans, 1 large pan, 2 covered saucepans, 1 pud- zy f 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. Imported. ding pan, 1 fry pan, 1 covered oval roaster. pois for Children 
ORDERING INFO: Each requires 2 “D” batteries; order below. Aluminum. 5-piece plastic utensil set. 
(9) 49C 11027—Mixer. Shipping weight 1 pound $6.29 FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
(10) 49 C 1149—Blender. Shipping weight 1 pound 6.29 ORDERING INFORMATION 
DieHard Alkaline "D" Batteries. Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
49 C 46849— Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 100z............- Pkg. $1.59 49С 11817... 
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ў "Desert treasure holds clues 
to mystery . . can he find it? 

Priced to be Was 

SOMETHING SPECIAL $10.99 

Blast off into space age adventure with Billy and 
Robbie Robot. Plastic partners power the space rock- 

et . . . explore rugged terrain in the lunar crawler and 
lift “radioactive materials” in the deluxe grabber. 
Their equipment is powered by built-in back jet 
packs that use 2 “АА” batteries (order pkg. below). 

Accessories include play radioactive material, push 
ie talkie, lighted radar scope that fits into 

dashboards of vehicles, and strange flying device. 
Plastic parts. Billy is 434 inches high 
79 н 59062C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. . . ..Set $7.99 

"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8402—Sbipping weight 6 oz... . ......Pkg. 99c 

New! Walking 
BILLY BLASTOFF 

А mad gorilla lurks 
around the bend . « 5257 мм 

he turn їп time? 
batteries 

Space scout walks and 
powers all Billy Blastoff 
vehicles, accessories. Jet 
pack uses 2 “АА” batteries 
(order package above) 

Plastic. 444 inches high. 
Shipping wt. 4 oz. 

49 N 59156 ........$2.87 

О. Joe 3-in-1 Super Adventure Set — — 
Takes 6.1. Joe into the seething jungle, золу "T УГ А 
desert heat and cold Arctic dangers 

Lunar Expedition 
Man-made moon vehicle explores lunar surface 

.. module ladder goes up and 
spaceman appears at escape hatch 

Wind up the tank-type space vehicle and send it on a lunar expedi- 

tion. Follows guide rail around craters and mountains and comes to a 

stop under space module. Ladder moves under module and picture of 

spaceman appears at the escape hatch. Push lever to continue ex- 

ploration. Colorful plastic landscape, 1434x1034 in. Plastic and metal 
vehicle (314x134x2 in. high) with metal key travels along on floor, 

too. Ages 2 to 5. From West Germany. Like everything else in Sears 
books, it’s so easy to order by telephone. 

49 N 59115—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ошпсез............. $3.99 

titio pase cane by cia nabédlochdlcab ood 
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with a handsome cutaway | o 
dn reso nant sound . . then a 
wi 5 

Від 34-inch model ¢ 
with molded plastic body $1099 

1 The stylish Fireball model has 6 metal 
strings, metal tailpiece and metal gear tuning 

that give it professional action. Geared tuning 
means that once the strings are tuned, they stay 
set longer. Sleek, cutaw y is of molded 
plastic. Rich sunburst finish. Shoulder cord, pick, 
33'/-rpm tuning record, music book and instruc 
tion booklet are all included. For a really swing- 
ing beat, order the “Big Sound” Amplifier (4) be 
low right. 
79 М 66604C—Shipping weight 7 Ibs. $10.99 

31-inch Folk style. . with $897 
precision nylon gear tuning 

Three metal-wound strings and three nylon 
strings produce a rich, resonant sound, and 

precision gear-matic tuning keeps it that 7 
Made of high-impact styrene with laminated 
woodgrain face. 104x3'/x31'/ in. long guitar. 
Pick, music book, instructions, and 33'4-rpm 
record incl. You can add Amplifier (4) at right, 
too. Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. 
79 М 66411C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. $8.97 

Sears |9: 

Сажа pace scans by Aitina ERNAL 

26-inch model features $699 
steel body, 6 steel strings 

Here's a beauty that's really got that “electric” 
look. Cutaway body and narrow neck make it easi 

er to play. Handsome brown and gold-color sunburst 
design and simulated tone controls. Geared tuning. 
Shoulder strap, pick, and instruction book. Japan. 
79 N 66597C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $6.99 

"Big Sound" Amplifier adapts $847 with 
to any hollow-body guitar " 

4 Adds sound power to any guitar on page. Sensor 
has suction cups that attach to any hollow-body 

guitar. Volume control. Transistorized. Metal, plastic 
12'4x3'/,x10*/-in. Uses 6-volt battery . . order below. 
49 N 66472—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz. $8.47 

$1199 x Battery operated 
Microphone-Speaker Combo 

5 Solid-state, all-transistor set has loudness control, 
front-mounted speaker, and carry-handle. 9'/,-ft. 

“mike” cord. Provides full 360° sound pickup. Metal, 
plastic. 10'/.x3'/,x12',-in. high. Order battery below. 
49 М 66477—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. .....$11.99 
6-volt Battery. For use with (4) and (5) above. 
49 N 8407—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. ...Еасһ $1.19 
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NC JENNY 

Change a plain 

jar into a work 
of art with 

STAINED GLASS 
CRAFT 

Everything you need 
to make a beautiful 
Stained glass vase 

$369 
А vase is only the first project of a de- 
lightful and creative pastime. Save 
mom's old, discarded coffee jars, decan- 
ters and bottles . . then make them 
colorful objects of beauty. Everything 
you need for striping and staining . . a 
flint glass vase to start on plus 4 glass 
stains, simulated leading, brushes and 
complete instructions, All materials 
are non-toxic. Ages 9 and up. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
4902016. irass Kit $3.69 

Triple Craft 

Shall | knit today or weave 
. how about crochet? 

Do any or all of them with this 
deluxe needle craft assortment 

$499 
"Three separate kits in this assortment 
provide hours of fun for some lucky 
child, or give each kit as a party favor. 
Basic knitting, weaving and crocheting 
kits make a variety of attractive items 
- » doilies, pot holders, place mats, 
scarves and more. Contains 1 each of 
knitting jenny, weaving loom set, pot 
holder set. Complete materials, instruc- 
tions incl. Ages 6 and up. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
490 20161..7....„ а... Kit $4.99 

Macramé 
Make a pretty new purse, 
bracelet, belt or choker 

the knot-tying way 

$ 332 
Everybody's tied up in knots today . . 
it's the up-to-date fashion craft and 
the results are really "in." Includes 2 
balls of white cotton twine (100 feet of 
yarn per ball), pins, а Styrofoam® plas- 
tic work surface, 7 feet of practice yarn, 
dowel and an instruction booklet. The 
expressive generation, ages 8 to teens, 
will love it. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
Se Re Kit $3.32 

Beadcraft 
Indian-style beadcraft 
and beadpoint Kit 

$ 49 

Make a beaded belt, necklace, ring or 
headband on the beadloom with 6 
packets of colored beads and 50 yards 
of thread. Or, pop beadpoint beads into 
pre-punched plastic with a special tool 

- over 2000 beadpoint beads make 
medallions, rings without a needle or 
thread! Instructions. Ages 8 to teens. 
49 € 21053—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. . Kit $4.99 

Toys can be ordered from pages 
431 to 600 until August 16, 1974 

CREATE 

..With stained glass effect 

64 Ornament Set 
in Stained Glass design 

Embossed dividers make it easy 
to stain each 2-dimensional piece 

$ 376 

1 How pretty a stained glass window is in its multi- 
colored elegance. Think how beautiful that effect 

would be on your own Christmas tree. The whole 
family can join in the fun of painting pre-cut, pre- 
drawn vinyl ornaments with any of the 5 transparent, 
acrylic colors. 

Each leaded-look panel is numbered too! Includes 
64 different ornaments, 5 jars of non-toxic paints, 
brush, gold-color cord hangers, instructions. For ages 
6 and up. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
89 620158.c. 4 UN Aes v oU eae .. Kit $3.76 

60 Ornament Set 
in Tiffany and Classic designs 

The 3-dimensional luminous backing 
gives added brilliance 

. $539 
2 Two-sided die-cut ornaments literally “stand out” 

to show their antiqued silver-color beauty. Paint 
each of 60 different ornaments with 6 colors of trans: 
parent acrylic colors . . they're non-toxic and clean. 
up with water. 

Attach the 3-D silver-color back side to your art 
pieces for a shimmering effect. Includes brush, 6 paints, 
cord hangers and instructions. For ages 7 and up. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 
CODE UL КБ у АААЙ ДАУД Kit $5.39 

Snap Together 
Christmas Wreath 

Stain each piece , . then snap them 
into a 10-inch diameter wreath 

$349 
3 The art of stained glass simplified into an all plastic 

assembly kit that can be painted and snapped 
together. Kit includes plastic frame, textured simu- 
lated glass parts, non-toxic, water-base glass stains, 
brushes and complete instructions. Features a variety 
of Christmas sayings and stencils to put in the center. 
Ages 8 and up. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 
49 С 20159...... . Kit $3.49 

Wooden Paint-by-Number 
Gingerbread House 

n. cottage children can paint, 

put-together and play with 

$399 
Hansel and Gretel found their gingerbread house: now 
you can make one of your own, and a gingerbread boy 

and girl to go with it. Genuine mahogany wood parts are 
pre-cut and pre-printed with guide lines. Kit includes 
brilliant non-toxic, acrylic paints, brush, glue, sandpaper, easy-to-follow illustrated instructions. Ages 6 and up. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 С 20157....... Kit $3.99 
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Explore the depths 
of the sea to 

recover a bounty 
of sunken treasure 

ver's 
scends or surface 

Aqua Diver $399 
Action toy, in the shape of an aqua- 
Jung, simulates the action of a scuba 
diver. Fill tank with water and, by 
Squeezing sides, you control diver's 
movements as he descends to "ocean 
floor". Grappling "arms" open and 
close to pick up “sunken treasures” 
and carry them to the top. 6х315х9 in. 
high. Plastic. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N.65845—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. .....63.99 

t's à tug of war 
to the finish 

Over the Brink $4.87 
Two teams of four fighting figures “heave and ho" at the tug 
of war "rope" while players roll dice to see which team loses 
ground and which wins safer footing. Force all opponent's 
men into the “raging river" to win. 29x4*ax4 in. high, Plast 
49 N 65139— For 2 players, ages 6 and up. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. , $4.87 

532 XMKDGAE 
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How good a tugboat 
skipper can you be? 

Deluxe 
Cootie 

shoot b 
r hole: firs M 

to empty 

er Bi Gnip-Gnop $444 „, 
Balls spin, whirl, bounce and collide 
but you'll never have to chase them be- 
cause they're enclosed in a see-through 
case. Plastic construction. 7!2x6x19!4 
inches long. For 2 players, ages 8 to 14. 
49 N 65189—Shpg. wt, 1 Ib. 12 oz. .94.44 

Tugboat $697 "тол 
Push tugboat and barge around 
lighthouse and buoys to deliver 4 
barrels to opposite dock as steel 
ball "'clickety-clacks" to end of 
timer. Brush against a buoy and 
buzzer sounds, ending your turn. 
Plastic 19х9-іп, harbor, 8 barrels, 
10 buoys, lighthouse, metal tug 
boat, 2 barges, Uses 1 “D” bat 
tery, order below, Ages 7 to 14. 
49 М 65095—Wt. 2 Ibs, 1 oz. . $6.97 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. (2). 
49 № 46996— Wt. 11 oz.. Pkg. $145 

Deluxe version of your ol’ piece 
together pal, the Cootie. The 72 
colorful parts make 6 complete 
Cooties. Roll the dice for a riot of 

a race to see who wins. Great 
game for preschoolers because no 
reading is required. Made of stur 

dy plastic. For ages 3 to 10, 
49 М 65679— Wt. 1 Ib. 53.97 
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Saftee $319 
Dart Game 

17!4x15-in. nylon cloth dart board 
has polyurethane backing . . top, bot 
tom supports. 3 Velcro® closure 
tipped darts rubber foam padded, 

weighted for accuracy . . stick to 
board like magic. Ages 6 and up. 
49 М 65727—Shpz. wt. 11 oz. $3.19 



Tank - 
Command S g 
Watch out foi 

pibe fend E $896 

Defeat the enemy in a fiery exchange. Shells range 
from 1 to 10 in value. Two players "fire" at the same 
time. value shell forces opponent's retreat to 
mine field. Pull-string detonates mines. Plastic. 
30x10x2¥ inches high. Ages 7 and up. 
79 C 65568C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ....... $8.96 

Sub Search 9 
Sink enemy submarines $6 (3 

Drop depth charges in this 3-level strategy game. 
Watch the control panel . . plan a firing pattern. In- 
cludes 12 ships, 6 flags, 2 mines and 250 pegs. Plastic. 
Measures 2914x12V2x104 inches high. 2 players 
ages 10 and up. 
49 C 65743—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 5 oz. ....... $6.97 

E-e-e-e-ah! Jab, kick, deliver a crushing blow to the right 
spot . . collapse your opponent. Two, 11!4-inch high “black- 
belt" fighters are remotely controlled. Plastic and metal. 
Ages 6 and up. Buy it the easy way—order by phone! 
49 C 65558—Shipping weight 4 pounds 1 ounce ...... 

найн он scant ty cuisine IEEE cont 

Battleship $ 5 22 
Command your fleet 

Position aircraft carriers and submarines for battle. World War I flying aces fight it out. 
Call out strike areas . . mark hits and misses with “Shoot down” enemy planes. Includes 
red and white pegs. Includes 10 ships. Plastic. 16 “guns”, 12 planes and 32-page his- 
19x19¥/4x1" inches high. Here's a strategy game for torical booklet. 2 to 4 players, ages 10 
ages 8 and up. and up. 
49 С 65183—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8oz. ....... 55.22 49 С 65482—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ...... 64.96 

Tank Battle a 
Boom! It's a direct hit $547 Skirmish $496 

Plant hidden land mines . . prepare for the attack. Rally for freedom. Revolutionary War 
Blow up the enemy's fuel supply. Anticipate oppo- battles take place on land and at sea. 
nent's moves, plan defense on plotting grid. Battle Plan American and British strategies. 
rages until 1 player loses all 6 tanks. 2 players, ages 8 Includes historical fact booklet. 2 play- 
and up. ers, ages 10 and up. 
49 C 65445—Shipping weight 3 pounds ........ $5.47 49 C 65481—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs,......94.96 

$1122 

Things are smokin' Blow the invading 
at the OK Corral fleet out of the sea 

a Gunfight at OK Corral. 2 King of the Sea. 
Two gunslingers tote six- Shoot from a mighty 

guns to the corral for a shoot- cannon, aim for a ship or 
out. Fire steel balls. Leap be- — a flag. Don't let the enemy 
hind rock or cactus. Plastic. sink your fleet. Plastic. 
30x14x3 in. high. Ages 7 and up. 3415х13х3 in. Ages 7, up. 
79 С 65781C—Wt. 4 lbs. ..$11.22 — 49 C 65566-Wt. 2 Ibs. $8.44 

Б] Junk Yard. Activate pinball-type flippers. Control direc- 
tion by hitting ball at just the right angle. You get 2 balls 

each turn to knock-off the junk before breaking the “win- J y 
913.07 ДШ F Б. dows.” Plastic, 19х15х5% inches high. Ages 7 and up. 

79 С 65571C—Shipping weight 2 pounds ........ ^. $8.94 



Rock 'em 
Roll 'em 
Climb in 'em 
Climb on 'em 
Kid-powered action 
toys for ages from 
6 months to 8 years 



Test your chances and skill in these Family Games 

Five Famous Favorites 
Great games for 2, great bm ees for parties. Equipment to play Chess, 
Checkers, Backgammon, Poker-Keeno and Tripoley. 
CONTENTS: 200 poker chips, bridge cards, chessmen, checkers, mark- 
ers, 2-sided gam d, Poker-Keeno cards. 
FOR AGES: 7 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 61128—Shipping weight 15 ounces ..$4.99 

(1) Chinese Checkers reverses 
to straight checkerboard 

OBJECT OF GAME: erred your 

SHE Donc ot pointed s s 5 2 six- star. 

6 players. 
CONTENTS: All-metal colorfully 
парвари ин М-їшсһ diameter 

reverses for 
се checkers. With 60 gl; regu! DiM glass 

FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

49 64038 agni TTT 

(2) Yahtzee is a must for 
a test of skill and chance 

An exciting d of skill and 
chance uA makes thinking fun. 

hours of fun 
nro e entre amily. You never 

to win up until 
the ut Unus t dice. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Roll the win- 
ning dice combination before your 

does. For 2 or more. opponent 
CONTENTS: Plastic chips, dice cup 
and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

8 ounces. 
49 С 65084 .............. $2.42 

(3) Hangman. . . still an old 
m favorite with children 
OEC 
dren have played for юно... 
OBJECT OF SANE P e Ld 

word letter grids. 

dow" is one oo closer to being 
“hanged”. For 2 players. 
CONTENTS: 95 9-inch tall on нч 

boxes with viewing windows. 
squares.. 

FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING rae ai 

the 
cubes and holding tray. Timer and 
instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

49 ў; GA 2 

lion Dao Scans заг чут енеру нтте лит чет гт үгүттү 

Cage Bingo 
CONTENTS: Plastic bingo cage with handle, 
metal stand and cup, 96 plastic markers and 
box, 75 numbered marbles, 24 bingo cards tally 
book and complete instructions. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49C61115—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 02. .. .$5.94 

(5) Bermuda Triangle 
An eerie game of Fate 

Test your ship's fate in the mysteri- 
ous Bermuda Triangle. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Players move 
their ships from port to port мош 
a colorful, chartlike pla: playing board. 
Be sure to stay clear of the magnet- 
ic "Mystery Cloud" that removes 
your ship from the playing board 
and you from the game. For 2 to 4 
players. 
CONTENTS: Includes 2334x1914 
inch board. 16 ships, 32 cargo cards, 
spinner and die. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
yq. weight 2 Ibs. 7 oz. 
49 C 65245 $5.22 

(6) Trouble can you keep 
your men out of trouble? 

OBJECT OF GAME: Bring your men 
from start to finish. But watch out 

. if your opponent lands on a 
square you occupy, he sends you 
back to start position. For 2 to 4. 
CONTENTS: Plastic, press-action 
Pop-O-Matic cube er tells you 
how far to move. Plastic game 
board 10%-inch square. Includes 
plastic markers. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping — 13 ounces. 
49 C 65368 . $4.44 

(7) Clobber. . . the chase game 
with a crazy kicker 

Mr. Clobber has clobber action. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Whack your 
opponents around the track. . . 
hop on a safe zone and you can't be 
clobbered back. Last one home is 
the winner! 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: A 5¥%-inch spring leg 
kicking “Мг. Clobber" moves 
around the outer rim of the playing 
deck. Plastic 13-inch diameter game 
board. Each player has 4 colored 
ring-discs. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping men 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49C61615. .$5.94 

(8) Deluxe 
Aggravation® 

OBJECT OF GAME: Move marbles 
around 18-in. square board to get 
home safe. Aggravate your c 
nent and land in his space. He 
starts over. For 2 to 6 players. 
CONTENTS: Includes game board, 
24 marbles and die. 
FOR AGES: 5 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
49 C 65036 DES ..$3.94 

Backgammon for Juniors 
CONTENTS: Diagrammed manoni, 
and simplified rales for easy learning. 
2-sided board for checkers too; 30 play- 
ing pieces and dice included. 2 players. 
FOR AGES: 7 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 61127—Wt. 11b. 130z. .. $3.44 



Circus Train 
with animals that 
have moving parts 

<> 81294 

(4) Digger™ 
the 

$694 
HOW IT WORKS 
Just pull on his leash 
and he will walk 
ahead or beside you. 
WHAT IT'S MADE 
OF: Plastic with 
spring mechanism. 
13х6х5 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 
2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
49N 24061 ...9694 

(5) Alvin™ the 
Aardvark 

5714 
HOW IT WORKS 
Alvin goes “boing 
boing” as he rolls 
along. Squeeze bulb 
and his tongue 
shoots out and cap- 
tures an ant. 

Squeeze again, and 
he throws it off. 
WHAT IT'S MADE 
OF: Alvin is plastic 
and 26x6x6 in. high. 
2 felt ants. 
FOR AGES. 
2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFO 

Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 № 45425 ...87.74 

(6) Fetch-it 
Freddie 

Freddie brings etait bs 
pye HOW IT WORKS 

Push tail down, roll 
ball into his mouth. 
Mouth closes, and 
he rolls up to you 
(about 3 ft.) and 
spits out ball. 
WHAT IT'S MADE 
OF: 11316х57%х8 M6 
in. high. Plastic. 
Incl. plastic ball. 
FOR AGES 
2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO 

Wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. 
49N 45314 ...56.93 

Ciaoo Dade scant by dieisimazmisetediaical com 

(1) Play Family Circus Ti 
WHAT YOU GET: Circus train with 4 cars 
with rolling wheels, including engine and 
caboose. Train is 34!4 in. long with all 4 
cars joined. 8 characters including ring 
master, clown, engineer, elephant, bear, 
monkey, giraffe and lion. Animals have 

parts. Made of plastic. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
49 N 44265—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 14 02..$12.94 

(2) Tag-Along Turtle 
HOW ІТ WORKS: This loyal fellow fol- 
lows you wherever you go. His feet wob- 
ble as he walks, and he makes a ratchet 
sound. His tail waggles, too. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. Measures 

Oscar the. 5Vax6 in. high. 
OM FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 1 to 3 years. 
$493 49 М 45308—Shpg. wt. 1002. $3.44 

(3) Oscar the Grouch® 
HOW IT WORKS: Squeeze bulb, lid pops 
open. Oscar comes up and makes 
grouchy noise. Wheels click as they turn. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, Measures 
S¥ax4¥x6" in, 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 45308—Shipping wt. 1 ib. 54.93 
©1977 Children's Television Workshop 

(7) 44-piece Block 
Set with letters 
and numbers 

$495 

SET INCL: 44 wood 114 
in. blocks, embossed let 
ters on 2 sides, printed 
numbers on 4 sides 
Cardboard canister. 
FOR AGES: 
1% to 8 years. 
ORDERIN 

Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. 
49N 44616 |. Set $4.95 

(8) Animal Letter 
Blocks 

Cut 52.18 
Was 
4.95 5277 

Reduced from 1977 
Chrisimas Book. Teaches 
the alphabet and an ani 
mal for each letter. 
SET INCLUDES: 26 
molded plastic letters, 
each 2 inches high 
Cardboard storage chest 
with plastic handle has 
name of each animal 
printed on it. 

ORDERING 
Shpg. wt. 14 oz 

49 м 44698 Set 82,77 

(9) Alphablocks™ 

$888 
Teaches motor skills 
and spelling. 
SET INCLUDES: 40 let- 
ters, each 212-3 in. high, 
made of hard polyethyl- 
ene foam; 87 plastic- 
connecting rods, 3 in. 
long; instr. booklet de- 
scribing 55 games, 
FOR A 
3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49N 1614 Set $8.88 

Fisher-Price 

(10) Houseboat 
is full of 
excitini 
things for its 
passengers 
to do 

HOW IT WORKS: 
Pulled along, it 
makes a “putt-putt” 
sound. Captain 
looks port, star- 
board as helm 
turns, 
WHAT YOU GET: 5 
play characters, din- 
m table, 2 chairs, 
barbecue grill, 2 
deck loungers, 2 life 
puse. Speed- 
oat (not shown) 

ties to stern. Re- 
tractable diving 
board. Tilt-up deck 
becomes carrying 
handle. Washable 
plastic. 13%x 
614x954 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 
2 to B years. 

Wt. 3 lbs. зо 
49 N 44091. .27. 

Blocks help educate 

SHOWN ON 
OPPOSITE PAGE 

(12 апа 13) Giant Brix 
Blox™ Sets . . . іп a choice 
of 2 sizes. Extra-large 
2% x1 Yox1-in. pieces stay to- 
gether until taken apart. 
100-pc. set comes in a reus- 
able 6-qt. bucket and con- 
tains a baseplate with 
wheels plus a family of 4 
Blox Buddies™. 
SETS INCLUDE: Plastic 
pieces in assorted shapes 
and sizes. Red, white and 
blue. Also wheels, axles, in 
structions. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 7 yrs.* 
ORDERING INFO 
(12) 100-piece Set with 
bucket. Wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. 
49N 1611 $13.95 

(13) 50-piece Set 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

49 N 16281 $6.95 

(14) Bristle Blocks™ 
Their unique shape makes 
them fun to build with, fun 
to play with. 
SET INCLUDES: Handy 
storage canister. 74-pc. set 
contains 66 blocks of differ- 
ent shapes and colors, 6 
wheels and 2 heads. 39-pc. 
set contains 35 blocks of 
varying shapes and colors 
plus 4 wheels. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 yrs.* 
ORDERI NG INFO. 
Ee Set. 

DE Hs 2 Ibs. 12 os 
49 N 1618: 12 

39- piece 2m (not alios) 
ар wt wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49 N 1618) $6.94 

(15) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Brix Blox™Puzzle. Picture 
puzzle on one side; consecu: 
tive numbers on the other. 
SET INCL: 38 Giant Brix 
Blox. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 yrs.* 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 12 о: 
49 М 16095 
"Due to small parts. no 
mended for child unde: 



Yummm.. . what’s cooking in your Kombi Kitchen? 
This рыр play kitchen features sturdy hardboard and wood construction 

Battery operated 
Vacuum Cleaner has 
real suction power 

Invite your friends 
A to visit Pooh and youl 

5 4-piece 
Р Winnie-the-Pooh | 

Cook'n Serve Set | 

п + 

рос 536 
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1) Kombi Kitchen. Vidi арра in опе, 
efrigerator, sink and oven. 

CONSTR: Hardboard, wood. Surfaces painted vith 
non-toxic paint. Refrigerator and freezer doors have 
silk-screened pictures of food inside, 2 shelves. Stor- 
age shelf below sink. Knobs on sink turn. 45x 12Yx 
31% in. high. Pre-drilled holes for easy assembly. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. Instructions pa 
79 C 1168L—Shipping weight 37 lbs... .. .. $32.9' 

(2) Supermarket Food Set. Go on a spree! 
SET INCLUDES: 26 plastic pieces; 2 milk bottles, 2 
pop bottles, 3 hot dogs, 4 eggs, butter, cheese, egg 
crate and 12 food boxes. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 2 to 5 years. 
49 С 11038—Shipping weight 15 oz. ....... $3.29 

(3) Canister Vacuum Cleaner. Real suction. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic base, hood and wheels. 4- 
piece attachment set includes 2-ft. hose, wand, crev- 
ice tool, floor brush. Storage inside canister top. 12 
inches high. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 

(4) 54-pc. Winnie-the-Pooh Cook ‘n Serve Set 
SET INCLUDES: Service for 6 with 6 each of: decorat- 
ed Dart diameter plastic plates, page nives, 

forks, spoons, paper napkins. iJ orat- 
ed aluminum Windsor sauce decorated alumi- 
num Reus pan with y luminum 2-piece coffee 
pot, 5-piece plastic utensil set, plastic ORLU e 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 p 10 years. See 
49 C 10156D—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 02. ..... © 5699 

NOTE: Win a trip to Disneyland. To get your official entry 
blank. order Winnie-the-Pooh item on this page see 
page 2 of Sears 1979 Christmas bern e details. en- 
tries must be received by February 15, 1980. 

(5) Non-electric Ironing Set. 
SET INCLUDES: Folding ironing board decorated 
with L'il Bo Peep scenes, foam silicone cover. 
27% inches long. Plastic and steel iron. 
гов AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 10 years. 
79 C 1326 1C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 11 oz, ...5е $6.99 

(6) 14-рс. Housekeeping Set. Made of plastic. 
SET CHES G Cabinet d Fand Suner, 
sponge mop, broom, rx eps 
FOR TOR AGES oF ORDER INFO: INFO: 2 to 8 years. 
79 C 13316C—Shpg. wt. 2 2ibe o... ~.. -Set $4.99 



King Arthur's Castle 
Beautiful plastic set 

bridge, dungeon, and 
mounted knights 

Warriors of old 
CUT $1.02. Knight and Horse. 111- 
inch tall knight has movable arms, legs, 

head. Horse is 13-in, tall. Includes 17 pieces of 
armor. Pla: Shipping weight each 3 lbs. 
49 N 59052-Silver color Knight, horse.$5.97 
49 N 59051-Gold color Knight, horse... 5.97 

Colorful 20-piece 54 99 
Knight Set 

dungeon inside realistic rock formation. Coat of 
arms, flag. Castle snaps together. W. Germany. 
79 № 59128C—Shpg. wt. 9Ibs.. ...Set $12.87 

1 Lower the drawbridge. The fearless knights 
of Camelot leave to do battle. Molded 

plastic fortress lets you relive the days of 
chivalry. 11 knights and 5 horses (214 to 3-in. 
high) have plenty of room in courtyard of 20x 9) Set of 20 Knights. Hand painted. Plastic, 
20x18-in. high castle. Even has working draw- 
bridge, old well, and trapdoor leading to 

4 Fearless Viking and Horse. Comes with 
complete battle dress. 11!4 in. tall, with 

movable head, arms, legs. With 20 pieces of 
clothing, weapons. 13-in. horse. Plastic. 

eee Hip. Нове ша Ropa 79 N 59138C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. . 5597 49 N 59139—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. .Set $4.99 

Circle X Ranch 

5| Was $6.99 Meet the West family 
at the Ci 

viced SOMETHING SPECIAL 
= 

Jamie West, horse ' 
апа buckboard 
Was $8.99 

j / Was $5.99 $797 "ОТШ $564 5 
CUT $1.02. Circle X Ranch. 6 CUT $1.02. Jamie West, v ал, 5%. Јапе West and 8 CUT 5%. Johnny West and 

lame. Johnny's wife is a real Thunderbolt. The owner of the 
Sturdy cardboard bunk house, cor- 

ral, stable are authentically detailed, 
colorfully lithographed. Doors open. 
Inside are furniture, stove, bunks. 
4х11-Н. wide. Folds for storage. 

Shipped unassembled. 
79 М 59053C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.. $5.97 

536 Sears секм 
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horse and buckboard. John- 
ny's son drives buckboard on all 
roundups. He's 9 inches tall, and 
fully jointed. Wears western gear. 
Buckboard has reins, harness. 
Jamie's 13-in. high horse, Coman- 
Che, can be ridden along, fully 
jointed. Plastic. Unassembled. 
79 N 59054C— Wt. 5 Ibs... $7.97 

frontier gal—loves to "ride" the 
range on her horse Flame. She's 
fully jointed for realistic poses. 11 
inches tall; comes with 2 costumes 
(not shown). 13-in. high horse has 
saddle and bridle. Plastic. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 М 59056.............. $5.64 

Circle X Ranch is all set to “ride, 
rope, and shoot." He's fully joint- 
ed, dressed in a western outfit, 
11% in. tall. Johnny even hascamp- 
ing equipment (not shown). 13-in. 
high horse has saddle and bridle. 
Plastic. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 59055. ............. $5.64 



(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

SHOW YOUR COLORS! 
Red, white and blue guitar 
has stars for fret marks 

$349 
Here's a true classic design polysty- 
rene guitar, 6 nylon strings for clear, 
resonant tones. Hours and hours of 
happy strumming are built into this 
All-America model. You even get a 
pick and instruction book to start you 
on your “career”. 103/,x2'/.x29'/, in. 
long. For ages 6 and up. 
79 М 66457C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $3.49 

ROY ROGERS GUITAR 
29-in. "Happy Trailer" has 
wood fiber sound chamber 

for deep, rich tones 

$316 

You'll be in the mood to sing your fa- 
vorite cowboy songs with this guitar 
as Roy, Dale and Trigger keep you 
company. Ivory-color finish with ma- 
ple-toned shading. Six strong wire 
and nylon strings make for longer- 
lasting dependability. Plastic pegs 
and colorful shoulder cord, as well as 
an instruction booklet, are included. 
For ages 6 and up. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79 М 66544С................. $3.76 

FOLK GUITAR 
Produces a full, 
resonant sound 

$429 
It's 29 inches long with a natural 
wood finish, veneered on front and 
back. Two wire and four nylon 
strings. Lacquered tailpiece. Shoulder 
cord and tuning pegs included. For 
ages 6 and up. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79 М 66533С................. $4.29 

PORTABLE ORGAN 

See-through plastic keys 
. .just "follow the dots" 

on the music sheet 

$745 ши. battenes 

Fifteen clear keys make it easy for 
any youngster to play real music 
himself! Simply slip one of the 5 mu- 
sic sheets under the keys, then press 
the keys where you see the "dots" be- 
neath. Music sheets even allow for 
simple chord-like accompaniment 
with the left hand. Includes: “О Sus- 
annah," *Mary had a Little Lamb," 
“London Bridge," “Twinkle, Twinkle 
Little Star,” and “Jingle Bells.” Plas- 
tic, 13x6x4 inches high. Uses 3 “Р” 
batteri below. 
49 М 66466-Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ..$7.43 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49N8405-Wt. 1 lb. 8 ог. .Pkg. $1.49 

Сн page scans by chvisinias imuseteciwicil com 
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T. 49-key Spinet Piano. Children can develop nat- 
ural musical talents and learn to play their favor- 

ite songs on this precision instrument. Full-width 
keys; 4 octaves; chromatically tuned for greater 
range. Heavy steel tone bar with precision ground 
alloy steel tone rods provides full sound. Color-cod- 
ed songbook and key chart simplify learning. 

Sturdily constructed of maple-stain-finish ply- 
wood. Gracefully turned wood legs rest on foot 
blocks. Piano measures 31x13x24 in. high. Matching 
hardwood plywood bench has convenient lift top and 
storage compartment, and is 15x9x13 in. high. For 
ages 6 and up. Shipped by motor carrier or express. 
79 N 66636N—Shipping weight 38 pounds. .$39.99 

2 37-key Spinet Piano. Plastic front panel allows 
view of tappets striking tone rods. Three-octave 

range, heavy steel tone bar, chromatically tuned. 
Plywood construction walnut finish. Wood legs. 
223/x10*4x20"/, in. high. Songbook, color-key chart. 
Bench is 11°/,x6%/,x10 in. high. For ages 5 and up. 
Shipped motor carrier or express. 
79 М 66674N—Shipping weight 22 pounds. . $25.54 

3 25-key Spinet Piano. Heavy steel tone bar, 
chromatically tuned. Wood, hardboard with gold 

and black color. Overall, 16%/x10'x18'/, in. high. 
9x5x8"/, in. high bench. Color chart, songbook. 
79 N 66523L—Shipping weight 15 pounds . . $ 13.20 

Zither 

lami 

“Instant-play” this 16-string metal zither with 
geared tuning. Just place a song sheet under the 
strings, pluck string above each note . . you're play- 
ing it yourself! 10 song sheets, tuning key, pick, and 

3 extra strings, 15x24/,x9 in. wide. Italy. 
49 N 66469—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. .. $7.47 

Metal 36-key 
Grand 

$741 Piano 
7 with 

wood 

finish 

"ms $952 

PIANO AND BENCH SEIS 
(1), (2). and (3) Feature: • Rugged wood 

frame with an 
2 elegant finish 

o= * All play sharps and 

Те flats for truer sound 
* Keyboards are 

color-coded to match 
the notes in the 
songbooks so even 

learn to play simple 
tunes. For instance, 
when you see a red 
note in the songbook, 
just play the red key 
on the keyboard chart! 
It's as simple 
as that! 

nated 

round, 9-in. high stool have 
legs. Piano has metal tone 

k 

From Japan. 
79 N 66463C—Shipping weight 8 pounds . 

пе 

beginners can quickly . 



A COLORFUL CHRISTMAS. . 

Ornaments or Wreath .. With Découpage Ornaments 
Create the look of yesteryear by mounting pre-cut prints 

fg Ж DR, "^e on wood and coating with a découpage glaze finish 
ач Жо 

o эф к | ТҮ X 
е) Ш 

supo Mn 
( 

Tell the story of an “olde-time” Christmas . . just glue the full color original prints to the 
front and back of die-cut wood pieces, then glaze, Kit comes complete with 32 wood cut 
outs, 64 prints, glue, glaze, 2 brushes, gold-color cord hangers and easy-to-follow illustrat 
ed instructions . . all materials are non-toxic, Ages 6 and up. 
49 С 20154—Shipping weight 2 pounds Set $3.76 

(5 thru 7) Sets come complete . . nothing else to buy. Delightful ornaments are pre-cut 

from Philippine mahogany. Designs are printed on both ornament sides for easy decorat 
ing. All sets include non-toxic acrylic paints, brush, gold-color cord hangers, sandpaper and 
easy-to-follow illustrated instructions. Christmas fun for ages 6 and up. 

Save $1 
when you 
buy sets 

(5) and (6) 

Separately 
total $6.19 

5 16-piece Set. Largest figure 
is 5 in. high. Includes six '/, 

0z. bottles of paint. 
Shipping weight 1 1, 6 oz. 

4902015 n Set $243 

G 32:piece Set. Largest figure 
is 5 in. high. Includes six у, 

ог. bottles of paint. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

49С 20151 Set $3.76 

48-piece Set. . Save $1. Sets 
(5 а (6) plus paint. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 C 20152 Set $5.19 

Mini-Ornaments 

$399 
7 50-piece Mini-Ornaments. 

Range in size from 1'/ in. to 4 
inches high. Ten '/-0z. bottles of 
paint. Ornaments add a tiny 
touch of “old-fashioned” Christ 
mas to your tree decorations. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 C 20153 Set 53.99 

тетт ЕЕ 



Be a motorcycle daredevil with the 
Evel Knievel" Stunt Game 

Perform 6 spine-chilling stunts with the 

motorized cycle to win the game 

vel and his motorized cycle zoom around colorful 20-inch square 
playing board at breakne 1. . only your split-second timing 
on the brake button stands between a successful stunt or a bone-jar 
ring crash. Has props for 6 hair-raising stunts including loop-and. 
stop, plus trophy cards. Molded plastic cycle and rider, Unit uses 
one "D" battery, order package below. Recommended for ages 7 
and up. 
49 N 65025—Shipping weight 3 pounds $8.97 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of two. NOTE: Ite 
49 N 46996— Shipping weight 11 ounces Package $1.45 for age 

Carrom Game Set with 
round-cornered board 

$887 n 

Playing board 
reverses 

] 28 їп. square game board comes with rules 
and equipment for playing 125 different 

games! Wood board has four reversible net pock 
ets curved corners of 8-ply laminated hard. 

wood. Includes 2 wood cues, carrom rings, tops, 
dice, numbered discs and ten-pins. Hours of fun 
for up to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
79 М 65145L—Shipping weight 10 [bs.* 

Carrom Game Set with $597 р 
square-cornered board ind not in 

9 26-inch high wood star 
carrom game sets. Shipped 

unassembled, 
49 N 65144—Wt. 2 Ibs. $1.99 

Extra Carrom Rings. Package of 
29 colored, plastic rings. 

$8.87  49N65149—Wt. 8 oz Pkg. 99c 

B 26 in. square wood game board... revers 
ible net pockets . . rules and equipment 

for 125 games, Order stand (2) above right 
79 М 65288L—Shpzg. wt. 10 [bs.* 

Great low price This alley is curved to help you 
for Pendulum р up thos Spies alley 

as woodgrained finish . , ball re 
Curve Bowl — urs 44x15x5 in high. 10 wood 

pins, pendulum bowler, ball and 
score pad incl. Ages 6 and up, 
79 N65141L—Wt. 10 lbs.* ..59.87 

lw ws; А 

States pae scuns by ceisiiasnmisetediwical on 

. . sold only at Sears 

ONLY AT 
SEARS! 

BATTLING 
PIRATES 

$897 
The "skull and crossbones” fly high 

as cannons boom and ships sink 
Be a swashbuckling pirate or a daring buccaneer in this fast- 
moving skill game. Fire your cannon at enemy ships . . a di. 
rect hit "sinks" them into slots on plastic playing surface. 
High naval honors go to the skipper who sinks his opponent's 
ships first. Plastic playing surface measures 34 ax14x3* 

inches high. Spring-activated cannons shoot marbles, Fast ac- 
tion for ages 7 to 12. Buy it the easy way —order by phone. 

79 М 65022C—Shipping weight 3 pounds :.98.97 

2 parcel post info vit [Sears] 533 
on in Big Book 



$1787 22 
batteries 

TV Tennis. Dials control “paddles”. Automatic scor- 
ing. High-impact styrene case. Plastic simulated TV 
screen, 17x13xf3 in. high. Uses 3 "D" batteries, order 
2 pkgs. below. 
79 C 65108C—Ages 6 and up. Wt. 8 lbs. ....... $17.87 

$1987 wie, 
Electro Hockey. “Face-off” from center of simulat- 
ed TV screen. Dials control goalies. Automatic scor- 
ing, shut-off. Uses 3 “D” batteries, order 2 pkgs. be- 
low, Plastic. 17x13x13 in. high. 
79 C 65551C—Ages 6 and up. Wt. 9 lbs. ....... $19.87 

Alkaline “О” Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46998—Shpg. wt. 11 02.............. Pkg. $149 

— 1844 
Zing Tennis 

M Spring-loaded, push-button shooters keep the ac- 
tion going. High-impact plastic . . opens to 4/2 ft. 

long. Sets up on floor or card table. 55x24'/2x4 in. high. 
Partly assembled. Ages 8 and up. 
79 C 65575C—Shipping weight 11 pounds ...... $1497 

Table-top Bowl-A-Matic™ 300 
2 Remote control sets 'em up . . you just knock 'em 

down. Pins are individually activated. Hardboard, 
plastic and metal parts. 45x13x19 inches high. Partially 
assembled. Ages 6 and up. 
79 C 65825C—Shipping weight 19 pounds ...... $18.44 

аып scare by сыа Пао Ийса com 

led-down 
metal pucks 

Ricochet 
action 

Slide puck straight down play- 
ing surface to play shuffleboard 
or use ricochet bumper cush- 
ions to bank shots off sides. In- 
cludes 8 scaled-down 1-in. 
pucks, 8 roller pucks, Aim for 
highest scoring areas to win, 
One double scorekeeper for 
team play. Hardboard playing 
surface. Oak-stained wood 
frame. Corner caps for rigidity. 
Measures 72x15x27% in. high. 

Game room fun for the whole 
family from age 5 on up. See 
“N” suffix, page 276. 
79 C 65586N—Wt. 36 Ibs. .$28.99 

Big Bat Baseball" Frenzy 

$1097 
Real ballpark action, pinball 
style with hits, runs, balls, 
strikes and outs. 12 steel 
balls circle bases. Bell rings 
as runs are scored. Auto- 
matic scoring for balls, 
strikes. Plastic. бх12'4х 
22% in. high. Partly assem- 

$1197 
Challenge your coordina- 
tion. Set speed at beginner, 
intermediate or expert rate. 
Wind-up ball release knob. 
Aim for high-scoring chutes. 
Control movement of verti- 
cal step with balance knob. 
Plastic. Measures бх14%х 
22 in. high. Partially assem- 
bled. Ages 6 and up. 
79C65166C-Wt. 5 Ibs. $11.97 

Big 6-foot long 

*Ricochet- Shuffle" 
Two-in-one Shuffleboard 

Legs fold for storage. 
3Ae-in. thick "butcher 

block" playing surface 

Slingin' Slot" 

$1197 
Thrills and excitement! Flip to- 
kens into play. Pay-offs are 2- 
to-1 odds, 4-to-1 odds and jack- 
pot. Hit a winner . . ring the 
bell. High-impact plastic. 
12x534x1954 in. high. Partially 
assembled. Ages 6 and up. 

Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 С 65086 .$11.97 



(1) Tike Wagon 
Load wagon with your teddy bears, dolls, blocks, 
then take them along. Rounded edges won't scratch 
furniture. Wide wheelbase for added stability. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic, Steel axles, 20x14x9 in. 
high. Pull cord with ball handle. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 4 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. 
Toys not included. 
79N 441 22C—Shipping weight 8 pounds...$7.87 

(2) Kenner Sit ‘n Spin 
Spins ‘round and ‘round. . . toddlers just sit on the 
seat and turn the wheel on the center pole. Base 
spins right or left, fast or slow. 
CONSTRUCTION: Lightweight, foamed polypropy- 
lene. Seat measures 3 inches high. Overall diameter 
measures 18 inches. 
FOR AGES: 1% to 5% years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. 
79 N 44054C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. ..$9.93 

(3) Hasbro Inchworm® 
Bounce up and down . . . move forward at the same 
time. Happy riding toy wears a smile and bright yel- 
low hat. Hang on to the two handle-horns for bal- 
ance. Holds up to 65 pounds. 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic, steel axles. 3414 in. long. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. 
79 N 47949C—Shipping weight 12 pounds. $ 11.87 

(4) Winnie-the-Pooh Shoo-Fly 

Your toddler will enjoy rocking and bouncing in this 
super Winnie-the-Pooh rocker. Handy play tray is 
great for holding toys. High-back contoured seat. 
CONSTRUCTION: Molded polyethylene seat. Tubu- 
lar steel frame. 33х17х18% in. high. Seat 9 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 2 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled; instruc- 
tions included. 
79 N 47545C—Shipping weight 9 pounds .$14.95 

(13) Ride ‘Em Tractor 
Scoot along 

10 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 1\4 to 4 years, 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 N 475 13C—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

Cutod pane scans by cheisimasdmisebecimicH cosh 

with kid-powered motion. Motor makes klick-klack tractor sound. 
Shell-seat like a real tractor with sure-grip steering wheel. mechanisi 
CONSTRUCTION: Polyethylene body with steel axles. 21x8x18 inches high, seat 

Steer wheel back ‘п forth 1 
car moves forward 

(5) Li'l Krank Kar 

Crank up this automobile with hand crank that real- 
ly makes noise . . . then drive oíf in steerable, foot 
powered car. Semi-bucket seat. 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy plastic body with steel 
axles. Measures 23x11'2x14*4 inches high. 

FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Unassembled; instructions incl. 
79 N 475 18C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . . $8.95 

(6) Band Wagon by Ideal 

Strike up the band . . . hit the drum, the cym- 
bal and toot the horn. Two drumsticks. Steer with 
handles on top of drum. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact styrene, polyethyl- 
ene. Metal cymbal. 26x8x16 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. 
79 М 47523C—Shipping weight 8 pounds .$ 15.77 

(7) Emergency? Deluxe Fire Fighter Set 

Make rescue attempts with authentically styled 
equipment. Shout instructions into the blaze with 
bullhorn. Simulated air bottle with breather mask. 
SET INCLUDES: Helmet with adjustable sizing strap, 
air bottle, mask, bullhorn, badge. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 № 45017—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
©1976 Emergency Productions 

Set $5.95 

(8) Fire Fighter Truck 
Speed to the rescue in foot-powered fire engine 
“Working” dashboard. Call station on play “mike”. 
Movable ticking speedometer, clicking turn signal, 
whirring radio selector and beeping horn. 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Rolls on casters. Seat, 734 
inches high. 23 inches long overall. 
FOR AGES: 11% to 3% years. 
QRDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. 
mergency set sold above. 

59 N 47525C—Shipping weight 6 pounds .$13.95 

(14) Turn ‘n Go by Tomy 
Little drivers move forward by turning steering wheel from right to left. A driving 

m in the steering column starts tires rolling without pushing or ped- 

(9) Tike Submarine with working periscope 
Climb inside this mini "sea-going" vessel and explore 
the adventures of the "ocean" indoors or out. Crawl 
in through porthole-window or lift off removable 
hatch-top and step inside. Periscope really works 
+; Watch the outside world around you, from in- 
Side. Rounded edges won't scratch furniture. 
CONSTR: Polyethylene. 261/5х1712х33 in. high. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: If mailed, takes 15- 
pound rate; see page 276 for details. 
79 N 45022L—Shipping weight 12 Ibs, $19.95 

(10) Dump Truck 
Load up this ridable truck with your blocks, dolls, 
balls, then ride to your toy chest and dump them in. 
It's the fun way to clean up. Ride and steer atop cab. 
Dump action activated by hand. 

CONSTR: Polyethylene, 24Vax10x14!/ inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. 
79 М 47521C—Shipping weight 7 pounds . $12.87 

(11) Ride ‘Em Horse 

Mount this handsome steed and gallop off to new 
adventures. Jumbo wheels give added stability. 
Horse has inset eyes, holding bars project from reins. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 21x17x71 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 1% to 4 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 47528C—Shipping weight 4 pounds...$3.77 

(12) All American Tyke Bike 

Бор on for a ride. Real fancy high-rise handlebars 
soft, easy-to-hold grips. Features contoured ba- 

nana seat with white stars on blue background. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Chrome-plated handle 
bars, Seat, 7!4 in. high. 17\2х16%х14М in. high. 
FOR AGES: 1% to 3! years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. 
79 М 47526C—Shipping weight 5 pounds.. . $7.66 

dling. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Steel axles. Seat 7^4 in. high. 18x12x1214 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 1*4 to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. 

$4.66 79 М 44042C— Shipping weight 6 pounds $13.94 



Board Games based on 
your favorite characters 

Welcome Back Kotter Game'* 

OBJECT OF GAME: Collect “ир 
your nose with a rubber hose" 
cards and head the class. For 2 to 6. 
CONTENTS Perg board, 1 die, 
rubber hose, 32 Kotter and Wood. 
man cards, word cards, and 6 
Sweathog playing pieces. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 С 61083 ....94.94 
©1976 The Wolper Organization, inc. and 
The Komack Со, Inc. $395 

OBJECT OF GAME: Capture the 
most foes by landing on space they 
occupy; then return with them to 
headquarters. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 4 Фа Super 
Hero pieces, 12 Super Foes, playing 
board, spinner and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 3 oz. 

49 C 65239 

Big Foot, legendary man-monster, 
stars in this suspense-filled game. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Avoid Big Foot 
while you force your opponent to 
him. For 2 to 4 dy 
CONTENTS: 18¥-in. square board, 
8 tokens, 24 game cards, 10 plastic 
playing pieces, Big Foot, instr. 
FOR AGES: 8 to 14 years. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 2 u^ 
49C61025 

a: Charlie's Angels Game 

OBJECT OF GAME: Charlie's An- 
gels try to trap a dangerous crimi- 
nal. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 18'4-in, sq. board, 12 
die-cut cardboard Angels and 
stands, culprit, game cards and 
dice. Instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 to 14 years, 
ORDER D Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 
49C6102 
$1977 А Goldberg Prod. 

$394 

m OBJECT OF GAME: Be the first 
E player to collect 16 "cool" points on 

"jukebox". For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 18¥%-in. square board, 
1 die, "sumthin' to do" playing 
cards “cruisin” cards, 4 playing 
pieces. 
FOR AGES: 7 to 13 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. 

49 C 65345 
©1976 Paramount Pictures Corp. 

93.44 

(6) Тһе Muppet Show € 

OBJECT OF GAME: Each player 
must help Kermit the Frog move 
the Muppets in front of the audi- 
ence. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Board, spinners, 
Script, 4 stages, 4 playing charac- 
ters, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 7 to 13 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
49 С 61052 
©1977 Henson Associates, Inc. 

(7) King Kong Game'* $494 

OBJECT OF GAME: Try to stop 
King Kong from climbing the 
World Trade Center. You, another 
player or Kong wins. 2 to 4. 
CONTENTS: Game board, plastic 

rts, 4 playing pieces, King Kong 
figure, spinner, 32 cards, die and in- 
structions. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 
49C61082. 
©1976 by Dino DeLaurentiis 

(8) SixMillion Dollar Ма 

E: pae De has the real Six Mil- 
Won Dol 
OBJECT OF GAME Each player 
has a Six Million Dollar Man but 
only one is real. Spot him by your 
bionic power. 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Board, spinner, bionic 
power cards, 4 markers, instr. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
49 C 65501 

(9) The Bionic Woman’ 

OBJECT OF GAME: Travel around 
board and collect points for bionic 
assignments, 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Playing board, 2 dice, 
4 playing pieces, 40 cards, instr. 
FOR AGES: 7 to 12 years, 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib, 14 oz. 
49 C 65346 .. (o 9444 
The Bionic Woman and Six Million Dollar 
Men are trademarks of and licensed by Uni- 
versal Studios, Inc.© 1975 

(10) 

OBJECT OF GAME: Push a bi 
to the barn (warehouse) to deli: iver 
your load and collect the green 
stamps (money). Be the first to 
make payment on your rig. 2 to 4. 
CONTENTS: 18¥4-in. square board, 
4 die-cut trucks with stands, cards, 
play money, 3 dice and instructions. 
FOR AGES; 8 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. TETA 
49 C 65362 

Breaker 19 

(11) Pink Panther Game 

OBJECT OF GAME: Sneak around 
game board to be first to capture all 
the Pink Panthers. But beware of 
hazard cards, For 2 to 4. 
CONTENTS: Game board, 16 Pink 
Panthers, 4 hunter’s cards, 18 haz- 
ard cards, dice, dice cup. Instr. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years, 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. B от. 
49 C61012 2.94 

(12) 

Based on the lovable characters 
from Benji movies. 2 to 6 players. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Be the first i 
player to land on the finish line with 
an exact throw of the dice. 5 
CONTENTS: Game board, 2 dice, 24 
cards, 6 wood tokens, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C 61033 .. 
Benji 1976 Mulberry 

Benji Game 

REMEMBER! You can order items on pages 8, 9, 14 thru 17B, and 423 to 598 from now until AUGUST 31, 1978 
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Push and Pull T. ..tots love 'em 

(11) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Shape-Fitter Truck 

$645 

Pooh bobs from side to side as 
truck is pulled or pushed along. 
Each of Pooh's six friends stands 
on a different-shaped base. Truck 
bed has openings with corre- 
sponding shapes. Set characters 
into the matching spot, 
CONSTR: Non-toxic plastic 
Truck 9x414x5% in. high. Figs. 3 
in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years, po ed 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. shape in truck 
49 N 45348 $645 

(16) Unfinished Wood 
Kindergarten Blocks 

in 2 set sizes 

$995 32-piece 

SET INCLUDES: 32 or 64 natu- 
ral wood blocks. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
32-piece Set 
79N44723C-Wt.7 lbs. .Set $9.95 
64-piece Set (not shown). 
79N44519C-Wt. 10 lbs. Set $14.95 

(17) Canister of 
Wooden Blocks 

$744 
SET INCLUDES: 85 wooden 
blocks in 5 different colors, 11 
different sizes and shapes in a 
reusable cardboard canister. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49N44518-Wt. 3 lbs. б oz. .87.44 

(18) Block Wagon with 45 
numbered and 
lettered blocks 

$695 
SET INCL: Plastic 14%%Х8%х5- 
in. high wagon, steel axles and 
45 plastic 114-in. blocks. Em- 

Dori edere 4QYS and GAMES 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49N44517-Wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. .$6.95 

Tatai рабе scans by сайтан wersetecinicel com 



Head turns full 
circle on attached 

base for ease 
while you work 

Hair Style Set 

Has battery operated 
styler that 

really dries hair 

Almost life size 
Christie® and 

Barbie* now with 
QUICK-CURL® hair 

For instant styling 

without weter, 
setting or 
waiting 

One short trip to your Beauty Parlor and 
she'll be looking lovelier than ever 

Highlight the model's face, then wipe off cosmetics 
to begin again. Style hair easily no wetting or setting 

(1) Hair Style Set. Feel professional with working dryer. 
CONSTR: Vinyl head with long rooted hair. Decorative neck bow. Head 
turns full circle on attached polyethylene base. Plastic accessories. 
SET INCLUDES: Battery operated hair dryer (requires 2 "AA" batteries, 
not included, order below) with 2 styling attachments, brush, comb, 4 
curlers, pretend lipstick, hair spray, perfume atomizer, head. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 yrs. Not for under 3 due to small parts. 
49 C 13196—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces ....... .Set $6.79 
49C 46819—Alkaline "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 2 oz.. ‘Pkg. 1.19 

(2 and 3) Christie® and Barbie® Quick Curl® aeos Center® b: 
Mattel. Highlight face with washable cosmetics . . . wipe them off and 
begin again. Hair styles easily without wetting or setting. Washable Dra 
head with rooted hair is 11 in. high . . . almost life size. Plastic base has 
tray to store accessories. 
SET INCLUDES: Cosmetic case, non-toxic blusher, lipstick, lhadow, 
eyebrow crayon, eyelashes, makeup applicator. Also comb, curling wand, 
brush, barrettes, bobbie pins, clip-on ties, ribbons, rubber bands, 
AGES; ORDER INFO: 4 to 12 yrs. Not for under 3 due to small parts. 
(2 49C13127—Christie® Beauty Center®. Wt. 2 lbs. ... Set $11.88 
(3) 49C13122—Barbie® Beauty Center®. Wt. 2 lbs. Set 11.88 

(4) Beauty Parlor. 4 hair curlers, non-toxic rouge/eyeshadow in tray, 
eyeliner, lipstick, 2 sponges, 4 hair clips, 20 bobbie pins and d combination 
teasing comb and hairbrush. 91%-іп. pud head has long rooted hair and a 
decorative bow on each side of head. Neck choker with flower de 

lead turns full circle on attached polyethylene base. Anti-mar suction 
cups hoid base and allows head to swivel. Change Farrah's hair color over and 
AGES: ORDER INFO: 5 to 12 yrs. Not for under 3 due to ne p over with magic hair coloring sticks 
49 C 1302 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ............ $9.99 

(5) Farrah Glamour Center. Brown, red and purple hair color, signa- 
ture bag, eye lashes, 6 rollers, 12 bobbie pins, powder puff, sponge, bru 
comb, barrettes, yarn, elastic hair ties, compact with four colors, pair 
plastic loves and lip brush. 10-in. vinyl head is completely REA 
Change color with non-toxic coloring. Plastic accessories. 
AGES; ORDER INFO: 3 yrs., up. Not for under 3 д to small 
"d s 1 3 198—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces . 

Farrah Fawcert-Majors 
‘a Wee Girl Vanity. Plastic vanity and mirror, Sliding drawer for stor- 
ing valuables. Comb and brush. 16 inches high. For 4 years and up. 

Barbie® Perfume Maker" Set 
makes lots 
of scents! 

$12.88 

49 C 13255—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces. . :...:85.99 
(7) Heather® Musical Jewelry Вох. Wind up pu lid, girl 
revolves, music plays. Wood case, patterned vinyl cover. ] уоп satin 
lining. Concealed music box, locked in music key. Revolving girl, mirror 
of plastic. 6x314x414 in. deep. Imported. For 3 years and up. 
49 C 1316—Shipping weight 11 ошпсез........................ $5.79 
Heather American Greetings Corp. 
(8) Barbie® Perfume Maker by Mattel. Create your own scents . . . 
make sachets for your lingerie or closet. 
SET INCLUDES: 5 scent concentrates, 6 fancy bottles, 6 gift boxes, labels, 
sachets, mixing jar, heart shaped sponge, instructions, Plastic. Water- 
base, non-toxic perfume. Wax scent concentrate. 
AGES; ORDER INFO: 4 to 10 yrs. Not for under 3 due to small parts. 
49 C 13136— Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces .. . -Set $11.97 

Cutslod раве scans by кайла тиер ий poi 



Gas-powered Planes, Rockets 
All use non-inflammable liquid gas propellant 

Plane fys 
hundreds of feet. 

$499 
[3 

— 
tS БА Space Shuttle Plane 

NA 4 leaves realistic vapor trail 

Just fill up with fuel from pressurized can and take off. Realistic rocket 
plane soars to altitudes of 100 feet, and then glides hundreds of feet without 
power. Jet engine leaves a white vapor trail. Reinforced plastic foam—13 
in. long, 10-in. wingspan. Fuel for 10 flights, order extra below. 
49 N 5118—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ошпсез................ Kit $4.99 

Rocket models soar hundreds of feet 

Apollo-Saturn— 

first to take 

Man to the Moon 

Detailed 4-foot model 
even includes 4-inch 
"Eagle" Lunar Module 

Priced to be 
SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 

“Baron” Rocket-Plane 

$Q99 
kit 

1 “Baron” breaks away from 
booster rocket and glides to 

earth while booster parachutes 
down. Aluminum and balsa, 224 
in. long. Incl. 7%-02. can of pres- 
surized fuel, decals, Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 21855 ... . .Kit $8.99 
Extra Fuel. 15-oz. can. For rock- 
ets, shuttle plane above. 
49 N 51181—Wt. 1 Ib. 1 0z..$1.79 

Mini-sized 

Liquid gas propellant passes through 
guideline to power plane. Yellow and 
silver color plastic, 12 in. long, 11-in. 
wingspan. 8-oz. can of propellant. 
49 N 51168—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 02....53.99 

Fuel. For 505 Jet and Mini-Hawk. 
49 N 51172—Shpg. wt. 12 02... .99с 
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V-I Rocket 

апа Launcher 

9 High-performance rocket goes 
500 ft. straight up. Aero-space 

kit for amateur modelers blasts off 
vertically with experiments and pay- 
loads. Timing device releases para- 
chute to return rocket gently. 15 in. 
long. Made of plastic and aluminum. 
Includes launch pad, 73-07. pressur- 
ized can of fuel. 
49 N 21854-Wt. 1 Ib. 1102. Kit $8.99 

Jet and Rocket 

"Hawk" Mini-Rocket 

Mini-Hawk soars to heights of 300 
feet on pressurized gas propellant. 
10-inch plastic rocket has sponge 
plastic nose-cone, red and yellow 
finish. Includes launching stand 
and lead-off wire, 8-ounce can of 
propellant. 
49 N 51171—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 02..$3.99 

de 

CUT 4%. Precision-made '4,-scale lunar 
rocket kit even has escape tower, com- 
mand module, service module, lunar mod- 
ule and all three stages of the Saturn V 
plus base. All plastic preformed parts. 
With three astronauts, decals. Includes 
5-in. high *4-scale Lunar Module Kit 
(LEM) for a close look at the moon- 
landing vehicle. 
79 м 1981C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs... Kit $9.99 

Use water and air $499 
to power 4 + Rocket Set 

Parachute 
Rocket Missile 

5- 

Use funnel to put water іп rockets . . then attach them to hand 
pump. Air pressure sends them 150 feet or more. Set includes 
4 rockets: two-stage, parachute, single-stage anti-missile, and 
single-stage. Large hand pump, funnel, lunar module with para- 
chute. Rockets 5% to 14 inches long. Plastic. 
49 N 51164—Shipping weight 1 pound.............. Set $4.99 

ХЭМ Sears 537 



pirit of “76” Drum Set. Play а 
ching rhythm or any oth 

durable L; ™ plastic : 
in. diameter bass drum, 

Yin. diameter side drums 
have tough s bodies. Bass drum has 
he 

Accessories include hissing cymbal. 
тап! wood block, two 14-in. drum- 

sticks and cowbell 
sembled. So ea: 
use the phone. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
79 N 66453L Set $15.99 

3 Flashing Light Drum Set. 
Flashing light inside gives 

psychedelic е Durable Tuff- 
beat plastic heads. 20! 
bass drum, 9-in. diam. snare 
drum, 6-in. diam. tom-tom. Steel 
frames. 

Includes 14-in. hissing cymbal, 
0-in. drumstick 

tone block, bell and 
vy duty foot pedal. Uses 100- 

watt bulb (not incl.). 6-ft. cord 
with flasher UL listed; 110-120. 
60-cycle AC. Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
79 М 66671L ...........912.99 

or a professional loo 
has steel foot pedal, 

ecl legs for positive placement. 
Set comes complete with 2 cy - 
ls (one a hissing cymbal), reso- 

wood block, two 15-in. hard- | 
ood бсо 2 brushes and | 

4 Country and West- 
ern Drum Set. Play 

favorite rhythms on tough 
f. ting sur- 

ter bass 
9-in. and 6-in. di- 
side drums, all 

with rugged steel bodies, 
Includes two cymbals 
(one a hissing cymbal), 
wood block, and two 12. 
in. drumstic y 

Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 
79 N 66475L . Set $9.98 

"E 
hono with record 
rack, 3 records 
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Make gifts for Mom, Dad, Sis and yourself with 

* All pieces are pre-cut and pre-punched for easy assembly 

wv 

2 
GENUINE LEATHER AND SPLIT SUEDE KITS 2 

I 
7 * So easy-to-do we suggest them for children 6 years of age and up 
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[7 
ı * All kits include needles and instructions 
! 

| 
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instructio: 
tape; stamens; thinner and two 8- 
ounce cans of liquid plastic. For 
ages 12 and up. 

49С 22562......... 

Create 8 gifts 
of top grain leather 

$499 
Make a stylish 1'/-inch wide belt, a 
billfold, key case, pen and pencil 
case, coin purse, bookmark, comb 
case with comb, parking coin and 
key holder. The wide link belt fits 
waists up to 32 inches and makes a 
great gift for any fashion-conscious 
friend . . so do all the other items. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz. 
49С20169............... Kit 94.99 

Suede steerhide 
Hopi-style Boots 

$599 

Hopi Indians crafted their mocca 
sins for durability and beauty. 
Make the same style boots with the 
soft, sporty looks and comfort of 
fawn-color moccasins. */,,-inch at- 
tached foam rubber insoles. Girls 
and women state desired size 5 thre 
10, Boys and men state 1 sise larger 
than regular size. No half sizes, 
49 C 2390F—Wt. 12 oz... . Kit $5.99 

Suede split cowhide 
Moccasins 

$299 criss 
Sew palomino tan-color leather 
pieces with tan cotton laces. At- 
tached simulated leather insoles. 
One pair of moccasins per kit. 

Child’s sizes. 
49 C 21861—Medium (114-134) 
49 C 21862—Large (1-3) 
49 C 21863—Extra-large (3'/.-5X) 
Shipping weight 8 oz. ........$299 

Teen's sizes. 
49 С 21864—Small (5-6) 
49 C 21865—Medium (7-8) 
49 C 21866—Large (9-10) 
Shipping weight 10 oz. .......$3.99 

Flower 

Make flowers that look like 
glass. . no heat needed 

$599 
It's easy to create beautiful magen- 
ta and yellow translucent flowers . . 
just shape soft wire and dip into 
colorful liquid plastic. Flower hard- 
ens in minutes on contact with the 
air. Arrange your finished creations 
by sticking wires into included Sty- 
rofoam® plastic block. (Flower pot 
not incl.) Makes an attractive cen- 
terpiece for any room. 

Includes illustrated, how-to-do-it 
; flower wire; floral 

Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz. 
«+ Kit $5.99 

(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

18-inch Weaving Loom 

Make gifts for your friends and family 
. . you can make room decorations too ! 

$1299 

1 Imagine wearing ponchos, scarves, hats, 
belts, and even skirts that you've made on 

your own loom. Turn out wall hangings, tapes- 

esting textures with rope, cord, string, twine or 
yarns. Includes hardwood loom, a starter supply 
of wool yarn (90 yards) and detailed instruc- 
tions, For extra yarn to make projects shown, 
see Big Book or 1973-74 Crafts Center Catalog. 
For 13 year olds and up. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

49 C 20163... 

Needlecraft Pillows 

Make a colorful stitchery pillow 
that Mom will proudly display 

$72 
2 Get beautiful results without weeks of work 

when you tackle this easy-to-finish crewel kit. 
Step-by-step, fully illustrated instructions teach 
you many embroidery stitches to finish a 12x12- 
inch decorator pillow. The pillow form is made of 
wrinkle resistant polyurethane foam. Kit in- 
cludes color-printed, hand-washable linen fabric 
and backing, crewel needle, 100% wool crewel 
yarn assortment, binding, placket zipper. For 
ages 10 and up. $ 
49 C 20194—Owl 49 C 20195—Dachshund 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz. .Each Kit $7.99 

String Art Craft 

Put the nails in position then wind yam 
at various depths 

. .creates a dramatic 3-D wall hanging 

$499 

3 Make either the owl or the abstract, which- 
ever suits your decor, from one kit. Creates a 

three-dimensional wall graphic that adds color 
and point-of-interest to any wall. Completed pic- 
ture is a 9x12-inch masterpiece. Color fabric 
background adds an eye-appealing surface tex- 
ture. Create design on a pressed wood board, '/ 
inch thick. Kit includes 9x12-inch fabric-backed 
wood board, 6 colors of yarn and cooper hammer 
nails. Complete instructions. Ages 10 and up. 

Shipping 
I Kit 94.99 

Colorful Clown Kit 

All felts and fabrics are pre-cut and ready 
to assemble into a lovable doll 

$399 
4 Everybody loves a clown and so will you. His 

sunny smile will brighten your room and win 
the love of little sis. So easy to assemble . . you 
just stitch and stack the pre-cut cloth parts and 
one-by-one you string them. When through, 
you've got a 15-inch fluffy, floppy clown. 

‘The instructions make it even easier because 
each step is illustrated. Kit includes cloth parts, 
padding, yarn, needle and thread. He loves just 
sitting on your shelf or dresser, but likes cuddling 
too. Ages 8 and up. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. 
49С 20164 



It's the dawn of civilization 
and you are there with a 

57-piece Prehistoric Play Set 
$779 

Return to the time when dinosaurs roamed 
the Earth and cavemen fought for their 
lives with sticks and stones. Set features 
prehistoric animals and cavemen in natural 
setting of rocks, caves, pools, mountains 
and trees, Setting 16x62 іп. high. Break-re- 
sistant plastic pieces are in various colors, 
and to scale, Booklet on prehistoric times 
included. For ages 4 to 10, 
49 N 59199—-Shpz. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $7.79 

Super Heroes and 
Super Foes 

Batman. The cowled crusader an 
swers the bat-alert whenever vil 

lains the "socks" and 
“bams” his tough plastic body takes 
won't hurt this highly detailed, fully 

yout 

jointed, 8-inch tall hero. Ages 4 to 12, 
49 N 59213—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. $2.27 

Robin. Boy Wonder, 8 in, tall and 
made of jointed plastic, helps the 

fight against crime. Ages 4 to 12. 
49 N 59214—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. $227 

Joker. The tiresome trickster is 8 
in, tall with jointed plastic body 

2104) Ages 4 to 12. 
49 N 59218—Shpg. wt. 5 oz 5266 

4 Penguin. bothersome "bird" is 
8 in. tall with jointed plastic body. 

Г 4 [4] Ages 4 to 12 
Г А 49N59217—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 5266 

Meet the inhabitants of 
the Planet of the Apes 

[9] 
Cornelius Ц Jr. Zaius S Ape Astronaut 

(5 thru 9) The masters of the Planet of the Apes and their human visitor from 
space are 8 inches tall, made of durable plastic with colorful clothes. Each is fully 
jointed with highly detailed features and authentic-looking costumes. Ages 4 to 
12. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 
(5) 49N 59233— Cornelius $297 (8) 49N59235—Soldier Ape ...82.97 

(6) 49N 59236—Zira 297 (9) 49N59238—Astronaut ..... 2.97 

(7) 49N59234—Dr. Zaius ... 297 
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You can travel with the 

The G.I. Joe 
Adventurer Team 

( 10 and 11 ) Talking Com- 
manders. Leaders of the ad- 
venture team give 8 commands 
when you pull dog tag. Dressed 
in jacket with pockets, pants, 
boots, dog tag, insignia, shoul- 
der holster, pistol. Plastic. Ages 
4 to 12, Wt. each 14 oz. 
(10) 49 N 59229— White . . $5.87 
(11) 49N 59501—Black ... 5.87. 

( 12 and 13 ) Adventurers. 
Boots, dog tag, shoulder hol- 
ster, pistol. Plastic. Lifelike 
hair. (12) is dressed in denim 
outfit; (13) is dressed in fa- 
tigues. Ages 4 to 12. 

Shipping weight each 10 oz. 
(12) 49N59159— White ..$3.97 
(13) 49N 59126—Black ... 3.97 

$587 
each 

The talking "Fate of 
the Trouble Shooter” 

Adventure Set 

$1222 5 

While vulture circles overhead, G.I. Joe contacts Adventure Team 
s with his talking communications center. To operate, adjust 
screen, press button, receive 6 different messages. 
le has tracked wheels, whip antenna, revolving antenna, fold- 

up solar power source, sliding circuit drawer, vulture. Plastic. Adven- 
ture booklet. Uses one *D" battery (order pkg. below). Ages 6 to 12. 
79 N 59295C—Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $12.22 

"D" Battery. Package of 2 alkaline batteries. 
49 N 46996—Shipping weight 11 ounces Package $145 

Spy Mission G-I. Joe's tiny rubber raft is tossed 
by turbulent seas as he makes a se- 

$687 z;v сте landing. Includes French-style 
GI-Jc® sweater, pants, boots, knit cap, life 

raft, plastic oar, radio with ear- 
phones, blinker, camera, binoculars, 
TNT detonator, submachine gun, 
flare gun. Ages 6 to 12, Wt. 1 Ib. 
49N 59153 Set 56,87 

Footlocker 

G.I. Joe must have his gear ready 
ata moment's notice—to keep 
pace with fast-moving adven- 
tures. Hardboard and wood foot- 
locker keeps action figure uni- 
forms, equipment organized. Ny- 
lon carrying handles, metal lock, 
strong plastic tray. 13/2x6!ax4*4. 
in. high. Ages 6 to 12. 
49N 59291—Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. .$4.87 

$487 

a 
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Toss Across 
Giant-sized, action Tic-Tac-Toe that's great 

fun for the whole family, indoors or outdoors 

Toss your bean bag at one of 9 rotating squares on the plastic 
playing field. Each square has a blank, “X” and “О” side. First 
one to turn up three “Х”ѕ or “O”s in a row wins. You can score 
for yourself or block your opponent. Eight bean bags are includ- 
ed. Playing field measures 1834х2215х51% in. high. For 2 players 
or 2 teams, ages 7 and up. 
79 C 65365C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ................ $1127 

By Ideal 

Enjoy the fun of real pool 
with this 30x1 7-inch 
Tabletop Pool Table 

5895 
Rugged hardboard bed is cov- 
ered with red, sueded cotton 
cloth for smooth ball action. 
Lively rail cushions for fancy 
bank shots. All wood frame and 
ball returns. Polyethylene cor- 
ners and pocket liners. Set of 1- 
in. balls, two 42-in. wood cues, 
triangle, and playing instruc- 
tions are included. Stands 3*4 
in. high. For ages 4 and up. 
79 C65153C—Wt. 7 Ibs. ...$8.95 

Payout Pool™ 
Pocket billiards with 

the jackpot built right in 

$1594 
Set up shots by moving bumper 
triangle, aiming, and shooting 
ball into center pocket with ro- 
tating guard. Tokens are anted 
up in slot . . sink a ball and it's 
payoff time. Green nylon flan- 
nel-covered hardboard playing 
surface, Automatic ball return, 
9 balls, 36-in. wood cue stick. 
Feet adjust. Wood-look plastic 
frame. 33%x25%x4% in. high. 
Unassembled. Ages 8 and up. 
79 C 65587L—Wt. 8 Ibs.* .915.94 
"If mailed takes 10-Ib. rate: see pg. 276. 

Pivot Pool 
With adjustable shooter 

$1577 
Set cue ball on pivoting shooter, 
adjust for hard or soft shot, aim 
and shoot. Triangle and 16 
balls—7 solids, 7 stripes, 8-ball 
and cue ball. Green felt-covered 
hardboard surface, wood- 
grained plastic frame. Automat- 
ic ball return. Rubber-tipped leg 
levelers. Measures 32Vox19x47/ 
inches high. Ages 8 and up. 
79 C 65635C—Wt. 11 Ibs. .$15.77 

Taai Didot scans by chrieinas wertotacheical cont 

Our finest 

Features similar to 
standard-sized tables such as: 

ZONED BED LEVELING 
Patented Micromatic® levelers 
beneath bed help eliminate 
uneven areas on table. The result? 
Your accurate shots are rewarded 
with smooth, true ball roll 

* Thick Vz-inch solid-core particle 
board playing surface 

* Automatic ball return system 

* Furniture-look hardboard frame 
* Two 42-inch leather-tipped wood cues 

60x32-inch Pool Table 

69% | *74@ 
( 1 and 2) This pool table offers additional fine features includ- 
ing: lively extruded rail cushions for professional-type play. Balls 
return automatically to drop tray . . handy for ball storage, too. 
Wide, wood-grained top rails. High-impact polyethylene corner 
caps and liners. Green sueded cotton billiard cloth for smooth ball 
roll. Includes 1%4-inch balls (15 numbered, 1 cue ball), triangle, 
chalk, 2 cues, instructions, trick shot pamphlet. Folds for storage. 
28 inches high. Ages 10 and up. Why not pick up the phone and 
order it? 

1 Pool Table only. 
79 C 65155N—Shipping weight 80 pounds ............. $69.88 

2 Pool Table with Table Tennis Top. Same pool table as above, 
plus hardboard table tennis top. Green with white center 

stripe. 60x32 inches, With net, 2 laminated wood paddles, ball. 
79 C 65156N—Shipping weight 92 рошпдв................. $74.88 

SHIPPING NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: 
For “N” items (as 79 C 65772N) see "N" suffix, page 276. 

45x22-inch Pool Table 

$1977 
* %e-inch thick particle board playing surface 

* Injection molded plastic and hardboard frame 

* Two 36-inch plastic cues 

Playing surface covered with green sueded cotton billiard cloth. Plas- 
tic corner caps, liners and live action cushions. End ball return. Wood- 
grained frame. Tubular steel legs fold for storage. Beaded score keep- 
er at side with place to store cues and triangle. With 1-inch balls (15 
numbered, 1 cue ball), triangle, chalk. Stands 29 inches high. Partly 
assembled. Recommended for ages 6 and up. 
79 C 65772N—Shipping weight 15 рошпдв.................... $1977 



$1088 

Easy-to-wind spring-ac- 
tion motor powers the 
little engine that hauls 
this train. Set its route 
through covered bridge, 
past gas station, then 
stop at depot for pas- 
sengers. 

Passenger Railroad 

4 removable passengers 
included with this wind-up 

PUTT-PUTT® Train 
fit into specially-shaped seats 

on 2 passenger cars 

WHAT YOU GET: 8-piece plastic snap-together track, 
30x22-in. wide oval. Hardwood and plastic train consists 
of engine and 2 passenger cars. 4 passengers of wood- 
look styrene. Covered bridge, depot, passenger platform, 
garage with “gas” sign and 2 crossing gates. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 44154—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 10 oz. 510.88 

Motorized 
Construction Set $495 

Wind-up motor truck pulls flatbed trailer with crane 
attached. Remove the crane from the trailer to haul 
cargo. Forklift operates to lift “lumber”. Forklift and 
crane are operated manually with knobs. 
WHAT YOU GET: Truck and trailer 8 inches long, 
forklift 3 inches long. All vehicles of hardwood and 
plastic. Three wooden blocks of lumber. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 4437 1—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 

538 

Set $4.95 

тыра abe $cane by chiens nancies Down 

Police Station 
Launcher and Car $494 

Zoom off to answer a police call pronto . . . push 
down on chimney and car speeds off. No batteries or 
electricity needed, car is powered by simple chim- 
ney-plunger push. Once on its way, this car is built to 
take tough assignments. 
WHAT. YOU GET: Police station with picture of po 
lice chief at desk, 7Vax4!2x9 in. high, plastic. Police 
car with removable driver, hardwood and plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping MES 8 ounces. 
49N 44038 . $4.94 

Traveling 
Pet Hospital 5892 

— sick animals get well with cheery truck-shaped 
pet hospital . . . then pack it up in one neat case. 

WHAT YOU GET: Versatile, neat carrying case mea- 
sures 9V2x614x 1234 inches high. 2 beds, stretcher cart 
on wheels, stethoscope and other instruments, ban- 
dages, drinking bowl, and five pet patients: puppy, 
rabbit, duck, kitten and bear cub. Hospital and 
pieces of durable plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping T 4 pounds 12 ounces. 

49N 44162 $8.92 



COMPUTER GAMES for family fun... 
match your wits with the computer 

HERE'S AN EXAMPLE GAME 

B Panel lights 

he oan \ show which of r 2 Enter 537. Good tryl 

'our numbers Lights indicate that 

WE 
Чар right two of your chosen 

hallen E digits are correct— 
D Yon Rios Sequence and one of the digits 

is also in the right 
break the sequence, The first 
computer's round is always chance. 

secret code lights show 
as fast as which of 
possible 1 your numbers 
$2374 : arecorrect 

ith í 
Boney " [ Try 437. Very lucky 

guess! The lights 
indicate all three 
digits are now correct. 

4 Still only one is in A Tapinthe the correct position 
3,4 or 5-digit Which one is it? 
code you think 
the computer 

has chosen 

Panel 

On a hunch you try 
734. All lights flash 

CONSTRUCTION: Durable plastic. Sensitive touch num- Safety Plug Adapter (not shown) 1o indicate you hit 
ber keys. The number and sequence оу» light upto ELECTRICAL INFORMATION й i the number. By guessing 
indicate correct responses. For 1 or more players. UL listed to convert 110-120-v., 60-c. P correctly that 3 was 
CONTENTS: COMP IV game unit and scorepad. AC to 6, 7 or 9-v. for use with COMP the center digit and 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. IV. 5 watts. 6-foot cord. Not recom- changing the 4 and 7, 

ORDERING INFO: Requires adapter or one 9-volt bat. 16006 for children under 8. you've won in only 
tery, not incl; order at right or below, Warranted by FOR AGES: 8 years and up. three turns. And 
Milton Bradley. To write for free copy, see page 303. ORDERING INFORMATION: that's not easy. 
49 C 61023— Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz. $23.74  49C61065—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. ..$4.95 

SECTOR. . . Track and fire on a hidden and Use range data from 
moving computer controlled submarine computer to program 

ship speed, direction 

Sector. . . the computer game of without 
submarine pursuit and attack $3374 battery 

CONSTR.: Digital display shows status of game. Durable plas- 
tic with nautical chart printed on game board. Sophisticated 
micro-computer stores, computes and displays s] , direc- 
tion and location information about your ship. Also controls 
hidden subs movement and range information. 
CONTENTS: Includes 8 replica subs for scoring, a facsimile of 
a Navy Parallel rule, tracking crayons, wiper and sharpener. 
FOR AGES: 12 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires one 9-volt battery, not 
included; order below. Warranted by Parker Brothers. To 
write for your free copy, see page 303. 
49 C 61055—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ...$33.74 А pum 

9-volt Batteries. Package of 2. 7? ч ad Ju. el е 
49 C 46993—Shipping weight 4 ounces. Pkg. $1.19 LT ч - @ птдав еп пояи 

Е " etore your орі " 

Plotcourse on 
nautical chart 

Avoid collisions 
which throwthe 

ship off course 

E" 
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Puzzles and Nesting Blocks help teach logic 

M Winnie-the-Pooh Nesting 
locks. With Pooh characters. 

CONSTRUCTION: Laminated chip- 
in sizes up to 5x6 in. 

FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 
49 № 47012—Wt. 2 lbs. 2027.95.88 

2) Winnie-the-Pooh Puzzle 
locks. Rotate blocks, matching 

eorr a алы 6 different scenes. 
U GET: 20 plastic blocks, 1%. in. 

FOR AGES veers and op 
49 N 44677—We 150z. ...94.95 
(3) Winnie-the-Pooh 2-puzzie Set 
YOU GET: Two 12x9-in. woodboard 

FOR AGES: 2 to $ years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 2 lbs. 1 oz. 
19N 44173.. Set $4.44 

(4) Fairy Tale 2-puzzle Set 
YOU GET: Two her wood- board puzzles: Humpty Dumpty, 
The "Three Bears. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 
49 N 44593 X 

538 [Sears] 2% 

YOU GET: 36-in. worm of !4- 
Maps Meal 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49N44524 ............ $3.99 

(8) U.S. Map Puzzle 
YOU GET: 14-piece woodboard 

with capital cities 
on board under puzzle. 12x9 
i x 54s inches deep. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49N 44701 ............ $2.95 

(7) Muppet Puzzle Heads 
iss Gr once you 

put them ether again, 
you can play Sith bem. as toys. 
YOU GET: 14 plastic иес. When 
assembled, Bert9 is an. high; 
Emie® is 5 in. high. 
FOR AGES: | to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

weight 12 ounces. 
49 N 44614......... Set $4.95 
©1977 Children's Television. 
Workshop. Characters © Muppets. Inc. 

(8thru 10) See’N Say®. Pull-ring talking 
toys to learn about the alphabet, farm ani- 
mals and Winnie-the-Pooh characters. 
HOW IT WORKS: Pull the ring and 12 famil- 
iar phrases (except (10), which has 26 phras- 
es) are repeated at random. Or set pointer to 
one of the colorful characters on label for 

ific phrases. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic with handle 
and stands. 10 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFO: No batteries needed. 

@ Winnie-the-Pooh Sa 
49 М 44482—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1002. ..$7.84 

(9) The Farmer Says 
49 N 4508—Shpg. wt. 11b. 1Soz..... 7.84 

(10) The Bee Says 
49 N 45817—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 150z.... 7.84 

(11) Answer Me Phone 

HOW IT WORKS: Switch on for operation. 
Push a button and phone rings until receiver 
is picked up. 8 messages. Imported. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. Measures 
7Vax6V4x4!4 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Needs 1 “С” 
battery, not included . . . order pkg. below. 
49 М 45801—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. ...$5.95 

(12) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Talking Picture Phone 

HOW IT WORKS: Turn wheel to one of the 
Winnie-the-Pooh characters. Dial magic 
numbers shown. Then lift receiver and listen 
to character's voice on phone. 6 messages. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. Measures 
8х12х51% inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 1 “Р” battery, 
not included. Order below. 
49 N 45811—Wt. 2 Ibs. 100z, .....$10.95 

(13) Good Buddy Talking Toy CB 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn "receive" knob and 
listen to one of 10 CB messages at random. 
Has oa Босак Clicks [эсер turned. 
Hand- retend mike. Signal ligi t goes on 
when RE messages. Carry handle. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. Measures 
TVAexSVax8VA inches high. 
FOR AGES: Up to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 1 “Р” 
battery, not incl. Order сие 
49 N 45772—Shpg. wt. 11b.........94.96 

(14) Talking Fairy Queen Play Phone 
HOW IT WORKS: Pick up receiver, push but- 
ton and release to hear one of 10 messages. 
Phone rings when dialed. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. Measures 
BVax33 4x33 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 yrs. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 1 “С” battery, 
not included . . . order package below. 
49 М 45766—Shipping weight 1 lb. . . $3.97 

(15) Winnie-the-Pooh 
See 'N Say® Phone 

Winnie and his 9 friends want to talk to you! 
HOW IT WORKS: Dial a character, pull the 
string and listen to the character's message as 
the dial spins around. 10 messages. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. Measures 
9Vax7 Vax2* inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: No batteries needed. 
49 № 45788—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. «87.95 

(16) Winnie-the-Pooh Chatter Chum 
HOW IT WORKS: Pull the ring to hear one of 
8 phrases. His mouth moves up and down, 
causing his eye expression to change. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, 7 inches high. 
Nylon cord. Painted clothes. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: No batteries needed. 
49 N 45818—Shipping weight 8 oz. .$4.88 

^C" Batteries 
For items (11) and (14). Package of 6. 
49 N 46994—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. ..Pkg. $1.87 
“D” Batteries 
For items (12) and (13). Package of 6. 
49 N 46995—Wt 1 lb. 4 oz. ....Pkg. $1.87 



Child's Electric Sewing Machine sews so 
much like Mom's it even has Lockstitching 

The LOCKSTITCH is formed 
by the looping together of 

2 threads. . . one on each side 
of the material being sewn 

КТК А 
SSS SS 

Top thread shown in black. 
bottom thread in white 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Toy Watch 

3-piece 
Winnie-the-Pooh 
Rainy Day Set 

talo nao scans by ieta aa 

} CU ЖМ 

handcrank; 4 order 
iousehold current with (sold below). Lockstitch described, 

ne carrying case; polyst arm, bed housing. 1014x434x7*4 in. high. Im- 
ported. Tabie clamp holds fp Incl. pressure foot lifter, pressure foot, needle 
рае adjustable tension dial, in winder. Foot pedal with on-off switch. 3 needles, 
needle threader, bobbin, spool of thread, carrying case, foot pedal, instructions. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years and up. Not recommended for ages 
under 3; кА Order 2 pkgs. of batteries, adapter below. 
49 C 12 10—Shipping weight 3 pounds 9 ounces . . 
49 C 46849—Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pack of 2. Shpe. wt. 10 oz. 

Safety Plug Adapter for (1) (not shown). UL listed. 110-120-v. 60-Hz. AC. 5-foot 
cord. Not recommended for under 8 coge 
49 C 12101—Shipping weight 9 ounces ..... 
Lockstitch Accessory Kit (not shown). 2 bobbins and cases, $3 needles. Ілу 
49 C 12109—Shipping weight 1 ounce . 

(3) Mattel's Sew Perfect® Sewing Machi 
thread in cassette. Insert cassette, turn on for real 
WHAT YOU GET: 1 cassette, 15-ft. decorative trim, 6 Simplicity patterns, material and 
instructions for small stuffed doll. Plastic. Measures 12*46x6! 5% inches high. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 6 yrs. and up. ue ыа 2 alkaline “Р” batteries, order pkg. 
abara; SUE cassettes sold in kit below. Warranted by Mattel. Write for free copy, 
see 
49 ES 12494 Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces 

Sew Perfect® Accessory Kit (not shown). 3 cassettes, 300-ft. white, red, uh vun 
49 C 12493— Shipping weight 5 ounces .. Ар 

(4) Battery or hand-operated Heather Sawing Machine. Easy- ee oot 
or turn hand . Chain stitch, tie-off both ends. Tension control, pressure 

pressure foot lifter, needle bar, hand crank. Light, foot pedal work with batteries. 
WHAT YOU GET: 2 needles, needle threader, spool of thread, instructions. Plastic and 
metal, old-fashion design. Measures 914x443x634 inches high. Imported. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 and up. Not recommended for ages 
under 3; s. Can be used with 2 "D" batteries, order package above. 
49 C 1241 weight 1 pound 12 ошпсе5........................... $10.49 

(5) Hand-operated Littie Gem Sewing Machine. Turn wheel in either direction, 
continues to sew straight chain stitch: tie-off both ends. Tension control, pressure foot, 

ге foot lifter, needle bar. 2 needles, spool of thread, needle threader, instructions. 
leaf. Plastic. Measures 614x314x514 inches high. ERES 

FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 years and up. Not for ages under 3; parts. 
49 C 1237. 7 Shipping weight 13 ounces s 

(6) Winnie-the-Pooh Rainy Day Set. A reri 1. 20-in. umbi rain 
pone with ад dosing, ieee fits ant or ae in, umbrella; r 

AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 hc s Алшын ара pere don 
49 C 13344D—Shipping weight 2 рошпфз.............................. Set $5.99 

(7) Winnie-the-Pooh Lu: je Set. iyi, xc suitcase 1248/4394, in. deep; 
carry-on case 7x7x3% in. фе shoulder ith flap 7x534x2 in. deep. : 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: {г 55 and up. See note, below. 

D—Shipping weight 2 pounds 

a Lo арии Electric Sewing Machine. Manual “D” batteries 
adapter 

rted. 
jt $3.49 

седе, 300-8. of white 
. Tie-off. 

49 C 13348D—Shipping weight 2 pounds ............................+- Set $6.99 

(8) Winnie-the-Pooh Toy Watch. -to-read numbers. к ance vinyl band, 
E case. Official Pooh motif. Works like a real watch, yet can’ wound. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 6 years. See note, below. 
49 C 13213D—Shipping weight 2 ounces . 
темаго 



Reduced *l.Il 
Deluxe PLASTICAST 

Preserve your treasures in plastic blocks . . 
create stunning jewelry or impressive paperweights 

Plasticast is designed to delight creative minds. Mix the liquid plastic and 
hardener, pour mixture into mold, and let it jell. Add object to be embed- 
ded, cover with another mixture, and set. Includes 5 master molds, one 
8-cavity jewelry mold, liquid plastic and hardener, and 6 jewelry settings. 
Also butterflies, ferns and sea shell embedments, measuring сш 
ers, rubbing and polishing compound, wet-dry abrasive paper, 
sticks, and an 18x20-in. plastic work sheet. Complete with instructions. Not 
to be used by small children without adult supervision. 
49 N 20067—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces .. . Set $9.88 
Starter Set. Like above, but with 2 master molds, 3 jewelry pettings: and no 
butterflies, ferns or sea shell embedments. 
49 N 2048 1—Shipping weight 3 pounds ....Set $6.99 
Plasticast Refill. Includes 2 pints of liquid plastic and hardener. 
49 N 20269—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces ...Pkg. $3.49 

Vac-U-Form 
by Mattel 

Pricedtobe Was $10.88 

шш. 5988 
Sturdy metal machine lets you 
mold plastic sheets into fun toys, 
comic buttons and signs from more 
than 60 forms. 9% х4х4% inches 
high . . with 65 sheets, accessories. 
UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

49 N 2261 у Set $9.88 
Vac-U-Form Refill Pack. Includes 
90 colored plastic sheets. 
49 N 22611—Wt. 8 oz..Pkg. $2.49 

Mold Ram, Scorpion and 
other Zodiac symbols 

in plastic 

Drop plastic crystals 
into forms and bake ~ 

Pesan treasures that 

glow in plastic 

ED 
ке : 

Make enameled 

flowers instantly 

without heat 



(SHOWN ON. FACING PAGE) 

4-speed Phonograph with 
record rack. . 3 records 

$1444 
5 Plays your favorite 45, 78, 33'/ and 

16-rpm records. Deluxe electric mo- 
tor maintains correct speeds. Sound 
chamber delivers clear sound. Phono- 
graph has built-in 45-rpm adapter, syn- 
thetic sapphire-tipped needle. Light- 
weight plastic pick-up arm, turntable, 
needle cup and carry handle. Scuff-re- 
sistant fiberboard (not wood or hard- 
board) case can be wiped with a damp 
cloth. 12/4x10'4x5'/, inches high. UL 
listed; 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Three 
children’s records and plastic record 
rack included. 
49 N 66423—Wt. 6 lbs. 8 ог. ..814.44 

2-speed Phonograph plays 
45 and 78-rpm records 

$1122 
6 Electric motor keeps both speeds 

just right. Phonograph has built-in 
45-rpm adapter. Lightweight plastic 
pick-up arm, turntable, carrying handle 
and needle cup; package of needles in- 
cluded. Jungle print fiberboard case 
(not wood or hardboard) is scuff-resist- 

t, 
13%⁄4x10'⁄4x5'/⁄ inches high. UL listed; 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Record not 
included. Why not pick up your phone 
right now and order it? 

Shipping weight 6 lbs. 2 oz. 
49 М66465................... $11.22 

“Close and Play” $744 

Phono without batteries 
7 Easy to operate phono for kids 

plays 45-rpm records. Put on record 
(not incl.), press switch, close lid and it 
plays. Needle sets automatically so 
there are no scratched records. Plastic; 
9x9x4'/, in. high. Uses 3 ^D" batteries, 
order pkg. below. 
49 N 66461—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ...$7.44 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 М 8405—Wt. 1 lb. 8 0z....... $1.49 

Fifteen 45-rpm 

Children's Records $477 
Plus Carry Case 

Over 30 selections youngsters enjoy. 
Fiberboard case with handle holds up 
to 50 records. 7'4x7'/4x7'/, in. high. 

Case with 15 Records of stories, 
games and songs. Many favorites. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 66697 . 

Case with 15 Records of Christmas, 
special occasion and activity songs. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 №66421.................... $4.77 

‘Cakaion nace scant by сайыны пике chen 

Learn to Play the Organ Today 
Just match the numbers on the organ 

key selector strip with the numbers 
over the notes in the songbook . . and 
begin to play actual songs. You may be 
amazed at how quickly you learn. Mu- 
sic making is fun for the entire family! 

Electric Organ 
Covers entire 3-octave 
range . . has detachable 

legs, bench and 3 books 

$4240 
You'll get great music from 37 black 
and white melody keys plus 12 piano 
chord keys. Floor model organ fea- 
tures knee-action volume control and 
smooth-slide power switch. Decora- 
tor brown high-impact plastic cabinet 
has music rack, self-centering wooden 
legs which remove for table use. 
29'/4x12'/.x30', in. high. Matching vi- 
nyl-upholstered bench has wooden 
legs, seat 16 in. from floor. Includes 3 
songbooks and key selector strip. UL 
listed; 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Par- 
tially assembled. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
79N6647 1L-Shpg. wt. 34 15. $42.40 

Set of 3 extra Music Books includes 
59 key-coded Christmas carols, senti- 
mental, country and western songs. 
49N66524-Shpg. wt. 12 oz.Set $3.99 

3-octave Tabletop Organ 

8 37 black and white melody keys and 
12 piano chord keys. Electric organ 

has hand-operated volume control and 
smooth-slide power switch. Perfect if you 
have no room for a floor model . . just set 
on any empty table and play! Stylish 
brown cabinet of high-impact plastic has 
a music rack, beige woodgrain grille 
Measures 29x12'/,x8 in. high. You'll learn 
to play more easily with instructions, 

songbook and key selector strip included 
UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60-сусіе AC. 

Shipping weight 21 pounds 
79 N 66468C $35.94 

2-octave Tabletop Organ 

9 Full 2-octave range with 24 black and 
white melody keys plus 

chord keys. An ideal beginner e 
gan for children. It's rugged high-impact 
plastic, compact enough to fit nearly any- 

where in the home—either in use or in 
storage. Brown cabinet; music rack. 23x 

1, inches high. Learning to play is 
structions show you how to use 

lector strip to play songs from the 
key-coded songbook (included). UL list- 
ed; 110-120-voit, 60-cycle AC. 

Shipping weight 14 pounds 
79N 66459C ...................924.97 



Stitching's'n Strings 

from stenci 
onto foam block 

with this е 
foam cutter 

Finish by 

applying acrylic paints Styro-Stone 

Craft Kit 
The electric cutting too! lets you carve a creation 

so uniquely beautiful it will amaze your family and friends 

$899 

It looks like stone but it's really Styrofoam* plastic cut to a preset 
depth, Reusable electric cutting tool smoothly simulates the work of a 
hammer and chisel. When you're through carving, just prime the Styro- 
foam, paint with acrylic paints. The result is a beautiful accent piece 
with an amazing resemblance to real stone. Kit incl. cutting tool, 
12x16x2-in. rofoam block, gesso primer, 4 jars of acrylic paint, 
brush, stencil and illustrated instructions. 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 
Ages 13 and up. 
49 C 21306—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces Kit $8.99 

A stable of Horse Replicas 

justin Morgan 
| Hada Worse ut 

r 

Authentic reproductions of 

“Misty of Chincoteague”, 
“Justin Morgan Had a Horse’ 

plus a classic 

Arabian Horse Collection 

(5 thru 7) Pre-assembled plastic horses come in their own attract 
ively decorated carrying cases with handles. Ages 4 to 13. 

5 Arabian Horse Family. Three horses ranging in size from 4!/, 
inches to 8% inches tall. An exciting way to learn about the 

Arabian horse family . . follow the history outline on the case. 
49 С 20168—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces А Kit $5.66 

( Misty of Chincoteague. A 7-inch horse that's ready to love. 
Misty, Marguerite Henry's famous book, included in the kit. 

49 C 21052—Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces Kit $4.19 

7 Justin Morgan Had a Horse. Set includes softbound, historical 
book by Marguerite Henry and a 7'/-inch horse reproduction. 

49 C 20167—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces Kit $5.66 

йы [Sears] 545 
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G.I. JOE ADVENTURE TEAM 
on the trail of danger and 

Sold only at Sears. С.І. Joe vehicles track down the lost mummy any 
where, By air in a scout helicopter with working rotor blades . . 25-inch 

long plastic body snaps together for assembly. By land, in an assembled 
plastic ATV car which rides on land or floats on water. By sea, on a life 
raft with paddle and compass. Equipment incl. mummy, mummy case 
plastic net, pick, shovel, pith helmet, first aid kit, machete and case, ani 
mal trap, supply chest, jewels, belt. Plastic. Ages 6 to 12 
79 N 59092C—Shipping weight 5 pounds Set $15.77 

Joe's spotted the Snowman 
. can he get close enough to ч 

trap him in the net? » 

zoggles, mit 
tens. Also includes skis, ski poles, sled, snow shoes, net, rifle, rope, binocu 
lars, supply chest and white gorilla. Plastic. Comes with adventure comic 
book that tells the whole story of this thrilling adventure. Recommended 
for ages 6 to 12 years. 
49 N 59283—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces Set $7.99 

Casos Dade scans by йи иаа oon 

excitement NC 
Helicopter 

Adventure Machines. .. 
2-passenger vehicles 

travel to danger by air, 
by sea and by.land ~ 

(1 thru 3) All action vehicles of sturdy plastic with movable wheels. Each 
seats two 11-inch action figures (not included—order on opposite page), 

1 Authentically detailed giant chopper is 28x9x14 in. high with 36-in, click 
ing rotor blade, 3 wheels, movable tail, clear plastic windshield, 

79 N $9189C—Ages 4 and up. Shipping weight 4 pounds 

9 Amphicat moves by land and by sea molded body floats 
rugged tires move over obstacles, 13х815х51% inches high. 

49 N59158—Ages 4 and up, Shipping weight 2 pounds $3.99 

Sporty cycle with balloon tires that run on sand or dirt. Steerable front 
wheel and decorative decals. 14*2x734x7 2 inches high 

49N59114—Shipping weight 1 pound б ounces 54.29 

NOTE for Both Pages: Due to small parts, these items not recommended fo 
hildren under 3 years. 

A valuable nose cone has dropped into the 
bubbling waters. Can Joe brave the blistering 

heat to rescue it? 

Mystery of the 
Boiling Lagoon 

$799 $5 
Sold only at Sears. Action 
adventure set includes a flat- 
bottom boat with struts, pon- 
toons, seat, deep sea diver's 
suit, helmet, weighted boots, 
belt, buoy, oxygen pump and 
hose, pincer arm, nose cone. 
Made of sturdy plastic. In- 
cludes adventure comic book- 
let telling the whole exciting 
story. For ages 6 to 12. 
То order the easiest way, 

look in your phone book 
white pages under “Sears, 
Roebuck and Co., Catalog 
Sales" for number to call. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49N59281 ......... Set $7.98 



Child-sized Pool Table 

40x22-inch Pool Table $2849 
* Yeinch thick hardboard playing surface 

* Hardboard frame * Two 30-inch wood cue sticks 

3 Playing surface is covered with green sueded cotton billiard cloth for 
smooth ball roll. Lively extruded cushions. Balls return at one end of 

table. Polyethylene corner caps and liners, wood-grained top rails. Set in- 
cludes 1-inch balls (15 numbered, 1 cue ball), triangle and playing instruc- 
tions. Table stands 25 inches high. Partly assembled. Recommended for ages 
6 to 12. Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
79 C 65585N—Shipping weight 27 pounds x 

50x27-inch 
Pool Table 

$4579 

* pinch thick particle board playing surface 

* Hardboard frame «Two 38-inch wood cue sticks 

Playing surface is covered with green sueded cotton billiard cloth for 
smooth ball action. Lively extruded cushions for professional-type bank 
shots. Balls return to drop tray at end of table for easy access. High-im- 
pact polyethylene corner caps and liners, wood-grained top rails. Set of 
1%-inch balls (15 numbered, 1 cue ball), triangle and playing instruc- 
tions. 26 inches high. Partly assembled. For ages 5 to 
79 C 65154N—Shipping weight 47 рошпѕ.................. 



The race is on! Two wind-up 
around 

Be careful. . . if your car 
the engine may fly off 

then you'll have to lose precious 
seconds making a pit stop to 
snap back in. 

For emergency road service 
and hauling in disabled cars 

Gas nozzle 
fits into hole 
оп back of car 

WHAT YOU GET: 2 рагенооб and plastic 
wind-up cars. 2 wood-look styrene drivers, 1 
spectator. 4-pc. тав gp puso track forms 
27Vax18Vz-in. wide I starting 
gate, tower, extin- can, fire 

Camera, labels. 1 Plastic. 

FORAGER el m cud instr. 
49 N 44342—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. $11.88 

$11?5 
SOLD ONLY 
AT SEARS 

Attendant 
fits under 
raised 

grease rack 
to service 

car 

TEXACO® 
Service Station 

Run this full-service station using 2 
attendants to nta to heip, p man works 

gas pumps 
the second fixes cars with grease rack 
that raises and lowers. 
WHAT YOU GET: Station measures 
12x11%x6% in. high, contains car 
wash with movable “water” sheet and 
car ejector button, mechanic's station 

sas island with iwo pumps and hoes two Ips 

Sith nozzles that fit into car, water 
can and etr Bees station sign. 2- 

tank truck. 9. 9 in. Eee oy КҮ: al ox 
car. 2 station LIE in uniform 
and 2 customers. Plastic 
FOR AGES: 3to 8 fe 
опреме ME ану 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 44273 ..$11.95 

You can order items 
on pages 423 to 598 

from now until 
SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 



Strategy Games 
by Milton Bradley 

Pathfinder. . . 2-player Maze game 

OBJECT OF GAME: Build a maze to a hidden pawn 
without alerting your opponent to the design. 
CONTENTS: Self-contained game box, removable 
grid, pawns, barriers, markers. For 2 players. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 61026—Shpg. wt. 3lbs. ............ $6.74 

$787 

Chopper 
Strike. . .an 

exciting air-land battle 

one OF GAME: Shoot down all 6 choppers to 
juipped with anti-aircraft guns on the 

lower Чук ak on the upper level. For 2. 
CONTENTS: Plastic 2300197 4-in. lower level 
board and кырч, upper level. 12 choppers, 12 
Jeep gun carriers and 2 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO; Partly assembled. Instr. incl. 
49 C 6528—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 о2.......... $7.87 

$674 
" Carrier Strike. . . 

battle in the air or on water 
OBJECT OF GAME: Sink both your opponent's air- 
craft carriers or destroy all his planes. 
CONTENTS: 26x26-in. game board, 4 aircraft carri- 
ers, 24 torpedoes, 16 fighter planes (plastic), 24 
game cards and 2 dice. For 2 deca or teams. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 61027—Shpg. wt. 3lbs. ............ $6.74 

< Battleship... 
command your fleet 

A game you'll want to play again and арап... 
each time it's different. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Sink opponent. з ships by firing 
salvos of shots and calling out strike area. 
CONTENTS: 2-self els plastic game boxes 
9x6% in. high. Red and white pegs, 10 ships. For 2. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 С 65183—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs, 4 о2......... $5.42 

аншоа pace scans by chrisiniasndsebeciwicM. com 

replay 
game 

$544 

OBJECT OF GAME: Each player inaleg 
and no one knows when it fall. After it 
crashes lift it up and it's ready to play again. 
DOHUENTS: 7 platforms and 36 
‘ower measures 6x6x2034 inches hi, 
Er 5 years and up. 
ORDER pa Dore рец, assembled. 

t 

Blip . . . the digital game 

$744 ms 
The first pocket size type 
game. Blip alone or with a fiend. 
LO OF GAME: Push the 

button and try to return 
pressing one of the 3 num! 
Bip buttons. Scoring automatic. 
CONTENTS: Unit 614x414x314 in. 
high. For 1 or 2 players. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
спре INFO: Uses 2 pvo bat- 

; order below. 
49C 62028 Wt 11 02. .$7.44 

т e. wt. 
49 C 46991 ........ “ы. 99с 

Turn On. . .the all without 
family action game betteries 

OBJECT OF GAME: Cards require players to 
touch each other to complete a circuit. Buzzer 
sounds and you score points against timer. 
CONTENTS: Timer, buzzer, score pad, 54 cards, 
including fill-in-the-blank cards. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
= 3“D” batteries, not included; order 

49 C 62124— Shpg. wt. 11b. 20z........ $9.44 
Carbon-zinc "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. 
49 C 46995—Wt 11Ь. 402. ....... Pkg. $1.69 

Mr. Muscle takes 
courage and 
judgment to 
play because 
Mr. Muscle's = 
strength changes 

OBJECT OF GAME: You must increase the 
t on your turn and make a successful lift. 

too much weight and Mr. Muscle drops it 
CONTENTS: Mr. Muscle 914x1054x1114 in. 
high. Plastic t discs, markers and spinner 

wheel. For 2 to 4 players. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr. 
49 C 62054—Shpg. wt. пант. ..95.94 

= 
Triple Up. . .a skill 
and strategy game 5844 

OBJECT OF GAME: 2 take turns trying 
to shoot three balls res color in a row 

his opponent does. 
CONTENTS: Base, frame, grid assembly, 20 
balls, springs, rods, instructions incl. 
CONSTR.: Plastic. 6/4x11V2x2294-in. high. 
FOR AGES: 8 to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Sent unassembled. Instr. incl. 
79 C 62055C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ....... $8.44 
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Make ares Ki with Tomy | 
on Pla: it. Illustrate f 

ORDERING INFORMATIO! 
49 C 12021—Wt. 1 Ib. 

10), Fashion 
ind desigr your own paper doll fashions Ж 

e Sewing Craft Kit. Sew these — tote beg: ; 9x12-in. overnighter/ 
; disco purse; handkerchiet-look pillow; stuffed "cat; two 3-in. dolls to 

be worn on necklace; quilted belt plus a 10x11 inch Silhouette wall hanging. 

KIT INCLUDES: Scissors, 5 spools of thread, thimble, pin cushion, measuring tape, 
pins, embroidery thread in 3 colors, fabric and 2 sewing needles. Instr. incl. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years and up. Ц 
49 С 12031—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 оцпсез..................... Kit $7.99 

(12). Cradle Purse. When bedtime approaches you can turn this purse inside-out 
and it becomes a cradle for your doll to spend the night in. 

WHAT YOU GET: Red and white cloth and plastic Vue with drawstring can 
tote your small toys plus the 4-inch doll, included. Doll blanket. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 1 to 7 years. 20-in. Weaving Loom 
49 C 13353—Shipping weight 3 ounces for table or lap 

(13) 20-inch Wooden Weaving Loom. Weave scarves, wall hangings, etc. Built 
to last through continued heavy use. Weaves up to 20 inches wide. e соларо 
WHAT YOU GET: Maple-stained, solid hardwood with shuttles and pick-up stick m for lap" 
for variations in design. Non-slip footings for table top use. High-impact, molded vw 
plastic warp beams and heddle. 23x21'x6 inches high. Also includes 80 yards of 
practice yarn (enough for 11x6-in. piece). Illustrated instructions. Imported. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years to adult. Patterns not included. 
For extra yarn see 1979 Spring or Fall Big 
49 C 236 1—Shipping weight 3 pounds 13 Оев EARS Ду... $11.97 

(14) 12-inch Waist-style Weaving Loom. This weaving loom is easy to use 
indoors or outdoors. Just tie one end around your waist, the other end can be tied 
anywhere. Weaves fabric up to 12 inches wide, in any length. 

WHAT YOU GET: 12-inch hardwood loom with 2 shuttles and heddle. High-impact, 
molded plastic heddle, Waist and tying rope plus complete step-by-step illustrated 
instructions. Imported. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 12 years to adult. Patterns and yarn not 
included. For yarn, see 1979 Fall or 1980 Spring Big Book. 
49 C 2006—Shipping weight 1 pound 

(15) Pin Weaving Kit. A simply weaving technique . . . lay yarn peg-to-peg, 
then tie-off the yarn and remove the pegs. Now you have a completed project. 

KIT INCLUDES: 22x1434-inch board, 50 pegs, enough yarn for up to three projects 
and instructions for eight additional projects. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 years to adult. For extra yarn, see Big Book. 
49 C 2035—Shipping weight 3 pounds 5 ounces ..................... Kit $6.47 

g 6) Needleworks Art Chest. Makes 6-in. stuffed doll, 4 stitch-a-pictures, 2 em- 
roidered hankies, embroidered patchwork and tapestry pictures. 

KIT INCLUDES: Knitting, sewing, embroidery needles, crochet hook, flower loom, 
coronet knitter, dolly bobbin, thimble, tape measure, scissors and all yarns and 
threads for projects listed above. Instructions included. 

FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years to adult. Needlework Art Chest 
49 C 2060—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces ...................... $11.97 а treasure chest of fun 
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Colorful symbols 

in plastic blocks 
4? 

Make medallions and key chains 
bearing one of the twelve signs 
of the zodiac. Just pour liquid 
plastic into desired mold and 
let set. Kit contains everything 
you need . . 12 reusable molds 
(one for each zodiac sign), % pint 
each of liquid plastic in 4 colors, 
3 neck chains, 3 key chains, 6 
pin backs and 6 rings. 
49 N 21624-Wt. 2 lbs.. Kit $4.99 

Mosaic-style 
Crystal Art 

Make wall plaques, 
mobiles or figurines 

$ 899 
It’s as easy as decorating cookies, 
and just as much fun. Just pour 
colored crystals into metal frames 
and bake on a cookie sheet in the 
oven. There's less mess because 
you create with solid crystal form 

liquidizes and hardens in 
frame. Set includes 6 frames (dog, 
fish, butterfly, flower, cat, grapes) 
and six 4-ounce containers of 
colored crystals. Frames range 
from 4 to 6 inches high. Shipping 
weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. 
49 N 20475.......... Kit $8.99 

Glow-in-the-dark 
Crystal Cast 

$799 

Now you can float treasures in а 
sea of clear or colored plastic that. 
glows in the dark! Combine 2 liq- 
uid plastics, pour into mold, add 
non-toxic “Glo-Powder”, let 
harden about 7 hours. Set con- 
tains 16 molds, jewelry settings 
(for cuff links, earrings, pins, 
Tiki pendant, tie clasp), 3 bottles 
of colors, 2 bottles of liquid plas- 
tic, mixing stick, paper cups. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds, 
79 М 21757С.......... Set $7.99 

Crystal Cast Refill. One 714-oz. 
and опе 24 oz. bottle. Shipping 
weight 15 ounces. 
49 N 20332 ......... Pkg. $2.79 

Span-Craft 

$444 
Make all kinds of flowers using 
the forms included. Liquid plas- 
tic hardens on contact with air. 
Then paint them with one of 4 
enamel colors. Set has approxi- 
mately 100 wires, 4 petal forms, 
plastic foam, plastic planter, 
brush, florist tape, a 7-ounce 
bottle of liquid plastic, and a 4- 
ounce bottle of paint thinner. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 3 oz. 
49 N 20322 ........... Set $4.44 

о pade scans by dieisiniasnisetedmical com 

Mold them, wind 

them up and 
watch them go 

dodge 
As they walk, “Dr. Shriek” takes his head 
off, and “Наїгу Harry" swings lub. Set 
includes a heating unit, molds, 2 handle: 
wind-up motorized bodies, 4 unmotorized 
bodies, two 2-ounce bottles of Superplas- 
ticTM, accessories. UL listed for 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 
79 N 20218C .. se Bet $14.99 

Superplastic Refills. Four 4-ounce bottles. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces. 
49 N 21802..... oes Pkg. $3.49 

1 Mattel's HOT WHEELS® Factory. Plastic heat- 
ing unit (12x8x14 in.), six 2-pc. molds, 40 hot 

wheel assemblies, 40 assorted plastic pellets, 10 
chassis weights, 2 mold clamps, accessories. UL. 
listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 N 20142—Shipping weight 7 lbs... . .Set $12.87 
HOT WHEELS Indy Trail. Make truck, camper, 
Indy race car, and trailer. 2 molds, 12 assorted 
Plastix, 16 Hot Wheel assemblies, custom trim incl. 
49 N 20162—Shipping weight 14 oz.. .... Set $2.99 
HOT WHEELS Accessory Pack. Makes 4 custom 
cars, 16 hot wheels, 40 axles, 4 chassis, custom trim. 
49 N 20221— Shipping weight 4 oz. Pkg. $1.29 
Plastix Refills. 60 assorted Plastix pieces. 
49 N 21843—Shipping weight 1 lb...... Pkg. $2.87 

Mini-Mini Hothouse 

SPP 

Grow houseplants, flowers, 
vegetables, even a tree 

No soil mess . . 32 gro-blocs 
contain ingredients to start 
plants from seeds or cuttings. 
Pre-set molded plastic heating 
tray with plastic dome main- 
tains ideal climate, whilewater- . 
soluble fertilizer speeds growth. 
12%4хВ\4х5% in. high. 10 seed 
packets, 2 transplant trays. UL 
listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 
AC. Shipping weight 1 pound 12 
ounces. 
49 N 21626 ........ Kit $7.99 

2 Doodley-Doo. Squeeze out a flower or clown... 
or write your name on a foil sheet with a tube of 

colored plastic fluid. Bake in oven for 10 minutes 
(at 300°) to make it permanent, let cool, and peel. 
Set contains 5 tubes of colored plastic fluid and 2 
patterned aluminum-foil sheets. 
49 N 21625—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8oz......... Set $2.77 

Mini-Cactus Terrarium. Fascinating, fun to 
raise, and decorative. Includes a clear plastic 

terrarium (10 in. high, 8-in. diam.) for controlled 
atmosphere, special formula soil, landscape acces- 
sories, redemption coupon to send for four 1 to 2- 
year-old growing cactus plants, and instructions. 
49 N 21627—Shipping weight 2 1Ьв...... Set $4.49 



Jukebox with 14 favorite children's tunes 
or Jukebox with 8 stories plus storybook 

Simple to 
operate 

Just press select 
Slide to number chosen 
Child never touches 
needle or tone arm; 
no scratched records 

$169 == 
(1 and 2) Automatic mechanism is completely enclosed. Solid state electronic sound. On-off 
volume control. 2-section, unbreakable cylinder record; about 30 minutes of entertainment. Plastic. 
Measures 12x8x7 inches overall. Uses 4 “Р” batteries; order package below. 

1, Music Jukebox. Select at random from 14 
children's tunes, Includes "Raindrops Keep 

Falling," and "Let the Sunshine In." 
49 N 6650—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 3oz. ..... $16.99 

Story Refill for (1) Music Jukebox only. 8 
stories and storybook, same as with (2) above. 
49 N 66527—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. ....Refill $3.92 
49 N 8412—Alkaline "D" batteries. Package of 4, Shipping weight 1 Ib. 

Trap 
Drum Set 

ameter bass drum, 

79 N 66426C 

zi 25-key E 
] Baby Grand $454 

Piano 

Youngster learns to play favorite tunes by match- 
ing colored notes in song book to color-coded key 
chart. Two octaves, 25 plastic keys incl. sharps, 
flats. Metal tone bar, steel tone wires. White fin- 
ished plywood with screw-in plastic legs. Book and 
chart included. Measures 12х113/,х5 inches high. 
49 N 66511—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 1202. ........94.54 

540 
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$634 

The “Peanuts” gang's banner 
and “Snoopy,” decorate this 
drum set which incl. 16-in. di- 

, tom-tom, 
tambourine, cymbal and two 
12-in. wood drumsticks. Metal 
drum bodies, break-resistant 
plastic heads. 21 in. high. Unas- 
sembled. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 

2 Story Time Jukebox. 8 stories with music, 
sound effects. Includes “Jack in the Bean- 

stalk,” “Cinderella.” 110-pg. read-along book. 
49 N 6652—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 1002. ....$16.99 

Music Refill for (1) and (2) above. 14 tunes 
incl. "A Tisket, A Tasket" and “Heigh Ho." 
49 N 66502—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 

Parade $444 
Drum 

March to your own beat! “Реа- 
nuts" characters decorate rug- 
ged steel drum which is 11 
inches in diameter, 9 inches 
high. Drum has snares, carrying 
cord and two 14-inch wood 
drumsticks. Break-resistant 
plastic beating surface. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
..Set $6.34 — 49N 66467 ....... 2o $444 

Tot's 15-key Grand Piano 

Perfect for his first piano because tot 
learns to play simple tunes by matching 
colored keys to colored notes in music 
book (included). Sturdy plywood with 
ivory color finish. Screw-in plastic legs. 
Metal tone bar, wire rods. Measures 
11'2x11x6 in. high. From Japan. 
49 N 66535—Wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz. $2.99 

Real-looking Accordion 

$7799 

Young music-makers will love this accordion be- 
cause it looks like a real instrument. Red and 
gray plastic body with silver color trim. Features 
10 white, 7 black keys. 8 bass buttons. Opens to 
about 13%, in., closes to 9x5x8¥% in. Arm and 
hand straps. Song sheet included. Italy. 
49 N 66473—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. ..$7.99 

Rhythm Band n EJ 

with 5 ^ 
instruments 3 

` Fá $599 

DEAS 
It's fun for a whole group of rhythm-m: 
consists of 7-inch plastic rim tambourine, a pair 
of 7-inch metal cymbals, 5-inch metal triangle 
with striker and holder, a wood tone block with 
mallet, double jingle clog. 
49 N 6669 1—Shpz. wt. 2 lbs, 8 oz. Set $5.99 

Trumpet with mute $390 

Professional-looking trumpet of high-impact 
plastic has a beautifully engraved, gold color fin 
ish, moving valves, tuned reeds. Easy to play. 
Comes with trumpet mute for variations in 
sound. Lyre to hold music book. Instructions are 
included. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 
49 N 66516 $3.90 

Cut 10% .. Piano-Xylophone 
Two instruments in one. Wood piano has 
21 keys, plastic top and screw-in plastic 
legs. Xylophone has 12 chime steel reeds, 
two plastic mallets. Incl. color-coded song 
sheet for easy playing. Measures 
M'IAX11)4x3 in. high. Japan. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 66403—Shpg. wt. 3lbs. .....%.49 
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Plaques Set $499 

Screen Printing Set 
Design and print your own 
greeting cards and posters 
personalize T-shirts . . print 

on plastic, metal, even glass 

$1487 
Coat fine mesh screen with photo 
emulsion and place art or type on it. 
Expose screen to direct light to hard- 
en emulsion except where art and 
type have been placed. Use 8-in. 
squeegee to force ink through unex- 
posed art and type areas and onto 
printing surface. Set has two '/,-pint 
cans of ink, 10x13-inch wood frame 
with washable screen, all chemicals 
for screen preparation, artwork. 
Instr. Ages 12 and up. Wt. 5 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49С21042............... Set $14.87 

Refill Kit. Includes three '/-pt. cans 
of ink, chemicals, art paper. 
49C21043—Wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz. Kit $4.99. 

Shaker Maker* 
In minutes you can shake up 

Mickey and his friends 
or the Flintstones 

let dry, then paint 

A special powder called Magic Mix 
and plain water are mixed in the 
shaker and poured into molds. In 5 
minutes, completely formed castings 
can be removed. When dry they can 
be painted and accessorized. Has 3 
molds, shaker, 2 drying stands, 8 pkg. 
Magic Mix, paint set, brush, accesso- 
ry set, instructions. Ages 5 and up. 

Figurines. Fred, Barney, Wilma. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

49C20172 . $3.49 

Plaques. Mickey Mouse, Donald 
Duck, Pluto. 3 frames included. 
49C 20173—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
Disney characters (€) Walt Disney Proc 

$499 

Soap Molding 
Children love washing up 
with the soap they make 

from soap powder and water 

no heat needed 

$498 

Wash with a turtle or any of 17 differ- 
ent shapes. Just mix powder, water 
and coloring, pour into molds and let 
harden. Includes molds, soap powder 
to make over 100 pieces, 8 water col- 
ors, shaping tool, brush, mixing 
sticks, instructions. Non-toxic. 

Shipping weight 2 15. 14 oz. 
49C2017.. ern Set 14,98 

Commemorative 
Coin Maker Kit 

Make 12 historic coins 
to trade, save and display 

$349 
Mark America's 200th birthday with 
12 of its most memorable events. 
Children can take personal satisfac- 
tion in recreating historic scenes and 
learning from the historic booklet. 
Place foil on plastic coin base and rub 
onto raised design with engraving 
Sticks. Mount coins in the display 
board to show them off. Instructions. 
Ages 6 to 12. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49C20171 . ..Kit $3.49 

Ceramicast 
Figure Kits 

Make real ceramic animals, vases or 
pottery. Casting mix dries at room 
temperature. . МО KILN NEEDED 

Low as $699 nud 

Mold figures with reusable molds and real 
cermaic clay. Finish them with acrylic paints 
or Boss Gloss* glaze that dries without heat, 
at regular room temperature. 

Kits include casting mix, four '/,-oz. jars 
acrylic paints, two ?/-0z. jars Boss Gloss* 
glaze, 3 brushes, shaping tool, more. Like ev- 
erything else in Sears books, it's so easy to 
order by telephone. 

Animal Kit makes dogs, cats, horses . . 2 
pounds of ceramic clay. Ages 10 and up. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds 12 ounces. 
®9с21031....................... Kit $6.99 

L'II Critters Kit makes frogs, turtles, owls, 
mushrooms and even 4 ceramic vases. 2% 
Ibs. ceramic clay. Ages 10 and up. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
49C20174 . oo Kit $9.99 

Refill for Ceramicast figure Kits. Includes 
2% pounds of ceramic casting mix, 4 jars 
acrylic paints, Boss Gloss* glaze, 3 brushes. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
49C21033 m 5377 

Magic Memory 

Casting Set 
Pour "Memory" liquid into cylinder. 
put in any object. . in 3 minutes, the 
liquid gels to preserve every detail 
remove the object and you're ready 
to pour plaster or wax into the cast 

$877 
Reproduce a replica in just 30 min. "Memo- 
ry" liquid surrounds the object and gels. 
Wiggle the object and the gel expands to let 
you remove it . . the gel “remembers” the 
shape and contracts again to it. Pour in wax 
or plaster and let dry, then just peel the gel 
off. You can even make candles by wax cast- 
ing. Includes 3 bags of Memory Mix, wax, 
wicking, 3 bags casting plaster, 10%,х4-1п. 
cylinder, water colors, brushes, instructions. 
79 C 21304C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. ......Kit $8.77 

Refill Kit. 3 bags Memory Mix, 3 bags cast- 
ing plaster and special mixing bags. 
49C21314—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 10 oz. .....94.44 

Paint-by-number 

Ceramic Figures 

Low as $5997 
Get professional-looking resullts just by 
painting these adorable knick knacks . . 
they're so darn cute. Genuine kiln fired ce- 
ramic bisque pieces are ready and easy to fin- 
ish with six '/-oz. jars of Master Stroke® 
non-toxic, acrylic paints. Ages 10 and up. 
Toys on pages 431 to 600 can be ordered 
from this catalog until August 16, 1974. 

Mouse and Lion Set. Each piece is 4x3x7 in. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 

49С 20175 ......................- Set $5.99 

Football Player and Cheerleader Set. Each 
piece is 6x4x8 inches high. Perfect for the 
young football fan, aspiring cheerleader. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. 

9С 20176 ......................- Set $7.99 



These Deluxe Scene Sets have realistic figures 
with molded-in colors and movable parts 

Only the cavalry with a Gatling gun can save the stagecoach from fierce attack 

Stagecoach Attack Set 

13% 
Sold only at Sears. A band of attack- 
ing warriors surround the stagecoach 
. « but the cavalry is on it's way! 
Set includes 25 Wild West gun ез 

with movable heads and waists plus 9 
horses, Stagecoach with driver has 
four horses and turning wheels. Gat- 
ling gun has clicking action. Snap-to- 
gether 10-piece corral, 2 Indian tee- 
pees with campfire, 1 cavalry tents 
and flagpole. Stagecoach station 
uel with opening doors so you 
can put all your characters inside sta- 
tion for even more realistic play, 

All pieces are of non-toxic plastic 
with colors molded right in. . no 
paint to rub off. Figures eR ET 

_ 3 inches high. From Scotland. 
Recommended for ages 4 to 12. 
Shipping echt 2 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 

49N59904 .... . Set $1349 

Sail your floating canoe, hunt for food Brave knights joust for high 

or dance around the campfire honors at the court of their king 

Jousting Tournament 

Cut *1.04 

Indian Village 

E 

you're sitting а around t 
olor molde d pla astic vi 

Р es with snap-on 
ith detachable 

Sold only at Sears. Molded plas- 
tic set includes 2 medieval tents, 2 
jousting knights on horseback 
with movable rs, 2 trees with 
snap-on folia ap-together 
jousting rail and 14 assorted 
standing knights, each 2*4 inches 
tall. Figures have movable 
and detachable parts. Tourna 
ment site base sheet 21x17 inches. 

totem pole. 
ral. Fourtec 
with movable heads and w 
base sheet 32x22 in. long, From Scot From Scotland. 
land. For ages 4 to 12 Recommended for ages 4 to 12. 
49N59901—Wt. | Ib. 5 oz. Set $9.99 49N59902-Wt. 15 oz. .Set 54.95 

and Scout 
Brinch Тото $997 

Butch Cavendish, leader of the notorious 
Hole-in-the-Wall Gang, robbed the 

Carson City Bank . . but the Lone Ranger 
and Tonto are hot on his trail 

Puten Cavendish and The Carson Sud Bank dp In 

door t andcufís 
а plasti 
with т 

$9.97 
nigh. Saddle, bridle, stirrups 

чб 8c 59.97 
S Vicnch Сом { 1 and бна ЫШ 3 Lone Ranger with Silver. Horse 10 in. high. Saddle, bridle 

stirrups, stand. Plastic a Ages 3 to 10. 
49 N 59725— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 0 $9.97 
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Challenge your opponent to a fast-action game of hockey 
. or test your shooting skills at a game of pool 

45x22-inch Game Table 
with flip-over top 

Tabletop 
flips 
from 

a hockey 
game 

9 playing 
surface 

| 
to a Surface 

for роо! 

Smooth, molded plastic top for hockey $3 88 
REMEMBER! pool surface felt-covered; tubular steel legs 

You can order This unique table gives you a choice of two popular games. Start with a hockey 
items on pages face-off using the 2 hand-held goalies. Includes 2 removable goals, 2 scorekeepers 

439 to 614 and 1 puck. Pool table has cotton felt-covered hardboard surface, live-action cush- 
a ions, set of 1-inch balls, two 36-in. wood cues, triangle and rules. Plastic frame. 

from now until 45x22x29 inches high. For ages 6 years and up. Partly assembled. Instructions. 
AUGUST 13, 79 C 6511N—Shipping weight 28 pounds ..... zn .$34.88 

1976 

39x18-inchSoccer Game $2488 
Push, pull and twist the telescoping rods to make 22 plastic players (3*4 in. 
high) kick, pass or block the ball. Tubular metal rods. Hardboard frame 
and bed and wood legs. Includes plastic ball and realistic field markings. 27 
in. high. Partly assembled. Instructions. Ages 10 and up. Pick up your 
phone right now and order this one! 
79 C65531L—Shipping weight 22 pounds ... 

Kyle Rote, Jr. 
Soccer Game™ 

48x24-inch Soccer Game $3887 a= д 51037 
Push, pull and twist the telescoping tubular metal rods to make 22 plastic A— T n ve heads ai pavers 
players, (4 in. high) kick, pass or block the ball, Sturdily built with wood legs, ] ME irc Arc kek ты 
wood-grain finished particle board frame and V4-in. green hardboard bed with v block. 10 plastic play- 
white markings. Includes plastic “soccer” ball and 2 scoring rods at each end. = ions posts, E 
28% in. high. Partly assembled. Instructions Ages 10 and up. 5 ы а in оз 
79 C 65532N—Shipping weight 35 pounds ....... T - 3 pires о neu 

79C8553C-Wt. 3 Ibs. .....910.37 



That's Tigger in 
the chair lift 
simply turn the crank 
and carry Tigger or 
Winnie between the 
house and ground 

Take Pooh for a spin in his shiny 

Here's Winnie's convertible or you can give Tigger a ride 

supply of “hunny” in the crank-operated chair lift 
hne hn 

über oy THE 
fi cium HUNNY TREE 

Pooh and Tigger аге $895 
roly-poly Weebles 

Use table and 
rocking chair 
in Winnie's 
home or tor 
picnicking 
around the 
Hunny Tree 

Pooh's home is such a comfortable place, dh E 
rock his troubles away, dine at his checkerboai 
ble or ride up and down in his chair lift. You i can't 
knock Winnie and Tigger down. They wobble and 
bounce right back up. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic EK tree, 121/5х14х13%10 

es high, rocking chair, picnic table, chair lift, bee- 
меу with door that opens and car. Two Weebles: 
Winnie and Tigger. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years old. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions in- 
cluded. 
49 N 44288—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 5 oz. ...$8.95 

E Weebles. Extras for о E 
phy. sets. Package of two = ый Week 

Tigger. Each 1% inches tall. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 44047—Shipping weight 3 oz. .. Package 99c 

There's Winnie in his own car 
park it in his garage in 

the base of the tree trunk 

& 

a &. 
W 

E % m ЕВ 

Weebicle School Bus Weebles Tub-Sub Weebles Camp-About 

Wind up the crank, push it backwards and let it go. Dive down into the deep blue sea in this tub-sub with А camping site near a lake would be great fun. 
Watch this bus wobble off to school. scuba Weeble and explore the unknown. WHAT YOU GET: Plastic 12V4x714x534-inch high 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic 3%4x234x6-in., 1 Weeble. WHAT YOU GET: Plastic tub-sub, 5x34x6% inches — camp-about (convertible car with camper mounted 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years old. high with wheels and periscope and 1 scuba Weeble. оп top), trailer which hooks to car, boat, and picnic 

ORDERING INFORMATION FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years old. table. Two Weebles. 
49 N 44077—Shipping weight 4 oz. ..83.56 ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. In- РОВ AGES: 2 to 6 years old. 

structions induded. — ORDERING INFORMATION: 
540 49 М 44057—Shipping weight 6 ог... -$3.56 49 N 44068—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 3 oz. .. $6.63 
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Shoot 'n Score 
Electronic Arcade 

with revolving 
targets 

Knock 'em down, 
bell ringin’ shooting MARX TOY/ 
games with enclosed 

target areas 

targets 

Bonus 
cat ~ 

[3] 
| : Big Shot $ з аво 

without battery $ 1 799 

t over 8 targets 

Super Heroes? 
knock-over 

Target Game 

Talking Bugs Bunny? Target Bean Ball Barney 

$1299 $899 
Pen Anpa Game} 

WHAT YOU GET: 32%-inch tall talking U GET: 15x28-inch high hard- abuts tl 
target; hardboard. 3 plastic balls. et. 3 plastic balls. 3 =! 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 5 years and up. 7 3 14 
ORDERIN ON o NFORMATION 
79 C 65309C $1299 79C65211C—Wt S lbs. $8.99 eee $395 
534 [Sears 
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Our parade of musical Pop-ups, Music Boxes and Instruments 

1) Casey Jones Musical Train 
есога player on wheels makes merry music as 

it moves along. 
HOW IT WORKS: Insert a record, turn switch on. 
Train runs straight or in a circle. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic train, 8Vx5U4x8 
in. high. 4 two-sided plastic records (11 songs). 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 7 years. Needs 2 
“D” batteries, not included. Order pkg. below. 
49 № 45522—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. $10.95 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46996—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. Pkg. $1.39 

9 Sesame Street® Rhythm Band 
ids will just love to join in with this "band" of 

famous Sesame Street characters. 
WHAT YOU GET: Contains a drum, clashing 
cymbals, xylophone, bell, 3-string guitar, 2 wash- 
boards and a lute, Flute is removable and also 
Serves as a drumstick or mallet for the other in- 
struments. 934x17x1" inches high. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, metal. Support 
legs to stand at angle for easy playing. 
FOR AGES AND ORDER INFO: 1 to S years. 
49 М 45592—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 9 0z........96.66 

540 29 GME — ©Children’s Television Workshop 
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(3) Winnie-the-Pooh Musical Cassette Player. Toddlers’ 
version of a cassette player just like Mom's and Dad's. 
HOW IT WORKS: Simply insert a cassette, turn the crank and 
enjoy the "Winnie-the-Pooh Theme" or 3 other popular nursery 
tunes. No wind-up springs to break, no motor or batteries need- 
ed. Convenient storage space for all 4 cassettes (incl.). 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Sturdy plastic. 94x534x3!4 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
49 N 44237 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

(4) Fisher-Price Radio 
HOW IT WORKS: Wind up 
the big knob. Music box 
pare “I Whistle a Happy 

une" as picture story 
passes across screen. 
Can't be overwound. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF 
Plastic cover with wood 
base. Illustrated lyrics 
printed on back for sing- 
along fun. 4x2x4% in. 
high. Carrying strap. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 5 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 11 oz. 
49 N 45541 ..$3.66 

$6.95 

(5) Fisher-Price Record Player 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn knob to 
start . . . nubs in record grooves 
activate music box in tone arm 
and turntable rotates. Has 4-inch 
speaker to amplify sound. No 
batteries required. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, 
914x9x4% in. high, with speaker, 
on-off switch. Has large carrying 
handle and storage area in back. 
Includes 5 records (10 songs). 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 45532.. $10.92 

(6) Do-Re-Mi Family Loco 
Play your favorite tunes on the Do-Re- 
Mi Family Loco. . . each passenger 
plays a merry musical note. 
HOW IT WORKS: Push down on one of 
the passenger's heads and you'l 
note for “Do, re, mi, fa, so, А т do." 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic train, 19 
inches long. 8 removable plastic passen- 
gers. Nylon cord. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 4552 1—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 02. $5.95 

(7) Fisher-Price 
Pull-a-Tune Xylophone 

Play a favorite tune or pull it along. 
WHAT YOU GET: Wood base sound 
chamber rolls on plastic wheels. Carefully 
tuned steel keys. Wood mallet. Pull it 
along by a nylon cord. Has music folder 
with easy-to-learn color-coded instruc- 
tions. Measures 14x5x2! in. high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 45289—Shpg, wt. 2 lbs... $6.97 



Rolling Stones Rock Tumbler™ Kit 
Make your own jewelry or polish stones for display 

Double-barrelled tumbler lets you tumble and polish stones at the same time. 
KIT CONTENTS: Electric tumbler with Грин plastic barrels. Tumbler, 1344x642x54 
Ee MICA ја ginding grits, jewelry mountings, lue anc 
complete instru your our progress, со atapa 
materials to a pare 2 2 key chains, 2 rings, dant 2 pins, 2 cuff and a tie 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Tumbler has hard-working, hea heavy-duty motor. bra 
listed: 110-120 volt, 60-Hertz AC. Draws 25 watts. 6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 10 to adult. Not recommended for ages under 10. 
49 C 205 üpping weight 6 ройп@в............................ Kit $20.99 

Refill Kit. Incl. agate rocks, jade, Каче ше аш b ivo polish. 
49 C 22166—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces ero P 05.97 

Make enamel jewelry in 
your own oven with this kit 

Create the "natural look" with 
this Macrame Jewelry Kit 

Bedroom 
Lamp Kits SAMT d 
with storage КА zt ey 
compartments E POEM Ж. 
for jewelry - 
and n g 
accessories 

Jewelry Box 
Lamp Kit Macrame Owl and 

Plant Hangers 

з= 
P А Wall 

Hanging эе 
and А * 

Pillow 

Custom Van 
Lamp Kit 

Display up fo 0 tans 
ip this Handy 
Can-Can 
Collector Super Негоез® 
Set Figurine 

Painting Kit 

arie 



d amethyst 

Cut 5% 

Art-A-Matic 

EE 
SOMETHING SPECIAL saso * 4] 7' 

Squeeze out paint, flick on electronic turntable, and make splashy op-art paint- 
ings in seconds. Includes 4 reusable bottles of psychedelic, non-toxic paints, 3 
matboard frames, and 25 art boards (5x7 in.). Plastic turntable. Heavy duty 

motor runs on 2 "D" batteries, order pkg. belo 
49 М 20059—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces .... .. Set $4.74 
Refill Kit. Includes 4 bottles of paint and 36 art boards (5x7 in.). 
49 N 2138—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces . Kit $1.66 
49 N 8405—“D” Batteries. —Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. .Pkg. $1.49 

540 Sears ЖЫ" 
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Peel-and-press 
wall hangings 

feature 
Raggedy Ann and Andy. 

Paint your own “Old Time” ornaments 

See ants dig tunnels and 

build bridges 

Watch silk actually 
being made 



See the varied life inside 
a drop of water . . learn the 
secrets of human blood in 

"THE INVISIBLE WORLD" 

(1] 
$635 

300X Microscope 

View specimens thru 100X, 
200X and 300X objective 
lenses on revolving turret 

1 Great for beginners! Precision- 
ground glass lenses and rack- 

and-pinion focusing give you 
clear, sharp images. Substage 
mirror illuminates slide. Two 
stage clips hold slide securely in 
place for viewing. Strong, all-steel 
body measures 7'/ inches high. 

600X Zoom Microscope 

Zoom eyepiece and revolving turret 
with 3 objective lenses increase 

magnification from 100X to 600X 

2 10X, 20X and 40X objective lenses 
and 10X to 15X twist-zoom eye- 

piece are precision-ground glass. Rack- 
and-pinion focusing gives you a clear, 
sharp image. Substage light and mirror 
illuminate slide . . down-stop prevents 
slide breakage. Strong metal frame is 9 
inches high. Uses 2 “АА” batteries—or- 

The more powerful your microscope 
the further you can explore 

1200X Zoom Microscope $2960 vattenes 
Revolving turret has 4 objective lenses . . features both 
coarse and fine focusing to give you extra-sharp images 

High-quality 5X, 12X, 40X and 60X objective lenses and 10X- 
thru-20X twist zoom eyepiece are precision-ground glass to give 
you extra-clear images. Indicator shows exact magnification. 
Built-in substage light lets you view specimens even in dim light. 
Built-in down-stop prevents slide breakage. Heavy steel base 
holds 2 “AA” batteries—order pkg. below. 10 inches high. Japan. 

From Japan. der package at right. From Japan. 49 N 24185—Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces ........ $29.60 

49N24033-Wt. 1 lb. 7 oz. .$6.35 49 N 24034—Wt 21bs. 120z. .$14.80 49 N 8402—"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. Wt. 6 oz. ...Pkg. 99c 

Prepare 25 of 60 Prepared 
your own slides $299 Slides of $499 
with this Kit it actual specimens set 

Includes everything you 
need from slides to labels 
to cover slips. . even 6 
prepared slides. A bottle 
of Canada Balsam for 
mounting, methylene blue 
for staining, fruit flies and 
more. Japan. Wt. 14 oz. 
49 N 24186....Kit $2.99 

Bacteria 

Life (scal 

Skeleton Kit 
Learn the names of al! 206 bones and 
what they do . . even glows in the dark 

$249 

Finished model stands 15 inches high 
on its own display stand. Skeleton 
hangs on wire between illustrated pan- 
els that explain the skeletal system. 
Glows in dark when exposed to light. 

Durable styrene parts are easy to as- 
semble using detailed instructions. 
49 N 24046—Wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. .Kit $2.49 

Сана tate scans by сас пика ийй com 

Professionally-prepared and la- 
beled sli 
study. Set includes: Butterfly, 
Honey Bee parts; Tiny Creatures 
(ants, fruit fly, spiders, more); 

more); Blood Samples and Sea 

49N24037-Wt. 14 oz. .Set $4.99 

ides for microscopic 

(streptococcus, lus, 

les, egg, more). Japan. 

Visible Man or Woman Kits 
skin" lets yo 

muscles. organs and circulatory system 

Kits $477 

(3 and 4) 16-inch plastic models are easy 
to take apart and reassemble. Illustrated 
manual, base included. (Woman includes 
optional parts to show internal condition at 
7th month of pregnancy) 
(3) 49 м 24045—Visible Man 
(4) 49 N 24078— Visible Woman 
Shipping wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. ..Each $4.77 

Transparent 



There's fun in figurines 

Immerse hand 5 
to make mold 

ater, pour wax or plaster 
to complete casting 

‘Staind Dade scans by йт иаа com 

$2344 
without heat pec 

Pottery Wheel Workshop 

Make beautifu 

ay. pain oss G finish dry at room temperat 

Make your own cups, bow d vases right at home . . pitchers, mugs 
and piggy banks too. 5-in. diameter plastic pottery wheel lets you shape 
pottery, then paint. Apply Boss Gloss® glaze to get a shiny ceramic 
finish. Potters’ clay, paint, Boss Gloss* dry at room temperature . . or 
in your home oven . . no kil ded. Variable speed motor. UL listed 
for 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Includes 2 lbs. potters’ clay, four '/,-02. jars of 
acrylic paint, Boss Gloss*, 6 shaping tools, calipers, sponge, brush, instr. 
Ages 10 and up. 
79 C 21081C—Shipping weight 8 pounds Kit $23.44 
Refill Kit for Pottery Wheel Workshop. 4 Ibs. special potters’ clay, four 
ог. jars acrylic paint, two rs Boss Gloss®, paint brush. 
49 С 21082—Shipping wei Kit $4.99 7 pou } 

Маке and show 

your own slides 
without chemicals 

$766 i 
oe 
Y 

Simple transfer 

magazine print 
process let our favorite 

without chemicals, inks, othe 
5 you ma 

In less than 5 minutes you can make a slide. Place transfer film over 
print and rub with stick. Mount your finished slide and show it on your 
own projector holds 5 slides to show one after another, automatical. 
ly. Includes a molded polystyrene projector, 10'x8'/x9*/ in. high 
Also, slide making kit of 36 special slide papers, 36 frames, sponge, stick 
and 48 pre-printed pictures. Uses 4 "D" batteries (not incl.), sold on pg. 
563. Ages 8-up. 
49 C 20177—Shipr weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz. Kit $7.66 

Refill Kit. 54 slide making units and 54 pre-printed 
pictures. Е 
49 C 20198—Shipping weight 8 ounces . . Kit $3.44 recom |Sears| 547 

ful materials 

А! 



The Blue and 
the Gray $0949 set 

Two flags flying. You command the action 
that decides which will win 

1 A country divided against itself . . and the bat- 
tle rages around an authentic replica of a 

Southern mansion. Lithographed steel mansion 
measures 11x542x644 inches high. Other pieces of 
bright, non-toxic, color-molded plastic. 

Set includes 40 Blue and 40 Gray soldiers that 
stand 244 inches tall . . figures of Lincoln, Sher- 
man, Grant and Lee also included. Encampment 
equipment includes sandbags, stools, drums, tents, 
dispatch table. Play cannons, fence, the Blue and 
the Gray story booklet and assembly instructions 
included for hours of fun for boys and girls. 
79 М 59098C—Shipping weight 4 pounds . .Set $9.49 

The Alamo $899 

The sun beats down and the men 
grow weary. Help them carry on 

2 The battle begins as 36 heavily-armed soldiers 
charge this fortress and 20 more soldiers fight 

to defend it. With this set you can recreate the en- 
tire battle of 1836 in all its historical drama. 

Headquarters building with turned edges and 
78-inch circumference fence with swinging gate are 
lithographed steel. All other pieces are color-mold- 
ed plastic. Building measures 12x7x4 inches high; 
soldiers stand 2" inches tall. Set includes play can- 
non, flag, well, forge, anvil, chopping block, grind- 

ite! hing post plus Alamo story booklet. 
Complete assembly instructions included. 
79 М 59091C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. .Set $8.99 

Fort Apache $849 

You maneuver troops and the tribe 

as the battle for the West goes on 

Direct the action at this stockade outpost as 41 
alry figures and 15 Indians battle over the 

walls and through the swinging gate for control of 
the fort. Lithographed steel and plastic headquar- 
ters building measures 12х1134х4 inches high. All 
other pieces are non-toxic, color-molded plastic. 
Soldiers and Indians stand 24 inches tall. 

Set includes catwalks, blockhouses, teepee, lad- 
ders, play cannon, horses, plastic- porch, campfire, 
chopping block, cord wood, well, cookstand, Fort 
Apache story booklet, assembly instructions. 
79 N 59093C—Shipping weight 5 pounds . .Set $8.49 

The Sons of Au ES Kate 
Cut 
$1.11 

Now you can lead the brave patriots who 

risked everything for America's freedom 

4 Steel meeting house measures 10%%х7х4%% in, 
high. All other pieces are non-toxic plastic with 

color molded in. 48 soldiers stand 2*4 in. tall. 
Set includes "stone" walls, horses, flag, well, 

churn, powder kegs, fire and pot, log pile, chopping 
block and ax. Also benches, table, spinning wheel, 
chairs, kettle on legs, stacked rifle set, stools, lan- 
tern, hitching post. Sons of Liberty booklet, assem- 
bly instructions included. 
79N59147C-Shipping weight 4 pounds .Set $5.88 

NOTE: All items on this page are not recom 
mended for ages under 3. due to small parts. 
Recommended for ages 4 to 10. 

Heritage Play Su recreate four great episodes 
that changed the course of American history 

Cutsiod pace Scans by dieisiniasnmisetediwical Gom 



For all the speed and excitement of hockey on ice 
face-off against your opponent on this 

Big 58x27-inch Hockey Game Table 
with air action surface 

Motor-driven blows 
forces air through air je 
за puck floats over surf 

Cyclone Power-Jet™ Action Hockey 

Sturdily constructed wood frame and $5 788 
legs. . with 1248 powerful air jets 

Slam puck into your opponent's goal and score. Fast-moving game where puck 
г floats virtually friction-free on hi-impact styrene playing surface mounted on 
АШ rigid wood bed. Two hand-held goalies, 2 pucks. Woodgrained hardboard side 

and leg panels. Built-in scorekeeper at both ends, rules. 30 in. high. UL listed; 
110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 18 watts, 5-ft. cord. Partly assembled. Not recom- 
mended for ages under 8. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
79 C 65535N—Shipping weight 45 pounds $57.88 
SHPG. NOTE for both pages: For “N” items (as 79 C 65535N), see "№" suffix. page 276 

$1797 
without batteries 

Quick Shot Hockey™ by Ideal 
Battery-operated version of air-powered hockey game. 
All-plastic construction, playing surface with hundreds 
of air holes. 34x17x4 inches high. Bell rings when you 
score, puck rebounds into play automatically. Two goa- 
lies, puck, rules. Requires 4 “D” batteries, order package 
below. Ages 7 and up. 
79 C 65534C—Shipping weight 10 pounds $17.97 
49 C 46995—"D" Batteries. Pkg. (6). Wt. 11Ь. 402. 155 

аайы папа scans by сыз икана rom 



Garage for 
Christopher's 

new car 

Use table and 
rocking chair 

in Christopher's 
home or for 
picnicking 

around pool 

Т. а 

Closed view 

C'mon over, join Pooh and Tigger for a ride, + 
WANNABEES® 

{ 1 thru 3 ) Pocket size. 
Heads turn left and right. 
Arms go up and down and 
all the way around. Legs 
move back and forth; feet 
turn. Hands grasp Wan- 
nabee equipment. Hong 
Kong. 

(1) Wannabee® Lone 
Ranger and Tonto Set. 
Lone Ranger and Tonto § wannabeee 
save the day when they Lone Ranger 
rescue the strong box. and Tonto Set 
WHAT YOU GET: Lone 
Ranger, Tonto, Silver, $495 
Scout, 534-in. long buck- 
board with hitch, barrel, 
strong box. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. [ 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 0 
49 N 44074 ..Set $4.95 wb 
(2) Wannabee® Fire 
Fighter Set. With fire 
hose in hand, these busy 

firemen save another blaz- Wannabee® 
ing ae E Fire Fighter Set 
WHAT YOU 7¥-in. 
long plastic engine; 2 fire- $397 
men with plastic faces, 
polypropylene bodies, 
styrene cherry picker, fire 

hose, [3] Wannabeee FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. y [3] “Gymnast 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 44084 ..Set $3.97 $244 

(3) Wannabee Gymnast. 

МЕ тон GET Plastic 
аду wit! ropylene 
fice and bands. Styrene 
valise, trophy and $4-in. 
high gym unit. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 8 oz. 
49N 44157 .....9244 

Swim or picnic at Christopher Robin's 

Pooh, Ti nd Ch inne Белес MN 
do just about 

5 TOCk, 4 see-saw Or 5 ht ey can [pee 
They're Weebles . . . they and bounce right back 

handle swing, see-saw, slide, chair, bed and picnic 
‘Three paste Westies, Pooks Tigger and Christopher Robin: 
aide USE TM OM 

HOUSE at POOH CORNERS 

At this fun place to LA addi 

WHAT YOU GET: Styrene cottage 14¥4x99/x8 inches high when closed, with 

ү (UE ЧЫК УЙ нык ir жок ны. 

Weeble's Airport 1 фм... 

5895 

Y 

Take off in the heli or airplane for flying 
good times with Weeble passengers. 

WHAT YOU GET: Styrene hanger (is its own car- 5 
rying case) 10x9!4x13!4 inches high with air- < 
plane, helicopter and 4 plastic Weebies. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years old. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44129—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. ....$8.95 ww 

Cutiod pane scans by cheisimas-museteciwdc oom 



ITEMS ( 1 THRU 6) 
SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(1) Shoot'N Score 
Zero in strobe beam rifle before time runs 
out. . . shoot from up to 20 ft. away. 
HOW IT WORKS: Select the speed, turn 
on the targets, pump the rifle and you're 
ready to shoot. Try to score as many 
points as you can the time runs 
out. Pump-action rifle fires a beam of 

s.. DO Pump between shots. 
WHAT YOU GET: Electric 
with 2. п 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: 274x74x24-in. 
high arcade, 40-in. rifle; plastic, metal. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Power supply UL 
listed for 110-120-v. 60-Hz. AC. 35 watts. 
6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 6 to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled, instr. 

uses 9-volt battery, not i or- 
der below. Warranted by Coleco, Ind. 
Write for free , See 303. 
79 C 62553L Wi. 12555. ++ 844.84 

Carbon of 2. 9-volt Battery. zinc. 
49C 46993 Wt 4o2.- . Wu $1.19 

2 Magic Shot 
hooting Gallery 

Place meti -tipped pistol 
side of gallery face, чары jicks up pel- 
let from ready tray. Slide pistol to eye 
level, pull trigger. Spring mechanism pro- 
pels pellet towards spinners, pop-up 
numbers, bell, animal more. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic gallery 
with e measures 14x91x84 inches 
high. Steel pellets. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 65776—Wt. 21bs. 1202. .. 

out- 

(3) Big Shot Arcade 

action. 
AL IT'S Mns ОР: копурону, 

-impact plastic case pistol mea- 
sures 30x14x14 inches high. Steel pellets. 
FOR AGES: 4 and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 C 651851—Wt. 9 lbs.* ..... $17.99 

(4) Super Негоеѕ® 
Target Game 

Knock-over the Super Heroes (the Hulk, 
Spiderman and Captain America) with 
the 6-shot pistol. Each picture a different 
score. balls. 
WHAT YOU GET: 16x13'4-inch target 
with knock-down enero їс- 
tures; plastic. Pistol with 6 plastic. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 62012—Shpg. wt. 11Ь...... $4.95 
©1976 Marvel Comics Group. All rights reserved. 

(5) Circus Toss 
Stand back as far as you can, try to hit 
target board with beanbags. If you miss 
at top, you still have a chance because of 
stick-out bag-catchers below. 
WHAT IT’S MADE OF: Hardboard target 
area measures oe: 
tic catchers; 4 beanbags. Dowel si 
FOR AGES: 6 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instr. 
79 С 62001C—Wt. 3 Ibs. ....... $4.97 

(6) Saftee Dart Set 

Play darts without damaging the walls. 
WHAT YOU GET: Nylon cloth board with 
polyurethane backing, top and bottom 
supports; 1714x1514 in. 3 plastic darts 
with Velcro® tips stick like magic; 

1 for accuracy. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 С 65727—Wt. 11 oz. . 
"If mailed, takes 15-b. rate see page 

tw diuieimas massae rans 

Showdown Sam. . . the robot target game. . . take your 
best 6 shots before Sam reaches the OK corral 

HOW IT WORKS: Lower Sam's arms to start the shoot out. He walks 
through swinging doors, you have 6 chances to stop him before he 
reaches the OK corral. Hit his bull's-eye, you'll stop him “cold”; 
watch his arms fly up and his hat fall off. 
WHAT YOU СЕТ: 11-inch high robot; plastic and metal. 10x34-inch 
cardboard “Main Street" with swinging doors; plastic and cardboard. 
Pistol with 6 balls, plastic. Hong Kong. | 

without 
batteries $1099 

FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 2 "C" batteries, not included, order below. 
49 C 6529 1—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 02. ................ ..810.99 
49 C 46997— Pkg. of 2 Alkaline "C" Batt. Wt. 5 oz. Pkg. 1.39 

Stop Sam when 
you hit the 

bull's-eye and 
knock his hat off 

Aerial Aces 
Sight in the enemy “bandits” 
and shoot ‘em off the screen 

Shoot WWI planes out of the 
see with es on he 

game ones in 
penny arcade. 
HOW IT WORKS: Aim the mount- 

ing across screen. Hear the "hits" 

Ero SA [AP Complete 
14! -in. high target screen 

and machine-like gun mounted on 
turret. Simulated bi-plane instru- 
ment panel. Plastic. 
ELEC. INFO: Power supply UL 
listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. 
AC. 8 watts. 6-foot cord. Not rec- 
ommended for ages under 6. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Partially as- 
sembled. Instructions included. 
Warranted by Kenner. Write for 
free copy, see. 303. 

Erro 

(7) Junk Yard 
Use pinball-type flippers and 
ball to knock-off the “junk” 

ts. Score the most points 
without breaking the “win- 
dows” and you win. 
WHAT IT’S MADE OF: Plastic 
playing base, 19x15x5% 
inches high. Includes steel 
ball. 2 or more players. 
FOR AGES: 7 to adult. 

(8) Toss Across 
Toss your beanbag at one of 9 rotating squares on 
the playing field. First one to turn up three "X"s or 

s in a row (horizontally, vertically or diagonal- 
ly) wins. Score for yourself or block opponent. 
PLAYING SURFACE: Plastic squares contain a 
blank, “Х” and "0" side, For 2 to 4 players. 
FRAME: Plastic frame and legs. Measures 
18%⁄4x2114x51⁄4 inches high overall. 
ACCESSORIES: 6 beanbags. 

ORDER INFO: Partly assem- FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
bled. Instructions included. ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. 
Shipping weight 4 Ibs. Instructions included. 
79 С 65571С .. -$8.94 79 C 65324C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. ...$10.97 



(8) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Musical TV 

HOW IT WORKS: Turn the 
dial as far as it will go. . „it 
can't be overwound. Pooh 
scenes slowly move across 
the screen to the tune of 
“Winnie’s Theme." 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plas- 
tic TV, 914x514x1014 in. 
high. Has carrying handle. 
Imported music unit. 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. 
49 М 45524 $7.95 

(9) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Musical 
Pop-up Piano 

HOW IT WORKS: Turn the 
crank. Watch music being 
played thru transparent 
window. Pooh pops up to 
the tune of "This Old Man." 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plas- 
tic. 7x4x8 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 
49N44251 ....... $5.95 

тараан scade by блк Кай cont 

Turn a crank. 
hear à tune, 
Winnie will 

pop up for you 

jjj $588 | Crank outa 
J Western song 

(10) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Pop-up 

HOW !T WORKS: Just 
turn the crank and you'll 
hear the tune "For He's a 
Jolly Good Fellow." Then 
up pops Pooh. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF 
Plastic box. Pooh has 
plastic face, cloth body. 
512x612x514 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORD. INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49N44216 .....95.88 

(11) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Ge-Tar™ 

Be the envy of every cow- 
poke when you start to 
play this western tune. 
HOW IT WORKS: Just 
turn the crank, hear “The 
Bear Went Over the 
Mountain.” 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF 
Plastic with nylon strings, 
plastic and metal crank. 
Measures 14 in. long. 
FOR AGES: 102 to 4 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 8 oz. 
49N 44233 ..$2.99 

SEHA Rey — TfWalt Disney Pro 

(12 thru 17) Musical Plush Pals 
WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Soft non-toxic 
acrylic pile covering. Stuffed € conceals 
music box. Locked-in wind up key. Each 
“pet” plays a popular melody or lullaby. 

(12) Plays “Таке me out to the ball- 
game". Bends arms, legs. Cotton denim 
baseball shirt, felt cap. Felt face parts, 

m-pom nose. (13) Washable vinyl face. 
ib, "My Baby" screened on it. Painted 

eyes, (14) Surface washable. Locked-in 
plastic eyes, nose. Pink trim. (15) Bends at 
arms, legs. Locked-in plastic eyes. Felt 
tongue, nose. Neck ribbon. (16) Bends at 
arms, legs. Wears cap and shirt. Felt eyes, 
nose. (17) Plays the Mickey Mouse Club 
theme. Felt eyes, pom-pom nose. ( 13 thru 
16 ) plays a lullaby. 
AGES AND ORDER INFO: 6 mos. to 6 yrs. 

Catalog Price 

10/49 N 40157[$5.97 
8|49 N 40861| 5.97 (13) Suzy Doll 

(14) Lamb [13 |13|49 N 40225| 597 
(15) Teddy Bear [12 [10|49 М 40522| 597 
(16) Curious | | 

George* 11 |11|49 м 40224| 5.97 
(7) Mickey 

1214] 10]49 N 40163| 5.97 
TTWalt Disney Productions 

(18, 19) Dressed Girl Bear, Mouse 
WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Soft, fluffy 
acrylic pile covering. Stuffed UAE Locke 
in eyes. Felt nose. (18) has red floral print 
dress, green sleeves, yellow bib. 91% in. tall. 
(19) floral print dress, bright yellow smock. 
10 in. tall. 
AGES, ORD INFO: 6 mo. to 5 yrs. Wt. 4 oz. 
(18) 49 N 40872—Bear . $4.66 
(19) 49 N 4087 1—Mouse .. 4.66 

(20 and 21) Wags and Whiskers. 
WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Acrylic plush 
pile. Stuffed with shredded cotton, polyure- 
thane foam. 10 in. tall. Note card incl. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 mo., up. Wt. 6 oz. 

Mouset 

ЗЕНА Rey 

(20) 49 № 40873—Wags ........94.66 
(21) 49 N 40874—Whiskers ..... 4.66 
Price for each when you buy 
any 2 or more (18 thru 21) .......53.94 
(22 апа 23) Humpty Dumpty and 
Miss Muffet Play Pillows. Perfect toy 
for toddlers. Soft, lovable Humpty 
Dumpty or Miss Muffet doll fits right 
into decorative pillow. Fabric of 65% 
polyester, 35% cotton stuffed with poly- 
urethane foam. Pillow: 912х912х91% in. 
Mach. wash. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 yrs. and under. 
(22) 49 № 40832—Wt. 9 oz. $4.97 
(23) 49 N 40833—Wt. 9 oz. 4.97 

Wind 'em, shake'em. . . 
they make music for you 

Musical 
Curious George 

when you buy any 2 
or more items ( 18 thru 21) 

Wags and Whiskers 
Bean Bag Pets 

Humpty Dumpty 
and Little Miss Muffet 

Play Pillow 

Squeeze Miss Muffet 
and she squeaks 

PRE-SCHOOL 
«OYS and GAMES 



(1) Enamel Jewelry Kit 

KIT INCLUDES: 8 packets enamel pow- 
der. . . melts to a hard permanent fin- 
ish. Complete incen 2 
small and 1 large justable 
rings, brooch с meme] 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 2064—Wt. 100z. ....Kit $4.99 

(2) Macrame Jewelry Kit. Create the 
natural look of macrame jewelry. 
KIT INCLUDES: Natural color macrame 
cord, large ceramic bead, 2 wooden 
beads, 26 colorful beads, 12 T-pins, 
6x8-in. macrame board, instr., enough 
material for 5 attractive projects. 
FOR AGES: 10 to adult. 
49 C 20039—Wt. 8 oz. ....Kit $4.99 

(3 апа 4) Lamp Kits 
KITS INCLUDE: High unu plastic 
[хүн ER dices high lamp, 7x8-inch 

shade and preassembled electric 
and socket unit. 

FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ELEC. INFO: No electrical assembly re- 
uired. UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60- 
ertz AC. Use 60-watt bulb maximum. 

Bulb not included, 6-foot cord. 

(3) йү Sox Lemp. носне оп 
top of jewel earrings. Drawers 
sore other nicknacks and valuables. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 С 20644............. Kit$13.97 

g Custom Van Lamp 
liding door opens to a storage com- 

partment for personal accessories. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 С 20633............. Кїї 813.97 

(5) Macrame Owl Kit. Makes owl 
wall-hanging, two 30-in. plant 
KIT INCLUDES: 270-ft. of cord, 3 beads, 

2 rings and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 10 to adult. 
49 C 2054—Wt. 1 bo TT Kit $4.97 

mE Sunny quent Fabric Painting 
its. Paint a bea: Sunny Bunch 

pus on your own decorative pillow and 
fabric wallhanging. 
KITS INCLUDE: Pillow kit: 12x12-in. pil- 
low sham, pillow foam, iron- 
on design transfer, 8 acrylic Fabrico- 
lor® paints, brush, instructions. Wall- 
hanging kit: Natural colored fabric, 
12x14-in. fabric stretcher form, Iron-on 
design transfer, non-toxic Fabricolor 

brush, glue, hanger, instr. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
Pun INFO: wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
See 
4$ C 20085 ..Kit $8.97 

p Paint 'N Tote Kit. Paint lovable 
unny Bunch" on your own tote bag. 

KIT INCLUDES: Sturdy 15x11%-inch 
ready-made canvas tote bag with 

strap and bottom 
ET gussets. epis icon on 

fer patterns wi! - 
bet, 8 Fi acrylic paints, brush. 
Illustrated instructions. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
oopen INFO: . wt. 12 oz. 

note below, ri te 
3s C 20077D: .:-....-...- Kit $5.99 

(aye Um Can Collector. Easy-to- 

КҮ? ‘slots 2 IET up rem of 
different. types and 
CONSTRUCTION: Heri -dui tic. 
2 panels. 2414x2414 in үсү: plas 
FOR AGES: 8 years to E 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipped 

not included. assembled. Cans 
79 C201 1C Wt асва Set $7. 97 

(9) Super Heroes®* Figurine Hed 
epa hes ting zour favor: 
ite Super Heroes, * 
Man® and The incredible Ише, 
KIT CONTAINS: 2 molded vinyl figures, 
Sin. 8 lic paints, brush. 
ess C 20024—Wt. 12 02. ...Kit $4.99 

М of D. C. Comics Inc. 
Mr Marvel Comics Group. 

Саш pane scans by citimas mecelachmical Com 

(10) Electric 
Pottery Wheel Workshop 

with variable speeds, 
self-drying clay. . . 
no baking needed 
for finished items 

ыра pieces on turntable, decorate 
Bn NIS TES and apply glaze for a 

finish. 
INCLUDES: Plastic, 5 -in. diameter 
turntable with variable speeds, 11%- 
in. diameter plastic splash pan, 1-0. 
scil drying clay (needs no baking), 
four !4-oz. jars of non-toxic acrylic 
paint, one !4-oz. jar pare, shaping 
tool, caliper, sponge, ape oris. 
apron and complete inst 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL isted fe for 110- 
120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6-foot 
FOR AGES: 12 years to ere Not 

for ages under 12. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Pottery 

Ref Kit. Incl. 4 pounds self-drying 
paint brush, 4 jars acrylic paint 

and che jar of glaze to make addition- 
al jars, vases, etc. Wt. 4 Ibs. 14 oz. 
49C21082 ...Kit $6.97 

(11) Watch time "roll by" 
with action-packed 
WonderWorks™ 
Electric Clock Kit 

As the electric pendulum rotates, it 
scoops up one ball every minute. The 
balls roll from one track to another, 

time in minutes, five minutes 
and hourly segments. The clock 
movement is constant . . . no reset- 

. Precision- Accurate, 

FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. Not 
recommended for ages under 10. 
ORDER INFO: Sent unassembled; 

(12) Kooky Bird 
САД шад Molded polyurethane 

body perte moving eyes, felt 
parts, bi LIII pein de feathers, 

ther wood 

glue, [== rey ‘inished bird is 
about 22 inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INED: Wt. 12 oz. 
49 С 2080.. Kit $4.99 

(13) Metal Tapping Kit 

SET INCLUDES: Mallet, nails, stain, 
lowels, nail, wood 

and а to е key rack, dur 
ends, wall plaques, napkin holder 
coasters. Instructions are included. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
4902126 .Kit $5.97 

NOTE: Win a trip to Disneyland. To get 
your official entry blank, order any Sunny 
Bunch item on this pg . . . see page 2 of 
Бата 1979 Christmas Catalog for de- 

. . . entries must be received by 
Feb 15th. 1980 

Every 5 minutes the 
top track empties, 
‘one ball moves to 
middie track. Every 
hour the middie 

track empties, one 
ball moves to 
bottom track 
At 1:00 айз 

tracks empty, опе 
bali moves to 

Time shown 
on clock 

MES and CRAFTS 

S 541 



^ 
Fabric Агїтм 

3-D Wall Hangings $ 99 
with Frames ION ы 

( 1 thru 3) Just peel protective 
paper off self-adhesive backing 
and press fabric onto preprint- 
ed background. Cotton covered 
plastic foam forms. Walnut-fin- 
ished plastic frames. 

1 Oblong-framed Raggedy 
Ann and Andy . . sold only 

at Sears. Frame, 14x18 in. 
wide, Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 
49 N 20541 ........ Kit $6.99 

(2 and 3 ) Oval-framed Rag- 
gedy Ann or Andy. Frame, 
11х14 in. Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib. 

2 Andy only. 
49 N 20543 ..... Kit $5.88 

3 Ann only. 
49 N 20542 ..... Kit $5.88 

Pre-cut Wooden A 
Ornaments to 

Paint-by-the-number 

$319 

Add Old World enchantment to 
your holiday tree with 18 de- 
lightful ornaments (3 to 8 in. 
high). Made of genuine pre-cut 
Philippine mahogany . . print- 
ed and numbered on both sides 
for young artists to follow. Kit 
includes 8 jars of acrylic paint, 
paint brush, sandpaper, gold 
cord hangers, and illustrated 
instructions. 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz. 

49N 21815 ........ Kit $3.49 

Ant City 

$ 4° 

It's fun to watch ants work and 
play. Special tubing connects 
each escapeproof styrene 
house . . you can arrange hous- 
es as city or stack as tall sky- 
scraper. Built-in magnifiers let 
you get close to the activity. 
City includes 6 modules 
(5%x4% in. high), tunneling 
sand, vinyl tubing, eyedropper 
feeder, six-month supply of 
food, tweezers, braces, redemp- 
tion coupon to send to factory 
for ant supply, and inst. Wt. 1 
Ib. 9 oz. 
49 N 20146 ........ Set $4.99 

Silk Factory. . produce 

silk in your own home 

$477 

Watch the fascinating life cycle 
of a silk-producing moth—from 
egg to caterpillar stage . . to 
spinning silk cocoon and hatch- 
ing as an adult moth . . all 
within 2 escapeproof styrene 
incubators. Formula food, mag- 
nifying glass, redemption cou- 
pon to send to factory for ini- 
tial culture, and instructions 
incl. Requires very little care. 

Shpg. wt. 11b. 2 oz. 
49 N 20147 ........Set $4.77 

Citali page scans by dieisitatumiseledimical com 

Stagecoach 

45. 
Redwood and Ponderosa Pine Kits 

(4 and 5 ) Rustic charm of the old west. Just assemble 
pre-cut redwood and pine pieces. Beige plastic wheels. 

4 Covered Wagon. Beige cotton cover. 12x10x1% in. 
49 N 2185 1—Shipping weight 1 lb, 2 oz. .Kit $2.66 

6-in-1 Craft Kit for Girls 

Make doll clothes, jewelry, $ 4.99 
paper flowers, and more 

Lots of creative fun with this versatile kit. Make doll 
clothes with the Cherry Pie Knitter, or a wild variety 
of flowers with Flower Pops. Take wood sticks and cre- 
ate a handsome picture frame and wagon planter. You 
can also make an elegant set of jewelry, mod “Love” 
beads and rings, and 14 lovely paper flowers. Every- 
thing you need is included, Six individual boxes. 
49 N 21758—Shipping weight 2 lbs. Kit $4.99 

5-in-1 Craft Kit 

Work with leather, wood, tile, $288 
burlap and felt 

Five different crafts, each packed in its own colorful 
box. You can make a handsome leather comb case, coin 
purse, and key caddy, 2 mosaic tile coasters, and a log 
cabin bank or try the Hootin’ Owl yarn and burlap pic- 
ture and Happy Pup felt picture. All materials are in- 
cluded along with easy to follow instructions. 
49 N 21816—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. . .Kit $3.88 

Super Cartoon Maker $57 

Five 3-0 Peanuts pals to create with Plastigoop. Mold 
them in 14 different poses and bake in electric Cartoon 
Maker. Includes 8 molds, 8 bottles of Plastigoop, cool- 
ing tray, punch-out sayings, handle, knife and instruc- 
tions. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c., AC 
49 N 20145—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 6 oz Kit $8.87 

Extra Plastigoop. Package of four 2 oz. bottles. 
49 N 21842—Shipping weight 12 ounces. . . Pkg. $2.59 

Early American Wood Hobby Craft Kit 

Assemble and decorate with $7 99 
accessories included 

Hours of building enjoyment for eager young minds, 
and do-it-yourself decorating tops off the fun. Designs 
are screen-printed on pre-cut genuine Philippine ma 
hogany wood pieces. Set includes memo board and pad 
(9%x6% inches), water pump and trough (6%4x2%x3% 
inches), wheelbarrow (7х2% х3 inches), cottage bank 
(S'Ax3'Ax3 inches), and treasure chest (3% х2%х3% 
inches). Wax stain, color sticks, decals, glue, sandpa- 
per, and leather-like trim included. 
49 N 1976—Shipping weight 2 lbs. Kit $2.99 

5 Stagecoach topped with tiny lamp provides a deco- 
rative light. Preprinted beige shade with cord trim. 

Uses 75-w. bulb (not included). Electric outlet is wired 
for 110-120-v., 60 cycle AC. 12x10x10 in. high. 
49 N 21852—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. ....Kit $4.99 

| -- | 
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Lookat allyou can do 
with our most complete 

"Career" Chemistry Lab Set 

Use CENTRIFUGE to separate 
liquids and solids quickly 

- Spinning action forces 
solids to bottom of test tube 

Use 96-PAGE GOLDEN BOOK 
to learn how to make dye, 

watercolor paints, ink, 

batteries, sand, glass, 
fertilizer and much more 

Use SPECTROSCOPE to break 
©) light down into its compo- 
| nent colors . . observe the 
1 colors of burning minerals 

Use HYDROPONICS equipment 
to grow plants without soil 

clear nutrient solution 
lets you see roots sprouting 

Use MOLECULAR MODEL KIT to 
study chemical structures 

put "atoms" together to 
make king-size "molecules" 

AND YOU CAN perform fascinating experiments in 
fingerprinting. food testing. copper plating, water 
Purification and much, much more 

Includes 32 chemicals 52742 
and 10 test tubes 

Mix acids and bases to make salts, perform chemical “magic”, make 
ink and soap . . 96-page Golden Book shows you how. 

Set includes beam scale, 2 PYREX* brand graduated test tubes, 
eyedropper and plastic spoon for accurately measuring chemicals. 
And mom will like the 3-shelf steel work tray that helps keep your 
home lab organized. Set also includes alcohol lamp and tripod for 
heating chemicals, All PYREX brand glassware includes 25ml flask, 
beaker and 8 test tubes. 

Includes litmus paper; 2 test tube racks, clamp, brush; funnel; 
blowtorch; wash bottle; corks and much more. Ages 12 and up. 
79 N 24029C—Shipping weight 14 pounds ............Set $27.42 

Microscope Lab Set 

Сыл + Use MICROTOME to cut thin 
slices of SPECIMEN tissue 

lets you prepare your 
own microscope slides 

Use 48-PAGE GOLDEN BOOK 
as a guide to viewing fish 
scales, bacteria, blood. 
bird feathers, insects 

seeds, mold and much more 

MICROSCOPE has а revolving 
turret with three objective 

lenses . .lets you change 

lenses to vary magnification 

а 

See the invisible world of $1581 
cells and microorganisms 

Microscope has the three magnifications most often used in lab 
work . . 45X, 90X and 180X. It has rack-and-pinion focusing and 
precision-ground glass lenses for clear, sharp images. 

are your own microscope slides. Place specimen in micro- 
- it will enable you to cut a very thin slice of tissue. Just place 

tissue on any of 4 bla: les and add cover slip. 
Includes assorted specimens, mixture to grow your own protozoa, 

4-part prepared slide, shrimp eggs and diatomaceous earth. Two 
PYREX brand test tubes with rack, holder, brush. Dissecting equip- 
ment, magnifying glass, more. Ages 8 and up. 

Pick up the phone and order this one right now! 
49 м 24057—Shipping weight 4 pounds 3 ounces Set $15.81 
49 N 24149—Microscope only. Wt. 1 lb. 7 oz. ..... an. 7.99 



over tray and 
plug in heater Plant seeds in 

Gro-Bioks aod 
add water 

йо page cant by deistiasadsetediwdcal com 

Transplant 
in pots or outdoor 

Plant seeds in 
тире toi 

and watch them 
grow n 

Mini-mini Hothouse 
Temperature is controlled 
electrically to provide the 

best growth conditions for your 
flower and vegetable plants 

5799 
Watch seeds spring up from 32 Gro-Bloks 
enriched with plant fertilizer . . no messy 
soil needed. Includes 10 seed packets (flow- 
ers, peanuts, herbs, and a mystery seed 
pack), 2 transplant trays, dome cover, 
planting book and instructions. UL listed 
for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 13x8x5'/ in. 

high. 
49C 22782—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. . Kit $7.99 

Refill. 32 Gro-Bloks, fertilizer, instructions. 
49 С 22783—Shpg. wt.80z........... $1.95 

Nature's Window 
Super Plant 

A plant that grows in just one day 
to satisfy the inquisitive 

and impatient little learner 

$399 
It's like a window in the ground. Plant pea- 
nut seeds and watch them grow. . in a 
Short time you can actually see roots 

and leaves sprout. You'll see all the 
wondrous workings of nature in action 
through “invisible soil" that's really jelly- 
like water that can't spill. Kit includes 2 
growing dishes with “invisible soil", 2 
cones, 2 packets of seeds, flower pot with 
trellis, plant food, instructions, more. For 
curious children ages 6 years and up. 
49 C 20182—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib........ Kit $3.99 

5-in-1 Craft Kit 
Make pictures, coasters, 
bank and leather crafts 

. give individual kits 
as exciting party prizes 

$377 
Five kits in individual gift boxes. There’s so 
much to do . . you can make a handsome 
leather comb case, coin purse and key cad- 
dy; 2 mosaic tile coasters; and a log cabin 
bank. Or try the Hootin' Owl yarn and bur- 
lap picture and Happy Pup felt picture. 
Necessary materials and instructions are 
included. Your completed handy work 
make great gifts for Mom, Рай. . 
too. For ages 6 and up. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
49 C 22384—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. .Kit $3.77 

Ant City 
Watch nature at work as tiny ants dig 

and tunnel . . even build bridges 

$529 
The ants are off the farm and into the city. 
Stack the 6 escape-proof modules to make 
a hotel. . or separate them as houses. 
Watch ants visit each other through vinyl 
tubing that connects the modules. Feed 
your ants using tweezers, eye-dropper, 
food and feeder. 4'/,x5'/,-inch high modules 
have built-in magnifiers. Send enclosed 
coupon to factory for ants. . or dig up 
your own. For ages 8 and up. 
49C20146—Shpg. wt. 11Ь. 8 02. ..... $5.29 

(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

1 Gem Workshop. You turn a rough slab of 
stone into a sparkling gem using profession- 

al-type, 3-speed electric gem-making machine. 
As the wheel spins, it grinds your stone to the 
desired shape. Lapidary wheel in high-impact 
plastic case has powerful '/,-horsepower motor. 2 
interchangeable wheels to grind and polish pre- 
sliced stones. 3 grit sanding discs, polishing pad 
and polish. Includes 12 slabs of semi-precious 
stones such as jade and tiger-eye, 5 jewelry set- 
tings, template for outlining shapes. UL listed. 
110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. Ages 10 and up. 
49 С 22491—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 8 02. ..... Kit $19.99 

Refill for Gem Workshop. Includes 18 pre- 
sliced stones plus all other materials listed above 
except lapidary wheel. 
49 С 22493—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

2 Gemstone Jewelry Kit. The beauty of ba- 
roque jewelry without grinding, shaping or 

polishing. More than 25 jewelry-size gems and 50 
miniature gems are ready to set into free-form 
and inlaid jewelry. Glue stones in each setting— 
10 bell caps, 2 key chains, 2 necklace chains, 
bracelet chain, cuff links, tie bar and 3 castings. 
Includes glue, instructions and a half geode of 
agate or crystal to display. Ages 8 and up. 
49C2018—Shpg. wt. 14 02. ........... Kit $4.44 

gu Tumblestones Kit. Make all your own jewel- 
. junior rockhounds can grind and polish 

their stones in double tumblers specially housed 
to muffle tumbling noise. Two long-life plastic 
barrels with protective liners and rubber gaskets 
to prevent leakage, heavy-duty motor and mov- 
able dial to indicate day of operation for each 
stage. Kit includes 10 oz. of assorted agate rock, 
grinding grits, polish, 9 jewelry settings. UL list- 
ed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. For ages 8 and up. 
49 C 21026—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 12 oz. .Kit $13.83 

Tumblestones Refill Kit. Barrel, lid; agates, 
abrasive grit olish; 7 jewelry settings; gem- 
stones including jade, quartz, garnet and more. 
49 C 21628—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. ..Kit $3.99 

(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

4 Preserve Forever Jewelry Kit. Make jewel- 
ry for yourself or an unusual gift for one of 

your friends. Just place an object in one of the 4 
reusable plastic molds . . pour in liquid plastic . . 
then add the catalyst. Plastic hardens to encase 
the object as a keepsake forever. Kit includes 
mixing supplies, natural embedments (5 gem- 
stones, sequins, dried floral arrangement), pol- 
ishing and sanding materials, 10 assorted jewelry 
settings, photo mount and instructions. Ages n 
and up with adult supervision. 
49 C 20181—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. .. -Kit $3.99 

5 Plasticast Casting Kit. Here’s an exciting 
craft kit that enables you to permanently pre- 

serve coins, photos, shells, autographs, leaves 

and many other objects in clear plastic blocks. 
An 8-cavity novelty jewelry mold lets you design 
and make your own costume jewelry. Set also 
includes: 2 interesting-shape master molds; 1 pint 
of liquid plastic; hardener; opaque background 
coloring material; wet-dry abrasive papers; one 
bottle of buffing compound for polishing finished 
product; plastic worksheet; wood mixing sticks; 4 
graduated mixing cups; settings for cufflinks, tie 
bar, key chains and complete instructions. Ages 8 
and up with adult supervision. 
Shipping weight three oe 8 ounces. 

49C21047........... . Set $5.69 

Plasticast Refill. 1 pint of plastic, hardener. 
49 С 20269—Shpg. wt. 2Ьз. .............. $299 



from now until 
AUGUST 15, 

1975 

Drop seeds into grow 
block holes then 
pump water into field 
with irrigation system 
You can watch the field 
begin to grow in just a 
few days 

Plant and cultivate your very 
Own crops with this authentic set 

Growing Garden Farm 
200-piece set includes growing field with irrigation pump, 9¥%-inch high 
barn, silo, chicken coop, fences, farmhands, farm equipment and ani- 
mals. Fast-germinating barley seeds become a waving field of green 
when you irrigate your field. Drop seeds into 18 soilless grow blocks. 
When barley outgrows blocks, transplant it to pots or an outdoor plot. 
Six farmhands use pick-up truck, jeep, rake, disc-harrow to keep the 
field cultivated and to keep horses, cows, pigs and chickens fed. Unas 
sembled barn and silo are metal; all other items non-toxic, color molded 
plastic. Ages 4 to 10. Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
79 N 59182C—Shipping weight 6 pounds А Set $10.49 

Cross the moat and storm the walls 
to free the prisoners in the hidden dungeon 

King Arthur's Castle 

$142? 
Return to the days of gallant knights when chivalry lived. King Arthur's realm includes 
11 knights in "shining armor”, 5 horses, snap-together castle built on a rock formation, a 
large courtyard and a water well. And they're all plastic with non-toxic color molded 
right in. You'll lower the drawbridge and charge across the moat into battle. Knights and 
horses in armorial trappings are 2!4 to 3 inches high. Castle with pennant and coat of 
arms stands 20x20x18 inches high. From West Germany. Ages 4 and up. 
79 N 59128C—Shipping weight 8 pounds А Set $1429 

There's plenty of action in these poseable mounted Western Figures 

Frontier gal Jane West is outfit- 
ted to ride her horse, Flame. Jane 

stands 11% in. tall. Comes with 27 
items such as riding gear, skirts, hats, 
13-in. horse, bridle, saddle. Plastic. 
Ages 4 to 10. 
49 N 59056—Shpzg. wt. 3 lbs. ....97.44 

Cowboy Johnny West is dressed 
in chaps and spurs. 11% in. tall. 

Over 21 pieces of campfire and per- 
sonal gear included. Johnny's horse, 
Thunderbolt, is 13 in. high. Saddle, 
bridle. Plastic. Ages 4 to 10. 
49 N 59073—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $7.44 

Mean Sam Cobra, standing tall 
at 11% inches, comes with loads 

of villainous accessories. His 13-inch 
horse, “Satan”, comes with saddle, 
bridle, saddle bags. Total of 25 plastic 
pieces. For ages 4 to 10. 
49 М 59096—Wt. 2 Ibs. 14 0z.....87.44 

4 Geronimo stands 1112 inches tall 
and is dressed in a complete tribal 

Indian outfit. His pinto horse comes 
with saddle and accessories and 
stands a full 13 inches high. Includes 
36 plastic pieces. For ages 4 to 10. 
49 М 59074—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. ....$7.44 

NOTE: Items on this page not recommended for children under 3 because of small parts. 

538 
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$1547 
Super Bowl Electric Football Game 

NFL's Steelers and Vikings clash on 
31'Ax17'/-inch playing gridiron 

Sold only at Sears. Total Team Control lets you "tell" each player what pattern to 
run, what defender to block, to make the play “go all the way". Switch on the game 
and watch the vibrating metal field start the action. 

Exclusive Super Bowl field, 2-tier grandstand and scoreboard. Each team in- 
cludes 11 plastic players with official uniforms and steerable “legs”, molded in five 
3-D positions plus a triple-threat quarterback. Automatic timer starts and stops. 

ic 10-yard marker with ball and down indicator and goal line flags. UL 
listed; 110-120-volt, 60 Hz. AC. 6 watts. 6-foot cord. Ages 8 and up. 
79 С 65538C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ................................. $1547 

plastic players molded in five 3-D positions plus a triple- 
threat quarterback. Automatic timer, 10-yard marker, down indicator, flags. UL 
listed; 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6 watts. 6-foot cord. Ages 8 years and up. 
79 C 65536C—Shipping weight 4 pounds .. 47 

NFL Strategy 
Use an authentic NFL at 
with 34 offensive and 12 defensive 

142x874 inches wide. Ages 14 years 
and up. 
49 C 65594-Wt. 3 lbs. 8 02...... $16.44 

Electric Baseball 
“Pitcher” throws balls, strikes and 
even change-ups. Batter can swing 

20x20-inch ballpark in official colors. 
Adjustable scoreboard. UL listed; 
110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6 watts. 6-ft. 
cord. Ages 8 and up. 
79 С 65072C—Wt. 5 Ibs. ........ 98.57 

NOTE: Electrical items not recommended for children under 8 

ea 
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Our Best 
Professional 

36x21-inch 
rink 

$1499 
36x21-inch rink is the center for gear-driven polypropylene players to 
skate, check, pass, shoot and score . . just by pulling, pushing and 
twirling rods at your end of the rink. Delayed-action overhead puck- 
dropper and score indicators. Fast-action roller-bearing puck. Hard- 
board, plastic and metal. Extra team sets below. Ages 6 and up. 
79 С 65533L—Wt. 9 Ibs. If mailed takes 10-Ib. rate, see p. 276... .$14.99 

Extra Players. Ten (60 players) teams per set. Polypropylene. 
49 C 65801—West Division (including Canada). Wt. 12 oz. . .Set $3.99 

49 C 65802—East Division (including Russia). Wt. 12 oz. ....Set 3.99 

27x19-inch 
rink 

$1177 
Two pro-league teams provide the action on this 27x19-inch rink. Us- 
ing your skill, push, pull and twirl the rods at your end to make 
plastic players pass the puck, shoot and score. Game includes puck 
return chute and a fast-action wooden puck. Constructed of metal, 
hardboard and plastic. For hockey bufís ages 6 years and up. 
79 C 65134C—Shipping weight 7 pounds ....... 

1 This game uses the V 
cushion sides and 

corners of the slick 
“tink” to send the puck ї/ 
where you want it. n o bases Face-Off Hockey 
budges as your shots Management Game 
whiz across the 2 Face-Off. A slapstick game about 
23%4x15%-inch rink, hockey management. You play the 
sending puck spinning if owner of the team. In the scramble for 
inaccurate. Plastic. 2 superstars to build up the strongest team, 
sticks and roller-bearing you have to be shrewd and manage your 
puck. Rules. Ages 3and cash as well. Play a full season of hockey 
up. along the way to see how your efforts 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. рау off. 2 to 4 players. Ages 9 and up. 

79 C65601C ..9477 — 49C65608—Wt. 2 lbs. $5.97 



Welcome to the world of HUB-BUBS" 
. a friendly land where busy animals do people work 

Hub-Bub Jolly Junction 

5895 
Hook buildings together, place animals. nide 
and turn crank . . . animals all move 
back and forth. Mr. moves his firehose "back 
and forth. Mr. Beaver hammers, Mr. Raccoon 
moves his spoon and Mrs. Cat rocks her baby. 
These Hub-Bubs also move when placed in fire 
e or when bounced up and down in your 

WHAT YOU GET: Plastic 2-story hotel, 10 inches 
high; l-story diner, fire truck and 4 vinyl Hub- 

E AGES: 2 to 7 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44044—Shpg. wt. 3lbs. .......... $8.95 

Lots of action with push-button RESCUE CENTER 
This rescue team moves 

in a hurry! It flies and drives pem $988 
to reach and rescue a patient 

Help is on its way with this exciting rescue team Push button 
к TOR soon as the word “emergen- 1 for emergency 

copter а and go where they are А 9 
needed. уе u R >; qu | 

WHAT YOU GET: 11%4x6%4x13Ye-inch high plas- — 
tic rescue pace wits асаа res- я Push buttons s 
cue rie peared helicopter four rescuers. 3,4,5, 6, x 
Plastic and metal. Singapore. rescuers roll 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. y. into station 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assembled. Hub-Bub Comfy Cottage 
Instructions included. 

$244 
49 № 44131—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. Soz....... $9.88 

Turn crank on side of cottage and 
watch Mrs. Cat gently rock her ba! 
in her charming little home. Or, 
bounes Me. Cat in your hand and 

er baby, too. 
WIR iod GET: 6Vz-inch high plas- 
tic cottage with 1 vinyl Hub-Bub. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years old. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49N 44147—Wt. 150z......$2.44 

Push button 10, 
helicopter 

ma whiri 

Push button 2, 
gate opens; 

Happy Hollow 

$1087 

Hook buildings together, put animals 
in place, turn and watch. Mrs. 
Cat rocks baby, Mr. Cat moves 
wrench, Mrs. Owl teaches Bunny and 
Kitty, Mr. moves fire hose and 
Mr. Rabbit delivers letter. You can 
make Hub-Bubs work by bouncing in 
your hand or on the floor. 
WHAT YOU GET: Three plastic build- 
ings: school, 9x314x61⁄ inches high, 
house and fire station. Plastic mail 

Barbecue, deck, ire hydrant and 7 vi е, ydrant and 7 vi- 
cH buttons nyl Hub-Bubs. 

ick жоя FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years old. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44134—Wt 4 lbs. ....$10.87 
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See what makes our two floor-model 
Pinball Games so exciting 

* ringing bell e multipl oring trac 

è flashing lights € submarine loader 

e flippers * automatic scoring 

The "Fonz""" Electric 
Pinball by Coleco 

Demolition Derby 
tabletop Pinball 

Sea Battle electrically 
operated Pinball Game $3299 

This machine features a sea battle motif, 11 scoring 
bumpers, multiple scoring tracks and tilt light. Uses 
standard household current no batteries needed. 
HOW IT WORKS: Lift steel ball from beneath playing 
surface with submarine loader and fire it into play 
keep ball in play with 2 replay flippers. With flashing 
lights, bells, automatic scorer that tallies points up to 
100,000. Reset dial to zero for your next competition. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: High-impact plastic case, legs. 
Enclosed lithographed playing surface, 5 steel balls. 

DIMENSIONS: Measures 29x14x43 inches high. Playing 
surface is 26 inches high. 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed power supply 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 11 watts. Six-foot cord. Not 
recommended for children under 6 years. 

FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, instructions 
included. If mailed, takes 15-1. rate; see page 302. 
79 C 62065L—Shipping weight 14 pounds ....$32.99 

Wonderful 
Waterfuls™ 

$395 $497 

" 
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Winnie-the-Pooh Toys to 
(1) Clutch Ball. Winnie and Tig- 
ger are molded in relief on 
cuddly ball. When baby squeezes 
ball, it squeaks. 
CONSTR; Vinyl 15-іп. diameter. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 24 months. 
49 N 47018—Wt 7 oz. ....92.79 

(2) Baby Roller. Baby's crawl 
and walik toy. Colorful balls roll 
around inside and bells jingle as the 
roller moves along. Decorated in- 
side and out with Pooh and friends. 
Easy to inflate. Imported. 
CONSTR; Non-toxic washable vi- 
nyl: Inflated 15 inches long, 9%- 
inch diameter. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 36 months. 
49 N 47025—Wt 8 oz. ....$3.95 

(3) Activity Face. Move his hat 
-.. his eyes move; his hunny pot 
squeaks, sliding bar has mirror on 
one side, picture scene on the other; 
tongue “clicks” when baby moves 
it. Attaches to any crib or playpen. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. . . no 
loose parts. 14x12x3!/4 in. wide. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 24 months. 
49 N 47104—Wt. 14 oz. ...$5.88 

(4) Musical Mobile. Winnie re- 
volves, bees "fly" round and round 
as his theme song plays. Pooh and 
bees are suspended at end of rod 
from vertical-support shaft with 
colorful Pooh graphics. Attaches se- 
curely to any crib. Music box is in 
balloon. Imported. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Rod ex- 
tends approximately 10 in. from 
shaft. Winnie, 6 in. long. Vertical 
shaft measures 16 in. 
FOR AGES: Newborn to sitting up. 
ORDER INFORMATION: Shipping 
weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
48 844074 ash 2... $9.95 

5) Spinning Rattle. When baby 
its or pushes rattle, it spins, bobs 

and colored balls whirl around. 
CONSTRUCTION: Non-toxic plastic 
with suction-cup base. Measures 
40% inches high. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 24 months. 
49 N 47052—Wt. 8 oz. ....92.79 

(6) Busy Suprise Box®. Push a 
button, slide a lever, turn a knob, 
move a dial or flick а switch . . . 
one of the familiar Pooh characters 
will pop up. Each mechanism 
makes a different sound. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 12x7x3 
in. high. Built-in carrying handle. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years. 
49 N 44444—Wt. 2 165.....86.95 

(7) Baby's Gift Set. Includes 
clutch ball (1), rattle and squeeze 
toy. Gift box. 
CONSTRUCTION: Vinyl clutch ball, 
15 in. diameter; plastic rattle, 
Sx4¥ox1% іп. wide; vinyl squeeze 
toy, 6'4x4x3 in. high. 
FOR AGES: Newborn to 36 months. 
ORDER INFORMATION: Shipping 
weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49N 47038. .Set $5.95 

(8) Busy Driver. Baby can 
"drive" just like mom and dad . 
movable steering wheel, rear view 
plastic mirror, play clock, wind- 
Shield wiper, horn, glove compart- 
ment and ignition key (attached). 
CONSTR: Plastic. 16x8x7 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years. 
49 N 44673—Wt. 1 lb. 9 oz. $6.95 

(9) Comfort Night Lite (shown 
on on facing page). signed to pe 
baby comfort as he falls asleep. On. 
off switch on tree stump. Imported. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic base; soft 
vinyl Winnie. 7 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 24 months. 
ORDER INFO: Requires one “АА” 
battery, order pkg. below. 
49 N 47044—Wt. 8 oz. $3.88 

"AA" Бен Batteries. 
Package of 4. 
49 N 4699 1—Wt. 4 oz.. .Pkg. 99c 



Real wood Cutty Sark. . . elegance suitable for your fireplace mantel 

You will be proud to display this beautiful ship on your mantel or in your recreation room 
Designed for simplified assembly, with fewer pieces than model ship sold below. 
KIT CONTENTS: Pre-painted wooden parts, 21 antiqued sails, rigging thread, 2 flags, fittings, and 
stand. 6x22*4x28V; inches long, built to 1/120 scale. Instructions included. 66 pieces. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 10 years to adult. Glue not included. 
79 C 19053C—Shipping weight 5 pounds Kit $29.99 

U.S.S. Constitution, 
“Old Ironsides” 

This magnificent ship was one 
of the first “Frigates” built for 
the U.S. Navy. Designed for 
fast sailing and ease of han- 

“Old Ironsides” served 
with distinction during the 
War of 1812. Features full 
running rigging, billowing 
sails and massive armaments. 
KIT CONTENTS: Detailed 
model 27x36 in. long, 1/96 
scale. Includes 39 sails, 55 
guns, 20 crew figures, clear 
gallery windows, rigging 
thread, preformed ratlines, 
display stand. Illustrated 
booklet with instructions 
Over 400 pieces. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 14 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Glue not in- 
cluded. Wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 C 20313C...Kit $17.97 

Visible V-8 

Engine 

Wells Fargo 
Stagecoach 

AGetailed model of the first stagecoach originally used 
by the Wells 

led coach, 3 trunks, p horses 
rider, 4 passengers. 

A R 12 to adult. Glue not in: 
79 C 19119C pg. wt: 4 Ibs. 4 oz. Kit $17.97 
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(cox САЗ POWER 
Cars and Planes 

Dune Buggy and 

Volkswagen really wth starter battery 

dig in with fat 
tires and low gears ce 

^ ac Mec EI 

without starter battery, Change speed 
accessory kit for stunts 

Cut power 
for landing 

ad аур» 
A little more А ^ 
998 to талі eget "rd 

tor take-off — V £ 

pea 

Fuel throttle control lets you 

fly it like a real plane. . 

Dune Buggy Kit 

` 24 features Corvair 

= engine and , 

La other custom | Y 

"show" details. 
"Ae A : 

А 99 LY 2 “~ $495 Q^ 

Push air tank and watch rocket 
or jet soar 20 to 25 feet 

` 3-toot long 

Build and display ү» “Ironsides 

these beautiful re x li 511° 

4 Rocket-Plane Launch Set plastic Historic des" ON 

Slide a jet or rocket over the Ship Models FIT ч 
launching tube and adjust it for 
the flight angle you want. Then 
press the air tank and . . blastoff! 
Rocket and two jet planes shoot 
off on air-pressure thrust. 28- 
inch hose attaches air tank to 

=” 
М. 

launching pad. Air tank, pad and 
> launching tube are rugged mold- 

u ~~ ~ ed plastic. Tips and wings of 
3 planes and rocket are expanded 

~~ plastic. Rocket and planes are 
` about 34-inch diameter tubular 

т @ cardboard, 7 to. 8м inches long. 
i From Japan. 

i 49 
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Golden Science Sets 
оп these pages 

include a full-color, 
easy-to-follow manual 

"These hardbound texts are developed ex- 
clusively for Sears Golden Science Lal 
Sets by the editors of Golden Books. 
"They are far more than "recipe" books— 
each text explains and illustrates the per- 
formance of hundreds of experiments as 
it relates each to basic scientific principles 
and to nature itself 

оаа сену, YO 1. 48 pages. 
49 N 24048—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. ....$2.95 

Proprie ', vol, 2. 96 pages. 
49 N24 Flaca Tb doc $4.95 

Exploring with Microscope. 48 pgs. 
49 N24 їрє. wt. 14 02....... $2.95 

Exploring Biology. 48 pages. 
Fry prt ra 14 02. ....92.95 

Exploring Geology. 90 аре, 
49 N 24052—Shpg. wt. 11b. 2 02. .$3.95 

Use 48-PAGE 

for studying 
worms, frogs 

and much more 

Biology Lab Set 
Study plants and organisms with dissecting kit 14 7 

See the anatomy of a frog . . or the structure of a corn seed using dissecting 

Use 96-PAGE 

GOLDEN BOOK 

to make salt, 

and much more 

Use BEAM SCALE 
to weigh chemicals 

with accuracy 

“Research” Chemistry Lab Set 

Includes 24 chemicals 
and 4 test tubes $1627 

Treat water pollution and make disappearing ink 
or paint . . 96-page Golden Book shows you how 
to perform these experiments and more. 

Set includes beam scale, а PYREX® brand grad- 
uated test tube, eyedropper and plastic spoon for 
accurately measuring chemicals. 3-shelf steel work 
tray helps keep your home lab neat and organized. 

Set also includes 3 PYREX brand test tubes with 
rack, holder and brush. Also includes alcohol lamp, 
litmus and chromatography paper, glass tubing, 
more. Suitable for children ages 10 and up. 
49 N 24159—Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. 4 oz. ....Set $16.27 

Geology Lab and Field Set 
Collect and identify rocks and minerals 

"Student" Chemistry Lab Set 

Includes 8 chemicals $699 
and 2 test tubes 

An introduction to chemistry. Test foods and tex- 
tiles or make inks, dyes and paints. . 48-page 
Golden Book, especially written for this set, shows 
you how to perform these and other experiments. 

Use eyedropper and plastic spoon to measure 
chemicals, learn to test for acids and bases using. 
red and blue litmus paper or learn to separate liq- 
uids and solids using filter paper. Set includes two 
PYREX brand test tubes with rack, holder and 
brush; funnel; stirring rod and a solid test tube 
cork. Suitable for children ages 8 and up. 
49 N 24053—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 3 02. .....Set $6.99 

Use 80-PAGE 

7 GOLDEN BOOK 

$1499 
Real geologist's tools give hours of fun to the junior rockhound . . 80-page 

kit and 48-page Golden Book manual written especially for this set. 
Dissecting kit includes recessed tray for neat and efficient work, board, 

pins, scissors, needles, scalpel and spatula. To get you started, there are 12 
specimens—6 dry and 6 in screw-top jars with odorless dry preservative. 

Includes magnifying stand for a closer look; aquatic net; sieve; 3 PYREX 
brand test tubes with holder, rack and brush. Also: whetstone, tweezers, 
blotting paper, diatomaceous earth and 2 specimen cups. Ages 10 and up. 

Golden Book manual, written especially for this set, directs his studies. Gath- 
er rocks and minerals using geologist’s pick, identify them using Jolly balance 
to measure specific gravity and streak plate to discover the true colors of 
minerals. Includes 28 rocks and minerals and 4 fossils to get you started and 
magnifying stand to give you a closer look. 

Alcohol lamp with blowtorch; 2 PYREX brand test tubes with rack, holder, 
brush; eyedropper; spoon; 2 cups; tweezers and much more. Ages 8 and up. 

49 N 24163—Shipping weight 4 pounds 5 ounces ......... .Set $14.57 49 N 24059—Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $14.99 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: All Sears Golden Science Lab Sets should be used under adult supervision 0 [Sears] 543 
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GEMSTONE WORKSHOP 

Gem Workshop 
Everything you need to grind. 
shape and polish a stone just 
like 8 professional jeweler 
and all in less than one hour! 
Finished stones fit in jewetry 

settings... wear ‘em right away 

$1999 

Deluxe Double-Barrel 
Tumblestones 

Cut 5] 

Preserve Forever 

Jewelry Kit 
Set includes everything 

you need to embed in plastic 
over 10 unusual keepsakes 

or jewelry pieces 

Art-A- 

Matic 

Plasticast Casting 
and Embedding Set 

Preserve your treasures in clear plastic 
blocks . . design your own jewelry 

Refill Kit. 
138—$ 

" Batteries. Pack 
49 C 4695—Shpg. wt oz.....P 
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Join the BIG JIM Adventure Team 

Folds into compact 
carrying case 

BIG JIM* 
Sky Commander ™ 

Big Jim $987 yoon. 
Big Jim's 4V4-foot, flying head- 
quarters lets him jet around the 
world at a moment's notice for air 
search and rescue, troubleshoot- 
ing, and scientific investigation. 
Plane folds to form a vinyl carry- 
ing case. Includes working sky 
crane and hook, air rescue litter, 
navigation table, command chair, 
folding bunk and ladder, emer- 
gency transmitter, first aid box. 
Also: earphones, lantern, 2 work 
tables, 2 charts, and instructions. 
Ages 5 to 9. 
79 М 59708C—Wt. 6 lbs. $9.87 

BIG JEFF™ | BIG JOSH™ | BIG JIM® 

$499 $497 $499 

jh Big Jeff in safari suit. Stands 9!4-in. 
tall. Plastic. Ages 5 to 10. 

49 н 59613—Shipping wt. 11 oz. ....%4.99 
2 Talking Big Josh—voice in backpack 

says 8 phrases, just pull string. Hik- 
ing garb, 9V4-in. tall. Plastic. Ages 5 to 8. 
49 N 59607—Shipping wt. 14 oz. ....4.97 
3 Big Jim in pilot’s suit. Stands 9¥¢-in. 

tall. Plastic. Ages 5 to 10. 
49 N 59612—Shipping wt. 11 oz. ....$4,99 

Trailer and Jeep 
$969 without 

figures 

Rugged plastic Jeep with 
steering wheel plus big am 
phi-wheels, Pulls sturdy vi- 
nyl-topped plastic folding 
trailer-camper anywhere 
adventure leads you. 
Camper includes 

chair, portable stove, 

cooking utensils. 

cot, 
, and 

Jeep, 17х816х7 in; folded 
trailer, 414x8x8 in. Ages 4 
and up. 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. 
49N 59131 59.69 

More adventu 
on page 540 

Meet STEVE SCOUT and his friend, BOB SCOUT "5: eere 

Thunderhead Weather Station $564 whos 
"There's a storm brewing . . can Steve sound th 
includes tree trunk, table, radar antenna and screen, ane- 
mometer, walkie-talkie, binoculars, radio, code 
phone, headset, signal flags, comic book. Plastic. 
49 N 59561—Ages 4 to 10. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 

Duke and Rescue Unit $766 тол 

e alert? Set 

key, micro. 

. Set $5.64 

Pathfinder Adventure $897 vio» 
Steve Scout and Bob Scout blaze a trail to wilderness adven- 
ture, They drive the 1534-in. Pathfinder vehicle with 1012-in. 
trailer deep into the woods; then they ride the rapids in the 
14-in. canoe. Comic book included. Plastic. Ages 4 to 10. 
79 М 59564C—Shipping weight 2 pounds . . . Set $8.97 

Jointed 7x11-in. German shepherd dog with 
movable jaw comes with rescue canyon slide, 
trailer, rotational emergency light (uses 2 “0” 
batteries . . sold below), mountain rescue hook. 
Plastic. Ages 4 to 9. 
49 N 5957 1— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 47.66 

Alkaline “О” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 46996—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. . „Pkg. $1.45 

Catslon page cunt by didaa зт айе иса Conk 

Steve Scout 
and Bob Scout 

зе 
Fully jointed plastic figures in offi- 
cially approved Boy Scouts of 
America clothes. 9!4 in. high. In- 
cludes comic book. Ages 4 to 10. 
(4) 49 N 59551—Steve Scout 
(5) 49 М 59552—Bob Scout 
Shpg. wt. ea. 6 oz. Each $3.64 

Note: Toys on this page not recom- 
mended for children under 3 be- 
cause of small parts. 
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Outsmart and outsmack your 
opponent 

Here's play action where you control the shots from 
any position on the court with mechanical levers. Up 
to six players sink shots from the 20x12-inch em- 
bossed fiberboard court . . even make daring center- 
court shots. Includes 2 scoreboards, fold-down nets, 
plastic ball and rules. For ages 4 y and up. 
49 C 6502—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. $497 

Game Center 
Here's a whole box of family games for hours of fun. 
Eight exciting board games—football, hockey, bas- 
ketball, baseball, bowling, horseshoes, shuffleboard 
and the 36x10x2'4-inch plastic Ор? on game, all to- 
gether in one center. Equipment and instructions. 
For ages 4 years and up. 
79 C 65572C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $7.97 

Super Toe 

Super-action field goal kicking game 

Hit 10-inch Super Toe on his 
b helmet and with one mighty 

kick he sends the football up 
50 feet. To be the Pro, you 

score the most points af 
ter 20 field goal opportunities 
from various positions indi 
cated by the spinner. Plastic 
For ages 4 and up. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
49 C 65563 $577 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 
from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 

‘Catalog pane scans by Сыа aertateichnical cont 

( it's Knocka 

Take aim and punch the bag at the boxing fig- 
ures in a lively match. The first player to 
knock all the figures to opponent's side wins 
the round. Sturdy molded plastic base can be 
placed on tabletop or floor for hours of boxing 
fun. 15x23-inch long base complete with built- 
in scoreboard and two punching bags. For ages 
4 to 9 years. Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 C 65438C..... * $8.99 

Bowl-A-Rama 
1 Perfect for tabletop or floor. 

Bowler's figure positions 
anywhere behind foul line. By 
manipulating bowler's arm, the 
ball is released to strike ten 
pins. E-Z pin loader and rules 
included. 23/2x814x354 in. Plas- 
tic. Ages 3 and up. 
48 C 65602—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $4.44 

Action Bowl 
Aim "bowler" gun that con- 
trols his movable arm, 

squeeze trigger and watch the 
pins stagger. Bowler realistical- 
ly picks up ball at automatic re- 
turn. Automatic pinsetter, 
scorepad and instructions. 
35V4x9Vax11V-in. alley. Plastic. 
Ages 4 and up. 

79 C 65573C—Wt. 7 Ibs. .. $1247 

Tudor* Bowl 
3 For tabletop or floor. When 

ball hits pins, they flip up. 
Squeeze dual-action pinsetter to 
reset. Ball returns automatical- 
ly. 4¥%-in. plastic pins; 3-in. rub- 
ber ball. 16x16x6-in. metal 
frame. For ages 4 to 10. 
79 C 6509C—Wt. 5 lbs. $7.97 

Electric Horse Race 
Exclusive handicapping for 
photo-finish races. Fast and 
slow track settings. 9 races. 1 
Daily Double. 3 Exactas. “Mon- 
ey”, rules, 6 horses. Steel. 27x16 
in. wide. UL listed; 110-120-v., 
60-Hz. AC. 6 watts. 5-ft. cord. 
Not for ages under 8. 
79 C 65604C—Wt. 4 lbs. ...89.55 

Knock all the figures to opponent's 
side and you're the winner! 
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WHAT YOU GET: In iH И. cue p 
mde 

nd lar 4 Ween Weebles: ghost, wit 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

squeaking dooi 
unk їй bas Beat couch, cai 

itch, brother, sister. 

79 N 44138C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ...$ 10.94 

FISHER- 
PRICE 

Children's 
Hospital 

$114? 

X-ray patient, P cage appears. Weigh patient, scale- 
dial moves. And there's even more you can do. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic, 14x5V2x954,-in. 
tal ege operating and examining uA dren's з 

E AGES: ay to са 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 44132—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 1002.......... $11.47 

Mh your т replies of Sinaia бо ЖОШО 
ent, have a soda at 

Mr. oem ск A apre eee 
WHAT uA GET: 1214x10x1114-inch high folding 
building with blackboard on 

[THp rA 
the Grouch, sanitation truck, chalk and eraser. 
and is easy to carry. Plastic. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 

frie INFORMATION: 
79N 95C—Shipping weight 7 pounds ...$ 14.87 
are: а is trademark of Children’s Television Workshop 

(6 and 7) Puzzletown Centers. 
Children love these fun to assemble and to take apart 
centers. They can assemble buildings any way they 
want, making one building or separating buildings for 
offices, stores and hospital. Once the town has been built, 
it can be taken apart and rearranged. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

(6) Mayor Fox's Town 
Center. 

Mayor Fox welcomes you 
while Sgt. Murphy patrols 
and Mrs. Murphy shops. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic, 
12x24-inch base with 

lwood parts for mak- 
ing department and candy 
Stores, town hall and veg- 
etable stand. Plastic acces- 
sories. 
ORDERING INFO: Shpg. 
wt. 5 Ibs. 2 oz. 

49N44115 ..... $9.94 

m———— 

(7) Dr. Lion's Medical 
Center. 

Take sick turtle to the pet 
hospital. Nurse Nell city and 
Flossie Rabbit wil! ер 
Dr. Lion make him well. 

WHAT YOU GET: Plastic, 
12x12-inch base with 
hardboard parts for mak- 
ing pet hospital and of- 
fices for Dr. Lion and eye 
doctor. Plastic accessories. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

49N44144 ..... $5.96 

(1) Mickey Mouse Clubhouse. 
WHAT YOU GET: 11x9!4x8!4- 
inch high styrene clubhouse. Plas- 
tic swing, seesaw, grand- 
stand, rocking chair, camera, 

mat and PA 4 plastic 
Weebies: Mi Mick Pluto 
and boy and girl 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49N44103 . $8.46 

(2) Mickey Mouse Clock. 
Pull Mu etring on one of Ма end set асса 

WHAT YOU GET: Plastic 
11x34%4x124¢ inch high clock. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs. 1 oz. 
49N45765 ............. $9.77 

(3) Mickey Mouse Phone. 

Turn wheel to favorite Disney 
character on screen. Dial magic 
number. Listen to character's 
voice through the receiver, 
WHAT YOU GET: Place 
Sx 12x53 in. 
Mickey and Minnie Mouse’ Sese 
White, Ma EH Poppins, Jiminy 

FOR AGES; 2 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: кке 1"D" 

ct. not incl. 4 
low. wt.2 
49N 45764. ROPAR $9.66 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 

49 N 46995 ....Package $1.69 

(4) Come Alive Mickey 
Mouse. Although completely 
a Mickey has a et in- 
Side. Use him as a hand puppet. 
WHAT YOU GET: Acrylic plush 
ile E UT Mouse; 16 inches 

with shredded syn- 
thetic foam. EXAM -in plastic 
eyes. тоу 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 eu 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 40914—Wt. 7 oz. ..86.97 

(5) Marching Mickey Mouse. 
Mickey struts along with you 

you squeeze his Come Alive. | 
WHAT YOU GET: 19-in. high Mickey 
mouse with strong vinyl body Mouse 
covered in polyester. анаа 
eyes, sewn-on buttons. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
S A eye Wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. 
49 N 40918 ........... $11.77 
Las diis © Walt Disney Pro- 

Eus Island Action Arcade. 
Dunk the clown. Land three balls 
in circle. Ring the bell. Knock 
down bottles. 
WHAT YOU GET: 20x8V2x914 -in. 
high plastic „ hammer. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 4 Ibs. 
79N 44579C . -$11.44 

Playskool's Puzzletown 

Richard Scarry's animal world where you 
arrange buildings into any setting you want 

Town Center ledical Center 
Mayor Fox's $994 | z Dr. Lion's $596 

double as 

Mickey Mouse Phone 
without 
battery 

Marching 
Mickey Mouse 

Coney Island 
Action Arcade 

base 
pieces $ 



(1) The “Fonz”™ Electric Pinball 
HOW IT WORKS: Lift steel ball from 
beneath playing surface with subma- 
rine loader fire it into play . . . 
keep ball on board with 2 indepen- 
dently controlled replay урек. Ас- 
tion is fast and furious as lights flash, 

lis ring and automatic scoring sys- 
tem tallies те points up to 100,000. 
11 scoring bumpers, 4 scoring tracks 
add to the excitement. Score knob re- 
turns score to zero so you're ready 
for the next game. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 38x21'4x 
52V4 inches overall. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Wood base 
and steel support legs. Enclosed litho- 
DM playing surface. 5 steel balls. 

lolded red plastic headboard. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL 
listed power supply for 110-120-volt, 
60-Hz. AC. 14 watts. 6-foot cord. Not 
recommended for ages under 6. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Partially assembled. Instructions are 
included. Warranted by Coleco In- 
dustries, write for free copy, see page 
303 for details. 
Shipping weight 50 pounds. 
79 C 62061L ... 
©1976 Paramount Pi 

(2) Demolition Derby Pinball 
HOW IT WORKS: Shoot steel ball 

with 7 individually opersud lip 
pers. Automatic scor-o-dial for in- 
stant scoring. There's plenty of 
action as the bell rings and the 
scoring light flashes. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: 
closed ae case is 20x1 
inches when set up. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assem- 
bled, instructions included. Needs 

. Wt. 5 
49C62041........... $13.95 
Alkaline “D” Batteries. 

of 2. 
49 C 46996—Wt. 11 oz. .8 1.69 

(3) Snap'n Spin Football 
HOW IT WORKS: Snap back ac- 
tion lever sends steel ball into ac- 
tion on simulated football field. 
Then $o score most xA 
downs, or extra point 
like in real football. 
WHAT IT’S MADE OF: Colorful 
molded plastic base with clear 
plastic bubble for viewing of 

16V4x794x8 in. high. 9 steel 
falls. Manual ball return. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 
49 C 62071 ............ $5.95 

You can order items 
on pages 8, 9, 14 thru 
17B, and 423 to 598 

from now until 
AUGUST 31, 1978 

(4 and 5) Wonderful Waterfuls™ 
Add water to plastic tank and you're 
ready to play. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and older. 

4) Water Basketball. Push 
“whoosh” button to score and block. 
7х2%х7% in. high. 2 score counters. 
49 C 62026—Wt 11b. ...... $4.97 

(5) Starball. Push “whoosh” but- 
ton, forcing star to rotate. Balls 
forced through star maze, fall into 
Score уез. 6x279x774 in. 
49 C 62025—Wt. 13 oz. .....$3.95 

scans by Chaitinias ашка Conn 

Battery-operated Action Pinball 

With flashing light. ringing bell, automatic 
Scoring, 11 scoring bumpers and 
two independent replay flippers 

ball in play with 2 is fast and 
NN M ees NE and automatic scorer 
tallies your points up to . . reset knob returns 
score to zero for next game. surface has geomet- 
ric motif design with 11 scoring 

FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 4 “D” batteries 
(not included, order 2 packages left.) Partly 
M OM, Tf mailed takes 151b. 

Foc 653451 Shipping weight 14 pounds ....$22.97 

Sink the Fleet $394 
HOW TO PLAY: Each player uses his - 
netic control “wand” to pick up steel ball 
“missile”, Then he slides it over the transpar- 
ent plastic "bomb bay window" until he is 
ready to drop the missile on a sub, cruiser, 
destroyer or battleship. Some targets are 
easy to hit while others are more difficult. 
The player with the most points at the end is 
the winner. For 2 players. 
WHAT YOU GET: Self-contained plastic game 
unit with two magnetic wands and 25 pol- 
ished steel balls. 16%х10х1% in. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 62003—Wt. 11b. 202.......... $3.94 

BigShotPoo! $] 784 
HOW TO PLAY: Draw a card and follow the 
2 E v "EY tane p cem and 
lesignat ets. If you make the shot you 
et a fist full of money. Rubber bumpers al- 
low you to bank, double bank or triple bank 
the ball. You control the sj and angle of 
every shot with the special action cue. Fast 
action game demands strategy, concentration 
and shooting skills. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic base measuring 
37x25V4x8% inches high, figure, spring-load- 
ed shooter, bumpers, rubberbands, card 
Sheet, money, instructions and 3 ` 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr. incl. If 

iled, takes 15-Ib. rate, see pg. 303. 
79 C 6205 1L—Shpg. wt. $Ibs...... $13.84 

Hit'n Run Pinball $] 174 
More than a pinball вате. . . the infield re- 
ally moves and the players “run”. 
HOW TO PLAY: Place man at home, pull 
Sorog ada shooter to hit ball. Swing can 
be ball, strike, hit or out. Mechanism selects 
at random number of bases hit and moves 
accordingly. When man reaches home plate, 
projecting arm sweeps him into dugout, 
Then count players to determine score. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic playing field, 
23х12\%%хб\М in. high. 8 marbles, spring-load- 
ed shooter, 9 players, score sheet, instr. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. For 2 players. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled, instructions. 
79 C 6527 1C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. ....$11.74 

Swervin' Derby $495 е-е 

HOW ТО PLAY: Attempt to steer car through 
other cars printed on long roller belt. Car is 
controlled with steering wheel and gear-shift 
(forward, neutral and reverse). Score a pen- 
alty if you hit a hazard or accident. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic base 734х5 in. wide 
with steering wheel and gearshift attached. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 1 “C” 
решу. not included, sold below. 
49 C 62027—Shpg. wt. 10 о02........ $4.95 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46997—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. ...Pkg. $1.39 



enliven crib or playpen 
(10) Musica! Busy Вох®. Open 
door. . . Tigger waves. Turn 
knob on music school . . . hear 
Pooh's theme song. Clock hand 
turns and clicks, race car slides 
and clacks. TV knob changes pic- 
tures. Spinning wheel whirls 
around. Plastic mirror. Attaches 
to side of crib or playpen. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic . . . no 
loose parts. 13x3x14 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 36 months. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49N44165 ............ $9.95 

Busy Box® (not shown). Like 
Pooh's Musical Busy Box® (10) 
above, except there is no music 
and knob on school is a squeaker, 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49N 47124 we 98.95 

(11) Ring-a-Bell Bicycle Crib 
Toy. Pull 22-6 Winnie rides 
ош on his bike while bell rings. 
elease ring . . innie rides $ : Musical or Non-musical 

back behind fence. Attaches to = Pu s pom 
any crib or playpen. MY 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic . . . no 
loose parts. 8x2x5 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 18 months. 
49 N 47084—Wt. 9 oz. ..$3.88 

(12) Flutter Ball 
Roll it, spin it . . . watch playful 
Winnie and Tigger flutter. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Mea- 
sures 7-inches in diameter. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 36 months. 
49 № 47013—Wt 9 oz. ..$4.45 

(13) Ring-a-Bell Fire Engine 
Crib Toy. Push button, watch 

let move back and forth to ring 
ll. Attaches to crib or playpen. 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic . . . no 
loose parts. 8x2x5 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 18 months. 
49 N 47062—Wt. 9 oz. ..93.88 

(14) Musical Crib Toy. Pull the 
string and Pooh plays his theme 
song as his arms and eyes move 
up and down. Hangs from crib or 
playpen. Imported. 
CONSTR: Plastic. 5х512 in. 
FOR AGES: Newborn to 24 mos. 
49 N 47022—Wt. 10 ог. .$4.95 

(15) доор, Pull the ring and 
watch Pooh juggle all the brightl: 
colored balls from hand to han 
Push his tummy and he squeaks. 
Attaches to any crib or playpen. 
Imported. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 
Bx6Vax1Vg inches wide. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 24 months. 
49 N 47066—Wt. 15 ог. .$4.45 

(16) Baby Bopper. Child 
through clear plastic windows, 
watches bells, balls and Pooh roll 
around inside. A playful push or 
tap bobs it back to upright posi- 
tion. Imported. 
CONSTR: Non-toxic vinyl. 
Weighted bottom. Inflated, ap- 
prox. 16 in. high, 92-in. diam, 
FOR AGES: 6 to 36 months. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 № 47048 ......... -$4.95 

17) Musical Busy Block® 
handle, easy-winding base. 

Music plays as cube revolves. No 
batteries required. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Ap- 
prox. 514x514x54 in. high. 
FOR AGES: Newborn to 36 
months. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49N47101 ............ $8.95 

(18) Crib Aquarium. Pull the 
handle and watch the fish swim in 
the геа. Attaches to апу crib 
or ypen. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 5x2x7 
in. high. Completely water tight; 
easily refillable. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 24 months. 
49 N 47106—Wt.60z. ..$4.45 

Gutsiod Dade scans by dieistmanadsetedimical om 



Authentically 
Scaled Kits 

(1) Sporty 78 Corvette Stingray _ 

model is over 23 in. long, 8 in. 
high. tan and black. Instructions, 
Indy Pace icem included. Over 115 
pieces. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 13 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Glue not included. 
79C1921C-Wt 5 lbs. 8 ог. .Kit $18.47 

(2) Porsche 924 
KIT CONTENTS: Opening hood, rear 
hatch, doors and headlights. its. Detailed en- 

dpt an le, ix 
EUROS decal included. Over 

230 pieces. Made of plastic. 
FOR AGES: 12 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Glue not included. 
49C19031-Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. .Kit $14.97 

3) Limited Edition Anniversary Cars. 
formance Indy Pace 'Vette and 
üversary Firebird. 

KIT КОНЕН; Specs ор, detailed 
engine and chassis, soft vinyl tires, 
ers, optional custom interior parts. Back 
and silver color. vs scale. Over 100 
pos еа. 'Vette is 2x2%4x7% in. long, 
irebird is 24%x27/x77% in. long. Instr., 

decals, striping incl. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: EN a included. 

Shipping 
49 C 19025 
(4) Jeepf CJ-7 Renegade 

Includes Suzuki RM400 dirt bike. 
KIT CONTENTS: hood and tail- 
ge turnable and rotating 1 а ruber 

t and rear tires, Cibie dri lanipa, 
grille guard, winch, roll s tool be box, 
radio, Suzuki dirt bike and carrier, Vie 
scale model is 4x5x9% inches long. Tan 
and black. Instructions, decal int luded. 
Over 145 pieces. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Glue not included. 
49 C 19042—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. . Kit $8.97 

(8) Snap-together Flying Tiger 
KIT CONTENTS: This P-40 er Shark 
has a spinning propeller, flashing ma- 
chine guns, oe navigation dem 
and engine noise. No paint ой 

. all parts snap Non place. N 
ing. . . electronic circuit presses "gs 
рее. "Vag scale model is 10x11" in. wide. 

itructions, decal included. 20 pieces. 
of plastic. 

FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO Pee ied 2 "AA" bat- 

49C КҮ А jt. ib. [rh У: ss. 97 

(6) Visible B-17 Flying гое. 
KIT CONTENTS: Rotating propellers 
wheels, detailed cock ptt and lending 
pex Movable turrets, 2 position 

yy doors, 5 cockpit and crew figures, 
and scale j- lage. Yas 

el is 5x17x27 inches wide. Over 142 
i Instructions, decals incl. Plastic. pieces. 

FOR AGES: 13 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Glue not included. 
49 C 19065—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. .Kit $9.27 

(7) Famous Jets 
KIT CONTENTS: 3 jets: F-16 Fighter, 
8x12 in. long; F-104 сахни ter, 
6Vax 147/4« ng; A-4E Skyhawk, 
7x114 in. Кее е scale. Moving ec d 

retractable land- 
ing gear. er Inst. mv: included. Plastic. 
ORDERING INFO: Glue not included. 
49 C 19081—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. Kit $9.27 

(8) Visible V-8 Engine Model Kit 
xd ONES Functioning pistons, 

rods, rocker arms spark 
ues 150 3 pari, Stand, раттар п motor. 

144x614x914 in. 
Waiver coe ан 
FOR AGES: 10 years and ree 
ORDER INFO: 2 "C" batteries; 
Ld below. not included. 
49 C 1928—Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. .Kit $14.97 

"C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46319—Wt.4oz... Pkg.79c 

тандо pane scis by снапах зиччи coim 

Complete Home Workshop 
With a big heavy-duty workbench 

and 15 working tools 

Workbench Workbench 
with tool ѕет | without tool set 

$3599 | $2599 
projects not included 

CONSTRUCTION: Solid wood 
workbench measures 
36!4x1414x40 inches high 
overall. All-wood carpenter's 
vise and 18-inch measure 

on front. 
SET INCLUDES: Pegboard 
tool oe hooks with 
instr. 
each tool. 29-piece 
shown. Plus Sandpaper, 25 
peg hooks, instructions in- 
lu. Handy 18-inch 
FOR AGES: 8 to 14 years. ruler printed 

ORDERING INFO: Sent unas- on front 

sembled; assembly instruc- ї 
tions included. 

Workbench with tool set 
and pegboard m. 

Shipping тг 2 Ibs. 
79 C 2322C ....5е $35.99 

Workbench without tool set 
or pegboard rack 

Large work 
surface measures 

36'ax14vs in. 

Shipping hice a 
79 C2324C . e s. 99 

Giant all-wood 
So easy to buy carpenter's vise Super-strong 

when you just Rav adorn d 
use the phone 

(9) 22-pc. Deluxe Jr. Carpenters’ Tool Set, hardwood chest 
ES INCLUDES: Coping saw, cross-cut saw, pliers, 2 screwdrivers, 1 
Filipa iver, awl, hammer, square, 2 wood chisels, C-clamp, 
3-ft. prn level, block plane, brace with 2 bits, miter box, 
wood mallet, scribe, sanding block. Measure metric, Hard- 
wood tool ab 1534x1014x274 inches deep. Imported. 
AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: em to adult. 
49 C 2352—Shipping weight 6 pounds .............. Set $18.97 

(10) 14-pc. Jr. Carpenters’ Tool Set. hardwood tool chest 
SET INCLUDES: Coping saw, pliers, screwdriver, scribe, Phillips 
screwdriver, hammer, square, wood chisel, e 3-foot foldi 
ruler, level, "awl, wood mallet, sandi block. Measure metric 
English. Hardwood tool chest, 124%4x8%4x3 in. deep. Imported. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years to adult. 
49 C 2345—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8oz. ............. Set $11.97 

(11) 16-ріесе Tool Set with plastic tool box 
Dd INCL: Handsaw, slip-joint pliers, screwdriver, c saw = 

hammer, metal wW De square, metal 3 
Ev pencil, sandpaper, sanding block, instr., Plastic tool bor 
124ox6¥ex4% in. deep. For a 5 to 10 years. 
49 C 23019—Shipping t 2pounds .............. Set $5.99 

(12) Tool School 
All the materials you need to build 6 professional-looking projects. 
SET INCLUDES: ing saw with 6 blades, glue, sandpaper, wood 
and plans for a bird feeder, weather vane, letter rack, bun warmer, 
wren house and book rack. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 to 14 years. 
49 C 2326—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces ....... Kit $7.97 

(13) Woodshop Project Set. n a is^ of ie Ae with the 
wood in this set . . . miniature birdhouse, wheelbarrow, wall shelf, 
auto, e e truck, dozer, i 
plane, sailboat, letter box and pencil box, race car. 
KIT INCLUDES: 40 pieces of unfinished cedar wood, 744x2% in. 
wide. Iron-on blueprints; nails and glue. 

Project 
Set 
build 16 
different 
projects 

FOR AGES: 8 years and up. rs 
ORDERING INFORMATION: E woodworking tools “or 
49 C 2249—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces . . 



ILLUSTRATED ON FACING PAGE 

Dune Buggy and Volkswagen 

with "hot" .049 engine 

(1and2) Powerful Cox cars have 40:1 gear 
ratio to take steep grades, prevent stall-out. 
Semi-pneumatic vinyl tires give lots of traction. 
Enclosed Babe Bee engine. Recoil starter, 
throttle. Plastic body. Flower stickers. Starter 
battery, accessory kit not included, order below. 

1 Volkswagen. 714x6x13% inches long. 
49 N 20621—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs......... $13.87 

2 Dune Buggy. 7x5x12 inches long. 
49 N 20622—Shpg. wt. 3lbs......... $13.87 

Authentic flying replica of 

Thompson Speed Trophy Winner 

3 Two-time Thompson speed trophy winner . . 
most powerful single-engine prop plane ever 

built. Now you’re the pilot. Inverted gull wing 
Corsair 74 has throttle to regulate speed and 
maneuvers in flight. Cox .049 engine, spring 
starter. Left-hand prop prevents plane from 
coming in on “flyer” during take-offs. 15 inches 
long, 19-inch wingspan. Plastic. With remote 
control handle and lines. Order starter battery, 
accessory kit below. 
79 м 20306C—Shipping weight 3 lbs... .$12.99 

Accessories for Cox "Gas" Engines 

Starter Kit. Wire, clip, wrench, 4-pint fuel. 
49 N 20123—Shipping weight Ж... $2.99 

Fuel. Pint. For Cox “gas” engines. 
49 N 20124—Shipping wt. 11b.602...... 149 
Warning: Fuel not to be used by small children except 
under adult supervision. 
Battery. 1'4-volt. For starting engines. 
49 № 2269—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 40z....... $1.19 

"Sand Hogg" Dune Buggy Kit 

by Lindberg 

Gleaming dune buggy is loaded with authentic 
details. One-piece body is chopped and raked, over 
14 inches long when completed. Corvair engine has 

whip 
antenna. Fully detailed interior with center con- 
sole, 1-piece removable top, clear plastic wind- 

lots of simulated chrome. Balloon Hogg ti 

shield, reversed wheel rims. Plastic. 
49 N 21655—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz........ Kit $4.99 

Revell Model Ship Kits 

(4 and 5) Skilled craftsmanship and attention 
to detail make Revell plastic model ships the 
collector's choice. Each kit includes complete 
instructions, history of the ship, mounting 
stand, rigging and nameplate. They're fun to 
assemble and look great on display. 

4 U.S.S. Constitution. 3-foot long “Old Iron- 
sides" scaled from plans provided by the 

Smithsonian Institute. Includes 39 sails, 55 
guns, 20 crew figures, clear galley windows, pre- 
formed ratlines, 1814 flag sheet, instructions. 
79 N 21661C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ..... Kit $11.99 

U.S.S. Constitution. (Not shown.) 1634 in.long. 
Build “Old Ironsides” that rests today in Boston 
Harbor. Guns, cabins, boats. 
49 N 23981—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 102.. 

5 Mayflower. The historic sailing ship that 
brought the His sg at йа America. 13 inches 

long. Has crew figures, boa! 
49 № 23986—Shpg. wt. 1 x loz.. 

..Kit $3.49 

..Kit $349 

тйрй pads Scans by dieisiniasniselediwical Gon 

Visible V-8 Engine 

$097 
Kit. without. 
battenes 

Spark plugs fire, rods and pistons 
move in clear engine block 

Authentic replica of the power plant of a real autg^ 
mobile. Action parts—from fan belt to rocker argis. 
Completed kit is 14% inches long, in 4-color metded 
plastic. Complete with miniature motor, metgf parts, 

manual. Uses 2 “С” batteries; order pkg. betow. 
79 N 2339C— Shipping weight 6 lbs.. 4 . Kit $9.97 

* 
¢ 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 1 See the inner works 
49 N 8406—Shipping weight 12 оу “КЕТ, 1 19,7 of the automobile— 

2e V-8 engine works 
alone, or may be 
used with chassis 

FFully-operating unit . . 
independent of V-8 

Visible Auto Chassis .. gears, brakes, clutch actually work 
Everything works. Springs, shocks, wheel link- batteries; order package 
age, clutch perform like actual auto parts. Plas- 79 N 2337C—Shipping weight 10 Ibs.,.$16.99 
tic, over 3 ft. long. Parts for installing V-8 “D” Batteries. Package of 6. 
engine (above), motor, manual. Kit изев3 “р” 49 М 8405—Shpg. wt. "T ib. Boz... Pkg. 5149 

Mighty Steam Roller wl ¢/ 
puffs steam, goes сн 3 

forward or reverse Cn 

Working model “chugs” along 
on its own power. Chain gear 
controls steering, throttle regu- 
lates speed. Safety valve, water 
level window, whistle. Metal, 
with chrome-plated boiler, red 
and green enamel finish. Four 
fuel pellets, funnel, instructions 
included. Order extra fuel pel- 
lets below. 13 inches long. From ` 
W. Germany. 
Yu wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz. 

49 № 2244............. 

Steam Engine Fuel. 
Esbit dry fuel. Use 
three pellets per pint 
of water to heat boil- 
er. Box of 80 pellets. 

Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 20156-Box $1.98 

Oscillating 

piston action 

Dual-action pistons, 

stationary valves 

Safety valve and speed con- 
trol on shiny 34-inch brass 
boiler. Made of sturdy em- 
bossed metal. 8x5-inch base, 
plastic funnel, Order fuel at 
right. From W. Germany. 
49 N 2006-Wt. 11Ь.802.. $9.99 

Ideal for use with building sets or ^ warning Steam en- 
small machines. 4-inch brass boiler ^ gines and pellets not to 
with speed control, centrifugal gov- ^ be used by small children 
ernor, safety valve, oil cap. Embossed except under adult super- 

metal. Plastic funnel. 10x8-in. base. Vision. 
Order fuel at right. From W.Germany. 
49 м 2004— Wt. 2 lbs. 7 oz.....$17.99 "КИ Sears 543 



SEE DISTANT MOUNTAINS, MOON CRATERS, 
EVEN SATURN'S RINGS FROM YOUR BACKYARD 

REFRACTOR  TELESCOPES The larger the OBJECTIVE LENS, the more 
give you a great view of the light it gathers—a 60mm lens gives you a 

brighter image than a 50mm lens. Our ob- еуеріе is more than 3 
ctive lenses are ACHROMATIC 

to help cut distortion and 

FOCAL LENGTH of the objective lens also 
—the longer the focal 

length the more detail you can see. 

land and the heavens. Light is 
gathered into the telescope 

ctive 

lens. Eyepiece lens magnifies 

tube by the lar: 

this light and dir 
image straight into your eye. 

Equatorial 

mount has pan 

and tilt knobs 

that let you track 
moving 

objects without 
touching telescope 

300X Refractor Telescope with 
professional-type Equatorial Mou 

$5892 
Twice the magnifying power 

of 150X Model at right 

Deluxe equatorial mount and micro-motion 
adjustment make it easy to track moving ob- 

jects up, down, left, right, even diagonally with 
minimum vibration. This flexible, stable mount is 
usually found only on models costing $100 or more. 

ate small, distant objects with wide-angle 53 
on side of main tube then sharpen the 

image with rack-and-pinion focusing. Magnifica- 
tion is 41, 82, 150 and 300;ромег for inverted 
astronomical viewing . . 62 and 225-power (using 

erector prism) for upright terrestrial 
Scope has 60mm objective lens with 900mm 

X Barlow lens, 2 eyepieces (6mm 
and moon filter 

that adds extra detail to lunar viewing. 52-inch 

the makes a differer 

Sun Projection Screen (shown 

here їп use) is included with 

all refractor telescopes. 
Looking directly into the sun 

can cause eye damage . . 

projection screen lets you 
look indirectly and safely 

Change m ification by 
changing EYEPIECE. A 6mm 

COATED times more powerful than a 

estrain. The 22mm еуері Also in 
cludes an ERECTOR PRISM 
that makes the normally-in- 
verted image appear upright 

200X Refractor 
with Finder Scope 

$3231 
11/3 times the magnifying 

power of 150X model below 

Locate subject with side-mounted 5X finder scope, 
then sharpen image with rack-and-pinion focusing 

Magnification is 67, 96 and 200-power for inverted 
astronomical viewing . . 48 and 100-power (using 1.5X 
erector prism) for upright terrestrial viewing. Scope ha 

Bar- 
yepieces (10.5mm and 22mm), sun projec 

tion screen and moon filter that adds extra detail for 
lunar viewing. 49-inch wood tripod swivel mount 
Telescope is metal, plastic and glass; 30/2 in. long. 
79 N 24178C — Japan. Shipping weight 9 pounds. $32.31 

150X Refractor $2235 
Sharpen image with rack-and-pinion focusing. Mag. 
nification is 100-power for inv 

viewing .. 150-power (using 
upright terrestrial viewing. 
lens with 600mm focal length, 6mm eyepiece, sun pro- 
jection screen and 49-inch tripod with swivel mount. 
Telescope is made of metal, plastic and glass . . mea- 

6/2 inches long. Imported from Japan. 
79 N 24146C — Shipping weight 8 pounds $22.35 



Merry Music 
For tiny tots... 

Sing along with 
the Walt Disney JUKEBOX 

Just press selector, slide to number 

chosen . . child never touches needle or 
tone arm. With 16 tunes and sing-along book 

$1644 5% 

Guitar 
29-inch 

Sing along to 30 minutes of delightful Disney tunes 
actually recorded from famous Disney films. Solid 
state jukebox of high impact styrene is 7'/x12x8 
in. high. Colorful Sing-Along Booklet gives all the 
words of each song. Includes such favorites as 
“You Can Fly”, “Bare Necessities", “Mickey 
Mouse March.” Uses 4 “Р” batteries, order 2 pack- 
ages below. Ages 4 and up. 
49 C 66441—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 10 oz. ...$16.44 

Alkaline “О” Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 4653—Shipping weight 11 oz.......Pkg. $1.39 

PEANUTS 
— Happiness is 

drummin' up fun 
with “Peanuts” 

Refill Cylinders. Each package con- 
tains booklet and 2 cylinder records. 

Music Refill. 14 favorite tunes incl. 
“Let It Be”, “Let the Sun Shine In.” 
49C66514—Wt. 11 0z....... Pkg. $3.37 

Story Refill. 8 stories incl. “Robin 
"Cinderella", Chicken Little." 

With 112-page story book. 
49 C 66527—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz.. ..Pkg. $3.69 

Disney characters (€) Wait Disney Productions 

` Trap Drum Set $699 

“Peanuts” banner and “Snoo- 
py” decorate set. Incl. 16-in. di- 
ameter bass drum, tom-tom, 
tambourine, cymbal. Two 12-in. 
wood drumsticks. Metal drum 
bodies, plastic coated heads. 21 
in. high. Unassembled. 
79 C 66426C—Wt. 6 lbs.Set $6.99 

Parade Drum $449 

“Peanuts” characters decorate 
this rugged steel marching 
drum. 11 inches in diameter, 9 
inches high. Drum has snares, 
carrying cord and two 14-inch 
wood drumsticks. Break-resist- 
ant beating surface. 
49 C 66467—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $4.49 

ReaMooking $ 7 99 
Accordion 

Young music-makers will love this accordion be- 
cause it looks like a real instrument. Red and gray 
plastic body with silver-color trim. Features 10 
white, 7 black keys, 8 bass buttons. Opens to about 
135, in., closes to 9x5x8'/, in. Arm and hand straps. 
Song sheet included. From Italy. Ages 6 and up. 
49 С 66473—Shipping weight 2 Ї5............. $7.99 

peco MGAE 
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"Snoopy" and "Peanuts" (€) United Features Syndicate. inc. 1966 

A 
= Colored Chime Xylophone 

of sturdy, high-impact plastic 

$539 

Little chime-makers will enjoy this 14-note 
color-coded xylophone. Tubular metal 
reeds produce clear chime-like tones. Stur- 
dy, made of super high-impact molded 
plastic, this instrument is almost unbreak- 
able. 3 screw-in legs and 2 plastic mallets. 
Measures 15'/,x9/x5'/, in. high. Includes 
color-coded music book. Ages 5 and up. 
49 С 66615—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 7 02...... $5.39 

Buy it the easy '—order by phone. 
79 С 66544C—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

Rhythm Band 

with 5 

gle with striker and holder, mes tone 

Sturdy 18-key 

Baby Grand 

. . break resistant 
$379 

The perfect instrument for little learning piano 
players. Baby Grand style piano measures 
1154x10*/x4*/, inches high. Base and 3 legs made 
of high impact plastic. Sides and top made of 
wood. Keyboard consists of 18 wooden keys. 
Metal tone bar and tone wires for bell-like tone. 
Ivory-color plastic and green enamel finished 
wood. For ages 4 and up. 
49 C 66499—Shipping weight 1 lb. 14 oz. ...$3.79 



Big Jim's SUPER SAFARI..join the adventurers 
as they battle gorillas, alligators and rhino 

Save 2 
Buy the Super Safari. . 
get all 3 adventures 

"=o $488 
total :20. 88 

without action figures 

Super Safari. Three wild animal hunts bring you fac 
to-face with danger. Plastic. (Big Jim, Big Josh and Bi 
Jeff sold separa: 

ADVENTURE. Will an angry 
Action gorilla swings hı 

arms when you operate control on his back. Big 
iggers net launcher . . sending net over gorill 

apture. Includes 8-in 
Big Jim's JUNGLE TRU Тап you and Big Jim 

trap the baby rhino? Includes rhino plus all the gear 
you need to catch him: 19-in, push-around truck has 
capture net plus winch that lifts rhino onto truck. Plus 
folding windshield, net release, line a 
crane, net and top bows, tranquilizer gun, 2 gas c 
movie car 2 storage boxes, pick, shovel, 
tially assembled. 

Big Jim's DEVIL RIVER TRIP. Watch out, 
an alligator snaps and writhes whe 

along the floor or try to transport him in swamp boat 
Includes 14!2-in. push-along swamp boat that Big Jim 
can maneuver with movable rudder, prop and control 
stick. Plus 12-in. alligator, landing noose and pole. 
Partially assemble 
79 N59712C— n ht 6 pounds. .Set $18.88 

Big Jim's JUNGLE ADVENTURE only. 

49 N 59709—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 55.96 

Big Jim's JUNGLE TRUCK only. 
49 N 59707—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, 2 oz. 

Big Jim's DEVIL RIVER TRIP only. 
49 N 59711—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

nder 3 because of small pa 

Big Jim’s SAFARI HUT ..a jungle headquarters 
that folds into a compact carrying case 

Two bunk beds fold down from wall . . so does Big 
Jim's dining table. Another table and 2 folding 

ke SAFARI HUT look like 
. Scaled-down plastic camp- 

case with handle (as shown 
above). 
49 М 59706— Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. .59.99 



Re 
Aces of the Sky 
Electric Pinball 

by MARX 
Operates on 

Standard household 
current. . needs 

no batteries 

$2899 

* Multiple scoring tracks for added excitement 

* Submarine loading ө Tilt light 

Here's a real, stand-up electric pinball machine with many of the 
features of big professional models. Lift steel ball up from beneath 
playing surface with submarine loader and fire it into play. Two 
replay flippers keep it going. Bells ring and action is fast and furious 
as automatic scorer rings up score . . up to 100,000 points. Has tilt 
light and reset button. Made of high-impact plastic with sky-blue 
finish. 30x15x43 in. high. Playing surface 26 inches high. 6-foot cord. 
UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 4.5 watts. Not recommended 
for ages under six. Partly assembled. 
79 C 65121L—Shipping weight 17 pounds. . ....... .-... $28.99 

Magic Shot 
Gallery 

Gallery enclosed 
in molded plastic. . no 
loose pellets to retrieve 

5899 

Magnetic pistol snaps up steel pellets through plastic screen and 
fires them straight at spinners, pop-up numbers, animals, bell and 
more. Molded plastic gallery measures 14x9V2x8!4 inches high. 
Knock 'em down fun for children ages 4 to 10. 
48 C 65776—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces ............98.99 

544 2P8CO 
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Famous World War | biplanes 
duel with fast-rolling 
steel ball ammo 

Sky 
Battle 

Maneuver plane right and 

left with control “joy” stick 
. . press fire button to 
shoot steel ball ammo 

Aim with accuracy . . dodge the 
crossfire. Spring-loaded fast-ac- 
tion firing catapults ammo for- 
ward . . shoot till you hit both 
targets. Has 16 steel balls, in- 
structions. Plastic. 25/5х16/5х2 
in. high. Ages 7 and up. 
79 C 6555C—Wt. 4 lbs. ...$1449 

Hit the two targets under 
opponent's wings and he 

“falls from the sky” 

жо; Rapid fire 
— Sarr shooting action 

just like an 
amusement park 

Fire at moving animals, bobbing heads, bell tar- 
gets and more. Patented, single-shot pistol is 
housed in plastic. Ammunition stays inside so 
you can't lose it. Plastic, metal. 30x11%4x14 in. 
high. Partly assembled. Ages 4 to 12. 
79 C 65185C—Shipping wt. 9 Ibs. 516.99 

Whirlwind . . 2-їп-1 pinball game 
sends marbles whirling 

Whirlwind 
can be played 
in an upright 
or inclined 
position 

Score points as whirling, spinning marbles fly 
into chutes. Each chute has different point value. 
For hours of excitement, pull trigger just the 
right distance . . place ball in desired chute. Get 
one ball in each of six chutes—double your score. 
High-impact plastic. Measures 21x13x1% in. 
deep. A 2-in-1 game for ages 4 and up. 
49 C 65552—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 7 oz. .......... $5.59 



Ш Listen and watch 
ишш. Winnie-the-Pooh 
ee Music Box TV 

| 5745 

zi Y y oo) \ 

Do-Re-Mi Train 

MUSICAL JACK: ТАЕ ВОХ $595 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Pop-up 

Big Mouth Singers® 

$899 1: "9 hout banery 

d 4 <А «92, Саѕеу Јопеѕ® Тгаіп 
plays 10 songs 

$995 
without batteries 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Ge-Tar™ 

$345 A 
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Footbell Game 1994 

Electric 
Baseball 

NFL 
Superbowl Electric 

Football Game 

Players even 
run bases 

. With 
wj traditional 

dart game 
оп reverse 
side 



It's *rub-a-dub-dub" with these 
Toys for the tub 

(1 thru 4) Bathtub Toys. All made of non-toxic plastic. 

(1) Winnie-the-Pooh Busy Bath®. Pull lever to draw water from 
the tub up through tube and out of Pooh’s mouth. Turn his head 
and he spins water wheel, makes carousel turn. Dial controls the 
speed of seesaw water dump. Removable magic play cup easily con- 
verts from a regular cup to a shower cup by turning inside dial. 
Attaches to tub by straps with suction cups at ends. 

(2) Winnie-the-Pooh Busy Bubble™. For fun in the tub, crib or 
playpen, Just rock the bubble and watch as Pooh spins one way 
while the colored balls swirl and spin in opposite direction. Bubble is 
air and water tight, It even floats! 
(3) Tubby Turtle. Watch him float; when he fills up with water, he 
turns upright and bobs his head. Lift Tubby out of water and see 
water spout from his sides. Out of water, Tubby is a roly-poly, too. 

(4) Tuggsy Tug. Squeeze the tug and you'll hear the whistle toot. 
Great for hours of fun in or out of the tub. 

Trem] more For Ages [Catalog Number] Shpg wt. | Each 
(D [12x4x10in.high| 2toSyrs. | 49N44447 |2 Ibs. [87.95 
(2) 9x41 in. high |6 to 24 months| 49 N 47026 |1 1b. 4oz.| 445 
(3) 7x$in.wide| 1toóyrs. |49N47216 702.| 444 
(4) | 16x8x8 in. high [6 mos. to 5 yrs.| 49 N 47142 |2 Ibs. 402. 377 

when you buy any 
2 or more windups 

(5) or (6) alone 25 $ 9 

$199 | ^ 5119 

" ave 10% 
T£ 

5 thru ui Plastic. (5) Tub Boat has paddle wheel which turns. 
6) Minitubbies . . . frog, fish with "swimming action." (7) Squirt 

а. This Wilbur the Whale spouts water, moves tail. 3 yrs., up. 

[ Sz — [ Catalog No. [ Esch | 

MiniBath- 
tubbies mm 

544 [Sears] 23 
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(8) Scrubby Puppy Soapster 

Make suds as you scrub. 
RET ДОМО; pa es ges 

sponge Lg sl ot a dog. 

n high. Holds 3v- 
ounce bar of soap (not incl.). 
FOR AGES. 2 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
49N 1663 .......... Ea. $3.33 

You'll have 
Playsets with storage for toys 

(9 thru 13) Zoodleland Animals. Re- 
duced from our 1977 Chrisimas Book. 
WHAT THEY'RE MADE ОР: Break-resist- 
ant polypropylene, high-impact plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
(9) Beaver Workbench 
WHAT YOU GET: 13! 4x8! 2x8! 4-inch high 
workbench with turning vise, rotating 
drill with replaceable bits, play saw, play 
hammer, ruler and crayon. Opens for 
storage space on bottom. 

(10) Owl Desk 
WHAT YOU GET: 1474x1234x7!4-in. high 
desk with chalkboard, drawer, clock with 
moving hands, pencil cup and quill pen- 
cil, ruler, removable glasses, magnetic an- 
imals, chalk, eraser and paper pad. 
(11) Hippo Sink 
WHAT YOU GET: 1534x9*4x147/-in. high 
sink with turning faucets, outlet and cut- 
ting board. Toaster plugs in and makes 
toast pop up when you push head. In- 
cludes 2 "slices of toast", animal shaped 
cookie cutters, rolling pin, hippo bowl, 
spoon and towel. 
(12) Turtle Stove 
WHAT YOU GET: 12*4x8'4x19-inch high 
stove with opening door and turning 
knobs. Removable burners have turtle 
heads. Clock has movable hands to help 
teach young cooks how to tell time. Tur- 
tle teapot and casserole with lid. Also in- 
cludes pan, spoon and towel. 

(13) Penguin Refrigerator 
WHAT YOU GET: 14x8x1954-in. high re- 
frigerator with storage space, 4 break-a 
part eggs, orange juice bottle, milk bottle, 
ке tray, 4 ice cubes and cute little pen- 
guin water pitcher. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Tem. | Catalog Number | Shog wi] Price 

(9; | 78N45023C | 4lbs $1095 
(10) 79 № 45188C 4 Ibs. 10.95 
(1) | 79N 45032C | 416. 9.95 
(12) | 79N45012C | 4165. 9.95 
(13) | 79 МҮ 45025С | 4 Ibs. 9.95 
Price when you buy (11), (12) and (13) 
79 N 45028C—Wt. 12 lbs. $26.85 

@ SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

You can order items 
on pages 437 thru 
606 from now until 
AUGUST 31, 1979 

(14) Fisher-Price Play Desk 
WHAT YOU GET: 16 plastic activity 
cards with familiar phrases, magnetic 
alphabet and numbers up to 10. Chalk, 
eraser. Top sliding door compartment 
holds chalk, eraser and extra letters, 
numbers. Cards and alphabet tray store 
under blackboard. Carry handle. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Steel, plastic, 
chalkboard top. 12x10'2x3'; in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 45085 ees 88.47 

(15) Fisher-Price Medical Kit 
WHAT YOU GET: Chrome-colored plas- 
tic stethoscope really picks up heart- 
beats. Blood pressure gauge wraps 
around child's arm with Velcro® fast- 
ners. Squeeze bulb and dial spins while 
“patient” feels pulsating sensation. 
Make-believe syringe, thermometer 
with rising and falling temperature, eye 
chart, otoscope for close-up exams and 
reflex hammer. All instruments snap 
into tray and fit into convenient 
10t4x83 x1 'z-inch carrying case which 
locks shut. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 
49 N 45062... .Kit $9.93 



Victorian-style 
Doll House with 
Coach House 
Ton. 1 ft scole 

Save $4.00 
on House (1) when you also 
buy Deluxe Furniture (2) 

Mouse[:)slone | When you buy 
(1) with (2) 

$, 

| Victorian-style 
Doll House 

= = T EP LRL 544 [Sears] tt 



6 Projects 

to complete 
plus plaques, 

coasters, 

water colors 

and more 

"m7 S 
DLP ЫШ 

Deluxe 88-piece Wood Burning and Cork Burning Set 

$899 

Electric tool has 6 extra points so you get professional-looking artistic 
effects. Burn and build 8-piece birdhouse, 5-piece tie rack, 6-piece 
bookends, 3-piece napkin holder, 5-piece pot holder rack, 9-piece serv- 
ing tray. Set includes 9 printed plaques, 8 cork coasters, 2 cork hot 
pads, 6 color foils, palette, brush, water colors, 2 mixing dishes, pat- 
tern sheet, sandpaper, nails. Plus carry-storage case. UL listed. 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC. 
49 N 1973—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces .......... Set $8.99 

Wood Burn 

and Build 

Burn and Print Set. . 6 wood plaques $49 
plus stamp pad to transfer designs 

With this 20-piece set you can burn designs on plaques, then print these 
designs on stationery, boxes, any flat surface. Design-A-Matic tool has 3 
tips—cross, sharp, chisel. Just match the tip shape to printed designs. 
Special wrench removes tips even when hot. 6 basswood plaques, stamp 
pad, 6 handles, emery paper, glue. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC-DC. 
49 N 21831—Shipping weight 13 оцпсез..................... Set $4.99 

Beginner's Wood Burning Set $299 
with wood plaques, cork coasters 

32 pieces. 8 basswood plaques (not 14 as shown) and 4 cork coasters have 
ready-to-finish printed designs. Electric tool with 2 extra points. 6 color 
foils, foil transfer sheet, embosser, water colors, paint brush, water dish 
and instructions. UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC. 
49 N 2106—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces Set $2.99 

Extra wood plaques to use with any set 

14 white basswood plaques with printed designs. Each 3%x5 inches high. 
49 N 2156—Shipping weight 15 ounces sess. Set $1.99 

Build a 3-dimensional Stagecoach 

15-piece Wells Fargo stagecoach kit incl. 4 plaques, 3 dowels, coping 
saw with 3 blades, silver and gold-color foil, glue, instruc. Coach can 

be used as container. Electric burning tool not incl, 
49 N 21833—Shipping weight 14 oz. ..................... Kit $4.99 

544 Sears N^ k 
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Make a real Weathervane with rooster on top 

14-рїесе Early American weathervane kit includes 2 plaques, 5 dowels, 
coping saw with 3 blades, silver-color foil, gold-color foil, plastic bearing, 
glue, instructions. Electric burning tool not included. 
49 N 21832—Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ошпсе............... Kit $4.99 



iip Telescope uses а specially-ground mirror Start a fascinating hobby with 
o gather light and direct it into the eyepiece. The loca- ë . 

tion of the eyepiece near the top of the tube makes Sears Nature Guide Series 
the reflector telescope easier to use for viewing the 

Sky . . you can also use it to view distant landscapes * Each set includes a 

Golden Book . . your 
guide to nature study 

(1 thre 4) Great fun for 
growing minds . . they're ed 
ucational, too. These sets 
will be the start of interest- 

Light enters ing hobbies. And each in- 
tube at right, cludes a full-color Golden 
is gathered by Book that's full of helpful 
mirror at left information. Sets also in 

and is directed clude specimens to get you 
started and accompanying 
identification guide. 

into eyepiece 
SEASWELLS 
‘OE THE WORLD 

Birds. Start your own 
All-steel mount aviary" with 12 hand: 
locksinany $ painted plastic models 
position— Each snaps together and 

telescope on has its own stand. 160-page 
metal tripod È Golden Book identifies and 

stands i illustrates 129 of the most 
4 feet familiar American birds. 

et high Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 24155 Set $4.99 

9 Seashells. Includes 20 
specimens and a 160- 

p den Book with over 
700 full-color illustrations 

200X Reflector Telescope Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz 
49 N 24164 Set $4.99 

$1699 edm 
4 different fossils. Also in 

cludes a 160-page Golden 
Large, 3-inch objective mirror is Book with 481 illustrations 

precision-ground for sharp viewing Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz 
49 N 24169 Set $4.99 

See the stars through the same kind of telescope used by ав 
tronomers at observatories throughout the world. Booster lens Rocks and Minerals. A 
steps up the basic 80-power all the way to 200-power. Steel great guide for the rock 
mount locks in place when you sight your target, then rack hound of tomorrow. Includes 
and-pinion focusing sharpens the image. Tube is treated card 20 rock and mineral speci 

;olden 

ions. 
board with a synthetic coating. 33 inches long. Includes 12 mens and a 160-pz 
page illustrated instruction manual with close-up photos of Book with 400 illustr: 
the moon so you can identify what you see Shipping wt. 1 1Ь 
79 N 24156C — Shipping weight 7 pounds. $16.99 49 N 24161 

x. 
Set $4.99 

OX Hand Telescope 

$417 

Survey the area or gaze at your 
favorite planets with this hand- 
size refractor scope. Precision- 
ground 30mm objective lens is 
coated for clear viewing. White 
enameled aluminum tube with 
plastic ends and glass lenses. Ad- 
justs from 10 to 14 in. long. Japan. 
49 N 24107 — Wt. 7 oz. $4.17 

Predict tomorrow's weather $075 

Now you can predict weather using the same information available to profes 
sional meteorologists. Collect data and set weather dial to get forecast. Outdoor 
unit in metal case includes anemometer and vane that show wind speed and 
direction. Indoor unit on metal panel includes barometer for measuring atmos- 
pheric pressure; sling psychrometer for measuring humidity; dials for measur- 
ing relative humidity, wind chill factor and temperature-humidity index; 

“I SURE MASH WE HAD ONE OF forecast wheel. Also cloud chart and instructions. 
LÀ 49 N 24165 — Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces. Set $9.75 JUMPED ONER THE MOON 

Саншо Баве асал Dv Нуна тиче Gor 



Made Simple 
For beginning musicians 

even has 4 chord keys for harmony 

2-octave range with 25 black and white chromatically 
tuned melody keys and 4 major chords. High-impact 
plastic in orange, beige and мрз 16%x6x10% in. high 
with music rack. Low noise, low battery-drain motor 
and expanded volume air system. Easy-learn music 
book. Requires 3 “Р” batteries (not incl.), order 2 
pkgs. below. 
49C66611-From Japan. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs, 12 ол. ..$13.99 
49C4653-“D” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 11 oz. .Pkg. 1.39 

Play this metal Zither like a $799 
minstrel in King Arthur's court 

"Instant play" this 16-string metal zither with geared 
tuning. Just place a song sheet under the strings, pluck 
string above each note . . you're playing it yourself! 
Includes a variety of 10 song sheets, tuning key, pick, 
and 3 extra strings. Dappled beige metal with hard- 
board base. Measures 15x9x2¥/, inches deep. Italy. 
49 С 66469—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 13 ог......... $7.99 

2'/-octave, 30-key Piano sits on any table 

so bigger kids can play. . easy to store 

Made of wood and wood-grained hardboard . . all exposed 
parts finished in simulated walnut. 30 full-width plastic 
keys with sharps and flats. Chromatically tuned with met- 
al tone bar and precision ground steel alloy tone wires. 
19x9°/,x9 in. Compact to play almost anywhere. Complete 
with color songbook and color chart. 
79 C 66614C—Shipping weight 12 pounds .$1199 

тайа DAP Scans by баа soed Gom 

PIANO AND 

Four-octave 
49-key Spinet Piano 
with storage bench 

$3999 

All pianos on this 
page feature: 

* Rugged wood frames 
and smooth finishes 

e Truly tuned 
Sound with sharps 
and flats 

3-octave. 37-key 
* Keyboards are 

color-coded to match 
the notes in the 
songbooks so even 
beginners can quickly 
learn to play simple tunes, 
For instance, when you 
see a red note in the 
songbook, just play the 
key opposite red 
on keyboard chart. 
It's as simple as that! 

2-octave, 25-key 
Spinet Piano 
with bench 

$1399 

1 49-key Spinet Piano. Children can devel- 
op musical talents and learn to play favor- 

ite songs on this precision piano. Full-width 
standard-size piano keys; 4-octaves for greater 
range; chromatically tuned. Heavy steel tone 
bar with precision ground 
provides full sound. Color-coded songbook and 
key chart simplify learning. Sturdily construct- 
ed of walnut-stain-finished plywood. Turned 
wood legs rest on foot blocks. 31x13x24 in. 
high. Matching hardwood plywood bench has 
convenient lift top and storage compartment, 
15x9x13 in. high. For ages 6 and up. Shipped 
motor carrier or express. 

Shipping weight 37 pounds. 
79 C 66636N .. ...$39.99 

Spinet Piano 
with bench 

$2599 

[8] 

2 37-key Spinet Piano. 3-octave range has 
metal tone bar with precision ground tone 

wires. Chromatically tuned. Sturdily constructed 
of hardwood plywood finished in walnut. Queen 
Anne curved legs supported at bottom by foot 
blocks. 22*/x10*/,x20'/, in. high. Matching bench 
is M RM s Жы Songbook, color key 
chart. Ages 5 and 
79с 664981 Shpg- e 20 Ibs. . 

3 25-key Spinet Piano. Metal tone bar with 
precision ground tone wires. 2-octave span, 

chromatically tuned. Wood and hardboard. 
Black, beige. 167/4x10'4x18'/, in. high. 9x5x8*/,- 
in. high bench. Color chart, songbook. 
79 C 66494L—Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs. .. 

.$25.99 



Come along with STEVE SCOUT to exciting 
action in HIGH ADVENTURE SETS 

M Wilderness Base $] 
at Rocky Rapids 

M. Big 28-in, plastic lookout tower 
Ё with rope ladde 

logs and working winch to lift them, 
Includes plastic Rescue Patrol on without : 

Crystal Glacier 21093 op A^ 
telescope on pedestal, lan rn 

quoa ЫН cen 3h оша nsi flatable raft and paddle, life vest snowmobile ше ше | е i lou нна 7 comic book. Plus compass that real goggles plus poles, ski boots. Also 2 splints, 3 чац ООЛО) Scots sold separately ог 
rolled bandages, oxygen bottle and comic book, page 539. Ages 4 to 10. 
Scout sold separately on page 539. Ages 4 to 10. 79 N 59563C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 514.69 Ё 

49 N 59562—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 510.69 

Sail the high seas with the Fighting Furies 

Pirate Ship $099 77: 
Q You steer ship with line attached to 

Fighting Furies® $387 
jointed pirate duels with ( 1 and 2) Eac 

his pl nd dagger. Vinyl. 8% 
in. high. Ages 4 to 12, 

tic swe 
gator’s whee 
for c 5 betwee 4: 00! 

1 Captain Pegieg. Buccaneer leader шнде d jm 3 е, E к 
49 М 59577—Wt. 8 oz. $3.87 x M T ótiv чё accer 

€) Hook. First mate has hook arm 
4 49N59578—Wt. 8 oz. $3.87 

` 

49 N 59592—Wt. 4 lbs. 4 ол. 59,99 

Pirate Outfits = | 
Each $566 without 

pirates 

4 Kung Fu Adventure. 
Incl. black tunic, helmet, 

armor, bow, arrows and 
more. Fits (1) or (2). 
49N 59583—Wt. 7 oz. .$5.66 

Adventure of the Red T Carrying case 
Coat. Incl. coat, hat, 

musket, more. Fits (1), (2). 
49N59584—Wt. 7 oz. .$5.66 

Сой page scant by deisiniaxnisetediwical Gon 



Saftee Darts 
Stick like 
magic 

$367 

Hit the bull's-eye! Play darts without damaging walls or fur- 
niture. Big 17*4x15-inch nylon cloth dart board has rigid 
polyurethane backing . . top, bottom supports. 3 darts, 
weighted for accuracy are tipped with Velcro® closure strips 
so they stick to nylon surface. For ages 6 and up. 
49 C 65727—Shipping weight 11 ounces 

Hey, Taxi 
without batteries Vibrating traffic game 

Scoot wacky little taxis around vibrating board. Pick up a 
fare at the airport . . go to the hotel, then to the theater. 
Watch out, you might get a speeding ticket. Uses 2 “D” bat- 
teries, order package below. 2 to 4 players, ages 7 to 14. 
49C65448-Shipping weight 2 pounds................. $5.62 
49C46995-"D” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Pkg. $1.55 

Barnstormer will knock down your tower 
Build a tower .. stack your matching blocks before the 
flying “Red Baron” can knock them down. World War I 
biplane “flies” in a circle dipping and diving between 3!2 
and 10 inches high. Wind-up spring action. 16x16-in. play- 
ing surface. Plastic. 1 to 4 players, ages 4 and up. 
49 C 65559—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. ... . $5.67 

Just a squeeze sends 
E Aqua Diver down to 

Í the bottom of the sea 
| іп search of lost 

treasure 

$466 

Dive! Dive! Explore the 
depths of the sea to recover a 
bounty of sunken treasure. 
Fill diving tank with water. 
Gently squeeze sides, control 
diver's movements as he de- 
scends to "ocean floor". Grap- 
pling arms open to pick up 
treasures. Swim to the top, 
but not too fast or you'll lose 
the treasure. Plastic. Mea- 
sures 6x3!4x9 inches high. 
Ages 8 and up. Why not pick 
up the phone and order it? 
49 C 65845—Wt. 1 lb. ...$4.66 

e 

Casino pane pcan b ce naredlochniced Cont 

Freddie Fumble 
Score four ways 

“Tackle” number 13 before he makes a 
touchdown. Toss 3 brightly colored rings at 
Freddie's outstretched hand; pass 3 football- 
shaped bean bags . . he's a pass receiver. 
Pitch 3 suction-type darts at the target back- 
ground . . keep Freddie “оп the run". Roll or 
toss 3 plastic balls at his feet to "slow him 
down". Sturdy hardboard. Measures 15x29 
in. tall. Everything you need for target com- 
petition in the playroom . . it's challenging 
fun for the whole family, ages 5 and up. 
79 C 65555C—Shipping wt. 5 lbs. ...... $6.99 

Bears tangle over who will 
become king of the log 

see what happens when you hit 
the belly "bopper-button 

LT 

Hit his buckle 
his pants 

fall down 

Bean Ball Barney 
Watch Barney's crazy antics 

Here's a baseball buddy . . Bean Ball Barney. 
Pitch 3 plastic balls at his belt buckle. O-o- 
ops! Barney's pants fall down. Pitch at his 
сар. . his arms pop up to “catch the ball." 

You'll be rolling with laughter when you 
see Bean Ball Barney in action. Made of stur- 
dy hardboard. 

Measures 15x28 inches tall. Includes 3 
plastic balls. It's loads of fun and excitement 
for the whole family. Ages 5 and up. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79C65211C ........... 57.99 

Вор-А-Веаг 
- It's а bop 'ет, sock 'em duel 
Ф i Ж» 

Move your bear backward, forward, side to side with control arm. Make him thrash his mighty 
club at opponent's belly “bopper-button” to knock him off his feet. Set them up and battle it 
out again. 25x11x9 in. high. Plastic. Dual scorekeeper. For ages 4 and up. 
49 C 65023—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ошпсез.................. $9.99 om. [Sears]545 



(1) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Music Box TV. 

HOW ІТ WORKS: Turn the dial as far 
as it will go. . . it can't beover- 
wound. Pooh scenes slowly move to 
the tune of “Winnie’s theme”. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic TV, 
9¥4x5¥%4x10% inches high, with carry 
handle and genuine Swiss music unit. 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 45524—Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz..$7.45 

(2) Winnie-the-Pooh Musical 
Pop-up Piano. 

Watch music being played through 
the transparent window. 
HOW IT WORKS: Just turn the crank 
and Pooh pops up as the tune, "This 
Old Man", plays. 
WHAT IT'S MADE ОР: Plastic, 7x4x8 
inches high. Plastic window. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 5 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 № 44251—Wt. 1 lb. 40z...$4.95 

(3) Winnie-the-Pooh Pop-up. 
Pooh is the jolliest of fellows as the 
tune proclaims. 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn the crank and 
hear “For He's a Jolly Good Fellow”. 
When tune ends, up pops Pooh. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Metal box 
with plastic Pooh face and cloth 

‚ SVax6VaxSVs inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44216—Wt. 11b. Soz...$4.33 

4) Winnie-the-Pooh Ge-Tar™. 
the envy of every cowpoke when 

you start to play this western tune. 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn crank and lis- 
ten to “The Bear Went Over the 
Mountain. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic with 
nylon strings and plastic and metal 
crank. About 14 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 11% to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44233—Shpg. wt. 8 oz..$3.45 

(5) Winnie-the-Pooh Kazoo. 
Hum and the megaphone amplifies it; 
talk and your voice sounds raspy. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic. 542 in. 
long. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 45514—Wt Soz....... $1.95 

(6) Do-Re-Mi Train. 
Push passengers' heads for music. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic train, 19 in. 
long with 8 removable "note" passen- 
ers, nylon cord and music book. 
de in Hong Kong. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 45521—Wt 1 lb. 80z...$5.95 

(7) Big-Mouth Singers®. 
Push keys and big mouths open wide. 
Each key is color-coded to song book. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic piano, 
10x8!Ax4!4 in. high with 8 keys. Song 
book. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Needs 1 "C" bat- 
tery, not included, order pkg. below. 
49 № 45525—Wt. 21bs. 4 oz..$8.99 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 46997—Wt. 5 oz. .Pkg. $1.39 

(8) Casey Jones? Musical Train. 
Record player on wheels makes de- 
lightful music as it moves along. 
HOW IT WORKS: Just insert record to 
play calliope-type music. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic train 
BVxSV4x8 in. high, 4 double-sided 
records with 10 different songs. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Needs 2 “D” bat- 
teries, not included, order pkg. below. 
49 N 45522—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. o. 95 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. 
49 М 46996—Wt. 11 oz. Pkg. к в9 

титутунун түн 

Sesame Street™ 
Cookie Monster? Piano 

$794 
Cookie Monster gets so excited 
when you play his piano, wi 
pura doe 

MT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic piano 
6%х5%х7% inches high with 8 
keys color-coded to music cards. 
Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years . 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 1 pound 4 oz. 
49N 45534 ............. $7.94 
© 1975 Children's Television Workshop 

Like everything else in 

Sears Books, it's so easy 
to order by telephone. 

Mr. Music 
Mr. Music is a one-man 
band. Blow his horn, 

beat his drum or shake 
his tambourine. 

$595 
Gather friends, pass around the 
instruments and form a small 
"combo." Shake his tambourine 
hat, beat his drum head and slide 
and whistle his trombone. Tam- 
bourine hat attaches to Mr. Music 
to become a double drum set. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic 
10V2x9x9V4 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 

Roe INFORMATION: Part- 
ye assembled; instructions incl. 

ipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 45018 . -$5.95 

Fisher-Price 
Xylophone 

HOW IT WORKS: Plays a tune 
when you pull it or when you strike 
еуз with mallet. Keys color-coded 

to music folder. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Steel keys, 
wood mallet and sound chamber, 
plastic body. 14х5х214 in. high. 
WHAT YOU GET: Xylophone, mal- 
let, pull-string, music folder. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 45289—Wt. 2 Ibs.. $6.27 

“Yankee 
Doodle” 

Music Box 
Radio 

$293 

HOW IT WORKS: Wind-up knob. 
Plays “Yankee Doodle” as picture 
story passes across screen. Can’t be 
overwound. 
WHAT IT’S MADE OF: Plastic cover 
with wood base. Illustrated lyrics 
rinted on back. 4x2x4% inches 

FOR AGES: 1 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 455 18—Wt. 100z. ... $2.93 

Mr. Music separates 
to become a horn, 

drum and trombone. 

Learn about time musically, 
HOW IT WORKS: Hands turn man- 
ually. Or you can wind knob and 
watch characters pass across dial as 
“Hickory Dickory Do Dock” pla plays. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic case, 
734x274x514 inches high. Imported 
music box. Spring aerial. Handie 
for carrying. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 45533—Wt 14 oz. ...$4.97 

Big Bird'se $397 
Mystery Bank 
A novel way to save. 
HOW IT WORKS: Put any 
coin in Big LIA дету 
stretched flick tail 
feathers and coin pops into 

Че. Юктан inches high 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
QRDERING INFORMATION: 

Fisher-Pric 
Record 
Player 

V 

Makes music like real phono. 
Without batteries or needle. 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn knob to 
start. . ,nubs in record 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, 
9%4x9x4% inches high, with 
speaker, on-off switch, '5 rec- 
ords with 10 songs. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. 
49 N 45532........... $9.44 



(1and2) Electric Football Games with 
"Total Team Control" dials 

HOW TO PLAY: Total team Control dials determine move- 
ment in each figure. Players in five poses move left, right, or 
straight, make sharp turns, wide arcs or end sweeps. Switch 
on game, field vibrates sen players off in your formations. 
Set the pace for ea. eh py with speed control dial. Automatic 
timer starts, stops with each play. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60 Hertz AC. 6 
watts. 5-foot cord. Not recommended for ages under 8. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 

(1) NFL Superbowl Electric Football Game 
WHAT YOU GET: Metal playing field 3154x17%¢x3 in. high. 3 
in. high adjustable rd payis 24 plastic figures with 2 triple- 
threat quarterbacks in official team uniform colors, magnetic 
10 yard marker with movable chain marker, rubber ball, down 
marker and 4 goal line flags. Officially Licensed Product. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled, instructions po 
79 C 62034C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ..... 7.95 

(2) Electric Football Game 
WHAT YOU GET: Metal field 26746x15% in. wide, stand with 
scoreboard, 24 plastic players, 10 yd. marker, down indicator. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled, instructions p 
79 C 65536C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 9.94 

(3) Electric Baseball 
HOW TO PLAY: Pitch, field via 2 spring-action levers; орро- 
nent hits with spring action bat, switches on vibrating field to 
send players around bases before they are thrown out. 
WHAT YOU GET: 19516х19516-іпсћ metal field, 4 base runners, 
T'Acinch high scoreboard and grandstand. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60 
Hertz AC. 6 watts. 5-foot cord. Not recommended for ages 
under 8. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled, instructions included. 
79 C 65072C—Shipping weight 5 pounds ... ...$1097 

(4) Rod Hockey 

HOW TO PLAY: Gear-driven players skate, check, pass, shoot 
and score. . Soden them by pulling, pushing and t twirling 
rods at your end of the rink, Delayed-action puck drop keeps 
game fair and swings away for total visibility. 
WHAT YOU GET: Hardboard, plastic and metal rink measures 
37%4x21%x3% inches high. 12 safety plastic figures. Combina- 
tion period-board and puck drop. 1 puck. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, instructions 
incl. If mailed takes 15-1. rate, see page 303. 
79 С 62036L—Shipping weight 11 pounds won + $1699 

(5) NFL Action Darts. Officially Licensed Product. 
HOW TO PLAY: This dart board game is really 2 games in one. 
One side is a full color NFL football game with field to show 
results of each play. Each dart throw will tell you how many 
yards you "ve gained from passing, kicking or running or 
whether you've fumbled or received a penalty. Reverse side of 
the board features the traditional 20 point dart game. 
WHAT YOU GET: Metal dart board with 6 magnetic tipped 
darts. Board measures 1954,x1954« inches. Built-in hanger. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 C 62038C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ...... <<. 66,97 

(6) Bas-Ket 
HOW TO PLAY: Control shots from any position on the court 
with mechanical levers. Up to 6 players can sink shots. 
WHAT YOU GET: Fiberboard (not wood or hardboard) court 
20x12 in. wide, 2 scoreboard backboards, plastic ball, rules. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 6502—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces ......... $4.94 

(7) Tudor Bow! 
HOW TO PLAY: Play just like real bowling, throw the ball 
down the "alley" and try for a strike or spare. Ball returns 
automatically. With dual action pin reset. 
WHAT YOU GET: One-piece metal housing unit, ten 44-inch 
high plastic pins and 3-inch diameter polyethylene ball. Real- 
istic wood-grain enameled alley, 1534x16 inches wide. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled, instructions ae 
79 С 62037C—Shipping weight 5 pounds š 8.94 

(8) Battie Ball 
HOW TO PLAY: Swat the ball into your opponent's corner 
while keeping it out of your pocket. For 2 to 4 players, Can be 
played with teams. Keep score right in your own corner. 
WHAT YOU GET: 2014x2014 in. square plastic board, 2 balls. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Partially assembled, instructions Mm 
79 С 62151C—Shipping weight 5 pounds . 

сыа sane scans by cristas calci н 

score 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly 
assembled, it included. instructions. 
49 C65563—Wt. 11b. 120z. . 5.94 

(10) Clash of the 
Cosmic Robots 

Battle for the universe on the extra- 
terrestial 
OBJECT OF GAME: Two sets of con- 

and the direction of its punches. 
Robots battle throwing 'unches. 

blows, until a. placed 
the others head up 

a screech. Push down the з s 
head and is on again. 
CONTENTS: пиа. сап square platform 

FOR AGES:4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING ae ada 
79 C 62024C—Wt. 6 Ibs. . 

(11) Jaws 

OBJECT OF GAME: Try to remove 
from. Parece without making it 

snap shut. Each ar player usca uses a Dd 
to "fish" 
is £e op pr will dad ord 

'or 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS. Dey 2 
gaff hoo! pieces of "junk" 
made of plastic, rubber set of 
teeth, lower jaw and paper 

fins. eyes, 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly 

instructions assembled, 
49 C65182—Wt. 11. 8oz....... $5.44 

(12) Operation 

OBJECT OF GAME: Players zd 

whole beach of Masi Pos al ailments. 
Remove “ailment” without making 
buzzer sound and nose light up. For 1 

CONTENTS 1$ TS: 15 in. Jong board with Ci in. wi 

nie Pay жюз r operation 
FOR AGES: 6 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Needs 2 
“D” below, not indl., sold 3 
49C65028—Wt. 11b. 80z....... $5.33 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. of 2. 
49 С 46996—Wt. 11 ог. ....Pkg. $1.69 

(13) Lite Blaster 
Shooting Gallery 

OBJECT OF GAME: Sight Leber 
projected on screen in 
Uerkened e room. Pull the trigger, 

e іп! aimed € t an to Brot down the Red Baron, > 
CONTENTS: 19-inch, plastic gun 
with rear sight, tri] and target 
mover, and 50 color strips. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Needs 3 
“C” batteries, not included . . . order 
2 packages sold below. 
49 C 26513—Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz.. ...$10.87 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. of 2. 
49 C 46997—Wt. 5 oz. ..... 



Wish|Book clue] Save 51.00 
when you buy any 

Zoodleland Animal on this page 
(9 and 10 11 thru 13) 

were *11.95 were *10.95 

$1095 | $9925 

Wish|Book 

оше 

Save 53.00 
when you buy 

(11), (12) and (13) together 

Separatel 
total 129.85 52 655. 

buy aii3 

Refrigerator 

(14) Multi-activity Play Desk 
Helps teach kids the 

alphabet and numbers 
(15) Medical Kit 
7 pieces including 

a working stethoscope 

93 
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(1thru7) Houses and 
Furnishings for dolls to 

call "Home Sweet Home" 

FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. All have 
notched and numbered 

except glue with kits (4 and 6). 

(1) Deluxe Victorian-style House 
with 6 rooms and Coach House 

A magnificent house for a doll's make- 
believe world. An разы Verona s ad- 
joins coach house 
CONSTRUCTION: Pre-cut Mein. ma ma- 

rooms plus hallway and large bed- 
room/attic that can ES as = extra 
apartment. Coal siding, utters, 
roofing material and plastic 
windows. Chimneys. Doors o and 
close. Main house: 2 26x13x27 in. high. 
Coach house has 2 rooms, staircase. 
16%4x1 1x144 in. high. Walkway con- 
nects hi coach house. jouse and 
796 C 2044C—Wt. 19 Ibs. .Kit $49.99 
Save $4 when you buy it 
with Кй(2).................. $45.99 

(2) 65-pc. Interior Decorating Kit 
Furnish and decorate doll house (1) 
with coach house sold above. 
CONSTRUCTION: Includes 55 pieces of 
mahogany plywood furniture (34,-in. 
thick) and and 8 pieces decorator wallpa- 

room, kitchen, 
family 

room, den. 2-piece —— e e 
covering. Furniture песа рсе 
items as a canopy EL. 
Clock, 2 rocking horses, horses, bathtub, coffee 
table, pictures, frames. Set includes 
— paint, paintbrush sandpaper. 

49C205 1-Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. .Kit $16.99 

g 10-room Victorian-style Dream 
use. This beautiful dream house is 

so large, yet so dainty in appearance. 
CONSTRUCTION: Pre-cut %e-in. ma- 

house. Printed 
Epsum ME we 
Includes 2 porches, 
эн dormers, 2 VTL with ri 
room dividers with %-in. wood 
ings. 3534x1534x25 in. high. 
79C2030C-Wt. 9 Ibs. ....Kit $28.99 

ч. с. comune. ки Kit for (3) 
a 10-room house. 

CONSTRUCTION: Living room, kitch- 
en, two bedrooms, a room, two 
baths, two family room, den. 

look wood; pre-cut, printed. 
Includes upholstery, polyurethane 
— fabric, glue, paint, paintbrush 
and ved jon-toxic. 
49C2032-Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. ..Kit $11.99 

(5) 6-room Colonial-style House 
CONSTR: Pre-cut %e-in. plywood 
house featuring a na and stone 
place, {брон iral staircase, 
simulat ile floors. Shut- 

ws with iis inserts. Pre- 
printed roof, exterior detail. 
Mein. wood "edge trim. 33x13x19V4 in. 

E C2048C-Wt. 6 Ibs. 8 oz.Kit $16.97 

(6) 14-рс. Patio Furniture Kit 
CONSTR: Pre-cut, preprinted wood. In- 
cludes large 12x12'in. patio with plant- 
er. (has € cedar stain). Printed 

рр ciet enches. arge chairs and chaise 

lounge with large has and 1, coffee 
table, barbecue, serving Aem E trees. 
Incl. paint, paintbrush, 3 
49 C 20458—Wt. 1 lb. 9 oz. Kit $5.97 

(7) 5-room Cape Cod-style 
CONSTRUCTION: Pre-cut *s-in. ma- 
hogany plywood. Exterior window 
trim, shutters plus vinyl window 

, door that swings ‘Swings open. 
dividers that will make 5 rooms. Stair- 
case. Measures 15x934x22V5 inches 
high overall. 
49C2039-Wt. 4 lbs. 12 oz. Kit $10.97 

Cusiod page scan by chrisinias warsetechnical: соп 

without. saddle. p 

(8) Western Corral and Barn. Barn can hold 2 horses. 
CONSTR: Pre-cut maple-finish рі; % in.—1 ft. 
scale. Feeding trough, corral, а 28х12%х14 in. high. 
FOR AGES, ed 8 and up. Р. assem- 
d [orses not inclu. 
49 C 2096—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 4 ог... $13.99 

(9 S is 19) Hand-painted antad Broyer! Replicas. ate 

Fig to one. All horses ether уот ex chow tine (0). 
CONSTR: —— cellulose acetate. Items (11 
thru 14) available with genuine leather saddles. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 yrs. and up. Fully assembled. 

(9) Classic Andalusian Family Set. Stallion, 10%х7 
in. high; mare, 8x6 in.; foal, EY = vari 
49 c 21029. Shipping weight 1 Ib Y Set 87. 94 

10) Hafli Pi d 7x8 in. A € 21105 Shipping weight 1 ib. i Е. к 
(11) Trakehner Horse. 10x9 in. 
49С21061- тее Могае OM Wei b. Tox. - $11 UT 
49C21049-Horse alone. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5oz...... 5.9 

(12) Andalusian Stallion. Stands 10x9 in. tall. 
49C21075- With English saddle. Wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. . "s 99 
49C2190-Horse alone. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. ..........- 5.97 

(13) Appaloosa Stallion. Stands 10x9 in. tall. 
49 C 2184—With eon SM WE TI Sz e I 
49 C 2186— Horse alone. Wt. 10b. 4 oz. ......... 

узы: Medicine Hat Stallion. Stands 10x9 in. ine 
21154-Witk Western saddle. Wt. 1 Ib. 3 0z.. $ 1 1.99 

A9C2 182- Hoc оре Wt. 11b. 1 oz. 5.97 

(15) Polled Hereford Bull. түүт ug мш. 
49 С 21201—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

Ws Black us Bull. Stands pis ss tall. 
P Aae ipne weht T b Ib. 602. ....... = 07.94 

e Black Beauty. Has stable blanket. 11: 
49 C 21128—Shipping weight 1 lb. боз. ....... $9.99 

g 8) Lem Breyer Doll. Rides any traditional-size 
yas horses. Wears T-shirt, boots, jeans. Bendable. 
7% inches tall. Plastic, genuine leather, cotton. Ages 3 

JC 1145 Shipping weight 4 oe. .....-——--- $4.97 
(19) Classic Arabian Family Set. Stallion, ай ш. 
tall; mare, 7x8 in.; foal, 405х432 in. tall. 
49 C 20168 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 20z.. oet $7.94 

(20) Showing Ring and Jumps. 1 in.—1 ft. scale. 
CONSTR: Pre-cut maple-finish plywood fences. д 
wood, cardboard. Ea. fence 12x5 in. Ages 8, 
ORD. INFO: Partly assembled. Instr. incl. Horses 
49 C 2016—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. CE E os 

Show Ring 
and Jumps 

afi 
Arabian Horse 

Family 



Suede Split- 

Leather Kits Á 
^ 

Children’s 
Shoe sizes 

1 Suede split cowhide leather moccasins—simple to 
make and really good-looking. Palomino tan color 

pieces are pre-cut, hand-stitched and ready to be put to- 
gether with tan cotton laces. Sturdy artificial leather in- 
soles are fastened in place. 1 pair, plus instructions in kit. 
49 N 2186 1—Child’s Med. (sizes 11-13%) Wt. 8 oz. $2.99 
49 N 21862—Child’s Large (sizes 1-3). Wt. 80z...... 2.99 
49 N 21863—Child’s X-Large (sizes 30.5). Wt. 8 oz. . 2.99 
49 N 21864— Teen's Small (sizes 5-6). Wt. 10 oz.. 3.49 
49 N 21865—Teen’s Medium (sizes 7-8). Wt. 10 oz. .. 3.49 
49 N 21866—Teen's Large (sizes 9-10). Wt. 10 oz. ... 3.49 

Suede Steerhide Leather Hopi Boot Kit $499 

Boys, girls, even adults love the good looks and comfort 
of these boots. Pre-cut parts, winch foam rubber in- 

soles, waxed thread, lacing needle, shoe laces, instruc. 
Fawn color. State shoe size 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. Boys and men 
state one size larger than regular shoe size. 
49 N 2390F—Shipping weight 12 ounces .......Kit $4.99 

Pre-cut leather pieces are punched and ready for lacing. 
Make billfold, key case, pen and pencil case, %-inch wide 
belt that fits waists up to 36 inches, 3 different coin purses, 
bookmark, comb case with comb. Kit includes lace, lacing 
needle, illustrated instructions. Keys, pencils not included. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

..Kit $4.99 49 N 21811—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1207. . 

мор page scans by сайпана асай com 

~ Cut :2.90 
Automatic Machine knits a row a second 

Priced to be 

It’s easy, fast and fun to knit your own clothes with this 20-inch long steel 
and plastic machine. Just slide the carriage across the 49 closely-spaced nee- 
dies to any width up to 9 inches. Join panels for greater width. Steel rails and 
moving parts cut down friction so you knit faster; nylon brushes help prevent 
dropped stitches. No weights or combs to slow you down. Machine clamps to 
table. Comes with 6-oz. fine-quality yarn, graduated patterns, personalized 
labels, crotchet hook, needles, latch tool, 
79 N 1410C—Shipping weight 6 pounds 

Hand-operated Knitting Jenny 

perfect for beginners 

Easy-to-use plastic knitter makes 
row after row of even stitches. Just 
lift yarn over the double row of pegs. 
12x4'^ inches high. Comes with nee- 
dle, 70 yards of yarn, instructions. 

49 N 1489—Wt. 1 Ib. 1207. $2.99 

Giant Activity Set 
filled with creative crafts 

$349 

Box stores 6 compartments of color Г] 

ful plastic snap beads; paper doll 
with wardrobe; wool, knitting spool, 
needles; 16 charms, 48 links to make 

jewelry; screen-printed tapestry 2 
cardboard frame, yarns, needle and #7 
instructions. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 N 14026 Set $3.49 

Roomy Carryall Trio 

Bright fashion luggage for the 
young miss. Carryall has snap tab 
closing . . hat box and suitcase zip 
open and closed. White background 
with green, maroon, violet mush- 
room print; solid green sides. All-vi- 
nyl cases 14, 13 and 8% in. high 
79 м 14041C—Wt. 3 lbs. .Set $3.99 

a 

Weaving and Knitting Set 
with sturdy plastic loom 

$ 27 

Weave pot holders, scarves, book 
covers with 7-іп. loom, approx. 300 

jersey loops, looper rod. Also incl. 
10 skeins of yarn, spools, needles, 
instructions for knitting 
49 N 14027 —Wt. 1 lb, ..Set $2.99 

re 

3-pc. Wet-look Luggage Set 

Popular signs of the zodiak in 
brown, pink, green and yellow dec- 
orate zippered hat box, suitcase. 
train case. Vinyl; 11, 12 and 10 
inches high. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 N 14042C .Set $6.99 

VAS Sears 545 



Hold conversations on your own *Private Line" 
Works like 

an intercom 
.. rings and 

lights up when 
someone calls 

Desk-style Phone Set $10 58 
battenes. 

Powerful 2-phone set comes with approximately 33 feet 

of wire so you can talk clearly from room-to-room, in- 
doors or outdoors. Rugged blue styrene telephones each 
light up and ring when called by the other. Each phone is 
8x7x4 inches high . . almost as big as a real telephone! 
Uses 4 “D” batteries—order package from “Battery 
Shop" on opposite page. From West Germany. 
49 N 24148—Shipping weight 2 pounds ....Set $10.58 

Projects are easy to 
build because each 
cube is a circuit or 
component . . match 
their tops to diagrams 
in the manual 

Catala page scans by erisintasnmrsetechnical com 

Rings when 
someone calls 

Slim-style Phone Set $860 
batteries 

A child-size intercom that really works. Talk to your 
friends from room-to-room or from house-to-house 
with these handsome red telephones and approximate- 

ly 45 feet of cord. Plastic and metal telephones each 
ring when the other calls. Each phone is 8x3'/x4'/ 
inches high. Uses 4 ^C" batteries—order package from 

Play Walkie-Talkies 
bat 

Send “secret” messages over 30 feet of 
cord, Rugged gray- and silver-color 
styrene cases are each 3x2x7 inches 

high. Each has a speaker-microphone 
and simulated antenna. Set uses 6 “C” 
batteries—order package on facing 

“Battery Shop” on opposite page, From Japan. 
49 N 24109—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 1 oz... .Set $8.60 

Build over 30 projects 

. . burglar alarm, dune 

buggy, traffic signal, 
bike horn. . many more 

$887. 
Electric Build-it Set. Manual 
shows how electricity can be put 
to work in over 30 projects . . in- 
cluding a power crane, electro- 
magnet and a telegraph set, send 
and receive messages. Build one 
project, then take it apart and build 
another. Set also includes 2 mo- 
tors, working panel, buzzer unit, 
tools, bulbs, wiring—over 100 
parts. Plastic and metal. Uses 2 
“AA” and 2 "D" batteries—order 
on facing page. 
79N24082C-Wt. 4 lbs. Set $8.87 

Build over 50 projects 

using magnetic cubes 
that snap together. . 

needs no wires or tools 

$2499 :: 
Lectron. Learn basics of circuitry 
design as you make 3-transistor 
radio, burglar alarm, electronic 
organ and over 50 other projects. 
No electronic know-how is need- 
ed. 80-page manual shows how to 
arrange see-through cubes on 
8х11-іп. metal plate. Then take 
that project apart, build another. 
Plastic and metal. Uses one 9-v. 
battery . . order on facing page. 
Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. 
49 N 24067 .. ..Kit $24.99 

page. Imported from West Germany, 
49 N 24147—Wt. 11Ь, 1 oz. .5е $4.99 

aw » 

Build your own radio and 
loudspeaker-broadcast system 

No soldering is needed to make your own radio with solid- 
state transistors. Pick up local broadcasts through head- 
phones. Use microphone for home loudspeaker broadcasts 
. . play sportscaster, disc-jockey or newsman. Kit includes 
18-inch high cabinet with tuner and diode detector. Uses 3 
“C” batteries—order package on facing page. 
49 N 24184—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. Kit $9.99 

Build your own crystal radio 

Hear music, news and sports on a radio you assemble and 
learn basic radio technology, too. Includes everything you 
need . . no soldering required . . color-coded wire simplifies 
assembly. Radio is powered by a crystal diode that never 
wears out—no batteries needed. Also includes earphone set 
for private listening, tuning coil, case, cover, simulated aerial 
and head set. Case is 7'/.x3x5'/,-in. high. 
49 N 24183—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. Kit $5.36 



New at Sears. . 

JUKEBOX JAMBOREE 
A dynamic new music machine made 

for today's vibrant sounds . 

Jon. YOUTH 
e 3 deluxe drums— 

bass, snare, tom-tom 

e Iridescent coated 

cymbals 

e Break-resistant 
plastic heads 

$ 1998 

e 2 speed: 
45 and 33, 
rpm records 

@ Big 4-inch 
speaker 

e Separate volume 
3nd tone controls 

e Cabinet of high- 
impact polystyrene 
plastic 

@ Flashing light 
sychedelic 
ashing light 

$3,799 

эло + e Durable plastic 
drum head: 

$1299 

e 3 drums—bass. 

1, tom-tom Bring a party-maker into your home with this new concept in children's phonographs 
. à 2-speed full fidelity phonograph in a colorful mod platform area. Glittery gold. 

color foil on cabinet. Phonograph arm has synthetic sapphire needle, non-magnetic 

pickup. 7-in. plastic turntable with 4-in. speaker. 7-in. record included. Complete with 

flashing light (uses a 40-watt bulb not included). Measures 13'/.x23x35°/, inches high 
and has 8-foot long power cord. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 

79 C 66444N—Sent by motor carrier or express. Shpg. wt. 24 Ibs. $37.99 

e Plastic drum heads 

$9097 

FUN PHONOGRAPHS with scuff-resistant 

^ colorful fiberboard cases 
( 1 and 2 ) Electric motors to maintain correct speeds for even 
sound reproduction. Both with built-in 45-rpm adapter, light- 
weight plastic pick-up arm, turntable, carrying handle and 
needle cup. Cases of fiberboard (not wood or hardboard) wipe 
clean with damp cloth. Both UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 2 оеес Phonograph 
AC. Buy them the easy way—order by phone. $ 1 1 8 

1 +speed Phonograph. Plays 45, 78, 33% and 16-rpm rec 
ords. Sound chamber delivers clear sound. Synthetic sap 

phire-tipped needle. 12/,x104/x5'/, inches high. Candy-stripe 
case. 3 children’s records and plastic record rack included. 
49 C 66423— Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 8 о>. ....... $14.44 

l 2 2-speed Phonograph. Plays 45 and 78-rpm records. Pack- 

A age of needles included. Measures 12°⁄4x10'⁄4x5⁄4 inches 
i e AN N high. Colorful jungle-print case. Record not included. 
à Ay 49 C 66465—Shipping weight 6 lbs. 8oz. .......... .$11.88 

| Replacement Needle. Synthetic sapphire-tipped needle fits 
both phonographs sold above. 

* 552 [Sears] гасом 49 C 6662—Shipping weight 1 ounce ......- ‚2.5149 
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Musical Instruments you can play right away.. 

Piano 'n Bench Sets (1 thru 3) 
ө Smoothly finished . . rugged wood frames 

@ Well-tuned sound with sharps and flats 

@ Keyboard charts are color-coded to match 
notes in color-coded songbooks. It’s quick and 
easy to learn simple songs. 

Three-octave, 
37-key 

Spinet Piano 

with matching 

Four-octave, 49-key Spinet Piano 
with matching storage bench 

The full 3-octave range has metal tone bar with precision 
ground tone wires, chromatically tuned. Walnut stain-fin. 

ished plywood. Graceful Queen Anne curved legs supported by 
foot blocks. 2234x1034x20!4 inches high. Matching bench is 
1134x634x954 inches high. Color-coded songbook and key chart 
included. Ages 5 and up. 
79 М 66498L—Shipping weight 21 pounds a-es $3299 

Two-octave, 
25-key 

Spinet Piano 
with bench 

1 Full width standard-size piano keys; 4 octaves give you greater range, chromatical- 
ly tuned. Heavy steel tone bar with precision-ground alloy steel tone rods provide 

full sound. Well constructed of walnut stain ed plywood. Turned wood legs rest 
on foot blocks. 31x13*2x24 inches high. Matching walnut finish bench. Measures 
15%4x9x12% inches high. Color-coded songbook and key chart included. Recommend- " е < 
ed for ages ó and up. See “N” suffix on page 266. black and beige. 16x10!4x18*4 inches high. Bench measures 

rui: " 10x5*4x8*4 inches high. Color-coded songbook and key chart. 'N—S| weig! Juni "T PY. T Ф У 
MENO 2 pene weight 56 pounds Recommended for ages 4 and up 

79 М 66494L—Shipping weight 15 pounds 4 516.99 

3 Two-octave span is chromatically tuned. Metal tone bar 
with precision-ground tone wires. Wood and hardboard in 

Trumpet __ 

$329 [4] і 
Э 2120 

| $3 SS à 

Blow your own horn with 
SUE sir 30-key $ 1399 Bring back romance of $999 Walt Disney Instruments 
table model Piano : К old world with a Zither (4 and 5 ) Play by numbers. . 

Sony ю алу аш а wore 30 fullwidth aie A Letig metal ster with geared tuning. SORE tn тасос 
metal tone bar and precision-ground alloy steel tone ee Recommended for ages 3 and up. 
wires. Wood and wood-grained hardboard . . exposed Каа are Етан Aeta, Trumpet. 4 movable valves. 4 
parts of simulated walnut. Measures 19x9%x9 in. high. song. Included are 10 different song sheets А ined roc lace eae 
Color-coded songbook and key chart. Ages 6 and up, рар ат ааа их : 49 н 6658 1—Shpz. wt. 9 oz. . . $3.29 
79 N 66614C—Shipping weight 13 pounds ........ $1399 DM UMOR OAST, age ek 2 Р 15x9x2 inches deep. Italy. Ages 4 and up. 5 Saxophone. 8 reeds. 15 in. long. 

542 49 N 66469—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 13 oz. ....... $9.99 49 N 66582—Wt. 9 oz. ..... 5329 

со abe scant by dieisimavnuisetediaical con 



Chest of Magic 
Ф 11 "semi-pro" tricks 

© Booklet of 102 magic tricks 

Advanced Magic Set 

$1588 
TOU: fcd Жана Озал реу: Wave magician's 

» whisper the magic word, “Abracadabra”, and perform real 
mes 16 tricks include Chinese Rings, Rice Bowls, Chain Escape, 
rope trick, Genie Bottle, Chinese Sticks and many others. Instruc- 
арн 102 magic tricks included. Ages 12 and up. 
79 C 65598C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 

per \ SASS SS 

When timer runs out, the 
pieces pop up and out of base 

Superfection 

Dom for the whole family. A challenging game 
f speed and dexterity © 5 

ES 5869 
KS Fit all 32 geometric pieces into 16-position base be- 

fore time runs out. First select the bottom piece of 
a geometric pair . . place it in base, add matching 
piece. Race against the mechanical timer till all 
pieces are in place. Play alone or in teams. Plastic. 
1154x8%4x21⁄4 inches high. Interchange 16 position 
cards for more fun. Ages 6 and up. 
49 C 6548—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 7 oz. ..$8.69 

Perfection 

Beat the timer to win $657 

Fit all 26 pieces into the correct slots in 60 seconds, 
before the time runs out and they’re popped up 
and out of playing base. Play alone or in teams. 
Plastic. 1614x9V4x3!4 in. high. Ages 5 and up. 
49 C 65223—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 30z. ..... $6.57 

‘Catalog page scans by cieisiniasnmaselechnical com 

Make magic . . "rabbits" and "eggs" disappear 

berian Chain . . watch the magic water jug refill 
itself. Wave the magic wand, whisper “Abracada- 
bra”, the magic word. Only you know the secret 
to these great tricks. You'll even surprise your- 
self with some of the tricks you can perform. 
Wi cardboard looks like a real 
magician's chest. Complete instructions are in- 
cluded for all tricks. For ages 10 and up. 
49 C 6512—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 10 от... 

© 10 great tricks. wand 

ө Booklet of many more 
easy-to-do magic tricks 

$588 
Here's a magic set for begin- 

mustache for a more realistic 
Easy-to-do tricks 

including Peter Rabbit, coin 
trick, Chinese Bottle. Make a 
magic ball disappear, then re- 
turn. Wave your magic wand . . 
watch three cards disappear. 
Ages 8 and up. 
49C65609-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. . 95.88 

Magic "8-Ball" 

$244 

Answers your 

yes" or "no" 
type questions 

(2) 
Magi 

Window 
$397 
Watch the 
swirling designs 
as you rotate 
the Magic Window ъз 

учи": | 

1 Magic "8-Ball". Ask a question . . flip the ball 
over and answer will appear in the bottom win- 

dow . . like magic! Great for parties . . a great con- 
versation piece. Plastic, 4-in. diam. Ages 8 and up. 
49 C 50093—Shipping weight 10 ounces .$244 

2 Magic Window. Watch Microdium™ crystals 
flow from one pattern to another. Non-toxic mix- 

ture permanently sealed in heavy-duty polystyrene 
case. Young and old can enjoy many fascinating de- 
signs. 9V2x6V4 in. high. For ages 3 and up. 
49C51187—Shipping weight 14 ounces .$3.97 



ing along 
Amplity your voice 

thru microphone 

included with this 

AM Radio 

Wes $14.95 

CONSTRUCTION: Case made of colorful Sold only at Sears. Reduced from our T 
Book. А high-impact plastic with way handle 

room or recreation room where they for carrying. state AM radio, Carrot- 
can sing along with their favorite radio microphone has self-contained vol- 
songs and hear their own voice come дава Сопота Aud 10-foot lon, d. 
right out of the radio. 

cord. In- 
CX опе for private ешр 

HOW IT WORKS: For use as radio alone, “Measure Зах? х? inches high. Made 
ири dnd соне AM radio by 

Bugs ict arm to point out 

in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 

tery, not inclu 
49 М 51045—Wt. 11b. 100z. . 

one 9-volt bat- 
below. 
412.95 

the ORDERING INFO: Re 
To use radio with carrot- shaped micro- i 

phone, simply turn on the switch and 
Start singing do Microphone can also 

9-volt Batteries. be diy as a pub! асан system for 
added fun. 

(1) Talking Fairy Queen Play Phone... 
it talks and looks like mommy's, tool 

pepe pone oe Ms hours us poe 
like talking with a real friend. 
HOW IT WORKS: Just pick up the receiver, then 
push button MR to hear 

messages. 
CONSTRUCTION. Durable etis Measures 
BVax 334x354 inches overall. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
S INFORMATION: тока 1 "C" bat мету, 
TON 4576 TR. .$3.66 

(2) Freddy Phone. . . a savings bank 
that talks. . . no batteries needed 

. Encou в in a clever, entertaining way 
to save and quarters. 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn handle and Freddy rolls his 

i їз soft rubber mou! 
n Euge did aan TAE 

feet for Mem or can be Sateen Stands 
| $¥4x3¥ax8 inches high. From Hong Kong. 

IR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 45767—Shipping weight 1 

Package of two. 
49 N 46993—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. .Pkg. $1.15 

‚Д+ 759 
зур 

Bugs Bunny? Talking Alarm Clock 

Sold only at Sears. Hear "Bugs" 
say, "Eh, wake up, Doc! ir 
rn me to call you—so here I 
am telling you it’s time to wake 
up. No more Tei oe up! Get 
up you sleepyhea un you get 
мр, I'll go back to 
HOW IT WORKS: ol clock up 
and tell time by its big, full-nu- 
тега! dial and animated carrot 

ids pointing out the time. 
Set alarm for the. tins yon 

want, and hear “Bu TIT 
ing sleepyheads | peta as lear to 
get up, until he is turned 

Talki 

Helps little sleepyheads 
wake up every morning battery 

$1 495 without 

CONSTRUCTION: Body made of 
high-impact styrene. Real 30-hour 
wind-up precision movement. Mea- 
sures 614x7x254 inches deep. Made 
in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 1 “C” 
attery, order packi low, 
Shipping weight if. 8 oz. 

49N51041 

Alkaline "t 
Shipping weight 5 o 

49 N 46997 ...... package $1.39 
©1974, 1975 Warner Bros. Inc. 

ng Fairy Queen 
Play Phone 



Friends will ask, “How'd you do that?” 
«—o tar 
M e p ~ Weary, 
И, e 

Entertain with magic. . . 
14 mystifying tricks, PLUS 

magic book of 101 more tricks 
and a magic wand 

Amazing to an audience, yet not difficult to do. 

FOR AGES: For the beginning magician 10 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 C 64012C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. ....................89.95 

(1) PairUps. . . match 
shapes against clock 

OBJECT OF GAME: Race against the clock 
to unscramble 20 pegs and match their 
shapes in before clock stops and pegs 
not up fall through. For 1 or more 

CONTENTS: Plastic base, pieces. Built-in =, 
mechanical timer. 11x8 in. wide. 
FOR AGES: 7 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: A 1 
49 C 62152—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 о2...85.95 } 

(2) Perfection by Lakeside 
10% а race against time! 
OBJECT OF GAME: You have 60 seconds to 

geometric shaped into cor- 
rect slots in playing base greed they all 
pop out. For 1 or more players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic playing board, pieces, 
mechanical timer. 11%х8М in. wide. 
FOR AGES: 5 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 65223—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.. $6.94 

(3) Superfection by Lakeside 

io assemble босан pussies and pace to etric les ant 
them in playing base before time runs out ) 
and pieces pop up. 
CONTENTS: Plastic base, pieces. Mechani- 
cal timer. 1134x8V4 in. wide. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 6548—Shps. wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz. ..$7.97 

Magic HOW IT WORKS: Great for parties, conversation piece. 
"8 pe Ask it “yes” or “no” questions, flip it over, answer Г, $327 appears ааа е МОМ HER. сто отет 7 2 FOR AGES: 8 years and up. a ORDERING INFORMATION: 540 [Sears] 285 49 C 50093— Shipping weight 11 ounces ....... $2.77 А 

анда tage scans by chntimas macta com 



(1) Fold-away Play Tunnel . 
Crawl through it, play in it, hide in it. Use 
indoors or outdoors as a secret passage- 
way, а cave—a hideout all your own. 

CONSTRUCTION: Perforated, weather-re- 
sistant vinyl fabric over tempered steel 
hoops; 22 inches in diameter; expands to 9 
feet long. Folds to 2-inch thickness with tie 
straps. 

FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
79 N 45104C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs... . 

Deluxe 
Fire sat hg m 
Jook like a real fireman 

$597 

49.99 

Big Driver 
Dashboard 

$995 

(2) Emergency® Deluxe (3) Big Driver Dashboard 
Firefighter Set HOW IT WORKS: Real-looking police car 

SET INCLUDES: Authentic dashboard has ignition key, speedometer 
looking helmet with adjusta- ^ needle, working steering wheel and siren, 
ble strap, simulated air bottle gear shift, horn, authentic looking 
with breather mask, bullhom “mike”, glove compartment for storage. 
and badge. Made of plastic. WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Durable, cleanable 
ORDER INFO; Ages 3 to 8. plastic. 1334x7x8'2 inches high. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: For ages 3 to 7 
49N45017.........95.97 years. Partially assembled. 

21976 Emergency Productions 49 N 44464—Shpg wt. 2 lbs. .... $9.95 

So easy to store 
Folds flat to а compact 

2 inches thick 
Ties are included. 

(4) Back Pack 
Contains everything the little backyard prec 
needs to go "exploring" in "wilderness, 
just like big brother or sister. 
CONSTRUCTION: Weather-resistant, durable 
plastic in bright colors. Back pack is 9x9x15 
inches high. 
WHAT YOU GET. Built-in carrying straps; 
fishing pole; "fish" and hook. Stove, 414x734 
inches, with simulated gas burner, a spade, 
hatchet, water canteen, 2 cooking pots and a 
frying pan with covers. (Not for use on real 
stove.) Back pack opens to carry other items. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 4 pu 

49N45102.. $8.97 

Back Pack. . holds 
everything you need 

for a hike in the "wilderness" 

$897 

(5) The Work Horse 
А dual-activity toy that provides hours of 
fun, variety and exercise for little tykes. It's a 
ride-on horse. Take off the seat and it's a 
work-bench that combines fun with practice 
in coordination. Wheels make a ratchet 
sound that kids love. Horse is 20x8%4x15 
inches high. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic construction. 
Screwdriver, hammer, wrench, 2 nails and 2 

mm D = screws to "work" with. 

FOR AGES: 1!4 to 3 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partial assembly 
is required. 

Shipping weight 3 (us 
79 № 45044С . e $7.94 

or hammer on 
The Work Horse 

$794 

(6) Good Puppy™ 

This Good Puppy walks, sits, heels, then 
barks for a reward When biscuit is placed in 
his mouth, air-actuated Puppy appears to 
chew it, but biscuit drops into sto pouch 
under his chin for his next reward. He moves Camping 

tools and 
fishing 
pole to 
catch 
your 
unchi 

tabi paoi scans by diia тие аса Gon 

Good Puppy™ 
He walks, sits, barks, begs. 
Reward him with a biscuit 

$877 

along on wheels. 
WHAT YOU GET: 
Plastic dog; detachable collar; 3-foot leash 
with bone-sha; handle; 3 plastic biscuits. 
12x9x5 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping reer 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

49 N 45328. А ..88.77 



Stamp on your choice 
of design using 
stamping tool 

Leathercraft and Woodburning Kits 

(1) 9-item Saddle-Leather Tooling Kit. You can design 
look leather gi „ Make 4-hook key case, coin purse, pen: 
case, bookmark, luggage tag, key holder and two bracelets. 
KIT CONTENTS: Three un tools, precut and partially embossed 
heavy saddle leather parts, sad stitching thread and needle. Kit also 
includes hardware and assembly instructions. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 10 years to adult. 

rofessional- 
t, car key 

49 C 2255—Shipping weight 11 ounces ................. Kit $10.49 

(2) 8-item Genuine leather Lacing Kit, Lace-up leather goods. Make 
billfold, key case, pen and pencil case, coin purse, , comb case 
(comb is included), and a parking meter coin and key holder. 
KIT CONTENTS: Genuine leather pieces precut and pre-punched . 
ready for lacing. Includes lace, lacing needle and instructions. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years to adult. 
49 C 20029—Shipping weight 14 ounces ................. Kit $6.29 

(3) Woodburning Set. Make eagle shelf, 7x5x2¥¢ in. high; junk box, 
AV4x254x3*4 in. high; knickknack shelf, 4х3х2% i ; key rack, 
1214x2x41⁄4 in. high; flowerpot holder, 334x334x354 in. high. 
SET INCL: Electric woodburning pen, 2 extra over-points for different 
уа eight 4x3-in. wood lá plaques, 5 kits (described above), paint 
strip-8 colors, brush, water cup, colored foil, sandpaper, glue, instr. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 22 w. 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 13 to adult. Not for ages under 13 yrs. 
49 C 20012—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. ......... Set $9.99 

Set of additional Woodburning Projects (not shown). 16 printed 
basswood plaques, 4x3 in. (different plaques than set above), plus a 
snap-together saltbox planter project, 614x454x234 in. de 
49 C 2165 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces 

546 
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11) Creepy Crawlers® Ripe Kare) 
its 24 weird, wiggly creatures . . . fun to 

Musical Toys are fun and can 
start a life-long interest in music 

(4) 9-piece Disco-style Trap Drum Set. Roll into an easy downbeat and ac- 
company friends with this professional-looking see-through trap drum set. 
WHAT YOU GET: A коз 21-inch bass drum with heavy-duty foot pedal for 
those low tone, параи eeping beats, an 11-inch tom-tom and a 9-inch tom-tom, 
plus an 11-inch tail drum, 11-in. snare drum. All have see- 
through bodies and heads. 8-inch sock with stand, foot pedal, 14-in. hiss- 
ing cymbal. Cowbell and wood block add a touch of the Latin-beat. Two brushes 
foras sound and two 15-inch drumsticks to drive the disco beat. 
NU SCR pe dice ein ám eee saree acrylic Pd mace eripe. 

ring, cracking. Clear polyester teel cymbal, cow- 
ball Wood Block ad drumsüeks are wood. Sinal and iasi EST 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 to 16 years. Partly assembled, instructions included. 
See “N” suffix note on page 322. 
79 C 66705N—Shipping weight 18 ройпд%.......................... $69.99 

(5) 7-ріесе Brushed Gold-look Trap Dun Set. d "golden oldies" and oth- 
er favorite songs on this professional-style drum. 
WHAT YOU GET: 18-in. bass drum with [Таа y foot pedal, two 9-in. tom- 
toms, one 9-in. cocktail drum and one 11-in. standing snare drum. 14-in. cymbal, 
wood block, two brushes, De 15-in. drumsticks. Mylar* pok 
CONSTR: Lithogray steel drum bodies, bass drum has clear lyester 
film eme have break- ырыт lastic beating surfaces. 
Steel cymbal, steel and plastic foot pedal. №: sticks are wood. 
ғов AGES, onde INFO: 8 to 15 years. s. assembled, i instructions included. 

mailed, takes 15-pound rate, see page 322. 
таер Shipping welght 13 pounds’. ОЛСЕ ЙЕЛ aon. $49.99 

6) 6-piece Big Sound тар Drum Set. Impress your friends with professional 
ns срне id of f this white hite pearl-color trap drum set. 
WHAT YOU GET. 18-in. bass drum with foot 
tom, 9-in. cocktail drum, 14-in. cymbal, wood two 1 
CONSTR: шора steel drum bodies, break-resistant * plastic beat- 
ing surfaces. Steel cymbal, steel and piast: foot pedal Wo block and sticks, 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, instructions included. 
79 C 667 15C—Shipping weight 11 роџпіз....................... Set $29.99 

(7) 5-ріесе Denim-look созу, Trap Drum Set. Play "blues", other favorite 
rhythms with blue denim-motif trap drum set. 
WHAT YOU GET: 18-іп. bass drum with foot pedal, 644-in. tom-tom, 9-in. tom- 
tom, 11-in. curled cymbal, wood block, two 10-in. drumsticks. 
CONSTR: pios ed steel drums with break-resistant ah plastic beating 
surfaces. foot pedal. Wood block, sticks are wood. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 012 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, instructions included. 
79 C 66707 C—Shipping weight 8 pounds Set $19.99 

(8) 4-piece Trap Drum Set for the younger musician. Perfect for the begin- 
ning drummer. Animated print on bass drum head. 
WHAT YOU GET: 16-in. bass drum with foot pedal, two 6-in. tambourines, 8-in. 
curled cymbal, two 10-in. wood drumsticks. Steel drums with break-resistant 
Tyvek* plastic heads. Steel cymbal and foot pedal. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, instructions included. 
79 C 66703C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ores quer CEP TM: Set $12.99 
"Registered DuPont Trademark 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

6¥%-in. tom-tom, 9-in. tom- 
drumsticks. 

(10) Drum Stool for all drum sets, facing page. Brown. 
WHAT YOU GET: Molded hi; оре. plastic stool with rein- 
forced seat. 3 plastic legs with plastic tread. Legs are 
detachable, 934-inch diameter seat, 15%; inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

HO)  49c6671—Shipping weight 2 pounds ................. $6.99 

(13) Fun Art Frame-ups 
SET INCL: 4 blackline drawings: two 

make, fun to touch. 
SET INCLUDES: Electric cauldron with 25- 
watt light bulb and lid; three molds; 4 Соор® 
colors (1V2-fl. oz. each); accessories, instruc- 
tions incl. Takes about 1 hour. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed, 110-120-v. 60- 
Hz. AC. 6-ft. cord. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: 8 yrs., up. Warr. by 

|. Write for free copy, p. 322. 
49 C 2040—Wt. 2]bs. 6oz......... $12.97 

4-color Goop® Refill (not shown). 
49 C 2042—Shpg. wt. 100z. ........ $4.97 

(12) Disney 3-Pak 
Acrylic Paint Kit 

SET INCLUDES: s ream by number e 
tures of each: Micke louse**, Bambi**, 
nocchio**, 18 vials E non-toxic acrylic She 
3 paint brushes included. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 yrs., up. 
49 C 20534—Wt. 1 lb. 1102. ... 
**® Walt Disney Productions 

-Kit $4.97 

16x20-in., two 11x14-in. of Supermant, 
Batmant, Wonder Woman’. 6-colored 
non-toxic felt tip pens. 1 frame adjusts 
to 16x20 or 11x14 in. Mix, match color 

rt. Set of instructions incl. 
AGES, ORD INFO: 5 years and up. 
49 C 20569—Wt. 11b. 1002. ..$5.99 
tand © DC Comics. Inc. 

Extra Black Plastic Frame (not 
shown). Adjusts, 16x20 or 11x14 in. 
49 C 20585—Wt. 11b.4oz. ...$2.47 

(14) Fiostiog Pictures. To create a 
colorful floating picture, just push nails 
into Styrofoam® in desired pattern, 
then paint nail heads . . . see how pic- 
tures change with light. 
INCL: Styrofoam plastic block 10x10x1 
in. high, nails, non-toxic paints, design 
sheet, wood frame, brush, a 
AGES, ORD INFO: 8 years and uj 
49 C 20604—Wt. 11b. 8 oz. .. "34.99 



No Chord Organ made 
is easier to play 

For melody, just match keys and songbook numbers 
and play chords with a touch of a finger 

Matching keys 
and songbook numbers 

ELECTRIC 3-OCTAVE ORGAN 

$3 4?? Керсе 
A great first instrument for a child. Six 
major and six minor chords give a wide 
range of harmony at the touch of a 
finger. Keyboard with 37 black and 
white keys, volume control and on-off 
switch. Lovely mahogany-colored plas- 
tic cabinet designed to blend with almost. 
any decor. Organ measures about 29x 
12%4x8 inches high. Built-in music read- 
ing lamp, songbook and instructions in- 
cluded. UL listed for any 110-120-v., 

546 Sears pcem 
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60-c. AC outlet. Order legs, bench, extra 
music below. 
79 М 66662L—Shpg. wt. 21 lbs. $34.99 
Set of 4 Steel Legs. Each 23 in. long. 
79 М 66529C-Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. Set $7.99 

Bench, vinyl seat cover. Wood frame, 
steel legs. 19х1114х162 in. high. 
79 М 66526C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.. .$9.99 

Set of 3 extra Music Books. 
49 N 66524—Shpg. wt. 11b.. .Set 3.99 

17-key Accordion 

si 

Piano accordion with 8 bass buttons for 
rhythm. Tuned reeds. 10 white and 7 
black keys. Accordion extends to nearly 
two feet, closes to 9%4х8%%х4%М inches wide. 
Arm and hand straps. Made of rugged, 
shock-resistant plastic with silver-color 
finish trim and fittings. Dark red, pearlized 
body. From Italy. 
49 N 66676—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 1302..$7.99 

18 chord 
buttons 
including 

6 bass tones 
for 

rhythm 

$6 4° 

without bench 

Electric Chord Organ with a 3 octave range 

Six major chords, 6 minor chords, and 6 bass tones. 37 keys. 
Volume-control slide bar. Stainless steel reeds. Two-tone 
walnut and blonde wood-grained vinyl sealed on strong 
wood cabinet. Measures 24x10x30 in. Music stand, book. 
UL listed for 110-120-v, 60-cycle AC outlet. Order bench 
at left. Organ shipped freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 66677N— Shipping weight 25 pounds, ........ . 
49 N 66549 —Set of 5 Music Books, Wt. 8 oz. 

2-octave 
24-key 
Electric 

Organ with 
12 chords 

24” 
Rich, resonant tones at touch of a finger. 6 major and 6 
minor chords. Textured brown plastic case measures about 
23x12x7 inches high. Complete with instructions, music 
rack and chord selector system song book. UL listed for any 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC outlet. 
79 N 66462C—S 

Battery- 
operated 

Mini-Organ 

ur its 

without batteries 

Over 2 full octaves, 26 tuned reeds. Plastic two-tone blue 
case measures 16x6x5*4 in. Song and instruction cards in- 
cluded. Uses 3 “D” batteries, order package below. 
49 № 66679—Shipping weight 4 pounds......,....... $7.99 
49 N 8405—“D” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 11b.Boz. Pkg. 149 

Grand Melodeon 2 

Built to the standards of a fine musical instrument. Over 2 
chromatic octaves from B below middle C. 27 accurately 
tuned reeds. Holding strap on the back for the left hand. 
Plastic. Simulated leather carry case. Song and instruction 
book. 17!4x334x1*4 inches. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. 
АӨ N,86878, . ........ €... а E VUE ERES $7.99 



Talk to your friends down the street, 

across a field, even thru the walls of a house 

using invisible radio waves 

transTalk | "ecu GE SOLID STATE TRANSCEIVER 

-50- NO LICENSE 
REQUIRED 

Battery-powered 
Walkie-Talkies | t Т Ik 

and Base Station ra n $ а 
on this page 
transmit on us p. de © BRE 

TRANSCEIVER Citizens Band 
Channel 14 

Send and receive “secret” messages This extra-powerful wireless Walkie-Talkie 

up to '/, mile away" without wires sends and receives messages up to 3/, mile away* 

Child's TransTalk 50 Walkie -Talkie Child's TransTalk 700 Walkie-Talkie 

Each $ 999 pénis Each $1299 without 

Pretend you're an astronaut . . or a spy . . or just talk about tomor- Keep in touch with your friends on hikes, picnics, or from house-to-house, Lightweight 

row’s ball game. Walkie-Talkie can go anywhere with you. Solid state receiver-sender is crystal-controlled for sharp transmissions. Solid state circuitry 

circuit with crystal-controlled transmitter. Plastic and metal unit has means instant power—no warm-up time needed. Special “B” audio circuit means long- 

volume control, on-off switch, talk-listen button and 35-inch telescop er battery life. Volume control, on-off switch, talk-listen button and loudspeaker. 38 

ing antenna. 1'/,x2°/,x6 inches high overall. Uses опе 9-volt battery— inch telescoping antenna is chrome-plated brass. Molded plastic body 1'/x2%/x6 in. 

order package below. From Japan. high. Uses one 9-v. battery—order pkg. from “Battery Shop" below. Japan 

49 N 2401—Shipping weight each 12 оцпсев............Еасћ $9.99 49 N 24011—Shipping weight each 1 pound .. ^ Each $12.99 

ырды E p ts ss 

Astrex | Pick up radio signals on 23 different 

н ае i channels. Or talk to friends who hav 

Sears Battery Shop Дое 08 | аъ 
"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. $1899 отоле 

49N -Wt.602..... kg. " 
eden LED de Tune in on radio operators an 

"C" Batte! Package of 6. emergency vehicles on all 23 Cie 

49 м 8406-Wt. 12 oz. ..Pkg. $1.19 zens Band Channels. Crystal-con- 
trolled transmitter lets you send 

"D" Batter Package of 6. H ^ your own signals to other nearby 
49 N 8405-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.Pkg.$ 1.49 stations and walkie talkies on chan 
volt Batterie. Package of 2. nel 14. Portable 8-transistor base 
= R Peres pi g Pkg. 88c station gives you instant power . . 

Eo or A no warm-up time needed. Rugged 

6-volt Battery. Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. plastic case has built-in speaker-mi- 

49N8407 M cH En 1:19, crophone, antenna, volume contr 

Alkaline Batteries. Last up to 10 in. high. U 
times longer than standard carbon- V tenes order pke at left 

zinc batteries above. 49 N 24099—Wt. 3 lbs. ...$18.99 
"C" Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 N 8411-Wt. 8 oz. ...Pkg. $2.49 
“D” Batteries. Package of 4. NOTE: Base Station on this page and Lectron; Electric Built-It. Crystal Radio Set and 

49 м 8412-Wt. 1 lb. ...Pkg. $3.29 Loudspeaker-Broadcast set on facing page are suitable for children ages 8 and up. [d 
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BEAT 
(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

Drum sets scaled to fit 
junior rhythm makers 

Phase II 

Drum Set 
3 Our most professional-sounding jun- 

ior drum set has Lyf-Lon™ beating 
surfaces to give more uniform response 
and resist temperature changes better 
than animal skin heads. Incl. 21-in. diam- 
eter bass drum, 11-in. diameter snare 
drum, 9-in. diameter tom-tom. All 3 have 
highly polished metal spring clips. Bass 
drum has steel foot pedal and strong steel 
legs for positive placement. Complete 
with 2 cymbals (1 a hissing cymbal), res- 
onant wood block, two 15-in. hardwood 
drumsticks, two brushes and a cowbell. 
Shipped partly assembled. 
79 C 66672L—Wt. 14 Ibs. Set $19.98 

Flashing Light 

Drum Set 

4 For a psychedelic effect . . light inside 
bass drum flashes its own rhythm as 

you drum up a beat. Durable Tuff-Beat® 
plastic heads are break-resistant. Three 
drums . . 20'/,-in. diameter bass drum, 9- 
in. diameter snare drum, 6-in. diameter 
tom-tom. All with steel frames. Includes 
14-in. hissing cymbal, two 10-in. drum. 
Sticks, wire brushes, tone block, bell and 
heavy-duty foot pedal. Uses 60-watt bulb 

(not included). 6-foot cord with flasher. 
UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
Sent partly assembled. 
79 С 6667 1L—Wt. 12 Ibs. -Set $1299 

Country and Western 

Drum Set 
Б Tough Lyf-Lon™ beating surfaces. 

Set features Country- Western motif 
drumhead. Three drums include 21-inch 
diameter bass drum, 9-inch diameter side 
drum and 6-inch diameter tom-tom. All 
with rugged steel bodies. Includes two 
cymbals (one a hissing cymbal), a wood 
block, and two 12-inch hardwood drum- 
sticks. Sent partly assembled. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. 
79 С 66475L—WL. 10 Ibs. Set $9.97 
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A Gift of Music 

Organ with bench 

Both electric organs feature: 
* Entire 3-octave range 

* 37 black and white melody keys 
plus 12 piano chord keys 

* Knee-action volume control 
and smooth-slide power switch 

e Easy-to-read key selector strip. 
instructions and songbook 

Contemporary Organ with 
woodgrained console base 

6 Contemporary styling . . rich oak finished plastic 
molded housing with woodgrained plastic console 

base looks elegant in any room setting. Console base 
has easy-lock assembly connectors . . use it with or 
without the base. Matching vinyl upholstered bench 
with wooden legs stands 16'/, inches from floor. Organ 
has music rack and is 29'/,x13'/2x36*/, in. high. 3 song- 
books. UL listed; 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. Sent partly as- 
sembled by motor carrier or express. 
79 C 66612N—Shipping weight 49 Ibs, .......... $67.99 

Book and Record Sets 

Read along $444 
and listen 

(8 and 9) Each set includes 2 records 
and 2 illustrated word-for-word books . . 
for listening—reading—learning and fun. 

illustrations. For ages 3 and up. 

Beanstalk” and “Pinocchio.” 
49 C 66513—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. Set $4.44 

land" and "Cinderella." 
49 C 66512—Shpg. wt. I Ib. 2 02. Set $444 

the whole family can enjoy 

Record Library 

Fifteen 45-rpm $477 
records plus case 

Each carton includes 30 selec 
tions. Fiberboard carton with 
handle holds up to 50 records. 

Book has large type size and full color — 7'4x7'Ax7'/, in. high 

Carton with 15 Records of 
Set of 2. Includes “Jack and the — stories, games and songs. 

49C66697-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 07.$4.77 

Carton with 15 Records of 
Set of 2. Includes “Alice in Wonder- Christmas, special occasion 

апа activity songs. 

49C66421-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $4.77 

Learn to play in minutes 

Just match the numbers on 
the organ key selector strip 
with the numbers over the 
notes in the songbook . 
You'll be playing actual 

songs in minutes! 

Organ with bench 

Classic Organ with 

detachable legs 

7 Decorator brown high-impact plastic cabinet has 
music rack and removable wooden legs for table 

use. 29'/,x12°/,x35%/, in. high. Matching vinyl uphol- 
stered bench with wooden legs stands 16% inches 
high. One songbook. UL listed; 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 
79 С 6647 1L— Partly assembled. Wt. 31 Ibs. ...#42,99 

Set of 3 extra Music Books. Includes 59 key-coded 
Christmas, sentimental, country-western songs. 
49 С 66524—Shipping weight 14 oz. ........... $3.99 



No need to read music .. just match up color-coded notes, hit the right 
number or pluck the selected area of string and you're a musician! 

Electric 
Organ ’n 
Bench Sets 

(6 and 7) 

e Full three- 

octave range 

* 37 black and 
white melody keys 

* 12 piano 

chord keys 

* Knee-action 
volume control 

lever. . smooth-slide 
power switch 

* Key selector 

Strips are 

number-coded 

to match 

notes 
in songbook Grained-finish Organ 

[7] 
8 

with full console base $74 Ц 
. . matching bench 

Brown-toned Organ with detachable legs . . bench 7 Oak-finished molded plastic organ with a woodgrained plastic console base. 
Console base has easy-lock assembly connectors . . use organ with or without 

base. Music rack. Organ stands 29%х13%4х36% in. high. Matching vinyl uphol. 
stered bench with rubber-tipped wooden legs is 16% in. from floor. Partly assem. 

led. UL i1 MO АС. 30 waits. Safety Dh 64 1 bled. Instructions and three songbooks are included, UL listed; 110-120-v., 60-с es JL listed 4 Де n Voy ee а „ 30 watts. Safety plug . . 6-ft. cord AC. 30 watts. Safety plug . . 6-foot cord. Not recommended for ages under 6, Not recommended for ages under 6. 4 iN” s ^ М 79 N 66612N. N” suffix, page 266. Shipping weight 47 pounds .......974.87 79 N 6647 1L—Shipping weight 31 Ibs. .... 847,86 page OPPS went 47 рои 

G Molded plastic cabinet with music rack. Rubber-tipped wooden legs. 
29'/4x1244x35% in. high. Matching vinyl upholstered bench with wood 

en legs, 1644 in. high. Instructions and songbook included. Partly assem 

Set of 3 extra Songbooks. 59 key-coded Christmas, all-occasion songs. 
49 N 66524—Shipping weight 14 ounces б Set $3.99 

$2487 

“Take anywhere" electric Table-model Organ. . 

* 2-octave range * 25 black and white melody keys 

* 6 piano chord keys • Convenient music rack 

* Easy-to-learn number-coded keyboard and 3 songbooks 

8 Crisp, clean styling in this two-tone brown plastic cabinet. Stands 
20%4x11x10% inches high. Push-pull volume control. Instructions are 

included. UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 30 watts. Safety plug 

6-foot cord. Not recommended for ages under 6. Like ything else in 
Sears books, it’s so easy to order by telephone. 
79 М 66458C—Shipping weight 11 pounds . E $24.87 

Learn and enjoy stories, games and $ 5 88 
without batteries songs with 45-rpm Record Sets 

Battery-operated 26-key Each fiberboard carton comes with 15 records (30 selections). Will hold up to е, „ Measures 624x7!/4x7"4 inches high. : Mini-Organ . . 2 full-octave range M MEE coat inches high; Hg an ca E EM 
Durable plastic in beige and white. Measures 1515х6х5 inches high. Low Carton with 15 Records of stories, games and songs. 
noise, low-battery drain motor. Number-coded songbook and instruc- 49 N 66697—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ошсе5...............›...... $5.88 
n. e 3 "D" batteries (not included), order 2 packages below. Ages 15R. ds of Ch as, special sion and activity 

49N 66668—Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ошпсев................ $1097 49 N 66421—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces ......... эз. .Set $5.88 

49 N 46996—Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 110z, ...Pkg. 145 
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Watch out for the King of the Hill 
He'll try to roll you over $495 
by releasing his marbles 

Climb to the top of the hill to win. Turn the spinner . . climb 
1 to 3 steps up hill. Add one marble to the king's cache for 
each step you take. As the marbles accumulate, the king gets 
angry . . watch out for the avalanche. Reset marble trap . . 
play till you reach the top. Plastic. Measures 18%4x10%x9 
inches high. For 2 to 4 players, ages 4 to 8. 
49 C 6558—Shipping weight 2 pounds ................84.95 

Bugs Bunny® 
Chase Bugs 
Bunny into 
his hole 

1 Bugs Bunny. Chase Bugs back into his hole with a barrage 
of red marble "tomatoes". Get your Bugs in first to win. 

Plastic. 241/ex12x4 inches high. 2 players, ages 5 to 9. 
79 C 65577C—Shipping weight 4 pounds ... $5.88 

Donald's Game. Land on *'Let's go to McDo- 
with Mayor McCheese, Captain Crook, Ronald 

McDonald® or Big Mac. Order from McMenu card. Players 
score points by filling order with McCards in their rack. In- 
cludes 120 McCards, 10 McMenus, chute, die, 4 each: pegs, mar- 
bles, card trays, stand-up characters. 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 12. 
49 C 6560—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 oz. ............ ...$497 
Bugs Bunny © 1974 Warner Bros. Seven Arts, inc. 
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Haunted 
Treasure Hunt 

Dig for treasures but be careful not to 
disturb the old Sea Captain's ghost 

$499 
without 
battenes 

Dig for candlesticks, coins, goblets and “diamond” rings with tweezers. If the old Sea 
Captain’s ghost spots you a buzzer will sound. You'll lose your treasure and lose a turn. 
Uses 2 “Р” batteries, order package below. Plastic. 934x16x2"% inches high. Ages 6 to 14. 
49 C 65579—Shipping weight 2 pounds . 
49 C 46995—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Shpg. wt. 11b. 4 oz. . 

Deluxe Cootie 
6 Cootie bodies and $467 

playing board 

Build a lovable Cootie companion a sin- 
gle piece at a time . . 84 pieces in all for a 
smilin' Cootie colony. Pieces match num- 
bers on die . . roll one for a body . . two 
for a head. . keep building till your Coot- 
іе is finished. Great for preschoolers be- 
cause no reading is required. Made of 
sturdy colorful plastic. For ages 3 to 10. 
Like everything else in Sears books, it's 
зо easy to order by telephone. 
49 С 65679—Shipping weight 1 lb. ..%4.67 

NOTE: Items on this page not for ages under 
3, due to small parts. 

Good Humor" 
Try and "catch" the $388 
Good Humor truck 

Twirl the "ice-cream bar" spinner . . "bite" 
indicates how many spaces Good Humor 
truck can move . . "stick" tells how far peo- 
ple can move. "Catch" cardboard truck, draw 
a flavor card from the back. 4 cards of any 
one flavor wins. 2 to 4 players, ages 5 to 10. 
49 С 65524—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 100z. ...... $3.88 

Figure 8 Race Track 
3 cars $329 

3 motorcycles 

"Driver's, start your engines.” Just release 
the starter and go. Cars, cycles are propelled 
around hairpin curves by rolling steel-ball 
“motors”. Make a “pit stop" . . check your 
engine, then speed to the finish. Includes de- 
cals to decorate your “machine”. Plastic. 
17x8!4x6 in. high. Ages 4 and up. 
49 C 65599—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. .......%3.29 Ж uar 005 

... -$4.99 
Pkg. 1.55 
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to talk to you 

SEE 'N SAY* 
Pull-ring toys that let you carry 

along your talking storyland friends 
‚ no batteries needed 

(1 and 2) Children see hear 
sounds боера рея іштен Баг 
say about the pictures. 
HOW IT WORKS: Vu EH 
miliar at random or 

selection. ters on for 
WHAT IT'S MADE 58 зна Ке 

sand Mame daaa M аза 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: No batteries needed. 

AGN 44482— 16. pates 4 

(2) eat St 

Books that talk! $494 „= 
_ Children can listen to a story 

with RUE sound effects while 
they read. . . no batteries needed 
лум саа to read with 
these colorfully illustrated books th. 
talk! Play them over and over. . eM 
records to break. 
HOW IT WORKS: Just dial the ns 
wheel with your finger to hear the ful 
story as you. 
WHAT'S IT MADE OF: Sonic section of 
hi-impact plastic. clear print for 

1 lent sound quality. M. 1 беітар qi y. easures 

(4) 49 N 16235—The Three 
өн 16234—Mother Goose Stories 

E Wt. ea. IIb, 80z.......Each 84.94 

Cutslod nabs scans by chrisimas-nuiseteciwic com 

Spelling and Counting 
Wheel teaches reading, 

arithmetic accuracy 

$694 
Stimulates spelling, reading, arith- 
metic skill in a fun way while devel- 
oping hand-eye-fit coordination. 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn wheel to 
рє letter ог number and slide it 
rom disc onto word building slots. 
Make any combination of words or 
numbers by sorting and fitting. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Sturdy plastic. 
Letters on one side of wheel with 

Push-button Teaching Clock 

$495 

Makes a fun game for teaching chil- 
dren to tell time by both the normal 
clock face and Bex digital way. 
HOW IT WORKS: Push left button, 
minute hand advances 5 minutes. 
Push right button, wise old owl's 
sleepy eyes open to give you digital 
time. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Sturdy plastic. 
Stands 314x7x9!4 inches high. Large, 

СЕДЕА ЕМЕВЗУ 
Teaching Toys for fun and learning — - 

Mini-Calculator makes 
practicing math fun 

for preschoolers 

$199 
Shows children how to work 
math problems. Calculator adds, 
subtracts, multiplies, divides any 
two numbers from 1 to 9. Even 
answers in fractions, decimals. 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn dial and 
roblem appears in window. 

Child answers, then slides window 
open to see if answers agree. 
WHAT IT’S MADE OF: Sturd; 

numbers on reverse. 
Measures 14x14x2% inches. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 16601—Wt. 2 Ibs. 

Pick-A-Pair 
Introduces preschoolers to mul- 
tiple-choice reasoning with nur- 
sery-rhyme picture cards. 
HOW IT WORKS: Put picture 
card into slot. Child then 
matches picture that appears in 
question window with one that 
is related, missing or the same. 
If correct button is pushed, card 
will advance to next problem. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Sturdy 
plastic. 7x8x1!4 in. Includes 5 
cards with 40 questions. Japan. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Extra card set sold below. 
49 N 16604—Wt. 11b. .$3.99 

Pick-A-Pair Card Set. (Not 
shown.) Multiple-choice reason- 
ing cards using numbers, 
shapes, concepts. 5 cards with 
40 problems. From Japan. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Use with Pick-A-Pair sold sepa- 

Shippii oun 
49 N 16602 .........Set 99c 

$6.94 

easy-to- 
Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 16607—Wt. 1 lb. 

Memory Match 

read numbers. Made in Hong plastic. Measures 6x634x*4 incl 
deep. Made in Singapore. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

$4.95 49N 16031—Wt.8 oz. 

Magic Answer Machine 

.$1.99 

Tests memory as children 
search for matching pictures, 
words, rhyming words. 
HOW IT WORKS: One child 

Shows child how to spell with single letters. 
HOW IT WORKS: Put picture card into slot, 
name the picture, then push first button. 
First letter of word will appear on the screen, 

challenges another to remember 
which sliding key hides the 
matching picture or words. 
WHAT IT’S MADE OF: Sturdy 
plastic case and scorekeeper. 
14¥%x114ex24¥ in, overall. In- 
cludes 3 cards with 6 games. 
Made in Singapore. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Extra card set sold below. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 oz. 

49 N 16579... ...$5.95 

Memory Match Card Set. 
(Not shown.) Tests children's 
memory using math and picture 
dictionary. 6 cards with 12 
games. Made in Singapore. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Use with Memory Match sold 

ipping weight 
49 М 1661........ Set $1 

Push other buttons to complete word. 
WHAT IT’S MADE OF: Sturdy plastic. Mea- 

1. Includes 12 sures 7x2¥%x4 inches overa! 
with 24 pictures, Made in Japan. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Extra card sets sold below. 
49 N 16509—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. ......$3.99 

Extra Card Sets for Magic An- 
swer Machine. Builds child's lan- 
guage and math ability. 24 cards 
in each set. From Japan. 
ORDERING INFO: Use with Magic 
Answer Machine sold above. 
49 N 16608—Math Set 

(96 problems) 
49 N 16609—Noun Set 

(48 nouns) 
49 N 16612—Verb Set 

(48 
Shpg. wt. set 6 oz. . 



(4) Mysterious 

Orient 

FOR AGES: 12 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(5) 160 Great Magic 
Card Tricks 

$495 
Astound your friends with 
card tricks. . . make cards 

Locator, Paddle, Book 
of Card with instruc- 
tions to perform 125 tricks. 
FOR AGES: 12 yrs. and up. 
ORDERING MARINE 

oz. 
49 C 64011 .........94.95 

(6) Виск-а-гоо 
piece by piece keep 

loading him up 'til he kicks 

$449 

OBJECT OF GAME: Tension 
mounts as each player adds a 
new piece to the mule's load. 
When mule kicks, the last 
player to have put on a piece 
1s out. Play until someone 
wins. For 2 or more players. 
CONTENTS: Assorted plastic 
pieces, 8//2-іпсћ long plastic 
mule, base, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 

(7) Kaboom Machine 
by Ideal 

. .keep pumping up 

the balloon, but be 
sure you don't break it! 

$495 

Put any one brightly colored 
balloon on the push 'n puff 
Kaboom Machine . . . pick a 
number from 1 to 10 and go! 
OBJECT OF GAME: Be player 
that can pump machine the 
most times without breaking 
alloon. 
CONTENTS: Molded plastic 
Kaboom machine, package of 
colored balloons, Scoreboard, 
egs, instr. 93x 7% in. 
fe . For 2 to 6 players. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 

ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C 62052 $4.95 

p Walk Along Sesame Street™. Reach end of Sesame Street 
irst. Call on Big Bird, Cookie Monster for help. 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 3-D game board 7% inches high. 4 cardboard stand- 
up characters, double spinner and 4 pawns. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 6508—Shipping weight 2 pounds . 

(9) Sesame Street Missing Match-ups™. Be player to acquire 
the most pegs by matching numbers, letters, objects by memory. 
For 2 or more players. 
CONTENTS: 32 game formats, featuring Sesame Street Muppet 
friends, 32 pegs, 8 puzzle cards, 1814х91%-іп. game board. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 С 65 19—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces .......... $3.44 

(10) Sesame Street Light and Learn™. Answer questions on 
card with battery-operated probe . . . if correct, green light 
flashes; incorrect, red light flashes. For 1 or more players. 
CONTENTS: 20 е cards, 12x8-in. foil circuit board with at- 
tached metal probe. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 14 years. 
ORDER INFO: Use two “С” batteries, not incl., order below. 
49 C 61022—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces . . 4.84.74 
49 C 46994—Pkg. of 6 "C" Batteries. Wt. 12 02. ...Pkg. 1.69 
"Sesame Street and Sesame Street lamppost sign are trademarks of Chil- 
dren's Television Workshop 1975 CTW. 

without 
batteries 

(11), Соне зерен game 
requires knowledge of colors. CONTENTS: Three games. . . the Little Train Game, Forest Friends game 
OBJECT OF GAME: Be first player to апі Mother's Helper. Incl. a colorful board, spinner and 4 markers for each 
ree pete Нон» despite pones sipor pu inciden chore cards. For 2 to 4 players. — 
Cherry Pitfalls and other lappy Little Train. Be first to move your "train" up the mountain to finish line. 
For2to4 FOR AGES: 5 to 12 
CONTENTS: Play board 18%4х15% in: Forest Friends. Be the first to reach the end of the forest path. 
4 plastic gingerbread men playing FOR AGES: 4 to 8 a 

64 cour, object cards. Mother's Helper. Be first to complete 3 chores for Mother. PS., Ü 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 С 65178—Wt. 11b.802...92.04 

— 
13) Deluxe $394 

Cootie 
Build a colony of 6 smilin' Cooties. 

а Cootie, one piece at a time. 
Pieces match number on die. . 
rolling 'til your је is fini For 

CONTENTS: 84 plastic Cootie parts. 
Cardboard playing board, die. 
FOR AGES: т. and N : 3 years and up. Not rec- 
ommended for ages under 3, due to 

parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 65679—Shpg. wt. 11b. .$3.94 

FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Each game packaged separately. 
49 C 655290—Shipping wei, 2 

Mousetrap. . . turn handle to $584 
start chain of wacky events 

OBJECT OF GAME: Players move 
around board, by tossing die, con- 
struct trap, piece by piece. Player 
whose mouse lands under trap, gets 
trapped, loses. 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Cardboard playing sur- 
face, die, plastic components, mark- 
ers. 18x18x10 in. high when set up. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORD. INFO: Partly assemb., instr. 
49 C 65778—Wt 21Ь5. 8 oz. . $5.84 

(14) Mister 
Potato Head $444 

progresses, watch it - 
ally become а Mister Potato Head. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Be the first to as- 
semble a complete Mister Potato 

Players spin and add the part 
shown on spinner. For 2 to 4 players. 
es pe кед, ( 

Я noses, T bodies, 2 mouths, 2 hats. Plastic 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO : Instr. incl. 
49 C 65282—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $4.44 

weight 2 pounds 12 ошпсев................... 



EMERGENCY! 
Sears Play Paramedic Van 

(7) Li'l Gas Pumper. Reduced (8) Baker's Man. Take him (9) Make-believe Paramedic Van 
from our 1977 Wisi Book. ‘Turn apart . he’s a pie and cake Be a hero and save a victim with your own rescue supplies. 

bell rings; “fill 'r up" with 
hose. Includes tokens for paying, 
Biss wrench, oil can, fl: 
lastic. 9 4x7x14*, " 

me ur 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz. 

pan, measuring cups, spoons, а 
rolling pin too; cookie cutters, 
sifter, all plastic for you. 13 
utensils for great kitchen fun. 
Not designed for use in 
oven. 10%; inches high. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Bs. 2 02. 

HOW IT WORKS: Press red button to sound the siren. Pull down side and ramp for easy 
access to patient and equipment. Detachable patient is on roll-cart stretcher. Mock oxygen 
mask fits into victim’s mouth. Blood transfusion device and hypodermic — victim's 
arm. Foot cast. Plastic van 10х5х7 in. high. Make-believe thermometer, у machine, 
rotating heart monitor and built-in compartment for storage of each instrument. imported: 
FOR AGES: Recommended for ages 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces . 
49 М 45068 .. 38.88 

10) Li'l Camper Wilderness Set 
'eather resistant plastic and vinyl. 

WHAT YOU GET: Pup tent with poles, trail 
belt with compass in buckle, 8Yx11x3¥-in. 
backpack, canteen, play axe, play shovel, 
whistle, flashlight. Tent set up is 24x33x16 
inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERIN( INFORMATION: Flashlight re- 
pee 2 "D" batteries, not included. Order 

. below. Assembly required. Warranted 
ittel. Write for free copy; see page 330. 

49 N 45064 $6.87 49N44188 ... 9.95 

pa N 44158—Wt 3 lbs. 1002. .....912.99 

Package of 2 "D" Batteries 
Shipping pes 11 ounces. 

49N 46996 .................. Pkg $1.39 
Li'l Camper 

Wilderness Set 

$1299 
without batteries 

(11) Alphie, the robot—an exciting space- 
age playmate full of action, lights, sounds! 
HOW IT WORKS: Select desired function: 
questions and answers, music or games. In- 
sert appropriate card. For questions and an- 
swers, child positions Alphie's arms at a 
question and an answer, presses verification 
button and lights and sounds tell whether an- 
swer is right or wrong. To sing along with 
Alphie, child inserts a music card, selects one 
of 5 tunes and presses verification button. 
With game cards, board, child can play 
games involving counting, colors, symbols. 
Plastic, 11 in. tall. Mounted on wheels. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Needs one 9- 
volt battery, not incl., order package below. 
Warranted by Playskool. Write for free copy, 
see page 330. 
49 N 44792—Wt. 11b. 100z. . .$19.77 

Packege of two 9-volt Batteries 
Shipping weight 4 oz. 

49 N 46993 ............ +- Pkg. 99c 

(12) Hard Hat Harry™. Look like a real 
construction worker while you build. 
WHAT YOU GET: розы, washable, plastic 
hard hat sizing strap to fit 
just right. Labeled tool pouch, with tying 
String, to hold five plastic play tools: 
a square, iver, wrench, hammer and 
pliers to do almost any job. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 45088—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 25: [Sears] 547 
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Go for the "gold" with this. 
brushed gold-look Trap Drum. 

Snere that disco 

Trap Drum Set 

Disney 3-Pak Paint Kit 

Саш page scans by сила ытизевм1 киса! oon 

VAN 
(15) SUPERSTAR 3000™ Guitar 

HOW IT WORKS: 12-pre-programed songs are 
played as you strum the guitar, controlling the mu- 
Sic's rhythm. You can also program the guitar to 
play any tune. 64-notes, 2 octaves. Guitar has realis- 
tic vibrato sound. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic with rock- 
styling. 12-note keys on fretboard. Volume and pro- 
gramming controls. 28 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Takes 4 “С” batteries, not included; 
order 2 pkgs. below. Warranted by Castle. For free 
copy, see page 322. 
79 C 6659 1C—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz. $39.97 
DieHard Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46839—Shipping weight 5 oz.. . . . Pkg. $1.39 

sates [Sears] 547 



25-key 
Spinet Piano 

"2" 
Just match color-coded notes 
with keyboard to play. Cast-iron 
tone bar. Piano measures about 
16%4x1014x18%4 inches high. Hard- 
wood and hardboard construc- 
tion. Gold-color front panel, 
black-finished cabinet. Bench 
stands about 8% inches high. 
Music book included, 
79 N 66523L-Wt. 15 Ibs..$12.87 

тайый vade scans by dieisimacmisetediwical oon 

]r. size Spinet Piano 
49 keys 

plus a 4-octave keyboard 

for greater range 

$3995 

49 keys, including sharps and 
flats, make it possible for young- 
sters to play most of their favorite 
songs. Heavy cast iron tone bar 
with precision ground alloy steel 
tone rods for full sound. Color- 
coded song book and key chart 
make it easy tolearn simple tunes. 
Gracefully turned legs rest on 
foot blocks. Elegant maple fin- 
ished wood piano measures 31x 
13¥4x24 in. high. Matching lift- 
top storage bench, 15x9x13 in. 
high. Hardwood plywood con- 
struction. Shipped freight (rail 
or truck) or express. 
79 N 66636N—Wt. 40 lbs. $39.95 

37-key Spinet Piano 
with see-through front panel 

$2487 

37 keys including sharps and flats. Plastic 
see-through front panel allows view of action 
of tappets striking steel tone wires. Metal tone 
bar. 3-octavespan, chromatically tuned. Hard- 
wood plywood construction, finished in wal- 
nut. 2234x1094x20!4 inches high. Color song 
book and color-coded key chart. Matching 
bench, 1134x634x10 inches. Shipped freight 
(rail, truck) or.express. 
79 м 66674N— Shipping wt. 22 Ibs... .$24.87 

Baby Grand Piano with 

concert piano styling 

9 9 
8 5 | 4 Me 

Both pianos and benches are 
made of hardwood with a lus- 
trous woodgrain finish. Keys 
include both sharps and flats. 
Metal tone shaft and wire music 
stand. Includes music book. Im- 
ported from Japan. 

36-Key Piano with bench. 
Piano measures 1434х193х2034 
inches high. Bench is 10 inches 
high. Partly assembled. 
79 М 66664C—Wt. 9 Ibs..$11.97 

46-Key Piano with bench. (Not 
shown.) Piano, 17'x21!4x20'4 
in. high. Bench, 10 in. high. 
Partly assembled. 
79 М 66673C—Wt. 13 lbs. $15.97 

\ 

nant, no 

amplifier is required 
with this 

Its sleek styling with a cutaway body and narrow 
neck make it easier to play. Looks like a real elec- 
tric instrument, yet its twangy fun sound needs 
no amplifier. Steel body with brown and gold-color 
sunburst design, 6 steel strings, metal strike 
plate. Geared tuning helps guitar stay tuned longer. 
Shoulder strap, pick and instruction book in- 
cluded. 26 inches long. From Japan. 
79 N 66597C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. .$6.99 

Folk Guitar— 

$399 

29 inches long with nat- 
ural wood finish and ve- 
neer front, back. Produces 
full, resonant sound. 6 
wire and nylon strings. 
Plastic pegs, zinc-plated 
tailpiece, shoulder cord. 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs, 
79 N 66533C ...... $3.99 

N 

Junior Zither 
15 metal strings 

Play music right away . . just 
follow the coded song charts. 
Base is pressed board; formed 
metal body. Geared peg tuning. 
Tuning key, pick, extra strings 
and instructionsincluded. Mea- 
sures about 14х18х11% inches. 
Gray, gold color. Buy ittheeasy 
wi rder by phone. 

Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. 
49 N 66695 ............ $6.99 

Metal gears 

well spaced for 
easier tuning 

"KES" Sears 547 



These frisky colts 
are really special 

BIG 38-inch long Bronco 
with seat that adjusts 

Eg ) " as child grows 
This 35-inch Palomino looks alive, even Who said horses don't talk? $2 899 

feels alive . . cause he has a soft, furry coat This 28-inch galloper says 10 phrases! : ; 95 $1095 Its Fury! He rune like the wind and 
without batten can't wait to take you for a ride. 24 19 / Frame adjusts to change saddle Sleek palomino loves to be petted .. he has a flocked — This gabby colt would love to have you as its master. height from 29 to 33 inches. Molded 

nylon filament coat with the texture of suede. And with And he's great company, too . . just push the button of polyethylene with western-style the realistic western-style plastic saddle, rein and metal оп his saddleroll and he talks to you! Hi-impact poly- saddle, blanket and vinyl reins. Tu- "under stirrup”, you'll feel like а real cowpoke! Safety styrene body is an attractive roan-color. Tubular steel bular steel frame has plastic end caps stand is l-inch tubular steel and has rubber floor grips Баве is 40x22¥2 inches. Protective plastic plugs on to protect floor. Sturdy steel springs 
to protect mom's “prairie” from scuffs. Stand measures Баве, Voicebox uses 1 "C" battery . . order pkg. below. 50x24x47 inches high overall. Comes 
46x31 inches. 35-inch polyethylene horse. Saddle height: ^ Sent partly assembled. partly assembled. Shipped motor 
28/2 inches. Shipped motor carrier or express. 79 N 89011L— Shipping weight 20 pounds. ‚519.99 carrier or express. 
79 М 89009М№ – Partly assembled. Wt. 28 Ibs. 5082499 49 N 8406—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1202......Pkg. 1.19 79 N 89005N— Shpg. wt. 33 Ibs, . . $28.99 

Mustang Colt in 

popular 26-inch size 

$1439 
Handsome buckskin-color colt 
ideally sized for young buck- 
eroos, 

“L'il Tot" Trainer Horse . . seat 
adjusts from 12 to 15 inches 

$1234 
Casters on this multicolored 
plastic pony let baby sit "n 

walk "n ride..then as child 
grows, remove the casters and 
playseat and it becomes his first 
spring horse! Seat height ad- 
justs so horse "grows" with the 
child. Holds up to 30 pounds 
Safety strap builds child's con- 

7 fidence. Steel frame 31х20х221/2 
Converts — inches high. Sent partly assem- 
йа. bled 
a spring 79 N B9006C — Wt. 13 Ibs... $12.34 
horse 

6 inches of tough 

polystyrene with realistic blandi 
ket, reins and saddle. Тиъшай 
steel base and spring 
mounted “stirrup bar’ 

able hand grips. 40x22 
in. high; has plastic "fee! 
protection. Seat height 24 in 
Sent partly assembled 
79 М 89002L— Wt. 17 lbs. ...$14.39 

Aerobat . . even better 
than a carnival ride ST >> 

Roll back and forth . . or roll all the way over! Aerobat is egg-shaped Climb the steps and slide on down . . or crawl ѕо you can control the roll. It even has footrests and slots for your through the "tunnel". Bright orange-colored hands. Smooth tangerine-colored polyethylene goes indoors or out. slide is made of rugged polyethylene and has Measures 35x29x12 in. wide. Sent motor carrier or express. Like по sharp edges. Measures 28x15/:x19V/» 
everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. іп, high. Sent motor carrier or express. 
79 М 71765N — Shipping weight 18 pounds. ...........-... ...$15.99 79 N 71766N— Shipping weight 10 pounds. . $6.99 

Cululod padè scams Dy chriainiaé nansetechnical com 



STRUMMIN FUN 
with these 

professional-looking guitars 
.. add an extra sound dimension 

with a ‘‘big beat” amplifier 
and a microphone outfit 

helps keep them 
n tune longer 

Our lowest price in 8 years 
for an Electric Chord Organ 

with 6 chord keys 

Such a low price for a modern-style, easy-to-play table organ with dis 
tinctive wire music rack. 2 octaves, 25 black and white melody keys, 
push-pull volume control, “smooth-slide” power switch. Two-tone brown 
decorator plastic cabinet. Stands 20*/,x11x10 in. high. Key selector strip, 
song book, instructions. UL listed; 110-120-v. 60-с. AC. 
79 C 66495C—Shipping weight 11 pounds $19.97 

Sears 554 ғасом 

дой рабе scans by deiina masalomia Goi 

Big 34-in. Guitar with molded plastic body $ 1 099 

Stylish Fireball has sleek, cutaway hollow body of molded plastic with 
sunburst finish. 6 metal strings, metal tailpiece and metal gi tuning 

give it professional action. Shoulder cord, pick, 33'/,-rpm tuning record, 
music book and instruction booklet are all included. 
79 C 66604C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $10.99 

317/-іп. Folk Guitar with nylon gear tuning $977 

Classic folk styling; hollow body of high-impact styrene with laminat 
ed simulated woodgrain face. 3 metal-wound strings, 3 nylon strings. 

Shoulder cord, pick, 33'/,-rpm tunin; 
79 C 66411C—Shipping weight 4 pou: 

record, music book, instructions. 
ls 5977 

26-in. Guitar with steel body and strings $799 

For the "electric" look . . 6-string cutaway hollow body and narrow 
neck for easy playing. Handsome sunburst design and simulat 

controls. Geared tuning, shoulder strap, pick and instr. book. Japan. 
79 C 66597C—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

Microphone 

Speaker Set 
$1199 

Solid-state, all-transistor. Front 

mounted speaker, loudness con 
trol. Handle. Provides 360° sound 

pickup. Metal, plastic. 10'/x3'/x 

“Big Sound” 5899 
Amplifier 

Sensor has suction cups to at. 
tach to guitars above or any 

hollow-body guitar. Volume con 
trol. Transistorized. Metal, plas 

12% in. high, 9'/,-ft. “mike” cord. tic. 124x3' 4x10, in. high. Order 
Order 6-v. battery below 6-v. battery below 
49C66477—Wt.31bs.802...91199 — 498 C66472—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. .$8.99 
49 C 4634—6-Volt Battery. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 oz. Each 135 

U 

À 29-in. Folk Guitar 
with natural 

wood finish 

$449 

The "ALL AMERICA" 

red, white and blue 
polystyrene Guitar 

is 29'/ in. long 

$366 

em 

marks 

This folk guitar produces a full, 
resonant sound. Veneered front; 
natural wood finish. Two wire 
and four nylon strings. Lacquered 
tailpiece. Shoulder cord and tun- 
ing pegs included. For ages 6 and 
up. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 C 66533C 

Here's a true classic hollow-body design 
polystyrene guitar for hours of happy 
strummin’. 6 adjustable nylon strings for 
clear, resonant tones. Includes pick and 

instruction book, For ages 6 and up. Like 
everything else in Sears books, it's so 

easy to order by telephone. 
79 С 66457С. hpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $4.49 53.66 



Country and Western 
Drum Set with 

Drum Set 
Professional-looking Phase I! with today's popular 

Drum Set with iridescent finish 

$2466 
Lyf-Lon™ plastic beating surfaces give lasting play and 
more uniform response. Includes a 21-inch diameter bass 

drum, 11-inch diameter snare drum and 9-inch diameter 
tom-tom with highly polished metal spring clips. Heavy 
gauge steel bodies and strong steel foot pedal. Sturdy steel 
legs for positive placement. 

Set also comes with two cymbals (one is a hissing cym 
bal), resonant wood block, two 15-inch professional-like 
hardwood drumsticks, 2 brushes and a cowbell, Partly as- 
sembled. Recommended for ages 8 years and up, Use your 
phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
78 N 66672L—Shipping weight 14 pounds Set $24.66 

blue jeans look 

$1599 
© Featuring the unusual see-through vinyl 

front head. Write on it with pen, pencil or 

crayon. Bass drum measures 16 inches in diame 
ter. Also 9-inch diameter snare drum and a 6*4 
inch diameter tom-tom. Durable Tuff-Beat® 
plastic heads. Steel bodies. Plastic foot pedal. 

The set comes complete with two cymbals 
(one is a hissing cymbal), resonant wood block, 
two 10-inch hardwood drumsticks and a metal 
cowbell. Shipped partly assembled. Recommend: 
ed for children ages 6 years and older 
79 М 66476L—Shipping wt. 10 Ibs. Set $15.99 

metallic blue finish 

$1244 
3 Tough Lyf-Lon™ plastic beating sur 

aces, Bright country-western motif 
s drumhead. Incl. a 21-in. diam. 

bass drum, 9-inch diameter side drum 

and 6-inch diameter tom-tom. Features 

rugged steel bodies. Plastic foot pedal 
Accessories include two cymbals (one 

is a hissing cymbal), а wood block and 

two 12-inch hardwood drumsticks. 

Shipped partly assembled. Recommend. 
ed for children ages 5 to 12 years. 
79 N 66475C—Shpg. wt 10 Ibs. .Set $12.44 

on ba 

Easy-to-play electric Phonographs with 
washable, scuff-resistant fiberboard cases 

(4 and 5 ) Electric motors maintain correct speeds for an even 
sound reproduction. Both have built-in 45-rpm adapter, light- 
weight plastic pick-up arm, turntable, carrying handle and nee- 
dle cup. Rugged cases of fiberboard (not wood or hardboard) 
wipe clean with damp cloth. Both are UL listed; 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. 25-watts. Not recommended for ages under 5. 

4 4-speed Phonograph..Plays 16, 33%, 45, 78-rpm records. 
Sound chamber delivers clear sound. Synthetic sapphire- 

tipped needle. Circus animal-print case 1214x1014x544 in. high. 
Three 45-rpm records, plastic record rack included. 
49 N 66474—Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces . . - ..$16.88 

Б 2-speed Phonograph. Plays 3314 and 45-rpm records. Syn 
thetic sapphire-tipped needle included. Animals in forest- [© 

print case 1214x1014x514 inches high. Record not included. d 
49 N 6646—Shipping weight 6 pounds 2 ounces . - $1377 

Replacement Needle. Synthetic sapphire-tipped needle. Fits 
both phonographs (4 and 5) sold above. 
49 N 6662—Shipping weight 1 оцпсе,.............. x $177 

Z-speed Phonograph 
without record 

$1377 
3 children's records. rack 

$1688 

@ REMEMBER! You can order items on pages 425 to 593 from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 | 544 [Sears | «xoc 
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Our finest Spinet Pianos 

Hardwood. plywood construction . . walnut finish 

Well-tuned sound with sharps and flats 

Full-width keys 

$3699 37 keys | $2899 30 keys 

Learn simple songs easily . . keyboard charts are color-coded to 
match notes in color-coded songbook. Chromatically tuned. Steel tone 
bar fitted with precision-ground alloy steel tone wires. Wood frame. 
Turned legs, foot-block supports. Matching bench, 11x6!2x9!4 in. 

37-key Piano. 3-octave span. Measures 23x10'4x19*4 inches high. 
Recommended for ages 5 and up. 
79 C 668191—Shipping weight 20 pounds ....................$3699 

30-key Piano. 2!5-octave span. Measures 19%4x10%4x19% inches 
high. Recommended for ages 4 and up. 
79 C 66816L—Shipping weight 18 pounds ... РЯ ....928.99 

ооо 0 

Keyboard chart color-coded to songbook notes, both included. Chromatically 
tuned. Metal tone bar with precision-ground tone wires. Wood frame, hard- 
board construction in beige and black finish. 16x104x18% inches high. 
Matching bench measures 10x534x8*4 inches high. Ages 4 and up. 
79 C 66494L—Shipping weight 15 pounds .. 

Сарой pace scans by cherisinas marsetechrnical con 

Include songbook, bench and wire music stand Ж 

Great for beginners. Tabletop organ with 8 chords and 
sional keys. High-impact styrene cabinet in attractive beige and brown fin- 
ish. Includes music rack and songbook. Easy to learn simple songs . . num- 
ber-coded keys match number-coded notes in songbook. Measures 
21x10 12x94 inches high. UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 60 watts. 
6-foot cord. Not recommended for ages under 6. 
79 C 66815C—Shipping weight 15 pounds ....... ..$19.88 

Organ Songbook Set 
Can be used with either organ on this page. 
Set of 4 includes: Seasonal Melodies with 
12 songs, Music of Many Nations with 13 
songs, Town and Country with 13 songs, 
Favorite Hymns with 13 songs. 

49 C 66829—Shpg. wt. 1 lb........ Set $3.99 

$1167 
without 
batteries 26-key Mini Organ 

. . battery operated 

Two full-octave range. Durable plastic in beige and brown. 15V2x6x5 inches 
high. Low noise, low battery drain motor. Number-coded songbook. In- 
structions. Uses 3 “Р” batteries, order 2 packages below. Ages 4 and up. 
49 C 66668—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces . . ertt nter $1167 

49 C 46996—Alkaline “О” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 11 oz. ..Pkg. $1.49 

Miniature Baby Grand Piano . . with 27 keys $796 
With 16 white keys and 11 
black keys. Metal tone bar 
and tone wires produce 
bell-like sounds. High-im- 
pact plastic with wood- 
grain finish top and ivory- 
color base. Three detach- 
able legs. Measures 
13%4x12x8% in. high. In- 
structions. Ages 3 and up. 
Imported from Italy. 

Shpg. wt. 2 18. 5 oz. 
49 C 66814 $7.96 

Miniature Baby Grand Piano . . with 15 keys $4.96 

Metal tone bar produces 
bell-like sounds. High-im- 
pact plastic with orange 
top and ivory-color base. 
Three detachable legs. 
Measures 10%4x10%4x6 in. 
high. Instructions. Ages 3 
and up. From Italy. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 66811 5496 



Push 

Eeyore $345 — 

Eeyore, Pooh's good friend, would love going on a leisurely walk with you. 
HOW IT WORKS; Just squeeze the bulb on the end of his leash and he moves 
forward and turns his head as he walks. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic body and leash. Soft vinyl ears, mane, tail and 
bulb. 7/2x4V2x4 inches high. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

їррї ight 9 ounces. 
49N 45272 soù $3.45 

(1) Digger™ the Dog. 

Digger" M the Dog Digger actually walks 

$592 
"m 

you. 
HOW IT WORKS: Pull his 
leash and he walks in 
front of you or at your 
side. 
рат IT'S MADE OF 
Plastic with spring mecha- 
nism. 13x6x5 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 13 

49 N 44061 $5.92 

(3) ZOODLELAND 
Snail Roller. 

He will move as fast as 
you pull or push him. 
HOW IT WORKS: Balls 
roll around in his clear 
shell when he’s pulled. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: 
Clear, break-resistant 
n shell, nylon Eel 
an 'ropylene body. Ts aa inches high: 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shpg. wt. 1 
49845271 

Р. 

зо CO ZOODLELAND 
Snail Roller [8] 

Soft, squeezable Foam Toys 
that survive "crashes", 

keep rolling along 

Giant 
Plane $292 

28 

© » 

(5) Giant Plane. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Soft, washable, non- 
toxic Safe-T-Foam®. Free rolling wheels. 
17x15x5 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 45266—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

548 
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(6) Pickup Truck. 

7¥4x8x5 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 45262—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

Tots love to 
^n Pull 

these "Pets" . 
some "walk", 

others pop or buzz 

Pickup Truck 

©] $242 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Soft, washable, non- 
toxic Safe-T-Foam®. Free rolling wheels. 

some "drive"; 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Pull-Mee® 

$579 
Except for his there's nothing Pooh likes better than being in the 
driver's seat of his “i clack” jalopy. 
HOW IT WORKS: AS Simply pal бе siring or pud Ма back Pooh turns from side 
to side while 
WHAT IT’S MADE OF: High density polyethylene car. Soft vinyl Pooh. Nylon 
string. 10x6x9 inches. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 4 years, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44164—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces 

(2) Queen Buzzy Bee. 

HOW IT WORKS: Pull FISHER-PRICE 

lea Warmest her NV» 

quive ee 05 ee Y quiver. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: 
Wood body with plastic 
wings and spring anten- 
nae and nylon leash. 
6x4x6 i 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 
ko due 

E {5264 $2.42 

(4) Snoopy Sniffer. 
HEN старте: 
volve when he 
HOW IT SEL Pull 
leash and he walks, howls 
and wags his tail. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: 
Wood body with plastic 

ws, spring tail and ny- 
on cord leash. 1313x 
434x614 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 4 
ORDERING INFO: 

wt.2 
5283 

FISHER-PRICE 

$6.37 

Make Snoopy and 
Woodstock jump up 
and over the ramp 

Snoopy's 
Scooter Shooter 

$487 
HOW IT WORKS: Pull release back on Scooter Shooter and 
motorcycle shoots up and over the jump ramp. Shooter 
makes motor-like sound. = m 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic Scooter Shooter with spring mech- 
cm twist grips and brake control release. Motorcycle, 
поору, ', Woodstock and jump ramp 11 inches long. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 4458 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces ...$4.87 
Peanuts characters © United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 1966 



$491 

Mr. Mouth" 
$694 

without battery 

542 
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Don't Break the Ice 

Ants in the Pants 
$397 

Popcorn 

without 
batteries 

Cat's Eye 

$694 

(1) Don’t Break the Ice 
How much “ice” can you 
knock away? 
OBJECT: If you knock out 
a wrong block, the “ісе” 
caves in, your man falls 

and you lose. For 
2 to 4 players. 

CONTENTS: 9%х9х4%- 

lets; plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 and up. 
ORDER INFORMATION: 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 C 65376...... $4.97 

(2) Ants in the Pants 

Press ants' tails to make 
them jump into the 
“pants”. 
OBJECT: Select 4 ants the 
same color, then make 
ITE IDA. xA the sus- 

ees чо Ds. ts Lors first 
player to get all his ants 
into the pants wins. For 2 
to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 16 plastic 
ants in four different col- 
ors. 9x5x13-inch high 
plastic pants. 

FOR AGES: 3 and up. 
ORDER м-га; 
Shpg. oz. 

49C 5375. — $3.97 

(3) Popcorn 
OBJECT: Gather 3 mar- 
bles of the same color as 
they ricochet wildly 
around the dome. For 2 to 
4 players. 
CONTENTS: 15x15x10- 
inch high plastic base with 
dome. Piano-type keys 
control the marbles. 48 
plastic marbles. 
FOR AGES: 4 to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 3 "D" 
batteries, not included, or- 
der below. 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 
.$9.94 

рє. oz. 
49C {89881 M $1.69 

(4) Cat's Eye 
OBJECT: The marbles 
roll out of the silo as fast 
as you can watch, but 
you must select only 
your own color and 
throw the others back. 
First player to collect all 
of his color marbles and 
the cat's eye wins. For 2 
to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 12x12-in. 
lastic base with a mar- 
le silo and 4 attachable 

marble trays. 60 multi- 
colored marbles; plastic. 
Plus 2 cat’s eyes. 
FOR AGES: 4 to adult. 
ORDER INFORMATION: 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 С 65298....96.94 

(5) Mr. Mouth" 
OBJECT: Be the first to 
flip all your chips be- 
tween Mr. Mouth's 
moving lips and you 
win. He opens and clos- 
es his mouth as his head 
rotates for challenging 
competition. 
CONTENTS: 13x13x41- 
inch high Mr. Mouth 
unit; plastic. 40 plastic 
chips. For 2 to 4 players. 
FOR AGES: 5 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 
1 “C” battery, not in- 
cluded, order below. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C 65338 ....56.94 
Alkaline "C" Battery. 
Pkg. of 2. Wt. 5 oz. 
49 C 46997 ....$1.39 

(7) Denim-look 5-piece Drum Set 
with 18-inch bass drum 

Play the "blues" and other rhythms with 
this blue denim motif trap drum set. 
WHAT YOU GET: One booming 18-inch 
bass drum with foot pedal, 9-inch tom- 
tom, 6%-inch tom-tom, 11-inch curled 

mbal and percussion block. Also in- 
clades two 10-inch drumsticks. 
CONSTRUCTION: Lithographed steel 
drums with break resistant Tyvek* р 
tic heads. Steel cymbal. Wood sticks, 
steel foot pedal. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. In- 

(8) 

Slip in a 45-rpm 
record. close lid 

(10) EZ Ez Play single-speed Phono 
automatic tone arm 

Simple ту sperat ш place any ich pm rec: 
close the lid . . . tone 

CONSTR.: KA EE, 1 гар 
Volume control, 2- phire tij re 3" Dre 

speed 
FOR AGES: 4 to 7 
ORDER INFO: Instr. wires 2 “С”, one 9-v. bat- 

Tet ЕН MEC t at left ipd below. 
replacement needle not 

49C repair eas wt. tip oz "C $8.79 

9-volt Battery. Package of 2. 
49 C 40993. Shpg. wt ог ТЕРБЕ Pkg. $1.19 

(11 апа 12) Children's 7-inch 
45-rpm Record 

(1 pe C et All-Time o oue 
e 

py fa Old Man” and 
Pull the е Mage 
FOR AGES dur sto тега 
ORDERING INFO: 
49 C 66618—Wt. 1 Ib. 

(12) Disco Duck a 
record A includes “ 
«Нарву DaS n ys”, eM s Шев Angels”, 

FOR AGES 12 6to 12 eet 
ORDERING INFO: 

wt. 2 Ibs. 
А P TET Set $8.99 

structions for assembly included. 
79 C 66706C—Wt. 8 lbs. . E 

ur 

FOR AGES: 6 to 13 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assem. ines. bis If 
mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate. See p. 
79 C 66712L—Wt. 12 Ibs. ..... odo 99 

14.99 

6-piece Pro-look Drum Set 
with 18-in. bass drum 

see-through head 

Impress your friends with the profession- 
al look 
in blue and black moire finish. See- 
rough 

and sound of this 7-piece drum set 

bass drum helps make this set 
like the pros. 
WHAT YOU GET: One booming 18-inch 
bass drum with see-through head and 
foot pedal, 9-inch tom-tom, 61-inch tom- 
tom, 9-inch cocktail drum, 11-inch curled 
cymbal and percussion block. Also in- 

ludes two 14-inch drumsticks. 
CONSTR.: Lithographed steel drums with 
break resistant Tyvek* plastic heads. 
З lvester bass hi Steel cym- 

block, sticks. Steel pedal. 

(13) D and Marie 
P.A. and mike 

tate, transistorized 
гсш) for pendens instant 
sound. DS € and ка 

124x101x314 їп. high; sures озм, in. 
tic and ia ‘Red hak par 
Mike with 8-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 15 years. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 6-volt lantern 

ot eee order below. 
49 C 66675—Wt. 3 $12.99 
6-volt Battery. Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 C 46992......... Each $1.99 

(14) Benjio Portable AM Radio 
CONSTR.: Styled after popular 
movie star— Benji. Solid state, tran- 
sistorized circuitry for eere 
instant sound. On-off and volume 
controls; station selecto: 

. быз in. 4x4-in. base; 
Brown and blue. 

FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ee INFO: Uses ее battery, 

included, о! 
E c 66657-—Wt. 11b. 7.95 

(15) atid Portable 
severe Phono 

Plays your fa 
n it’s battery po 
Tues to long уре 3315 rpm 

or 45-rpm records. 
CONSTRUCTION: 338 state, tran- 

circuitry for le, 

instant sound. Synthetic sapphire- 
tip needle. On-off switch and vol- 
ume control; т. 2!-in. 
speaker. Н: Fiberboard body 
measures 125х10%2х4М in. high. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Record, batteries not 
incl. Uses 2 “Р” batteries, order left. 
Order needles below. 

ite records any- 

49C6660.............. $14.95 
Replacement Needles. ge of 2. 
For use with 49 C 6660 only. 
49 C 66633-Wt 1 oz. Pkg. $1.99 
©1974. Mulberry Square Prod.. Inc. 
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Your 
choice 

Medical Equipment for 
check-ups and prescriptions 

(1 thru 3) Deluxe Doctor, Nurse 
Kits and Medical Cart 

KIT CONTENTS: Chrome-colored plastic 
pieces; tweezers, scissors, mirror, and trim 
on stethoscope and microscope. Also plas- 
tic play thermometer, blood pressure 
gauge, wrist watch, hypodermic needle, 
earscope, pan, jars, beakers, and eyeglass- 
es. You n get a college diploma, eye 
chart, prescrij eA slips, appointment slips, 
health records. Instruction sheet. Import- 
ed. Pooh Bear not included. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

(1) Deluxe Doctor Kit 

Includes all items listed in Kit Contents 
above plus arm band, plastic mirror with 
headband, knee tapper, extractor and spat- 
ula. Vinyl attache-style case with latch is 
13V4x974x274 in. deep. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping "— 1 E B oz. 

49N45024 . Kit $4.95 

(2) Deluxe Nurse Kit 
Includes all items listed in Kit Contents 
above fius nurse cap, plastic hot water bag, 
food tray, utensils, Vinyl shoulder strap 
case 1134х7%х3% in. deep. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
гаре Fins 1 pound 9 ounces. 

49 № 45026 Kit $4.95 

(3) Medical Cart 
You can roll this fully-equipped cart right 
to your patient's bedside, . . assembles 
without tools, Includes all items listed in 
Kit Contents above plus 4-piece snap-to- 
gether plastic cart with casters, operating 
smock, rubber gloves; arm band, plastic 
mirror with headband, knee tapper, extrac- 
tor, spatula, plastic hot water bag. Cart is 
144x10x21 in. high. 
ORDER INFO: Partially assembled. 
49 N 45224—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 02.......89.99 

Who would you like to be? 
These costumes make it easy 

(4, 5, 7 thru 10) Costumes. (4), (5), (9), (10) 
cotton or polyester, cotton coveralls, back tie 
closing. (7), (8) hooded vinyl capes. (4), (7), (8) 
wipe clean with damp cloth; others machine 
wash, warm; line dry. Full-face, ventilated masks 
(except (9), no mask). Shoes, socks not incl. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
SIZES; ORDER INFO: (7) and (8) fit size 6-12. (4), 
(5), (9), (10), see size chart below. 

(4) C-3PO'""*, Gold-color vinyl front. 
49 N 14762—Small 49 N 14764—Med. 
49 N 14766—Large 
Shipping weight 14 ounces .............. $7.77 

5 Spider-Man®@** 
49 N 14742—Small 49 N 14744—Med. 
49 N 14746—Large 
Shipping weight 14 ounces $7.77 

(6) Spider-Man Utility Belt. Plastic belt, play 
walkie-talkie, handcuffs, grappler, play watch, 
spider web. Shipping weight 14 ounces. 
49 N 50165 ...93.94 

(7) Witch Masquerade Disguise. Hand-deco- 
rated mask with rooted black and gray h hair. 
49 N 14734—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $4.77 
(8) Darth Vader™* Cape with Mask. 
49 N 14731—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. ..........94.77 

@) Wonder Woman®?. Tiara, wristlets incl. 
N 14712—Small 49 N 14714—Med. 

49 N 14716—Large 
Shipping weight 14 ounces .............. $7.77 

(10) Batman@?. Tie-on vinyl cape included. 
49 N 14502—Small 49 N 14504—Med. 
49 N 14506—Large 
Shipping weight 14 ounces seien e dun $7.77 

(11), Batman Utility Belt. Plastic belt, play 
walkie-talkie, bat ray gun, handcuffs, втарріет, 
49 М 53056—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $3.94 
Order Size 

Height (ind 
Chest (in.) 
Waist (in.] 
inseam (in.) 

11977 20th Century-Fox Film Corp. 
Жы. агуе! Comics Group 1972 
`©0С Comics. Inc. 1976 



Slime®, 
It's Alive" 

Silly Putty 

Quiz 500 tic cassette contains 
scroll of 500 fascinating questions 

and answers about contemporary trivia 

Simplify your т m 
Christmas shopping Я 

and make your 
budget go farther 

by selecting 
several of these 
popular gifts 

Santa's Stocking Stuffers 
give you MORE Christmas 
for LESS money than any 

other items we sell 

Charly 
Doll 

Extra outfit 
1$ included 

Em a 

4 47 



The Swing $349 
Rock Four 

Start your own band. 11-inch metallic gold 
color plastic trumpet with 4 valves, psyche- 
delic tambourine, xylophone with "tru- 
tone” metal bars and mallet, and harmonica 
with 20 tuned reeds. For ages 5 to 12 
49 N 6669—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $3.49 

Hi Dao! 1 BET 
YOU THOUGHT 

The "Peanuts" gang's fa- 
vorite dog decorates this 
drum set. Get lots of 
rhythm, sound and fun 
with 16-in, diameter bass 
drum, tom-tom, and tam- 
bourine. Set also includes 
two 12-in. wood drum- 
sticks and instructions. 
Set is mounted on steel 
frame. Plastic break-re- 
sistant heads. 21 in. high 
overall. Unassembled. 
Shipping weight 6 lbs. 

79 N 6667C ...Set $4.87 
Snoopy © United Features 

Syndicate, Inc. 1966 

A 

5-piece Rhythm $599 
Band Set 

Fun for the whole group. Set contains 
7-inch plastic rim tambourine, pair of 
T-in. cymbals, 5-in. metal triangle with 
striker and holder, wood tone block 
and mallet, and a double jingle clog 
49N66691—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. Set $5.99 

Ye | стату 

Portable Organ $67 Pawn 

25 color-coded keys and 25 brass reeds cover 2 full octaves. 
Red plastic case measures about 14x6x5¥% in. high. On-off 
switch. Music incl. Uses 3 "D" batteries . . order pkg. below. 

Roy Rogers 
Guitar 

$ 399 

Wood fiber 
sound 

chamber 
for deeper 
sounds 

Sets the mood for strumming and singing your favorite 
cowboy songs. Endorsed by Roy Rogers. Pictures of Roy, 
Trigger, and Dale. 29-inch long guitar is wood, finished 
in ivory color with maple-toned shading. Six strong wire 
and nylon strings. Plastic pegs and colorful shoulder 
cord. Instructions. 
79 N 66544C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $3.39 

Parade Drum $399 

“Peanuts” characters decorate the side of this rugged 
steel parade drum with snares and plastic carrying 
strap. 11-in. diam. drum is 9 in. high. Break-resistant 
heads. Two 14-inch hardwood drumsticks. 
49 N 66692—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 02... 
"Peanuts" (€) United Features Syndicate, Inc. 1950 

$3.99 

Keyboard Harmonica . -$ 29? 
19 color-coded keys 

Just blow into mouthpiece, press keys . . 
they're color-coded to songbook (included). 
Rich, full-bodied tones. 1% diatonic octaves. 

49 N 6659 1—Shipping weight 3 pounds ............. $6.77 Plastic instrument measures 14 inches long. 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. Instructions included. 

548 Sears "3k" 49 N 8405—Shipping wt. 11.8 02. .............. Pkg. 1.49 49 М 66522—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. ....$2.69 
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Chain-drive Steel 
Tractor and Trailer 

оэ M 362 

Buy Both \ a ne 
and Save $4 — Fengretely 2598 

( 1 and 2 ) Tractor has ball-bearing chain 
drive for smooth, easy pedaling. Big 10-inch 
rear wheels with tractor lúgs, 8-inch semi- 
pneurfiatic front rubber tire. Adjustable seat. 
Red finish with white trim. 36x20'/x25 inches 
high. Trailer has 8-inch molded plastic tires. 
23x11 inches wide. Shipped partly assembled. 
Phone ordering’s a quick and easy way to 
buy this set! 
79 N 86109C2—Wt. 38 lbs, ...Set $25.98 

1 Tractor only. 
79 N 86007C—Shpg. wt. 27 lbs. .522.99 

2 Trailer only. Orange. 
79 N 86066C—Shpg. wt. 11 lbs.. 6.99 

Over 4 feet of fun in this 
Plastic Tractor and 

Trailer Combination 

2-ріесе $1037 
Se ^ 10 15 

This bright red and green combo is ready for 
any hauling job. Easy-pedal-drive tractor 
has big 9-inch plastic and rubber tires. 14- 
inch high seat, deep-dish steering wheel and 
silver-colored “motor”. 26x15x21'/ inches 
high. Molded trailer has 6'/,-inch plastic tires. 
26'/,x14x9'/, inches high. West Germany. 
79 N 8604 1L—Wt. 14 lbs. . Set $10.75 

^ Sears Steel Wagons 

Sears All-American Wagon New Radio Flyer Fireball Wooden Stake 
with deluxe mag wheels . . With nifty roll bar 

51199 and big “mag” slicks • Converts to a coaster wagon by removing 

: : $ 44 the wooden side-panels 

3 Double-disc steel wheels are designed to 13 * Nylon bearings never need oiling 

See ce percepi Sporty "Dune-dragster" de- * Side panels varnished for weather protection 
T с} d 3 sign with safety rear roll bar х, 5 

push-on hubcaps. Fit-grip handle. 36x17'/x4*/ r " - E 

coloring. Big mag slicks with — eri pneumatic tires are 10x1'/in. wide. Steel chassis and double- 
inches deep. Unassembled. 3 z 

79 NBS518C—Shpg. wi 29 lbs. ......¢11.09 fed Da front blow-molded dsc steel wheels with push-on hubcaps. Fit-grip handle. АП parts 
x » 7-1. thly finished. Lustrous green finish. 36x164%x9'/ in. deep. 
400” Wagon (not shown). Same as (3) ex- — plastic tires. Steel. 34x18/x4*/ Moa geo ы 

cept non-mag wheels; red; 34x15'/,x4 in. deep. іп. deep. Unassembled. i 79 М 855 14C—Unassembled. Shipping weight 35 pounds 

79 N 85503C—Shpg. wt. 25 ......... $999 79N 85521C-Wt. 21 lbs. $13.44 К 549 



Take command of action-packed adventure missions 
with the Ready Ranger Cross Country Set 

Completeset Mobile headquarters includes: 

$ 149? e Backpack with gear for observing. sending messages 

e Convertible poncho-bedroll for overnight missions 

Bi WC e Ready Ranger handbook to explain complete set 
You even get 
а bedroll plus 
а communications power Periscope sat pack light that flashes signals pecore Иис gauge 

Bedroll 
converts 

into 
protective 
poncho 

To set up a complete command post, just open the plas- 
tic backpack. Establish your position with star finder, 
time chart and compass. Check on foes thru periscope. 
Send messages by courier pouch, over powerful public 
address horn, using flashing lights from communications 
power pack or by writing on invisible slate that erases 
instantly. 

Convertible vinyl poncho-bedroll fits on top of 
13*4x 10*4x5*4-in. deep yellow backpack. Uses 2 “р” 
batteries—order package below. For ages 5 to 11. 
79C2976C-Shipping weight 10 pounds ($1497 

49C4653-"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 11 oz. .Pkg. 139 
messa age slate 

Accessories (shown right) 

add extra intrigue to your missions 

1 Intruder Detector. High-impact styrene plastic. At- 
tached string activates warning sound when moved. 

6x6x3'/, in. high. Uses 2 “D” batteries—order above. 
49 C 29764—Shipping weight 2 pounds ........ 5299 

Quonset Command НО Tent. Yellow color vinyl. Sup- 
ported by inflatable vinyl frame. Assembled tent mea- 

sures 59x27'/x21 inches high. 
49 C 29763—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 5 oz. ..... $9.99 

3 Canteen and Pedometer. Both of high-impact blue col- 
or styrene plastic. Canteen holds 8 fluid ounces. Pedome- 

ter measures up to '/, mile. 

49 C 29765—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 5 oz. ..........Set $5.99 

$299 x sot $599 

Take sip from Canteen 
.,. wear Pedometer on 
бей to measure hikes 

Quonset Command HQ Tent 
lets you plot missions 
in complete privacy 

Intruder Detector 
warns you by buzzing 
when strangers pass it 

Skill Games Inflatable Toys 

Archery Set Jump 'n Float 
tripod set with 4- Use as trampoline or water raft. 

| color hardboard target. Heavy duty vinyl-coated can- 
46-in. unbreakable re- vas covers top and bottom. 
curved fiberglass bow, Heavy duty rubber tube. 
five 21-in. fletched wood Strong webbing supports, lace 
arrows with large suction closure. Inflate at gas station or 
cups firmly attached. with hand pump. For children 
With authentic arm guard ages 4 to 13. 
and finger tab. Target has 4-foot diameter. 

DONO UMS 49 C 28516—Wt. 11 Ibs. ..$1497 
ages 8 to 14 years. T 

Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 3-foot diameter. 
79 C 29766C .. 4.99 49C 2922—Wt. 4 Ibs. ..... 797 

Marble Game 
45-in. court of smooth fab- ide" 
ric, blue-color field with ee Hide N Rock 
yellow-color bumpers. OLD ONLY SEARS 
Has no lumps or bumps Rugged indoor-outdoor rock- 
to spoil good shots. ing, bouncing airplane. Made of 
Marked off for regulation detailed sturdy vinyl. Automo- 
play. Court surrounded tive type valve. Simply inflate 
by lightweight easily in- with hand pump or at any gas 
flated and deflated ring. station. Inflates to 28%х 
Marbles not included. 1074x17*/, inches high. Ages 2 to 
CEA e d REM PK ку: $899 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. Shipping weight 7 

49 C 29083 ............8399 40 C281 .......-:...-.5 00 $8.99 - a5? [Sears] 555 
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Big 34-inch Guitar in red and black $1 297 
Really professional-sounding! Stylish Fireball has sleek, cutaway holl 
body of molded plastic with sunburst finish. Six metal strings, metal tail 

piece and metal gear tuning. Shoulder cord, pick, 33Va-rpm tuning record 
music book and an instruction booklet are all included. For ages 5 and up. 
79 N 66604C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $1297 

31Vinch Folk Guitar with woodgrain-look $ 1 097 
9) Hollow body of molded plastic with laminated woodgrained-look f 

Nylon gear tuning. Three metal-wound strings, 3 nylon strings. Shoulc 
cord, pick, 33*5-rpm tuning record, music book, instructions. Ages 5 
79 N 66411C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 

29-inch Guitar in black and white $888 

Double cutaway hollow body of molded plastic with sunburst fini: 
al gear tuning. Three metal-wound strings, 3 п strings. Includes fret 

ted fingerboard, pick and instruction booklet. For ages 5 years and up. 
79 N 66504C—Shipping weight 4 pounds $8.88 

Met 

"Big Sound" 99 wit | Мїсгорһопе 97" 
Amplifier 38 ы Speaker Set 51 2 1 

4 Amplifier. Suction cups attach to any hollow-body guitar. Volume con 
trol. Metal, plastic. Order 6-volt battery below 

49 N 66472—12%%х3%4х10\% in. high. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. $8.99 

Bj Speaker Set. Solid state. Front-mounted speaker. Loudness cont 
V Gives 360° sound pick-up. 1016х31/4х121% inches high. 815-1001 cord v 
"mike". Metal, plastic, Order 6-volt battery below 
49 N 66477—Shipping ght 3 pounds 8 ounces 

49 N 46992—6-volt Battery. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 

Uv 

Jukebox Jamboree 

e Plays 33%, 45-rpm records 

е Sturdy, high-impact 

polystyrene cabinet 
* Big 4-inch speaker 

* Flashing light 

$3997 
A full-fidelity 2-speed phono- 
graph. Glittery silver-color foil on 
cabinet. Separate volume and 
tone controls, Phonograph arm 
has synthetic sapphire needle and 
non-magnetic pick-up. Plastic 7- 
inch turntable. 14x20%x35 inches 
high. 6-foot long cord with safety 
plug. A 7-inch record is included. 
110-120-volt, 60-c. AC. 45 watts, 
Not recommended for ages under 
5. See "N" suffix, page 266. 
this bit of Christmas shopping 
done—just dial Sears and order it 
right now. 

Shipping weight 24 pounds. 
79 N 66444N.. $39.97 

Cosimo Seis 
ТҮЛҮКТҮҮ 

Folk Guitar 
with natural 
wood finish A 

Ў - 

6 Molded plastic body with 
veneer front. Produces a 

full, resonant sound. Features 
two wire and four nylon 
strings. Shoulder cord and 
tuning pegs included. For 
ages б years and up. | 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79 N 66533C .. 34.97 

29'/2-inch Guitar . . 
“America” look 
in red, white 
and blue 

$497 

7 Even has white stars for position 
marks! Truly classic hollow-body de- 

sign. Polystyrene. Six adjustable nylon 
strings provide clear and resonant tones. 
Pick and instruction booklet included. 
For ages 5 to 8 years. 

79 М 66457C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ....,.$497 - 

tx [Sears] 545 



Play real 
music in 
minutes! 

18 preset chords 
are lettered . . on 

fingertip plays 
an entire chord 

18-chord Consolette 
Electric Organ with 
wainut-look trim 

$4988 
Easy to play with same con- 
struction features as organ 
at right, except has rich, 
walnut-look trim on black 
molded styrene cabinet, 
Luxurious cloth-covered 
back panel. Matching cloth- 
covered, padded seat on 
bench. 

Shipping wt. 26 Ibs. 
79 С 66822C - $49.88 

You can order 
items on pages 

439 to 614 
from now until 
AUGUST 13, 

1976 

Music Books for organs 
Each set of 3 books has music and 
lyrics. For organs on this page. 
“American Songfest” set. 81 songs. 
49 C 66831—Wt. 1 Ib. .....Set $3.99 

“Songs of Love” set. 66 songs. 
49 C 66834—Wt. 1 Ib. .... Set $3.99 
“Merry Christmas” set. 83 songs. 
49 C 66838—Wt. 1 Ib. .Set $3.99 

A 

Melody keys are 
numbered to 

match numbers 
in songbook 

Our lowest price 
in 15 years for any 

18-chord Electric Organ 
5 88 includes matching 

Only 39 bench plus music 
stand and songbook 

Your child can enjoy playing a song in just a few minutes, 
almost like a professional! So easy to play . . simply match 
the 37 full-width, numbered melody keys and the lettered 
chords on the keyboard to the corresponding letters and 
numbers in the songbook. Great fun for the adults of the 
family, too. Attractively-styled molded styrene cabinet fin- 
ished in beige and brown. Measures 30x11x37 inches high. 
Convenient on-off switch, variable volume control. UL list- 
ed; 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 60 w. 7-ft. cord. Matching bench 
measures 161x10x18 in. high. Partly assembled, instruc- 
tions. Not for ages under 6. Get this bit of Christmas shop- 
ping done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 
79 C 66818C—Shipping weight 25 pounds ...$39.88 



Buy trucks (3) and (4) 
Separately total *9.90 

Save 1.02 $888 

Nerf Glider 

Squeeze them. squash 
them. . . they always e 
bounce back to their 

от 

Nerf Bi-Plane. 
Sopwith Camel 

Glider 

(3) Chunky Scoop Lóader. Your 
own construction toy for pretend 
building sites. 
HOW IT WORKS: Pull handle to 
raise, lower scoops of soil, pebbles or 
toys. Release handle to dump load. 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, 
1134x674ex7 Ив inches high. Strong 
steel axles. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 45287—Wt. 11b. 11 oz..$5.95 

(4) Chunky Dump Truck. 
HOW IT WORKS: Simply tilt dumper 
in rear of the dump bed. 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, 
814x654x744 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 45274—Wt. 1 lb. 9oz...$3.95 
Loader (3) with Truck (4) 
Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz, 

49 № 45292 ............... 38.88 

Shovel and Рай 

PARKER NERF TOYS 
squeezable, non-toxic 

И) Nerf Bi-plane Sopwith come Glider. 
ies indoors or out with a flick of the wrist. 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Squeezable [эку {оат, 
wing-span 11 inches long. sheet includ 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Unassembled with instructions. 
49 N 45295—Shipping weight 5 ounces ....$2.33 

(2) Nerf Glider. Perfect for indoor play. Glide to 
your heart’s content. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF; Squeezable plastic foam, 
12 4x2V4x7 VÀ inches long. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 45294—Shipping weight 5 ounces ....91.54 

Fire Engine 
(5), HOW IT WORKS: As you pull 
string, bell rings, driver's head 

and fireman hangs on rear 
or carries hose up ladder. 
WHAT YOU GET: 834x3%4x3%-in. 
high plastic fire engine, hose, ladder 
and 2 wooden firemen. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 № 45269—Wt 130z. ...$2.87 

Corn Popper 

Watch "popcorn" balls pop; 
listen to "pop-pop" sound 

(6) HOW IT WORKS: As the toy is 
pushed, the wooden “popcorn” E 

toting toys or for storing toys after playtime is over. pope ols =| n penn EE a aca phai WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic e vel, pail, water can, sand sifter and 614x83⁄4x 18V inch tall com popper FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: EX ae 79 N 44576C—Shipping weight 3 рошпйз........................... $4.99 ORDERING INFORMATION 

49 N 44621—Wt 1 lb. 802. $3.87 

Lil' Jolly Jet 
Watch and listen 
to gears whirl $492 

ust pretend you're soaring up, up 
tnd aray its de grat blue yonder ëk 

Fisher-Price Sea Explorer $746 HOW IT WORKS: Pull string, gears 
stic to whirl Гү PAS er 

Д оа DET DRET 
On land, boat WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic 

WHAT YOU GET: Plastic рда in, high motorboat 12x8%4x6¥¢-inch high jet with pilot. 
sled, water skis, tow rope, face masks, scuba tanks. Splash, a FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
FOR AGES: $to9 years, ORDERING INFORMATION: 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Ay EI eem 1lb.4oz. 
49 N 44104—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ошпсез...... 9746 49 М 45297 ................94.92 
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5-piece 
Drum Set 

6-piece 
Drum Set 

$2999 

Big, 4-inch 
speaker 
Pro-like 

mike with 

8-foot cord 

$1299 
without 
battery 

Faithful companions. . . 
listen to your favorite 

music anywhere 

SR seni AM Radio 
> 5795 

without batteries 

without batteries. 
record 

саа pane scans by ста иик ийа com 

Drum out that 
disco beat 

8-pc. see-through Trap 
Drum Set with 18-inch bass 
drum...transparent blue 
plastic bodies and heads 

WHAT YOU GET: 18-in. bass drum. 
and pedal that really booms out the 
low tones, 11-in. tom-tom, 9-in. 
tom-tom and 9-in. cocktail drum; 
all with see through bodies an. 

14-in. hissing cymbal, cow- 
bell, percussion block, and 2 
brushes. Also includes two 15-in. 
drumsticks. 

FOR AGES: 8 to 16 years old. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
Азау ааа incide 

ipping weight 15 роши 
79 С 6672L $39.99 
"Reg. DuPont TI 

Carry-about 
Entertainment 

Center 

Play your favorite 
45 and 33'-rpm 
records or listen 
to your favorite 

AM radio stations 
and sing-a-long 
through the 

plug-in microphone 

$1995 
without batteries. 

record 

(16) Portable 2-speed Phono with AM radio and microphone. 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid state, transistorized circuitry for dependable, in- 
stant sound. Synthetic, sapphire-tipped needle. On-off switch, volume con- 
trol. AM station selector, speed selector. Listen and sing at the same time. 2- 
inch speaker. Red plastic body with smoke-tinted cover measures 10 x 8x3 
inches high. Plug-in mike with 8-ft. cord. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 4 “D” batteries, not included, order on opposite page. 
Also uses AC adapter, not incl., order below. Order extra needles below. 
49 C 66624—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 9 oz. . ...819.95 
Replacement Needles for 49 C 66624, 49 C 6661, 49 C 66607. 
49 C 66639— Package of 2. Wt. 1 oz. T «Pkg. $1.99 

(17) Portable 2-speed Phono. Same construction as above model with- 
out AM radio or plug-in mike. Solid plastic cover. Orange. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 4 “Р” batteries (not incl.) order on opposite page. Can 
also use AC adapter, not incl., order below. Order extra needles above. 
49 C 666 1—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces ... ees $1499 

— {18) AC Universal Adapter. For use with above. 
18) UL listed, 117-volt inlet, 3-6-9-volt outlet. 5 watt 7- 

foot cord. Not for ages under 6. 
49 C 1669—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

F 
Portable 85, 

2-speed Phono \ 

51499 
without 

batteries, 
record 

Баи 



Crazy Buggy tumbles through 
these 5 stunts automatically 

Does wheelies 

P. D М 
Climbs hills. 

Flips on hilltop 

Crazy Buggy Я 
Stunt Car Set $ 1 095 Cattery 

HOW IT WORKS: Clown drives along doing 5 differ- 
ent stunts (illustrated above). Built-in bumps, banks, 
curves and hills cause battery-powered buggy to 
perform stunts automatically. 
WHAT YOU GET: 72-inch long plastic snap-together 
course. Layout measures 36x16x10 inches high. Plas- 
tic car measures 4 inches long. 4 flags, stadium sign. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Car requires 1 "C" battery, not includ- 
ed, Order package below, Unassembled, instr. incl. 
49 N 58221—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. .... $10.95 
49 N 58316—Exira car. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 3.99 

изо рабе Scans by cieisintaxnisetediwical Gon 

Battery-run Mystery 
Action Vehicles 

(1 thru 3) When cars or loco- 
motive bump into walls or other 
obstacles, they instantly change 
direction and keep going 
(bump-and-go action; see smali 
views for typical examples.) 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic 
trimmed metal bodies. Start and 
stop switch. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Each car requires 2 "C" batter- 
ies, locomotive requires 2 “D” 
batteries, not included, order 
package below. 

(1) Blue and white Police 
Car. Flashing roof light. Au- 
thentic siren sound. 11!2x4!4x 
334 inches high. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 11 oz. 
49N58069.... $5.95 

(2) Porsche 917K Racing 
Car. Has bump-and-go action 
and non-fall action. . . goes 
into reverse and changes direc- 
tion if front of car extends be- 
yond edge of table. 10х4%ух3% 
inches high. 
БАРЕ, wt. 11Ь. 11 oz. 

49N58189... $5.95 

(3) Iron Horse Locomotive 
Big power wheels drive locomo- 
tive. Rotating front wheels 
change direction when locomo- 
tive meets obstacles. Whoo- 
whoo” whistle, “ch 
sound. 2x5x9 in. long. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

Friction Action Truck, 
Trailer Set and Van 
plus Talking Car 

(4) Sears Truck Cab, Trailer 
Set. No batteries required. Push 
truck along floor or tabletop 
revolving wheels rev up friction 
motor, make it roar. Use hand- 
operated conveyor belt at rear to 
load, unload paperboard crates. 
YOU GET: Plastic cab, authentic 
Sears-style trailer with working 
cargo doors, conveyor belt. 6 
crates. Shipping clerk figure. 
141x314x414 in. high. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 15 ounces, 

49 N 55068 ....... „Set $4.95 

(5) “Dragon Wagon” Van 
Roll the van to start the head- 
lights shining (no batteries need- 
ed). As wheels turn they activate 
friction-type motor which sup- 
plies power for lights. Plastic. 
8x31/4x4 inches high. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49N55065 ..... $5.95 

(6) Talking Fire Chief Car. 
Press the rooftop button, the car 
talks. Says 4 phrases. Authenti- 
cally styled in fire engine red plas- 
tic. 8x4x4 in. high. Requires 2 
“АА” batteries, not included, or- 
der below. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 6 oz. 
49N58193. $6.95 49N55064 $4.95 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46996—Shipping weight 11 ounces +» Pkg. $1.39 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46997—Shipping weight 5 ounces sett rnt Pkg. $1.19 

Alkaline "AA" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46999—Shipping weight 2 ounces .. esso Pkg. 99c 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 

CARS, TRUCKS 
and PLANES 



(1 thru 17) Novelty items 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(1) Slime®, It's Alive". . . by Mattel — 
6 fluid ounces (95% water) of yellowish Slime 
compound. Contains two tampo printed l-inch 
diameter plastic eyeballs. Comes in plastic “gar- 
bage can". For ages 5 years and up. 
49 C 5060—Shipping weight 12 ounces .$1.99 

(2) Beanbag Game. Durable inflatable plastic 
target 34x30 in. high, can hang on a wall, stand 
against wall or even íloat in a swimming pool. 6 
beanbags. Imported. For ages 4 years and up. 
49 C 5142—Shipping weight 12 ounces .$1.99 

(3) Wee Wonderful Waterfuis™. Fill tank 
with water, push the "woosh" button. See how 
many rings you can put on the nose of the 
swordfish. Plastic. Measures 6 inches high. Im- 
ported. For ages 5 years and up. 
49 C 51555—Shipping weight 7 ounces .$1.99 

(4 and 5) Quiz 500 Cassettes. Plastic cas- 
settes contain scrolls of 500 questions and an- 
swers on subjects below. Just turn the knob and 
bees appears, turn knob for correct answer. 
or ages 10 to adult. 

(4) Sports Cassette. . 
49 C 5049—Shipping weight 4 ounces. .. $1.99 
(5) Contemporary trivia Cassette 
49 C 5063—Shipping weight 4 ounces. . . $1.99 

(6) Tic-Tak-Toe Game. Includes 11-in. sq. 
plastic playing board, 5 plastic “X” markers and 
5 plastic “О” markers. For ages б years and up. 
49 C 5064—Shipping weight 8 oz. ...... $1.99 

(7) Checkers Game. 13-inch square hardboard 
playing board with 24 plastic pieces. Instruc- 
tions. For ages 6 years and up. 
49 C 5062— Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. ..$1.99 

8) Silly Putty Man Adventure Set. Contains 
amous Silly Putty®, full-color 28-pg. Adventure 
Book with activities, games. Also includes Silly 
Putty Man stencil decoder. For ages 6 to 12 
rears. 

49 C 5086—Shipping weight 3 oz. . . .Set $ 1.99 

(9) Ridge Riders 2-pak. Die-cast metal “Hon- 
da XR-75" and Yamaha Cafe Racer, 31⁄4 inches 
long. Imported. For ages 3 years and up. 
49 C 5084—Shpg. wt. 3 о2.......... Set $1.99 

(10) 3-piece Fast Wheels Set. Die-cast metal 
“Cl 2% in. long; Pick-up (tonneau cover 
lifts off), Monza 2+2 (hatchback opens), Super 
Van. Imported. For ages 3 and up. 
49 © 5 150 Shipping weight бог... Set $1.99 
(11) m Fashion Doll. 11!4-in. high fash- 
ion doll with movable arms and legs, turning 
head and waist. Rooted hair. Includes 2 outfits, 
boots. Plastic, vinyl. For ages 3 years and up. 
49 C 5078—Shipping weight 3 oz. ......$1.99 

12) "Humm" Spinner Top. Hums as it spins. 
letal top. 71% in. high, 7 in. in diameter. Wood 

handle. For ages 2 years and up. 
49 C 5070—Shipping weight 12 oz. ..... $1.99 

13) iH funero рә Bag. USE. 
vy-duty vinyl; weight tom for pop-up 

action. 36 in. tall. Bright colors. Imported. For 
hop 3to7 years. . > 
49 C 5066—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 1 oz. .$1.99 

(14) Disney* Chair. Sturdy inflatable vinyl. 
15x15x15 in. high. Seat height 84 in. Orange, 
yellow. Im d. For ages 2 to 4 years. 
49 C 5068—Shipping weight 7 oz. ...... $1.99 

e Busy Boy Tool Chest with vinyl tools 
etal tool chest measures 8х3%х1%; in. high. In- 

cludes five colorful vinyl tools: saw, hammer 
with wood handle, wrench, pliers and screw-driv- 
ет. For ages 2 years and up. 
49 C 507 1—Shipping weight 10 oz. ,.... $1.99 

(16and 17) Incredible Hulk®** and 
Spider-Man®** Poster Sets 

Each kit contains 3 action-packed 12x16-in. pre- 
printed poster outlines, 5 felt tipped markers 
pus instructions. Completed pictures can be 
ung or framed. For ages 6 yrs. and up. 

(16) Incredible Hulk& Set 
49 C 5074—Shipping weight 7 oz. .. .Set $1.99 
(17) Spider-Man® Set , 
49C 5027- shipping weight 7 oz. ...Set $1.99 
**TM and © Marvel Comics Group 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

You can order items on pages 
497 thru 648 and 657 thru 669 
from now until AUGUST 31, 1980 

...Unless stated otherwise 
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(18) SNOOPY? Balance Bars* 
Plastic model of Snoopy hol up Lucy 
and Charlie Brown; precision balanced. 
Measures 15х234х12 in. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(19) Peanutst Motorized 3-pak* 
Just pon down and Snoopy, Woodstock 
or Charlie Brown will go forward or 
backward. Each plastic figure measures 
2V4x2x4 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
Ma-ICSUMM,.... Lets wees $5,997 

(20) Woodstockt Gyroscope 
Just puli the string and the plastic gyro- 
scope with Woodstock aboard performs 
many amazing tricks. Measures 3x2%4x4 AUT Us 
in. high. Includes plastic stand. 4 N Unt 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. y 4 
ORDERING INFORMATION. iO m 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. i 
49С8026..................... $3.77 
+PEANUTS CHARACTERS 
United Features Syndicate. Inc. 

(21) Magic "8" Ball Fortune Teller 
Ask the “8-ball” any “yes” or "no" ques- 
tion. Flip ball over and answer will ap- 
pear in bottom window. Black molded 
plastic, 4 inch diameter. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 5 oz. 
49 С 50093 .............. ++ $2.87 

(22) Mickey Mouse* Gumball Bank 
Give Mickey a penny and out pops a sug- 
arless gumball. Fully assembled with 
flesh colored face plus a see through neck 
filled with approximately 180 sugarless 
gumballs. Instructions are included. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

*Disney characters 
(Welt Disney Productions. 

Gumball Refill. About 100 (sugarless). 

П propt Box $1.99 

aar Kid-a-Long-Kids. Wind up the little cowboy and watch him ride 
is hobby-horse while his little sister roller-skates around town. Each 

plastic figure 3x3!2x354 in. high. For ages 3 years and up. 
49 C 5038—Shipping weight 9 ounces . Set $4.27 

(24) Rascal Acrobat Set. Wind these little rascals up and watch them 
wander. Easy to wind. Plastic. Each figure measures 154x1%x1'2 in. 
tall. For ages 3 years and up. 
49 C 5088—Shipping weight 2 ounces....................Set $2.57 

(25) Wacky Water Flashlight. Use as a flashlight or fill with water. 
t's a flashlight light up game or use your skill to catch the floating 

objects in the moving capsule. Plastic and metal, 2x114x7!4 in. high. For 
ages 5 years and up. Uses 1 “AA” battery sold below. 
49 C 5023—Shipping weight 3 ounces ......... Е Cava 
49 C 46339—"AA" Batteries. Package of 4. Wt. 4 oz. .... Pkg. 1.19 

(26) Duncan YO-YOLYMPICS Set. "Professional" model for maxi- 
mum skills. "Butterfly" model for top performances oí string tricks. 
“Satellite” model for after dark use. Batteries included. 48-page trick 
book also included. Plastic. 6 years and up. 
49 C 5048—Shipping weight 11 oz. . „Set $5.77 



2-speed 
Electric 

Phonograph 

With stand, 

records and rack 

Long-lasting 

sapphire-tipped 

needle. Built-in 

45-rpm adapter 

$ 7 

Plays 78 and 45-rpm records. Plastic turntable. Colorful fiber- 

board case (not wood or hardwood) is lightweight for portabili 
ty. Dependable electric motor plays at correct speeds. Wire- 
formed black phonograph stand, 5 children's records, record 
rack. 12% х11х21 in. high. UL listed for 110-120-v, 60-с. AC. 
79 N 66696L—Shipping weight 12 pounds $17.49 
Same as above (no stand). 
79 N 66699C—Shipping weight 7 pounds 13.99 

The Portable Swinger 
2-speed battery- 51 99 

operated Phonograph deceret 

Strong, yet lightweight plastic case and solid-state circuitry 
make it a "go anywhere" portable. Plays either 337, or 45-rpm 
speeds. Non-slip plastic turntable has spindle adapter for 45 
rpm records. Volume control, tone arm, sapphire-tipped nee 
dle. 444x9% inches long. Uses 3 "D" batteries . . order pack 
age below. 
49 N 66649—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces $12.99 

Close ’n Play 
45-rpm 

battery-powered 

Phonograph 

> 56? 

Place record on turntable, press on-off” switch and 
close lid. Needle attached to lid . . tone arm sets itself 
each time lid is closed. Synthetic sapphire-tipped nee- 

dle. Lightweight plastic case measures 9х9х4% in 
high. Uses 3 "D" batteries, order package below. 
49 М 6646 1—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz $6.97 
“D” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8405—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg, 1.49 

15 Records, Fiberboard Case 

449 

s stories, songs, games. 
pm. Case holds 50 records. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 11 oz. 
49 N 66697 $4.49 

Citao page scans by deistmiasniseledmical com 

THE SOUND IS BIG AND CLEAR 

4-speed Electric Phonograph features 

Solid state amplifier 

and large 4-inch speaker 

518” 
Now you can play almost any record you have . . 4 speeds to choose from: 78, 
45, 33⁄4, and 16-rpm. Plastic turntable with non-slip top has built-in 45-rpm 
adapter. Long-lasting sapphire-tipped needle produces unusually good tone 
and is gentle on records . . plays monaurally both mono and stereo records. 
Solid state amplifier for instant start. 4-inch speaker delivers full, clear sound. 
Volume control with off/on switch. Speed selector. Fiberboard (not wood or 
hardwood) case is strong, yet lightweight. Measures 12%х10%х5М inches. 
high. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 М 66693C—Shipping weight 8 pounds.......... (918.99 

4-speed 
acoustic 

Phonograph 
Plays any 

standard-size 

record 

$15?? 

5 records and 
record rack included. 

Plays 78, 45, 33'/, and 16-rpm records. Built-in 45-rpm adapter. Lightweight 
plastic pick-up arm is easy to handle. Plastic turntable, needle cup and armrest. 
Long-lasting sapphire-tipped needle reduces surface noise. Plastic carry han- 
dle. Five favorite children's records (45-rpm) and record rack included. Sturdy 
modern-style case of fiberboard (not wood or hardwood) in attractive tangerine 
and gray tweed color. Phonograph measures 12х10%х5% inches high. UL list- 
ed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N,66645C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. .. 



Bear-Cat 

2936 
. . wide-track styling with 

the look and feel of a minibike 

А chopper-style hot orange cycle with 
wide-traction wheels. Hot-shot ba- 
nana saddle-seat with simulated 
engine below. Made of tubular steel _ 
with chrome-plated high-rise handle 
bars and sissy bar. SV,-in. plastic 
wheels. 30х15х237: inches high. 
79 М 87092L — Shpg. wt. 11 lbs... $9.56 

{ й 
‘| 

Pedal Motorcycle 
that “revs” as you ride 

$944 
Your own Screamin’ Green Machine 
‚+ Sports a flashy engine, muffler and 
tail pipe detail. High-impact plastic 
body has "chrome" trim, “spoked” 
wheels. Friction noise-maker pro- 
duces engine-like roar. 28x9¥x18 
inches high. Seat height: 12 inches. 
79 М 86106C — Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. $9.44 

For beginners 
. . it’s super-stable 

4-wheel Cycle 

$999 
2152 -іпећ wide body and wheel base 
make for easy steering and more no- 
tip stability. Enclosed pedal assembly 
offers greater protection. Working 
horn, realistic headlight decal. 21x 

І F 212x21 inches high. Red and blue. 
тиша Plastic. 

79 М 86102C — Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. ....59.99 
Build-it- Y ourself 
Go-Cart Racer Set 

‚. all you add is lumber and labor 

$999 SOLD ONLY 
AT SEARS 

Kit includes plastic wheels, steel axles, steering parts, 
full-size pattern, bolts, screws and hardware 

SSS 

"Saddlebag" Big Wheel 
with a "real engine" sound 

51054 ЖД 
Plenty of traction from oversized 16- 

Sleek go-cart racer is a do-it-yourself project that can be 
completed with ordinary hand tools. Just lay the full sized 
patterns on wood you supply and cut with a handsaw . . 
you can even design your own custom body. 51x23x25 
inches high when made from pattern. Varnish or paint the 
finished racer and you're off to the races! Ages 6 and up. 

in. front wheel; wide rear wheels. 
Low-slung suspension for better 
control. Rear "saddlebag" and de- 
tailed dash. Adjustable seat. Plastic 
with steel frame. Red and blue. 40V/;x 
20'/2x22'/4 inches high. 

79 М 86058C — Shipping weight 10 pounds. . . +++. Kit $9.99 79 М 85049C — Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs... $10.84 

$1433 
SOLD ONLY 
AT SEARS 

“Galloping” Bronc 
You make him "giddy'up" 

by rocking back and forth 

Mount up, rock back and forth, handsome Palomino 
“gallops” forward. Non-mar balloon-type polyethylene 
wheels have heavy-duty lock-clutch coaster action 
Rugged polyethylene body, sturdy steel frame. You can 
keep your pony clean, too . . he's washable! Sure-grip 
handles for better control, 24x14x27 in. high 
79 N 86054N — Shipping weight 10 pounds. $14.33 

NOTE: All Riding Toys on page sent partly assembled. 

Tatio pace scans by cuisinias течи е com 



Super Bouncer 
44x30x8 inches high 

Great for sliding 
in the snow 

Junior 
Bouncer 
24x30x6 

inches high 

\ 

1 Peso Stick holds up to 300 Ibs. 
Slip-resistant foot pads, tip. Vinyl 

hand grips. Tripletubular steel frame. 
48 in. high. For ages 8 and up. 
79 C 29263C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 

Relax and tune in 
your TV favorites 

$7.99 

$799 | а | 1 144 

Pogo Sticks . . Stilts 
b] сорт Stick holds up to 120 Ibs. 

ed enamel finish on tubular 
steel frame. Slip-r foot pads, tip. 
Vinyl grips. 46 in. high. Ages 6-up. 
79 C 2926C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs... .. . . $5.37 

4 5-ft. Steel Stilts. Slip-resistant 
footrests adjust 10 to 16 in. from 

floor. Anti-slip tips. Tubular steel 
frame. Baked enamel finish. Ages 6-up. 
79 C 2916C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs, $4.99 

Heavy-duty Vinyl BOUNCERS 
The whole family will love these super-resilient 

bouncing mats for year ‘round fun, indoors or out . . 

choice of two sizes that teach coordination, balance 

HP | Чё! 
Bounce up and down by yourself or with other kids. Automotive tire-type 
inflating valve, . inflate at service staion or with hand tire pump. 

2 Pogo Stick with Countmeter 
holds up to 250 Ibs. 42-in. tubular 

steel frame. on bearings. Anti-skid 
rubber foot pads, tip. Vinyl grips. 
79C29236C-Ages 8-up. Wt. 8lbs. $11.44 

Jumping Shoes with $476 
exclusive stabilizers 

Dual springs keep you bouncing. . 
center stabilizer helps keep you up. 
right. Fit over shoes. Adjustable plastic 
straps with lace-up bands. Red enamel 
finish on steel feet, baseplates. Rubber 
bumpers help protect Mom's floors. 

For ages 5 and up. 
49 C 29067—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 

Super 
Bouncer 

Junior 
Bouncer 

for storage or taking on trips. Ages 4 to 14. 
79 C 28515C—Junior Bouncer, Yellow. 24x30x6 in. Shpg, wt. 13 Ibs.$12.99 
79 С 29389C—Super Bouncer. Red. 44x30x8 in. Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs. . . . 16.97 

$4.76 

Big bouncy Balls 
you’ll want to ride for hours 

{5 thru 7) A trio of bouncing buddies . . hop on and go for a ride! 
Balls inflate from 14 to 16 inches in diameter. Richly embossed heavy- 
duty vinyl bodies have automobile tire-type valve for inflating with 
hand pump or at service station. Safety hand-grips help keep child 
steady as he bounces along. Sent deflated. 
(5) 49 C 28512-Hoppity Mickey Mouse*, Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 ох. . 38.88 
(6) 49 C 29384-Hoppity Donald Duck*. Shpg. wt. 4 15, 4 ox. ... 888 
(1) 49 C 29313-Hoppity Horse. Shipping weight 4 pounds . ..... 6.99 

Bs vents otra Mier son Deck nal Dishes . fun for 
strong enoügh for Mom and Dad, too! Inflates to 14 to 18 

$598 

“Welt Dismay Characters (Walt Оллеу Producións 
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JUKCSOX 

Sing along for 30 minutes with 16 Disney tunes recorded from Disney movies. You'll 
hear such favorites as “You Can Fly" and "Mickey Mouse March”. Solid-state jukebox 
of high-impact plastic. 71x12x8 inches high. Sing-Along Booklet has words to all the 
songs. Uses 4 "D" batteries (not included), order two packages below. Ages 2 to 7 years. 
49 N 66441—Shipping weight 4 pounds 1 ounce ........... б>. 

Wait 
Disney 
Jukebox 

$1697 
without batteries 

Just press selector. 
slide to number 
chosen. . child 
never touches 

needle or tone arm 

ПНТУ %16.97 

Alkaline “О” Batteries. Last up to 7 times longer than carbon-zinc batteries. 
49 N 46996— Package of 2. Shipping weight 11 ounces ..... cae КОЛОТ. Package $1.45 

Music Refill Cylinders. Pkg. contains a booklet and two cylinder records. Hear 14 
favorite tunes like “Teddy Bear Picnic,” 
49 N 665 14—Shipping weight 12 ounces . . 

Story Refill Cylinders. Pkg. Sear Sic hole eal Pa cylinder records. Hear 
“Cinderella”. 8 stories including “Robin Hood" and " 

49 N 66527—Shipping weight 12 ounces... .. ЗАД 
Disney characters © Walt Disney Productions 

Roy Rogers 
Guitar 

Wood fiber 
sound chamber gives 

rich, deep tones 

$488 

Ivory-color finish with maple- 
toned shading. 29 inches long. 
Six strong wire and nylon 
strings give you long wear 
and dependability. Plastic 
pegs and colorful shoulder 
cord. Instruction book includ- 
ed. For ages 6 years and up. 
79 н 66544C—Wt. 3 lbs. . $4.88 

Peanuts characters © t 

PENTE, Package $3.97 

Peanuts® 
Parade Drum $497 

Charlie Brown and friends 
decorate this tough steel 
drum. Drum has snares, car- 
rying cord. Two 14-in. wood 
drumsticks. Break-resistant 
Lyf-Lon™ plastic beating sur- 
face. 11-in. diameter, 9 in. 
high. Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz. 
49 N 66467—Ages 3 to б. $4.97 
United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 1966 

5-piece instrument 

Percussion-Rhythm Set $699 

Includes 7-inch plastic rim tambourine, two 
7-inch metal cymbals, 5-inch metal triangle 
with striker and holder, wood tone block with 
mallet, double jingle clog. Ages 3 to 10 years. 
49 N 66691—Shpzg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. .$6.99 

546 x 

Casio pane scans by deistmavtauiseteciical onn 

17-key plastic Accordion $897 
. song sheet included 

Looks like a real instrument. Attractive red 
and gray plastic body with silver-color trim. 
Features 10 white and 7 black keys with 8 
bass buttons. Opens to about 1354 inches, 
closes to 9х5х8%; inches. Arm, hand straps. 
From Italy. For ages 6 years and up. 
49 М 66455—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. . $8.97 

without 
battery. record 

3-speed battery-operated 97 
portable Phonograph $1 1 

Slip any 334%, 45 or 78-rpm records (not included) through 
slot in the front of the cover. Slide lever and the phonograph 
starts playing . . stops at the end of the record. The top of the 
phonograph locks. Operates on one “D” battery (not includ- 
ed), order package below. Made of high-impact styrene with a 
built-in handle, 11'x114x4¥ inches high. 
49 М 66478—Ages 3 to 8. Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 

Alkaline “О” Batteries. Package of two. 
49 N 46996—Shipping weight 11 ounces 

$11.97 

Package $1.45 

without 
batteries, record 

$797 
Close-n-Play . . single-speed 

battery-operated portable Phonograph 

Put on a 45-rpm record, turn on switch, close lid and pho- 
nograph plays. No need to touch needle. Tone arm sets 
and resets each time lid is closed. Speed control on front. 
Plastic case. 10x10x5 inches high. Uses 2 “D” batteries 
(not included), order above. Record not included. Ages 3 
and up. 
49 N 66461—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces. ....87.97 

Sturdy 20-key 
Baby Grand Piano 

Great for the little piano player. Made of high- 
impact plastic. Measures 13!4x1214x574 inches 
high. Metal tone bar and tone wires help pro- 
duce bell-like tones. Red with ivory-color base 
and legs. For children ages 4 years and up. 
Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
49 N 66454—Shpz. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. ........9597 

$597 



STRUM UP SOME MUSICAL FUN! 
Big twangy sound—this 

1] 34: Fireball бина 
needs no ampiifier 

$1495 

- Folk Guitar hes 
woodgrained look 
$1295 

3 
3 l-inch red 

and black Gui 
the sleek mod loo! 
youngsters go for 

$1295 

Professional-like 
gear-tuned 
Guitars 

Gear tuning 
on all 

three guitars 
helps keep 

them 
in tune longer 

1 349^ Fireball Guitar in red end black. Real professional-like sound! Sleek, cuta- 
way hollow body of molded plastic with sunburst finish. Six metal strings, metal tail- 

piece and metal gear tuning. Shoulder strap, pick, 33/-rpm tuning record, music book and 
instruction booklet included. Recommended for ages 6 and up. 
79 C 66604C—Shipping weight 7 pounds ....... ios ..914.98 

2 31% inch Folk Guitar with iin look. Hollow body of molded plastic with 
laminated woodgrained-look face. Nylon gear tuning. Three metal-wound strings, 3 

nylon strings. Includes shoulder cord, pick, 33!5-rpm tuning record, music book, instruc- 
tions. Recommended for ages 5 and up. 

79 C 66411C—Shipping weight 4 pounds .................... .$12.95 

3 31-inch Guitar in red and black. Fine craftsmanship from Italy. Hollow body is made 
of molded plastic. Six steel strings, nylon gear tuning. Includes shoulder strap, pick, 2 

extra strings, music book, instructions. Recommended for ages 5 and up. 

79 C 66529C—Shipping weight 3 pounds . ТРТ ТК $1295 

Cutslon pace scans by crisintas muselechnical con 

28-in. Folk 

$499 
Guitar 

21% 
polysprene 

Mickgy Mouse 
Guitar 

4 31-inch Clessic Folk Guitar. Hard- 
wood veneer top, pressed wood fi- 

ber body. Rich mahogany finish. Ac- 
cented with white outline design. Long metal tailpiece, 3 met- 
al-wound and 3 nylon strings, plastic pegs. Shoulder cord, in- 
structions. 
79 C 66526C—Ages б and up. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 98.95 

Б 28-inch Folk Guitar. Sunburst finish top. Mahogany-col- 
or. Made of pressed wood fiber. 2 wire, 4 nylon strings, 

plastic pegs. Shoulder cord, instructions. Ages 4 to 8. 
79 C 66528C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $4.99 

6 Colorful polystyrene Guitar with Mickey Mouse and 
friends. 6 nylon strings. Pick included. 2144 in. long. 

49 C 66532—Ages 2 to 5. Shipping weight 14 ounces . 
Disney characters Wait Disney Productions 

$287 

Replacement Guitar Strings 

Set of six strings can be used on any guitar on 
this page. Three strings are metal-wrapped ny- 
lon, three strings are all nylon. 
49 C 66579—Shpg. wt. 2 oz. ‚.5е\ 99c 

Bring back old world $998 
romance with a Zither 

А 16-string zither with geared tuning. Place song sheet under 
strings, pluck string above each note and you're playing a 
song. Includes 10 different song sheets, tuning key, pick and 3 
extra strings. Dappled beige metal with hardboard base. Mea- 
sures 15x9x2V; inches deep. From Italy. Recommended for 
ages 4 and up. 

49 C 66469— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 13 oz.. 

3 1-in. Classic 
Folk Guitar 

$895 



Ts pal pb its teacup han- 

EE eyes bounce. Er lide oy open hd 
shut, nose squeaks, to: clicks, hat 

Turn it around gaze into the 
plastic a 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic, measures 
8x8x10 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 2 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44346—Wt 2 lbs. 14 oz. ...$5.92 

Busy 
Pot™ 

$294 
Busy Pot chimes merri- 
ly when moved. Make a 
funny face with mov- 
able buttons in mouth. 
Cheeks pop in and out. 
Nose squeaks, eyes spin 
when tongue slides. 
Shiny plastic mirror on 
back means more fun 
for baby. 
CONSTRUCTION: Stur- 
dy plastic. Measures 6% 
inches long. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 
3 years. 
Puno d posl 
Shpg. 
49N [1 4308 Heras $2.94 

Busy 
Beezer™ $747 

This charming chiming 
flower bug attaches to 
crib or playpen. Child 
ulls ring to pd the 

i PES 
and hides behind spin- 
ning petal daisy with 
Chimes tn center. 

imes tinkle when 
Beezer moves. 
CONSTRUCTION: Poly- 

and high-im- 
pact plastic. 6% in. 
wide; extends to 11% 
inches 
FOR AGES: 3 months to 
1M years. 
ORDERING INFO: 

ing i ind. Mounting instr. 
Soni es 12 oz. 
49 N 47032....$7.47 
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Push-A-Potamus $797 

Here's a riding toy right at baby's level. Scooting helps 
coordination. build muscles, improves 

CONSTRUCTION: ОМ. Plastic with contoured indentation, 4 
swivel casters. Measures 19x15 in. wide. 
FOR AGES: 9 months to 3 years. 
ORDER INFORMATION: 
79 М 47014C—Shipping weight 3 lbs. ........... $7.97 

А soft, huggable toy with ears and 
feet. . . easy for baby to hold. i Jingle 
bells in its ears tinkle each time it moves. 
Washable surface. 
CONSTRUCTION: Polyurethane foam 

and acrylic materials make this 
y so squeezable. Measures 514 

FOR AGES: 3 months to 2 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 47029—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. ...94.76 

Mickey Mouse 
Bubble Barge 

08. $344 

Turns bath-time into fun-time. Just rub 
soap on the foam smokestack, squeeze the 
life preserver and Mickey's becomes 
а bubble maker. A regular size bar of soap 
(not incl.) fits between Mickey's hands. 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy plastic. Measures 
5V4x9Vax6 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
VR INFORMATION: 

7033—Shpg. wt. 1 1. 4 02...$3.44 
PA ton Productions 

‘Six assorted fluorescent-colored rings fit 
over cone according to size. Rings are 

and squeezable. Cone tilts back 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Measures 734 

FOR AGES: 6 months to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

49N 44462 .. 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
(1) Musical Busy Mobile® 

in the ends of string. Pooh 
from a rod you can attach to the or 

one 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Expands to 48 inches long. 
Figures are 5 inches high. 
FOR AGES: Newborn to sitting up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 47023—Shipping weight 1 pound ........ $5.95 

D e Mgr peat M y. 
playpen. Helps develop eye-hand coordination. 
ЗЫН? RUCTION: Durable non-toxic plastic. . . no 
loose parts. 14x3x13 in. wide. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

—Shipping 49 N 44165 weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. ...... $8.95 

mac mede Busy Lese 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 16x8x7 in. high. 

FOR AGES: 6 months to 114 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

—Shipping 49 N 44443. t1]b.90z. ....... $6.95 

(4) Flutter Ball 
„эріп it. pl Tigger futt edes inside Rollit 

clear plastic bell For hours a 
ing playtime i 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic "n in. diameter. 
FOR AGES: 3 months to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 47013—Shipping weight 15 ounces ....... $3.95 

(5) Chiming Roly Poly™ 
Give Winnie and his tub a playful push and he wt 
bounces for тоге. . . and always returns upright. 
He chimes every time he moves. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 934x644 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 2 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 47027—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8oz. ... 

(8) Busy Bubble"* 
Here's lots of color and lots of fun for crib, playpen or 
bath. Winnie and his Hunny Pot spin one way . . . col- 
огей balls swirl and spin in direction inside air 
and water-tight floating dene 
CONSTRUCTION: Non-toxic plastic. Measures 9x4! 
inches high. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 2 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 47026—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 02. ....... $3.95 

(7) Baby Roller 
Colorful balls roll around inside while child peeks 

ugh clear plastic windows. Pooh and his friends 
gaily across outside and inside of tube. 

CONSTRUCTION: Soft, flexible plastic. Measures 14 
inches long, 9¥2 inches in diameter. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 3 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 47025—Shipping weight 8 ounces .. 

(8) Musical Crib Toy 
Just pull the string and Pooh plays his theme song as his 
arms and eyes move up and down. Hangs from crib or 
playpen. From Japan. 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy plastic. 5x5!4 in. high. 
FOR AGES: Newborn to 2 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 47022—Shipping weight 10 ounces ....... $3.95 

(9) Busy Box Jr. 

..$3.95 

‚ no loose parts. Measures 
18х5х3 

FOR AGES: 6 months to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 47016—Shipping weight 1 pound ........93.95 

нчки тан Plastic . 
inches deep. 
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Our finest Spinet Pianos 
Both have color-coded key chart and songbook for easy learning 

Learn simple songs 
color-coded songbook. 

-dtobont cust M ctr cod to нани тае ME 
chromatically tuned. 

сонети Hardwood, plywood construction ina walnut finish See tone 
bar fitted with -ground alloy steel tone wires. Matching bench measures 

high. 
ACCESSORIES: Includes matching bench, music rack, color-coded instruction 
songbook and key chart. 

11x644x8% i 

25-key Piano. 
Measures 163x104x194 inches high. 
KEYBOARD: 2-octave span. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 C 66856C—Wt. 15 lbs. ...822.99 

Minimonic 
Mouth Piano 

Catalog page c eue E 

37-key Piano. 
Measures 23!4x10/4x 1994 in. high. 
KEYBOARD: 3-octave span. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 C 66819L—Wt. 19 Ibs. . .$39.99 

Now you can play your favorite 
songs anywhere with a Min- 
imonic mouth piano. 
KEYBOARD: 12 white, 8 black keys. 
CONS.: High-impact red plastic 
case. 15 in. long, 316 in. wide. Italy. 
ACCESSORIES: Comes with a flex- 
ible adapter and extension mouth- 
ae tint lets m - the num- 
ете Tel while playing your 

а py s daa reci an inst m 

included. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 66873—Wt. 8 ог. ....94.98 

Get € ‘oove with the 6- 
piece Bugs Bunny percussion 

featuring Bugs pictured on 
the tambourine and the sides of 
the drum. 
SET INCLUDES: 6%4-in. all-met- 
al drum with two 6-in. long 

icks. 6-in. diam- 
eter metal tambourine with Ty- 
vek* plastic head. Two steel 
cymbals, 4% in. in diameter. 
буғіп. wooden block and 

FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49 C 66449........... $4.95 
*Reg. Dui rademark 

E di 

$1394 
Learn to play your favorite songs on "PianoSaurus" 
KEYBOARD: 12 keys. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact green plastic. 20x15x9 in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: Number coded, instruction songbook included. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 C 66865C—Shipping weight 4 pounds .................. 

Miniature Grand Piano with 15 keys 

Esa High-impact plastic with 
and ivory-color case. 3 

detachal е legs. Metal tone bar 
produces bell-like sounds. 
105 x 102x454 in. high. Italy. 
ACCESSORIES: Color-coded 
songbook. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDER TY Wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
49 C 6681 $4. 

20-key 98 
Accordion $9 

& KEYBOARD: 12 white and 8 black 
"y keys. 8 bass chord buttons. 

red plastic case, 
914x44x10 inches high. Italy. 
ACCESSORIES: Naber coded 
instruction songbook. 
FOR AGES: $ years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 us Lx oz. 
49 C 66804 ...... $9.98 

Songbook Sets for 12 and 18-chord organs 
sold on the next page 

T - Set of 3 1) eet iue. 
P ach set contains OOKS 0! 

Ca | $397 easy-to-follow music and lyrics, 
| Over 85 songs іп all. For 12 and 

К 18-chord organs sold on next 
page: All songbooks trilingual 
‘English, French and Spanish). 
“Christmas and the Holidays” 
Songbook Set. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 
49C 66832. . Set $3.97 

“Songs We Remember and 
Sing" Songbook Set. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 C 66837 ..Set $3.97 

eee Sings” Songbook 

ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 C 66839 ......... Set $3.97 

ае 4-Book Set 
of 4 songbooks for 8-chord or- 

gans on the next page. Contains 
over 90 songs and music. All 



Crazy 
Stunt Machine 
spins, leaps, 

and climbs 
through 
these stunts 
automatically 

| Car climbs vertical wing arm whirls 
ladder to begin run" | car around bend 

Bounces Bridge spins car and Drawbridge lowers 
over bumps drops it onto road below | as vehicle approaches 

HOW IT WORKS: Switch on car . . . it drives along doing stunts 
(shown above), Built-in turntable, bumps and drawbridge cause 
battery-powered stuntcar to perform daredevil feats i 5 
WHAT YOU GET: Snap-together plastic track with guardrails, T 
out measures 239 4x12x14!4 inches high. Plastic car measures 3x12 around. 

nothing inches wide. 2 road signs. 
stops the FOR AGES; 3 to 8 years. E 

ee Crazy Stunt Machine ORDER INGO: Cu 
$ 95 49 N $5067 —Shippi 2 pounds “914.95 weight Bounces ........ $14. 
1 without 49N 46999 Alkaline "AA. Batteries. Wt. 202. ....Pkg. of 2 99c 

batteries 

Ridge Riders 
4-piece 

Scramble Set 

$397 

(4) Ridge Riders Scrambler Set 
an. SET INCL: 4 die-cast metal cycles 

with operating kickstands, wheels: 
Kawasaki Mach III Cafe Racer, 
Honda XR-75 Dirt Bike, Kawasaki 
900, Yamaha 400MX Motocross 
Bike. About 3% in. long. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
49 М 58448 Set $3.97 
(5) Motocross Racing Set 
SET INCL: 3 die-cast metal moto- 
стовз bikes, rubber tires. Sport van 
pulls trailer with 2 bikes. 2 hill climb 
sections, 2 road blocks. 3 drivers 
about 3% in. tall. Bikes 31/2 in. long. 
Van and trailer 10x8x25 in. long. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs 
49 М 55262 Set $7.49 

Play People 
Custom Van 25^ 

fo] 

Visit the outdoors with Tonka Toys 
and Tonka Play People 

(1) Play People Custom Van. . . travel the highways in high style. 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel and plastic van measures 8'2x4x4!4 in. high. 
Authentic details include rear doors and sunroof that really open. De- 
tailed cockpit, rear side port-hole window, custom wide-track tires and 
side decals. 334-in. tall jointed plastic figure. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. Not for children under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 54112—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce $5.44 

(2) CJ-7 Renegade Jeep. No road's to rough for a renegade. А ay 
CONSTR: Steel and plastic Jeep has T-bar top, super digger billboard = т 
tires. Authentic styling and graphics. 10x5%4x5"% in. high. : 44 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. (6) Trail Blazer $7 
ORDERING INFORMATION бөй sdvenbite explain Отой» ind 

i i $5.94 venture ex 49 NETO atrum 594 — fer uyou reready togo any- (7) 8-pc. Highway Patrol $697 
(3) Tonka Play People Van and Camper Set where by canoe, trailbike, or car. Eo EXC. 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel and plastic van and camper measures CONSTR: Heavy-gauge steel blazer SET INCL: Rescue helicopter, police helicopter, 

15x67/x7 in. tall. Van's rear door opens. Pop-up tent style camper has with all-terrain type tires, overhead 2 Kawasaki 900 patrol cycles, ambulance, 2 po- 
sink, stove, beds. Incl. decal sheet, picnic table with benches, and camp- rack, canoe, Cross Country Trail lice cars and an emergency van. Imported. 
fire; jointed plastic couple 3*4 in. tall and Scamp, the dog. Bike, detailed interior. White lettered CONSTRUCTION: Vehicles 4 to 8 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. Not for children under 3 due to small parts. plastic tires, plated wheel covers. Die-cast metal and plastic. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 136x574x654 in. high. FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
49 N 57101—Shipping weight 3 pounds $10.97 FOR AGES: 3 years and up. ORDERING INFORMATION. 
E ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 
550 [Sears] o 49 N 54355 $7.44 49N55258 Set $6.97 

Clos Dade Scans by таа йе са oon 



Gear-tuned Guitars 
Stay tuned 

longer than peg-tuned 
guitars because of 
professional-type 

gear tuning (4) Dual-powered 

Portable Phonograph 

Lets you play 
your favorite 

records 

wherever you are 

* Uses AC house 
current with AC 
adapter (not 
included) or 4 

а "D" batteries 

M — * Plays 33% inc: 
Bee Gees* or 45-RPM 

28-inch Guitar records DO Folk Guitar 
$1097 

0 
$1949 
without adapter 

or batteries 

. (51. Bee Gees* 
"With sing-along mike: 
QQ without bertenes 

ә” or adapter 

(1) Folk Guitar. Enjoy playing all kinds of mu- 
sic with this folk-type guitar. 
CONSTR: High-impact plastic body. Red with 
black highlights. Six metal strings. Professional- 
type gear tuning. 28 in. long. Imported. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: S yrs. and up. Includes 
pik, shoulder strap, instructions. 
9 C 66535C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs......... $10.97 

2) Deluxe Bee Gees* Guitar. Rock with your 
avorite pop group. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic. Full color 
label of Bee Gees on front, white body. Three 
wire and three nylon strings. Professional-type 
gear tuning, 30 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Instructions, pick included. 
79 C 66501C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs, 1 oz. ...$10.97 

g Big Rock Guitar. Strum along with your 
favorite rock band. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic. Sunburst 
finish in red and black. Three wire and three ny- 
lon strings. Professional type gear tuning. 37 
inches long. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 yrs. up. Instructions, 
shoulder cord and pick included. 
79 C 66567 C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. ...$15.97 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 

550 [Sears] 89 — *e1979 вее Gees 

ашп баве scans by chrisihiasnmarsstechnical com 



AC Adapter 

Adapter for cassettes above. UL 
listed for 110-120-v., 60-c., AC. 
6-ft. cord, plastic housing. 
49 N 66698— Wt. 8 02.....$2.69 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8406-Wt. 12 oz. Pkg. $1.19 

550 Sears "set" 

Citai рабе scans by йабан тизеде иса Gom 

Plays anywhere 

PORTABLE 
CASSETTE 
PLAYER 

With tonal quality 

* Plays any Philips type 

cassette—both monaural 
and stereo monaurally 

* Battery-powered or plug 
into wall outlet with 
AC adapter (sold 
separately below) 

91 99 o 
batteries. 

Instant music. Just pop cassette 
into front of tape player. “Open” 
compartment switch for ejection 
of cassette, which can then be 
flipped over to play second track 
when compartment door is closed 
again, Player is complete with 
“play,” “stop,” “fast forward,” 
“re-wind” and volume controls. 
Durable plastic housing measures 
10х5х214 in. Cassette playing time 
approx. 12 to 15 minutes. Use 4 
"C" batteries, order package at 
left, below. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 oz. 
49 N 6666................ $17.99 

Carry Case 

For cassette player. 
Smooth vinyl-case with 
compartment for cas- 
sette player and 12 cas- 
sette cartridges (not 

included). Metal lid 
latch, molded plastic 
carrying handle. Pro- 
tective portability for 
player, tapes. 10x3x10% 
in. high. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49 N 66675...... $3.99 

$399 

Pre-recorded Monaural Cassettes $ 

usually found in more 
expensive tape players 

T) О) S 

Phase П 
Drum Set 

* Lyf-Lon'" heads * Hissing cymbal 
1 Get with the big beat with this profes- 

sional-like drum set. Break-resistant 
Lyf-Lon plastic heads on large bass drum, 
side snare drum and large tom-tom . . give 
uniform response. (Plastic heads resist tem- 
perature changes more effectively than 
animal-skin heads.) Two iridescent coated 
cymbals . . one is novel “hissing cymbal’. 

Heavy-gauge steel bodies, resonant wood 
block and rugged steel foot pedal. Sturdy 
steel legs give positive placement. Highly 
polished metal spring clips give drums look of 
elegance. 21-in. diameter bass drum with 
11-in, diameter snare drum and 9-inch diam- 
eter tom-tom. Accessories include two 15-in. 
hardwood drumsticks, two brushes, and cow- 
bell. Instructions. Shipping weight 14 pounds, 
79 N 66672L Set $19.99 

It's psychedelic! Flashing 
light Brass Drum Set 

9 Multi-colored print оп drum head with 
flashing light inside gives psychedelic ef- 

fect. Durable plastic Tuffbeat® playing heads. 
2014-inch diameter bass drum with 9-in. dia- 
meter snare drum and 6-inch diameter tom- 
tom included in set. Steel frames. Professional 
designed tone block and bell. 14-inch hissing 
cymbal. Two 10-inch drumsticks and two 
wire brushes, Heavy duty foot pedal. Bracket 
inside bass drum holds 100-watt bulb (not 
included). 6-ft. cord with flasher attachment 
UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
79 N 66671L .. . Set $14.99 

Out of this World 
Trap Drum Set 

with “hissing cymbal” 
3 Play your favorite “rock” rhythms or just 

practice for the big time. Beating surfaces 
of break-resistant Lyf-Lon plastic. Set con- 
sists of 21-inch diameter bass drum, two full 
size 9-inch diameter side drums, stained wood- 
en block, 2 cowbells and 2 iridescent coated 
cymbals, including a “hissing cymbal” for 
dramatic musical effects. Steel frames. Also 
included are two 15-inch high quality hard- 
wood drumsticks and instructions. For ages 
6 to 14. Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
79 М 666631..................... Set $9.87 

96 ech 
Play for 12 to 15 minutes, Sealed in 
durable plastic. Cassette is 4x2Vex' 
inches thick. 
Shpg. wt. each 20z..... Each $1.96 

49'N 66711—Melanie, Candles in 
the Rain, Ruby Tuesday. 3 others. 
49 N 66712—The Cream. White 
Room. 3 others. 

49 N 66713— Best of Bill Deal and 
Rhondells. May I, What Kind of 
Fool, I've been hurt, Nothing succeeds 
like success. 
49 N 66714—Super Groups. Ras- 
cals, Cream, Bee-Gee's, and Iron 
Butterfly . . one song of each. 

49 N 66715-Creedence Clearwater 
Revival. Fortunate Son. 2 others. 

49 N 66716— Led Zeppelin. Whole Lot 
of Lovin’. 3 others. 
49 N 66717-Engelbert Humperdinck. 
A Man without Love. 3 others. 

49 N 66718—Tom Jones. Hey Jude. 3 
others. 

49 N 66719-Engelbert Humperdinck. 
I'm a Better Man. 3 others. 

49 М 66721—Tom Jones. Love MeTo- 
night. 3 others. 

49 N 66722—Tommy Roe, 12 in а 
Roe. Hurray for Hazel, Dizzy, Heather 
Honey, Jam up and Jelly Tight. 

49 N 66723—Vanity Fare, Early in 
the Morning Sunday Morning. Hey 
Baby, Hitching a ride. 

49 N 66724-360 Degrees. Brooklyn 
Bridge, Lovin Spoonful, Ohio Express, 
1910 Fruitgum Co. . . one song of each. 

49'N 66725—Mantovani. Exodus. 3 
others. 

49 N 66726—The Ugly Duckling, 
Hansel and Gretel. 

49 № 66727—Little Boy with the Big 
Horn, Tuggy the Tugboat. 

49 N 66728—Princess and the Pea, 
Romper Room. 

49 N 66729— Puff, the Magic Dragon, 
Musicians of Bremen. 

49 N 66731— Pinocchio, Sleeping 
Beauty. 

49 N 66732—Red Riding Hood, Heidi. 



Construction Buggy 
goes forward or reverse 

Buggy with 
Dump Bucket 

fan all-purpose construction vehicle + 
ront-loading dump bucket that really с Crane көйү | 

attaches to Buggy.. | 
girder arm and 
hook both raise | 
and lower C 

socket overnight, and you're rea 
guaranteed (see below), UL li Hand lever 

dumps bucket 

handgrip g 
same fee 

Fender-mounted 
telephone 

actually rings! 
(uses 1 battery 

order below) 

FORWARD AND 
REVERSE AT 2 mph 

Hi-impact plastic body supports up to 150 pounds; has deep-dish steering wheel, 

1 ovable ladder. simulated fue ze. cable reel type wheels 
molded plastic tir 3 ‘ower 6-v. ba y incl 1arantee below). UL 

recharge: -in. high. Shipped motor carrier or expi 
IN — Partly assembled. Shipping weight 25 pounds 

"C" Batteries. age of 6. Long-lasting power for dash-mounted phone above. 
49 N B406 ng weight 12 oun 

А igh. Batt 
see below). UL listed recharger plugs іт 

any wall socket. Shipped motor carrier or express. "ET 

79 М 86526N-— Preassembled. Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs..........$34 

BATTERY GUARANTEE. 6-volt rechargeable batteries _ 
included with all items on this page are guaranteed for | 
electrical failure, or return for free replacement. 

Replacement Battery. Super Power® battery fits all 

cars. Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy i 
79 М 86523C — Shipping weight 4 pounds. ... 



300X Microscope 
View specimens thru 
100X, 200X and 300X 
objective lenses on 

revolving turret 

$799 

Great for beginners! Precision-ground glass 
lenses and rack-and-pinion focusing pro- 
Tas cert до оода of оо MM. 
Substage mirror illuminates slide . 
staan MUS МЫ ide mE IE pla Re 
viewing. Strong, all-steel body measures 7'/ 
inches high. From Japan. 
49 С 24033— Shpg. wt. 11b. 7oz............$7.99 

Buy 300X Microscope 

and Prepared Slides . . 

SAVE 52.00 
300X Microscope plus 
60 Slides to view! 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49 C 24217 Set $10.98 

60 Prepared Slides 
of actual specimens 342: t 

Professionally-prepared and labeled slides 
are ready for your microscopic study. Set 
includes 5 boxes (each with 12 slides) of: 
Tiny Creatures; Butterfly and Bee Parts; 
Sea Life; Bacteria; Blood Samples. Japan. 
49 С 24037 — Shipping weight 14 oz. .... Set $4.99 

Use this Kit to make $299 
25 of your own slides kit 

Everything you need from slides to cover 
slips to labels.. even 6 prepared slides. 
Use Canada Balsam for mounting, meth- 
ylene blue for staining, fruit flies and more. 
49 C 24186— Japan. Shpg. wt. 14 02.... .Kit $2.99 

Cutsod pane scans by байта кийиндей pom. 

The comfortable, natural way to view.. 

Binocular Microscope and Lab Set 

Polarizing 
filters 

cut glare 

Lab Set includes . . 

€ 500X Binocular Microscope with substage light 
and three objective lenses on revolving turret 

ө 48 Prepared Slides as a start to your lab work vhi 
withou 

* Metal Case to keep equipment neatly organized battery 

Die-cast metal binocular microscope. You get clear images at magnifi- 
cations of 50X, 250X and 500X. Polarizing filters help reduce light 
glare and distortion. Set also includes 12 blank slides with cover slips 
and labels, test tubes, rack. Uses 1 "AA" battery, order pkg. below. 
49 C 24216 — Shipping weight 9 pounds 4 ounces. Set $24.99 

See an insect turn monster 
or a universe in a water drop 

with a Sears Microscope Dec further with more power 
600: 

Microscope 

16 Zoom from 50X Use built-in thru 1200X by color disc ithout arius twisting eyepiece to view live 
and revolving Specimens 

turret to any one on dark 
of 4 objective 

lenses 
backgrounds. 

without staining 

1200X 
Zoom 

Microscope 

$2999 
without 
batteries 

Eyepiece and 3 objective lenses 
for 100X to 600X viewing 

Revolving turret has 4 objective lenses 
. features both coarse and fine focusing 

High-quality 5X, 12X, 40X and 60X objective lenses and 
10-thru-20X twist-zoom eyepiece are precision-ground glass 
to give you extra-clear images . . coarse and fine rack-and- 
pinion focusing give you an extra-sharp view. Eyepiece 
indicator shows exact magnification. Built-in substage light. 

illuminates specimen in dim light, down-stop helps prevent. 
slide breakage. Metal base holds 2 "AA" batteries —order 

batteries — order below. package separately below. Measures 10 in. high. From Japan 
49 С 24034— Japan. Wt 2168 1202 .....$16.99 49 C 24185—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 C 4633—"AA" Batteries. Package of 4. Shipping weight 3 ounces. Package 69c 

10X, 20X and 40X objective lenses on re- 
volving turret and 10-to-15X twist-zoom 
eyepiece are precision-ground glass. Rack- 
and-pinion focusing provides clear. sharp 
images. Substage light or mirror illumi- 
nates slide, down-stop helps prevent slide 
breakage. Metal. 9 in. high. Uses 2 "AA" 



Jumpin' 
Jiminy. . 

the indoor-outdoor 
big bouncer 

> Ax $1617 
зю $ 799 

diameter 

Use it like a trampo- 
line to develop your 
coordination. Heavy- 
duty vinyl-coated can- 
vas top and bottom 
covers. Heavy-duty 
rubber tube. Strong 
webbing supports and 
lace closure. Inflate at 
gas station or with 
hand pump (not in 
cluded). Ages 4 to 13. 

4-foot diameter. 
Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. 
48N28516 $16.47 

3-foot diameter. 
Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 
49N 2922 $7.99 

(nda Не 
Hit ‘em hard . . knock ‘em down and 
they'll just bounce back for more. 
Weighted bottoms keep these 

inflatable vinyl characters upright 
for active children ages 3 to 10 

aes? 199 Bamm-Bamm 
or Popeye 

uF Yogi Bear. Hey there, it's Yogi Bear . . straight from 
Jellystone Park. 50 inches tall. Squeaky nose. 

49 N 28518—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces ...... 93.97 

Bamm-Bamm. Barney Rubble’s little dynamo from 
“The Flintstones”. Stands about 34 inches tall. 

49 н 29058—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces ...... $199 

8 Bullwinkle. Rocky’s friend. 48 inches tall. Squeaker. 
49 N 28519—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ........... $288 

4 Popeye. The “spinach eating sailor". 34 inches tall. 
49 М 28521—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces . . $1.99 

Fred Flintstone. “Yabba-dabba-do!” It's the star of 
“The Flintstones”. 50 inches tall. Squeaky nose. 

49N 28517—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces ...... $3.97 
Popeye © King Features Syndicate 1963 

сайра аө тейл ET—— 

Tike Slide. . 
а very versatile crescent 

$997 

Climb the stairs, sit 
and slip down the 
slide. Flip it over 
and it becomes a 
rocker. It's made of 
rugged polyethyl- 
ene, so it may be 
used indoors or out, 
and it has rounded 
corners. Measures 
33x15x16 inches 
high. Orange. Ages 
1M to 5. 
Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.* 

79 М 90048L ....$9.97 

Teeter Tike. . 
a tiny teeter totter for two 
Up and down, and 
all the while this 
mini-teeter-totter 
encourages children 
to share a toy. Use it 
indoors or out, it’s 
made of polyethyl- 
ene. Molded seats 
and a double set of 
handgrips. 34x12x15 
in. high. Orange and 
blue. Ages 2 to 4. 

Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.* 
79 N 90049L ...$10.49 

"See parcel post 
information in 

General Catalog 



Jay NGOs 
Portable, batter 

For the preschooler . . 
just slide record in and 

move the lever 

$644 
1 Plays its own records over 600 

times on 1 “D" battery (not 
incl., order pkg. below). 4 two-sided 
records: Fairy Tales, Play and 
learn, Nursery Rhymes, more. 
Polystyrene. Red, gray. 
534x514x244 in. Instr. Ages 3 to 6. 
49 C 66601—Wt. 15 oz. . $6.44 

Eight extra Records for phono 
above, Children's favorites. 
49 С 66617—Wt. 11 oz. Set $2.79 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 C 46996—Wt. 11 oz. ..Pkg. $1.49 

battery 

Solid State Phonograph 
with full volume control 

. great low price 

$997 : 
2 Electronically amplified sound 

system. Speed control. Plays 7- 
in. 33% and 45 rpm records (not 
incl.) Uses 2 "C" batteries (not incl., 
order below). 834x514x214 in. Plas- 
tic. Red, white and blue. Instruc- 
tions. Ages 5 and up. 
49 C 66605—WL. 1 Ib. 12 oz. ...$9.97 

Replacement Needles for phono- 
graphs (1, 2 and 3). Pkg. of 2. 
49 C 66682—WL 1 oz. Pkg. $1.88 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 C 46997—Wt. 5 oz. Pkg. $1.08 

thout 
tenes 

-operated Phonographs 

Bugs Bunny? Solid State Phonograph 
plays all your 45-rpm records automatically 

without Just flip the switch and close the lid for musical fun $ T. 188 Power 

3 Tone arm automatically sets and resets itself. Electronic sound for fine tone 
quality and full-range volume control. Solid state for instant sound. Battery 

operated so you can carry it wherever you go. Uses 2 “D” batteries (not includ- 
ed, order package at left). Made of plastic. From Hong Kong. 9%x7¥/9x34 
inches high. Instructions. Green case with colorful “Bugs” on the cover. Recom- 
mended for ages 5 and up. Order extra needles at left. Record not included. 
49 C 66603—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
©1973 Warner Bros. Seven Anis. inc. 

.$11.88 

Easy-to-play 
Electric Phonograph 

for 33'⁄ and 
45-rpm records 

$1488 
Gives clear sound. Electric motor 
maintains speed. Replaceable needle 
is synthetic sapphire-tipped. Built-in 
45-rpm adapter. Fiberboard (not 
wood or hardboard) case is decorated 
with animals. UL listed for 110-120-v. 
60-с. AC. 25 watts. 1214x 102x514 in. 
Not recommended for ages under 5. 
Instructions. 
49 C 66602—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. ...$14.88 

Extra Needles for phono above. Set 
of 3. Synthetic sapphire-tipped. 
49 C 66613—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. .Set $1.88 

45-rpm Record Set 

Value packs 

of children's 
Records 

$488 

[©] 
Баа batten rallies and get-togethers. Profes- 
sionally-styled 360° microphone is just like а TV star's . . gives great 
sound any way you turn it, Solid state amplifier for instant sound. 
Volume control with on-off switch. Front-mounted speaker. Needs 
one 6-volt lantern battery (not included—order below). Measures 
122x101 2x3! 4 inches. Case is black and white. Plastic carrying handle 
for convenient portability. Metal and plastic. Instructions. Recom- 
mended for ages 6 to 15 years. 
49 C 66477—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces -$13.66 
49 C 46992—6-volt Lantern Battery. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог, +. 176 

лоп Gane scans by Са needles СОП 

(4 and 5 ) Each set has over 50 delightful songs and stories. Both have tote box 
for convenient storage. Ages 3 to 10 years. Wt. set 1 lb. 6 oz. 
(4) 49C66618-Children's All-Time Favorites. Ten 45-rpm records. ....Set $4.88 
(5) 49C66622-Treasury of All-Time Favorites. Three 33!5-rpm records Set 4.88 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 | 
from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 | reco |Sears| 551 



Criband Playpen Toys 
. . . With sounds, movement and colors 
to catch baby's eyes. . . 
all made of sturdy plastic 
to provide hours and hours 
of playtime fun 

SOS us 
With colorful balls inside 

Busy Box ir, $395 
М 551 



Organ only 

$5797 
0 

(1) 18-сһога Electric Organ 
As easy to play as organ at right 

plus you get 6 extra chord buttons 
for richer sounding. harmonic tones 

Match numbered keys, lettered chords on keyboard 
to corresponding numbers, letters in songbook. 
KEYBOARD. CONTROLS: 37 full size melody keys to 
make 3 full octaves. 18 pre-set chord buttons (6 ma- 
jor, 6 minor, 6 bass) for a full, rich sound. Power 
Switch and sensitive volume control. 
CONSTRUCTION: Made of high-impact plastic. Con- 
sole style cabinet with woodgrained plastic. Legs 
sent detached. 36%х12%х30%% in. high. Canada. 
ACCESSORIES: Includes music rack and tri-lingual 
instruction songbook (English, French and Spanish). 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110-120. 
volt, 60-cycle AC. 5V2-foot cord. 16 watts. 
FOR AGES: Not recommended for ages under 6. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Bench not included, or- 
der (2) at right. Warranted by Internote. Write for 
free copy, see page 303. 
79 C 6689L—Shipping weight 24 pounds . . $57.97 

[4] 8-chord Electric 
is 4 Огдап 

(4 and 5) 

Available in either 

floor or table model 

4) Floor 5) Table 
mode! model 

$2997 | $2297 

8-chord Electric Organ with songbook. 
KEYBOARD. CONTROLS: 25 melody keys to make 2 complete 
octaves, 8 pre-set chord buttons (4 major, 4 minor). Power 
switch and volume control. 
CONSTR.: Dark brown, beige high-impact plastic. Canada. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-cy- 
cle АС. 523-й. cord. 16 watts. 
FOR AGES: 6 and up. Not recommended for children under 6. 

(4) Floor Organ: 26%х 
1134х26/% in. high. Stool 954-in. 
diam., 15% in. high. Legs de- 
tached. 
ACCESS.: Matching stool, music 
rack, tri-lingual instr. songbook 
(English, French, Spanish). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See 
mote below. 
79C66813C-Wt.161bs.$29.97 

(8) Table Organ 
254ex11%4x5% in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: Music 
rack, tri-lingual instruc- 
tion songbook (English, 

and Spanish). 
ORDERING INFORMA- 
TION: See note below. 
ер. wt. 12 lbs. 

79 C 66809С...922.97 
Note: Warranted by Internote. Write for free сору. see p. 303 

ана pase scans by сл иик аай com 

Organ only 

53997 

Bench 
alone 

Bench with 
organ ( 1073) $797 | 54 97 

(3) 12-chord Electric Organ 

Use just two fingers and sound almost like a professional 
one finger plays the melody, one finger plays an entire chord 

This organ is so easy to play . . . simply match the numbered melody keys and lettered Chords on the тона to the corresponding numbers and letters 
songbook. You'll 

KEYBOARD, CONTROLS: 37 keys make 3 full 
octaves. 12 pre-set chord buttons (6 major, 6 
minor). Power switch and volume control. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic. Con- 
sole style cabinet. Legs sent detached. 
314x114x304 in. high. Canada. 
ACCESS.: Music rack and tri-lingual instr. 
songbook (English, French and Spanish). 

ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed. 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. 5¥-foot cord. 16 watts. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. Not recommend- 
ed for children under 6. 

25-key Battery- 
operated Organ 

KEYBOARD. CONTROLS: 25 keys, 2 oc- 
taves. Power switch. 
CONSTRUCTION: Brown and beige 
plastic. 17x814x334 in. high. Canada. 
ACCESSORIES: Number-coded instruc- 
tion soi k in 4 languages (English, 
French, ап and Italian). 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 3 “Р” bat- 
teries not incl., order pkg. below. 
49 C 66807—Wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz. .$10.97 
Carbon-zinc "D" Batteries. 
ORDERING INFO: Package of 6. 
49 C 46995-Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. Pkg. $1.69 

in the easy to follow 
playing music in just minutes to entertain friends and family. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Bench not in- 
cluded, order below. Warranted by Inter- 
note. Write for free copy, see 303. 
79 C 66887L—Shpg. wi. 20 bs. ..$39.97 
(2) Bench 
CONSTRUCTION: Made of high-impact 
plastic. 17%4x10%4x16% in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

Bench when bought with Organ (1), (3). 
79 C 66892C ...................14.97 
79 C 66892C— Bench alone 7.97 



The Perfect Vehicle for every pretend job 

Deluxe Heavy-duty 
Logging Truck 

NASCAR Set $ 1 294 

(1) ERTL Deluxe Heavy-duty Logging Truck 

CONSTR; Detailed plated grille, saddle tanks, stack, air horns, running lights, 
wheel rims. Natural logs, metal tie down chains. Heavy-duty welded, riveted 
steel. Rounded corners, hemmed edges. 1955x3'x5 in. high. Ages 3 to 10 yrs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 54213—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces . 

(2) ERTL NASCAR Set 
CONSTRUCTION: Stamped steel with plastic accessories. Detailed grille, saddle 
tanks, stack, air horns, running lights and wheel rims. Removable ramps, 2 model 
cars. Decal trim on truck, cars. Tool box with tools. Jack. Fuel drum. 
215x62x64 in, tall, 3 to 10 years. Not for ages under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 54214—Shipping weight 5 pounds 10 ounces ....... 

$7.94 

$12.94 

Coca Cola® Set. 

Construction Set 
$699 reme ers 

Nylint 
Tractor Trailer 

$1494 

Cross Country 
Sears Van 

e Cross Country Sears Van 
ONSTRUCTION: Heavy-gauge metal with baked enamel finish. Truck measures 

7 Taxe 3x22 in. long. Cab and van disconnect, rear doors open wide. Realistic fea- 
tures like chrome-look saddle tanks, air horns, wheel rims and grille. Tinted plastic 
windshield, bucket seats and console. Ages 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 58161C—Shipping weight 7 pounds...... 

(4) Nylint Tractor Trailer 

CONSTR: Heavy-gauge steel with hemmed edges. Truck 5%4x734x2774-in. long. 
Disconnect cab and trailer, trailer parking gear is adjustable. Trailer has roll-up 
rear door. Simulated chrome trim, CB antennas. Detailed interior. 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 N 5423 1C—Shipping weight 8 pounds... 

. 811.95 

$14.94 

Mi Olt-Road 
Adventure E Buggy 

Change ures with 
yack included 

Reardoor 
swings open 

Mighty 
Custom Van 

(5) Coca Cola® Set. Coke adds life to play- (6) Goodyear® Race Team Set Ready, set, race. The flag (9) Mighty Off-Road Adventure Buggy 
time. Organize delivery schedules and travel 
routes. You'll be the top pop. 
CONSTR: Steel trucks, plastic accessories. 
SET INCLUDES: Coca Cola trailer with clear plas- 
tic cover, 5 cases and hand truck, delivery truck 
with 2 cases and forklift truck with 2 extra cases 
(not 3 as shown). Vehicles have plastic non-mar 
tires. Trailer truck is 10!2x2*&x3! 4 inches high. 3 
to 12 years. Not for children under 3 due to small 
parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 57044—Wt. 1 lb. 8 ог. . Set $7.97 

(7). Construction Set. Build a road to playtime fun with these 
authentic-looking construction vehicles. 
CONSTRUCTION: Vehicles measure 4 to 8 inches long. Made of 
die-cast metal and plastic. 
SET INCL: Bulldozer, scoop-shovel, roller, dump truck, concrete 
mixer, Jeep, utility truck, pick-up truck. 3 to 8 years, 

.Set $6.99 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 58456—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. . 

ТЕРИТОРИИ КАЙ 

is down and you're oíf to a flying start. 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-gauge steel with plastic accesso- 
ries. "Non-mar" plastic wheels. 
SET INCLUDES: Goodyear Cab with Racer Hauler measures 
about 10! in. long. Dragster Racer measures 51% in. long 
with rear slick wheels, front spoked wheels. Metalized ex- 
haust, moveable spoiler. Sprint racer measures 434 in. long 
with slick wheels. Goodyear Utility Van measures 4% in. 
long with side, top windows. Chrome-look trim, authentic 
decal detailing. Ages 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 54121—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. 30z. Set $7.97 

(8) Super Tandems 
CONSTR: Die-cast metal, plastic trim. Free 
rolling wheels. About 6 inches long. 
SET INCLUDES: Tanker truck, log truck with 
wood logs, dual tandem truck, and container 
truck. 3 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: 
49 N 55261—Wt 120z. „Set $4.97 

CONSTR: Durable steel with plastic trim. T-bar 
top. Detailed interior has bucket seats, “4 on the 
floor", molded console. CB radio has whip anten- 
na. Back rack holds gas can, spare tire. Change all 
4 tires with Tonka Super Jack® stored in its own 
compartment. Hot stamped hubs and grille. 
10x9x20 inches long. For ages 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 М 57056C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. .. $14.94 

(10) Mighty Custom Van 
CONSTR: Steel exterior, molded plastic interior, 
molded plastic CB radio and carpeting. Rear door 
swings open, side door slides back, open sun roof. 
18%ex7!4x6% in. high. For ages 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 57057—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. . 

CARS, TRUCKS 
and PLANES 

$16.97 

oc 551 



ITEMS (4 THRU 1 1) SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 

4) Dual-Powered 2-speed Portable Phono: gm. 
Powered by ue AC household current with sted plug-in 

4 "D" batteries (not incl.; order below). 
CONSTRUCTION Solid-state, transistorized circuitry. Replacea- 
artes кусты shire needle (order extras below). Plays 45 or 334-RPM 
records (not included) . . . constant speed control. Easy-to-use 
on/off/volume and record speed controls. Built-in adapter for 
45-RPM records. High-impact plastic case in beige and brown 
features attached lid. Sliding safety lock. тро 
TOR Sey Ad г Аш 4 to adult. Order "D' 

AUC Sto rns wei 3 pounds 8 ounces AT $19.49 
DieHard Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46849—Shipping weight 10 ounces ......... Pkg. $1.59 

Extra Needle for (4) above. Diamond-! DUE 
49 C 66636—Shipping weight 1 ошзсе................ $3.99 

(5) Вее б Phono with camen Mike 
CONSTR: Solid state, transistorized circuit for dependable, in- 
stant sound. Sapphire-tipped needle (order extra below). уш. 
‘ume control with on/off switch. 5) selector plays 33! 
45 RPM records (not incl.). SOE DASE EM алы ter. In te 
ne hand-held microphone for singing with records; or use as P. 
А. system. Microphone clip for ston саго for 
high- quality sound. Powerful speaker. iberboard body 
12Vax 102x514 in. high. Microphone has 8-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 5 to 15 years. Requires 4 “С” 
batteries (not included, order 2 pkgs. below). May use with AC 

(order below). replacement needle below. 
66613—Shipping weight 5 pounds 3 оџпсеѕ..... $25.99 

EA Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. For (5) and $2, 
49 C 46839—Shipping weight 5 ounces . . Pkg. $ 39 
Extra Needle for (5) above. Synthetic sapphire-ipped. 
49 C 66633— Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 1 oz... ......Pkg. $2.99 

(6) Вее Сее" Sing-along AM Radio 
Eug. impact plastic case with carrying handle. Solid 

jo with on/off switch, volume control; rotary tun- 
p be in. Microphone has 8-ft. cord. Imported. 

FOR AGES: 5 to 15 years. CEN 
ORDER INFO: Requires 9-volt battery (order ). 
49 C 6626—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces ...... $13.99 

9-volt Battery. For (6) above; e and (9)! below. 
49 C 46629— Shipping weight 2 ounces . 

(7) Bee Gees* Sing-along Amplifier 
AN Solid state, transistorized circuitry. On/off 
witch, volume control. Four-in. 5] Handle. board 
pum IS MAE in, deep. Microphone has 360° omni-direc- 
tional h Imported. 
[OR AGES, ORDER INFO: 5 to 15 
lantern battery (not о order below). 
49 C 6665. t 31Ьв.8о2............. $13.97 

be Lantern Battery. Use with (7) above. 
49 C 46349—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces . . 
"Bee Gees © 1979 by Bee Gees 

(8) Kaptain Kool** AM Radio. Reduced from our 1978 Christ- 
mas Book page 50. 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid state, transistorized circuitry, On/off 
and volume controls; station selector. Two- -in. speaker. 
Зудх154х5 in. high. Ivory-colored styrene case. Wrist strap. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 8 years and up. Requires one 9- 
volt banery (not included; order above). 
49 C 66648—Shipping weight 10 ounces . 

(9) Kaptain Kool** Wirel нА 
CONSTRUCTION: mun act plastic, 9 inches long. Long- 
ый p mA EM soo ЧО ПАХАН ООН БА 

radio up to 30 feet awa; с. адан yutton. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Requires one 9.v.] 
49 C 66696—Shipping weight 1 poi 

Wireless Microphone and AM Radio Set 
49 C 66907. ipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces .Set $12.98 
**® 1978 Sid and Marty Krofft TV Prod. Inc. From the Krofft Supershow 

(10) Carry-about 2-speed Phono, AM Radio, Microphone 
Ease uid Solid state, transistorized circuitry, Seed 
LI ed eedle, On/off switch, volume control. Spe 
A 3305 T] 45-RPM records = EM ж 

a АР pter. AM station selector. 
with smoke-tinted cover, ire in. Teh. гт -in 

Pike е жик ft. cord. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 15 years. 
ORDERING ША Requires 4 "C" batteries (not in- 
cluded; pkgs. above). eye el AEAEE 
(not included; tes below). Order extra needles below. 
49 C 66645— Shipping Bis 2 pounds 8 ounces ..... $28.99 
Replacement Needles for (10) sold above. Package of 2. 
49 C 66639—Shipping weight 1 02............... Pkg. $2.99 

AC Universal Adapter (not shown). Use with phonos on this 
page. UL listed. 
ELEC. INFO: 110-120-v., 60 Hz. AC. 
49 C 1669—Shipping weight 8 ounces ................ $4.99 

(11) Record Cabinet 
MORIA inches Шр d and ped with walnut-look es 

14x20 inches area hol hono; partitions 
records o on shelves below. = 
FOR AGES: 3 years sane up. 
HUS INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions included. 

8 1C—Shipping weight 14 pounds. .......... $13.99 

Requires one 6-volt 

..$2.29 

(order above). 
.$8.99 

TROA taba curs by ahrieimat aertokicheical Cont 

Peg-tuned Guitars 
Strings are 

held by 
snug-fitting pegs 

(12 thru 14) Peg-tuned Guitars 

ua Mickey Mouse® Guitar 
Mickey and friends accompany you 
while you play. 
CONSTR: Colorful double cutaway 
body made of sturdy polystyrene, 6 
Spo strings. Plastic ER paea: 

easures 211 in. long. Bl 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Includes pick. 
49 C 66532—Wt. 14 oz. ..... $3.66 
ond Characters 
Walt Disney Productions 

13) Folk Guitar 
ВЕ led like the guitars professional 

singers use. 
CONSTRUCTION: Pressed wood fiber 
body, simulated natural wood finish 
in mahogany shading. White silk- 
screened decorations, 6 nylon 
Plastic tuning pegs. Metal tailpiece, 
wooden neck. 2534 in. long. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 14 years. 
ORDER INFO: Instr. incl. 
79 C 66509C—Wt. 2 lbs. .... $6.97 

in Wood-front Folk Guitar 
landsome folk guitar features wood 

veneer front, professional styling. 
CONSTR: Wood and wood fiber body. 
Wood veneer front, natural mahoga- 
p sd finish, sunburst effect. White 

‘screened decorations. 2 metal, 4 
ES strings. Plastic tuning pegs. 

tailpiece, wooden neck. 28 in. 

for AGES: 6 to 16 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Instruc- 
tions included. Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
79 C 66525C .............. $8.97 

Replacement Guitar SALT LB (Not 
shown.) Set of 6 strings. 3 metal- 
wrapped nylon strings and 3 all-ny- 
lon strings. Can be used on any guitar 
on these two pages, except (12). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 66579—Wt. 1 oz... .Set $1.49 

45-RPM Record Sets 

(15) 50 All-time Favorites. 10-record set. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 66618—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ........ Set $4.99 

16) ооп типове 7-record set featuring 
jugs Bunny, Duck, Road Runner, others. 

FOR AGES: 4 to 8. 
49 C 66916—Shpg. wt. 11Ь......... Set $4.99 
©1978 Warner Bros. Inc. 

(17) Super Adventures. 7-record set features 
tales of your favorite Super Heroes. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 13. 
49 C 66655—Shpg. wt. 11. Set $4.99 
(18) TV Favorites. 7-record set includes songs, 
stories from favorite TV shows. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 13. 
49 C 66663—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ........ Set $4.99 

(19) Learn-To. 7-record set featuring "learn 
to" subjects; shapes, colors, numbers and others. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 13. 
49 C 66673—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. .. Set $4.99 

21Veinch Mickey 
Mouse® Guitar 

$366 

28-inch 
Folk Guitar 

Slide ina 45, 
close lid 

Close-and-it-goes Phono 
with automatic tone arm 
Easy to operate. . . just close it, arm 
drops automatically to play record. 
CONSTR: High-impact plastic. Solid- 
state. Synthetic sapphire-tipped nee- 
dle. 215-in. speaker. 10x312x9% 
inches wide. On/off, volume, speed 
control. Plays either 331% or 45-RPM 
records. Built-in 45 RPM adapter. 

securely for carrying. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7. 
ORDER INFO: Instructions included. 
Uses 2 “Р” batteries (not incl; order 
2 pkgs. at top left). Wt. 2 Ibs. i oz. 
49C66602 .............. 13.99 

Phone ordering's а 
quick and easy way to buy 
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Professionally-styled 
Snare Drum Outfit 
with Mylar* head 

$125 

Blend fine tone and crisp re- 
sponse for really great per- 
cussion sounds. Drum has 
beautifully trimmed plastic 
shell and adjustable Mylar 
plastic head for fine tuning. 
14-inch diameter, 6%-inch 
deep drum. Steel tripod 
stand adjusts to various play- 

ing heights, Set includes bal- 
anced wood drum sticks and 
instructions. 

Shipping weight 7 lbs. 
79 М 66634C „Set $12.87 

STAGE A SING-IN.. 
Start your own combo with these groovy FOLK GUITARS. 

For more sound, use the play-anywhere 

solid-state amplifier sold separately below 

33'^-inch long style has big body 

for resonance. . steel reinforced 
neck for added strength 

$1087 

For beginner or hobbyist, here is a gui 
tar with the big sound for that big 

beat. 6 metal strings, metal tailpiece and — ing 
metal gear tuning give it professional 
style action. Geared tuning means once 
strings are tuned they stay set longer 

Rhythmic, resonant sounds are produced 
in F-clef cutaway body of molded plastic 
Rich sunburst finish. Music book, instruc: 
tions, tuning record, shoulder cord and 

pick included. 
Shipping weight 5 pounds 

79 N 66604C 

Even this 31-inch model 

has nylon-gear tuning 

like a professional guitar 

5799 

Strum and sing with this professional- 
style guitar. Nylon-gear precision tun- 

stays tuned for hours of play after 
initial tuning. 31-inch long guitar has 3 
nylon and 3 metal-wound nylon strings 
over molded plastic body . . gives deep, 
full-sounding notes and chords. Frets and 
inlaid position markers for easier chord. 
ing. Music book and instructions included 

Like everything else in Sears books, it's 
so easy to order by telephone. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

79 N 66603C 57.99 $10.87 

$ 795 T without battery 

< ЕРЕ 
Amplifier. Attaches to guitar body. Pickup has suction cups to 
attach to any hollow body guitar. Volume control. Transistor- 
ized. Doubles as "mike." Battery not incl., order below 
49 М 66635—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounc 
6-volt Battery for amplifier above. 
49 N 8407—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces $1.19 

$7.87 
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Horn goes 
"Honk Honk 

Sporty "mag 
wheels —— M 

olded M 
plastic гез Ҹ 

polyeth 
ylene buggy is a nifty blue, with 

decals and paint trim. Silver-trimmed 
mag” whe ith 9's-in. bal 

type slick tires. Adjustable, easy-pedal 
action. Rugged | no-slip steering 
assembly. 31x20x15 in. high. Shipped 
motor carrier or express 
79 N 86098N - si 

552 [Sears] " 
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Room for “luggage” 
in the trunk 

Map pockets 
in both doors 

Rear-view 
mirror 

Detailed 
"engine" 

Hood opens 

All-steel 
chassis 

Pinto Rally 

$1 39 7 

9 Hop behind the wheel of this ̂  Q “Roar down 

Look at all 
the super “extras” 

on this sporty 

Jaguar 
Rugged molded polypropylene body . . 

you're ready for the Grand Prix!! 

$1799 5: 
There's working action all the way around with 
this roguish beauty. Load the trunk (which opens 
and closes! and drive off. Nestle comfortably in 
the vinyl padded 
shrugs off bumps 

'ough polypropylene body 
stays new-looking. too. Nylon 

adjustment 

ing mechanism. 41} 
164 inches high. Shipped partly assem! 
79 N 86084L— Shipping weight 19 pounds 

bearing wheels and 5-position ре 
Steel axles and s 

Way-Out 
Dragster 

strip" in this Д This big, bright red Engine »d steel cruiser and take custom-style polyethylene dragster. No. 1 is a full 40 inches of о sidewalk. You'll t a Its suspended front wheels make it rugged steel. It has a rear plat smooth ride on the long-wearing, look like you're doing a “wheelie form. chrome-plated bell. and molded rubber tires. The Pinto all the time! Dragster features under- two plastic ladders that remove has Sinch metal wheels. steel slung, positive steering assembly and (ог any "emergency." inch hub caps and nylon bea 
never need oiling. 33x9x15 inches 
high. Shipped partly assembled 
Shipping weight 23 pounds 

79 N 86089C. $1397 

zs that pe crank drive. Super-wide rear 
slick tires have raised white lettering 
and silver-trimmed "mag" wheels. 30x 
18x13 in. high. Seat ht. 10 in 
79 № 86097L— Shpz. wt. 12 Ibs. 

Pedals adjust 
‘cause Junior Fire Chiefs grow 
fast! 40x 15x13! inches high 

Shipping weight 28 pounds. 

79 N 86091C $18.73 

rubber tires. 

$11.22 



Only at Sears. .Golden Science Lab Sets .. Each set includes 

AGOLDEN\ ») 
C, SCIENCE-.— 

SERIES — 

NTRIFUGE 
rate liquids 

Fingerprint your friends, make 

green fireplace flames, grow 
plants without soil . . do all this 
and much more with our biggest 

and best . . Chemistry 3 Lab Set MODE 
chemical 

Purify water, make paint 
or perform chemistry magic 
with Chemistry 2 Lab Set 

180X Microscope Lab Set 
. . your window to the tiny 

creatures of the invisible world 

Citio pane scans by cheisimas musebeciadc M pun 



Exciting 15-in-1 Indoor-Outdoor Game Set . . 
featuring bowling with an automatic pin setter $ T 999 

Fun for the whole family . . and it's great for parties because you can use it indoors or out. Play shuffleboard 
with 2 pushers and 8 discs. Dart toss has 4 suction-cup darts and target. Bowl with two 5-inch plastic balls and a 
steel and plastic pin setter that resets with a press-down action. Try "Bounce the Checker", Tic-Tac-Toe, 
Checker-Pitch, even a golf course game. Have a race with 4 cars, 4 horses or 4 airplanes . . all plastic with 
spinner. All these games are played on printed, 2x12-ft. long linoleum flooring. There are also a checkers and 
board set, a putting green set with club and ball, a ring toss game and a backgammon game set. Ages 5 and up. 
79 М 27512L—Shipping weight 15 pounds. - А v. . ...Set $19.99 

Checkers and 
Board Set 

Automatic Pin Setter 99 
Bowling Game only $ 1 2 

Home bowling without the trouble of 
pins flying or getting lost. Pins flip up 
when you hit them . . reset with push- 
down panel. Steel and plastic set holds 10 
pins in place. Unit is 30x14x13 inches 
deep. Comes with two S-inch diameter 
plastic bowling balls. For ages 4 and up. 
79 N 29086L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ib ‚51299 

*See parcel post information in Big Book 
Backgammon 
Game Set 

Mickey Mouse** 
A X i Roller Skates 

, х 4 Mickey's skates are strong 
Football Play Outfit. . » N “ plastic with large, easy-roll 

E Р ing wheels, plus wide wheel 
* base for stability. Toe straps 

are soft, strong vinyl that holds 
feet securely. Snap-strap ankle 
strap snaps securely shut. An- 
kle straps have strong, soft an- 
kle protectors. No skate keys or 
tools needed for adjustment. 
Fits shoe sizes of children from 
3 to 6 years old. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

49 N 29012. E 53.94 
**Disney characters ® 

Wait Disney Productions 

looks just like the pros’! 

P 2 ч 

fe. 
Plastic helmet has double-bar 
face guard, vinyl foam padded 

front, back, sides . . fits head sizes 
to 634, Padded plastic shoulder 
pads; arm straps. Cotton jersey; 

long sleeves, hemmed bottom, 
number set. Red. Not for compet 

itive sports. : Small (44 to 45 
in, tall); Medium (48 to 49 in. 
tall). Ages 4 to 8. 
49N28031-Small 49N28032-Med. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz. . $6.99 

Archery Set with Tripod 

Take a bead on target. . 
pull back bow string until 

it's taut. . release, and zing, 
your arrow glides through the 
air to target. 46-in. break-resist- 
ant fiber glass bow. Five 21-in. 
fletched wood arrows with large 

J suction cups firmly attached, 
$ 99 23-in. diam. 4-color hardboard 
4 target rests on sturdy tripod. 

With authentic arm guard, fin- 
ger tab. Ages 8 to 14. 
79N29766C—Wt. 5 Ibs. Set $4.99 

3-piece Football Set 

2 Regular size football of 
brown, pebble-grained simu 

lated leather. Pro-style kicking 
[9 tee positions ball just right. Incl. 
(е) inflating needle. Ages 4 to 12, 

49 N 2803—Wt. 1 lb. Set $3.59 

Portable Basketball 
Set with acrylic 

backboard and vinyl 
basketball that bounces 

$699 
This miniature, indoor-out. 
door basketball set offers 

fun almost anywhere. Hang it 
over doors, on the edge of a 
swimming pool, on house rain 
gutters, even on a fence. High- 
impact, transparent acrylic 
backboard looks professional . . 
measures 12x16 in. Metal hoop 
with net. And unlike some mini- 
basketballs, this one can be 
dribbled. Ages 4 to 14. Partly 
assembled. Wt. 4 ibs. 
79 м 28033C Set 36.99 

5-piece Sports Set 

Regular size and weight red, white and blue foot- 
5799 ball and basketball. The basketball has black 

striped seams; the football has black embossed laces. 
Both have inflating valves. Rubber. Includes both 
balls, inflating needle, pump and kicking tee. 
79 N 28017C—Ages 4 and up. Wt. 3 Ibs... . ..Set $7.99 

Сай pads scans by Обида тй нае аса onn 



Country Rhythm Drum Set $1999 

“Denim Country” motif on bass drum, denim-look bodies on all 
drums. Break-resistant Lyf-Lon™ plastic heads for lasting play. 

Steel bodies. Includes 18-in. bass drum with sturdy steel foot 
pedal, 9-in. and 11-іп. tom-toms, 11-їп. curled cymbal, 8-in. 
hissing cymbal, wood block, 2 cowbells, two 12-inch wood drum- 
sticks. Partly assembled, instructions included. Ages 6 to 12. 
79 С 66703L — Wt. 9 Ibs. If mailed takes 10-Ib. rate; see page 276. $19.99 

The Big Beat Sound *2999 
when you play this 11-piece Drum Set 

Modern drum set with a professional look. Tough, break-resistant Mylar* polyester 
film drum heads for long life. АП drums with blue moiré finish. Rugged steel bodies. 
Includes 21-inch bass drum with heavy-duty plastic foot pedal, 9-inch and 11-inch 
tom-toms, 9-inch standing cocktail drum, wood block and cowbell, 14-inch hissing 
cymbal, two 15-inch professional-size wood drumsticks, 2 drum brushes. Partly as- Steel bodies. Set includes 16-inch bass drum with sturdy steel foot 
sembled, instructions. Chair not included. Ages 10 to 18. See "N" suffix on page 276. pedal, 9-inch tom-tom, 6-inch deep tambourine, 8-їпсһ curled 
79 C 66705N Shipping weight 17 pounds. $29.99 cymbal, two 10-inch wood drumsticks. Partly assembled, instruc- 
‘*Reg. DuPont T.M. tions are included. Recommended for ages 5 to 10 years. 

79 C 66701C —Shipping weight 6 pounds г (o $999 
Bugs Bunny © 1974 Warner Bros. Seven Arts. Inc 

Bugs Bunny? 
Drum Set 

$999 ~ 

Bugs Bunny is pictured on bass drum with bright red finish on all 
drums. All drum heads made of break-resistant Lyf-Lon™ plastic. 

Charlie Brown and his pals on steel 
drum. Drum has snares and carrying 
cord. Two 14-in. wood drumsticks. 
Break-resistant Lyf-Lon™ plastic 
beating surface. 11-in. diameter, 9 in. 

high. For ages 5 to 10 years 
49 C 66467 —Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 ог...... $4.88 
Peanuts characters € United Feature 
Syndicate. Inc. 1966 

Be the star of the parade with your 
9-inch diameter metal drum. Break- 
resistant Lyf-Lon™ plastic head. 
Colorful toy soldier motif finish. Two 
8-inch wood drumsticks, Carrying 
cord. For ages 5 to 8 years. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 C 66503... $2.39 

р 4-piece 
DE | Percussion 

and Rhythm 
Set 

$499 

The whole family can join in the musical fun. Includes pair of 7-in. cymbals, 

5-in. triangle with striker and holder. tone block and mallet, double jingle clog. 
Wood and metal construction. Recommended for ages 3 and up. 

552 e 49 C 66481 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. ...........Set $4.99 

Catalog tase сап by christmas ие ИСА cont 

20-key plastic Accordion $12.98 

| Peanuts * ! Toy Looks like a real instrument. 
Parade 1| Soldier NS Attractive deep гей pearlized 
Drum Drum plastic finish with silver-color 

trim. With 12 white and 8 black 
$488 ~ $239 keys and 8 bass buttons. Opens to 

about 12¥2 inches, closes to 9x 
5¥2x10¥2 inches high. Arm and 
hand straps. Keys are color-coded 
to song sheet with four songs. In- 
structions included. From Italy. 
For ages 4 and ир, 

Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 С 66812.................51298 

7-inch diameter Tambourine $348 
Hey, mister tambourine man, 
play a song for me. Basic in- 
strument for the development 
of rhythm. Plastic with 6 pairs 
of nickel-plated steel jingles. 
Break-resistant polyester head. 
For ages 3 to 10 years. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 
49 C 66483.............. $348 



For bathtime fun 

Pooh is the best . 

you pull the lever, 
he does the rest. 
If you should turn 

him to the right 
the water wheel 

turns—such a sight. 

Turn him left and 
now you've found 

the carousel goes 

round and round 
If then Pooh faces 

you, you'll get 

a playful spray 

to get you wet 

BUSY BATH* 

$7745 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Toys for baby 

Winnie- 
the-Pooh 
Nesting 

Makes every bath a water wonderland. Water 
travels up tubing from tub and comes out of 
Pooh's mouth when lever is pumped down then 
released. Turn his head to the left and he makes 
the carousel turn around . . . turn it to the right 
and he spins the water wheel. Attaches easily to 
tub by straps with suction cups at ends. Dial con- 
trols speed of seesaw water dump. Removable 

magic play cup converts from a regular cup to a 
shower cup by turning inside dial. 
CONSTRUCTION: Non-toxic plastic. Measures 
12x4x10 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44447—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 202.......97.45 

ae fi pki ued Bh A 
‚а surprise under each lid 

Push Баке Side a lever, turn a knob, 
dal LAE: onc of the familar Pooh 
characters wil pop up: Each mechanism makes 
different sound. Built-in carrying handle. 
CONSTRUCTION: Non-toxic plastic. Measures 
13x7x3 inches hij 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 44444—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 

ment, and . 
CONSTRUCTION: Non-toxic plastic. Measures 
16x8x7 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 44673—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

495 [7, 
Peek-A-Pooh Doll 
with flip-up faces 2 
that tell a story - 

Each of four flip-up faces has a different - 
sion. Pooh hi ing his hunny pot, Pooh 
with bees, Pooh looking over his shoulder and 
Pooh in his pajamas after a hard day. 
CONSTRUCTION, CARE: Stuffed corduroy. Mea- 
sures 12 in. high. Machine wash, warm; delicate. 

э й 
Winnie-the-Pooh Bangles 5 

and Wood Beads $29 
Easy-handling wood beads and plastic Pooh 
Eus ep provide hours of fun for small hands. 

come in five shapes and five bright colors 
for matching and stringing. 2 stringers included. 
CONSTRUCTION: Wooden beads, each about 1% 

~- 

Here’s a delightful collection of 10 non-toxic, hollow 
stacking blocks. Blocks are decorated with Winnie- 
the-Pooh characters from the Hundred Acre Woods, 
numbers, the alphabet and objects familiar to baby. 
Helps develop coordination and dexterity. 

CONSTRUCTION: Laminated chipboard blocks in 
sizes up to 5x614 inches. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 47012—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 

552 

$4.95 

аа Deos scane by duidimar ланысы cond 

to 1% in. long. Plastic bangles, 2-in. diam. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 4701 1—Shpg. wt. 11b. 40z........$2.95 

You can order items on pages 423 to 598 
from now until SEPTEMBER 

Line dry. Made in Taiwan. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 4705 1—Shpg. wt. 12 02............. $4.95 
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Gear-tuned 
Guitars 

Professional-type 
tuning 
tuned longer 

INI Big Rock vocet 
"up some musical 

CONSTRUCTION: High-impact 

stays 

2), Wood-front эг 
playing all types of music. 
E rhe Pack 
body with wood E Red with black 

without continual бш 

экчү лр = red and : dL 
wire ant strings. — highlights. singe 

Professional-type gear tuning — al-type metal 1754 tuni 
2. „Stays cvy den er without tuned ion = ЖЕ) 
continual tuning. 3 long. „ From Italy. 

FOR AGES: 6 years ds up. 

ORDERING INFO: Renton tone 
neck cord and. included. 
79 C 66567C—Wt. 4 lbs. ..... $1297 

Save 52 wien you buy 
Amplifier with any guitar (1 thru 6) 

FOR AGE AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Includes pick and inst. 

79C 66537C.. $9.97 

Guiter Amplifier. Works with any hollow-body gui- 
tar to add sound power. 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid state circuitry with volume 
control, on-off switch. Front speaker. Microphone 
attaches with suction cups. Plastic and metal 
21%х10%2х3Щ in. wide. Black. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 15 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses one 6-volt lantern battery, 
sold separately below. Instr. incl. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 C 66596C—Amplifier alone. = .$1299 

79 C 66596C—Amplifier bought with a guitar $10.99 
49 C 46992—6-volt Battery. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог. 

Replacement Guitar Strings. Set of 6 strings. 3 metal- 
wrapped nylon strings, 3 all-ny’ lon strings. 
any guitar on this page, except (6 and 7). 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 66579—Shipping weight 1 ounce 

€ piece Musical Combo 

an rene of instruments 
for lots of musical 
WHAT YOU GET 5 guitar with 4 
nylon strings, 16 in. long. 1 trum; 
with 4 tuning reeds, 4 mova! 
valves, 9 in. long. Keymonica vin. H 
button reeds, 6 E Kazoo. All 
pieces of plastic. White. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 66464—Wt. 11b. 6 0z,....$4.95 

546 

be used on 

Set $1.49 

$1.99 

(3) Folk Guitar 
Styled like guitars professional 
folk singers use. 
CONSTRUCTION: Pressed wood 
fiber body, simulated natural 
wood finish in mahogany shad- 
ing. White silk-screened decora- 
tions. 6 nylon strings with’ plastic 
tuning pegs. Metal tailpiece. 2534 
inches long. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Instructions, 
neck cord included. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
79 C 66509C [7] 

(4) Wood-front Folk Guitar 
Get your start as a folk singer 
with this guitar. 
CONSTRUCTION: Hardwood 
veneer front, pressed wood fiber 
body. Mahogany shading with 
sunburst finish. White silk- 
screened decorations. Two metal 
and four nylon strings. Plastic 
tuning pegs. Metal tailpiece. 28 
inches long. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Instructions, 
neck cord included. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79 C 66518C $6.97 

Peg-tuned 
Guitars 

Strings are held by 
snug-fitting pegs 

(5) Big Mousegetar 

Sing and play along on this official Mous- 
egetar. 

CONS.: Polystyrene body with full color 
Mickey Mouse decoration on front. 6 ny- 
lon strings. Plastic tuning pegs. 29 inches 
long. Black base and ivory-color face. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Includes pick and in- 
struction book. 
79 C 6655C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. ($744 

(6) Mickey Mouse Guitar 
Mickey Mouse and friends keep you 
company as you play along with your fa- 
vorite songs. 

CONSTRUCTION: Colorful double cuta- 
way body made of sturdy polystyrene, 6 
nylon strings. Plastic tuning pegs. Mea- 
sures 2114 inches long. Black base. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Includes pick. 
49 C 66532—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. ..$333 

ey characters © Walt Disney Productions 

(7) Cowboy Uke 
CONSTRUCTION: Polystyrene body with 
two-color western decoration, 4 nylon 
strings. Plastic tuning pegs. 1514 inches 
long. Ivory color. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Includes pick. 
49 C 66546—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ..$1.99 

Melodic Zither . . . "Old World" 
type instrument 

Song sheets incl. for hours of music fun. 
HOW Vau ги song sheet under 
strings then just pluck string above notes indi 

CONSTR.: Metal zither with hardboard 
base. 16 steel strings, gear tuning. 
15x9x2 in. deep. Beige. From Italy. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Includes 10 song 
umen Бу TER изн. 
49 C 66469—' ibs. 13 oz. 



(1) Highway Police Chase 
HOW IT WORKS: Both battery- 
powered cars run at the same 
speed . . . players control the es- 
cape route. Maneuver cars in and 
out of lanes, up and down en- 
trance ramps by flipping lane di 
viders by hand. 
WHAT YOU GET: Two 4-in. plas- 
tic-body cars plus 48-pc 
gether plastic 40x40-i 
signs, lightposts. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Each car requires 2 
"AA" batteries, not included, or- 
der package below. Unassembled 
layout, instructions are included. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
49 N 57062 Р $12.95 

Two extra Cars. 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. 

49 N 57066 Set $4.99 

Carbon-zinc "AA" Penlight Bat- 
teries. Package of 4. 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
49 N 46991 ......Package 99c 

(2) Tonka Play People 
3 TV News Van Set 

You must think Technician and porre д 
exciting lives in the world of TV 

and move fast news reporting. Open the rear 
with this HIGHWAY door for easy access to detailed 

POLICE CHASE "news" ios 

because cars are 8%4x414x7%4-in, high van with 2 
motorized and you play figures, portable camera, re- awitch lane movable control console, and ad- 

"ir justable scanner screen. 
dividers by hand R AGES: 3 to 10 

о N 10 
$1295 Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz 

without batteries 49N54118 

(3) Aerial Hook 'N Ladder 
HOW |Т WORK . long truck 
has ladder which be extended 
by hand crank to over 3 ít. long. 
Separate crank on control base 
rotates ladder 360°. 
WHAT YOU GET: 24x5x6'%-in 
high heavy-gauge steel truck. 
Metal extension ladder plus auxil 
iary ladder extends to 40 in. long. 
Also a 2nd removable ladder. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 5 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49N54116.........,.811,94 

(4) "MATCHBOX"* 
Emergency Station 

HOW IT WORKS: Push one but 
ton to sound emergency alarm. 
Push second button to automati 
cally open doors and shoot vehi- 
cles out to the rescue. 
ONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 6x10x5 

inches high. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Vehicles not in- 
cluded, order (5) below. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49N58412 $4.95 

(5) "MATCHBOX" 
Emergency Set 

ET INCLUDES: 6 die-cast metal 
vehicles, 2 to 3 in. long; Snorkel 
re engine, police car, blaze bust. 

er, paramedic van, fire chief car 
nd rescue helicopter. Imported. 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

ORDERING INFO: Wt. 12 oz. n 
49N55264 Set $5.34 »Frankencycle 
Note, both pages: MATCHBOX Scare Cycle 
the ered T M. owned by Le 
Р! > gland 

(6) Frankencycle Scare Cycle 
NHAT YOU GET: Frankenstein 
sitting on a skeleton-type motor- 

le. Powered by its own gyro 
motor, Frankencycle zooms 
through real wheelies, soaring 
jumps and breathtaking spinouts. 
Includes vinyl figure, cycle and 
plastic haunted house winder. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO; Wt. 2 Ibs. 
49N57201..... $7.9 



These merry Music Makers keep young musicians happy 

\\\ \ 
MN Wi MN m 

18-chord Electric Organ 
Has all chords that organ (1) 

has plus 6 bass buttons to 
bring out those deep. rich tones 

$6997 
Just match numbers on selector 

Strip to numbers in songbook 
you'll be playing songs in just minutes 

[REL 2) Electric Organs. High-impact plastic. 
brown cabinet with a woodgrained look. 

ACCESSORIES: Music rack, instruction songbook in En- 
glish, French and Spanish. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110-120- 
volt, 60-Hertz AC. 16 watts. 542-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. Not for ages under 6. 
ORD. INFO: Bench not incl; order below. Warranted by 
Internote. Write for free copy, p. 322. Legs detached. 

(1) 12-chord Electric Organ. 37 keys—3 full octaves. 
12 pre-set chord buttons (6 major, 6 minor). Power 
Switch and volume control. 3144x1154x30% in. high. 
79 C 66887L—Shipping weight 21 pounds ....$39.97 

a и Foroni Deluxe Electric ga 37 en mel- 
ly keys—3 octaves. 12 pre-set chord buttons (6 major, 

Organist onet on Bench when you also 6 minor) PLUS 6 bass k aan eto buy Organ (1) or (2) switch, volume control. 3654x12V4x30V4 in. high. play the melody х, 

апа опе to 
play a chord 

12-chord 
Electric Organ 

All you need is two 
fingers to almost 

sound like a 
professional 

wt з reporta)" (Q), Bench for organs (1) and (2). High-impact plastic. 
leasures 17%9x10%4x165 in. high. Import 

Bench 
alone 

$997 49 C 66892—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 2 02........89.97 
Bench when you buy it with organ (1) or (2) 6.97 

жа Look at this! А “prehistoric 
[4] * (4) 8-chord Electric Organ. Table model, no musical dinosaur. The PianoSaurus 

legs. High-impact plastic. Dark brown cabinet, 
woodgrained look. Music rack, instruction song 
book in English, French, Spanish. Imported. 

$2997 KEYBOARD. CONTROLS: 25 melody keys—2 
complete octaves. 8 pre-set chord buttons (4 ma- 
jor, 4 minor). Power switch, volume control. 
Measures 25¥9x11%4x5% inches high overall. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110- 
120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. 42 watts. 5¥-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 6 and up. Not for ages under 6. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by Inter- 
note. Write for free copy, see page 322. 

Hid 79 C 66809C—Shpg. wt. 10 lbs........929.97 
апегу. 

operates (5) 25-key Battery-operated Organ. Tabletop 
Organ model. Brown and beige plastic, 17x814x334 in. 

$997 high. Instruction song book in 3 languages—En- 
9 glish, French, Spanish. Imported. 
without KEYBOARD. CONTROLS: 25 melody keys—two Play ооа conet 
batteries full octaves. Power switch turns organ on/off. [9| ы кеа, элеш this fine Recorder 

FOR AGES: 4 years and up. : 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 3 “D” bat- 
teries, not included. Order 2 packages below. 
49 C 66807—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. ... $9.97 

Heavy Duty "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46329—Shipping weight 8 oz. ..Pkg. 79c 

(6) 3-book Songbook Set for organs (1 and 
2 above). More than 85 Christmas songs with 
music, lyrics in English, French and Spanish. 
49 C 66832—Shpg. wt. 11.802. ...Set $4.97 

(7) 4-book Songbook Set for 8-chord organ 
i above). Contains more than 90 joyful, fun- 
illed songs with music and words in English, 
French and Spanish. 
49 C 66835—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 02. ...Set $4.97 

m Hor "Borm со Bontempi 

Buy the easy way-order by phone 

арип scan by cremas wertolochnical cont 



Made with kids in mind 
Monaural, single-play, solid state Electric Phonographs 

play all record sizes . . at any speed 

Two speakers. 
опе at each end 

distribute. 
full sound Adapters for 45-rpm twist up—can't get lost. Turntables are padded 

records can't slip. Metal turntables won't crack or warp 

Two big 4-inch end-mounted speakers plus 

full-range tone and volume controls 

me 3 0 $2545 n $1895 

1 No wait for warm-up with instant-play chassis 
integrated circuits for high-performance. Dual- 

point, turnover-type, synthetic sapphire needle 
Molded, component-look, padded turntable. Plastic 
laminated chipboard construction . . two-tone aqua 
blue. 121x14x64 in, high 
57 N 32362 —Shipping weight 9 lbs. 4 0z..... .$23.95 

Phonograph plus Set of six 45-rpm records from 
below, left. Sorry, no choice. 
57 м 32387C2 —Shipping weight 10 lbs, $2545 

654 in, high 

57 N 32342 

below, left. 

45-rpm Record Sets plus handy 
record rack .. 25 tunes per set 

Six records plus cardboard record rack, 
Puff the Magic Dragon. Plus 24 others. 
57 М 5850— Shipping wt. 12 oz $1.98 

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. And 24 more 
57 N 5851— Shipping wt. 12 oz $1.98 
Mary Poppins. Includes other favorites 
57 N 5852— Shipping wt. 12 oz $1.98 
Peter Pan. With your favorite characters. 
57 N 5853— Shipping wt. 12 oz $1.98 

m Mother Goose Favorites. All-time classics. 
31 98 57 N 5854—Shipping wt. 12 oz $1.98 

Space-saving 
Phonograph-Record Stands 

Stores up to 75 records. Brushed 
steel with walnut-grained Masonite 

Presdwood® top. Strong, large-size 
molded wheels make it portable. 23%4x 
1144x2044 inches high. Shipped unas 
sembled 
57 № 3202C—Wt. 13 lbs. $9.95 

К, Stores up to 60 records. Steel соп: 
V. struction with bronze-finish. Wood. 
grained Masonite Presdwood® top. 
17\4x14x21%4 inches high. Unassembled. 
57 М 3200C—Wt. 8 lbs. +++ $6.95 552 Sears scosi 

m LI 

аы Dad cane by йаа айы Каа 

Front-mounted 4-inch speaker 

plus tone and volume controls 

[OS 915" | == 17% 
€) Instant-play chassis with integrated circuits. 

Dual-point synthetic sapphire needle. Plastic 

laminated, chipboard construction 
top, green bottom, Padded turntable. 10!2x12 ux 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

Phonograph and Set of six 45-rpm records from 
о choice. 

57 N 32347C2—Shipping weight 9 lbs... . $20.45 

polka-dot 

©) Instant-play chassis 
module for dependability. Crystal cartridge 

with synthetic sapphire needle. Plastic-laminated. 
chipboard construction 

Top-mounted 4-inch 

speaker with volume control 

circuits with new L.C. 

multicolor top, red bot. 
tom on plastic-coated case. 5%%х12\4х10% in. high. 

Shipping weight 
$18.95 57 N 32302 

57 N 32307C2 

Disneyland Story-Book 33!4-rpm 
long-playing Records 

$ AS 

"The Jungle Book." Music and dia 
logue from the motion picture sound 
track of this Disney favorite 
57 W 5943—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. .$2.69 

“Winnie the Pooh and the Blustery 
Day." Delightful tunes and illustrations 
57 N 5944— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $269 

"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.” 
The soundtrack of a classic favorite 
57 N 5945—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $2.69 

"Bambi." Complete story from motion- 
picture soundtrack 

57 N 5946—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $2.69 
"The Love-Bug.'" The story of the car 
with a mind of its own. 
57 N 5948—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $2.69 

pounds 2 ounces. 
$15.75 

Phonograph and Set of six 45-rpm records from 
below, left. No choice 

Shipping weight 8 lbs. $1725 

Long-playing 33%-rpm 
Record Sets 

$288 oye 
Zach set includes five big 
33i4-rpm long-playing rec 
ords (titles listed below) 
Give your child hours and 
hours of fun while introduc 
ing him to the world of imag 
ination and music 
Mother Goose Favorites, 
plus The Alphabet, Peter 
Pan, Wizard of Oz, Puff the 
Magic Dragon 
57N5833-Wt. 3 lbs. 8 07.$3.88 

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, 
plus Mary Poppins, Dr. Doo- 
little, The Sound of Music, 
Charlie Brown 
57N5834-Wt. 3 lbs. 8 02.93.88 



Take е of the raw speed 
f these om 

X dna 

Super-Shift скс 

$2399 
SOLD ONLY AT SEARS 

Get this golden chariot roarin’ at a blistering 
pace, then stick-shift from lo to high for even 

greater speed. Perform exciting turns and spin 
outs . . chopper's low center of gravity helps 
keep you upright. Highly-detailed plastic con 
struetion. Oversized racing slicks, motor sound 
and roll-bar, 442x25x23, inches high 
Shipped partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 18 pounds 
79 N 86099L. $23.99 

measures a full 
6x11% inches long 

Indy-Style Racer 

$1985 
Q The big Stars ‘n’ Stripes race саг has а deep 
^ dish steering wheel, detailed dashboard 
simulated padded "bucket" seat and even a cus- 
tom-like rear "engine" with 8 simulat intake 

pipes. Rugged steel chain-drive delivers real 
dig-in" power to the wheels. Big 8-inch 

front, 92-inch rear molded plastic racing slicks 
on red hubs. 48x25x17 inches high. Partly 2 Durable ona pee 

assembled. Shipped motor carrier or express. blow-molded body 

Shipping weight 25 pounds 
79 N 86111N. $19.85 

Adjustable chain- 
tensioning lets car 
"grow" with child 2 

The faster you pump, 

_ the faster it goes! 

ot 

Thunder 
Chopper 

$1 733 
Big, low-slung chopper has a high-impact plastic 
body with contoured seat and roll-bar. Chrome- 

plated chopper-type handlebars. Heavy-duty 
chain assembly gives positive action to super 
wide 8-inch rear plastic tires. 8Y4-in. front tire 
34x14x23 inches high. Shipped fully assembled. 
Shipped motor carrier or express. 

Shipping weight 13 pounds. 
79 N 86112N $17.33 

a am 
Gulf Gas Pump TONS | Scrambler Helmet 

2 3e] ES $398 
Crank the pump and Gun oe [ Realistically styled 
fill 'er up or check the motorcycle" helmet 

$1699 SOLD ON 

Here's a fiery all-terrain vehicle that has smooth ball- air” in yourtires.Real- — , has tinted plastic 

bearing drive for easy going . . just pump the handle istically detailed with visor that swings up 

back and forth to propel it and steer it with your feet! 18-inch “gas” hose and when not in use. Ad- 

Adjustable seat assures you comfort "at the wheel." 12-inch "air" hose with justable headband T" B 

32-inch long, all-steel body. 7-inch front, 10'/2-inch pressure indicator. Plas- fits all sizes. Chin N DEAL 

rear plastic "Turf-Tread" wheels. Partly assembled. tic. 18x11x6 inches high. strap. Plastic. at 

Shipping weight 24 pounds. Shpg. wt. 3 pounds. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. ы 

79 N 861041. $1699 49 N 88507 53.44 = 49 N 88508. ....53.98 о 553 
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a fully illustrated, easy to follow guide book . . prepared exclusively for us 

(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

Chemistry 3 Lab Set 

Includes 32 chemicals $2699 
and 10 test tubes 

1 Perform fascinating experiments by 
mixing acids and bases, make ink 

and soap. . а 96-page Golden Book 
(included in set or sold separately be- 
low) shows you how, Set includes cen- 
trifuge, spectroscope, hydroponics 
equipment and molecular model kit all 
shown at left. Handy 3-shelf steel work 
tray helps keep your lab organized. 

Set also includes beam scale, eye- 
dropper and plastic measuring spoon, 
alcohol lamp, tripod for heating chemi- 
cals, All PYREX® brand glassware in- 
cludes 25ml flask, beaker, 2 graduated 
test tubes, 8 standard test tubes. Also 
litmus paper, 2 test tube racks, clamp, 
brush, funnel; blowtorch; wash bottle; 
corks, Ages 10 and up, 

Shipping weight 14 pounds. 
IOC 24207C .. R ees Set $26.99 

96-page Golden Book only—“Exploring 
Chemistry Vol. 2." Illustrated manual. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. 
49024040 ..........,.......... $4.95 

Chemistry 2 Lab Set 

Includes 24 chemicals $ T 599 
and 4 test tubes 

2 Treat water pollution, make disap- 
pearing ink or paint and much 

more. Set includes beam scale, PYREX 
brand graduated test tube, eyedropper 
and plastic spoon for accurately meas- 
uring chemicals, 3-shelf steel work tray 
helps keep your lab neat and organized. 

Also, 3 PYREX brand test tubes with 
metal rack, holder and brush, alcohol 
lamp, litmus paper, glass tubing, and 
more. Ages 10 and up. Set includes 96- 
page Golden Book, “Exploring Chemis- 
try Vol. 2” (49 C 24049 above), pro- 
vides illustrated, step by step approach 
to exciting experiments. 

Shipping weight 9 pounds 4 ounces. 
4924206 .................Set $15.99 

Microscope Lab Set 

Has 3 magnifications $ 16% 
45X, 90X. 180X 

See the invisible world of cells and 
microorganisms. Microscope has 

rack-and-pinion focusing and preci- 
sion-ground glass lenses for clear, 
sharp images and the 3 magnifications 
most widely used. 
Make your own slides. Use micro- 

tome to cut thin slice of tissue, place on 

1 of 4 blank slides and add cover slip. 
Incl. assorted specimens, protozoa mix 
of one-cell animals, 4-part prepared 
slide, shrimp eggs and diatomaceous 
earth, 2 PYREX brand test tubes with 
rack, holder, brush, dissecting equip- 
ment, magnifying glass. Ages 10 and 
up. 48-page Golden Book incl. 
49 C 2421—Wt. 4 lbs. 3 oz. .. .Set $16.99 

Microscope only. 
49C24149—Shpg. wt. 11b. 7 oz. .. 899 

48-page Golden Book only—" Exploring 
with Microscope." Illustrated manual. 
49 C 2405—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. ......9295 

Сой nade scans by cheisimas-musetecimicH pom 

by the science editors of Golden Books 

These colorful hardbound texts guide children through scientific experiments 
and teach youngsters basic scientific principles at the same time 

One book included with each set . . may be purchased separately 

Even our Chemistry | Lab - 
Set includes 8 chemicals - 

' fascinating experiments 

$699 

using 
PYREX brand test tubes with rack, 
holder and brush; alcohol lamp; funnel; 
stirring rod and solid test tube cork. 
Ages 10 and up. E 
49 C 24204—Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. .. Set $6.99 
Golden Book only— "Exploring Chemis- 
try Vol. I.” Illustrated instructions, 
49 C 24048—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: 
All Sears Golden Science Lab Sets 

ЕТ 
ста 

Study the anatomy of a frog Use the real geologist's tools in this 
or the structure of a radish Geology Lab and Field Set to 
with this Biology Lab Set collect and identify rocks, minerals 

Dissecting kit includes recessed tray, board, Why are there different kinds of rocks? How long 
pins, scissors, scalpel and 12 specimens—6 have they existed? You'll learn with the help of 
dry and 6 preserved in odorless screw-top 80-page Golden Book included in set. Gather rocks 
jars. Set includes hydroponics equipment, with pick, identify them with Jolly balance that 
magnifying stand, aquatic net, sieve, 3 PY. measures specific gravity, and discover true colors 
REX brand test tubes with holder, rack, with streak plate. Includes 28 rocks and minerals, 4 
whetstone, blotting paper, diatomaceous fossils, and magnifying stand. Also, alcohol lamp 
earth, 2 specimen cups. Ages 10 and up. 48- with blow-torch, 2 PYREX brand test tubes with 
page Golden Book included in set. rack, charcoal, and more. Ages 10 and up. 
49 C 24208—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 5 oz. . .Set $14.99 49 C 24212—Shipping weight 3 Ibs, 14 oz. Set $14.99 
48-page Golden Book only—"Exploring Biolo- 80-page Golden Book only—"Exploring Geology", 
gy.” Color illustrated instructions. explains testing and classifying rocks. 
49 C 2405 1—Shipping wt. 14 oz. .......9295 49 C 24052—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. ......$3.95 

peLsco 
MKDGAE 



Two-way 
Punching Bag 
for floor or wall 

$9 

Hang it from the wall or use it as 
a floor puncher. Has whippy 

spring steel rod for floor use . . ad- 
justs from 37 to 43 in. high. Base ex- 
pands from 25 to 33 in. Fast action 
Steel swivel for wall use. Helps devel- 
op coordination, speed reflexes. Steel 
frame with simulated leather 11-in. 
bag. Inflating needle. Ages 6 and up. 
79 Н 28511C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. ...$9.44 

Floor-stand Punching Bag 
2 "This puncher has a flexible plated steel rod that 

adjusts from 36 to 46 inches high for growing 3 
boxers, Inflatable 12-inch vinyl bag. Smooth-edged 
metal base 32х10 inches wide. Inflating needle, 
Ages 4 and up. 
78N 29062C- Shps. жЕЗЫ;............... 

"Sparring Partners" 
Boxing Gloves 

3 Increase boxing skills with 
this set of 4, soft vinyl 

boxing gloves. Fully padded 
throughout with fabricated 
hair that helps protect jr. 
“sparring partners". Extra- 
strong nylon lacing at wrists 
for support. From Japan. 
Ages 5 to 8. Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 
49N29286 ......... Set $5.94 

SS) 

Street or Ice Hockey Set 

зое suas ond puck 9 197 
Add more realism to street or ice hockey games . . nylon net over rust- 
resistant tubular aluminum frame takes hardest shots. Two 44-in. hard- 
wood sticks, 3-in. plastic puck. Unassembled. Ages 5 to 15, 
79 N 28034C— Goal size 48x18x36 in. high. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. . . . .Set $1097 

. Fire your best fastball 
` at this Pitch-back Net, 
endorsed by Hank Aaron 

; $644 
Fire the ball into the strike zone . . this tough, lively nylon net 
returns it. It's a great way to strengthen your pitching and 

control. perfect 

‘ springs. Unassembled. Ball not included. Ages 5 to 15. 
998C—38x,38 in. Shipping weight 5 pounds 

des: 

Citai pace Scans by deisimasmisetedaical com 

Hoppin’ and Boppin’ 
POGO STICKS 

Pogo Stick 
with Countmeter 
Challenge your friends 

or world records 

countmeter accurately 
records up to 
9,999 hops 

$1299 [f 
4 Designed for larger children than (6) below , . 

holds up to 250 pounds. Durable 42-inch high 
tubular steel frame with nylon bearings to keep 
you bouncing. Anti-skid rubber foot, tip pads, 
Comfortable vinyl grips. Ages 8 and up. 
79 М 29238C—Shipping weight 8 Ibs. . 

5 T Super Pogo 

, $899 
Junior Pogo 

$599 
5 For E. children than (6) below 

„ holds up to 250 lbs. 42-in. high 
tubular steel frame, Rubber tip and foot 
pads. Vinyl grips. Ages 8 and up. 
79 N 29263C— Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 

6 Holds up to 120 Ibs. 46-in. high tu- 
bular steel frame. Rubber tip, foot 

pads. Vinyl grips. Ages 6 to 16. 
79 н 2926C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 

Jumping Shoes with 
exclusive ankle 

stabilizers 
/ You'll get the jump on 

everyone as dual 
springs on each shoe keep 
you bouncing. Exclusive 
center stabilizers help 
keep you upright. Strap 
"ет on your shoes . . ad- 
justable plastic straps 
with lace-up bands keep 
them tightly secured. Red 
enamel finish on steel 
shoes. Rubber bumpers 
on bottom. Ages 8 and up. 
» Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 м29067............ 54.99 

Take a giant step 
in fun, on these 
5-ft. Steel Stilts 

8 Pretend you are the star 
attraction of the world's 

greatest circus . . and walk 
tall on these 5-foot steel 
stilts. Slip-resistant foot- 
rests adjust from 10 to 16 
inches from the floor. Baked 
enamel finish on heavy- 
duty tubular steel poles. 
Anti-skid rubber tips on 
bottom of stilts protect 
floors for indoor use. For 
children ages 6 and up. 

Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 
79 №2960С.............. $5.97 



Battery powered so even the youngest 
engineers can operate this 4-unit 

Set these plastic inserts anywhere on straight track 

to automatically change train direction 

Automatically uncouple cars 
by setting plastic inserts on straight track 

Switch-A-Rail™ 

Requires no electricity. . yet lets you control 
the direction of train and uncoupling of cars 

Battery-powered diesel engine pulls box car, gondola car 
and caboose, Set includes 9 curved and 9 straight track sec- 
tions, 2 "Y" switches, 2 end stops, 1 switch track, set of 
utility poles, 5 direction and 3 uncouple inserts. Plastic. Re- 
quires one “C” battery . . order pkg. below. Ages 6 and up. 
49 C9725— Train Set. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 2 ог........ Set $14.88 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46997—Shipping weight 5 ounces. .......... Pkg. $1.09 

Forms 
48x27-inch layout 

Race around more than 12 feet of 
challenging multi-level two-lane track 

Speed down straightaways and power through hairpin 
turns. Use your imagination and build at least 3 different 
track layouts. Two HO-scale race cars and over 12 feet 
of track make this an ideal starter set. 

Includes 8 curved and 4 straight track sections, 2 
Russkit speed controllers, guard rails, bridge supports, 
flags, oil, Quickee-Lok track key. Also, wall pack UL 
listed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 5.2 watts (VA). Plastic, 
metal. Not recommended for ages under 8. Use your 
phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
49 C 9515—Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $14.88 

‘Catalog pane scans ty chisiniat nurcetochlical cont 

Overall layout measures 
55x35 inches long 

I $1488 

4-unit train set 

measures 19 
inches long 

—^ 

SLOTLESS RACING 
gives you the thrill of 

changing lanes and passing on 
over 14 feet of 2-lane track 

Follow other car, then cut loose with burst of 
speed. Pass on inside or outside . . on blazing 
straightaways or on tight, twisting curves. Two 
XL HO-scale cars run on 14 ft. 8 in. of slotless 
track . . uses electric principle permitting con- 
trolled racing without slots or guide pins to 

hold cars in fixed lane positions. 
Includes 7 curved and 6 straight track sec- 

tions, 2 XL speed controls, guard rails, trestles, 
Quickee-Lok track key, oil. Also, wall pack UL 
listed for 110-120-volts, 60-Hz. AC. 9 watts 
(VA). Plastic and metal construction. Not rec- 
ommended for ages under 8. 
79 C 9530C—Shps. wt. 5 Ibs. Set $24.88 

Forms 
61x42-inch layout 

52488 

Slotless racing lets you pass left 
or right or even change lanes 

to block the competition 



‘11-inch doll 
with chimes 

$398 

12-inch doll 
with wind-up 
music box 

$498 

Plush, cuddly baby dolls to make music for you. 

(1) Doll with Musical Chimes. 

CONSTRUCTION: 11 inches tall. Stuffed body conceals 
musical chimes. Hold baby by top elastic loop; shake 
her up and down to hear chimes. Blue acrylic pile. 
Washable vinyl face, painted eyes. Pink neck ribbon. 
FOR AGES: 3 months to 7 years, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 4052 1—Shipping weight 6 ounces ...... $3.98 

(2) Doll with Wind-up Music Box. 
CONSTRUCTION: 12 inches tall. Stuffed body conceals 
music box. Wind the locked-i Hin Rare IO brar a solt лаи 
ni Plush К асу acrylic ge 'ashable vinyl face, 
painted eyes. 

FOR AGES: 3 months to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 40861—Shipping weight 8 ounces ...... $4.98 

12yzinch 
Freddy Bear 

$697 (4 

Adorable Teddy Bears 
for lovin’ and huggin’ 

(3) Eu m Mo. ME body. 
CONSTRUCT! M in. sitting 
Bese. white acrylic pile, Plastic locked-in eyes. Felt 
nose and tongue. Blue ribbon at neck. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 40542—Shipping weight 8 oz. . 

(4) Freddy Bear. 
Мы ЧЫ cy: pi 1 Paste locked. у at 
arms, ‘an Plastic Lin eyes, асту! 

FOR AGES: 2 sak to 2 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 40718—Shipping weight 15 oz. ....... $6.97 

баа Habe scane by imana 

(5 thru 8) Musical Pets. 
CONSTRUCTION: Stuffed body conceals 
music box. Wind locked-in key to hear a 
lullaby. Soft acrylic pile covering. Items 
(5 thru 7) have locked-in plastic eyes; (8) 
has felt eyes. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 6 years 

5) Musical Teddy Bear. 131% in. tall. 
nds at arms and legs. Neck ribbon. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 40522—Shpg. wt. 1002. ...$4.99 

(6) Musical Horse. 15% inches tall. 
Yarn mane and tail. Wears bright yellow 
and red plastic bridle. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 4010—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $7.99 

(7) Musical Mouse. 12 in. tall. Wears 
lace-trimmed cap and bib. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 40428—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. ...$6.99 
(8) Musical Curious George. 14 in 
tall. Bends at arms, legs. Cap and shirt. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 40208—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. ...$5.99 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 

C CK -the-Pooh 

(9) Pooh Ride-on. 
CONSTRUCTION: 14!4x8x18 
in. tall. Sturdy stuffed body 
on wooden base. 4 plastic 
Meet . Plush acrylic pile. 

in plastic eyes. ̂  
rep coe 
FOR AGES: 1 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 N 40526C ...... $10.98 

(10) Eeyore Rocker. 

mounted on curved wood 

eyes, mane and 

WOK WA qae іс : 

CONSTRUCTION: 23x8'4x18 
in. tall. Sturdy stuffed Body. 

FOR AGES: 1 to =з years. 

ORDERING INFO: Wt. 7 Ibs. 
79 м 40527C ...... $10.98 56 

uu 

4 M 37-inch tall 
Eeyore Hobby Horse 

$599 

А 23-inch iong 
[8] Posi Rien ose [Ul 

$1098 › 

E. 
LJ 

. 

(11) Eeyore Hobby Horse. 
CONST: 37 in. tall. Wooden 
stick. Stuffed head, асг, lic 

en pile. Felt mane and eyes. 
base. Plush n pile. Felt — ton-yarn reins. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 2 p 
79 N 40528C . 5.99 

553 



Moon Buggy 
Battery-powered $4497 

(1) Battery-powered Traffic Patrol Cycle 
Cruise up to 7 hours on a charge. Max. speed 2 M.P.H 
CONSTRUCTION: Zinc plated steel frame. Plastic seat 
tires, fenders, "engine," ticket box and antenna. 
DIMENSIONS: 34 tax 15'4x211; in. high. 15-in. seat height. 
E NFO: Includes recharger. UL listed for 110- 
120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 8 watts. 6-foot cord 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions. Requires 6. 
у. battery, not incl., order below. See Note at right. 
79 C 865 12N—Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs. $49.88 

(2) Battery-powered Moon Buggy 
Cruise up to 7 hours while you rove the neighborhood. 
Includes recharger, removable “TV” camera, simulated 
mike, adjustable "radar" screen and rock box. Maximum 

ing speed 2 MPH. 

RICAL | 

UCTION: Anti-stat polypropylene plastic uni- 
helps repel dust; blue. Жее axles and steering 

mechanism. Plastic accessories and tires. 

SIONS: 32Vax22x17' in. high. 9-in. seat height. 
C INFO: Includes recharger. UL listed for 110- 

20-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 8 watts. 6-foot cord. 
OR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 

DER INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions. Requires 6. 
volt batt., not incl., order below. See Note at right. 
79 C 86505N—Shps. wt. 16 lbs. $44.97 

(3) 6-volt Rechargeable Battery. Е e 
with battery-powered vehicles sold on this page and any Sears, Eldon or Pines rechargea 
ble vehicle. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 14 ounces. 6-volt Battery 49 C 86523 $9.97 

(8) Wooden, stake-panel Wagons 
Remove side panels to convert to coaster wagon 
CONSTRUCTION: Natural hardwood body. Steel chassis, 
handle and wheel rims. Nylon bearings. Rubber tires. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, assembly instructions incl. 
36-inch Wagon. Body is 36x16!4x91 inches high. Natu 
ral with red panels. 10x1'-inch wheels. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
79 C 85518C—Shipping weight 29 pounds $32.99 

28-inch Wagon. Body is 28x14!4x7 inches high. №. 
with green panels. 7x114-inch wheels. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
79 C 855 16C—Shipping weight 19 pounds $24.99 

(7) Steel Wagons 
Coast to the store haul back the groceries for mom. 
CONST.: Steel body, chassis, handle and wheel rims. Ny 
lon bearings. Semi-pneumatic rubber tires. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, assembly instructions incl. 

500-model Wagon. 36x17!x41 in. high body. 10x114 
in, wheels. Baked enamel finish; red 

R AGES: 5 years and up. 
79 C 85505C—Shipping weight 27 pounds... $19.99 
300-model Wagon. 28x 13x3!4 in. high body. 7x1'4-in. 
wheels. Baked enamel finish; red 

R AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
79 C 85502C—Shipping weight 15 pounds... $14.99 

Сана pane scans by chritintas decal ийй Conn 

Lead a convoy 
with our exclusive 

pedal-action Road Boss 

(=S 

(4) Road Boss pedal-action Truck with 
dual cab exhausts, 2 antennas, authentic 
looking instrument decal and CB mike. 
CONSTR.: Anti-static golypropylene plastic: 
red and silver-color. Steel axles, frame and 
steering mechanism. Plastic tires with mag- 
type wheels. 3-position pedal rods. 
DIMENSIONS: 35x22x21 inches high. Seat 
height of 9 inches. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Comes partly assembled. In. 
structions included. See Note below 
79 C 86151N—Shpg. wt. 20 lbs. $39.99 
Note: See “N” suffix note c 

Converts t 
you гетом 

(5) Battery-powered Road Boss Truck 
Same plastic and steel design as the pedal- 
powered version at left, but without pedals. 
DIMENSIONS: 35x22x21 in. 9-in. seat. 
ELEC. INFO: Includes recharger. UL listed for 
110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 8 w. 6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instruc- 
tions. Incl. 6-volt battery. See Note below. 
79 C 86531N—Shpg. wt. 20 lbs, ...$64.94 

Battery-powered Road Boss without bat- 
tery. Order 6-v. battery, at left. Note below. 
79 C 865 17N—Shpz. wt. 16 Il $54.97 

Wood or steel body Wagons 

for hauling or coasting 

$3299 25 



Play-scenes and 
car-sets go together 

for hours of 
MINI-CAR 

MOTORING FUN 

(1) Corgi Junior Hero City Play Case 
Change building scenes yourself with each 
scene representing a different crime for your 
heroes to solve. 
WHAT YOU GET: 13x17x4-in. wide case opens 
into 34x25-in. wide play area of washable vi- 
nyl, Detailed roadway winds around city scene 
with storage area for cars, 2 four-color paper: 
board heliports and a plastic bridge that opens Lower and 
and closes. i i raise bridge 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. j 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, 
instructions included. Cars not included, order 
below. Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 55133 $9.99 

(2) Corgi Junior Hero Car Set 
WHAT YOU GET: 9 die-cast metal vehicles, 2 to 
3 inches long. Kojak car, James Bond 007 car, 
Starsky and Hutch car, Spider-Man helicopter, 
Batmobile, Batcopter, Charlie's Angels van, 
Superman Van and Jokermobile. Imported. ATCHBOX"® 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. Seaport Set 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. 10 oz word oe me 
49 М 55256 Set $7.87 

3822. 
Vehicles (3) MATGHBOX, Seaport 

WHAT YOU СЕТ: Full-color vinyl mat with де 
tailed roadway, paperboard city-scene back 
ground, repair building; 37%х19%х9М in. 
high. Elevated skyway, bridge with tunnel 
dock, operating crane that really works, 6 min- 
iature containers and container ship with wa 
terline wheels; all plastic. Note on page 552. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled, instruc 
tions incl. Cars not incl., order below. Wt. 3 lbs. 
79N55123C $8.95 

(4) "MATCHBOX" Sea Set 
WHAT YOU GET: 6 die-cast metal vehicles, 2 to 
3 inches long. Sambron Jack Lift, Crane ue 
Fork Lift Truck, Sealand Carrier, Free 
Gas Tanker, Police Boat. Imported. See Note 
on page 552. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. 
49 N 55237 Set $5.34 

(5) Corgi Town. Reduced from our 1977 
Christmas. Book 
WHAT YOU GET: 61-piece (20 sq. ft.) of inter. 
locking roadway, snap-together garage, hospi 
tal, car wash, firehouse, snack shop, home, 
auto dealer. Laminated, synthetic foam-core 
paperboard. Acrylic “flames”. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, in. 
structions included. Vehicles not included, or 
der below Shipping weight 1 lb. 9 oz. 
48 N 58418 $6.69 

(6) Pocket Car Luxury Vehicle Set 
WHAT YOU GET: 6 die-cast metal vehicles, 2 to 
3 inches long. Doors, hoods and trunks open on 
all cars. Includes Rolls Royce, Mercedes Benz, 
Lincoln Continental, Cadillac, Datsun 280Z 
and Porsche. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 55257 Set $4.97 

(7) "MATCHBOX" Skybuster Airport 
WHAT YOU GET: Vinyl carrying case unfolds 
into approximate 24x20-in. play area with air 
plane hanger backdrop. Includes control tower 
and terminal. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Planes not includ- 
ed, order set below. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 58405 . $4.95 

(8) “MATCHBOX” Skybusters 
WHAT YOU GET: 4 die-cast metal planes, 3 to 4 
inches long. Imported 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 55259 .. Set $5.77 

and PLANES 
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for hours. . . and may lead to a life-long interest in music 

37-key Deluxe Spinet Piano 

3 full octave span is chromatically 

tuned for an almost professional sound 

$4997 
without stool 

30-key Spinet Piano. . . 2'/rfull octave 
span is chromatically tuned 

53491 
(11 and 12) Our finest Spinet Pianos. It's easy to learn 
simple songs. You can play your favorite tunes to delight 
friends and family. Just match color-coded notes in song- 
book with color-coded keyboard chart. 
CONSTRUCTION: (11), wood and woodgrained hardboard; 
(12), hardwood plywood in handsome walnut finish. Steel 
tone bar is fitted with precision-ground alloy steel wire. 
Chromatically tuned. 
ACCESSORIES: Include color-coded instruction songbook 
and key chart to make playing easier. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 

(11). 30-key Piano. 2% octaves. 184х10%х19% in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order stool below. 
79 C 66859L—Shipping weight 18 pounds 
(12) 37-key Piano. 3 octaves. 2334x10!4x1954 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order stool below. 
79 C 6686 1L—Shipping weight 17 pounds 

(13) Piano Stool For pianos (11) and (12), above. Brown 
molded plastic. 7 zin. diameter, 8% in. high. 
49 C 6686—Shipping weight 12 ounces . 

.$34.97 

$49.97 

a 
$2.99 

Phone ordering s а quick and easy way to buy 

(8) The PianoSaurus. A "pre- 
historic" musical dinosaur. 
KEYBOARD: 12 melody ei 
CONSTRUCTION: Green, high- 
impact plastic. 20x9x15 in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: Number coded 
instruction song book. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 lbs. 
79 С 66865C ..$15.88 

(9) Soprano Recorder 
in the key of C 

Ideal instrument for beginners. 
Two well-tuned octaves. 
CONSTRUCTION: Made of 
plastic. Black body with white 
trim, 1324x134x11 in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: Includes simpli- 
fied playing instructions. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 66728—Wt. 7 oz. .$3.88 

(10) Chirpee Spring Bird 
What bounces with feathers fly- 
ing, is brilliantly colored and 
chirps? Why it's Chirpee. 
CONSTR: High-impact plastic 
and vinyl with fluffy feathers. 
Rust-resistant steel spring. Yel- 
low body and feathers, red beak 
and legs, blue eyes. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires one 
9-volt battery, sold below. 
49 C 66421—Wt. 9 oz. .$5.99 

Heavy Duty 9-volt Battery. 
Shipping Rest 2 oz. 

49C46629 ......... Ea. 89c 

Cata pae scans by cieisimasmaseteciwical con 

(14) Fun-filled 
Bugs Виппу© 

Rhythm Maker Set 

Get good vibrations with this 6-piece 
Bugs Bunny percussion set. Famous bun- 
ny's picture on tambourine, ; 
SET INCLUDES: 6'-in. all-metal drum 
with two 6-in. long wooden drumsticks. 
6-inch diameter metal tambourine with 
Tyvek* plastic head. 2 steel cymbals, 442 
in. in diam. 64-in. long wooden block 
with 6-in. long wooden stick. Steel trian- 
le, metal beater. 
‘OR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 66459—Wt. 2 lbs. . 
"Registered DuPont Trademari 
Warner Bros, inc, 1974 

m ae 

Plastic Piano Stool 
J for pianos (1 1) and (12) 

15) 25-key Tabletop Piano 
iano has two full octaves. 

CONSTRUCTION: Hardwood, 
hardboard. Steel tone bar fitted 
with precision-ground alloy 
steel wires. Chromatically 
tuned. 16x934x9 inches high. 
Walnut finish. 
ACCESSORIES: Color-coded in- 
struction songbook, key chart. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 11 lbs. 
79 С 66857С........ $22.97 

25-key 
Table model 

Piano has 
2 octave span, 
chromatically 

tuned 

$2297 

16) 15-key Tabletop Piano 
-grand piano, 

CONSTRUCTION: High-impact 
plastic, orange top, ivory-color 
case. 3 detachable legs. Metal 
tone bar makes bell-like sound. 
Imported. Overall measure- 
ment 10%x10¥x4%% inches. 
ACCESSORIES: Color-coded in- 
struction songbook, key chart. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 2 Ibe. 
49C66812........... .66 

15-key 
Mini-grand 

Tabletop Piano 

4, 8666 
MUSICAL TOYS 
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TTY "s e fonna" 

songs to help youngsters 
learn and grow 

$549 

FURRY FACE 
Totes 45-rpm records safely . 

hides them during storage 

Just twist the handle and Furry Face's 

head comes off to reveal a 45-rpm adapter: 
type record holding post on the inside. 
Holds 60 records safely. Nylon, non- 
shedding fur can be combed neatly 
place . . even the comb i 
form any expression. Wipes clean with 
damp cloth. The perfect gift for a young 
record lover . . even comes gift-boxed. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
57 N 5603....................- $549 

vit 

best monaural phonograph 

"Snow White 
Who Couldn't | Moe pe Nos e 
57 N 95862— Shipping weight 12 
Ed in Wonderland” and 

95863— Shipping: 

3 
1 

Fully automatic 
Monaural Portable Phonographs 

and for one dollar more, 10 popular 45-rpm records 

See Our Full Selection 
of Stereo Phonographs. 

See pages 378, 379. 392 

£86 Sears 593 



for easy pedaling 

279 
1 What fun it is scooting 

around on this deluxe 
wheel. Goes forward, 
backward, turns ona 
dime; even lets you bal- 
ance in one place. Instruc- 
tions help you develop su- 
per-skill. 

White-striped 1.75-inch 
Pneumatic tire, chrome- 
plated trim on rim and 
fork; stylish padded black 
seat of wipe-clean vinyl. . 
adjusts from 37 to 43- 
inches, tilts up or down. 

Shipping wt. 16 lbs. 
79 N 88011L.....527 99 

Steel Balance Poles 
for all unicycles 

$269. 
2 Chrome-plated 40-inch 

steel poles help you 
gain confidence while 
you're learning the fun of 
unicycling. White vinyl 
hand grips and end plugs. 
Pkg. of 2. 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 N 88009 .......$2.69 

Wide 20-inch ball- 
bearing wheel with 

pneumatic tire 

$ 1785 

3 A real challenge to 
your skill as you speed 

along, make quick turns, 
or even balance in one 
place. Sporty features in- 
clude chrome-plated trim 
on rim and fork; pneumat- 
ic 1.75-inch tire and red 
glitter banana seat of 
wipe-clean vinyl. . ad- 
justs from 33 to 38 inches, 
tilts up or down. 

Shipping wt. 15 Ibs, 
79 М 88008C ....$17.85 

16-inch wheel 

with flat tread tire 
for better control 

$974 

4 Snappy-looking unicy- 
cle has 16-inch ball- 

bearing wheel. . greater 
safety because you can 
start slow, speed up as 
you gain skill and confi- 
dence. Vinyl-covered 
white banana seat has 
black trim; adjusts from 
32 to 37 inches high; 1⁄4- 
inch semi-pneumatic tire 
- „теб enameled tubular 
steel fork. 
Shipping wt. 13 Ibs. 

79N88007C...... $9.74 

ана Dans осите ty Caritas номае cen 

Our lowest price in 5 years 
for any Pedal Trike 

Plastic Ped-O-Trike 

Sleek-looking polyethylene 
trike body features wide-track 
white-striped tires. Easy-ped- 
al front wheel assembly with 
bright finish. Tubular hi-risg, 
handlebars with molded hand 
grips and streamers. 
16x13'4x23 in. high. Seat 
height 10 in. Red, white and 
blue. Weight 6 pounds. 
79 №86107С........*5.79 

Little Wheel- 
Tandem Delivery 

$1099 
Pick-up, deliver almost anything in 
this low-slung, scoop contour tot- 

a roomy rear-end storage area 
above its 4 tandem rear wheels. 
31x16x19 in. high. 
Shipping it 

TON 86101С.............. $10.99 

Deluxe 2-Step Steel Trike 
Low as $1269 cy 

YOU GET chrome-plated hi-rise han- 
diebars and fender, glitter grips with 
streamers, bucket-type seat, and 
white-striped tires. PLUS decals to 
customize it for a girl or boy! 

All three sizes of this deluxe steel trike 10-inch Front Wheel Model. 
feature 1'/,-inch tubular frame, white vi- 79 N 87093C—Shpg. wt. 16 lbs. .$ 12.69 
nyl pedals, hot blue finish and adjustable 13-inch Front Wheel Model. 
"bucket"-type saddle. Ball-bearing front, 79 N 87094C—Shpg. wt. 18 lbs.. 13.73 
nylon-bearing rear wheels; semi-pneu 16-inch Front Wheel Model. 
matic striped tires with metal hubcaps. 79 М 87095L—Shpg. wt. 22 Ibs. . 15.37 

1-Step Steel Trike f 
Features sturdy steel platform 
and ball-bearing front wheel 

Low as $Q82 eat 

1'/,-inch tubular steel frame, stamped step- d E 
plate, rear frame brace, and ?/-inch white к; 
adj. handlebars. Ball-bearing front, nylon- H 
bearing rear wheels with semi-pneumatic 
tires and large metal hubcaps. Hot red finish. 

10-inch Front Wheel Model. 
79 М 87084C—Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs. ......59.82 
13-inch Front Wheel Model. 
79 М 87085C—Shpg. wt. 17 lbs. .... 10.99 
16-inch Front Wheel Model. 
79 М 87086C—Shpg. wt. 20 lbs. .... 12.83 



NEW!! 5-in-1 Science Set 
Brings you the study of biology. meteorology. 

chemistry, geology and ecology all in one set 

Includes everything a kid needs сор ому 99 
to study our 4 billion-year-old earth AT SEARS $ 19 ‘ 

Earth Lab 5 . . something for everybody! Study the life cycle of microbes under the 
75X microscope with compound lens tem, rack-and-pinion focusing and plastic 
body. Predict tomorrow's weather using sling psychrometer, weather vane, barome 
ter and cloud chart. Use the 12 chemicals, beam scale, 3 test tubes plus rack and 
holder, alcohol lamp, litmus paper and more to perform chemical experiments. Col- 
lect and identify rocks and minerals with geologist's hammer, streak plate, 12 miner- 
als and identification chart. Study pollution with 48-page Ecology book. Set includes 
all this and more for ages 10 and up under adult supervision. Like everything else in 

Predict tomorrow's weather . . today 
Program the weather dials 

to tell you relative humidity, 
temperature-humidity index and 

the wind chill . . then make _ 
your own weather forecast Use sling psychrometer 

to determine humidity 

Weather vane 
shows 

wind direction Use anemometer to 
clock wind speed 

Use the thermometer to measure the 
temperature inside and outside 

$975 
Weather Forecaster. Collect data and set the weather dials to obtain 
the same information available to professional meteorologists. Then 
make your own forecast. Outdoor and indoor metal units help you 
gather all the data you'll need, Cloud chart and instructions included. 
49C 24165—Shipping weight 8 pounds ....................... $9.75 

Each Nature Guide Set includes real specimens for 
your collection and a Golden Book for your reference 

+i E 7 | Доске аму 
TUM мім. 

| 

Sears books, it's so easy to order by phone. 
49 C 24201—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces . Set $19.99 

Cunioa pan: scans by disimas musetechmicM pom 

Assemble bones, muscles, 
organs, blood vessels and 

transparent "skin" to make 
a Visible Man or Woman 

Each $499 

( 1 and 2 ) Visible Man and Woman Kits. 
"These big 16-inch models are easy to take 
apart and to reassemble. Each includes il- 
lustrated manual and base. (Woman in- 
cludes optional parts to show internal con- 
dition at 7th month of pregnancy.) 
(1) 49 C 24045—Visible Man 
(2) 49 C 24078—Visible Woman 
Shpg. wt. each 1 lb. 12 oz. .... .. Each $4.99 

These bones all have names 
that you can learn. . but 

what's even better, they 
GLOW IN THE DARK 

3 
Human Skull and Skeleton Kit. Life-size 
human skull is so highly detailed that it has 
a removable skull cap and a jaw that 
moves by spring action. Measures 10 in. 
high with display stand. Skeleton includes 
all 206 bones and hangs between illustrated 
and informative panels. Measures 15 inches 
high. Skull and skeleton of styrene. 
49 C 24218—Wit. 2 lbs. 130z. ..... Kit $5.99 

Start a hobby 
with 16 real 

fi 

20 samples 
tor beginning 
rockhounds 

soo ому AT seans $499 

Nature Guide Fossil Set. 
This can be the start of an 

interesting hobby. Every set in- 
dudes 16 different fossils to get 
you started plus a 160-page 
Golden Book with 481 colorful 
illustrations for your informa- 
tion. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49C24169 ........... Set $4.99 

4 Nature Guide Rocks and 
Minerals Set . . for the rock- 

hounds of tomorrow. Includes 20 
rock and mineral specimens for 
your growing collection and a 
160-page Golden Book with 400 
colorful illustrations for your 
growing mind. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49С24161............. Set $4.99 

30X Hand 

Telescope 

$399 
Survey the area or gaze at your favorite 
planets with this hand-size refractor tele- 
scope. Precision-ground 30mm objective lens 
is coated for clear viewing. White-enameled 
aluminum tube with plastic ends and glass 
lenses . . adjusts from 10 to 14 inches long 
overall. Imported from Japan. 
49C24107—Shpg. жї. 6 02. ........... $3.99 



ELECTRONIC HOBBY KITS 
Assemble them yourself. . no soldering or special tools needed 

Science Fun Experiments 
in ELECTRONICS 
Includes over 100 , 
components to use wil look нке ные 
in 40 experiments 

with $1097 sires 
A complete elementary course in 
electronics. Build a two-transistor 
radio, lie detector, burglar alarm, 
telegraph transceiver, signal light, 
fire alarm, amplifier, pollution de- 
tector and more. 

Snap-fit assembly lets you use 
over 100 reusable components, in- 

ч cluding transistors, resistors, ca- E EE cam F ask ста. 

4 F pacitors and diodes. Uses 3 “AA” AX 3 -w 

CEIRONOME batteries; order package separate- Build a Crystal Radio that never wears out 
р ly at right below. 80-page instruc- Radio is Я К 

Y powered by a crystal diode that won't wear out 
Чоп manual. Ages 9 and up. like tubes or run down like batteries. Kit includes every- 
ФК ИЕЫ. 0.08, $1097 thing you need . . color-coded wire simplifies assembly. 

Includes earphone set, tuning coil, case, cover, simulated 
aerial, Case 7/x3x5% in. high. Ages 8 to 14. 
49 м 24183—Shipping weight 1 lb. 120z. .......- Kit $6.94 

Science Fun Experiments 
in ELECTRICS 

Over 135 precision 
components! Tackle over 

140 experiments . . 
build electric, magnetic 
and telecommunication 

constructions 

$1349 zx 
Now you can build a telegraphic 
sender and printing receiver, a 
generator, a telephone system, a 
compass, electroscope, micro- 
phone, amplifier, speaker, amme- 

galvanometer and even a ful- 
ly operational stroboscope. The 
112-page fully-illustrated manual 

ions. 2-way Play Walkie-Talkie Kit 
Uses 2 "C" batteries; sold sepa- - : AES, rately below. Ages 10 and up. You can build your own communication system and talk 

49 м 24293—Wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz. $13.49 with friends up to 30 feet away, indoors or out. Walkie- 
talkies give clear transmission, require no license. 

Kit includes 2 phones, 30 feet of wire, 10 feet of color- 
coded wire, speakers, microphones, two stands (for table 
or m mounting), battery and switch terminals. Uses 4 
“С” batteries, sold separately below. Ages 8 to 14. 

Mr. Wizard 49 N 2429 1—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
Electronics III 

Fifteen snap-together, 
see-thru magnetic blocks 

1691... 

to build over 50 
fascinating electronic projects 

$ 1 5 ox Sears Battery Shop 

Teach yourself basics of circuitry 69° $149 
design. as you make a rain mois- to 
ture indicator, Morse code tele- Choose carbon zinc or alkaline batteries that last 
graph and 53 other projects that up to 7 times longer than standard carbon zinc. 
you can see and hear. Manual Nein Catalog Shpg wt] Price 

ws you how to arrange see- Туре | pkg Number ibs. | oz | Per pkg, 
thru components on 8x10-inch Carbon Zinc Batteries 
metal plate. Then take the project 4 | 49N46991 |..... 69с 
apart and build another. Plastic 6 49N 46994 $1.49 
and metal. Uses one 9-volt bat- AD e pH ы 
tery—order package at right. 1 49 N 46992 134 
Recommended for ages 8 and up. 'Alkeline Batteries. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. ce 2 | 49N46997 5 | 106 

49N 24294... ........Kit $15.97 ATE 2 | 49N46995 |...... 

A 
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Rev your engines . . push fair-start button 
and oíf they go on a simultaneous start. Tes: 
your skill on blazing straightaways and 2 
banked curves. Sears exclusive lap counter 
tracks number of laps completec. 

Set includes 50 feet of track, fair-star: 
track, lap counter, 2 HO-scale G-PLUS cars. 
2 Russkit speed controls, judge's stanc 
grandstand, rails, trestles, billboards 
finish gate, Quickee-Lok track key. oil. Pow- 
er pack plugs directly into wall: UL listec 
110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 5.6 ж. (VA). Plastic 
metal. Not recommended for ages under 5 
79 C 9519C—Shipping wt. 10 lbs, . Set $49.96 

Forms 91x4 «ncn iavc 

Save * 1 on any 
AFX &-PLUS Car 
when you buy any 

race set on these 2 pages 

5077 em |8777 „тем sad purchase 
| each with race se 

( 1 thru 4) For all HO-scale race sets с 

these 2 pgs. Modern in-line, monocoque 

style motor. No toois needed to as: 

or disassem 
simple. 3 in. long. Plastic 

and up. Singapore. W 
(1) 49 C 9526—L. 
2) 49 C 9527—F 

(3) 49 C 9528—Fer 
(4) 49 С 9556—Mc Cli 
Car оту 
Ea. car when purchased with raceset 7.77 

554 |Sears |» 

Catalog bane scans by ЫЛЫО ИЙСЕ cant 

AFX 

G-PLUS cars use motor's magnetic tieid an 
downward force to increase traction . . gives саг 

fast acceleration and stopping powe 

“Race of the Champions with 4 carsand $ 
14 feet 2 inches of multi-level 4-lane track 

Four race cars leap away from starting line, side-by-side. or 
super-wide 4-lane track. Compete against 3 racers instead с 
1 for real challenges on long straightaways and nairpir 
turns. Two Sears exclusive lap counters track number c 
completed iaps 

Set includes over 14 feet of 4-iane or 28 teet of 2-ian« 
track. 2 lap counters, 4 HO-scale G-PLUS cars. 4 Russk: 
speed controls, judge's stand, grandstand, guard rails, 
tles, billboards, pennants, Quickee-Lok track key. oil. Pow 
pack plugs directly into wall: UL listed tor 110-120-v.. © 
Hz. AC. 5.6 watts (VA). Plastic, metal. Not recommende 
tor ages under 8. Buy it the easy way—order by phon 
49 C 9518—Shipping weight 7 pounds 12 ounces . .Set $39.4 

Forms 66x 

power into 

Custom Classic Banked Marathon with 2 cars $ 
and 50 feet of multi-level 2-lane track 



) Snuffle- 
upagus® 

$794 

(2 thru 5) 
TALKERS 

$997 

“I love 
trash’ 

Combination 
AM Radio 

and 
Night Light 

14-inch Ernie 

20-inch n 22-nch 
Pink Panther 1 Bugs Bunny 

$994 

10) 
124nch 

Tasmanian 
Devil 
$794 

28-inch 
Wile-£- 
Coyote 

$1097 
554 - 
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Sesame Street" Car and 
7-inch Bert ‘n Emie@ 

(1 thru 5) Plush Pals. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plush acrylic pile. Locked-in plastic eyes. 
(2 thru 5) come in talking models with pull strings. Pals (3 
thru 5) say 6 phrases; (2) says 4 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(1) Non-talking Snuffleupagus©. 14 
49 м 40654—Shipping weight 1 pound. . 
(2) Talking Big Bird. 21 in. tall. Yellow. 
D ang ви pine, аа MORE on 

(3) Talking Cookie Monster. 13 in. tall. Blue. 
49 N 40767—Shipping it 1 pound 4 ounces 
Non-talking Cookie Monster®. 14 in. tall. Blue. 
49 N 40762—Shipping weight 12 ounces 

(4) Talking Oscar the Grouch®. 14% in. tall. Green. 
49 N 40768—Shipping t 10 OUNCES ............ j 
Non-talking Oscar the Grouch(. 16 in. tall. Green. 
49 N 40764—Shipping weight 10 ounces 

(5) Talking Grover®. Sold only at Sears. 15 in. Blue. 
49 N 40653—Shipping weight 9 ounces .... $9, 

(6) Sesame Street™ Car with Bert ‘п Ernie. 
CONSTRUCTION: Stuffed cloth car 12x8x6 in. high. 7-in. 
stuffed Bert, Ernie. Plastic wheels, steering wheel, horn. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 34098—Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces ......9787 

(7 апа 8) Stuffed Pals. Each has stuffed cloth body. 
Wears top and pants. Acrylic hair and felt eyes. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
(7) 49N34096—Bert©. 1544 in. tall. Wt. 6 oz. . 
(8) 49N34097—Ernie®. 14 1n. tall. Wt. б о2. ... 

(9) Combination AM Radio and Night Light. 
Ve ASL a Radio: select stations on AM 540-1600 

easy-to-read numbers. 2V4-in. speaker. On-off 
wench volume control. Plastic case, 5х5х9% in. tall. Sireet 
pole might light: on-off switch, dimmer control. Hong Kong. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Use with the UL listed ada a 
er included . . . has S-ft. cord, draws 3 w. 110-120-v., 60 
AC. Includes two 6-watt bulbs for night light. 
FOR AGES: 4 and up. Not recommended for under 3. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 52163—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces 
©1976 Children's Television Workshop 
Muppet Characters) Muppets. Inc.. all rights reserved. 
"Sesame Street" is а trademark of Children's Television Workshop 

Your favorite 

CARTOON CHARACTERS 
are now lovable PLUSH TOYS 

( 10 thru 13) Plush Cartoon Characters. 
CONSTRUCTION: Luxurious Creslan® acrylic pile. Felt eyes. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

uo Pink Рапїһег©. 20 in. tall. Pink plush pile. 
49 N 40964—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces ......... $9.94 
Uos Artists Corp. Mirisch-Geoffrey DF 1964 
(11) Tasmanian Devil Me inches tall. Black and gray, 
49 N 4096—Shipping weight 1 pound $7. 
(т p Wile-E-Coyote©. 28 in. tall. Gray хыз off-white. 

М 40966C—Shi weight 2 pounds . ...81097 ipping 

11T dma 13) Weber ron бк Ө 1071 Wira ioe. Inc. 



$1497 
without 
battenes 

You can order items on pages 
8,9, 14 thru 17B, and 423 to 598 
from now until AUGUST 31, 1978 

548 [Sears] 
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(1) Mini Hot Cycle 
CONSTRUCTION: Polyethylene 
my body; red, white and blue. 
teel axles with plastic wheels. 

Pedal activated “rev” sound. 
DIMENSIONS: 25x16'2x13 inches 
high. Seat height of 5 inches. 9 
inch front wheel. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assem- 
bled. Instructions included. 

Shipping € 6 lbs. 
79 C 8615 $9.88 

(3). Big Wheel 
Activate the motor “теу” sound 
when you pedal, pull-up on the 
heavy-duty hand brake to stop. 
CONSTRUCTION: Molded plastic 
body; red, yellow and blue. Steel 
axles with plastic wheels. 
DIMENSIONS: 38х27х201% inches 
high. Seat height of 6% inches. 
16-inch front wheel. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled 
Instructions included. 

Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs. 
79 C 86025L.. $16.67 

2) Red Baron Cycle 
[иһ motor “rev” sound. 

CONSTR.: Polyethylene body; 
red. Steel axles, plastic wheels. 
DIMENSIONS: 334х21%х20 
inches high. 3-position seat; 5% 
in. high. 14-in. front wheel. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 
Instructions included. 

Shipping weight 11 Ibs. 
79C 86159C.. $12.97 

(4) Roaring Hot Cycle 
Push-button siren and pedal acti- 
vated “rev” sound. 
CONSTRUCTION: Polyethylene 
body; red and black. Steel axles 
with plastic wheels. 
DIMENSIONS: 38x21!4x22 in. 
high. 8-inch high seat adjusts to3 
positions. 16-inch front wheel. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
Instr. Requires 2 "C" batteries, 
not included, order below. 

Shpg. wt. 15 lbs. 
79 C 861641. $14.97 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46997—Shipping weight 5 ounces 

(5) Green Machine 
Low-slung; joy stick control. 
CONSTRUCTION: Molded 
plastic body; green, black and 
orange. 5-position plastic seat. 
Steel axles. 
DIMENSIONS: 48x30x16 
inches high. 10-inch seat; 16- 
inch front wheel. 

FOR AGES: 6 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Unassembled. Instructions in- 
cluded. 

Shipping weight 18 lbs. 
79 C 86028C $19.97 

7) Motocross Cycle 
ityled after the real thing for 

authentic looking detail. 
CONSTR.: Durable polyethyl- 
ene body; black, silver. Steel 
axles with plastic wheels. 
DIMENSIONS: 23'2x9!ax11*4 
inches high. Seat height of 
121 inches. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 5 years old. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Partly assembled. Instruc- 
tions included. 

Shipping weight 6 lbs. 
79 C 86011C .......$8.88 

6| É 
$1997 

„Package $1.39 

(6) Wiz Wheel 
Two independent, hand-pow- 
ered wheels let you spin and 
turn in any direction. 
CONSTR.: Plastic bod: range 
with black wheels. Steel axles. 

DIMENSIONS: 34-in. diameter, 
18 in. high. 18-in. wheels. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Unassembled. Instructions in- 
cluded. See "N" suffix note on 
page 303. 

nipping weight 17 Ibs, 
79 C 86154N 19.97 

Roaring Chopper 
ist the right handgrip to acti- 
vate motor "rev" soun 

CONSTRUCTION: With ‘molded 
plastic body: white and black. 

as steel axles with plastic 
wheels. 
DIMENSIONS: 30x10x18 inches 
high. Seat height of 11/2 inches. 
FOR AGES: 11% to 4 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Partly assembled. Instructions 
em 

hipping да 8 = 
79 C86162C.... 4.88 

Recreate a 

only at Sears, Our detailed 
Batmobile features po "o Баш 

DIMENSIONS: Measures 
EAR оаа inches high. 
Seat height of 
FOR AGES: 3 с oet 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

assembled. 

Bar Bat Machine 
т cine Ион AK Bat 

wide-axle, rear- 
for 

pr 
joy stick control. 

79 C86161C ........ $19.63 

11) Fire Truck 
the siren “traffic” as 

you pedal thi red fire en- 
gine to the alarm. 
Done Mo l- 
ene body; red. Pump 

IET 
just to 5 positions. Working fire 
engine siren; antenna. 
DIMENSIONS: E NA in. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly as- 
sembled. Instructions incl. See 

79 C I : 

ga Gas Pump 
crank and 18-inch “gas” 

hose to “fill ‘em up". ots 
“ай” +, pressure indicator. 
CONSTRUCTION: 10х42х16%4 
inches high; plastic. Red. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDERING DM dei 

49C88507.. 

UR Police Car Cer | Pr 

in this sleek. Sk police cruiser with 
mag- type wheels. 
conss Mo ced 
ene body; 
cals. Extra- Sd € Tz ка 
of room. Steel base 
c for long [3 ‘pedals 

reri резба with ameter mi 

2%. 
DIMENSIONS: 27: 11х15 
іп. high. Seat height of Sir. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 5 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Partly as- 
sembled. Instructions incl. If 
mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate, see 

Ibs. 
$24.99 



BIG LOADER 
Construction Set 

$1294 Xv. 
Scoops up plastic "rocks", dumps them 
into hopper. Reverses to pick up the 
"rocks" you missed. 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic track; one motor 
chassis with 3 vehicle attachments; dump 
truck, skip-loader, forklift. "Rock" таг. 

ets up to 23x21-in. play area. 
GES: 5 years and up. 

ORDERING INI ORMATION: Motor chas. 
sis requires 2 "AA" batteries, not includ 
ed; order package below, 
49N 58753—Wt. 11b. 1402....$12.94 

“AA” Penlight Batteries. Pkg. of 4. 
49 N 46991—Wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 99c ROLLER-COASTER BUGGY STUNT RACE 

You can be a winner! The faster you turn 
the crank, the sooner your buggy reaches the 
top and races through 4 stunts to the finish 

$995 
Challenge a friend and watch the buggies flip, bounce and zigzag. 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn the crank to make buggies climb the hill. 
WHAT YOU GET. Plastic, snap-together racing layout with steep 
hill and zigzag section. 25x24x15 inches high. 2 plastic racing bug 
gies, 1' inches long. Automatic lap counter. Imported. 

FOR AGES: 6 to 10 years. 

ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions for assembly included. 
49 N 5804 1—Shipping weight 3 pounds 59.95 

1 PARKER 
KS) BROTHERS| 

Phone ordering s a 

quick and easy way to buy 

11-pc. Farm Set of 

tough, die-cast metal 
and durable plastic 

$741 
Little farmers can pretend-plow, fill truck 
with grain from conveyor, transport 
horses and cows like a real farmer with 
11 die-cast metal and plastic items: Farm 
tractor with big wheels, ranch truck, 4- 

Len 

T WORKS: Connect rubber bands on synthetic foam HOW IT WORKS: Child just hits plastic air launch- 
le to synthetic foam launcher, pull back and release. 8-in. 

cle races up ramp formed from carton. Fast and exciting, 
ft on impact 

4 to 9 years. > 8, 
INFORMATION 

49 N 50101—Wt. 14 oz. . $3.44 

{Slates page scant by шайтан уйнаса oon 

er to propel soít, squeezable Nerf rockets. 
SET INCLUDES: Two 5-іпсћ long synthetic foam 
rockets, air launcher and two targets. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49N51189—Shipping weight 7 ounces ...$3.17 

shear plow, conveyor with rubber belt 
and crank, spreader, 2 horses, 2 cows, 
hopper utility cart, animal trailer. 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO. Shps. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 55263 А Я $7.47 



Just fill bodies 
with Play-Doh, 
set them on the 
Ghoul Stool 

turn the handle 
and watch the 

hair grow on these 
Hair Raising 

Monsters! Cut 
clip and comb 
into the most 

monstrous styles 

Cululon DAGS scam by AAA narselecindcal Соп 

(1) Play-Doh Fuzzy Pumper Monsters Set 
Crank the chair extruder and watch the hair grow. 
SET INCLUDES: 4 monsters: Werewolf, Frankenstein, Dra- 
cula, mad scientist, chair extruder (Ghoul Stool), plastic 
scissors, comb, razors, clippers, hair-doer mold, hair dryer, 
backdrop, dust pan, broom, three 6-oz. cans of Play-Doh 

а, blue). 
AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 7 years. 

49 C 16396—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz. Set $8.79 
(2). Play-Doh 4-pack. Four 6-oz. cans of Play-Doh. Non 
toxic, non-stain re-usable modeling compound. Reclosable 
plastic lids keep it moist. Yellow, red, biue and white. 
49 C 1614 1—Shipping weight 1 lb. 1402. ...Pkg. $1.08 
(3) Р!ау-! -Doh | Workbench. Just like Dad's but for kids! 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic hammer, saw, pliers. Use molds on 
top of workbench to press out nuts, bolts, washers. Trim- 
mer, extruder, 2 die strips with 10 shapes, three 6-oz. cans 
of Play-Doh (yellow, blue and red). 
FOR AGES AND ORDERING IN TION: 3 to 7 years. 
49 C 16367— Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz. Set $5.99 
(4) Play-Doh Super Set. Combination of favorite sets. 
SET INCLUDES: 2 die strips from Pump ‘n Play, 4 molds 
from Alpha & Numbers, 6 cutters from Humbugs; 10x14 
in. playmat from Pet Shop; 6 faces, 6 hats from Fingeroos. 
Also wooden dowel, trimmer, hinged mold, two 6-oz. cans 
A Pla Doh (red and yellow). 

AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 7 years. 
8 t A S368 М Shipping weight 1 pound .......Set $5.99 

This Play-Doh Super Set 
is a combination of items 

from favorite Play-Doh Sets 
Play-Doh St 

playmat features 
Wars™ Action Set 

away view of Death Ster 

(5) Play-Doh Star Wars™ Action Set 
Kids can mold Luke Skywalker, Darth Vader, Artoo-De- 
too, Princess Leia. 
SET INCL: Plastic X-wing Fighter that holds Artoo-Detoo, 
Luke or any other figure from set. Playmat features a cut- 
away view of Death Star depicting See-Threepio, Storm- 
troopers, Garbage Dump, Control Room and other action 
areas from the original movie, 3 hinged molds, trimmer, 
eg 6-02. eum of Pl Don те yellow, blue) 

RMATION: 3 to 7 years. 
Set $4.97 

Century-Fox 

(6) SNOOPY® Sign Mobile™ 
It’s a sign maker, it's a truck and it's got coloring fun! 
SET INCLUDES: Two plastic stencil froms that contain 

umbers and decorative shapes, a roll 
of preprinted PEANUTS outline drawings plus 16 cray 
ons and a drawing pencil. With these materials children 
can create greetings, notes, send special messages or deco- 

rate a room with their favorite PEANUTS® characters. 
For added fun, the Sign Mobile is shaped like a truck, It’s 
driven by SNOOPY® who can be removed for play. And 
his cap is really а crayon sharpener! 
CONSTR: Sturdy molded plastic. 914x514x734 in. high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION; 5 years and up. 
49 C 16378—Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz. . $8.9 
SN’ ОРҮФ 1965. othe: t 

1965 United Ғе 



554 Sears А859 

Portable Cassette Tape Player-Recorder 
plus 3 pre-recorded cassettes 

34" 
Discover the enjoyment and convenience of cassette tape playing and record- 
ing with this portable battery-operated unit. Play any pre-recorded cassette 
tapes or record your own favorites. Simple one-lever operation. Flashing- 
type record-level indicator. Microphone with stop-start button. Tan plastic 
case measures 5x9x2 inches deep. Includes blank cassette, earphone and four 
batteries. To use with AC house current, order AC adapter below. Japan. 

Recorder-Player above plus three pre-recorded popular cassette tapes 
57 N 34167C2— Shipping weight 6 pounds... $34.45 
57 М 34162—Player-Recorder above only. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. . . 29.95 
57 N 34992—AC Adapter. Shipping weight 12 ounces ... 6.50 
57 М 34982— Black vinyl Carry Case. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 6.50 
57 N 3472—1-hour blank C60-type Cassette. In mailer. Wt. 6 oz. . 2.29 
57 М 3473—1V-hour blank C90-type Cassette. In mailer. Wt. 6 07. ..... 3.29 

Portable Cassette Tape Player—AM Radio with 3 pre-recorded 

Cassettes . . just pop a cassette out. . snap the radio tuner in 

Instant-play cassette player uses all pre-recorded cassettes. Operates as an AM 
radio when cassette-size radio tuner is inserted. Tape-drive motor cuts off during 
radio operation for longer battery life. Simple-to-use single lever operating con- 
trol. Fully-transistorized for high sound output. Battery-operation for easy porta 
bility . . 4 batteries, earphone incl. Brown plastic case with brushed brass trim 
5%x7x2 inches deep. Order adapter for use with AC house current 

Tape Player with Radio Tuner plus 3 pre-recorded cassette tapes 
57 N 34106C2—Shipping weight 4 pounds ..... $32.45 
57 N 34105C2— Tape Player with Radio Tuner. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. . 27.95 
57 М 3410— Tape Player only. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. 19.95 
57 М 34992—AC Adapter. Shipping weight 12 ounces . 6.50 
57 N 3498 1— Black vinyl Carry Case. Shipping weight 1 pound .. . ....... 2.95 

MORE PORTABLE RADIOS ON PAGE 383 

Casos рабе scans by саайда тийе con 

Reel-type Tape Recorders. Educational 3 
and fun for children . . economical, too- 
(1 and 2) Complete and all ready for instant fun . , batteries, 
reel, tape and microphone, Easy- touse single lever starts, stops, 
and rewinds tape. Rugged plastic case with sealed-in transistor 
circuits and built-in handle for children’s use. Japan. 

1 Our Best model for recording music or speech. Works on 
battery or AC house current (order AC adapter below). Two 

speeds: 3% and 1% inches per second. No 
with Sears automatic volume control. Tan color, 8x9x3 inches 
deep. Takes up to 3%-inch reels. 
57 N 3402—Shipping weight 5 pounds 
57 М 34983—Black vinyl Carry Bag (for 1). Wt. 11b.4oz.. 7.50 — 
57 N 34992—AC Adapter. Shipping weight 12 ounces .... 8.80 - 

9 Low cost model for speech recordings only—not for re- М 

120unces ,..,...82895. 

cording music or song. 8x7x3 in. deep. Takes up to 3-in. reels. - 
57 М 3400—Shipping weight 4 pounds. 16.50 
57 N 3470—300-ft. Recording Tape. 3-in. reel. Wt.4or... 1.15 

SOMETHING | 
SPECIAL 
ONLY 

Was $9.50. Solid state for 
dependability plus instant 

sound. Break-resistant white 
plastic case with blue-green 
grille. High-performance speak- 
er measures 1% inches. Built-in 
ferrite antenna for improved re- 
ception. Thumb-wheel controls 
with easy-to-read channel indica- 
tor window. Earphone for pri- 
vate listening, battery, wrist- 
strap in gift box. 3%x1%x2% in. 
wide. Hong Kong 
57N22141—Wt. 1202. ..$8.50 

4 5 Solid state Portable in black 
plastic case with aluminum 

wile. 2%-inch speaker. Thumb- 
wheel controls. Battery, clear vi- 
nyl carry case and earphone in a 
gift box. Built-in antenna, 2%x 
4%x1% in. deep. Hong Kong. 
57N2205 1—Wt. 9 oz $6.50 

Б Our lowest price this year 
for any AM Portable Radio. 

Contour design . . easy to hold in 
the palm of your hand. Break-re- 
sistant black plastic case with sil- 
ver color trim: 24x4%x1% in. 
deep. 2-in. speaker. Earphone for 
private listening and battery in- 
cluded. Hong Kong. 
57N22021—Wt. 1207. .. $3.88 

ў 

Е, Our most compact Portable 
AM Radios go everywhere 



Girl's Petite Bike 
A bright easy-rider with à 

roomy basket and 13-inch wheels 

She'll learn to ride in style. Hot Pink converti- 

ble frame, chromed Cobra fenders plus flower- 

design chain guard make this bike picture- 
pretty. Attractive white seat; black vinyl trim. 

son 

3-pc. crank; nylon bearing wheels; semi-pneu- 
matic tires. Removable 5-in. training wheels 
79 м 87519C—Shipping weight 25 Ibs.. .$19.99 

1 
Mounts on 

tricycle brace 

10-inch Bike 
Easy-pedaling Hot Grape 
bike has gleaming chrome- 
plated hi-rise handlebars, 
vinyl streamers. Semi- 
pneumatic tires on 10-in. 
nylon bearing wheels. Ad- 
justable metal saddle with 
white decoration. Remov- 
able 4-inch training wheels. 
Partly assembled. 

Shipping wt. 19 Ibs. 
79 N 87517C 

"24-20000" 
Roll along with the mighty sound 

of a battery-operated "Motor 

for bike, trike or pedal car 

“Motor” adjusts from an idle to a 
ROAR. Just turn the muffler screw 
to control the intensity. Attach it 

with included clamp. Single-cylinder 
case of high-impact styrene plastic; 
4Vx8 in. high. Uses 2 “D” batteries 
(not incl.), order pkg. below. 
49 N 88511— Wt. 1 lb. 402... .$3.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8405— Wt. 1 lb. 80z.....$1.49 

Ws How to Order Correct Size 

TRIKES SIDEWALK BIKES 
Front Crotch to Average |. Front Crotch to Average 

Wheel Size Bail of Foot Age Wheel Size | Вай of Foot Age 

8-IQimch | 1510 17». [2103 h2 10 16m| 213 
12-13-inch 17 to 20 in 2104 5 10 20 in| З and up 

16-inch 191021 іп. |3105 

aano рәве scans by еннага com 

BIKES FOR BEGINNERS 
Sidewalk Bikes with removable training wheels 
and semi-pneumatic tires that can never go flat 

Ey R URB 

Girl's or Boy's Bike 

192 

Boy's Trail Bike 
* True dragster styling plus motorbike sound 
* 13-in rear, 10-in. front nylon bearing wheels 

It's sleek . . yet rugged with knobby tread semi-pneumatic 
tires. Hot Yellow double crossbar frame for extra strength. 
Jet black molded-plastic saddle. Chrome-plated chopper- 
style handlebars and Cobra fender. 4 simulated shock ab- 
sorbers; special plastic-strip noise maker. Removable 5-in. 
training wheels. Buy it the easy way —order by phone. 
79 м 87521L—Shipping weight 27 pounds. . 

Deluxe Cobra Bike 
Hi-rise handlebars, coaster 

brake and padded banana seat 

Own the king of the sidewalk bikes 
with Hot Red frame. Chrome-plated 
handlebars, “sissy” bar and Cobra fen- 
ders. Glitter vinyl banana saddle, anti- 
slip grips, streamers. 

Rear coaster brake gives better con- 
trol—coast without pedaling or stop 
quickly. Easy pedaling 13-in. nylon- 
bearing wheels; semi-pneumatic white- 
wall tires. Removable 5-in. training 
wheels. Red reflector on back of saddle 
for safety. Shipped unassembled. 
79 м 87522L— Wt. 30 Ibs. ...$2499 

$1999 

13-inch Converta-Bikes 
Just remove bar and it's a girl's bike 

Lightweight Bike 

Racing seat. touring bag 
and play "gear shift" lever 

All the features most ''asked-for" on 
adult bikes . . play stick shift, black 
vinyl touring bag, white and black 
vinyl racing seat plus chromed Cobra 
fenders. Hot Orange. Adjustable 
chromed handlebar with white vinyl 
finger grips. Semi-pneumatic tires 
rotate easily on 13-in. nylon bearing 
wheels. Removable 5-in. training 
wheels. Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 25 pounds. 
79 м 875181............... $1849 

К Sears 555 



About 7% years ago a beam of light left the star, Sirius. 
Soon that light, after traveling over 42 trillion miles, 

will reach earth ..and you can see it through 

SEARS TELESCOPE 

150X Refractor Telescope $2299 
1 Here's 100-power magnification for inverted astronomi 

cal viewing and 150-power (using 1.5X erector lens) for 
upright terrestrial viewing. Scope has 50mm objective lens 
with 600mm focal length. Includes long-range 6mm eye 
piece, sun projection screen and 49-inch wood tripod with 
swivel mount. Metal, plastic and glass . . 26\/, inches long. 
79 C 24146C— Japan. Shipping weight 8 pounds $2299 

200X Refractor Telescope $3399 

Locate subject with side-mounted finder scope, then turn 
focusing knobs to sharpen image. Magnification is 32, 67, 

96 and 200-power for inverted astronomical viewing . . 48 
and 100-power (using 1.5X erector lens) for upright terres- 
trial viewing. Scope has large 60mm objective lens with 
700mm focal length. Includes Barlow lens that triples the 
magnification, medium-range 10.5mm eyepiece, wide-angle 
22mm eyepiece, sun projection screen and moon filter that 
adds extra detail to lunar viewing. 49-inch wood tripod has 
swivel mount. Metal, plastic and glass . . 30%, inches long. 
79 C 24178C— Japan. Shipping weight 10 pounds $33.99 

This 200X Reflector is the 
same type of telescope 
used at observatories 
throughout the world 

Large, 3-inch objective mirror is precision- 
ground to give you sharp, clear images. Boost- 
er lens steps up the basic 80-power all the way 
to 200-power. Steel swivel mount locks in place 
when you find your target, then turn focusing 
knobs to sharpen the image. Telescope rests 
securely on 30-inch metal tripod. Tube is card. 
board treated with a synthetic coating 33 
inches long. Includes 12-page illustrated in- 
struction manual . . close-up photos of the 

moon help you identify what you see. Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone. 
79 C 24156C—Shipping weight 7 lbs. ....$16.99 

Сой pane scans by chvisimas табаасы pv 

How does а Refractor 
Telescope work? 

Light is gathered by the objec- 
tive lens and is thi directed 

yepiece where the im- 
focused. magnified and 

j into your eye. 

ractor (1 
includes 

ens 

appear upright foi 
rial viewing. Each Refrac- 

tor also includes a sun projec 
tion screen that 

Refractor Telescope. . 
equipped with a professional- 

type equatorial mount 

3 Locate distant objects with side-mount 
ed 5X finder scope, then turn focusing 

knobs to sharpen image. If the subject 
moves, use micro-motion adjustment 
knobs to track it slowly 
the scope so vibration is minimized. 

Magnification is 41, 82, 150 and 300-pow. 
er for inverted astronomical viewing . . 62 
and 225-power (using 1.5X erector lens) for 
upright terrestrial vie! 
60mm objective lens with 900mm focal 
length. Includes Barlow lens that doubles 
magnification, long-range 6mm and wide- 
angle 22mm eyepieces, sun projection 
screen and moon filter. 52-inch metal tri 
pod. Metal, plastic and glass. 39 in. long. 
79 C 24104C—Japan. Wt. 14 Ibs. 

Equatorial mount features 
micro-motion adjustment 

knobs that let 

tilt up or dc 

in slow m 
touching the s 

This tracking 
mount 

found c 

mor 

nerally 

refractor 
telescopes 

Our 300X 

$5999 

. you never touch 

ing. Scope has large 

$59.99 

How does a Reflector 

Telescope work? 
Light enters the tube from the 
right and is gathered by the objec- 
tive mirror the larger the mirror 

the more light it gathers and the 
brighter the image. The objective 
mirror reflects the light onto an- 
other mirror which directs the im- 

age to the eyepiece 

МО 561 



Radio receiving and 

transmitting Base Station 
Lets you receive vo 
and Morse code from a host of 

and you can transmit m 
by voice or by 

$1995, 

ommunic 

This Citizens Band channel 14 base station is the 
perfect companion home unit for walkie-talkies 
sold at right, or other ations, You can send 
and receive messages with speaker/microphone, or 
with the added challenge of Mc code. 50 milli. 
watt power output. Includes speaker/microphor 
telescoping antenna, volume control and Mor: 
code chart and key. Uses one 9-volt battery . . or- 
der package from "Battery Shop" on facing page 
Plastic unit measures 11x10x3 inches high. From 
Japan. For radio enthusiasts 9 years old and up. 
49 N 24253—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. $19.95 

ası 

Modern-styled 
Phone Set 

51142 
"Talk to your pals from room-to-room on these Eu- 
ropean-styled telephones. Plastic phone buzzes 
and light flashes when the other calls . . just like a 
business phone! Each phone measures 5!4x5Vax 
2\% inches high. Operates on 4 “D” batteries . . or- 
der package from "Battery Shop" on facing page. 
From Yugoslavia. Ages 4 and up. 
49 н 24215—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz. 

Works like an intercom 
includes 30 ft. of wire without 

batteries 

Set $11.45 

"REMEMBER! | 
You can order items on pages 425 to 593 

from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 

m——Á— ЕЧРУРТНЕЯИ 

s ~ 

Walkie-Ialkies 
Talk to your friends 

down the street, 
across a field, even 
through the walls 
of a house. 
using invisible 
radio waves 

Ф 

NO LICENSE 
REQUIRED 

Battery powered 
Walkie-Talkies 
and Base Station 

on this page 
transmit on 

Citizens Band 
channel 14 

CHILD'S X-3 
WALKIE-TALKIE 
Sends and receives voice 

messages plus Morse code. 
Includes earphone, wrist 

strap and belt clip 

p Save *2.10 $1099 А 
10° ил. puysetor2 m$: es 

Separate prices total $21.98. Walkie-talkie oper- 
ates on Citizens Band channel 14. Solid state circuit, 

Morse code and button on front panel. Plastic unit also 
has volume control, on-off switch, talk-listen button, 
telescoping antenna. Pair uses two 9-volt batteries . . or- 
der pkg. on facing раве, 212х634 inches high. For ages 9 
and up. From Hong Kong. 
48 N 24252—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 8 ол. Set $19.88 
49 N 24272—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. .Each $10.99 

CHILD'S X-2 WALKIE-TALKIE 
Send: d receives "T ETJ "oce images E 

Jd $ 

88 

$799 Save *1.10 
without men eS batteries, battery 

9 Separate prices total $15.98. Walkie-talkie oper- 
ates on Citizens Band channel 14. Solid state circuit. 

Plastic unit has volume control, on-off switch, talk-listen 
button and telescoping antenna, 24x55 inches high. 
Pair uses two 9-volt batteries, order package on facing 
page. Ages 9 and up. Hong Kong. 
49N2425 1-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. -Set $14.88 
49N2427 1-Shps. wt. 9 oz. .... ...Each $7.99 Parsco 

MKDEGA 



rms 96x4 Bunch 
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ides 2 MAGNA-TRACTION cars 
nat nug the track on 

misting turns. . powertul magnets 
e gripping power 

Forms 46x36-inch 

ayout 

Taaloga Hage scan bw chuidiniak nwrsotochnical cont 

Meadowbrook Raceway with 2 macnasetraction 
cars and over 15 feet of multi-level 2-lane track 

Streak down long straightaways and speed through twisting 

urns. Powerful magnets built into chassis of MAGNA-TRAC- 
TION cars help provide strong grip for fast speeds and staying 
ower on grueling track layouts . . even on hairpin turns. 

Includes 15 feet 1 inch of track, 2 HO-scale MAGNA-TRAC- 
TION cars, 2 Russkit speed controls, judge's stand, grandstand, 
guard rails, trestles, Quickee-Lok track key, oil. Power pack plugs 
directly into wall; UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. АС. 5.2 watts 
VA). Plastic, metal. Not recommended for ages under 8. 

49 C 9516—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces Set $19.95 

Raceway with 2 magnasetraction 
cars, 25% ft. of multi-level track 

Race over and under pretzel-bend turns and 
shoot down straightaways at top speed. Chal- 
lenge your racing skill on the banked Monza 
urve. Sears exclusive lap counter tracks number 
t laps completed by each race car. 
includes 25% feet of 2-lane track, lap counter, 

2 HO-scale MAGNA-TRACTION cars, 2 Rus- 
skit speed controls, judge's stand, grandstand, 
guard rails, trestles, billboards, Quickee-Lok 
rack key, oil. Power pack plugs into wall; UL 
isted for 110-120-v.. 60-Hz. AC. 5.2 watts (VA). 
Plastic, metal. Not recommended for ages under 
5. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

49 C9517—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 12 oz. Set $29.49 

п ang steep banks 
4 P “a !AGNA-TRACTION cars 
4 ИФ ^a tne wack on snarp 

е 

AFX MAGNA-TRACTION 
Cars hug the track 

$397 391. 
1 thru 4 ) For all HO-scale road race sets 
n these 2 pages. All assembled, ready to 
zo. 2% in. long. Plastic, metal. Recom- 
mended for ages 8 and up. Singapore. 
1) 49 С 9531—Camaro 228 
2) 49 С 9533—Lola T260 
3) 49 C 9534—Shadow Can Am 

49 C 9535— 55 Chevy 
Shipping wt. each 2 oz. 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items 
on pages 439 to 614 

from now until 
AUGUST 13, 1976 

Each $3.97 

| 

sco |Sears| 555 



(1) Come Alive Mickey 
Mouse©. Pocket within Mick- 
ey's body lets him be a hand pup- 
pet. 
CONSTRUCTION: 16 in. tall. 
Stuffed body with inside pocket. 

tic eyes. Corduroy pants. 

FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. 

= Useasa 
hand puppet 

(€ Walt Disney Productions 

(2) Benji 
CONSTRUCTION: 9 in. tall. Long 
acrylic pile on stuffed body. 
Locked-in plastic eyes, felt nose. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 11 ounces. 

(3) Hawmps the Camel. 

pile. Felt eyes. 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. 

Buy the easy way 
order by phone 

(4) Bonnet Turtle. 
CONSTRUCTION: 13 i 
Stuffed ry rpa асту lic 
with rustic cotton patchwork 
shell and sunbonnet. Locked-in 
plastic eyes. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING ink Wt. 15 oz. 
49 N 40645 N 
GKnickerbocker Toy Co 

Happiness is bringing 
the Peanuts gang home 

(8thru 15) FOR AGES: 6 months and up. ur 
(8thru 11) Stuffed Characters. 

CONSTRUCTION: Stuffed cotton cloth bodies. All are 7 
in. tall and bend at arms and legs. Printed faces. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(8) Linus. Wears striped cotton T-shirt and shorts. 
49 N 40923—Shipping weight 8 ounces ...92.47 
(9) Peppermint Patty. Wears cotton blouse, shorts. 

49 N 40922—Shipping weight 8 ounces 2,8247 

(10) Lucy. Wears cotton dress with puff sleeves. 
49 N 4092—Shipping weight 8 ounces $2.47 

(11) Charlie Brown. Wears cotton shirt and shorts. 
49 N 4092 1—Shipping weight 8 ounces $2.4 

(12) Snoopy. 
CONSTRUCTION: Stuffed cotton body is soft and cudd. 
ly. Stands 8 in. tall. Bends at all 4 legs. Felt eyes, eye- 
brows and stitched mouth. Locked-in plastic nose. 
Wears cotton turtleneck and jeans. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 40924—Shipping weight 8 ounces ..$2.47 

(13) Woodstock 
CONSTRUCTION: Stuffed cotton velveteen body with 
yarn "feathers". 6 in. tall. Felt eyes and mouth. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 4091 1—Shipping weight 3 ounces $3.44 

(14 and 15) Plush Snoopy. 
CONSTRUCTION: Stuffed body covered with soft, plush 
acrylic pile. Plush eyes and nose. Floppy arms and legs. 
Easy to keep clean . . . just use a sponge. Neck ribbon 
on (14); black vinyl collar on (15). 
SIZES AND ORDERING INFORMATION 
(14) 49 М 4094—10-inch Snoopy. Wt. 7 oz. $7.94 
(15) 49 М 40943—20-inch Snoopy. Wt. 150z.. 14.94 
Peanuts characters) United Feature Syndicate, inc 1976 

сада peo Scane Баасан Dose 

Plush acrylic pile. Locked-in plas- 

49N 40914 $6.97 

49 N 40863 .... $5.94 

CONSTRUCTION: 12 in. long and 
9 in. tall. Stuffed body. Acrylic 

49 N 40865 $5.94 

Се, 

EM 

S 
$1027 

Family of Circus Chimps 
6) Ti Zi 5 ond 6) ору and Zippy. Sog tee 

kt ame to hear chimp Stuffed bod; Aay А ик, 
Ушу! їасе, ears and 
eyes. Voice concealed i 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(5) Tippy. 16 in. tall. Yellow pile. Lace- ' 

49 N 40539—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 402. ..$10.27 

Zippy. 16 in, tall. Black Corduroy 
m Lir wth nae. Fat lat 
49N 38—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. ..$10.27 

(7) Chip. 
CONSTRUCTION: 11 in. tall. Stuffed body. 
Black acrylic face and felt 
Painted eyes. T-shirt printed name. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 6 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 40317—Shipping weight 5 oz. .$4.99 

0270 

^ Peppermint Petty 

20 inches tall 



Batman Adventure and Speed to the Scene in a Batvehicle 

Batman® DC Comics Inc. 1977 

Bat Machine 

$1963 
Batmobile 

$3 199 

Fire Truck 

$2499 
Gas Pump _ s 

Jaguar 

Check the engine load the trunk 
is racy Sports Car away 

Molded polypropylene body; red 
Т dal rods and steering assembly 

long life. Black vinyl seat padded for comfort. M і 
plastic tires. Pedal rods adjust to 5 positions to fit growing 
legs. Mag-style wheels. Doors, hood and trunk lid open 
and close. Map pockets in doors. 
DI S; Measures 40%х18%%х17 inches high. Seat 
h ches 
F 4 years. Riding 

O: Partly assembled. Instructions included. Toys 79 C 86084L— Shipping weight 18 pounds $34.99 
Phone ordering s a quick and easy way to buy 

Police Car 

$2499 

аып nace scans by chritimas neselochaical non 



BIG AND BRAWNY 
EARTHMOVERS 

(1) Nylint Jumbo Dump Truck, Rugged, hemmed. 
edge steel, cab detail, stack, simulated air filter, plas- 
tic tires. Balanced for easy hand lift. Non-toxic fin- 
ish. 1934x73 «x10! 4 in. high. Ages 5 and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 М 54144C—Shipping weight 7 lbs. $10.95 

(2) Shovel-Dozer. Work by radio control! Goes 
forward, backward, right, left; shovel scoops and 
dumps. Plastic. 11*$x6!40x5! 4o in. high. 

. No FCC license required. 
NFO: Requires two 9-volt and 3 "C" batter 

ies, ‚по! included. Order below 
49 N 55057—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. $34.95 

Alkaline 9-volt Battery 
49 N 46998—Shipping wt. 2 oz. Each $1.49 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 М 46997—Shipping wt. 5 oz. Pkg. $1.19 

(3) Tractor and Backhoe. Endloader loads, un. 
loads, scoops, raises, lowers, dumps, locks into posi- 
tion. Backhoe digs trenches. Die-cast metal; plastic 

eat, rubber tires. 19! 2x5'9x9 in. high. Ages 3 to 10, 
RDERING 

49N 58394— EE wt “5 Ibs 602. $15.94 

(4) Caterpillar Dump Truck. Powermatic™ action. 
Pull back handle, tap lever truck scoops or 
dumps by spring action. Made of plastic tough 
enough to wear the Caterpillar name and styling. 
Can operate manually too. 17!4x8'sx7 in. high. Маг. 
ranted by Mattel. Write for free copy, page 330. 

A 4 to 10 years. 
ORMATION: 

49 М 57165— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $12.97 

(5) Tonka Play People Utility Truck. Sturdy steel 
for rugged “repairs.” Jointed “driver,” barricade, py- 
lons, ladder, snorkel, simulated flashers, storage 
space. 16x9x7'2 inches. For ages 3 to 10. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 54119C—Shipping weight 8 lbs. $17.97 

(8) Nylint Husky Mobile Crane. Hemmed edge 
steel. Heavy-duty boom raises, lowers by stop 
winch. Cab swivels; bucket loads, trips automatically 
when raised to top. Detailed interior, plated grill, side 

exhaust, heavy-duty tires. Non-toxic finish. 
056 in. high (when extended). 

SIN Baise БМ рр weight 6 Ibs. 22,811.94 

(7). Nylint Husky Endloader. Hemmed steel, non 
toxic finish. Scoops, lifts, hauls, dumps, locks, releas 
es, re-locks automatically. Dual-control; deep tread 
tires. 107х5%4х5% іп. high. For ages 4 and up. 
ORDERINC 
49N57132—S wt.2 2 ibs 202. $6.94 Di 

(8) Husky Dump Truck. Hemmed edge steel. 
Hand-lift dump, cab detail, side tanks, exhaust, 6 

h. Чг 6x53 4x6! in. Ages 3, up. 
ORDERING INFORMA 
49 N 54114—Shpz. wt. 3 lbs. 5 oz. $8.47 

(9) Construction Crew. Plastic, 5 in. high. Shovel, 
pick axe, air hammer. Imported. Ages 3, up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 58388—Shipping weight 8 oz. $1.99 
(9) When you buy it with 
any ilem on this page (1 thru 8). .... esses] 9G 

йаз Dade scans by йшй лнй киса Gom 

-action Tractor 

скһое 

Make scoop load. dump. 

when you buy it 
any item (1 thru 8 

purchased 
alone 5199 



CRAYOLA CRAFT* ART KITS spark the imagination and start 
your child down the road to individual art and creative experiences 

(7thru 15) Craft Kits 
FOR AGES: (7-11) 6 to 12 yrs. (12-15) 5 and up. Я х 
ORDERING INFORMATION: © p These Workshop Kits with carrying case enable 
(7) CRAYOLA CRAFT® Junior Art Workshop Kit young artists to draw and paint almost anywhere 
KIT CONTENTS: CRAYOLA® products include 8 
crayons, sharpener, 8 fluorescent crayons, 12 colored 
chalks. Four 34-0z. jars of Artista® tempera paints, 8 
watercolors, brush, 2 sheets colored project pa- 
ы pad ol gt сата g paper, textured rubbing sheet, 

clay, 2 mixing cups, full-color in- 
VERS pie ped Corrugated cardboard case. 
49C16577-Shipping weight 2 lbs. ...... Kit $5.97 

(8) CRAYOLA CRAFT® Deluxe Art Workshop Kit 
KIT CONTENTS: More items than Junior Art Kit 
above for wider range of creative fun: 16 crayons, 
sharpener, 8 fluorescent crayons, 8 Easy-Off® cray- 
ons (2 wipe-off pads), 12 colored chalks, 3 jars fin- 
gerpaints (2 sheets fingerpaint paper). Eight 34-02. 
ым of Artista tempera paints, 16 watercolors, 2 
rushes, 4 sheets project paper, of dra: 
per, 4 stencils, textured rubbing sheets, sheet of 
paper, 1-Ib. CLAYOLAS clay (4 colors), dete | d Ап еме дийл И 8 
plastic sculpting tool, bol, pencil 2 mixing cups, full-color : = ^ Vall iei penes em e 
instr. and. project Vinyl-covered casi $ 49C16465-Shipping weight 5 bs. 4 oz. Kit $13.99 - EA 
(9) CRAYOLA CRAFT® Clay Collage v 
KIT CONTENTS: Three 9х1 inch color-coded sculpt- $ 

boards, 1-pound CLAYOLA® modeling cla: 
colors), 1 sculpting tool, 1 brush, 1 jar GLAZE- 16 
instruction sheet. 
49 C 16324—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz, Kit $3.66 

(10) Rainy Day, Any Day Activity Kit with clay 
KIT CONTENTS: 9x12-inch pad containing blank 
sheets of drawing, tracing and construction paper, ! 
Ib. CLAYOLA® clay. 16 CRAYOLA® crayons. 11⁄4- 
oz. bottle Firma-Grip art and craft glue. Plastic scis- 
sors, clay sculpting tool. 
49 C 16409—Shps. wt. 1 lb. 13 oz....... Kit $4.79 

(11) CRAYOLA CRAFT® Home Art Studio 
Two-sided hardboard art easel with plastic тау... 
use with or without detachable plastic legs. One side 
is a chalkboard, other side holds drawing paner. 
Tray measures 25x17 in. wide. Easel, 38 in. high. 
KIT CONTENTS: 12 sticks Anti-Dust® chalk, 16 
E crayons, watercolor tray (16 tablets). 2 

79 C 16526C—Shpz. wt. 11 lbs. 30z. . "kit $21.97 

(12) Doodle Board. Feed paper across 10Vzx11-in. 
panel. Tear picture off at bottom. Even more fun, 
make a drawing up to 60 ft. long! Plastic board, 60 ft. 
paper roll. 3 fine-line BIC® pens in red, green, blue. 
49 C 16896—Wt. 2 lbs. 602. .... +++ Set 84.99 
Paper Refills. 2 rolls, ea. E in. 6 60 ft. rons 
49 C 1690—Wt. 11b. 8 oz. . Pkg. $2.99 

(13) CRAYOLA CRAFT® Color. Me-Mugs® 
KIT CONTENTS: 2 thermal-insulated Color-Me 
aaas mugs, 16 CRAYOLA crayons, 12 insert pa- ы \ 

(S pre-printed, 6 blank). Instruction sheet. E f YOU 
foes 698—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 о2...... . Kit $3.97 e OTRA Caddy to 

(14) Super Heroes" Light Up Drawing Desk У 1 il pete 
KIT CONTENTS: Hi-impact styrene desk measures B 
12¥%4x1014x3" in. high. 12 tracing guide pages, 3 col- 
ored pencils, 20 sheets tracing paper. 
ELEC. INFO: Translucent drawing surface desk, UL 
listed. 110-120-v. AC. Operates on 10-w. lamp (incl.) 
49C16422-Shipping weight 3 pounds... .Kit $9.99 
*@DC Comics, Inc. 1977 

(15) CRAYOLA® Caddy 
KIT CONTENTS: Plastic CRAYOLA® caddy with 8 
Баре markers, 48 CRAYOLA® crayons, five 

(8 I ENTERA Sets Aen ae ои. bs -up instructions. 
foc 1630. Shoe. wt. 318,4 oz. ....... Kit $8.97 

таро pae scans by crisinias nmarseteciwücal oon 



Complete 
Walkie-Talkie 

System 
Two ready-to-operate 100-milliwatt walkie- 

talkies with batteries. Super-het circuitry 

for clarity . . even at this low price 

25" 
Not just a single walkie-talkie . . but two ready-to-use 
units at this low, low price. Precision crystals installed 
at the factory by experts. You're pre-set for instant 

voice contact on channel 5. 
Chat with a pal up to a mile away . . or more. Great 

for keeping in touch with others during hikes, sporting 
events, outings or while hunting or fishing. 

And it's small enough to carry easily in your pocket. 
Each unit measures 55&x2*x154 inches deep. Yet it's 
packed with 100 milliwatts . . the greatest amount of 
power you're allowed to use without a license. 

Circuit features, unusual at this low price, include 

all-silicon transistors . . operate at maximum efficiency 
in all kinds of weather . . hot or cold. Also includes one 
(IC) circuit for greater dependability. High impact 
plastic cases with telescoping antennas. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces. 
57 N 72011...... .System $25.00 

Portable AM Radio-Phonograph 
The portable entertainment center 

you'll want to take everywhere you go 

Dual-powered to operate with AC line cord for regular house current 
or with batteries . . both included. Dependable solid state circuit gives 
instant sound and instant play . . no wait for warm-up. Special four- 
inch speaker delivers big sound wherever you are—indoors or out. 
Separate controls for tone, volume and tuning. 
AM radio boasts a slide-rule tuning dial for easy tuning. Built-in 

ferrite core antenna for clearest available reception. 
Phonograph plays 33% and 45-rpm records monaurally. Synthetic 

sapphire needle. Twist-up adapter for 45-rpm records can't get lost. 
Slim, easy-to-carry case with built-in handle in brown and tan color. 
Protective cover snaps on and off in a jiffy. Case measures 12х1314х 
3% inches deep. Japan. UL listed. 
57 N 3242— Shipping weight 6 pounds. ...... vanes es $29.50 

tabs paod Scane ЕЛЕКТЕН 

7 piece Set 

93758 

Tom-tom Drum 

$1455 

Save $2.81 over separate prices when 
you buy this 8-piece Drum Set 

1 Separate prices total $52.76. Includes many features usually 
found only on higher priced sets. All drums have plastic heads . . 

stay tuned, take hard wear. Shell-mounted Tom Tom . . 6x10 in. with 
6 adjustable lugs. Snare drum . . 4x10 in. with throw-off strainer and 
stand. Bass drum . . 10x16 in. with wood hoops, 6 adjusting lugs, 
fast-action foot pedal and disappearing legs. Brass Cymbal . . 10 in. 
in diameter. Sticks, brushes and instructions included. Japan. 
57 N 26513L2—Shipping weight 25 pounds.............. 349.95 
2 7-Piece Drum Set. As above, 3 Shell-mounted Tom Tom 

but without Tom Tom Drum. Drum, alone. Described above. 
57 М 26512L—Wt. 21 lbs.$37.88 57 N 2611—Wt. 4 Ibs... $1488 

А085, Sears 555 



Goes into action at the touch of a button . . raises 
cargo up to 2 feet high . . 30)4-in. arm revolves 360° 

31422... 
Build miniature cities and shopping centers with this big-worker . . its massive 
3034-inch arm revolves to cover area of almost 6 feet. Or use the crane to lift 
mini-cars and other toys and place them where you want. Rotating clam bucket 
сап pick up a load from almost any position. Incl. 5 modular building units, hook, 
basket. Plastic crane with metal posts 3034x1014x2734-inches high. Shipped partly 
assembled. From Japan. Uses 4“ D" batteries . . order package below. Ages 4 and up. 
79 N 54239C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ‚...$14,99 
Alkaline "О" Batteries. 
49 N 8412— Package of 4. Shipping weight 1 pound............. Package 329 

Buy all 3.. Save 52.00 Mem 
nes 2) | “separately $0097 

C total 511.97 

Tough Nylint 
All-steel Workhorses 
Husky bulldozer pushes sand 
to the loader bucket; up goes 
the bucket to the top where it 

tips automatically into hopper. 
Dump truck drives under hop. 
per, trips lever and sand un 
load: 9-inch dozer has 2 

Check out all 
the Remote- positive lock positions, seat Control action: with control sticks, exhaust 

stacks and deep-tread tires. dust push 12 34-in. dump truck has easy a button . . lift dump, white lettered tires 
and full interior. 13-in. sand Swing horizontal 

frame around in loa is plastic. Truck, dozer 

are steel 
пете 79N58134c-Wt. 71bs. 59.97 

Just push 
a button... . Or you can order 

move block and the truck, bulldozer 
“ane” ki or hopper individually 

Dump Truck only. 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz 

rr 49 N 58171 $3.99 
lower tackle, ro- Q Sand Hopper and Loader 
tate claw or hook, only. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49 N 58174 $3.99 

Bulldozer only. 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz 

49 М 58172 $3.99 

pick up objects 

9p: 
“т. t 

roller features free. 
ШЕР bh 

ia Е 

gine housing, 
ter and stack, in 

deep-tread 
tire lated hub caps. Steel 
and plastic construction. Non 
toxic п. 1054x6 44x534-in Же 

гез 3 and 
Sez 

Ag ur 556 [Sears 
49N58173-Wt. 2 Ibs. 1 0.53.99 b c 
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Lights flash and buzzers 
sound when someone 

calls on your private line 

Modern-styled Phone Set works just like 

an intercom . . includes 30 feet of wire 

$1099 x 

Talk to your pals from room-to-room on these European 
styled blue and white telephones. Plastic phone buzzes and 
light flashes when the other calls . . just like a real busi- 
ness phone! Each phone is 5'2x5//x2*/ in. high. Uses 4 
“D” batteries . . order package from "Battery Shop" on 
facing page. From Yugoslavia. Ages 4-up. 
49 C 24215—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 11 oz Set $10.99 

Everything you need to build 

over 30 projects . . burglar 

alarm, dune buggy, 
snowmobile and more 

$884 ш 
Electric Build-it Set. Manual 
shows how electricity can be 
put to work in over 30 projects 
. . including a power crane, a 
telegraph set, a motorized en- 
graving tool. Build one project, 
then take it apart and build anoth- 
єт. Set contains 2 motors, work- 
ing panel, buzzer unit, tools, 
bulbs, wiring—over 100 parts. 
Plastic and metal. Uses 2 "AA" 
and 2 “D” batteries—order 
pkgs. on facing page. Ages 9-up. 
79 С 24221C—Wt. 3 lbs.Set $8.84 

Snap together magnetic 
blocks to build over 

50 electronic projects 

$1399 == 
Mr. Wizard Electronics Il. 
Teach yourself basics of circuit- 
ry design as you make a 2-tran- 
sistor radio, intercom set and 48 
other projects that you can see 
and hear. Manual shows you 
how to arrange see-thru compo- 
nents on 8x10-in. metal plate. 
Then take that project apart and 
build another. Plastic and metal. 
Uses one 9-v. battery—order 

pkg. on facing page. Ages 9-up. 
49 C 24219—Wt. 3 Ibs. Kit $13.99 

Cutiod pane scans by cheisinas museleciwdc M pow 

. . no wiring or tools needed 

== = Е 

Play Walkie-Talkies $ 599 = 

Imagine yourself a secret agent ‚ . send and receive im- 
portant messages over 30 feet of cord. Rugged gray-and- 
silver-color styrene cases are each 3x2x7 inches high. 
Each has a speaker-microphone and simulated antenna. 
Set uses 6 “С” batteries—order package on facing page. 
Imported from Malta. For ages 4 and up. 
49 C 24147—Shipping weight 1 lb. 1 о2....... + Set $5.99 

51099 = 
Fill your room with sound. . build a 

radio and loudspeaker-broadcast system 

No soldering is needed to make your own radio with solid. 
state transistors. Pick up local broadcasts through head 
phones. Use microphone for home loudspeaker broadcasts . . 
play sportscaster, disc jockey or newsman. Kit includes 18-in. 
long cabinet with tuner and diode detector. Uses 3 "C" batter 
ies—order package on facing page. For ages 9 and up. 
49 C 24184—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. Kit $10.99 

— 

8— —— —-X 

Build a Crystal Radio that never wears 

out and never needs batteries! 

Kit includes everything you need . . no soldering needed 
color-coded wire simplifies assembly. Radio is powered by a 
crystal diode that never wears out—no batteries required. 
Also includes earphone set for private listening, tuning coil, 
case, cover, simulated aerial and head set. Case is 7'/x3x5'/, 
inches high. Suitable for children ages 9 and up. 
49 C 24183—Shipping weight 1 lb. 10 oz. ............Kit $5.99 



52 [Sears] 
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Probe the moon's terrain and 
study distant stars. . 

SEARS TELESCOPES 

How does a Refractor 
Telescope work? 

Objective lens Eyepiece $4699 

Light is gathered by the objec 
tive lens and is then directed to 
the eyepiece where the image is 
focused, magnified and directed 
into your eye. 

or lens which 
he normally-inverted 

mage appear upright for 
restrial viewing. Each 

efractor also includes a sun 
1 projection screen that 

permits indirect 
M group viewing 

\\\ — 200X Refractor Telescope 
\ 1 Locate subject with side-mounted 
1 finder scope, then turn focusing 
A knobs to sharpen image. Magnification 

is 32, 67, 96 and 200-power for inverted 
astronomical viewing . . 48 and 100- 
power (using 1.5Х erector lens) for up- 
right terrestrial viewing. 

Scope has large 60mm objective lens 
with 700mm focal length. Includes Bar- 
low lens that triples the magnification, 
medium-range 10.5mm eyepiece, wide- 
angle 22mm eyepiece, sun projection 
screen and moon filter that adds extra 
detail to lunar viewing. 49-inch wood 
tripod with swivel mount. Metal, plas- 
tic and glass . . 302 in. Aer Partly as- 
sembled. From карра, B and up. 
79 М 24178C—Shpg. wt. 10 AS $46.99 

150X Refractor Telescope 

2 Here's 100-power magnification for 
inverted astronomical viewing and 

150-power (using 1.5X erector lens) for 
upright terrestrial viewing. Scope has 
50mm objective lens with 600mm focal 
length. Includes long-range 6mm eye- 
piece, sun projection screen and 49-inch 
wood tripod with swivel mount. Metal, 
plastic and glass . . 26Y2in. long. Partly 
assembled. From Japan. Ages t 8 and up. 
79 М 24146C—Shpzg. wt. 8 lbs. ...$34.99 

How does a Reflector 
Telescope work? 

Light enters tube from 
right and is gathered by 
the objective mirro: 
the larger the mirror the more 
light it gathers and the brighter 
the image. The objective 
mirror reflects the light onto 
another mirror which 
directs image to eyepiece 

Eyepiece 

light 

150X Reflector Telescope $1 697 
3 Зав Uem ERU 

Booster lens steps up the basic 60- 

struction тап CRAT Eri B and up. 
79 М 24261C—Shipping weight 5 n ($1697 

ное M not recommended for 
age 8; contain glass 

Nature Guide Sets 
with specimens for your collection 

and a Golden Book for your reference 

Fossil Set. Start a hob- 
by with 16 real fossils. 

Study the remains of plants 
and animals that lived in the 
distant past. Each Nature 
Guide fossil set includes a 
160-page Golden Book with 
481 colorful illustrations to 
help you identify fossils you 
can find yourself. Ages 6 to 
16. Like everything else in 
Sears books, it's so easy to 
order by telephone. Ship 
ping wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 
49 № 24169 Set 94.99 

AT SEARS 

Mineral Set. This set in- 
cludes 20 samples of 

rocks and minerals to help 
young rockhounds on their 
way to building a fascinat- 
ing collection. Nature Guide 
rocks and minerals set also 
includes a 160-page Golden 
Book with 400 beautiful col- 
or illustrations of rocks and 
minerals to help youngsters. 
identify specimens. Ages 6 
to 16, 

Shipping wt. 1 lb, 2 oz. 
49N24161 „Set $4.99 

Visible Man and Visible Woman 
Transparent "skin" lets you study 
bones, muscles, internal organs 

and circulatory system 

EZ $668 
Lo b. Save 10% 

` when you buy both kits 

(8) and (7) 
Separately total 
D 

„# (6 and 7 ) Visible Man and Woman 
Kits. These big 16-inch models are easy 
to take apart and to reassemble. Each in- 
cludes illustrated manual and base. 
(Woman includes additional parts to 
show internal condition at 7th month of 
pregnancy.) Plastic, Ages 10 and up. 
(6) 49 N 24078—Visible Woman 
(7) 48 N 24045— Visible Man 
Shipping wt. each 2 165, Each $6.68 

Buy both Visible Man and Visible 
Women and save! 
49 N 24222—Wt. 4 lbs. Set 511.97 

Human Skull and Skeleton Kit 

$697 

Learn the names of all the 
bones in the body. Life-size 
human skull is so highly de 
tailed that it has a removable 
skull cap and a jaw tha 
moves by spring action. Skull 
measures 111; inches high 
with display stanc. 

Skeleton includes all 20¢ 
bones and hangs between in 
formative panels. Skeleton 15 
in. high. Skull and skeletor 
are made of styrene. Ages 1 
and up. Why not pick up the 
phone and order it 
Shp. wt. 2 lbs. 13 oz. 

4QN 24218 -Kit 96.87 



LIONEL. 

7-unit Steam Engine Train Set 

35392 
1 Powerful locomotive with operating head- 

light thunders along track. Hear mechanical 
sound of the steam locomotive add realism. Lo- 
comotive hauls 6 cars: tender, flat car with 
stakes, gondola car with 3 canisters, hopper car, 
box car, caboose. Train is 61 in, long. Speeds 
along 8 curved and 8 straight track sections. 

Includes manual switch, bumper, uncoupler. 
7.5-watt (VA) transformer has reverse controller 
. . UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. Plastic, 
metal. Not recommended for ages under 8. 
79 C97 17C—Shipping weight 11 lbs... .Set $53.99 

Big size 027-gauge Electric 
Train Sets and Accessories 

-— 

6-unit Diesel Engine Train Set 

53949 
2 Rock Island Alco diesel cruises around curves, 

then shoots down the straightaways to deliver 
goods to their destinations. Features operating head- 
light. Diesel hauls 5 cars: box car, gondola car with 
canisters, hopper car, flat car with stakes and ca- 
boose. Train is 54 inches long. Speeds along 8 curved 
and 2 straight track sections. 

Includes uncoupler. 7-май (VA) transformer is 
UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. Plastic, metal. 
Not recommended for ages under 8. Use your phone 
if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
79 C9716C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ...Set $39.49 

4-unit Steam Engine Train Set $2499 

3 Santa Fe locomotive hauls 3 cars: slope-back tender, 
gondola car and caboose. Train is 28 in. long. Rolls along 

8 curved track sections. Powered by 7-май (VA) trans- 
former . . UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. Plastic and 

27-inch metal. Not recommended for ages under 8. 
diameter layout 

Remote-control 
Switches. Send your 

train into switching yard. 
Set incl. 1 right, 1 left-hand 
switch. Plastic and metal. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49C9720........ Set $24.97 

Manual Switches (not 
shown). Set includes 1 right, 
1 left-hand switch. Plastic, 
metal. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49C9721........ Set $11.97 

Track Pack. Includes 4 
curved and 8 straight 

track sections. Makes “fig- 
Jf // // Assortment ure 8" with your layout and 

ot12 (6) below. Metal. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

49 C 9722 ....Package $4.97 

90° Crossover. Lets 
you change your track 

layout into “figure 8" with 
(5) above. Plastic, metal. 

Paco 49 C 98055—Wt. 5 oz. .$2.66 

жайнак ае йсй cont 

556 
Catalog page scans 

79 С 9715C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ... ...Set $24.99 

Т Powermaster 40 watts 
(МА). Controls speed, for- 

ward, reverse. Can power 2 
trains. Automatic circuit break- 
er. UL listed for 110-120-v., 60- 
Hz. AC. Plastic, metal. Not for 
ages under 8. Wt. 4 lbs. 2 oz. 
49C97016 ................. 535.97 

8 Mechanical Crossing 
Gate, Semaphore. Activat- 

ed by weight of approaching 
train. Plastic. 
49 С 95354—Wt. 13 oz....$10.97 

9 Freight Station Kit. Add re- 
alism to your railroad lay- 

out. Measures 13x6x5 inches 
high. Plastic. Unassembled with 
instructions. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49C9723 ..Kit $8.97 

10 Freight Platform Kit. Add 
realism to your railroad 

layout. Measures 8х5х5 in. 
high. Plastic. Unassembled. 
49 C9724—Wt. 13 oz. . Kit $6.97 

11 TYCO® Track Pack. Enlarge your ex- 
isting track layout with this assort- 

ment. Includes 8 sections of straight track 
(each 9 inches long) and 4 sections of 18- 
inch radius curved track (each 10 inches 
long). Plastic, metal. From Austria. 
49 C 95308—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. ..... Pkg. $2.66 

12 TYCO® Remote-control Switches. 
Expand your track layout and operate 

Switches electrically by remote control. In- 
cludes one right and one left-hand switch 
. . send your train into switching yard in 
either direction. Plastic and metal. Austria. 
49 C95306—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. ......Set 99.44 

TYCO® Manual Switches (not shown). 
Includes 1 right and 1 left-hand switch. 
Plastic and metal. Austria. 
49 C 95307—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Set $5.97 

13 18-watt (VA) THROTTLEPACK®. 
Features circuit breaker and overload 

indicator light. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 
60-Hz. AC. 654x512x314 in. high. Metal. 
Not recommended for ages under 8. 
49 C 96261—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. $21.97 

14 7.5-watt (VA) TRAINPACK®. Con- 
trols speed, forward and reverse. Fea- 

tures automatic circuit breaker. Metal. 
5х4х2М in. high. UL listed for 110-120- 
60-Hz. AC. Not for ages under 8. Buy it 
easy way—order by phone. 
49C9714—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. . .$1297 



(1thru3) Feline Favorites 
CONSTRUCTION: All have stuffed bodies with soft plush Orlon* acrylic pile; (2) has 
extra long "Persian fur". Colorful ribbon at neck. Locked-in plastic eyes. 
FOR AGES: 6 months and up. 

(1) Sitting Siamese. 
10 in. tall. Blue eyes. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shipping weight 6 oz. 

Tiii pans Scane by dudit карей cona 

2) Sitti Bin tall. & Persian. (3), Resting Persian. 
reen eyes. 16 in. long. Green eyes. 

ORDERING INFO: 
Shipping weight 12 oz. 

49 N 40806 $6.96 — 49N 40333 

ORDERING INFO 
Shipping weight 8 oz. 

$9.94 49 N 4033 $797 

(4) Lassie'" 
the collie seen on 

TV and in the movies 

This daring collie has helped save 
the lives of many people. 

N: 20-inch long 
as a lifelike, rust- 

color and white coat of long plush 
acrylic pile. Locked-in plastic 

SUE weight 1 1 lb. 1 
49 N 40099 

Man's Best Friends 
(5) Li'l Buffy. . . the sitting 

Cocker Spani 
CONSTRUCTION: 10 in. tall. 
Stuffed body. Tan Orlon* acrylic 
pile. Locked-in plastic eyes. 
FOR AGES: 6 months and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
49 N 40803 56.44 

(6) Li'l Sitka the sitting 
Samoyed. 

CONSTRUCTION: 10 in. tall. 
Stuffed ре; White acrylic pile 
coat. Locked-in plastic eyes. Rib- 
bon tied around neck. 

Ж FOR AGES: 2 years and up 
ORDERING !NFO: Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
49 N 40804 56.44 
*Reg. DuPont Т.М. 

12Y4 in. tall. 
$499 $599 
LUPA ... traditional (8) Winston. . . the original 

‘eddy for <y huggin'. Teddy brought back for today. 
CONSTRUCTION: 15 in. tall. CONSTRUCTION: 12V4 in. tall. 
Stuffed bends at all 4 legs. Stuffed body bends at all 4 legs. 
Covered with fluffy brown acrylic Brown silver-t Orlon* scm 
pile. Locked-in plastic eyes, felt іс pile. Locked-in plastic eyes, felt 
nose and tongue. Neck ribbon. nose and front paws. 
FOR AGES: 6 months to 6 years. FOR AGES: 6 months and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 40314—Wt. 11 oz. $4.99 49N 40801—Wt. 8 oz. ......95.99 

Items ( 9 thru 12 ) 

Cut 51 to 51.33 
from our 1975 Wish Book 

(9) 
$166 CONSTRUCTION: 12 in. tall. 

E Stuffed body; white and black 
acrylic pile coat. Black plastic col- 

^ lar bears an original Snoopy tag. 
Felt eyes and nose. From Korea. 

Snoopy Dog 

* FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

7 Ё ORDERING INFORMATION 
1 Shipping weight 12 ounces. 

Was $2.99; $1.66 

(10) Bulldog 
CONSTRUCTION: 18 in. tall. 
Stuffed body, bends at all 4 legs. 
Acrylic pile. Locked-in plastic 
eyes and nose. Denim overalls. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shpg. wt. 15 oz. 
49 м 40647 Was $6.99; $5.99 

(11) Teddy. 
CONSTRUCTION: 19 in. tall. 
Stuffed body, bends at all 4 legs. 
Acrylic pile. Locked-in plastic 
eyes. Cotton sweatshirt. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
oo y al ORMATION 

wt. 1 Ib. 2 o; 
49 N 40848. . .. Was $7.96; $6.96 

(12) Musical Santa. 

Wind the locked-in music key 
: he plays a jolly “Jingle 
Bells" 
CONSTRUCTION: 12 in. tall 
Stuffed body conceals music box. 
Covered with acrylic pile. 
Locked-in plastic eyes, pompon 
nose and yarn whiskers. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 40649 Was $6.95; $5.95 



when you buy Trike (1) with Trailer (2) 

$23% Separate prices 
total $26.88 

(1 апа 2) 10-inch wheel Trike and Trailer Set. 
CONSTRUCTION: Trike: Tubular steel frame with sunfire 
yellow finish. White enameled handlebars with red molded 
finger grips. Plastic fender, rear step deck. White pedals. 
Semi-pneumatic front tire, 10х1% in. Semi-pneumatic rear 
tires, 7x1 in. Trailer hitch. 
Trailer; Steel body with red enamel finish. Curled edges. 
Steel axles. Plastic wheels, 7x2% in. wide. Tongue fits trike 
(1) and tractor (10) shown on p. 551. 34 4x18x6!/, in. high. 
FOR AGES: 11% to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Both (1) and (2) sent unassem- 
bled. Instructions included. 

(1and2) Trike and Trailer Set. 
79 C 87006C2—Shipping weight 20 lbs. Set $23.88 
(1) Trike only. Wt. 12Ibs. (2) Trailer only. Wt. 8 Ibs. 

79 C87001C ....813.99 79C86062C ....$12.89 

Radio Flyer 
лоозон Scooter 

э: $1649 
Makes motor sound as 

| wheel 

10x11 

Cathet) Dates scene by crista тизе иса! Cony 

you go. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Ball- 

1з. Molded Plastic, black. 
E front 

dual rear tires, 7x1% 
inches wide. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS: 

COMPONENTS: Vinyl 
Bandgrios. Motocross 
umber plate. 

51699.. 
included 

(3and4) 13-inch wheel Trikes. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Nylon bearing wheels, steel spokes. Semi- 
pneumatic tires. . . 13x154-in. front tires, 8x15%-inch rear. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Tubular steel frame. Steel 
step plate, chrome-plated fender. Adjustable chrome-plated 
handlebars. Adjustable saddle. 
COMPONENTS: Vinyl handlebar grips, vinyl bow pedals. 
Chrome-plated hub caps. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years with inseam of 15 in. or more. Mea- 
sured distance from crotch to floor. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled, instructions included. 

3) Girls’ deluxe Trike. Lilac metallic with white plastic 
ket, Plastic saddle. 

79 C 87008C—Shipping weight 16 pounds ... $19.99 

" Boys' or girls' Trike. Hot red, white trim. Steel saddle. 
9 C 87019C—Siren sold below. Wt. 15 lbs. .. $16.99 

(5 thru 7 ) Bike and Trike Accessories 
(B) R-R-Raw Power®, Makes your bike sound like 
а real motor cycle. Adjusts to fit all steel handlebars. 

ORDERING INFO: Includes 2 hold-down screws. 
49 C 88509—Shipping weight 12 ounces... . $4.94 

(6, 7 ) Fit all handlebars except motocross style. 

{6 Two-in-one Bike Headlight. Dual front head- 
light. Revolving amber top light. Plastic. 

Heavy gauge tubular steel — ORDERING INFO: Includes hardware. Requires 3 
bar styling. Steel foot "D" batteries, not incl., sold below. ar styling. Steel foot 49 C88517- Shipping weight 1 pound .. ...$4.94 
аһ. Red and black. (7) Electronic Bike Siren. Blasts loud and clear. 

Plastic Solid state amplifier. Red. Hong Kong. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Hardware included. Re- 

ni quires one 9-volt battery, not incl., sold below. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 49 C 885 13—Shipping weight 14 ounces... 94.94 
ORDERING INFO: Package of 6 "D" Batteries. 
Unassembled, instructions 49 C 46995—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4oz....... Pkg. $1.69 
included. wt. 12 Ibs. Package of two 9-volt Batteries. 
79 C 8550! $16.49 49 C 46993—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. . Pkg. $1.19 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(8) Our lowest priced Beginners’ 

Bicycle with 12-in. wheels. . . 
converts to girls’ or boys’ model 

BRAKES: None. Not necessary 
with a direct drive pedal. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Nylon-bearing 
wheels. 12x1%-in. wide semi- 
pneumatic blackwall tires with 
white enameled spoke wheels, 
Two 5-іп. detachable training 
wheels. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE 

steel frame, enamel fin- 
ish. Removable crossbar. 1-рїесе 
crank, nylon bearings. Plastic 
t Chrome-plated steel handle- 

COMPONENTS: Vinyl handgrips. 
Rubber pedals. Chain guard. 
FOR AGES: 21% to 4% years. For 

from saddle to bottom leg lengths 
pedal of 13 to 15 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Partly assembled. Instr. incl. 

Shipping weight 20 Ibs. 
79 C 87501C ......... $24.44 

(9) Talking CB and 
Dashboard accessory 
Жын $, 494 

m pull ring on pr mike and 
r 6 different CB phrases like, 

“Breaker, breaker come іп”, 
“What’s your handle E bud- 
ду?", “See you on the flip flop”. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 4 play 
action knobs, mike. Front opens 
for sto: compartment. Mount 
on handlebars with adjustable 
straps. 10х5\2х3\2 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Fits 
handlebars of all bikes, trikes. 
49 C 88521—Wt. 6 oz. ..44.94 

Save 57 
when you buy 

Tractor (10) with Trailer (11) 
Separate prices. 88 cus $497 

(10and 11) Tractor and 
Trailer Set 

with heavy duty ball bearings. 
Spring-mounted scoop type seat, 
adjustable. Plastic wheels. . . 
16x3¥ inch wide rear wheels; 8x2 

ls. Trailer hitch. Measures 
34x 18x26'% in. high. Trailer— 
Steel body. Curied edges. Steel 
axles. Plastic wheels, 7х3%; inches 
wide. Tongue fits tractor (10) and 
trike (1). 34Y4x18x6¥ in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Both 
10) and (11) sent unassembled, 
instructions included. See “№” 

suffix on page 303. 

(10 and 11) IA Set. 
t 

78 C 86153N2 ....Se 49.88 
(10) Tractor only, Wt. 28 Ibs. 
79 C 86108N ......... $43.99 

(11) Trailer only. Wt. 8 Ibs. 
79 С 86062C.......... $12.89 

e 



BATTERY-POWERED 

F Can Am Radio-control 
has 2 channels, fast, slow 

Switch goes forward, left, right 

(1) Radio-control Ferrari BB512 

T Control car by radio signal 
eld transmitter. Fast, slow speed 

and on-off swit car. Car goes forward, 
turns right, left. Radio control switch pro- 
tects car’s performance from other radio 
wave inti rence. 2-channel radio control 
range, 30 feet indoors, 60 feet outdoors. 
CONSTRUCTION: Battery operated. Plastic 
with metal parts. 7 inches long. Imported. 

-assembled. 
batteries (not Uses two 9-v. and 2 “А 

incl.). Order batteries below 
Төл 49 М 55052—Shpg. wt. 13 oz $16.95 

(2) Lamborghini. Same exciting features as 
(1) above. 
49 N 55059—Shpz. wt. 13 oz. $16.95 

Alkaline "AA" Batteries. Package of 2 
49 N 46999—Shpg. wt. 2 oz. Pkg. 99c 
Alkaline 9-volt Battery 
49 N 46998—Shpz. wt. 2 ог. . Each $1.49 

(3) Radio-control Customized Van 

S: Car controlled by hand 
held trans: BATTERY- itter, Fast, slow and headlight 

POWERED switches on car. Has forward, reverse, left 
right turning, Starts from standing position 

Radio-contr Radio control range 30 feet indoors, 60 feet 
:utdoors. 2 channels. 

Battery operated. Plastic with met 
parts. 104 inches long. Imported. 

ES: 8 years and up. 
C 3 INFORMATION: Pre-assembled. 
5 4 "AA" and two 9-volt batteries (not 

incl.). Order batteries, above 
49 N 55054—Wt. 1 lb, 8 oz. $19.95 

(4) Radio-control Alpha Car 
T WORKS: Use hand-held transmitter 

move left, right, forward, re 
Starts from standing position. Radio 

control range 20 feet indoors, 50 feet ou 
doors. 2 channel. Proportional steering. 

ted, Plastic. 12 inches CONSTR: Battery opera 
long. Imported 

ES: 8 years and 

-= 0 ү 0 Pre-assembled. 
ТТЕ , Uses one 9-v. and 4 "C" batteries (not includ 

BATTERY, ^N ed). Order 9-volt battery above and 2 pkgs 
Alpha Car 2-channel radio control of "C" batteries sold below & 

proportional left. right, forward, reverse 49 N 55055—Wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz $44.87 
: Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 

$4487 эол 49 N 46997—Shpg. wt. 5oz,...Pkg. $1.19 batteries 

POWERED 
BATTERY- Corvette Stingray 

POWERED SM 
Heavy Hauler 51195 

and Trailer ene 

Radio-control Porsche 917K Radio-control Corvette backs out of 
reverse, | right. Radio соп HOW IT WO! Set fast or slow speed with or trouble 

ft. outdoors. 1 channel, off switch. Car goes straight or turns left by radio OW IT S: Radio control moves car 
signal from transmitter 
CONSTRU 

RING INFORMATION: 8 years and up. Pre-assem- metal par! 
AA" and two 9-volt batteries (not included). Order FOR AG 

left only when in reverse. Ra 
TION: Battery operated. Plastic with dio control range is 20 feet indoors, 50 feet 

inches long. Imported outdoors. 
8 years and up. Battery operated. Plastic 

from above, right. ORDERING INFORMATION: Pre-assembled parts. 8 inches long. Imported. 
49 N 55056—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 14 oz. $29.95 Uses two 9-volt and 2 "AA" batteries (not incl.) NG INFO: 8 years and up. Pre 

Order batteries from above at right. bled. Uses 4 “AA” and two 9-v. batter- 
NOTE Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. ies (not incl.). Order from above. 

556 [Sears N 49N 58475 $1195 49N55041—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz $9.95 

Clo pase scans by chibdimarqisetóchdlcal oni 



Just turn the knob and 
you're an artist 

with this Dial-O-GraphTM 

PrestoMagiX 
dry transfer. cm 
əs easy as. 

1 Place 
picture in 
position 
оп scene. 

2 Scribble 
over 
picture 
with ball 
point pen 
or pencil, 

Carefully 
peel backing | 
away from 
picture and 
back-ground 
and "Presto", 
you've created 
а scene. 

(1) | Dial-o-Graphic". Turn 
knob to set design pattern. 
Color the holes in screen to 
make design. 
CONTENTS: Plastic drawing 
board, 914x111 in., 2 remov- 
able plastic screens, 3 felt-tip 
pens, paper. Imported. 

AGES, ORD INFO: 5 yrs. and 
up. Any felt pen can be used. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49C 16335 $7.99 

(2) Skedoodle" by Has- 
bro. Move the control stick, 
you can draw lines, curves, 
circles—even write your name 
on the Golden View Screen. 
To erase, flip over and shake. 
CONTENTS: Plastic, 
7%4x10%46x45 in. 12 Design 
Discs to create geometric 
signs. Instructions. 
AGES, ORD INFO: 4 yrs., up. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 
49C 16584. 287,47 

Сайран scant bv туз итирмир 

Children love to trace, draw and color. . . these 

Skedoodie™ 
drawing and 

design machine 

Etch-a-Sketch® 
Create words, designs 

Spider Man/Hulk& 

(3), ег АШ Men & Monster Mak- 
omy. Choose heads, bodies, 

legs fom the interchangeable plates. 
Place paper over plates and rub with 
а special crayon . . . outline of scary 
or funny combinations of monsters 
and men appear. 
CONTENTS: 18 reversible plastic 
plates including 3 mighty men, mum- 
my, man-beast with tail, alien, ape- 
man and Frankenstein-type monster. 
2 crayons, 4 colored pencils, 4 draw- 
ing sheets, storage tray and drawing 
frame. 13x91 inches. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 5 yrs., up. 
49 C 1644—Wt. 11b. бог. ...96.77 

4) Etch-a-Sketch® by Ohio Art. 
t's challenging fun to create pictures 
by controlling vertical lines with one 
knob and horizontal lines with the 
other. To erase picture, turn board 
over, shake, and start again. 
CONTENTS: Self-contained plastic, 
934x8x1V2 in. thick. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 yrs., 
49 C 16574—Wt. 1 lb. 10 d ETT 97 

Colorforms 

(B) PrestoMagiX Super Heroest Pack. 
Place the dry transfer pictures anywhere on 
full color background scene. 
CONTENTS: 5 packs, 616х914 inches; each 
with 26x91 inch background scene, Includes: 
Batman®* and Robin™*, Superman™*, Won- 
der Woman™*, Incredible Hulk™** and Spi- 
der-Man"* 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 4 to 14 yrs. 
49 C 16448—Wt. 6 oz. 

(6) Spider-Man/Hulk** Colorforms. Col- 
ortorms plastic really sticks. 
CONTENTS: Vinyl plastic laminated to card- 
board, 27x12 in. when open. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 11 Мод 
49 C 16432—Wt. 1 lb 2 oz. 

(7) Hulk** Cartoon Set. Paint within lines 
on reverse side of pre-printed transparent 
sheet. Display cartoon in frames. 
CONTENTS: Six 9x10-in. sheets and frames, 8 
paint colors and 1 paintbrush. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 to 16 yrs. 
49 C 16328—Wt. | lb. 4 oz. 
STM's and © DC Comics. Inc 

**TM's and © Marvel Comics Group 
FTM of D.C. Comics. Inc. and Marvel Comics Group 

Set $4.47 

(8) Super Spirograph® by Ken- 
ner. Simple way to draw complex 
patterns with interlocking wheels 
plus super-large shapes. 
CONTENTS: 54 clear plastic parts: 
wheels, rings, racks, super square. 
Also 4 ballpoint pens, storage tray, 
paper and baseboard. Instr. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 yrs., up. 
49C16346-Wt. 11b.602. ..$7.99 

(9) Lite-Brite® by Hasbro. Lay 
picture outline under screen and 
turn on light. Insert colorful pegs to 
make your picture glow! 
CONTENTS: 16 pre-printed out- 
lines, 8 blank sheets. 9x13-in. plastic 
screen. More than 400 plastic pegs 
in 8 different colors. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed; 110-120-v., 
60-Hz. AC, 5-ft. cord. On-off switch. 
Requires 25-w. bulb (not incl.) Not 
for under ages 4. 
AGES, ORD INFO: 4 yrs., uj 
49C16233-Wt. 3lbs. ... 5 10.47 

Lite-Brite® Refill Set 
CONTENTS: 12 pre-printed pic- 
tures, 24 blank sheets, 160 pegs in 
different colors. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 9 oz. 
49 C 16947—Refill Set. ...$4.99 

(10) Mosaic Set. Create sen- 
tences and number calculations 
with plastic tiles. 

CONTENTS: Plastic board, 854x634 
in. 120 English characters, 52 num- 
bers (incl. div., plus, minus, times 
marks), 224 mosaic tacks, 4 storage 
trays. Imported. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 5 yrs., up. 
49C16445-Wt. 11b. ...Set $3.99 

(11) Peg Lite. Push button to 
light up your picture as you work. 
CONTENTS: 18 pre-printed sheets, 
12 with designs; 152 colored pegs to 
make glow-in-the dark designs. 
Plastic peg box, 8х634х21% in. high. 
Automatic shut-off. Imported. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: Uses 2 “р” 
batteries, e se ois Order pack- 
age below. 4 
49 C 16552 Ун Ti. haere $5.99 

Peg Lite Refill Set 
CONTENTS: 152 plastic pegs. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 oz. 
49 C 16334—Refill Set .. .. 

(12) Super Heroest Pictures 
and 8-pencil Set 

CONTENTS: 8 Color-Vue pencils 
. . . never need sharpening. 20 
12x13-in. pictures: 6 Spider- 
Man**" /Thor**", 9 of Captain 
America**" and 5 of the Hulk**™. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 to 10 yrs. 
49C1687-Wt. 14 oz.....Set $3.99 

13) Deluxe Pencil by Number. 
avorite cartoon characters 

"spring" into action when colored 
pictures are completed. 
CONTENTS: 12 4!-in. pencils, 12 
814x11 in. pictures: 6 of Scooby 
Doo and 6 of Flintstones. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 to 10 yrs. 
49 C 16398—Wt. 9 oz. ‚53.99 
©1977 Hanne-Barbera Enterprises, Inc. 

(14) Paint "№ Swirl. Squeeze col- 
ors on spinning turntable. Swirling 
pictures form quickly. 
CONTENTS: 12 coated 5x7-in. cards 
lus 14 coated 3!4x5-in. cards; 2 
frames; 4 plastic bottles of non-tox- 
ic paint colors; plastic unit 
10¥4x11% in. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: Motor oper- 
ates on 1 "D" battery, not incl., or- 
der kg. below. 5 yrs. 
962122 Wt 21bs. 3€ 3 02. $5,99 

sits "N Swirl Refill Kit. 4 bottles 
of paint; 18 coated 5x7 in. cards; 18 
coated 3Vax5 in. cards, 
ORDER INFO: 
49C2124-Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. Kit $3.44 

VE of 2 "D" Batteries 
9C46329-Wt. 8oz.... 

$1.97 

Pkg. 79c 



Peanuts Mascots 
1 Peanuts people all dressed up with someplace 

to Delightful plastic reproductions. 
jus hands, feet, heads move. Remov- Arms, 

able clothi . 7 inches high. 

Schroeder. In Beethoven sweatshirt, shorts. 
3 м 16296 —Shipping weight 5 oz. 

Snoopy. That great pilot, capped, scarved, full 
of fight, ready to outsmart the Red Baron. 
з м 16295—Shipping weight 5 oz. 

Charlie Brown. He may not win any ball games, 
but he surely will win your heart 
з N 16298—Shipping weight 5 oz 

Lucy. There must be something good about this 
kid—maybe it's her pretty ruffled dress. 

Snoopy Dishes 
2 Dog, cat, even people-sized. Use, too, 

for clips, pins, real peanuts. Plastic, 
assorted colors, (no choice), designs. 
3 N 16288—4% in. Shpg. wt. 2 02.. 97c 
3 N 16287—7 in. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. . .$1.44 

Peanuts Mobile 
3 Snoopy dances, Charlie and Lucy are 

set for the big game, Schroeder has 
his piano, Linus his blanket. Pre-tied, 
ready to hang. Perfectly balanced punch- 
out on 18x24-in. stiff glossy cardboard. 
3 N 16171—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 0z.. .$3.88 

Snoopy and Dog House Bank 

(5 and 6) Specially for Astronauts 
5 Snoopy's Astrobag. All systems are go when your 

little astronaut packs his flight gear in this bright 
red 12x12x4-inch plastic zipper bag 
3 N 16217—Shipping weight 1lb....... $377 

6 Snoopy the Astronaut. In space suit, life-support 
system, helmet, World War I flying ace scarf. 

3 N 16203—8-in. tall. Shipping wt. 11 oz........ $377 

(7 and 8) Snoopy Stuffed Animals 
So lovable, and smart! For Snoopy fanciers of any age 
Acrylic pile, kapok filled. Sponge to clean. 
7 Lying-Down Snoopy. Floppy and cuddly. With 

such a happy smile it really must be a good dream. 
3 N 16101—20 inches long. Shpg. wt. 13 dz... ..$11.44 

3 N 16297 —Shipping weight 5 oz. 

Linus, With (what else?) his blanket. 
З N 16299 —Shipping weight 5 oz 

556 Sears Atbsts 
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77 $2: 4 Drop in coins while Snoopy stands 
(1) guard. Lacquered paper mache 

28277 3N 16181—4x7 in. Wt. 

Peanuts Playables 

Twist them, bend them, make Peanuts 
people do anything you want them to be- 

cause they are pliable plastic. Painted on 
both sides. Lots of fun. Great tension reliev- 
ers for big or little kids. 5% inches high. Non- 
toxic. 
3 N 16105—Snoopy. Wt. 5 oz. $144 
3 N 16106—Charlie Brown. Wt. 5 oz... 144 
3 N 16108—Linus. Wt.50z...... 144 
3 м 16107—Lucy. Wt. 5 oz. +. 1,44 

Autograph Hound 

10 Snoopy pillow. For all your friends to 
sign or just take a snooze on. Cotton 

cover, printed on all sides, kapok filling. 14 
inches high Shipping weight 9 9 ounces. 
3 N 16289..... .$4.50 

Peanuts Date Book 

11 Keep up with the Peanuts crowd 12 
months of fun days. Spiral-bound, dur- 

able cardboard pages filled with colorful 
noteworthy calendar plus hilarious Peanuts 
strips and blow-ups, suitable for framing. 
Great gift for any age. 14 pages. 
3 N 16188—Shpg. wt. 11b.202... . $2.77 

Baseball Caps 
12 Sure to score high with all Peanuts’ fans. 

So why not dress up your team for the 
big 1971 season in a genuine Charlie Brown 
baseball cap? Assortment of live-ball colors. 
No choices. Sturdy wool and rayon felt. 
3 N 1638—Small. Wt. 3 oz. .$329 
3 № 1639— Medium. Wt. 3 . 329 
3 N 1640— Large. Wt. 3 ол... . 329 

Peanuts characters® United Features Syndicate, 1966 

thing . . especially supper. 16 inches high 
$2.88 з N 16109—Shipping weight 14 oz. rs 

Peanuts Coloring Corner 

1 Colorful World of Snoopy: 
Giant coloring book. Delight 

ful scenes for Peanuts fans to color 
and maybe hang on the wall. 1414x 
1934 in. 64 pgs. Shpg wt. 1 lb. 13 oz 
3N 16191..... .$277 

Д Set of 6 Peanuts Colorin 
Books. Such a lot of fun for a 

budding young artists. АП Peanuts 
gang featured. Each book 814x1034 
inches. Total 80 pages. 
3 N 1642—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz...Set $144 

Шур Mr. Sketch Instant Water 
Colors. Brighten Snoopy 

scenes with washable, non-toxic 
paints. Wick-tip felt ‘applicators. 
Set of 12 colors in муо oam tray. 
3 N 27432—Wt. 9 oz......Set $499 

Set of 8. Like (15) сое 
3 м 27431—Wt. 7 oz......Set $344 

168 Big Crayola® Crayon Color 
9 Set. Get 72 of the 

most pn died and beautiful colors 
any crayon expert has ever used, 
Also includes color-drawing book- 
let, project booklet, sharpener. Cray- 
ons all in easy access cardboard tray. 
3 N 4800-Shpg. wt. 11b.8oz.Set$1.79 

EJ: Peanuts Children's Apron, As- 
sorted colors (no choice) with 

Snoopy doing his famous happy 
dance. Mother’s favorite . . keeps 
clothes clean. For coloring, cook- 
outs, cleaning doghouses. Heavy 
cotton, 
3 N 16184—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. ...$2.33 

8 Sitting-up Snoopy. Bright, alert, ready for any- 



Big Haut 
Dump Truck 

1 Grader . . a real multi-action earthmover. Its “blade” rais 

es, lowers, tilts and swings either way to 5 positions. Tan 
dem-pivoted rear wheels; deep-tread tires. Yellow baked en 

amel finish. Measures about 16x6'/.x5'/. inches high. 

49 N 54008—Shipping weight 3 pounds $4.11 

9, Elevating Scraper . . over 2 feet long . . ready for a real 
workout. Load and unload sand or gravel on the crank 

powered rubber conveyor belt. Unit retracts into folding posi 

tion; hopper opens for dumping. Yellow baked enamel finish 

and massive heavy-duty deep-tread tires. Drive unit pivots for 
easy steering. Measures about 25x6x8 inches high. 

79 N 54067C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $8.49 

3 Heavy Bulldozer . . scrapes and moves "tons" of dirt. Big 

“blade” moves to 4 easy-set positions. High gloss yellow 

baked enamel finish. Wide sure-grip tracks have heavy trac 

tion lugs on solid wheels. About 14x8x7'/, inches high. 

49 N 54458—Shipping weight 4 pounds $5.64 

4 “Big Haul" Dump Truck . . durable enough for a child to 
ride. Carries a big load but has smooth balanced action for 

easy raising and dumping. Massive deep-tread tires; enclosed 
cab. Yellow baked enamel finish. 17х6°/,х9 in. high. 
49 N 54058—Shipping weight 5 pounds 9 ounces $5.72 

Street Roller . . really smooths out the rough roads. Rear 

swivel joint provides easy steering and handling. Complete 
with steering wheel, air filter, stack, rear grill and big deep 

tread tires. Yellow baked enamel finish, orange plastic roller. 
Measures about 16'/,x7x7°/, inches high. 
49 N 58038—Shipping weight 4 pounds $6.12 

G A great low price for this Michigan Jumbo Crane. 
and you get a powerful magnet plus a giant scoop. Use 

magnet to clear the area, then attach scoop that "bites' up a 

full load, swings around to unloading area and trips open au- 

tomatically when raised to top of boom. Positive stop winch 

raises, lowers boom. Crane cab s in a full circle. 6 deep- 
tread tires. Yellow baked enamel. 7x10 in. high with boom 

back. 
79 N 54459C—Shipping weight 9 pounds E 57.99 
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CONSTRUCTION 
CREW AT WORK 
SIX ALL-STEEL NYLINT EARTHMOVERS 

Michigan 
Jumbo Crane 

SOLD.ONLY АТ SEARS 

ris into dump 
truck 



Wireless pocket-size WALKIE-TALKIES 
go anywhere kids can go... 

Our best Я 
Child's Walkie-Talkie 

features special 
circuitry that 

prolongs battery life 
and reduces static 

Tac беу 

Pretend you're an astronaut . . 
or a spy . . or just talk about 
tomorrow's ball game. Walkie- 
talkie operates on Citizens Band 
channel 14. . no license re- 
quired. Solid state circuit with 
crystal-controlled transmitter. 
Plastic and metal unit has vol- 
ume control, on-off switch, talk- 
listen button and 35-inch tele- 
scoping antenna. 1'/,x2°/,x6 
inches high overall. Uses one 9- 
volt battery, order package be- 
low. From Japan. 
49 C 2401—Wt. 12 oz. Ea. $10.99 

Ce a аре 758 

Sears Battery Shop 
Carbon Zinc Batteries 

Package of 4 
3 от. Pkg. 69с 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 4693—Wt. 8 oz Pkg. $1.39 
“О” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 4695- Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. Pkg. $1.39 

Package of 2. 
Вот. Pkg. 90c 

6-volt Battery. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 
49 C 4634 Each $1.35 

Alkaline Batteries. Last up to 7 
times longer than standard carbon 
zinc batteries. 
"C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 4654—Wt. 5 oz. 
"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 4653—Wt. 1102. Pkg. $1.39 

Pkg. 99c 
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child's Wireless 
Walkie-Talkies 

Only 5138: 

Doaa 

without 
batteries 

Send and receive important mes- 

sages from across the street or 
from room to room. Walkie-talk- 
ies operate on Citizens Band 
channel 14 . . no license required. 

Come with wrist straps. Plastic 
and metal units have volume con- 
trol, on-off switch, talk-listen but- 
ton and 35-inch telescoping an- 
tenna, 1%/x2%x5% in. high over 
all. Set uses two 9-volt batteries, 
order pkg. below. From Japan. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
49С24214.........5е $13.88 

ATE 
Astrex Base Station 

$1999 Tes 

Tune in on police, fire and marine 
radio communications on all 23 Cit. 
izens Band channels. Crystal-con 
trolled transmitter lets you send 
your own signals to other nearby 
stations and walkie-talkies on chan 
nel 14. . no license required. Porta 
ble, solid state base station gives 
you instant power . . no warm-up 
time needed. Rugged plastic case 
has built-in speaker-microphone, 
antenna, volume control, channel 
selector and talk-listen button. *B" 
audio circuit prolongs battery life. 
10х4х4'/, inches high. Uses 6 “С” 
batteries, not incl., order pkg. at 
left. 
49 C 24099—Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. .$19.99 

E 

D 

Listen to radio operators or emergency vehicles 

3 different channels . . talk to 

other base stations or walkie-talkies 

ds? [Sears] 563 



Watch tiny details “grow” 
as you increase power 

300X Microscope 
View specimens thru 100X 
200X and 300X objective 

lenses on a turret that 

revolves for easy viewing 

with clear, sharp images 

$995 
See an insect turn monster or a 
universe in a drop of water, Great 
for beginners! Precision-ground 
glass lenses and rack-and-pinion 
focusing provide clear image of 
each specimen. Substage mirror 
illuminates slide without batter- 
ies; two stage clips hold slide se- 
curely in place for viewing. 

Strong, all-steel microscope 
body 7% inches high. Imported 
from Japan. Ages 10 to 16. Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
48 N 24033 $9.95 

600X Zoom Microscope 

Zoom eyepiece and revolving turret 
with 3 objective lenses increase 
magnification from a base of 
100X all the way to 600X with 

the flick of a finger 

$ 1 995 without 
batteries 

10X, 20X and 40X objective lenses on 
revolving turret and 10-to-15X twist 
zoom eyepiece are precision-ground 
glass. Rack-and-pinion focusing for 
clear, sharp images. Substage light or 
mirror illumination. Down-stop helps 
prevent slide breakage. Metal micro- 
Scope measures 9 inches high. Uses 2 
"AA" batteries—order pkg. below. 

From Japan. Ages 10 to 16. 
49 н 24034—Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. ....819.95 

"AA" Batteries. Package of 4. 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. 

49 N 46991 =i.. +. Package 69c 

NOTE: Microscopes not recommended for ages under 8: contain glass 

"т 

y" 
шш 

Save 12% YZE 
on Prepared 

Slide Set when 

View comfortably 
with both eyes 

500X Binocular 
Microscope 
and Lab set 

$2497 
without 
battery 

* Revolve turret to select 50X, 250X or 500X objective lenses 

* Start your lab work with 12 prepared slides 

* Keep equipment neatly organized in fold-together metal case 

Die-cast metal binocular microscope. See clear images at magnifications 
of SOX, 250X and 500Х. Polarizing filters help reduce light glare and 
distortions. Includes 2 blank slides with cover slips and labels, test 
tubes, rack. Plus detailed instruction manual. Mater’ ls included store 
neatly in 3-wing metal cabinet. Substage light uses one “AA” battery, 
order pkg. at left. Ages 10 to 16. Not recommended for ages under 
8—contains glass 
49 N 24263—Shipping weight 9 pounds 8 ounces $24.97 
NOTE: Slide Preparation Kit below (49 N 24186) not recommended for ages under 
B. The chemicals in t! kit, if misused, may be harmful and should not be used by 
children except under adult supervis 

mm 

RUE 

Umm 

Prepare 25 of your 
own slides with this Kit 179 

Includes slides, cover slips, labels, fruit flies 
and more. Plus Canada Balsam for mount- 
ing, methylene blue for staining. Even 6 pre- 
pared slides. 10 to 16. Japan. 
таа dips. we 1d oz RES Kit $3.99 
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олу ЗД Т1 
when bought with 
any microscope 

you buy any 

microscope 
on this page 

60 Prepared $545 
Slides alone 

Set includes 5 boxes (each with 12 slides) of 
professionally-prepared and labeled slides 
ready for your microscope study. Ages 10 to 
16. From Japan. Shipping weight 14 ounces. 
49 N 24037—Slides only $545 

Slides bought with microscope. 
49 N 24037 34.77 



accessories add to your track layout realism 

Save +1.50 when you buy 
Spur Track with any other HO 
accessory on these 2 pages 

when purchased with any 
other HO-scale accessory 

Expand your track layout with this spur unit. One remote control 
switch, four 9-inch straight tracks, and illuminated bumper. Plas- 
tic, metal. Shipping weight 14 oz. 
49 C 9705—Spur Track only 

49 C 9705—Spur Track when bought with HO-scale accessory .#5.45 

15 Log Mill. Levers make logs roll 
down chute onto сат. . car 

dumps logs. Plastic, metal. Japan. 
49 C 9710—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. ...$8.66 

16 Coaling Station. Two flood- 
lights illuminate operation. Open 

dump on hopper car (incl.) . . empty 
coal into bin. Reload coal with screw 
conveyor. Styrene. Track not incl. 
49C9711—Wt. 2 lbs. 202.......9997 

er. Remote control tractor goes 
back and forth; fork lift loads and un- 
loads truck trailers onto piggyback 
flat car. Plastic, metal. From Japan. 
49 C 95303—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 о2.......%9.44 

18 Freight Depot. Remote control 
tractor loads, unloads pipes. 

Plastic, metal. Japan. Track not incl. 
49 C 96314—Shipping wt. 14 ог..87.44 

nal bridge, railroad work car, ranch 
house. Plastic. Unassem. Track not incl. 
49 С 9708—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 

Dockside Crane 

Crane moves full length of dock. 
Twist knob to move crane car back 
and forth and to raise or lower cargo 
clamp. Includes dock, crane, crates, 
pallets, 4 track sections, boat, storage 
shed, uncoupler. 17x16x7% in. high. 
Plastic. From Hong Kong. 
79 C9713C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ...$1444 

LIFE-LIKE® Country Landscape Set $899 
17 Piggyback Loader and Unload- Make your layout more realistic. Includes S0x99-inch “grass” mat, 50x12-inch 

“path” mat, 50x12-inch “earth” mat, 10 assorted trees, road signs, telephone 
poles, highway billboards. Plastic, wood, rubber and moss construction. 
79 C 95258C—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

19 Amtrak Passenger Car Set. In- 
cludes lighted coach, combine 

and observation cars. Plastic and 
metal. Combine and coach cars mea- 
sure 934x174ex174 in. high. Observa- 
tion car measures 9!gx 174x174 in. 
49 9731—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 ог. ..Set $17.44 

20 Amtrak F-9 Lighted Diesel Lo- 
comotive. Metal and plastic. 

Measures 735xix2'4 in. high. Japan. 
49 C 9607—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ...... 59.97 

Set $8.99 

21 Freight Car Set. Incl. Jello cov- 
ered hopper car, Popsicle ex- 

press reefer, Coca-Cola triple-dome 
tank car. 9 to 12 in. Plastic. Japan. 
49 C 9730—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... .Set $5.66 

29 Operating Car Set. Includes car 
with working light, crane car 

with working hook, boom and track 
cleaning car. Plastic and metal con- 
struction. 5% to 774 in. long. Taiwan. 
49 C 9706—Shpg. wt. 12 Set $5.66 

Pact 



Throw your 
voice . - 

Put on a show; 

be a star 

(1 thru 6) 
Mouth opens by 
pulling string in 

back of doll's neck 

Ventriloquist Case 

(1 thru 7) 
(1) Bozo the famous TV clown. 
BODY. DETAILING: Back neck string to open mouth. 
30 in. tall. Vinyl head, hands. Stuffed body, painted 
face. Yarn hair. Wears clown suit and shoes. 
ORDERING INFO: Instruction booklet included. 
49 N 36045—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $12.97 

(2) Tessie Talk 
BODY, DETAILING 
Back neck string to open mouth. 18 in. tall. АП vinyl 
body; jointed arms, legs. Painted face. Rooted hair. 
Wears dress, hat, panties, shoes, socks. 
ORDERING INFO: Instruction booklet included. 
49 М 36002—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. $11.45 

(3) Howdy Doody. . . TV friend of Buffalo Bob. 
BODY, DETAILING: Back neck string to open mouth. 
24 in. tall. Vinyl head, hands. Stuffed body, painted 
face. Molded hair. Wears pants, shirt, kerchief. 
ORDERING INFO: Instruction booklet included. 
49 N 36016—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 2 oz. 
(4) Willie Talk 
BODY, DETAILING: Back neck string to open mouth. 
23 in. tall. Vinyl head, hands. Stuffed body, painted 
face. Molded hair. Wears jacket, dickey, slacks. 
ORDERING INFO: Instruction booklet included. 
49 N 36003— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $9.95 

$9.97 

HUGO...man of 
a thousand faces 

$1144 

Hugo can be anything . . . make him 
into villains, heroes, comics and spies. 
Disguises adhere easily with special 
non-toxic glue included. 
BODY. DETAILING: Hand puppet 
with plastisol head, painted eyes, vi 
nyl hands and cloak. 13 inches tall. 
ACCESSORIES: Includes nylor wig, 
moustaches, beards, scars, moles, 
false noses, eyeglasses and chins. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 11 years old. Not for 
ages under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFO: Wis 2 Ibs. 
49 N 36044 $11.44 
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Ventriloquist Dolls. FOR AGES: 6 and up due to skill and aptitude required. 

(5) Charlie McCarthy Edgar Bergen's pal 
E 5: Back neck string to open mouth. 

hands. Stuffed body, painted 
face. Molded hair. Wears tux, top hat, monocle. 
ORDERING INFO: Instruction booklet included. 
49 N 36013—Shpz. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. $11.97 

(6) Lester Willie Tyler's special friend. 
BODY, DETAILING: Back neck string to open mouth. 
26 in. tall. Vinyl head, hands. Stuffed body, painted 
face. Rooted hair. Wears jacket, pants, glasses. 
ORDERING INFO: Instruction booklet pce 
49 N 36033—Shpzg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. $10.94 

(7) Simon Sez 
3: Professional ventriloquist mecha. 

E . . open doll's mouth and turn his 
head. 30 in. tall. Vinyl head, hands. Molded body with 
stuffed legs and painted face. Molded hair. Wears 
sweater-shirt and slacks. 
ORDERING INFO: Instruction booklet included. 
49 N 36015—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. $14.99 

(8) Ventriloquist Case. Show-biz look case holds 
most sizes of ventriloquist dolls—just fold up legs. Vi 
nyl-covered fiberboard body, metal frame. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 16х1134х61% in. deep. 
79 N 36036C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $6.99 

Use your imagination to create 

disguises like these and тоге 

to-use features on their 
dolis. 



(12 and 13) 
Coaster Brake Bicycles 

ME" efficient brake system than 
front brake-pedal models 
brakes are in wheel hub 
so feet stay on pedals 
PLUS there is not the 
rear tire wear. 

Y M 

13-inch girls’ Bicycle 
with coaster brakes 

$4299 

(12 and 13) Beginners’ Bikes 
with coaster brakes. 
BRAKES: Coaster type, above. 
WHEELS, TIRES: Nylon-bearing 
wheels. 13x1.62 in. wide semi 
pneumatic tires. Detachable 5-in. 
plastic training wheels. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: 
Steel frame, chrome-plated han- 
dlebars. 3-pc. crank with nylon 
bearings. (12) with chrome-plated 
fenders, padded saddle; (13) with 
steel front fender, plastic saddle. 
COMPONENTS: Vinyl grips, bow 
type pedals. Chain guard. 
GES: 4 to 8 yrs. For leg lengths 

from saddle to bottom pedal: (12) 
16 to 19 in; (13) 15 to 17 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Part 
ly assembled. Instructions incl. stop by pushing the front 
(12) 13-inch girls’ Bike. brake-pedal down 
Vinyl basket, floral decoration. which pushes brake mech- 
79C87509C-Wt. 25 lbs. $42.99 anism against rear tire. 
(13) 13-in. Motocross-style Bike 
Plastic gas tank, number plate. 
79C87507L-Wt. 26 lbs. $42.99 
(14 and 15) Beginners’ Bicy- 
cles with pedi-brakes 
BRAKES: Pedi-brake, right. 
WHEELS, TI Nylon bearing 
wheels. 1 62 in. wide semi 
pneumatic tires. Detachable 5-іп. 
plastic training wheels. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE 
Steel frame. (14) chrome-plated 
handlebars, enam. fenders; (15) 
enam. handlebars. 3-pc., nylon 
bearing crank. Plastic saddle. 
COMP.: Vinyl finger grips, bow 
type pedals. Chain guards. 
AGES: 4 to 8 yrs. For leg lengths 
from saddle to bottom pedal: (14) 
16 to 19 in.: (15) 18 to 20 in. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assem- 
bled. Instructions included. 
(14) 13-inch girls’ Bike. 
79C87505C- 24 lbs. $33.99 
(15) 13-in. Motocross-style. 
79C87503C-Wt. 24 Ibs. $33.99 ; raoc 

13-inch giris’ Bicycle 
with pedi-brake 

$3399 



Fuel-powered 
Cessna 210 Centurion... 
ready to fly in less than 

30 minutes 

without starter [Vig rici Cox/Sanwa 13997 А 
(1) Radio-contro! Plane flies without lines 
HOW IT WORKS: Insert radio components inside fuse- 
lage and start engine. Take off, climb, circle, dive, 
land—all by moving controls on hand-held 2-channel 
radio transmitter, 
CONSTR: A model of the Cessna 210 Centurion. 
Formed plastic components authentically painted, 
Powered by Cox .049 engine. Pop-off wing and spring 
wire tricycle landing gear. High wing design for 
smooth flight. 36-in. wingspan, Radio (imported) can 
be installed; ready to fly in under 30 min. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 16 years, up. Requires starter kit, 
battery (not incl., order below, right), Needs 12 alka- 
line "AA" batteries, (not incl), order 6 pkgs, below. 
Class "C" FCC license required (free upon request 
from FCC). Partly assembled. See Note, bel 
79 М 2087C—Shipping wt. 5 lbs. ..,... 

Alkaline "AA" Batteries, Package of 2. 
49 N 46999—Shipping wt. 20z,...... Pkg. 99c 

NOTE: (1), (3), (4). (В), (6) and 47) warranted by Cox Hobbies. 
inc. Write for Traa copy, see page 330. 

(3) 
HOW IT WORKS: Two-function radio controls 
fully proportional steering to make car turn left, 
right within the area of 2 football fields. 
CONSTR: Cox .049 engine. Plastic. 15 in. long. 

(2) RCR Radio Command Racing™ Pro-Am Car Fuel-powered radio-control Interceptor 
HOW IT WORKS: Hand-held transmitter controls fully 
proportional steering to right or left. Four-position fre- 
quency switch allows 4 cars to race at a time. Variable 
forward and reverse speeds. Separate recharging battery 
case. 
CONSTR: Plastic and metal, 12 in. long. 1⁄6 scale for in- 
door or outdoor use. 75-ft. control range. 
AGES. ORD. INFO: 10 years, up. Pre-assembled uses two 
9-v. batteries (not incl), order pkgs., facing pg. and 6 
“D” alkaline batteries (not incl), order pkgs. on pg. 561. 
Meets FCC requirements. No license required. 
49 N 2225—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. ........ Each $84.97 

AGES. ORDER INFO: 12 years, up. Pre-assem- 
bled. Steering powered by one 9-volt and 4 “АА” 
batteries, Order “AA” batteries above. Order 9-v. 
batteries facing page. Engine requires starter kit, 
battery, (not incl.), order at right. See Note 
above. Meets FCC requirements. No license re- 
que рр жеи 2 pounds. 
49N . $48.88 
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Line-controlléd 
fuel-powered 
F-18 Eagle 

[4] 

Line-controlled 
lue-powered 

Skyraider m Ree т: 

(4) F-15 Eagle. Offers smooth, responsive con- 
trols for beginning pilots. 
CONSTRUCTION: .049 engine. Plastic. 13% in. 
long, 15-in. wingspan. 1-piece body, tough wire 
landing gear. Impact-release engine, blunt-edge 
propeller. Patterned from Navy's F-15. 
AGES. ORD. INFO: 10 and up. Partially assembled. 
Needs starter kit, battery sold below. See Note. 
79 М 2135C—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. . :...88.66 

(B) Skyraider. Features а special two-line Blip 
"Throttle Control System. Engine power may be set 
high or low by a flick-of-the-wrist while plane is on 
ground or in flight. 
CONSTRUCTION: .049 engine. Gray plastic. 16 
inches long. 20-inch wingspan. 
AGES, ORD. INFO; 10 and up. Partially assembled. 
Needs starter kit, battery sold below. See Note. 
79 М 1944C—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. $16.88 

Fuel-powered [6] 
Sky-Copter 

(6) Sky-Copter. Engine-powered helicopter rises 
hundreds of feet. Special 20-in. rotor system pro- 
vides in-flight stability, allows slow, vertical de- 
scent, soft landings, 
CONSTRUCTION: .020 engine. Plastic. 19%; inches 
long, 3 inches wide. Clear fuel tank allows precise 
fuel measurement. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 10 and up. Pre-assembled. 
Requires starter kit, battery sold below. See Note. 
79 N 2137C—Shipping weight 2 lbs. ....914.97 

(7) Sandtracker. Modeled after super-fast sin- 
gle-seaters in Mexico 1000 race. 
CONSTR: .049 engine. Plastic. 12 inches long. Large 
capacity fuel tank. 20 to 1 gear ratio. Adjustable 
steering, roll cage. Quick start engine. 
AGES. ORDERING INFO: 10 and up. Pre-assem- 
bled. Requires starter kit, battery, order below. See 
Note at left above. 
49 N 21101—Shipping weight 2 lbs.. .... $15.97 

Accessories (not shown). 
ORDERING INFORMATION.: 

Starter Kit. For Cox gas engines. Includes banery 
wire, fe wrench, !-pt. Glow Power fuel and fuel 
ing sj 
49N (22853 Shipping weight 1 lb. ...Kit $3.66 
Starter Battery. For Cox gas engines. 1Y2-v. 
49 N 21003—Shps. wt. 1 lb. 20z. ........92.27 
Glow Power Fuel. 1 pint for general Dum. 
49 N 22854—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. $2.27 
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creative toys help make it easy and fun 

Super Spirograph® makes fantastic patterns 
plus "super" intricate designs 

Peg Lite push button 
to make your picture light up 

Lite-Brite® Peg Set create glowing 
Pictures that light up the darkness 

Super Heroes Pictures and 8 Pencil by Number 
Color Vue Pencils Set 12 cartoon pictures 

Tanio pibe scans ty чэчен conn 



Charlie Brown 3 

Pennant. The big stars themselves from their very own 
movie seated in their very own director's chairs . . ready 
any minute for the take. Brightly colored all-wool pennant. 
11%x30-in. 
з м 16281—Shipping weight 1 оџпсе.............. $1.17 

Book. Good grief! Charlie Brown a spelling expert? Travels 
to New York City for the finals? Will he be the newchamp? 
Find out in this new Charlie Brown book based on Charles 
Schulz's first full length movie about the Peanuts gang. 100 
full color illustrations from the film. Hard cover. 146 pages. 
3 N 16139—Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces. . ..$5.66 

PEANUTS Classics 

Favorites with all Peanuts 
fans. Bright and cheerful, 
full of Peanuts philosophy. 

io 
3N EL ES 

3N1611—I am 
Burst. 

Got to 

Can't Stai 
3N16121-Curse You, 
3N16118-Love is W: 
3N1616-For a Nickel 
3N16122-I Need All the 

Each book over 60 pages, 
30 illustrations. Each 5%4x 
534 inches. Hard covers. 
з м 16214— Peanuts Cook 

Book 
3 N 16148—Happiness is а 

Sad Song 
3 N 16163—Suppertime 
3 N 16154— Home ison Top 

of a Dog House 

3N16153—Christmas із 
Together Time 

3 N 16159— еш is а 
Thumb and a Blanket 

3 N 16158—Happiness is a 
Warm Puppy 

3N 16152—Love is Walk- 
ing Hand in Hand 

3 N 16173— Peanuts Lunch 
Bag Cook Book 

Wt. ea. 6 oz.....Ea. $229 

PEANUTS Favorites 
Charlie Brown's Yearbook. In- 
cludes those great TV favorites: 
You're in Love, Charlie Brown; 
Charlie Brown's All-Stars; He's 
Your Dog, Charlie Brown; It’s 
the Great Pumpkin, Charlie 
Brown. 186 pages. Beautiful full 
color cartoons. 844x8% in. 
3 N 16149—Wt. 1 lb. 9 oz..$5.66 

A Charlie Brown Christmas. 
Charming TV classic in book 
form. Color illustrations. 48 
pages. 830х814 inches. 
3 N 16131-Shpg. wt. 11 02.$2.77 

Peanuts Revisited. Frustrated? 
Need help? Like to laugh? Here's 
the perfect book containing the 
best of Charles Schulz's famous 
Peanuts cartoons. 5%x8% in. 
228 pages. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
З.Н 16142: Siena sles oem $2.77 

| PEANUTS 
REVISITED 

Peanuts Project Book. Some- 
thing for everyone to do! Puz- 
zles, songs, a Peanuts play, 
cookie recipes, painting pages, 
even cut-outs for the Christmas 
tree. 52 pages. 12x17 inches. 
3 N 16155—Wt. 1 lb. 7 02..$2.77 

Peanuts Treasury. Ten-year col- 
lection of delightful Peanuts ad- 
ventures. Charlie Brown in de- 
feat, Lucy frustrated, Snoopy's 
fantasies, By Charles M. Schulz. 
254 pages. 844x114 inches. 
3 N 16134—Wt. 1 Ib. 15 02.84.74 

States Dabs scans by ннан com 

3 N 1607— The Secret of 
Your Worries to a 

Shipping weight each 2 ounces. 

NEW! PEANUTS Little Books 
Hard-cover pocket carriers. Take your Peanuts fa- 
vorites with you everywhere, Just 314x534 inches. 
зм 16199—Wi ng May Not Be Everything but 

Losing Isn't Anything 
3 N 16198— It's Fun to Lie Here and Listen to Sounds 

of the Night 
3N16197—1t Really Doesn't Take Much to Make 

a Dad Happy 
з N 16196— For a Nickel I Can Cure Anything 
Shipping weight each 3 ounces........... Each $1.44 

PEANUTS Cartoon Books 
‘The warm and wry humor of Charlie Brown, Snoopy, 
Linus, and all their pals, in black-and-white cartoons. 
5Мх8 in. 128 pgs. Paperbound. Wonderful keepsakes. 
3 N 1641— You've Had It, Charlie Brown 
3 N 16176—But We Love You, Charlie Brown 
3 N 16141— You're You, Charlie Brown 
3 N 16166— It's a Dog's Life, Charlie Brown 
3 N 16183— The Unsinkable Charlie Brown 
3 № 16167—Snoopy 
3 N 16177—Snoopy, Come Home 
3 N 16156—Go Fly a Kite, Charlie Brown 
3 N 16165— You Can Do It, Charlie Brown 
3 N 16169— You're Something Else, Charlie Brown 
hipping weight each 5 ошпсев............. Each 89c 

PEANUTS Paperbacks 

(1 and 2) Sets of Six Books. Ea. 128 pgs. 4!4x7 іп. 
1 All This and Snoopy, Too; Here Comes Snoopy; 

We're оп Your Side, Charlie Brown; You're Му 
Него, Charlie Brown; Hey Peanuts; You аге Тоо 
Much, Charlie Brown. 
3 м 16185—Shipping weight set 1 lb. 602.. ..Set $2.94 

Nobody's Perfect, Charlie Brown; Peanuts for 
Everybody; We Love You, Snoopy; You're a Brave 

Man, Charlie Brown; Here's to You, Charlie Brown; 
This is Your Life, Charlie Brown. 
3 N 16186—Shpg. wt. set 1 lb. 6 oz. Set $2.94 

Snoopy and His Sopwith Camel. 68 pages. 54x8% in. 
з м 16187— Shipping weight 8 ounces.......... $179 

Snoopy and the Red Baron. 514x814 in. 64 pages. 
3 N 16162—Shipping weight 11 ounces......... $179 

The Parables of Peanuts. By Robert Short. 328 pages. 
3 N 16218—5\4х8М in. Shipping wt. 11 02....... $179 

PEANUTS in Spanish 

iAhora! Peanuts habla español. 2 of the most popular 
Peanuts books. 5%х8 in. 128 pages. Paperbacks. 
3 М 1644—Snoopy, Vuelve a Casa. Wt. 5 oz. $1.44 
3 N 1643—Adelante, Charlie Brown. Wt. 5 0: . 144 
Peanuts characters © United Features Syndicate, 1966 

3N1610-To Know Me Is to Love | 
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CATCH THAT GAR! 
Only if y 

з 

wre quick.. | 

Have fun matching wits 
as the getaway car tries 

. to outsmart the 
pursuing police car 

remote 
unit tc 
divider for r 
turn. Push again 
to move divider 

баск. . polic 
goes le! 

you're in the clear 

Zoom around . . switch tracks 
. . make your getaway 

with new remote control 
Highway Police Chase Game 

$099 um 
Realistic 
tollgate stops 
Cars. . unless 
release button is 
pushed. It's a real 
Crook-catcher 

Track, 
2cars, 

Switches included 

Now, the big cops "n robbers chase comes right into your play room. This exciting 
game is made of colorful high-impact plastic for long life. Layout measures 40x60 
inches long. Cars each 4 in. long. Uses 2 penlight batteries; not incl, order pkg. below. 
Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
49 N 57047—From Japan. Shipping weight 4 роцпдѕ..................... Set $9.99 

"AA" Penlight Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8402—Shipping weight б ounces ................................... Pkg. 99¢ 

Climbs. then 
fips over 

Á on way down 

The “Do Anything" 

Stunt Car Set 

Crazy Buggy Set $699 M 

You've seen the pros perform these wild stunts . . now you 
can see the same thrilling action at home. Brightly-colored 
plastic stunt car performs 5 different tricks as it speeds 
around its big 6-foot long track . . it climbs hills, flips over 
on way down, does “wheelies” on rear tires, 2-wheel corner 
ing, and bumpy-road driving. Track is 36x16x10 in. high; car 
3'/, in. long. Uses 1 "C" battery; order pkg. below. 
49 М 58125—From Japan. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz. Set $6.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8406—Shipping weight 12 ounces Package $1.19 

Your plane’s in a spin. . 
it's upside down! 

Don't worry ж" 
everything's t- 
under control. 

Plane and 
Apollo rocket 

defy gravity 
as they climb r4 
steep track- 

hills on inside, 
outside, even 
upside down 

Grippidee-Gravidee $1199 
Flip the vehicles’ control switch to start 'em "flying". Re 
volving switch at track's intersection changes vehicles to 
same or separate tracks. Automatic turn bases reverse vehi 
cles’ direction, rotary bucket flips them over. 16 curved, 5 
straight track pieces snap together many ways. Space dome 
has spinning antenna. Vehicles (ea. 47, in. long) use 4 “С” 
batteries, not incl., order pkg. below. Plastic. 
79 М 54238C—From Japan. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 N 8411—Shipping weight 8 ounces... ... Package $2.49 

Set $11.99 



99 
battery 

Plastic Junior Karate Robots 
Such a low price. They advance, Truck, Car Putt Putt Set 
ight, turn somersaults and риз! Hardwood bodies, plastic Ie and 

3x5x6 tego Ыз gens wheels, metal axles. 3'/-in. 101 
3-in. long car. Natural colored 

tery, order е below. truck; 
49C81013-Red. Wt. 13 oz Ea. *1.99 mood bos yS ana boe eg Set $1.90 
49C51014-Blue. Wt. 130z. ..Ea. 199 ре. 
"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 С 4693—Wt. 8 oz. 

:2.99 Batteries Cut ‘1 1 Ring a 
(1 thru 4) Jaws snap, eyes, mouth glow by remote N Die 
control. Each uses 2 “D” batt. order pkg. below. 9 

Cash 
1 Чоп. Brown plastic. 8x4x4 inches high. 

49 С 51021—Shipping wt. 14 oz. .....Ea. $1.99 

Hippo. Purple plastic. 7x5x4 inches high. 
2 49 C 53041—Shipping wt. 1 1. 1 oz. .. Ea. $1.99 

3 Rhinoceros. Tan plastic. 7х5х4 in. bigh. 

Register 

~ Quick Draw 

49 C 53042—Shipping wt. 13 oz. $1.99 P iy ctore Pu dide of window, a blank sheet of 
4 Black Leopard. Black plastic. 8x4x3 in. high other, look thru window . . picture is re- Ages 3 to 5 play with basic numbers. 

49 С 51022—Shipping wt. 14 oz. Еа. $1.99 ү blank sheet. Just trace what you see. Incl. Push the button . . bell rings, drawer 
^D" Batter Package of 6. 9'/x1-in. window, 6 pictures, 3 crayons, Í pencil. opens. Plastic, 7'⁄ in. high. 
49 C 4695. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. ..Pkg.*1.39 49 C 16154—Instructions. Wt. 11b. 12 о2......... $1.99 49C 16189—Wt. 11b. 60z....... $199 

Оз, 

[24 
Qe 

Child 
Santa's 

Nerf Guidance > 
Football Keys of Learning toc ing 

Dente foam makes Nerf great to Child puts 6 different-shaped 
‘Soft Shot” throw; soft, it won't walls blocks into correct nests, then 

or йге, Easy grip for small finds right key to release each 
Indoor or hands . . 5, size ball, 10 in. long. block. Released blocks form jig u e r 
Outdoor esu Sie wt. 7 oz. ...91.99 saw puzzle. Ages 2 to 6. Plastic. 

Basketball 49 C 44045—Wt. 11b. 8 oz. ..$1.99 

Now you can practice rain or 
shine. Have just as much fun 
Bulgar, Sy m Ld i 

tee indoors. Sic inch, ‘flatable 

Bright red plastic Football 
helmet for little grid 
stars. White center Helmet 

ball won't things. 1 stripe, double-bar 

11-inch hoop has adjustable Playtime face guard. Foam 

bracket that hangs over any Pounding / Ху fubber padded at 
door; move it easily, bring it Bench б р es ead, ears. 

gutdoors: Wall bracket too. Squiggles Lacing Toy eadband fits sizes 

Ages 4 and up. Phone ordering's All wood. Pound 8 from either up to 6⁄4. Ages 6 to 
à quick, easy way to buy it. side. Non-toxic. Hardwood mallet. Threading toy or pull toy. Large 10. Not rec ommend- 

ipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 10/34/34 in. Ages 2-6. hole in beads. Non-toxic colors. ed for regulation 
49651814... $1.99 49 C 44046—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. ....$1.99 eee hes long. Hardwood, Ages 2 play. vsu 

b. 2 0; 
49 C 44729—Wt. 9 oz. ++ $1.99 49С 29316 $1.99 

SL Pi 
Drum 

ONE reangan EXE Ke! Child learns hour-minute relation- 
Tension spring clips. Two 9-in. Spirotot ships by moving clock hands and 
LON'" plastic beating surface 

drumsticks. 36-in. strap. 8%/,х9°/, by fitting red "minute" discs over 
Spirograph for preschoolers. green "hour" circles. АП plastic. 3-10, ВАРО raw Plastic. Ages 4 to 8. 10x7 inches. Ages 4 to В, Singapore. 

ср 49 C 16047—Wt. 13 oz. 49 C 16389—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ...$1.99 

ү Sturdy Punchos 
Trigger-Jet Plane David Cut-away style (5 and 6) Knock "em, sock 
DEC татты Cassidy Ванда fet They akp panishpent un shoots your plane hy л » £010 3 

high into the air. Adjust flaps to Guitar picture. 4-string, and comet eed xe Doi vinyl 
ake it loop, circle back. Goes 21 in. long. Plas with weighted bottoms. In- 

over 150 feet. Plane of high-im- tic. Fretted fin flatable. Ages 3 to 10. 
pact plastic has soft, анар gerboard WE 
nose cone; wingspread is 10*/7 position marks 
inches, length 18 inches. Gun of А precision friction 5 Seren De AA ta, tall, 
plastic, hardwood and steel. For pegs: Agas 3-10. 49C 29058 ...... $1.99 
ages 4 to 12. ; ЖАЫ у-у " 
49 С 22968—Wt. 14 oz.....$1.99 fe 49 С 66496 .$199 Bozo, 36 in. tall. China. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
564 [Sears] iiS 5 49029411.. nr 
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Explore the miracle and mystery of the world 

BI "PTT. 
BBB 8888 

Senior Chemistry Lab Set $2099 
Includes centrifuge, spectroscope, beam scale, 

32 chemicals, 96-page Golden Book and lots more 

Perform "magic" tricks; explore the stages of matter, from gas to liquid to solid: make a "chemical volcano"; 
test food for fats, acid and minerals, Fully-illustrated 96-page Golden Book “Exploring Chemistry, Volume 
II" included shows you how. Set includes 32 chemicals in break-resistant bottles, eye-dropper, plastic 
measuring spoon, alcohol lamp, tripod for heating chemicals. All PYREX® brand glassware includes two 
25ml, flasks, 2 beakers, 8 standard test tubes. Also, litmus paper, 2 test tube гас lamp, brush, funnel, 
blowtorch, wash bottle and corks. All store inside 6-wing steel case. Ages 10 to 16. See Note below. 
79 № 24284C—Shipping weight 12 pounds ........ esses 37 T seve Set $20.99 

Microscope Lab Set 

$1799 
cells and m 

nd glass lenses 

and the three mag 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES 

Сабо page scans by dieisthasumisetediwical com 



TYCO HO-scale Electric Train Sets 

12-unit Twin Diesel Freight Set 
3 remote Control Switches put you in control 

* Chessie Alco 430 lighted engine 

$699? | $1997 =: 
1 Haul freight on our iargest set headed by lighted Alco 430 diesel with 

^andrails. Pulls non-powered “А” unit and 10 cars including: box 
ar. Texaco tank car. flat car with 3 tractors, operating crane car, boom 
ender, hopper, log dump car, pulpwood car. piggyback flat car with 2 
ratlers. caboose. Train measures 8124 in. long. Track features 2 

[1] straight rerailers, curved terminal rerailer. bumper track. 24 signs and 
poles. 6-watt (VA) power pack UL listed for 110-120-volt. 60-Hz. AC. 
Plastic and metal. Not recommended for ages under 8. 

аск sections form 
x45-inch double oval layout 

with SDUrSiding ee 

78 C 9554C—Shipping weight 9 pounds Set $69.99 

Lighted Alco 430 Diesel Locomotive and “А” unit only. 
19 C 9702—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces $19.97 

inc (2) 1те 
"or unioat 

1} and (2) include remote 
сотто! log dump set 

de" 
Ота trailers. 

1} and (2) include crane car 
with working boom tender 

10-unit Twin Diesel Freight Set 
* Two manual switches let you choose the route 

* santa Fe lighted engine 

34999 | $1491 era 
9 Freight is pulled around track by lighted F-9 diesel. Hauls non-pow- 
<= ered "B" unit and 8 cars including: Coke triple-dome tank саг, log 
Jump car, auto loader car. covered Planter's Peanuts hopper car. oper 
iung crane car, boom tender. piggyback flat car with 2 trailers and 
aboose. Train measures 7234 inches long. Track features one straight 
erailer and one curved terminal rerailer. 24 signs and poles. 6-watt 
VA) power pack is UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. Plastic and 
metal. Not recommended for ages under 8. Get this bit of Christmas 
shopping done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 
19 C 9553—Shipping weight 8 pounds 5 ounces Set $49.99 

Lighted F-9 Diesel Locomotive and "B" unit only. 
19 C 9606—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 

sectio 
rm 45x45-inch 

$14.97 

Santa Fe 4-unit 
Diesel Freight Set Chattanooga 

Choo-choo $ 1488 pe rack sections form 7-unit Steam 21 x45-inch | end: a ag 2:2 sections 3977 ii. 645m eost Freight Set 
diameter layout 

comove oniv 4 $ 2 897 4 Lighted 2-8-0 locomotive has real- 
istic smoke and steam whistle. 

3 Lighted F-9 diesel pulls hopper, box Pulls tender, tank car, working crane 
car and caboose around track. Train ar, boom tender, center-flow hopper, 

is 2544 inches long. Track features one caboose. 49-inch train. Curved termi- 
curved terminal rerailer. 6-watt (VA) nal rerailer. 17-piece bridge and tres- 
power pack is UL listed for 110-120-volt, tle set. One billboard. 6-watt (VA) 
60-Hz. AC. Plastic and metal. Not recom- power pack is UL listed for 110-120- 
mended for ages under 8. voit. 60-Hz. AC. Plastic and metal 
49 C 9549—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. ....Set $14.88 onstruction. Not recommended for 

ә s ages under 8. 
Lighted F-9 Diesel Locomotive only. 
49 C95238—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ..... -$9.77 

49 C9548—Wt. 8 Ibs. ......Set $28.97 
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Our finest 
CHILD'S ELECTRIC SEWING MACHINE 

sews real clothes like Mom's! 
Sturdy lock-stitch seams won't unravel, The LOCK-STITCH is 

won't pull out and are stronger than chain 
-stitch seams of other sewing machines 

Pressure foot design helps prevent 
[А] fingers from getting caught 

@ Tension Dial adjusts for correct tension 

@ Hand crank to operate manually 

© Table Clamp holds machine in place 

Hester, $Q97 тош 
Sewing Machine battenes 

(1) Electric $ 99 е 

Sewing Machine Dad no 
HOW IT WORKS: Use hand crank to operate тап. 

for children under 3 because of sm ually; use with 4 "D" batteries (pkg. sold at right) pepe 
or use on household current with the aid of the DER INFO: Order battery pkg., adapter below. 
adapter plug (sold separately at right). See illus. 49 N 1210— Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 2 oz. $27.99 
tration above for lock-stitch details. (2) Safety Plug Adapter 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic base, carrying case and 

ysty: and bed housing, 10!4x434x734 1 
poly sty HS ei and bed hous ng, 10%х4Мх 0-120-volt, 60-cycle household current to safer inches high. Made in France. Sate A MD сае OPERATING FEATURES: Built-in table clam. olt current. 8 watts. 5-foot cord. Not recom- 
О NG U i ‘amp mended for children under 8. 
holds machine in place. Case snaps in place. Also рор aces. g du 
includes pressure-foot lifter, pressure foot, needle "©" “UE: 8 years and up. 
Ms adjustable tension dial and bobbin winder. ORDERING INFORMATION: Use with lock-stitch 
Foot pedal with on-off switch starts the machine machine (1) oi 
when you press your foot on the pedal. 49 М 12101—Sh 

Е Carbon-zinc "D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
558 [Sears | 585 49 М 46995—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.....Pkg. $1.69 

ON: UL listed to convert 

pping weight 9 ounces ...$4.99 
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20-п. 
Unicycle 

16-n. 
Unicycle 

Deluxe 20-in. Unicycle. 1) 
CONSTRUCTION: Chrome-plated tubular steel 

_ frame. Chrome- plated tubular nylon bearing wheel. 
20x1.75-in. wide pneumatic whitewall tire. Quilted 
Tiny seat - кк Кап 5 to 38 in. fram ground. 

2 to 16 yrs. Inseam of 28 in. or more. 
ORDER INFO: Partly as i assembled. Poles not included. 
79 C 88026C—Shipping weight 15 lbs. . . . . $28.88 

_(3) Beginners’ 16-inch Unicycle. 
CONSTR.: Tubular steel 

ing wheel. 16x1.62-in. wide 
Adjustable plastic seat, 32 to 37-in. high. 

structions 
79 C 88017C—Shipping 
4) Steel balancing Poles. Two 40-in. long poles. 
) "eripe, end plugs. Partially assembled. 10 yrs. 

Pkg. $3.49 

(5) BAT-AWAY 
Pitching Machine 

$1997 Sies 
) HOW IT WORKS: Battery-powered 

arm pitches ball approximately 15 ft. 
every 10 seconds. Adjustable pitch 
height. Automatic shut-off. 
CONSTR.: Plastic and metal. 
13x15x33 in. high. Ind. 29Vz-in. plas- 
iue 6 regulation size plastic base- 

FOR AGES: 6 to 13 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. In- 
structions incl. Requires 4 "D" batter- 
ies, not incl., order pkg. below. 
79 C 28066C—Wt. 5 lbs....$19.97 

Pitch to top 
returns 

grounders 

(6) Triple-action Pitch Back* $] 387 
Slightly curved frame gives back pitches as shown 
above without ever adjusting the bright colored net. 
FRAME AND МЕТ: 38x56-inch high tubular steel frame. 
Springs fasten nylon net to frame. Strike zone marked 
by red ribbon, provides easy-to-see outdoor target. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 

ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr. incl. Ball not incl. 
79 C 2700 1C—Shipping weight 6 pounds . . .$ 13.87 

Pitch a perfect strike... bell rings to “call it” 

(7) Ring-A-Bell 
Adjustable Pitch Net $788 

FRAME. NET: Tubular steel frame is 37% inches 
square. Holds nylon net with strike zone marked in 
red. Bell in strike area rings when your pitch hits it. 
Bright-colored frame, white net. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr. incl. Ball not incl. 
79 C 28103C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ....$7.88 

(8) Mr. Quarterback Football $ 77 
Passer by Coleco 1 7 

HOW IT WORKS: Angle and distance selectors adjust 
for high, low, short, long passes. Built-in timer. 
CONSTRUCTION: Metal and plastic erring powered 

ic passer. 15 in. high. Includes molded plastic football. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly instr. 

i Wo rana 00:2 T. 79 C 28126C—Shipping weight 6 

basin accusat AIEE аав 

ITEMS (9 thru 14) 
SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 

(9) Archery Set 
SET INCLUDES: Bow; break-re- 
sistant fiber with ABS plas- 
tic grip. Measures 42 in. when 

FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping 5 
79 C 29773С........ Set $4.99 

(10) Backboard 
Basketball Set 

SET INCLUDES: 12x16-in. hard- 
backboard, 12-inch welded 

metal воа, соцоп пех basketball 
inflating needle. 

FOR AGES; 4 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Sent with li 
bounce ball inflated. Inflate wit 

(11) Basketball Set 
with Portable Stand 

Great practice for future pros. 
SET INCLUDES: 12x19-in. s 
corrugated paperboard back- 
board. Tubular fiberboard 

net on 10-in. diam, steel rim, 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Unasseml 
instructions incl. . wt. 6 
79 C 28105С........ Set $8.88 

(12) 3-piece 
Football Uniform 

INCLUDES: Plastic helmet with 
double-bar face vinyl foam 

‘otton jersey with 10 iron-on 
numbers. All items in red, white. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFO: Not for 
competitive sports. Football not 
included. 
ur epe Asio аи 

49C 28102 у... %749 
Med. Children 47 to 50 in. tall. 

ij ight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49C 28125 ............ $7.49 

(13) Nerf@ Football 
CONSTRUCTION: Soft, squeeza- 

synthetic foam. Tough putet 
layer for outdoor and indoor 

10 in, long (% reg. size.) 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
49 C 28035—Wt. Boz. ..82.77 

(14) 3-pc. Football Set 
INCL.: Touch-size football of 
brown pebble-grain simulated 
leather. 11 inches et ae 
es kicking tee, nee- 

FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Sent inflated. 
Use inflating needle to inflate at 
E or use hand pump 

weight 1 lb. 4 oz. 
$3.49 49 C 28085 ......... Set 

DEL NETTES a 



is so big and powerful... it hauls 
up to 14 of your mini-cars 

n. 

моо 
Ramp lowers by 

lever action 
for unloading 

Back up cab 
trailer automatically 

Six push-button motor controls atop cab 
let you maneuver Transport easily 

Start, stop. turn left, turn right. 
до forward and reverse 

cars, batteries 
t included 

Back up, load cars and deliver them to the dealer at the touch of a button. 
О OR Battery-powered, with push-button controls. To "drive", 

press "start" and "forward" buttons on top of cab. To take corners, push “right 
turn" or "left turn" buttons, Push "reverse" button to back into loading area. 
Then push "stop" button, tilt ramp with hand lever and roll off cars. Cab hooks 
onto trailer automatically; unhooks manually with lever release. 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy plastic. Measures 18x4! 2x4 inches high. Imported. 

Recommended for children 4 years and up. 
INFORMATION: Requires two "C" batteries, not included, order 

ars not included, order on pages 558 to 560. 

i д 

"MATCHBOX"'* Collector's Showcase $595 inclu 

The “MATCHBOX” Collector's Showcase conveniently stores up to 24 
cars (not incl.). Can be mounted on the wall or used in an upright position package below. 

49 N 58223— Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces $8.95 on а dresser, table, etc. Incl, identification labels for "MATCHBOX" cars. 
Long-lasting Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. TR: Sturdy plastic. Measures 19!4x134x22! 4 in. high 
49 № 46997— Shipping weight 5 ounces Package $1.19 Recommended for children 3 to 10 years. 

)RDERIN N AATION 

PITY TOT 49 М 55124—Sh ight 2 lbs. 4 o; $5.95 @ save THis catatoc! | dc Meme i 
Е ] 

| You can order items on pages 437 thru | 
| NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: "V e registered 
| T.M. owned by Lesney Pro gland. | 606 from now until AUGUST 31, 1979 

Vehicles in Sets on these two pages 
fit in Auto Transport, Showcase, Garage, and Collector's Cases 

Hot Wheels* $ 87 Hot Wheels $534 
xu ipi ond т, cd 9-Pak T World of Vans 6-Pak 5 

24 die-cast metal vehicles, 2 to 3 in. long; Dodge Chal- I d. VW Ral ода Т DES: 9 die-cast metal cars with WHAT YOU GET: 6 die-cast metal vans 
үес, Monteverdi, V.W. Rabbit, Ford Escort 2000, Mini Ha Ha, Вай sories, 2 to 3 inches long: Z- with plastic accessories, 272 to 3 inches 

PO PER GRAMM SOOO Ranet, Volkadragon, Bose Mustang, Chevy, Spoiler Sport, Odd Rod, long: Baja Breaker, California Cruisin’ 
gus ie ЭЧЕ, Сеобе and:10 more. Imported. tter, Show Hoss II, T-Totaller, ирег Van, Spoiler Sport, Paramedic and 
сура UD. 156 Hi-Tail Hauler, '31 Doozie. Imported. Khaki Kooler. Imported. G INFORMATION 
ере wi. 3 Ik AGES: 5 to 12 years. FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 

i чен RING INFORMATION ORDERING INFORMATION 
55253—Wt. 11b. 7 oz. ...Set $7,87 49 N 55252—Wt.110z. ........95.34 558 ER 

сизо pave scans by dieisthiatamiseledimical com 



View-Master* 
Talking Reels in color 

$277 "еч 
Each 6 number is for 1 packet соп- 
taining 3 stereo reels in full color. 
Use with Talking View-Master products only. 
See list below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shpg. wt. each 5 oz. 

Cartoon Favorites. 

Sr. Bugs Bui 
49 С 18073—Godzilia 
49 C 18138—Road Runner 
49C TEMA seen aco and Red Baron 
49 C 18! 
49 C 18152—The F] 
49 C 1826—The Incredible Hulk 
49 C 18116—Popey: 
49с 18166—M7. M Magoo 

Children’s Stories 
49 C 18361—Wizard of Oz 
49 C 18344—Holly Hobbie 
49 C 18171—L' immer Boy 
49 C 1887—Rudolph the Reindeer 
49 C 1838—Christmas Carol 

TV end Disney Favorites 
49C Hoare Days 
49 C 18: 
49 C 18528—Mickey Mouse 
49 C 18125—Donald Duck 
49 C 18037—Winnie-the-Pooh 

HOW IT WORKS: Movie cassette snaps into 
plastic viewer. View movie forward, back- 
ward, fast or slow by turning crank . . . no 
batteries are needed. 
WHAT YOU GET: Star Wars" movie viewer 
and cassette. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 5 years 
and up. Order extra cassettes below. 
49 C 1647- Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $8.97 

Extra Cassettes 
49 C 16469—Destroy Death Star 
49 C 16474—Battle in Hyper Space 
49 C 17001—Alien* Terror 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Each $4.44 

View-Master® non-talking 
Stereo Reels in color 

$167 ее 
of 3 non-talking stereo reels in 

МА Standard or Talking View-Mas- 
Ww. 

ORDER INFO: Wt. ea. 1 oz. 
Cartoon Favorites 
49 C 17538—Beep Be Road Runner 
49 C 17531—Bu, nny 
49C 1702The Flintstones and Pebbles 

3—Scooby 

k 
49 C 17028—Tweety and Sylvester 
49 C 17044—lron Man 
Children's Stories 
49 C 17406—R. gera: Ann and Andy 
49 C 17344—Holly Hobbie 
49C 17361— Wizard of Oz 
49 C 17882— Jesus Christ 
49 C 1738—Night Before Christmas 
49 C 1787—Rudolph 
49 С 17383—Christmas Story 
Science and Travel, Movies 

prehistoric Animals ti ini 
49 С 17101—7 W E of World 
49 C 17392—King Kong 
49 C 17014—The Wiz 
49 C 17047—Superman/The Movie 
49 C 17023—Godzilla 
49 C 1754—For the Love of Benji 

TV and Disney Favorites. 
49 C 17067—Mork and Mindy 
49 C 17492—Batman 
49 C 17499—Star Trek 
49 C 1711—Spider-Man 
49 C 17013— арру Days Number 2 
49 C 1740—Bam! 
49 C 17528—Mickey Mouse 
49 C 17037—' nie-the-Pooh, Blustery Day 
49 C 17369—Winnie-the-Pooh, Tigger, Too 
49 C 17125— Donald Duck 
49 C 17038— Pete's Dragon 

Super Value Reel Pack 

Pkg. of 30 non-talking Reels at this amazing 
low price. Each reel has 7 full-color stereo 
scenes, 30 reels per package. 
PACK INCLUDES: Fairy tales; cartoons, scenic 
travelogs and TV shows. 
AGES AND ORDER INFO: 4 years and up. 
49 С 18904—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... Pkg. $5.99 

Spider-Man™ 
Flash Camera 

$699 
film and cube fl. 
not inciuded 3 

HOW IT WORKS: Slip a standard 126 film 
cartridge (not included) into camera, flip the 
lever until it stops and you're all ready to 
take a photograph. Flip the lever again after 
shooting and you're ready to shoot your next 
picture. No focusing is necessary. Uses flash 
cubes (not included) for all your indoor pic- 
ture taking. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic and metal. 6x3x4!4 
inches high. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 15 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shij weight 11 ounces. 

49C ipping 5 $6.99 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: Disney characters € Walt Disney Productions. Spider-Man ©1978 Marvel Comics 
Group. Bugs Bunny € 
Robert Keeshan Associates inc. Star Wars © 
Monster © 1977 Muppets. inc. 

558 [Sears] л. 
Cutslod page scans by chrisinas-masetecimicl. com. 

©1978 Warner Bros., Inc. Popeye © King Features Syndicate. inc. Capt. Kangaroo ©1972 
and Alien" of 1 78. 79 Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp. Cookie 

Kids will love seeing their favorite 
(1thru4) View-Master® 

Projector and Viewers 
for talking and non-talking reels 

HOW THEY WORK; (1) Plug in projector, insert reel and 
project scene on wall. For (2 thru 4): slip reel into viewer, 
hold toward any це source to see stereo scene. Flip lever 
to change scenes. For (3), press sound bar. 
WHAT YOU GET: (1) 8¥9x744x5%e-in. high projector, stan- 

d viewer, 6 non- reels and 
5 viewer, 6 non- reels: 
plus 1 each of Donald Duck, Peter Pan, Mickey Mouse. In- 
cludes canister. (3) Talking viewer alone, 1 demo reel and 
canister. (4) One plastic viewer, one demo stereo 
reel (non-talking). All viewers and projector of plastic. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: For (1) UL listed for 110-120- 
volts, 50-60 Hz. AC 3 amperes. 6-foot cord. Includes 12-volt 
auto lamp. 
FOR AGES: (1) not recommended for under 6 years. (2 thru 
4) 4 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: (1) Warranted by GAF Corp. 
Write for free copy, see p. 2. (3) requires 2 "C" batteries, 
sold below. See Note below. 

(1) Winnie-the-Pooh Theatre . 
(2) Winnie-the-Pooh Gift Рак. 49 C 
(3) Talking Viewer... 
(4) Standard Viewer 

(5) View-Master* Library Chest 
CONSTRUCTION: Red and white high impact Боузотеле пе 

up for pasen Measures 854x514x514 in. 
25 three-ree! packets and standard viewer, 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 18929—Shipping weight 13 ог..... 

DieHard Alkaline “С” vin Package of 2. 
49 C 46839—Shpg. wt. 5 oz... -Pkg $1.39 
DieHard Alkaline "AA" CASAN Package: of 2. 
49 C 46819—Shpg. wt, 2 oz. Pkg, $1.19 

..93.97 

Note: Win а trip to Disneyland. То get your Official Entry 
Blank, order Winnie-the-Pooh items (49 C 18911D or 49 C 
189310) on this page see page 2 of the 1979 Christmas 
Book for details entres must be received by Feb. 15, 1980. 

Phone ordering s a quick 
and easy way to buy 

(6) View-Master* Double-Vue $897 
automatic Movie Viewer without battery 

HOW IT WORKS: You get two movies in one cartridge. 
plastic viewer. To see snaps into hand-held 
ip it over, reinsert in second film Pull out cartridge, 

viewer. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic viewer. Plus cartridge “Super- 
man” and “Road Runner”, 
AGES: 4 and up. Not recomm. for under 4 years. 
ORD. INFO: Uses 1 "AA" battery, order pkg. above. 
49 С 1803—Shipping weight 15 о2................... $8.97 

Extra Cartridges. 
49C 1711 
49 C 17117—Superman/Batman 
49 C 17121—Road Runner /Porky Pig 
49 C 17123—ScoobyDoo/ Laugh-a-lympics 
49 C 17116—The Hulk/Capt. America 
49 C 1720—Bugs Bunny/Tweety/Sylvester 

Зошкев.....;..... Each $4.44 

(7) Fisher-Price Movie Viewer Theater 
Watch a movie on your own private screen 

or flip а switch and show it on a wall 

HOW IT WORKS: Snap in a colorful cartridge, select 
viewing or projecting operation, then turn the Eu 
Fast, slow, forward or reverse action; focus wheel. Runs 
on long-life flashlight bulb (one extra. bulb incl.). 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic viewer: 12%x113%¢x4!¥/ ig in. 
high. Plus cartridge, “Mickey Mouse and the Giant”. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: 3,5-w, transformer stores on back 
with 8-ft. cord. Converts 120-v. current to 7.6-v. current. 
UL li 60-Hz. AC. 
AGES: 4 to 10 years, not for under 4 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Extra cartridges sold. belo A 
49 С 16462—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 1 оз................... 377 
—— cu s for el 
49 C 17334—Winnie-the- and Tigger Too 
49 C 17336—Pii д 
49 C 17339—Cookie Monster 
Shpg. wt. еа. 5оз................... ines Bach $3.33 



€ Just like being there.. 
t when you see your favorite scenes on a 

fe VIEW.-MASTER3-dimensional viewe 

Self-lighted Stereo Viewer . . shows every scene bright and clear 

мене Ф 328 without Мени 77 ањл 39 without Viewer 
1 reel batteries. 4 reels batteries 7 reels batteries 

3-D Viewer. Lights up anywhere, gives lifelike depth to each 
ture, flip lever to change scene. High impact plastic. Use 
Viewer with 1 reel. 7 scenes. 
3 М 9756—Shipping weight 13 ounces б soci essor sso bas 93,28 

ene. Touch bar for pic- 
batteries: order below. 

Viewer with 4 reels. 3 reels Peanuts? gang plus 1 extra reel. 28 scenes. 
3 N 9710—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. i $477 
Viewer with 7 reels. 6 reels Disnev characters plus 1 extra reel. 49 scenes. 
3 N 9760—Shipping weight 1 pound XLI $5.39 
34 N 4665 " Battery. 2 needed. Shipping weight each 2 ounces..........Each 19c 

Low-cost unlighted Stereo Viewer 

Viewer $146 | Viower $258 Ve $356 
1 rool 4 revis 

to operate. View by holding 
enes. Plastic. 

Low-cost View-Master fun. Eas 
up to the light. Lever changes s 
Viewer with 1 reel. 7 scenes. 
3 N 9755—Shipping weight 8 ounces... . DARIN. ү; 
Viewer with 4 reels. 3 reels Peanuts, 1 extra reel. 28 scenes. 
3 N 9708—Shipping weight 12 оџпсев..................52.88 
Viewer with 7 reels. 49 brilliantly colored scenes. 6 reels 
America's hic Wonders and one special subject reel 
3 N 9758 Shipping weight 12 ounces. . ...$356 
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тый iade тёш Буй нае Кай cont 

Their "Very Own Show" anytime with a 

VIEW-MASTER Projector Set 
Project your favorite View-Mastei 

slides right on the 
easy to oper 
Fun for everyone 

Walt Disney $ 97 Projector 
Theater outfit 

Set includes 2-dimen 

with f:3 lens, unlightec 

10 3-D reels (70 scenes). See Mickey Mouse, 

Donald Duck, 20,000 Le: 
3 М 97506—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs 

ла] 30-watt projector 
tereo viewer, case and 

gues Under the Sea. 
15 oz. Outfit $ 

Projector only 
з М 9785—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs 
Extra Lamp for Projector. Code BVR 
3 N 8682—Shipping wt. 4 oz 1.39 

Deluxe View- $ S" re ou 
Master Theater 1 batteries 

Powerful 2-dimensional 100-watt projector with 
f:2.8 lens gives you big screen viewing. 10 reels 
included, 70 scenes. Plastic. Lighted stereo 
viewer, case. 2 "C" batteries not included 
Order from above, lef 

3 М 97505— Wt. 4 Ibs. 1502.. .Outfit $18.47 
Projector Only 
з м 9783— Shipping wt. 3 lbs $14.97 
Extra 100-watt Lamp. Code CDK/CEA 
3 N 8683—Shipping wt. 6 oz $2.69 

View-Master Projectors opera 60-c. AC 
Disney characte 



Push-buttons move 
and operate this big 

up-to-date Construction Fleet 

Push a button 
to raisé and 

E. lower cement mixer wt 

New! Push-button Bulldozer 

Ser: олу, $ 499 hon 
Push a buttón 
to raise and 

retract crane 

5499- ^ "LUE! 

Save *3 m sz: 
when you buy all 3 Trucks Hae without batteries 

(1 through 3) These durable plastic trucks are ready to roll . . just press the 
button and they take off . . speed forward, go right or left in a sweeping circle. 
Pour on the action with the hi-rise dump truck or cement mixer . . they unload 
automatically. Press button . . crane truck's arm extends 10 inches; hand crank 
operates hook. All have deep-tread tires, plastic windshield, simulated chrome 
grill, dual horn. Each uses 2 "C" batteries . . order pkg. below, Japan. 

Level a “mountain”. . clear a "forest" . . start, stop, lift 
the shovel . . all by fingertip push-button control! 

49 N 5814—Shipping weight 6 pounds Set $11.97 

Operate a big 11-inch plastic bulldozer by push-button. Move it 1 Dump Truck. Cement Mixer Crane Truck. Mea 
forward! Lift the shovel! Take a big bite of gravel do it all 54x4¥,x9¥,-inches 6\/,х4%/,х9\/, inches sures 4°/,x4"/,x10-in. 
automatically with the press of a button. Scoop-shovel can be long. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. long. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. long. Wt 1 lb. 15 oz. 

dumped by a hand-operated lever on the side. Uses 2 "C" batter- 49 N 58004 $499  49N58006 $499  49N 58005 $4.99 

peiores үл ga v "C" Batteries. For use with trucks above and bulldozer at left. Package о.б. 
49.N 8406—Shipping weight 12 ounces 5 Package $1.19 

This motorized giant goes forward OVER 3 FEET LONG 
or reverse. . TUFF BOY by Remco 

This 40-inch long mammoth converts to either a flat bed, stake or 
covered truck. Its motorized cab powers it forward or reverse. Plenty 
of detail, too hand-operated drop-stand that supports the trailer " 

when you detach the cab, detailed grill, horn, exhaust stack. Uses 4 
“р” batteries . . order below. Plastic. 40x 13x1 1-inches high 
79 N 58176C—Shipping weight 11 pounds $10.33 
Alkaline “О” Batteries. Extra power for those big jobs. Package of 4 
49 N 8412—Shipping weight 1 pound Package $3.29 

t's a flatbed truck The cab and trader separate 

fse Sars ar ' mod ; ? e |559 
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Uncle 
Sam 
Coin 
Bank 

o, S 
Red, white and blue plastic t a i Net калашы Red, white, blue Toddler's Wagon 
by denomination. Dispenser Toddlers 2 years and older can roll along in this poly- 
may be locked for use as bank. lene . Body 16*4x8'4x2'4, in. Overall 7 in. 
прву, i in. high. Ages 4 and up. „ 31%, in. . Assembled except handle. 
49C51184- Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. ..$1.99 49 C 44055—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 30z. ....... .$1.99 

Fisher-Price Wild West 
Peek-a-boo Fort Micke k y 
Pull Block Frontier Mouse* 

Bubble 
Umbrella 

oe Eis Let Mickey and his friends help you chase the rain away 
with "Mickey Mouse" umbrella. Keep little hairdos dry 
with modern bubble style. 4 of 8 transparent plastic panels 

Squeeze bulb and figure pops All plastic wild 5& od noon fort with adorned with Mickey Mouse, Minnie and Pluto* pictures. 
out, then GNEIS: gor А E gates. ез idiers, cavalry figures, Indians Interchangeable red and blue handles. 25 in. long; 25-in. 
in, Plastic. Ages 2 diam. when opened. Metal ribs give sturdy support. 
49 С 44355-Wt. 12 s $1.99 49 C 13132—Shipping weight 14 oz. $1.99 

Pony 
Groom 

Kit 
Game salad plastic model pony 

Two to four players attend tea dled with grooming t. 
party, take part in horse race, кеды nail file, clippers, 
end up at a carousel. First to comb. Ages 6 an up. 
complete wins. Ages 5 to 10. 49 С 20196—Wt. 12 о2.....%1.99 
49 C 65824—Wt. 11b. 7 oz. $1.99 

& КОЕ Snoopy: i T.i 08 T Magic “8 Ball" 
ome Home Game Partridge Amazing Magic Set If you da CIR f E 
mum pes Family9 Game i Mod реса Andi Players race to bring Snoopy Бари little magicians perform the magic ball a question, flip it over . 

back to his doghouse. With play Players play parts of Partridge 1 amazing tricks. Includes all and your answer appears in the 
ing board, 42 cards, 1 die, 6 play characters and race to get to the тц mustache, book of window. Lots of fun for young and old. 
ing pieces. A, bus first. Board; 2 dice, 4 tokens, 101 tricks. 10 and up. 8-і 

т. 31. 402. .$1.99 24 cards, Ages 7 to 12. 49 C 65822—Wt. 6 oz. .Set $1.99 49 C 50093—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. ....... 5199 
te 966 49 С 6579—Wt. 1 Ib. 130z. ..$199 

Woodsy, 
Smokey Batman d an 
Dolls Figure 

Plastic with 
bendable arms 
and legs. Non- 
flammab 
clothes. 8 in. 
high. Ages 6 to 
12. Wt. 5 oz. 
49C59187.51.99 

Both all cotton Plastic with 
outdoorsmen bendable arms 
stuffed with and legs. Non- 
cotton. Each flammable 
64 in. high. clothes, 8 in. 
Taiwan. high. Ages 6- 

Wt. set 5 oz. 12, Wt. 5 oz. 
49C40036.$ 1.99 49C59186.5 1.99 

^ 
Activity Corner 

New ways to create 
colorful pictures 

z: 

4 z g Li 
Í Make beautiful pictures you can be proud 

Mae 3 of. Use soft water colors, make rich designs 
- in felt, or try арс x nue for iem. 

Funlight Projector by Mattel Doctor Medical Kit Got inches, бошка, RIS аа and 
Project spooky faces, weird visual effects, crawly animation on the Stethoscope, eye test chart, toy packets of materials. Ages 5 to 12. Phone 
wall all fied up to 140 times actual size. 8 interchangeable slide watch, microscope, bandages, ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it. 
discs and a blank so you can insert things like bugs or seeds. Plastic. more in CINE to fix ailing 49 C 20197—Shpg. wt. 11 02..........$1.99 
Uses 4 "D^ batteries, order pkg. on facing page. patients. Hong Kong. Ages 3 to 7. 
49 C 16328—14%х7'/,х3У/, Tos Wt 8oz. ...... 39e Set $1.99 49 C 44058—Wt. 9 oz. .. .Kit $1.99 к [Sears] 565 
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we live in with Sears Science Sets 

Introduction to Chemistry Set 

$044 
Includes 2 test tubes, 10 chemicals in 
break-resistant bottles, steel case plus, 
96-page "Exploring Chemistry Manual" 

Make a siphon; soften water; test dry cell 
batteries; recover fingerprints; make inks, 
dyes and paints. The 96-page manual ex- 
plains how to do them all. 
Accessories of set include PYREX® 

brand test tubes, alcohol lamp, test tube 
rack, test tube brush, litmus paper, fun- 
nel, test tube holder and plastic measure. 
Set also includes sufficient chemicals for 
performing dozens of fascinating experi- 
ments and exercises. For ages 10 to 16. 
See Note on opposite page. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 ounces, 
49 N24281 ..Ѕе $944 

Research Chemistry Lab 
(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

$2088 
Includes beam scale, 

hydroponics planter, 6 test tubes, 24 
chemicals in break-resistant bottles, 

steel case and a 96-page Golden Book 

1 Treat water pollution, make paint or 
disappearing ink, make water “wet- 

ter", make a battery and much more. 
Set includes PYREX brand tubes, 

25ml. beaker, eye-dropper and plastic 
measuring spoon, 2 metal racks, holder 
and brush. Also, alcohol lamp, litmus pa- 
per, glass tubing, and funnel. Fully illus- 
trated 96-page Golden Book, “Exploring 
Chemistry, Volume II" gives step-by- 
step approach to experiments. Ages 10 to 
16. See Note on opposite page. 
49 н 24283—Wt. 9 Ibs. 8 oz.. . . „Set $20.88 

Student Chemistry Lab 
(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE] 

$1 488 

Includes beam scale, 2 test tubes, 
16 chemicals in break-resistant bottles. 
steel case and 48-page Golden Book 

9 Set explains the “how and why" of 

ed “Exploring Chemistry, Volume I”, 
Use eye-dropper and plastic spoon to 
measure chemicals; learn to test for acids 
and bases using red and blue litmus pa- 
per. Test foods and textiles; make inks, 
dyes and paints. Set includes PYREX 
brand test tubes with rack, holder and 

49 № 24282—Shpg. wet T Ibe... Set $1488 

Casio рабе Scans by diaman misled Cook 

Sears 5-in-1 Science Set 
Study biol 

chemistry. c 

Learn about 

pollution 

The Earth Lab 5 science set has something to 
interest everybody. Study the life cycle of mi 

crobes under the 75X microscope with com 

pound lens system, rack-and-pinion focusing and 
plastic body. You can predict tomorrow's weath 

er using sling psychrometer, weather vane, ba 
rometer and cloud chart 

Use the 12 chemicals, beam scale, 3 test tubes 
plus rack and holder, alcohol lamp, litmus paper 
and more to perform chemical experiments. Col 
lect and identify rocks and minerals with geolo- 
gists’ hammer, streak plate, 12 minerals and 
identification chart. Study environmental pollu 
tion with 48-page “How and Why” book on ecol 
ову. Set includes all this and more for boys and 
girls ages 10 to 16. See Note on opposite page. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 oz 
49 N 24201 Set *15.97 

Study the anatomy of a frog 
or the structure of a radish 
with this Biology Lab Set 

$1 499 

Includes recessed tray, board, pins, scissors, scal 
pel and 10 specimens: 4 dry and 6 in odorless pre 
servative inside screw-top jars. Includes hydro 
ponics equipment, magnifying stand, aquatic net, 
sieve, 3 PYREX brand test tubes with holder, rack, 
whetstone, blotting paper, diatomaceous earth, 2 
specimen cups, 48-page fully illustrated Golden 
Book. Ai 10 to 16. See Note on opposite page. 

49 N 24208—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 5 oz. Set $14.99 

Save 20* 
On Glassware and 

Apron when you buy 
any Science Set on 

these two pages 

Predict the 
ather 

Use the real geologists' tools in 
this Geology Lab and Field Set to 

collect and identify rocks, minerals 

$1499 
Why are there different kinds of rocks? You'll 
learn with the help of the 80-page fully illustrated 
Golden Book. Set includes pick, Jolly balance to 
measure specific gravity, streak plate to discover 

true colors. Also 28 rocks and minerals, 4 fossils, 
magnifying stand. Alcohol lamp with blowtorch, 2 
PYR brand test tubes with rack, black char: 
coal. Ages 10 to 16. See Note on opposite ра 
49 N 24212—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 14 oz. 

when you 

buya 
Science Set 

Get 25x36-in. vinyl apron, 50ml. beaker, 2-in. funnel, 
two 5-in., two 4-in. PYREX brand test tubes, stirring 
rod, 3 rubber stoppers, 50ml. boiling flask, pipette 
dropper, two 6-in. tubes. Ages 
49 N 24188—Glassware, Apron 
Glassware, Apron bought with Science Set. 
49 N 24188 

Ib. 4 oz. 
$7.47 

55.97 



American Flyer” by Lionel. . HO-scale Electric Train Sets 

peras sca nitet 
MÀ e 

7-unit Diesel Freight Set 
° 2 manual switches let you choose the route 

€ American Flyer ligntea enaine 

14871516? 25% 
5 Freight roars around track . . pulled by red. white anc 

blue lighted American Flyer locomotive. Hauls 6 cars in 
cluding: Sears box car, C&O box car, gondola car. cattle са: 
flat car with stakes and crated cargo plus red. white and biue 
caboose. Train measures 44 inches long. Track features 1c 
curved, 1 straight, rerailer track, 2 manual switches. 6-watt 
(VA) power pack is UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC 
Plastic and metal construction. Not recommended for ages 
under 8. To order the easiest way, look in your phone book 
white pages under “Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales’ 
for number to cai. 
79 C 9552C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ..........Set $3895 

American Flyer Locomotive and Caboose oniy 
49 С 9704—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces ....... $16.99 

54x36-ncr 
double oval (ayou" 

REMEMBER! 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 
from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 

6-unit Diesel Freight Set 
with Union Pacific engine ү 

229200 191009": С.У 
— (6) 6 Powerful American Flyer Alco diesel hauls 5 cars inciudinz 

Sears box car, flat car with stakes, cattle car, gondola car an 

caboose. Train measures 37 inches long. Track features 12 curve + 

one curved rerailer to help put cars on track easily. 6-watt (V ^ 

power pack is UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. Plastic ar “ae ° 

metal construction. Not recommended for ages under 8. Buy it th и FL 
easy way—order by phor 
79 С 9551C—Shipping weight © pound Set $29.4 t 

Union Pacific Aico Diesel oniy 
49 C 9703—Shipping weight 15 ounce $10.9 

on this 72x46-in. Layout when you buy 

Sa ve 15 train set (3), (4) or (6) on these 2 pages 

e: $5749 | 55,9595 
Zoom through LIFE-LIKES, 3-dimensional countryside. Hand 
painted layout molded of sturdy Lifoam® expanded polystyrene 
comes with base, track, accessories. Includes freight depot 

freight platform, line shack, construction shed, waiting station. 

plus assorted shrubbery material, signs. Ages 8 and up. Partis 

assembled. See “N” suffix, page 276 
79 C 96262N—Layout only. Shpg. wt. 14 lbs. $67.88 

Layout when bought with (3), (4) or (6) 
$52.88 79 C 96262N—Shipping weight 14 pounds 
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(3) Yarn Stitcher 

New hand-operated machine combines 
а "crochet-ike" yarn stitch and 

plastic forms to make several projects 

$799 
HOW IT WORKS: Thread yarn through front 
plate and slide plastic mesh-like form through 
guide bar under needle. Turn the hand crank and 
m crochet-like needle moves up and down, hook- 

the yarn automatically through the mesh 
oles to create a crochet stitch. Completed forms 
= clipped Ue with special plastic joints to 
form the various projects. Add decorative plugs 
for finishing tou he way in which you clip 
the forms together determines the kind of project 
you make. 
CONSTRUCTION High-impact plastic 
6¥x454x7" inches high. From Japan. 
ACCESSORIES: Plastic forms and yarn to make a 
purse, belt, letter holder and 3 decorative trims 
including a headband. Instructions included. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to 12 years. Not recommend- 
ed for ages under 3 because of small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 1204—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Set $7.99 

(4) Yarn Stitcher Accessory Kit 
Yarn and forms to make 5 projects . . . purse, 
letter holder, bag and 2 decorative trims. Japan. 
ORDERING INFO: Stitcher not included. 
49 М 12042—Shpg. wt. 9 oz.. Set $3.49 

these Chain-stitch Machines 

(5) Battery or hand-operated 
Heather Sewing Machine 

HOW ІТ WORKS: Battery-operated with 
easy-to-operate foot pedal or operate by 
hand by turning the crank. An inner mecha- 
nism allows the machine to sew a straight 
stitch with chain effect underneath. Tie off 
stitch at both ends. 
OPERATING FEATURES: Tension control ad- 
justs to let you adjust the thread tightness to 
the material. Additional features like mom's 
machine include pressure foot, needle bar, 
pressure foot lifter and hand crank. When 
used with batteries, sewing light aids your 
eyes while sewing and foot pedal control de- 
termines the speed at which you sew. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact black plastic 
and metal machine, 934x434x6*4 inches high 
3 а quaint old-fashioned design. From Hong 
ong. 
eee d 2 needles, needle 

reader, spool of thread, sewing light and in- 
е 

FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not recommend- 
ed for ages under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Can be used 
with 2 "D" batteries, order package below. 
39 N 1242- Shp. wt 11b 1202. ..$9.97 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 
49 М 46996—Shpz. wt. 11 oz.. Phe, “81.69 

(6) Hand-operated 
Little Gem Sewing Machine 

Learn the basic understanding of sewing 
ues with this sewing machine. 

HOW IT WORKS: Unique inner mechanism 
allows child to turn sewing machine wheel in 
either direction and the machine will continue 
to sew a straight stitch with chain effect un- 
derneath. Tie off stitch at both ends. 
OPERATING FEATURES: Tension control ad- 

tures like mom's machine include ressure 
foot, pressure foot lifter and needle 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact green and 
white plastic hand-operated machine, 
GVax3Vax5V inches high. Base comes with ex- 
tension leaf that gives additional space. 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDE: 2 needles, spool of 

needle threader and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 6 years за up. Not recommend- 
ed for ages under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 1237—Shipping weight 13 oz...$5.55 

Cuniod pane scans by christmas miseen pvo 

(7) Stud Styles 
Адот your jeans with these fashionable studs. 
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET: 150 pieces of faceted, star- 

ж + эру ee eae ots that am =- tar- 
action fastening 

tool, one 12x10-inch ch piece of "den "denim" styled patch fab- 
ric, pattern sheet 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not recommended for ages 
under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. v ee идеа. 
49 N 12013—Shipping weight 9 $ 

(8) Jean Stitchery 

Embroider bright fun designs on jeans, bags, hats, cut- offs or other clothing. 
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET: Choose from 33 design-pat- 
terns plus the alphabet, 6 oe of embroidery floss, 
metal embroidery hoop, needle, design sheets, transfer 
paper, pins and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up, Not recommended for ages 
under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION Jeans, bag not сес 
49 N 12024—Shipping weight 14 02.......... 

(9) Patchcraft 
Make your own patches to put on your favorite jeans, 
bags, shirts and other things while using embroi 
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET: 20 pre-printed cotton fabric 
patches in assorted shapes and sizes, needle, yarns, 
threader and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not recommended for ages 
under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 12027—Shipping weight 9 ounces 

(10) Shirt Stuffers 
Decorate ап; {тот a work shirt to a tshirt 
with stuffed Кыс нота appliques. - 
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET: Cotton fabric, pins, thread, 
needle, stuffing, embroidery floss, pattern sheets and 
instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not recommended for ages 
under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION Shirt not included. 
49 N 12023—Shipping weight 14 oz. 

..83.97 

2.97 

Needlepoint Magic™ $1 092 

ВЕ СКАЕТҮ 
with jeans 
and denims 

jeans. bag 
not inet 

shirt not. 
included 

Beginner Sewing Kit $566 

Make needlepoint projects with the machine that auto- 
matically performs the art of needlepoint. 
HOW IT WORKS: Wind material round roller in back 
of machine, clamp down to hold in place and thread 
the needle with yarn. Turn crank and needle pushes 
and joins the yarn to the material. At end of row, cut 
the yarn and start the next row. 

T: Plastic 93 4x10x5*4 inch high 

cessories to make 2 wall hangings and pillow. Also in- 
cludes fabric tester, pre-printed pattern sheets, needle 
threader, clips, glue, fabric and instructions. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. Not recommended for ages 
under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 12058—Shipping weight 2 pounds .Set $10.92 

Kit includes all a beginner needs to learn while making 
a colorful wall hanging besides teaching several basic 
sewing skills. 
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET: 5!4x3!ax5!4-in. high red 
straw basket with burlap, cotton fabric, felt, acrylic 
yarn, cotton thread, plastic thimble, hanger ring, metal 
scissors, needle, pins and plastic buttons. Instructions 
also included. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to 12 years. Not recommended for 
age 3 or under because of small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 12025—Shipping weight 10 ounces . .Kit $5.66 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 
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Low Frankenstein. « $297 omn 
{15 thru 19) Punch Me's. Hit 'em hard. . . knock "еш down . . . they'll just keep coming up for more. 
CONSTRUCTION: Thick vinyl bags. Bottoms weighted 
with sand to keep them coming up. Use indoors or out. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
STYLES, ORDERING INFORMATION: Sent deflated. In- flate by mouth or with hand pump (not included). 
(15) Frankenstein “monster squad”. 48 in. tall. 49 C 28533—Shipping weight the 40z........92.97 
(16) Snoopy as Joe Cool. 36 inches tall. 
49 C 28529— Shipping weight 3 lbs. ........... 2.97 
(17) Welcome Back Kotter. 48 in. tall. 
49 C 28534—Shipping weight 4 lbs. . 344 
(18) ru Kong. 46 in. tall. 
49 C 28532—Shipping weight 3]bs.802........ 3.44 
(19) Batman with Glove Set. 48 in. tall. Two inflat- able gloves fit over hands with elastic bands. 
49 C 28133—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz. . ..Set $4.99 
Frankenstei (S D'Angelo/Bullock/Alien. All rights reserved. Peanuts characters) United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 1966 Копег® 1977 The Wolper Organization inc. and Komack Company. Inc King Kong® 1976 Dino DeLaurentis Corporation 
Витап® OC Comics inc. 

(20) Camping Set 

у * $699 ег batteries 

E VCLUDES: Rugged plastic tent, 
48x36 inches high . . . room enough for 
two children. Sets up with polypropylene 
ties. Comes with back pack with shoulder 
straps, plastic canteen with compass 
mounted in center, magnifier, whistle and 
flashlight. 

S: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Flashlight 
requires 2 “С” batteries, not included, ог. 
der package below. 
49 C 29074—Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. .Set $6.99 

Long-life Alkaline "C" Batteries. 
Package of 2. 
49 C 46997—Wt. 5 oz. Pkg. $1.39 

(21) Hiking Set 
, Back pack and $999 without 

king accessories batteries 

Go hiking . explore the parks, fields, 
backyards in your town. Use mess kit to 
eat lunch, use canteen to drink water. 
SET INCLUDES: Vinyl back pack with 
wood supports measures 512x13x15!4 
inches high. Holds these plastic accesso- 
ries for your camping needs; canteen, 
mess kit, knife, fork, spoon, compass, 
non-prismatic binoculars, shovel, flash. 
light. 

FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Flashlight 
requires 2 *D" batteries, not included, or- 
der package below. 
49 C 29079—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. .Set $9.99 

Long-life Alkaline "D" Batteries. 
Package of 2. 
49 C 46996—Wt. 11 oz. Pkg. $1.69 

Football Set 

$349 

NERF® 
Football 

$271 

Сай pase scans by сайн най 



(1) “MATCHBOX” Three 
Level Parking Garage 
with working elevator 

WHAT YOU GET: All the features of mod 
ern parking in miniature. The parking ga- 
rage comes complete with three-level park- 
ing, gas pump island, entrance and exit 
ramps and a miniature auto elevator that 
really works. 27x17 V2x1674 inches high. 
Made of plastic with a vinyl placemat 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assem 
bled, instructions included. Cars not includ. 
ed, order below. 
79 N 5517 1C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $10.95 

Raise and lower cars to all 
three levels with the 

Super Garage 
"MATCHBOX"9 $ 1095 without 

(2) Park mini-cars on 
five different levels 

in the Sears Auto Park 
Drive mini-cars into the elevator, then 
crank the handle to raise them to any one 
of five levels of parking. 

WHAT YOU GET: Grease rack, gas pumps, 
gondola, stop gate and signs. 5-level park- 
ing area measures 131x554x16' inches 
high. Plastic. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assem- 
bled, instructions included. Cars not includ 
ed, order below. 
49 N 58415—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. $8.95 

Phone ordering's а quick and easy way to buy 

(3) Fast Wheels 6-piece face. Set 
SET INCL: 6 die-cast metal cars, 

| DN4 and Lotus 72. Imported. 
| FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 5802 1—Shipping wt. 12 oz. $4.97 

(4) Fast Wheels 6-piece Country Set 
SET INCL: Six die-cast metal vehicles, 2 to 3 in 

: Bulldozer, truck with pipe, dump truck, loi 
fork. lift, tractor with cart. Imported. 
OR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 58306—Shipping wt. 12 oz. 

Cub Dade scans by diinan maledicta com 

2 to 3 in. long: 
Corvette, Cabaro, BMW, police car, Shadow 

$4.87 

(5) “MATCHBOX” (6) 
11-pc. Garage Set 

SET INCLUDES: 11 die-cast 
metal vehicles, 2 to 3 inches 
long: Pontiac Firebird, Ford 
Escort 2000, Piston Topper, 
Police Motorcyc 

no, Renault, Gas , 
Airport Coach, Tow Truck. 
Imported. 

FOR AGES; 3 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 

49 N 55267 .......$9.24 49 N 55268 

Raise or lower car 
n the elevato 

"MATCHBOX" 
18-piece Super Set 

SET INCLUDES: 18 die-cast metal 
vehicles, 2 to 3 in. long: Pantera, 
Bus, Hondorora, Cement Truck, 
Caravan, Police Motorcycle, Van 
tastic, Fandango, Skip Truck, 
Jeep, Hell Raiser, Hi Tailer, Wild- 
life Truck, Faun Dumper, Chevy 
El Camino, Airport Coach, Hot 
Rocker, Tow Joe. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 

$14.76 

“MATCHBOX” Collector's Cases 

Arrange and rearrange the design 
ur garage and parking 

ty pieces pull apart 
nap-together ease 

ars 

5895 ro 

CONSTR: Rigid vinyl case with nickel- 
plated locks; plastic trays, windows. 

AGES: 3 years and up. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(7) 72-car Case. 36 inches long. 
49 N 54509—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. $8.95 

(8) 48-саг Case. 22 inches long. 
49 N 58305—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $4.94 

CARS, TRUCKS 
and PLANES 



movie and cartoon pals “соте alive" with these Viewer Theaters 

View-Master® 
Winnie-the-Pooh and 
Friends Theatre incl. 

(1and2) include colortui 
‘canister for storing reels. 

Show 'N Tell® 
Phono Viewer™ 

See and hear Winnie-the-Pooh 

$4999 
Vie 

Winnie-the-Pooh i 1 HOW IT WORKS: Put on record, sli and Friends Gift Pak | in film strip, focus, Screen shows сор 
| or slides while record player provides 

$ 99 L - keyed sound. May be used as solid- 
state, 2-speed phonograph. 

j WHAT YOU GET: Combination plas- 
then reinsert tic phonograph, 11-in. diagonal TV- 

back in viewer like screen, 12уах1204х15 inches high. 
watch ће [| Includes one “Winnie-the-Pooh” rec- nd feature! 2 ord and film. 

ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed, 110 
volt, 60 Hz. AC. 43 watts. 5-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 3% and up, not recom- 
mended for under 3/4 years old. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79C1804C-Wt. 10 lbs. 4 oz. $49.99 

(8thru 11) Extra Film 
and Record Programs for 
Phono Viewer'" above 

WHAT YOU GET: Each package with 
3 different record/filmstrips. Each 
record and filmstrip lasts about 4 
minutes. Each filmstrip has 15 ani- 
mated frames which are synchronized 
to the record. Flip side of record has 
music associated with film strip. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

(8) Goofy /Raggedy Ann & Andy/ 
Capt. Kangaroo- "People Are Like” 
49 C 18042—Wt. 11 oz. $6.49 

eue Robin Hood/Cinderella/Capt. 
aroo-"Let's Go CASAS 

49 C 1804 1—Wt. 1102. ....$6.49 
Fisher-Pric 2 | {| (10) Mickey Mouse/Black Beauty/ 

Capt. Kangaroo—“What do you say?” 
THEAT 49C 18044—Wt. 110z...... $6.49 

11)" Capt. Kangaroo-''Taking a 
look at Yourself"/3 Little Pigs/Mary 
Poppins. 
49 C 18043—Wt. 110z...... $6.49 

Buy the easy way-order by phone 
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3 N 97362 3N 97132 

3N9713 

3 N 97365 3 N 97108 

Check here for exciting View-Master® 
subjects . . all in glorious color 

Each catalog number below for one packet with 3 reels (21 color scenes). 
guidebook, stamp, coin (if available); (*) have story 

booklet; ( # ) for stereo only (not for 2-D projectors). Postpaid. (Wt. ea. 3 ог.) 
Packets (**) incl, 

ILLUSTRATED 

3 № 97507—Snoopy and the 
Red Baron 

3 N 9713—The Love Bug 
3 М 97099—Apollo Moon Landing 
М 97092 МЕМ! Julia 

973825- Night Before 
Christmas* 

9787 »Rudolph* 
Winnie the Pooh* 

7132— Lassie Look Home- 
ward* 
‘The Road Runner* 
NEW! Land of the 
Giants 
Pinocchio* 
Dennis the Menace* 

Barbie's World Trip* 
Birth of Jesus* 
NEW! Banana Splits* 
Wizard of Oz* 
NEW! The Hardy 
Boys* 
NEW! Physical Fit- 

ness* 

NEW! Instructional 
Football 
NEW! Auto Dare- 
devil Show* 

Wild Animals of the 
World* 
101 Dalmatians* 

"The Littlest 
Angel* 
NEW! Ringling 
Brothers Circus* 
Jungle Book* 
Christmas Story* 

Flipper* 
American Indian* 
Casper's Ghostland 

>> 222 2 

2o 

3 
3 

3 
3 
3 

3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 N 97097 

3 N 97204 

3N97103 

3 N 97614 

3 N 97532 
3 N 97381 

3 N 97142 

3 N 97364 

CHILDREN'S FAVORITES 
3 N 97334—Tom and Jerry* 
N 9736—Alice in Wonderland* 

97851— Noah's Ark* 
97106 — Tarzan of the Apes* 
9741— Mother Goose* 
97333 — Popeye* # 
9730—Snow White* 
97528— Mickey Mouse* 
97376 — Mary Poppins* 
9740— Bambi* 

‘Santa's Workshop 
97104—NEW! $ 

the Computer Crook 
NEW! Nanny and 
the Professor 
Flintstones* # 

97531—Bugs Bunny* 
97131—Smokey the Bear 
9720—NEW! Lancelot Link* 
97201—NEW! Captain 

Kangaroo* 
97202 — NEW! Liddle Kiddles 

Meet the Kiddles 
2 22222 > 2222222222 

E] 2 & $ 

CHILDREN'S FAVORITES. 
(CONTINUED) 

3 N 97203 — NEW! Ice Follies* 

2-897372 Peter Pan* 
3 №9733 Heidi* 
3 N 97479 -Daniel Boone* 
3 N 97317 —Goldilocks * 
3 N 97533— Casper the Friendly 

Ghost * 

3 N 97318 —Cinderella* 
3 N 97215 —NEW! National Soap 

Box Derby* 

3 N 97536 —Peanuts* 

SCIENCE SERIES 
Kennedy Space Center 
Man in Space. 
Prehistoric Life 
Our Planet. Earth. 
Rocks and Minerals 
-Museum of Science 
and Industry 
NEW! Fish Life* 
NEW! History of 
Flight* 
NEW! Probing the 
Ране 

DISNEYLAND 

3 N 97183--NEW! Disney on 
Parade* 

3 N 97184—NEW! The Aristocats* 
Adventureland 
Fantasyland 
Frontierland 
New Orleans Square 
Tomorrowland 97179 

U.S. TRAVEL 
ч N 97161 —Carlshad Caverns 1* 

3. N 97889 Great Smoky 
Mountains 

Lincoln Heritage Trail* 
N 97655—Ningara Falls* 
N 97393 — Pennsylvania Dutch 

Country* 
N 97356— Lookout. Mtn., Tenn. 
N 97486 Black Hills* 
N 97395. Yellowstone North* 
N 97813 Colonial Williamsburg" 

N 97653— New York City. 
Manhattan* 

3 N 97101 —Alaska* 
3 № 9796 —Florida* 

3 N 9712—Hawaii* 
3 М 97402—Texas* 
3 N 97727—Cape Cod and 

Plymouth* 
3 № 97181—Hollywood* 
3 N 97171— Yosemite National 

Park, California 
3 N 97793 —White House* 

[0 each 
packet 

U.S. TRAVEL (CONT ) 
97394. 
97969 

3N San Francisco, Calif.* 
3N 
3 N 97189 
3N 

3N 
3N 

Cypress Gardens* 

NEW! Chicago* 
NEW! Miami and 
Miami Beach* 
NEW! Pikes Peak* 
NEW! Los Angeles* 

WORLD TRAVEL 
97185 бийлейм" N 

N 
М 97156. England x 
N 97172 —France* 
N 97193 —Germany** 
N 9719— Holland** 
N 9716 —1Ireland' 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 

9718-Italy' 
97001—Mexico** 
97386 South Vietnam** 
97262 —Japan* 
97226— Holy Land, Israel, 

and Jordan* 
NEW! Expo 70 Osaka* 
-NEW! Expo 70 Osaka 
at Night* 
7 Wonders of the 
World* 
NEW! The Pyramids 
and Egypt* 

N 97216 
3N 97199 

3 N 97901 

3N 97196 

ANIMALS AND ZOOS 

N 97611— Wild Birds* 
N 97619 — Prehistoric Animals* 
N 97617 — Children's Zoo* 
N 9761 —Butterflies* 
N -Strange Animals of 

the World* 
N —San Diego Zoo I 
N Marineland, Pacific* 
N Marineland, Florida* 

97188. 

ALL NEW! 
INSTRUCTIONAL SPORTS 

3 № 97097 — Physical Fitness* 
3 № 97098— Instructional Baseball* 
З N 97204— Instructional Football* 
3 N 97206— Instructional Tennis* 
3 N 97207 — Instructional Ice 

Skating* 

ALL NEW! ABC WIDE 
WORLD OF SPORTS 

3 N 97208 — Auto Racing* 
3 N 97209 — Motorcycle Racing* 
3 N 9721—Hydroplane Racing* 
3 М 97211 - Rodeo* 
3 N 97212— St. Moritz Bobsled 

Championship* 
3 N 97214. Little League World 

Series* 

Peanuts characters United Features Syndicate. 1966. Disney characters “Walt Disney Productions. 

тарб pae score by ciu ilimar нее ыа com 

3 N 97311 

[RUDOLPI 
the Red-Nosed Reindeer 

3N 97532 

3 N 97364 

3 N 97485 3 N 97337 

3 N 97381 

3 N 97383 

Caspers 
GHOSTLAND 

3N 97129 

ALL NEW! Special 7-reel Packs in 3-D 

each $213 ш 
3 N 97911— America's Scenic 

Wonders 
3 N 97912-—Animals of the World 
3 N 97913—Our National History 
5 N 97914— Foreign Scenic Wonders 
3 N 97915— Fred Flintstone and 

49 View-Master 
color scenes 

Friends. 
N 97916 Disney Cartoon Favorites 
97917 —Disney Fairy Tales 

Disneyland, the Magic 
Kingdom 

— Television Cartoon 
Favorites 

97922 — Television Showtime 
97923 United States Space 

Program 
Shpg. wt. ea. pack 4 oz.. Pack $2.13, 

NOTE: Ali 3-D View-Master reels fit 
talking View-Master, page 560. 
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You control the 

action of these 

3 Speedsters 

Without batteries. 

$399 Dune Buggy $399 шг 
Sold only at Sears. Remote-control . . starts, 

stops, turns with air-pressure control. Chrome- 
look trim, antenna, decals. Plastic. 7Уз in 
long. Rubber tires. Uses 2 "AA" batteries 
(order pkg. below). 
49 N 54246 — Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. Japan $3.99 
"AA" Bott Package of 6 Suns oL ud 
49 N 8402— Shipping weight 6 ounces Pkg. 99c re-enters race 

Takes off 
other way 

Without batteries 

$399 

hout batteries 
$399 

Remote Control duct 

Dune Buggy, Chopper $339 batteries 

( 1 and 2 ) Just push button on remote control Stunt Cars create excitement of dare-devil racing 

console to make them run forward, backward. З GT Spin-Out Racer .. thrills with sudden, Non-Fall Buggy . . won't drive off tables, 
do exciting "wheelies" on their rear Ga self-correcting spin-outs. Steering adjusts. stairs or anything. At edge, it stops, 
Plastic. From Hong Kong. Each uses 2 "D' 4%4x2%4x10 in. long. Metal and plastic. Uses turns and goes..it's auto-'magic" Has 
batteries (order package below) 2 "D" batteries, order pkg. left. Japan. blinking tail light. Metal; 6x4*4x9 in. long. 
T Go-Go Buggy. 5УзхЗУзхбУз in. long 49 № 58072 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $3.99 Le 2"D' ee der pkg. left. US 

49 N 58132— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz $3.39 Д Stunt Car . rolls over, rights self, races 58068—Shpg. wt, 1 Ib, 9 oz. 1177063 
forward. Steerable wheels. 4x3Y2x11 in. long ы , я 

9 Go-Go Chopper. 4x5x8 in. long Metal. Uses $ "C" cells, order pkg. below. QUU epos tus ae a 
aod d eed E 49 NSB006-Japan.Shpg.wt11b.302.......5399 орог body, plastic 4¥%4x3%x9¥2 in. long 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. "C" Batteries. Package of 6. Uses 2 "C" batteries, order pkg. left. Japan. 
Pkg.$1.49 49 N 8406— Shipping wt. 1202............1 Pkg.$1.19 49 N 58147— Shpg. wt. 14 oz. У 33.99 

ашы trabe scant рү сша eaochail com 



A/EX Meadowbrook 
Speedway 

@ Lola T260 and 
Shadow Can Am 
battle it out over 22 

feet of track 

@ Danger lurks in 
the high-banked 
Monza curve 

@ Lap counter 

indicates 
the winner 

$1999 

Layout fits area 
about 4)4x3 ft. wide 

Blast down the long straightaway .. (аке it easy metal car is powered by a responsive Russkit con- 
through the hairpin curves . . roar through the troller. Safety pack plugs directly into wall; UL 
high-banked Monza turn without cutting your listed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. Includes track 
speed. Meadowbrook packs thrills and excite. pylons and guard rails. Ages 6 and up. 
ment for two lucky youngsters. Each plastic and 49 С 95196—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 8 oz.. . . . Set $19.99 

Over-and-Under Race Set 
HO-scale cars twist around 
layouts with 14 feet of track 

Track makes 6 different, challenging lay- 
outs. Includes 2 TycoPro cars made of plas- 
tic and metal, 2 speed controllers, guard rail 
with flags, piers and start/finish gate. Power 
pack is UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. 
AC. Ages 6 and up. Shipping weight 8 Ibs, 
79 С 95461C. . >. E Set $13.66 

Layout fits area 
about 4х3 ft. wide 

ашо Habe scene Бутанын com 

Sears-the only place you'll find 
Aurora HO-scale Road Race Sets 

with SUPER TRACTION 
Aurora lowered the center of gravity on each A/FX car to give 

it SUPER TRACTION. They've also added a longer guide pin and 

deeper track slot to give you the most road-hugging racers, ever 

(ITEMS SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

A/FX Roger Penske 
Four-Lane Raceway  ' 

57 499 
Now the whole gang can get in on the ac- 
tion. Two Penske Porsches, a Shadow Can 

Am and a McLaren battle side-by-side on the 
super-wide, 4-lane track, And when the 4 lanes 
split, sending each pair of cars off in different 
directions . . you really get action. 

Russkit Controllers power cach plastic and 
metal car. Heavy-duty power pack is UL 
listed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. Set includes 
two lap counters, pylons and guard rails. 
Great racing fun for children ages 6 and up. 

Shipping weight 11 pounds. 
49 € 95199... Set $34.99 

Penske Porsche . . you might need a spare. 
Shipping weight 2 ounces, 

49 С 9520 Each $2.98 

Aurora A/FX HO-scale Race Cars 

(3 thru 8 ) A/FX . . it stands for Aurora Fac- 
tory Experimentals . . cars so fast they leave 
the others at the line. SUPER TRACTION 
and longer guide pins keep them in the groove 
and on their way to victory. Each plastic 
and metal car measures about 214 in. long. 

(3) 490 95474—A/FX Shadow Can Am 
(4) 49 95501—A/FX Penske Matador 
(5) A/FX Lola T260 Can Am 
(6) FX Plymouth Stocker 
(7) 49 С 95206—A/FX Bre-Datsun 2407 
(8) 49 95203—A/FX '55 Chevy Hardtop 
Shipping weight each 2 ounces. . . . Each $2.98 

A/FX Monza $2 199 
Sprint Raceway 
Whether you're barreling down the long 
straightaway, zooming through the high- 

banked curve or just coasting through the 
tight corners . . this one will test your skill. 

Set includes two plastic and metal racers 
each powered by a Russkit Controller. Safety 
pack plugs into wall; UL listed for 110-120-v., 
60-Hz. AC. Incl. lap counter, pylons, guard 
rails. Ages 6 and up. Use your phone if you 
want to order it the easiest way of all. 

49 С 95207— Shipping wt. 9 Ibs.. . .Set $27.99 

A/FX Car Case 
and Hop-up Kit 

When you go “оп the road" to race, take six cars 
along in this cushioned vinyl case. Hop-up kit 
includes 2 car bodies, 2 aluminum racing wheels, 
decal sheet, oil dispenser, wrench, crown gear, 
rear axle and more. 
49 С 95197— Shipping weight 1 Ib.. Kit $5.88 



These are the БЛЕСКЕ Ш Ө 
А hot new collection of cycles to please 

all the young racers in the family . . 

Pedal chain-drive 
Freedom Rider 
A streamlined Cycle 
with the look of a in 

Battery-powered 

Patriot Chopper 
pedal controls put your machine 
action up to 2 miles per hour 

with à 

Pedal direct-drive 

American Cycle 
A low-slung Cycle with a big 
front wheel and wide-spaced 
back wheels for great traction high-speed racing cycle 

$2499 
real motor-bike" feel 

without 
battery $1997 

1 Easy-riding cycle goes as far and as fast as 
strong young legs will go. Big 14-inch semi-pneu 

matic tire bites down on track while broad rear 
slicks, set wide apart to handle turns easily, help 
keep cycle stable, Low-slung racing saddle provides 
a comfortable ride for young cyclists. 
Gleaming chrome-plated high-rise handlebars with 

finger-grip plastic handles and streamers plus a roll 
bar give cycle a sporty flair. Tubular steel frame and 
plastic seat. Pedal cycle measu x2294x 257 
inches, Recommended for ages 3 to 7, Shipped partly 
assembled. See “N” suffix, page 266. 

Shipping weight 18 pounds 
79 N 86075N $19.97 

Dune Bug 

$3199 us 

Thunder down the sidewalk at top speed on 
this super cycle. Big, low-slung pedal cycle has 

gleaming chrome-plated tubular steel body, swept 
back roll bar, high-rise handlebars, windscreen. 

Heavy-duty chain assembly gives positive ac- 
tion to super-wide 8-inch rear tires; 8-inch front 

i ety feature: chain is completely enclosed. 
ed shock absorber decoration on handle 

bars adds the look of realism. Plastic seat. 
Cycle measures a full 35x16x27%4 inches high. 

Red, white, and blue, Partly assembled. Ages 3 to 
8. See “N” suffix, page 260. 

Shipping weight 17 pounds. 
78 N 86076N $24.99 

3699 
Go on adventures for up to 7 hours оп a single 
charge . . this battery-operated cycle runs on a 

rechargeable long-life 6-volt battery (not included; 
order separately below), Widespread 9-inch wide 
traction rear tires; 10-inch front tire. Simulated 
shock absorber decoration, chrome-plated high- 
rise handlebars and high-back saddle with chrome- 
plated roll bar plus front and rear fenders, 

Includes battery recharger (UL listed 110-120-v. 
C. 8 watts.). Chrome-plated tubular steel 
Vox 16x24 inches high, plastic saddle, 

simulated engine. For ages 3 to 8. Partly assem. 
bled. Se suffix, page 266 
79 N 8652 1N—Shipping we $36.99 

Battery-powered Dune Bug 

4 The fun car of beach and street also hits the sidewalks . 
to 2 miles per hour, indoors or out. Runs up to 7 hours on one charge of the long-life 

skims along at speeds up 

rechargeable 6-volt battery (not included; order separately below). 
Custom-like styling includes rear engine detail, simulated headlights and treaded 

tires, Hi-impact plastic body and tires support up to 150 pounds. Overall 31x16x13*4 
inches high. Seat height 9 inches. Incl. battery recharger (UL listed 110-120-v., 60 Hz. 
AC. 11 watts.). Bright red and yellow colors. Partly assembled. For ages 2 to 7. 
79 N 86529C—Shipping weight 16 роипЧз...............................—- $31.99 

6-volt. Rechargeable Battery. Fits all Sears, Eldon, Pines rechargeable vehicles. 
49 м 86523—Shipping weight 4 pounds. .......... 3799 

BATTERY GUARANTEE 
6-volt rechargeable battery sold above for use with battery-powered vehicles (3) and (4) is 
guaranteed for 6 months against electrical failure, or return for free replacement 

6-volt Battery 

$799 

Tabh padi tee Oy d 



A A 95 ittm 
Hit 'em, bop ‘em, knock 

‘ет down . . weighted bottoms 

keep Punch Me's coming 

back for more 

(1 thru 5 ) Inflatable vinyl characters can be used 
indoors and out. For children ages 3 to 10. Get this 
bit of Christmas shopping done—just dial Sears 
and order it right now. 

Yogi Bear. Hey there, it's Yogi Bear . . straight 
from Jellystone Park. About 50 inches tall with a 

nose that squeaks when you hit it. 
49 C 28518—Shipping weight 4 pounds... ......... $495 

Popeye”. The spinach-eating sailor. 42 in. tall 
49 C 28135—Shipping weight 3 pounds ........ $395 

Bozo the Clown'. Let laughable, lovable Bozo 
be your playmate. Brightly colored. Stands 36 in. 

tall with a nose that squeaks when you hit it. 
49 C 28136—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 5 oz........... $295 

Bamm-Bamm. Barney Rubble's precocious little 
son from "The Flintstones". 34 in. tall. 

49 C 29058— Shipping weight 2 pounds. ........... $295 

Batman and Glove Set. Fearless crime fighter . . 
48 in. tall. 2 inflatable vinyl gloves incl. 

49 C 28133—Shipping weight 3 pounds .....Set $4.99 
Bozo the Clown" 1973 Warner Bros. Seven Arts. Inc 

Popeye" King Features Syndicate 1963 

SAFETY NOTE: 
Parental supervisic 
recommended. Not D ыш ее 

SA і bet 

| 

= 

Pogo Stick 
with Countmeter 

NK 

21) 
uniorPogo «Ww 2 
$697 =! m 

Pogo = 
$99 

E 9 
Jump for fun and competition = Re an а, in’ Jimi with hoppin’, boppin’ Pogo Sticks Jumpin’ Jiminy 

(6 thru 8 ) Pogo sticks of high tension tubular steel. Anti-skid rubber tips. It's a trampoline on land 
Slip-resistant foot pads. Nylon bushings for friction-free use. Vinyl grips. It's a raft on water 

Pogo with Countmeter . . records up to 9.999 hops. Holds up to 250 Ibs. 4-foot Зоот 
4 6 79 C 29236C —42 in. high. Ages 8 and up. Shipping wt. 7 Ibs. $1498 $1998 diameter $1198 diameter 

77 Junior Pogo. Holds up to 120 Ibs. Stands 442 in. high. Ages 6 to 16. Indoor-outdoor big bouncer. Use it like a trampoline 9 C 2926C —Shipping weight 5 pounds 56.97 A^ develop coordination , Hes itasa ap to ig in - ; the water. Heavy-duty ги! tube with strong fabric 8 ари Pogo. Holds up be 250 Ibs. Stands 48 in. high. Ages 8 and up. covers on front and back. Strong webbing supports and a 29263C—Shipping weight 7 pounds эш lace closure. Inflate at gas station or with hand pump Q Pogo Game. Set up your own challenge course. Set includes ten plastic (not included). Ages 4 to 13. ә : rings. eight 9-in. high plastic foam slaloms, four high-jump crossbars and 49 C 28516—4-foot diameter. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs...... $1998 Е nstruction booklet with lots of games for you to play. Ages 6 and up 49 C 2922—3-foot diameter. Shpg. wt. 4168......... 1198 560 [Sears] -« 49 С 29196— Shipping weight 1 pound 5499 

саю разе scans 6v christmas mesetochnical con 
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Entire $2999 without 

Full 45 in. wide hardboard and 

Р s wood Kombi Kitchen . . . sold only at Sears 
“Cook” a pretend meal, clean up and store leftovers in this all-in-one unit 

Refrigerator and freezer doors open to reveal shelf spaces within refrigerator and ice cube freezer 
Inside of doors are decorated to simulate in-door its with color- 

and Sink has knobs that turn. Faucet is make-be- Eesge D hai tae at uou 

You can order items on pages 423 to 598 
from now until SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 

Save 2596 
Separately total 

$26.98 

(1 and 2) Country Kitchen Appliances. 
Space-saving two units contain four appliances: re- 
frigerator-freezer, range, oven and sink. 
Refrigerator-Freezer (1) has four shelves, swing- 
open door with plastic handle. 3-in-1 Appliance (2) 
has pretend range, oven, sink and storage cabinet 
in one. Plastic countertop, work area. Knobs that 
turn, four burners and fan. 2-shelf cabinet. Wall 
clock with movable hands. Press sink faucet, water 
runs into sink from well below. 
CONSTRUCTION, DIMENSIONS: Ne pa pa- 
расна with plastic-coated wood-grained 

h. Refrigerator-Freezer (1) 20x1314x22V4 in. 
high, 3-in-1 Appliance (2) 2734x17V4x37!4 in. high. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

11] $999 
without accessories 

560 [Sears] oc 

Tanaina scade by йй аенын сы com 

51699 
without accessories 

FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 10122—Shipping weight 

on Country Kitchen Set 

Now $19?* eon accessories 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Shipped unassembled, 
instructions included. Accessories not included, or- 
der separately, above or on facing page. 
(1) _ Refrigerator-Freezer. 
79 N 1111C—Shipping weight 6 lbs. . $9.99 
(2) The 3-in-1 Appliance. Range, oven and sink. 
79 N 1112C—Shipping weight 10 ibs. ... 16.99 
Country Kitchen Set 
SET INCLUDES: Refrigerator-Freezer (1) and 3-in- 
1 Appliance (2). See descriptions at left. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, instruc- 
tions included. Accessories not included. 
79 М 1113C2—Shpg. wt. 16 lbs......Set $19.98 



Jr. Hi-rise 
Pogo 

holds up to 
120 Ibs. 

Pogo 
up to 250 Ibs. 

$1144 

Test your skill. . . ride a 
Pogo Stick indoors or out 

pron: ), Pogo Sticks, Rigid tubules мен with 

iE» 1o dba Anil aki bottom rubber Eus grips. tip 

(1) Super Hi-rise. 48 inches high, 18 inches wide. 
FOR AGES: 10 yrs. and ир. . . 100 to 250 pounds. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: "Partly assembled in- 

hardware included. structions, 
79 C 29263C—Shipping weight 7 Ibs. ...$11.44 

(2) Jr. Hi-rise. 44% inches high. 18 inches wide. 

FOR AGES: 6 to 16 years. 60 to 120 pounds. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, in- 
structions, а: 
79 C 2926C—Shipping weight 5 pounds ..%8.44 

(3) Jr. Model. 36% inches high. 8*4 inches wide. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years . . . 40 to 100 pounds. 
Maps INFORMATION: Assembled. 
9 C 29379C—Shipping weight 4 pounds . $6.44 

Take giant strides on 
these sturdy steel Stilts. . . 

test your balancing skill 

$697 

(4) Stiltmaster Stilts. 

CONSTRUCTION: Enamel-finish — М | 
Anti-skid bber ipe, on bottom of 

Exe erm ee diris us adjust Dofus from 10 to 16 in. from 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. . ei ren 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled, instructions. 
79 C 29611C—Shipping weight 7 pounds . $697 

$687 
f 4\ (5) Fenderball™ Game Set 
Use fender to serve and volley ball. Play solo, in 
pairs or groups. Can help improve coordination. 

SET INCLUDES: Two fenders of high- injid pki 
tic with ridged center grip. Two polyethylene 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 27068—Shipping weight ! Ib. 3oz. ..$6.87 

Сарой pane scam by емпати еничари нын 

(6) Jumpin’ Jiminy. . . It's a trampoline 
on land. . . It's a raft on water 

without 44 nthout 

BS $1 144 552. | 45 81998 25. 
Lots of bouncing fun, can help build coordination and re- 

Tots of bind on your feet or practice knee drops. 

CONSTAKTION Heavy-duty i pu» rubber tube with 

strong fabric cover stretched Цу over front and back 

for lots of ee: Lace closure. Stabilizers (sold separately 
below), attach to webbing supports. 
FOR AES 4 to 13 years. Supervision recommended. Not 
to be used as a lifesaving device. 
ORDERING INFO: Sent deflated. Auto tire type valve. . . 
inflate at gas station or use hand pump (not included). 

3-foot diameter. 1114 inches high. 
49 C 28522—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 702...... .%11.44 

4-foot diameter. 14 inches I 
49 C 28525—Shipping t 7 Ibs, 8 oz. .......919.98 

wisn 

value Save ‘1 
when you buy 

Stabilizers (7) with Jumpin’ Jiminy (6) 

Stabilizers alone $355 

0) B Plastic sore. Attach to Jumpin’ Jimin: Yn webbing for security. 

C28527-Stabilizers alone. Pkg of 8. Shpg. wt. 1 I 
49C20627-Babilsers with Jumpin' Jiminy (6) above. Wi T Pi 

(9) Floor Punching Bag 
$744 vedo 

» 
Ps . fabric-supported 
os vy "bag. Flexible steel 

Ёё = igin. high 3253210 
+ 2-pair set Vido mel [^ a 

(8) Boxing Glove Set FOR AGES: 4 yrs., up. 

+ sonors i ORD. INFO: Unassem., 

a friend. instr., incl. Bag sent de- 
INCLUDES 2 flated, анараа needle 

inci joxing gloves not gl oves wit padding id Wt ra уе 

тя [9] 79 C 29062€ ..47.44 
FOR AGES: 4 yrs. and up. 
ORD. INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
49 C 29286 ....Set $6.95 

19 
(10) Socker Boppers 

More fun than a pillow fight. Soft in- 
flatable vinyl Гү == ау te a Have fast-action duels with soft 
inside to inflated vinyl swords. Plastic grip, 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. hand 
зшен INFORMATION Inflate FOR AGES: E to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Package of 2. 
49C27062-Wt. 8 oz. Pkg. $2.97 

(11) Silly Swords 
One for all . . . and all for fun! 

oC 28 46—Wt. 7 oz... Pair $1.99 

$297 (12) Shoe-top Roller Skates 
— adjust without key 

de slip skates on over shoes 
lace 'em up. Turn screw to 

adjust length. with cloth 

FOR AGES: gitas Fits shoe 
sizes 7 children’s to 3 regular. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 14 oz. 
49 C 29387 ....... Pr. $2.97 



Vehicles of 9 
сату $787 s 

(1thru4) Play Scenes and Matching Car Sets give 
mini-car buffs fun motoring thru the city, country 

WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: 1344x17!4x4-in. wide cases open into 
34x24! ox10-in. high play areas of washable vinyl. Vinyl skyscraper 
background on (1). Four-color paperboard buildings on (3). Injec 
tion-molded plastic gas station, overpass, ramps, signs and tollbooth 
on (1); windmill, bridge and fence on (3). 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions incl. Cars not incl. 

(1) “MATCHBOX” City with 4% ft. of roadway 
49 N 58084—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. $9.95 

(2) “MATCHBOX” City Vehicle Set. Includes 9 die-cast metal ve- 
hicles, 2 to 3 in. long. Dodge Challenger, Sleet "n' snow vehicle, Hon- 
dorora, Ford Transit snorkle fire engine, police car, container-trans- 
port truck car transporter and Volkswagen Rabbit. Imported. 
49 N 55265—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. Set $7.87 

(9) | MATCHBOX” Country with 614 ft. of roadway 
49 N 58089—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz... $9.95 
(4) “MATCHBOX” Country Vehicle Set. Includes 9 die-cast metal 
vehicles, 2 to 3 in. long. Mercedes, horse van, cattle truck, shovel-nose 
tractor, aod truck, MEC truck, Faun dump truck, Jeep C.J., 
site dumper. 
49N нн weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. Set $7.87 

MATCHBOX”, reg. trademark owned by Lesney Products & Co., Ltd.. England 

(5) Load up, head for the market with your 19-piece NYLINT Farm Set (6) Sturdy Red Baron Triplane 
SET INCLUDES CONSTR: Steel truck, Play out your fantasy and chase your airborne prey. 
1412х51х514-іпсһ Chevy truck with removable stakes. Single-axle, — trailer, Plastic figures. CONST.: Metal fuselage and plastic wings. Glossy-red en- 
11¥4xSbax3 AGES: 3 yrs. and up. amel finish. Propeller spins and wheels roll. 10 in. long. edges, non-toxic enamel finish. 4-person family and 13 animals, 114 to 412 ORDERING INFO FOR AGES: 3 years and ш 
inches high; cow, steer, goat, sheep, chicken, dogs, cat, calves, duck. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 11 ог. ORDERING NC ORMAATION: 
560 49N58297 . Set $12.84 49 N 5717 1—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. .........$4.97 

Сөй Dade scans by абаа зт ае аай Conk 



t thru 3) 

panels. 

(1) KENSTRUCT™ 

(3) KENSTRUCT* 
Interstate Highway Set 

$1487 

KENSTRUCT™ Building Sets. Design skyscrapers, famous 
ш, highways, draw bridges with snap-together column, girders and 

FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 

(1) Skyscraper Set. Working elevator with hand-operated hoist, 500 sil- 
ver-color plastic girders, columns and wall panels, 4 6x6 inch plastic bases, 
project book. Helmet not included. Mosen 
49 C 16096—Shipping weight 3 pounds . PEUT ..8et $17.66 

(2) KENSTRUCT" Helmet. Child-sized. White s plastic Age 7 to 12 "y 
49 C 160 1—Shipping weight 10 ounces 1.88 

Skyscraper Set {3) Interstate Highway Set. Over 400 plastic pieces: columns, gi 
$ 66 leet of roadway, signs, project book. Helmet not included. Unassembled. 
1 7 49 C 16086—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 оцпсев............ Set $14.87 

Lincoln Logs 
Frontier Town Set 
430-piece Set 

(4) Lincoln Logs Frontier Town Set. 430 pieces make a 
complete frontier town incl. bank and general store. 
SET INCLUDES: Assorted 34-inch thick wooden logs, grooved 
to fit together. Plus roof panels, gables, signs, chimneys and 
hitching post. Instructions included. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
49 C 1678—Shipping weight 8 pounds ........... $24.99 

Cuin page scans by perisimasmarseteciwücal con 

Pioneer Cabin Sets 
266-pc. Set 

$1599 

(5) Lincoln Logs Pioneer Cabin Sets 
SETS INCL: Assorted 34-in. thick wooden logs; grooved to fit 
together, plastic gables, chimneys, roof pieces, instr. 
266-piece Set. For ages 4 to 10 years. 

139-pc. Set 

$999 

49 C 16124—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 12 02......... $15.99 
139-piece Set. For ages 4 to 10 years. 
49 С 16125—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. ....... . 9.99 

Meccano* 
Construction Set 

$1899 
Educational building set lets your 
child construct realistic models of 
airplanes, cars, trucks, helicopters 
or robots. 
SET INCL: 261 plastic pieces . 
nuts, bolts, girders, wheels, axles 
and plates in red, yellow and blue 
colors. With colorful decals. Easy to 
understand instr. manual. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 7 oz. 
49 С 16074............. $18.99 

Phone ordering s à quick and 
easy way to buy. 

(6) BRIXBLOX" 
battery-operated 
remote control 
Power Kit 

Save $3 on Power Kit (6) 
when you buy with any 
standard BRIX BLOX ‘Sat 
sold on p. 561, Remote 
control unit with 3-posi- 
tion switch for forward, 
stop and reverse motion 
lets qos control your 
BRIX BLOX vehicles 
from a distance, With 
block base for building ve- 
hicles, machines. 
SET INCLUDES: Power 
unit, axles, wheels, 
treads, pulleys, block 

, instr. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12. Due to 
small parts, not recomm. 
for children under 3. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 2 “С” 
batteries, not included 
(order below). Wt. 15 oz. 
49 C 1604...... $11.99 
I Sort Б! buy with 
any B. 
I Serr $8.99 
Pkg. of 2 "C" Batteries 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

46319 ...Pkg. 79c 

(7) BRIX BLOX™ 
Space Station 

Build the Station at right 
with snap-together BRIX 
BLOX. 
SET INCLUDES: Snap-to- 
gether blocks made of 
non-toxic, washable plas- 
tic. 200 — build Space 
Station, Sy Shuttle and 
Moon Vehicle. 
FOR AGES; 5 to 12 years. 
Due to коп рон. Hot not 
recommended 
under 
ODER No 
Shpg. lb. 2 oz. 
4 20 TUM $5.99 

(8) BRIX BLOX™ 
Vehicle Set 

Enough pieces to make all 
4 vehicles at right. 
SET INCL: Snap-together 
blocks of non-toxic, 
able plastic. 4 bases with 
wheels, doors that open. 

ictions incl. 
FOR AGES: 5 to adult. 
Due to small parts, not 
recommended for children 
under 3. 
ORDER ‘INFO: Wt. 10 oz. 
49C 1615 ....... $3.99 

(9) BRIXBLOX 
Storage Bucket 

Store your BRIX BLOX 
in 8-qt. bucket made of 
polyethylene; snap-on lid. 
ORDERING INFO: 

ipg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
1624 ....... $3.99 

Ramagon? Building 
Sets 
7 types of easy-to-assem- 
ble plastic pieces. . .ram- 
agons (26- sided ing 
ро), e уой E кї. 

coloi трава clips, 
LC. 
FOR AGES: 6 ret up. 
ORD. INFO: Unassembled. 
380-piece Set. With 96 
ramagons, 192 3%-in. 
spokes, 12 4%-in. spokes, 
16 triangular, 16 square 
panels, 40 стра 8 Б 

t. 4 Ibs. 
49C 16101 429.9 
240-piece Set. With 64 
ASH DU 128 3%- 
rods, 8 4%-in. rods, 8 tri- 



3 N 97809 

tat РС 
Slip in talking View-Master reels . 

sound button 

Viewer $ 97 without 
6 reels batteries 

Deluxe Talking View-Master Gift Pack. Fun . . educational. Each scene 
fully explained while you view. Deluxe gift pack comes with plastic talking: 
View-Master (4% in. deep, 8 in. long, 5 in. wide), plus six talking stereo 
reels (42 scenes). Popeye, Apollo Moon Landing 1969, Scenic USA, Birds of 
the World, Mother Goose Rhymes, Switzerland. Sturdy cardboard storage 
cannister, metal top. Uses 2 "C" batteries; order at right. 
3 N 9786—Deluxe Talking View-Master Pack. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 9 oz. 513.97 

Кз 

SOU NDI .. New talking View-Master 

3N97801 3N 97806 

talisinó pase scans Бун алны иан Cont 

citing full color 3-D pictures plus 

. Press 

. LOOK AND LISTE 

TALKING VIEW.MASTER 

A value that's ONLY 

SOMETHING $ 
SPECIAL 997. 

batteries 

LOOK AT THIS PRICE! You get a View-Master set, but more . . you get 
the brand new talking View-Master. Shows all your favorite characters in 
exciting 3-D. All in color . . each reel speaks for itself. Plastic View-Mas- 
ter 4% inches deep, 8 inches long, 5 inches wide, plus 1 reel (7 scenes). 
Takes 2 "C" batteries, order below 
3N 9773—Shipping weight 2 pounds . $9.97 

3N97736 

З М 97735—Smokey Bear 
3N 97737—Snow White 
3 N 97745— Casper's Ghostland 
З М 9775 1—Popeye® 

97807— Projects Apollo 
97781—Disneyland 

N 97774— Vatican City 
3N 97772— The Holy Land 
3 N 97773—Switzerland 

34 М 4665—"C” Battery. 2 needed. Shipping weight each 2 от... „Еа. 19c 

3-Rool 
Pack 

Packets — ""** 

ILLUSTRATED NOT SHOWN 

3 N 97731-Alice in Wonderland 3 N 97752—Bugs Bunny 
3 N 97734-Mother Goose 3 N 97762—| Little Drummer Boy 

Rhymes 3 N 97763 ah's Ark 

3 N 97738-Wizard of Oz 3N97771—Canada 
3 N 97746-The Flintstones 3N 97782—Grand Canyon 
3 N 97808-Seven Wonders 3 N 97783— National Gallery 

of the World of Art 

3N 97733-Jungle Book 3N 97784—New York City— 
3 N 97786-Scenic U.S.A. Sightseeing 

3 N 97732-Cinderella 3N 97785—Niagara Falls 
3 N 97809-Wild Animals of 3 N 97787—United Nations 

the World 3 N 97788—Washington, D.C. 
3 N 97801-Apollo Moon Landing 3 N 9779 1—The White House 

1969 3 N 97794—Yellowstone National 

3 N 97806-Prehistoric Life Park 
3 N 97736-Snoopy and the Red 3 N 97802—Birds of the World 

Baron) 3 N 97803— Our Planet Earth 

3N 97805—Physics-Matter & 

NOT SHOWN 25 Energy 
3N 

3 

3-reel packet, (21 scenes). Postpaid. (Wt. ea. 5 от.) Packet ...$2.95 

Peanuts characters ©) United Features Syndicate, 1966. 
Disney characters © Walt Disney Productions 
Popeye characters ©) K.F.S. 1963. 

Talking View-Master reels cannot be used on regular View- Master 

560 Sears tosta 
Talking View-Masters 

Will accept regular View-Master reels 



Fire Chief Car 

Police Car 
$499 without 

batteries 

Police and Fire Chief Cars 
go racing to help . . with sirens 
sounding and lights flashing. 
Both with Non-Stop Action. 

Watch how these cars bump into things, automatically turn away, go 
charging off again . . travel straight, clockwise or counter-clockwise. 

Use 2 "D" batteries, not incl. (order package listed under locomotive, 
below). Resonant siren, lights. Metal, plastic. 11/x4V4x4 in. high. Japan. 

1 Fire Chief Car. Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 2 Police Car. Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 
49 N 58175 54.99 49 N 58071 +4499 

Fc 
Hit an object 
turn and go on 

Does spins. wheelies 

batteries 
$499 without 

String-Action 

1) 499 zs. 
batteries 

Keep this Dragster and Drag Trike on a 

string . . string shifts control their spins and “wheelies” 

(3 and 4 ) They're battery powered, but you decide when they'll do their 
stuff, and what they'll do. Put them through their fancy paces by means 
of the control strings; they're really gear shifts. Run them forward, 
spin them around in circles, back them up, then do wheelies (running on 
the back two wheels). Use two "C" batteries each, not incl. (order pkg. 
below). Both measure 6'/2x4x6 in. high. Plastic. Japan. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. each. 

3, String Action Dragster 4 String Action Drag Trike 
49 М 58145.......... $4.99 49 N 58146. . 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6, 
49 N 8406 — Shipping weight 12 ounces. .. Package $1.19 

аып Dane сап Бу chuitiniat асосе Cont 

5499. 

String Action Dragster 

atch the tiny 
ardesses 
and down the 
isle before 
take-off 

Pan Am 747 Jumbo Jet . . automated $599 
replica of the giant superjet without. 

Goes through all the motions of a real flight, except the flying (you can 
be the pilot). Turn the switch on. Place the lever in backward position 

the little stewardesses move up and down the aisle. In center posi- 
tion, the engine roars, getting ready for take-off. Push lever forward, 
the stewardesses stop and the plane taxis forward. Now you can lift the 
plane up, up, yourself, and fly it all over till you're ready to land again. 
Then set it down . . let it taxi . . send the stewardesses up and down 
the aisles, turn it off. Youve landed. Congratulations, it was a very 
good flight. High-impact plastic. Uses 2 "C" Batteries, not incl. (order 

pkg. below), Japan. 13x6x15'/s in. long. 
49 № 58003— Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. $5.99 

p action 
keeps on going | lantern, 

The Big $ 599 
i ithout Locomotive од 

Big . . it's 14/2 inches long. A locomotive slide rod turns the wheels 
around. Its little engineer swings his lantern back and forth while the 
bell clangs and the train whistle blows. Lots of action going on. Train 
will go on and on and it won't be stopped by obstacles in its path . . it 
glances off them, keeps right on moving. Uses 3 "D" batteries, not incl. 
(order pkg. below). Metal. Japan. Buy it the easy way — order by phone. 
49 N 58138 – Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce. .. $5.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 № 8405— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. „Package $1.49 

Pacos 
MKDGAE 



Check these options 

Race the exc 
layout with 

t of 4-lane 

Layout shown 

fits area about 
7x5 ft. wide 

ьт 

9 

A/FX Monza Sprint Raceway 
Camaro and Dodge Daytona roar around 

32 feet of track. . burn through the Monza 
bank curve . . and challenge the 2-level 
ayout until lap counter signals the wi 

m——  Ó' Кан ӨЙ 

Racers use 

Monza cu 
high bank to 

[FENEKE 
A/FX Roger Penske 

4-Lane Raceway 
Four cars and four lanes 

for twice the fun and 
twice the action of any 
other race set we sell! 



Look at all orsi пакао 
the super “extras” і Detailed 

"engine" 

on this sporty 

opens 

Jaguar | 
p 

Rugged polypropylene body e 2 и 
plus “Grand Prix” styling open 

There's working action all the way around with 
this beauty. Load up the trunk and drive off. f 
Comfortable padded vinyl seat. Tough molded 
polypropylene body shrugs off bumps . . stays 
new looking. 5-position pedal adjustment lets the 
driver grow and still stretch out. Steel axles and 
steering mechanism. 41'/x171%x16"% in. high. 
Partly assembled. Ages 3 to 8. 
79 М 86084L—Shipping weight 18 lbs. $23.99 

l's Fire Fighter 

52799 састане 

Ш |» Ae 
Unibody 
construction 

French 
horn honks 

Hood 
opens 

Pedal 

Power 
Fast and fancy 

footworkers 

$3097 
With the look of a classic from out of the past. . 

Putt-Putt Mobile 
Molded polypropylene body and quality 

Fire Fighter Truck. Ring the chrome-plated bell and remove two construction for rugged durability 
Е бре Sa куел үн OMe Mire rne Check the action on this authentic-looking old-time coupe. Slide into the cozy tions. Elei s К i . j e body sta: 45x 16x8 in.; seat height 8 in. For ages 24 to б. Unassembled. molded seat, toot the hom and off you go. Rugged polypropylene body stays new-looking . . resists dents. Nylon bearing pedal drive is adjustable to let driver 

grow and still sit comfortably. Molded vinyl tires on sturdy 8-inch wheels. Mea- 
sures 40x22x33% inches high. For ages 3 to 8. Shipped partly assembled. Like 

78 N 86068L—Shipping weight 32 pounds 

Gas Pump. Crank the pump and fill 'er up or 
your tires. Realistically detailed with 18-in. "gas" hose and 12-in. everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 

air" hose with pressure indicator. Plastic, 11x6x18 in. high. 79 н 86078N—See “N” suffix, page 266. Shipping weight 23 Ibs. ...........-.. $30.97 
49 N 88507—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces ES $5.19 

Jet Sweep Car. Cruise on 8-inch metal wheels, molded rubber - — 
3 tires, Nylon bearing pedal drive adjusts to 3 positions. Steel body REMEMBER! | £ 
34\4х14х7 in.; seat height 8 in. Ages 24 to 5. Unassembled. You can order items on pages 425 to 593 — 79 М 85067C—Shipping weight 21 pounds $18.99 | from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 | wor [Sears] 557 

Casio рабе scans by deisiniaindisetediical con 



Automatic Pinsetter 
Bowling Game 

Home bowling without the trou- 
ble of pins flying or getting lost. Р 

Pins flip up when you hit them $ 
.. reset with push-down panel. $1499 
Steel and plastic set holds 10 

pins. S-inch plastic balls. 32x It's great for parties because you can use it indoors or out. Bowl 
15x16 in. deep. Ages 4 and up. with two S-in. plastic balls and ten 11¥-in. high plastic pins, 

Ерна пп ECCE м 
cel post information’ on paga 276 discs. Dart toss has 4 suction-cup darts and target. Try the 

Checker-Pitch (includes 10 checkers), Knock-The-Checkers, Tic- 

Deluxe Bowling Set Тола а-а! eee, epu uo 
strikes up the fun areplayedona printed 2x12-ft long linoleum mat. Ages 3and up. 

Ten multicolored 11*4-in. bowl- 79 С 29044L Shipping weight 11 pounds . «~. Set $1499. 
ing pins and two blue bowling 
balls of polyethylene plastic. 

Comes with its own molded plas- 
tic carrier-storage tray. Ages 

3 and up. 
79 C 29043C —Wt. 3 Ibs. .. $5.88 

Pitch to bottom 
Е В returns fly balls 

Jumping Shoes а pun 
$598 Wall Punch Bag 

si . . adjustable Wall punching 

plastic straps with lace- 3 fc uscular 
up bands keep them Eis and 
tightly secured. Exclu- 
sive center stabilizers 

help keep you upright. 
Red enamel finish on 
steel shoes. Rubber 
bumper bottoms. 10Vsx 
3¥axS¥2 in. high. Ages 
Band up. Wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 C 29067 ......... $598 

Pitch to top 
returns grounders 

$4297 

Triple Action Pitch Back® Net 
Practice your fielding and 

polish your 
pitches without ever adjusting the net 

Tubular steel frame is slightly curved so there's 
never any need to adjust when changing pitches. 

Steel springs fasten nylon net to frame held in place 
on ground by back braces, stakes. 38x56 in. high. 
Assembly instructions included. Ball not incl. 
79 C 27001C —Ages 6 and up. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. .. $1297 

Toy Pitch Back* Net 5744 
Stilts Adjusts to various angles 

Sturdy, steel Sti ` 

$697 
2 Five-foot stilts sup- 

port up to 200 Ibs. 

Increase your pitch- 
ing, fielding skills. 
Adjusts to return fly 
balls or grounders. Ad- 
justable colored tape 

marks strike zone. 
Tubular steel frame 
with live-action steel 

Floor Punch Bag 
Б Puncher with flex- 

Snap-lock foot rests are ible plated steel rod 
i istant " adjusts from 36 to 46 in. 

oon So totes high. Inflatable 12-in. 
fabric-supported vinyl 

ae oe L Se Smt ie mel oo eee 
Antiskid rubber tips on base 32Yax10 in. wide. sembly instructions in- 
bottom of stilts protect | nn лаа 4 cluded. Ball not inci 
floors for indoor use. | A Ages 6 to 16. 

Ages 6 and up. сано. шып. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs 
79C2960C-Wt. 6 Ibs. $6.97 

79 C 29098C......$7.44 scooa x] 

Сайы паш scans by спитала cóm 



Turn any table into 
a full working kitchen 
with this Tabletop 
Appliance Set 

Sturdy steel construction 
42-pc. accessory set included 

51192 
Aet a qid а eder needs e 

up a great 
major appliances, cooking and Tu 
ing accessories. 
SET INCLUDES: Stove, sink and re- 
frigerator units made of ELS poe 
has colorfully printed “raised burn- 
ers,” a make-believe clock, “knobs” 
and “oven window”. Refrigerator has 
57 -latch door with plastic handle 

three shelves for storing. Sink 
ju swivel faucet and pi 
Stove and sink measure 111% in. high. 
Refrigerator is 15 in. high. Plus a 42- 

set of accessories . . . dish rack, 
ice cube tray, cups, saucers, bowls, 
pot, pans, utensils, and more. All 
Pieces are of sturdy plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 
79N11821C ........ Set $11.99 

Phone ordering’s a quick 

and easy way to buy. 

14-piece Kooky Cooks Set 
Lets you serve slap-happy 
meals with delightful pots 
and pans with happy faces 

$499 
Pint-size chefs will learn nutri- 
tion me rustling up m 
with this lurable, plastic cook 
SET INCLUDES Pots, pans rae 

made of colorful polyethyl- 

FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
ug eu 
49N 1029 ............ Set $4.99 

asin pate scane by dudiimas aa Cond 

Housekeeping Set 

$399 

SET INCLUDES: Plastic “vacuum” sweeper that picks 
up, dry mop, fiber роет . all 24 in. high. Counter 
brush, dust pan, apron, dust cloth, sponge and duster. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 13235—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz. . . .Set $3.99 

Vacuum Cleaner with 
© real suction power 

$699 
without batteries. 

Flip the on-off switch for vacuum action and sound. 
CONSTRUCTION: Base and hood of hi-impact plastic. 

Four-piece t set includes 
2-ft. hose, wand, crevice too! and floor Concealed 

t inside canister top. Vacuum unit 12 
in. high. From Japan. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 “D” batteries 
not included; order 
eng aming Ang“ s L ONIES $6.99 

ee eee of 2. 
Eye 4 weight 110z....... . $1.69 

Ironing Set 

$594 
SET INCLUDES: Steel folding ironing board with Li'l 
BoPeep scenes, pad and silicone cover. Ironing board 
measures 27!4 inches long. Plastic and steel iron. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING FORMATION 
79 М 13261C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. ....Set $5.94 

24-pc. Sink and Range Set $299 
SET ые Чы ек 6x8-inch dish drain, drain 
board, 3 spoons, 3 forks, dish pan, orange squeezer 
and strainer, measuring cup, funnel, 2 pots, frying pan, 
more. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 8 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 13244—Shipping weight 14 oz. ..... Set $2.99 

‘our; [Sears] 561 



20-piece Jr. Carpenters' Tool 99 
Set with hardwood tool box $ 16 

SET INCLUDES: Coping saw, cross cut saw, pliers, 2 screwdriv- 
ers, 1 Ере күйө, Screw starter, hammer, square, 2 
wood chisels, C-clamp, 3-ft. folding ruler, level, block plane, 
wood box for small parts, brace with 2 bits, miter box, wood 
mallet, Popular Science shop guide. Metric and English mea- 
surements. Hardwood tool chest 1534x104x274 in. deep. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Includes instructions for use of tools. 
49 C 2245—Shipping weight 6 pounds .Set $16.99 

13-piece Tool Set 
with hardwood tool box 

Custom-like fitted chest holds all tools securely in their place. 

$999 

SET INCLUDES: Coping saw, pliers, 2 screwdrivers, 1 Phillips 
screwdriver, hammer, square, wood chisel, C clamp, 3-ft. folding 
ruler, level, awl, shop guide. Metric and English measurements. 
Hardwood tool chest 1234x834x3 in. deep. Instr. booklet. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 224 1—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces ....Set $9.99 

т НЕР 
7 

12-piece Tool Set with metal box $595 

Assorted tools designed for constructive, educational play. 
SET INCL.: Hand saw, pliers, 2 screwdrivers, coping saw with 5 
blades, hammer, re, triangle, 2 wrenches, ruler, pencil and 2 
pcs. of sandpaper. Metal box 16!4x8x3!4 in. deep. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 1915 1—Shipping weight 4 pounds 6 ounces . . .Set $5.95 

Treasure Detector . 
Search beaches, woods . Каала а 
plastic bag and sealing with tape for protection. 
SIGNAL SYSTEM, CONSTR.: VEDO Pd 
tor wh эмер over moet Riots of эи. 

ашп tace scans by Салта Satai com 

use it to detect most buried metal $1 699 x. 

Our most complete Home Workshop 
Has workbench, 18 working tools, 24-page instruction booklet 

Workbench alone 

$1599 

FOR AGES: 8 to 14 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. 

is not included. 
is screened in е with ost shown above. 

on rity t. Pegboard tool rack and iem weight 
with silhouettes showing where to e to hang 79 C 2243C ................ Set $24.99 

Says шз blades ot 3 a3 жой saw 

shown). ons , instr. booklet. 79C2247C 

e crga above | 

“reused” $2499 

SET INCLUDES: Solid pine frame work- 
bench 32x16x28 inches high. Solid flake- 
board top and lower storage 
shelf. юра working vise mounted m 
bench. 1 measure is 

MEUS $15.99 

Workshop Project Kit Complete 16 

and box, race car. 
KIT INCLUDES: 40 pieces of un- 
finished cedar wood 744x2% 
inches wide to make the 16 proj- 
ects described above. Iron-on 
blue prints, nails and glue. Set 
does not include any woodwork- 
ing tools. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: cies ight 2 Ibs. 

4.99 

FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses 4 "AA" batteries, 
crm RII н. 
49 C 2310—Wt. 21bs.6 oz. ....$16.99 

"AA" Batteries. Package of 4, 
49 C 4699 1—Shpg. wt. 4 oz... Pkg. 99c 

ks 



1 
Flying Toys 

(1) Flying Electromic Star Bug 
HOW IT WORKS: Push button on battery power 
pack and 8-in. propeller spins. Make maneuvers with 
simple hand movements. Ages 5 to 15 years. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic, 8¥2-in. overall Star Bug. 
Includes a manned space capsule with top ring. 
Hand-held gus pack control. 24-in. long cord. 
ORD. INFO: Need 2 “Р” batteries, order pkg. RAM 
49 N 57 103—Shipping weight 1 t PER 44 

"D" Batteries. Come in a package of 6. 
49 N 46995—Wt. 1 Ib.4oz,........... Pkg. $1.87 

(2) Astro-Blast™ Power Center fires rocket 40 ft. 
HOW IT WORKS: Functions on air pressure. Lever 
pumps up pressure in center's holding tank. Pump to 
the pressure you want and measure it with gauge 
included. Insert rocket and count down with real 
warning-whistle blasts, then fire away. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic base. Four 6-in. Tuflite 
plastic foam rockets. Decals. Ages 5 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by Mattel. 
Write for free cop: 
79N BB 1520 Ripping weight 3 Ibs € $14.94 

(3) Astro-Blast™ Rocket Booster fires rocket up 
to 40 feet in the air 

HOW IT WORKS: Works on air pressure—just insert 
rocket into launch tube, count down . . . punch 
plunger down control tower's tube to fire. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic base. Two 6-in. long Tuflite 
plastic foam rockets. Decals. Ages 5 to 10 yrs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 57112—Shipping weight 2 lbs......... $6.97 

(4) Dareplane& Wingwalker™ Stunt Set 
HOW IT WORKS: A pair of "joysticks" adjust eleva- 
tion and speed of plane to enable maneuvers. 
WHAT YOU СЕТ: S-in. Tuflite plastic foam plane. 
Battery power ick is control tower. Hand control, 2 
“joysticks”. Incl. 2 stunt figures, barn, "trees", 
streamers, Plastic and metal. Ages 5 to 10 yrs. 
ORDER INFO: Need 2 “D” batteries, order pkg, 
above, Sent peus assembled. Instructions includ 
49 М 55 154—Shipping weight 2 lbs. .. .Set $11.94 

(5) Flying Aces® Blue Angels Starburst Team™ 
HOW ІТ WORKS: Attach 3 planes on rubber bands 
on er deck. Pull trigger grips beneath launch deck 
for take off. Launch one at a time or all at once. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic launch deck. Three 6Vz-in. 
F-15 type Tuflite plastic foam planes. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Ages 5 to 10 years. 
49 N 55153—Shipping weight 8 о2...... Set $8.47 

9 Flying Plane and (7) Flying Copter 
ust press button on battery power pack, plane's 

propeller spins and copter's rotor turns. Simple hand 
movements make toy maneuver. Ages 5 to 15 yrs. 

(6) Plane: Plastic 14-inch plane. Hand-held power 
pack control. 60-inch long cord. 
ORDER INFO: Needs 2 "D" batt., order pkg. YU 
49 N 58033—Shipping weight 13 oz. ....... 44 
(7) Copter: Plastic 8'-in. long GE d k fe- 
ures. Hand-held power pack. 24-in. long cord. 
ORDER INFO: Needs 2 “D” batt., order pkg. i6 
49 N 58032—Shipping weight 1 Ib.......... 44 

Buy both Plane (6) and Copter (7) 
WHAT YOU GET: Plane (6) and Copter (7). Two 
power packs with cords. 
ORDER INFO: Req. 4 “Р” batt. order pkg. above. 
5 N 58035—Shpg. wt. 116. 13ог.......... $7.47 

Batteries. Come in 'e of 6. 
% N 46995—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 408 very Pkg. $1.87 

iaoi Base beans by dba nido chalcat ood 

Save 15% 
when you buy both len 

Blue. н 
Starburst Team™ 

$847 

Flying Copter 

$444 
without batteries 



Snap-together BRIX BLOX™ Sets 
let you build hundreds of toys that move! 

1700-piece € 
ith motor ani - 
Жо BUDDIES ai 

1200-pc. Set 
with 2 
BLOX 

BUDDIES, 

800-pc;set ( 
without 
bucket 

$1699 
900-pe. set ELI Contains 
with bucket кү 
1899 See б motonzed 

| ships. cars. 
E trucks, also 

translucent 
blocks 

500-piece 
Set 

$949 

(10 thru 13) BRIX BLOX™ Plastic building blocks in a variety of shapes and sizes. Build projects shown above or design 
your own, Great for hours of creative and educational fun. Non-toxic, washable BRIX BL X snap-together. 
FOR AGES: $ to adult. Due to small parts, not recommended for children under three. 
ORDER INFO: Order from chart below. Instructions incl. (10) requires one 9-volt battery. Order below. 

BRIX BLOX SETS | Catalog No. [Skog wt. [Price (10) 1700-pc. Set 
with wind-up 

X BUDDIES, wind-up motor, 4-grooved tires, 4 balloon 
, 10 gears, 10 axles, 6 base pem ship parts, doors, windows, 

translucent blocks and electrical parts to make battery light box 
2 BLOX BUDDIES, 4 grooved tires, 4 balloon ped 
10 axles, 2 base plates, ship parts, doors, wind 
4 balloon tires, 10 gears, 10 aalas, ship parts, 
doors, windows, storage buck. 
4 balloon tires, 10 LL 10 Y 
ship parts, doors, wi; 

sere fovea se 

{її} _1200-рс. Set 
with UM bucket 

Ramagon Building Sets 

380-ресе Set 240-piece Set 

$2999 | $1887 

Catalog isis narcdlochnical Cont 



Can you imagine such a 
fantastic low price 
for the famous 

Polaroid Big Swinger 
This great camera gives you big black 
and white prints almost instantly 
and never needs focusing — yet 

Sears brings it to you for under $10 

A value that's 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 

such an outstanding value, 

this camera was selected 

as a feature of our special 

opening section...page 5 

€ Get big 3!Ax4!4-inch black-and-white prints in just 15 seconds. 

Camera loading is so easy with the Polaroid film pack . . drop 

pack into place, there's no film threading or winding 

€ Built-in photometer lets you know when to shoot. You twist 

the red knob until you see a bright YES in the viewfinder, 

then press down the same knob to snap your picture 

€ Convenient, built-in flash lets you take flash pictures with 

inexpensive AG1 flash bulbs 

€ Capture action in pictures with the Big Swinger's 1/200th 
of a second shutter speed and Polaroid's 3000 speed film 

You get a great camera that takes big pictures for a little price. Black-and- 
white prints are 7096 larger than the original Swinger prints. You don't have 
to miss any shots, either, because each picture develops outside the camera 
in 15 seconds. With wrist strap. Plastic body. 
3 N 9609—Shipping weight 2 pounds ..... MERE ELI 

1 Сату Case for camera, accessories. With carry strap. Black vinyl. 
3 N 8379—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces .............. $3.75 

Photo Album.—Holds 60 3'4 x4'4-in. prints; 5% х9 in. о Brown vinyl. 
3N 8520—Shipping weight 12 ounces ...... DE air 13 

Type 107 Polaroid Film Pack. Black and white. e- Eight exposures. 
3 N 967 1—Shipping weight 5 ounces ...... -+--+ Pack $2.89 
AG1 Flash Bulbs. Blue spot shows bulb is ready to flash. Package of 12. p 
3 N 8730—Shipping weight 2 ounces............ .....Package $1.13 seas Sears 561 

Citao page scans by байби йе асай Gon 



Back these slick racers into their starting stalls.. 
their tailpipes plug into the starting pit to "charge" 
their engines..press the starter and they're OFF! 

gREV- UP RACERS 
wisn 

Trigger it into action and 
watch it roll, jump, zig-zag, 

it's a crazy show-off! do wheelies 

Crank ‘er up and let 'er go. . 

ROAD DEVIL Wild Stunt Car 

Rev it up . . hear it squeal . . feel the pow- 
er! As you crank the power injector, watch 
the calibrated speed indicator . . it tells you 
just how much wild action you've put into 
the car. Now press the release . . the Road 
Devil bursts off the injector with a savage 
zoom of energy! 10-inch power injector, 10- 
inch long car. Plastic, metal. 
49 N 58155—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8oz.... $6.99 Put these two racers in their starting pit and hear them charge up! Ramp lock 

keeps them in place as the hidden power cells supercharge their engines . . then 
you and your opponent press the release buttons at the same time . . and watch 
them scream down the "track", anxious for the checkered flag! Two plastic 
6-inch racers, dual pit. Uses 3 "D" batteries . . order pkg. at right. Hong Kong. 
Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
49 М 58129—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces .................... 54.99 

Turn the handle . . faster, 
FASTER! Watch the speed 
indicator as you crank in 
plenty of super power! 

». 

POWER 
AEREN 
Here's the power to keep the 

battery-operated vehicles on these 

5099 итти 
batteries 

Drive this Fire Engine forward or 
backward, raise and lower the rescue 

cage. .all by REMOTE CONTROL 2 pages running at full speed 

Ве a hero with this bright red fire truck. By manipulat- "AA" Batteries. Package of 6. 
ing the remote controls, you can raise, lower, even turn 49 N 8402—Wt. 6 oz. .. Pkg. 99c 
the snorkel ladder in a complete circle to get at those "C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
stranded victims. Fireman's head turns. Made of hi- 49N8406-Wt. 12 ог, . Pkg. $1.19 
impact plastic. 5x6x12 in. long. Japan. Uses 4 "C" bat- "D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
teries . . order pkg. from “Power Alley" at right. быр. wt ПЕЛ ОЕ 
49 N 58002—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 oz. ......$9.99 49 N 8405 . “Pkg. $1.49 

Friction {RES = 
m Fire Engine 

Adjustable cassette Aus ^ $699 

iin Race to the scene with program the pu thi ed fi 
Commuter's is detailed fire engine 

route " ритрег. . hand-crank 

Cut 54 
COMPUTER-COMMUTER  . X977 YNBTS3 
The car of the future at your S 
control . . simply program the Was es, ДЭЗ 

without cassette discs to make the 
car go wherever you choose 
A model of the car we may all someday be using . . and you're in charge. 
Cassette pegs let you program the car's journey . . to go forward, right or left. 
Hi-impact plastic body is 10% inches long and has а вее- through bubble top. 
Real rubber tires have chrome-colored hubs. From Japan. Uses 2 “С” batter- 
ies . . order pkg. from “Power Alley" . . above, right. 
49 N 58088—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 оцпсез.................. 54.99 

batteries 

"atoa Dae scans bw edet mas mreatachnical Gans 

siren and bell warn 
passersby of the emer- 
gency. Made of hi-im- 
pact plastic. Engine 
measures 4',х4\,х13\, 
inches long. Japan. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz. 
49 N 58061 .....56.99 

Amaze-a-Matics Volkswagen 
. the "Bug with a Brain" 

$499 шз 
You plan the program . . you control 
the action. Pre-plan a route by cutting 
cardboard program cards according to 
easy instructions. Then insert card into 
the car and watch it ramble around just 
as if you were in the driver's seat! Set 
up the 5 pylons and 12 road signs . . 
then test your skill by programming a 
card to maneuver the car through the 
obstacle course. 3 preprogrammed, 3 
blank cards, Plastic. 8-in. long. Uses 2 
“AA” batteries . . order pkg. above. 
49 N 54241—Wt. 1 lb.40z,..... $4.99 



Four-on-the-floor 
Drag Strip Set 

You shift gears to power 
stock cars down 12-ft. track 

Shift into 3rd 
gear to accelerate 

. . shift fast or your 
car will stall out 

Shift into 2nd 
gear to accelerate 

. shift fast or your 
car will stall out 

At starting 
signal, both 

players shift into 
1st gear . . cars 

streak ahead 

49C9532... 

cox) Super-scale 
Racing 

Our largest, most exciting 
Road Race Set. . more than 
twice the size of HO-scale 

Layout fits area 
about 10x5 ft. wide 

Trans/Can-Am Road Race. . 
Porsche and McLaren race 

over 30-ft. track layout 

2355 
Zoom down the straightaways and 
thru the high-banked curve. . ease 
around the hairpin turn. . roar 
across the finish line to win the race. 
You can do it all with the largest, 
most exciting road race we sell. 

39 track sections snap together to 
make a layout with over 30 ft. of 
track. Two hand controls and power 
pack that’s UL listed for 110-120-v., 
60-Hz. AC pour on the power. Set 
also includes a start/finish gate, two 
plastic and metal cars with two extra 
body shells, a set of bridge supports, 
guard rails and flags, a decal sheet 
and assembly instructions. Ages 8 
and up. Use your phone if you want 
to order it the easiest way of all. 
79C95214C—Wt. 14 lbs... .Set $38.88 

Includes 
2 extra 

body shells 

Two Chicane squeezes 
. . only one car can 
make it through 

Cutsiod page scans by drida naisetedwical cont 

Checkered flag flips up 
to indicate the winner 

Sold ony $ 1 999 
at Sears 

You're in complete control as stock cars roar side-by-side 
| down the 12-ft. drag strip. Each racer has his own shifter 

with four forward speeds and reverse. Special no-go circuit 
assures an even start . . both racers shift into Ist gear anc 
the race is on. You must shift into 2nd, 3rd and 4th gears a! 
the exact points marked on the track or your car will stall 
Shift faster than your opponent and you'll win the race. 
Two plastic and metal cars measure 5 inches long. Two 

lane drag strip with pop-up flag finish, 2 four-on-the-floo: 
shifters, power pack that's UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz 
AC and decals. Ages 8 and up. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

Shift into 4th 
gear and roar 

on to take the 
checkered flag 

shift into reverse 
—cars return to start 

Set $19.96 

TR. 

27-in. diameter 
circle layout 

NC 
4-unit Wind-up Train Set 

$499 
Load up the gondola with your carg 
. . hook up the caboose . . make sut 
there's plenty of “соа1” in the tender . 
and highball it with the plastic stear 
type locomotive. 

This 32-inch long train runs on 8 se: 
tions of plastic track. Includes a lon; 
running "clock spring" motor that's fu 
ly enclosed and a winder key. Ideal fc 
ages 3 to 6. 
49 C 95226—Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 ог. ..Set $4.9 



"ean Build-it-yourself Kits 
Chain-drive Steel and (6) include all parts needed except lumber 

Tractor and Trailer al fun for a family project 

Tractor only 

$3289 
Trailer only 

5855 

53 4 Separatel 

0141.44 1° 

(1 and 2) Tractor's chain drive glides on long-life bearings for smooth, easy pedal 
ing. Delivers power to big 16x3 Vz-inch rear wheels without snagging pants legs since 

drive is fully enclosed. Scoop seat 14 inches high . . spring mounted and adjustable 
forward and back for comfort. Brilliant red finish with white trim. Realistic-looking Racer Kit 

white “motor”. Includes sturdy trailer hitch, Tractor measures 34%x18x26% inches $ 1 299 

Buy Both and 

Save *4 

high . . just the right size for young riders. 
All edges of trailer body are curled, Trailer has bright red finish with white trim. 

Tongue fits tractor’s hitch securely, Trailer measures 34/x 18x64 inches high. Trac- 

tor and trailer both sent partly assembled. Ages 3 to 7. 5E includes plastic wheels, steel axles, steering parts, full-size 

79 N 86063N2—Shipping weight 38 pounds ie Set *37.44 pattern, bolts, screws and hardware. Just lay the patterns on 

(1) 79 86061N—Tractor only. Shipping weight 28 pounds 3289 Mood vou supply aad cat wn ааа 
(2) 78N88062C— Trailer only. Shipping weight 10 pounds ‚885 tern. Varnish or paint the finished сат. Ages 4 to 8. 

79 N 86058C—Shipping weight 9 pounds . . oo 812.99 
Shipping Note: See "N" suffix, page 266 

Plastic Tractor 
and Trailer Set 

3 Happy 254 to 6-yr. olds 
scoot forward or back on 

the 14-inch high seat to reach 
steering wheel and pedals. 
Tractor 25x15x20 in. high. 
Trailer 20x15x9!/ in. high, at- 
taches to tractor with plastic 
locking nut. Wt. 11 Ibs. 
79N86016N .. Set $13.44 

Pedal Motorcycle 
“revs” as you ride 

4 Your own screamin' pedal 
machine . . friction noise- 

maker produces engine-like i 
roar. Flashy engine, muffler Stake Wagon Kit $ 

i and tail pipe detail. High-im- 6 Build this wagon with hand tools, Kit includes 5 steel chassis _ 

j pact plastic body has chrome- braces, four 9-in. blow molded plastic balloon wheels, 2 steel 
look trim, “spoked” wheels. axles, handle-brace, handle grip, 11 side rail steel braces, and as- 

Motorcycle 27 Vax9x 1634 
inches high. Seat 12 in. high. 
Ages 3 to 6. 
78 N 86106C—Wt. 8 lbs. $13.44 

sorted carriage bolts and screws. You supply wood. Finished 

Casio page scant by dieisiniacniseledimical Goo 
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Deluxe Camp Set with 
back pack, accessories 

S099 2t 

] Just perfect for those backyard camping. 
expeditions. You get a roomy back pack 

with space for all the accessories plus room 
to spare. Back pack 5¥2x13x15¥2 in. high, 
made of soft vinyl with wood back supports, 
Accessories are a periscope, compass, can- 
teen, mess kit, knife, fork, spoon, binoc- 
ulars, whistle, shovel, flashlight (uses 2 
"D" batteries; not incl., order pkg. below). 
79 C 29052C —Ages 6 to 12. Wt. 31Ь.... $9.99 

Alkaline “D” Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46996—Shpg, wt. 11 ог....... Pkg. $1.49 

Hop on, 
bounce around 
with inflatable 
JUMP BALLS 

(4and5) Brightly colored 
bouncing balls are fun for kids yet 
strong enough for Mom and Dad 
Heavy-duty balls are made of 
high quality resilient vinyl. Auto- 
mobile tire-type air valve for 
inflating with hand pump (not 
included) or at service station. 
Grips to help keep rider steady. 
Sent deflated. Made in England. 

Junior Ball. Orange. 13-in. 
diam., 20-in. height. Ages 3 

to 5. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49 C 29198...... ‚+++ $698 

Standard Ball. Red. 18-inch 
diam., 24-in. height. Ages 6 

and up. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz. 
49 C 29197... 59.98 

562 [Sears]... 

with 
$799 Batteries 

2 Get this fun-filled adventure pack. 
You get a large 36x51-in. long poly- 

ethylene tent to play in. Includes package 
of tree seeds to start growing your own 
trees, a canteen with compass, colorfully 
striped belt with a large buckle, saddle 
bag which can attach to belt, magnifier. 
first aid strips. a whistle and a flashlight 
(uses 2 "D" batteries; not incl., order pkg. 
at left). Ages 4 to 8. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces. 
49 С 29801... 

ii 
pep E 

Football Play Outfit 
looks like the pros 

Plastic helmet has double-bar 
face guard. vinyl foam pad- 

ding..fits head sizes to 6*4. 
Padded plastic shoulder pads, arm 
straps. Cotton jersey with 10 
iron-on numbers. Simulated 
leather football with needle. NOT 
for competitive sports. Sizes: 
Small (44 to 45 in. tall); Medium 
(48 to 49 in. tall). Ages 4 to 8. 
49C28089-Smali  4928089-Medium 
Shpg. wt. 21bs, 11 oz, ..$899 

Smokey-the-Bear* Camp Set 
with tent, accessories 

Sturdy vinyl 
Back Pack 
$549 

3 Popular blue denim- 
look in a back pack 

just for kids. Use to store 
almost anything —sand- 
wiches. books or toys. 
Lightweight vinyl pack 
with sturdy ¥2-in, tubular 
steel frame. Straps adjust 
to fit. 11x7¥2x5¥2 inches 
high. Ages 3 to 7. 

Shipping weight 1 
pound 8 ounces. 

Miniature Basketball Set 

Indoor-outdoor basketball set goes 
almost anywhere. High-impact, 
transparent acrylic backboard is 
12x16 in. Ball is 5 inches in di- 
ameter and unlike some miniature 
basketballs. this one can be drib- 
bled. Metal hoop with net. Partly 
assembled. Ages 6 to 12. 
79 C 28101C —Wt. 4 ibs. .. Set $897 

FOR FOOTBALL FANS 

Five-piece Sports Set. $899 
7 Regular size and weight basketball in red. 

white and blue and 9-in. junior football in 
brown. Basketball has black striped seams; foot- 
ball has white stripes. Set includes both rubber 
balls, inflating needle, pump and kicking tee. 
79 C 28098C —Ages 4 and up. Wt. 4 Ibs. 

Three-piece Football Set 

Touch-size football of brown. pebble-grained B 
simulated leather. Pro-style kicking tee posi- $ 

tions ball just right. Inflating needle included. 

49 C 28085—Ages 4 to 12. Shpg. wt. 11b. 

397 2 

Shoe-top Roller Skates 

5794 
These sturdy skates slip on and lace 

up..just like shoes. No key is 

needed. Skates adjust by simply 

turning a screw. Fit shoe sizes 7 

ildren's to 3 regular. Strong plas- 
tic construction. Cloth ties. Rec- 

ommended for children ages 3thru 6. 

Shipping weight 14 ounces. 

49 C 29387 $294 

Mickey Mouset 
Roller Skates 

$487 

Mickey will hug your feet while you 
skate. Strong plastic. Toe straps of 
soft, strong vinyl. Ankle straps 

close with a snap and have strong, 
soft ankle protectors. No key 
needed. Fit shoe sizes 7 children's 

to 3 regular. For children ages 
3 to 6. 
49 C 29012—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
Disney chorocter © 

$4.87 
Woh Disney Productions 

Archery Set 
for on-target fun 

Break-resistant fiber glass bow is 
36 inches long. Five 18-in. 
fletched wood arrows with large 
firmly attached suction cups. 
Four-color, 23-in. diameter hard- 
board target restson sturdy tripod. 
Authentic arm guard, finger tab. 
included. Ages 7 and ир. 2 
79 C 28099C —Wt. 5 Ibs. .. Set $4.99 

e. 

Set $8.99 

$299 

Set $299 



© ЕЕ» Imagination-powered all-steel Play Appliances 

Our finest children's appliances 
with exclusive double-coat of paint 

run on the best kind of energy 
... your child's imagination 
. . по batteries, no electricity 

il 

h th сү Йй 

i iit 

$1999 
without accessories. 

. . then relax with a cold 
bes" from exclusive “ice-maker”. 

CONSTRUCTION. FINISH: Heavy-gauge steel, 

"WE 
(1) Refrigerator-Freezer 

with "ice-maker" 

iH the groceries . 
drink with “ice-cul 

smooth rolled 
“ice-maker” in freezer. . 

edges. Double-door refrigerator has 
. push button, release 4 

(2) Double Sink with 
storage area 1 32 

t worry 
make clean-up easy you use pretend 

e a er уд 

So realistic you can almost hear the T being 
washed. Don't oo 

CONSTRUCTION. FINISH: Durable heavy- -gauge 
Double plastic 

lastic cubes. Vegetable crisper with sliding door. 
ide-by-side doors have lithographed pictures of 

food on shelves. Unit 18x15x36 with 3 cu. ft. 
of storage. Harvest gold-color finish. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Food not included, order separate- 
ly, below. Unassembled, instructions included. 
79N 1 'T88C Shipping weight 20 pounds .$19.99 

їшрегїр touch control 
storage 

old accessories. Unit 18x15x28 in. overall. 
„ес үл ксн сеч a i 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled, instructions incl. 
79 М 1199C—Shipping weight 11 pounds .$13.99 

he 
Canned Food Set $299 

SET INCLUDES: 16 empty plastic 
cans. Each is 214 inches high with а 
closed top and bottom. Easy to stack. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 11039—Wt. 11 от. .Set $2.99 

Supermarket Food Set $299 

SET INCLUDES: 26 pieces of make-believe food. 
Plastic. 3 frankfurters, 1 chunk of cheese, 1 chunk 
of butter, 4 eggs with box, 2 quarts of milk, 2 bot- 
tles of pop. 12 cardboard boxes of cereal, crackers, 
frozen food, orange juice and gelatin. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 11038—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. .....Set $2.99 

КҮШ!!! | 

з) Double-oven Range $]@99 
with 4 raised "burners" witout accessones 

Prepare for a whole group using both ovens for bak- 
ing or whip up a special range-top supper for two. 
CONSTRUCTION. FINISH: Hea! 
ооф rolled. to 

that really turn. Measures тае inches high. 
Harvest gold-color enamel paint finis! 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
Mp INFO: Accessories not Eor order on 
7 . Unassembled, instructions included. 
9 N 1170C—Shipping weight 16 pounds .$18.99 

5-pc. Kiddymatic® 
Mixer-Blender Set 

+329 
Pump lever on mixer or 
blender to activate friction- 
ower motor. Beaters and 
lender have real spin action. 

SET INCLUDES: Hand mixer; 
blender base with pitcher and 
lid, cH about 
Ax2Vax5VA in. high. 3 graduat- 
ed mixing bowis. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFO.: Wt. 12 oz. 
49N 11051 Set $3.99 



The battle is on! Maneuver troops in fight $995 
for the West with Fort Geronimo™ Set 

Highly detailed 
figures 

phe i 
Star Base Zeus. . 

Сарой ane scans by chisimiasqmasetechmici com. 

i 49 С 59885 F 

. complete with Major Mars 

Soldiers and Indians fight for their lives and 
for precious territory 
SET INCL.: 19/2x16x7-in. fort with gate and 2 
steerheads, 4 corner wall blockhouses, 2 lad- 
ders, flagpole and flag, cannon, teepee, cac- 
tus. Plus 9 standing and 2 mounted cavalry 
soldiers, 2 cavalry horses, 7 standing and 2 
mounted Indian figures, 2 Indian ponies. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. See Note pg. 557. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially assem 
bled, instructions included. 
49 C 59845—Wt. 2 lbs. Set $9.95 

Defend the 
universe from 
alien attacks 
with 50-piece 

Beyond Tomorrow 
Lunar Space Station 

$988 
STATION INCLUDES: 4 
space pods, 4 clear domes, 2 
towers, 2 air cars, 2 space 
scooters, XLS scooter, 
space car, prime mover wi! 
3-stage rocket launcher, in- 
dependent rocket launcher 
with missile, rocket trailer. 
rocket tractor with rocket. 
round control station, 2 
domed refineries, 3 hand- 
painted alien figures and 24 
space figures. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic 
Figures are 2 to 3 in. tall 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
See Note on facing page. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 
Set $9.88 

Ф 159 

and his enemy Zoltan $62 и 
[52 BASE INCLUDES: Space sta- 
E13 Y tion, 12x9!2x51; inches 

= high, with 2 star base con- 
trol centers, flight platform 
support columns, colorful 
pressure sensitive labels for 
decoration. Plus star ship. 
space shuttle craft, 2 surface 
explorer ATV's, explorer 
trailer, 2 space figures. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic 
space station, metal pieces. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

See Note on facing page. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 lb. 9 oz. 
49 C 54062 ....Set $6.27 

Mercy Sakes! Bring yourself on to the 88 
С.В. McHaul™ Truck Stop 38 

C.B. McHau 
Bear Masne 

C. B. McHaui 4 51244 самон 313094 0 
serot2 $266 setot2 $266 seot2 $266 

Did gius Sgt Brown Jim Oakes C.B. McHaui Bad Leroy Joe Marconi 

The Fonz and his 
free-wheeling Jalopy 

e $597 Ll 

“ 

= — 
Figures have movable 

torsos and arms 

= & - 

SWAT. "Heroes in Action" Set $788 



Self-powered cars blaze 
down the track and barrel 

through the loops 

2 cars and 21 ft. of $987 
track to form 4 loops 

Rascal Robots 
Wind ‘em up and 
watch ‘em “walk” 

1 $227 

562 [Sears] ФМ, 

ак pace cane by didit ar ананы ce Cod 

Smash-Up Derby Set 

Doors, wheels and 
hood fly off on impact. . . 
snap ‘em back together 
for another smash-up 

High-speed 
downhill 505 action 

5892 

(1) Speed Burners Pretzel Twister. Plenty of sizzling action. 
5 is activated by rolling backwards 

clicks. Release car and watch it go. 
2 plastic and metal cars, 2*4 in. long, 6 connec- 

e connectors, fourteen 18-in. long track sections. 
rs and older. 
MATION 

49 N 55 26—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces Set $9.87 

(2) SSP Smash-up Derby. Even “crack-up” cars in mid-air. 
HOW WORKS: Insert the T-bar Power Stick™ into the car. 
Pull it out to energize car. 

Two 6-inch cars, 2 T-sticks, 2 ramps. Plastic. 
5 to 10 years. 

R NG 
49 N 58062—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces ....Set $9.95 

Hot Wheels? Flying Colors™ Baja Cut-off 
N IT WORKS: Line up the 2 Hot Wheels cars at the top, press 
fair start" button and the cars speed down the straightaway 

into the hairpin curve. Faster car cuts off the other car at the 
crossover and continues to the finish line. 
NCLUDED: 52x24x18-in. high fiberboard desert scene, track sup- 
port, 10 ft. of plastic track sections, two 2%4-in. die-cast metal cars. 
FOR A 4 to 12 years. 
ORO NFORMATION: Partly assembled. Instructions incl. 
79 М 5836 1C—Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $8.95 

(4) qud „Ацасктм 
HOW ORKS: Fazer cannon sends “laser” beam, lights and 

u hit the space ship, an “electronic explosion” 
pace ship becomes a moving target again 11% sec 

onds after being hit. 
Fazer cannon with controls 5x6U2x3' in. high; 

space ship 6x6x2" in. high. Plastic. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 6 "AA" batteries. Order pkgs. below. 
49 М 57126—Shipping weight 1 4 ounces $11.97 
Alkaline “AA” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Order 3 pkgs. for (4) above. 
49 N 46999—Shipping weight 2 ounces Package 99c 

(5) Rascal Robots. Amusing miniature moving machines. 
CONSTRUCTION: Robot-like figures made of durable ABS plastic. 
2 in. high. Simply wind them up and they “walk”. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

ORDERIN G INFORMATION: Package of 2 for double fun. 
49 N 5022—Shipping weight 2 ounces . - Package $2.27 
NOTE: Not recommended for children under 3 yrs. Small parts. 



655-piece Set * 

$5499 

900-piece Set 

$6999 
without 
batteries 

Build real working machinery batteries 

with these exciting accessories 

230-piece Set & D 31999 ru 

Š Extra-wide 
Giant Girders™ 

420-piece Set 

$3499 
without 
batteries 

Remote-control 
battery case 

Erector Sets . . . the creative construction toys to grow up with 

(1thru 4) Erector® Sets with transformer and/or battery-powered motors 
SETS INCL: 20x30-in, vinyl blueprint, instr. booklet and assorted Erector hardware 

3-speed incl.: tools, pulleys, plates, axles, nuts, bolts, tires and wheels. Sets (1, 2) incl. pow- 
powermatic ermatic transformer for 3-speed motor plus 2-way superhoist. Set (1) also has 1- 
gear-drive speed motor run by batteries. Motors on sets (3, 4) run by batteries. Sets (1, 2, 3) 
motor include Giant Girders. 

CONSTR: Steel and plastic hardware, metal and plastic motors, plastic tires. 

ELEC. INFO: Transformers on sets (1, 2) are UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-cycle, AC. 3 

watts. 5-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: Sets (1, 2) for 8 years to adult. Sets (3, 4) 6 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Shipped unassembled. Order from chart below. Sets (1, 3, 4) require 
2 "D" batteries, not included. Order package below. 

Power Units 
Supply Accessories 

[3-speed|Transformer|Superhoist, 
pad remote-control 

battery case 

2-way action 
die Superhoist 

Batteries 

Plastic Storage Chest. For Erector 
sets (1 thru 4) at right. With carrying ransformer|Superhoist 

Маа тушман ELEM © о Буре Batteries [шшшузыс | 3499 
Be ORDERING INFORMATION: (4) 230 

49 C 1685—Wt. 2 lbs. 8oz. ....$8.44 EF Batteries [Battery clips 1309 
49 C 46849—DicHard Alkaline “Р” Batteries, Pkg. of 2. Wt. 100z. ...Pkg. $1.59 

Capsela* Motorized Land and Water Construction Set 

90-piece Set 48-piece Set 
without wath 

Just snap together те clear | $2997 xu | $1597 Mene: 
plastic gear capsules to build 3 ч Г 
models you can see Build a variety of working models . . . 
the operating gears run race car, bulldozer, boat. Simple to as- 

with precision accuracy semble, no tools needed. Built-in motor 
runs in 2 directions on land and water. 
Clear, plastic building capsules let you 
see moving gears in action. Instr. incl. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Warr. by 
Play Jour. Write for free copy, p. 322. 90- 
К set uses 3 “АА”, 48-pc. set 1 “АА” 
attery, not incl., order pkg. below. 

90-piece Set. Builds 56 models. 
49 C 16007—Wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz. ...$29.97 

48-piece Set. Builds 22 models. 
49 C 16004—Wt. 21bs.4 oz, ...915.97 

Alkaline “AA” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 C 46819—Wt. 2 oz. .Pkg. $1.19 

Build а boat that floats 

CutaloG page scans by ch itEmas wertelachnical cont 



vare, Dollymaker Set Plus 
Sears Exclusive Furnished House 

ЧҮЛ Per ЖУ 4. 
Eus. Жо, ди [2] 

Beads 'N Things 9] 299 

562 Sears ars 

а Hane scune by ciuiefmak nesbeleciedcalican 

without House 
Dome $ 6% 

Mold 2 different kinds. 
of dolls and 10 outfits 

Vacuum-formed plastic dollhouse has “built- 
in" furniture. Decorate with 4-color “peel and 
stick" paper. Make 2-inch dolls and dresses. 
Use as jewelry, or to decorate, Set also includes 
heater, water tray, mold handle, five 2-sided 
molds, five 34-oz. bottles of Plastigoop, utensils 
and instructions. UL listed, 110-120-volt 60- 
cycle AC, 
49 N 21841—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 3 oz. . ..Set $7.66 
Dollymaker only. As above, but no dollhouse. 
49 N 20144—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 4 ол... .Set $6 66 

Plastigoop Set. Contains four 2.02. bottles 
of Plastigoop in red, white, black and flesh. 
49 N 21844—Shpg. wt. 12 02....... Set $2.59 

Beads'N Bags'N Things 

$1 4? 

Only Sears offers a set 
) complete you can create 

Fashion a Paper Bouquet $349 

Beautiful flowers up to 11 inches across 

Giant mums, roses, and zinnias burst into bloom, and 
stay that way because they're made of tissue paper. 
Set makes 8 giant paper flowers and 50 bouquet-size 
flowers. Contains special brightly colored tissue, wire 
stems, squeeze bottle of white cement, and step-by 
step instructions for making 3 kinds of flowers. 
49 N 21756—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 1 oz Set $3.49 

Decor Trays 

$449 
each 

Lovely scenes to paint-by-number 

(3and4) Paint a bridge landscape or wild ducks 
hunting scene. Just fill in numbered spaces with proper 
color, When finished, tray can be used for decorating or 
for serving. Each set includes 12*4-inch diameter plas- 
tic tray, 8 bottles of paint, glaze, brushand instructions. 
(3) 49 N 21805— Covered Bridge. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.Set $4.49 
(4) 49 N 21806—Ducks. Wt, Lb. 8 од, ...... Set 449 

Purse and Headband Kit 
Make a fringe shoulder bag and $4 49 

matching headband in swingin' suede 

Suede split leather parts are spot and wrinkle resistant. All 
pieces cut to exact size and shape, holes punched for stitch- 
ing. Handbag 10!4х14 inches long. Shoulder strap adjusts 
up to 40 inches. Headband fits all sizes. Kit includes brass 
“D” ring and rivets, waxed thread, needle, illustrated in- 
structions. 
49 N 21814—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. Kit $6.49 



Our lowest price EVER for a 
‘Six controls atop m Push Button Minicar Transporter ои ETE 

Loads, hauls, and T 
unloads up to 
14 Matchbox, Sus 

. Hot Wheels, 5680 
without cars, 

batteries 

Daily, ise auto transport. trucks ee 
new cars to people all over America. You 
can feel like the driver of one of these 
mighty trucks with Mini-Car Transport. 
To "drive" your truck, load up to 14 

mini-cars (not included, order below or see 
pages 565 to 567). Press "start" and “for- 

and you're off. To 
“right turn” and “left 

turn” buttons, To unload cars . . push “re- 
verse” button to back into loading area. 
Then push “stop” button, tilt up ramp and 
roll off cars. 

“C” batteries (not incl., order pkg. from 
“Power Alley”, on facing. page). Japan. 
Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 5 oz. 

49N58148 .......... 

Боо 
Drop down tailgate 
with manual release 

"oo ^ 
Ramp lowers by lever 
action for unloading 

Back cab up . . trailer 
hitch automatically engages 

Cab unhooks by lever 
ase and moves out 

Fantastic 

Car Kooks 

Red Catchup™ 

ЗО л Hy Goart™ 

M Se, y 
Ы Hot Rodney™™ 

= 
E These guys just low racing . . give 'em a 

4-piece Mod Shot Car  Fast'n Furious 4-piece Car Set. 4-ріесе Fabulous ‘п Funny Car push! Cheery plastic cars fit the Human 

ar 

Set. With Ferrari 5125, With rear engine Mongoose® and Set. Open Fire®, Funny Money®, Race Set on page 570, and all Hot Wheels 
Side Kick®, Mercedes ^ Snake dragsters, plus Red Baron® Special Delivery and Ice ‘T’ layouts. Why not get the whole bunch? 
Benz С-111, Rocket-Bye- апа Paddy Wagon™ modifieds.2to — dragsters. Hot Wheels® cars fit 49 N 5478 1—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ....Set $3.99 
Baby® racers. Wt. 10 oz. З inches long. Die-cast metal. sets on pages 565 thru 567. 
49N 54789 ...Set $3.47 49 N 54787—Wt. 10 oz. .Set $3.47 49 N 54788-Wt. 10 oz. Set $3.47 

‘Catalog Dad scans by caritimas nursotochnicol cont 



027-GAUGE #  Layoutfits 

ELECTRIC dE v^ 
TRAIN SETS 
Our BIGGEST freights 
thunder down the track 
with cars and engines 
up to 3 inches high 

Layout fits 
area about 

6-unit Diesel Locomotive Freight Set 

25-watt transformer powers freight train $3 1 97 

over a 27x36-inch oval track layout 

Clear the track for our largest locomotive—the massive plastic and metal Alco 
Diesel A—and its five plastic freight cars. Hard-working 55'/,-inch long freight 
includes Santa Fe diesel, box car, hopper car, gondola with two canisters, flat car 
with stakes and caboose. Eight curve and two straight track sections make a 
27x36-inch oval layout. 25-watt transformer is UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. 
AC. For children ages 8 and up. Buy it the easy way—order by dre 

8-unit Steam Locomotive Freight Set 

Extra-powerful 5 0-watt transformer $4997 
giant 36x63-inch double oval layout. . and 2 switches 

The silver star locomotive thunders down the track . . it even sounds as if it were 
run by steam. This plastic and metal locomotive hauls seven plastic freight cars 

tender, flat car, hopper car, flat car with stakes, box car, gondola with four 
canisters and caboose. Giant 74-inch long freight speeds along 36x63-inch double 
oval with 10 curve and 12 straight track sections plus 2 manual switches. 50-watt 
transformer is UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. ie 8 and up. 

79 С 95223C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ....... Set $31.97 79 C 95224C—Shipping weight 10 pounds mone «+++ Set $4997 

Accessories increase the fun Sears Heritage ету 
of your 027-gauge layout Trestle Train 

1 90-watt Transformer. This su- 
per-power plant has controls for 

speed, direction and whistle, UL 
listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
49 C 97087 $29.44 

2 90° Crossover. Changes your 
oval layout to a "figure-8". 

Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
49C98055 5229 

Hand-controlled Switches. 
Shipping weight each 1 pound. 

49 C 98053— Left turn. . . Each $4.79 
49C98054—Right turn..Each 479 

4 Curved Track. Package of 4 
sections . . each 10 inches long. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49C98052 . А .Pkg. $1.59 

5 Straight Track. Package of 4 
sections . . each 9 inches long. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49 C 98051 eec Pkg. $159 

айар Dace scant by йити айе инса con 

A 4-unit. 027-gauge 
freight with 27x63- 
inch track layout 
and 16 trestles 

$2288 

Here she comes, steamin’ 
up the slope—then down 
and around the bend. It’s 
an old-fashion steam loco- 
motive chuggin’ over the 
hills and valleys of a 16- 
piece plastic trestle set. 

31-inch long train in- 
cludes locomotive, old- 
fashion tender with 
“logs”, lumber car and ca- 
boose. Plastic, metal. 30- 
watt transformer is UL 
listed for 110-120-volt, 60- 
Hz. AC. Ages 6 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 
49C 95225 ..... Set $22.88 

area abour 
2S V, ft wide 
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I'll be “Marvo the Magnificent" 
on my Sears professional- 
size Unicycle. . it's gota 

giant 24-in. ball-bearing wheel! 

$3097 
] Deluxe wheel goes forward, back. 

ward and turns on a dime; even 
s you balance in one place. Heavy- 

rank assembly means easier 
pedaling. Instructions help you devel- 
op skill. 

White-striped 1.75-in. pneumatic 
tire, chrome-plated trim on rim and 
fork; stylish padded red and white vi. 
nyl seat . . adjusts from 36 to 42 in., 
tilts up or down. Partially assembled. 
Order balancing poles belo For 
ages 14 and up with inseam measure- 
ment* 31 inches or more. 
79 н 88013L—Wt. 16 lbs. $30.97 

Can't ride like Marvo the 
Magnificent? Use steel 
Balancing Poles to learn 

pk 9 $299 

2 Chrome-plated 40-inch, 2-piece 
steel poles help you gain confi 

dence while you're learning the fun of 
unicycling. White vinyl hand grips 
and end plugs. Package of 2. 
49 N 88009-Wt. 3 lbs. Pkg. $2.99 

Marvo's first wide wheel was 
this 20-in. ball-bearing model 

with a real pneumatic tire 

$2097 
З A real challenge to your skill as 

you speed along, make quick 
turns or even balance in one place. 
Sporty features include chrome-plat- 
ed trim on rim and fork; pneumatic 
1.75-in. tire and red glitter banana 
seat of wipe-clean vinyl. . adjusts 
from 32 to 37 inches, tilts up or down, 
Partially assembled. For ages 12 to 16 
with inseam measurement* 28 inches 
or more. 
79 N 88008C—Wt. 11 Ibs. ......$20.97 

Marvo started out with a 
16-in. nylon-bearing wheel 

with flat tread for great control 

$1297 
Snappy-looking unicycle has 16- 
inch nylon-beariag wheel. . 

greater safety because you can start 
slow and speed up as you gain skill. 
Vinyl-covered white banana seat has 
black trim; adjusts from 32 to 37 
inches high; 154-inch semi-pneumatic 
tire. . red enameled tubular steel 
fork. Partially assembled. For ages 10 
to 15 with inseam measurement* 26 
inches or more. 
79 н 88007C—Wt. 12 Ibs. :..... $1297 

а ci ca tli. 7 А 

Different Trikes 
for different tykes 

Fully chrome 
plated hi-rise 
handlebars 

Stylish banana 
at with height 

adjustment 

Sturdy steel 
covered with 
two coats of 

оо 
striped tires 

Our best Low 104. 
Trikes as $1 349 nl 

5 All three sizes of our best trike feature a tubular steel frame with 
stamped steel step plate, Chrome-plated, dual hi-rise handlebars, 

fenders and hubcaps. Glitter grips. Adjustable plastic saddle with rally 
stripes. Semi-pneumatic whitewall tires. Nylon bearing wheels for 
easy pedaling. Double-coated red enamel finish. Partially assembled. 

10-inch front wheel. Ages 2 to 4 with inseam* 13% in. or more. 
79N87011C—Shipping weight 14 pounds .,......... seria rat 51349 

13-inch front wheel. Ages 2 to 5 with inseam* 15 in. or more. 
79 н 87012C—Shipping weight 16 рошпйв................ on 81469 
16-inch front wheel. Ages 3 to 6 with inseam* 17 in. or more. 
79 М 87013C—Shipping weight 20 pounds 

10-inch Trike $71 ()49 

6 This yellow 3-wheeler 4 
has enameled tubular X^ 

steel frame and stamped 
steel step plate. Metal sad- 
dle. White enameled, semi 
hi-rise handlebars, Nylon- 
bearing front wheel with 
semi-pneumatic rubber tire; 
plastic rear wheels, Cobra j 
fender. Partially assembled. 
For ages 2 to 4 with inseam 
measurement* 13% in. or \ 
more. Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. 
79N87021C.. $10.49 

Big Wheel $1 397 

Big Wheel's low center of gravity makes it more stable than con- 
ventional trikes. Big 16-in. diameter front wheel turns easily; 

widespaced rear wheels 



At headquarte: 
BASE STATION 
lets you contre 
and coordinate 

| operations 

Solid state Base Station features 
AM radio and Citizens Band receiver $2695 

You're quietly listening to AM radio then switch to one of 23 Citi 
Band channels . . the action starts. Plug in remote microphone and you 

can transmit on CB channel 14 to contact your field man. He picks up your 

voice communication and responds, "Better use code". You agree, and with 

accuracy and know-how you tap out coded messages with the help of Morse 

code instruction plate atop base station case. Earphone provides private 

listening, 10-section antenna helps reception come in loud and clear. 

Uses 6 "D" batteries . . order pkg. below. No license required. High-im- 

pact gray and black plastic case 5'/ax9Y/ax5 in. high. Ages 9 and up. 

49 C 24266 —Hong Kong. Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. $2695 

Child's solid state circuitry, se $ 
battery-powered Walkie-Talkies ° 2 1735 

boneres 
Carry out field operations with the help of remote communications. Mil- 

itary-styled, green and black walkie-talkies will transmit and receive 
voice and coded messages on Citizens Band 14, the same channel as base 

station sold above. Morse code reference plate and code key on front panel 
Telescoping antenna, volume control/on-off switch, talk-listen button, ear- 

phone and belt clip. Set uses two 9-volt batteries . . order pkg. below. No 
license required. Plastic case 3 /вх 1 Угх7 in. high. Ages 9 and up. 

49 C 24265—Hong Kong. Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces. Set $17.95 

ety S 

E: ging! Ringe on realistic looking 

Play Phones 
They really work 

intercom system with 

30 feet of wire, 
other phone rings when 

you dial your phone 

set $794 
o^ 

Plan a party, get homework help.. your onec 
friend is only a phone call away. Just dial and 
phone rings at other end of line. Set up your 

own two-way phone line from room to room, 
tree to ground or anywhere you can lay con- 
necting wires, even house to house. Voices 
transmit loud and clear. Red plastic scale 
model phones provide hours of fun. Set of 2. 
Uses 4 "D" batteries . . order package below. 
Ages 3 to 10. 
49 C 24324—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. ... Set $794 

“D” Batteries. Package of б. 
49 С 46995—Shpg. wt. 11b, 4 oz. .... Pkg. $1.55 - — 

саноа раве scans by chrisiias-imusetechnicil com 

Talk to your best friend 

Send and receive messages 
over the airwaves..in voice 

née or switch to Morse code 

„ќа 

„=й 

In the field 
WALKIE 
TALKIES 
that let you 
keep in touch 
with instant 
communications 
for a 
successful 
assignment 

Child's X-2 Walkie-Talkies 
Send and receive voice messages [ 

X-2 Walkie-Talkie Set 
was $14.88 last 
Christmas. Operates on 
CB channel 14. Solid 
state. Volume control 
on-off switch, talk-listen 
button and telescoping 
antenna. Plastic case. 
2Уах5®в im. high. Set 
uses two 9-volt batteries. 
order pkg. below. Ages 9 
and up. Hong Kong. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 
49 C 24251 Se 713,88. 
9-volt Batteries. Pack 
age of 2. 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 
49 C 46993... Pkg. $109 

Set only 

132... batteries. 



when you buy a 
4-piece Set 

...Sold separately ог in money saving combinations 

4-piece Combination 
SET INCLUDES: Refrigerator-freezer (1), 
sink (2), double-oven 
(4). Described at left an: 

(3) and cabinet 
on facing pg. 

FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION Unassem- 
bled, instructions in 
79N 189 C4 We oe te. Set $61.99 

708.96 $61 ?? 4-рс. set 

SHH Hilt ea ТТИ! 

(4) Cabinet with see-through 
plastic sliding doors 

$1599 юе 
Keep your kitchen neat with this work-storage cabinet. Upper sliding 
door compartment and lower provide three 
cubic feet of storage room. “butcher- " look р. 

help protect floors and litle fingers. See-chrough plastic siting ours Upper cabinet. "Butcher block" Кок counter top ensures Шау, 
Spacious lower cabinet has 2 doors. paint 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. Juded, ord 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Accessories not inclu: order separately 

79N 118 

14-pc. Play Cookware Set 

$499 
Sturdy harvest gold-color set is just 
the right size for a little cook’s hands. 
Attractive mushroom design with 
black “non-stick”-look interior. 
SET INCLUDES: 14 aluminum cook- 
ware pieces: coffeepot with lid, 1 
Жер FER aes te, 
pans, „ 1 skillet, 1 рш pan 
and 5 utensils. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49N 10275 ...... - Set $4.99 

autos pase scans by cheisimasmuaseleciudcM сөп 

3-piece Combination 

Save 
10% 

when you buy a 
3-piece Set 

4757. 

SET INCLUDES: Refrigerator-freezer (1), double sink (2) and double-oven 
range (3). Described on p. 562. 
FOR AGES: Recommended for children 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, instructions opem 
79 N 1182C3—Shipping weight 47 pounds ....... Set $47.67 

Save 
8% 

when you buy a 
2-piece Set 

2:035 $38.95 3 2-pc. set 

2-piece Combination 
SET INCLUDES: Double-door refrigerator-freezer (1) and double-oven range 
(3). Described on opposite page. 
FOR AGES: Recommended for children 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, instructions included. 
79 М 1181C2— Shipping weight 36 pounds ....... 

17-piece Canning Set 

$399 
Start to prepare for the long win- 
ter ahead with our new canning 
set. Pretend to preserve fruit, veg- 
etables and jellies in plastic jars. 
SET INCLUDES: Pressure cooker 
and lid, teakettle, 2 saucepans, 
bowl, colander, 3 measuring cups, 
3 measuring spoons, slotted 
spoon, 4 plastic jars with lids. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

ipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 N 10144 .........8et $3.99 

Set $35.86 

M * JA. Y 



SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(1) С.В. McHaul™ Truck Stop. ЕШ 'er up! 
BD ES Gas station with n gas 

vpn cep tform shows D. pen lay 
area measures 26х231/5х8//; in. high. 
of plastic, cardboard. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 5922—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. ..$8.88 

(2) C.B. McHaul Bear M Haul 
precious stolen cargo docks 

of New York and across the country in this 
-wheeling rig. 

MET DA Tanker with tilt cab, 

Ax r springs at out а B you press 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 59211-Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 ог. .$12.44 

m св. qiie lig Rig. 
реак thro! microphone and your ae t of the 
JE En 

Б к, Rea it into pre com- 
pennies оа one 9-volt bat- 

FOR AGES: x years capil up. 
xl INFORMATION: 

2 1—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. .$ 13.94 

wsi of two 9-volt Batteries. 
49 C 46993—Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. . Pkg. 

(4thru 6) С.В. McHaul'" Figures. 
Зи inch tall npe) have movable arms, 

and torsos can be in many 
Made of ‘of tough plastic. 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

S State Troopers. да Brown™ "a 
Jack Jones™ . . . out to get the 

2o 08205. Shps. wt.3oz. ..Set $2.66 

‚Жее Guys. С.В. McHaul™ and his 
ii Oakes™. 
49 C 59204—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. ..Set $2.66 

(6) Bad Guys. Help Bad Leroy?" and Joe 
from the troopers. 

49 C 59207 Shpr. wt oz. Set 82.66 
(7) Fonzie™. “Aaaayyy!” 
INCL.: 8-inch -jointed figure dressed in 
leather-look j denim jeans, T-shirt, 
boots. The Fonz's thumbs are movable . 
lever in back activates "thumbs up" move- 
ment. Plastic with cotton clothing. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 59163—Shpg. wt. $oz....... $5.97 

(8) Fonzie's'" Jalopy. 
How could the Fonz tool around town 

jut his '32 Ford convertible? 
INCLUDES: Free- ap e Pur replica, 

1.19 

14х7х5%% inches high. Eas; ip togeth- 
er. Chrome- look rear e айк 
and some motor parts. te 
Fonzie, one other figure. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49C 5914) wt. 11b. 20z...$6.95 
(91977 Paramount Pictures Corporation. 

(9) S.W.A.T. "Heroes in Action" Set. 
"This "Special epar and Tactics" as- 
sault team is ready lor airborne or ground 
operations! 
INCLUDES: 5 figures with movable torsos 
зза. arms, equipped with — and EA 

juipment. Plus rescue helico an 
S.W. ae van. Plastic. Figures 
ате 344 inches tall. (Rock not includ 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 5989 1—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. .$7.88 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: 
These items not recommended for children 

under 3 years, due to small parts. 

Culslod ране scans by смена naretecindtal com 
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(13 thru 18) 
$333 esch 
(10) The Batcave. Reduced from 
our 1976 Christmas Book. Signal for 
Batman with Batsignal that really 
lights up atop this portable folding 
batcave. Hidden garage entrance 
for Batmobile. Slide down Batpole 
to Batcomputer. Vinyl- covered 
cardboard cave is 15x15x11 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. See Note 
below at bottom of page, left. 
ORDER INFO: Figures and vehicles 
not incl., order below. Requires 2 
“C” batteries, order below. 
49C59151-Wt. 3 Ibs. $9.97 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 C 46997—Wt Soz. Pkg. $1.39 

(11 апа 12) Superhero Cars. 
Batmobile will accommodate two 8- 
inch figures (not incl.); Spidercar, 1 
figure (not incl.). Made of tough 
plastic. Free-wheeling. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
(11) Batmobile™. 
49C59152-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. .$5.87 
(12) Spidercar™. With web 
catcher attached. 
49C59173-Shpg. wt. 1302. $4.87 

> 
Hal Needham, The 

Stuntman 

$566 % | $1 744 тоот 
(20) The Stuntman Basic Set 
INCLUDES: Fully jointed 7'z-inch tall 
plastic figure. The stuntman's mid- 
section moves so he can perform 
many stunts. Hat, holster, gun, vest. 
Plus launcher. Two chipboard West- 
ern figures. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 5973—Wt. 11b. 202. ...$5.66 

(21) Stuntman Combination Set. 
INCL.: Figure as described above plus 
movie set. Saloon, „porch, swinging 
doors. “Breakaway” table, chair, rail- 
ing, movie camera, and more. Plastic, 
chipboard. 21x14¥/x20"¢ in. high. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
79C5974C-Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. .$ 17.44 

—€— Save 53 

without batteries 
s; $997 

Batmobile 

$587 
(13 thru 18) Heroes and Vil- 
lains. Plastic, fully-jointed, 8-inch 
tall figures. Comic-book costumes. 
FOR AGES: 3 yrs., up. See Note. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(13) эз acil Faster than a 
5] ing bullet. 
49C5918 1-Shpg. wt. 4 oz. .$3.33 
(14) Robin™. Boy wonder. 
49C59214-Shpg. wt. 4 oz. .$3.33 
um Batman™. Caped crusader. 
49C59213-Shpg. wt. 4 ог. .$3.33 
(16) Joker$. Tiresome trickster. 
49C59218-Shpg. wt. 4 oz. .$3.33 
(17) Penguin®. Waddling villain. 
49C59217-Shpg. wt. 4 oz. . $3.33 
(18) Spiderman®. 
49С59 175-5һрё. wt. 4 oz. . $3.33 

(19) Wayne Foundation Pent- 
house™. 4-story house for Bat- 
man’s™ and Robin’s™ operations. 
Bat console, furniture. Operating el- 
evator. Plastic, hardboard floors. 
14x25x42 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORD. INFO: No figures. Uni 
79 C 59143C-Wt. 5 lbs. . 

assem. 
$14.43 

Shogun Warriors 
$1094 = 

Giant, 23%-inch figures with 
movable arms. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

(22) Mazinga. Armed with 14 
rockets, he's ready for battle! 
Push a button and he fires rock- 
ets from his hand. Includes 14 
rockets and 2 swords of peace. 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 C 59682 .. $10.94 

(23) Raydeen. Can actually 
fire a missile from his chest! 
Also fires a projectile fist from 
his arm by pushing a button. 
ieee firing arm, 3 missiles. 

4 Ibs, 2 oz. 
aoe es $0684 

Foundation 
Penthouse™ 

$1443 

King Kong 
Set 

$1277 
without batteries 

(24) King Kong against the 
world. 14-in. figure stands atop 
the World Trade Building, 30 
in. tall. Shoot him with dart 
GL that projects missiles. 
/hen you hit Kong on his 

heartplate, his arm flies up. Hit 
him again and he'll topple from 
the building! 
INCL.: Figure, деп, plane with 
missiles, building. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 2" "D" 
batteries, order pkg. below 
E Wee bs. -$12. 77 

. of 2 Alkaline "D" Batt. 
yc 46996-Wt. 11 oz...$1.69 

557 

| iH 



$1697 
without batteries 

Test your skill at night driving 
with Sizzlers® Nightmare Alley 

HOW IT WORKS: Rechargeable 3-in. vehicles have 
speed setting and automatic headlights. Course fea- 
tures straightaway, splitoff curve, lane-crossing inter- 
section, 270 degree turn and a Jump back into the 
straightaway. A tunnel and fluorescent labels decorate 
the track for added visual excitement. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic track layout 8 ft. x 4 ft., 
Night Ridin' Sizzler cars, battery-powered а 
unit, tunnel. Partially assembled. Instructions incl. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 2 “Р” batt. Order pkg. at right, 

Swoop down for dramatic rooftop rescues 
with remote controlled C.S.F. Emergency Rescue Set 

HOW IT WORKS: 22-in, rod connects center, giving 
it a 44-in. fl ring di M E de, jorward, reverse ac- tic ^^ tion. Emits chopper sounds.’ 

with 5 in раризонб rescue e WHAT YOU GET finch at ncn fie- 
ures; paper! tion landing 
tic, c, battery- -powered remote control чай, t. Includes background of 
medical rescue unit. 

FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 3 "D" batteries, not incl., order 2 pkgs. below. 
49 N 58025—SI polos weight 2 ровка Сон Set $12.95 

Warranted by Mattel. For free copy, see 
79 N 55155C—Shipping weight 4 165. 

(6) U-Drive-It$ featuring 
foot control accelerator 

HOW IT WORKS: Turn on ignition key, 
shift transmission into either of 2 forwar: 
speeds or reverse and step on accelerator. 
Steering wheel controls car. 
WHAT YOU GET: 2-sided 22-in. wide pa- 
cops track. Instrumented plastic 
lashboard, 10!2x3x3!4 in. high. 2 plastic 

puni accelerator, bridge, 6 road markers. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 2 “D” batteries, 
order package above. See Note below. 
79 N 58353C—Wt. 5 Ibs.......$16.94 

Long Life Alkal "D" Batter p. 330. 
Set $16.97 

Foot control 
accelerator 

(7) "Cut mud" with Baja Bike Scrambler™ 
course you're in control 

HOW IT WORKS: Just turn the key and you're 
off along the winding, obstacle-ridden course. 
Road scene rolls as you steer bike over course. 
WHAT YOU GET: Controls that look like those 
on a real motorcycle . . . handlebar steering con- 
trol, gauges for speed, rpms. Road scene course, 
60-second timer, automatic lap counter for com- 
petition racing. 21x14x7 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 “D” bat- 
teries. Order package above. See Note below. 
79 N 55104C—Shipping weight 5 lbs. .$18.84 

Note: Items (6 and 7) are warranted by Schaper. Write for free copy. see page 330 

тай pase cane by diuidit aa 

+ 
46996- Shipping weight 11 ounces. 

of 2 : $1295 
deae as Package $1.39 without batteries 

(8) Drive Around. . . projects road scene 
on wall as you steer car 

HOW IT WORKS: You steer and see cars and signs pass as you 
"drive" along roadway projected on wall or screen. Shift gears for 
different sj . Avoid "accidents" by using horn that really works. 
Windshield wipers for "driving in bad weather." 
WHAT YOU GET: Control el with dashboard and steering wheel, 
13x10x7 in. high. Windshield wipers, horn, ignition key. Plastic. Pro- 
jection mechanism inside dashboard control area. 
FOR AGES: 3 and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Requires 4 “D” batteries, 
not included. Order 2 pack- ROAD RACE 
"Shipping weight 1 pound. and TRAIN SETS 

563 
49N55103......$13.94 i 



Тоу Typewriters 
Type homework, stories, letters to your friends 

(1 thru3) Toy Typewriters. Perfect gift for little writers. 
KEYBOARD: (1) 3-row 27 characters . . . 26 capital letters plus period. (2) 
3-row 54 characters 26 capital letters, numerals, fractions and punctua- 
tion marks; figure shift key. (3) 3-row 80 characters . . . types capital and 
small letters, numerals, fractions and punctuation marks; figure shift key, 
back space key, capital shift key. 

CARRIAGE: (1) with return carriage. (2) with carriage return lever and car- 
riage release; automatic ribbon reverse; takes full-size typing paper. (3) 
with carriage return, line roll-up lever; paper release, adjuster; paper scale: 
automatic ribbon reverse. Deluxe decorative trim. 
CONSTR: Hi-impact plastic frame. Steel mechanical parts. Imported. 
ORDERING INFO: Order extra ribbons below. Instructions incl. 

Typewrter — [For Ages] Co a Frame ses BETTE NN Price 
п) “Little [4 years| red [1017x 10x 3*3 | | 

Learner’ jand up іп. high _|49С16034/2 Ibs. 14 02) $16.99 
(2) "Secretary" |6years|green| хІІ | [ | 

and up| ]x4* in. Ein dac reaa] lbs. 1202] 2299 
% "Holiday TV" years red, | 12x 105, x4 

andup|white| іп. high 
| | blue 49C1670 |3165. 902] 26:99 

Extra Black Ribbons for (1)—Pkg. of 2 49C 16709) Zoz.|Pkg. 2.44 
Extra Blue Ribbons for (2 and 3)—Pkg. of 2....|49C16057 2 oz.JPkg. 2.44 

(4and5) 
(4) Push-button Cash Register 
with 11 keys. Ring up sales by 
pushing one of 9 numbered keys. 
Amount is visible from front, back. 

Play Cash Registers let kids ring up sales 
(5) Deluxe Cash Register with 
10 keys. Bell rings when separate 
push lever opens cash drawer 
Amount is visible in window. Re 

Taod апе scans ty chaisimas-n 

2 keys open cash drawer, clear reg 
iste incl, receipt pad, holder, pa- Paper play money, receipt pad in 
per play money. Imported. cluded. Imported. 

CONSTR: Steel frame, chrome-color CONST: Steel frame, chr: 
6*.x654x7 in. high. front. 72x69 4x7* in. hi 

3 to 8 years. 

ceipt pad hoider clips onto register. 

plated 

$7.49 2 oz. 

(6) Wiz-a-Tron" Calculator 
HOW IT WORKS: Put the problem in 

correct, problem with answer will flash. If wrong, letters “EEE” for 
appear. After third try, correct answer automatically shows. Adds, sub. 

see it in readout. Then answer. If 
ror 

tracts, multiplies, divides, answers in remainders. 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy plastic, 3ax1x5 i 
FOR A 5 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Instr. incl. Requires one 9-v. battery, order below. Warranted 
by Texas Instruments, Inc. Write for free copy, see page 322 
49 C 16707—Shipping weight 6 ounces 
DieHard Alkaline 9-volt Battery 
49 C 46859—Shipping weight 2 ounces 

(7) Bugs Bunny Toothbrush, (9) 
Stand. Battery powered. Stands 
alone or mounts on wall (screws 
incl.). High-impact plastic, nylon, 
metal, 2 child-size toothbrushes. 
614x134x9 in. high. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 2 alkaline 
“ТУ” batteries, order pkg. below. 
Toothpaste not incl. Imported. 

$15.99 

Each 5149 

9-in. diameter 
World Globe 

Highly detailed, multicolored 
globe rotates on meridian guide. 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel and plas- 
tic. 9-inches in diameter. 11!4 
inches high. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 49C16705-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ...$4.99 dys 
Toothbrush Refills. Pkg. of 4. asta UM 2де Sog 49 C 1621—Wt. 1 oz. .....Pkg. 99c 

(10) Buck Stops Here Bank Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49C46849-Wt. 10 ог. ..Pkg. $1.59 
Bugs Bunny. € 1978 Warner Bros. Inc 
(8) Mosler Jr. Double-door Safe 
Combination safe and bank. One who passes it to bank president 
working 2-number combination lock who deposits coin in vault. 
opens both doors. CONSTRUCTION: Hi-impact 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-gauge steel. — plastic, 7x2x9 inches high. 
9x6x7 in. high. Hinged doors. FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
FOR AGES; 5 years and up. ORDERING INFORMATION 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs 12 oz. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49C5017 .................95.97 49 C5032..............94.74 

Insert coin with cashier, hit but 
ton correctly and he passes coin 
to guard, hit button again and 
guard passes coin to bookkeeper 

d 



Musical 
Tea Set 

With a tuneful teapot 
and extra-large plates 

$67 

Imported porcelain set has a 
lovely rose blooming on each 

piece. Delightful musical teapot 
plays a soft tune as the hostess 

lifts it to pour. Set includes 6 extra- 
large 54-inch plates; 6 cups and 
saucers; sugar bowl with lid; 
creamer; and 6 plastic knives, 
forks, spoons. From Japan. Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
49N 1014 .. Set $6.99 

39-pc. Set 
serves 6 

Our Largest Tea Set 

Includes fruit dish and fruit 

82-pc. Set $349? 
serves 4 

Dainty blue and green floral 
design on white break-resistant 

plastic. Set includes 4 plates, cups 
and saucers; creamer; sugar bowl 
with lid; teapot with lid; fruit dish 
with 6 pieces fruit; 4 knives, forks, 
spoons—more. 
49N 10208-Wt.2 lbs.6 oz. Set $4.99 

Blue Bird Tea Set 

Gives dinner an Oriental flair 

39-pc. Set $399 
serves 6 

A young hostess can set а 

pleasing table with this porce- 
lain service for 6. Set includes a 
teapot with cover; 6 cups and sau- 

cers; creamer; sugar bowl with 
cover; six 4¥%-inch diameter plates; 
and 6 plastic knives, forks, and 
spoons. Imported from Japan. 
49 N 1011—Wt. 4 lbs. ..Set $3.99 

Perk 'N Pour Coffee Set 

9299 

Time for a coffee break . . and 
you're ready with this alumi- 

num and plastic coffee set. Pot 
perks safely, without heat. Set 
incl. 6 aluminum 4%-in. plates, 6 
saucers; 6 plastic cups, goblets, 
knives, forks, spoons, coffee pot. 
49м 10238-Wt.1 Ib.6 oz. Set $2.99 

43-pc. Set 
serves 6 

Daisy Tea Set 

$ 92? 

Tea set made of break-resistant 
plastic. Set includes 6 cups and 

saucers; 6 plates; creamer; sugar 
bowl with lid; teapot with lid; nap- 
kins and holder; salt and pepper 
shakers; 6 butter dishes; 6 goblets; 
6 knives, forks, spoons. 
49N10209-Wt.1 lb.6 oz. .Set $2.99 

62-pc. Set 
serves 6 

ао babe scane by i реа 

Watch it рор 
a pint in 
4 minutes 

Е, 

Popcorn Popper 

9577 

eb epi esegue dues i ie yo wala ep 

ý 
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л Maker 
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What a low price for a 
Multi-action Service Station for all 
your Mini-Cars plus parking for 10 

level you want. . 
then flick a lever 
to direct car 
right or left into the 
parking stall 

you choose 

Parking and service facilities for 
any ATCHBOX*", HOT 
WHEELS or mini-size cars. This 
combination garage and parking 
plaza has a working “greaserack” 
that raises and lowers. Made of 
sturdy plastic, garage measures 
13x14 4x15, inches high. Entire 
layout folds up to less than 4 inches 
thick for easy storage. Uses 1 "C" 
battery . . order package below. 
Made in Hong Kong. Order car sets 
below or on pages 159 to 164. Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 М 57009............... 56.99 
"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 

Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
49 N 8406 ........ Package $1.19 

*Matchbox" Steer-N-Go 
Just like driving a real race 

* Turn ignition key to start car * Timer signals end of race. . 
* Shift gears . . first, second, third ар counter shows the winner 
e Hit the brakes to keep control e Shift into reverse to return to start 

(1 and 2) Spring-Bar* suspension and low-fric 
tion wheel bearings mean less drag . . more speed. 
“Мак” wheels, too! Metal cars are about 3 inches 
long. 

Set includes the Evil Weevil®, The Hood®, T-4 
2* and Police Cruiser 

49 N 54813—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. Set $3.47 

Challenge your friends to a race against time as 3-speed base spins, you steer through thrill Set i es Je at®, What-4®, Six Shoot- 1: er th 1 th D d ing, twisting curves. Color nd metal layout, 19 inches wide. One "MATCHBOX*" car 
49 М 548 14—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. Set $3.47 J Uses 4 “Р” ba order package below 

S 1 ight 7 pounds $14.99 
564 |Ѕеаг | 4 Batteries. Package oí 4. Shipping weight 1 Ib Package $3.29 

a M: 
‘Catala bane scuns by carieiniat тазове бойт 



Switch cars, load cargoes, deliver the goods with 

Country and City Accessory Kits for HO-scale sets 

" mat City Kit includes an auto re 
station, a motel w 

" 

Country Kit includes 50x99-in. shop, a suburban 
arth tra а pool, gas 50x12-inch 

es, street signs and more 
t. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. Kit $7.98 

cro: 
$744  49C95 S Shi 

Сөй Dabs scans by стан maedit Gom 

1 1-unit 

Steam Locomotive 
Freight Set 

$4,999 $1997 

Jouble-oval track layout 

. 

. 

. y-operated switch 
E 
À Mighty 4-6-2 locomotive and tender takes 

the lead of this 71'/,-in. long freight. In 
cludes 4 working access., 1-атр power pack, 
UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC 
79 C 95229C— Shpg. wt. 7 Ib: Set $49.99 
4-6-2 Pacific Locomotive and Tender only. 
49 C9523—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 13 oz. $19.97 

9-unit 
Diesel Locomotive 

Freight Set 

$3 99 $1097 

oval track layout 
ated switches 

Fe diesel with non-powered “В 
unit heads up a 59-inch long freight. In 

cludes 4 working accessories plus 1-атр 
power pack—UL listed for 110-120-v., 60. 
Hr. AC. Buy it the easy way—order by 

phone 
79 С 96232C—Shpg. wt. 11 lbs. Set $39.99 

F9 Diesel and non-powered “В” unit only. 
49 C 95227—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz $10.97 

Tyco HO-scale 
(SHOWN ON FACING PAGE) 

( 1 thru 3 ) These sets include everything 
you need to begin your career as a railroad 
tycoon. One-amp power packs are all UL 
listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 

1 "Spirit of "76" 8-unit Freight Set. This 
unique diesel locomotive and its matching 

caboose bear the presidential seal and Ameri- 
can flag. 54-inch train includes operating 
crane car with boom tender, box car, hopper, 
tank car, flat car and 63x45-inch track oval. 
79 С 95232C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. Set $29.99 
49 C 95234— Diesel only. Wt. 12 oz. 11.97 

2 6-unit Freight Set. Lighted GP-20 diesel 
locomotive hauls box car, flat car, pulp- 

wood car, hopper and caboose. This 39%/,-in, 
long freight runs on 45x36-in. track oval, 
79 C 95239C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. Set $21.99 
49 C 9524—Diesel only. Wt. 14 oz. . 944 

4-unit Freight Set. Lighted F9 diesel lo- 
comotive, box car, flat car and caboose in 

а 26-in. train on 36-in. diameter track circle. 
79 C 95237 C—Shpz. wt. 5 lbs. Set $14.99 

49 C 95238— Diesel only. Wt. 1 Ib. 7.99 



leek 

authentic 
ed vinyl saddle. chopper-style han- — finish and 

Beginners’ Bikes with саш brakes 
and training wheels — 

13-inch Petite Bike 

82999 

Convertible tubular steel frame fea- 
потре. plated Cobra fenders 
and semi-high-rise handlebars. Hot pink 

basket. White Chrome-plated and handy carrying 
dlebars and chrome-plated Cobra fenders. Simulat- — plastic seat with decals; red and white 
ed shock absorber АЧДЫ onírontandrear streamers. 

30th of these 
bikes have 

removable 

cros 

13-inch Sidewalk Bike 

Bright yellow convertible tubular steel 
frame, chrome-plated semi-high-rise han- 

dlebars and adjustable white vinyl saddle, ped- 
als and handgrips. Big 13x154-inch semi-pneu- 
matic tires; wheels have nylon bearings. Two 
removable 5-inch molded plastic training 
wheels. Partly assembled. For ages 4 to 8 with 
inseam measurement* 1812 in. or more. 
79 М 87549C—Shpg. wt. 24 lbs. ........ 

560 

$20.99 

Сайа page scans by сайтан wesetecinical Gom 

Big 13-inch semi-pneumatic 

13-inch Pedi-Brake Bike 

4 Press the foot pedal for quick, sure stops. 
Hot red convertible tubular steel frame. 

Chrome-plated, dual high-rise handlebars 
and Cobra fenders. Black vinyl saddle, hand- 
grips and pedals. Big 13х15%-іпсћ semi-pneu- 
matic tires, Two detachable training wheels. 
Partly assembled. For ages 4 to 8 with in- 
seam measurement* 1812 inches or more. 
79 М 87546C—Shpg. wt. 26 Ibs... ...... $24.99 

MKOE * To determine inseam measurement, measure distance from crotch to ball ot foot. 

Wooden Stake Wagon 

Remove durable, weather-resistant hardwood side panels 
to convert this wooden stake wagon to a coaster wagon. 
Semi-pneumatic tires measure 10х11 inches wide and 
have nylon bearings you never have to oil. Steel chassis 
and double-disc steel wheels with push-on hub caps; bolts 
and other hardware cadmium-plated for protection 
against corrosion. Fit-grip handle. All parts smoothly fin- 
ished. Lustrous green finish. Overall 36x16'2x9¥ inches 
deep. Sent unassembled. For ages 4 and up. 
79 N 85514C—Shipping weight 34 pounds $28.99 

Sturdy Steel Wagons 
With ball-bearing 

R mag” whaels and 

non-toxic 
enamel finish 

$1899 
< 

"500" Wagon. Double-disc steel wheels give an extra- 
smooth ride. Steering assembly gives easy turns. Sturdy 
steel construction in a sporty fire engine red. Big, 10x11- 

inch puncture-proof tires have push-on hub caps. Fit-grip 
handle. 36x17 14x414 in. ssembled. Ages 3 and up. 
79 N 85517C—Shipping weight 27 pounds 

"400" Wagon (not shown). Same as above except non- 
mag wheels; red; 34x15%4x4 in. deep. Ages 3 and up. 
79 М 85503C—Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 23 Ibs. ...... $15.99 

All-steel 
Wagon 

$1299 

The perfect little red wagon for hauling loads of toys or 
Mom's groceries or little neighborhood friends. Heavy 
gauge steel construction body measures 28x13x3' inches 

deep. Semi-pneumatic tires measure 7x14 inches wide. 
Red enamel finish. Nylon-bearing wheels never need oil. 
Fit-grip handle. For children ages 2 to 6. 

Shipping weight 17 pounds. 
79 М 85502C $12.99 



Learn about the intricate workings of such projects as a lie detector 

through the science of [=] [ECTRONICS 

м ìn 
— $eience Pun experimen! |; 

Supet Slectronic! | |
 

SUPER ELECTRONICS 1 
A complete laboratory that includes 188 components required for 

100 experiments in the science of radio and electronics 

$ 169 without 
batteries 

Building a lie detector is only one of 100 experiments and constructions possible with this 
complete solid state laboratory. Learn the practical uses of electronics by constructing ex- 
periments like short-wave radio tuner, tone generator, plant watering warning device or 
pollution detector, plus fun experiments such as an electronic organ, quiz clock or adjust- 

able time-light circuit. At the same time you learn the functions of various electronic com- 

ponents, what they do, how and when they are used and why. A fully illustrated, 80-page 
color instruction manual details every experiment circuit and construction showing assem- 
bly drawings as well as wiring diagrams . . requires no previous knowledge of electronics. 
No soldering, just snap reusable components into their proper assembly position. Included 
among the 188 components are transistors, resistors, capacitors, diodes, variable resistors, 
earphones, plus pre-cut and pre-stripped wires to complete the circuit. Uses 3 "AA" bat- 
teries . . order pkg. below. Ages 12 to adult. 
49 C 24295—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces 

49 C 46991—"AA' Batteries. Package of 4. Shipping weight 4 ounces у 

49 С 46997 — Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight 5 ошпсез............ Pkg. $1.09 

GEOLOGY. . the science through which 
you may learn the how and why of fo: 

Cut °3 “x $9497 
and Field Set 

Last Christmas was $14.99. Identify rocks and minerals with help of 80-page, 
illustrated Golden Book. Also includes pick, Jolly balance to measure specific 
gravity, streak plate to discover true colors, 28 rocks and minerals, 4 fossils, mag- 
nifying stand, alcohol lamp with blowtorch, 2 PYREX® brand test tubes, rack, 

charcoal. Ages 10 to 16. See Note, opposite page. 
mou) 49 C 24212 Shipping weight 3 bs. 1402. ...... set $41.97 

Calo Dade Scans by crimas иеа трыста 

Science Fun Experiments 

Electronics 

Includes over 100 components $1144 without 
to use in 40 experiments batteries 

A complete elementary course in electronics. Build a two- 
transistor radio, lie detector, burglar alarm, telegraph 
transceiver, fire alarm. pollution detector and more. 

Snap-fit assembly lets you use over 100 reusable com- 
ponents, including transistors, resistors, capacitors and 
diodes. Uses 3 "AA" batteries . . order package at left. 80- 
page instruction manual included. Ages 9 and up. 
49 C 24292—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces 511.44 

Electrics 
Includes over 135 components $1494 v»: 

to use in 140 experiments batteries 

You can build a telegraphic sender and printing receiver, 
a generator, a telephone system, compass, electroscope, 
microphone, amplifier, speaker, ammeter, galvanometer 
and even a reversible motor. 112-page, illustrated manual 
gives easy-to-understand instructions. Uses 2 "C" batteries 

order package at left. Ages 10 and up. 
49 С 24293—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 2 oz. ..81494 
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TATIME 

+ 

When cake 
is done, pull 
outhere 

Just slide 
cake into 

chamber here 
AT SEARS 

watt bulb (: 
cycle AC. Not 

(1) Deluxe 38-pc. Cake 
Decorating Set 

38-Р!ЕСЕ SET INCLUDES: 
8 assorted 114-02. Pillsbury 
cake mixes, 8 assorted 134-02. 
Pillsbury frosting mixes, 2 
aluminum circular 3%-in. 
diam. cake pans, 2 heart- 
shaped aluminum pans, two 
4-pc. cake tier sets, plastic 
mixing bowl, 1 spoon-spatula, 
4 animal sugar molds, 1 cake 
decorator with 2 tips. Blue 
and white gingham plastic 
Poppin’ Fresh apron. Instruc- 
tion booklet included. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49N 11254 ..... Set $9.99 

(3) Winnie-the-Pooh 
Party Cake Set 

19-PIECE SET INCLUDES 
One 5!4-oz. Pillsbury cake 
mix, four 2-oz. pre-colored 
Pillsbury frosting mixes, 81⁄4- 
in. gold-color aluminum cake 
pan, mixing bowl (not 
shown), icing-spoon applica- 
tor, cake decorator with 2 
tips. Four decorated Winnie- 
the-Pooh party plates, 4 cups 
and party booklet included. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49N 11256 ..... Set $6.99 
Hiero ptis ias Refill Set. 
1 cake mix, 4 frosting mixes. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

49 № 11257 . Set $2.99 

SOLD ONLY 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Heats with 
‘not included). UL listed for 110-1: 

for ages under 8, 
ON EU Wooden pan paddle, 2 assort- 

one 100- 
60- 

mix, 2 circu- 1 Pillsbury 
diameter aluminum cake pans and 1 heart. 

Instruction cookbook included. 

FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 № 1125—Shipping weight 4 pounds ....Set $11.99 

Cake and Cookie 
Decorating Sets 

(2) Basic 16-pc. Cake 
Decorating Set 

Learn to bake and decorate 
your own cakes. 
16-PIECE SET INCLUDES: 
3 assorted 1-02. Pillsbury 
cake mixes, three 134-02. 
frosting mixes, two aluminum 
circular cake pans, plastic ele- 
phant and lion sugar molds, 
mixing bowl, spoon-spatula, 1 
cake decorator with two ex- 
changeable tips and a pretty 
blue and white gingham plas- 
tic apron to keep clothes 
clean. Instruction booklet in- 
cluded. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49N 11253 ..... Set $4.99 

(4) Holly Hobbie® Home- 
baked Cookie Set 

Bake, decorate and eat your 
own assorted sugar cookies. 
19-PIECE SET INCLUDES: 
Four Pillsbury sugar cookie 
mixes, wood rolling pin, 7 
plastic cookie cutters includ- 
ing Holly Hobbie, 5 tubes of 
assorted Pillsbury decorating 
icing, Holly Hobbie spoon, 
mixing bowl (not shown) and 
20-page Home-Baked Cookie 
instruction 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

ippi ‘ight 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49N 11258 
(9 Amencan Greetings Corp. 



The Micronauts are coming! 
These most extraordinary futuristic figures and 

vehicles ALL have interchangeable parts...there's 
no end to the number of ways you can assemble them 

Ar 

(3) with (4); or (5) with (8. 

1094... 

Who is that masked man? It's the Lone Ranger 

with Tonto and the evil Butch Cavendish 
(1 thru 6) CONSTRUCTION: Movable plastic figures 9! in. high. Viny! 
hands hold pistol and reins. All figures with costume, side holster and pistol Acroyes! 
Horses are 10 inches high with movable joints and stand. Bridle, saddle and the “Bac 
reins included with each horse. Plastic Bad Guy 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. See Nole below 
ORDERING INFORMATION (3) Butch Cavendish. Wt. 8 oz 
(1) Lone Ranger. Wt. 8 oz. 49 C 59729 .. $4.47 
49 C 59735 $4.47 (4) Smoke. Wt. ! Ib. 10 oz. 5 

(2) Silver with trick saddle 49C59739 57.77 
letsthe Lone Ranger perform many (5) Tonto. Shpg. wt. 8 oz 
stunts. 49 C 59737 $4.47 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. (6) Scout. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz 
49 C 59724 $7.77  Á49C59738 $7.77 

49 C 59743-Lone Ranger (1) with Silver (2). Wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. 510.94 
49 C 59727-Butch Cavendish (3) with Smoke (4). Wt. 1 lb. 15 ог. 10.94 
49 C 59726-Tonto (5) with Scout (6). Wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz 10.94 

4A 
Help Wyatt Earp 
capture the great 

bank robber of 
the West 
Jesse James 

$899 

Gallop through exciting Old West adventures with these famous characters. 
Horse and both figures are jointed to pose in many action stances 
CONSTRUCTION: Figures are 91⁄4 in. high. Vinyl hands can hold objects. 
Horse is 10 in. high. Plastic, fully jointed. Costumes and accessories for 
figures include hats, holsters, pistols. Horse has removable saddle and reir 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. See Note below 
49 C 59758—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces Set $8.99 

4-in-1 Prairie Wagon 
snap together 

Just what a pioneer needs to set 
ornia and gold. 

ET: Plastic pieces 
snap together to form a 24 
long chuck wagon or 3 o 
wagons shown. Use with 91; 
inch high figures. Harness, dou 
ble seat, bow supports, water 
barrel, kitchen utensils, drop ta 

camping gear 
S: 4 years and up. See 

Note below 
ORDERING INFORMAT 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 15 oz. 
49 C 59734 
NOTE: items on E 1 

558 |Sears| 8225. 
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M AX VAN 
by Schaper 

"CHUTES AWAY" Rescue Game. 
T YOU € Coast Guard land and 

e plane holds up to 8 supply 
chutes. Spring-wound motor revolves the 
turntable, needs no batteries. Control 
base includes on-off switch to activate the 
turntable. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic control base, 
plane and supply chutes; paperboard ter- 
rain. Soft, reduction lens mounted scope. 
21V2x1614x16 inches high. 

ВА 6 years and up. 

DERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

79 N 58026C 

564 [Sears] 8 
$14.95 

айай page scans by Bheisintasmaseledimical Gom 

Sight target areas 
through scope and 

air-drop supply chutes 
onto revolving terrain 

n this exciting 
CHUTES AWAY 
RESCUE GAME 

$1495 

(5) Spider-Man™ Camera 
HOW IT WORKS: Slip in a standard 
126 film cartridge (not included), flip 
the lever until it stops and you're 
ready to shoot. Flip the lever after 
shooting and you're ready for your 
next picture. No focusing needed. 
Uses magic cubes (not included) for 
indoor pictures. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic and metal. 
6x3x4' inches high. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 15 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 13 ounces. 
49N 1650. “эл 
©1978 Marvel Comics Group 

$5.95 

(2) 
with sonic control 

$1344 without 
batteries 

Tobor Space Robot 

Module 

(3) Robot 2500 

$595 MEN batteries 

Battery-operated robot with 
"blinking eye" and flashing 
chest light. Robot walks Tobor works by Telesonic sound con- 

trol. Just press the control button . 
click and Tobor goes forward. Click 
and it circles. Moving ratchet-action 
arms allow Tobor to pick up Support 

straight ahead and arms 
move. 
CONSTR: High-impact plastic 

Module included. 
SET INCLUD 
and contro 
tall. Hidden wheels 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO 

Write for free copy, page 330. 
49 N 55101—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz, 

film and cube 
not included 

Hot 

(8) Robot AM Radio. 
Enjoy AM radio listening with the ro- 
bot from outer space. 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid-state chassis. 
High-impact plastic case, 8x4x6 
inches high. Volume control, power- 
ful speaker. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 15 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 
one 9-volt battery (not included). Ог. 
der package below. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 13 oz. 
49 N 66697 $8.95 
Carbon-zinc 9-volt Batteries. 
ORDERING INFO: Package of 2. 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 
49 N 46993 .Pkg. 99c 

Plastic and metal robot 
Robot is about 9 inches 

RMATION: Requires 2 
“D” batteries, not included. Order 
pacage at left. Warranted by Schaper, 

$13.44 

Wheels® cas.’ 
6-Pak уә, 

and metal. About 10 in. tall. 
Hi s. Imported. 

ars and ир, 
NFO: Requires 2 

“С” batteries, not included 
Order package below 
Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 58031 $5.95 

Long Life Alkaline "C" Bat- 
teries, Package of 2. Wt. 5 oz. 
49N 46997 Pkg. $1.19 

Flying Aces Advance 
Island Base Launch. 
planes by remote control 

(7) Advance Island Base. 

T WORKS: Hook planes into HOW 
elasticized launching pad, pull back 
and release. Comes in compact case 
for storage. 

YOU GET: Vinyl case forms 
x615-in. high play area. 2 
-in. planes. Molded plastic 

tower, hanger and office. 
FOR AGES, ORD. INFO: 4 yrs. and up. 
49 N 58076—Wt. 2 Ibs. $8.95 

(8) Hot Wheels 
"Oldies but Goodies" 6-Pak. 

WHAT YOU GET: 6 die-cast metal 
cars; each 2-3 inches long. Imported. 
FOR AGES; 5 to 12 years. 

$5.34 



These Chalkboards reverse to 
wipe-off surface for crayons 

(1and2) Adjustabie-height Easels. You can use both sides 
at once. Adjust height for proper fit for your child. 
CONSTRUCTION: Wood frame and chalk trays with hardboard 
artboards. Blue chalkboard work surfaces. Reverse side wipes 
clean for finger painting; show movies on it. 
ACCESSORIES: Pallet with water colors, brush, paint pan, box of 
crayons, box of chalk, 2 erasers, 2 clips, art paper. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instructions included. 

(1), Easel bes storage tra’ "m two work surfaces. 24x16- 
in. boards, dark pine finish. Overall height 464 inches. 
79 C 17574L—Shipping weight 13 pounds ...........$22.99 

(2) Easel with 2 work surfaces. 20x14 in. boards. 43 in. high. 
79 C 17572C—Shipping weight 8 pounds 10 ounces ..$14.99 

(3) Reversible Blackboard. Reverses to magnetic side. 
CONSTRUCTION: All wood. One black chalkboard side, magnet- 
ic surface on reverse side. Built-in shelf is 2334x1114 in. The 
boards, 18x24 in. Overall, 17x25!2x42 in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: 36 magnetic spelling letters, box of chalk, wipe- 
off crayons for white magnetic surface, eraser. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instructions, hardware incl. 
79 C 16018C—Shipping weight 12 pounds 5 ounces ..$15.99 

(4) Little Learners Double-sided Chalkboard 
CONSTR: Wood frame with tubular aluminum legs. Blue chalk- 
board reverses to white wipe-off surface for crayons, fi 
painting or movies. Board, 23x17 in. 2614х19х42 in. hi 
ACCESSORIES: Chalk, eraser and wipe-off crayons. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instructions — 
79 C 17568C—Shipping weight 6 pounds . ses $9.99 

(5) Portable Peg Chest. Take it along where ever you go. 
CONSTRUCTION: Wood and hardboard with blue chalkboard 
that reverses to white wipe-off surface; slides out to reveal stor- 
age area. 1519x14! 4x 174 inches high. 

Bench wide Adjustable, } ACCESS: Chalk, eraser, wipe-off crayons, pegs, mallet. 
vore FOR AGES: 3 yrs. and up. Not for ages under 3, small parts. 

$7799 | ORDERING INFORMATION: Assembled. 
22 49 C 17522—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ...... $4.99 

(6) Arts and Crafts Studio Cabinet with over 15 projects 
SET INCLUDES: Acrylic paint, fabric paint, water colors, felt tip 
markers, oil pastels, charcoal stick, paint brushes, mixing cup, 
pallet, easel, sketch pad, painting boards, printed fabric. Plus 
пасте pates. pennants, labels, stencil and instructions. 
Wood box with handle, 13x9x3 in. deep. 

FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years to adult, 
49 C 2066—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces $11.97 

(7) Junior Art and Activity Chest. 16 page activity book. 
SET INCL: 16 page coloring book, 8 regular crayons, 8 wipe-off 
crayons with plastic sheet, tempera paints, chalk, Erase-a-slate, 
finger paints, clay, water colors, plastic shaping tool, stencils, 
drawing pad, 2 brushes, construction paper. 
FOR AGES ORDERING INFO: 4 to 8 years. 
49 C 1642—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces ...... 

23-nch wide Two- 
sided Chalkboard 

24-inch wide Blackboard 
reverses to magnetic side Take-slong Peg Chest 

vert chalkboard top 



Two Great Electric Sewing Machine Sets 
Safety plug converts 120-volt household current to safer 3-volt. Operate 

on electricity, "D" battery power, or by hand you can sew anywhere 

Complete with 1172 -inch doll pattern cut-outs and sewing accessories 

Consolette Straight-Stitch Machine The fantastic ZIG-ZAG 
has an attached carry case that lays flat 

when open to give extra working space 

* Die-cast head is 
extra long-lasting 

* Foot pedal control leaves 

hands free for fabric 

14” 
Exceptionally well-made machine has a heavy-duty motor and head, so it can 
really stand up under continuous use. Foot pedal control and tension control 
make it operate smoothly, Entire vinyl case is permanently attached — you'll 
never misplace it, 954x3!4x7'4-in. high machine; 6-ft. cord. UL listed for 110. 
120-v., 60-c. AC. Comes with 2 dress projects, 2 spare needles, threader, 8-pc. 
sewing kit, 2 “D” batteries not included. From Japan. 
49 N 1209— Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. . Set $14.99 

Twist knob to change from zig-zag to 
straight stitch, lever changes stitch length 

A value that's 

SOMETHING Spec. очу $1999 

Priced $5 less than last year's zig-zag —and it's a better machine! 
Works on electricity, 2 D" batteries (not incl.) or by hand . . 
includes 3 dress projects, thread, needles, threader, 8-pc. sewing 
kit. Foot pedal and adjustable tension make it easier to operate. 
Heavy-duty motor and die-cast head add longer life. Plastic 
carry case, storage drawer. 10'4x6^4x9!4 inches; 6-foot cord, UL 
listed for 110-120-у., 60-с. AC. From Japan. 
49 N 1210—Shipping weight 5 pounds 12 ounces. .. .Set $19.99 
6 extra Needles . . 3 Dress Projects. For zig-zag machine. 6 extra Needles . . 3 Dress Projects. For all machines on page except zig-zag. 

49 N 12091—Shipping weight 4 ounces. . . 

BATTERY- 
OPERATED 

99 миш $, 
batteries 

Steel head and attractive carry case 

make this Machine a real value 
Sews tight chain stitches that won't pull out 

. Foot pedal and tension control make it 
to sew smooth, even seams. Plastic carry 

sion table. 10!4x4x6*4 in. high. Incl. 
needles, threader, 2 dress projects. 

"D" batteries, order pkg. at right. 
49 N 1208—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz......Set $9.99 
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-Package 99с 

9699 
Rugged Machine sews 

no-ravel chain stitches 

Low-cost steel beauty has re- 
mote control foot pedal, ad- 
justable tension, work exten- 
sion table. 9!áx334x51é in. 
high. Incl. thread, needle, 
threader, dress project. From 
Japan. Uses 2 “D” batteries, 
order package below. 
49 № 1207-Wt. 2 lbs.Set $6.99 
Package of 6 Batteries. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 8405. ..Pkg. $149 

49 N 12101 —Shipping weight 4 ounces. ..... «s pkg. 99c 

HAN 
OPERATED 

Sturdy, steel 

Machine is ideal 

for beginners 

$287 

Hand-operated machineis 
such fun for the little 
ones. Tension control 
makes it easy to sew even, 
no-ravel chain stitches. 
Т\+х3\ахӘ! in. high; suc- 
tion cup feet attach to 
any smooth surface. In- 
cludes thread, needle 
threader, needle, dress 
project. From Japan. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. 
49 N 1206..... Set $3.87 



The Garage of Tomorrow.. 

COMPUTER GARAGE 
Programmed parking for your 

mini-size car collection 

Load or unload 
cars by inserting 

oded 
into "computer 

Gondola revolves 
automatically 

until selected 
parking stall 

is at entrance 

You pull a lever 

and car 

automatically 

moves out 
of the stall 

De only $099 =~; easan: pss 
at Sears 

The most modern computerized parking garage in mini-car city 
. holds up to 8 "Matchbox", Hotwheels®, or other mimi-cars. 

It's easy and fun to load or remove parked cars . . numbered 
card brings the car you want down to the entrance on a ferris- 
wheel type elevator . . spring trigger moves car out at bottom. 
Made of sturdy plastic; 10x10'/,x17 inches high. Uses 2 "D" bat- 
teries . . order package below. From Japan. ee 3 and up. 
79 N 57027C—Shipping weight 5 pounds . -89.99 

“D” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8405—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ..... Pkg. $1.49 

*Matchbox"" Superfast" Car Sets . . die-cast metal, 2 to 3 inches long 
can be used with Computer Garage (above) or with Parking and Service Plaza (opposite page) 

The mod motorcars in this set in 
clude: С some Twosome, Flying 
Bug, Big Banger, Soopa Coopa, 
Dragon Wheels, and Mod Rc 
49 N 54775-Wt. 13 oz. 3.44 

zit [Sears] 565 

has a Hot Rod Jeep, Iso 
-City Commuter, Mer 

„а Honda Motorcycle 
Dodge Dragster abo. and iler, and Ford Capri. Ford GT, a 
49 N 54785-Wt. 13 02.....5еі $3.44 — 49N 54784-Wt.130z.....Set $3.44 — 49N 54776-Wt. 1 

Here's a sna 
Volks Dragc 
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HO SCALE 
these HO-scale FREIGHT YARD SETS 

“Piggyback” 
trailers you unload 

(А (8) and (C] on 
p, attruck terminal 

these 2 pages "e a ў 

include these 
real working 

Operating ore car that Automatic gate that drops as accessories dumps by remote control rain approaches crossing 

Our finest HO-scale Train Set . . 
the RAILROAD EMPIRE 
You get even more track than sets at » 
left p/us 3 remote-control switches | 

to make a huge 72x45-inch double oval 
layout with a 44-inch spur siding 

12-unit 

Diesel Locomotive Freight Set 

(хл ж Locomotive only 
$6888 $139% 

@ Lighted Alco Super 630 diesel—the biggest 
and most powerful HO locomotive we sell 

* Crane car and boom tender that really work 

The biggest HO-scale train set we've ever sold packs 
enough action for a whole neighborhood of young railroad 

ers. Our largest locomotive pulls our longest train (81 inches) 
over our biggest track layout . . all this plus 3 remote-control 
switches. 2-amp po pack is UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz. 

AC. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 С 95235C—Shipping weight 14 pounds Set $68.88 

49 C 95262—Alco Super 630 Diesel only. Wt. 1 lb. 13.99 

Electric Freight Train Sets 

"Spirit of "76" 
8-unit Freight Set 

$2999 
Locomotive only 

$1197 

А 
Locomotive onh 6-unit 99 

$944 ` Freight Set $21 

4-unit $ 1499 
Freight Set 

Locomotive only 
$799 

571 
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Here are five frisky Wonder’ Colts you can ride 
all day long. . they never get tired 

24-inch Prancing Pinto starts 
as a walking toy for baby. . 
quickly converts to a spring 
horse as your child grows 

A 
TALKING 
HORSE !! 

A colorful Pinto that's just right for baby's first “horsie”, Casters 0 
base let baby sit and ride and walk. Plastic seat has strap to help 
build child’s confidence, Playseat has molded tray to hold baby’s 
favorite small toys. As child grows, remove casters and playseat and 
it becomes his first spring horse. Seat height adjusts from 12 to 15 
inches so horse “grows” with child. 

Sturdy 24-in. plastic pony on fully adjustable tubular steel base. 
. wide. Ages 6 months to 3 Protective bumpers. Base is 36x17! 

years. Unassembled, with instructions. 
78 N 89012C—Shipping weight 14 pounds 

Popular 26-inch Mustang 
is a must for any young 

cowpoke's corral 

Ride this spirited young colt all day long . . 
inside or out. He's durable polystyrene with 
beautifully detailed features. 

Standard X-style base has side bars for easy 
mounting and dismounting. Tubular steel base 
measures 40x22!5 inches wide. With plastic 
feet and plugs to help protect young wranglers. 
Seat height is 24 inches. Recommended for 
ages 2 to 5. Unassembled, with instructions. 
79 М 89015L—Shpg. wt. 17 Ibs........... $16.99 

Cabo pae scans by deisthiasnmisetediical com 

Press a button 
on the saddle roll 

and our 28-inch Colt 

as you ride the range 

$1449 

35-inch Cheyenne 
looks and feels like real . . 

just stroke his soft furry coat 

"This golden Palomino has a plush nylon fila- 
ment coat that children love to touch. They'll 
love to ride him too . . for a long, long time. 
Seat height adjusts from 29 to 33 in. from floor 
зо Cheyenne grows with your child. Polyethyl- 
ene horse has leather-look saddle. His sturdy 
tubular steel base is 50x24 in. wide. Ages 2 to 6. 
Unassembled, assembly instructions included. 

ym 

says 10 different things 

it $2199 v; 
High-impact polystyrene horse. Tubular 
steel base, 40x22!4 inches wide, has side 
bars for easy mounting, dismounting. 
Seat height 24 in. Voicebox: uses 1 "C" 
battery (order pkg. below). Unassem- 
bled, with instructions. Ages 2 to 5. t 
79 N 89014L—Shpg. wt. 20 lbs. ....%21.99 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46897—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. ...Pkg. $1.05 

Fury, our largest bronc . . 
he's 38 inches of prize stallion 

You and your beautiful chestnut-brown horse will steal the 
show at the neighborhood rodeo. He's durable polyethylene 
and 38 in. long . . seat height adjusts from 29 to 33 in. from 
floor. Sturdy tubular steel base has side bars for easy 
mounting and dismounting. Plastic feet and plugs. Base 
measures 50x24 in. wide. Ages 2 to 6. Unassembled, with 
instructions. See “N” suffix, page 266. 
79 М 89013N—Shipping weight 33 pounds .. $31.99 
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Investigate the intriguing subject of fin 
through the science of CHIE 

FeNH,(SO,), + 2Са0 + 2H,0 > 
FeOH, + 2CaSO, + NH,OH i 

M = r iy 

= 

a a B B g B B E NS J Maec 

: 1 Lab S 

B B B H B 8 B B ho ise 

Bees BBEU 
beam scale, 

hydroponics planter, 
32 chemicals, 

96-page Golden Book 

Fingerprint recovery is only one of the many $399 9 
fascinating and educational experiments you 
can perform and study with our Senior Chem- 
istry Lab. Explore the stages of matter from a 

g саз to liquid to solid; make a "chemical vol- 
cano": test food for fats, acid and minerals; per- 
form "magic" tricks, Fully-illustrated 96-page | 
Golden Book provides step-by-step approach to 
experiments, Set includes 32 chemicals in 
break-resistant bottles, eye-dropper, plastic 
measuring spoon, alcohol lamp. tripod for heat- 
ing chemicals, All PYREX® brand glassware 
includes one 25ml, beaker, 8 standard test 
tubes. Also, litmus paper, | test tube rack, 
clamp, brush, funnel, blowtorch and corks, all 

store inside 6-wing steel case . . 57 in. long when 
open. Ages 10 to 16. See Important Note below. 
79 C 24284С —Shipping wt. 12 lbs. .. .. Set $39.99 

ар 

Introduction to Student Chemistry Lab 
Chemistry Set 

> - 

n 

Includes 2 test tubes, 10 chemicals in Includes beam scale. 2 test tubes, 16 chemicals Includes beam scale, 4 test tubes, 

break-resistant bottles, steel case plus in break-resistant bottles, steel case and 24 chemicals, 4-section steel case 

96-page Exploring Chemistry Manual 96-page Exploring Chemistry Manual plus 120-page Advanced Chemistry Manual 

51095 51495 52295 
Make a siphon; soften water; test dry Use eye-dropper and plastic spoon to measure chemi- Test for and treat water pollution. grow and study crystals, 

cell batteries; recover fingerprints: make cals; learn to test for acids and bases using red and make paint or disappearing ink, learn how to make water 

inks, dyes and paints. The 96-page man- — blue litmus paper. Test foods and textiles; make inks, "wetter", test soil acidity, learn how chemicals provide elec- 

wal explains how to do them all plus dyes and paints, Set includes 2 PYREX® brand test trical energy by making a battery, plus many more fascinat- 

many more experiments. tubes with rack, holder and brush, alcohol lamp, fun- ^ ing, educational and fun experiments. 

Accessories in set include 2 PYREX® пе], stirring rod and chromatography paper. All Set includes 4 PYREX® brand test tubes, 25ml. beaker with 

brand test tubes. alcohol lamp, test tube chemicals and accessories store neatly into 3-wing metal tripod. eye-dropper and plastic measuring spoon. 1 test 

rack, test tube brush, litmus paper. steel case. Ages 10 to 16. See Important Note below. tube rack, holder and brush. Also, alcohol lamp, litmus paper, 

funnel, test tube holder and plastic Get this bit of Christmas shopping done—just dial glass tubing, and funnel. Chemicals in break-resistant bottles. 

measure, plus sufficient chemicals for Sears and order it right now. Ages 10 to 16. See Important Note below. 

performing dozens of fascinating ex- 49 C 24282— Shipping weight 7 pounds. ..... Set $1495 49 C 24283—Shipping weight 9 pounds 8 ounces. ........ Set $22.95 

periments and exercises. For ages 10 to 

16. See Important Note at right. IMPORTANT NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: All Sears Science Lab Sets not recommended for ages under 8. Chemicals in sets. 

49 С 24281—Wt. 5169, oz. ......Set $10.95 if misused. may be harmful. Should not be used by children except under the supervision of an adult 

565 [m 
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Set a beautiful table for friends with these Dinnerware Sets 

(1) 66-рс. China-look $599 
Dinnerware Set 

pi it n 
F i HS Ht 

ү Ei | | i 
$ г ШЕЕ РЕ ji 

Fe i Н В BER H EH iH 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 10062—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... ... . Set $4.99 

(3) 50-pc. CORNING WARE® 
Cook-n-Serve Set S ы 

ERE re EI 
аста 
and warming uM ys 

with cover sad trivet plus creamer, sugar 6L 
and 5 cooking utensils. and blue de design. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 10121—Shipping weight 2 pounds ..... . Set $4.99 

(4) 30-pc. Spring 
Floral Tea Set $299 

20 РЕСЕ SET INCLUDES: Service for 4 with Vas ele: 
following: goblets, cups, decorated saucers, 4 
tes, forks and spoons. S-in. Nope with Bates, knives, ok, Bright pink plastic DKL quis 

ive floral design on white and saucers, 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 10064—Shipping weight 1. 

5) 3 . Sunbi t auctam 4399 
following: сира, decorated square saucers, decorated 37% сщ saucers, Square plates knives, forks and spoons, Breakfast ap- 

де 3%-in. high and cover, toaster, 
electric-style m pan and cover. 7-| ix e set of kitchen 
utensils, sugar bowl and creamer. Ү‹ with red 
sunburst design. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 10072—Shipping weight 1 pound... .. .. . 

24-piece Al-aluminum Baking Set $299 REVERE WARE? 15-piece Cooking Set $599 
24-PIECE SET NODE All-aluminum pans that are rust-resistant, wash- 15-PIECE SET INCLUDES: Polished aluminum cooking | with simulated 
able and non-toxic. Y. oa pet оса one оса Same eee 1 muffin heap sauce with one lid, dutch oven Cra d 

pot with cover, 2 eir pde Ap rti cake pan, 3 measuring 3 measuring pans, mixing and 5 plastic utensils. 
Cups, spatula, scoop, e whip. mizing bowl, pie pan, | covered pie pan, 4 FOR AGES: 3 years to 12 years. 

es ORDERING INFORMATION: 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. ^ 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 9 М 1027 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce ................ Set $5.99 
49 N 10143—Shipping wei 
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SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

(7thru 15) Micronauts®. Each item 
can be count- 
less па ic with each separate 
item can be assem! other i 

parts. 
FOR AGES: 3 yrs. and up. See Nole below. 

(7) Mobile Exploration Lab™. Includes 
tower, with dome observation section. Jet 
type vertical base allows mobility. Hand 
and missile launcher accessories this 
vertical toy to become а horizontal land 
rover, or sea glider . 
room for figures (not inci.) You 
can even turn into a robot. 
Over 50 Over 13 high when 
built as shown in main picture. 
сарое INFORMATION: 
9 C 59201—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ....$11.87 

Acroyear®, the bad Fully posa 
М figure. Comes with A gy, Faly gow- 
тро He Has metal and : rollers for 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 59193—Shpg. wt.4oz....... $3.44 

(9) Sueos кке. the good guy. Foy 
wings that open 

pressing а button, ana Mo p shat for 304 

ара INFORMATION: 
9 C 59192—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ...... $3.44 

wm pitati the Time Traveler™, 
transparent E oe aep pays tel fully пове. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 5919 1—Shpg. wt. 3 о2....... $1.33 

(11) Biotron® Robot. Large robot, over 
12 in. tall, can carry one or more Micronaut 
figures (not i ). Biotron’s silver-look 

can Rae сеза 

space 
ORDERING INFO: тозе 2 “С” batteries, 
not incl., order 
до C S920 Shine at 201142 
err of 2 Alkaline “С” ies. 

997—Shpg. M far "Pa. $1.39 

(12) Mi sls Four- tmi idi эз 
Shoots 
рүкүн er, Seats Micronaut fig- 
ures (not incl.). Decals incl. 6 in. long. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 59194—Shpg. wt. 5 ог....... $3.66 

(13) Photon Sled™. Speedy microvehi- 
cle with removable rockets nose cone. 
Has wind-up motor. This M su- 

Measures КЕ inches + 
кесуге! INFORMATION: 
49 196—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. . 

14) Racer", Ris vehicle with 
На putt and front stabilizer. Comes with 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 59197—Shpg. wt. 502. ......54.44 
(15) Hydro Copter™. It's a land vehicle, 
it's a water , it's a far-out whirly- 
bird. Hydro Copter rolls on a clear plastic 
bubble with caterpillar tracks, or add the 

incl. 9x4x6 in. high. 
ORDERING I INFO: Requires 1 "AA" bat- 

below. tery, not incl., order pkg. ^ 
49 $0108 She ee Ti Vell dx $7.44 
Package of 4 "AA" Batteries. 
49 C 4699 1—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ...Pkg. 99c 

(16) Metal Man Space Action Set. 
SET INCLUDES: 2 astronauts, 2 robots, as- 
tronaut space capsule, robot space saucer, 
eL rocket back pack, ast astronaut 
rocket unit, levitation platform, ro- 
bot sky sled, robot recharge capsule and 
robot armor set. 31⁄4 to 4-inch figures of 

metal. Plastic accessories. 
FOR AGES: 3 yrs. and up. See Note at right, 
SULLA INFORMATION: 

774—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. . .Set $9.88 

Cao pace scans by станет con 

Save 18% 
BIG JIM'S P.A.C.K. to 43% 

Join the adventure with Big Jim and his P.A.C.K. Reduced from our 1976 Christmas Book 
(Professional Agents and Crime Killers) Torpedo Fist (18) Ey ons 

17) Big Jim. Leader of the Р.А.С.К. Muscular figure | Ws. $$ $ 
а arms with biceps that expand wn ue 487 277 |5 $5. 98 4*5 

bent. Movable back section activates right arm through 
120° arc simulating karate chop or throwing an S 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic, fully jointed 912-і 
dressed in turtleneck sweater, slacks, boots. ‘Armed w with 
silver-color pistol, shoulder holster, communicator. 
Wolf-head tattoo on his left hand. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. See Noie below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 5964 1—Shipping wt. 100z. .............. 

(18) Torpedo Fist™. Press ted CET arm juts 
out at enemies with powerful thrust for surprise attacks. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic, 9-inch figure, fully jointed for 
action play. Blue and red striped outfit. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 59653— Shipping weight 10 ounces.......42.77 
(19) Р.А.С.К. зати Patrol. Fight pide with 
"tear gas" cannon that fires projectiles. 
WHAT YOU GET: Swamp airboat, 124 in. long. Fan mo- 
tor, rolling wheels. 4';-in. cannon, 6 projectiles. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years, See Note below. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Figure not incl. 
49 C 59655—Shipping weight 1 lb. 2oz. ....... $4.88 
(20) Lazervette Blitz Rig. 
WHAT YOU GET: Lazervette . . . replica of '75 Corvette 
with P.A.C.K. decals, paint trim ‘plus hidden gun turret 
mounted in the hood which Big Jim (not incl.) activates 
with a lever. 18 in. long. Also has 16-in. trailer towing the 
Howler, replica of a Honda 250CR motocross motorcy- 
cle. Has number plates, knobby tires and upswept pipe 
plus wolf's head cowling. 10 in. long. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 C 5966 1C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. .......... $9.88 

and outfit $1.65 less 
Big Jim with different action es ; E \ 

than їп our 1976 Toy Book F ГА 

Help Kojak fight city crime 
(21) Kojak. Fully-jointed 8-inch 
plastic figure. Incl. clothes, cigar, lolli- 
pops, eyeglasses, gun, more. 
FOR AGES: 4 yrs., up. See Note. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 59747—Wt. 4 oz. ......$2.44 

(22) Kojak's Adversary. Fully- 
pes 8-in. plastic figure. With suit, 

iat, shoes, gun, holster. 
FOR AGES: 4 yrs., up. See Note. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 59748—Wt. 4 oz. . -$2.44 

(23) Kojak's Headquarters Room, 
34 2x10!4 inches high, complete with 
desk, mo table and chair, clothes 
rack, file cabinet, helmet, bullhorn, 
handcufís, walkie talkie and famous 
trench coat. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 yrs., up. See Note. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 59746—Wt. 1202......85.88 when you buy (21), (22) and (23) 
Kojak (21), Adversary (22) and 
Headquarters (23 Sep. total $888 
49 C 59749—Wt. ть 402. $8.88 *10.76 

(25) Sundown Kid 
and Dagger 

$1024 
For Old West adven- 
ture, join Sundown and 
his horse, Dagger. 
INCLUDES: Fully joint- 
ed 9¥%-inch figure 
dressed in Old West out- 
fit. Holster, bandoleer, 
pistol, rifle, shot gun, 

(24) Mighty Tonka Adventure nife, water canteen and 
binoculars are included. Buggy seats 2 action figures TIR Ch horse 1s 

Any two 8 to 12-inch action figures (not incl.) with saddle, sad- 
E dart about over all types of rugged coun- КА ied bridle, reins. 

"tune" in to CB, and seek adventures. FOR AGES 4 to 10. 
CONSTRUCTION Steel and plastic. T-bar top Sze Note below. 
doubles as a carrying handle. Molded das ORDET, INFO: 
with CB radio. Steering wheel, bucket seats, Shpg. wt. 2 ibs. 3 oz. 
“off the road” tires. 171x914x914 in. high. 49 C 59011 910.94 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. NOTE: Not recommended 
ORDERING INFORMATION. for children under 3 
79 C57056C-Shpg.wt.81bs.......911.47 years. due to smell parts 



1) С.В. McHaul™ Trooper Car.& 
peak through the microphone and your 

voice will sound as if it's coming out of 
the trooper car. 
INCLUDES: Free-wheeling car 834х323 
in. high. Two 3'4-in. poseable policemen 
and amplifier, microphone incl. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Req. 9-v. battery, not 
included, order below. 
49N 59251—Wt. 11Ь. 2 02..... $11.94 

(2) С.В. McHaul™ Truck Stop. Re- 
duced from our 1977 Wish Book. 
INCL: Gas station with 2 pumps, hoses 
and sign. Printed platform shows road- С.В. McHaul™ Trooper 
way. Open play area meas. 26x23!2x8!4 Car with 2 troopers 
in. high. Plastic and cardboard. $ 94. without - 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 1 1 battery ч СВ. McHaul™ 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 М 5922C—Shpz. wt. 4 lbs. ...46,88 Truck Stop 

(3) С.В. McHaul™ Rig. Speak through 
the microphone, your voice will sound as 
if it's coming out of the truck's cab. 
INCL: Free-wheeling tractor /trailer, 
64x4x22 in. long. Tilting cab will accom- 
modate 2 figures. Inciudes 3%-inch С.В. 

| McHaul figure, С.В. dictionary and am- 
plifier with microphone. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

| ORDERING INFO: Requires 9-volt bat- 
tery, not incl., order below. 

| 49 N 5921—Wt. 2 lbs 15 oz.. ...$15.94 C.B. Монаштм 
| Alkaline 9-volt Battery. 7 : with mike ү 
| 49 N 46998—Wt. 2 oz. .Each $1.49 Ф n $1594 е изои 

(4) Superman™ 
WHAT YOU GET: Fully poseable 121%-іп. 
tall plastic figure dress authentic Su- 
perman costume, Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 59164—Shpg. wt. 1202. ...$8,.47 
©1978 DC Comics inc 

(5) Spider-Copter® 
HOW IT WORKS: When Spider-Man 
(sold below) is placed in Spider-copter 
and energizer is switched on the rotor 
рач: start to rotate. Take hold of 
"Flight Control Handle" and make Spi- 
der-Copter lift off. The copter has wheels 
for taxiing. Secret compartment behind 
seat is where Spider-Man hides his Spi- 
derweb net, 1374x8x14*4 in. high. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 

à ie. tall 
Superman™ 5847 8 

| ORDERING INFO: Requires Spider-Man 
sold below for operation. 

| 79 N 59129C—Wt. 3 lbs. .. $6.94 
Spider-Man 

(6) The Amazing Spider-Copter with Spider light. 
| Energized Spider- Mant rotating blades plugs into belt 

INCLUDED: 13% in. tall Spider-Man with y without 
motorized web climber, clamp for attach- $694 Spider re { | battery 
ing web climber, Spider beam flashlight 
and web. ale A belt powers Spiderman, 
flashlight and Spider-Copter sold above, 
Web approx. 17 in. long. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 1 “С” battery, 
not incl., order pks. below. 
49 N 59125—Wt. 1 lb. Soz......87.94 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 46997—Wt. Soz......Pkg. $1.19 
(5 end 6) GMarvel Comics 1978 

(7) Spin-out Саг. 
INCL: 15-in. long car with Twist-out Ac- 
tion. Plastic and metal car пао 
rection when it hits object. Light links, 
siren sounds. Incl. light pole, garbage 
can, saw horse, hydrant. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. Note below. 
ORDER INFO: Req. 2 "AA" and 2 "D" 
batteries, not incl., order pkgs. below. 
49 N 59667—Wt. 21bs.602....$12.97 
Alkaline "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 46999—Wt. 20z........Pkg. 99c Starsky and Hutch™ fighting crime 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. in their Spin-out Car AC LN 
49 М 46996—Wt. 11 oz.. ... Pkg. $1.39 (ff, || 

LN 
(8and9) Starsky and Hutch™ US. ы 

WHAT YOU СЕТ: 8-in. plastic, fully-pose- 
able figures in authentic costume. 
FOR AGES: 3 yrs. and up. Note below. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. each 4 oz. 
(8) 49N59665—Starsky . 
(9) 49N 59666—Hutch .. 
©1975 Spelling Goldberg Productions 

NOTE: These items above not recommended 
for children under 3. due to small parts tts [Sears] 565 
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(8,9) Activity Desks with seats, materials 
CONSTRUCTION: Wood and hardboard. Lac- 
uered paint Ca Plastic saddle seats. Blue 

tops slide for access to cgi or flip 
over to wipe-off crayon зш 
Wei SEL E Tray of 5 Жома. brush, 

art paper. eee table has 
two od ‘cack, Sing table has one of 
FOR AGES. ЕНЕН INFO: 3 to 7 years. солу ae 
bled, instructions, hardware inclu 

(8) сане трое 3 pen 50х18\2х21 in. 
. high. 2 can work at once. 

79 C 16035 C. Shipping weight 17 lbs. ..$24.99 

9) Single Table. 2 shelves. 25x18142x22 inches 
overall. Seat measures 12 inches high. 

79 C 1673C—Shpg. wt. 111bs. 5 oz. . $15.99 

(10) Schoolhouse-style Desk and Bench 

Sigh, Maple linh with dark pie trim on deat and trim on i bench Fort ЫЕ m шасе Footrest, i i 
to reveal 14x17V-in. storage area with wipe-off 
crayon surface; 934x1834 ia Bench, 12 in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: Crayons, chalk, eraser, slate, wa- 
tercolor palette, brush and paper. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 years. Unassem- 

instructions and hardware included. 
16513C—Shpg. wt. 14 lbs. 8 oz... ..$ 12.99 

(11) Activity Table with materials 
CONSTR: Wood, hardboard and tubular steel. 
Slide-out blue chalkboard removes to reveal peg- 
board. Seat, 12 in. high; 2714x1534x20% іп. high. 
ACCESSORIES: Chalk, eraser, pegs, mallet. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 to 8 years. Not for 
ages under 3, small parts. Partly assembled, in- 
structions hardware included. 
79 C 17503C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 1 oz. $9.99 

(12) Talk-to-Me" Player and Book. Place play- 
ет over mini records laminated to book Км 
player “tells” story, adds exciting sound 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF. Plastic. Жазка i in. 
high. Comes with one book . . . Walt Disney's 
Ghost Chasers©*, Order others below. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 to 10 yrs. uires 2 
E ^C" batteries, order pkg. below. Warrant- 
od by Fisher- , write for copy, p. 322. 
49 18015—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz. . $23.77 

DieHard Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 
49 C 46839—Shipping weight 5 oz. . .Pkg. $1. ЕА 

Talk-to-Me" Books (not shown). Use with Talk- 
to-Me Player above. 6 different books. pens to reves! 
ORDERING INFORMATION: storage area 
49 C 18022—Winnie the Pooh 
49 C 18018—Animal Sounds 
49 C 1802—Gertrude McFuzz** 
49 C 18014—Desert Island 
49 C 18008—Big Bird's Look & Listen Bookt 
E. C 18005—Clock Cleaners 
Shipping w „11 SUIS Each $4.97 
**(185 1. 1958) Dr. Seuss 
191975 Children’s Television Workshop. Muppets Inc. 
"Disney Characters © Walt Disney Productions 

(13) Winnie-the-Pooh Typewriter. When keys 
are struck and carriage mor kit a letter aj peers 
in window on carriage. icture an 
follow. Plastic. 84 p un je cs Rick едеш 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 years. Win a trip 
to Disneyland. To get your Official Entry Blank, 
order this Winnie-the-Pooh item, see p. 2 of Sears 
1979 Christmas Catalog for details . . . entries 
must be received by February 15th, 1980. 
49 C 16714D—Shpg. wt. 11b. 11 о2....... $9.49 

(14) Wise ‘N Timer. Helps teach children to tell 
time. Push button on left, minute hand advances 5 
minutes; hour hand moves like real clock. Push 
button on right, eyes open and show time on clock 
in numbers. Plastic. 7V4x39sx9 in. high, 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 7 

Double-seated 
double table 
Acuvity Desk 
$2499 

Singleseatec single 
table Activity Desk 

Single seat and table | 
Activity Desk "m 

$999 

Winnie-the-Pooh years. Imported. Instructions included. терер 

% СА 1s шо. ease ha Fisher-Price Talk-to-Me = Typewriter 
Player and Books for little hands (15) Buster the c аруа Buster com- 

pares pego of numerals 1 9 and plastic ap- 
ples. If weights are egual, Buster rings bell. If 
ween are unequal, Buster looks € downheart- 
ed. All combinations of numbers and appies are in 
correct weight proportions. Plastic, 85% in. high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 years and up. 
49 C 17702—Shipping weight i30z. ..... $5.97 

(16) Memory Match Game. Remember which 
sliding key hides ma picture, word. Incl. 3 
cards, 6 games. 1414x1114x214 in. high. Imported. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 years. Instr. in- 
cluded. Order extra card set below. 

Wise “М Timer 
Buster the Balancing Bear 

ler Сор. helps you learn to count 

49 C 16579—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 202......... $5.99 

Memory Match pn Set (not shown). Math and 
12 Im Memory Match 

565 
picture 6 cards, 12 games. pu 
49C 166 1—Shipping weight 10 oz. -. Set $1.99 Game 

Taaa 2o scans by crier nestokicinicel Conk 



Sew a Doll Wardrobe..it's easy and fun! 
Pieces are pre-cut, ready-to-sew..« 

Priced to be 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 
Mix "n Match 
Was $2.69 

vH 

For all ]1Vzár 

dolls - ia and friends aa 

R T JA 
$ 

Valley: 3 

Priced tobe 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 
Trousseau 

Was $2.99 

$976 

ach fashion 

. Barbie; Jamie, 

London $399 set } 
Look 

7 ҹн 

99 
set 

CUT 4%. Mix 'n Match Set, 
Make a dress, 2 blouses, jump- 

purse, hangers, shoes and de- 

CUT 7%. Bride's Trous Sun Valley Set. Sew 
seau Set. Sew bridal eautiful outfits for ten- 

er, skirt, suitdress with jacket gown, veil, bridesmaid п swimming, skiing, 

jacket. Gloves, shoes, ballet. Sports equipment 
and flannel nightie. Be|t, gown, stole, formal and ii Sport skating and 

cessories included. Wt. 6 oz. 

49 № 1493 Set $2.5) 
hangers incl. Wt. 6 oz. in 
49N 1457 

1. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 

Set $2.76 46м 1458 Set $3.99 

London Look Set. The other 17 Yeinch dolls 
latest fashions. Sew 3 
dresses, pantsuit, jacket, ^ Pre-cut pieces for school, town 
slacks set, coat, kerchief, and party dresses, jumper, 
pajamas, hat. Purse, blouse, bell-bottom slacks, vest. 
boots, hangers. Wt. 6 oz 

tep-by-step instructions are included 

NEW! Teen Wardrobe 

For Crissy, Tressy and all $322 
without. 

doll 

Hangers included. Wt. 6 oz. 
Set $3.99  49N 1414 Set $3.99 

NOTE: DOLLS NOT INCLUDED WITH WARDROBES 

Create beautiful towels with 

Embroidery and Applique Set 

$ 2» 

Set includes 8 towels—4 printed and 
ready to be embroidered, 4 to be appli 
qued with colorful designs from Ja 
pan— plus embroidery hoop, 2 needles, 
2 skeins of thread, instructions. 
49 N 12032— Shpg. wt. 1 lb. Set $2.99 

тый pase — —Às 

Fully-lined Sewing Basket 
and Accessories 

$999 2 
Hand-woven basket keeps all your accesso 
ries organized and easy to find. Spool tray 
holds needles, threader, tape measure, 
thimble, blunt scissors, 4 spools of thread, 
ABC of Sewing book. 8%x7xd in. Taiwan. 
49 N 1222—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $2.99 

E 
4 | 

Uu» Д by E each 

Plush Animals to sew by hand or machine 
Each kit includes pre-cut acrylic pile pieces with 
plastic eyes riveted in, complete instructions. Fin- 

ished animals are hand washable. 

Panda Kit—makes a real pajama bag. Includes 2 
pompons, braid trim, loop for hanging. 14 in. tall. 
49 N 14035—Shipping wt. 8 oz Kit $2.99 
Dog Kit. 9 in. tall pooch sits up, ears pose. Incl 
wiring, plastic foam stuffing, pompon, ribbon. 
49 N 14034—Shipping wt. 8 oz Kit 52.99 

958 Sears 565 



aye 
Park car 

on tower ramp 
Twist knob to make turntable 

line car up with elevator 

Car rolls off turntable 
when you twist knob 

Raise or lower elevator 
by pushing button 

You're in complete charge of loading and 
unloading up to 25 cars from this 
rotating tower, and it's great for 

displaying your mini-car collection, too! 

Motorized Sky-Park 
ao $1699 zeae 

This modern parking garage does just about everything 
. . you'll actually feel like you're operating a real park- 
ing tower! You'll be amazed at how easy it is to run—fun 
for hours on end. Garage made of colorful, high-impact 
plastic for durability. And it's big: 17x9x16 inches high. 
Garage uses 2 “D” batteries, not included (order pack- 

age below). Cars shown not included (order miniature 
cars for garage below and on facing page). Ages 3 and 

up. From Japan. Why not pick up your phone and order 

MADD тг Анг чет 

it now? 
79 М 57017C—Shipping weight 7 pounds ...... $16.99 

Alkaline “О” Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 N 8412—Shipping weight 1 pound . Pkg. $3.29 

"MATCHBOX"'* Superfast™ $499 

9-piece Race ‘n Rally Set 

Big 9-piece set includes Baja buggy, road dragster, 
beach buggy, Formula 1 racer, Lotus Super 7, Blue 
Shark, slingshot dragster, Mazda and Porsche 910. 
Die-cast metal. From England. Ages 3 and up. 
49 N 54783—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. ...Set $4.99 

3444... 

WOW! What fun! Your own Mini-Car Service Station 
. . just like the one where Dad takes the family car 

* Gas pump rings as dial turns * Lube rack goes up and down " "MATCHBOX"* $499 
* Drive-thru car wash * Turntable for car inspection Collector's Case У 

This rugged plastic station has all the latest to eject car when service is completed. Clear 34-in. long stand-up case holds 72 mini-cars . . ide- 
power equipment to keep all your miniature plastic roof shows detailed interior. 11%,х8х5 al for storing and carrying. Plastic lift-out trays. 
cars in tip-top condition. Includes crank to їп. high. Cars not incl. Japan. Ages 3 and up. Scuff-resistant vinyl case has handle and nickel- 
move car through car wash, catapult button 49 N 5839— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 1002. ...$4.44 plated locks. 3 viewing sections, clear plastic win- 

dows. 12'/,х10х4 in. closed. Ages 3 and up. 
тв! е 49 N 54509—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. .........94.99 Шш 

аа Dabs Scans by сй йай Coan 



1 Lighted Freight Station. Fully-as- 
sembled plastic, 7x3'/x3 in. high. 

49 С 95301—Shipping wt. 8 oz. ...$4.66 

2 Automatic Crossing Gate lowers 
as train approaches . . then raises. 

49 C95302—Shipping wt. 5 oz. ...%4.66 

3 Operating Crane Car with Boom 
Tender. Cab swivels, boom raises 

and lowers, hoist cranks up or down. 
49 C 96242—Shipping wt. 15 oz. ..$498 

Tatai Dade Scans by йаа nisateciwdcal Gor 

Spirit of 76" Freight 

8-unit "Spirit of '76" Freight 

Set sold separately 
on page 570 

HO-scale Train Accessories 

4 Piggyback Loader and Unload- 
er. You control ing by re- 

mote control. Operating tractor 
moves back and forth, fork lift moves 
up and down to load and unload 
truck trailers onto piggyback flat car, 
49 95303—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz....... $744 

Б Two-amp Power Pack for big 
trains and lots of accessories. 

cuit breaker, overload indicator. UL 
listed, 110—120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 
49 C 96261—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz.....$14.83 

6 Freight Car Set includes three 
billboard box cars . . Ralston Pu- 

rina, Gerber's and Baby Ruth. Each 
box car is plastic and metal. 
49C95304-Wt. 12 02. ....... Set $4.19 

7 Special Freight Car Set includes 
a Soo Line 62-foot Hi-Cube box 

car; a Gulf Oil 62-foot Triple-dome 
tank car; and a Morton Salt 55-foot 
center-flow hopper car. Each scale- 

highballs around 63x45-inch oval 
. GT America Raceway challenges 

2 racers to 27 feet of 3-level 
action. . and it all happens 

at the same time! 

TYCO 
HO SCALE 

Road and Rail Set 

Save 55,00 

Separately 
totai 549.98 

Two Sets in Опе . . and what action! А 
high-speed raceway inside a fun-packed 
railway. Spirit of '76 locomotive lights the 

inch long freight. This special 
d, white and blue and bears the 
al seal and the American flag. 

Train includes operating crane car with 
cab that swivels, hoists cargo and has its 
own boom tender plus flat car with trac- 
tor load, box car, hopper, tank car and 
Spirit of '76 caboose. 

Superbird and Funny Camaro blast 
down the straightaways and ease around 
the hairpin curves of the GT America 
Raceway. Includes 2 speed controllers, 
pylons, crash barriers' start/finish line 
and a kit for converting raceway to a 10- 
foot long drag strip. Plastic and metal. 
Ages 8 and up. 
UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. АС. 

79 C 9529C—Wt. 18 lbs. ....Set $44.98 

GT America Raceway Set only. 
79 С 95291C—Wt. 10 Ibs. Set $19.99 

BT 

8 Remote-control Switches. Expand 
your “switching yard” with one 

right and one left-hand switch. 
49 C 95306—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. . .Pair $7.88 

Manual Switches (not shown). One 
right and one left-hand switch. 
49 C 95307—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. . Pair $4.66 

9 Track Pack includes 8 sections of 
straight track (each 9 inches long) 

and 4 sections of 18-inch radius curve 
track (each 10 inches long). 
49 С 95308—Shpg. wt. 11 oz..Pkg. $2.97 



Umbrella 

Mickey and his friends help you chase the rain away А 
Modern bubble style keeps little hairdos dry. Trans- 
parent plastic panels adorned with Mickey M. 
Minnie and Pluto pictures. 25 inches long; 

Metal ribs give sturdy support. 

ight 14 ounc 
Disney characters( Walt D; 

diameter when opened. 
49 N 13132—Shipping 

Was $4.99. Famous XS 
and bad guys of the old 
captured in durable, die-cast 
metal, Get Billy the Kid, 
Wyatt ‚ Geronimo and 9 
exciting others who made the 
West really wild. Biographies 
of each character's ш 
incl. Each 2% inches tall with 
name on base. Hong Kong. 
Ages б and up. Wt. 14 oz. 
49859775 ......... Set $1.99 

Spinner Bingo 

ingo spinner, 12 cards, 
96 colored markers, 80 plastic 
pegs. Not for ages under 3 
due to small parts. 

Metal 

49N 65158—Wt. 13 oz... $1.99 

‘tates pao scans by абда miednica com 

inches in 

Arabian Foals 
You'll love this elegant pair of 

bian foals. 4%; inches tall, of 
cellulose acetate, Ages 4 and up. 
49 N 20226—Wt. 4 oz. . ..Set $1.99 

Fun Factory Jr. Squeeze out 
PLAY-DOH to make 10 different. 
shapes. Incl. plastic extruder toy, 
Shape maker strips, three 2-oz. 
cans of compound and trimmer, 

for ages 3 to 7. 
49 N 16239—Wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. ..$1.99 

Disney U.S. Puzzle-Map 
1834,x275^4«-in. color puzzle-m: 
on fiberboard (not wood or hard. 
board). Shows capitals and activi- 
ties of 50 states. Ages 6 and up. 
49N65165—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. .$1.99 

Tiny Table Tennis 
Fast-action table tennis fun. Play 
on any flat surface . . indoors or 
ош. Sets up in seconds. 14*2x20- 
in. pla laying surface of specially- 
coated paper wipes clean with 
damp cloth. Net assembly adjusts 
to proper height and tension. 
con with ball and 2 VI AREE 
Lots of action. Ages 5 and up. 
49 N 2751—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib....$1.99 

louse, Use 5 dice to soll paker type "hands" 
табаса to десі 
dice shaker, score pads, pencils and chips incl. Makes 

..$1.99 thinking fun for 2 or more players, ages 8 and up. 
ns 49 N 65084—Shipping weight 1 pound .......... $1.99 

PARCHEESI® 
Popular backgammon 
qa of India. Dura- 

15'4-in. s. MEER 
foldin Board x 
color playing su 
16 or payin counters, 
dice, 2 dice cups. and 
directions. 2, 3 or 4 
players, ages 6 and 

t. 11b. 20z. 
49 N 65069. $199 

Yahtzee* 

how to play them. Dice, plastic 

B-key 
Plastic 
Piano 

dl 
Metal tone Var gives bell-like 
tone. 3 legs. 5¥2x7¥x4% in. high. 
Plastic. Ages 3 and up. 
49 N 66501—Wt. 11 oz. .....$1.99 

Funny Frogs. Mold onapo Щр 
'em into frog's mouth. Includes 
two 6-oz. cans of PLAY-DOH, 2 
plastic frogs, molds, flipper, roll- 
er, trimmer and 18x24-inch vinyl 
play mat. For ages 3 to 7. 
49 N 16012—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. .$1.99 

Football Helmet 
- Bright. h for little пиона 
i S D preie emon mouth dud oa 

ded at neck, fore- 
Бер) ieadband fits sizes 
19 9e Asea Gto 10, Not recommend” 

weight 1 
49N 29316... 

TA = 3 ү 

Raggedy Ann Make-up Kit 

Aluminum Bake Set 
8 aluminum "baking. nds plas 
est, 612x314 in.) an ess 
utensils, Not intended ke or use 
with heat. Ages 3 and up. 
49 N 1006—Wt. 11 oz. .. Set $1.99 

5-piece plastic set includes 3*4x 
4%-in, travel case, mirror, comb, 
powder case and rouge case, Rec: 
ommended for ages 8 up. 
49 М 13809—Wt. 120z. .....9199 
Raggedy Ann® © Bobbs-Merrill Co., 

Inc. 1973 

Santa's 

Stuffers 

Picture Pack 'N' Playnts* 
Non-spill play paints in 4 colors 
. , won't dry out. Tray, brush and 
Sax 11-in. paint book with 20 de- 
signs incl. Ages 5 to 10. 
49 М 16133—Wt, 1 lb, 3 oz. . $1.99 

- 

Nerf Football x 
So soft it won't damage. 
ees 9r walls 

Go ahead an it around—in- 
doors! Nerf football is made of 

synt во you 

won't damage Mom's nice Rans: 
ture or walls. 10-in. ball is 34 reg- 

49 н 28035—Shpg. wt. 13 oz. $1.99 
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Zoom from 50X thru 1200X 
by twisting eyepiece and 
revolving turret to any 

one of 4 objective lenses 
Use built-in color disc 
to view live specimens 
on dark backgrounds 

without staining 

1200X Zoom Microscope 

$3495 without 
batteries 

Part of the unseen world can be examined through the lenses of 
our finest microscope. High-quality 5X, 12X, 40X and 60X ob- 
jective lenses and 10-thru-20X twist-zoom eyepiece are preci- 
sion-ground glass to give you extra-clear images . . coarse and 
fine rack-and-pinion focusing give you a sharp view. Eyepiece 
indicator shows exact magnification. Built-in substage light illu- 
minates specimen in dim light. Down-stop helps prevent slide 
breakage. Metal body. Uses 2 "AA" batteries—order package 
below. Measures 10 in. high. Japan. Ages 10 to 16. See Note. 
49 C 24187—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 6 oz. . . ..$34.95 

"AA" Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 C 4699 1—Shipping weight 4 ounces ............ Package 84c 

Save *1 Wish f Book 

vatue 

Exploring 
with the 

Microscope 

Full-color, hardbound 48-page text developed exclusively for 

pe” book . . it explains and illustrates how experiments are per- 
formed and relates them to basic scientific principles. Ages 10 to 16. 
49 C 2405—Book alone. Shipping weight 14 ounces .......... 

Саки tine cane by Сани ОЙТ ИЙСЕ. cont 

Book alone en 99c 7 P 2] 

$199 | wit any microscope Ж Гр 
оп this page 

rs labeled, ready to use 

5199 49 C 24037—Shpzg. wt. 14 oz. Set $5.95 

Examine the unseen world of single-celled animal life 
through the science of BIOLOGY 

Microscope Lab Set lets you prepare your 
own slides to view the microscopic world 

Microscope has 3 objective lenses: 
45X, 90X and 180X on revolving turret $ 1995 

See the invisible world of cells and microorganisms. Microscope has 
rack-and-pinion focusing and precision-ground glass lenses for clear, 
sharp images on the three magnifications most widely used. Set in- 
cludes 4 blank slides, cover slips, assorted specimens, protozoa mix of 
one-cell animals, 4-part prepared slide, shrimp eggs and diatomaceous 
earth, 2 PYREX® brand test tubes with rack, holder, brush, dissecting 
equipment, magnifying glass, illustrated 48-page Golden Book. Ages 
10 to 16. See Note below. 
49 C 2421—Shipping weight 4 pounds 3 ounces . ........... Set $19.95 

600X Zoom Microscope 9 $ 95 

1 !0X. 20X and 40X objective lenses » 22 
on revolving turret and 10-to-15X without. 

twist-zoom eyepiece are precision- ta batteries 
ground glass. Increase magnification Ш та 
from base of 100X up to 600X with the 
flick of a finger. Rack-and-pinion focus- 
ing for clear, sharp images. Substage 
light or mirror illumination. Down-stop 9 
helps prevent slide breakage. Metal mi- 
croscope body 9 in. high. Uses 2 “AA” 3 
batteries—order package at left. Japan. J 
Ages 10 to 16. See Note below. 

49 C 24034—Wt. 2 lbs. 12 ог. ....822.95 

300X Microscope 
2 View specimens thru 100X, 200X 

and 300X objective lenses mounted 
on a revolving turret. Precision-ground 
glass lenses and rack-and-pinion focus- 
ing. Substage mirror illuminates slide. 
Steel body 71⁄4 inches high. Japan. Ages 
10 to 16. See Note below. 
49 С 24033—Wt. 11b. 4 oz. ......$1195 

60 Prepared Slides . . $595 Prepare 20 of your 
own slides with Kit $499 

by the science editors of the Golden Books. Far more than а "red- — 9 Set includes 5 boxes of 12 slides 4 Includes slides, cover slips, labels, plus 
each, professionally prepared and Canada Balsam, methylene blue, eosin, 1 

labeled. Ages 10 to 16. Japan. prepared, 2 well slides. Ages 10 to 16. Japan. 
49 C 24189—Shpg. wt. 14 02.......... Kit $4.99 

NOTE: Items on this page. except book. not recommended for ages under 
eight. Chemicals and/or glass in merchandise, if misused, may be harmful and 
should not be used by children except under adult supervision. 



Make and eat your own 

CIRCUS TREATS 
Bring all the refreshment fun 
of the circus to your home 

(1) Sno-cone Maker 

Put ice cubes into chute behind clown face. Turn 
crank to crush into cup, add flavors. 
ДЕЕ pat EL — M үл 
sures in. syrup squeeze 
tle dispensers, 5 paper cups, ice instruc- 

FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 11083—Shpg. wt. 2lbs.8oz. ....... $5.99 

бекери Two rud аце MURS 

49 N тоба ырыл ci БО: ̂ g 

(2) Freeze Machine 
Make ice cream SEA ice . . just add milk to 
freezing mix and crank handle. 
nM ENHAT AT GET: len 

8% in. high. Font les 
oy i a cup, freezing mix, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 11054—Shpg. wt. 2lbs.8oz. ....... $7:94 

Cutslod page scans by chrisimasdmuseteciuici pom 

ure ерш in. 

bottle Drip-In Tree valve 

= E 4-oz. irem 

FOR. AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFO: 

wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49N 11046 ..... $3.77 

15 piece Picnic Basket Set 

Here's a 15-pc. set . . . enough for 2 on a real picnic. 
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET: Basket with hinged lid is 
10!2x8x54 in. deep and contains jug with mug and 2 
each of cups, saucers, knives, spoons, forks, and 
place mats. Break-resistant plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 10055—Shipping weight 2 lbs. Set $3.99 

LE 
$266 £ 

CA, 
X e 

Holly Hobbie® Bubble Umbrella 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Clear vinyl panels. Vinyl 
tipped metal ribs. Curved plastic handle. 
DIMENSIONS: 23 in. long, 23-in. diam. (when open). 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 13142—Shipping weight 8 ounces ....82.66 
©Алтепсап Greetings Corporation 

Winnie-the-Pooh Luggage Set 

Take Winnie-the-Pooh on vacation or overnighter. 
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET: Pooh-print vinyl snap- 
shut suitcase, 12х8х3% inches high plus 8-inch round 
carry-on case and matching pouch with shoulder 
strap and envelope flap. 

FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 13612—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 02... 
Watt Disney Productions 

Set $6.99 



AVENGER 
ТЇЇ J H "T RAFT 

TT E JOE- 
же 

que Jie cues and ir you 
AFT for dar! eai Snap. toget NT eR pet in th 

4 DIFFER res оп V land. sea; 

speed ove: 

o 
Snap-together parts for all 4 craft 

4-in-1 Avenger figure not 
Pursuit Craft $1495 cluded 

WHAT YOU GET: 15 snap-together pieces made of sturdy plastic 
WHAT YOU DO: Fuselage (body) and two jet engines form the basic 
design for all 4 craft that you can make. To build airplane, just add 
wings, rudders and wheels to basic design. To build seaplane, add 
wings, rudders and floating pontoons to basic design. To make super- 
fast land car, just add wheels to basic design. And to create speedboat, 
add pontoons and rudders to basic design. Also included are working 
winch and detachable cargo area with hatch cover. These let you load 
and store Super Joe’s gear (not included) on planes or boat. Assembled 
craft measures approximately 16x23x5 inches high with wings and 

4 to 12 years. See Note below. 
By Sea and Air. . .take off ORDERING INFORMATION 

and land on water with _ 79 C 59299C—Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $14.95 
jet Sea plane 

TERES 

Rocket Command Center 
5 3 vehicles in 

errain explorer and [T There's trouble in the offing! 

But Super Joe is on his way with help є a cket sled are shown here 

X -- 66 1) Helipak. Lets Super Joe i $1287 sve у NA $5 UL eee a" : s 45.12 5 
> № WHAT YOU GET: Helipak. plas- І 3 
Ad ЖЕ tic. Steering arms, uniform. BM OB 

3 FOR AGES: 4 to 12. See Note. > Г 

ORDER INFO: Takes 1 “AA 
battery, order below. Partly as 
sembled. Figure not incl. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49 C 59338 $5.66 

(2) Sonic Scanner. Super Joe 

Rear and Fron 
Command Pods 

чәй 4 в Р 4 
What's а commander 
without a command 
vehicle, what's more 

talog page scans by christmas. musetechnical.com 

plugs the communicator into his 
Power Vest and is ready to 
transmit and receive bulletins. 
WHAT YOU GET: Scanner 
communicator, radar screens, 
mount, tripod, headset and uni- 
form. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12. See Nole. 
ORDER INFO: Takes 1 “АА” 
battery, order below. Partly as- 
sembled. Figure not incl. 
49 C 59339—Wt. 8 oz. . $5.66 

Pkg. of 4 "AA" Batteries 
weight 4 ounces. 

49 xc Pkg. 99с 

(3) Rocket Command Center. . . 2- 
phase vehicle with cockpit/storage area. 
Rear command pod houses the terrain 
explorer. Rocket sled fits in the explorer. 
Front command pod serves as a surveil- 
lance vehicle. Laser gun, communicator, 
adventure booklet and instructions in- 
cluded. 612х9/5х20 inches long, plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 59335—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. ..$12.87 

commanding than 
an Action Jeep 

(4) Action Jeep. Rolls over rugged ter- 
rain. Realistic movable steering wheel, 
windshield. Plastic body with steel axles, 
deep-groove mud tires. 17 4x8*4x9 
inches high. Seats two 8 to 11!4-inch fig- 
ures (not included). 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 59755—Shpg. wt. 3lbs.....$4.97 

recommended for ch 
small parts 



AFX' HO-scale Slot Racing from Aurora’ 

Electronic Digital 
-Lap Counter. 

ind Timer 

EE 
‘Magna-Traction’ 

pping power plus ine Sonic cT. 
sound оп mies 5) or Flamethrower® 

headlights on (8. 9) make 
facets inning adsitions 
to any AFX Hi 

Magna- 
Traction 

Fiamethrower 
Headlights 

Choose 
the Six Wheel E t T 
gu ‘Special 

"Ses (2) and (3) 
include two 
G-Pius Racers 
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Order any The Sunny Bunch item 
on this page... see page 2 inc 
1979 Christmas Catalog. Entne: 

1980 

Sunny Bunch " Furniture С Rock away tna 
Not only decorative but a great 

day with Sunny 
Bunch™ Rocker 

place to store your toys, too 

(1) Sunny Bunch" Roll Top Desk and Chair 
Reet: Hardboard and le board construc- 
tion. 10 desk compartments. Shelves behind door. Pink 
and iege pes inish. Writing surface, 242x104 in.; 
desk measures 28x16!4x33 in. high overall. Matching 
chair, seat is 1216 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instructions incl. 
79 C 91238CD—Shipping weight 33 pounds. ...$34.99 

(2) Sunny Bunch" Valet. Laminated artwork. 
CONSTR: Wood, hardboard with pink and cream-color fin- 
ish. Seat lifts to reveal storage, Пек а?) 4 in. deep. 
Turned legs and rods. 914x14x52 inches high. 
AGES, ORD INFO: 3 to 10 yrs. Unassembled. ap incl. 
79 C 90356CD— Shipping weight 8 pounds .....$13.99 

(5) Snuggle up in (6) Teatime Table 

(3) Sunny Bunch" Coach Toy Chest Laminated art. 
CONSTRUCTION: Hardwood and hardboard with tubular- 
steel handles and plastic casters. Pink and cream-color fin- 
ish. Measures 36х16х22\ in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, instructions 
incl. Not intended to be a riding toy. Toys not incl. 
79 C 90354CD—Shipping weight 15 pounds $14.99 

(4) Sunny Bunch" Rocker. Laminated artwork. 
CONSTR: Wood, particle board. Turned front legs and 
shaped arms. Cream-color. 2094x17x27V4 in. high; seat is 
12 in. high. Cloth, polyurethane foam cushion. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 years. Partly assembled. 
If mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate, see page 322. Instr. incl. 
79 C 90444LD—Shipping weight 10 pounds ....$18.99 
Design Roth Int 

Big Bird Chair 

It's big it's bright and 
it's yours! Big Bird chair is a 
bright, colortul armchair. Big 
Bird is the giant. 
from 

molded plastic shap. 
ble Big Віга ©. Bright yellow 
body rests on a cool blue benct 
Legs are orange. 1534x15 
inches high. Seat, 9 in. high. 

ER ] 
Partly assembled, instructions 
incl. Wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 C 90259C $11.97 

and Chair Set 

Invite your friends and family 
over for tea or a fine home 
cooked meal. Or Е t 
bridge club over for 
y 
can help children le 
ONSTR: Durable high-impact 

Table has laminated top 
Table and chairs 

e squared legs. Table, 
x1734x18 in. high; chair 

incl. table and 
ssembled 

Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. 8 oz. 
79 C 90296C 

Buy the easy way—order by phone. 

Set $19.88 



Wigs and Curls for Little Girls 
with nylon “hair,” stretch-net backing, plus the 

same careful construction found in adult wigs 

Priced to be 

ÜMETHING 
SPECIAL 

Was $4.99 

$439 

7 Sugar ‘n Spice Musical House. 
This charming wood house plays a 

tune when you lift up the roof. Little 
ballerina twirls inside. Roomy case 
has side drawer for extra storage r- 
ror. 5% х5М x9% in. long. From Japan. 
49 N 13073—Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. 

( 8 and 9 ) Teen dolls bend, pose ог 
snap to top of boxes. Open box—tune 

plays as ballerina turns. Wood boxes; 
simulated leather covers. Rayon satin 
lined. Mirror. From Japan. 

CUT 12%. Deluxe Case. About 
5x3%x9 inches long. Tray. 

49 N 13072-Wt. 1 lb. 7 oz 
9 Petite Case. About 4% 

49N1307 1-Shpg. wt. 13 oz. .82.87 



whole new world of buildings, roadways and scenery spreads before 
ou at playtime. Just open the vinyl case and spread sides flat 
o form a 26x36-inch play area 
j 

"MATCHBOX"* 
City Vehicle Set 

12 mini-vehicles incl.: ambulance, Javelin, VW, 
bulldozer, fire engine, police car, fire chief car, 
dragster, plus 4 different trucks. Die-cast met- 
al, From England. Ages 3 and up. 
49 N 54794—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. ...Set $6.66 

"MATCHBOX"* 
Country Vehicle Set 

ini-vehicles incl.: pick-up, horse van, 
attle truck, tractor, pony trailer, Uni- 

mog, kennel truck, , combine harvester. Plus 4 
2 cows. Die-cast metal. 

Set $4,99 



You control the fantastic 
excitement of tearing around 
а country road on a collision 

course. . including a challenging 
dare-devil jump 

SIZZLERS* cR 
Road Chase" Set $144 MEE 

Rip across the road at a staggering pace . re heading 
for a "showdown" RE аа ни 
You hit the controls in time and your Sizzler smacks into 
opponent's car flipping him over . . and you go on to win! 
Includes 5-foot long, 3-dimensional plastic roadway which 
comes in 3 snap-together pieces for easy storage; 2 Sisslers® 
cars and 1 Goose Pump™ portable recharger. Uses 2 “D” 

below. batteries-order package 5 
79€ 5707 1C—Shipping weight 8 pounds............. $1447 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of two. 
49 C 4653—Shipping weight 11 oz. 

Motorized SIZZLERS* 

( 1 and 2) Two-car sets of plastic motorized midg- 
ets. Ea. car about 3 in. long. Use with Sizslers* Road 
Chase™ or a Goose Pump™ recharger. Wt. ea. set 6 oz. 

(1) 49C 54839-Law Mill™, Red Baron* Set $5.88 

(2) 49C54838-Ram Rocket™, Fire Works™ „Set 5.88 

Stnng Action 
® reg Take 

Keep this Drag Trike and Dragster on a string 
. String shifts control their spins, wheelies 

(3 and 4) They're battery powered, but you decide when to run them for- 
Mm around, back, or even do wheelies (running on the back 2 wheels). Uses 
2 "C" batteries ea. not included (order below). Ea. is 6'/x4x6 in. high. Plastic. 

3 String Action Drag Trike. Japan. 4 String Action Dragster. Japan. 

49 58146—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. $2.99 49C58145-Wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. $2.99 
49 C 4693—"C" Batteri ..Package $1.39 . Package of 6. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

Remote-control 
Dune Buggy 

Save 52 

Sold only at Sears. Red buggy starts, stops and turns with air-pressure con- 
trol. Chrome-look trim, antenna and decals. Plastic. 7'/, inches long. ne 
tires. Uses 2 “АА” batteries, not included. (order pkg. below). From Ja 
49 C 54246—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 51.99 
49 C 4633—"AA" Batteries. Package of 4. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. ...... рде 69c 

ттүү by iima ia com 

Remote-control 
Fire Engine 
goes forward or 

backward . . rescue cage 
goes up and down 

Be a hero with this bright red fire truck. You can even turn the snorkel ladder 
in a complete circle to get at those stranded victims. Fireman's head turns. 
High-impact plastic. About 5x6x12 inches long. Japan. Uses 4 "C" batteries 
(order package at left). So easy to buy when you just use the ams 
49 C 58002—Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces rs ....*6.99 

aEEEEEEEEE 
Friction 

Fire Engine 
with hand-crank siren 

Save 53 

Race to the scene with this detailed red fire engine pumper . . hand-crank 
siren and bell warn passersby of the emergency. Made of high-impact plastic. 
Truck measures 4'/,x4'/,x13'/, inches long. Imported from Japan. 
49 C 5806 1—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces. . . . 



rt 

Doctor Medical Kit 
Stethoscope, toy watch, other 
play articles in 934x6%4x134-in. 
case. Hong Kong. Ages 3 to 7. 
Not for ages under 3, small parts. 
49 N 44058—Wt. 9 oz. . .. Kit $1.99 

Be the star of the parade with 
your 9-in. diam. metal drum in 
colorful, toy soldier motif, Beat- 
ing surfaces are break-resistant 
Lyf-Lon™ plastic. Two drum- 
‘sticks incl. For ages 5 to 8. 
49 N 66503—Wt. 1 lb, 4 oz. ..$1.99 

Every item on 

these two pages 

Only 

each 
$199 

e + 
fag бок 

Вепсһ 

Popular toy for 2 to 6-year 
olds. Sturdy wood construc- 
tion, two-tone finish. Hard 
wood mallet. 1034х415х4 in. 
49N44403-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $1.99 

Hoop fits any door 
+, Se outdoors, too 

Той раба scans by сайид туйе киса com 
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Planet of the Apes Playset 
Have fun with exciting 21% to 3-in. high characters of the 
popular movie series. Set contains ape figures, earth 
men, horses, Jeep and trees with connecting footbridge. 
Not recomm: for ages under 3 due to small parts, 
49 М 59878—Ages 4 and up. Wt. 12 02... „Set $1.99 

тыы 

Mobile Patrol Unit 

Command I own reconnaissance patrol of 25 men, а 
tank with free-wheeling swivel turret and a reconnais- 
sance vehicle and trailer. Realistically detailed plastic. 

Will | be famous? Does he like me? 

Will my husband be tall and handsome? 

Gaze into the Magic ''8-Ball" to find 
the answers to all your questions 

Predict your future, if you dare. Think of a question of 
vital interest on whatever subject you want—your fu- 
ture, school, romance, money—and ask the magic ball. 
Flip ball over, and your answer will appear in the bot- 
tom window . . like magic! Lots of fun for young and 

Figures 22 to 3 in. high. For ages 4 and up. Not recom- 
mended for ages under 3 because of small parts. 

old. Great for parties 
Plastic, 4-inch diameter. 

ntastic conversation piece. 
‘or ages 8 and up. 

49 М 59877—Shipping weight 1 lb, 10 oz........ Set $1.99 49 М 50093—Shipping weight 10 oz..... $1.99 

Ring-a-Ding ve 
Cash Hee 
Register Haw 

Game 

No reading 
required 

Push the button . . bell rings, Spinner points to animal. Shout 
drawer opens. Sturdy plastic, 71⁄4 out animal’s sound if you have 
in high: Ages 3 to 8. card. For ages 4 and up. 
49 М 16189—Wt. 1 Ib. бог, ..$1.99 49 N65225—Wt. 11b. ...... $199 

Charlie 

My 
Phone 

Turn crank . . bell rings and eyes 
roll. Squeeze nose and horn toots. 
Made of sturdy plastic. 614x3x8 
inches high. Ages 2 to 6, 

Floppy friend of acrylic plush and 
felt. 9/4 in, high. Ages in 
49 N 40483—Wt. 15 oz, . 

Oe 
oo Г 

Spirotot 

Even preschoolers can draw great de- 
signs. Plastic. Ages 3 and up. 
49 N 16178—Wt. 13 oz... 2,9199 

49N 44467—Wt. 10 02, ..... $199 

Trippples . . a strategy game 
for the whole family 

As simple as checkers, as chal- 
lenging as chess . . each play- 
er's move indicates 3 options for 
the next player's move. Reach 
Oppose corner to win. Tough 
plastic frame, movable tiles 
with transparent playing pieces. 
2 to 4 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 N65213—Wt. 11b. 4 oz. $1.99 

Nerfoop - head 
Indoor Basketball €, ; 

Practice basketball rain or = © , 
shine. 4-inch diameter Nerf E 
ball is made of soft, synthetic 
foam so it won't damage fur- 
niture, woodwork or walls. 
Comes with 10-inch wire 
hoop, net and clip. Recom- 

Double Nine 
Dragon Dominoes 

mended for ages 5 and up. 55 pieces in embossed dragon design, 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. ebony finish. Ages 6 and up. 

49828028............. $199 49N65045—Wt 11Ь........... 5199 

Trigger Jet Plane 
You'll have a great time being the 
crack test pilot of this snappy-look- 
ing jet that can fly up 

steel, For ages 5 and up. 
49 N 22968—Wt. 14 oz. ....... $1.99 

Mr. Potato Head 
Put him together . . take him apart. 
Stands 674 in. high. Easy-to-handle 
plastic pieces come with bag for stor- 
age. Not recommended for ages un- 
der 3 because of small parts. 
49 н 44448—WL. 1 Ib. I o: 

5сом od 

$1.99 

563 



How does а Reflector 
Telescope work? 

INCOMING 
WIGHT Light enters tube 

і from top and 
i$ gathered by 
the objective 
mirror. . the 

larger the mirror 
the more light 
it gathers and 

the brighter the 
image. The 

objective mirror 
reflects the light 
onto another 

mirror which di- 
rects the image 
to the eyepiece. 

=a 
Eyepiece 

«e» $1997 

150X Reflector Telescope 

Large, 2*4-inch objective mirror is precision- 
to give you images. Booster 

lens steps up the basic 60-power all the way to 
150-power. Steel ке» eme locks in place 

wood or hardboard) treated with a synthetic 
coating . . 28 inches long. Includes 12-page illus- 
trated instruction manual. Partly assembled. 
Ages 8 and up. 
79 С 24261C—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 97 

NOTE: Telescopes not recommended for children 
under the age of 8: contain glass. 

Human Skull and Skeleton Kit 

$697 
Learn the names of all 
the bones in the human 

body while assembling kit. 
Life-size human skull is so 
highly detailed that it has a 
removable skull cap and a 
jaw that moves by spring 
action. Skull measures 1144 
in. high with display stand. 

Skeleton includes all 206 
bones and hangs between 
informative, instructive 
panels. Skeleton, 15 in. high. 
Both made of styrene. . 
glow in the dark. Ages 10 
and up. Wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz. 
49C24218........ Kit $6.97 

Сай pane scans bv chaisimasmaseteciwitid pom 

. Explore the depths of space, the sun, moon, stars and planets 
through the science of ASTRONOMY 

ive lens Eyepiece ————— А, 
vp ———————5 

How does а Refractor Telescope work? 

Light is gathered by the objective lens 
апа then directed to the eyepiece where 

the image is focused. magnified and directed 
into your eye. Each Refractor (1 and 2) 

includes an erector lens 
which makes the normally- 
inverted image шт = upright 9 

for terrestrial viewing: also. 
еу E] а sun projection screen 

300x 
[1] $5999 

30X Zoom 
$1899 

gives a wider field of vision and 82X viewing. cerca] челтер nema . See more surface 
detail. Sun projection screen lets you view the sun's image. Inverted astronomical viewing 
Switches to upright terrestrial viewing by using image-reversing, 1.5Х erector lens and 6mm or 
22mm eyepiece for maximum 225X. Alt-azimuth mount allows horizontal and vertical scope swing 
to cover most altitudes, includes veil fine adjustment Telescope of metal, plastic and glass 
construction. 38 inches long. Wood tripod 49 inches high. Partly assembled. Japan. Ages 8 and up. 
79C24322C—Shipping weight 12 рошмйз.............................................. $59.99 

2 150X Refractor Telescope. 100-power inverted astronomical viewing and 150-power (using 1.5X erec- 
e HCM EE EN ue En dme chua eni WES NM CON 
miens cnr rame sra ал yma apa pee Pg is 
plastic and . 26% in. long. Partly assembled. Japan. Ages 8 and up. 
Tr Ur ed niter pounds 

3 10X to 30X Zoom Hand Telescope. Achromatic coated 30mm diam. objective lens. Focusing ring 
Pith ap clle iius s erre eie m die tiv E gegen 8 
freely. Aluminum tube with avocado green finish . . overall 1244 in. long. Ages 8 and up. 
49 С 24321—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces .....................................-......... $18.99 

(5) and к рыи $ 
total *12.9 

Visible Man and Visible Woman Kits $648 
each 

(5 and 6) Transparent "skin" lets you study bones, muscles, 
internal organs and circulatory system. Take apart and reassem- 
ble 16-inch high models. Each includes illustrated manual and 
base. Additional parts of woman show internal condition during 
7th month of pregnancy. Plastic. Ages 10 and up. 
(5) 49C24078—Visible Woman. Shipping wt. 2 lbs. . .$648 
(6) 49C24045—Visible Man. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. .......... 6.48 
Buy both Visible Man and Visible Woman and savel 
49 C 24222—Shipping weight 4 pounds. ...... Set $11.66 
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Accessory Kit 
Add extra glamour 

. . includes hat, 
sunglasses, scarf, 
frosted hairpiece 

and 2 choker bows 

(1) Beauty Parlor. . . apply 
make-up and style her hair. . . just 
wipe make-up off to start again. 
CONSTRUCTION: 12-in. vinyl head 
Swivels full circle on plastic stand. 
Rooted frosted hair. . . comb, curl, 
style it. Non-mar suction cups keep 
base steady. 
PARLOR INCL.: 5 rollers, non-toxic 
rouge, lipstick, eye shadow, liner. 
Clips, pins, sponges, comb/brush. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. Not for 
ages under 3 because of small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Wt. 2 
Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 М 13553 $11.99 

Buy Beauty 

Parlor (1) with 
Accessory Kit (2) 

Save 
51.50 

Separately total $15.48 

13° 

Beauty Parlor 
12-inch mannequin 

head with our 
exclusive frosted hair 

and a beauty kit 

(2) Accessory Kit. 
KIT INCLUDES 
Sporty hat, sunglass- 
es, frosted hairpiece 
plus a red and navy 
choker ribbon, scarf. 
FOR AGES: 
5 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO 
Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 13552 ..Kit $349 

Beauty Parlor (1) 
with Accessory Kit 
(2). Shipping weight 2 
pounds 12 ounces. 
49N 13556 ....513.98 

CONSTRUCTION: 12-in. 
high washable vinyl head. 
Blond, rooted Quick Curl 
hair... styles easily with- 
out wetting, setting. At- 
tached plastic tray. 
CENTER INCLUDES: Comb, 
brush, curling tool, bar- 
@©Miss America Pageant 

Calo Habe 5cane by ditiis ный насы com 

Tettes, ribbons, Miss America 
label, crown, pendant. Non- 
toxic lipstick, eye shadow, 
rouge. M: 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 13 oz. 
49 М 13504 ................ 39.97 

lake-up applicator. 

Vanity and Bench (3) 

with Vanity Set (4) 

Separately total "s $1698 

3) ib Hobbie Харуна and 
- +» petite furniture to get 

ready for school, church or play. cm 
CONSTRUCTION: all wood vanity ta- 

Finished in blue and whi sth nostalgie inis in blue and white with nost с 
Holly Hobbie designs. Vanity top has 

tions open o 
21%х12%х19% in. high. Bench measures 
1154x794x1154 in. high. 

Holly-Hobbie® Miniatures 
Fun to collect and display. 
CONSTR.: Bronze-color die-cast 
steel. Movable parts. Approx. 3 
in. tall. From Hong 
SET INCLUDES: Hand-run pho- 
Lo ci. pepper 
mill with removable drawer, 
hand-run sewing machine with 
movable "needle", oui ot 

attached earpiece. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 13 oz. 
49N 13152... Set $4.99 

(арап. 
CONSTRUCTION: Wood 
Rayon satin lining. Con- 

music key. Revolving girl, 
mirror of 
403% in. 
FOR AGES: 3 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 8 ог. 
49N 1316.. 

Neatly store your valuables 

FOR AGES: 2 to 8 . 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. Assembly 
49 М 1325—Shipping weight 11 Ibs. . 14.99 

4) 3-piece Vanity Set. 7-in. plastic comb, 
ih. 9-inch plastic hand mirror. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
48 N 13254—Shipping weight 8 oz. 

Vanity, Bench (3) with Vanity Set (4]. 
49 N 13252—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. 8oz. . "е.в 

Set $299. 

CONSTR.: Cotton 
patchwork print bag 
with adjustable 
shoulder Мар. 
Open top. Outside 
pocket carries re- 
movable 7-in. Holl 
Hobbie rag doll. 
1 14x8% іп. 
AGES: 3 and up. 
ORDER INFO: 

'eight 7 ounces. 
49 № 13814 .....$3.97 
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White Shark Hunt 
Adventure Set 

(1) $588 
without 

Help Super Joe hunt — 
for the killer shark! 
Bellows system lowers < 
Joe through the briny 
deep. . . working gun a 
launches tiny missiles 
at the hungry shark. 
Plastic. 
SET INCLUDES: In 
flatable raft with ош. 
board motor and 
yoke, clear line. Plus « 
helmet, tank, test 
strap, bellows, valve [t] T% 
and valve strap Ww 
weight belt, fins, hos- 
es, spear gun, 2 pro 
jectiles and shark. 
FOR AGES: 4 years 
and up. Note below. 
ORDERING INFO: 

hpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49C 59336. 95,88 

Accessories included 

(2) Strategic 
Command Center 
.. .the nucleus 
for Super Joe's 
perilous 
adventures 

without $888 7 
CENTER INCLUDES 
Movable radar screen 
for sighting aliens, 
sliding racks, commu- 
nications center for 
up-to-the-minute 
news, earphone with 
jack, cardboard mat 
play area, and code 
activation terminal. 
FOR AGES: 4 years 
and up. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. 
wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. 
4959337 $8.88 

(3thru 7) Super Joe Adventurers. 814 in. tall, fully-jointed plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. See Note below. 

(3) Super Joe. With 1-2 punch. Just press the button hidden beneath 
his uniform and Super Joe starts punching! Includes uniform and boots. 
49 C 59326—Shipping weight 5 ounces x ..$332 
"m Super Joe Commander. With 1-2 pu Operates as (3) above. 
pecial power vest gives blast of light. Incl. uniform, boots, power vest. 

ORDER INFO: Operates on 1 “АА” battery (not incl.), order pkg. below. 49 C 59303—Shipping weight 6 ounces E ЖЕ. ...94.68 
(5) Gor. King of the Terrons. The arch enemy of Super Joe emits а 
lethal red destructo ray. Ray becomes extinguished when Super Joe 
knocks Gor's head back with his 1-2 punch! 
ORDER INFO: Operates on 1 “AA” battery (not incl.), order pkg. below. 
49 59319—Shipping weight 7 ounces . $ -$4.68 
{6 Luminos. The night fighter. Luminos diverts Gor's deadly гау with 

is own focusable light that beams through his crystal body. 
ORDER INFO: Operates on 1 “АА” battery (not incl.), order pkg. below. 
49 C5931—Shipping weight 6 ounces . unn, ++ $4.68 
(7) Shield. Invincible night fighter. Incl. uniform, boots, lighted shield. 
49 С 59317—Wt. б oz. Operates on 1 “AA” battery below. $4.68 49 C 46991—Pkg. of 4 “AA” Batteries. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 99c 

Саа nace scans by chintimas тресеа Com 

Flash Gordon™ Playset . . „опе side is Emperor 
(.. Ming's castle. . . the other side is Flash Gordon's 

space room, complete with computer 
without ow $1 288 уу 

Help Flash and 
Dr. Zarkov™ rescue 
Dale from the evi 

hands of Emperor Ming 

(8) Flash Gordon™ Playset. Stage 

3 ч. 
Set folds to 
become carrying case 

(9 thru 12) Flash Gordon™ Fig- 
terrific, out-of-this-world adventures игез. 91-inch tall plastic figures are 
Se er M Seen aret re eens UA EE т in eh 
information . . . visit Emperor Ming tically every human position. Eac! 
in his castle! dressed in authentic costume with ac- 
CONSTR.: Vinyl case with plastic ac-  Ceasories, 
cessories. Fold-out playing area is — FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
чеги ty high. | mperor i n ORDERING INFORMATION: 
castle is on one side. . . includes : " ^ (9) Flash Gordon.™ vm MEA. ere See 49 C 59237—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ...... 54.85 
tailed computer with knobs, 3 printed (10) Dale Arden." 
cards. Set folds up to become carry- — 49 59247—Shpg. wt. 4oz. ....... 4.85 ing case, 1514x111⁄4x12 in. high. (11) "Dr Zedoviw 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. P , ORDERING INFO: Figures not includ- 49 C5924—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. uu ed. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. (12) Ming the Merciless. 79©59282С............. Set$1288 — 49C59239—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ....... 485 

Score another touchdown 
with O.J. Simpson and 
his Super Pro Kit 
(13) Work out with weights, on 
the track or on the field. 
KIT INCLUDES: Fully-jointed [ЖР 
plastic O.J. figure, 91% inches tall. | 
Football uniform, shoulder pads. | 
spikes, wrist bands, helmet, foot- 4 | 
ball, running suit, tank top and 4 LJ 
shorts, running shoes, 2 pairs of 4 
socks, weight set with stands, 3 
hurdles, row boat, 2 oars, tennis 
racket and tennis ball 
FOR AGES: 3 yrs., up. See note. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 С 59779—Wt. 11 oz. . .Kit $8.94 
NOTE: Not recommended for children 
under 3 years due to small parts 

REMEMBER f 
You can order items on pages | 

| 8,9, 14 thru 17B, and 423 to 598 
from now until AUGUST 31, 1978 

тазом cKOGAE [Sears] 561 



. . . accelerate down the straights thru fast-action curves 

(1) AFX Solid-state Electronic Digital 
Lap Counter and Timer. Measures lap time 
up to 99 seconds; counts up to 99 laps. Manu. 
al reset button. Program board with remov- 
able message cards. Blank cards, 1 section of 
track incl. Plastic, metal. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Needs 6 “AA” batteries, order 
3 packages below. Warranted.* 
49 N 9705 1—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $26.87 

Alkaline "AA" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 М 46999—Shpg. wt. 2 oz. Pkg. 99c 

(2) AFX International Grand Royale™ 
Race Set. Our largest 2-lane HO set. 
CARS: Two 3-inch G-Plus racers; plastic and 
metal. 
TRACK: 39 sections form a 42x90-in. layout; 
plastic and metal. 
ACCESSOR 2 AFX controllers with 
speedometers; plastic and metal. Incl. Elec- 
tronic Lap Counter and Timer sold above. 
Pit area, 17 guard rails, 4 shutoff markers; 
plastic. Plus grandstand, victory lane, 4 bill 
boards, starter track, Quickee-Lok® key, oil, 
cleaning pad, layout sheet, manual. 

CTRICAL INFO: Wall-pak UL listed. 110- 
60-Hz. AC. 5.2 w. 6-ft. cord. 

R AGES: 8 years and up. See Note below. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Requires 6 
“АА” batteries, not included, order pkgs. 
above, Warranted.* 
79 N 96036C—Wt. 12 lbs. Set $69.88 

y Aurora for free copy 

(3) AFX2-car Custom Classic™ Race Set 
CARS: Two 3-inch G-Plus cars; plastic and 
metal. 
TRACK; 35 sections form a 48x66-inch layout; 
plastic and metal. 

ESS: 2 controllers with speed indicators; 
plastic, metal. Dial laj 
ports, 20 guardr: З 
area. Plus start/finish timing tower, victory 
lane, 15-in. start track, 2 billboards, oil, clean 
ing pad, layout sheet, manual. 

L RICAL INFO: Wall-pak UL listed. 110- 
120-v,, 60-Hz. AC. 5.2 w. 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. 
79 N 96035C—Wt. 11 lbs. Set $49.88 

(4 and 5) АРХ Magna-Traction™ Cars 
with Magna-Sonic Sound. Powerful mag- 
nets for super grip on fast, sharp turns. Inde 
pendent, self-generating sound system. In 
tensity of engine sound is controlled by the 
amount of power fed to car. 

CONSTRUCTION: 234-inch plastic bodies. Се 
amic and brass bearings. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 

)ELS. ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
(4) 49N97005—Dodge .. .. $4.97 
(5) 49 N 97006—Datsun 510 4.97 

(6 and 7) AFX Magna-Traction Cars 
Powerful magnets built into the chassis for 
super gripping on fast, sharp turns. 

CONSTRUCTION: 2*4-inch plastic bodies, Ce- 
ramic and brass bearings. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 

ELS. ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
(6) 49 N 9567—Custom Van $3.97 
(7) 49 N 9535—'55 Bel Air Chevy .. 3.97 

(8 and 9) AFX Magna-Traction Flame- 
thrower Cars with working headlights. 
Powerful magnets for super grip on fast, 
sharp turns. Working headlights. 
CONSTRUCTION: 234-inch plastic bodies. Ce- 
ramic and brass bearings. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
MODELS, ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
(8) 49N 97003—Monza GT $4.97 
(9) 49N 97004—Camaro 2-28 4.97 

(10 and 11) АРХ G-Plus® HO-scale Rac- 
ers. Designed for speed, G-Plus racers run up 
to 30% faster than Magna-Traction cars. , 
CONSTRUCTION: 3-inch plastic bodies. Ce- 
ramic magnets and brass bearings. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
MODELS. ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
(10) Six-wheel Elf 
49 N 97008 Each $7.74 

(11) Foyt Indy Special 
49 N 97007 Each 7.74 
NOTE: Not recommended for children under 8. 

Ciaoo pao scans by dieisinigndsetedimical com 
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AFX® 4-lané Race о! 
Champions™ Race Sut 

20 sections of track form a Includes 2 Magna-Sonic™ $2367 in layout 
sound racers with an 

independent sound system 
that generates realistic 

ne" racing sounds 

(12) AFX 4-lane Race of Champions Race Set, Compete on a 4-lane, 11 
ft. 7-in, course or convert to a 2-lane, 24-foot 4-inch course. 
CARS: Four 2*4-inch Magna-Traction Flamethrower racers with working 
headlights for exciting driving races in the dark. Plastic and metal. 
TRACK: 20 sections form a 4-lane 57x45-inch layout or a 2-lane 63x42-inch 
layout. Plastic and metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 4 Russkit controllers; plastic, metal. Pit area, 6 track sup. 
ports, 8 glow guard rails, victory lane; plastic. Plus start/finish timing tower, 
2 start tracks, 2 billboards, Quickee-Lok® key, oil, layout sheet, manual. 
ELEC INFO: Wall-pak UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 5.2-w. 6-ft. cord. 

AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 years and up. See Note below, left, Unassembled. 
49 N 96034—Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces „Set $39.88 

(13) AFX Championship Raceway Race Set. Over 21 feet of track. 
CARS: Two 234-inch Magna-Traction cars with Magna-Sonic sound. Self- 
generating engine sound controlled by power fed to car. Plastic, metal. 
TRACK: 20 sections of track form 57x57-in. layout. Plastic and metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 Russkit controllers; plastic and metal. Pit area, 3 track sup- 
ports, 14 guard rails, 4 shutoff markers, 2 pylons; plastic. Plus grandstand, 
start track, Quickee-Lok® key, oil, layout sheet and manual, 
ELEC INFO: Wall-pak UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 5.2 w. 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 years and up. See Note below, left. Unassembled. 
49 N 96033—Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces Set $29.88 

(14) АРХ Enduro Challenge. Featuring 9 feet, 6 inches of track. 
ARS: Two 2%4-in. Magna-Traction cars; plastic and metal. 

TRACK: 8 sections form 18x40-inch layout; plastic and metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 Russkit controllers; plastic and metal. 2 track supports, 6 
guard rails; plastic. Quickee-Lok® key, oil, clips and layout sheet. 
ELEC INFO: Wall-pak UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 5.2 w. 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 years and up. See Note at left. Unassembled. 
49 N 9603 1—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz. Set $14.88 

AFX Super Enduro Challenge (not shown). Same features as (14) above 
except this set has 19 ft., 3 in. of track forming 63x35-inch layout and two 
lighted Flamethrower® racers for night racing. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years and up. See Note below, left. 
Unassembled. / 
49 N 96076—Shipping weight 5 pounds Sets2485 / 

\FX® Championship 
Raceway™ Race Set 

8 sechons 

APX® Enduro 
Ctallangs™ with 2. 

Magne-Traction™ cars 

ROAD RACE 
and TRAIN SETS 
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Swoosh-down into the soft 
seating of Inflatable 

Furniture for small bodies 
(7) 7-piece Inflatable Furniture Set 

STR: Heavy-duty vinyl. Sofa, 36x20x12 
in. high; 2 chairs, 19x19 in. each; hassock, 
121% in. diameter, 8% in. high; 1412 in. diam- 
eter vinyl covered tabletop with checker- 
board design. 2 pillows. Vinyl carrying bag. 
Imported. 

INFO: 3 years and up. 
ated. Inflate by mouth or vacuum. 

49 C 90122—Shps. wt. 2 lbs. . ...Set $7.17 

(8) Puff'n Play Inflatable Bed. Great for 
weekend trips, vacations or having friends 
over. Designed to fit back of station wagons. 
CONSTR: Heavy-duty vinyl. I-beam con >, 
struction. Wipes clean. 60x30x10 in. high. ы 
FOR 1 INFO 2 to 6 yea: Sent 

deflated. Inflate with foot pump, included. 
49 C 90136—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 202. .$11.99 

Stretch out in this 
inflatable Bed 

(9). Mighty Mitt Bean Bag Chair. This 
chair is just right for watching TV light 

ough for a child to carry. Won't damage 
ls or furniture. Heavy-duty vinyl looks 

like a real baseball mitt. Cushy expanded 
polystyrene foam bead fill. Positive-lock тїр: 
per. Use indoors or out. Brown, measures 
20x20x16 inc hes high. 

FO: 1 to 5 yrs. 
es 15-Ib. rate, see p. 

—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $ 251 C9112. 

(10) Patches the Performing Pup Bean 
Bag Chair. Patches sits up and begs, lays 
down and is your huggable, lovable friend. 
Stretch out on his back. Heavy-duty vinyl, 
fake-fur. ene foam bead 
fill. Positive lock zipper. White, brown, tan 
and black. Wipes clean. Measures 22x22x30 
in. high. 

6 to 12 yrs. Assem- 

bled. If mailed, takes 15-ib. rate, see p. 32 
79 C 91024L ——Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 6 oz. $ 18. 39 
(11) Teddy Bear Bean Bag Chair. Heavy- 

ystyrene foam bead fill 

О: 1 to 5 yrs. Assem- 
Ib. rate, p. 322. 

$13.99 
(12) Bean Bag Chair Hero dul. vinyl 
with electronically heat sealed seams. Poly 
styrene foam bead fill. Rust-resistant zipper. 

. 18 in. diameter, 16 in. 

OR 3 to 8 yrs. Assem 
mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate, p. 322. 

79C90252L-Red. Wt. 4 Ibs $9.99 т 
79C90256L-Blue. Wi. 4 lbs. 13 ог... 9.99 " Adjustable 
79C90254L-Brown. Wt. 4 lbs. 130z. 9.99 : comtort with ‘these ight 
(13) Bean Bag Occasional Chair and Ot- rand 
toman. Heavy-duty vinyl. Soft expanded 
olystyrene bead fill. Double-locked zipper. 
Јѕе indoors or out. Chair. 24x18x20 in. high; 
ottoman 101% in. diameter, 9 inches high. 
Brown with white trim. Wipes clean. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 1 to 5 yrs. Assem- 
bled. If mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate, р. 322. 
79 С 90262L—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs......$15.99 2% |Sears| 567 
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JULIETTE 9 
Hairstyling Salon 

Wash, comb, 7 
set and style 

1 This cute vinyl mannequin is getting set 
for fun. Her nylon rooted hair is so easy to 

wash and style. Stand rotates a full circle to 
simplify setting. Non-mar friction cups keep 
plastic stand steady during the comb-out. 
Store clips and rollers in the handy base. 
Mannequin has open and close eyes with long 
lashes. Comes with headband and hairnet. 12 
rollers, 12 clips and styling brush. Try new 
styles on the mannequin to get ideas for your 
own hairdos. 11 in. high. 
49 N 1340—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. ...Set $7.77 

Carry Case 

For any hairpiece $399 
on opposite page 

2 Take along wig or fall and stand when you 
go traveling. Hexagonal-shaped viny] case 

is 15% in. high. Strap handle for carrying. 
49 N 1335—Shpg. wt. 11Ь. 4 oz. ....... $3.99 

Chic Hairpieces 

(3 thru 5 ) The thickest, most luxurious little- 
girl hairpieces we've ever sold. Washable ny- 
lon hair is easy to set and curl. Each on a sty- 
rofoam wig block with hairnet. 

Long Wig $ 588 

3 13-inch long wig. Form-fit stretch cap. 
49N13402-Blonde 49N13403-Brunette 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 от... 

Curly Wig $488 

4 11-inch wig. Form-fit stretch cap; bow. 
49N13406-Blonde 49N13407-Brunette 

Shipping weight 1 pound ........ Each $4.88 

Long Fall $388 

5 19-inch fall. Top-stitehed cap; bow. 
49N13408-Blonde 49N13409-Brunette 

Shipping weight 1 pound ........ Each $3.88 

Each $5.88 

Cut 51.12 

Easy - Curl Hairsetting Kit 

6 All you do is set hair on plastic rollers that 
have been warmed in the plastic roller- 

warmer. Wait just 10 minutes and comb out. 

Warmer operates on one 60-watt light bulb 
{not included). UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. 
AC. 8 rollers, clips and styling booklet. 
49 N 1364—Shpg. wt. 2]bs. ..... Kit $5.87 

Pretty Pac 

Traveling Case 

With set of $399 
Cosmetics 

Sunny yellow flowers bloom 
on this orange plastic beauty 
pack case. It’s ideal for over 
night visits or just-pretend 
trips. Accessories include 2 
ponytail clips, 2 combs, 

Make-up Mirror 
lights her up like a star 

Vanity Set 
with Hassock 

$999 ш 
She'll feel so sophisticated 
with her very own cream- 
colored vanity set. Has pol- i 
ished mirror, sculptured- 
look legs and a side drawer | 
to hold her treasures; plas. | $ 
tic hassock top lifts for ex- ў 
tra storage. Plastic vanity | Й 
is 26x12x33 in. high. Comb, 7 
brush, cuticle tool, emery 
board, nail file, orange 
stick, "lipstick" and soap 
incl. Mannequin not incl., 
see opposite page. Mirror 
lights use 2 "D" batteries, 
order pkg. below. Unassem- 
bled. Wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 М 13812L....Set $9.99 

"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. 
Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz. 
49 N 8405 .....Pkg. $1.49 

Light-up Make-up Mirror 

plus 99 
accessories $4 КА 

This daisy-shaped mirror comes in its own 
handy 9x12-in. carrying сазе. . what a 
bright idea. Pink and peach-colored case is 
easy-care plastic. Beauty aids include brush, 
comb, apothecary jar, play lipstick and oth- 
er cosmetics. Bulbs included. Uses 2 "D" 
batteries, not incl.; order package above. 
49 N 1362—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 1 oz. $4.99 

Battery-powered 

Manicure Set 

$399 

Plastic base comes with 4 attach- =) 
ments: buffer, emery board, file i 
and polisher. Just add attach- 
ment and switch base on. Uses 2 

low. 2 bottles of nail polish also 
included. Sturdy plastic case has 

Vanity for 

table or wall 

$499 

So versatile and, oh, so feminine. Polished 
mirror over handy storage drawer. Comb, 
brush, "cosmetics" and other beauty aids in- 
cluded. Yellow vanity is 14х6%х18% in. 
Plastic. Hangs on wall using pre-drilled 
holes. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 М 1314C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. ....Set $4.99 

"C" batteries, order package be- м: 

d 
brush, hair pins, rain bonnet, handle for easy toting. soap, play lipstick, compact, Shipping weight 1 pound. à 
powder, puff and more. Case 49 N 13075 Set $3.99 A is 10%x3%x10 in. Plastic 8 
handle. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. "C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 1334 49 N 8406-Wt. 12 oz. Pkg. $1.19 Set $3.99 »cawx Sears 567 
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SIMULTANE 

pe» 

Motorized 9 zzic 

SCRAMBLE START® 
a 4-car starting 
grid that moves 

all cars out 
OUSLY! 

Four 2-car sets of plastic motorized midgets. Each car is about 3 in. long. Use 
them with Fat Track layout and Goose Pump recharger 
(1) 49 N 54803— Co-Motion* and Backfire®. Shpg. wt. 10 o: 
(2) 49 N 54804 — Side-Burn™ and Flat Out™. Shpg. wt. 10 

3) 49 N 54805 
4) 49 М 54806 — Double Boiler 

968 [Sears] : 

‘Catalin cane scant by crisimat aurotochnicnt cont 

nd Spoil Sport Wt. 10 o; 
Up-Roar™ and Ferrari 3128. Shpg. wt. 10 o: 

Set $5.48 
Set 5.48 
Set 5.48 
Set 5.48 

Your opponent is "si 

puter, approx 

Z in set $596 фе 

Machine or Power Pit" re 

chargers. Steerable front wheel for off 

super detail! Plastic. meta 

You control the thrills 
and spills on this new 

New! Control fl 
your car through the 

or bum or 

dangerous 
onent inte your 

$ QQ without 
batteries 

with a new obstacle-control feature 

zzli back around track! Includes 1 Si 
Pump™ rech: 
6*4-in. Fat 

order package below 
79 М 57052C — Shipping weight 5 Ibs 
"D" Batteries. For GOC 
49 N B405— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 

4 in set $385 

fast with Goose Pump 

7 Set includes Torque 
Squealer", — Roam-in 

Choppin’ Chariot™ 

extended front forks 

Mighty Zork™ and Speed Steed®. 49 N 54793—Shpg. wt 10 0: 
49 N 54801 — 5һрр. wt. 9 oz. Set $5.96 

Зитіеге EAT ТРАК” SUPER control set 

The wild open-lane racing circuit that combines 

steep-banked turns at the grueling SIZZLERS pace 

ng" ‘round the track, gaining оп you! He's ap- 
proaching the obstacles now if you can just . . ZAP! Hit your flipper 
button and deflect him into the “bales of һа; 
What excitement! Includes 2 Sizzlers® cars, Goose Pump recharger, 2 

obstacle set-ups with flipper controls, 1 Scramble Start, 4-car Lap Com 
33 ft. of track. Uses 2 "D" batteries . . order pkg. below. 

79 N 57053C — Shipping weight 10 pounds 

Sisslers EAT TRACK ies Set 

c ud Bero Шар veer off 

and victory is yours! 

$25.99 

Use turning control to change direction! 
Swing left or right . . speed straight across . . double 

ers® car, 1 Goose 
er, two 270° Fat Track curves, four 

rack sections. Uses 2 "D" batteries 

57,87 
PUMPS. Pkg. of 6. 

Pkg. $1.49 

Custom-styled 
Chopper Trikes 

* chrome-look frames. pipes ‘п 
Plastic, metal. Not motorizec 

Chop™ 
Candles 

Set $3,85 

8 Straight Away", Devil's Deuce 
Bruiser Cruiser", Blown Torch™. Revolution", and Bold Eagle™ 
49 N 54802—Shpg wt. 9 oz.. Set $5.96 49 N 54798— Shpg. wt. 100, Set 53,85 



Low-seat Wheels 
for high-speed action 
Low-slung speedsters race faster than 
conventional tricycles . . yet their lower 

centers of gravity make them more stable 

1 Hot Cycle. Bite down on the track 
with big 16-inch diameter front 

wheel, accelerate sharply and swing 
into a switchback curve. Broad rear 
slicks set wide apart handle the turn 
easily, help keep cycle stable. 

Plastic bucket seat rises high in 
back and adjusts forward and back. 
Motor “roar.” Plastic. 39x22x22 
inches high. Unassembled. Sent mo- 
tor carrier or express. 
79 C 86018N—Wt. 13 lbs. . ..$9.99 

а daos scans ҮҮНҮН 

9 Super-shift Chopper. Slide the 
stick to "low", accelerate "til the 

wind bites your cheeks, then slap it 
into “high”. Cut the wheel! Fantastic 
180° spinouts made easy! Plastic con- 
struction features highly chrome- 
plated engine. Oversize racing slicks, 
12-in. front wheel. Motor “whine”. 
Chrome-look handlebar and roll bar. 
Plastic seat. 44%,х25%У,х23%, inches 
high. Shipped partly assembled. 
79 C 86099L—Wt. 18 lbs. ...*19.88 

TRAIL CYCLE 
* Rugged 13-inch diameter 
knobby tread semi- 
pneumatic front tire 

* Hi-back seat and chrome- 
plated hi-rise handlebar 

Twin-tube, low-slung, steel 
Írame leaves plenty of ground 
clearance for rough cross-coun- 
try trails. Broad 3'/-inch wide 
rear tires set wide apart help 

keep cycle stable. Rakish plastic 
high-back seat adjusts forward 
and back to keep child comfort- 
ably in control and to allow for 
his growth. Fully chrome-plat- 
ed fork. Measures 34x21x22 
inches high. Sent unassembled. 

Shipping weight 19 pounds. 
79 С 86036C $13.97 

Cut 54 

RRRumbier X-3. Fully-enclosed 
drive shaft rams power into the 

transmission. Nudge the stick into 
“low” for full-power acceleration, 
then snap it into “high” to cinch the 
lead. Fat Daddy slicks deliver gobs of 
traction, clamp down tight on curves. 
All-steel frame with 13-inch front 
wheel. Adj. plastic bucket seat, bright 
zinc fork, handlebars, sissy bar. 
63x25x33 in. high. Unassembled. 
79 C 86105L—Wt. 30 Ibs. 526.88 

Little Wheel Tandem 
Delivery with 

11'zin. front wheel 

ut *2.11 

Pick-up, deliver almost anything in 
this low-slung, scoop contour tot- 
toter. High-impact plastic rider has a 
roomy rear-end storage area above 
its 4 tandem rear wheels. Measures 
31x16x19 inches high. 

Shipping weight 11 pounds. 

79 C86101C $8.88 

Super-Shift 
Chopper 

RRRumbler X-3 

(352688 

МГЕ | 

2820 
4 Cheetah. Fastest cat in the jun- 

gle! Drive system links each pedal 
with its own rear wheel . . pound the 
pedals for top speed, then you can 
coast without pedalling. 10-inch rub- 
ber front tire; deep tread rear tires for 
fast sure traction. Tubular steel 
frame with chrome-look fork, handle- 
bar and sissy bar. Plastic seat. 
45x22x20 inches high. Unassembled. 
Sent motor carrier or express. 
79 C 86116N—Wt. 17 lbs. ..... $19.99 



Aurora HO-scale Road Race Sets.. 

— 
— 

All sets 
Russkit speed controls 

on these 
e brakes. .so you 

two pages 
include: 

A/FX Meadowbrook Speedway i _ AEX Road American Speedway 

Two A/FX MAGNA-TRACTION 
Two A/FX MAGNA-TRACTION cars 

acers careen along roar around 30 feet of 2-lane track 

18 feet10 inches "1 pit your driving skill against 

of torturous 
the challenging 

2-lane track 
2-level layout 

$5199 

ayout fits area 
about 86x32 in 

—À 

1 Blast down the long straightaway take it easy through the hairpin 2 Dr start your engines. Get set. The race begins and two MAGNA 

curves . . watch your MAGNA-TRACTION cars hug the road, even on TRACTION cars roar down the straightaway. Tires whine and spectators 

dowbrook packs thrills and excitement for two gasp as the drivers take hairpin curves at breakneck speed. Down the second 
the sharpest turns. Me: 

lucky youngsters. Each plastic and metal car is powered by a responsive straightaway, flashing through the high-banked Monza curve, drivers head down 

Russkit controller equipped with brakes. Power pack plugs directly into (ће last straightaway, up and around the last deadly curve (watch out for the 

wall outlet: UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC.; 5.2 watts (VA). Not rec billboard retaining wall!) and into the home stretch . . to the finish. Russkit con 

ommended for children under 8 years old. trollers equipped with brakes power each plastic and metal car. Heavy-duty 

Meadowbrook road race set includes track, pylons, guard rails and bill power pack UL listed for 110-120-v,, 60-Hz. AC. 5.6 watts (VA). Not recom 

boards plus two high-powered A/FX MAGNA-TRACTION racing cars. mended for ages u Set includes track, pylons, guard rails and billboards. 

49 N 9633—Shipping weight 6 pounds 2 ounces. Set $19.99 49 N 9642—Shipping weight 9 pounds Set $27.99 

A/FX MAGNA-TRACTION Race Cars 

(3 thru 9) For all A/FX MAGNA-TRACTION road 
race sets. Plastic and metal; 2*2 in. long. Ages 8 and 
up. 
(3) 49 N 9636—A/FX Penske Matador with 
(4) 49 N 9637—A/FX Shadow Can Am be coge 
5) 49 N 9638—A/FX Baja Bug 

(6) 49 N 9639—A/FX '55 Chevy Hardtop 
7) 49 N 9640—A/FX Lola S 2 

(8) 49 N 9645—A/FX Datsun 510 ie 
(9) 49 N 9646—A/FX Datsun 2407. SVO £ od Revirmatic when you buy апу road race set 
Shipping weight each 3 ounces Each $3.49 

on these two pages 

Pitkit $449 
10 Plastic case holds deluxe key, 2 10 

car bodies, threaded rear axle, 
hex nuts, 2 aluminum wheels, racing 
oil dispenser, crown gear, decals. 
49 М 9644—Wt. 13 oz. $449 

Revamatic adds the sound of real racing. One 
sound unit connected to each controller. The 
faster you go, the louder the racing sounds. Sold 
in set of 2 . . buy two sets for road races with 
four controllers. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 N 96352— Revamatic only. .. . ..Set $7.88 
49 N 96352. Revamatic bought with road race. ..Set*5.88 

тйрй рабе scans by cheisiniaindisetecimical Gom 



Ready for 
you to put 

them into action 

BIG JIM'S 
P.A.C.K™ 

(Protessional Agents & Crime Killers) 

OFF-ROAD 
- ADVENTURE 

TEAM 

EN = 

5 568 
Catalog page scz 

- = 
iaasa сол 

y-jointed figure 
ic back pack 

es 5 to 10, 

bs. 3 oz. $4.94 

€) Big Jim* high in P.A.C.K. leader's 
4 outfit à plastic. Ages 5 to 10. 
49 C5! $442 

Off-road Adventure Vehicle Set 
3 Set inclu 

с 
s: Р.А.С.К. Beast™ camper and 

9s for mounting 

i к becomes off-road 
n free-standing camper body is re 

le is Honda CR250 repli 
са. Accessories incl. Plastic. Ages 5 to 10. 
79 C §9693C-S g weight 6 Ibs. . .Set $14.88 
49 C 59695-Honda alone. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 4.94 

ck 
racer w 
moved. 11х5х5-ї 

nocks pipe in two when 
1. Dressed in motocross outfit 

with r le band, breaking pipe and goggles. 

9¥-in. jointed plastic figure. Ages 5 to 10. 
49 C 59614—Shipping weight 12 oz 56.45 

The Whip'" and Dune Buggy 

5, Weapons expert, Whip, rides 
Bu, of be bando! 

piceps expa: 
row, Pla: 
Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. . . Set $9.99 

The Warpath™ 

an super-"tracker" pal per 6 Big Jim's 
sues off nals, 91%-іп. jointed plas: 

tic figure has wo юм, arrow. Ages 5 to 10. 
49 С 59615—Sh weight 10 oz. $4.42 

Big Jim Outfits ow $ 194 

( 7 thru 10 ) Fit 91 
above). Cotton 
7 Kung Fu Outfit 

n. P.A.C.K. figures 
Ages 5 thru 10, 

8 Safari Outfit 
49 C 59624—Shir 2.94 

Q Olympic* Warm-u 
49 C 59625 1 294 

10 Motocro: 
49C5 3 2.94 



Pick your favorites 
and join this 

COSTUME 
PARADE 

3) Shoes, socks not included. 
3 to 12 years. 

NG INFORMATION 
(1) Nurse. Cotton dress, tie back, plastic 

i t. Cotton cap, cape. See Chart 1 at bottom, 
2—Small 49 М 14584—Medium 

Large 
Shipping weight 15 ounces $6.97 

(2) Highway Trooper Cotton shirt, pants 
with zip fly. Trooper's cap, plastic goggles, 
belt, handcuffs, whistle ар badge 
Order | Small | Medium PT 
size |49N 14552|49N 14554 | 49 N 14556 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz 
(3) Ballerina. Outfit of acetate satin knit. 
Nylon net tutu. Sequin trim. 
Order] - Smali Mediu: Large 
size jao N 14502] 974584 49 N T4566 

Нер | 4 

Shipping we 
(4) Bride. White acetate satin gown, lace 

lon satin coronet, net veil. Plastic 
imulated pearl necklace, ring. 

Med Lai 
ән 14704 49 N 14706 

Batman Utility Belt 

I 49 N 14702| 4 

” n KE ~ Sein 

Shipping we: 1 pound $8.99 

(5) Star Trek's Mr. Spock. 1-ріесе cotton 
Jumpsuit, tie back. Full mask. 
49 N 14642—Small 49N 14644—Medium 
49 М 14646—Large 
See Chart 1 below. Wt. 14 oz $6.97 
(6) Star Trek Utility Belt. Plastic belt, tri- 
corder, communicator, phaser ray, discs. 
49 М 53054—Shpg. wt. 15 oz $397 
(7) Batman 1-ріесе cotton jumpsuit, tie 

back. Tie-on vinyl cape. Full mask. 
49 М 14502—Smal! 49 М 14504—Medium 
49 N 14506—Large 
See Chart 1 below. Wt. 14 02. $6.97 

(8) Batman Utility B It. Plastic belt, play 
transceiver, bat г: 
49 М 53056 —Shpg. w 
(9) Superman. 1-piece cotton сь Че 
back. Tie-on vinyl cape. Half mi 
49 N 14512—S: 49N 14514— Medium 
49 М 14516—Large 
See Chart 1 below. Wt. 13 от. $6.97 

(10) Six Million Dollar Man. 1-pc. cotton 
Jumpsuit, tie back. Arm cover (not shown) 
simulates bionic parts, Full mask. 

4682—Small 49 N 14684—Medium 
48 N 14686 Large. 
See Chart 1 below. Wt. 14 oz. $6.97 
(11) Bionic Woman. 1-ріесе cotton jump- 
suit, tie back. Plastic arm covering (not 
shown) simulates bionic dr" Full mask. 
49 М 14692—Small 14694—Medium 
49 N 14696—Large 
See Chart 1 below. Wt. 14 oz 5697 
12) Miss Атегїса©. Long rayon gown. 
ash. Full length vinyl cape. Corsage plus 

simulated pearl crown, necklace, ring. Ad 
justable gown fits child 36 to 58 in. tall. 
49 N 14931—Shpg. wt. 11. 8 oz $7.99 
€ Miss America Pageant 
(13) Evel Knievel™. Cotton 1-pc. jumpsuit. 
Full vinyl face mask with helmet effect. 
49 N 14632—5та 49 М 14634—Medium 
49 N 14636 Large 
See Chart 1 below. Wt. 12 oz $6.97 

CHART 1 
Order size Small : Medium | Large 

Height (т. | 41-46 B 

Waist (in.) | 
Chest (in. | 

Inseam (in) 

ара Habe эеле йй wounded ай 
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SİX C MILLION 
DOLLAR-MAN 

J @r973u Universal City 
одов, Inc. 

нол page scans by Єна анас vor 

INEUTRALIZER ARM 
WITH | 

LASER ARM. KARATE ACTION 
OXYGEN 

SUPPLY ARM 

Strike Maskatron in the гї 
arms, legs, even his head 
WHAT YOU GET: 13-inch tall, jointed plastic 

(4) Make a daring Bionic Rescue in the 

(1) Oscar Goldman and his 
exploding briefcase 

WHAT YOU GET: 13-in. E jointed plastic 
Outfit incl. briefcase opens to figure. 

reveal secret files, portable telephone and 
book. i panel 

FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

&—Shipping weight 49 С 5954 it 1b....... $7.44 

(2) Maskatron. . . the ultimate 
enemy with three faces 

OP pis etc 

that can disguise himself as Steve Aus- 
tin, Oscar Goldman or use his own human 
face. 3 snap-on heads. 2 snap-on weapon 
arms: super suction 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 59553—Shipping weight 

arm and vice grip arm. 

It 1]b....... $744 

(3) Critical Assignment Arms Set 
$ 566 without c ia 

sit rms forte Si Millon Special snap-on 
Dollar Man's critical assignments. "Laser- 
arm" shoots safe red beam, 

Беш akitude mis missions. one All have roll. = 
circuitry. Plastic. Ac- and pretend Bionic 

на T-shirt also included. 
FOR AGES: 5 
49 C 5958! 

Package of 4 "AA" Batteries. 
49 C 4699 1—Shipping wt. 4 oz. ..... Pkg. 99c 

Six Million poner Man Bionic Mission Vehicle 

$1166 

Stretch Armstrong 
and Stretch Monster 

$1044 
Don't be scared . . . grab 
hold and pull! You can 
stretch these 13-in. figures 
up to 4 feet long. Squish 
them, stretch them out, tie 
them in knots. . . they al- 
ways return to original 
shape. Pliable latex. 
FOR AGES: 5 years, up. 

(5) Stretch Armstrong 
Brawny muscleman. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 C 59567 $1044 
6) Stretch Monster. 

Scaly skin, fierce face. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs. 

$1044 

жы demi pit un- 

та operations. Back 
storage area. Vehicle trav- 

els on 3 e aL ое attach the he wing 
shrouds for ope winch 
in side of ier AES can be used to hook 
onto and "radio-active" cargo (in- 
cluded). Fuel tanks on side of vehicle 
may be released in flight by activator 
button. Made of plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 5955—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 

Starsky and Hutch" fighting 
Big City crime in their J} 
Spin-out Car 

(7) Spin-Out Car. 

WHAT YOU GET: 15-in. long car 
with Twist-out Action™. As car 

(8 and 9) 
They're ready for action. Fully joint- 
ed so you can 

For thrilling BIONIC AC 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

10) Bionic Video Center. 
on ba! projector, then run film forward, 

in slow motion, even stop action with hand crank. 
WHAT YOU GET: Bionic Video Center, 11x6x12 in. high, with 
chair for bionic figure. Plastic. Super 8 film cassette. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 3 “D” дик meee ya Fig- 
ure not included, order below. Extra films, order 
A9 C 50556—Bionic Video Center. Wt. 2 Ibs. pem > 
49 С 59547— "Austin Tackles Danger" Reel. Wt. 4 oz. . 
49 C 59546—"Bionic Man in Action" Reel. sats ~ oz. 
49 C 59549— "Bionic Feats” Reel. 4oz.. ry 
49 C 46995—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 dor Pkg. 1.69 

(11) Mission Control Center. 
WHAT YOU GET: Inflatable clear plastic dome 26 in. wide and 
17% in. high. Control Center includes communication console 
with 6 plug-in cables, command chair, floor floor mat. TV screen 
includes interchangeable. pictures of Òscar, Goldman, моти aime 

Maskatron and other Six Million Dollar Man Sommers, 
Ein Ere ue piae ioo med 
dials. Dome has secret escape hatch. Plastic, cardboard. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 59589—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 

(12) Adventure Sets Pak. 
PAK INCLUDES: 
Mission to Mars Outfit: sj 

512.88 

order to activate li 
Test Flight at 75. EE) Feet Outfit: orange M parachute 
pack, boots, safety goggles, wrist altimeter. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Figure not included. 
49 C 5957—Shipping weight 6 ounces 

(13) Six Million Dollar Man with Bionic eis 
Grp i hin ight hand: rip acute E Ы à Apor 

in is activat essing n 

EE dux onic modules. Look 
бош wide адис Tens ia eit eye for neci 
WHAT YOU GET: —€— 13-in. plastic КЕ: dressed in 
NASA-style suit, sneakers. Incl. 8-in. simulated steel girder. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 59569—Shipping weight 1 pound ................. $744 

(14) Police Rescue Helicopter. 
Will seat two action figures (not incl.), 8 to 13 inches tall. 
WHAT YOU E Неко , 27x84x13 in. high, with flip- 
sp windshield, cock; carriage, free-spinning rotor 

. Movable me winch, rope, hook, axe, oxygen tanks, 
first aid kit, ladder, radio and more. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 11 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 C §9769C—Shipping weight 4 pounds . 

(15) Six Million Dollar Man Back Pack Radio. 
Back and helmet designed to fit the Six Million Dollar 
Man. receive the up local AM signal. No batteries, 
no electricity needed. Just clip to grounded object, put sous 
in your ear and tune in signal by moving antenna. Plast Plasti 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 С 5958—Shipping weight 7 ошпсев.................. $4.95 

өт 
— 

(16) 31-piece 
Police and Fire 
Emergency Set 
Shown on opposite page. 
Fire! Fire! 
has sounded . 
men and police race 5 
the scene. 
SET INCLUDES: 6 fire 
vehicles, 10 firemen, 3 
police cars, 4 police- 
men, 7 road markers. 
Vehicles approximate- 

6 in. long. Plastic. 

[ m 

Starsky and Hutch 

them in any of the 
moves, it changes direction when it real-life situations they might get into = 
hits object. Light blinks, siren on the street. eii Pius simulated bur. 
sounds. Incl. light, garbage сап, saw ^ wHAT YOU GET: 8-inch plastic fig- cardboard, 12 in. tall. 
horse. Plastic, metal. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: 2 “AA” and 2 “D” 
batteries, not incl. Order above. — (8) 
49C59667-Wt. 2]bs.......... $1184 

ures. Dressed in authentic costume. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

ORDERING INFO: Wt. ea. 4 oz. 
49 C59666—Hutch....... $347 

(9) 49C59665—Starsky. .... 

FOR AGES: 4 years 
and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 C59899...Set 64.99 



19 ft. of track form 
64x64-inch layout 

p" 

% 
Intersection Overpass Екс 

18 ft. 4 in. of track 
form 66x66-inch layout 

TCR? Slotiess Jam 
Сагтм Set with Vans 

Speedtrack R.P.S. 

$2487 

13V; feet of track 
form 36x65-in. layout 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: 
“MATCHBOX” is the registered trademark 
‘owned by Lesney Products & Co., Ltd., England 

Measures lap time to 99 sec., 
counts to 99 laps. Manual-reset 
button. Program board, remov- 

2 able Blank cards; 
Digital Lap 1 section of t track. Plastic, metal. 
Counter FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 

ORD. INFO: Cars not incl. Uses 6 
“АА” batteries, not incl., order 
pkg. below. Warranted, see (4) 

a 19 
49N97351-Wt. 11b. 4 oz. $26.87 

kg. of 2 Alkal. "AA" Batteries. 
46999—Wt. 2 oz. Pkg. 99c 
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Le Mans Send Trap 

Aurore® AFX® Ultra 57м 
Slotless Rally Cross 
10007м Race Set 

(1) AFX® Ultra 5™ Rally Cross 1000™ 
Race Set. Steering wheel control lets you 
change lanes to avoid obstacles or opponents. 
CARS: 2 Ultra 5 racers, 234-in. Plastic, metal. 
TRACK. 1 terminal. 14 sections of track form a 
64x64-inch layout; plastic and metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 throttle and steering contro- 
lers; plastic and metal. 6 obstacle cones and 3 
chicanes. Includes intersection overpass, oil 
slick detour, breakout wall, grandstand, 6 bales 
of hay; plastic. Track cleaning pad, Quickee- 
Lok™ key, oil, manual, layout sheet. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed power pak'for 
110-120-v. 60 Hz. АС, 17 watts. 6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 
79 N 97021C—Wt. 7 lbs......... Set $39.88 

(2) TCR® Jam Car™ Set with Vans. Don't 
get caught behind the jam car. Independently- 
powered third car paces the track at a fixed 
speed to help create blocking strategies. 
CARS: Two 3-in. TCR vans, 1 independently- 
powered 3-in. jam truck. Plastic, metal. 
TRACK: 5 curve and 12 straight, 2-lane sections 
form 66x66-in. layout; plastic and metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 throttle and steering control- 
lers; plastic and metal. 2 chipboard billboards, 
12 plastic flags and poles. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed power pak for 
110-120-v, 60 Hz. AC. 18 watts. 6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES; 8 years and up. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. 
79 М 97131C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. . .Set $49.87 

(3), Speedtrack R.P.S. Features rack and 
pinion steering. 
Lane change command button allows driver to 
change lanes at any point on the track. 
CARS: Two 3*4 in. G.T. racers. Plastic, metal. 
TRACK: 12 track sections form a 36x65-in. lay- 
out; plastic and metal, 
ACCESSORIES: 2 controllers with lane change 
command button. Diversion-bypass lane slows 
car down; driver can evade this lane, take fast- 
er bypass. 6 crash barriers with posters. 
Grandstand and tower. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed power pak for 110-120- 
v., 60-Hz. AC. 6 watts 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. See Note below. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
49 N97061—Wt. 5 lbs. ......... Set $24.87 
NOTE: Not recommended for children under 8. 

Includes 2 GT Racers 

for Slotted and Ultra 5™ 
Slotless Sets. 

tions. Plastic and metal. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

AFX Slotted Track. 

AFX Ultra 5 Slotless Т! 

AFX® Model Motoring Track 

INCLUDES: Two 15-inch 
‘ight and two 9-in. curve sec- 

49 М 9704 1—Wt. i lb. 64.99 
rack. 

49 N 97042—Wt. 1 lb. $6.99 

THESE ITEMS 
SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 

(4) AFX® Ultra 5™ international 
Gold Cup Marathon™ 

Watch out when you come to the in- 
tersection/overpass. You may have 
to steer over or around to avoid a col- 
lision. 
CARS: Two 234-in. Ultra 5 racers. 
Plastic and metal. 
TRACK: 1 terminal. 15-inch working 
pit area with garage. 19 sections of 
track form a 64x79-inch layout; plas- 
tic and metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 throttle and steering 
controllers; plastic, metal. 3 obstacle 
chicanes. 5 track elevation supports, 
markers, 18-pc. flag set; plastic. 
Grandstand, control tower, starter's 
latform, breakout wall, 6 bales of 
ау, Quickee-Lok™ key, cones, oil, 

manual, layout sheets, track cleaner. 
AFX solid-state electronic lap coun- 
= and timer, see 49 N 97351 below, 

t. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed power 
pak for 110-120-v. 60 Hz. AC. 17 
watts, 6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. See Note. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unas- 
sembled. Lap counter requires 6 
"AA" batteries, order packages below 
left. Warranted by Aurora. Write for 
free copy, see page 330. 
79 N 97022C—Wt. 10 lbs, . $69.88 

(5) Speedtrack Race and Chase 
Slot Race Set 

Just press a button and either car can 
turn around and race in the opposite 
direction. 
CARS: 1 police car with operating 
ss on roof. 1 Monza getaway car. 
Plastic, metal. 3 in. long. 
TRACK: 12 sections of track form a 
36x60-in. layout. Plastic, metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 plug-in controllers 
with U-turn button; plastic, metal. 12 
track apron extentions, 1 "trick tip" 
bridge, grandstand, 4 guardrails with 
poster panel labels, 40 pier and sup- 
port pieces; plastic. 
FOR AGES: 6 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Re- 
quires 4 "D" batteries, order 2 pack- 
ages below. 
49N9607 1-Wt. 3 lbs. 8 ог. .$24.87 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg, of 2. 
49N46996-Wt. 11 ог. ..Pkg. $1.39 

Tyco Nite Glow 
Racing Sets 

(8) Double oval Nite Glow set. 
CARS: 2 lighted Curvehugger cars. 
2*4 in. long, Plastic and metal. 
TRACK: 12 sections of track form 11- 
ft. layout; plastic, metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 plug-in controllers; 
plastic and metal. Nite Glow crash 

rier with poles, flags and decora- 
tion sheet and pier supports; plastic. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL 
listed power pak for 110-120-v. 60 
Hz. AC. 6 watts. 6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. See Note. 
MEAS INFO: 4 кнши, 

ing weight $ pounds. 
4998032 ...... КЕЎ $19.88 

(7) Nite Glow Obstacle 
Саг Race Set. 

Independently-powered third car 
helps create blocking strategies. 
CARS: 2 lighted 3-inch racing cars and 
1 lighted obstacle van. Made of plas- 
tic. 
TRACK: 16 sections form 18 ft. layout. 
Plastic and 
ACCESS: 2 plug-in controllers with 
lane changer switch. Nite Glow wall 
trim decoration sheet and 4 piers; 
plastic. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed power 
ak for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6 w. 6- 
и. cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. See Note. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 7 lbs. 
79N 97075C .. 
NOTE: Not recommended 
for children under 8 



( 1 thru 4) "Happy Valley" 
design Play Furniture 

(1) 3-piece Table Ensemble 
CONSTRUCTION: All wood and hardboard with bright 
decorations. 3!2-cubic foot storage = эге under bench 
seat to help keep toys neat and о! ly. White non- 
toxic lacquer finish. Set Includes: 1 table, 2 deacon's 
benches. 24744x16x21-in. high table. 23x14x25-inch 
high benches (including back). 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. Instruc- 
tions included. Toys, dishes not incl 
79 C 90277 C—Shpg. wt. 32 lbs. . 

(2) Deacon's Bench only 
79 C 90345C—Shps. wt. 12 Ibs. 6 oz.....Ea. $14.99 

(3) Bookshelf Storage Chest 
CONSTRUCTION: Wood and hardboard. Sliding chalk- 
board storage doors. White non-toxic lacquer finish. 
32x18x3354 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions, eraser, 
chalk included. Toys not included. 
79 C 90348C—Wt. 21 lbs. . 20.99 

(4) Toy Toter 
CONSTRUCTION: Rolls on plastic casters. Tubular 
aluminum handles. Wood-reinforced hardboard. White 
pentose lacquer finish. Measures 24x16x22 inches 
igh. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. Instruc- 
tions included. Toys not included. 
79 C 9035 1C—Shipping wt. 11 Ibs.......... $11.99 

.-- $36.99 

(5 thru 8) 
Colonial-style Rockers 

CONSTRUCTION: Non-toxic, maple-finished (except 
(8): dark-maple finished). All are of hardwood con- 
struction. 
FOR AGES: 10% years and up. 
(5) 27-in.high Rocker with attached music box. 4- 
color stencil design on headboard. 12%%х10-іпсћ seat, 
10 inches from floor. 

ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
79 C 9045 1C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 12 02. .......819.99 

', 23.in. high Rocker with attached music box. 1- 
color stencil design on headboard. 1114х934-іпсћ seat, 
9 inches from floor. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
79 C 90445C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 1202. ....... $15.99 

(7) 21-іп. high Rocker. 1-color stencil design on 
ieadboard. 11'2x10-in. seat, 81% inches from floor. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
79 C 90441C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 12 02..... $9.99 

8) 23/6-іп. high Rocker with printed cushions. 
olyurethane-foam cushions covered with cotton. 

12х14-іпсћ seat, 9 inches from floor. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. 
79 C 90435C—Shipping wt. 8 lbs. EMEN 12.99 

Just call Sears and say "Charge It" 
. see Big Book or ask for details 

` 568 [Sears 

Cutslon page scans by ceisinias marseleciwücal con 



Electric Ovens 

An oven so big, it bakes 2 cakes, 2 pies 
or 2 sheets of cookies at a time 

20 minutes, 

» real 
Crean M homemade 

ice cream 

l 5 на н —-_ $ 4 Make Sno-Cones 

| In just OPA а - ^ ^. in 5 delicious flavors 

he z = } wef 

Use the 
Tootsie Rolls 
to make toys 



Rip around the track on a collision course 
. raise the ramp т LEAP or LOSE! 

Hairy 
Hurdle” 

Set 

Daredevil 
racing on 

FAT TRACK* 
Big "8" 

Speedway! 

GOOSE PUMP™ recharger 
for on-the-track charges 

7.209 You're both whizzing around the track at a grueling расе. . 

now you're heading for a "showdown" at the intersection . . 
YOU'RE GOING TO CRASH!! Watch it! POP! 
You hit the ramp control just right and your Chopcycle sails safely over 

your opponent . . and on to victory! Set includes 2 CHOPCYCLE trikes, 

1 СООЅЕ PUMP recharger, ! ramp, 2 ramp controls, and 18 feet of 
FAT TRACK straightaways and curves as shown above. Plastic. Uses 2 

“D” batteries . . order package on facing page. $1 9 
batteries 

79 N 57041C—Shipping weight 6 poun ..914.99 

Lap counter keeps 
you in the know 
on who's leading 

who WINSI 

You "refuel" with Class *A" Racing" 

Шари аор оте Figure “8” Crash Course 
. „по batteries 
needed! . Лар after lap of speed 

you control . . without batteries! 

Roar up. . down. . around. . and across the dangerously 
banked figure-8 track: Thrills . . spills . . near misses! Squeeze 
your brake to avoid collisions at the crossover . . unless you're 
behind in the race! That's when you'll want to crash into your 
rival and knock him off the course! Set includes 2 cars with 
special bumpers, 2 sets of speed controls with reverse brake, 2 
Pit Stop rechargers, lap counter, collision crossover, over 19 feet 
of track. Buy it the easy way . . order Ur phone. 
79 М 5704C—Shipping weight 15 pounds ... $19.23 

569 
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* 
BIKES for BEGINNERS 

Strong steel Bikes with f 

training wheels that can 
be removed. . and semi- 

pneumatic tires that 

can't go flat 

$2188 

Both these bikes are 
equipped with - 
PEDIBRAKE - 

. . just press foot pedal 
for quick, sure stops 

Boys’ 13-inch Trail Bike 
Complete dragster styling from its hi-rise 

Girls’ 13-inch Petite Bike 

handlebars down to its deep-tread tires 

The flashiest new styling . . just like big brother's—with 
the added security of removable 5-inch plastic training 
wheels. Tubular steel crossbar frame. Chrome-plated, dual 
hi-rise handlebars. Anti-slip vinyl grips. Chrome-plated 
fenders. Simulated shock absorber decoration on front and 
rear. Jet black vinyl saddle and foot pedals. Double coated 

This bright rider sports pretty flowers 
on its roomy white vinyl basket 

It's picture pretty and features a durable tubular steel 
crossbar frame. Attractive quilted white vinyl saddle; 
white vinyl foot pedals and trim. Chrome-plated semi hi- 
rise handlebars and chrome-plated Cobra fenders. Nylon 
bearing wheels. Double coated Hot Pink enamel finish. 
Leg reach (crotch to ball of foot) is 15 to 20 inch inch 

Hot Yellow enamel finish. Leg reach (crotch to ball of plastic training wheels. For ages 3 and up. Unassembled. 
foot) is 15 to 20 in. For 3 year olds and up. Buy it the way—order by phone, 
79 C 87525L—Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 27 lbs, $21.88 79 C 87524C—Shipping weight 25 pounds 52188 

10-inch A 13-inch Bike with a coaster 
Trail Bike brake so you can coast with- 

out pedaling or stop quickly 
Our best Sidewalk Bike 
remove the bars and it 
becomes a girls’ bike 

$2688 

Let them learn to ride in style. Doubie coat. 
ed Hot Red convertible tubular steel frame. 
Chrome-plated, dual hi-rise handlebars, ad. 
justabl issy" bar and Cobra fenders. 
Glitter vinyl banana saddle. Brake system 
gives excellent control for coasting and 

$1599 

This snappy rider has semi-pneumatic tires on 10-in. ny- 
lon bearing wheels. Chrome-plated, dual hi-rise handle 
bars. Tubular steel frame. Black vinyl saddle and grips. 
Removable 4-inch plastic training wheels. Double coated 
Hot Orange enamel finish with black trim. Leg reach 

stopping. 13-inch nylon bearing wheels; 
semi-pneumatic whitewall tires. Removable 
5-inch plastic training wheels. Leg reach 
(crotch to ball of foot) is 15 to 20 inches. 

(crotch to ball of foot) is 12 to 16 inches. Ages 2 to 3. 
79 С 87527C—Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 21 lbs. 

inbh daos bean by diu liat nsdlochd coL cont 

$15.99 

TRIKES FOR 

10-inch Trike 

This yellow 3-wheeler has 
enameled tubular steel 
frame and stamped steel 
step plate. 
metal saddle. White en- 
amel, semi hi-rise handle- 
bars. Nylon bearing front 
wheel with semi-pneumat- 
ic rubber tire; plastic rear 
wheels. Cobra fender. Leg 
reach (crotch to ball of 
foot) is 15 to 17 in. For 
ages 2 to 3. Unassembled. 

Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. 
79C87021C -$8.99 

For ages 3 and up. Unassembled. 
79 С 87526C—Shpg. wt. 27 lbs. .. $26.88 

TS 

Our best Trikes ‘oY $1 199 222 
Ай three sizes of our best trike feature a tu- 
bular steel frame with stamped steel step 

hubcaps. 
justable saddle with rally stripe. Semi-pneu- 
matic whitewall tires. Nylon bearing wheels 
for easy pedaling. Double coated Hot Red 
enamel finish. Unassembled. 

10-іп. Front Wheel. Leg reach 15 to 17 in. 
79C87011C—Ages 2-3. Wt. 15 Ibs. ....$1199 

13-in. Front Wheel. Leg reach 17 to 20 m. 
79 C87012C—Ages 2-4. Wt. 17 1Ь5.... $1299 

16-іп. Front Wheel. Leg reach 19 to 21 in. 
79 C 87013C—Ages 3-5. Wt. 22 Ibs, ....$14.99 

‘adjustment 
seat with PN \ | 

- Sturdy steel. 
Covered with 
2 coats of 
protective 
enamel 



now with greater traction than ever before! 
MAGNA-TRACTION action .. magnetic attraction between car's motor 

and track holds car on track, gives you high-speed control 

Custom Classic Banked Marathon 
Two MAGNA-TRACTION cars compete on 50 feet of 

multi-level 2-lane track with daredevil Daytona 
high-banked curve . . two extra cars wait ready in the pit 

The flag is down and two A/FX MAGNA-TRACTION race cars peel out 
from the starting flag, around the outside perimeter of the layout and into a 

spine-tingling array of hairpin turns, over-and-under loop turns and, final. $ 99 ly. 5 |y—the true test of a young racer’s skill, the Daytona curve. 
Includes 4 plastic and metal MAGN ION race cars—2 extra 

cars to wait in the pit while the other 2 are on the 2-lane track. 2 Russkit 
controllers with brakes. Power pack plugs into wall; UL listed for 110-120- 
v., 60-Hz. AC.; 5.6 watts (VA). Not recommended unde ears, Includes 
starter track, finish gate, billboard, guard rail, pylons and trestles, 

Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all 
79 М 9643C—Shipping weight 11 pounds Set $44.99 

Track converts to. 
20-foot drag strip 

Layout fits area 
about 91x47 in mm 

Check these 
рн q Га 

Race of Champions 
Four Penske Porsches battle it out 

Е on 17 feet of 4-lane track. . 
the cers are all the same, 

3 so only the driver's skill 
Bib. determines who will win the 

Race of Champions 

layout 

Make a 
super 
figure 

Here is the ultimate test in driving skill—4 Penske Porsches with MAGNA-TRAC- 
TION, each alike, so the thing that determines the champion is skill. Four racers leap 
away from the starting line, side-by-side on the super-wide, 4-lane track. The 4-lane 
track splits, sending two drivers on each of two 2-lane stretches. Just before the finish, 
the tracks come together and the winner flashes past the finish line and lap counter. 

Russkit controllers with brakes power each plastic and metal car. Power pack UL 
listed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC.8 watts (УА). Ind. плош, 
49 м 9634—Shipping weight 9 pounds 8 ounces . . ККИ ЧЕ АС АДК 

A/FX MAGNA-TRACTION Penske Porsche. For st bore orsus MAGNAZ TRAC- 
TION road race. Plastic and metal. 2% in. long. This item and set above not recom- 
mended for ages under 8. 

EIS 49 N 9635— Shipping weight 3 ounces ........sssssssse e Each $348 

75x59 in ux 565 
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Wish B Book $ s Join the adventures as he 
va ue Cut 1 : я battles gorillas and traps rhinos 

А Last Christmas 5999 ; , Adventures 

was*9-99 id in Africa 

Safari Hut 
] Sold onty at Sears! Pictures of wild an- 

imals on bamboo-look walls make Safa- 
ri Hut look like a hideaway for Big Jim 
(sold on facing page). Two bunk beds, din- 
ing table fold down from the wall. Scaled- 
down plastic camping equipment, extra ta- 
ble and 2 camp stools. Open, hut provides a 
17x13-in. living area, yet folds into 
13x13x3¥-inch vinyl-covered carrying case 
with handle. Ages 5 to 10. 
49 C 59706—Shpg. wf. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. ...#8.99 

African Adventure Set 
..soldonyatSeas: $1499 

2 Includes 19-in. push-around jungle truck with 
capture net, launcher, winch that lifts baby rhi- 

no into truck. Gorilla swings arms as you operate 
control. Partly assembled. Plastic. 
79 С 59713 C—Ages 5 to 10. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs... 614.99 

Lion (3) Rhino (4) Elephant (5) 

$497 | $597 | $797 
(3 thru 5 ) All plastic. Lion has mouth that opens. 
Rhino has movable head. Elephant has pliable fea- 
tures. Ages 4 to 11. 

Б] Lion. On wheels. 16%4х2%х5%{ in. high. 
49 C 59646—Shipping weight 12 ounces. . .$4.97 

Rhino. On wheels. 11%х3%хбМ in. hi 
4 еа "Shipping veiut | pound e 
Elephant. On wheels. 15x7*4x11 in. high. 

5 49 C §9644—Shipping weight 3 pounds . . $7.97 

55.97 

Sail the high seas with the “MATCHBOX”: FIGHTING FURIES’ 

The Ghost of Captain Kid 
. . Sold only at Sears! v 

$299 
6 For pirate days. In the dark, body 

becomes a glowing skeleton. Jointed 
8!4-inch tall vinyl body comes with 
sword. Dueling action control. Hong 
Kong. Ages 5 to 10. 
49 C 59579—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ++ $2.99 

$987 
each 

(7 and 8 ) Last Christmas were 
$3.87 each. Each fully-jointed, 814- 
inch pirate duels with his sword, dag- 
ger. Vinyl. Hong Kong. Ages 5 to 10. 

7 Hook. First mate has hook arm. 
49 С 59578—5һрв. wt. 8 oz.. .$2.87 
Captain Pegleg. Buccaneer leader. 

8 49 C 59577—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. $2.87 

Wish] Book\, Pirate Ship spe 

value) си +1 «2 
pirates 

9 Last Christmas was $9.99. Sold 
only at Sears! Steer ship with line 

attached to sail. Includes plastic ham- 
mock, anchor, ladder.Shipopensto48x30 
in. high—folds to 11х11х 9in. carry case 
+ . accessories included. Ship and sail of 
vinyl. For ages 5 and up. 
49 C 59592—Wt. 4 Ibs. 40z...... 18.88 

NOTE: "MATCHBOX" is the reg. TM owned 
by Lesney Products & Co., Ltd.. England 
NOTE for both pages: Due to small parts. 
items on these two pages are not recommend- 
ed for children under 3 years 

аа tabe scans by сайтан ахсан comm 



IT'S 4 FT. TALL 
(1) Suzy Homemaker™ 

Doll House with an attached 
side garage and patio setting 

. Sold only at Sears 

A house big enough for 15-in. Suzy Home- 
maker™ and your other favorite rag dolls. 
CONSTRUCTION, DIMENSIONS: Sturdy 
corrugated-cardboard frame, roof and 
chimney with printed colonial-style fea- 
tures. Front door swings out for doll's use. 
Kitchen and living room downstairs; bed- 
room and bath upstairs, plus attached ga- 
ux and patio. Measures 41x15x48 inches 

ACCESSORIES: 13 pieces of cardboard fur- 
niture sized for rag dolls. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Unassembled; instruc- 
tions, hardware included. Suzy Homemak- 
er doll not included, order below. 
79 М 1408C—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. $15.99 

(2) Suzy Homemaker™ Doll 
BODY, DETAILING: 15 in. tall. Stuffed cloth 
body. Yarn hair and painted face. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Calico dress and 
scarf with pinafore apron. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 34128—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

doll 
53.95 house 

$1599 

1%/rft. tall Colonial Doll House . . 

Colonial Doll House. replica of a 2-story family home. 
CONSTRUCTION. DIMENSIONS: Hardboard frame, walls and roof. 
laminated floo: 

, right. 
ACCESSORIES: Plastic furniture for every room. 
FOR AGES: 5 and up. Not recommended for ages under 3 because of small parts. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. Assembly і —€— hardware included. 
79 М 1404C—Shipping weight 10 pounds. . . -$13.99 

1Vzft. wide magnetic Holly Hobbie® Doll House 

Place magnetic wand un- 
der house and Holly . 
move her around without 
touching her. 
CONSTRUCTION, DIMEN- 
SIONS: Plastic base, 
strong fiberboard walls, 
floor. Living room, kitch- 
en, bedroom, front yard. 
18x12: 4x814, ir in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: 17 рев. of 
plastic 
5%-inch tall vinyl Holly 
wears cotton dress, bon- 

FOR AGES: 3 years and 
up. Not for ages under 3 
because of small parts. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 

Саншо pane scans by cheisimas-musebecimicil pom. 

. has sturdy 
==. hardboard frame and plastic see-through windows 

15-in. Suzy 
Нотетакегт® | Doll 

$395 

1-ft. tall Waltons' Doll House 
. . includes Walton family, 
pick-up truck, rocker, 

seesaw and porch swing 

Waltons’ Doll House. Pretend you're a member of this famous TV family. 
Recreate situations from the TV series and make up new queam 
CONSTRUCTION. DIMENSIONS: Heavy fiberboard walls, and base. Two 
rooms upstairs and 3 Toons downstairs, Open front porch. АЗИК ue high 
ACCESSORIES: Fiberboard family members on stand-up bases (2 
dimensional) and truck, , Seesaw and porch swing (3 dimensional). 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. Not for ages under 3 because of small parts. 

49 N 14071. weight 2 pounds 9 ounces ......................... $5.77 
Waltons 1974 Lorimar Productions, Inc. 

The Brown Family 
Sized to fit colonial house $199 
above, left. Plastic * 
daughter, mom, baby, dad doll tamity 
and son. Dad is 5 in. tall. 
Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and 
up. Not for ages under 3 
because of small parts. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 oz. 
49N 1412 ..... -Set $1.99 

Kitchen 
Accessories 

60-pc. set incl. plastic tea 
set, pots, pans, utensils, 
plus pretend canned 
goods, foods, linens. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and 
up. Not for ages under 3 
because of small parts. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 8 oz. 
49N 11641 ......Set $255 

TREO | 



Six Million Dollar Man Adventure Sets 

Replay actual 8mm movies of the 
Six Million Dollar Man with the 

Bionic Video Cente 

$1295 
without batteries 

figure 

Mission Control Center 
Colonel Austin's base for 

Special О S.I. Assignments 

$1288 
without figure 

| 
Back Pack 

Ж Radio recerves 
AM signals 

* $495 xe Bee 
po e 

ЖУ 

Save 51.40 
when you buy both (17) and (18) emergency Sa ? 

5499 ws $2254 
(17) Paramedic and Policeman 
SET INCLUDES: 2 fully-jointed figures, 8 in. 
tall. Plus doctor bag, stethoscope, hat, gun 
and holster. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 59897—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $3.97 

(18) Rescue Ambulance Set. 
SET INCL.: Van, 19x8x11 in. high. Roof, rear 

z and side doors open. Plus pick axe, first aid 
kits, oxygen tanks, more. Plastic. 

x * FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
э ORDERING INFORMATION 

= є 49 С 59898—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 402. ..$9.97 
Ф a Both (17) Figures and (18) Ambulance. 

е 49 C 59894—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 120.272. without figures 

ашп рап scans by chritimat пашаа ний comm 



АРХ Ultra 5™ 
Slotless Cars 
CONSTRUCTION: 254-inch 
plastic bodies, Electro-acti 
vated. Ceramic magnets and 
nylatron bearings. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. 
MODELS, ORDER INFO: 
(8) 49N97011-Shadow 
9) 49N97012-Lola T-260 
hpg. wt. 4 oz. Ea. $7.97 

Glow in the dark accessories and lighted 
cars for thrilling night racing 

о Nite Glow Double 
acing Set 

Tyco Lighted $447 
Slot Cars 

Self-adjust- 

placeable snap-in met 
pin. Rubber tires. Plastic bod- 
2 Approximately 3 inches 

m 

NFO: 
(10) 49 N 97122-Corvette 
(11) 49 N 97123-Porsche 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Ea. $4.47 

ROAD RACE 
and TRAIN SETS 



Polyethylene and vinyl 
Toy Chests are toys, too 
1) Little Tikes Football To' 
ох. A place to store 

your athletic equipment as well as 
your toys. 
CONSTR: Sturdy, molded poly- 
ethylene plastic. Lift-off top. 
Brown, white football-shape. 
28x20'4x20 in. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Toys not ии: 
See "N" suffix note, page 322. 
79C91186N-Wt. 13 ль $18.88 

@ Little Tikes Frog Toy Chest 

After the big 
game. store your 

toys in this 
Football Toy Box Make your toys 

jump into place 
in Frog Toy Box 

ust open EN 's mouth and put in 
toys to keep them neat, easy to 
find. 
CONST: Sturdy, molded polyeth- 
ylene plastic. Уге. up top with 
Steel Use or out. 
Green. 22-in. diam., 24 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORD. INFO: НЕО: Toys no not incl. к 

, See ра! takes 15-11 
cel post info., p. 322. Wi. lbs. Boz. 
79 C91137L .......... $17.88 

(3) Little Tikes Apollo Toy 
Box оме carefully! 

Not only can you store your 
reacherous 

in this simulated space capsule, узт 
but you also can sit in it and pre- Mountain Toy Box 

tend you're blasting-off or coming 
in for a soft landing. Holds one 

CONSTR: богау, , molded poly- 
ethylene plastic. -up top with 
steel hinge. Use indoors or out. 
Blue see-thru plastic window. 
Red, white and blue trim. 24-in. 
diam., 25 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 
БЕРЕПН INFO: Toys not in- 

takes 

Come in for 
; a soft land- 
y ing with 

Apollo Tay Box 

мдей. If ces 15- 
z see post info., p. 322. 
Wt. 11 Ibs. 6 oz. 
79 C91135L.......... $18.88 

(4) Adventure Mountain Toy 
Box 

Drive your mini-cars over the 
rugged mountain roads on top. 
CONSTR: Rotocast polyethylene. 
Lift-up top. Use indoors or out. 
Top shaped like mountain with 
roads, terrain. Tan-color. 20-in. 
diam., 29 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Toys not incl. If 
mailed, takes 15-lb. rate, р. 322. 
79C91156L-Wt. 8 lbs. .$19.99 

LeatherJook 
vinyl-Toy 
Chest Upholstered wood Toy 

and all-wood Chests 
(5) Upholstered Toy Chest 

CONSTR: Sturdy wood frame 
covered heavy-gauge, leath- 
er-look vinyl. Cotton padding. 
Steel lid support. Vinyl is saddle- 
color. 30V5x16x13!4 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORD. INFO: Toys not incl. Unas- 
sembled, instr. incl. 
SSC91133C- Wt. 28]bs. $18.99 

(6) All-wood Toy Chest 
CONSTRUCTION: Unfinished, 
solid wood lid and sides. Hard- 
board bottom. Metal hinges keep 
lid open in any position. 
30xl 15% in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
овоа maeh Mi pem a In- 

\ctions, hai 
ҮЕ АЕ 25 БҮ 923.99 

(7) ote wood 

Bench-style 
Toy Chest with 
maple finish 

Safety lid support. Brass-plated 
hdwre. 32x16 21% i in. high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 12 years. 
ORD. INFO: А noe n d Unas- 
sembled, ins! 
79C90495L- We lbs. $34. 99 
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that really work 

24-piece Set has big 11/2 - inch oven 

and 4 top burners that light up 
Sold only at 

Sears 

514“ 
Coppertone oven of heavy gauge steel . . sure to delight any 
young cook. Set includes mixes for cakes, frosting, cookies, 

biscuits, gingerbread, pie crust and apple pie filling. Fully 
equipped with pan holder, cake pan, pie plate, loaf pan, cookie 
sheet, rolling pin, cookie cutters, gingerbread man, teaspoon, 
mixing bowl, recipe book and instruction booklet. 

This large-capacity oven measures 9x8x11% inches high. Op- 
erates with the heat from one 100-watt light bulb (not included). 
Outside never gets too hot for little fingers to touch. Openings in 
oven permit dayglow burners to light up when oven is on. UL 
listed for 110-120-volts, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 1038C—Shipping weight 7 pounds . ........... Set $14.88 

15-piece Set with 8Vz-inch oven 

$886 

2 Bake some terrific desserts in this brightly colored, heavy 
gauge steel oven. Includes mixes for cakes, frosting, and 

cookies. Set comes complete with pan holder, cake pan, cookie 
sheet, cookie cutters, teaspoon, recipe book and instruction 
booklet. Oven measures about 7х6%х8% inches. Operates with 
the heat of one standard 75-watt light bulb (not included). Out- 
side always cool to the touch. UL listed at 110—120-volts, 60-cy- 
cle AC. Phone ordering is a quick and easy way to buy it. 
49 N 1037—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces . .. .. .Set $8.88 

69-piece Food Mix and Utensil Set 

$ 85% 

Easy-to-make assortment of delicious pastries. Set includes 
enough mixes for 12 cakes, 10 frostings, 4 cookie batches, 3 

apple pie fillings and pie crusts, 2 batches each of biscuits, 
brownies, and fortune cookies, 2 sets of gingerbread men and 6 
yummy puddings. Simple instructions on back of each package. 

Set has 23 utensils and accessories including baking pans, 
cookie cutters and cookie sheet, rolling pin, measuring spoon, 
mixing bowls, gingerbread man, pie plate, pudding spoon, muf- 
fin tin, fortune cookie sayings, and recipe book. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 11 ounces. 
Рр tthe cg ТУНГЕ ГАНМЫН Set $8.88 

Suzy Homemaker Ice Cream Maker $599 

4 Invite the group over for homemade ice cream. Set comes com- 
plete with ice cream cylinder inside an ice bucket, plus paddle to 

agitate ice cream for freezing. Ice cubes work perfectly, eliminates 
need for chopped ice. Plastic and metal. 62x74x13 in. 
79 М 11016C—Shipping weight 4 pounds .................Set $5.99 

Priced to be Was 
SOMETHING SPECIAL — $5.75 $499 ) 

5 CUT $3.80. Toot Sweet Tastitoy®. Press out tasty candy whis- 
tles. Toot Sweet machine, 8 molds and 40 tiny Tootsie Roll* can 

dies in 4 flavors. Instructions. Plastic machine measures 10x5% in 
49 М 11022—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. ..... Set $1.99 
49 N 11023—Refills. 40 Tootsie Rolls, 4 flavors. Wt. 7 oz. .66c 

SOMETHING SPECIAL saso 476 
6 CUT 4%. Frosty Sno-man Sno-cone Machine. Grater cranks out 

sno-cones from ice cubes. Plastic is 7%х5% х9 in. high. Hat, apron, 
big store sign, syrup, 10 cups, funnel, instructions. 
49 N 11019—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces... . Set $4.76 
49 N 11021—Sno-cone Refill. 5 flavors, 20 cups. Wt. 5 oz. ....99с 
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Bake tasty cakes with frosting, 

pies, cookies and gingerbread men 

35-piece Food Mix $499 
and Utensil Set 

Bake a table full of tasty treats with these easy-to-make mixes. Prepares 5 
frostings, 8 cakes, 4 sheets of cookies, 2 batches of gingerbread men, 2 pie 
crusts and 2 apple pie fillings. Set comes equipped with cake pan, pie plate, loaf 
pan, muffin tin, cookie sheet, rolling pin, cookie cutters, gingerbread man, tea- 
spoon, mixing bowl, and recipe book. Instructions on each package. 
49 М 10142—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces 4 Set $4.99 

20-piece Food Mix $ 99 

and Utensil Set 2 
Set includes enough mixes for 4 cakes, 2 frostings, 2 cookie batches, 2 sets of 
gingerbread men and 1 batch of biscuits. Utensils include baking pans, cookie 
sheet and cutters, gingerbread man, muffin tin, measuring spoon, recipes. 
49 N 10143—Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces ds Set $2.99 

10-piece Food Refill Set 

$ 1? 

Yummy refill set . . so you won't run 
out of treats to make. Includes mixes for 
2 cakes, 2 frostings, 2 batches of cookies, 
1biscuit batch, 1 gingerbread man, 1 pie 
crust and apple pie filling. 
49 N 10144—Wt. 14 oz. ...... Set $1.99 

16-piece Cook 'n Bake Set 

99: 
This aluminum utensil set contains 2 
regular cake pans plus an angel food 
cake pan. Also includes cookie sheet, 
biscuit pan, pie pan, mixing bowl, meas- 
uring cup, cookie cutters, spatula, egg 
whip, scoop and spoon. 
49 N 10178—Wt. 10 oz. ........ Set 99c 



CRAZY, KOOKY CAR SETS "mu 

Pit the land speed car against a 
top fuel dragster. Cars do wheelies, 

roar down the track . . checkered flag 
automatically pops to show the winner! 

ull the RevCord™ to 
power up RIPFIRE™ motor 

COOL DUEL™ $ЕТ $914 
"GO" flag flashes and drivers hit their start buttons. HOT SHOTS racers, 
full of torque, do wheelies out of the gate and half way down the track . . 
sparks fly from their motors. Winner grabs checkered flag at finish, Quick- 
Stop brakes car. Set: two 6-inch racers. Staging Gate®, 32 feet of track, 
finish gate. Plastic and metal. 2 Quick-Stops. 
79 N 54761C—Shipping weight 4 pounds . ... > -Bet $9.14 

o There go 2 friendly, freaky car kooks The Farbs get a real » таста CONT thas Tick M ШАК to the 
ii ч ickle Finis! ate ag flashes the kick out oftheir =з с ан с. 

HUMAN RACE" SET $666 

Watch your BOOTER™ boosters give both motor-totin’ madcaps a 
real sendoff. They'll kick up their heels with fun as they do “wheel- 
ies" along the strip. Set includes: two 3-inch Farbs, 2 BOOTER 
boosters, 20-feet of Ticklish Track, joiners, 4-foot BOOTER track, 
Fickle Finish Gate. Plastic and metal. 

NOTE: Order the whole set of Farbs, those fantastic car kooks, on page 563. 49 N 54768 — Shipping weight 2 pounds. uy ; Set 96.66 

BOLD EAGLE™ SET 

$299 

Custom trike flies down hill, 
wings through the loop, 
and soars through space 

Super-custom chopper 
trike on a daredevil 
lightning course. 

A dapper dude in a tophat is at the helm of this sleek, streamlined 
Bold Eagle. There's micro-detail everywhere . . spoked front tire, 
"chrome-color engine,” "mag" wheels on the rear racing slick tires. 
Wings spread, the Eagle's ready to fly! Plastic, metal. 16-feet of 
Hot Wheels® track, joiners, jump ramps, supports, loop. 
49 N 58159 — Shipping weight 2 pounds. SU unite ...Set $2.99 

Insert T-handle 
P —Power-Stick.. it ` B meshes with the gears e \ Ы PULL TO START! 

WHAM! BAM! .. 
Doors, hoods and 

trunks fly off on impact! 

$666 
Just pull the T-stick and look out! 
Cars take off fast, race up the 
ramps, hurdle..and crash in 
mid-air! Doors, hood, trunk lid 
and front wheels fly off. . then 

ар 'em back together. With 
in. modified demolition 

stock cars, styled after a '57 
Chevy wagon and а ‘57 Ford 
sedan—authentic even to their “Brick сей tinie бе scrunched-up details, including 

used as crash walls, too! race numbers and stripes. 2 T- 
sticks, 2 Jump Ramps. Plastic. 
49 N 54797 — Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. Set $6.66 
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I'll be “Marvo the 
Magnificent" performing 

on my Sears professional- 

à A size Unicycle. . the one 
f x with the giant 24-inch 

Р, j wheel and heavy-duty crank 

TA 1 assembly for easier pedaling. 

1 Deluxe wheel goes forward, back- 
ward and turns on a dime; even 

lets you balance in one place. Instruc- 
tions help you develop skill. 

White-striped 1.75-in. pneumatic 
tire, chrome-plated trim on rim and 
fork; stylish padded black vinyl seat 
. . adjusts from 37 to 43 in., tilts up or 
down. Partially assembled. Order bal- 
ancing poles below. 
79 C 88013L—Wt. 17 lbs. ......$27.85 

Can't ride like Marvo the 
Magnificent? Use steel 
Balancing Poles to learn 

Chrome-plated 40-inch, 2-piece 
steel poles help you gain confi- 

dence while you're learning the fun of 
unicycling. White vinyl hand grips 
and end plugs. Package of 2. 
49 C 88009—Wt. 2 18...... Pkg. $2.69 

Marvo's first wide wheel 
was this 20-in. model with 

a real pneumatic tire 

A real challenge to your skill as 
you speed along, make quick 

turns, or even balance in one place. 
Sporty features include chrome-plat- 
ed trim on rim and fork; pneumatic 
1.75-in. tire and red glitter banana 
seat of wipe-clean vinyl. . adjusts 
from 33 to 38 inches, tilts up or down. 
Partially assembled. 
79 C 88008C—Wt. 15 Ibs. ...... $18.88 

Buy both 

(2 and 3) 

Save | 31940 
Chrome-plated 40-inch steel balance 
poles and 20-inch wide wheel with 

Separately 

101152 1.57 

pneumatic tire. 
Shipping weight 17 pounds, 

79 C 88012C . -Set $19.40 

Marvo started out with a 
16-inch wheel with flat 
tread for great control 

4 Snappy-looking unicycle has 16- 
inch ball-bearing wheel . . greater 

safety because you can start slow and 
speed up as you gain skill. Vinyl-cov- 
ered white banana seat has black 
trim; adjusts from 32 to 37 inches 
high; 1°/-inch semi-pneumatic tire . . 
red enameled tubular steel fork. Par- 
tially assembled. 
79 С 88007C—Wt. 12 Ibs. ....... $9.99 
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Chain-driven 

Thunder 

Chopper 

CUT 10% 
SALUE <] 

3233 1059 
Big, low-slung chopper has high-impact 
blue plastic body with black contoured 
seat. Chrome-color chopper-type handle- 
bars and rear roll bar, Heavy-duty chain 
assembly gives positive action to super- 
wide 8-inch rear plastic tires. 8'⁄4-inch front 
tire. 34x14x23 inches high, Fully assembled. 
Motor carrier or express. Pick up your 
phone right now and order this one! 
79C 861 12N—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. ...615.59 

IT'S A FULL 
4 FEET LONG 

$2499 
This chain-driven 

Speedster turns 

your driveway into 

the “Indy 500” 

This slick-looking big Stars 'n Stripes race car has a one-piece blow-molded 

body. Features include a deep-dish steering wheel; detailed dashboard; 
roomy simulated padded "bucket" seat (measures a full 6x11'/ in. long), 
and even a custom-like rear "engine" with 8 simulated intake pipes. Rugged 
adjustable steel chain-drive delivers real "dig-in" power to rear wheels. Big 
8-in. front, 9'4-in. rear molded plastic racing slicks on red hubs. 48x25x17 
in. high. Fully assembled. Shipped by motor carrier or express. 
79 C 86111N—Shipping weight 25 pounds .. ЧА ..$24.99 

The faster you pump 
the faster it goes 

Here's a fiery all-terrain vehicle that has smooth ball-bearing drive for easy 
going . . just pump the handle back and forth to propel it and steer it with 
your feet! Adjustable seat assures comfort. 32-inch strong steel body with 
red and yellow finish. 

Super-wide plastic wheels . . 7-inch front, 10'/-inch rear. Rear wheels 
banded with rubber for extra traction. Partly assembled. 

79 C 86104L—Shipping weight 24 pounds ................... <. 817.99 



XL-erator Slotless 
2*2 Road Race 

Our only HO-scale road race set 
without slots—so you can pass 

on both sides. . 25-foot 
multi-level track with thrilling 
high-speed banked curve 

$3,399 

ED Layout fits area 
about 8x3 ft. wide 

Either driver can pass on left or right 
at any point on the track . . if he has the skill 

XL-erator's slotless track provides the free-wheeling, no-holds-barred action road race fans 
love. The slotless track and XL-erator cars use an electrical principle which allows each driver 
to move from side to side around the track, slow on curves and pass his opponent. Set is 
powered by UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC power pack. 22 watts (VA). Not for ages under 8. 
Plastic and metal XL-erator cars respond to every push-button command of the Powerpulse 
controls. Set includes 25-foot track, 4 cars, 4 controls, power pack, instructions and track 
cleaning pad. 
79 N 9641C—Shipping weight 9 pounds » +- Set $33.99 

Over-and-Under 

Race Set 
HO-scale cars zoom 
over 13'/, feet of 
multi-level track on 

A/FX Laguna Raceway 

$1299 

Layout fits area Blast down the straighta- 
about 4x3 ft. wide ways. . take it easy 

through the hairpin curves 
.. roar up the bridge over 
lower level of track on this 
beginner’s speedway. 
Laguna race set packs 

thrills, excitement for two 
lucky youngsters. Two 
plastic, metal A/FX race 
Cars. . a great starter set. 

Includes two Russkit con- 
trollers, guardrails, modular 
bridge posts, supports. Also, 
safety wall pack UL listed 
for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 
5.6 watts (VA), Not for ages 
under 8. 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 9632 124 
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Four-on-the-floor 
Drag Strip Set 
Shift gears to make 

cars accelerate down 
8-foot drag strip 

$ 1999 

4 Shift 
into 

fourth gear 
and roar on 
10 take the 
checkered 
flag 

32-scale 

g shit 
into 

third to gain 
top speed 
you're in 
the home 
stretch 

Shift 
into 

second gear 
to accelerate 

shift fast 
or your 
car will 
stall out 

At 
starting. 

signal. 
both players 
shift into 
first gear. 
cars streak 
ahead 

Shift to reverse 
cars return to start 

You're in complete control as stock cars roar side-by-side 
down the 8-foot drag strip . . just like real stock car rac- 
ing. Each racer has his own shifter with four forward 
speeds and reverse. Special no-go circuit provides an even 
start . . both racers shift into 1st gear and the race is on. 
You must shift into 2nd, 3rd and 4th gears at the exact 
points marked on the track or your car will stall. Shift 
faster than your opponent and you'll win the race. 

Drag strip set includes two plastic and metal racing cars, 
each measuring 5 inches long. Two-lane drag strip has 
pop-up finish flag, 2 four-on-the-floor shifters, power pack 
that's UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 4.5 watts 
(VA). Not recommended for children under 8. Use your 
phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
49 N 95322—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ........ Set $19.99 



Join this G.I. Joe 
Adventure Team on 

the trail to danger 
and excitement 

5 
opt GJ. Joe 1) thru (5) sold 0^ * ‘Commanders кетэ ( 

E l alking 

í 

The mummy's 
missing. 
Can Joe 
track him 
down? 

Trapped in the without 

Recovery of $1789 mron Coils of Doom 31389 zm Р | 
the Lost Mummy Me 

Sold only at Sears. Now Joe's on patrol in the dangerous jungle. He 
Sold only at Sears. G.I. Joe tracks down the lost mummy any- rides through the brush in his all-terrain vehicle with tracked wheels. His 
where. By air, in a scout helicopter with working rotor blades . swamp boat mounts on the back of the ATV. LOOK OUT! There's the 
25-inch long plastic body snaps together for assembly. By land, in an anaconda in the swamp. Quick, take the gear out of the boat. Can Joe use 
assembled plastic all-terrain vehicle which rides on land or floats on the noose to avoid the anaconda's grip? 
water. By sea, on a life raft with paddle and compass. _ ? Equipment includes ATV (1444x9430 inches high), swamp boat with 

Equipment includes mummy, mummy case, plastic net, pick, motor, snake, capture noose, green jacket, tan pants, survival belt and 
shovel, pith helmet, first aid kit, animal trap, supply chest, jewels, boots. Sturdy plastic. Comes with an adventure comic book that tells this 
belt, machete and case. Made of sturdy plastic. Ages 4 to 12. thrilling story. Recommended for ages 4 to 12. 
79 C 59092C—Shipping weight 5 pounds ...............- Set $17.89 79 С 59301C—Shipping weight 5 pounds ..................... Set $13.89 

G.I. Joe Footlocker $497 

To keep pace with his fast-moving ad- 
ventures G.I. Joe has to have his gear 
ready at a moment's notice. Plastic 
footlocker keeps action figures and 
equipment organized. Features rope 
carrying handles, brass fixtures and re- 
movable tray. 132x612x414 inches 

high. Recommended for ages 4 to 12. 
49 C 59296—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $497 

NOTE for both pages: These items not 
recommended for children under 3, due to 
small parts. 

Sea Wolf Submarine $094 277: 
G.I. Joe's quest for adventure takes him to the depths of the ocean floor to 
battle the man-eating squid. In the Sea Wolf sub, Joe actually dives, surfaces 

maintains buoyancy 

ing tower area for G.I. Joe. Use the viewer to watch the action from the 
surface as Joe fights the giant squid. Also includes breathing mask and extra 
hose that enables him to explore outside the sub. 
79 C 59294C—Shipping weight 4 рошпйв.......................... Set $9.94 
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DOLLY WANTS TO PLAY NOW 
AND TAKE A NAP LATER 
Furniture just like yours for dolls only 

Non-toxic finishes and extra-sturdy construction 

дой soid 

Baby Meg enjoys meals and 
beddy-bye in this Contemporary Style 

For dolls up to 24 inches tall 

(1) High Chair 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Hard- 
wood. Blue enamel finish. Turned 
front legs. Lift-up tray. Two 
bears decal on seat back. 
DIMENSIONS: Seat is 10x94 
inches; overall height is 26 inches. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: For dolls ш 

Shipping 
79N33552C ........... 57.99 

(2) Buttery-soft Baby Meg® 

WHAT SHE'S MADE OF: Vinyl 
head and foam-filled body. Feels 
almost alive. Go-to-sleep x 2 
blond rooted hair. Washable. 
Pink hair bow and two-piece 
sl r outfit. Floppy arms and 
legs and flex. 
DIMENSIONS: 24 inches tall. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 н 31598C—Wt. 3 Ibs... ..912.99 

A crisp white finish adds charm 
to this Colonial Style 

For dolls up to 24 inches tall 

WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Hardwood with white enamel finish. Seat pad, 
pillows and Ad mares coveted wid pa pr cota Ted 
corner poste on beds, back and arm posts on high chair. 

(4) Bunk Bed. With hardwood ladder converts to twin beds 
Decal on end panel illustrates nursery rhyme characters. 
DIMENSIONS: 25!4x13x10 inches high; 21 inches high when bunked. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDERING EON For dolls up to 24 inches tall. Unassembled; 
instructions are inch 
79N Errem weight 8 pounds . 

(5) High Chair (6) ‘Cradle 
(3) Drop-side Crib with three bears decal on end panel 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Hardwood with white and blue enamel finish. 
Plastic teething rim on side rails, play discs on panel, casters for 
portability. Mattress and bumper pads covered in printed vinyl. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 25%4x16x20%¢ inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFO: For dolls up to 24 in. tall. Unassembled . . instr. incl. 
79 N 33551C—Shipping weight 8 рошпдь....................... $10.99 

Buy Swing (15) 
and Cradle (16) 

Save *2 
Separately total *17.98 

159° 

Includes lift-up tray and footrest. 
DIMENSIONS: Seat is 11x9; overall 

DIMENSIONS: Measures 26x 
141x18 inches high. 

height is 29 inches. FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. ORDERING INFORMATION: For 
ORDERING INFO: For dolls ̂ u to dolls up to 24 inches tall. Unassem- 
Ca дел ишы А ч are bled . . . instructions included. 
instructions Shipping weight 9 pounds. 
TE Shpe wt. 7108. 81099 79 33565С....................81099 

Suyngomotic" 
Doll Swing and Cradle 

They're automatic . . . fully wind either 
toy and watch it swing by itself for about 
10 minutes. Fold for compact storage. 
WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Tubular steel 
frame and legs with baked enamel finish 
and protective leg caps. Cradle bed and 
swing seat of heavy-duty plastic with vi- 
nyl pads. 
DIMENSIONS 
Swing . . . 25V2x16V2x26V inches high. 
Cradle . . . 2814х26х20 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: For dolls up to 24 in. tall. 
Partly assembled . . . instructions incl. 
(15) 79N 33581C—Swing. Wt. 4 Ibs. „58.49 
(16) 79N33546C—Cradle. Wt. 5 lbs.. 9.49 
Swing and Cradle 
79 Н 33555C2—Wt. 9 lbs. ...... Set $15.98 



Watch Big Loader load plastic "rocks", scoop them Mum s 

Sp. then dump them into the hopper. Reverse the ORDERING INFORMATION: Motor chassis requires 2 
moe era eee re "AA" batteries, not included, sold below. 

T INCLUI ; Plastic track; one motor chassis 49 ЫН ‚511.94 

pe ii АА е mie 
i up into big 23x21-inch play area. A9 C 4699 Shipping weight foe .Pkg.99c 

1 [ook inda sod web Ше Gees, мт; 
празан id bellows working away as Mr. 

rolls along whistling а a happy tune. 
HOW IT WORKS: Wind up motor and Mr. 
Machine walks and swings his arms. Can be 
taken apart and put back together too. 
WHAT YOU GET: 15-in. high Mr. Machine. 
Clear and red plastic and metal parts. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Mighty! Махти 49 C 58758—Shpg. wt. 2lbs....... $11.97 

I Have fun and disassembling 
"T лоно лый à cé Max™ and watch him perform his 
id $987 many amazing feats. 

iF JOW IT WORKS: Battery- man with 

1 without batteries He'll yc id and те- 

[ le Hell even ‘cmb walls E ‘the he mobile. 
eT WHAT YOU GET: 13-inch plastic 

T —^ DAE rne Broek 
TA) head. wrench, mobile, remov- 

- able helmet, lance and 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 “С” 

ries, not included, sold E 
49 C 58092—Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 02......... $9.87 

Alkaline "C" Package of 
A9 C 06997- Sime wr. Son "Pig. $1.39 

SES 

(3) The men from M.A.C. are on 24-hour 
sea patrol, keeping watch from the quarter 
deck. . . ready to render any menacing 
shark harmless with the stun gun. 
HOW IT WORKS: Spring-operated, rubber 
tipped “harpoon” can be shot from stun gun. 
WHAT YOU GET: 13-in. long rescue unit with 
command bridge and oj Кеш land ramp. 
Plus two 3-in. p M.A.C. commanders, stun 
gun and full-bodied molded shark. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 58011—Wt. 1 lb. 120z. $6.94 

м Drill your men in all five steps of рага- 
sins training by grabbing sky hook then 
nes lling, parachuting, leaping into safety 
net and using spin-fall pole. 
HOW IT WORKS Commandos’ hands 
“grasp” cords. Hand-operated ку hoist 
them to platform or pole top where they exe- 
cute maneuvers explained above. 
WHAT YOU GET: 22x18-inch cardboard lay- 
out, 5 fully jointed plastic 3-inch commandos 
ро sentry post, hospital medical van, sky 
ook high deer’ ladder with movable plat- 

form, parachute safety net and spin-fall pole. 

FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Comes unas- 
sembled, instructions included. 
49C EEE wt. 215. 8 ог. ..$9.87 
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Work parts by hand . . . lift and load. 
scoop and scrape, doze and dump, 
grade, even hoist metal debris 

(5 апа 6) Tonka Mighty Earthmovers 
CONSTRUCTION: Durable steel and plastic 
bodies with authentically simulated con- 
trols and styling. Plastic wheels. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Figures not incl., see (10). 

(5) Grader. eu power controls scrap- 
pressure of main blade. Blade 

adjustable to 5 different angle settings. Side 
delivery blade pivots to. npe position. 
Measures 243 4x91 4x91 in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 C 54066C—Shpg. wt. 9 lbs... .$ 15.97 

(6) Bulldozer. 3-position blade operates 
Em recision, dependability. Full roll 

-cleat, super digger treads won't 
Ey off. 165 4х11%2х10 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 C 54068C—Shpg. wt. 10 lbs.. . $ 16.97 

(7 thru9) Nylint Earthmovers 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-gauge steel bod- 
ies finished with Өң resistant, non-toxic 
enamel. Highly detailed bodies with shat- 
ter-defying plastic windshields. Plastic 
wheels. Turned 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

(7) Michigan pies Hinged cab swings 
open: crane cab swivels . Positive stop 
winch raises, lowers boom. Includes scoop 
and magnet for lifting dirt or metal debris. 
20x7x40 in. high, boom raised. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partially as- 
sembled. Figures not incl. see (10) below. 
79 C 58383C—Shpg. wt. 10 lbs.. . $ 16.95 

(8) Dump Truck. Cab swings open. Bal- 
anced action bed raises and dumps big 
em (by hand). Measures 19%4x74x10 in. 

ORDER INFO Fiere not Б). se „ see (10), 
79 C 58381C—Shpg. wt. 7 .$10.99 

(8) Loader. Cab swings open, swivels to 
steer. Lever-operated Биске et Scoops up 
load, raises, lowers and dumps. Measures 
21Vgx7 Vax9'4 inches high. 
ORDER INFO: Figures not incl., see (10). 
79 C 58382C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.. .. $ 12.95 

(10) Construction Crew 
SET INCLUDES: Three 5-in. high plastic 
workmen in coordinated outfits, helmets 
with shovel, pick axe, air hammer. Each 
fits into cabs of (7, 8, 9) above. Hong Kong. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C58388—Wt. 8oz......... Set $1.95 

Towering 28-inch Crane 

Cut 52 
$1395 

(11) Reduced from 1976 Christmas Book. You 
control all the working action by hand. Sino 
flip position lever and turn стапі to slide bloc! 
and tackle forward or back. Swing horizontal 
boom around in a complete circle around base 
of crane. Lower tackle, rotate hook and raise 
cargo up to 2 feet in the air. 

CONSTRUCTION: Durable plastic crane mea- 
sures 2914x16*4x28 inches high. Massive 291/5- 
inch long horizontal boom rotates 360° to cover 
an area of almost 5 feet. Made in Japan. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDER INFORMATION: Partially assembled. 
Shipping weight 4 4 pounds. 

49 C 58387.. ..$13.95 

So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone 



LIONEL* "Working 
on the Railroad” 

.027-gauge Train Set 

The big train for little hands 

$3987 

Power unit 
has new throttle-style 

power Switch 

Log loader 

Track forms 
27x70-inch elongated 

figure-8 layout 
(incl. crane car 

as shown above) 

=: 
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TYCO® Track Expander 

Set for HO-scale trains 

$1997 
Combine with existing circle of 
track to form 48x96-inch double 
oval layout. Wired for two-train 
operation. 
INCLUDES: 18 sections of track, 
2 remote-control switches, 2 ter- 
minal re-railers, blocking 
switch, 4 insulated rail joiners, 
40 ft. of wire, nails, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 9690 .......Set $19.97 

Life-Like* Country 
NY Set 

$991 
CONSTRUCTION Plastic, 
wood, rubber, and lychen. 
SET INCLUDES: $0x99-inch 
"grass" mat, 50x12-inch "earth" 
mat, 50x12-inch “path” mat, 10 
trees, shrubbery and assorted 
poles and signs. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt, 3 Ibs. 
79 М 95085C ......... 99.97 

Life-Like* 
leplacement 
Power Pack 

йы. $097 
Forward-reverse control throt- 
tle pack for one-train operation. 
Plastic and metal. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION 
110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6 w. 5-ft. 
cord. Not for ages under 8. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
49 №97026........... $9.97 

(B thru J) Life-Like& HO-scale Layout. Ages 8 and up. 
Save $34.81 on complete set (includes items (B thru 

All Aboard! 
for realistic 

railroading with 
these HO-scale 

Freight Train Sets Pea aa 

(A) Bachmann® Operating Dual Crossing Gates. Automatically lower, 
raise, Plastic scene. Includes 9-inch track section. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 97202—Shipping weight 9 ounces 
Price when you buy Crossing Gates (A) with any train set (1 thru 5). 

1 thru 4) HO-scale Trains. Warranted by manufacturer: see page 330 
or information on how to write for your free copy of warranty. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6 watts. 
5%-foot cord. For ages 8 and up. Nol recommended for ages under 8. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. Instructions included. 
(1) Tyco® 9-unit Royal Blue Deluxe Action Freight Set 
SET INCL: Track . . . Plastic, metal. 29 sections Tru-Steel track, 2 dum 
switches, terminal re-railer; forms 45x54-in. double-oval layout. Engine . 
Plastic, metal. Royal Blue consolidation 
smoke, tender. Cars, accessories . . . Plast 
jan hopper, Railroad billboard box car, Illinois Central box car, B. N. 
back flat, Oscar Mayer billboard reefer, Royal Blue caboose. Fi right, rd 
ing station kits, trackside accessories, 214 poles, signs, power pack. 
79 N 96166C—Shipping weight 9 pounds . Sei $49.88 
Royal Blue 2-8-0 lighted steam Locomotive with tender only. 
49 N 96193—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces . . 
(2) Tycof 8-unit Union Pacific Diesel Freight Set 

SET INCL: Track . . . Plastic, metal. Forms 96x40-in. ppe -8 layout with 
"over and under” intersection. 28 sections Tru-Steel track, re-railer. Engine 
. - - Plastic, metal. О. P. lighted 50-24 diesel, 6-wheel drive. Cars, accessories 
. ,. Plastic cars include Wesson tank, Southern pulpwood car, Sea-land 
piggyback flat car, Mason Dots billboard box car, Blue coal billboard hop- 
per, Great Northern skid flat with culvert pipe, Union Pacific caboose. Also 
Inciudes. operating go qnae loader/unloader, 33-pc. bridge and trestle set, 
24 signs and poles, an 
49N 96165. Shipping w Оа. PT Set $39.88 
Union Pacific SD-24 Diesel Engine only. 
49 N 96192—Shipping weight 8 ошпсез........................ $14.97 

(3) Tyco? 7-unit Chattanooga Choo-Choo steam Freight Set 
SET INCLUDES: Track. . . Plastic, metal. Forms SM Us oval көрө Ind. 
14 sections Tru-Steel track, curved terminal re-railer. Plastic, 
Ecosse Pap pelo ire ee e Ba: 
sounds, tender with smoke. Cars, accessories . . . Plastic cars include 
Dutch billboard box car, Baby Ruth Hi-Cube box car with chug-chug, pulp- 
wood car, Shell tank car and caboose, Billboard with remote-control whis- 
tle, 17-piece bridge and trestle set and power pack. 
49 N 96164—Shipping weight 8 pounds . 
Chattanooga 0-8-0 lighted steam Locomotive only. 
49 N 96191—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 оцпсеѕ................ $19.97 

(4) Bachmann? 6-unit Santa Fe Diesel Freight Set 
SET INCL: Track . раке metal. Forms 36х45-іп. oval layout. 14 track 
sections. Engine . lastic, metal. Santa Fe lighted gear-driven chrome 
U36B diesel. Cars, accessories. . . Plastic cars incl. flat car with logs, box car, 
gondola, stock n caboose. Freight station with accessories, signal bridge, 
switch tower with signal, 17-pc. bridge and trestle set, 24-pc. sign set. Power 
pack with 6-ft. cord, printed circuit, circuit breaker. 
fo N 96163—Shipping weight 5 роцпд$.................... Set $29.88 

Santa Fe U36B d | Locomotive only. 
49 N 96183—Shipping weight 1 pound . . $11.97 

J), train 
(5) sold on facing pg.). Separately total $124.80. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl, “N” sul p 
79 М 95584N—Shipping weight 20 nude А 89.99 y 
(B) Layout Base, Landsca 2-pc. base (S00 in.) 
with tunnel; molded LIFOAM: ро lystyrene. Trees, shrubs, 
signs, poles; of plastic. "Earth," "path" material. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. “N” suffix, Pg, 330. 
79 М 95582N—Shipping weight 10 pounds ... 49.98 

sections, (C) Six Trackside Buildings. Plastic. Imported. 
ENGINE Р Plastic and metal 0-4-0 steam ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions included. 
engine and back tender. 49 N 95579—Shipping weight 2 pounds .... -Kit $7.99 
CARS, ACCESSORIES: Plastic cars . (D) Track MAE Set. Converts 36-inch circle layout to 
includes car, crane car, box 45x55-in. double oval. Remote control switches; 4 curved, 5 

straight track sections. Metal, plastic. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions included. 
49 М 95585—Shipping weight 12 ounces «Set $12.99 

(Ethru J) Action Accessories. Plastic, metal. Imported. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions incl. 
(E) Lever-action Log Mill with i Includes 3 ler, 

car, flat-top stake car 
includes plastic log-loader building, 
barrel-l building, 4 plastic figures, 
4 plastic 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed 
for 203 60-Hz. AC. 7.5 w. 5-ft. 
cord. Not recommended. for ages under id 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 49 N 97 10—Shipping weight 1 pound..... 8.99 
sembled. ions included. See Е) Remote-control Whistle Diner. Hand- finished. 
ed = c E Qu 95578—Shipping weight 11 ounces ................88.99 ote 

79 N 98765C—Wt. 8 lbs. ....$39.87 
"NOTE: Warranted by Lionel: see * page 330 

(G) Blinking. Water Tower. Complete, hand-f finished. 
49 м 95575—Shipping weight 4 ounces . $3.99 

for information on writing for free (н) Rotating USAF Radar Station. Screen rotates. 
copy. 49 м 95577—Shipping weight 14 ounces ...... $8.99 

Lever-action Coal Dump, Car. Station, bin, load. 
570 [Sears] 2? @ н Po 95576—Shipping weight 7 ounces 

m—————" 

Coal Dump with саг 



3-shelf 
Bookcase or 
Storage Unit 

5-pc. Table and Chair 
Ensemble with 

butcher block-look 
Micarta® Brand melamine 
tabletop to resist stains, 

scratches and burns 

5-pc. Table and Chair Set 
with Doodles design 

3-piece Table 
and Chair Set / 

$1197 

аыр scan bv банын ний cont 

Steel and plastic 
Child-size Furniture. . . takes hard use, 

Tables and 
chairs fold 

3-piece Table 
and Chair Set 
with Hearts ‘п 
Flowers design 

but it's so easy to care for 
(1) Walnut-look Bookcase 
CONSTR: Durable plastic snaps together for easy 
assembly. Has 3 shelves, each 10x2x30 in. long. 
30х10х27 in. high. Toys not incl. 
79 C 90342C—Shipping wt. 11 lbs. $16.99 

(2 thru 5) Chrome-plated tubular steel 
Table and Chair Sets 

Frames, legs of chrome-plated tubular steel. Table- 
tops of -in. flakeboard. Plastic caps on legs help 
prevent marring. Sturdy, wipe-clean plastic seats 
on chairs. Tables: 20 in. high. Seat ht. 12 in. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. In- 
structions, hardware included. 
(2) 8-pc. Butcher Block-look 

Table and Chair Set 
CONSTR: 24x30-in. tabletop with Micarta Brand 
high-pressure melamine laminate—stain, burn and 
scratch resistant. Cocoa-colored жез on edges. 
4 chairs with plastic backs and seats . all fold 
for storage. 
79 C 90366L—Shps. wt. 29 Ibs. Set $32.99 

Extra Chair for (2). 
Same as chairs described in (2) above. 
79 C 90322C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz. ... $6.79 

(3) 5-pc. Doodies-design 
Table and Chair Set 

CONSTR: 25x25-in. tabletop with easy- 
care vinyl laminate. Edges have red. 
colored molding. 4 chairs which fold for 
storage. 

Shipping weight 28 pounds. 
Set 79 C 90312L $26.99 

Extra Chair for (3) or (4). 
Same as above. 
79 C 90324C-Wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz. ..$6.79 

(4) 3-pc. Hearts 'п Flowers 
Table and Chair Set 

CONSTRUCTION: 26-in. diameter table- 
top with vinyl laminate. Extra chair 
sold above. 
Shipping ушм 19 pounds. 

79 C 90316L Set $19.99 

(B) 3-pc. Nursery rhyme-design 
Table and Chair Set 

CONSTR: 18x24-in. tabletop with vinyl 
laminate. Tangerine-colored molding 
on edges. Set also incl. 2 chairs. 

Shipping weight 18 pounds. 
79 C 90294C ..Set $11.97 



Save 10% 
on Sets 

DI 
{== кР ae 

2-piece set $2244 

Price of range and refrigerator when 
purchased separately totals $24.94. 
Shipping weight 37 Ibs. 
79N 116112 

3-piece set $3 [^ 

Price of range, 
when purch 
$34.91. Shipping weight 51 lbs 
79N 116213 

4-piece set 43% 
The price of range, sink, cabinet, 
and refrigerator separately totals 

Set $22.44 

nk, and refrigerator 
d separately totals 

Set $31.41 

TAWNY GOLD is the now color 

Only make-believe, but each unit in 

the kitchen works in the eyes of the 
young cook. She'll have great fun 
turning knobs, opening doors, and fix 
ing meals for her "family." Range 
burners look real and water flows 

$47.88. Buy it the easy way . . order from sink faucet. Rolled edges protect 
by phone floor. Instructions included for snap- 

Shipping weight 68 pounds. ping heavy-gauge steel sections to. 

79N 116314 et $43.08 gether . . simple Rigid-Lock assembly 

Battery-operated Appliances 

Portable Food Mixer 

$299 

Flip switch—metal beaters 
whirl. Mixer tilts back on 
stand. Head and bowl detach. 8 
inches high. All plastic. From 

without 
batteries 

Japan. U "D" batteries 
order package at right 
49 N 1277—Wt. 14 oz. $2.99 

570 Sears Vac 
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2-speed Blender 

$ 799 without 99 Diggers! 2 
Blends various tasty drinks. "Toast" 

Plastic “blades” spin, base slice toaster 

lights up. High and low speeds. 
3%х9% in. From Japan 

“D” batteries. 
49 N 1009—Wt. 14 oz $2.99 

D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
hipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. 

49 N 8405 Pkg. $1.49 

per 

sins 
more 

49 N 1025 

26-piece Breakfast Set 

pops up from 4 
percolator 

s". Also 
stove, empty boxes of ra 

bacon and eg 
even a phone 

aucepan, 

“call” your friends. Plastic. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 

Set $2.99 

4 00008: A0000000U. 

Double-oven Range 

Stocked Range *14 36 

Stocked Range. Save 10% 
separately total $15.96. Includes 
21-piece cook set (49N10236 on 

572). 18x15x36 inches high 

Shipping weight 18 pounds. 
79N 115912 Set $14.36 

Perishables 

$ P 9 

Dream up fantastic 
with this 
dairy delights, m 
vegetables and fish 
These plastic f 

> look like real. . с 
used over and over. 

pg. wt. 4 oz 
49N 1132 Set 

niece se 

nearer pst 
Range only 
doors, simulated control panels 
and burners. 18x15x36 inches 
high. Unassembled. Accesso 
ries not included. 
Shipping weight 16 pounds. 

79 № 1155C $12.97 

Has see-thru 

Refrigerator Staples 

$499 

sals Keep your pretend fam- 
of ily healthy with this 19- 

piece set of assorted 
plastic foods including 
cheese, butter, milk 

m 

eats 

foods 

anbe bottles, eggs, wieners 
and 3 pop bottles 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb 
$1.99 49N 1140 Set $1.99 



Remote Controls guide the «Тігу Bird" 
around а 6Qfoot course.. indoors or out! 2 = 

from his life raft 
D then carry him to th 

safety of the landing area 

You design the course 
yourself 

VERTIBIRD™ .. 

it really flies, hovers and $6599 without 

lands . . its 8-inch vinyl-tipped 6 batteries P 
£4 " ; А Police helicopter rides оп 60 feet of flight 

x rotors provide lift and drive cable that you set up between a table, се 
5984 ithout fence, porch rail, or anywhere! You control 

batteries it from 6 feet away by means of the remote 

Pilot Teal 'copter missions! Two levers in the Control control unit. Plastic, metal. Helicopter is 

Module maneuver the Vertibird . . one for forward 9x5x5 inches wide. Uses 2 "D" batteries . . Program your own "flight plan 
reverse, hovering ability, the other for speed. Incl. 21 order package below. by running the 60 of flight 
in. tether rod, 27-in. long control cable, landing pad, 49 N 58158 – Shipping weight 2 Ibs 56.99 cable їп any arrangement 
space capsule, life raft, astronaut. Plastic Vertibird is "D" Batteries. Package of 6. you choose. Corner Sticks 
6 in. long. Uses 4 "D" batteries . . order pkg. at right. 49 N 8405 Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz Pkg. $1.49 (shown in use) are included 
79 N 58121C — Shipping weight 2 pounds. $8.84 

> YOU'REIN CONTROL OF PLANES 
> THAT REALLY FLY! 
9 Throttle up to take-off and climb. . throttle down to dive and land 

MOUNTAIN CHALLENGE SET 
.. a 84x84-inch layout full of 

fast excitement for the young pilot 

Colorful "Flag" plane 

Indoor-Outdoor 
self-powered Plane Set $ 538 without 

with realistic "stick" controls 1 batteries 

Rush down the runway, build up speed . . then lift off, throttle 
down! Dive, swoop, maneuver. . but watch out for those 
dangerous obstacles! Set includes "Flag" plane. 21-in. tower, Steer clear of the snow-capped 
hangar, suspended "cloud", 4 service vehicles, 13¥4-in. moun- peak of "Breakaway Mountain" 
tain, goggles, controls, flight booklet. Uses Б "D'batteries.. it'll knock off if you ram it 
order pkg. above. Plastic, metal and fiberboard. кош inm 
79 N 58157C — Shipping weight 9 pounds .. ns- Set $15.38 — E 

SOLO FLIGHT SET 
with big 82-inch-diameter course 

Put this daring gold-color "Nomad" aircraft 
through its paces from your control tower 
down on the ground." Or pretend you're 
actually flying over enemy territory . . even 
flight goggles are included. Circular fiber- 
board "airfield" surrounds the 21-inch high 
power pylon that transmits your commands 
to the plane via the 2 control wires. Uses 5 
"D" batteries . . order package above right 
Plastic, metal 
79 М 57051C — Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $7.61 

Low "clouds" 
make flying 
a challenge 

Pull back on the 
stick for a smooth, 

clean take-off 

Сойлоп nase scant by сылан: ика ийа т 
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It's fun to race a scooter, a wagon or 

a go-cart..and it's even more fun when 

you've built it yourself as a family project 

Each Sears exclusive build-it-yourself kit includes 

all working parts to finish a project. . you just supply lumber and labor 

Smiling Scooter Kit $499 

1 Hop aboard and smile along with your cus- 
tom-made scooter. Just follow simple in- 

structions and lay full-sized pattern sheet on 
wood you supply. Kit includes two 6-in. plastic 
wheels, steel axles and all necessary hardware. 
Then varnish or paint the finished scooter. 
Measures 26x22x31 in. high. Ages 6 and up. 
49 C 86056—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. ........ $499 

CLEAR THE SIDEWALK. . here come the Pedal Cars а g 
4 Limerick green Tot Rod Racer is 

just the thing for the young sport- 
ster. Pedal drive has ball-bearing rear 
axle hangers. Sporty metal bucket 
seat, vinyl-covered roll bar, %-in. 
heavy-gauge tubular steel frame 

42x23x22 in. high. 8-in. front wheels, 
10-in. rear wheels with semi-pneu- 
matic tires. Partly assembled. 
79 C 86088C—Wt. 25 Ibs. $17.99 

5 Hop behind the wheel of this rug- 
ged Pinto Rally steel cruiser. 

You'll get a smooth ride on the long- 
wearing molded rubber tires. The 
Pinto has 8-in. metal wheels, steel hub 
caps and nylon bearings that never 
need oiling. Green with black trim. 
33x9x15 in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 C 86089C— Wt. 24 Ibs. $14.99 

Toys can be ordered from this Catalog through August 16, 1974 

Titobi page scans by dieisinamiseledimical oom 

Stake Wagon Kit $ 1099 
2 This rugged little wagon is built with standard 

hand tools. Kit includes 5 steel chassis braces, 
four 9-in. blow molded plastic balloon wheels, 2 
steel axles, handle-brace, handle grip, 11 side rail 
steel braces, and assorted carriage bolts and 
screws, Finished wagon is 42%/,x19x18°/, in. high 
with 26-in. handle. Ages 6, up. 
79 C 85551C—Shipping weight 13 lbs........ $10.99 

Go-Cart Racer Kit $999 

3 Sleek go-cart racer kit includes plastic wheels, 
steel axles, steering parts, full-size pattern, bolts, 

Screws and hardware. Just lay the patterns on wood 
you supply and cut with a handsaw . . or design 
your own custom body. 51x23x25 in. high when 
made from pattern. Varnish or paint the finished rac- 
er and you're oíf to the races. Ages 6 and up. 
79 C 86058C— Shipping weight 10 Ibs. .........$999 

D 
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1 Powerful die-cast locomotive thunders along the Jersey Central Line. 
Hear authentic mechanical sound of steam add realism. Plastic and 

metal locomotive hauls 6 plastic cars: tender, hopper car, flat car with 
logs, box car, gondola car loaded with canisters, caboose. 

Giant 61-inch long train speeds along 8 curved and 8 straight track 
sections. Includes manual switch, bumper, uncoupler. 25-watt (VA) 
transformer features reverse controller and circuit breaker . . is UL listed 
for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. Recommended for ages 8 and up. 
79 н 96185C— Train Set. Shipping weight 10 pounds... ..... 
49 N 96462—Locomotive and tender only. Wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz. ........ 29.97 

bio. 

7-unit Steam Engine Train Set 

25-watt (VA) transformer moves train over 
34x52-inch track with switch siding 

4-unit Train Set 

7 Ve-watt (VA) transformer moves train 
over 27-inch diameter track 

Sturdy plastic and metal steam-type locomotive pulls three 3 The mighty plastic and metal Santa Fe Alco diesel pulls its five plastic freight cars 
plastic cars. Four-unit freight train is 28 inches long. Realis- 

LIONEL. 
BIG SIZE 027-GAUGE ELECTRIC TRAIN SETS 

«$4977 

6-unit Diesel Train Set 
7 Vewatt (VA) transformer moves train 

over 27x36-inch oval track 

around the curves, shoots down the straightaways to deliver the goods to their desti- 
tic engine pulls slope-back tender, gondola with canisters and a nation on time. Big, 54-in. long diesel freight set includes engine, flat car with stakes, 

. Set includes 8 curved track sections. 
Powered by 7'-watt (VA) transformer with circuit breaker, 

hopper car, gondola with canisters, box car, caboose. 
Incl: 8 curved and 2 straight track sections plus uncoupler. 7V2-watt (VA) transformer 

UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. Recommended for ages 8 with circuit breaker is UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. Ages 8 and up. 
and up. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
79 N 96178C—Shipping weight 7 pounds A LI $2244 49 М 96461—Santa Fe Diesel only. Shipping weight 4 pounds ... 

NOTE for both pages: Electrical items not recommended for children under 8 years. 

BIG 027-GAUGE TRAIN ACCESSORIES 

79 N 95223C—Train Set. Shipping weight 8 pounds .......... .$34.99 
.. 24.97 

Powermaster 40 VA. Controls 
speed, forward and reverse. UL list- 

ed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. For 
ages 8 and up. 
49N97016—Shpg. wt. 4lbs...... $32.99 

5 Straight Track. Four 8%4-in. pieces 
of track in each 

49 N 9805 1—Shpg, wt. 5 oz.. . Pkg. $1.79 

6 Curved Track. Four 10-in. pieces of 
track in each package. 

49 м 98052—Shpg. wt. 6 oz.. .Pkg. $1.79 

7 90° Crossover. Changes your oval 
track layout to a "figure 8". 

49 М 98055—Shpg. wt. 5oz. ...... $249 

Hand-controlled Switches. 
Shipping weight each 1 pound. 

49 N 98053— Left turn ......Each $5.66 
49N98054—Rightturn.....Each 5.66 

Catulo Dade scans by сайид йаа Gon 

9 Mechanical Crossing Gate and 
Semaphore. Activate by weight of 

approaching train. Plastic, 
49 М 95354—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. ..... $9.99 

10 Lighted Station. Lights from 
within, Plastic. 

49 N 95353—Shpg. wt. 12 02. ..... 59.99 

(11 thru 13) Each 11 in. long car has 
remote control couplers. Plastic, metal. 

1 Butterfinger Refrigerator Car. 
Opening doors. Full side bill- 

boards. 
49 М 9535 1—Shpg. wt. 1202. ..... $8.99 

12 Gold Medal Box Car. Opening 
doors, Full side billboards. 

49 N 95352—Shpg. wt. 120z. ..... $8.99 

1 Heinz Pickle Car. 4 barrels. 
49N95355—Shpg. wt. 120z. .$8.99 - 



6.1. Joe—all with Kung Fu grip Meet Mike Power 

(1 and 2) Talking Commanders. Leaders 5 The newest member of the 
of the adventure team give 8 commands adventure team. Mike's a 
when you pull dog tag. Jacket with pockets, fantastic atomic man. A mysteri- 
pants, boots, dog tag, insignia. Durable plas- ous eye, clear left leg, and clear 
tic. 111% inches tall. For ages 4 to 12. right arm with 360-degree hand 
(1) 49C59318—White. Wt. 14 oz. ....85.97 rotating power give him extraor- 
(2) 49 C59322—Black. Wt. 14 oz. 59;  dinary abilities beyond the range 

of normal humans. Mike also 
(Запа 4) Adventurers. Feature lifelike “flies” using his hand-held mini- 
hair, boots, dog tag and insignia. Plastic. 11% copter. Plastic construction. Uni- 
inches tall. (3) is dressed in а denim outfit; form complete with jacket, shorts 
(4) is dressed in fatigues. For ages 4 to 12. and shoes. 117% in. tall. Ages 4 to 
(3) 49C59311—White. Wt. 1002. ....83.97 12. Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
(4) 49C59315—Black. Wt. 10 oz. ..... 397 49C59355....... $4.64 

Search for the 
Abominable Snowman 

$895 $ жол 

Sold only at Sears. Set includes white coveralls, belt, 
boots, goggles, mittens. Also includes skis, ski poles, Pm. 

1 sled, snow shoes, net, rifle, rope, binoculars, ee oi 
chest and white Abominable Snowman. Durable plas- 

~ -_ tic construction. Comes with adventure comic book 
of this chilling adventure. 

49 C 59283—Shipping weight 1 ib. Р | Set $8.95 

Хач 
Trouble at Vulture Pass 

$595 without 
Gi. Joe. 

Sold only at Sears. Joe has to deliver a vital message. 
He uses his portable escape car which assembles from 
a special back pack. WATCH OUT! Joe is attacked by 
a giant vulture. Can he escape from Vulture Pass to 
complete the mission? 
Adventure set includes car, jumpsuit, vulture, boots, 

“transmitter”, 

Joe is attacked Буа 
giant vulture. Can 
he use his Kung Fu 
grip to get free? 

Mystery of the Boiling Lagoon 

$895 Pg 

Sold only at Sears. This action adventure set includes 
a flatbottom boat with struts, pontoons, seat, deep sea 
diver's suit, helmet, weighted boots, belt, buoy, oxygen 

/ pump and hose, pincer arm and nose cone. Made of 

story. For ages 4 to 12. 
С 5928 1—Shipping weight 2 pounds ...... 

A valuable nose cone has 
dropped into the bubbling 
waters. Can Joe brave the 
blistering heat to rescue it? 

оно pane scans by cheisintasmuseteciwitl com. 

Now Joe can 
actually fly „ 
and glide! 

New at Sears. G.I. Joe takes to the skies in pursuit of high 
flyin’ adventure in his Skyhawk glider. Just snap Joe into the 
cockpit and pilot him across a room or across the skies. 

The Skyhawk features a mammoth 69-inch wingspan, wing 
struts with stabilizers, nose piece, decals and 100 feet of string. 
Includes an adventure comic that tells this exciting story. Stur- 
dy plastic construction. Recommended for children 4 to 12. 
49 C 59287— Unassembled. Shipping weight 2 pounds $8.64 

2-passenger vehicles 
travel to danger by air, 

by land or by sea 

Helicopter 
without figures 

pues $479 
without figures 

( 6 and 7 ) Action vehicles of sturdy plastic with movable 
wheels and rotor. Each vehicle seats any two 8 to 11%-inch 
action figures (not included). 

6 Amphicat moves by land or sea . . molded body floats while 
six rugged tires move over obstacles. 13x8V2x54 in. high. 

49 C 59158—Ages 4 to 12. Shipping weight 1 lb. 5 oz. . 5479 

Т Giant Copter with authentic detailing. 28x9x15¥ inches 
high with 36-inch clicking rotor blade, 3 wheels, movable tail. 

79 C 59189C—Ages 4 to 12. Shipping weight 4 pounds .$8.88 

eue $479 [8] 
without figures 

(8 and 9) Sturdy plastic vehicles with movable wheels. Each 
seats two 8 to 11!z-inch action figures (not incl.). Ages 4 to 12. 
8 Chopper Cycle. Balloon tires that run on sand or dirt. Steer- 

able front end and sporty decals. 1412x7*4x7?4 inches high. 
49 C 59114—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces ...........9478 
9 Jeep. With steel axles and black lug tires, decals. Movable 

steering wheel and windshield. 1714x84x9 inches high. 
49 С 59755—Shipping wt. 3 pounds . $479 
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Bunk converts 
to twin beds 

Curvy panels add whimsy to 
Sears exclusive Contemporary style 

For dolls up to 20 inches tail 

EM THEY'RE MADE OF: Solid wood rails and supports plus 
rd panels finished in white with mushroom motif. Lami- 

pe polka-dot print mattress on beds. 

(7) Drop-side Crib 

DIMENSIONS: Measures 21x13x16%4 

FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
inches high. 

ORDERING PUN For dolls up to 20 inches tall. Unas- 
itructions included. sembled . 

79N 33548C- Shipping weight 8 pounds. .............. 97.95 

(8) High Chair 
Lift-up tray and footrest. 
DIMENSIONS: Seat із 84x8 in.; 
overall height is 25 in. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: For dolls up 
to 20 inches tall. Unassembled 
‚ ._. instructions included. 

Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 9 oz. 
49 М 33639........... $7.95 

Bedding Set 

$499 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Knit of 
acrylic. Pink. 
SET INCLUDES: 
Coverlet. . . fringed. About 
21x18 in. wide. Pillow Cover 

about 7х9%; in. wide with 
plastic-covered foam pillow. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10. 

ORDERING EATON 
Shipping weight 1 pound. 

49N33585 ....... Set $4.99 

Сой pan scans by christmas: 

(9) Cradle 
DIMENSIONS: 21x18x15% 
inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDERING eti ede 
For dolls up to 20 inches tall. 
Unassembled . . easy-to-fol- 
low instructions included. 

Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
79 М 33549C ....... $7.95 

Mellow maple finish accents this Colonial Style 
For dolls up to 15 inches tall 

WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Maple-finished hardwood and pressed wood. Deli- 
cately turned corner and posts, table legs and front legs on аке Items 
(12) and (14) include patchwork pattern vinyl-covered mattress boat 

(10) Table and Two Chairs 
DIMENSIONS: Table. . 15x12x12 
inches high. Chairs . . Seat is 62x61 
inches; overall height is 15 inches. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: For dolls up to 15 
inches tall. Partiall assembled . 
instructions included. r. wt. 7 Ibs. 
79 М 33524C ......... $10.99 

(11) High Chair 

Indudes lift-up tray. 
DIMENSIONS: Seat is 6%x6¥% inches; 
overall height is 18 inches. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For dolls 
up to 15 inches tall. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds, 
49 М 33636 ................ $4.99 

(12) Bunk Bed. With hardwood ladder converts to twin beds. 
DIMENSIONS: 1734x10*4x8 inches high . . . 15% 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

inches high when bunked. 

ORDERING I UMEN For dolls up to 15 inches tall. Unassembled . 
instructions are included. 
79N 33538C Shipping weight 5 pounds . 

(13) Rocking Chair 
DIMENSIONS: Seat is 64x61 inches; 
overall height is 13 inches. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INF INFORMATION For dolls 
up to 15 inches 
49N 33526 Sipe. wt. 11b. .$5.99 

..$9.99 
(14) Cradle 
DIMENSIONS: 1744x10¥4x10% in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For dolls 
up to 15 inches tall. Unassembled . 

are included. 
49 М 33536. Shpg. wi 4 Ibs. ..95,99 



brawniest *Earthmovers" 

Use magnet 
or scoop 
with (7 

Hinged cabs of 
(7). (8) and (9 
Swing open sc 
you can change 

the drivers 
inside 

$ Separately tota! Save £2.99 уу | 
when you buy both Play Case (12) 99 

and Vehicle Set (13) $9 A 

Zz ^ 
= m 

ЕЗ а» - im 
DESI oe бо 

(12) Construction Play Case 
Unfold the case, you're foreman of the new road site. 
SET INCLUDES: Vinyl play area with 22 pieces of acces- 
sories, vinyl store room; plastic crane set, bucket, rocks. 
traffic signs with decals, oil barrels, sandbags. 111/x9x3- 
in. high carrying case unfolds to form 27!2x18-in- play 
area with construction site situation. Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Vehicles not included. 
49 C 58085—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. $6.99 

(13) 6-piece Construction-vehicle Set 
SET INCLI Six 24% to 4-in. long die-cast metal vehi 
cles: bulldozer with blade, dozer with scoop, grader, pay 
loader, dump truck, earth-mover. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up 

ORDERING INFO: Order case above or set below 
49 C 58082—Shipping weight 14 ounces Set $5.99 

(12 and 13) Combinaton Case and Vehicles, 
49 C 58086—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. ...5е: $9.99 [Sears] 565 

Catalog раве scans by christmas иик ийа com 
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gine only 

Tyco* 8-unit Diesel Freight Set 
with Union Pacific lighted engine 

86x40.in. figure-8 
over and under 

ee cn seen cheo Choo $347 | SLOT — 

Montis 52999 | sg 197 — 

(5) Life-Like* Milwaukee Road 
4-unit Diesel Freight Set 

$1688 | $997 Engine only 

Create your own 
HO-scale community 

Save 534.81 
when you buy items (B thru J) 

on facing page with 
Train Set (5) 

meta! construction. 
ENGINE: Milwaukee Road F7 lighted locomotive. 
Plastic and metal construction. 
CARS: Plastic hopper, box car and caboose. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed 1-ат 
power pack. 110-120-v., 60 Hz. AC. 6-w. 5-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: Not recommended for ages under 8, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. In- 
structions included. 
49 N 97253—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 10 oz. ..$16.88 

Milwaukee Road F7 Locomotive only. 
49 N 96181—Shipping weight 1 Ib. . $9. 

ОЙ [Sears] 5 
97 
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Heirloom 
Rockers 

3-pc. Contemporary-style. 
Table and Chair Set ~ 

$2197 

Child-size Furniture on this page 
made of solid wood and wood products 

(6thru 9) Child-size Wood Furniture 
FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 2 to 8 years. Unassembled. Instruc- 
tions and hardware are included. If mailed, (6) takes 15-Ib. rate, see page 322. 

(6) Mediterranean-style 
loom Rocker 

CONSTR Solid hardwood with a dark 
pine finish. Mediterranean design. 30 
In. high seat: 1214x1514 in. wide. Seat 
height: 1254 in. from floor. Overall 
height: 30 in. Wt. 14 Ibs. 2 oz. 
79 C 90456L .... ...928.99 

(7) 3-pc. Melolranven-etyle 
Heirloom Table and Chair Set 

CONSTR: Solid hardwood with a dark 
pine finish. Table has 28-in. diam. and 
stands 21 in. tall. 2 armchairs, each 
24% in. tall. Seat 11%х13% in. wide. 
Seat ht: 1114 in. “N” suffix, p. 322. 
79 C 90406N—Wt. 39 Ibs. Set $64.99 

Side Chairs for 3-pc. Set (7) 
Set of 2 chairs that match (7). 
79 C 90407L—Wt. 22 lbs. Set $21.99 

(8) 3-pc. Contemporary-style 
Table and Chair Set 

CONSTRUCTION: Tabletop and chair 
seats and backs made of particle board 
with laminated walnut finish. TA. 
18x24 inches wide. 18% inches L2 
ҮЗҮР each 24V inches high. one 
11%х11М in. wide. Seat height: 1214 in. 
from floor. 
79 C 90408L—Wt. 19 lbs. Set $21.97 

(9) 5-pc. Colonial-style 
Table and Chair Set 

CONSTR: Table, chairs made of particle 
board with maple-finished, non-toxic 
hardwood veneer. Hardwood legs, 
frames. Table: 21x26 in. wide, 21 in. 
high. 4 chairs, each 24 in. high. Seats: 
13%2х11%% in. wide. Seat height: 11 in. 
from floor. Imported. 
79C 90401 Wt 44 Ibs. Set $31.97 

Pieces (6 and 7) of 
solid hardwood with 
dark pine finish and 
fine-crafted turnings 
аге so attractive and 

durable, you'll want to 
pass them from one 

generation to another 

5-pc. Colonial-style 
Table and Chair Set 



in this АП Steel Play Kitchen 
With Rigid-lock 

construction to make 
assembly a snap 

000000000008 ш: 

Double Sink Large Cabinet Refrigerator-Freezer 
Water flows $0397 Has 97 Stocked $ 35 пен $1197 as 7 rigerator $ 7 Кошон siting doors ^12. КМ ЖМА 

Turn on swivel faucet—water stored in plas- Steel cabinet has ample shelf space to Stocked Refrigerator. Save 10% . . separately $15.95. In 
tic reservoir flows into twin basins. Pull store utensils and supplies as well as cludes 41 staples and “perishables”. 18x15x36 inches high 
stoppers and it empties. Modern handles on counter space for preparing meals. Mock shelves printed inside the doors. Unassembled 
roomy storage cabinet below. 18x15x28 18x15x36 in. high. Blender, mixer not 79 М 1160L3—Shipping weight 23 pounds ....Set $14.35 
inches high. Unassembled. incl. (sold on facing pg.). Unassembled Refrigerator only. As above, without food. Unassembled 
79 N 1156C—Shipping wt. 14 lbs. $9.97 79 М 1158C-Shipping wt. 17 Ibs. $12.97 79 N 1157L—Shipping weight 21 pounds $11.97 

3-piece steel 
Kitchen Set 

Set consists of Range, Sink, 
and Refrigerator-Freezer 

Outstanding low price for 3-piece set. 
Constructed of rugged steel and fin 
ished in an eye-pleasing avocado color. 
Single-oven range has see-through 
door, simulated control panel, and 

"real look" burners. 18x15x28 inches 
high. Plastic reservoir in sink stores 
water. Turn on swivel faucet—water 
flows into twin basins. Pull stoppers to 
empty. Roomy storage cabinet below 
has modern handles. 18x15x28 inches. 

Refrigerator-freezer has space for 
all your "perishables" and staples. 
18x15x36 inches high. Rigid-lock con 
struction. All 3 pieces unassembled. 

Shipping weight 49 pounds 
79 М 116413 : Set$29.99 

шоб pave scans by аннан Gom 



Sturdy Steel Cars and Trucks 
stand up under the tough pun 

that kids dish out 

You're off to the County Fair 
with truck, trailer and livestock $844 

Here are 5 plastic cattle and horses that travel first-class in their 
own truck-trailer combination. Covered horse trailer has a gate 
that lowers to form a ramp . . mare and her colt fit easily inside. 
Ford pickup farm truck has removable stake sides for trans- 
porting the bull, cow and calf. Drop-down tailgate helps load 
them up for any “long trip.” Trailer hitch. Baked-enamel candy- 
apple green and white finish. 19%, inches long overall. 
49 N 54069—Shipping weight 5 pounds ............ Set $8.44 

НЕҮІ Here comes $360 
the Sears Vanl 

А miniature of the big green Sears truck that brings great things 
to families all across the U.S.A! Cab and van disconnect . . rear 
doors on the van open for easy loading or unloading. Detailed 
cab has red and white seat, yellow steering wheel. Exhaust 
stack, air-intake vent on top. 5'/;х3'/4х157, inches long. Japan. 
49 N 58067—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 о2. .............. $3.60 

Outdoor Fun Fleet with 96 Guard the highways with 99 
4 vehicles . . plus a trailer $8 this 3-unit Safety Patrol Set $7 

Set includes Tonka's “Bone Bruzzer" with trailer and Sun There's trouble on the highway . . your safety crew springs 
Buggy, “Super Thrust” pickup truck with sand tires on into action! 8'/,-in. Fire-Fighter “puts out the fire" with hose 
the rear, and realistic Volkswagen with authentic details and pump that really work! Load the “injured” into the 9-in. 
like front and back seats, steering wheel and bumper. ambulance wagon with its drop-down tailgate and simulated 
Steel, plastic. VW is 8'⁄ in. long; buggy and trailer, 15 in.; flasher. Rescue complete, clean up the area with the 9-in. 
truck 8%, in. Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. wrecker that has a real lever-action hoist. 
49 N 58139—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 7 oz. ...... Set $8.96 49 N 58122—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 2 02......... Set $7.99 

Your own plastic Construction Crew 

takes on the tough building jobs 

$599 
Yellow and green trio gets those "big" jobs done on 
schedule. Big 15-inch dump truck loads and unloads. . 
cab doors open and close. 11-inch long master crane 
has crank-operated hook with extendable arm that 
Pivots for easy lifting. 11-inch long road grader has 
oversized tires and a lever-action scoop that raises or 
lowers. Heavy-gauge plastic. West Germany. 
49 N58 103—Shipping weight 4 pounds... .Set $5.99 



In the year 2000 even big cars 
may be battery powered like these 

Battery recharges overnight 

in an ordinary wall socket 

Hop into the seat 

step on the "gas" 
steer clear tor 

sidewalk skimming action 

Dune Buggy 
“Dragster” 

$2499 

Poweride 
Wide Tracker 

$2999 

Handgrip controls put your "machine" into action up to 2 mph 
with the same feel as a “real motorbike 

Go on adventures for up to 7 hours on a single charge . . the re- 
chargeable long-life battery (included) keeps up with the active cy- 
clist. Battery is guaranteed (see guarantee at right). It has a tubular 
steel frame, chrome-plated handlebars, wide-track plastic tires, and 
a banana seat 15 inches high. UL listed recharger. Power hand 
brakes. Overall 37x22 inches wide. Sent motor carrier or express. 
For ages 3 to 8. 
79 C 86527N—Shipping weight 21 pounds ............... 

3to8. 
...$2999 79 C 86528C—Shipping weight 16 Ibs. ..... $2499 

Sturdy Steel Wagons 
With ball-bearing wheels and non-toxic enamel finish 

Sears "500" Ball Bearing Wagon 
with deluxe "mag" wheels 

Double-disc steel wheels are designed to give an 
extra-smooth rides. Steering assembly gives easy 

turns. Sturdy steel construction in a sporty fire engine 
red. Big, 10-inch puncture-proof tires have push-on 
hub caps. Fit-grip handle. 36x17'/x4'/ inches deep. 
Sent unassembled. 
79 С 85517C—Shipping weight 29 Ibs. $1297 

“400” Wagon (not shown). Same as (1) above except 
non-mag wheels; red; 34x15¥,x4 inches deep. Unas- 
sembled. Buy it the easy way—order by phone! 
79 C 85503C— Shipping weight 25 Ibs. $10.99 

той pade Scans by dieisimacaiseledimical Gom 

Radio Flyer Fireball 
with safety rear roll bar 

2, Sporty “Dune-dragster” de 
sign with big mag slicks 

Bright mod yellow and red col 
oring. 1074-in. rear tires and 7 
inch front tires are blow-molded 
plastic with speed ball bearings 

made durable to withstand 
torturous treatment. Sturdy 
steel construction. Overall mea- 
sures 34x18/4x4/, inches deep. 
Sent unassembled. 

Shipping weight 21 pounds, 

79 C 85521C $1499 

The fun car of beach and street now hits the side- 
walks . . skims along at speeds up to 2 miles per 
hour, indoors or out. Runs up to 7 hours on one 
charge of the long-life, rechargeable battery (in- 
cluded, see guarantee at right). 

Custom-like styling includes rear engine detail, 
simulated headlights and treaded tires. Hi-im- 
pact plastic body and tires support up to 150 
pounds. Overall 31x16x14 inches high. Seat 
height 9 inches. Comes with UL listed recharger 
- . Costs just pennies a charge. For children ages 

Replacement Battery. Super 
Power* battery fits all Sears, 
Eldon rechargeable cars. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

49C86523 ....... 5199 

BATTERY GUARANTEE. 6- 
volt rechargeable batteries in- 
cluded with both items are 
guaranteed for 6 months 
against electrical failure, or re- 
turn for free replacement 

Wooden Stake Wagon 
© Converts to a coaster wagon by 

removing the wooden side panels 

* Nylon bearings never need oiling 

Side panels varnished for weather protection 

Б] Side panels of extra durable hardwood are weath- 
er-resistant . . even bolts and other hardware are 

cadmium-plated for protection. Semi-pneumatic tires 
are 10x1"/ inches wide. Steel chassis and double-disc 
steel wheels with push-on hub caps. Fit-grip handle. 
All parts are smoothly finished. Lustrous green finish. 
Overall 36x16/,x9'/, inches deep. Sent unassembled. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone! AM 
79 C 85514C—Shipping weight 35 pounds. cun 
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Load cargoes, move freight on schedule and deliver 

These remote 
control switches 

let you shift. 
oncoming train from 

one track to 
another in a flash 

just push 
a button! 

And the RAILROAD EMPIRE includes 
realistic working cars like these: 

iggyback'" 

The RAILROAD EMPIRE trailers to unload 
You get more track than any other set 
we offer plus three remote switches 

to make a huge 63x45-inch 
double oval layout with a 

35-inch spur siding 

Remote contro! 
ng ore car 

Automatic depot dumb an ke 

12 it unloads flat car 
-uni 

Diesel Locomotive Freight Set 

Complete 9 сотре $7899 
The longest HO-scale Train Set we've ever sold . . 82%; inches in alll So com 
plete railroad buffs of all ages will enjoy it. The lighted Alco Super 630 diesel pulls 
flat car with tractor load, operating ore car, pipe-laden flat car, hopper car, piggy 
back flat car with 2 trailers, box car, pulpwood car, operating crane car with boom 
tender, tank car, caboose. Includes signs, poles plus 20-watt (VA) power pack (UL 
listed, 110-120-у. 60-Hz. AC). Not recommended for ages under 8. Plastic, metal 
79 N 96275C—Shipping weight 9 pounds Sk Set $78.99 

Locomotive $1499 
only 

Ligħted Alco Super 630 Diesel Locomotive only—our biggest HO locomotive. 
49 N 95262— Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces $14.99 

7-unit "Spirit of '76" 
Freight Set 

А Unique red, white and blue diesel locomo- 
tive and matching caboose bear the official Gee “Spirit of “76 T М а с 25 frain Set U.S. seal and American flag. 47-inch train set 

includes operating crane car with tender, hop- 
36-inch $2999 per, tank car, box car, 36-inch diameter round 
diameter ( track. 6-watt (VA) power pack is UL listed for 

round track Spirit of 76" 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. Not recommended 
pod ii for ages under 8. Plastic, metal. 

4 49 N 96272—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 6 oz. ...5е! $29.99 
$1488 “Spirit of "76" Diesel Locomotive and 

matching Caboose only. 
49N 9624—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2о2.......... $14.88 

\ 
) 
/ 

6-unit Freight Set 
GP-20 diesel with operating headlight. 
Hopper, container flat car, tank car, box 

car, caboose. 32-in. long train. 36-in. diameter 
round track. 6-watt (VA) power pack is UL 
listed for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. Not recom- 
mended for ages under 8. Plastic, metal. 
49 М 96276—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 5 oz. ...Set $24.99 

GP-20 Diesel Locomotive only. 
49N9524—Shpg. wt. 14 02. ............ $10.88 

ee Ne 

36-inch \ 
diameter 

{ round track 

SS 
568 [Sears] xt 

6-unit Freight Set 

$2499 
Locomotive only 

$1088 
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The Enterprise $1 397 
10 Starship Enterprise. A replica of the 

flight deck includes sick bay, captain's 
chair and computer console. Transporter room 
"beams down" heroes by spin of a dial and 
push of button. Telescreen has 6 interchangea- 
ble scenes. Vinyl-covered hardboard. 11x17x10 
in. high. Ages 4 to 12. 
79 С 59162C—Shipping weight 3 pounds . $13.97 

572 
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Star Тгек© Heroes $284 
Captain Kirk. The stalwart captain of the En- 
terprise. Jointed plastic. 8 in. Ages 4 to 12. 

Lt. Uhuru. Jointed plastic. 8 in. Ages 4 to 12. 
49 С 59185—Shipping weight 4 ounces ....$2.84 

Mr. Spock. Jointed plastic. 8 in. Ages 4 to 12. 
49 C59177—Shipping weight 4 ounces ....$284 

without 
batteries The Batcave $1 597 

1 Signal for Batman with the Batsignal atop this porta- 
ble, folding Batcave. Hidden entrance for Batmobile, 

garage for Batcycle and landing deck for Batcopter. Bat- 
computer and Batpole. Takes 2 "C" batteries (order pkg. 
below). 22x14x10 in. high. Vinyl-covered cardboard. For 
ages 4 to 12. 

79 C 59151C—Shipping weight 4 pounds . . . -$15.97 

49 C 46997—Pkg. of 2 "C" Batteries. Wt. 5 oz. .Pkg. $1.09 

$284 | = $322 
each | Penguin ach 

Batman 
Robin 

2 Batman. The cowled crusader answers the Batsignal 
whenever villains are about. Even the “socks” and 

"bams" his tough plastic body takes won't hurt this highly 
detailed, fully-jointed 8-inch tall hero. Ages 4 to 12. 
49 C 59213—Shipping weight 4 ounces . + $2.84 

3 Robin. Boy Wonder and action companion to Batman. 
8 in. tall and made of jointed plastic. Ages 4 to 12. 

49 С 59214—Shipping weight 4 ounces..... ..$2.84 

Joker. The tiresome trickster is 8 inches tall with fully- 
jointed, plastic body. For children ages 4 to 12. 

49 C59218—Shipping weight 4 ounces... -$3.22 

5 Penguin. 8-in. tall jointed plastic body. Ages 4 to 12. 
49 C 59217—Shipping weight 4 ounces ... $3.22 

Batmobile 
ope $59 Bat 4 ur 999 us WP 

(6 thru 9 ) The Bat vehicles scaled to fit 8-in. figures. 

Batmobile. Roar to Gotham City. Movable wheels. 
Polystyrene. 13x6x4 in. high. Ages 4 to 12. 

49 C 59152—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. . ...9597 

7 Batcopter. Opening canopy, spinning rotor and mov- 
able wheels. Polystyrene. 12x5x7 in. high. Ages 4 to 12, 

49 C 59156—Shipping weight 1 lb. 5 oz. . $5.97 

8 Bat Lab. All-out crime catcher vehicle. Includes front- 
end Batnet Trap, rear Batwinch with hook, revolving 

Batplatform. 15x8x8 in. high. Polystyrene. Ages 4 to 12. 
49 C 59172—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 4 oz. .$1497 

9 Batcycle. Cycle has side car, movable wheels. Polysty- 
rene. 12x5x5 in. high. Recommended for ages 4 to 12. 

49 C59157—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. .95.97 

Dr. McCoy. Jointed plastic. 8 in. Ages 4 to 12. 
49 C59184—Shipping weight 4 ounces ....82.84 

Scotty. Fully-jointed plastic. 8 in. Ages 4 to 12. 
49 C 59178—Shipping weight 4 ounces ....$2.84 
Klingon Commander. Foe of the Enterprise. 
Jointed plastic. 8 in. Ages 4 to 12. 

49 C §9179—Shipping weight 4 ounces 



DOLLY WANTS TO GO FOR A RIDE 
Make her comfortable in one of 

these charming Carriages or Strollers 

Stroller 

1489) $1445 
dolis not included 

(1) The Carriage 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF. Plastic wheels and body with white 
top-rail. Folding vinyl hood with plated spreaders, multicolor 
trim. Tubular steel side rail, handle, spring-action frame. 
DIMENSIONS: 2834х1134х2734 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For dolls up to 22 inches tall 
Partly assembled . . instructions included. 
79 N 33075C—Shipping weight 7 pounds 

(2) The Stroller 

Two-seater takes two dolls for a ride piggyback style. Stroller 
seat converts to car seat or reclines for “sleeper”. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic tray, foot rest, wheels and body 
with adjustable back. Vinyl detachable canopy with fringe, 
multicolor trim and tote bag for baby's things; multicolor tan- 
dem seat. Tubular steel frame. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 21*4x14!2x31 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For dolls up to 25 inches tall. 
Partly assembled . . instructions included. 
79 М 33027 C—Shipping weight 7 pounds . . . 

572 

$14.89 

..$14.45 

Сай Habe Scant by cidimas иы асай com 

It's a rocking cradie 
and a car bed, too 

'eclines 
sleepe: 

n 

Carriage | Stroller 

$12991$999 

(3) The Carriage 
Sing to baby while you walk, then just lift carriage bed 
from its frame for à rocking cradle or portable car bed 
with its own legs. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic wheels and body. Fold- 
ing hood of mushroom-print vinyl. Tubular steel 
frame and handle. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 25V2x11x24V4 inches high. 

ES: 3 to 7 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: For dolls up to 18 inches 
tall. Partly assembled . . instructions included. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
79 N 33074C - 

FOR А 

$12.99 

(4) The Stroller 
Recline seat back to let baby nap. And for your com- 
fort, handle adjusts to 3 positions. 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic tray, foot rest and 
wheels. Mushroom-print vinyl body with adjustable 
back, detachable canopy with tote bag for your baby's 
things. Tubular steel frame, adjustable handle. 

DIMENSIONS: 213x1334x29% inches high. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For dolls up to 25 inches 
tall. Partly assembied . . instructions included. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
79 N 33078C $9.99 

Stroller 

$795 
Carnage 
$795 

(5) The Carriage 
WHAT MADE OF: Plastic wheels and 
body yl кеш hood in patchwork 
print. Tubular steel frame and handle. 

DIMENSIONS: Measures 234x934x224 
inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For dolls up to 
17 inches tall. Partly assembled . . instruc 
tions are included. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 10 ounces. 
49 N 33053 $7.95 

(6) The Stroller 
Here's a pretty patchwork print to brighten 
your baby's day. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic wheels. 
Patchwork-print vinyl body, detachable 
canopy and tote bag for your baby's needs. 
Steel frame and handle. 
DIMENSIONS; Measures 1814x13x2694 
inches high. 

FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For dolls up to 
24 inches tall. Partly assembled . . instruc 
tions are included. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79N33021C . $7.95 

So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone 
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MAX MACHINE. . . 
you steer it 

by remote control 

$1197 
without batteries 

E: 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING hss eal tied 
49 С 57067—Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 ounces . . . . $10.87 

(4) Trail Blazer 
Ea Шш ыны Hea А-сы steel blazer with all-ter- 
Ve pee es tack, canoe, Cross Country са 

Max Machine works by Telesonic™ sound control, just press the control button plastic tires 

and Max changes directions; left, right or straight ah poi эке тиз NU in. high. 

SET INCLUDES: Plastic and metal remote control and molded plastic van. Van FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
measures 8x4!ax3!4 inches high. ORDERING OT 

FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 49 C 54355—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces 96.94 

ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 “С” batteries, not included. Order pkg. De. 

49 C 58755-Shipping weight 1 pound Bounces . $1 (5) Mighty Custom Van 

49 C 46997-Long Life Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. W Зор CONSTRUCTION: Stylish steel exterior with custom de- 
cals. Molded plastic interior with seats, and CB speakers 
radio. Rear door swings open, side door slides back and 
sun roof opens for added play activity. Measures 

А x 193 x674x77/« inches hi LSD Quick Shifters hottest $494 FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

ст Sectors, tous 7- „144 
Quick-Shifters are powered by пуне motor that 
Ea shifts into second speed rac- (8) Pronto Pickup 
CONSTRUCTION: аарый with [uos Steel pickup. Other features include re- 

d logo on side. Plastic wheels with chrome- wheels, chrome-look grill and eye-catching labels. 
> во оо бе. re Жүл Hemmed edges. 14x544x3 inches i 
2 FOR AGES ЗУ 3 years and up. FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. 9 ounces. ORDERING INFORMATION: 
9 ounces. 49 C 58762— Shipping weight 3 ЇЬв.................. $547 

Еа (2 Рав > (7) Baja Van with mag-style wheels 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-gauge steel with hemmed edges 
and rounded Me 

E window. Custom-look interior with rear door that 
Mid-Mighty Mo $744 opens for easy access. 11V gri xd Vie in. high. 

with motor sound FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
rful enough to climb ORDERING INFORMATION: 

prades and run long distances because of ten 49 C 58164—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces ..... $644 

coe motor. California styling. B) Tonka Tanker 
CONSTR: Plastic wit fully detailed custom look ex- (amy real aid from the tank of this rugged truck. 
terior. Metal motor. About 874x54x54 in. high. CONSTRUCTION: Durable steel 25%4x6¥iex7"s inches 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. Includes valve and two plastic hoses. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: MN IT WORKS: Fill ler tank at top. Remove 2 

49 C 58162—Shipping weight 1 Ib. ......-....- 97.44 valve aside Tara valve and wai TT Затое rir ev 
valve Turn valve and water actually drains out of 
tanker for pump-like action. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 58087—Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces . . . . $14.97 

(8) Cross Country Sears Van 
CONSTRUCTION: Hea metal with baked enamel 

FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING ropna not 
49C58161—Shipping weight 5 pounds 6 ounces . . . .$11.95 

y d (10) Coca Cola® Set 
HOW IT WORKS: Just hit plastic launcher to CONSTRUCTION: Steel trucks with plastic accessories. 
propel soft, squeezable Nerf rockets. | SET INCLUDES: Coca Cola trailer with clear plastic cover 
SET INCLUDES: Two 5-inch synthetic foam 5 cases and hand truck, truck with 2 cases 

FOR AGES: aes have plastic der EE PASS tires. 
49 C51189—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. ....Set $2.64 FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. GN TS 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 57044—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces . .... . $7.95 

(11) TEXACO® Hoey fie Truck Stop 
CONSTRUCTIE Tanker truck is +64 gauge steel with 
соте ріа ited steel. Jeep, wrecker and accessories are 

ve 1 x23 0x17 inches high, 
разде акаи high. Jeep: Ee ead inches high. 
SET INCL.: Tanker truck, wrecker truck, 3 attend- 

Not just great toys, but collector's ants, 2 gas pumps with flexible hoses, е. Japan. 

items because of their fine detail. FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 

They roll on concealed wheels. — : $794 ORDERING INFORMATION: 
WHAT YOU GET: Battleship, guided Trigger Jet 2 49 C57014—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces. .... $9.95 
missile destroyer, aircraft carrier and 

ТЯТІНВОЛХ + 
Sea Kings $997 
Collectors Series Set of 4 

sub chaser. АЙ are die-cast metal and Pull trigger of spring-powered gun and let her (12) Construction Set 
messure spprorimately 6 inches long [SR тае со oen bone = 8-PC. SET INCLUDES: Bulldozer, scoop-shovel loader, 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. KIT CONTENTS: 107 taekina PE EE pe i e AU dm ee 
RDERIN: RMATI wii wings. gun is plastic, st ORDERING INFORMATION: =, so o, мерт ia nothing CONSTRUCTION: Vehicles 4 to 8 inches long. Die-cast 

“MATCHBOX” is reg. T M. owned by ORDERING INFORMATION: FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years 

Lesney Prod & Co. Ltd. England 49 C 50251—Shipping weight 10 oz. ....Kit$294 ORDERING INFORMATION: 
E. 566 [Sears] oc 8456—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces ..Set $647 

Eom — ts МЕ AE i: c ci la aai e ane 
Catalog page scans by christmas musetechnical.com - ES 



Right arm 
delivers smashing 

karate chops 

talon page scans by билт nuisetediwdcal Gom 

Mission Control Center 
as 

1288 5888 "уут 

dramatic escapes 

Secret 
escape hatch 

Police Rescue 
Copter for 

апа first aid 
in emergencies 

{figures not 
included) 

510% 

оп set of 2 
Walkie-Talkies 

Sep. total *21.98 

Communications 
console 

without 
batteries 

Extra action, adventure, with 
Six Million Dollar Man™ 

(1) Mission Control Center 

Reduced from our 1977 Christmas Book. 
YOU GET: Inflatable clear plastic dome 
26x17} in. high with: Communications 
console with 6 plug-in cables, command 
chair, floor mat, TV screen with 
changeable pictures of Oscar Goldman, 
aime Sommers, other Six Million Dol- 
ar Man characters; check-out panel 
with maps, charts, dials; secret escape 
hatch. Plastic, cardboard. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Figure not included. 

49N59589—Wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz. $8.88 

(2) Six Million Dollar Man with 
karate-chop Bionic™ Arm 

Fast new right arm for karate. His new 
left arm is so powerful it can lift his en- 
emies off the ground. Super-strong 
Bionic™ grip in his right hand is acti- 
vated by pressing button in forearm. 
Roll skin of arm back to see Bionic 
modules. Look through wide angle lens 
in left eye for Bionic sight. 
YOU GET: Fully jointed 13-in. plastic 
figure in new action-styled adventure 
suit and sneakers. Six simulated con- 
crete blocks and breakaway plywood 
boards for use with karate chop. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49N59674—Wt. 14 oz. 
$1973 Universal City Studios, Inc. 

$7.94 

(3) Police Rescue Copter 

Seats 2 action figures up to 11% іп, tall. 
(not incl.). 
YOU СЕТ: Helicopter 27x8'2x13'4 in. 
high. Helicopter with flip-up wind- 
shield, cockpit, landing carriage, free- 
spinning rotor blades. Movable side 
winch, rope, hook, axe, oxygen tanks, 
first aid kit, ladder, radio and more. 
Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 11 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Figures not included. 
79 N 59769C—Wt. 4 lbs. $10.27 

Send, receive messages with 
Paramedic-look 
Communicators 

(4 апа 5) Child's Paramedic 
Rescue Kit and 
Walkie Talkie 

You can cover a wide area and instant- 
ly report on anyone who needs “first 
aid”. Just describe the situation and the 
location by Walkie-Talkie to whoever 
has a Rescue Kit so he or she can make 
a quick trip to where help is needed. 
HOW THEY WORK: On-off switch, vol 
ume control and talk-listen button. Si- 
ren button activates loud distress sig- 
nal. Transmit on 27.125 MHz. No li- 
cense required. 
RANGE: Up to 14 mile over flat terrain. 
Use no connecting wires. 

FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 

(4). Rescue Kit 
Reduced from our 1977 Christmas Book. 

CONSTR: Portable molded plastic case 
with handle, 10%4x8x4 in. ii Phone- 
type receiver-transmitter. Solid-state 
with 50-milliwatt output. Also includes 
a toy stethescope, blood pressure gauge 
and earscope. Imported. 
ORDERING INFO: Needs one 9-volt 
battery, order package below. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 8 oz. 

49 N 6667. -Kit $13.95 

(5) Walkie-Talkie 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 50-milliwatt 
output. 3x1!9x7 in. high. Imported. 

ORDERING INFO: Needs one 9-volt 
battery, order package below. 
49 N 6666 1—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. . $ 10.99 

Set of 2. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. 
49 N 6666 Set $19.95 
9-volt Batteries. Package of 2. 
49N46993—Wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 99c 

SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 

The Lone Ranger 
rides again 

(8 thru 11) Move riders’ arms 
and legs and horses' legs to show 
rugged Western action with the 
ыз Ranger, Tonto, Butch Caven- 

is! 
CONSTRUCTION: Movable plastic 
figures 91% in. high, each with cos- 
Er twin side holsters, pistols. Vi- 
nyl hands hold pistols and reins. 
line horses 10 in. EUN with mov- 
able joints and stands . 
bridle, saddle and reins. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. See 
Note on facing page. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(6) Lone Ranger 
49N59735. pg. wt. 8 oz. $4.98 

7) Silver with trick saddle 
hpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

49М59724.............. $7.98 

(8) Butch Cavendish 
49N59729—Shpg. wt.8oz. 4.98 

. plastic 

(9) Smok 
4959739 —Wt. 11b. 1002. 7.98 

(10) Tonto 
49N59737—Wt 8 ог. ..... 4.98 

(11) Scout 
49N59738—Wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. 7.98 

M oer Rider with Horse 
ing weight 1 Ib. 15 oz. 

КЕ a tes and (7) ...* 
49N59727—(8) and (9). 
49N59726—(10) and (11). 

Playmobil Little People 
make action seem real 

(12 thru 16) Action figures, 
equipment and tools are sturdy, 
colorful plastic. Figures have arms 
that move, hands that grasp, legs 
that bend and heads that turn. Fig- 
ures about 2 to 3 inches tall. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. See 
Note on facing page. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: War- 
ranted by Schaper. Write for free 
copy; see page 330. All except (15) 
unassembled; instructions incl. 

(12) 102-pc. Super Deluxe 
Cowboy and Indian Set 

YOU GET: 4 cowboys, 3 Indians, 10 
horses with click-on saddles, wagon 
with water barrel, 7 rifles, 3 Bowie 
knives, many other items. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. 
49N59861... Set $13.96 

(13) Deluxe Construction Set 
YOU СЕТ: 58 pieces. 3 engineers, 3 
laborers, hats and vests, tools for 
building roads and houses, pipes, 
pylons—even a roller. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 59854 Set $7.88 

(14) Construction Truck Set 

YOU GET: 21 pieces. 8x4x5-in. high 
dump truck, driver with hard hat, 5 
ladders and 12 tools. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. Ыы 
49 N 59855 . $5.88 

(15) Deluxe Firefighter Set 

YOU GET: 47 pieces. Fire Chief and 
5 firemen, 6 each click-on fire hel- 
mets and smoke masks, 2 fire hoses 
that attach to 2 fireplugs, 4 ladders, 
2 axes, 2 shovels, 2 pickaxes, 2 
walkie-talkies, bullhorn, safety net. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49N 59868 Set $7.88 

(16) Fire Truck Set 
YOU GET: 8х4х5-іп, fire truck with 
swiveling, adjustable ladder, driver 
with helmet, 2 hoses. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
49 N 59876 Set $5.88 



Jr. Executive Desk 
апа Chair Set 
$2299 

Accessories по! inc! 

Roll-top Desk 
and Chair Set 
35. 299 

Matching upholstere 
chest is sold on page 

ipholstered 
$1899 r 

Choose а place to work that's your own 
8 special spot where you're the boss 

on “top level" projects and homework 

CHILD-SIZE Desk with 
Chair Sets and Rocker 

(1thru 4) Desk and Chair Sets, Rocker 
FOR AGES: Items 1, 3 and 4, 4 to 10 years; item 2, 3 
to 8 years, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. In- 
structions and hardware are included. 

(1) Roll-top Desk and Chair Set 
CONSTR: Has easy-to-roll-up top. 8 compartments 
for keeping items neat and orderly plus 2 large 
shelves behind door for papers, books, etc, Made 
of solid wood, hardboard, particle board for sturdi- 
ness and durabi Desk top: 24x10 in. Overall 
dimensions: 28x1614x33 in. Matching chair with 
woodgrain hardboard seat, tubular frame with nat- 
ural finish. Seat height: 12 in 
79 C 91232C—Shpg. wt. 35 Ibs. Set $32.99 

(2) Upholstered Rocker. This classy-looking 
roe is fully upholstered in heavy-gauge leather- 
look 
CONSTRL стон Cotton padding over solid wood 
frame. Decorative turnings on front. Hardwood 
steambent rockers. 19x2234 in. high. 14Vax14l-in. 
seat. Seat height: 9 in. 
79 C 90464C—Shpg. wt. 15 lbs. .. ..$18.99 

(3) Pigeonhole Desk and Chair Set 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid wood frame, wood-grained 
hardboard tops, sides, shelves. Desk top: 35¥x17 
in. A in. from floor. Shelves on lower desk: 94x16 

^, 834x16 in. Overall height: 36V in. Pirconkales 
7%4x7 Vg in. wide. Hutch rises 1. Top shel 

(hutch): 6% in. deep. Matching chair with - 
grained hardboard seat, tubular aluminum frame 
(brown). Seat Gace 12 in. 
79 C 91225C—Shipping wt. 32 lbs. ..Set $27.99 

(4) "Junior Executive" Desk and Chair Set 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid wood frame, wood- uu 
hardboard tops, sides, shelves. Desk top: 34x17 in. 
shelves, each 157/x16%¢ in. Overall height: 22 4 in. 
Matching chair with wood-grained hardboard seat, 
pes aluminum frame, natural finish. Seat height: 

39 € 91216C—Shpe. wt. 24 Ibs. .....Set $22.99 

Phone ordering’s a quick 

and easy way to buy 



Priced to be 

SOMETHING SPECIAL 

Water runs from faucet, recirculates . . range burners "glow" 
. . oven has see-thru door . . 2-compartment refrigerator, 

amd cabinets provide lots of storage space 

Watch the action in this realistic sink—water drains into the 
basin below, ready to recirculate when you turn on the faucet. 2- 
compartment oven has window that allows little cooks to watch 
the progress of their meals. Made of heavyweight corrugated 

paperboard with wipe-clean plastic countertop. Plastic pull han- 
dles and knobs. Turquoise and white. Kitchen stands 27x12x46 
inches high. Accessories not included. Unassembled. 
79 № 1111L—Shipping weight 10 pounds............... $8.99 

Tabletop 
Supermarket 
Take your dolls grocery shopping—this colorful, 72-pc. 
supermarket set is as modern and convenient as can be. 
Stocked with meat, bread, milk, fruit and vegetables. 
Plus 2 shopping carts, scale and cash register with play 
money. Open, measures 29'2x18x1644 in.; closes for car- 
rying. Dolls not incl. 
79 N 94025C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . ... .Set $7.99 

572 Sears "si" 

Tits Dade scans by санаа тие асай con 

Kooky Cooks $399 is 

Smiling, winking polyethylene set includes sunny yellow 8-inch diameter fry- 
ing pan; bright green 8-inch high coffee pot and lid; 2 blazing orange 5!4-inch 
diam. saucepans and lid; white spoon, spatula. 2 cardboard eggs, 3 pancakes. 
49 N 10092—Shipping weight 3 роџпів........................ Set $3.99 

makes dishwashing easy Canned Goods 

Tie-on the cheery paper apron, get to work 24 empty metal cans, each 3 
and you'll have a spotless kitchen in no in. high, are colorfully litho- 
time. Set includes plastic dishpan, drainer, graphed to look like real brands 
soap dish, funnel, measuring cup and Mom buys. 
more. Scaled to fit play kitchens. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 
49 N 10167—Shpg. wt. 11b.....Set$189 49 М№ 1033 ......... Set $1.99 

Deluxe Sink Set $T Famous brand $199 

All-aluminum Cook and Bake Sets by Mirro® 

Set shown 
255w $399 рте $999 D $499 

Sturdy, shiny kitchen utensils are sized to fit play kitchens. Sets incl. cake 
pan; loaf pan; cookie sheet, cutters; measuring cup; frying pan and more. 
49 N 10237 Set. Whistling tea kettle incl. Wt. 1 lb. 10 oz.. . Set $3.99 
49 N 10236 pc. Set. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz.. ..........- Set 299 
49 N 10235—19-pe. Set. Shipping weight 12 ounces ..Set 199 

— а узлазни 
SUPER MARK 

* 
BEEF дь TEA д LAME 



Nature Collector's Kit 

Interesting, educational for ages 6 and up. 
Collect, catch, mount or observe insect life. 
Nylon net with 16-in. handle; unbreakable bug 
cage with built-in magnifying lens; 2 real but- 
terfly specimens; display mount; spreading 
board; relaxing fluid; accessories; instructions. 
49 Н 22954—Shipping wt. 11b. 8 ог... . Kit $2.99 

Sammy 
Sound 

Make 10 sounds on 
Sammy. He explains 
them on LP record 

Ages 2 to 7 years delight to all sounds they 

can make on their pal, Sammy. . bells, rattles, 
clackers, whistles, his tummy's a drum! 
Plastic, 11х11х4 in. With 3314-rpm record 
49 N 16228—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. бог... $2.99 

latch SSP Blue Monday 
against SSP Black Jack 

Wheels rev up with pull-power T-Sticks. 
Blue Monday. Plastic; soft nose. Ages S-up. 
49 N 54795—8 in. long. Wt. 8 ог..... Ea. $2.99 
Black Jack. Plastic; soft nose. Ages 5-up. 
49 N 54816—8 in. long. Wt. 8 oz..... Ea. $2.99 

Humming Tops 
spin and bump game 

Spin your tops, try and get them to knock 

other tops out of arena. Two ratchet starters, 
4 plastic tops. Molded plastic arena is 1234x 

1234x2\ in. high. Japan. 
49 N 65076— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz.. .... $2.99 

Сол раве scans by cheisimas museteciwicil com 

Panda 
Bear 
for 

hugging 

This soft, plump little panda was made to be 
hugged. He's made of plush acrylic fiber. Fourteen 
inches tall. And mother can wash him, too. So 
easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
49 Н 4022— Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . . . . $2.99 

Gifts for 
Christmas Wishers 

Any item on this page 

$ 299 
each 

Any z for $578 

Bike-Trike Dress-up Set 
Includes: 36-in. long, plastic-covered steel chain, 
combination lock; 4x4-in. plastic horn; 3-in. mir- 
ror; two bright plastic handlebar streamers. Korea, 
Hong Kong, Japan. (Handlebar grips not incl.) 
49 N 88532-Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 5 oz. Set $2.99 

Good Grief . . 
it's the Charlie Brown Game 

Play their way the visit imaginary 
worlds of the Kite Tree, the Field, the 

2 to 4 players. Board 934x19 inches. 
49 Н 65648—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $2.99 
Peanuts charactersO United Feature Syndicate, Inc., 1966 

d 
Daredevil Stunt Game 

Launcher sends cars off jump-ramp over bar- 
rels, thru “fire” rings. Two cars, 24-in. 
metal. Plastic barrels, launcher, ramp. Japan. 
49 N 58035— Shpg. wt. 1 lb, $ ол. ..$2.99 

Balloon Sculpture 
Learn how to make balloon animals, airplanes, 
cars, 10 projects in all. Instructions, balloons 
and supplies to decorate them, too. Fun for 
ages 10 through adult. 
49 N 22971— Shipping weight 2 lbs. $2.99 

Buddy L Slickster Set 
А Charger Pick-up, a Traffic Trike, a Rail 
Racer and a Road Buggy. Steel with chrome- 
look details, each about 34 inches long. Why 
not pick up the phone and order it? 
49 N 54796—Shipping wt. 8 oz... .. Set $2.99 

SAFTEE Dart Game 

Safe, because the four darts are blunt, no 
dangerous points. Velcro® tips stick to special 

cloth target, 1734x1534 in. Darts weighted 

for accuracy. Safe for walls, too. Ages 6-up. 
49 N 65727—Shipping weight 12 oz. $2.99 

п [Sears 

^ 

573 



Look at all c Co пыш; 
the super "extras" 

on this sport ai E [> ыч J 

jaguar bor - 
Rugged molded polypropylene body 

you're ready for the “Grand Prix” 

$1799 a 
th hi 

tailed 
ine’ 

round with There’s working actior 
thi h beauty. Load the trunk (which opens 
a drive off. Nestle comfortably in the 

Doors Horn goes 
open “Honk Honk” " 

» polypropylene body wi padded seat. Tou: 
ugs off bumps . . stays new-looking, too. Nylon Pedals 

bearing wheels. 5-position pedal adjustment let's us 
your child grow and still stretch out. Steel axles or fi 
and steering mechanism. 41'/x17'/x16'/, inches : 
high. Shipped partly assembled. Ages 3 to S. 
79 C 86084L—Shipping weight 19 pounds ...%17.99 

si Ж 
wheels BN 

N Stúrdy и 
steel “енге AN. "m All-steel 

framework pae won chassis. 

Gator Bug 

Cut 10* 

Fast and fancy 

foot workers 

Gas Pump. Crank the pump and fill'er up or check 
the "air" in your tires. Realistically detailed with 18- 

inch "gas" hose and 12-inch "air" hose with pressure 
indicator. Plastic pump measures 18x11x6 inches high. 
49 C 88507—Shipping weight 3 pounds ...... .$399 

Gator Bug. Sleekly-styled, hi-gloss polyethy’ 
buggy. Silver-color trimmed “mag” wheels with 91⁄4- 

inch balloon-type slick tires, Adjustable, easy-pedal ac 
tion. Rugged steel no-slip steering assembly, 31x20x15 
in. high. Shipped by motor carrier or expres: 
79 C 86098N— Shipping weight 13 pounds .....*11.87 

3 Sporty Racer. The first Indianapolis pre-school rac 
er is a sturdy polyethylene car over 3 feet long 

Sports a realistic type steering wheel and engine. Pre- 
sents the eager look of a real racer with its “mag” 
wheels, wide racing tires, rear spoiler and racing numer 
als. Racer measures 37x21x15 inches high. 
79 C 86121L—Shipping weight 10 pounds .........$9.99 

4 Play Helmet. Realistically styled plastic helmet has 
tinted plastic visor that swings up when not in use. 

Adjustable headband fits all sizes. It even has a chin 
strap. 
49 C 88508—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces ...83.99 

5 Fire Engine. This big, bright red engine roars to the 
scene with its chrome-plated bell ringing out a warn. 

ing. Two ladders come off the hand rails for “emergen- 
Gies". Pedals adjust for growing Junior Fire Chiefs. Stur- 
dy plastic body with metal headlights, taillights. 7-inch 
molded plastic wheels. 35х18х17:/, inches high. 
79 C 86064L—Shipping weight 17 pounds . $1799 

ГРЕЕНЕ РУОР АВРЕТТЕН 



the goods with these HO-scale Freight Trains TYCO 

11-unit Steam Locomotive Freight Set t— 
Freight Set $4999 

1 Lighted Pacific 4-6-2 locomotive with tender pulls 
71^4-in. freight over 45x45-in. double oval track; 2 

manual switches. Includes remote control ore dump set, 
Operating crane car with tender, "Piggyback" set with 
truck terminal, remote control freight unloading depot. 
6-watt (VA) power pack UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz. 
AC. Not recommended for ages under 8. 
49 N 96274—Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 12 oz. Set $49.99 

Locomotive and Tender only $2 197 

4-6-2 Steam Locomotive and Tender only. 
49 М 9523—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. $2197 

Ore dump 
set with 
(1) only 

9-unit Diesel Locomotive Freight Set 

Freight Set $3950 
2 Lighted Santa Fe diesel with non-powered "B" unit 

pulls 63-in. freight over 45x45-in, double oval track; 2 ча 
manual switches. Includes “Piggyback” set with truck ae Е ОР 
terminal, remote control freight unloading depot. 6-watt 
(VA) power pack UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. Not 
recommended for ages under 8, 
49 н 96273— Shipping weight 7 lbs. 4 oz. Set $39.50 

Locomotive and "B" unit only $ 1 344 

Diesel Locomotive and non-powered "B" unit only. 
49 N 95227—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $13.44 

4-unit Freight Set 
C Lighted Santa Fe diesel pulls 26!4-inch freight. 

/ 6-watt (VA) power pack UL listed, 110-120-v., 
60-Hz. AC. Not recommended for ages under 8. 
49 N 9627 1—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. Set $14.88 
Diesel Locomotive only. 
49 N 95238—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $8.97 

when bought with 
train (А), (B) or (C) 

on this 4x6-foot Layout when you buy 
train (A), (B) or (C) on these two pages 

Watch your train zoom through this lifelike, 3-dimensional countryside. Hand-painted 4x6-ft. plastic 
layout comes with base, track, accessories. Includes freight depot, freight platform, line shack, con- 
struction shed, waiting station, plus assorted trees, road, shrub material and railroad signs. For ages 8 
and up. Partly assembled. See "N" suffix, page 266. 
79N96262N-Layout only. Shipping weight 14 pounds $59.88 
79N96262N-Layout when bought with train (A), (B) or (C) on these two pages, Wt, 14 lbs. ..*49.88 жый: 

$e [Sears] 569 ое 
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Six Million Dollar Man $644 
1 All the excitement, all the fun of bionic action. 

Look through the real wide-angle lens in Colonel 
Steve Austin's left eye. Depress back lever to demon- 
strate power of bionic power arm to lift “weight”. 
Arm has "roll-back" skin for replacing bionic compo- 
nents. Jointed plastic. 13 in. tall. Ages 5 to 11. 
49 C 59572—Shipping weight 1 lb. 5 oz. ........ $6.44 

Transport $847 "тот 
2 It's a rocket! It’s a bionic repair station! It's the 

bionic center and carrying case for Colonel Steve 
Austin, 13-inch figure above. It has a 2x microscope, 
“x-ray” unit, bionic control panel cables, revolving 
“radar” cone, revitalization chamber and readout 
“computer”. Plastic. 171% in. high. Ages 5 to 11. 
49 C 59574—Shipping weight 1 lb. 120z........ $847 

Quick-draw Johnny West $894 
3 Head out for the Wild West with this poseable 

cowboy dressed in chaps and spurs. 11V4-inch tall 
figure. Lever on back activates "'quick-draw". 24 
pieces of campfire and personal gear included. John- 
ny's horse, Thunderbolt, is 141% inches high. Made of 
plastic, For ages 5 to 10. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 С 59078.... $8.94 

Quick-draw Sam Cobra $894 

Stick'em up high, partner! Mean Sam poses, 
ready to shoot at the drop of a hat. Activated by 

lever on back. Standing 11% in. high, he is dressed in 
gunslinger duds, with 25-piece clothing, weapon and 
camping accessory set. His horse is 14 in. high. All 
plastic. For ages 5 to 10. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 С 59076........................................... $8.94 

‘catalina Bane scare ty ERIS aertotachndcal cont 

The Fortress $1 197 
5 This 3-level fortress will protect the ape 

army. Foldable and brightly colored, it has 2 
ladders, table, jail cage (mountain background 
not incl.), gun rack and reflector sun mirror for 
signals. For 8-inch figures. Mylar* polyester film 
coating on cardboard. 2 high. Ages 4 to 12. 
79 C 59154C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ..$11.97 

hi Horse $977 ios 
6 Remote-control plastic horse goes forward 

and back. Removable saddle, bridle. Uses 2 
“D” batteries (below). 8 in. high. Ages 4 to 12. 
49 C 59168—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. ....89.77 

Alkaline “О” Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46996—Shipping wt. 11 oz. ...... Pkg. $1.49 

Catapult and Wagon $] 197 
7 8-inch high movable polystyrene units, Cata- 

pult actually throws foam rubber “boulders”. 
Detachable wagon holds boulders. Ages 4 to 12. 
79 C 59165C—Shipping weight 1 pound ...$11.97 

Side with 
the apes 

or astronauts 
in thrilling 

planet exploits 

Battering Ram $297 
8 Use this working model battering ram to 

storm the fortress or the Forbidden Zone. 
Ram swings on cord in frame, rolls on wheels. 
61% inches high. Plastic. Ages 4 to 12. 
49 C 59167—Shipping weight 1 pound ..... $2.97 

Planet of the Apes Heroes DA 

(9 thru 13) The masters of the Planet of the 
Apes and their human visitor from space are all 8 
inches tall, made of durable plastic with colorful 
clothes. Fully jointed. Ages 4 to 12. 

Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 

(9) 49C59234—Dr. Zaius .. $3.22 
(10) 49C59236—Zira ........ 322 
(11) 49C59235—Soldier Ape 322 
(12) 49C59233—Cornelius .. 3.22 
(13) 49C59238—Astronaut . . .. 322 

NOTE: items on this page not recommended 
for children under 3, due to small parts. 

573 " Reg, DuPont TM 



Stroller 

499+ 4% 

(7) The Carriage 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: bem wheels. Vi- 
nyl body and folding hood printed with 
multicolor patches on blue edes 
Steel frame and handle. 
DIMENSIONS: ага 17x10x20% 
inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For dolls up 
to 16 inches tall. Partly assembled . . . in- 
structions included. 
Shij weight 1 pound 10 ounces. 

49N 33052 ................... $4.99 

(8) The Stroller 

WHAT IT'S MADE ОР: Plastic wheels. Vi- 
nyl bod: And EE inted with multi- 

y on асан Steel 

DIMENSIONS: Measures 16x10x22 inches 
high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: a и up 
to 18 inches tall. Partly assembled . . 

prb weight d pounds ipping weig! ni 
49 N 33019 ...... pa eene $4.99 

You can order items 
on pages 423 to 598 
from now until 

SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 

Сй Hane Scant by йй арынан ы conn 

Your baby rides like a princess 
in our largest Doll Coach 

Includes a protective 

storm curtain 
to shield her from weather 

$2 499 

WHAT IT'S МА! F: Plastic body and top 
rail. Vinyl hood with plated spreaders folds 
for a ride in the sun. Vinyl storm curtain. 
Patriot blue. Tubular steel handle and 
frame with spring action for a smooth ride. 
Large tandem wire-spoke wheels include 
vinyl tires and plated hub caps. 

DIMENSIONS: 3114x16x3114 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: For dolls up to 
23 inches tall. Partly assembled . . . in- 
structions included. 

Shipping weight 11 pounds. 
79 N 33077C ....$24.99 

Just call Sears 
and say “Charge It" 

.see page 277 

Umbrella 
Stroller 

$795 

3-in-1 
Convertible 

Stroller 
It's a stroller 
a doll's seat, 
а back pack 
all in one 

$497 
Folds like umbrella doll not 
for compact storage included 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic wheels. Vinyl body WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic wheels. Vinyl blue seat, red 
with “I like you" apple print. Tubular steel frame. trim and straps. Tubular metal frame, handle. 
DIMENSIONS: 24V4x1214x2514 inches high. DIMENSIONS: Stroller is 11x712x31 inches high. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For dolls up to 18 ORDERING INFORMATION: For dolls up to 18 inches tall. 
inches tall. Unassembied . . . instructions inc! n Partly assembled . . . instructions included. 
79 М 33029C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. . 49 №: 33073— Shipping weight 3 pounds ......... $4.97 

Walker-Stroller ) 

Detach handie to convert 4 
stroller to walker 

WHAT IT'S MADE OF 

Plastic wheels. Metal de- $ 499 
tachable handle, body 
with colorful designs and 
tray with wooden beads. 
DIMENSIONS: Stroller is 

Carriage Bedding Set 17х914х19%4 in. high. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Cotton. FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
SET INCLUDES: Pillow and cover set in yellow ORDERING INFORMA- ә. 
print with yellow ruffle. Yellow blanket. White TION: For dolls up to 18 lü 
sheet. Use in your dolly's crib or cradle, too. inches tall. Partly assem- 4 4 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. bled . instructions in- 

cluded. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
Set $2.99 49 N 33061 .....54.99 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 33584—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 



ALL THESE 

GIANT SIZE 
Vehicles have moving parts for ext 

Two-position seat, 
working either 

ra fun 

for 

tractor or backhoe. 
Backhoe swings in 

and out, up and down. 

and side to side. 

Multi-action 
Tractor and Backhoe 

$1494 
Wide 

Front endloader scoops. 
raises, lowers, dumps, 
and locks into position 

tread 
real rubber tires 

Here's a giant earthmover that’ 
Wide front wheels with auto 
Steer the tractor right from the 
HERE'S WHAT IT DOE: 

over 1% ft. long. 
teering let you 
'er's seat. 

S: Loads and unloads dirt 
and sand from front endloader. Scoops up dirt, 
raises, lowers, dumps and even locks into position 

$995 
ж, 

to keep your load steady. Backhoe digs trenches. 
CONSTRUCTION: 1914x514x9 inches high. Die-cast 

tal with plastic seat and rubber tires. 
R AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 583894—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. . 



Wish|Book 
оше 

Save *2 | Save *3 
Р, When you buy on Prairie Wagon (17) with (18) 

when you buy rider with horse: 
Lone Ranger (8) with Silver (7) . 

Butch (8) with Smoke (9) 
or Tonto (10) with Scout (11) 

Sep. total ага 
323 SHO "=" 

(17) 4-in-1 Prairie Wagon Kit. Was $10.07 in our 
77 Christmas Book. 

Plastic pieces that snap together to form a 
24-in. long chuck wagon or 3 other wagons. Harness, 
kitchen utensils, chest and camping gear. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. See Note below 
49 N 59734—Shpzg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz Kit $8.97 

(18). Lone Ranger Mysterious Prospector™ Kit 
Fits Lone Ranger (6) sold on facing page. 
You Beard, hat, shirt, trousers, gun, holster (fig- 
ure with boots not incl.). Plastic burro with movable 
head, ears, tail; bridle, harness. Prospecting gear, 

S: 4 years and up. See Note below 
49 N 59722—Shipping weight 1 pound Kit $3.99 

Both (17) and (18). Separate prices total $12.96. 
49 N 597 ЫЯ wt 3 lbs. 15 oz. Set $9.96 

Playmobil 

LITTLE PEOPLE 

85-pc. Cowboy and Indian 
Fort Custer Set 

ET: Poseable soft plastic 214-in. figures (14 cow- 
3 Indians, | driver with wagon, 10 horses), 1 

stockade and more. Unassembled. 
3 years and up. See Note below: 

hpg. wt. 3 Ibs. Set 89.77 

ACTION and 
ЕМТОЕЕ TOYS 

Toi Балобан ыа com 



Wireless 
Walkie-Talkies 
go anywhere 

kids can go... 
Send or receive messages from 
across the street, room to room, 

or try the moon! 
Ideal for bikes, camping, hiking trips 

Military-style 
Walkie-Talkies 

g°1899 3: 
without 
batteries 

С “уг e, 

Space Communitron 
with space alert 

91222 
without battery 

Save 56 
when you buy 
(7) with (8) 
Separate prices 

Police-style 
Walkie-Talkies 

without t batteries Space Helmet 
Walkie Talkie 

without batt 

(5 thru 10) Walkie-Talkies and Base Station 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic case. Solid state circuitry. FCC approved, no license is 
necessary. All transmit and receive at 49.860 MHz., over airwaves without wires. 
Each unit uses one 9-volt battery (2 per pair). Batteries not included, order from 
below. All have on/off and volume control, press-to-talk, release-to-listen buttons 
Sizes stated do not include antenna. Imported. 
FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 5 years and up. 

(5and6) Military-style and Police-style Walkie-Talkies. Built-in clip to carry 
on your belt or shirt pocket. Transmit your voice or tap out messages with help of 
Morse Code instruction key on case. (5) Telescopic antenna (6) flexible antenna. 
(5) Military-style Walkie-Talkies. Olive, black. 634x354x2 in. 
49 C 6673—Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces . ... ....-Pair $18.99 
(6) Police-style Walkie Talkies. Black. 744x3x1' in. 
49 C 66019—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces ......... ...Pair $18.99 

(7) Space Communitron Walkie-Talkie. Features space alert sound. Telescopic 
antenna. Transmit your voice, use Morse Code instruction key on back of case. 
Combined with (10) you can monitor and relay CB conversations. 
49 C 66608— White, blue. 7x214x2!4 in. Wt. 12 oz. HA ...Each $12.99 
49 C 66024— Pair of (7) above. Shpg. wt. 11. 8 02....... Pair 23.79 

(8) Space Helmet Walkie-Talkies. Fully adjustable microphone, visor and chin 
strap. Flexible antenna. Not for use as protecüve headgear. One size fits all, Poly- 
urethane foam padding. Personalize with stick on letters. 

Send messages between this 
Base Station and Walkie-Talkies 

. or just listen to 
CB'ers or AM Radio 

9 $1392 Set of 2 | "m $2849 
Batteries not included 

49 C 66683— White, blue. 11x11x8 in. Wt. 2 Ibs. 1202. . Each $16.99 
Save $6 when you buy (7) with (8) 
49 C 66617—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces . ..... ; 23.98 
(9) Police-style Walkie-Talkies. Authentic police styling. Has flexible antenna. 
49 C 66727— Black. 714x214x114 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 202. .....Рай $13.99 WAS i is for Children 
(10) Child's Base Station. Listen to AM radio or conversations on any of 40 CB A 
channels. You can use it to transmit your voice to other walkie-talkies. Detachable e ELECTRONIC 
microphone/speaker. Red LED power light. 2 speakers. Telescopic antenna. TOYS and KITS 49 C 669 15— Black. 10х5х4 in. high. Wt. 1 ib. 11 oz... $28.49 
Die Hard 9-volt Alkaline Battery 
49 C 46859—Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. IET ARE OA ess Each 1.49 au [Sears|573 
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Deluxe Mary Proctor Ironing Set 
Electric Iron has 17 simulated steam vents, adjustable 
fabric dial, easy-grip handle and safe low heat 

Steel Ironing Board adjusts to any height 

Lime green steel iron has white plastic handle . . actually measures 
80% the size of an adult iron. Lime green enameled steel ironing 
board is sturdy, wobble-free and features the famous Proctor steam- 
vent top for easier ironing. About 30 inches long. Height adjustment 

operates at the touch of a finger. Includes ironing board cover and 
pad. UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 М 10251C—Shipping weight 8 pounds.............. Set $5.77 

10-piece 
Cleaning Set with 

metal carpet sweeper 

$299 
Everything you need . .24- 
inch long metal carpet sweeper 
with fiber brush, plastic fiber 
broom, cotton floor mop. 
Furniture brush, dustpan, 
hand mop, dust cloth, sponge 
and SOS box. Bright paper 
apron helps keep you clean. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 10168C ..... .Set $2.99 

3-piece metal set 
includes stove with 
raised “burners” and 

see-through oven door . . 
sink with turn-on 

faucet for real water 
. . 3-shelf refrigerator 

Everything is at your fingertips. Мы, 
3-piece metal appliance set comes 
in terra-cotta red with green trim. 
11-inch stove has raised pretend 3 
burners, see-through oven door ч 
and sliding broiler tray. 11- 
inch sink has turn-on faucet and 
swing-open cabinet. 15-inch re- 
frigerator has 3 shelves. Play food, 
apron, pans, accessories incl. 
‘Shipping weight 10 pounds. 

79 N 1019C .......... Set $8.44 

Ditag pao scans by шайтан тинен иис com 

Vac picks up colored 
"dust" balls and whirls © 
them around inside - 

see-through plastic hoo 
Battery-powered 

Canister Vacuum Cleaner 

It’s fun to watch this powerful vac do its job. Just flip handy on-off 
switch and see colored plastic foam balls (included) travel through 
hose and into hood. All-plastic vac has light blue see-through hose 
and base, red hood. Rolls around on rubber wheels. 6x6x74 in. high. 
Partly assembled. From Japan. Uses 3 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces. 
49 V 13046... ИРОН ООР 

Battery-powered 
Upright Vacuum Cleaner 

Flip switch to start the cleaning action—a 
light tells you it's on. Easy-to-empty vinyl 
bag, steel body and handle. 84x39 inches 
high. Beige and brown. Partly assembled. 
From Japan. Uses 3 “D” batteries, order 
package below. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 М 1301 ....... 0 е... $4.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8405—Wt. 11b. 8oz.. .....Pkg. $1.49 
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Preschooler's “Роскі 

(1 thru 3) Scenes pass 

Ages 1-5. 

] Reindrops Keep Falling on My Head. Rain scenes. 
49 N 44836 — Shipping weight 9 ounces. .. 

2 Do-Re-Mi. Colorful musical scenes pass by. 
49 N 44837 — Shipping weight 9 ounces. 

8 Happy Birthday. Birthday party scenes. 
49 N 44629 — Shipping weight 9 ounces... . 

Football Helmet 
.. bright red 

or blue 

Here's a football helmet for bud- 
ding little grid stars, just start- 
ing out. Plastic, with white center 
stripe, double-bar face guard 
Foam plastic padded at neck 
forehead and ears. Headband fits 
sizes up to 6%. Ages 6-10. Not 
recommended for regulation play 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz 
49 N 29355 — Blue $1.99 
49 N 29316 — Red 1.99 

э 
Trigger-Jet Plane 

Trigger release, spring powered 
launch gun shoots your plane 
high into the air. Adjust flaps 
to make it loop, circle back. 
Goes over 150 feet. Plane of 
high-impact plastic has soft, 
resilient nose cone; wing- 
spread is 10¥2 in., length 18 in. 
Gun of plastic, hardwood and 
steel. Ages 4-12. 
49 N 22968— Wt. 14 oz. $1.99 

PeL.cOS 
MKDGAE 

саноа pane scans by chaisimasausetechnicil pom 

Radios" 
They're really portable music boxes . . 

So tots can have music wherever they go 

by as music plays. Easy 
wind. Wood case; plastic front, handle. 4%. in. high. 

Japan. 

o $1.99 

...$1.99 

Dense foam makes Nerf great 
to throw; soft. it won't dam- 
age walls or furniture. Easy 
grip for small hands . . a 4 
size football, 10 inches long. 
49 N 53144 — Wt. 7 oz. .....81.99 

Naughty Your own little 
robot, twisting and 
strutting, blinking 
all his little lights. 
Strong metal and 
plastic, 7 inches 
tall. Uses 2 "AA" 
batteries, not incl 

(order pkg. on pg. 
547). Japan 

Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 № 5103... $1.99 

Carpenter Set with Vise 
Tough plastic vise works like 
real; 7'/-in. long. Plus 10 toy 
tools in 8¥ax6x1¥s-inch tool 
box. Plastic. For ages 3-7. 
49 N 16689 — Wt. 1 lb, 4 oz. .$1.99. 

Bullwinkle 
Puncho 

Heeeeeeere’s Bull- 
winkle. 

Here he is up, 
now he's down 
up, down, up. See 
how hard it is to 
keep a good moose 
down? Ages 3-9. 
48 inches tall. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs 
49 N 29412. . .$1.99 

This 8¥2-inch longe 
powerful motor for super-climbing. Wind it up and 
let it go, no batteries needed. Key is permanently 
attached. Sparkling smoke stack. Plastic, metal 

49 N 58117— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 az 

Magic “8 Вай” 
To "predict" your future, ask a question, flip the 
ball over . . and your answer appears in the bottom 
window. For young and old. 
49 № 50093 — Shipping weight 12 ounces. .......... $1.99 

Powerful 
"Super 
Tractor" 

Wind-up tractor has a really 

$1.99 

Slide-a-Boggan 
А small price for winter fun. 
Lightweight blue polyeth- 
ylene. Whizzes along on light 
or heavy snow. 18x42 in. long. 
49 N 85098 — Wt. 2 lbs... ..$1.99 

LY 
Spudsie The 

Ү ^з Hot Potato 
ўв buzzing... so toss him 

quick before he rings. Player 
holding him when he rings is 
out. Wind-up plastic. Length 
6% inches. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 65172 $1.99 

Mini 
Swinger 

Set balls in motion for a mys- 
tifying scientific demonstra- 
tion of action and reaction. 
Steel, plastic. ЗУзх4Узх5Уз in. 
high. Hong Kong. 
49 N 65421 — Wt. 9oz......$1.99 

NS 

\ 

Wind-up Chopper 
Big red 10-inch chopper has 
front wheels you can steer. 
Engine roars as it moves for- 
ward. Plastic, metal. Japan 

$1.99 - 49 N 58149— Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz 

work. Plastic; 11¥a-in, high 
hopper; 12 in. long truck. 
49 N 58177 — Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz. . $1.99 

Stocking 
Stuffer 
Values 

Yahtzee 

The exciting dice game of skill 
and chance. Get certain com- 
binations and you win. Two or 
more players, age 8 and up. 
Scorepad included. 
49 N 65084 — Shpg. wt. 13 oz. .$1.99 

Ring Toss 
Aim swivel launcher. It's 
spring-loaded, tosses your rings 
over scoring pegs. 14 rings. 20x 
8 in. Plastic. Hong Kong. 
49 № 65011— Wt. 11Ь........51.99 

ате 

"Soft Shot" 
Basketball 

. . indoors or outdoors 

You can have just as much fun out- 
doors, too, but "Soft Shot" was designed 
$0 you can practice those shots indoors. 
Six-inch, inflatable vinyl ball won't 
damage things. The 11-їпсһ hoop has 
adjustable bracket that hangs over any 

door; move it easily, bring it outdoors. 
Wall bracket also. 

Shipping weight 1 pound, 4 ounces. 
49 N 51514. $1.99 



Chain- drive Steel 
Tractor and Trailer 

Tractor Trailer 

ому only 

$2699 | $699 

Buy Both 

s 32998 
total $33.98 

( and 2) Tractor's chain drive glides on long-life bearings for smooth, easy pedaling, 
Delivers power to big 16x3%/s-inch rear wheels without snagging pants legs since it’s fully 
enclosed, Scoop seat 14 inches high . . spring mounted and adjustable forward and back for 
comfort. Brilliant red finish with white trim. Realistic-looking white “motor”. Includes sturdy 
trailer hitch. Stands 37x24x262 inches high. 

Edges on trailer body curled for safety. Bright red finish with white trim. Tongue fits 
tractor's hitch securely. Measures 34/2x18x6Y2 inches high. Each sent partly assembled. 
79 C 8606312. Shipping weight 46 pounds. Set 529.98 
(1)79 С 86061L— Troctor only. Shipping weight 36 pounds. 2.00.26.99 
(2) 79 С В6062С — Trailer only. Shipping weight 10 pounds. 6.99 

» 

251° $097 

"Tough Plastic 
Tractor and 
Trailer Set 

Over 4 feet of fun 

This fun-and-action set handles the toughest hauling jobs with 

bodies of chip-and-dent-resistant polyethylene, Scoot forward or 
back on the 14-inch high seat to comfortably reach steering whee! 
and easy-rolling pedal drive. Green tractor measures 27x15x20 
inches high. Green trailer fastens securely to tractor with plastic 

locking nut. measures 28x14x9 inches high. 

79 C 86016L — Shipping weight 12 pounds. Set $9.97 

Citai раб scans by peisiniasmiselediqical com 

Wide, anti-tip tires make the $633 

Ped-O-Trike a smooth rider 

Sleek-looking polyethylene trike body features wide-tra 
white-striped tires. Easy-pedal front wheel assembly w 
bright finish. Tubular hi-rise handlebars with comforta 
molded hand grips and streamers. Stands 16x13/2x23 incl 
high. Seat height, 10 inches. Red, white and blue. 
79 C 86107C — Shipping weight 6 pounds. se 

Zoomcycle® races away when $1299 
you push 'n pull the handlebar 

Only at Sears, All the fun of riding a trike while you buil 
strong arm. shoulder and stomach muscles. Rugged plasti 
with steel at stress points. Packs chrome-look "engine" an 

"spoked" rear wheels. Tubular handlebar with cushio 
grips. Even has step-on motor “roar”, Stands 24Y2x15Y2x2 
inches high. Seat measures 14 inches high. 
79 C 86057C — Shipping weight 14 pounds. 28129 

А 
wn 

Pedal Motorcycle 99 
“revs” as you ride 20 

Your own Screamin’ Green Machine sports flashy engin 
muffler and tail pipe detail. High-impact plastic body hz 
chrome-look trim, “spoked” wheels. Friction noise-mak« 
produces engine-like roar. Stands 28x9'/2x18 inches hig] 
Seat height, 12 inches. 

Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
79 C 86106C — Shipping weight 9 pounds.......... ...89.9 



Add railroad realism with true-to-life HO-scale Accessories 

1 Sante Fe Passenger Set. In 3 Freight Car Set. Three plasti К Lighted Freight Station. Fully Piggyback Loader and Unload- 
cludes lighted coach, observation and metal billboard box cars eac assembled, hand-decorated plastic er. Operate remote control tractor 

and combine cars. Plastic and metal — 6x1'ax1'4 in high . . Ralston Pu reight station adds interest and real to go back and forth; fork lift loads 
cars each measure 9 2x 174«x 17 in. rina, Gerber's and Baby Ruth sm to HO-scale train layouts. Mea and unloads truck trailers onto piggy 
49N96313—Wt. 11b. бог. .Set $1344 — 49N96279—Wt. 12 oz. Set $4.44 sures 7x3¥/x3'% inches high. back flat car. Plastic, metal. 

49 N 95301—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $544 — 49N95303—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $7.88 
2 Special Freight Car Set. Three Operating Crane Car with Boom 

9\%х1\%2х2\4-1п. plastic and metal Tender. Cab swivels, boom raises Automatic Crossing Gate. Gate 8 Freight Unloading Depot. Re- 
cars. . triple dome Gulf tank car, and lowers, hoist cranks up and lowers as train approaches mote control tractor loads, un- 
Planter's hopper, Popsicle Reefer. down. Plastic, metal cars total 14 in then raises. Plastic, metal. loads pipes on flat car. Plastic, metal. 

Z. Set $5.77 49 N 95302—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. $544  49N96314—Shpg. wt. 14 02. ... $6.77 49N96312—Wt. 1 Ib... Set $497 — 49N96242—Wt. 

T 11:228 
GU 

4 srt 
9 Country Landscape Set. Incl. 50x99-in 10 Farm and Factory Landscape Set. Includes 11 City and Business Landscape Kit. m auto 

"grass" mat, 50x12-in. "path" mat, 50х12-іп. barn, signal bridge, freight station, crossover repair shop, suburban train station, motel with 
“earth” mat, assorted trees, road signs, telephone bridge, switch tower, factory, 48 HO people. 12 swimming pool, gas station with vehicles, railroad 
poles, highway billboards. Plastic, rubber. farm animals. Paint palette, brush. Plastic crossing signals, gates. 24 street signs. Plastic 
79 М 95258C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. Kit $8.44 49N96316—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz..Kit $1088 — 49N 96315—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. ...Kit $9.8F 

1 Remote-control Switches. Ex- Manual Switches (not 1 Track Pack. Includes & 
pand your layout with one right shown). A flick of a switch sections of straight track 

and one left-hand switch. Operate sends your train into the — (each 9 inches long) and 4 sec- 
electrically by remote control. switching yard. Includes оле tions of 18-inch radius curved 

Use your phone if you want toor- right and one left-hand track (each 10 in. long 14 Two-amp Power Pack. Circuit breaker. 
der it the easiest way of all. switch. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Shipping weight 9 ounces. overload indicator. UL listed, 110-120- 
49 N 95306—Wt. 7 oz. „Set $10.77 49 М 95307 .....Set $549 49 М9530Е ...... Package $2.97 volt. 60-Hz. AC, Not recommended for ages 

under §. 
49N96261—Wt. 3 lbs, 8 oz. .......... $18.99 570 [Sears] me: 

Cutslod nade scans by атаки 



Save *2 
Buy item (1) with (2) 
or item (3) with (4) 

$g94 

(1 thru 4) Figures with movable joints, each (1) 49C59735-Lone Ranger. Wt. 8 02.54.47 
97% in. high. Vinyl hands hold objects. Both (2) 49 59736-Silver. Wt. 1 lb. 1002. . 7.47 
complete with costumes and accessories. (3) 49C59737-Tonto. Wt. 802, ...... 447 
Horses, each 10 in. high, with movable joints. (4) 49 C59738-Scout. Wt. 1 lb. 1002. . 7.47 
Stand and accessories. Plastic. Create your " E own adventures with Carson City and Butch 49 C 59725-(1) and (2). Wt. 1 lb. 15 oz. .59.94 

Cavendish (both sold below). Ages 4 and up. 48 C 59726-(3) and (4). Wt. 1 lb. 15 oz. .59.94 

Separately 
total 

*11.94 

rider 
and horse 

Buckboard Wagon È Covered Wagon Ranch Wagon 

4 Wagons in 1 $Q97 
Chuck wagon converts to 3 wagons shown above. Plastic, 24 
inches long, 14 inches high. For 9'-inch figures. Complete 
with harness, double seat, bow supports, water barrel, as- 
sorted kitchen utensils, drop table, chest and camp gear. For 
ages 4 and up. 
49 C 59734—Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 ounces 59.97 

Carson City™. . create 
your own adventures 

with this 2-sided 
showdown town 

$129? ы 
Old West town with authentically designed 
buildings. There's a second-story hideout, 
see-thru windows, open-close doors, street, 
side-walk, hitching post and props. Real jail 
for locking up desperados, plus bank, casino, 
hotel, blacksmith’s shop and general store. 
Sized for 9'z-inch figures. 5 ft. long! Sets up 
as shown or lengthwise. Folds into a carry 
and storage case. Fiberboard (not wood or 
hardboard). For ages 4 and up. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. 

79 С 59733C—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 

Backview— 
with platforms 
and peepholes 

$12.97 

Butch Cavendish and the 
Carson City Robbery accessories 

$797 

© < p 

"en $ 
em ёт С 

With 9¥2-in. plastic Butch Cavendish, leader 
of the notorious Hole-in-the-Wall gang, His 

Last Christmas 

was *9.97 

ay 

5899 
Jesse James, Wyatt Earp 

574 raco 

vinyl hands hold objects; outfit and accesso- 
ries. Also, red sombrero, safe with door that 
opens, black mask, bandana, handcuffs and 
more. Act out the Carson City Bank robbery 
with comic book (incl.) and Carson City (sold 
above). Ages 4 and up. 
49 С 59728—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 8e $7.97 

and Horse 
Famous Old West figures with movable joints, 
each 92 in. high. Vinyl hands can hold objects. 
Costumes and accessories. Horse, 10 in. high, 
movable joints, accessories. Plastic. For ages 4 
and up. 

49 C 59758—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8oz. .......Set $8.99 

NOTE: Due to small parts, items on this page not recommended for children under 3 

Cutslod page scans by chrisinias manselechrücul со 

Chuckwagon $597 without 
Jeeps Set d 

Modernize all your western characters. 
Jeep, 19 in. long, with working winch. 32- 
piece set includes table, stool, 2 hay bales, 
flour sacks, stove, utensils, lantern and 
more. Plastic. Ages 4 and up. 
49 C 59756—Shipping weight 3 lbs, . . $6.97 
Reg. trademark of American Motors Corporation 



t $ &i 23-inch Stellina OH, N T 

BEAUTIFULLY 

These three huggable babies 
came all the way from italy. . . 

0 won't you give them a good home? 

| (1t1hru 3) Baby Dolls. . . imported from Italy. EO ЗЗА 
BODIES. DETAILING: Soft vinyl arms and legs attached to cloth with 
polyurethane foam. Prop in many dons. Lovely rooted hair. Open-and-close eyes, 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. Not recommended for ages under 3 due to small parts. 

1 Michele. g Stellina. (3) Nanette. 
8 inches tall. Brown hair. inches tall. Blond hair. 15 inches tall. Brown hair. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: CLOTHES, ana T CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: 
Knit dress with matching Knit dress with lace - Dainty white cloth dress with 
bonnet, panties and booties. ет trim; knit pan! en Match red crochet-look edging and 
Lace-trimmed cloth bib adds — ing knit Bonnet: ES ylonlace Помет trim. Matching bonnet, 
а new look (see inset). knee highs, white shoes. panties. White knit booties. 
pid INFORMATION. ORDERING INFORMATION: ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Pu Ue weight 4 pounds. Shipping weight 5 pounds. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
79N31669C...... Mir 79 N 31699C ...... $19.99 49N31692........... $9.99 

7-in. Baby, Baby™ has a special bottle 
to make her cheeks and eyelids move 

a P үсү Qi (4), Baby. Baby Her cheeks move in and out like 
¥ wF 50 4 really drinking when you push on her bottle. 

A XS BODY, DETAILING 7 in. tall Soft vinyl body. Blond 
X 1 * rooted hair. Pretty Pretty eyes close when you tum bottle in 

LR 16/% her mouth; turn bottle back to see eyes open. 
M 3. a CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: White diaper, receiving 

Furmfüre Sot Loretta Sat lanket. l-piece plastic bottle. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. Not for ages under 3, due to $199 $499 fed 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 31547—Shipping weight 8 ounces ...... $4.74 

(5) Baby, Baby's 3-piece Furniture Set. 
SET INCLUDES: Strong pol; plastic furniture. 
P Vio исе crib, Bled shaped rocker and gi- 

ith 2 hangers. 
DENT INFORMATION: Notched for assembly. 
49 N 31549—Shipping weight 1 pound . "Se $1.99 

(6) Baby, Baby's 13-piece Layette Set. 
SET INCLUDES: Receiving blanket, 2 bibs, sleeping sa- 
que and diaper set, sun 2 sunsuits, 2 sa- 
ques, 1 dress and 1 pair booties. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 32589—Shinning weight 1 pound ...Set $4.99 

айр gae Scans by cuitimar пинаа асы Com 

$1687 „= 

string in back 

has black rooted hair. 

Life-size, 2-foot Baby Crissy has 
hair that "grows" to her shoulders 

12 a and oh Baby eed dd her hair to make it 
of neck to shorten it. 

BODY. DETAILING: 24 in tall Soft vinyl foam skin. . . 
baby almost feels alive. Jointed arms, 
White doll (7) has auburn rooted hair; 

Sparkling eyes. 

to pose her. 
k doll (8) 

uS. ACCESSORIES: Serpe’ dress and pants. 
life-size doll can wear real 

FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDERING etos ced 
(7) 79N31658C— 

2; 
10-inch 

Little Karee 

$495 

BODY, DETAILING: 10 in. 
tall. Soft vinyl ob Zeinen 

and legs . 
Pa 

CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: 
Soft, white beret, jacket, 
Fait boo Matching white 

it booties. Comb, brush 
straight 

ym 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
Not for ages under 3, due to 
small parts. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 
49N31543 ....... $4.95 

Shipping weight cach 5 Ibe 

(8) 79N 31659C— Black Baby Crissy $s 

baby clothes, too. 

14-inch Floppy 
Powder Puff 

$599 
BODY. DETAILING: 14 in. 
tall. Soft vinyl body is 

she almost foam PS 
feels alive. Floppy arms 
and legs . her in 

Washable body. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: 

with lace trim; knit bodice, 
sleeves. Cotton pou. 
White socks with 1 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: 

. wt. 1 Ib, 5 oz. 
31531 ..... $5.99 

Just call Sears and say “Charge It” 
. see page 277 

You can order items on pages 423 to 598 
_ from now until SEPTEMBER 9. 1977 



"MATCHBOX" 
Country 
Vehicles. 

"MATCHBOX" $754 Ej 
City Vehicles 

without vehicles 

(1) Weave mini-cars thru 4'/; feet of streets and 
highways complete with 50 traffic signs, hazards 

and city sites with “MATCHBOX” City 

WHAT YOU СЕТ: 1314x17V4x4-in. wide case opens into 34x24¥4x10-in. high 
play area. Washable vinyl skyscraper backdrop and roadway with injection 
molded plastic bridge, gas station, overpass, ramps, signs and tollbooth. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, instructions incl. Cars not incl. 
49 C 58084—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces ................ .$9.95 

(2) “MATCHBOX” City Vehicle Set 
WHAT YOU GET: 9 die-cast metal vehicles, 2 to 3 inches long. Dodge Chal- 
lenger, airport bus, Pontiac Firebird, Ford Transit, Mercedes, police car, Van- 
tastic, car transporter and Volkswagon Rabbit. Made in England. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 54027—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces ........ $7.54 

Note for both pages: “MATCHBOX” is the registered trademark 
568 TERM owned by Lesney Products & Co.. Ltd.. England 

asino pace scans by снаа онсе com 

(3) Cruise thru 6'/ feet of rural $995 without 
roads with “MATCHBOX” Country = 

WHAT YOU GET: 13V x17V4x4-in. wide case opens into 34x24¥4x10-in. high 

Per haan, injection molded plas ils bridge and split f Station, barn; s fence. 
Detaled roadway winds an illustrated farm with a rural backdrop. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled, instructions included. Cars not incl. 
49 C 58089—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces ................ $9.95 

(4) “MATCHBOX” Country Vehicle Set 
WHAT YOU GET: 9 die-cast metal vehicles, 2 to 3 inches long. Gas tanker, 
wildlife truck, cattle shovel nose tractor, Atlas truck, tractor, Faun 
dump truck, Monteverdi site dumper. Made in England. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 58367—Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce .................. $7.54 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 

(5) Head down country roads with 95 

19-piece NYLINT Farm Set $ 1 2 

Load the cattle and sheep onto the stake pick-up truck and hitch up the 
trailer before you head out to an imaginary stockyard sale. 
19-PIECE SET INCLUDES 
14¥ox5¥ox5¥e-inch Chevy truck with removable stakes, Single-axle, 

е 11%x5%x37-inch high trailer with white lettered tires. Both are 
of heavy gauge steel with turned edges, non-toxic enamel finish. 4-per- 
son family and 13 animals, 1*2 to 414 inches high; cow, steer, goat, 
sheep, chicken, dogs, cat, calves, duck. All plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 58297—Shipping weight 4 pounds 11 ounces .......Set $12.95 



(1) Star Wars™ Cantina Adventure Set 
SET INCLUDES: Recreate the bizarre adven- 
ture and create new ones with 4 fully posable 
plastic figures; Greedo, Snaggletooth, Ham- 
merhead and Walrus Man. Graphics depict 
various characters and activity outside the 
Cantina. Ages 4 years and up. 

TION Made of cardboard. Scene 

49 N 59422— Shoe. wt. 1 lb. Set $8.77 

(2) Land Speeder™. Spe I suspension 
simulates "floating" ride on spring 

t seats for carrying figures 
moon clear windshield 

deck to carry R2-D2 and C 
ase button pops hood open, reveal 

Spaces on 
3PO. Re 
ing engine and storage compartment. Figures 
not in Plastic Ages 5 y 

RING INFORMATION 
49 N 59431 Wt. 10 oz. $455 

(3) X-Wing Fighter™ fires laser light 
and gives off sound 

KS. Wings go from closed to 
X" position by pushing 

ed R2-D2 button; wings 
position by push 

Red Alert! Now approaching the laser cannon on sf r 
Death Star Space Station sound activated by third deck button. Cock 

pit flips open to accept Luke Skywa 
other figures sold at left. Front landing skid 

ks in place. Ages 5 утз., uf 
NSTR: Plastic. 12x3* ong 

Requires 2 
package be AA" batteries, not in 

low. Figures not included. 
49 N 59432—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. $8.94 

(4) Tie Fighter™ flashes laser light 
and emits sound 

Release buttons pop off the 
nulating “battle 

. Ages 5 yrs 
9x7x10"2 

and ир. 
ong 
Requires 

order package be 
low. Figures not included. 
49 N 59433—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $8.94 

Alkaline "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 46999—Shpg. wt. 2 oz. “Pkg. 99c 

(5) Death Star Space Station™ 
О Manual elevator takes fig 

of four floors. Top floor f ures to ar atures 
laser cannon which emits clicking sound as it 

swivels into action. Push button explodes 
cannon frc housing 51 ulating a “hit 

Third nas manual light bridge which 
opens and closes. Second floor features con 
trol console and escape hatch to garbage 
compactor with simulated garbage and rep 

nster fou n first floor. For children 
ages 5 years and up 

12x14x20-in. high 
"igures not included. 

49 N 59434 Sine wt. 3 Ibs. $17.87 
(6), „Space Mite Generator 

Plast 

(8 thru 13) Star Wars™ Figures. Plastic, fully 
posable. Authentic costume. 214 to 4! in. t 
Ages 4 утэ. up. 

Probe the Help Luke and BG 
Unknown Han battle Darth On/off switch for 

ORDERING INFORMATION with your with your ШЫ 
(8) Greedo and Snaggletooth Space Inflatable ME eo 
49 N 594 12—Shpz. wt. 4 oz. Set $3.66 Mite Light Saber ORDERING IN 
(9) Hammerhead and Wairus Man. 4 є 
49 N 594 13—Shpz. wt. 4 oz. Set 3.66 болезни 90066 0526 = hy 
(10) Death Squad Commander, Luke Sky- ight TA (7) Light Saber™. Gold-color blade lights 
walker and Han Solo. t up and glows at the touch of a button, ready 
49 N 59414—Shpz. wt. 5 oz. Set $4.88 turdy plastic, inflatable 
(11) Darth Vadar and 2 Stormtroopers. in. long. 
49 М 59415—Shpz. wt. 5 oz. Set $4.88 О Requires 2 "D" batteries 
(12) Chewbacca, R2-D2 and C-3PO not s Pow. йе жайуу. 
49 N 59416—Shpz. wt. 5 oz. Set 4.88 49 N 59419. . wt. 6 oz. $3.96 

AE E visi un Sandpeopie ы Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2 
—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. Set 4.88 Shpg. wt. 11 oz Pkg. $1.39 49 N 46996— 

Trademarks of Twentieth 
Century Fox Film Corp. 574 

meme — 



n' Jiminy. Inflatable rubber tube with fabric covers 
front, back. Covers joined by 8 webbing straps. 

Supervision recommended. Not to be 
used as a lifesaving 
S Deflated. Tire-type air valve. 

36-inch diameter 
49 C 28522—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz $12.99 

42-inch diamet 
49 C 28471 ipping weight 5 lbs. 4 oz. $19.99 

(2) Plastic Stabilizers for Jumpin' Jiminy. Package of 8. 
49 C 28527—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $ Package $3.97 

Bouncin* 
Backyard 

Fun 

s. Measures 16 inches in diamete: 

hipping weight 3 lbs. 
49 C 28857 $9.99 

juro HiRise 



Carving Knife 
vibrates 

Blender whirls 
liquids. 

power cabinet 

Metal Colonial Mansion with 
129 pieces of furniture 

$877 

Our largest doll house. Outside, the el- 
egant colonial styling is carried out 
with simulated brick front, white sid- 
ing and green shutters . . lovely cupo- 
la on roof plus a spacious breezeway. 
Inside, there are 7 rooms. You can de- 
sign your own room settings by 
switching the 129 pieces of plastic fur- 
niture from room to room. 4 plastic 
people "live" in house. 38x9x15 inches 
high. Unassembled . . directions in- 
cluded. 
Shipping weight 9 сс 

79 N 9404C 

574 Sears "Ха" 

$8.77 

йыб pace scans by сайтан тине инса com 

Dishwasher with 

Every appliance 

really works 

Hostess Center.10 x 10-inch cardboard kitchen. Includes 
plastic sink with working drain . . dishwasher and dishes . 
utility table . . 8 utensil accessories. Plus sink cabinet 
that contains battery power to operate dishwasher, all other 
Mini-Matic appliances sold at right. Just plug them in. Uses 
2 "D" batteries, order pkg. below. Skipper doll not included. 
49 N 1127—Shipping weight 2 pounds .... .$9.88 
Dishwasher with battery-powered Cabinet. cies set of 
dishes. Uses 2 "D" batteries, order pkg. below. 
49 № 11278—Shipping weight 14 ounces ........ ..93.33 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8405- Shipping weight llb.8oz...........Pkg. 1.49 

You MEAN 7H/S 15 THE 
HOUSE PARTY YOU 
INVITED ME To ? 

ANS y 

Early American 
House of metal. . 

6 furnished rooms 

$599 

Large, rambling house has added attraction of an outdoor ter- 

race with awning. Kitchen, living-dining area, nursery, bed- 
room, bath and convenient utility-laundry room are filled with 
30 pieces of plastic furniture. Includes family of 4 plastic peo- 
ple. 2-story house is 26%х9х15 inches high. Unassembled 
directions included. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 9403C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $5.99 

Mini-Matic Hostess Center 
with dishwasher, utility table, dishes and other accessories 

ХАМО 

without. 
batteries 

Mini-Matic Appliances. All plastic appliances 
work only when plugged into part towers 
cabinet sold with hostess center (49 N 1127) or 
dishwasher unit (49 N 11278) at left. 

Mixer. Removable beaters, tilting head, bowl. 
49 N 11275—Shipping weight 8 oz. .......$2.33 
Carving Set. Easy-grip power handle. Storage 
unit. 
49 N 11277—Shipping weight 8 oz. .....-. $2.33 
Blender. See-thru jar with removable top for fill- 
ing and po rome-plated base. 
49N are Shipping weight Bor. .92.33 

Beautifully furnished $976 
Colonial Mansion 

1 Stately colonial mansion has elabo- 
rate designs screened on in full color 

to re-create the mood and elegance of 
yesteryear. 4 large rooms are furnished 
with the same deluxe pieces (except 
dresser with lamp) as our highest priced 
suburban home on facing page. Play 
area outside has a fenced-in formal gar- 
den and flagstone patio. 2-story vinyl 
house measures 19%x19%x17% in. 
high when open. Closes for easy toting. 
79 N 94015C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. ...98.76 

Modern House $ 
with fireplace 

2 Two-way exposed "brick" fireplace 
brightens the kitchen and adds rus- 

tic charm to the living area. Full-color 
screened baleony makes the 2nd story 
bedroom look extra-large and cheery. 
Rooms are completely furnished with 16 
pieces of molded plastic furniture. Vinyl 
house 16%х18% х10% inches high when 
open. Closed, it's compact, easy to carry. 
49 N 94016—Wt 2 lbs. 4 oz. ...... $5.99 

5-pc. Plastic Doll Family 

They bend, turn, twist or stay in any 
position . . range from 3 to 5 in. tall 

. wear cotton, rayon clothes. Scaled to 
fit houses on facing page. Hong Kong. 
49 N 9402—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. $1.99 

Snap-together Plastic 

Furniture 

Over 100 pieces of plastic furniture 
to snap together. For living room, 

dining room, 2 bedrooms, kitchen and 
bath. Instructions and room layout 
sheet included. 
49 N 94033—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. .$3.99 



-striped vinyl wipes 
clean. Canopy detaches. Fold- 
ing steel frame. 16x10x25 inches 
high. Partly assembled. 
49N33028-Wt. 11b. 902. $1.99 

-vinyl basket. 
h that strap on to 

bike; measures 10x7'/,x6% 
inches deep. Metal bell and 
hardware. 
49 N 88509—Wt. 1402...$1.99 

Word list to learn from, 93 plas- 
tic letters, 2 tracks to place let- 
ters on. Ages 4 to 8. 
49N16494-Wt. 11b. 1 от. $1.99 

Cobbler's 
Bench ` 

Popular pounding bench for 1 
to 24-year olds. Mallet, 8 pegs. 
4%/x5x9"/, inches high. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49 N 44838 

Mickey Mouse” Gumball Bank 

Use gumballs, or nuts 
and candy the same size 

Plastic penny bank pays yummy divi- 
dends. No one gets a gumball 'til they put 
in a penny. Key and lock. 9 inches high. 
Includes 30 gumballs. 
49 N 51163—Wt. 11b. 4 oz 
Refill. 135 extra gumballs. 
49 N 51166—Shpg. wt. 130z. .. 
"Disney characters (€)Wait Disney Prod: 

.$1.99 

.99c 

Catalog рап scans by christmas wecelechedcal com 

12-inch Tynie . . 
she drinks 
and wets 

Baby Tynie comes with 
her own nursing bottle 
and blanket. She's 
dressed in bed jacket, 
diaper and booties. 
Jointed vinyl body, 
molded hair. Shop the 
easy way, order by 
phone. 

Shipping wt. 12 oz. 
49N31585 .....$1.99 

WISH BOM, VALUE, 

М 

$1.00 Animal Tractors 
Plastic, battery-operated animal construction crew 
gobbles up small objects, carries them off. On-off 
switches start them scampering. Each uses 2 “C” 
batteries, order pkg. below. Japan. Ages 3-6. 

1 Shovelnose Dinosaur. Crank open his mouth, 
bend his neck. Flip a switch . . off he goes. 

49 N 44107—9x6x4% in. Wt. 11b. 307. .....*1.99 
Dumpy Hippopotamus. Crank to move his 

2 bulldozer mouth, empty dumper on back. E 
49 N 44106—10'4x7*/34 in. Wt. 11b.402...*1.99. 
3 Buckethead Giraffe. Crank to raise, lower his 

neck; open his scoop yourself. Off he goes. 
49 N 44108—9х6х47, in. Wt. 1 Ib. 207. .....*1.99 
C Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8406—Shpg. wt. 1202. ........ Package $1.19 

8-piece Chix Feeding Set for dolls 
Little doll-size plastic feeding utensils. Tiger-face di- 
vided feeding dish, milk bottle, funnel, terry bib, 2 
cups, 2 spoons. Ages 2 to 8. 
49 N 33574—Shipping weight 8 ounces 

Casper - 
Bean Bag 

Doll 

Spooky old Casper really 
wants to be your friend. Ny- 
lon plush. 10 inches high. 
49 N 40367—Wt. 1 Ib. .$1.99 

Jumping 
Dog 

Floppy-eared pooch hops in 
begging position, too. Rayon, 
8 in. long. Wind-up. Japan. 
49 N 41083—Wt. 9 0z,.$1.99 

Fisher-Price 
Peek-a-boo 

Block 

Doctor and Nurse Kits 
Stethoscope, eye test chart, toy 
watch, pill boxes, microscope, 
spectacles, bandages, etc., to fix 
up ailing patients. Hong Kong. 

4 Doctor's Kit. Black plastic 
bag. 59 pieces. Ages 3 to 7. 

49 N 44775—Wt. 1 lb. .....81.99 
5 Nurse's Kit. White plastic 

bag. 59 pieces. Ages 3 to 7. 
49 N 44527—Wt. 1307.....91.99 

e| 
D esign with Spirot ot 

Spirograph for preschoolers. 
All supplies incl. Ages 4 to 8. 
49N16047—Wt. 13 oz. .$ 1.99 

Squeeze bulb and figure pops 
Out . . then di 5/х 
4x4°/, in. Plastic. Ages 1-3. 
49N44355—Wt. 12 0z..$ 1.99 

Ringa 

Ding 

Cash 
Register 

Ages 3 to 5 play with basic 
numbers. Bell rings, drawer 
opens. Plastic, 7'% in. high. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 М 16189 

Checkers 
‘n Backgammon 

Reversible board, 15x15 in., 
folds to fit leatherette box. Plas- 
tic checkers. Ages 6-up. 
49N53145-Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. $1.99 

Craft Kit 
Try new ways to 
create colorful 

pictures 

Four ways to make beautiful pic- 
tures you can he truly proud of. 
Use soft water colors, make rich 
designs in felt, or try sand or glit- 

l ter for unusual textured effects. 

; $ Pre-sketched panels about 6x6 in., 

l Keys of Learnin brushes, glue, complete instruc- 

Child puts blocks into nests, then tions and packets of materials for — , 

finds the right key to release the particular art. Ages 5 to 12. 

blocks. For color association, 49 N 22793—Wt. 11 oz..... $1.99 

manual dexterity, shape recogni- 
tion. Ages 2 to 6. Plastic. 
49 N 44045—W 1 Ib. 80z. $1.99 

BREESE YS ^ 



U.S. Map Puzzle 
Official Rand-McNally 
map shows boundaries, 
capitals, national parks, 
major rivers. Alaska. 
Hawaii. Fiberboard, 21x14 
inches. Ages 6 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 
49 C 53069 

Jam Pac Cars 
Eight Tootsietoy minia- 
tures..cars, race cars 
and trucks. Each approxi- 
mately 2/2 inches long 
Sturdy die-cast metal 
For ages 4 and up. 
Shipping wt. 6 oz 

49 C 53137 

Nursery Rhyme 
Top 

Nursery rhyme charac- 
ters for child to recognize 
and tell you about. Plung- 
er knob teaches coordina- 
tion, starts top spinning 
and humming. Ages 3to6. 
49 C 51176 — Wt. 11 oz . 99c 

Pinball Game 
Ten Kooky Korner char- 
acters tell you how to 
score 1000 points in just 5 
shots. Odd colored ball 
counts double. 62x12 in. 
Plastic. For ages 6 to 10. 

Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 C 51183. ээс 

Block Truck 
Pre-schooler's plastic 
pull toy. "Blocks" are 
removable little peo- 
ple. Measures 6 
inches long. For ages 
3 to 6 years old. 

Shpg. wt. 8 oz 
49 C 53143. 99c 

Badminton Set 
Two easy-grip plastic 
rackets 18 inches long; 
2 plastic, rubber-tip- 
ped birdies. For ages 4 
to 10 years old. From 
Hong Kong 

Shpg. wt. 8 oz 
49 C 52027 Set99c 

(v 
VA 

( \ 

Рипсһо 
Knock him down and 
he pops back up for 
more punches. Inflat- 
able vinyl, 26 inches 
tall. Ages 3 and up 

Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz 
49 C 50097 99c 

Lantern 
Seven inches high 
Plastic. Uses 1 g 
battery (not included) 
Imported from Hong 
Kong. For children 4 
years old and up. 

Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 C 52028. 39c 

Сой Pade scans by cuisines masetecidci com 

Silly Putty 
Stretches like taffy 
and bounces like rub- 
ber. Even transfers 
pictures from comics. 
Comes in protective 

plastic egg shell. Ages 
4 and up. Wt. 4 oz 
49 C 53065. 99с 

Stocking 
Stuffer 

Clogs 
Comfortable casuals in 
light-on-your-feet semi- 
soft plastic. Fresh air 
vented uppers. For young 
ladies in step with fashion. 
ages 2 to 6 yrs. old. Im- 
ported from Hong Kong. 
49 C 51141— Wt. 11 ог. 99c 

TOYS 

22. 
Any 

3 or more 

Barrel of 
Monkeys Game 

Pick up 12 chimps 
making a chain and 
youre champ. For 
children ages 4 years 
old and up. Plastic. 

Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 С 53138 ээс 

See-through 

Telephone 

Dial turns, bell rings. 
Plastic. measures 9x8 
x3 inches. Ages 4 to 8. 
From Singapore. 

Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
49 C 52049. ээс 

Jewelry Box 

Good things in this small 
package include sculp- 
tured jewelry box, 4 sets 
of earrings, 3 bracelets. 
4 necklaces. Plastic. For 
ages 4 to 8. Wt. 4 oz. 
49 С 51175. 

Finger Paint 
Redskin finger ts by 
Milton Bradley. Includes 
red, yellow, green and 
blue paint, paint paper. 
wood spatula. For ages 3 
years old to adult. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 C 51178. ээс 

Slinky 

The amazing spring kind 
of thing that walks down 
stairs, falls from hand to 
hand. Three-inch diam- 
eter. Fascinating and en- 
tertaining to watch. For 
ages 4 years old and up. 
49 C 5211— Wt. 10 oz... 99c 

Miniature 
Raggedy Andy 

Heres Raggedy Ann's 
best friend and constant 
companion. A baby-sized 
7 inches high. Cloth body 
red synthetic yarn hair. 

49 C 34051— Wt. 2 ог... 99c 

Buzz-O-Matic 
Shaver 

Play electric shaver with 
on-off switch, pretend re- 
charger stand and cord. 
One "AA" battery in- 
cluded. Plastic. For little 
shavers ages 4 and up. 
49 C 51165— Wt. З ог ..99с 

Jumbo 
Old Maid 

Giant 342x5¥¢-inch cards 
with full-color illustra- 
tions of Old Maid, Profes- 
sor Peter and others. 
For ages 6 and up. 
49 C 51179—Wt. 8 oz. ...99c 

Bubble Umbrella 
Keep little hairdos dry. 
See-through vinyl bul 
ble style just like grown- 
up. Easy open and close. 
Comfort-grip handle. 21 
in. long. Suitable for 
ages 6 and up. 
49 C 51142— Wt. 3 oz. 99c 

Miniature 
Raggedy Ann 

Imagine a baby-sized, 7- 
inch version of the best- 
loved Raggedy Ann doll 
Floppy cloth body, red 
synthetic yarn hair. 
49 C 34049 — Wt. 2 oz. 99c 

Fun Beams 
Flashlight 

Un-lightning! This un- 
usual flashlight looks 
just like a 7-Up bottle. 
Буз inches long. One 
"AA" battery included. 
For ages 4 and up. 
49 C 51174 — Wt. 4 oz. 99с 

Pocket 

Erector Set 

Hold it in one hand. 
Plans for 30 toys and 
models. Nut and bolt 
construction. Plastic 
and metal. Ages 8 up. 
49 C 51177— Wt. 5 oz. 99c 
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"Computer" card 
activates elevator 

C 

Lever releases car 
from its stall 

$1299 
cars. 

batteries 
not incl. 

Sears Computer Garage ә 
. . programmed, fully automatic parking 

The most modern computerized parking garage in mini-car city 

. . holds up to 8 “MATCHBOX”, Hot Wheels or other mini-cars 

(sold on pages 573, 577 to 579). It's easy and fun to load or re- 

move parked cars . . numbered card brings the car you want 
down the entrance on a ferris-wheel type elevator . . spring trigger 
moves the саг out at bottom. Plastic. 10х10%4х17 in. high. Uses 2 
“р” batteries, order pkg. at right. From Japan. Ages 3 to 10. 

“MATCHBOX?” Steer-N-Go 
. . just like driving a real racer 

@ Turn on the key ignition 
and fire up the action 

* Shift transmission into 
either of two forward 
speeds. or reverse 

79 N 57027C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 

Evel Knievel™ Stunt Sets..danger and thrills with tl 

$ с” 
Scramble Van" $897 

The perfect carrier for Evel and his stunt cycle 
(not included). Equipped with trailer, gasoline can, 
tool box with tools, cycle jack and grease gun. 
Complete with 3-piece jump ramp so Evel can 
even jump his own van. A fire extinguisher and a 
captain's chair complete the set. Removable side 
panel allows easy access to office, dressing room 
and lounge areas, with their many accessories all 
scaled to fit Evel. All plastic; van 17x9x12 in. high. 
Recommended for ages 5 to 10. 
49 м 58227—Shipping weight 3 pounds ...... 5897 

ттүү гөр 

without 
Evel. cycle 

$1299 

Evel in his Stunt and Crash Car 

Even when he has four wheels, Evel is still a two- 
wheel daredevil. His gyro-powered stunt and crash 
car accelerates out of the energizer/winder, bal- 
anced up on its 2 side wheels. Evel is inside in com- 
plete control until he hits an obstacle . . then the 
car explodes, but Evel's still safely strapped to his 
seat inside the roll cage. You can reassemble fend- 
ers, hood, body and chassis for another crash run. 
Twist air cleaner and car runs without exploding. 
Colorful plastic, 412х5х12 in. long. Ages 5 to 10. 
49 N 5827 1—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. $1144 

Stunt Stadium 

Big 46-in. wide play area for Evel, com- 
», plete with graphic grandstand and stunt 
accessories. He jumps and flips at record 
55 scale-ft. heights using the special ac- 
cessories, performs an almost impossi 
double flip. Using the “Sky Hook” he 
pulls himself off the cycle in mid-air and 
sends cycle bursting through the stadium 
doors. All stunt gear packs up into case. 
Vinyl. Ages 5 to 10. Evel, cycle not incl. 
79 N 58272C—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. ..$11.44 
NOTE: These items not recommended for chil- 
Gren under 3. due to small parts 

* Turn woodgrained racing- 
style steering wheel 
to maneuver your car 

e Racing-style dashboard 
is fully instrumented 

LEES азса 

ra 
batteries 

Slap stick shift into first gear and steer your “MATCHBOX” car (included) around 

hairpin turns and over bridges. Shift into second gear and go speeding along the 

straightaways. И your car spins out and off the road, shift into reverse gear, and 

back out. Uses 3 "D" batteries . . order package directly below. Durable plastic and 

metal construction. For young drivers ages 6 to 12. 
79 N 57064C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ....................... 
49 N 46995—"D" Batteries. Package of 6. Shpg. wt. 11b. 4 oz. . 

NOTE: “MATCHBOX” is the heme trademark 
owned by Lesney Products & 

.$19.97 

Pkg. 1.49 

o., Ltd., England 

wildest daredevil ever! 

Evel and his Stunt Cycle 

Knievel and his stunt cycle perform just about 
y maneuver known to the real Evel. Powered by 

its revolutionary gyro motor, the amazing stunt 
cle lands with perfect balance every time. Cycle 
tures high-traction tires, impact-absorbing fork, 2- 
position kickstand . . 824x2%4x4% in. high. Evel is 7 
in. tall and dressed in his official uniform with re- 
movable helmet and swagger stick. Includes power- 
ful energizer and winder that fires the cycle off. Du- 
rable plastic. Recommended for ages 5 to 10. 
49 М 58224—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 2 oz. .... 

Ev 

..$8.97 

Derry Daring and 
her Stunt Cycle do 

flips, jumps, wheelies 

$897 
She can do anything Evel can 
do. She's 7 in. tall, dressed in a A { 
shocking pink jump suit. Gyro i5] 
motor in cycle helps it land per- CONS S 
fectly balanced. Incl. energizer/ SS 
winder. Plastic. Ages 5 to 10. a mee 
49N30879-Wt. 2 Ibs. 202. „#887 — "29 [Sears]571 



15899 
arge set 

You are the hero of the Old West Dare to enter the world of the future 
with Ambush at Falling Rock Play Set with Planet of the Apes™ Play Set 

Figures can fight on both sides of this mountain measuring 18x18x20 inches Control the action as apes J 67-piece Set. 32 human and ape figures, ve 
high. 100-piece set includes: avalry figures, frontier cowbc and humans battle it out. hicles, ponies, mountain, trailer, trees with 
ans, all about 2% to 3 inches high. Plus horses, tepee, covered wagon, cavalry 2% to 3-in. high molded ^ footbridge and more. 
accessories and cactus. All molded plastic. Partly assembled, with instructions plastic figures and acces- 49 C 59881—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. Set $8.99 
included. Recommended for children ages 5 to 9 years, sories, Partly assembled, 2 16-pc. Set. Figures, horse, jeep, tr 
79 C 59838C—Shipping weight 6 pounds Set $15.99 instructions, Ages 4, up. 49 C59878—Shipping weight 12 oz. .© 

You maneuver the troops in the fight for the West Explore the adventures of the past 
with Fort Apache Play Set with One Million B.C. Play Set 

The men grow weary as the sun beats down, help them carry on. Includes Visit a time when giant reptiles ruled the earth. Place the 12 cavemen (2% to 3 
blockhouse and gate, flag, 8 stockade accessories, cannon, 16 cavalry figures in. high) and 29 different-sized animals and monsters, and palms on either side 
and 16 Indians (215 to 3 inches tall), 4 horses with riders, ladders, tepee, ofthe 18x21x19 in. high prehistoric mountain. Create your own play situation. 
corner fence and more. Plastic. Partly assembled, instructions. Ages 4 to 10. Plastic. Partly assembled, instructions. Ages 5 to 9. 
78 С 59841C—Shipping weight 5 pounds "n Set $9.99 79 C 59842C—Shipping weight 6 pounds .Set $15.99 

NOTE: Items on this page not recommended for children under 3. due to small parts. reco 575 

‘Catalog Dane ксп by каны wersolachedcal com 



18-inch Dearest Infant 
Just listen $ 1095 
to 2 cry 

(1) Dearest Infant. Baby makes crying 
Mrs when you tilt her forward. 

1 as lashes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Eyalet lace- 
trimmed pajama top with pink bottoms. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Order extra clothes below. 
49N31693—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 3 02. ..... $1095 

(2) Dress for Dearest Infant. Blue and 
white check dress with lace trim, applique. 
White diaper, knit booties included. 
ORDERING INFO; Doll not included. 
49 N 32584—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. .$3.99 

(3) Coverall for Dearest Infant. 1-piece 
knit coverall with embroidered trim. 

mos INFO: A p. included. 
32585—Shpg. wt. 

(4) 15-inch Don't Cry Baby 
Baby drinks from her bottle and cries tears. 
UAE CREE n une 1 

many positions. Blond rooted halt. Painted 
eyes. 

THES. ACCESSORIES: Kimona, panti 
tect your 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N31713—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. $11.94 

(5) Wake Up Thumbelina 

THES, ACCESSORIES: One-piece pajama 
Sat aca ‘Hair ribbon. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 

—Ó——— 

$1146 тет 

LOVABLE 
19-INCH 

BABY DOLL 
Tilt her forward and 
she cries "Mama 

tilt her backward a 
she cries "Papa 

) 14-inch Angel Baby 
loves to be dressed 

$799 

(8) Angel Baby Doll. 

BODY, DETAILING: 14 inches tall. Soft vinyl body. Jointed arms 
and legs . . . pose her in many positions. Blond rooted hair. 

-and-close eyes with lashes, 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: 3-piece pink, white dotted у, set: 
lace-trimmed top, panties, matching sun hat. Shoes, 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order extra clothing below. 
49N31556—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ошпсез........... 3799 

7) Pajamas for Angel e Denim Outfit for Angel. 
aby. Pink, white pajama looded jacket, slacks, 

top, Applique trim. ORDER INFO: Doll, shoes and 
ORDER INFO: Doll not incl. socks not included. 
49N32556—Wt.402....5299 — 49N32582—Wt. 4 oz. .. 93.99 

(8) Coveralls for Angel. 1- 10) Dress for Angel Baby. 
i it coveralls, white HO) areas Panties, piece red knit co 

top. trim. ORDER INFO: Doll, shoes and 
ORDER INFO: Doll not ind. socks not included. 
49N32583—Wt doz....$3.99 — 49N32581—Wt. 4 oz. ...52.99 ROERING INFORMATION: 

Stone weight 2 Ibs, 8 oz. 

| 12 aod: 13) Hush Li'l Baby. Watch baby move her head 
side to side . . . she fusses and squirms in her cradle, 

rocking it back and forth. Calm and quiet this little darling 
by putting her bottle or ‘pacifier in her mouth. 
BODY DETAILING: 15 in. tall. Plastic body with rotocast 
Jointed arms and legs. Rooted hair. Painted eyes, lashes. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Ruffled top and penta. P рак 
pacifier and bottle, put either in her mouth to calm her. 
rugated cardboard cradle that rocks (not shown). 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Each requires 2 "C" batteries, Kole! pks. 
below. Cradle comes unassembled. Instructions includ 
(12) 49N31717—Black Hush Li'l Baby. Wt. 2 Ibs. ..$10.46 
(13) 49N31703—White Hush Li'l Baby. Wt. br 10.46 

Long-lasting Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 
49 N16997— Shipping weight 5 ounces ....... VASE $139 when you buy Hush Li'l Baby р 
ADM Rocking Horse . . . doll's motion rocks horse. (12) or (13) with (14) РЕ, 

ly colored Masonite® hardboard, plastic supports. Each ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. Notched for assembl 
49N31707—Shipping weight 1 pound... ............- T E rry i-us ‘I L3 45 | 51046 
Black Hush L'I Baby (12), Rocking Horse (14). КА 49 N 31747—Order doll batteries above. Wt. 3 lbs... ..... $13.45 
White Hush Li'l Baby (13), Rocking Hore (14). 
49 N 31729— Order doll batteries above. Wt. 3 lbs... ..... 913.45 
(15) 9-piece Wardrobe Set. . . for Hush Li'l Baby. Incl. 
comb, nightgown, dress, pants, 2-pc. playsuit, 3 hangers. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 32592—Shipping weight Set $3.99 
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Corgi Junior Country 
Vehicle Set $327 

5869 
without vehicles 

total 511.96 

$996 when you buy Corgi Country (6) with 
Corgi Country Vehicle Set (7) OR Corgi 
Town (8) with Corgi City Vehicle Set (9) 

Mer THEY'RE MADE OF: Laminated, synthetic foam-core paper- 

FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled, instructions incl. Vehicles not incl. 
(6) 61-Pc. Corgi Country (20 59. ft.) interlocking roadway. 

store, and bridge, boat ramp, plaza, pier. DH suem ge gy 
7) Corgi Junior Die-cast Metal Country Vehicle Set. 

er, a -up. 2-3 in. England. 
49 C 58425— Vehicle Set. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
49 C 58429—Corgi Country (6), Vehicles (7). Wt. 2 Ibs. . 
8) 6 ШАА, Corgi tinel (20 n ft) aero) roadway. S 

together gi е, hospital, car wash, firehouse, snack shop, 
me^ auto dealer. Simulated “flames”. P 
49 C 58418—Corgi Town. Shpg. wt. 11b. 9 ол............... $8.69 
(9) Corgi Junior Die-cast Meta! City Vehicle Set. 
li , fire engine, chief's car, ambulance. 2-3 in. England. 

49C 8459. Vehicle Set Shpg. wt. 7 oz. NETUS 53.27 
49 C 58463—Corgi Town (8), Vehicles (9). Shpg. wt. 21bs. ... 9.98 

“MATCHBOX” „ы Set of 4 
Skybuster sione $495 | Planes $497 

(10) “MATCHBOX” Skybuster Airport 
WHAT YOU GET: Vinyl carrying case unfolds into approx. 24x20-in. 
play area with airplane hanger backdrop. Incl. control tower, terminal. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Planes not included, order set below. 
49 C 58405—Shipping weight 1 pound ...................... $4.95 

(11) “MATCHBOX” Skybusters 
WHAT YOU GET: 4 die-cast metal planes, 3 to 4 inches long: England. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 58106—Shipping weight 8 ounces .................. Set $4.97 

аа раво scans by chritimas wercalechnical com 

Country" Set 

Corgi Junior City Vehicle Set $327 

(12) "MATCHBOX" 95 without 
Emergency Station $4 he panos 

HOW IT WORKS: You won't waste precious time 
opening doors by hand with this station. Push one 
button to sound emergency alarm. Push second but- 
ton to automatically open doors and shoot vehicles 
out to the rescue. 
CONSTRUCTION: Made of plastic. Measures 6x10x5 
inches high overall. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Vehicles not included, 
order (13) at right. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
49C58412. 

Emergency Set 
SET INCL. 6 die-cast 
metal vehicles, 2-3 
in. long. Ambulance, 
helicopter, police 
car, fire chief's car, 
and 2 more. Eng- 
land. 
FOR AGES: 3-10 yrs. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 C 54031 .$4.97 



Tie 
| Fighter" 

(1) Tie Fighter™. Die-cast metal with 
removable plastic els. Seat assem- 
bly with Darth Vadar figure removable 
through rear hatch. 4x3x3 in. high. Ages 
4 yrs., and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 59428—Wt. 100z. ......$3.55 

(2) X-Wing Fighter™. Die-cast metal 
with plastic wings that open to “X” 
configuration. Transparent canopy 
opens revealing non-removable Luke 
Skywalker figure. 3х3%;х3 inches 
high. Ages 4 yrs., up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 59427—Wt. 8 oz. ..$3.55 

(3) Darth Vadar™ 
CONSTR: Hard plastic with molded ar- 
mor details. Removable black cape and 
carries a simulated light saber. Fully 
poe d 15 in. tall. Ages 5 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 59437—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $7.94 

(4) Chewbacca™ 
CONSTRUCTION: Wookie of shaggy, 
plush-covered pile. Fully posable. 20 in. 
tall. Ages 2 yrs., up. Imported. 

ORDER INFO: Shp. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
48 N 40568 .$9.94 
Star Wars figures are tracemarks of 
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp 

dsioó god bene ттлт 

Space 
Bullhorn/ 
Walkie 
Talkie 

(5thru 8 

x 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic with solid-state circuitry. Item (6) is 

Space Helmet 
Walkie Talkie 

Save 52 
Wes 218.99 in our 
1977 Christmas Book 

Now only 

$1699 

ped 
‘code ower airwaves 

polyurethane-foam padded. Transmit up to М 
mile over hat terrain at 49.860 MHz., over airwaves without wires. No FCC Ii license required. Ages 5 утэ, and up. 
(5) Space Bullhorn/ 
Walkie Talkie. Has on/off 
volume control, mic and 
speaker. Telescopic anten- 
na. Handle folds. Switch for 
use of bullhorn or walkie- 
talkie function. Detachable 
telescope. Measures 9x 
4x83, in. long. 
ORDER INFO: Requires one 
9-v. battery, not included, 
order pkg. below at right. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 66652 .$16.95 

(6) Space Helmet Walk- 
ie Talkie. On/off, volume 
control, adjustable mic 
speaker. Antenna. Chin 
strap and visor. Not designed 
Jor use as a protective head- 
gear. One size fits all. Рег. 
sonalize with stick on letters 
(included). 

ORDER INFO: Requires one 
9-v. battery, not included, 
order pkg. below at right. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 66683......$16.95 

7) Space Base Station 
n/off volume and tuning 

controls, mic. Telescopic an- 
tenna. Use to transmit your 
voice or Morse code. Unit 
scans all 40 citizen's band 
channels to keep you in- 
formed. Measures 8*4x 
7%4x4 in. high. 

ORDER INFO: Requires one 
9-v. battery, not included, 
order pkg. at pg. bottom. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 N 66649 $16.99 

(8) Hand-held Space 
Communitron Walkie 
Talkie. On/off volume 
control, mic, Talk/listen 
buttons. Space alert 
sound. Transmit voice or 
use Morse code. 2!%х 
2V4x7 inches high. 
ORDER INFORMATION 
Need one 9-у. battery not 
included, order package 
below. 
Shpg. wt. 8 
49N 66808 - $10.99 

(9) Space Nite-Lite Radio 
ONSTRUCTION: Plays all AM radio stations. Solid- 

state circuitry. Dimmer controlled nite-lite illuminates 
the planets on screen above radio. White plastic chassis 
9x8x3 inches deep. Ages 5 yrs., up. Imported. 
ELEC. INFO: Operates on AC ada ter with 6: 
(included). 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. UL 
watts, Not recommended for xm under 5. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 М 6690— Shipping weight 21. 2 02. . $14.99 
9-volt Batteries. Package of two. 
49 N 46993—Shipping wt. 4 oz. К ..Pkg. 99c 



Test your balancing 
skill on Stilts 

or à Pogo Stick 
and see how long, 
how far you can go 

(9 thru 11) Pogo Sticks 
Spee ronson АМ соц 

‚ Set new records Tor 
psc. 
Rigid tubular steel with nylon 
bushings to reduce friction. Alu- 
minum footrests with slip resist- 
ant, XT ps ads. Vinyl hand 

bottom rubber grips. Anti 
and fi Streamers on tip d 

ue INFORMATION: 
Partly assembled. Instructions 
and hardware included. 

(9) Super Hi-rise Pogo 

48 in. high, 18-in. wide. 
EAM аңар, ae 

Shipping weight 7 lbs. 1 oz. 
79C29263C...,.... $12.99 

(10) Hi-rise Pogo 
44% in. high, 18 in. wide. 
FOR AGES: Pah Fey c ..60 
to 150 pounds. 

79 C 2921 Te n uc 

(11) Junior Pogo 
36/2 in. high, 84 in. wide. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 9 years. . . 40 
to 100 pc 

(12) Stiltmaster Stilts 
Improve your balance; stand 
above your friends. 
CONSTRUCTION: Enamel-fin- 
ished tubular steel poles. Anti- 
skid rubber tips on bottom of 
stilts to ee floors and add 

ity. Footrests adjust 
10 to 16 in. from floor, have 
slip-resistant rubber pads. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. . . 
up to 175 pounds. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Hs assembled, instructions 

lu 
Shipping weight 6 lbs, 

78 C 29611C -— Pair $8.88 

Phone ordering s 
a quick and 

easy way to buy 

(13) Flingers" 
Flingers" inflatable target toss 
rp tests your tossing accura- 

your concentration un- 
du pressure. Can you knock 
your opponent off target and 
earn points for your team? Or 
just toss 'em over and score! 

ay be used indoors or out. 
SET INCLUDES: Four 12-inch 
ET inflatable vinyl Flingers 

th. mus А анаша 
ft. square vinyl target. 

T TAGES 4 years and up Not 
for ра under 3 due to 
quired. 
посао INFORMATION: In- 

eight 2 bs. 4 А es 
Am .44 

SAVE THIS CATALO! 

You can order items on 
pages 497 thru 648 and 
657 thru 669 from now 

. until AUGUST 31, 1980 
unless stated otherwise 

lion nece scans bv elitas пиана con 

Pitch to center. . . line drive 
Pete Rose Pitch to bottom. . . returns fly balls 

Batting Pitch to top. . . returns grounders 
Practice" 

Nerf* 
Soccerball 

(14) Pete Rose Batting Practice". It's the easy way 
to learn Big e hitting skills. Stretch ball back, flip 
it. Pitch high or low, fast or slow. 
SET INCLUDES: 234-inch diameter sponge rubber base- 
ball attached to 15-ft. long adjustable nylon-covered 
stretch cord. Plastic base measures 5x8x15-in. high. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDER INFO; Partly assembled. Instr. Incl. 
49 C 28269—Shipping weight 3 pounds ......$11.97 

(15 and 16) Nerf$ Sport Balls. Safe, soft; squeeza- 
ble, polyurethane foam. Protective cover. 

(15) Nerf® Football. 10 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
49 C 28035—Shipping weight 8 ounces . 

(16) Nerf$ Soccerball, 8-inch diameter. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 14 years. 
49 C 29418—Shipping weight 10 ounces . ..$4.99 

ЩИРА мау Рі Net. Curved frame returns pitches 
grounders or line drives without adjusting unit. 

Tubular steel frame 38x56-in. high, yellow baked-enamel 
finish. White ie net is attached with steel springs and 
“5" hook. Red-marked strike zone. Two steel ground 
stakes support frame. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. Ball not NS 
79 C 28063C—Shipping weight б lbs. 4 oz. ...$12 

(18) Pitch Jes Catch. Legs adjust to 4 positions ps 
TO ae ielding. Tubular steel frame 38-in. square. 
ellow baked-enamel . White nylon net is attached 

with steel springs, “S” hook. 2 steel ground stakes. Use 
indoors or out. Red ribbon marks strike zone. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr. incl. Ball not incl. 
79 C 2807 4C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 oz. ..... $9.99 

(19) Archery Set. Bow: break-resistant fiber glass, 
plastic grip; 42 inches when straight; includes string 

cord bow string. Arrows: four 18-inch lacquered, crested 
and fletched wood arrows, suction cup tips. Hardboard 
target: 2212x221 inches. 4-color regulation markings. 
Wooden tripod. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 C 29773C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8 oz. . .Set $5.99 

"E $3.49 

. S-way Pitch Net 

Pitch and Catch 

18-in. arrows have 
suction-cup tips 

Pitch a perfect strike... ` 
and catch it You're out! 

Deluxe 
Tripod 
Archery 

Set 

SPORTS TOYS 



Suburban Split Level . . 

ae our finest Doll House Cut $2 

22. 
batteries 

Priced to be 

SOMETHING SPECIAL «eso 
This is every little girl's dream house—and such 

fun to play with because it "works" like a real 
house. Inside, 14 pieces of furniture are modern 
and elegant—made of hand-crafted plastic. Out- 

side, there's an extra-large lawn, flagstone patio 
and fabulous 3-D swimming pool. Vinyl estate mea- 
sures 22x26'Ax15'4 inches high when open. Folds 
to a compact carry case. Dresser lamp uses 2 "AA" 
batteries, order package below. 
79 М 94017C—Shipping weight 7 lbs. $12.99 

49 N 8402-"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 6 07..99c 

* Front door opens—door bell rings 
* Dresser lamp in bay window lights 
* See-thru side doors 
* Sturdy handle for 

easy carrying 

EE _ "8 Sears 575 
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Good Grief! 
-.now its fun to brush your teeth ge 

Snoopy POWER TOOTHBRUSH 

49 N 51026 Shipping weight 1 pound. . ....96.99 

"D" Botteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 8405 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. ....... Package $1.49 
Snoopy © United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 1966 

Say 

hello 
to 

poppin' 

fresh 

* Love me! 
* Squeeze me! 
* Poke my 
tummy! 

batteries 

aN 

Remote Control Plane and Copter 
1 Plane. Touch a button and propeller 

spins. You make plane dive, loop, do 
figure-8's. Plastic fuselage, 14-іп. wing 
span. Uses2 "D" batteries — order pkg. below. 

2. Copter. Touch button, rotor turns. You 
make copter take off, land, even rescue 2 

“astronauts”. Plastic body, 8Y» in. long. 
Uses 2 "D" batteries — order pkg. below. 

$139 
49 N 51027— Shipping weight 14 ог.........52.99 49 N 51028— Shipping weight 15 oz. $2.99 

Buy both (1) and (2) and Save $1.00. Also includes 2 power packs — order batteries below. 
A lovable, squeezable, poke-in-the-tummy doll that 49 N 51029— Shipping weight 2 pounds. Separately total $5.98....... . Set *4.98 kids of all ages want for their very own. Soft, non- 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. toxic pol: —his head even turns! 7 inches tall. 49 М 8405— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. ....... -. Package $1.49 hipping weight 6 ounces. $1.39 

Make your own cartoon shows 
with Kookey Kritters PY 

You operate the controls that make these 
5 crazy characters dance, wiggle, waggle, 

23 stretch and scrunch —it's magic action 

$499 
Monkey, skeleton, rabbit, frog and dragon are ready to play with 
you. Just place one of them in blue plastic showcase, close the 
back and turn 3 knobs to move arms, legs and body. Showcase 
stands on removable plastic feet that help protect mom's table. 
Measures 10x1x12 inches high overall. Ages 3 and up. 
49 М 50517 — Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. . $4.99 



E 1j 
pm ши 

Protect the stage, "Marshal" the bad guys. 
snooze in the hotel or shop for supplies 

Western Town 

Cut $1.11 
Sold only at Sears 

Return to those thrilling days of yesteryear in a town including hotel-saloon. general 
store, city hall. bank, 30 Wild West figures, a stagecoach and a covered wagon. Doors 
open and roofs come off so you can put your Wild West characters into action all over 
town. All pieces are non-toxic plastic with the color molded right in. Figures 2Уз to 3 
inches high. snap-together buildings about 8Y2x82x6 inches high. West Germany. 

79 C 59195C — Shipping weight 8 pounds s«a* 13.88 

Cross the moat and storm the walls 
to free the prisoners in the hidden dungeon 

Return to the days of gallant knights when chivalry lived. King Arthur's realm in- 
cludes 11 knights in "shining armor”, 5 horses, snap-together castle built on a rock 
formation, a large courtyard and a water well. And they're all plastic with non-toxic 
color molded right in. You'll lower the drawbridge and charge across the moat into 
battle. Knights and horses in armorial trappings are 2¥2 to 3 inches high. Castle with 
pennant and coat of arms stands 20x20x18 inches high. From West Germany 
79 C 59128С – Shipping weight 8 pounds set 513.88 

582 [Sears] 
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16-piece 
Cowboys and $499 
Indians Set 

Color-molded plastic fig- 
ures stand 3 to 4¥2 inches 
high. Cowboys, Indians, 
wagon, horses, wigwam, 
totem pole. Great Britain 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C 59203 Set $4.99 

14 knights on foot and 6 
mounted on horseback are 
ready to storm any castle 
to save a damsel in dis- 
tress. Color-molded plas- 
tic figures 3 to 4%. in. 
high. Great Britain. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 С 59139 ...... Set $4.99 

Sail your floating canoe. 

hunt for food or dance 
around the teepees 

Indian 
Village 

$799 
set 

You'll almost feel as if you're 
sitting around the council fire. 

Color-molded plastic village in- 
cludes 5 teepees; 2 trees with 
snap-on foliage; a war canoe, with 
detachable keel, that really floats 
travois, totem pole; camp fire; 
snap-together 9-pc. corral and 14 
Indian figures with movable 
heads, waists . . each 2V in. tall. 
32x22-inch village. Scotland 

nipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49 C 59901 Set $7.99 

in the days of King Arthur 
this was the nation's 

favorite sport 

Jousting 

Tournament 

dor $599 
This was the test of courage and 
skill for medieval knights. Color- 
molded plastic set incl. 2 medie- 
val tents, 2 jousting knights on 

horseback with movable visors. 
2trees with snap-on foliage, snap- 

together jousting rail and 14 as- 

sorted standing knights . . each 
27 in. tall. Figures have movable 
waists and detachable shields 
and weapons. Tournament site 
21x17 in. Scotland 
Shipping weight 15 ounces 

49 C 59902 Set $5.99 



“MATCHBOX” Scene Sets open a whole new 

PA magnificent farm spread 
that makes it fun to 
help with the chores 

"тт 
vehicles. 

Sold only at Sears! Old McDonald 
never had it as good as you will 

with this modern farm. Vehicles cross 
the bridge and overpass and rumble 
down the road. Past the barn and silo 

+ then in for a quick stop at the snack 
bar, and then back to the farm again. 
Also incl. a farm house and storage 
area for mini-vehicles (sold below). 
Vacuum-formed and heat-sealed vi- 

nyl for long life. Layout folds into con- 
venient carrying case. . measures 
18x14x4 in. wide. For ages 3 and up. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

79 N 57046C $1197 

$ “MATCHBOX” 
» A > Country Vehicle Set 

ve 

Country Vehicle Set 
2 The 10 farm mini-vehicles include a 

tractor, fork lift, articulated truck, 
road roller, family car, wildlife truck, 
bulldozer, field car, camper and coach 
car. Each vehicle measures about 2 to 3 
in. long and is made of die-cast metal. 
From England. Ages 3 to 12. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces, 
49 N 54985 „Set $7.47 

“МАТСНВОХ” 
Construction Site 

Roadway bridges, a 
factory. . even a big 

vehicle storage house 

SEES 
3 Sold only at Sears! You're the con 

tractor on this job and you've got a 
deadline to meet. So it's out to the job 
site and the work begins. Construction 
vehicles climb up the ramp and rumble 
along the highway. Past factories, onto 
the bridge and over the river they go. 
At the construction site, check into the 
storage house and start working. Vehi. 
cles not included, sold below, 
Vacuum-formed and heat-sealed vi 

nyl for long life. Layout folds into con 
venient carrying сазе. . measures 
18x14x4 inches wide. Ages 3 and up. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

79 N 57063C $11.97 

King-size "MATCHBOX" 
Construction Vehicle Set 

Construction Vehicle Set 

The four king-size construction ve: 
hicles are up to 3 inches longer than 

farm vehicles in set (2) above. Set in 
cludes a bulldozer, dump truck, cement 
truck and excavator. Each king-size ve 
hicle measures up to 6 inches long and 
is made of die-cast metal. From Eng 
land. Ages 3 to 12. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces. 
49 N 54832 Set $9.66 
NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: “MATCHBOX 

572 [Sears] t ES pr eue 3.. Ltd., Englan. 
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Miniature Car Kits 
Set of three consists of XKE Jaguar, '57 T- 
bird, '65 Stingray. '4s scale, molded-in colors; 
plastic. 4 in. long. Unassembled. Ages 8 and up. 
49 C 2383—Shipping weight 7 oz... .. Set $1.99 

Pillsbury® 

Poppin’ Fresh®, Poppie Fresh®, Popper and 
Bun Bun. . à lovable quartet of vinyl puppets. 
Measure from 3 to 4 in. high. Ages 2 to 8. 
49 C51117—Shipping weight 7 oz.. .. .Set $1.99 

Ж) 
о 

Mickey Mouse 
Punch Me 

Hit him hard, knock 
him down and he'll just 
come back for more. 
Weighted bottom keeps 
this inflatable vinyl 
character upright for ac- 
tive children ages 3 to 
10, 36 inches tall. 
Wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. 

49С 28129 $1.99 
aractor Ф 

Football Helmet Nerf Football 
Double-bar face Toss it around. . 
guard, Foam rubber it's easy to pass and 
padded at neck, fore- catch because it's 
head and ears. Head- easy to grip. Made 

band fits sizes up to оѓ squeezable syn- 
634. Red plastic. Ages thetic foam. 10 in., 
4to 10 yrs. Not for 34 regulation size. 
regulation play. Ages 6 and up. 

Wt. 11b. 2 oz. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
49C29316 $199  49C28035 $1.99 

^ Bert'*'n 
Ernie™ Dolls 

d B 
( 1 and 2) Sesame Street™ friends. Cotton 
stuffed with polyester. 9 in. tall. Ages 2 to 5. 
(1) 49C34099—Bert. Shpg. wt. 2 ог. ...81.99 
(2) 49C34102—Ernie. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 1.99 

576 UA, ОшТ Worten 
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Prehistoric Plastic Playset 

Men, "volcanic" mountain, tree. Animals with 
name and original size on each. Each figure 24% 
to 3 inches high. For ages 4 and up. 
49 C 59882— Shipping weight 15 oz... .Set $1.99 

e Defender 
Forward 
Patrol 

Figure with camouflage jumpsuit, 11% in. 
high. Also boots, helmet, gun, binoculars, 
ammo belt and pouches, canteen. Plastic. Ages 
4to 12. 
49 C 59361—Shipping weight 10 ounces . 51.99 

Mister 
Potato 
Head 

Put him together . . take him apart. Stands 67% 
in. high. Plastic. Bag for storage. Not recom- 
mended for ages under 3 due to small parts. 
49 C 44448—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. . ..$1.99 

oF 
Sesame Street™ Miniatures 

Three of your favorites. Ernie, Grover and 
Bert. Each about 2 inches tall. Plastic. Recom- 
mended for ages 2 to 5 years. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

Charlie 
My Phone 

Turn the crank . . 
bell rings and eyes 
roll. Squeeze nose 
and horn toots. 
Sturdy plastic. 
SYAxSVax8'4 in. 
high. For ages 2 to 
6. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49 C 45791 ...$1.99 

8 key Miniature Piano 
Two-tone plastic baby grand styling. Metal 
tone bar and wires for bell-like sound. Three 
legs. 53/4х71/5х41% in. high. Ages 3 and up. 
49 C 66501— Shipping weight 9 oz. + $199 

4 

Pounding Bench 

Sturdy wood construction, two-tone finish, 
Hardwood mallet. 1034x4!2x4 in. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 C 44403—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz... .$1.99 

Beadcraft Kit 
Make a bracelet or armband. Plastic loom, 
10х3%4х2\ in. high. Beads, thread, needle and 
illustrated instructions. Ages 8 and up. 
49 C 2308—Shipping weight 14 oz. .......$1.99 

Cootie Play Clock 
Winder and 
gears turn, 
hands move! 
See-thru back, 
watch the action. 
Plastic. 4-in. di- 
ameter. Ages 3 

to 6 years. 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

49C4485...5199 



Your own lifelike baby to comfort when she cries . 
BODY, DETAILING H^ in. tall. Soft vinyl 

is vinyl foam filled . . . baby almost feels 
alive. Jointed arms and | pose her in 
many different positions. Blond, rooted hair. 

-and-close eyes with lashes. Baby drinks, 
wets, cries tears and is completely washable. 

13-inch Drink ‘n Wet Baby. . 

This little С! has -— of clothing and ac- 
cessories to h узы proper parent from 
her morning feeding to her evening bath. 

BODY. DETAILING: 13 =< tall. Molded plas- 
tic body. Jointed [poe беги her in 
many positions. Short E rooted 
and-close eyes with lashes. M REDE 
and is completely washable. 

576 [Sears] 8 
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15-inch 
LIFELIKE BABY 

She'll keep you busy 
all daylong. . . 

she drinks, wets and 
cries tears, just 
like a real baby 

‚(еей and bathe her, too. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Knit 2-piece smock 
m ts outfit. Matching knit booties, Bottle to 

т, Pink hair ribbon. 
for AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 31655—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. .$ 12.95 

. feed and bathe her, $799 
then dress her in an outfit from her 12-piece layette 7 

CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Dressed in lace- 
i play top, diaper, knit booties and hair 

ribbon. 12-pc. layette includes: bottle, dress, sun- 
suit, bed jacket, mirror, brush, comb, 2 hair 
curlers, sponge, diaper and washcloth. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 31585—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz........ $7.99 

s and 2) Squeeze this baby's left arm and 
ips next to your face for a loving kiss. Tip her Eie 

and back and she'll cry for "' 
BODY, DETAILING: 18 in. tall. Vinyl head, arms and legs 
attached to huggable cloth Soave . prop her in many 
positions. Rooted hair. Open-and-close eyes, 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Flower and lace-trimmed 
dress, matching bloomers. Knit booties. Hair bow. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
(1) 49.N31689—White Doll. Wt. 1 lb, 8 oz, 
(2) 49N31701—8lack Doll. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 ог. 

16-inch 
HUG-A-BYE BABY 

. soft and cuddly, 
a joy to hold 

Nt $999 

This baby doll has sweet cherub cheeks and eyes that 
close when she goes to sleep. 
BODY, DETAILING: 16 inches tall. Soft л gee! arms 
and legs attached to hi fable conn this 
Порр baby in many di ferent Positions Short lond 

hair. Open-and-close eyes with lashes. 
CLOTHES, AGGESSORIES Flower and eyelet-trimmed 
pajama top with matching blue bloomers. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 31732—Shipping weight 11. 1102. ...... $9.99 

14-inch Baby's First Baby 

$795 
BODY. DETAILING: 14 inches 
tall. Soft lifelike vinyl body is 
vinyl foam filled. Molded hair. 
Open-and-close eyes, lashes. 
Baby drinks, wets ‘and is com- 
pletely washable. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: 
1-piece knit playsuit, knit 
booties. Bottle; hair ribbon. 
FOR AGES: 6 mos. to 6 yrs. 

ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. go 
49 N 31534 7.95 

10-inch Baby Luv 'n Stuff 

$599 
BODY, DETAILING: 10 in. tall. 

felike vinyl body is vi- 
n foam filled. Head turns 

m side to side. Pus root- 

lashes. Baby drinks, wets and 
is w: $ 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: 1- 
ps knit playsuit and knit 

ies. Bottle. Hair ribbon. 
FOR AGES: 6 mos. to 6 yrs. 
ORDER Hog Wt. 12 oz. 
49N31522 4 



This MOTORIZED 2-deck Transport 
is so big and powerful...it hauls 

up to 14 of your mini-cars 

Ramp lowers by Back up cab ; J " 
lever action trailer automatically BN [ПГО TRANSPORT 

for unloading 

Six push-button motor controls 
atop cab let you maneuver 

Transport easily . . . start. stop. 
turn left. turn right. go 
forward and reverse 

Cab unlocks by 
lever release 

and moves out 

Haul up to 
14 minicars on 
2 separate decks 

Crime Stoppers 
6-pc. Car Set 

$497 

SET INCL: Six die-cast 
metal vehicles, 2 to 3 in. 
long: Batmobile, Batcop- 
ter, Batboat, red and 
white Starskv and Hutch 
car, James Bond-007 car 
and Kojak car. England. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 12 oz. 
49C 54211 ..Set $4.97 

$895 cars, batteries 
not included 

Fast Wheels 

i. - s 6-pc. Country Set 
With skill and practice you сап back up, load upto CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy plastic. Measures 18x 
14 of your mini-cars and deliver them to the dealer — 4x4 inches high. Made in Singapore. $487 
. + - all at the touch of a button. FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 

SET INCLUDES: Six die- 
cast metal vehicles, 2 to 3 
inches long: Tractor with 

* shovel, Fork Lift, Estate 
Wagon, Beach Buggy and 
Tractor with attachable 
trailer. Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 12 oz. 
49 C 58306 ..Set $4.87 

Hot Wheels* $777 

HOW IT WORKS: It's battery-powered and has ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires two “С” bat- 
push-button controls, so to “drive” just press teries, not included, order package below. Cars not 
"start" Vox buttons ̂ x top S Cab and included, order on pages 568 to 572. 
'ou're off. To take corners, push "right turn" or 4 Y ipi i $ 

Heft tum buttons. To шо ‹ cars, push "reverse" DCSE Ee ee a FIL УА 
button to back into loading area. Then push TOR Long-lasting Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
S rub m with = lever ко ot е 46997—Shpg. wt. 5 ог. ......Package $1.39 
cars, Cal ooks onto trailer automatically . 

may be manually unhooked with lever release. Buy it the easy way... order by phone 

oe 

a ms Э-Рак 
A “om, SET INCL: 9 die-cast metal 

= Neh sc with plastic accesso- 
v. ries, 2 to 3 in. long: Z 

eT E Whiz, '57 Chevy, Spoil- 
‘At WI, Ir Sport's, Odd Койты, 

em Т BS Letter Getter™, Show 
- dá Hoss II, T-Totaller™, 
eA '56 Hi-Tail Hauler™, '31 

ы Doozie. Hong Kong. 
N j FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 

> RD. INFO: W: . 7 Oz. №5) et p ORD. О: Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49 C 54026 ..5е $7.77 

D Stores up 
" to cars 

ол м a 
$396 Rs > 26S 

Foot-contro! cars not 4 e. e 
Accelerator. included =e e 

a “е ve, з 
"U-Drive-It" Car Action бате $ 1697 CRM “MATCHBOX” V » 

HOW IT WORKS: Turn on ignition key, shift transmission into either of Collector's Case "MATCHBOX" $ 1397 
к ажып иа и кучы оза еу йе Ee See CONSTRUCTION: Rigid vinyl 18-pc. Car Set 
wheel е car's course via rotating magn: - i К : s : 
form so you "drive" car around obstacles by steering right or left. eee arn de SET INCL- 18 die-cast metal vehicles, 2-3 in. 
WHAT YOU GET: Two-sided 22-in. wide paperboard track. Fully instru- FOR AGES: 3 years and up. умыр кыне Ена Шс, e e Bon 
mented plastic dashboard, 10¥9x3x3" in. high. 2 plastic cars, accelera- SIZES, ORDERING INFO Насаа e er Aer Га 
tor, bridge and 6 road markers. 1) 72-car Case. 36 in. long. BOX”, Fandango, Container Truck, Hell Raiser, 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. : hipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. Hi Tailer, Wildlife Truck, Rescue Helicopter, 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 “Р” batteries, order package below. 49 C 54509...........98.94 Skip Truck, Shovel Nose Tractor. England. 
79 C 58353C—Shipping weight 6 pounds а ИВ аа саса 2t. lon. FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 

Long-Lasting Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. ipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. ORDER INFO: Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
570 oc 49 Č 46996—Shpg. wt. 11 oz...Package $1.69 49 C 58305 ..$3.96 49 C 58012 ............ -Set $13.97 

Cutslod page эсап by бнаа есас com 



Look at just a few of the 
ways you can assemble 

versatile 10y 

$1377 

(1) Mobile Exploration Lab™. Assembles in countless different ways and 
with other Micronaut items (not incl.). Includes tower with dome and jet-type 
base. Grasping hand and missile launcher, and decals included. Over 50 pieces, 
Over 13 in. high when built as in main picture. Plastic with die-cast metal parts. 
Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: For ages 3 yrs. and up. See nole at right below. 
49 N §9201—Shipping weight 2 pounds $13.77 

$ 3 è ЕЛ 

yeart and 

x 

Battle Cruiser™ with remote 
contro! motorized engine and 
push-button missile launcher 

Aquatron® with motorized 
propeller scoots across 
the water to adventure 

Gutsiod Dade scans by иаа maena 

The Interchangeable World of 

MicrorailT City with 
о assemble a boundiess 

variety of futuristic designs 

(2thru 9) Micronauts®. Each item с; 
reassembled and/or posed in countless d 
ent ways. Plus, each separate item can be as 
sembled with any other item. Plastic with die- 
cast metal parts. Items (3 thru 9) imported. 
FOR AGES. 3 years and up. See Note below 

(2) Microrail™ City Set. Construction set 
to easily assembie space craft and futuristic 
designs. 232 pieces including elevator assem: 
bly, battery powered motor, track and much 
more. When assembled, has monorail system 
with motorized car. Holds Micronaut figures, 
(not included). Plastic 
О RING INFO: Instr. incl. Requires 2 

batteries not incl., order pkg. below. 
49 N 59254—Wt. 11b. 1202 Set $17.86 
"AA" Batteries. Package of 4 
49 N 4699 1—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 99c 

(3) Giant Acroyear™. 8! in. tall Acroyear 
can be converted to vehicle, plane or figure. 2 
shooting mechanisms. Arms become separate 
robots and chest opens to become a land 
cruiser. Five different toys in one. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 59223—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz 58.94 

(4) Space Glider™, the good guy. Fully 
articulated. Snap-on wings open by pressing 
button, wings snap shut. 4-in. die-cast figure. 

$3.72 

(B) Acroyear®, the bad guy. Removable 
wings, weapon. Rollers for feet. 4-in. die-cast 
figure. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 59193—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. $3.72 

(6) Time Traveler®. Fully posable. Remov 
able breast plate. Transparent good guy. 4 in. 
tall. Made of plastic 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N59191—Shpx. wt. 2 oz 

(7) Biotron® Robot. 12-in. tall, robot with 
silver-look hands can clutch objects with 
spring-operated pincers. Can carry Micro 
naut figure (not incl.) in chest. Walks for 
ward, Runs on treads when designed as 
"tank", on wheels as a space vehicle. 

$1.62 

ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 batteries, 
not included, order pkg. below. 
49 N 5920—Shpx. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz $12.48 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46997—Shpg. wt. 5 oz Pkg. $1.19 
(8) Battle Cruiser™. Remote-control, mo- 
torized cruiser goes forward, backward, right 
and left. Push a button and Micronauts wil 
slide into launcher. Press another button and 
Micronaut is launched. Cockpit sections ac- 
commodate 3 Micronaut figures (not includ- 
ed). Wings become missile-firing scout cars. 
13x15x4 inches high. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 “C” batteries, 
not included, order package above. 
49 N 59255—Shpx. wt. 3 lbs. $16.84 

(9) Aquatron. This is a motorized water 
vehicle. Propeller pushes floating Aquatron 
over the water. Accommodates 1 Micronaut 
figure (not included). 2 ballast tanks. Yellow 
and black. 6x4x1! ? inches high. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires one "AA" bat- 
tery, not included, order pkg. abov: 
49 № 59226—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. Pkg. $5.97 

(10) Motorized Satellite 
Survey Station™ Set 

A motorized construction set 
with 124 pcs. to create or de- 
sign your own spacecraft or 
buildings. Includes wind-up 
motor with rubber tires and 
instr. Micronaut figures not 
included. 17-in. tall when built 
as in main picture. See exam. 
ples of various designs at 
right. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATIO 
See Note below. 

Shipping weight 12 oz. 
49 N 15256 Set $8.88 

(11) Crater Cruncher® 
A motorized space bulldozer. 
Movable crane and shovel can 
lift small objects. Wind-up 
motor. Includes 1 Micronaut 
figure and decals. 412х215х3- 
inches high. Plastic. Imported. 
FOR 3 years and up. 

49N 59142 

(12) Photon Sled® 

A motorized microvehicle 
with removable rockets and 
nose cone. Wind-up motor 
Includes 1 Micronaut figure 
and decals. 494x2*4x6-in. 
high. Plastic and metal. Im 
ported. Ages 3 yrs. and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
See Note below. Wt. 5 oz. 
48 N 59196 5477 

( 13 thru 16) 
Micronaut® Space 
Figures and Stallions 
All figures feature futuristic 
styling. Fully posable. Scaled 
and interchangeable with oth: 
er Micronaut items (not incl. 
Each equipped with various 
firing missile systems. Baron 
Karza®, the enemy, and 
Force Commander™, the 
good guy, have firing fists. All 
stand about 619 in. high. Plas 

(13) Baron Karza® 
49 N 59392—Wt. 1002. $6.66 

(14) Andromeda 
49 N 59393—Wt. 7 oz. ..$5.77 

(15) _ Force Commander™ 
49 N 59394—Wt. 1007. $6.66 

(16) _Oberon™ 
49 N59395—Wt. 7 oz. ..$5.77 

NOTE: Not lor chi 
to sma 



Exercise and die sei —— 

| Save 53 
when you buy 

Exercise Mat (1) 
and Barbell and 
Dumbbell Set (2) 

Sep. total $2 1.98 

$1898 
er $444 

Save $1 oneach bag 
Pose: when you buy any two bags or more 
Dumbbeil Set | 

Packa picnic 
inch, school 

backpack 

‘Catalog disce scan Ow clari 

B NFL Sports Locker 

$2099 
Football нетет 

Save $3.00 when you buy 
Sports Locker (5) and Coat Rack (6) 

Sere ix cn $ $2298 
total $2 

NFL Coat Rack $499 

Basketball 
Goal with 
Foam Ba 

$999 

3-piece Football Uniform 
"Toney ota and ¢ 1029 Е 

Football $, 488 
with Тее 

isetechnical.com 



Young 
Heroes 

Every boy secretly 

wants to be somebody. 

Now he can dress the part 

to act out his dreams 

| SOMETHING 
SPECIAL $565 

CUT 5% .. Superman. Authentic 
costume of red and blue shrinkage- 

controlled cotton with sweeping cape. 
State S, M or L. 
49 N 1499F—Shpg. wt. 11b....$5.65 

CUT 5%. . Batman. Cotton shirt 
and pants (fabric won't shrink over 

19); plastic belt with buckle; cape, 
hood and mask. State S, M or L 
49 м 14993F—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. . $5.65 
З Astronaut Uniform, One-piece sil 

vertone cotton twill (max. fabric 
shrinkage 196) suit has large pockets, 
zipper front, astronaut insignia. Over- 
seas cap incl. Order astronaut helmet. 
below. State S, M or L. 
49 N 14991F—Shpg. wt. 1 lb.. ..$6.77 

Cut 5%. Astronaut Helmet. Was 
$3.59. Strong plastic helmet with 

inted, see-through face shield that 
"n lifts up. Pretend microphone incl. 
ie 49 М 14992-Shpg. wt. 21bs.607..$3.39 

Hot-Rodder. One-piece cotton rac- 
ing suit, patch pockets, zippered 

front. Embroidered emblems. Order 
helmet at right, above. State S, M or L. 
49 N 14997F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ..$577 

Titobi Dade scans by diisinammiseltedimical com 

[2] Li 
Was 55.99 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL $565 

Racin: Helmet. High quality 
molded plastic helmet with tinted 

sun goggles. Brilliant white finish; rac- 
ing stripes. Vinyl covered foam pad- 
ding inside. Adjustable chin strap. 
49 N 14998—Shpg. wt. 15 oz.. . . $2.99 

Priced to be 

Highway Trooper. Outfit of gray 
and red cotton (fabric shrinkage 

only 1%) shirt and pants. Plastic cap 
and goggles. Also includes metal 
badge and handcuffs, plastic whistle. 

State S, M or L. 
49 N 14995F—Shpg. wt.11b.802.$7 77 

8 Fatigue Outfit. Green Sanforized* 
cotton (max. fabric shrinkage 1%). 

Jacket has insignia, stripes and name 
tab. Trousers have bellows pockets, 
zipper. Cap incl. State S, M or L 

hipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 14996F. 

9 U.S. Marine. Regulation-look cot- 
ton uniform. Fabric shrinkage only 

1%. Includes cap, belt and insignia. 
Pants have elastic back. StateS, M orL. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 14994Е..................$777 

68777 

SEE SIZE CHART, PAGE 577 

Gridiron Stars 
Outfits for your 
football hero 

Green Bay 
Packers 

Los Angeles А 
Rams 4 

National Football League Tiny Team Football Outfits. He'll 
really feel that team spirit wearing an outfit with the authen- 
tic insignia, name, and helmet design of a favorite team. Choose 
the Los Angeles Rams or Green Bay Packers, or a special fa- 
vorite. Each 2-piece outfit has a white long-sleeved 100% cot 
ton knit jersey and pants. Yoke and pants come in team colors. 
Pants have elastic waist and no-fly front. No football. 

Sizes S(3: in. tall), M(38-41 in. tall), L(44-47 in. tall) ? 
State S, M or L. Shipping weight each 8 ounces. 
49 N 14971F—Los Angeles Rams (shown). 
49 N 14973F —Green Bay Packers (shown) 
49 N 14975F — Baltimore Colts . . 
49 N 14974F —New York Jets... 
49 N 14977F— Chicago Bears. . 
49 N 14976F—Kansas City Chiefs 



à 
5 

4 Shuffleboard . . Bowling . . Golf .. Darts . . Checkers 
and more..11-in-1 Game Set means fun time 
for the whole family 

Catalon ране scans by cheisinias maseteciwicil com 

31457 
Fun for the whole sports-minded family . . 

shuffleboard with 4 pushers, 8 discs. 

flooring is 2x12 feet long. Ages 5 and up. 
79 N 29113L—Shipping weight 15 pounds 

Automatic 

Pin Setter 
Bowling Game Bushido 

only action 
$043 sets pins 

Now, you can bowl at home with- 
out the trouble of pins flying or 

getting lost. Pins flip up when you 
hit them . . reset with push-down 

panel. Steel and plastic set holds 
10 pins in place. Unit is 30x14x14 
inches deep. Comes with two 5- 
inch diameter plastic bowling 
balls. Use it in rec room or out 
doors. Ages 4 and up. Allow 10 
Ibs. postage per postal regulation. 
79 N 290861. $9.43 

Just call Sears 

and say "Charge It" 

.. See page 255 

Pee Wee Football Set 

599 
Here's just about everything a 
youngster needs to feel like a “real 
pro”, High-impact plastic helmet 
will soften the bumps for your 
little one while he learns to play. 
Has chin cup and double-bar 
face guard; soft-padded at neck, 
forehead and ears. Fits head sizes 
up to 6%. Plastic shoulder pads 
protect young tacklers. Imita- 
tion leather football, kicking tee. 
Ages 6 to 10, Not for competitive 
sports. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49N2912............. Set $5.99 

ARN ERREN RERE E 

б La ANAUE 
Football Player is 20 inches. | ‘Was $799 
tall—kicks like a pro! 19.99 without 
“Set ball on tee, push button . . 
player kicks it as far as 12 feet. 
Metal base 914x734x2 in. Plastic 
body; vinyl head, arms. 3 plastic 
footballs, 434 in. long. Uses 2 “р” 
batteries, not included . . order 
package below. Imported {гот 
Japan. Ages 5 and up. Shpg. wt. A 

5 lbs, 1 
79 N 6554С . $7.99 

Batteries, Package of 6. 
 49N8405-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg. $1.49 

Colorful player 
kicks ball up „ү 
to12feet / / 

a 

-. „Set $14.57 

with so many 

games, it's great for parties, too. Use indoors or out. Play 
Dart toss has 4 

suction-cup darts, target. Bowl with two S-in. plastic 
balls and a steel and plastic pin setter that resets with a 
press down action. Try “Bounce the Checker", Tic-Tac- 
Toe, Checker-Pitch and even golf. Have a race with 4 
cars, 4 horses or 4 airplanes . . all plastic. Printed linoleum 

SS 
Set includes helmet, shoulder 

pads, jersey and pants 

HEY, LOOK! 

A football play outfit 

that looks just like 
ones the big guys wear 

$899 
Plastic helmet has double- 
bar face guard, foam plas- 
tic padded front, back, 
sides . . fits head sizes to 
6%. Padded plastic 
shoulder pads; arm straps. 
Pants of vat-dyed San- 
forized® cotton twill. Jer- 
sey lightweight cotton; 
long sleeves, hemmed bot- 
tom. Shoes, socks, football 
not incl. Not for competi- 
tive sports. Sizes Small 
(44-45 inches high), Me- ч A ) 

ша 

19 N 29366 

Wt. ea. 2 Ibs. 5 ог. Set $8.99 



You maneuver troops 
and tribe as the battle 
for the West goes on 

Fort Apache 

[1] 
The sun beats 

down and the men 
grow weary. Help 

them carry on 

The Alamo 

Two flags flying! You 
command the action that 
decides which will win 

The Blue and 
the Gray 

4 
I 
y И 2 2 

Now you can lead the brave Д 
rebels that risked everything 1G 

for America’s freedom ' 

The Sons of Liberty `\ ^N 

$699 6 
» 6 

j ^ : j 
o Recreate four battle scenes that changed the course of American history 9 

| The Alamo. The battle begins 9 Fort Apache. Direct the action 3 The Sons of Liberty. This is how Д The Blue and the Gray. [| 
| as 36 Mexican figures charge at this stockade outpost as 41 it all began . . 24 Redcoats and 24 try divided against it. 

nd 20 Texans try to cavalry figures and 15 Indians bat- Colonial Patriots in the battle for {һе battle rages around an authentic 
h this set you can re- Пе over the walls and through the America’s freedom. Steel meeting replica of a Colonial mansion. Litho- 

create the entire battle of 1836. swinging gate for control of the fort. house measures 10'⁄4x7x4'⁄ in. high. graphed steel mansion measures | 
Headquarters building with — Lithographed steel and plastic All other pieces are non-toxic plastic _11x5'/,x6"/, in. high. Other pieces are | 

turned edge and 78-inch circumfer- headquarters building measures with color molded in. Soldiers stand non-toxic, color-moided plastic { 
ence fence with swinging gate are 12x11°/x4 in. high. All other pieces 27, in. tall. Set includes 40 Union and 40 Con- 
lithographed steel. All other pieces аге non-toxic, color-molded plastic. бе! includes "stone" walls, horses, federate soldiers that stand 2%, in. tall 
are color-molded plastic. Building, Figures stand 27, in. tall. flag, well, churn, powder kegs, fire — . . figures of Lincoln, Sherman, Grant 
12x7x4 inches high; soldiers stand Set includes catwalks, blockhous- ала pot, log pile, chopping block and апа Lee also included. Encampment 
2'/, inches tall. Set includes play es, teepee, ladders, play cannon, ах. Also benches, table, spinning equipment includes sandbags, stools, 
cannon, flag, well, forge, anvil, horses, plastic porch, campfire, wheel, chairs, kettle on legs, stacked drums, tents, dispatch table. Play 
chopping block, grindstone, hitch- chopping block, cord wood, well, rifle set, stools, lantern, hitching post. cannons, fence, the Blue and the Gray 
ing post plus Alamo story booklet, cook stand, Fort Apache story Sons of Liberty booklet and assembly story booklet and assembly instruc- 
assembly instructions. booklet and assembly instructions. instructions are included. tions included. 

79C59091C—Wt. 5 lbs. ...Set $699 — 79 C59093C—Wt. 4 lbs. Set $5.99 79C59147C—Wt. 4 lbs. Set $6.99 79 C 59098C—Wt. 4 Ibs. .... .Set $6.99 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: All items recommended for children ages 4 and up. Виў тет the easy way—order by phone E 583 

Сой babe scans by cheisinas aiselecindcM com 



miniature world of buildings, roadways and scen 
Each 26x36-inch play area folds up and 

forms a handy vinyl carrying and storage case 

Brea! ing panorama x 
of city life features 
8 giant skyscraper 

$1197 
vehicles 

1 Sold only at Sears! Have you 
ever thought how it would be to 

control the traffic in a big city? 
Well, here's your chance. Move 
mini-cars (sold below) on roads, 
overpasses, in auto storage facili- 
Чез. Vacuum-formed plastic and 
heat-sealed vinyl city opens to 
26x36-inch spread. Closes into 
handy vinyl carrying case that 
measures 18x14x4 inches wide, This 
set ideal for children ages 3 and up. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 М 57045С............... 

“MATCHBOX” 
City Vehicle Set 

$741 
set 

$1197 

City Vehicle Set 

You control the hustle-bustle 
pace of city traffic, Includes 10 

mini-vehicles: a gas truck, 2 fire 
fighters, an ambulance, a bus and 5 
racy sports cars. Each of diecast 
metal . . about 2 to 3 in. long. From 
England. Ages 3 to 12. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 14 oz. 
49N54987 ...... soo Set 8747 

Highway Police Zoom around . . switch tracks . . 
Chase Game catch the getaway car with this 

lightning-fast police car 
$1297 en ERER 

Does crime really pay? Join the big cops 
and robbers chase and see if the police 
car can capture its crafty foe. This excit- 
ing chase game is made of colorful, high- 
impact plastic. Layout measures 40x40 
in, long. Both cars 4 in. long. Use two 
“AA” batteries (not included), order 
package below. Also includes detailed 
highway signs. Assembly instructions in- 
cluded. From Japan. Ages 3 and up. 
49 N 57062—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ......$12.97 

“AA” Penlight Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 N 46991—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ..... Pkg. 69c 

Getaway driver will probably close the lane 
divider behind him. If you are quick enough, 

you can get him on the next turn . . 
and fire up the already hot pursuit 

m—á———" 



Old Maid Games 
Three games in one box . . board, spinner, card 
games. 2 to 4 players. Ages 4 to 12. 
49 C 65595—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. . ..$1.99 

very item on 
these two pa; 

= PICTORIAL JIGSAW PUZZLE 
IS MPa the UNITED STATES 

Disney U.S. Puzzle Map 

Color puzzle map on fiberboard (not wood or 
hardboard). Shows capitals and activities of 50 
states. 182162751 in. Ages 6 and up. 
49 C 65165—Shipping weight 1 pound . .. .$1.99 

Drooper Dog 
Hand 
Puppet 

Acrylic plush and felt ears; stuffed head. Mea- 
sures 9 inches high. Ages 2 to 8. 
49 C 40434—Shipping weight 6 ounces ...$199 

t 
Miniature Arabian Foals 

Finely detailed with authentic coloration. 44g 
in. tall. Cellulose acetate. 2 in set. Ages 4, up. 
49 C 20226—Shipping weight 4 oz... . .Set $199 

Playnts® 

Non-spill play 
paints in 5 colors 

. won't dry out. 
Includes tray, 
brush, pictures 
and instructions. 
Ages 5 to 10. 

Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 C 16726 ...$1.99 p oe 

eS > 
‘Gaining раве scans by бнаа енен еы сот 

To Grandmother's House We Go 

Self-contained magnetic game board game 
makes this a perfect traveling gift for 2 to 4 
youngsters ages 3 to 8 years. 
49 C 65612_-Shipping weight 1 Ib loz. .$1.99 

f 
bm Tu 

= 

Gumball Vending Bank 

Gumball treats and savings, too! Drop in 
coin, slide lever for a treat. Plastic, with lock 
and key. 30 assorted color gumballs. Stands 
61% inches high. For ages 4 to 10. 
49 C53181—Shipping weight 12 oz. ....91.99 

Refill. About 270 assorted color gumballs. 
49 C 53182—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz... .Pkg. $1.99 

Mickey Mouse Bubble Umbrella 
Transparent plastic panels adorned with 
Mickey Mouse Club emblem, Mickey and 
Minnie. 23-in. long. 23-inch diameter when 
opened. Metal ribs for support. Ages 3 to 8. 
49 С 13132—Shipping weight 8 oz. ..... $1.99 
Disney characters ©wsit Disney Productions 

= 
Puff 'n Play* Doll Furniture 

Yellow, green and white inflatable 5-piece liv- 
ing room set for 11%-inch dolls. Includes 
sofa, armchair, 2 casual chairs, coffee table. 
Vinyl. Doll shown is not included. 
49 C53163—Shipping wt. 8oz. ..... Set $199 

C 

Set of 3 Bagatelles 
Assorted pin-ball games. Each 544 inches long. 
Plastic. Hong Kong. Ages 4 and up. 
49 С 53176—Shipping weight 7 oz. Set $1.99 

Chinese Checkers 
Plastic tray, marbles, instructions. 12-in. diam. 
For 2 to ó players, ages 6 and up. Not recom- 
mended for ages under 3, due to small parts. 
49 C 65611—Shipping weight 1 pound... . 61.99 

PARCHEESI® 
Backgammon game of India. Square folding 
board, 16 counters, dice, 2 dice cups, directions. 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 C 65069—Shipping weight 1 lb, 2 oz... $1.99 

KISMET* 
The modern game of yacht. Plastic shaker cup, 
tri-colored dice for new combinations, score 
pad. For 2 or more players, ages 8 and up. 
49 C 65628—Shipping weight 6 ounces .. .$1.99 

Red, white and green apples design on metal. 
Includes 4 cups and saucers, 4 plates, tray 
544x712 in. Ages 2 and up. Utensils not incl. 
49 C 10034—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz... .$1.99 

See-a-Show* 
Three-D viewer set 
with: Scooby Doo, or 
Flintstones plus 5 
more shows. Plastic. 
Requires no batteries. 

Ages 3 to 6. 
Wt. 4 oz. 

49 C 16739 $1.99 



16-inch without “Kenner „51087 ш 
(1 and 2) Baby Alive ‚ the doll who can "eat". 
BODY, DETAILING: Baby. drinks, wets and chews. . . her 
mouth moves when she drinks or eats. Feed her by bot- 
tle or spoon . . и change her disposable Lus 16 
in. tall. Soft od ms polyurethane foam-filled . 
feels like a real baby. Rooted hair. Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Dressed in gingham check 
dress with eyelet lace trim, matching bib and disposable 
diaper. Comes with plastic dish, spoon, bottle; 9 packets 
of special “food” and 2 extra disposable diapers. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. Not for under 3, small parts, 
ORDERING INFO: Each requires 2 "C" batteries, not in- 
cluded; order-package below. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
(1) 49N31708—White Baby Alive, $10.87 
(2 49N31721—Black Baby Alive. .. 10.87 

Long-lasting Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46997—Shipping weight 5 oz. . . Package $1.39 

(3) Nursery Center for Baby Alive. Use it in 3 differ- 
ent ways: fold top tray in half for feeding table (as 
shown); lay tray flat on basket for фај 
take tray off for baby’s bed. Handles 
up for carrying. 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic side rails and handles. Vinyl 
interior. Plastic tray. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

old under or swing 

49 N 3171 1—Shipping weight 2 pounds $5.99 

(4) Care Set for Baby Alive. 
SET DRAN 12 disposable diapers, y care book, 9 
packets of special “food”, washcloth, towel, baby bottle, 
comb, brush and pacifier. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 3168 1—Shipping weight 8 oz. Set $4.79 

20-inch 
Baby Boo Hoo 

Makes crying noises 
when you remove 

her pacifier 

$1299 
without battery 

Аа p [э Аз үзүн fussing when fou remove sto 
you put it back in her mouth. E 
BODY, DETARE: 20 in. tall. Vinyl face, arms and 
legs attached to hi le cloth body . . . prop her 
in many positions. rooted hair. Open-and- 
close eyes with lashes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Delicate crochet top, 
pants, hat and booties. Pacifier. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 1 "C" bat- 
tery, not included, order package 
49 N 317 19—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. ..$12.99 

m -lasting Alkaline " gu Bananas: Pkg. of 2. 
46997—Shpg. wt. 5 - -Package $1.39. 

ттүү 

" ASN aiea 

13-inch Quick Curl 
Baby Tender Love 

Comes with her own 
hairstyling accessories 

$899 ons, 
(5) Quick Curl Baby Tender Love . . . 
Change her hairstyle in seconds without set- 
ting, wetting or waiting. 
BODY. DETAILING: 13 in. m Vinyl body. 
Blond rooted quick cur! hair . . . styles eas- , 
ily. Painted eyes. $0 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Blue lace- 
trimmed top and pant set. Pink hair ribbon. 
Comb, brush and curling device included. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Order extra clothes below. 
a N на 21bs.802.......$8.99 

iece Wardrobe Set . for 13- 
y Tender Love (5). 

SET INCLUDES Robe, 2-pc. playsuit, dress, ^ 
pants, nightgown and 3 hangers. * 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 3259 1—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ..Set $3.99 

(7) Happy Birthday Tender Love . 
have a party for baby's birthday. 
BODY. DETAILING: 14 in. tall. Vinyl body. 
Blond rooted hair. Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Yellow and 
white lace кү dress with matching pants. 
Party hat with elastic chin strap, party 
horn, expandable y noisemaker, plastic 
birthday cake with pretend candle, bubble 
solution and bubble blower. М 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. Not recommended. 
for ages under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 31727—Wt 2 lbs. 8 oz. .$10.77 

б}. 
14-inch 

Happy Birthday 
d Tender Love 

with party favors [7 

M and bubbles € 

$1077 ^ 

9-piece Wardrobe for 
San. Tender Love (5) 

She drinks and 
wets. . . cradle and 
mattress included 

Little Janie . 
will love to hold. 

‚ а beautiful black baby doll you Old-fashioned Cradle Baby. Rock her to sleep at 
nap time and at night. 
BODY. DETAILING: 11 in. tall. туей en si Jointed 
arms and legs to pose her. Blond rooted hair. Open- 
and-close eyes with lashes. Baby drinks, wets. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Dressed in old-fashioned 
christening gown and hat with lace trim. Plastic bot- 
tle. Sturdy plastic cradle and mattress. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Cradle unassembled. 
49 N 31731—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. ....$4.44 

577 

ange Шш 11 in. tall. Vinyl body with 
р узгере em fill . . . feels like a real 

E rooted hair. Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Bright pink dress and 
pants trimmed with lace. Two white hair ribbons. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 
$5.95 

Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy 99 



Pull-apart pieces., design 
and build your own station 

Rese WE, Fast Wheels Be a “master mechanic” with this gigantic garage. So WHAT YOU GET: Tool chest-work benches, test A» o 6-piece big there are over 17 different "stations" for you to panels, gas pumps, grease racks, air compressors, y yer Race service over 20 cars at one time. Drive mini-cars up Ой drums, drum racks, stanchion signs, wall-sign ramps to the multi-levels of this operation, Then ^ combinations, plus all the parts to build six levi А Set “work” on cars with all 1 the necessary “tools” for a оѓ service station fun. Plastic. 
um v $487 Ties of platforms and pila that may be re-arranged FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years, ww WP with snap-together ease. Try ¢ different formations ORDERING INFORMATION Unassembled, instruc- exami wn above at until you tions inclu: Mini-cars not included, SET INCLUDES. 6 die cast metal cars, 2 to 3 most efficient set-up for your customers. 49 C 57073—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 ог. ......81195 re ae HQ. Dodge, AN TOR Mu NOTE, BOTH PAGES: “MATCHBOX” is the registered Т.М. owned by Lesney Products & Co.,Ltd. England. FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years, 

- QROERING INFORMATION Sears Auto Park lets you control elevator with crank t1 ла 49 C 58021... 12 ounces Set 04,87 + + +50 you can park mini-cars on 5 levels 

$Q95 x i 8 not included ШИ 

You're the manager of this service station 
and auto park. Drive mini-cars into the ele- 24 to any one of ive levels of patkina. Prose = to any one of five у 
cars in and out of stalls with hand operated 
ramp levers. Give expert service to cars as 
they pull in on the main floor. 
WHAT YOU GET: Grease rack. = pumps, 
gondola, stop gate and signs. 5-level park- 
ing area measures 131/x55¢x16' inches 
high. Plastic. Made in Hong Kong. 

y 

ә Ridge Riders® 
4-pc. Scramble Set $397 

SET INCL.: 4 die-cast metal cycles with operating kickstands, moveable wheels: Yamaha 650 (Po- FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years, lice), Harley Rough Rider, Honda XR75, Yam- ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assem- aha Cafe Racer. About 31⁄4 in. long. Hong Kong. bled, instructions included. Cars not includ- 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. S cogar ie ЦЕ ORDERING INFORMATION: rtp e 49 C 58448—Shpg. wt. 7 oz.........Set $3.97 - 

Raise or lower car then push car 
in the elevator into its stall 

“MATCHBOX” 
11-pc. Garage Set $897 

SET INCLUDES: Eleven die-cast metal vehicles, 
about 3 inches long: Tow Truck, Lamborghini, 
Articulated Truck, Hondorora, Piston Popper, 
AMX Javelin, Renault 17TL, Dragon Wheels, 
Motorcycle Pickup, Boss Mustang and B.M.W. 
Made in England. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
DODEDING IN ORMATION 
hipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces. 

489 6 054029. iTar eiii e A Set $8.97 

Cutslon page scans by dhaiximasanusetectmicil com 



Create your own space 

action with Metal Man 
and UFO adventure sets 
(17) 10-piece 

"Saucer Conquest" 
Metal Man Set 

SET INCLUDES: Two fully articu- 
lated robots, two 7!z-inch flying 
saucers, sky sled, levitation plat- 
form, recharge capsule, rocket 
back pack, anti-laser vest and 
scenic background. 3! -inch fig- 
ures of die-cast metal. Plastic ac- 
cessories. Imported. 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. See 
Note бей 

Motorized ORDERING FORMATION 
Satellite. Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
Survey - 49N59776 Set $8.99 

Station Set 

(18) 5-pc. Metal Man Set 
SET INCL: Radon Robot, Questar 
Robot and Roton Robot. Fully- 
articulated robots allow many 
postures. Radon has a sky sled. 
Questar has operating space 
wings. Roton has a recharge cap- 
sule. 3!-in. tall figures of die-cast 
metal. Plastic accessories. Im- 
ported. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. See 
Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 1 pound. 

49 N 59763 Set $5.99 

(19) 4-рс. UFO Set 

SET INCLUDES: 4 UFOs... 
Gemini, Phobos, Space Saucer 
and Rombus. These vehicles are 

loge i 40 friction- powered—a pe 
cruiser. saucer and more У and they go a long way. "Space 

engine" motor sound. Polyethyl- 
ene plastic. All vehicles approxi- 
mately 4! іп. long. Imported. 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. See 
Note below. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 15 ounces. 

49N57151 Set $4.97 

NOTI 
unde: 

Conquer outer space 
with Star Bird™ 
and its Base 

(20) Star Bird. Command your 
very own space ship that makes 
amazing electronic sounds. 
WHAT iT DOES: Star Bird pro- 
duces a realistic engine whine that 
changes sound E on the 
position of the craft. As you push 
the "fire" button, the "laser 
ports" "li ht up as it Screams past 
with a “firing sound". 14x12x5 in. 
high. Plastic and metal. 
FOR AGES: 7 to 14 years. 
ORDER INFO: Needs one 9-v. bat- 
tery, order pkg. below. Order 
base (21) below. Warranted by 
Milton Bradle: rite for free 
copy, see pg. 330. 
49 N 55028 

9-volt Batteries, Pkg. of 2. 
Shipping weight 4 oz. 

49 N 46993 «Pkg. 996 

157) Star Bird™ Command 
Home base for Star Bird™ 

eh above. 
INCLUDES: A main launch pad 
with access ramp, a small vehicle 

r take-off and lani site, a con- 
Боск э Commander trol tower with an elevated space 

with Oberon garage and a platform roof with 
Tealistic looking defensive weap- 

А. ons and supply tanks. 

402 CONSTRUCTION: Made of 
à heavy-duty pressed cardboard 

- and plastic. Covers an area of 
over four square feet and is over 

"e. “ә” two feet tall when fully assem- 
iy $ bled. Star Bird™ (20) not indl. 

« FOR AGES: 7 to 14 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembied. 

Shipping weight 5 lbs. 8 oz. 
[И] [6] [5] 49N55029 .. $8.47 

Caba Dade scans by deisiniatnisetedimical oom 



give your kids the look and feel of an athlete 
(1) Нико Exercise Mat. Use indoors or 
out. Great for jumping and tumbling. 
CONSTR: Heavy-duty polyethylene-coated 
material. Folds up for storage. 53x26x1 in. 

. White with green and purple trim. 
ORDER INFO: Ages 2 years and up. 
79 C 29157C—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 02. ...... $9.99 
Marvel Comics Group 
(2) Barbell/Dumbbell Set. 34 in. plated 
steel bar. 4 weight plates, 2 dumbbells; use 
empty or fill with water or sand (not incl.). 
ORDER INFO: Ages 8 years and up. 
79 C 28152C—Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. .....$11.99 

Mat (1) and Barbell/Dumbbell Set (2) 
79 C 29217C2—Wt 7 lbs. 12 02. ..$18.98 

(3) Red or Blue Sports Bags 
CONSTR: Lined vinyl bags with four-color 
imprinting on both sides. Two vinyl handles. 
Barrel-shaped, top zipper. 15x8x8 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. each 7 oz. 
49 C 28166—Red Bag .. 2 $4.44 
49 C 28167—Blue Bag . es 444 
Price when you buy any 2 bags or more 
Each ...... eere енне nne $3.44 

(4) Personalized Backpack. For books, 
lunches, toys. Rayon, linen. Snap pocket 
front, zippered pockets. Attractive buckles, 
straps, large storage compartments. Adj. 
shoulder straps. 15x14x15 in. Import. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Front pocket 
has snap-off flap. Send flap in for embroidery 
of name or initials; allow about 4 weeks. Pre- 
paid envelope, instructions included. 
49 C 13351—Wt. 11b. 2oz..........$6.99 

(5) NFL Sports Locker. Sturdy; officiall: 
licensed sport equipment locker of woo 
hardboard. Blue finish with “pro sports" art- 
work on door. Clothes rod, storage shelf. 
13x13x42 in. high. Ages 3 years and up. See 
note below, right. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr. incl. 
79 C 28026CD—Wt 261lbs. ...... $20.99 

(6) NFL Coat Rack. Officially licensed 
product. For young sports fans. 
CONSTR: Hardboard with 4 wooden pegs for 
hanging clothes, hats, etc. Plated steel 
mountings on back. Brown finish, color art- 
work, NFL insignia. 24x334x1314 in. high. 
See note below, right. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 
79 C 28029CD—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz......$4.99 

Sports Locker (5) and Coat Rack (6) 
79 C 28032C2—Wt. 28 lbs. .......$22.98 

(7) Football Helmet. Red plastic with dou- 
ble-bar face guard; vinyl foam padded at 
neck, forehead, ears. Adjustable headband 
fits to size 694. Cup "uo chin strap. Not to 
be used for regulation play. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 29315—Wt. 12 oz.. 

(8) 3-piece Football Uniform 
SET INCLUDES: Football helmet (7) above; 
plastic shoulder pads, Me foam padded 
with elastic arm straps; lightweight cotton 
jersey with 10 iron-on numbers. All items red 
and white. Football not incl. 
SIZES, ORD. INFO: Not for competitive 
sports. 
Small. Child 44 to 46 in. high. Ages S A em 
49 C 28156—Wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz. 
Medium. Child 48 to 50 in. Mp: ы. 7 to a 
49 C 28159—Wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz. ..$10.29 

(9) Football with Tee, Touch-size football 
of brown pebble-grain simulated leather, 11 
in. long. Pro-: A le plastic kicking tee. Inflat- 
ing needle incl. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Sent infla! 
49 C 28085—Wt. 12 oz. ..Set $4.88 

(10) Basketball Goal with Foam Ball 
CONSTR: Use indoors or out. With 12x12-in. 
base, 10-in. diameter steel hoop. Cotton mesh 
net. 12x19-in. fiberboard backboard. Fiber- 
board poles with 49, 68-inch height settings. 
4-in. diam. soft ball. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 

ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr. 
79 C 28181C—Wt. 5 lbs. 8 oz. ...... $9.99 

$3.97 

Note: For items (5. 6) see p. 634 for Disneyland 
contest Note. 

Саш page scans by chrisinias muneteciwical pon 

Test your balancing skill on just one wheel 

(11, 12) 20-in. Unicycles 
CONSTRUCTION: 
plated tubular steel frame. 
Aluminum painted wheel 
rim; nylon bearing wheel. 
Plastic fork cover. Zinc- 
plated crank. White vinyl 
and metal foot pedals. 
20x1.75-in. wide pneumatic 
white-wall tire. Padded vi- 
nyl seat adjusts from 33 to 
38 in. from ground. Inseam 
of 28 in. or more. 
FOR AGES: 12 to 16 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly as- 
MNA Poles not included, 
order bel 
(11) н 20-inch Uni- 
cycle. With red and white 
juilted seat. Wt. 11 Ibs. 4 oz. 
9 C 88025C ....929.99 
08.28. 20-inch Unicycle 

ite. ded saddle 
Pu: t. 11 Ibs. 4 oz. 
79 C 88021C ....824.99 

(13) Beginners' 16-in. 
Unicycle 
CONSTR: Tubular steel 
frame with zinc-plated seat 
mast, white enamel trim, 
red enamel fork. Nylon 
bearing wheel. 16x1.62-in. 
wide semi-pneumatic tire. 
Adjustal lastic seat, 32 
to 37 in. . Inseam of 26 
inches or more. 
FOR AGES: 10 to 15 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assem- 
bled. Poles not incl., order 
below. Wt 10 Ibs. 
79 C 88017C ....$14.99 

(14) Steel Balancing 
Poles. Package of two 40- 
in. long poles of zinc-plated 
piss steel. Vinyl grips, 
end plugs. 
FOR AGES: 10 and up. 
E INFO: Partly assem- 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 C 88009...Pkg. $3.89 

(15) Sports Card Locker 
CONSTR: 30 compartments. 
Special side pockets on in- 
side of doors for cards. 

in. high. Turnlock 
Sturdy carrying 

ull color art of 
kids' favorite sports on out- 
side. АШ vinyl. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Cards not 
incl. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 C 28174 .......$4.97 

(16) Boxing Gloves and 
Skip Rope Set 

SET INCL: 2 prs. of gloves; 
soft black, white vinyl. Pad- 
ding throughout. Nylon 
laced wrists. 84-in. cotton 
"р rope. Ages 4 and up. 

hpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 C 29291 ....Set $6.99 

(17) Floor Punching Bag 
CONSTR: 12-in. fabric-sup- 

rted vinyl bag, reinflata- 
bie valve bladder. Flexible 
steel rod adjusts from 36 to 
46 in. high. 32!2x10-in. wide 
metal base (edges folded 
back) with baked enamel 
finish. Instr. incl. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassem. 
Sent deflated, inflating nee- 
dle incl. Boxing gloves not 
incl., sold above. Shipping 
weight 4 lbs. 4 oz. 
79 C 29062C ...... $9.97 

Sports Card 
Locker 

Saves your 
favorite 
baseball, 
football, M 

basketball. 
hockey 

Deluxe 20-in. 
Unicycle 

SPORTS TOYS 

PBGAJE 



a) 

«© 

High-heel Shoes of black 
plastic, Bie MEE MADE 
pretend jewel buckles. 
ver-color earrings. 
49 N 14984-Wt. 

Catalog psi 
02. 99c 

denis ty а лаасы coat 

Umbrella S9. 
17 ess cover in EHE: : 

inted 

D sane. Stel Ec 
` Pu Removable charm Ri m 

\4 in. high, 24-in. diam, open, 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. — 

49 N 14039........ ses $1.99 

Dress-up 

Accessories 
$399 

(Worn b girl at left.) Set includes 
rayon plush stole that looks like 
mink, plastic wig, high heels, ad- 
justable snap beads, pretend dia- 
mond ring, oret orchid cor- 
sage. 
49N1349-Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz.. Set $3.99 

Jewel Chest 

"E 
Pretend bracelets, earrings, neck- 
laces. 8-in. chipboard chest (not 
wood or hardboard). 
49 М 13111—Wt. 1 lb.. .Set $3.99 

+ 

() Drum | Majorette. Bright red 
and white outfit of cotton and 

rayon satin . . maximum fabric shrink- 
age 1%. Set includes hat, belt, and 
"spats" that slip over shoes. Gold- 
color decorations on visored hat and 
shoulder epaulets. State S, M or L. 
49 N 14982F—Shpg. wt. 13 02... $5.77 

1 1 Ballerina. One-piece su. outfit. 
of popcorn knitted elasticized 

acetate Mes Nylon net tutu over- 
skirt. State S, M or L. 
49 М 14981F—Shpg. wt. 12 02... $6.77 

d 2 Ballet Case. Washable red vinyl 
case has separate section for 

dance shoes, plenty of room for other 
apparel. Carry strap. 104x104x3% in. 
49 М 14985-Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $2.99 

3 Princess with light-up wand. 
Rayon acetate wn rad 

detachable win, ulb and bat 
for wand incl. State S, M or L. 

Beautiful HEROINES 
Every girl wants to be important, 

whether through beauty, talent, magic, 

or professional care of others 

/ Priced to be 

SPECIAL 
Was $4.99 

3477 

14 Bride. Long rayon satin gown, 
net veil, lace-trimmed satin 

headband, pretend pearl necklace 
and ring set, um bouquet. 

Please state S, М eL 
49 N 14999F—Shpg. wt. 13 o2.. .$5.99 

15 CUT 4%. Visiting Nurse. Now 
you can go out to treat your 

"patients." Uniform is crisp cotton 
(fabric won't shrink over 1%). Includes 
blue cotton cape with insignia, cap. 
and plastic shoulder bag. Nurse kit 
not included. Order below. 

Please state S, M or L. 
49 N 14983F—Shpg. wt. 1402.54.77 

1 Nurse Kit. "Patients" get the 
best of care with this 35-piece 

kit. Includes plastic thermometer, 
plastic funnel, play watch for taking 
pulses, eyeglass rames, wash pan 
stethoscope, sick charts, appointment 
slips, and 2 boxes Dr. "B" Happy 
Candies. (Shown on page 468. 7 

49 N 1498F-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 02. $5.99 49 N 44296—Shpg. wt. 11b.....$1.97 

SIZE CHART for all costumes 
(except football outfits) on these two pages 

Small Medium Large 
....351042........ 43 1051. ..52 to 60 

ARUM. Sears 577 



Heavy-duty Vinyl 
Super Bouncer 

* Bounce indoors 
• Bounce outdoors 
e Float on water 

* Slide on snow 

$1708 

Your whole family will 
love the year-round fun 
and exercise of super 
bouncing! Bright red, 
Super-tough vinyl with 
auto-type inflator. Ap- 
prox. 44x30x8 in. high. 
Deflates for storage. In- 
structions. Ages 4 and 
up. See note on safe us- 
age below. Wt. 21 Ibs. 
79 N 29389C...$17.08 

Jump ‘n Float 

e A trampoline on land 

e A raft on the water 

Heavy-duty rubber truck-type 
inner tube has metal air valve. 
Bottom and top covers of rugged 
cotton duck. Strong web support 

harness all around. Deflates for 
easy storage. Ages 4 and up. See 
Safety Note below. 

3-ft. diameter. Wt. 3 Ibs. 9 oz. 
49 N 2922 $7.99 

4-ft. diameter. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 
49 N 29245 $15.34 

n. parental su 
d. This is пога 

SAFETY NOTE 

1 Pogo Stick with 
Countmeter holds up 

to 250 Ibs. Bright zinc 
plated tubular steel frame. 
Nylon bearing, friction-free 
spring. Grooved rubber foot 
pads, tip. 42 in. high. Vinyl 
hand grips. Ages 8 and up. 

Shipping wt. 8 lbs. 
79 N 29236C $1121 

3 Pogo Stick holds up to 
150 pounds. Baked en 

amel finish on steel tubing. 
Adjustable spring tension. 
Colorful plastic streamers 
on vinyl hand grips bounce 
as you jump. Slip-resistant 
foot rests and tip. 48 inches 
high. Ages 8 and up. 

Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 N 2908C $4.99 

Pogo Sticks and Stilts 

2 Pogo Stick holds up to 250 
pounds. Foot pads and tip are 

slip resistant. Hand grips аге vi- 
nyl with plastic streamers. Rug 
ged high tension triple-tubular 
steel construction with friction- 
free spring for strong support. 48 

in. high. Ages 8 and up. 
Shipping weight 7 lbs. 

79 N 29059C $7.99 

Steel Stilts . . look and work 
just like the ones the circus 

uses. It's easy for kids to learn, 
too. Slip-resistant footrests adjust 
from 10 to 16 inches from the 
floor. Rubber pole tips һг1р ге 
duce slippage. Yellow and blue 
baked-enamel finish. 5 ft. high. 
Ages 6 and up. 
Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 

79 N 2916C Pair $4.97 

Hoppity Hop $599 
So much fun, you'll want to ride for hours . . strong enough 
for Mom and Dad, too. Inílates to 14 to 18-in. diameter for 

kids; 18 to 20-in. for adults. Heavy-duty vinyl with air valve; fits 
hand or service station pump. Safety ring. Shipped deflated. 
49 N 2928 1—Red Ball. Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 12 о. $5.99 
49 N 29262—Blue Ball. Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. 5.99 

Hoppity Horse $699 

Preschoolers’ inflatable ride-a-horse has realistic western styl 
ing richly embossed on its heavy-duty vinyl body. Hoppity 

inflates to 14 to 16-inch diameter. Has automobile tire-type valve 
for inflating with hand pump or at service station. Safety hand 
grips help keep child steady. Shipped deflated. 
49 N 29313—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces $6.99 

New at Sears, Hoppity 5891 

Donald Duck* 

7 Preschoolers’ will love Donald Duck riding ball . . the famed 
Disney character seems to come alive. Heavy-duty vinyl body 

is elegantly embossed and decorated. Inflates to 14 to 16-in. diam 
eter- Automobile tire-type valve; use hand or service station 
pump. Hand grips help keep child on Donald. Sent deflated 
A9 М 29384—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces 
“Болан Duck Craft Disney Productor: 

$8.91 



Off to another assignment. . 
these 2-passenger vehicles 
transport men of action 
by land, by air, by sea 

Giant 
1 Helicopter 

L $599 

3) 
Chopper 
Cycle 

$349 

NOTE: 
Action 

Military figures 
Jeep not included 

$199 

(1 thru 4) All action vehicles of sturdy plastic with moveable wheels. Each 
seats two 11'/,-in. action figures (not included—order on facing page). 

1 Authentically detailed giant chopper is 28x12x17 in. high with 36-in. clicking 
rotor blade, 3 wheels, moveable tail, clear plastic windshield. 

79 C 59189C—Shipping weight 4 pounds x - $5.99 
9 Amphicat moves by land and by sea . . molded body floats while six big 

rugged wheels move over obstacles. 13x8'/x5'/, inches high. 
49 C 59158—Shipping weight 2 pounds РЕ 5 3289 
3 Sporty cycle with balloon tires that run on sand or dirt. Steerable front 

wheel and decorative decals. 14'/,x7°/4x7'/s inches high. 
49 C59114—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. . $3.49 

Realistic looking jeep with authentic military insignias. Windshield has piv- 
ot joint . . moves upright or lays flat on hood. 17'4x8'/4x7'/, inches high. 

49C5975 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces . Е а $199 

Footlocker ue 1 
Keep action figure uni- 

$399 forms and equipment or- 
ganized in this sturdy 
wood and hardboard foot- 
locker. With nylon carry- 
ing handles, metal lock 
and sturdy plastic tray. 
13x7x4'/, inches high. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 

49С59111 $3.99 584 
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If this mission is 

The Adventure Team explores 

alien territory in its battery- 

operated Mobile Support Unit 

Headquarters has maps, viewing screen, swivel chairs, missile 
detector. camera, control panel that works, radar screen, lights 

Joe's 23-inch Mobile Unit has the most modern detection devices. Base head- 
quarters detaches from cab, is equipped with everything Joe needs to evalu- 
ate his position . . even a spring-launched flying camera, plus 
storage drawers for his equipment. Excursion vehicle goes out on scouting 
missions; has detachable canopy; rides 2 С.І. Joe figures (not included). Oper- 
ates on 2 "D" cell batteries (not included), order package below. 
79 C 59145C—Shipping weight 10 рошпдв........................ 314.66 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package о! 2. 
49 C 4653—Shipping weight 11 ounces. . 

When a member of the 
Action Team needs help 
Joe dons his Emergency 

Rescue Action Outfit 

$399 
Joe is always ready to come to the res- 
cue of his comrades with his special res- 
cue kit. Action outfit fits all G.L Joe fig- 
ures. Outfit includes denim shirt and 
pants; rope ladder; plastic walkie talkie, 
oxygen tank, first aid kit, ax and flash- 
light. 
49 С 59277—Shpg. wt. 8 ог. ...... $3.99 

With danger lurking 
behind every tree, 

Joe relies on his 
Jungle Survival Outfit 

$399 
Nothing can stop Joe . . even when on 
his dangerous jungle missions. Every- 
thing he needs for complete survival is 
in this jungle outfit. Includes cotton 
camouflage suit with plastic survival 
belt, first aid kit, machete, canteen, 
compass, radio, snake bite kit. 
49C59112—Shpg. wt. 8oz. ...... $3.99 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: All items for ages 4 and up. 



There's a "our alarm fire..and the Rescue Team 

“Pumper” Truck 

$667 

1 When the first alarm sounds, this 
all-steel “pumper” races to the 

scene of the fire. Realistic design fea- 
tures fittings, equipment such as re- 
movable ladders, chrome-plated del- 
uge gun, dual side control panels, rear 
running board, handrails. Simulated 
siren and blinker unit add to the ex- 
citement. Streamlined cab features 
full interior detailing, chrome-plated 
grill, bumper. Stands 13x5'4x6 in. 
high. White lettered tires. Non-toxic 
finish. For ages 3 to 10. 
49 N 58324—Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 02..... $6.67 

Village Fire House 

$997 
2 Here's where all the action begins 

. « the fire house where you wait 
poised for fire fighting action. The 
king-size 17 2x26 Vox 15-inch high sta- 
tion features composition wood con- 
struction for durability. Station is 
decorated in realistic colors and has 
plastic doors that open and close. 

Station may be used with other 
Rescue Team vehicles shown . . in- 
cludes 6 warning and road signs and 3 
road blockades. For ages 3 to 10. 

Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 
79N57111C......... $997 

Mighty Tonka* 
Rescue Vehicle 

$1397 
Swing-open rear door, sliding 
side door, roof give easy ac- 
cess to detailed interior with 3 
seats, medicine cabinet with 
molded-in oxygen tanks, re 
movable stretcher. Steel and 
plastic. Realistic driver, nurse, 
patient. 18x85¢x7 in. high. 
Ages 3 to 10. Wt. 9 lbs. 4 oz. 
49N 58312 $13.97 

You can order items on pages 425 to 593 
from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 
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is ready to swing into action 

Fire Chief and Police Cars 
cach $645 тол v JAE batteries 

Save 11% r ee 
when you buy both cars $12.90 

(3 and 4) Watch these cars bump into things, automatically turn away, go 
charging off again . . run straight, clockwise or counterclockwise, Working 
sirens, lights. Plastic trimmed metal body, 1 1Vx4!4x3*4 in. high. Each runs 
on 2 ^D" batteries . . not included, order package below. From Japan. For 
ages 3 to 10. Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib. 11 oz. 

Fire Chief Car. Red. 4 Police Car. Blue and white. 
49458175... 218646 49 М58071............ $645 

49 N 58219—Fire Chief and Police Car Set. Wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz. ...Set $11.47 
49 N 46995—"D" Batteries. Package of six. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz... . Package 149 

Giant Aerial Hook 'n Ladder 

$1233 

Here's just the thing for chasing down that 
next fire! Giant 7!4x554x2954-inch truck has 
ladder which extends to 35 in. long and can 
be positioned at five different angles and has 
a base that revolves 360°. Includes stream 
lined detachable cab with seats, steering 
wheel, two side ladders, simulated siren and 
flasher . . plus deep-tread tires with chrome. 
plated wheel covers, Heavy-gauge steel con. 
struction with non-toxic baked enamel finish 
Recommended for ages 3 to 10. So easy to 

buy when you just use the phone, 
Shipping weight 9 pounds. 

79N 54157C $12.33 

Tiny Tonka® hand-size 
Fire Department 

TA 
Five pieces of fire-fighting and res- 
cue equipment to handle every 
emergency. Set includes “pumper”, 
pick-up, hook and ladder truck, 
ambulance and Fire Chief’s car. 
Ladder on hook and ladder truck 
swivels and adjusts to raised posi- 
tion for added play value. 

All pieces made of steel and plas- 
tic with non-toxic finish. 4 to 10 in. 
long. Recommended for ages 3 to 
10. Why not pick up the phone and 
order it? Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49N58314 Sets794 * 

batteries 



( 1 thru 6 ) Heavy-gauge steel bodies finished with 

Highly detailed 
plastic windshields. 
Figures not included 

non-toxic enamel 

bodies and shatter-defying 
Plastic wheels. Turned edg: 

order (7) at right. Ages 3 and up. 

chip-resistant, 

T Michigan Shovel. Hinged cab swings open so 
you can change drivers. Crane cab swivels 360' 

Positive-stop winch raises and lowers boom. Includes 
scoop and magnet for lifting dirt or metal debris. 
Scoop releases load automatically when raised to top 
of boom. 20x7x28 in. high with boom raised. 
79 C 58383C — Partly assembled, Wt. 10 Ibs. 

578 [Sears] »s 

516.95 
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Use magnet 
or scoor 
with (1) 

Dump Truck. Cab swings open. Balanced- 
action bed raises and dumps big loads (by hand) 

easily. Measures 193ах7Уах10 inches high. 
79 C 58381C Shipping weight 7 pounds $1095 

Elevating Scraper. Load and unload with 
crank-powered, rubber conveyor belt. Retract 

beit into transport position and open hopper for 
dumping. Engine section swivels to steer. 

79 C 58474C —24%4x6%2x7%2 in. high. Wt. 61bs. $1295 

Loader. Cab swings open . . swivels to steer 
Lever-operated bucket scoops up load. raises. 

lowers and dumps load. 21'/2x7 Узх9 Ув in. high. 

79 C 58382C —Shipping weight 7 pounds $1295 

| The biggest Earthmovers we sell.. and young 

construction workers control their moving parts 

Construction Workers 
with flexible joints 

fit in cabs of 
NYLINT Earthmovers 

5 Bulldozer. Big blade lifts to 3 positions to 
Wide, deep-lug 

tracks on solid wheels. 12¥4x8x7¥4 inches high 
49 С 58472—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 9 oz $8.44 

move various sizes of debris. 

3 Grader. Blade raises, lowers, tilts and swings 
either way to 5 positions for excellent dirt or 

Tandem-pivoted rear wheels with 
16x7x7¥ inches high. 

$7.44 

snow removal 
big traction-tread tires. 
49 C 58473—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 2 oz. 

"7 Construction Crew. Set of 3 workmen with 
shovel, pick axe and air hammer in coordinated 

outfits and safety helmets. 5 inches tall. Vinyl 
49 C 58388—Shipping weight 8 ounces Set $1.99 



16-inch Bathtub Baby 
really likes the water 

comes with her own plastic tub, 
hooded towel and bath-time accessories 

дой not 
ncluded 

17-inch Rub-A-Dub Dolly 16-in. Wash-A-Bye Baby 

(1) Rub-A-Dub Dolly. Bath-time partner. (4) Wash-A-Bye Baby. After her 
BODY, DETAILING: 17 in. tall. All vinyl body. bath, dress her for sleep or play. 
Jointed arms and legs. Blond rooted hair BODY. DETAILING: 16 in. tall. Soft vi- 
Painted eyes. Completely washable, nyl body with jointed arms and legs 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Hooded terry  .. . makes her easy to pose and dress. 
cloth robe with lace trim, ribbon tie. Diaper. Molded hair can't tangle when wet. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. Painted eyes. Completely washable. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order vanity CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: White knit 
and shower and extra clothing below. tie-on sacque top and matching panties, 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. both trimmed with blue edging. 
49N31615 ` $10.44 FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
(2) Vanity and Shower Set. Keeps dolls ORDERING INFORMATION 
head above water and soap out of her eyes Order extra clothing below. 

. float her in tub with you. 49 N 31596—Wt. 1 lb. 1202. .. $8.99 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic vanity and shower i 
with spray nozzle. . . give doll a shower p Play Outfit . . . for Wash-A-Bye 
Plastic shower cap, soap, washcloth. Ьу. Red and white check top, pant- 
ORDERING INFO: Doll not included. d MEE Le] ‘ele 
49 М 31643—Shpg. wt. 2Ibs....-Set $5.99 ORDERING INFO: Doll not included. 

р; 49 N 32586—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ..$249 
(3) 8-piece Wardrobe Set. 
SET INCLUDES: One-piece sleeper, 2-piece 
play set, dress, pants, 3 hangers. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 32576—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

6) Nightgown . . . for Wash-A-Bye 
aby. Soft pink nightie with lace trim. 

ORDERING INFO: Doll not included. 
Set 84.99 49N32588—Shpg. wt. 4oz. ..82.49 

Two-piece Knit Outfit for 
dolls 12 to 18 inches tall 

Snug-fitting knit outfit in light pink . . . includes? 
hooded jacket and full bottoms. 

ORDERING INFO: Order outfit by your doll’s height. 
Bottle, doll not included. 

Set for 12 to 14-inch dolls. 

This pretty blond baby is fun to take care of . . . bathe her, feed 
her with her bottle and change her when she's wet. 
BODY. DETAILING: 16 in. tall. Soft vinyl head, arms and legs. 
Vinyl body. Fully jointed arms and legs. Blond rooted hair. Open: 
and-close eyes. Drinks, wets and is washable. 

CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Comes with hooded terry cloth towel, 
diaper, plastic tub, bottle, robe, sunsuit, dress, knitted booties, 

Merci -— and sponge. 49 м 32609 —Shpg. wt. 3 oz. Set 93.99 
:3to years. 

€ T Set for 16 to 18-inch dolls. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 49 N 32529—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. Set $3.99 
49 N 31646—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces 59.99 

Buy the easy way—order by phone. 

when you buy Set (7) 
with Set (8) 

BODY. DETAILING: 12 in. tall. Vinyl body. Jointed arms, legs. 
Molded hair. Painted eyes. Drinks, wets, washable. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Plastic tub "n shower, spray nozzle 
and “curtain” background. Press hand pump to re-circulate wa- 
ter. Soap, sponge, panties and plastic bottle. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

(7) Bath Set 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic sectioned tray with 
3 covers, cotton balls, cotton swabs, soap, 
soap dish, baby talc. Five plastic bottles la- 
beled for cologne, bath salts, cotton, per- 
fume and powder. Brush, comb, mirror and 
washcloth. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. Not recommended 
for ages under 3, due to small parts. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

(8) Feeding Set. 

SET INCLUDES: Plastic covered sterilizer 
pot, float toy, 6 bottles and rack, dish, 
juicer, bowl, spoon, cup, funnel, magic 
milk bottle, orange and clear bottles, toy 
clock; Gerber® play box, bib, napkin, vi- 
nyl diaper bag. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. Not for ages un- 
der 3, due to parts. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

ORDERING INFORMATION 49 N 33582—Shpg. wt. 13 ог. .Set $3.49 49 N 33574—Wt 11b. ......Set $3.49 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces ......%9.99 Bath Set (7) with Feeding Set (8). See descriptions above. 
49 N 33583—Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces ................›....-. Set $5.98 

mr —" 



Chopper flies forward 
and reverse, climbs, 
descends, hovers and 
emits realistic chopper 
sounds while making 
emergency rescues 

(1) Chopper 
Special Forces 

Emergency Rescue Set 

You're in command as you pilot rescue 

missions and make dangerous rooftop 
landings all by remote control 

as, $1295: 
(1) HOW IT WORKS: 22-inch rod connects 
chopper to rower center, giving it a 44-inch 
flying diameter. Control ере from the re- 
mote control unit: push one lever forward for 
power and altitude, second lever controls for- 
ward and reverse. Emits realistic "chopper 
sounds". 

Mia YOU GET: 6-inch plastic copter with 5 
е rescue figures; posna gard 7 

pital with medical evacuation landing pa: 
(2 HOT WHEEIS® $497 Plastic, battery powered remote control unit. 

Emergency Rescue Set Includes panoramic background of a medical 
rescue unit. 

WHAT YOU GET: 6 die-cast metal vehicles, 214 to 3 inches loi 
Police Cruiser, Fire Eater®, Emergency Squad, d, Paramedic®, Chief's Weiler pecie Кул ue 
Special Ramblin’ Wrecker®. Made in Hong Kong batteries, not incl., order 2 NA Vehi- 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 54025—Shipping weight 11 ounces $4.97 

cles not included, order at left. 
49 C 58025—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. . pred 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 
49 C 46996—Shpg. wt. 110z. Pie 'e1.69 

Save 16% 
when you buy both Fire Chief's 
Car (3) with Police Car (4) 

Separately total 2«car set 
without battenes 

Sight target areas through 
scope and air-drop 
supply chutes onto 
revolving terrain 

in this new, exciting 
“CHUTES AWAY” 

Sight target 
RESCUE GAME 

‘Ihe mountes $1495 
scope and 
release 

Supply chutes 

HOW !T WORKS: Revolving oceanic 
turn-table with detailed land and 
ocean terrain contains depressed tar- 
get areas. Sight target areas through 
the mounted scope, “fly” plane left 
and right by moving base control 
stick and drop supply chutes by pull- 
ing the release lever in the base con- 
trol panel. 
WHAT YOU GET: Coast Guard land 
and sea deme чы, holds up to 8 
supply chutes. Spring-wound motor 
revolves the turntable, needs no bat- 
teries. Control base includes on-off 
switch to activate the turntable. 
CONSTRUCTION: 
Injection-molded piastic control base, 
plane and supply chutes; paperboard 
terrain. Soft, reduction lens mounted 
scope. 2149x16%4x16 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 4 pounds, 

79 C 58026C $14.95 

Be first to the rescue scene with battery-pow- 
ered Fire Chief and Police Cars. Both cars 
have siren sound and flashing lights. 
“crash” bumpers save precious seconds . 
when cars make contact with any object they 
bump off and change direction. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic trimmed metal 
bodies. 11!4x4!4x344 inches high. Japan. On- 
off siren switch. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Each car requires 2 “C” bat- 
teries, not included, order package below. 
(3) Red and white Fire Chief Car. 
@ C 58073—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. ..$5.95 

WHAT YOU GET: Six die-cast metal 
"MATCHBOX"* — Áo € 2 to 3 inches E a 

4) Blue and white Police Car. i 

Vd c 58069. Supe wt 1b il oz. ..85.95 6-ріесе оа motore 
Fire Chief and Police Car Combination Military Set self-propelled gun. 

49 C 58087—Wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz. ....Set 9.99 $497 FOR AGES: 3 years and zs 

Carbon-zinc “С” Batteries. Package of 6. 4 ORDERING INFORMATION 

49 C 46994—Wt. 12 oz. Pkg. $1.69 49 C 54032—Shpg. wt. 12 02.$4.97 

572 
NOTE: "MATCHBOX" is registered trademark 
Owned Бу Lesney Products & Co. Ltd., England 

ноа nade scans by diisimasmaseleciwicid pom 



p Super Joe апа Luminos 
^| battle beasts and aliens 

with blasts of light 
Darkon and Gor emit pretend 
destructive rays, Godzilla's 

tongue flashes pretend flames 

(1thru 6) Adventure Toys. All made of sturdy plastic. 

FOR AGES: 4 years and up. Not for under 3 yrs. due to small parts. 

(1) Godzilla. This friendly monster fights with his firing claw. . . 
tongue flashes pretend "flame". 20! in. tall. Rolls on wheels. 

(2) Luminos. The night fighter. Luminos diverts Gor's deadly ray with 
focusable light that beams through his crystal body. 8*2 іп 

(3) Terron. Light-activated, mul: gged creature. Terron lumbers 
along ominot . . Stops dead in his tracks when he's stunned by a light 
beam from Super foe s power vest, the flashlight incl. or any light beam. 
He shrieks a blood-curdling sound, fires a light ray his opponent, then 
attacks. 194x104x9"9 in. 

(4) Super Joe Commander. With 1-2 punch . . . just press the button 
hidden below his uniform and watch him рш 81 in. tall. Special power 

Super Joe [| уез gives blast of light. Includes uniform, boots, power v 
Avenger (5) Darkon. P the button and this part man/part monster's light- 

5 ning lance swings into action. Power pack vest flashes stream of light. 
Pursuit Craft Incl. boots, power vest, lance, helmet. 812 in. 
Cut 54 | (9) Gor. King of the Terrons, The arch enemy of Super Joe emit 

lethal red destructo ray. Ray becomes extinguished when Super 

wes *14.95 
ee copy, see page 330. Items (2) thru (6) require batteries, not included, 
‘der packages below. 

igure not included 
Godzilla 
Luminos 
Terron 
Super Joe Commander 
Darkon 

Alkaline “AA” Batteries. Package 
49 N 46999—Shippi ht 2 ounces Package 99c 
Carbon-zinc "D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 46995— Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. Package $1.87 
(7) 4-in-1 Avenger Pursuit Craft assembles 4 ways for land, sea 
and air. Reduced from our 1977 Chrisimas Book. 
HOW IT WORKS: Fuselage (bod: vo jet engines form the basic 
design for all 4 craft you c: Build an airplane, seaplane, land car 

heels and floating pontoons 
Speed over Speed race 8 a 

waves with jet ich and detachable cargo 

speed boat A or boat. 
CONSTRUCTION: 15 snap-together pieces made of sturdy plastic. Assem- 
bled craft, 16x23x5 in. high with wings and cargo unit. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 yrs. Not for under 3 yrs. due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 59299C— Shipping weight 4 pounds cs. Set $10.95 
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Flip over 
to rock 

Toys for a crawling, sliding, hiking, good time 

(1) Winnie-the-Pooh Fold-away 9-ft. 
Play Tunnel. Crawl through it, play in it, 
hide in it. Use indoors or out as a secret 
passageway, à cave or hideout. 
CONSTRUCTION: Perforated, weather-re- 
sistant, washable vinyl fabric over tem- 
pered steel hoops; 22 inches in diameter; 
expands to 9 feet long. Folds to 2 inch 
thickness with tie straps for easy storage. 
FOR AGES: 2 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: See Note below. 
79C45103CD-Wt. 7 lbs. 1102....9$11.88 

(2) Wood and hardboard Play Gym. 
CONSTR: Sturdy natural finish wood, red 
and natural-finished hardboard. 5914x 
177/4x32% in. high. Slide is 31% in. long. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassem. Instr. incl. 
79 C 47479C—Shpg. wt. 22 lbs...$29.88 
(3) Plastic Action Slide. Sturdy molded 
polyethylene frame, slide with smooth cor- 
ners. Slide bed 4 ft. long. Steps flat-treaded 
for sure footing. Overall height, 421-in. 
Base area, 53V4x28 in. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 74% years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr., hard- 
ware incl. If mailed, takes 15-lb. rate; see 
Parcel Post information on page 322. 
79 C 47486L—Wt. 13 lbs. 8 ог, ..$22.97 
NOTE: Win a trip to Disneyland. For official entry 
blank. order item (1) above. . . see p. 2 of Sears 
1979 Christmas Catalog for details entries 
must be received by Feb. 15. 1980 

(4) Mickey Mouse Clubhouse. 2 open 
windows. Front door opens, closes. te 
with blue, yellow, red trim. Corrugated pa- 
per fiberboard, 37x35x50 in. high. Door- 
way, 32% in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. If 
mailed, takes 15-lb. rate, see p. 322. 
79 C 47504L—Wt. 11 lbs. .. $9.98 

fait Disney Productions Disney characters ® 

(B) Teeter Tike. Doublewall polyethyl- 
ene, smooth corners. 34x12x15 inches high. 
Green with blue grips. 
ORDER INFO: For ages ee 6. If mailed, 
takes 15-1Ь. rate, see p. 322. 
79C47459L-Wt. 12 bs. 2 oz. .$16.98 

(6) Tike Slide. A slide, tunnel, rocker. 
Molded polyethylene with smooth corners, 
31x15x17 in. high. Orange. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 1 to 5 years. If mailed, 
takes 15-Ib. rate, р. 322. 
79 C 47455L—Wt 11 lbs. .......914.98 

(7) Back Pack with Pup Tent. Weather- 
resistant plastic, bright colors. Pack, 
8%4xSx15 in. high. Tent, 48x35x33 in. high. 
Pack with built-in carrying straps. Water 
bottle. “Play” fishing pole, fish, hook, 
stove, spade, hatchet, 2 pots, fry pan with 
covers (not for use on real stove). Pack 
opens. Tent with poles for assembly. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 years. 
49 C 45075—Wt. 2 lbs. 1202. ..... $8.98 



© She's fresh apple pie, a trip 

to the country, love and 

security all rolled into one 

A Created by Joyce Miller 

Sold only at Sears. 

GRAMMA 
talks! J NS 

She repeats 10 — ; SS : , | 

phrases when D х ' 20 inches $ 4? 

you pull her / 1 

talking ring 
..made by 

Mattel 
GRAMMA is ап 

"Come here ' í i "n 16 inches inc old-fashioned 
and snuggle 344 Rag Doll 

Gramma—always ready with a sweet 
says she's glad to see you again. Give her a great 
big hug. You c hurt her 'cause she's made ol 

all-cotton. Dressed in a cotton print dress, apron 
and pantaloons. Yarn hai. 
49 N 34006—16 inches tall. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $3.44 
49 N 34007—20 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 4.99 

AC Gramma's Cradle 
||| holds dolls up 
4 10 20 inches tall n 

$ е 
d | 

3 t d 

j l КӨЛ, 
g> 

1 

^ 

Your dolls will feel like they're 
Gramma's Lap sleeping right in Gramma's arms 

i when put them in this big 
NI. brightly painted rocking cradle 

rocking chair Made of all wood with hardboard 
for panel to give extra support to bot 

"WE л tom of bed, padded mattress to keep 
you to sit on dolls comfortable. 21x19x22 in. high. 

79 N 33534C—Wt. 9 Ibs. $9.99 
19% inches tall $99? 

9 Go ahead, sit on Gramma's lap- 
it's comfortably padded with her 

She's everybody's favorite "gramma". Kindly, smil 
ing and oh-so-easy-to-love. Just pull her talking 
ring and she'll chat with you, smiling all the while 
from behind her painted-on granny glasses. She 
wears cotton print dress, apron, painted high-but- 
ton shoes and a big yarn bun on top her head. All 
cotton filled with soft foam. 
49 № 3501 1—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 11 oz. ..$9.99 

578 Sears „А06 
‘links Dad Scane ty йтканы АА Comi 

foam-filled cotton apron that Mom 

can take off to wash . . tie right back 
on again. Apron has pockets that ex- 
tend through the sides of the rocker 
and hold your favorite little toys 
Gramma herself is made of solid 
wood and brightly painted. Mea. 
sures 19х14%х24 inches high. 
79 N 9002C—Wt. 8 Ibs. $14.99 



(1 thru 3) Famous TV characters Batman, Fred 
Flintstone and Bamm-Bamm . „ “bop” them and 
they bounce back up for more. 

1 Batman. Belt beeps, eyes blink. 52 inches. 
49 N 29317—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz.......53.99 

(4 thru 6) Superman, Popeye or Bozo will add 
more fun to your indoor or outdoor playtime. 

Superman. Belt beeps, eyes blink. 52 inches. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces. 

49 N 29397 $3.99 

Weighted bottoms keep 
these tough inflated 
vinyl characters coming 

back for more 

(7 and 8 ) New concept in "Punch-Me" bags makes 
favorite Disney characters seem more true-to-life 
than ever before. Realistically sculptured Donald 
and Mickey in heavy-duty vinyl bounce and bob 
their way into your child's heart. 

Donald Duck*. Shivers on block of ice. 42 in. 5 Popeye. His cap “beep-beeps”. 50-in. high. 
49 N 29398—Shpzg. wt. 4 Ibs. 10 oz. $322 

Рореуе© 1968. King Features Syndicate 
Fred Flintstone. His nose squeaks. 50 in. high. ippi 

2 49 N 29333—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 1002......$2.97 4020407. Shipping wt Sie он НАШ 
8 Mickey Mouse’. On playful "boom" perch. 36 

inches high. 
49 N 29409—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 

Bozo the Clown. This happy fellow has a Bamm-Bamm. Favorite "Flintstones" charac 6 
squeaky nose. 48 inches high. ter stands 34 inches high. $3.28 

49 N 29058—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. ..$1.99 — 49N 29411—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. $1.99 * Disney characters E) Walt Disney Productions 

2-wa Wall-model 
; Y Puncher $525 

No lumps Punching Bag ` 

or bumps for wall or floor priera р. 

to spoil shots $962 from 16-in. ring with 
with this steel wall support. [9] 

inflatable ы с e 
Marble Court Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 

$399 79 м 29336C $5.25 

Floor 
Puncher $470 

10 Adjusts from 36 in. 
to 46 in. Smooth- 

edge metal base is 
32%x10 in.; baked en- 
amel finish. 12-in. vinyl 1 
bag, valve needle. 

Shipping weight 5 lbs. 
79 N 29062C $4.70 

Big 45-inch diameter court of smooth fabric . . easily 
inflated vinyl border keeps it stretched flat. Marked for 
regulation play. Bag of marbles incl. Ages 5 to 12. 
49 N 29083—Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz. -. -$3.99 

Use as floor puncher that 
grows with child . . adjusts = 
from 34 to 42 in. high . . or 
hang from the wall. Helps 
develop coordination and 
speed reflexes. Steel frame, 
simulated leather bag. 

Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 
79 N 28115C $9.62 

Space 10) 

Walkers 

$474 

Sparring Partners 

$399 уш 
Increase boxing skill with soft vinyl boxing 
gloves for young "sparring partners". Fully 
padded throughout with fabricated hair. 
Strong nylon lacing at the wrists. For ages 5 to 
8. From Japan. Order them by phone at Sears. 
49 N 29286—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 от... .Set $3.99 

Feels like you're 
walking on the moon 

Dual springs keep you bouncing . . center 
} )) stabilizer helps keep you upright. Fit over 

Shoes. Adjustable plastic straps with lace- 
up bands. Red enamel finish on steel feet, 

! — baseplates. Rubber bumpers protect 
— Mom's floors. For ages 5 and up. 

49 м 29067—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 6 oz. ..$4.74 [Sears]579 
Сароп pane scans by chimar musetechwicil pom 



dangerous and exciting. . G.I. Joe is on the way 

( 1 and 2) Leader oí the crack adventure team gives 8 commands when you 
pull dog tag. ‘Comes dressed for action in jacket with pockets, pants, boots, 
dog tag, insignia, shoulder holster, pistol. Made of Puer 
(1) 49C59229—Shipping weight 14 ounces ...... poen ns 0533 
(2) 49C59501—Shipping weight 14 ounces ......................... 533 

3 Denim outfit with boots, dog tag, 4 Fatigues with boots, dog tag, 
shoulder holster, pistol. Made of shoulder holster, pistol. Made of 

plastic. Lifelike hair and beard. plastic. Lifelike hair, 
49C59159—Wt. 11 oz. .$333  49C59126—Wt. 1202. $3.33 

Joe's spotted the Snowman 
can he get close enough to 

trap himin the net? « 

> J 

Recovery of the Lost Mummy $ 1399 per 

G.I. Joe vehicles track down the lost mummy anywhere. By air in a scout 
helicopter with working rotor blades . . giant 25-in. long plastic body 
snaps together for easy assembly. By land, in a completely assembled 
plastic ATV car. which rides on land or floats on water. By sea, on a life 
raft with paddle and compass. Equipment includes mummy, mummy 
case, plastic net, pick, shovel, pith helmet, first aid kit, machete and case, 
animal trap, supply chest, jewels, belt. Plastic. Sold тн, at Sears. 
79 С 59092C—Shipping weight 5 pounds ......... sers Set $1399 

Between missions, Joe 
Sharpens his skills on 

this 7x7-foot vinyl mat. 
Includes giant 43-inch Search for the Abominable Snowman $699 277: 

A Sears exclusive, set includes white coverall, belt, boots, goggles, mit- tower and searchlight 

__ tens. With skis, ski poles, sled, snow shoes, net, rifle, rope, binoculars, for night maneuvers 

weight I pound 8 ounces ....... .....Set $6.99 

A valuable nose cone 
has dropped into the 

bubbling waters. 
Can Joe brave the 

Training Center $ 1 499 

Joe trains for all his adventures on 7x7 ft. vinyl environment base, With 
plastic training tower, styrofoam cave and rock formation, 2 rifles and 
rifle rack, first aid box, compass and holder, 2 rifle targets, 2 pistols, 
plastic coiled wire. Also 3 tires, 2 logs, barrel, plastic rope ladder, vinyl 

de shelter lean-to with poles that attach to cave, respirator, mask and tank, 2 
Mystery of the Boiling Lagoon $699 zz bandages, comic book, searchlight (uses 2 "D" batteries, order below.) 

79 C59285C—Shipping weight 9 рошпёдз......................... $14.99 
Alkaline “О” Batteries. Package of 2. 

49 C 4653—Shipping weight 11 ounces .... 

Sold only at Sears, set incl. flat-bottom boat, with struts, pontoons, seat, 
deep divers suit, helmet, weighted boots, belt, buoy, oxygen pump and 
hose, pincer arm, nose cone. Plastic. Adventure comic booklet. 
49 С 59281—Shipping weight 2 pounds ....... «їй BEI, Set 699 

Сой pane Scans by chrisinas кине со 



Six-animal Wagon 
isa 

zoo on wheels 

$597 

bes t€ 
>) 

Y 

Sturdy steel-bodied truck 
has see-thru plastic cages 
for six plastic wild апі 
mals. Truck features real- / 
istic interior, chrome-plat- 
ed grill, bumpers and 
wheel covers. d 

Stands 1254x 554x514 
inches high, Non-toxic fin- 
ish, Recommended for 
children ages 4 to 9. 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz. 
49N58321..., $5.97 

Kennel Truck 
totes 

a dozen dogs 

67 Ү ий 

Transport 12 detailed 
plastic dogs to the pet 
show in this steel and 
plastic truck with see-thru 
kennel that can lift off 
completely. Has realistic 
interior, drop-down tail- 
gate, chrome-plated 
bumper, wheel covers, 
About 14x5*4x554 in. 
high. Non-toxic finish. 
Ages 4 to 9. E 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz. 
4958322 ............%687 

1 Join Win, Winnie and their dog, — Mighty Tonka® 
Scamp in their modern, sleek camp- а 

er. Complete with built-in dinette, | Winnebago 
kitchen sink, stove, refrigerator (with 
open-close door), bathroom facilities, 
shower stall, lounging benches and two 
front swivel seats—the same fine fea 
tures found in a real mobile home. 
Top opens for easy access to camp 

er's interior. Pull top out and it be 
comes a patio shade. Heavy-gauge 
steel and plastic; non-toxic enamel fin 
ish. About 22x8x11 in. high. 

A 22-inch steel 
home on wheels 
ready to go 

$1494 

Jointed, plastic Win and Winnie are 6 [.! 
inches high. For ages 3 and up. Jd 
79N54111C—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. ..$14.94 [| 

h E sd аы 

Tonka* Camper апа Boat $094 
Realistic truck with camper pulls a detachable trailer carrying a tough plastic boat 
that actually floats. Operational winch on trailer lets you load boat on trailer. Back 

door and windows of camper open for added realism. 
Steel and plastic truck is 14*4x8V4x6 inches wide. Camper with boat and trailer mea- 

sures 29!/4x8V4x6 inches wide. Recommended for youngsters ages 3 to 9. 
Use your phone її you want to order it the easiest way of all. 

49N58311—Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces . . 

m—Éá-——————" 

Set $994 

Traveling 5-piece Farm Set 
.. the steel truck sides 
detach to form a corral 

You're off to the county fair with farm truck, trailer and livestock. Bull, calf 
and mare travel in this truck-trailer combination. Covered horse trailer has а 
gate that lowers to form a ramp . . mare fits easily inside. Pickup truck has 
removable stake sides for transporting bull and calf. Realistic cab interior. 
Trailer hitch. Sturdy steel construction; baked enamel finish. Lifelike plastic 
animals. 

Truck and trailer together measure 23!2x534x7 V4 inches high. Recom- 
mended for youngsters ages 3 and over. 
49 N 58292— Shipping weight 5 pounds 5 ounces Set $9.97 

5-piece Farm Set with 

highly-detailed farm equipment 

The steerable tractor pulls 3-bottom plow, harrow, roller disc and 
steerable wagon with swinging tailgate. Die-cast metal tractor and 
accessories are authentic scale replicas of real farm equipment. Trac- 
tor about 5!4 in. high. Non-toxic finish. Set includes cardboard barn 
(not shown) for added play fun. For ages 4 to 11, 
49 N 58301—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 9 oz. Set $9.99 



Giant 28-inch 
Crane can be 
operated by hand crank to 
lift big loads into position 

Simply flip position lever and turn crank to: 

* Slide block and tackle forward or back 

• Swing horizontal boom around in a complete 
circle around base of crane 

* Lower tackle, rotate hook, raise cargo up to two 
feet in the air 

Latch onto cargo basket's handle with hook and transfer it to almost any 
position. Massive 29-inch horizontal boom rotates 360° to cover an area 
of almost 6 feet. You can use this big crane to load your other trucks or lift 
your other toys too. You control all the working action by hand . . no 
batteries required. 
Turn crank and flip position lever to raise and lower cargo basket for 

unloading. Durable plastic crane with metal supports measures 
29V2x16*4x28 inches high. Partly assembled. From Japan. Recommended 
for ages 3 to 10. To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white 
pages under "Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
49 C 58387—Shipping weight 4 pounds $15.95 

ё Ф „- BER 

"Ub ве. US 
Set of 5 Construction Vehicles $894 

All these machines are built to work and give you hours of fun at the 
construction site, You control their moving parts by hand. Set includes 
bottom dump, cement mixer, dump truck, lowboy and loader. Gate on 
bottom dump opens for dumping or spreading of load. Cement mixer 
drum rotates. Dump truck bed raises to unload. Lowboy rig with swivel 
cab for steering hauls loader. Scoop on loader raises, lowers and locks 
into position. Vehicles measure from 5 to 101% inches long. Sturdy steel 
and plastic construction with rubber wheels . . stands up to rough sand. 
box play. Non-toxic enamel finish. Recommended for ages 3 to 10. 

49 C 58345—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces „Set $8.94 

and side to 

Pay Hauler with dumping action 

Haul big loads of sand and debris from construction sites. You can activate 
hydraulically-operated dumping action by pushing lever. Dual front and rear 
tires with deep treads. Die-cast aluminum body is rust-resistant. Eight durable 
plastic tires. Non-toxic enamel finish. Measures 1124x5!4x5!4 inches high. Rec- 
ommended for ages 3 to 10. Buy it the easy way—order by phone 
49 C 58395—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces $9.94 

Cusiod page scans by prisinas nurselectnical Соп 

$1595 

$1394 

— 

Front endioader scoops 
raises, lowers, dumps 
and locks into position 

Multi-action Tractor Loader and Backhoe 
Here's a giant earthmover that's over 11/2 feet long and ready for a real work 
out. Load and unload dirt and sand from endloader. Backhoe digs trenches 
folds up for easy moving from site to site. Wide front wheels have automotive- 
type steering, Highly detailed die-cast metal construction with plastic seat and 
vinyl tires. Measures 1912x514x9 in. high. Recommended for ages 3 to 10, 

49 C 58394— Shipping weight 5 pounds 3 ounces $1394 

98 [Sears| 579 



Doll Trunks ‘ow $599 14-in. trunk 
as (184n, shown] 

Keep your room neat by putting your doll and 
her clothes in this sturdy metal trui 
STRUCTION: ОМ: Mint prem Ey over wood 
frame; paj Metal corners, rein- 
forcements а Md locks. bere Жыз. к 
Cat d fiddle desi, bar for clothes . 
plastic hangers incl. err drawer, ribbon tie. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
SIZES, ORDERING INFORMATION 

14-in. tall Trunk. 7x7*4 in. One snap lock. 
49 N 33558—Shipping weight 4 be - +. 85.99 

18-in. tall Trunk. 815х834 in. 2 snap locks. 
18 N 33559—Shipping weight 6 lbs. 

22-in. tall Trunk. 834x934 in. 2 snap locks. 
79 N 33573C—Shipping weight 7 lbs... . $9.99 

7.99 

(2) 6-piece Knit Wardrobe Sets 
for dolis 13 to 21 in. tall 

$599 to 1310 
ees | 15-n. dolis 

Wicker-look Dressing ў Bundle up your doll in these snug-fitting knits, 

and Storage Table | a difficult time deciding which ош ‘put on her, they're all so pretty. 
Vinyl strap holds “baby” still for dressing and SET INCLUDES: Dress, hooded jacket with panties 
changing. Store clothes in 2 shelves below. goi: H 2-piece pram suit. 
CONSTRUCTION: Wood frame with white wick- MEN 
er-look fiber sides and colorful, quilted vinyl top. Pa 

Г 

Vinyl stray . pull through attached plastic 
rings to tighten. 1814x9x1814 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Holds uy: up to 18 i mn tall. 
79 М 335 16C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs......... $11.99 

Talking Rag Dolls to entertain you 
(3) Bozo the Clown®. 
BODY. DETAILING: 18 in. tall. Vinyl 
head attached to huggable cloth body. 
Yarn hair, painted eyes. Pull his talking 
ring; hear one of 10 phrases. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Blue and 
white polka dot clown costume. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 3408 1—Wt. 1 lb. бог. ...$8.99 
(Larry Harmon Pictures Corp. 
Licensed by Larry Harmon Pictures Corp. 

(4) Mrs. Beasley®. 
BODY, DETAILING: 22 in. tall. Vinyl 
face and Ge igo cloth body 
Rooted blond Mp enr сусе 1 eyes. Tal 
ing ring; says 10 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Poll Polka dot 
dress . Plastic "granny" gl 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 3579—Wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz. .$13.97 
Mrs. Beasley® ® 1971 Family Affair Co. 

m———  — 

(5) J.J.™. Your TV friend. 
BODY, DETAILING: 23 in. tall. Cloth 
booy bends easily for lanky, flexible 
look. Si ilk-screened face Pull his talking 
[oT hear one of 9 pu recorded 
in TV character's own voice. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Turtleneck, 
jeans body. Silk-screened cap. 
FOR AGES; 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 34101—Wt. 1 Ib. 1302. ..99.97 
JJ.™© 1975 Tandem Prod.. inc. 

(6) Drowsy Doll. . . half asleep. 
BODY, DETAILING: 15 in. tall. Vinyl 
head attached to huggable cloth body. 
Blond rooted hair, painted half-asleep 
eyes. Talking ring; says 11 phrases. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Pink, white 
sleeper body. Cradle-shaped package. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

4984198 
“1 wanna 

stay up 



You must think 
and move fast 

with this HIGHWAY 
POLICE CHASE 
because cars are 
motorized and you 

Switch lane 
dividers by hand 

$1295 
without batteries. 

pla; 
ani 

Feel like a real emergency worker P 
with these realistic Rescue Vehicles 

(1) NYLINT Giant Aerial 
Hook ‘п Ladder 

HOW IT WORKS: 2%4-foot long 
truck has ladder which can be ex 
tended by hand crank up to 3 feet 
long, separate crank on control 
base revolves ladder a complete 
360° 
WHAT YOU GET: 30*ax5* x7 4-in. 
high heavy-gauge steel truck. Metal 
extension ladder is 3 feet long. In- 
cludes streamlined cab with seats, 2 
removable side ladders, and detach- 
able cab. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 C 54157C—Wt. 9 lbs. .$14.94 

(2) Mighty Tonka® Rescue Van 
Open the rear door, sliding side 
door and roof for easy access to de- 
tailed "hospital" interior. Perform 
emergency first aid with equipment. 
WHAT YOU GET: Metal, plastic 
18x854x7V4 in. high van with 3 
seats, medicine cabinet, molded-in 
oxygen tanks and a removable 
stretcher. Removable driver, nurse 
and patient. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 9 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49C58312 $19.87 

(3) Tonka® Snorkel Pumper 
17-inch Snorkel Unit really pumps 
water. 
HOW IT WORKS: Hook up hose 
from truck to hydrant and then at- 
tach to your garden hose . . . now 
you can battle “blazes” with real 
water stream from deluge gun on 
snorkel bucket. Aerial platform 
raises and lowers with hand-operat- 
ed lever 28 inches above ground. 
Removable side ladder. 
WHAT YOU GET: Steel and plastic. 
17 sx6x9*4 in. high snorkel pumper 
with 14-in. hose, hydrant, ladder. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 7 lbs. 7 oz. 
49 С 58315 $16.87 

Hook “№ Ladder 
Fire Truck 

$1494 —. 

Snorkel Pumper 

$1687 
3 

m 

Ж 

Mighty Tonka 
Rescue Van 

[2] 

HOW IT WORKS: Both battery-powered cars run at the same speed... 
'ers control the escape route. Maneuver cars in and out of lanes, up 
down entrance ramps by flipping lane dividers by hand. 

WHAT YOU GET: Two 4-inch plastic-body cars plus 48-piece snap-to- 
gether plastic 40x40-inch layout, signs, light posts. Made in Japan. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Cars require two "A" batteries, not includ- 
ed, order m below. Unassembled layout, instructions included. 
49 C 57062—Shipping weight 3 pounds e. $1295 
49 C 57066—Two extra Cars. Shpg. wt. 1202............Set 4.99 

Сагбоп-гіпс "AA" Penlight Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 C 4699 1—Shipping weight 4 ounces ..........,........ Pkg. 99c 

Vehicle Set 

$997 
Our largest pollen of 
emergency vehicles, 
fire, police M nace 
WHAT YOU GET: Rescue 
helicopter, aerial ladder 
fire truck, fire pumper 
truck, fire equipment 
truck, chemical extin- 

Type TOOTSIETOY. 

ami , 
ment truck, police van, аг- 
mored police personnel 
truck, police special 

х ent van and 8 plas- 
Ве figures of rescue and 

Vehicles are made of die- 
cast ey about 3 to 6 

long. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 
49C54064...... $9.97 

23-pc. M'A'S*H*e 

WHAT YOU GET: 3%x 
29 .x2V4-in. high hospital 

FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49C58417...... 
©1976 Twenteth Century Fox 
Film Corp. АЛ rights reserved. 

e REMEMBER! You can order items on pages 8, 9, 14 thru 17 B, and 423 to 598 from now until AUGUST 31,1978 
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It's eerie fun to stretch a Serpent 
Stretch Serpent is Stretch Armstrong's new companion with pct 

rubber-band-like tug ability. Don't b« ared jet your friends and pul 

(1) Stretch Serpent and (2) Stretch Armstrong. Grab hold 
and pull. Stretch over 3 feet and return to original shape. Latex. 
FOR AGES. 5 years and up. 

(1) Stretch Serpent. 14! ? in. long. 
49 N 59538—Shipping weight 2 pounds .. -$8.99 

(2) Stretch Armstrong. 13 in. tall. 
49 N 59567—Shipping weight 4 pounds... $10.97 

{3) Marzon'". This life-size fantasy invader "walks" across 
loors as he stalks you. Stands over 45 inches tall in his battery- 
powered walking base. Plastic and vinyl. Includes patch kit. 
OR AGES: 4 years and up. 

ORDER O: Inflate by mouth or hand pump (not included.). 
Req, D” batteries (not included.), order package below. 
49N 59364—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce $11.94 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Come in a package of 2 
49 N 46996—Shipping weight 11 ounces .......Package $1.39 

(4) Zargon. Modular design assembles in dozens of ways to roll 
like a vehicle or track like a robot. Incl. firing fist. Plastic. 12 in. 

AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMA Req. 2 "C" batteries, order pkg. be- 
low. Warranted by Mattel. Write for free copy, see page 330. 
49 N 59598—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 3 oz. $14.97 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Come in a package of 2. 
49 N 46997—Shipping weight 5 ounces Package $1.19 

(5), Pulsar. 19! zin. tall P omes alive” when you press his 
back. Watch the "activated organs through his clear chest. KA 
Program discs to "re-activate" body. Includes 2 program discs, Marzon 1 Zargon the 
boots and costume. Plastic and fabric. Walking Giant from - Shogun Warrior 

GES: 4 to 10 years. © Out " 
49 N 59702— —Shipping weight 1 pound $8.47 2 € 
(6) Hypnos, 13'zinch figure with a transparent chest cavi 40 in. tall 
Two multi-colored wheels spin in his chest. Chest sparks and 

Sage helmet-like mask. Plastic, 

49 N.59765— Shipping weight 1 pound $ $8.47 
(7) Advance Patrol Child's Walkie-Talkies. Set of 2. 
RANGE: Up to t4 mile over flat terrain. 
CONSTRUCTION: Press button to talk, release to listen. 50-milli- 
watt. Volume control. On-off switch. Code-key to aid in signaling 
in Morse code. Telescopic antenna. Transmits on 27.125 MHz. 
Black plastic case. 7! 2x3'ax2 in. deep. Imported. 

required. 
ORDERING INFO nit requires one 9-v. battery, 
not included . ler package below. 
49 N 6664—2 units. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 11 oz. Set $14.95 
9-volt Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46993—Shipping weight 4 ounces .. Package 99c 

Send and receive 
messages on your 
Advance Patrol 

Child's Walkie-Talkies 

$1495 zs 



What's so different about horses ( 1 and 2 )? They talk, of course! 
т. Press button on saddle roll, horses say 6 different phrases 

Y t i 
~ = > 

"Ride ‘em " ^ > Talking Col L e ‘Eeee, that's 
26«nch long body 1 cowboy' horse talk” ==” 
$2988 “I'm your 
without battery good friend” "Gi 

Talking Fury 
Our largest horse 

» 

> )) 
38Anch long body 

« $4,999 
without battery 

Horses ( 1 thru 3 ) have 
adjustable frames so they can 

grow with your child 

Hey pardner, you'll be riding high in the saddle with these stallions. . . 
all Horses have tubular steel bases and durable plastic bodies for hours of fun 

(1 thru 5) Tubular steel frame, adjustable in ( 1 thru 3) and (5); 
with coil springs. Easy-mount side bars. With foot and hand dowels; Colored rings plastic covered end caps. High-impact polystyrene body on (1, 3, 4, 5). Walk-R-Ride Polyethylene body on (2). Prince 24 inches long 

28 inches іол (1) Talking Colt. 26 inches long. Base 45x20 in. Press button on saddle pun 199 4 
ll, hear 6 phrases. Seat height adjusts from 23 to 26vz-in. $21 

FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 

ORDER INFO: Uses 1 “АА” battery, not incl. Order below. 
79 C 8904 1L—Shipping weight 20 pounds ...829.88 

(2) Talking Fury. 38 inches long. Base 48x23 inches. Press button on 
saddle roll, hear 6 phrases. Seat height adjusts from 29 to 33 in. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 1 "AA" battery, not included. Or- 
der below. See "N" suffix note, page 322. 
79 C 8905 1N—Shipping weight 30 pounds . . . va evasens 049,99 
49 C 46339—"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 4. Wt. 402. ........Pkg. 1.19 

gp Cheyenne. 34 inches long. Base 48x23 inches. Seat height adjusts 
rom 29 to 33 inches. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 years. See “N” suffix note, p. RE 
79 C 89045N—Shipping weight 27 pounds ............... 9.99 

(4) Prancer. 28 in. long. Base, 40x22! in. Seat height, 24 in. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 1 to 4 years. 
79 C 89048C—Shipping weight 17 pounds ..-........ .$21.99 

(5) Walk-R-Ride. 24-inch long pony. Plastic seat, tray with colorful 
ring bar. Strap, casters and protective bumpers. Walker converts to 
рову with fully adjustable base. Base measures 36x19 inches. Seat 

eight adjusts from 15% to 18%; inches. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 торба 103 елу 
79 C 89005C—Shipping weight 12 pounds ................. $19.99 

аыр рап scans by анталай ийсе ront 



.. to have 
a tea 
party 

! with 
Gramma 

You'll love sipping tea from Gramma's 
41-piece plastic set. The tea pot looks 
just like Gramma's smiling face. Her 
hat is the tea pot cover. And plates, sau 
cers are decorated with bright, happy 
flowers. Service for 4 includes cups, sug 
ar and creamer, goblets, napkins and 
holder, salt and pepper shakers, serving 
tray, knives, forks, spoons. 
49 N 10066—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. Set $3.99 

m —HUu———ÁnO—Á——— 

+. to sew 
Gramma's 
favorite 

Let Gramma teach you how to sew—it's 
easy with these real, battery-powered plastic 
scissors and instructions. Includes material 
plus patterns to make apron, drawstring 
bag, kerchief, potholders, pajama bag, slip- 
pers. Needs 1 "D" battery, order pkg. below 
49 N 1203—Wt. 11b. 3 о2 Set $4.99 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 № 8405—Wt. pkg. 1 lb. 8 0z.. .Pkg. $1.49 

Everyone has a good time at Gramma's house. It's a big 
rambling country place with 4 rooms to explore. In front, 
there are bright shutters, flower box and flowers to welcome 
you. Out back, there's a big yard with flagstone patio sur 
rounded by flowers Gramma must have planted herself. And 

inside, 23 pieces of snap-together plastic furniture make the 
house look so cozy and inviting. Includes bendable, self 
tanding plastic family of Gramma, Grampa, 2 children 

Open, vinyl house is 18x 15x14 in, high. Folds for carrying. 
79 N 94045C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $12.99 

..хо play 
with her 

JOE DOG 
P 

Just wind 

him up and Pre 

he'll make . 
music for f 

you à 

He's the family pet zer, entertaining and irresistible! 
Turn the key and he'll play a lullaby, Cuddly acrylic plush 
with felt trim, pompon nose, locked-in button eyes and a big 
rayon satin bow around his neck. 9% in. high, 7 in. long. 
49 N 4070—Shipping weight 1 pound $4.99 

"iie Sears 579 



1 He's in charge . . 
_ + gives 8 commands 
when you pull dog tags. 
Green jacket and brown 
pants, boots, shoulder 
holster with pistol. Plas- 
tic body has lifelike hair 
and beard. 

Shipping wt. 14 oz. 
49 № 59229 .....$4.99 

` Recovery of the Lost Mummy 
G.I. Joe vehicles track down the lost mummy anywherel By air in а 
scout helicopter with working rotor blades. Giant 25-inch long plastic 
body snaps together for easy assembly 
By land in a completely assembled plastic ATV car which rides on land 
or floats on water. Equipment includes mummy, mummy case, plastic 
net, pick, shovel, pith helmet, first aid kit, machete and case, animal 
trap, supply chest, jewels, belt. All plastic 
By sea on a life raft with paddle and compass to guide Joe back to land. 
79 N 59092C—Shipping weight 5 pounds Set $13.99 

Jungle Kit $399 
Danger lurks in every shadow! 

NOTE: G.I. Joe play figures, sets for ages 4 and up. 
Kit includes camouflage 
suit, survival belt, first aid 
kit, machete, canteen, com- 
pass, radio, snake bite kit, 
and more. 

Shipping weight 8 oz. 

Fantastic Freefall 

$599 ems 
Emergency landing! Just pull 
the ripcord and Joe drops 
safely to earth during a mis- 
sion. Set includes boots, or- 
ange coveralls, helmet, Mae 
West life vest with flash- 
light, parachute with case, 
blinker light. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
Shipping wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 

49 N 59123 .....Set $5.99 

Spy Mission 

Eight Ropes of Danger 

$631 =" 
Don't get caught in the octopus" 

"ropes"! Incl. diving suit, helmet, 
weighted boots, belt, hose, com: 
pass, chest, coins, map, octopus. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49N 59175 Set $6.37 

580 [Sears] Sif 
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49N59112..... Kit $3.99 

Z Blue denim outfit, boots, 
dog tags, shoulder holster, 

pistol. Plastic. Lifelike hair 
and beard. 
49 N 59159-Wt. 11 02. $2.99 

3 Tan fatigues, boots, dog 
tags, shoulder holster, pis- 

tol. Plastic. Lifelike hair. 
49N59126-Wt. 12 ог. .$2.99 

Footlocker $437 
Keep С.І. Joe together. Dia- 
gram in lid shows where 
equipment goes. Wooden 
locker with tray, rope 
handles. 13'4x6'Ax47/, 
inches high. 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 N 59081 ....... $4.37 

Joe makes a secret landing. French- 
style sweater, pants, boots, knit cap, 

$499 Grice life raft, oar, radio with earphones, 
blinker, camera, binoculars, TNT, 
detonator, submachine gun, flare gun. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49N59153... Set $4.99 

Shark's Surprise $742 он 

Can Joe get the treasure away in time? Aqua sled, 
scuba suit, mask, swim fins, air tanks, spear 
gun, shark, chest, coins. 
49 М 59065—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. Set $7.42 



Join BIG JIM' and his eagle-totin' friend BIG JOSH™ 
. . explore an exciting world of adventure and sports fun! 

Big Jim 
Fishing Trip Set 

$1299:- 
АШ the gear Big Jim needs 
for a long fishing trip. Set 
incl. folding vinyl camping 
tent (15x15x13 in. high) 
with 2 sleeping bags, 2 

table, grill, pots and 
pans . . plus dune buggy, 
boat trailer and fishing boat 
(with oars, outboard motor, 
fishing pole and fish). 25 
pieces in all. Figures are 

Big Jim Camping Tent 
only. Incl. 2 sleeping bags, 2 

49С59701.............. $4.99 

Big Jim 
Sports Camper 

wethout 
Big Jm 

Roomy 18-in. long van has 
windshield—put Big 

Jim behind the wheel. 
Stores all accessories . . 15- 

equipment, camping 
it incl. bag 

Help Big Jim in a rescue mission. Bright red emer- 
gency vehide is 23 in. long. Large doors allow easy 
access to interior. Hinged, dear plastic windshield. 
Portable talking communications 

scoping rescue boom. Plastic. Uses 1 “D” battery— 
order pkg. below. Figure sold at right above. Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone. 
79 C 59703C—Shipping weight 7 lbs. ........ $10.87 
e бк скен sped 
49 С 4653—Shipping wt. pkg. 11 ог. ....Pkg. $139 

Gütslod pane scans by daisies naselediudcd com 

vsu 

ЭУ 

[2] $499 
1 Place the eagle on Big Josh's left апп. 

eagle can be made to flap his wings by 
pressing the back section. Plastic, 9'/, in. tall. 

49 C §9608—Shipping weight 12 oz. ......$3.99 

2 Big Jim with 10-piece hunting outfit. Simu- 
lated leather back pack, rifle and other ac 

cessories included. Plastic, 9'⁄ in. tall. 

49C59183— Shipping weight 11 oz. ......$499 

8 Talking Big Jim reports * “Hurry, I need 
help!” and 5 other sayings . . just pull the 

string on his back pack. Bend his elbow and see 
his biceps bulge, too. 9'⁄4-in. tall. 

49C59609— Plastic. Shpg. wt. 11b. ......84.99 

Set of 3 Sports Outfits 

Let Big Jim play the major sports and provide 
you with hours of action-packed fun. Set in- 
cludes uniforms plus complete accessories for 
basketball, football and baseball. 

Basketball outfit includes uniform and ball. 
Football outfit includes uniform plus helmet, 
cape and football. Baseball outfit comes com- 
plete with uniform, hat, glove, bat, catcher's 
gear and ball. Figures shown are not included 
in set . . they're sold separately above. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
469C59826 Son os es 12399 c 1 C Set $5.99 
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REMOTE CONTROL 
PLANE AND COPTER 

(1) and (2) 
Separate 

prices total 

without batteries 

without batteries 

TIP POWER STUNT SETS 

Car Stunt Set $788 
Pump the Power 1 

Watch stunt car as it zooms up the ramp and jumps 
over hurdles . . even takes corners on two wheels 

3 Performs just like the real auto stunt daredevils. Just pump tower, hear 
the turbo sound as power mounts. Release lever and car races over play 

mat, jumps over obstacles, crashes into and between barrels, turns a complete 
circle on two wheels. Includes TTP tower, car, jump and wheelie ramp, 24x36 
inch vinyl play mat with barrels and pylons. Plastic. For ages 5 and up. 
49 N 54826—Shipping weight 2 pounds 11 ounces Set $7.88 

Save 10% `~ 

vehicles to max 
imum rpm 
release lever 
and they're off 

1 Plane. Touch a button and propeller 
spins. You make plane dive, loop, do 

figure-8's. Plastic fuselage, 14-inch wing 
span. Uses two “D” batteries . . order 
package below. Ages 5 to 15. 

$329 49 N 51027—Shipping wt. 9 oz. .....$3.29 

Copter. Touch a button and rotor 
азана 2 turns. You make copter take off, land, 

even rescue 2 “astronauts”. Plastic body, 
814 in. long. Uses two “D” batteries . . 
order package below. For ages 5 to 15. 
49N51028—Shipping wt. 1 lb. .....93.29 

Buy both (1) and (2) and Save 10%. 
Includes 2 power packs. Use 2 “D” bat- 
teries each, order package below. 
49 N 51029—Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 902. .*5.92 

“D” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 N 46995—Wt. 11. 4 oz. ....Pkg. $1.49 

Cycle 

Challenge Set 

$766 ‘ower to “геу up" 

hit 

Watch cycle pop 
wheelies as it roars 
up the jump ramp and 
daringly soars through the air 

4 Stunt cycle action so hair-raising, you'll almost believe you're watching a 
real cycle. Pump the tower, the engine whines and power mounts, Release 

lever and 434-in. long cycle screams up ramp and catapults over 20 ft. in 
mid-air . . gyro-action helps cycle land on 2 wheels. Does corner slides and 
wheelies, too. Also incl. pylons, tape measure (not shown). 
49 М 54976— Plastic. Ages 5 and up. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz. . - ++, Set $7.66 

SSP SMASH-UP CRASHERS 

5 Just pull the T-stick and look out! Cars take off fast, race up the ramps, 

jump and crash in mid-air . . with doors, hoods, trunks flying off on 

impact. “Brick-faced” ramps can be used as crash walls, too. Includes Bug- 

gem and Tough Tom, two 7-in. modified demolition stock cars that crash 

then you can snap them together again. Also 2 T-sticks, 2 jump ramps. 
49 N 54797— Plastic. For ages 5 to 10. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 3 oz. . . Set $6.33 

Mountain 
Challenge Set 

without. You control the 
batteries. throttle to maneuver 

around the obstacles 
on this giant 
7-ft. square layout 

$1699 

Taxi down the runway, 
build up your speed . . 
then lift off and soar into 
the air. . but watch out 
for the way moun- 
tain. Includes 6-in. “Flag” 
plane on a 3-ft. flight line, 
21-in. high tower, hangar, 
suspended cloud, 13-in. 
high mountain (snow- 
capped peak knocks off if 
you ram it), 4 service ve- 
hicles, goggles, control 
panel and flight booklet, 
Plastic, metal, fiberboard. 
Uses 5 "D" batteries, or- 
der pkg. above. Ages 6 to 
12. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 
79N58157C....Set $1699 - 

Colorfui 
"Flag" Plane _ 

Ie 

Insert the 
T-handle Power 
Stick. .it 
meshes with 

D 
Smash-up pull it to start 4 
Derby Set Classy Crashers Set 

$633 $697 

6 Here's a smash-up set with a special twist . . two plush, expensive looking 
cars zoom up the ramps, jump and smash in mid-air. Doors, hoods and 

trunks fly off on impact. “Brick-faced” ramps serve as crash walls, too. Pull 
T-sticks on Luxury Limo and Sedan Royale . . and these two 8'-in. long 
cars crash then you can snap them back together. With 2 jump ramps. 
49 N 54974— Plastic. Ages 5 to 10. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 02....... Set $6.97 

Traction-Action™ 
Bulldozer 

$794 

Pump power crank 
hear power sound 

Authentic replica of a real, heavy-duty 
bulldozer. Just pump the power crank, 
hear the power sound roar, and watch the — 
deep-cleated treads move "round as the 
dozer climbs up, over and down objects. 
Three- pushes mighty loads -position blade 
along, too. Needs no batteries, no track 

pick up 1 Я 
4877—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. . . 97.94 

aye 



Secret Mountain Headquarters & 
and Rescue Sets 

] Officia! Secret Mountain Head- 
quarters. Base the operations of 

your rescue sets (order separately be- тотка 
low) in this hollow plastic mountain. 
Be on the alert for the first sign of 

n trouble by raising periscope and observ- 3-piece 
Secret Mountain ing terrain with radar scanner. Raise Military Set 
Headquarters or lower elevator (by hand) to reach 3 itary эе 
$094 different levels. Ramps open and snap $ 1094 
9 shut. 8Узх15х22 in. high. Unassem- set 
URN bled. For ages 4 and up. Set includes: Jeep, pickup and loader 

sets separately 79 C 58409C —5һрв. wt. 4 Ibs, $9.94 all authentically-styled with military 
markings. Jeep top snaps on and off. 

Recon Set. Includes Jeep, heli- Loader has scoop that raises and lowers 
coptor and 4 poseable men. Vehicles plus a swivel cab for steering. Steel bodies 

are about 5Уз inches long with movable with non-toxic finish. Plastic wheels. 
Parts. Men are 3 inches high and 65» to 1072 in. long. For ages 3 to 10. 
equipped with accessory packs, Plastic, 49 C 58424—Wt. 3 lbs. 702... Set 81094 
Recommended for ages 4 and up. 
49 C 58404 —Shpg. wt. 7 oz. Set $4.99 

3 All-terrain Adventure Set. In- 
cludes all-terrain vehicle, sea rescue РУ 

unit and 4 poseable men. Vehicles are | magm j- 
about 52 in. long with movable parts. ^ш ; 
3-in, high men have accessory packs. eo. amm7 ж в. g 

е ы: Plastic. For ages 4 and up. ^w * 

= ae 2 49 C 58403 Shps. wt. 7 oz... Set 8499 a Sow g 
еу 9 Emergency Rescue Set. Includes ink $094 

B 1 А ке the орча n Brink's Armored Truck 9 
Е poseable men. Vehicles are about 5/2 Combination knob on rear door . . use 

, Recon Set — inches long with movable parts. 3-inch for play or bank. Chevy cab with detailed 
à high men have accessory packs. Plastic. interior. Side door opens to separate com- 

Y $499 For ages 4 and up. partment. Hemmed edges. Steel with non- 
‘ 49 C 58402—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. Set $4.99 toxic finish. 16V4x5'sx6V4 in. high. 

NOTE: "MATCHBOX" is the registered Recommended for ages 3 and up. 
trademark owned by Lesney Products & Со.. 49 С 58431— Shipping wt. 4 Ibs $994 

ru 7 с> Ltd.. England 

Emergency 
Rescue Set 

MIGHTY MO 
A gentle push starts 
these vehicles rolling 

at a steady pace 

$966 
each 

All-terrain 
Adventure Set 

(5 thru 7) Powerful flywheel motor 
picks up energy you put in with a gentle 

push and releases power a little at a 
time. So instead of speed, you get fan- 
tastic distance runs over all kinds of 
indoor or outdoor terrain .. even up 
steep hills. Plastic. For ages 3 to 7. 

20-piece Vacationeer Set with Blazer Dump Truck. Hand-operated bed 
lifts and dumps easily. Measures 

$12 95 15х9х72/4 inches high. 
Load up the Blazer and join this family of 4 on a camp- RETREAT, cive MERE 
ing trip. There's a sailboat for trips to the lake and a Bulldozer. Blade lifts and lowers 
canoe for shooting rapids down rivers. Either boat can manually. 12х8%/вхбУ4 in. high, 
be carried on trailer. Set also includes 2 dogs, tent, mess 49 C 55013—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. .$9.66 
kit, fishing pole. net. surfboard, snorkel, fins and life 
preserver. Heavy-gauge steel, plastic. Non-toxic finish. Т Jeep. Authentic detailing . . right 
Blazer is 12х5х5 in. high. Ages 3 and up. Not for ages down to its "radio", 14x8¥2x6 in. 
under 3, due to small parts. 49 С 55011—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $9.66 

49 C 58342—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz. Set $12.95 

Mighty Tonka* Winnebago . . 22-inch steel home on wheels 
Go camping with Win, Winnie and their dog. Their sleek, 
modern camper has many of the same fine features found in real 
recreational vehicles. Winnebago roof opens up so you can see 
their built-in dinette, kitchen sink, stove, refrigerator (with 
open-close door), bathroom facilities, shower stall, lounging 
benches and two swivel front seats. Pull top all the way out and 
it becomes a patio shade. Heavy-gauge steel and plastic construc- 
tion with non-toxic enamel finish. About 22x8x11 inches high. 
Jointed, vinyl Win and Winnie are 6 in. high. Ages 3 and up. 
79 C 54111C—Shipping weight 13 pounds .. : $17.97 

тэсо; 
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(1and2) Raggedy Ann and Raggedy Andy. 

BODY, DETAILING: Huggable cloth bodies. Red 
yarn hair, locked-in eyes, silk-screened faces. 
v dpud AND accescOn Le Ragged, 
calico dress, apron bm ed 
Andy in check top, sailor cUm sailor cap. 
SIZES. FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 

49 
M peer Ann. 

Raggedy Ann and Andy ®Knickerbocker Toy Co.. Inc. 

9-inch Mother BEANS 
with her twin children 

. a set of bean bag dolls 
to cuddle 95 pose 

1522 

Holly 
Hobbie® 

amos pie ee ipd Mother's hands have Velcro® strips for grip- = ер, and for 
ping . . . wrap her arms around twins or you. BODY. [m е 

BODY. DETAILING: 9-inch tall mother and 3- Feed EE 1S Inchis 
inch tall l twins. Vinyl f faces XOT to soft, Pe per ening viny 

squishy prop them in many attached doth 
positions. Mother has biond rooted hair and body. Molded hair and paint- 
painted eyes. ‘wins have paints air an CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: _ 

eyes. 
CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES: All 3 with look- 
alike calico clothes, all with lace trim. Bonnets. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 37056—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 о... 

580 

. Set $5.95 
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H Kos s hem expression, 
I Co EM. Famous 

is removable. 
SOR AREA Rak ug: 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. m 
49N34121. 4.44 
Sot lore tener Pode 

You can order items on pages 423 to 598 
from now until SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 

(3and4) 
Rag Dolls with 

wholesome-look 
silk-screened 

(5 and 6) 
= Pose these 

delicate 
12-inch 

vinyl Dolls 

$444 esch 

(7) 14-inch 
Rag Doll 

with lifelike 
vinyl face 
and hands 

‚ $497 

plus Heather®, 
Carrie and 

oo Clarke 

dolls are fun 
to Drar VEN to display. 
(3and4) An Hobbie® 
and ketes: rag dolls, 
each in 3 sizes. 
BODY, DETAILING: Soft, 
huggable cloth bodies with 
yarn hair and delicate silk- 
screened faces. them in 
many positions. 

CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: 
Holly Hobbie is dressed in 
calico 

print sunbonnet. 
Pr eather | is dressed in calico 
rint prins and аноди, 

lore 

and E print eae ok pinak 
FOR AGES: 16-in. dolls are 
recommended for 2to 8. 

SIZES, ORDERING INFO: 
Ht 

(3) Holly Hobbie® 
16 | 49N34057 |802. | $4.94 
27 | 79N34078C | 3 lbs, | 11.94 
33 | 79N 34082C | 4 Ibs. | 15.97 
(4) Heatherf- 
16 | 49N34077 | Boz. | $4.94 
27 | 79 N 34079C | 31bs. | 11.94 
33 | 79 N 34083C | 5 Ibs. | 15.97 

5) Carrie. . . posable 12- 
n vinyl doll. 
BODY. DETAILING: 12 in. tall. 
АП vinyl body has movable 

CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: 
Long calico print dress with 
REDE apron. Wide- 
brimmed hat trimmed with 
flowers. LI socks and 
black vinyl shoes. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 
recommended for doce 
der 3, due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49 N 32047 ......... $4.44 

(6) Holly Hobbie®. . . pos- 
8. 12-inch vinyl doll." 
BODY, DETAILING: 12 in. tall. 
АП vinyl body has Con 
arms and legs . . . makes h 
seem lifelike. Long pulled- 
back blond hair is rooted. 

inted eyes. 
au. ACCESSORIES: 
eied, calico print dress cov- 

with rustic patchwork 
jore. Саро print sunbon- 

net эү vinyl boots. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. Not 
recommended for children un- 
der 3, due to small parts. 
ORDERING сенер E ight 

Holly Hobbie®@, Heather 
@Amencan Greetings Corp. 

(7) Betsey Clark©. 

BODY, DETAILING: 14 in. tall. 
Vinyl face and hands attached 
to huggable cloth body . 
fun to prop and display. 

auburn hair. Painted 
eyes. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: 
Dress with lace trim, patches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 13 
49N34127. 
Betsey Clark © 19 
Inc. 
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Roller-Coaster 
Buggy Stunt Race 

Challenge a friend . . . the faster 
you turn the crank, the faster 
your buggy climbs to the top. 

then races through 
the 4 stunts to the finish 

$995 

After you crank your buggy to the 
top, watch it flip, bounce and zigzag 
to the finish. 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn crank to 
make the b climb the hill . 
then watch them race down hill as 
they go through the 4 built-in stunts. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic, snap-to- 
E racing layout, measures 
Sx24x15 inches high. 2 plastic racing 

buggies, 14% inches long. Automatic 
lap counter. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. In- 
jons included structions for assembly. 

49 C 5804 1—Wt. 3lbs. .....$9.95 

Crazy Buggy driver tumbles the Crazy Buggy 
through these 5 stunts automatically 

Corners on 2 wheels 

HOW IT WORKS: Clown drives along doing 5 differ- 
ent stunts (illustrated above). Built-in bumps, 
curves, and hills cause battery-powered buggy to 
períorm automatically. 
WHAT YOU GET: 72-inch long snap-together course; 
plastic. Layout measures 36x16x10 inches high. Plas- 
tic car measures 4 inches long. 4 flags, stadium sign. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING RMATION: Car requires 1 "C" bat- 
tery, not included, order package on opposite page. 
Unassembled, instructions included. 
49 C 5822 1—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. $10.95 
49 C 583 16—Exira Car. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 4.99 

574 [Sears] € 



Base Station (1) 

as $2495 
without batteries 

Comic Action 
Exploding Bridge 

xplodes 
into 10 preces. 

Cibi pad scans by deisiniaaisetediwical com 

(1) Child's Base Station. Reduced from our 1977 
Christmas Book. Listen to conversations on any of 40 
CB channels. It's an AM radio, too. You can use it to 
tanani your voice to other walkie talkies using 

AHz. 
) CTION: Detachable microphone/speaker. 

Red LED power light. Control for scanning 40 CB 
channels. АМ radio tuning control. Switches for 
AM receiver. Two speakers and a telescopic anten- 
na. Transmits at 49.860 MHz. Solid-state base sta- 
tion has real CB receiver circuitry. Impact-resistant 
plastic case. 8!,x4x3 inches high. Imported. 

Јр to 14 mile over flat terrain. No wires. 
rs and up. No FCC license required. 

NFO ке one 9-volt battery, not 
included: order package below. 
49 N 669 15—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $24.95 

(2) Pair of Mobile Two Child's Walkie Talkies 
Combined with base station you can monitor and re- 
lay CB conversations. Authentically styled to look 
like real-life police walkie talkies. 
CONSTRUCTION: Volume control adjusts reception 
and transmission volume. On/off switch and press- 
to-talk, release-to-listen button. Flexible antenna. 
Transmits at 49.860 MHz. Impact resistant plastic 

jolid-state. 53 4x2! х1! з inches deep. Imported. 
Jp to +4 mile over flat terrain. No wires. 
5: 5 years and up. No FCC license required. 

RING IN ON: Requires two 9-volt bat- 
teries, not included: order package below 
49 N 66727—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. Pair $12.59 

(3) CB Wrist Scanner. Monitors all 40 CB chan: 
nels. It will stay with the strongest signal in the area. 
Automatically picks up the active channels. Wrap 
strap around wrist and around battery box. Extend 
telescoping antenna. Turn knob to highest volume 
then adj just. 
CONSTRUCTION: High impact plastic and metal. 11 

2Vax1!4-inch case. Imported. 
years and up. 

TION: Requires one 9-volt bat. 
ery, not included: order package below. 
49 N 6663— Shipping weight 9 ounces $9.99 

9-volt Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46993—Shipping weight 4 ounces . . Pkg. 99c 

(4) The Batcave. Signal for Batman with Lay m 
that really lights up atop this portable folding 
cave. Hidden garage entrance. Slide down Batpole to 
Batcomputer. Vinyl-covered cardboard cave is 
15x15x11 inches high. 

3 years and up. See Note below. 
ORDER INFO: Figures and vehicle not included, or- 
der below. Requires 2 "C" batteries, order below. 
49N 59151—Wit. 3 lbs. $9.99 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46997 —Shpzg. wt. 5 oz. Pkg. $1.19 

(5 1һги 9) Super Heroes. Plastic, fully posable, 8- 
inch tall figures. Authentic comic-book costumes. 

3 years and up. See Note below. 
Order from chart below 

D "ST T5558 m | Proe 
Batman™ 49N59213 | 4oz $342 
Robin™ 49N59214 | 4oz 342 
Superman™ | 49N59181 | 402 3.42 
The Hulk® 49N59215 | 4oz 342 
|Spider-Man® | 49 № 59175 | 402 3.42 

(10) Spidercar™. Will accommodate one &-in. fig- 
ure (not incl.). Incl. attached criminal catching spi- 
dernet. Made of plastic. 121 in. long. Free-wheeling. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 59173—Shipping weight 13 oz. $5.44 

(11) Comic Action Exploding Bridge 
HOW IT WORKS: Place air-powered "bomb" under 
center of bridge, activator forcing air to pop 
up bom! ridge b blows into 10 pieces. 
WHAT YOU СЕТ: 10-рс. bridge set, 22x6x8 in. assem- 
bled. Air-bomb activator. Four, 3*4 in. tall, fully pos- 
able, plastic figures; Batman, Robin, Penguin nd 
Joker. Batmobile 8x4x3!/ in. high. Plastic. 
FOR AGES; 3 years and up. See Note below. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. 
49 N 59262—Shipping weight 2 pounds ....$7.99 
$1977 mics. Inc 

(12) Spider-Man™ Mobile Crime Lab. Includes 
Crime Lab, over 20 Spider-Man" action accessories. 
CONSTRUCTION: Fit all action figures up to 111% in. 
tall. Roof, side doors open. Plastic. Decorated with 
Spider-Man decals. 19х8х11 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See Note below. 

—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . $9.88 
cs Gro 

ommended nildren under 3 years, due to 
small parts. 



Little Tikes® 
Big Crane 
$2277 

Little Tikes® 
Big Truck 
$1897 

Trailer 

(1, 2) Big Crane and Big Truck. “Construction-sized” 
ride-ons. Heavy-duty wheels. Ages 2 to 7 years. Unassem. 

(1) Little Tikes® Big Crane. Easy-to-operate bucket rais- 
es, lowers, opens, closes. Jumbo lever adjusts boom height. 
Back wheels move full circle. Molded polyethylene body, 
38x18x25-in. high. Seat, 1242-in. high. Boom, 23: high. 
79 C 87222C—Shipping weight 12 1Ь5............ 2.77 

(2) Little Tikes® Big Truck. Dump lever empties m Su- 
pergrip molded plastic steering wheel, steel column. Molded 
555 lene body, 29x13x15!4-in. high. Seat, ne ту high. 
79 C 87218C—Shipping weight 11 Ibs. . 18.97 

g Little Tikes® Cozy Coupe. Driver's door swings open. 
294 tires, heavy axles. Front wheels move all directions. 
"Trunk area in back for storage. Molded polyethylene dou- 
ble-wall constr., 31x18V2x32!-inches high. Bright orange 
with yellow roof. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. Partly assembled. 
ORDER INFO: See "N" suffix note on 25 322. 
79 C 87235N—Shipping weight 18 lbs. . $34.87 

(4) Sit'n Spin by Kenner. Kids sit on seat, turn ded on 
center pole and spin. Lightweight, foamed polypropylene. 
Seat, 3-in. high. 18-in. overall diameter. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 11⁄4 to 5!4 years. Partial- 
ly assembled. 
79 C 44054C—Shipping weight 6 lbs. 14 oz. ......$13.77 

580 
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on Trailer (6) when you 
also buy Trike with Hitch (7) 

Kenners 
Sit n Spin 
$1377 

B 

Trailer (8) bought with 
Trike with Hitch (7) 

(B) 10-in. wheel Girls' Trike. Nylon bearin 
wheels, steel spokes. Semi-pneumatic whitewal 
tires; 10x154-in. front, 7x154-in. rear. 14-in. tubu- 
lar steel frame, lime enamel finish. 2449x17x23-i 
high. Steel step plate. White enameled fender. Adj. 
saddle, chrome-plated handlebars. White vinyl 
handle grips, pedals, basket, streamers. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 4 years. Inseam of 15-in. or more. 
Measure distance {тот crotch to floor. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. M ind. 
79 C 87041C—Shpg. wt. 101bs.202.....9$18.99 

(6) Trailer. Steel body, red enamel finish. Curled 
edges. Steel axles. Plastic wheels, 7x25-in. wide. 
3AVax18x6Vz-in. high. Tongue fits (7). 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions included. 
Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 4 oz. 
79 C 86062C............. Trailer alone 2 на 
Trailer when bought with Trike (7) .......... 

(7) 10-іп. wheel Trike with Trailer Hitch. fd 
bular steel ime Red baked enamel finish. 
25152241 in. h. White enameled handlebars, 
Ted molded plastic finger grips. Plastic fender. Steel 
rear step deck. White plastic pedals. Semi-pneu- 
matic tires; 10x1%-in. front, 7x1¥2-in. rear. 
FOR AGES: 1% to 3 years. Inseam, 13!2-in. or 
more. Measure distance, crotch to floor. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions P 
79 C 87015C—Shpg. wt. 13 lbs. 9 oz..... 7.99 

Rolling and rocking, hauling and spinning 

(8and9) Little Tikes® Power Cats 
"Construction-sized" equipment is тц 
gedly constructed of durable polyethy 
ene for years of use on indoor and out- 
door “construction sites”. In yellow 
with black trim. With heavy-duty trac- 
tor tires on both tractor and trailers. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO; Unassembled. 

(8) Power Cat Loader. With easy-to- 
operate jumbo lever that adjusts the 
boom height and opens and closes 
“clam shells”. Can pick up and carry 
material. Back wheels move full circle. 
Large eating area. Body, 39x18x18 in. 
high. Seat, 6! 
79 C 872371 Wt 201bs.....939.99 

(9) Power Cat Tandem. Tractor and 
trailer have U-joint connector so both 
can work independently. Large seating 
area in tractor. Large trailer to carry 
toys, sand, etc. gres molded plas- 
tic steering wheel. ensions: Tractor, 
23%4x17%x18 in. high; Trailer, 
13Vgx17V2x18 in. high. 
79 C 87231L—Wt. 15 lbs.. .. $24.87 

{10) Tot-a-bout Car. Crank up with 
and crank (makes clicking noise), 

beep the horn. . . then drive off in this 
steerable, foot-powered car. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic body with 
steel axles. Semi-bucket seat, 6% in. 
from ground. 24x11¥%4x13% in. 
FOR AGES: 9 months to 3 years. 

ORDER INFO: Unassem., instr. incl. 
79 C 87204C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $8.97 

(11) Pal-O-Mine Rocker 
CONSTR: Smooth natural wood with 
screened pinto design. 16%х7%х10М% 
in. high. Seat, 4 in. high. Brown, burnt 
orange, natural wood colors. 
FOR А! Up to 2 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 
49C87 195-Wt. 4 lbs. 10 oz. ...$6.97 

qa Riding Sneaker. This ride-on 
toy looks like a real sneaker. 
CONSTR: Plastic. Steerable front 
wheels. 2034x914x15 in. high. Seat 
height, 8 inches. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Assembled. 
79 C 87211C—Shpg. wt. 5 Із. $9.97 

(13) Roller Rider. “Ball” wheels 
make this rider suitable for grass, sand, 
sidewalk or carpet. 
CONSTR: Molded plastic. 24 in. long; 
seat, 9 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 
79 C 87206C—Wt. 6lbs...... $9.97 

(14) Toddlin’ Train. Kids can use as 
а ride-on, walker or push toy. When 
moved forward, engine makes а “toot- 
toot" and clicking sound like a locomo- 
tive. As engine is pushed, front end also 
moves in and out. Storage compart- 
ment under the seat. 
CONSTRUCTION: Molded plastic, 
19х1034х11 in. high. White, yellow, red 
and blue body. 
FOR AGES: 116 to 3% years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 
79 C 87216C—Wt. 8165. ....919.97 

(15) Li'l Lion Rider/Walker. Tod- 
dlers can practice their first steps by 
pushing it along or sit and ride holding 
on to lion's ears when handle is re- 
moved. Makes squeeking noise. Store 
toys under seat in compartment. 
CONSTR: Molded plastic. 17x13V2x17, 
seat, 61 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 1% to 3 years. 

ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
79 C 87208C—WL. 4 lbs. 4 oz. . $9.97 

(16) Motocross “49” Cycle. Steera- 
ble, direct pedal drive “police patrol" 
cycle has a windbreaker front fork de- 
sign. 10 in. wide rear wheel stance for 
stability. 
CONSTR: Molded plastic. 27 in. long, 10 
in. wide, 19% in. high with seat height 
of 11% in. Black and orange colors. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 
79 C 86052C—Wt. 9 lbs. 8 oz. $ 14.99 



1 A great way to hiBEARnate . . ideal for children up 
to 4% feet tall. His coat is rich Malden Mills acrylic 

pile, cotton backed. Quilted cotton liner and bottom filled 
with acrylic batting. Side zipper. Polyurethane foam pad- 
ded head, This gorgeous softy is 22x62 inches long. Use 
indoors only. Dry clean. 
79N4054C-Red 79N4055C-Brown 79N4056C-Gold 
Shipping weight each 5 pounds . . ...Each $15.99 

8 
2 It's puppy love when youngsters up to 5% feet | 

meet Great George, the St. Bernard. His “fur” 
cotton-backed Malden Mills acrylic pile. His soft pillow- 
head is polyurethane foam padded. Quilted cotton liner 
and bottom filled with acrylic batting. Side zipper. He's 
brown and 26x68 inches long. Use indoors only. Dry 
clean. Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
79 N 4066L... ...$19.99. 
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9 without СТ, Joe 
and batteries 

6.1. Joe Mobile Support Unit 
. . battery-powered for exploring alien territory 

Headquarters has maps, viewing screen, swivel chairs, missile 
detector, camera, control panel that works radar screen and lights 

Joe's 23-inch Mobile Unit has the most modern detection devices. Base 

headquarters detaches from cab, is equipped with everything Joe needs to 

evaluate his position . . even a spring-launched flying reconnaissance 
camera, plus storage drawers for his equipment. Excursion vehicle goes out 
оп scouting missions; has detachable canopy; rides 2 G.I. Joe figures (not 
included). Operates on 2 “D” cell batteries, order pkg. below. 

79 М 59145C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ` $16.99 

Alkaline “О” Batteries. Package of four. 
49 N 8412— Shipping weight 1 pound 

NOTE: All items on page for ages 4 and up. 

Package $3.29 

Action Jackson Outfits $167, эуен 
i Western. Cotton 4 Football Uniform. 

suede jeans and Pants, jersey, 
vest, shirt, boots, hol- with faceguard, socks, 
ster and gun, hat. cleat shoes, football. 

Shipping wt. 2 oz. Shipping wt. 2 oz. 
49N59223....91.67 — 49N59228 ..... $1.67 

2 Scramble Cyclist. 5 Fire Rescue. Silver- 
Leather-look zip- color asbestos-type 

per jacket, helmet, jump suit, hat, boots, 
denim pants, boots. tongs, ax, grappling 
Shipping wt. 2 oz. hooks. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 

49 №59224....91.67 49N59222 ..... $1.67 

3 Jungle Safari. Aussie Marine. 
Suit, knee socks, Camouflage fatigues, 

belt, boots, hat, walk- Aussie hat, cartridge 
ie-talkie. belt, play rifle, boots. 

Shipping wt. 2 oz. Shipping wt. 2 oz. 
49N59225....8167 49N59232..... $1.67 

3 $566 бе 

Giant Helicopter seats two 1 1'/2-іп. action figures 

Men of action roam the skies in this authentically detailed giant helicopter 
(action figures not included). Plastic “chopper” is 24'/x8'4x14 in. high; 
has a 36-in. rotor clicker blade, 3 wheels, movable tail, clear plastic wind. 
breaker windshield. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 59189C—Shipping weight 4 pounds M LED) 

$266 , without 
action figures 

Amphicat moves over even the most rugged terrain 

By land and by sea, this rugged vehicle moves wherever there's action. 
Molded plastic body floats; 6 big plastic wheels move over obstacles. 
Seats two 11У,-іпсћ action figures (not included). 12'/x8x5'/, inches high 

49 N 59158—Shipping weight 2 pounds : $2.66 

Action 
Jackson diee 

B-inch figures 
twist and turn in 

action poses 

( 7 and 8 ) Action 
Jackson is ready to 
move out in his ba- 
sic outfit. . navy 
jump suit; white 
belt, boots. Plastic 
with mod-styled 
hair. Outfits at left 
fit both figures. Wt. 
ea. 4 oz. 

7. Action Jackson. 
49N59141-$1.49 

Action Jackson. 
49N59231-$ 1.49 



There's plenty of action in these big, 

poseable Mounted Western Figures 

The Lone Ranger 
and his faithful 

Indian companion, 
Tonto, ride fully- 
jointed mounts 

$799 

—© 
ст 

& p 
— а—— 

each 

Fully-jointed 
figures on 
realistic 
horses 

5 each 
Б “Lost Cavalry Patrol Adventure" Outfit. Cloth 

ing, accessories. 4-color comic book. 
49 C 59731—19-piece Set. Wt. 11 oz. $522 

1 Geronimo stands 11'/, inches tall and is 3 Frontier gal Jane West is outfitted to ride 6 Lone Ranger is 9'/, in. tall; includes clothing 
dressed in a complete tribal outfit. His Pinto her horse, Flame. Jane is 11 inches tall. , and access. 9%-inch high Silver has saddle, 

horse comes with saddle and accessories and is Comes with 27 items, among them are riding reins, bridle, stirrups, stand. Plastic, vinyl. 
13 inches high. Plastic. 36 pieces. Suitable (от gear, skirts and hats. 13-inch high horse has sad- 49 C 60725—Shipping wt. 2 pounds.........97.90 
children S-years old and up. dle, bridle. Plastic. For ages 5 and up. 1 “Tonto is 9'/, in. tall; includes clothing, acces- 
49 С 59095—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 2 oz... ..$5.98 49C59056—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. .. $5.98 sories. Scout's 9'/, in. high. Comes with sad- 

dle, bridle, stirrups, stand. Plastic, vinyl. 
2 Mean Sam Cobra is а full 11'/, inches tall . . 4 Cowboy Johnny West is dressed in chaps 49 С 59726—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ....$7.99 

pose him in scores of villainous stances. His and spurs. He's 117, inches tall. Over 21 “Apache Buffalo Hunt Adventure" Outfit. 
13-inch high black horse, “Satan,” comes fully pieces of campfire and personal gear included. gue eie o 
equipped with saddle, bridle, saddle bags, other Jaunty horse, Thunderbolt, is 13 inches high; has 49 С 59732—17-piece Set. Wt. 9 oz. ........83.22 
accessories. Plastic. 20 pieces. saddle and bridle. Plastic. For ages 5 and up. 
49 C 59096—Ages 5-up. Wt. 3lbs. ......... $598 — 49C59055—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 202. ....... $5.98 

99 
set 

Famous good guys and bad guys $ 
captured in durable die-cast metal 

Billy the Kid, Bat Masterson and 10 other characters that made the West really wild make up 
this exciting set. A biography of each character's most famous exploits is included. Each 
2/,-inch tall figure has his name inscribed on the base. From Hong Kong. 
49C59775—Shipping weight 14 ounces ......... Set $4.99 
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without 
Pit Change Charger $944 batteries 

ROAD KING" 

MOUNTAIN MINING SET 
Load up ore with the action crane 
and drive down the roadway to 
way station and make your delivery 

you control all the action 

Play mechanic with tool 
that makes realistic noises 

Sleek, 15-inch long Dodge Charger has a 
smashed fender you replace with a new 
one. Hood opens and you can even use 
long jack to change 2 spare tires. Work 
bench power pack runs universal motor 
tool with torque wrench, buffer, screwdriv- 
er attachments. Uses 2 “D” batteries . . or- 
der pkg. on opposite page. Also includes 
hoist, racing stripes decal. Plastic. Recom 
mended for ages 4 to 11. 
49 N 54978—Wt. 2 lbs. 12 ол... $9.44 

MIGHTY MO 
Just a gentle push starts 
these rough and ready 
Slow-moving vehicles 
going and going and 
going . . even up steep hills 

3814 
(1 thru 3) A powerful flywheel motor picks up energy you put in 
with a gentle push, and releases power a little at a time. So instead of 
speed, you get fantastic distance runs over all kinds of indoor or out 
door terrain. Plastic. Recommended for ages 3 to 7. 

1 Dump Truck. Hand-operated bed lifts and dumps easily. 
49 М 55012—15x9x7%4 in. high. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. ... 

2 Bulldozer. Blade lifts, lowers manually. 12х8%ух‹ 
49 М 55013—Shipping weight 2 pounds 

9 Jeep. Authentic detailing . . right down to its “radio”. 
49 N 55011—14x8!/2x6 in. high. Shpg. wt. 2168. ......... B 

Flying Colors™ Car Set $397 

4 Cars are colorfully bold and high- 5 Your car and the challenger's are at the Hot 
Wheels starting gate. Cars are released at the same 

time and rip down the track at blinding speeds. The 
race runs extremely close . . but your car builds up 
more speed and gets the checkered flag. Finish gate 
tells without question, which car wins. Includes 2 lanes 
of plastic track, each 12 ft. long, in the boldest Hot 
Wheels colors ever. Set also includes 2 detailed, die- 
cast zinc cars and a Hot Wheels clamp. Comes unas- 

ly detailed, right down to their 
mag-style wheels. Made of durable 
die-cast zinc. Designed to roll fast and 
smooth. Each car is 2 to 3 inches long. 
Includes: Steam Roller&, El Rey Spe- 
cial™, Mercedes C-111, Porsche 917. 
Top Eliminator® and a Ferrari 312P. 
From Hong Kong. Recommended for 

Vertibird* Rescue Ship 

$ 1 366 without 
battenes 

This giant Coast Guard cutter is 
41 inches long. You're stationed 
at the Vertibird control module. 
When the space capsule splashes 
down, use one lever to control the 
rotor speed and the other lever to 
vary altitude. 6-inch copter and 
cutter made of durable plastic . 
21-in. long flight line. Uses 4 "p 
batteries . . order pkg. on oppo- 
site page. For ages 7 to 12. 
79N58187C—Wit. 3 lbs.. ...$13.66 

Snoopy and his 
Flying Doghouse 

with: $166 zz 
You control Snoopy on his dog- 
house as he zooms around Char- 
lie Brown and Woodstock with 
propeller spinning and scarf wav- 
ing. Make him fly fast or slow, do 
loops to knock down the Red 
Baron or observation balloon. 
Uses 4 “D” batteries. . order 
pkg. on opposite page. Comes 
partly assembled. 6x6-in. base. 
Plastic. Mexico. For ages 4 to 8. 
49N58251—Wt. 21bs. ......$7.66 

ages 4 to 10. sembled. Cars from Hong Kong. Ages 4 to 10. Why not 
Shipping weight 1 pound. pick up the phone and order it? 

49N54835 ...... аз: ..-5е13397 49 N 56021—Shipping weight 3 pounds ......Set $5.87 

Cut pane scans by chistes maselectudcM pm 

the infamous Red Baron — - 

Two super-fast 
Hot Wheels cars 
flash down the big 
12-foot lanes of track 
toward the finish line. 
winner gets the checkered flag 

Remote-controlled, chain-driven truck 
can drive, turn around, pick up and 
dump supplies and ore, from mine to way 
station. Includes truck, action loading 
crane, mine shaft, hopper, way station, 
ore, spillway pipe, trestle, 60 in. of track, 
115 in. of chain and guide, remote control 
crank handle, 4 chain, 2 rig connectors. 
Layout fits an area about 50x15 in. wide. 
Plastic, metal. Unassembled. Ages 5 to 
12. Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 
79N 58254C «Set $11.77 

Climb. descend and then hover over the 
capsule to rescue the M 

* 

Snoopy. Charlie Brown 
and Woodstock battle 

Peanuts Characters© 
United Feature 

Syndicate, Inc. 1966 

Hot Wheels* 

FLYING COLORS" 
Double Dare" Race Set 

. . no electricity required 

$587 

577 



Debbie 
Lawler™ 
Daredevil 
Jump Set 

ramp doing 
exciting flips, 
jumps and 
wheelies 

hit the rele 
and off itg 

Just pump the tower and hear turbo sound as power builds. Release 
lever and watch Debbie's 4%4-inch long cycle scream up the long 
jump ramp . . do mid-air flips . . and land doing wild wheelies. Pose 
Debbie doing handstands or headstands . . watch her keep wild pos- 
es as she jumps up to 15 feet. Includes Debbie Lawler figure and 
cycle, TTP tower, jump ramp and 4 pylons (not shown). Plastic. 
Recommended for ages 5 and up. 
49 C 58485—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 14 oz. 

Hot Wheels® Flying Colors™ Thundershift 500 
lets you boost your car's speed by shifting 

You control the speed of your car by shifting at just the 
right time. Two Hot Wheels Flying Colors cars race down 16 
feet of competitive 2-lane track. Shift when your car comes 
into the booster turn and blast into the lead. Includes 2 cars, 
grandstand, pit stop and observation tower. Forms 74x24- 
inch layout. Plastic and metal. Partly assembled. For ages 4 
to 12. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

79 С §8362C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 

Hot Wheels? Flying Colors™ Baja Cut-off 
for high-speed, downhill racing action 

Two Hot Wheels Flying Colors cars line up at top of hill. 
Press fair-start button and they're off. Cars speed down a 
straightaway and race through hairpin curve. Fastest car 
cuts other off at crossover bridge and takes the lead into the 
second curve. Then cars blast through tunnel and pass finish 
gate at bottom. Desert scene support is paper fiberboard. 
55x24x18 in. high. АП track and working parts are plastic. 
Partly assembled. Recommended for ages 4 to 12. To order 
the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages under 
"Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
49 C 58361—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 oz. Set $7.88 

T Set $1047 

SSP Tournament 
of Thrills 

026 Sy 
Pull T-stick to rev up 7%-inch long Mustang II 
Jump car over the ramp and watch Daredevil Dan grab bar in 
"Hang for Life" stunt. Car continues on into screeching 4- 
wheel skid and smashes into 6 barrels. You can program the 
car before stunts to skid right, left or straight ahead. Includes 
car, daredevil figure, ramp, bar, stunt hook and barrels. Plas- 
tic. For ages 5 to 10. 
49 C 58372—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 2 oz. 

аып Dao scans by так mursotociwticat con 

Send her off the 

SSP Classy 

CRASHERS 
Allow you to set up your 
own demolition derby 

M Insert the 
T-handle Power 
Stick. it 
meshes with 
power gear 
pull it to start 

Pull the T-handle Power Stick™ and send these two expensive-looking cars 
zooming up ramps, Watch them leave the jump and smash in mid-air. 
Doors, hoods and wheels go flying off on impact. Just snap them back 
together again and you're ready for another jump. You can use “brick- 
faced" ramps for crash walls too. Luxury Limo and Sedan Royale are 81⁄4- 
inch long replicas of the Lincoln Mark IV and Rolls Royce. With 2 jump 
ramps, 2 T-sticks. Plastic. Ages 5 to 10. 
49 C 54974—Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces . . . „Set $7.95 

Both Hot Wheels® Sets 
include two die-cast 
metal race cars (Yea scale) 
with low-friction wheels 

Ricochet Racers™ Daredevil Set combines target shooting and racing 

Combines race car action with barrel bustin’ rifle. Place car in cartridge and Set 
fire out of 20-in. long spring-powered rifle. Race car speeds up ramp and $ 95 
crashes into 6 barrels. Rifle ejects car only when placed on flat surface. 8 
Includes cartridge belt. Styrene. For ages 6 to 12. 
79 C 5847 1C— Shipping weight 4 pounds ........................ Set 8.95 њсо [Sears] 581 



Outfits 

$249 
boch. dot 

BVzin. Dolls with hugging arms me HUGABEES "ес" 5794 
(1 thru 10) FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. Not for ages under 3, due to small parts. 

(1thru4) Hugabee Dolls. 
Орен: 8% in. tall. Cloth bod- 

with hugging arms. Yarn hair 
and felt facial features. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(1) Hope. Brown hair. 
49 N 34113—Wt. 7 oz. 

(2) Hilary. Yellow hair. Basket "n 
49N34114—Wt. 7 ог. ......... $2.94 

o) Hannah. Black hair. ses 
49N34115—Wt. 7 ог. ......... 

(4) Huck. Red hair. эшип. 
da oe ewer Вапјо БУТИ $2.94 

(5thru 7) Hugabee Outfits. 
ORDERING INFO: Dolls not included. 

5) Fancy Dress, Hat. ie hugum. 
8 N32 8—Wt. Soz. . «$2.49 

6) Pajamas, Cap. Picus 
HE 577—Wt. Soz. ......... $2.49 

Peasant О! Hat. A 
ONSET орев ot Comet $2.49 

(8) Hugabee Riverboat. 

POPER IION Plastic riverboat with 

bel tr unas. olde up end tas ciue rings. ol up as 

handle. Features pilot house (upstairs), 
interior „ front deck for sunning or 
fishing, ореп- -out көне, life pre- 
server. 234x814x166 in. us 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. 
79 N 34118C—Wt 3lbs. ...... $11.99 

(9) Hugabee Hope Chest. 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic yellow case 
calico xL . Snap-lock closure 

anging bar inside 
AE hangers incl. 14x67 4x63 i in. high. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49N34117—Wt. 1 lb. 100z. .... 

(10) Hugabee Bedroom Set. 
Spread and can 4- deor pea i with ba 
E and canopy, dugum fre dee 
wicker-look rocking chair length 
mirror. Made of plastic and c od. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. 
49N34119—Wt. 14 ог...... Set $4.99 

$3.99 

that hold their accessories 

(19 thru 26) FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. Not for ages under 3, due to small parts. 

(19 thru 25) Honey Hill Dolls. 
CONSTRUCTION: Cloth dolls with vi- 

1 faces. оны ha Du ainted eyes. 
Each has е ссе to 
help them bold ther 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

9) d "n Good D« 
Von tal Blond hair. zy 
49N PN 37055. Wed айг Toz.. 

(20; е ра with 
tall girl. Auburn 

49N N 57662. W 7 oz.. . 

21) Spunk: VE ee. frog. 5- 
I tal . ора hair 
49 N 37066—Wt. 7 oz. 1.81.87 

22) Sole. . guitar to entertain 
in. tall boy. Brown hair. 

49N 37087 Wt T p ETT $1.87 

23] pute book apd 'eglass- 
S Loch ai art Bleck hake 
49 N 39064 Wed az. eee. $1.87 
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e Darlin’ 
1. Blond hair tied 

imm c: 4-in. tall 

gs Е ci 

ETE 3 DaB WET oz. wb $1.87 

(26) Honey Hill Clubhouse Set. 
of room for all and things to do 

phone honey hil hill dolls. Brightly colores 
clubho use is the the perfect setting for each 
different doll doll personality. 

SET INCLUDES: Plastic and Masonite® 
hardboard open-front font dubious stands 
8% in. high. Si 
ee over 12 Et permission only". 
Plastic pieces included: RS tire swing, 

barrel, п, teeter-totter, 
rope ladder, table’ and 2 barrel chairs. 
Бе € included: Hammock, tent 

tree fi 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

49N POS TRE RU Set 86.44 

3 to 5-in. dolls with hands $18 

(11thru.13) Super Babies 

9 "S 
Cute, spunky bean bag dolls dressed 
up like famous comic strip supermen. 
BODY. DETAILING: 6 inches tall. Vi- 
nyl реја attached to soft, squishy 

pose them in many posi- 
tions. „Косе hair, painted eyes. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
"eis INFORMATION 

tu Шаг Man™. Brown hair. 
pi М with hood. 

40 N 27008. №. 6 02.......83,97 
(12) Superman™. Blond hair. Su- 
perman body with belt, cape. 
39 N 37012. WL. бог. $3.97 
(13) Batman'". Blond hair. Bat- 
man body with belt, cape and hood. 
49 №3705 1—0. бог,....,.83.97 
(National Periodical Publications. Inc. 1976 
©1976 Marvel Comics Group. all rights re- 
served. 

(16thru 18) Sunbonnet Dolls «2971718 3 
Full of old-fashioned charm. 
BODY, DETAILING: 6 in. tall. All vi- 
nyl bodies . . . jointed arms, legs. 
Rooted hair, painted eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Each in 
old-fashioned dress, sunbonnet and 
Nara with doll's name. White vinyl 

FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. Not for 
ages under 3, due to 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

(16) Molly. Blond hair. 
49 N 32011—Wt. 7 oz. ....$2.97 
(17) Mandy. Brown hair. 
49 N 32012—Wt. 7 oz. ....82.97 
(18) May. Brown hair. 
49 N 32019—Wt. 7 oz. ....$2.97 

(14 and 15 
Mouseketeers 

in official PEE 

5414, 
BODY. DETAILING: 8 in. tall. 
All vinyl bodies, jointed arms, 
legs. Blond rooted hair, open- 
and-close eyes, 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: 
viazi hats with ears, shirts 
with mouse emblem, knit 
socks, vinyl shoes. Boy in 
jeans; girl in skirt. 

FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. Not 
recommended for ages under 
3, due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

(14) Boy. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 37053... $4.74 
(15) Girl. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 37054 ......... $4.74 
Disney characters 
Walt Disney Productions 

16] 



Daring little engine chugs along 
crazy track with these 3 stunts 

the bend 

Train climbs vertical 

ladder to begin its “run 
over again.. watch the 

crazy little engine 
sommersault all the way up 

HOW IT WORKS: Battery-powered engine travels track 
with curves and built-in stunts shown above. Somersault 
climb lets you start your ride at the top, bottom or any- 
where in between . . . little engine just keeps going. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic snap-together track measures 
11х14%х13 inches high. Plastic engine measures 

Crazy Loco 314x114x3 inches high. Crazy Loco sign. From Japan. 
А FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

Stunt mem Set ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 “АА” batteries, 
$ not included, order package below. Unassembled, instruc- 
112 tions included. 

cca 49 C 58024—Shipping weight 3 pounds ........$11.95 
"AA" Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 C 4699 1—Shipping weight 4 oz. Pkg. 99c 

Push-button control panei 

without или 
batteries 

Switch lanes in the Crash Van Chase and catch 
action" to turn away from obsta- the other van. . . before he catches you 

keep you going day or night. Real- HOW IT WORKS: Push-button control lets you switch the bat- 
e E E ce I) PON. INS 

CONSTRUCTION Rugged анна shatter- d outer in fast-pace maneuvers first one to bump the 

Up mm rete VATERS i plastic and mag-style wheels. Blue with geometric == WHAT YOU GET: 6 of track with 
m Ma3 In. high. From Hong Kong. control j Bang Aa жер 27445 long: panel and 2 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 2 plastic vans, each 4 inches long. From Japan. 
ORD. INFO: Requires 2 “C” batt., not incl., order pkg. below. FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
Кб Sanaa: 11.4 02...... $5.95 ORDER INFO: Each car requires 1 "AA" battery, not included, 

tteries. Package of 2. above. 
40 C 46997 Shoe, wt. Soz... Pkg. $1.39 49C 23—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. .............$9.95 

‘Catalog Dade scans by ананас warrolechaicel cont 



Battery-powered 
Sidewalk Vehicles 
(1) Battery-powered 4x4 Pickup 
Cruise several hours on a charge. Max. speed 
2 M.P.H. Forward and reverse switch. Hood 
raises, tailgate drops. Simulated CB and an- 
tenna. Snap-on grille. Simulated snap-on 
dash with running "lights". Padded roll bar. 
CONSTR: Steel axles. Plastic seat, body, tires 
and accessories. Fadeaway decals. 
DIMENSIONS: 40x22x21", in. high overall. 
12-inch seat height. 

C. INFO: Incl. recharger. UL listed for 
110-120-v. 60 Hz AC. 8-w. 5! 2-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. Instruc- 
tions. Requires 6-v. battery, not included, ог. 
der below. See Note below. 
79 М 86537N—Shpg. wt. 22 lbs. $59.99 

Realistic-looking simulated 
running "lights" and CB "radio 

(2) Battery-powered Electra Force Cycle 
Maximum speed is 2 M.P.H. Several hours of 
driving time on a charge. 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel frame. Plastic seat, 
tires, fenders, “engine”, ticket box, antenna. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 34!2x15!5x21!5 
inches high. 15-inch seat height. 
ELEC. INFO: Incl. recharger. UL listed for 
110-120-v. 60 Hz AC. 8-w. 5! ?-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. Requires 6-volt bat- 
tery, not incl., order below. See Note below. 
ORD. INFO: Unassembled, Instructions. 
79 N 86502N—Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs. ...$48.99 

(3) Battery-powered Sand Blaster 
Looks like a real dune buggy. Includes black 
painted roll bar and large headlights that 
turn when steering wheel is turned. Forward 
and reverse switch. Max. speed 2 M.P.H 
Cruise several hours on a charge. 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel axles. Plastic body 
and accessories. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 32!x22x17" in. 
high. 10-inch seat height 
ELEC. INFO: Incl. recharger. UL listed for 
110-120-v. 60 Hz АС. 8-w. 5! ?- ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 

ctra Force Cycle 
$ 899 without 

ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. Instruc мшу 
tions, Requires 6-volt battery, not included, 
order below 
79 М 86501L—Shpg. wt. 16 lbs. $39.97 

(4) Battery-powered Turbo Racer 
Can Am car with wide track styling and fat 
racing slicks. Rear spoiler and mag-style 
wheels. Rechargeable battery holds charge 
up to 8 hours. Max. speed 3 M.P.H. Forward 
and reverse switch. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic body, metal axles. 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 36x24x15 inches 
high. 9-inch seat height. 
ELEC. INFO: Incl. recharger. UL listed for 

60 Hz AC. 8-w. 3-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions. 
Requires 6-volt battery, included. 
79 N 86504C—Shpz. wt. 18 lbs. $44.97 

(5) Battery-powered Lawn Tractor 
Realistic tractor body with rotor shield. Full 
instrumentation decals. Working steering ac 
tion, Up to 8 hours cruising on a single 
charge. Maximum speed 3 М.Р.Н. 
CONSTR: Plastic with metal axles, Battery-powered Lawn 
DIMENSIONS: Measures 31x24x16"2 inches 
high. 97-inch seat height. 
ELEC. INFO: Incl. recharger. UL listed for 
110-120-v. 60 Hz AC. 8-w. 3-foot cord. 
FOR AGES. 2 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instructions. 
Requires 6-volt battery, included. 
79 N 86503C—Shpg. wt. 14 lbs. ...$48.99 

6-volt Rechargeable 
Battery 

$999 

For use with battery-powered vehicles sold 
above and any Sears, Eldon or Pines re- 
chargeable vehicles. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 14 ounces. 
49 N 86523 > 59.99 

Note: See “N” suffix note on p. 330 before ordenng 
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kid-powered Toys 

s for Children 

RIDING TOYS 
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Animal 

Catchers 

DrooperDog $”788 

Bean Bag Game 7 

He’s a real cute catch in his 
striped uniform, sporty cap and 

felt mitt. Has 4 cotton bean bags 
marked "single," "double," "triple" 
or "home run." Can you toss а "ho- 
mer" into Drooper's mitt? 

He's 19% in. tall; soft rayon plush. 
Felt eyes, ears and pompon nose. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 N 40462C ...2.88 

Elephant 567 
Ring Toss Game 

2 Ringo the elephant is such a good 

sport, he'll even let you use his 
long trunk for a ring toss game. His 
bright felt eyes seem to watch as you 
toss the 3 plastic rings. He's wearing 
a bright party hat and collar. 16-inch 
Ringo is cuddly acrylic pile; his big 
wide ears are lined with cotton’ per 
cale. Buy it the easy way-order by 
phone. Shipping weight 3 pounds, 
79 N 40463C . 56.77 

Gentle"Monsters" 

6 Octopus. With his 6 long arms, he's really 
ready for a hug. Soft rayon plush. 26 inches 

Wide. Has plastic loop for hanging. 
49 м 40079-Shipping weight 1 pound ... $4.99 

Musical Snake. Give him a shake and hear 
him chime. Has a colorful acrylic plush 

боду. Felt eyes and tongue. BIG 60 in. long 
49 N 40404-Shipping weight 2 Ibs. ...... $3.99 

8 Caterpillar. Waiting for you with open 
| arms. Jingles when you shake him. Felt 
lashes, plastic eyes. Rayon plush. 18 i 
49 м 40464-Shipping weight 1 Ib... 

long. 
...94.99 

Jingle 

Ge 
Буннан асса cod 

[3] $7799 

3 Angora Cat. . so elegant. 
And she has her own 

comb so you can keep her 
long acrylic coat looking 
purr-fect. Her ears are lined 
in yon satin. Matching 
bows. 26 in. long. Wt. 2 lbs. 
49 N 40078 . $7.99 

4 Li'l Iceberg a furry 
white bundle of DuPont 

Orlon® acrylic plush. He's 
wearing a colorful knit swim- 
suit. . roaring 20's style. Has 
black nose and big button 
eyes. 15 in. tall. Wt. 3 lbs. 
79 М 40466C .........56.44 

5 Zippy the Chimp . . has 
the cutest grin in town. 

His head and arms are soft 
acrylic plush. Cuddly cotton 

body; vinyl hands, face. 
shoes. Zippy wears remov- 
able overalls, T-shirt and felt- 
hat. 15 in. tall. Wt 11. фоз. 



YOU ARE IH. FRE Protect the stage, “Marshall” the bad guys, 

an snooze in the hotel, shop for supplies in 

form WESTERN TOWN 

Figures are 3 to 
4 V, in. high 

$499 

$1499 
Set includes 11 knights in armor, 5 horses, snap-together castle on 

"rock" formation, large courtyard with water well. Go back to the 

days when knighthood was in flower and ride with King Arthur's men. 
You'll lower the drawbridge and charge across the moat to do battle with 
the foes of the Round Table. 11 knights (not 13 as shown) and horses in 
detailed armorial trappings are 2%, to 3 inches high. Realistic-looking 
castle displays a pennant and a coat of arms, stands 20x20x18 inches high. 
All pieces are non-toxic, color-molded plastic. From West Germany. 
79 N 59128C—Shipping weight 8 pounds Set $14.99 

a Г (3 

20-piece 
Armored Knight Set 

$499 
14 knights on foot, 6 
on horseback. Non- 
toxic, color-molded 
plastic. 3 to 4'/, inches 
high. Great Britain. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49N59139 .Set $4.99 



Be your own 

Zookeeper with 
colorful Zoo Set 
apes $399 

You're in charge of all sorts of exotic animals— just like the ones you 
see in a real zoo. Set includes 52 animals, movable fencing, workmen, 
trees, skating pond with skaters, and children visiting the zoo. Set up 
your own zoo at home! Skaters glide on their own “pond” as you walk 
around admiring the elephants, lions, tigers, polar bears, monkeys, and 
some animals and birds you've probably never even seen. Like giant 
kangaroos, zebras, stags, and an ibex. АП pieces are of non-toxic, color- 
molded plastic and set up on a colorful 30x20-inch base. Ages 4 to 10. 
Toys on pages 431 to 600 can be ordered until August 16, 1974. 
49 C 59148—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ошпсез.................. $3.99 

Recreate the dawn of civilization 

with this 57-pc. Prehistoric Play Set 

$659 
Reenact prehistoric times. Set features prehistoric 
animals and cavemen in a natural setting of rocks, 
caves, pools, mountains and trees. Setting is 16 in. 
long 6'/, in. high. Break-resistant plastic pieces are 
in various colors, and to scale. Booklet about pre- 
historic times included. Ages 4 to 11. 
49 C 59199—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. .....96.59 

auld page scans by cheisimas musetechiic com 

Plant and Cultivate 

your very own crops 
with authentic Growing 

Garden Farm 

200-piece Farm Set Ф 966 
with Growing Field 

Set includes growing field with irrigation 
pump, 9'/,-in. high barn, silo, chicken coop, 
fences, farmhands, farm equipment, a 
Fast-germinating barley seed: 
waving field of green when you irrigate your 
field. Drop seeds into 18 soilless grow blocks. 
When barley outgrows grow blocks, trans 
plant it to pots or an outdoor plot. 9 farm 
hands use pick-up truck, jeep, rake, disc-har- 
row to keep the field cultivated and to keep 
horses, cows, pigs, and chickens fed. Unas 
sembled barn and silo are metal; all other 
items are non-toxic, color-molded plastic 
Ages 4 to 11. Like everything else in Sears 
books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 

79 C59182C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. Set $9.66 

oles. pump water i 
with irrigation syst 
watch field begin to grow in 

just a fe 

See a shootout in town . . reverse 
set to ride across the plains 

~ $499 
Old West play set reverses from western scene to prairie scene. Playset includes 
figures printed on two sides for easy handling by young hands, ages 2 to 5. All 
of die-cut cardboard. With injection molded bases to hold figures. Four inter- 
locking vinyl panels, each 16x3x5 inches high, can be set up in various layouts. 
Instructions included. 
49 С 59802—Shipping weight 1 pound 

NE & ^y 

„Set $4.99 

ch play set scene reverses 

. DOUBLE ACTION, DOUBLE 

Approach castle, cross moat. 

reverse set to rescue prisoners inside 

eu $499 
Knights armor play set reverses from castle and forest scene to interior court- 
yard scene. With figures printed on two sides . . all of die-cut cardboard for 
easier handling by pre-schoolers 2 to 5. Injection molded bases to hold figures. 
Four interlocking vinyl panels, each 16x3x5 inches high, can be set up in vari- 
ous layouts. Instructions included. Use your phone if you want to order it the 
easiest way of all. 
49 C59803— Shipping weight 1 pound .................. INDE docs aec Set $4.99 



Takes 
corners on 

2 wheels. 

around 
track 

SOLD ONLY AT SEARS! 

“MATCHBOX” Super Station 
Design your own station . . pull-apart pieces 

offer a variety of layout possibilities 

$1249 xx: 

1 Drive mini-cars up thé ramps to the multi-levels of this super station. Includes 
everything you need to play "mini-car mechanic": tool chest/workbenches, test 

panels, gas pumps, grease racks and air compressors. Do different jobs on each 
level. For added realism, there's oil drum rolls and drum racks, stanchion signs, 
wall and sign combinations and specialty signs and holders. Plus all the parts you 
need to build six levels of service station fun. Plastic. With assembly instructions, 
decal sheet. " MATCHBOX" cars not included, order at right. 
49N57073—Ages 3 to 12. Shipping weight 3 pounds 

NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: "MATCHBOX" is the registered 
578 [Sears] [Sears] iswot — trademark owned by Lezney Products & Co., Ltd., England. 

..$1249 

aaa a o a T e ERUTPONT SS 

Flips over on hill 

CRAZY BUGGY.. 
the *do-anything" 

Stunt Car Set 

995 с 
Watch as this little buggy “comes alive." The in- 
stant the drive begins, you'll see the funniest, 
slapstick comedy driving ever. Around it goes 
doing five different stunt actions (bumpy road 
driving, wheelies on rear wheels, hill climbing, 

< flip-overs down hill and two-wheel cornering) 
while following a 72-inch long course. Brightly- 
colored plastic car does all the stunts repeatedly. 
Layout measures 3óx16x10 inches high. Uses 1 
"C" battery . . not included, order package di- 
rectly below. For 3 to 12-year olds. Like every 
thing else in Sears books, its so easy to order by 
telephone. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 7 ounces. 
49N58221 Set $9.95 

е "C" Batteries. Package of 2. Alk; 
49 N 46997—Shipping weight 5 oz. ....РКа. $1.05 

Pleasure 
Car Set $447 

2 The 6 mini-vehicles in- 
clude: Hot Rod Jeep, Stin- 

garoo Cycle, Piston Popper, 
Volks-Dragon, Volkswagen 
Camper, Hairy Hustler. Each lance. Each about 2 to 3 in. 
about 2 to 3 in. long. Die-cast long. Die-cast metal. From 
metal From England. Ages 3 England. Ages 3 to 12. 
to 12. Shipping wt. 12 oz. Shipping weight 12 oz. 
49 N 54982 Set $447 49№54983 Set $447 

Save 11% МАШЕ 

Commercial 
Car Set $447 

The 6 mini-vehicles in- 
clude: a tow truck, gas 

tanker, articulated truck, po- 
lice car, bus and an ambu- 

Buy Garage with М а 97 
Pleasure Cars and 2443 
Commercial Cars 

Super Station (1) with Pleasure and Commercial Cars (2 
and 3). Build а complete garage and supply it with plenty of 
mini-vehicle business. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 54984—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces . . .Set $18.97 



CRAZY BUGGY performs these 5 daredevil stunts on grueling track 
/ y 

Corners on 
2 wheels 

Flies loops around 
tracks in sky blue casing 

Does many of the same stunts daredevil pi- 
lots try. Taxi on the take-off runway, do 
loop-the-loops, soar, dive, land. Reverses 
to repeat pattern. Can be stopped on run- 
way by pushing button. Requires 1 “C” 
battery . . order pkg. above, right. 18x6x36 
in. long. Plastic. Unassembled. Ages 3 to 8. 
49 C 58356—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 02...... 

Taxi on runway 
before takeoff 

Cato abe scans by phrisimas-mansetechnical con 

CRAZY BUGGY Stunt Car Set 
$995 without 

Does 
wheelies 

Watch this battery-powered bug- 
gy “come alive”. As soon as drive 
begins, you'll see the funniest, 
slapstick comedy driving ever. 
Around it goes doing five differ- 
ent stunt actions while following 
72-inch long course. Brightly-col- 
ored car does all stunts repeated- 
ly. Layout measures 36x16x10 
inches high. Plastic. Requires 1 
“С” battery . . not included, order 
package directly below. Unassem- 
bled. For ages 3 to 12. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49С58221............. Set $9.95 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package 
of two batteries. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49C46997 ........ Package $1.09 

battery 

You can order items 
on pages 439 to 614 

from now until 
AUGUST 13, 1976 

NYLINT 19-piece Farm Set 
features truck and trailer $ 1 29° 

Load up barnyard animals and head down country roads. Stake truck has 
detailed Chevy cab and removable rear stakes for loading and unloading. 
Single axle trailer. White-lettered tires. Four-person family with 13 farm 
animals. Plastic. Includes cow, steer, goat, sheep, chicken, dogs, cat, calves 
and duck. Heavy-gauge steel truck and trailer with turned edges and non- 
toxic enamel finish. Truck measures 14x5'2x5 inches high. Ages 3 and up. 
Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
49 C58297—Shipping weight 4 pounds 11 ounces ................ Set $12.95 



UNFORGETTABLES...collectible Fashion 

Elegantly gowned ladies imported from Italy. . . 
their classic petite features and hand-arranged hair 

will delight and fascinate young and old alike 

f 1thru5) Fashion Dolls. . . imported 
тош Italy. Collect and display them. 
BODY, DETAILING: Cream; ay faces and 
arms. Polyethylene legs and body. Arms and 
legs are jointed. Beautiful open-and-close eyes, 
lashes. Hand-styled rooted hair. Display dolls 
with stand included. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 

(1) Viviana. 

13 in. tall. Brown hair and brown eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Flower print gown. 
Cotton velvet cinch waist, hat ties. Straw hat. 
Undergown, panties, socks and vinyl shoes. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 32072—Wt. 11b. 10 oz. ........912.99 

(2) Silvana 
18 in. tall. Blond hair and blue eyes. 
Жонго; ae idis Sheer blue and 
т pieke with ruffles, lace trim. Tie-on hat, 

tights, undergown and vinyl shoes. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 32096C—Wt. 3 lbs. ........... $29.99 

(3) Sera. 
18 in. tall. Brown hair and blue eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Flocked white, 
ink sheer gown trimmed with lace. Tie-on 
t, underpants, stockings and vinyl shoes. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 32074C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ....$24.99 

(4) Luisa. 
15 in. tall, Red hair and blue eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Light green тт 
with crochet-look trim. Tie-on hat with 
er. Underpants, stockings and vinyl shoes. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 32073C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. ....%19.99 

(5) Rossella. 
18 in. tall. Blond hair and brown eyes. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES; Sheer yellow and 
white dress. Cotton velvet € ribbon. 
Undergown, panties and vinyl 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 N 32098C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. ....$26.99 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone 

582 [Sears] % 
айай page —— 

Beautiful 
Bride Doll 

. imported. 
from Greece | 

Bride Doll imported from Greece. 

BODY, DETAILING: 11% in. tall. Creamy vinyl face and 
arms. Polyethylene egs and body. Jointed arms and legs 
for posing. Display doll on favorite shelf. Beautiful open- 
and-close eyes. Brown hand-styled rooted hair. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Sheer white lace bridal. 
Underskirt in lace ruffles adds fullness. Net veil with 
bow in hair. Panties with lace ruffles. Stockings, vinyl 
shoes complete the bridal trousseau. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 32097—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8oz. ....... $6.95 



(6) The 

with a 

motorcycle 

$888 6 

(7) Dual Launch 
Drag Race Set 

$1187? 

" (talon Dion scant 6v chri mas mrcetachaicel ГОП 

Turbo Tower-powered 

Stunt World Set 

HOW IT WORKS: Put Col. 
Six Million Dollar Man™ Austin in the cycle, set it 

on the launch ramp, pump 
tower handle to energize 
the cycle's wheels. Turbo 
Tower of Power sets Сч 
power буто spinnin, 
the cycle for speed, 
ance and exciting eg 
Hit the release button, cy- 
Cle races out; up the ram 
and hits the crash wall. 
The Six Million Dollar 
Man makes his escape 

aant through the canopy. 
WHAT YOU GET Turbo 
Поу of Power, 74-inch 

futuristic cycle, 3% 
Steve Austin figure, 

jump ramp, crash wall 
Plastic, 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49C58151 $8.88 

HOW IT WORKS: Put Bigfoot 
and Col. Austin in their cycles, 
set them on the launch ramp, 
pump tower handles to ener. 

th cycie's wheels. Tur- 
о Tower of Power sets the 

power gyros spinning for 
speed, balance and exciting 
racing action. Hit the release 
button and both cycles race 
out. Both the Six Million Dol- 
lar Man and Bigfoot are re- 
movable. 
WHAT YOU GET: 3*4-in.* 
Steve Austin figure and 734- 
in. futuristic cycle. 4!4-in. Big- 
foot figure and 7*4-in. futuris- 
X cycle. Dual launch ramp, 2 

pumps 4 plastic pylons 
qe own). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 9 oz. 
49C58154........ $11.87 

Evel Knievel™ 

6-Pak 
$497 
Military - 

Recreate Evel Knievel's 

(1) Setinciudes: 
2 motorcycles with 

Evel figures, 
2 ramps, sky cycle 
and truck with 
carrying trailer 

Evel Knievel™ Silver Hi-Jump 

Does wheelies, jumps, flips 
and races at top speed for 

100 feet or more. 

Flying Aces 
Advance Island Base 

Launch two planes by remote control 

Folds into 
compact case 



- Pedal Powered 
Riders for 

indoor-outdoor 
driving fun 
Batman? ОС Comics, 

red roa 

Gitsiod Dade scans by dieisimaszmisetedmical com 

dster with h 
ѕ that open and viny 

Classic Coupe $4497 [3 ө 

Batmobile 

$3899 

Pedal vehicles on this page combine 
un with vigorous, healthful exer 

ise. (1 thru 3) sold only at Scars. 
В. Rugged molded polypro 

vion bearing 

plastic wheels, tires, seat (J 
padded black vinyl seat 
rods adjust to 5 positions (Bat Ma 
hine. 2 positions) to fit growing 

legs. Assembly instructions incl. 

(1) Batmobile 
CONSTR: Glossy midnight blue. 
Simulated Batmike, rocket controls. 
Two plastic windshields. Gleaming 
decal headlights. Distinctive bat- 
wing design steering wheel. 

ENSIONS: 4412х2414х1512 
inches high. Seat height 5 inches. 

о 5 years. 
O: Partly assembled 

N” suffix note on page 330. 
99 N 86077N—Wt. 20 Ibs.838.99 

(2) Bat Machine. Low-slung 
frame with extra-wide spacing of 
rear wheels and rear-wheel steering 
for stability on sharp turns. Twin 
joy stick controls ane seing rods. 

CONSTR ON: Blue and yellow 
2-position front wheel; 16-in. diam- 
eter, Plastic bat flag. 

NSIONS: 46x30*4x16 inches 
at height 6 inches. 

10 years. 
N Unassembled. 

79N 86161С— Wt. 16 Ibs, $19.88 

(3) New Jaguar "Convertible 
CONSTR Brilliant red. Mag-style 
wheels. Doors, hood, nk open. 
Map pocket in one door; simulated 
CB with antenna and microphone 
on c door. Headlights and 
bumper gleaming dec: New 
larger steering wheel. Simulated 
convertible top and rearview mir. 
ror. Plastic windshield. 

SIONS: 40*4x18' 2x17 in 
at height 6 inches. 

GES: 2 to 5 years. 
ER INFO: Partly a: sembled. 

79 М 86024L—Wt. 18 lbs, $38.99 

(4) Gas Pump 
Crank pump. gallons register as bell 
rings. 18-in. "gas" hose, 12-in. "air 
hose and pressure indicator. 
ONS Plastic; red, white 

EN: 10x4! 2x163; in. high 

RDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 
49N 88507 $5.58 

(B) Fire Engine. Start the siren 
howling then pedal to the “blaze.” 

Fire engine red. Head- 
light and windshield decals. Work 
ing fire engine siren. Simulated CB, 
antenna and microphone. Two 

astic detachable ladders— 
n each side of truck 

NS: 33!ax23x 181 inches 
at height 8! va inche ` 

G INFO: Shpg. wt. 17 lbs 
79 N 86255L $26.97 

(6) Classic Coupe 
TION. Blue, red, yellow. 

Molded plastic bumper, headlights. 
Hood opens. Removable vinyl can 

H 
NS: 41x22x33 inches 

height 8 inches. 

2 to 5 years. 
N" suffix 

page 330. ре wt. 23 Ibs. 
79 N 86015N $44.97 

e SAVE THIS CATALO 

You can order items 
on pages 437 thru 
606 from now until 
AUGUST 31,1979 



Creative Building Toys for young hands 

Actual size—2 4x1 Vax1 inches high 

(1апд 2) Giant Brix Blox" Sets. In a choice of 
two set sizes; 120-pc. set with two 4-wheel preas- 
sembled bases . . . to be used separately or locked 
together to form train; comes in a reusable 6-qt. 
plastic bucket with a colorful lid for easy storage 
and 4 giant Blox Buddies". 80-pc. set with two 
preassembled bases with wheels. 
SETS INCLUDE: Plastic pieces in assorted shapes, 
sizes stay together until taken apart. Measure 
Sx1Vax1 in. high to 1%4х%%х1 in. high. In red, white 
and blue colors. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. Due to small parts, not 
recommended for children under 3 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

(1) 120-ріесе Set 
49 C 16063—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 1 oz. .. „Set $15.99 
(2) 80-piece Set 
49 C 16058—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 150z. .... Set $9.49 

(3) The Big Workbench. Great for pounding, 
tightening, opening and closing practice. 
WHAT YOU GET: Wooden bench, 14x714x1234 in. 
high. Molded plastic, wood access.: hammer, 
screwdriver, wrench, 3 screws, nut, bolt and 4 pegs. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORD. INFO: Unassembled. Instr., hdwe. incl. 
49 C 4465—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz... ...... $12.44 

(4) Woody Wacker 
WHAT YOU GET: Sturdy wood pounding bench, 
11%х4%х4% in. high. Separate wood mallet, 6 
wood “nails”. In red and natural wood colors. 
FOR AGES: 115 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44527—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 202. . -.. $2.99 

(5) Snoopy's Take-Apart Dog House" 
WHAT YOU GET. Snoopy doubles as a 4 in. hex- 
headed screwdriver that takes D 3 main parts 
of корю 6'/x6'ex8-in. high. Kids can put back 
together with 6 interchangeable screws. Assembled 
doghouse is push toy on 4 wheels. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 44867—Shpg. wt. 60z.............. $4.66 
Snoopy ® 1958 United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 
(6) Mr. Potato Head® 

WHAT YOU GET: “Potato head" face with 20 dif- 
ferent play pieces including eyes, noses, ears, hats, 
glasses, pipe. Plastic head, 4x4x7 inches high, felt 
accessories. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
49 C 44547—Shpg. wt. 11Ь.............. $2.44 
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"Don't | look 

and Cuddly” 

Sold only 
at Soars 

508817 

"What's ир 

Бос?” 

тыра paod Seats by йалан Кай coa 

at Sears 

1 Buzzy Bear says, "When I'm naughty, I'm 
unBEARable”, pull talking ring for 9 other 

phrases. 1714-in. acrylic plush body with floppy 
arms, legs. Washable collar and mod tie. 
49 N 40145—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 10 oz. $8.88 

9 Curli Pup has white hair you can brush and 
set . . and says 10 different things. 13'%-in 

acrylic plush body. Pink plastic foam curlers. 
49 N 40406 —Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz.. ..$9.88 

3 Bugs Bunny says 11 silly phrases. 24 in. high 
2 Rayon plush body with vinyl fac 
49 N 40147—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz 

&/ 
vec gw 

4| Roller Donkey. Take a ride on this plush 
covered burro. Cotton padding; plastic 

casters on wood base. 22 in. high; 2 
Colorful plastic bridle. Acrylic plush 
79 N 40127C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $5.88 

in. long. 

5 Comic Dog Rocker. This friendly pup 
provides lots of rocking fun. Soft coat 

is acrylic plush over cotton padding. Sturdy 
wood base. 19% in, high; 22 in. long. Black 
pompon nose; red felt tongue. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds 
79 м 40407C E . $6.99 

LASSIE . . so realistic 
you'll want to pet her 
Lovable canine pal seems almost 
real. Her shaggy collie-colored 
body is covered with long-pile 
acrylic to make her soft and 
squeezeable. Beautiful flocked 
vinyl head is finely crafted 
About 24 in. long. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79 м 40408C ...... $7.99 

$599 

Dancing Bear 
3 feet tall 

Your dizzy dancing partner 
waits with open arms while 
you slip your feet through 
his elastic foot loops. Then, 
get ready for a whirling 
good time. Wears a bright 
percale print suit and yel 
low satin neck ribbon 

Head, hands, and feet of 
acrylic plush pile. Vinyl 
snout, felt and button eyes. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs 
79 N 40402C $5.99 

V blo 



YO U A R Е ТН Е В Е feed the animals, plow fields, haul hay, 
ви irrigate and cultivate a real crop on а 

GROWING GARDEN FARM 

200-piece Farm Set with Growing Field $ 92 

Set includes growing field with irrigation pump, 9¥in. high barn, silo, — Gro-blok Refills. Set of 

chicken coop, fences, farmhands, farm equipment, animals. Fast-germi- 18 gro-bloks to set into 

nating barley seeds become a waving field of green when you irrigate your field. irrigation field after first. 

Drop seeds into 18 soilless gro-bloks. When barley outgrows gro-bloks, trans- crop is harvest ed. 

plant it to pots or an outdoor plot. 9 farmhands use pick-up truck, jeep, rake, Comes with popcorn " Я 

өс ћаттоме to keep the field cultivated and to keep horses, cows, pigs, and seed, or use any seed prop ees ir biok holes, pump 
chickens fed. Unassembled barn and silo are metal; all other items are non-tox- уои wish. water into the: Tei yo ae 

ic, color-molded plastic. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. Shipping weight 3 oz. tion system, then watch your field be- 

79 М 59182C—Shipping weight 6 pounds Set $9.42 — 49N 59146 ..Set $1.07 gin to grow in just a few days 

NOTE: These miniature sets are for ages 4 and up. 

YOU ARE THERE.. гос YOU ARE THERE. . FARM 

132-piece Set 

$ 335 
Set includes 52 exotic animals, movable fencing, workmen, trees, 

104-piece Set 

$399 
Set includes carry-case barn, 6 farmhands, 3 farm vehicles plus a ч P е бнт" 

horse-drawn cart, 42 pieces of fencing. 38 animals, duck pond, MIN pond © гү. wem — sian oie a Lgs узу 

trees, haystacks. Fence your farm in separate areas that make it easy to own 200 at home! Skaters glide on their own pond as you walk auum 
belp the hired hands haul hay, clean the duck pond, and feed the cows, admiring the elephants, lions, tigers, polar bears, monkeys, and some ani- 

me horses, hens, duck, and sheep. Dog helps shepherd keep sheep from mals and birds you've probably never even seen . . like giant kangaroos, 
atta’ ing. Truck, Бате and tractor make farm chores easier, especi zebras, stags, and an ibex. All pieces are of non-toxic, color-molded plastic 

eed 4 d and set up on colorful base which measures 30x20 inches. 
ly at harvest time when you have to work fast. All pieces non-toxic, color- 49 N 5914. hippi ight} ore 3 

molded plastic and set up on a base which measures 30x20 in. REMAIN sah томест 

49 N 5918 1—Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces ......... Set $3.99 
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Wildest Daredevil Stunt Sets Ever 

Amazing Evel Knievel 
Zooms through real wheelie starts 

and soaring jumps 

Scrambler Van $791 Evel with Stunt Cycle $797 
‘he perfect carrier for Evel and his stunt-cy- Evel Knievel and his stunt cycle perform just 
е. Equipped with trailer, gasoline can, tool about every maneuver known to the real Evel. 
ox with tools, cycle jack and grease gun. Powered by its revolutionary gyro motor, the 
omplete with 3-piece jump ramp so Evel amazing Stunt cycle lands with perfect balance 
ш even jump the van. A fire extinguisher every time. Cycle features high-traction tires, im- 
ad a captain’s chair complete the set. Re- pact-absorbing fork, 2-position kickstand. 
\ovable side panel allows easy access to of- 8/2 /,x4*/, in. high. 7-inch high Evel is dressed 
te, dressing room, and lounge areas, with in his official uniform with removable helmet and 
ieir many accessories all scaled to fit Evel. swagger stick. Includes powerful booster that cy- 
ll plastic. 17x9x12 in. high. Ages 5 and up. cia tun bets ud vida, бы! ый Mh action E 
igure, cycle sold separately. All plastic. For ages 5 and up. From Hong Kong. 
3C58227—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ........... $797 49 С 58224—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 ог. ...7.97 

nd Power Master Timing Set 
Flippin' Fool Stunt Set g 

Time device automatically 
records speed, releases a 
Chute to stop dragster 

Does a mid-air somersault, 
lands upright, speeds away 

$988 - 

Approaches 
ramp 

Rev it up . . hear your Power Master dragster squeal as it streaks 
straight ahead. Powerful motor energized by hand-cranked pistol grip Fast "n furious flip-over car for super stunt racing. This little dragster even 

makes realistic sound of shifting gears. Includes red car with yellow gear shift power injector. When 13-in. long racer crosses finish line, light-sensitive 
launching console and 27 inches of black track with jumping ramp. Plastic. timing tower automatically records speed and racer ejects chute to 
Use 4 “D” batteries (not incl.), order pkg. below. For ages 6 to teens. bring it to a halt. Plastic and metal. Uses 4 “Р” batteries, order pkg. at 
49 C 58228—Shipping weight 3 pounds Ea. 100.00 left. Incl. dragster, power injector and timing unit. For 4 to 10-year olds. 

49 C 4695—"D" Batteries. Package of б. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. Pkg. 139 79c58220C—Shipping weight 5 pounds . 913.97 

TTP Car Stunt Set $644 SSP Smash-up Derby 
Doors, hoods, trunks 

fly off on impact. . then 
snap back together 

$587 
Pump tower to release 

"car. . watch it ride 
monorail, turn on 2 
wheels, jump hurdles 

Putt TO Sanm 

Just pull the T-stick and look out! Cars take off fast, race up the ramps, 
hurdle . . and crash in mid-: Brick-faced" ramps can be used as 

Perform just like the real auto stunt daredevils. Just pump tower, hear the crash walls, too. With two 7-in. modified demolition stock cars. Buggem 
jet-like whine as power mounts, release lever and see car race over monorail, and Tough Tom, that snap together easily. Includes 2 T-sticks and 2 
jump over obstacles, crash into and between barrels, turn in a complete circle jump ramps. Made of plastic. For youngsters 4 to 10-years old. 
‘on two wheels. Includes tower, car, curved ramp, 4-ft. long monorail with 49 C $4797—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces ... +- -Set $5.87 
supports, barrels and pylons. Plastic. Suitable for 4 to 10-year olds. 
49 C 54432—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces .......8644 589 
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Load up cars at the factory and take them to the dealer. . 

Motorized Auto Transport 

$867 
cars, batteries 
not included 

Six controls atop the 
cab let you start, 
stop. go left, right. 
forward and reverse 

~~ ~ 

oo 
Ramp lowers 
by lever action 
for unloading 

a М 
Cab unhooks by 

lever release 

апа moves out 

Back up cab 
trailer automatic- 

ally engages 

Store and carry up to 
72 mini-cars in this 

"MATCHBOX'" Collector's Case 

cars not incl Room for 14 cars, and you maneuver this Auto Transport 

easily with its push-button drive 

To "drive" your truck, load up to 14 mini-cars (not included, order below or on pages 572, 573, 
577 or 578). Press "start" and "forward" buttons and you're off. To take corners, push "right 
turn” or “left turn" buttons. To unload cars, push "reverse" button to back into loading area. 
Then push "stop" button, tilt up ramp and roll off the cars. Cab hooks onto trailer automatically 

. may be manually unhooked with lever release. Plastic body: 18x4'x4 inches high. Uses 2 "C" n " 

batteries, order package below. From Japan. Why not pick up the phone and order it? се таа поет ne С 
49 М 58223—Aqges 4 and up. Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces $8.67 48 N 54509— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49 N 46997—Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of two. Shipping weight 5 ounces Pkg. 1.05 

This 34-inch long, stand-up case is ideal for storing 
and carrying up to 72 of your mini-cars, Plastic trays 
lift out for easy removal of cars. Scuff-resistant vinyl 
case has handle, nickel-plated locks, 3 viewing sec- 
tions and clear plastic windows. Measures 12V2x10x4 

All these Vehicles work with our Super Station ( 

"MATCHBOX" Car Set $4.47 Corgi Jrs.* Emergency Set $4,97 Hot Wheels® FLYING COLORS™ Set $597 

The 6 race 'n rally mini-vehicles include: The 7 mini-cars include a fire truck, fire Nine cars: Rodger Dodger™, Police Cruiser, Red Baron, 

Team “MATCHBOX”, Boss Mustang, chief's car, ambulance, electric truck, wrecker Buzz Off®, Paddy Wagon™, Alive '558, Sir Rodney Road- 

Javelin, Monteverdi HIA 450 SS, Lotus truck, VW Bug, police car. Vehicles measure ster™, Breakaway Bucket™, Heavy Chevy®. Each 2 to 3 in. 

Super 7 and Mazda RXS00. Each 2 to 3 up to 3 in. long. Die-cast metal. From En- long. Die-cast zinc. Hong Kong. For ages 3 to 12. 

in. long. Die-cast metal. From England. gland. Recommended for ages 3 to 12. 49 М 5497 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces .. ..Set $5.97 

Ages 3 to 12. Shipping weight 12 ounces. 

49 N 54988—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. ...Set $447 T o СА ЛА. INR Set $497 імкоє 579 
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$1295 zx 
Teach your children to respect 
the law right in their own play- 
room. Start the cops and robbers 
chase and then race until police 
car catches up to lawbreaker's 
car. Colorful, high-impact plastic 
construction. Layout measures 
40x40 in. Both cars measure 4 in. 
long. Requires 2 *AA" batteries 

(not included), order package be- 
low. Also includes highway signs, 
assembly instructions. From Ja- 
pan. Ages 3 and up. Buy it the 

easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 57062—Wt. 3 lbs. .....512.95 

"AA" Penlight Batteries. Pack- 
age of 4. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49C46991.... Package 84c 

Chrome-look 
cab trim 

The Sears Van $] 188 

Make your own deliveries with big 714x61x22- 
inch long Sears truck . . the one that brings great 
things to families all across the USA! Cab and van 
disconnect . . rear doors on van open wide for easy 
loading and unloading. Includes chrome-look sad- 
dle tanks, air horns, air conditioner cover, grill. 
Tinted windshield, modern bucket seats, interior 
console. Heavy-gauge metal with baked enamel 
finish to resist corrosion. Recommended for ages 3 
to 10. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 58225—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 120z. ......... $11.88 

‘Catalan D30 scans by ciisimat nersdiochaicnt ГОП! 

Highway Police Chase Game 
Battery-powered cars zoom around highway and up exit 
ramps. . try to catch the getaway car with lightning- 

fast police car on this multi-level highway 

Getaway driver will probably close the lane divider behind him. 
If you're quick enough, you can narrow the gap on the next turi 

and close in on him. Fire up the already hot pursuit. . _ 
catch up to him and make him pull over to the side — 

Move on out with 
U-HAUL Maxi Mover $1087 

Roll up rear door, you're ready to load. Chevy cab 
has detailed interior. Authentic-looking U-HAUL 
markings, trailer hitch. White-lettered tires. 
Heavy-gauge steel with turned edges and non-tox- 
ic finish. 19x534x7V4 in. high. Ages 3 and up. 
49 C 58433—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 11 oz. . «+ 010,87 

Tootsietoy® 8-piece 
Construction Set 

Help teach your children about uses of 
these “work horse” vehicles. Set includes 
bulldozer, scoop-shovel loader, pavement 
roller, dump truck, concrete mixer, Jeep, 
utility truck and pickup. Die-cast metal, 
plastic. Each measures from 4 to 8 inches 
long. Ages 3 to 8. 
49 C 58456—Wt. 1 Ib. 2oz.. 

Tootsietoy* 10-pc. Hauling Set 
Set includes auto transport with 2 cars, horse van 
with 2 drop-down doors, school bus and five addi- 
tional road vehicles. Die-cast metal and plastic. 
Each measures from 3 to 8 inches long. Recom- 
mended for ages 3 to 8. 
49 C58457—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 1 ог... 

Paco -..Set $6.49 



A Doll for all seasons $] 799 
(6thru 9) Fashion Dolls. Elegantly gowned GA e season. 
BODY, DETAILING: 15-inch tall dolls y beautiful soft vinyl faces, 
arms. Plastic legs and . Arms legs are она nd blue open- 
Anl clie eyes with lashes, Long, smartly-styled rooted 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 

(6) Spring. Brown hair and blue eyes. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Wiio Е se yellow skirt with ruffles, braid 
trim. straw hat with flowers, pant , pumps. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 32101— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ............ $17.99 

(7) Summer. Brown hair and blue eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Ruffled, lace-trimmed sheer dress over pink 
slip. Flower-trimmed hat. Pantaloons, pumps. Carries flower basket. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
48 М 32102—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ............ $17.99 

(8) Autumn. Blond hair and blue eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES; Rust-color coat dress trimmed with braid, 
underskirt, bonnet with veil, pantaloons, pumps and purse. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 32103—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ............ $17.99 

(9) Winter. Blond hair and blue eyes. 

CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Long white gown with braid trim. Red cape 
with braid trim, matching hood, scarf, muff, pantaloons, pumps. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 32104—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ............ $17.99 

13-inch Fashion Doll 
with brown dress 
and straw hat. . . 
imported from Italy 

$1199 

BODY, DETAILING: 13 in. tall. 
Vinyl head and arms. Poly- 
ethylene legs and body. Joint- 
ed arms and let you pose 
her in many positions. 
palered Sum сет rooted 

From Ital; 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES 
Beautiful lace-trimmed soft 
brown dress. Stylish straw hat 
accented with ribbon trim. 

wears socks, black vinyl 
shoes and panties. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
shipping weight 2 pounds. 

49N 32022 ....... Pot 1.99 

Phone ordering's a quick 
and easy way to buy. 

Сай Dao Scant by айй нанай насы cow 
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LIFE-SIZE 
Walking Dolls 

Lead these ladies 
by the hand for an 
afternoon stroll 

(10) Little e pid не 

inch tall doll. 
BODY. DETAILING: 23 inches 
tall. speti 

jointed 
arms and Ie legs. Rooted hair. 
Open-and-close eyes with 
lashes. Doll 

lue s! an д 
os ipe cd pants and 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

2 pounds. 
79 М 32068C ....... $9.99 

(11) Wispy Walker... 
walking 31-inch tall doll. 
аЛ DETAILING: 31 inches 
tall. Vinyl 
body, arms Jointed 
arms andi legs. Rooted hair 
duh in long "t Open- 
and-close eyes wi: Fors 
Doll walks . me e 
by her her hand, tilt her from Ed 

ЖЕГЕ ДЕСЕ ORE E. 

over panties, print blouse. Vi- ny shoes. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

79 N 32064C ...... $10.94 

Sleep Over Dolly 

BODY. DETAILING: 16 in. tall. Vi- 
nyl body. Jointed arms and legs 

, pose her in many different 
positions. Blond, rooted hair is 
fun to style. Open-and-close eyes 
with lashes. 

CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Long- 
sleeve nightgown with cap. Also 
overnight case, miniature Dusty 
doll, comb, mirror, brush and 4 
rollers to set her hair. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. Not 
recommended for ages under 3, 
due to small parts. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz. 

49 N 32054 --- -$8.84 

“ets play Let des 
togethe' 

23-in. Talking 
Wispy Walker 

15-inch Cathy Quick Curl®. . . 
her hair fixes in seconds, 

no setting, wetting or waiting 

BODY. DETAILING: 15 inches tall. Vinyl 
body. Jointed arms and legs . . . pose her in 
many positions. Blond rooted quick curl hair 
styles easily and holds like a permanent with- 
out water, heat or mess. Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES: Pink jumper- 
dress, socks and vinyl shoes. Also a comb, 
brush and styling tool to fix her hair. 

FOR AGES: 4 years and up. Not recommend- 
ed for ages under 3, due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 32042— Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 

OCGA 

$8.99 



exciting jumps and stunts 

(1) Stunt World Set 

reenact Evel's most daring feat of all 
i Can- 
yon. Play area features canyon repro- 
duction, coliseum, motocross trails and 
hill climb, all with realistic painted fea- 
tures just like the real canyon jump. 
WHAT YOU GET: Vinyl play area mea- 
sures 34x23x3 inches high, and folds 
into convenient case, 2 motorcycles 
with 2 Evel Knievel figures, 2 ramps, 
Sky cycle, truck, carrying trailer. All 
figures and vehicles pean 2in. 
long and made of durable plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Sipe partiy эмен led. 

it weight 4 pounds. 
49C57084............. Set $12.97 

You crank the 
energizer which 
turns the power 
gyro to rev-up 

the Evel 
Stratocycie 

5 3) Evel Knievel™ Stratocycle. 
(2) Evel Knievel™ Mullet shaped cowling anda 

usd ee \ Pead on the де showy ts machine 
racing toward ex jumps, business. The design 

flips, stunts and wheelies. Sore Evel red, white and blue. zia 
HOW IT WORKS: Connect energizer to HOW IT WORKS: Connect the ener- 
the cycle and rev-up Up gyro. gizer to the cycle and rev-up the 
Races for up to distances of 100 ft. power gyro. 
HAT ov BEC сое chrome-look T YOU GET: 

le, 7-im vel те, energizer (not inch long Stratocycle, 7-inch 
own) and jump ramp. Plastic. Evel and included. 

FOR AGES: 5 to 12. FOR AGES: 5 to 12 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49С58014.,,............... $9.95 

j 

HOW IT WORKS: Push button to hear 
one of six CB phrases recorded by 
Evei Knievel Мм a 
WHAT YOU GET: 12-in. f i long van, 
snap-on jump ramp. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12. 
ORDER INFO: Requires one “AA” 

Order below. epia , 
49 C 58016—Wt 4 lbs. ....811.94 

"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 4. 
49 C 4699 1—Wt. 4 oz. ...Pkg. 99c 

WHAT YOU GET: Set of 4, Stunt cy- 
Cle, Chopper, Super Jet Cycle and 

measures about 34 
inches long. Imported from Hong 
Kong. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
ees 

49C58156 ............ Set $7.84 

when you buy both Plane (12) 
and 

(12) Plane 

Copter (13) 

HOW IT WORKS: Press button battery power pack . . . propeller spins. 
Plane maneuvers with simple hand movements. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic 14-in. plane, power pack, 60-in. cord. 

lastic 4-in. planes 
iolded plastic tower, Faye 

and (10) Flying Aces (11) Flying Aces 
FOR AGES: 4 and up. Attack Carrier Fighter Cockpit _ 
ORDERING INFO: HOW IT WORKS: Set You be the pilot in this 

wt. 2 Ibs. lane on taxi track, p simulated pit. Launch 
49 C 58076 ....58.95 Backhand lever.. „plane опе or two planes. 

taxis into position. t HOW IT WORKS: The 
(9) Hot Wheels® lever down, plane takes joystick trigger controls 

Military 6-Pak off. Hook second planeon elevation and turn P 
For exciting patrols elasticized launching track Launches one plane a 
while on maneuvers. ... .pull back, release another from elasticized 
WHAT YOU GET: Six plane for flight. launching ramp. 
die-cast metal oer 

er 

Aw Shoot", and a Staff 
Car. Each car is 2 to 3 
in. long. Hong 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 
years. 
ORDERING INFO: 

wt. 13 oz. 
49 € 54301 Se $4.97 

Lu Auer 0 

WHAT YOU GET: 3-ft. 
long plastic ship (does not 
float). Two 4-in. flexible 
lastic planes, rubber 

Bands, label set and instr. 
FOR AGES: 4 and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Partially assembled. 

Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 
79C58077C...$11.76 
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WHAT YOU GET: Injec- 
tion molded plastic cock- 
pit launcher 27x10x6 
inches high. Two Flying 
Aces jet fighters of flexible 
plastic, 4 in. long. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 11 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partially 
assembled. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
49C58022...... $8.97 

FOR AGES: 5 to 15 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 “D” batteries, order package below. 
49 C §8033—Shipping weight 13 ounces 

(13) Copter 
HOW IT WORKS: Touch a button on battery power pack and rotor turns. 
Take off, land and rescue astronauts via simple hand movements. 
WHAT YOU GET: 8z-in. long copter. 2 figures. Plastic. Hand-held power 
pack with 24-inch long cord. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 15 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 *D" batteries, order package below. 
49 C 58032— Shipping weight 1 pound . . 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46995—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 

Buy Both Plane (12) and Copter (13) 
and Save $1.00. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plane (12) and copter 
(13), two power packs with cords. 
AA INFO: Plane, copter ea. require 2 

tteries, order pkg. above. 
49 C 58034 —Wt. 11b. 13 oz. .... 46.88. 

OURS Sis. <n danse Pkg. $1.69 



(1thru3) Star Patrol, Roaring Bat 
Cycle, Little. 
Powder Puff Hot Cycle 

Extra-low-slung body, widely spaced 
rear wheels for extra stabili 
ance. Interesting sound effec! 

is included to ease assembly. 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy molded poly- 
ethylene plastic body, seat, mag-style 
wheels and tires. Steel axles. 

Command Speaker 
Gee keeps Star Patrol 

riders on guard 

(1) Star Patrol. Push-button com 
mand box issues 6 different commands, 
such as "Fire laser" or "Lock on tar- 
get." Console panel on handlebar looks 
like TV screen for spotting enemy 
space-craft. Seat adjusts to 3 positions 
to fit growing legs. 
DIMENSIONS: 33!9x2174x20 inches 
high. Seat height 53, inches. 14-inch 

ears, 
С Unassembled. Uses 1 

"AA" battery (order pkg. bel 
79 N 86004C—Wt. 13 lbs, $19.88 

(2) Roaring Bat Cycle 

Pedaling creates "rev" sound of motor. 
Push-button siren, 3-position seat. 
DIMENSIONS: 38x21'4x22 in. high 

at height 8 in. 16-in. front wheel. 
AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

Partly assembled. Uses 2 
һа ^s (not incl.; order below). 

79 N 86007L—Wt. 15 lbs. $15.99 

w). 

(3) Powder Puff Little Hot Cycle 

Decorated just for little girls. Pink, yel- 
low body ‚ white wheels. Pedaling 
creates clicker motc 

in 
SES: 2 to 5 years. 

ERING INFO: Unassembled. 
79 N 86002C—Wt. 8 lbs. $1197 

(4) Super Siren™ 
Emergency siren sound. Plastic. Im. 
porte 

A 3 years and up. 
R INF incl. Uses 2 

AA" batt. (not incl: order pkg. below 
49 М 88525—Shpg. wt. 1202. .$4.87 

(5) Za Zoom'" Motor. Real motor 
from a rumbie to a roar. Plastic 

controlled. 
ONS: 6x4x8* , in. high. 

3 to 7 years. 
NFO: Uses 2 "D" batteries 4 

идей: order below), Roaring Bat Cycle: грон t Put 
49 М 885 12—Wt. | |b. 4 oz $6.38 with "rev" sound Ч fot Cycle for young misses 

(6) The Outrider™ 

For spinouts, wheelies, plain riding 
CON TION: Molded plastic board 
with padded contoured area to fit 
knees, T-handle steering bar, outrigger 

3 ball-bearing wheels. 
N 23x17! 5x6 in. high. 

79 7 lbs. $14.88 

{7 and B) Power Pull Tractor and 
Trac Mate Trailer 

CONS TION. Steel body and axles. d - i EXEC 
Molded plastic wheels and tires. 3 ^ i 

3 to 7 years. Za Zoom Motor with , гласни 
ER INFO: Unassembled; instr. incl тео cop j Г and stunts 

(7) Power Pull Tractor 
CONSTR: High-impact plastic hood 
with engine decal. Steel steering mecha 
nism. Enclosed ball-bearing chain 
drive. Adjustable spring-mounted 
scoop-type seat. Trailer hitch 

x18x26!2 in. high. 16x3! zin. wide ў x enr ST 289 34! 
i Power Pull rear wheels. ower Pu 

О О: See suffix note a 
on page 330, Order Trailer below 
79 N 8603 IN—Wt. 28 lbs. ... $44.99 
(8) Trac Mate Trailer 
CONSTR: Body edges cu 
its tractor above. 

vo w| Тх3\ 

led. Tongue 
61 in. high 

79 N 86062C— Wt. 8 lbs. ....512.89 
Batteries for items on this page 

RIDING TOYS 
98c ХА 49 N 46991 

2 | 49 N 46997 x. |8119 
0" 12 | 4946996 | 1102: | 139 

Giai Dade scans by deisihiacmisetediaical com 



Unfinished Wood 
Kindergarten Blocks 

64-piece Set 32-pie 

SET INCLUDES: 64 or 32 natural 
wood blocks with smooth, round сог. 
ners, in assorted shapes and sizes. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 8 years. 

64-piece Set. Wt 10 lbs. 2 oz. 
49 C 44519 Set $14.99 

32-piece Set. Wt, 5 lbs, 8 oz. 
49C44723 ............Set $9.88 

(1) 85-piece Colored 
Wooden Block Set 

SET INCL: 85 wooden blocks in 5 d 
ferent colors, 11 different sizes and 
Shapes in a reusable cardboard box. 

O: 2 to 8 yrs. 

Set $6.99 

(2) 48-piece Wooden Block Set 
with letters and numbers 

T INCLUDES: 48 wood 1!4-inch 
blocks with embossed letters on 2 
sides, printed numbers or pictures on 
4 sides. Imported. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 8 yrs. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49С 44575 Set $4.89 

(3) My Mail Box. Child can fit 3 dif 
ferent shaped beads and "envelope" 
into matching holes. Items can be re 
moved from lower bin 

UDES: 3 beads, 2 “епуе 
bead stringer and wood and 

woodboard mailbox, measures 
6V4x534x1214 inch 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 C 44525 $5.88 

(4) Tow,Fire or Dump 
Truck Shape matching Set 

Build a tow truck with towing winch, 
fire truck with ladder or dump truck. 
Truck rolis on wheels. 
SET INCL: 4 wheels, chassis, bumper 
dump bed, fire engine bed, ladder, 
tow truck bed, winch; all in bright col- 
ors. Parts fit chassis so child can build 
truck of his choice, Completed truck, 

54x7} . high 
R INFO: 2 and up 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 1 oz. 
49 C 44869 ........ Set $6.99 

@ SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

| You can order items on 
pages 497 thru 648 and 

| 657 thru 669 from now 
| until AUGUST 31,1980 

- unless stated otherwise 

Сааи scans by танта nwisdtociical ny 
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Musical " AN IMATE D 
Teddy Bear ANIMALS 

$377 ) Б nod their heads-as 

Snuggly Teddy makes / they play a 

a lovable playmate j music box 
D with his soft amber 

eyes and friendly grin. 
tune 

Wind the key and 
he'll play you a lulla. 

X by. He's 12 in. high: 
all soft rayon plush 
except vinyl snout 

Rayon satin bow 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 N 40306 $377 

^e n J/] 

14-in. Animated Musical 

Sleepy Suzy 

(1 thru 4) Just wind the key 
and these soft rayon plush 
animals "come alive" . à 
move heads to and fro. Im- 
ported music boxes. . \ 

1 Nitety-nite Mouse. Felt 
eyes, tongue, and pompon 

nose, Wears bright night- 
dress and cap. 11 in. high, — 
49 N 40097 —Wt. 1 1.5487 

9 Drooper Dog. Floppy ears; 
felt eyes, mouth, nose. 

Sassy red ribbon tie. 10 in. 
high, Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 40116........... $487 

3 Gerry Giraffe. Felt mane, 
ears and eyes. Pompon 

nose. 13 inches high. 
49 № 40116—Wt. 11b.$4.87 

4 Willie Walrus. Twinkling 
felt and button eyes, 

6 Sleepy Suzy is covered in pompon nose, and white yarn 
pink acrylic plush. Golden . —— whiskers. Dressed for fun in 

curl, lovely vinyl face. Snug- felt party hat with pompon 
gle up as imported music box. and felt scalloped collar. 11 

li ing lullaby. Wt, 1 Ib. inches high. 

rgo AP 49 N 40304—Wt. 1 1Ь.$487 

Ting-A-Ling Toys.. Shake them, hug them and hear them chime 

77 Floppy Dog. Brown rayon plush 
í body is so soft and cuddly. With 
pompon nose and felt and button 
eyes. Rayon satin bow. 14 in. long. 4 
49 N 40468— Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz $4.99 

8 Chime Ball. Covered with mult 7 А 
colored acrylic plush. 7-inch 4 

diameter. Plastic hang loop L П 
49 N 40117— Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz $299 

Q Humpty Dumpty Delightful fairy 
tale friend sits 10% inches high 

Soft rayon plush body with multi 
striped cotton terry cloth trim. Wear: 
felt hat and bowt 

7 |9 

49 N 40467—Shpg. wt. 1 ЇЬ...$399 А "AS Sears 583 
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Fort Apache 

YOU ARE THERE.. 
S 

You maneuver troops and tribe as the battle 
for the western frontier swirls around this stockade outpost 

Set includes building, stockade fence, catwalks, blockhouses, ladders, 
play cahnon, horses, 41 cavalry figures, 15 Indians, teepee. Direct the 
action at Fort Apache as cavalrymen and Indians battle over the walls and 
through the swinging gate for control of the fort. 

Lithographed steel, plastic headquarters is 12x113⁄4x4'⁄ inches deep. Plastic 
porch, campfire, chopping block, cord wood, well, cook stand. Other pieces 
non-toxic, color-molded plastic. Fort Apache story, instr. incl. 
79 М 59093C—Shipping weight 5 pounds . eerie Set $5.99 

NOTE: These miniature sets for ages 4 and up. Buy it the easy way—order by phone 

The sun beats down and men grow weary. . 
they need you to help carry on the action 

Set includes building, fencing. flag, play 
cannon, 20 Alamo figures, 36 Mexican fig- 
ures, horses. The Alamo fell a long time ago, 
but you can re-create the fateful battle with 
this set. 

584 

ада раво scans by инан Wescelechital Comm 

Headquarters building incl. turned-edge is litho- 
graphed steel, 78-in. circumference fencing with 
its swinging gate. Other pieces are non-toxic, col- 
or-molded plastic. Encampment set includes 
well, forge, anvil, grindstone, chopping block. AI- 
amo story and assembly instr. incl. 
79 N 5909 1C—Shipping weight 5 lbs. . Set $6.99 

White House, 
Presidents $599 

Make big decisions 
with these famous men 

Set includes White House and all our 
Presidents, from George Washington 
through Richard Nixon. Scale-model 18-in. 
White House snaps together. Molded Presi- 
dents stand 1%, in. high. Non-toxic plastic. 
49N59094-Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. .Set $5.99 



EARTHMOVERS 

Grader 

51297 

finish. Plastic windshields that resist shattering add the re 
glassed” look of actual construction vehicles. Curved edges are smooth 

to help protect operator. For junior construction workers ages 2 and up 
Mixer. Bumper-grille of shock-absorbing vinyl takes thumping 
punishment without losing shape (resists marring Mom's walls 

furniture). Fill, mix and unload; plastic drum rotates, Green and white. 
79 C 58043C — 21x9¥5x13%» in. high. Shipping weight 11 pounds. $12.88 

9 Grader. Main blade angles to 5 positions, lifts and lowers. Big side 
^' delivery blade aids snow, sand, dirt removal; swings up for storage. 
Engine section swivels to steer. Stands 2434x9x9!/: in. high. Yellow 
79 C 54256C — Shipping weight 10 pounds $12.97 
3 Loader. Levers control bucket which scoops, raises. unloads. Swivel 

cab. Realistic exhaust stack, dual air cleaners. Orange. 
79 C 54209C — 20x8x9 in. high. Shipping weight 9 pounds. $8.99 

Push-buttons 
operate this plastic, 
battery-powered fleet 

(4 thru 7) This durable plastic construction fleet can really take on а 
tough job. And all at the touch of a button. See them move forward, go 
right or left, stop, then scoop, dump or unload. Each uses 2 "C" batteries 
(not incl.), order package sold below. For ages 3 to 8. From Japan. 

Items (4), (5) and (7) have deep-tread tires, plastic windshields, simu- 
lated chrome grill, dual horn. Crane truck's arm extends 10 in. Item (6) 
dumps its scoop-shovel with a hand-operated lever. 
(4) 49 С 58006— Cement Mixer. 6%: х4%4х97: in. long. Wt. 1 1b. 12 ог. $2.99 
(5) 49 C 58004 — Dump Truck 5V4x4* 4x99, in. long. Wt. 2 Ibs 299 
(6) 49 C 58127 — Bulldozer Loader. 4¥4x4% x11 in. long. Wt. 1 1b. 2.99 
(7) 49 С 58005— Crane Truck. 4¥4x4%4x10 in. long. Wt. 1 Ib. 15 от. 299 

49 C 4693— "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. pkg. В oz. Pkg. 1.39 

MIGHTY MO. . a gentle push starts these slow-moving 
vehicles going and going and going and going and 

going and going. Powerful flywheel motor picks up energy you put in when 
you shove . . it releases just a bit at a time. So instead of speed you get 
fantastic distance over all kinds of indoor and outdoor terrain . . even up 
steep hills. Plastic. For ages 3 to 7. 

8 Bulldozer. Blade Jifts, lowers manually. 12x8*4x6'/4 inches high. 
49 С 55013— Shipping weight 2 pounds. $7.88 

9 Jeep. "Radio", interior, even “windshield wipers”. 14x8Y2x6 in. high. 
49 C 55011—Shipping weight 2 pounds $7.88 

10 Dump Truck. Hand-operated bed lifts to dump. 15х9х794 in. high. 
49 С 55012— Shipping weight 2 pounds. $7.88 

той pane scans by cheisimas masaid com 



Our brawniest team of CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
| . The biggest earthmovers we sell . . and they're made of heavy-gauge steel 

pi * i NEED. 

24Ycinch long Grader 

inch long 
Mixer 

$1447 
634.inch tong 

- t 091 467 

20-inch long 
ader 

1834inch lc, 
Jumbo Dump 

$98 
( 1 thru 6 ) Each tough, massive brute has a steel body 

finished with chip-resistan 10n-toxic enamel. Highly 
letailed bodies and shatter-defying plastic windshields. 

Smooth, sleek, curved edges help protect operator. Rec 
ommended for ages 3 and up. 

Mixer. Fill big plastic drum, rotate and dump and 
your road construction is under way. Large bumper 

grill of shock-absorbing vinyl takes thumping punish 
ment without losing its shape. 21х916х13'% inches high 
79 N §8043C—Shipping weight 11 Ibs $1447 

Grader. Main blade angles to 5 positions, lifts and 
“ lowers. Big side delivery blade aids in snow, sand, 
dirt removal . . swings up for stor gine section 
swivels to steer. Stands 24*4x9x9' inches high. 
79 N 54256C—Shipping weight 9 pounds $13.94 

Loader. Lever-operated bucket scoops up a big load, 
raises for hauling, lowers and dumps load. Cab swiv: 

els to steer. 20x8x9 inches high. 
79 N 54209C—Shipping weight 8 Ibs. $11.67 

4 Dozer. Rugged, lever-operated 3-position blade 
Deep-cleated, supe er treads for road-hugging 

traction. Full roll cage over operator's seat 
79 М §8313C—1634x11'x10 in. high. Wt. 12 Ibs, ..$14,67 

5 Jumbo Dump Truck. Extremely smooth, balanced. 

action bed raises, dumps big loads (by hand) easily 
49 М 58327—1934x7 4x10 in. high. Wt. 7 Ibs. $9.87 

Jumbo Michigan Shovel. Crane cab swivels 360 
Positive-stop winch r 

e). Includes scoop 
ises, lowers boom (folds for 
nd magnet for lifting. Scoop 

releases load automatically when raised to top of boom. 
21x7x28 in. high with boom raised 
79 Н 58296C— Partly assembled. Wt. 10 Ibs. $13.44 

2 t anch lon b 
Jumbo Michigan Shovel E A | 17 Figure, Sign Set. Includes 4 workmen, 1 foreman, 6 

$1344 E international traffic symbol signs. Plastic. 4 in. high. 
580 49 М 57092—Ages 3 and up. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Set $297 I 

сарбан Scie by diuidit ийе Кан con 



ever attemptec 
detailed sky cy 

Play area 
folds into case 

for compact storage 

"MATCHBOX'* $ airport 
Skybuster Airport 495 ly 

Durable vinyl carrying case unfolds into 24x 
20-inch play area, Use with Skybuster planes 
(not incl., order at right). Pretend you're the 
pilot as planes take off and land on runways. In- 
cludes control tower, terminal. For ages 4 to 12. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 

49 C 58405 $495 49 C 58408—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... Set $4.97 
" NOTE: "MATCHBOX" is the registered trademark 

584 [Sears]... owned by Lesney Products & Co.. Ltd., England 

Сарпаш scans by christmas nursetochrnical cont 

Now you сап reenact 
his greatest stunt 

th this 
ramp and 

reproduction of the ‹ 

Evel Knievel™ Stunt World Play Case 
Maneuver Evel and his cycles (by hand) $ 1295 
through all kinds of daredevil stunts 

Set up two ramps and thrill Evel's fans in a standing-room-only coliseum. Then load sky 
cycle onto trailer and drive his truck to the canyon edge. Set up launching ramp, in- 
spect landing area on other side and get ready to reenact Evel's most daring stunt of all 
time . . jump the Snake River Canyon. Set includes vinyl play area, 2 motorcycles with 
Evel figures, 2 ramps, sky cycle, truck and carrying trailer. Play area features canyon 
reproduction, coliseum, motocross trails and hill climb. Compact 16V2x12x4-inch high 
case unfolds to form big 34x23x3-inch high play area. Decorated vinyl case with plastic 

Remember Evel Knievel's vehicles and ramps. Recommended for ages 5 and up. 
spectacular jump at Snake River 49 C 57084 Shipping weight 4 pounds ; à vo Set $1295 
canyon in Sı ember of 1974? 

“MATCHBOX"* 
Skybusters $497 of 4 

Pick up and “fly” these die-cast metal 

airplanes. Includes Lear Jet, DC-10, 

Sky Hawk and Cessna 402. All have 

fast wheels and authentic detail. 3 to 

4 in. long. For ages 4 to 12. England. 
Buy it the easy way —order by phone. 



Share the wholesome, 
natural life-style of the 

Save 10% 
when you buy Grandparents (5) with 

Pets and Their World (6) 

Separately ona! $$, @44 
1:941 

Cabin 

(1) Sunshine Family. 

BODY, DETAILING: Moveable vinyl bod- 
ies. Rooted би ракм еуез. Steve 
(father) is 9'4 in. tall. Stephie (mother) is 
9 in. tall. Sweets (baby) is 3 in. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Steve in 
sweater, pants, belt, shoes. Stephie in 
jumper dress, sweater, sandals. Sweets 
dressed in 1-piece sleeper. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 37025—Shpg. wt. 14 ог... 

(2) Surrey Cycle. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic 2-seater has 3 
moving wheels and handlebars that turn. 
Rear basket, baby carrier for handlebars 
or parents' back, surrey top. 13 in. long. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. Snaps 
together. Dolls not included. 
49 N 31109—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 

$5.94 

.93.94 
Sunshine Family (1), Cycle (2). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 м 30064—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. .....58.88. 
(3) Family Carrying Case. 
CONSTRUCTION: Vinyl case has snap 
fastener, inside compartment, carrying 
handle. Measures 12%, in. long. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 31192—Wt 1 lb. 302... 

(4) Musical Rocking Chair. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic rocker for dolls 
up to 12 in. tall. Wind side knob. . . chair 
rocks while music per. Measures 
6%x3"gx7 in. high. Hong Kong. 
ORDERING INFO: Dolls not included. 
49 N 31189—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ....$4.95 

(B) Sunshine Family Grandparents. 
BODY, DETAILING: Moveable vinyl bod- 
jes. Rooted hair. Sparkling eyes. Grand- 
pa, 91% in, tall. Grandmother, 9 in. tall. 

CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Grandfather 
in shirt, pants, sweater vest, shoes. 
Grandmother in dress, apron, shoes. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 М 30083—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. .. 

.$3.99 

you buy Family (1) with Surrey Cycle (2) 

sgss Separately total 

+9.88 

$5.44 

A (10 and 11) 

i (10) 
© 

Fold and carry 

dunce cap, d 
ORDERING |! ORMATION: 

RING INFORMATION: 

Cutsoa paga scans by dheisimas masetecimicH pom. 

SUNSHINE FAMILY 

AJdrame 5799 

Help Jody teach in her 
1-room school house 

FOR AGES: 5 years and up. Not for under 3, small parts. 

Jody and School House Set. 
Jody—BODY. DETAILING: 9 in. tall. Vinyl body. Jointed arms, legs. Long 
auburn rooted hair touches her heels. Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Brown skirt, smooth white blouse with plastic 
cameo, pink sash. High button shoes and pantaloons. 
School—CONSTRUCTION: Vinyl frame with molded plastic teacher's desk 
and chair, 2 teacher's manuals; 2 student desks, chairs and notebooks; stool, 

Folds up to carry. Closed, 12x514x13 in. high. 

49 N 31194—Shipping weight 4 pounds 

(11) Jody alone. See body, detailing description under (10) above. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Old-fashioned long eyelet dress with eyelet lace 
trim, pink sash and plastic cameo. Matching hat, high-button shoes. 

49 N 30088— Shipping weight 5 ounces 

бой пог | Family $ 1 ‘dolls not 
ncuded | Van included 

(1 thru 9) Items (except 3, 4 and 8) include idea booklets for creating accessories, 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. Not for ages under 3, due to small parts. 

(8) Pets and Theic World. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic dog and cat 
each with movable head, legs and tail. 
Sparkling eyes. Plastic 2-story pet world 
has catwalk to 2nd floor, 2 bowls, 2 col- 
lars, dog bone, mouse, dog cart. Mea- 
sures 10 in. tall. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassem- 
bled. zur together. 
49 N 30086—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.....$3.97 

Grandparents (5), Pets, World (6) 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 30085—Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. .... 58.44 

(7) Craft Store. 
CONSTRUCTION: 18x18x1$-in. hard- 
board craft store with open beam c e 
Plastic movable drawers, counter, casi 
register, shelves, pot belly stove, chair, 
spinning wheel, pottery wheel. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. Snaps 
together. Dolls not included, 
49 N31186—Wt 6 lbs. 

(8) A-frame Cabin. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic frame, 
23x1444x20 in. high. Plastic table, 2 
chairs, love seat, hassock, fireplace. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. Snaps 

. Doll not included. 
49 N 94012—Wt. 4 lbs. S oz. ....$7.99 

(9) Family Van. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic pick-up truck 
with removable Masonite® hardboard 
craft shack. 10 in. tall. Truck has mov- 
able wheels, enclosed cab. Craft shack in- 
cludes: fold-down sides, craft fair flag, vi- 
nyl for making purses and belts, belt 
buckles, flower pots and label sheet to 
decorate van. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassem- 
bied. Dolls not included. 
49N31111—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. ..$10.44 

Buy the easy way order by phone 

$1377 5 | $497 „ 

Set $13.77 

$4.97 
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Ricochet Tracer Racer™ Set 
with 2 Tracer Racers т 

Hot Wheels* 
Duel Speedway 

$797 

Slot cars hit tricky curves 
at daredevil speeds 

Track forms 
35x48B-in. layout 

Meadowbrook™ А 
HO-scale 

Raceway Set 

Includes 
2 Magna-Traction™ Racers 

Forms 18x39-in. 
layout 

[5] 
Enduro Challenge'* - Se 

HO-scale : S5 
Race Set c 4 

Includes. 
2 Magna-Traction™ Racers 

51455 
g 

You can order items on pages 
8,9, 14 thru 17B, and 423 to 598 
from now until AUGUST 31, 1978 578 [Sears] S7 

asi Meri cire T ia 
Catalog pace scans by carisimasmarssteriwtical com 

Doors, wheels and hood 
fly-off on impact 

snap ‘ет back together for 
another smash-up. 

$825 

IRON HORSE Loco with 
Stop-N-Go action 

$695 » whoo! 
without battenes 

Turns 
from obstacles 

Magna-Traction™ Racers . . . изе with sets (4) 
and (5) and HO sets sold on pages 580-581 



Wow! Watch those wheels rollin’ down the walk. . . 
Bikes, Scooters, Wagons and Accessories 

Only at Sears will you find bikes with 
13-п wheels AND rear coaster 

le and response larger 
es are in wheel hub so 

13-4nch 
Motocross-styie 

Broycie 

Bikes for Beginners 
These sidewalk bikes with 10 or 13-inch 

wheels are perfect for young riders 

Detachable training wheels 
help children learn to balance 

Pedi-Brake 
Bicycle 

Comes to a 
stop by simply 
pushing the 
front brake 

Рм 

Sos, $3388 

Wood or steel body Wagons 
. . . great for hauling or coasting 
ос 

Converts to a coaster 
when you remove tne 

side panels 

Wood Wagon (8 

33392. 

Steel Wagon 

$2199 
584 Sears 
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Mattel's Tuff Stuff® 
Shoppin’ Basket and Stroller 

Tough toys that are tons of fun 

(1 апа 2) Mattel Tuff 
Stuff. Polyethylene foam 
and plastic, Steel axles. 
ORD INFO: Partly assem., 
instr. (1) warranted by Mat- 
tel, write for copy, p. 322. 
(1) Shoppin' Basket. 12 
plastic items. Ages 2 to 6. 
16х12х14\ in. Wt. 5 lbs. 
49C 11098 ......$13.97 

(2) Stroller. Print cloth 
seat. For dolls to 18 in. 
MESI 22 in. high. Wt. 

49 € 33143 ($10.97 

(3) Mechanical Mickey Mouse®. Wind up Mickey, watch gears 
move as he walks. Mickey dressed in tuxedo with clear front. Inside, 
colorful gears turn. Large wind-up key. Plastic, 10 in. high. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 2 to 6 years. NEMO 
49 C 45333—Shipping weight 13 ounces ..... $6.66 
(Walt Disney Productions 

(4) Winnie-the-Pooh Poppin’ Top. Push handle, Pooh whirls, 
balls pop. Easy-to-hold plunger knob, suction cup base sticks to 
floor. Reinforces hand-eye coordination. Plastic, metal. 844x914 in. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 years and up. Assembled, Note below, Aen 
49 C 44726D—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces .........$4.99 

(5) Muppet® Puzzle Heads. Put heads together for a fun toy. 14 
plastic pieces. Assembled, Bert© measures 614 inches high; Ernie 
measures 5 inches high. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 6 years. Assembled. 
49 C 44614—Shipping weight 11 ошпсез.............. Set $5.87 
©1977 Children’s Television Workshop. Characters © Muppets. Inc. 

(6) Winnie-the-Pooh Pop Out Zoo. Beat “Bee” by placing 6 geo- 
metric blocks in ee Move “Bee” to bottom of slot; if “ reach- 
es top first, bl out. Stop action by bopping Tigger on head. 
Pooh characters on d locks. Plastic, 11x5x4¥2 in. high. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 6 years. No batteries need- 
ed. Assembled. See Note below, right. 
49 C 4478 10—Shipping weight 1 pound ....... px UE $5.99 

(7) Winnie-the-Pooh Вее 'n Hunny Game. Pooh has “hunny 
pot", Press key, he passes pot to Piglet. Press Piglet's key, he passes 
to Owl. Owl passes to Tigger, who flips it through tree door. Down 
it goes, but comes out to Pooh as bee. Plastic, 9x3¥/x11 in. high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 6 yrs. Assembled. See Note TN Ham 
49 C 4464D—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces . Я 

8) Good Puppy". Puppy will sit, stand, bark, beg for uae 
ueeze bone attached to 3-ft. leash, puppy appears to chew bis- 

cuit. Biscuit returns to pouch under chin. Puppy walks on wheels, 
pulled by leash, bone-shaped handle. Plastic, 12x5x9 in. high. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 2 to 5 years. Assembled. 
49 C 45328—Shipping weight 2 роцпіз.................. $9.47 

ано Dae scum by prisiniau werseleciencel соп 

(9) Winnie-the-Pooh 2 Puzzle Set. 
‘wo 12x9 in. woodboard inlay puz- 

zles; One of Winnie-the-Pooh and one 
of Tigger the tiger. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDER INFO; See Note below. 
49 C 44173D—Wt. 2 lbs. .... $4.99 

(10). Fairy Tale 2 Puzzle Set. Two 
844x5136 in. woodboard puzzles; One 
of Humpty Dumpty and the other of 
The 3 Bears. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 
49 C 44593................ $2.99 

(11) U.S. мәр Puzzle, 14-piece 
woodboard puzzle with capital cities 
printed on board under puzzle. 12x9 
inches x 54, in. deep. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49C 44701 ....... ..$2.88 

(12) Winnie-the-Pooh Picture 
Puzzle Blocks. Rotate blocks and 
match colors to make 6 different 
scenes. 20 plastic blocks, 1916 square 
and 6 paper picture guides. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: See Note below. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49С 446770 ............. $4.99 

(13) Walt Disney's Fun Moun- 
tain. Helps learn to match colors 
and shapes. Keys, keyholes and vehi- 
cles are all sha; olor and character 
coordinated. correct key is in- 
serted into its own keyhole, trigger 
mechanism releases one of four vi 
cles from "magic" mountain. Donald 
Duck sets off to “sea” in tugboat, 
Goofy's train chugs out of tunnel, 
Mickey's auto races out of mountain 
pass and Minnie's plane soars down 
siol . 10x8-in. mountain. 4 keys, ve- 

les. Vehicles are free-standing, can 
9 played with alone, Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 lb. 9 oz. 
49C44624. . an 
Walt Disney Pr 

$6.47 
ni^ 

Super саг This car is six ve- 
is i in one. Converts into sailboat, 
dune buggy, dye boat, helicopter, 
speedboat and back to car. 10 plastic 
pieces in all. 91⁄4 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: NES 1 d 7 oz. 
49C44727. $5.98 

(15) Mickey Mouse® Spin & Pop 
Pinball Game. Watch the game spin 
and pop-up as ball hits bumpers, 
Three automatic pop-up targets, two 
automatic revolving targets. Two in- 
dividually operated bumper flippe: 
Two scoring dials and three alls; 
Plastic with lithographed scene of 
Mickey and friends. Blue shell. 19x13 
inches wide. No batteries required to 
operate, 
AGES, ORD INFO: 3 yrs. and up. 
49 C 44643—Wt. 3 lbs. ....$11.37 
(Walt Disney Productions 

(16) Winnie-the-Pooh Nesting 
Blocks. Pooh and friends want to 
help you learn, remember your al- 
phabet. Laminated chipboard blocks 
ranging in size to 5x6¥% in. Blocks 
stack inside each other to store. 
FOR AGES: 1 to 3 years. 

ORDER INFO: See Note below. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

49 C 47010 ..$5.99 

NOTE: Win a trip to Disneyland. To get 
your Official Entry Blank, order any Win- 
nie-the-Pooh item on these 2 pages, see 
р. 2 of 1979 Christmas Catalog for de- 
tails entries must be received by 
Feb. 15th, 1980 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

You can order items on 
pages 497 thru 648 and 
657 thru 669 from now 
until AUGUST 31, 1980 

-- unless stated otherwise 



Priced to be 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 

Was $12.99 

$119? 

in Tio White Hardon 
3 1 Cradle. Rock your favorite doll to sleep in this 3 High Chair. Lift-up tray, footrest and post |. © beautifully-styled cradle. White enamel-finished Back, seat pillow. 12x13x28 in. For dolls up to. 

< hardwood with well-turned corner posts, dowel side- - 79 № 33513C— Partly assembled. Yee 
rails and steam-bent rockers. 26x14x18 in. high. Holds de 
dolls up to 24 in. tall. Floral print cotton mattress and 4 Bunk ог Twin Beds. Cotton print m 
pillow. Unassembled. Doll not included. pillows, Teddy bear screen design. adden 
79 М 33512C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. . 8.99  21x12x22 in. high as bunk. Holds dolls up to. 

79 N 335 14C—Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 
2 Wardrobe. With 2 sliding doors, drawer and shelf 

. there's room for all dolly's clothes. Wood pole for 5 CUT $1. Canopy Bed. So luxurious 
hanging dresses. Measures about 20x10x24 inches covered mattress and ruffled canopy. 
high. Unassembled. Clothes not included. high. For dolls up to 24 in. tall, Unassembled. 
79 М 335 1 1C—Shipping weight 14 lbs. -$8.87  79N 335 15C—Shpg. wt.9 lbs. .. 

90115 up to 
F 15 inches tall 

Early American Furniture " "26е 
High Chair. Makes Rocking Cradle. With Drop-side Crib. Delicately 9 Bunk or Twin Beds. 
feeding time fun. Fully shaped panels, steam turned posts and shaped Cotton mattresses 

assembled with convenient bent rockers and turned head and foot panels. Cotton Turned corner post 
lift-up tray. Compact posts. Cotton print mat mattress in a bright floral print. der incl. About 17x10x15 8x9x18 inches high. Doll tress. 17x10x11 in. high. 17х10х13 in. high. Unassembled. іп. high as bunk bed. Partly 
not included. Wt. 2 Ibs Unassembled. Wt. 4 Ibs. Shipping weight 4 pounds. assembled. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs 
49N 33505 $3.99 49 N 33504 $4.99 49 N 33506 $5.99 49 N 33503 $6.99 L584 Sears hee 

abibaran 



drums and bugles give the call, banners whip in a high wind . . 

and you're right there, making famous moments in history come alive! 

The Blue and 

Two flags flying! Only one can win! 
You command the action that decides the outcome 

Set includes Colonial mansion; figures of Lincoln, Lee, Grant, and Sher- molded plastic. All other pieces are molded plastic. 24 pieces of encampment 

man; 40 Union and 40 Confederate soldiers; horses; flags; play cannons equipment including sandbags, stools, drums, dispatch table. Blue and Gray 

and mortars; bunkers; tents; encampment equipment; and split-rail fenc- — story, assembly instr. incl. Buy it the easy way— order by phone. 

ing .. over 100 pieces. Mansion is 11 inch long lithographed steel and 79 М 59098C—Ages 4 and up. Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $6.99 

Sons of Liberty 

This is how it all began! Lead the brave rebels 

who risked all to win freedom for our country 
Set includes "meeting house", 24 Colonial Patriots, 24 Redcoats, hors- 
es, flag, "stone" walls, stockade accessories, meeting house accesso- 

ries, play cannons and a molded pile of cannon balls . . over 100 pieces. 

Relive an encounter during the Revolutionary War between Colonial volun- 

teers and the British Redcoats. 48 soldiers take up positions and battle to 
victory for the Colonies. 10'/,-inch meeting house is lithographed steel; other 

pieces injection-molded plastic. Stockade accessories include well, churn, 

арп рань scans by cheisirias-museteciwi:M rin 

powder kegs, fire and pot, anvil, pile of logs, chopping block, and ax. Meeting 

house accessories include benches, table, spinning wheel, side chair, rocking 

chair, stretcher, kettle on legs, stacked rifle set, three-legged stools, lanterns, 
hitching post. Sons of Liberty story, assembly instr. incl. Ages 4 and up. 
79 м 59147C—Shipping weight 4 рошпйв....................- Set $6.99 
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of heavy-gauge steel 

&€- 
` 96 Elevating i 

> Grader 

Uu $4 

Sd 

Вопр Trato 

$588 

] Elevating Scraper . . over 2 feet long. Loac 
oad sand or gravel on crank-powered rubber con 

belt, Retract belt into transport position; open hopper for 
"yor 

du к. Yellow baked-on enamel finish and 
} deep-tread tires. Drive section pivots for easy steering 
Я Measures approxir x6x8 inches high 

54097C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $8.99 

9 Grader. .а 
& lowers, tilts anc E 
dem-pivoted rear wheels 
baked enamel finish. About 
49 C 54099 ipping we 

earthmover. Blade raises, 

5 positions. Tan 
tread tires. Yellow 

nches high 
ibs. 2 oz. $4.99 

9 "Big Haul" Dump Truck . . durable enoug га chile 

to ride. Carries a huge load but uses 
for easy dumping. Massive deer 
Yellow baked enamel finis; 7х6 

ical ed cab. 

49 C 54058—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 9 oz $5.88 

о 3 easy-set posi 
е sh. W 

tracks on solid wheels. Approximately 14x8x7 high 

4 Heavy Bulldozer. Bi 
tions. Baked-on yellow leep-lug 

49 C 54113—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 2 oz $5.99 

Street Roller. Rear swi j гоз ring, 

{ handling. Stee grille, big 
} deep-tread tires. Yellow baked-on e аск 
[plastic roller. 16'/,x7x7%/, inches high 
{ 49c54158—Shipping weight 4 pounds $5.97 

A great low price for this Michigan Jumbo Crane . . and only at 
[| Sears do you get a powerful magnet in addition to the giant 

scoop. Use magnet to clear the а ttach scoop t 
bites up a full lo: ing 

s open automaticall to top of boom. Posi 
{ tive-stop winch raises, lo 
| 360. Deep lugs on all six tires. Yellow baked. 

Stands 10 inches high with boom folded back 

79 C 54459C—Shipping weight 9 pounds $ T = i 458 [Sears] 591 
FT = E 
р = re eS 
Сый page scans by cheisimas museteciwdc pom 



25-inch long 

$994 

13-inch long 
Heavy Bulldozer 

$744 

(8 thru 13) Each rugged steel body has a baked-on, 
non-toxic enamel finish. Detailed bodies and durable 
plastic windshields, Smooth, turned edges help protect 
operator. Figure set sold on page 580. Ages 3 and up. 

Elevating Scraper. Load and unload sand or gravel 
with crank-powered, rubber conveyor belt. Retract 

belt into transport position and open hopper for dump- 

ing. Massi deep tread tires. Drive section pivots for 
easy steering. About 25x6x8 inches high. 

79 N 54097C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $9.94 

9 Grader. Blade raises, lowers, tilts and swings either 
way to 5 positions for excellent sand, dirt or snow 

removal. Tandem-pivoted rear wheels with big traction. 
tread tires. About 16x7x8 inches high. 
49 N 54099—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 2 oz. $6.44 

10 Heavy Bulldozer. Big blade lifts to 3 positions to 
move various sizes of debris. Wide, deep-lug tracks 

on solid wheels, About 13x8x7 inches high. 

49 N 54113—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 5 oz. $7.44 

11 Street Roller. Big plastic roller smooths out bumps 
on your sand roads. Rear swivel joint provides easy 

steering, handling. About 16x7x7% inches high. 
49 М 54158—Shipping weight 4 pounds $7.97 

12 Husky Dump Truck. Durable vehicle removes the 
big loads of sand and metal debris from the site. 

Easy hand-lift dumping action. Full cab interior. Deep: 
tread, oversized tires, chrome-plated wheel covers and 
bumper. About 13x514x7 inches high. 
49 М 58326—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 55.97 

13 Husky Crane. Use magnet to clear the area, then 
attach scoop that bites up a full load, swings around 

to unloading area and opens automatically when raised 
to top of boom. Positive-stop winch raises, lowers boom. 
Crane cab swivels 360*. Heavy-duty tires. About 
14x5¥/x21 inches high with boom raised. 
79 М 58328C—Partly assembled. Wt. 6 Ibs. + «$9.99 

Сой Dae scans by сийбей иса com 

Elevating Scraper 

16-nch long 
13-inch long Suec 

Husky Dump Truck 

This magnet Б 
attaches to (13) 

to clear away 
metal debris 



Stunt car turns a 
complete circle on 

2 wheels 

TTP Car Stunt Set lets you 
perform stunts real daredevils try 

Just pump tower and listen to the turbo sound as power builds. Release 
lever and send car racing over play area. Watch it zoom up the ramp, 
jump over obstacles, crash into and between barrels and turn a complete 
circle on two wheels. Performs many stunts that professional daredevil 
drivers attempt. Includes TTP tower, stunt car, jump and wheelie ramp, 
24x36-inch vinyl play mat with barrels and pylons. Car measures 6! 
inches long. Plastic. Recommended for ages 5 and up. 
49 C 54826—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces ... 

Evel's No. 1 Canyon Rig for 
trips into the wilds 

(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

510% 
1 An ideal camper for Evel and his stunt cycle 

(not included . . order separately at right) to 
follow to canyon edge. Combines pickup truck and 
camper that opens up into tent. Sets up on pickup 
flatbed or on ground. Includes 3-piece jump ramp 
so Evel can practice jumping his own canyon rig. 
Comes complete with canteen, binoculars, rifle, 
back pack, machete and tool box with screwdriver, 
wrench and hammer. Campfire with tripod, axe, 
bean pot and flashlight. Plastic. Van 16x7x9 in. 
high. Ages 5 and up. 
49 С 58274—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 02........ Set $10.45 

Evel and his Fast Tracker Car 
perform perfect wheelies 
(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

$1147 
2 When Evel has 4 wheels, he’s still a 2-wheel 

daredevil. Put Evel behind the wheel of his Fast 
Tracker Car, place it on the energizer. Wind it up 
to top speed . . then let go. Watch his car scream 
off the energizer doing an incredible vertical whee- 
lie. When it runs out of power, car automatically 
rights itself on all 4 wheels. Make your own jump 
ramp and watch the Fast Tracker Car jump the 
ramp doing a wheelie. Includes energizer and 7- 
inch Evel dressed in official uniform. Car 7х414х5 
in. high. Plastic. Ages 5 and up. 
49C58478—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. ....... $1147 

‘Catalog pane scans bv ihrielmas wartolechaical cont 

$827 

ТТР Power 
Stunt Sets 

Pump this Power Tower 
to rev up vehicles 
to maximum rpm. . 

hit the release lever 
and they're off 

` 

TTP John Law Police Cycle Set 
with breakaway billboard 

John Law Patrolman provides thrills and spills in this TTP stunt set. The 
bridge is out and John Law must take shortcut to get to scene of the crime. 
Pump the tower and listen to the turbo sound of power mounting. Release lever 
and send 4%4-inch long cycle screaming up ramp. Watch it crash through bill- 
board and land on two wheels on other side of river. Gyro action helps cycle 
land on 2 wheels. John Law is poseable and can ride in many stunt positions. 

Policeman on cycle 
crashes through 

billboard 

5895 

Includes pylons and 24x36-inch vinyl play mat. Plastic. For ages 5 and up. 

jas 
$^ - Evel Knievel™ 

- A Stunt Cycle 

Energizer inci 

Gyro motor makes cycle ride on 2 wheels. Cy- 
cle has high-traction tires, impact-absorbing 
front fork, 2-position kickstand . . 8/4x234x4V2 
inches high. Evel is 7 inches tall, dressed in оі 
cial uniform with helmet. Energizer powers cy- 
cle off. Plastic. Ages 5 and up. 
49 C 58224—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 202. ........ 

Evel Knievel™ 
, ў Formula 1 Dragster 

Energizer 
included 

V 

SS 

$1394 —— - 
Does wheelies, jumps and pops a drag 
chute at end of run. Gyro-powered dragster 
with 7-inch Evel figure and energizer. 
Sprint-styled dragster runs with fully-ex- 
tended wheels to give a "rail" look. Plastic. 
151x514x514 in. high. Ages 5 and up. 
49 C 58278—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 0z.....$13.94 

49 C 58375— Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces ................... Set $8.95 

Send Evel on his 
greatest challenge ever . . 
Escape from Skull Canyon 
"The perfect challenge for Evel and his stunt cycle 
(not included . . order separately above, left). Send 
Evel jumping over or crashing through the boul- 
ders of Skull Canyon. But be careful . . the mon- 
ster is there to stop him. Comes complete with can- 
yon, 5 boulders, log jump ramp, voodoo symbols, 
and 5'-in. high monster. Canyon, 11x11x5 inches 
high. Plastic. For ages 5 and up. 
49 C 58275—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. ........Set $5.96 
NOTE: Items 1 and 2 not recommended for ages under 3 

due to small parts. 

585 



(5) One-doll Case 
CONSTRUCTION, DIMENSIONS: Vinyl 
with snap lock, clothes bar, and storage 
bin. Plastic handle. 10x3x12 in. high. For 
one doll up to 111% in. tall. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. Not recom: 
mended for children under 3. 
ORDER INFO: Doll, accessories not incl. 
49 N 31149—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $3.95 

REMEMBER! 

For Barbie. . . make 
several outfits with this 
8-piece Coordinated Set 

$399 
You'll have a hard time deciding 
which outfit Barbie should wear 

match the coordinated 
ress or casual needs. 

Long print skirt, 
rap-around skirt, 

rint jacket, 2 tops, and 
print halter top. 

FOR AGES: 4 years and up. Not 
recommended for ages under 3, 
due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: See 
Note below. Shipping wt. 4 oz. 
49N31127 $3.99 

Buy the easy way— 
order by phone. 

Wardrobe Sets 

Low $299 set (1) for 
as Barbie 

(1 thru 4) Wardrobe Sets 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. Not rec- 
ommended for ages under 3. 

(1) Wardrobe for Barbie. 
SET INCLUDES: Long-sleeve 
jacket, purse, pants, halter top 
and scarf. 
ORDER INFO: See Note below. 
49N31199—Wt.20z. ..$299 

(2) Wardrobe for Barbie. 
SET INCLUDES: Purse, sleeveless 
dress. Scarf, long pinafore skirt, 
Pope blouse. Beret, pants 
and long-sleeved top. 
ORDER INFO: See Note below. 
48N31076—Wt. 3 ог. ..$3.99 

(3) Wardrobe for Barbie. 
SET INCLUDES: Halter top, long 
skirt. Halter top. long denim 
skirt, floppy hat. Pants and long- 
sleeved blouse. 
ORDER INFO: See Note below. 
49N 31081—Wt. 3 oz. ..$3.99 

(4) Wardrobe for Ken 
SET INCLUDES: Long-sleeved 
shirt, pants. Long-sleeved shirt, 
scarf, pants and dickey. 
ORDER INFO: See Note below. 
49 N31122—Wt. 4 oz. ..$3.99 

(6) Three-doll Trunk 
CONSTRUCTION. DIMENSIONS: Vinyl 
with snap lock, clothes bar, storage bin. 
Plastic handle. 10x7x13 in. high. For one 
to three dolls up to 1115 in. tall. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. Not recom- 
mended for children under 3. 
ORDER INFO: Dolls, accessories not incl. 
49 N 31152—Wt. 3 Ibs. 5 oz. -$5.95 

You can order items on pages 423 to 598 NOTE: Outfits 
from now until SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 Каў vary іп 

fabric. color. 

Caltaioó Dade Scane bv cuidar n iéelocivMical Bonk 

Barbie and her friends 
model the latest fashions 

Designer Originals ‘or $129 78; во! shoes not inc! 

(7 thru 9) FOR AGES: 4 years and up. Not for under 3, small parts. 

(7) Evening Gown Outfit. Red evening gown with lace and ruffle 
trim, cape with cozy collar. High-heel shoes, simulated pear! necklace, 
clutch purse with simulated pearl button clasp, flower and diary. 
ORDERING INFO: Doll not included. See Note at left. 
49N31128—Shipping weight 4 ounces... $3.99 

(8) Palazzo Pants Outfit. Gold-color halter. Red palazzo pants. 
ORDERING INFO: Doll, shoes not included. See Note, left. 
49N31125—Shipping weight 2 ошпсез...................... $1.29 

(9) Bridal Outfit. Elegant white dress with net and lace trim. Cap with 
net veil. Shoes and bouquet. 
ORDER INFORMATION: Doll not included. See Note, left. 
49 N 31124—Shipping weight 5 ounces $2.99 
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1) Ricochet Tracer Racer™ Set 
cars glow in the dark for night time racing. 

HOW IT WORKS: Load a Tracer Racer into the 
rifle-like launcher, cock the cartridge, aim for the 
finish line and let it go; but don't miss the gate. 
WHAT YOU GET: Two 4-in. Tracer Racers, 
launcher and cartridge; plastic. 21%6х2х9% in. 
high "glow in the dark" target; fiberboard. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12. 
ORDERING INFO: Operating instructions incl. 
79 C 58013C—Shpg. wt. 3lbs....... Set $9.95 

(2) SSP Smash-up Derby 
HOW IT WORKS: Insert the T-bar Power Stick™ 
into the car, it automatically meshes with the 
wer gear. . . pull it out and set the car down 

or its crash. 
WHAT YOU GET: Two 6-inch cars, two T-sticks 
and two ramps. Made of plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 58062—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz.. . .Set $8.95 

ә) Hot Wheels$ Double Duel™ Speedway 
wo sets in one . . . 6-ft. 10-in. dragstrip or in- 

sert the crossover section and play “chicken”. 
HOW IT WORKS: Place cars in starting gate and 
set 4-speed, rubber band-powered, catapult 
booster. Hit the release button when starter 
sounds . . . flag raises if you release too soon. 
WHAT YOU GET: Starting gate, two 4-speed 
boosters, finish gate, 82 in. of track and cross- 
over; plastic. Two 2%4-in. die-cast metal cars. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. Instr. 
79 C 58365C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. . Set $7.97 

4and5) AFX HO scale Race Sets 
perfect starter sets for HO motor racing. 

CARS: Each set includes two 2%-in. Magna- 
ion" racers; plastic and metal. 

SETS INCL: 2 Russkit controllers, each: plastic 
and metal. Supports, rails, Quickee-Lok key, oil, 
layout sheet and motor manual. Wall-pak. 
ELEC. INFO: Wall-paks are UL listed for 110-120 
volts, 60-Hz. AC. 5.2 watts. 6-foot cords. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. Not for ages under 8. 

ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 

(4) Meadowbrook Raceway" 
Over 13 feet of slotted track forms a 35x48-inch 
layout: рех and metal. 
4909 272—Wt. 4 lbs. 1202. ..... Set $19.88 

(5) Enduro Challenge" 
9 feet of slotted track forms a 18x39-inch layout; 
plastic and metal. 
49 C 9527 1—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. ...... Set $14.88 

(6) Hot Wheels Flying Colors™ 
Baja Cut-off 

HOW IT WORKS: Line up the 2 Hot Wheels cars 
at the top, press the "fair start" button and the 
cars speed down the straightawa; into the hair- 
pin curve. Faster car cuts off other at the 
Crossover, continues through the second curve 
and into the tunnel to the finish line. 
WHAT YOU GET: 52x24x18-in. high desert-scene, 
track support; fiberboard. 10 ft. of plastic track 
sections, two 2%4-in. die-cast metal cars. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled; instr. incl. 
79 C 5836 1C—Shpg. wt. 4 18....... Set $8.95 

(7) iron Horse Battery-powered Loco 
HOW IT WORKS: Power wheels drive loco, rotat- 
ing wheels automatically turn away from ob- 
structions. Metal and plastic. Japan. 
FOR AGES: 3 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 2 “D” batteries. Not incl. 
49 C 58193—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 100z.. 6.95 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46996—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. .....Pkg. $1.69 

(8thru 11) AFX® Magna-Traction™ 
HO-scale Cars 

CONST.: 2% in. long; plastic and metal. From 
Singapore. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. 

MODELS. ORDER INFO: „ wt. each 3 oz. 
(8) 49 C 9567—Custom Van 
(9) 49 C 9566—1 Van 
(10) 49 C 9535—'55 
gn 49 C 987 

LP EM MT $3.83 

шон Habe scant by сананан казаа ro. 

(12) Speedtrack HO-scale (1 Hot Wheels 
: Race Set > Turbo-Blast™ Race Set 

HOW IT WORKS: The faster 
you pump, the 

CARS: Two 3-in. dong power 
matched racers; plastic and metal. faster the cars 
TRACK: 10 sections form 30x40- 
in. layout; plastic and metal. 
ACCESS.: 2 speed-controllers with 

metal. 4 barrier walls; plastic. 
Grandstand and battery box. 
FOR AGES: 6 and up. 
ORDER INFO: assembled. 
Instr. Requires 4 “D” batteries, 3 
not incl, order 2 pkgs. at left. Wt. E 

от. bled, instruction i FOR AGES: 6 to 11 years. 49C54065........Set$11.97 Shipping weight 6 pounds. ORDERING INFO: Requires 2 79 C58018C ....Set $15.47 “D” batteries, not incl.; order Buy the easy way NOTE: (13) and (14) Pe ra cae 
order by phone write for free copy. page 303 79 C BO T9C ... Set $19.87 

= 
= CHUG! CHUG! 2 

кене DS їп Set га! 

ENGINE: 9¥%-in. lighted, Chessie diesel; plastic. 
CARS: Box with sliding door, tank, and Chessie E 4 a 

boone; plastic. Cars сорлар, арй komen’ 
TRACK: 8 sections form 96-in. circle; plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled, instr. Requires 3 “С” 
batteries, not incl., order 2 below. 
49 C 58028—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. ....Set $6.87 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of two. 
49 C 46997—Shpg. wt. 5oz. ........ Pkg. $1.39 

пе Squeeze and spider trap 

5 ~ m 

15) Scre-e-chers™ 
the Fly Race Set 

HOW IT WORKS: Cars follow battery-powered 
Cea py neoprene 
WHAT YOU GET: Two 2% in. plastic and 
al Pre-assembled i 

ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled, instr. Re- 
quires 4 ^D" batteries, not incl, order at left. 
79 C 95631C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... .Set $14.88 

4-unit Union Pacific Diesel 
Wind-up Train Set x , 
Needs no batteries, no electricity. Just wind-up the 
engine motor and let it go. 
ENGINE: 9'4-in. Union Pacific diesel; plastic. 

CARS: with sliding door, tank caboose; 
plastic. Cars feature knuckle-lock couplers. 
TRACK: 8 sections form 96-in. circle; plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10. 
ORDER INFO: Ui instructions included. 49 C 58029. Shipping vct Zire dude 

"Charge It". . "see page 302 

1 5-unit Railmesters™ 
Ball Express™ Train Set 

HOW IT WORKS: Forward-reverse controller 
activates battery train layout. 
WHAT YOU GET: Santa Fe engine ine 
freight cars, Yin. zd 

out with mu il freight siding and 2 
Switches. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 11 years. 
ORD INFO: Requires 6-v. battery, not incl. 
79 C 95056C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... .Set $16.88 



(1and2) Coaster-brake Bicycles 
BRAKES: Coaster-brake type . . . more effi- 
cient than front-brake-pedal models. Brakes 
are in the wheel hub. 
WHEELS. TIRES: Nylon-bearing wheels. 
13x1.62-in. wide semi-pneumatic tires. De- 
tachable S-in. plastic training wheels. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Tubular 
steel frame, сое handlebars. Vinyl 
hand grips, pedals. Steel chain guard. 3-pc. 
crank with nylon bearings, (1) plastic front 
fender and saddle. (2) with chrome-plated 
fenders, padded vinyl saddle. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. (1) Min. leg length 
203, in. (2) Min. leg length 181 in. See How- 
to-Measure note on page 433, 
ORDER INFO; Partly assembled. Instr, incl. 

(1) 13-in, Motocross-style Bike incl. plas- 
tic gas tank, decals, motocross number plate. 
79 М 87506C—Shpg. wt. 28 lbs. ... $43.88 

2) 13-inch girls’ Bike 
las vinyl basket with floral decoration. 

79 М 87509C—Shpg. wt. 25 lbs. ... $43.88 

(3 and 4) Pedi-brake and Brakeless Bikes 
BRAKES: (3) Pedi-brake pedal type. When 
you push front brake pedal down, mecha 
nism pushes against rear tire, causing bike to 
stop. (4) No brake. 
WHEELS. TIRES: Nylon bearing wheels. (3) 
13x1.62-in, wide semi-pneumatic tires, (4) 
10х1.62 in. tires. Detachable 5-in. plastic 
training wheels. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: Tubular 
steel frame. Vinyl hand grips. Chain guard, 
Adjustable plastic saddle. Chrome-plated 
handlebars and enameled fenders. Each 
convertible crossbar for girls' or boys' model. 
FOR AGES: (3) 3 to 7 yrs. Min. leg length 
1944 in. (4) 2 to 5 yrs. Min. leg length 1412 in. 

How-to-Measure, pg. 433. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instr. incl. 
(3) 79N 87504C—Wt. 25 |bs.....$33.88 
(4) 79N 87502C—Wt. 18 lbs..... 24.99 

(5thru 7) Bike and Trike Accessories 
WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Plastic. 
ORDERING INFO: Hardware incl. (5 and 6) 
Fit all standard handlebars except motocross 
style, (7) requires 3 "D" batteries, not incl., 
order pkg. sold below, 
(5) Prop Power. Simulates sound of an air- 
plane motor, 
49 М 885 14—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. ..96.38 
(6) R-R-Raw Power* Makes your bike 
sound like a real motorcycle. 
49.N 88509—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $5.38 

(7) 2-in-1 Bike Headlight. Dual front 
headlight. Revolving amber top light. 
49 N 88517—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $5.88 

Package of 6 "D" Batteries 
49 N 46995—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz... ..Pkg, $1.87 

(8-9) Wood or Steel body Wagons 
CONSTR: (8) Natural hardwood body. Steel 
chassis, handle and wheel rims. Nylon bear- 
ings. Rubber semi-pneumatic tires. Remove 
side реи (red) to convert to coaster wagon. 
(9) Steel body, with red baked-enamel finish, 
Chassis, handle and wheel rims. Nylon bear- 
ings. Rubber semi-pneumatic tires. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instrs. incl. 

Body Size | Catalog [i] p,, 
(уб) in Number |] Price 

(8) Wood, stake-panel Wagon 
Sore [36 x 1614 x914]79N855 18С)31 1933.99 

(9) Steel Wagon: 
XL500 |36х1712х41479М85505С]28] 21.99 
XL 400 | 34x13!3x4 |78N85804C|21| 18.99 
XL 300 | 28x 13x31; |79N85502C|16| 14.99 

(10and 11) Radio Flyer and Hot Streak 
Motocross Scooters 

FOR AGES: (10) 4 to 9; (11) 3 to 7. 
WHEELS, TIRES: (10) 9x1!4-in. tires. Molded 
plastic, rubber. (11) В: 

Model 

olded plastic “Мак”- 

FRAME. HANDLEBARS: Vinyl handgrips. 
(10) Heavy-gauge steel. 37x1652x30* inches 
high and molded plastic. Molded 1-pc. power 
pedal, 31% in. from ground when in lowest po- 
sition. (11) Heavy-gauge tubular steel frame. 
34х25% in. high. Motocross handlebar styl- 
ing. Steel footplate . . . 315 in. from ground. 
Motocross number plate. 
FOR AGES: (10) 4 to 9 yrs. (11) 3 to 7 yrs. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. 
(10) 79 N B5508C—Wt. 121bs....$17.97 
(11) 79 N 85501C—Wt. 19]bs.... 29.77 
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Test your balancing skill with these riding toys 
ONE-WHEELED FUN 

Can you balance on just one wheel? 

(12 thru 14) Unicycles 

CONSTRUCTION: (12 and 13) Chrome- 
plated tubular steel frame. Chrome-plated 
wheel rim; nylon bearing wheel. 20x1.75-in. 
wide pneumatic whitewall tire. Vinyl seat 
(quilted on 12) . . . adjusts from 33 to 38 
in. from ground. Inseam of 28 in. or more. 
(14) Tubular steel frame with zinc-plated 
seat mast, white enamel trim, red enamel 
fork. Nylon bearing wheel. 16x1.62-in. wide 

neumatic tire. Adj. plastic seat, 32 to 
37 in. high. Inseam of 26 in. or more. 

FOR AGES: (12, 13) 12 to 16 years; (14) 10 
to 15 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assem- 
bled. Poles are not included, order below. 

(12) Deluxe 20-inch Unicycle 
79 N 88026C—Shpg. wt. 11 lbs. .$28.99 

(13) 20-inch Unicycle 
79 N 88015C—Shpg. wt. 11]bs. .$23.99 

(14) Beginners’ 16-inch Unicycle 
79 N 88017C—Shpg. wt, 10 lbs. „814.99 

(15) Steel balancing Poles. Two 40-in. 
long poles. Vinyl grips, end plugs. 
FOR AGES: 10 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
49 N 88009—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. Pkg, $3.69 

Take giant strides 
on these sturdy 
steel Stilts. . . 

test your 
balancing skill 

$794 

(16) Stiltmaster 
Stilts 

CONSTRUCTION: En- 
amel-finish tubular steel 
poles. Anti-skid rubber 
tips on bottom of stilts 
to protect floors and 
add stability. Slip-resist- 
ant footrests adjust 
from 10 to 16 inches 
from the floor. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and 
up... upto 175 
pounds. 
ORDERING 
INFORMATION 
Partly assembled, 
Instructions included. 
Shipping wt. 7 Ibs. 
79 N 29611C ..$7,94 

Ride a pogo stick 
indoors огош... 

Test your skill to see how 
long and how far you can go 

(17 thru 19) Pogo Sticks. Rigid tubu- 
lar steel with nylon bushings to reduce fric- 
tion. Aluminum footrests, vinyl hand grips. 
Anti-skid bottom rubber tip and footpads. 
Streamers. 

ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. In- 
structions and hardware included. 

(17) Super Ні-гіѕе. 48 in. high, 18 wide. 
FOR AGES: 8 yrs. and up . . , 80 to 250 lbs. 
79 N 29263C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. ..$11.88 

(18) Jr. Hi-rise. 4415 in. high; 18 wide, 

FOR AGES: 7 to 13 years . . . 60 to 150 Ibs. 
79 М 2926C—Shipping wt. 5 Ibs. .. $8.44 

(19) Jr. Model. 36! in. high; 844 wide. 

FOR AGES: 5 to 9 yrs. . . . 40 to 100 Ibs. 
79 М 29379C—Shipping wt. 4 lbs, . $6.97 

Phone ordering's а 
quick and easy way to buy 

dr 
Ніле Pogo 

holds up 
1015015 



Winnie-the-Pooh 
Puzzle Set 

Winnie- 
the-Pooh 
Puzzle 
Blocks 

make 6 
different 
scenes by 

Fairy Tale rotating 
Puzzle Set blocks 

US 
United States of America руле Мәр 

makes 
^ geography 

а breeze 

Walt Disney's Fun Mountain 
. . -find the night key 
and unlock Donald, 

, Mickey and 
Minnie from the mountain 

Supercar 
$ Six 

toys in one 

Mickey Mouse 
Spin & Pop 

Pinball Game. 
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For dolis up to 
20 or 23 inches tall 

Modern-style Furniture 
in Seashell Pink Hardwood 
1 Drop-side Crib. Has everything to please dolls up to 23 in. tall. 

Plastic teething rails, plastic play beads and "little lamb" silk 
screen design. Nursery print on plastic mattress and bumper. Casters. 
25x16x20 in. high. Doll not included. Unassembled. 
Shipping weight 10 pounds. 

79 М 33501C ............. УТКЕН ..$8.99 

9 High Chair. From its beautifully turned legs to its "little lamb" 
screen design, this high chair was built to flatter your loveliest 

dolls. Lift-up tray; leg braces for extra support. Dolls up to 20 inches | 
a $347 

tall will love it. 8x12x22 in. high. Partly assembled. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79N33502C ............ 

Bath and Dydee Set. Water recir- 
culates from vinyl tub to shower 

spray. Top flips down for a dress- 
ing table. Steel tray holds soap, 
clothespins and line, diapers, tongs 
and sponge . . all included. 
21x13x24 in. high. For dolls up to 
20 in. tall. Doll not included. 
Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

798N33517C ........... Set $4.97 

Citai page scans by dieisiniainwisetedaical com 

PPS $6.99 

High Chair and Feeding Set. 
Ideal for dolls up to 18 in. tall. 
24-in. high chair has tubular 
steel legs, molded plastic seat, 
back and tray. Includes a bot- 
tle, "bottle warmer", spoon, 
dish, empty cereal box, cup and 
rattle, Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 М33518.......... Set $3.99 

Steel frame Playpen 

It's a perfect play area for 
baby dolls or a handy toy 
catch-all. Has a gaily decorated 
hardboard floor and nylon net 
sides. Playpen measures about 
18x17x12 inches high . . ac- 

commodates most size dolls. 
Sent unassembled 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 
79 N 33507C $347 

Bedding Set 

Fits any doll crib, carriage, cradle and 
bed Sears sells. 3-piece set includes ray- 
on pillow, cover and snuggly blanket. 
Cover measures about 14x18 in. long. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49 № 33516 $199 

When it's play time for dolly, 
what could be more fun than a 
canopied swing? Removable 
canopy shades her from the 
sun. Sturdy frame. 24 in. high. 
For dolls up to 20-in. tall. En- 
amel finish. Steel rods. Unas- 
sembled. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 33508C ..53.99 

Diaper Bag and 7299 
Ассеѕѕогіеѕ 

What а complete set. Includes bag, 
bottle that seems to empty, “bottle 

warmer," dish, cups, spoons, soap, 
powder, sponge, rattle, clothes 
line, clothespins and more. 
49 N 33509—Wt. 12 oz. 52.99 

"As Sears 585 



It's the dawn of civilization . . 
and YOU ARE THERE with a 
57-piece Pre-historic Play Set 

5627 

Set features pre-historic animals and cavemen in a 
natural setting of rocks, caves, pools, mountains and 
trees. Setting is 16-in. long, 6'/-in. high. Unbreakable 
plastic pieces are in various colors, and to scale. 
Booklet on pre-historic times incl. Ages 4 and up. 
49 N 59199—Shipping weight 3 lbs... .... Set $627 

Movable BIG JIM'" wants to take you camping 

$999 sem. 
Sports Camper. 18-in. van with 
hinged windshield—put Jim behind 
wheel. Stores all accessories; boat, 
rescue gear. . 17 pcs. in all. Big 
Jim" doll not incl. Plastic. 
79 М 59166C-WL 6 lbs. .. Set $9.99 

Really big, authentically detailed figures . . 
join them in their exciting adventures 

"fu 

Geronimo 
and Horse 

Jane West 
$587 and Flame $587 

Johnny West and 
Thunderbolt ЭЗ? 

Geronimo stands 11%, inches tall . . 
is dressed in complete tribal outfit. 
All limbs movable. Pinto horse has 
saddle, accessories, 1444x134, 
inches high. Plastic. 39 pcs. Ages 5 
and up. 
49 N 59095-Wt. 3 Ibs. 202.. $5.87 

Сарой pane scans by chuisinins musetechmicid pom 

Frontier gal is outfitted to ride 
her horse, Flame. Jane’s 11 in. 
tall, fully jointed to stand or 
tide. Comes with 25 items in- 
cluding riding gear, skirts, hats, 
and other accessories. 13-inch 
high horse has saddle, bridle. 
Plastic. Ages 5 and up. 
49 N 59056—Wt 3 lbs. .$5.87 

Cowboy Johnny’s dressed in 
chaps and spurs. Big—i1'/, in. 
tall; fully jointed to take any 
stance. Over 21 pcs. of campfire 
and personal gear incl. Jaunty 
13-in. high horse has saddle, bri- 
die. Plastic. Ages 5 and up. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
49N59055 $5.87 

$471 Big Jim 

Big Jim™™ with 10-pc. hunt- 
ing outfit. Simulated leather 
back pack, rifle, more, Plastic. 
Ages 4 and up. 
Shipping weight 11 oz. 

49N59183. 5471 

| + ањ... 
"— 4 

Armored Knight 
and Horse 

$644 
Armed for battle, 11'/-in. tall 
warrior mounts his 13-in. high 
horse. Fully jointed arms, legs, 
head. 53-pc. set incl. shield, flag 
standard, armor for knight and 
horse . . more. Plastic. Ages 5 
and up. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz. 
49 N 59052-Silver-color $6.44 
49 М 59051-Gold-color. 6.44 



Remote-control Crane . . a towering 27¥.-inch Giant A 

you work from its push-button master panel 

== ca aid 

$1699 =. 
Look at all you can do by remote control: 

* Slide block and tackle forward or back 
* Swing horizontal boom around in a complete circle 

* Lower tackle, rotate claw or hook, raise cargo up to two feet 

Build miniature cities and shopping centers with this big-worker . . its massive 30*/-inch 

arm revolves to cover area of almost 6 feet. Or use the crane to lift mini-cars and other 
toys and place them where you want. Rotating clam bucket can pick up a load from 

almost any position, Includes 5 modular building units, hook, basket. Plastic crane with 

metal supports 30°/,x10'/,x27'/, inches high. Partly assembled. From Japan. Uses 4 “D” 
batteries . . order 2 packages below. For ages 4 and up. 

79 С 58222C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $16.99 

Alkaline “О” Batteries. Lasts up to 7 times longer than carbon-zinc batteries. 
49 C 4653—Package of 2. Shipping weight 11 ounces . . Package $1.39 

Buy all 3. . Save *2 X: иду ЈЕ 

M deni 
e Bulldozer 

1 

Separately 

total $11.97 

( 1 thru 3) Husky bulldozer pushes sand to the loader bucket; up goes the bucket to 
the top where it tips automatically into hopper. Dump truck drives under hopper, 
trips lever and sand unloads. Nine-inch long dozer has two positive lock positions, 
seat with control sticks, exhaust stacks and deep-tread tires. Dump truck measures 
12%, inches long and includes easy-lift dump, white lettered tires and full cab interior. 
Thirteen-inch loader of high-impact plastic, Truck and dozer made of steel. 
79 C 58134C—Shipping weight 7 pounds ........... Set $9.97 
(1) 49 58174—Sand Hopper and Loader only. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. . 
(2) 49C58171—Dump Truck only. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 13 oz. 
(3) 49C58172—Bulldozer only. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 ол.... 

| Husky Roller i 

$399 ie 

E à : AN 

This sturdy roller features free-rolling Great for laying miles of underground roller, engine housing, molded air filter — "pipeline" or “phone cable". Lower dig- 
and stack, instrument panel, deep-tread ger into position and churn the hand 
tires, plated hub caps. Steel and plastic crank . . auger revolves and buckets turn 
construction. 

Non-toxic finish. Mea- to scoop up sand in a jiffy. Auger locks 
sures 10%/,x6'/ox5%/, 

inches high. Buy it — upright for transport. Steel with non-tox- 
the easy way—order by phone. ic finish. 12°/,x6°/,x5%/, inches high. 
49C58173—Wt. 2 lbs. 1 oz. ..... $399  49C54114—Wt. 2Ibs. 20z. ........$4.99 

PES 
Heavy-duty Trencher 

$499 
"v L3 

Sa 
"v * 
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d aon rare 

Save 10% 
when you buy both \ 
Giant Gantry Crane | 
and качам ret 

ET POOR 

oar E 
322.44 99 

Giant Gantry Crane plus Sand- 
E master Set . . a great play value! 
М 79 N 54968C2- Wt, 1016. *19.99 Mg 

Backhoe swings in ^ Front endloader scoops, raises. 
and out, up and lowers, dumps, even 

` down . . even locks into position 
pivots a full 180° to keep load steady 

Stabilizers 
hold eat Highly-detailed 

in place die-cast metal body 

Tractor Loader and Backhoe $1 497 
Here's a giant multi-action earthmover! It's over 2 feet long and ready for a 
real workout. Load and unload dirt and sand from endloader. Backhoe digs 
trenches while stabilizers keep tractor in a steady position. Tractor folds up for 
easy moving from site to site. Steerable, wide front wheels. Die-cast aluminum 
and zinc-alloy frame resists corrosion; durable steel parts. Stands 28x7x16 
inches high. For young construction workers 4 to 11. 
79 N 58226C—Shipping weight 9 pounds... ...... eee $14.97 

582 

mm E—— 

Giant сену Cun $} 1 347 

Realistic heavy-duty construction details, 
like ribbed loader bucket, pallet and heavy- 
duty magnet, make this giant gantry crane а 
real asset to backyard construction. 

Detailed operator's cab includes two hand 
cranks to control height and position of 
weighted ball and hook along the 30-inch alu- 
minum traverse I-beam. Sturdy legs adjust 
to two positions on I-beam. Moves on rugged 
wheels. Plastic. Stands 3244x12x14 inches 
high. Partly assembled. For ages 4 to 11. 
79 М 54966C—Shpg. wt. 6 1һв..........$%13,47 

TG 

Sandmaster Set $897 

Load plastic sand hopper with the endless 
conveyor sandloader. Crank action runs 

yor to move sand up to loader. Gravity 
moves sand from loader into truck below— 
then, on to the construction site. 

Hopper and loader stand 10 inches high. 
Manual-action steel dump truck is 9 inches 
long. Set includes 10-piece realistic warning 
sign set. High-impact plastic, metal and rub- 
ber loader. Ages 4 to 11. Partly assembled, 
49 М 54967—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. . . .Set $8.97 

The Sears Van $997 

You can make your own deliveries with a big 714x614x22-inch long Sears truck 
. the one that brings great things to families all across the USA! Cab and van 

disconnect . . rear doors on van open wide for easy loading and unloading. 
Details include chrome-look saddle tanks, air horns, air conditioner cover and 
grill. Tinted windshield; modern bucket seats and interior console. Heavy 
gauge metal with baked enamel finish to resist corrosion. Recommended for 
youngsters 3 to 10 years old. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 ounces. 
[Ir mem—————————PÁÉÁÓÁMÓ ы 59.97 



Use rescue vehicles (2) and (3) 
in this Village Fire Station 

1 Here's where all the action begins . . the fire house where you wait poised for 
fire-fighting action. The king-size 17'/x26x15-inch high station features com- 

position wood construction for durability. Station is decorated in realistic colors 
and has plastic doors that open and close. Includes 6 warning and road signs and 3 
road blockades. Recommended for ages 3 to 10. Unassembled. Use your phone if 
you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
79C57111C—Shipping weight 10 pounds 

$1 194 station 
only 

911.04 

Snorkel 
Pumper 

$1447 

4 Mighty Tonka® Rescue Vehicle. Swing- 
open rear door plus sliding side door and roof 

give easy access to detailed interior. Includes 3 
seats, medicine cabinet with molded-in oxygen 
tanks and a removable stretcher. Steel and plas- 
tic. Realistic driver, nurse and patient. Measures 
18x85@x7'% inches high. For ages 3 to 10. 
49 C 58312—Shipping wt. 9 Ibs. 4 02.......%16.97 

5 Tonka® Snorkel Pumper. Shoots water 
stream from deluge gun on snorkel bucket. 

Hook up hoses from truck to hydrant and then 
attach to your garden hose. Aerial platform rais- 
es and lowers with hand-operated lever. Remov- 
able side ladder. 17¥%4x6x9% in. high. Steel, plas- 
tic. Recommended for ages 3 to 10. 
49 С 58315—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 7 oz......... 

6 Tiny Tonka® Fire Department. 5-pc. set in- 
cludes “pumper”, pick-up, hook and ladder 

truck, ambulance and Fire Chief's car, Ladder on 
hook and ladder truck swivels, adjusts to raised 
position. Steel, plastic. 5 to 10% in. long. 
49C58314-Ages 3 to 10, Wt. 31bs. 2 02. .Set $9.87 

Tiny Tonka® 

Fire Department 

1909 
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Mighty Топка® 
Rescue Vehicle 

Save 10% 
when you buy both Car (2) with Car (3) 

gi 244 Separately total 

*13.90 
2-car set, 
without 
batteries 

Battery-powered Fire Chief and Police Cars 
feature sirens and flashing lights 

( 2 and 3 ) Watch these cars bump into things, automatically turn away, go 
charging off again. Working sirens and lights. Plastic trimmed metal body, 
114x414x344 in. high. Each requires 2 "D" batteries . . not included, order 
package below. From Japan. Recommended for ages 3 and up. 

Shipping weight each | pound 11 ounces. 

Fire Chief Car. Red. Police Car. Blue and white. 
49C58175 $6.95 49C58071.. ^. 96.98 

49 C 58219—Fire Chief and Police Car Set. Wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz. ... Set $12.44 
.Package 1.55 49 C 46995—"D" Batteries. Package of six. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. .. 

NYLINT Giant Aerial 

Hook 'n Ladder Fire Truck 

with extendable ladder 

NYLINT 
Rescue Unit 

$897 

NYLINT Giant Aerial Hook 
"п Ladder. Here's just the 

thing for chasing down that next 
fire. Giant 30%x5%x7%4-inch 
high truck has ladder which ex- 
tends to 36 in. and can be posi- 
tioned at any angle on control 
base that revolves 360°. Includes 
streamlined cab with seats, steer- 
ing wheel, 2 side ladders, simulat- 
ed blinker. White-lettered tires 
with chrome-plated wheel covers. 
Heavy-gauge steel construction 
with non-toxic baked enamel fin- 
ish. For ages 3 to 10. 
79 C54157C—Wt. 9 lbs. 

NYLINT Rescue Unit. 
Swing-open side and 

rear doors that close with 
snap action. Chevrolet cab 
with detailed interior. In- 
cludes removable stretcher 
and rescue attendant. Four 
“gumball” type blinkers on 
roof of truck. White-lettered 
tires with chrome-color 
wheel covers. Steel and 
plastic with blunt turned 
edges. 16x5%4x6¥ in. high. 
For ages 3 to 10. 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 2 oz. 
$8.97 $1447 49058486 



* Sail on the surf . 

.HITTHEBEACHON МТ vin 
A DREAM VACATION ьо 5 with jointed arms, „igs, 

|. with ME EON Biome hai ex 

MALIBU BARBIE 9:5 se Noe beinn risk 
FR ie E per Em 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 30826—Wt. 10 oz. .$2.27 

e Malibu Ken. , 
in. tall. Green swim trunks. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 30837—Wt. 14 oz. .$2.27 
Bg Malibu P.J. 11% in. tall. 

vender 1-pc. swimsuit. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 30825—Wt. 1002. .$2.27 
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.then relax in your romantic Hawaiian villa 

(4) Hawaiian Villa. 
CONSTRUCTION: ne printed 

villa has 3 chipboard Sides and 
Plastic handle. 16x11x14¥4 in. tall 
when set up. Collapses for easy car- 
tying and storage. 
ACCESSORIES: Heavy printed 
chipboard furniture in de- 
cor: couch, chair, coffee table, hi-fi 
stereo components, radio. 
FOR AGES: See Note below, right. 
ORDERING INFO: Doll not incl. 
49 М 31202-Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. $5.99 

skirt. Floppy hat, sun dress, purse. 
Two-piece swimsuit, halter top, 

id skirt. мтар-агошу 
FOR AGES: See Note at 
49 N31131—Wt. 4 oz. .Set $3.99 

Use outside view 
for beach parties 

99 doit not 
included 

(e Sunsailer. . . realistic replica 
Cat sailboat. Dolls can trim 

the 27-in. tall sail, set the 
hike out over water with trapeze and 
foot stand. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic sailboat 
M азу plastic ETAT tall and 

trapeze and foot stan 
22 in. long and 39 in, high overall 

ACCESSORIES: Plastic life Pueden) 
picnic basket, 4 dishes and 2 glasses. 
FOR AGES: See Nole below. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled; in- 

included. structions inch Doll not included. 
Shipping wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 
49М31143................ $6.97 

NOTE: For MM 4 to 10 years. 
Not recommended for ages under 3, 

due to small parts 



Designed for speed. G-Plus racers run 
up to 30% faster than Magna-Traction cars. 

Ceramic magnets for traction . 
brass bearings for coo! running. 

ee Plus2 E 

macna»-«traction ` 

FLAMETHROWER * CARS 

Flamethrower racers; plastic and metal. 

layout sheet and motoring manual. 

2-lane track forms 
54х77-п. layout 56458 

79 C 95276C—Shipping weight 11 lbs. 

-— 

includes 4 

CARS 
Super gripping racers 
powerful magnets provide 

sure gripping power through 
curves and around banks. 

4-car International Grand Royale" Race Set 

Our largest, 2-lane HO set features 53 feet of track and 2 banked curves. 

CARS: Two 3-inch G-Plus and two 2%-inch lighted, Magna-Traction, 

TRACK: 52 sections form a 54x77-in. layout; plastic and metal. 

ACCESSORIES: 2 Russkit controllers; plastic and metal. Lap counter, pit 
area, 14 track supports, 23 guard rails and 8 shut off markers; plastic. Plus 
judges' tower, grandstands, 6 billboards, Quickee-Lok key, oil, eraser, clips, 

ELEC. INFO: Wall-pak UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 5.2-w. 6-ft. cord. 

FOR AGES: 8 and up. Not recommended for children under eight. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. 

Set $64.88 

4-car Race of Champions" Set 
Compete against 3 other racers on 
a 4-lane, 13-ft. course or convert 
this HO layout to a 2-lane, 26-ft. 
race. 
CARS: Four 234-in. Magna-Trac- 
tion racers; plastic and metal. 
TRACK: 32 sections form a 4-lane 
34x66-in. layout or a 2-lane 

43x72-in. layout; plastic metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 4 Russkit control- 
lers; plastic and metal; 4-lane 
jumper, 3 bridge beams and 10 
guard rails; plastic. Plus judges' 
tower and grandstands, 2 bill- 
boards, Quickee-Lok key, oil, 
eraser, clips, layout sheet and mo- 
toring manual. 

TRICAL INFO: Wall-pak is 
UL listed for 110-120-volts, 60- 
Hz. AC. 5.6 watts. 6-foot cord. 

/ S: 8 and up. Not recom- 
mended for children under eight. 
ORDERING INFO: Sent unassem- 
bled. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 8 oz. 

49C95274 Set $39.88 



Sears Microscopes including make-your-own slide kits 

(1) 900x Microscope features (2) 900x (3) 750x (4) 600x 
camera and group viewer Microscope Microscope Microscope 
You can photograph and record Has same high quality With high quality With battery-operated 

your magnified discoveries for years magnification, twist-zZoom magnification and illuminator 
with this special microscope eyepiece, color filter as (1) twist-200m eyepiece $ 1995 pem 

2 batteries 
HAOS renee $3995 i» $2995 od 

Twist eyepiece 
for greater 

magnification 

Convenient 
carrying case 

(5) 300x 
Microscope 

Simple and 
easy for 

beginners to 
operate 

Use specia! 
attachment 

MAGNIFICATION: All have precision-ground glass lenses 
and eyepieces. Mounted on triple revolving turret with pow- 
er indicator. (1 and 2) have 10 thru 20x twist-zoom eyepiece. 
(3) has 10 thru 15x eyepiece. 

BODY: (1 thru 4) Metal, silver-gray lacquer fin 
ish. (5) Sturdy black plastic. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 10 to 16 yrs. NOTE: Not for under 8 
yrs. Chemicals and/or glass if misused may be 

FEATURES: Rack-and-pinion focusing for clear, sharp im- harmful. Not to be used without adult supervision. 
to ages. (1-4) battery-operated illuminator. (5) substage mir- ORDER INFO: (1 thru 4) use 2 "AA" batteries 

photograph ror illuminates slides. (1, 2) color filters for viewing speci- (not incl.) Order pkg. below. (1, 2) incl. empty 
yout findings mens with special effects. Rubber shoe (not shown) on (1). — bottles, spare bulb (not shown). Instr. incl. 

M Set include 0009 | р 
Number [ibs [oz 

m 10х to 5 blank labels, 5 cover glasses, 10 blank slides, |48N2481 | 4 |12| $49.95 
| 20x tweezers, glass rod, magnifier, spatula, scalpel | 

eye-dropper and vi | 
2) JOxto | 9 5 blank labels, 5 cover glasses, I0 b . [49N24363 1| 3995 

2x | | tweezers, glass rod, magnifier, spatu 
| eye-dropper. Plastic carrying case 

 100thru | 10x, 30x, | 10x to | nk labels, 5 cover glasses, 8 blank slides, —|49 N 2453 
750х 50х 15х 'eezers, glass rod, eye-dropper 

37 75300 | Sx 20x, | 15x] 734 | 5 blank labels, 5 cover glasses, 8 blank slides, |49 N 24128 
JS n or 600x_| 40x 'eezers, glass rod, eye-dropper 

riga etd (8) 100,200 | 10x, 20x. | 10x lank labels, 5 cover glasses, 6 blank slides, | 49N24501 
or 300х | 30x eezers 

49 N 4699 1—“АА” Batteries. Package of 4. Shipping weight 4 ounces 

buy Slide Set with воо Save*i cn | StdentBiology Set 
s to dissect 

Q Setof48 Alone Slide Set $405 дор Сайы атазайор )in 
prepared. $95 with less preservative, hydropon- 

labeled Slides 5 microscope 49: ics solution, planter to grow 
plants ати without soil, Specimens include: Bee and Butterfly 

Parts, Tiny Creatures, Bacteria and Sea 
Life. Imported. fly, [here EE stand, 
FOR AGES: 10 to 16 years. ыга miler оаа, Eben 
ORDER INFO: See Note. Wt. 12 oz. al, storage tray. See Note above. 
49N24125-Slide Set alone ......$5.95 FOR AGES: 9 yrs. and up. 
When you buy with any ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 4° 

586 352. microscope on page Set $4.95 49N2424 ........... 

Gitsioa Dade scans by ieistimigsnmisetedimical com 



HERE AND ON THE NEXT TWO PAGES 

Winnie-the-Pooh Crib and 
Playpen Toys 

From the first few weeks of life your baby 
is beginning to learn. . . seeing, hearing, ә 
touching and discovering. Baby's first toys 
help provide the tools for this development. 
These toys are designed to develop skills and 

coordination. . . encourage creativity and | 3 
problem-solving ability and provide hours offun 4 

To get your official entry blank 
order any Winnie-the-Pooh item 

оп this page See page 2 of 
Sears 1979 Christmas Catalog 
for details entnes must be 
received by February 15.1980 

(1) Baby's Gift Set. Includes 44-inch diameter vinyl clutch ball; 
plastic rattle, measures 5x4'4x1!4 inches wide; and vinyl squeeze 
toy, measures 614x4x3 inches high. Gift box is included. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 to 24 months. 
49 C 47038D—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. ... ..Set $5.99 

(2) | Musica! Mobile. Winnie revolves, bees “fly” round and round 
as his theme song plays. Plastic Pooh and bees are suspended at end 
of rod from vertical-support shaft with colorful Pooh drawings. At- 
taches securely to any crib. Music box in balloon. Rod extends ap- 
proximately 10 in. from shaft. Vertical shaft, 16 in. high. Imported. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Newborn to sitting up. 
49 C 47074D—Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces ........$9.99 

(3) Musical Crib Toy. Pull the string and Pooh plays his theme 
song as his eyes and arms move up and down. Plastic. Hangs from 
crib or playpen. 5x514 inches. Plastic. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Newborn to 24 months. 
49 C 47022D—Shipping weight 10 ounces ............... $477 

(4) Juggler. Pull the ring and watch Pooh juggle all the brightly 
күл from hand to hand. Push his tummy and he squeaks. 
Plastic. Attaches to crib or playpen. 8x614x11⁄4 in. Imported. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 to 24 months. 
49 C 47066D—Shipping weight 12 ounces -$4.59 

(5) Crib Aquarium. Pull the handle and watch the fish swim in the 
current. Completely water tight; easily refillable. Plastic. Attaches to 
any crib or playpen. 4x2x6'/ inches. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 to 24 months. 
49 C 471060—Shipping weight 10 ounces ................ $4.59 

(6) Musical Busy Block®. Carry handle, easy-winding base. Mu- 
sic plays as cube revolves. Plastic. 514x514x534 inches. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: Newborn to 36 months. 
49 C 47101D—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ......... $9.49 

(7) Pooh and Tigger Hug-a-Baby's. Squeezably soft vinyl toys 
with cuddly appeal, ме, non-removable whistle. 7 in. high. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 months to 4 years. 
49 C 47054D—Shipping weight 13 ounces ...... weve $5.66 

(8) Do-See-Do Musical Activity Center. Push button, see balls 
pop up smokestack; turn knobs, see different scenes in treehouse 
and barn; Tigger slides and clicks; turn dial on tree, hear bell and see 
ball fly up tree; Pooh swings back and forth; revolving wheel acti- 
vates music box; see yourself in mirror. All plastic, 1134x2x17 in. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 months to 2 years. 
49 C 4704D—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces .. ..$9.49 

(9) Flutter Ball. Roll it, spin it. . . watch Winnie and Tigger flut- 
ter. Plastic ball is 6 inches in diameter. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 to 36 months. 
49 C 47013D—Shipping weight 9 ounces . . .$3.99 

eo Clutch Ball. Winnie and Tigger are molded in this soft vinyl 
4¥-in. diameter. When baby squeezes ball, it squeaks. 

AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 to 24 months. 
49 C 47018D—Shipping weight 6 ounces ................. $2.79 

(11) Spinning Rattle. Plastic rattle spins and 57 when baby 
pushes it. Suction-cup base. 4%; inches high. Impo: 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 to 24 months. 
49 C 47052D—Shipping weight 5 ounces ................. $2.49 

(12) Toddler Roller. Crawl and walk toy. Colorful balls roll 
around and bells jingle as baby pushes roller along. Decorated in- 
side and out with Pooh and his friends. Easy to inflate. Plastic. 
Measures 15x914 inches. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 to 36 months. 
49 C 47025D—Shipping weight 9 ounces ..$3.77 

Tabloid раво scans by Elitr кашаа нагай com 
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Detaches for 
à car seat 

Folds down 

for recliner 

Sleeper-Stroller 

] There's room for 2 dolls 
to travel in style in this 

versatile sleeper-stroller. De. 
tachable shopping bag holds 
your packages while you 
peek through the plastic win. 
dow arid keep an eye on dol 
ly. Fringed canopy and tan 
dem seat detach. Molded 
plastic seat, footrest, wheels; 
tubular steel frame; vinyl 
cover. 22x14x31 inches high. 
Partly assembled. Wt. 7 lbs. 

79 м 33008C $10.99 

Matching Carriage 

has tote bag, springs 

Pamper dolly with a 
spring-suspension ride in 

this big 22-inch carriage. Ful- 
ly equipped with vinyl fold 
ing hood, protective storm 
shield and detachable tote 
bag. Plastic body, wheels; tu- 

bular steel frame. 22х11х' 
in. high. Partly assembled. 
Wt. 8 lbs. 
79 N 33009C $10.99 

Buggy and Stroller 
with washable 
vinyl covers 

and tubular 
steel frames 

18-inch Buggy 

has molded 
plastic body 

Buggy glides along with a 
smooth spring suspension 

ride. Decorative vinyl hood 
folds up or down. Plastic 
wheels. 18x10x21 inches 
high. Partly assembled. Ship. 
ping weight 5 pounds. 
79 N 33012C $5.99 

Recliner-Stroller 

with canopy, play 

tray and tote bag 

4 Matching sleeper-stroller 
has reclining back, plastic 

tray and footrest. Canopy 
and tote bag detach. Vinyl 
body and plastic wheels 
11x18x27 in. high. Partly as- 
sembled. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 2 от. 
49 N 33011 $5.99 

Stroll and play. 
9399 then fold away $399 

Sturdy Vinyl Stroller 

Has detachable tote bag and 
canopy. Steel frame, chrome- 
plated pusher, plastic wheels. 
Folds for storage. 10x9x25 іп 
high. Partly assembled. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

79 м 33013C 53.99 

18-inch Vinyl Buggy 

Matching carriage folds for 
easy storage. Steel frame, 
chrome-plated pusher, plas 
tic wheels, 18x8x23 in. high. 
Partly assembled. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

79 N 33014C $3.99 

NOTE: Dolls not included with any 

item on this page. 



Electronic voice reproduction 

has high fidelity sharpness, clarity 

Built-in illumination for 

consistent light-bright pictures 

Personal earphone so View-Master 

will tell the story only to you 

Volume control 

Deluxe Gift-Pak 

$1749 mx 3099 m 
Cheery two-tone blue View-Master has hij к ере plastic case, 
measures 47%х47%х8%-іп. high. Store it in rd cannister 
with metal top. Earphone incl. Uses 2 “С” batteries (order below). 
With 1 reel. (7 scenes). Sorry, no choice. 
3 N 7600— p weight His unds 15 оппсев............ $1749 
With B CU, Red Barone Jn reel pack plus 1 other reel. (28 scenes). 
з N 7666—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4ounces............ .519.99 = 
За м 4665—"C” Battery. Pkg. of two. Shpg. wt. pkg. 4 oz. Pkg. 39c 

Original Talking 
View-Master 
Gift Pak 11 

$1475 
with 6 reels, no batteries 

While each story is nar- 
rated, you see exciting 
full color 3-D. See Snoopy, 
Partridge Family, Super- 
man, Flintstones, Seven 
Wonders of the World, 

3 N 7602 

ж rt 
<= 

x L4 
fa 

©. 
ье” and Children's Zoo. 

3 N 97736 S N 97746. 3 N 97817 3 N 97821 3 N 97823 Unlighted talking View- 

Master of gray plastic; 
Packets for all Talking View-Master Viewers 4MxBx5 in. Six talking 

reels (42 scenes). You can 
Exciting 3-D color pictures plus sound 3-reel $295 use regular non-talking 

Each 3-reel Packet tells a complete story Packet View-Master reels, too. 
Cardboard canister with 

ILLUSTRATED 3N7613-Hair BearBunch.No — 3N97827-Mickey Mouse, metal top. Uses 2 "C" 

3N7602-Partridge Family Space Like Home Donald Duck, batteries, order above. 
3N7603- Walt Disney 3N7618-Lancelot Link, Goofy in Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 11 oz. 

World 3 Secret Chimp “Clock Cleaner" 3 №7601 $1475 

3N7604- iur Bunny, 3N7619-Lassie, 3N97738-Wizard of Oz аа 

Big Top Bunny Look Homeward 3N97808-Seven Wonders 
3N7605-Winnie The Pooh — 3N7620-Little Red of the World 
3N7606-101 Dalmations Riding Hood 3N97801-Apollo Moon 
3N97736- eh у and the эне EE Landing 

агопе 3N7622- Peanut: 3N97814- The A B C's е Сас: 

397746 The Flintstones  3N7623-Pebbles, Bam Bam —397788-Washington, A great low price for an original 
3N97817- The Aristocats 3N7624-Peter Pan D.C. : е 

3N97821- Beep, Веер, 3N7625- Pinocchio 3N97763-Noah's Ark Talking View - Master 
the Roadrunner —3N7626-Sleeping Beauty 

3N97823-The Christmas 3N7627- Tom and Jerry 

Ку iro or AME 3N97732-Cinderella 
SHO eem 3N97816-American 

3N7607-Aesop's Fables 3N97781-Disneyland Indian 

3N97762- н» Drummer with one reel 

Y "im 
3N7608-Charlie Brown's  3N97824 тавон 3N97834-Raggedy Ann 
ТШЕ з тав: эмэ7вз2-ТҺе Night and Andy 

Soc ae i 3N97803-Our Planet | 99 
3N7610-Exploring Before Christmas Earth Only batteries 

the Universe 3N97835- Rudolf, the Red X: биет Роа Nosed Reindeer 3N97843-National Parks 

3N7612-Gulliver's 3N97837- Wonders 3N97733-Jungle Book Set comes with unlighted; 
Travels of the Deep 3N97815-Airplanes of gray plastic View-Master; 

3N7614-Heidi 3N97819-Bambi the Wond 44x8x5 inches wide. Plus 1 
3N7615-Huckleberry 3n97809-Wild Animals 3N97737-Snow White talking reel (7 scenes). All 

Houn з of the World 3N97822- Children's Zoo regular View-Master Teels 
3N7617-Jack and 3N97745-Casper's Ghostland 3N97836-Superman can bé used) ra Uses 2 “С” 

the Beanstalk 3N97806-Prehistoric Life 3N97752-Bugs Bunny Deore atin 

: ket. (21 scenes) Postpaid. (Shipping weight each 5 ounces.). ..... Packet $2.95 poteras опот арон. 
3-reel packet. iip. ping weig S Diere en з м 9773— Wt. 2 lbs..$9.99 
IMPORTANT NOTE: Talking View-Masters will ac 
used in regular View-Master. Peanuts characters © 
Disney productions. Popeye characters © King Features Syndicate 

View M. regular в. talking View-Master reels cannot be 
Fe. inc в 1958. Disney characters © Walt КӘ Sears 587 

аайы race scans te’ сыа inekelechnical chen 



What a low price 
for a Multi-Action 
Service Station for 
all your mini-cars 
plus parking for 10 

separately 

5—99 >; 
Only cars sold 

. . motorized elevator 
й es cars to any level you want . 

then flick a lever to direct car right 
or left into the parking stall you choose 

Parking and service facilities for any “МАТСНВОХ”®, 
HOT WHEELS* or mini-cars. This combination garage 
and parking plaza has a working "greaserack" that raises 
and lowers. Made of sturdy plastic garage measures 
13х14%х15%, inches high. Entire layout folds up to less 
than 4 inches thick for easy storage. Made in Hong Kong. 
Uses 1 "C" battery (not included, order package of batter: 
ies below). Order car sets below or on pages 597 thru 600. 
To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white 
pages under rs, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for 
number to call. 
49 C 57009—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 6 oz. . . ..56.99 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of two. 
49 C 4654—Shipping weight 5 ounces . Pkg. 99¢ 

set. Includes 

et *16"*, Mon 
Six street rods in a 
Police Cruiser, Sv 
goose*, Alive 'SS™, Snake* and Street 
Snorter all sleek free-wheelers. 
49C54848—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz Set $3.54 

SD WHEELS* Sets 

Powered Transporter for mini-cars 

Flip a switch to drive it forward, $299 
stop or back up; push a button to 

v steer it right, left or straight ahead 

EJ < Your skill at the controls enables you to squeeze this transporter into the tigh eade — ark handling even though it holds up to six mini-size cars. Just push buttons on top c 
ls right or left or line them straight ahead. Then shift the lever under cab into “forward’ 
nd unload, tailgate lifts and drops manually. 

astic transporter measures 12'4x2'4x3 inches high. From Hong Kong. Uses two “AA” batteries (not 
included, order pkg. below). Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all mpetition customs in a classic six-car 

set. Includes: Prowler™, Double Head. 49 C 58186 üpping weight 1 pound 6 ounces 52.99 

er“, Superfine Turbine™, Odd Job* 49 C 4633—"AA" Batteries. Package of four. Shipping weight 3 ounces Package 69 
Ice T* and Paddy Wagon™ 
49C54849—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz Set $354 

[Sears] 593 
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You'll find it's fun to learn with Educational Aids 

Children's Reference Books 

Ifi GOLDEN BOOK 
ENCYCLOPEDIA 

Priced separately both sets are $18.65. You get all 
22 volumes described below. 
3N 1066C—Shipping weight 21 Ibs. ..Both Sets *16.77 

1 Children's 6-volume full-color Illustrated Dictio- 
nary. Ideal vocabulary builder for the beginner. 2,300 

definitions, over 1,100 illustrations. Words are defined 
and used in sentences with some quotations from chil- 
dren's classics. Total of 432 pages. Each book 814x11 in. 
3N 1055—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 12 oz.. ^ .577 

2 16-volume Golden Book Encyc'opedia. Help your 
grammar school child enter the fascinating world of 

learning and reading. Includes more than 1,400 topics to 
encourage intellectual growth. Up-to-date teaching 
methods and easy-to-read large type stimulates chil- 
dren's interest. A full-color illustration is included on 
each of the 1,536 pages with a total of 240 maps. Each 
book measures 734x1044 in. 
3N 1031C—Shipping weight 16 pounds .......... $12.88 

E ROCKS n= Learn by Ж 
MINES Doing Kits $366 «^ 

Rocks and Minerals. Start a 
great lifetime hobby. Informative 

48-page booklet includes an easy-to- 
read story about rocks and minerals 
and identification of major specimens 
in color. Tripod, Magnifier, streak 
plate, 19 samples for testing and ex- 
amining. Instructions included. 
3N 1541—Wt. 11b.. Kit $3.66 

4 Shell Kit. Learn how, where, 
when to collect shells, how to 

identify them. Learn about equip 
ment and caring for shells, 48-page, 
8%х11-їп. book “Ном and Why of 
Sea Shells”, large plastic storage bag, 
small plastic storage bags, hand mag- 
nifying gla: hell fun booklet, 24 
specimens including a sea horse. 
3N 1543—Wt. 1 Ib. Kit $3.66 

Practice-at-home Workbook 
Sets For Grades 1, 2 and 3 

$329 each 
set 

Encourages eager young children to 
practice what they are learning in 
school. Each set has a real black- 
board writing slate with chalk and Illuminated and Raised Relief Globes - 
blackboard eraser. Contains four in ix; 
teresting workbooks including Arith- Bj. Mluminated Globe. Thousands of brilliantly legible 
metic, Reading, Writing, and Spelling. place names, Colors emphasize political boundaries. 
3 N 1067—Grade 1 Uses 25-watt light bulb (included). 110-120-volt, 60-cy- 
3 N 1068—Grade 2 cle, AC. UL listed, 14 in. high, IE diameter. 

3N 1193C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
3 N 1069—Grade 3 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. .. Each Set $3.29 (6 thru 8 ) Globes that let you feel the earth's surface. 

12-in. diameter, Metal bases with gold-color luster finish. 
Booklet "Story of the Globe" included. 

6 World Ocean Globe. See and feel the earth's surface 
and the ocean floor as if the water were removed. 

Meridian in miles and degrees. “World Ocean Globe” 
booklet included, 
3N 1180C—16 in. high. Wt. 5 Ьв................. $1444 

7 “Touch and See Your World" Globe Set. View- 
Master 3-D viewer, one reel of 7 scenes: Empire 

Add the wainut-finished hardwood post (incl.)—it's a 

$17.88 

Tl $ 88 State Building; Big Ben; ̀ Vatican City; Cathedral of he Rolling Reader® Word Game $3 Chars Hone Kone ец denis ra 

te ааа та гыз ke SN Tiec rion М}. Shipping weght 9b: Set 1744 
^. engraved text book size words, Scientifically devised word cubes. 8 Convertible Globe. As a table model, it's 15 in. high. 

enjoyment. A 

$075 Shipping weight ounces .. 
En VA E 
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Vertibird® Paramedic Rescue Set. . 
climb, descend, hover and hook up $ 1 395 

to stretcher on rooftop without batteries 
Fly Vertibird® by remote control out of hangar. Link up to 
stretcher on "burning" building and fly patient back to pa- 

teries . . order package on opposite page. Ages 7 to 12. 
79 C 58256C— Shipping weight 3 pounds ......... Set $13.95 

Control direction 
and rotor speed 

with levers 

7-piece Tootsietoy® 6-piece HOT WHEELS® 
Emergency Vehicle Set Emergency Vehicle Set 

You can use these 7 rescue vehicles You can use these 6 rescue vehi without vehicles 
with the Vertibird® Paramedic Res- cles with the Vertibirdé Paramed "MATCHBOX'"* E А : - mergency Station cue Set sold above. Die-cast metal іс Rescue Set sold above. Die-cast 2250 аА А 
with non-toxic enamel finish. Set in- гіпс construction. Set includes Push buttons to sound elarm and E ner Mn 
cludes Jet Ranger helicopter, aerial ambulance, emergency squad, Shoot vehicles through open doors 

ladder fire truck, paramedic ambu- chief's special, police cruiser, Make this station your rescue headquar- " 
lance, chemical extinguisher truck, Ramblin Wrecker™ and War lo e mt а онт а. таа Ет" eal 
pumper truck, rescue truck and per- path®. Vehicles measure from 2 right) on emergency missions. Plastic. 6xl0x5 | Men 5 England oA pe, 
sonnel truck. Vehicles measure from to 3 inches long. Recommended in. high. Ages 3 to 10. Hong Kong. cn Linehan Dd) 
4 to 8 in. long. For ages 3 to 12. Buyit for ages 3 to 12. Hong Kong. Buy 49 C 58412—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. M35 ET 
the easy way—order by phone. it the easy way—order by phone. MATCHBOX" is the registered trademark owned A 
49 C 58455—Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. .Set $5.49 49 С 58442—Wt. 11 oz. ..Set $4.97 by Lesney Products & Co.. Ltd.. England. 
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Camp, boat and swim . 
(7) Rustic Lake House. 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy printed 

i lake house has 3 sides and 
roof. Plastic handle to take lake 

th you. Measures 
when set up. 

=. SES rinted chip- 
board furni: American iture all 
decor: car, | hi-fi stereo com- 
ес акау and TV. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. Not for 
ages 3, due to parts. 
ORDERING INFO: Doll not included. 
NM eee 

49N31147................ $ 

Buy the easy way— 
order by phone 

(8) 4-piece Luggage s 
CONSTRUCTION: Molded plastic. 
Largest suitcase, ders in. Matching 

suitcase, 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 pee 
ШЫ INFORMA TOR 

t 10 ounces. 
49N31092 .............. Set $2.88 

CONSTRUCTION Soft, vinyl head and 1 
tail. High-impact styrene body. Jointed 

E Er: 
tions. 6 inches high, 10 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 31203—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. .93.99 
©Lassie Television, Inc. 1976 

Save *1 
when you buy 

Cruiser (11) with Life Raft (12) 
Separately total 57% dolis not 

included 18.94 

Cutie pacer scans by cheisimasaauseteciudcM pom 

(10) Volkswagen Camper. 
Take the van or just for a pic- 
nic. Custom-look Volkswagen camper 
comes with plenty of accessories for 
outdoor fun. 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic van has slid- 
ing door and removable sun roof for 

Not for ages 

ORDERING INFO: Doll not included. 
79 М 31094C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $6.99 

. then spend the night in a secluded lake house 
(11 апа 12) Cruiser and Life Raft. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. Not for under 
3, due to small parts. 

(11) Cruiser, . . floats and rolls. 
HOMME UI diee 

xi 4 inches . Spotlight, 
ope cs uteri SEANDA 
ORDERING INFO: Doll not included. 
49 N 31089—Wt. 21bs. 4 oz. .. $5.95 

(12) Life Raft. . . floats on water. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 14x7x2 
inches high. Motor, pillow, oars, oar 
locks, and gas tank. rope gas 
ORDERING INFO: Doll not included. 
49 N 31093—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib....$2.99 
Cruiser (11) with Life Raft (12). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49N31115—Wt 3 bs. 4 oz. ..97.94 



scale Slot Racing from AURORA 

Throttle down the straights/ 

Includes 

(See explanation on opposite page. 

2-lane track forms 
48x90-in. layout 

2-lane track forms 
48x57-in. layout 

2-car Custom Classic" Race Set 
Race your opponent the banked curve on over 46 feet of 
track or convert this 2-lane HO layout to a 19-foot dragstrip. 
CARS: Two 3-in. G-Plus racers; plastic and metal. 
TRACK: 42 sections form 48x90-in. layout; plastic and metal. 

16 Geck supports, 18 guard тайа and Tia Bine marker plastic: Plu 1 зш 1 ет; ~ Plus 

judges' tower and stands, 4 billboards, Quickee-Lok key, oil, eraser, 
clips, layout sheet and motoring manual. 
ELEC. INFO: Wall-pak UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 5.2-w. 6-ft. cd. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. Not recommended for children under eight. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 
79 C 95275C—Shipping weight 10 pounds 

Ne 
etudes 

masna»-«traction' " CARS 
nation on opposite page! 

2689 

2-car Championship Raceway" Set 
А 90° banked curve breaks up the straights of 
this 2-lane HO set with over 24 feet of track. 
CARS: Two 2%-inch Magna- Traction cars; plas- 
tic and metal. 
TRACK: 21 sections form 48x57-inch layout; plas- 
tic and metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 Russkit controllers; plastic and 
metal. 6 track supports and 12 guard rails; 

Tatalo page scans by chaisbnasmasebecimicil pom 

pai Plus 2 billboards, Quickee-Lok key, oil, 
yout sheet and motoring manual. 

ELEC. INFO: Wall-pak is UL listed for 110-120 
volts, 60 Hz. AC. 5.2 watts. 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. Not recommended for chil- 
dren under eight. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 
49 C 95273—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 8 oz. .Set $28.88 

(11hru4) AFXG- 
Plus HO- 
scale Racers 

CONST.: 3-in. plastic bodies. 
Ceramic magnets and brass 
bear . High-style decora- 
tions. Singapore. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. 
MODELS. ORDER INFO: 

(1) Ford GT 
49 C 9565 

e McClaren GT 
49 C 9556 

(3) Indy Special GT 
49 C 9521 

(4) Ferrari GT 
49 C 9541 

Shpg. wt. 3oz....Ea. $7.84 
(5 and 6) AFX Magne- 

Traction Fleme- 
thrower HO- 
scale Racers 
with working 
headlights 

CONST.: 2%-in. plastic bod- 
ies. Ceramic magnets and 
brass bearings. Made in 
Singapore. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. 
MODELS. ORDER INFO: 

(5) Daytona Charger 
49 C 9561 

(6) Chevelle 
49 C 9560 

Shpg. wt. 3 oz... Ea. $4.99 

„Set $49.88 

Accessory Cars for Sets on both pages 



Perform chemical experiments 
in your very own laboratory 

Senior Chemistry Lab Set $2995 
Explore the states of matter from gas to liquid to solid; test foods 
for fats, acids and minerals; recover fingerprints or grow plants. 

CONTAINS: 27 chemicals in break-resistant bottles with safety- 
lock caps and 2 kinds of water purification chemicals. PYREX® 
brand glassware incl. 5 test tubes and 1 beaker. 2 test tube racks, 
clamp, brush, alcohol lamp, funnel, chromotography paper, metal 
tripod, eye dropper, plastic spoon, litmus paper, sulfide test paper, 
smoke tester chart, glass tubing, distillation assembly, hydroponics 
planter, stirring rod. Also: blow torch, flame test wire, 2 corks, hand 
magnifier. Triple sectioned steel storage cabinet; each section 
9Vex4¥ex13 in. high. 120-page Advanced Chemistry Manual. 
FOR AGES: 12 years and up. See Note below at right. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 N 2408C—Shipping weight 12 pounds Set $29.95 

Graduate Chemistry Lab Set $] 995 
Grow plants chemically without soil, fire-polish glass, recover 
fingerprints, test for acids, bases. 

| ONTAINS: 17 chemicals, 1 vial of hydroponics solution, 2 
is of water purification chemicals in break-resistant bottles with 

safety-lock caps. 4 PYREX® brand test tubes with rack, holder and 
brush. Alcohol lamp, funnel, БК ОКИНИШ paper metal tripod, 
eye dropper, plastic spoon, litmus paper, sulfide test paper, smoke 
tester chart, glass tubing, PYREX® brand beaker, distillation as- 
sembly, hydroponics planter and chemically propelled rocket. Dual 
steel ирде cabinet; each section 92x4V2x13*4 in. high. 96-page 
Exploring Chemistry Manual. 
FOR AGES: 12 years and up. See Note below at right. 
ORDERING INFO: Shipping weight 9 pounds. 
49 N 2404 4 85 

Student Chemistry $ 95 

Lab Set 1 4 
Perform chemical magic tricks 
and test for acids and bases. 
SET CONTAINS: 15 chemicals in 
break-resistant bottles, 3 PY- 
REX? brand test tubes with rack, 
holder and brush. Alcohol lamp, 
funnel, chromotography paper, 
beam scale, eye dropper, plastic 
spoon and litmus paper. Steel 
cabinet 9}/9x41/9x13 in. high. Met- 
ric conversion chart. 96-page Ex- 
ploring Chemistry Manual. 
FOR AGES: 10 years and up. See 
Note at right. 
ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
49N2401. Set $14,95 

Set $19.95 

тйрй pao scant by йи йаа аса con 

Probe the final 
frontier with a 
Sears Telescope 

Study the moon's terrain, 
find distant planets 

How 8 Reflector 
Telescope works 

INCOMING 
LIGHT 

Light enters 

tube from top 
and is 

gathered by 
the objective 
mirror, then 

reflects 

the light 
onto another 
mirror which 
directs image 
to eyepiece 

Retractors (2). (3) 
incl. Sun Projection 
Screen for soler 

viewing 1 
\ Eyepiece 

(2 апд 3) Refractor Telescopes. Use glass lenses to (1) 200X Reflector 
gather and focus light. Closed tul Telescope with 

75mm objective CONSTRUCTION: Metal and plastic tube with precision 
mirror ‘ound glass lenses. Rack and pinion focusing. 48-in. 

Mirror system gathers and fo- figh wood tripod with Alti-azimuth mount on (2), swivel 
cuses incoming light. mount on (3). Imported. 
OPTICS: 75mm precision- 
ground objective mirror. Ba- 
Sic 75X eyepiece . . . increas- 
es to 200X with booster lens, 
FRAME. CONSTRUCTION: 
Plastic swivel mount locks in 
place when you find your tar- 
get. Focusing knob. Telescope 
rests on metal tripod. . . 
stands 4 ft, tall, 28-in. Jong 

FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Sée Note below, 

(2) 300X Telescope with 60mm objective lens 
OPTICS: Basic 150X inverted astronomical viewing us- 
ing 6mm eyepiece. 2X Barlow lens boosts power to 
300X. Switch to 22mm eyepiece for wider field of vision 
at 41X, 82X using Barlow lens. Moon filter brings out 
Surface detail. Sun projection screen. Use 1.5X erector 
lens for upright terrestrial viewing at 225X with 6mm. 
Barlow lens. 38-in. long tube. 900mm focal length. 

fiberboard ORDER INFO: Partly assembled, instructions included. toot wood or hardboard)  79N24322C- Shipping weight ра. 869.99 
treated with a plastic coating. (3) 150X Telescope with 50mm objective lens 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. OPTICS: Basic 100X power inverted astronomical view- See Note below. ing. Use 1.5X erector lens (boost power to 150X) for 
ORDER INFO: Partly assem- 
Bled, instructions. et 

ipping weight 7 pounds. 
79 № 2480C .......$19.99 

terrestrial viewing. 6mm eyepiece. Tube 26!4 in. long. 
600mm focal length. Sun projection screen. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled, ions incl. 
79 М 24325C—Shipping weight 6 lbs. ........ $39.99 

(4) 30X Tabletop Refractor Telescope 
$1999 

OPTIC SYSTEM: Achromatic coated 30mm diam. objec- 
tive lens. Manual zoom from 10X to 30X. Focus ring. 
FRAME, CONSTRUCTION: Ball foot on 815-іп. high met- 
al tripod. Aluminum tube, green 12V in. long. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 2432 1—Shipping weight 1 lb. 1302. .....$19.99 

NOTE: Sears Science Lab Sets and Telescopes not recom- 
mended for ages under 8 years. Chemicals and/or glass in 
Sets, if misused, may be harmful. Should not be used by chil- 
Gren except under the supervision of an adult. 
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Our finest 
Carriage.. 

а super-size 
26-inch 

fold-away coach 

4) 
$318? 

"Elegant" is the word for this roomy 
luxury coach. Sparkling chrome-plated 
trim accents the burnt orange cloth 
body and folding hood. Tubular steel 
frame; metal spoke wheels; vinyl tires; 
hub caps. Spring suspension. 26x12x28 
inches high. Partly assembled. 
79 N 33007L—Wt. 13 lbs. $18.99 

Our finest 
Stroller 

a 2-dolly Lo 
recliner i 

with storm "nth 

curtain, 

canopy and ү, 
footrest w 

» 

`q 

$42 13 J 

2 dollies can ride in this deluxe cloth 
covered sleeper-stroller. Spring suspen- 
sion cushions the ride; detachable cano- 
py blocks the sun. Tubular steel frame; 
plastic storm curtain. 10x11x29 inches 
high. Metal spoke wheels, vinyl tires 
Partly assembled. 
79 N 33006C—Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. ..$12.99 

id 
$999 

Bedding Set. . fits every 

carriage on these 2 pages 

Three-piece set includes poly-vinyl foam 
filled mattress, cover and pillow. Ideal 
for carriage, crib or cradle 
49 N 33004—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. ....$2.99 

NOTE: Dolls not included with 
any item on this page 

ара scane tir бийк айаны а conr 

20-inch Carriage-Cradle 
with lace-curtained hood 

What a great idea . . after your stroll detach body and 
hood for a spring-action rocking cradle with its own 

tubular legs. Spring suspension. Molded plastic body 
wheels; tubular steel frame. Daisy print vinyl hood folds 
down. 10x20x27 inches high. Partly assembled. 

79 N 33003C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $9.99 

Lightweight Sleeper-Stroller 

Recliner-stroller with handy shopping bag and fringed 
canopy of charming daisy print vinyl. Molded plastic 

seat, footrest and wheels; tubular steel frame. Canopy and 
shopping bag detach. 10x18x28 in. high. Partly assembled 

Matches either carriage (1) or (3). 
79 N 33002C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $8.99 

Roomy 23-inch Fold-away Carriage 

Show off your loveliest doll in this stunning quilted car- 
riage . . spring suspension cushions the ride. Then fold 

it away for easy storage. Tubular steel frame; plastic 
wheels. Blue vinyl body matches stroller (2), above at 
right, 23x10x29 inches high. Partly assembled. 
79 N 33001C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $7.87 

Coach body 
converts to à 

rocking cradle 

781 6. 
AELG 

eo 
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Catalog page scar 

Back view of 
screen, stand 

1 Just wait until you see these in color: 
Rudolf, the Red Nosed Reindeer; Snoo- 

py and Red Baron®@; Partridge Family; 
Night Before Christmas; and Beep, Beep 
the Road Runner. Each is a 2-reel story . . 
total 10 reels, 70 scenes. For individual 
viewing, a lighted 3-D stereo View-Master 
with one 7 scene demonstration reel. (Uses 
2 "C" batteries, order below.) Two-dimen- 
Sional projector with 30-watt lamp, 3 ele- 

Deluxe View-Master Theatre 
With projector, lighted viewer (no batteries), 

10 fantastic reels and reel holder 
$1597 

ment f:2.8 lens. Blue, high-impact plastic 
case. power cord. For 110-120-v., 60-c. 
AC. UL listed. Extra lamp sold at right. 
3N 7632—Wt. 4 Ibs. 2 oz. ..Outfit $15.97 

2 Screen. Hang on wall or set on tables. 
Heavy paper with matte white finish, 

embossed for clarity. 30x40-inch screen. 
Wire stand. Rolls up for storage. 
3N 8545C—Shipping weight 3 lbs. . . $3.35 

Self-lighted Stereo Viewer. . see every scene bright and clear 

$373 « eh кч $520 x ш : $665 z е 

Lights up anywhere, gives lifelike depth to each scene. Touch v: for picture, fip 
lever to change scene. High impact blue plasti 

Viewer with 1 reel. 7 scenes, sorry no choice. 
3N7633—Shipping weight 7 ounces $3.73 

Viewer with 4 reels. 3 reels of “The Partridge Family” plus 1 extra. 28 scenes. 
3 N 7634—Shipping weight 1 роши 

Viewer with 7 reels. All Disney character: 49 scenes. 
3 N 7635. ping weight 1 poun 

34 N 4665—"C" Battery. Package of 2. Shpg. wt. pkg. 4 oz. 
© Wait Disney Productions Peanuts characters © United Features Syndicate. inc. 1966 

Viewer 
1 ree! 

Diss 

ө соз. IKDGAE 

трт затече чат ci 

Walt Disney Theatre 

in the round 
$1389 

With 10 reels (70 scenes) of Disney favorites: Winnie- 
the-Pooh, Mickey Mouse, Bambi, Aristocats, others. 2- 
dimensional 30-watt blue plastic projector, f:2.8 lens, 6- 
ft. cord. Unlighted plastic 3-D stereo viewer. Storage cyl- 
inder. Projector for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC, UL listed. 
3 М 7630—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. . Outfit $13.89 
3 М 7631—Projector only. Wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. 10.39 

Extra Lamp for Projector. Code BVR. 
3N 8682—Shipping weight 4 ounces . 2.68 

VIEW-MASTER 
Your favorite stories come to life 

in full color 

Low-cost unlighted Stereo Viewer 

ча 9159 vez $307 $452 
View-Master fun at a budget price. View by holding up to light. 
Lever changes scene, High impact beige plastic. 
Viewer with 1 reel. 7 scenes, sorry no choice. 
3 N 9755—Shipping weight 8 ounces . . -$1.59 

Viewer with 4 reels. 3 reels of “The Partridge Family” plus 1 extra 
reel. 28 scenes, | i; 
3 N 7636—Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce 
Viewer with 7 scenes. 49 brilliant colored scenes, all cartoon fa- 
vorites. бы д 
3N9754—Shipping weight 12 ounces $4.52 



Strictly Big Time..4 Giant Toys 

Now you can make your own deliveries with a big 
T'Ax6'4x22-inches long Sears truck . . the one that 

brings great things to families all across the U.S.A.! Cab and 
van disconnect . . rear doors on van open wide for easy 
loading and unloading. Details include chrome-look saddle 
tanks, air horns, air conditioner cover and grille. Tinted 
windshield; modern bucket seats, and interior console. 
Heavy-gauge steel, baked enamel finish. For youngsters 3 to 
10 years old. Toys on pages 431 to 600 can be ordered from 

this catalog until August 16, 1974. 
49 C 58225—Shipping weight 5 pounds 13 oz. $8.99 

Backhoe swings in and out 
up and down 

even pivots 180 

594 [Sears] ssk 
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IH i 

ae $1099 

Front endloadi 
lowers, dumps. 
position to keep loa 

TUFF BOY 
Motorized 

Truck by Remco 

п 

2 Here's just the thing for chasing down that next fire! 
This giant is 7'/x5'/4x29"/, inches long. Ladder extends 

to 35 inches and can be positioned at five adjustable angles 
on à base that revolves а full 360°. Other fu 
clude a streamlined detachable cab with seats; stet 

wo ladders mounted on sides, simulated siren and 
plus deep-tread whitewall tires with chrome 

plated wheelcovers. Heavy-gauge steel construction; rich, 

non-toxic baked eríamel finish. For junior fire fighters, 3 to 

10 years old. 
79 C 54157C—Shipping weight 9 pounds $10.99 

ler scoops, raises 
n locks int 

from site to site 

Die-cast frame of rust-r 
zinc alloy with durable s 
inches hi 
ages 4 а! 
79 C 58226C—Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 

inches high 3 This jumbo is 38x13x10'/, 

and has a motorized cab to power it 
forward or reverse. Includes a hand-op. 
erated drop-stand that supports the trail 
er when you detach the cab, detailed grill, 
horn, and exhaust stack. Uses 4 "D" bat 
teries, order below. Plastic. Ages 3 to 10. 
78 C 582 16C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. $1199 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 4653—Shpg. wt. 11 oz Pkg. $1.39 

Tractor 
Loader and 

Backhoe 

$1299 

Here's a giant multi-action earthmover! It's over 

2 feet long and ready for 
and unload dirt 
hoe digs trenches wh 

a real workout. Load 
і sand from endloader. Back- 

le stabilizers keep tractor in 
sition. Steerable, wide front wheels. 

istant aluminum and 
el parts. 28x7x16 

For young construction workers, 
p. 

51299 



Baby's First Picture Books 
Large lifelike pictures brightly printed 

in colorful non-toxic inks 

1 Tiny Tot’s 6-book Li- 
brary with Grow Tape. 

12-page, 61%4x6'%-in. books 
help baby identify objects 
by shape and picture. 
"Thread-sewn plastic. Sticky 
fingerprints and candy 
smears wipe right off with 
damp cloth. Includes Teddy 
Bear, Bow Wow, My 
House, Pinky Panda, Pussy 
Cat, Cindy Lou. Paper tape 
is 244x51 inches. 
IN 16301-Wt. 8 oz. Set $2.44 

2 Set of 6 Cloth Books. A 
charming collection of 

full-color books that resist 
fading. Baby will enjoy 
learning with these delight 
ful pictures. Includes Farm 
Folk, Favourites, Baby's 
Rhyme Book, Pussy-cat 
Rhymes, Playful Pets, and 
Little Pets. Complete set of 
six 6-page books. Each 
measures 5x5!4 inches. 
Made in England. 
3N 1578—Wt. 3 oz. Set $2.77 

Delightful Books for 
little ones to grow on 

[А] его 10 шше Golden Books 

Sunny Book Library. A is for Apple, Favorite 
Nursery Rhymes, Old Man and the Turnip, 

Bonnie Toy Shop, Merry Tales, Way Out West, 
Willie Woodchuck, Wiggy, Pandora, Hesperus, 
Toby Runs Away, Gingerbread Man, Puff ‘N° 
Toot, Jolly Jokes, Floppety, Little Elephant, Farm 
Babies, Rusty, Tangletown Tales, Humpty Dump 
ty, New Neighborhood, Little Fire Engine, Holi 
day at Greenfield Farm, When I Grow Up. 
3N1652-Ea. 6x8 in., 24 pgs. Wt. 2 lbs, 2 oz. Set $3.66 

4 10 Little Golden Books. Each colorful book 
measures б'2х8 in. Includes Tootle, Tawny 

Scrawny Lion, Ragg Ann and the Cookie 
Snatcher, A Day at th 0, Saggy Baggy Ele 
phant, A Child’s Garden of Ve , Shy Little Kit. 
ten, Poky Little Puppy, Bedtime Sto Jack and 
the Beanstalk. About 24 pages each. With gift box. 
3N 1536—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 11 oz. .. .Set $4.88 

Set of 3 Learn by Shape Books 

5 Casper, The Friendly Ghost® Fun 
Box of Books. 4 Coloring and activ- 

ity books, each has 80 to 96 pages and 
is 84x11 in.; four 834x11-in. Magic Rub 
a Pencil Books with pictures to color 
plus magic pictures which appear when 
rubbed with pencil; Harveyland Read 
and Do Album with punch outs and 
more; 1 box of 16 crayons, 1 8-in. pen 
cil; Cardboard carry case with handle. 
3N 1560—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 11 oz. ..$3,66 

6 Learn by Shape Books. Wheels ac 
tually turn. Story with color illus- 

trations that are made to last because 
of heavy-duty cardboard mounting. 
Ea. 14x6' in., 10 pgs. Big Truck book, 
Big Train Book, Big Fire Engine Book. 

Set $477 ЗМ 1579—Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
Casper, The Friendly Ghost. copyright© Harvey Famous Cartoons 

Citai раб Scans by биа тина инса om 

Sesame Street" 
Story Books 

( 7 and 8 ) Feature Big Bird, the 
Cookie Monster and all your Sesame 
Street favorites. Color illustrations. 

i The Sesame Street 1, 2, 3 Story- 
book. About numbers 1 thru 10. 

3N 1657—63 pgs. Wt. 1 Ib. 202. .$3.77 

8 The Sesame Street Storybook. 
Delightful adaptions from the 

show, Contains 63 pgs. 
3N 1658—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 202. ..$3.77 

Sesame Street 
Giant Floor Puzzles 

9 Snuffle-upagus Floor Puzzle. 
When assembled puzzle measures 

а big 44x48 inches. Has 14 pieces. 
3N 1497—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. .$4.66 

10 Big Bird Floor Puzzle. This 
large puzzle measures 36x78 

inches when assembled. 18 pieces. 
3N 1498—Wt. 2 Ibs. 80z........ $4,66 

These 11 fun-filled Posters 
illustrate the learning 

methods of Sesame Street 
11 Big Bird, Bert and Ernie, Oscar, 

the Cookie Monster and all the 
other favorites from Sesame Street 
are featured on these delightful post- 
ers. The fresh and charming illustra- 
tions are shown in full color. The per- 
fect decorative and educational addi- 
tion to any child’s room. Each poster 
1144x814 in. Suitable for framing, 
3N 1655—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $144 

TM "Sesame Street" is a trademark 
of Children's Television Workshop 

See and Feel Story Books 

(12 thru 18) Textured pictures of 
wonderful things . . soft bunnies, 
scratchy sand, and other surprises to 
touch and play with. Color pictures 
on cardboard pages. Spiral bound. 

12 Pat the Bunny. 5!4x5! inches. 
3N16309-18 pgs. Wt. 10 oz. $2.88 

13 What's in Mommy's Pocket- 
book? 6x6 inches, 10 pages. 

3N 1507—Shpg. wt. 10 oz.. .....52.88 
14 Touch Me Book. 18 pgs. 6x6 in. 

3N 16305—Wt. 10 oz. $2.88 

15 Who Lives Here. 16 pgs 
644x614 inches. 

3N 1595—Wt. 8 oz. " $2.88 

16 Santa's Beard. 17 pgs. 7x7 in. 
3N 1590—Wt. 8 oz. $2.88 

17 E99 in the Hole. 8x74 inches. 
3N 1581—20 pgs. Wt. 12 oz. $2.88 

18 !s This the House of Mistress 
Mouse? 20 pgs. 8x714 inches. 

3N 1582—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 52.88 

The Real Mother Goose 
A perfect introduction to the classic 
Mother Goose poems, Illustrated in 
color by Blanche Fisher Wright. Has 
130 pgs. 954x1134 in, 
3N 1647—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz, ..$4.66 



Load up cars at the factory and drive to the dealer ; Six controls 
atop the cab 

Motorized Auto Transport pease 
turn right, go 

forward and reverse 

oo 
Ramp lowers by Back up cab 

ever action trailer automatically Ш 
for unloading engages 4 

Cab unhooks by 
lever release 

and moves out 

$ 895 
cars. batteries 
not included 

“MATCHBOX" Car Set $497 
Load up to 14 cars and then maneuver this 

1 i : Silv: ‚ Guilds- 
Auto Transport easily with cab-mounted push-button controls rapides ud d TU. 

To "drive" your truck, load up to 14 mini-cars (order at right or on pages 589, 590). Press "start" and zara. Each measures 2 to 3 inches long. Made 
"forward" buttons and you're off. To take corners, push "right turn" or “left turn" buttons. To unload cars, of die-cast metal. From England. Recommend- 
push "reverse" button to back into loading area. Then push "stop" button, tilt up ramp and roll off the cars. ed for ages 3 to 12. 
Cab hooks onto trailer automatically . . may be manually unhooked with lever release. Plastic body, 49 C 58444—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. .........Set $4.97 
18x4Vx4 inches high. Requires 2 "C" batteries, order package below. Singapore. Ages 4 and up. 
49 C 58223—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces $8.95 

49 C 46997—Alkaline "C" Васи „ Package of 2. Shipping weight 5 ounces Package 1.09 

У 

E 4 , Growler Car Set $497 
4 m 4 | Six cars with "growler" sound mechanism: 

Porsche 917, Ford G.T., Marcos XP, Can-AM 
Racer, Jaguar Е Type, Ferrari 5125. 2 to 3 in. 
long. Die-cast metal. England. Ages 3 to 12. 
49 C 58449—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. Set $497 

ч —. > 

Store and carry up to м» 
72 cars in this E 

“MATCHBOX"® Steer-N-Go “MATCHBOX” ; У à 
. just like driving a real racer = Case "^ 4 S. 

$1797 zzz xi pem S уз = 
Tum on key ignition, shift transmission into either of 2 forward E eI ра» Hot Wheels* FLYING COLORS" Set 
speeds or reverse, Racing-type steering wheel maneuvers car *MATCHBOX"' cars. Plastic $ 87 
(included). Steer car around hairpin turns, over bridges and foe te ee d 6 
along the straightaways. 20-in. diameter track. Fully instru- ю-ш. ERO E М cars. Scuff-resistant vinyl case Nine mini-vehicles: Super Van, Gremlin Grind- 
urhe рше eue in. high. Requires 2 "D" batteries. . has handle, nickel-plated locks, 3 er, Mighty Maverick, P-911, Rodger Dodger®, 
Ss кс) low. Plastic, mea ees to12. mE viewing sections and clear plastic Monza 24-2, Mercedes C-111, Mustang Stock- 
epe tuus E ibo PEE 155 windows. 12!2x10x4 in. wide er, Street Eater. Each 2 to 3 in. long. Die-cast 

ES when closed. For ages 3 and up. zinc. Hong Kong. For ages 3 to 12. 
49 C 54509—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. .$7.99 49 C 58441—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. -...Set $6.87 

Cutslod pane scans by dhrisimasdmusetecimical. com 



soio ony $ 
AT SEARS 

Barbecue” you 
favorite food: 
on outdoor gr 

Serve cool 
refreshments in 

the shade seat 
4 guests at 
this colorful 

umbrella table 
and chair set 

Keep pool clean 
with vacuum, 

filter and 
hand net 

Over 3-foot wide Backyard 
contains 6 activity areas 

and over 25 separate pieces 

99 dolls not 
included 

Teach your doli 
to swim or float 

опа raft in 
21-п. long pool 

Pool and Cabana. Slip your fashion doll 
into a nifty bathing suit in the shelter of the 
cabana, then let her soak up the sun on a 
relaxing chaise lounge. If she gets too 
warm, give her a quick dip in the pool, or 
let her sip on a coo! к. 

You'll find plenty to do in this festive 
backyard paradise with 6 outdoor activity 
areas and over 25 separate pieces. 
CONSTRUCTION: Cardboard layout is 
coated with vinyl to resist spills. “Grass 
yard" measures 4134x2714 in. wide . . 
surrounded by pictures of lush green plants 
and stockade privacy fence. Pool is vacu- 
um-formed plastic with ceramic-look styl- 
ing and kidney shape. . . measures 
21х29х2М in. high and holds up to 2 in. of 

Change doll into 
Swim clothes in 
5-sided, 12-in 

tall cabana 

Dolis soak up the 
зип in backyard 

privacy on 
comfortable chaise 

ACCESSORIES: Cabana, umbrella table, 
umbrella, 4 stool chairs, 6 drink glasses, 
pitcher, barbeque grill, ice chest, 2 pots 
with lids, hand net, filter and vacuum to 
help keep pool clean, swimming ring, 
joating swim guard line, 2 floating rafts, 

pool chaise lounge and 2 flowerpots with 
plants. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Partially assembled. Dolls not included. 
79 М 31145C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ..$9.99 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 

NOTE FOR PAGE 
Items on this page not recommended for 

water for swimming and wading. ages under 3 years, due to small parts 

Take your fashion doll 2-doll Mercedes 
to the DISCOTEQUE Sports Саг... 
AM radio wall furnishes the wheels 

top hits and colored lights really roll 9 

$499 
doll not 

Radio Discoteque. . . hae fashion 
dolls come to rock-out. Case opens into 
cozy nightclub with dance floor and table 
for two. Side wall has built-in AM radio 
with speaker and pulsating multicolored 
light show . . . you control music, vol- 
ume and lights. When dolls are tired, fold 
Deque into colorful carry-along ra- 

io. 
CONSTRUCTION: Molded plastic case 
with snap locks. Opens out to 15x13x7 in. 
deep. Two-section dance floor extends to 
13x9 in. Solid state chassis radio with 
2Vg-in. speaker is battery powered. Vol- 
ume control, AM tuni ial and sepa- 
rate light switch. Hong 
ACCESSORIES: 2 chairs, table. Soda pop 
bottle and 2 glasses attached to tabletop. 
Two-section fold-up dance floor. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See Note above. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 4 
= batteries and one 9-volt battery. Or- 
ler packages below. Dolls not included. 
Ej N31163—Wt. 4 lbs. 

included 

Get your fashion dolls the car 
they've always dreamed about. 
Sieek open-top sports car is 
ready to take 2 dolls for a 
breezy city drive or on a cross- 
country trip. 
CONSTRUCTION: Dark green 
plastic car measures 17x8x5% 
1n. high. Silver-color metallic- 
look hub caps, sprayed white 
wall tires, free-rolling wheels on 

$13.99 — steel axles and 2 bucket seats. 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
49 N 46995—Wt. 1. 402. Pkg. $1.69 ^ ORDER INFO: Doll not incl. 
9-volt Batteries. Package of 2. 5 Shi; weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 46993—Wt. 4 oz...... Pkg. $1.15 E 49 N 30878 ..$4.99 

Cutslod pane scans by cheisimas nuseteciwdc п 



CIDEAD) Jam Car Classic" Slotless HO Race Set $3988 
Now. . . 3-car slotless racing. Block your opponent 

Includes 2 
Power Passers® 

LIONGL. Trains 'N Truckin^" 
* 5-unit 027-scale train set 985 
* Crane and semi-rig with freight $3 set 

ENGINE: Republic Steel switcher diesel; plastic and metal. 
CARS: Hopper, gondola, flat car and caboose; plastic and metal. 
TRACK: 8 curved and 2 straight sections form 27 x36-inch 027-scale 

| oval; metal. 
ACCESSORIES: Semi tractor-trailer rig, operating crane, freight 
ramp and 60-piece freight set; plastic d 2 chipboard buildings. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Forward-reverse control power 
pack. UL listed for 110-120 volts, 60-Hz. AC. 6-watts. 5-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. Not recommended for children under eight. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Warranted by Lionel, write for 
free copy, see pg. 303. If mailed takes 15-Ib. rate, see pg. 303. 
79 C 9808 1L—Shipping weight 8 pounds . $39.85 

582 [Sears] осо, “NOTE: See “М” suffix. p. 303 

ч 
аа page scans by chaitimas wacelechnical cóm 

behind the independent third car before he blocks you 

less race set, but don't get caught behind the 

[p D CP third car track speed 
- helps create blocking strategies. 

ер INFORMATION: Unassembled. 
79 C 95635C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs... .Set $39.88 

CAI. EM Two 24-inch Power Passers; plastic 

Mens 1 terminal, 4 straight and 4 curved, 2- 
lane sections form 20x69!4-inch oval layout; 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. Lars 
pack for 110-120 volts, 50/60-Hz. AC. 5-7 
watts (VA). 6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. Not recommended for 
children under eight. 
ORDER pus A Merc Li- 

8 Ibs. De. ̂ Se 929.87 
onel write for See note 
79C 86930 She wes 

HO-scale 
Accessories 

(A) Spur Track Set with remote switch 
SET INCLUDES: 1 remote control switch and 
four 9-in. straight sections; plastic and metal. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
498 C9T0B .........1..%.... Set $5.94 

(B) Tyco Track Pack 
SET INCLUDES: 8 straight and 4 curved sec- 
tions of track; plastic and metal. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 
49C95308 ................... Set $2.97 

(Cand 0) Transformers 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed for 
110-120 volts, 60-Hz. AC. 5-foot cords. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. Not for ages under 8. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Model Rectifier 
Corp. Write for free copy, see page 303. 
ius 18-watt TTE ACE 
'orward-reverse control throttle pack for 1 

train operation: EE есир er ат 
— SxSVax3VA in. metal. 
49 C 9626 1—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 ог. ...... $21.97 

(D) 7.5-watt TRAINPACK® 
Forward-reverse control throttle pack for 1 
train operation; circuit breaker. Measures 
Sxáx2V4 inches high: metal. 
Shipping edt 2 pounds. 

49C9714. .$12.97 

AFX ULTRA 5" 
Pull out of the pit аи сатса 
uever your opponent for the insi e 
of this slotlese “4 Hi le race set. Steer- 
ing wheel control let's you change lanes 
on the straights to pass your opponent 
or avoid spin outs. 
CARS: Two 2%-inch Ultra 5 racers. 
Plastic and metal. 
TRACK: 1 terminal, 5 straight and 6 
curved, 2-lane sections form 34x79-in. 
dog leg layout; plastic and metal. 15-in. 
working pit area with garage. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 hand-held throttle 
and steering controllers; plastic and 
metal. 3 obstacle chicane, 2 track eleva- 
tion supports, markers, and 6-piece flag. 
set; plastic. Grandstand, Quickee-Lok, 

lips, 3 cones, oil, model motoring man- 
and layout sheet. 

ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed power 
pack for 110-120 volts, 60-Hz. AC. 6- 
watts. 6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. Not recommend- 

for children under eight. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
79 C 95634C ........... Set $34.88 

Phone ordering s а quick and 

easy way to buy. 

Run the Rocky 

Save 27% on the complete set, 
SET INCLUDES: Items (1 thru 9). 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 
79C95584N-Wt. 26 Ibs.* .Set $89.99 

Saze 20%, on set without action access. 
SET INCLUDES: Items (1 thru 4). 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 
79C95583N-Wt. 21 lbs.* .Set $69.99 

(1) 4-unit Conrail HO Freight Set 
diesel; 

RACK: 11 sections, 1 terminal form 36- 
in. cirde. Plastic and metal. 
E o Forward-reverse 
I [ex eui UL edi D v 10-120 v., ) v. 60-Н:. AC. 

ORDER INFO: assembled. 
49 C9558 G: pariy amet 1002. .$16.99 

(2) Layout Base and r4 
Lv hand-painted base 
ith tunnel; molded LIFOAMe p as 
Ber Assorted trees shrubs, signs 
and poles; plastic. "Earth" and "path" 
material. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. 
79 C 95582N—Wt 10 1bs.* .. 

2 6 Trackside Buildings РЕ 
ition, depot, shanty, shed, 

ORDER INFO: assembled. 
49 C 95579—Wt. 21bs.....Kit $7.99 

(4) Track Expander Set 
Converts 36-in. circle layout to 45x55- 
in. oval. 

= MEER rp track 
MR and plastic. 

ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
49 C 95585—Wt. 120z...Set $12.99 

ги 9) Action Accessories 
lc metal. Taivan or Hong Kong, 

ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
Lever-action Mill with Са 

- 49 9719 Wells Sees $9.4 49 

(6) Remote-control Whistle Diner 
49 C95578—Wt 11 ог. . "37.99 

(7) Blinki 
49C9 $5575 Wt ton. .. 3.99 

(8) Rotating USAF Radar Station 
49C95577-Wt. 11b.80z..$8.99 

ө) Lever-action Coal Dump, Саг 
49 C 95576—Wt. 7 oz. ...$5.99 

$49.99 



Conductor As the chicken goes around, clucking happily, players 
Kit try to make her lay eggs in their baskets. Eggs ol dif- 

anh I score DEM mE The player with 

lar n lectri the highest score wins. For 2 to 4 players. 
5 EE E 89097 слято bod S s , \ : CONTENTS; 14x14-in. plastic base with plastic chicken 

energy. u аг-р NDS e and 4 plastic baskets. 24 multicolored marble eggs. 

KIT INCLUDES: Everything you need for over 100 differ- Me Lay. Peay FOR AGES: 5 years to adult. 

ent experiments dealing with the sun as a source of ener- ‚ 4 a рэн ORDER INFO: Req, 1 "D" battery, order pkg. below. 

gy. Solar reflector, sun-powered electronic circuits for У Qr? 4 i | 49N62007—Shipping weight 2 ibs. 1 oz. $7.94 

building a sun-activated timer; a light code communica- 
tor; solar energy storage; solar heating systems; solar 
oven that can boil water or cook food and more. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 "AA" and one 9- 
volt batteries, not included, order packages below. 
49 N 2420—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1202. ...... $17.97 
Pepe aon ERR Pkg. of 2. ОВ 

N pg. Wt. 402................ g. 99c 

Alkaline "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 4 Mousetrap 
49 N 4699 1—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. P «Pkg. 99c Turn the handle 

to start a chain 

World of ажей» 
Radio апа ass 
Electronics 5 Knock It Off 

The game with the 
craziest street 

$ 97 -construction ever! 

(1) Knock It Off. Each player drops his marbles 
down the open drain and by controlling his air- 
powered boots, fists and mallet, tries to knock his 
opponent's marbles off course. The winner has the 
fewest marbles in the ditch. For 2 players, 
CONTENTS: Plastic playing surface, 8x3x22 inches 
long. 14 plastic marbles. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
49 N 62165—Shpg. wt. 2 168. ............ $7.97 

Featuring an 
integrated circuit 

Construct a CB radio receiver, 
AM radio and more 

KIT INCLUDES: 200 pm components, including an 
integrated circuit, 2 light emitting diodes, 25 solid-state 
components such as transistors, resistors, capacitors, a 
Eyed кшш апдап аш Маке к TRF 
radio, short wave radio, transistor radio, integrated cir- p у We i 

cuit radio, police and aircraft radios. Construct an 8-key, us е Бы He aps ШУТ 
16-note organ, а CB converter (40 channel) 40 computer qe; - d whose mouse lands under trap gets trapped and 

шоч 30 electron pue lie REM E mies loses. 2 to 4 players. 

FAN dec wu more Snap зене ну: аа вос CONTENTS: Cardboard playing surface, die, plas- 
io gehe rain experiment manual, Hc components markers, Measures 18x18x10 

Ч in when set up. 
ORDER INFO: Uses two 9-у, batteries, order above, FOR AGES 4 xa up. 
79 М 2415C—Shipping weight 3 1һз......... .$19.95 ORDER INFO: Partly assembled, instructions. 

49 N 65778—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. ...... $7.94 

Featuring an 
(3) Operation. nm are all doctors operating 

integrated circuit il on a patient with all sorts of hilarious ailments. 
Remove “ailments” without making buzzer sound 
and nose light up. For 1 or more players. 
CONTENTS: 15-in. long board, tweezers attached. 
Plastic “ailments”, operation cards, play money. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 14 years. 
ORDER INFO: Needs 2 " batteries, not included, 

Jaws. . . it's you against order package below. 
the great white shark 49N &5028—Shps. wt. 11Ь.8о2......... $6.94 

A Alkali “О” Batt „ Package of 2. 594 AN 9606 Sipa wt. ior ЕС 
Electronics Kit lets you 

perform over 120 experiments 
KIT INCLUDES: 150 precision components including an 
integrated circuit, light emitting diodes, transistors, re- 
sistors, variable capacitor, potentiometer, earphone. 
Construct an integrated circuit radio, amplifier, burglar 
alarm, lie detector, electronic games, strobe light and 
more. No soldering. Manual included. 
FOR AGES: 12 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires two 9-volt batter- 
ies, not included, order package above. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 

49 N 2413—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 02. ......$14.95 49 М 65182............................ $5.94 

588 e SAVE THIS CATALOG! You can order items on pages 437 thru 606 from now until AUGUST 31, 1979 

(4) Jaws. Try to remove objects from Jaws 
mouth without omes snap shut. Each player 
uses а gaff hook to “fish” out objects. If wrong 
piece is removed, Jaws will snap shut. For 2 to 4 
players. 
CONTENTS: 15% in. long shark, gaff hook, 13 
pieces of “junk” all made of plastic, rubber bands, 
set of teeth, lower jaw, paper label for eyes, fins. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled, instructions, 

Ciaoo Dace scant by йаа йаа аса com 
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Toys to turn the crib 
and playpen 

into an exciting 

playground 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Busy Surprise Box® 
with pop-up friends 

(1) Busy Surprise Box. Push a button, 
slide a lever, turn a knob, move a dial or 
flick a switch . . . one of the familiar Pooh 
characters will pop up. Each mechanism 
makes a different sound. 
Plastic. 12x7x3 inches high. Built-in carry- 
ing handle. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 4 yrs.* 
49 C 44444D—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 57.66 

(2) Action Blocks. Each a toy in itself 
with moving parts: a clock, cranker, roller, 
window, spinner, foa mirror, clicker, 
dial, slide, squeaker and Colorful plas- 
tic. Each block is 2 inches high. Set of 12. 
Imported. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 114 to 5 years. 
49 C 44521—Wt. 1 1Ь. 7 oz. ...%4.99 

(3) Baby Bopper. Child peeks through 
Clear plastic windows, watches bells, b: 
and Pooh roll around inside. A playful 
push or tap bobs it, then it returns to up- 
right position. Non-toxic vinyl. Weighted 
bottom. Inflated, approximately 16 inches 
high, 94-inch diameter. Imported. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 to 36 months.* 
49 C 47048D—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $477 

(4) Comfort Night Light. Designed to 
give baby comfort as he falls asleep. On-off 
Switch on tree stump. Plastic base; soft vi- 
nyl Winnie. 7 inches high. Imported. 
AGES, ORD INFO: 6 to 24 months. Requires 
1 “АА” battery, order package sold below.* 
49 C 47044D0—Shpg. wt. 8 от. ....$2.88 

Heavy Duty "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 4. 
49 C 46339—Wt. 4 oz. Pkg. $1.19 

(5 thru 8) Soft Toys by Fisher-Price. 
ach. wash, warm temp; dryer safe. 

AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 years and under. 
(5 and 6) Humpty Dumpty and Miss 
Muffet Play Pillows. Dolls fit right inside. 
Polyester and cotton stuffed with polyure- 
thane foam. 9%2х2%;х9\% inches. 
(5) 49 C 40832— 5 02. . $4.98 
(6) 49 C 40833—Wt. 5 oz. ... 4.98 

(7 and 8) Pig and Dog Animal Grab- 
bers. Ball-type clutch toy. Jingle bell in- 
side. Foam-backed terrycloth. 7 in. high. 
(7) 49С 47155—Wt 2 oz. .$3.77 
(8) 49 C 47153—Wt 2 oz. 3.77 

(9) Lil' Mixer Set. As you mix, watch col- 
orful gears turn through the clear plastic 
housing. Easy trigger action turns gears 
and beaters. Íncludes 7-in. hand mixer, 2 
bowls, spoon, measuring cup. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 5 yrs. 
49 C 45073—Wt. 10 oz. Set $3.77 

*NOTE: "Win a Trip to Disneyland." To get 
your official entry blank, order any Winnie-the. 
Pooh item on these 2 pages. . . see page 2 of 
Sears 1979 Christmas Catalog for details 
entries must be received before Feb. 15th 
1980 

588 |Sears| г 

Play and learn 
ЕЭ Winnie-the-Pooh Sit 'N 

rive. Hi-impact plastic. Movable 
steering wheel and SD NE, 
rear view mirror; play 
рата holds key. 8x14x14% 
inches 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 1 to 3 yrs.* 
Wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. 
79 C 47042CD ........... $9.49 

(11) Snappy Shots Camera. In- 
sert blank film, press shutter . 
out pops a picture. After a 
few minutes, picture disappears; 
can be reused. Press shutter, flash- 
cube rotates. Plastic. 6 blank films. 
Carry strap. 5х5%х5% їп. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 7 yrs. 
49 C 45059—Wt. 11Ь...... $6.97 

12) Activity Face. Move his hat, 
sels siding moved his eed pot 

has mirror on 

кы on the other; 
tongue erum when baby moves it. 
Attaches to any crib or playpen. 
Plastic. No loose parts. 14x12x3V; 
in. wide. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 to 24 mo.* 
49C47104D-Wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. $5.99 

(13 and 14) Zoodieland Appli- 
ances. Break-resistant polypropyl^ 
ene, high-impact plastic. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 7 yrs. 

(13) Turtle Stove. 1214х814х19- 
in. high stove with yc door 
and turning knobs. Removable 
burners have turtle heads. Clock 
has movable hands 2 help teach 
young cooks how to tell time. Tur- 
tle teapot and casserole with lid. 
Also includes pan, spoon, towel. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 9 oz. 
79 C45012C . ..$10.98 

(14) Hippo Sink. 1534х95%х147%- 
in. high sink; turning faucets, outlet, 
cutting board. ‘Toaster р in; 

FR up when you 

Incl. 2 “slices of toast „animal 
shaped cookie cutters, rolling pin, 
hippo bowl, spoon, towel. 
Shog. wt. 3 Ibs. 7 oz. 

45032C . 98 
Price when you buy (13) and "19 
Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 7 oz. 

"4504C .. .. -Set $19.76 

tiog Winnie-the Pooh Teachin 
lock. Set hands on clock an 

Show correct digital 
indicator. Pooh's 

drum, hit bell. Moving 
picture follows time from day to 
night. Plastic. 12x10x2%4 in. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: bP bis up.* 
49 C 44523D—Wt. 11b. ...$5.69 

16) BUI, cat eon Push 'n 
ор. View Pooh through the clear 
жер bubbles; push forward and 
'ooh spins along inside. Colored 

balls tumble and spin, ШКА 
“popping” noise. Га han е, 

ibbles and balls. 20 in. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 1 to 4 Te 
49 C 47034D—Wt. 13 07...$4.59 

(17) Winnie-the-Pooh Shape- 
Fitter Truck. Pooh bobs from side 

along. Pooh's six friends 
different-shaped base. Set charac- 
ters зо laste Prac spot on truck 

lastic. Truc! pe in. 

е АМ/ 
hands 

AGES. ERDER INFOS 2 de yn 
Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 
49 С 453480............. $6.65 

ga Magic Clown Circus Train. 
rain moves when clown 

is seated. Lion rotates; seal 
and down. Travels straight or + 
circles. 16x3x5¥2 in. high. Plastic; 
metal axles. Imported. 
AGES. EDEN INFO: 2to 6 
Needs 2 “С” batteries (not i ud 
ed). Order pkg. below. 
{әс 44277 We Ibs. EMI e 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 
49C ево а Soz.Pkg. $1 ES 



MISS PEEP* 
$6? 

She'll cry if you squeeze her arms, . 
but сооз when you hug her 

With such delicate features and such a 
cuddly vinyl body, she seems incredi- 
bly like a real baby. Hug her and she 
makes delightful little cooing sounds. 
This 16-inch tall baby has molded hair 
and comes bundled in a less receiving 
blanket. She wears a flannel kimono 
with diaper and booties. 
49 N 31509—Wt. 2 lbs. 302.....96.99 

SNUGGLE SOFTEE 

She's 22 inches BIG 
and аз cute as can be 

She's a big baby, but light- 
weight enough to hug and hold 
and carry all around. Tilt her 
and she cries for Мата, She has 
bright go-to-sleep eyes, chubby 
vinyl arms and legs and pixie 
style rooted hair. Wears 2-pe. 
outfit and booties. Wt. 6 lbs. 
79N31578C weer $8.99 

Doesn't she look soft and cuddly 
in her lacy christening dress? 

head."20 inches tall. 
79 N 30219C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 

Play Set. Snowsuit, cap, blouse and romper set. 

ori “Baby 
7 

How lovable she is . . with her go-to-sleep eyes, “pixie” style rooted hair 

and soft foam-filled body. Tilt her and she calls out for Mama and Papa. She 
comes with her own sheer nylon christening dress and matching pillow. 
Slip, diaper and knitted booties included. She has soft vinyl arms, legs and 

Dress-up Set. Coat, dress, romper, bonnets and cap. 
49 N 3253 1—For 10-11 in. dolls. Wt. 12 oz $3.99 49N32537—For 10-11 in. dolls. Wt. 12 oz. $3.99 

49 N 32532— For 12-13 in. dolls. Wt. 13 oz. 3.99  49N 32538—For 12-13 in. dolls. Wt. 13 oz. ..... 3.99 

49 N 32533— For 14-15 in. dolls. Wt. 14 oz. 3.99  49N 32539— For 14-15 in. dolls. Wt. 14 oz. . 3.99 

49 N 32534—For 16-17 in. dolls. Wt. 1 lb. .... 4.99  49N 3254 1—For 16-17 in. dolls. Wt. 11Ь. .. 4.99 
49 N 32535—For 18-19 in. dolls. Wt. 1 lb. 1 oz.... 4.99 49 М 32542— For 18-19 in. dolls. Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 4.99 
49 N 32536—For 20-22 in. dolls. Wt. 11b. 20z.... 4.99 — 49N 32543— For 20-22 in. dolls. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 4.99 

588 Sears rcexwacosic 
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BABY 
GO-TO-SLEEP 

$499 

She may be sleepy, 
but this 14-inch dar- 
ling won't close her 
eyes until you rock 
her. Tilt her and she 
cries "Mama." Soft 
shredded foam-filled 
body; soft vinyl arms, 
legs and head; rooted 
hair. Wears a nylon 
dress with diaper, boo- 
ties. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49N31579 $4.99 

drawer and hangers 

Rugged wood frame, nickel-plated 
hardware, plastic handle. Ribbon tie 
14x7x7-inch Trunk. Snap lock. 
49 N 33535—Wt. 4 lbs. ..$4.87 

18x8x8-inch Trunk. 2 snap locks. 
49 N 33536—Wt. 6 Ibs. 285.87 



3N97619 3N 97232 3N 97485 

ba ad 

3 N 97383 3 N 97507 

3 N7642 3 N 7647 3 N 97362 3 N 97225 3 N 97132 3 N 97536 3 N 7655 3 N 97659 

3-D VIEW-MASTER® Reels. Each catalog number below is for one 3-reel packet (21 scenes). Postpaid. (Shpg. wt. З oz)... .. .. ...Packet $1.50 

ILLUSTRATED 3N97536- Peanuts* 3N97365-Beep Beep, 3N97372-Peter Pan 3N97614-Wild Animals of 

3N7646-Fiddler on 3N7655- The Brady Bunch the Roadrunner 3N9730-Snow White the World 

the Roof 3N97659-Santa's 3N9750-Barbie’s World 3N97201-Captain Kangaroo 3N97615-Strange Animals 
3N97183- Disney on Parade Workshop Tri 3N97317-Goldilocks of the rip 

3N97238-Pinocchio, Lady 
and the Tramp, 
and Snow White 

3N97533- Casper, the 
Friendly Ghost 

3N97334- Tom and Jerry 
3N97094-Banana Splits 
3N9736-Alice in Wonderland 
3N97229- Little Yellow Dinosaur 
3N97104-Super Man and 

3N97222- Moses and the 
Plagues of Egypt 

EDUCATION AND TRAVEL 
3N97099-Apollo Moon Landing 

3N97311-Pinocchio 
3N97619-Prehistoric 

Animals 
3N97232-Raggedy Ann, Andy 
3N97485-Flipper 

NEW 1972 RELEASES 
3N7652- The Old South 
3N7653- Castles of Europe 
3N7654- Mysterious Peking 

3N7643-Charlie Brown's 
Summer Fun 

3N9740-Bambi 
3N7641- Bonanza 
3N7644-Gunsmoke 
3N97514- The Flintstones 
3N7645-Inside China 
3N97383-Christmas Story 
3N97507-Snoopy and the 

Red Baron* 
3N9787-Rudolph, the Red 

Nosed Reindeer 
3N97382- The Night 

fore Christmas 
3N7642-Here's Lucy 
3N7647-New Orleans Square 

and Haunted Mansion 
at Disney World 

3N97362- Winnie the Pooh 
3N97225-Partridge Family 

3N7659-Moses 
and the Ten 
Commandments 

3N7660-Bugs Bunny, 
Big Top Bunny 

3N7661-Hair Bear 
Bunch 

3N7662-Scooby Doo, 
Snow Ghost 

3N7664-Rare Coins 
3N7663-Exploring the 

Universe 
3N7665- Famous Stamps 

CHILDREN'S FAVORITES 

3N97532-101 Dalmatians 
3N9713- The Love Bug 
3N97361- Wizard of Oz 
3N97381-Littlest Angel 
3N97184-Aristocats 

3N97093-Nanny and the 
rofessor 

3N97227- Bedknobs and 
Broomsticks 

3N97851-Noah's Ark 
3N97318- Cinderella 
3N97223-City Beneath 

the Sea 
3N97237-Mickey Mouse, 

Donald Duck and 
Goofy in 
“Clock Cleaner” 

3N97333-Popeye 
3N97131-Smokey the Bear 
3N97617-Children's Zoo 
3N97231- Million Dollar Duck 
3N97531-Bugs SM 
3N97364-Jungle Bool 
3N9741-Mother Goose 
3N9733-Heidi 

Computer Crook 
3N7656-Curiosity Shop 
3N7657- The Smith Family 

SPORTS 
3N97204- Instructional 

‘ootbal 
3N97209- Motorcycle Racing 
3N97208-Auto Racing 
3N7648-NCAA Track and 

Field DAT sd 
3N7650- World Bobsled 

hampionship 

THE UNUSUAL 

3N97142-Ringling Brother's 
ircus 

3N97901-Seven Wonders 
of the World 

3N7649-Pan Am's 747 

3N97371- Prehistoric Life 
3N97373-Rocks, Minerals 
3N97611-Wild Birds 
3N97145- Life 
3N9761- Butterflies 
3N97337-American Indian 
3N97235-Grand Canyon 

River Expedition 
3N97226- The Holy Land 
3N9712-Hawaii 
3N97793-The White House 
3N97813-Colonial 

Williamsbu: 
3N97138-San Diego 
3N97393- Pennsylvania 

Dutch Count 
3N97964- Marineland, " 
3N97395- Yellowstone Park 
3N97655-Niagara Falls 
3N97889-Great Smokey 

3N97132-Lassie 3N97479-Daniel Boone 3N97129-Casper's Ghostland — 3N97103-Auto Daredevil Show Mountains 

Special 

| 7-Reel Packs 
in 3-D 

49 View-Master 
color scenes 

$249 
'each pack 

3 N 7638— Disney World 
3 N 97911— America's Scenic Wonders 
з м 97912—Animals of the World 
3 N 97915— Fred Flintstones and Friends 
3 N 97916— Disney Cartoon Favorites 
з м 97917— Disney Fairy Tales 
3 N 97918— Children's Fables 
з м 97919— Disneyland and the Magic Kingdom 
3 N 97921— Television Cartoon Favorites 
Shipping weight each pack 4 ounces... Pack $2.49 

NOTE: All 3-D View Master reels sold on this 
page are silent, but fit Talking View-Masters on page 587 

Now you can play a new fun game with the View-Master 

KLOMP-IT $577 
Capture the card of the Disney character you see in the viewer. A throw of 

View-Master Reel the die tells you how many clicks or scene changes to make. You might see 
арса ЖДО Mickey Mouse; your opponent might see Pluto. There is only one card with 

p Tools both Mickey and Pluto, and both of you want to capture that card. Act 
quickly . . “klomp” the character card with the suction cup. Included: four 
game boards, 2 unlighted stereo View-Master viewers, 4 reels, 36 cards (2 
characters on each), 4 suction cups, 1 die. 
з м 7639—Shipping weight 3 роппёв................. PTT SO $577 

Disney characters © Wah Disney Productions ка 
Peanuts characters? United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 1966 ЗШЕ Sears 589 

Neat way to store and protect reels and all 
View-Master units, except the talking 
models. Holds up to 23 three-reel packs. 
High impact polystyrene in snappy red, 
white. 85&x5!4x5!4 in. deep. Reels not incl. 

з N 7640—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 11 oz..$2.59 

Сашйпрапе scans by daisinat masetecfwdtM соз 



Mighty Tonka Winnebago. . a 22-inch steel home on wheels 
fully outfitted for travel. Top folds back to become an awning 

1 Win, Winnie and their dog, Scamp, would 
like you to join them for many fun-filled 

adventures in the great outdoors. 
Their modern, sleek, big camper comes 

complete with built-in dinette, kitchen sink, 
stove, refrigerator (with open-close door), 
bathroom facilities, shower stall, lounging 
benches, and 2 front swivel seats—the same 
fine features found in a real motor home! 
Top opens for easy access—pull it out and 

it becomes a cooling patio shade! Heav: 
gauge steel and plastic: non-toxic enamel fin- 
ish. About 22x8x11 inches high. 
Win and Winnie are jointed, each is 6 in. 

tall. For camping enthusiasts, ages 3 and up. 
Like everything else in Sears books, it's so 

easy to order by telephone. 
79 C 54111C—Shpz. wt. 13 1һв..... 

Sporty Tonka Jeepster Runal 
- . Styrene boat really float 

winches onto detachable 

2 Change the scene to America's wat 
. . йо exploring in this neat jeep. When? 

you approach the right "watering hole", de” 
tach the boat from the trailer and go out (ога — 
“aplish splash’n” good time! Rugged steel 
jeep features impact-resistant plastic insert; 
shatter-resistant windshields; chip-resistant 

ii non-toxic enamel finish, and tires that don't. 
come off. Steel trailer and styrene boat. 

- About 27х5х5 inches high. 
wt. 4 Ibs, 4 oz. ...Set $5.99 

2 Remco's giant-size 

STUBBY Camper 
is nearly 2 feet 

long, 1'/ feet high 
to hold the stuff 
you'll need for 

those long trips 

$799 

Here's the answer for storing all your big, bulky iter a must to 

have on your journeys. This giant measures 23x10 4 inches high and 
will do the trick beautifully! Simply slide up the back door for easy storing 

door slides down securely. Grooved heavy-duty, deep-tread tires really 
take a beating and are long-wearing. Plastic construction features a fully 
detailed exterior. For ages 3 and up. 
79 C 54431C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $7.99 

тє off to the County Fair 
h farm truck, trailer and 

ock. Five plastic cattle and 
"horses travel first-class in their 
own truck-trailer combination. 
‘Covered horse trailer has a gate 
that lowers to form a ramp . . 
mare and her colt fit easily in. 
side. Pickup truck has remov- 
able stake sides for transporting 
the bull, cow and calf. Drop 
down tailgate helps load them 
up for any “long trip.” Sturdy 
steel construction. Baked-enam- 
el finish. 23'4x574x7'/, inches 
high. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 5 oz. 
48C54155 ...........Set $8.99 

Cutiiod pane scans by cheisinias muasetectudcd com 

Nylint's streamlined 
steel ROAMER 
with fully detailed 
cab interior plus 
chrome-plated 
hubcaps. .a 

classy camper 

$699 

et your imagination go wild as you travel the countryside with this deluxe 
camper! Ride over hilly terrain, through heavy brush a: or across an arid 
desert . . this beauty can really take it! Roamer is made of heavy-gauge steel 
and features a snap-action door, sliding side windows and a simulated air 
conditioner. Permanent trailer hitch. Streamlined runabout has smooth rolled 
edges. Measures about 14x5x7 inches high. 
49 C 54156—Shipping weight 4 pounds $6.99 



Party and 
Cook Book 

Winnie the Pooh Records, Books m 

A Classic Collection 
of Disney Favorites 

(7 thru 13) Sets of 5 Records ad Stories. Each 
TVAXTVA-in. album includes а 7-in. 33%-rpm record and a 
full-color, 24-page storybook. Each set incl. 5 albums. 

(1 thru 3) Winnie-the-Pooh Albums. Each includes a 12 

inch, 334-rpm record with eleven pages of full-color illustra 

(7) 3N 1010—Snow White, Alice in Wonderland, Cinderel- 
la, Sleeping Beauty, and The Wizard of Oz. 

tions bound into each album. Shipping wt. 12 oz. 
(1)3N 1026—Winnie-the-Pooh and the Honey Tree 
(2) 3м 1029—Winnie-the-Pooh and the Blustery Day 
(3)3 М 1037—Winnie-the-Pooh and Tigger Too 

Set of three 3374 rpm 7-in. Records. Shortened ve 

.93.44 
344 
344 

ions 
of Winnie-the-Pooh and the Blustery Day, Winnie-the 

Pooh and the Honey Tree, Winnie the Pooh and Tigger Too. 
3N 1414—Shipping weight 10 oz. 

5 Set of 3 big Winnie-the-Pooh Books. 
e, Winnie-the-Pooh and Eeyore's and the Tight Squ 

..$2.19 

innie-the-Pooh 

Birthday, Winnie-the-Pooh Meets Tigger. Ea. 956x122 in. 
3N 1409—32 color pages ea. Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. Set $3.88 

Set of 2, Party and Cook Books. Includes The Pooh 
Cook Book, The Pooh Party Book. Ubi 

3N 1523—Shipping weight 8 oz. 

Musical Cake Plate 
Plays Happy 
Birthday Tune 

Famous Mickey Mouse and г 
darling gang of Disney characters 
help you celebrate birthdays. The 
colorful plastic plate stand re 
volves while playing birthday 
tune. Complete with shut-off 
mechanism in base. Measures 12 
inches in diameter and stands 3 
inches high. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
3N 1452 $10.88 

йай page scans by сайтда изаа киса! Gom 

$2.44 

Big Disney Story 
and Word Books 

14 Walt Disney's Story- 
land. This large 320-page 

book includes more than 50 
stories adapted from Disney 
films. Beautifully illustrated 
with brilliant color pictures. 
Measures 1014x734 inches. 
3N 1421—Wt. 2 Ibs. $4.88 

15 The Giant Walt Disney 
Word Book. Mickey and 

other Disney characters help 
children have fun while 
strengthening word skills. 
Colorfully illustrated. Mea 
sures 8x11 inches. 144 pages. 
3N 1420—Wt. 10 oz. $4.88 

(8) 3N 1001—Peter Pan, Mary Poppins, Lady and the 
Tramp, Bambi, The Aristocats. 
(9) 3N 1002—10 a Small World, 7 Dwarfs and Their Dia- 
mond Mine, Dumbo, Jungle Book, Haunted Mansion. 

(10) 3N 1003—Davy Crockett, Treasure Island, 20,000 
Leagues Under the Sea, Swiss Family Robinson, Black 
Beauty. 

(11) 3N 1004—Robin Hood, Pecos Bill, Pinocchio, 101 
Broomsticks. 

(12) 3 N 1011—Mother Goose, Acting Out ABCs, Grass- 
hopper and the Ants, Ugly Duckling, Little Red Hen. 

(13) 3N 1013—Goldilocks and 3 Bears, Hansel and Gretel, 
Gingerbread Man, Red Riding Hood, 3 Little Pigs. 

Dalmatians, Bedknobs and 

Shipping weight set 1 pound .. 

Set of 3 individual 
Story Books 

These large books with 
charming multi-colored illus 
trations include the stories of 
Peter Pan, Bambi and Pinoc- 
chio. Children truly enjoy the 
beloved tales of Peter’s Never 
land with Wendy and her 
brothers; Felix Salten’s story 
of the baby deer who grew to 
be the Great Prince of the 
Forest, and the adventures of 
the puppet Pinocchio who be 
came a real boy, Each con 
tains 32 pages and is about 
902х121 inches. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
3N 1433 Set $3.88 

«+. Bach set 93,66 

Set of 12 
Comic Books 

A great variety of de- 
lightful comics. In 
cludes Daisy and 
Donald, Super Goof 
O'Malley and the Ai 
ley Cats. Scamp. The 
Beagle Boys, Chip 'n 
Dale, Huey, Duey 
and Louie, Mickey 
Mouse and Pluto 
Donald Duck and 
more. Each is 
б3ух10'2 nd has 
32 pages. Full-color i 
lustrations 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 oz 
3N 1441 Set $1.96 

Set of 10 
Golden Books 

A wonderful collection of hard сох 
er books that measure 6*4x8 inches. 
Each contains 24 pages. All hav 
full-color illustrations. Titles ir 
clude: Dumbo, Mickey Mouse = 
Picnic, Donald Duck's Toy Sai 
boat, Snow White, The Three Littic 
Pigs. Bambi. Pinocchio. Peter Pa: 
Winnie-the-Pooh and Tigger, Robir 
Hood and the Daring Mouse. Con 
plete with gift box 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. 
3N 144€ Set s4 8t 

Disney characte 
©ума Disney Production 

155? [Sears] 585 



Pull-apart pieces let you 
design and build 
your own stations 

TUNE-UP 

ё. 
"MATCHBOX"* Super Station 52224" $1 195 zz 

super station and auto par 
Drive mini-cars up ramps to multi-levels of this super station. Includes everything you need to play 
“mini-car mechanic": tool chest/workbenches, test panels, gas pumps, grease racks and air compressors. 

” з QC ^ Do different jobs on each level. For added realism, there are oil drum rolls and drum racks, stanchion 
4 ` signs, wall and sign combinations and specialty signs and holders, plus all parts you need to build six 

Е in". 
49 C 57073—Shipping weight 3 pounds х ..811.95 

7 levels of service station fun. Plastic. With assembly instructions, decal sheet. Cars not included, order 

S ко, 
w d NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: “MATCHBOX” is the registered trademark owned by Lesney Products & Co.. Ltd., England. 

Sears Auto Park lets you control elevator with crank so 
you can park mini-cars on all 5 levels 

Drag strip Car Set $4,97 $ 7° LU 
Set of six cars includes: Piston Popper, Turbo hà 
Fury, Beach Hopper, Hot Rocker, Fan Dango, You'r : : р the manager of this service station 
по канә? is dd epe pe: and auto park. Drive your mini-cars into 

mE the elevator, then crank the handle to 
анинин mrt raise them to any one of five levels of 

parking. Propel cars in and out of park- 

ing stalls with the help of ramp levers. 
Give expert service to your cars at the 
station which includes grease rack, gas 
pumps, gondola and more. Plastic. Partly 
assembled. Measures 1344x3%%x16%2 
inches high. Hong Kong. Recommended 
for ages 3 to 10. Cars not included, order 
at left. 

Use your phone if you want to order it 
the easiest way of all. 
49 C 58415—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. ...$7.95 

below at left . . also see pages 588 and 590. Recommended for ages 3 to 12. 

y Wt2 

^ 
Pleasure Car Set $4,97 

Set of six cars includes: Volks-dragon, Harry 
Hustler, Datsun, High-Tailer, Pi-eyed Piper, 
Mazda. Each is 2 to 3 inches long. Die-cast 
metal. From England. For ages 3 to 12. 
49 С 58445—Shipping wt. 1202....... Set $4.97 

Raise or lower 
car in the elevator ‚ Аһ А AA А 

Commercial Vehicle Set $497 
Set of 6 includes: tow truck, Badger, police car, 
gas truck, dump truck, bus. 2 to 3 in. long. Die- 
cast metal. England. Ages 3 to 12. 
49 C 58446—Shipping wt. 12 oz. ...... Set $4.97 

Саш pate scans by crtimas Ишке ий com 



Set and style your 
fashion doll's hair in the 

BEAUTY SALON 
$ 1 О?” doll, batteries 

not included 

ACCESSORIES: Table, brush, comb, 
-held mirror, bottles with shampoo 

and creme rinse labels. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 and up. See Note vc 
ORDERING INFO: сша 2 "C" bat- 
teries, order below. Doll not incl. 

158—Wt. 3 lbs. 10 oz. . 10.95 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 46997—Wt. 5 oz. ... Package $1.39 

NOTE: items on this page 
not recommended for children under 

3 years, due to small parts. 

a 

Check out your favorite 
foods at this colorful 
SUPERMARKET 

SOLD ONLY $1 195 dol! not 
AT SEARS included 

Take a trip to the supermarket with 
your 114-inch fashion doll. Doll fits 
into special stand behind grocery cart. 
Turn the crank . . . she travels around 
n grece counter track "pushing" 
her cart. When the shopping is done, 
doll and cart roll off track. . . then 
take them to the check-out counter. 
Food. , moves down counter when you 
vi cash register. 
ыз enol Plastic supermarket 
aisle with cart, -out counter and 
cash register. Measures 18x5x12 inches 
high overall. Japan. 
ACCESSORIES: Plastic play food, paper 
bags and play coins. 
FOR AGES: 3 and up. See Note above. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Partially assembled. Doll not incl. 
48N31181-—Wt. 3 ibs. 5 од ered $11.95 

‘ORDERING INFORMATION: 
19 N 30073—Shpg. wt. 14 ог... 

@ Sarna Comune Sleeveless 
мапі, crown, ballet 

Tatai pane scans by cheidinias maseleciwici com 

Mirror lights ир 
for make-up and 
hairstyling lessons 

Hair dryer. 
whirls and 
heats like 
real ones 

Drawers open and 
close to keep styling 
equipment tidy 

Chair swivels for i 
“washing” doll's hair 
in play sink 

"Ring" regie 
food move 

down counter 

food counter 

5456 
Quick Curl Barbie and P.J. 

plus “Now” look Ken 

(4 and 5) Quick Curl Barbie 
aci and P.J. h has a full head of 

Quick Curl hair to style. 
BODY. DETAILING: Each 11% in. 
tall. Vinyl bodies. Jointed arms, 
m. Pastel eyes. Quick Curl root- 

jon 

CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES Long 
dress, shawl and shoes. Brush, 
comb, curling tool, ribbons, fall. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years, See Note 
above at left. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(4) Barbie. Blue dress. 
49 N 30075—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.. 

(5) P.J. Orange dress. 
49 N 30077—Shpz. wt. 12 oz. . 
E The “Now” look Ken. 

ale fashion doll with long hair. 
BODY DETAILING: 12-in. vinyl doll. 
Jointed arms and legs. Brown root- 
ed hair. Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Casual 
suit, scarf, brush, stick-on mous- 
tache and sideburns, shoes. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See Note 
above at left. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 30078—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. . 

.$4.66 

-$4.86 

.94.66 

Barbie's 
Fashion 
Plaza 

$1394 
dolis not 
included 

Spend the day shopping with your 
fashion doll in this two-level de- 
partment store with 4 separate de- 
partments. Start by having her hair 
styled in the beauty salon, next try 
on some smashing outfits in the 
ashion bazaar with its own fitting 
area. After stopping for a refreshing 

at the outdoor patio take the 
automatic escalator (operates with 
pull string action . . . no batteries 
needed) to the second level bridal 
boutique. 

CONSTRUCTION: Hardwood, plas- 
tic. Measures 31 feet long. 

ACCESSORIES: Plastic sink, hair 
dryer, clothing rack, table, 2 chairs, 
escalator, онш bridal stand, 2 
glasses, comb, brush, mirror, 2 dis- 
play stands and cash register. 

FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See Nole 
above at left. 

ORDERING INFO: Dolls not incl. 
79N31179C—Wt. 11 Ibs. ....913.94 

520% [Sears] [Sears] 589 



GALAXY 250 Slotless Race Set from AURORA 
with Quickee-Lok™ track sections 

2-ane 34 x 
78-in. dog leg 

$3455 

Slotless track lets 
you change lanes 

Quickee-Lok track sections 
snap together Conventional slotted track 

Oe 
Working pit area 2 Ultra 5 

with garage racing cars 

Save 2 fí 96 when you buy the com- Save 20 96 when you buy 
plete Rocky Mt. Railroad System (items 1 thru 9) the Rocky Mt. Railroad System (items 
including 4-unit train set and action accessories 1 thru 4) including 4-unit train set 

Separate tota $8999 Order on Separate total $6999 Order on 
set set $124.41 opposite page $87.96 opposite page 

E 
"eu" $1699 моле 340999 

апа Landscaping 

6-pc. Building Kit - 

Remote-contro! 
ооз $949 Whistle Diner 5799 Mill with car 

T 
lg 
M >> | 

act п 9899 N SES 
Tower Coal Dump with car 

аыр. scans by санына: Naraci codi 



Flintstone® Game Alley $599 

of India; Checkers; Foreign Checkers and Chinese ers. 

bowling balls, 24 checkers, 30 backgammon pieces, 40 Game of India, 

tic, Imported. For ages 3 years and up. 

©1978 Hanna Barbera Productions Inc. 

p 3-game Combination 
or 2 to 4 players. 

CONTENTS: Three games. In- 
cludes playing board, 4 mark- 
ers, spinner or die for each 
game. Mother's Helper has 20 
chore cards; Silly Sandwich has 
silly sandwich ingredients. 
Happy Little Train. Be first to 
move your “train” up the 
mountain to finish line. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
Mother's Helper. Be first to 
complete 3 chores for Mother. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
Silly Sandwich. Build the big- 
gest, silliest sandwich of all. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Each game pack- 
aged separately, Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49N61045 ....... Set $3.95 

2) Candy Land. Requires 
nowledge of basic colors. Be 

first to reach Home Sweet 
Home. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Play board 
1812x1534 іп, 4 plastic ginger- 
bread men playing pieces, 64 
color, object cards. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. 
Sing, wt. 1 lb. 8'oz. 

49N65178........... $3.94 

(3) Fargo North, Decoder 
Game. Be the first player to de- 
cifer the Mad Scientist's secret 
word and solve the mystery. 
For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 9*4 x6VAs-in. 
board; 4 playing pieces; 4 deco- 
ders; 4 bases; 48 game cards, 
die, pad of decoder sheets. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 12 years. 
PE wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. 

49N61037.... .$3.94 

. Be first (4) Deluxe Coot 
player to build a Cootie. For 2 
to 6 players. 
CONTENTS: 84 plastic Cootie 
parts, playing board, die. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. Not 
recommended for children un- 
der 3 years due to small parts. 
49 N 65679—Wt. 1 lb. . $4.44 

(5) Old Maid. Play Old Maid 
in 2 ways: as board game or 
card game. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Playing board, 
spinner, markers, deck of 44 
cards. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
49N61013—Wt. 14 02.92.22 

e Children's Card Game 
et. For 2 to 4 players. 

CONTENTS: 5 card sets; Jokes 
and Riddles; Hearts; Old Maid; 
Magic Tricks; Rummy. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
49N 61014—Wt. 100z. $2.45 

aloó pase beans by db dc elóchdical Coni 

Play 10 different games: Bowling, with Fred Flintstone( pins; Shuffleboard; 
Snakes and Ladders; Backgammon; Number Crossword; Fox and Geese; Game 

CONTENTS: 46x11-in, cardboard game board. Reversible. 10 bowling pins; 2 
Chinese 

Checker pieces, 2 shuffleboard sticks, one spinner, 2 dice, 2 number crossword 

49 N 61307—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ошпсев..................... $5.99 

10 different games! 
112 playing pieces 

Crossword | 

Turn playing board 
over and you have 
6 more games 

e possano Street зата Match- 
ups™. Be player to acquire the most pegs 
by matching numbers, letters, objects by 
memory. For 2 or more players. 
CONTENTS: 32 game formats, featuring 

е Street Muppet friends, 32 pegs, 8 
puzzle cards, 18V4x9!-in. playing board. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
49 N 6519—Wt. i Ib. 6 oz. $3.94 

(8) Sesame Street Light and Learn™. 
Answer questions on card with battery- 
operated probe . . . if correct, red light 
flashes. For 1 or more players. 
CONTENTS: 20 game cards, 12x8-in. foil 
circuit board with attached metal probe. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 14 years. 
ORDER INFO: Use two "C" batteries, not 
included, order package below. 
49 N 61022—Wt. 11b. 8 oz. $4.94 
"C" Batterie: 
49 N 46994. 
Sesame Street à 

trademarks of С! 
1975 CTW. 

(9) Pink Panther Game. Sneak around 
the po board to be first to capture all 
the Pink Panthers, but beware of hazard 
cards, For 2 to 4 players, 
CONTENTS: 16x18-in. game board, 16 
Pink Panthers, 4 hunters, 18 hazard 
cards, dice, dice cup. Instructions. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 12 years. 
49N61012—Wt. 1 Ib. 110z. .... $3.94 
$United-Artists Corp. Mirisch-Geoffrey DF 1978 

10) The Lone Ranger Game. The 
ne Ranger and Tonto keep law and or- 

der in the Old West. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 16x18-in. game board, 2 
dice, 4 characters, 4 marker bases and 36 
game cards. 
AGES: 5 years and up. 
49N 61016—Wt. 11b. 120z.....93.94 
©The Lone Ranger Television, Inc. 1978 

f 1) Superman Game. Lois Lane and 
immy Olsen help Superman capture the 

arch villains. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 19'4-in. square board. 2 
dice, playing cards. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
49N 61251—Wt. 1 lb. 402...... $3.94 
D.C. Comics, Inc., 1977 

(12) Charlie's Angels Game. Charlie's 
Angels try to trap a dangerous criminal. 
For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 1814-in. square playin 
board, 12 die-cut cardboard Angels an 
stands, culprit, 24 game cards, dice. 
FOR AGES: 8 to 14 years. 
49 N 61021—Wt. 1 lb. 7 oz. .... 
©1977 Spelling.Goldberg Prod. 

(13) Benji Game. Be the first player to 
land on the finish line with an exact 
throw of the dice. For 2 to 6 players. 
CONTENTS: 16-in. square game board, 2 
dice, 24 cards, 6 wood tokens. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
49N 61033—Wt. 1 lb. 8 ог..... 
Benji 1976 Mulberry Square Prod.. Inc 

of 6. 
o Pkg. $1.87 

Street lamppost sign are 
Television Workshop® 

$3.94 

$4.44 



X camera 

Snappy Shots camera lets you Е 
be the photographer 

snap the shutter 
and you have an 

Winnie-the- 
Pooh Shape- 
Fitter Truck 

M 
Catalo page scans by ieisinias narseleciwical pon 

ind they help teach basic skills 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Sit ’N Drive 

Only at Sears the first 
dash a child can sit under 

Child feels 
as though he's 

You'll have oodles of fun with Zoodlelana 
animal kitchen friends 

Save 10% ium" 

бу 

2 
Winnie-the-Pooh Set ume. 
Teaching Clock PM/AM 

indicator 

Winnie-the- 
Pooh 

Push 'N Pop 

PRE-SCHOOL 
<0YS and GAMES 

au |Sears| 589 



With her angelic 

smile and heavenly 

fashions, no wonder 

she's named 

Ange Bay 
Look at her bright eyes, 
chubby cheeks and lit- 
tle pug nose . . isn't she 
adorable? 

Brush and comb her 
shiny rooted hair. Hug 
her soft, vinyl, fully- 
jointed body. 14-inch 
Angel Baby has go-to- 
sleep eyes. Wears a 
lace-trimmed knit top- 
per, matching bonnet 
and cotton creepers. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 
49 N 31584 .....$6.99 

Gifts for Angel Baby 
1 Rocking Bassinette. Pram Suit. Nylon fleece 

19x12x10-inch fiber- jacket with matching 
board bed, plastic rock- сгеерегз, bonnet. Wt. 4 oz. 
ers. Cotton liner, sheer 49N 32545 .... .$2.99 
overskirt; mattress, pil- devis 
low, cover. Wt. 11b.50z. 4 Mp Баи UM 
он CINE DLT Sm НӨ 

Playsuit. Cotton Party Dress. Has lace- 
pants, blouse and bon- trimmed nylon skirt and 

net. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. bonnet. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49N32544 .......$2.49 — 49N32547 $3.49 

NOTE: Doll not included with items (1 thru 5) above. 

This drink 

and wet 

Doll has 

her own 

Car Seat 

$399 
“Can 

te you dig 

Take her along, wherever you 
go. This 15-inch cutie has a 
plastic 3-position car seat. . 
use it as a recliner or a carry- 
all too. Dolly has a full-jointed 
vinyl body, rooted hair and go- 
to-sleep eyes. Flannel outfit; 
bottle incl. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 9 oz. 
49 N 31581 2.98.99 

\ Walker 

for Dolly 

MALAIKA TALKING TAMU 
a real says 18 

fashion mate kicky phrases 
Malaika means angel Tamu means sweet in Swahi- 
in Swahili and she's — li and she's about the sweet- 
as lovely as her musi- езі 16-inch rag doll you'll 
cal name. 15-in. beau- — find. Just pull her talk ring S y г 
ty wears a chic Afro- . . she giggles and says so BABY JANIE drinks "n wets 
print outfit; has a тапу "with-it" phrases. She 

Tagged metal walker has play rooted naturalhair- has a cuddly cloth body, vi- Perera ша for Sears сата hes ог ше 
Srey and beads. Gaily enam- do; poseable vinyl пу! head and hands and a Baby tps roped DT Then n nose 
eled. 16x9x19 in. high. Plastic body. Shoes included. rooted natural hairdo. Shpg, she'll close her bright go-tosleep eyes Нет body 
wheels. Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. is soft vinyl velie Mn 
Shpg. wt. 2 bs. 6 oz. 49N32036....94.87 49 М34009........... $597 49N31545—Shipping weight On 
49 N33008............. $2.99 NOTE: Shindana is a division of Operation Bootstrap, Inc. needs 

Tinni Dade cane by cia liat nei delochaical con 



Books for Baby to Grow on 

Baby's First Picture Book . . thread-sewn plastex plastic 
* Large lifelike pictures brightly printed in non-toxic inks 
* Sticky fingerprints and candy smears wipe right off with a damp cloth 

Tiny Tofs 6-book Library with 9 
Grow Таре. 12-page. 64x64 -іп 

books to help baby identify objects by 
contour as well as picture. Titles in- 

Baby's First Set of Picture Book: 3 
Set of 6, Each 8-page book, 6x7'/s 

inches, has big color illustrations. 
Titles include: Objects, Things Baby 

These books are colorful, washable cloth 
* Baby can chew on them. sleep on them . . they're nearly indestructible 
* Thread-sewn. illustrated and printed in non-toxic inks 

Set of 3. Each book 5Vsx8V4 4 Set of 6. Each book contains 6 
in., contains 8 pages. Give pages. 5Узх5 inches. Popular 

child an early interest in learn- favorites for little tykes . . they'll 
ing. and memorizing enjoy again and again. Titles: Little clude Teddy Bear. Bow Wow, My Sees, Cuddly Animals, Hey Diddle itles include: Nursery Pets, . Farm Folk, House, Pinky Panda, Pussy Cat. Diddle. Baby's Large Objects and Rhymes, ABC Children, Count Baby's Rhyme Book, Pussycat Cindy Lou. Paper tape 2¥2x51 in. ‘Things Baby Does. with Mother. From England. Rhymes, Favorites. From England 

3 N 16301— Shpg. wt. set 8 oz. . Set $1.97 3 № 16308 — Shpg. wt. set В ол... Set $1.55 З № 16328 — Wt. set 4 oz. Set $2.37 3 N 16329— Wt. set 3 ог 5et $2.47 

See and Feel Books Baby Animals 
(S thru 7) Baby loves totouch and Set of 4 Books. Each 7/sx10%s 
play with these colorful reproduc- ^ inches. Lifelike, colorful stuffed 
lions of soft puppies, bunnies 
seratchy sand. Sturdy spiral-bound 
cardboard books are respectively 
57кх6, 47/4x5*9/« and 57x6 in 
(513 N 16305— Touch Me Book 
(6)3 N 16309— Pat the Bunny 
(713 М 16307— Look! Look! 
Shpg. wt. each 10 oz Ea. $2.27 

Little Golden Books 

Set of 10. A library of baby's fa- 
vorite selections. Titles: Tawny 
Scrawny Lion, Saggy Baggy Ele- 
phant, Pokey Little Puppy, Shy 
Little Kitten, Scuffy the Tugboat, 
Seven Little Postmen, ABC 
Rhymes, Wild Animal Babies, 
Four Little Kittens, Tootle. Each 
6'/2x8 in.; av. 24 pages. 
3N1501- Wt. set 2 Ibs. 10 oz. Set $3.88 

The Uj 

Where's Miss Muffet; Little 

Easy Reader Bible Stories 

Set of 12. Informative. For beginners. 
family reading. Each 5x6'» in.; 32 
pages. Titles: Ten Commandments, 
Prayers for Little Children: Story of 
Jesus; Friends are for Loving: God's 
Plan for Growing Things; Bible 
Stories; God Loves Me; Friends of 
Jesus; God is Good; Jesus, Who 
Helped People; Baby Jesus; Me. My- 
self and God. Shpg. wt. set 1 Ib. 8 oz 
3N2075... Set $2.55 

9 
NKDGAE 
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Sunny Book Library . . 24-book Set 
Titles: Snow White: Mr. Gallaghers Donkey; Dick 
Whittington; Storyland; Fairytale Favorites; Gidappy; 8 

у Duckling: Dumpy: Terry Plays Басу: 
Let's Play Store; Little Farmer Brown; Bobbie Had a 
Nickel; Fairytales from Anderson; Tut, Tut Tales 9 
Little Red Riding Hood; Sleepy: Leander the Gander: 

itt-Putt; Cub Reporter; 
Ladybug Hitch Hikes Home; Poor Pussy Willow; Sleepy- 
time Train; Spotty Goes on an Errand. Paperbound 
З М 1524- Ea. 6х8 in.. 24 pages. Wt set 2 Ibs. 4 oz 

animals are the characters used to 
make learning basic skills enter- 
tainin Sturdy paperboard takes 
lots of thumbing itles: Counting 
is Easy, ABC’s are Easy, Telling 
Time is Fun, Learning Colors is 
Fun. From Japan 
З N 16324 — Wt. set 14 oz. Set $3.55 

Learn by Shape Books 

( 8 thru 10 ) Books that teach by shape as well as picture. 

Set of 3. Big Shoe. Big Counting, Big ABC. È 
З N 1522— Approx. 8Vax1 1a in. Wt. set 2 lbs бог. . Set $2.88 
Set of 3. Wheel book set... Wheels actually turn. 
Big Train Book. Big Fire Engine, Big Truck. One 

book 14х67 inches, two books 12!/4x7'/« inches 
3 М 16314— Shpg. wt. set 2 Ibs. 12 02. Set $2.88 
10 Set of 10. Colorfully boxed assortment includes: Kitten 

Farm, Truck and Bus, Car, Sign, Winnie and Tigger, 
Train, Bozo, Birthday, Bird. Each 8'/sx8V/z in. 
З М 1506— Shpg. wt. set 1 Ib. 13 oz 

Set $3.77 

Set $2.77 

The Real 
Mother Goose 

Delightfully illustrated in col- 
or by Blanche Fisher Wright 
Mother Goose is still favorite 
among youngsters. 

This beautiful edition is 
perfect introduction to these 
classic poems. Hardcover, 130 
pages. 9%sx1 134 іп 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz 
3N 1647 $3.47 



Police and Fire Chief Cars 
go racing to help. . with sirens 
sounding and lights flashing. 
Both with non-stop action. 

Watch how these cars bump into things, automatically turn away, go ко charg- 
ing off again . . travel straight, clockwise or counter-clockwise, Uses 2 “D” 
batteries . . not included, order package below. 

Resonant sirens; lights. Metal body, plastic trim. Each measures 
114x44x34 inches high. From Japan. 

T Fire Chief Car. Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. Police Car. Wt. 1 Ib. 11 ог. 
49C58175 . 9499 49С58071...................9499 

49 С 4653—Alkaline "D" Batteries, Pkg. of 2. Wt. 11 ол.......... Pkg. 139 

тутт, and gom o^ 

747 Jumbo Jet 

$ 599 > 
Automatic replica of the giant superjet goes thru all the motions of a real 
flight, except the flying. Turn the switch on. Place the lever in backward 
position and little stewardesses move up and down the aisle, In center posi- 
tion, the engine roars, gets ready for take-off. Push lever forward, the stew- 
ardesses stop, plane taxis forward. Plastic. Uses 2 "C" batteries . . not incl., 
order pkg. listed with “Crazy Buggy" above. 13x6x15'⁄ in. long. Japan. 
49 C58199—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces . .$5.99 

596 E 
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CRAZY BUGGY. . the “Do Anything” Stunt Car Set 

#7992: 
This little buggy makes driving fun with 5 
different stunt actions (bumpy road driv- 
ing, wheelies on rear wheels, hill climbing, 
flipovers down hill, two-wheel cornering) 
as it follows a 72-inch long course, Bright- 
ly-colored plastic car does all the stunts re- 
peatedly. 36x16x10 inches high. Uses 1 "C" 
battery . . not included, order package be 
low. Imported from Japan. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 7 ounces. 
49 C 58221 saaa o Set $7.99 

Alkaline “С” Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 4654—Shpzg. wt. pkg. 5 oz....Pkg. 99c 

$ 499 

Relax. . Non-Fall Buggy won't go over the edge 

This auto-“magic” buggy won't drive off tables, stairs or anything . . it 
stops at edge, turns and goes. Has blinking taillight. Metal, plastic 
6x4*/,x9 in. long. Japan. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below left 
49 C §8068—Shipping weight ! pound 9 ounces $4.99 

The Big Locomotive 

$699 

Big it's 14/4, inches long. А locomo! 
around. Its engineer swings his lantern back and forth while bell clangs 
and train whistle blows. Train will go on and on . . won't be stopped by 
obstacles in its path. It glances off them, keeps on moving. Uses 3 "D" 
batteries . . not included, order pkg. below. Metal and plastic. Japan. 

49 С 58243—Shipping weight 2 pounds $6.99 
49 C 4695— D" Batteries Package of 6. Wt. 1 lb. 7 oz Pkg. 139 

MS 

slide rod turns the wheels 

$299 

Wind-up Locomotive Wind-up Tractor 

A full 9 inches long. Wind it and let This 8%⁄4-inch tractor has a really 
it go . . no batteries needed. Key is powerful motor . . no batteries 
permanently attached. Plastic and ded. Permanently attached 
metal. Imported from Japan. сеу. Plastic and metal. Japan. 

Shipping wt. ! Ib. 1 oz. Shipping wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. 
49C 58182 $299 49С58063 $2.99 



Engineer Outfit 
tor Snoopy (1) 

Nightshi 
for (1) and 

Tennis Outfit 
for (1) and (2) 

New at Sears! 
Rag Snoopy 

with Peanuts* Gang 
T-shirt and jeans 

$599 
This world-famous little 
dog with his cute outfit 
can make anyone smile. 
You'll love having him 
for your very own. Cot 
ton Snoopy is filled with 
a cotton and polyester 

blend. With red rayon 
T-shirt and cotton blue 
jeans. 14 inches tall. 
From Taiwan or Korea. 
3N1201-Wt. 15 oz. $5.99 

Colorful 
Peanuts* 
Mobile 

is pre-tied 

and 

ready-to-hang 

$244 

A mobile that brightens any room. Features 
Charlie Brown, Lucy, Linus, Snoopy, and 
Schroeder. A balanced punch-out on 9x12- 
inch stiff cardboard. From Japan. 
3N 1645—Shipping wt. 4 02... 

Pa.SCOM KOGAE 

$2.44 

586 

m——Óá——— 

Engineer Outfit. Fils Snoopy (1) 
only. Made of rayon. Blue and white 

Е 

striped. From Hong Kong. 
ЗМ 1883—Shpy. wt. 20z. ........ 52.88 

БМ vp ушер Outfit. Made of cotton, 
6 w, From Hong Kong. 

arene Fs Snoopy (1). Wt 2 02.43.48 
3N1671—Fits Snoopy (2). Wt. 1 ог. 1.88 

Tennis Outfit. Cotton. White with 
Woodstock emblem. Hong Kong. 

3N1687—Fits Snoopy (1). Wt. 2 02. $3.44 
3N1673— Fits Snoopy (2). Wt. 1 oz. 244 

15 Peanuts® Treasury contains a collection cho- 
sen from ten years of Peanuts® adventures, 

By Charles M. Schulz. 8¥9x11 inches. 254 prape 
$5.88 3N 16134—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. 

16 Peanuts® Classics contains many of Charles 
Schulz' most popular cartoons, many in color. 

SVax11 inches, Contains 256 pages. 
3N 16115—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 15 о. ............56.88 

(7 thru 14 ) Liven up your walls with adorable Peanuts® characters and captions. 
Made of wool felt. Measure 1514x34 inches, Shipping weight each 3 ounces. 

(7) 3N 1604—1975 Snoopy Calendar ........... 7 
(8) 3N 1615—Snoopy. “I think I'm allergic to morning!” 
(9) 3N 1619—Snoopy. "Smile" i 
(10) 3N 16119—Snoopy. "I've got. to start. acting more sensibl 

(12) 3N 1610—Linus. "To know me is to love me.” 
(13) 3N 1679—Snoopy. “There are times when life is pure joy." ... 
(14) 3N 1575—Snoopy. "Actually, we Joe Cools are scared to death of chicks.” н a 

Peanuts® Books 

Peanuts® 
Chest 

Buy2.. | 

Save 
10% | д=°4% 

Covered with characterizations of the Peanuts 
Gang . . all in vibrant color. Roomy 
28x16'2x12'4-in. multi-purpose box gives perfect 
storage for toys, clothing, holiday decorations, 
blankets, baby things. Corrugated paper fiber- 
board with plastic handles and lid. Unassembled. 
(Snoopy not incl.) Wt. ea. 3 Ibs. 

3N 1650C Ea. 32.49; 2 for $4.48 

> 

$249 
each 

Snoopy Bank £ 

$388 
ve coins in Snoo- 

very own house 
with Snoopy as guard. 
Measures 4x7 inches, 
Made of lacquered pa- Mos 
pier máche. Korea. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
3N 16181 53.88 

Peanuts* Pennants 

5233 
194 

dears 194 

.tomorrow." 1.94 
(11) 3N 1602—Lucy. “I’m my own person!” , eo 184 

^ e 

17 Peanuts® 1975 Datebook Calendar has 
Snoopy on the cover, Each month features a 

picture of members of the Peanuts® gang with a 
quotation. Spiral bound cardboard. 10% 9x13 in. 
3N 1669—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. . $3.88 

18 Peanuts® Day by Day Book 1975. A diary 
and appointment book. 

3N 1649—Shipping wt. 15 ол................ $3.44 
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Unfold these Scene Sets to learn about 
city life or country life 

4 “MATCHBOX” City 
vy f Vehicle Set 

t Order separately 

“MATCHBOX” 
€— 

Vehicle Set eq: parately 

“MATCHBOX” ® 
CITY 

Discover the breathtaking 
panorama of this urban center 

$1199: 
vehicles 

Sold only at Sears! Have 
you ever thought how it 

would be to control traffic in a 
big city? Well, here's your chance. 
Move mini-vehicles (order sepa- 
rately below) on roads, overpasses, 
in auto storage facilities. Vacuum- 
formed plastic and heat sealed 
vinyl city opens to 26x36-inch 
spread. Closes into handy carrying 

case that measures 18x14x4 in 
wide. Recommended (ог ages 3 

and up. 
79C57045C-Shpg. wt, 41Ьв.. $11.99 

“MATCHBOX” 9-piece 
City Vehicle Set 

9 You control the traffic flow 
^ Includes 9 mini-vehicles: bus, 
Blaze-buster, gas tanker, fire 
chief car, Honda, Javelin, ambu: 
lance, Boss Mustang and Renault 
Each of die-cast metal . . about 2 
to 3 inches long. From England. 
Recommended for ages 3 to 12 
49 C 58443—Wt. 11b. 402 $744 

NOTE MATCHBOX” is the regi 
by Lesney 
and 

"MATTEL" 
Country Life 

Explore the front “40 acres’ 
on this farm spread 

$999 ш 
Sold only at Sears! Old Mc- 
Donald never had it as good as 

you will with this modern farm 
Move vehicles (order separately 
below) down country roads. Pass 
the barn with silo, gas station, 
farm house, railroad station ticket 

office. Vacuum-formed and heat 
sealed vinyl construction. Layout 

folds into convenient carrying 
case . . measures 175ах13718х 
4% in. wide. Recommended for 

ages 3 and up. Buy it the easy way 
—order by phone. 
49 C 58366 —Wt. 3 Ibs, 8 oz... $9.99 

“MATCHBOX” 9-piece 
Country Vehicle Set 

You control the vehicles along 
rural roads and in the fields 

around this farm. Includes 9 
mini-vehicles: tractor, Ford Capri. 
Jeep. dump truck, wildlife truck 
Mercedes, bulldozer, forklift 
truck. Rod Roller. Each of die- 
cast metal . . about 2 to 3 in. long. 
From England. For ages 3 to 12 
49 С 58414—Wt. 11b, 4oz. $7.44 



At Home with 
Barbie and Friends 

Washing machine Revolving 
tumbles clothes rotisserie oven 

Spin-action 
dishwasher storage section 

Dryer spins 
clothes in basket 

Саш pace Scane by chitimar ааа ыы Com 

Sink with light-up 

Karosel Kitchen 

6 working appliances in 
1 rotating center. . . 

your fashion doll will love it 
doli, accessones 

61397 Se 
Turn one crank to bring any of 6 appliances 
to you . . . tum another to put that i 
ance to work. See illustrations at left. Use 
overhead cabinets with see-through doors to 
store supplies. 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy ic unit mea- 
sures 10x7x13 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 "D" 

not i Doil not 
49N11 318. 1002. ....-....- $1397 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 М 46996—Shpg. wt. 11 02.......Pkg. $169 

NOTE: nems on this page not recommended 
for eges under 3 years, due to sma! parts. 

Karosel Kitchen Accessories 

$255 
Stock your Karosel Kitchen with play 
foods and useful kitchen utensils. 
SET INCLUDES: 60 pieces; supermarket 
set of canned play foods, tea service, 
kitchenware set, cloth linens. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See Note above. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49N 11641—Wt. 8 oz. . Set $255 

Barbie's 2-doll Sleep 'n Keep Case 

Bedroom folds to form carrying case for 2 dolls and their clothes. 
CONST: Vinyl case 18x4x13%4 in. high. Snap lock, carrying handle. 
SET INCLUDES: 2 fold-out twin beds with spreads and headboards; 2 
doll storage compartments, double closet with hanger bar and floor ac- 
cessory cupboard, 2 twist-lock pockets for extra storage. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See Note below at left. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Dolls, accessories not included. 
79 М 31154C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 5795 

Two Room-Fulls™ for Barbie 

Reduced from our 1975 Christmas Book. 
All you need to set up house and entertain friends is just two rooms. 
Your fashion dolls can cook, serve and relax in lovely atmosphere. 
SET INCLUDES: Country Kitchen Room: 2 plastic stools with fabric 
seats, tablecloth, 2 napkins, stuffed kitten, plastic table and serving 
pieces. Living Room: plastic sofa base and end table, 2 cushions, chair, 
planter, plastic coffee table. Chipboard backdrop setting for both rooms. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See Note at left. 
ORD NG INFORMATION 
49N31116—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces Now $6.88 

6 ae Barbie's Beauty 
. Bath 

$597 sols 
Pour special bubble solu- 
tion into tub, mix with wa- 
ter, pump built-in bellows 

4 at side of bath and presto 
4 ‚. «а tub full of bubbles. 

SET INCLUDES: Molded 
= pee bathtub, vanity ta- 
5 C le, stool, towel, comb, 

* mirror, brush, back scrub- 
ber, and 4 oz. of bubble 

| bath solution. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 yrs. See 

~ Note above at left. 
ORDERING INFO: Doll 
not included. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
49N31136 $5.97 



(1thru5) HO-scale Electric Train Sets with lighted engines and forward/reverse control 

Create your own railroading adventures with these HO freight sets. ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Lighted engines. Variable s; forward-reverse 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic and metal engines, plastic freight cars and accesso- реа Lene ved e rea y 110-120 volts, 60 Hz. AC. (Wattage and cord 
ries. Track sections are metal and plastic. lengths vary, see chart below.) Not recommended for children under 8. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. Operating instructions included. 

ACCESSORI 

burner, bridge trestle, 
and flatbed 

[Baby Ruth reefer, 
Old Dutch 

n tank, Ji 

*For information on writing for free copy of warranty 



Can your space ship 
defeat enemy laser? 

Play Laser Attack and see 

(1) Laser Attack . . . lots of action and chal- 
lenge as players maneuver space ships and ener- 
gy pods to avoid flashing enemy laser ray. Game 
is played in subdued light. 
OBJECT OF GAME: First player to block off the 
space station with energy pods destroys it and 
wins the game. For 2 to 4 players. 
CON S: 26-in. game board, space station, 4 
space ships, 20 energy pods. 
FOR AGES: 7 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 “АА” 
batteries, not included; order on page 601. 
49 N 61039—Shpzg. wt. 3 lbs. 1 oz. $8.94 

(2) "Bonkers!". . . wacky back and forth 
board game full of excitement as you help create 
and hit “hot spots. 
OBJECT OF GAME: To get around board first. 
You can slow down your opponent with a “lose” 
card. Players create new game track in each 
game. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Cards, dice, 1914-inch square board, 
pegs, playing pieces and tray 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 61057—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. $5.44 

CAME 18 

T URP 

u can win with luck 
jose” card 

(3) Yahtzee 
of skill and chai 

Roll the winning dice 
combination before your opponent does. 
For 2 or more players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic chips, dice, cup and 
scoring pad. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Instructions included. 
49 N 65084—Shpz. wt. 10 oz. 

(4) Triple Yahtzee 
ОВ.) OF GAME: Like Yahtzee with an 
exciting difference: a challenging triple 
strategy and new method of scoring 
add a suspenseful sequence of play. 
CONTENTS: Plastic chips, dice, cup, 
scoring pad and game tray for the dice. 
For two or more players. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Instructions included. 
49 N 61038—Wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. 

$2.64 

$3.74 
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Chinese. 
Checkers 
reverses 
to straight 
checker 
board 

(5) Trouble you can laugh at 
OBJECT OF GAME: Bring your men 
from start to finish. Trouble comes 
when opponent lands on space your 
man occupies and sends you back to 
"Start." For 2 to 4 play: 
CONTENTS: Plastic, press-action Pop- 
O-Matic cube shaker tells you how far 
to move. Plastic game board, 10^4 in. 
square. Plastic markers. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 13 ounces. 

49 N 65368 $444 

(6) Cage Bingo. For the whole fami- 
ly, from children to Grandma. 
OBJ. OF GAME: Fill line first. 
CONTENTS: Plastic bingo cage with 
handle, metal stand and cup; 96 plastic 
markers and box; 75 numbered mar- 
bles; 24 bingo cards; tally book and 
complete instructions. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49N61115 $6.44 

(7) Chinese Checkers and 
Checkers. . . oldies but goodies 

OBJECT OF GAME: Get your marbles 
from home point to opposite point of 
six-pointed star. For 2 to 6 players. 
CONTENTS: 15'z-inch diameter met- 
al Chinese checkerboard reverses for 
regular checkers. 60 glass marbles, 24 
checkers, Something for everyone. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 14 oz. 
49 N 65038 $5.44 
(8) Deluxe Aggravation 
OBJECT OF GAME: Move marbles 
around 18-inch square board to get 
home safe. Aggravate your opponent 
by landing in his space. Then he has 
to start over. For 2 to 6 players. 
CONTENTS: Board, 24 marbles, die. 
FOR AGES: 5 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
49 N 65036 $4.44 

Buy the easy way— 
order by phone 

£ven paying bills can be fun 
with this game 

(9) Pay Day. ..a light-hearted 
family game based on the wacky as- 
pects of-getting paid and paying bills. 
For 2 to 4 players. 
OBJ. OF GAME: Player with most 
money at end of game wins. 
CONTENTS: Calendar board allows 
any length game. 19'4-inch square 
game board. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 lbs. 7 oz. 
49 N 65488 $5.94 

(10) Sorry! a family game, full 
of suspense. Kids and adults have an 
equal chance to win in this exciting 
chase game. Special cards control the 
pursuit the outcome's always in 
doubt. For 2 to 4 players. 
OBJ. OF GAME: Move your markers 
around board back to home base first. 
CONTENTS: Colorful markers move 
on 1734-inch square board. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oe 

> $ 49 N 65052 : 44 



These toys for the tub make it 
fun to wash and scrub 

(1thru4) Bathtub Toys of non-toxic plastic 

(1) Winnie-the-Pooh Busy 
Bath®. Pull lever to draw water 
{тот tub up through tube and 
out of Pooh's mouth. Turn his 
head; he spins water wheel and 
carousel turns. Dial controls 
speed of seesaw water dump. 
Removable magic play cup con- 
verts from r cup to show- 
er cup by turning inside dials, 
Attach to tub by straps, suction 
cups. 12x4x10 in. hig! 
AGES. ORD INFO: 2-S yrs.* 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 C 44447D .........98.99 

(2) Tuggsy Tug. 
tug and you'll hear 
toot. Great fun in or out of the 
tub. 16x8x8 inches high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 months 
to 5 years. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49C SERES - 

590 

jueeze the 
whistle 

3.97 
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(3) Tug Boat. Turning paddle 
wheel. 54x3%4x2% in. high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 yrs. and 
up. Wt. 3 oz. 
49 С 5028... 2.:5.91,99 

(4) Tub Puzzle. Floating octo- 
pus with 6 removable floating 
puzzle pieces. Measures 8 
inches in diameter. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: Infants 
and up. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 C 47144... ..$3.94 

(5) Sesame Street* Swim- 
mers. Big Bird, Cookie Monster 
and Ernie. Wind up and swim- 
mer kicks, “swims” through the 
water. Each swimmer measures 
about 4 inches long. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 yrs. and 
up. Wt. 6 oz. 
49C5043......... Set $3.97 
* 01978 Children's Television Work- 
shop. Muppet Characters ©Muppets 
Inc. All rights reserved. 

The orchestra of fun with Musical Pop-ups, 
Music Boxes and Instruments 

m Snoopy Jack-in-the-Box . . . the 
t st double popping J ack-in-the-Box. 

listen to music, watch ei- 
em ET Woodstock pop out. 
You never know who's first or when 

are о pop. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Vinyl. Measures 
654x534x534 inches high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 years and up. 
49 C 45562—Wt 14 02........ $6.57 
Peanuts characters) 1958. 1965 United 
Feature Syndicate, Inc. 

(7) Winnie-the-Pooh Jack-in-the- 
Box. Turn the crank, enjoy the tune 
and wait for Pooh to pop up. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF- Steel with 
polystyrene Pooh face; cloth body. 
6%х5%х5%, high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 1% to 5 years.* 
49 C 45559D—Wt 11b.7 oz. ..$4.75 

(8) Winnie-the-Pooh Musical TV 
can't be overwound. Pooh scenes 

slowly, move across the screen to the 
tune of “Winnie’s Theme”. 
WHAT IT’S MADE OF: Plastic TV, 
9V4xSVAx 1014 inches high. Has carrying 
handle. Imported music unit. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 
49 С 45524D—Wt. 2 m. .$7.99 

(9) Winnie-the-Pooh Musical Cas- 
'oddlers' version of a 

er. Insert cassette, turn 
crank and enjoy ''"Winnie-the-Pooh 
Theme" or 3 other popular maen 
tunes. No wind-up springs to 
motor or batteries needed. Storage 
space for 4 cassettes (incl.). 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Sturdy plastic. 
914x534x314 inches high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 yrs.* 
49 C 442370—Wt. 11b. 302...$7.59 

(10) Winnie-the-Pooh Guitar. Turn 
crank, enjoy Winnie-the-Pooh tune. 
WHAT IT'S MADE ОР: Plastic with ny- 
lon strings, plastic and metal crank. 
Measures 15 inches long. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 4 um 
49 C 45565D—Wt. 12 02. .....$2.99 

(11) Do-Re-Mi Loco Train. Push 
down on one of the 8 "s heads 
and you'll hear a note for “ re, mi, 
fa, so, la, ti or do." 19 in. long. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic with ny- 
lon cord. Imported. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
49 С 45521—Wt. 11b. 802. ...$5.99 

(12) Shape Tunes Piano. Get 6 
pieces in right and you can play a song. 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: ipee vere 
9x6V4x3 in. high. 3 music sheets incl. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
49 C 45566—UWt 1 lb. 15 02. ..$7.98 

(13) Candy Man Radio. Wind-up, 
plays “The Ci Man". Pictures re- 
volve as music Sliding "station 
selector", Carry 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic, metal. 
Approx. 2х4%2х5 inches high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 1 to 5 years. 
49 C 45555—Wt. 12 02........ $5.77 

(14) Record Player. Turn knob to 
Start. Nubs in record grooves activate 
music box in tone arm and turntable ro- 
tates. m 4-in. speaker to amplify 
sound. No batteries required. req 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Plastic 

er, on-off 

AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
49 C 45532—Wt 2 Ibs. Dor $i $11.97 

15) Pull-a-tune X: . Play a 
vorite tune or pull it 
WHAT IT'S MADE OF: Wood base 
sound chamber on plastic wheels. 
Carefully tuned steel уз. Wood mal- 
let. Nylon pull-cord. Has music folder 

easy-to-learn color-coded instruc- 
tions. 14x5x2'2 inches high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 1 to 6 years. 

Ё 
49 C 45289—Wt. 2 lbs. . $8.33 

16) 

music as it moves 
ord, turn switch on. Train runs straight 
or in a circle. i 
re pea EU T а Gee tic tri SiS inches high. 4 double aided 
plastic records (11 songs). 
AGES, ORDER "d 3107 Needs 2 

” batteries, not below. 
49 C 45522. ДИМ — $11.49 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 C 46329—Wt 10 oz. ....Pkg. 79c 

vA thru 20 ) Mese M Pals. 
non-toxic Acrylic ie covering. 

Stuffed body conceals s music box. 
Locked-in wind-up caf Each “pal” 

за E um pA or dv 
pe ed-in eyes 
d nose. (1 DE Siting Lame, Surface 
washable curly acrylic is crush-re- 
sistant. Locked-in eyes and nose. 
(19) TU Geta rore уе 

Моше 20) Suzy W S Was nose. ч: 
painted eyes. Bib with ES es 
screened on 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 mos. to 6 yrs. 

REAA 6.97 
(20) Suzy. етв К 
уха Disney Productions 

(21 and 22) Lolly and Cholly. Soft 
13-in. high dolls are machine 

at warm temp. Tumble dry. Rat- 
tle sounds when they are 
WHAT THEY'RE MADE OF: Crease-re- 
sistant fabric; non-toxic colors. Felt 

ез and smile are lock-stitched on. 
1) Lol wears attached cap and 

apron; (22) Cholly wears attached cap 
ат vest. Foreign assembly. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 mos. to 2 yrs. 
(21) 49C 47162—Wt. 502. ..$5.47 
(22 49C4716—Wt50z.... 5.47 

"Note: Win a trip to Disneyland. To get your Official сауа Blank. order апу Winnie-the-Pooh item 
оп this page see 2 
received by Feb. 15. 1980. 

of Sears 1979 Christmas Catalog for details entries must be 



à DEE BABY 
"T 99 win 

Layette 

Feed her from her bottle, give her 
a bath, dress her in an outfit 

from her layette and hear her coo 

590 zm N T 
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Go ahead—hug her. This 16-inch baby has a 
delightful "coo" voice. She drinks "n wets, 
too. Has a jointed, vinyl body, molded hair 
and captivating go-to-sleep eyes. She's wear- 
ing а lace-trimmed sacque and diaper with a 
cuddly blanket. Comes with gown, flannel 
blanket, sweater, cap and booties. Wash 
cloth, soap, powder, powder puff, brush and 
bottle also included 
49 N 31575—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 
Dy-Dee Baby with sacque, blanket, bottle. 
49 N 31569—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. 

Set $12.99 

$7.99 

My Fair Babies make delightful 
little baby sounds 

17-inch Baby in a crocheted set 

1 She's so lovable with her winsome 
smile, shiny rooted hair and bright go-to. 

sleep eyes and cry voice. Her lovely lace- 
trimmed dress is topped with a snuggly-soft 

crocheted sweater; matching cap and booties; 
lacy slip and diaper. Kapok-filled body; vinyl 
arms, legs, head. 
49 N 31527—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. $9.99 

14-inch drink ‘п wet Baby 

2 This little charmer needs someone to care 
for her. She coos when you cuddle her 

drinks and wets and has soft rooted hair you 
can comb or brush. Wears a ribbon and lace- 
trimmed dress with matching bonnet. She has 
а jointed vinyl body and shiny go-to-sleep 
eyes. Bottle, diaper and booties incl. 
49 N 31576—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz $6.99 

Baby Bunting Butterball 

.a 14-inch darling 

who drinks 'n wets 

56” 

Once you pick her up, you'll 
just never want to put her 
down. She has pretty go-to- 
sleep eyes, coo voice and the 
rosiest cheeks. Molded hair, so 
you can take her in the tub 
with you. Wears a warm jacket 
and bunting over flannel kimo- 
no and diaper. Her soft vinyl 
body is fully jointed. Plastic 
bottle included. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 31567 $6.99 

Lovable 17-inch 

Baby Boy 

$99» 

Every doll family needs a baby 
brother . . he's so much fun to 
love and care for. Rooted hair 
frames his glowing cheeks and 
go-to-sleep eyes. Two baby 
teeth show through his great 
big grin. His cuddly vinyl body 
is jointed. Wears a handsome 
cotton knit suit with jacket and 
booties. From Italy. 
49 N31501—Wt. 2165. .$9.99 



It's a happy world with 
Raggedy Ann* and Andy 

You'll love growing up with 
cuties make such 
time. Thei 

Ann and Andy. These button-eye 
good friends, you'll want to keep them with you all the 

a poster for your wall . . a fluffy pillow to lean on as you 

read . . Papier-máché bookends, figurescene and bank for your pennies 

complete the charming group. Buy the easy way . . order by phone. 

1 Poster. A picture of love. 
3N1594-22'/5x21 in. Wt. 3 oz. .82.45 

Q Pillow. Cotton. kapok filled. 
15x17 in. Dry clean. Jay 

3N1592-Wt I Ib 3 oz.. $688 

Raggedy Ann characters ©1972 
Bobbs-Merrill Company. Inc. 

3 Bookends. Weighted, felted 
Each 6 in. high. From Japan. 

З М 1662— Wt 31bs. 402... Pair $7.88 

Figurescene. 6x4 in. Japan. 
З М 1667 — Shpg. wt В ог.....53.77 

Б Bank. 6x7 іп. wide. From Japan. 
З М 1661—Shpg. wt. 15 ог... .55.77 

RAGGEDY 
ANN 

From the bookshelf of Ап new 
Raggedy Ann and Andy “= 

Favorites for more than a generation, Johnny Gruelle's stories are still tops. 
Hardbound. 9¥x62 in.; illustrations by author . . many in color. 95 pgs. avr. 

Save 13% when you buy a 2-volume starter set. Separate prices total $5.32. 
Set 1. Raggedy Ann Stories; Raggedy Ann and Andy and Camel with Wrin- 
kled Knees. 
ЗМ 1719— Shipping weight set 1 pound 8 ounces... 
Set ll. Raggedy Andy Stories; Raggedy Ann and Andy and the Nice Fat 
Policeman, 
З М 1720— Shipping weight set 1 pound В ounces. 

3 № 1700— Raggedy Ann Stories 
3N 1701 — Raggedy Stories. ЗМ ТОА iatiedy Ann and Betsy 

PEE get Set $4.58. 

3N 1702- Ann and the ЗМ 1708- Raggedy Pebble 

ng 3 N 1703- Raggedy Апп» jes 
3N 1705- Ann in the Magie З № 1711 – Raggedy Ann in Land 

3 № 1713— Raggedy and the Hobby 

3н 1707- б Wie s е N 1710 Raggedy Magical Wishes Le Ам Hone 3 
3N 1709- Am the 3N 3710 Keeney hea the Happy 

3N1712- Ann and. - s Anis rendi Panes 3N 1717 me Ann in the Deep Deep 

B 5 in Snow 3N 1716— Marcella, A Raggedy Ann Story 

Shipping weight each 12 ounces. ...... Each $2.66 

Activity Set 

It's playtime with Raggedy Ann 
and Andy. Set includes about 
everything for hours and hours 
of fun for both boys and girls. 
Paint brush, crayons, paper- 
dolls. “Thank you Please, I Love аА: 
You” book. Coloring. paint with 
water, sticker, dot to dot, read 
and color books. = 
3N 1535- Wt. 3 lbs Вог. Set $4.66 

Projects make a rainy day bright ——— 

fa 

à Star-Time Paint and Coloring Set. Your TV 
favorites. Partridge Family color and activ- 

ity book and paper dolls. David Cassidy paint 
and color album. Bobby Sherman and Susan Dey 
paper dolls. Also watercolors, brush, crayons. 
3 М 1520— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 7 oz Set $3.29 
К) Junior Crafts ond Arts. Make papier-máché 

figures, cut-outs . . as versatile as a child's 
imagination. Papier-máché kit: instruction 
book, white newsprint, watercolors, brush, 

plastic mixing tray, balloons, wooden sticks, 
button eyes, cotton balls, rick-rack, colored pipe 
cleaners, ribbon, yarns, paper towels, shredded 
newsprint. Paper cut-out kit: booklet "Things to 
Make with Construction Paper”, scissors, pencil, 

ruler, crayons, paste, construction paper. 
3 М 1518— Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz Set $7.59 
( 8 and 9 ) Giont Floor Puzzles. Huge 38x28-inch 
Cardboard jig-saw puzzles, each 12 pieces. 

Counting Bus. Learn numbers from 1 to 10. 
3 М 1516— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz 52.66 

Q Alphobet Man. A leads to alligator B to 
barn . . teaches letter recognition, sounds. 

3 М 1515— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz 52.66 

Playtime Stories from Disney 

Golden Books 
Set of 10. 8x8-inch 
hardcovered, 24-page 
books. Collection of 
old and new Disney 
pals. All with full- 
color illustrations. In- 
clude Mickey Mouse 
Picnic, Donald Duck's 
Toy Train, Three Lit- 
tle Pigs, Mickey Mouse 
and Pluto Pup, Lucky 
Puppy. Winnie Meets 
Gopher, Mother Goose 
Winnie and Tigger, Pi 
nocchio, Disney on Pa- 
rade. Wt. set 1 Ib. З о. 101 Dalmatians. 
3N 1572 Set $3.88 Біра. wt. ea. set 1 Ib. 202. 

Disney characters © Walt Disney Productions 

Storybook and Record Sets 
Child listens and reads story ex- 
actly as spoken. Sets include 5 il 
lustrated books, 7'/4x7¥ in.; five 7- 
in. 33V/-rpm records. 
3N 1001—Set I. Mary Poppins. Lady 
and the Tramp, Bambi, The Aristocats 
Peter Pan. 
3 М 1545— Set И. Goldilocks and the 3 
Bears, Acting Out the ABC's, It's a Small 
World, Three Little Pigs, Little Red 
Riding Hood. 
3 М 1546— Set Ill. Mickey Mouse and the 
Brave Little Tailor, Mickey and the 
Beanstalk, Pinocchio, Bedknobs and 
Broomsticks. Jungle Book 
3 М 1547— Set IV. Snow White. Sleeping 
Beauty, Alice in Wonderland. Cinderella. 

Set $3.19 PeLCOS 
m 
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Load up your mini-cars on this 
Motorized Auto Transporter 
and take them to the dealers 

Room for 14 cars, yet you maneuver 

this Auto Transporter 

easily with its push-button drive 

To "drive" your truck, load up to 14 mini-cars (not 
included, order below or see pages 598 or 600). Press 

"start" and "forward" Buttons on cab and you're off. To 
take corners, push "right turn" and "left turn" buttons. 
То unload cars, push "reverse" button to back into load 
ing area. Then push "stop" button, tilt up ramp and roll 
off cars. Cab hooks onto trailer automatically . . may be 
manually unhooked with lever release. 

Plastic body: 18x4'/.x4 inches high. Uses 2 "C" batter- 
ies. From Japan. Use your 
phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 

. order package below 

49 С 58223—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 2 oz. $6.99 

Alkaline “C” Batteries. Package of 2 
49 C 4654—Shipping wt. pkg. 5 oz Pkg. 99c 

a ӯ re 

Souped-up sextet includes Formula 1 Race Car, Hairy 
Hustler, Slingshot Dragster, Road Dragster, Blue Shark 
and Team Matchbox Race Car. Imported from England. 
For ages 3 to 12 years. 
49 C 54271—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces $3.54 

сыйы Habe scane by duitimar карайы cm 

Programmed, fully automatic 

parking with 

Sears Computer Garage 

9 The most modern computerized parking ga 
rage in mini-car city . . holds up to 8 

“MATCHBOX” (sold below or see pages 598 or 
600), Hot Wheels*, or other mini-cars. It's easy 
and fun to load or remove parked cars . . num 
bered card brings the car you want down the en 

ferris-wheel type elevator . . spring 
trigger moves the car out at bottom. Made of 
sturdy plastic. Measures 10x 10'4x17 inches high 

trance о 

Uses 2 "D" batteries . . order package below. Ja 
pan. For ages 3 and up. 
79 С 57027C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $9.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 C 4695—Wt. pkg. 1 lb. 7 oz. Pkg. 139 

Both of these 
"MATCHBOX"" Sets work 
with our Auto Transporter 

and Computer Garage 

shown on this page 
All cars made of die-cast 

metal 2 to 3 inches long 

Six controls atop the 
cab let you start, 

Stop, go felt. right, 
Torward, reverse. 

Mercury Rat Rod, Wildcat Dragster, Boss Mustang, 
Tyre Fryer, Lotus Super 7, Javelin. From England. 

$999 
Саз. бөлөнө: 

49 C 5427 3to 12. Wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. Set $3.54 
NOTE 7м X” is the registered trademar 

лез by Lesney Products А gen м Sears 597 



Monaural 
8-track Tape Player 

$2988 

Solid state unit plays all pre-recorded 8- 
track tapes monaurally. Just insert car 
tridge to start. Manual program selection. 
34-inch speaker. Tone and volume con- 
trols. Includes earphone for private lis 
ing. Blue plastic cabinet just 7x11*ax3'o 
inches deep. Runs on 6 "D" batteries or AC 
adapter, not included. Japan. Cartridge not 
included. 

without batteries. 
ог AC Adapter 

ттс 
үеге 

STEREO 8-track Tape Player with 
built-in AM/FM Monaural Radio 

en- Separate speakers up to 5 feet 
for stereo enjoyment . . lock together 
for carrying and on-the-go listening 

with AC Adaptor, 
without batteries $3995 

57N2100—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 о2......%29.88 

Player with 6 "D" Alkaline Batteries. 
57 N 21006—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 4 oz. ...$34.38 

Player, 6 "D" Alkaline Batteries, AC 
Adapter (draws just 5 watts); 5-ft. cord. 

Our most compact stereo 8-track tape player . . 
just 744x54x5% inches high. Solid state unit plays 
all pre-recorded 8-track tapes. Manual program 
selector. Separate volume control for both 24-inch 
speakers, AM/FM monaural radio with AFC to 
cut annoying FM drift; built-in AM, telescoping 
FM antenna. Radio plays monaurally thru both 

speakers. White and black plastic cabinet. Runs 
on AC adapter with 5t4-ft. cord (included) or 6 
"C" batteries (not included). AC adapter draws 5 
watts. Hong Kong. Cartridge not included. 

57 N 2103—Shipping weight 5 pounds ....$39.95 
Player with 6 "C" Alkaline Batteries. 
57N21036—Shipping weight 7 lbs. 2 oz. ..$42.95 

57 N 21007—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 12 oz. .$39.33 

Fun with Brushes. You'll learn 7 basic rhythms, and how to read sheet 
music from instruction booklet. Long-playing 33!4-rpm record includes 

music with and without brush accompaniment to help you practice. Includes 
two professional-quality wire brushes. 
57 М 86901—Shipping weight 1 pound ................ ПУК ОКЕ $5.99 

2 Fun with Drumsticks. Learn basic drum rhythm plus several different 
percussion effects with instruction booklet. Snappy jazz selections on 

long-playing 33*4-rpm record are great for improvisation, playing along. In- 
cludes two professional-quality hardwood drumsticks. 
57 N 86904—Shipping weight 1 pound .........-cee m $5.99 

Сай paie scans by dieisihiamiseltediwical com 

3 Play the Recorder. Illustrated booklet explains how to read sheet music 
and play recorder . . includes exercises. Exercises are played on 33!4-rpm 

long-playing record, too . . you practice along to learn notes, rhythm. In- 
cludes Yamaha Soprano recorder. 
57 М 86905—Shipping weight 1 pound .............................. $9.99 

4 Play the Harmonica. Lesson booket and 33!4-rpm long-playing record 
teach you to read sheet music and form notes. Record includes practice- 

along music for various levels of skill. Includes Hohner Marine Band Har- 
monica. Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
57 N 86902—Shipping weight 1 pound ....... Oren d ti 

587 



Radio Flyer 
Go-Cart 

$1999 

1 Hop behind the wheel of this pedal-powered go-cart 
and you're ready to race along sidewalks or in your 

driveway. Rugged welded tubular-steel frame for durabili- 
ty. Semi-pneumatic tires are puncture-proof and mounted 
on tough plastic wheels, Sporty plastic bucket seat adjusts 
to 3 positions as child grows . . gives rider room to stretch 
out behind the wheel year after year. Yellow and black. 
32x17x15¥ inches high. Ages 2 to 6. Shipped unassembled. 
79 C 86034C—Shipping weight 13 pounds.......... $19.99 

Go-Cart Racer Kit includes 
all parts needed except lumber. . 

real fun for a family project 
2 This build-it-yourself go-cart racer kit includes: plastic 

wheels, steel axles, steering parts, full-size pattern, 
bolts, screws and hardware. Simply lay the patterns on 
wood you supply and cut with handsaw . . or you can 
design your own custom body. 

Measures 51x23x25 inches high when made from pat- 
tern. Varnish or paint the finished go-cart and you're off to 
the races. For ages 4 and up. To order the easiest way, 
look in your phone book white pages under "Sears, Roe- 
buck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
79 C 86058C—Shipping weight 10 pounds ...... Kit $15.99 

‘Catalina page scans by Н Еже cont 

when you buy 
Tractor (3) with Trailer (4) 

88 Tractor and 
Trailer Set 

Tractor 
and 

Trailer Set 
( 3 and 4) Steel tractor's chain drive glides on long-life bearings for smooth, easy 
pedaling. Delivers power to big 16x3V2-inch rear wheels without snagging pants 
legs since drive is fully enclosed. Scoop seat is 14 inches high . . spring-mounted 
and adjustable forward and back for comfort. Brilliant red finish with white trim. 
Realistic-looking white “motor”. Includes sturdy trailer hitch. Tractor measures 
34% x18x26%4 inches high . . just right for young riders. 

All edges of steel trailer body are curled. Trailer has bright red finish with white 
trim. Tongue fits tractor's hitch securely. Trailer, 344/x18x6% inches high. Both 
sent partly assembled. Steel axles. Recommended for ages 3 to 7. 
79 C 86083N2—Tractor and Trailer. Shipping weight 38 pounds .. .. .Set $45.88 
(3) 79 C 8606 1N— Tractor only. Shipping weight 28 pounds 39.89 
(4) 79 C 86062C— Trailer only. Shipping weight 10 pounds. . 9.99 

SHIPPING NOTE: For “М” items (as 79 C 8606 1 N), see “N” suffix on page 276. 

Plastic Tractor 
and Trailer Set 

$1999: 
5 Pedal-drive tractor has ABS plastic fork with easy steering assem- 

bly. Big 12-inch rear wheels with fenders. Scoop seat is 14 inches 
high. Includes trailer hitch. Tractor measures 291x17x19 in. high. Plas- 
tic trailer body. Measures 19%%х5Мх9 inches high. Both sent partly as- 
sembled. Steel axles. Orange, yellow, blue. Ages 2 to 5. 
79 С 88023C— Tractor and Trailer. Shipping wt. 15 Ibs. . 
79 C 86027C— Tractor only. Shipping wt. 11 lbs. 

Plastic Tractor $997 
6 Pedal-drive for easy-rolling. 8- 

inch diameter rear wheels. 

Ages 2 to S. 



Help Barbie Baby-sit 
for this tiny 

3-inch long baby doll 

$366 no 
“Feed, and bathe baby with this com- 
plete set for and sitter. 
SET INCLUDES: One 3-inch long, soft plastic 
baby with rooted blond hair, rose print and 

blanket, diaper, highchair, ic bathtub, 
cradle, night е, christening dress, bonnet, 
bib, plate, 2 bottles, duck, soap, towel. Emer- 
gency phone list and apron for sitter. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 yrs. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Barbie not incl. 
49N 31167—Shpg. wt. 5oz....... Set $3.66 

NOTE: Not recommended for ages 
under 3 years. due to small parts. 

Help fashion dolls 
prepare for recital with 
Piano that "plays" music 

$595 гш 
Fashion dolls up to 12 inches tall will 
love learning to play the piano. Wind 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Piano, 
Ax6x5 in. high. Chair, 3x234x5'4 in. 

From Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Doll not included. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 11 
4931156... $5.95 
Buy the easy way—order by phone. 

a 

Mr 

———— — 

Musical Rocking Chair for $495 
fashion dolls ole n 

up to 12 in. tall included 
Fashion dolls can rock babies to sleep or un- 
wind from a busy day in this country-style 
rocker. Just wind knob at side and chair 
rocks while playing relaxing music. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Measures 
6Vax3Vax7 in. high. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Dolls not incl. 
49N31189—Shipping wt. 1 lb. . $4.95 

Growing Up Skipper 
Rotate her arm she 
grows from a young girl 

into a lovely teenager 

$466 

Growing up Skipper is 
like having two dolls in 
one. Turn her left arm a 
full 360°. . . Skipper gets 
slimmer at the waist, 
grows \ in. taller and de- 
velops a small bustline. 
BODY DETAILING: Vinyl 
with rooted hair. 9 in. tall. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: 
For young look: red 
stretchy sleeveless body 
stocking, print short skirt, 
knee socks and flat shoes. 
For older look: long skirt, 
blue scarf and clogs. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
See Note below at left. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shipping weight 9 oz. 
9 N 30045 .....$4.66 

SET INCLUDES: Plaid growing up outfits: 
long skirt, tie-front top. dickey, short 
dress, belt, plastic soda bottle and school 
books. Handkerchief print growing up 
outfits: long dress, white knit top, gath- 
ered short skirt, denim shorts, plastic ball 
and hand mirror. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 yrs. See Note at left, 
ORDERING INFO: Dolls not included. 
49 N 31123—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. .Set $2.99 

Teenager's room 

$1145 э 
Growing Up Skipper Doll 
and convertible Bedroom 

As Skipper grows up, her room changes with her. 
SET INCLUDES: Skipper doll described above. 
Changeable bedroom has desk that becomes a van- 
ity table, desk lamp that converts to a swag lamp, 
reversible wall hanging, bunk bed with ladder, 
spreads and pillows that convert to four-poster 
canopy bed with ruffled spread, pillow cover and 
canopy valance. Printed Masonite& hardboard 
backdrop surrounds room and has door that 
opens, painted window and roof beams. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. See Note above at left. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 4 Ibs. 
VOR S DC Set $11.45 

Little girl's room 



through the dark ahead 
... open the throttle on 
an HO freight and deliver 
that load on time 

Life-Like® 
HO-scale 
Layout 

triple oval 

79”? | 

(6) Life-Like® 46x96-inch Layout for 
HO-scale trains 

Engineer your train set through the triple oval, town 
and country layout. 

CONSTRUCTION: Handpainted layout (46x96 
inches) molded of sturdy LIFOAM® е; ded poly 
styrene. Track sections of metal and plastic; plastic 
accessories. 
WHAT YOU GET: Base, 4 remote-control track 
switches, rerailer, 39 track sections, 6 building ki 
path, road mats, 12 trees, assorted shrubs and signs. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. See 
79 C 96101N—Shpg. wt. 21 lbs. . 

(7) Life-Like& Country Land: 

set for imaginative and realistic model railroading. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic, wood, rubber and lychen. 
WHAT YOU GET: 50х99-іпсћ “grass” mat, 50x12- 
inch “earth” mat, 50x12-inch “path” mat, 10 trees, 
shrubbery and assorted poles and signs. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 C 95085C—Shipping weight 5 pounds . . . $9.49 
(8) TYCO® Track Expander Set for 

HO-scale trains 
Reduced from our 1976 Christmas Book. Combine this 
set with any existing circle of track to form 48x96- 
inch double oval. Wired for 2-train operation. 
SET INCLUDES: 18 sections of plastic and metal 
track. Plus 2 remote-control switches, 2 terminal 
rerailers, blocking switch, 4 insulated rail joiners, 40 
feet of wire, nails and instruction booklet. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 9690—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 1202...... 

Was *27.97 
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Monopoly 

OBJECT OF GAME: Play tycoon . buy, sell, swap real estate, railroads, utili- 
ties. Build houses, hotels; collect rents; try to bankrupt opponents. 
(1) Original Monopoly 
CONTENTS: 1914x19%4-inch square 
board, play money, houses, hotels, ti: 
tle cards and playing pieces. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. For 2 to 8 
players, 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. 
49 N 65039 ^ $5.94 

(5) Twister. Hilarious test of twist- 
ability and balance as 2 VATES move 
hands and feet onto circles on mat. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Last player left 
Standing wins. 
CONTENTS: 52x64-inch vinyl mat, gi- 
ant spinner with plastic arrow. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. For 2 to 
4 players. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz. 

49 N 62214 $5.94 
(6) Life. Spin the wheel of fate 
move around this 3-dimensional 
world of exciting make-believe. 
OBJECT OF GAME: You can end up 
on Millionaire Acres or the Poor 
Farm. That's Life. 
CONTENTS: 23*4x19!4-inch game 
board, spinner, tiles to move. 
FOR AGES: 9 years to adult. For two 
to eight players. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 1 oz. 
49 N 65034 $6.94 

Ciaoo pace scans by deistimacmiselediaical com 

(2) Special Edition Monopoly 

CONTENTS: 19'4x1934-in. board. 
More equipment than (1). Organizer 
tray for play money, houses, hotels, 
extra playing pieces, deed carousel. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. 2 to 10 players. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 13 oz. 
49 N 6501 bs $8.94 

(7) Boggle 
the hidden word game 

OBJECT: Race against timer and op- 
ponents to make words from 16 let- 
tered cubes. Earn points for words no 
one else has. 2 or more players. 
CONTENTS: Timer, shaker dome for 
secret and random assortment of the 
letter cubes. 16 cubes, holding tray. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Instructions incl. 
49 N 65359—Wt. 11 oz. $4.44 

(8) Stay Alive. The ultimate surviv- 
al game. . . requires strategy. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Be clever, be sly, 
be the last player on the board. Play- 
ers maneuver slides on playing board 
to open holes, causing their oppo- 
nents’ marbles to fall through. 
CONTENTS: Plastic 13-in. sq. board, 
14 slides, 20 marbles. 
FOR AGES: 8 to adult. 2 to 4 players. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 N 61036. $5.44 

Scrabble 

OBJECT OF GAME: Score points by spelling words crossword fashion. 
(3) Scrabble 

CONTENTS: 1414-inch sq. cardboard 
board 100 hardwood letter tiles, 4 
hardwood racks. Instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. For 2 to 4 
players 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. 

49 N 65053 

(9) The Big Deal. . . fast-moving 
rags-to-riches board game. 
OBJECT: Player works his way up his 
score card to fabulous wealth by buy- 
ing and selling his wacky business ven. 
tures at each throw of the dice. 
CONTENTS: Dice, play money, tray, 
chips, opportunity cards, 18-inch 
square game board. 
FOR AGES: 8 and up. Up to 4 players. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
49N61196 $5.94 

(10) Clue... . classic who-done-it 
game that kids love. 
OBJECT: Figure out who committed 
the crime with what, and where and 
you win! Action’s in a spooky old man- 
sion with lots of suspicious characters 
1914-in. sq. game board. 
CONTENTS: Plastic weapons, suspect 
and clue cards, die, plastic playing 
pieces, detective notes. 
FOR AGES: 8 to adult. 3 to 6 players. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49N6505..... $5.94 

(4) Deluxe Scrabble 

CONTENTS: Framed, 15!4-in. square 
board overlaid with plastic grid to hold 
tiles; built-in turntable in base. 100 fin- 
ished hardwood tiles, 4 tile racks, plas- 
tic snap bag. Instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 to adult. 2 to 4 players. 

ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 М 65504 $14.94 

(11) Gambler combines exciting fea- 
tures of poker, sweepstakes, racing. 
Reach $1,000 first. 1914x 1934-in. board, 
play money, chips, $-shape players, 
dice, game cards. For ages 10 to adult. 2 
to 4 players. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49N 61058 $5.94 

(12) Hangman. . . modern version 
OBJECT OF GAME: Player spells word 
on his letter grid. Opponent tries to 
guess the letters. Every time opponent 
is wrong, man in window is one step 
closer to being “hanged.” 2 players. 
CONTENTS: Two 9-in. tall plastic game 
boxes with windows. Letter squares. 
ORDER INFO: For ages 8 yrs. to adult. 
49 N 65273—Wt 2 lbs. 2 02. ..$6.44 
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Casey Jones Train plays 
11 songs as it chugs along 
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ўй Winnie-the-Pooh 
Musical T.V. 

& 
Winnie-the-Pooh 

Guitar 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Cassette Player 

Do-re-m: 
Loco Train 

ar 
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Musical Shepe Tunes a 

Ж Musical Toys 
by Fisher-Price 

ке 

Candy Man Radio 
pictures revolve to music Musical 

Suzy Doll 

PRE-SCHOOL 
«<0YS and GAMES 
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Pull-a-tune Xylophone 
play a tune or pull it along 
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Beguiling 

13-inch 

Baby Doll 

" from 

France 

“fe $599 
fe 

She's dressed for play in her 2 
piece lace-trimmed sunsuit 

She even has a bright bow in 
her curly rooted hair. Lay her 
down and si 
sleep a soft acryl- 
ic stuffed body; vinyl arms, 

legs and head 
Shipping weight 12 ounces 

49N 31507 $5.99 

her go-to- 

Сай page scans by dieistiasnisetedaical nn 

From France: 

beautiful baby dolls 

by Clodrey 

18-inch Charmer 

with go-to-sleep eyes 

] She's so cuddly soft 
J you'll want to hold 

her forever. Her long 
rooted hair is styled in 
bouncy ponytails 
Wears a perky topper 
and matching leggings. 
Has a polyurethane 
foam-filled body; vinyl 
arms, legs and head. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49N31508 $9.99 

What a chubby. 

cuddly 18-inch Baby 

e's such a shy 
‚ but complete. 

ly irresistible. She 
glances at you from the 
corners of her pretty 
painted eyes. Has a 

cute smile, too. Acrylic 
stuffed body, rooted 
hair. Vinyl head and 
hands. Wears a soft 
play outfit.Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 31506 $6.99 

Isn't she a darling 

17-inch Baby Doll? 

She's adorable, with 
her wispy rooted 

hair, go-to-sleep eyes 
and happy smile. § 
has a soft polyurethane 
foam-filled body; vinyl 
arms, legs and head 
Wears a frilly 2-pe. out 
fit. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49N 31504 $8.99 

е 

Bathe her, feed her from her 
bottle, dress her in diaper 
and lace-trimmed topper, 
then let her close her bright 
go-t › eyes. She's jointed 
vinyl with molded hair 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. 

49 N 31505 $4.99 

Incredibly soft, life-size 22-inch 

Baby Dolls 
Designed by Furga 

з 5142? 
They'll steal your heart away, 
with their sweet smiles, go-to-sleep 
eyes and long, long lashes. Each 
has shiny rooted hair, a cuddly po- 
lyurethane foam-filled body, vinyl 
arms, legs and head. They wear 
knit leggings, tops and bonnets. 
From Italy. 
Shipping weight each 4 lbs. 

(4) 79N3 1502C-Blonde ...$14.99 
(5) 79N31503C-Brunette.. 14.99 
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(1 thre 5) Joan Walsh 
Anglund’s special gifts. Her 
book captures the rapture 
of Christmas spirit in 28 

pages of poetry and illus- 
tration. 

The ceramic, musical Christmas tree that revolves to the tune of Jingle Bells 
will be a forever keepsake. Completing the scene are the storybook pocket 
dolls . . a boy and girl done up in Christmas finery ready for the gift exchange. 
Girl shown on pocket-doll size bent-wire chair (sold separately below) 
(1) 3 М 1748—Book. Christmas Is a Time of Giving. 414x7 in. Wt. 4 oz. $2.47 
(2) 3N 1747—Ceramic, Musical Christmas Tree. 3x534 in. Wt. 10 oz. . 14.88 
(3 and 4 ) Christmas Pocket Dolls. Each 7 in. tall. Shpg. wt. ea. 3 oz. 
(3) 3 N 1746—Boy Doll......$4.88 (4) 3 М 1745—Girl Doll. . 4.88 
(5) Red Metal Chair. Fits all 7-inch pocket-size dolls. 
3 N 1792—Approximately 6x514 inches. Shipping weight 4 ounces. Each 1.94 

A Friend Is 
Someone Who 

Likes You 

( 6 thru 8 ) Charming friend 
group will make anybody feel 
like he has a special new one of 
his very own. The imaginati: 
ly illustrated book, wit 
delightful story, comes to 
with the little red-haired friend 
pocket doll, and papier-máché 
bank (you slip the pennies in 
the bow in back). 

@ Book. 416x7 in. 28 i. 
3 N 1735—Wt. 4 oz.......$2.47 
n Friend Doll. 7 in. tall. 
3 Н 1622—Wt. 3 oz....... $4.88 
e Friend Bank. 614 in. tall. 
38 1732—Wt. 13 oz. ....$5.77 

Joan Walsh Anglund 
Sampler 

Big 11}4x15-in. framable 
pictures depicting popular 
scenes from these famous 
books. Set of 12 scenes 
Írom her most popular 
books, including “Christ- 
mas Is a Time of Giving", 
"Spring Is a New Begin- 
ning" and many others. 
High quality, heavy paper. 
3N1796-Wt. 11b. 1 oz. $5.44 
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bien Love Is a Special 
Way of Feeling 

( 9 and 10 ) 28-page 
book in poetry and pic- 
tures. Out of the pages, a 
“Love” pocket doll in red 
and white. Chair sold on 
facing page. 
(9) Book. 436x7 in. 
3N 1744—Wt. 3 oz.. $2.47 

(10) Doll. 7 in. tall. 
3N1743—Wt. 3 oz.. $4.88 

What Color Is Love 

(11 and 12 ) "Most any 
color when it is really 
love. 32 pages of illustra- 
tion and story. Flower 
girl pocket doll with 
Posies in hand. 
(11) Book. 414x7 in. 
3 N 1752—Wt. 3 oz.. $2.47 

(12) Doll. 7 in. tall. 
3 N 1751—Wt. 3 oz.. $4.88 

The Brave Cowboy 

(13 thru 18 ) Buckle on your guns, podner, and hitch up your belt, 
you're ready to ride with Brave Cowboy and his friend Bear. Bear 
and cowboy bank and cowboy pocket doll help translate these 4 
fascinating fantasies into realities. All books illustrated, 734x614 in. 
7-in. cowboy pocket doll wears black felt sombrero on his red hair, 
fancy polka-dot kerchief, boots and gun. Brightly painted papier- 
máché bank has money slot in back, is 414x914 in. tall. 
(13) 3 М 1765—Book. Cowboy's Christmas. 36 pages. Wt. 7 ог..... $2.94 
(14) 3 N 1764—8ook. Cowboy and His Friend. 31 pages. Wt. 7 oz... 2.47 
(15) 3 N 1763—8ook. Cowboy's Secret Life. 30 pages. Wt. 7 oz. 247 
(16) З N 1762—8ock. The Brave Cowboy. 36 pages. Wt. 7 oz. 2.94 
(17) 3 N 1769—Brave Cowboy Doll. Shpg. wt. 3 oz... ess 488 
(18) 3 М 1770—Cowboy and Bear Bonk. Shpg. wt. 15 oz... 5.77 
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CATCH THAT CAR! — ~ 
Only if you're quick.. 

Zoom around. . switch tracks. . catch 

the getaway car with this high-speed 

Highway Police Chase Game 

isis. $099 
Now, the big cops 'n robbers chase comes into Like everything else in Sears books, it’s so easy 
your play room, This exciting rame is made of 10 order by telephone 
colorful high-impact plastic for long life. Layout 49C Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. Set $9.99 

measures 40x40 in. long. Cars each 4 in. long 

Uses 2 "AA" batteries . . (not included), order “AA” Penlight Batteries. Package of 4 
package at right. From Japan. Ages 5 and up. 49 C 4633—Shpg. wt. pkg. 3 oz. Pkg. 69c 

Toys can be ordered from pages 431 t until August 16, 1974 

MATCHBOX"* Collectors Case $599 

34-in. long stand-up case holds 72 mini-cars. Ideal for storing, c ng, 1 җе! зе! 

lift-out trays. Scuff-resistant vinyl case has handle, nickel-plated locks. 3 g n the set. All of die-cast 

sections, clear plastic w 24 10x4 in. closed. Ages 3 and ur 
49 C 54509. 
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“MATCHBOX” City 
$999 

Breathtaking panorama of city life 
featuring great skyscraper with ramps 

jar drive, Sold only at Sears. and circ 

1 Have you ever thought how neat it 
would be to be mayor of a city? Well, 

now's your chance, Move people and mini- 
cars (sold below) on roads, over-passes, 
and in auto storage facilities. 
Vacuum-formed plastic and heat-sealed 

vinyl city opens to 26x36-inch spread. Clos- 

es into handy vinyl carrying case that mea 
sures 18х14х4 inches thick. Ideal for chil 
dren ages 3 and up. 
79 С 57045C —Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $9.99 

“MATCHBOX” 
City Vehicle Set 

$688 
You can almost hear the hustle-bustle 
of city traffic. 12 mini-vehicles incl 

sportscars . . also a bus, an inter-city com 

muter, a gas tanker and a steam roller. Die 
cast metal , . each approximately 2 to 3 in. 
long. From England. Ages 3 to 12. 
49 C 54275—Wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. Set $6.88 

"MATCHBOX""* Country 

999 

о, railroad crossing and 
ass roadways. Sold only at Sears. 

The “farmer in the dell” never had it as 
good as you will with this modern farm. 

You get all the excitement of country life in 
the comfort of your own home. Giant-size 
layout is 26x36 inches. Includes roadside 
snack bar and storage areas for all mini-ve- 
hicles (sold below). 
Vacuum-formed and heat-sealed vinyl 

for long life. Layout folds into convenient 
carrying case. Measures 18x14x4 inches. 
For ages 3 and up. 
79 C 57046C—Shpz. wt. 4 Ibs. $9.99 

"MATCHBOX"* 
Country Vehicle Set 

152 
4 These 9 farm mini-vehicles include a 

tractor, station wagon, camper, bulldoz 
er, dump truck, field car, pick-up, kennel 
truck and fork lift truck. Each truck ap 
proximately 2 to 3 inches long. Die-cast 
metal. From England. For ages 3 to 12. 
49 C $4276—Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. Set 85.29 

“MATCHBOX™ Race ‘п Rally Set $5 29 

any race. 9 pieces 
es approximately 
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PORTABLE 
CASSETTE 
PLAYER- 

RECORDERS 
* Both of these player-recorders have 

automatic level control 

to regulate recording volume 
and help minimize distortion 

e Start or stop recording with 
convenient switch on microphone 

Battery/AC-Powered 
Player-Recorder 

$3 1 95 without. 

Record or play any cassette monaurally 
lock helps prevent accident tape erasure. 100% sol 

id state chassis. Pushbuttons control play, record, fast 
forward, rewind, stop. Slide volume control for play 
back. Big 24% inch speaker for good tone quality. In 
cludes mike with 
5!4-foot AC cord. 
Brown and beige plastic cabinet with brushed alumi 

num trim; convenient carry strap. 9!4x5x2*4 inches 
high. UL listed for 120 volts, 60 Hz. AC. Draws just 3.5 
watts AC. From Japan. 

nd, 30 minute blank cassette and 

57 N 2161—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $31.95 

Unit (1) above with 4 Sears Alkaline "C" Batteries. 
57N21616—Shipping weight 5 pounds $34.15 

Battery-Powered Player-Recorder 

$2295 xs 
9) Record and play any cassette monaurally. Instant 
= sound 100% solid state chassis. Single lever con: 
trols play, record, fast forward, rewind and stop. Rota 
ry playback volume control. 24% inch speaker. In 
cludes microphone and 30 minute cassette. Black plas 
tic cabinet with brushed aluminum trim; convenient 
carry strap. 

Measures 5!4x29/4«x8V inches deep. Runs on 4 "C" 
Alkaline batteries (not included) or house current with 
adapter (sold separately below). From Korea. 
57 N 2160—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. $22.95 

Unit (2) above with 4 Sears Alkaline "C" Batteries. 
57 N 21606—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 4 oz. $25.15 

3 AC Adapter. Lets you run (2) on household cur 

rent. UL listed 120-v. 60 Hz. AC. Draws just 5 
watts AC 

57N2147—Shipping weight 12 ounces $4.95 

Cassette Recordings with companion 

Story Books bring fairy tales to life 

oos $179 
You'll be enchanted when you pop in a cassette and hear a fairy tale drama. 
tized complete with music and voices. Fourteen page story book follows the 
action; has full-color illustrations. Book is 514x6'-in. wide. Either side of 
cassette plays whole story so you don’t need to worry if it’s right-side-up or 
not when you put it in. And when you want to rewind one side, just play the 
other side. About 20 to 24 minutes of play per side. 
57 N 8740— Cinderella 57 N 87405— Little Red Riding Hood 
57N87401—Sleeping Beauty 57 №87406—Јаск and the Beanstalk 
57N87402—Hansel and Gretel — 57N87407—Pinocchio 
57N 87403—Snow White 57 N 87408—The Ugly Duckling 
57N87404—Tom Thumb 57 N 87409—Rumpelstiltskin 
Shipping weight 4 ounces . . Each Cassette-Book Set $179 

REMEMBER! | 
You can order items on pages 425 to 593 | 

from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 | 

60-тїпиїе 
Blank Cassettes 

3 4 $199 
These cassettes will fit into all 
cassette recorders. They're good 
quality and suitable for record 
ings of voices and of music. Each 
of these cassettes will record for 
sixty minutes. Each package соп. 
tains three cassettes. 

Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
57 N 3481 Pkg. of 3 $1.99 



Hop on these 

Pedal-powered 
Trail Cycle 

$1989 Pedal-powered 
Motorcycle 

$1466 

Pedal-powered 
Americana 
Hot Cycle 

$1297 

Battery-powered 
Patriot Chopper 
$4599 

without battery. 

592 [Sears 
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Witch's Castle 
end Wicked Witch 

() Dusty. 
BODY, DETAILING: 1134 in. tall. Hard vinyl 
body. Soft vinyl jointed arms, legs. Posable 
waist. Blond rooted hair. Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: 1-pc. swimsuit. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 М 30082—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. ...... $3.44 
8) Wardrobe Set. Long evening dress. 
бегей with top and matching жал. 
ORDERING INFO: Dolls not included. 
49 N 31172—Shipping wt. 3 oz. ...$3.99 
(9) Color-coordinated Wardrobe. 

top, pants, halter top, long skirt. 
ORDER INFO: Dolls not incl. Wt. 3 oz. 
49N 31173 2.99 

ttaloó pase Senne by cubdimiar quiselbchdical con 

Dusty. . . the fashion-action doll 
(7 thru 10) FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. Not for ages under 3, due to small parts. 

Mercedes 
Sports Car 

$499 Doll not 
included 

CONSTRUCTION: Dark green 
lastic car, 17x8x5^ in. high. 

о bucket seats for 2 fashion 
dolis. Wheels roll. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 9 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 30878........... $4.99 

uoa Nugget the Horse and Outfit. Let 
usty be a cowgirl on this beautiful Palo- 

mino. Horse care accessories and Dusty's 
outfit are also included. 
BODY, DETAILING: Horse has soft flocked 
urethane foam coat. Stands 11 in. high. 
Head moves right and left or down to feed. 
Horse will not stand alone . . . attaches to 
fence, incl. Rooted mane, tail. Felt eyes. 
ACCESSORIES: For Nugget the horse: a 
saddle with stirrups, bridle, bucket, curry 
comb, brush and fence. For Dusty: a riding 
outfit of denim pants and jacket, vest, cow- 
boy boots and cowboy hat. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Doll not incl. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz. 
49 №М31106...............-....- $9.97 

Help Dorothy and friends find the Wizard of Oz 

$297. (we 
each 

(1thru 6) FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. Not recommended for 
children under 3, due to parts. 

(1) Witch's Castle and the Wicked Witch of the West 
. . . help Dorothy and her friends hide and escape. 

CONSTRUCTION: Vinyl-covered chipboard castle has 3 rooms 

and tower. Measures 924х181/2х20 inches wide. Includes 8-inch 
lastic witch with jointed arms and legs, green face and rooted 

ir. Wears black witch dress and pointed hat. Comes with 
broom, cauldron and “crystal ball”. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. Snaps together. 

79 N 31112C—Shipping weight 3 pounds .$1249 

(2thru 6) Dorothy and friends. 

CONSTRUCTION: 8-inch tall plastic bodies. Jointed arms and 
pose them in many positions. Painted eyes. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(2) Dorothy. Rooted hair. Dressed in jumper-dress, socks 

and red slippers. Carries Toto, her dog, in basket. 
49 N 30055—Shipping weight 4 ounces ............. $2.97 

(3) Good Witch. Rooted hair. Dressed in long gown. Wears 
crown and carries her magic wand. 
49 N 30089—Shipping weight 4 ounces ............. $2.97 

(4) Tinman. Plastic tinman outfit, heart. Carries ax. 
49 N 30056—Shipping weight 4 ounces ............. $2.97 

(5) Cowardly Lion. A pile ceat and tail. Badge of cour- 
age hangs around his neck. | 
49 М 30057—Shipping weight 4 ounces .......... 2.97 

t8, Scarecrow. Dressed in scarecrow outfit and hat. Rope 
t. Carries diploma. 

49 N 30058—Shipping weight 4 ounces ............. $2.97 

(11) Tuesday Taylor 

Like having 2 dolls in one. 
BODY, DETAILING: 111% in. tall. 
Vinyl en Jointed arms, wrists 
and legs. Rooted hair on swivel 
scalp. . . turn scalp around to 
e her from a brunette to a 
blond. Painted eyes with lashes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: 1-pc. 
swimsuit, skirt and shoes. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. Not for 
ages under 3, due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 30093—Wt. 11b....94.77 

(12) Signature Shirt, Pants. 
ORDERING INFO: Doll not incl. 
49N 31206—Wt. 1 oz. ..$1.44 

(13) Hooded Evening Gown. 
ORDERING INFO: Doll not incl. 
49N31208—Wt. 1 ог. ..$1.44 

4 

(14) Police Woman 

BODY. DETAILING: 9 in. tall. 
Jointed arms, legs. Bends and 
twists at head, elbows, waist, 
hips, knees. Blond rooted hair. 
Painted eyes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Jump- 
suit, trench coat, boots. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. Not for 
ages under 3, due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 30098—Wt. 6 ог. ..93.47 

{15}, Васе Against Time Out- 
fit. Helmet, jacket, t-shirt, tights, 
boots and gun. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 31204—Wt. 3 ог. ..$2.77 

(16) Cher i 
BODY, DETAILING: 12 in. tall. 
Plastic body. Jointed arms, legs 
and wrists. Long rooted hair. 
Painted eyes, long lashes. 
CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES: Long 
halter dress, high-heel shoes. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. Not for 
under 3, due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 30091—Wt. 12 ог. .$6.97 

17) Electric Feathers Outfit. 
wn, plumed hat, shoes. 

ORDERING INFO: Doll not incl. 
49 N 31209—Wt. 6 ог. .. $3.44 

us Chocolate Mocha Outfit. 
jumpsuit with cape, shoes. 
ORDERING INFO: Doll not incl. 
49N31197—Wt 5 ог. ..$1.97 

= Doli(16) 
© $697 
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Slinky 

Walks down stairs, falls 
from hand to hand, 
moves without a motor! 
Made of steel. 2% inches 
in diameter. amuse 
children for hours. 
FOR AGES: 6 and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 

td 

Silly Putty. Stretches 
like taffy, bounces like 
a ball, molds into any 
shape. “Copies” your 
favorite pictures. Plas- 
tic. 
FOR AGES: 4 and up. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
49 C 53065 ....99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ...... Each 95c 

Jam-Pac Cars 
Seven Tootsietoy® min- 
iature cars, racers and 
trucks. Each 2 to 214 in. 
long. Die-cast metal. 
Play racing games. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
49 C 58469...Set 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 

Each 95c 

А wondrous array of 
ever-shifting designs. 
Paper fiber revolv- 
ing head. 9 in. long. 
FOR AGES: 5 and up. 
SEDERING INEO 

49 С! P1531. —À 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items . ‘Each 95c 

Checker Set. This all 
time favorite includes an 
11х11-іп. checker board, 
12 red, 12 black check- 
ers plus complete in- 
structions. 
FOR AGES: 6 to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49661112. ...99с 
Buy any Y or more 
items ........Each95c 

Sip drinks with Silly 
Straws. Watch milk, 
juice or pop swirl 
through 36 crazy 
inches of tubing. Clear 
plastic. Package of 2. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8. 
ORDERING INFO. 
Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
49C51503.Pkg. 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items .. Each 95c 

v 

Holly Hobbie and 
her friend Amy 

Both 5 in. tall. These rag 
dolls make a perfect 
matching set. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 02. 

a 
49 enm n 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items . .Each 95c 
@American Greetings Corp. 

лн s 

Superball&. 50,000 lbs. 
of compressed кау: 

in ways no of 
er ball can. Hours of 
fun. 
FOR AGES: 
7 to adult. 
сома INFO: 

КЫЛТ И enn Dl 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ........Each 95¢ 

idana narinaa cnt 

Barrel of Monkeys. If 
ALES pick up 12 

ina you're 
а champ. They link arm in 
arm. Plastic. Any number 
can play. They store in 
4% inches high barrel. 
FOR AGES: 3 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 oz. 
49C53138....... 
Buy any 3 or more 

Rescue-Copter 
Soars high into the air. In- 
E. self re-winding 

ip launcher. Plas- 
tic ip Керр measures 
over 6 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49C51611........ 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items 

the 
rful 

Puppy те Тор. Iun 
and watch col 

decorated puppies whirl 
it hums, too. Metal 

4%-inch diameter. 4 

FOR AGES: 3 to 6. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Batman ае: 
Talkie. Batm: 
Walkie-talkie play oat 
for secret messages. No 
batteries needed. Incl. 
11 ft. of talk-thru wire. 
FOR AGES: 5 and up. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 3 oz. 
49C51536...... 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items . ..Each 
@oc Com 

95c 

Plastic, 4 inches long. 
Mickey lights the way. 
Light comes out his 
head. Uses 1 "AA" bat- 
tery, not included, order 
from page 587. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8. 
ORDER INFO: 

49 C 51538" КЕЕ 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ........ Each 95c 

rey Razor. Rev up ra- 
zor's friction motor . . 
sounds like real thing, 
but needs no batteries. 
Plastic; 29x 134x384 in. 

FOR AGES: 5 and up. 
ORDERING AO: 

49 esis 5 1552“ ЕРЕ 99с 

items ........ Each 95c 

Coloring Set. This tod- 
dler's coloring set in- 
cludes 3 color crayons, а 
cues book and a pad 

tnd hidre d 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6. 
ORDERING INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
49C51178...... 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items Each 

the game 
ttleships. The 

object is to destroy 
yom opponent’s force 
efore he CL h 

yours. 
ferent battle grids, 
instr., hints. 
FOR AGES: 8 to adult. 
ORD. INFO: Wt. 7 oz. 
49C61351 ....99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ...... Each 95c 

FOR AGES: 2 to 5. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 oz. 
(3) 49C34184-Ann 

items ........ Each 95c 
Raggedy Ann and Andy 
GKnickerbocker Toy Co.. Inc. 

Fine quality mello-tone 
professional-style har- 
monica with 20 tuned 
plastic reeds. Songs and 
instructions. 
FOR AGES: 
3 to adult. 
сооенне ШЕ 

LIES 6545% PRES 99c 

| 

Kiddie Jumpers. 
Step on the cups, grab 
the cords and walk. 
Made of polyethylene. 
4%-inch diameter: 
Youngsters learn bal- 
ance. y 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8. 
рене INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 C 51505. Set 99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ...... Each 95c 

Winnie-the-Pooh and 
his buddy, Tigger, are 
finger puppets. Make 
up your own adven- 

them. Plas- 

FOR AGES 3 to 8. 
ORDER INFO: Set of 2. 
Wt. 2 oz. 
49 C 44802 ....99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ......Each 95c 

Mickey Mouse* 
rayon Box. Steel 

box holds more than 
100 (not incl.). 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 5 
oz. 

49 C 53159 ....99c 
Buy any 3 or more 
items ...... Each 95c 
"Disney characters 
©Walt Disney Productions 
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Pocket Othello 

Tri-Ominos. 

$444 somu p WERT 

(4) Othello® . . . a challenging family game. 
OBJECT: Outflank opponent to dominate corners of play- 
ing board and end up with the most pieces in your color. 
CONTENTS: Plastic board, 1414x1114 inches, with nylon 
felt-lined playing surface, compartments for 64 chips. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. For 2 players. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 М 65333—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 97.94 
(5) Pocket Othello®, portable form of regular Othello. 
CONTENTS: Plastic board 714x714 in., raised grids to keep 
chips from sliding. Storage trays with chips to fit inside 
board when folded into 7!4x3*4-in. box. For 2 players. 
ORDERING INFORMATION, FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
49 N 61028—Shipping weight 9 ounces $4.44 

(6) Tri-Ominos®. Unique spin-off of dominoes, with bo- 
nus points for difficult formations. 56 plastic pieces. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Match any 2 numbers on Tri-Omino 
already in play. Game is 400 points. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. For 2 to 6 players. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 61652—Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz. . 
592 pome 

KOGAJE 

$4.44 

Gutsiod paa scans by daa aena 

Play the strategy game 
of the Pharoahs 

battle for 
Pyramid Power, 

outsmart your opponents 

(1) Pyramid Power 

OBJECT OF GAME 
By using clever strate- 
gy, be the first to place 
your markers in prop- 
er sequence from top 
to bottom on the pyra- 
mid, and you will win 
the game. For two or 
four players. 
CONSTRUCTION: 
Tan and transparent 
smoked, high-impact 
plastic. Tray at base 
of pyramid for holding 
markers. 134x132 
inches high. 
CONTENTS: Pyramid, 
markers, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Master Mind 

$294 
(2) Master Mind 
OBJECT OF GAME: Break the col- 
or and position code. 4 colors are 
used to make code. You get 10 
chances to break it, with 1,296 
possible combinations. 
CONTENTS: Raised wood-grain 
plastic playing surface, 1 ft. long; 
six different color pegs to choose 
from; black and white clue pegs, 
instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 to adult. 2 players. 

Word Master Mind 

$394 
(3) Word Master Mind. If 
you like games and languages, 
you'll love this. For 2 players. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Try to dis- 
cover the hidden word. Play is 
similar to original Master Mind. 

CONTENTS: Plastic playing 
board, clue pegs and letters. Vo- 
cabulary lists and instructions 
in 10 languages: English, 
French, Danish, Italian, Portu 
guese, Swedish, German, Nor- Partly assembled, in- 

structions included. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. 
49N61658..97.94 49 N 65329 

(7) Connect Four®, Vert. version of checkers, 
OBJECT OF GAME: Build row of 4 checkers in 
your color horizontally, vertically or diagonally, 
and prevent opponent from doing same. 
CONTENTS: 1014х71%-іпсћ plastic game stand, 2 
sets of checkers, red and black. Instructions. 
FOR AGES: 7 years to adult. For 2 players. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 65227—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $4.94 

(8) Touché™. Unique game of luck, strategy. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Line up 4 of the same color 
playing pieces in a row. 
CONTENTS: Playing grid surface contains 25 
squares. Grid lifts up to reveal 5 strips. Each 
strip has 5 magnets, one for each square. Mag- 
nets in dome-shaped pawns flip and change color 
unpredictably as each pawn is moved across 
board, Magnetic strips are repositioned after 
each game. Full of surprises . . . with 245,7 
ways to win. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. For 2 players. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 61616—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 14 oz. $9.94 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

wegian, Spanish, Dutch. 
ORDER INFO: Ages 8 to adult. 

...$294 49N61645—Wt. 11 02.93.94 

9) Battleship®. Victory at sea can be yours! 
Zach game is different; play again and again. 

ОВ). OF GAME: Sink your opponent's ships by 
firing salvos of shots, calling out strike area. 
CONTENTS: Two self-contained plastic game 
boxes, each 9x654 inches high. Red and white 
pegs. Ten ships for exciting naval battles. 

FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. For 2 players. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 65 183—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. 

(10) Stratego®. . . two-player game of strate- 
gy with a military air. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Outwit your opponent and 
capture his hidden flag by eliminating his tiles, 
CONTENTS: Quality stand-up, plastic playing 
tiles . . . 40 red and 40 blue with military ranks 
from lowest to highest stamped on one side, hid- 
den from opponent's view. Folding playing 
board is 1812x1534 inches wide. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. For 2 players. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 6104 1—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs 

$5.94 

$6.44 



(1thru 12) Stuffed Pets. Huggable and so lo 

592 [Sears] 
Саш гане scant by chrisinias нена con 

for kids to 

cuddle and kiss 

soft and cudd! 
АЙ of the finest qu: plush acrylic pile. Locked-in 

7 1 (8). Soft stuffed bodies. All are surface 

t 49С4017 | 7 
49 C 40187 | 10 
49 C 40164| 7 
49 C 40176 
49 C 40142 
49 C 40218 
49 C 40727 

13 49 C 40115 
15 g |49 C 40096 | 1402 
15 g |49 C 40364| 902 

Shala. Priced $1.00 less than our 1978 Christmas BR. р. 
Book price $7.97 .| 18 g |49 C 4033 $6.97 

H a. Pric 
1978 Christmas Book pric 

00 less 
35.97 | 

1978 Christmas Book p. 478 
ali [49 C40133| Soz.| $4.97 9 



E SET 
BETSY WETSY y $799 

with Layette 

Bubbly Baby Dolls you can 11%-in. Betsy drinks, wets and cries 
real tears. She's jointed vinyl with root- Є 

wash, scrub and splash.. ed hair. Set includes bunting, kimono, 
then dry and dress diapers, bottles, bottle rack, much more. 

49 N 31577—Wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. $7.99 Li 

IVORY 

LAYETTE BABY 

Drink "n wet dolly 
with complete layette 

$599 

This 12-inch “baby” 
has painted eyes, 
jointed vinyl body 
and rooted pixie-style 
hair. She wears a 
play set with booties; 
has her own bottle 
Set incl. 2 dresses, 

% robe, romper, topper, 
^ rattle, curlers and 
VC more. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 

49N31582 $5.99 

b. Cut ʻI 

Betsy Wetsy 
has her own Car Bed 

Pricedtobe Was $! 

SE saos 
She drinks, wets and cries real tears 

Adorable 9-inch Betsy is ready to travel . . her 
folding car bed converts to a carry bed so you 
can take her wherever you go. She's jointed vi- 
nyl and polyethylene with rooted hair. Wears a 
diaper and lace-trimmed jacket. Bottle, blanket. 
pacifier included. 
49 N 30519—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $4.99 

Mattel's Drink 'n Wet 

BABY TENDER LOVE 

with Gift Set 

$ 99 1222 
Made from a new vinyl foam 
so she feels like a real baby x l A s ч 
14-in. baby has rooted hair; Layattator™ 
wears a cozy bunting (pink f 
playsuit and booties not Baby Tender Love —— 
incl). Plastic crib, bottle, — | 99 n 
comb, brush and 2 diapers | 33 Г 
also incl. Wt. 5 Ibs. Dayette тасікавеа 0. 
79 М 31574C Set $12.99 

Baby Tender Love only. 
Pink playsuit, booties. Wt. 3 
Ibs. 4 oz. y 
49N31526..... $7.87 

Put her in her tub . . or in yours, Little Tubsy 
splashes her arms up and down and looks BATHTUB $4.99 
around for approval. After her bath, dress her BABY 

‘cc Sold only in the cozy robe and diaper. 14-inch plastic 
ре рне Ако аер Syak Leen? ТШНК wet baby has her very own tub. he's 

atteries, order below. 
S Ya м jointed vinyl with pretty rooted hair and go-to-sleep 
5099 79 N 35023C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. . . $9.99 d ANA. Comte with kobe, diaper, маары Beatles 

МИГ whos “AA” Batteries. Package of 6. 3 soap, sponge, bottle and more. 
592 ис batteries 49 N 8402—Shipping weight 6 oz. ..Pkg. 99c 79 М 31583C—Shipping weight 3 pounds.......$6.99 

m———P: 



The scene is set for your favorite friends 
Írom the enchanting books of Joan Walsh An- 
glund®. Delights to read with their simple text, 

book dolls, so real and lovable, make every 
character your very own playmate. 
( 19 thru 22 ) Morning Is a Little Child. Two 
lovely children face a bright, beautiful day. 32- 
page book. Sleepytime boy and girl pocket dolls, 
7 in. tall; she in pink nightie carrying her doll, 
he in blue sleepers with teddy bear. Doll sized 
rattan furniture, painted white . . set incl. 2 
chairs (one on facing page), 1 settee, 1 table. 
(19) 3N 1760—8ook. 93/x8 in. Wt. 11 oz. ..$3.44 
(20) 3N 1758— Girl Doll, Shpg. wt. 3 oz.. .B8 
(21) 3N 1759—8oy Doll. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 4.88 
(22) 3N 1786— Furniture, Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz.. . Set 9.66 

( 23 thru 25 ) Spring Is a New Beginning. 
Flower-fresh story when the whole world wakes 
from its long winter nap. 30-page book and two 
Tin. pocket dolls. Blonde spring girl comes 
dressed in yellow organdy. Rain child wears a 
bright yellow slicker and sou'wester. 
(23) 3 N 1740—Book, 414x7 in. Wt. 4 oz.. ..$2.47 
(24) 3 Н 1738— Spring Doll. Wt. 3 0z........ 4.88 
(25) 3 М 1739— Roin Child Doll. Wt. 3 oz... 4.88 
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A Year Is Round 
( 29 thru 34 ) From winter to winter . . spring to 
spring . . however you wish it . . it always comes 
‘round. Joan Walsh Anglund's 29-page book makes 
every season a greater delight than the one before. 
The beautifully painted papier-máché figurescenes 
make the season change before your eyes. And you'll 
keep all your dates straight with 12-page full-color 
spiral-bound engagement calendar, 103{x13 in. 
(29) 3 М 1772—Book. 4x534 in. Shpg. wt. 3 oz.....$247 
30 Figurescene Winter. Muffled up from head to 

toe . . three little children play in the snow. 
3 N 1773—5 V x5 M in. Shipping wt. 8 oz.. .......$4.77 
31 Figurescene Spring. Two little ones ever so 

Food - . sitting on a fence made of wood. 
3 N 1774—54xSM in. Shipping wt. 8 oz. . $4.77 
39 Figurescene Summer. Playing on a beach in the 

; sand . . now that's something grand. 
ч 3 М 1775—5%{х5%{ in. Shipping wt. 8 oz. $4.77 

à $$ Figurescene Fall. Smell the autumn, enjoy the fun 
эз of picking apples for everyone. 

[on] m 3 N 1776—54 xS V іп. Shpg. wt. Š oz. . -$4.77 
le] К (34) 3 М 1794— Date Book. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. . 344 

e ^ A Pocketful of Proverbs 
" Three Big Storybook Friends 35 and 36 ) The book in slipcase ( 26 thru 28 ) Each of these dolls is beautifully dressed as {3 just езен: inches but the 27 

pictured in her story . . stands 13 inches tall. pages are packed full of your 

96 Large Spring Doll. Pretty beribboned blond. favorite maxims to live and learn 
3N1750—Shipping weight 7 ounces... ........ E ..$5.88 Бу .. so charmingly illustrated. 

Figurescene, “А stitch in time", 27 саа Love Doll. Ready to take you by the hand depicts that idea delightfully. 
1768— Shipping weight 7 ойпсез................ . 5.88 

pad cui Book. Shipping weight 4 Boy and Girl Bookends. Ex- 98 Large Friend Doll. A real red-haired cutie. 39 SR iraa rot жеши 4 247 ашыу denis днкны. 
SAT Горіо Mtis Гоо eese cir iue 582 9g Figurescene, 3x53 in. Each 634x4 in. Decorative, useful. NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES: Ali dolls, figurescenes, banks, eaa а n Tach GNE Deoa СЕГЕ 

bookends, furniture from Japan. Dolls are soft cotton, stuffed dean Wih Айша! characters 
with kapok, dressed in hand-made removable cotton clothes. Ф 1972, Wolfpit Enterprises, inc. э 

Tamod pane scans by deisintatmasetecimicHo vom 



A whole new world of buildings, roadways and scenery spreads before you 
at playtime. Just open the vinyl case and spread sides flat 
to form a 26x36-inch play area 

T UNE $ 
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PY! ODA ES 
i=] "MATCHBOX"* $688 

City Vehicle Set 

5 “MATCHBOX” $5 29 
Country Vehicle Set 

New "MATCHBOX"* 
Construction Site 

described and sold on page 9 
52552 [Sears] 599 

Сара pase Scane by candies ie 



2-channel Walkie-Talkie 
with Call Alert. . you 

can hear signal 

when you have a call 

Each $1 999 

$1944 20г 
more each 

You're tracking down an international spy ring! 

POCKET 

(1 and 2) Imagine all the exciting adventures you'll enjoy when you 
and your friends are linked voice-to-voice by Walkie-Talkies! Exchange 
messages when you're across the street or use on hikes, fishing and 
camping trips. Precision crystals are factory-installed . . so you're 
ready to transmit messages as soon as you receive these units. All-sili- 
con transistors operate at peak efficiency in most all kinds of weather. 
Integrated circuit helps keep this unit dependable and performing well 
under most conditions. High-impact plastic case with telescoping anten- 
na. Self-contained built-in speaker mike. Walkie-Talkies are from Ja- 
pan. Order two Walkie-Talkies for a complele system so that you can trans- 
mit and receive messages . . and SAVE. 

Each unit runs on one nine-volt battery, included with the Walkie- 
Talkie. You may order replacement batteries in the Big Book. And just 
like everything else in Sears catalogs, it's so easy to order by telephone 

IZE WALKIE-TALKIES 

KEEP YOU IN VOICE CONTACT WITH 

YOUR FELLOW SECRET AGENTS 

Our lowest price 
this year for this 

Single-channel Walkie-Talkie 

Each |Two or more 

Adi Д 

* 100-milliwatt chassis . . the most 
powerful you can buy without 

an FCC license 

e Ready to operate, complete with 

battery and necessary crystals 

ion with 1 Two-Channel Walkie-Talkie with Call Alert. Leave in “Call Alert" posi 
Walkie-Talkie turned on, and a sound will alert you when you have a call. Walkie- 

‘Talkie is ready to operate оп CB channel 5 or CB channel 14, so if you're placing a call 
in an area where interference from other CB radios blocks one of your channels, you 
can avoid delay simply by using the other channel. 

Speaker volume control. Plastic case with telescoping antenna. Handy carry-strap 
on side of walkie-talkie case, Unit measures 6!2x2!ax1'/ inches deep. Hong Kong. 
57 N72073—Shpz. wt. each 1 Ib. 5 oz. „Each $19.99; 2 or more: Each $19.44 
9 Single-Channel Walkie-Talkie. Operates on CB channel 5. Speaker volume con- 

trol. Plastic case with telescoping antenna. Carry strap. 55%х23%х15% inches deep. 
From Japan. 
57 М 72051—Shpg. wt. each 2 Ibs, Each $14.99; 2 or more: Each 314.44 
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Ride away on battery or 
pedal-powered vehicles 
for liberty riders 

Trail Cycle. Low-slung cycle with tu- 
bular steel chopper-style frame. Front 

13-inch semi-pneumatic rubber tire with 
knobby tread bites down on track, Wide 
plastic rear wheels are set wide apart to han- 
dle turns easily. Adjustable plastic seat. 
Chromeplated high-rise handlebars and 
extended front fork. Vinyl handlebar grips 
and streamers, 34x21x22*/ in. high; seat 
height 8 in. Ages 4 to 7. Partly assembled. 
79 C 86037C —Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs. $19.89 

Pedal Ride down side- 
walks on this authentic-looking tot 

motorcycle. Durable plastic construction 
with steel axles, Big front wheel with two 
rear wheels set wide apart for stability. 
Measures 30x13x19 in. high; seat height 
13 in. Ages 2 to 5. Partly assembled. 
79 C 86017C —Shpg. wt. 81һ®.......... 514.66 

3 Hot Cycle. Low-slung cycle with mag- 
type rear wheels set wide apart for sta- 

bility. Big 16-inch front wheel. Heavy-duty 
polyethylene construction with ABS plastic 
fork and steel axles, Contour seat adjusts to 
3 positions as child grows. Handlebars have 
streamers. Clicker motor noise. 40x21x22 
inches high; seat height 102 inches. Ages 
2% to 6. Partly assembled. 
79 C 86021L—Shpg. wt, 15 ІЫв,........ $1297 

4 Stop 'n Go Signal. Teaches good traf- 
fic habits. Bell rings as top is turned to 

show red or green "light". Includes traífic 
tickets, whistle. Plastic. 29 in. high. 
49 С 88502—Shpg. wt. 1]b; 11 oz. .... 

Б Gas Pump. Ве! 18-in. "gas" 
hose and 12-in. " hose with pressure 

indicator. Plastic. 11x6x18 in. high. 
49 C 88507 —Shpg. wt. 2108, 6 oz. . $544 

Parking Meter-Coin Bank. Insert a 
coin and turn knob. Needle ticks until 

"Time's Up". Opens so you can count re- 
ceipts. Parking tickets. Plastic. 30 in. high. 
49 C 88501 —Shpg. wt. 11b. 11 ог. .$399 

ү; Directional Helmet. Light on top sig- 
nals direction of turn, Plastic with 

elastic band to fit all head sizes. Chin strap, 
8%4x6%4x6% in. high. Requires 2 "C" bat- 
teries (not included . , order pkg. below), 
49 C 88516 —Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ‚5397 
Alkaline “C” Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46997 —-Shpg. wt. 5 oz... ..... Pkg. 51.09 

Patriot Chopper. Foot-pedal control 
lets you cruise up to two miles per hour. 

Ride up to 7 hours on a single charge of 
rechargeable 6-volt battery (not incl.; order 
separately below). Chrome-plated tubular 
steel frame, high-rise handlebars and roll 
bar. Plastic high-back saddle, fenders, si- 
mulated engine. Plastic tires. Incl. battery 
recharger (UL listed; 110-120-v., 60-Hz. 
AC. 8 w.) 34Уах16х24 in. high; seat 

For ages 3 to 6. Partly assem- 
suffix on page 276. 

79 C 86521N—Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs. . $45.99 

Freedom Rider. Foot-pedal control lets 
you cruise up to two miles per hour. 

Ride up to 7 hours on a single charge. Pow- 
ered by rechargeable 6-volt battery (not 
included; order below). Polypropylene body. 
All-steel frame. Padded seat and backrest. 
Plastic wheels. Incl. battery recharger (UL 
listed; 110-120-v.. 60-Hz. AC. 8 w.). 
31Уах17У2х1772 in. high; seat height 92 
in. Ages 3 to 6. Partly assembled. 
79 С 86518L—Shpg. wt. 141bs. ........ $3599 

6-v. Rechargeable Battery. For Sears. 
Eldon, Pines rechargeable vehicles. 
49 C 86523-Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 14 oz. ..... 5999 

53.99 

Culsiod pade scan by chistes marseteciiical con 

You can order items on pages 439 to 614 
from now until AUGUST 13, 1976 

Pack yc se Map pockets 
i SS. 22 > in both doors 

иду 
stee! 

framework 

Pedal a working-action 
Classic Mobile 23997 

Authentic-looking old-time coupe features 
detachable canopy for sunny days when you 
want a convertible. Hood opens and French 
horn honks. Nylon-bearing pedal drive ad- 
justs to 5 positions as child grows . gives 
child room to stretch out behind the wheel 
year after year. Molded polypropylene uni- 
body construction stays new-looking. All- 
steel chassis. Molded vinyl tires on sturdy 
8-inch wheels. 40x22x 33/4 inches high with 
canopy; seat height 8*4 in. For ages 3 to 5. 
Partly assembled. See "N" suffix, page 276. 
79 C 86078N —Shpg. wt. 231bs. .......... $39.97 

Fire Fighter Truck. $34,99 
Ring the chrome-plated bell and remove 2 
plastic ladders. Rubber tires on 7-inch steel 
wheels. Nylon-bearing pedal drive adjusts to 
З positions as child grows . . gives child room 
to stretch out behind the wheel year after 
year. Flexible windshield. Steel body. Mea- 
sures 45x20x19 їп, high. Seat height 8 in. 
For ages 2 to 5. Unassembled. 
79 C 86068L—Shpg. wt. 32 bs. ... $34.99 

Jet Sweep Car $2499 
Cruises on 7-inch metal wheels with molded 
rubber tires, Nylon-bearing pedal drive ad- 
justs to 3 positions as child grows. Steel body. 
Measures 342x16x18 in. high. Seat height 
Буа in. For ages 2 to 5. Unassembled. 
79 C 86067C —Shpg. wt. 211bs.... .$2499 

REMEMBER! 

Detailed 
engine 

rs [Bears] 593 



Fuek-powered Radio-controlled Interceptor 

93997 Ттт o. 

Contro! your racing car 
with hand-held 
transmitter 

Porsche 9 17K 

$1695 
without battenes 

13, Fuel-powered radio-controlled Interceptor 
W IT WORKS: Start engine. KO controls proportional 

steering to make car turn left or 
CONSTR.: Cox .049 engine. Plasti mE 15 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 12 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Pre. assembled. Steering powered by one 9-v. 
and 4 “AA” batteries, order pkgs. below and at right. Engine 
requires starter kit, battery, not incl; order below at right. 
49 C 2139—See Note. Shipping weight 2 pounds $39.97 

(2) Battery-powered radio-controlled порево 917 к 
HOW ІТ WORKS: Set fast or slow speed. Car goes straight ог 
turns left by radio signal from transmitter. 
CONSTR.: Battery operated. Plastic 10 in. long. From Japan. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Pre-assembled. Powered by two 9-v., 2 “АА” 
batteries, not incl.; order pkgs. below, right. 
49 C 58475—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3о2.... ч .$16.95 
49 C 46993—9-у. Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt 4oz....Pkg. 1.19 

Cox/Sanwa two- 
channel radio 

(3) Fuel-powered radio-controlled Cessna 210 Centurion 
HOW IT WORKS: Insert radio components inside fuselage and start engine. Take off, climb, 
circle, dive, land—all by moving controls on hand-held 2-channel radio transmitter. 

Popol ving d pn i СЕ landing pear 

FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: [re ura Mie ү (os iodd order bottom oí 
). Also requires 12 alkaline “AA’ incl; order 6 below. Class “C” FCC 

ее apon LV Partly assembled. See Note. 
79 C 2087C—Shipping weight 5 e EP CDS AOO 
34 C 4655—Alkaline "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 2 oz. .. 

nnn 8129.97 
Package 1.19 

NOTE: (1). (3). (4). (5). (7). (8) warranted by Cox Hobbies Inc. Write for free copy. see p. 303. 

Sendbiester [4] Fly or drive your own line-controlled 

self-powered plane or car 

F-15 Eagle 
easiest 

to fly 
for first 

time pilots 

4) Sandblaster (5) F-15 Eagle. Offers (6) Silver (7) Skyraider. Fea- (8) БЕ Сораг: En- Accessories (not 
lodeled after super- smooth, responsive con- Wind Racer tures a special two-line — gine-powered helicopter shown). 

fast single seaters in trols for learning pilots. Breakaway constr. Blip Throttle Control rises in authentic fash- ^ ORDERING INFO. 
world famous Mexican А great beginner. CONSTRUCTION: Fuel System. On the ground ion. Special 20-inch ro- starter Kit. For Cox gas 
1000 race. CONSTR.: Fuel pow- ywered. Toi lastic,  Orinílight engine pow- tor system provides in- 
CONSTR.: Fuel pow- ered. Plastic. 135 ш. оа оок [se er may be set high or flight stability, allows ¢ines- pd ered. Plastic racing car long with a 15-in. wing- plastic canopy over pi- low by a flick of the slow, vertical descent, Б Glow Power fuel, fur is 12 in. long. Large-ca- span. One-piece body, Бе 13 in. long, a 15-in. wrist. You can taxi out soft landings. eling spout. Wt. 1 Ib. 

and gun engine for take- CONSTRUCTION: Fuel 
off. powered. Plastic. 19% — 49 022853 ....Kit $329 

pacity fuel tank, power. — tough wire landing gear, 

CONSTR.: Fuel inches long, 3inches Starter Battery For 
" 

wingspan. 
1 20 to 1 gear ratio. impact-release engine, FOR AGES: 12 and up. 

Adjustable steering, roll blunt edge propeller. 
cage. Snap starter. Patterned free Navys ORDERING INFO: ered. Gray plastic. 16 жібе. Clear fuel tank al- Сох gas engines. 114 v. 
FOR AGES: F-15 fighter. Pre-assembled. Re- inches long, 20-inch lows precise fuel теа. — Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 
10 and up. FOR AGES: 10 and up. quires starter kit, bat- wingspan. surement. 49C21003 ..........9197 
ORDERING INFO ORDERING INFO tery Sold at right. Spe- ҒО AGES: 10 and up. FOR AGES: 10andup. ^ Glow Power Fuel. One 
Pre-assembled. Re- Pre-assembled. Re- — wt 1 Ib. бог. ORDERING INFO: Pre- ORDERING INFO: pint general purpose. 
quires starter kit and quires starter kit and 49С2131 $1197 assembled. Requires Pre-assembled. Re- Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
Battery. order at right. battery, order at right. » x starter kit, battery sold quires starter kit, bat- 49C22654..........$2.20 
See Note. Note. Testor Fuel. 1 pint. at right. See Note. tery sold at right. See 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. . wt. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. ME NIME 
A8 C 21101 .$1487  79C2135C. -$9.33 49C2133 79 C 1944C ........ $1495 79С2137С. 912.97 
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^ M) aene $1999 
(1) Mysterious Illusions of the Orient 

. . magic tricks (many Oriental type) 
for the sophisticated magician. 
CONTENTS: Chinese Linking Rings, Chi. 
nese Sticks, Mystifying Egg Bag, Insur. 
ance Policy, Laundry Tickets, Material- 
izer (with rabbit"), Mystifying Milk 
Pitcher, Production Box, Rising Wand, 
Rice Bowls and Multiplying Sponge 
Blocks. Book of 125 card tricks. 
FOR AGES: 12 years and up with experi 
ence. 
ORDER INFO: Shipping weight 5 15. 8 oz 
49N65317.... $19.99 

(2) Entertain with Magic. . . amazing 
to the audience, but not difficult to do. 
CONTENTS: Equipment and instructions 
for these tricks: Ball and Vase, Chinese 
Bottle, Color Vision, Cups and Balls, 
Drawer Box, Coin Changer, Magic Pad. 
dle, Multiplying Money Tray, Peter Rab- 
bit, Pop Bottle Trick, Shell Trick, Spiked 
Coin, Vanishing Quarter and Water Jug. 
Book of 101 more tricks, magic wand. 
FOR AGES: Beginners 10 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 N 64012C—Shpz. wt. 2 lbs. ..$9.95 

(3) Party Magic Set. . . 14 flabber- 
gasting tricks for the starting magician. 
CONTENTS: Magic Card Box, Mysteri- 
ous Disappearance, Crazy Cube, Fantas- 
tic Coin, Solid thru Solid, Card Frame, 
Magic Coin Box, Animal Hunter, Jump. 
ing Star, Phantom Cards, Multiplying 
Rabbits, Card Locator, Vanishing Quar 
ter, 2-card Monte. Book of 60 tricks 
Magic wand for pizazz. 
FOR AGES: Beginners 7 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 64014—Wt. 1 Ib. 1202. $7.94 

(4) 160 Great Magic Card Tricks 
astound vour friends with unbelievable 
card tricks. Make cards disappear, 
change, turn over. Locate cards from the 
next room, over the phone, and more. 
CONTENTS: Deland Deck of Cards, in. 
structions for 7 tricks; Svengali Deck of 
Cards, instructions for 9 tricks; Magic 
Card Box, instructions for 16 tricks; Card 
Locator, Magic Paddle, Book of Card 
Tricks with instructions for performing 
125 tricks. 
FOR AGES: 12 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 6401 1—Shpzg. wt. 13 oz. ...$4.95 

(5) Magic "8-Ball" Fortune Teller 
Have fun with the future . . . everyone 
likes to hear his fortune. A great "ice- 
breaker" at parties. 
HOW IT WORKS: Ask the “8-Ball” any 

with M; an 

ЫШ, 8995 
tricks PLUS a magic wand 

Mystify and amuse your friends 
with Magic like this... 

Party Magic Set 
14 tricks for beginners, 

> Magic Wand, Magic Book 

Г 2. 160 Сага um $495 
easy to carry around 

in] 
SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

Pair Ups 

Supertection 

5847 
(6) Pair Ups . . . match shapes 
against clock. 1 or more players. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Race against 
the clock to unscramble 20 pegs 
and match their shapes in pairs 
before the clock stops and pegs 
not paired fall through, 

CONTENTS: Plastic base and 
pieces. Built-in mechanical timer. 
Size: 11x8 inches wide. 

FOR AGES: 7 to 14 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz. 
49N 62152 $6.95 

(7) , Perfection. . . exciting race 
against time. 
OBJECT OF GAME: You have just 
60 seconds to fit 25 geometric- 
Shaped pieces into correct slots in 
playing base before they all pop 
out. For 1 or more players. 

CONTENTS; Plastic playing 
board, pieces and mechanical tim- 
ет. Size: 113 4x8! 3x3 in. high. 
FOR AGES: $ years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz, 
49 N 65223 $7.42 

(8) Superfection 
complex race than (7 
OBJECT OF GAME: You must as- 
semble 16 geometric puzzles, then 
place them in playing base in 120 
Seconds or less, before time runs 
out and pieces pop up. 

CONTENTS: Plastic base, pieces. 
Mechanical timer. 1134x814x3 
inches high. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz. 
49 N 6548 > 2o $8.47 

more 

“yes” or “no” question. Flip ball over. 
answer will appear in bottom window. | Beware: Can lead to hilarity. Black mold- onpages437thru | ed plastic, 4 inches in diameter. 606 from now until | Magic FOR AGES: 8 years and up. AUGUST 31, 1979 8-Bair 
ORDERING INFORMATION: ^ $266 
49 М 50093—Shpz. wt. 11 oz. ...$2.66 ы. EAM. 

| You can order items 
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Ttawt | taw 
a puddy tat. 

16 

Poses. Cape, Velcro® 
ands, dark hair 4901074) 
'oseable. Bushy hair, Incredible Hul repens yore 49C40745 

È Spiderman** Poses. Velcro® hands |49C40733 
for kids to Talking Tweetyt 3 [Says 6 diff. phrases 

Non-talking Tweetyt 
i lki Tt [Says 6 diff. phrases cuddie and kiss Non-talking Sylvester? vigi cubes 

Tuxedo Pink Panthertt Wears stylish tuxedo xado Ein 
(13 thru 31) Stuffed Pals. Some talk, some walk . . . all great companions Chirpy the Bird 
WHAT THEY'RE MADE ОР: All have soft stuffed bodies and plush acrylic pile (ехсе Talking p Bunnyt y 
13 thru 15) nylon tricot with silk-screened design and (31) with nylon fleece pile. ^ мешак М ickey Mouses Базеезе а 
Cotton felt eyes, facial parts on (16), (17), (18), and; plastic and vinyl on (21 thru 24). ippy "— 
(19), (20), (25 thru 31) have locked-in plastic eyes. рУ es Grouchlá d ree 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. ) Cookie Monsterst Costumed 

Superman* 

IN 7) Big Birds (Costumed 
é ) Groverit (Costumed 

Talking Cookie Monsteri| 13 |Says 6 phrases 
) Talking Groveris 11 [Says 6 phrases 

31) Kermit the Frogt# 1814 [Velcro® hands, feet 9i олол ол омер co © o» ov3 «o ove on; io iD iD a a iD D CD оь. 2894558998955 

e о о 



“Hug me *Mu name is 
E tight" Snow White” & 

“Рт Little 
“l love you” Bo Peep” 

1 
$787 

5543 

Chatty Baby is 15 

inches tall and says 10 
baby phrases when you 
pull her talking ring. She 
wears a lace-trimmed play 
dress with matching pant- 
ies. Jointed vinyl body; 
rooted hair. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 
49 N 35016 ... $7.87 

STORYBOOK DOLLS 

(3 and 4) Two enchanting fairy-tale 
friends, each 11 in. tall, say 8 happy 
phrases when you pull their talking 
rings. Jointed vinyl; rooted hair. Each 
has her own 16-page storybook 

CUT 8%. Little Bo Peep wears à 
perky dress with "bustles," match- 

ing bonnet, frilly pantaloons, shoes. 
49 N 30424—Shipping wt. 11b. .. $6.43 

Snow White wears flowers in her 
hair to accent her lace-trimmed 

costume. Shoes included. 
49 N 35002—Shipping wt. 1 Ib... $6.43 

9 Tiny Chatty Baby is 
only 11 inches tall but 

she knows 8 cute phrases 
‚ just pull her talking 

ring. She wears a cozy knit- 
ted jacket and booties; 
panties. Jointed vinyl body; 
rooted hair. Wt. 15 oz. 
49 N 35017 $5.43 

тт, 

“count 

Mattel's 19-inch Randi reads 
and rhymes when you tap her 
back. Has her own book and a 
book for you. Her eyes move 
back and forth scanning the 
page. Jointed vinyl; rooted 
hair. Uses 2 "D" batteries, or- 

„ below, Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
033 $1477 

Mattel's Talking Buffy 
with Mrs. Beasley Cut $1.12 

of 6. 
Oz..91.49 

КА 

A TALKIN’ DOLL? THE 
WAY YQ/ GAB, WHAT YOU 
NEED IS A L/SIEWNG 

TOLL 

тара Баб scane by iuter шыс Codi 

BABY zw 

SING-A- Zw 
SONG 
by MATTEL 

$999 

Knows 10 different 
song lines. , 

why not join her 
in a duet? 

Sold only at Sears, 
Just pull her talking 
ring . . the first line 
of a song she'll sing. 
She's 16 inches tall, 
jointed vinyl, with 
pretty rooted hair. 
Wears a cheery play 
dress and plastic 
shoes, Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 30622....$9.99 

Outfits for 99 
Baby Sing-a-Song 2 

it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 32517—Shpg. wt. 10 oz..Set $2.99 

LAUGHING BABY 
What a happy, happy 
baby. Toss her in the air 
and you'll both be gig- 
gling. She's so cuddly in 
her snap-open sleeper 
and bonnet. Soft vinyl 
arms, legs and head; po- 
lyurethane foam-filled 
body; rooted hair; go-to- 
sleep eyes. 18 in. tall. 
Uses 1 "C" battery, order 
pkg. below. From France. 
Wt. 5 lbs. 
49 N 35009 ......917.99 . 
"C" Batteries. Package 
of 6. Shipping wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 8406......Pkg. $1.19 

ы 

without 
battery 

какм.: Sears 593 
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Music Makers 
for the young 

and 
young at heart 

Си? 34. 
Our Best Harmonica 

Hohner Chromatic Harmonica with Case. 64 
brass reeds, plastic valves. 16 holes and 4 oc- 
taves. Plays in the key of C. Soft plastic carry 
case. 7 inches long. From West Germany. 
57 N 2592—Shpg. wt. 11Ь........ $18.95 

Sounds of Serenade 
5 Concertina. Features 20 amply-spaced 

bass buttons and 40 individually-mount- 
ed accordion reeds. Wood frame. Beautiful 
red pearl finish. Aluminum mechanism. Air 
release button. With adjustable leather strap 
and instructions. Measures 7:/х7'/, in. Opens 
to 16 inches. From Italy. 
57 N25141—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. . ...$29.95 

Standard-size Ukulele. “Accurately 
molded” fingerboard. Position markers 

for easy chording. Hardwood body finished 
in dark mahogany. Measures 6'/x2%/,x20"/, 
in. long. Includes pick and instructions. 
57 N 12552—Shpg. wt. 2lbs. ........ $8.95 
NOTE: See pages 316 through 319 for 
more musical instruments. 

Wind Instruments 
7 Recorder. Baroque fingering, 2 double 

holes. Pearwood . . leak resistant cork 
joints. Includes carry bag, swab, fingering in- 
structions. From Israel. 

Soprano Recorder. Key of C. 
57 N25271—Wt.7oz.......... Each $5.95 

Alto Recorder. Key of F. 
57 М 25281—Wt. 120z......... Each 9.95 

8 Brass Bugle. Regulation instrument. Key 
of G, slide to change to key of F. Mouth- 

piece with chain holder. Includes carry bag 
and instructions. 
57 М 2501—Shpg. wt. 130z......... $11.95 

1 Package of 3 Marine Band Harmonicas. Keys of A, C and 
G. Features 20 brass reeds and 10 holes. From West Germany. 

Each boxed separately. 
57 N 2588 1—Shipping weight 12 ounces ............Pkg. $7.88 

2 Marine Band Harmonica. Plays in the key of C. 20 brass 
reeds and 10 holes. From West Germany. Soft plastic case. 

57 N 2589—Shipping weight 4 ounces ................... $3.29 

Echo Harmonica. Double sided tremolo instrument with 32 
double holes. Key of C and G. 64 reeds. Nickel-plated covers. 

Comes with its own box. From West Germany. 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 

57 М 2594 тезек $7.99 

4 Hohner Blues Harp Harmonica. Key of C. 20 reed, 10 holes. 
From West Germany. Soft plastic carry case. 

57 М 2595—Shipping weight 3 ошпсез................... $3.79 

7-piece Rhythm Pack. Bongo drums with 5'/ and 6-inch 
goatskin heads, hardwood bodies. 7-inch headless tambourine, 
pair of rhythm sticks, triangle, 2 blue molded and 2 red mold- 
ed maracas and 2 hardwood claves. 
57 М 26062C—Shipping weight 7 pounds ...... Each $12.69 

Bongo Set. Includes 5⁄4 
in. and 6-in. goatskin head 

bongo drums. Plus 2 molded 
maracas and 2 hardwood 
claves. Includes instructions. 
To order the easiest way look 
in your phone book white 
pages under "Sears, Roebuck 
and Co., Catalog Sales" for 
number to call. Mexico. 
57 N 2603-Wt. 5 lbs. ..$7.49 

10 Tunable 10 inch Tam- 
bourine. 8 lugs. 7 sets 

of jingles. Wood ring. Re- 
movable plastic head. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
57 N 2639 ... ..%6.95 

11 Headless Wooden 
Tambourine. 9 sets of 

jingles. Wt. 1 Ib, 4 oz. 
57 N 2630 .......... $4.95 



Power-lift your mini cars and 
park them up to 5 stories high 

. . then watch them spin down 
and around to street level 

Tower Park Garage 
$1'799 эше 

not included 

Press right lever on tower roof to lower ele- 
vator. Place car (not included . . order be- 
low) on turntable, push red lever near turn. 
table and car moves into elevator. Press left 
lever on tower roof . . elevator takes car to 
level you want. Then let car roll to stall. 
Turn crank of pump in gasoline stand 

and bell rings. Car wash, Plastic. 15'/x 
13'4x18 in, high. From Japan. Requires 2 
"C" batteries . . order package below. 

Set lane guides to 79 C57 109C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. ..$1799 
roll car into stall кэме е 
or to street level Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 

49 С 4654—Wt. pkg. 5 oz. «s Pkg. 99c 

Includes a fully- 
equipped service station 

Turntable lines up 
your car with elevator 

“MATCHBOX’” Steer-N-Go 
Just like driving a real racer 

* realistic dashboard e working ignition with key 

© woodgrain racing ө 2 forward speed transmissions 
steering wheel plus reverse gear 

You don't miss a thing. . a clear roof on this 

Service Station lets you see the whole operation 

* Lube rack goes up and down * Gas pump rings as dial turns 

* Turntable for car inspection * Drive-thru car wash 

This rugged plastic station has all the latest power equipment to keep all your 
miniature cars in tip-top condition. Includes crank to move car through car 
wash, catapult button to eject car when service is completed. Clear plastic roof. 
Measures 11°/,x8x5 inches high. Cars shown are not included . . see cars sold 
below. From Japan. For ages 3 and up. 
49 C 5839—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces CMT 5444 

"MATCHBOX"* Superfast 6-car Sets 
Each car of durable die-cast metal 2 to 3 inches $354 
long _ . works with both service stations above rf 

‚ 70 
‘w 

Drive your "MATCHBOX"* car (included) around hairpin turns and over 
bridges. Shift into second gear and go speeding along straightaways. If your x 
car goes off the road, put the control into reverse and back out. Uses 3 "D" 
batteries (not included, order package below). Plastic and metal. From 4 
Hong Kong and England. For ages 5 to 12. bh 
79 © 57064C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ... б $1697 

49 C 4695—"D"' Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. Pkg. 139 М - ? daa S i: Volks Dragon, Racing Mini, Beach Big Banger, Dodge Dragster, Dragon 
МОЛЕ MATOBO книга adnan Buggy, Baja Buggy, Hot Rod Jeep, Wheels, Datsun 126X, Lamborghini 
Code mi DO E aec Flying Bug. From England. Countagh, Organ Grinder. England. 

600 Viene 49 С 54308—We llb.3oz...Set $354 — 49C54277—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. . .Set $3.54 
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PORTABLE STEREO 
PHONOGRAPHS 

Full-size automatic record changer, 
tone control, convenient balance control 

and long-lasting diamond needle 

$5495 

Full-size automatic changer plays all 33/4 and 45-rpm 
records. Automatic last-record shutoff. 45-rpm spindle 

adapter. 100% solid state chassis. Balance control lets you 
increase volume of one speaker while lowering volume of the 
other. Separate control for overall volume, Tone control for 
sound most pleasing to you. Ceramic cartridge and long-life 
diamond needle. Permanently attached speaker enclosures; 
each houses a front-mounted 6-inch oval speaker for clear 
sound, Black cabinet of rugged molded plastic just 2244x 
15x9 inches deep when closed 
Draws just 36 watts AC. 51-0. cord. Stereo LP records 

and monaural 45’s available on next page 
57 N 3255C—Shipping weight 17 pounds $54.95 

Automatic mini-changer, tone control 

$4495 

Mini-size automatic changer plays all 33% and 45-rpm 
© records. Automatic shutoff. 45-rpm adapter. 100% solid 
state chassis. Volume control for each speaker means you 
can adjust balance, too. Tone control for sound most pleas 
ing to you. Synthetic sapphire needle. Side-mounted 6-inch 
oval speakers. Compact cabinet of hardboard with yellow 
vinyl cover measures just 15'x12'x6% inches deep. 5!4-ft. 
cord. Draws just 16 watts AC. Order records next page. 
57 N 3249—Shipping weight 11 pounds $44.95 

$1495 

Music on. е Runza 
These monaural Radio-Phonographs play anywhere. . 

operate on household current or batteries 

Built-in AM and FM Built-in AM 
Radio, 4-in. speaker Radio and a" 
plus earphone jack 3Vzinch 
for private listening Speaker 

52 199 
with barterios without batteries 

$1495 

Cabinet and Rollabout Carts for your 
phonograph and records, too 

Cabinet. Walnut-finished hardboard with metal legs. 
/ Decorative side panels. Store up to 150 records in remov. 

able dividers, Measures 25%%х25х16 inches deep overall 
Unassembled. 

Listen to AM/FM radio and 45 or 33*5- Play 3345 or 45-rpm records (any A 57N8557C—Shipping weight 14 pounds $14.95 
rpm records (any size)—indoors or out- and AM radio indoors or 
doors! Single-play phono with synthetic кіе-ріау phono with synthetic air 
sapphire needle. Radio with built-in AM needle, Built-in AM antenna. 3*z-in. 
and FM antennas. АП solid state. 4-inch iod АЙ solid state. Plastic гарта 
speaker, See Від Book to order earphone with snap-on phono cover only 12x9x3 
for private listening. high. Japan. 6-ft. cord. Uses 4 “Р” size ine 

Plastic cabinet with. snap-on phono not ij 
cover just 12x12!Ax. AC 
cord, Japan. Uses A 
cluded. Draws just 30 watts AC. 
57 М 3244—Shpg, wt. 7 Ibs. 4 oz. . .. $37.99 

590 [Sears] tos 
сиы pae scant by diim sednica Gom 

Rollabout Cart. Walnut-finished hardboard, cham. 
pagne-colored steel frame. Casters. Holds up to 75 rec 

ords in metal 21x12V2x19 in. high. Unassembled. 
57 N 32021C pping weight 10 pounds 59.95 

Rollabout Cart. Walnut-finished hardboard shelves, 
champagne-colored steel frame, record rack, and fold- 

down remote speaker extension shelves (just right for stereo 
units on nex Holds up to 100 records. Casters. 
21x12V2x19 in (41 in. wide with extensions up). 
57 N32041C—Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs. $1495 



Press foot pedal for 
positive stopping power 

13-inch Pedi-Brake 
Bicycle for sure stops 

Detachable 5-inch training wheels made 
of durable plastic. Nylon-bearing 13-inch 
wheels with 15-inch semi-pneumatic 
black wall tires. Twin-strut tubular steel 
frame with red, white and blue finish. 
Chrome-plated semi-high-rise handle- 
bars. Three-piece crank with nylon bear- 
ings. Vinyl handlebar grips, pedals. Adj. 
plastic seat. Partly assembled. For ages 4 
to 8 with inseam measurement from 
crotch to ball of foot 1816 in. or more. 
79 С 87555C—Shpg. wt. 26 Ibs. ....$3279 

лоп райпо scans ty сш БЕЙ ИЙСЕ cont 

Remove crossbar for 
use as girls' bike 

Our lowest priced 
13-іп. Beginners’ Bicycle 
Detachable S-inch plastic training 
wheels. Nylon-bearing 13-inch 
wheels with 15-inch semi-pneu- 
matic tires. Tubular steel frame. Vi- 
nyl handlebar grips, pedals. Plastic 
seat. Not equipped with brakes, 
which are not necessary with a di- 
rect drive pedal. Partly assembled. 
For ages 4 to 8 with inseam mea- 
surement from crotch to ball of foot 
18% inches or more. 
79 С 87554C—Wt. 25 Ibs. ....$25.79 

13-inch Bicycle with 
basket and coaster brake 33 Т? 

1 Coaster brake gives sure stops and lets rider coast without ped- 
aling. Removable 5-in. plastic training wheels. Nylon-bearing 13- 

in. wheels with 1%-in. semi-pneumatic rubber tires with white 
stripe. Tubular steel frame with hot pink finish. Chrome-plated han- 
dlebars, fenders. 3-piece crank with nylon bearings for easy pedal- 
ing. White vinyl basket, handlebar grips and pedals. Plastic saddle. 
Decals and streamers. For ages 4 to 8 with inseam measurement 

from crotch to ball of foot 18%; in. or more. 
79 C 87557C—Partly assembled. Shipping weight 25 pounds . . $37.99 

13-inch Trail Bike with dirt 
course styling and coaster brake $3 799 

2 Coaster brake gives sure stops and lets rider coast without ped- 
aling. Removable 5-inch plastic training wheels, Nylon-bearing 

13-inch wheels with 134-inch semi-pneumatic knobby-tread rubber 
tires. Tubular steel frame with hot red finish. Flat black handlebars 
and chrome-plated fenders. 3-piece crank with nylon bearings. 
Black vinyl handlebar grips and pedals. Plastic saddle. Decals and 
moto-cross number plate. For ages 4 to 8 with inseam measurement 
from crotch to ball of foot 184 inches or more. 
79 C 87556L— Partly assembled. Shipping weight 26 pounds . . $37.99 

Develop biking skills on this $ 1099 
Evel Knievel™ Moto-Cross Set 

Set up a course and race against the clock. Helps youngsters devel- 
op speed, handling control, dexterity and balance. Includes timer, 3 
obstacles, twelve 1254-in. high pylons, ball and sample course lay- 
outs. Pylons define course layout and obstacles test rider's skill. 
Metal and plastic construction. Ages 4 and up. 

79 C 88529C—Shipping weight 5 pounds . $10.99 

Remove side panels 
to make coaster wagon 

Wooden Stake Wagon ¢ 99 
for hauling big loads 30 

Remove durable, weather-resistant hard- 
wood side panels to convert this wooden 
stake wagon to a coaster wagon. Semi- 
pneumatic tires measure 10x11% inches 
wide. Nylon bearings never need oil. 

Steel chassis and polyethylene wheels 
with push-on hub caps; bolts and other 
hardware cadmium-plated for protection 
against corrosion. Fit-grip handle. All parts 
smoothly finished. Lustrous green finish. 
Overall 36x16!2x914 inches deep. Sent 
unassembled. For ages 5 and up. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. 

79 C 85514C—Shpg. wt. 34 Ibs. ......830.99 

All-steel Wagon 
$1 449 

The perfect little red wag- 
on for hauling loads of 

toys, Mom's groceries or 
little neighborhood 
friends. Heavy-gauge 
steel construction body 
measures 28x13x3!4 
inches deep. Semi-pneu- 
matic tires measure 7x114 
inches wide. Red enamel 
finish. Nylon-bearing 
wheels never need oil. Fit- 
grip handle. Ages 2 to 6. 

Shipping wt. 17 lbs. 
79 C 85502C $1449 



Electronics Kit lets you 95 
perform over 120 experiments $14 

Construct an integrated circuit radio, amplifier, burglar alarm, lie 
detector, electronic games, morse code sender and receiver, strobe 
erga computer circuits and more. 
KIT COMPONENTS: 150 precision components including an inte- 
grated circuit, light emitting diodes, transistors, resistors, variable 
capacitor, potentiometer, earphone. No (o soldering. Manual. 
FOR AGES: 12 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFO: Req. one 9-v. battery, order pkg. above. 
49 C 24 13—Shipping weight 1 Ib. [14 ИОН $14.95 

without 
battery 

— á 
шоп pane scant by Сл. 

Construct a CB radio receiver 
or an AM radio, featuring 

an integrated circuit 

79C Rl. храбар pound. 19.95 

9-volt Battery. Package of 2. 

49C eos а 

It's an AM Receiver Kit 
It's an AM Transmitter Kit 
It's a CB Converter 

3-in-1 

without battery 

Create an AM radio, CB converter (monitors 40 
23 or an AM transmitter with which you can 

broadcast your programs into an AM radio. 
KIT COMPONENTS: A fully illustrated 64-page man- 
ual, plastic console, transistors, resistors, capacitors, 
diodes and wiring. 
CONSTR. Lied TYaxS¥ex2 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 12 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Requires one 9-volt battery, not in- 
cluded, order pkg. above. 
49C2411 . wt. 2 Ibs. .. 

= iy AA 
timers, rain detector, дес 

ied Eee test. 
KT COMPONENTS: 154-page fully c: manu- 
al а complete section of chemical 
ments, using solid-state electronic components. A 

it console and modular 

NOTICE: The chemicals in this set. if misused. may be harm- 
ful and should not be used by children except under adult 
supervision. 
FOR AGES: 12 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: тозе ug “АА” batteries, not 
included, order 
Po Cette. раскаве Sh Sibe ..$19.99 

Package of 4 "AA" Batteries. 
49 C 4699 1—Shipping weight 4 oz. 

кодоки $397 
KIT COMPONENTS: All the 
parts for i 

Flashmite $295 
You never need to be in the 
dark with your Flashmite in 
your pocket. 
How IT WORKS: Pump the 
trigger and generate the en- 
ULT «р needed to make Flash- 

CONSTR: Plastic. Trans- 
parent grip lets you see in- 
side. 214x114x434 inches 
high. 2 bulbs incl. Hong 

ong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ENS INFO: 

ounces. Shipping tó 
49C 51057 . ..$2.95 

c 

Flashbrite Light 
HOW IT WORKS: Hand 

inking energy 
going. No batteries re- 
ied. Send messages and 
receive signals with its 

beam of 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 

FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO; 

49C51 
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Ш 
Four Over 

The skill of pinball, 
the logic of checkers 
and just the right 
amount of strategy 

Toss Across 

10 Wc 

i eee 

lA g 

Bean Bag Bongo $794 Payoff Machine $794 

Skill and Strategy Games 
(1) Four Over. Be the first to get 4 of your 
pegs across the grid and win the game. Flip 
р. m into ыган oe the num- 

moves; flip into your 
nent's row and knock his off die grid! But 
be careful or you'll kn: yourself out, too. 
For 2 players. 
CONTENTS: 125x10%x18' in. plastic grid, 
shooters, flippers. Steel ball, plastic pegs. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled; instructions. 
79 N 62193C—Shpg. wt. 4lbs....... $9.94 

(2) Bean Bag Bongo. Toss your beani 
into the bongos. When the bean bags are 
thrown, only count the bags beneath the 
drum with your color up. Player with the 
most bags wins the game. For 2 players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic bongo drums, 
1734x9'4x6 in. high. 6 bean bags. Instr. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 6219 1—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 02. ..$7.94 

(3) Payoff Machine. Drop some balls into 
the tower . . . as many as you're willing to 
risk. Turn the tumblers, one turn for each 
ball (point) you've dropped in. If you're 
lucky and have just the right touch. . . 
you'll get back your original number of 
(points) and more! For 2 to 6 players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic base and tower, 
9%x9%4x" in. high. Plastic balls. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 7 years and up. 
49 N 62195—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. .......97.94 

(4). Toss Across. Toss your beanbag at one 
of the 9 rotating squares on the playing field. 
First one to turn up 3 “X”s or "O"s in a row 
wins. Score for yourself or block opponent. 
For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic frame, legs, 18x21¥axS¥2 
in. 6 beanbags (not 7 as shown). 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled; instr. incl. 
79 М 65324C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. $10.95 

m thru 7) —€— Jock Games. 
'or 1 or more players. 

FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 

(5) Super Jock Teeball. Hit Super Jock on his head 
and watch the fly. Send bouncers or fly balls. Use 
stadium target on back of carton for a target 
game. 
CONTENTS: 10-in. high Super Jock, 5'4-in. high tee. 3 
balls. Plastic construction. 
ge Super Jock Basketball 

ore points for baskets. 
CONTENTS: 10-in. high Super Jock, 25-in. high back- 
board, pole, basket. 2 etballs. Plastic construction. 
Ш Super Jock Football. Kicks a football up to 50 
leet. Score the most pts. in 20 field goal attempts from 
positions indicated by spinner. 
CONTENTS: 10-in. high Super Jock, 29-in. high goal 
post, 2 footballs. Spinner, white yard line tape and score 
pad. All plastic construction. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled; instructions. 

(B) Super Jock Teeball 
49 N 62105—Shipping weight 2 pounds ....... $7.44 

(6) Super Jock Basketball 
49 N 62104—Shipping weight 3 pounds ........ 6.44 

(7) Super Jock Football. 
49 М 65563—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 120z....... 644 

ge Battle Ball. Reduced from our 1977 Chrisimas Book. 
wat the ball into your стена corner while keeping 

it out of your pocket. Can be played with teams. For 2 to 
4 players. 
CONTENTS: 20%х20%-їп. plastic board. 2 balls. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled; instructions. 
79 N 6215 1C—Shipping weight 5 pounds . 95 
(9) Rebound. Take aim and slide a puck up the alley 
It bounces off the cushions and rebounds toward the 
scoring area. For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic playing field, 33x104¢x1¥% in. high. 
Score slides, pucks and rubber bands. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled: instructions. 
79 М 62192C—Shipping weight 3 pounds . .. ... $7.95 

Super Jocks 
by Schaper 

Hit Super Jock on 
the head and һе"! 

че 

Just 
the 

night 
touch 
scores 

the points! 
Rebound 
$795 

on Battle Ball 

wes 9.95 $995 
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ү ‚В Step on stage in your 
ды Ballerina Tutu 

After the dance, carry your 
belongings in this 
special Ballet Box 

594 |Sears| 8+ 
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Deluxe Doctor or Nurse Kit 

{ 1and 2) Deluxe Doctor and Nurse Kits 
KIT CONTENTS: pa siethoscope and mie pieces: ‘Also play scissors, 
mirror, and trim on thermom- 
eter, bi СЕ earscope, 
ра аъ апі ‚ай You even get а col- 
E pepe prescription slips, appointment slips, health 

records and an instruction sheet for check-ups and prescriptions. Im- and 
ported. Pooh not included. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

(1) Deluxe Doctor Kit. Includes all items listed in Kit Contents 
above plus arm band, plastic mirror with headband, knee tapper, ex- 
tractor and IT Vinyl attache-style case with latch is 
13V4x974x27/ inches de 
49C 49024 Shipping m weight 1 pound 8 ounces. ‚Ки $4.99 

(2) Deluxe Nurse Kit. Includes all items listed in Kit Contents above 
plus nurse cap, plastic hot water bag, food tray, utensils. Vinyl shoul- 
der strap case 11%4x7%4x3% inches d 
49 C 45026—Shipping weight 1 po 9 ounces. Kit $4.99 

(3) Ballerina Tutu 
CONSTRUCTION: Elasticized knit back and acetate front 
with sequin trim and decorative flower. Elasticized sequin 
straps. 4 tier overskirt of 2-tone nylon net. Dry clean only. 
For ages 3 to 10. 
SIZES, ORDER INFO: Tights, shoes not incl. 
49 C 14562—Small (Height 40—44 in. Waist 20-22 in.) 
49 C 14564—Medium (Height 45-50 in. Waist 23-26 in.) 
49 C 14566— (Height 51-55 in. Waist 27-30 in.) 
Shipping weigh 120unces.... RYE) 

(4) Ballet Box. Room for ballet shoes and accessories. 
CONSTRUCTION: Vinyl. Has 2 compartments. Metal clasp 

Even your mother with turn post closure on top. Shoulder strap handle. 
won't recognize you Wipes clean with a damp cloth. 1014x3V4x10!4 in. -— 

wrath tie Disguise Kit > AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 4 years and ш 
49 C 14568—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces P $4.99 
(5) Makin’ Fa For parties, rainy days, anytime! 
KIT CONTENTS: Brush, sponge, 5 non-toxic, washable cos- 
metic creams in vivid colors so kids can turn themselves 
into clowns, rock stars, monsters, animals. Ages 4, up. 
ORDER INFO: Instr. incl. See Note below. 
49 C 14739—Shipping weight 8 ounces ...Kit $6.99 
(6) Disguise Kit. Be whomever you want to be! 
KIT CONTENTS: 1 yd. synthetic hair, 2 different sets of 
plastic teeth, 1 clown nose, 1 big nose, eye patch with elas- 
tic band, 10 black plastic fingernails, hot lips, glasses with 
bushy vinyl eyebrows, plastic cigar, double face tape. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: 5 years and up. See Note below. 
49 C 14737—Shipping weight 14 ounces .....Kit $4.99 
NOTE: Not for children under 3 due to small parts. 
(7 thru 12) Costumes. Cotton or polyester, cotton 
coveralls, back tie closing. (8) includes tiara, wristlets. 
(11), (12), wipe clean with a damp cloth; others are ma- 
chine washable at warm temp.; line dry. Full-face, ventilat- 
ed masks with (7 thru 10). Shoes, socks not incl. 
AGES, SIZES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 12 years. (7 thru 10) see 
chart below. (11 and 12) fit size 6 to 12. 

А! Wt. Costume Wi Price 
(7) Superman* 13[$8.77 
(8) Wonder 

Woman* 14| 877 
(9 ) Spider-Man**|49C14742|49C14744|49C14746| 14| 8.77 
(10) Incredible 

Huik** 14| 8.77 

(11) Darth Vader™t Cape with mask. 49С14731| 14| 5.99 
(12) Dracula Cape with mask 49C14735| 14| 5.99 
#61976 DC Comics. Inc **$Marvel Comics Group 1972 
191977 20th Century-Fox Film Corp. 

pa Spider-Man** Utility Belt. Plastic belt, play walk- 
ie-talkie, handcuffs, grappler, play watch, spider — 
49C 50165—Shipping weight 10 ounces ....84.27 
(14) Incredible Hulk** Utility Belt. Plastic ы play 
walkie-talkie, 2 wrist gauntlets, "Hulk" voice modulator. 
49 C 5046—Shipping weight 10 ounces ..........94.27 



Peggy Pen Pal 
n 

| A real friend for you—as you dan " 
write or draw, she does it, too 

Peggy comes with a plastic desk 
and pens for the two of you. Put 

h pen in its holder and you're 
ready to write or draw together. 
No batteries needed. And just like 
а real little girl, 18-inch tall Peggy 
is fully jointed—she stands, twists 

ea 

wa at the waist, turns her head. Vinyl, 
j rooted hair. 
Ti 49 N 35008—Wt. 4 lbs. $10.99 

107 
J 

< 

Look at 
* her go 

BABY GO BYE-BYE 
moves їп every 

direction 

in her 

Bumpety Buggy 

This 11-inch cutie bounces around 
in a battery-driven buggy you can ` 

594 Sears pcom 
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Baby 
Jancerina @, 

Baby Dancerina. Turn control knob in 
her tiara. She'll toe dance, pirouette, 
head spot, bow. Vinyl; 11 in. tall. Root- 
ed hair. Incl. 33'/-rpm record. 
49 N 35021—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz.....95.87 

Baby Walk ‘n Play. Moves arm up 
and down to bounce yoyo, paddle ball 
or wave hanky—just attach accesso- 
ries, flip the switch. Walks, too. Vinyl, 
11 in. tall. Rooted hair. Needs 1 "C" 
battery, order pkg. at right. 

49 М 35001—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

J 

($5.87 

4- 

56? 

Sketchy the Artist 

Draws 11 pictures 

writes her name, too 
Move the magic wand 
and Sketchy draws 
over embossed tem- 
plates to make pretty 
pictures you can color 
in with crayons 
Draws freehand, too. 
No batteries needed. 
She’s 19 in. tall, vinyl, 
fully jointed. Rooted 
hair. Plastic drawing 
table, 12 templates, 
crayons, drawing pa 
per included 

Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 
49 N 35018 ..$11.97 
Wardrobe and Ac 
cessories. Wt. 10 oz 
49 N 32519 $3.99 

Tiny Swingy- Fup. the switch, watch 
her whole ly move to the beat of 
her 33'/,-rpm record. She walks ‘n 
sways, strolls 'n dances all by herself. 
Vinyl, 11% in. tall. Rooted hair. Needs 
1 "C" battery, order pkg. below. 
49 N 35022—Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. $5.87 

7-piece Wardrobe. Fits all 3 "Swing- 
ers”. Incl. dress, blouse, slacks, shorts. 
49 N 32548—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. ..$1.99 

^C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49N8406-Shpg. wt. 12 oz. .Pkg. $1.19 

Musical Lullaby Baby 

Pull the string . . she'll move while 
her music box plays. Drinks ‘п wets 

She looks so real in every way— 
even her fingers form a little fist like 
a real-life baby. Pull string and she'll 
twist 'n turn to the tune of Brahms 
Lullaby. Comes with her own terry 
cloth pajamas, suedette pillow and 
plastic bottle. Fully jointed vinyl 
body, rooted hair. 12 inches tall 
49 N 35035—Wt. 11b. 12 $6.99 



Espionage and intrigue are 
lurking around the corner.. 

Walkie-Talkie enables 
minute-by-minute contact , 

with fellow spies 

• 100 milliwatt chassis . . enough power to transmit 
top secret messages up to a mile away* 

e Small enough to conceal 
in your pocket Y 

e Wireless walkie-talkie 
comes complete with 
battery . . ready to operate 
the moment danger strikes 

Save with each additional 
Walkie Talkie you buy! 

292700 3«5395 41455200 
"Agent 005 calling agent 003." Summon your mates to investigate an international conspiracy. It's 

ll the way and the side with the best communication lines will 
the walki ie comes in. It's also ideal for use on hikes and fishing trips 

Precision crystals are installed at the factory. у for instant voice contact on CB channel 
silicon transistors operate at peak efficiency in all kinds of weather . . hot or cold. Integrated circuit 
(IC) contributes to overall dependability and good performance. 

Plastic case with telescoping antenna. Self-contained built-in speaker mike. Japan. 55¢x234x13¢ in 
deep. Order 2 for complete system. Each unit uses one 9-volt battery (included). Order replacement 
battery (57 N 6417) below. 
57 N 72051—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz.. Each $13.95; 2 for $27.00; 3 for $39.75; 4 for $52.00 
57 Н 6417—9-volt battery for walkie-talkie above. Shipping weight 4 ounces....... t 44c 

NOTE: *Range based on transmission over flat terrain, Most powerful you can use wilhox 



With 

e Easy to use. . just slip in talking View- 
Master reels and press sound button 

e High fidelity voice is sharp and clear 
adds thrilling realism to each scene 

e Self-lighted so you can always see 

every scene uniformly bright 

e Complete with volume control 

Deluxe Gift-Pak 

$ 1 666 $ 1999 
with 1 talking ree with 6 talking reels. 

no batteries no batteries 

Look, listen, laugh, and learn with fun and educational Talking 
View-Master. High impact plastic case is cheery two-tone blue. 
47/.x47/,x8'/, in. Uses 2 C batteries (order below). 

Electronic Viewer with 1 talking reel. 7 colorful scenes. 
3C 68917—Shipping weight 12 ounces .$16.66 
Electronic Viewer with 6 talking reels. 42 color scenes. Prehis- 
toric Life, Apollo Moon Landing, Seven Wonders of the World, 
Aesop's Fables, Mother Goose Rhymes, Inside China Today. 
3C68921—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 11 oz. $19.99 
34 C 4631—C Battery. Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. pkg. 3 oz. Pkg. 53c 

A great low price 
for an original 

Talking View-Master 
with one talking re 

WES VAL L JEL 

| 2] 
ow LUN 

Ix ез. 

Unlighted red, white, and 
blue viewer is made of plas- 
tic. Measures 4%x8x5 
inches wide. Includes 1 talk- 
ing reel with 7 colorful 

Ф) scenes. Uses 2 C batteries 
dg (order above). 

Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
3C68913 ..510.77 

Electronic Talking VIEW-MASTER' you can LOOK and LISTEN 

Original Talking 
View-Master with 

15 exciting talking reels 

$1866 шше 
Unlighted talking viewer is beige and 
brown plastic. 4*/x8x5 in. 15 talking reels 
(105 scenes). Aesop's Fables, American 
Indian, Prehistoric Life, Balance of Na 
ture, Wonders of the Deep. Apollo Moon 
Landing, Airplanes of the World, Wild 
Animals of the World, Mother Goose 
Rhymes, ad Tour of Europe, Wash 
ington, Г Ancient wonders of the 
World, Grand Tour of Africa, Wonders of 
the National parks, Inside China Today. 
Uses 2 C batteries (order above, left). 
3 С 68935—Wt. 3 lbs. 5 oz. $18.66 

Here are great Packets for all talking View-Master viewers 
Each catalog number below is for one 

3-reel packet. Sent postpaid. (Wt. 5 oz.) $295 
tells a story 

SHOWN AT RIGHT 365551 -еер Кен 3C60532-Mickey Mouse, ee! 
E ; k У Dor k, i pate Un DADA ще 3C68529- Charlie Brown's COEM 3-D color 

3C68573-Rudolph the Summer Fun. "Clock Cleaner" scenes 
Red-nosed 3c68561-Exploring the 3c68439- Wizard of Oz 
Reindeer Universe 3C68431-Cinderella 

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall 
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall 

A single packet 

3C6844- Winnie the Pooh 
3C68537-Partridge 

Family 
3C68406-Disneyland, 

The Magic 
Kingdom 

3C68462-The Christmas 
tory 

3C68526-Casper's 
Ghostland 

3C68587-Walt Disney 
World 

3C68411-Inside China 
lay 

3C68557-Prehistoric Life 

NOT SHOWN 

3C68505- The Flintstones 
3C68515-101 Dalmations 
3C68443- The Aristocats 

IMPORTANT NOTE. Talk 
regular View M; 

3C68495-Flipper 
3C68486-Heidi 
3C68426-Jack and the 

anstalk 
3C68491-Lassie, Look 

Homeward 
3C68519-Peanuts* 
3C68509-Pebbles and 

Bam Bam 
3€68451-Peter Pan 
3C68423-Pinocchio 
3C68461-The Night 

Before 
Christmas 

3C68549- Wonders 
of the Deep 

3C68472-Bambi 
3C68552-Wild Animals 

of the World 

‘teins pane scans by cheisimasmuisetedwicu com 

966. Озоеу cravacters © 

3C68579-Seven Wonders 
of the World 

3C68568-Washington, D.C. 
3C68574-Little Drummer 

Boy 
3C68478-Raggedy Ann and 

Andy 
3C68441~Jungle Book 
3C68418-Snow White 

and the 
Seven Dwarfs 

3C6854 1-Superman 
3C68514-Bugs Bunny 
3С68455-Магу Poppins 
3C68459-A Christmas 

‘arol 
3C68501-Barbie's Round 

the World Trip 
3C68545-Adam 12 
3C68598-Scenic U.S.A. 

ў 

3C68573 



Stereo Phonograph with remote speakers 

and built-in AM/FM monaural radio 

= 

Single play 100% solid state 
ords. Ceramic cartridge, synthetic sapph 

hinged dustcover with cut out in back so you can 
with cover closed. 45-rpm ac AM/FM monaural radio with h bui 
in antennas. Volume control for each speaker allow 

ce, too. Four-inch speaker in each 11x7x6-inch deep plastic enclos 
cables allow 12-foot separation. Molded white plastic phono c abin 

5х14х14\% inches deep. 6-foot cord. Draws just 

Jacks let you add microphone for sing-ak 

too. . order below, Records available at bottom of page 

57 М 3266N—Wt. 13 lbs. See “N” suffix, page 266. $49.95 

2-inch records 

you to adjust 

headphones, 

Microphone for phono (1) only. Am 
plify voice alone or while record plays. 

57 М 3566—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib $4.49 

Stereo Headphone for (1). 6-ft. cord. 
For any unit with headphone jack 

56.95 57 М 9430—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

Stereo Phonograph with remote 

speakers and automatic record changer 

$4,795 

4 100% solid state phono plays 
matically or manually. Even the 45-rpm a 

records. Tone control. Volume control for each speaker so you са: 
just balance, too. Synthetic sa ramic cartridge. 

h enclosure; cables in 
1t. Walnut 

16, 331%, 45-rpm records—auto- 
apter allows stacking of 

1 
phire 

Four-inch speaker in eac 3x4 Vax4 Ua 
cluded allow 10-foot separation for real ster ^o enjoym 
grained vinyl on chipboard cabinet. Lift-off dustcover. Measures 734x 
15x12*4 inches deep. 54 cord. Draws just 16 watts SAC 

57 N 3276C—Shipping weight 14 pounds $47.95 

Stereo Phonograph with remote speakers 

ingle-play solid state phono plays all 45 and 33'-r records. 

5 45-rpm adapter. Synthetic sapphire needle in ceramic cartridge. Vol 
ume control for each speaker so you can adjust balance, too. F 
speaker in each black рі 
included allow 5-foot se] 

ic 11%x7x5*%-inch € enclosure 
ation for stereo enjoyment. Brown and black 

measures 5'ax14*4x9!4 plastic phono cabinet with lift-off dust-cove 
inches deep. 510-4. cord. Draws just 14 watts AC 
57 N 3267 —Shipping weight 9 pounds 8 ounces 

NOTE 700 zum PAGES 

Ten Rock 45-rpm Records $ 1 99 

en 7-inch, 45-rpm records (monaural). Assorted titles and 
ts. Buy it the easy way—order by phone 
1N5839—Shipping weight 1 pounc $1.99 

Stereo LP Records $] 99 

33Ł3-rpm twelve-inch recorc 
58364. Twenty Dynamic Hits" incl. Three Dog Nigh 

1 58366— "Believe in Music" featuring Donny Osmond 
N 58367— "Bright Side of Music" featuring Eric Claptor 
М 58369. uper Bad" featuring Isaac На; 
pping weight each 12 ounces Each $199 

Ju: 

йрй dade Scaie айза mwiedlbciudcal cow 

records, and tote ther 

Furry Face holds up to 6C 

45-rpm records in his heac 

$799 

ur record ect your 
around. too 

ist twist my handle and lift . . 1 have 
a 45-rpm record post inside. P.S. You 
can comb my non-shedding nylon fur 

1. Hones: 

Denim-look Record Cases 

$229 $299 
lean vinyl on hardboard. Designe: 

like blue-denim overalls. Divid 

Holds 50 seven-inch records. 
57 М 5617—Shpz. wt. 2 lbs $2.28 

Holds 30 twelve-inch records. 
57 М 5618—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. © oz. 2.98 

50% [Sears] 591 



Converts to 
spring pony 

Em 

Prancing Pinto starts as a walking toy 
. . converts to spring horse 

A colorful Pinto that's just right for baby's first “horsie”, 
Casters on base let baby sit and ride and walk. Plastic 
seat has strap to help build child's confidence. Playseat 
has molded tray to hold baby's favorite small toys. As 
child grows, you can remove casters and playseat to 
make child's first spring horse. Seat height adjusts from 
12 to 15 inches so horse "grows" with child. 
Sturdy 24-in. plastic pony on adjustable tubular steel 

base. Protective bumpers. Base is 36x17! in. wide. Ages 
6 months to 3 years. Unassembled, with instructions. 

79 C 89012C—Shipping weight 14 pounds $16.99 

Rock and ride our 25-inch Palomino 

$2499 
When cowpokes finish 
their chores, let them 
ride this durable poly- 
ethylene horse. Tubular 
steel frame has wood 
mount-up step. Plastic 

end caps. Plastic reins 
and steel stirrups 
mounted on plastic 
straps. Base measures 

33x24 inches wide. Seat 
height 25 in. Unassem- 
bled, with instr. Ages 2 

С 106. Wt. 24 lbs. 
79 C 89019L 

Ride the 
range with 

Sears 
exclusive 
TALKING 
HORSE 

124.99 

Sturdy Steel Wagons with semi-pneumatic 
tires and non-toxic enamel "S 

$1999 
"400" model 

$1799 "200" model 

$899 
“500” Wagon. Fit-grip handle. Push-on hub 
caps. Ball-bearing polyethylene wheels give ex- 
tra-smooth ride. Steering assembly gives easy 
turns. Big, 10x1!4-inch puncture-proof tires. 
36x17V2x4V4 inches deep. Ages 5 and up. 
79 C 85517C—Unassembled. Wt. 27 Ibs. ...%19.99 

“400” Wagon. Same as above except smaller; 
34x15V4x4 inches деер. Unassembled. Recom- 
mended for ages 4 to 7 years. 
79 C 85503C —Shipping wt. 23 lbs. ........917.99 

(stain page scing bv Зына атаса Goi 

"200" Wagon. T-design 
handle grip. Steering as- 
sembly gives easy turns. 
Nylon-bearing polyethyl- 
ene wheels never need ой. 
5%х1-їпсһ puncture- 
proof tires. 24V2x12x3 in. 
deep. Unassembled. For 
ages 2 to 5. 

Shpg. wt. 8 lbs, 
79 С 85523C 

Press a button on the 
saddle roll and this 28-inch 
Colt says 10 different things 

$2899: 
High-impact polystyrene spring horse talks to 
rider, Tubular steel base measures 40x22'9 
inches wide and features side bars for easy 
mounting and dismounting. Seat height is 24 
inches, Voicebox uses one "AA" battery (order 
package below). Unassembled, with instr. Ages 2 
to 5. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
78 C 89014L—Shipping wt. 20 Ibs. 8.99 

“АА” Batteries. Package of 4. 
49 C 4699 1—Shipping weight 4 oz. . ..... Pkg. 84c 

Ride Fury, 
our 
largest 
stallion . . 

he's 38 
inches long. 
doesn't 
eat much 

and he never 
gets tired 

$3699 

Surprise your young cowpokes with our largest spring horse. Fury will 
help provide hours of play and good exercise to young ranch hands who 
always dreamed of owning a horse. Durable polyethylene construction. 
Seat height adjusts from 29 to 33 inches from floor. Sturdy, tubular steel 
base has side bars for easy mounting and dismounting. Plastic feet, plugs. 
Base is 50x24 in. wide. For ages 2 to 6. Unassembled, with instructions. 

79 C 89013N—See “№” suffix, page 276. Shipping weight 33 lbs. .. . .$36.99 

„ [Bears] 595 



10-wheeler В, 
Boss. Y 

Listen in to trucker 
“CB-lingo” or exchange 
messages between Base 

Station and Walkie-Talkie 

Monitor all 40 CB channels from trucks, vans 
Ree ee MAN Uic танара = $2695 uw 

the portable walkie-talkie. Its an AM radio too. 

Culsiod page scans by deisiniat-iusetechm 

headphones allow you to listen to your favorite 
mp prograna, Сы the latest news, music or sports 

fit sm on your head so 
рае апас you work or play. 
SHOE Elec Flexible On/off switch, vol- 
ume and nube H2 
any size head. from Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING SE MATIN. Requires one 9-volt bat- 

AS C 66987 Sipe et d Theor, 99.94 

(1) Road Boss 100 
Child's Base Station 

Listen to conversations on any of 
40 CB channels. It’s an AM radio 
too. You can use it to transmit 
your voice to other walkie talkies. 
Catch all the CB slanguage and 
AM stations. 
HOW IT WORKS: Detachable mi. 
crophone/speaker. Red LED 
power light. Includes control for 
scanning 40 CB channels. In- 
cludes AM radio tuning control 
Switches for AM/receiver. In- 
cludes two speakers and telescop- 
к antenna. 

RANGE: Up to М mile over flat 
terrain. No connecting wires. 
CONSTRUCTION: Solid-state 
base station has real CB receiver 
circuitry. Impact-resistant plastic 
case. 8V4x4x3 inches high. Korea. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Re- 
quires one 9-volt battery, not in- 
cluded; order package below. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C 6669 
9-volt Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
Shipping mu 4 ounces. 

49 С 46993. Pkg. $1.19 

$26.95 

sends and receives 
ile One walkie-talkie $ 95 

Ere 

СВ Wi 

(2) Mobile One Child's 
Walkie-Talkie 

Keeps you in touch with your 
friends as you watch for CB'ers 
on the road. No license is re- 
quired and these walkie-talkies 
are FCC approved. Combined 
with base station you can moni 
tor and relay CB conversations 
as you stay on the lookout for 
traffic tie-ups, accidents and 
emergencies. 
HOW IT WORKS: Volume con- 
trol adjusts reception and trans- 
mission volume. On/off switch 
and press-to-talk button, re- 
lease and listen to incoming 
transmissions. Telescopic an- 
tenna. 
RANGE: Up to М mile over flat 
terrain. No wires. 
CONSTR.: Impact resistant 
plastic case. 514x214x114 in. 
deep. Solid-state. Korea. 

FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 

ORDER INFO A two 9- 
batteries, 

49 C 66643 .....Pair $12.95 

(3) CB Wrist 
Scanner 

Monitors all 40 Citizens 
Band channels. It will 
stay with the strongest 
signal in the area. The 
operation is easy as it 
automatically picks up 
the active channels. 
HOW IT WORKS: Wrap 
strap around wrist and 
over battery box. Ex 
tend telescoping anten- 
na. Turn knob to high- 
est volume then adjust. 
CONSTRUCTION: High 
impact plastic and met- 
al. 11-in. strap, 24ex 
244x114 inch case. From 
Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 5 and up. 
ORDERING INFO: Req. 
one 9-v. battery, not in- 
cluded order package 
below left. 
Shipping wt. 9 oz. 

49C 6663 . $9.95 

Phone ordering is 
8 quick and easy 

way to buy 

589 
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Kaboom Machine 
$595 

2) Flippopotamus. Be the first player to 
FER а your chips into Filppopotamas mov- to 10 and go! Be the player that can pump ing lips and you win. He opens and closes his machine the most times without breaking the ̂  mouth as his head rotates. For 2 to 4 players. ч CONTENTS: Plastic Flippopotamus, 13x13x6 CONTENTS: Molded plastic Kaboom Ma- іп. high. 40 plastic chips. chine, 914x314x734 in. high. Package of col- РОА AGES: 5 years and up. огей balloons, scor "n 

> 

н pegs. ORDER INFO: Requires 1 “С” battery, not in- FOR AGES: 6 years and up. cluded, order below. ORDERING INFO: Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 62052 49 N 62032 A LETT ETE) $7.95 
(3) Action Canyon. Fit the puzzle building the bridge across the canyon before 
the Dune Buggy to the bottom. For 1 or more players. 
CONTENTS: Bridge unit, 24/4x6V4x3*4 іп. high. Dune Buggy, 334x214x314 in. Plastic. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 5 instructions included. 
79 М 6214 1C—Shipping weight 2 pounds з» 

(4) Magna Fish. Pond rotates as players try to catch sea animals, Each fish is worth a 
different amount of points. For 2 players. 
CONTENTS: 13V4x94x1*4-in. fishing pond. 2 fishermen, 14 sea animals, Plastic. Imported. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 5 years and up. Requires 1 "C" battery, order pkg. below. 
49 N 62783—Shipping weight i pound 6 ounces .................................. $4.95 

(5) Hungry, Hungry 
Hippos. Each player tries 
to snatch as many mar- 
bles as he can with his 
hungry hippo. For 2 to 4 
players. 
CONTENTS: 17x17-inch 
plastic сутун rer 
activated plastic hippos. 
20 marbles. 
FOR AGES: 4 to adult. 
ORD. INFO: Partly assem- 

(6) Swervin' Derby. Attempt to 
Steer car through other cars print- 
ed on long roller belt. Control car 
with steering wheel and gearshift 
булуны ARM 

ore a Ity if you hit a haz- 
ard or have an accident. 
CONTENTS: Plastic base, 7¥4xs 
in. wide. Steering wi gear- 
shift are attached. 
FOR AGES: 6 years, up. 
ORDER INFO: Needs 1 "C" bat- 

(7) ues оо Бан 
player adds a new piece to 
the load. When mule 
kicks, the last player to 
add a piece is out. Play 
until 1 person is left. For 2 
or more. 
CONTENTS: Assorted 
pieces, 81/2-іп. mule, base, 
all plastic. Instructions, 
FOR AGES: 6 years, up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly as- 

bled; instr. incl. Wt. 2 Ibs. tery, not incl, order pkg. below.  sembled, snaps together, 10 oz. Wt. 10 oz. instr, incl. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 62583 .....8744 49N62027 . $4.95 49N6531.......84.95 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. 
49 N 46997— Package of 2. Shipping weight 5 ounces ... . -Package $1.19 

E 
Hungry, Hungry Hippos 

Swervin' Derby $495 "out 
Can you stay on the road 

and make it to the finish line 

Gütsiod pads scans by deisimacmiseledmical com 

Flippopotamus 
Try to flip your chips 

between the moving lips 

$795 шу 

Action Canyon BI 
You must build the bridge $797 

before the Dune Buggy falls 
to the bottom of the canyon 

fish and 
make the 

most points! 

Buck-a-roo 

$495 

| 



(15) Big Boss Executive Set 
SET INCLUDES: Full of hours of en- 
tertainment for junior executives. All- 
in-one neat carry-all attache case is 
11%х10%х5%% in. high and contains a 
clock with moving hands, magic slate, 
bulletin board, switchboard with 
pegs, metropolitan skyline, clicking 
typewriter, phone with movable ring- 
ing dial, rolling 12 month desk calen- 
dar, hidden compartment under lift- 
off desk top. This fun-filled set also 
includes credit cards, play money and 
an LD. card to help you enjoy your 
leisure time or h our. 
CONSTRUCTION: Durable plastic, 
Paper. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 years. 
QRbERING INFORMATION: 

üpping weight 4 lbs. 3 oz. 
49 (45095 ОРЕ Set $9.49 

ge The Work Horse. It's 2 toys in one. 
ide this “clicking” horse or use it as a work 

bench. Provides hours of fun, variety and ex- 
ercise for little tykes. 
SET INCLUDES: Under the removable seat is 
a workbench housing 2 nails and 2 bolts. 
Hammer, wrench and screwdriver are con- 
tained in the front pocket. Face has small 
hole for pull string. Wheels make a ratchet 
sound that kids love. 
CONSTR: Sturdy plastic. 20x8V4x15 in. high. 
AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 1*4 to 3 
years. Partly assembled. 
79 C 45044C—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. ...Set $8.97 

(17) 13-ріесе Tool Set with Hand Drill 
SET INCLUDES: Realistic hand drill, saw, ad- 
justable wrench, angle square, open end 
wrench, vernier caliper, pipe wrench, ham- 
mer, pliers, file, hatchet, screwdriver, and a 
comb. hammer/open wrench. 
CONSTRUCTION: Durable plastic. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 to 7 years. 
49 C 45067—Wt. 11b. 4 oz. ..... Set $5.88 

(18) Hard Hat Harry". Look like a real 
construction worker while you build. 
SET INCLUDES: Durable, washable, plastic 
hard hat with adjustable sizing мар to fit 
just right. Labeled tool pouch, with tying 
string, to hold five colorful, plastic play tools: 
а square, river, w hammer and 
pliers to do almost any job. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 to 8 years. 
49 C 45088—Shpg. wt. 14 oz........ $3.47 
(19) Safe-T Drill and Saw 
Hmmmm. Buzzzzzzz. Just listen to the sound 
of this drill and saw with real motor sound. 
SET INCLUDES: 74x5¥x2¥4-in. high drill 
with bit that actually turns. 5x5x3-in. high 
saw simulates real action. No batteries need- 
ed. Plastic with smooth, rounded edges. 
AGES; ORDERING INFO: 4 years and up. Not 
for ages under 3 due to parts. 
49 C 4505 1—Wt. 11b.4oz. ..... Set $6.88 

(20) Close-up Cricket". See a fascinating 
tiny world through this cute little insect! 
CONSTRUCTION: Self-focusing lens makes it 
easy. . . magnifies 10 times. The viewing 
tray is snapped into the cricket's hands. 
When 3 ig is depressed, Ма arms move 
tray up for closer inspection. Specimens are 
viewed through the cricket's red hat and 
stored in his built-in tray on base. Durable 
plastic. Sample specimens included. Mea- 
sures 644x7x7 in. high. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 to 7 years. 
49 C 45055—Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. ..$6.62 

(21) лө рилгу®` Deluxe Firefighter 
Set. When the alarm sounds, you'll be all 
prepared to head for the fire. 

SET INCLUDES: Authentically styled sturdy 
helmet with adjustable sizing st and deco- 
rative decal. Álso has simulated air bottle 
with breather mask (no face plate) authentic 
fireman's badge with safety clip and bullhorn 
so you can amplify your voice during the 
toughest emergencies. Durable plastic. 

AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 to 8 years. 
49 C 45016—Wt. 1 Ib. 1002. ....Set $5.97 
*©1976 Emergency Productions 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

You can order items on pages 
497 thru 648 and 657 thru 669 
from now until AUGUST 31, 1980 

--- unless stated otherwise 

Catan Hage scans by cremas nurselocivilical cont 

Convenient carry case 

Here's everything a little executive needs 
for a fun-filled work day at the office 

The Work Horse 
the "clicking" ride-on 
workbench that's two 

great toys in опе! 

Simply replace 
seat and you 
can ride it too 

Meet 
Hard Hat Harry" 

has adjustable 
hard hat 

Є 
Ке ` y 

A 

274 

ae 

13-рс. Tool Set 
with hand drill 

Drill and Saw 
Combination 

with real 
motor sound 

Ae 
Lm = 



THEIR H AIR GROWS Press each girl's tummy, then pull 
her rooted hair to make it "grow" . . a knob on her back winds it short again 

Introducing Velvet,  Crissy's back again. Looking as spectacular as ever Crissy's younger with her deep dark eyes and flowing auburn hair that's 
such fun to style. Vinyl; jointed; 17У, inches tall. 

ta looks so 49 N 35041—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. $8.87 
„регу and al- smt Tressy a beauty? She's a glorious brunette with most real. With big hair you'll love to "ud vinyl flesh-look skin and large violet eyes, silky root^ goto-sleep eyes. Jointed; 17%, in. tall. With her own ed hair that grows о flair styling accessories. Headband not incl 

her knees, smooth vi- 49 N 35029 Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz.. $8.87 
eee WE Outfits for Crissy and Tressy 
49 N 35028....$8.87 3 Satin mini-dress, matching fringed scarf. Shoes. 

49 N 32555—Shipping weight 4 oz. 
17¥einch 
Crissy 

Outfits for Velvet 
1 Lace-trimmed pa Lace-trimmed bell-bottom pants, robe. 

»" м cg g weight 5 oz Шын Та Зал 49 N 30752—Shipping weight 5 oz. 
Shoes. Wt. 4 oz 5 Bell-bottoms, shirt, poncho. Peace medal, sandals. 
49 N 32551 $2.97 49 М 32554—Shipping weight 4 oz. $2 

Sparkly gold-color mini-dress, stockings, shoes. 
49 N 32552—Shipping weight 4 oz $2.97 
Hooded cape with fur-look trim, pompons. Shoes 
49 N 3075 1—Shipping weight 5 oz. $2.97 

NOTE: Dolls not included with outfits 1 through 7 

87 Mini-coat, cloche 
15-in. { hat with pompon 
Velvet 5S Shoes. Wt. 4 oz 

49N 32549 $2.97 
* ” 

Hair Care Kit. Styling — 2-Doll Trunk. Vinyl. Hanger 
brush, rollers, clip bar, hangers. Molded handle, 
net, ponytail bands metal clasp. 12x6'/,x20'/,-in 
other decorations Dolls, accessories not includ 

\ Shpg. wt. 3 oz ed. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
f W \ 49 N 35042 $1.99 79 N 35031C $3.99 

i THUMBELINA .., oniy 9 inches tan 
just pull her string to make her move 

Bells on her toes 
shi 

8 Newborn Thumbelina. Irresistible squirmer. Toddler Thumbelina the Sailor Girl. 
49N30756—No crib. Wt. 1 lb. 202. ...... $5.44 49 N 30754—No walker. Wt. 1 lb. 

Q Rocking Crib. All plastic. 10x5x8 inches high. Walker. All plastic. 7x6x6 inches high. 
49 М 30757—Shipping weight 12 oz.. .... 49 49 N 30769— Shipping weight 1202. ...$1.49 

ii i i Jingle Thumbelina. Pull string, hold her hands Mtr noana with Car, Wind string and she'll walk with you. Bells on her tocs. 
49 N 35043—Shpg. wt. 11b. 80z......... Set 56.44  49N35044—Shipping weight 11b. 207. ....$544 
11 Kissin’ Thumbelina with Carriage. In or outo 15 Toddler Thumbelina the Indian Princess. 

$5.44 

carriage, she sits up, opens big blue eyes, 49 М 30768—No horse. Wt. Lib. :......95.44 a їс carriage. 14х5%х10% in. 16 Rocking Horse. Ail plastic. 8x8x3 inches high. eor 49N 35026—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. vires Set $7.77 49 N 30758—Shi Ing weight 1202. ...$148 018 Sears 595 
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$7950 

à „=“ Blank Cassettes 

wo Low $198 | — 325199 vach 

Superior quality. Low noise, slow-speed oxide. Deep lubrication preserves 
tape life and protects recorder heads. Moisture, heat-resistant polyester base. 
Fits all cassette recorders. 
57 N 3472—C-60 Cassette; 1 hr. playing time. Wt. 6 oz. ... ..$1.98 
57 N 3473—C-90 Cassette; 17/; hr. playing time. Wt. 6 оз... 235 
57 N 3474—C-120 Cassette; 2 hr. playing time. Wt. 6 от... 3.69 
Economy. For taping voice and non-critical music. Fits all cassette recorders. 
57 N 3481—Pkg. of 3 C-60 Cassettes; 1 hour. Wt. 1002. ....Each Pkg. $1.99 
57 М 3488—C-90 Cassette; 1:/, hour playing time. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 02. .3for 4.29 

596 parcos KOGAE 
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Portable 
Cassette 

Player-Recorders 

o, 245^. 
Batteries not included 

Both models 
have these features: 

* Automatic level control 
provides accurate recordings 
without distortion 

* Convenient start/stop record- 
ing switch on microphone 

e Du owered. . operate on 
batteries or on house current 

with AC adapter (sold below) 

* Blank cassette included 

Our lowest price ever for any 

cassette player-recorder with 

push-button controls 
Records and plays all cassettes mon 
aurally. Push-button controls include 

stop/eject, fast forward, play, rewind and 
record. Automatic level сх kes re 

cording simple no man е! 

necessary. Tone and volume control 
Instant sound solid-state chassis for long 

life, 24-inch speaker. Drop-down handle 
for portabilit l lastic cabinet 
with brushed-al л: 8 x6 x2 
in. deep. Micro} ‚ 30-min. blank cas: 
sette. Japan. Order AC adapter, 4 “C” size 

batter: elow 

57 N 2110—Wt. 3 lbs $24.50 
57 N 2146—AC adapter. Wt. 7 02... 3.50 
Long lasting Alkaline-type Batteries. 
57 N 6451—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 4 for $2.00 
Carbon-zinc type Batteries. 
57 N 6446—Shpg. wt. 8 oz 4 for 64c 

Compact model with 3-inch 

speaker, handy clip-on carrying 

strap and push-button controls 

Records and plays all cassettes mon 
aurally. Recording level adjusts auto: 

matically. Push-button controls for play, 
record, rewind, fast forward, stop. Volume 
control 

Solid-state chassis for instant sound. Vi 
nyl carrying strap. ary input. Black 
and gray plastic cabinet with brushed-alu 
minum-trim: 8'/,x5'/,x2'/ in. hi 

е )hone, 4 “С” batteries, 30-min. blank 

cassette incl. Japan. Order adapter below 
57N34152-Wt. 3 lbs. 11 oz $29.50 

57N34992-AC adapter. Wt. 12 oz. 6.50 

gh. Mike, 

Pre-recorded Cassettes 

Chron’ $198 | Tem toys $588 ge С et p^ 

Children's Cassettes. Favorite storybook characters come to life. 

Teen-favorite Cassettes. Dance to the music of these groovy hits. 
57 N 5868—David Cassidy. Cherish. Shipping weight 3 02. ....... 
57 N 5869—Bobby Sherman. Greatest Hits, Vol. 1. Shpg. wt. 302. . 
57 N 5870—Partridge Family. Sound Magazine. Shpg. wt. 3 02. . 
57 N 587 1—Donny Osmond. To You with Love. Shpg. wt. 3 oz.. 
57 N 5872— Jackson Five. Greatest Hits. Shipping weight 3 oz. . 



Your favorite scenes 
come alive in 3-dimensional color 

with VIEW-MASTER' 

Lighted Stereo Viewer 
shows each scene ban bright . .anytime 

$337, vex $ 599 
S IAS 7 reels most 

dem up anywhere to Led. pe depth to each color scene. Simply touch 
bar and picture appears. Fli lever to change scene. Made of high impact 
plastic. Uses 2 C batteries ses below). 

Low-cost unlighted 
Stereo Viewer 

$157 усп $439 
Gives оф all the fun and excitement of а View-Master viewer at a budget 

price. Easy to operate. To view just hold viewer up to any light. 

Viewer 
1 reet 

Viewer 
1 reel 

3C68099 

Viewer with 1 reel. Includes 7 colorful scenes, 
3С 68925—Shipping weight 7 ounces ...... 

Viewers with 7 reels. Complete with 49 excit 
3С 68947—Children's slories 
3 68949—Disney favorites. 
34 С 4631—C Battery. Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. pkg. 3 oz. 

3С68077 

SHOWN ABOVE 

3C68089-The Night 
Before Christmas 

3C68091-The STAT 
Stor: 

3¢68206-Rudolph the Red- 
nosed Reindeer 

3C68043-Santa's Workshop 
3C68138-Charlie Brown's 

Summer Fun 
3C68134-Snoopy and the 

Red Baron€ 
3C68127-Peanuts" 
3C68118-Disney on Parade 
3C68078-Winnie-the-Pooh 
3C68068-Cinderellz 
3C68065-Pinocchio 

ambi 
01 Dalmations 

Scooby Doo 3C68143-: 

Create 

Cutloü pani scans by cheisimaxmusebeciudcd pus 

iting color scenes. 
un lee ae wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces 

3C68065 

— 
n 
Ке 
Bunch. "qM! 

БЕШТ 

3С68151 

3C68115- The Flintstones 
3C68105-Lassie Look 

Homeward 
3C68099-Ragzedy Ann and 

Raggedy Andy 
3C68077-Wizard of Oz 
3C68151-The Brady Bunch 
3C68152- The Partridge 

Family 
3C68104-Daniel Boone 
3C68177-Prehistoric Life 
3C68046-The White House 
3C68201-Moses and 

the Ten 
Commandments 

NEW 1973 RELEASES 
3C68031-Adventur! 

at Disne 
3C68032-Fantasy 

Disneyland 

your own reel library with 
a View-Master Reel Chest 

$559 

The neat way to store and 
protect. viewers (ex- 
cept talking View-master 
models). Roomy enough to 
hold up to 23 three-reel packs, 
Made of high impact polysty- 
rene in snappy red and white. 
Chest measures 8,5,5. 
inches deep. Reels and viewer 

3С68929............ 5 

3C68096 

3C68152 

Shop here for exciting View-Master subjects . 

Each catalog number below is for one 3-reel packet of 21 three-dimensional scenes. Postpaid (Wt. 3 oz.) 

3C68138 

Nem wasrer 

3С68123 

3C68104 

3C68072-Tom Sawyer 
3C68085-Mary Poppins 
3C68144-Fat Albert 

Cosby 

CHILDREN'S FAVORITES 
3C68062-Snow White and 

the Seven Dwarfs 
3C68082-Bedknobs and 

Broomsticks 
3C68088-Littlest Angel 
3C68108-Flipper 
3C68112-Barbie's 

Around the 
World Trip 

3C68117-Popeye 
3C68129-Beep-Beep the 

Road Runner 

. all in glorious color 

[my changes scene. Made of high impact plastic. 

Viewer with 1 reel. With 7 colorful scenes. 
3C68908—Shipping weight 4 ounces .............. 

Viewers with 7 reels. Complete with 49 brilliant color scenes. 

3C68941— Cartoon favorites. Shipping weight | pound . 

3C 68943—Charlie Brown and Peanuts*. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. . 

3C68105 

[Sew ria 

3C68201 

$150 = 
3C68177 3C68046 

3C68135-Casper's EDUCATION AND TRAVEL 
sone iey Heres Lu 3C68034-New Orleans 
3C68141-Mickey Square and 

Donald Duck, Haunted Mansion 

and Goofy in at Disneyland 
"Clock Cleaner" ^ 3C68039-Grand Canyon 

3C68198-Noah's Ark River Expedition 
3C68049-New Orleans 
3C68053-Castles of 

THE UNUSUAL 
3C68167-Wild Animals of 

the World Europe 
3C68168-Strange 3C68058-The Holy Land, 

Animals of Israel, and 
the world Jordan 

3C68211- The Seven 3068172 Pre historic 
wonders of inimals 
the World 3C68182- È xploring the 

3C68192-Ringlinz Universe 
Brothers’ 3C68187- The American 
Circus Indian 

View-Master 7-reel Packs 
With 49 full-color 

3-dimensional scenes 

9259 
68025— Disney World 
68011—America's Scenic Wonders 
68012—Animals of the World 
68015— Fred Flintstone and Friends 
68016—Disney Cartoon Favorites 
68017— Disney Fairy Tales 
68018— Children's Fables 
58019— Disneyland and Magic Kingdom 

C 68021— Television Cartoon Favorites 
С 68022— Television Show Time 
hipping wt. each pack 4 oz. .....Pack $259 

3c 
3c 
3c 
3c 
3c 
3c 
3c 
3c 
3 
3 
9 



Winnie the Pooh 
Portable Phonograph 

Sounds sweet as "hunny" 
“cause it has a 6-in. oval speaker 

withoi ith 5 $2695 юн | $2795 wins, 
Pooh's delighted to join the fun! Single-play pho- 
no plays both 45 and 33V4-rpm records, all con- 
ventional sizes. Adapter for 45-rpm records is 
built in so it can't be misplaced. Monaural ampli- 
бег. . 100% solid state chassis. 

Front-mounted 6-inch oval speaker. Synthetic 
sapphire needle. Volume control and separate 
on-off. High-impact plastic cabinet 134x14x7 
inches deep. 514-ft. cord. UL listed for 120-v., 60- 
Hz. AC. Draws just 15 watts AC. See safety note 
on next page. 
Without records, order separately below. 
57 N 3247 —Shipping wt. 13 lbs. $26.95 

in, T Phono above with 5 records. 7-inch, 45-rpm. 
- ji i Үн), Children's assortment . . varied titles. 
LUA 57 N32471—Shipping wt. 13 Ibs. 8 ол......%27.95 

ж vH Y ЖЕЛЕ? oY ATEN SUS жит, 

Totes with 45-rpm records Disney Storybook Albums 
en fn Booklet and о! $369 „=, | $198 те, $279 rect 

1 Seven-inch, 45-rpm record set in its own @ Each album includes 12-page illustrated 
" pe certo booklet, twelve-inch 3344-rpm record. 

Е РТТ pele Child can read along or look at pictures. 
Ten-record Totes. 50 songs each. Now We Are Six (Winnie the Pooh et al). 
Sesame Street, other TV jaserües 57 М 58351—Shipping wt. 12 oz. $279 
57 N58421—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $3.69 : E 
Mother Goose Songs and Stories Wiunie бе Tosh on, ane 
57 N 58422—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $309. 07 A SEAT SORAS 
Snow White, Cinderella, etc. Winnie the Pooh and the Heffalumps. | 
57 N 58423—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $369 — 57N58354—Shipping wt. 12 oz. $2.79 
ABC and Learning Fun, Romper Room, cic. When We Were Very Young. 
57 N 58424—Shpg. wt. 11b. $3.69 — 57N58353—Shipping wt. 12 oz. 3279. | 
Christmas Songs. 

" Pooh and the North Pole Expotition. | 
57 N 58425—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib 3389 — 57N58355—Shipping wt. 12 oz. .9279 | 
Five-record Totes. 25 songs. Winnie the Pooh and the Blustery Day. | 
Puff the Magic Dragon, Goldilocks, etc 57 N5944—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. $279 
57N59431—Shpg. wt. t Ib. $198 — Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. 
Best of Disney, including Mary Poppins. 57 М 5945—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3279 | 
57 N 59432—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $198 Robin Hood. | 
MERI enl pone end more s198 57N5965—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. эз | 
Sesame Street and others. Mary Poppins. | 
57 N 59434—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $198 — 57N5978—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3279 | 
Alphabet Song, Romper Room, others. Cinderella. 
57 М 59435—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $198 — 57N5979—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 5279 

Mother Goose Album. . four LP records $299 

Four 12-inch, 33*4-rpm records. 118 songs, including — || 
Jack and Jill, Ugly Duckling, Humpty Dumpty, etc. 

57 N 5842—Shipping weight 1 pound ..$2.99 

| REMEMBER! | 
You can order items on pages 425 to 593 

from now until AUGUST 15, 1975 

сило pace scuns by cheisimas museteciwdcd com 



-frame Trikes Our 

With flowered basket and seat to $1] 699 275 

nest, stronge 

wheel 

Each size has radiant lilac 
C~ metallic finish on a sturdy 

tubular steel frame. White 
plastic basket, adjustable 
saddle with floral decals. 
Semi-pneumatic white- 

\ striped tires. Chr 
/ fenders, handlebars, hub- 
caps. Nylon-bearing wheels 
for easy pedaling. Partly as- 
sembled. 

10-in. front wheel. In- 
seam* 13!4 in. or more. 
Ages 2 to 4. Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs. 
79C87016C .......... $16.99 

Floral 

era 

13-in. front wheel. In- 
seam* 15 in. or more. Ages 2 
to 5. Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs. 

Tubular steel 79 C 87017C ...........818.99 

frame with 2 16-in. front wheel. In- 
coats of чац 

seam* 17 іп. or more. Ages 3 

ees to 6. Shpg. wt. 22 Ibs. 
79 C 87018C ...........%2199 

With racing-style handlebars ‘2" $1499 27 
Bach size has a 2-coat red 
enamel finish on a sturdy 
tubular steel frame. Adjust- 
able plastic saddle with rally 
stripe. Semi-pneumatic 
white-striped tires. Chrome- 
plated, dual hi-rise handle- 
bars, fenders, hubcaps. Glit- 
ter grips. Nylon-bearing 
wheels for easy pedaling. 
Partly assembled, 

10-in. front wheel. In- 
seam* 13%; in. or more, 

"^. Ages 2 to 4. Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs, 
^ 79 C87011C ...........$14.99 

Chrome- 
plated N 

high-rise —> 
handlebars 

13-in. front wheel. In- 
seam* 15 in. or more. Ages 2 
to 5. Shpg. wt. 17 Ibs. Tubularsteel . 
79 C87012C .......... 51649 frame with 2 

coats of 
protective 
enamel 

16-in. front wheel. In- 
seam* 17 in. or more. Ages 3 
to 6. Shpg. wt. 22 Ibs. 
79 C 87013C ...........%1949 

Our lowest priced 
10-inch Trike 

Tubular steel frame with yellow, 
black and white enamel finish. 
Metal saddle. Semi-pneumatic 
rubber front tire with nylon bear- 
ings and mag-type plastic rear 

. White enamel 
fender. Black vinyl handlebar 
grips. led for ages 2 to 
4 with inseam* 1314 inches or 
more. Partly assembled. 
79 C 87014C—Wt. 13 lbs.. ..$11.99. 

Tot-A-Bout Trike 

Body constructed of durable 
molded plastic. Wheels have steel 
fork and axles. Steering wheel 
with “bleep, bleep” horn. Storage 
compartment under seat. Seat 
height 11% inches. Red, yellow, 
blue and white. 24%х14%х19% 
inches high. Partly assembled. 
Recommended for ages 2 to 5. 
Use your phone if you want to or- 
der it the easiest way of all. 
79 C 86022C—Wt. 5 Ibs. ..... $9.97 

Cutuiod nae scans by chrisinias warselecinicel соп 

Unicycles make = 
you the star 
attraction 

Professional-size 
Unicycle with 24-inch 
pneumatic rubber tire 

$3699 
1 Deluxe wheel with tangent-type re- 

movable spokes goes forward, back 
ward and turns on a dime . . even lets 
you balance in one place. Heavy- duty 
crank assembly means easier pedaling. 

White-striped 1.75-inch wide tire with 
chrome-plated metal wheel rim, fork and 
seat mast. Ball-bearing wheel. Padded 
red glitter vinyl saddle adjusts 36 to 42 in. 
and tilts up or down. Partly assembled. 
For ages 14 and up with inseam measure- 
ment* 31 inches or more. Order balancing 

poles below. 
79 C 88016L—Shpg. wt. 17 lbs. ....$36,99 

Use steel Balancing 
Poles to learn 

2i 20 $389 

2 Chrome-plated 40-inch, 2-piece steel 
poles help you balance and gain confi- 

dence while you're learning the excite- 
ment of unicycling. White vinyl hand 
grips and end plugs. Package of 2. 
49 C 88009—Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. ..Pkg. $3.89 

20-inch Unicycle 
with pneumatic 

rubber tire 

$2199 

3 А real challenge to your skill as you 
speed along, make quick turns or 

even balance in one place. White-striped 
1.75-inch wide tire with chrome-plated 
metal wheel rim, fork and seat mast. Ny- 
lon-bearing wheel. Padded white vinyl 
saddle adjusts 33 to 38% inches. Partly 
assembled. For ages 12 to 16 with inseam 
measurement* 28 inches or more. Order 
balancing poles above. 
79 C 88015C—Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs. ....$21.99 

16-inch Unicycle has 
semi-pneumatic tire. . 
flat tread for control 

$1399 
4 Flat tread lets you start slow and 

speed up as you gain skill. Black rub- 
ber 1.62-inch wide tire. Tubular steel 
frame with red enamel finish. Nylon- 
bearing wheel. White plastic saddle ad- 
justs from 32 to 37 inches. Partly assem- 
bled. Recommended for ages 10 to 15 
with inseam measurement* 26 in. or 
more. Order balancing poles above to 
help you gain confidence and learn bal- 
ance. 
79 C 88017C—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. ....$13.99 
*To determine inseam measurement, mea- 
sure distance from crotch to ball of foot 

You can order items 
on pages 439 to 614 

from now until 
AUGUST 13, 1976 



Calling unit one 
There is a bike 

accident on Rand 
Road near But 

house. You meet me 
there in 5 minutes 

Save*3.00 
Set of 2 Rescue 
Walkie- Kit (2) with 

Talkies Walkie-Talkie (1) 
sep. total sep. total 

121.98 *29.98 

$1898 $269% 
without batteries. without batteries: 

Iw 
and wait 

Bugs Виппу© Sing Along Radio 
Amplify your voice thru microphone 

included with this AM radio 

without $1395 c 
HOW IT WORKS: Tune the radio by moving Bugs 
Bunny's arm. To sing along turn on the switch to the 
carrot shaped microphone or use as a public address. 
CONSTR.: Case made of high-impact plasic with hid. 
eaway handle. Solid-state radio. Microphone has 
self-contained volume control and 10-ft. cord. In. 
cludes an earphone for private listening. Measures 
234x7Vax7 in. high. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires one 9-volt bat- 
tery, not included, order package below 
49 C 66658—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 ог. $13.95 

9-volt Batteries. Package of two. 
49 C 46993—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Pkg. $1.19 
©1974, 1975 Warner Bros. inc 

Play Phones 
Communicate from room to room or 

with your next-door neighbor 

$824 zs 
Your own private phone for fun and play. 
HOW IT WORKS: Just dial and the phone rings at the 
other end of the line. Phones are connected with 30 
feet of wire. Voices transmit loud and clear. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic, about 8 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Set of 2. Requires 4 “D” batteries 
not included, order package below. 
49 C 66678—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 
Carbon-zinc "D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46995—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Pkg. $1.69 

Set $8.94 

382866 page ечи by creas Eita Cont 

go assist 
jr med. 

uires one 9-у, bat- 
ie talki 

tery, not included. Order battery = 

86 1-Shpg. wt. 8 oz. .$10.99 
Set of 2. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49 C 6666 ............ Se 18.98. 

g Child's Paramedic Rescue Kit 
isten to calls from the patrolling 

and be ready to give as- 
sistance to 

toy stet! and blood pressure 
gauge give 
HOW IT WORKS; Press to talk/listen 
switch, on-off switch with volume 
control, siren butt l's walk- 
ie talkie phone with cord. 
RANGE: Up to 1⁄4 mile over flat ter- 
rain. Uses no connecting wires. 
CONSTRUCTION: Portable molded 
plastic case with handle. Solid-state 
with S0-milliwatt output. Also in- 
dudes a сае Od pressure 
gauge and earscope. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
Казр үштү Voas ia 
one battery, not or- 
der below left. 
49 C 6667—Wt. 11b.802...$18.99 

Paramedic z and one walkie-talk- 

Lights Alive. . . if you can draw or 

trace it you can put it on Lights Alive 

Use patterns included or make your own design. 
HOW IT WORKS: Drop the film into the plugged-in 
light box and the images "come to life" with color 
and animation in random patterns. 
WHAT YOU СЕТ: Vinyl-clad, walnut-finish wood 
cabinet Bx8x5!4 inches deep with one pre-cut card- 
board design for immediate viewing; four sheets of 
blank, treated film to create with; a large tracing 
stencil die-cut with letters, numbers and assorted de- 
sign elements; plus a stylus. Or trace your own de- 
зїп. 

FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-с. AC. 5Vz-ft. 
cord. Not recommended for ages under 8. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 2099—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. : $11.99 



Spin 
Football 

$599 

596 

Citai pad scans by eeisimazmisetedical com 

Sea Battle 
Electric Pinball 

$2999 

Skybolt 
Pinball 

$1997 
without 
battenes 

without 
batteries 

(1) Sea Battle Electric Pinball Game 

PLAY ACTION: Lift steel ball from beneath playing surface 
with submarine loader, fire it into play. Keep ball in play 
with 2 independent flippers. 11 scoring bumpers, 2 bonus 
score channels, bells, automatic scorer tallies points up to 

100,000. Reset dial to zero for next competition. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic case, legs. Enclosed 
lithographed playing surface. 5 steel balls. 20x14x43 in. 
high: playing surface, 27 in. high. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed power supply for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 11 watts. 6-ft. cord. Not recom- 
mended for children under 8 years. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled, instructions 
incl. If mailed, takes 15-1. rate; see page 330. 
79 N 62631L—Shipping weight 14 pounds. .. . . . $29.99 

(2) Skybolt Battery-operated Pinball 
PLAY ACTION: Shoot steel ball into play. Keep ball in play 
with 2 replay flippers. Automatic scoring dial. 11 bell-ring 
ing bumpers and flashing light. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic case, legs. Enclosed lithographed 
steel playing surface. 3 steel balls. 2834x13x39 in. high; 
playing surface, 26 їп. high. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled, instructions included. Re- 
quires 4 "D" batteries, not incl., order 2 packages below. 
79 М 62667C—Shipping weight 14 pounds .....$19.97 

(3) Demolition Derby Pinball 
PLAY ACTION: Shoot steel ball into play. 2 replay flippers 
keep ball in play. Automatic scor-o-dial for instant scor- 
ing. 9 bell-ringing bumpers. Light flashes when you score. 
CONSTRUCTION: Fully enclosed plastic case, 20х10%2х12 
in. high when set up. 3 steel balls. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 

ORDER INFO: Partly assembled, instructions included. 
Needs 4 "D" batteries, not incl., order 2 pkgs. below. 
49 N 6204 1—Shipping weight 5 pounds ..913.95 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 46996—Shipping weight 11 ounces Pkg. $1.39 

(4) Snap ‘n Spin Football 
PLAY ACTION: Snap-back action lever sends steel ball into 
action on simulated football field. Try to score the most 
touchdowns, field goals or extra points. 
CONSTRUCTION: Molded plastic base, clear plastic bub- 
ble. 1614х734х8 in. high. 9 steel balls. Manual ball return. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 6207 1—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces .$5.99 

(5 thru 7) Wonderful Waterfuls®. Add water to plas- 
tic tank and you're ready to play. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and older. 
(5) Water Basketball. Push “whoosh” button to score 
and block. 8х3х71/4 in. high. 2 score counters. 
49 N 62026—Shipping weight 14 ounces. ........$4.94 

(6) Starball. Push “whoosh” button, forcing star to ro- 
tate. Balls are forced through star maze and fall into score 
grooves. 6! 4x3! 4x84 inches high. 
49 N 62025—Shipping weight 12 ounces. ........$3.95 

(7) Fishful. Push “whoosh” button and send the fish into 
a whirl. Watch the fisherman try to catch the fish and se- 
cure them in his net. 634x3! 4x82 in. high. 
49 N 62008—Shipping weight 12 ounces 2 $3.95 



Winnie-the-Pooh says play time entertains 
while helping to develop young hands and minds 

We all know that children's play time is fun for them. That's obvious 
by the sheer joy in their faces. But play time is also an excellent time 
for learning. Children, by the simple act of playing with toys. discov- 
er sights and sounds, are challenged and taught, stimulated. fasci- 

nated and rewarded. Sears offers you a large selection of toys to do 
just that. So take it from Pooh, play time teaches, too. 

Christopher Robin and you 
play with Tigger and Pooh 
at this action-packed place, 
The House at Pooh Corners 

Turn crank, 
chair lift 
carries 

Pooh and 
Tigger 
between 
tree and 
ground 

| «=> т Roly-poly racing 
i. j with the exciting 

Weebles® 
Wobble Race 

Snoopy® Dog House with & 
walki Snoopy. , f 

hopping Woodstock b The sizzling excitement 
and ice cream van 2 of road racing is 

RS 2 scaled-down for this 
pre-school Zap Zap 

Racetrack™ 

Squirt, Squirt, Squirt 
the Animais help make © 

tub time fun 2 ж P 

596 
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They live in a plastic picture 

frame, snap out for play then in 

again . . they stand, bend ‘п pose, 

have rooted hair you can comb 

2 -inch tall Mini-Flatsys $35 Tas 

live in plastic clock with clock 

(9 ги 11) Lovable vinyl 10 Mini Play Time.2 girls, 

ALI Cuy ом DALE Actress 

Fashion Flatsys . . 8 inches tall $997 ari 

(1 thru 8) 4 vinyl beauties shaped to look great in clinging fashions of 70's. Model 

stand included. 

ALI. Lives in a town house. 

1 Wearsmini-dress, long vest. Satchel. 
49 N 37036—Shpg. wt. 12 02...$2.97 

2 With tie-dyed jeans, tank top, vest. 
49 N 37037 —Shpg. wt, 12 oz.. .$2.97 

DALE. Performs at the theater. 

3 Dressed in maxi-coat, scarfand beret. 
49 N 37044—Shpg. wt. 12 02...$2.97 

4 Inchecked suit, sweater, fringed scarf, 
49 N 37043—Shpg. wt. 12 02...$2.97 

596 Sears „А056 

айо pace scunt by dieisintas тине ниса Con 

Flatsys have clips on their 
backs so you can wear them. 
Clocks have movable hands. 

9 Mini Slumber Time. 2 
girls with double deck 

beds and ladder. 

pony and cart with 

wheels that move. 
49N37052-Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz,. $3.87 

11 Mini Munch Time. Boy 
and girl with roll-about 

hot dog stand. 

CORY, Works in photographer's studio. 

CORY Weve GWEN Seon 

With bridal gown, headpiece and veil. 
49 N 37038—Shpg. wt. 12 oz... .$2.97 

Dressed in metallic shag pants suit. 
49 N 37041—Shpg. wt. 12 02....$2.97 

GWEN. Loves the football stadium. 

In poncho, bell-bottoms and beret. 
49 N 37035—Shpg. wt. 12 02....$2.:97 

Wears trench coat, boots, sweater. 
49 м 37033—Shpg. wt. 12 oz....$2.97 

Italian Fashion Dolls 

Each $99?» 12 inches 
tall 

(12 thru 14 ) Soft vinyl dolls 
have go-to-sleep eyes, rooted 
hair you can comb. Shoes, 
socks. 

Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 8 oz 

12 She’s a darling in this 
bold rayon suspender 

skirt and wide-brimmed hat. 
Lace-trimmed blouse. 
49 N 32003 -$9.99 

13 She's divine in a gown 
with lace-trimmed bod- 

ice, velvet skirt and jacket. 
Marabou cuffs, matching hat. 
49 N 32001........... $9.99 

14 She's enchanting in a 
rayon print dress with 

lace bib, cuffs. Pill box hat 
49 N 32002 .. $9.99 

49N37054-Wt. 1 lb. 4 0z..$3.87 49N37053-Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz.. $3.87 

Flatsy 

Doll 

House 

$587 

Modern 2-story vinyl house has a screened-on front porch, 
door that opens and closes, skylight in roof. Plus big back yard 
.. 7 pieces of plastic fu; 
open. Closes for easy carrying. For all Flatsy dolls, not incl, 

79 м 37059C—Shipping weight 3 pounds............. $5.87 

jture. 1334х10%х171% inches when 

TOTS 'N' TOYS 

5-inch drink 'n wet 
dolls with toys 
that really move 

(15 thru 17 ) Baby dolls are all vinyl, fully jointed 
for posing. Rooted hair you can comb. 
15 Doll in horse-drawn pony cart. With bottle. 

49 N 37061—Shipping weight 8 oz... ..$1.49 
16 Doll in garden swing. Plus drinking bottle 

49 N 37062—Shipping weight 8 oz.. . . .$1.49 

17 Doll in stroller. Drinking bottle incl. 
49 N 3706—Shipping weight 8 oz.. .$149 



Portable 
8-track* 

Tape Players 
Both models 
have these features: 

* Play all pre-recorded 8-track tape 

cartridges 

* Automatic start . . just insert 
tape cartridge and unit plays 

* Operate on batteries or regular 
household current with AC 
adapter (sold separately below) 

* Separate tone and volume 

controls for personalized sound 

Player only 

$2895 

Now travel to the beat of your favorite 
sounds . . rock, rhythm and blues, folk 

Just pop-in any pre-recorded cartridge and 
unit automatically plays remove and unit 
stops. Plays all cartridges monaurally. Pro: 
gram indicator tells which channel is in use. 

Instant sound solid-state chassis for long life. 
3'4-inch speaker. Jacks for earphone and 
auto/boat adapter. Black plastic cabinet with 
brushed-aluminum trim is 10'/.x10'/,x3'/, in 
deep. Includes earphone, auto/boat adapter, 6 

“D” size batteries. Japan. (Cartridge not incl.) 
Order AC adapter (57N2139) below 
57 N 2126 1—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 14 oz. ...$38.95 

Player with AM/FM Radio 

$ 5295 

9 This player has the same outstanding fea 
tures as unit above plus a built-in AM/FM 

monaural radio. Plays all your favorite pre-re 
corded cartridges monaurally. 

Vernier slide-rule tuning dial provides easy, 
convenient station selection. Selector switch for 
AM/FM and tape. Built-in antenna for AM, 
telescoping antenna for FM. Automatic fre 
quency control locks in FM station. Black plas 
tic cabinet with simulated walnut-grained front 
grille and brushed-aluminum trim. (Cartridge 
not included). Order AC adapter below. 
57 М 2127 1—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 8 oz. $52.95 
57 N 2139—AC adapter. Wt. 12 oz. 6.75 
*For an explanatio 8-track turn tc 

Buy 8-track Tape Players on Sears Deferred 
Easy Payment Plan. Your monthly payments 
begin in February, 1973 (in most states) 

ask for details. (There will be a 
finance charge for the deferral period). 

Precision slide-rule tuning for easy, convenient sta- 
tion selection. Big 3x2-inch speaker. Instant sound 

Solid-state chassis for long life. Built-in antenna. Thumb- 
wheel controls. High-impact black plastic cabinet 
2*4 xA'Ax1*4 inches deep. Includes earphone and bat 
tery. Handy carrying strap. Gift boxed. Hong Kong. 
57 N 2233 1—Shipping weight 13 ounces $11.95 

2¥,-inch speaker. Solid-state chassis for instant 
sound. Clear vinyl carrying case. Black plastic cabi- 

net is 2°/,x4'/,x1'/, in. deep. Battery and earphone in 
cluded. Gift boxed, Taiwan. 
57 N 2205 1—Shipping weight 11 ounces $6.95 

5 The low price includes radio plus earphone and bat- 
tery. 2-in. speaker, built-in antenna. Black plastic 

case: 2'4x4'/,x1*/, in. deep. Hong Kong 
57 N 2202 1—Shipping weight 12 ounces $3.99 е РА ДЕ: [Sears] 597 
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Create a show that's fun for all 

with a View-Master Projector Set 
and Screen 

Walt Disney Theater in the Round 

Includes projector, unlighted viewer 

10 color reels, and storage cylinder 

$1399 

г personal ticket to the magic world of Disney. With 70 bri 
uding Winnie-the-Pooh, Mickey Mouse, Bambi, Donald Duck. 

unglebook, Aristocats, Disneyland, and Disney 
al, blue plastic projector with 30-watt lamp has f:2.8 

Ye 
scenes і 
Cinderella, Pinocchio. 
world. Two-dimensic 

a 6-foot cord. Complete with unlighted plastic 3-D stereo viewer 
el canisters and storage cylinde for 110-1 60-c. AC 

Order ction screen lamp sola 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces Outfit $ 

View-Master 

30-watt Projector 

Projects beautiful full-color View 
Master scenes in two dimensions. 

Made of blu 

t, 60-с 

p for Projectors. Fit 

de BVR. Wt. 4 02.8 

аа Байа scane by айа ананас omn 

Deluxe View-Master Theate 

With projector, lighted viewer 
and 24 great color reels 

$1888 

1 Everyone can enjoy watching these ез: Snoopy and 
the Red Baron, Brady Bu: 1де Fam Bugs 

Bunny, Walt Disney World-Fa: d, Beep Beep the Road Runner 
Lassie Look Homeward, Charlie Brown's Summer Ё Walt Disney 
World-Adventureland, Rudolph the Red-nosed Reinde and Scooby 

Doo. Each is a 2-reel story. The 24 reels have 168 scenes, Lighted stereo 
wer uses 2 teries (order on page 602). Two-dimensional pro: 

т with 30-watt lamp, f:2.8 lens. Blue high impact plastic case. 6-foot 

ord, For 110-120-volt, 60-cycle АС. UL listed, Extra Lamp sold below 
3C 689. Shipping weight 3 pounds 11 ounces. Outfit $18.88 

2. Projection Screen. Hang on wall or set on table. Made of heavy 
paper with matte white finish, embossed for clarity. 30x40-inch 

screen. Wire stand. Rolls up for storage 
3C8545C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $3.59 

Sears Variety Theater 

Includes projector, unlighted viewer 
and 10 fantastic full-color reels 

$1366 
An exclusive with Sears. With this f 
your favorite TV characters and charming cartoon friends. Includes 2 
exciting reels each of The Ра е Family, Peanuts*, Winnie-the 
Pooh, Mickey Mouse, and Disney on Parade all in brilliant color. 
Two-dimensional, blue plastic projector with 30-watt lamp has f:2.8 lens 
and 6-foot cord. Complete with unlighted plastic 3-D stereo viewer and 

for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
2) above. Extra lamp sold at 

filled outfit you can visit with 

3 pounds 7 ou 
Outfit $13.66 

? [Sears|603 



You're the Disc Jockey broadcasting “live” from home. 

Make up a commercial or sing along thru the mike while a 

record plays. . hear everything thru the speaker or use the 

headphones if mom and dad put in a "request" for silence 

Monaural Phonograph, external speaker, 
mike and headphones 

Cut *7.55 
SJALUE um 

TODAYS 
PROGRAMMING 
Time Selection 

Last om. S 2955 
wes 237-50 

Play records, make up commercials, interview “famous” 
friends, practice your book reports for school. Microphone 
can be used while record plays, too. All sound is amplified, 
delivered through the remote speaker. Or put on the head- 
phones so only you can hear. 

Single-play phono plays all 334%, 45 and 78-rpm records. 
Synthetic sapphire needle . . use even on stereo LPs. 100% 
solid state chassis. Monaural amplifier. Built-in 45-rpm 
adapter. Volume control. 4-inch speaker іп 11x8x5¥%4-inch 
enclosure. Black plastic phono with walnut-color inlay, gray 
programming board (it's erasable), 23x12x17 inches high. 
Jacks for speaker, mike and headphones. 5¥4-ft. AC cord. 
UL listed 120-v., 60-Hz. AC. Draws just 45 watts AC. Rec- 
ords sold separately on pages 591, 592. 
57 М 3246—Shipping weight 11 pounds... . $29.95 

\ 
/ 

Ce е 

4-in. speaker 
tone control 4-inch speaker 

$2249 zx $1949 nes е 

Portable Monaural Phonographs . . you can order them 

complete with 5 records for only $1 more 

(1 thru 3) Single-play 100% solid state phonos handle all 45 and 33¥s-rpm records. Syn- 

thetic sapphire needle. 45-rpm adapter twists up for use . . can't get lost. Volume control. 

5'-foot cord with flared safety plug. UL listed for 120-v., 60-Hz. AC. Without records or 

with five 7-in., 45-rpm children's records (varied titles). Also see records on pages 591, 592. 4 e 

1 Tone control and front-mounted 2 Top-mounted 4-inch 3 Top-mounted 2%-inch 

4-inch speaker. Tone control al- speaker delivers clear speaker. Red plastic case 7 

ters mix of bass and treble. Gold chip- sound. Blue chipboard case 12х10х4 inches high. Draws just © | 

board 10%x12%x6"% inches high. with denim-overalls design (you — 45 watts AC. Order records sepa- 
Draws just 16 watts AC. Order rec- сап order a denim-look record rately. 
ords separatel: case to match on page 591). — 57N3229—Wt. 5lbs.......$15.49 

57 М 32352—Wtt. 8 lbs. $2249 12%х10%х5М inches high. Phono (3) with 5 records. [3] 

Phono (1) above with 5 records. Draws just 16 watts AC. Order — 57N32291—Wt. 5 lbs. 8 oz. $16.49 

57N32353—Wt.81bs.80z. ...823.49 records separately. bhi FT Face suo Why 2Vzinch speaker 

PHONO SAFETY NOTE: not pis abd = E mae does he hold the record $1549 жш 
recommended for children under 2) with 5 ds. for being empty-headed? 

нкан Adult supervision, 573240 1-Wt. 7 Ibs. 8 oz. $20.49 Sos page 591 "Е [Sears] 593 
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Coin collecting . 

Aged Coin Wall Set $4995 

For distinguished taste . . our walnut-stained wood 
framed collection of aged American coinage. Elegant 
American-Constitution background. Each coin in 
plastic coin-tainer, allows you to see both sides. 16 
polished coins good to extra fine condition: 1 silver 
dollar. 2 silver half-dollars; Liberty, Franklin. 1 Lib- 
erty quarter. 2 dimes; Barber, Mercury. 6 nickels; 
Barber, Buffalo, 4 Jefferson. 4 cents; Indian Head, 3 
Lincoln. 164x13!4x1!4 in. thick. Sent from factory 
at Cleveland, Ohio. Pay shipping, handling from 
your Distribution Center. Allow time. No C.O.D.s. 
ЕЗ С 1826—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz. .......$49.95 

Family of valuable coins no longer minted. 3 silver 
pieces; Liberty Half-dollar, Liberty Quarter and 
Mercury Dime. Buffalo Nickel and Indian Head 
cent. Protective clear-plastic case. 2x6x'/ inch thick. 
3C 1822—Shipping weight 6 ounces ....... Set $9.88 

Collector's Accessories 
1 Scott Coin-page Album. Standard 3-ring vinyl- 

covered binder. Stores vinyl pages (not includ- 
ed). Pages (2) sold separately below. 10%x9x7% inch. 
3C 1832—Shipping weight 15 ounces ..$1.99 

2 Scott Clear.vinyl Coin-holder Pages. Set of 4 
pages. 3 pages with 30 smaller pockets, 1 page 

with 16 larger pockets suitable for U.S. silver or half- 
dollars. Use Binder (1) above. 954x86 inch. 
3C 1833—Shipping weight 11 ounces. . ..$299 

3 Lighted Coin Viewer. Coins feed into viewer sin- 
gly, move under magnifier for examination, flip 

over and eject automatically. Coin value book, grad- 
ing guide, checklist and instructions included. Plas- 
tic. UL listed. 110-120 volts, 60 Hertz. AC. 6 watts. 
3C 18232—Shipping weight 1 pound . ......... $9.99 

tatio pane rear by канаа anestotectnacal cont 

. a fascinating hobby of lasting value 

U.S. Coin-Collecting Kits 

Our Finest $2 366 
With 4 coin-instruction book- 
lets, 30 collector Lincoln cents, 
5 coin folders, 6 coin tubes, 
magnifier, mint set holder and 
much morel 

This Heritage Coin Set contains 
five coin folders, six plastic coin 
tubes to hold cents, nickels, 
dimes, quarters and half-dollars. 
Plastic coin wallet, self-stick la- 
bels, coin mounts, plastic box, 
frameboard, proof-set holder, 
cardboard boxes, Kraft envelopes 
and a checklist. 

Four booklets are; Welcome to 
Coin Collecting, Let's Collect 
Coins, Buying and Selling U.S. 
Coins, and The Coin Guide Book. 
3C 1819—Wt. 5 lbs. Set $23.66 

Basic Kit $688 
With 2 instruction booklets, 14 
collector Lincoln cents, 3 coin 
folders, 3 coin tubes, magnifier, 
and more. 

A good beginning in the re- 
warding hobby of coin collecting. 
"This basic kit contains three coin 
folders and plastic tubes, one each 
for cents, nickels and dimes. Lin- 
coln collector cents, magnifier, 
quarter mounts, checklist and 
record book. The two introducto- 
ry books are; Welcome to Coin 
Collecting, and Let's Collect 
Coins. Shipping wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
ЗС1821................ Kit $6.88 

Coin Any 3 or 
Packets $289 each more for $263 each 

Add to your collection with coins chosen for their 
uniqueness. Learn geography. These packets con- 
tain coins from countries all over the world, with a 
guide of their location and information about their 
people and economies, For example, Far East 
packet contains coins of 9 different countries: the 
Philippines, Japan, Indonesia, S. Korea, S. Viet- 
nam, Hong Kong, New Zealand, Singapore, Ma- 
laya. Coin count varies 11 to 16 coins per packet. 
Each packet 854x4 in. 
3 C 1838—United Kingdom 3 C 1836—Africa 
3 C 1842—East Europe 3 C 1837—Mid-East 
3C 1835—West Europe — 3C 1839—5. America 
3 C 1840—Scandinavia 3C 1841—Far East 
Shpg. wt. ea. 3 oz. 3 or more 
Price when you buy one 

Basic Coin Outfit $1 299 
Here's a great way to begin your world coin-collec- 
tion. You get 60 foreign coins selected for their 
uniqueness, beauty and variety. Plus 3 clear vinyl 
coin pages, 2 pages with 30 smaller pockets, 1 page 
with 16 larger pockets suitable for coins the size of 
0.5. half-dollars or silver dollars. You get a hard 
covered 3-ring coin album to hold coin pages and 8 
divider pages, containing information about the 
coins and their countries. 3 and 6 power 
ing glass. Booklet; 1976 Standard U.S. Coin Cata- 
logue. To order the easiest way, look in your 
phone book white pages under “Sears, Roebuck, 
and Co., Catalog Sales” for number to call. 
3C 1830—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. . 

wA 

.$12.99 
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"Mission 
accomplished 
I'm returning 

to base 

EC gTATION 

when you buy 
2 communitrons (2) 

“aise $1895 
set of 2 without batteries 

0 
Transmit 
and receive 
Over airwaves 
with Base Station 
and Communitron 

(1) Child's Tabletop 
Base Station 

Listen to calls on any of 40 Citi- 
zens Band channels while your 
fellow “astronaut” is out explor- 
ing. When he reports in, you 
switch to CB channel 14 and an- 
swer (no license required). In- 
cludes police code. 
HOW IT WORKS: Speaker/micro- 
phone, volume, tuning controls 
and telescopic antenna can trans- 
mit voice or Morse code. 
RANGE: Up to М mile over flat 
terrain. ts over airwaves 
- . o connecting wires. 
CONSTR.: Plastic. 834x734x4 in, 
high. Solid-state, 50-milliwatt out- 

(2) Child's Hand-held 
Communitron 

Call your base staria, tion 
transmit on E 

nel 14 (no РЕС license те- 
quired). For secret missions 

it in code. 
HOW IT WORKS: On-off switch, 
volume control and talk/listen 
buttons. Space signal with siren 
sound. Voice or code. 
RANGE: Up to % mile over flat 

ransmits over air- 

wa: . no connecting wires. 
CONSTR.: Plastic. 205х277 in. 
Solid-state, 50-mw. Korea. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Requires one 9- 

put. Japan. volt battery, not incl. се 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. ickage on opposite page be- 
ORDER INFO: Requires one 9-v. Бе e Shipping weigh $ oz, batt, not incl. order package on 49 C 66651 ....Each $10.99 
opposite below left. Set of Two. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 C 66649 —Wt. 21bs..518.99 49 C24269 ......... $18.95 

(3) AM Space Wrist Radio 
CONSTRUCTION: 84-inch long vinyl 
band, 2%x24x1'4-inch plastic case. On- 
off switch and volume control buttons. 
From Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 1 "AA" battery, 
not included: order package below. 
49 C51055—Shpg. wt. ó oz. ....$7.95 
“AA” Batteries. Carbon-zinc type. 1.5-v. 
49 C 4699 1—Pkg. of 4. Wt. 402. ..99c 

(4) Sonic Space Laser 
HOW IT WORKS: Laser gun projects light 
e through MEA attachment and 
changeable disks lying saucer im- 

age. Gun emits laser “ ing" sound. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 9V4x154x5 in. 
high. Imported from Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10 years. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 2 “AA” batteries 
and ze 9-v. battery (not inc), order 

a ve, on ite page lower 

49 C 51023—Wt. 11b. 7 oz. .....$5.95 

Send and receive messages in voice or tap out messages in code 
(5) Advance Patro! Child's Walkie-Talkie. Communicate with 
base station below or buy two hand-held walkie talkies and com- 
municate with your friends. Use voice or Morse code. 
RANGE: Up to М raile over flat terrain. 
PERFORMANCE FEATURES: Press button to talk, release to lis- 
ten. 50-milliwatt output. Volume control. On-off switch. Code-key 
to aid in signaling in Morse code. Telescopic antenna. 
CONSTR.: Black plastic case. 714x314x2 in. deep. From Korea. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. No license required. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Each unit requires one 9-v. battery, 
not included . . . order package on opposite page below left. 
49 C 6664 1—One unit. Shipping weight 12 ounces . Each $8.99 
49 C 6664—2 units. Sep. total $17.98. Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. Set $16.95 
(6) Child's Base Station. Both an AM radio and a CB trans- 
ceiver. Tune in to CB broadcasts or transmit on CB channel 14. 
Perfect companion for walkie-talkies. 
RANGE: Up to М mile over flat terrain. 
PERFORMANCE FEATURES: Pick up AM radio and 40 CB chan- 
nels, Transmit on CB channel 14. Code key to aid in signaling in 
Morse code. Earphone for private listening. 10-section antenna for 
good reception. 50-milliwatt output. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact gray and black plastic case. Mea- 
sures 5%х9\/2х5 inches high. Made in Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. No license required. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 6 “D” batteries, not includ- 
ed, order on opposite page. 
49 C 66676—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. $29.99 

(7) Military M*A*S*H™ AM Radio. Catch the latest news, 
sports and your favorite music. Receives local AM stations. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic case 4x234x1% inches high. Vinyl wrist 
strap. On-off switch, volume control, station control. Hong Kong. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires one 9-volt battery, not in- 
cluded, order battery package on opposite page lower left. 
49 C 66632—Shipping weight 6 ounces $4.97 

Film Corp ©1975 Twentieth Century-Fox Film 

2 аа Зорн (5) 

"us" $1695 
set of 2 without batteries 

аайы pace scans by Duties акаа ийй Conn 

Base station is both an AM 
radio and а CB transceiver. 

$2999 зл 
6 
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(1) Fast Shot Aerial Target Game. Aim the airplane firing 
control stick. Fast repeater fire action. Shoots pellets. Auto- 
matic scoring. Bell rings and target spins when hit is scored. 
CONSTRUCTION: 10x8!4x7-inch high plastic arcade. Com- 
pletely enclosed. Imported. For ages 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 62785—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce $9.95 

(2) Dodge City Wild West Gunfight. Hit the 8 moving tar- 
gets with the Western-style dart gun. 
CONSTR: 12!4x11-in. high plastic arcade; metal back target. 
Heavy-duty wind-up motor, runs 24 min. Windup key. Dart 
gun and 4 rubber suction darts. Imported. Ages 8 yrs., up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 N 62784—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces ...87.95 

3) Super Galaxy Heroes Target Game. Knock over the 
pace Heroes. 6-shot pistol. Each picture has different score. 
CONSTRUCTION: 16x13!4-in. plastic target with 3 knock- 
down Space Hero pictures. Plastic pistol with 6 light plastic 
balls. For ages 6 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 62325—Shipping weight 1 pound $4.99 

(4) Big Shot Arcade. Take rapid-fire shots at reset targets, 
bell-ringing targets, bobbing head, animal targets, more. Self- 
loading pistol holds ammo inside for rapid-fire action. 
CONSTR: Fully-enclosed, high-impact plastic case with pistol, 
30x14x14 in. high. Steel pellets. For ages 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
79 N 65185C—Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. $19.95 

(8) Talking Bugs Bunny® Target 
CONSTRUCTION: 32*4-in. tall talking target; hardboard. 
Three plastic balls. For ages 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
79 М 65309C—Shipping weight 5 pounds +++ 812.99 
©1976 Warner Bros., Inc. 

(6) Bean Ball Barney Target 
CONSTRUCTION: 15x28 in. high. Hardboard. 3 plastic balls. 
For ages 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
79 N 6521 1C—Shipping weight 5 pounds ..... .$8.99 

(7) Winnie-the-Pooh Ball Darts 
CONSTRUCTION: Nylon cloth board: polyurethane backing 

17x15 in. 3 Velcro® covered plastic balls. For ages 4 years 
to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 62722— Shipping weight 7 ounces .. - $5.95 
(8) Saftee Dart Set 
CONSTRUCTION: Nylon cloth board with polyurethane back- ing; top and bottom supports. 1714x1514 in. 3 plastic darts 
with Velcro® tips; weighted for accuracy. Instructions. For 
ages 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 N 65727—Shipping weight 11 ounces ... ..$3.95 
(9) Fluid Fantasy. Brilliant blue drops form and fall from 
the reservoir at the top of the panel, glide lazily through the 
scarlet liquid forming intricate patterns until the bottom reser- 
voir is filled. Turn it over and start all over again. 
CONSTRUCTION: Clear styrene case, 8x!2x12!4 in. high. For 
ages 5 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 5051 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $9.94 
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Dodge City 
Wild West 
Gunfight 

$795 

Rapid fire 
action with 

enclosed 
target area 

Glin Bugs 
Bunny Target 
$1299 

Bugs talks 
Bp and raises. 
nis arms 

when you 
hit his hat 

` Hit poner 
lu buckles 

Shoot at over 

(f 

Barney 
raises 

his arms 
when you 
bit his hat 

8 targets 

" 
= Lad 

Super Galaxy 
Heroes Н 

Target Game | 

$499 

Fire the 6-shot pistol 
and knock down all 3 

for a perfect score 

covered balls 
and dart tips j 

Stick like 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Ball Darts 

$595 

Fascinating. 

hypnotizing study = in flow motion | 
c Fluid Fantasy 
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handle, swing, see-saw, 

(2) The Hunny Tree. Hun- 
ny tree, 8x11x12 in. high. 
IS chair, picnic table, 
chair lift, beehive with door 
that opens and car. 2 We E 
Pooh and Tigger. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assem- 
bled, instr. incl. Wt. 3 lbs. See 
Note below. 
49C44287D ....... $8.54 

(3) Weebles® Wobble 
Tack Hasbro 

On your .. getset. . . 
o! Turn crank, watch Wee- 
les wobble to finish line. 

racetrack, Plastic 5 
Weebles. Detailed grand- 
stand. Overall, 17 Vax6Vax2*4 
in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Sor wt. 2 lbs. 

49 C 44067 ......... $5.97 

(4) Snoopy© Dog House 
by Hasbro 

Wind them up and Snoopy 
walks, Woodstock hops or 
drinks from his birdbath. 
They go in and out of the 
house, they even drive the ice 
cream truck. Doghouse is 
13¥4x6%4x7 in. high. 2 fig- 
ures and a truck. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 3*4 to 8 years. 
ORDERING он: 

Shpg. wt. 1 oz. 
49 C 44094 ......... $8.47 
Peanuts characters: (6 1958, 1965 
United Features Syndicate, Inc. 

(5) Squirt, Squirt, Squirt 
the Animals by Hasbro 

Dolphin squirts water at ani- 
mal shooting gallery only 
when its tail is under water. 

arcade with spinning 
monkey, birds, bobbing gi- 
raffe. Hit Hippo, bell rings. 
Squirting Dolphin. 15x6x9 

FOR AGES: 3 to 8 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

turn, through the crossover 
into the bumps. Then through 
zig-zags, change lanes and 
streak to the finish line. 

Plastic “Stay-Together- 
Track". together easil 
and won't come apart until 
you take it apart. 2 crossover 
Sections, bump section, start 

and motor-like sound 
mechanism built into gear 
shift levers. Two race cars. 
36x22x10 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Unassembled. i 

Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 
79 C44401C ...... $13.33 

NOTE: Win a trip to Disneyland. To 
get your Official Entry Blank. order 
any Winnie-the-Pooh item on these 
io pages see page 2 of 
Sears 1979 Christmas Catalog for 
details. entries must be re- 
ceived by February 15th, 1980. 
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EMERGENCY! 
EMERGENCY! 
Play Paramedic 

Van rushes 
“life-saving” 

equipment 
and supplies 
to the scene 

(7) Paramedic Van 
Be a hero and save a 
victim with your own 
medical supplies. 
HOW IT WORKS 
Press red button to 
sound the siren. Pull 
down side and ramp 
for easy access to pa- 
tient and equipment. 
Detachable patient is 
on roll-cart stretcher. 
Mock oxygen mask 
fits into victim’s 
mouth. Blood transfu- 
sion device and hypo- 
dermic go into victim's 
arm. Foot cast. Plastic 
van measures 9x5x62 
inches high. Make-be- 
lieve thermometer, X- 
ray machine, rotatin; 
heart monitor and 
built-in compartment 
for storage of each in- 
strument add to the 
realism of play para- 
medic van. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 7 yrs. 
ORDER INFO: 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49C 44188 ..$9.49 

Trailtracker™ Hound Dog f Gobbi ts 
"senses" the trail 4 pretend garbage 

Kenner TreeTots® (8) Trailtracker" Hound Dog by Kenner. Just draw 
Firehouse Tree a trail on mat with a crayon and Trailtracker Hound 

will follow the track anyplace you want him to go. 
Erase crayon line to change path over and over. 
WHAT YOU GET: Detailed mat, 24x32 in., with dog- 
house, woods, field and skunk. Trailtracker Hound 
Dog, 2 wiping cloths and 4 different color crayons. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Uses 1 alkaline "D" size 
battery, sold separately. Order package below. 
49C44304-Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces $9.47 

DieHard Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46849—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. ......- Package $1.59 

(9) Gobbles™ by Kenner. This goat "eats" pretend 
garbage when you pump tail. Conveyer belt moves 
"junk" into stomach where it's retrieved through bas- 
ket on left. Makes chewing sound and "baa's" when 
right basket is pushed. 7 pieces of “garbage”. Plastic, 
measures 13x5x11 inches high. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 to 8 years. 
49 C 45249—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 1 oz. .....$8.97 

(10) TreeTots® Firehouse Tree. Alarm sounds, 
Ashley races down fire chute to Ember and Barky. Fire- 
truck has working bell, swivel extension ladder. Tree 
holds all pieces, closes for storage. Opens with touch of 
а button. ing handle. Fire hydrant, net, 7 pcs. 
furniture, 3 TreeTot characters. Plastic, 15 in. high. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
49 C 44324—Shipping weight 4 pounds . . % ier 597 



case for storage or traveling. Coi 
with 4-piece gift set that includes Rose- 
mary Roadster plus her 3 antique cars— 
1900 Horseless Carriage, 1909 Roadster, 
1912 Limousine. Vinyl, 31-inch tall 
Rosemary has rooted hair you can comb. 
79 N 37013C2—W t. 6 lbs... .Set $11.99 

KiDDLE 
TOWN 
TE 

11? 

Kiddle Town 
and Gift Set 

00 
Learn to throw your voice 

FAMOUS 

VENTRILOQUIST 

DOLLS 

They're great companions 
help you entertain at parties 

(8thru10) Make characters’ mouths 
open and close by pulling strings con- 
cealed in back of necks. Vinyl heads, 
hands; cotton-stuffed bodies. Instruction 

qu booklet included. 

Tea Party Kiddles dressed $279 8 Danny: o pey. 30 inche: tall. Dressed 
T in sport coat, trouse ot, shoes to macen pups and S idis 4 each 

49 N 36011 —Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. $7.87 1 thru 4 ) Poseable vinyl Kiddles have ele- 
i 24 " gant gowns and beautifully-styled rooted 4 7 Ө л саш rand, pe inne tall hair. 4 inches tall. Each comes with plastic Playhouse Kiddles come with s 288 AD.NISBO12--Ghog. wt: 2 ова $6.07 tea cup and saucer you can really use. their own rooms and furniture each : A Lady Lac: i 10 Charlie McCarthy. 30 in. tall. Wears 49 М 37058—Shipping wt. 12 oz (5 thru 7 ) Plastic frames snap together, styrene wall tuxedo, tie, hat, monocle, shoes. 

Lady Silver. М 32 panels slide into frames and form play rooms for bend- 49 N 36013 Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. $9.97 2 49 N 37057 —Shipping wt. 12 oz.. .... 279 able vinyl Kiddles. 5 in. tall; rooted hair. Rooms can i x я я 
3 Lady Crimson. be stacked to make a whole house. Plastic furniture. Beginner's Record. 12-inch, 33'4-rpm 49 N 37056—Shipping wt, 1207...... 2.79 (5) 49 N 37018— Cookin’ Kiddle. Shpg. wt. 15 oz.. .$2.88 (Not shown.) Basic instructions, routines Lady Lavende: (6) 49 N 37016—Pretty-Parlor Kiddle. Wt. 15 oz... 2.88 Skit booklet included. 49 N 37055— Shipping wt. 12 oz..... 2.79 (7) 49 N 37017— Good-Night Kiddie. Shpg. wt. 15 oz. 2.88 49 N 36014— Shipping wt. 15 oz $2.99 

Patti Playful 

works like a puppet 
З She'll yawn, clap, 

wave, suck her thumb 

or pacifier, open 

e © and close her mouth 

5097 

\\, Just place your hand in- 
side her back to make her 
arms and head move any- 

E h way you like. She looks so 
ол real—you'll want to en- PELHAM PUPPETS . . handcrafted in England tertain all your friends 

with her delightful antics. (11 thru 16 ) Fully jointed for action and fun. Cinderella, Pinocchio are - 1 Vinyl head, cloth body, ceramic composition; others are wood. Crossbar keeps strings tangle-free. go-to-sleep eyes, rooted (11) 49 М ga Expo 12 inches tall. Advanced. Shpg. wt. 1 lb.. ...$6.99. T HP NA z (12) 49 5— Girl. 10 inches tall. 3-strings. Shpg. wt. 2.99 hait. тотема tall. Comes (13) 49 М 36004— Boy. 10 inches tall. 3-strings. Shpg. wt. Ў 2.99 with пег own plastic (14) 49 N 36007— Father. 12 inches tall. 5-strings. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4.99 pacifier. Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. (15) 49 N 36006— Mother. 12 inches tall. 5-strings. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4.99 49 N 35027 .......$9.97 (16) 49 N 36008— Pinocchio. 12 inches tall. Advanced. Shpg. wt.11b..... 6.99 88м Sears 597 " 
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PORTABLE 

Front-mounted stereo speakers 

. . volume, tone and balance controls 

$4995 
Permanently attached speaker wings (each with 6x2 in. speaker) make this 
portable extra compact . . only 22/4x15x9 in. Plays records of all speeds 
and sizes on full-size automatic turntable. Ceramic cartridge with synthetic 
sapphire needle. Automatic last-record shut-off. 45-rpm adapter. Solid state 
Chassis for dependable performance. Gray-green molded plastic cabinet. 
57 N 3254C—Shipping weight 17 pounds $49.95 

STEREO PHONOGRAPHS 

d B «X —— ш 

Long-life diamond needle plus detachable speakers 

. . volume, tone and balance controls 

$5995 
Detachable speakers give up to 12 feet of stereo separation. Each wing with 
6x2 in. speaker. Compact cabinet measures 22'/,х15х9 in. Full-size automatic 
turntable plays all size, speed records. 45-rpm adapter. Ceramic cartridge. 
Automatic last-record shut-off. Solid state chassis for long, dependable per- 
formance. Autumn orange molded plastic cabinet. 

57 N 3256C—Shipping weight 17 pounds $59.95 

Big 6x4 inch speaker in each detachable enclosure 

. . controls for volume, balance, 
bass and treble. Long-life diamond needle 

$6495 
This lightweight "carry-about" portable puts the music wherever your 
good times take you . . lets you stack your records for hours of party fun. 
Automatic turntable plays all sizes and speeds of records (45-rpm adapter 
included). Lightweight tone arm with ceramic cartridge. Automatic last-rec: 
ord shut-off. Instant sound, dependable solid state chassis. Tan molded 
plastic cabinet measures 26'/,x15x9 inches deep. 

57 N 3258C—Shipping weight 19 pounds $64.95 

NOTE: All phonographs. both pages. for standard house current 120-v. 60 Hz 

$3050 

57 N 3261C—Shipping weight 11 pounds 
598 
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Our most compact Portable Stereo. Side 
mounted speakers . . one tone control 

plus a volume control for each speaker 

Fully-automatic BSR "mini" record changer plus two 6x2 in. 
speakers. Synthetic sapphire needle. Plays all size, speed rec- 
ords . . shuts off automatically. Solid state chassis. Blue and 
white plastic-coated cabinet: 15//,x12'/x6*/, in. 

Slide-type controls for bass, treble, balance and 

volume. Sleek, slimline tonearm with diamond needle. 
Detachable speaker wings, each with 6x4 in. speaker 

$7495 
This easy-to-carry phonograph puts the music where you want it . . fully 
automatic turntable plays all speeds and sizes of records. Lightweight tubular 
tonearm with ceramic cartridge to pamper all records. Automatic last-record 
shut-off. Includes 45-rpm adapter. Solid state circuits mean instant sound 
and long, dependable performance, Each speaker wing boasts 6x4 in. speaker 
- . wings extend up to 6 ft. each for full stereo effect. Medium brown molded 
plastic cabinet takes hard use. Measures 253/,х15'/,х9 in. 
57 N 32664C—Shipping weight 19 pounds $74.95 

Roller Cart for phono. . 

holds 100 albums 

$1495 
Steel frame, walnut-finished hard- 
board top. Metal extension speaker 
shelves and trim. Easy-rolling cast- 
ers. 2174x1374x20"/, in. high with 
10-in. shelves. Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs. 
57N3204 1C-Unassembled. .$14.95 



Such a low price, 
for such a great valve 
.. 0 4-in-1 Art Set 
for oils, pastels, 
drawing, watercolors 

Set includes . . For Oils: 12 tubes paint, 1 oz. each linseed oil and 
turpenoid, two 8x10-in, painting panels, palette, palette cup, 
knife, 2 brushes. For Pastels: 25 colored oil pastels. For Draw- 
ing: 2 pencils, 1 carbon pencil, kneaded eraser, sandpad sharp- 
ener, stomp, 3 sketching chalks, 15 sheets 9x12-in. paper. For 
Watercolors: 12 tubes watercolors, 8-well plastic palette, 2 
brushes. With 5 instruction books and a vinyl case that mea- 
sures 18x12x4 inches. 
3€ 2611—Shipping weight set 5 pounds 13 ounces Set 914.38 

Jon Gnagy Art sets 

1 Master Art Studio Set. For 
pastel or watercolor. Set in- 

cludes: 25 oil pastels, 3 sketching 
chalks, 2 erasers, pencil and sand 
pad sharpeners, 2 shading 
stomps. Two 8-color watercolor 
palett 2 watercolor brushes, 4 
pencils, 25 sheets 12x18-in. paper, 
flexible mannikin. Five instruc- 
tion booklets are also included. 
3C 2613C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. .$4.99 

Art Studio Set. For water- 
color or drawing. Includes 25 

oil pastels, two 8-color watercolor 
palettes, watercolor brush, sand- 
pad sharpener, 2 drawing pencils, 
carbon pencil, pencil sharpener, 
eraser. With 25 sheets 12x18-in. 
drawing paper, flexible mannikin, 
three instruction booklets. 
3C2614—Wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz. ...$3.97 

3 Learn to Draw Set. For the 
beginning artist. Set includes: 

12x18-in. drawing board, 25 
Sheets sketching paper, eraser, 3 
drawing pencils, 1 carbon pencil, 
3 sketching chalks. Plus sandpad 
sharpener, blending stomp, flex- 
ible mannikin, instruction book. 
3C2615—Wt. 2 165. 8 oz. ...$2.79 

Includes: 9 tubes of oil paints, palette, palette knife, 
palette cup, turpenoid, painting medium, 2 brushes, 

3 canvas-textured practice sheets, 10x14-inch cotton 
canvas panel, charcoal pencil, eraser. Plus plastic fold. 
ing table easel, vinyl case and instruction booklet. 
3С 2612—16¥/,x11x2'/ in. Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. .Set $9.88 

Lightweight Aluminum Artist's Easel 

5 Holds thick or thin canvases or boards up to 55 
inches high securely at top and bottom. Opens to 

75 inches high . . folds to just 30 inches long. Rubber 
tipped telescopic legs lock at any height. Center brace 
holds paint box. Easel weighs just 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
3 С 27599C—Shipping weight 3 pounds... . ..$8.60 
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Bibles 

$402 to $509 
King James or Revised Standard Version. King James has 52 pages of reader's 
aids. Both have 128-page concordance, 8 maps and 16 illustrations in color. Illumi- 
nated presentation page. Six-page family register. Words of Christ in red. 1,248 
pages. King James 5'/4x7*/, inches. Revised Standard 5'/,x7'/, inches. Presentation 
box. Name stamped in gold color. Print name clearly. No C.O.D.’s. 

“Revised Standard. Sh INN — King James. Shpg wt! 
Binding T Catalog No. [Price Binding | Catalog No. | Price 

Padded black imitation | Padded black imitation 
leather, red edges |3 С 1980ХУ | $4.15 | leather, red edges 5 3c 1973xV| 3402 
Same as above, | Same as above, 
zipper closure е К 1981XV| 5.091 Zipper closure __ 
Padded white imitation | | Padded white imitation | 
leather, amber edges |3С1982ХУ) 4.15] leather, amberedges — | 1978ХУ) 402 

е as above. Same as above, 
zipper closure _ [3C 1983xv| 5.09) zipper closure 

pg wi 1% Вог 

3C1974XV| 4.87 

3C1979XV| 4.87 

Beautifully bound 
Family Bible. . 

King James Version 

6 Cut $3. Bound in richly-tooled imita- 
tion leather and printed in large, easy- 

to-read type. Includes 256-page biblical 
guide and index. 128-page concordance. 56 
pages of reader's aids. Contains 100 pages 
of full-color illustrations . . maps, photo- 
graphs of the Holy Land, religious art mas- 
terpieces. Family record section. 10x12 
1,622 pgs. Handsome ivory-color cover. 
3C 1936—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 4 07....*14.88 

The Living Bible. . written in 
language all can understand 

$944 

7 Kenneth N. Taylor's skillful para- 
phrase of the entire Bible in the clear 

and direct style of today's language. You 
will enjoy the scriptures as they truly relate 
to our modern world and its problems. 
Bound in imitation leather, stamped in gold 
color. Contains 1,020 pages. 5°/,x8'/, inches. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phon: 
3C 1994—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 02........ $944 

NOTE FOR PAGE: King James Bibles 
not offered for sale in Great Britain 

The Children's Bible. . written in a simple, 
easy-to-understand 

narrative style 

A delightful way to introduce your child 
to the wonders of the Bible. This volume 
will be treasured through all the years of 
childhood. Topically arranged. Each 
page has a full-color illustration to sup- 
port the text. Approved by an editorial 

board of leading clergymen. Contains 512 
pages, measures 7%/,.x10'/, in. 
3C2093—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. .... $4.77 



Baby's First Picture Books 

Large lifelike pictures brightly printed 
in colorful non-toxic inks 

1 Tiny Tot's 6-book Li- 
brary with Grow Tape. 

12-page, 64%4x6%-in, books 
help baby identify objects by 
shape and picture. Thread- 
sewn plastic. Sticky finger- 
prints and candy smears wipe 
right off with damp cloth. In- 
cludes Teddy Bear, Bow 
Wow, My House, Pinky Pan- 

per (аре is 214x51 inches. 

Set of 6 Cloth Books. A 
charming collection of full- 

color books that resist fading. 
Baby will enjoy learning with 
these delightful pictures. In- 
cludes Farm Folk, Favour- 
ites, Baby's Rhyme Book, 
Pussy-cat Rhymes, Playful 
Pets, and Little Pets. Com- 
plete set of six 6-page books. 
Each measures 5x5¥% inches. 
Made in England. 

Shipping weight 4 ps 

avi Py м 

Delig htful Books for 
little ones to grow on 

3 Sunny Book Library. 24 flexible-cover, 24-page 
books. Rusty, Farm Babies, When I Grow Up, 

Putt-Putt, Traveling Musicians, Snow White, Gidap- 
py, Floppety, Little Elephant, Tut-Tut Tales, Cub 
Reporter, Dumpy, Humpty Dumpty, New Neigh- 
borhood, Holiday at Greenfield Farm, Toby Runs 
Away, Terry Plays Policeman, Gallagher's Donkey, 
Bobbie Had a Nickel, Slappy, Jolly Jokes, Tangle- 
town Tales, Little Fire Engine, Puff 'n Toot. 
3C 1653—6x8 in. Shipping weight 2 lbs. Set $3.66 

4 Tiny Tot's 10-Book Library. Each 8-page book 
made of durable tear-resistant vinyl materíal 

bound with thread. Non-toxic inks and washable 
smooth-vinyl pages. Titles: Baby's Zoo, Cuddly Ani- 
mal Playmates, Little People, Objects, Toys and Ob- 
jects, Hey Diddle Diddle, In the House, For Baby, 
Baby's Playthings, Things Baby Sees. 544x744 in. 
3C 1506—Shipping weight 9 ounces ...... 

5 Donald Duck, Goofy, and Mick- 
ey Mouse Board-Books. 12 thick, 

board pages in each. 714x101x344 in. 
3C 1410—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1202. .$5.29 

6 Winnie-the-Pooh Fragrance 
Storybook. Scratch book, smell 6 

scents including pine, honey, clover, 
custard. 32 pages. 94x91? inches. 
3C 1425—Shpg. wt. 8oz........ $2.88 

Touch Me Book with textured 
pictures to feel like soft puppy, 

scratchy sand. 18 pages. 6x6 inches. 
3C 16305—Shpg. wt. 8oz....... 52.88 

8 Pat the Bunny with a surprise to 
touch, to move or sniff on every 

page. 20 pages. 454x514 inches, 
3C 16309—Shpg. wt. 30z....... 

A DAY AT THE 
\лоо 

Set of 10 Golden-Story Books 

Each colorful hard-covered book 
measures 61/x8 in., contains 24 pages 
with full color illustrations. Titles in- 
clude: Tootle, Tawny Scrawny Lion, 
Raggedy Ann and the Cookie Snatch- 
er, А Day at the Zoo, Saggy Baggy 
Elephant, A Child's Garden of Verses, 
Shy Little Kitten, Poky Little Puppy, 
Bedtime Stories, Jack and the Bean- 
stalk. With gift box. 
3С 1536—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. . „Set $4.88 

Tatali page scans by christia narseleciwcal com 
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Set of 10 Disney Story Books 

A wonderful collection of hard cover 
books that measure 674x8 inches. 
Each contains 24 pages. АП have full- 
color illustrations. Titles include: 
Dumbo, Mickey Mouse's Picnic, 
Donald Duck's Toy Sailboat, Snow 
White, The Three Little Pigs, Bambi, 
Pinocchio, Peter Pan, Winnie-the- 
Pooh and Tigger, Robin Hood and 
the Daring Mouse. Gift box. 
3C 1446—Wt. 2 lbs. 8oz. ...Set $4.88 

3 Winnie-the-Pooh Books 

These Walt Disney stories include Win- 
nie-the-Pooh in Tight Squeeze, Winnie- 
the-Pooh and Eeyore's Birthday, and 
Winnie-the-Pooh Meets Tigger. 32 
pages each. 914x124 in. 
3C 1409—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. .....Set $3.59 

Sesame Street™ Favorites 
ll The Sesame Street Storybook. 

3C 1658-63 pgs. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $3,88 

12 Sesame Street 1, 2, 3 Story- 
book. About numbers 1 thru 10. 

3C 1657—63 pgs. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz... .$3.88 
13 Sesame Street A, B, C Story- 

book. All about the alphabet. 
3 С 1447—65 pgs. Wt. 1 lb. 6 0z....$3.88 

Fairy Tales with poems illustrated in 
color by Blanche 258 pages, 32 world i- 

famous tales. Hard er Wright. Hard 
bound. Set 11%4x8%x bound. 130 pages. 
2М їп. Wt. Sibs.40z. 954x1134 in. Wt. 12 oz. 
3C1461.....Set $5.88 3С1647.......... $4.66 

This large 320-page 
hard bound book in- 
cludes more than 50 
stories adapted from 
Walt Disney films. Il- 
lustrated with color 
pictures. 1014x754 in. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. 
Желал... $4.88 

TM “Sesame Street" is a trademark of Children's Television Workshop 



Hairy Gorilla AM Radio 
You can go ape over this beastly 
except we recommend 
ings in New York City. 

sures 13 inches high. From 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: 9-volt battery included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Not recommended for children 3 or younger. 
61 C 22839- Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz- 

(7) Yorky Dog AM Radio 

Cute Yorky Dog can be combed and 
smoothed with his own brush. 

CONSTRUCTION: 100% solid-state AM 
. speaker. Back-mount- 

ed volume, tuning controls. White and 
brown hair. Collar with carrying chain. 8 
in. high. From Taiwan. 
ELEC. INFO: 9-v. battery included. 

ORDERING INFO: Not recommended for 
children 3 saan or younger because of 
small pay 
61C 12562 Shps. wt. 11Ь......89.95 

592 

~ 
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radio—stands anywhere— 
you keep him away from tall build- 

CONSTRUCTION: id Sho pn oe pa ag 
e O i molded plastic hands, feet and 
face. Volume, tuning controls in back. 2-inch speaker. Mes- 

Rolls Royce AM Radio 

Classic Rolls Royce Phantom II convertible 
scaled down in authentic de 
CONSTRUCTION: 100% solid-state AM radio 
with 2-in. speaker. Handsome silver-color body 
has black trim, rolls on four wire wheels. The 
two side-mounted spare wheels double as vol- 
ume and tuning controls. Metal body with plastic 
trim. Measures 3!4x3'4x10 in. long. From Japan. 
ELEC. INFO: Operates on 9-volt battery, incl. 
ORDERING INFO: Not recommended for children 
3 years or уо because of small parts. 
61 С 22915—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8oz. $14.95 

4 

(1thru4) "Canned Music" $595 
AM Radios = 

Here's “canned” music that's sure to quench your 
thirst for today’s sounds. 
CONST.: 100% solid-state radio with 2-in. speaker. 
Side-mounted volume and tuning controls. Alumi- 
num housing. Cans 234x474 in. high. Hong Kong. 
ELEC. INFO: Operates on 9-volt battery (incl.). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Wt. ea. 9 oz. 
(1) 61С22821—7-0р ....85.95 
(2) 61 C 22814—Budweiser* 5.95 
(3) 61C 22848—Coors* 5.95 
(4) 61C 22849—Coca-Cola 5.95 
* Because of state laws, not for sale in Virginia. 

$1395 

Novelty Radios that look 

Indy 500 Racing Car AM Radio 
CONSTRUCTION: 100% solid-state AM ra- 
dio with 2-in. speaker. Striking black plastic 
body with decorative gold-color trim, rolls on 
four plastic wheels. Volume, tuning controls 
mounted on front and side of engine. Car 
534x234x914 inches long. Hong Kong. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Operates on 9-volt bat- 
tery (not included, see opposite page). 
ORDERS RUORMALOR Not recom 
men for children 3 years or younger 
cause of small parts. 
61€ 22846—Shps. wt. 1 Ib. .$10.95 

(5and6) Orange 5695 
or Apple AM Radios each 

CONST.: 100% solid-state AM radio. 2-in 
speaker. Tuning, volume controls mount 
ed in back. Soft, plush fabric, stuffec 
body. 7x6-in. high. Hong Kong. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: 9-volt battery те 
quired (not incl., see opp. page). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Not recom 
mended for children 3 years or younge: 

use of L 
(5) 61 C 22837—Orange ......$6.9t 
(6) 61C22836—Apple ....... 6.9t 

$1395 

(8) Monkey AM Radio 

Go bananas with this lovable little 
creature with the beady eyes. 
CONSTRUCTION: 100% solid-state 
AM radio. 2-inch speaker. Tuning, 
volume controls mounted under- 
neath. Soft, furry VA stuffed 
body. Gold chain around neck. Mea- 
sures approx. 16x9x4 in. Hong Kong. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: 9-volt 
battery required (not included, see 
opposite page). 
ORDER INFO: Not recommended for 
children 3 years or younger because 
of small parts. 
61 С 22841—Shpg. wt. 11b. $10.95 

(9) Brown Bear AM Radio 

This cute little fellow can accompany you 
wherever you go and will play you your 
favorite AM music, too. 
CONSTRUCTION: 10077 solid-state AM 
radio with 2-inch speaker. Tuning and 
volume controls mounted underneath. 

rable, smooth acrylic fur with stuffed 
body. 15x10x8 in. high. Hong Kong. 

ELEC. INFO: 9-v. battery required (not 
indl., see opposite page). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Not recom- 
mended for children 3 years or younger 
beaam of small рата. 
тель. 8 oz. 

wees К ТҮГЕ $13.95 

(10) Floppy Ear Doggy 
AM Radio 

CONSTRUCTION: 100% solid-stat 
AM radio. 2-in. speaker. Volume 
tuning controls located underneatt 

plush coat, stuffed body. Ap 
proximately 20 in. long. Hon, 
Kong. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: 
9-volt battery required (not includ 
ed, see opposite page). 
ORDERING INFO: Not recommend 
ed for children 3 years or younge 
because of small parts. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
61622942... ....-.-. 2 $13.91 



60x30-nch. 
Pool Table 

Сатот® Game : 

$995 
without stand 

Reversible 
board 

provides 
more game fun 

йй pade scans by Beisimacmidseledwical com 

45x22-inch 
Poo! Table 

а 

Revolving 
Stand 

$344 

Time-N-Tension 
PowerJet™ 
Hockey Game 

(5) Carrom® Set with Sears 
exclusive ring shooters 

CONSTR: Reversible 26-in. square 
wood-grained laminated hard- 
board panel, molded high-impact 
styrene corners. 4 net pockets. 
ACCESS: 2 ring shooters for accu- 
racy, speed, power; carrom rings; 
numbered discs; dice; spin tops; 
tenpins; 100-game rule book. For 
ages 7 to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Wt 7 Ibs, 
79N 62127C $9.95 

(6) Revolving Stand 
Plated steel arms and legs. 2442 
inches high. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. In- 
structions included. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
79 N 62128C.. $3.44 

Extra Carrom Rings 
Package of 29 plastic rings. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 6 oz. 
49N65149.... Pkg. $1.97 

(1) Brunswick's Tabletop 
Air-Hockey™ by Aurora 

Reduced from our 1977 Christmas Book. 
CONSTRUCTION: Easy-gliding styrene surface, 
36x18 in. wide. Wood frame. Glow-in-the-dark 
border. Plastic goals with built-in score keepers. 
Overall 4034x18%4x5"% in. high. 
ACCESS: 2 striker goalies, 2 pucks, rules. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110- 
120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 15 to 20 w. 6-ft. cord. Not for 
ages under 8. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instr. incl. War- 
ranted by Aurora. Write for free copy, see p. 330. 
If mailed, takes 15-1Ь. rate, see p. 330. 
79 М 65264L—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs.........518.88 
(2) TNT Power-Jet'" Hockey Game Table 
CONSTR: Slick hardboard playing surface, 
4612х201% inches wide. Wood with steel legs, 
braces; hardboard leg panels. Walnut-grained 
cabinet. Automatic timer, plastic goals, built-in 
scorekeepers. Overall 54x22x30 in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 controllers, 2 pucks, rules. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 22 
watts, 5-ft. cord. Not for ages under 6 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partially assembled. Instr. incl. 
Warranted by Coleco Índustries, Inc. Write for 
free copy, see p. 330. See “N” note, p. 330. 
79 N 62555N—Shpg. wt. 36 lbs. ...$39.97 

(3) 60x30-inch Poo! Tabie 
CONSTR: %-in. thick wood bed. Solid wood 
frame and steel top rails for sturdiness. Green 
sueded cotton billiard cloth. Wooden cabinet, 
legs. Leg levelers. High-impact polyethylene cor- 

ner caps, liners. Live-action cushions. Dual-end 
ball returns. Play area 29x58 in., 31 in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: Sixteen 11%-іп. balls, two 36-in. 
wood cues, triangle, chalk and rules. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, 
instructions incl. See "N" suffix, page 330. 
79 М 62552N—Shipping weight 62 lbs. $64.97 

(4) The Champ 45x22-in. Folding Poo! Ta- 
ble. Folds down to 45x22x6 in. 
CONSTRUCTION: !4-in. thick hardboard bed. In- 
jection molded plastic frame. Green sueded cot- 
ton cloth. Woodgrained hardboard cabinet. Plas- 
tic corner caps, pocket liners. Live-action cush- 
ions, ball return, Folding tubular steel legs. Play 
area 40%х18\ in. 29 in. high. 
ACCESSORIES: Sixteen 1-in. balls, two 36-in. 
plastic cues, triangle, chalk and rules. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, 
instr. incl. See “N” suffix, page 330. 
79 М 65772N—Shipping weight 24 lbs. $21.97 

(7) Tabletoy 
World Team Soccer $6499 

HOW TO PLAY: Push in control levers behind 
each goal and gear-driven players rush forward 
to kick the ball towards opponent's goal. Release 
levers and players move back to block shots. 
CONSTRUCTION: High impact polystyrene sur- 
face. 39х25х5-іп. high plastic-frame cabinet with 
woodgrained plastic finish. 
ACCESS: 22 plastic players, 3 plastic balls. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instr. incl. 
79 М 6267 4L—Shpz. wt. 16 lbs........$64.99 
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(1). Play Desk. 16 plastic activity cards with fa- 
miliar phrases, magnetic alphabet and numbers up 
to 10. Chalk and eraser. Top sliding door compart- 
ment holds chalk, eraser and extra letters, num- 
bers. Cards and alphabet tray store under black- 
board. Desk has carrying handle. Steel and plastic 
with a chalkboard top. 12x10V2x31/ in. high. 
FOR AGES; 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 C 45084—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 5 oz.. .... $9.97 

(2) Message Center. Looks and feels like a real 
telephone. Action dial "dings" at the end of each 
revolution. For taking those important messages 
there's a chalkboard, packet of chalk and eraser. 
Head set with permanently attached cord, snaps 
into storage position. VAR бош Storage 
tray. Steel and plastic with chalkboard section on 
top. 13x5x10 inches high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 to 6 years. 
49 C 45089—Shipping weight 14 oz. .....98.52 

3) Molly Moo Cow. Pull along behind you. 
hen squeeze the cowbell and Molly raises her 

head and “Моо-ооз”. Big balloon tires and springy 
tail. Plastic, 11x9x4 inches high. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 4 years. 
49 C 45373—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. ..$6.88 

This Houseboat is 3 toys in 
one—a play set, a pull toy 

or a floating water toy 

$854 

HOW IT WORKS: Pull it along, it 
makes a "putt-putt" sound. The 
Captain looks from port to star- 
board as the helm wheel turns. 
WHAT YOU GET: Washable plastic 
1344x6%4x9%-in. high house boat, 5 
play characters, dining table, two 
chairs, barbecue grill, two deck 
loungers, two life-preservers. 
Speedboat (not shown) ties to 
stern. Retractable diving board. 
peop deck becomes carrying han- 

le. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 3 ounces. 
49 C 4409 ...............98.54 

(4) Offshore Cargo Base. Lift and load cargo. 3 
platforms can be arranged in different combinations 
with 2 watertight floatation rings. Turret crane piv- 
ots 360° so hand-crank hoist can move the cargo. 
Tug and barge move heavy loads from platform to 
pun Helicopter hauls cargo with swing-down 
ook. Crew of 1 captain, 2 workers, 1 deep-sea diver. 

3 sets of chains, 6 pieces of cargo plus cargo net. 
Plastic, steel and wood; all 24 pieces float. Overall 
measurement 19x6x14 inches high. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
79 C 44329C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 5 oz. $15.88 

(5) Animal Mix-ups. Children create new mixed-up 
animals with 18 interchangeable pieces. Lion, camel 
and elephant each have 6 easy-fit pieces. Made of 
easy-to-clean plastic. 7/2x334x9 inches high. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 5 years. 
49 C 443 15—Shipping weight 14 ounces. .. . $4.99 

(6) Medical Kit. Chrome-colored plastic stetho- 
scope picks up real heart beats. Blood pressure 
gause fastens around arm with Velcro® closure. 

e-believe syringe, thermometer, eye chart, reflex 
hammer, otoscope. All snap into tray, fit in 
10!4x3V2x10!14 in. locking carrying case. Plastic. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 7 years. 
49 C 45062—Shipping weight 1]b. 14 oz.. . $ 10.97 
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Raggedy Ann and Andy 

Raggedy Ann. What a wonderful 
friend . . always loyal, loving and true 

Her tousled yarn hair, wide grin and 
locked-in button eyes make her absolutely 
irresistible. She's wearing a pretty print 

dress with a crisp white apron 
49 № 3580—15 in. tall. Wt. 13 oz. $2.97 

49 N 3583—20 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 4.67 

79 N 34001C—31 in. Wt. 4 lbs. .. 9.99 

79 N 30621C—38 in. Wt. 5 lbs. 15.99 

9, Raggedy Andy. This big-hearted fel- 
low wears blue cotton trousers with 

snappy white buttons, a checked shirt and 
a jaunty cap. He has red yarn hair and 
bright locked-in button eyes. 
49 N 3592—15 in. tall. Wt. 13 oz. $2.97 

49 N 3603—20 in. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. . 4.67 

79 N 34002C—31 in. Wt. 4 lbs. ..... 9.99 

79 N 30739C—38 in. Wt. 5 lbs. 15.99 

Musical Ann and Andy Cut 6% 

Pricedtobe Were $4.99 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 5467 

( 1 and 2 ) 15-inch Ann and Andy have 
wind-up music boxes. Wt. 1 Ib. each. 
(1) 49 N 3629—Musical Ann $4.67 
(2) 49 N 3630—Musical Andy 4.67 

Musical Bob and Betty 

(3 and 4 ) Such an enchanting pair. Both 
brother and sister have imported music 
boxes inside—wind key and they make 
music for you. Cuddly stuffed fabric bod 
ies, yellow yarn hair, look-alike country 
gingham outfits. Each 14 in. tall. Bob 
wears overalls, shirt, cap; Betty has a 
dress and bonnet. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. each 
(3) 49 N 3667—Bob $2.99 

(4) 49 N 3666— Betty 2.99 

Gingerbread Couple 

nod their heads and play a tune. 

(5 and 6 ) Soft and snuggly gingerbread 
couple are such entertaining companions. 
Wind key and they move their heads 

while their imported music boxes play a 
lullaby. Th ch 14 in. tall with rayon 
plush bodies, ric-rac braided trim and 
locked-in button eyes. Gingerbread boy 
wears a sporty cap; girl has yellow yarn 
hair. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. each. 
(5) 49 N 34005—Bo; 

(6) 49 N 34004—C 
$3.99 
3.99 

We're Musical and Animated 



These truly toteable 
Monaural Phonographs 
play anywhere. . run 
on battery or line cord 
Phonograph $ 50 

only 

Phonograph $ 50 
with ten 

45 rpm records 

( 1 thru 3) Hear your favorite sounds in your favorite 
places . . play 45 or 33'/, rpm records anywhere. Works on 4 
"D" size batteries (included) or built-in AC cord. Instant- 
play solid state chassis for long life. Volume control. 4-in. 
speaker. Phonograph with long-lasting synthetic sapphire 

needle protects records. Earphone jack. Brown-tan plastic 
cabinet. 12x12'/x3'/, in. UL listed for 120-в., 60 Hx. Japan. 

1 Phonograph only. Does not include built-in radio. 
57 М 3243—Shipping weight 7 lbs. 4 oz. $24.50 

Phonograph only plus 10 records (no choice of selection). 
57 N 32435C2— Shipping weight 8 pounds $25.50 

9 Phonograph with AM Radio. AM radio features easy- Ш 
to-read slide-rule tuning. Built-in AM antenna. 

HEE CT (000 ЦИИ оине 12 QuacéE 8290 Phono also available with AM or AM-FM Radio 
Phonograph with AM Radio plus 10 records (no choice), 
57 N 32425C2—Shipping weight 8 pounds $30.50 = Phono plus Phono plus 

A-FM Radio " AM Radio 

3 Phonograph with AM/FM Radio. Radio has slide rule : 
tuning. Built-in AM antenna, telescoping FM antenna. $ 208 50 $ 53 4 50 

57 N 3244—Shipping weight 7 pounds 4 ounces ....$34.50 

Phonograph with AM/FM Radio plus 10 records (no M пао 
choice of selection). D 
57 N 32445C2—Shipping weight 8 pounds . $35.50 

-—« { Monaural portable phono is 
| і П fully automatic . . boasts separate 

volume and tone controls 

| J | 33950 = 
| Instant sound solid state chassis. 5-inch oval 
, speaker. Plays records of all speeds and sizes. 

(AS-rpm adapter). Full-size changer. Ceramic 
cartridge with synthetic sapphire needle. Au- 
tomatic last-record shut-off. 

Record Roller Cart Molded mustard yellow ap cabinet: 
holds phono and 75 records 157/4x8'/4x15"/, inches (closed). U) 

Take the music along to where the action is. 57N 326285C—Wt. 15 Ibe... ev заво 
Strong, large-size molded wheels add portability "Buy phonographs on Sears Deferred 

. make it easy to move phono and records from Easy Payment Plan. Your monthly pay- 
den to rec room or bedroom. Brushed steel finish ments begin in February, 1973 (in most 
with walnut-grained wood top. 21x12'4x19 states) . . ask for details. (There will be a 
inches high. finance charge for the deferral period).” 
57 М 32021C—Wt. 10 lbs. Unassembled. ..$9.95 

Stacked or apart, these colorful FURRY FACE 

chests hold 100 albums each $1495 L'or $2850 This cute little guy 
ach holds and hides 

Н Show-off your flair for home decorat up to sixty 45's 
{ ing. Arrange any combination of the 4 

colors to make a personalized record $ 5549 
f and storage center. Each sturdy chest 
I. holds up to 100 albums. Sliding doors. 

————— Removable record dividers. Furry Face is the ideal practical toy. Also a great conversation 
Each wood-framed hardboard piece for your record room. Totes 45-rpm records safely. Twist 

chest measures 23'/,x19x15¥ inches handle and head removes to reveal 45-rpm adapter-type record 
deep. Shipped unassembled. holding post. Nylon, non-shedding hair can be combed any way 

i сат a UE онго Face’ removable mouth, Eyes form any 
57N8532C-Blue 57N8534C-Green 57 N 5603—Shipping weight 2 pounds $5.49 

Shipping weight each 16 pounds. 
Each $1495 ... ..2 for $28.50 599 
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1 Tiny Tot's 6-book Library with Grow Tape. 
Wipe-clean, 12-page books 6'/,x6'/, inches. Pic- 

tures in non-toxic inks, Titles: Teddy Bear, Bow 
Wow, My House, Pinky Panda, Pussy Cat, Cindy 
Lou. Paper tape is 214x51 inches . . lets you mea- 
sure child's growth. 
3C 16301—Shpg. wt. set 10 oz. ..........Set $197 

(2 thru 4 ) See and Feel Books. Colorful familiar 
objects, Cardboard backs . . respectively 54x54; 
6x6; 6x6 in. Wt. ea. 10 oz. 
(2) 3C 16309—Pat the Bunny, 18 pgs..... 
(3) 3C1507 —What's in Mommy's 

Pocketbook?, 10 pgs. ....... 288 
(4) 3C16305—Touch Me Book, 18 pgs. .... 288 

$2.88 

19. Egg in the Hole. Where is Mrs. Hen's egg? 
hole in each page lets you touch the clue. 

3C 1581—20 pages. 8x7'/, in. Wt. 1202... . $288 

1 Is This the House of Mistress Mouse? To 
find out, peek through doorways (a hole in 

each page), then turn the pages. 20 pag 

3С 1582—8x7'/, inches. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $2.88 

14 Best Word Book Ever. Scenes—related to 
child’s experience—help develop word skills. 

3С 1597—96 pgs. 10'/,x12in. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 ог. .$388 

15 Great Big Mystery Book. Who is the shop 
lifter in Grocer Dog's supermarket? We'll nev- 

er tell—you'll have to read the book. 44 pages. 
10%х12 inches. 
3C 1586—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

6 Storybook Dictionary. Over 2,500 words 
used, defined, illustrated with animals. 

3C 1596—128 pgs. 10'/,x12 in. Wt. 11b. 14 oz. $3.88 

$2.88 

17 The Animals’ Merry Christmas. Stories by 
Kathryn Jackson, Richard Scarry illust. 

3C 1588—72 pgs. 10'/2х12 in. Wt. 1 lb. 7 oz. ..$3.88 

Cutiod nade scans by christmas maseleciiicd poi 

Beguiling companions 

For the Toddler Set 

(5 thru 7 ) Banks. Break resistant vinyl. 

5 Tawny Scrawny Lion. 11 inches tall. 
3C 1508—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 

6 Shy Little Kitten. 10 inches tall. 
3С 1519—Shipping weight 11 ounces ....... 288 

T Pokey Little Puppy. 10 inches tall. 
3С 1517—Shpg. wt. 11 ол.......... 

52.88 

‚288 

Set of 10 Little Golden Books. Ea. 6'/x8 in., 24 
pzs. avg. Tootle, Tawny Scrawny Lion, Little 

Red Caboose, Scuffy the Tugboat, Saggy Baggy Ele- 
phant, Happy Little Whale, Shy Little Kitten, Pokey 
Little Puppy, Lively Little Rabbit, Fuzzy Duckling. 
3C 1505—Shpg. wt. set 2 lbs. 10 oz. ... ..Set $3.88 

Richard Scarry* 

18 Busy. Busy World. What happens when Pierre 
the Fox becomes a Paris policeman? Learn how 

people in far-away places live. 96 pgs. 10'2x12 in. 
3C 1584—Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz. $3.88 

Q Set of 8 Mother Goose Sewing Cards. 
Thread cord through holes. Ea. 6'/x8'% inches. 

3C 1598—Shpg. wt. set 13 ounces Set $129 

(20 thru 23) Puzzles in sets of 4. Each puzzle in 
frame tray 11%,х14%/, in. Shpg. wt. set 2 Ibs. 7 oz. 
(20) 3C 1570— Best Story Book Ever Set $1.88 
(21) 3C 1599— Word Book Set 188 
(22) 3C 1573—Storybook Dictionary Set 188 
(23) 3C 1571—Mother Goose Set 188 

24 Great Big Air Book. What do astronauts take 
to the moon? What dries Mother Cat's laundry? 

Discover all the wonderful things air does for us. 
3С 1587—69 pgs. 9/,x12%/, in. Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. ...53.88 

95, Great Big Schoolhouse. Why won't Miss Hon- 
ey forget the day Lowly polished her apple? 

Have fun while you learn in Miss Honey's school. 
3 С 1589—69 pgs. 9'/,х12/,. Wt. 1 Ib. 9 ог. $3.88 

From the Enchanted World of 

Books with full-color illustrations in which 
animals take the place of people 

Last 
Fall was 

9 The Real Mother Goose. Delightfully illustrated 
in color by Blanche Fisher Wright. Hardcover. 

130 pages. 9*/x117/ inches, 
3C 1647—Shpzg. wt. 110. 120z. .... .$359 

10 Cut $2. Eight-volume Set of Children's Bible 
Stories. Major stories from the creation to the 

resurrection; stories from Book of Acts. Illustrated. 
Bound in imitation leather. Gold-color case. 6'/,х9 in. 
ea. Total pages 583. 
3C 1901—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 5 oz. Set *5.88 

5 pages each, ll Set of 6 Cloth Books. 5'/, 
Titles: Favorites, Little Pets, Farm Folk, Baby's 

Rhyme Book, Pussy Cat Rhymes, Playland. 
3С 1521—England. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. ........ Set $247 

26 Funniest Storybook Ever. Why did Humper- 
dink the Baker's bread say "Mamma"? What 

happened to the absent-minded Mr. Rabbit? 15 tales. 
3С 1593—60 pgs. 9'4x12*/,. Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 53.88 

97 What Do People Do All Day? Why. they fly 
planes, grow food . . do all sorts of things. Ev 

eryday activities become educational adventures. 
3C 1585—96 pgs. 9'/,х129/,. Wt. 11. 9 oz. .....5388 

28 Best Storybook Ever. What stories does Rich 
ard Scarry like best? Here are 82 of them. Writ- 

ten by him, Patricia Scarry, Kathryn Jackson and 
others. Collection includes stories, words to learn, 
Mother Goose rhymes, etc. 296 pages. 7'Ax10*/, in. 
Buy it the easy way—order bv phone. 

3C 1583—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. . 

ABC Word Book. Why does Ernie the Ele- 
phant drive a fire engine? To teach us the letter 

"E" and how it's used in words. Just one of many 
fascinating ways to build vocabularies. 
3 С 1591—64 pgs. 9'4x12*/,. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

Se 000 [Sears|605 

$4.88 

$3.88 



Set of four 24-page books 
with 7-in. 45 rpm record $439 

( 14 and 15) Book sets with records . . child sees, 
hears and reads complete story. 4 stories each. 

14 Flintstones, Casper's Jungle Adventure, Huck- 
leberry Hound, and Yogi Bear. 8V2x8V inches. 

3C 1047—Shipping weight 1 pound Set $4.39 

1 The ABC book, Ten Little Indians, Goldilocks, 
and Alice in Wonderland. 81x81 inches. 

3C 1048—Shipping weight 1 pound Set $4.39 

Hear the record, see, 
read 1242x122 in. book 

Big book with 3 stories, 
12-in. Long Play record $279 

16 The story of Blinky, Thumbelina, Hansel and 
Gretel. 16 full pages. 

3C 1079—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. . $2.79 

17 Puff 'n Toot, Frankie the Brave Fireman, The 
Ugly Duckling. 16 full color pages. 

3C 1078—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8oz...........92.79 

Sets of 3 Storybooks $359 

(18 and 19) Each set has 3 Walt Disney Story- 
books by Golden Press. Large books with multi-col- 
огей illustrations, 32 pages. 9!/x12'2 inches. 

18 These are chil- 19 Children truly en- 
dren's classic tales joy the beloved 

.Still captivating with tales of Peter Pan's 
tales of Snow White and Neverland, Bambi the 
the Seven Dwarfs, the baby deer who became 
adventures of Alice in the prince of the forest, 
Wonderland, and the Pinocchio the puppet 
difficulties of Cinderella. who became a real boy. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
3C1432 ......5е $3.59 3С 1433 ......Set $3.59 
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Disneyland Collection of 

set 

ickey and the Beanstalk, Thump- 
er's Race, Dumbo, Brier Rabbit and the Tar 
Baby, Mickey Mouse the Brave Little Tailor. 

3C 1083—The Ugly Duckling, The Ginger- 
bread Man, Grasshopper and the Ants, Bremen 
Town Musicians, The Emperor's New Clothes. 

3C 1096—Peter and the Wolf, Three Little 
Pigs, Goldilocks and the Three Bears, Hansel 
and Gretel, Mother Goose Rhymes. 

3 C 1000— The Story of Heidi, Alice in Wonder- 
land, The Story of Black Beauty, Cinderella, 
and The Jungle Book. 

3 C 1097—101 Dalmatians, Mary Poppins, Pe- 
ter Pan and Wendy, The Aristocats, The Lady 
and the Tramp. 

3C 1082— Treasure Island, Davy Crockett, 
Swiss Family Robinson, Sinbad the Sailor, 
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. 

NOTE, BOTH PAGES: Disney characters © Walt Disney Productions 

five 3344 rpm records. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
$549 | An 3or $/469 Price when you buy one set ...5548 

each | more sets each — Any 3 or more sets...Each set 4.69 

Storybooks with 7-in. Records 

Save 14% when you buy 3 or more 
of the book-record sets below 

Each set includes five 24-page books, 

set 

3C 1080—Winnie-the-Pooh, Robin Hood, Bed- 
knobs and Broomsticks, Winnie-the-Pooh and 
Tigger, Winnie-the-Pooh and Blustery Day. 

3C 1090—Red Hen, More Mother Goose, Lam- 
bert and the Sheepish Lion, Susie the Little 
Blue Coupe, The Little House. 

3 C 1092—The adventures of Bambi, The Sev- 
en Dwarf's Diamond Mine, Pinocchio, Snow 
White, Sleeping Beauty. 

3 C 1084—Babes in Toyland, Little Hiawatha, 
The Story Little Red Riding Hood, Rapunzel, 
and The Wizard of Oz. 

3C 1091—Johnny Fedora and Alice Blue Bon- 
net, How the Camel Got His Hump, Small 
World, ABC's, Whale Who Wanted to Sing. 

3 C 1086—The Haunted Mansion, Pecos Bill, 
Johnny Appleseed, More Jungle Book, Alladin 
and His Lamp. 



like anything but a Radio 

Miniature Component-look 
AM Radio 

housing. Radio 5¥x4x2 in. 
Speakers each 214x134x334 in. high. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: 9-у, battery included. 

(1) Telephone 
AM Radio 

Beautifully styled and authentically 
detailed miniature telephone. 
CONSTRUCTION: 100% solid-state 
AM radio with side-mounted volume 
and tuning controls. 2-inch speaker. 
White plastic base with white cord 
and gold-color phone. Decorative 
scenes on each side. Measures 4x4x7 
inch high. From Japan. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: 9-volt battery re- 
quired (not included, order below). 
ORDERING INFO: Not recommended 
for children 3 years or younger be- 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Not recom- 
mended for children 3 years or younger 
ANE 
61С 22851—Wt. 1 lb. 4 02. .....$9.95 

(2) AM Monaural 
Headphone Radio 

Listen to AM monaurally 
wherever you go. 
CONSTRUCTION: 100% 
solid-state AM radio. Vol- 
ume and tuning controls 
on padded earcup; each 
earcup includes 2-inch 
speaker. Built-in AM an- 
tenna. White plastic ear- 
cups with black vinyl 
trim. Adj. headband. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: 
9-volt battery included. 

\ 

cause of small parts. 
61 C 22844—Wt. 11. 80z. $16.95 

(6) Rest Room Radios 
Am $695 | ам+м$] 095 
This fun gift is practical, too. 
Attaches anywhere with adhe- 
sive strips included. 
CONSTRUCTION: 100% sol- 
id-state radio with 24-inch 
speaker. Volume and tuning 
controls. White plastic cabinet 
914x614x3 іп. deep. Holds a 
roll of tissue, not incl. From 
Hong Kong. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Requires 
9-volt battery (not included, 
order at right). 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

AM Radio. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
61C22829 $6.95 

AM-FM Radio. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
61C22831........ $10.95 

ORD. INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
61C22819 $9.95 

“flash” is really a flashlight, 
top opens to reveal a mirror! 

(7) Camera-look AM Radio 

$695 
You get more than just AM music 
with this radio—you get a mirror 
and a flashlight as well! 
CONSTRUCTION: 100% solid-state 
AM radio with 2-inch speaker. Top- 
mounted volume and tuning con- 
trols. Durable black plastic housing 
with silver color trim. Includes ear- 
hone. 434x234x114 in. high. Hong 
ong. 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: 9- 
volt battery required (not included, 
order at right). 

ORDERING INFO: Not recommend- 
ed for children 3 years or younger 

арры weight Penn ipping weight 8 ounces. 
61 022838 eee 895 
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= 
(3) Ball'N Chain 

AM Radio 
CONSTUCTION: 10077 solid- 
state AM radio with 2'4-inch 
speaker. Earphone included. 
Swings on 12-inch metal 
chain. Red plastic. 334-inch 
diameter. From Hong Kong. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: 
9-volt battery required (not 
included, order below). 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Not recommended for chil- 
dren 3 years or younger be- 
cause of small parts. 

$595 [3] 

Shipping weight 14 ounces. 
61022845 ... $5.95 

CONSTRUCTION: 100% solid-state AM radio with volume and tuning созгон. Lightweight plastic with 
2-in. - Mounted on stylish wide wrist band that justs to fit the wrist. Measures 1 in, high 
2*4 in. wide. Imported from Hong Kong. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Operates on 1 “АА” 
battery (not included, order from Big Book). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
4) 61C 22833—Silver-color .. $7.95 
5) 61 C 22834——Gold-color.... 95 

Wings open a: 
you increase 

volume 

(8) Owl AM Radio 

$595 

If you're a night owl, you'll ap- 
preciate this radio. It has big 
green eyes that never close—it 
keeps you company wherever 
you perch it. 

CONSTRUCTION: 100% solid- 
state AM radio with 2!4-inch 
speaker. Volume and tuning con- 
trols double as eyes. Durable yel- 
low plastic housing. 3x11x414 
inches high. Handy carrying 
strap lets you take music with 
you. From Hong Kong. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION 

tes on 9-v. battery (not in- 
cluded, order at right). 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
61 C 22835—Wt 8 ог. ..$5.95 

(9) Lady Bug AM Radio 

$595 

CONSTRUCTION: Black plastic with orange and 
white wings. 100% solid-state AM radio with 21⁄4- 
inch speaker. Eyes are volume and tuning controls. 
Convenient carrying strap. 5x3!4x2 inches high. 
From Hong Kong. 

ELECTRICAL INFO: 9-volt battery included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Not recommended for 
chik 3 years or younger because of small parts. 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
61C22825..... 

9-v. Battery. Not 
shown. Carbon-zinc 
type transistor battery 
replaces Ray-O-Vac 
1604, Mallory M-1604, 
Eveready 216-type 
batt. Wt. 2 oz. 
61 C 6417 ..Ea. 58c 

-----$5.95 

Sound 
Shop 

ete? [Sears] 593 
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Tudor Rod $ 1 799 
Hockey 

(1) Rod Hockey. Gear-driven players 
skate, check, pass, shoot and score . . . oper- 
ate them by pulling, pushing, twisting rods at 
your end of rink. Delayed-action puck drop 
keeps game fair, 
CONSTRUCTION: Hardboard, plastic and 
metal rink. 37%4x21%x35 in. high. 
ACCESS: 12 safety plastic figures. Combina- 
tion period-board, puck drop. Includes 1 
puck. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instr. If 
mailed, takes 15-Ib. rate, see Б 330. 
79 М 62036L—Shpg. wt. 11 lbs. ...$17.99 

(2 апа 3) Electric Football Games 
Total Team Control dial in base of each play- 
er determines movement. Players in 5 Я 
Switch on game and field vibrates. Speed 
control dial. Automatic timer starts and stops 
with each play. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed; 110-120-v., 60- 
Hz. AC. 6 watts. 5-ft. cord. Not recommend- 
ed for ages under 8 years. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 

(2) NFL Superbowl Electric Football 
Game. Officially licensed product. 
CONSTRUCTION: Metal playing field 
315$x1734x3 inches high. 34-inch high ad- 
justable scoreboard. 
ACCESSORIES: 22 plastic figures plus 2 tri- 
ple-threat quarterbacks, magnetic 0% 
marker with movable chain marker, rubi 

„ down marker. 
ORD. INFO: Partly assembled. Instr. 
79N 62034 C—Shpg. wt.8lbs. ....$18.99 

(3) Electric Football Game 
CONSTR: Metal field 267/4,x1534x174 in. high, 
ACCESS: Scoreboard with stand, 24 plastic 
players, 10-yd. marker, down indicator. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instr. 
79 М 65536C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. .... $10.97 
(4) Extra NFL Teams for electric football 
games. Officially licensed product. 11 figures 
per team. 4 or 5 teams in division in their 
team colors. Figures attach to Total Control 
base (not included). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 62699—4 AFC Central Div. Teams 
49 N 62701—4 NFC West Div. Teams 
Shpg. wt. 6 oz.... ++. 87.97 
49 N 62702—5 AFC East Div. Teams 
49 N 62703—5 AFC West Div. Teams 
49 N 62705—5 NFC Central Div. Teams 
49 N 62704—5 NFC East Div. Teams 
llic 0T ss s ocos ves .$9.97 

csialoó pau scade ty di N AAAA N LEN coni 

Punt, kick and tackle to 
Score a touchdown in 

NFL Superbowl 
Electric 

Football Game 

$1899 
[2] 

(5) NFL Quarterback. Officially licensed 
roduct. Choose from 20 offensive and 8 de- 
ensive plays . . . each with 5 different re- 
sults all statistically correct. All plays are ac- 
curately diagrammed and color coded. 
CONSTRUCTION: Paper chipboard playing 
surface is 16х12 in. wide. 
ACCESS: Scoreboard, sliding 10-yd. ball 
marker, NFL playbook. 
FOR AGES; 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 62698—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 120z. ..$7.97 
(6) NFL Strategy Football. Officially li- 
censed product. Select from 42 offensive and 
12 defensive alignments . . . 7,560 different 
ways a play can turn out. Probability selec- 
tor gives statistical results. 
CONSTR: Plastic surface, 14\%х9 in. 
ACCESS: Scoreboard, NFL playbook, timer. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
49 М 6526—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. .. $15.97 
(7) Tudor Bowl. Throw ball down “alley”; 
returns automatically, Dual action pin reset. 
CONSTRUCTION: One-piece metal housing 
unit. Realistic wood-grain enameled alley, 
1544x1154x9l4 in. high. 
ACCESS: Ten 4'z-in. high plastic pins, 3-in. 
diam. polyethylene ball. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instr. 
79 М 62037C—Shpg. wt. 4lbs.......$9.94 
(8) Bas-Ket. Control shots from any posi- 
tion with mechanical levers, Up to 6 players. 
CONSTR: 20x12 in. wide fiberboard (not 
wood or hardboard) court. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 scoreboard backboards, 
plastic ball, rules. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 N 6502—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 402.....95.44 

(9) Electric Baseball. Pitch, field using 2 
spring-action levers; opponent hits with 
spring-action bat, switch on vibrating field to 
send players around bases. 
CONSTR: 19546x1954,-in. metal field. 
ACCESS: 4 base runners, 77%-in. high grand- 
stand with scoreboard. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed: 110-120-volt, 
60 Hz AC. 6 watts. 5-foot cord. Not recom- 
mended for ages under 8. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 

ORDER INFO: Partly assembied. Instr, 
79 N 65072C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs, ....$11.97 

Bas-Ket 
flip the ball into the net 

levers $544 

ELECTRIC F 
|o А 

Extra players. 
available 

Collect ali 
28 NFL teams 

player 
direction 

Quarterback 

$797 

NFL Strategy 
Football 

$1597 

Electric 
Baseball 



while helping to develop young hands and young minds 

(7) Basketball-Bean Bag Game 
Just 5 seconds left in the game . 
bell rings. . . SCORE! 
HOW IT WORKS: Every time you make a basket, the 
bell rings. Use either the basketballs or the bean 
bags. Keep score on the handy score counters locat- 
ed on either side of the backboard. Basketballs and 
bean bags have storage area built-in to base. 
WHAT YOU GET: Sturdy backboard, stand and bas- 
ket made of hardboard and plastic. 2 plastic basket- 
balls and 2 cloth bean bags. 145x14¥x24¥% in. high. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 to 8 years. 
79 C 44649C—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 6 oz. 

(8) Play Family School House 
Ding-A-Ling . . . the school bell calls you to class for 
learning and a a of fun. 
WHAT YOU Gi Roof and side hinge open to be- 
come a blackboard. Inside is schoolroom with teach- 
er, four pupils and five desks. Playground has swing, 
slide and merry-go-round. Magnetized alphabet and 
numbers stick to roof; store easily in two storage 
trays. Bell in tower really rings; hands on clock mov- 
able . helps child learn to tell time. Chalk and 
eraser. Plastic, metal, hardboard. 12x10x12!4 in. 

FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 to 6 years. 
49 C 44309—Shipping weight 7 lbs. 1 oz. 

. you shoot, the 

$9.49 

$13.88 

байо page cone by Сиш лии ИНСА Cont 
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(9) 24-piece Kitchen Set. 2-burner range with 
timer that “dings”. Burners turn red for simulated 
heating when control knobs rotate. 2 place settings, 
each include dish, cup and saucer, tumbler, knife, 
fork and spoon. Coffeepot and lid, frying pan with 
lid, serving bowl, spatula plus salt and pepper 
shakers. Checkered tablecloth/storage bag. Mach. 
wash, warm, tumble dry. Plastic, metal, cloth. 
11x8¥x3% inches high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 2 to 7 years. 
49 C 4432 1—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. ..911.44 

(10). Play Family Action Garage. Hardboard, 
plastic 2-level garage, 17'ax15'4xll in. high. Ele- 
vator, ramps, 4 cars, 4 people, gas pump, grease 
rack. Crank lifts elevator, rings bell. Handle ro- 

sends car to parking area. 
ES. ORDERING INFO: 2 to 6 years. 

79 C 44205C— Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 6 oz. .....$15.97 

(11). Lift & Load Lumber Yard Set. Stacks of 
real birchwood lumber, shed and loading dock 
1014x612x41⁄4 in. high with bay for loading, un- 
loading, fuel pump, Hand operated fork lift, flat- 
bed trailer with detachable tractor. 2 workers, 4 
pallets, loading ramp. Plastic, metal and wood. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
49 C 44325—Shipping weight 2 pounds $9.44 

(12) The Woodsey's Log House. Spend an айег- 
noon with the Wi y's at their new log home. 
WHAT YOU GET: 32-page illus. storybook about the 
Woodsey íamily and their search for a new home. 
Family; Papa, Moma, Milkweed, each dressed in 
own outfit. Slide your fingers into back of sleeves to 
make them hop; as they hop, they make a squeeking 
noise. Urethane foam-backed fabric and plastic 
house has windows, door that opens, table, 3 chairs, 
bucket and broom. Side rolls down, fastens with Vel- 
cro® closure, Carrying handle. 9x6x5¥ in. high. 

FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 years and up. 
49 C 44375—Shipping weight i lb. 80z....911.37 

(13) Play Family Farm. Every time you open the 
barn door, a "moo" sound comes from inside barn. 
WHAT YOU Wood and plastic barn, silo (with 
removable top). 4 play family farm people. Horse, 
cow, lamb, pig, dog, rooster with movable parts, ps 
a tractor, cart, yoke and trough. Keep all animal 
4-piece fence. All pieces are plastic. Overall measure- 
ment is 11x714x834 inches high. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 2 to 6 years. 
49 C 44592—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 12 oz. $15.97 

К 599 



7 super 

speakers from 

"Just keep 
laughing" 

Cut 51.12 
+ Mrs. Beasley Teachy Keen 

$9?» 

16-inch cutie teaches 
good grooming 

Sold only at Sears. Teachy's. 
Even though she’s a popular: really quite particular. .she 
TV star, Mrs. Beasley keeps wants her hair conibedyher 
her good disposition, Pull her — shoes tied and her coat but- 
talking ring and she says 11 toned up. She says 11 happy 
friendly phrases. She's 22in. phrases when you pull her 
tall, has a cloth body, kind vi- talking ring. She has soft cloth 
пу! face and rooted hair. Re- arms; legs and body; long root- 
movable apron, ‘granny’! edhair; vinyl head. 
glasses. Wt, 3 lbs. 4 oz. Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N3579 .1.......:...#9.87 49N DA, $9.99 

О ОИ Prion ber 
еер d my way D" кы N 1 
S to Grannu's / ^ Ыш ә V 

Pricedtobe Were $4.99 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL $ 399 Turnover Talker BOZO THE CLOWN 

$5 59 11 - inch " flappers" say isi 

2 different characters, pee C restive MORES 
2 voices in 1 funny turnover ( 1 and 2) Sold only at Sears. n 

Cute as can be. Each doll says 8 Thelent talking Ниш 
phrases when you pull her talk- created by MATTEL just for Sears 

ing ring. They have cuddly cloth This 18-inch rascal must be the most lov- 
bodies, bright painted faces, able, laughable clown ever. Pull his talking 

This sleepy 12-inch bundle of One side shows Little Red Riding 
joy has her painted eyes half Hood but turn it over and—oh— 
shut, but she wants there's the devilish wolf. Pull the 
talking. Says 11 bedtime talking ring when the Red Riding 000165, Ор у, х : 3 swingin’ clothes and "real" ac- — ring and he says 11 of the silliest sayings. phrases when you pull her Hood side is up and you'll hear her 4 he Каза M : 
talking ring. Soft cloth body; phrases; pull the ring with Wolfe's кодек y each P Dum we s 
vinyl head, rooted hair. Snug- side up and you'll hear him saying4 ^ 4) 45 3osgs. Flo... $3.99 — yarn hair on his painted vinyl head. z 
Ong а ККК foam-filledcotton 18 — Үш 49 N 30684—Flosaic. .. 399  49N3875--SHhg Nt ADETE 57.99 
49N3164.............$5.47 — 49N35012—Wt. 11b. 1102...55.33 A888 Sears 599 
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Playtime, Partytime Phonographs 
e 45-rpm adapter twists up. . 

can't get lost 

e Turntables are 
padded so records can't slip 

e Monaural amplified sound 
for clear reproduction 

e Synthetic Sapphire Needles 
. use even on stereo records 

"m, 

SUALLIE 
: 51 "^ 
Oniy 

A great low price for a 
Two 4-inch end-mounted speakers Front-mounted 4-inch speaker with 

. volume and tone controls . . volume and tone controls 4-inch top-mounted speaker 

$2 450 > $2600 == 
1 No wait for warm-up with instant-play solid state chassis. 

Built with integrated circuits for high performance and de- 
pendability. Plays all records monaurally . . even stereo. Dual- 
point, turnover-type synthetic sapphire needle. Molded turnta- 
ble. Plastic laminated chipboard with washable imitation leather 
covering. Two-tone aqua blue. 
57 N 32363С—121/,х14х67/, in. high. Wt. 10 lbs. ....... $24.50 
Phono above plus six 45-rpm rock records. 
57 М 32365C2—Shipping weight 10 pounds... ......... $26.00 

2 

$1950 = | $ 2100 EM 

Instant-play solid state chassis, dependable 
circuits. Plays all size, speed records. Chip- 

board construction with washable imitation 
leather covering. Polka dot top and green bot- 
tom. Padded turntable. 10'/,x12'/x6'/, inches. 

Buy phono with 
6 records for only $ 1649 

3 Plays all sizes and speeds of records 
monaurally. Instant-play chassis 

and integrated circuits. Volume control. 
Chipboard with washable imitation 
leather covering . . multi-color top with 

Shipping weight 8 doce red bottom. 57/x12'/4x107/, in. 
57N32343. $19.50 57N32303-Shpg.wt7 1bs.207.$14.88 

Phono above | plus six 45. -rpm n rook records. Phono above, 45-rpm records. 
57 N 32345C2—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. -$21.00 57 N 32305C2-Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. $16.49 

NOTE: All phonographs, these two pages. for standard house current 1 120» . 60 Hz. 

Record Tote with 12, 45- 
rpm records . . 50 songs 

$359 

“50 Fun Learn Songs Like Ses- 
ате Street." 
57 М 5663—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. ..$3.59 

"50 All-Time Kiddy Favorites." 
57 М 5664—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 

Compact slimline design monaural 

Phono plays stereo records safely 

^ $1888 = | $2049 
Plays all your favorite standard-size records. Plastic turntable 
has rubber mat so records can't slip. 45-rpm adapter is built in 
Synthetic sapphire-tipped needle. 2%, in. speaker. 4-record 
speed selector. Red-orange plastic case. 12x10x4 in. $3.59 

57 N 3231—Shipping weight 5 pounds $18.88 "Mother Goose and Nursery Rhyme Favorites." 

Phono above plus six 45-rpm rock records. 57 N 5665—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz $3.59 
57N32315C2—Shipping weight 6 pounds $20.49 "50 Great Christmas Favorites.” 
57N57113-Single tip synthetic sapphire needle. Wt. 2 оз. 1.49 57 N 5666—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $3.59 

45-rpm Record Sets 

$198 

Six records (25 tunes) plus cardboard rack. 

Puff the Magic Dragon. Plus 24 others. 

Record Stand 

$695 .- 
Handy phono companion 
stores up to 50 albums. 57 N 5850—Shipping weight 12 oz. $198 
Steel frame. Walnut Walt Disney Favorites. 25 songs. 
grained covering on 57 N 5852—Shipping wt. 12 oz. $198 
pressed board top. No Mother Goose Favorites. Classics. 
Meis HL hl 57 N 5854—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $198 
UI deb a Ye Sesame Street. Youngsters’ TV favorite. 

RINZOOdIC cee = 57 М 5838—Shpg. wt. 12 от. $1.98 
Alphabet Counting and other fun learn songs 

pacos 
(not shown). 

600 [Sears]. 2 57 N 5661—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $1.98 

чана pane scans by байна тизе инс om 



WITH DISNEY 
Doni ~ ® vs Docks) 

Set of 10 Golden Books 

A collection of Disney pals. Books 
have hard covers, measure 8x8 
inches, contain 24 pages each. All 
have full-color illustrations. In 
clude: Dumbo, Donald Duck's 
Toy Sailboat, Snow White, Mick: 
ey Mouse and Pluto Pup, Three 
Little Pigs, Disney's Mother 
Goose, Bambi, Pinocchio, Cinder- 
ella, Winnie-the-Pooh and the 
Honey Tree. So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone. 

Shpg. wt. set 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
3C 1437 Set 53.88 

Comic Books 
Set of 12. Includes Daisy 
and Donald, Super Goof, 
O'Malley and the Alley 

— Cats, Scamp, The Beagle 
~ Boys, Chip 'п Dale, Huey, 

УА 5.) Dewey and Louie, Mickey 
p 2 Mouse Valley of the Ka- 

| chinas and more. Books 
6°/,x10'/ in.; 32 pages еа.; 
color illustrations, Wt. 1 
lb. 3 oz. 
SC MAY Raek Set $1.99 

Sets of five 

( 1 thru 3 ) Friendly Coin 
Banks, of course—they're 
characters from the pages of 
Disney's beloved Golden 
Books. All are plastic and are 
11'/, inches high. 

Mickey Mouse. 
Shipping weight 14 oz. 

3С 1438 53.88 

9 Donald Duck. Wt. 14 oz. 
3С 1439 $3.88 

Pinocchio. Wt. 14 oz. 
3C 1440 $3.88 

illustrations in 

3C 1456—Peter Pan 
3C 1463—Bambi 
3C 1459—Snow White 
3C 1464—Alice in Wonderland 
3C 1458—Pinocchio 
3 С 1465—Mary Poppins 
3C 1454—Mother Goose 
Each book contains 32 pages. Shpg. wt. ea. 12 ог. Ea. 97C; Any З for $2.67 

2s 
d Mame E 
үрүн» LE 4 

4 Rainy Day Activity Game. Includes 
drawing paper, colored construction 

paper, plastic scissors, stencils. 
3C 1445—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 

5 Donald Duck Visits Disneyland Ac- 
tivity Game. 30x30-in. place set to 

color and 6 non-toxic crayons. 8 die-cut 
punch-outs.  _ 
3C 1444—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 

6 Visit to Walt Disney World Activity 
Game. Punch-outs of Cinderella's 

Castle, Swiss Family Treehouse, Walt 
Disney World. 
3C 1443—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 

$122 

$122 

$122 

Big 9'x13-inch 

УД СЕ 

\ 5 ony 9 T... 

Disney Golden Books 

Any 3 «$267 

| Take a story from a children's classic . . add the charm and fantasy of Disney 
di full color. The result—hours of enchantment for youngsters. 

Only 89c each when you buy three, why not give your child several? 
3 С 1460—Cinderella 
3 С 1429—Winnie the Pooh meets 

Tigger 
3€ 1428—Winnie-the-Pooh and 

Eeyore’s Birthday 
3€ 1427—Winnie-the-Pooh and the 

Tight 

606 Cu 

Records and Stories 
Five 7-in., 33°⁄4-rpm rec 
ords . . illustrated story 

(TAx7 VÀ, in.) in album. 
Wt. set 1 lb. 2 oz. 

Set 1. Mary Poppins, 
Lady and the Tramp, 
Bambi, The Aristocats, 
Peter Pan. 
3C 1001 Set $3.19 

Set II. Alice in Wonder 
land, Cinderel!a, Snow 
White and Seven 
Dwar leeping Beau- 
ty, Wizard of Oz. 
3C 1010 „Set $3.19 

Set 111. Mickey Mouse, 
Brave Little Tailor; 
Mic and the Bean- 
stalk; Dumbo; Pinoc- 
chio; Three Little Pigs 
3C 1032 Set $3.19 

Satna page scans by cheisimasmuselecimicd pom. 

Set of 3 Records 
and Stories 

7-inch 33'4-rpm records: 
Winnie-the-Pooh and the 
Honey Tree, Winnie-the- 
Pooh and the Blustery 
Day, Winnie-the-Pooh 
and Tigger. Illustrated 
story (24 pages, 7'Ax7'/, 
in.) in album. Wt. 10 oz. 
3С 1415 Set $1.99 

Book Ends 

key and Minnie Mouse 
ade of hand-painted papi. 

er mâché with weighted, 
felt-covered bases. Each 
measures 6'/ inches high. 
Books not included. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz. 
3C 1634 Pair $7.88 

actes © 

7 Set of 10 Coloring and A 
Books. Lovable Disney characters 

3C 1480— Wt. set 4 Ibs. 10 oz... .Set $3.66 
8 Mary Poppins Activity Set. Tall 

shape color, doll cut-out, sticker, dot 
book, Little Golden Book, Golden Flat 
Book, crayons. 
3C 1496—Wt. set 2 lbs, 12 oz... Set $3.88 

(9 and 10) Sets of two round Jigsaw 
Puzzles. 20-inch diameter 125 pieces. 
(9) 3C 1478—Donald Duck, Mickey 

usc 
Му and Pluto 

11, Ea. set $1.88 
(10) 3C 1479. 

Shpg. wt. е 

Squeeze 

Story Books 

Each book contains 44 
pages, is 6°/x9'/ in. 

Shpg. wt. ea. 10 oz. 

Mickey Mouse's Rid- 
die Book. 
3C1475 

Three Little Pigs. 
3C 1476 
Bambi Gets Lost. 
3C1473 

Dumbo: On Land, on 
Sea, in the air. 
3c1477 $244 
Across the Big Coun- 

$244 

$244 

^ r 
try. An Alphabet Ad- | ОШ, гл M 
venture with Donald $ 2.» 
Duck Фм y 
301472 $2.44 b^" | p 

Р Peter Pan and Captain “ 
Hook. 

3C1474 $244 
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Teach tiny children to read with 89 
Doman-Delcato Early Reading Kit $4 

Small children are ready and eager to read . . and this kit is 
ideal because it’s specifically geared to their learning capaci- 
ty. Divided into five progressive steps in co-ordination with 
natural learning processes: visual differentiation (learning to 
distinguish letters); body-image words (learning about one- 
self); environmental vocabulary (learning about surround- 
ings); the alphabet; sentences; book reading. Includes “How 
to Teach your Baby to Read"; reading book "Who Are 
You?"; 20 basic “self-word” cards, 39 "Child's Immediate 
World” cards; 49 sentence structure cards, 28 phrase cards 
and 52 alphabet cards, Like everything else in Sears books, 

For Grade 2 

Practice-at-home Workbook Sets for Grades 1 and 2 or pre-school children 

Six-book Sets for 
Grades 1 and 2. Each set 
has six interesting work- 
books (total of 384 illus- 
trated two-color pages). 
Each book 89x10 in. En- 
courages active involve- 
ment, teaches arithmetic, 
spelling, dictionary, read- 
ing and writing. 
3 С 1510—Grade 1 
3С 1511—Grade 2 

Six-book Pre-school Set. 
The fun way to prepare 
your child for school. En- 
courages personal in- 
volvement in basic learn- 
ing readiness skills. 
Teaches recognition and 
formation of basic num- 
bers, letter and word 
forms. Total of 384 illus- 
trated two-color pages. 
Each book 8x10!4 inches. 

Twelve-book Pre-school Set. Helps 
your child grasp important skills to 
make learning and school work easi- 
er, gives him a head start. He actually 
learns by doing . . gets personally in- 
volved in fascinating, instructive 
projects. It's not only fun, it's also 
highly rewarding. Includes A-B-C, 1- 
2-3, Shapes of First Words, Counting 
with Dots, etc. Total of 768 illustrated 
two-color pages (64 pages per book). 
Each book 8x10" inches. 

it's so easy to order by telephone. 
3C 1065—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. ......... 

Casper Fun Box of Books 

Let small children enjoy hours and hours 
of spooky fun with Casper The Friendly 
Ghost*. 4 coloring books. And 4 Magic 
Rub-a-Pencil Books with pictures to col- 
or plus magic pictures which appear 
when rubbed with pencil. 256 pgs. of col- 
oring fun. Each book 834x11 inches. Also 
one Activity Book, 8x11 in., 96 pages. 
One box of 16 crayons; one 8-in. pencil. 
All in a cardboard carry case with handle. 
3C 1515—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8oz. ..... $3.49 
“Casper © Harvey Famous Cartoons 

Shpg. wt. set 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49489  EachSet.... 4.9349 3С 1501 

Super Fun Activity Box. . over 300 things to do 

Has 10 activity books (stencil play, games, mazes, etc.) . . 
5\%х8 in. each, 16 pages; 1 pencil; plastic paint tray with 8 
colors; paint brush; pair of 3-in. metal scissors; large dot-to- 
dot book; trace and color book; box of 8-in. crayons; color and 
recolor board; powder puff eraser; 4 wipe-off crayons; paint- 
by-number boards; paint palette; slate with stylus; large wet- 
the-brush book; large rub-a-pencil book; 50 large coloring 
sheets; 2 magic trick boards; picture puzzle; 3 punch-out 
cards; 3 game boards for 60 games; 36 playing pieces; two dice. 
Carrying carton with handle. Not for ages under 3. 
3C 1516—Shipping weight 2 pounds ............. $5.88 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
..Set $3.49 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. 
3C 1508 .Set $649 

Set of four colorful 
Picture-Reading Books Э ! 

Original paperback рїсїшге-Ьоокз ч Жил, wee 
in full color to read aloud: ABC's, 
Grover, The Berenstain Bears' New 
Baby, Please and Thank You. By 
famous creators of children's books, 
including Seuss and Scarry. 
3€ 1546—Wt.1 Ib. 4 oz. .. .Set $3.49 л, 

Best Rainy Day Book Ever 

Packed with such creative projects 
as greeting cards, mobiles, kites, 
airplanes, decorations. By Richard 
Scarry. All child needs for hours of 
fun are crayons, paste and scissors 
(not included). Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
3C1545..... 

Sets of Coloring and Activity Books for pre-school children 

8-book Set. Cinderella, Jack and the 
Beanstalk, Aladdin's Lamp, etc., all 
with stories included. Also hours of 
fun activities . . connect the dots, etc. 
512 total colorful pages. Each book 
715х101 inches. 
3С 1512—Wt. 3 lbs. .... 

0 EJ 

«++ Set $1.99 

Cutslod page scans by christina: masete cal Соп! 

6-book Set. Books include Hump- 
ty Dumpty, Jack and the Bean- 
stalk, Jack and Judy, Dots for Tots, 
Hans Christian Andersen Fairy 
Tales, plus an All Activity book. 
Activities include puzzles, cutouts, 
dot-to-dot games. 768 total pages. 
Each book 734х101 inches. 
3C 1513—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz, . .Set $2.69 

Disney 1930's Coloring Books 

6-book Set. Color Mickey Mouse, 
Pluto, Donald Duck and other de- 
lightful Disney§ characters. Printed 
like original versions of the 1930's. 
Each book 11x15 inches, 48 pages. 
Use crayons (not included), or order 
artists’ colors at right. 
3C 1518—Wt. 4 Ibs, ........, Set $4.99 
§Disney characters © Walt Disney Prod. 

Sets of Artists’ Colors 
Firm and durable marker-tip does not 
spread, makes thick or thin lines. Col- 
orful ink is water soluble, quick drying, 
non-toxic. Practically odorless. 

Set of 48 different colors. 
3C3307—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. ....Set $10.66 

Set of 24 different colors. 
3C3306—Wt. 1 Ib. 20z....... Set $5.44 
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ELECTRICAL INFO: Cord-free operation . 
runs on one 9-volt battery not included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Not recommend- 
ed for children 3 yrs. old or under. Shipping 

'ootball 
Te1C 2297 1— Miami Dolphins 
T61 C 22972—Dallas Cowboys 
T61 C 22973—Minnesota Vikings 
T61 C 2297 4— Washington Redskins 
T61 C 22975—Los Angeles Rams 
T61 C 22976— Pittsburgh Steelers 
T61 C 22977—Green Bay Packers 
T61 C 22978—New York Jets 
T61 C 22979— Kansas City Chiefs 
T61 C 22981 Bears 
T61 C 22982—Oakland Raiders 

(12) T61 C 22983— Detroit Lions 
(13) T61 С 22984—Atlanta Falcons 

ZSoe-doweuwn- 

Еа) 
(17) T61 C 22988—New York Giants 
(18) T61 C 22989—St. Louis Cardinals 
(19) T61 C 2299 1—Baltimore Colts 
(20) T61 C 22992—Cleveland 
(21) T61 C 22993— Denver Broncos 
(22) T61 C 22994—New Orleans Saints 
(23) T61 C 22995—Cincinnati 
(24) T61 C 22996—New England 
(25) T61 C 22997—San Diego 
(26) T61 C 22998—Houston Oilers 
(27) T61 C 22962—Seattle Seahawks 
(28) T61C ЖОНЕ TON Bay Buccaneers 
Each LI 

(29 апа 30) Pocket-size Radios 

(29) AM-FM Pocket Radio. 
CONSTR bero slide-rule tuning dial lets you select stations 
the AM and FM bands. 100% solid state chassis with 2Vz-in. 

5 er. Volume control. Black plastic cabinet with carrying strap. 
3VAx 514x154 in. deep. Built-in AM, telescoping FM antenna. Ear- 
phone. Taiwan. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Operates on 9-volt battery included. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
61 С 2415 1—Shipping weight 1 pound .........- 25,512.08. 78 

(30) AM Pocket Radio. 
CONSTRUCTION: Direct tuning dial for AM. 10077 solid-state chas- 
sis with 2-inch speaker. Volume control. Blue plastic cabinet with 

trap measures 2/4x4^4x1!4 inches deep. Built-in AM an- 
аан included. Hong Kong. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Operates on 9-volt battery included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
61 С 2240—Shipping weight 9 ошпсез.................... $3.95 

Cut:8 $1659 — 
Reduced from our 1976 Fall Big Book. 
CONSTRUCTION: Rotary tuning dial lets 
you select stations along AM and FM 
bands. Instant weather switch (162.40 or 
162.55 MHz., if receivable in your area). 
100% solid-state chassis with 3-inch speak- 
er. Rotary volume control. AFC locks in 
FM station; cuts FM drift. Black plastic 
case with handle 8x8%4x2' in. deep. Built- 
in AM, telescoping FM antennas. Accepts 
earphone (order in Big Book). Singapore. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Operates ‹ on 5¥%-foot 
cord or 4 optional “АА” batteries. Draws 5 
watts AC. UL listed 120-volt, 60 Hz. AC. 
DE INFO: 2 warranty below. Ship- 
ping weight 3 pounds. 
61C2419........ Was $24.50. 916.50 

Dual-powered AM-FM, Air, 
Police-band Portable Radio 

CONSTR.: Vernier slide-rule tuning dial 
for AM, FM, aircraft, police, weather 
bands. 100% solid state chassis with 3V- 
in. speaker. Rotary volume control. Ro- 
tary band selector. Switchable ii automatic 
frequency control locks in FM station. 
Black plastic case with built-in handle. 
Built-in AM, telescoping FM antennas. 
eras jack with earphone. Hong 

Kong. 
ELEC. INFO: tes on 554-б. cord or 4 
optional “С” batteries. Draws 4 watts 
AC. UL listed 120-volt, 60 Hz. AC. 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty below. 
61 С 2423—Wt 3 lbs. 3oz. ....924.95 

als or workmanship. Replacement is available by 
simply returning the radio to the nena Sears 
store in the U.S. This warranty you specific 
legai nghts and you may aiso other rights 
which vary from state to state. 



Flying Circus 
Electric 

Pinball Game Power Pro Electric 
Pinball Game 

construction 

mechanism 

$7495 

LAY ACTION: Lift steel ball into launch chute and fire it into play. Keep ball PLAY ACTION: Lift steel ball into launch chute and fire it into play keep 

scoring with 2 independent replay flippers. 11 scoring bumpers, 4 bonus tracks ball scoring with 2 independent flippers. 4 power bar bumpers; 3 scoring flip 

Knob ms score to zero for next game cups. Solenoid power bumpers for fast bouncing action Digital L.E.D. auto- 

UCTION: Wood base; tubular steel legs. Leg levelers. 5 steel balls matic scoring for 1 or 2 players. 

4ix21¥x53"9 in. high. Enclosed lithographed playing surface, 30 in. high. CONSTRUCTION: Wood base on sturdy metal legs. 2 steel balls. Enclosed 
lithographed playing surface, 34 in. high. 33x18x56 inches high overall. 

C INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 14 watts. 6-foot cord. 

AGES: 6 years and up. Not recommended for children under 6 years. 

RDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by Coleco. Write for your free copy, see 

page 330. Partly assembled. Instructions included. 

79 N 62554L—Shipping weight 35 pounds $74.95 

UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 23 watts. 6-foot cord. 

12 years and up. Not recommended for children under 12 years. 

Warranted by Marx. Write for your free copy, see page 

included. See suffix note on page 330, 

79 N 62669N— Shipping weight 40 pounds $99.97 

АЦ 
Star Quest Electric 

Pinball Game 
Tubular steel legs 

jid for storage 

Tabletop 
Electronic Bowling Game 

All the act and exciteme fa 

wling alley in your own home 

ei У • Automatic frame tally 

Bonus score tracks • Memory keeps 

r 2 players 

ectronic bowling sounds 

$9997 

PLAY ACTION: Lift steel ball into play with submarine ball-loading mechanism Y ACTION: Pins are projected onto glass screen and “knocked down” by 

keep ball scoring with 2 independent flippers. 10 scoring bumpers. 4 bonus score ‚ LED. display shows score, strikes and spares. Reset button lets player 

channels. Knob returns score to zero for next game. reset the last ball. One or two player scoring. 

NSTRUCTION: Metal and plastic base; tubular steel legs. 5 steel balls. Enclosed С ION: Molded plastic. 48x20x18 inches high overall. Played with 

lithographed playing surface, 31 in. high. 32х1714х481% in. high overall. 24-inch diameter plastic ball. 

ELECTRICA ORMATION: UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 11 watts. 6-foot сое. INFORMATION: UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 23 watts. 6- 

foot cor 

FOR AGES: 12 years and up. Not recommended for children under 12 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by Marx. Write for your free copy, 

$49.95 see page 330. Assembled. See "N" suffix, page 33 

79 N 62167N—Shipping weight 18 pounds $99.97 

AGES: 8 years and up. Not recommended for children under 8 years 
RING INFORMATION: Partly assembled. Instructions included. 
62629L—Shipping weight 23 pounds 
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Hear that? 
Where there's a bee 

there's bound 
to be hunny 

Welcome to Farmer See-'N-Say 
Hundred 

BS Acres Wood, S 
1 

= A A 

eA 

Listen to Pooh and his friends 
on Mattel’s Winnie-the-Pooh See-'N-Say 

I'm Pooh 
Good day to you 

Learn and have fun with 
(1) Answer Me Phone. Switch on for operation. Push а 
button and phone rings unti] receiver is picked up. Eight 
messages. Imported. Plastic. 7!2x634x4!2 inches high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 to 6 years. Needs one "C" 
battery, not included. . . order package below. 
49 C 4580 1—Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce ....$5.69 
49 C 46319—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 4 oz. .Pkg, 79c 

2) Winnie-the-Pooh See-'N-Sayf Phone. Winnie and his 
9 friends want to talk to you. Just dial a character, pull the 
string and listen to the character's message as the dial spins 
around. 10 messages. Plastic. 9!2x7!/2x234 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: No batteries needed. See Note below. 
49 C 45787D—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces ..$8.99 

(3 thru 5) Mattel's See-'N-Say&. Talking toys to learn 
about alphabet, farm animals and Winnie-the-Pooh charac- 
ters. Pull the ring and 12 familiar phrases (except (5) has 26 
phrases) are repeated at random. Or set pointer on one of 
the colorful characters on the label for specific phrases. Plas- 
tic with handle and stand. Measures 10 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: No batteries needed. 
(3) Winnie-the-Pooh Says. See Note below. 
49 C 444820—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces .$8.33 
(4) The Farmer Says 
49 C 4508—Shipping weight 2 pounds ............ 8.33 
(5) The Bee Says 
49 С 45817—Shipping weight 2 pounds ........... 8.33 

Talking Fairy Queen - 
Play Phone 

$469 
Де 

battery ^ - 

= 74 
Жыш Л 

What's your 
aM dog's пате? 

/ m 

toys that talk back to you ! 
(6) Hasbro Winnie-the-Pooh Talking Picture Phone. 
Turn wheel to one of the Winnie-the-Pooh characters, dial 
magic numbers shown. Then lift receiver and listen to the 
character's voice. 6 messages. Plastic. 8x12x5! inches high. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 6 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Requires one "D" battery, not included. 
Order battery package below, See Note below. 
49 C 45811D—Shipping weight 2 pounds ..... .$11.88 

(7) Talking Fairy Queen Play Phone. Pick up receiver, 
push button and release to hear one of 10 messages. Phone 
rings when dialed. Plastic. 842x334x334 inches high. 
FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 3 to 8 years. Requires one “С” 
battery, not included. Order battery package at left. 
49 C 45766— Shipping weight 1 pound $4.69 

(8) Good Buddy Talking Toy CB. Turn "receive" knob 
and listen to one of 10 random CB пи ез. Channel selec- 
tor clicks when turned. Pretend hand-held mike. Signal light 
оез on when receiving messages. Carrying handle. Plastic. 

Measures 716x515x817 inches high. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 2 to 8 years. Re- 
quires one “Р” battery, not included. Order package below. 
49 C 45772—Shipping weight 1 pound ............ $5.77 
49 C 46329—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 8 oz. .Pkg. 79c 

(9) Winnie-the-Pooh Chatter Chum. Pull ring to hear one 
of 8 messages. Mouth moves causing eye expression to 
change. Plastic. Painted clothes. 7 inches high. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 2 to 7 yrs. No batteries needed. 
49 C 45815D—See Note below. Wt. 14 02. ......... $4.74 

NOTE: Win a trip to Disneyland. To get your Official Entry Blank, order any Winnie-the-Pooh item on these 2 pages 
see page 2 of Sears 1979 Christmas Catalog for details entries must be received before February 15th, 1980. 



Lavishly 

Gowned 

Furga 
Beauties 
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Signora Furga helps design and create the collection of dolls that bear the 

air, j inted body and magnifi- 
gey 

гз a dress, hat and cape ac- 
luxurious marabou trim. 

e ‘wet look" boots complete 
her outfit. Flouncy petticoat and panties in- 
cluded. 15 inches tall. 
79 М 32004C—Shpg. wt. З Ibs. ..... $19.50 

2 Catina looks lovely in a lace-topped 
dress with marabou-trimmed jacket and 

bonnet. "Patent" shoes, petticoats, panties 
. .even a parasol incl. 18 inches tall. 
79 N 32005C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ..... $24.50 

>. 3 Nora is regally gowned in a rich velvet 
ensemble with sheer ruffled cuffs and 

matching parasol. Marabou trim decorates 
her wide-brimmed hat. She also wears frilly _ 
petticoats, pantaloons and panties. “Patent” 
shoes. 22 inches tall. 
79 N 32006C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. ..... 



Two-speed, single play monaural model 

$1950... $2050: 
Your children will enjoy many hours of listening fun with this compact 
record player. Plays all your favorite 3314 and 45-rpm records. 45-rpm 

adapter twists up. 4-in. top-mounted speaker. Volume control. Synthetic 
sapphire needle. Turntable is rubber padded so records won't slip or slide 
around. Pl all records monaurally. Solid state. Chipboard, covered with 
imitation walnut leatherette. Protective dust cover. Unit measures 12 4х 

1414x714 in. deep. 
57N3265C-Shipping weight 8 pounds. $19.50 
57N32655C2-Phono above plus ten 45-rpm children's records. Wt. 9 Ibs. 20.50 

Two-speed, single play Stereo model 

$2995: $3095 reas 
This phonograph will provide many hours of fun for children of all ages 
Plays stereo (or monaural) 45 and 3324 rpm records so you hear each 

stereo channel separately and clearly. Records can be stacked on the 45-rpm 
adapter, Floating ceramic stereo cartridge with synthetic sapphire needle. 
Metal tonearm has fingerlift, Rubber padded turntable keeps records from 
slipping. Plastic dust cover protects 1434x914 x5-in. player. 4-in. speaker in 
each acoustically-treated 1114x634x5%-in. enclosure . . separate volume 
controls for each. Walnut-color plastic 
57N3267C-Shipping weight 11 pounds $29.95 

57N32675C2~Phono above plusten 45-rpm children’s records, Wt. 12 Ibs, 30.95 

4-speed stereo phonograph 

with automatic record changer 

$4450» $4550 
9 Stereo phonograph plays records of all speeds and sizes . . automatically 

or manually. Records can be stacked on the 45-rpm adapter. Room-filling 
sound comes through two big 4-inch speakers . . one in each 1214x414x4!4 
in. enclosure with separate volume controls for each, Tone control. Tonearm 
with fingerlift. Synthetic sapphire needle in ceramic cartridge. Turntable is 

rubber padded so records won't slip or slide around. All solid state. Dust 
cover. Chipboard cabinet covered with imitation walnut leatherette. Mea 
sures 124x1414x7 in. deep. 
57N3269C-Shipping weight 14 pounds $44.50 
57N32695C2-Phono above plus ten 45-rpm children's records. Wt. 15 Ibs, 45.50 

NOTE: A// Sears phonographs play both stereo and monaural records. 

.. on each 33%-rpm 

(12-in.) record Ре 
"Sesame Street Volume I". 

Learn 'n grow songs by $ - 57 N 5886—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $3.69 | 

TVs MISTEROGERS 2 Best of Disney а Albums "Sesame Street Volume Il." | 
57 N 5887—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $4. 

MISTEROGERS knows that each and every $ RENE n | 
child is a very special person . . that's why he 69 | 
makes songs to help youngsters learn and grow. Favorite Tune Record Sets | 

Songs on these 3334-rpm (12-in.) albums are Each album includes а 12-page fully-illustrated — р y | 
recorded directly from his national TV program. booklet and 3334-rpm (12-in.) record. five 33% LP records per set , 
ртр ва ое everday things "Тһе Aristocats," Recorded from soundtrack, $388 

ЖИЕ селен Шон поседи Janguages, Buy 57 N 5942—Shipping weight 1 pound. .....$2.69 set 
them the easy way—order by phone. “Winnie the Pooh and the Blustery Day." ПОРАКИ а ЗУ, 
Title of MISTEROGERS Album Estos No. 57 4 59045 Shipping weight 1 pound. .....$269 Por ether Кес ene Din Peter 
„езет аы с рга 95855 show White and the Seven Dwarfs.” Classic. 57 N 5833—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. Set $3.88 

on't You Be My Neighbor? 57 N 95851 57 N 5945—Shipping weight 1 pound. .....$2.69 " DEO IER KU IE SM MEE k Sesame Street. Rubber Ducky, Aris- 3 E 2 52 Living Free, Born Free." Animal classics. tocats; others: Redde 12 a 
You Are Special’ 57 N 95853 57 N 5970—Shipping weight 1 pound. .....$2.69 Бу N 5832—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. Set $3.88 

“A Place of Our Own” 57 N 95854 * A ө A PIC 7 “The Mouse Factory." As advertised on ТҮ 
Shipping weight each 12 ounces Each $2.69 57 N5971—Shipping weight 1 pound. .... .$2.69 ше [Sears] 601 
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(1 thru 8) Storybooks and Storybook Dolls. Beautifully illustrated books are sometimes written in prose, 
sometimes in poetry. Cotton dolls (from Hong Kong) kapok-stuffed; hand-made, removable cotton clothes. 

] Merning is a Little Child. 
32-page book 9*/,x8 inches. 

3C1760—Shpg. wt. 11 02..$4.88 — 4! 

2 Shipping wt 
3C 1758 

3 oz 

Sleepytime Boy Doll. 7 in. 
$488 02. 3C 1759—Wt 

an Walsh Anglue € 

Snuffle-upagus 
Floor Puzzle 

44x48 inches assem- 
bled. 14 pieces. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
3 1497 $3.88 
16 Bis Bird Floor 

Puzzle. 36x78 
inches assembled. 18 
pcs. Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
3C 1498 $3.88 

15 

nd 17 

The Whimsey of Joan Walsh Anglund 

‚х7 inches. 
3C 1735—Shpzg. wt. 4« 

Sleepytime Girl Doll. 7 in. 
Friend Doll. 7 inch: 

54.88 

Friend Doll. 13 

A Friend is Someone Who 
Likes You. 28-page book 

22. 

ез. 
3С 1622—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. $4.88 

hes 
3C 1730—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $5.88 

book 4*/x7 7 hes, 
What Color is Love? 32-page 1 

10 

Musical 
revolving 
Ceramics 

Sampler Set. 12 framable scenes, 11'4x15 in. 
3C 1796—Heavy Paper. Wt. 1 lb. 1 oz..Set $5.44 

1974 Date Book. Delightful reminder of events, 
3С 1777—12x9 inches. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $3.44 

3С 1752—Shpz. wt. 3 oz. $247 19 Christmas is a Time of Giving. 28-page book. 
$2.47 Flower Girl Doll. 7 inches. 3C 1748—4'/,х7 inches. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. $247 

3C 1751—Shpg. wt. 3 02.....8488 — (13 and 14) Musical ceramics wind up, revolve. 
Furniture Set—2 chairs, a table, а 1 Christmas tree 1 Sweethearts 
settee. For 7-inch dolls. Rattan plays "Jingle plays 

Hong Kong. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. Bells." 5 inches high. call you Sweethear 
Set $9.66 Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 5 in. high. Wt. 6 oz 

Learning is fun on Sesame Street" 

Activity Set. Contains 
Numbers Poster Book 

and Alphabet Poster Book 
To press out and put togeth 

inger Puppets (2 books), 
e Set, Bert and Ernie's 

ent, Word Family 
Book. Crayons. 

ight 2 Ibs. 8 oz 
Set $3.44 

Carry About Book and 
Record Set. Seven 45 

rpm records teach the alpha 
bet. 8-pg. punch-outs illus 
trate the use of each letter ex- 
plained in the record. Total c 
26 punch-outs. Carrying box 

18 

with handle. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 

ог. 
3c 1025 Set $477 

айо пай scane by йй киналай 

19 Reading Set. Bert's На 
of Great Inventions 

Sherlock Hemlock's Minute 
Mysteries, Five story cards 
and 7 books. The Amazing 
Mumford’s Subt 

Book, Circles, Реорі 
h hborhood, Ре 

Family. The ether Book, 
The Monster at the End of 

This Book. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
3c 1503 Set 53.28 

20 Pop-up Books. Animat 
ed books make learnin; 

fun. 6*/x9 inches. 24 pages. 
3C16454-The Alphabet Book 
3C16452-The Counting Book 
3C16434-In and Out 

3C16453-What Happ 
Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

301747 $14.88 

The happy world of Raggedy Ann* 

21 Activity Set. Includes: 
^^ paint brush, crayons. 
per dolls, “Thank you Please 
I Love you” book. Coloring, 
paint-with-wat ticker, dot 
to-dot, read-and-color book. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
3С 1535 Set $4.33 

a 

99 Book Ends. Raggedy 
Ann and Andy. Papier 

miché. Weighted and felted. 6 
inches high. Japan. Without 
books. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz 
3C 1662 Pair $7.88 

(23 and 24) Banks. Break 
resistant plastic. 11 in. high. 
(23) 3€172 
(24) 3С1722-А 
Shpe. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

Books 9'/x6'/, in . average 95 
pages. Many color illustrations. 

Save 11% 
starter set. Separate prices 

. buy a 2-volume 
to- 

tal $5.54, Set: Raggedy Ann Sto: 
ries, Raggedy Ann and Andy and 
Camel with Wrinkled Knees. 
3C 1719—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 
3 С 1700—Raggedy Ann 
3C 1701—Raggedy Andy S 
3 С 1711— Ragge 

Land 
3C 1706—Raggedy Ann and 

Set $4.88 

ories 
ries 

Ann in Cookie 

Andy and the Camel with 
Wrinkled Knees 

3C 1707—Raggedy Ann and the 
Wonderful Witch 

3C 1714—Raggedy Ann in the 
Snow White Castle 

Shpg. wt. ea. 12 oz. Ea. $277 

«txt [Sears] 607 



Stamp Collecting Outfits 

1 Bicentennial Stamp Outfit. Vivid 
pictorial and written history com- 

memorates our country's 200th anni- 
versary. Includes Scott's Bicentennial 
Album with stamp illustrations about 
our country's history, and U.S. bicen- 
tennial stamps issued by other coun- 
tries. Scott's Pocket Guide. Presidential 
portrait stamps. Reproductions of 4 

historical documents. Hinges, magnifi- 
er, stamp wallet, perforation gauge. 
3C 1804—Wt. 21bs. 8 oz. .......$1088 

2 Twin Pack Stamp Outfit . . Blast 
Off into Space, and Exciting Olym- 

pics. This fascinating new Scott's sys- 
tem lets you complete your own stamp 
albums! Includes colorful album binder, 
2 sets of albums with all stamps neces- 
sary to complete them, 2 divider pages, 
Scott Stamp Collecting Tips, 2 bonus 
mystery stamps, Scottalk newspaper. 
3C 1806—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ........ $8.49 

3 World-wide Stamp Kit. You get a 
beautifully decorated album with 

over 450 pages of stamp faces from 
over 300 countries, including U.S. and 
United Nations. A packet of 100 world- 
wide stamps, 150 world flag stamps, 
hinges, tongs, magnifier, want-list and 
inventory record. Plus valuable booklet 
ABC's of Stamp Collecting. 
3С 1805—Wt. 3 lbs. 120z. ......$10.88 

4 My First Stamp Outfit. Includes al- 
bum with space for 4,400 stamps, 

2,500 illustrations. Also a packet of 100 
different world-wide stamps, 150 flags, 
140 coats-of-arms stickers in color, 
hinges, tongs and magnifier. Plus book- 
let, A Guide to Stamp Collecting. 
3C 18201—Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. .......9499 

The Rolling Reader® Word Game $488 
Challenging and educational . . helps children improve lan- 
guage skills the easy, fun way. Contains 7 durable 1-inch plas- 
tic cubes with engraved text-book size words. Scientifically de- 
vised cubes form a sentence no matter how you toss them. 
Gives hours of enjoyment. bend кые тит, 

( 5 and 6 ) Raised Relief Globes. 12-in. 
diam. metal bases; gold-color luster finish. 

Convertible Table or Floor Globe. Lets 
you feel the earth's surface. As a table 

model, it's 15 inches high. Add the walnut- 
finished hardwood post (included) and it's a 
floor globe 34 inches high. Booklet "Story of 
the Globe" included. 
3C 1195C—Shipping wt. 7 lbs. ........$2149 

World Ocean Globe. Feel earth's sur- 
face, and ocean floor as if water were re- 

moved. Meridian in miles and degrees. 1612 
in. high. 2 booklets, "Story of the Globe" and 
"World Ocean Globe", incl. 
3C 1180C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. ....... ...$1697 

Ti Illuminated Globe. Thousands of bril- 
liantly legible place names. Uses 25-watt 

light bulb (included). 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. 
AC. UL listed. 15 inches high. 
3C 1193C—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. ........$29.99 

8 World Classic Globe. Big 16-in. diame- 
ter, scaled 500 miles per inch. All names 

exceptionally readable against soft map col- 
ors. Parchment-like oceans colorfully deco- 
rated with old world cartouches and compass 
roses. Walnut-finished wood pedestal; metal 
base, antique brown finish. 36 in. high. 
3C 1198C—Shipping wt. 12 Ibs, ....... $34.99 

Children's Educational Books and Dictionaries 
9 The Answer Book. Answers questions for children, grades 2 to 7. 

Topics include people and animals, weather, and science of space. 
3C 1568—Size 812x11 inches. Wt. 2 lbs, 2о®....................... $4.89 

0 Tell Me Why. Ages 10 through 14. The World Around Us; The Hu- 
man Body; How Other Creatures Live and Function; and more. 

3C 1569—Size 7x94 in. 480 pages. Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 

1 Wonders of Nature. Child's introduction to animals, plants, birds, 
fish and insects. Over 250 subjects. 342 color illustrations. 

3C 1522—Size 8%4x11%4 in. 256 pages. Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. ... 

12 The Courtis-Waters Illustrated Golden Dictionary. Picture book 
for small children. Introduces them to words in a fun way. 

3C 1520—Size 7x10" in. 665 pages. Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. .$5.69 

13 ! Weekly Reader Beginning Dictionary. For youngsters too old for 
“picture dictionaries" but not ready for standard intermediate dictio- 

naries. More than 5,000 entries. Over 600 color illustrations. rarsco 
3C 1567—Size 754x11 in. 352 pages. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 02................. 06.79, чеш 



Hit the bull's-eye 
and the robot will 
signal a direct hit 
with flashing еу 
and beeping sounds 

2-Man Electronic Skeet 
Bring the thrill of outdoor 
Skeet shooting indoors! 

$7494 

A light (the skeet) is projected on wall and travels in a random pattern. Aim, 
fire! When a hit is made, the L.E.D. of the scoring player lights up. 3 challeng- 
ing games for novices to experts. Automatic scoring. "Timer. 1 or 2 players. 
INCLUDES: 2 pump shotguns, 33 inches long, 13V2xB'ax10-inch high console, 
bumpers, gun-stocks and instructions. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6 watts. 6-foot cord. 

Fire the electronic space gun . . . a light beam is emitted. Hit the target on the 
robot and his eyes flash and he beeps. Works from 1 to 15-ft. away. 

NCLUDES: Plastic robot measures 8 inches high. Plastic space gun measures 7! 
inches long. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

FOR AGES: 9 years and up. Not recommended for ages under 9. 
ORDERING INFO: Warranted by Ideal, writ 
assembled, instructions included. 
79 N 62194C—Shipping weight 8 pounds 

Intercept™ . . , move your jet in 
until you're close enough to attack! 

$22 without 
batteries 

BEGS... . 

ua 
(1) Intercept™. Jet moves in any direc- 
tion trying to attack the airfield. Defender 
has 2 missiles to protect the airfield. Au- 
thentic sounding radar beep, rocket launch 
sound. Light signals hit. For 2. 
INCL: 14!4x8*4x4-in. high plastic unit. 

(2) P.E.G.S. 15 chase and maze games. 
Insert pes into double-sided electronic 
board. Sound emits when 2 pegs are placed 
in same hole on opp. sides of grid. For 2. 
INCLUDES: 912x7 4x8 4-in. plastic unit. 

without 
batteries 

ORD. INFO: (1) thru (4) warranted by mai 
(2), and (4) partly assembled, instructions 

te for free copy, see pg. 330. Partly 

$74.94 

Simon says, “Challenge your memory and 
repeat my sound and light signals” 

$2 1 without 
batteries 

C 

Electronic Battleship 
Hunt and seek 

on the high seas 

(3) Simon. Players can make up patterns 
of colors and sounds or let Simon challenge 
you. As game progresses, the sequence gets 
longer and faster. For 1 or more. 
INCLUDES: 12-in. diameter unit. Plastic. 

{4) Electronic Battleship. Set controls to 
fire on opponent's hidden ships. Hits indicat- 
ed by flash of light and sound of an explo- 
sion. For 2. 
INCLUDES: 22x1134x5'4-in. high plastic unit; 
10 plastic ships; red and white pegs. 

nufacturer, send for free copy, see page 330. (1), 
included, Batteries not included, order below. 

tem FOR AGES Battenes required Catalog No. | Shog wt Price 
(1) Intercept™ 8 yrs. and up | one 9-volt 49М 61195 [21bs40z. | $2294 
(2 PEGS В yrs. and up | one 9-volt 49N61059 | 1 lb. бот. 14.94 
(3) Simon 7 yrs. and up| one 9-v.,2“D"* |49N 61042 |21bs.9oz. | 2194 
(4) Electronic Battleship -| 8 yrs. and up| two 9-volt 79 М 61035C | 5 Ibs 2894 
49 N 46998—Alkaline 9-volt Battery. Shipping weight 2 ounces Each $1.49 
49 N 46996—Alkaline Batteries. Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. Pkg. 1.39 
"Simon (3) can be operated with 

taioó pase beans еттт нтте етт coni 

D” batteries and adaptor Adaptor sold on pg 

(5) Draw. Cock your 
pistol and wait for the 
outlaw to fire. When he 
pulls his gun, draw and 
fire! After 6 draws, unit 
gives your score. 
INCLUDES: Electronically 
activated plastic pistol; 
holster. Timer. 16x4x11- 
inches high plastic unit. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to 
adult. 
ORDERING 
INFORMATION 
Warranted by Coleco, 
send for copy, see pg. 330. 
Partly assembled, instruc- 
tions included. Requires 5 
"D" batteries and one 9- 
volt battery, not incl., or- 
der at left. 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. 
49N 62297 $24.94 

Uses one 9-v. and 4 "C" batteries, not included, order packages below. 
49 N 62786— Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces 
49 № 46998— Alkaline 9-volt Battery. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
49 N 46997—Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

$14.95 
Ea. 1.49 

Pkg. 1.19 

Project spacecraft onto any wall. 
Make a hit. . . the target 

$4994 zzz 
(8) Space Blaster. Aim the Space 
Blaster and fire a beam of light at the 
on-coming invader. 
INCLUDES: Plastic console with swiv- 
el action blaster, 21x13x13 in. high. 
Skill sensor to adjust firing range. 
Score panel for recording hits. Timer. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Coleco, 
send for copy, see pg. 330. Partly as- 
sembled, instructions incl. Requires 8 
“D” batteries, not incl., order 4 pack- 
ages below, left. 
79 N 62749C—Wt 4 lbs. $49.94 



Wind-up Putt-Putt* Train 
runs Winnie-the-Pooh and 
friends around oval track 

Wind-up Pi 
Bump'n 

Gnome Family Play Set 

(10) Mattel Wind-up Putt-Putt® Train. Wind-up 
spring action motor powers engine, pulls Pooh and Tig- 
ger in passenger car. Eeyore is engineer, Piglet and Owl 
are in caboose. Plastic, hardwood engine, er car 
and caboose. 2 styrene characters: (Pooh, Tigger), 3 de- 
cals (Eeyore, Piglet, Owl). 8-pc. snap-together track, 
30x22-in. oval; bridge, crossing gates. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Assembly instructions 
are included. See Note, facing page. 
49 C 44117D—Shipping weight 2 pounds ..$9.99 

(11) Mattel Putt-Putt® Bump 'N Bash Raceway. 
Wind-up the cars, lift the gate and watch them race 
around track. 2 plastic and hardwood wind-up cars, 2 
styrene drivers. One spectator. 4-pc. snap-together 
track, 27/2х18% in. oval. 2 engines, starting gate, check- 
er flag, gas can, fire extinguisher, tower with television 
camera, All accessories made of plastic. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 7 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Raceway comes unassem- 
bled. Assembly instructions are included. 
49 C 44342—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 02....... $6.88 

(12) Gnome Family Play Set. Spend some time with 
the adventuring Gnome family as they play on their own 
miniature swine teeter-totter, tree slide, ferris wheel and 
merry-go-round. 7 soft plastic Gnome family members 
with painted clothes sit, ride and glide on these toys. All 
accessories are plastic. Comes with cardboard village. 
Each Gnome measures 2 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled, instructions incl. 
79 C 44389C—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. ....$12.88 

Сша page scans by ceisinias nursetechnical com 

Flight School Set 
You control the 
joystick that ~ 

enables maneuvers, 
$999 without 

batteries 1 

You can fly plane 
upside down 

Make plane climb or dive 

(13) Flight School Set. You're in control. . . you can 
e the plane climb, dive or even fly upside down as 

you take new pilots through flight school. Watch out for 
building and mountain obstacles. 2 joysticks enable 
plane to do maneuvers. Plane attached by rod to - 
er/motor. Includes building and mountain for you to fly 
over without hitting. Plastic. 1612x6x4*4 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, instruc- 
tions included. Requires 2 "C" batteries, not included. 
Order battery package from facing page. 
49 C 44387—Shipping weight 11. 14 oz. ......99.99 

(14) Handles Car Carrier. Pretend you're loading new 
cars hot off the line and ready for the showroom . . . 
then drive them to your home town. Car carrier holds 
two cars. Built-in handles make it easy for a child to 
carry. Car carrier makes а “ding-ding” sound when 
moving. Swinging auto ramp. Two cars and two remov- 
able figures. Constructed of durable soft plastic. Car car- 
rier measures 11x5x374 inches high overall. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Assembled. 
49 C 45352—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. ..84.77 

(15) Easy Action Service Center. Ве sure to fill it up 
before you head back for the construction site. Drivers 
bob up and down in dump truck and cement mixer as 
the trucks "click-click" down the road. Gas pump, 3 road 
signs, 8 cones, 5 safety barriers and 4 people. Soft plas- 
tic. Trucks about 4 inches long. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Assembled. 
49 C 4535—Shipping weight 9 ounces -$3.77 



family name . . dolls of such realism, grace and loveliness 

they'll be treasured a lifetime. When you're thinking 

of the most beautiful dolls in the world—think Furga x 

Italian Ensembles for Vittoria and Valentina J 

3 Bright де» mini with Mod bell-bottom pants with ) 
lace-up boots, se. t, shirt and matchi 9 " T А 

We. 7 oz ем OR MERE , tilt twist and turn them . 
49N32524 ......93.99 49м 32522—Wt. 8 oz. ..$5.99 so lifelike even their skin feels real. 

Sensational . . СОКУ laceccimmed dress Completely poseable 15-inch Italian lovelies 
length gown and ele- with daisy applique. Shoes. 

Vittoria 

Spirited, stylish and oh, so poseable . . no wonder these Italian beauties are such 

gant wrap with soft mar- 49 N 32825—Wt. 108... 04.99 favorites. Both dolls have gently curved arms, shapely legs and bright, clear eyes 

abou trim. Gold-color eve- Stunning fur-trimmed shining from beneath their long, long lashes. Their silky rooted hair can be 

ning slippers, too. Shpg maxi-coat with matching and styled again and again. Made by Furga of a mops vinyl that’s incredibly soft 

wt. B oz. hat and long boots. and bendable. They're wearing mini wraj sandals. 

49 N 32523 .......5699 — 49N 32521—Wt. 9 oz. .. $5.99 (1) 49 N 30369—Brownette Vittoria. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces . . 

NOTE: Dolls not included with outfits above. 

Poseable 7-inch Tina and Tilly 

They love wearing their $7399 
Furga-designed outfits each 

Soft vinyl Italian cuties with shiny rooted hair 
and bright go-to-sleep eyes. Shoes incl 

8 Blonde Tina in sporty slac 
49 N 37007—Shpg. wt. 7 c 

and blouse. 
$2.99 

9 Brunette Tina with snappy coat and cap. 

49 N 37006—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. sees $2.99 

10 Brunette Tilly in perky dress. 
49 N 37012—Shpg. wt. 7 oz $2.99 

11 Blonde Tina in swingin’ slacks and topper. 
49 N 37005—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $2.99 

12 Orange-haired Tilly in slacks and sweater. 
49 N 37008—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. .... $2.99 

13 Blonde Tilly in a mod jumpsuit. 
49 N 37011—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. +++ -$2.99 

tsitaloó piace seine by iiti wi éeloch cal Con 

(2) 49 N 30368— Blonde Valentina. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces .. . 

AS: Sears 601 



Make the big sounds 
with these 

: Ar-size Drums 
Scaled to size for the younger drummer, 

yet these drums aren't toys . 

they have Mylar* heads and plywood shell 

construction like our full-size drum sets 

ш” $5995 
Ideal for the beginning drummer. Mylar* polyester heads stay tuned even 
under the hard beating kids dish out; stay tuned when the weather changes, 
too, 3-ply wood shells for crisp response. Drums even have adjustable ten- 
sion lugs (6 on bass, 4 each on snare and tom-tom) for slight tuning adjust- 
ments. 

Set includes 10x16 in. bass drum with foot pedal and wood hoops; 4x10-in. 
snare drum with adjustable stand; 6x9-in. shell-mounted от-от. Snare and 
tom-tom have chrome-plated rims. Also includes shell-mounted 10-in. brass 
cymbal. Red pearlized plastic finish. Complete with sticks, brushes, assem- 
bly and playing instructions. From Japan. 
57 C 2655L—Shipping weight 35 pounds xs ‚‹.бе! $59.95 

Bongo Drums and Rhythm Instruments 

Full-size Snare Drum Set 

$3695 

1 This 5'4xM-in. snare drum has 
features to encourage the begin- 

ner, satisfy the advanced. Mylar* 
polyester heads stay tuned under 
vigorous action and when weather 
changes, too. 6-ply wood shell for 
crisp response. Throw-off strainer, 
adjustable stand. 6 separate tension 
tuning lugs for more precise tuning, 
Chrome-plated triple-flanged rims 
for solid rim shots, Includes 10-in. Rhythm Pack. Includes Д Bongo Pack. Includes bongo drums with 5'⁄ and 
shell mounted hand-spun brass bongo drums with 5'/4 and 6-in. goatskin heads, hardwood bodies. Plus 2 
cymbal, sticks, brushes, assembly, 6-in. goatskin heads, hardwood gourd maracas, 2 hardwood claves. Mexico. 
playing instructions. Japan. Blue bodies. 7-in. headless wood 57С 2603—Shipping weight 5 pounds $7.95 

js tambourine, 2 hardwood claves, 
57C2664-Wt. 13 lbs. .... Set $36.95 4 gourd maracas, 2 hardwood — 5 10-inch headless б 10-in. Tunable Tam- 

rhythm sticks, triangle. Get this Tambourine. Wood bourine. Wood ring; 
2 Vinyl Carry Bag for (1). bit of Christmas shopping done ring; 9 sets of jingles. removable plastic head. 8 

57C26421-Japan. Wt. 2 Ibs, $3.95 just dial Sears and order it Shipping weight 1 tuning lugs. 7 sets of jin 
right now. Wt. 7 Ibs. pound 4 ounces. gles. Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 
57 C 26062C Set $14.49 57С2630 $495 5702639 36.95 

Instrument Gift Shop 
Hohner Chromatic Har- Q Hohner Echo Harmonica. Double-sided 
monica. More versatile than with 32 double holes for tremolo sound, 

most harmonicas because it lets echo effect. Key of C and С. 64 brass reeds. 
you play all possible tones in a — 4*, in. long. Boxed. W. Germany. 
j-octave range. . both whole 57 С 2594—Shipping weight 6 ounces $9.99 
and half steps. Key of C. 48 
brass reeds. 12 holes. 5% in Hohner Marine Band Harmonica. Key 
long. Case included. W. Germa- of C. 20 brass reeds. 10 holes. 4-in. long. 
ny. Shpg. wt. 8 ox Boxed. W. Germany. 
57С 2596 $1795 57C2589—Wt. 4 oz..... (os 0399 

10 Ukulele. Stan- 1] Concertina. 10 ]0 Soprano Recorder. Key 
dard size bass, 10 treble of C, Baroque fingering. 2 

Hardwood body cord buttons, amply double holes. Pearwood with 
with dark mahoga spaced for easier play cork joints. 12*/ in. long. In 
ny finish. Molded ing. 40 accordion  cludes carrying bag, swab, 
fingerboard. 4 nylon reeds. Wood frame. playing instructions. Israel. 
strings for soft Aluminum mecha-  57C25271—Wt. 7 oz. ...$5.95 
strumming. Position nism. Air release but 
markers. Measures ton. Red pearlized fin- 13 Brass Bugle. Regulation 
IPAx6'Ax2*, inches ish. Hand straps instrument. Key of G, 
deep. Includes pick — 7'Ax in.. . opens slide change to F, Mouthpiece 
and playing instruc to 16 in. Playing in with chain holder. 15% in, 
tions. Shipping struc. Italy. Shipping long. Includes carrying bag, 
weight 2 pounds. weight 5 pounds. playing inst. Wt. 13 oz. 
57С 12552.....6995  57C25141C....92995 57С2501 $1295 

Guiana Habe scane by Үнү 



( 1 and 2) Snoopy. A welcome pet in any household. So friendly, 
floppy and cuddly he's ready to be loved, just as he is. But he's 
even more adorable when dressed in the handsome, perky outfits 
sold separately at right. Snoopy is made of soft and plushy acrylic 
pile, and he's easy to keep clean—just use a sponge. Kapok filled. 
From Korea. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

$ 20-inch long Snoopy. 
3C 16101—Shipping weight 13 ounces ................ $13.88 

2 12-inch long Snoopy. 

3C 1697—Shipping weight 8 ounces............ 

Woodstock. 
Cotton velveteen 

"feathers." Kapok 
stuffed. 6 in. tall. Ja- 
pan. Wt. 3 oz. 
3C 1648 $2.88 

8 Rag Snoopy with Peanuts Gang T- 
shirt and jeans. You'll just love having 

him for your very own. This world-famous 
little dog with his oh-so-friendly whimsical 
look and his cute outfit can make anyone 
smile. Cotton Snoopy is filled with a cotton 
and polyester blend. 161% inches long. With 
red rayon T-shirt and cotton blue jeans. 
From Taiwan or Korea. 
3C 1201—Shpg. wt. 120z. .......... 

Peanuts Character: 
United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 

55.99 

Peanuts* Books 

22 20 Peanuts® Treasury contains a collection cho- 
sen from ten years of Peanuts adventures. ‘By 

Charles М, Schulz. 8x11 inches. 254 pages. 

Peanuts* 1976 Datebook Calendar has 
Snoopy on the cover. Each month features а 

picture of members of the Peanuts gang with a 
quotation. Spiral bound cardboard. 

Lovable Snoopy and all the 
wonderful Peanuts' gang 

3 Good Sport Outfit.* “I am а Good 
Sport” printed on snappy-looking red 

overall. Made of cotton. From Taiwan. 
3С 1607—Fits Snoopy (1). Wt. 2 oz.. . .82.88 
3C 1609—Fits Snoopy (2). Wt. 1 oz.... 1.88 

4 Nightshirt Outfit.* Made of cotton. 
Yellow. From Hong Kong. 

3C 1684—Fits Snoopy (1). Wt. 2 oz.. . $2.88 
3C 167 1—Fils Snoopy (2). Wt. 1 oz. ... 1.88 
"Snoopy not included with Outfits 

24 
3€ 1630—104x13 inches. Wt. 1 Ib. .......... $3.88 

3C 16134—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1502. ..............9849 

21 Snoopy Festival. Many of Schulz's most popu- 
lar cartoons, 81х11 inches. 256 pages. 

3C 1662—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. ............... $9.49 

602 

23 

Cutsiod page scans by Анета nursetechnical oon 

Peanuts® Day by Day Book 1976. A diary 
and appointment book. Features Snoopy on 

soft cover and a funny cartoon on every page. 
3С 1631—6x8 inches. Wt. 15 02.............. $3.44 

25 

26 

Snoopy 
figures 
atthe 
left 

Clown Outfit.* Orange and green dotted 
outfit with ruffle around neck and match- 

ing clown hat. Made of cotton. Taiwan. 
3C 1606— Fils Snoopy (1). Wt. 2 oz. $4.29 
3С 1608—Fits Snoopy (2). Wt. 1 oz. 249 

Santa Outfit.* A Sears exclusive. Red 
cotton suit and hat; white trim. Black 

plastic belt with metal buckle. Taiwan. 
3C 1600—Fils Snoopy (1). Wt. 2 02. 
3C 1601—Fits Snoopy (2). Wt. 1 oz.. 

Peanuts® Wall Pennants. . measure 15'/x34 inches 

(9 thru 15 ) Made of wool felt, Shipping weight each 2 ounces. 
(9) 3C1614—1976 Snoopy Calendar 
(10) 3С 1615—Snoopy. “I think I'm allergic to morning!" . 
(11) 3€ 1619—Snoopy. "Smile" 
(12) 3C 16119—Snoopy. "I've got to start acting 

8244 

244 

more sensible. . tomorrow" ......... 244 

^. 244 

Peanuts* Wall Pennants . . measure 17x26 inches 

(16 thru 19) Made of linen. Shipping weight each 1 ounce. 
(16) 3С 1629—Snoopy and Woodstock. “A heartfelt apology works 

wonders". 
(17) 3C 1626—Snoopy, Р: 
(18) 3C 1627—Snoopy, Charlie Brown. “Feeding Fred Astaire” 2.44 
(19) 3C 1628—Snoopy. “Home guests welcome”.............. 

.$244 

244 goodness for people’ 

2.44 

(24 thru 26 ) Charlie Brown Cartoon Books by 
Charles M. Schulz. Each book about 7x91 inches. 

It's а Mystery, Charlie Brown. 38 pages. 
3C 1675—Shipping wt 11 oz. » 

There's No Time for Love, Charlie Brown. 
3C 1676—43 pages. Shpg. wt. 11 02...... $279 

A Charlie Brown Thanksgiving. 40 pages. 
3C 1677—Shipping wt. 11 oz. ......... 2. 



Digital readout scoring 

Kingpin Electronic Pinball 
Dual independent flippers 
and automatic “tilt” feature 

without $1994 ime 
Electronic sounds are made 
as you score. Scoring ad- 
vances in multiples when 
stars are hit. Score automat- 
ically returns to zero if ma- 
chine is tilted. For 1 or more 
players. 
CONSTRUCTION: Durable 
plastic. Digital score read- 
out. 8x5x3 in. high. 
AGES: 6 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted 
by Castle, write for your 
free copy, see pg. 330. Uses 

v. batt., not incl. order 
== Below right We 14 
= 49 М 82258 ......919.94 

— 
@ 4 Merlin the electronic wizard 

( with 6 games and а vocabulary 
йе. of electronic sounds — . 
p 4 Merlin's memory instant- 

€ $2494 усо uin Ss 
24 its own 

Q le : J E Постов 0059 iP feveis of X 

— Cram ' pert. 1 or more players. 
8 - тстасто CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 

[Г * MUSIC Sensitive touch keys. 
MACHINE (0х4х2% in. 

* ECHO OR AGES: 9 years and 

* BLACKJACK 13 UP. 

SQUARE 
* MINDBENDER 

drivers to beat 
the clock 
and avoid 
accidents! 

Pocket size 

Кинер rahe INFO: Numae 

for C bas ee copin ses 

- nomm = 
40N 61061. ' 

Digital Derby $0977 ом. 
Steerand shift, How many laps can you 

Facing against out? If peri "the 

theother alarm flashes and costs 
you laps. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 
8x5'4x2 in. high. Lap 
counter, reset button and 
automatic timer. For 1 

FOR AGES: 6 yrs. and up. 
ORDER INFO: Needs 2 
c ies, not includ- 
ed, еи сате 

62006 CUN Tsg, 97 

pilo "C" Batteries 
of 2. . wt. 5 oz. 

SON 46997 Por eV To 

Blip 

Blip alone or with a 
friend. the serve but- 
ton and try to return by 
pressing one of the three 
numbered Blip buttons. 
Automatic scoring. For 1 
or 2 players. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. 
614x414x314 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 7 yrs., up. 
ORDER INFO: Needs two 
“AA” batteries, not incl., vore с; without ipping weight 10 oz. 

602 [Sears] 8%, 7 senenes 49 N 62028 .....97.94 

тайый Dade scans by deisiigimiseledimical com 

Electronic Mastermind 
Break the hidden 

3, 4 or 5-digit code. 
the computer gives you 

the clues and keeps score 

$1994 м 
batteries 

You set the code for another 
player to solve, or the computer 
can set one for you. Test num- 
bers. . . readout tells how 
many are correct and in right 
sequence. Try to guess the code 
in as few tries as possible. For 1 
or more players. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic unit, 
554x314x114 in. high. Vinyl car- 
rying case. Score pad and pen- 
cil. Instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 yrs. and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Requires 2 “AA” batteries, not 
incl, order pkg. below. 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. 
49N 62272 - $19.94 

Electronic Football. You con- 
trol running back through the 
Computes controlled defensive 

Score and you hear the 
“victory sound". } Readouts 
show score, time, time, down, ball 
sition, yds. for first down. Fort 1 
or 2 players. E 
CONSTRUCTION: Beige plastic, 
5x3x1 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Uses one 9-volt 
battery, not incl, order below. 
Warranted by Mattel, write for 
ра не Ору, see page 330. 

49N 62666" 

Electronic Basketball. You 
have 24 seconds to maneuver 

You play offense. . . the 
computer's on defense 

» your ball through the computer 
ы ЛӘ. controlled defense for a Clear 

& shot. Score and you hear the 

scoring; clock times shots and 
15 min. quarters. For 1 or 2 
players. 
CONSTR: Plastic, 5x3x1 in. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 

$2194] ORDER INFO: Uses one 9-volt 
| a without battery, not incl, order below. 

: batteries Warranted by Mattel, write for 
copy, see pg. . 
Shipp weight 3 oz. 
49N62271..... 321.94 

Quiz Wiz 

1001 multiple choice 
questions on Music, Trivia, 
Sports, History, People, etc. 

$1994 са 
Choose a Sues from the 

Book, answer from 
multiple Ка РЕ, provided. 

Enter question and answer in 
the she Competes MER lights and 

your answer 
is eed or Hine Play 

compete with others. 
CONSTR: Oax Sexi CETT an эн d 
FOR AGES: 7 yrs. to adult. 
ORDER !NFO: Uses one 9-v. 

or adapter, not includ- 

N 62273-Wt. oz. $19.94 

ne 9-v. Battery 
Shipping weight 2 ounces. 
49 N 46998 Each $1.49 

Alkaline "AA" Batteries. 

Universa! AC Adapter (not shown) 
ECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed to con- 

vert 110-120-volt, 60-с. AC to 6, 7! or 9-volt for 
use with games indicated or other battery-oper- 
ated items of low voltage with adapter recepta- 
cles. 4 sizes of ро: incl. 5 watt 6-foot cord. Not Раскаве of 2. 
recommended for children under 8. Shipping weight 2 ounces. 
49 N 61063—Shipping weight 6 oz. . $4.99 49 N 46999 .. Pkg. 99c 



Crazy Buggy _ 
Driver tumbles 
the Crazy Buggy 
through stunts  - 
automatically 

Flippity Flyer flips 
through these 

stunts automatically 

Crazy Stunt Machine spins, leaps and 
climbs through these stunts automatically 

Drawbridge lowers 
as vehicle approaches 

Bridge spins car and 
drops it onto road below 

Crazy Buggy (3) Flippity Flyer 
HOW ІТ WORKS: Plane taxis down run- 
way, climbs course and "flies" through 
daredevil stunts on way down (shown 

(1) Crazy Stunt Machine (2) 
HOW IT WORKS: Switch on car . . . it drives along doing HOW ІТ WORKS: Built-in bumps, banks curves and hills 
stunts. Built-in turntable, bumps and drawbridge cause bat- cause battery-powered bi to perform automatically 
tery-powered stuntcar to perform daredevil feats. on 72-inch long snap-together plastic course. 
WHAT YOU GET: Snap-together plastic track with guard- 
rails. Layout measures 2334x12x14V4 inches high. Plastic car 
measures 3x11 inches wide. 2 road signs. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Car uses 2 "AA" batteries, по! {роды Order 
pkg. below. Unassembled track, instructions included. 

WHAT YOU GET: 36x16x10-inch high layout. 4-inch long 
plastic car, 4 flags, signs. 
FOR AGES; 3 to 8 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Crazy Buggy requires one 
"C" battery, not included. Order package separately, be- 
low, Unassembled. Assembly instructions included. 

above). Imported. 
WHAT YOU GET: 36x6x18-in. high lay- 
out. 534-in. long plane. Plastic. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 yrs. 
Uses 1 "C" battery, not incl., order pkg. 
below. Unassembled, instructions incl. 

49 C 55067—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces $15.99 49 C 58221—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces ...$ 10.99 49 C 58356—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. $9.99 

DieHard Alkaline “AA” Batteries. кше a 2. DieHard Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. DieHard Alkaline "C" Batteries 
49 C 46819—Shipping weight 2 oz. -Pkg.$1.19  49C46839—Shipping weight 5 ounces Ріка. 139  49C 46839—Pkg. of 2. Wt. 5 oz. ..91.30 

(4thru 6) Battery-run Mystery Action Vehicles 
When cars or locomotive bump into obstacles, they in- 
stantly change direction and кер ing (bump-and-go 
action; see small views at left). Plastic trimmed metal 
bodies except Iron Horse Locomotive (5), plastic. 
Start and stop switch. All are imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Cars (4) and (6) each use 2 "C" batter- 
ies, locomotive (5) uses 2 “D” batteries, not incl., order 
pkgs. below. 
(4) Porsche 917K Racing Car. Has non-fall action 
.. „ reverses and chai irection if front of car ex- 
tends beyond edge of table. 10х4%5х334 in. high. 
49 C 58189—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. и 56.69 
{5) Iron Horse Locomotive. Big power wheels drive 
ocomotive. Rotating front wheels change direction 
when locomotive meets obstacles. "Whoo-whoo" whis- 

Mystery Action Vehicles 

tle, flashing light. 4x5'2x10 in. long. 
49 C 58528— pg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. ..85.69 
49 C 46329—"D" Batt. Wt. 8oz. Pkg. oi 2 ..... 79c 
(6) Blue and white Police Car. Flashing roof light. 
Authentic siren sound. 113/5х414х33/4 in. high. 
49 C 58516—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ..$5.68 

pe 49C 46319—"C" Batt. Wt. 4 oz. Pkg. Of? sd 79с 
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Super Sets by 
Sets for Barbie 

For Francie 

Pretty Power $399 

Fashionable outfits for Francie or any lucky 
11-inch doll. Set includes a lovely party 
dress, skirt with matching vest, long sleeve 
blouse, jacket and "baby doll” pajamas with 
slippers. Sheer petticoat, stockings, shoes 
and hangers also included. Shipping weight 
3 ounces, 
49N 31057 Set $3,99 

kipper’s Set 

“Glam arbie $497 “Fashion $799 its plu 4 
our $299 5 outfits plus Barbie $797 on $299 4 outfits plus Д “Young Ideas.” Includes fuzzy fur. SÈ 

Group ороз only Bouquet эмене look coat, party dress, shorts and 
sensational set includes an Isn't she cute in her А collection of smartly styled blouse ater, skirt and et. Also shoes дё party dress, sporty mini 2 trim ere phe cede Action огатагцу styled stockings, beach ball, Jump rope, hangers and piece swimsuit, belted dress suit? Long, bouncy root love. There's a 4-pc. ense: with TY M v ene deett » ish fur-trimmed coat ed hair; ll'/-inch vinyl jacket and skirt, pants and blouse; “9 N 31023—Shpg. wt. 3 oz Set $3.99 Also shoes, purse, a pair of shim- Боду; movable arms, legs. регі party dress; "baby doll" paja Б Skipper only. 9'/,-inch jointed vinyl body; mering panty hose and hangers. Stand. mas. Shoes, hanger, comb, brush rooted hair. Swimsuit Dolls not included. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. Shipping weight 11 oz rollers. Dolls not incl 49 N 30824—Shpg. wt. 6 oz $1.97 49 N 31053 Set $3.99 49 N 30819 $2.97 49 N 31054—Wt. 3 oz. . .Set $3.99 

with either set (1 ог 3) \SUMETHING Specia when hesght en 7) A value thats (1 and 2) "Glamour Group” plus Barbie Doll. (2 and 3) “Fashion Bouquet" plus Barbie Doll Ст SPECIAL у. 549%) Separately total $6.96. See descriptions of outfits Separately total $6.96. € = description of Barbie (2) 
(1) and Barbie (2) 

i Save ‘I on Skipper Doll Save ‘I on Barbie Doll TERI $596 b 

above. and outfits (3), above 7 " 49 N 31055—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib Set $5.96 49 N 31056—Shpg. wt. 11b Set $5.96 Sacked Хоа Kane pac pua бюра Doll. 
602 Sears iste NOTE: Colors or fabrics of items on this page may vary 49 N 31059—Shpg. wt. 11 oz Set $4.96 

Titi padé scans by сайпана ай Gon 



These Portable Cassette Player-Recorders 
go where you go because they're battery- 
powered . . let you record and play-back 
fun times wherever you are. Run on house 
current, too, with adapters sold below. 

Play your favorite 

pre-recorded music 

Record music and voices 
for playback later 

Handy 
pushbutton contr 

4 plus tc t 

(1 and 3) Record and play all cassettes monaurally. Auto 2 7 
matic level control selects proper recording volume level. In 
stant-sound solid state chassis. 2',-in. speaker. Black plastic 
cabinets; brushed aluminum trim. Each includes mike with 
start/stop switch, blank cassette. Run on 4 "C"-size batter 
ies or AC adapters . . both sold below 

1 Unit with pushbutton controls, tone control. Pushbut 

ton controls for play, record, fast-forward, rewind, stop. 
cassette eject. Volume, tone controls so you can customize 
sound, Drop-down handle. 8'/,w.x6'/,h.x2'/, in. deep. 
857 2110C—From Japan. Shipping weight 3 pounds. . $27.50 

9 AC Adapter for (1). 5'/,-foot line cord. 
*! $7C2146—Shipping weight 7 ounces 475 

3 Unit with single lever control. Single lever controls 
play, record, fast-forward, rewind, stop. Volume control 

Earphone, Carry strap. 5'/w.x2"/,h.x8'Y-in. deep 
57 C2160C—From Japan. Shpg. wt. 3 pounds $2150 
4 AC Adapter for (3). 5'/-ft. line cord 

57C2147— Shipping weight 12 ounces 435 

Long-lasting "C"-size Alkaline Batteries. (Not shown 
C 6451—Shipping weight each 6 oz. Each 55c 
size Carbon-zinc Batteries. (Not shown). 

57 C 6446—Shipping weight each 2 oz. Each 19c 
NOTE 

ee Package of Cassette Pre-recorded Cassettes 

» 3 Blank Head Assortment of 3 Children's Favorites. (Not one as 
ce EF shown.) No choice, but assortment chosen from 
wet Cassettes Cleaner Heidi, 22 Folk Songs, Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn, Cinder 

ell Mother Goose Songs. Fit all cassette recorders. - = 5] $199 
5 Fit all cassette recorders. Good 

quality for v 

57 C 58621—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $5.88 

Teen Favorites. Fit all cassette recorders. 
57 C 87361—Best of Bread 

57 C 87362- Garfunkel's Greatest Hit 
57 С 87363— Blo 

orders. 
ice and non-critical | dirt and 

music. Each cassette records for 60 oil from head a 
utes. 3 in ра Just ins 

ight 10 ounces. Dimension's C 
Pkg. $199 h 3ounces...... Each $5.88 

тайый good sca by cuidar ниен ыы pom 



E. trenda mn MIRE 

Cut '2.51 É 
Standing Snoopy 

Last "550 

Was 55.5 

25 " 
This cuddly 12-in. high 
dog with the whimsical 
smile has a plushy white 
and black acrylic pile coat, 
with soft acrylic filling. 
His black plastic collar 
bears an original Snoopy 
tag. He's just waiting to 
be taken home and loved. Pj 
Not recommended for 
children under 3 years of 
age. Korea. Shipping 
weight 12 ounces. 
3C 1200 32.99 

100 of the Greatest Magic Tricks 
of the Past 50 Years $ 1 3 1з 

You get an impressive book that gives you page after page of intriguing informa- 
tion that's bound to fascinate you. It resembles an authentic collector's item . . 
brilliantly composed and artfully presented. Contains a delightful collection of 
inner circle secrets of the "greats" in the fabulous world of magic. Learn the 
facts and background, the why and wherefore of magic—as it is and has been 

Plush Snoopy Hand Puppet $544 performed by the real masters, decade after decade. You also get all the special- 
S Pu 5 ized paraphernalia needed to perform at least 15 amazing tricks yourself. . the 

You can do all kinds of amusing things with this Panama rope mystery . . sponge ball routine . . magic dice . . squash trick . . 
è perky little fellow. Let your imagination make him and more. This is much more than just a beginner's magic kit . . it's a profes- 
2 “соте to life" in fun-filled positions and gestures. sionally organized complete collection. 

Fits child's or adult's hand. White, cuddly acrylic 3C 29025—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces........... EEE 

ЕЕЕ it's so easy to ot lepi у, " 
3C 1620—Shipping weight 4 ounces. . 2.3544 Wide World $1075 
Peanuts Characters © United Feature Syndicate, Inc. of Magic ™ 

The fascinating mystery of magic 
is ancient and knows no national 

f; boundaries. This collection, the result 
Peanuts® Storage Chest gives rooms a tidy look of a painstaking search, presents a 

А " unique group of close-up magic ef- 
$329 Covered with character fects from many countries around the 

zations of the Peanuts® pup world: England, Scotland, France, 
one „all dcm U.S.A., Germany, Japan, Malaya, 
is ed ur je nir Ceylon, China, Hong Kong, Pakistan 
Erat Aided and Monaco. Complete with equip- 

Е SEL OUTES сос ment, patter and instructions. All 
toys, clothing, holiday tricks easy to perform. 

decorations, blankets, 3€29026—Wt. 1 lb. 4 02.......81075 
baby things. Corrugated 
paper fiberboard with 
plastic handles and lid. Bag of Tricks $675 
Buy several and make it 
fun for children to store 5 You stand up at a party, the cen- 
things neatly. Sent unas- ter of attraction, and run through 
sembled. (Snoopy not in- your repertoire—a fast paced twenty 
cluded.) Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. minute act. Here is the entertaining 
3C 1650C ............ $3.29 art of mystification, all in a “magic 

bag" (814x1014 inches), containing all 
the paraphernalia and patter. You 
pull, perform, and patter one trick at 

& a time—to the climax involving the 
bag itself. It's great fun. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
3C29028... -$6.75 

The Private Decks $875 
6 These two high-quality decks of 

cards, prepared and printed for 
professional magicians, let you per- 

(1 thru 3) What fun to hang up, then find form amazing, hilarious and provoca- 
them filled on Christmas morning! Red acrylic tive tricks. Extensive information 
plush with white band. Snoopy applique. book explains trade secrets of the 

ё ^ world's great performers . . shows 1 terse Siecle n losen de batma en im io 
5 5 & present them. Included in the large 

9 Medium size. 17 inches long. repertoire of tricks are: the traveling 
3C 1624—Shipping wt. 3oz. ......... $2.59 spots, the enchanged spades, you 

3 Small size. 14 inches long. can't do as I do, colorex, many more. 
3C 1625—Shipping wt. 20z. ......... $229 3C29027—Wt. 13 о2........... $8.75 
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Re Ch tow $2099 

Magnetic pieces 
Stick to board 

Educator Chess Set 
pieces labeled with move 

instructions for easy learning 

йй Dade scans by йи йаа аа ow 

125412341 
playing area 

0 Chess Table Set 

(1) Contemporary Chess Table Set 
CONSTR: Table, base made of walnut-look laminated plas- 
tic . . . resists burns, scratches. Table 1934 in. high with 
205204 in. top, 16x16- E eL mis dee Plastic molding. 

'alnut-finished hard: 
PIECES Gothic design. Alabaster white and black plastic. 
4-inch king. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Instructions included. 
3 N 28083C—Shipping weight 14 pounds ...Set $19.99 

(2) Renaissance Chess Table Set 
CONSTRUCTION: Carved wood-look table, base of high 
impact molded resin plastic. Blow-molded plastic top mea- 
sures 22x22 in. Playing area has tile-look inlay effect, mea- 
sures 1234х1234 inches. Side area holds captured pieces. 
PIECES: Gothic design. Alabaster white and walnut-look 
plastic. Weighted and felted. 334 inch king. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Instructions included. 
3 N 29306C—Shipping weight 20 pounds ...Set $29.99 

(3) Three-dimensional 
Chess Set 

PIECES. BOARD: Three 
BVax8Vs-in. plastic playing 
surfaces, 2 supports. 12 in. 
high. Staunton design, 
King 154 in. high. 
ORDER INFO: Instr. incl. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
3N2856 ...Set $11.99 

(4) Magnetic 
Chess Set 

Magnetic pieces stick to 
metal board, stay in place 
between moves . . . ideal 
for travelers. 
PIECES: Black and white 
plastic. Staunton design. 
2U,-inch king 
BOARD: 9%х9\;-їп. board 
folds to carrying case. 
ORDER INFO: Instruc- 
tions included. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
3N 2862 Set $7.99 

(5) Educator Chess Set 
Pieces are labeled with 
move instructions for 
learning. Booklet inci 
PIECES: Black and white 
plastic, weighted, felted. 
3¥4-inch king. 
BOARD: Wood-grained 
chipboard. Folds for stor 
age. 1614x162 inches. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 3 lbs. 
3 N 28088 . Set $13.99 

(6) Travel/Tournament 
Chess Set 

PIECES: Staunton design. 
Black, ivory color molded 
plastic Felted. King: 37 
inches high. 
BOARD: 18x18-in. soft vi 
nyl playing surface 
rolls for easy storage 
With vinyl tie bag. 
ORDERING INFO 
CENA are included. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
3 N 2998 Бао о 

(7) The Game Chest 
Contains 3 games: chess, 
checkers, backgammon. 
PCS: Hi-impact plastic 
black, white chess pcs. 
1916 in. high. 30 checker 
backgammon stones of mar- 
bleized hi-impact plastic. 4 
dice, doubling cube 
BOARD, CHEST: Combina 
tion 8x8-in. сһевв/! 
mon board of Gunsmith® 
vinyl. . . folds to 4x4 in 
and fits into top of smoked 
plastic case. Case 
4%х4\2х2\; in. high 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 12 oz. 
3 № 28015 $6.99 

(8) Plastic Chess Set 
PIECES: Molded marbleized 
walnut. alabaster-white 
ieces. Weighted and felted. 
ing: 37 in. high. 

BOARD. CASE: 16x16-in 
folding board with wood 
grained squares. Compart- 
ment storage box 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 4 lbs. 
3N2927 Set $14.99 

(9) Carved Wood Chess 
Set. Reduced from our 1977 
Christmas Book. 
PIECES: Carved wood, var- 
nished, weighted, felted. 314 
inch king. Imported 
BOARD, CASE: 14x14-in 
wood inlaid board. 8х5-іп 
wood case, brass hardware. 
Imported 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 5 Ibs. 
3N2955 Set #44, 

(10) Giant Checkers 
PIECES: Giant 3-in. diam. 
plastic pcs., red, black 
RUG: Red, black with vei 
vet-like pile, 857 acetate. 
15% nylon. Acrylic trim 
and acetate tricot back 
27x27 in. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs. 
3N29107 Set $7.99 

16x16 
playing 
area 

Contemgoray $1999 

Test of skill and 
strategy for 

the entire family 

Chess, 
Checkers 

and 
Backgammon 

The Game Chest 3 games in 1. . 
chess. checkers. back: 

Giant Checke 
With 27x27-in, gam 

rug. 3-in. checke: 

5799 



*MOTO DRIVE" Car Action Game 
without $1499 xc 

Turn on ignition key, shift transmis- 
Sion into either of two forward speeds 
or neutral, off you go. Steering wheel 
regulates car's course via rotating 
magnetic wand under platform. . . 
so you “drive” car around obstacles, 
follow the road by steering right or 
left. You decide where you want to 
drive next. 
WHAT YOU GET: 13-inch wide print- 
ed plastic track. Fully instrumented 
plastic dashboard. 14x18%2x34 
inches high. Two plastic cars, two 
keys, two bridges, six road markers. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 3 “Р” batter- 
ies, not included, order package sepa- 
rately below. Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49C 58378 ... . .$14.99 

DieHard Alkaline “D” Batteries. 
Comes in package of two. 

Shipping weight 10 oz. 
49 C 46849 Package $1.59 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

You can order items on pages 
497 thru 648 and 657 thru 669 
from now until AUGUST 31, 1980 

. unless stated otherwise 

Operates by 
voice commands 

Doors. wheels 
and hood fly 
off on impact. 
snap back 
together 

for another 
smash-up 

Smash-up 
Derby® Set 

(1) Dan" Van by Entex. Works by voice com- 
mand. Say ‘‘go’’-Dan goes. Say "stop"-Dan 
stops. Dan turns right, left and goes straight. 
Turns inside 30 to 40-inch circle. 12x5V2x6 inches 
high overall. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 "C" and 
“D” batteries, not included; order below. 

49 C 55835—Shpg. wt. 2lbs. ......... $24.97 

(2) Max Van by Schaper. Works by Teleson- 
ic sound control. Just press the control button 
and Max directions; left, right or straight 
ahead. Real light-up headlights. 
SET INCL: Plastic, metal control; molded plastic 
van measures 8x4!ax3' inches high. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 2 “D” bat- 
teries, not included; order e Д 
49 C 58308—Shpg. wt. 11Ь. 13 oz. ....$13.29 

DieHard Alkaline "C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. 

49 C 46839 ..... 

DieHard Alkali 
Shipping 

49 C 46849 

Cutslon pace scant by Ента чена oon 

Max Van 
Operates by 

Telesonic® contro! 

Max Van changes directions 
left, right, straight ahead 

(3) Smash-up Derby by Kenner. These cars 
even crack-up in mid-air. . . snap back together, 
you're ready for another smash-up derby. 
HOW IT WORKS: Insert the T-bar power stick 
into the car. Pull out to energize car. 
WHAT YOU GET: Two 6-inch cars, 2 T-bar pow- 
er sticks, 2 ramps. Plastic. 
FOR AGES: 5 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 C 58048....................-...— $10.99 

(4) Speed Burners® Pretzel Twister by 
Mego. Self- red cars do wheelies [RT 
vide plenty of action for you and your 
HOW IT WORKS: Spring in cars is energized 

i ide m tee di When E rolling backw;: H 
release the car and watch it go. 
WHAT YOU GET: Two plastic and metal cars, 
each 2 % inches long. Six connectors, two multi- 
ple Fourteen 18-inch long track sec- connectors. 
tions for exciting racing. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and older. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

їррї ight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49С 58108... 

= 

SPEED 
BURNERS® 

Self-powered 
cars blaze 
down track 
and barrel 
through 
the loops 

ғвомс KOGAJE? 



Jamie or any 

f^ 11%-inch friend 

hy. 
\ SLEEK 'N CHIC OUTFITS 

Г al 

a 

Fit Barbie, Christie, 

S 

1 Fur Sight. Pants suit with 
fur-look trim. Hat, blouse, 

shoes. Shpg. wt. 8 oz 
49 N 31064 $3.33 

Great Coat. Fur-look 
trimmed coat with hat, 

shoes. 
49 N 31061—Wt. 5 oz. ..$ 1.77 

З Rainbow Wraps. Elegant 
long formal with glamorous 

matching shawl 
49 N 31066—Wt. 8 oz. . . $3.33 

4 Winter Wedding. Fur-look 
trimmed gown with veil 

and headpiece. Shoes, bouquet. 

5 Lace Caper. Shi 
oat over lace 

blouse. Shoes included. 
49 N 31063—Wt. 7 oz. ..$2.97 

6 Lovely Sleep-ins. Frilly 
peignoir, gown. Slippers 

49 N 31062—Wt. 7 oz. ..$2.44 

Т Maxi’N Mini. Stunning fur- 
look trimmed maxi coat 

with matching brocade mini 
dress and long, long boots. 
49 N 31065—Wt. 8 oz. . . $3.33 

24 Plastic Hangers. Ship- 
ping weight 2 ounces. 

As seen on T' 

Jamie with Gift Set 
Just hold Jamie, press her back 
and her legs move . . she also 
swings her arms and turns her 
head as you walk her. 11%4-inch 
Jamie has bendable legs; vinyl 

d. 

at plus her own pet poodle. 
‚Бопе and 

Uppy. 
pg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

49 N 30813 Set $8.99 
Walking Jamie only. Dressed in 
knit mini and boots. 

49 N 31083—Wt. 8 oz. ..$3.33 49N 31035 Pkg. 99c 

NOTE: Dolls not included with any outfit above 

49 N 30812—Wt. 1 lb. $4.97 

Priced tobe 
SOMETHING SPECIAL 

Cut 9%. Hair Fair. Complete hair wardrobe for Ва 
her friends. Includes one head with short rooted hair; plus 
wiglet, ringlets, long ponytail and extra wig. Comb, brush, 

earrings and other accessories included. All saran hair. 

49 N 31027—Shipping weight 4 ounces . Set $2.99 

99 

Ассеѕѕогу Рак $199 

For any 11%-inch fashion dol 
and flats, stockings, purse, belt and gloves. 

Shipping weight 2 ounces. 
49 N 30682 — * ...Set $1.99 

NOTE: Join the Barbie Fan Club. . see page 607 
[ | каки 2 Sears 603 



So you want to and ROLL Star. Sing through the mike 
while the music plays and blend right in 

with your favorite group 

New at Sears. . a Stereo Phonograph with built-in 

FM/AM Radio plus a sing-along mike 

Take over as lead singer of any group on the charts. As you sing 
through the mike, you'll hear both the phono and your voice 
through the speakers. Set in phono position without playing record 
and you've got your own loud speaker system. 

The single-play solid state phono plays all 45 and 33'/ rpm ree 
ords. Ceramic cartridge, synthetic sapphire needle. Rubber padded: 
turntable. Attached dust cover has cut out in back so you can play 
even 12-in. records with cover closed. 4-in. speaker in each enclo- 
sure. Separate volume controls for each speaker. 45-rpm adapter, 
Rotary tuning, tone and volume controls, Stereo headphone jack, 
White plastic cabinet with black plastic speaker grills, Main unit; 
5x14x14*/, in. deep. Speaker enclosures 11x7x6 in. deep. 6-ft. cord. 

57 C 3268C—Shipping weight 12 pounds *44.50 

Component-look 
Stereo 

Phonographs 

Single play phonograph Phonograph with automatic record changer 

$3150 $4450 
100% solid state stereo phonograph plays all 45 and 33%, rpm records. Ceramic This stereo phonograph plays all conventional records. Record changer works 
cartridge with synthetic sapphire needle. 4-inch speaker in each enclosure. Separate automatically or manually. Solid state chassis for long life. Synthetic sapphire 
volume controls for each speaker. 45-rpm adapter. Rotary volume control. Rubber needles, 4-inch speaker in each enclosure . . separate volume controls for each 
padded turntable prevents records from slipping. speaker. 45-rpm adapter. Rotary volume and tone controls. Rubber padded 

Walnut-color plastic cabinet with dust cover: 14%,х9%,х5 in. deep. Black plastic turntable prevents records from slipping. Chipboard cabinet covered with white 
speaker enclosures measure 11'/,x6*/,x5?/, in. deep. 6-ft. cord. уі, plastic dust cover: 15'/,x11'/,x7°/, in high. Matching speaker enclosures 
57 C 3267C—Shipping weight 11 pounds 2 à $31.50 with black plastic grills: 12'/,.x4'/,.x4'/, inches deep. 6-ft. cord with flared safety 

steal ea EE z EO plug. Buy it the easy w onder by phone 
57 C327 1C—Shipping weight 14 pounds $4450 
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Let's Play Cards! 

Wish f Book Solitaire Master 
Раше)? with full-size cards 

1 Last Christmas was $3.50. Slotted polysty- 
rene board, 18x14x1 inches, holds cards up- 

right and in place. Slots for down cards and dis- 
cards. Book explains 150 ways to play including 
old fashioned solitaire, poker solitaire, kings and 
queens, fourteens, Letter “Н” and four seasons. 
3C 28029—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.9. 

Automatic Card Shuffler 
$979 without cards. 

battenes 

2 Shuffles up to two decks thoroughly . . in 
only seconds. Just place cards in open end 

pockets and press switch. Made of high-impact 
plastic. Measures 954x334x334 inches. Complete 
with 120 plastic chips (cards not included). From 
Japan. Uses two C batteries (order below). 
3C2863—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. $9.79 

С Battei 
3C 8965—Shipping weight 6 oz. Ea. 75c 

Revolving Poker Rack 

ithout $495 ч: 
Why put up with scattered, rolling or tum- 
bling chips? This attractive rack of mar- 

bleized high-impact plastic keeps your chips in 
place. Retractable handle. Comes with 200 plastic 
Chips. Holds 2 decks playing cards (not incl.). 
3C29011—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 12 0z. .......$4.95 

King Tripoley . . 42x27-inch surface 

$599 
4 Deluxe version of the ever-popular Tripoley 

‚а great party game for 2 to 9 players. 
Combines the fun and challenge of hearts, poker, 
and Michigan Rummy into a game of Kings and 
Queens. Giant 42x27-inch green vinyl playing 
surface, silk-screened in gold color. Polyurethane 
foam back makes it skid-resistant. Includes one 
deck playing cards, 200 plastic chips and rules. 
3C 2848C—Shipping weight 2 lbs. $5.99 

Aquarius 11 Horoscope. . 
home astrological computer 

$949 
It's fun to plot horoscopes for yourself or 
your friends . . determine personality por- 

traits, too. It's easy and requires no special skills 
because the computer does all statistical work. 
Make daily and monthly forecasts for anyone 
whose birth date is from 1906 to 1975. Includes 
turntable computer, birth date guide, personality 

chart, five decks of personality cards, one deck of 
daily forecast cards, instruction booklet. 
3C28046—Shipping weight 2 lbs. . .$9.49 

The New Tarot . . enchanting 
fortune-telling cards 

$499 

6 These "new" Tarot cards have designs and 
interpretations only recently developed. With 

these progressed Tarot cards, you can “read” 
your destiny, explore the past . . as people did 
thousands of years ago. It's entertaining and ex- 
citing, whether you play with others or by your- 
self. 78 cards (each 3x4 inches), beautifully col- 
ored and designed. Three booklets explain the 
game and its relation to historic Tarot. 
3C28025—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. .....$4.99 

Games of Chance 

7 Pachinko Pinball Machine. Straight from the Ginza Pachinko 
Parlors in Tokyo come these exciting, original machines . . com- 

pletely cleaned, lubricated and reconditioned. This upright version 
of American pinball is a maze of fun. Simply flip a lever to send a 
steel ball racing through wheels and a maze of bright, shiny pins. 
Each time you hit a jackpot, bells ring and you receive additional 
playing balls. Needs no electricity. Lights can be operated with 6-v. 
battery (see accessory kit below). Colorful faces may vary in design 
because each machine is an original. Unfinished wood frame with 
base attached. Built-in ashtray. 300 balls included, 32x201%4x84 in. 
3C2990L—Shipping weight 39 pounds ....... 546.88 

Kit for Pachinko. Includes: опе ev: battery, two 6-v. 
bulbs, wire for hooking battery to machine and 100 extra steel balls. 
3C 2997—Shipping weight 4 pounds $6.49 

8 Casino-style Dice Layout with professional looking quilted 
plastic sides. Walnut-finished solid hardwood table, 18x36 in., 

cotton felt silk-screened dice table design. Includes 18-in. croupier 
stick, dice, 2 hardwood markers, 50 plastic chips, instructi. 
3C2928C—Shipping weight 9 pounds 

9 Electro Draw Poker. Press button, you get five card hand. To 
draw other cards, press second button. Complete with plastic 

case. 474x434x134 inches. Japan. Uses 1 C battery (sold cx 
3C 2932— Shipping weight 11 oz. 
3 С 8965—C Battery. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 

10 Table Model Draw Poker. For 2 or more. Play 5-card draw 
without shuffling or dealing. Even draw cards selectively— 

some up, some down, Plastic. Uses 2 C batteries (sold above). 
3С 2851—6Vix4*4x314 in. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. .........06.66 
11 Mini Electro Slot Machine.* Has jack-pot "bank", automatic 

pay-off. Includes play money, instructions. High-impact plastic 
case, 7/4х5/4х9%% in. Japan. Uses 2 D batteries (sold below). 
3C 29244G—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz. ........ 

3C 8963—D Batteries. Shipping weight each 6 oz. . 

12 Super Electro Slot Machine* was $38.50 in 1974 Christ- 
mas Book. Jackpot "bank" with 5 different pay-offs that light 

up. Plastic case. Play money, instruct. Uses 2 D batt. (sold above). 
3С 29284G—7 2x634x12 in. Japan. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 13 oz. . $. 

*NOTE: Not for sale in Missouri. North Carolina, Wisconsin, 
Los Angeles County. or wherever prohibited by law. 

13 Space Tilt. For one or more players. Popular labyrinth maze 
game, Turn two wood knobs at same time to tilt surface, guide 

steel ball, avoid low-scoring holes and reach the pay-off. Hardwood 
frame, plastic playing field, 2 steel balls. 15x13x3!4 in. 
3С 29305—Sen! postpaid. (Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 о2.)........ 

14 Our Finest Computamatic® Football Game with playing 
field that reverses to basketball plus hockey/baseball ov- 

erlay . . separately totaled $50.90 in 1974 Christmas Book. 
Imagine you're calling plays in the Super Bowl. It's third and five 
on their 42. Do you pass? Try a draw? Sweep the end? Make your 
choice, then the defense tries to outsmart you. Light on charted area 
shows who won the down. To play basketball, flip the field over and 
dazzle your opponent with push shots, hook shots. For year-round 
fun, use reversible hockey /baseball overlay. Playing pieces, instruc- 
tions, four AA batteries incl. Polystyrene with walnut-grained finish. 
Plastic playing field and overlay. 22x17x2 in. high. 
3C 2046—Sent postpaid. (Shipping weight 7 Ibs.) .. 329.50 

1 Skiddles was $18.99 in 1974 Christmas Book. For 1 or 
more. Pull string, top spins. Just the right spin gives grand 

slam. Walnut-finished hardwood board, hardwood pins, sti di 
3C 2818С—28х14х3/2 in. Shipping weight 618........... "Hg. 9 

16 Computer Football. Fast pro-football action and strategy. Dial 
your choice of offense or defense. Console electronically gives 

results of play. Fold-out playing field. Walnut-finished wood frame, 
Masonite board. Playing pieces, instructions, four AA batteries incl. 
3С 2947—15х11х3 inches. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. ....... $9. 

17 Tri-Tac-Toe. Modern-look decorator piece lets you play tic-tac- 
toe three ways—vertically, horizontally or diagonally. Plastic 

playing boards, colored glass balls. Measures 634x614x674 inches. 
3C2837—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces ...96.89 

18 Backgammon Set with guide book. Set includes folding card- 
board case, opens to 16x14 inches; simulated cork playing field. 

30 plastic playing pieces, 2 pair Vz-in. dice, %-in. doubling cube and 
dice cup. Why not pick up the phone and order i: 
3C29274—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 о2....................... $7.50 

19 Space Probe. For one or more. Move the steel rods just right 
and big steel ball rolls uphill in defiance of gravity and into the 

top scoring hole, Walnut-finish hardwood. 20x7!2x3!4 inches. 
3C2813—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces ...85.99 



Backgammon 
Game Sets 

Our finest Backgammon 
Set with vinyl case 

Our lowest priced 
Backgammon Set with case 

Save ‘1 
wee'16.99 $ 5999 

$999 Magnetic 
Backgammon Set 

King Tut's Game—Senet 
А recreation of ап ancient 

Egyptian game о! strategy and 
luck buried among the treasures 

of King Tut's royal tomb 

With &-nch 
board. 3 darts 

Rummy Game 
with wood case. 

tray. tiles x m am ae 

" oor aue 

Deluxe Rummy Game Set with 
vinyl case. plastic 

tray and tiles 
Rummy Game 
with plastic 
tray. ules 
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Chess, 
checker board 

? 
The Pub Game Cabinet 

4 popular family games in 1 cabinet $4999 
backgammon. chess, checkers and yacht 

(1) The Pub Game Cabinet 
CABINET: Solid wood with ишу decorated front . . . 24x17x2!4 
inches when closed. Can be wall hung. Holds all components. 
COMPONENTS: 15х15-їп. wood framed backgammon board with 
stitched points on a felt playing field. 15x15-in. all wood chess/check- 
er board, 30 marbleized plastic backgammon/checker pieces; wood- 
weighted and felted chess pieces (3%4-in. high king); 2 dice; doubling 
cube; 2 cotton felt-lined dice cups, 2 felt sacks; instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 2952—Shipping weight 15 pounds ...$49.99 

(2) Backgammon Set with plastic case 
CASE. BOARD: One-piece high-impact plastic case. Leather-look vinyl 
saddle panels on playing field. Internal seams. Playing field measures 
1213x141, inches. 
PIECES: 30 marbleized plastic playing pieces; 4 dice; doubling cube; 2 
cotton felt-lined dice cups; instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3N2816—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces 

(3) Our finest Backgammon Set with vinyl case 
CASE. BOARD: Padded vinyl case, with stitching at points of stress, in 
two shades of brown. 15x14-inch playing field of cotton-felt with 
stitched points. 
PIECES: 30 marbleized plastic playing pieces; 2 vinyl dice cups, dou- 
bling cube; 4 dice; and instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 N 2945—Shipping weight 4 pounds ...8et $24.95 

(4) Our lowest-priced Backgammon Set with vinyl case 
Reduced from our 1977 Christmas Book. 
CASE. BOARD: Padded vinyl case with contrasting stripe. 15x14-in. 
playing field of cotton-felt with stitched points. 
PIECES: 30 plastic playing pieces; 2 cotton felt-lined dice cups; 4 dice: 
doubling cube; instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
3 М 2907—Shipping weight 5 pounds Set $15.99 
(5) Backgammon Teachers Set. аот. our 1977 Christmas 
Book. With 170 page history, instruction book by Prince Obolensky. 
CASE. BOARD: Hardboard folding case opens to 16x14 inch simulated 
cork playing field. 
PIECES. 30 plastic pieces; 4 dice; doubling cube; dice cup. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 29274—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces 

(6) Magnetic Backgammon Set 
CASE, BOARD: Padded leatherette (not leather) case. 81/2х10-іп. cork 
playing field. Flocked cotton felt points. 
PIECES: 30 magnetized and felted playing pieces; 4 dice; doubler; cot- 
ton felt-lined dice cups; instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 2954—Shipping weight 2 pounds ..Set $9.99 

(7) King Tut's Game—Senet. 5,000 years old and yet, brand new, A 
game of strategy, suspense and luck. For 2 players. 
OBJECT OF GAME: To remove your pieces from the board first. 
COMPONENTS: Molded plastic game board 1812х6%х% in. high, 10 
playing pieces, special casting sticks, 2 dice and instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 2977—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces 

(8) Desk Darts. For the office or den. 
CABINET. Mahogany finished wood, Olde English Pub sign on door, 
121 4x81 4x2! іп. 6-in. diam. paper wound dart board. 3 darts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Cabinet face 

Set $19.99 

Set $6.99 

.$9.99 

3 N 2943—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces .$9.99 

(9) Deluxe Rum- (10) Rummy (11) Rummy 
my Game Game, wood case Game 

CASE: Padded vinyl CASE: Natural CASE None, 
in saddle brown. wood. COMPONENTS: 106 
COMP: 106 colored 
plastic tiles; four 2- 
tier wood-grained 

COMP: 106 colored 
wooden tiles; four 2- 
tier wooden racks; 

colored plastic tiles; 
four 2-tier plastic 
racks; complete in- 

plastic racks; instr. dice; instructions. structions, 
ORD. INFO: For2to ORD. INFO: For2to ORD. INFO: For 2 to 
4 players. 4 players. Shpg. wt. — 4 players. 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, 4 Ibs. 8 oz. t. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. 
3N2983-Set$19.99  3N2964-Set$14.99 3N2971-Set $9.99 



Design your service station to wash, 
repair and service your vehicles 

$1 149 

(1) 44-piece Tonka Builders Playset. Build one of 4 m Federal Express Air Cargo Set. Metal and plastic. 
rjet, van and pickup. 9x Service centers (see views above) . . . small country or big 

FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: city station, your cars get personal attention. 
SET INCLUDES: Plastic columns, wall and roof panels 
snap into a sturdy 12x16 inch base. шиа ga- 

doors, grease rack and toll gate. gas pumps, ea- 
sign, гоо! sign, tall booth ue with your own 4 to 10 in. long. 

trucks. Decals. 8 inches high. E with? remon жек 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 3 years up. 

FOR AGES. ORDERING INFO: 2 to 8 years. 49 C 58488—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 8 02........ $11.49 49 C 58228— Shipping weigh! 

(2) Deluxe Construction Set. Metal and plastic. Tan- 
dem bottom dumpy with working gate, обо loader with 
manual dumping bucket, van. 4 to 104 in. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFO: 2 to 8 years. 
49 C 58054—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 13 oz. 

5) Pi edic Si (5) ome eee 

FOR TIS ORDERING INFO: 
49 C 58207—Shipping 

(6 thru 8) Fisher-Price Construction Vehi- 
cles. Rugged plastic construction vehicles that 
йене hands can really work. Realistic engine 
sounds. Each truck includes a plastic helper with 
hands, arms and legs that move. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 6 years. 

(6) Dame Truck. Handle controls Sq 
raises and lowers bucket. Scoop detaches and be- 
comes a hand shovel. [ext x56 d in. high. 
49 C 58067—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 5 oz...... $11.47 

Catalog page scans анна шыс cant 

3 to 8 years. 
49 C 5817 1—Shipping weight 8 ounces 

(4) Deluxe Tin уге Department Set. Race to the scene 

засаа 

«ло: 1302, bend a 

Deluxe construction Set 

Deluxe Tiny Fire 
Department Set 

(7) Boom Crane. Weighted hook attaches to magnet or 
open-sided sling bucket with claw-tooth bottom. Large 
crank reels cable, attachments up, down. Push-button han- 

3rd We swivels 
in. 

dle raises/lowers or locks boom; folds. 
turret all the mar around. 164x67ex! 
49 C 55034—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 6 oz. 

(8) Cement Mixer. Turn crank and big drum mixes up 
dirt, sand and water. Handle releases mixture down chute. 
Removable water tank. 12/4x7x10 in. high. 
49 C 55033—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 5 02. ............, $14.97 

.$19.97 



i on $699 
Set 

P.J. sparkles in her 
glittering coat and dress set 

From her bouncy rooted hair to 
» her bendable legs, P.J. is а real 

doll. 11'/-inch vinyl cutie wears 
a smashing micro-mini dress. Set 
includes a fur-trimmed coat, 
boots, ruffled party dress, hang- 
er and sunglasses. Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 

*l 49N30816 .... Set $5.99 

Twist "n Turn P.J. only. Wears 
micro-mini dress and sunglasses. 
49N30803—Wt. 11 oz. ...$3.29 

Amazingly 

poseable 

LIVING 

SKIPPER 

Gi $599 
Set 

Skipper dresses up in her 
lavish velvet ensemble 

Why, she's almost alive! 9'/,-inch 
Skipper has bendable arms, legs, 
knees, ankles, waist, head, el- 
bows. .even her wrists. Vinyl 
Skipper has long rooted hair 
Coat, party dress, panty hose, 
shoes and hanger incl. Comes 
dressed in a pert swimsuit 
49N30823-Wt. 14 oz. .Set $5.99 

Living Skipper only in swimsuit 
49 N 30822—Wt. 9 oz. $3.97 

Barbie, Skipper and their 
Y Twist 'n Turn Friends 

29 to $443 

( 1 thru 5) The lively ones with twist 'n 3 Christie in 1-ріесе swimsuit. 11'/ in. 
turn waists, bendable legs, rooted hair, 
long lashes. Jointed vinyl body. 
1 TV's Julia in nurse uniform. 11%, in. 

49 N 30327—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. .$4.43 
2, Barbie with 1-рс. swimsuit. 1 

49 N 3549—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. ..$3.29 

604 Sears ксакм. 
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49 N 30804—Shpg. wt. 1207... .$3.29 

Skipper in beach outfit. 9'/ in. tall. 
49 N 3419—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. .....$2.97 

5 Stacey in bright swimsuit. 11'/ in. 

49 N 30013—Shpg. wt. 11 oz....$3.29 

Barbie and her Friends 

love to travel in their 

SLEEP 'N KEEP CASE 

Barbie has her own bedroom—and isn't it pretty? Ro- 
mantic Victorian-style room has twin beds with simu- 
lated filigree headboards, vinyl spreads and draped 
canopy. Colorful wall decorations. Washable vinyl case 
has 2 doll compartments, hanger bar, 2-door storage 
shelf, handle. 17x3x13 in. Dolls, accessories not incl. 
49 N 3047 1—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. one -$5,99 

Our Largest Case 

room enough 

for 4 dolls 

STE 

Take your fashion dolls with you wherever you go. 
Plastic inserts hold dolls in place; storage compartment 
has hanger bar, hangers and shelf with doors. All-plas- 
tic case is reinforced with steel bands; steel fittings are 
nickel-plated. Molded handle and snap lock. 12x7x14 
in. high. Dolls and accessories not included. 
49 N 3047—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 80z................$7.99 

NOTE: Join the Barbie Fan Club. . see page 607 

Outfits for Skipper 

- 6 Super Slacks. 
Wild slacks with 

LI suspenders, blouse, 
hat, shoes. Wt. 6 oz. 
49N31078....51.97 

h& 7 Lemon Fluff. How 
a feminine. Frilly 

duster over lace- 
trimmed pajamas 
Fluffy slippers 

Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
49N31079....$2.77 

Daisy Crazy. 
Jumper, top and 

shoes. Wt. 6 oz. 
[8] 49 N 31077....51.44 

NOTE: Dolls not incl. 
with outfits above 



: These Radio/Phonographs 

play anywhere . 

run on battery 

or house current 

, 52/150 | 53450 
Both are single play. Take your favorite 
sounds with you wherever you go . . plays 
radio and 45 or ЗЗУз rpm records (mon 

ly) anywhere. Work: n 4 "D" size 

included) or built-in AC (6-ft 

cord. 4-inch spe and rotary volume 
control. Phonog synthetic s 

phire needle in ceramic cartric 
phone jack. All solid state. Brown-tar 
plastic cabinet. 12x12V4x3V/s in. hi 
Snap on со ‘otects phono when not 
in use (see inset view above) Japan 
UL listed for 120-v.. 60-Hz 
Phonograph with AM Radio. Was $29.50 
in 1972 Christmas Book. Slide rule tun 
ing. AM antenna 
57 C 3242C — Shpy. wt. 7 Ibs $27.50 
Phonograph with AM/FM Radio. Slide 
rule tuning. AM and FM antenna 
57 C 3244C — Sh; t. 8 Ib: $34.50 

=~ QON 
RECORD SHOP 

45-rpm records 

6-record pack of 45-rpm records. Start or expand 
your record collection. No choice of titles. 

57 C 5999 — Shipping weight 12 ounces. Pkg 99с 

Single 33V rpm LPs. Best hits of top artists. 

The Best of Bread. 
57 С 86541— Shipping weight 12 ounces. $4.69 
Simon and Garfunkle's Greatest Hits. 
57 C 86542— Shipping weight 12 ounces 54.69 
Blood, Sweat and Tears Greotest Hits. 
57 С 86543-— Shipping weight 12 ounces. $4.69 
Bob Dylan's Greatest Hits, 
57 C 86544 — Shipping weight 12 ounces. 54.69 
Sly and the Family Stone's Greatest Hits. 

57 C 86545 — Shipping weight 12 ounces $4.69 
Fifth Dimension, Greatest Hits on Earth. 
57 C 86546 — Shipping weight 12 ounces. $4.69 

Rollabout Cart 
holds phono 

and 75 records 

Take the music whe 
the fun is. Large wh: 
make it easy to move 
phono and records from 
den to rec room or bed 
room. Brushed 

finish with walnut 
grained wood top. 21x 

12¥2x19 in. high. Unas 
Леа. Wt. 10 lbs 

576 $9.95 

аарын КНР 

D 
L 

Popular 3375 rpm 
LP records 

FURRY FACE 

at practical toy and conver 
rotects 45-rpm records 

ves to reveal 45-rpr 
record holding »-shedding hair 

зе combed. Wipe clean with damp cloth. Gift boxed 
57 C 5603— Shipp 55.79 

5579 4 

Portable Monaural 
Phonograph 

with automatic 

record changer 

$3950 
Plays all conventional records (45-rpm 
adapter included). Full-size changer 
Ceramic cartridge with synthetic sap. 
phire Automatic shutoff 
Rotary volu and tone control 

All solid state circuitry. Molded blue 
plastic cabinet with white trim: 15*4x 
9x1 
volts, 60-Hz 
57 С 3251C — Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs $39.50 

+ in. high. UL listed for 120. 

Buy phonographs on Sears 
Deferred Easy Payment Plan. 
Your monthly payments begin 

in December, 1973 (in most states 
ask for details. (There will be 

a finance charge for 
the deferral period). 



Cut *1.00 
Casino-style Dice Layout 

Last Christmas ди гурз 
and Skill 

€ 

Table Model 
Draw Poker 

* $666 
| without batteries 

Super Electro 
Slot Machine 

$349? 

Pachinko 
Pinball Machine 

$4688 "om 
Slot Machine — AS $1650 

- — 
=ч without batteries 

ee — Computamatic® 
e = j Football/basketball 

Ate et A - with hockey/baseball overlay 

Space Tilt 

118999 

Our lowest 
price ever for a 
Computerized B m 

with quide bool. Football Game 
by Prince Obolenski 

$750 5033 
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Games of chance, skill and dexterity for the entire family 

From authentic 
Pachinko Parlors. . . 

Reconditioned 
Pachinko 
Pinball 

Machines 
An upright version of 
pinball to enliven your 
den or game room 

$ 4,999 
ReacTrec Minute Maze 

51699 | $699 
Maze Games to test your patience and skills 

А 3-dimensional labyrinth . . . rotate, slide sur- Guide steel ball through 2 levels of the maze 

face plate, zipping steel ball up steps, by traps. before the sand in the 3-minute timer drops. 

around obstacles until it drops thru the goal. CONSTRUCTION: Blue plastic. Measures over- 

CONSTR: Cream, brown plastic. 15x10%4x4%% in. all: 634x6* 4x 1 U/z-inches. 

ORDERING INFORMATION ORDERING INFO: Gift boxed. 

3 N 2953—Shipping weight 6 lbs. $16.99 3 N 29004—Shpzg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $6.99 

Games of skill. . . crafted $1599 
in fine hardwood 

(1) Labyrinth 11. Turn 2 wooden knobs to 
tilt surface, guide ball, avoid holes and 
travel thru maze. Walnut-finished hard- 
wood frame. Plastic field. One steel ball. 
ORDER INFO: Measures 11!2x11'2x2 in. 
3 N 284 14—Shpg. wt. 31һв..... 515.99 
(2) Low Score. Roll dice, cover total Save *4 
rolled in any combination. Winner has Whoa vou Boy 
score showing. Walnut-finished hardwood Labyrinth II (1) 
frame, plastic numbers, cotton felt surface. and Low Score (2) 

ORDER INFO: Measures 11*2x11'x2 in. i 
3 N 2824—Shipping weight 3 lbs. $15.99 ceo vp 
Labyrinth 11 (1) plus Low Score (2) н 
3 М 29018—Shipping weight 6 lbs. $27.98 

(3) Skiddles. Pull string, top spins. Right 
spin gives grand slam. Walnut-finished 
hardwood board, pins, top and string. 
ORDER INFO: 28x14x3! inches. 
3 N 2818C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. $17.99 

(4) Labyrinth. Turn 2 wood knobs at 
once to tilt surface, guide ball, avoid low- 
scoring holes and reach pay-off. Natural 
finish hardwood frame. Plastic field. Two 
steel balls. Imported. 
ORDER INFO: 1334x121 4x3?4 inches. 
3N2844—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 30z. ...$9.99 

(8) Computer Loops. Try to remove the 
rod from the rings. It's man against the 
computer. Solution requires 170 moves. 
Frame in Danish walnut-finished hard 
wood. 8 steel rings. Measures overall: 
10! 2x3x2 inches. 

[5] 
Computer 

OR NFO: In transparent gift box. PA 
3 М 29405 Shpg. wt. 13 oz. ......96.99 se V 5699 
(6) Space Launch. Move rods properly $999 
ball m into top коркы. Walnut 

ished hardwood. 2 steel rods, ball ^ 
DER INFO: М 20х7\2х3\ 5. Spac $ imply ПЁ $4976 Sip wt Tie loe 055 (gp р а 8699 _S Зару Пр tae c brit shiny Pie. Each tie you fit 

à 6 — = a jackpot, bells ting and you receive 15 extra playing balls. 
Casino-style Games pee 9 CONSTRUCTION: Sankyo Machine from authentic Pa- 

chinko Parlors . . . each is cleaned, lubricated and recon- 
ditioned. Colorful faces may vary in design because each 
machine is an original. Unfinished wood frame with at- 
tached stand. Ashtray. 300 steel balls. Measures overall: 
32x20! 3x9 inches. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order extra balls below. 
3 N 2985L—Shipping weight 39 pounds ...$49.99 

(7) Electro Draw Poker. Press button for 
5-сага hand, another for other cards. 

NSTRUCTION: Hi-impact plastic case. 
asures 434x5x2 in. Imported. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Order 2 “С” 
batteries below. 
3 N 2932—Shps. wt. 11 oz. $4.99 
3 N 8965—"C" Battery. Wt. 6 oz. Ea. 79c 

200 extra steel balls 
3 М 2984— Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. . . . $9.99 

Phone ordering s a quick and easy way to buy. 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Most Every Need 

FORMATION: Order 2 
ow. Not for sale in Mo. 

See Big Book or ask for details 

E 605 

hibited by law. 
Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz. 

3N29244G $19.99 
3 N 8963—"D" battery. Wt. б oz. Ea. 79c 

Ciaoo pad scant by deistimacadisetediical com 



ROLLER-COASTER BUGGY 
STUNT RACE 

You can be a winner! The faster you 
turn the crank, the sooner your 
buggy reaches the top and races 
through 4 stunts to the finish 

Challenge a friend and watch the buggies flip, 
bounce and zigzag. 
HOW IT WORKS: Turn the crank to make the bug- 
gies climb the hill. 
WHAT YOU GET: Plastic, snap-together racing lay- 
out with steep hill and zigzag section. 25x24x15 
inches high. 2 plastic racing buggies, 114 inches 
long. Automatic lap counter. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 6 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 
Shipped unassembled. Instructions for assembly 
arein included. 

weight 3 pounds, 
aoe 699041... coo vec Ene s 1522 

Robot 2500. Battery- "CHUTES AWAY" operated robot. RESCUE GAME 
OB rni Sight target areas through scope 
al. Approximately 10 and air-drop supply chutes 

inches tall. Hidden Plastic Coast Guard land and sea rescue plane 
wheels. Imported, holds up to 8 plastic supply chutes. Spring-wound 
AGES: 3 to 10 yrs. motor revolves the paperboard turnt len needs no 
ORDER INFO: Req. 2 batteries. Plastic control base includes on-off 
"C" batteries, not incl., Switch to activate the turntable. Soft, reduction 
order below. Wt. 1 Ib. lens mounted scope. 21!4x1614x16 inches high. 
49 C 58606 ....$6.47 FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
"C" Batteries. Pkg. of ORDERING INFORMATION. 
2. Wt. 4 oz. Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. 
49 C 46319 .Pkg. 79c 79 C58026C LEES 

Fantom 4 Hover Craft. Plastic 9-in. hover craft 
flies on its own cushion of air. When you need 
more power, "fly" into the plastic space station 
and recharge the battery-operated motor. Over 3 
min. flying time per 1-min. charge. 
FOR AGES: 5 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 4 "D" batteries, not in 

(thru 3) Vehicle Sets. Stamped steel with plastic accessories. cluded, order below. 
FOR A RING INFORMATION: 3 to 10 years. Not recom. 49 C 58462—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. $15 97 
mended for children under 3 years due to small parts, DieHard Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2 
(1) Ertl Nascar Set. Removable ramp, 2 model cars with decal trim. 49 C 46849—Shpg. wt. 1002. Pkg. E 59 
Detailed truck, trailer, accessories. 2154x6%2x6" in. tall. Warranted by Schaper. Write for free copy. see p. 322 
49 C 54214—Shipping weight 5 pounds 10 ounces $14.97 
(2) Erti Joie Chitwood Thrill Set. Jump car with friction motor, 
Jump ramps, mounted “cannon”. Detailed Chevy Titan cab 
49 C 58198—Shipping weight 4 pounds 10 ounces $14.97 

(3) Tonka A.J. Foyt Indy Race Team. Custom van with opening 
rear door, tandem trailer and detailed A.J. Foyt racer. 167x4x41% in. 
tall. 2 figures, can be used in vehicles. 
49C 58502—Shipping weight 3 pounds $12.47 

Taon page cons by Hartimas nwsetociniical non 



FOR BARBIE 

Skipper Case spo С 

holds 1 doll not included. 

Vinyl case holds any 9-inch fashion doll 
and accessories. Has a hanger bar, storage 
drawer, plastic handle and metal clasp. 
10х3х10 in. 
49 N 31013-Shpg. wt. 1 lb, 2 oz. ...$1.88 

Г 
Barbie Case 97 EL 

holds 1 doll T not included 
Vinyl case holds fashion doll up to 117, in. 
tall plus accessories. Fitted with hanger 
bar, hangers, storage drawer. Plastic han- 
dle, metal clasp. 10x3x12 іп 
49 N 30468-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. ...$1.97 

Roomy 3-doll Trunk 

iC ee 
Each doll "lives" in her own compart- 
ment. Store her belongings on hanger bar, 
hangers or in the 2 slide-out drawers. Vi- 
nyl case has an aluminum frame, nickel- 
plated fittings, molded plastic handle and 
metal clasp. 10x7x13 inches high. 
49 N 30469-Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 2.0.4.77 

Тай pads scans by сайпана naiseledimical oom 

Outfits for Francie 
1 Snappy Snoozers. Frilly paja- 

mas with duster, shoes. 
49 М 3108—Shpg. wt. 6 от. .$1.97 
2 Altogether Elegant. Lace- 

trimmed evening dress, shoes. 
49 N 31082-Shpg. wt. 6 oz. .$2.67 

Snake Charmers. Coat, top," Nh 
skirt , boots and hat. 

49 N 31081-Shpg. wt. 6 oz. .$2.67 
NOTE: Dolis not incl. with outfits. 

Pricedtobe Was $3.66 

Sint. 5329 
CUT 10%. . Twist 'n Turn 

Francie. 11-inch vinyl. Benda- 

ble legs, rooted hair. Smock. 
49 N 3550-Shpg. wt. 11 oz. $3.29 

Francie Hair $45 
Happenin's 

Twist 'n Turn Francie plus 
4 blonde hairpieces 

She's wearing a lace-trimmed 
dress, but how shall she wear her 
hair? Her set includes a wiglet, 2 
long wigs and ringlets. Has her 
own rooted hair in a flip. 11-inch 
vinyl Francie has bendable legs 
49N30805-Wt. 9 oz.....Set $4.43 

FRANCIE 
with 

Growin’ 

Pretty 

Change 
her hairdo 
from short 
and sweet 

to luxuriously long 

Doesn't she look love- 
ly in her shimmering 
evening dress? Comb 
and brush her rooted 
hair . . even make it 
grow. Just gently pull 
it to any length you 
want-grows as long 
as her dress. When 
you want it short 
again, just give ita 
gentle tug. 11-inch vi- 
nyl Francie has bend- 
able legs. High heel 
shoes. Shpg. wt. 13 oz. 
49 N 30821....54.87 

NOTE: Join the Barbie 
Fon Club . . see page 607 

Sold only at Sears 

$799 
each 

Dolls not included 

There's room for 

Barbie and her Friends 

in two of the sharpest, 

sleekest cars yet 

Sports Car. Any 11 or 11'/,-inch fashion doll would love own- 
ing this jazzy sportster. Plastic body has steel axles, 2 bucket 

seats, white wall tires. About 20 in. long. From West Germany. 
49 N 31036-Shipping weight 2 lbs. 15 oz. . E $2.99 

6 зми Buggy. Isn't it sensational? Built to hold any two 11 ог 
11'%-іпећ fashion dolls. Bright plastic body with steel axles, 

bucket seats and white wall tires. 20 in. long. West Germany. 
49 N 31037-Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz. $2.99 

А85, Sears 605 



Monaural Phonograph 
with portable slim line design 

$1999 
all conventional records. 

ure needle. Volume control 
speaker. 45-rpm adapter is built in. Rubber 
padded plastic turntable. Durable red. white 
and blue plastic case. 12x10x4 in. high. 5Уз- 
ft. cord with flared safety plug. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
57 С 3232C 519.99 
Phonographs on both pages are UL listed 
for 120-volt, 60-Hz. 

Phonograph Stand 

$695 
without accessories 

Handy phonocompanion 
stores up to 50 LP al- 
bums and a phonograph. 
Pale brass-color steel 
frame with walnut- 
grained covering on 
pre: helv 

4 inch 
high. Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 8 Ibs 
57 C 32001C $6.95 



Table only 

Cut *2 

uso #7750 
"Table with Chess Pieces 

Cut *3 
57553 Last Christmas 

was * 18-99 

Р 
Chess Pieces 
with Board 

Walnut-look Contemporary $ 1 599 
Table, Gothic Chess Pieces 

Table with Chess Pieces. Handsome 19%%-inch high table. 20x20-inch 
top and base are constructed of laminated plastic—resists burns, scratch- 

es. Plastic molding. Hardwood leg with walnut finish. Gothic design chess 
pieces with big tournament size 4-inch king. Alabaster-white and black pieces 
are flocked and weighted. Pieces from Hong Kong. Table unassembled. 
3 С 28083C—Wt. table and chess pieces 14 Ibs. . Table and Chess Pieces $15.99 
3C 28084C— Table only. Playing pieces not incl. Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. . 11.50 

2 Gothic Chess Pieces with Folding Board. 15!4x15!4-inch surface. 
3C 29272— Pieces from Hong Kong. Wt. set 2 lbs. . . . Set $8.99 

inches high. 
Shipping weight 3 

606 шй, 3С2874...... 

Culsiod pade scans by reisimas narsetecinicel СОП 

Beautiful 
inlay 
effect 

Table with 
Chess Pieces 

$2995 

Renaissance Chess Table, 

Gothic Chess Pieces 
Table is intricately 

detailed to resemble 
carved wood 

Chess Pieces. 
with Board 

$1299 
Renaissance Table with Gothic Chess Pieces. This ornamental table—a 
decorator piece—is durable as well as exquisite-looking. Made of high impact 

molded resin plastic, it's sturdy and stain-resistant, too. Playing area has attract- 
ive tile look. Side areas hold captured pieces. Top measures 22x22 inches. Table 
is 20 inches high. Gothic design chess pieces in alabaster-white and walnut-look 
plastic; weighted and felted, King is 3*4 in. high. Table sent unassembled. 
3€ 29306C—Wt. table and chess pieces 20 Ibs. ... . . Table and Chess Pieces $29.95 
Renaissance Chess Table only. Playing pieces not included. 
3C29299C—Shipping weight 16 pounds ............... ..925.95 

4 Gothic Chess Pieces with Folding Board. 1414x1444-inch surface. 
3C 2923—Shipping weight set 3 pounds К Set $12.99 

George Washington 
1776 Chess Set 

$2995 
Each chess piece is antiqued to an 
aged wood-like maple or walnut fin- 
ish. All chessmen bear historical sig- 
nificance to the American Revolution. 
The S-inch king is George Washing- 
ton; the queen, Martha Washington; 
the bishop, Benjamin Franklin; the 
knight, Paul Revere; the rook, the 
Liberty Bell, bearing a readable in- 
scription of the Proclamation of Lib- 
erty. Six pawns are minutemen; the 

king's pawn is a drummer; the 
queen's pawn, a fifer. Figures are 
weighted and have felted, hexagonal 
bases. Chessmen are molded from 
high impact styrene. 16-page booklet 
gives a historical outline of each 
chessman plus complete basic rules 
for the game. The set is complete with 
a folding chessboard. 
3C2875—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. .. 

Colonial Chess Set 
with pewter-like tablette 

$1395 
Reflecting the style of Early America 
is this chess tablette with the look of 
real pewter. Detailed with decorative 
and traditional American eagles, the 
tablette has removable playing board 
in center which provides a handy 
storage area for the playing pieces. 
Complete.with fine design Staunton 
chessmen, antiqued to look like 
wood. Chess pieces and tablette are 
constructed of high impact plastic. 
Tablette measures 16!2x11!ax154 

pounds 2 oi 

$29.95 

ипсез. 
$13.95 

76 
4 e.» 

Educator Chess Set 
with labeled pieces 

$1099 
An interesting, fun way to 
learn the wonderful game 
of chess. Each piece has 
its name imprinted, also 
the number of spaces it 
can move and arrows 
showing the possible di- 
rections. Included is an 
easy-to-follow instruction 
booklet, fully diagramed. 
Weighted and felted plas- 
tic pieces, 3!4-inch king. 
With folding board, 16% 
in. sq. Shpg. wt. set 3 Ibs. 
3C 28088C. $10.99 

Tournament-size 
Chess Set 

$650 

Staunton design 
chessmen are all tour- 
nament size, scaled to 
the 3%-inch king. 
Each piece is weighted 
and felted. Chess 
pieces are molded in 
black and white plas- 
tic. Set is complete 
with folding playing 
board, constructed of 
chipboard with wood- 
grained finish. 

Shpg. wt. set 2 Ibs. 
302845 $6.50 



Checker Challenger® “4” $1 1 099 
An advanced checker game that lets you choose from 4 levels of 
playing difficulty—beginner to expert, solves complex checker 
problems, chooses random moves throughout the entire game 

Checker Challenger* "2" 
A basic checker game that 

ets you choose from 2 levels of play 

$5999 

[5 
5159» 

GammonMaster II™. . . з computerized backgammon 
game that adjusts its strategy depending on how you choose to 

play—running game. block and hit, back game—it knows them alll 

606 E CROGALE 

йор Dade scans by deistimavauisetedaical com 

Chess Challenger" “10” 
A highly sophisticated chess game for 
the serious player that lets you choose 
from 10 levels of playing difficulty, 

Solves "Checkmate in two" problems. 
employs classic "book opening moves" 

or makes random selection of moves 
to vary each game and much more 

*19979 

Now you can play chess, checkers or backgammon whenever you 
feel like it, and always be sure of having а worthy opponent that 

never boasts at winning or alibis at losing . 

COMPUTERIZED 
ELECTRONIC GAMES 

Develop and sharpen your gaming skills against those of the 
computer enter your move and within seconds the computer 
analyzes all possible moves, responds with its best counter move 

(1) Chess Challenger® "10". A 10-level chess game for the serious chess player. 
KEYBOARD, PLAYING BOARD: Walnut wood housing, 13x8x1"% in. high. Simulated leather 
and brushed gold foil playing surface incorporates keyboard and Vin. LED display. Reset 
key starts game or cancels computer memory of game. Depress Enter key to register your move with computer. Press Position Verification key to verify the position of each piece by 
rank and file. Use Double-move key when you make multiple moves. The Clear key erases 
unwanted moves if Enter has not been pressed. Press lami kev: at anytime during game, for 
level of playing difficulty desired. Problem Mode key used when you want computer to solve 
specific chess problems, like “Checkmate in 2”. Signal for “Check” lights up when the com- 
puter has you in check. The “7 lose” signal lights up when the computer is checkmated. 
PIECES: Magnet. Staunton design, genuine wood. King: 2% inches high. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: 12-foot cord with switch. 120-volts, 60-Hertz AC. UL listed. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Fidelity Electronics, Lid. Write for free copy, see page 330. 
3 N 2892—Shipping weight 6 pounds $199.99 

(2) Chess Challenger® "3". Same as (1) above but with only 3 levels of playing difficulty. 
At a later date this game can be upgraded to the 10 level game, see instructions included. 
3 N 2898—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 5 oz. $149.99 

(3) Checker Challenger "4". Employs random moves so every game is different. In the 
4th level of play computer will look ahead 4 offensive and 3 defensive moves. 
KEYBOARD, PLAYING BOARD: Walnut wood housing, 12*«x8x1'4 in. high. Mylar* polyester 
film-covered face incorporates playing area, keyboard, tyin. LED display. Reset key starts 
game or cancels computer memory. Enter key enters your move into computer. Clear key 
clears unwanted move if Enter has not been pressed or has the computer recall its last move 
for redetermination. Press To key for moving a piece from one position to another, also use 
to set up special checker problems. Leve! key determines level of play. Press Position Verifica- 
tion key to verify the board position of each piece. The “J Jose” signal lights when computer 
admits defeat. The "/ win” signal lights when computer has won. 
PIECES: Stackable solid wood checker pieces with walnut or maple finish. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: 12-foot cord with switch. 120-volts, 60-Hertz AC. UL listed. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Fidelity Electronics, Lid. Write for free copy, see page 330. 
3 N 296 1—Shipping weight 6 pounds $119.99 

(4) Checker Challenger® "2". Same as ( 3) above except wood-grained-look plastic hous- 
ing, no problem mode or redetermination of computers last move. 
3 М 2960—Shipping weight 6 pounds $59.99 
"Registered DuPont Trademark 

(5) GammonMaster II™. The сона is programmed to vary its strategy to match the 
type of game you wish to play . . it a running game, a block and hit game or a back 
game . . . so each is challengingly different. The dice are always “rolled” electronically at random once a move is entered or acknowledged into the computer. A special “self-test” 
function lets you test the unit to determine if it is operating correctly. 
KEYBOARD, PLAYING BOARD: Walnut-toned plastic keyboard, housing . . . 13x8x1! 2 in. 
high. Keyboard has large 1'2-in. LED display for dice and !z-inch LED display for moves. 
Plastic playing field. Use Start key to commence play. Press Enier key to register your move 
with the computer and to acknowledge the computer's move. The Clear key erases an un- 
wanted move if Enter has not been pressed. Press the Position Verification key to verify the 
position of each piece on the board. Use the Bear-Off key when you wish to remove a piece 
from the playing field. Use Bar key when re-entering a piece onto the field. When computer 
loses it flashes “Lose” in display. When it wins it flashes “Win” in display. 
PIECES; Marbleized plastic. 30 pieces with felt sack for storage. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: 714-foot cord with switch. 120-volts, 60-Hertz AC. UL listed. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Cardinal Ind. Inc. Write for free copy, see page 330. 
3 N 2975—Shipping weight 5 pounds ч $159.99 
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“BARBIE and her FRIENDS 

: "Let's have 
ia a fashion 

| eo show" i NN T 

TALKING BARBIE 
With sn 

Gift Set 

Barbie loves her traffic- 
stopping coat and dress set 
and elegant accessories 

She's bendable, poseable and so talk- 
ative. 11%-inch vinyl Barbie says 6 
fun phrases when you pull the talk- 
ing ring. She has shiny rooted hair 
and "real" eyelashes. Comes dressed 
in a 2-piece swimsuit and jacket. Set 
includes a plaid wrap-around dress, 
coat, purse, hat, shoes and hanger. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz. 
49 N 30815 NC UT RE 
Talking Barbie only. Wears a 2- 
piece swimsuit, lacy jacket. Says 6 
phrases. 

Shipping weight 11 ounces. 
49 N 30015 

“You're the 
grooviest^ 5 more great TALKERS 

(1 thru 5) Each doll says 6 fulllength 
teen phrases when you pull the talk- 
ing ring. All vinyl; 11% in. tall; benda- 
ble legs. АП wear beach outfits. 

"i 1 Talking P.J. Bouncy rooted hair. 
49 N 30736—Wt 12 oz. ..84.87 

2 Talking Ken. Molded hair. 
49 N 30373—Wt. 15 02......$4.87 

3 Talking Stacey. Long rooted hair. 
49 м 30014—Wt. 10 0z...... $4.87 

4 Talking Christie. Rooted hair. 
49 N 30072—Wt. 10 oz......94.87 

Talking Brad. Molded һай 
606 Sears pcexm 49 N 30801—Wt. 15 oz.. 

ve 
salon pads acana Ny daia msaa 

-$4.87 

eENDABLE KEN 

With 56” 
Gift Set 

Isn't he handsome in his spiffy new 
suit? 11%-inch Ken comes with shirt, 
tie, trousers and double-breasted sport 
coat. Shoes and socks also incl, Comes 
dressed in a slipover sport shirt over 
wild Bermuda shorts. Vinyl Ken has 
bendable legs, molded hair. 
49 N 30818—Wt. 1 lb. 2 от. .Set $6.99 

Bendable Ken only . . in Bermuda 
shorts and slipover sport shirt. 
49 N 30806—Shpg. wt. 15 oz. ..$3.29 

Casual All-Stars Set $7297 

for Ken or Brad 
"Trousers, shirts, jacket, shoes, socks and ac- 
cessories. Colors and fabrics may vary. 
49 N 31058—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. Set $3.97 

NOTE: Join Barbie's Fan Club. . see opposite page, 



45-rpm Record Sets 

$198 
set 

Six records 125 tunes) plus cardboard rack per set 

Puff the Magic Dragon Plus 24 others. 
57 С 5850— Shipping weight 12 ounces. 

Favorites 25 songs 
ipping weight 12 ounces. 

Mother Goose Favorites 25 Classics. 
57 C 5854 — Shipping weight 12 ounces. 

Sesame Street 25 TV favorites. 
57 C 5838— Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
Alphabet Counting and other fun learn songs 
57 C 5661— Shipping weight 12 ounces. 

Садо pane scans by cheisimasmusetecimicd pom 

$1.98 

198 

198 

1.98 

1.98 

Portable monaural Phonographs 

САНА 

Best of Disney Storybook Albums 

$279 
Each album includes a 12-page fully-illustrated 
booklet and 33!;-rpm (12-in.) record 
Winnie the Pooh and the Blustery Day 
57 C 5944 — Shipping weight 1 pound $2.79 

Snow White спа the Seven Dwarfs 
57 C 5945— Shipping weight 1 pound. 279 
Robin Hood 
57 C 5965— Shipping weight 1 pound. 279 
Mary Poppins 
57 C 5978 — Shipping weight 1 pound. 279 
Cinderella. 
57 C 5979 — Shipping weight 1 pound 279 

(1 thru 3) Monaural amplified sound with instant play solid state chassis 
Synthetic sapphire needle 
rubber pad. 45-rpm adapter twis 
chipboard with washable covering. 6-ft. cord with flared safety plug 

1 Plays 33 and 45-rpm records, one 4-inch speaker. Volume control. Red 
with red and white checks. 1042x12%2x5¥4 inches high. 

57 С 3233C – Shipping weight 
О Plays 33/3, 45 and 78-rpm records, two 4-inch speakers. Separate volume 

use even on stere 

© and tone controls. Dual point need ѕ twice as long as single point needle 
Blue with blue/orange swirls. 12/2x14x6'/ inches high 
57 C 3239C — Shipping weight 10 pound: $24.95 

Plays 337/3, 45 and 78-rpm records, one 4-inch speaker. Separate volume and 
tone controls. Orange with blue and orange squares. 101/2x12¥2x6» in. high 

57 C 3235С — Shipping weight 8 pounds 

with Spinning wheel colors 

price for a 
à 4-inch speaker 

LPs. Plastic turntable with foam 

up..cant get lost. Cabinet of laminated 

514.49 

$19.79 

Record Tote with 12, 45-rpm records 

уз; 
50 songs in each 45-rpm record tote. 

50 Fun Learn Songs Like Sesame Street 
57 С 5663— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 53.59 
50 All-Time Kiddy Favorites 
57 C 5664— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 3,59 

Mother Goose and Nursery Rhyme Favorites 
57 C 5665 Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 359 
50 Great Christmas Favorites 
57 С 5666— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 359 

PaLsco 
е 



Aztec pieces 
English-Staunton pieces (four shown) 

(four shown) 

Hand-carved Onyx Chess and Board Sets eee $3895 
( 1 and 2) Impressive beauty and distinction. No two sets exactly alike be- 
cause all pieces and board are hand crafted by Mexican artisans from natural 
solid onyx stone, highly polished. Inlaid black and white squares. Board about 
1414x140 inches, almost 34-іпсћ thick; bottom has black flocked cellulose. 

1 Set with English-Staunton pieces. King is 3 inches high. 
3 С 29357C—Mexico. Shipping weight 18 pounds. ........... .Set $38.95 

2 Set with Aztec pieces. King is 4 inches high. 
3C 29267C—Mexico. Shipping weight 19 pounds. Set $38.95 

Wood Chess Sets 
in boxes 

Staunton design wood chess 
pieces are painted and lacquered, 
flocked on bottom. King 3'; in. 
high. Inlaid wood folding board. 
box. Open board about 12x12 in. 
Inside of box flocked. 
3C29339—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 

Each attractively designed Staunton 
chessman is weighted and felted. King is 
3 in. high. Handsome inlaid wood folding 
board/box. All wood chess pieces are 
brown and ivory color. Open board about 
12x12 in, Inside of box is smooth felted. 
3 С 2838—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs.......$19.50 -$9.50 

Magnetic Chess Sets for outdoors, traveling 

Compact Set $389 
3 Playing pieces stay in place between 

moves. 1'%-inch king. Handsome 
Staunton chessmen in brown and white 
plastic. Color-matched folding wooden 
case with metal 734-inch square playing 
surface. Pieces fit neatly and safely in 
cut-out storage area. From Taiwan. 

Shipping weight set 1 pound. 
3C 29265 . MP Set $3.89 

Chess and Checker Set $749 
4 King is 2% inches. All chess pieces 

and checkers are black and white 
plastic . . and all are magnetic, with felt- 
ed bases. Staunton chessmen. Metal 91⁄4- 
in, square playing surface with lined stor- 
age case. Japan. Shpg. wt. set 1 lb. 6 oz. 
3С628%00...................... Set $7.49 

Deco-sculpture 
3-dimensional Chess $ 1 099 

You attack from above, below and 
horizontally. Each plastic playing 

suríace 8 inches square. Chrome-plated 
metal supports. Total height 12 inches. 
Staunton design plastic playing pieces 
with 26-inch king. Instructions incl. 

Shipping weight set 4 pounds. 
3C29276 -Set $10.99 
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Scrambled Egg 

This handsome crystal-like plastic 
egg is a three-dimensional jigsaw 
puzzle. It is composed of 32 inter- 
locking pieces. Scramble the parts 
and see if you can reassemble them. 
This attractive light blue egg is ide- 
al as a paperweight, or a conversa- 
tion piece. Shipping wt. 9 oz. 
3C29412 $475 

Puzzle Packs . . fun for everyone 

Skill Series. Set of four puzzles. Plastic. 
Levitation: Test your steady hand by 

making the ball nest in center ring. Astrologic: 
Just 6 pieces form this sculptured star. Put 
them back together . . a real test of your as- 
tro powers. Outer Limits: Try to get the four 

balls in the corners. It can be done. Curious 
Cross: This one is really hard to do. First take 
the cross apart. ( There are just three pieces.) 
Then put them back together. 
3C 2876—Shipping weight 1 pound .Set $4.49 

7 Thinker's Series. Set of four puzzles. 

Solid hardwood plus strings and rings. 
Lariat Loop: try to remove wood from the 
cord . . then put it Баск, Ring-a-Ling: with- 
out untying cord from rings, find the way to 

remove center ring from rest of puzzle. Two- 

in-one: see if you can get the two rings to- 
gether on left loop or right loop . . then back 
into original position. Horseshoe: remove ring 
from wood and string and put it back again. 
3C 28079—Shipping wt. set 14 oz. . Set $3.99 

8 Labyrinth. Handsome and decorative. 
Put ball through maze but avoid the 

holes. Turn 2 knobs to tilt surface. Frustrat- 
ing fun! High impact plastic with polished eb- 
ony-color finish. 6x6x1' in. Two steel balls. 
3C 2957—Shipping weight 13 oz . . 5450 

Battue was $3.75 last Christmas. 
Ancient Oriental puzzle looks simple, 

but it isn't. Get all 8 discs from one pole 
to another without placing larger one on 
smaller one. Hardwood. 9x314x554 in. 
3C 2963—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2oz. ....#2.99 

10 Merlin's Stone. Ancient Greek puzzle 
within a puzzle. First try to remove the 

orb without detaching any sticks. Then take 
the puzzle apart and try to reassemble it. 
Hardwood sticks, nylon twine and plastic orb 
are included. About 6 inches high. 
3C29333—Shipping weight 11 oz. 

11 The Brain. This intriguing puzzle has 
only one solution . . programmed by a 

computer. It requires 170 sequential moves 
to place all the rods in the out position. Can 
you do it? 4-in. diameter, 254 іп, high. 
3C28413—Shipping weight 12 oz. 

$349 

$6.99 

Word Games. . vocabulary fun 

12 Find-the-Word Game. Players try to 
find the hidden words scattered 

throughout a maze of letters. Includes play- 
ing board, instructions. 
3C29298—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 5450 

1 Dictionary Game. A betting and bluff- 
ing game. Players make up phony defi- 

nitions for unusual words, then attempt to 
get other players to bet on their definitions. 
Great fun for 3 or more players. Includes 
play money, word cards, instructions. 
3C 28136—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8oz. .....$450 

Yesteryear. . 
the nostalgia-trivia game 

Test your knowledge of radio, TV, 
movies, sports, misc. Players an- 
swer questions from the game and 
make up additional questions. If 
you play with old friends you can 
ask about personal things from the 
past. For 2 or more players. Play- 
ing board, markers, dice, cards incl. 
3C 29341—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $7.75 
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(1) Turntable Tripoley. Elite edition. No need to stretch across table 
,tray is mounted on bearing turntable. There's storage for cards 

and chips. Up to 9 can play at one time. 
COMPOSITION: Injection- Uer plastic (тау, . . 14¥9x14%9x2 in 
Deck of cards, 200 interlocking poker chips and instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 2827—Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces ... $11.99 

(2) King Tripoley. Combines challenge of Hearts, Poker and Michi- 
gan Rummy into the great game of Kings, Queens. Up to 9 can pla; 
COMP: Board silk-screened on polyurethane foam laminated vin: 
Board, 27x42 in. Deck of cards, 200 interlocking poker chips, instr. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 2848C—Shipping weight 2 pounds .$6.99 

(3) Adam's Apple. Reduced from our 1977 Christmas Book. Clear apple 
is а 3-dimensional jigsaw puzzle. Scramble the pieces and try to reas- 
semble them. Ideal as a paper weight or conversation piece. 
CONSTR: 48 interlocking plastic pieces. Makes 3-inch apple. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
3 N 2832— Shipping weight 8 ounces $5.79 
(4) Love Puzzle. Clear cube with red heart in center is a 3-dimensional 
Jigsaw puzzle. Scramble the pieces, reassemble the puzzle, snap in reten- 
tion pin and its an attractive conversation piece. 
CONSTR: 33 interlocking plastic pieces. Makes а 2x2x2!4 in. cube. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
3 N 29416—Shipping weight 6 ounces .... $5.00 

Dremen Egg. Clear ar egg in s а 3-dimensional jigsaw puzzle. 
ible the parts, reassemble them. Ideal as a paper weight. 

CONSTR: 32 interlocking plastic pieces. Makes a 3-inch egg. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
3 М 29412—Shipping weight 6 ounces $5.00 
Love Puzzle (4) and Scrambled Egg (5) 
3 М 29100—Shipping weight 12 ounces. . 49.00 
(6) Puzzle Works Pack. Set of 6 plastic puzzles. 
COMPOSITION: Three Moons of Saturn: Try to place 3 rings on the 3 
E and 3 balls on the 3 rings. Space Shuttle: Try to place ball on top of 

id. Galaxy: Try to position all 36 balls within the ring. Constellation: 
Try to position the 9 balls in the 9 holes. Space Station: Try to maneuver 
the 6 balls inside the hemisphere, Moon Probe: Try to maneuver weight- 
ed capsule so that it stands vertly in the center hole. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. Each puzzle is gift boxed. 
3 N 2888—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces „Set $9.99 

(7) Family Jewel. Clear 900-carat "diamond" is a 3-dimensional jig- 
saw puzzle. Scramble the parts and reassemble them. 
CONSTR; 40 interlocking plastic pieces. Makes 244x2%-inch diamond. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
3 N 2802—Shipping weight 10 ounces $6.99 

(8) The Brain. It's you against the computer. Try to place all the rods 
in the out position, Requires 170 programmed moves. 
CONSTR: Clear and black plastic. 4 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
3 N 284 13—Shipping weight 12 ounces $6.99 

(9) Challenge Yahtzee®. Try to build points from common roll of 
ice . . . use your own judgement for combinations and scoring. 
COMPOS! TION: 10¥%-inch square laying tray, playing dice, scoring 
dice, dice cup, 2 score pads, instr. For 4 players. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
3 N 289 1—Shipping weight 2 pounds 56.99 

(10) 5-in-1 Computer Sports Game. Play electronic football, basket- 
ball, baseball. hockey and soccer on one console. Press buttons to set 
offense and defense. Console gives play results. 
OMP: 13'!gx10x1?-in. plastic console, plastic-coated chipboard game 
Sete: playing pieces, instr. For 2 players. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order 4 “АА” batteries below. 
3 М 2895—Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
3 N 8967—"AA" battery. Shipping weight 1 ounce 

{11 апа 12) Game rules are so easy, many 8 year olds master it in 10 
minutes; yet the strategy can be extremely complex. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Break the color and position code. For Grand Mas- 
ter Mind (12) one must also break the geometric code. For 2 players. 
CONTENTS: Wood-grain look plastic playing surface, plastic pegs, 
black, white clue pegs (plus blue clue pegs in Grand Master Mind). 

(11) Super Master Mind.5 (12) Grand Master Mind. 4 
pegs, 8 colors are used to make colored chips, 4 geometric shapes 
code. You get 12 chances to break form over 1 million possible code 
code with 59,000 possible combi- combinations. You get 1 million 
nations. chances to break the code. 
ORDER INFO: Instructions incl. ORDER INFO: Instructions incl. 
Shipping me 1 pand Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

3N2870 $7.99 3N28107 $11.99 

-. $14.95 
Each 69c 

Gitsiod Dade scant by deistimacadiseiediuical Gom 

GAMES of chance and skill 
the whole family can enjoy 

PUZZLES AND MIND BENDERS 

wast6.79 $879 
/ 

Save 
51 

when buy both 
(4) and (5). 

Sep. prices 
tota! $10.00 
sooo 

Family Jewe! 
Puzzle 

LOT” алсы $1495 
Sports Game ques $699 

Yahtzee 

MASTER MIND 
Super 

Master Mind 

$799 
Master Ming 

$1199 
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(1thru 4) Earth Movers. 

AGES, ORDERING INFO: For 3 to 10-year olds. 
зак apical PERS $18.27 

Tone Strong Arm Loader. Hand operated 
uses endloader to scoop and du A Push arm 

down, 'endicader raises to lower. 
Die-cast metal; |; plastic arm, rub er tires. 
25V4x1014x21 іп. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: For 3 to 10-year olds. 
79 C 58125C—Shipping wt. 7 lbs. 4 0z.....$15.97 

gas UTE po Dump Truck. Steel. Balanced 
dumps big loads (by hand). 

Overall mcos) 199 35 x10 inches high. 
AGES. ORDERING INFO: For 5-year olds and uj 
79 С 54144C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 2 oz. $1297 

(4) Tonka Michigan Shovel. Steel. Crane cab 
swivels 360°. Positive stop winch raises, lowers 
boom. Includes scoop for ЕЕЕ lifting dirt. 
om measurement 20x7x40 in. high when boom is 

aces, ORDERING INFORMATION: For 3 to 10-year 
Partially assembled. 
гета 1002. ..$19.97 

p Mint Ta Blazer. Seek кетешн сок 
forests and . you're go апух 
by canoe, пайке orin your trail SURE cae 
CONSTRUCTION аа steel blazer with all- 
terrain type tires, overhead rack. Canoe, cross-coun- 
try trail bike and detailed interior, plastic. White let- 
tered plastic tires, plated wheel covers. Overall mea- 
surement 13516х57/6х65% i high. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: For 3-year olds and ар 
49 C 54355—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. ...... $7.27 

(6) Tonka Hot Pickup with Dirt Bike. Durable 
steel with plastic trim. Roll-bar. Detailed interior has 
bucket seats, “4 on the floor”, CB radio with whip 
antenna. all 4 tires with Tonka Super Jack® 
stored in back with spare tire and plastic motorcycle. 
Tailgate lowers, Hot ciel hubs and grill. Overall 
measurement 16x6x6'2 inches high. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: For 3 to 10-year olds. 
49 C 58233—Shipping weight 4 pounds . . . $ 12.97 

p Tonka Mighty Off-Road Adventure Buggy. 
urable steel, plastic trim. Detailed interior has 

console, CB 
radio with whip En y Back rack holds gas can, 
spare tire. Change all 4 tires with Tonka Super 
аске stored in own compartment. Go 
ubs, grill. Measures 20x9x10 inches high 

AGES, ORDERING INFO: For 3 to 10-year olds. 
79 C 57056C—Shipping wt. 8 lbs. 120z. ..$15.97 

(8) Cattle Farm Set. Pickup constructed of dura- 
ble steel with 6 windows, detailed interior; plated grill 
and bumper, б tires. Farm scene де 
Чоп. 4 listic tic cows graze insit 
ral constructed. of bez diy cardboard Pickup 
measures 12х4516х4 inches 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: For 3 to 10-year olds. 
49 C 58168—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. .. Set $6.97 
(9) Deluxe йалоһ бә Set. Durable steel; pickup has 
detailed enr rcp Е and bumper; trailer au- 
thenticall AES led with pull-down loading ramp 
door to help load horse easly; 2 bubble porthole win- 
dows, tandem wide oval tires with mag-style wheels. 
Plastic cowboy and horse fully outfitted with saddle, 
bridle. Pickup and trailer 21 2354x644 і in. high. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: For 3 to 10-year olds. 
49 C 58183—Shipping wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz. ..... $12.47 

(10) Aerial Hook 'N Ladder. 2 ft. long; ladder can 
be extended to over 3 ft. long. Control base Totates 
ladder 360°. Heavy-gauge steel truck, metal exten- 
sion ladder plus ladder extend to 40 inches 
long. Second removable ladder. Overall measure- 
ment 24x5xó! inches high. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: For 3-year olds and up. 
49 C 54116—Shipping wt. 5 lbs. 2 02...... $12.67 

(11) Carefree Days Recreation Set. 3 to 6-in. die- 
cast metal vehicles, plastic canoes. Includes Blazer 
іскир with camper top, Blazer pickup with side- 

ds, Blazer 4x4 мер, dune buggy, canoe trailer 
with 2 canoes, boat with trailer, 2 кашк 
AGES. ORDERING INFO: For 3 to 7. ce 
49 C 58265—Shipping weight 2 lbs. . dcr $9.57 

п 2) Sears Tractor Trailer. Неау; ше metal, 
aked enamel finish. Cab and van onnect, rear 

doors open wide. Realistic features like chrome-look 
saddle gas tanks, air horns, wheel rims and grille. 
Plastic tinted windshield, bucket seats and console. 
Measures 714x64x22 inches long. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: For 3 to 10-year olds. 
79 C 58161C—Shipping wt. 6 lbs. 1002. ..$12.47 
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Imaginative 
take-offs and landings 

are fun at “MATCHBOX”® Skybuster 
Airport when you add Skybuster Planes 

(13) “MATCHBOX”® Skybuster Airport. You control 
all landings, take-offs and taxiing at your airport. Ground 
Control, check radar for incoming planes. 
WHAT YOU GET: Vinyl c case unfolds into a play 
area approximately 24x20 inches with airplane hangar 
ee Includes vinyl control tower and terminal. 
GES, ORDERING INFORMATION: For 4 to 12-year olds. 

Planes not included, order set at right. 
49 C 58558—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. .... ..$10.99 

Load and 
unload cargo with 
working crane at “MATCHBOX”® Seaport 

(15) “MATCHBOX”® Seaport. 
WHAT YOU GET: Cardboard mat with detailed roadway, 

perboard city-scene, repair building; 3744x1934x9% in. 
Dh. Plastic elevated skyway, bridge with tunnel, dock, 
operating crane that г у works, 6 miniature containers, 
container ship with waterline wheels. 
AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: For 3 to 10-year olds. 
Assembly instructions included. Cars not included. 
79 C 55123C—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz...... Set $9.99 

Save :1.00 
when you buy both Superman 
Vehicle Set and Carrying Case 

Separate $ 78° 

тота! $8.85 

(17) Superman” Set. 6 die-cast metal vehicles, 2 to 3 in. 
long; Superman Van, Supermobile, 4 more. ыш 
AGES. ORDERING INFO: For 3 to 10-year olds. 
49 C 55089— Shipping weight 1 pound ....... “Set $5.88 
(18) Superman* Case. Holds 12 vehicles. Plastic. 
49 C 55088—Shipping weight 8 ounces. ........ $2.97 
Combination of Superman Set (17) and Case (18). 
49 c 5509 1—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. $7.85 
*©ОС Comics inc. 

(14) “MATCHBOX”® Skybusters. 
Wing your way across the skies with 
these planes, then land to refuel at your 
Skybuster Airport sold at leít. 

WHAT YOU GET: 4 die-cast metal planes, 
3 to 4 inches long. Imported. 
AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: For 4 
to 12-year olds. 
49 C 58544—Wt. 8 oz. ......8et $6.97 

16) Fast Wheels 6-pc. Vehicle Set. 
Jorks on heavy loads at Seaport. 

SET INCLUDES: Six die-cast metal vehi- 
cles, 2 to 3 inches long; Bulldozer, truck 
with girders, dump truck, fork lift, and 
tractor with cart. Imported. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: For 3 
to 12-year olds. 
49 C 58306—Wt. 120z. ..... Set $4.47 

(19) Fast Wheels 1 1-pc. Vehicle Set 
SET INCLUDES: 11 die-cast metal vehi- 
cles, 2 to 3 inches long; Corvette, Dodge 
Rallye, BMW, Fiat X1/9, Brabham, Shell 
Stocker, Lotus, ambulance, fire еп He 
with snorkel, freight truck with girdei 
platform truck with pipe. All pieces ae 
imported. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: For 3 
to 12-year olds. 
49 C 55287—Wt. 2 Ibs. 9 oz. .Set $8.37 

NOTE: "Match Box" is the registered trademark 
Owned by Lesney Products Co. Ltd. England 
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Living Barbie 

11%-inch vinyl Barbie has 
bendable arms, legs, knees, 
ankles, waist, head, elbows 

even her wrists. Rooted 
hair. Swimsuit. Wt. 14 oz. 
49 N 30802 $4.77 

Ski Scene $319 

Full ski outfit with jacket, 
hat, ski mask, capri pants 
and sweater plus skis, poles 
and ski boots. Wt. 6 oz. 
49 N 31067 ...... Set $3.49 

Skate Mates 7399 
Here's the way to skate in 

style. . а short-skirted cos- 
tume and hat with fluffy 
trim, tights, ice skates and 
mittens. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
49N31072. Set $2.99 

Prima Ballerina $1 

Glamorous ballerina costume 
with tutu, tights, matching 
ballet shoes. Wt. З oz. 
49 N 31071.......Set $1.99 

Scuba Do's $199 

As poseable 

Living BARBIE > Will she exercise today, 
or ski, swim, skate or dance? j a 

Living Barbie 2 
with 5 outfits $999 , 

She's so bendable and so lifelike, it's only fair that Barbie should 
have 5 action outfits to show off her flexibility. Set includes 
leotard, tights and elastic exerciser; ski jacket, boots, skis and j 
poles; swimsuit, flippers and mask; fur-trimmed jumper, hat, ice 
skates; tutu and ballet slippers. 11%-inch vinyl Living Barbie 
has rooted hair. 

os Brightly-colored 2-piece 49 N 30814—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. .Set $9.99 
swimsuit topped with a = 

ы? mask and snorkel. Wt. 3 oz. P. 
| t 49 N 31068 Set $1.99 Ramoni 

wrists 

` 

Shape-up's 

Long-legged leotard with 
n. © barbells, twirl board and ex- 

By B crise book, We. 4 oz 
4) 49N31069....... Set $1.49 

NOTE: Outfits above fit 
апу 11 2-inch fashion doll 

Bendable 
knees 

| 
| 

| 
| 

| p] 
Poseable % 

| ankles 
| 

Goodies Galore 

$999 

Accessories for any oc- 
casion. Hangers, heels, 
tennis shoes, ballet slip- 
pers, ice and roller 
Skates, boots, purses, 
hats, tennis racket, ball, 
вийан eee Join the Barbie Fan Club at Sears . $100 
mirror and make-up. Sp ; T 
Also telephone, ice Get membership kit plus party dress for just 

cream sundae and With this shimmering silver-color mini-dress and shoes, each club member also 
more. Ideal for Barbie receives the Barbie family portrait, membership certificate, card and an issue of 
and friends. Wt. 3 oz. Barbie Talk magazine. Party dress fits Barbie or any 11%-іпсћ friend Na 
49 N 31073—Set $2.99 49 N 31087—Shipping weight 8 ошпсев............................ Kit $1.00 xose Sears 607 
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Step by step illustrated art instructions 

Super 5-in-1 Art Set. . 5 basic art mediums, 95 
plus 6 art projects $26 

With Oils, Acrylics, Pastels, Watercolors, and Charcoal Pencils. Three 
booklets with step-by-step illustrated art instructions to complete all six art 
projects. This set of fine quality art materials includes 8 tubes of oil paint, 
Vax4 inches, 6 tubes of acrylic paint, 1x5 inches, 12 oil pastels, 6 tubes of 
watercolors, 34 fluid ounces and 4 assorted charcoal pencils. 
You get a color-mixing chart, 2 brushes, palette knife, palette card, and 

palette cup. Gesso, gloss medium and spray fixative. Linseed oil and non- 
toxic Craftine solvent. 24-sheet sketch pad, 2 canvas panels, 10-sheet can- 
vas pad, all measure 9x12 in. Eraser. 12-in. wood table easel. Vinyl case 
18x12V4x3' in. Brushes, palette knife, and oil pastels from Japan. 
3 С 2608—Shipping weight 7 pounds —— $26.95 

4-in-1 Art Sets . . Watercolors, Pastels, the, 
Drawing and Oil or Acrylic paints set 52 188 

Oil Set and Acrylic Set each contain watercolors, oil pastels 
and sketching materials, 4 instruction booklets. Paints in- 
clude 12 tubes of watercolors, 12x3 inches, 4 watercolor 
markers, 25 oil pastels, 3 drawing pencils, 3 sketching 
chalks, blending stomp. Plus you get: Color-mixing chart, 5 
brushes, palette, palette cup, palette knife, 9x12-inch palette 
pad. Two 8x10-inch painting panels. 8-well plastic mixing 
palette, plastic watercolor cup. Kneaded eraser, sandpad, 10 
sheets 9x12-inch sketching paper. Plastic table easel. 

4-in-1 Oil Painting Set. 12 
tubes of oil paint, 12x4 
inches. Linseed oil, non-tox- 
ic turpenoid. Vinyl case 

4-in-1 Acrylic Painting 
Set. 8 tubes of acrylic paint 
34x4 inches. Gloss matte 
medium. Vinyl case 18x 

18x12V2x4 inches. 12V2x4 inches. 
Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 4 oz. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 4 oz. 

3C 2606 $21.88 3C2607 -$21.88 

Lightweight Aluminum Easel 

Locks canvases or boards up to 55 inches high at top and 
bottom. Opens to 75 inches high, folds to 33% inches long. 
Rubber tipped telescopic legs lock at any height. Why not 
pick up the phone and order it? 
3C27599C—Shipping weight 3 pounds .............. $13.49 “6080085, 
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9-tube Oil Set with Easel. Plastic 
folding table easel packs in 

16%x11x2"-inch vinyl case. Incl. 8 
tubes of oil color 14x4 inches each, 
1x4-inch tube of white paint. Knife, 
cup, palette, non-toxic turpenoid, 
painting medium, charcoal pencil, 
eraser, 10x14-inch cotton canvas pan- 
el, 3 canvas-textured practice sheets, 

2 brushes and 24-page instruct. book. 
3C2612—Wt. 3 Ibs, 8 ог. ..Set $13.49 

2 16-tube Oil Paint Outfit. This 
large outfit contains 16 tubes of 

paint . . 8 tubes, each 1x4 in., of stan- 
dard colors, 7 tubes, 14x4 in., of more 
exotic colors, including gold, plus one 
large tube of white paint, 105х616 
inches. Sturdy vinyl carrying case 
13x13x2 in. with 4 brushes, non-toxic 
turpenoid, linseed oil, palette, palette 
knife, cup, painting panel and a color 
mixing guide. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 12 oz. 

3 8-tube Acrylic Set. Acrylic easy- 
to-mix paints in vibrant colors. 

Set includes 8 tubes of paint, 7 colors, 
1 white, 1!4x5 in., gloss medium, 
matte medium, tube of gel, palette 
knife, 3 brushes, palette, charcoal 
pencil, eraser, 10x14-in. painting pan- 
el, color mixing guide, painting les- 
son. 3 sheets practice paper. Vinyl 
carrying case, 16! ax11x2! inches. 
3C2616—Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 ог.......814.88 

4 18-tube Acrylic Paint Set. Easy- 
to-mix acrylic paints in vibrant 

colors. Set includes 18 tubes of paint, 
%х4-їп. tubes. 17 colors, 1 white. 
Gloss medium, matte medium, tube 
of gel, palette knife, 3 brushes, pal- 
ette, charcoal pencil, eraser, 10x14-in. 
painting panel, color mixing guide, 
painting lesson, 3 sheets of textured 
paper, 10x14 in. Vinyl carrying case, 
16x1034x2V4 in. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 

3C2625 $1844 3C2605 $17.49 

Conni Gordon's 
Beginner's Painting Sets 

With easy-to-follow Conni Gordon 
4-step painting lesson 

5 Begin a relaxing, creative hobby to en- 
joy for years with your choice of faster- 

drying acrylic paints or oil paints. Each set 
includes 2 brushes, palette, palette knife, 
painting panel, 3 sheets practice painting 
paper. 15V2x1055x154 in. Boxed. 

Acrylic-Paint Set. Includes 7 tubes of 
acrylic paint, 1Y%x5 in. Gloss medium. 
3C2604—Shipping weight 5 lbs. .....88.44 

Oil-Paint Set. Incl. 8 tubes of oil paints, 
each Vax4 in. Sketching pencil, eraser. Lin- 
seed oil and turpenoid. Palette cup. 
3C 2603—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz. ...... $8.44 

Pastel, Watercolor, Drawing Sets 

6 Master Art Studio Set with pastels, 
watercolors and drawing pencils. Set in- 

cludes 25 oil pastels, two 8-color watercolor 
palettes, 2 watercolor brushes. 4 pencils, 3 
sketching chalks, 2 shading stomps, 2 eras- 
ers, pencil and sandpad sharpeners, 15 
sheets 12x18-inch paper, 5 instruction 
books totaling 176 pages and book for ac- 
tion illustrations. 
3C2610—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ........... $7.99 

7 Art Studio Set with pastels, watercol- 
ors and drawing pencils. 25 oil pastels, 

two 8-color watercolor palettes and brush, 
3 piece chalk tray, 1 shading stomp. 3 pen- 
cils, pencil and sandpad sharpeners, eraser. 
15 sheets 12x18-inch drawing paper, 2 in- 
struction books, stick-figure flip book for 
action illustrations. 
3C2627—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 7 oz........ $5.44 



Save 
510 
Cabinet (1) 

and Board (2) 

$629 Separate prices 

total $72.98 

Dart Board Set 

Save *5 $2699 
Cabinet (1) and 

Board Set (4) 

adis $199 
(1) Dart Board Cabinet 
Doors open from center. 2 scoreboards. 'a-in. thick 
wood, laminated. Birch veneer. 1934x2234x3!5 in. deep 
(closed). Board and darts not included. 
6 М 12308C—Shipping weight 18 lbs. 
(2) Bristle Dart Board 
Bristle surface made from sisal. Movable heavy-metal 
wire number frame. 18-in. diam., 11% in. thick. English 
20-pt. game. Metal hangers. Imported. Darts not incl. 
6 N 12306C—Shipping weight 15 Ibs. $35.99 
Cabinet (1) and Dart Board (2) 
6 N 12317C2—Shipping weight 33 lbs. $62.98 

(3) 2-player Dart Board Set 
BOARD: Paper-wound, metal dividers, rim. 14-inch di- 
ameter !4-inch thick. Engish 20-pt. game, bullseye on 
reverse side. 
DARTS: Brass barrels, steel tips and plastic flights. 11 

gram weight. Six included. 
CABINET: Center-open doors. Magnetic closure. Two 
scoreboards. !-inch thick particleboard. 1712x2234x2V4- 
inches deep (closed 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 N 123 14—Shipping weight 13 lbs. . . . 
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$36.99 

Set $26.99 

closed cabinet 

$199 

(4) 3-player Dart Board Set 
BOARD: Paper-wound with metal dividers 
and rim. 17*zinch diameter, 114 inch thick. 
English 20-point game on the 1 side, bullseye 
on the reverse side. Metal hangers. 
DARTS: Brass barrel, steel tips and plastic 
flights. 11 gram weight. 12 included. 
6 N 12255—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. Set $9.99 
Cabinet (1) and Dart Board (4) 
6 N 12318—Shpg. wt. 24 lbs. $41.98 

(5) Extra Darts. Brass barrels, steel tips, 
pop-off polyester flights, nylon shafts. Pack- 
age of 3. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
6N 12298—13-gram Pkg. $5.69 
6 N 12305—19-gram Pkg. 5.69 
6 № 12309—24-gram Pkg. 5.69 

(6) Art Dart Set 
HOW TO PLAY: Balls stick to target. 
SET INCL: 3 Velcro& fastener-wrapped plas- 
tic balls, plastic frame with felt-like target 
face. Hang loop. 12-in. diameter. 
ORDER INFO: Extra balls below. 
6 № 12266—Shps. wt. 1 Ib. $7.99 

(7) Setof 3 extra Art-Dart Balls 
6 N 12267—5һре. wt. 1 oz. $1.99 

Exciting Games of 

Sep. prices total 11.98 

lat and Guide. Bali Return onh 

“3399 | s799" 
(8) Flat "cup" model. "Push-back" ball return at 
end of cup. Five-zone score grid. Green polyurethane 
foam mat measures 1x9 feet. 6-foot cord. 120 watts. 
UL listed for 110-volt, 60-Hz. AC. Trainer guide and 
н included. Вай! not included. putter 

Complete Set. Bail Return, Mat and Trainer 399 
6 N 82944—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 от. .....Now #9. 
Ball Return only 
6N 82942—Shpg. wt. 21Ь%................. 7.99 

Mat and Trainer Guide only 
6 N 82943—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. . .. 3.99 

A Christmas value. . . 
our Putting Game 

with hazards 

This cross-section of mat 

Putting Game with hazards 
HOW TO PLAY: Object is to sink ball in first 
of 6 cups. Instr. inside each cup tell you 
where on mat to place ball for approach and 
putt shots. Sink ball in first cup for best posi 
tioned lies; miss and ball drops in any rear 
cup which penalizes you with poorer lies. 
SET INCL: 11x80-in. long Turíam? artificial 
grass mat, backstops, ball position markers, 
1 sand trap, 2 “hills” and 1 water hazard. 
ORDER INFO: Putter and ball not included. 

Shipping weight 9 pounds. 
6N 82513C $13.99 

(9) Adjustable-length 
Putter i $799 

Shaft adjusts to fit ages 3 and up so the 
whole family can use the putter. 
HEAD: Center-shafted cast-metal head. For 
both right and left-handed players. 
SHAFTS. GRIPS: Aluminum shaft. Adjusts 
with knurled coupling. Rubber grip. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 М 8261 1—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $7.99 

"- 



Raise and lower mini-cars Vehicle Sets on this page 
: fit Auto Transport, Auto 
"ceno Park and Collector's Cases elevator on Sears 
5-level Auto Park 

$949 

u 

TAAS SAS «оске 
MES 

when you buy both 
Save $400 бушл) 

Separate price: 

total $13 96 $996 

Fast Wheels $447 
6-pc. Race Set 



(51275 
Pocket-Size Radios 

(1 thru 3 ) Solid state chassis promotes long life 

and good performance. Built-in AM antenna. Ear 
phone for private listening. Each operates on one 
9-volt battery (sold below) 

AM/FM Radio with 2% inch speaker. Direct 
tuning dial, Telescoping FM antenna. Black 

plastic case with wrist strap. Measures 4¥4x3'/ax 
1¥2 inches deep, From Taiwan 
57 С 2258— Shipping weight 14 ounces $1275 

9 АМ Radio with 2 inch speaker. Black plastic 
^ case. Measures 4'«x2UixlY, inches deep 
From Hong Kong 
57 С 2202— Shipping weight 8 ounces. $375 

Cut $3.51. AM Radio with 24x13 inch oval 
speoker. Deluxe black plastic case has silver 

color speaker grille. Vinyl carrying case protects 
radio from dust and water. 5Y4x2Y«x19« in. deep. 
Gift boxed. Hong Kong 
57 C 2210— Shipping weight 10 ounces *5.99 

Batteries lor radios above sold below 

Sears 
Silvertone 
Batteries 

for 

pocket 

radios 

above 

9-volt transistor Battery. Same size as the 
Eveready 216, Ray-O-Vac 1604 and Mallory 

M-1604, 1x! Visx1?3/2 
57 C 6417 — Shipping weight 

nches 

ounces 48c 

Б) 9-volt premium Battery for extra long life. Same 
size as Eveready 222. Ray-O-Vac D-1604 and 

Mallory MN-1604. 1x'* 1°32 inches high 

57 C 6423— Shipping weight 2 ounces 75c 
Both (4 and 5) fit radios (1. 2, and 3) above. 

h с AM Clock 
Radio 

$1295 

Wake-to-music clock radio is all solid state for 
instant sound and long life. AM radio turns on at 
pre-set time. 2%4 іп. speaker. Easy-to-reach front 
controls. Built-in AM antenna. Ivory-color plastic 
cabinet is compact with pedestal base. Measu 
4%» x84 x3Y. in, deep. 52 ft. line cord. Taiwan 
57 C 2061C — Shipping weight 4 pounds 512.95 

614 [Sears 
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UT 

You're on a secret mission to an unidentified planet 

Pocket-size Walkie-Talkies 
keep you in voice contact 

with your fellow astronauts 
* 100 milliwatt cl enough power to transmit top secret 

messages up to a mile away without wires 

* Соп eady to operate omplete ith 

battery and 

Save when you buy two walkie-talkies of same style 

( 6 and 7) The exciting native games you can play with these walkie-talkies are 
endless. Great for practic е on hikes, fishing and camping trips too. Precision crystals 
re installed a Ready for instant voice contact. All-silicon tr tors opera 
at peak efficien f weather. Integrate uit contributes to overall depend 
ability and goo stic case with te antenna. Self-contained built 

peaker-mike 2 walkie-talki nplete tem. Each unit uses 
9-volt battery (included r replacement batterie Сё below 

erate on CB channel 5. 5%ах29ах19 in. deep б One-Channel Walkie-Talkie. Read 
57 C 72051C w 2 pours Each $15.49: 2 for $30.00 

7) Two-Channel Walkie-Talkie with Call Alert. Leave unit in call alert on position and 
a sound signals wher u have a call. Walkie-talkie is ready to operate on channel 5 

or channel 14. Avoids delay in placing a call if you are in an area where interference 
from other CB radios blocks alternate channel. 6'/9x2¥2x1s in. dee 
57 C 7207 Ship eight 2 pound: Ea 2 for $36.90 

57 C 6417— 9-volt Battery for walkie-talkies above. Shipping weight 2 ounce 48c 
NOTE: *Ra: 



Two-channel 
Walkie-Talkie 

with Call 
Alert Button 

$192? 

Single- 
channel 
Walkie- 
Talkie 

$1222 

POCKET-SIZE WALKIE-TALKIES 
Transmit and receive messages up to one mile over flat terrain 

• 100-milliwatt power. . the highest you can use without an FCC license 

• Ceramic filter circuits cut out adjacent channel interference . . enjoy much clearer reception 

e Ideal for fishermen, campers, hikers or just plain fun! 

( 1 and 2) Exchange messages when you're on hikes, fishing and camping or 
just getting together with friends. 100% solid state circuitry for dependable 
performance (under most conditions). Sensitive super-heterodyne circuitry is 
a vast improvement over the low-cost super-regenerative type. Automatic 
gain control moderates volume of nearby stations. 

Walkie-talkie is ready to operate . . comes complete with factory-installed 
precision crystals and 9-volt battery (order replacement batteries in Big 
Book). Housed in a high-impact plastic case with a convenient carry strap. 
Telescoping whip antenna. Built-in speaker/microphone with speaker vol- 
ume control. Order two Walkie-Talkies for a complete system so that you can 
transmit and receive messages. 

1 Two-channel Walkie-Talkie with Call Alert Button. Leave button in 
“call” position with walkie-talkie turned on and a sound will alert you 

when another unit is trying to contact you. Unit operates on CB channel 5 or 
CB channel 14. If you're placing a call in an area where interference from 
other CB radios blocks one of your channels, you can avoid delay by simply 
using the other channel. Unit measures 614x214x114 in. deep. Hong Kong. 
57 C 72073—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. ......... Each $19.99 

2 Single-channel Walkie-Talkie. Unit operates on CB channel 14. Mea- 
sures 6x2*4x1'4 inches deep. From Japan. 

57 C 72016—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces . . . Each $12.99 

REMEMBER! You can order items on pages 439 to 614 from now until AUGUST 13,1976 

PBLSCO 



skill for family fun 

"Trac-balime 

ee 

(1) Trac-ball™ by Wham-o® 
Turns a simple game of catch 
into a game that challenges 
your catching skills. 
HOW TO PLAY: Curved rac 
quets have tracks with “gripper 
teeth" that give ball a variety of 
spins when thrown. You control 
speed and direction of spin. 
SET INCLUDES: 2 specially-de- 
gned plastic racquets with 

wrist straps. 2 hollow yellow 
plastic balls, 2 lighter-weight 
white plastic balls for slower or 
indoor games. Includes instruc 
tions and game rules. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 9 oz. 
6N 12592 $8.89 

(2) Air Volley 
A different kind of catch кате. 
HOW IT WORKS: Play catch by 
bouncing bean bag hundreds of 
feet in the air from hand-held 
trampolines. 
SET INCLUDES: Two 14-inch 
diameter vinyl web trampolines 
strung with heavy-duty elastic 
cord over 5%-іпсһ diameter tu- 
bular polyethylene ring. Tough 
cotton backed expanded vinyl 
bean bag is filled with pebbles 
and plastic foam. Rules are also 
included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

6N 12229 $5.99 

Lawn Darts 

(3) Kikari Soccer Game 
HOW TO PLAY: Soccer ball 
attaches to net, you kick it 
and ball comes back. Play 
alone or compete with a 
friend. Ideal for teaching 
soccer skills like shooting, 
trapping. 
SET INCL: #4 soccer ball 
with inflating needle, 2 ny- 
lon nets, anchor stake and 
elastic band and instruction 
booklet. Hammer stake into 
ground, attach ball to net 
and it's ready for play. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
6N 12238 $12.89 

(4) Hot Tennis Game 
HOW TO PLAY: Can be 
played indoors or out in an 
area as small as 5x10 ft. 
Players hit bird across net, 
as in tennis. Hot Bird will 
travel only a short distance, 
no matter how hard you hit 
it. Can be played by 2, 3 or 4 
eem 

SET INCLUDES: 2 plastic, 
hollow-core paddles, 4 Hot 
Birds with natural feathers 
(2 yellow, 2 green); 10-piece 
plastic, hollow tube frame; 
cotton net. Rules included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 5 oz. 
6N 12231 $19.49 

Jarts $399 
HOW TO PLAY: Toss jarts un- 
derhand and land them in target 
rings. Fun for adults. 
SET INCLUDES: 2 red and 2 

m ed s. 
points. 2 plas- 

Rules. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 

$3.9! 6N 12519.. 

Gutsiod Dade scans by aa com 

on Jokari game when 
A you buy it with any other 

\ game on this page 

paddie-ball Set 

M 

Croquet set $999 

EX = X V. 
о А-АА, 

4 w, Y \ 

15s] |W 
Volleyball and Badminton Se: $099 

(5) Championship Frisbee Set (9) 
by Wham-o 

SET INCLUDES: Three frisbees with 
hooks to mount on wall. One each: 4 oz. 
(119 gr.), 9!2-in. diameter; 5 oz. (141 
gr.), 10!2-in. diameter; 5! oz. (165 gr.), 
11-in. diameter. Instructions incl. АП 
from the World Class Frisbee line . . . 
ideal for collectors. 
ORDERING INFO: Comes in assorted 
colors (sorry, no choice). 
6N 12588—Wt 2 lbs. 4 oz. $9.99 

(6) Tetherball Set 
SET INCL: Official size and weight ball 
of red, white and blue vinyl. Reinforced 
ball hook. Ball deflated, 7*2-ft. long ny- 
lon cord, 4-pc. 19-gauge tubular steel 

Jokari Set (11) 
HOW TO PLAY: Play 
alone or with another 
person. Players hit ball 
with paddles, plastic 
band attached to anchor 
block returns ball. Play 
on hard, flat surface. 
SET INCLUDES: Two 9- 
ply wood paddles with 
wristbands. 2-in. rubber 
ball attached to weight- 
ed plastic anchor block 
with 14-ft. polyester- 
coated elastic band. Incl. 
rules and instr. 
ORDERING INFO: 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 

Croquet Set 
For 4 players 
SET INCLUDES: Four 234- 
inch balls of hardwood, 
four hardwood mallets 
with 6-inch heads and 24- 
inch handles. Natural fin- 
ished mallets with out- 
door varnish. Two goal- 
posts and 9 steel wickets. 
Rules included. 
ORDERING INFO 

Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 4 oz. 
6N 12381 $9.99 

(12) Volleyball and 
Badminton Set 

VOLLEYBALL: Official size 
pole is 1!2-in. in diam. 9 ft. tall as- вм 12212....$10.99 апа weight. Vinyl. Inflat- 
semb. 10-in. long tubular steel ground Price with any game on ing needle incl. 
sleeve holds pole. Zinc-plated pole, this page... $9,99 BADMINTON: 4 steel- 
ground sleeve. 
ORDER INFO: Incl. rules, infl. needle. (10) 
6N 12573C—Wt 8 lbs. .. $9.99 

(7) "Quick Anchor" pole Support 
Provides extra support for set above. 
Drive steel "Quick Anchor" into 

shaft rackets with 4-ply 
wooden frame; nylon 

SET INCLUDES: 4 drop strung. 2 plastic shuttle- 
forged steel horseshoes cocks. 
in official size and wt. of МЕТ: 20x1!2-ft. cotton. %- 
24 lbs. Numbers forged іп. diam. steel poles, 5 ft. 4 
onto surface. 2blue, 2 іп. tall assemb. 4 steel 

ground, insert 15-in. steel ground sleeve — silver-color. Two 24-in. stakes, guy ropes. Im- 
to hold pole. solid steel stakes. Rules ported. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 4 lbs, 4 oz. incl. ORDER INFO: Rules incl. 
6N 12558... -$3.99 ORD. INFO: Wt. 18 lbs. ^ Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 
Set (6) and Support (7) 6N 12355 $9.99 6N12445C 

Horseshoe Set 

.$9.99 
BN 12674C2- Wt 15 bs. ...812.98 
(8) Ball Inflating Pump 
Steel with 8-in. barrel. Needle. 
ORDER INFO: Wt. 8 oz. 
6N 18716 $2.99 



(1) Sears Auto Park for your mini-cars. You're 
the manager of this service station and auto park. 
Drive mini-cars into elevator, then crank the han- 
dle to raise them to any of the 5 parking levels. 
Propel cars in and out of stalls with hand operated 
ramp levers. Give expert service to cars. 
WHAT YOU GET: Grease rack, gas pumps, gondo- 
la, stop gate and signs. 5-level parking area mea- 
sures 131x554x161 in. high. Plastic. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 10 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, in- 
structions included. Cars not included, order sepa- 
vef below and from right. 

58415—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz... ..$9.49 

(2) "Fast Wheels” 6-piece Race Set 
SET INCLUDES: Six die-cast metal cars, 2 to 3 
inches long: Corvette, Camaro, BMW, police car, 
Shadow DN4 and Lotus 72. All are imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 12 years. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 58021—Shpg. wt. 120z............. $4.47 

Save $4.00 when you buy Sears Auto Park (1) 
and “Fast Wheels” 6-piece Race Set (2) togeth- 
er. Separate prices total $13.96. 
49 C 58166—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.4oz......... $9.96 

(3) 3-piece Power Dash Car Set. Powerful in- 
ternal spring motor launches cars with engines 
roaring for fast racing action. 
SET INCLUDES: 3 die-cast dern cars, 2% in. long. 
Each car has “Wheelie” dri 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 fa 8 years. 
49 C 58543—Shpg. wt. 12 02............. $5.97 

“MATCHBOX”® 
Collector's 
Showcase 

Add label to each 
slot for easy 
identification 

(4) "Fast Wheels" 25-piece Collector's Set 
uud Ере os iret meral es 2 2403 
inches lon; - 
uar 2+2, fierce es Benz, Ambulance, Police ine јав. 
Fire Engine with snorkel and 18 more. арага 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 years vss 
49 C 5854 1—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. ......$18.47 

(5) Hot Wheels® 14-piece Car Pack 

ЗЕТ ры ыл =, -cast нс 2 5 3 
inches fright, ler 
Sport®, oa Van, Inside atat Emergency 
and 7 more. Imported. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 
49 C 58539—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. + $12.97 

(6) "MATCHBOX"€ 26-piece Collector's Set 
SET INCLUDES: 26 die-cast metal vehicles, 3 inches 
long; Dodge Challenger, V.W. Rabbit, Car Trans- 

rter, Snorkel Fire Engine, Cement Truck, BMW, 
laze Buster, Atlas Dump Truck, Vantastic, Соп: 

tainer Truck, Sambron Jack Lift, Mercedes 450, 
Life Truck, Model “A” Ford and 12 more excit- 

ing vehicles, All are imported. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 
49 C 58542—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs, 802. . ‚.%24.97 

(7) Hot Wheels® 9-piece Vehicle Pack 
SET INCLUDES: 9 die-cast metal vehicles, 2 to 3 
inches long; Fire-Eater®, Rodger Dodger®, Army 
Funny Car, Letter Getter®, Ramblin’ Wrecker®, 
Paramedic®, Showhoss 1®, and 2 more. Imported. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 
49 C 58536—Shipping weight 1 lb.......... $8.37 

“MATCHBOX” ® 
Carrying 
Cases 

Ramp lowers by 
lever action 

tor unloading 

Back up cab 
trailer 

automatically 
engages 

gu Matorized Auto Transport for mini-ca 
ick. up, load, deliver cars at of button. 

HOW IT WORKS: Battery-powered with 
controls. To “drive”, press start, f buttons on 
top of cab. To take corners, push right turn or left - 
turn buttons. Push reverse button to WP ed Lae, 
EE M Push а button, tilt ramp with 

ib hooks onto 
unhooks NE with lever. Hauls up to 14 саг. 5 
CONSTR: Plastic. 18x4'2x4 in. high. Imported. — 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDERING INFO: лиа 2 “С” batteries, sopa; 

not incl., order at left. 
КААТ lbs. 202. .........98.49 
DieHard Alkaline "C" Batteries, 
49 C 46839—Shpg. wt. 5 02. ...... 

(9) “MATCHBOX” Collector ig tb ade са ^ 
veniently stores up to 24 cars (not WEN t on 
wall or use in upright at pee ООНА on aos etc, Incl. — 
identification labels X" cars. 
CONSTR: Sturdy last 199 У high. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 to 10 years. 
49 C 55124—Shpg. wt. 2 bs. 4 oz. ......... $5.47 

(10 and 11) “MATCHBOX” Carrying Cases 
CONSTRUCTION: Rij 1 case with nickel-plated 
locks; plastic trays, een and handle. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 3 
(10) 72-car Case. Opens to 36 inches long. 
49 C 54509—Shpsg. wt. 3lbs.8oz. ......... $9.97 
(11) 48-саг Case. Opens о алав ies long. 
49 C 58305—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 02. .......... $4.97 

Six push-button motor controls 
atop cab let you 

maneuver Transport easily 
start, stop, turn left, turn right. 

9o forward and reverse 

AS is for Children 

CARS, TRUCKS 
d PLANES 

22 [Sears] 609 



one 1-channel 
Walkie-Talkie 

2 tor $3000 
E [6] 

one 2-channel 
Walkie-Talkie 

. .call alert 

sounds when you 

have a call 

2 ~ $3690 

Citali pace scans by christi 



—  —— Tabi Table Cut $10 

6-t Table 7t Table 8-9. Table 
Was $149.00 Was $179.00 Was $199.00 

139% $169?» 189° 

Rebound Pool Table 
With %-in. thick bed of Slatron® sealed particleboard or 

genuine slate includes table top that reverses for dining or cards 

sible dinin 
le top lifts 
а! rebound poo 

ble underneath 

Siatron® sealed 
parpcieboard bed 

$22900 
Fein thick 
genuine 
slate bed 

532900 

thici 
Затолё гез, led 

Compact Holiday 
Rebound Pool Table 

Gutsiod Dade Scans by dieistmavauisetedimical com 

(1) Holiday Pool Table. Reduced from our 1978 Fall Big Book. 
BED. FRAME: '2-in. thick Slatron® sealed particleboard bed. Dynasteel 
frame. Green nylon billiard cloth. 2*,-in. wide gum rubber cushions. 
CABINET. LEGS: Walnut woodgrained, vinyl-lam. particleboard. Vinyl- 
lined drop pockets (no ball return). Wood furniture-style legs, levelers. 
ACCESS.: 2 ramin wood cues. Sixteen 2! -in. diam. molded plastic pool 
balls, arabic numerals. Plastic triangle. Bridgehead. 2 pieces chalk, rules. 
DIMENSIONS, ORDERING INFORMATION: See our 1978 Fall Big Book for 
Sears specific written playing surface warranty or write for free copy, see page 
330. See Warranty and Important Notes below. 
6-ft. Table. Play area 32x64 inches — 7-ft. Table. Play area 38x76 
long. 39x71" 9x31 inches high over- ^ inches long. 45x83x31 inches high 
all. Carton measures 42!2x74!5x8 overall, Carton is 4812х8615х8 
inches thick. Shpg. wt. 155 lbs. inches thick. Shpg. wt. до Ibs. 
6N25706N...........9139.00 6N25707N $169.00 
8-ft. Table. Play area is 44x88 inches long. 51x95x31 inches high overall. 
Carton is 55x99x8 inches thick. 
6 М 25708N—Shipping weight 225 pounds 4189.00 
(2) Playback-style 4-in. Table Tennis Top for pool tables 
ONSTRUCTION: ! zin. thick particleboard. Warp-resistant. Pre-striped, 

non-glare green finish. 3%-іп. thick particleboard playback panel. 
DIMENSIONS, ORDERING INFORMATION: Regulation 5x9-ft, size. 
Shipped unassembled in two 4!2x5-ft. sections plus playback panel, Ac- 
cessories not included, order om facing page. See our 1978 Fall Big Book for 
Sears specific written warranty or wrile for free copy, see page 330. 
6 N 26044N—Shipping weight 143 pounds ..$59.99 

(3), Rebound Pool Table with reversible top. Versatile 52-inch wide, 
29-inch high table seats 8 for dining or cards. 
BED: Choose *4-in. thick Slatron® sealed particleboard or %4-in. smooth 
imported slate. Rubber cushions, bumper rings on plastic posts. 
CABINET, LEGS: Reinforced polystyrene structural foam top, cabinet. Re- 
tractable ball return, storage box. Cabinet and particleboard base, oak- 
wood finished. Burgundy, 100% nylon billiard cloth. Footed pedestal. 
ACCESSORIES: Includes two 48-inch ramin wood cues. Ten 2!4-inch di- 
ameter plastic rebound pool balls. Two pieces of chalk and rules. 
DIMENSIONS, ORDERING INFO: 42-inch octagonal play area. Carton is 
55x55x6! ; inches thick. See Warranty and Important Notes below. 
6 N 26406N—Slairon® sealed particleboard bed. Wt. 180 lbs. $229.00 
6 N 26407N—[Imported slate bed. Shipping weight 270 Ibs. 329.00 

(4) Compact Holiday Rebound Pool Table. Compact design can make 
rebound pool a hit where you thought it wouldn't fit. 
BED: In your choice of !2-in. thick Slatron® sealed particleboard or 24-їл. 
thick imported slate. Rubber cushions, bumper rings on plastic posts, 
CABINET. LEGS: Woodgrained, vinyl-laminated cabinet of *4-inch thick 
particleboard. Hardwood legs with individual leg levelers. 
ACCESSORIES: Two 48-inch ramin wood cues, Ten 2!4-inch diameter 
plastic balls. Two pieces of chalk and owner's manual. 
DIMEN. ORDER INFO: Play area is 30x45 in. long. 35x50x31 in. high over: 
all. Carton is 38x53x8 in. thick. See Warranty, Important Notes below. 
6 N 25026N—Slairon® sealed particleboard bed. Wt. 125 lbs. $128.00 
6 м 25226N— Imported slate bed. Shipping weight 215 lbs. 228.00 
(5) 7-ft. Fleetwind™ Hockey Table, walnut-woodgrained cabinet. 
PLAYING SURFACE: *4-inch thick particleboard bed with plastic laminat: 
ed playing surface, Center line and fo ul lines. 
FRAME, LEGS: Walnut-woodgrained vinyl-laminated particleboard. 
Spreader bars for stability. Aluminum top rails. Built-in score keepers on 

ndividual leg levelers. 
Two goalies and four pucks included. Rules. 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: 6-ft. cord with in-line on/off switch. 60 
watt, 115-volt, 60 Hz, AC motor. UL listed. 
DIMEN.. ORDER INFO: Play area 39x79 in. long. 44x84x30'; in. high over- 
all. Carton 46x86x9 in. thick. See Warranty and m Notes below. 
6 N 25857N—Shipping weight 175 pounds 5149. 

IMPORTANT NOTES 

ng area around table sides, With less room. Playing Area: Allow at least 
there wi сину cueing sho 
Carton Size: Measure 
Allow at least 6 linear feet 
Delivery: Delivered at regular r 
assembled. instructions included. 
Full One Year Warranty on Pool Tables and Hockey Table: For one year from date 
of purchase. Sears will repair these tai ее of charge if е in materials or 
workmanship. Warranty service 1s available by simply contacting the nearest Sears 
Store or Service Center throu he United States. This V 
еда! rights and you may also nave other rights which vary from state то state 

jays and stairways to allow for clearance. 

^ome on request. Shipped partially 

Our lowest price ever for any 
7-ft. Fleetwind™ Hockey Table with 
walnut-woodgrained finish cabinet 

$149” 



"MATCHBOX"* 
Play Environments and matching 

Car Sets give mini-car buffs 
the fun of motoring 

through the city or country 

treots. signs and sites 

"MATCHBOX" Country 
with 61% feet 
of rural roads 

(1 thru 4) Play Environments, matching Car Sets. Washable vinyl cases 
13V4x1714x4 in. wide; open into 34x241/x10-in. high play areas. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 and up. Partly assembled. Instr. incl. 

(1) “MATCHBOX” City with 44 feet of roadway. Skyscraper back- 
ground. Plastic gas station, overpass, ramps, signs and tollbooth. Cars not 
included. 
49 C 58084—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ошпсез................. $10.99 

(2), “MATCHBOX” сү Vehicle | Set. Includes 9 die-cast metal vehicles, 3 
in. long. Mercedes 350SL, Sleet'n'Snow vehicle, police motorcycle, Rolls 
Royce, рохе car, airport bus, paramedic van, Porsche Turbo, Wells Fargo 
truck. Ілу 
L E. 58835- Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ошпсез............... Set $9.37 

1 ACHE Ox Country with 6% feet of roadway. Four-color paper- 
dings. Plastic windmill, bridge and fence. Cars not inclu ЖЫ 

49C 8088" Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ошпсе$................. $10.99 

(4) “MATCHBOX” Country Vehicle Set. Includes 9 die-cast metal vehi- 
cles, 3 in. long. De Tomaso Pantera, horse van, cattle truck, Big Bull, Ford 
D vy Ford transit van, Combine harvester, Jeep C.J., Cougar station wag- 

2 animals. 
49 C 58534—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. . Set $9.37 
"MATCHBOX" registered trademark owned by Lesney Products & Co. Lid. England. 

(B) Load up, head for the market with your 19-piece NYLINT Farm Set 
INCL аА steel Chevy truck with тылай stakes. Single- 
1134xSV gx 37/s-in. high steel traller a with e lettered tires. Both with tu; 
edges, non-toxic enamel finish. 4-person plas: bs HRS. 13 plastic animals, 1% 
to 4V in. high; cow, steer, goat, sheep, en, dogs, cat, calves, duck. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING ЧЕ 3 years and up. 
49 C 58297—Shipping weight 4 pounds 11 ounces ............ Set $13.47 

(6) “MATCHBOX"® 14-piece Transportation Set. Im; 
SET INCL: 14 die-cast metal vehicles, 2 to 3 in. long. Pontiac Firebird, Ford 
Escort, forklift 252 Hondarora, Chevy van, Lincoln, Fan: , Le Car, 
crane truck, Chevy El Camino, wrecker, oil truck, Road Roller, tsun Z. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 12 years. 
49 C 58538—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 о2....................... Set $13.97 

(7) Go to the rescue with 10-piece Highway Patrol Set 
SET INCLUDES: Rescue helicopter, police helicopter, 2 each Kawasaki 900 

cycles and ambulances, 2 police cars and emergency van. Imported. 
CONSTRUCTION: Vehicles 4 to 8 in. long. Die-cast metal and plastic. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 to 8 years. 
49 C 58537—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ошпсез................ Set $8.37 
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Cassette Recordings with companion 
Story Books bring fairy tales to life 

Each Set $189 8191) min 

tions follows the action. 

vaiue 

Portable Cassette Player-Recorder 

$279 18 $922 nil 

You'll be enchanted when you pop in a cassette and hear a fairy tale drama- 
tized complete with music and voices. Story book with full-color illustra- 

Book 

Cut *5 
with built-in mike 

* Operates on AC power or optional batteries 
* Convenient pushbutton operation 

wos 132-99 52 99 
in 1975 HX supplement without 

batteries 

1 Sensitive built-in condenser microphone means 
no separate mike to fuss with. Automatic level 

control regulates recording volume. 100% solid state 
unit has large 3-inch speaker and pushbutton con- 
trols for play, record, rewind, fast forward and stop. 
Unit automatically shuts off at end of tape. 

Black and silver-color plastic case with retracting 
handle measures 914x534x254 inches high. Jacks for 
auxiliary input, earphone and remote mike (not in- 
cluded). Includes 30-minute blank cassette and ear- 
phone. Draws 3\4; watts AC. SV2-ft. AC cord, UL list- 
ed for 120-volt, 60 Hz. AC. From Japan or Korea. 

Without batteries. 

57 C 2159—Shipping weight 4 pounds 127.99 
With 4 “С” alkaline batteries. Was $35.19. 
57 С 21596—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 8 oz. $30.19 

Portable Cassette 
Player-Recorder 

* Operates on o nal batter 
AC power with optional ада 

* Single lever control and ote microphone 
$2 195 without batteries 

гад, 
Records and plays cassettes monaurally. Conve 
nient on/off/pause switch is located on remote 

microphone. Automatic level control regulates vol- 
ume as you record. Single lever controls play, re 
wind, fast forward and stop. Separate record button. 
Rotary playback volume control. 100% solid state 
unit has 2!z-inch speaker. Jacks for microphone, ex- 
ternal power (order AC adapter below) and ear 
phone (order from Big Book). Black plastic case with 
silver-color trim and carry strap measures 5!4x 
8¥x2%6 in. high. Incl. microphone, blank cassette 
(order extra cassettes below). Japan or Korea. 

Without batteries. 
57 C 2160—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. $21.95 

With 4 "C" alkaline batteries, 
57 C21606—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 4 oz. 524.15 

3 AC Adapter. Lets you run (2) above on house 
hold current. UL listed for 120-volts, 60 HZ. 

Draws 5 watts AC. 5!2-foot AC cord. 
57C2147—Shipping weight 12 ounces $3.95 

Enjoy 8 to 11 minute cassette with a 14-page story book. 512х615 in. 
57 С 87402—Hansel and Gretel 57 C 87406— Jack and the Beanstalk 60-minute 57 С 87404—Tom Thumb 57 C 87408— The Ugly Duckling Blank Cassettes 
57 C 87405—Little Red Riding Hood 57 C 87409—Rumplestiltskin $ 99 Shipping weight 4 ounces ‚..-Еасһ Cassette-Book Set $1.89 З "оо. $] 
Enjoy 18 to 22 minute Walt Disney cassette with 24-page story book. "These cassettes will fit into all 
514х514 inches wide. 
57C87471—Snow White 57 C 87477—Bambi 
57 C 87472— Pinocchio 57 C 87478—Peter Pan 
57 C 87473—Dumbo 57 C 87479—Sleeping Beauty 

cassette recorders. Good quality 
‚ . Suitable for recording of 
voices and music, Each cassette 
records for 60 minutes (30 min- 

57 С 87474—Jungle Book 57 C 87481—Winnie the Pooh and Tigger too utes on each side). Each pack- 
57 С 87475—Robin Hood 57 C 87482—Uncle Remus 
57 C 87476— Cinderella 57 C 87483—Mary Poppins 
Shipping weight 3 ounces .... 3 

age contains three cassettes. 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 

Each Cassette-Book Set $2.79 57 3481 .......Pkg. of 3 $1.99 



Our best 
Table 
Tennis N 
Table fX 

With 15/-inch 

Steel apron 

for extra 

i 
i 

warp resistance ij | 
and double-brace €i 
1Vzinch tubular 

steel legs 
capped with Г] 

heavy-duty 

casters 

(1) Pivot mechanism 

Table Tennis Tables with playback feature 

hos $889 
without net, accessories 

without net, accessories 

ides and balances table end automatically for easy 
set-up, take-down, playback. No gap between sections with 90° playback fea- 
ture. Sturdy, low profile, double-braced frame provides long wear. 
TOP: Dynaply™ resin-filled particleboard is moisture and warp-resistant. Vinyl 
“T” molding helps protect edge of table and prevent snagging apparel. Double- 
coated, non-glare, pre-striped green finish. 
FRAME: 18-inch deep steel apron around edge of table for added strength 
helps prevent warping. Double-braced 12-inch tubular steel self-opening legs 
are capped with heavy-duty, wide-track swivel casters. 
DIMENSIONS: Regulation size 5x9-foot top. 30 inches high. Folds to 21x64x70 
inches high for storage. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Accessories shown not included, order below, See Note 
below right. 
6 N 26198N—5;-inch Table Tennis Table. Wt. 183 lbs. 
6 N 26199N—";-inch Table Tennis Table. Wt. 194 lbs. 

$88.99 
98.99 

(2) TOP: Moisture and warp-resistant Dynaply™ resin-filled particleboard 
top. Double-coated, non-glare green finish is poron One end tilts up for 
90° playback feature with no gaps between hal Ives of table. 
FRAME: 7-in. steel apron provides added support. Sturdy frame with 1-in. tub. 
Self-opening steel legs that are double-braced. Heavy-duty swivel casters. 
DIMEN: Regulation 5x9-ft. top. 30 inches high. Folds to 21x64x70 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Accessories shown nol included, order below. See Note 
below right. 
6 N 26187N—! ;-inch Table Tennis Table. Wt. 150 Ibs. ..$68.99 6 М 26188N—5;-inch Table Tennis Table. Wt. 170 lbs. 78.99 6 М 26189N—7;-inch Table Tennis Table. Wt. 186 lbs. 88.99 
(3) TOP: Dynaply™ resin-filled particleboard moisture, warp-resistant. Dou- 
ble-coated, non-glare, pre-striped green finish. One end tilts up for playback. 
FRAME: 1-inch tubular steel self-opening legs with swivel casters. 
DIMENSIONS: Reg. 5x9-ft. size, 30 inches high. 22x60x72 inches high folded. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Accessories shown not included, order below, See Note 
below right. 
6 N 25909N—';-inch Table Tennis Table. Wt. 137 lbs. 
6 N 25907N—7;-inch Table Tennis Table. Wt. 171 lbs. 

(4) Six Table Tennis Balls 

CONSTR: Top quality plastic. White. 
ORDERING INFO: Package of 6. 
6 М 26116—Wt. 1 oz. ..Pkg. $1.39 
(5) Tournament Table Tennis Set 
PADDLES, BALLS. NET: 4 molded 
paddles with high-grade rubber faces 
over sponge rubber backings: 2 
smooth (pipps down), 2 pebblegrain 
(pipps up). omi ition grips. 3 yel- 
low, 3 white balls. inch slip-over 
Style net with adjustable steel posts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
6 N 26161—Wt. 4 lbs, . Set $18.89 

Ciaoo раб scans by йи йаа аа com 

.$48.99 
58.99 

(6) Deluxe Table Tennis Set 
PADDLES. BALLS, NET: 4 molded 
paddles, sponge rubber faces. Check- 
ered 5-ply wooden grips. 4 white 
balls. 66-inch net. Steel posts. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 
6 N 26083 Set $12.89 

(7) Standard Table Tennis Set 
PADDLES. BALLS. NET: Four 5-ply 
wooden paddles with pebblegrain 
(pipps up) faces. 2 white balls. 55- 
inch net, tie ends, two clamp posts. 
ORDERING INFO: Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
6N26055.............. Set $6.89 

* Table folds in half to allow one 
player to sharpen his skills with а 
high-speed game or two players to 
play fast-action table racquetball 

Tabie thickness 
determines ball play 

the thicker the 
table. the livelier 

the action 

ог easy roll-away 
storage in any corner 

= 

Table with ’/-in. steel apron for strength 
and warp-resistance, double-braced 1-in. 
tubular steel legs with heavy duty casters 

236899 _| 287899 |+; $8899 Top 
without accessories | without accessones | without accessories 

inches high 

Easily 
olds to 

22x60x72 
inches high 

for convenient 
storage 

Table with 1-inch tubular steel 
legs and swivel casters 

v $4899 тон | «^ $5899, x. 
NOTE: All Table Tennis Tables 
tially assembled 
included. See “N” Suffix Note с 
See our 1978 Fall Big Book 
'© written warranty or write for free copy 
see page 330 



(1) Incredible Hulk™ Hideaway Play Ca 
CONSTR: Vinyl case opens into 41x33'4-in. play area. Carrying 
handle. Die-cut lab table, figure of Hulk", figure of Dr. Banner, 
Transmutation Chamber. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 
79 C 598 13C—Shipping weight 15 ounces .............. $8.99 

(2) incredible Hulk" Van. Hulk" van fits action figures (not 
incl.) up to 11% in. high. 20 action accessories. Hulk™ decals. 
CONSTRUCTION: Extra-strength polyethylene plastic, steel axles. 
Roof top opens; side door slides open. 11 in. high. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: Note below. 
49 C 59811—Shipping weight 4 pounds 3 ounces ......$10.97 
NOTE: Not recommended for children under 3 years because of small parts. 

(3thru 7) Super Heroes." Plastic. Poseable. 8-in. figures. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 and up; Note above. 

(3j The Hulk 5 ounces 
(4) Spider-Man™ 5 ounces 447 
(S) Robin S ounces 447 
(6) Batman® Sounces 447 

Superman 49 C 59181 S ounces 447 

(8) Incredible Hulk" Instant Muscles by Remco 
“Muscles” give look of super-strength when worn under shirt. 
CONSTRUCTION: Inflatable vinyl. Includes pump for inflating. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 to 8 years. 
49 C 14741—Shipping weight 12 ounces 

(9) Incredible Hulk™ inflatable TV Chair. 
CONSTR: Heavy-duty vinyl. 20v2x161/2x22!4 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. Will support up to 85 Ibs. 
ORDER INFO: Deflated; inflate by mouth, foot pump. 
49 C 90132—Shipping weight 10 оџпсеѕ................ $3.79 

( 10 and 11) Walking Incredible Hulk" and Marzon™. Fig- 
ures "walk" across floors. Each stands over 45 in. tall in battery- 
powered walking base. Plastic, vinyl. Incl. patch kit. 
FOR AGES: 4 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Castle Toy Co.; write for free copy, 
see pg. 322. Inflate by mouth or hand pump (not incl.). Requires 2 
“Р” batteries (not incl.; order pkg. below). 
(10) 49 C 595 19— Incredible Hulk™. Wt. 21bs. 202.....$12.97 

$6.97 

(11) 49 С 59364— Мағзом". Wt. 2 lbs. 202. .......... 12.97 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46849—Shipping weight 10 ounces ........... Pkg.$1.59 
Batman, Robin, Superman 1977 DC Comics Inc. The Hulk. Spider- 
Мап® 1977 Marvel Comics Group, Super Heroes is the trademark of 
D. C. Comics. Inc. and Marvel Comics group. 

CistalnG Bison Cans by crias nwredlochnichb coat 

Meet our famous SUPER-HEROES" 
at HULK’s™ Hideaway 

Hulk™ Hideway p into 
а compact carrying case 

The Incredible HULK™ 
Instant Muscles 



Disc Jockey 
Phonograph 

Includes microphone, 
headphone and 

programming board 

Make up a commercial or sing 
with the microphone while a 

record plays in the background 

$2950 
Play records and “sing-along,” interview “fa- 
mous" friends . . even make up your own com- 
mercials! Use the professional-looking micro- 
phone for announcing. Sound is amplified and 
delivered through large 4-inch speaker. Head- 
phone can be used for private listening. 

Single-play monaural phonograph plays all 
3314 and 45-rpm records. Built-in 45-rpm adapt- 
ет. Synthetic sapphire needle. 100% solid state 
chassis. Jacks for microphone and headphone. 
Use the erasable programming board to plan the 
sequence of songs and commercials. 

White laminated chipboard cabinet with black 
plastic trim measures 14!4x4x12*4 inches deep. 
Programming board is 28%; inches wide by 16 
inches high. 512-00 AC cord with flared safety 
plug. Draws 16 watts AC, See phone safety note on 
page 613. Order records below and on pages 612, 613. 
57 C 2946—Shipping weight 8 lbs. ........$29.50 

NOTE: Phonos UL listed for 120-volt, 60 Hz. AC. 

For LP's 

$329 
Wipe-clean vinyl on chipboard. Designed 

1 Cart with speaker shelves. For pho- 
nograph and records. Two walnut- 

grain vinyl-on-hardboard shelves, metal- 
lic crystalline-plated steel frame, plastic 
swivel casters. Two swing-up metal 
speaker shelves. Three removable divid- 
ers hold up to 100 records. Measures 
45x12'4x19 in. high. Unassembled. 
57 C 4589C—Shpg. wt. 121bs. ..... $14.95 

Cart without s er shelves. 
21x12!2x19 inches 

57 C 4588C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. ..... $12.95 

like blue denim overalls. Dividers inside, 
Records not included. 

Holds 50 "45's". (7-inch records). 
57 С 5626—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 ог... 

Holds 30 "LP's". (12-inch records). 
57 C 5627—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. .... $3.29 

FURRY FACE Portable Monaural Phonograph 

б end Enjoy some “spirited” sounds $2395 

Sound Adventures. 33%4-rpm hides from large 4-inch speaker 

up to Single-play monaural phonograph plays all 334% and 45- 
rpm records. Built-in 45-rpm adapter. 100% solid state 
chassis. Top-mounted 4-inch speaker. Synthetic sapphire 
needle. Convenient on-off volume control. 
Rugged molded plastic cabinet with built-in carrying 

handle. Blue with red and white trim and colorful patriotic 
designs. 141/x55x13 inches deep. 542-foot AC cord with 
flared safety plug. Draws just 20 watts AC. See phono safety 
nole on page 613. 
57 C 2910—Shipping weight 7 pounds 

sixty Dr 
long-playing records. 
57С Sie Hitchcock's 

l t Stories 

еа 
57 C 59112—Invisible Man 
57 C 59113—War of the Worlds 
57 С 591 Rer ri der the Center 

the Earth 
57 C 59115—First Man on the 

Moon 
57 C 59116—Around the World in 

80 Days 
Shpg. wt. each 12 oz. ..Each $1.79 

Furry Face makes a great practical toy 
and conversation piece. Totes and pro- 
tects 45-rpm records. Twist handle and 
head removes to reveal 45-rpm record 
holding post. Nylon non-shedding hair 
can be combed. Comb included. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
§7C6603.................. $7.99 

Tiaoa paoa scans by cirieiearnwnrotochnical Cont 



Satisfy that PINBALL FEVER every night of the week 

* Alive" commercial-quality home-model Pinball Game 
Scored points and bonus points are indicated by electronic 

scoring sounds and 7 electronic rock songs. Automatic game memory 
keeps track of player order and scores for up to 4 players. 

flashes scores of all 4 players after each ball and at end of game 

©) Wild rock idol graphics on scoreboard that (Зу Thumper-bumper for high-speed; 

ndicates player up and which ball is in play Y tast-playing pinball action 
E "E co a Easy-to-read fluorescent score display @ Three targets that offer 

Top rollover switches for you a chance to score 

extra points and bonus scores double and triple bonus points: 

354900 
Enjoy all the excitement of а pinball arcade without ever 

ATURES: Automatic ball feed so there's never. 
han one ball on the playfield at a time, Spring- 

he: duty ball plunger. 3 rollover switches, 4 slingshots, 3 
targets, 1 thumper-bumper, 3 spinners, 4 bumpers and free 
ball gate, 2 individually controlled flippers help keep ball in 
play. Adjust. pendulum tilt can be set for as little or as much 
"body english" as vou like. Automatic game reset. Electron- 
ic scoring with electronic scoring tones and 7 electronic sony 
sounds, Automatic scoring memory flashes scores of up to 
four players after each ball and at end of game. 
CABINET. LEGS Hardboard cabinet with brightly painted 
rock music scene, 20! 4x40! pinch long arcade size playing 
field. Heavy-duty steel legs. Individual leg levelers. 
COVER; Shatter-resistant glass playfield cover, High-impact 
plastic scoreboard cover 
DIMEN: Stands 34 to 36 in. high in front, 59 to 61 in. high in 
back. 24x48 in. long. Carton 29x50x20 in. high. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Solid state. 110-120-v.. 60 Hz., AC. 6- 
foot power cord. On/off switch, 1.0 amps, 115 v.. 100 watts, 
WARRANTY, ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted By 
Brunswick, write for free copy, see page 330. Shipped partially 
assembled, instructions included. 
6 N 26316N—Shipping weight 157 pounds .$549.00 

Table Soccer for 2, 3, or 4 players 

(A) Commercial-quality Table Soccer 
with 2634x46 -inch long playfield 

PLAYERS, BALLS: 4! z-in. tall blue and red painted 
nylon players. Large foot pads for excellent ball con 
trol. 22 players, 11 on each team, are mounted оп 
chrome-plated solid steel rods with rubber handles. 
Includes four molded nylon playing balls. 
CABINET Plastic-laminated ? ;-in. thick, 14-in. 
deep plywood cabinet, blond butcher block finish. 3- 
in. square legs. Measures 35 inches high with 
263 4x46! 4-in. long blue plastic-laminated hardboard 

6x15-in. deep. Imported. 
s. oping weight 135 lbs. ..$379.00 

(B) Table Soccer with 
2634x46-inch long playfield 

PLAYERS 41-inch tall molded nylon players 
painted blue and red. Large foot pads. 22 players, 11 
on each team, attached to chrome-plated solid steel 
rods with rubber handles. 4 molded nylon balls. 
CABINET Woodgrained mica-laminated 34- 
inch thick . deep plywood cabinet with wood 
furniture з. 34 inches high, 263 4x46-inch long 
green plastic-laminated particleboard playfield. Cen- 

ball drops and easy-access end return. Two re- 
able ashtrays, two built-in counters. 
ER INFO: Shipped partially assembled, instr. 

incl. Carton i: 57x10-in. deep. Imported. 
6 N 25115N—Shipping weight 112 lbs... . $279.00 

(C) Table Soccer with 
inch long playfield 

S: 4-inch tall players of red and blue 
plastic. 22 players, 11 on each team, attached to 
chrome-plated tubular steel rods with rubber han- 
dles. Two molded n balls. 

54-inch thick, 6-inch deep plastic- 
et. Furniture-style wood 
inch long green, mica-lam- 

inated plastic playfield. Two center ball drops. end 
ret Two built-in counters. 

RING INFORMATION: Shipped partially as- 
sembled, instructions incl. Carton is 28x50x9 inches 
deep. See “N” Suffix Note om page 330. Imported. 
6 N 25 166N—Shipping weight 65 lbs.....$ 179.00 

PLA 

laminated ply 
legs. 31 inches high, 

Buy the easy way—order by phone. 

cialoó pau cie by E AAAA N LEN coni 



This Old West Village needs 
you to keep law and order 

(1), Legends® of the West Village. Printed chipboard is ,2 thru 4) Horses and Riders. 4-in. able xd 5) Stagecoach. 14x4%x5¥2-in. plastic. 
divided into: Livery Stable, Blacksmith Shop; Hotel, Bank; res in costume, holster and pistols. Hand hol ‘op and rear lug; racks; 
Barber Shop; Sheriff's Office, Jail House; Saloon. Fold-out tol. 4-in. movable plastic horses; bridle, saddle, reins, and close. Poseable plastic 4-in. ric 
wood-plank-look base. 11 in. high when set up. Folds up for AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 yrs, and up. Shpg. wt. ea. 3 oz. 2 poseable horses with bridle reins. In- 
storage and cane: acta hitching post, tree stump, (2) 49 C 5995 1—Jesse James with .....82.33 cludes: tool chest, hay bale, barrel, stroi 
anvil, water pump, lantern, water bucket, barrel, hammer, (3) 49 C 59962—Wyatt Earp with Horse . 2.33 Бох, satchel, valise, trunk, hat box an: 
broom, piis trough, 8 horseshoes and more. (4) 49 C 59973—Cochise with Horse......... 2.33 many more items. 
FOR AGES: 3 years and up. 59 c Boa. Copie Set (2), (3), (4). FOR AGES: 3 and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Shpg. wt. . ORDER INFO: 
49 C 59965—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. ...$7.97 Pri when кери with (1) or (5). . 49 C 59952—Wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz, ...$7.97 

Prospector Kit 

gs thru 11) Horses and Riders. Movable plastic 
res, 914 in. with costume, twin side holsters 

and pistols. Vinyl hands hold pistols and reins. Plas- 
tic horses 10 high with movable reins, joints, 
stands. Plastic bridle, saddle, reins. 
FOR AGES: 4 yrs. and up, See Note on facing page. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
(6) 49C59735—Lone Ranger. Wt. 9 oz. . $4.98 
(7) 49C59724—Silver. Wt. 11b. 130z. .. 8.88 
(8) 49C59729—Butch Cavendish. 
Shipping weight 9 ounces 4.9, 
(9) 49C59739—Smoke. Wt. 11b. 130z. . 8.88 
(10) 49 C 59737— Tonto. Wt.90z. ....... 4.98 
(11). 49 C 59738—Scout. Wt. 11b. 130z. .. 8.88 

Combination Rider with Horse. Wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz. 
49 C 59743—(6) and (7) Set $11.33 
49 C 59727—(8) and (9) . Set 11.33 
49 C §9726—(10) and (11) Set 11.33 

КОЖ. 12) Mysterious Prospector™ Kit. Fits Lone 
el ¥ r (6) sold above. Beard, hat, shirt, trousers, 

Save $2.53 Ут Bs and holster (figure with boots not included). 
fe р tic burro with movable head, ears, tail; bridle when you "y Бус Mas horse: ess. Pros; gear and storybook. 

e iver pecting 
Luc 5) Smoke (UD ? [t AGES: 4 yrs. and up. See Note on facing page. 

or Tonto (10) with Scout (11) ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 59722—Shpg. wt. 11b. 1 oz........ Kit $3.27 

false $1193 "e 
Buy the easy way. . . order by phone. 

otochrlcali cant 



Listen to 

your favorite 
records with 

> 1 
Winnie the Pooh 

nie 

and Tigger, too 

This Portable Phonograph 
р sounds sweet as “hunny” 

N Kad Case with its 4-inch speaker 

5009 15599 Ш $2895 2095 
1 Pooh and Tigger just can't wait to 

join the fun! Single play monaural 
phonograph plays all 3314 and 45-rpm 
records. Built-in 45-rpm adapter. 100% 
solid state chassis. 4-inch speaker. Syn- 
thetic sapphire needle. On-off volume 
control. 

Durable molded plastic cabinet with 
handle. 13!2x6?4x14 in. deep. White 
with red and blue trim. 514-6. AC cord 
with flared safety plug. Draws 20 watts 
AC. See phono safely note on facing page. 

Without record sel. 
57 C 2847C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 528.95 
With 5-record set, 45-rpm. Children's as- 
sortment . . varied titles. 
57 C 29471C2—Wt. 9 lbs. $29.95 

2 Record Case. White vinyl-on-hard- 
board. Handle. 

Holds 50 "45's". (7-inch records.) 
57 C 56206—Wt. 1 Ib. 52.99 

Holds 30 LP's. (12-inch records.) 
57 C 56207—Wt. 2 bs. 4 oz. ......93.89 

Get this bit of Christmas 
shopping done. . just dial 
Sears and order it now 

Winnie-the-Pooh Storybook Albums 

$279 Booklet and one 
ong-play record 

со, N 
/ 7 gin V 

Denim-look Portable Phonograph | o J 
with 4-inch speaker \ 

Includes 11-page illustrated book, 33!4-rpm 
record. Read along or look at pictures. 

57 C 58351—Now We are Six (Winnie the Pooh et al) 
57 C 58352— Winnie the Pooh and Tigger 
57 C 58353— Winnie the Pooh and the Heffalumps 
57 C 58354—When We Were Very Young 
57 C 58355— Pooh and the North Pole Expedition 
Shipping weight each 12 ounces Each $2.79 

4 Winnie and Tigger Too. Featuring the voices 
of Sebastion Cabot, Sterling Holloway and 

Paul Winchell. 3344-rpm record and 14-page book. 
57 C 5966—Shipping weight 1 pound 53.29 

Disney Storybook Albums 

$329 Booklet and one 
ong-play record 

5 Each album includes 11-page illustrated book, 
334-rpm record. Enjoy pictures or read along. 

57 C 5945—Snow White 57 C 5965— Robin Hood 
57 C 5967—Bambi 57 C 5968—Small World 
Shipping weight each 1 pound Each $3.28 

Mickey Mouse Club. Record only. 3344-rpm. 
57 C 5969—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $178 

$1949 
without record set 

$2049 
with five record set 

Single play monaural phonograph plays all 334 and 45-rpm records. Built-in 45- 
rpm adapter. 100% solid state chassis. Top-mounted 4-inch speaker. Synthetic 
sapphire needle. On-off volume control. Laminated chipboard cabinet with carry- 
ing handle. Blue with white trim. 12!2x54x10!4 inches deep. Matching record case 
on page 611. 5¥%-foot AC cord with flared safety plug. Draws 16 watts AC. See 
phono safely note on facing page. 

57C3240- Without record set. Shipping wt. 7 lbs. ...$19.49 
ШИ —.57C32401—With set of 5 children's records. Wt. 7 lbs. 8oz. 20.49 

Mother Goose Albums $299 
. . four LP records 

Four 12-inch, 33¥4-rpm records. 118 songs, in- 
cluding Jack and Jill, Ugly Duckling, Humpty 

Dumpty and many other favorites. 
57 C 5842—Shipping weight 1 pound 5299 

Cutslon рапе scans bv сили nmaselechrnical Соп 



Pinball-Breakaway 
Plays 28 variations of 7 basic games. 

Featuring Breakaway / Breakout. . . use the 

“wrecking ball” to break down the walls 
Handball Simply attach game to your 

present television for all the thrills 
of fast-action video games 

Also plays Pinball 
Pinpaddie 

and Basketball 

(1) Novices begin game with 5 or 7 balls. large. 
paddle: experts with 3 or 5 balls. small paddie 

(2) Break through all 6 walls for big point totais 

(3) Game challenge increases as ball speed and 
rebound angles automatically change during play 

(4) Memory scoring shows previous score for match play 

Hockey-Tennis III 

PRICED $10 LESS 
than the same game in black 
and white sold in last year's 

Christmas Book. . . 
NOW, in color on color TV 

51895 :: 
Novice, average or expert handicap settings 
change paddle size and ball speed. 
CONSOLE: 6%4x12x2 inches high. High-impact 

ic. Switch for automatic or manual serves, 
all speed, paddle size, and game selection. 

Plays in color on color TV. 
CONTROLS: 2 remote paddle controls with 20- 
inch long cords store in console. 
INSTALLATION: Use with any TV. Attach 
game switch to antenna terminals (TV not in- 
cluded), plug in console and tune to channel 3. 

Our lowest 4 85 напой 
price ever v 

CONSOLE: 7^!ax13*ax3!A-inch high. High-impact wood-grained plastic. 

Switches for handicap option, manual serve, game selection and game АС Adapter. For use with (6 

reset. On-screen scoring, memory bank Mor X two player games. М 99713) and (6 N 99771) 

1 да, s Action sound. Skill rating chart. Color on color TV. electronic games. 9-volts. UL 

Er ele geri tcd ag CONTROLS. Flipper buttons for Pinball on sides of console, paddle con- listed. 16-foot cord, 
SRDERINGINEO: Inst a ТОНА! trol on top of console . . . right at your fingertips. 6N99704—Wt. 10 oz. $6.95 

taps s Map ry ccn INSTALLATION: Use with any TV. Attach game switch to TV antenna 

Cp vue pigro illie T terminals (TV not included), plug in console and tune to channel 3. Antenna Switch. Move Tele- 

г. ойина des POWER: Operates on 6 "C" batteries (not included, order on page 443) т Сатезе!он second TV with- 

DENM И АС Adapter 7-5-volts, UL Inte. ШШДЕ ЖН МОНЫ Ede Apes 
So umpontec o y ORDER INFO: Instructions and rules incl. See Warranty om page 015. zi 

6 М 99793-—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz. ....$25.90 8100715 ppp weight 4 pounds: - Lgs unplug and move feme: 

AC Adapter. 7.5-v. UL list. 10-ft. cord. Imp. Game with AC Adapter. 9-volts. UL listed. 16-foot cord. Games electronic games. 

6 N 99732— Shipping weight 10 oz. ...$6.95 6 N.99796—Shipping weight 4 pounds 11 ounces... ..955.90  6N99726—Wt.60z. .$9.95 

Telstar 
Marksman 
Rifle Range 

1 е ч = 
1 ү 

Target l 1 | 

Skeet Hockey Tennis Handball Jai Alai 

Includes 3-piece electronic rifle/pistol for two target games 

Play 6 exciting games. 2 paddle controls and easy/difficult game switch 

CONSOLE: 5¥4x11"4x2 inches high. High-impact plastic. Switches for novice and 
expert setting, game reset and game selection. On-screen scoring. Action sound. 

Plays in color on color TV. Plays 3 one-player and 3 two-player games. 

CONTROLS: Paddle controllers for rebound games on console. 3-piece photo-elec- 

tric rifle (remove stock, converts to pistol) for two target games. 

INSTALLATION: Use with any TV. Attach game switch to TV antenna terminals 

(TV not included), plug in console and tune to channel 3. 

POWER: Operates on 6 “С” batteries (not included, order ол page 443) or order 

game with AC adapter below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Instructions and rules included. Warranted by Cole- 

co, write for free copy, see page 330. 
6 N 9977 1—Shipping weight 4 pounds $28.95 $2895 

Game with AC Adapter. 9-volts. UL listed. 16-foot cord. 

6 N 99794—Shipping weight 4 pounds 10 ounces . р .$35.90 without battenes 

aieo pan scade ty caidas piddiochalcal coni 



Prehistoric Dinosaur Playset lets you 
travel back in time. . . features 
realistic mountains and trees 

(1) 7-in. tall molded plastic mountain with tex- 
tured surface; smooth plastic cliffs provide cave- 
man dwelling. 12 two inch tall plastic cavemen, 21 
plastic prehistoric animals. Plastic trees help create 
a realistic setting for this prehistoric scene. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 to 10 yrs. See note, right. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 
79C59834C . $9.99 

88-pc. Cowboy and 
Indian Fort Custer Set 

(2) Poseable soft plastic 2!4-inch action figures 
(14 cowboys, 13 Indians, 1 driver with wagon, 10 
horses), 1 teepee, Fort Custer stockade and more. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: 3 years 
and up. See Note at right. Shipped unassembled. 
49 C 59828—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. Set $9.99 

Phone ordering ѕ а quick 
and easy way to buy. 

(3) Energized" Spider-Man®* with Spider- 
зепѕе® by Remco. Turn on Spider-Man's energy 
belt and he climbs, pulls or lifts with his motorized 
web climber. Place the Spider-sense viewer in front 
of his eyes and turn the activator; look thru the 
back of his head and see the crimetighter's foes in 
action. Poseable 13¥2-in. tall figure. Spider-light, 
viewing strip with 6 color frames incl. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 5 to 10 yrs. See Note above, 
ight. Requires one "C" battery sold below. 

C 59803—Shpg. wt. 1202............. $9.44 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 46839—Shpg. wt. 5 о2......... Pkg. $1.39 

w Energized™ Spider-Copter® by Remco. 
en Spider-Man (sold above) is placed in Spider- 

copter and energizer is switched on the rotor 
lades start to rotate, Take hold of "Flight Control 
Handle" and make Spider-copter lift off. Secret 
com; it behind seat. Plastic. 
AGES AND ORDER INFO: 5 to 10 yrs. See Note at 
right. 13%x8x14 in. high. Requires Spider-Man 
(sold above) for operation. 
79 C 59129C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz. ..... $9.44 

(5) Elastic Superman®} by Mego. Stretch, pull 
or shape this superhero for hours of super fun. 
13-in. tall figure in authentic costume. Stretch him 
over and over, he returns to original shape, Latex. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 yrs. and up. 
49 C 59892—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 10 Por $11.97 

(6) Godzilla"** by Mattel. This plastic monster 
has a launchable claw . . . tongue flashes pretend 
"flame." 19¥-in. tall. Rolls on wh 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 yrs. and up. Warranted by 
Mattel. For free copy, see page 322. 
49 C 59536—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 02. ..... $14.97 

Talot Dao scans bv criebmat nersdlochaicslicony 

World War II 
Battle Scene 
of lwo Jima 

Jungle Mountain T) 

Complete with soldiers, 
land vehicles, 2 airplanes 

and furnishings 

24-inch tall plastic ше 
mountain is molded with an 
open back and cliffs to sim- 
ulate authentic jungle ter- 
rain. Has furniture and a 
working elevator that car- 
ries men and supplies to all 
five levels of the mountain's 
interior which includes com- 
mand office, storage area, 
and troop headquarters. 
Scene also includes 32 tan- 
color and 32 dark green 
plastic soldiers, 2 inches tall. 
2 fighter airplanes; 2 long- 
range swivel cannons; 2 

ling ladders; 1 tank; 1 ar- 
transport; 1 jeep and 

1 amphibious lander. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 10. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping V 8 рошин, 
79С59826С ....814.99 

NOTE: мо Jima and items (1 
thru 4) not recommended for 
children under 3 years, due to 
small parts. Back view of mountain 

with working elevator 

The Amazing 
Energized™ Q 

Spider.Mant* 

в € 

Spider-web. Light 
and Sense Viewer 

*@Marvel Comics Group 
8 division of Cadence industries 
1T and © 1979 DC Comics, Inc, 
**1979 T 

Energized" 
Spider-Copter [od oho Co.. Ltd 



Totes with 45-rpm Records 
$389 ten | $ 198 five. 

records records 

( 1 and 2 ) Seven-inch, 45-rpm record set in its 
own carrying and storage carton. 

1 Ten-record Totes. 50 songs each. 

57C58421-Sesame Street, other TV favorites 
57C58422- Mother Goose Songs and Stories 
57C58423-All Time Great Stories 
57C58424-ABC and Learning Fun, Romper Room 
57C58425-Chrisimas Songs 
Shipping weight each 1 pound Each $3.89 

Five-record Totes. 25 songs each. 
57C59431-Pu/f the Magic Dragon, Goldilocks 

and others 
57C59432-Best of Disney, including Mary Poppins 
57C59433-Ugly Duckling, Mother Goose and more 
57C59434-Sesame Street and others 
57C59435-Alphabet Song, Romper Room, others 
Shipping weight each 1 pound .........Each #198 

Golden Book and Record Set 

$299 ji 
3 One book, 45-rpm record for each story. 

57C5856-Peler Wolf, Jungle Book, Nursery Songs 
57 C 5857— Pinocchio, Three Pigs, Peter Pan 
57 C 5858—Snow While, Rumplestiltskin, Jack 

and the Beanstalk 
Shipping weight each 14 oz. Each $2.99 

4 Ten assorted seven-inch 33/4rpm records. 
50 favorites. Batman, Superman, Bozo, Po- 

peye, Captain Kangaroo and others. 
57 C 5859—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. $3.89 

сол pace scans by анаа marsetechnical con 

clockO' groph 
Portable Phonograph 

Learn to tell time with “What Time is It?" record and 
illustrated booklet. Fine sound from 4-inch speaker. 

$1949 | $2049 
without record set with five record set 

HE Т | 4 
н i 

PHONO SAFETY NOTE 
not recommended for children 

under 3 without adult supervision 

$1549 
without record set 

$1649 
with five record set 

This compact portable Phonograph with 3-inch speaker 
comes in a rugged molded plastic cabinet 

Single play monaural phonograph plays all 3314 and 45-rpm records. Built-in 45-rpm 
adapter. 1007 solid state chassis. Top-mounted 3-inch speaker, Synthetic sapphire 
needle, On-off volume control. Durable molded plastic cabinet with carrying handle. 
1234x494ex10 іп. deep. Red with white and blue trim. 5¥-ft. AC cord with flared 
safety plug. Draws 20 watts AC. See phono safety note above. 
57 C 2900— Without records set. Shipping weight 6 lbs... . . s $1549 

With set of 5 children's records, varied titles. 
57 C 29001—Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 8 oz... ms 

Note both pages: Phonos UL listed 120-volt, 60 Hz AC. 



Experience your own thrilling 
victories and agonizing defeats 

in action-packed individual 

and team electronic-game 
sports contests 

PONG™ SPORTS IV 
Lets two or four play 16 variations 

of four basic games 

Street Tennis pe 11 

4. 

* Attach to your present television provides hours of family fun with individual or team matches for 2 or 4 players 
* Automatic ball speed-up after 4 and 8 hits for added thrills 
* Game selection button on console puts next event at your fingertips 

batteries. 
not includi 

Bring individual or team electronic-game sports matches right into your family room when you play fast-action Pong™ Sports IV Tele-Games electronic games. Up to four players can meet head to head in exciting. action-packed competition ike Team Hockey, Maxi Tennis, Super Pong and much more. When four yers participate, the game field is divided into quadrants. Each player is then ible for b: in his quadrant. 

uch of the finger. Start button 
emits an electronic beep when hit or a point red. Automatically speeds ball up after four or eight hits. On-screen scoring and paddles are in color on color TV. Solid state. P. S: Four remote paddle controls with 68-inch cord: INSTALLATION: Simply attach game switch to TV antenna terminals (TV not in- cluded), plug console into game switch and tune your set to channel 3. N DN. Operates on 4 “С” eries (not included, order on with AC adapter sold below. Instructions, rules included. See Warranty For use with AC house current order adapter with game below. Order extra game ow for use with more than one television. 

weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ....$48.95 
Game with AC adapter. 6-voit. UL listed. 20-foot cord. 
6 N 99795—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces s+... -$55.99 
AC Power Adapter. For use with FULL 90-DAY WARRANTY ON ALL Sears Tele-Games® 99708. 6.0-volt. UL TE LE-GAMES® ELECTRONIC listed. 20-foot cord. GAMES: For 90 days from purchase 6 N 99702—Shpg. wt. 100z....$6.95 дат. Sears will repair Tele-Games® 

electronic gam of charge if de- Extra Game Switch. Move Tele-Gam- fective in mate or workmanship. To esf to a second TV without unhoo Obtain warranty service, return to any and reconnecting antenna wires. U Sears store throughout the U.S. This plug and move game, switch remains, warranty gives you specific legal rights, Fits all Tele-Games€ electronic games. — and you may have other rights 6 N 99726—Shpg. wt.60z.....$9.95 which vary fr te to state 

Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy 



PLAYMOBIL™ LITTLE PEOPLE. . . heads turn, legs bend, 
arms move and hands grasp to make action seem real 

(1 thru 4) Playmobil" Action Sets. Action fig- FOR AGES: 4 years and up. Not recommended for 
ures, equipment and tools for hours of playing fun. children under 3 year: 
Sturdy, colorful plastic. Figures have arms that ORDERING INFORMA 

due to small parts. 
T 1), (2) warranted by 

move, hands that grasp, legs that bend and heads Schaper. Write for free copy, p. 322. Unassembled, 
that turn. Figures about 3 inches tall. instructions included. 

(теша) | (1) B4-piece (2) 102-piece Super (3) 47-piece | (4) 13-piece 
Playmobile | Super Deluxe Deluxe Cowboy and Deluxe Firefighter | Fire Truck 
ActionSets | FarmerSet | Indian Set | Set Set 

Catalog Number | 4859937 I 49 C 59836 | 49 C 59868 [48 C 59876 
Shipping weight | lpoundi2ounces | 1 pound 10 ounces = pound 4 ounces Is T pound 
Price ] 51494 | $1494 I $8.97 i $5.97 

| 54 pieces including етте 102 pieces including 
4 cowboys, 3 Indians, 
10 horses with click-on 
saddles, wagon with 

water barrel, 7 
rifles, 3 Bowie Knives, 

| | 4pistol/holsters, 
pails, cooking utensils 
and many other items. 

eight farmers, 2 cows, 

What 
You 
Get 

fencing, hats, rake: 
| hoes, paiis, tubs, 
| and many other ite: 

,, Fire Chief and 5 
, 6 each click- 
helmets and 

smoke masks, 2 fire 
hoses that attach to 
2 fireplugs, 4 ladders, 

2 
2 Seite: 

talkies, bullhorn and 
safety net. 

8x4x5-inch fire 
truck with 

swiveling, adjust- 
able extension 
ladder, driver 
with helmet 
and 2 hoses. 

614 [Sears | $995 

TAa page scant by cieimar nercolachwacal cont 

HO-scale Freight 
Train Sets for 

realistic railroading 

( 1 thru 5) HO-scale Trains 
ELEC INFO: UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. 
AC. 6 watts. 5!-ft. cord. (4, 5 have 6 ft. cord.) 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not recommended 
for ages under 8. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, 
Instructions included. Warranted by manufac- 
turer; write for free copy, see page 322. 

(1) Tyco® 10-unit Royal Blue 
Deluxe Action Freight Set 

SET INCLUDES: Track . . . plastic, metal. 29 
sections Tru-Steel track, 2 manual switches, 
terminal re-railer; forms 45x54-inch double 
oval layout. Engine . . . plastic, metal. Royal 
Blue ome dion lighted steam locomotive, 
realistic smoke, tender, 6-wheel drive. Cars, ac- 
cessories . one gondola with pipe, Virgini- 
an hopper, Ra ailbox billboard box саг Great 
Northern skid mium MEM culvert ы т 
ver color tanker, Oscar Mayer bi d reef 

c SO 19 M в. 12 oz.. ...Set $59.99 

fei Blue 2-8-0 lighted Steam Locomotive 
with tender only. 
49 C 96193—Wt. 1 lb.4oz......... $24.97 

(2) Tycof 9-unit Long Hauler Freight Set 
SET INCLUDES: Track. . . plastic, metal. 28 
sections Tru-Steel track, terminal re-railer; 
forms 96x40-inch figure-8 layout with “over 
and under" intersection. Engine. . . plastic, 
metal. Rock Island lighted Ме 430 diese 
Cars, accessories . . . Plastic, include non- 
ered Rock Island diesel, cattle car, Union acl 
ic hopper, Heinz billboard reefer, Shell silver 
tanker, Swift Te star pat car, operatini kk 
dump car set and Rock Island c ае 
A For Hee 33 nce brides and trestle set, 24 

wer pack, 
49 © даа ала рк. wt. 8 lbs. ... . Set $49.99 

Rock Island Alco 430 lighted Diesel only. 
49 C 99015—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs, 8 oz. ...$ 14.97 

(3) Tyco® 8-unit Clementine Freight Set 
SETS INCLUDES: Track . . . plastic, metal. 14 
sections of Tru-Steel track, re-railer; forms 
36x45-inch oval layout. Engine . 
metal. Clementine lighted steam locomotive 
with realistic smoke and tender. Cars, accesso- 
ries . plastic cars include Texaco tanker, 
Great Northern pulpwood car, Mail Pouch 
car, Western Union cable reel car, Clementine 
ore dump car with receiving bin and caboose. 
Operating pir mine with Nite-Glow, dump set 

ld" wer 
49C 9901 “юу wt. 7 Ibs... Set $39.99 

Clementine 0-8-0 lighted Steam Locomo- 
tive with tender only. 
49 C 99014—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. ..919.97 

(4) Bachmann? 6-unit Santa Fe Diesel 
Freight Set 

SET INCLUDES: Track . vei metal. P 
E sections, manual swit i 
име forms 36x54-inch oval layout. 

chrome ic, metal. Santa Fe lighted gear- fiv- 
end е color uu ees ndm pres 

tic cars in ркан 
йы hopper and per rburban sta- 
tion, switch tower have EUG 18-piece 
E and trestle set. Power pack with 6-foot 

rinted circuit and circuit breaker. 
с '9003—Shpz. wt. 6 lbs. .... Set $29.99 

Santa Fe U36B Diesel Суза дайа only. 
49 C 96183—Shpg. wt. 1 

(5) Bachmann? 4-unit оу Freight Bu 
SET INCLUDES: Track. . . plastic, metal. 11 
curved sections, re-railer; forms 36-inch Ee 
Engine. . . plastic, metal. Chessie une 
driven FT diesel. Cum dee ае 
box car, gondola and са! 
6-foot cord, printed b ami reat та 
49 C 99001—Shpz. wt. 4 Ibs. ....Set $17.99 

Burlington Northern F9 Үү Engine only. 
49 C 99004—Shpg. wt. 15 02. ........ $9.97 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

You can order items on pager 
497 thru 648 and 657 thru 669 
from now until AUGUST 31, 1980 

.. unless stated otherwise 

97 



These AM Radios 
are Officially Licensed 

Replicas of NFL Helmets 
Choose among your favorites from every 
team in the National Football League 

$1495 
each 

(1 thru 26 ) Helmet radios look just like the helmets the NFL pros wear. All solid 
state radio gives instant sound and long life, 2!4-inch speaker is mounted behind 
face guard. Volume knob over left ear, tuning knob over right ear. Cord-free opera- 
tion . . runs on one 9-volt battery included with radio. High-impact plastic helmet 
stands 64 inches high on 4-inch base. See safety note below left. 

(1) Т87 C 22176-Pittsburgh Steelers 
(2) 157 C 22172-Dallas Cowboys 
(3) 157 C 22173-Minnesota Vikings 
(4) T87 C 22174- Washington 

Redskins 
157 C 22175-Los Angeles Rams 
T57 C 22171-Miami Dolphins 
157 C 22177-Green Bay Packers 
T87 C 22178-New York Jets 
T87 C 22179-Kansas City Chiefs 

(10) т57 C 22181-Chicago Bears 
(11) T57 C 22182-Oakland Raiders 
(12) T57 C 22183-Detroit Lions 
(13) 757 C 22184-Atlanta Falcons 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces 

(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

Were $6.99 in our 
1974 Wish Book 

AM Radios > 
with °ч 2 

4 a personality Г 

a aie B 

$895 

97 Ball ‘п Chain swings on 12-inch metal chain. 344-inch diameter, 244-inch 
speaker. Earphone, 9-volt battery incl. Blue plastic. Hong Kong. 

57 C 22518—Shipping weight 14 ounces. . $5.99 
Qg Love Pendant hangs on 12-in. chain or stands 4 in. high on its own feet. 2-in. 

speaker. 9-v, battery incl. White, yellow plastic case. Hong Kong. 
57 C 22532—Shipping weight 12 ounces # $5.99 
99 Panda Pat's eyes are volume and tuning knobs. 5*4 in. high with 214-in. 

speaker. 9-v. battery incl. Black, white high-impact plastic. Hong Kong. 
57 C 22536—Shipping weight 14 ounces А ve $6.95 

30 Yorky Dog's white and brown hair may be smoothed and combed with his 
own brush. Gold-color collar with carrying chain. 2/4-inch speaker. Stands 8 

in. high. 9-volt battery incl. Taiwan. 
57 С 22562—Shipping weight 1 pound. 

614 

.98.95 

Il radios on this page 
idren 3 years old or younger. 

SAFETY NOTE: 
are not recommended for ci 

perseo MKOGAEJ 

Catalon раве scans by civisimas.masetechnical com 

(14) T87 C 22185-Bufíalo Bills 
(15) Т57 C 22198-Houston Oilers 
(16) T57 C 22197-San Diego Chargers 
(17) 757 C 22196-New England 

Patriots 
(18) Т57 C 22195-Cincinnati Bengals 
(19) T57 C 22194-New Orleans Saints 
(20) 757 C 22193-Denver Broncos 
(21) T87 C 22192-Cleveland Browns 
(22) 157 C 22191-Baltimore Colts 
(23) 157 C 22189-St. Louis Cardinals 
(24) 157 C 22188-New York Giants 
(25) 157 C 22187-Philadelphia Eagles 
(26) 757 C 22186-San Francisco 49ers 

Each $14.95 

Snoopy 

s1050 
Listen to these AM radios with your 

favorite cartoon characters 

(31 thru 33) Portable AM radios with rotary volume and tuning dials. Built-in 
AM antenna. Plastic cabinet. 9-volt battery included. See safety note at left. 

31 Snoopy.* Built-in 22-inch speaker. Orange, white and blue. 
57 C 22556—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces $10.50 

32 Bullwinkle.** Built-in 24-inch speaker. Brown, yellow, red and white. 
57 C 22812—Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce г $8.95 

33 Mickey Mouse.t Built-in 2 inch speaker. Yellow, red and blue. 
57 C 22558—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces 

uliwin P.A.T. Ward Productions, 
tDisney character © Walt Disney Pro 

'eanuts character © United Features Syndicate 

$10.50 



às LS 7 
33 "Ld 
еа Trackside maintenance 

Freight station kit accessories kit included 
included 

2 Tyco* 10-unit Royal Blue 
Steam Set. . . our biggest 

freight set 

Forms 45x54-inch 
double oval layout 

with switches 

E Log dump car 
set included 

Cattle car and 
depot set included. 

"imd 
ГА Track forms \ 
` 36-inch circle 4 

ee d 

Bachmann® 4-unit 
Chessie Diesel Set 

Bachmann® 6-unit 
Santa Fe Diesel 

Freight Set 

$2999 

Track forms 
36x54-inch 
ovaliayout JO / 

L 

Tatai ose scant by dilis marssteciw cal con 

Crossing Gate 
included 

Dump car untoads. 
gold" ore 

nto 
receiving 

bin 

Bridge and 
trestle set 
with red 

warning light 

Suburban station and 
accessory kit incl. 

Tyco? 9-unit Long Hauler 
Diesel Freight Set 

$4999 

Tyco* 8-unit Clementine Steam Train Set. . . 

load and haul "gold" day or night! 

Switch tower included 



G3 Ss] TELE-BRHITIES* —Ó—Ó—MÓM— 
ELECTRONIC GAMES 

Сой pace Scans by йаа зт ае com 

O ARCADE™ CA 

(1) Target Fun Cartridge 
7 playfields 

for 27 games 
Angle your gun and fire at 
clown, duck and rabbit targets 
darting across the screen. Ob- 
jects have different point val- 
ues. When player scores 99 
points or the clock runs out, the 
game is over. Play gets more 
complicated when using steera- 
ble missiles, barricades, smaller 
missiles or the game's built-in 
robot. Other games included 
are: Anti-aircraft—fire at 
squadrons of flying jets and hel- 
icopters; Torpedo—aim and fire 
torpedos at fleets of passing 
ships; Missile—control speed of 
ships and fire missiles at flying 
planes; Bomber—plane drops 
bombs on passing ships; Missile 
vs. Bomber—one player con 
trols ship, the other flies plane 
while they engage in combat 
For 1 or 2 players. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
6N99802 $19.95 

(2) Tank Plus Cartridge 
5 playfields 
for 27 games 

Guide your tank into firing po- 
sition, take aim and FIRE! Un. 
limited supply of missiles will 
score only if you graze your op- 
ponent's tank. Or, switch to ex- 
pert setting, score only on close 
range direct hits, Maneuver 
your tank on open, easy or 
complex playtields using 
straight or guided missiles as 
ammunition. Play Tank Pong™ 
using indirect fire—bouncing 
missiles off of obstacles and 
borders. Use keen strategy 
playing Invisible Tank—tanks 
are visible only for an instant 
when firing missiles. Or, leave 
the battlefield behind as you 
take to the air for action-packed 
dogfights. Weave in and out of 
clouds as you fire at your oppo- 
nent playing Bi-Plane, Jet. АП 
games end when one player 
scores 99 points or when time 
runs out. For 1 or 2 players. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
6N99801 $19.95 

(3) Gunslinger Cartridge 
4 playfields 

for 16 games 
DRAW PARDNER. . . and 
you'd better be quick on the 
trigger or you're gonna end up 
on boot hill. Two gunslingers 
face off in the street and draw at 
each other. Players can move 
their man for a better shot . 
Tun in, step back, move up or 
down the screen. Players play 
to 99 or until time allotted has 
elapsed. Game gets more chal- 
lenging as you add six-shooters, 
а cactus, wall and stage coach 
to the screen. The wall and 
stage coach can move or not де 
pending upon the game chosen. 
And, watch out. You may try 
hiding behind that cactus or 
wall but a couple well aimed 
shots can blast your hiding 
place into thin air. Live action 
Shooting and ricocheting bullet 
sounds. Gunslinger sits down 
when shot. Four target games 
for 1 player. For 1 or 2 players. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
6N99822 $19.95 

hoose from 

(4) Race Cartridge 4 
playfields for 14 games 

Control the direction and speed 
of your car as you ROAR down 
the straightaways and slide 
through the turns. You're the 
winner if you get more laps 
than your opponent within the 
time limit for the race. Choose 
the easy or complex circuits. As 
racing skill increases try Ice 
Race—drivers try to rack up 
the most laps while trying not 
to spin-out on the slippery rac- 
ing circuit. Play Tag where the 
players try to tag each other. 
Or, try Tag N' Score and at- 
tempt to slam your car into a 
blinking target randomly placed 
on the screen. "Live-action" 
race car and crash sounds. For 
1 or 2 players. 
ORDER INFO: Set of two driv. 
ing controllers are included with 
this cartridge. Controllers have 
48-inch long cords that plug 
into console to provide a full 

" turning radius. 
Shipping weight 12 ounces, 

6 N 99821 -Set $34.95 

(5) Speedway I! Cartridge 
6 playfields for 27 games 

You and your opponent race 
through traffic against the 
clock, controlling steering and 
speed. Add points for passing 
cars safely, deduct points for 
collisions (with realistic crash 
sound). Novice/ Expert switch 
changes scoring system. Other 
games include: Bridges—drive 
your car over one lane bridges, 
lose points for crashing into on- 
coming cars; Number Crunch— 
score points by running over 
moving numbers; Kamikaze— 
fly your plane past oncoming 
fighters and try to shoot them 
down; Roller-ball—trap ball as 
it zips down track and score 
points by passing it onto next 
racer; Slalom Skiing—ski down 
slope avoiding obstacles. Score 
to 99. 1 to 4 player capability. 
ORDER INFO: For 3 and 4 play- 
er capability an extra set of 
paddle controllers (6 N 99831) 
must be ordered from page 617. 
6 М 99804-Wt. 4 0z...$19.95 

(6) Chase Cartridge 3 
playfields for 14 games 

Use strategy and timing to force 
your opponent to steer his track 
through a track that’s already 
been laid. Score up to 10 points. 
Steer leader block across screen, 
even off screen (with the wrap- 
around option the track reap- 
pears on the other side of the 
screen). Novice setting prevents 
backing onto track previously 
laid. Other variations include: 
Speed-up—see and hear tracks 
go from first to fifth gear; Diag- 
onal Movement—race leader 
blocks opponent diagonally: 
Erase—add intrigue by strate- 
gically pushing controller but- 
ton so no blocks appear until 
button is released; Barricade— 
similar to Chase but no wrap- 
around option is used. Try a 
race against the computer or be 
creative with TV Graffiti and 
write a word or draw a picture 
(uses same options as other 
games). For 1 or 2 players. 
ORDER INFO: Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
6 N 99807 ..-$19.95 

MORE CARTRIDGES AND GAME CONSOLE SOLD ON PAGES 616 AND 617 resou 
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The automatic transportation 

system of the future 

Rocket Tubes" 
Create your own futuristic layout 

Build à 10V-foot tall 

vertical shaft or а continuous loop 
over 6 feet long and 20 inches wide! 

Only at Sears 
will you find 

Rocket Tubes" а 2 
with this Launching Раа f= ree” Жы уе АӨ 

their vehicles to travel 
from station to station 

Transfer Station 
Transfers Micronauts 
swiftly from one tube 

to another 

N$ 

Motorized Satellite 
Survey Station™ Set 

DONI - 

j| Power Terminal with 
the touch of a lever 

you control the 
speed and direction of 
Micronaut personnel 

Mobile Exploration Lab™ Ё 
in. tall and has 

S. you join together 



Space Combat Cartridge 
4 playfields for 17 games 
Guide your command module 
through space combat and deli- 
cate space docking maneuvers. 
Space ships employ the use of 
thrust for direction and speed. 
Try to avoid your opponent's 
space missile while taking aim at 
him. Or, blast into hyperspace 
and disappear in order to avoid 
crashing into the sun or being hit 
by a missile. Space docking ma 
neuvers bring one or two players 
together in mid-space to dock 
with moving space stations 
Game options include: limited fuel 
and missile supplies, a re-supply 
space station bounce-back bound- 
aries, wrap-around screen that al- 
lows players to complete orbit by 
exiting one side of screen and re- 
entering on other side, gravita- 
tional sun that pulls ships in to 
crash them and hyperspace 
speed. Scores to 10 points or until 
time expires. For 1 or 2 players. 
OR NFO: Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
6N99812 $19.95 

Math Cartridge 
1 playfield for 8 games 
Students can add, subtract, multi- 
ply or divide. Pupil picks a base 
number to work with in a series of 
10 problems, then registers the 
number in the computer with the 
joystick controller. A problem 
flashes on the blackboard screen. 
Use joystick to select the correct 
answer, then register it by push- 
ing the control button. Musical 
tones announce a correct answer. 
If the student picks the wrong an- 
swer, the right answer flashes on 
the screen before going on to the 
next problem. Final score appears 
on screen when series ends. Real 
math wizards can play Scrambler 
where the computer picks both 
numbers in the problems. Work 
without a time limit or choose a 
12 or 24-sec. limit for base num 
ber problems, 12 or 25-sec. limit 
for Scrambler problems. For 1 
player only 
ORDERING 
6 N 99808—Wt. 4 oz. 

NFORMATION 
$19.95 

Spelling Cartridge 
1 playfield for 9 games 
Don't let the computer make a 
monkey out of you! Players com: 
pete to discover the word chosen 
by the computer or a human op- 
ponent by guessing the letters 

that spell the word. Right guesses 
are rewarded with a musical tone 

and the correct letter then occu- 
pies the proper space within the 
word, Every wrong letter guess 1s 
answered with a foghorn and part 
of a monkey is pictured hanging 
from the tree, Eleven wrong 
guesses completes the picture and 

the computer displays the correct 
word. Word guess games are in 
four vocabulary ranges from be- 
ginning speller to high school. 
Timed play option allows player 
only 20 seconds to make a guess 
before the computer automatical- 
ly registers an error and places 
another part of the monkey on 
the screen. For 1 or 2 players. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. 

6N99811 $19.95 
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Outer Space Cartridge 
4 playfields for 17 games 
Enemy craft approaching—FIRE 
LASER BEAMS! You're the as- 
tronaut flying through 2-dimen- 
sional star-studded space as you 
look through the viewing window 
of your spacecraft. Object of 
game is to draw your opponent 
within laser range with your 
force-field. He doesn’t have the 
power to resist but, within a cer 
tain range, he has the power to 
become invisible. Score points for 
shooting his vehicle within the 
specified time limit, Subtract 
points if you collide with his vehi- 
cle or an asteroid. Test your per- 
ception in Space War III and 
Space Race—3-dimensional play- 
fields which give the realistic ap- 
pearance of flying through space. 
Or, guide your spacecraft in for a 
lunar landing on a moon con- 
trolled by your opponent or the 
computer. For 1 or 2 players. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
6N 99803 $19.95 

Memory Match Cartridge 
2 playfields for 8 games 

Challenging games requiring real 

concentration that can help the 
whole family improve their mem 
ory. Playfield can have 16 or 30 

numbered squares. Behind the 
squares are a variety of matching 
pictures, The object of the game 
is to select the correct squares and 
match the pictures for points 

Game becomes more interesting 
when you add one or two wild 
cards. Players can then match 
any object chosen with a wild 
card instead of searching out the 
matching picture. Computer 
scrambles and changes objects aí- 
ter each game so there's no way 
to memorize any one playfield 

a new game every time. For 1 
or 2 players. 

OR NG INFORMATION 

Game can only be played with 
Keyboard Controller (6 N 99834) 

sold at right. 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. 

6N99814 $19.95 

Code Breaker Cartridge 
4 playfields for 20 games 
Code Breaker games test your 
skill at deductive reasoning. Com- 
puter or opponent enters a nu- 
merical code that can range from 
very easy to almost impossible to 
crack. By guessing and reasoning 
you attempt to find the right se- 
quence in the code. After each 
complete guess the computer 
gives visual clues to indicate if 
any numbers are correct and in 
correct position or if the numbers 
are correct only. Computer shows 
you the correct sequence after 13 

i ice, 10 in expert op- 
ing Nim pits you 

against your opponent or the 
computer to see who removes the 
final object from the final column. 
Don't get caught holding the last 
piece. 1 or 2 players. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Must be played with Keyboard 
Controller (б № 99834) sold above 
right. 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
6N99815 . $1 9.95 
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Keyboard Controller. 
12 key unit required to 
play Memory Match 
and Code Breaker Car 
tridges sold here. 
ORDERING INFO: Set of 
two controllers. 

Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
6N99834 Set $19.95 
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* * 

with MICRONAUTS® and BUCK ROGERSZ 
* 

(1thru 16) FOR AGES; (1) 8 yrs, and up, Not ages under 5. ( 2 thru 16) 3 yrs. and up. Not ages under 3 due to small parts. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly assembled, instructions included. 

(1) Rocket Tubes" with Sears Spaceship Launching 
Pad. Use your imagination to design fantastic layouts for 
this Micronaut transportation system of the future. 
SET INCL: Over 15 running feet of Microtube. Make a sky- 
scraping 10¥-ft. vertical shaft or a continuous oval loop 
over 6 ft. long and 20 in, wide. Stripes on tubes even glow in 
the dark! 8 straight sections (18 in. each), 4 curved sections 
(14 in. each), 344-in. Micronaut figure, 2 cargo vehicles, 
power terminal with wall plug transformer, entry and recir 
culation tube, transfer station. 2/-in. high launcher, three 5- 
in. long Styrofoam® planes, decorative labels, instr. sheet 
and all parts needed to set up and connect layouts. Plastic. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Wall transformer unit incl. 
110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. UL listed. 6-ft. cord. 
79 C 59953C—Shipping weight 6 lbs. 12 oz. . . .Set $49.97 

(2)  Kartrio" Carry Case. Over 20 in. high. Storage space 
for Micronauts, parts. Unsnap Karrio", open flat. Rolls on 
plastic wheels. Or carry by handle. Figures not incl. Plastic. 
79 C 59941C—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 ол... $10.44 

(3) Repto™ and Antron™. Fully articulated. Poseable. 3 in. 
high. Plastic. Scaled for use with other Micronaut toys. 
49 C 59928 Shipping weight 4 ounces $4 
(4) Hornetroid™. Striking terror into the hearts of defend- 
ing Micronauts is this android invader—half insect, half me- 
chanical vehicle. Over 19 in. long, so it's large e ARS to 
carry a Micronaut behind its transparent eye case. Non-fir- 
ing missile assembly on tail. Flaps its large wings at the 
touch of a special button. Interchangeable with other Micro- 
naut vehicles, access. Has folding landing gear. Plastic. 
49 C 59264—Shipping weight 2 pounds $9.97 

(5) Galactic Defender", Membros". Fully articulated. 
Poseable. 3 in. high. Plastic. Use with other Micronaut FA 
49 C 5993 1—Shipping weight 4 ounces 
(6) Motorized Satellite Survey Station" Set. This mo- 
torized construction set has 124 pcs. to create or design your 
own spacecraft or buildings. Wind-up motor with rubber 
tires and instructions. 17 in. tall when built as in main pic- 
ture on facing page. (Micronaut figures not incl.) Plastic. 
49 C 59256—Shipping weight 2 pounds Set $8.99 

interplanetary 
< Star Fortress 
Opens to.34x3 4-in. 
playmat make 

it headquarters 
*for your tavorite 

space figures 

" si 

pace capsule 
“rotates when on. 2 
spice “mountain” a 

nm n 

Buck Rogers Killer Kane 
and Twiki and Tigerman 

(7) Mobile Exploration Lab,™ Assemble in countless ways 
or use with other Micronaut items (not incl.). Tower with 
dome, jet-type base. Grasping hand. Decals. Over 13 in. 
high. Plastic. Imported. 
49 C 59201—Shipping weight 2 pounds $13.97 

(8) Star Fighter" and (9) Draconian Marauder". Au- 
thentically-detailed spacecraft. Specially designed for Buck 
Rogers and his friends. Opening cockpits hold 334-in. figures 
(not included). Decorative decals. 17 inches long. Plastic. 
(8) 49 C59532—Star Fighter", Wt. 1 lb. 3 oz, $6.97 

(9) Draconian Marauder™, Shipping wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. 
49 C 59535 5 $6.97 

( 10 thru 12) Trons™. These robot clowns of Micropolis 
are delightful newcomers to the world of Micronauts. Turn 
them fast or slow: wheels turn as they wobble, walk, hop or 
bumble on central axis. Interchangeable; may be used with 
other Micronaut toys. Each uses 2 AA batteries (not includ- 
ed, sold below). Each measures 6x6x3" in. high. Plastic. 
(10) 49 C 59904—Gammatron™. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
(11) 49 C 59913—Betatron™. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
(12) 49 C 59924—Ailphatron™. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
DieHard Alkaline AA Batteries. Package of two. 
49 C 46819—Shipping weight 2 oz. . Package $1.19 

(13) Interplanetary Star Fortress. Blast off to adventure 
with this complete playset and any of your space figures. 
11%х11%х20-їп, high space “mountain” is a storage and 
carrying case for your space figures. When "mountain" is 
opened and laid flat, it's a 34x34-in. space world. Space cap- 
зше rotates and is mounted with а non-firing cannon. Set up 
other buildings side by side or vertically. Vinyl, cardboard. 
49 C 59478—Shipping weight 4 pounds 

(14 thru 16) Buck Rogers" and Friends 
These authentically styled and fully poseable figures from 
Buck Rogers in the 25th Century are 3% in. high. Plastic. 
(14) 49 C595 15—Buck Rogers, Twiki. Wt. 4 0z....$4.66 
(15) 49 С 59513—Kane, Tigerman. Wt. 4 oz. 4.66 

(16) Draco and Draconian Guard 
49 C 595 18—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. $4.66 
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Pong™ Sports Cartridge 
8 playfields for 50 game! 
Fast action sports fun for individuals or teams. 
Volley with your teammates to build oppo- 
nents’ frustration, Automatic or manual ball 
speed-up makes the game more challenging. 
Other games incl. Pong, Зарег Pong, Tennis, 
Soccer, Hockey, Volleybal and Basketball. 
Options include Expert/Novice paddle size, 
"flim-flam" switch which lets you catch the ball 
and reposition before releasing it, or one player 
can challenge the built-in robot. Games scored 
to 21. 1 to 4 player capability, Order extra set 
of paddle controllers sold at right, below for 3 
and 4 player capability. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

Shipping wage 4 ounces. 
6 N 99806 . 

( Phone ordering % a quick and easy way to buy. 

..$19.95 

Baseball Cartridge . 
1 playfield for 8 games 
It's BATTER UP for nine innings of 
baseball against human or robot oppo- 
nent. Pitcher player controls ball speed 
and direction with joystick controller 
(must get ball over plate for strike). Non- 
swinging batter hit by ball walks to first. 
Batter player swings full for that long 
drive or bunts and hurries down to first. 
After ball is hit, ү player must field 
the ball and tag base or runner for an out. 
Speed of player action is controlled by 
difficulty switches. On-screen scoring dis- 
plays innings, runs, balls, strikes and 
outs. For 1 or 2 players. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 N 99819—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ,$19.95 

Breakaway IV Cartridge 
3 playfields for 12 games 
Break down walls and score big point 
values. Players compete to break down a 
wall made up of six rows of brightly col- 
ored (color on color TV only) bricks. 
Each row of bricks has a different point 
value so the more skill you have the big h 
er Ere pone totals. When you finally 
break through that back wall and toucl 
the top of the screen your paddle is cut 
down by !4 and ball speeds up. Basic 
games include: Breakaway and Break- 
thru with 5 balls and no time limit or 
Breakaway with timed play. Games with 
steerable control are Catch and Black- 
out—a Breakaway game in which wall is 
visible only where and when you hit a 
brick. For 1 to 4 players. For 3 and 4 
player capability order extra paddle con- 
trols sold at right, below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 N 998 13—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. .... $19.95 

Blackjack Cartridge 
Bring the excitement of Las Vegas into 
your home, Play blackjack against “the 
house” using Las Vegas odds and rules 
(house hits on 16, stays on 17), Each 
player starts with 200 points, then dials in 
to bet up to the 25-point limit. Hear cards 
being shuffled, see cards being dealt . 
hit, stay or double your stakes. A game ‘of 
skill, the house plays with a full deck (52 
cards) which is reshuffled after 32 cards 
or complete deck is played. Game ends 
when a player breaks the house with 1000 
gos or the house breaks all the players. 

/hen a player's point total drops to 0, he 
may borrow from the house" or drop out 

the other players continue. For 1, 2 
or 3 players. Order an extra set of paddle 
controllers sold at right for 3 player capa- 
bility. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
6 М 99805—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ....$19.95 

517895 
Video Arcade" Cartridge Console 

with Pong" Sports Cartridge 
* Pong™ Sports Cartridge (included) lets you play 

50 fun-filled games with action sound, automatic 
on-screen scoring all in vivid color on color TV 

* Novice/Expert switch lets you handicap for 
beginners while still challenging the "Pros" 

* Can be used with all 16 cartridges 
sold on pages 615, 616 and 617 

Works like Two 
any cartridge joystick 
tape player | and 
Just insert two 

cartridge and 
you're ready MÀ 

paddie 
controllers 

to play included 

Save 510 
Buy Video Arcade'" Game Console 

with Pong™ Sports Cartridge 
PLUS Target Fun™ Cartridge 

on page 615 

Separate prices total $198.90 

$188?» 

CONSOLE: 14х9%х3% inches high. Streamlined, impact-resist- 
ant plastic. Color/Black and white switch maximizes gradations 
for your home TV. Novice/Expert switch controls degree of 
challenge. . . adjusts difficulty individually for each player. 
Game select switch allows you to select or reset new games. 
CONTROLS: 4-1 ques in controls include: 2 joystick controls with 
firing button for Target Fun™, Outer Space, Tank® Plus, 

e, Math, Spelling, Space Combat, Gunslinger and Baseball 
cartridges; 2 paddle controls for Pong™ Sports, Speedway II, 
Blackjack and Breakaway IV cartridges. For 3 or 4 player capa- 
bilities on Blackjack, Pong Sports and Breakaway cartridges or- 
der extra set of paddle controls sold separately below. 
INSTALLATION: Attach game switch to TV antenna terminals 
(TV not included), plug unit in and tune to channel 3. Operates 
on 9-volt power supply with 16-foot cord (included). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Pong Sports cartridge and instruc- 
tions included. See Warranty оп page 614 before Cc ae 
6 N 99744—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 5 oz. ..... 78.95 

Save $10. Buy Game Console with Pong™ Sports Жол 
PLUS Target Fun™ Cartridge sold on page 615. 
6 М 99792 Shipping weight 6 lbs. 9 oz. .$188.90 
Extra Set of 2 Paddle Controls, Allows 3 and 4 player action 
on Speedway II, Blackjack, Pong Sports and Breakaway DE 
6 N 9983 1—Shipping weight 4 ounces............. Set $9.95 

Extra Game Switch. Ends unhooking, reconnecting TV anten- 
na wires when moving game to 2nd TV. Fits all Tele-Games,® 
6 N 99726—Shipping weight 4 ounces ................ $9.95 
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(1 thru 14) Star Wars" Playset, Figures and Vehicles 
FOR AGES AND ORDERING INFO: 4 years and up. 

(1) Star Wars" Cantina Adventure Set. Includes 4 fully posea- 
ble plastic figures: Greedo, Snaggletooth, Hammerhead and Wal 
rus Man. Graphics depict characters and activity outside the Can- 
tina. Cardboard. Scene measures 18x7 in. high. 
49 C 59422— Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces ...,.Set $7.88 
(2) Star Wars" Patrol Dewback™. Has 4 fully articulated legs. 
When you move tail, its head moves too. Removable saddle fits 
most Star Wars figures. Figures (not incl.) fit down through sad- 
dle opening into trap door on lizard's back. Removable reins snap 
into place on its head, mouth for added play. 1034x4V4x5 in. high. 
Plastic. Imported. 

Snaggletoath and Luke Skywalker 
геебо and Boba Fett 

49 C 59436—Shipping weight 10 ounces .. 95.55 
(3thruB) Star Wars" Figures. Plastic. Fully poseable. 214 to 

WERE » — олу бар 444 inches tall to fit most items on these 2 pages. Imported. 
alrus Man а cca, R2-D2, C- 
Hammerhead M Death Star Droid ЗЈакевапа 1 Sand People Figure T Catalog No. | у | Set 

(3) Greedo and Snaggletooth | 49C59412 $3.98 
(4) Boba Реп and Luke Skywalker 49C59451 3.99 
(5) Darth Vader and 3 Stormtroopers | 4959459 7.44 
(6) Hammerhead and Walrus Man 49059413 3.99 
(7) Chewbacca, R202,C3PO, Droid | 49C59458 7.44 
(8) 3Jawas and 1 Sand People | 49659461 7.44 

(9thru 14) Star Wars" Vehicles 
Made of die-cast metal, plastic. Imported. 
(9) Millennium Falcon". (12) Land Speeder™. Roll- 

Sears 

кюй Dade crane D саата n tedla chi cel ТИ 

Cockpit seats сату 
most Star Wars" 

action figures trom iett 
and on facing page 

Transparent cockpit with non 
removable Han Solo, Chewbac- 
ca inside. Laser cannon, radar 
dish swivel. Retractable landing 
skids. S$ax4Vaxl 
49 C 59445—Wt. tt oz. $5.77 

(10) Imperial Cruiser™ 
Cargo door slides, removable 
Princess Leia's ship. 7x4U2x234 
in. high. Wt. 11 oz. 
49 C 59447 $5.77 

(11)- X-Wing Fighter". Wings 
open t configuration 
Cockpit canopy opens to reveal 
non-movable DERE Skywalker. 
3x314x3 in. high. 
49C 59427 Wt 402..93.33 

ing wheels simulate “floa 
motion. Non-removable Luke 
Skywalker. C-3PO in cockpit 

2х3х1\ in. high. Wt. 4 oz. 
AS C 59428 $3.33 
(13) Y-Wing Fighter" 
Rebel pilot inside. Laser can- 
non swivels. Push button re- 
leases “laser” bomb. Front 
landing gear retractable 
7xáx1!2 inches high. 

Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 С 59443 $5.77 

(14) Tie Fighter". Cockpit 
window, detachable panels. 
4x3x3 in. high. Wt. 4 oz, 
49 C 59435 $3.33 
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15) Star Wars" Millenium Falcon" Spaceship. Use with mini- 
igures (not incl.), Battle alert sound, landing gear folds up. Cockpit 
canopy opens. Entrance ramp folds down. Radar dish swivels 360". 
Rear deck area lifts off to expose laser gun with seat that swivels 360° 
and "clicks." Game table. Secret floor panel. Remote force ball for 
Light Saber practice. 17x6x23 in. Plastic. Ages 5 yrs. and up. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Uses 2 “С” batteries, order pkg, below. 
79C59472C-Shipping weight 3 lbs. 12 oz. $24.77 
49C46839-Alkaline ^C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 5 ог. Pkg. 1.39 

(16) Darth Vader" Tie Fighter". Solar panels pop off, hatches 
open. Seat raises, Star Wars" mini figures fit cockpit. LED light, 
whining “laser” sound. 10x6'x10 in. Plastic Ages 4 yrs. and up. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 2 "AA" batteries, order pkg. sold below item (17). 
49C59439-Shipping weight 1 lb. 7 oz. .... .$11.44 

(17) Star Wars X-Wing Fighter". Wings go from closed to open 
"X" position by pushing down on simulated R2-D2 button; wings 
return to closed pam by pushing second button. Flashing laser 
cannon on spaceship's nose and "laser" sound activated by third deck 
button. Cockpit flips open to seat mini-action figures. Front landing 
skid locks in place. 12x3'2x14 in. long. Plastic. Ages 5 yrs. and up. 
ORDER INFO: Requires 2 “АА” batteries, order package below. 
49C59432-Shipping weight 1 lb. 11о2.............. 2291144 
49C46819-Alkaline "AA" Batteries. Wt. 2 oz. ...Pkg.ofí2 1.19 

(18) Star Wars" Carry Case. (19) Star Wars" 16.ре 
RM 24 mini-action figures (not — Collector's Set. Plastic. 2% 
inc Footpegs in trays. 12/6381 o 4V4 in. tall. Imported. 
in. high. Plastic, vinyl. Wt. 13 oz. 
49C59462-Wt. 2 lbs. 202....95.66 49 C 59455 $28.99 

(20) 13-in. Boba Fett". Replica of Galactic Bounty Hunter. Articu- 
lated. Removable backpack with simulated rocket, movable range 
finder locates target, swiveling jets. Computer read-out in chest. Re- 
movable shoulder, chest armor. Plastic. Ages 4 and Өр, 
49 C 59464—Shipping weight 13 ounces. ..... $10.44 

(21) 12-inch Zargon™ a Mechanized Shogun® Warrior. Priced 
$7.53 less than in our 1978 Christmas Book, pg. 579. Modular 
design assembles in dozens of ways; rolls like a vehicle or tracks like 
robot, Has launchable fist. Plastic. Ages 5 to 10 yrs. Partly assembled. 
Uses 2 “С” batteries, sold under item (15). 
49 C 59598—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces ...........97.44 

еш bv cries nurcotochaicnt cont 

6 of your favorite figures. 
uke Skywalker. Princess Leia. 

er, Chewbacca, C-3PO, 
Jawa, Death Squad 

etooth, Hammerhead, Walrus Man 

What a great way 
to store and carry 
your Star Wars™ 

minac: 

Zargon™ a Mechanized 
Shogun® Warrio 

13-in. tall 
oba Fert" 

Features removable 
backpack with 

simulated rocket 

NOTE: Items (1) to 
19 



U.S.S. Enterprise and Klingon Cruiser... two of 
the most famous vehicles in Science-fiction history ret 

Astro-Explorer 
Play Set 

Console is a working 
portable AM radio 

with mike 

Stor Cruiser UFO. . - free-flight за 
space under its own power. . то 

Spitfire 

$1697 Black Mantis 

Ae 677 ke $999 
without modeler 

kit 



(1). Star Trek"* Spaceship Kit. Includes 
models of U.S.S. Ente: and Klingon Bat- 

2 of the most famous vehicles in sci- 
\ce-fiction history. Plastic. Enterprise has 30 

pieces: 18х8х7 in. igh with base. on ship 
[e 48 pieces; 14x10x7 in. high with base. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Glue not m 
49 С 1932—Wt. 11b. 80z. . .Kit $ 

(2) Space Center with real microphone 
and portable AM dec MITES console is 
асу AM radi lifies your voice 
through realistic hand- hel mike. High-impact 
ees case with hideaway handle. Solid state. 

lode selector switch. Rotary tuning. Mike has 
self-contained volume control, 9-ft. cord. Plas- 
tic-coated cardboard backdrop. Chair and play 
mike and stand for Ha up to 111% in. tal! 
1419x744x14 in. high. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 5 years we up. 
ORDER INFORMATION: Requires one 9-volt 
battery, not included. Order battery below. 
Dolls not incl. Partly assembled. акк 
49 C 66902—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8о2....$14.99 

Heavy Duty 9-volt Battery. 
49 C 46629—Shpz. wt. 202. ...... Each 89c 

(Sthru6) Star Trek"* Heroes. 8-inch tall, 
Jointed figures. Complete with authentic re- 
movable uniforms and accessories. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 3 yrs. and up. 

6.97 

(3) Mr. Spock 
49C 59602. Shpe. we AOB eee $4.66 

(4) Captain Kirk 
C 59619—Shpg. wt. 4 02. ......... 4.66 

(5) Ог. “Bones” McCoy 
49 C 59631—Shpg. wt. 4 02. ......... 4.66 

(6) Klingon Commander 
49 C 59642—Shpg. wt. 402. ......... 4.66 
* ©1977 Paramount Pictures Corp 

m Astro Explorer Play Set. Just what every 
ce adventurer when pretending to ex- 

Б lore а new planet. Sturdy plastic helmet with 
wide angle smoke-tinted lens; shatter resistant. 
Vented mouth piece, adjustable sizing strap. 
Simulated air supply tank with accessories. 

color decoration. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 8 years. 
49 C 45041—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz, ......... $6.99 

n U.S. Space Shuttle Kit. Authentic look- 
model of space shuttle "Columbia" sched- 

led for bring space missions. Cargo hatch 
doors open and close. Two interchangeable 
space cargo modules. Includes decals. 20x7x6 
inches high. Plastic. 1/72 scale. 
FOR AGES: 13 years to adult. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Glue not E 
79 C 19094C—Shpg. wt. 4lbs. ....... 9.47 

9) Cox Star Cruiser UFO. Engine powered 
tar Cruiser that realistically spins into space. 

Cruiser will fly straight up. Powered by .049 
engine. Durable hi high-impact polypropylene 
plastic. Clear fuel tank allows for accurate fuel 
measurement. Blunt-edge propeller. White. 
Measures 14 inches in diameter. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Needs mode- 
ler kit, sold below. See note below. 
49 C 2218—Wt. 11b. 1002. .........$15.97 

m Cox RAF Spitfire. .049 engine. Plastic. 
21% in, n np 21 -in. wingspan. 1-piece body, 
heavy-duty ear, Sliding canopy, mig 
cannons, air scope. Requires some flying s 
Flight line included. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult, 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. eae mode- 
ler kit, sold below. note below. 
79 C 2209C—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. ...:$16.97 

(11) Сох Black Mantis. .049 engine. Plastic. 
13% in. long, 15-in. wingspan. 1-piece body, 
tough wire landing gear. Impact-release en- 
gine, blunt-edge propeller. Flight line incl. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. 
ORDERING !NFO: Partly assembled. Needs 
modeler kit, sold below. 
79 C 2213C—Shpz. wt. 1 lb. 5oz. ..... $9.99 

Mo Kit (not shown). Includes battery, 
Lg head clip, wrenches, Vz-pint Glow Power 

е! and fueling spout. Also handle, line, case. 
49 C 2232. Ipg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 02....... $8.97 

Note: Items (9). (10) warranted by Cox 
Write for free copy. see page 32 

арп pane scars ty chritinar neredtochnical cont 

30x40 Power Tabletop 
Reíractor Telescope 

200X Reflector 
with 75mm 
objective 

How a Reflector 
Telescope works 
ight enters tube from 

top and is 
gathered by 

the objective mirror, 
then reflects light onto 
another mirror which 

directs image to 
eyepiece 

MIRROR 

(12) 30x40 Power Tabletop Refractor Telescope. Achromatic 
'oated 40mm diameter objective lens, 8'-in. metal tripod. Alumi- 
m tube, white finish. 24 inches long. Imported. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 yrs. and up. Not for ages ve Er 
79 C 2403C—Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces . ($1449 

13) 200X Reflector Telescope with 75mm objective mirror. 
recision-ground objective mirror. Basic 75X eyepiece; increases to 

200X with booster lens. Plastic swivel mount locks in place. Focus- 
ing knob. Telescope rests on metal tripod; 4 feet tall. 28-inch long 
fiberboard tube treated with plastic coating. 
AGES: 7 years and up. Not for ages under 7. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled, instructions pe 
79 C 2480C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ..... .$22.49 

(14 and 15) Refractor Telescopes 
CONSTRUCTION: Metal and plastic tube with precision-ground 
glass lenses. Rack and pinion focusing. 48-in, high wood tripod, 
yoke mount (14), swivel mount on (15). Instr. incl. Imported. 
AGES: 8 years and up. Not for ages under 8. 

ЗЫ 150Х лору with 50mm acromatic coated objective 
епз. Basic 100X power inverted astronomical viewing. Use 1.5X 
erector lens (boost power to 150X) for terrestrial viewing. 6mm eye- 
piece. Sun protection screen. Tube 27 in. long. 600mm focal length. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled, instructions incl. 
79 C 2407C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 ounces . .$50.99 

(15) 300X Telescope with 60mm acromatic coated ЕЕ 
lens. Basic 150X inverted astronomical viewing Sri Smm eye- 
piece. 2X Barlow lens boosts power to 300X. Switch to 12.5mm 
eyepiece for wider field of vision at 50X, 110X using Barlow lens. 
Moon filter. Sun protection screen. Use 1.5X erector lens for upright 
terrestrial Mia at 230X with 4.5mm Barlow lens. 29-inch tube. 
700mm focal length. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled, instructions incl. 
79 C 2419C—Shipping weight 7 pounds 8 ounces . ..$81.99 

16) 100-experiment Electronics Kit. 100 precision components 
including an integrated circuit, light emitting diodes, transistors, re- 
sistors, variable capacitors, potentiometer, earphone, Construct in- 
tegrated circuit radio, amplifier, burglar alarm, lie detector, strobe 
light and more. No soldering. Manual included: 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 12 years to adult. Requires 2 Alkaline “AA” 
batteries, one 9-volt battery, order below. 
49 C 24135—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces... .Kit $14.99 

(17) Radio and Electronics Kit. 200 precision components in- 
cluding an integrated circuit, 2 light emitting diodes, 25 solid-state 
pieces such as transistors, resistors, capacitors, speaker, potentiom- 
eter, earphone. Make TRF radio, shortwave radio, integrated cir- 
cuit radio, more. Construct 8- E on 164 on organ; 40 channel CB 
converter; 40 computer circuits; burg] alarm; detector; more. 
Reusable parts. No soldering. Soe experiment manual. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 12 years to adult. Requires two Alkaline “AA” 
batteries, one 9-v. battery, order below. 
49 C 2416—Shipping weight 3 pounds 9 ounces Kit $23.99 
49 C 468 19—Aikaline “AA” Batt. Pkg. of 2. Wi Pkg. 1.19 
49 C 46859—Alkaline 9-volt Battery. Wt. 2 ог... 1.49 

150X Refractor 
with 50mm 
objective 

„Ж 
Л ^ 

et 

X Ве! b 300X Refractor y* ©) 
with 60mm 
objective 

where image 
1$ focused. 
magnified, 

directed ma 

Electronics Kit lets you 
perform up to 100 experiments 

$1499 
without batteries 

World of Radio 
and Electronics 

$2399 
without batteries 
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MAGNIFICATION: АП have precision- 
ground glass lenses and eyepieces. 
Mounted on triple revolving turret with 
power indicator. Microscopes (1 and 2) 
have 10 thru 20x twist-zoom eyepiece, (3) 
has 10 thru 15x eyepiece. 
FEATURES: Rack and pinion focusing for 
clear, sharp images. Microscopes (1-4) 
have batt.-operated illuminator. (5) has 
substage mirror to illuminate slides. (1, 2) 
have color filters to view specimens with 
special effects, plus power indicator. 

$6999 

Skilcraft Student Biology Set 
Dissect specimens, 

grow plants hydroponically 

1200X Microscope 
Features twist-zoom eyepiece for 

greater magnification, color 

filter and butterfly, eosin, 
hatchery tank, shrimp eggs to use 

to make your own slides 

All Sears Microscopes include make-your-own-slides kit 

BODY: (1) metal in silver-gray lacquer finish. (2, 3) all 
metal; (2) in metallic light brown finish, (3) in gray lacquer 
finish. (4, 5) sturdy plastic body. (4) in green finish, (5) in 
black finish. 
FOR AGES: 10 years and up. NOTE: Not for under 8 years. 
Chemicals and/or glass if misused may be harmful. Noi to be 
used without adult supervision, 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order microscopes from chart 
at right on opposite page. Microscopes (1 thru 4) use two 
“AA” batteries (not included). Order package at right on 
opposite page. (1 thru 4) include spare bulb (not shown). 
Complete instructions are included. 

Microscope Projection Viewer 

hi buy Vi ith 
Alone $899 | Save $4 Microscope C) or (2) on this page 

Share your exciting discoveries 
with your friends . . . projection 
Medi is great for group observa- 
tion. To install, simply remove mi- 
croscope eyepiece and insert viewer 
into tube. Viewer constructed of 
sturdy black plastic. Will fit micro- 
scopes (1 and 2), below. 

ORDERING INFO: Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 C 24406— Viewer alone $8.99 

When you buy with microscope 
(1) or (2) on this page ..... $4.99 

900X Microscope 

Has 
high quality 

magnification, 
twist-zoom 

eyepiece and 
without color filter 
batteries $ 999 ). 

without batteries 

SET INCLUDES: 2 preserved specimens in air-tight vials ready 
for dissection, shrimp eggs to hatch and grow, hydroponics 
equipment for growing plants without soil, dissecting board and 
tools, magnifier on stand, measuring rule, reusable plastic tray 
and 30-page illustrated instruction manual, 
FOR AGES: 9 years and up. See Note below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 2418 1—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 80z............ Set $8.97 

NOTE: Sears Science Lab Sets not recommended for ages under 8 years 
Chemicals and/or glass in sets. if misused. may be harmful. Should not bei 
used by children except under the supervision of an adult. 



Catalog Eye- |Heigh 
Number Пл әд Set includes Microscope Lens 

Perform chemical experiments 
in your very own laboratory 

Бонат еозіп, hatchery tank, shrimp| 
10х ggs, 5 blank labels, 5 cover glasses, 
to | 10 |12 blank slides, tweezers, glass rod, ^ |49C24384 
20X| magnifier, spatula, scalpel, scissors, 

ye-dropper and plastic carrying case 
10x] p pian labels, 5 carer er ae 

ides, tweezers, glass rod, magnifier, to | 8% patula, scalpel, eye-dropper. 49C24369| 2 |6| 49.99 

Plastic carrying case 
blank labels, 5 cover glasses, 

8*4 |8 blank slides, tweezers, glass 49C24335| 1 |12| 34.99 
rod, eye-dropper. Plastic carrying case 

(1) 40X thru| 
1200X 

(2) 40X thru| 
900X 

(3) SOX thru| 
750X 

(4) 75,300 blank labels, 5 cover glasses. 8 blank 
or 600X 8% fides, tweezers, glass rod, eye-dropper |9С24302 1 | 7| 2099 

3) 100, 200 [5 blank labels, 5 cover glasses, 
MESS 7 je blank slides, tweezers 49024501 g 10.99 

Pkg. $1.19 

Microscope 
д With Microscope battery- 

With operated 
bioha uy illuminator 
magnification 

and twist- zoom $2099 
eyepiece without batter 
$3499 

without batteries Graduate Chemistry $2499 | Student Chemisty $ | 599 
Lab Set 

fe Senior Chemistry Lab. Explore the states of matter; test 
ооз for fats, acids, minerals; recover fingerprints or grow plants. 
SET CONTAINS: 28 chemicals in break-resistant bottles with safety- 
lock сара and 2 kinds of water purification chemicals, balance beam 
PYREX® brand glassware incl. 5 test tubes, 1 beaker. 2 test tube 
racks, clamp, brush, alcohol lamp, funnel, chromotography paper, 
metal tipos, eye dropper, plastic spoon, litmus paper, sulfide test 
paper, smoke tester chart, glass tubing, distillation assembly, hydro- 
ponis planter, stirring rod, blow torch, flame test wire, 2 corks, 
and magnifier. 3-tier steel storage cabinet; each section 914x41x13 

in. high. 120-page Advanced Chemistry Manual. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 12 years and up. See Note opp. page. 
79 C 2412C—Shipping weight 12 pounds ............ Set $36.99 

(7) Graduate Chemistry Lab. Grow plants chemically without 
soil, fire-polish glass, recover fingerprints, test for acids, bases. 
SET CONTAINS: 18 chemicals, balance beam, 2 kinds of water puri- 
fication chemicals in break-resistant bottles with safety-lock caps. 4 
PYREX® brand test tubes with rack, holder and brush. Alcohol 
lamp, funnel, chromotography paper, metal tripod, eye dropper, 
plastic spoon, litmus paper, sulfide test paper, smoke tester chart, 
glass tubing, PYREX® brand beaker, distillation assembly, hydro- 
ponics planter, chemically propelled rocket. Dual steel storage cabi- Меера Sida Set зё ско 9Vax4V4x1334 in. high. 96-page Exploring Chemis- Wi Manual, 

^ e AGES, ORDER INFO: 12 years and up. See Note opp. page. 36 specimen slides SOR oed 49 C 2406—Shipping weight 8 pounds ..............Set $24.99 
Specimens include bee and for beginners (8) Student Chemistry Lab Set. Perform chemical magic tricks butterfly parts, tiny creatu oats and test for starch fats and bases. Create a chemical voleano. bacteria, sea life, plants an SET CONTAINS: 15 chemicals in break-resistant bottles, 3 PYREX® наасан 151515 $1099 brand test tubes with rack, clamp, brush. Alcohol lamp, funnel, 

Eo s nen paper, beam scale, eye dropper, plastic spoon, lit- 
mus paper, sulfide test paper. Steel cabinet, 914x414x134 in. high. 
Metric conversion chart. 96-page Exploring Chemistry Manual. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 10 years and up. See Note opp. page. 
49 C 240 1—Shipping weight 5 pounds .............. Set $15.99 

ORDERING INFO: See Note 
on 

7 oz. 
49 C 24398......Set $4.99 

Dissect frog, grow plants hydroponically, hatch and grow shrimp eggs 
and measure the gravity of minerals with Jolly balance, 
SET CONTAINS: 6 chemicals in break-resistant bottles with safety- 
lock caps, 100-power microscope in sturdy black plastic. With sub- 
stage mirror to illuminate slides, Jolly balance scale, ten rock and 
mineral specimens, steel test tube rack, frog specimen in odorless pre- 
servative, two PYREX? brand test tubes, shrimp eggs, test tube hold- 
er, tweezers, funnel, eye dropper, litmus paper, two microscope swi 
une pair and dust cover. 42-page illustrated experiment manual 
included. 
AGES AND ORDERING INFORMATION: For 9 years and up. See Note 
on о te PS z 623 > 
49 C 2402—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ........ Set $16.99 2 

- Quad Science Lab popular experiments in 99 
chemistry. microscopy. biology. geology $ 1 6 

Catalog page scum by Ск ИШЕК ИНСА con 
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Magnetic games are perfect 
traveling companions 

help the whole 
family have fun on 
long and short trips 

^. 
{4 v Magnetic Travel 

Game Combo 

Turn playing 

board over 
and you have 
6 more games 

Magnetic 
Strategy Games 

(1) Flintstone® Game Alley. 
Priced $1.30 less than in 
our 1978 Christmas Book. 

Includes pieces for these 10 games: 
Bowling with Fred Flintstone() pins; 
Shuffleboard; Snakes and Ladders; 
Backgammon; Number Crossword; 
Fox and Geese; Game of India 
Checkers; porem Checkers and Chi- 
nese Checkers. Complete with 46x11 
in. cardboard reversible game board, 
1 spinner, 2 dice, 2 number crossword 
boards. Plastic. Imported. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 yrs., up. 1978 
Christmas Book price $5.99. 
49 C 61307—Wt. 11b. 14 oz. . $4.69 

78 Hanna-Barbera Productions Inc. 

(2) Magnetic Travel Game 
Combo 

To Grandmother's House We Со. . . 
magnetic pawns stick to playing sur: 
face; International Grand Prix. . . 
racing cars stick on the track by mag- 
netic action. Incl.: 1814х914х1 in. 
gameboard, 4 pawns, 4 racing cars, 
spinner. For 2 to 4 players. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: To Grandmoth- 
er's House We Go, 3 to 8 yrs.; Inter- 
national Grand Prix, 5 to 12 yrs. 
49 С 61226—Wt. 2 Ibs. .....$3.99 

(3) Magnetic Checkers, Chess 
and Backgammon Set. Magnetic 
base in pieces stick to 2-sided board. 
Incl.: Folding wooden storage box, 
magnetic closure; game board, 
11x5%x2 inches when folded; 11 
square inch playing surface; 32 chess 
pieces; 30 checkers; backgammon 
pieces and dice. Imported. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 6 yrs., up. 
49 C 61335—Wt. | lb. 13 oz.. $4.69 

(4) The Incredible Hulk" Game 
.. . based on TV series character. 
Players move by spinner trying to 
win cards while avoiding the Hulk, 
who can cause setbacks. First one to 
assemble Dr. Banner's face with 
cards, wins. Incl: Game board, 184% 
i ‚ Spinner, 5 play pieces with 

‘ands, 24 "Hulk" cards, 24 "Dr. Ban- 
" cards. 2 to 4 players. 

AGES. ORDER INFO: 7 to 12 yrs, 
Vt. 11b. 1202..93.77 

©1978 Marvel Comics Group 

(5) Candy Land® Game. . . re- 
uires knowledge of basic colors. Be 

the first one to reach Home Sweet 
Home. Incl.: Play board, 1814x153% 
in., 4 plastic gingerbread men playing 
pieces, 64 color, object cards. For 2 to 
4 players. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 to 8 yrs. 
49 C 65178—Wt. 11b. 12 02..%3.97 

(6) Star Trek" Game. . . complete 
3 secret missions and return to home 
star base. Draw 4 cards describing 
missions. Possible to explore hun- 
dreds of galaxies. Star cards describe 
where you have landed. Unique star 
sections are movable making each 
game different. Incl.: game board, 
26x27 in. 36 "star" cards, 24 “тіѕ- 
sion" cards, 24 control markers, 4 
pawns, dice, For 2 to 4 players. 

AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 to adult. 
49 C 61099—Wt. 11b. 1202..$5.77 

1979 Paramount Pictures Corp. 

7) ,3-Game Combo. Happy Little 
rain: move your “train” up the 

mountain to finish. Mother's Helper: 
complete 3 chores for Mother. Silly 
Sandwich: build biggest. silliest sand- 
wich of all. Incl.: Playing board, 4 
markers, spinner or die for each 
game. Mother's Helper has 20 chore 
cards; Silly Sandwich has silly sand- 
wich ingredients. 2-4 players. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: Happy Little 
Train, 5 to 12 yrs. Mother's Helper, 5 
to 10 yrs. Silly Sandwich, 4 to 8 y 
Each game packaged separately. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. 
49C61045 .. - +++ Set $3.99 

Buy the easy way— 
order by phone 



(1) C.S.F. Emergency Rescue Set 
by Remco. Priced $3.96 less than Swoop down for ic 

dramatic roof-top our 1978 Christmas Book, p. 563. rescues with remote ci 
r 

'ontrol 22-in. rod connects VER to power CSF Emergency Rescue Set center, giving it a 44-in. е- 
ter. Controls for altitude, forward, те- 
verse. Emits realistic “chopper 
sounds.” 6-in. plastic copter with 5 
aperboard rescue figures; paper- 
ard hospital with medical evacua- 

tion landing pad. Plastic, battery- 
pue remote control unit. Incl. - Twister 
ackground of medical rescue unit. 3 y е 

AGES, ORDER INFO: 5 years and up. — [i WIS . 
Requires 3 “Р” batteries, not incl., or- 2 2 rr 
der 2 pkgs. below. 1978 Christmas b a 
Book price $12.95. 2 * am 
49 C 58025—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. . $8.99 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 C 46849—Wt. 10 oz. Pkg. $1.59 

(2) Twister by Milton Bradley. Hi- 
larious test of twistability and bal- 
ance as 2 players move hands and 
feet onto circles on mat. Last player 
left standing wins. 52x64-in. vinyl 
mat, giant spinner with plastic arrow. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 years to adult. 
For 2 to 4 players. 
49 C 62214—Wt. 11b. 1102..85.97 

(3) Toss Across by Ideal. Toss 
your beanbag at 1 of the 9 rotating 
Squares on the playing field. First one 
to turn up 3 "X"s or "O"s in a row 
wins. Score for yourself or block op- 
ponent. Plastic frame, legs. 
18х21%2х5М in. 6 beanbags. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 yrs. and up. 
For 2 to 4 players. Partly assembled; 
instructions. 
79C65324C-Wt. 5 lbs, 8 oz. $11.97 

(4) Hungry, Hungry Hippos b 
Hasbro. Each player tries to snatc 
аз many marbles as he can with his 
hungry hippo. 17x17-in. plastic game 
with 4 lever-activated plastic hippos. 
20 marbles. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 to adult. For 2 
to 4 players. Partly assembled; in- 
structions, 
49 C 62583—Wt. | lb. 9 oz... $8.47 

(5) Jaws by Ideal. Try to remove 
objects from Jaws mouth without 
making it snap shut. Each player 
uses a gaff hook to “fish” out objects. 
If wrong piece is removed, Jaws will 
snap shut. 16%-in. long shark, gaff 
hook, 13 pieces of “junk” all made of 
lastic, rubber bands, set of teeth, 

lower jaw, paper label for eyes, fins. 
AGES, ORDER INFO; 6 yrs. and up. 2 
КАЙ ыл. Partly assembled, in ava challenge 

49 C 65 182—Wt. 1 Ib. 80z...86.97 the great white Shark 
(6) Operation by Milton Bradley. 
Players are all doctors operating on a 
patient with all sorts of hilarious ail- 
ments. Remove “ailments” without 
making buzzer sound and nose light 
up. 15-in. long board, tweezers at- 
tached. Plastic “ailments”, operation 
cards, play money, 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 to 14 years. 
For 1 or more players. Needs 2 “D” 
batteries, not included, order package 
above. 
49 C 65028—Wt. 11b. 8 oz... $6.47 

(7) Nerf" Cycle by Parker Broth- 
ers. Connect rubber bands on syn- 
thetic foam que to hand-held plastic 
launcher, pull back and release. 8-in. 
cycle races up ramp formed from c: 
ton. Fast, exciting, but soft on impact. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 4 to 9 years. 
49 C 5010—Wt. 8 oz. $3.97 

(8) Nerf" Rockets by Parker 
Brothers. Hit plastic air launcher to 
ropel soft Nerf rockets. Two 5-in. 
ong synthetic foam rockets, air 
launcher, 2 targets. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 5 to 12 years. 
49 C5119—Wt. Soz. .......9377 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

You can order items on 
pages 497 thru 648 and 
657 thru 669 from now 
until AUGUST 31, 1980 

++. Unless stated otherwise 

Toss 
Across 

_ Nerf" Rockets. 
launcher and targets 

+ „blast off 
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Try your luck, test your 

(1 апа 2) Monopoly. The classic real estate trading game. 
OBJECT OF THE GAME: Play tycoon . . . buy, sell, swap real 
estate, railroads, utilities; build houses, hotels; collect rents; try 
to bankrupt your opponents. 
(1) Special Edition Monopoly 
CONTENTS: 1914x1934-inch board. More equipment than (2). 
Organizer tray for play money, houses, hotels, extra playing 
pieces and deed carousel. For 2 to 10 players. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
49C650 i Shipping weight 3 pounds 3 ounces $9.47 

(2) Origina! Monopoly 
CONTENTS: 1914x19%%-in. board, play money, houses, hotels, 
title cards and playing pieces. For 2 to 8 players. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
49 C 65039—Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces ....$5.97 

(З апа 4) Scrabble. Test your vocabulary and score 
points by spelling words in crossword fashion. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. For 2 to 4 players. 

(3) Deluxe Scrabble 
CONTENTS: Framed, 1514-in. square board overlaid with 
lastic grid to hold tiles, built-in turntable in base. 100 finished 

wood tiles, 4 tile racks, plastic snap bag. Instr. incl. 
49 C 65504—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces ...$ 14.97 
(4) Original Scrabble 
CONTENTS: 14!4-inch square cardboard board, 100 hardwood 
letter tiles, 4 hardwood racks. Instructions included. 
49 C 65053—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces .....$5.97 

(5) Pay Day. Have fun getting paid and paying bills. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Player with most money at end wins. 
CONTENTS: 19¥4-in. square calendar board. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 2 to 4 players. 
49 C 65488—Shipping weight 2 pounds 7 ounces ....$6.97 
(6) Life. Spin the wheel of fate and move around the 3-di- 
mensional world of high finance. For 2 to 8 players. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Win if you end up in Millionaire Acres, 
lose if you finish in the Poor House. 
CONTENTS: 2334x1914-inch game board; spinner, tiles. 
FOR AGES: 9 years to adult. 
49 C 65034—Shipping weight 3 pounds 1 ounce ..... $6.97 

(7) Boggle. . . the hidden word game 
OBJ. OF GAME: Race against timer, opponents to make words 
from 16 lettered cubes. Earn points for words no one else has. 
CONTENTS: Timer, shaker dome for 16 cubes, holding tray. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. For 2 or more players. 
49 C 65359—Shipping weight 11 ounces .......:.... 54.74 



skill with these Family Games 
(1) Chinese Checkers and Checkers ‚ oldies but goodies 
OBJ. OF GAME: Get your marbles to opposite point of star. 
CONTENTS: 15¥-inch diameter metal Chinese checkerboard re- 
verses for regular checkers, 60 glass marbles, 24 checkers, 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. For 2 to 6 players. 
49 C 65038—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces 

(2) Clue. The classic whodunnit game that families love. 
OBJ. OF GAME: Figure out who committed the crime with what, 
where. Action takes place in a spooky old mansion. 
CONTENTS: 19'4-inch square game board, plastic weapons, sus- 
pect and clue cards, die, plastic playing pieces, detective notes. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. For 3 to 6 players. 
49 C 6505—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces ......... $6.97 

(3) War of the Networks. Be your own network executive! 
OBJECT OF GAME: Schedule your programs, stars to beat the 
competition in the ratings game and make the most money. 
CONTENTS: 21-in. square gameboard, “movie”, “drama”, “come- 
dy", “star”, “flash” cards, player and sold tokens and dice. 
FOR AGES: 10 years to adult. For 2 to 4 players. 
49 C 61254—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces ........ $4.74 

4) "Bonkersl". Wacky, exciting, back-and-forth board game. 
lelp create and hit “hot spots”. Be first to score 12 points. 

OBJ, OF GAME: Get around board first. Slow opponent with a 
"lose" card. Players create a new game track each game. 
CONTENTS: Cards, dice, 1914-inch square game board, pegs, 
playing pieces and tray. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. For 2 to 4 players. 
49 C 61057—Shipping weight 2 pounds ................ $5.97 

(5) Deluxe Aggravation 
OBJ. OF GAME: Move marbles around board and get home safely. 

id in opponents’ space and make him start again. 
CONTENTS: 18-in. square game board, 24 marbles, die. 
FOR AGES: 5 years to adult. For 2 to 6 players. 
49 C 65036—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces ......... $4.74 

(6) Sorry! The exciting chase game. Special cards control the 
pursuit . . . the outcome's always in doubt. For 2 to 4 players. 
OBJ. OF GAME: Move markers around board and back home first. 
CONTENTS; 1734-inch square board and colorful markers. 
FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
49 C 65052— Shipping weight 1 pound 12 оцпсез........ $5.97 

(7) Yahtzee. Exciting family game of skill, chance. 
OBJ. OF GAME: Roll winning dice combination before opponent. 
CONTENTS: Plastic chips, dice, cup, scoring pad, instructions. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. For 2 or more players. 
49 C 65084—Shipping weight 10 ounces. .$2.82 

$5.47 
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Super Jocks by Schaper 
Hit Super Jock on the head 5799 
and he'll hit а homer or 

field goal 

FOR AGES: 6 years and up. For ! or more players. 

(B) Super Jock Teeball. Hit Super Jock on his head and 
watch the ball fly. Use stadium target on back of carton. 
CONTENTS: 10-in. high Super Jock. 5!4-in. high tee. 3 
balls. All plastic constr. Partly assembled, instr. incl. 
49 C 62105—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. $7.99 

9) Super Jock Football. Kicks football up to 35 ft. 
ore the most points in 20 field goal attempts Коп розї- 

tions indicated on spinner. All plastic construction. 
CONTENTS: 10-in. high Super Jock. 29-in. high goal post. 
2 footballs. Spinner. Partly assem., instr. incl. 
49 C 65563— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 802... 97.99 

Mind-challenging 
Strategy Games 

(1) Master Mind 44. Now the whole family 
can play! А new twist to the traditional Master 
Mind game lets 4 people participate. For 2, 3 or 
4 players. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Find the hidden color and 
position code. You get 5 chances to break it 
with 6,480 possible combinations. 
CONTENTS: 4 plastic playing boards, each 
16x16 in. 6 different color code pegs; black and 
white clue pegs. Instr. incl. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 С 61646—Shpg. wt. 11b. 7 oz. .. 

(2) Master Mind 
OBJECT OF THE GAME: Break the color and 
osition code. 4 colors are used to make code. 
You get 10 chances to break it, with 1,296 pos- 

sible combinations. For 2 players. 
CONTENTS: Raised wood-grain plastic playing 
surface. 1 foot long. Six different color pegs to 
choose from; black and white clue pegs. In- 
structions are included. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 65329—Shipping weight 8 oz. ...83.74 

(3) Connect Four® by Milton Bradley 

А vertical version of checkers. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Build row of 4 checkers in 
our color horizontally, vertically or diagonal- 

ly, and prevent opponent from doing same. 
CONTENTS: 1014x7 !-inch plastic game stand, 
2 sets of checkers, red and black. Instructions. 
FOR AGES: 7 years to adult. For 2 players. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 65227—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

$9.47 

.$4.97 

(4) Turn the Tables" Checkers. New fast- 
moving checkers-like game lets you rotate 
the turn tables for an offensive or defensive 
advantage. For 2 players. 
OBJECT OF GAME: To capture all your op- 
ponents checkers. 
CONTENTS: 13%x15-inch plastic game 
board, 4 revolving turn tables, 24 molded 
playing pieces in two colors. Instr. incl. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
49 C 61162—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 

(5) Maneuver™ 
OBJECT OF GAME: Move all your marbles 
into rows of three while blocking your oppo- 
nents from doing the same. 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: 13-inch square plastic game 
board, 48 marbles in 4 colors, plastic cover. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
49 C 61163—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. .$7.97 

(6) Tri-Ominos®. Unique spin-off of domi- 
noes, with bonus points for difficult forma- 
tions, 56 plastic pieces. For 2 to 6 players. 
OBJECT OF GAME: Match any 2 numbers on 
Tri-Omino already in play. Game is 400 
points. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
49 C 61652——Shpg: wt. 12 oz... 

(7) Battleship® by Milton Bradley 
OBJECT OF GAME: Sink opponent's ships by 
firing salvos of shots, calling out strike area. 
CONTENTS: 2 self-contained plastic game 
boxes, each 9x634 in. high. Red and white 
pegs. Ten ships for exciting naval battles. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. For 2 players. 
49 C 65183—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. ..$6.47 

$6.47 

.$4.97 



(1) Mini Desk Darts 
Ideal for office or den. Reversible dart board with 
bull's-eye on one side and executive decision 

game on the other; stands up on desk for easy 
playing. 
CONSTRUCTION: Cork dart board and 3 mini darts. 

"Royal Arms Pub" sign silk- 
screened on the front. Rack on the 
Measures 5x7x2 inches 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C2865—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. .............: Set $4.49 

(2) Family Jewel 
Clear 900-carat "diamond" is a 3-dimensional adam 
puzzle. Scramble the parts and reassemble them. 
VM 40 Uter vene pieces. 
Makes 2%4x2%-inch "diamond 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 С 2802—Shipping weight 10 ounces ..Вох $7.99 

(3) Super Master Mind 
Game rules are so easy that many 8-year-olds mas- 
Rer раазы сене 
y 
OBJECT OF GAME: Break the color and position 
code. 5 pegs, 8 colors are used to make code. You get 
12 chances to break code with 59,000 possible coi 
nations. For 2 players. 
CONTENTS: Wood- ge ies lastic playing sur- 

plastic pegs, black, lue pegs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. ас b 
3 C 2870—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

(4) Spring Thing 
Be creative while you relax. Bend жа turn Spring 
"Thing to make interesting shapes and figures. 
CONSTRUCTION: Twelve 1-inch clear 
connected by a nickel-plated metal spring. 
12 inches long. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C2852—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. ................. $7.49 

lic cubes 
leasures 

ею раве scans bv енмесе саа cont 

(5) Space Launch 
Mondo ptopdiy do жаран гой ор up 
scoring hole. 
CONSTRUCTION: Walnut-finished hardwood. 2 steel 
rods, ball. Measures 20x7/x34 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 2976—Shpg. wt. 2168, 11 oz. ........... $6.99 

(6) Minute Maze 

Guide steel ball through 2 levels of the maze before 
the sand in the 3-minute timer drops. 
CONST: Blue plastic. 6%4x6%4x1¥ in. Gift boxed. 
rci гонити. 

(7) Labyrinth 
Turn 2 wood knobs at once to tilt surface, guide ball, 
avoid low-scoring holes and reach pay-off 
CONST: Walnut finish hardwood frame. Plastic field. 
2 steel balls, Imported. 1334x1244x3% in. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 2844—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 3 02............ $12.99 

(8) Electro Draw Poker 
Press button for 5-card hand, press another button 
to draw new cards. 
CONSTRUCTION: High-impact plastic case. Mea- 
sures 434x5x2 in. Imported. 
ORDERING cbe nes Uses 2 "C" batteries; or- 
der package below. 
3 C 2932—Shpg. wisn ui dud pie da pd 5.99 
3 C8993 Pkg of dC Battery, Wt. 5 oz... *139 

(9) Mini Electro Slot Machine 
CONSTR: Table model. Plastic case, 60 play coins. 
Jackpot automatic payoff. 7!4x5Y4x9V4 in. Import. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Uses 2 “D” batteries; 
обет рка. below. Not for sale іп Мо., №. Carolina, 
Wi: County or phere prohibited ш law. 
3 C 29244G—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 ..$29.99 
3 C 8994—Pkg. of 2 “D” Batt Wt. 100z. . 1.59 

Puzzles, Mazes 
and Games 

of Skill 

(10) Nine-Puzzle Assortment Set 
COMP: Count Down . Try to remove all pieces 
except one, by jumping them. Outer Limits Try 
to get 4 balls in the outer corners. Меде во 
Try to open it, it looks like a solid but isn’t. 
Galaxy Try to position all 36 balls within the 
center ring. Constellation Try to position the 9 
balls in the 9 holes, Curious Cross to forma 
cross with the 3 pieces. Astrologic. . . Try toforma 
star with the 6 pieces. Third Dimension | to 
put 36 pieces together to form the 3-dimensional 
puzzle. Tut's Tomb Try to put the 4 geometric 
shapes together to form a pyramid. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 28036—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 1202. ..... Set $19.99 

(11) The Brain 
It's you against the computer. Try to place all rods 
in out position. Requires 170 programmed moves. 
CONSTRUCTION: Clear and black plastic. 4 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
3C28413—Shipping weight 10 ounces . Box $7.49 

(12) Computer Loops 

Try to remove the rod from the rings. It’s man 
the computer. Solution requires 170 moves. 

CONSTRUCTION: Frame in Danish walnut-finished 
hardwood. 8 steel rings. 104x3x2 in. 
ORDERING INFO: In transparent gift box. 
3C29405—Shpg. wt. 10 02............ Box $8.49 

(13) Adam's Apple 
Red apple is а 3-dimensional jigsaw puzzle. Scram- 
ble cum and try to eret them. Makes 3-in. 
apple. Ideal paper weight or conversation piece. 
CONSTRUCTION: 48 interlocking plastic pieces. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Gift boxed. 
3 C 28038—Shipping weight 8 ounces . .Box $7.99 
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Reconditioned Pachinko 
Pinball Machines 

An upright version of pinball 
to enliven your den or game room 

mply flip a lever to send a steel ball racing through 
heels and a maze of bright, shiny pins. Each time you hit 

a jackpot, bells ring and you receive 15 extra playing balls. 
CONSTRUCTION: Machine from authentic Pachinko Par- 
lors. . . each is cleaned, lubricated and reconditioned. Col- 
orful faces may vary in design because each machine is an 
original. Unfinished wood frame with attached stand. Ash- 
tray. 300 steel balls. Measures 32x20'2x9 inches overall. 
Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Order extra balls below. 

Shipping weight 42 pounds. 
3C 29901 $54.99 

200 extra steel Balls 
3 C 2984—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 oz. ..Pkg. $5.99 
2 or more packages . EachPackage 5.49 

Phone ordering ѕ a quick and easy way to buy. 

630 [Sears] au, 
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From authentic Pachinko Parlors. . . 

Tests of skill and strategy 
for everyone in the family. . . 

with genuine leather case 
CASE, BOARD: Genuine leather-covered 
case. Rich stitched patchwork in a ran- 
dom design. Large 15V2x14Vz-inch play- 
ing field ЕГ stitched leather on cotton vel- 
vet. Leather carrying case and brass 
hardware. Impo: 
PIECES: 30 plastic playing pieces, 4 dice; 
two leather dice cups; doubling cube; in- 
structions. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

32822 ......... c-r Set $36.99 

(2) Plaid Backgammon Set 
CASE, BOARD: Rich brown plaid case. 
15V2x14Vz-inch playing field of cotton felt 
with stitched points. handle and 
brass hardware. 
PIECES: 30 pieces; 4 dice; 
doubling cube; two leatherette (not leath- 
er) dice cups; instructions. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Shipping NE 5 pounds. 

3C2947. 

(3) Suedette Backgammon Set 
CASE. BOARD: Padded suedette fabric 
(not suede) case. 1515х1415-іпсһ playing 
field of cotton felt with stitched points. 

handle and brass hardware. 
PIECES: 30 plastic playing pieces; 4 dice; 
doubling cube; two suedette fabric dice 
cups; instructions. Imported. 
Сеа A. 

ipping we it 
3С2876................. Set $19.99 

BACKGAMMON, 
(4) Backgammon on a rug 

RUG: Brown and white with velvet-like 
DuPont Orlon® acrylic. Measures 27x24 ре 
PIECES: 30 hardwood pieces, 14-inch in diameter, 
stained with a natural dark or t finish: 2 sets of 
dice; doubling cube; instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

(5) Magnetic Backgammon Set 
CASE. BOARD: Padded leatherette (not leather) case, 
8x10-inch metal and plastic playing field. Brass 
hardware. Imported. 
PIECES: 30 magnetized and felted playing pieces; 4 
dice; doubler; cotton felt-lined dice cups; instru. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 2963—Shpzg. wt. 1 Ib, 1002.......... Set $7.49 

(6) Backgammon Set with vinyl case 

CASE, BOARD: Padded vinyl case with cont E 
stripe. 15x14-inch playing field of Жее felt wit] 
stitched points. Handle, hard 
PIECES: 30 plastic playing pieces; PERO cotton felt- 
lined dice cups; 4 dice; doubling cube; instructions. 
ORDERING INFORMATION. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
3С2907............................ Set $15.99 

(7) Backgammon Teachers Set 
CASE. BOARD: Hardboard enn сазе opens to 
16x14-inch simulated cork playing fiel 
PIECES: 30 plastic pieces; four dice; doubling cube; 
dice cup, Also, 170-page history/instruction book on 
backgammon by Prince Obolensky. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. 
MOAT Mois rly cine sins АТОНА Я Set $8.49 



CHESS and CHECKER GAME SETS 
(1) Chess Set with walnut case 
PIECES: High-impact plastic pieces finished in antique walnut and maple colors. Staunton 
design . . . each piece is weighted and felted. King is 3% inches high. 
BOARD, CASE: Four fold board is backed with Velvin suede cotton fabric and acts as the case's 
lid; the board unfolds to a 1612x161 inch playing surface of soft Surango vinyl. Walnut 
storage case with lining of Velvin cotton suede fabric . . . 9/6х9/6х3 in. high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3C28011—Shipping weight 5 pounds ..................................... Set $34.99 

(2) Carved Wood Chess Set with case 
PIECES: Carved wood, varnished, weighted, felted. King is 3% inches high. Imported. 
BOARD, CASE: 14x14-inch wood inlaid board. 8x5-inch case, brass hardware. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 2804 1—Shipping weight 5 pounds ...................................... Set $24.99 

(3) Plastic Chess Set 
PIECES: Staunton design plastic pieces in white and black. Weighted, felted. King: 334 in. 
BOARD: Folding cardboard board, simulated wood-grained finish. 15V2x15V4-in. surface. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 2867—Shipping weight 3 pounds ... 

(4) Plastic Chess Set with storage case 
PIECES: Plastic pieces in alabaster white, walnut brown. Weighted and felted. King: 37% in. 
BOARD: 16x16-inch folding cardboard board with wood-grained squares. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
3 C 2927—Shipping weight 4 роипдв....................................-.— Set $14.99 

(5) Chess Teacher Set. Move instructions are molded onto pieces for simplified learning. 
PIECES: Black and white plastic. Each piece is weighted and felted. King: 31⁄4 inches. 
BOARD: Wood-grained cardboard. Folds for storage. Measures 1612x1642 inches. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Complete chess instruction booklet included. 
3 C 2869—Shipping weight 4 pounds .............................. 

(6) Giant Checkers Set 
PIECES: Giant 3-inch diameter plastic pieces in red and black. 
RUG: Red and black plush-like 100% acrylic pile and trim. Acetate tricot backing. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Rug measures 27x27 inches. 
3 C 29107—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

...Set $6.99 

сое ране scans by анна тична Gon 

Magnetic pieces 
Stick to board 

(7) Contemporary Chess Table with Chess Pieces 
TABLE: Walnut-look contemporary style chess table. Top and 
base made of Pionite® high pressure laminated plastic. Table 19%, 
inches high, 54-inch thick. Top: 20x20 inches. Playing area of 
16x16 inches. Plastic molding. Hardwood leg, walnut finish. 
PIECES: Gothic design. Alabaster white and black plastic. Weight- 
ed and felted. King is 4 in. high. Imported. 
ORDERING INFO: Table unassembled . . . instructions incl. 
3 C 28083C—Shpg. wt. set 14 Ibs. 
Contemporary Chess Table only. Chess pieces not included. 
3 C 28084C—Shipping weight 13 pounds. ..817.99 
(8) Gothic Chess Pieces, Folding Board. Cardboard playing 
surface, 154x154 in. Plastic pieces, as in (7) above; imported. 
3 C 29272—Shipping weight 2 pounds $8.99 

(9) Three-dimensional Chess Set 
PCS, BOARD: Three 844x8'z-in. plastic playing surfaces, 2 sup- 
ports. Stands 12 in. high. Staunton design pieces. King: 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Instructions included. 
3 C 2856—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces ....... 

(10) The Game Box. 3 games: chess, checkers, backgammon. 
PIECES: High-impact plastic black, white chess pieces. King: 1916 
in. high. 30 checker/backgammon stones of brown and white mar- 
bleized high-impact plastic. Four dice and doubling cube. 
BOARD, BOX: Combination 8x&-in. chess/backgammon board of 
soft vinyl, folds to 4x4 in., fits into top of smoked plastic case. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Case measures 434x4V4x2V/ in. high. 
3 C 28015—Shipping weight 12 ounces. . ............ Set $7.99 

(11) Old-style Magnetic Chess Set. Magnetic pieces stick to 
metal board, stay in place between moves. 
PIECES: Brown, beige plastic. Staunton design. King: 2% inches. 

631 MON a $7.99 au 



(1) Carrom* Set... 
featuring Sears exclusive 

ring shooters 

Shoot the rings. . . make them bounce into net pockets. 
CONSTR: Reversible 26-in. square wood-grained lami- 
nated hardboard panel, moided high-impact styrene cor- 
ners. 4 net pockets. 
ACCESS: 2 ring shooters for accuracy, speed, power; car- 
rom rings; numbered discs; dice; spin tops; ten-pins; 100- 
game rule book. 
FOR AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 7 yrs. to adult. 
79 C 62127C—Shps. wt. 7 lbs............ ..$11.99 

(2) Revolving Stand for (1). Plated steel arms, legs. 
ORDER INFO: Unassembled. Instr. incl. 241% in. hi, 
79 C 62128C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. .... 

high. 
-. $3.66 

Mystify and amuse your friends 
with Magic Sets 

(3) Entertain with Magic 
14 baffling tricks, amazing to the audience, but 
not difficult to do. 
CONTENTS: Ball and Vase, Chinese Bottle, 
Color Vision, Cups and Balls, Drawer Box, 
Coin Changer, Magic Paddle, Multiplying 

loney Tray, Peter it, Pop Bottle "Trick, 
Shell Trick, Spiked Coin, Vanishing Quarter 
and Water Jug. Instructions. Book of 101 more 
tricks. Magic wand. 
AGES, ORD. INFO: Beginners 10 years and up. 
79 C 64012C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 302....$9.99 

(4) Mysterious Illusions of the Orient 
Many Oriental type magic tricks for the so- 
розна magician. Everyone will want to 

‚ "How'd you do that?” 
сне chinese Linking Rings, om 
ticks, itifying „ insurance Ро! ” 

баши Tickets Ма айе (wih “rabbit 
Mystifying Milk Pitcher, Production Box, Ris- 
ing Wand, Rice Bowls and Multiplying Эрсой 
Blocks. Book of 125 card tricks also included. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 12 years and up with ex- 
perience. 
49 C 65317—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 8 oz. . . . $19.99 

(5) Party Magic Set 
14 amazing tricks for the starting magician. 
CONTENTS: Magic Card Box, Mysterious Dis- 
appearance, me Cube, Fantastic Coin, Solid 
thru Solid, Card Fra C 
mal Hunter, [аар заи Phantom Cards, 
Multiplying Rabbits, Locator, Vanishing 
Quarter, 2-Card Monte, Book of 60 tricks, 
Magic wand for pizazz. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: Beginners 7 yrs. to adult. 
49 C 64014—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8oz. .....87.99 

(6) 160 Great Magic Card Tricks 
Astound your friends with unbelievable card 
tricks. Make cards Taea: change, turn 
over. Locate cards from next room, over 
the phone and much, much more. 
CONTENTS: Deland Deck of Cards, instruc- 
tions for 7 tricks; S i Deck of Cards, in- 
structions for 9 tricks; ic card box, instr. 
for 16 tricks; Card Locator, Magic Paddle, 
Book of Card Tricks with instructions for per- 
forming 125 other inating tricks. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 12 yrs. and up. 
49 C 64011—Shpg. wt. 130z. ........ $4.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

You can order items on 
pages 497 thru 648 and 
657 thru 669 from now 
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Flippopotamus 
Try to flip your chips 

between the moving lips 

(1 хе пе разор 
your chips ко Ri 

tamus' moving lips and you 
win. He and closes his opens 
mouth as his head rotates. 
For 2 to 4 players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic Flippopo- 
tamus, 13x13x6 inches high, 

ic chips. 
FOR AGES: S years and up. 

ORDER INEO RMATION: Re- 

162032. 

Ы Alkaline “С” Bat- 
'kg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

Py tha TES 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

You can order items on 
pages 497 thru 648 and 
657 thru 669 from now 
until AUGUST 31, 1980 

.. Unless stated otherwise 

Dd MONI aa You (3) Magne Fish. Pond ro- 
seconds to fit 25 Sates as players пу to сикы 

mrs shaped pieces animals. Each fish worth 
into correct slots in base different points. 2 players. 
before they all pop out. CONTENTS: 13%4х9%х1%- 
For 1 or more players. inch fishing pond. 2 fisher- 

CONTENTS: IT y- теп, 14 sea animals. Plastic. 
ing board, pieces an Imported. 
chanical timer. 11%x РОА AGES: 5 yrs. to adult. 
84x3 іп. ORDER INFO: Requires 1 
FOR AGES: 5 yrs. to adult. “С” battery, not included, 
ORDER INFO: order pkg. above. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1 Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 

49C 65223 Къа: 7 47 49C62783....... $4.99 

(4) Pair Ups. Race against the clock to unscramble 20 
pegs and match their shapes in pairs before the clock stops 
and pegs not paired fall through. 1 or more players. 
CONTENTS: Plastic base and pieces. Built-in 60 second 
mechanical timer. Measures 11x8 inches wide. 
FOR AGES: 7 to 14 years. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 62152—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 02. ......... $6.49 

(5 thru 7) Wonderful Waterfuls®. Add water to plas- 
tic tank and you're ready to play. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 5 years and older. 

(5) Water Basketball. Push “whoosh” button to score 
and block. 8x3x7' inches high. 2 score counters. 
49 C 62026—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $4.97 

(6) Leap Frog. Push “whoosh” button and jumping frog 
dea and pius falling ball into compartments to score. 
634x34x81 inches high. 
49 C 62042—Shpg. wt. 1202.................... $3.97 

(7) Fishful. Push “whoosh” button and send the fish into 
a whirl. Watch the fisherman try to catch the fish and se- 
cure them in his net. 6%4x34¢x8'4 inches high. 
49 C 62008—Shipping weight 12 oz. ............ $3.97 

(8 Swervin' Derby. Attempt to steer car through other 
MA rinted on kog roller belt. Control car with steering 
wheel and ift (forward, neutral and reverse). Score 
a penalty if you hit a hazard or have an accident. 
CONTENTS: Plastic base, 734x5 in wide. Steering wheel 
and gearshift are attached. 

FOR AGES: 6 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Needs 1 “С” battery, not in- 
cluded, order package above. 
49 C 62027—Shipping weight 10 ounces .........$4.99 

(9) The Pothole Game. Race your colorful van over a 
moving belt road full of hazardous “potholes.” By skillful- 
ly steering your van, you can miss the potholes; but if you 
hit one, you lose a steel bearing from the van. First player 
to lose 5 steel bearings loses. Geared steering wheels for 
control. Special “ “equalizers” | help a child compete against 
adults. For 1 or 2 players. 

CONTENTS: 2 vans with control steering, 10 steel bearings, 
“equalizer” units, decals. 2014x121⁄4x23⁄4 in. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Needs 1 “С” battery, not in- 
cluded, order package above. 
49 C 62382—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 02........ $11.47 

GAMES . 
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Electric 
Football 

Control player 
direction. 

otball Games 
‘exciting and action-filled 

NFL strategy 
7,200 game 

different ways a age 
Electric Baseba play can turn out — 

ets you be a 
Home run King 

Rod Hockey compete 

Players 
run bases 

634 [Sears] 292. 
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Extra NFL players 
Ps © ` available 

collect all 
28 teams 

PA 

t NFL officially licensed product. 11 
figures per team. 4 or 5 teams in divisions 
in official team colors. Figures attach to 
Total Control Base (not incl.). 
ORDER INFO: See Note below. 
49C62699D-4 AFC Cen. Div. Teams 
49C62701D-4 NFC West Div. Teams 
4-team set. Wt. б oz. .........Ea. $8.97 
49C62702D-5 AFC East Div. Teams 
49C62703D-5 AFC West Div. Teams 
49C62704D-5 NFC East Div. Teams 
49C62705D-5 NFC Central Div. Teams 
5-team set. Wt. 7 oz. ++++-Ea. $10.97 

(2 апа З) Electric Football Games. 
Total Team Control dial in base of each 
player determines movement. Players in 
5 poses. Switch on game and field vi- 
brates. Speed control dial. Automatic 
timer starts and stops with each play. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed; 110-120-v., 60-Hz. 
AC. 6 watts. 5-ft. cord. Not recommended 
for under ages 8. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 yrs. and up. Part- 
ly assembled. Instructions incl. 

(2) NFL Superbowl Electric Football 
. officially licensed. Metal playing 

field 3154x17%x3 inches high. 34-inch 
high adjustable scoreboard. 22 plastic fig- 
ures in official team colors plus 2 triple- 
threat quarterbacks, magnetic 10 yard 
marker with movable chain marker, rub 
ber balls and down marker. See Note. 
79 C 62034CD—Wt. 8 lbs. $19.99 

(3) Electric Football Game. Metal field 
267/6x15%4x17 inches high. Scoreboard 
with stand, 24 plastic players, 10-yd. 
marker and down indicator. 
79 C 65536C—Wt. 3 lbs. 14 oz.$ 11.97 

(4). NFL Strategy Football offi- 
cially licensed. 40 offensive and 12 defen 
sive alignments. 7,200 ways a play can 
turn out. Probability selector gives statis- 
tical results. Plastic playing surface, 
14%х9 in. Scoreboard, NFL playbook, 
automatic timer. See Note. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 to adult. 
49 C 6526D—Wt. 21bs.602....9$16.97 

(5) Electric Baseball. Pitch, field using 
2 spring-action levers; opponent hits with 
spring-action bat, switch on vibrating 
field to send players around bases. 
19516х195/16-іп. metal field. 4 base run- 
ners, 774-in. high grandstand; score- 
board. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed; 110-120-v., 60 Hz 
AC. 6 watts 5-ft. cord. Not recommended 
for ages under 8 yrs. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 yrs, and up. Part- 
ly assembled, instructions incl. 
79 C 65072C—Wt. 4 lbs. 202. . $12.97 

(6) NHL Stanley Cup Hockey. Official- 
ly licensed product. Push rods in or out 
to move players; twist rods to spin play- 
ers for "slapshots". Metal playing field 
Збх18х31% in. 12 plastic figures, scoretow- 
er with puck dropper, automatic puck 
ejector, Stanley Cup Replica. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 yrs. to adult. Part- 
ly assembled, instr. incl. 
79 C 62298C—Wt. 10 lbs, $17.97 

NOTE: Win a Trip to Disneyland. To get 
your official entry blank, order any NFL 
item on this page see page 2 of 
Sears 1979 Christmas Catalog for details 

entries must be received by Febru- 
ary 15th, 1980. 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! 

You can order items on 
pages 497 thru 648 and 
657 thru 669 from now 
until AUGUST 31, 1980 
unless stated otherwise 



Hit the bull's- 
eye and the - 

robot signals a 
direct hit with 

flashing eyes and 
_ beeping sounds 

(1) egenum. Fire the electronic space 
gun...alight beam is emitted. Works from 
1to 15 ft, away. Plastic robot 8 in. high. Plas- 
tic gun 7% in. long. Imported. 
AGES,ORDER INFO: 5 years and u ies 
one gee: ze 4 "C" batteries, not incl., 
pkgs. belo: 
49C 62786— Shpg. wt. 11b, 8 02...%13.99 

DieHard Alkaline Batteries: 
49C ыздар Wt.20z....Ea.$1.49 | 

^C" size. of 2. 
49 C 4683 hpg. wt. 5 oz. ...Pkg. $1.39 

Giant 30-game 
Cube Table (2) Giant 30- game Cubs Table...a whole ¥ ` 

ате room in a box. ts up into a game tal е а » 
E а few minutes. Made of colorful reinforced 30 different games 2 E Rue 
fiber board; supports up to 200 168, Doubles as on six sides of fun х ES 
a table, hassock or seat. Triple varnished to so durable. it y 
resist stains; wipes clean with a damp rag. In- TE T 
cludes parts and illustrated instructions for doubles as an Ч 
chess, checkers, backgammon, Michigan Rum- extra seat SS 
my, horse race and 25 others. 86 playing pieces 
store inside. 16x16x16 in. high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 years and up. Unassem- 
bled, instr. incl. 
79 C 61105C—Shipping weight 5 lbs, $11.97 

(3 апа 4) Hockey Games. . . motor blow- 
er forces air through tiny air jets, so puck 
speeds friction-free on a cushion of air over 
playing surface. 2 pucks, rules incl. 
AGES. ORDER INFO: 8 yrs. to adult. Partly as- 
sembled, instr. incl. Item (3) if mailed, takes 

und rate, see page 322. Item (4) see "N" 
suffix on page 322. 

3) Brunswick's Tabletop Air-Hockey™ 
asy-gliding styrene surface, 36x18 inches 

wide. Wood frame, Glow-in-the-dark border. 
Plastic goals with built-in score keepers. Over- 
all 40%4x18%4x5% inches high. 2 striker goalies, 
ELEC INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 
15 to 20 w. 6-ft. cord. Not for under 8 yrs. 
79 C 65264L—Shipping weight 9 lbs. $24.99 

(4) Power Jet" Hocke Hardboard Prk ar a 
surface, 524x201 in. wide. Wi tur- 
dy steel le legs, braces; ii i anels. 
Plastic goals; built-in score keepers. Overall 
Sáx23Vax31 inches high. 2 controllers. 
ELEC INFO: UL listed. 115-v., 60-Hz. 45 w. 6-ft. 
cord. Not for under 8 years. 
79 C 62299N—Shpg. wt. 37 lbs. .....$44.97 

(5 and 6) Pool Tables . . . green sueded 
cotton billiard cloth; live action cushions. Item 
(5) has sixteen 14-inch balls and two 36-inch 
wood cues. Item (6) has sixteen 1-inch balls 
and two 36-inch plastic cues. Both have trian- 
gle, chalk and rules. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 years to 
adult. Partly assembled, instructions included. 
See "N" suffix, page 322. 

(5) 60x30.in. Pool Table. %-їпсһ thick 
wood bed. Solid wood frame and steel top rails 
for sturdiness. Wooden cabinet, legs. Leg level- 
ers. High-impact po ethylene corner caps, lin- 
ers. Dual-end bail Did Play area is 29x58 
inches, 31 inches 
79C 62582 Shipping wt. 62 lbs. ..$69.97 

(6) The Champ 45x22-inch Folding Pool 
Table. Folds down to 45x22x6 inches. -inch 
thick hardboard bed. Injection molded plastic 
frame. Woodgrained hardboard cabinet. Plastic 
corner caps, pocket liners. Ball return. Folding 
tubular steel legs. Play area 40!2x18U/ inches, 
29 inches high. 
79 C 65772N—Shpg. wt. 24 lbs. .....$24.97 

арз base scans Uv chrisimar qursdlochidceb con 



(1) Fast Shot Aerial Target Game. Aim the airplane firing con- 
trol stick. Fast repeater fire action. Shoots pellets. Automatic scor- 
ing. Bell rings and target spins when it is scored. Imported. 
CONSTR: 10x8!4x7-in. high plastic arcade. Completely enclosed. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 5 years and up. 
49 C 62785—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces. . 

(2) Demolition Derby Pinball. Shoot steel ball i 
play flippers keep ball in play. Automatic scor-o-dial for instant 
scoring. 9 bell-ringing bumpers. Light flashes when you score. 
CONSTRUCTION: Fully enclosed plastic case, 20х1016х12 inches 
high when set up. 2 steel balls. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 10 yrs. Partly assembled, instructions 
included. Needs 4 “D” batteries, not included, order 2 pkgs. below. 
49 C 6204 1—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces ...... $13.99 
49 C 46849—Alkaline "D" Batteries. Pkg. ої 2. Wt. 100z. 1.59 

(3) Aces of the Sky Arcade. Aim the movable gun to fire si 
or rapid fire bursts while barrels rotate. Steel balls automatically 
roll back to be ready for more shooting action. Wind-up moving 
targets, bell ringers, spinning targets add to variety. 
CONSTR: 30x14x14 in. Enclosed plastic. With leg attachments, 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 6 to 10 yrs. 
79 C 62166C—Shipping weight 7 pounds 8 ounces . .. . - $21.49 

(4) Dodge City Wild West Gunfight. Hit the 8 moving targets 
with the western- style dart gun and 4 rubber suction darts, 
CONSTR: 1214х11-іп. high plastic arcade; metal back target. 
Heavy-duty motor winds up with key; runs 2 min. Imported. 
AGES, ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years and up. 
49 C 62784—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces 97.99 

B8 Space Te jet Game. Shoot the balls at the 3 hinged color- 
space motif, посі дози targets. Easy-load flip-up targets. 

0 CONSTR: 12x10! in. durable plastic targets. 4 light plastic balls 
and repeating action pistol. Imported. 

—— AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 years and up. 
a 49 C 62787—Shipping weight 15 ounces. ^ ..$4.99 

(6) Winnie-the-Pooh Ball Darts. Soft balls stick like magic. 
CONSTR: 17x15-in. high brightly colored nylon cloth target; poly- 

: urethane backing. lcro covered plastic balls. 
Shot Aerial Target Game AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 yrs. to adult. See Note below. 

firplane firing control stick makes you a real "ace" 49 C 62722D—Shipping weight 8 ounces . -$5.49 
£ NOTE: Win a trip to Disney land. To get your Officia! Entry Blank, order 

the Winnie-the-Pooh item on this page . . . see page 2 of Sears 1979 
Christmas Catalog for details. . . entries must be received by February 
15th, 1980. 

Aces of the Sky 
Single shot or 
rapid fire for 

action-filled 
target Shoot 

Demolition Derby 
Pinball. . . light 
flashes everytime 
you score a hit 

Dodge City 
Wild West Shoot 

plastic 
Gunfight balls at knock- Balls stick 

636 [Sears | +в down targets like magic 
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Fast-action Pinball excitement 

(7) Snap 'n Spin Football. Snap-back ac- 
tion lever sends steel ball into action on simu- 
lated football field. Try to score the most 
touchdowns, field goals or extra points. 
CONSTRUCTION: Molded plastic base, clear 
lastic bubble. 16/4x7%4x8 in. high. 9 steel 

balls. Manual ball return. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: 4 to 12 years. 
49 C 6207 1—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. . $5.99 

(8) Power Pro Electric Pinball Game 
Lift steel ball into launch chute, fire into play. 
Keep ball scoring with 2 independent flip- 
pers. 6 solenoid power bumpers for fast ac- 
tion; 3 scoring flip cups. Digital L.E.D. scor- 
ing with memory. 
CONSTR: Wood base; sturdy metal legs. 2 
steel balls. Enclosed lithographed play sur- 
face; tilt mechanism. 34 in. high. 33x18x57 in. 
high overall. 
ELEC INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 
23 watts. 6-foot cord. Not for under 10 yrs. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 10 yrs. and up. War- 
ranted by Marx. Write for free copy, see pg. 
322. Unassem. instr. "N" ш, page 322. 
79 © 62669N—Shpg. wi $124.97 

9) Disco Pinball Game. Lift steel ball 
rom beneath playing surface; submarine 
ball-loading m: . Fire into play. Keep 
ball scoring with 2 independent replay flip- 
pers. 2 solenoid power bumpers for fast ac- 
tion, 10 stam bumpers, 4 bonus tracks. 
When bumper is hit, bell rings, score ad- 
vances. Push button release for new game. 
CONSTR: Molded plastic base on sturdy met- 
al legs. 5 steel balls. 42x21x57% in. high. En- 
closed lithographed play surface. 
ELEC INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 
15 watts. 6-foot cord. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 years and up. War- 
ranted by Wolverine. Write for free copy, see 
pg. 322. Partly assembled. Instructions in- 
cluded. See “N” suffix note, p. 322. 
79 C 62632N—Shpg. wt. 39 Ibs. $94.99 
(10) Cycle Speedway Pinball Game 
Lift steel ball into launch chute, fire into play. 
Keep ball scoring with 2 independent flip- 
pers. 11 bumpers. 2 bonus channels. 
CONSTR: Sturdy wood; tubular steel legs. 1 
steel ball. Enclosed lithographed play sur- 
face. 37x21x50 in. high. 
ELEC INFO: UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 
14 watts. 6-foot cord. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 years and up. Partly 
assembled. Instr. incl. Warranted by Coleco 
Industries. Write for free copy, see pg. 322. 
79 C 62277L—Shpg. wt. 27 Ibs. 964.99 

(11) Sea Battle Electric Pinball Game 
Lift steel ball from under playing a 
with submarine loader, fire into 
ball in play with 2 independent Бе Бер n 
bumpers, 2 bonus score channels. Reset dial. 
CONSTR: High-impact plastic case, legs. En- 
closed lithographed play surface. 5 steel 
balls. 29x14x43 inches Tik Play surface, 27 
inches high. 
ELEC INFO: UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-Hertz 
AC. 11 watts. 6-ft. cord. Not for under 8 yrs. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 years and up. Unas- 
sembled, instruction included, if mailed, takes 
15-1. rate; see page 322. 
79 C 62631L—Shpg. wt. 14 lbs. ..934.99 

nace scm арзизи 

© Solenoid power 

* Electronic digital 
scoring for 1 or 2 
players 

* Solenoid power for 
bounce-back action 

* Random flashing 
lights highlight 
disco scenes 

* Scoresup 
to 4000 

* Bonus scoring 
up to 2000 

A barrel of Pinball fun in 
a pocket sized package 

(12) Three different ura with inge- 
nious mechanisms that e challenging 
ames for one or more players, Incl.: 

ез up, Shooting Gallery and Obstacle 
Course. 
CONSTRUCTION: eee Each measures 
44x24x34 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 5 and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
49 C 62039—W t. 12 oz. Pkg. $3.99 

* Automatic 
score 

* Bonus 
ore 

© Submarine 
load 

a 



Realistic-looking simulated dash 
running "lights." CI antenna 

Lawn Tractor 

$4999 
without 
battery 

Mag wheels 

638 [Sears] re 

Санан pace scans by. christmas masetechnical con 

rops for those “big” loads 
od raises 

Battery-powered Sidewalk Vehicles for hours 

$5999 
without battery 

Electra Force Cycle. 

$4999 
without battery 

Take a sunny cruise in this sleek red pedal-powered 

(1) Battery-powered Wrangler 4x4 Pickup 
Cruise several hours on a single charge. Maximum speed is 2 M. P. H. 
Forward and reverse switch. Hood raises, tailgate drops. Simulated CB 
and antenna. Snap-on grill. Simulated snap-on dash with running 
"lights". Padded roll bar. 
CONSTRUCTION: Steel axles. Plastic seat, body, tires and accessories. 
TRY decals. Measures 40x22x21 inches high overall. Seat height: 
12 inches. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: Includes recharger. UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. 
AC. 5-8. cord. 
AGES AND ORDER INFO: 3 to 6 yrs. Requires 6-volt battery, not incl, 
order below. Unassembled. Instr. incl. See " suffix, p. 322. 
79 C 86537N—Shpg. wt. 22 lbs. $59.99 

(2) Battery-powered 
Lawn Tractor 

Realistic tractor body with rotor 
shield. Full instrumentation decals. 
Working steering action. Up to 8 
hours cruising on a single charge. 
Maximum speed 3 M.P.H. Has for- 
ward and reverse switch. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic with met- 
al m 31x24x16% in. high. Seat 
height: 974 inches. 
Е RICAL INFO: Includes re- 
charger. UL listed. 110-120-v. 60- 
Hz. AC. 3-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 

ORDER INFO: Unassembled. In 
structions are included. Requires 6- 
v. battery, not included, order be. 
low. Shpg. wt. 16 lbs. 
79 C 86533C m .$49.99 

(3) Battery-powered 
Electra Force Cycle 

CONSTRUCTION: Steel frame. 
Plastic seat, wind screen, tires, 
fenders, "engine," ticket box and 
antenna. Max. speed 2 M.P.H 
34%х15%х21% in. high. S 
height: 15 inches. 

CAL INFO: Incl. recharger. 
ў L listed for 110-120-v. 60-Hz АС. 
Va-ft. cord. 

В AGES: 3 to 6 years, 
RDER INFO: Partly assembled. 

Instr. Requires 6-v. battery, not 
incl., order below. Wt. 18 Ibs. 
79 C 86502L $49.99 

(4) 6-volt Rechargeable Battery 
For any Sears, Eldon, Marx or 
Pines rechargeable vehicles. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 14 oz. 
49 C 86523 $13.97 

t 

You can order items on 
pages 497 thru 648 and 
657 thru 669 from now 
until AUGUST 31, 1980 
unless stated otherwise 

Jaguar Convertible, then “fill ‘er up" at your own Gas Pump 

Sturdy steering 
Simulated 

rear view mirror 

Hood opens for 

detailed engine 

Gas Pump (B) Jaguar "Convertible" 
CONSTRUCTION: Brilliant 

$597 red. Has mag-style wheels. 
Doors, hood, trunk really 
open. Map pocket in one 
door; simulated CB with an 
tenna and microphone on oth: 
er door. Headlights and 
bumper are gleaming decals. 
Large steering wheel. Simu- 
lated convertible top and rear 
view mirror. Plastic wind- 
shield. 4034x18V2x17 in. high. 
Seat height: 6 inches. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assem- 
bled. Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs. 
79 C 86024L $38.99 

(6) Gas Pump 
CONSTR.: Plastic. Crank 
pump, gallons register as bell 
rings. 18-in. "gas hose." 12-in. 
"air hose" and pressure indi- 

=y 9x16% in. 

S: 4 to 8 years. 
ORDER NFO: Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 

49C5052 .. $5.97 

$3899 



T ч includes Training wheels 
Exciting new 2-speed 
Cycle with Sidecar of driving fun on 

a single charge 
ELEC. INFO. FOR (7. 9 thru 11): All include 
one recharger. UL listed for 110-120-v. 60- 

Save $10 
when you buy 
(7) and (8) 

Hz. AC. Sve it. cord. (11) has 3-ft. cord. - Sep, prices 
(7) Super Cycle SR 1200. Rey up the mo- sr 
tor and open the throttle еп you go $ 18998 
roaring down the sidewalk on this nifty little wi 

without cycle, you'll be the envy of the neighborhood. 
Ride it with or without sidecar. Motorcycle 
features removable training wheels, kick- 
stand, simulated CB radio and saddlebags. 
CONSTRUCTION: Heavy-duty chrome-plat- 
ed steel. Vinyl traction tread on wheels. Rear 
wheel brake. 2-speed hand throttle. Maxi- 
mum speed 7 M.P.H. Also has steel kick- 
stand and removable training wheels. Plastic 
windshield and seat. Simulated saddlebags 
and CB radio. Decorative decals. 
42Vax20V4x34V4 in. high. Seat height: 174 in. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 7 to 11 yrs. Partly as- 
sembled. Instr. incl. Uses two 6-v. batteries, 
not incl., order p. 638. See “N” note, p. 322, 
79 C B6534N—Shpg. wt. 34 Ibs. . . $ 149.99 

(8) Sidecar for Cycle 591200 
Comes complete with safety belt and a steer- 
ing wheel for simulated driving fun. 
CONSTR: Chrome-plated steel frame. Sturdy 
lastic steering wheel for simulated driving. 

Bafety seat belt. 21x30/9x17 in. high. Decals. 
FOR AGES. ORDER INFO: 2 to 5 years. 
79 C 86535C—Wt. 12 lbs. 14 07....$49.99 

Both Super Cycle (7) and Sidecar (8) 
79 C 86536N2- pg. wt. 47 Ibs. $189.98 

(9) Beach Buggy 

batteries 

à 
| zi P 

(10) Sand Blaster 
CONSTRUCTION: St 
and accessories. Looks like a real 

t i di j i 
t ЕЯ 

without 
battery 

dam 
à) 52099 = 

CONSTR: Wide track with fat racing 
sks, Rear роја mag aoe whee, Due 

FOR AGES: 2 to 5 years, 4 ; 
Baers: gece Instr. een У ~ А, 
quires d * see ^ h fakes 1508 rate, se Pria $4397 
79 C 86525L—Wt. 13 lbs. 8 02. ....$43.97 without battery 

Ferrar 
Formula | Racer Pedal-powered Batmobile 

(12) Pedal-powered Batmobile 99 
CONSTR: Molded polypropylene plastic. $38 12] 
Steel axles. Simulated Bat mike, rocket con- 
trols. Two plastic windshields. Decal head- 
lights. Distinctive Bat design steering wheel. 
Steering mechanism, pedal rods have nylon 
bearings. Molded plastic wheels, component 
parts, Pedal rod adjusts to 5 positions. 
44Vox24x15V in. high. Seat height: 5 in. 
FOR AGES: 3 to 5 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instructions 
included. See “№” suffix note on page 322. 
79 C 86077N—Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs. ... $38.99 
Batman © DC Comics. Inc. 1977 

(13) Pedal-powered Ferrari Formula Racer 
CONSTR: Sleek racing design. Rear adjusta- 
ble spoiler, simulated "mag" racing wheels 
with super wide tires and authentic race car 
decals. Made of polypropylene. Steel axles. 
Dual rear view mirror. Steering mechanism 
and pedal rods have nylon bearings. Rod ad- 
justs to 3 positions to fit growing legs. po is for Children 
15х25%х16%; in. high. Seat height: 544 in. 

RIDING TOYS FOR AGES: 3 to 6 years. 

rs |Sears| 639 

ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. Instr. incl. 
79 C 86085L—Shpg. wt. 22 lbs.. .. . $33.97 

‘Catalin pase scant by Сак wurrolochwical com 



daisy squeeze horn 

$1197 

Rally" Cycle 
with push-button 

timing device and 3 сот 
for your own rally course 

Timer measures 
amount of time 

needed to 
maneuver 

rally course 

BIG WHEELS" by Marx 
These durable molded plastic cycles are 

all tip-resistant, have wide-track tires, 

low center of gravity for stability 
and comfortable contour seats 

Panther" Cycle has 
Fat Daddy Rear Slicks, 

rear tenders and decorative 
gold color trim on wheels 

$1999 

(thru 4) These cycles all have the famous Big Wheel® quality features includ- 
the extra low-slung body and widely spaced rear wheels for added stability and 

balance, Bright decals add a decorative look. 
CONSTRUCTION: Sturdy molded polyethylene body, seat, mag-style wheels and 
tires. Steel axles. Adjustable seat on (1), (3) and (4). (2) Has cute daisy squeeze 
horn. (4) Has push-button timing device which measures amount of time needed to 
maneuver cour: styrene pylon cones, hand brake. 
FOR AGES: (1) and (4) 3 to 7 years. (2) 116 to 3 yrs. (3) 2% to 5 yrs. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Unassembled. Order from chart below. 

Cycle Dimensions | Shog | Price 
T (1) Big Wheel 38x26x20; | Panther™ Cycle Кы a a шын 15 Ibs 519.99 

(2) Big Wheel® Mini 24x15, x 13v5| 
Sweetheart™ Cycle in figh *[sin.] 9in.|79 C 86045C| 5ibs.80z.| 11.97 

(3) Big Wheel* | 34x22x19% | | - Baja Blazer | in. high * [sin.|14in.|79 C86055C| 11168. Вог.) 1599 
{4) Big Wheele | 38x24x20! | Rally! Cycle | ie high ^ [sim Тет |з с 6065. [151 24.99 

` Speed around town on this 
slick machine. Has 

mag-type rear wheels, 
chrome-color 

twin strut 
handlebars, 
simulated 
gas tank 

When the sun rises and the rooster ws, you'll be all set 
for à day on the farm with this Tractor and Trailer 

(6) Power Pull Tractor $4999 (7) Trac Mate Trailer for $1 299 
Power Pull Tractor 

(5) HotSeat Spitfire $3699 

CONSTRUCTION: Made of sturdy polyethylene and 
metal. Features rally contoured molded chrome- 
color twin-strut handlebars and simulated gas tank. Dec 
orative Spitfire decals add sleek look. 12x414 in. w CONSTR: Hi-impact plastic hood with engine de- CONSTRUCTION: Body edges curled. 
mag-type rear wheels and 12x1.75-in. front rubber tire. са]. Steel steering mechanism. Enclosed ball Tongue fits tractor (6) at left. Measures 
Rear wheel pedal drive adjusts to 3 positions. Measures bearing chain drive. Adj. spring-mounted scoop- 341⁄4x18x61⁄ inches high overall. Has two 

2, п. overall. Seat height is 10 in. type seat. Seat ht.: 14 in. Trailer hitch. y wheels, each measures 7x3'/2 inches wide. 
to 26%; in. high. 16x3Vz-in. wide rear ж О AATION 

ORDERIN ORMATION: Unassembled. Instr. Incl AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 Shipping pounds 4 ounces. 
640 recuse 79 C 8607 1L—Shipping weight 24 pounds ....936.99 — 79 C 86031N—Shpg. wi 79 C 86062C $12.99 
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Bikes for Beginners = 
e Sidewalk bikes with 10 or 13-in. wheels, _ 

* Detachable training wheels help children learn to balance. 

10-inch 
Convertible 

Bicycle 

* (B and 9) have removable crossbar for use as boys’ or girls’ bike 

(8) 10-in. Convertible Bike 
BRAKES, WHEELS, TIRES: Brake- 
less, Nylon-bearing wheels. 
10х1.62-1п. tires. Detachable 5-in. 
plastic training wheels. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE: 
Tubular steel. Vinyl hand grips, 
streamers, Chain guard. Plastic 
saddle. Chrome-plated handlebars, 
enameled fenders. Convertible 
crossbar for girls’, boys’ bike. 
FOR AGES: 2 to 5 yrs. Min. leg 
length 144 in. See How-to-Mea- 
sure on page 448. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Partly 
assembled. Instructions incl. 
79 C 87502C—Wt. 18 lbs. $27.44 

(9) 13-in. Convertible Bike 
BRAKES, WHEELS, TIRES: Coaster 
brake. Nylon-bearing front wheel. 
13x1%-in. wide semi-pneumatic 
tires. E 5-in. plastic train- 
ing whi 
mE HANDLEBARS SADDLE 
Tubular steel frame, enamel-finish 
handlebars. Vinyl hand grips and 

в. Steel chain guard. Decorat- 
a plastic saddle, Convertible cross- 

г. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. Minimum 
үт length 1914 inches. See How-to- 

leasure, page 448. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. In- 
structions included. 
79 C 87515C—Wt. 22 lbs. $36.99 

52569 
(12thru 14) Steel, Wood, 

or Plastic body Wagons 
enamel finish, chassis, 

semi-pneumatic tire: 
body. Steel chassis, 

INFO: U: 

183999 | s1392. 

) Natural hardwood 
апае, wheel rims. Ny 

bearings. Rubber semi-pneumatic tires. Remove 
anels fred) to convert to coaster wagon. (14) 
olyethylene body. Steel axles. Chrome 

steel handle, molded grip. 24-in. wide plastic tires. 
AGES (12 and 13) Send up. (14) 2 to 6 yrs. 

embled. Instructions included. 

(10) 13-in. Girl's Bike 
BRAKES. WHEELS, TIRES: Coaster 
brake. Nylon-bearing front wheel. 
13x1%%-in. wide semi-pneumatic 
tires. Detachable 5-in. training plas- 
tic wheels, 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS, SADDLE 
Tubular steel. Chrome-plated han- 
dlebars. MTS hand grips, stream- 
= 18. Steel chain guard. 3-pc. 

with nylon bearings. Enamel- 
finish fenders, padded vinyl saddle. 
Molded plastic basket. 
FOR AGES: 4-8 yrs. Min. leg lgth. 
1914 in. How-to-Measure, p. 448. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assem- 
bled. Instructions includi 
79 С 87517C—Wt. 25 lbs. $42.99 
(11) 13-in. Motocross-style Bike 
BRAKES, WHEELS, TIRES: Coaster 
brake. Nylon-bearing front wheel. 
13x1% in. wide semi-pneumatic 
tires. Detachable 5-in. plastic train- 
ing wheels. 
FRAME. HANDLEBARS, SADDLE 
Tubular steel, chrome-plated han- 
dlebars. Vinyl hand grips, pedals. 
Plastic front fender, saddle. Has 
sleek motorcycle look with molded 
polypropylene body, number decal. 
FOR AGES: 4 to 8 years. Minimum 
leg length is 20% in. 
ORD. INFO: Partly assem. Instr. 
incl. How-to-Measure, p. 448. 
79 C 87519C—Wt. 27 "lbs. $42.99 

they're 
all great 
for hauling 

plated 

atalog 

12) Steel Wagons 
XL500_| 36x17!4x414| 79 C 85505C | 28 | $25.69 
(13) Wood, stake-panel Wagon 
Country | 35x16, x91, | 79 C 85518C | 31 | $39.99 | Squire 
(14) Sport Wagon 

| 28х17%х12 | 79 C 85513C | 12 | $15.97 

(15) Radio Flyer 
Motocross-style Scooter 

Designed with popular motocross lines , . . moto- 

1997 

ONLY AT SEARS will you find bikes (9 thru 11) 
with 13-in. diameter wheels AND rear coaster 
brakes for a ride and response larger bikes 

have. Brakes are in wheel hub so little 
feet stay on pedals when the bike stops 

Wonderful Wagons 
Whether steel, wood a’ polyethylene 

or coasting ^y 

cross handlebar styling, number plate. Also has 
motor clicking sound which kids love. 

TIRES: Ballbearing wheels. Rubber mag- 
type front tire, 10x1¥% in. wide, dual rear rubber 
tires, 7x114 in. wide. 
FRAME, HANDLEBARS: Heavy-gauge tubular 
steel. 34x25 in. high. Motocross handlebar styl 
ing. Steel footplate i is 3% in. from the ground. 
FOR А S: 3 to 7 years. 

NFO: Unassembled. Instructions incl 
29 C 85508. Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. . $19.97 

Catalog Dane scans bv Ста neselochiical cont 

Motocross-style 
Bicycle 

RIDING TOYS 

recuse |Sears| 641 



Nite-Glow 
Super Duper 
Double Looper 
Race Set has 

~ 20 feet of track 

153727, 
lighted cars 

Hulk™ Race & Chase Set 9 
with Hulk™ Van and Police Car $284 

has over 151% feet of track th 2 cars 

The 180° “U-turn” action allows the Hulk in his special 
either chase or be chased by the police car. Just flip sw 
ARS: Hulk special van, police car with flashing light on top 

for when it's in pursuit. Plastic and metal. 3 inches long. 
t ; 15 feet 10 inches of racing 

constructed of plastic and metal. 
2 plug-in controllers; plastic and metal. Back- 

city with Hulk art. Special Hulk aprons on 
outside of each curve allows cars to urn", 

NFO: UL ue power pack for 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. 
Not recommended for ages under 6. 

NFO: 6 years and up. Partly assembled. 
pping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $28.49 

642 [Sears | 87: теь 
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Тусо® 
Nite-Glow 
Daredevil 
Jump Race Set 
has 151% feet 
of track 

Tyco Nite-Glow Double Oval 
Racing Set has 11 feet of track $1822, 

lighted cars 

Tyco 
Lighted” 
Slot Cars 



Nite-Glow Road 
Racing Sets 

Glow in dark accessories 
for thrilling night racing 

(1) Tyco Super Duper Double 
Looper Slot Car Racing Set. Ex- 
citement builds as your cars 
streak towards 360° loops while 
racing on high-bank layout. 
CARS": 2 lighted Curvehugger 
cars, 234 in. long. Plastic, metal. 
TRACK: 24 sections form 20-ft. 
layout; 2 loops. Plastic, metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 plug-in control- 
lers; plastic, metal. Nite Glow 
crash barrier, flags, decoration 
sheet, poles and pier supports; all 
pieces are plastic. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed 
power pack for 110-120-v. 60-Hz. 
AC. 4% w. 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not 
recommended for ages under 8. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assem- 
bled. See Note. Shpg. wt. о n 
49 C 98131 ........... 7.99 

e Tyco Double Oval ча Саг 
facing Set. Your ‹ cars really hug 

the corners on this thrilling Nite- 
Glow race set. 
CARS": 2 lighted Curvehugger 
cars, 2% in. long. Plastic, metal. 
TRACK: 12 sections of track form 
11-ft. layout. Plastic, metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 plug-in control- 
lers; plastic, metal. Nite Glow 
crash barrier with poles, flags, 
decoration sheet and pier sup- 
ports. All pieces are plastic. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL 

sted power pack for 110-120-v. 
60-Hz. AC. 6 watts. 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not 
recommended for ages under 8. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
See Note. LA wt. 5 Ibs. 
49C96032. ...818.99 

(3) Tyco Daredevil Jump Slot 
Car Racing Set. Test your driv- 
ing skills with the daredevil jump. 
Your cars streak towards ramp 
and shoot over Nite Glow barrels, 
landing on Nite Glow jump re- 
ceiver track. Set also converts to 
6¥-ft. long drag strip with Christ- 
mas-tree start, finish gate with 
winner’s indicator and daredevil 
jump. 
CARS": 2 lighted Curvehugger 
cars, 2% in. long. Plastic, metal. 
TRACK: 16 sections of track form 
15V4-ft. layout. Daredevil jump 
and Nite Glow jump receiver 
track. Plastic and metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 plug-in control- 
lers; plastic and metal. Nite Glow 
jumping barrels, crash barriers 
with poles, flags and decoration 
sheet; pier supports. Plastic. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL 
listed power pack for 110-120-v. 
60-Hz. AC. 4% w. 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not 
recommended for ages under 8. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
See Note. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs, 
49 C 98068 ........... -$34.99 
(4 and 5) Tyco Lighted 
Curvehugger Slot Cars 
These sleek cars will add fast ac- 
tion to any Nite Glow slot car set. 
CONSTR: Self-adjusting center of 
gravity pads and "floating" pick- 
up shoes let cars follow the con- 
tours of the track. Metal guide 
pin. Rubber tires. Plastic bodies. 
About 3 in. long. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
MODELS, ORDERING INFO: 
(4) 49C Era e 

(5) 49C 97053 Comaro Z Z28 
Shpg. wt.4 oz. ...... Each $4.97 
*Cars are imported. 

NOTE: Items (1) thru (3) warranted 
by Tyco. Write for free copy, see 
page 322. 
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Double criss-cross 
Wiggle Track 

Radius shut-off road 

$4749 
with 2 cars 

AFX Championship 
Road Race Set with 
Flex-Track® has 

over 17-ft. of track 

$2849 
with 2 cars 

(6) AFX Grand Prix Custom Classic 
Mario Andretti Slot Car Set 

Flex-Track allows you to design your 
own track layouts. Zoom through excit- 
ing double cross track. 
CARS, TRACK: Two 3-in. G-plus cars, 
plastic, metal. 30 track sections form 
3214-ft. layout; 9-in. radius shut-off 
road, wiggle track, double criss-cross 
track, Flex-Track. Plastic, metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 plug-in controllers 
with speedometers; plastic and metal. 
Pit area, ац victory lane; plas- 
tic guardrails, terminal track, track 
supports, layout sheet, manual. 
ELEC. INFO: Wall-pack UL listed 110- 
120-v. 60-Hz. AC. 12 w. 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 yrs. and up. Not recom- 
mended for children under 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
79 C 98113C—Wt. 81 .$47.49 

banks, bends 
rves, twists 

(7) AFX Championship Slot Car Set 
Flex-Track allows you to design your 
own layouts. Slow down while driving 
through the treacherous wiggle track. 
CARS, TRACK: Two 3-inch lighted 
Flame-thrower cars, plastic and metal. 
16 sections form 17-ft. 3-in. layout; wig- 
gle track, squeeze track and adjustable 
Flex-Track. Plastic and metal. 
ACCESSORIES: 2 plug-in controllers, 
plastic and metal. Ba rboard pit area, 
grandstand, victory lane, start, finish 
markers; plastic guardrails, supports; 
layout sheet, manual. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: Wall- 
ack UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60- 
ertz AC. 12 watts. Has 6-foot cord. 

FOR AGES: 8 yrs. and up. Not recom- 
mended for children under 8 years. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
79C98155C-Wt. 5 lbs. 3 oz...$28.49 

(8 апа 9 ) AFX Magna-Traction™ 
Flamethrower Cars. For fast action 
on all AFX Slot Racing Sets. Head- 
lights light up. Magnets for super 
gripping on those fast and sharp 
turns. 

CONSTRUCTION: 2%-inch plastic 
bodies. Ceramic magnets, Nylatron® 
bearings. Imported. 
FOR AGES; 8 years and up. 
MODELS, ORDERING INFO: 
(8) 49 C 97065— Police Car 
(9) 49 C 97066—Corvette GT 
Shpg. wt.40z......... .Each $5.47 



Tycof lighted slotless cars 

Тусо® 
Nite-Glow 
Command 
Control 
Slotless 

Racing Set 

$4,499 
with 3 cars 

нак hae Scant ty aatia nwrsotochnical СОП 

Tyco® Nite-Glow 
Big Detour Slotless 
Road Race Set has 

1972-9. of racing track 

Sears|* 

NITE-GLOW Slotless 
Road Race Sets glow in the 

dark for thrilling night racing 

(1) Тусо® Big Detour Slotless Road 
Racing Set. You can force other driver to 
take long detour to finish line. 
CARS: 2 Command Control lighted Peter. 
bilt trucks, 2 Command Control lighted ob- 
stacle cars. About 3 in. long. Plastic. 
TRACK: 20 sections form 1914-ft. layout. 
Detour track. Plastic and metal. 
ACCESSOR 2 Command Control plug- 
in controllers with lane changer switch: 
plastic, metal. Nite-Glow guardrail, flags, 
poles, decoration sheet, pier supports. 
Crash-thru barrier. All are plastic. 
ELE FO: UL listed powerpack 110-120. 

60-Hz. 4.5 w. 6-ft. cord 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not recom- 
mended for ages under 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
49 C 96169—Wt. 12 lbs. Set $54.99 

NOTE: items (2) warranted by Tyco&. Write 

Peterbilt 
truck crashes 

through Detour 
Penaity Barrier 

(2) Tyco® Challenge Slotless Road 
Race Set. 3rd car for blocking strategies. 
CARS: Two Command Control lighted rac- 
ing cars, one Command Control obstacle 
car. About 3 in. long. Plastic. 
TRACK: 16 sections create a 16-foot double 
oval layout for the feel of professional-style 
racing. Plastic and metal. 

ACCESS: 2 Command Control plug-in con- 
trollers with lane changer switch to pass 
challenger, obstacle car; plastic, metal. 
Nite-Glow guardrail with poles, flags, deco- 

heet, pier supports. Plastic. 
TRICAL INFO: UL listed power pack 

for 110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 4.5 w. 6-ft. cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not recom- 
mended for under 8 years. 
ORDER INFO: Partly assembled. 
49 C 98132—Wt. 10 lbs. .....Set $44.99 

for free copy, see page 32 
(3 and 4) Tyco® Command Control Lighted Slotless Race Cars. Por! both Tyco 

lotless race sets sold above. Approximately 3-inch plastic bodies. Electro-activated. Ce- 
ramic magnets, Nylatron™ bearings. Imported. 
FOR AGES, MODELS, ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years and up. 
(3) 49 C 97028—Lighted Trans Am Blackbird. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

49 C 97029—Lighted Camaro 2-28. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. . (4) 
..$6.97 
.. 6.97 



AFX? Speed Steer 
Slotless Road 

Race Set 

Speed Steer has 18 feet of 
hi-performance track including 

obstacle chicane track 

$4499 i, 
This race set lets 

you test your skills 
оп the challenging 

obstacle course 

Slotless Road Race Set 
has over 16 feet of 

hi-performance track 

$4499 г, 

(5) AFX® Speed Steer™ Road Hog 
Slotless Road Race Set. Roadblock- 
er$ car blocks your way by changing 
lanes . . . you have to steer clear and 
do it before your challenger does. 
CARS: Two Speed Steer™ cars, 1 road 
blocker car; 2%4-in. Plastic, metal. 
TRACK: 16 sections form an 18-foot lay- 
out. Plastic and metal. 
ACCESSORIES: Two plug-in Speed 
Steer™ controllers; plastic and metal. 
Obstacle chicanes, obstacle cones, flags 
and track supports; plastic. Oil, layout 
sheet, manual. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed 
power pack for 110-120-volts, 60-Hertz 
AC. 17-watts. Has a 6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not recom- 
mended for children under age 8. 
ORDERING INFO: Unassembled. 
Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
79 C98115C............... $44.99 

7 and 8) AFX® Speed Steer™ Cars. For (5) above. 2%-in. plastic bodies. You ROAD RACE 
eramic magnets, Nylatron™ bearings. Imported. мс and TRAIN SETS 

FOR AGES, MODELS, ORDERING INFORMATION: 8 years and up. Car 
with ease 

6) TCR® Slotless Road Race Set. 
uper excitement on this Indy-style 

oval track . . . challenges you to pass 
and out maneuver slower Jam Car. 
CARS: 2 Indy-style race cars, one Jam 
Car; 2% in. long. Plastic, metal. 
TRACK: 12 sections form a 16-ft. 3-in. 
oval layout. Plastic and metal. 
ACCESSORIES: Two plug-in controllers 
let you change lanes to pass slower cars 
with ease; plastic and metal. Flags and 
banked curve supports of plastic. Decal 
Sheet, manual. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed 
power pack for 110-120-volts, 60-Hertz 
AC. 17 watts. Has 6-foot cord. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. Not recom- 
mended for children under age 8. 
ORDERING INFO: Partly assembled. 
Warranted by Ideal. Write for free 
Copy, see details on page 322. 
79 C 98058C—Wt. 7 lbs. ....$44.99 

(7) 49 C 97063—5рееа Steer" Firebird. Shipping weight 4 ounces -$8.37 
(8) 49C97064—Speed Steer™ Corvette GT. 

Taag tios scans by cinan masaa 

hipping weight 4 ounces. 8.37 645 



> QX m RADIO CONTROL 
TRUCKS AND RACERS 

Battery-powered 
— Customized Thunder Van 

With rear detailing and working headlights 

$2349 stores 
HOW IT WORKS: Radio control range 30 feet in 
doors, 60 feet outdoors. T-box transmitter. Van 
controlled by hand-held transmitter. Fast, slow 
and headlight switches on car. Has forward, re- 
verse, left, right turning. Includes 5 pylons. 

= CONSTRUCTION: Battery operated. Plastic with 
metal parts. 101% inches long. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Pre-assembled 
Uses 3 "AA" and two 9-volt batteries (not includ- 
ed). Order rechargeable nickel-cadmium batter- 
ies, charger below or alkaline batteries on page 
647. See note below. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. 
49 C 58239 $23.49 

Battery-powered Fire Fox 
off-road vehicle 

Designed for outdoor use! е 
Sealed body protects 

against sand, grass, dirt 

$3999 
hout batteries 

Batter-powered $1999 
Heavy Hauler 19* 

Cab and Trailer batterie 

Moves forward, reverse, left, right. Radio 
indoors, up to 50 ft. outdoors 

ON: Battery operated Plastic with metal 
hes long. 4 p: 1. Imported. 

TION rs and up. Pre-as 

sembled. Uses 4 "AA" and two 9-v teries (not includ 
ed). Order alkaline batteries, p. 647 or rechargeable batter 
ies, charger below. See note at left 
49 C 55056—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 14 oz. 

cont HOW IT WORKS: Controlled by hand transmitter. Radio control 30 ft. indoors, 60 ft. eure 
outdoors. Forward, reverse, left, right turning. Fast, slow switches. Imported. 
CONSTRUCTION: Battery operated. Plastic with metal parts. 11% inches long. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 

ORDER INFO: Preassembled. Uses 4 "AA" and 6 "C" batteries (not included). Order 
alkaline batteries on page 647 or rechargeable batteries, charger below. Warranted by 
Shinsei Corp,; for free copy, see p. 322. See note at right. 
49 C 55639 —Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces $39.99 

$19.99 

NOTE: 

Ай items meet FCC requirements. 
No license required on any item on this page. 

4) Onay, Charger. Charges 
atteries sold below up to 1000 ü 

times. Plastic. Plugs into 110-120- 
v. 60-Hz. AC. UL listed. 
49 C 4645—Wt. 30z..... $2.97 

Rechargeable 
nickel-cadmium Batteries 

"AA" Batteries. 2 in module. 
49C4641-Wt. 2 02. .Pkg. $4.97 
"C" Batteries, 2 in module 
49C4642-Wt 4 oz. .Pkg. %5. 97 
9-volt Battery 
49C4644-Wt. 2 oz. Each $6.97 

646 [Sears] a. х У К еза 
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You can race them because each operates 
on a different frequency! 

Set your car to go fast or slow 
| by hand, then use the radio control 
| to turn right, left or shift into 
| reverse. Never before has Sears 
| offered all these features 
| at such a low price! 

| Only $ 1 89 Su 
| each 

It's Porsche vs, Corvette іп a classic confrontation. 12 
hours at Sebring 24 hours at Daytona this 
afternoon in your house or driveway! Radio-controlled 
Can-Am Corvette and Porsche 917K each "hear" a dif- 
ferent radio frequency so you and a friend can have 
actual races. Lay out a course with the five pylons in- 
cluded with each car and then use actual racing ma- 
neuvers to flash past the finish line in first. 

Slingshot around your opponent on a corner and 
then blast down the straightaway in an endurance race. 
Make tight-radius turns through pylons in an auto 
cross. 

REALISTIC DETAILS LIKE 
THOSE SEEN AT LeMANS 

Both cars have mag-type wheels with fat racing-style 
tires, colorful racing decals and low body profiles that 
help them hug the ground. The Porsche has stabilizing 
fins and realistic-looking engine air intakes in back. The 

Corvette has aerodynamically widened rear bodywork 
and a front air дат 

BROADCAST Cars are made of plastic with metal parts and 
YOUR RACING measure 7 Y inches long. Radio-control transmit- | 
COMMANDS ter is plastic with spring antenna. Imported | 

The radio-racer re- 
mote control trans- 

mitter has a stream- 
lined design for easy 
handling. As the car 
moves forward, a 
light touch on the 
racing-style steering 

AGES: 8 years and up. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Preassembled. Each 
car requires one 9-volt and 2 "AA" batteries, 
each transmitter one 9-volt battery, not included. 
Order batteries below or rechargeable batteries, 

charger on opposite page. See Note, opp. pg. 

(1) Porsche 917K 

wheel turns it left or right, Touch a button and 49 С 58331—Shpg. wt. 11 oz -$18.99 
the car shifts into reverse to avoid crack-ups. (2) Can-Am Corvette 
Transmits up to 30 ft. indoors, 60 ft. outdoors. 49 C 58359—Shpg. wt. 11 ог....... .$18.99 | 

=> - - = n и 

— (3and4) Radio-controlled, battery-powered 
Stocker and Ferrari $ 1 399 

CONSTRUCTION: Plastic with metal parts. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Preassembled. Each car requires 2 9-v. and 2 “AA” batter- 
ies, not included. Order batteries below or rechargeable batteries, charger 
оп opposite page. See Note on opposite page. 

(3) Stocker. Hand-held radio control transmitter moves car forward, 
turns left only in reverse. Radio control range is 20 ft. indoors, 50 ft. 
outdoors, 8 inches long. 
49 C 58344—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. . 
49 C 46859—Alkaline 9-voit Battery. Wt. 2 oz. 
49 C 46819—Alkaline "AA" Batteries. Wt. 2 oz. 
(4) Ferr А 
fast or slow speed with on-off switch. Car goes straight or turns left. 
Range: 30 ft. indoors, 50 ft. out. 7 inches long. 
49 C 58144—Shipping weight 13 ошпсез..................... $13.99 

without 

Catalog раве scars by chrishnas narsetectmical Gon 



(1) 
ızscale battery-powered Porsche Spider 

with dual-stick transmitter and 
switchable multiple frequencies 

#12497 wx 
HOW IT WORKS: Control car by radio signal with hand-held transmitter . . . 
multi-frequency selector allows you to select any one of 3 frequencies. Dual- 
Stick transmitter with trim adjustment lets you control fully proportional steer- 
ing and fully variable scale speeds (in forward and reverse) up to 300 m.p.h. 
(actual speed 25 m.p.h.). Range: 50 feet indoors, 100 feet outdoors. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic with metal parts. 151% inches long. Built-in charger 
receptacle. Black with black widow markings. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 10 years and up. Pre-assembled. Uses 4 nickel-cadmium 
“С” rechargeable batteries (page 646), or 4 alkaline "C" batteries (order below) 
and 10 "AA" batteries (order below, right). Nickel-cadmium battery charger is 
included (see description at right). See Notes below. 
49 C 2224— Shipping weight 6 pounds ES ORA $124.97 
49 C 46839—Alkaline "C" DieHard Batteries. Wt. 5 oz. Pkg., 2; Pkg. 1.39 
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(2 and 3) 
/е-вса!е battery-powered 

Racing Maserati Boras. . . each car has a 
different radio frequency for simultaneous racing 

$ 4.997 whos bene 
each battery charger 

HOW THEY WORK: Variable speed control (in forward and reverse) and fully 
proportional steering by radio signal with hand-held transmitter. Trim adjust- 
ment aligns front wheels. Range: 50 feet indoors, 100 feet outdoors. 
ONSTRUCTION: Plastic and metal. 12 inches long. Built-in charger receptacle. 

AGES, ORDER INFO: 12 years, up. Pre-assembled. Uses one 9-v. and 4 "AA" 
batteries (below) and 4 rechargeable nickel-cadmium “С” batteries (p. 646), or 
u prone "C" batteries (order at left). Order battery charger below. See Notes 

low. 
(2) Red Maserati Bora 
49 C 2226—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces ...849.97 
(3) Yellow Maserati Bora 
49 C 2237—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces . .......... 49.97 
Pro-Cision Nickel-cadmium Battery Charger. For (2 and 3) above. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed; 110-120-volt, 60-Hz. AC. 6-foot cord. 
49 C 22265—Shipping weight 7 ounces... ENT. uS $7.97 

Fuel-powered Interceptor. . . for competition racing 

$4,999 

HOW IT WORKS: Two-function radio-control transmitter: fully propor- 
tional steering to make car turn left, right within 200 yards; 2-speed throt- 
tle control. 
CONSTRUCTION: Cox .049 engine. Plastic. 15 inches long. Yellow. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: 10 years, up. Pre-assembled. Steering powered 
by one 9-v, and 4 “АА” batteries (order below). Engine requires modelers 
kit (sold on opposite page). See Notes below. 

Without modelers kit, 
batteries 

49 C 2229—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces . 2 $49.99 
Alkaline "AA" DieHard Batteries. 
49 C 468 19—Shpg. wt. 2 oz. Pkg. of 2. „Pkg. $1.19 
49 C 46859—Alkaline 9-v. DieHard B. „Eai 1.49 
Note: Items (1 thru 3) above warranted by Pro-cision Products, Interceptor (above) 
and items (1), (2) and Sportavia on opposite page warranted by Cox Hobbies. Inc. 
Write for free copy. see paga 322 

Note: All items on this page meet FCC requirements. No license required for any item 
оп page. 



With Electric Sportavia there's no “fueling 
around! Why fuss with gas or waste valuable fly- 
ng time trying to get an engine started? Just flip 
а Switch to start Sportavia's powerful electric mo- 
tor and you're ready for take-off with the first to- 
tally electric, ready-to-fly radio-controlled plane 
ever offered by Sears! 

USE PILOTING SKILLS 
FOR EXTENDED FLIGHT 

Over three minutes of powered flight lets you 
take Sportavia up to soaring height. After that. 

your own skill determines how long you stay up. 
With practice, а good pilot can manage up to 20 

minutes of gliding flight 
A giant, 70-inch wingspan produces plenty of 

lift, while the two-channel radio-control allows 
use of both rudder and elevator to give you the 
fine control needed for performing tricky maneu- 
vers. The radio control's digital-proportional 
sticks help add realism to your flight use а 
ight touch for fine course adjustments or à 
"heavy hand" to bank, dive or roll. Sportavia has 
the capability to perform almost any maneuver 
you care to try! 

(1and2) lanes Fuel-powered ps 
minutes ready to fly in 

HOW THEY WORK: Install radio components inside fuse- 
lage and start engine, Control planes by hand-held radio 
transmitter (imported). 
CONSTRUCTION Кире polystyrene Íoam and plastic 
components Жину lecorated. Pop-off wing, 

wing design for smooth flight. 

(1) Cessna 210 Centurian. With Cox .049 engine, 2- 

spring landing gear. Hig! 

channel radio; 36-inch wingspan. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 16 years, up. Requires modelers kit 
(sold below), 12 alkaline “AA” batteries (sold on opp. 

С license required (free upon request pase): Class "C" 
om FCC). Partly assembled. See note, opp. page. 

79 C 2087C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 802. . 

and i-channel radio; 28-inch wingspan. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 12 years, up. Requires modeler's kit 
(sold below), 10 alkaline “АА” batteries (sold on opposite 
pase No FCC license is required. Shipped partly assem- 

-$79.97 
led. See warranty note on opposite page. 
79 € 2207C—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 11 02..... 

(3) Modeler's Kit. For fuel-powered models 
KIT INCL: Pere a black plastic tool case is 
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steel 

..$149.99 

(2) Radio Controlled Cub. Ideal for the first-time R/C 
pilot. Smooth proportional radio control permits flying 
within limited range. Factory-installed Cox .020 engine 

READY TO FLY 

No building or gluing is required, Sportavia is 
made of molded polystyrene foam and plastic 

with factory-decorated finish. Wings. tail group 
and landing gear remove for convenient trans- 
portation. Snap-in radio installation. 

Includes rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery 
pack, battery charger; plugs into 12-v. auto ciga- 

rette lighter receptacle, recharges in about 20 
min. (order replacement nickel-cadmium battery 
pack below to minimize time between flights) 

Radio (imported) requires 12 "AA" alkaline 

batts. (order from opp. pg.). Operation of Sporta- 
via requires class "С" FCC license (avail. free 
upon request from FCC). Ship. partially assembled. 

FOR AGES: 14 years or older 
ORDERING INFO: See warranty note, p. 648 
79 C 2202C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 8 02....$229.99 

Replacement Rechargeable Nickel-cadmium 
Battery Pack (not shown). For Sportavia above. 
49 C 2252—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. ..... 

Electric Sportavia 
... the totally electric, ready-to-fly, radio-controlled plane 



ELECTRONIC 

РОМС” SPORTS IV 
@ Individual or team matches for 2 or 4 players 

€ Attaches to your present television 

€ Automatic ball speed-up after 4 and 8 hits 

€ Game selection button on console at you 

$2495 

CONSOLE: 6x10x3-inch high console of high-impact plastic. Game selection button on 
top. Start button begins game. Automatically serves the ball. Console emits an elec- 
tronic beep when the ball is hit or a point is scored. Automatically speeds ball up after 4 
ог8 coring and paddles are in color on color ТУ. Solid state. 

Four remote paddle controls with 68-inch cords. 

mmand 

ed), plug console into game switch and tune your set to channel 3. 
ORDER INFO: Operates on 4 “С” batteries (not included, order on page 651) or with AC 
adapter sold below. Instructions, rules included. See Warranty at right. For use with AC 
house current order adapter with game below. 
Game only. 
6 C 99708—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces $24.95 
Game with AC adapter. 6-volt. UL listed. 20-foot cord. 
6 C 99795—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces... ...931.90 

AC Power Adapter only. For use with Sears Tele-Games® 6 C 99708. 6.0-volt. UL 
listed. 20-foot cord. 
6 C 99702—Shipping weight 10 ounces $6.95 

650 [Sears] au; 
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Stunt Cycle: Jump and clear 
8 to 32 buses in a chain while 
you control your cycle's speed. 

avoiding crashes acing 
against time. For one player. 
Rating chart for comparison 
4 vanations. 

Team Pong: Super-fast Pong 
action for 2 or 4 players 
Play wi paddies to a team 
Automatic ball sper 

Street Hockey: 4 barriers add 
r and more puck movement 

or 2 or 4 players. 
8 дате variations 

MOTOCROSS — 
n exciting 20-game unit with tw 

тар p controls for 4 wild cy 
plus 4 plug-in controls for 

challenging paddle sport action 

$3495 

CONSOLE: Motorcycle-styled plastic console is 9v2x15x5-inches 
itches for novice/expert setting and game selection. Check 

your skill on performance rating chart. On-screen scoring, with real 
istic sound effects. 
C Waffled t grip throttle controls on console (for 1 

y Four remote controls with 68-in. cords plug into rear of 
console for paddle games. 
NST Use with ai TV. Attach game switch to TV an- 
tenna terminals, plug in console, tune to channel Operates on 9 v. 

16-ft. cord (in In color on color TV. 
Instructions, game rules included. See 

Warranty M 
6 C 99729. ipping weight 6 pounds 5 ounces $34.95 

Antenna Switch. Use with any TV to eliminate hook-up to antenna 
using Tele-Game on second set. 
6 C 99898 Shipping weight 6 ounces $9.95 

FULL 90-DAY WARRANTY ON 
ALL TELE- ‘GAMES® ELECTRONIC GAMES 



Video Arcade" Cartridge System 
Turns any TV set 

into a family 
game center 

‘15495 
In our 1977 Wish Book, Sears introduced a new 
programmable video game called Video Arcade. 
It was back then, and remains today, one of the 
most popular in the world. The reason is simple. 
With Videc Arcade you can choose from such à 
large variety of game cartridges that your family 
should always enjoy playing with it. 

IT WORKS LIKE A MINIATURE COMPUTER 

The heart of this system is a micro-processor. By 
simply inserting а game cartridge. you automati- 
cally program the system to play à new series of 
exciting video games all in vivid color on 
color TV sets, action sound, on-screen scoring. 

There's even a special skill-option contro! with 
novice and expert settings for each player so the 
games can be made more challenging as your 
skills increase. 

INCLUDES TARGET FUN GAME CARTRIDGE 

This cartridge lets you choose from seven differ- 

ent playfields and 27 different games. It turns 
your TV set into a shooting gallery of fun as you 
try to hit the clowns, ducks and rabbits darting 
across the screen. Different objects have differ- 
ent point values and the winner is the first player 

to score 99 points. Other games included in this 

cartridge are Anti-aircraft, Torpedo, Missile. 
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Bomber and Missile vs. Bomber. And each of 
these can be made more challenging by selecting 
versions using steerable missiles, barricades or 
smaller missiles. You can even play against the 
built-in robot 

EVERYTHING'S INCLUDED BUT THE TV SET 

The streamlined, impact resistant plastic console 
is 14 by 9% by 3% inches high. It attaches easily 
to your TV antenna terminals with the special 
game switch that's included. You get four plug-in 

controls to play the various games: two joystick 

controls with firing button and two paddle con- 
trols (order extra set of paddle controls sold sepa- 
rately at right for those cartridges that have 3 or 

4 player capability). Requires no batteries . . 
operates on a 9-volt power supply with 16-foot 
cord. Just plug it in to any 110-v. AC outlet. 

ORDERING INFORMATION FOR VIDEO AR- 
CADE CONSOLE: Target Fun cartridge included. 
See warranty on page 650 
6 C 99743—Shpg. wt 6 105. 5 oz. ....$ 154.95 

Target Fun Cartridge. (Not Shown.) 
Described at left. 
6 C 99802—Shpg. wt. 4 oz $19.95 

KEYBOARD 
CONTROLS 

12-key control unit to play 
Memory Match, Code Break- 
er and Brain Games 
ORDER INFO: Set of two 
Wt. 11 02 
6C 99834 $19.95 

EXTRA PADDLE 
CONTROLS 

xtra controls for 3 and 
-players games. 

two. 0 oz. 
6 C 99831 Set $19.95 
Extra Joystick Control 
Wt. 4 oz. 
6C99835 $9.95 

Extra Game Switch 
(Not shown.) Solves problem of unhooking and 
reconnecting TV antenna wires when moving 
game to a second TV. 
6 C 99898—Wt. 6 oz. 

See next 2 pages for 
our wide selection of 

Video Arcade Cartridges 



Sears Video Arcade" Cartridge System 
These Cartridges reprogram the Video Arcade Console 
(sold on preceding page) to give you a new set of games 

5 шы 
юш т i 

HE шы Nus For 1 or 
rss nam mem 2 players. . . 
ШЕШ BEN QU 6 playfields for 

19 games 

Test your ability to remember sequences, add 
numbers, find dissimilar objects within the time 
allotted, or play simple tunes. 
ORDERING INFO: Must be played with Keyboard 
Controls 6 C 99834 sold on page 651 
6 C 99818—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

For 1 or 
2 players. . . 
2 playfields for 
20 games 

The computer or your opponent enters a numeri- 
cal code ranging from easy to almost impossible. 
You try to crack it by guessing and reasoning in 
10 or 13 tries. 
ORDERING INFO: Must be played with Keyboard 
Controls 6 C 99834 sold on page 651 
6 C 99815—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

Field has 16 or 32 squares hiding a variety of 
matching pictures. Select squares to match the 
pictures for points, even adding 1 or 2 wild 
cards. 
ORDER INFO: Game must be played with Key- 
board Controls 6 C 99834, sold on pg. 651 
6 C 99814—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

> гә 110 
players. . . 

`+ 7 playfields for 50 
games, scored to 21 

Fast-action volleying with automatic or manual 
ball speed-up. Includes Pong, Super Pong, Ten- 
nis, Soccer, Hockey, Volleyball and Basketball 
ORDERING INFO: For 3. 4 players order Extra 
Paddle Controls 6 C 99831 sold on page 651 
6 C 99806—Shipping weight 4 oz 9.95 

For 1 to 4 players . 
3 playfields 
for 12 games, 
with timed option 

Compete to break down a wall of bricks, each 
row having different point total. Break back wall 
then touch top of screen and ball speeds up. 
ORDERING INFO: For 3. 4 players order Extra 
Paddle Controls 6 C 99831 sold on page 651. 
6 C 99813—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

"жап раар SCORE ba айтан таза СА СОП 

For 1 to 3 players. . . 
House plays with full 
52-card deck 

Play against "the house" using Las Vegas odds 
and rules. Start with 200 points, game ends 
when you win 1000 points or house "breaks" 
you to 0 
ORDERING INFO: For 3 players order Extra Pad- 
dle Controls 6 C 99831 sold on page 651 
6 C 99805—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....819.95 

Et F1 к2 

юва ED WIN 
E Ii c1 
mm LOSE 

E EIE 
Play five-card stud poker for 1-4 players; poker 
solitaire for 1; play eo with card splitting 
for 1-2, without splitting for 1-4 

ORDERING INFORMATION: For use by 3 or 4 
players, order Extra Paddle Controls 6 C 99831 
sold on page 651. 
6 C 998 16—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$24.95 

For 1 to 4 players. . . 
3 playfields for 
24 games 

For 1 to 4 players. . 
$* . 6 playfields, 27 games, 

score to 99 points 

Race through traffic against the clock, scoring 
points for passing cars, losing points for crashes. 
Or over bridges, ski slope, fly planes. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: For use by 3 or 4 
players order Extra Paddle Controls 6 C 99831 
Sold on page 651 
6 C 99804—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

For 1 or 2 players. . . 
yfields for 

Bomb a canyon filled with bricks or drop depth 
Charges in the sea and explode them. Choose un- 
limited bombs or 6 misses; points scored can 
vary with value of bricks or depth of charges. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses paddle controls. 
6 C 99828—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....919.95 

For 1 or 2 players. . . 
1 playfield for 8 games 
to 9 innings 

Play against human or robot opponent. “Pitch: 
controls ball speed and direction; ‘Batter’ 
swings for long drive or bunt then races to first 
base. Field the ball, then tag runner for out. On- 
screen scoring. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 998 19—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

For 1 or 2 players. . . 
1 inst computer or 
2 in timed "one-on-one" 

Your player dribbles down court, shoots, steals 
the ball, or even blocks an opponents shot. 3-di- 
mensional court. 4-minute clock times action, 
player with the most points wins the game. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99826—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

Your missile-firing car weaves in and out of sim- 
ple or complex mazes pursuing your opponent, 
Speed up. fire missiles around corners, duck into 
an opening to avoid being hit. 25 hits end game. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99825—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

games 
choice of time limit 

Work a series of 10 base number or random 
problems flashed on screen, The correct answer 
15 rewarded with musical tone; if you are wrong, 
correct answer appears. Final score appears 
when series is over. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick control. 
6 C 99808—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

c EE 
For 1 or 2 players. . . 

LIVE 1 playfield for 9 
—— == games, timed option 

Guess the letters that spell the word chosen by 
computer or opponent. Correct guesses reward- 
ed by musical tone; 11 wrong guesses outline 
monkey on screen. computer shows word. 
Choice of 4 different vocabulary levels. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99811—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

For 1 pla E 
on-screen timer 

я 

Help Superman race scene to scene against time 
to put Lex Luthor in jail, rebuild exploded bridge, 
and report back to the Daily Planet as Clark Kent 
while avoiding Kryptonite satellites. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick control 
6 C 99845—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$24.95 



choose from 31 cartridges, over 370 games 
Console attaches directly to TV. . . turns it into an action-packed 

arcade of sport, space, battle and educational games 

For 1 or 2 players. . . 
4 playfields 
for 17 games 

For 1 or 2 players. . 
9 playfields, 2 games 
on 9-hole 36-par course 

Compete at miniature golf for low score. Comput- 
er records strokes and advances play to next 
hole. Each of 9 playfields feature unique obsta- 
cles, including moving obstacle to test your skill. 

ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99829—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

For 1 or 2 players. . . 
1 playfield for 6 
games of 10 frames 

Control your bowler's approach and delivery of 
the ball down the lane toward the pins. Strikes, 
spares, and open frames are scored and dis- 
played. Choose curve, steerable or straight ball 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99842—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

For 2 players. . . 
1 playfield for 3 games 
5 formations 

Choose offense; run, punt. or steer pass. Comput- 
er starts clock, play action, records scores, indi- 
cates possession and advances first-down mark- 
er, your defense can tackle or intercept. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99827—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

For 1 or 2 players . 
2 playfields for 8 
games, score to 7 hits 

Compete for high score by shooting cannon man 
into water tower. Adj. cannon elevation, cannon 
distance from tower, flight speed of cannon man 
in order to succeed, or let computer choose. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 9984 1—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....919.95 

For 1 or 2 players. . . 
one playfield for 5 
games to 99 points 

Guide your parachutist to landing pad: score 
points depending on when chute is opened 
Computer controls wind direction, speed, posi- 
tion of pads, and deducts points for chute failure. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99843—Shipping weight 4 oz. $19.95 
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Guide your command module through space 
combat and delicate docking maneuvers. Score 
hits to 10 points or until time, "fuel" supply, or 
"missiles" run out; avoid gravitational sun. 

ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99812—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....819.95 

For 1 or 2 players. . . 
3 playfields 
for 17 games 

You, the astronaut, fly through 2-dimensional 
star-studded space trying to draw your opponent 
within laser-range using your force field. Score 
points for a hit, lose points for asteroid collisions. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99803—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

For 2 players. . . 
5 playfields for 27 

Fire your tank's cannon and score points when 
you hit your opponent's tank. Fly a W.W.I. bi- 
plane fighter with machine guns or be a jet ace 
with guided missiles. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99801—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....919.95 

For 1 or 2 players . 
3 playfields for 14 
games to 10 points 

Force your opponent to steer his track into one 
already laid. Steer leader block across and even 
off screen; speed up. move diagonally, erase 
blocks, or “write” on screen with Graffiti. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99807—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

one playfield 
for 10 games 

Find hidden flag on 63-square grid; computer 
gives you directional arrows, clues. But beware; 
Step on a hidden bomb and go back to start! Vary 
game with timed play or moving flag options. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99824—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

For 1 or 2 players. . . 
5 playfields for 16 
games to 99 points 

games up to 99 points 

For 1 or 2 players. . . 

Two gunslingers face off in "street", run in, step 
back, move up and down, sit down when shot. 
Add six-shooters, cactus, wall or stage coach for 
extra challenge. Shooting sound effects. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99822—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

For 1 or 2 players. . . 
1 playfield 
for 8 games 

Bet up to 25 "coins" in three-wheel, twenty-stop 
Las Vegas-style slot machine featuring both jack- 
pot and payoff games. Game ends when either 
player or computer "goes broke". 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99823—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$19.95 

For 1 player. . . 
one playfield for 
B skill levels 

Computer ability ranges from novice to skilled 
player; acknowledges castling, en passant moves, 
pawn promotion. You determine skill level, and 
can set up board to simulate situations. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick control 
6 C 99817—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....939.95 

For 1 or 2 players. . . 
one playfield 
for 8 games 

Play backgammon-acey deucy; set up board to 
Simulate situations, dial in your own dice num- 
bers and accept or reject doubling. Computer will 
withdraw if it rejects doubling by the player. 
ORDERING INFO: Uses joystick controls. 
6 C 99848—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$39.95 

For 1 or 2 players. . . 
8 playfields for 14 
games, controls included 

Control direction. speed of car through turns, 
down straightaways. Race, crash sound effects. 
Games incl. Ice Race. Tag. and Crash N' Score. 
ORDER INFO: Drive controls incl; 48-in. cords 
plug into your console. 360* turning radius. 
6 C 99821—Shipping weight 12 oz. ...$39.95 
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Put an electronic genius to work 

System includes Console, 
Basic Language Cartridge 

Basic Language Instructional Cassette, 

322-page programming textbook, 
operating manual, 

TV switch box and AC adapter 

‘54900 
(sold on facing page) 

(-2EBEDSESESEDEDESESEDSESESESEPBES 
E973 (9) (м) Le) (6) С) 6 69 C) Со) C) 863 ез C7) 

sJ(»)€)69)6090)069) 6) 6386365 ез ә) Console attaches to 
х) (=) (Уу) Co) Сч) (9) E A) CR) APTE TU black-and-white TV 

HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND ACCESSORIES FOR 
THE ATARI 400™ PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEM 

(1) PROGRAM RECORDER (3) EDUCATIONAL CASSETTES 

(sold Traditional educational techniques are used to 
e help teach a subject. While a written text and 

Ateri 400™ Per: 

T3 С 7621C. 

(2) PROGRAM CARTRIDGES 
Cartridges supplem: с 

adding specialized operating insti 

T3 C 7662- Spe 
T3 C 7663- 

ORDER INFO: Use up to 4 Joystick Controllers 136 7667-9. nciples 
with Basketball and Life Cartridges; 1 Joystick T3 C 7661-U.S. His 

Controller with Music Cartridge; and 4 paddle тз C 2668 Principles 
Controllers with Super Breakout Cartridge (con- тз C 7669. Business С 
trollers sold at right). Use Education C. 
with Educational Cassettes (sold (4) JOYSTICK Свае. 
T3C7642-Education. Wt. 6 oz Basketball, Life and Music 
T3C7645-Besketball. Wt. 6 o2. .... 49.99 T3C7687—Wt pkg. 1 Ib. 1 oz 
T3C7644-Super кык Wt.60z.... 49.99 (5) PADDLE CONTROLLER. For use with Su- 
T3C7646-Lífe. Wt. 6 o +... 49.99 рег Breakout Cartridge. Pkg. of 2 
T3C7643-Music Composer Wt “6 oz 69.99 T3C7688—wt pkg. 10 oz. Pkg. $19.99 

654 |Sears| au, 
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for you and your family 

The new Atari 400" Personal Computer System 
can teach, play games and help organize your life 

—but it doesn't take a genius to use it 

For many people a computer is one of those exotic 
"number crunchers" that calculates satellite orbits 
or audits tax returns in the blink of an eye. Until 
now, the idea of actually owning and operating one 

of the things (even a small one) didn't seem to be 
practical or even possible for the average person. 

The Atari 400“ personal computer system lets a 
novice begin using the computer for exciting, edu- 
cational and useful purposes by simply placing pre- 

programmed cartridges (sold separately) into the 

console and pressing a few buttons. Of course, the 
system is also designed to keep on challenging you 
for years to come because it is a powerful general 
purpose computer you can program yourself. 

LIKE EVERY 
COMPUTER 
THIS ONE 
PERFORMS MANY 
MATHEMATICAL 
FUNCTIONS WITH 
UNCANNY SPEED 

Inside the sleek computer console there's a power- 
ful electronic brain and memory that can store and 
manipulate over 8000 bytes ("BK" in computer 
lingo) of information at a time. Among other things. 
this power can be used to perform a wide variety of 
arithmetic and advanced mathematical computa- 
tions with numbers up to 10 digits long. In a more 
practical vein, you can use the computer's capacity 
to store names, numbers. addresses, even recipes 
then recall and sort them in an infinite variety of 
ways. But that's not all. Look what can be done 
using the optional cartridges and cassettes sold on 

the facing page. 

IT CAN ALSO BE A TEACHING MACHINE 

By inserting the Educational Cartridge into the con- 
sole you've programmed the brain to teach a varie- 
ty of courses 

TAKE A COURSE IN SOCIOLOGY 

Use one of the Educational Cassettes with the Pro- 
gram Recorder (sold on facing page) and the sys- 

tem automatically begins teaching by using а print- 

ed text. spoken voice and simple graphics. As the 
lesson progresses the computer tests you by ask- 
ing multiple-choice questions. Answer questions by 
pushing keys on the console. If you answer incor- 
rectly, the computer lets you know. If you are cor- 
rect, the computer continues the lesson 

In years to come addi- 
tional cassettes will be 
offered on subjects from 
auto mechanics to for- 
eign languages. Like 
having a kindergarten 
thru university teacher 
їп your living room 
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HOME TIME VISITORS 
2:18 

PLAY 1, 2.3 OR 4-MAN BASKETBALL 

[m] =] 

TRY 1 TO 4-PLAYER SUPER BREAKOUT 

PLAY GAMES MADE FAMOUS BY ATARI 

The Game Cartridges make full use of the com- 
puter's ability to add lively action, color and 
sound as well as a wide variety of game options 
to challenge and entertain you. 

With up to 4 optional Joystick Controllers (sold 
on facing page) you and your friends can play life- 
like basketball by running, jumping. blocking 

shots, dribbling and shooting baskets. Score and 

elapsed time is shown on the screen 
With up to 4 optional Paddle Controllers you 

and your friends can compete in exciting Super 

Breakout. Or, if you choose, play either game 
against the computer. 

CREATE BEAUTIFUL KINETIC ART 
USING THE LIFE CARTRIDGE 

WATCH COLORFUL PATTERNS DEVELOP 

Translating electronic impulses into exciting full- 

color graphic displays is one of this system's 
many talents. Using the Life Cartridge and up to 
4 optional Joystick Controllers select the color. 
shape and direction of graphic elements and 
watch the computer create fantastic arrange- 

ments that grow and evolve like exotic blossoms 
on your TV screen. 

———————————————————ÓÓÁÁ (—————— — d— — — n—Ü 

YOU CAN EVEN COMPOSE MUSIC 

Plug in Music Composer Cartridge. arrange or 
change notes on your TV screen with an opt 
Joystick Controller. Enter key and tempo, too. 
Touch button to hear tune played. Save music on 
blank cassette using Program Recorder. 

YOUR TUNE IS SHOWN AND PLAYED 

DO YOUR OWN PROGRAMMING 

The cartridges and cassettes sold on the facing 
page and those to come in the future make using 
8 computer useful and fun with little need to un- 
derstand just how the computer works. Sooner or 
later, though, you'll get the itch to create your 
own games, handle business and home finance 
problems, keep household records, mailing and 

recipe lists and a-thousand-and-one other appli- 
cations that will develop over the years. That's 
why the system includes a Basic Language Car- 
tridge, Basic Language Instructional Cassette and 
а 332-page Programming Textbook. With them 

you can "talk" to the computer on its own terms. 

Using the Program Recorder you can store your 

own specialized programs on ordinary audio tape 

cassettes for later use. 

THE BASIC SYSTEM IS VERY VERSATILE 

lu aem 

PROGRAM PICTURES, CHARTS, GRAPHS. 

You enter, alter and manipulate text. graphics 
and sound input using the 5 7-key touch sensitive 
typewriter layout and 4 special function keys. 
Type in upper and lower case, change colors. 
sound and display 44 different graphic symbols. 
Insert optional program cartridges into console 
to add specialized instructions to memory 

The 13%x11%x4 Yin. high console has input 
jacks for up to 4 controllers plus the Program- 
ming Recorder. A TV switch box lets you attach 
the console to any TV set. Console operates on 9 
v.: AC adapter incl. System also incl. Basic Lan- 
guage Cartridge and Instructional Cassette, text- 

book and operating manual 
ORDER INFO: Order Program Recorder, Car- 
tridges. Controllers and Cassettes on facing page. 
T3 C 7601C—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. ......$549.00 
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Instant Translator 
Interprets words and phrases from 

one language to another at the 

touch of a few buttons. . . and it's a 
calculator and metric definer, too 

Ordering an omelet in Yo 
you don't speak а wi 
for you to commu 
German. French, 
word—using this 
language capsules 

could be a problem if 

talian 

IT'S SO SIMPLE TO USE WHEN YOU TRAVEL 

To translate words just enter them glish, press а 
button and see the foreign words flash е screen in 

big blue letter: help speed а versation", fif 

al phrases are rammed 
is liste ts back along with а code A 1200-word English capsule 

letter. Tapping the phrase key and that code letter dis- is incl., there's space for two 
When long phrases won't fit on the 16-character 
display, they move across the screen (you can even 

plays the entire phrase, instantly. m capsules within the unit 
so you can even translate be- 

speed of movement). Plastic case 
634x3 Vox 1 V4 in. high. Vinyl carrying case. Includes 

tween foreign languages adapter for use with 110-120-v., 60-Hz АС 
PR wict PRRASE ў R ORD. INFO: Order 4 AA batteries below 

META SM Language Capsule 3 C 1842C—Shpg. м. 2 Ibs. $198.95 A Do you a і | would like LANGUAGE TEACHER эр 
В How do you say M How h n flash all of the words within it ORDER LANGUAGE CAPSULES HERE 
C Take me to N Is there y (for instance, all the words re- Each has about в 1 200-word bulary. Phonetic 
D ! am look 0 What is lated to travel like "car", "fare", "t etc.), by Capsule shows how to pronounce foreign words. 

ama à their frequency of use or alphabetically. It even З C 1843—French 3 C 1844—Spanish 
E Where P Is this 

F How fa 

AC adapter/techarger 
vinyl case inc 

(1) Sears Print, Display Calculator 
CAPACITY, MEMORY: 12-digit display. 4- 
key fully addressable memory stores sub- 
totals you wish retained . . . to enter fig- 
ures press appropriate key. 
ARITH FUNCTIONS: Adds, subtracts, 
multiplies, divides. Automatic constant 
for multiplication and division. 
SPECIAL KEYS, FUNCTIONS. зур, 
decimal, add-mode system. Non-ad 
print key. Item count in addition, sub- 
traction. Percentage, negative entry, 
square root keys. Electric paper advance. 
CONSTR: Plastic body, 7x3x1 in. Vinyl 
case, 1 roll tape incl. Imported. 
ELEC. INFO: UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-Hz. 
AC. 4 w. 6-ft. cord. Uses rechargeable 
batteries or AC adapter/recharger (incl.). 
ORDER INFO: Instructions incl. See one- 
year warranty below, right. 
3 C5804C—Shpg. wt. 31bs.....$78.99 
(2) Extra tape. Package of 6 rolls. 
3 C 58009—Wt. 6 oz. Pkg. $1.99 
Save $6.03 when you buy (1). (2). 
Separate prices total $80.98. 

5805 1C2—Wt. 4 Ibs. ...... $74,95 
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@ Can you recommend 
helps correct misspelling and can clear-up doub 
meanings (by asking whether the word "м 
means “to see" or “a clock", for example) 

(3) Sears LC-83 credit саг 
CAPACITY, MEMORY: 8-digit liquid crystal display. Fully ad- 
dressable 4-key memory stores subtotals you wish retained . . . 
to enter figures press appropriate key. 
ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS: Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides. 
Automatic constants. Chain and mixed calculations. 
SPECIAL KEYS, FUNCTIONS: Floating decimal. Square root, 
percentage keys. Memory-in-use indicators. 
CONSTRUCTION: Gold-color metal body 334x2'4x*4« in. Case 
included. Uses 2 silver-oxide batteries (included). 
ORDER INFO: Instr. incl. See 1-yr. warranty below, right. 
3C5850—Shipping weight 3 ounces . $14.49 

(4) Casio CQ-81 Electronic Calculating Clock 
Acts as a clock, alarm or calculator. 
CAPACITY, MEMORY: 8 digit liquid crystal display. Fully ad- 
Gressable memory stores sul is you wish retained . . . to en- 
ter figures press appropriate key. 
ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS: Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides. 
Automatic constants. Chain, mixed calculations. 
SPECIAL KEYS, FUNCTIONS: Square root, percent keys. Per- 
forms time calculations. Memory-in-use, negative number indi- 
cators. Overflow indicator. 
CONSTR; Plastic body with silver color metal top measures 
1%x254x5 in. Operates on two AA batteries (included). 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Instructions included. Warranted 
by Casio. Write for free copy, see page 322. 
3 C 58054—Shipping weight 7 ounces . $19.99 

le 3C 1845—German ЗС 1848—Italian 
3C 1847—Japanese ЗС 1846—Phonetic 
Shipping weight each 2 ounces Each $24.49 

AC adepter/recharger 
sold separately 

(5) Sears F-86 Slide Rule Calculator 
CAPACITY, MEMORY: 8-digit green fats display. 
Fully addressable memory stores subtotals you 
wish retained . . . to enter figures just press appro- 
priate key. 

ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS: Adds, subtracts, multi- 
plies, divides. Automatic constants. 
SPECIAL KEYS, FUNCTIONS: Percentage, square 
root keys, reciprocals, pi, parentheses keys. 
CONSTR: Gray plastic, 5х2%%х1 in. Operates оп 
two AA batteries or AC adapter/recharger both 
sold separately below. Vinyl case incl. Imported. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Instructions included. 
See 6-month warranty below. 
3 C 5825—Shipping weight 4 oz. $10.99 
(6) AC adapter/recharger for (5). UL listed. 
110-120-volt, 60-Hz. 3 watts. 6-ft. cord. Imported. 
3 C 5839—Shipping weight 6 oz. . $3.99 
Alkaline AA batteries for (5). Package of 2. 
3C8987—Shpg. wt. 2 oz. Package $1.19 
FULL 6-MONTH WARRANTY on 825 and FULL 1- 
YEAR WARRANTY ON 3 C 41 and 3 C 5850. For 
the time specified from date ase. Sears will repair 
these calculators if t 
fect in material or workma: 
able by returning calculator 
the US. This warranty gives 
you may also have othi 
state. 



ELECTRONIC 

LEARNING AIDS 
(1) 2:xi" Mego's talking Robot. Perhaps once in a generation, a new type 
of family entertainment comes along unlike anything ever seen or heard before. 2- 
XL has a personality that will both amuse and entertain. Plug cartridge in, press 
buttons. He asks questions; he tells jokes; he asks riddles; he plays music and sings 
songs. Most of all, this talking Robot will keep your family laughing, guessing. 2- 
XL is complete with introductory 8-track tape. 644x8!4x1114 in. Plastic. Imported. 
ELECTRICAL INFO: UL listed transformer. 110-120-v. 60-HZ. AC. 2 w. 6-ft cord. 
AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 5 years to adult. оро, included. 
49 C 16952—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces .. . $51.97 

2-XL" Extra 8-track Tapes for (1) 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
49 C 18226—Storyland 49 C 18227—General Information П 
49 C 18228—2-XL in Space 49 C 18229—Great People 
49 C 1823—Sports 49C LL eee 
Shipping weight 4 ounces T * Each $5.67 

(2) 2-XL" Game. . . there's always someone to zu with when 2-XL's around. 
2-XL Robot (not included, order above) plays this game with you. You move his 
pieces for him according to his responses. Be careful, he changes га strategy based 
on your moves. Complete with 8-track tape. 8х7%х1% in. high. Plastic. 
AGES, ORDERING INFO: 5 yrs. to adult. Partly assembled, instructions ipd: 
49 C 18211—Shipping weight 6 ounces . 3 

(3) Spelling В” builds spelling skills 
CAPACITY, MEMORY: 8-letter display. Memory stores up to 5 words 
TEACHING FUNCTION: 3 levels of difficulty from grades Kindergarten thru 4. Unit 

s number from activity book. Student finds picture, keys spelling onto dis- 
If wrong, student may try again. Correct spelling given after 2 tries. Shows 
fter each set of 5 words. Book has 264 color pictures of objects to spell. 

STR: Yellow plastic. 654x4*4x1!!4s in. Uses опе 9-v. battery (order below). 
ING INFORMATION: Activity book, case included. Warranted by Texas In 

struments, Write for free copy, page 322. 
3 C 58097—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces $29.99 

(4) Speak & Spell" spelling aid 
CAPACITY: 8-letter green-light display. 
TEACHING FUNCTION: 4 levels of difficulty for ages 7 and up. Unit рено 
word, student кеуз in spelling. If correct, student i is praised, if not, he is encouray 
to try again. Repeats single word or series of 10 words. Score is announced И 
each 10 words About 50 words in each level. 
C ONST RUCTION: Red plastic. 10x7x115⁄46 іп. Uses 4 "C" cell batteries (not includ- 
ed). Order battery packages below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 32-page illustrated book included. Warranted by Tex- 
as Instruments. Write for free copy, page 322. Order extra EUG below. 

$8.44 

3 C 58098C—Shipping weight 2 pounds . . ^. $58.99 

DieHard "C" Alkaline Battery for (4). Package of 2 
3 C 8993—Shipping weight 5 ounces Package $1.39 
Vowel Power Module. Helps students in grades 2 thru 4 with vowel pitna 
3 C 58077—Shipping weight 5 ounces $14.99 

Super Stumper" Module. Helps students with problem words: 
3 C 58024—For grades 4 thru 6. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. .$14.99 

Super Stumper™ Module. Helps students with words often misspelled. 
3 C 58025—For grades 7 and 8. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. $14.99 

(5) Mr. Challenger" Spelling Game . . . 4 games in one hand-held unit. Play 
Mystery Word, Letter Guesser, Crazy Letters and Word Challenge. 500 word mem- 
ory. Musical tone; green alpha-numeric display. For 1 or 2 players. Instructions. 
je 334x11% in. deep. Plastic. 

S. Ol R INFO: 9 yrs. and up. Requires 9-v. battery not included, order below. 
W arrénted by Texas Instruments. Write for free ‚сору, see page 322. 
49 C 1777—Shipping weight 10 ounces . aver 9394,97 

(6) Little Learners" Calculator . . . learning aid for young mathematicians. En- 
ter the problem, push “=” button, receive answer. Adds, subtracts, multiplies and 
divides. Floating decimal. 6x3%@x1"% in. deep. Solid-state. AC power jack. Plastic. 

Spell the word welcome 

AGES. ORDERING INFORMATION: 5 to 15 yrs. Use AC adapter, not included (see 
page 560), or 9-volt battery, sold below 
49 C 1772—Shipping weight 7 ounces $9.49 

(7). Electronic Cash Register Calculator. . . really works. Adds, subtracts, 
multiplies and divides. Working keys with buzzer sound, Lighted figures on screen. 
Open cash drawer; bell rings. Register tape. Play money. On-off switch. 74x6x6 in. 
high. Plastic. 

GES, ORDER INFO: 5 yrs. and up. Requires 2 "C" Es not incl., order below. 
49 C 1798—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces $15.99 

(8) Little Professor" learning aid 
CAPACITY: 8-digit red-light display. 
TEACHING FUNCTION: 4 teaching levels. Then choose +, —, x or +. Unit dis- 
plays problem, gives 3 tries before giving correct answer. Score given after 10 
problems. 4,000 pre-programmed problems per level for children 5 years and up. 
CONSTR: Yellow, brown, multicolor face. Plastic. 5x3Vax1!4 in. Black fabric strap. 
Uses one 9-v. battery (not included). Order battery below. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: "Fun With Math Facts" book included. Warranted by 
Texas Instruments. Write for free copy, page 322. 
3C 58063—Shipping weight 12 ounces E » А .$13.99 

DieHard 9-v. Alkaline Battery for (3) and (5 thru 9) 
49 C 46859—Shipping weight 2 ounces 00. Each $149 
(8) Dataman" develops math skills 

Р ЛОВҮ: 8-digit display. Memory stores up to 10 problems. 
functions, +, —, X, + to challenge students 7 years 

and up with variety of activities and 5 math strategy games. Basic answer checker 
lets you enter and answer problem. If incorrect, unit gives you second try before 
giving correct answer. Electronic scoreboard. 
CONSTR; Silver-color plastic, 6x314x11⁄4 in. Runs on one 9-v. battery (not іпсі.). 
Order battery above. Shuts off after 5 min. of non-use to conserve battery power. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Texas Instruments. Write for free ру, page 322. 
3C 58094—Shipping weight 12 ounces $19.99 
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(1) Advanced backgammon players, 
Omar is here to challenge you $5 799 

The computer is programmed to play all advanced backgammon strategies. 
Features include: electronic dice entry, electronic doubling cube, position verifi- 
cation, liquid crystal display, game scoring and detection of illegal moves. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic unit. 649x314x1 inch high. Includes: self-sticking iden- 
tification numbers that E pope on game board (not included) to correspond 
with the symbols used by the computer, and instructions. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 110-120 volt, 60-Hertz. AC with 
adapter with 6 ft. cord (included) or uses 4 AA batteries (not included). 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Cardinal Industries, Inc. For free copy, see p. 322. 
3 C 2845—Shipping weight 1 pound ......... $57.99 

without 
batteries 

(2) Pityourself against the computer 
with the Backgammon Challenger $9999 

You roll the dice and enter your move, the computer varies its strategy to 
match your game whether it's a running, a hit and run or a blocking and bear 
off game. Computer plays either offense or defense, with random responses varying each game. The computer does not permit illegal moves, Other features 
include: built-in doubling and position verification by memory recall. 
KEYBOARD, PLAYING BOARD: Simulated walnut plastic housing. Mylar* poly- 
ester film keyboard, playing field. 12x8x1 in. overall. Keyboard has 16 Es 
LED display for moves. 
PIECES: 30 magnetic pieces. 
ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: UL listed. 120 volt, 60-Hertz. AC. 6-foot cord. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Fidelity Electronics, Inc. For free copy, see p. 322. 
3 C 2854—Shipping weight 2 pounds ............................. $99.99 
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(3) Play Electronic Mastermind and try 
to break the hidden number code $2499 топ 

You set the code for another рау to solvé, ог the computer сап set one for 
you. Three different challenge levels allows you to choose the degree of difficul- 
ty. For each test number, the computer read-out tells how ui digits are 
correct and in the right sequence. Try to guess the code in as few tries as 
possible. For one or more players. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic unit, 554x314x124 in. high. Vinyl carrying case. Score 
pad and pen, instructions included. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by Invicta Plastics (U.S.A.) Ltd. Write 
for free copy, see p. 322. Uses 2 AA batteries, not included. 
3 C 2872—Shipping weight 1 pound ‚524.99 

(4) Outsmart your opponent and find the hidden $3 299 without 
word playing Sensor" electronic word game batteries. 

The object of the game is to find your opponent's hidden word in the fewest 
turns. Match wits with an opponent and program your own hidden words or 
play alone against the computer's built-in word bank. The computer's lighted 
display monitors your attempts. 
Сомен СТ!ОМ: Plastic unit, 814x554x974 inches high. Score pad, instructions 
inclu 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Selchow & Righter Co. Write for free copy, see p. 
322. Uses one 9 volt battery or AC adapter not included. 
3c 2928. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces . 
"Reg. DuPont Т.М. 

Buy the easy way—order by phone 



Do you believe in lucky stars? 

Believe in 'em or not, the 

new Zodiac" Astrology 

Computer offers 
astral advice using 
modern electronics 
With this fascinating 
electronic "brain" and the 
Zodiac" Manual edited by 
world famous astrologer 

Sidney Omarr, you can chart 
horoscopes for anyone 
simply by knowing his or her 

birthdate, time and place 

Whether you're a curious skeptic or a true believer. the 
Zodiac" Astrology Computer can tell you which house 
your stars are moving into while you relax at home 

This electronic star gazer offers a two-edged advan: 

tage over other methods of determining your horo- 

scope. It provides a "reading" that's far more personal- 

ized than horoscopes in the newspaper because you 
enter your own (or a friend's) day, time and place of 
birth into the computer's brain. And you won't have to 
travel to a professional astrologer for a daily survey of 

the comings and goings of cosmic influences. 

INTRODUCING ZODIAC 
Zodiac", The Astrology Computer. is just the thing for 

people who believe that their lives are influenced by 
the stars. When used in conjunction with the Zodiac’ 
Manual, Zodiac™ can help you learn more about your 
self. your friends, your past and your future 

ZODIAC™ 
MANUAL 

The Zodiac™ Man- 

ual is à complete 
in ion and 
source book for 
Zodiac", The As- 
trology Computer. 
The editor is well 
known astrologer 
Sidney Omarr who 
5 featured on his 
own radio program 
and in his daily as- 
trology column 
which is published 
n newspapers 
throughout the 
world 

WHAT ZODIAC" CAN DO FOR YOU 

The Zodiac" computer, when used with the Zodiac" 
Manual, can furnish you with three different types of 

star-struck information 

Сардор pae scans by chrisiniaé nersetechnical Gon 

In the Horoscope Mode, you can get a com- 
puter readout of the planetary positions at 
the time of your birth and a list of correspond- 
ing personality characteristics. With this infor- 
mation, plus the additional data found in the 
manual, you can chart anyone's horoscope 
simply by knowing the date, time and place 
of his or her birth. 

In the Daily Preview Mode, Zodiac" can 

clue you in to how the stars appear for any 
day you have in mind-past, present or future 

In the Advice Mode, the Zodiac" computer 
can offer its opinion about some of the many 
questions you ask yourself each day: "Should 
| travel today?" “Is this a good time to start 
saving money or to spend it?", “Should | see 
my former boyfriend tonight?" 

IT'S SIMPLE TO GET 
YOUR EXACT HOROSCOPE 

As sophisticated as the computer sounds, the 
Zodiac" is simple to use. To chart a horo- 
scope, look in the manual to find the proper 
codes for the date and place of your birth and 
enter them in the computer. Next, punch in 
the time of your birth. Then, watch the lights 
and listen to the electronic sounds as Zodiac" 
goes to work 

Code numbers will appear on the digital 

readout. Copy these down on the horoscope 
form provided and then match them up with 
the personality characteristics and assess- 
ments listed in the manual. It's that easy. 

It’s just as simple to get a daily preview or 
the computer's answer to a question. Just fi 
low the directions in the manual 

бф. __ 
Want to dig deeper? The Zodiac" Manual can tell 
you how to work out more detailed astrological in- 
formation. 

Plastic unit measures 7x2 inches high. Manual 
and astrological charts included. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Uses two 9-volt alka- 

line batteries or AC adapter (not included) 
3 C 285 1—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $44.99 

ANLY GAME CENTER 
4 2 Sears|659 



Built-in computer is so powerful 

it lets this electronic marvel play bridge 

as your partner, your opponents or both 

. or you can watch how the game 
"outsmarts" itself 

in fully automatic play 

order on one of the three green felt playing f 
provided. 

Need a fourth for bridge? Or à second, third and In this manner, "everyone 
th? Or would you rather watch while four ards, 

others” play? Bridge Challenger® is always 
ready for à game, whether you're short a player 

or your bridge club is curious to see how a com- 
puter would have played their hands. Just tell the 
machine which positions to play (М, E, S. W), then 
deal out the custom cards as you normally would. 

the possibility 

B. 
Challenger® "4 
Lets you choose 
from 4 levels 
of difficulty 

$1197? 

2 levels of difficulty 

$4899 

лой pace scam by calaia salei cal oon 

STAYMAN, GERBER AND BLACKWOOD 
PLUS SIX OTHERS 

Bridge Challenger automatically u 
Gerber and Blackwood. Assign ea 

s one of the six additione 
ants that the machine know: 
Strong Two Club and Weak 
ers, Jacoby Transfers, the 

f specify’ 

hine will automatically display 
ts turns, using the convention you sele 

for it. When bidding is comp 
plays the contract and play begins 

elds 

sees only his own 

COMPUTERIZED DUPLICATE PLAY 

Completing the contract does not have to end play. 

so have the option to replay the hand. Just 
mbination of human and ma- 

c player's bid and 

6,512 memory bits al 
nsive play, finesse and sque t 

ys reneges. lets you 
ck played) and indi 
antaneously. 

solid state with solid hardwood housing 
Ya in. high. Comes with 2 decks of cus- 

playing cards, carrying case, 9 volt adapter 

r use with 110-v., 60-Hz. AC. 

r more players. 
ow your 

your bids 
O: Order extra custom cards below, 

ө 3 C 2834—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $297.99 

he screen Custom Playing Cards for above (not shown) 
3 C 28149—Shpg. wt. 4 oz $3.99 

(1 апа 2) Checker Challenger? Games 
KEYBOARD. PLAYING BOARD: DuPont атаара ester film-covered face 
incorporates playing area, keyboard, !4-in. LE! display, Reset key starts 
game or cancels computer memory. Enler key enters your move into com 
puter. Clear key clears unwanted move if Enter has not been pressed or 
recalls computers’ last move. Press To key for moving a piece or to set up 
special checker problems. Level key determines level of play. Position Verifi- 
cation key verifies position of each piece. The “7 lose” signal lights when 
computer admits defeat. The “J win” signal lights when computer has won. 
PIECES: Stackable solid wood checker pieces, walnut or maple finish. 
ELEC. INFO: 6-foot cord with switch. 120-volt, 60-Hertz AC. UL listed. 
(1) Checker Challenger® “4”. Four levels of difficulty. Problem mode 
solves classic problems. Recall lets you compare computers’ moves. 
HOUSING: Solid walnut case measuring 12V4x8x1!4 inches high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by Fidelity Electronics, Ltd. Write 
for free copy, see page 322. 
3 C 296 1—Shipping weight 3 pounds 3 ounces $119.99 
(2) Checker Challenger® "2". Two levels of difficulty. 
HOUSING: Simulated wood-grained plastic housing. 121%х8х1 inch high. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Warranted by Fidelity Electronics, Ltd. Write 
for free copy, see page 322. 
3 C 2960—Shipping weight 2 pounds $48.99 



aecmovc CLASSIC GAMES 

“Move queen 
to di from d5" 

"Check and mate" 

Our finest Chess Game actually talks to you 

. and it responds twice as fast as any we've ever sold 

(1thru 3) Chess Chaliengers® 
KEYBOARD. PLAYING BOARD: Reset key starts game 
puter memory of game Depress Enter key to register your move with 
computer. Press Position Verification key y the position of 
each piece by rank and file. Use Double-move key when you make CHESS 
multiple moves. The Clear key erases unwanted moves if Enter has CHALLENGER" 
not been pressed. Press Level key, at anytime during game, for level of 
playing difficulty desired. Problem Mode key used when you want 
computer to solve specific chess problems, like "Checkmate in 2 
Signal for “Check” lights up when the computer has you in check. The 
“T lose" signal lights up when computer is che 

Magnetic. Staunton design. (1) and (2 
s, (3) has es, King: 24% inches 

N: 6-foot cord with switc 
solid state. 

r cancels com. 

e tz AC. UL listed. 100% 
(1) Voice Chess Challenger. The highest 
of any chess game we sell nfinite numb 
Re-computes its move to respond at d 
culty vil е to re-compu 
"halt" 7 ature tells you eac 
position on demand . . . can be the blind or used to record 
game play with recorder. Displays the number of moves played at end 
of game. Deluxe playing surface with raised k 
HOUSING: Solid hardwood carrying case measures 13x8x1% in. 

jlayin; 
of difficulty le’ 

levels of playing 

move and capture and repeats 

CHALLENGER* 
"7" 

NG INF c Electronics, Lim. 
ited. Write for free copy, see page 322. 
3 C 2892—Shipping weight 6 pounds $199.99 

(3) Chess Challenger® “7”. Seven levels of playing difficulty from 
ет to expert, including "Mate in Two", “С y ". Play 

against computer or watch computer play itself. Change sides on any 
ove in mid-game. DuPont Mylar® polyester film playing surface. 

NG: Simulated wood-grained housit 2¥%x8x1 inch high. 
ORDER NFORMATION: Warranted by Fidelity Electronics, Lim- 
ited. Write for free copy, see page = 
3 C 2873—Shipping weight 2 pounds $94.99 au [Sears| 661 
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Trailer attaches 

NOTE: items (1), (3). (4) 
and (5) warranted by 

manufacturer. 
To write for free copy. 

see page 322 

(1) Milton Bradley's Big Trak™ 
Send Big Trak over lunar landscapes in search of 
moon monsters; then stun them with your laser. Pro- 
ram the Big Trak space vehicle to go forward, 
ackward, turn left and right, rotate 360° and even 

fire laser guns! Big Trak can also be programmed for 
Big Trak Transport Trailer (not incl., sold below). 
CONSTR: Plastic, metal, 13x874x6 in. high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 years to adult. Requires 9-v. 
battery, 4 ^D" batteries (not incl., order at right). 
49 C 58289—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 11 oz. .......931.97 

(2) Milton Bradley's Big Trak™ 
Transporter Trailer 

Haul interstellar equipment in the Big Trak Trans- 
porter Trailer attached to the Big Trak (not includ- 
ed, sold above). Can be programmed by Big Trak to 
dump automatically. 
CONSTR: Plastic, metal. 17*5x854x7 in. high. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 8 years to adult. Requires 
“D” bat (not incl; order package at right). 
49 C 58287—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 11 oz. ....... $10.97 

(3) Mattel's Sir Galaxy" Radio Control Robot 
Sir Galaxy waiks, talks, turns right or left, flashes his 
es and makes cosmic sounds at your command! 
and-held radio control transmitter doubles as а 

walkie-talkie; lets you project your voice thru robot 
for two-way conversation. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic, 14 inches tall. Arms pose; 
hands objects. 

(4) Playskool's Star Rider" Space Vehicle 
Star Rider has all the controls, switches, visual and 
sound effects to transport a child to the outermost 
galaxies. Child controls Star Rider cone using 
volume control switch for sound control; flipping 
buttons for “rocket boosters,” "laser weapon,” "ex- 
рока hit," "warp drive," and "emergency." Star 

ider pivots 360°, comfortable “astronaut seat.” 
CONSTR: Plastic, 30%16x16%x20 in. high. 
AGES, ORDER INFO: 3 to 9 yrs. Requires 2 "D" bat- 
teries, 9-v. battery (not incl.; order below). Partly as- 
sembled. Instructions incl. Astro Explorer Play Set 
shown on child is not included, order on page 621. 

Shipping weight 16 pounds. 
79 C 872391 .. > 

(5) Parker Brothers ROM™ 
. . . the Space Knight 

ROM has micro-electronic circuitry that enables him 
to scan the area with lighted eyes, “breathe” realisti- 
cally from his respirator and make lights flash and 
sounds with his Energy Analyzer. Includes 3 detach- 
able electronic accessories with light and sound ef- 
fects; Rocket Pods, Translator and Neutralizer. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic with flexible joints. 14 
inches tall. 
FOR AGES, ORDER INFO: 6 yrs. and up. Requires 9- 
v. battery (not іпсі.; order below). 
49 C 58121—Shj 

DieHard Alkaline "D" of 2. 
49 C 46849—Shipping weight 10 oz.. ..Pkg. $1.59 

DieHard Alkaline 9-volt Battery. 
49 C 46859— Shipping weight 2 oz. ...Each $1.49 



Thrill to the sound and split-second 
timing of big-time racing on the 

mini-car circuit with the electronic 
AFX® Data Race™ Control Center 

and Sound Tower 

Strategy is the name of the game. Deciding how 
many pit stops to make, how much fuel you'll use. 
or how hard to push your machine can make the 
difference between taking the "cup" or losing the 

race, Now, there's a mini-car racing system that 
puts your strategic skills to the test 

PROGRAM A SHORT SPRINT OR A "500" 

Enter the number of laps for a race into the Control 
Center computer. Big blue LED displays for each 
racer click off the laps as the cars pass through the 

start/finish gate. 

DECIDE HOW MUCH FUEL TO TAKE ON 

Adding fuel during the race takes precious time. If 
you put too many "gallons" of fuel into your car 
your competitor will be making tracks while you're 
at the pump. Take-on too few "gallons" and you'll 
be forced into a time-consuming pit stop because 

the computer automatically stops counting laps 

when your racer "runs dry". The digital read-out 
indicates how many "gallons" you've added 

GENTLEMEN, START YOUR ENGINES 
With the Sound Tower you'll hear the sounds of a 
real race in progress. The Control Center's LED in- 
dicators actually count down the start of the race. 
All thru the race you'll hear the roar of big engines 
on the move. The computer sounds a victory 
"cheer" and shows the crowd which car won. 

‘Calaing pane sean tw НЫЙ аай cont 

Data Race" Control Center 
and Sound Tower 

with Slot Track Racing Set 
LI 64 

without batteries: 

‘Control Center with Slotless Track Racing Set 
(Wine Sound *6 499 | пета "8496 

without шы. 

ORDER YOUR DATA RACE CONTROL CENTER AND SOUND TOWER 
WITH SLOT OR SLOTLESS TRACK RACING SETS 

If you already own an AFX Racing Set. you can add 
the Data Race Control Center and the Sound Tow- 
er to upgrade your set for exciting action. 

ELECTRICAL INFO: Both sets include power paks 
that are UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-Hz АС. 6-ft. 
cord. Data Race Control Center uses 6 "AA" bat- 
teries, not included; order pkg. at right. 
FOR AGES: 8 years and up. 

(1) Slot Track Set with Data Race Control 
Center plus Sound Tower. Incl. 18 pcs. of track 
to make a 5 1х42-іп. layout. 2 Magna-Traction™ 
cars hug the track slot when making turns at high 

speed. 2 Russkit speed controllers. 5 plastic track 
elevations. Chipboard buildings. stands. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: Uses 12 watts. 
79 C 98156C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs......... $64.99 

Data Race Control Center only, Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 C 98117—For Slot-type AFX sets only $34.97 
49 С.98063—Ғог Slotless AFX sets only . 34.97 

(2) Slotless Track Set with 
Data Race Control Center only 

Includes 18 pieces of track to make а 78x54-in 
layout. You can change lanes to pass and block 
your opponent. 2 Speed Steer™ cars, 2 controllers. 

Oil slick detour. obstacle chicane, plastic hay bales. 
track elevations, and chipboard buildings add real- 
ism to the layout. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Uses 17 watts. 
79 C 98116C—Wt. 9 ibs, 2 oz. ......... $64.99 

Slotless Track Set with Data Race Control Cen- 
ter plus Sound Tower. Otherwise identical to (2). 
79 C 98126C2—Wt. 9 Ibs. 13 ог........ $84.96 

Sound Tower only. For use with (2) above or Data 
Race Control Centers listed at left. 
79 С 98159C—Shpg, wt. 11 ог. . ..$19.97 

DieHard Alkaline "AA" Batteries. de of 2 
49 C 46819—Shpg. wt. 2 oz. . 



(1) Foto" Electronic Bowling. Bowl 
your own game or compete against an- 
other player. You control where the ball 
goes, Each player's score plus frame 
number, strikes, spares and extra 10th 
frame balls all show on LED display. 
Flashing lights, different musical sounds 
for strikes, spares, gutter balls and miss- 
es. Portabie and self-contained. 
CONSTR: Plastic, 15x4!2x314 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Uses two 9-volt batteries, 
not incl. (order below). Warranted by Ca- 
daco Inc.; for free copy, see p. 322. 
49 C 65385—Wt. 11b. 1102....$28.47 

9-volt Alkaline Battery 
49 C 46859—Wt. 2 oz. Each $1.49 

Package of 2 "AA" Alkaline Batteries 
49 C 46819—Wt. 20z......Pkg. $1.19 

Package of 2 "C" Alkaline Batteries 
49 C 46839—Wt. 5 oz. Pkg. $1.39 

664 
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(2) Rocket Pinball. Electronic hand-held pinball game 
for 1 or 2 players. With 7 adjustable skill levels. Features 
an “all electronic” playing field with electronic sounds, 
realistic “ball” movement, 4 “bumpers” with point val. 
ues of 4, 10 and 20 points. 5 balls per player each game 
with a free ball for 200 or more points. Electronic LED 
digital scoring keeps separate scores for each player. 
Players alternate just like real pinball. 

TRUCTION: Plastic, 615х31516х17/6 inches deep. 
7 years to adult. 

INFO: Uses 4 "AA" batteries, not incl. (order at 
left). Warranted by Interstate Industries, see p. 322. 
49 C 65454—Shipping weight 10 oz. $24.97 

(3) Compu-Bowl. Hand-held electronic bowling game. 
Push straight-ball button to start electronic ball, then 
push curve ball button to aim it into the "pocket". Bell 
sounds when "pins" are hit and light flashes when you 
get a strike. Reset button for replay. Lighted pins visible 
from any angle. Manually operated frame counter. Score 
pad incl. Plastic, 94x34x24 in. high. Imported. 
FOR AGES: 3 years to adult. 
ORD INFO: Uses 2 “АА” batteries, not incl. (order, left) 
49 C 65262—Shipping weight 12 oz. $9.99 

(4) Spider-Man/HulkG Pinball. Electronic hand-held 
pinball game for 1 or more players. Features dual inde. 
pendent flippers, automatic tilt, bonus scoring and elec 
tronic sounds as you play and score. Digital LED scor- 
ing advances n hit made. Plastic, 814x514x234 inches 
high. Ages 6 to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 1 9-volt battery, not incl. (order at 

(5) Hit'N Missile. Knock the enemies’ aircraft out of 
the sky! Aircrafts fly across the screen in both directions. 
Choose your target: helicopters and biplanes moving at 
low speeds or airplanes at high speed for more points. 
Release the missile from launching pad by moving con 
trol from left and right for better placement. Red flash 
appears on screen with each hit. Course of the missile 
can even be changed after it's fired. Score registers auto- 
matically on digital display. Automatic timer, on/off 

itch. Plastic, 9/2x3x734 inches high. 
FOR AGES: 6 years to adult 
ORD INFO: Uses 2 batteries, not incl. (order, left) 

LAST DATE TO ORDER THIS ITEM IS JAN. 31, 1980 
49 C 65054—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $18.47 



The Game Machine" 
lets you break the bank 

at Vegas playing Black Jack, 
go to a carnival 

with Shooting Gallery, 
test your logic as a Code Hunter 
or narrowly escape crack-ups 

in the Grand Prix 

button and у 
console with to play on a deluxe, ta 

fluores 
effects. There's a different 
panel for each game 
and out to change the 
and add to the exciteme 
select a 

reboard 
colorful overlays р 

f the Game Machine’ 
he overlays 

o play 

FOUR DIFFERENT CHALLENGES IN ONE 
decision-making your daring and 

"hit" or "stand as you t an elec 
tronic dealer 

rate "trigger finger 

ада 
It takes quick reflexes a 

to hit Shooting Gallery's target 
igzag, random 

tests your powers of 
a secret 4-digit code 

coordination to win the 

an accu 

or cyclic pattern, Ci 
deduction as you try to 
while it takes precision 
Grand Prix 

FOUR FUNCTIONS PLUS MEMORY IN ONE olid stat 
When play time's over. just take off the overlays t t 
reveal a four-function. seven-digit calculat th 

perte mal and memory storage f 

Now you can play TV-type 
games anywhere, change games 
in a flash with optional cartridges. 

Each cartridge includes a mink 
ature screen and easy-to-use con- 
trols. Game System incl. “Block- 
buster” cartridge . object of 
game is to knock down a wall 
block by block. Additional car- 
tridges sold at right. Cannot be 
used with TV. 
CONSTR: Plastic control console 
is 914x314x114 in. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORD INFO: Uses two 9-v. batter- 
ies; not incl., order on p. 664. 
Warr. by Milton Bradley. Write 
for free copy, see p. 322. 
LAST DATE TO ORDER 

THIS ITEM IS 
JANUARY 31, 1980 Game 

System 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 

$3997 49 C 65395 ..839.97 

without 
battenes 

Catalog page scans by pieisimas nmarseteciwücal con 

struction, microproc ssor operat 

below. Alkaline batteries 
use in the Game Mach 

6 to 8 hours of use with non-alkaline batteries. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces 
49 C 65871 $47.97 

Package of 2 “С” cell DieHard alkaline bat- 
Large buttons and display make it simple teries (not shown) e with Game Machine. 

and fun for everyone. pping weight 5 ounces 
49 C 46839 Package $ 1.39 

Microvision™ Hand-held Electronic Cartridge Game 
Microvision Cartridges, Use with 
System sold at left. 

(1) Connect Four®. Build row of 
4 objects before opponent. 
49 C 65396—Wt. 11 oz. ..$ 15.97 

2) Star Trek™ Phaser Strike. 
hoot down moving targets. 

49 C 65399—Wt. 11 oz...$15.97 

(3) стар De not order before No- 
vember 1, 19 
49C 65404 Wt. 11 oz. ..$15.97 

(4) Bowling. Do not order before 
December 1, 1979. 
49 C 65398—Wt. 11 oz. $15.97 
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ELECTRONIC 

ERAIN 
anm TES 

(1) Computer Perfection" 

Test your memory with this challenging е 
inspired pg technology. Roll back dome, 
it's “оп”. The computer flashes light and sound 
"clues" to help you try to light its shapes in 
correct sequence. Includes four games at three 
skill levels; two games for solo playing and two 
for competitive playing. 
CONSTR; Plastic, 8%¢x8x8% in. high. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Lakeside Games. 
То write for free copy, see page 322. Requires 
two 9-v. batteries (not incl.; order below). 

LAST DATE TO ORDER: JAN. 31, 1980 
49 C 65863—Wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. ........929.97 

(2) Merlin the electronic wizard 
Merlin's 6 games include Tic-Tac-Toe, Music 
Machine, Echo, ште куе 13, Magic Square 
and Mindbender, Merlin's memory instantly 
counters your moves with its own strategic 
maneuvers. Up to 9 levels of play, from begin- 
ner to expert. One or more players. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic. Sensitive touch 
keys. 10x4x2% inches high. 
FOR AGES: 7 years and up. 

ORDERING INFO: Warranted by Parker Broth- 
ers, write for your free copy, see page 322. Re- 
quires 6 “AA” batteries (not incl., sold below) 
or adapter sold on page 669, 

LAST DATE TO ORDER: JAN. 31, 1980 
49 C 61061—Shpg. wt. 13 oz. $24.97 

(3) STOP THIEF® Electronic Board Game 
The first board game with an exciting electron- 
ic dimension. Board represents a city block in 
which a crime is committed. Players use sound 
effects and visual clues to track and arrest 
thief, collect bounty and win. 2 to 4 players. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic Crime Scanner com- 
puter, 834x274x154 inches high. Game board 
measures square 19% in. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Warranted by Parker Brothers; 
write for free copy, see pg. 322. Requires 9-v, 
battery (not incl; order below) or adapter sold 
on pg. 669. 
49 C 65729—Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. $22.87 
(4) QUIZ WIZ* Computer Answer Game 
Choose one of 1001 questions from the quiz 
book, pick an answer ош the multiple choices 
provided. Enter question and answer in the 
Computer; lights and sounds tell you if your 
answer is correct or incorrect. Play alone or 
compete with others. 
CONSTRUCTION: Plastic, 9x5¥/x1% inches 
high. Vinyl case. 
FOR AGES: 7 years to adult. 
ORDER INFO: Uses 9-volt battery (not incl., 
sold below) or adapter sold on pg. 669. Order 
extra Quiz Wiz" cartridge/books below. 
49 C 62273—Shpg. wt. 802. ....... $19.97 

(5thru 10) QUIZ WIZ" 
Cartridge/Quiz Books 

Use with your Quiz Wiz" Computer. Each in- 
cludes programmed cartridge and quiz book 
with 1001 questions, multiple choice answers. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
(5) Movies and TV 
49 C 65669—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ....Each $4.77 
(6) Trivia 
49 C 6567 1—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ....Each 4.77 

(7) Music and Books 
49 C 65672—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Each 4.77 

(8) Book of Lists 
49 C 65673—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ....Each 4.77 

(9) Greatest Sports Legends 
49 C 65674—Shpzg. wt. 4 oz. Each 4.77 

(10) Super Heroes* 
49C 656 Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Each 4.77 
*™ and © D.C. Comics, Inc. and Marvel Comic Group 
DieHard Alkaline 9-volt Battery. 
49 C 46859—Shpzg. wt. 20z. ....Each $1.49 

DieHard Alkaline "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
49 C 46819—Shpg. wt. 20z......Pkg. $1.19 



Price Breakthrough 
Never before have we offered hand-held electronic games that are so much fun 
to play and so difficult to master yet are priced so low 

Your choice of Electronic 
Numbers Game or Follow Me 

Each $1 499 without battery 
only or adapter 

These aren't the first or the only hand-held 
computer games that challenge your memory and 
powers of deduction. There are others on 
the market that play virtually the same way as 
our Follow Me and Electronic Numbers Game. 
What makes these so special is our $14.99 price. 
Compare this price. compare the features and 

we're sure you'll agree that these 
are exceptional values 

Electronic Numbers Game 
Here's the computer game that challenges you to 
break а secret code while the computer gives you 
the clues and keeps score 

IT'S ENTERTAINING AND EDUCATIONAL 

Set secret 4-digit code for another player to solve 
or let the computer set one for you. Then begin 
testing numbers in different sequences. After each 
try the computer tells which are correct and in the 
right sequence until code has been broken 

WHO'S THE MASTERMIND IN YOUR FAMILY? 

Play the Numbers Game by yourself. Or you can 
double the fun playing against someone else. In 
this version you're not only testing your code- 
breaking skills but also your ability to develop 
codes that are difficult to solve. You can even play 
with a group. Plastic case measures 5 V; by 3% by 
1 in. high. Includes vinyl carry case. scorepad. 
FOR AGES: 8 years to adult. 

ORD. INFO: Instr. incl. Needs 1 alkaline 9-v. batt 
or AC Adapter, not incl. Order battery on p. 666. 
LAST DATE TO ORDER THIS ITEM IS JAN. 31. 1980. 
49 C 65437—Shpg. wt. 8 oz $14.99 
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Electronic Follow Me 
Probably no other type of hand-held electronic 
game is so easy to play yet so difficult to mas- 
ter. And that's why this game has become so 
popular with children and adults of all ages. 

MATCH YOUR MEMORY 
AGAINST THE COMPUTER 

Follow Me will play a random sequence of 
lights and sounds. All you have to do is repeat 
them by pressing the correct "Follow Me" but- 
tons. Sound easy? Well it is for the first few 
series. But then each sequence becomes pro- 
gressively longer and faster, too. If your memo- 
ry is good enough you're rewarded with a victo- 
ry tune—but if it isn't, Follow Me will signal 
loud and clear that you made a mistake. 

THERE ARE 3 GAME VARIATIONS 
AND FOUR SKILL LEVELS 

You can let the computer program the se- 
quence of sounds and lights. Or you can set up 
the sequence for your opponent to follow. The 
computer remembers what has been the long: 
est sequence followed correctly and will replay 
it at just a touch of а button. It will also recall 
the last sequence played whenever you wish 
Even a group can have fun with Follow Me. In 
this version each player has a different color 
and remains in the game as long as he or she 
plays that color at the proper times. Make a 
mistake and you and your color are out of the 
game. The different skill levels make the game 
more challenging by playing longer and longer 
sequences to follow. 

Follow Me is housed in a plastic case that's 5 
nches in diameter, 2 inches high 

FOR AGES: 6 years to adult 
ORDER INFO FOR FOLLOW ME: Instr. incl. Re- 
quires one alkaline 9-v. battery or AC Adapter 
not incl. Order battery on p. 666 
LAST DATE TO ORDER THIS ITEM IS JAN. 31, 1980 
49 C 65439—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $14.99 

Universal AC Adapter 
(Not shown.) UL listed to convert 110-120-v 
60-с. AC to 6, 71% or 9-volt for use with games 
indicated or other battery-powered items of low 
voltage with adapter receptacles. Four sizes of 

plugs included. 6-foot cord. Not recommended 
for children under 
49 C 65244—Shpg. wt. 6 oz $4.99 

. Sears] 667 



ELECTRONIC 

Remote contro 

(1). Electronic Baseball. You can be the batter, or try 
your id as a big league pitcher and show off your 
fastball. 5 different pitches; if you're playing alone, use 
“computer” pitcher; or with another player, pitch fast. 
balls, changeups, curves, sliders or knucklers. Remote 
control pitching unit lets you conceal your pitching 
strategy. LED readout keeps track of all balls, strikes, 
outs, base runners and score. You'll see flashing lights 
and hear a different sound on every play. Watch the 
layers “run” around the diamond on a hit. Once you've 
it the ball, computer decides if you'll score. No TV set 

needed. Includes scoring sheets, instr. 
CONSTR: Plastic. Measures 824x6!4x114 in. high. 
FOR AGES: 6 vears to v 
RDER INFO: Uses 3 " batteries, not included; (ог: 

der packages below). Warranted by Entex Industries; 
for free copy, see page 
49 C 62275—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz 

Packagé-of 2 "AA" Alkaline Batteries 
$28.47 

49 C. 468 19—Shipping weight 2 oz. .$1.19 
Package of 2 "C" Alkaline Batteries 
49 C 46839—Shipping weight 5 oz. Pkg. $1.39 

668 [Sears] au 
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{2and3) Electronic Hockey and Soccer. 
Hand-held electronic games let you play against 
another player or computer on the ice or playing 
field. You control the offense by mo puck or 
ball down field, setting up shot, then shooting 
Your opponent or the computer attempts to 
block or intercept puck or ball on defense. Blips 
of light represent each player and blinking li 
blip the puck or ball. Both games feature spe: 
electronic sound effects, LED po: 
digital scoring, automatic timi 
keys and shoot n 

TION: Plastic CONS 
inches high 

each 834х514х134 

ears to adult. 
RMATION: Each uses 3 “ 

order package 
Industries, I 

(2) Electronic Hockey Game 
49 C 65777—Wt. 1 lb. 7 oz. $29.97 

(3) Electronic Soccer Game 
49 C 65779—Wt. 1 lb. 7 oz. $29.97 

DIGITAL 
"ы DERBY” 

AUTO RACEWAY 

(4) Digital Diamond. A push-button 2-player 
baseball game. Pitcher can throw fastball or 
curve, batter can hit or miss. If it's a hit, digital 

zht goes into field. The fielder-pitcher then 
pushes button to see if it's a single, double, triple 
out or home run! Scoreboard registers sco! 

lis es, outs. No TV 
„ 8%%хбх2\% inches high. 

to adult 
D Uses 2 "AA" 

cluded (order | package at left). 

LAST DATE TO ORDER THIS ITEM IS JAN. 31, 1980 

49 C 65043—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $9.97 

(5) Digital Derby Auto Raceway. How many 
laps can y * time runs out? Steer, 

ivers but if you crash 
s you laps. 

Lap counter, re- 

eu 

batteries, not in 

"" batteries, not in- 
cluded ( 

$14.27 



Compare 
Look at this low price for your choice of three 

of the most popular electronic sports games ever 

Have a road race in your liv. 
ing room, shoot baskets in 
the kitchen or play football 
while riding in a car! These 
hand-held electronic games 
are fun you can take almost 
anywhere at a price al- 
most anyone can afford 

7 N 

ВЕ | 
The computer controls the defense and you con 
trol the offense as you try to score an Electronic 
Touchdown! Get all the excitement of a real 

football game as you block, run, kick and eve 
pass. Shake tacklers as you race downfield. Set 
up a pass play and throw the bomb. Two different 
Skill levels let you speed up the defense to play 
Semi-Pro” or "Pro". Two players can compete 

by controlling the opposing offenses. Electronic 

sound effects include referee whistles and even 
song that plays when a touchdown is scored. LE 
displays give you time, score, downs, yards. 
and field position. Solid state design with plast 
case 7x4 4x1 V4 inches high 
AGES: 8 to adult 

ORDERING INFO: Require: е 9-volt battery or 
AC adapter, not included, order below 

LAST DATE TO ORDER THIS 
ITEM IS JANUARY 31, 1980 

49 С 65352—Shpg. wt. 12 oz $19.99 

DieHard 9-volt Alkaline Battery (not shown). 

49 C 46859—Shpg. wt. 2 oz. Each $1.49 

AC Adapter for Electronic Touchdown (not 
shown). UL listed. For use with 6, 7v or 9-volt 
electronic games. Miniature and sub-miniature 
adjustable plugs, 9-volt battery clip tip included. 
110-120-v., 60-Hz. AC. 6-ft. cord. Not for chi 
dren under 8 
49 C 65244—Shpg. wt. 6 oz $4.99 

Catalo page scans bv chaisintat-nsetectwd cd com. 

Electronic Basketball pits your basketball skills 
against a computerized ense. It's a race 
against time as you move onto the court and 
drive past the defensive players for a lay up. 
Shoot as many baskets as you can before the tim- 
er counts down 24 nds, Action includes 
blocked shots and rebounds. Two skill levels let 
you speed up the defe make scoring more 
challenging. Two-player memory lets you take on 
an opponent. Sound effects for a basket made. 
turnover, end of quarter, blocked shot and end of 
game. LED sc rd. S lesign. Plastic 
case measures 57⁄16x3 Vo ves high overall 

8 to adult 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 4 "AA 
batteries, not included, order at right. 

LAST DATE TO ORDER THIS 
ITEM IS JANUARY 31, 1980 

49 C 65453—Shpg. wt. 8 oz $19.99 

1999... 
each batteries 

Auto Race brings you the thrill of realistic race- 
way action. Try to complete 4 laps before timer 
counts down 99 as you shift gears and gun it 
up to high speed. Avoid collisions by cutting 
from lane to lane in a series of close calls. Hear 
your “motor” roar as you shift gears. Hear 
sound effects for victory, defeat and crack-ups. 
LED scoreboard shows elapsed time, counts 
laps and number of collisions. Solid state de- 
sign. Plastic case. 5 Vax3 2х1 Ys іп 
AGES: 7 to adult 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Requires 3 "AA" 
batteries, not included. order below. 

LAST DATE TO ORDER THIS 
ITEM IS JANUARY 31, 1980 

49 C 65452—Shpg. wt. 8 oz $19.99 

DieHard "AA" Alkaline Batteries (not 
shown). For above and at left. Package of 2 
49 C 46819—Shpg. wt. 2 oz. Pkg. $1.19 

Sears 
ELECTRONIC 
auto race 

LY 
X 

<> is for Child ч К з=» is for Children 


